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Pencil in Photography, Electric. Illustrated

Pentz-Reckenzaun Electric Meter. Illustrated

Perkins and Mather Companies, Injunctions Against.
Photometric Standard for Arc Lamps. Illustrated...

Photography, Electric Pencil in. Illustrated

Pierce, R. H. Portrait. (The Service Plant). .230.
Pierce, R. H., Electrical Engineer at the World's

Fair. Portrait

Pittsburg, Grand Jury Finding at,

Poole, C. O- (Locating Trouble on Arc and Power
Circuits in Central Station Work) 19,

Potential Indicator, The Tice-Lintner. IHustialed.

.

Power Circuits in Central Station Work, Locating
Trouble on Arc and. By C. O. Poole. (Cali-

fornia Electrical society) 19.
Power Station, An Ideal Central. (Chicago Electric

Club). Discussion 7,

Power Transmission from Central Stations. By
Louis Bell. (National Electric Light associa-

tion). Discussion 122, 123.
Propositions for the Consideration of the Electrical

Congress. By E. Hospitalier 291,
Providence, Extensive Railway Scheme in

Pulley Stands and Friction Clutch Pulleys. Illus-

trated

Pump. Duplex Electric Sinking. Illustrated

Pumpelly. |. K. (The Present Status ot the Storage
Battery) 167.

Punch and Shears Electrically Driven. Illustrated..

Push Button and Thermostat Combined. Illustrated.

14S

332
75
92
205

279
19

»95
205
231

13S

3>7

124

392
67

149
26S

16S
16

*57

National Electric Light Association, Proceedings of
the Sixteenth Convention at St. Louis

Address of Welcome. n^

Railway, the Saleve jMountain Electric 193
Railway in Bangkok, Siam, Introduction of the Electric 209
Railway, Chicago North Shore Electric 137
Railway Controversy at San Francisco, Street. ...323, 324
Railway Motor, General Electric Company's New

Street. Illustrated 293
Railway. Murat Halstead on the London Under-

ground Electric • So
Railway Patents, V.indcpoeIe's 231
Railway Scheme in Providence, Extensixx 67
Railway Securities, Electric 9
Railway System for Indiana, Electric 317
Railway Work, Closed Conduit in Street 160
Railway Work, Patten Motor for Steam 161
Railway at the World's Fair, Elevated Electric. Il-

lustrated 153, 154, 155

23450



Railway System at Washington, Trial of the Wheless

Conduit 173

Railways in New Hampshire, E.ectric 7"

Railways for Summer Resorts, Electric 15

Railways in Svvilzerland, Electric. Illustrated 53

Railways in and About Chicago, Electric 171, 172

Rapid Transit Between Chicago and Evansion 75

Recorder. Todd's Electrical. Illustrated 157

Recording Watt-meter. Illustrated 80

Regulator, Conz's Maximum Current. Illustrated. 14. 15

Refations Between Electrical and Insurance Interest*.

By lames A. Waterworth 255

Relations of Insurance to Electric Light and Power.

By William Brophy. (National Electric Light

associa'ion) 125, 126

Remarks Concerning Power Transmission from an

Economic Standpoint. By L. B. Stillwell (Na-

tional Electric Light association). Discussion..

,. 123, 124

Ries. Elias E. (Electric Motors Operating on Single

Phase Alternating Current Circuits) 169

Ries' Improved Regulating Socket. Illustrated. .148, 149

Safety Device for Dynamos, Badt's. Illustrated 4

Saleve Mountain Electric Railway, The 193

San Francisco, Street Railway Controversy at. ...323, 324

San Francisco, Consolidation in IQ

Scott, Gordon J. (Electric Motors Operating on

Single Phase Alternating Current Circuits) 169

Secondary Battery Plates, Treatment of. Illustrated. 138

Sensational Charge, A 255

Sergeant, C. S. Portrait 19

Shears, Electrically Driven Punch and. Illustrated.. 16

Shot Firing in Mines, Electrical. By F. Brain 134

Siemens' Telephone with Siren Call. Illustrated 142

Signaling Apparatus. New Electric. Illustrated 195

Single Phase Alternating Current Circuits, Electric

.Motors Operating on. By Elias E. Ries and

Gordon f. Scott 169

Single Phase 'Alternating Motors. By A. W. Meston.

Illustrated 157

Sisson Automatic Electrolier. Illustrated 21

Socket, Special. Illustrated , 161

Socket, Ries' Improved Regulating. Illustrated

14S, 149

Stage Curtain, Electrically Operated. Illustrated. ... 67

Stanley Trarisformer. Illustrated 45

Steam Plant for an Electric Lighting Station, Model.

Illustrated ig6, 197

Sterling, R- H. (Some Experiences with the Alter-

nating System) 120, 130

Stillwell, L. B. (Remarks Concerning Power Trans-

mission from an Economic Standpoint) 1 23, 1 24

S'. Louis Convention. English Comments on the 207

St. Louis Electric Railway, Chicago and 55

St. Louis Electric Club I5

St. Louis, the Electric Circuit of 13O1 i67

St. Louis Electrical Exchange t&6

St. Louis Meeting of the National Electric Light

Association - i'3. I'J

St. Lonis, Electrical Features of. Illustrated

,,,. gS, gg, too. lol, 102, 103, 107, loS, rrg

Map of St. Louis, Snowing Points of Interest 98

Muoidpil Electric Light & Power Company gg

James I. Ayer. Portrait 99
.Missouri Electric L'ght & Power Company 99, too

Herbert .\. Wagner. Portrait 99, 100

Laclede Gas Light Company's Electrical Depan-
ment 99' 100

Laclede Power Company 99. ^00

St. Lonis Electric Light' & Power Company gg, 100

D. W. Guernsey. Portrait 99' '°'

Wainright Building 100, lot

St. Lonis & Suburban Electric Railway lot. 102

Benton &. lieliefontaine Railway lot, 102

Union Depot Railway 101, 102

Electric Mail Car on St. Louis & Suburban Rail-

way lOI, 102

First Arc Dynamo in St. Louis 102

First Incandescent Dynamo 102

Western Union Telegraph Company 102

St. Louis Electric Club 102. 103

Electrical Supply and Construction Companies:

—

Shnllz Belting Company 107, 108

Emerson Electric Manufacturing Company. . 107, 108

Wagner Electric Manufacturing Company.. .107, 108

Intersute Complete F^lectric Construction Com-
pany to7. 108

Rose Electric Light Supply Company 107, 108

Chiogoand St. Ix>uis Electric Railway.107, 108, 109

Storage Battery Controversy at Hartford 311, 312

Sloraze Baltery, The iTcsent Status of the. By J. K.
Pnmpelly and C. .Sorley (Chicago Electric club)

167. iW. 18.^, 184

Sionzc Battery Company's Car, Trial Trip of the

Acme. Illnstiatcd 33

SiOfer's Solenoid Motor for Direct Machine Driving.

Illnstraled '7-

SonK Experiences with the Alternating System. By
P.. H. Sterling. Discussion. (National ?:icclric

Light association) '29, '3''

Sorley. C. (The Present Stains of the Storage Eat-

terj) t'>T. i'>3

Spencer, E. J. Portrait. (Varied Applications of

Electricity) 244, 245

Submarine Boat, Baker.. - 180

Switch, The C. S Flush Automatic. Illustrated . . . 2.57

Switch, New Double Pole. Illustrated 32

Switch, Snap Knife. Illustrated 257
Switch, Three Thousand Ampere Ajax. Illustrated.. 185

Switch, The Hart Flush. Illustrated 197

Switches, Two New. Illustrated ' 149

Switzerland, Electric Railways in. Illustrated = 53

Telephone Litigation, Berliner 91, 92
Telephone Litigation 116

Telephone With Siren Call, Siemens'. Illustrated.. 142

Telephony, Single Wire Non insulated. Illustrated.. 16

Telautograph, Elisha Gray's. Illustrated 159, 160, 161

Testing Sets, Acme Portable. Illustrated 317
Thermal Storage for Central Stations. By George

Forbes. Discussion (National Elect, ic Light
Association) 128, 129

Thomson, Elihu. (A Curious Action of Attraction by
Alternating Currents) = 142

Thomson Recording Watt-metor, T'hi. By P. J.

McFadden (Chicago Electric club) ... 38, 39, 50, 51

Three-phase System of Distribution in the United
States, First. By A. B. Cross 55

Tice-Lintner Potential Indicator. Illustrated 329
Tice-Lintner Potential Indicator. Illustrated 3^
Transformer. The Diamond. Illustrated 32

Transformer, Stanley. Illustrated. 45
Trolley Arrangement, Novel. Illustrated 38
Trolley Lines for New Jersey 79, 80

Trucks, English Motor. Illustrated 5

Trucks, Litigation over Electric Railway 86

Todd's Electrical Recorder. Illu=trated 157
Tower, W. A. (Underground Construction) 77
Townley, Calveit. ( I ne Incandescent Lamp From a

Commercial Standpoint) 118, 119

Telegraph Bills Reported Unfavorably to the Illinois

Legislature, Three 204
Telegraph Line, Projected African 277
Telegraph Rates Between Points in North Caiolina. 196
Telegraph Wires Down. Telephone and 169
Telephone Company for Chicago, New 196

Telephone Patents, Ruling Affecting 184

Telephone, Reunion by Means of the Long Dis-

tance 190
Telephone Stations, Modern Equipment of. By W.

H. Hyde. Illustrated. (Wisconsin Electric

club) 264, 255

Telephone and Telegraph Wires Down 169
Telephonic Communication Without a Special Line.

By G. Mareschal 16S. 169

Tesla. Nikola (Light and Other High Frequency
Phenomena) 292. 303,

304. 305, 312, 313. 315, 316, 317, 325, 327, 32S, 329
Thermal Stoiage for Central Stations 202, 203

Thermostat, Combined Push Button and. lllus

trated 257

Thiele Bill and Socialism, The. By Allen R.
Foote 253

Thiele Electric Lighting Bill 2JI

Thiele Lighting Bill in the Illinois Legislature 204

Transformer, Development of the. Illustrated. . 197, igS

Transmitting Power from Niagara Falls 267

Trolley, A New. Illustrated 209

Two-phase Alternating Current Motor on Lighting

Circuits. Illustrated 221

Underground Construction. By W. A. Tower.

(Canadian Electrical Association) 77

Underground Conduits and Conductors, and the Ex-

periences of Electric Lighting Companies of New
York City. By W. H. Browne. (National Electric

Light association) 126, 127, 128

Underground Electric Railway, Murat Halstead on

the London 80

Underground Rapid Transit Project for New York.. 196

University of Minnesota, Electrical Laboratory.

Illustrated '4'

Vandepoele's Railway Patents 231

Van Rysselberghe Hydroelectric Installation at Ant-

werp. Illustrated 1^8

Varley's Method of Winding Electromagnets. Illus-

trated 33

Vertical Dynamo for Electro-metallurgical Work.

Illustiatcd '9'

Volt, the Future Ampere, Ohm and. Tij Henry S.

Carhart '79

Voltmeter Switch. Cutter's. Illustrated. 305

Von dcr Rammer's Incandescent Lamp, lllustraleu. . 205

Vulcanizing Process for Preserving and Strengthing

Poles, Cross Arms. Ties, etc. By Henry C.

Meyers. (National Electrical Light Association) 126

Waring Incandescent Lamp. Illuslralcd 264

Washington, Trial of the Wheless Conduit Railway

System at '79

Washington, D C. (Correspondence) 5^, 94
Waicrvlict, the 120 Ton Electric Traveling Crane at 2

56

Waterworth, James A. (Relations Between Electrical

and Insurance Interests.) 255
Watt-meter, Recording. Illustrated 80
Waves, Experiments with E'ectric. Illustrated 89
Welsh .Mine, Electricity in a. Illustrated 276, 277
Western Union Telegraph Company, New Chicago

Office of the. Illustrated 324, 325
Weston, Edward. (Development of the Incandescent

Lamp) 142, 143, 145
Weston and His Electrical Work, Edward. Illus-

trated 214, 215, 216, 217, 2lg, 220
Westinghouse Lamp, New 2
Wheatstone Bridge, a Re-arrangement of the. Illus-

trated ,, 41
Wheless Conduit Railway System at Washington,

Trial of the 178
Whitney Alternating Current Instruments. Illus-

trated 280. 281
Whitney Electrical Instruments. Illustrated.... 21
Winding Electro-magnets, Varley's Method of. Illus-

trated 33
Windlass, Eddy Self-Locking. Illustrated 161
Wiring, Some Radical Changes in General S>stems of.

5y Charles G. Armstrong. Discussion (Chicago
Electric club )

139. 140, 155.
Wiring, Free. By J. M. Campbell, (Canadian Elec-

trical association.) 68
Wiremen of the Chicago Edison Company Strike. . . . 210
Wirt, Charles (Aron Meter) 44
Wood's Splicing Tube and Threading Tcol. Illus-

trated 173
World's Fair Electrical Features (Opening Issue.)

Frontispiece. John P. Barrett, Chief, Department
of Electricity, World's Columbian Exposition. . 225

Department of Electricity, World's Columbian Ex-
position. By J. Allan Hornsby. Portrait,. . . ,

226,227, 230
Map Showing Electrical Features at Jackson Park 226
View of Machinery Hall 227
Views of Electricity Building 228, 229
The Service Plant. By R. H. Pierce. Portrait.

230, 231
Views of Direct Connected Westinghouse Engine

and Ten Thousand Light Alternator 23-)

View of Westinghouse Switchboard, Machinery
Hall 231

Exhibitors in Electricity Building 232, 233
Diagrams Showing Allottraent of Space in Electric.

ity Building 232
Model Incandescent Lighting Plant. By E. E.

Keller. Portrait 233,234, 235
Putting ' Jumbo" Together, Electriciiy Builjing.. 233
View of Electric Fountain 234
General Electric Arc Plant, Electricity Building. . . . 235
The Work of Last Week - . . 235
The World's Electrical Congress. By Prof. H. S.

Carhart. Portrait 237
View of the Allis Two Thousand Horse Power En-

gine, Driving two Westinghouse Ten Thou-
sand Light Alternators. Machinery Hall.... 237

Bird's Eye Views of Jackson Park 238, 239
Diagram of Service Plant, Machinery Hall 240
Map of Chicago's Business Center With List of

Points of Interest to Electrical People 240
Telegraph and Telephone Seivice 240, 242
Seventy-eight Light Arc Corona, Manufactures

Building... . 241
Columbian Intramural Electric Railway. By C H.

Macloskie 242.
Exhibitions, Industrial, National, International

and Electrical. By W. J. Hammer. Portrait. .

243,
Varied Applications of Electricity. By E. J.

Spencer. Portrait 244,
Commercial Advancement of Electrical Interests.

By W. H. McKinlock. Portrait 245
Electric Launches on the Lagoons. By C. H. Bar-

ney 245, 246
Illustrated Features .... 246

World's Electrical Congress t5, 3t,

32, 37. 38, 5fi, 214. 215, 237, 274, 275, 286, 287, 323
World's Fair, Elevated Electric Railway at the. Il-

lustrated 153, 154, 155
World's Fair Open Evenings. Keep the 3, 4
World's Fair by Electricity, How President Cleve-

land Opened the. By Locke Etheridge. Illus-

trated 249,
Woild's Fair, Electricity at the. Illustrated

• 13,14,27.28.29,37.38, 49,

50, 51, 67, 68, 73, 74. 75, 85, 86, 97, 121, 138,

139. 165. 166 167 177, 178, 189, iqi. 201. 202,

203, 204, 213, 214, 22s, 226, 227 228, 22g, 230,

231, 232, 233. 234, 235. 237, 238, 239, 240, 241,

242, 243, 244. 245, 246, 250. 251, 261, 262,

263, 264, 273. 274, 275, 285. 286 287. 297,
298, 299, 300,301,309, 310 311, 312, 313, 321, 322,

Wrought versus Cast Iron lor Field Magnets Frames
By A. D. Adams. (National Electric Light asso-

ciation.) 12.) •

Zurich, Switzerland, Municipal Electric Light Plant \
at. Illustrated 169

243

, 244

245

250

323
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THE COLUMBIA
INCANDESCENT LAMP

IS fHS BSST.

lost Uaiform in Candle Power. High in Efficiency.

Office and Works: 1912 and 1914 Olive Street, St. Louis. Mo.

NATIONAL INDIAIndia Rubber v0.

S. p. COLT, Preet., F. S. MINOTT, Gen'l Mgr.

S^.A-CTOK.-Z- and. OX^FICHS, - BI^ISTOIj, E,. I.
Creneral Weetern Asents ; Enterprise Electric Co., Chicago.

The

International OKONITE COMPANY,

^qN/>
LIUTED.

13 Park Row, New York.
INSUI.ATED

WIRES AiDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Ut*.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.

BRANCHES: ChlcAffo, Boiton, Fhllaiielptila, Minneapolis, ClncLanati,
Omaha, LonlSTille, St. I.oiiis, San Francisco, Ix>ndon and So. America,

City,

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEIT STREET, NE\ir TORK,

MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS A:<D DEALERS IN

Electrical Supplies

OF ILL lESCaiPTIONS.

Telegraph, Telephone,
Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

Line Material.
WE OWN AND OPERATE THK

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WHERE WS MANUFACTURE A PULL LINE OP

Test iDstrnments and all Scieotiflc Measarement Apparatas.

KET FOB CAPACITT TESTS.

PACKARD HIGH GRADE
INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

Slanaractnrf'd by the

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
AGENTH:

T^oal.KvllIe, Ky., Smithon ADnrls.New York City. Chas. E. Chapin, 136 Liberty St.

Cbicago, III , Elec. Appliance Co.. 242 MadlBoo St.

St, Paul. Minn.,The Elec. Eni?ltieerlnB& Supply Co.
Omaha, Neb.. B. B, Downn, 215 Sheely Block
St L'.iilB. Ml.. St: Lrmis EI(>ctrffJil Supply Co.

San Francieco. Cal., A. C. Bralnartl & Son, No. 109
Cftlifornifi St.

Cinciunati.O., Post-Glover Elec. Co.. 215 W. 4th St.

PltlfcburHh. Pa.. W, H. Vnoderort, 109 I-*-»U Block.
G. P. AltfjnborK. 220 Wttlnot St., CtDdaiutt, Ohio,

ajieot for Kootucky, Teanewee, Vir^nta »n<i
We-it Virginia.

Littlo riAck. Ark.. Arkansajj El»-ctrlc Supply 0>.,
3r»7 \V. Markham St.

Montreal, Can., Packard Lamp ('Ay., 9C-100 KlOff St.

MANDFACTUREB OF

IIVSUi:.ATED ElaEGTRIC IWIRE,
FLKXIBLE CORDS ana CABLES'.

ano and g08 Bfortli Third street. - - PBtlt.APBl.PITIA. PA.

THE BEACON LAMP.
16 Candle

Power,

35 Cents.

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Electrical Co., '",'"e?,°" Boston. Mass.
New York Office nuJ Stock Boom: Central EalldiDg-, 141 Liberty Sircet.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS,

ESTIMATES AND DRAWINGS srBMITTKD.

WESTON ENGINE CO..
Painted Post, N. Y.

REPRESENTATIVKS

:

Julian Scholl & Co.. vy, IJbertr St.. Npw York.
Geo. D. HolTaian. s-J Lake St.. Chicago, 111.

H. M. S<;lrle A: Co. 3d A: Arcb SIS . PhllidPlphU.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford, Conn.

THE BALL & WOOD COMPANY,
Builders of Improved Automatic Cut-off Engines.

w*. B. PennioQ ,6 Co., Ilitrae Ins. Ul.it;., ChK-njco, 111. Jft(n<*f .t I'o., rh«tt«noo(tm,Tean.
w. A. D«j, IJS Dllvor St.. Ik»lon, SUw. Wim.m H. Pori«r. t>«trall, Mich.
F. u. WhIUug, JacobsoD Block, DoDver, Cut<>. T W. Aaderfoo, UoQatoit, Tex.
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General Electric Comoany,
44 Broad St., New York City. 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

THE RIGHT OF THE
TO AN INJUNCTION

HAS BEEN
BY

U.S. CIRCUIT

EDISON COMPANY
AGAINST INFRINGERS
DETERMINED
THE
COURT OF APPEALS.

ALL OTHERS INFRINGE THE EDISON PATENTS AND ARE COUNTERFEITS.

See decision of U. S. Court of Appeals in case of Edison Electric Light Company i^s. United States Electric Light
Company, decided October 4, 1892.

See decision of TJ. 8. Circuit Court of Appeals in case cf Edison Electric Light Co. and Edison General Electric
Co., against Sawyer-Man Electric Co., decided December 15, 1892.

Copies of this decision will be sent on application.
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173 and 175 Adams St.. Chicago, 111. 609 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Partrick & Career Co.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Leclancne Battery Co., The.
Western Electric Co,

Bells, JBlectrlc.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., TheE. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Masneto.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co. . The B. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrfck A Carter Co.
WRBtern Electric Co

BeltlDK'
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Shultz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Bftbcoclc & Wilcox Co., The.
Blanctiard, Albert.
Freeman Sons JIfg. Co., The S.
Lane & Bodley Co., The.
N. Y. Siifety Steam Power Co.
Stearns Mfe, Co.
Weston Engine Co.

BoohH, Klectrtcal.
Electrician Publishing Co.

kSnrfflar Alarms.
Central Eloctrlc Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co..The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Cables, Rlcctrlc. (See Insnlated
wiree), Copi>er,HtieetandBabr.
B'ehip Gutta Percha Co
Moore. Alfred F.

Rnebllnc'B S^^-ns Co., .T. A.
Wasliburn * Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cameras.
Eaetman Kodak Co.

Carbons. Pplnts and Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical VForks.

Clnti^lies. Frietinn.
Falls Rivet A Machine Co.
Hill Clutch Works.
Lake. ,1. H. & D. Co,

CordaKC.
SamsoD Cordage Works.

Constrnctlon and Kepalr«.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors, Klectrlc Li^ht,
Knel^e flants and Rlectrlc
Ballways.
American Engine Co.
Babcuck & WiicOx Co., The.
Ban Engine Co.
Ball & wood Co., The.
Bryan W. H.
tJmsb Electric Co.
Ca^eli, L. Breckinridge.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Ford-Washburn Storelectro Co.
Freeman SonsMfg. Co.,TheS.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
HatlK-way, E. M.
HeiBier Electric Co.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodiey Co., Tne.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lefmann, Julius.
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safely Steam Power Co.
Osborne Steam Engineering Co.
Pearson & Co., W. Jti.

Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Siemens & Ha'eke Electric Co.
Sious Cltv Engine Works.
Sianda d Electric Co.
Waddtili-Encz Company.
Westinghi-uBe Electric & Mfg. Co.
Wt eiinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co.
Westt-ro lilectrlcCn
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Weston Engine \.o.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Worke.
Bi-sliop Guttapercha Co.

Central fliectnc vo.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cutter, Geo.

' aiectrl' ai Snpply Co., The.
En',erpTjF6 Electric Co.
Holme;^, Bwtth & Haydens,
Internmloual Oki'nlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
Roebling's Son's Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Washburn & Moen 3lfg. Co.
Western Electric uo.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Soi ply Co., The
Hughes Bros. Mt>. Co.
Knapp Elecrical Works.
Lefmann, Julius.
Lond, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equioment Co.

Cnt-OntB and »wlT«b«s.
Amfrican Eledrical Mfg. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical A Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enlerpriee Electric ' o.

Great Wertern Electric Supply Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co., The.
Hood & Co., Wm.
Knaup Electrical Works,
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Russell & Offlcer.

Sawyer-Man Electric Go.
Sechrist, A.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.

Cnt»».
Manz k Co.

DynamoB.
Brush Electric Co.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Duples Electric Co., Ltd.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
(jeneral Electric Co.
Great WCBtern Electric Supply Co.
Gregory, Chas. E.
Beieior Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
Rose Electr'c Light Supply Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Staudard Electric Co.
Waddell-EntE Company.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric* MJg. Co.

£Ipct' i<> Hcatins.
Electrical Supply Co.
Railway Eqmpment Co.

£lcctrlc Lava Has Tips.
Smith, A. T.

JKlertrlc. Bailn'ays.
Cabell, L. Breckinridge.
General Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Weetingatmee Electric & Mfg. Co.

£lecirlcal and Mechanieal
Eneincers.
Brynn.W.H.
Hfttli.»way, E. M.
OsboriHj Steam Engineering Co.

Electrical Anscrumencs.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley A Co., The E.B.
Knapp Electrical Works.
t^ueen & Company.
NVeatem Electric (Jo.

iClectrl<^ul intellleenoe.
Bryan W. U.

Electrical Npeclaltles.
Atwood, A. H.
Bryant Electric Co.
Columbia Mfg. & Supply Co.
Cutter, Geo,
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Encineerlng i Supply Co.
Knapp Eiertrlcal Works.
Russeil A Officer.
Utica Elec. Wfg. A' Supply Co.

Electroll**rs and Comiblna-
tlon Fixtures.
Baccot. B
E.hvurdH. W. S. Mfg. Co.
Blec.trlrRl MUDplv uo.. The.
Knapp Electrical Works.

Electro- Platlns naoUlnes.
Bmeh Electric Co.
General KlectricCo.

Engines, <JBs.
OttoGao Engine Works.

Fan Oatnts.
Stanley Electric Mrg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfe. Co.
Vnlcanlzed Fibre Co.

EnfflDPH. Mtcani.
Amftrlfiari En;rlne Co.
Ball EntnueCo.
Ball * Wood Co.. The.
Frp'-muii SorjH Mfg. Co.. The 3.

Lake Erie Engineering Works.
LHne A Bodit-y Co , The.
Morae & Co., A. M.
>', Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pearson & Co., W.B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Sloui City Engine Works.
Steame Mfg. Co.
Taylor Engine Co.
WeRtlnghoupe Church, Kerr &Co.
WesLon Engine Oo.

Fire Alarms.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Fuse Wire.
Electrical Suppiv Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Shawmut Fuee Wire Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.

Qas Aiistitlng;, Electric.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Partrick & Carter Co.

6reneral Electrical ^uDplles.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Atwood, A. B.
Beacon Vacuum Pomp & Elec. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central EJeotrlc Co.
Columbia Mfg. & Snpply Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
d Infreville, G.
Electric Appliance Co,
Electric « onfl. & Supply Co.
Electric Eng. & Snpply Co.
Electrical Eng. & Sn' ply Co., The,
EltctriCbl Manufacturing Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprle E ec'ric Co.
General Electric Co.
Gre tWpstern Electric Supply Co.
Greeley <E Co . , Tue E . 8.

Hart & Segeman Mfg. Co.
Hood & Co.. Wm.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co,
Pfnn Electric Engineering Co.
Queen & Co.
Redding ElPctric Co.
Russell & Office-.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Sious City Elec. Supply Co.
Utica Elec. Mtg. & Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

C^lobes and Electrical C^lass-
ware.
Brookfield, Wm.
Phffinls Glass Co.

Graphite Specialties,
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.

Insnlators and Insnlatlnc
aiaterlals.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
American Electrical Works.
Brookfield, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Electric Engineering A Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Empire China Works.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Barl & Hegeman Mfg. Co.

Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Johns Mfg. Co iH.W.
Kartavert Mtg. Co.
Knapp Elect leal Works.
Lefmann, Julius.

Mass. Chemical Co.
Moore. Alfred F.

Munsell & Co.. Engene.
Kational India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. &. Supply Co.
Vnlcanlzed Fibre Oo.

Insulated ^Vlres and Cables,
magnet Wire.
American Elec'rica! Mfg. Co.
American Electrical Works,
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cre-cent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cushing, F. W.
Cutler, Geo.
Eastern E'ectric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical ^upply Co., The.
Enterpr'se Electric Co.
<i6ner.ii Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co,
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber &G. p. Ine. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F.

Nail, iifti India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Roehllnti's Sons Co., J. A.
Sii\v\i>r-Mrtu Electric Co.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co-
W'addeli-Entz Company.
Washburn A Moer Mfg. Co,
Western Electric Co.

Lamps. In'^andescf^Mf

.

American Kloclrlcnl Mfg. Co.
Beacon \'flcuum Pump '& Elec. Co.
Bometetn Electric Co.
Burkeve Electric Co.
Centra'l Electric Co.
Colnmhia luc Lamp Co.
Cutter Electrirat A Mfg. Co.
Electric Am>lliince Co.
Electrical Eng. .t Supply Co., The.
Electrical Manufacturing Co., The.
Klectrical Suppiv Co., The.
Oenoral KlectricCo.
Hood A Co., Wm.
Knapp Electrlc,al Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Penn. Electric Entrlneering Co.
Reddin- Electric Co.
Sawyor-M.in Electric Co.
Steuben Lamp Works.
Snnt>eam Incandescent Lamp Co.

Bridgeport Machine Tool Worke.
lilerhtning: Arresters.
Knapp Electrical Works.

najrnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Jferhanlpal Machinery.
FerracTJte Machine Co.
Bridgeport Machine Tool ''•yor^t.

Hedleal Batteries.
Partrick A Cartw Co.

ailra.
Johns Mfg. Co.,H. W.
Mnnseli &, Co., Eac^ne.

Jlllllns: 3la4^blnery,
Becker Mfg, Co.. Johr.

ninlnv AuparatuM, Electric.
GfrUftral fZl'^ctriC Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
weBtlngbouBe Electric * Mfjt. Co.

Hotors.
Brash Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Electric C".
Electrical Enp. & Snpply Co., The.
Ford-Washburn Storelectro Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
La Roche Electric Works.
Porter Leavill Electric Motor Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Weetlnehonae Electric * Mfg. Co.

5ame Platen.
Becker Mfg. Co., John.

PatentM.
PalneiLacd.

PIioMjdior IJronxe.
Phosphor Br nze Hmeltin;:' Co.,Ltd.

Pins and Braefeets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sapoly Co.. The.
Huches Bros. Mfg. Co.
Lefmann, .Julius.

Loud, H. M & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Western Electric Co.

Platlnnni.
Baker & Co.
k'lftt-ert, G.

Poles.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H- M. & Sons' Lnmlier Co.
Railway Equipment Co.

PoTTif-lai-^.
Empire China Worke.

Publishers, Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Push Buttons-
Central Electric Co.
Electri'al Supply Co., The.
Knapp KlectTica! Works.
Union Hardware Co.
Weaiem Electric Co.

Ball^n^ays, Electric.
(See electric railways.)

Rheostais.
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co.

Sat Ammoniac.
InniB & Co.
Klipstein. A.

Separators, Hteam.
Hine SUmlnator Co.

Silk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

SpeakInK Tubes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Knapp ElectrictD Works.
Ostrander <E Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & C o.

Stesm Pnmpp.
Worthin Pton, Henry R.

jsitreet Car*.
Brill, J. G., Co.

Snppiit'S, Electric Ballway.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Supp'y Co.
Lefmann. Jnliu!?.

Railway Equipment Co.
Tapes, Insnlatlnr-
American Eectrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Cnshinc, F. W.
Crescent Tns. Wire A Cable Co.
Klectrical SupplyCo., The.
India Rnnber A G. P. ii s. Co.
Interoat'onal Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Sawver-^Miui Eieclrii- Co.
Standard Pa''- To.
Wnshbiim .*; Moen Mfg. Co.

Teleffraph Apparacmt-
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Suppiv Co., Tie.
Greeley A Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
WeeUrn Electric Co.

Telephonep, Klectrlc,
Western Electric Co.

Test InBtrnments.
Central Electric Co.
Elprtrlc.al Supply Co., The.
Greeley A Co., the B. S.
Knapp Electrical Works,
QuetMi A Company.
Western Klectrlc'Co.

Tranfifnrmers.
Piiimond EJectric Mfg. Co.
National ElectrlcMannfaottrineCo.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Weptlnchoupe Electric A Mff . Ca

TrolICF Cord.
Sampon Cordape Works.

Tmekw. Fieotrlr Car.
General Eleetrlc Co.
WestlnehoTise Electric * Mtg. Co.

Turbine lif'heels.
Pavtop OloNe Iron Worts Co.
Siil'vell A BlerceMfp. Co.

rnlversKles.
Institute of Technology.

Vnrnl»hes.
Mai's. Chemical Co.

T*'at#»r %Vhoe|0.
Leffel A Co.. The Jae.
Peiton W.itGr Wheel Co.

Wire. Bare.
Bishop Gutia Pordha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Tns. Wire A Cable Co.
Klectrical Snpply Co.
Holmef. Booth fc HaTdoce.
Knspp Electrical Worke.
National India Rubber Co.
Ral'wav Cqilpment Co.
RcwMInc'e Hons' Co.. J. A.
9T>PrrTEl»e VlnlarMiwhlne OO.
Washburn A Moen Mff . Co.
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STREET LIGHTING FROM ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
Lamps, Series Sockets,

New Prices given on Street Fixtures, Poles,
Bank Boards, Meters

And all accessories for the use of SERIES LAMPS on ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.

This system permits a PROFITABLE and SATISFACTORY method of street illumin-
ation and should be investigated by every plant using alternating current apparatus.

WRITE FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS AND PRICES.

OTTR SERIES LAMPS
Will show you a COMPARATIVE SAVING equal to their FIRST COST in POWER CONSUMED.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC COMPANY, 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTINQ.
CARRIES XO STATIC EliECTRICITY.

Greatest Adhesive Qualities. Causes Less Friction than any other Belt.

RAWHIDE HYDRAULIC PACKING.

RAWHIDE PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS

Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.,
The only Mannfactarere In the Country.

Lace Leather Rope and other Rawhide Goods of all

kinds by Krueger's Patents.
This Belting and Lsce Leather Is not aifected by steam or dampness; never be-

comes hard; is stroDger, more durable and the most economical Belting made. The
Rawhide Rope for Round Belting Transmission is superior to all others.

75 OHIO STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

Insulated "Wire
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

Sai;net Wire, Office and Annunciator Wire,
Lead CoTered Cables, Copper Wire, Telegraph Wire.

S«nd for Catalosne. ASDBESS,

JOHNA.ROEBLING'SSONSCO.,
, HU AGO.

1T;> I,»kp Ht.

HATi FKAXCISCO, SEW TORK. TBENTOX,
a.-. .• ii<127 Frcniont St. 1 17 I-iborty St N.J.

SOMETHING TO BE NOTED!

THE MORRISON STORAGE BATTERY
l9 made by the Plants pro-
cess, no oxides being nsed.
either mechanically or ap-
plied la the form of paste,
paint or cement.

ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE HIGH; LIFE LONG.
Dry Batteriep. Battery
Supplies, etc. For further
information address

AMERICAN BATTERY COMPANY,
Office : Rooms 23 and 24. 1 77 La Salle St., CHICAGO. ILL.

FLUSH

SWITCHES
FOR

COKDUIT,
ALSO

CEILING CUT-OUTS,
JUNCTION BOXES

And Everytliing Electrical.

Special Uepartment for

Station Swltclies anJ SwltcliDoaril Worlf.

ELECTRIC ENGINEERING & SUPPLY CO.,
SYRACUSE, N. Y., U. S. A.

New York Office, 126 Liberty St. Write ns for Catalogne and Price Lists,

BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT!

THE ELECTRICAL MFC, COMPANY, OCONTO, WIS.
Lamps for all Systems.

DIRECT CURRENT LAMPS.

ALTERNATING CURRENT LAMPS.

RAILWAY CIRCUIT LAMPS.

Any Voltage or Candle Power.

FILAMENTS WITH OR WITHOUT HOOKS.

MINIMUM CURRENT CONSUMPTION, with

MAXIMUM CANDLE POWER AND LIFE.

Before [larrhoHinf; elHenlKTC Hrnd In a trial <ir(I«'r for Ilrlillontii.

Latni>M fiimlHlii*(l to ronHiini*T»i fii iiiinntltIrN nt fortory |»rlrcii.

^
CHICACO:-Wm. Hood & Co., 239 La Salle Street.

AGENCIES: MILWAUKEE:~E. C. Mullon, Manager.
' THOMASVILLE, CA.:-J. B. E. Love, Manager.
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Long since the standard, still maintains its lead and lives in the hearts •

of its customers. More of it sold to-day than all other wires combined.
A large stock, to meet the demands ot the trade, always on hand

OKONITE TAPE, OKONITE TUBING, MANSON TAPE, COMMERCIAL LAMP CORD.

SEND US YOUR ORDERS.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS, 116 and 118 Franhlin St., Chicago.

LMavw iQvail

i<mn

National Electric manufacturing company,
lEHsL-UL Olctiro, ^\^7'is-, XJ- S. -A..

High Grade Dynamo Electric Macliinery.

APPARATUS FOR ALL PURPOSES.
laong Distance Transmiession of Poixrer, Street Railmray Generators,
Stationary IVIotors and Appliances, Electric Mining Plants,
Isolated Lighting Plants, Central Station Lighting,

Alternating or Direct Current.

620 AllanHc Avenue, BOSTON. Pullman Building. CHU'AGO
136 Liberty Street, NEW YORK. 13i East sixin. Street. ST. PA VL.

Penn. Mutual Biiilrlint/, PHIT,4DELPJHJ. '^U E. First Soxtl, i-treet. SALT LJKE rjTT.
65 Smith Bui dina. ClNClNN.411. Sailer Buildinij, SEATTLE. ^A.^IL

167 GrnvierStrfft. NEfF ORLEANS. 314 Ciiliforhia Streit. SAN FRANCISCO.
Equitable Buildntfi. ST. LOUI.-. 70 Pearl Street. TORONTO. O-VT.

THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND SUPPLY CO.,

St. Paul, Minn.,
Is the leading supply house of the North-West. Moderate Profits. Prompt Shipments.

Send us a trial order and see what we will do for you.
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m LAKE ERIE ENGINEERING WORKS,
-BUILr>EItS OF-

Standard Ccmpound Engine.

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE

EXPANSION ENGINES,
Both Condensing and Non-Con-
densing, from 250 to 8,000 H. P.
Especially designed for direct

connection to Multipolar
Generators.

BEST ECOMOMY AND REGULATION GUARANTEED.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Address all inqniries to

Section Through L. P. Cyl.

W. B, PEARSON & CO,
401 Home Insurance Bldg.,

CHICAGO.
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES OF

The Lake Erie Engineering Works.
They are prepared to contract at a reasonable price

for the complete installation of Poiver Plants, of any
Capacity

, for any Service, and at any Place.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. Compound Engine and Generator

A JSiEMSf BOOK!

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book.
226 Pages. 138 Engravings. Hand-Book Size.

Li.eut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of which 30,000 copies
have been sold. The new book contains more than twice as many pages and twice

as many engravings as were comprised in the old, and will continue
to retain the distinction of being the ONLY STANDARD

WORK for the practical dynamo man and the learner.

NOW READY. PRICE, $1.00.

6 LAKESIDE BiULDINC, CHICAGO.
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THE BEST INSULATION
IS

Happy

New Year!

THE MOST ACID-PROOF
INSULATION

IS

-TO-

I3JS.Y'JS
The Oldest and Best Insulation for Electric Wires and Cables.

For 25 Years the Standard High Grade Insulation.

We are now entering upon the second quarter of a century's experience i«i tte manufacture of Insulated

Wires and Cables for electrical purposes.

We have grown up with commercial electricity and know the nscassity and importance of reliable insulation.

We have watched with interest the growth and advancement of electrical science and enterprise, and endeavored to

keep pace with its rapid strides.

We studied and met the requirements of the telegraph, telephone and signal systems with all their varied climatic,

atmospheric, and local conditions tending to deteriorate insulation.

We studied and met all the requirements of high tension currents in electric light and power transmissior, and
know full well the danger to life and property emanating from improper insulation.

Being fully alive to all the requirements ofboth high and low tension service, we can truly say that where the

Kerite of to-day won't stand, no other known insulation will stand, and further assert that Kerite will Stand where
all others fail.

PROOF, PRICES AND SAMPLES UPON APPLICATION.

THE INSULATION THAT HAS
STOOD THE LONGEST LIFE TEST

IS W. R. BRIXEY, Mfr., Seymour, Conn.

J. E, HAM, General Agent,

203 Broadway, New York.

CUSHINQ & MORSE,
General Western Ayents,

225 Dearborn St., Chica£:o.

THE OLDEST RUBBER COVERED
WIRE ON THE MARKET

IS
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CORLISS
ENGINES

Slide Talve F,nsin*»s, Sliafrinff, Hang-
ers. Palleys. Belt Elevators.

Saw .lltlls. Etc , Etc.

The Lane & Bodley Co.,

CINCINNATI, O.

A NEW LAMP SOCKET
With Every Advantage.

Durable and Effective Contact.
Plenty of Room for Knot in the Cord.
Strong on Fixtures; the Cap, with Bayonet
Lock, Projecting over the Shell.

I

The Dovetail Ceiling Rosette.

For Moulding. Cleat and Concealed Work.

No screw driver used in adjusting cap.

•"AT.

\f> 10S_ I'oiieoaled MorU.

For Sole by Supply Houses, or by

The Perkins Electric Switch
MFG. C03IPAHY,

P. O. Box 816. Hartford, Conn. T-II and nentlnslioase St.vle8.

L BRECKINRIDGE CABELL
53 Broadway, NEW YORK, Room 17.

Lands, Securities and Industrial Enterprises; Total Issues

of Corporate, Municipal and County Bonds Taken; Municipal

Debts Consolidated and Refunded at lower rates; Railroads

Built and Equipped; Electric Roads Built and Equipped;

Street Railroads using Horse power changed to Electric Roads. 1

J Cr "Rt^iII nrtTnTfcn Tl-ir BUILHEES of Tmmway Cars of an kinds. Patentea
• ^^' »^'»' *»» «u±ixpc».**Jf , Trucks tor Motor Cars. Electric Cables, etc. IiivoDtors

PHIL,AI>KI,PIIIA.
Weslett Office: PHEHIS BUILIIM3. CBIOiQO.

and Builders of ihe Patented Maxiiuum Traction pivot-
al Trucks. Special attention given to cars of new de-
signs. Prices and information furnished promptly on
ai^plicQtion.

FROM GASOLINE.
Choaper than Steam.

Diroot from the Tank.

For &rc and lociDdescent LigbtiDg.

OTTO GASOLINE ENGINES,
A .rking without boiler, steam, coal, ashes, danger, and

aliiiiiMt no attendoiicL'.

OTTO CAS ENGINE WORKS,
33d and Walnut Sts.. Philadelphia, Pa.

toil THK

BINDERS *^"^^'^* ELECTi^io.Aii,^ m gw m^ mm m ^ ^r ^JV^JS dollar.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF APPARATUS FOR

Arc Lighting, Incandescent Ligliting,

LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,

Street Railway Generators, Motors and Appliances,

Our alternating current incandescent apparatus is in use in 430 central stations.

1,000 isolated plants. Our arc apparatus is in use all over the world.

We are now transmitting light and power various distances up to 28 miles from the

source.

Our multipolar railway generators and noiseless single reduction motors have
worked a revolution in the electric railway field in two years.

Orders for APPARATIN. RKPAIRM and NliPPMKM formerly fiirniHli<-d l.y tlic I'nitcd StatPH Kh-rtric I.i|;litiiie Co.,
\oMark. \. .f., oliorild n«>« Ix' xciit lo tliix <'oni|iiiny, where tlicy will roK-ivc prompt atU>niion.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL THE LEADING CITIES.
AGENTS FOR CANADA: AHERN & SOPER, OTTAWA, ONT.
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GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
95-207 South Canal St.. CHICAGO. ILL

GENERATORS AND MOTORS.
INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
ARC LIGHTING.
ELECTRIC POWER.

COMPLETE EQUIPMENTS
FOR CENTRAL STATIONS

AND ISOLATED PLANTS.

Manufacturers of

Dynamos, Motors,
Lamps, Sockets,
Wire, etc.

ELECTRIC SUPPLIES!
.. AND FIXTURES .. ^

of every description.

Gas, Electric and
Combination
Fixtures.

Complete Electric
Railway Station and
Line Appliances.

Batteries,
Push Buttons,
Bells, etc.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES

RICH COLD MINES.
I have ill my Imtiils twn koIiI mines ensily access-

ible, in the Uniteil Stales of Colombia, South Ame-
ricft. with ore of the most exlraoidinnry richness,
Bome of wliich carries as much as three thousand
dollars l.?-J,(HKi) in yo'd to the ton, and all beiDg
of hl^Ii grade.
These mines are of ancient discovery, and were

worked with great profit for a long period, being
only abaodoned on account of political troubles
before and after the War of liberation.

These troubles have been happily settled for

over a quarter of a century, and the Colombian
Republic is based upon the theory of and similar

to our own goverumout, with civil and religious

liberty and equal rights to all, and is as stable as

any government in the world. a

These mines are so richly endowed with aurifer-

ous material, from thw easily-worked sand, gravel,

and dirt (currying virgin dust and nuggets ), to the

fissure veins of free railliug quartz, that when
properly equipped a profit of ten thousand dolla's

(?10,00il) a day. or over three milliou dollars (?3,-

000 UOO
I
annually is a very low and conservative

estimate.
There is an abundance of timber and unfailing

water pnwer, with a genial and healthy climate.

It is projiosed to organize this property on a

L BRECKINRIDGE CABELL,

basis of five milllnn dollars(-$>,000,0('0), upon which
there can be dividends earned of Gd per cent, or
more, and the parties furuifihiDg the original cap-
ital, in small or large sums, for this organization,
which will be about twenty-five Ihoueaud dollars

(S'-5,O0O), will be let in on a basis of two and a half
cents (SVjc.lon the dollar, with the privilege of
purchasing pro rata at five cents (5c.1 on thedollar,
a sufficient amount to give them a controlling inter-
est if they so desire.
There is also the risht of prior possession to

double the amount of contiguous land.
The poverty of the owners of this property, be-

ing land pnc", is the reason o£ this unusual offer,
and they will retain as much of the property as
Ihey possibly can, parting with only what is neces-
sary in order to work it.

Situated in the Jurisdiction of Simite. District
of Guamaco, Province of Mompos Stale of Bolivar.
An experienced miner who has been over and

thoroughly exomined the property, pays more
gold is there than in the entire State of California,
while another says so ereat is the evidence of min-
eral wealth I sometimes doubted my own sanity,
and were I to tell California and Colorado miners
oven a tithe of what I actually saw, I would be
branded as a foolish Itar or raving maniac.

63 Broadway, NEW YORK,

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
Pullman Building, Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

I^ro-m-pt Sli.ip2::iQ.erLts.

CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT GO.,

vr. R. UASON.Oen'IMer. CHICAGO.

C-S Specialties, f^

C-S Doile
(Single Pole. Double Pole.

3->Vlre.

Electrically

Meclianically

Artistically

C-S S. p. Flush Switch (Open}.

THE GUTTER ELEGTRIGAL & MFG. GO.,
27 Po, mh Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA., U. S. A,

i Dollar Brinpr

::k;

"BUCKEYE"
u^a^ Air*.

Hbipni*nt(4 (lirot't fr«>in Cliioaa:o stork

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, O.
437 "The nookery,"

('IIIOA«iO.
Gil ]l[ail and KxpreNS Buildiii;;.

XKW VOKK.

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Go.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MANUFACTUHERS OF

I

SHAFTING. ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

(8 Si

i:i620

BRANCH ( 8 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.
flFFICESMSaOOUvoSt,, 8T. LOUIS.

-I OorUxodtet,, NEW YOBE.
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SUPPLY HOUSES TAKE NOTICE!
Having: taken up the manufacture of several first-class Electrical Speci-

alties, I would be pleased to receive catalos:ues and other printed matter.

A. H. ATWOOD, 166-174 S. Clinton St., CHICAGO.
WASTELESS

For Gravity Batteries.

G. d'Infreville,
Sole Patentee, Owner and JIanufacturer

bee issue Western Electrician Oct. -29. 434 Catial St.. New Yoefc.

TJtica Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

XJTTICA, N.Y.
MANUFACTURERS OF

•H£RC(JL£S" SWITCHES for Arc and Power Circuits.

UTICA" QUICK BREAK—ABiOLUTE LOCK-KNIFE SWITCHES for any
uoltage and amperes

AUTOMATIC MAGAZINE FUSE BOXES.

SIMPLEX, DUPLEX and QUADRUPL'X LIGHTNING ARRES'ERS for
Power, Telephone and Ligtiting Circuits.

JAST ARMS and POLE STANDS.
CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for Generators, Motors and Dynamos.
CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS.
ISO General Dealers in ELECTRIC LIGHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

IIMSULLAC
Saves Time, Labor and Money.

Now, can you have courage to as>k moie?

Write us for testimonial letters from large users

of it, and be convinced that it is the best in-

sulating material ever produced for field and

armature winding or other electrical purposes.

Massachusetts Chemical Co.,
NEW YORK. General Offices,

60 and 62 Broadway. 8 Oliver St., BOSTON.
C. S. KNOWLES. Selling Agent. 7 Arch Street, BOSTON.

P.'B.
"Waterproof Insulating Compounds.

Armature Varnish and Waterproof lnsulalins[ Tape.
THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY,

2 Liberty Street, New York. 542 "Ttie Rookery" Chicago.

INTERIOR CONDUITS

TRADE-MARK.

The Solntion of the Prolileffl of Safe Gnardiiis

ELECTRIC GONDDGTORS
Wtierever and for whateoever parpoBe employed, 1b to

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IHTERIOR AND UNDERGROUND

MANUFACTUEED BY

T 7fX£R I OR
CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,

uunpvc ) B27 to 631 W. 34th St.,W0KR5.
', 626 to 628 W. 3Bth St..

General OtQces: 42 & 44 Broad St., New York.

ThOB. Day & Co., 222 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal.

Moaotain Electric Co., Denver Colo,
American Kiect. Supply Co., 226 Pearl St., Baffalo.N Y.
inufijim. Gay & Co , 27 E. M;iin St , H.icheeter, N. Y.
i,iuver Elect. Co., 127 W Hh St., Cincinnati, O.
' ;.HH, Uabrlel, Saginaw, Micb.
.- I iihern Electrical Mfg. & Snppiv Co.,

110 Baronne St.. New Orleana, I.a.

Walkjr & Kepler, 531 Cbeetnat St , Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply AConstracilon Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Soathern Electric Co.. IJaltlmore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111.

ELECTRICITY for ENGINEERS.

A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.
Price, Postage Prepaid, $2.50.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAK£SID£ BUILDING, CHICAGO.

JUl GENUINE
INGOTS t MANUFACTURES

BEAR OUR
REC.TRADE MARKS.

P H O S PHO R^B R O N Z

E

Ingots, Castings, Wire, Sheet &c.
The Phosphor Bronze Smelting Co.LiMiTEO

512 Arch St. Philadelphia Pa.U.S.A."

ORICINAL MANUFACTURERS OF PHOSPHOR-
Bronze in the United States and Sole
Makers oF"ELEPHANTBRANff'PHospHOR-BRONze.

BiLXXERIES.
SPECIAL PRICES ON LARGE dUANTITIES.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.,
Corner Thames and Greenwicn Sts.,

NEW YORK.
227 to 276 South Clinton Street,

CHICAGO.
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Westinahouse Electric and Mfs. Co.,

Fitt;sTb\ireli, I*a.

TO THE USERS OF INCANDESCENT LAMPS:

The shipment of our new stopper lamps will begin early in January. In making
this announcement, and in quoting prices, we take pleasure in giving particulars which
will indicate some of the many advantages the users of our apparatus will enjoy.

First. The new lamps are made in separable parts so that the carbon burners may be
replaced, and the glass parts used repeatedly, and their bases being moulded of uniform size

to fit a specially designed socket, the lamps are neater in appearance than the all glass-
globe form.

Second. The carbon burners will be preserved by an attenuated atmosphere of nitro-
gen, and their candle-power maintained more nearly constant than heretofore by means of a
recent important discovery.

Third. Special sockets of neat design will be employed for these lamps, and special
fittings will be supplied at five cents each, which will adapt any of the forms of sockets now
in vise to receive the new lamps, thereby bringing about exact uniformity in lamp bases.

Fourth. By reason of the manufacture of the lamps by special machinery and im-
proved methods, by the use of nitrogen for preserving the carbons, and by means of pumping
and charging apparatus recently perfected, WE HAVE BEEN ABLE TO SO REDUCE THE
COST OF MANUFACTURE AS TO FIX OUR PRICES FOR 8, 10 and 16 CANDLE POWER
LAMPS AT 30 CENTS EACH, SUBJECT TO A DISCOUNT OF 10 PER CENT. TO OUR CEN-
TRAL STATION CUSTOMERS, and to others from 2;; per cent, upward, according to
quantity, WITH AN ALLOWANCE OF 10 CENTS FOR EVERY BURNED-OUT LAMP RE-
TURNED UNBROKEN to any one of our factories, making the net cost OF RENEWALS FOR
THE 8, 10 and 16 CANDLE POWER LAMPS 17 CENTS to our central station customers.
For 20 and 25 candle power lamps the prices will be 35 cents each, subject to the same
discount and allowance for burned out lamps.

By long and careful tests, and by the use of a large number of these lamps in our
works, we have demonstrated that the new lamp will have greater advantages for users
than the Edison lamp or any of those heretofore upon the market.

The importance of the improvements in manufacture by which we have been enabled
to ofier these lamps at so low a price will be appreciated by all users who are aware of the
constant deterioration in the carbon burners, and of the fact that the real commercial effici-

ency of a lamp is its average eflBciency. With a constant amount of electric current the or-

dinary 16 candle power lamps rapidly fall below 10 candle power from deterioration of the
carbon, when they must be renewed; audit results from this, that the users, with cheaper
lamps will get from 15 to 20 per cent, more light from a given expenditure of electricity by
a more frequent renewal of lamps than is now customary. Thus the low cost of the lamps
may be made to add to the revenue of a lighting station in one of two ways, viz. either by
giving a greater lighting capacity at the present cost of lamp renewals, or by actual saving
in the cost of lamps with renewals made at the present period of renewal.

The problem of manufacturing a sufllcient number of lamps to supply the entire
demands expected from the users of electric light is a difficult one to meet quickly. We are
preparing to turn out from 15,000 to 20,000 lamps daily, and in addition to this to renew the
carbons in returned burned out lamps to any extent that may be required. During the
month of January we expect to be able to take care of all of our customers who must have
the new lamps, and rapidly thereafter to fill all the orders with which we may be favored.

We are also contemplating the erection, as the business develops, of "renewal
stations" in all large cities such as New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago. Cincinnati and
St. Louis, thereby reducing the cost of shipment and return of lamps for renewals, and still

farther reducing the net cost of the lamps to our customers.

Westinghouse Electric & Manutacturing Company.

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANtTFAOrDRED BT

WM. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

ELECTRIC
APPLIANCE
COMPANY,

HEADQTJARTERS FOR

EVEMTHING RELIABLE
IN THE LINE OF

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

24:2 IvIa.d.isorL Street, CH:icag-0.
"RACINE -HI6H-.5FI=t:uf

SUPERIOR RKUUVriOM
^r'-- ECONOMY "-^

BECTRIC l!5HTIHS
A^=6ENERAL

^^

-^5jURPOSE5

16 5IZLS

CARRIED IN STOCK

rwTtiin
Ktn cm Of cmi

ENGIHESj
BtK^stiiffinr

f"PRl'CE5'-=
CATALOGUE

EN61NE DEPT.

RACIMLtiARDWARE TOCO-r^^^^V-)

IG'h an«1 Rivi-ie St'-eets

H. E. PAINE,
Ex-commissioner of I'aleiits.

Patents and Patent Canses,

PAINE & LADD, Attoneys at Law,

Loan and Trust Building,

TVASBIWGTO!V. H. V.

Comutators^ Relllled.

SIOUX CITY

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

SOUIX CITY, IOWA.

QualitiesMICA
For Electrical Parposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & C0,>
ais Water Street, New York.

W, H. SILLS, 86 Laie Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

PLATINUM
For all kinds of Electrical Use. Sheet or Wire of any Degree of Hardness.

Sj>ecial Attention given to Flatinnm for Incandescent Lamps.
A^'lrei? WE CARRT the largest stock in AMERICA.

SAMSON BRAIDED CORO
Ib Ihe mopt dura-
Die for hanging
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Cov
ering Field

Maen^te, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

.S*-n(l for S:.-irnpI<?8 and Priceft.

SAMSON CORDAGE 'HTGRKS,
i;'- CO;."',RE.-i.S hTI'.EET. B'JSTON.

"TMx: Imat]ei»t and bsst
SLOW SPEED, MULTIPOLAR DYNAMO.

AOVASTAOl.S; .t:ot. .

MADE BY THE

on ili;or »prir'-. 'lir'ct driv.

inu-Jti'i'.Um, L-tc.

'if olilijg tj'-firin(,'H, lUtto ijxt<'rnQl

tOL DUPLEX ELECTRIC CO.,
I.<iiiiif('(l,

CORRY, PA.
-H, C. lldwlCH, .Mfjnii([f,r.BoMtrn Oniei'

f/JO AllftUtI'; Av.-.

Chienso «»ni.'«- ArchfT A liunllnw,
MnnftHflr., J?,2.'f Monii'lnO'^k IJnilfJlnif.

KanMnN <:ity ,W« , 4,niee'-f,. f;.

y.n\r, yfiT. Wftlrint Htr'ir,t.

X'W Vork Onice — W. II. Oordon,
Mftnft«<,r. IIi# IJroiulwny.

Phli>>I>-lphla «inire-Oi(i«. K. Iiiit
^•ll, l!>.H'„,tl, liroiul HI.

ACEN78:
< hnftanooen T*'nn.-F. I, Htono,
l/lnooln. Spb l:ii(.,|.,w Kloclrlo Hop-

(.!;<>,., 112 B. l.;lfj at.
PrftV i1et*r.e, K, I.— ;.rrnk<*, I'ny.f/n &

.»Till(l<,r, r.„r. WnAlilnitt/m & K<My Ht.,
Tarpon HprlncH. Flo— W, J>. Wll*..r(.

The above illustration sliows the

working ]i:vrts of the only steam en-

gine worthy of being called bigh
speed. It is known as the

A merican High Speed Engine.

It has no competitors.

Kuns easily and smoothly

innn TSEVOLUTIONS and more,
mV^VJ

ill small sizes, .and propor-

tionally fast in larger sizes.

Unsurpassed for Economy
and close automatic government.

DYNAMOS.
CIRCULAR SAWS,

FANS. BLOWERS,
THRESHING MACHINES,

etc., rnn by direct coupling withont

belts.

Ifs the acme of simplicity. There's

great saving in foundations, little or

none being required, .also in oil con-

sumed and attention reiinired.

For high speed m.achinery it saves

many shafts, counter -shafts, hangers,

pulleys, belts, and great loss of power

incidental to their use. Speed readily

reduced for .slow running machinery.

This Engine is

NOT A "ROTARY,"
as its piston does not revolve ; runs

standing on either end, or placed hori-

zontally, eqnally well ; is wholly self-

contained. Takes up but little room.

MARINE TYPE
is very light, and has simple, effective

revei'sing mechanism. Especially well

adapted for high speed Launches and

Yachts, Its position iu bottom of boat

is most favorable for ballast.

Engines of 2 to 200 Horse Power can

be furnished on short notice.

ti^^If .you want to know more, send

address and 10 cents iu stamps for

Large Illn^tratid Catalogue, to

AMERICAN ENGINE CO.,

K01M> BROOK, K. Jo

No. 44 Raritan Avenue. .

The BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA CO.

THE BEST GRADES OF

a^rid Ca^lbles
For under ground, under water, and all otiier conditions.

Address 420-426 East 25th Street, - - NEW YORK.
HKNKY A. BRED, i^ecretary and Manager.

wid^ePorifiaciiinBlool Works
V E.P.BULLARD PROPR. BRIDGEPORT CONN

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Imi^roved Slow-Speed Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIREOT-

DKIVEN" Slow-Speed Gener

ators for Electric Lighting and

I'owcr. I,ow Running Expense.

Insulated Wire and Flexible

Cords. Estimates furnisheii.

I.solated Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 Girard Building

BUFFALO, SOTorraco.

WORKS AT BIUUGEFOKT, CONJT.
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The "Boosters" at the Twenty-seventh
Street Edison Station, Chicago.

During the discussion which followed the reading of

M. Willis' paper on the "Compound Winding of Gene-

rators from a Practical Standpoint," presented recently at

the Chicago Electric club, mention was made by Louis A.

Ferguson of an apparatus that the Chicago Edison com-

pany was using in connection with its Twenty-seventh

street station for the purpose of compensating for feeder

drop by raising the voltage in proportion to the total out-

put.

As this arrangement, or "booster," as it is called, was

recently put in and is now doing most satisfactory work,

as was the case anywhere else in the system, without in-

creasing the bus bar pressure. This arrangement is shown

in Fig. I,

Referring to the diagram, Fig. 2, and going more into

details, it may be explained that in direct circuit with each

outside pole of the feeder there is an Edison series dynamo

wound for 25 volts and 300 amperes. Each dynamo is

driven by a 12 kilowatt Edison motor in such direction as

to add its electromotive force to the already existing

electromotive force due to the generators in the station.

The total current of the feeder passes through the arma- _

ture and fields of the dynamo, and as the load increases

the electromotive force of the booster increases in direct

Milwaukee Car Shops Burned.
Early on the morning of December 23th the Milwaukee

Street Railway company's car barns and shops on Kin-

nickinnic avenue were entirely destroyed by fire. The
loss is about $200,000.

The fire was one of many that have visited Milwaukee

during the last two months. It was discovered by W, S.

Worden, for many years the watchman at the plant, who

states that a few minutes after the "bum car" on the Bay

View line had been run in, a loud e:5plosioD occurred in it,

and flames burst out. The watchman tried to run the

car out, but he did not succeed, and he then made a rush

for a fire engine house diagonally across the street. The

^f^^esSf&iirj'.

'V, (

o ,

ti'iil -lii\

FIG I. THE "boosters" AT THE TWENTY-SEVENTH STREET EDISON STATION, CHICAGO.

the accompanying illustrations and detailed description of

its operation will not be without interest to low pressure

direct current incandescent station men.

At the Twenty-seventh street station the company has

a feeder running from Twenty-seventh street to Sixteenth

street, and from there long mains run to Harmon court,

on the Lake Front park. The company's business got

ahead of it on the north end of the system, and in order to

bring the pressure up there as much as possible without

increasing the pressure on the bus bars too much, and

thereby burning outo the lamps in the other districts,

the boosters were introduced. Instead of spending

$40,000 for copper and labor the company bought two

Ecison motors, belted them direct to two series

Edison dynamos specially built for the purpose, each

for 25 volts and 300 amperes, and put ihcm in

direct circuit with the feeder, and as a result the pressure

was brought up so that there was as good pressure there

proportion, thus overcoming the loss in the feeder. A3

the load in the feeder decreases the electromotive force of

the booster decreases, thus adding electromotive force to

the line in proportion to the loss. Each booster is pro-

vided with a variable shunt on the series field, so that it

may be adjusted to work automatically under variable

loads. The motors which drive the boosters are fed

directly from the bus bars, and are provided with main line

regulators, so that their speed may be varied at will. By

having an independent motor for each booster it is possi-

ble to give the proper pressure at the feeder end on both

sides of the system, even when one side is more heavily

loaded than the other, by simply varying the speed of the

motor, and thus the electromotive force generated by the

booster, to suit the load on that side of the system.

A g.is engine is used to operate the electric light plant at

the city and county hospital of San Francisco, and it is

claimed that it keeps patients awake.

flames spread with great rapidity, and the whole [building

was a mass of flames by the time that the department ar-

rived on the spot. On the strength of the watchman's

storj*. the officers of the company at first claimed that

the fire was of incendiary origin, but the police, after

making an investigation, came to the conclusion that the

fire was caused by an over-heated car stove. They deride

the story of incendiarism. The street car people finally

admitted that a car stove caused the fire.

The burned building was a large squ.ire structure. It

had a frontage of 270 feet on Kinnickinnic avenue and a

depth of 204 feet. It was of brick, two stories high. The

barn proper was built several years ago at a cost of $35.-

000. The car shops were new and cost $30,000. They

were fitted with the most improved machinery for car

building and the shop included a store room filled with

electrical supplies. In the car barn proper were all the

cars in use on the Bay View and Forest Home lines. The
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car shop was filled with new cars which were being fitted

out for the various branches of the system. A large num-

ber of summer cars were stored on the second floor and

in the basement were about thirty horses, which were

saved by being released and driven out of the building.

The number of cars destroyed was iii. Of these 55 were

motor cars, and the balance summer cars, trailers and old

horse ears. Most of the cars ordered for the Becker line

and the big snow plow were burned. The insurance car-

ried by the company is about ^175,000. The fire simply

burned itself out.

The service on the South Side lines was not discon-

tinued, although the cars which were burned comprised

half the rolling stock of the Villard system. The com-

pany's extra cars at its other barns were brought out, and

still more cars were secured by reducing the number used

Direct Connected Gas Engine and
Dynamo.

The accompanying cut illustrates an ingenious adapta-

tion of a gas engine to a multipolar dynamo, and the

method of accomplishing this purpose seems to leave little

to be desired. The simplicity of the arrangement consists

in bolting the armature direct to one of the fly wheels of

the gas engine, taking care to leave sufiicient space between

it and the iron of the wheel to prevent any magnetic dis-

turbance. The armature once fast to the fly wheel, it is

only necessary to run the spool carrying the magnets up on

the sliding rails, lower the brushes, and the dynamo is set

up.

By this arrangement no especial support is required for

the armature, and the fields can be removed in a moment
to repair any individual magnet or to give access to the arma-

I

_5v

Ne^QrhTtvC Su^ M/i p;

7cJJl^r<t'gl/7'Na-C'«C-U(TJ

3^

-vO^
Vjvww\r

5e RiF^ QVft'flfrtO

FIG. 2. THE "boosters" AT THE TWENTY- SEVENTH STREET EDISON STATION, CHICAGO.

on the other lines. Twelve cars were soon running on

the Bay View line and eight on the Forest Home line.

The company will rebuild at once, and immediate steps

will be taken to restore complete service. More cars will

be added as soon as possible.

Great News from the Coast.

The Pacific Bear Electric & Power company was formed

in Los Angeles recently with capital stock $1,000,000 and
$60,000 subscribed. It controls the patents of the Colum-
bian Light, Heat & Power company of Chicago, which
cover a wide field, and in every instance are better than

anjrthing else in the market. From its prospectus the

Pacific Electrician finds that among other things the com-
pany has a generator that produces from oil

and water a fixed hydro-carbon gas superior to the best

gas produced to date. Also a self-contained

gas steam boiler, "the only one of its kind

in the market." Its greatest invention, however, is the

"Bear'' dynamo. This dynamo is a daisy—its speed is

marrelousiy slow, its power correspondingly great, and it

uses "two bundles of induced wire." "Induced wire" is

evidently another invention of Mr. Bear, and if it is

properly patented ought to give him a lead-pipe cinch on

the business. The Bear dynamo requires twenty-five per

cent, less power to do the same work than any other dyna-

mo, because (and here lies the secret; "the independent

force of magnetism is harnessed to help turn the armature

forward as generator." The motor is 100 per cent, better,

as it "utilizes the magnetic force with double the working
power of any other." The prospectus goes on to say,

'

'We
therefore unhesitatingly state that our electrical combina-

tion has no equal." This is probably true so far as Cali-

fornia is concerned, since Tichenor, the mud battery

electrician, is no longer with us. We have some electrical

cranks, but their systems are not the equal of the Great

Bear.

But not content with revolutionizing the electrical field,

the company has a hydraulic motor, "combining in its

TBcchanical construction the uneqnaled features of the best

modern turbines," This is to be used to generate power
for long-distance power transmission plants. The street-

ear problem is also solved. The company's plan for

equipping street cars will make each car "a self-contained

power that can be run onto any switch backward or for-

wards." (Upside down or inside out.) The car "can be

thrown from the track" (by a simple twist of the wrist)

"and run on the street, paved or otherwise," (It will also

climb sand hills, and can be utilized as a tug boat.) It can go
"aroand any obstruction on the track" (or crawl under it

if necessary) by simply "placing upon the outer axle of

each track a motor that wiil produce a minimum of ten

borse power." (It is ever thus—the greatest inventions arc

the simplest. A Bear motor on the outer axle solves the

problem.)

The prospectus winds up with the following statement:

"Oar perfect system of insulation enables us to deliver the

elcctr.cal energy shown at the dynamo any distance below

fifty miles, witbont any appreciable loss." The company
protnbly uses "indnced wire," for with no wire known
to ordinary, everyday electricians cotild such results be ob-

tained, frtcn allowing full credit to the "Bear" insulation.

With the "harmless" dynamo in the north, and the "Bear"
dyoamo in the s/rath, the electrical equilibrium of San
Vrancisco b still steady.

ture itself. The advantages claimed for this combination are:

Least possible floor space; greatest safety in operation;

high dynamo efficiency; owing to the absence of any loss

in belt transmission with large machines the gas consump-

tion for one 16 candle power lamp falls to about 60 I.

per hour; uniformity of the current and of the light; heat-

ing of the dynamo, even by continued use, is so small that

there is no appreciable drop in the voltage; the erection of

the gas dynamo requires little if any more time than is re-

quired in setting up an ordinary gas engine; the initial cost

and cost of maintenance is less, owing to the entire absence

of belts, pillow blocks, clutches, eti:.

The gas engine used in this combination possesses the

following characteristics: The moving parts are exactly

counterbalanced; the cylinder is made of bard iron, and

can be easily replaced, should it become injured by care-

less handling; the ignition of the gas is accomplished by a

New Westinghouse Lamp.
The Westinghouse company has made a further

announcement in relation to its new lamp, which was

illustrated and briefly described in the Western Elec-
trician of October 22d, It is stated that the carbon

filaments burn in an "attenuated atmosphere of nitrogen.''

As the lamp is separable, the renewal feature is dwelt

upon, and the net cost of i6 candle power lamps is placed

at 17 cents for central station customers. The circular

concludes as follows:

The importance of the improvements in manufacture by
which we have been enabled to offer these lamps at so low
a price will be appreciated by all users who are aware of
the constant deterioration in the carbon burners, and of
the fact that the real commercial efficiency of a lamp is its

average efficiency. With a constant amount of electric

current the ordinary 16 candle power lamps rapidly fall

below 10 candle power from deterioration of the carbon,
when they must be renewed; and it results from this that
the users, with cheaper lamps, will get from 15 to 20 per
cent, more light from a given expenditure of electricity by a
more frequent renewal of lamps than is now customary.
Thus the low cost of the lamps may be made to add to the
revenue of a lighting station in one of two ways, viz.,

either by giving a greater lighting capacity at the present
cost of lamp renewals, or by actual saving in the cost of
lamps with renewals made at the present period of renewal.
The problem of manufacturing a sufficient number of

lamps to supply the entire demand expected from the users
of electric light is a difficult one to meet quickly. We
are preparing to turn out from 1 5 ,000 to 20,000 lamps daily,

and in addition to this to renew the carbons in returned
burned-out lamps to any extent that may be required,
During the month of January we expect to be able to take
care of all our customers who may have the new lamps,
and rapidly thereafter to fill all the orders with which we
may be favored.

We are also contemplating the erection, as the business
develops, of "renewal stations" in all large cities such as

New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, Cincinnati and
St. Louis, thereby reducing the cost of shipment and re-

turn of lamps for renewals still further reducing the net
cost of the lamps to our customers.

The 120 Ton Electric Traveling Crane
at WatervUet.

At the recent convention of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers a paper on the "Performance of an

Overland Traveling Crane Operated by a Single Electric

Motor" was read by Anthony Victorin of West Troy, N.

Y., the crane described being in the army gun factory at

Watervliet Arsenal. The following synopsis of the paper

is taken from the Irotz Age:

The crane is operated by a single electric motor. The
electric current is generated by a Thomson-Houston 656
horse power jdynamo. Its voltage is 500, the speed 1,020
revolutions per minute. The crane has a span of 60

IJIRECT connected GAS ENGINE ANlJ UYNAMO.

Special porcelain burner, so arranged that even at variable

powers, the charge is ignited at the right moment; the

speed is constant for all loads.

The armature is of the Gramme type, made of charcoal

iron wire, and is fastened by means of bronze bolts to a

bronze drum which in turn is fastened to the fly wheel.

The current is taken off at only two points at an angular

distance from each other of from 45 to 60 degrees.

This machine is manufactured and exploited by Kocrting

Brothers of Hanover, Germany.

The MonnUin Electric company is negotiating with the

coDDcil of Trinidad, Colo., with a view of furnishing an
electric light system and baildiot; and operating an ctcctric

street railway in that city.

An electric railway is to be constructed between Plcas-

antville and Atlantic, Pa.

Otto Mears has perfected an arrangement for con-

structing the electric railway connecting Ouray and Iron-

ton, Colo., for which a surway has been made. The line

will be eight miles long, and will be used for freight as

well as for passenger service.

feet, A clear hoist of 40 feet, and a capacity of 120 gross

tons. The capacity of the auxiliary hoist is 10 tons, hoist 56
feet. The total weight of the whole crane is about i 50 tons.

The bridge rests on eight double-fiangcd wheels (four on
each side) of 36 inches diameter, the trolley on 16 inch

wheels of 24 inches diameter. All wheels arc arranged in

pairs in compensating beams to avoid inconvenient results

from want of uniformity in the level of the track rails. All

wheels have also anti-friction steel roller bearings,

The motor is located at one end of the bridge. It re-

ceives current through a bare copper wire which is strung

on insulated rollers along the crane ways. The motor is

in permanent gear with the clutch shaft. This shaft is

fitted with four clutch j^cnrs.

The crane performs the following operations: Uridge
travcl= 40 and 80 feet per minute; trolley travcl~50 and
loo feet per minute; main hoist~2 4. 8 and 16 feet per

minute; auxiliary hoist—ao and 40 feet per minute. Auto-
matic brakes arc provided to sustain the load in any posi-

tion.

The trolley is provided with two grooved chain drums,
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each being capable of winding 250 feet of 1*^ inch wrought
iron main hoisting chain. These chain drums revolve

loose on trolley axle shafts, 7 inches in diameter, with

bronze-bushed bearings of 24 inches length at each end of

drums.
The lower chain-sheave block contains six bronze-bushed

sheaves of 30 inches diameter, while the upper block con-

tains five sheaves of 33 inches diameter, each of which
swivels independently ol the others.

The chain is rove 12 times through the sheaves.

The chain drum of the auxiliary hoist is located above

ELECTRICAL ACID DELECTOR.

one of the main chain drums, and is grooved for a 3_^ inch

chain of sufficient length for 56 feet hoist.

The operating cage contains all manipulating levers, also

the main switch, rheostat, etc.

All motions of the crane can be in operation simultan-

eously.

All gears of the crane mechanism are carefully cut, ex-

cept the gears on the chain drums, which are cast; all

bearings have bronze bushings. All working surfaces are

finished smoothly and all parts are carefully adjusted.

But notwithstanding all possible care with respect to

the construction and the arrangement of the crane mechan-
ism, a great percentage of the driving power is absorbed
by friction and the maximum efficiency of the main hoist

is only about 40 per cent.; the lowest efficiency is about
20 per cent.

It may reasonably be assumed that the friction in the

mechanism for the bridge travel and the trolley travel at-

tains similar proportions, as given for the hoist; and that

the efficiency ranges from about 25 per cent, for the

slowest speeds, with the greatest number of gear trains in

operation, to about 50 per cent, for the highest speeds,

with fewer parts in operation.

The figures in the tab'e permit various calculations as

to the frictional resistance in certain parts of the crane:

Amperes.
Actual work of hoisting 12 > gross tons 2 feet p. m. =50,27 H.P,= 75
Theoretical work of hoisting lao gross tons a feet

p. m =16.3 H. P. =24.3

Frictional resistance in crane = 33 97 H.P. =50.7
Actual work of operating hoist 3 feet p. m. without

load = 1005 H.P.= T5

Frictional resistance due to the load of 120 tons... = 23.92 H.P. = 5-7

It was observed that the power required to bring tbe

crane mechanism up to speed from the state of rtst is

considerable, gind is from about 30 to 150 per cent, in ex-

cess of the power required for keeping an operation in

continuance.

From the table referred to we take the following:

Efficiency.

Ft. per m. Per cent.

Trolley travel .' 2.5 7
Trolley travel 1.5 47
Hoist 3.5 17

Hoist 15. » 94
Hoist ^5 I'i

Hoist 10. 4S

French Electric Launch
An electric launch designed by Lieutenant Chapelle has

just been put in operation in the harbor of Cherbourg,

France. The motor which drives the shaft is of the Edi-

I-RENCH ELECTRIC LAUNCH.

son type, and current is furnished by 50 storage batteries

enclosed in ebonite cells. The litile craft, which is known

as P'tit Bob, has been very successful in its trial trips.

The syndicate that has effected the purchase of the New
Orleans City & Lake and the Crescent City railways of

New Orleans, has been incorporated under the name of

the New Orleans Traction company, limited. The capi-

tal stock of the company is $7,500,000, and work will at

once be commenced to convert the roads into electric

lines. E. E. Denniston is president, M. J. Hart vice-

president, and Henry Seligman secretary and treasurer.

Keller-Degenhardt Electric Vehicle.

For some time the daily and technical papers have been

publishing items relating to an electrical rolling chair that

was intended by its designers for service at the World's

Fair grounds during the exposition. The chief purpose of

the builders of the chair was that it be employed for the

transportation of visitors through the aisles of the build-

ings and about the grounds.

The vehicle referred to was one upon which Fred E.

Degenhardt and E. E. Keller of Chicago have been at

work for about a year. Illustrations representing this

electrical chair have been presented at various times

in different journals, but from the fact that the present

vehicle was evolved after considerable experimenting,

and is also the result of many changes, the accom-

panying illustration made from a photograph recently

taken, will be particularly interesting as being the correct

representation. It should be stated, however, that the

vehicle here shown is only one of others of similar

type projected by the manufacturer, the Columbian

Electric Perambulator company. This company has.

it is asserted, now in process of construction, a four

wheeled vehicle capable of carrying four people at a

ma.ximum speed of about seven miles an hour, and that

carriage, if it may be so designated, is constructed on en-

Electrical Acid Detector
The simple apparatus illustrated by the accompaning cut

was devistd by two Frenchmen, R. and A. Collcltc, for

the purpose of determining the degree of acidity in fer-

mented beverages. It has been established that fermenta-

tion is better in proportion to that degree of acidity,

which, while preserving all the forces of the alcoholic fer-

ment, sterilizes or destroys the injurious ferments. It is

therefore important to poscss a knowledge of the degree

of acidity.

The instrument is known as an electric scidimctcr and

consists essentially of a galvanic couple and an indicating

galvanometer. The former is composed of two copper

and zinc plates provided at the side with two longitudinal

channels, and assembled by four insulated' nuts fixed upon

their angles and holding thera in a parallel position. This

couple, upon being immersed in any liquid that is some-

what acid, behaves like a true voltaic pile. The reaction

of the acid upon the zinc gives rise to a current of elec-

tricity whose intensity is shown by a greater or less de-

flection of the needle of the sine tangent galvanometer

serving as an indicating apparatus. The gaivancmclcr

used with this instrument possesses a dial graduated for

currents corresponding to those that might be furnished by

liquids of a very pronounced acidity, the middle gradoation
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KELLER-DEGENHARDT

tirely different lines; all ball bearings are employed and

compensating, propelling and steering devices are pro-

vided. The Perambulator company believes, too, that it is

not exaggeration to say that this type of vehicle will be

the pleasure conveyance for use on city boulevards in the

near future.

The vehicle as shown by the photographic reproduction,

was designed to run on flat surfaces with a possible grade

here and there of not to exceed ten per cent, at a speed of

aboi:t four and a half miles an hour with a load of people.

The electrical equipment of the chair consists essentially of

a one horse power motor and a storage battery of six cells

of the type made by the American Battery company,

Chicago.

Several novelties are to be introduced on the vehicle

now in process of construction. For instance electric

lamps will be employed in the side lights of the vehicle;

there will be an electric alarm bell for signal purposes,

and also an ingenious mechanism for changing the speed

of the chair without changing the speed of the motor.

ELECTRIC VEHICLE.

corresponding to a normal liquid. The readings therefore

furnish a means of automatically registering the acidity of

saccharine liquids set in fermentation. An electric bell

can readily be attached to the galvanometer and arranged

to ring at the moments of ma.\imum and minimum acidity.

The electric acidimeter is employed in several beet sugar

and molasses refineries in France.

The Volks Electric Railway company of Brighton,

England. is asking authority for constructing a new line be-

tween Brighton and Rottingdean. The line is to be laid

between the high and low water marks, and the car will

be carried on steel standards some distance above the rails.

The wheel base will be 40 by 24 feet, and the dock for

passengers 16 by 40 feet. The idea appears to be to give

tourists a sea trip without sea sickness, and is a develop-

ment of the well-known traversing bridge between St.

Malo and St. Sevran. The current for driving the
motor will be supplied by accumulators.

Keep the Worlds Fair Open Evenings.

The electrical fr-iternity has not forgotten the subject of

evening closing at the World's Fair, and is keeping a

close watch of the authorities of the exposition, wailing

for a prompt repeal of the obnoxious seven o'clock closing

rule. Following are some recent expressions of opin-

ion:

EUdrkal Revif-.i-, New York: Mr. Durhorow of Illin-

ois introduced in the House of Representatives last week
a joint resolution to leave the matter of Sunday observance
at the World's Fair within the power of the regularly con-
stituted authorities of the exposition. This Sunday busi

ness is not so important to the electrical iaterests as the

fact that the fair must be kept open in the evening, in

order to properly display the electrical exhibits.

EUciriciiy, London: The official and nominal closing

hour is to remain 7 o'clock, and it is to be left to the dis-

cretion of the managing committee to decide whether they

consider it wise from time to time to grant an extension

from 9 until 11 o'clock. We should be Tcr)- sorry indeed

to leave the decision as to the wisdom of any act, be it

ever so simple, to a body of men who draw up rules which
are apparently to be set aside on from three to six days a
week. We are now more than ever convinced that these

concessions were wrung from the managing committee by
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the all but unanimous protest of the electrical fraternity,

and we strongly advise our American colleagues to persist

in their decision not to participate in the exhibition until

the managing committee declare their intention to keep

the exhibition open until ii o'clock on six days in the

week.

Kansas Citv Architect: There never has been so much
interest in electricity as now in the United States. The
greatest interest in the subject has been manifested by
electricians in this and eastern countries because it has

been deemed advisable by the managers of the World's

Fair to provide a separate building in which to place the

greater part of the electrical exhibits, thus adding a great-

er incentive for those engaged in electrical pursuits to ex-

cel in their exhibits. But the World's Fair commission
seems to have forgotten that the greatest glory of electric-

ity is seen at night, and proposes to close the exhibition

ever^' night at seven o'clock, or possibly open the electric-

ity building two or three nights during the week. Col. R.

C. Clowry, with the commendable energy which character-

izes all he undertakes, steps in and adds his ptotest to the

plan of the managers, and we sincerely hope his protest

may have the desired effect. The electrical exhibit should

at least be open every week day night until lo o'clock. Of
course we do not expect it will be open on Sunday, but

the exposition will be the greatest attraction of the world;

millions of people from all over the world will be in attend-

ance. A proper exhibit which would do credit to the

craft cannot be made in the daytime, therefore we desire

Badts Safety Device for Dynamos.
The accompanying diagram illustrates an arrangement

devised by F. B, Badt, Chicago, for reducing the current

of a dynamo when it has passed beyond a given point.

Referring to the cut, G is the field magnet coil conduc-

tor, which normally includes the armature H and the re-

sistancey. A' is an ammeter in series in the circuit E F.

/. is a local circuit from one brush of the dynamo to the

have been changed and the device readjusted, the operator

will by hand disengage the armature //from the catch T,

and the parts of the dynamo safety device will resume

their normal positions.

Joining Arc Light Carbon Stubs.
A New Hampshire man, Nathan P. Stevens of Con-

cord, has invented a process of uniting broken pieces of

FIG. 4. JOINING ARC LIGHT CARBON STUBS.

to add our voice again against shutting the doors at 7

o'clock, as contemplated. The Western Electrician
has published a long list of persons and friends petition-

ing against closing so early, and we trust the managers

may find it profitable to heed their petition.

Manilfactttrcrs" Record, Baltimore: The announcement
that the gates would be closed evenings with the exceptions

fl .Jr^^^^^̂ ^^JJL
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of Special nights raised a storm of opposition, especially

from electrical manafacturers. who protested that their

exhibits would be relatively ioaignificcot if 5.uch action were

taken. The fair manajjcmcnt subsequently modified its

declaration by tntimaiini; that from three to .six evenings

woald be estceptiooal occasion."*. This concession was by

DO means satisfactory to the protesting electrical cxbibiidrs,

who insisted ooon a positive assurance that the gales were

to be open 'rfrrj c'^cn'n;'. Their unanimity, earnestness

and in their cau.'ic lead to a

bei' ''ill be compelled to grant

the: ,
':v» of the fact that the public

has from ihe obUct regarded the electrical exhibit as one

of the great attractions of the exposition.

FIG, I. JOINING ARC

other, including the circuit-closing device M, controlled by

the ammeter, the magnet N, which controls the armature

H, and the lamp O. P is a local circuit including the bell

A", the battery cell S, the armature M, and the contact-

point and catch T. U £/are springs tending, respectively-

to retract the armature // from its magnet onto the contact,

point V and the catch T into its normal position, as shown.

IK is an extra or controlling resistance in the short circuit

X, and therefore normally cut out by the circuit G being

closed through the armature^. These several parts could,

of course, be greatly altered in their various relations—as.

for example, the current to energize the magnet N need

BADT S SAFETY DEVICE FOR DYNAMOS.

not, of course, be taken from the machine itself, as this

current will flow only so long as the circuit-closer M is

closed in any event. The lamp 0, too, is not indispensa-

ble, as any other resistance could be used, or the magnet

N' could itself be woundso'as to serve as siicK resrstance.

It is equally obvious that a series of magnets and resistances

could be employed, the latter to be successively thrown

into the field magnet circuit of the machine.

The use and operation of the arrangement are as follows:

Assuming a device constructed substantially as shown in

the drawing and assuming that it is desired to maintain a

current which shall not pass beyond a certain fixed limit

—

say, for example, a thousand amperes—the amperemeter

will be adjusted so that tt will operate the circuit closer M
when the current has passed to or beyond such predeter-

mined limit. When this circuit-closer is thus operated and

iis local circuit closed, the magnet N will be energized,

and will immediately draw up the armature //, rrcvious

to this the field magnet circuit C will have been complete

through the armatuie //and the resistance 7"; but when

the armature // is thus raised by the magnet the contact-

point Fis disengaged from that armature, and the field-

magnet circuit will only be completed through the local

circuit X and the extra resistance W.

In other words, an extra resistance will be thrown into the

field magnet circuit and the strength of the field will be re-

duced, and the main current will be correspondingly reduced,

thus bringing, it below .such fixed limit. The armature

will be held in this position by the spring-catch and cir-

cuit-closer /'until disengaged by band, for the conditions

which have caused the current to thus rise beyond its

proper limit will require some time for their readjustment.

As soon as this armature // is thus drawn up and its outer

end rests upon the spring-catch and circuit-closer T the

local circuit P wilt be closed through the bell K and battery

S, and thus an alarm will be given. When the conditions

LIGHT CARBON STUBS.

arc light carbons that should be of interest to central

station men, in that it seems to offer a means through

which considerable saving can be efi'ected.

Fragments of arc light carbons are removed from lamps

every day by the trimmers, and replaced by new carbons.

Ordinarily these piecesof carbon which remain unburned in

the lamps after the current has been cut off for the night are

a total loss to the lighting company, as the pieces are much

too short to burn a second night. The object of Mr.

Stevens' process is to utilize these waste pieces of carbon.

The various experiments which he made during the past

three years resulted in nothing better than his obtaining

the mixture of certain materials that made a cement which,

under the most favorable circumstances, would stick

pieces of carbon together sufiiciently strong to be utili;^ed

for the lower part of a lamp only; and if used in the upper

holder by mistake the pieces would invariably fall apart

and the lamp go out. These results all followed the use

of any material as a cement which hardened by exposure

to the air and without the application of artificial heat.

To overcome the foregoing difficulties he found It neces-

sary to use for a cement such materials as would be read-

ily applied in the form of a thin paste, and rendered sufii-

ciently hard by being baked. And to this end the process

consists in uniting two or more pieces of carbon by means

of adhesive material which will become hard and strong

when subjected to heat, and in baking them until the

joints are thoroughly hard and dry.

The accompanying cuts represent Mr. Stevens' appar-

atus. Fig. I shows in perspective a section of the bench

for the operatives, one car, the track, and the baking

oven. Fig. 2 is a side elevation of a car, and Fig. 3 is a
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FIGS. 2 AND 3, JOINING ARC LIGHT CAKISON STUUS.

plan. Fig. 4 is a perspective view .showing a case upon

which the pieces of carbon are placed when stuck together,

for the purpose of holding them in perfect alignment while

being baked. Fig. 5 represents the oven partly in cross

section and partly in end elevation, and Fig. C is a sec-

tional plan.

To carry the process into effect he faces off the ends

of the pieces of carbon to he united, either Hat, one con-

cave and the other convex, or in a form that more nearly

resembles a plug socket. Then he applies to the ends lo

be joined an adhesive substance formed of carbon dust, or

pulverized carbon and coal tar, which is mixed in about

equal quantities, and kept while being used at a 1 1 mptr
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aturc just below boiling, and a consistency of thin paste.

He then places the carbon thus formed of pieces upon a

case or bolder, Fig 4, made of sheet steel in the form of

channel iron, in which it may be stood up in an oven to be

baked; but this channeled holder is not essential except

when the pieces to be joined together arc trimmed off flat,

or in a form not calculated to hold the pieces in perfect

alignment, as shown in Fig. 4. The carbons must then

be placed in an oven and baked for from one-half to three-

quarters of an hour, and when removed and cooled they

will, he states, be equal to new carbons and thoroughly

homogeneous.

To join these pieces together economically it should be

done systematicilly, and in practice Mr. Stevens has found

some such apparatus as shown in the drawings, to be

very satisfactory. A bench having low partitions across

its top at convenient distance to accommodate an operative

between each, is provided with a slightly elevated track

upon which cars are placed. The cars are provided with

perforations to let ihe hot air through their Hoors, and arc

open at the top and front side. They may have solid ends

and slats on the back side connecting their ends as shown.

A car is moved along tiie track in front of the operatives,

each contributing to its load, which may consist of five

or six hundred carbons. The door of the baking oven is

then opened and the car rolled in, other cars being loaded

in the same manner. After a car load has been baked the

door at the opposite end of the oven is opened and the car

rolled along the track to the other operatives, who remove

the carbons and pack them for shipment. The track

should extend around the room, so that the cars may be

rolled back to the starting point, or from one set of oper-

atives to the other.

The baking oven. Figs. 5 and 6, is formed of

sheet iron and heated by gas burners arranged

upon a pipe placed longitudinally under the center

of the car track. The oven contains an inner shell,

which incloses the car load of carbons, and the heat

from the gas burners rises at either side of this inner

shell, between its walls and those of the outer shell, the

latter being perforated for the admission of air, and for

the escape of products of combustion. Ways are pro-

vided at each end, in which to mount a sliding door.

English Motor Trucks.
Although the growth of public sentiment approving the

introduction of the electric railway in England has been

remarkably slow compared with the results achieved In

this country, much interest is now taken in this subject on

the other side of the water, and a number of projects arc

on foot. Several leading English electrical engineers arc

now devoting much attention to electric traction, and it is

probable that the ne,xt few years will witness a marked

transatlantic extension in this direction. Among those

whose professional advice is sought in connection with

electric railway plans is .\nthony Reckenzaun, well known

as an electrician in Europe, where he is consulting elec-

trical engineer to several large concerns, and in America.

Mr. Reckenzaun is the inventor of the motor trucks

shown in the accompanying illustrations. The single mo-

childrcn of the general constructed an arch about eighteen
inches wide, which was thrown across the foot of
the stairway. This arch was covered with paper, which,
in turn, w.is hidden by choice chrysanthemum blooms of
various colors, so ananged as to form the words "Welcome
Home." In the center of the arch was a photograph 01

the general's baby daughter. Kchiud this arch Mr.
Painter placed a number of electric lights, and, when
lighted, the efTect was very bciuufol. About ihc.hour of
General and Mrs. S}jryock*s expected arrival the
children gathered in the hallway, beneath the arch, and
when their parents entered the door the electric lights

were turned on throughout the house, forming a striking

illumination.

f-ater in the evening Gen. Shryock examined the elec-

trical lighting of his house, and expressed his pleasure at

its neatness and completeness. There arc few, if any,
private residences in the country better equipped. The;
house is lighted from cePar to garret with cicctric lights

the upper floors of the house arc liijhted -Ai'.h plain clear

FIG. I. ENGLISH MOTOR TRUCKS.

"Charged with 2,000 Olms."
A Duluth paper is responsible for this: The electric

motor which Mr. Huot removed from his old location to

112 West Superior street has been doing great damage.
Mr. Huot attempted to start his motor for the first time
yesterday, and to his surprise found that the current en-
tered the motor, passed through the belting and then into

the heavy shafting; from the shafting it was found that

the current had connected with the ice crusher where they
were mixing salt and ice. The colors which were seen

tor truck, Fig, i, is the newer design, and is in use on the

electric lailway at Brighton. The double motor truck,

Fig. 2, is in service at Leeds, where the equipments are

manufactured by Greenwood & Batley. It is probable,

also, that sixty 01 these trucks will be used on two pro-

jected electric roads.

The principal feature of this system is the employment

of worm gearing instead of spur gears. Mr. Reckenz^un

says that the use of this gearing leaves nothing to be de-

sired. Twelve sets of this gearing have been at work for

eighteen months at Marseilles, France, giving entire satis-

faction, it is said. The inventor claims for the motors

high efficiency, and asserts that the gearing is more effi-

cient than double reduction, although it must be rated as

single reduction. The reduction is eight to one. Other

"^-^

FIG. 2. ENGLISH MOTOR TRUCKS.

coming from the wet salt were beautiful. His ice cream
maker when removing the cans and bricks of ices and
cream found to his sorrow that the cans were also charged
with 2,000 olms of electricity. Strange to say the creams
were not melted nor was the holly or mistletoe damaged.

advantages claimed for this system are noiselessness, dura-

bility and compactness.

On December 24th a strike was declared by all the elec-
tric linemen employed bv the Toledo Electric Light and
Western Electric Light & Power, Toledo Electric Rail-
way and Consolidated Street Railway companies of Toledo.
The men gave no warning of what they proposed to do,
and the citizens were unaware that there w.^s any trouble
until the lights all went out and the cars stopped. The
linemen held a meeting which lasted nearly all night, and
finally decided to strike until the companies granted an
increase of 10 per cent, in wage=. The companies had
men out repairing the cuts in the wires which caused the
darkness. Cars were running all night on the 25th. but
when the lights were turned on the cutting began again.

Electricity in a Baltimore House.
Gen. Thomas J. Shryock and Mrs. Shryock, who have

been traveling extensively through Europe, arrived at their

home in Baltimore a short time ago. As soon as they could
get themselves and their baggage through the h.inds of the
custom house oflicers, Gen. .ind Mrs. Shryock hunied on
to this city to see their little children, from whom they had
baen separated for some time. The children had also

looked forward to the reunion, and had prepared a wel-

come home that greatly surprised as well as pleased their

parents.

Before his departure abroad, Gen. Shryock had instructed

Electrician Gwynne E. Painter of Baltimore to thor-

oughly equip his house with an electric lighting plant.

This work was completed recently. The relatives and

glass lamps, each of 16 candle power. The lower floor

contains many beautiful novelties. The center hall light

is a single 16 candle power lamp hidden in an ornamental

covering. The large candelabra at the foot of the stair-

way has a crown of Newell electric lights, representing

candles, each of 4 candle power. The red room, to the

left of the hall, in which are several choice paintings, is

lighted by two sets of lights, controlled by as many
switches. The switch in the back o£ the room lights a

semi-circle of overhead lights, each of 16 candle power,
and so arranged as to throw their light directly upon the

paintings. There are several lights about the sides of the

room, and one drop-light, with a heavy dark shade, which
can be carried around at will. The other switch controls

the lights in the front of the room. Behind this room is

the billiard room, which is lighted by lights with various

colored globes, arranged around the top of the room.
In the parlor, which is to the right of the entrance, the

electrical display is excellent. A sheli-fish. with electric

lights issuing from its mouth and eyes, swings over the

door, while the room is lighted by three overhead lights,

each containing five 16 candle power electric lamps, cov-

ered by a thick, semi-transparent white globe. Each one
or all of these may be lighted at will. In the rear of the

room there swings a red light which shines through an
ornamented shade. The dining-room, in the rear of the

parlor, is lighted by electric lights arranged about the

chandelier. Directly beneath the chandelier, and appar-

ently fastened to it, is a globe similar to the on» in the

parlor, in which are hidden several electric lights. Wh«n
turned on these emit a soft, while light. Around the

outer edge of the chandelier are arranged a circle of red

lights. The greatest novelty, however, is exhibited in the

lighting of three large plate glass cabinets, in which are

kept fine china and cut-glass dishes and ornaments. Two
of these are in the dining room and one in the hall. The
latter contains the fancy and rare china. On the interior

of this cupboard and from the top swing a number of

4 candle power electric lights set in globes representative

of icicles, while under some of the most delicate pieces of

china are tiny lights, which illuminate them, bringing out

the hand-patnting upon them, and exhibiting their beauty

in all its detail.

The cupboard is lighted by several large lights. One of

the cupboards in the dining-room is similarly lighted,

while the other, containing many cut-glass pieces, is

lighted with delicate red lights. Icicle lights also drop
from the top of this cupboard, while at the base red lights

shine out from two glass side doors. lea\nng the center

door dark, thus giWng the effect of fire. The entire effect

of this lighting is beautiful in the extreme. Several orna-

mental switch plates. -from which all or each separate light

can be controlled, are arranged about the respective rooms
and hallway. They arc all flush with the wall, and so do
not disfigure it in any respect.

A bill has been introduced in Congress to incorporate

the Washington & Marlboro Electric Railroad company
of the District of Columbia. The company is authorized

to build a single or double track railway, beginning at

Eighth street and Pennsylvania a\-cnuc, southeast, and
run on Pennsylvania avenue across the Eastern branch
bridge, then on Pennsylvania avenue extended to Bowen
ro.'id. and along said road to the boundary of the District

of Columbia, there connecting with the line of the Prince

George's county branch of the W.ishington & Marlboro
railway. The company is authorised to issue stock to the

amount of $350,000.
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Electric railway interests are active in Boston, and

it is possible that before many years that historic city

may not be compelled to rely upon suiface roads exclu-

sively. A combined overhead and underground system

has been planned by the West End company. It includes

a tunnel under Boston's famous pleasure-ground, the

Common, and legislative sanction is now sought for the

scheme. The overhead portion o f the road is to start

in Roxbury and come down to the vicinity of the business

portion of the city. The track will then be depressed un-

der ground, going under the whole length of the Common
and come out in the vicinity of Scollay square. Erom
this another elevated line would run to Charlestown. It

is also proposed to tunnel under the Common and pass

directly under the crest of Beacon Hill and the state

house, and come out in the section of the city near the

northern and eastern railroad stations. Whatever plan is

adopted, electricity will undoubtedly be employed to trans-

mit the motive power, and the plan should have the

hearty support of all interested in the business.

The Detroit city authorities have caught the fever for

municipal ownership of electric lighting plants and are

now seeking the passage of an act by the Legislature which

will allow them to engage in the business. In speaking of the

project, an officer of the company says: "We consider that

it would be just as proper for the corporation of the city of

Detroit to take the wealth and credit of all its citizens and

compete with the invested capital of a portion of its citi-

zens in any of the various industries of this city as to enter

the electric lighting business. If a municipality can sell

electricity, or produce it for the general use of its citizens,

why should it not manage all other industries and trades

of this country? All cities have large amounts of printing

done; then why not have the city own and run its paper

mills and printing offices? Also, its street cars, its shoe

factories, its woolen and cotton mills, own its own mines

and sell its own coal? Cities also use immense quantities

of stone, brick and building materials, etc.; then why not

have quarries and brick and lumber yards, and even saw-

mills? And so on with every industry requiring the in-

vestment of private capital." These sentiments are just

and reasonable and should command the approval of all

thoughtful men.
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Electrical Patents.,.,

It is gratifying to observe that an effort is being made

to secure a deBnite and final code of rules for the World's

Fair. The directors propose to take some action at last,

and it is reported that the rules adopted by the commi'^sion

arc likely to be confirmed. That portion of these rules

referriog to clectriclightand power has already been given

in the Western Electrician- While the directors are

about it, why not do an act of justice to the electrical

interests of the country, and expunge the seven o'clock

closing rule entirely? Or, if it is the intention to have

evening sessions for an extra admission fee, why not come

out boldly with a provision for six evening sessions a week?

Xothing can possibly be gained by throwing the whole

electrical display into uncertainty and by trying to hood-

wink the public in relation lo the subject of evening

admission.

Bv an unfonunate coincidence four large fires have

occurred within a month or so in buildings belonging to

electric light or power companies. Central station com-

panies at Ba^alo and Des Moines and the Milwaukee and

Boston street car companies have all suffered severely.

Scverallivcs were lost and a large amount of property de-

stroyed. The latest of thcw misfortunes occurred in Milwau-

kee, where the car barnsand shops on Kinnickinnic avenue

were burned last week, entaiiJDg a heavy loss. This fire

derived additioual interest from the fact that it was at first

The latest news of the incandescent lamp litigation

comes from Pittsburg, where the General Electric company

has secured a decree of injunction restraining the West-

inghouse Electric & Manufacturing company from manu-

facturing and selling lamps infringing the Edison patent.

This move appears to be the logical sequence of the Saw-

yer-Man decision, owing lo the well-kuown fact that the

Westinghouse and Sawyer-Man companies, although pos-

sessing legally distinct existences, are practically under

one ownership. The new decree has no bearing whatever

on the merits of the new Westinghouse lamp, which is

now about due on the market. The General Electric com-

pany, it seems, alleged that an evasion had been practiced

by the Westinghouse company in transferring the manu-

facture of the old lamp5 to its Pittsburg factories after the

Sawyer-Man decision had been announced. This, how-

ever, was vigorously denied, affidavits being made by the

Westinghousecompany showing that since the date of the de-

cree in question no lamp of the description set forth by the

plaintiff had been made in any of its factories. The Pitts-

burg company did not appear to be greatly disturbed at the

prospect of the injunction, and made little opposition to

the issuance of the decree, simply demanding the condi-

tion included in the Sawyer- Man decision—that the Edison

company be compelled to sell lamps to existing plants.

Thisclauseisa very important one and one that cannot fail to

play a prominent part in the history of the lamp business

for the next year.

The Pittsburg decision undoubtedly marks the conclu-

sion of the long struggle between the Edison company and

the inttrcsts represented in the Westinghouse, United Stales

and Sawyer Man companies. It now remains for the Gen-

eral Electric company to announce its policy toward the

smaller lamp manufacturers. It will be well if this decis-

ion is speedily made public, thus ending the present uncer-

tainty. iVo one who has at heart the welfare of the elec-

trical business at large will hope for an other than Hbcr.'il

policy. Fair treatment of the outside companies will stim-

ulate the electrical business all over the 'country, and it

does not need an elaborate argument to prove that what-

ever improves the electrical business of the whole country

is decidedly to the interest of the General Electric company.

Beginning with this number, the Western Electri-
cian enters upon its twelfth volume. In some respects

this volume will be the most important in the history of the

paper. It will witness the opening of the World's Colum-
bian Exposition, with the operation of the great central

station and the multiform applications of electricity shown
in service or as exhibits. Everybody interested in elec-

tricity, from Mr. Edison and Prof. Thomson down to the

humblest lineman and the youngest student, will want to

know all about the latest advances of this fascinating

science as shown at the great World's Fair, This desire

the Western Electrician proposes to gratify by taking

its readers on weekly visits to the electrical features at

Jackson Park. Confining itself in the future, as in the past,

to the electrical and directly allied interests at the fair, this

journal will endeavor to present a complete and copiously

illustrated record of all matters of interest or instruction

fairly comprehended under the heading "Electricity at the

World's Fair." No pains or expense will be spared to

accomplish this result and to make a running account

which no one interested in the subject can miss without a

distinct sacrifice.

The Western Electrician is able to point to what it

has already accomplished in this direction as a guaranty of

future performance. It was the first to present the plans

of the electrical building with the architects' description;

the first to give a perspective view of the structure—a pic-

ture, by the way. that was subsequently adopted by the

World's Fair authorities and which appeared in a large

number of technical journals; the first to establish a

separate department for the electrical news of the World's

Fair, and the first to present an illustrated weekly record ,of

the progress that has been made. No other electrical

paper has approached it in extent and accuracy of matter

or number of illustrations. With peculiar advantages of

location, equipment and experience, it is proposed to equa

this record in the future and surpass it if possible.

According to a Chicago Sunday paper, Berlin, Ger-

many, bids fair to have an underground electric railway

system which will rival that embodied in the rapid transit

tunnel scheme proposed for New York city. For some

time reports have been coming to this side of the water to

the effect that the Berliners were to remove all tracks

from the streets and construct a mammoth sub-

terranean electric railway system that would accommodate

all the passenger traffic of the German metropolis. The
movement was set on foot by a local electric company

and the construction plans, it is said, have now been given

to the public. The work, it is estimated, will cost on an

average $212,500 per mile.

Without discussing the probability of the execution of

this project, it may be said that the present situation in

New York constitutes an opportunity for the conservative

Germans to secure experience free of expense.

For about two years a number of the best engineers in

the United States have been at work preparing plans for

the relief of New York city through a subterranean electric

railway system. After an immense amount of labor on

the part, not only of the engineers, but of the business

men whose one object was to formulate a thoroughly prac-

tical plan, the New York scheme now appears as a failure

—

at least so the matter stands to-day—in so far as It has not

found favor with the capitalists.

If, then, Berlin is in earnest and really wants rapid tran-

sit by means of tunnels beneath the city, our German
friends might do worse than to carefully study the plans

proposed in New York. We would not like to say that the

money for the New York enterprise may not eventually be

forthcoming, but we do say that the prospect at present is

not encouraging. If the German city, therefore, should

carry out the proposed work it would stand as a reproach

to American enterprise and capital.

But it is to be hoped that now the work in New York

has been carried so far some way to interest capital will

be found. The tunnel scheme was a last resort, tobcRure;

but what other plan could have been advanced? In New
^'o^k not only arc the streets covered with tracks, but the

air above them is filled as well. There was no other choice

of a means of relief. The people want no more elevated

railway structures; on the surface roads high speed is out

of the question; the tunnel is undoubtedly the solution.

Every effort, thcn.lo excite the interestlof capital should be

made, and the project .should not be abandoned until no

stone has been left unturned.
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An Ideal Central Power Station.

After the reading by Mr, Field o( the paper written by

himself, E. J. Cook and F. Bourne on "An Ideal Central

Power Station," at the Chicago Electric club on Decem-

ber 19th, the following interesting discussion ensued :

F. King: I should like to ask Mr. Field how he could

cut out any boiler or any engine in the event of the cross-

over pipe breaking down. Would it not be a good plan to

multiple-arc the boilers and engines as well as ihe pipes?

Mr. Field: In piping large power stations I have

always done that.

Mr. King: I notice in the specifications for dynamo
floors that wood is used. I suggest iron floois instead;

they are much easier to keep clean.

Mr. Field: Yes, in a lighting station, but not in a

railway station; with five or six huuJred volts it would not

be quite so nice.

Mr. KrNr,: There is no mention made in the specifica-

tions for the engines of any gearing to turn an engine

while being overhauled. I have an arrangement of that

kind. There are no governor disks, there are no eccen-

trics, and the whole engine is brought to a very small

space. Suppose you have a 1,200 horse power engine,

occupying three and a half feet door space per horse-

power. In the starting valves of these large engines there

is very often a back lash. The spindie in the starting

valve— in the main throttle valve, as you might call it— is

made of composition metal, and very often wear occurs.

I have often noticed in the starting valve of an engine of

that kind that it took nine turns of the hand-wheel to

open the valve wide, and when the engine gets a hot crank

pin, and you have to run about twenty feet to get to the

valve and shut it down quick, it consumes considerable

time. It might be a good plan to combine with a starting

valve of that description a lever action by which with one

motion of the hand you could close it.

Mr. Field: That has its disadvantages. If you should

be made the unfortunate victim of an engine that had bear-

ings of such a character that you could not shut it quick

enough to keep from burning out the bearings, I think

you would conclude that with proper bearing arrange-

ments and an ordinary valve to shut reasonably quick, that

it would fully meet the commercial requirements. In re-

gard to turning over, I think a three crank engine can be

turned over for all necessary requirements without any

difficulty if you have a fly wheel, which you should have.

I don't believe an engine of that kind should be built

without fly wheels.

W. B. Pearson: I would like to ask Mr. King what
pressure per square inch he provides for in the bearings.

Mr. King: In oae of the engines we are having built

the bearings are designed for 70 pounds per square inch.

Alex. Dow: In regard to the heavy strains on the

marine type of engine, I would like to sa> that I do not

think there is much to be feared in that line, providing the

practice on shore follows in a gen-.ral way the marine prac-

tice. I was at one time on shipboard and I spent a great

deal of my time in the engine room, and we had very

severe weather for three days; part of the time the stern

of the vessel was out of the water, which of course threw

the load off the engine, and then again she was laboring

hard; but there was no difificulty with the bearings; we
didn't have a hot bo.\. I think if we follow the lines of

practice that have been developed in marine work there

will be little danger from jars and shocks due to short

circuits. I believe that ao engine that will stand the

pitching of a 4,000 ton ship having the load thrown off

suddenlv by having the screw get out of water, will stand

almost anything.

Mr. Field: It has been shown by manufacturers of

engines for this class of work, and also by the builders of

the marine type of engines, that it was safer and far more
preferable; but the engines that are required to do this

class of work should have larger bearings and less weight

on those bearings, and they require less velocity than many
of the best type of marine engines in use at the present

time.

Mr. Dow: So much the better. The best is none too

good. I wish to ask whether a triple expansion engine,

with a governor controlling the valve—a high pressure en-

gine—will govern properly on the load being suddenly

thrown off? Will there not be enough steam in the clear-

ance space and receivers to cause it to increase in speed?

I notice that provision is made for the lead to cut off, but

would it govern close enough? I am observing at present

three single compound engines, and they don't govern as

closely as I should wish under those conditions, and the

trouble appears to arise from the fact that the receiver

capacity is very large.

Mr. Field; The receiver capacity must be too large,

the fly wheel capacity not enough, and the governor a poor

one.

Mr. Dow: I am inclined to think that there is some-

thing in that. I have st;en experiments both ways, and I

am a tittle prejudiced in favor of governing, at least unless

you have three valvts.

Mr. Fikld: That has been tried. We have had engines

built so that the governor could be thrown by a link and
connected to the first two cylinders. We found that with a

triple expansion engine, with the question of lead looked

after, with ample 11/ wheel capacity, and with a good gov-

ernor that you can better take care of it on the first cylin-

der.

Mr. Dow: Now the question comes up, does such an
engine, governing only on the high pressure, divide the

load cquallyamong the cylinders?

Mr. Field: Yes. You can adjustsuchanengineif you pay
attention for a short time to the variations of I(^ad, where
you are provided with four valves, by adjusting the valves for

the intermediate and low pressure cylinders, so that you can
fully take care of that and very evenly equalize the

oad.
1

Mr. Dow: I would like to know the detail of your

stack.

Mr. Field: That stack is made of fire brick part of

the way up, red brick the rest of the way, with iron on the

outside, and when properly painted will last as well as a

brick stack and will withstand all gales; it does not need

any guying whatever, and will cost a proporlionatft amount
less, and on ground where piling is necessary is an advan-

tage.

Mr. Dow: Does Mr, Field consider that the water tube
boiler is more economical than the common tubular boiler,

provided that the common tubular boiler is properly

set?

Mr. Field: No, sir.

Mr, Dow: My experience has been that the failure of

economy in tubular boilers was due not to any particular

fault of the boiler, but was due to poor setting. Not once
in half a dozen times is a boiler set with any regard to the

fuel that is to be used. We have had some experience in

Chicago late y with the marine boiler in making smoke,
and the marine boiler has had a very black eye.

Mr. Field: I have installed some of the marine boilers

in a town where we use common coal or screenings, and we
are in a neighborhood surrounded with residences, and by
putting on a stoker we have done away with the smoke
nuisance. I think the smoke problem lies in the coal and
not in the boiler. I think any boiler with proper coal will

give you smokeless gas out of your stack if you have a

good slack. With poor coal you have to resort to stokers

or something that will give you perfect combustion.
Mr. Dow: The question seems to be in Chicago to

obtain something that will burn Illinois or common Indi-

ana steam coal sm-^kelessly, and the marine boiler is at

present rather in disrepute in this particular line.

Mr. Field: I presume that is because it has been used
on tugs and vessels on the river, where they haven't suffi-

cienl stack capacity.

Mr. Dow: In regard to valves, a good arrangement for

quick handling is to put a heavy hand wheel on the valve

and give it a spin and let the momentum of the wheel shut

the valve while the man runs to another valve. That works
very well.

M. J. Sullivan: I noticed that Mr. Field refers in this

paper to the grounding of the return wire. We had an
inquiry the other day with regard to some trouble that de-

veloped at Cambridge by the return current ruining the wa-
ter pipes or gas pipes in the form of electrolysis, and there

was a great deal of trouble occasioned by it. I would like

to ask Mr. Field if he has had that problem presented to

him yet.

Mr. Field: Yes; that problem has arisen, and in our
practice it has been customary to put the positive side of

our line overhead and the negative to the ground, or,

where local conditions required it, to reverse that order.

Mr. Sullivan: Do you think that would be a remedy
in every case?

Mr. Field: I can't say that it would be a remedy in

every case. It has been a remedy in every case that has

come to my attention. It is a problem that is being gener-
ally discussed in the East, and is worrying many central

stations. Many of them have reversed their lines and
found that they have remedied the trouble.

Mr. Sullivan: Another point: You assume in your
calculations a station of a certain number of horse power,

6,000, or something of that kind. In most street railway

stations the ' capacity required at first is comparatively
small. Has any rule been adopted for a calculation

of the percentage of increase within a certain perioo?
Mr. Field: That has got to be governed entirely by

the conditions of each case. I have not necessarily as-

sumed that this station should of necessity have its full

6000 horse power in at first. The capacity can be increased

in the future. You can erect your building with a view
to future development, building it with blind arches, and
duplicate the station building, knock out your arches and
make it practically one building.

Mr. Sullivan; You speak of economizing floor space

in large cities by the adoption of direct connected genera-

tori and engine. Have you considered the Edison station,

in New \'ork, where they have the generators on the next

floor, to give practica'ly the same economy of floor space
that you do with your arrangement?
Mr. Field: Yes, but I think it will be generally ad-

mitted that the idea of generators on the second floor in

any large station doing a large amount of business is not

good engineering. I think it will be generally admitted

that a station of one story is more desirable, by long

odds.

Mr. Sullivan: It would be more desirable if the ques-

tion of economy of ground is not to be considered.

Mr. Field: Considering economy and everything it is

preferable.

Mr. Sullivan: You suggest that a carbon brush be
used on generators. Do you think it is a good sugges-
tion to have it heavily coated with copper?
Mk. Field: That is a question that lam not ready

to answer fully.

Mr. Sullivan: In the matter of switchboards, do you
think it is the best policv to put all the wires hack of the

board? Wouldn't you think it was better to put one pole

in front, and thereby avoid the possibility of short circuit-

ing by changing the two poles?
Mr. Field: In a railway po.ver station the switch-

boDrc! can be so arranged that you have (qual pressure on
the switchboard all the time, and make it practically im-

possible to have any short circuit. The s.vitcliboards arc

things that have to be laid out particu'arly with reference

to the building, and the arrangement of it, the require-

ment as to number of feeders, and so on; either a wall

switchboard or a gallery switchboard in some modiflod
fcrm.

Titos. G. Grier- Would it not be just as well to run
the steam pipes down the center of the station instead of
having them along the wall?

Mr. Field: How arc you going to support thr^ni and
have a traveling crane?

Mr.Gri.^r: Support ihcm from the ground in such a
way that the traveling crane can pass over the top of it.

Mr. Field: You can do thai, but I think a heavy line

of piping, under heavy pressure like that, would be a very
difficult thing to support in the middle of a room at a suf-

ficient height not to be an obstruction.

Mr. Grikr: Do you support your pipss from the wail

or from the ground?
Mr. Field: We support them by brackitson the wall.

Mr. Grier; When ihty arc supported from the wall

you have a direct connection from the engine to the walls
of the building, which would communicate the vibrations
of the engine to the piping, and from there into the
building.

Mr. Field: Not if things are laid out properly. That
problem has been gone over in a good many sutions.
Where the engines are laid out right, and ihc foundations
of the building properly laid, there is 00 trouble on that
score. Wheie the pipr^s are fastened too rigidly lo the
wall the vibration might cause some difficulty. Wc do
not fasten them to the wall.

C. E. Sargent: As a rule doesn't the piping
shake the engine more than the engine shakes Ihe
piping?

Mr. Field: I don't know but it does.

Mr. Sargent: What causes the vibration in the pip-

ing? Is it the Impulse of the steam going into the cn-
engine?

Mr. Field: I think possibly it is. We have found
by practice and experience that the vibration and jar can
be practically removed by supporting the piping on roller

blocks, or something of that kind.

Mr Sargent: I would like to ask you if you think
there is ^ny virtue in copper piping? We had a case
where we had to put in a lot of copper piping at great ex-

pense, and I could not see any advantage in it.

Mr. Field: That was in the elbows and special fittings,

was it not?

Mr. Sarge!^t; It was where a gooseneck connected
from the header to the engine.

Mr. Field: The copper has to be so hea%'y that a good
piece of wrought iroa for your goose neck is just as good
if you take a long enough bend. It is so heavy that the

idea of the flexibility of the copper is entirely removed. It is

no more flexible than the wrought iron. The idea comes
from the marine practice. They have to make so many
bends there that they resorted to it from nt cessity, perhaps
Mr. Sargent: One reason that was given to me why

the copper pipe was better was that it was not so apt to

leak as the iron flanges. Is there any truth in that?

Mr. Field: No, sir; but there is a further disadvantage.

Unless you are very careful about brazing the joints, seams,
and so forth of the copper, you are apt to have it open.
W. L. Abbott; What danger is there of vibrating the

adjoining buildings in foundations such as we have in

Chicago, for instance?

Mr. Field: There is no difficulty in that direction if

care is exercised in designing your building and founda-

tions. A power station. I think, should be built within its

own property lines and set back a small distance. The
engine foundations and all generator foundations should

be entirely detached from the foundations of the walls.

Then, if the piping is given ample opporlunllv to move,
you will have no difficulty from that. I remember one case

where I was called in where that question was up in a suit,

owing 10 trouble with the surrounding properly. By re-

arranging the piping, relieving it from its rigid connections

or attachments to the walls, and by detaching the founda-
tions fiom their connections to the foundations of the

walls, the difficulty was removed.
Mr Abbott: I know one case where the piping is at-

tached to the ceiling of the building, even with hangers
and rollers, which has made great vibrations. I also know
of a case where the engine foundation has bten built after

the plan you suggest and it has vibrated the adjoining

buildings. That is one question that occurred to mc in

the case of power houses in the down town districts adjoin-

ing large buildings.

Mr. Field: All I can say is that it is dilHcult to answer
any specific case off hand, but I will say in general that

with good engineering, there shou'd be no difficulty of thai

kind.

B. J. Arnold: Mr. Field makes oce point with which
I heartily agree; that is. that in the designing of
power buildings the work is usually put into the hands of
an architect, which is perfectly correct provided the archi-

tect works in conjunction with the designing engineer who
is in charge of tlie power station work. For the reason, as

he states, that the building is often designed and the engi-

neer must put his machineo' inside of a given space,

Mr. Field- I would suggest in regard to room that the

engineer be his own architect.

Mr. Arnold: That is my practice, but you can't always
have it that way. I would like lo ask wh.-tt Mr. Field

means by the disconnected engine?

Mr. Field: I mean by that an engine of which one
cylinder, either during oper.ition or in a moment's stop,

can be disconnected or thrown out of service, if an .iccidcnl

happens to one cylinder, or if it is desir.ibic to reduce the

capacity of the engine, for some special work, at certain

times of day. continuously. I do not mean by that that

you have got to disconnect your crank pin and your \*alv-cs

and everything, but an engir,c which c.in rcidily, cither

without shutting down or in a moment's shut-down, be
partially thrown out of service. It can be done by an
arrangement of extra shut off valves and without discon-

necting any of the crank pins at all, letting the pistons run
idle.

Mr. Arnold: It seems tome, if it could be worked cut.

that it would be advisable to place each engine on an inde-

pendent crank acd independent bearings, and, if ihc

mechanism can be effected, so that one engine can be
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operated as an independent engine. I want to say a word
about the auxiliary bus bar that is running one or more
generators at a higher potential than the balance of the

plant is operated at. It seems to me that with the practice

pursued in most stations, it would complicate the handling

of the generating machinery by the operators.

Mr. Field: It does not. It can be done very simply

with a single switch attached to one leg of the generator,

which switch thrown one way throws it into one bus, or

throwing it the other way throws it on to the other; and
the same way with the feeder switches. That arrangement
in genera! has been found to be very satisfactory with a

considerable number of feeders. You know at certain

times which feeders you want on that bus, and even boys
will iearn to readily handle it without any difficulty.

Mr. Arnold; Of course, if that is the case, that re-

moves my objection. I had an idea that the overloading

would be so short and so often that a man would be con-

tinually handling those switches. I thought it would be a

better idea to put enough copper into those feeders to

equalize the loss on the outlying lines.

Mr. Field: They readily find in a few days that at

certain times they want certain feeders on the auxiliary

bus.

Gen. Stiles; Mr. Field evidently contemplates burn-

ing coal at his station.

Mr. Field: Yes.
Gen. Stiels: I have an electric lighting station with

a battery of four boilers, and also a plant for the manu-
facture of gas, which I think is one of the most complete

gas plants in the state of Illinois. They are side by
side. We have four ordinary tubular boilers and run
those boilers wi h manufactured gas. and I have found
that from the sale of our coke and other by-products

we very nearly pay for our coal.

C. G. Armstrong: Mr. Arnold has referred to some-

thing in which I have had experience, in lighting large

buildings. Iq one case the architect reserved a space 10

by 10, and I was obliged to put my plant in there. The
architect thought I would want about 300 lights, but I

found that it required about 3,000, and I had to get that

plant in a very small space. And I found, among other

thi::gs, that he had large footings in the foundations, and
I could not interfere with them. I had to set an engine

on each side of a post, supporting a fourteen-story build-

ing. In that case I used I-beams aud bridged over, and I

found that it answered the purpose very well. In regard

to the switchboard, I stated some little time ago that I

wanted my connections all behind the board; and I always
mentioned it in the specifications, but they were always

put in front. I objected at first, but I find, for general

purposes, that connections in front of the board are better.

If they are put behind the board you are apt to have poorer

work done. Your contractor is usually pressed for time,

aud he will tell you that if he can have time to get special

fittings he will improve on it. One thing I would suggest

in your plan is to have your switchboard entirely to one
side.

Mr. Field: In this arrangement the switchboards are

elevated in such a position that they are out of the way
more than they would be in the middle of the room.
Mr. Armstrong: In designing a plant I always try to

get the switchboard as close to the commutators as pos-

sible, in order that the operator will hava less distance to

cover to get from his brushes to his controling instru-

menis.

A, H. McClcre: I have buiit smokestacks of this kind

in Pennsylvania, and I found them eminently satisfactory.

The only suggestion I could offer that would differ from
Mr. Field's plan is that the stack should be lined with fire

brick near the top, as the heat is more intense there than
it is farther down. In regard to the vibratory effects of

engines, I know of an instance in St. Louis where a large

central stat'oo plant was built in the valley, and the vibration

had a decidedly bad effect. I built a plant about a half a mile

farther up the same valley, in the same quality of under-

lying material, and by carefully isolating the engine
foundations from those of the walls of the building, leaving

a stratum of tenacious clay between the walls and the

foundation of the engine, succeeded in preventing vibra-

tion. Mr. Armstrong suggested installing his switchboard
in the center or near the commutators. This plan was
adopted at one time for sixteen large generators, eight of

them coming together. In this plant Mr. Vail, formerly
engineer of the Edison company, and myself designed a

switchboard 10 be placed on a table, raised above the table,

and the bu^ bars to be parallel underneath the table, giving

an uninterrupted view of everything, and it was found to

be a very satisfactory arrangement.
Mr, FiKUf. I have put in some such an arrangement

in Buffalo and one or two other places, only we put the

tables in a gallery, not in a room, put them at the back of

ihc eallery, and then put the resi.stance boxes in front.

Mr McCr.L'RR: In our case the resistance boxes came
near the floor, wiih the bus bars above them, 1 knowof a

CAsc 0/ a direct coupled machine, a very large one, where
j'.hcrc was absolutely no vibration when standing with-

n one foot of the dynamo. It moved perfectly

^mooihly and qoictly, and the periphery .speed of the ma-
hinc wa.s about Ci> feet per second, I think if care is

t^ken with the foundation and the engine is properly in-

*ial!cd ihat the direct coupled machine is infinitely super-
ior to a btlt cotjplcd machine, p;irlicularly when we con-
» derthat bydoinjjaway with the belt wc are saving from 93^
so 12 per cent- in the cfflciencj'of a large apparatus, which
makers a \2Tii;c item in a plant of 6,000 horse power, such as
Mr. Field contemplated.
Mr, Firu>: I would say in regard to direct connection

work that two or three ycar<i ago we found that in large

central ?.i.\''\on practice that we had got to come to it.

The manufacturers in thi.i country would not li«en to

anybody about a direct connection generator. I remem-
ber about fire years ago I could not get them to make
bch a machine for me. I made a contract to put in a
slaat io one of the cruisers, and it was for direct connected

machines, and then I went to Europe, where in some re-

spects thev are more advanced in these matters then we
are, aud induced the Siemens &. Ilalske company to send a

machine over here, and now the older home companies have
taken up the problem.

L. A. Ferguson: I would like to ask Mr. Field
whether his plan for switch-boards is founded on theory
or practice.

Mr. Field: They are founded on practice.

L. E. Marple: I would like to ask Mr. Field why in

his model station he has made no provision for ventilation.

Mr. Field: There is a louver, which is the ventilator.

Mr. Pearson; One point that is of much interest to

engine men and dynamo builders has not been touched
upon yet and that is the question of out board bearings for

dynamos or over hung bearings.

Mr. Field: I have provided an out-board bearing.

Some manufacturers agree with that and some do not. I

think the only argument that those who do not agree with

it can bring against it is the question of saving a little

room. Perhaps there are a few additional bearings to

keep in line, but I think on due consideration of all sides

of the question that the predominance of advantages is

in favor of the out-board bearings. The idea of over-

hanging the heavy weight of one of the large type of gen-

erators, without any outside support, means that there we
have to increase largely our bearirgrs inside, and there is

more liability tovibration. That I think has been shown in

some of the first engines that we attempted to put up in

this way without the outboard bearings. We have had no
end of trouble with them.
Mr King; In the engines that we are using nowadays,

that have arisen from marine practice, we find ihis differ-

ence between them and the engines on vessels. When the

ship is started up in the water, the engine gets the load

from the start; but with us on shore we have only a frac-

tion of the load at first. The load is gradually assumed,
comes to its maximum, and then falls off again toward
the small hours. In that case does Mr. Field consider

it safe to cut that engine out and put a smaller engine in

that will be nearer lis maximum load?

Mr. Field: That depends entirely on the class of
work that you are doing. In incandescent work I think

when your engines get below half load there should be
an arrangement for disconnection, such as I mentioned,

cutting out one of the cylinders. In street railway work,
we have such violent fluctuations that we would as a matter

of precaution leave the engine to operate at its full ca-

pacity if the load changed.
Mr. King: I have often been asked that question,

and t have invariably said it should be charged at one-

third of the load.

Mr. Field: I would say a half or a third in incan-

descent station work.
Mr. King: The question was raised a little while ago

as to the advisability of having out-bored bearings. In

the majority of engines where the armature is overhung,
the bearing next to the armature is one long bearing.

Mr. Field; I think we ought to be guided by prac-

tical experience in the question of out-bored bearings,

and to get the most practical experience, I think we will

have to learn what they have found in Europe. I think

you will find almost universally that the out-bored bearing

has proven most desirable where they have installed their

machines in that way.
Mr. King: On board ships the over-hung bearings are

used with good effect; and they also use double bearings.

Mr. McClure; The reason they do not use out-bored

bearings in marine work is because it is impracticable. It

is next to impossible for them to doit.

Mr. Dow: If a dynamo is properly designed there is

but little weight on its bearings. It ought to be partially

supported by the field magnets.
Mr. McClure: May I ask you, Mr. Dow, about the

strain from the velocity of the machine?
Mr. Dow: There is very little. It really has no prac-

tical effect at all. It is a good practice to support the ar-

mature of the dynamo of the type that is being used for

direct connected work a little higher than the center of the

field ring, in order that the upper magnets may to a cer-

tain extent relieve the bearing of weight. It must not be

so done as to affect the machine to the extent of sparking.

I would like to ask Mr. Field what is the highest steam

pressure that is found advisable in the triple cylinder en-

gines.

Mr. Field: I think in the neighborhood of 175 to

200 pounds will be found most practical.

Mr. Dow; What are the objections to the high pres-

sure system?
Mr. FlELh: We have overcome all the objections so

far. The objections are that you have got to have your
packings, your valve seats, vour valves, and those details,

of difTeient material and different composition than in a

pressure up to 125 pounds. We have got "lo build more
especially for the work. The gaskets, the joints, the

flanges, and all the details of the piping have got to be

designed with proper reference to it. When that is

done I think 175 pounds can be operated with great case,

and a little care and attention—in fact in some cases less

than a pressure of 100 or i to pounds.

Mr, Dow: Is there any trouble in cylinder lubrication

in the high pressure cylinder?

Mk, Fikld: No, I don't think so; not with the right

,'eind of oils.

Gkn. Stii.ks: I have listened to this discussion with a

great deal of interest. I think it would be well for the

club to get -*!omc one to prepare a paper showing a smaller

clcctTJc lighting station, such as we find throughout the

country generally. I think it would be more applicable

to our work,
Mr. ViKi.h: I would say in regard to the question of

the size of station, I have wiected here to-night for the

paper, that this is a size which is used in street railway

work, and that for smaller stations multiples of these

sizes can be used.

The Photoelectric Cells.^

By G. M. Minchin.

The cells which are employed for obtaining electro-mo-
tive force from the light of the stars and planets are known
as seleno-aluminum cells. They are constructed in the
following way: Take a small flat strip of aluminum about
a quarter of an inch long and one-sixteenth of an inch
broad; let this be heated on a clean iron plate placed over
a Bunsen flame, and while it is hot let a very small bub-
ble of melted selenium be rapidly and uniformly spread
by means of a hot glass rod over about one-third of the
length of the aluminum strip, the selenium forming a very
thin layer.

When this layer is spread the little plate must be
rapidly removed from the hot iron plate and thus cooled,
while the Bunsen flame is, at the same time, removed
from under the iron plate. The latter plate having be-

come cooler, replace the aluminum strip on it, and then
gradually heat up the iron plate from beneath by means of
the Bunsen flame. As a result of this gradual lieating,

the aspect of the selenium layer on the aluminum changes;
this layer changes from black to gray in appearance, and
in the latter state it is sensitive to light. But to give the
layer its maximum sensitiveness, several remeltings may be
necessary, until a gray surface of a somewhat brownish
tinge, quite devoid of glossy streaks, is produced. Noth-
ing but an actual sight of ihe process of making a sensi-

tive plate can give the reader a correct notion of the proper
kind of surface. Assuming this surface produced by the
gradual process of heating above referred to, the Bunsen
flame is removed, and the seleno-aluminum plala is al

lowed to cool on the iron plate. When it has cooled (after

about ten minutes) it is taken and joined to a very fine

platinum wire which is inserted through a fine hole pre-
viously bored through the uncoated portion of the alumi-
num plate; this platinum wire is tightly pinched to the
plate, so as to make a good electrical contact.

So far for the sensitive plate. The cell into which it is

to be inserted is a very fine glass tube about i^ inches long,
into which a platinum wire pinched to a clean plate of
aluminum has been sealed; the size of this latter plate is

immaterial— it may be a mere speck of the metal at the
end of the platinum wire; it is the inactive
plate of the cell. In this glass lube, thus closed at one
end, is inserted (by means of a pipette with a capillary

stem) a quantity of pure acetone sufficient to occupy about
one quarter of the length of the tube; and then the sensi-

tive plate is inserted until its sensitive extremity is very
nearly in contact with the inactive plate, the whole of the
sensitized part of the plate being covered by the ace-

tone.

The platinum wire of the sensitive plate which now pro-
jects through the open end of the cell must be sealed into
the tube, the end of the tube being, of course, completely
closed by the sealing. Much practice is here necessary to

prevent ihe vapor of the acetone from bursting the heated
end of the tube; but the process becomes easy enough with
practice.

The cell is now made, and if its poles are connected with
those of an electrometer, and light is allowed to fall on
the sensitive plate, an electromotive force will be indi-

cated.

Shortly after the cell has been made, it is wonderfully
quick in its response to changes of the incident light—al-

most instantaneous, in fact; but after about twenty-four
hours it becomes slower in the response. The cause of
this is not yet quite known; but it has been found that a
constant 7-egime can be produced and kept up for months
by—

{a) Using perfectly pure acetone.

(/') Using perfectly pure selenium.
(f) Turning the cell upside down when It is not re-

quired for use, and thoroughly shaking the liquid away
from the plates.

The complete and permanent elimination of slug-
gishness from the cell is under consideration at pres-

ent.

As regards the magnitude of the electromotive forces
produced, it may be said that ordinary diffused day-
light falling on the sensitive plate will give an electro-

molive force of about .'^ volt, which is surprisingly great.

A candle at a distance of seven feet will give about i 30
volt.

Light of all refrangibilities from red to violet is effective

—and this fact distinguishes this cell from every other
known photo-electric cell—the maximum efi"ect being pro-
duced by the yellow rays; but there is not very much dif-

ference between the effects of the various parts of the
spectrum.

By putting a number of these cells in series, the effect

is multiplied by the number employed: thus ten cells in

series will give ten times the electromotive force of one
cell.

Hence for stellar observations the cells should be made
as small as possible, and cells much smaller than the typi-

cal one above described have been made.
Docs anything depend on the size of the sensitive plate?

It would appear that nothing depends on the size, and that
therefore a mere pin point of sensitive surface is as ef-

fective as a square centimeter. Perhaps this is so; but it

has been found that the maximum electromotive force is

never given when the sensitive surface is as small as a
large pin head. For stellar observations this is most un-
fortunate; but it is highly probable that the result is due to

the large size and capacity of the eltclrometcrs at present
at our d\'3posal. There is good reason to think that, with
an extremely small eltctromeler, the pin-head plates will

give as good results as the larger ones. Certainly with a

CO mmon quadrant electromcler a .sensitive surface six milli-

mete/-s long .'ind two millimeters wide gives as jjood a result

a I surface ten limes as large. For the light of the moon

A^fonorny »nd Auro-phyiilcB,
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there is no difficulty in making batteries of photo-cells con-

taining ten or twenty cells.

With Mr. Monck's refracting telescope, the image of

Mars would take, perhaps, three cells, and an unmistak-

able electromotive force should be produced. Jupiter

would lake more; but it would be difficult to cover com-

pletely the sensitive surfaces of two cells with the light of

Vega. (The whole of the sensitive surface of every kind

of photo-cell must be covered by the incident light to

obtain the full effect.)

The best existing form of electrometer is Clifton's form

of Thomson's quadrant Some very slight improvements

in this instrument would render it fairly fit for photo-

electric observations in an observatory. When working

well (well insulated and preserved from draughts of air) it

will give about 200 half millimeters deflection on a scale

distant one meter from the mirror for one volt. Hence a

candle at seven feet from one photo-cell has been found

to give about seven divisions deflection Thus it is very

easy to get results from moonlight; and with a clear sky

and the absence of air currents, the light of a planet

should be easily measurable.

For a given source of light, the electromotive force de-

veloped in a photo cell varies inversely as the distance of

the light from the cell.

Instead of an electrometer, a high resistance reflecting

galvanometer could be used with photo-cells; but the for-

mer instrument is far preferable, because It is not advisable

to allow currents to circulate in the cell. A galvanometer

and a condenser (the latter charged by the cell while light

falls on it, and then suddenly discharged through the

galvanometer) give enormous deflections with moonlight;

but this method is objectionable.

So far as is known at present, these cells will stand any

amount of exposure to light without deterioration, pro-

vided that they are always employed with an electrometer,

i. e., open circuited.

Mr. Monck and Professor Dixon have, I believe, suc-

ceeded in obtaining results from the light of Mars under most
unfavorable atmospheric conditions. I remained in Dub-
lin for a week in the beginning of August to try the cells

with the stars; but during this time not a single oppor-

tunity occurred, the sky being heavily clouded every

night.

When a photo-battery has been used with a strong

light, such as that of the moon, the deflection on the

electrometer scale takes some time to disappear when the

LUNDELL MOTORS FOR LIGHT WORK.

light has been shut off. This deflection can, however, be

very quickly got rid of without injury to the battery by an

instantaneous connection of the battery with a Daniell cell

whose zinc pole is for the moment connected with the

sensitive pole of the battery, the copper being connected

with the insensitive pole and with earth.

Electric Railway Securities-
It is impossible for one not making a close study of the

subject to appreciate the rapid growth of electric railways,

and the prosperity which, in very many cases, is attend-

ing the operating of such systems. As an instance of

what is being done in this line, says the United Stales In-

vestor of Boston, our attention has recently been arrested

by the announcement that the electric line from Worcester

to Spencer, Mass , a distance of 14 miles, has proved such

a success that extensions will be made to Southbridge and
other places. The line from Natick, Mass., to Framing-

ham will be extended to Ashland, and eventually to Wel-

lesley. We mention these facts simply to show how
rapidly the country roads are being utilized by electric

railways. It is predicted that in time, and possibly at no

very remote day, the populous portions of the country will

be simply a network of such lines. It is also predicted

that in time the right will be granted to electric street

railways to carry light freight. A move of this character,

it can readily be perceived, would insure a very large in-

crease in revenue to such roads, whatever might be the

consequence to the steam lines.

'Hiis latter consideration Is of more than little import-

ance. It will not be very long, probably, before electri-

cal communication between lioston and Worcester will he

had by means of a number of connecting lines Such a

fact might be of some consequence to the Boston and Al-

bnny railroad were the electric roads allowed to transport

light freight. Existing roads in the diiTerent large cities

of the country have so far, as a rule, showed very hand-

some profits, and experience is demonstrating that in the

more rural districts, electric lines can also be run very ad-

vantageously. Investors should be careful how they place

their money in such schemes, but where proper discretion

is exercised, there are undoubtedly wide spread opportuni-

ties for making safe investments.

Lundell Motors for Light Work.
In response to a demand for a stnall slow speed motoi

which is adapted for sewing machines, and light work of

that character, the Interior Conduit & Insulation com-

pany has brought out a small slow *^peed Lundell motor,

for 110 and four volt circuits, which is illustrated herewith.

These motors possess unusually slow speed, 1.200 revolu-

tions per minute, and their efficiency and torque are

said to be remarkable for motors of their size and capacity.

They are mounted firmly on a base that may be secured to

the floor or any substantial support, and the screw slots in

the base provide a ready means for quickly tightening the

belt. The little machines are noiseless, are fitted with

self-oiling and self-aligning bearings and are neatly finished

in black japanning with red and gold striping. These

new motors complete the line of Lundell motors recently

placed upon the market by the Interior Conduit & Insula-

tion company, from 1-16 to 5 horse power capacity..

CORRESPONDENCE.

The business men of Brattlcboro, Vt., are forming a

stock company to build an electric street railway.

New York Notes.

New Vork, December 31.—As was prophesied

would be the Cise, the Rapid Transit auction was not a

success, at least in so far as the placing of the franchise

was concerned. According to schedule, on Thursday,

December 29th, the franchise was offered for sale at noou

in the rotunda of the city hall, but although what was re-

ported to be a bid and an alternate bid were made for the

franchise, nothing further was accomplished. The bid

proposed to give $500 cash, and one-half of i per cent,

yearly of the gross receipts for the full term of the lease of

999 years. The alternate bid was submitted when the

commissioners expressed a doubt as to their authority

under the terms of the sale to accept a bid involving the

payment of a percentage of receipts. It was for $1,000

cash. W. Nowland Amory stood as the figurehead in

both instances. At the close of the public proceeding no

other bids were made, the commissioners retired and re-

mained in session for an hour or more, when they an-

nounced to Mr. Amory their rejection of the $r,ooo

bid.

Later the commission, through its president, made a

statement in which the purpose was announced to aban-

don for the present the underground scheme and to devise

a plan of rapid transit by elevated structures.

Substantial railroads and money interests were repre-

sented at the sale, which attracted to the city hall enough

people to fill the rotunda and the stairways leading to the

floor above. Melville C. Smith was there, representing

the Arcade railway, and Rowland R. Hazard was present

in behalf of his rapid transit interests. The Traction com-

pany appeared in the person of John D. Crimmins and

William C. Whitney, and municipal interests were repre-

sented by Mayor Grant, Mayor elect Gilroy and Controller

Myers, and attorneys from the corporation counsel's

office.

It was reported that Bidder Amory represented the

Bankers' Loan & Investment company, which in turn

was acting for a syndicate of Philadelphia capitalists. The

report could not be verified.

It is amusing to see the metropolis, as represented by

the daily papers, struggling against the "trolley octopus.''

But it is also very gratifying to electrical men to see the

system advancing, as it were, inch by inch, and "getting

there." so to speak, "just the sime." During Tuesday's

meeting of the board of aldermen the committee on rail-

roads reported in favor of granting the Union Railway

company permission to build connecting trolley lines in a

number of streets in the Twenty-third and Twenty-fourth

wards. The Union Railway company's application went

through by a vote of i\ to 4.

The opening of the New Year will not be without a

tinge of sadness to many of the electrical fraternity in that

the last few months have been marked by the death of

several prominent men. Mr. Slattery and Mr. Meeker

have passed away, and to-day I have to chronicle another

death—that of .\urelio Arango. It will be remembered

that Mr. .\rango was the treasurer and general manager

of the l'!dison Spanish Colonial Light company. He died

suddenly Thursday morning. He left his home at the

usual hour, and apparently in his usual good health, and

rode down town on the elevated railroad en route to the

office of the company in the ICd'son Building, 44 Broad

street. He was accompanied by a friend, A.Navarro.

When the train reached the station at Rector and Church

streets, Mr. Arango was suddenly stricken with illness,

and almost immediately became unconscious. He was

carried into the wailing room at the station, an ambulance

was summoned, and the suffering man was taken to the

Chambers Street Hospital. He died soon after reaching

there. Death resulted from angina pectoris. Mr, Arango

was a native of Santiago de Cuba, and was 60 years old.

He had been a resident and business man in this dly for

many years, and was well known in business circles, par-

ticularly by those engaged in Cuban and Spanish-Amer-

ican enterpries. When the Edison Spanish Colonial

Light company was organized about five years ago for the

purpose of introducing the Edison electric light in Cuba,

Mexico, and South and Central America, Mr. .Arango was

made treasurer and general manager, and held that posi-

tion when he died. He was a brother of Dr. Augustine

J. Arango. a well known physician of this city. He lived

with his wife and family at 132 Madison avenue.

W. F. O.

New England Notes.

Boston, December 31.—The West End Street Rail-

way company is very much in the public mind at present.

This is nothing unusual about this greatest of Massachu-

setts corporations; but for the lastsix months there has bteo

a lull in public comments on matters relating to street car

transportation, for since the report of the Rapid Transit

Commission was laid before the Legislature nothing has

been done in regard to the recommendations then made;
but now the matter is revived, and it looks probable that

the coming session of the state Legislature will witness a

fight that will deserve to rank in history with tha' which

took place at the time the West End bill of 1S87 was
passed. The cloud which is destined to break in a storm

of electrical warfare over the legislators was first discerned

on the Cambridge horizon. It was almost insignificant

to the mind of the great majority of the public, but the

West End officials appreciated its true meaning at the

start, and the prediction that President Whitney made
then that it was nothing but an attack on the iron-clad

provisions of the West End charter has provtn itself to be

justified by the outcomings of the past week. The first

move was a petition which was brought before the Cam-
bridge aldermen by a company calling itself the Cam-
bridge Storage Battery Street Railway company, asking

for a location in Cambridge. This was granted by the

board. But here the West End stepped in and quoted a

section of the law of 1S87, which provides that "No location,

no alteration or revocation of localion of a street railway,

and no authority to run cars over or use tracks of another

street railway, whether surface or elevated, in the cities of

Boston, Cambridge or the town ot Brookline. shall here-

after be valid until approved by the Board of Railway

Commissioners." The West End had this clause inserted

in the act. President Whitney saying that his company
could not go ahead with the large expenditures that would
be necessary to consolidate the various street car systems

of Boston and suburbs and substitute electricity for horses

as a motive power, unless it was made reasonably cer-

tain that it would not have to suffer a series of harassing

attacks of would-be rival companies and be at the mercy
of the whims of subsequent Legislatures and boards of

aldermen. When the West End brought this statute to

the attention of the Cambridge authorities and questioned

the validity of the location they had given to the storage

battery people it was seen that the matter must be

brought before the railroad commissioners of the state.

This was done and reports of several of the hearings held

by that body have appeared in this paper. At these hear-

ings Henry D. Hyde and Prentiss Cummlngs, representing

the West End, repeatedly stated that there was something

more to the petition other than a simple attempt to get a
small road running in Cambridge. They predicted that

it was in the end to be a general attack upon the West
End, and th it the next thing that would be heard would
be a petition to the Legislature asking for permission to

run the storage cars over the West End tracks and thus

get into Biston with a rival line. This action has come
about and presages a fierce fight in Legislative halls this

winter. A few days ago Woodward Emery and Williara

S. Hall, the leading men in the .Storage Baiter}- company.
filed a petition to the legislature in the secretary of state's

oflice asking for authority to run their cars over the West
End tracks. They not only want to come to BDston. but

they ask that they may b; permitted to use the West Kod
tracks in the city of Cambridge and Waterlown. They
say thil the .adoption of their system and the granting of

their petition will be a public benef.iction, as they have no
power houses, but run their cars by a battery in c.ich car,

and do away with trolleys and the use of a large amount
of wires strung above the streets, and furnishing a menace

to life and safety. They thus base their claim on the

ground of its being a public necessity. Under the exist-

ing slate laws a street railroad company with two miles of

track may be authorized to use the tracks of another road

in order to furnish reasonable and nccessarj' means of

transportation to the public. This is petition No. i and
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of course the West Ead can be relied on to fight it to the

bitter end. But there is also a secoad petition which his

been 6Ied with Secretary oE State Olin which affects the

West End. This is signed by Joseph B. Warner, Archi-

bald M. Hos'e and Horatio G. Parker, and it asks that the

section o£ the West Ead act of 1SS7 which is quoted

above be repealed. If this wire done it would give any

street raihvay company having at least two miles of track

leave to ask for the right to run its cars over the West End

tracks and thus lay it open to an attack ail along the line

and keep it busy all the time fighting rivals. It is said on

what is considered good authority that the real backers

of this second petition are also the Storage Bittery people

and that this winter's session will witness a grand and

uaited attempt to breik the West End's mDnopoly in

B33ton and vicinity. What that means can be easily real-

ized. It wiil furnish President Whitney with an oppor-

tunity to spend a large portion of his lately negotiated

notes in litigation and will delay the progress of genuine

rapid transit in Bostou until this expensive contest shall

be settled in one way or another. As the Legislature of

last year referred to this incoming body the recommenda-

tions of the Rapid Transit Commission it will be seen that

this winter will see a more than usually interesting session,

and the future welfare of the business sections of Boston

depends upoQ the action that shall be taken. The railro^

commiasioners, hearing that the storage battery folk had

taken their case to the Legislature, decided to cease all

hearings upon the matter as an act of courtesy.

Bjt the West Ead is taking something beside a defen-

sive and negative attitude in the manner of improving

Boston's means of getting about. It is also on hand with

a petition to the incoming Legislature for revised legisla-

tion. President Wfiitney has filed with the secretary of

state a document asking that a portion of the act of 1SS7

be amendeL The portion referred to reads; "No loca-

tion shall be granted upon, and no tunnel shall be con-

structed under, Boston Common under this act." Presi-

dent Whitney wants this amended so that it will read

simply: "No locat'on shall be granted upon Boston Com
mon nnder this act." In other words "No tunnel shall be

constructed" shall be stricken out and then any corpora-

tion can ask for permission to build a tunnel, and it is ex-

pected that the West End will at once avail itself of the

amended statute and ask for permission to construct a

tunnel. It is a fact that while the Rapid Transit Commis-

sion was deliberating last winter on its report and the

various ways and means proposed to solve the problem

submitted to it, the West End. through Chief Engineer

Pearson and Engineer T.C. Clark of New York, was ex-

perimenting and planning how to solve the same prob-

lem in a manner that should include a tunnel under

that sacred precincts of Boston Common. Their plans at

that time combined an underground with an elevated sys-

tem. The latter was to start out in Roxbury and come

down to the vicinity of the business portion of the city on

an elevated structure, and then burrow undeigrouna, go-

ing under the whole length of the Common and come out

in the vicinity of Scolley .Square. From this another ele-

vated line would run to Charlestown. It is said now that

the plan is to tunnel under the Common and pass directly

under the crest of Beacon Mill and the State House and

C3me oat in the section of the city near the northern and

eastern railroad stitions. If that is the plan now it is

changed from the one that was in consideration a year ago.

Should this be finally adopted and put in operation people

would be able to take a cir and reach the northern stations

in about five minu:es where now a half hour and in many

cases a longer period is required. But it is safe to say

that this will never be done as long as the West End

charter is liable to the constant attacks of rivals.

Chief Engineer Pearson's recent paper on electrolytic

action, leid before the street railwiy convention, is now

having a practical illastratioQ in Cambridge. It shows

one of the drawbicks to the single trolley system. The

action of the escaping power currents is shown not upon

the telegraph or telephone wire?, bat upon the pipes and

miiasof the water and gas companies. The effects have

btco investigated by several electrical experts and it seems

a certainty that they can have been produced in no

ocher manner than by electricity escaping from the

retarn wires and tracle. .Sjperioteo-Jent Morse of the fire

alarm and fwlice telegraph srrvicc of that city says he has

aeeo oas'dtrable trouble in thi early corrosion of water

pip« which he believes to b: the result of electrolytic ac

tion. Whio he took charge of the system he found that

the men were having ^reat trooblc in locating "grounds,"

U(»n investigation he discovered that the railway cur-

rents did not have a low enough resistance path upon

which to rctarn tothe power station. Accordingly he no-

tified the West End company that its return wire was

not large enough to prevent leaking. The company then

bigan to put in overheid return;. Within the last two

months nutieroub leaks were found in water pipes near

the Eist Cambridge power station. Many complaints

were received by the water board on this account. In-

vestigation showed that the rapid decay and loss of the

water pipes was due to electrolytic action. Galvanized

iron, rustless iron and brass and lead were all tried in vain.

None of them would last over three manths. Still further

investigation resulted in some surprising discoveries 'con-

cerning the leakage. Actual tests with suitable instru-

ments sho.ved a difference in potential between water

P'pes in Eist Cambridge and Cambridgeport. When
pipes were connected in relaying, arcs were formed, in

many instances setting fire to the hemp packing used in

the joints of potential. In gas pip;s much the same va i-

ation was noted, a difference of potentral of from five to

ten volts being frequently noticed on the same premises.

The West End is now putting up a large amount of over-

head return wires and it is hoped that when this work is

completed the trouble will be abated . Chipstone and

drain pipe have been used with some success to surround

the pipes and prevent the decomposing effect of the elec-

tric current. J. C. E.

Milwaukee, Wis.
Milwaukee, December 31.—The board of public

works is about to re open the campaign against overhead

electric light and power wires. The cause of the step is a

resolution of the common council asking the board if the

law requiring such wires to be placed underground was

being complied with. The law in question was passed by

the common council on August 10, 1891. It prohibited

the stringing of electric wires on poles and it compelled

the removal of all electric light wires and the poles sup-

porting them. The ordinance required the companies to

begin the work of burying the wires on January i, iSg2,

and to complete the work in five years. In order to get

at the exact condition of the work, the board has prepared

an ordinance, which will be introduced into the council, to

require the various companies, within ninety days after its

passage, to submit to the board maps or plans showing

the location of their posts, wires, cables, etc., and to place

their names upon their respective poles. After the plans

or maps have been presented, it will be necessary forthe

companies to obtain written permits in order to make any

changes in the wires as outlined in the plans on file. The
proposed penalty for each violation of the ordinance is a

fine of from $10 to $50. Manager E. C. Wall, of the

Badger Illuminating company, is quoted as saying that

his company was not only coaiplylng with the ordinance,

bat was burying its wires more rapidly than it is required

to do so by the provisions of the law. The city has already

buried a large proportion of the fire alarm and police

alarm wires.

A man giving the name of Phillip Sears, of Boston, and

representing himself to be an agent of the Westinghouse

company, visited Racine a few days ago and made

arrangements to establish an electrical manufacturing plant

to cost ^as^.ooo and to give employment to 300 men, at a

point near Racine Junction. Mr. Sears left Racine shortly

afterward and nothing has since been heard of him.it is said.

It is also stated that some people who wrote to the Westing-

house company received a reply to the effect that the com-

pany knew no such man as Sears.

Through the courtesy of Vice-president Payne, of the

Villard syndicate, the supply men of the country will be

able to make an elaborate exhibition on wheals at the

street railway convention next October. Mr. Payne has

offered the manufacturers of electrical supplies the

privilege of displaying iheir goods on the Milwaukee lines

and of placarding them to suit themselves. Car makers,

for instance, will be allowed to put cars on the tracks and

run them through the streets as they may see fit. The
mmufacturers say that the arrangement will add greatly

to the success of the meeting. The local committee of

arrangements consists of H, C. Payne, G. W. Hommel,
A. W. Lynn, L. T. Gibbs and G.J. Melms. The Plank-

inton House will probably be the headquarters of the

association. The fact that the exposition building has been

»curcd, so that the business sessions and the electrical

exhibits can be held under the same roof, will make it

pleasant for both the street car men and the exhibitors.

At the last meeting of the Wisconsin Electric club

Prof. C- N. Harrison read a paper on "Graphics in

Electrical Engineering." In the paper it was shown that

the mojt intricate problems of electrical engineering,

especially in dynamo and motor construction, have

been worked out by the graphical method—problems which

the higher mathemitrcal .inalyscs could not solve. Clerk

Maxwell and S. (', Tho-npson, of England, were the

pionecri in the successful application of graphics to in-

vestigations in electrical work. Mr. Harrison, who is a

member of the club, has resigned the position of director

of drawing in the public schools forthe purpose of taking

a two years' special course at Johns Hopkins university.

Mayor Jackson I. Case, of Racine, insists that the

common council of that city shall pass upon the question

of his right to hold his present position, in view of the fact

that he is a stockholder in the electric railway there. The
council has neglected to take action in the matter and
Mayor Case declares that he will not serve unless the

aldermen put themselves upon record.

Cars are now running on all the electric lines at Racine.

The company has secured an option on property adjacent

to its car barns and will put in a larger engine and will

put on more cars next spring.

Appleton's electric cars are to be heated by electricity

Supt. Kurtz has tested a new heater and it has proven

satisfactory. It takes from five to eight amperes to heat a

car, the temperature of which can be raised to 65 degrees

in fifteen minutes it is said, with the theimometer at zero.

The application of Receiver Melms for permision to sell

the Hinsey electric line has been argued before Tudge

Johnson and has been taken under advisement. During

the argument Attorney Timlin, representing Francis E.

Hinckley, of Chicago, said that he presumed that the

proceeding was to make a fair and ju<:t distribution of the

money among the creditors, but that Mr. Pfisterwasina

position to get the cream of the money, inasmuch as his

claim had been proven in court. Mr. Timlin contended

that the road cleared !Sl4,735.93 during 1891. The court

is to be supplied with a full statement of the condition of

road, the expense of operating it and the receipts. This

statement will be made by the recever and in

addition the counsel for Mr. Hinckley will be allowed to

present a showing to the court. There is little doubt of an

order of sale being entered.

St. John's Cathedral, which has been extensively remo-

deled, is to be lighted by electricity. A parishioner who
does not want to have his name made public has donated

$1,000 for the purpose. Rector Keogh states that tfie use

of gas or oil in lighting the cathedral would have soon

injured the fine new decorations of its interior. The
cathedral is the church of the archbishop of Milwaukee,

and the introduction of electricity into the building is very

interesting in view of the opposition with which the new
lighting system met at the hands of the Roman Catholic

church authorities a few years ago.

The Villard company's temporary power house on the

South Side will not be located in the Allis works, as it has

been supposed, but at the Dutcher Stove works, on Kin-

nickinnic avenue. It is announced that work on the plant

is progressing rapidly. The electrical machinery is all

here and the Allis people are rushing the engines. The
foundations for the engines have already been built. The
Allis company will furnish the boilers as well as the

engines. A temporary structure will be erected forthe

boilers.

The big electric clock in the tower of the Pabst block

is now running. The hands of the clock are six feet in

length and the dials are thirteen feet in diameter. The
clock is not a striker, but its four faces can be seen for a

number of blocks, and at night they are brilliantly

illuminated. Forty-eight incandescent lights, of I2candle

power each, are used, one for each numeral.

A few days ago Vice-president Payne, of the Milwaukee

Street Railway company, again found it necessary to ap-

pear before the Common Council committee on railroads

in order to prevent the enactment of restrictive legislation

concerning the operation of the street railway system. Mr.

Payne disclosed more of the Villard syndicate's secrels

than he did at the first meeting of the kind that he attend-

ed. He repeated the story of the trouble at the power

house, etc., and then went on to say that it has been and

is a very difficult matter to obtain the money necessary to

make the improvements and changes which the company

has undertaken. The result of the operation of the lines

while under construction has not been such as to pay fair

interest upon the money invested in the enterprise. On
that account the company has not been able to dispose of

any considerable amount of its bonds, and funds to do the

work in hand has been advanced by those in interest. Mr.

Payne said that nothing is so sensitive and easily fright-

ened as capital, especially under the circumstances sur-

rounding the Villard enterprise In Milwaukee, Adverse

legislation by the Common Council, or nn agitation, such as

had existed for a month, looking toward restrictive legisla-

tion on the pari of the city authorities, makes it impossible

to secure the money necessary to execute the plans for the

completion and equipment of the street railway system.

Mr. Payne added that the passage of a restrictive lime

table ordinance, orof .any ordinance that could be con-
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strued as unfriendly to the Milwaukee Street Railway

company, would immeasurably injure the credit of the com-

pany and make it impossible for it to make extensions dur-

ing the coming year. He staled that the company is not

earning enough to pay its operating expenses and the

interest on its bonds, but the men who are backing the en-

terprise have faith in the future of Milwaukee. They have

invested in the road in the expactation that within a short

time after the system is completed, the business will

develop to such 'an extent that there will be some return

up3n the investment. The city, Mr. Payne declared,

could not afTord to pursue a short-sighted policy, as it

would result in a failure to build extensions to the suburbs.

The lines built by the company, Mr. Payne stated, have

added millions to the value of the real estate of the city.

Mr. Payne submitted to the committee a list of the exten-

tions which his company intends to build during tbe com-

ing year. These are as follows: Along Farwell avenue,

Bradford street and Glen avenue from North avenue to

Folsom place, and thence to Lakeside park; along the

Port Washington road from Green Bay avenug

to Whitefish Biy, by way of Lindwurm ;

along Hopkins road from Burleigh street; north

along Fond du Lac avenue from Twenty-seventh street to

the city limits; along' North avenue from Fond du Lac

avenue to the St. Paul Railway company's tracks; along

Clybourn street from Twenty-second street to Twenty-

seventh street and from Thirty-fifth street to Calvary ceme-

tery and the Soldiers' Home, crossing the river over a

viaduct and miking a new through route from the East

Side to the Soldiers' Home; along National avenue extend-

ed to the fair grounds and North Greenfield; along For-

est Home avenue to the depot at Liyton Park; along How-

ell avenue to the public park and thence to the town hall

in the tova of Lake; Bay View line, to St. Francis and

Cudahy.

At the last meeting of the Common Council Alderman

Rauschenber^er introduced an ordinance which provides

that whenever a street car is stopped for more than four min-

utes, the company shall give the passengers checks good

for a ride any time wilhin the next twenty-five days. The

measure is the result of the frequent stopping oE the elec-

tric cars. City Attorney Krez informed the council that it

had no right to revoke the franchise of the North avenue

street car line, the aldermen not having made any pro-

vision in the original ordinance for the running of street

cars on the line. The city attorney was requested to

frame an ordinance requiring the company to run cars on

the line every half hour.

White cleaning a commutator on his car, John Burnell.

a motorman on the Becker line, had his arm caught in the

motor and torn from its socket. The injury may prove

fatal, owing to the great loss of blood. Burnell is single.

C.

PERSONAL.
Leo Dift, of Everett, Wash., the father of electric

railways in the United States, was in Chicago last week.

J. W. Kirkland, with the Thomson-Houston Interna-

tional Electric company, New York, was in Chicago last

week.

J. H. Rhotehamel, president of the Columbia Incandes-

cent Lamp company, of St. Louis, was in Chicago last

week.

George T. Schmetzel, general manager for the Smith
Electric company, Butte, Mont., was in the city last week
on business for his company. He reports business in his

section of the country as brisk.

J. H. Dean, electrical engineer of St. Paul, is spending
some time in Chicago, where it is probable that he may
remain permanently. He reports that the electrical busi-

ness in the Northwest is in a most flourishing condition.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Standard Electric company, Denver, Colo.; capital

stock, $15,000; general electric business.

New Omaha Thomson- Houston Electric Light company,
Omaha, Neb.; capital stock, $1,100,000.

Pruyn company, Chicago, III.; capital stock, $5,000,-

000; to construct and equip elevated railways; N. S.

Pruyn, 421 Rialto, Chicago, 111.

Ui^alde Water, Ice & Electric company, Uvalde, Tex.:
capital stock, $50,000; supplying electric power and light;

Clark, Fuller Sc Gardner, Uvalde, Tex.

General Electric company. Santa Fe, N. M.; capital

stock, $100,000; all or any business in any way connected

with the control or application of electricity.

Ajax Fiber Insulation company, Saco, Me.; capital

stock, $1,000,000; to manufacture and deal in pulp articles

of all kinds for electrical use; B. Fairfield, Saco, Me.

New York & Atlanta Construction company, Jersey
City, N. J.; capital stock, $10,000; to build, construct,

sell and lease railways with water, steam, electric and

other motor powers; K. M. Ifoyd, iii Broadway, New
York. N. Y.

Locust Grove Investment company, Charloltseville, Va.

;

capital stock, $50,000: real estate and improvements,

erecting water, gas and electric works, sewerage, etc.

Worcester Traction company, Newark. N. J ; capital

stock, $5,000,000; to maintain and operate electric lighting,

heating and other business, etc.; Frank Bergen, Eliza-

beth, N. J.

Day's Point Land & Improvement company. Isle of

Wight, Va.; capital stock, $50,000; real estate and im-

provements, hotels, manufacturing, erecting electric and
gas plants, etc.

Russell & Officer Electric Construction company, Denver,

Colo.; capital stock, $25,000; manufacturing, buying and
selling all kinds of electrical appliances and apparatus for

lighting and power.

Mason Electric company, East Orange, N. J.; capita

stock, $500,000; to manufacture, buy, sell and deal in

electrical goods, etc.; J. E. Van Doren, Tribune Bldg.,

New York, N, Y.

Fraley Electric company, San Francisco, Cal.; capital

stock, $1,000,000; deal in patents, machinery and appli-

ances for generation of electricity, and other purposes;
Solon Pattee, San Francisco, Cal.

Columbia & Washington Street Railway company, Co-
lumbia, Pa.; capital stock, $40,000; constructing and
operating an electric railway in Lancaster county, Pa.;

Wm. Hayes Grier, Columbia, Pa.

Ohio Construction company, Cleveland, O.; capital stock,

$ro,ooo; general mechanical and electrical business, wir-

ing bui'dings, erection of steam and power plants, etc.;

Everett, Deltenbaugh & Weed, Cleveland, O.

Denver & Westminster Railway company, Denver, Colo.,

capital stock, $1,000 000; to build a railroad to be oper-
ated by electrici y or cable or otherwise from Denver to

suburban towns in Jefferson and Boulder counties, Colo.

Moyamensing & Penrose Ferry Road Passenger Railway
company, Philadelphia, Pa.; capital stock, $75,000; con-
structing and operating an electric railway in Philadelphia,

Pa.; Peter J. Hughes, 5 Hale building, Philadelphia, Pa.

Electric Revolving Display Manufacturing company,
Portsmouth, N. H.; capital stock, $5,000; to manufacture
and sell electric goods and devices; especially electric re-

volving display stands; Geo. W. Tebbetts, 54 Devonshire
street, Boston, Mass.

Hammond Sc East Chicago Electric Street Railway
company, Hammond, Ind.; capital stock, $200,000; ac-

quiring rights, power and franchise of Hammond Electric

Railway company and Whiting. Hammond ^ East
Chicago Streec Railway company; Chas. F. Griffin, Ham-
mond, Ind-

Phcenix Electric company New York. N. Y. (incor-

porated in West Virginia;) capital stock, $300,000; general
manufacturing, buying, selling, operating, leasing and
acquiring electrical apparatus of all kinds and all things

pertaining thereto; Goodrich, Deadly ^^ Goodrich, 59 Wall
street, New York, N. Y.

980 shares; Howard C. Lewis. C, H. Maxey. and H. C.
Akely, one share cich.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The city of Paris, Tenn., may possibly erect an electric

light plant.

Arrangements have been made to put in an electric light

plant at Loveland, Colo.

Onalaska, Wis., is considering the question of going
$30,000 in debt for electric lights.

An electric light plant is to be operated in connection
with the Niagara Falls, N. Y., gas works.

The ThomsonHouston company proposes to put in an
electric light plant at Menasha, Wis , to cost $25,000.

The city council of Hillsboro, III., has granted a fran-

chise to a company to operate an electric lighting plant.

The General Electric company has been awarded the

contract to install an electric light plant at Hannibal, Mo.,
at a cost of $70,000.

The Montclaire, Colo , Electric company has made an
assignment for the benefit of its creditors. Its assets are

$18,280; liabilities, $151,312.62.

The plant of the Nevada, Mo., Gas & Electric Light
company has been purchased on mortgage foreclosure by
the Missouri Trust company for $5,000.

The city of Holland, Mich., has been enjoined from
erecting an electric light plant, and the question is again
to be submitted to the voters at the spring election.

The Henderson, N. C, Light & Power company has
been purchased by J. M. Valentine and others, of Rich-
mond, who will improve the plant by adding new
machinery.

The Electric Light. Power ^'v; Heat company of Laurel,
Md., has been organized with William. E. Gilbert, presi-

dent; J. H. S. Compion, vice-president; J. S. Flannery.
secretary and treasurer, and L. A. Ellis, manager.

An application has been hied for the dissolution of the
Edison Light ^'<: Power company of Minneapolis. The
total number of shares issued and now outstanding is 4,895
at $50 each. T he property and assets consist of real es-

tate and building thereon and the electrical plant- The
total indebtedness is $200,000. The petitioners and
shareholders are: Northwest General Electric com-
pany, 3,899 shares; H. M. Byllesby, general manager,

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Suburban ic West End Klec:ric Railway conipany

of Savannah, Ga , has completed arrangements to construct

an electric railway.

The Ashland & Cailettsburg Electric Street Railway
company of Ashland, Ky., is pro;;re5sing rapidly with its

line, and will be running early io januarj*.

The Natchez, Miss., Street Railway company is endeav-
oring to secure authority from the city to construct neces-

sary electric equipment for operating its cars.

There is promise of another electric street railway at

Norwalk, O. G. M. Kirk, a Cleveland capitalist, has
projected a road from Norwalk to Fairfield, Greenwich
and New London.

The Windsor Beach, Rochester 6: Irondequoit Bay
Electric Railway company has been organized at Roches-
ter, N. Y., with a capital of $1,000,000, to connect
Rochester suburbs.

The citycjUQcil of Dabuqu^. la., proposes to refund
the ta.xesof the Eighth street electric road for 1S91 if the

company will extend its lines to West Duboque. The propo-
sition will, DO doubt, be accepted by the street railway
pany.

A franchise for an electric street railroad at Hage^s-
town, Md., has been granted to W. K, M. McCarty of
Hagerslown and others, including William C. Seddon,
W. H. Edmonds, R. H. Edmonds, A. H. Rutherford,
and Blackwell & Murdoch, all of Baltimore. If the fran-

chise is accepted a four-mile electric road will be built.

The two electric lines at Washington, D. C. that are

being constructed on the conduit plan are progressing fair-

ly well. The weather has not been favorable to outdoor
construction, but a few days ago the rain ceased falling

and both companies are now pushing the work as fast as
possible. The Rocky Creek company, for whom the Love
Traction company is putting in its system, has a line

into the country to Chevy Chase, the place for which
Senator Stewart organized a California syndicate and pur-
chased. It is a picturesque route and the company needs
a line down town, which explains the reason for a conduit
system, overhead trolley wires being strictly barred. The
Wheless company is putting its system down for the Wash-
ington & Arlington company, which proposes to build a
bridge over the Potomac and come into town as far as the

market.

A disagreement between the Citizens' Traction and the
Duquesne Electric companies, Pittsburg, which threatened
unpleasant results, has been amicably settled. The Dn-
quesne Electric company has, ever since it commenced op-
erations, been running its cars over the Citizens' Traction
company's track on Frankstown, avenue, between Broad
street and Lincoln avenue. When the Citizens' company be-

gan tearing up theold tracks forthe purpose of laying new
tracks for its electric road to Wilkinsburg, the work seri-

ously inconvenienced the Duquesne company, as the ave-
nue was obstructed. The Duquesne companj-, it is stated,

demanded that the Citizen's company lay switches on
Frankstown avenue for its accommodation, to which the
Citizens' company objected. The Duquesne company
controls the right of way into Wilkinsburg, over which the
Citizens' company has to piss to complete its road to that
point. The Duquesne people said they would not allow
the Citizens' company that privilege unless the switches
were constructed, and the Duquesne company then laid

switches on Shetland and Lincoln avenues, and has been
Using the single track for running bo:h directions, thus
avoiding Frankstown avenue altogether. The matter has
since been satisfactorily adjusted, and the Citizens* com-
pany wilt have no trouble iu getting in:o Wilkinsburg.

TELEGRAPH.
On January ist the western division of the Postal Tele-

graph company was divided into districts. Edward J.
Nally has been appointed assistant general superintendent
of the western division, with headquarters at Chicago. In
addition to the duties indicated by Ms title he will also
have full supervision over the tirst district. H. J. Kinnu-
can has been appointed assistant superintendent of the
first district with headquarters at Detroit. Mich. W. I.

Capen has been appointed superintendent of the second
district, with headquarters at Indianapolis, Ind. C. M.
Baker has been appointed superintendent of the third dis-

trict, with headquarters at Kausas City, Mo.

A dispatch from London states that Cecil Rhodes, pre-

mier of Cape Colony, has issued a prospectus for a com-
pany having a capital of ^"400,000. the shares to be allot*

ed if /"i40,ooo are subscribed, to build a telegraph line to
Uganda. This indicates that Mr. Rhodes has failed in

his proposition to Mr. Gladstone's government to lake a
telegraph line through Uganda to Egypt at a cost of /"140,-

000 to ;^'"i 50,000. The new company would be able to

send messages at i shilling to Egypt and i shilling 6
pence thence, as against 9 shillings 6 pence per word
charged by the cable companies. There are 14,000 share-
holders in the companies which he represents, and if each
were to send him £s or .i"io he could carrj- it through.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Electricity will be one of the chief features of the inter-

national exhibition in Rome, Italy, in iS95-'o6.

The plant of the I\.non, N. H . Electric company, valued
at $10. 000. has been sold at public auction to Frederick
Ilruggerman. The new m.inagenicnt will put in consider-

able machinery and enlarge the plant.
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A drove of mules, with two men in charge, was being

driven up Clinton avenue yesterday afternoon. They
spread themselves all the way across the avenue, and the

two men had a difficult time in keeping them moving, says

the Albany Jour?ial. Finally, as an electric car turned

out of Pearl street up the avenue, the mules formed in

columns of fours on the up track and again came to a

halt, despite the frantic banging of his gong by the motor-

man. The car halted while the men used persuasion to

get the mules oS the track. At length all were got off to

the north of the track, and the car moved on up the ave-

nue. Just then one of the mules, in a spirit of contrari-

ness, backed up and was struck squarely in the rear by
the moving car, the force of the collision propelling the

animal into the center of the drove with a suddenness that

surprised him so that he forgot to kick, and turning his

head looked sadly after the disappearing car.

TRADE NEWS.
The Interior Conduit & Insulation company of New York,

announces thai Charles P. Geddes has been elected

secretary and treasurer of the company, in place of F. A.

Mason, resigned.

The Knapp Electrical Works of Chicago are meeting
with much success with their Chicago carbon battery, hav-

ing sold 15,000 cells per month for the last three or four

months.

W. W. Marks, the popular superintendent of the Bishop
Gutta Percha company of New York, was presented by
the employes of the factory with a Christmas remembrance
of a gold watch, chain and charm set with diamonds. The
watch was inscribed with a pleasant reminder of the season.

It is needless to say that Mr. Marks values his present

highly and is receiving the congratulations of his many
friends.

G. d'Infreville, well-known to the electrical trade as the

manufacturer of the "wasteless zinc" reports business as

being very brisk. Orders have been received from the

Electric Secret Service company. New York; the Union
Switch & Signal company, Prof. Elihu Thomson, the

American Fire Alarm company,Boston; New York and New
Jersey Telephone company. New York; American Tele-

phone *S: Telegraph company. New York; Western Elec-

tric company, Kings county, Elevated Railroad, Brooklyn,
N. Y., and a number of other concerns.

The Wilder Duplex Electric Burglar Alarm & Messen-
ger company of New York, has been awarded the contract

for furnishing the fire alarms, New York,for Cohoes, N.Y.
This will be a model plant, and the company will introduce

its new white alarm box which is handsomely trimmed
with gold, this color being adopted in preference to red

because it can be seen more easily at night. The installa-

tion will consist of 21 boxes which will take some 15 miles

of wire. The company will do the entire construction

work. The order was awarded this firm after thorough
investigation of the many devices offered for sale.

Waterhouse, Gamble .S: Co., of Hartford, Conn., are

sending to the trade a very neat pamphlet, entitled, "Arc
Lamps for Arc or Incandescent Circuits." The book
describes and illustrates the company's interchangeable
arc lamp in detail. This lamp is made in two parts. The
frame contains the two terminals and lower carbon holder

complete in itself and suitable for any current, and the
works are contained in a case made of a single casting.

These works, with the exception of the cut-outs, are the

same for arc and incandescent currents, so either will fit

in the same frame. The lamps are designed for quick
and inexpensive charges, and customers have many ad-
vantages in operating them. For instance: If one has
purchased lamps for incandescent currents, and it becomes
advisable to change them to arc circuits, it is only nec-

essary to purchase the "works" which can be placed in the
frame without unhanging the lamp. These lamps may
also be changed from full arc to half arc, or vice versa,

by simply removing the magnets and substituting another
set which can be slipped into place in a few moments.
W, T. Partridge. New York, agent of this company,
reports a number of large orders for their interchange-
able arc lamp, and also ttiat the outlook for business for

the new year is very encouraging.

The Bishop Gutta Percha company. New York, reports

that it has fiioshed one of the most successful years since

commencing business. This is saying not a little when
it is remembered that this firm was established in 1847.
By close attention to the details of manufacture,
this company has now a reputation which is known
throngboDt the country as first-class. The company is at

present finishing for the United States government 7,000
feet of 3 conductor and 3 miles of single-conductor sub-
marine cable to be used in transmitting the current for the

lighting of the buoys off Sandy Hook. Another order
this company has under way is for three miles of under-

groaod electric light cable with 000 conductors. This cable

is being made for the West End Electric company, of Phila-

delphia. Daring a visit of a representative of the
Wratkrn Er.RCTRiciA.'.' to the factory of this concern, it

wasprcparing for shipment the largest reel it ha? ever

sent out. This reel carries a cable 2^ miles long to con-
nect an island in Lake Huron with Alpena, Mich. The
total weight is 13 torn?. Two previous shipments of two
miles each have been made to this point to make connec-
liofis between two islands. The two ends will be spliced

early in the spring by a man sent from the factory. Much
credit for thepre^ient prominent and successful position of
this company is due to its well-known and popular secre-

tary, Henry A, Reed.

company, of Grand Rapids, Mich., the West End Rail-

way company, of Boston, and the W. S. Hill Electric

company of Boston.

The Rockford, 111. , Electric Manufacturing company re-

ports good trade all last year and anticipates a large increase

in 1S93. The company now has orders for two large gener-
ators for Independence, Iowa; one 25 horse power motor
forthe Inter Ocean. Chicago, making the eighth Rockford
motor in this establishment; one 250 light and one 100-

light dynamo to go to St. Louis, Mo.; one 200 light dyna-
mo for the Mineral Point Linen & Fibre company, Min-
eral Point, Wis., and several small dynamos and motors
or various parts of the country.

Recent sales of engines by the Chicago office of the

New York Safety Steam Power company have been as fol-

lows: Columbus Electric Light company, Columbus,
Ohio, 100 horse power (sixteenth order); F. Miller Brew-
ing company, Milwaukee. Wis., 30 horsepower; Brevoort
House, Chicago, 50 horse power (second order); Maywood
& Proviso Electric Light company, Maywood, 111., 150
horse power (third order); F. Wayne Electric company, for

Metropolis, III., 120 horse power; Lambert & Bishop Wire
Fence company, Joliet, III.; General Electric company, for

Purington, III., 100 horse power; H. S. Williams, Har-
vard, III., 115 horsepower; Diamond Match company,
Oshkosh, Wis-, 50 horse power (third order); Griffin Silver

Plate company. Elgin, III., 35 horse power; Illinois Laun-
dry company, Chicago, 30 horse power; Stiger & Newhall
Electric company, Chicago, 100 horsepower (second order);

American Restaurant, Chicago, 105 horse power; Colum-
bus Electric Light company, Columbus, Ohio, 100 horse
power (seventeenth order); Western Planing Mill company,
Chicago, 15 horse power; Lion Laundry, Chicago, 30
horsepower; Wolff & Nollan, Chicago, 12 horse power;
Elmhurst Electric I^ight & Power company, Elmhurst,
III, 60 horsepower; Mt. Pleasant Road Grader company,
Mc. Pleasant, Iowa, 100 horse power; Northwestern
Electric Light & Power company, Chicago, 50 horsepower;
H. Rendtorpp & Co. , Chicago, 60 horsepower; Mailer's

Building, Chicago, 65 horse power; Monarch Brewery,
Chicago, 25 horse power; Washington Park club, Chi-
cago, 50 horse power; M. Byrne, La Salle, III., 50 horse
power; H. H. Kohlsaat, restaurant, Chicago, 10 horse

power; Minneapolis Syndicate, Minneapolis, Minn., 100
horse power (fifth order); T. M. Maguire, Minneapolis,
Minn., 10 horse power; E. P, AUis&Co., Milwaukee,
Wis., three horse power; H. A. Thomas & Co., Niles,

Mich., five horse power; Globe Garment company, Chicago,
five horse power; W. R. Jeppers & Co., Chicago, 40 horse

power; Kahn, Schoenburg & Co., Chicago, 10 horse power
(second order); Eraser & Chalmers, Chicago, 10 horse
power; Western Dredging company, Laporte, Ind,, four

horse power; Strauss, Oilman & Guthman, Chicago, five

horse power; Cincinnati Barbed Wire Fence company,
Cincinnati, Ohio, 15 horse power; F. Wayne Electric

company, for Madison, Ind-, six horse power; Bradley &
Kelly, McNaughton, Wis., lo horse power; Studebaker
Bros., Chicago, six horse power; Security Building, Chi-
cago, 150 horse power; Highland Electric Light company.
Highland, 111., 80 horse power; Northwestern Electric

Light & Power company, Chicago, 500 horse power.

BUSINESS.
Tlie Massachosetts Chemical company, of Boston, is

pasfains; the sale of its instilating material. Insnllac It

Has testimonials from the Consolidated .Street Katlway

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued December 27, l8g2.

483,536. Electric Annunciator, James H. Bates, Hobo-
ken, N. J.

488,550. Electrically Repeating Signal. Stephen D.
Field, Yonkers, N. Y.

488,567. Electric Annunciator. Adelvin B. Lyman,
Cleveland, O.

486,579. District Signal Box. Charles E. Scribner, Chi-
cago, III., assignor to the Western Electric Company,
Chicago.

The bell striker is included in a shunt around an electro-
magnet, and is provided with a noich with which a hoak upon
the electro-magnet armature is engaged, the bell striker being
adapted to be brought against a spring to shunt out the electro-
magnet, and bring the hook into position to engage with the
notch.

488,585. Electric Arc Lamp. Elihu Thomson, New
Britain, Conn.
A shunt magnet and a series magnet act against each other

upon the same regulating lever; the ends of the cores of the
magnets are curved, the core of the shunt magnet being so
curved that as the lever moves on its pivot the armature of the
shunt magnet carried thereby will continually approach the
core, thus increasing the attractive force. The end of the series
raa^net core is curved so that its armature; as the lever moves
on fts pivot, will continually rematn at a constant distance from
the core, thus causing a constant attractive force.

488,611. Thermostatic Indicator and Adjuster. Emil
C. C. Krogh, Monmouth, III.

A pin is placed with its axis in the line of travel of the tem-
perature actuated contact of the thermoBtat, and a cam is pro-
vided connected with a handle and an indicator moving over a
dial v/hich is adapted when turned to cauKC the pin to ap-
jjroach or recede from the temperature actuated contact, thuH
varying ihc degree of temperature at which a signal may be
given.

488,615. Electric Railway Signal. Frank P. Schlosser,
Birmingham, Ala.

488.635. Incandescent Electric Lamp. Eredcrick H.
Prentiss, New York, N. Y.

A MTCtion of the gjas»bulb bclov/ the metal cap ih composed
of ca-iily fusible ^;la!i>i no that when it is dcnircd to renew the
fiU-imcnt,'thc wtflftcction may be removed, thuH Kcparating the
end of the globe carrying the metal cap from the remaining por-
tion; the old filament mav then be removed and » new filament
att.ichcd to the aamc Icading-in wirc«, after which the two partH
of the globe maybe «ccurcd together again by by a »imilar»cc-
tion ofcanily fusible glajis.

488.636. Incandescent Lamp. Frederick H. Prentiss,
New York, N. V.

This lamp i^ similar to the fibovc, ihc difference bein(f that
the easily fusible section is <wvcrcd normally by the rnctal cap,
which is mAde in two parts one of which may he removed to
%A\n acccRs (o the rasily fu»ibic %fx\\(>u.

488,640. Cable. Josiah II. L. Tuck, San Francisco, Col

488,645. Push Button and Thermostat. Edward L.
Ashley and Wallace H. Camp, Waterbury, Conn.

488,666. Electric Telephonic Switchand System. Thomas
E. Sloper, Devizes, England.

488,687. Watchman's Time Recorder. Willard L.
Bundy, BInghamton, N. Y.

488,696. Duplex Arc Lamp. Henry M. OdeH, Detroit,

Mich.

A shunt circuit around both lamps contains aresistance and a
cut-out adapted to be held open successively by both lamps as
they burn. The two pairs of carbons are connected in multiple
and a cut-out is located in the circuit of the second lamp to

burn, and is held open during the burning of the first lamp, and
is closed when the arc of the first lamp becomes abnormal, thus
throwing into action the second lamp.

488,706. Trolley Catcher. William L. Browne, Wor
cester, Mass.

488,708. Electrolytic Apparatus. Thomas Craney, Bay
City, Mich.

488,726. Secondary Battery. Nicholas Wladimiroff, St.

Petersburg, Russia.

The electrodes are circular in form and are provided with
spiralgrooves upon their faces which are filled with the active
material; the continuous strip of active material prevents waste
by the falling out of the material.

488,738. Closed Conduit for Electric Railways. Frank
Mansfield, New York, N. Y.

488,740. Electrical Switch. Charles E. Pattison, Boston,
Mass.

The lever carrying the switch blade is pivoted to a suppor
adapted to move around an axis; the contact fingers are ar
ranged around the circumference of a circle with the axis of the
support as a center. The lever blade may be moved around the
circumference of the circle, and may make contact with any of

the contact fingers.

488,811. Trolley Wheel. Louis J. Hirt, Arlington,

Mass.
The trolley wheel is cut away on its sides so that the thick-

ness of the waits of the grooves is such that they will be en-
tirely worn through when the wheel has been too much worn,
thus giving an ocular proof that it should be removed.

488,830. Telegraph Pole. William H. Pratt, Mount
Vernon, O.

488,835. Regulating Socket for Incandescent Electric

Lumps. Elias E. Ries, Baltimore, Md.
A choking coil is provided in the lamp socket, one end of the

coil being connected to one end of the lamp filament, the other
end of the lamp filament bemg connected to one side of the
mains; a lever is connected with the other side of the circuit

and can be moved over a series of contact terminals connected
successively with the turns of the choking coil, so that as the
lever is moved over the contact terminals, a greater or less num-
ber of the turns of the choking coil are thrown in series with the
lamp, thus varying the intensity of the light, by opposing
against the electromotive force of the generator, the back elec-

tromotive force due to the inductive effect of the core upon a
greater or less number of turns of th e coil. The lever is me-
chanically connected with the lamp so that the acr of twisting
the lamp serves to alter its brilliancy.

488.871. Electrical Soldering Iron. Charles L. Coffin,

Detroit, Mich.
The soldering iron is composed of a bar of iron aruund one

end of which is wound the fine primary wire, the handle being
placed over the primary. Around the end ol the bar are wound
three or four turns of coarse wire forming the secondary, the
ends being cut obliquely, and the oblique facts soldered to-

gether to form the soldering point. In order to render this

point of a high temperature a resistance is inserted between a
portion of thesoldered ends, thus reducing the cross section.

488.872. Electrically Ideated Soldering Too'. Charles

L. Coffin, Detroit, Mich.

488,878. Device for Raising or Lowering Electric Lamps.
William Doran, Showegan, Me.

488,889. Electric Cigar Lighter. Edward T. Gutberlet

and William R- Isard, St. Louis, Mo.

488,899. Non-sparking Electric Switch. Gwynne E.

Painter, Baltimore, Md.

488.928. System of Electric Distribution. Charles J.
Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.; C. A. Coffin and Albert
Wahl.

Four brushes are provided upon the commutator of a two-
p(.le dynamo, one pair set at ttle diameter of maximum commu-
tation and the other pair at the neutral points. Translating
devices connected between the brushes bearing on the commu-
tator at the diameter of maximum commutation will receive

the full voltage of tile dynamo^ and if connected between a
brush of each pair they will receive just half the voltage,

488.929. Electric Railway Trolley. Charles J. Van De-
poele, Lynn, Mass.; C. A. Coffin and Albert Wahl.

488.930. Electric Locomotive. Charles J. Van Depoele,

Lynn, Mass.; C. A. Coffin and Albert Wahl.

The motors are connected rigidly to the axles of the truck and
the required llexibiiity of the truck to accommodate itself to the
irregularities of the track and the turning of curves if provided .

for by making (he webs of the wheels of the truck elastic.

One way of accomplishing this elasticity is to interpose be-

tween the hub and the felloe «f each wheel a scries of radially

extending helical springs, thus permitting a certain freedom of

motion of the hub relatively to the felloe.

488,940. Electrical Circuit for Telegraph Apparatus.

Francis W. Jones, New York, N. Y.

488,951. Regulating Socket for Incandescent Electric

Lamps. Elias E. Kics, Baltimore, Md.

From the lamp Hockct ie Huspended ii cylindrical Iron cor p

provided with noicheii in Itii nidcti adajHed lo engage wit''

npringH carried upon an enveloping tube Hccured Lo the Inmp-
Around the lube and tliroiighoni ilH length 1h wound a coil of

wire which ih in Hcrien with the lamp; «« the lamp iH move"
up or down more or leH« of the iron core tk brought within ihe

coll of wire, When tlic entire cure ih within ihu coil the lamp
merely glows a» tlie back clcclroinotivc force of the coil due lo

the inductive effect of the eoro on the coll in a maxiinuni.

When llir core Ih withdrawn to the extent of iU mowcment the

Inlenrtity of the light Ih h inuximum.

S,97I.

Cal.

Lamp Support. Doctor F. Oliver, Oakland,
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Edgene F. Phillips, Proit. \V. A. Hatil*,way, Ti' W. H. 8AWTEB, Seo'y.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
KI-KCTKIC LIGHT LINK « IHi;.

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AMERICAMTE. MAGNET.
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR
FARADAY CABLES. WIRES.

NEW YORK OFFICE, P. C. Ackerman, 10 Cortlandt Stroot.

MONTREAL BRANCH. Eurgqo F. Phillips' Electrical Works

Tie Osborne Steam EDgiieering Co.,

Rooms 71<S.716, 167 Dearborn St.. - Chlcaao
Rwpresootativo work now In coarflo of coDntrue-

alon, 2 OOO H. P. lieat. Ll^ht find Pow(t Pluut for
Ih*} Pabat Heat, Light & Powfcr Co., llilwaakeo, Wis

f
ThoH6 who coDtompInto tho construction of filml"

lar pliin'H on Itnprovod ond oconomlral lin*.*H will

do wftll to criramiinlcftte with n«. First, be hure
you will not tho bo»t, then «o ahead.

E. M. HATHEWAY,
Electrical Etigineer,

Plans, Specifications. Supervision, Tests.

Expert Advice on all Electrical Subjects.

4*47 "The Rookery." Chicaeo.

For Sale.
40 DYNAMOS,
40 SIZES,
40 PRICES.

Good dynamos bought for spot cash.

A full line of choice arc specialties.

C. E. GREGORY,
:il3 S. Canal Strpft,: Chiraco.

THE "CLARK *' WIRE.
Insnlation <iinarBiiteed whereTer used, Aerial, I'ndergrottnd or SnbmarlDe.

I m
CLARK"WIRE.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, he says: ''A tnoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect/'

The rubber used in insulating our wires and cables is especially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The insulation is protected from mechanical injury hy one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra finish, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very gre** extent fireproof. Our insulation will prore
durable when all others fall . We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from etock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for celling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clarlt iToint Ouni should be used tor making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one foot long and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped abont a Joint
'.nd pressed firmly it makef^ a solid mass. FOR RAil>WAV I'nd MOTOR use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark iusoration.

^VK iiiUARANTRE OUR I^^SILATIO^' ^VHEREVKR I'SF.D, AF.RIAIj, UA'DERCiROVKD OR SUB9IARINE, and our net prices are as low, if not lower than S07
other first-class Insulated Wire. We bhall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and diacounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, MASS.

HENRT A. CLARK, TresBnrar and Gen'l Manager.
HBBBERT H. EU8TIS, PrMldent and Blectrlclm.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES OF

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

SEIAMIaKSS RUBBEIR. WIREIS AND CABLKS,
FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, TRENTON, N.- J.

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., General Western Agents, 171 and 1 73 Lake St. Chicago, III-

ANY CANDLE POWER. C£]

iti

'OCTrl'to for I^rloes.

STEUBEN" LAMP.
STErBEN liAMP WOKKS, CANISTEO, N. Y.

ANY VOLTAGE.

Sa.mi3les Z'x-eo.

SAL AMMONIAC
(ELECTRIC BRAIJD)

ForElectrical Purposes
(JRANti; Siiaraiiteed 98/99% and free of lead and ii-oii.

If you want the best quality ask yom* dealer
I for this brand. Imported by

A.KLIPSTEIN, 122 Pearl St., NevrYork.
-To^m-

51,

PUSH-BDTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY.

I»XJMJ

SAL-AMMONIAC.
(iDarantffd Over IH) Per Cent. Pore.

101 Htnzie St., Chlrnso.

issi- A.T.Smith's
Electric Lava Gas Tip

Multiple tigbting

For Chorchee, Theaters
and Public Halle.

Are need all over the coun-
try. Send for estimates or
prices to

A.T.SMITH,.
6W. 14ltiSt . New York.

HINE'S ELIMINATOR.
THE ACKnOWLEOGEO SUPERIOR OF ALL

Steam Separators and Oil Extractors.
1^ In twelve trIaU in the "Cornell" Separator test, it averaged

10 per cent Dry Steam. Outetripplng all compctltore
''^'

Send (or Circular and Cornell lest report.

TKRTICAL. E ELIMINATOR CO.,
106 Liberty St.,

NEW YORK. HORIZONTAL.

This advertiepment appears every other week.

LATI N \J M (a.m.MORSE ^co.:=|?,°^v"

scap J°LZ. r,",;,':^"^ rf.;c„„.„. BUC K EY E --?^o,oooH.P..»ST.Lquis.

BAKKR *V CO.. -10S--4 1 I Nc^y .IiTS.-y
| ^M f^ I M CO '^vrr^v..* in S^-nI«-. ^itnpl;

Kiiili-oiid Avr iirk. >. .1.

Standard Portable Testing Sets.

H H.P, r.00 VoltArmntiirp, V..iilil„i,.d, Conatant Speed, 1,600.

SPEED

MOTORS.
Tto Motor, are rai»le with l^he iHel appliance, and material obtainable, „n<l embody ev,.ry Improve

430 West 1 4th Street. > . . . . NEW YORK

WE MAKE JUST WHAT YOU WANT
IN THE LINE OC A TESTING SET THAT

CAN BE USED UNDER ALl CON-

DITIONS.

IT IS OUR IMPROVED "ISSI"
TYPE. AND THE PRICE IS $125.00.

IF YOU WISH A CHEAPER OUTF.T

WE CAN FURNISH. THAT TOO. BUT

IT IS NOT SO GOOD.

INVESIIGATE THE MATTER. AND
ASK FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR

NO. 285.

QUEEN & CO., PHILADELPHIA.
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ESTABLISHBD IN 1861.

B. BKGGOT.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ILECTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
BRANCH 8T0RS

9134 Michigan Avenu*.

WILLIAM H. BRYAN
(M. Am. Soc. JI. £.)

Mechanical and Electrical

CorsniratioDs, Reports, Plana, SpecificatJone for
Central Station or Isolated Electric Lighurig,

and Electric hallways.

50 Turner Builditig, St, Louis,

FOR SALE.
Two SOO-amperes shunt wound U. S. Djnamos.
Two 200-ampere8 shunt wound U. S. Dynamos.
Two 500-ligtit T,-H. Dynamos, compound wound.

with Base. Bheostat and Ammeter.
Two 'i^-light Americau 2.000-c. p. Arc Dynamos.
One 50-light Sperry 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamo.
Ten 1'2-U2ht Knowles Dynamos"with lumps.
Twelve 50-!ight Schuyler Dynamo^, Li,00"-c. p
Two loO-Enish Incandescent Machines, 95 volts.

One 1-Vlight Brush Arc, T nmperes.
One 9<Vh. p. Armin^ton and Sims Eociue.
Two 120 ampere Edison Dyuamos, self-oiliog.

We Buy Outright Electrical Equipment.

:m I im m, a supply co.,

T4 rORTI,AM>T ST.. X. V.

SEND FOR OUR
New Catalogue of

Electrical
Books.

The most complete of its

kind ever publisbed.

Seot Free to Any

We m Heakarters

Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

BINDERS "'"^"1* *'""
f ^ ^ I ^^ ONE DOLLAR.

ICIAflf

UTS
^''ood i^iignaviiis—For Machinery, etc.
Ziiie Ktohing-From Prints, Pen and Ink Drawings, etc.

Hal f-Toiie Process -
^^^^'='^ reprodncllons of Photographs, Wash Drawin;j8,

/ etc., etched in copper.Wax Eiicravinss-For Maps, Plats, Script, or Diagrams.
Pliotn-liitlio^raphy—Transfers for Utho'Tuphers in paper or stone.
Besigntiii-

MANZ&CO.,
ENGRAVERS,

183, 185 M 187 Monroe St„ CHICAao.

XV5;J1^Y J.A J. SHULTZ.

In the VPest for ELEC-
TfflCAL BOOKS, and fill

orders promptly, pre-
paid, on receipt of priie.

Eleclrician Pubtifihin^ Co,
Lakeside Buildiny;,

Chicago, 111.

AIX LEATH EIT"""-

P NO IRONRODORHINGE.DLD STYLE
LEATHER LIN'KANO IRON ROD BELT;

ROPETRANSMISSION SUPERSEOtO

^^ariufaeturers of^'

^_j

YOUR POWER.,
YOUR BELTS.

NEY
BY COVERING YOUR PULLEVS WITH

"

SHULTZ PATENT
LEATHER PULLEV COVERING

ELTlriC i5--CAtV-

r

TANNED ON TH
SURFACES ONLV
INTERIOR IS

RAWHIDE
^
THE ONLY PERFECT BELT

MADE NO SUPPING
OR LOST MO'

SRANf'HTT.q- I 164 Summer St., Boston, MaBB»KAMLHi£b.,
120 M Third St'. Phila.l^luhia.

; 225 Pearl St., New Yorit City.
Pa : hO W_ Mon.ns St Chicaao.

: Picker Leather-

I St. Louis. Mo.

THE I^^ESOLiTOnxr A7V-A-"rESIl. T?VHESESX.

Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2,000 in use.

Affords tlie mOBt simple and reliable power for all miolne and mannfactnr-
Ing machinery. Adiipted to lienda runninc frim lOup to 3,000 or more feet.
From 20 to ao per cei t. better re&ulte guaranteed than can ije produced from
any other Wheel iii the countiy.

ELiBCTKIC TBANSmiSSIOIV.

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

THE STAND.UtI) OPEN CIRCUIT
BATTEKI ES «F THE WOULD,

Arvd the beit rrifide anyv/here.

Skvd fok C\v.it:j..\v. & Vv-yre-.

The Leclanche Battery Co.m !o 7/7fo5f 13HtSt.. N. r.

Manufacturers of

OCTAGONAL^^ Cedar
Tuephok&Electrical

RAILWAYpOLESSCJlOSSARMS

^KM.Loud&SonsUimberQ
OSCODA . IVIICH.

CO.,

The ad%'antage8 the Pelton Wheel nfforde in the way <f a uniform and relia-
ble power, close ref^iiiatinn and tbe facility of adantution to \aryint;; conultlODe
of Hpeed and preeenre, have brought It Into special prominence and eiltnalva
uee for ih'B cluea of work. All applications ahoald s'ate amonnt and head of
water pr.wer ifqnlred, aud for what purpoae, wiih spprosimate length of pipe
l.ne. Send f,jU Vataloiiue.

THE PELTON VTATER "W^HEEL
l!?l-12» llain Mt., t<^an Francisco, €al., U. K. A.

14.5 I.IBEUTY STKEET, - - NEW YORK.
H5'~It liavfDf; comoto our notice that our patent rights ore beinp iufrlDKed

upon. Intending pnrchasure are hereby warned that all such InfringGmente will
be duly itroBPciited.

VaCljTOX WATRR mOTOlCS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 16
and 2U horse lower, unequalwd for all light running niachlneiy. Warracid
lo develop a given hinouni of power with one-half the water required by any
other, ^^Send for Motor Circular. Addrofs ae above. Deliveries made frum
San Francleco or New York, ae may afford the most favorable freight rates.

HOLMES BOOTH & HAYDENS,
X'-actoi-icH: ^Va.terbt«ry, Coiio. - - ttS Parlf Pluoo, ]Ne-vv YorU.

MANUFACTURERS OF

I'nilcrH rltcru' Copper »;i<-<-.lrlf I,leh< 'ln<- IVIri-, <<>|i|.ir llnj-in-f Win-. I'lixil.l.- Hilli. «:oll.>ii aiKl H'orMted i'orilH for
liirntKlCHCfiif l.iulilint;. iMtiinil iiiifl I' lal 4'o|>r Itiii-H I'oi- Htltf ion Work.

liiHuliil.-il liMiii I'r.-HHiirr \\ iro.

Baire a^nd Insulated IXTire.
rKU-v.lrio lAeht Lin*' \Vir«', «'op|HT lln^iH'! Wire. ric%il»l<> HilU. 4'olton aii«l

InrandCHcciif IJu>>l>'i[^- f'oiinil mid Flat 4'o|>rM-r Itiii-H lor Htaf ion Work.
liiHuliilfil Iron I'ri-HHiiir \\ iro.

PATENT "K. K/'UMwll
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Agents for the Waahinrjton Carbon Company, Carbons for Arc Lighting.

Tllf! f,l:E.U WBSIERN ElBCIKIC SrPPI,V CO.MP;\NV, CIIK'MM, • - SBLLI.VO AGHiVTS.

TBOti. L HCOVJLL, New York Agent.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention o( ELECTRIC COMPANIES is calltd to this CKI^E-KRAXCn "WAXKK WIIKKI^as particularly a-iJapted to th'rir use

on accoupt of its r«-niarka.l>ly Hteady motJon, ni^s'fa Mp^ed
and e:r<*sit Kni<*ieiicy,and laree Capacity foriisdlameter,
being double the I*o"Her of most wheels of same 'diameter. It is uied
by a number of the leading electric companies with c^eM satisfaction. In the
economical use of water il is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect {raaranteed.
HEI\0 rOR CAXAI.OCiUE ANU PARXICn.ARN.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICXOR

XIJRBII^EK arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume. Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a r.ubstantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very ccmplet*; and
St icily first-class in every particular. We are row prepared lo furnish Victoi
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situatioo
admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.
FAOTORV:

WIIilllNUTOK, l>KI>.

EISa7.A.:BXjXS£i::E!X» X878.
SOL,E MAMJFACTIKKR8 OV

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Roda, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i4D**//i¥!fi t.

,^v5HAWAVT
%V5E\VIRE
tOA\PANY

161 HIGH ST BOiTON

HICHE5T GRADE

TE-5TEDFV5EWIRES UNKS

JEND FOR CATALOCVE

AND PRICE LISTS

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB ELBCTBICAIi Vt^KS.

(Graphite Bods of Farionn liPnsrths, from 1.5 Ohm to lOO Cfthms Resistance
to the Inch, t-raitliite Boxes and Crnoihies. Resisting Heats

of 4,000 Ifti't^reos. Inqnlrles Uladly Anaweied.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles. Wr*^e To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
:i01 Walnwrlelit KI<lE., sr. I onin. :iIo.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

CEDAR POIjES.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If in want of Poles. Ties and Poetc, save monp*
by getting my prices.

W.C.STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

PARTRICK & CARTER CO.|ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
ESTABLISHED 1867. i ^^ ALL KIND^.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS, || HOUSE GOODS A SPECIALTYi

125 Sonlh Seconi Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

~
-WStTTE FOR- FR/IOES.

THE PENNSYLVANIA LAMP.
ACKNOWI^EDOEO TO IIATK THE HI«>HEBT KEBIT IN AL.L. THE SECKNT COMPETITIVE TF.tHTSI.

IlVCAIVDEISCEniT I/AUPIil, H TO .<tOO CAKDIjR POWER. ALL VOLTAeES AMD BASES AliWATM IN STOCK.
0£B.oes:

PENN MUTUAL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA. WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, NEW YORK.
WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, CHICAGO.

/>\ANUPACTUr!C[JS ORGANIZtlD 1881.

INCORPORATLD 18b3.

Arc Laaps

AN
ESTABLISHED
r-ACT:

reR INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

TUG ONLY ADC LA,nP 1 HAT
WORKS SATlSr.-^CTORILY ON AN
INCANDCSCE.NT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAYING. Tl lEATRICAL.

AND SEARCH LAA\PS.

TME ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

DNITY BUII.DINO,

CMICAOO.

TCLCPIIONC BUILDINa,

NEW YORK.
Search Light No. 13.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PAETIOtJLAKLT ADAPTED TO DEIVIN&

Electric Light and Power Stations
~y On account of its high efficiency at all stages of gate, eteadiuees of motion and easy working pate, the con-
7 siraciion of which maiiee It the most senBliive to the action of a governor of any wheel on ihe market.

-I SEND FOR CATALOGUE Illustrating various styles of setting on both vertical and
horizontal shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO,,
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT, ]»ILL,!<i A TE3IJ"! DAYTON, OHIO.

JAMES
LEFFEL WATER WHEELS

llnri/oiitnl.

YEARS ' CONTINU6US BUSINESS
t'very fiioilily for in

ecially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, Mining, Irrigating and Manufacturing.
riantsof all kinds driven by them. E;isy wnrkins; p::itps. We guarantee

highest power, with smallest quantity of water, at full and part gales ;
in-

urin;; easy regnlation and sleady molion. Successfully operating under
he;tdsof2 !> 400 foot. Write amplilct and state your wants.

THE JAMES LEFFEL 6l CO.
SPRINGFIELD. OHIO, U. S. A.

110 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITY

thesechrist automatic switch
Jfor controUivff Incandescent
Lights in private residences
by using automatic gas keys
and an ordinary battery or
sliiint circuit.

\7\7'.A.Kn?.E3^D :—One good con-

struction firm in eacti city to represent us.

Apply to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
Manufacturer and Patentee, DENVER, COLO.

For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
^Sl.OO.

<

THE

lONA

HAND (f%,
LIGHTING \m^
BURNER, 'p
SUxxij^lo,

DIRECT COUPLED, SLOW SPEED,

MDLTIPOLAR RAILWAY GENERATOR.
'sJMfc;

Wfrte lor Wanulaclurers' Prices.

Beiiis Electric Co,,
41 rCDERAL ST.,

BOSTON, - MASS.

11 Hi;(lu<:<; vfur Total Floor Si)ur(;, inclurling fiollero,
rcsprvp) f'Jre lioorn, Economi/.'T, Slaclt. Pump Itoom.

1'hi:hk\t SIZKH: i«o. I.-.O. a.->o. .'.(to II. p.

Ittfore you l>iill<l or cnlarcc your Power Htntioii, .you will <lo w.ll i<> coiiNiilor ( lie fiu-

You will Hcducc
(with rcsprvp

etc.,TO.-, SQ. FT. PER ELECTRICAL HOK.SE POWER
in plant* of 1.000 II. I'., and to 2.2.5 SO. FT. In plant.t of
fi,'«0 II. P. upward.

You will enormously reduce Co.itof Real Estate and liulldings.
You will rperate at a Lower Cost per Car Mile, botli of l''ucl

alone and of t'tal Power Account, tljun will, any iinown
form of I'laot, bccaua-, you will for tlie lirBt time rcallzi- al-

'Wk have now ready flic- Nc-coiid l^dlfloii nf

thai iiiiiirr Olii- I'oii.slriK'iloii

raosi, Uniform Steam Economy of tin; liighcBt order over tlio

whole (lucluatlcn of your load, and that whether condensing
or non-eonden8i^^^

You will enjoy the Insurance Against Accidcnl, which can only
he hud witli Independent Units.

You will secure ah.solule Noiselessncss.
You will get perfect RcKulation hy an Inertia (!( vernor.
You will ni.vir Imow a liot bcarinji,' or a hrolten Iclt.

".\oti;m o.\ I'oivkr i

WESTINCHOUSE, CHURCH, KERR & CO., Engineers.
NCWVOHK: IVCoHlan-HSIfBOl, PlTTKHUnoH: W«»lln()hoii!c Bulldlnil, (WINNEAPOllS; Suuty Blocl<.
nnOTON; 620 «llanllc Avenu.. CHIOOO; I b« ond 1 50 Lu>c Btrcol, »T. LOUIS: Commorolal Bulldlno/

fl«»f«linH(l In PHILADELPHIA Dy M, R. MUCKLE, Jlr,, k CO., Drexel Bullitliig^
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ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

General Western Agents

F4Ht riii«

CELEBRATED WIRE.

307 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO

Did You Receive Our Picture ofJhe WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION,

IN /'''^nmF?Ja^\ Carryiiiii- Current for all Iii-

candesccnt Lamps?

If not, write us for it.

NEW YORK

INSULATED WIRE CO.,

Nos. 13, 1 5 afid 17 Corllandl St.

.

Nos. 78. 80 and 82 Franklin SI .

New York.

Chicago.

Carpenter Enomel Rheostat Co.,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

ll.Wnrtl lennard,

President

Geo. II. Finn,

Vice-Prest.

C. E. Carpenter,

Sec'y&Treas.

Send for
Printed

Matter.

PatentNo. 483,781, August, 1892.

EheostatH of every size and kind such as Motor
Starters, Field Regulators, Stnge KegulntorF, Equal-
izers, etc., haviug resistance up to 2,00(J ohms nnd
current capacity up to 200 amperes.

i.otv PKicet^.

Guarantees against burn-outs under normal usage.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Taught thorouetilv day and nitrtit at. the IXWTI-
TIJTE of TFA'H!VOI^O<WV, 1.>1 Tliroop
Street, diioaso. III. Amateurs, Artieans
and others asBlBted Practically In any line, and
inetracted in the latest and moet improved
methcda.

Mechanical DBAroHTiNG, Mathematice, Elec-
trical ('iilculatrone. Architecture, MectianlcB, aleo
iiu^'ht day and nlt;bt.

HUGHES BEOS. MFG. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Cross Arms, Insniator Pins t^ Brackets,

And JBlectrical 9Ioldlns.

Corresijondence Solicited.

CHATTANOOGA, - TENN.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The- Kartavsrt - Manufacturing - Co.^
-^Ttrxxjivcxxia'ca-i'OKr, x>jeixj.

FUSE
j

Correct Carrying Capac

WIRE or V ity. Absolute

STRIPS. ) Unilo mity in Size.

s

X

n

7.

39th St. and Stewart Ave.,

cxo.^00.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CC.

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

CHICAGO OFFICE, DENVER OFFICE, NEW YORK OFFICE,
Monadnock Building. 1735 Champa Street. 42 and 44 Broad Street.
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NEW BOOKS! JUST OUT OF PRESS.

NEW

I

DYNAMO TENDERS'
Hf\ND-BOOK.

By Liedt. F. E. Badt.

EEABT FOR DEUVEET.
AN ENTIKELY NEW WORK.

The latest addition to our famous "Uautl-Book"
Series. Every practical dyoamo mau should have a

copy.

g26 Pages. 13S Enyravinas.

PRICE, $1.60.

NGANDE8GENT W R NG
KA-lSro-BOOKl.

Bt Lieut. F. B. Baet.

Fourth Edition. Tenth Thousand.

These tables ^ive, without loss of time, exact size
of wire to be used. This is one of our famous "Hand-
Book" series, and is the standard authority on this
subject In the English language.

73 Pages. 4a Illustrations.

PRICE, $1.00.

BELL HANGERS'
-HAND-BOOK.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Desiened for practical men engaged in any class
of bell or annunciator work. The only book of the
kind published.

106 Pages, 97 Illustrations.

PRICE, SI.OO.

ELEGTRG-TRAN8M88 0N

HiLISIID-BOOK:.
Bt Lieut. F. B. B.\dt.

A newwork coDtainiDK tables and iuformatiou on
the electric transmission of power brought down to

date. One of the most popular of our famous •Hand-
Book" aeries.

97 Pages 22 Illustrations.

PRICE, SI. 00.

STREET RAILWAYS.
"THK7VTS."

Their Construction, Operation and Maintenance

ByC. B. Fairchtld.

This work is wrltteu by a practical man, and
should be in the hands of every street railway em-
ploye in the United States.

600 Pages. Profusely lltuatrated.

PRICE, $4.00.

DYNMTV^O
ELECTRIC MACHINERY,

By S. p. Thompson.

Fourth editioD, revised and re-Tvritten. The mo3t
complete work on the dynamo published.

900 Pages Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, $9.00.

DlGTIONflRY
... OF ...

Electrical Words,
TERMS AND PHRASES.

By Edattn J. Houston, A. M.

The latest editioD of thi-i celebrated work contains
over 5,000 distinct definitions. As important as
Webster.

TOO Pases. 7.»0 Illustrations.

PRICE, $5,00.

ELECTRIC MOTOR
AND ITS APPLICATIONS.

By Martin and Wetzlek.

The first American book on electric motors. A
most complete work brought down to date.

325 Pages. 354 Illustrations.

PRICE, $3.00.

THE PRACTICAL MANAGEMENT

OF

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
By Crocker and Wheeler.

The object ot this work is to give sim^j^e directions
for the practical use and management of dynamos and
motors. This work is having a large sale.

100 Pages. Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, SI.OO.

Electric Light Specifications

FOR THE USE OF

Engineers and Architects.

liV K. A. MEIiltlLL.

This wort gives the latest rales of The National
Electric light Aa-iiocialion, of the National Board of

Fire rnderwritera, and of The New England Insurance
Exchange.

170 i*€ig€H.

PRICE, $1.50.

THE ELEGTRIG RAILWAY
IN

THEORY AND PRAGTieE.
By Cbosby and Bell.

This la a complete treatise on the construction and
operation of electric railways, and will commend It-

sell to the electrical engineer, and to the practical

manager.

400 Pages. Profusely Illustrated.

PRICE, S2.50.

HIGH POTENTIf=\L
AND

HIGH FREQUENCY.
Experiments with Alternate Currents.

Bv Nikola Tesla.

A lecture delivered before the Institiitloa of Elec-
trical Engineers, London.

146 Pages. Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, SI.00.

TEE ELECTRIC TELEGR4PH.

lir f. L. I'oi-E.

Tbfe fmirte«Dtb edition of Ibln cclobrated work In

re-wiitteo aod bronffht down to date. A tecbnlcal

hasd-book for electrldaoii, loaoagors nod operators.

234 Pages. Illustrated.

PRICE, SI. 50.

SCIENCE
SERIES.

The* nerlee now numbero loii volumen, trnd eiubraces
workH on every Hubject.

14t ino. llonrdH.

PKOKUBELY ILLUSTHATBD.

Price, 50c. Each.

STflNDf\RD

ELEGTRGAL DGTONARY.
IlvT. O'Connor Sloank.

This now work nhou)d bo in the hands of all who
dcHire lo keep abreast with Iho progress of the Hroatent
science of llie tlmua,

600 Pages, 300 Illustrations.

PRICE, ^3-00«

Any of the above hooks sent promptly, i)Ostage prepaid, on receipt of price.

SEND IN YOUR ORDER.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.. 6 Lakeside Bldir,, Ghicairo.
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FOR
ELECTRIC
LICHTINC.

FOR
ELECTRIC
RAILWAYS.

HP

Downward Draft Steam Boilers
Fuel Siiviiiff. Siiiok<' l*r<'V4'iitiiie:,

4tuUk Steuinlii^ nnd Diiraltle.

ALBERT BLANCHARD, 427 The Rookery BIdg., CHICAGO, ILL.

SILK BRAID
For Incandescent

Lamp
Filaments,

The frreatest care taken in prodacing a anUorm article.

BOSTON BRAID MFC. CO.,
27 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

Non-Conductive Blocks,
Rosettes and Bates tor

Cut-Ouls and Switches.

Also Insulators, Cleats,
Lamp Trimmings and other
Electrical Supplies.

Our production !s a dense
Df>dy. The elazine and bndy
<if fiur ware are of same rnm.
posillon. and are hiked aline,
which are the features vt

Trr, e Hard Ptirrclain.

EMPIRE
CHINA
WORKS,

IH l» 155 Gt«s BU
fireea Pout,

bKMKLH.S.I.

iSTEARNS MANUFACTURING CD.oieaMWoiMERIE, PA.
COMPETE POWER rl^NXS FOR WOODBURY ^

ELECTRIC UCHTNG^AutomaticENGINES
STREET RAILWAY

and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.
( N'KW YORK. 13G liberty St.

RRiNril dPTIPP'!' ] I'HILADKLPHIA. 944 Drexel nuililing.
DnailUn UIIIIjLi). 1 CHIUAOO. llSO-TUe KooKery."

I SAN FRANCISCO. 29 and 31 MJear St.

.,_ fsT. LOUIS-M. P. Johnston Machinery Co..
AlrriN I hS'

'

715 and 717 North Second Street- ~~srMPLE: ANn rOMPfMliyn —
.

BOILERS OF ANY SIZE FOR ANY DUTY. '^"''"""'"'
( MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.-T. !>l. Ma^-uire. 33 Syndicate Block. CON DE N S I N G O R NO N-CO N D E N S I N G.

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade Antomatlc

ENGINES,
i HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL.

Two tiorsE power to Itiree linnilrEil lorse howr.

Weslern Depatiment: 26 atid 28 Randolph St. CHICAGO - H S.Wr.KER, Manager

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
HuildcTH of High Grade

Corliss Engines,

Giddings' Automatics.

Simple, Compound, Condensing,

Completo PlautB FuruiBhed.

Works: SIOUX CITY, lA.

-«^,„^ BIIANCH OFFICK :

t^^rn^ 4(iS.Camil Stn..'t, rni('.\GO.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric. Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNTTNCIATORS >!°> BELLS.
FUIiIi lilNE A1.WAT8 IK 8TOCK.

W. R, OSTRANDER & CO..
IQS and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

^^~ Senfi for New rATALnouE. CMit Anirnpt let.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of Hlffh Grade Engines and Boilers.

Electric Light Engines
a Specialty.

ComplGte Steam Plants Mailed.

WESTEEN WAEEEOOMS;
64 Soutli Canal Street, CHICAGO. ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Aleo 30 CortUndt Stroev, Xew York City.

INDIVIDUAL ARC LIDHT AND MOTOR CUT-OUT.

SAVES MILEAGE OF CIRCUITS.

HAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES PAYMENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.

GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERY LAMP.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK.
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General Electric Company.
ZSdison and Thomson-Houston Systems of

ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS.

TheW.P.Iron-CMMotor

Has undergone the most stringent

tests possible, and has fulfilled the

most rigid reqviirements of Street

Railway Service.

ITS SPECIAL ADVANTAGES ARE:
LIGHTNESS. MINIMUM OF EXPENSE FOR REPAIRS. FLOATING ARMATURE
COMPACTNESS, FEWNESS OF PARTS. ABSENCE OF SPARKING. STRENGTH
SINGLE FIELD COIL. NOISELESSNESS. FULLY APPROVED AND INDORSED
BY ALL COMPANIES WHO HAVE USED IT.

OUR LINE OF OVERHEAD PARTS AND RAILROAD SUPPLIES

Comprises All the Latest and Most Improved Street Railway Appliances.

Street Railway Snow Sweepers
SIb.CTJLld. Toe Ord.ered. txom. "uls a,t OrLce.

We are the Only Company who can Supply Reliable Snow Sweepers.

620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MA HS. 44 Broad St., NEW YORK.
17.'i and 17', Adams St., CHICAGO, ILL. r,OU Arch St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

264 TV. Fourth St., CINCINNATI, OHIO. 401-407 Sibley St., 8T. PAUL, MINN,
Gould BuUdtng, ATLANTA, OA. Masonic Temjtle, DENVER, COLO

IS First Street, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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Chicaeo Carbon Battery, ig
The Best Open Circuit Battery Made.

The leading features of

this battery are: A jar

with shoulder projecting

inward, on the paraffined

surface of which the par-

affined shoulder of the car-

bon rests.

The zinc supported by

a rubber ring, passes

through a porcelain in-

sulator in the center of

the carbon.

Cell complete, SI.00.

Liberal discount to the trade.

Carbon Element.

It will be seen from

the accompanying cut that

there is a large carbon

surface, and the battery

is very quick acting. It

will give 2 volts E. M. F.

within one minute after

being connected up.

We also manufacture

this style of carbon for

use with a Leclanche jar

which enables users of the

Leclanche Battery to re-

place their porous cups

with our carbon.

-^v^a,r:L'u.fa,ct'a.reca. ^37--

TffE Khapp Electrical Works
54 AND 5(> FEANKLIN STREET,

CHICAGO, II L.
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SUNBEAM

Incandescent Lamps.

T3
P
55
>
o
CJ

00

IB80.

Some Good Resolutions for 1893:

Stanley Transformers.
SHIELD BRAND

A\oisture-Proof Wife.

ISEinZ YEKR BELLS.

Glad joy to all! May hearts forget

The weight of years, life's toil and fret,

And may each soul this New Year's day

Of heart's ease pluck a restful spray.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
CHICAGO.

ANSOniA

18V?.

C/1

3

a.

UJ

a.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.,
-MANtlFACTLBEBS OF-

VULCANIZED INDIA RUBBER

Cables, lo any Specification

up to 8,000 Megohms per

mile.

ABSOLUTELY PURE RUBBER

CABLES.

CONCENTRIC CABLES, any

milage, FLEXIBLE CORDS,

SILK, HEMP. COTTON DY-

NAMO WIRES and CABLES,

very pliable. Every variety

ol INCANDESCENT CORES.

THREE and TWO;- WIRE

CABLES, lo any specifica-

tion up lo 8,000 Megohms

per knot.

CABLES ol High Insulation

and Long Lite, all milage.

if you are not acquainted witli tlie merits of Habirsiiaw insulation

we shall be pleased to send you samples upon application.

W. M. HABIRSHAW, Gen'l Mgr. OFFICE: 3 1 5 Madison Ave., Cor. 42d St., NEW YORK.

zm FACTORY: Crleniwood^ Tonkers^ Iff. Y.

Western Agents: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Corner Randolph St. and IWichiean Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

TiieMm Incandescent Lamp Co.,

805 Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Chicago,
MANUFACTVREB8 OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

In Ordering Specify Long^ Life Lamps
or Hig^h Efficiency Lamps.

THE ELEIGTRIGAL SUPPLY CO.,
I04 Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

General Western Selling Agents.

GHAS. D. SHAIIV^
136 Liberty St., NEW YORK,

General Eastern Selling Agent.

-A-O-EXTCIBS:
TBE ELECTBICAZ SUPPLY CO.,

Ansonia, Conn.
! WOODBUFF-HARRIS ELECTRIC CO.,

Birminffham, Ala.

IBOy^ CITY ELECTBIC CO.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

JULIUS ANDBAE,
Milwaukee, Wis.
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THE STANDARD DYNAMO
MORE FULLY MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS

For Mnuicipal and Commercial Arc I«ighting

THAN ANY DYNAMO EVER OFFERED.

Intelligent, unbiased electricians and arc light users

throughout the country verify our claims for highest effici-

ency and greatest economy In operation and repair.

THE ST/INDARD
ARC LAMP

Is the only high-grade independent feed lamp which will,

with one feeding meclianism, one carbon rod and one
pair of carbons, give a constant unchanging, light from

DUSK TO DAWN, EVERY NIGHT IN THE YEAR.

We are the pioneers in simplified donble-scrvice arc

lighting.

Address all communications to

STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.,

313 '317 So. Canal St, CHICAGO.

Sockets, Switches, Cut-outs
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

\
Write for Catalogue.

r

Sawyer - Man Electric Co.,

620 Atlantic Avenue, BOSTON.

5IO-634 West 23d Street, NEW YORK. Pullman Building, CHICAGO.
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LOUIS K. COMSTOCK,
Electrical Engineer and Contractor.

TESTS, PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS AND SUPERVISION
For all Kinds of Electrical Installations.

ELEGTRIG CONSTRUGTIOIV.
1419 Monadnock Building, Chicago.

f^««»f*

Now Open

For Another Year.

*^T]io Clioic«8t Special-
tlfe served at reason-
able prices."

D- HAVE YOU SEEN THE MENU?

GEORGE CUTTER,
Chicago.

Tbe

iDtenatlonal OKONITE COMPANY, LIHTED.

^s?^^^»s*

[TRAOEMARKl

13 Park Row, New Yorkc
INSULATED

WIRES iiD CABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uii.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

OI(onite Waterproof Tape

. BBAJVCHB8 ; CbiOASO, Boston, PtiUadelptila, Bllnn«apoUs, Cincinnati.
Omaha, KjonllTlllo, St. XjOoIs, San FrancUco, Ixindon and So. America.

iCltj,

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DET STREET, NEW YORK,

mamupacturbrs, importers and dealbrs in

Electrical Supplies
OF UL DESCE1FT10N8.

KEY FOR CAPACITY TK8T8
WB OWK AND OPERATE TOK

Telegraph, Telephone,
Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

Line Material.

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WUERE WB MANUFACTURE A FULL LINK OP

Test iDstrnments and all Scientific Measnrement Apparatus.

PACKARD HIGH GRADE
INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

ManafACtnrf d t>j tb«

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
ACiBlVTS:

New York City, Oha«. E. Cbapin, 136 Liberty St. f Ivmlnrllle, K7., Smltfaerv & DftTiii.

Cblcogo, lit . Eleo. k.pfi\XsDce Cq, 242 Madlnoa St.
[
PlltHburKb. Pa. W. H. Vanderort, 109 L«wU Block.

St. Paul, Minn.,The Elec. EnelnoerluK & Sapply Co. i G. P. Altenbor(f. 2^ Walnut St., Cloolniutl, Oblo,
Omaha, Neb. B. B. Dowo". 21.1 Sheely Block
St LnalH Mo,, St Ixiulu El<*ctrtcal Supply Cn.

San Francleco, CbV, A. C. Bralnard A Sod, Ko. 109
CaliforD la St.

Cincinnati, 0,, Poet-GlOTSr Elec Co.. 21S W. *th8t.

Ofrent for Ktmtacky, TenoesHee, Tlrglnla uid
We.at Virgiola.

Little Rock, Ark., Arkansas El^trlc &app[J Co.t
.•iOT W. Slarkham 8t-

MoDtreah. Cnn., Packard Lump Co., 96-100 King St.

MANCFACTCKER OF

inSUIaATBD ELEGTRIG WIRE,
FI.£:S:IB]L,E: COBDH and CA.J3IL,E:S.

800 and 208 yorth Tlitfd street, - - PHIIADBI.PgIA. PA.

THE BEACON LAMP.
16 Candle

Power,

35 Cents.

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Electrical Co., ^'il^^," Boston, Mass.
New York Office and Stock Room: Central Building, 141 Liberty Street.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PUNTS.
ESTIMATES AND DRAWIXGB SrBMnTKD.

WESTON ENGINE CO..
Painted Post, N. Y.

REPRESENTATI%'ES

:

Julian Scboll 5iCo.. 12>^nbcru St.. Sew York.
Geo. D. HotTnian. S'J Lake SL, Chlcatfc. liL

U. M. S^-lrlf -'1: t'n . 3d A; Arch SW,. PhllAdeiphl*.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford, Conn.

THE BALL £ WOOD COMPANY,
Builders of Improved Automatic Cut-off Engines.

W. n. Ponwou A Co., Ilxmp Ino. HKIk*., Cliloiirto. 111. ,T«mot .t Co., Chiittanoog*,T««li.
W. A. Dnj, 111 Ollypr 81., Boitoo, M«»s. Wllllim M. I'otlpr, D«lt«ll, Mkb.
F. H. Wblllug, Jacobv)Q BlcMSk, LH>DTcr, Colo. T. W. An(l«r«OD. Uoaelon. t>x.
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General Electric ComDany,
44 Broad St., New York City. 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

THE RIGHT OF THE
TO AN INJUNCTION

HAS BEEN
BY

U.S. CIRCUIT

EDISON COMPANY
AGAINST INFRINGERS
DETERMINED
THE
COURT OF APPEAL.S.

ALL OTHERS INFRINGE THE EDISON PATENTS AND ARE COUNTERFEITS.

See decision of U. S. Court of Appeals in case of Ediaon Electric Light Oompany v«. United States Electric Ught
Company, decided October 4, 1892.

Sea decision of U. 8. Circuit Court of Appeals in case cf Edison Electric Light Co. and Edison General Electric

Co., against Sawyer-Man Electric Co., decided December 15, 1892.
Copies of this decision will be sent on application.

BRANCH OFFICES:
eaO Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass. 44 Broad St., New York.

173 and 175 Adams St.. Chicago, 111. 609 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

264 West Fourth St.. Cincinnati, Ohio. 1333 F St., N. W., Washington, D. 0.

Gould Building, Atlanta, Ga. 401-407 Sibley St., St. Paid, Minn.

16 First St., San Francisco, Cal. Masonic Temple, Denver, Colorado.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

American Battery Co iv

Americaa Electrical Mfg. Co.. ix
A-mertcan Electrical Works. . . . xiii

American Engine Co xii

Atwood, A. ii X
Babcock»& Wilcox Co., The i

Baggot. E xiv
Baker & Co xiii

Ball Engine Co xix
Ball & Wood Co., The 1

BeaconVacuumPump &Elec. Co. . . i

Becker Mfg. Co., John xiii

Beggs, J. E., Mch. & Supply Co. xii

Bernstein Electric Co
Bishop (riitla Percha Co
Blanchard, Albert
Boston Braid Mfg. Co
Bridgeport Mach. Tool Wks..
Brill Co., J. G xvi
Broofefield, Wm xii

Brush Electric Co xvil

Bryan, W. H xiii

Bryant Electric Co xii

Buckeye Electric Co., The ix
Cabell, L. Breckinridge ix, x
Carpenter Enamel Rheostht Co.xvii
Central Electric Co v
f^hicaeo Rawhide Mfg. Co iv
Columbia Inc. Lamp C >

Columbia Mfg. & Supply Co. xJi

Comatock. Louis K i

Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co. xiii

Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co. . xiii

Gushing & Morse vii

Cutter, Geo i

Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co. . .

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. xviil

Diamond Electric Mfg. Co xii

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos xv
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd —
Eastern Electric Cable Co xiii

Edwards, W.S. Mfg. Co xvi
Electric Appliance Co xii

Electric Cons. & Supply Co. . xv
Electric Engr'g & Supply Co . . iv

Electrician Pub Co xiv, xv. xvi
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.The.—
Electrical Mfg. Co., The iv

Electrical Supply Co., The . . . xxii
Elektion Mfg. Co xvi
flmplre China Works xii

Enterprise Electric Co xvii
Falls Rivet & Machine Co ix
Ferracute Machine Co xiv
Ford- Washburn Storelectro Co. iv

For Sale Advs xii, xiii, xiv
Fort Wayne Electric Co viii

Freeman & Sons Mfg. Co.
The S xix

General Electric Co ih, xx
GreatWestern Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. 8 1

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co xiv
Hatheway, E. M xiii

Helfller Electric Co vi
Hill Clutch Works xix
HIne Eliminator Co
FTolmes, Booth & Hajdens.... xiv
Hood&Co., Wm iv
Hughes Bros. Mfg. Co xvii
India Rubber & G. P. Ins. Co. xxiii
Innis & Co.. xiii

Institute of Technology xvii
Interior Conduit& Insulation Co. x
International Okonlte Co i

Jewell Belting Co.
, i

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W xix
Kartavert Mfg. Co xvii
Klipstein. A xii

Knapp Electrical Works xxi
Lake, J H. & D.. Co
Lake Erie Engineering Works, vi

Lane & Bodley Co
Ltt Roche Electric Works xix
Leclanche Battery Co., The . . xiv
Lefmanu, j ulius xv
Loud,H. M. & Sons Lumber Co. xiv
Manz *fc Co xvi
Mass. Chemical Co x
Moore, Alfred F 1

Morse ifcCo., A. M .. xiii

Munsell & Co., Eugene xii

National Electric Mfg. Co
National India Rubber Co ... .

New York Insulated Wire Co. xvii

N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co. x viii

New York & Ohio Co i

Otto Gas Engine Works
Osborne Steam Engineering Co. xii

Ostrander & Co., W. R xix
Page Belting Co vi

Paine & Laad xii

Partrick & Carter Co xiv

Pearson & Co., W. B vi

Pelton Water Wheel Co xiv

Penn. Electric Engineering Co xv
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Phoenix G'ass Co xix
Phosphor-Bronze Smelting

Co., Ltd X
Porter-Leavitt Elec. Motor Co. xiii

Queen & Co xiii

Racine Hardware Mfg. Co ... .
—^

Railway Equipment Co vi

Redding Electric Co xvlii

Roebllng's Sons Co.. J. A
Rose Elec. Light Supply Co. .. xii

Russell ..S: Oflicer x
Sampon CcTffnve Works. xii

Sawyer Man- Electric Co. . . . xxiv
Sechrist, Albert xviii

Shawmut Fuse Wire Co xv
Sbultz Belting Co
Siebert, G
Siemens & Halske Electric Co. ix

Sioux City Elec. Supply Co. .
.

Sioux City Engine Works xix
Smith, A. T
Sperrv Elec. Mlnine Mach. Co. xvii

Standard Electric Co xxiv
Standard Paint Co x
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co v
Steuben Lamp Works xiii

Sterling, W. C xv
Stllwell&BIerceMfg. Co. xiv, xv
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co . . xxiii

Taylor Engine Co
Union Hardware Co xiii

Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co. ~ x
Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Waddell-Entz Company xii

Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co. . iv

Waterhouse, Gamble & Co ix

Western Electric Co x
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr

& Co xviii

Westinghouse -Elec. and TAte
Co viii, xi

Weston Engine Co i

Worthlngton, Henry R xii

CLASSIFiED LIST.
Annnnciators.
Central Electric Oo.
Electrical flapply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Oatrsnder & Co.,W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Arc liamps.
BegpB, J. E., Mchy. «fc Snppiy Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Electric Cons. & Sapply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Knapp Flectrical Works.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Siemena & Haleke Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Waterhouse, Gamble & Co.
WesdnghoaBe Electric & Mto, Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

Arc Ligbt Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Samson Cordage Worke,

Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Columbia ^\fg. & Sapply Co.
Blertrlca! Snupiy Co..i'De
Fjid Washburn Storelectro Co.
Greeley & Co., The k. S,
Knapp Electrical Works.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Partrick & Garter Co,
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Leclancne Battery Co., The.
Western Electric Co.

Bf^llfl. iClflctrlc.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The,
Greeley & Co., TheE. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bella, Magneto.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co. , The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Parmck & Carter Co.
Weetem Electric Co.

BeltlDK'
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Jewell ReltinK Co.
Shultz Belting Co.

BnllAFS.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Blancbard, Albert.
Freeman Sons Mfg. Co., The S.
Lane & Bodley Co., The.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Booka, jElectrlcal.
Electrician Pnbllahlng' Oo.

Bnrclar Alanns.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Sapply Co., The.
GU-eeley& Co.,The E. 8.

Knapp Electrical Work*.
PartJlck & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Inenlated Wires.)

Cables. Klertrlc. (See Inealat«<i

WtrM), Copoer^Hhe^'tand Bar
Bfphop Gutta Ferrlia Co
Moore, Alfred F.

Rnehllnc's Snne Co.. .T. A.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
We&tern Electric Co.

CarnopSj Points and Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., Tht

,

Knapp HlgcCTlcal wbrke.

Clniches. VlrletlOH,
Falls Rivet & Machine Co.
Hill Clntch Works.
Lato. J. H. &D. Co.

Cordaxc.
Samson CordsRe Works.

CoDStractlon and Repairs.
Oomatock, LouI(* K,
Kiectnc Cons. & Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors. Eleetrln lilxht,
Enfrlne Plants and Klectric
BaUways.
American Engine Co.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Ball Engine Co.
BallA Wood Co., The.
Bryan, W. H.
tiroBb Electric Co.
Cabell, L. Breckinridge.
Comatock, LoulB K.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Ford-Washburn Stoieiectro Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Freeman Sons 5lfg. Co. , The S.

General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Uath'^wav, E. M.
Uelaler Electric Co.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley Co., Tne.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lefmanu, Julius.
Moree & Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Oaborne Steam Engineering Co.
Pearson & Co., W. b.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Siemens Oc Halske Electric Co,
Sious City Engine Works.
SiandaTd Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westinghoaee Electric & Mfg. Co.
Weh'tinghouee, Church, Kerr & Co.
Western Electric Co
Waehburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Weston Engine co.

Cnpper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Workg.
Bishop Gotta Percha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ina, Wire & Cable Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Electrical Snppiy Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
llolmet'. Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
Roebling'8 Son's Co. , J .A.
Sperry Elec. Minlnp Machine Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Hughes Bros. Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Lefmann, Jalius.
Loud, H. U. & Sons Ltunber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.

Cnt-OntM and iSwIrf^bcHi.
American Eleclrical Mfg. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cotter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Sapply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Snppiy Co.
Hart k liegeman Mfg. Co., The.
Hood & Co., Wm.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Perkins Elec. Swircb Mfg. Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Rueseil & Officer.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.

DtlcaElec. Mfg. & Snppiy Co.
Cute.
Manz k Co.

Uynamos.
Brash Electric Co.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Dnples Electric Co.. Ltd.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
Fort Wayne Electric Co,
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Heleier Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
National Electric Manofactaring Co.
Rose Electric Light Snppiy Co.
Siemens & Haleke Electric Co.
Staodard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.
WeBtlnghr>nse BlectricA) Hfg. Go.

Electrir Heatlns-
Electrical Supply Co.
Railway Equipment Co.

Blfctrlc Iia-va Gas Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Kleo.txln Ballvray*.
Cabell, L. Breckinridge.
General ElectricCo.
Siemens j: Ilaleke Electric Co.
Weetinghouae Electric A Mfg. Co.

Blpctrlral and Sfecbaoiral
Knslneers.
Bryan, W. H.
Comatock, Louis Iv.

Hathewuy. E. M.
Osborne Steam Engineering Co.

Klectrlcal instrnmenca.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley A Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Worke,
(^ueen ..t Company.
Western Electric Co.

Blectrl«^l Intellteenee.
Brvan W. H.
Comatork, Louis K.
Hallieway, E . M.

Blectrlciu MpeolalUes.
Atwood, A. H

.

Bryant El«otric Co.
Columbia Mfg. *fe Supply Co.
Cutler, Geo.
Cutter Electrical A Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric EnclneerfnR A Sapply Co.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Ituf^yeil & OQloor.
Utica Elec. .Mfc- & Supply Co.

Rlectroliers and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
Baeeot. E
Edwardf, W. S. Mfg. Co.
Rlectriml wunplv uo.. The.
Knapp Klectrlcnl Works.

Blenxro-Platins Haoblnes.
Brash ElPotrlc Co.
Genertil ElectricCo.

Bnelnos. <«as.
OttoOai* Enclne Works.

Fan Oatflts.
Stanley Electric MXg. Co. I

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfe. Co.
Vulcan Iztd Fibre Co.

Bn^nes, Hteaai.
American Engine Co.
BallEnelneOo.
Ball * Wood Co.. The.
Freeman .Sons Mfg. Co.. The S
Lake Erie Engineering Worics.
Lane & Bodiey Co,, The.
Morse 4 Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pearson & Co., W. B.
Racine Hardware Ufg. Co.
Slooi City Engine Worka.
Taylor Engine Co.
Westlnghonse. Churcb, Kerr * Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Fire Alarnis.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp ElectrlcaJ Works.
Partrtctt & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Fuse Wire.
Electrical Sapply Oo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Shawmut Fape Wire Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.

€ias IjlKbtlnKt Bleetrlc.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

(General Blectrleal Hnpplles.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Atwood, A. H.
Beacon Vacaum Pamp & Elec. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Eleotrlc Co.
Columbia Mfg. & Sapply Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Cone. & Supply Co.
Electric Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. & Sar>ply Co., The.
Electrical Manufacturing Co., The.
Electrical Sapply Co., The.
Enternnee Electric Co.
Fort Wayne Eleclric Co.
General Eleclric Co.

' Great Western Electric Supply Co.
liteeley & Co. , The B . 8.

- Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hood & Co.. Wm.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Penn. Electric Engineering Co.
Queen & Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Russell AOIHcer.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Sious City Elec. Supply Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. A Snpplv Co.
Waterhouse. Gamble i; Co,
Western Electric Co.

Celebes and BleetrleaKAlass-
ware.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Phoenix Glaea Co.

Graphite Wpeolaltles.
DisOD Crucible Co., Joe.

Insnlators and Insnlatinc
]tffaterlai**.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
American Electrical Works.
Brookfield, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Electric Engineering A Sapply Co.
Electrical Snppiy Co., The.
Empire China Works.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Bart k Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Interior Condalt & Insulation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The
Johns Mfg. Co , H. W.
Kartave't Mfg. Co.
Knapp Elect'ical Works,
Lefmann, Jnllus.

Mass. Chemical Co.
Moore. Alfred F.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply C o.

Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Insulated Wires and Cables.
Matniet Wire.
American Electrical Mfg. Co,
American Electrical Works.
Bishop Guita Percha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Crepcent Ins. Wire & Cable Co,
Cnehing.F. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
(leneral Electric Co.
Great Weetem Electric Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth A Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber A G. P. Ins. Co.
Knapp ElPctrlcal Worka.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllne'P Sons Co.. J. A.
S;iwyor-Man Electric Oo.
Shawmut Fuee Wire Co.
Sperry E lee. Mining Machine Co.
Wiiddell-Entz Company.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Lamps. Inf^andeseovt.
American Eleclrical Mfj:. Co.
Beacon Vscuum Pump & Slec. Co.
Bernstein Klectrlr Ca
Buckeve Electric Co.
Centra'l ElectricCo.
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Cutter Eleclrical A Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Eng. A Snppiy Co.. The.
Electrical Manufactnrlric Co., The.
Klectrlcal SoDply Co., The.
General ElectricCo.
Hood A Co., Wm.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
New York »nd Ohio Co.
Penn, Elertrlc Engineering Co.
Hediiini: F.loclrlc Co,
SftWT.ir-Miin El'^'tric Co.
Stenben Lamp Works.
Sunbeam IncandeecentLazopCo.

IjAtbes.
Bridgeport Machine Tool Works.

lii^htninsT Arrowfors.
Kn.ipp Electrical Works.

Haxnet Wire.
{See Inaalated Wires.)

Jferhaaleal Sfachlnery.
FemcTte Machine Co.
Bridgt-port Machine Tool Worka.

Hedleal Batteries.
Partrick A Carter Co,

31 lea.
JohDi Mfg. Co., U. V.-.

Man&*r]J i: Co., K'uZ^.a^.
SlIlliDe narbloery
Backer Mf- Co., John.

IIIbubk Apparataji, Bleetrle.
General Eleclric Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Weetlnehonae Electric A Mfz. Co.

Hotom.
Brash ElectricCo.
Crocksr-Wbeeler Electric Cn.
Electrical Ene. A Sapply Co Th*
Ford-Waahbum dtow-lectro Co
Fort wayr.e Elearic Co.
General Electric Co
Great Western Ele«rtc Sopplr Co
Knapp Electrical WorkB. *^*^ ' ^

La Roche Electric Works
Porter LeaTitt Electric Motor Co
Siemens A Halske Electric Co
Waddell-Entz Company
Weetlnghooee Electric A Mir Co*ame Flat«H.

«--ir vo.

Keeker MfL'. Co, John.
Patent**,
Paine AiLadd.

I'hoHphor Bronze.
Pho^^piior Br.^nze Smelting Co. Ltd

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Klectrical Sapoly Co.. The
Haghes Bros. Mfg Co.
Lefinann, Jnllos.
Loud, H. M- A Sons Lamber Co
Railway Eqaipment Co
Weatem Electric Co.

Platlnnm.
Baker A Co.
..'lebert, Q.

Poles-
Electrical Supply Co., The
Lefmann, Juliua.
Lond. H. M. & Sons' Lnmber ( o
Railway Eqaipment Co.

Porcelain.
Empire China Works.

Pabllshers. Electrical.
Slearlclan Publishing Co.

Push Bnttons.
Central ElbCWe Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Knapp Electrical Works.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Hallways, Klectrle.
(See electric raUways.)

Rheostats.
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co.

Sal Ammoniac.
Innls &Co.
Klipetein. A.

Separators, Steam.
Hlne Eliminator Co.

Silk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

SpeakJnjc Tnbes.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp ElectricaJ Worka
Ostrander £ Co., W. E.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pomps.
Worthlneton, Henry R.

Street Cars

.

Brill, J. G., Co.
SnppUes, jeieetrle KallirH>
Electric Appliance Co,
Electriral Supp'y Co.
Lefmann. Julius".
Railway Equipment Co.

Tapes, ln«nlatlnr
American E'ectrical Works
Central Electric Co.
Cashlntr, F. W.
Cre-c^nt Ins. Wire A Cable Co
Electrical Sapply^o.,The
India Rubber A G. P. i.'g Co
International Okonlte CVj The.
KnapD Electrical Works.

'

New Yo-ir loeniated WireCo
Sauyer-Man ElectricCo.
Standard Pal^^ ~o.
Wsshbum i Moen Mf^. Co.

Telei^aph App&racmi.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sapph- Co., The
Greeley A Co., The E, 8.
Knspp Electrical Worka.
WeSTCTn Electric Co.

Telephonep Klectrle.
Western Blecmf Co.

Test InHtrnments.
Centr.'d Electric Oo.
Electrical Sapply Co., The,
Greeley A Co., the K. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Qneen .^ Corapnnr.
Western Electrlc'Co.

TrRHNftorHiej^.
Pl:imond Electric Mfp. Co.
National ElectrlcManulaoCariUff Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
WesUnehouse Electric Jt Mfr. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Sampon Cordage Works.

TmckR. Klectrle Car.
Goiii^rsl Electric Co.
Weetlnchonsc Electric A MfR. Ca

Tnrhtne Wtaeels.
r Avion Globe Iron Works Co.
PelloLi W.-v(er Wh.>,»l Co
Siilrvell A Blerce Mfg. Co.

rnlTcrAltlcs.
Tnptltuteof Technology.

V»«rnl»hes.
Mae^. Chemical Co.

YTater tVheel«.
Pelton Water Wheel Oo.

Wire. Bare.
Bishop Gulta Pordha Co.
Central ElectricCo.
Creecenllns. Wire A Cable Co.
Electrical Snrply Co.
Htiimef, BDolh b HaTdeos.
Knapp ElectrlcAl Works.
Nntlonat India Rubber C«.
Rftj'prav tqilpment Co.
RoeMloe'e Pons' Co.. J. A

.

RtwrrrKl*''. Vinlar Machine Oo,
Waabbom A Mo«g Mfg. Co.
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WASHBURN & MOEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
MAKBSS OF lEON. STEEL AND COPPEE.and Manufacturers of IRON, STEEL AND OOPPER WISE for all Purposes.

Oldest and Largest Manufacturers of Electrical Wires in the World.

Bare and Insulated Copper Wire
f OS ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

Galvanized Iron and Steel Telegraph Wire.

Magnet Wire. Annunciator >Vire.

Feed "Wire.

LEAD ENCASED WIRES.

Rubber, Weather-Proof and

Underwriter's Wire.

KBSOL-UTEI-V

FIRE and WATER-PROOF WIRE,
Siii^orlor to

^.n^^biii^ Heretofore IVLa.de*

HARD DRAWN COPPER TROLLEY WIRE.

WORKS \ ir??S"p^7A^I^t** BB*'*^- OPFICB8 AND WAREHOUSES . | i^^^^^^^lic'^!^^ iS^l^J^Si* 'S?o1f»V^S.%"^?l^^S

ARE YOU TROUBLED
By STATIC ELECTRICITY from your BElTS?

DO your BELTS BLACKEN the CEILINC,the
WALLS, or the FLOOR?

If so you don't kaow anything about

And you can gat soma interesting information
and also learn bow many things are made

of EAWHIDE by writing to

THE CHICAGO RAWHIDE MFG. CO.

75 and 77 EAST OHIO STREET,
I

CHICAGO.

!!!£FORD-WASHBURN
STORELECTRO CO.,

Mannfactavers of

Storage

Batteries,

-^_™^ DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.

SUCCESS GUARANTEED.
CivK^KivJ^^KciD, - Ohio.

SOMETHINQ TO BE NOTED!

THE MORRISON STORAGE BATTERY
Is made by the Plants pro-
cess, no oxides being used,
either mechanically or ap-
plied In the form of paste,
paint or cement.

ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE HIGH; LIFE LONG.
Dry Batteries. Battery
Supplies, etc. For further
information address

AMERICAN BATTERY COMPANY,
Office: Rooms 23 and 24, 177 La Salle St., CHICAGO. ILL.

FLUSH

SWITCHES
FOK

COXDUIT,
ALSO

CEILING CUT-OUTS,
JUXCTION BOXES

And Everything Electrical.

Special uepnrtment for

Statioi Swltclies and Switclilioarfl Wort

ELECTRIC ENGINEERING & SUPPLY CO.,
SYRACUSE, N. Y.. U. S. A.

New York Office, 126 Liberty St. Write as for Catalogne and Price Lists.

BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT!

THE ELECTRICAL MFG. COMPAKY, OCOHTO, WIS,
Lamps for all Systems.

DIRECT CURRENT LAMPS.

ALTERNATING CURRENT LAMPS.

RAILWAY CIRCUIT LAMPS.

Any Voltage or Candle Power.

FILAMENTS WITH OR WITHOUT HOOKS.

MINIMUM CURRENT CONSUMPTION, with

MAXIMUM CANDLE POWER AND LIFE.

Before jinrrlioMlne elnewhcre Mend In n trial order for Ilrllllantn.
I.ampM famlHhrd to ronHrim#-rH In f|iinnfitlnH nt fartory prlcf^n.

( CHICAGO: Wm. Hood & Co., 239 La Sallo Street.
AGENCIES:- Milwaukee: E. C. Wlullen, Manager.

( THOMASVILLE, CA.: J. B. E. Love, Manager.
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JANUARY CLEARING SALE.
We are selling at manufacturers' cost, 10 and 25 ampere Meters and Branch

Porcelain Blocks, Porcelain Fuse Rosettes, and Key and Keyless Sockets. We have
a large stock of Bryant, Perkins, Hart and Paiste Switches that we will sell at

never before heard-of prices.

We propose to give our customers the benefit of our purchases in large

quantities, and prompt shipments.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin Street, CHICIGO.^^~

SHFBTY
Is insured by using the Stanley IVansfor^ner, as it is the best insulated of any made.

ECONOMY
Is insured by using the Stanley Transformer, as it is the most efficient of any made,

and the least liable to damage from lightning or any other cause.

RELIHBILITY
Of service is insured by using the Stanley Transfor^ner, as none are shipped which

have not undergone very severe tests and been proved fully
up to standard in every respect-

SMTISFHCTION
Is insured by buying the Stanley Transformer, because you get the best article, get it

promptly when you ivant it and get it at a low price.

}
STANLEY ELECTRIC MFC. CO.

Western Agents:

T,B ELECT,.c,L SurrLy Co.,
PittSfleltl. MBSS.Corner Kandolph Street and Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 111. J
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Standard Compound Engine.

m LAKE ERIE ENBINEERINQ WORKS,
BtJILDEKS OF—

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE

EXPANSION ENGINES,
Both Condensing and Non-Con-
densing, from 250 to 8.000 H. P.
Especially designed for direct

connection to Multipolar
Generators.

BEST ECOHOMY AND REGULATION GDARANTEED,

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Address all inquiries to

Section Through L. P. Cyl,

W. B. PEARSON & CO.,
401 Home Insurance Bldg.,

CHICAGO.
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES OF

The Lake Erie Engineering Works.
TJiey are prepared to contract at a reasonable price

for the complete installation of Potver Plants^ of any
Capacity , for any Service, and at any Place.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. Compound Engine and Generator

Heisler Electric Co.

Manufacturing

'- Constructing

Electrical

Engineers.

OFFICE: 838 Drexel Building, Philadelphia.

WORKS: Gloucester City, N. J.

We make a specialty of the complete iiLstallation of our IMPROVED
LONG DTSTAXCP: SEKIKS system wltli redaction poIIm for
reducing the voltage for domcHtl*- illiiininalion, and per-
mitting the nse of meterM if deHired.

DIRKCT AND ALTERNATING CURItEXT CONSTA NT POTEN-
TIAL INCANDESCENT APPARATL.S with Rc^gnlating or orrli-

nary sockets, for Isolated Plants.

TRANSFORMER APPARATUS of the LMest and Mo«t Improved

Type.

SERIES LAMP.S for use on Arc CircaitH, or any current and

candle power, and to fit any HerleM NocketH.
D. C. FAN MOTORS l-6th and M2th II. I'. Any voltage.

We invite investigation of the above apparatus.

Competent Eogioeers furnished to make estimates.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
Pullman Building, iVIichigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

^xomrpt Sl:Lip3:3ci.erLts.

CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,

CHICAGO.W. R. MASON, Qenl Mgr.

The above cut represents the I..AK4i)IOST MNK BKI/F tfi TIIK
WOK£<I> in actual operation in the ciijiiiie room of a lar(;e plant at Rapid City. .South

Dakota, It h an A.OMX0 linlt, iBl feet Ion;,'. 28 inches wide, and contains over
185,000 piccefl. wcighinjj. when ready for shipment, 1 Jt^ft pounds.

'1 itr; vVOMio IS MAiii', 0x1.V liv

PAGE BELTING COMPANY,
FACTORV: CO.\4;ORI>. !«. If.

Wrlt^ 0.1 for prlcfMi hd'I (l.j«.:rli.ll"t) olroiiinr
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THE BEST INSULATION
IS

THE MOST ACID-PROOF
INSULATION

IS

The Oldest and Best High
Grade Insulation for Electric

Wires and Cables.

THE INSULATION THAT HAS
STOOD THE LONGEST LIFE TEST

IS W. R. BRIXEY, Mfr., Seymonr, Conn.

J. E. HAM, General Agent,

203 Broadway, New York.

GUSHING & MORSE,
General Western Agents,

225 Dearborn St., Chica£:o.

THE OLDEST RUBBER COVERED
WIRE ON THE MARKET

IS
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO.,

Manufacturers of Apparatus for Arc Lighting, Alternating and Di-

rect Current Incandescent Lighting; Generators for Railway and other

Motor Circuits; Accurate Measuring Meters and General Supplies.

Our Arc Apparatus leads the World. There is more of it in use

than any other system in such cities as Cincinnati, St. Louis, New Or-

leans, Detroit, Kansas City, Louisville, Richmond, Augusta and other

cities.

Our Alternating Incandescent System is operating hundreds of

Central Stations.

The delay by fire was only temporary, and all departments are now
in operation. Orders will receive prompt attention.

44 Broad Street, New York City. 35 New Montgomery Street, San Francisco.
185 Dearborn Street, Chicago. Kirk Building, Syracuse, N. Y.
907 Filbert Street, Philadelphia. 819 East Main Street, Kichmond, Va.
Times Building, Pittsburgh.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

MANUFACIUBERS OF APPABATUS FOB

Arc Lighting, Incantent Lighting,

LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,

Street Railway Generators, Motors and Appliances.

Our alternating current incandescent apparatus is in use in 430 central stations.

1,000 isolated plants. Our arc apparatus is in use all over the world.

We are now transmitting light and power various distances up to 28 miles from the

source.

Our multipolar railway generators and noiseless single reduction motors have
worked a revolution in the electric railway field in two years.

Orders for APPARATIS. KKIMIRS und SIPPMKM fornnrly liirniHln.l l.y tin- l'ni««M! StiiU-K KI<-«-tri<- l.i^jlitini; Co.?
\«-nnrk. .\. .F., «lioiilfl n«H !>« Hfnf •<> thin I'onipnn Vi where tlioy ivlll receive prom |>t attention.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL THe' LEADING CITIES.
AGENTS FOR CANADA: AHERN & SOPER, OTTAWA, ONT.
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RICH COLD MINES.
I have ia my bauds two gold mines easily access-

ible, In the United States of Colombia, South Ame-
rica, with ore of the most extraordinary richness,
some of which carries as much as three thousand
dollars (^i,0(Xl) in gold to the ton, and all being
of high grade.
These mines are of ancient discovery, and were

worked with great profit for a long period, being
only abaodoDed on account of political troubles
before and after the War of liberation.

These troubles have been happily settled for
over a quarter of a century, and the Colombian
Republic 1b based upon the theory of and similar
to our own government, with civil and religious

liberty and eipial riglits to all, and is as stable as
any government in the world.
These mines are so richly eudowed with aurifer-

ous material, from the easily-worked sand, gravel,

and dirt (carrying virgin'dust and nuggets), to the
fissure veins of free milling quartz, that when
properly equipped a profit of ten thousand dolla's

(110,000) a day. or over three million dollars (S3,-

000,000) annually is a very low and conservative
estimate.
There is an abundance of timber and unfailing

water power, with a geniol and healthy climate.

It is proposed to organize this property on a

L. BRECKINRIDGE CABELL,

basis of five million doUars($5,000,000), upon which
there can be dividends earned of 60 per cent, or
more, and the parties furnishing the original cap-
ital, in small or large sums, for this organization,
which will be about twenty-five thousand dollars

($25,000), will be let in on a basis of two and a half
cents (i'lC. )on the dollar, with the privilege of
purchasing pro rata at five cents (5o.) on the dollar,

a sufficient amount to give them a controlling inter-
est if they po desire.
There is also the right of prior possession lo

double the amount of contiguous land.
The poverty of the owners of this property, be-

ing land poor, is the reason of this unusual offer,

and they will retain os much of the property as
Ihey possibly can. parting with only what is neces-
sary in order to work it.

Situated in the Jurisdiction of Simite, District
of Guamaco, Province of Mompos, State of Bolivar,
An experienced miuer who has been over and

thoroughly examined the property, says more
gold is there than in the entire State of California,
while another says so sreat is the evidence of min-
eral wealth I sometimes doubted my own sanity,
and were I to tell California and Colorado miners
even a tithe of what I actually saw, I would be
branded as a foolish Har or raving maniac.

63 Broadway, NEW YORK,

"The Seven Lamps of Architecture!"
» By JOHN RUSKIX,

Appeared In 1849. '

Among them will be found:
'"The Lamp of Power,''
"The Lamp of Beauty,'"
"The Lamp of Life."'

-Vll these elements are combined in the

"BUCKEYE"
Collotl and Straight fllnment lamp-

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, O.
A'.vy "The Rookerj'," Gil Slall and Express Bnlldins,

NEW YOKK.

For Long Life, High Efficiency, Full Candle Power and
Freedom from Discoloring.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
PRONOUNCED BY ALL WHO

HAVE TRIED THEM TO BE THE BEST.ARE
OUR SPECIAL RAILWAY LAMPS ARE UNEQUALED.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

American Electrical
Manufacturing Company,

201 I TO 2017 PINE STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.

lirchifiiG ire Liiis
FOR ARC,

INCANDESCENT AND

RAILROAD CIRCUITS.
--«i

T
Waterhouse, Gamble 85 Co.,

OrnOE: rAOTOET:
45 Broadway, BTeiv Tork. Hartford, Conn.

Send for Catalogue and Full Information.

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

M.\NUFACTUIiERS OF

SHAFTING. ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

•^521

1 18

BRANCH ( 8 So. Cansl St., CHICAGO.
OFFICES'-^ 520 Olive St., ST. LOUIS.

' -- CorUandtBt., NEW YORK.
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SUPPLY HOUSES TAKE NOTICE!
Having: taken up the manufacture of several first-class Electrical Speci-

alties, I would be pleased to receive catalofi:ues and other printed matter.

A. H. ATWOOD, 166-174 S. Clinton St.. CHICAGO.

RII^SFII THIT IS THE NAME,
IIUWwLLiL| An Automatic Switch.

SXIIO-X) Z^^Zl.

EUSSELL & OFFIOEE,
1735 Cliampa Street,

DENVER, COLO.

^TT-i:* «-lTTT. A -P

EDWAED E. GEIEE,
IVIonadnocl( Building,

CHICAGO.

L BRECKINRIDGE CABELL
53 Broadway, NEW YORK, Room 17.

Lands, Securities and Industrial Enterprises; Total Issues

of Corporate, Municipal and County Bonds Taken; Municipal

Debts Consolidated and Refunded at lower rates; Railroads

Built and Equipped; Electric Roads Built and Equipped;

Street Railroads using Horse power changed to Electric Roads.

INSULLAC
Saves Time, Labor and Money.

Now, can you have courage to ask more?

Write us for testimonial letters from large users

of it, and be convinced that it is the best in-

sulating material ever produced for field and

armature winding or other electrical purposes.

Massaclmsetts Chemical Co^
NEW YORK. General Offices,

60 and 62 Broadway. 8 Oliver St., BOSTON.
C. S. KNOWLES. Selling Agent. 7 Arch Street. BOSTON.

P/8.
Waterproof Insulating Compounds.

Armature Varnish and Waterproof Insulating: Tape.
THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY,

2 Liberty Street, New York. 542 "The Rookery", Chicago.

INTERIOR corvJDUlTS Tlie SolQtlOD Of llie ProWem of Sale Gnardina

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS

TRADE-MARK

WTiertver and for whatsoever porpoee employed, Is to

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IKTERIOR AND DHDERGRODHD

COILTID-CriTS
ILANUFACTrEED BT

T "KT T T W T O H.

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
u/npvc ) 627 to 631 W. 34th St.,WORKS.

^ 626 to 628 W. 3Bth St..

General OtBces: 42 & 44 Broad St., Ke« York.

ThOB. Day & Co.j 232 Sntter St., San Franclaco, Cal.

iloogtaln El6£tric Co., Denver Colo.
American Elect. SQpply Co., 3i6 Pearl St., Baffalo,N T.
Patoam, Gay & Co , 27 E. Main St- Kocheeter, N. Y.
Gloyer Elect Co., 127 W. 8th St., Cincinnati, O.
Char. Uabrlel, Saginaw, Micb.
Soathern Electrical Mfg. &, Sopply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleane, I^.
Walkjr & Kepler, 531 Cheetnat St , Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & ConBtmcilon Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Soathern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, III.

Utica Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF
••HERCULES" SWITCHES for Arc and Power Circuits.

••UTICA" QUICK BREAK-ABSOLUTE LOCK-KNIFE SWITCHES for any
uoltage and amperes.

AUTOMATIC MAGAZINE FUSE BOXES.

SIMPLEX, DUPLEX and QUADRUPLIX LIGHTNINO ARRESTERS for
Power, Telephone and Lighting Circuits.

MAST ARMS and POLE STANDS.
CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for Generators, Motors and Dynamos.
CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS.
Also General Dealers In ELECTRIC LIGHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

Jill GENUINE
INCDTSl MANUFACTURC5

BEAR OUR
REC.TRADE MARKS.

PHOSPHOR-BRONZE
Ingots, Castings, Wire, Sheet &c.

TheRhosphor BRONZE Smelting Co.LiMiTEO
512 Arch St. Philadelphia Pa.'U.S.A.

ORICINAL MANUFACTURERS OF PHOSPHOR-
Bronze in theUnited States and Sole
Makers or"ELEPHANTBRAND"PHOsPHOR-Bronze,

EJLXXERIES,
SPECIAL PRICES ON LARGE aUANTITIES.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.,
Corner Tliames and Greenwicli Sts.,

NEW YORK.
227 to 275 South Clinton Street,

CHICAGO.
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Westinshouse Electric and Mfg. Co.,

TO THE USERS OF INCANDESCENT LAMPS:
The shipment of our new stopper lamps will begin early in January. In making

this announcement, and in quoting prices, we take plea8u.re in giving particulars which
will indicate some of the many advantages the users of our apparatus will enjoy.

First, The new lamps are made in separable parts so that the carbon burners may be
replaced, and the glass parts used repeatedly, and their bases being moulded of uniform size
to fit a specially designed socket, the lamps are neater in appearance than the all glass-
globe form.

Second. The carbon burners will be preserved by an attenuated atmosphere of nitro-
gen, and their candle-power maintained more nearly constant than heretofore by means of a
recent important discovery.

Third. Special sockets of neat design will be employed for these lamps, and special
fittings will be supplied at five cents each, which will adapt any of the forms of sockets now
in use to receive the new lamps, thereby bringing about exact uniformity in lamp bases.

Fourth. By reason of the manufacture of the lamps by special machinery and im-
proved methods, by the use of nitrogen for preserving the carbons, and by means of pumping
and charging apparatus recently perfected, WE HAVE BEEN ABLE TO SO REDUCE THE
COST OF MANUFACTURE AS TO FIX OUR PRICES FOR 8, 10 and 16 CANDLE POWER
LAMPS AT 30 CENTS EACH, SUBJECT TO A DISCOUNT OF 10 PER CENT. TO OUR CEN-
TRAL STATION CUSTOMERS, and to others from 2>< per cent, upward, according to
quantity, WITH AN ALLOWANCE OF 10 CENTS FOR EVERY BURNED-OUT LAMP RE-
TURNED UNBROKEN to any one of our factories, making the net cost OF RENEWALS FOR
THE 8, 10 and 16 CANDLE POWER LAMPS 17 CENTS to our central station customers.
For 20 and 25 candle power lamps the prices will be 35 cents each, subject to the same
discovint and allowance for burned out lamps.

By long and careful tests, and by the use of a large number of these lamps in our
works, we have demonstrated that the new lamp will have greater advantages for users
than the Edison lamp or any of those heretofore upon the market.

The importance of the improvements in manufacture by which we have been enabled
to ofler these lamps at so low a price will be appreciated by all users who are aware of the
constant deterioration in the carbon burners, and of the fact that the real commercial eflBci-

ency of a lamp is its average eflBciency. With a constant amount of electric current the or-

dinary 16 candle power lamps rapidly fall below 10 candle power from deterioration of the
carbon, when they must be renewed; and it results from this, that the users, with cheaper
lamps will get from 15 to 20 per cent, more light from a given expenditure of electricity by
a more frequent renewal of lamps than is now customary. Thus the low cost of the lamps
may be made to add to the revenue of a lighting station in one of two ways, viz , either by
giving a greater lighting capacity at the present cost of lamp renewals, or by actual saving
in the cost of lamps with renewals made at the present period of renewal.

The problem of manufacturing a sufficient number of lamps to supply the entire
demands expected from the users of electric light is a difficult one to meet quickly. We are
preparing to turn out from 15,000 to 20,000 lamps daily, and in addition to this to renew the
carbons in returned burned-out lamps to any extent that may be required. During the
month of January we expect to be able to take care of all of our customers who must have
the new lamps, and rapidly thereafter to fill all the orders with which we may be favored.

We are also contemplating the erection, as the business develops, of "renewal
stations" in all large cities such as New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, Cincinnati and
St. Louis, thereby reducing the cost of shipment and return of lamps for renewals, and still

further reducing the net cost of the lamps to our customers.

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company,

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANUFACTURED BY

WM. BROOKFIELD,
gUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

A SPEUALJIJVE
To more thoroughly introduce the celebrated New England Double-

pole Switch to the Western trade we are making a special induce-
ment in price.

The New England Switch is a high-grade article in every respect,

and tjuaranteed ^ati^ftjictory in every particular.

It is the oldest donble-2>ole snitch on the market, ^nd
has long been accepted as electrically and mechanically pir-
fect by electrical engineers throughout the country. Write us for prices.

THEY WILL SURPRISE YOU.
ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,

(.EXEKAI. ELECTRICAX, SUPPLIES.

24:2 Ivladison Street, - CmcAao.
Tie Osborne Steai Enpeeriiig Co

,

EXGIXEEBS.
Rooms 71 4-71 5, 167 Dearborn St.. - Chlcaoo
Eepre=etitatiTe work now in course of construc-

tion. 2 000 H. P. Heat, Light aod Power Plant for

the Pabst Heat, Ijght »fc Power Co.,iIilwaukee, Wis.

Those who contemplate the constmction of simi-

lar plants oa improved and economical lines will

flo well to commanicate with i]=.. Firet, be sure
yr.-a wiil set the best, then eo ali>^ad.

H. E. PAINE,
Es-commissioner of Patents.

S. B. LADD.

Patents and Patent Causes.

PAINE & LADD, Attomeys ai Law,

Loan and Trust BnildinR,

W^ASHIKGTOnr. I>. V,

SAMSON BRAIDED CORD.
Is the most dura-
ble for hangi
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Gov
ering Field

Magnets, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE "VtrORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

FOR SALE.
T'wo 300-ampere3 shnnt wound U. S. I>ynamo3.
Two 200-ampere9 shunt wound U. S. Dynamos.
Two 500-light T.-H. Dynamos, compound wound,

with Base. Bheostatand Ammeter.
Two iVliKht American 2,000-c, p. Arc Dynamos.
One 50-Ueht Sperry 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamo.
Ten r2-lii;ht Knowles Dynamos with lamps.
Twelve 54>-1ight Schuyler Dynamos. 2.000.a p.

Two ]oO-Bru=h Incandescent Machines, 95 volts.

One li-light Brush Arc, 7 amperes.
One :<^-h. p. Armlncton and Sims £01,^106.

Two 120 ami-ere Edison DyEamo=, self-oiling.

We Buy Outright Electrical Equipment.

JOIN I \m m. I mm co,,

74 ( ORTL.AXr>T ST.. X. Y.

JupTter

rjETT^

Dry Battery.

WrKe for
Particulars
and Prices.

Manufactured by

Colombia Mfg.

& Supply Co.,

340 & 342 Dearborn St.

CHICAGO

DIAMOND

TRANSFORMER.
HIGH FFFICIENCY,

LEAKAGE CURRENT LOW,

REGULATION WITHIN Z<.

3-POI.VT ISEPABABI.E COILS.
Absolutely GUARANTEED apainBt LIGHT-
NING and all ELECTRICAL DISABLE-
]MENT not due to carelesenesB or miBmaQ-
agemeot on the part of user.

Sent to any responsible concern on
30 days' trial.

GENERAL SELLING AGENTS:

TAYLOR, dOODHOE & AMES,
S2T Monadnock Bloch. CHICAGO, ILL.

FOR SALE-.
Three 3.") L'lrht Waterhouse Dynamos.
One 300 Lia'ht Bruah.
Two 65-Llght Van Depoele Arc Dynamos.
One 6O0-Light United States Aliernator.

One 600- L gilt United States, 110 vol.
Fifteen 1.2b0-C. P. Bnnh Arc Lamps.
Sixty No. 16 Brush Arc Lamps.

Rose Electric Light Supply Co.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
BRANCH: Electrical Exchaitp: Building, NewYork.

All Sizes

ami

QnaliUesMICA
For Electrical Pnrposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
21S Water Street. Kew Vork.

W. H. SILLS, 86 Lake Slreel CHICAGO. ILL-

AMERICAN HIGH SPEED ENGiKE
built of any required size and power

up to 200 H. P , for all stationary and ma-
rine purposes. Makes 1,000 or more revo-

lutions per minute. Has no dead centers.

Unequaled regulation.

Economical! Simple! Durable!
For illustrated catalogue inclose 10 cents

in stamps and address American. Engine
Co.. 44 Karitan Ave., Bound Brook, N. J.

Non-Conductive Blocks.
Rosettes and Bases (or

Cut-Outs and Switches.

Also Insulators, Cleats,
Lamp Trimmings and other
Electrical Supplies.

Our production is a dense
oody. The elazicR and body
of our ware are of same oom-
position, and are baked alib:e,

which are the features of

True Hard Porcelain.

EMPIRE
CHINA
WORKS,

144 to 156 eiten 8t,

6reeD PoiDt. :

BKOOKLiN, N.Y.

SAL AMMONIAC
(ELECTKIC BRAND)

ForElectrical Purposes
Guaranteed 98/99% and free of lead and iron.

If j'ou want the hest quality ask your dealer

for this brand. Imported by

A.KUPSTEIN, 122 Pearl St., New York.

lenry H.. W ox>tl3.1rLstozi, KTott^ "X"orls.^ ]».

PHILADELPHIA Chicago Branch, 93 and 95 Lake Street.
ST. LOUIS.

DENVER.

BRYANT ELECTRIC CO.,

SOME

ARTICLES
Wl.

VOU SHOULD
iiAvi: oi.'it

CATALOOOE.

Wcslorn Office:

l.i22 Monaitnofk

Boilrjin;.

THOS. G. GRIER,

Western Mgr.

Factory: Bridgeport, Codd.

stock kept in Chicago.

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIRECT-

DRIVEN" Slow-Speed Gener-

ators for Electric Lighting and

I'ower. Low Running Expense,

Insulated Wire and Flexible

Cords. Estimates furnished.

Isolated Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 GIrard Building.

BUFFALO, 50 Terrace.

WOBKW AT BKIOtlJKPOBT, COMN.
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Electricity at the World's Fair.
Wrjrk on the two electric fountains at the foot of the

grand basin is proceeding as fast as the weather will per-

mit, a large force of men being employed in piling and ex-

cavating. The General Electric company, which has the

contract for the fountains, has sub-let the piping to the

John Davis company of Chicago, and has given the Fitz

Simons & Connell company a sub-contract for building the

operating casemates, which will extend seven feet below

the level of the lake. The work is pushed day and night.

Between these fountains is located the beautiful Mc-

Monnies fountain, which is shown in the accompanying

illustration. This work of art is of especial interest to the

electrical fraternity, as it is not unlikely that it may be

electrically embellished, thus making three electrical foun-

tains. Artists speak of this fountain in terms of the high-

est praise. The design is allegorical, representing the

Progress of Columbia. The latter is shown as a young

woman sitting in a handsome chair upon the barge of state,

with Fame at the bow and Time at the helm. Eight

female figures, personifying the arts, industries and sciences,

propel the boat, while outriders are mounted on the sea-

horses, which plunge and rear

in the waters in front- The

craft in which Columbia

proudly sails is not unlike the

Spanish caravel. The concep-

tion is strong and the 'exe-

cution leaves nothing to be

desired. The illustration is

from a recent photograph,

showing the work as yet un-

finished. The outriders are

not given in the picture.

The electricity building is

shown at the left and manu-

factures on the right.

J. Allan Hornsby. who has

been secretary of the depart-

ment of electricity since Febru-

ary 21, 1S91, has been appointed

assistant chief of the depart-

ment by Director-general Davis

on the recommendation of

Chief Barrett. The salary at-

tached to the position is

$3,000 a year. This promotion

is a recognition of the industry

and zeal which Mr. Hornsby

has brought to the service of

the department. Prof. Barrett has been able to give but

a portion of his time to the World's Fair, and nearly all

of the work of the electrical department has fallen upon

the secretary, acting in consultation with his chief. Mr.

Hornsby has performed these exacting duties to the satis-

faction of his superiors, and his promotion is the result.

It is probable that another assistant to Prof. Barrett will

be named before the opening of the fair. Mr. Hornsby

will combine the duties of secretary and first assistant.

Wiring for the Westinghouse incandescent installation

is now in progress in the manufactures, electricity, mining,

machinery and agricultural buildings, and in the music

hall, casino and peristyle. It is expected that some beau-

tiful lighting effects will be obtained in the aquariums of

the fisheries building, where the illumination from incan-

descent lamps will come to the eyes of the spectators

through tanks of water, in which fish of all kinds will be

swimming about.

Several of the Westinghouse 10,000 light alternators

for the World's Fair are now ready for testing in the shops

at Pittsburg. Some idea of the magnitude of these ma-

chines may be gained from the statement that each arma-

ture weighs twenty-one tons. The foundations in machin-

ery hall are now ready and the work of shipping and erect-

ing will soon be begun.

The Westinghouse company has awarded to the Stand-

ard Underground Cable company the contract for furnish-

ing all underground cables laid in ducts that will be re-

quired for the Westinghouse circuits. This means between

eighty and ninety miles of cables.

The space in the electricity building is now practically all

allotted. On the ground floor there will be less than thirty

exhibition spaces. Here will be shown all the heavy oper-

ating machinery sent by the principal domestic manufac-

turers and also many of the foreign exhibits. All

dynamos will be run from motors and a limited amount of

countershafting will be allowed. In the galleries will be

located the lighter exhibits, a few of which will be operated

by small motors. All the wire, lamp, battery, fixture,

instrument and specialty displays will be up stairs. Here

also will be the offices of the electrical newspapers.

The General Electric company has secured temporary

quarters for its exposition staff in Chief Barrett's offices in

the electricity building.

When Prof. Elisha Gray was in England, he requested

the electrical section of the Royal Commission for the

World's Fair to suggest a plan on which the World's Elec-

trical Congress at Chicago could work. A committee con-

sisting of Prof. Ayrton, S. P. Thompson and Major-gen-

ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLDS FAIR.

eral Webber was appointed for this purpose, and it has

made the following report:

The committee thinks it well to prelude its recommenda-
tions by pointing out that the only international electrical

congress which has met in the past under governmental ap-
pointment and auspices was the International Congress of

Electricians held at Paris in 1881 under the presidency of

M. Cochery, minister of posts and telegraphs. This con-
gress was inaugurated by decrees of the French govern-
ment, and the French members were appointed officially.

It sat during a period of about one month; its expenses
were paid under a decree of the republic dated December
6, i33o, and its objects were described as being intended
to"fix" "/a laugue ekctriqiie nniv€rsclle" It consisted of

one president, three vice-presidents, 234 members, 23
officials and secretaries. The delegates represented 28

governments. Although any delegate could elect to assist

at any of the meetings, the representatives were divided
generally into three sections, namely: First, physicists,

chemists, physiologists; second, telegraphists, telephonists,

and railway engineers; third, electricians and engineers
occupied in industrial and civil and military applications of

electricity. The meetings were classified as follows: First,

full meetings of the congress; second, sectional and sub-
sectional mettings; third, meetings at which members
specially appointed read papers on specially selected sub-

jects.

At the meetings of the first named class all subjects of

first importance, including reports and recommendations
from sections, were discussed, and resolutions of the con-

gress were recorded. At the second, discussions were held
on various subjects, including the careful discussion of

questions arising out of tlie papers read at the third. At

the third, to which the public by nvitation was admitted
there was only general discussion, most of the lime being
allotted to the reading of the papers.
The subjects to be dealt with at the meetings of the

first named class were: ia) Electrical units, and the means
ofobtaining international uniformity; C/') international teleg-

raphy and telephony; ic) discusbioo of large questions,
such as the employment of electricity for lighting, electro-

physiology, protection from lightning.

Of the second named cfass: In the first section, theoreti-

cal questions, electrical measurements, atmospheric electri-

city, terrestrial magnetism, lightning proteaors, questions
of electro-physiology; in the second section, telegraphs,
telephones, batteries and generators, telegraph lines, light-

ning protectors, for land Tines and submarine cables, in-

duction and interruption, railway telegraph signaling; in

the third section, industrial application of electricity, light-

ing systems of distribution, tran<;mission of power, time
signals, automatic registration, electro-metallurgy and ap-

plication of electricity to chemical processes.

As regards the meetings of the third named class, events
showed that papers of real scientific value were not easily

secured, most WTiters of the first rank preferring to reserve

such productions for the societies which especially deal

with the respective branches of the science. Besides, it was
found that in the very nature of a congress more vitality was
imparted to the proceeding by the promotion of general

^discussion than bypassing most
of the time in listening to

papers. For, however able

they might be, they are natur-

ally—if of real value—pre-

pared more with a view of
publicly recording the writer's

views than of being merely
suggestive.

The committee believes,

therefore, that the subjects

which it enumerates below are

of special interest at the pres-

ent time, and are likely to

bring about a useful inter-

change of information and pos-
sible coincidence of opinion;
but that it will require careful

previous considerarion as to

the best way of presenting
them to the congress. With
this in mind, the commit-
tee has been led to refer to

the work of the congress at

Paris in iSSi, and, in connec-
tion therewith, to recall an
incident which cannot but
be gratifying and produc-
tive of good feeling at a
moment when the great nation
then principally concerned is

about to undertake a similar

task in the interests to electrical

science and itsapplications. It

was as follows: At the meeting
of the congress on September

20, iSSi, if was proposed by M. Cccher)-, and unanimously
resolved, to suspend the day's proceedings in consequence
of the news of the death of President Garfield, in the fol-

lowing terms: "Je pense qu'en presence du deoil qui
frappe une nation amie, I'assemblee voudra temoigner sa

sympathie profonde en levant immediatement la seance."

Subjects on some of tuhich it is J>ri>^os£j that s.'u^rt anJ su^-

g£stivc specialpapers might be read by specially seltc/eti

members,

Comparisou between procedure in difTerent countries.

Methods of avoiding electrical interference, and risks to

persons and property. Units of magnetic quantities and
mode of embodying them in concrete standards. The ad-

option of the name "Henry" for the unit of self and mutual
induction. Adoption of the "kilowatt" instead of the

"horse power" as the unit of power. International nomen-
clature for describing phenomena of alternate currents and
of electro-magnetic waves. National and municipal test-

ing laboratories. Materials for standards of electric

resistance. Points of diiTerencc of the electrical vocabu-
lary used in different countries. The direct conversion of

the energy of fuel into electric energy. Comparison of the

econnmics of the various methods employed for the declric

transmission of power. The cost of insulation in relation

to high pressure for the electric transmission of power.
Comparison of the various systems of electric distribution.

Alternate current motors. The behavior of transformers

when supplying power to alternate current motors. The
construction of condensers for alternate»current purposes.

The measurement of power in polyphase currents. Direct

coupled and non-direct coupled dynamos. The use of

equalizing dynamos in a three and a five-wire s>"stem. The
use of accumulators in central stations. The proportions
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between output of dynamos and the weight of copper and
iron employed in their construction. Electric traction.

Application of electric power in raining. The adoption of

a uniform method of distinguishing positive and genative

mains. Electric supply meters: American, British, Con-
tinental. Criterion of sensibility of galvanometers. Com-
mercial instruments for measurement of electric quantities.

The relation between the voltage of the arc and the

quality and composition of the carbons. The ageing of

glow lamps. The electric working of metals. The use of

electric and magnetic tests for ascertaining the mechanical

properties of metals and alloys. The best material and

mode of erection of lightning conductors in the light of

recent researches in electric discharges. The prospecting

for iron by magnetic surveys. International telegraphy.

Fast-speed and long-distance telegraphy. The use of bat-

teries or other generators for telegraphy. Telegraphic

lines, land and sea. Harmonic telegraphy. Writing tele-

graphs. Long-distance telephony. The possibility of

providing telephonic communication without wires. Ap-
plication of electric signaling to the working of railways

(alarms, time, etc.), and to naval and military purposes.

Magnetic separators. The use of electricity in engraving

and in art reproductions.

The committee suggests that it would be desirable that

a selection should be made as soon as possible by the

American organizers of the congress, of the actual subjects

that it is proposed to deal with, so that, even before it is

decided who will be requested to prepare the papers, and the

order in which they will be taken, the delegates of the sev-

eral nations may be made acquainted with the selected list

of subiects. On receipt of that information the British

committee will be prepared, if desired, to suggest names of

probable authors, and, if its suggestions be accepted, to

arrange with the authors so that the papers may be ready

for the congress. It suggests that a committee for the

organization of the congress shall meet at Chicago imme-

diately before the date decided on for its opening, to

arrange, among other matters, for the printing of the

papers in full, or in abstract if desirable, and for the prep-

aration of the programmes of daily business.

Trouble has arisen over the boiler contract for the power

plant in machinery hall. It has all come about by the

claim of the Stirling company of Chicago that it has been

'frozen out" by the Exposition company. The former

company claims that it was originally the lowest bidder,

but that subsequently the Babcock & Wilcox and other

companies offered to furnish the plant free of cost to the

Exposition company, provided the boilers were regarded

as exhibits. Six companies agreed to this arrangement

and entered into an association for the purpose of carrying

oat its provisions. They were the Campbell >i Zell,

Abendrotli .S: Root, Stearns, National, Heine and Babcock

& Wilcox companies. Mr. Burnham and Mr. Sargent

agreed to this arrangement for the exposition. Subse-

quently it was discovered that an extension of the plant

would be necessary, and the Stirling company sought the

privilege of supplying the additional boilers. Acting on

the understanding with the association, Mr. Sargent re-

fused this request and gave the space to the Babcock &

Wilcox company, which was satisfactory to the other com-

panies in the afsocialioo. The Stirling company considered

raaining six. The Stirling company had a fair opportu-
nity for competition and was excluded because the other

six companies did not wish to enter into any combination
with it under the mutual guarantees expected. The con-

tracts as finally drawn contain at least two provisions

which none of the six companies would have signed except

on full belief in the ability of the other five to carry out indi-

vidually their parts of the agreement. Separate contracts

were drawn simply because it was found that separate

bonds would be necessary, but the moral obligations on
the part of the six boiler companies and of the Exposition

company remained the basis of these contracts. There
was finally a distinct agreement that, owing to the intimate

relations which must exist among the contributors to this

plant, no additional power was to go into this mala boiler

house except with the consent of these six companies, and
that they were to have the first right to furnish such ad-

ditional power at the same terms as the original quota.

This agreement was twice recognized in important trans-

actions by the exposition authorities. When additional

power in this boiler house was thought to be necessary the

six companies agreed that the Babcock & Wilcox company

FIG. I. CONZ MAXIMUM CURRENT REGULATOR.

was to furnish this additional quota, since the space was im-

mediately adjoining its exhibit. The award was made and

work commenced by the Babcock .>c Wilcox company. The
Stirling company, in now trying to have this decision

changed, is not merely trying to get into the exposition,

but is attempting to force itself upon six companies which

have distinctly declared that they did not wish it as a

member of the syndicate. The six companies should be

conceded to have good grounds for their decision in this

matter, which was reached early last spring and has been

since adhered to. They simply insist on rights which have

been guaranteed to them, and have not the slightest ob-

jection to the Exposition company putting in as many Stir-

ling boilers as it wishes in another boiler house.

This contest has aroused considerable feeling, and there

was a rumor current last week that it might lead to the

resignation of Mr. Sargent, who is in New York. This is

not believed, however.

It is reported that the directors, at a meeting held on

Saturday of last week, adopted the commissioners' rules for

MillllilllllillM h
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of the company said recently: "We will have a hard crow d

to handle quickly. Many people will not know where they

want to go when they start out, and will make up their

minds to get off when the train is ready to start. We an-

ticipate quite a loss of time compared with the ordinary

elevated road, where people are educated to being in a

hurry. We hope to be able to prove, however, that an

electric elevated railway is the solution of many problems

of tiansportation in cities." The fare will be ten cents.

It is estimated that 75 lamp trimmers will be needed for

the 5,500 arc lamps at the World's Fair. Special clusters

of arc lamps will be placed at the entrances to buildings.

These will be two and three light clusters, with plain

opalescent globes. At each bridge approach there will be

the regulation single light, while on each side of the rail-

ings in the center of the span a special post, having three

lights, will be placed. Around the inclosure of the park

double carbon lights will burn all night, and in the interior

of the grounds every tenth light will burn from dark to

dawn.

The Thomson Scientific club of Lynn recently dis-

cussed the question, "How can the Department of Elec-

tricity at the World's Columbian Exposition Best Serve

the Electrical Interests?" One speaker proposed that

there be a "chamber of horrors," in which the results of

experiments on various unsuccessful types of apparatus

would serve as a warning to prospective inventors. All the

members of the club evinced the liveliest interest in the

fair and expressed complete confidence in the entire success

of the electrical features.

It is said that not over half the applicants for space in

the machinery building can be accommodated, although

it is the second largest structure on the grounds. Space

for the central station plant is reserved, of course.

The work of removing the overhead wires now in use

for supplying light and power for construction work will

soon be begun.

The electric belt people are making strenuous efforts to

secure admission to the electricity building, but Chief

Barrett stands firm in his refusal. Referring to this sub-

ject, EUctricity of New York says: * Our wide-awake
contemporary, the Western Electrician, protests against

the admission of exhibits of electric belts, etc., in the

electricity building at the fair. We trust that Chief Barrett

will prevail in this matter, and that all quackery shall be

excluded. Fakes have no more place in this building than

would a Sapolio sign in a collection of fine arts."

\\r.. 2. CJ.NZ' MAXtMUM

this action unfair and carried the matter to the council of

admioUtration, which lately decided in its favor, despite

the protests of Messrs. Burnham and Sargent, who claimed

that the faith of the exposition had been pledged to

the association in acceptance of its offer for exclusive

serricc. The Babcock & Wilcox company began the work

of installing the addition to the plant, and has applied for

ao iojonctioo to prevent the entrance of the Stirling com-

pany. In explaining the attitade of the boiler association,

its president says:

It was decided that the plant was to be equitably di-

vided among seven boiler companies of acknowledged

standing and repntalion, all roalciog different kinds of the

same general type of water-tabc safety boilers. The old-

style tabular boilers were cxcladcd, and only such water-

lobc boilers as had an established reputation were admitted

to this apportionment. One of these companies withdrew

onder some misonderslanding of comhioed ^arantees

asked of all. The quota was then divided among the re-

CURRENT REGULATOR.

the Operation of the fair, including the obnoxious evening

closing rule. The charges for electric light and power re-

main the same as published in the Western Electrician

of December 17th, but at the same time the council of ad-

ministration is empowered to make modifications if il be

found desirable later on.

The work on the elevated electric railway is being pushed

as rapidly as possible. It is estimated that trains will run

over this road at the rate of twelve miles per hour, includ-

ing ten slops in the run of three and a half miles. Stops

will be made at the Iowa sUite building, Fifty-seventh,

Fifty-ninth and Sixty-second street entrances, tiansporta-

tion building (Alley L terminal), exposition railway tcr.

minal, forestry building, and at the colonnade. The sta-

tions will be covered platforms, with stairways leading to

the tracks above. Tickets will be collected at the stair-

ways, (he same as on ordinary elevated roadft. An officer

Conz' Maximum Current Regulator.
There seems to be at present a laudable tendency to

substitute for automatic cut-outs and for safety fuses in the

main circuit of dynamos devices which will simply reduce

the current below the dangerous maximum point, instead

of breaking the circuit entirely. The latter, of course, in

a lighting plant would cause absolute darkness; in a power
or railway plant the absolute stoppage of all motors.

There was described in a recent issue of the Western
Electricla,n an electro-magnetic contrivance designed by

F. B. Badt, which at a pre-determined maximum point

would insert additional resistance in the shunt winding of

a dynamo's field or in the field of an exciter. The present

invention has the same object in view, but accomplishes it

by different means.

The simple apparatus, Fig. i, consists of a combination

of safety fuses of equal carrying capacities and a number
of resistance coils, which are arranged in a peculiar

manner.

The construction will be understood after an explanation

of the device's action. If the current should melt the first

safety fuse it will then have to pass through resistance No.
r and safety fuse No. 2; if safety fuse No. 2 should melt

the current would have to pass through resistances No. i

and No. 2 and safely fuse No. 3, and so on. From the

fact that, through the melting of each fuse, an additional

resistance Is inserted in the main circuit, the voltage and

hence the amperage will be reduced until a safety fuse for

the maximum safe current will again carry the current.

The total resistance of all resistance coils is always cal-

culated to reduce the current below the permissible maxi-

mum at a certain voltage. Supposing the maximum to be

100 volts and 50 amperes, the tot.il resistance of the coils

should be

]<= - = — 2 ohms.
C 50

Fig, 2 shows the application of this safely device in

connection with a storage battery. In case of short cir-

cuits in armatures or field magnets the employment of this

apparatus will prevent the total destruction of the dyna-

mos; in a lighting plant the candle power of the lamps will

be simply reduced instead of being extinguished, and in

a railway or other power plants the motors will continue to

operate—only at lower speed instead of stopping entirely.
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In case an alarm should be required it may be con-

nected as indicated in Fig, 2. As soon as safety fuse No.

I melts, the electric gong will ring.

An objection to Conz' apparatus that might be advanced,

oEcourso, is the fact that safety fuses of large cross-section

are not reliable, and are sluggish in action.

president; Charles Goetzmann, vice-president; Frank J.

Hone, secretary and treasurer.

Electric Railways for Summer Resorts.
The Rochester, Windsor Beach & Irondcquoit Railway

company has filed an application with the common council

of Rochester, N. Y., for a franchise to construct, equip

Recent Improvements in Electric Loco-
motives for Coal Mines.

In the accompanying cuts are shown views of a new

electric locomotive recently installed in the coal mine of

the old Pittsburg Coal company at Hymera, Ind. Con-

siderable experimental work has been done at this mine

and during the last year different types of electric locomo-

tives especially designed for mine haulage, have been tried.

face of the contacts placed on a horizontal bar in front o
the motor man. It may be readily handled frona cither

end, and is moved directly without any complication 0^

levers, chains or wheels. A heavy shield of iron three

inches thick surrounds the seats to protect the motor man
from injury in case of collision or jumping the track- The
locomotive is eight feet long ovor all, forty-five inches high

from the rails and forty-thrce inches wide. Sand boxes are

placed in front of each wheel and a powerful brake is ar-

ranged to be quickly and easily applied to both wheels. An
iron hood protects the machine from the drip in the mine.

The motor is geared for an average speed of five miles per

hour—one of these motors on a test trip hauled thirteen

loaded cars, about 26 tons, over i,3oo feet of track on

which was a five per cent- grade and curve, with an average

of 83 amperes at 250 volts. The highest reading showed

104 amperes.

The motor car, which these motors replaced and which

had been in operation in the mine about one year, required

an average 01 98 amperes to propel itself over the same

route without hauling any load. When hauling only ten

cars or 20 tons over the route, it required an average of t75

amperes at 250 volts potential, the highest reading being

240 amperes. This motor car weighed twelve tons and
had four reductions to the traction wheels from the motor

shaft. It had eight wheels and a double truck, the motor

was also of 50 kilowatts capacity. This test would seem to

indicate the superiority of single truck, slow running mo
tors with single reduction for coal mine haulage. The
machine illustrated herewith was designed by Force Bain,

of the Bain Electric Manufacturing company, Chicago.
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and "operate electric railways between the city and the

numerous summer resorts in the neighborhood. The

object of the company is not to compete with the Rocheste

Railway company, but to afford direct electric lines to

Windsor Beach, Sea Breeze, Newport House, Glen Haven

and other summer resorts.

The projected Windsor Beach line is to begin at the

corner of North and Franklin streets, and pass through

Chatham into Kelly, Kelly to Hanover, Hanover to Har-

raan, to Thomas, through Hoff to Norton, through

Norton in a westerly direction to North St. Paul street to

Seneca Park, to Little Ridge, thence in an easterly direc-

tion to Hudson street, thence to Windsor Beach, connect-

ing by ferry with Charlotte. The Sea Breeze line will

start from the same point, and pass through the same

route as the Windsor Beach line, to Norton street, along

Norton in an easterly direction to Woodman road, so

called, thence in a northerly direction along Woodman

road to Sea Breeze. Route No. 3 is to the Newport

House. It will start, from the same point through to

Norton street, in an easterly direction to the Woodman

road, thence along the road to the Forest House, from the

Forest House, along the highway to the Newport House.

Route No. 4 is to Bay View and Glen Haven. It will

start from the same point through to Norton street and

directly east to Bay View and Glen Haven on Irondequoit

bay.

It is also proposed to establish connection at the Rifle

Range with Riverside and Holy Sepulcher cemeteries to

accommodate East Siders. This will result in reaching the

cemeteries in half the time and with half the fare now re-

quired. It is expected that these routes will greatly increase

the popularity of the resorts to which they will run. They

will bring Charlotte, Windsor Beach, Rock Beach, the Sea

Breeze, Newport House, Bay View and Glen Haven

within a few minutes' ride of the city. Low fares will be

charged. These routes are all on highways which touch

farms and residences and they will bring the residents of

that portion of the country within easier and quicker com-

munication with Rochester, and thus materially help the

business of the city. It will undoubtedly enhance the

value of the whole territory over which the road will run.

One of the managers of the road said recently: "We
do not anticipate the slightest difficulty in securing

the franchise from the Common Council for the small

portion of territory within the city limits. We have already

secured the right of way from property owners for all the

routes. Just as soon as we secure the franchise we will

go ahead with the operations. It deserves the hearty

encouragement of the authorities and of all citizens."

The officers of the company are; Stephen Remington,

The machine illustrated herewith, which is the latest type

designed for this mine, has been adopted. During the re-

cent tests a comparison was made between this machine

and one which was installed more than a year ago. The

performance of these machines illustrates the improvements

that have been made in this class of apparatus within the

last twelve months.

The motor on the locomotive illustrated, is of the 50 kilo-

watt or 60 horse power, 250 volt, series wound, four pole

slow speed type. The armature is connected to both axles

World's Electrical Congress.
Elisha Gray, chairman of the W'orld's Electrical Congress

committee, announces that there will be a meeting of the

advisory council on January 17th, at the rooms of the Ameri-

can Institute of Electrical Engineers, 12 West Thirtj*-

first street, New York city, at 2 p." >i. This meeting is

called to consider the reports of the English and American

committees appointed to formulate a programme for the

V/orld's Congress of Electricians, to be held in Chicago

ne.xt August, and to transact such other business as may
come before the meeting. An invitation is extended to

members of the local committee to attend the conference.

St Louis Electric Club.
The St. Louis Electric club has completed its organiza-

tion, and will begin the year with ninety members. The
club has secured its charter, and it is the intention of the

projectors to make it one of the permanent institutions of

the city. Headquarters have been secured in the Equit-

-?Jfo?-
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by means of a single reduction spur gear and idler. The

pinion on the armature meshes into the idler which in turn

meshes into gearing bolted directly to the face of the trac-

tion wheels. These wheels are solid rolled steel, 20 inches

in diameter, with 26 inch wheel base, All of the

bearings are self-oiling. The starting resistances

are placed under the seats at the ends of the locomotive.

The starting or controlling device is a novelty, in which a

short circuiting device has a reciprocating path over the

able Building, Si.-^th and Locust streets, St. Louis. The

rooms will be on the second tloor, and they will be fur-

nished in a m.inner in keeping with the character of the

organiration. One room has been furnished for a general

lounging, reading and reception room. It is 60 by 40

feet, and is exceptionally well ventilated and lighted. It

is heated by steam, and lighted with incandescent lamps.

The second room will be furnished as a billiard and

smoking room. The electrical men of St. Louis will have
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no occasion to feel ashamed of the quarters to which they can

introduce their colleagues from abroad during the conven-

tion of the National Electric Light association next month.

Single Wire, Non-Insulated Telephony.
The characteristic of the efTort made by electricians in

recent times to favor the extension of teiephonic applica-

tions is, according to Annaks Imhcstyielhs, a return to

simple apparatus of compact construction. Some have

tried to modify the receivers, and in this order of .ideas we

may recall the fact that the Aubry apparatus gives good

results, as is also the case with the Roulez receiver con-

structed at the artillery shops.

As regards transmitters, the mulitiplicity of the micro-

phones produced in recent years has, so to speak, over-

whelmed the researches of electricians and prevented them

from pursuing a practical and definite object, and they

have been content for some time to seek perfection of regu-

latioQ and strength in the apparatus.

Aside from these two important points, the great preoc-

cupation has been the installation of aerial, subterranean

or submarine telephone lines, the improvement of the pro-

cesses of manufacturing the cables, the increase of their con-

ductivity, the augmentation of the properties of the insul-

ants,and the explanation of certain phenomena of induction,

the effects of which very justly disquieted electricians in par-

ticular, and all persons in general, who, in utilizing the

telephones as a mode of communication, found themselves

doomed to suffer from th:s state of things.

Along with these questions certain labors have been per-

formed, that by themselves present a certain interest. Cer-

tain conditions of establishing lines have been determined

that promise great surprises for the future, and great enter-

prises, such as that of long-distance telephony, have been

brought to a successful end. In this category of studies

the establishment of the Paris-London line may be re-

garded as an event.

But, along with the engineers who interested themselves

in this idea and who solved important problems in so

happy a manner, there worked other investigators ^ who,

proceeding in an entirely different manner, reached results

of just as vast a range. After the e.xperiments of tele-

phony without wires of Bourbouze , following the experi-

ments on telegraphy with naked wires of Captain P.

Cardew, we have now the telephonic processes of Captain

Charollois. It is these latter experiments, still very re-

cent, that are of peculiar interest.

The arrangement that Captain Charollois was studying

fta. L-CTSTTDniO OT* THE W7RE.

these two receivers, and, at distances that are sometimes

considerable, permits of exchange of conversation and

acoustic signals under conditions that are eminently prac-

tical and curious; practical in the sense that these lines do

not necessitate a special set of instruments, and that the

installation, effected in a summary manner, is exceedingly

simple; and curious in that the theories generally admitted

on the subject of the propagation of currents by naked

wires seem to be demolished.

The experiments of Captain Charollois relate to twoappli-

ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN PUNCH AND SHEARS.

cations that present more than one point in common. The

principal one relates to the adaptation of this process to

military operations, and the second to industrial and do-

mestic uses.

In the application to military operations, the Charollois

arrangement, which gave excellent results in the maneuvers

of the North in 1890, and of the East in iSgi, includes

the organization of a telephone service capable of being

understood at a distance of a mile, and putting in commu-

fVi. J.-IELRPHO."(IBT ON A Blcr01.K. ri'J. 8.-WlNDI>a Ui- OP THE WUIE.
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as long ago as J 833 utilizes the peculiar properties of a

special condactor—the Martin bi-mctailic wire with steel

core coTcrcd v,'ith copper. This wire 13 stronger and less

oxidJzablc than the wires in daily use in electrical applica-

tions- It 15 now to be found in the market, and its rela-

tively low price specially recommends it for hundreds of

installations in which it may advantageously replace the

ordinary condnctor,

Tbc characteristic of the Charollois arrangetncnt re-

aides essentially in the use of this wire, which, unwound

naked open wet or dry earth, or even upon grass covered

with dew, or in water On which it may be submerged for a

certain length), constitutes a telephone line which, ending

at its two citreraities in two magnetic receivers, transmits,

by eanh return, the indaced currents circulating between

nication the elements of an army corps by means, of inter-

mediate stations.

The esublishmcnt of the line offers some peculiarities

that it is well to bring into prominence. In the first place

the diameter of the wire is only of secondary importance as

regards results, and were it not for fear of breakage in a

rapid unwinding, the finest possible bimetallic wire mightbc

preferred. Kxperimcnt has been made with the same

success with wires of 0.15, 0.02, 0.03 and 0.06 of a milli-

meter without a sensible diminution of the sounds fur-

nished to the receivers.

Under ordinary circumstances the arrangement by re-

lays weighs but little, the entire equipment being reduced

to less than five and a half pounds.

The telephonists arc organized in sets. Each set com-

prises two men. The first, Fig. i, carries upon his ches

a sort of a breast-plate held by leather straps. This plate

is made of steel and is provided with two apertures for the

reception of the pins of the wire bobbin. The latter,

which is also represented on a large scale in the figure, is

formed of a grooved pulley, upon which may be wound

10,000 feet of wire. The pulley is held by its axis between

the branches of a U shaped iron, which carries at its an-

terior extremity and upon one of its lateral faces the pins

designed to fix the bobbin at right angles, or parallel with

the breast-plate. Fig. 2 clearly indicates the form and

working of the plate and bobbin. Finally the pulley is

connected with a winch that permits of winding up the wire

when the line is taken up. Fig. 3 represents the telephon-

ist at rest and equipped.

In the case of communication by cavalrymen, the breast-

plate includes a rod terminating in a small pulley held in a

fork and movable in all directions, designed to facilitate

the unwinding of the wire.

In all cases the receiving and transmitting apparatus re-

main fixed to the strap of the "kepi," and permit of listen-

ing or talking, and of transcribing a dispatch with the

greatest facility.

Figs. 4 and 5 show how this double operation is per-

formed. When the telephonist is at a standstill, he can

increase the clearness of perception by completing through

his saber bayonet stuck in the earth, and connected with

the second terminal of the receiver, the return to earth that

is effected in principle through his body itself. So, too,

when it is a question of a cavalryman, the return is con-

stantly assured in an efficacious manner by the shoes of the

horse, Fig. 6.

T he line, consisting of a wire unwound upon the

ground, and hooked to trees, bushes, etc., without any in-

sulation, is laid very rapidly by foot soldiers, cavalrymen

or bicyclists. Fig. 7.

Each set, comprising two men, carries the material nec-

essary for the establishment of a one-mile line. One man at

tends the extremity of the line, which is connected with the

line that follows, and, while the second operator remains

charged with the surveillance of the line laid by his set, the

other keeps himself in permanent telephonic communi ca-

tion with his original station and the telephonist of the set

that goes before him.

Under such conditions it will be seen that the establish-

ment of the line proceeds with great rapidity. The taking

up is done still more quickly. Fig. 8 represents the

telephonist performing this operation. At the last

maneuvers a 14-miIe line was established thus in five hours

and taken up in one hour.

The passage of a division of cavalry over the wire did

not, in the course of an experiment, interrupt the commu-
nrfeation of a dispatch that was being sent at the same

moment. The line attached to a captive balloon has been '

utilized for the exchange of orders without any difiliculty.

A great advantage of the telephone system is the

centralization of the orders. Thus, on the 14th of Sep-

tember, 189 1, an order of assault, setting in motion two

army corps, was received and put in execution in ten

minutes.

Some recent experiments have once more verified the

facts presented, and, not long since, a line of this nature

that had been hastily established from the Reuilly barracks

to Joinville-le-Pont,was operated accordingly with complete

success. In other experiments the merits of this telephonic

system have been tested upon a line installed in a few

minutes on the extensive grounds of the works for raising

the water of the Marne, at Saint-Maur-les- Fosses. This

line, which had a total circuit of 10,000 [feet was laid

on the ground without any supports.

A system of call styled "dog" used in the army has been

tried. This call is produced by means of an instrument

devised by Mr. Sieur, and in which a wheel carrying a

series of strips of steel upon its circumference and passing

between the poles of a magnet develops currents of

variable frequency, which, circulating in the line, produce

in the receivers a characteristic signal perceptible at a

distance and imitating the bark of a dog.

Electrically Driven Punch and Shears.

The applicability of electric power for driving directly

machine tools is every day becoming more appreciated by

manufacturing machinists. No better example of the

peculiar fitness of the electric motor for this sort of work

can be presented than the one illustrated herewith. This

machine was made by the Ililies ^^ Jones company of Wil-

mington, iJcl. It marks a departure in the way of driving

such machines. As will be seen, the cut represents a com-

bined punch and shears driven by an electric motor on top.

This particular machine was built for a large shipyard,
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and can be placed alongside of the vessel or lowered into

the hold, so as to avoid the expense of moving heavy ma-

terial, the cost of moving the machine, of course, amount-

ing only to a trifle. The machine can be used as a double

punch, a double shear, or a punch and shear combined.

The cut- is from the A/iicriain Machinist.

An Electrolytic Disinfectant.

Mention has been made of the fact that at the time of

the outbreak of cholera at Havre and Rouen the prefect of

the Seine utilized electrolytic methods of disinfection to

combat the epidemic. The system employed was that of

Eugene Hermite, which involves the electrolysis of com-

mon salt or any of the chlorides, producing a decoloring

and disinfecting solution. In the illustration is presented

a view of one of the very simple installations made for the

purpose of preparing the liquid disinfectant. The boiler

and engine are located on the ground floor, while the dy-

namo and electrolytic bath are placed in the room above.

Sea water, or a water in which sea salt has been dissolved

in the proportion of lYz kilogrammes to the cubic meter, is

introduced into the electrolytic vat. Under these condi-

tions there are formed hypochlorites, or at any rate combi-

nations of oxygen and chlorine possessing the power of

destroying malodorous products and infectious germs.

This disinfecting and antiseptic solution is drawn into a

reservoir whence it is piped to the street. It is used for

washing and sprinkling.

At th^ present time when matters of sanitation demand

special attention, and when the problem of rendering sew-

age innocuous demands solution, the electrical means of

disinfection become of paramount importance. Sewage

from the Paris mains is partly employed in irrigation in the

plains of Gennevilliers and Acheres on the left bank of the

Seine. The system was commenced in 1S72, and several

hundred acres are now under treatment. During part of

the year irrigation is not possible, and even if it were there

are still collected in these fields almost all the disease germs

of the city of Paris. The land becomes then a place for

germ culture, and is a constant menace of an epidemic of

infectious disease. It seems to be both necessary as well

as prudent to sterilize the sewage.

The several electric processes of purification will be re-

called. Among others are that of William Webster, tried

in England, and that of Hermite, which has for some years

been employed at Rouen, with results which, if not decisive

are at least very encouraging. These processes are familiar.

The sewage water with some chloride added (common salt

or chloride of iron, for example) is caused to pass through

the electrolytic process. This direct means of treatment is

perhaps impracticable in a city like Paris, inasmuch as ihe

amount of sewage water reaching the collecting reservoir

at Asnieres ranges from 300,000 to 600,000 cubic meters

daily; but an indirect method is perfectly feasible, which

would consist in adding to the sewage a concentrated solu-

tion of electrolytic hypochlorite.

The problem of electrolytic disinfection becomes simple

and practicable wherever sea water is procurable. On
board vessels where motive power is available it will be a

simple matter to prepare the solution. And seaports,

which are almost always infected, can be readily supplied

with this simple chlorine disinftctant. Let the sanitary

commissions of ports, which so often are the starting

points of epidemics, utilize these processes, and we will no

longer see cholera at Toulon or at Havre, or at Hamburg.

No antiseptic can be prepared more economically than

electrolyzed sea water. The foregoing is a translation

from a recent issue of ELctricitc.

Electrical Development in 1 892.

In a recent issue of the Chicago News /^tVi'/i/ considera-

ble space was devoted to a review of the business develop-

ment during last year. A particularly interesting article was

contributed by William Taylor, Chicago, on the growth

and prosperity of the electrical industry during the last

twelve months. Following is an abstract;

The year just closed har- been an eventful, prosperous

and progressive one in electrical circles. Electricity was
apparently brought much more prominently to public at-

tention than ever before, and a closer acquaintance re-

sulted in the dissipation of much of that superstitious

dread with which the unknown is often regarded. The
general prosperity enjoyed throughout the land resulted in

the installation of many^new plants for lighting and power
purposes, and increases to existing plants were as numerous
as blossoms in May. Many manufacturers of dynamos
and motors have orders booked which will keep them
busily at work for several months if not another order is

received. Manufacturers and dealers in electrical supplies

have been kept busy for months past, working factories,

shipping departments and clerical forces overtime in a

vain attempt to fill with reasonable promptness the orders

received.

The consolidation of the Thomson-Houston and Edison

General companies was a boon to outside manufacturers
and dealers in supplies, as no matter what was intended to

be the result, the combination took ofT much of the well-

organized, aggressive and almost bitter competition which
these companies were carrying on. This competition did

not exist only in relation to the larger machinery, but was
carried vigorously through all the petty sundries which go
toward making up an electrical supply man's stock in

trade.

Electric light workers in our own city have not been in-

active during the past year. At the World's Fair grounds
plants have been installed which reflect credi': on all con-
nected with them, and the different lighting plants on our

south, north and west sides have been extending in all di-

rections. The establishment of an Edison plant on the

north side is a decided benefit to that locality. In the

center of the town our lighting station friends, in spite of
the smoke-prohibition movement, have been actively ex-

tending their service wires, not only for light but also for

power, thus actively co-operating in the abatement of
smoke, through tiie doing away with the necessity for num-
erous small furnaces, with that society that is trying

to make life a burden to them before those down draft

furnaces are brought into action.

Our different railway companies are awakened to the

benefits and possibilities of electric lighting and are spend-
ing money freely for the illumination of yards and tracks.

The Pennsylvania road in the East is perhaps the most en-
terprising in this direction.

An important addition was made during the year to our
electrical manufactories by the establishment of the Sie-

mens &: Halske Electric company of America, The ma-

Diiring the past year the first conduit electric road -.ras

installed in our city, and is now in successful operation on
the north side. The "deadly overhead trolIcj-"also2aincd
admission within our city limits, to the great delight and
satisfaction of the general public and of long-'juffcring su-
burbanites accustomed to standing up in crowded, badly
ventilated, cold, uncomfortable, and slow-going hors« cars.
The south side was fortunate in securing the first over-
head electric road, and the west and northsidcrs arc pray-
ing that they may soon be favored in a similar manner.
Why the overhead trolley is called "deadly" is a mystery
to every one except the man who has an underground sys-
tem which he wishes substituted. If a trolley wiic killed

one horse for every 100 men killed in our cable road tun-
nels, and by cable cars, grade crossings and runaway
horses an indignant public would rise in arms and bum the
poles and melt the trolley and feeder wires. Why. there-
fore, do some people and papers cr>' out so hard against
the use of overhead wires because there is a remote possi-
bility, under circumstances highly improbable, of iciliing a
horse, and at the same time accept with good grace condi-
tions which result in daily death and murder? In crowded
districts, where the expense permits, conduit roads arc
preferable, but where the expense is too great to permit
of conduit construction, the overhead trolley js much pref-
erable toother means of locomotion and safer than a ma-
jority of them.
We have fan motors in all sizes and for all purposes,

from fanning the patient in the sickroom to exhausting
the air in kitchens of our larger hotels. We have motors
ranging from quarter to fifty horse-power in daily use and
for a countless variety of purposes. Our street cars arc
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chinery manufactured by this company has a world-wide
reputation for efficiency and durability, and there is no
doubt that it will take the field in a very aggressive shape
as soon as its manufacturing arrangements are completed.
While electric lighting has been advancing with giant

strides, the friends of the electric motor have not been
idle. Motors of all styles and sizes are daily becoming
more generally used. There is the toy hundredth horse

power motor, which the small boy found in his Christmas
stocking, and the 900 horse power electric locomotive now
being built for the Northern Pacific, and which rumor
says is for use in Chicago yards. At Messrs Fraser &
Chalmer's factory shafting has been discarded, and a num-
ber of motors of varying sizes have been substituted, thus
saving power otherwise lost through long lines of shafting,

which at times must be run practically idle. Many other
factories are preparing to follow this example.
At one of our cold storage plants automatic coal convey-

ors are operated by electric motors, thus practically doing
away with manual labor in connection with firing. The
elevators are operated by motors, thus dispensing with the

use of steam in one of its most expensive forms, and a

small eighth horse power fan motor, at a certain pitch,

keeps the air in motion and the temperature uniform,
otherwise, with all doors and windows clo5ed, the move-
ment of the air is so slow that the top of the room would
become too warm, and the bottom too cold. Our Rush
street bridge is swung by an electric motor. The North-
western road, that at present employs motors of from ten
to thirty horsepower for various purposes, and down to

half horsepower motor for cutting tickets. is contemplating
following the example of the city and swinging its bridges

by means of electric motors.
Electric locomotives are now in use in the tunnels under

the streets of Baltimore, the steam locomotive, with its

dujt and smoke, being no longer considered suitable for

such work.

operated by motors and we have electric locomotives tak-
ing the place of steam locomotives because they .ire

cleaner and, therefore, of less danger to public health.
The field for the application of electric power is almost
unlimited and 1S93 promises to be one of the most active
and prosperous years in the history of the business. Not
only will a large number of street railways be convened
from horse to electric power, but electric roads will be con-
structed to connect neighboring towns and villages, cover-
ing distances that were impossible to cover to advantage
or profit with horse or cable cars.

Although up to the present time it has not received the
attention directed to electric light and power, electric

heating is now being carefully studied and looked into by
experts in all parts of the country. The warming of elec-

tric street cars by electric heaters is an established custom.
and sundry electric heating and cooking apparatus, such
as curling irons, flat-irons, foot warmers, parlor stoves,
boilers and cooking utensils of all kinds can be purchased
through almost any electrical supply store. S;orcs arc be-
ing heated by electricity in connection with hot water
pipes, and the heating of steam cars by the same means is

receiving careful attention.

A case was called to the writer's attention a few days
ago where our government was seriously considering the
advisability of dispensing with all other forms of light,

power and heating and cooking apparatus .it a certain
military post and substituting electricity. There is no
doubt that before the close of 1893 wonderful strides wi)l
have been made in this direction and electricity will ha\*e
been found as useful for heating and cooking as it has
proved itself to be for lighting and power.

The Union Street Railway company of Santa" Rosa,
Cal., will build four miles of street railway extension and
will probably change to electricity.
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smaller companies out of the business. The Perkins

injunction cleaned up, we believe, all old .litigation»

and the next step of the General Electric company will

indicate its real policy as affecting the lamp trade in gen-

eral, and will therefore be looked for with great interest.

That it will be a liberal policy, and thus for the best inter-

ets of all concerned, the Geheral Electric company in-

cluded, is the hope and belief of all those who do not wish

to see the progress of so great an industry hampered and

retarded by a patent with less than two years of life remain-

ing to it.

Ol K services are always at the disposal of our esteemed

contemporary, the Electrical World, when it bungles its

facts in relation to the World's Fair matters. We are there-

fore constrained to remark that the item in last week's issue

about "The Large Search Light for the World's Fair" is

all wrong in so far as it relates to the past, present and fut-

ure use of the light. Schuc'cert's four-foot lamp was

brought to the World's Fair last summer and was mounted

on the tower of the transportation building to signalize the

dedication of the buildings, which took place in the middle

of October. Immediately after the ceremonies the lamp

was taken to pieces, taken down and boxed up, in which

condition it will remain until April. It is therefore inac-

curate to say, in January, that this search-light "will be

placed on the tower of the transportation building and is

intended for the illumination of Jackson Park." The
World zoM\d have obtained exact information by consult-

ing the Western Electrician of October 29, iSg2.

The latest anooancements from the Westinghouse com-

pany describe the new lamp considerably in detail. It

now seems reasonably certain that the new lamp cannot be

considered in any way an infringment of the Edison pat-

ents, and the fact that the Westinghouse company is man-

nfactaring the lamp in large nuan'.ities and receiving orders

for it in lots as high as 50.000, roust convince all fair

minded persons that the "Westinghouse company has not

been carrying on any blaff in this matter, but that it be-

lieves thoroughly in its new lamp. With this question and

that of infringement outof the way, theonlyiremaining prob-

lem would seem to be that of the performance of the lamp

in actual service. And in this connection it may be a mat-

ter of satisfaction to lamp consumers in general to know

that the new lamp is not withotJt friends among experts,

who declare that it is a success.

The fact that the Perkins lamp factory has been closed

by a temporary injunction restraining the company from

maoofacturing and selling incandescent lamps is no in-

dication of the policy of the General Electric company

toward rival lamp companies in general. The action upon

which the present injanction was granted has been pend-

ing for some time, and like that of the Sawyer-Man and

Westinghouse, is old litigation. Should the General lilcc-

tric company, however, begin procecd'ngs against a

competing lamp company with whom, previous to the

Sawyer-Mann injaactioQ, it was not in litigation, it may

be considered an indication of its policy to drive the
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Rapid transit is now the cry. The people demand it,

and the street railway companies look about for the best

means through which to give it. An electric system is

chosen, and then when the new fast schedule goes into

operation accidents occur. Then, because the system is

an "electric" one and the good folk of the town have heard

it said, or read in the newspaper, that men have been

killed by the electric current, there is set up the howl of

"danger."

There is nothing new in the situation. It is the same old

story that was rehearsed over and over even before an electric

car was conceived. Cars of any sort cannot move rapidly

through the streets without doubling the peril of accidents,

particularly at crossings with other railroads, and electric

motors introduce to a more or less degree exactly the

question of safety long debated about steam railroad

crossings, and which has by general demand been partly

solved through the use of safety appliances. As the use

of trolley cars continues to extend through city streets or

country roads, safety to the public will surely require, as

on steam railroads, that crossings be protected by the best

apparatus. Electric railway men cannot pay too much
attention to this point. They may not feel an immediate

need of such provisions, but they could do far worse than

look a little ahead. Give the public its much-needed

rapid transit; but at the same time spare no expense to

provide such service and equipment in the way of improved

brakes and other safely devices that will reduce the chances

of accidents to a minimum.

A CURIOUS controversy has arisen in England over the

publication of Gilbert's "De Magnete,'' and the discussion

has developed an international phase. It seems that an

organization known as the Gilbert club has been in exist-

ence for several years in London, its object beinj the trans-

lation and publication, with proper notes, of the work

mentioned. Prof. Silvanus P. Thomson is one of the

leading spirits of this society, and just now he is in an un-

pleasant frame of mind because a New York firm of pub-

lishers has announced an annotated translation of "De

Magnete" by Mr. Mottelay. This*vork is now in press,

and Prof. Thomson is greatly distressed at the prior ap-

pearance of the American translation, seeming to be pos-

sessed of the idea that the Gilbert club had in some way se-

cured proprietorship of the exclusive rights to the work of

Gilbert, who flourished two hundred years ago. James

Dredge, editor of Engineeriu^g; and one of the English

World's Fair commissioners, has taken up the cudgels in

behalf of Mr. Mottelay and th; American publishers. He
says that he advised Mr. Mottelay to publish his transla-

tion, fearing, with the latter, that injustice would be done

the work by the Gilbert club publication, "owing to what

he (Mr. Mottelay) considered ProfessDr Thomson's sur-

prising want of kuowledge on the subject." Mr. Dredge

speaks of Prof. Thomson as an "abusive gentleman" and

alludes to his "scurrilous attack," and declares himself to

be primarily responsible for the Mottelay edition. At this

distance it appears that Prof. Thomson's complaint is

totally unfounded, and that the Gilbert club has no more

right to reproduce the work of the scientist after whom it

is named than any other individual or corporation in Eng-

land or America.

There have been of late quite a number of accidents

from electric cars. And there have been so many of them

that the general public not electrically informed, it may

very reasonably be presumed, is now almost convinced that

in an electric car there must be some peculiar feature

which renders that vehicle especially dangerous as com-

pared with a street car propelled by other means. That

the nonsense which has all along been published by the

daily papers has had a great deal to do with forming this

very natural but erroneous opinion is plain to anyone fa-

miliar with the practical working of the electric system.

It is only fair that the public should be made to see the

matter in its true light.

An electric car running through the streets at high speed

is just about as dangerous as any other car driven at the

same speed under the same conditions. In other words,

there is nothing about the car itself that can injure one; it

is the high speed which brings in the clement of danger.

A leaden bullet thrown by the hand can do but little dam-

age; but let this same missile be discharged from a gun

and its high speed makes it a "deadly" device—like the

high speed street car. It is most unreasonable, then, to

characterize the high speed electric car as particularly dan-

gerous, and, at the same time, neglect to point out the fact

that any other vehicle run under like conditions would be

as dangerous, if not more so, for the case with which an

electric car can be reversed or otherwise handled is now

generally recognized as a feature which gives the electric

system a decided^advantagc over its alleged rivals.

The question as to which has the better right on high-

ways, overhead trolley electric wires or telephone wires,

which has generally been decided in favor of the former

in this country, is up in the English courts, A case in

point is the action brought by the National Telephone

company against Graff Baker, which was recently on trial.

The defendant established an electric street car line oper-

ated on the overhead trolley system in Leeds, and the

telephone company, which uses a ground return, brought

suit to restrain the operation of the tramway line on the

overhead trolley principle on the ground that it interfered

with the transmission of telephone messages on the cir-

cuits contiguous to the trolley line. On the trial a Mr.

Massey was called as a witness for the plaintiff, and in

giving his evidence he took occasion to give his views on

some alleged features of telephony in America. Here is

the report:

Mr. W^illiam Henry Massey was next called, and, exam-
ined by Sir Richard Webster, stated that he had heard the

evidence given by Dr. Hopkinson. Lord Kelvin and Sir

Frederick Bramwell, and, speaking generally, agreed with
so much of it as he could understand. Looked at from an
English point of view the overhead wire system was horri-

ble. Of course, in America it did not matter. English
streets were not filled with telegraph poles and telephone

poles and electric lighting poles as they were in America;
one pole more or less did not matter over there. At Car-
diff, they had come to the conclusion, on witness' advice,

that an overhead system should not be allowed. If there

was a discharge of the same character from an electric

lighting as from an electric traction network, he would
expect to find the same disturbance. He had been to

Leeds himself. He did not go there specially. He heard
the telephonic disturbance. In one case he could not get
his message through. He prided himself on being able to

speak rather well on the telephone.

Mr. Justice Kekewich: You are rather good, you say,

at speaking?—Yes.

Are you good at hearing?—It depends who is at the

other end. I manage pretty well with the American voice,

what I call the penny-trumpet voice, and shrill, squeaky
voice; it is suitable for the telephone. An American voice

could go through a fearful noise, which I can discount.

Cross-examined by Mr. Pousfield, witness stated that at

Leeds he spoke from the Tramway company's central sta-

tion to the Steam Plough works, and .ilso to the Great
Northern hotel in Leeds.

Mr. liousfield: Do you know whether the gentleman at

the other end had the penny-trumpet voice which is so ad-

mirable on these occasions? No, he had not; still he has

got a plcisant voice—not a gruff voice.

We have not all of us the same idea as lo what is a

pleasant voice. You arc the gentleman called as a witness

from the xsthetic point of view, arc you not? No, I am
called as a witness to speak to facts.

Vou do not like ihc overhead system?—No, I do not. I

have seen so much of it that 1 think it is altogether wrong.

I object to overhead things altogether. I think thcjy area
nuisance and unnecessary.

Mr. Justice Kekewich: That is rather strong.— It is, ray

lord.

Sothe American voice is the "penny-trumpet voice,"and

is good for the telephone on account of its squeakincss.

Truly, we arc compelled to go across the water to learn

our peculiarities from the outspoken Britishers. But the

news will excite general interest here on account of its

novelty, and perhaps it can be used to advantage In affect-

ing telephone rates. At any rate it '.s more pleasant than

the intelligence that our streets are filled with poles bearing

cicclric wires to the extent that a pole more or less does

not matter. That is too bad.
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Opposition to the Evanston Electric Rail-

way.
Considerable opposition has developed among Kvanston

avenue and North Shore property owners to the proposed

electric railway between Chicago and l-lvanslon. Opposi-

tion to the building of an electric railway comes chiefly,

if not altogether, from persons interested in prop-

erty south of Craceland avenue, while those who

favor the scheme have their holdings north of that avenue.

The opponents urge that the new scheme will not do

away entirely witli the necessity of transferring, although

it is the intention of the North Shore company to take on

North Side street railway trailers.

Adolph Schoeninger, who represents this wing of the

property owners, expressed the opinion that the electric

railway proposition is only a scheme to get another nickel

out of the people. J. L. Cochran, W. T. Lubeke and

several others argued that there was no hope of making

Mr. Yerkes extend his cable line, and that the North

Enders had better take an electric line while they could

get it, than wait for something they would never get.

There were hints in relation to an elevated road, and

D. H. Louderback, financial representative of the North

Shore company, announced that he had told Mr. Cochran

and E. A. Blake that if they would get a franchise for an

elevated road his company would build it. That proposi-

tion was still open, he said, and it was backed by subscrip-

tions of Chicago capitalists to the amount of $800,000,

and by a construction company in New York with ^40,-

000,000 capital.

A Praiseworthy ComDetltion.
One of the bast managed electric railway systems in the

country is that at R3;hester, N. Y., owned by the

Rochester Railway company, of which John N. Beckley,

ex-president of the New York Street Railway association,

is the head. Excellent relations exist between this com-

pany and the public, and also between the company and its

employes. Some time ago the company voluntarily raised

the wages of its men, and now it has successfully carried

through another project for the betterment of the service.

A little over a year ago it was announced that on Christ-

mis day, 1892, the company would give prizes to its motor-

men and conductors to the amount of Sr.ooo. It was

stated that the sum would be divided into two parts of

$505 each, one formotormen and the other for conductors,

and that each of these parts would be subdivided into

four prizes of $200, $150, $too and I50 respectively.

General excellence and efficiency in service was to be the

basis of the award. Freedom from accidents, neatness of

car, courtesy to patrons, neatness of personal appearance

and strict observance of all the rules of the company were

the principal points taken into consideration. In order to

decide the question among 475 men a tabulated statement

was kept showing just what every conductor and motor-

man had done. When the records were examined it was

found that ten motermen and five conductors were tied for

the first prize in each class, and there were ties for each

of the other prizes. The amount to be divided was in-

creased to $[,330. In all 55 men received prizes ranging

from $40 to |io each. The company is well satisfied with

the experiment.

Consolidation in San Francisco.
The Edison Electric Light & Power company of San

Francisco has absorbed the Electric Improvement com-
pany. A year ago the Edison Electric Light & Power
company absorbed the California Electric Light company.
The price paid was $1,000,000, in 10,000 shares of $100
apiece. The deal had been made on July 2d of the same
year, but the deed was not filed until November 2d. The
property transferred consisted of the lots of land and elec-

tric light plant on Stevenson street, west of Third street,

a lot at Third and Jessie streets, and a third lot on Clar-

ence and Townsend streets, with brick improvements. At
the same time two franchises granted by the supervisors

for laying conduits for the transmission of electricity, and
all the patent rights for the distribution of light, heat and
power owned by the California company, were conveyed
to the Edison company, subject to a mortgage of $300,-

000, held by the California Safe Deposit iS- Trust com-
pany.

In the spring of iSgr the California Electric Light com-
pany put in a large new steam plant on Clarence and
Townsend streets, including no less than fifteen steam
boilers, and two large horizontal high pressure condensing
engines, with dynamos and all the necessary apparatus for

supplying electric light. It was this plant which added
very largely to the price of the transfer, and figured as one
of the heaviest contributions to the $1,000,000. At that

time the plant on Third and Jessie streets was compar-
atively small. Last year, however, it also has been largely

increased. A plant of twenty-eight boilers has recently

been set up, furnishing steam to six horizontal engines of

1,200 horse power each, or 7,600 joint horse power. The
plant is inclosed in a brick building 80 feet front, 160 feet

deep, two stories in height, and having a brick chimney
175 feet high above the street level. The building cost

$30,000. The company furnishes about 10.000 lights at

present, and about 400 horse power for motive purposes.

The Electric Improvement company has also extensive

works. Its headquarters arc at 35 New Montgomery
street. The company has a large plant on iJavis and
Vallejo streets, at the northeast corner, another on the

corner of Mission and Fremont streets, and storerooms at

597 Mission street. It obtained several years ago from
the harbor commissioners a contract to light the water
front. This company, though it has no franchises to

erect poles in the city, has nevertheless stretched its wires

over the house tops on the north side of Market as far as
Sixth street, and also into Chinatown. The competition
between the two companies ran the price for light below
cost, and it was apparent that a consolidation of some
kind was inevitable.

C. S. Sergeant
C. S. Sergeant, the new general manager of the West

End Street Railway company, Boston, whose portrait is

herewith presented, is a man of considerable experience in

the management of large corporations. He is about 40

years of age and has been with the West End company
almost from the date of the consolidation of the street

railroad interests of Boston. Ilis first business experience

was in the First National bank of Easthampton, Mass.,

where he occupied the position of teller. Later he be-

came cashier of a railroad at Lake Superior, Mich. When
the Eastern Railroad company was organized he returned

to New England and was made chief clerk, and afterward

auditor of the road. This latter position he accepted the

year before the Boston & Maine gained control of the

Eastern. When the West End corporation was formed he
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was appointed its auditor. The accounts were in a bad

shape, and he undertook the herculean task of straightening

them out. At that time the science of accounting had

not been very skillfully applied to street railroads. Mr.

Sergeant, however, evolved an excellent system of book-

keeping for street railways which has since been adopted

quite generally by other large railway companies. Last

year he was elected second vice-president. Now that he

is general manager of the road he has in his charge a cor-

poration which has a car mileage greater than any other

road In the country. The daily car mileage of the West

End company is nearly 50,000 miles. The total mileage

for last year was 17.000,000 miles.

Mr. Sergeant is not a man of large physique but is full

of resources, and it is said that no man is belter acquainted

with the details of operation and management of the West

End company and its plant.

Injunctions Against the Perkins and
Mather Companies.

Judge Shipman, of the United States court at Hartford,

Conn., granted an injunction on January 6th against the

Perkins Electric Lamp company, on the application of the

Edison Electric Light company and the Edison General

Electric company. The injunction restrains the Perkins

company from manufacturing, selling and distributing in-

candescent lamps. An injunction was also granted against

the Mather Electric company. These injunctions are

temporary, and the trial of the suits has been set down for

the February term.

The injunction against the Perkins company is without

limitations. but in the case of the Mather company there is

the same limitation as was made by Judge Lacombe in

the recent case against the Sawyer-Man company

of New York. This limitation provides that users of

the Mather machinery who installed or purchased their

apparatus prior to July 14, iSi;i, can obtain lamps for

their apparatus from the complainants on reasonable terms

American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers.

The seventy third meeting of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers will b^ held at the hcadQuartcrs of
the institute, 12 West Thirty first street, Tuesday. Jan-
uary I7ih, at 8 I'. M. The paper to be presented is cn-

cnlitkd "Electrical Recording Meters." by Carjl I>.

Ilaskins, manager of the meter department, Gentral
Electric company. Boston. Mass. Beginning with this

meeting, the new arrangement for the publication of

papers goes into cfTect, by which the advance copies

usually printed for the use of those in attendance will be
made the regular mail edition of the traosaciioDS. It is

the intention of the managers that they shall reach the

membership on or before the date of the meeting. Owing
to the frequent delay of printed matter in the New York
postoffice, those who may wish to participate in the dis-

cussion are advised to have a copy mailed at first class

rate, which will be done upon application to the secretary.

The council will meet in the secretary's office at 5 o'clock

next Tuesday.

Locating Trouble on Arc and Power Cir-
cuits in Central Station Work.^

By C. O. Poole.

As the title of this paper indicates, its object is to deal
with the process of locating trouble on overhead construc-
tion in arc and power transmissions, rather than to suggest
remedies or attempt to improve the line work.
There is an old saying that "if a fellow Icoks for trouble

he is sure to find it very quick." While this may be tjue
when said of a man armed with a club looking for his

neighbor's dog, it does not hold good when applied to a
lineman armed with a pair of spurs and magneto bell,

looking for an open circuit, or a short circuit, or a ground,
or a cross, as the case may be. And it is by no means a
pleasant undertaking, when the customers, whose lights

are not burning, are making the telephone wires hot, and
the superintendant's heart sad with these questions and
complaints: "What is the matter with our light?" "Will
it be going soon?" ''Is anybody else's light out?" "Is
this likely to occur again? ' "What is the reason it don't
burn?" "I have tried the broom handle and it don't do
any good, there must be something the matter with the
lamp; send a man down to repair it." The superintendent
will have to reply to this torrent of questions, with all the
suavity at his command, and present explanations and
apologies sufficient to satisfy any man other than one
whose place of business has been left in darkness for sev-

eral hours because the linemen with their spors and
magneto bell and hampered with rubber coats and gum
boots, had been unable to find the cause of the annoyacce
on a circuit 15 to 20 miles long, and consequently ihose

50 or 60 lights, if 9:30 lights, did not bum that night;
or if 12 o'clock or all night lights they did not bom until

late in the night.

It is of such cases as these, which are by no means un-
common, that I wish to speak. I am aware that many
means have been employed for testing purposes; but most
of them have been too complicated or too expensive or un-
reliable or for some other cause have been discarded, and
the old reliable magneto bell looms up in all its great-

ness.

When a lineman is sent out on a circuit to find trcuble,

he knows three things: First, the circuit he has to go out
on; second, that there is a ground, a cross, a short-circuit

or an open circuit; and last but not least, that if he does
not find it in short order he will hear from the superinten-

dent.

If it be an open circuit and he has the ad\-antage of

working in day light, the first thing he decs is to ground
both legs of the circuit at the switch-board in the station;

then with an assistant go to the first convenient lamp on
the circuit, open the circuit at the lamp, ground one
side of his magneto bell and test both ways
toward the grounded ends in the station. Suppose
he is working at the first lamp on the positive leg

he tests that wire back to the station and fails to get a

ring; he knows then that the open circuit is between the

station and where he has made the test. He then traces the

circuit back toward the station until he finds the break.

If, however, he should get a ring when he tests the positive

wiie toward the station, he then tests the other end of the

wire, and finding it open continues his search in that direc-

tion, until he passes the break and gets a ring on the nega-
tive leg; he then knows, of course, that the point lies be-

tween the last pl.ice of testing and his present position.

If a circuit should open at night during the run. the fol-

lowing method is sometimes used to advantage: The line-

man instructs the dynamo tender to leave the machine on
the circuit; he then arms himself with a pair of spurs

and a short piece of wire, and for once the magneto bell

is not in it. His knowledge of the circuit enables him to

soon reach a pole where both legs of the circuit arc on the

same cross-arm. Huckling his spurs on he quickly mounts
the pole, and baring the circuit wires, brings into service

the short piece of wire before mcnlicncd, with which he

strikes both of the circuit wires. If a Hash is the result, he

knows that he has to go further out on the circuit. After

climbing another pole some distance further on, and going

through the same process of striking the wires, and fa-iling

to get a flash, he concludes of course the trcuble lies be-

tween the first and second lest. .\s soon as the broken

ends are reached and spliced together the lights immediate-

ly start up. That is one advantage of having the machine

on the circuit, while there is the disadvantage of working

1. Read before the CaliforniA Elccttical societ>', San Fnacisccs
December iS, 1S92.
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with the machine that is liable to jump at you with about two

or three thousand volts, which is by no means a pleasant

thing to handle on a wet night.

In order to overcome this danger, and to allow the line-

man to become a little mare sociable with the circuit he is

working on, the company I am with has had constructed a

machine to put on this circuit, instead of the regular arc

machine: the boys call it the "jigger." It is simply a com-
bined motor and dynamo connected together on the same
shaft. It is placed on a roller platform, and stands in the

corner of the station until wanted. The motor is wound
for 10 amperes, constant current, and has a capacity of

about 2 horse power. The dynamo is wound for constant

potential, with an out put of about 15 amperes at 200 to

300 volts. When required, the motor part is connected in

the arc circuit and is run up to speed. The dynamo ter-

minals are connected to a suitable plug, and a plug put in

the circuit thai, is open. You will readily understand, if

the wires be shnrt-circuited as before mentioned, a current

will immediately be generated and a flash will be the re-

sult.

Not knowing of any better methods than the ones above

described for locating a break in the open circuit, I can-

not offer any suggestions that would be of benefit. Of
course, if the wire should break, and one or both ends fall

to the earth, and make a fairly good ground you would by
means of the Wheatstone bridge and galvanometer be able

to make an intelligent guess, that is all. There are so many
doubtful points to be considered in measuring lamp circuits

that it makes a calculation almost worthless. For instance,

if you had to depend upon the path through the carbons of

a lamp, the resistance may be a fracfion of an ohm, or it

may be 10 ohms. Again, if the carbon be burned out in

a lamp that depends upon the current to keep the cut-out

in contact, then you would have to deal with the reistance

of the shunt winding, which would amount to 200 or 300
ohms.
Another element of uncertainty that might be men-

tioned is that of induction. I remember one case in par-

ticular. After personally going over all the lamps on the

circuit, which was about 15 miles long and consisted

of No. 6 B. &: S. wire, I attempted to measure it with the

bridge and galvanometer. I found it impossible to get a

satisfactory reading. One instant 30 or 40 ohms would
almost balance, and the next instant it would take 400 or

500 ohms to bring the needle to anything near a standstill,

while in the next instant it would be found do A' n at zero,

with the negative sign before it. The bridge was one of

the best, and the galvanometer a Thomson reflecting in-

strument; both having been previously tested and found

correct. The only way that I could account for the phe-

nomena was in the fact that for some distance the lines

ran parallel on the same pole with a live circuit. So,

everything considered, in my opinion the bridge and
galvanometer is not a satisfactory method of testing lamp
circuits. I will say, however, in this connection that in

some few cases, by the use of the bridge, I have deter-

mined the position 01 grounds and short circuits on trunk

lines and on circuits where the trouble occurred between

the station and the first or last lamp.

In instances of this kind, the uncertainly of lamp meas
urements need not be taken into consideration, and the

question resolves itself simply into a matter of measure-

ments and calculations. As an example, suppose the

tmnk line of No. 6 E. tS: S. wire be two miles long, and
the wire becomes short-circuited at an unknown distance

from the station. If 00 measuriug it you find the resist-

ance to be 4.1 76 ohms; and uponieferringtoa table of resist-

ances you find the resistance of one mile of No. 6 wire to

be 2 o35 ohms; dividing 4.176, the measured resistance of

the circuit, by the resistance per mile of wire 2.0SS, the

result will be 2; meaning, of course, that the wire meas-

ured was two miles long, and the circuit consisting of two

wires, wonld make the dis:ance from the station to the

point of trouble JQSt one mile. If the short circuit had
been caused by two grounds, their position could have

been determined by the same process as just described; the

only difference being to connect one post of the bridge to

one side of the line and the other to ground. Then it you
lound a resistance of 2 o53 ohms, and considering the

ground resistance to be nil, you would know at once that

the ground on that side of the circuit would be one mile

from the station; assuming, of course, that the measure-

ments be made in the station. After gelling your distance,

and telling the linemen where to find the trouble, it is a

matter of but a few minutes until the circuit is clear, and
there is light once more. Now if the linemen had not been

told where lo find the trotjble, and simply to go out and
find the short-circuit, it would have been necessary to trace

the wires from the station until the place of trouble was
reached; or by taking the magneto he could have cut the

wires and tested both ways. This might have to be

repeated several times; and- aside from the disadvantage of

haTiof; a fall Hoc of splices would have taken much longer

to locate the trouble.

We ruTc sc2n box' an open circtiit and a short circuit are

located. Now let us follow the linemen in looiting

crosses between two circuits. Suppose No. 2 and No. 3

to be crossed. The first thing to be done is to

test for a ^oucd. If cither of the circuits

are grounded it mast be foand and cleared before

the cross can be considered. If the circuit be free from

jrronnds, one of the circuits in qacstion is then grounded

io the station, say No. 2 be the one; then with the magneto
bell be starts out on No. 3 circuit. The process is similar

lo that descritJcd io finding an opcti circuit so far as the

metfaod of testing is concerned; the difference between the

two lies in the fact that in the first case you are trying to

find the reason jou do not get a ring, and in the second

case the reason you do get a ring. After proceeding to a

lamp on No. 3 circuit, and taking the wires oat of the

binding posti of the lamp, one side of the magneto is

grounded, by connecting a wire lo a convenient water pipe

or gas pipe, or if the earth be moist by driving a screw

driver into the ground and conocctiog to that; then with

the other side of the bell, the lineman can connect the line

wire and test toward the station. If he gets a ring, the

point of contact between the two circuits, of course, lies

between the station and the place of testing. This will be
apparent if you bear in mind the fact that No. 2 circuit is

grounded in the station, and when the ground is made on
one side of the be!! it is equivalent to connecting it to

No. 2 circuit, and the only reason the connection is not
made to the circuit direct is because it may be a mile or

more distant.

Having dealt with the open circuit and short-circuit, and
a cross; now let me take up that root of trouble, the

"ground." I will venture the assertion that nine-tenths

of the outside trouble in central station work is either direct-

ly or indirectly traceable to grounds, and if there be any
central station men present this evening, I believe they will

bear me out in the statement.

Where the lineman is called upon to clear one cross, he
has nine calls for grounds; and it is equally truej-egarding

open circuits, although short circuits are frequently found
to consist of two grounds. I will recite an instance of

this a little further on. If I treat the subject of grounds
a little more fully than the others, I do so for two reasons.

First, because it is of more importance than any of the

others, on account of the more frequent occurrence;

second, because it offers an opportunity to use instruments

in locating the trouble. The instrument I use is a

voltmeter, reading from o to 3,000.

The magneto bell method of locating a ground is the

same as the one described, that of opening the circuit and
testing both ways. With the voltmeter, it is necessary of

course to make the test white the circuit is running. I have

found it a good practice to go over all the circuits at the

switch-board with a ground wire while the lamps were
burning. In this way I have frequently detected grounds
on a circuit where other methods had pronounced them all

right. If upon striking a circuit with a ground wire, you
succeed in drawing out a flash about a yard long, and
probably have to take two steps backward to break it, you
will have a kind of a foggy idea that there is a ground on
that circuit, and if, upon examination, you find half your

mustache and one eyebrow gone; and it has taken about

10 minutes to recover your eye-sight, then you feel pretty

sure that you have found a ground circuit.

For the benefit of the uninitiated. I will say, that this

singeing process will occur but once; for" the next time the

neophyte approaches a live circuit with a ground wire, it

will be with a ro foot pole, and the wire safely fastened at

the proper end of it.

Having found a grounded circuit, the next thing to do is

to find the ground on the circuit. If there be but one
ground on the circuit, it will make no difference with the

burning of the lights; but if there is one ground there is

sure to be another sooner or later, and then the troub'e be-

gins. For this reason, and several others that might be

mentioned, it is desirable to keep the lines clear of grounds

at all times.

But returning to our problem of locating grounds, we
will take the circuit from which comes the flash, for exam-
ple call it No. 10, and in handling it, treat it with all the

respect and deference due its importance. First, with the

voltmeter take the electromotive force across the terminals

on the switch-board; do not be satisfied with one reading,

but take several at intervals of two or three minutes, for

the voltage of an arc circuit is anything but constant. Sup-

pose the average for several readings be 2,500 volts. By
turning to your lamp list you may find that No. 10 circuit

has 51 lamps of the so called 2 003 candle power. For
convenience, we will assume the current to be 10 amperes;

some systems use this current, others a little less. Again,

suppose the circuit to be 10 miles long of No. 6 B. & S.

wire. The resistance of one mile of this wire, as before

stated, is2.oS8 ohms; then 10 miles would equal 20. 83

ohms. Now using Ohm's law of E ec^uals RxC, we have
20S.S volts, giving us the electromotive force required to

overcome the resistance of the line circuit. This 208 8

volts deducted from the total electromotive force of the

circuit, 2,500 volts, leaves a remainder of 2,201.2, being the

amount absorbed by the 51 lamps on the circuit. This

would give an average of very nearly 45 volts per lamp;

just about the proper vo'tage when burning a 4^ ohm arc.

In the calculation with which we are dealing it is of course

necessary to take into consideration the 208. 8 volts lost in

the line. If we divide this 20S.8 by the number of lamps
on the circuit it will give an average per lamp of a trifle

over .1 volts, this added to the average lamp voltage will

make a total of 49 volts; so that 49 is the constant to be

used in our dealings with No. 10 circuit- We will now
connect one side of our voltmeter to ground, and the other

side to the positive side of the circuit. If we get a read-

ing of 980 volts, for instance, and divide this by our con-

stant of 49 volts, it gives us 20; which means, of course,

that the ground licsbetween the 20th and 21st lamp on

the positive side of ihecircuit. If now we connect to the

negative side and ground, and get a reading of 1,520 volts,

by bringing our constant into use we divide 1,520 by 49
which equals 31—locating the ground between the 31st

and 32d lamp on the negative side of the circuit; precise-

ly the same result as with the first test, and proving be-

yond a doubt the correctness of the first calculation. We
are about to put our instruments away and resolve to have

that ground cleared the first thing in the morning, when
our dynamo tender informs us thut the machine on No. 10

is running very light; he thinks thcrcarc some lights cut

out on it, as he had just noticed it flash. Connecting

our voltmeter between the ground and positive side

as before, 9S0 volts is the result; just the same
as wc had left it a few minutes ago. Connecting now to

the ncg.'itivc and ground, we find our reading to be 540
volts, instead of 1,520 as before. Dividing 540 by the

constant 49, gives us 11, showing conclusively that an-

other (jround has appeared on the circuit between the

eleventh and twelfth lamp on the negative side. Now
disconnecting^ the Instrument from the ground and placing

it across the terminals instead of a reading of 2,500 volts,

we get but 1,520 volts. This divided by 49 equals 31
lamps left burning on the circuit; 31 from 51, the total

number, leaves 20 lamps cut out by the grounds.
The number of lamps cut out could have been calcu-

lated without taking the terminal potential, by simply add-
ing the two ground readings and deducting their sum from
the terminal potential previously obtained, and dividing
the result by the constant 49. All central stations have or
should have maps of their circuits, showing on what streets

they run, and the location of the lamps. If such maps be
at hand we take out No. 10 circuit map, and counting 20
lamps from the station on the positive leg we locate one
ground, and counting 11 lamps from the station of the
negative leg, locate the other. Now when we call the
lineman we do not simply tell him there are two grounds
on No. 10, but we tell him to go to the corner of Twenty-
first and B streets for one and Fifteenth and A streets for

the other. If the maps above referred to are not to be
had then you have to depend upon the lineman's knowl-
edge of the lamps and circuits.

A short time ago I had a very peculiar case of ground
to deal with; it had been raining and storming for several
days, and circuits without grounds were held at a pre-

mium. One of our day circuits of 50 lamps was reported
out; not a lamp on the circuit burning. A test showed the
circuit to be grounded. Linemen were sent out on the

circuit, but after tracing it from one end to the other,

failed to find the trouble. The machine was kept on the
circuit all the time, running at 10 amperes, on almost a
dead short circuit. When the first lineman failed to find

the trouble another was sent out with the same result.

Things were becoming interesting. I took the voltage of
the circuit and got a reading of 40 volts—about that—

I

don't quite remember the exact figures; between the posi-

tive side and ground, about 13 volts; between the negative
side and ground, about 27 volts, showing, as had been re-

ported, that every lamp on the circuit was out. By the
method -described in locating a short circuit on trunk lines.

I determined the number of feet of wire from the station

to the ground on the positive leg. that being the nearest

one to the station, and with a lineman started out to find

the cause of all the annoyance. I spaced the distance off

with my eye as near as I could, and in 15 minutes from
the time we left the station the 50 lights were shining

forth in all their brilliancy, and the innocent telephone
wire was credited with another knock out. The other

ground was found a little later, where the voltmeter had
located it.

Electrical Publishing Controversy.

Harold Frederic, the London correspondent of the New
York Times, tells this story in his cable letter of last

Sunday: A queer sort of controversy is proceeding in the

weekly columns of the Electrician, which has ancient roots

in preinternational copyright dajs, and personally affects

well-known Americans. It seems that three years ago a
rather noisy scientist here, Prof. Silvanus P. Thompson,
organized with some beating of drums what he called the
Gilbert club, one of the learned aims of which was to be
the translation and publication in sumptuous form of a
limited edition of Gilbert's "De Magnete." He says a

great deal of work has been done, but is unable even now
to give a date for its appearance. Meantime an American
prepared a translation on his own account, with admirable
annotations, and after consultation with a number of
English scientists decided to publish, and John Wiley &
Sons of New York announce it as forthcoming from their

press. Thompson, at news of this, writes to the Elec-
trician denouncing the Wileys as a tainted source and
speaks of their evil notoriety as pirates of Ruskin's books
and generally talks as if the copyright in Gilbert's

media- val book rested in him. The Wileys have not
lacked defenders like James Dredge, British Royal Com-
missioner to the Chicago Exposition. Thompson returns

with fresh attacks on the Wileys and Motteley, calling the

former "literary highwaymen" and imputing incapacity to

the latter. There seem to be unlimited possibilities of

caloric in the future of this discussion.

Fire at the Fort Wayne Factory.

The arc lamp department and armature winding rooms

of the Fort Wayne Electric company, Fort Wayne, Ind.,

occupying a three-story brick building, were almost totally

destroyed by fire on January 3d, causing a loss of

$32,500. One hundred and fifty employes were tempo-

rarily thrown out of employment. The largest machine

shop, a building 200 feet long, was saved, and also the

office building, the foundry, the storehouses, 300 feet in

length, and other departments. The company immedi-

ately set about rebuilding, and but slight interruption was

caused in the work of the factory. The origin of the fire

is unknown. -The loss is covered by insurance.

A dynamo has been made from the designs of Sir David
Salamons and Lawrence Fyke, for the generation of alter-

nating currents of very high O't'fjucncy. This machine is

intended for experiments in developing the theories and
discoveries of Tesia and Crookcs. A direct current of 10

amperes at loo volts is transformed into an alternating cur-

rent of one aniptrc at 1,000 volts, with a frc(]Ucncy of

1,000,000 per minute. This high frequency is obtained with-

out an excessive speed of rotation by rotating the field and
armature in opposite directions. A relative speed of 3,000
revolutions per minutes is obtained by giving a speed of

1,500 revolutions per minute to each in opposite directions.

It is used in connection with a transformer which increases

the pressure of the current^to 100,000 volts.
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W. Forinan Collins.

W. Forman Collins, for the past three years western
representative for the Kictriral J-'.iighu-< r, has resigned to

accept a more lucrative position as business manager of the
Western Electrician. Mr. Collins has many friends
west who wish him all success possible in his new position.
Eleclrkal Review, New York.

W. Forman Collins has resi?ned his position as western
editor and manager of the £iec/rical £)igi}iei-r zndhzs
assumed the business roanagemeot of the Western Elec-
trician. Mr. Collins has had a wide experience in elec-

trical journalism in the East as well as in the West, as
prior to his connection with the Ekctiical Enghiccr he
held a position 00 the staff of the Electrical World.—
Electrical World, New York.

It is with mingled feelings of regret and pleasure *hat

the Electrical Eui^inccr announces the severance of its

connection with Mr. W. Forman Collins, who for more
than two years past has been its western editor and
manager. There are few electrical engineers of the same
age his equal in ability and e.xperience, and he has shown
a judgment and a capacity for hard work that will help to

carry him far on the road to success. He is still very
young, but in the favoring air of Chicago has ripened
quickly, winning his position by downright merit. He will

now join the forces of the Western Electrician under
such desirable conditions that the Engineer can only con-

gratulate him and wish him godspeed. His new duties

connected with the active direction and management of

our prosperous western contemporary will bring him
heavier personal responsibilities than heretofore, but he
AviU be found in every way equal to the emergency and he
will, in his larger sphere of usefulness and activity, broaden
and develop in all the good qualities that have' already

taken him so quickly to the front of western journalism.

—

Electrical I-'.iigiueer, New York.

COMMUNICATIONS,
Great News from the Coast.

To the Editor of the Western Electrician:
Kindly do me the personal justice of publishing this my

repudiation of the prospectus referred to in your issue of

January 7, 1893, headed "Great News from the Coast."

It did not appear over my signature nor from the company
I am, or ever was, connected with. Some of the claims in

it are absurd and impossible on their face and in fact.

S. J. M. Bear.
Chicago, January 5, 1893.

Effects of Electric Welding.

To the Editor of the Western Electrician:

We notice in a recent number a copy of an article from

London Iron relative to the unpleasant experiences of

operators with electric welding apparatus. In order that

there may not be any misunderstanding in regard to this

matter, I desire to state that the process referred to in

this article is that of arc welding by the Bernados system,

and should not be in any way confused with either the

incandescent or arc methods in use in this country. By
the incandescent method now in general use in the United
States, it is impossible that any evil results whatever

should follow. The currents used are harmless, and there

is no danger of whatever nature that can come to any
operator.

As far as our arc welding' process is concerned, which
we are just introducing into various works, would say

that ample precautions have been taken against any bad
effects whatever, and that it may be used as generally as

our other methods without any of the evil effects de-

scribed in the English article above referred to.

H. A. ROYCE.
Boston, December 29, 1892.

Storage Batteries.

To the Editor nf the Western Electrician:

The Western Electrician of December 31, 1892,

advances some sound ideas in its editorial on the practical

use of storage batteries, and the writer is tempted to say

something more.
The accumulator, or. better, the secondary battery, is

made of chemical mysteries, even to the expert, and much
more so to the electrician, who in writing 00 the subject

is far more inclined to treat it slightingly, merely noting

another failure, than to spend the time in hunting out the

cause of failure.

The "Specialization of Accumulators" is a subject

which the waiter has dwelt upon for more than a year,

feeling from the results of the first year of his experience,

in making and handling accumulators, that they were only

practically useful and economical in certain places uuder

certain conditions. The battery for an aid to a lightini;

plant can be quite a different thing from a battery made
for traction work on street cars, or other forms of locomo-

tive propulsion. The large heavy battery of great am-
pere hour capacity can be made for lighting stations at

less proportionate cost than a light, compactly made bat-

tery for traction work. The cost of metallic lead, lead

oxides and time and current occupied informing, say 60

hours, is the main expense for the lighting plant. The
weight of metal gives durability as well as efliciency.

Glass jars can be used; they are much cheaper than those

of hard rubber, one of the most expensive items in a bat-

tery that must be light.

The lightness of a battery depends much upon what it

is to be used for, and what its daily and hourly use is

worth. If for instance light carriages could be rented by
the hour from central stations, like horses and carriages

from a livery stable, then the rental would pay, or

could be made to pay, even if fifty per cent, of first cost
was added at the end of six months. Batteries arc not
like horses; they do not eat unless they work, and do not
deteriorate while out of use. So there is money for every
hour of their use, a small per centagc of which goes to
restoration and repairs.

Chiriigo, [anitary '},, 1893, J. K. P;;mI'ELLV.

Lamp Lighting Schedule for I 893.
The popularity of the "Western Electrician Lamp

Lighting Schedule" is attested by the demand that has
been made for this year's issue. This schedule, which has
been issued by the Westlkn Elecirician for several
years, is carefully compiled, and has become the standard
for central station managers. It is published inconvenient
form and should be found in every central station in the
country.

The Sisson Automatic Electrolier.

The accompanying cut illustrates a new electric light

fixture that is being introducedby the Electrolier Manufac-
turing company of rittsHcl'! M:iss This electrolier is not

workings to the naain pump. The capacity of the pump is

500 gallons per minute. Its entire weight inclusiv; of the

operating motor is O.Ooo pounds. The electric motor tsa 7;^
horse power machicc made by the General Electric company,
and the generator, constructed by the same company and
located in the main engine house on the surface, i$ of 10

horse power. The power is transmitted to the motor over

copper wires running down through the air shaft and along

he roof of the mine for a distance of 1.700 feel- The pump
and motor arc mountd upon a v.hccltd truck, and can thus

sisson automatic electrolier.

only adjustable but it combines a fuse block as well. It

carries several feet of extra cord, and can be adjusted at

any desired height as easily as a window shade can be

raised and lowered. With this electrolier installed no

unsightly loops of cord are left suspended in the room,

all the extra length being disposed of inside the shell. It

is adapted, too, for either concealed or visible wiring, and
can be attached in a few minutes.

WHITNEY ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT?^.

be readily transported to any point in the workings. This

quality alone is a strong recommendation to mine managers.

By the use of the electric pump a great danger in this

mine has been obviated. The steam formerly used pene-

trated the roof of the mine, loosening the rock and render-

ing the possibility of its fall always imminent.

Besides furnishing power for the pump, the electric gen-

erator on the surface supplies current to the incandescent

lamps which light the engine house, the head of the shaft,

the inside pump house, and the workings about the foot of

the main shaft. The contrast between the incandescent

lamps attached to the roof along the main gangiiray and
the illumination sparsely distributed from the ordinary

miner's lamp is most striking.

If after a few months' trial of the new system of lighting

and pumping it is pronounced successful, the colliery com-
pany intends still further to utilize electricity in the mice, and
put it to other uses, such as operating drills and locomo-
tives.

Electricity in Mining.
An excellent example of the manner in which electricity

is displacing steam in mining is given in the reaent instal-

Whitney Electrical Instruments.
The cut shows the genera! appearance of the Whitney

ammeters and voltmeters which are being placed on " the

western market by the Electric Appliance company. Chi-

cago. The instruments are of the permanent magnet type.

Every instrument is accurately calibrated and subtccted

elsctricitv

lation in the William IL colHeiy of the Connell Coal com-

pany located in Duryea, Ba.

The feature of the greatest interest in the improved

plant is the electric pump, the first introduced in the mines

of that section. The pump is of the horizontal, iriple.x or

three plunger style, with 6\C inch plungers and 8 inch

stroke. It makes 42 revolutions per minute, and. in its

present location, throws a steady, solid stream of water

through a
-i
inch pipe a distance of 500 feet from the lower

IN MINING.

to severe lest before leaving the factorj*. The voltmeters

arc intended for both switchboard and testing purposes

•ind arc divided into class A for intermittent work and class

H for continuous work; that is, those of class A are to re-

main in circuit for short periods only, while those of class

n may be kept constantly in circuit. The instruments are

provided with a mechanical dead beat attachment, which is

operated by touching a button, and is intended to facilitate

the taking of rapid readings.
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CORRESPON DENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, January 7.—Last week I wrote you that

the prospects of the Rapid Transit scheme presented rather

a blue appearance. This' week, however, has witnessed

some rather cunous developments in the matter of the dis-

posal of the big franchise, in which William Nowland

Amory poses as the central figure. When Mr. Amory

came to the front as sole bidder at the recent auction of the

underground rapid transit franchise very little was known

about his aims or resources. After bidding |i,ooo for the

transit privilege, Mr. Amory told the commissioners that

he was prepared to deposit $1,000,000 within five days, but

his bid was rejected. People wished to knowall about the

sole bidder for a franchise so important, but Mr. Amory

had little to say. Now it appears that Mr. William Now-

land Amory is going to make a fight for what he considers

are his rights—or at least he talks that way. But it also

appears that the young gentleman who can talk so glibly

in the language of millions is by no means a Gould or a

Sage in that he is at present capitalized on a cash basis at

just thirty five cents. This is the amount the Ho-aid

places to his credit. And furthermore, the same paper was

unkind enough to publish the fact that on December i:Jth

a receiver had been appointed to settle Mr. Amory 's affairs,

stating also that in supplementary proceedings the young

man had testified that he owned an aluminum watch, a re-

port of the railroad commissioners, some paper covered

novels, a bank account for thirty-five cents, two rings and

a limited wardrobe, and had in his possession $2,000,000

of bonds issued by a company which he had helped to

organize, but which owned no property, and of the present

existence of which he was not certain. Such talk as this

did not tend to heighten Mr. Amory's credit. He claims,

however, that he will fight the matter to the end, but he

still refuses to reveal the names of his mysterious backers.

The belief was, as I wrote you last week, that the

commissioners had virtually given up their underground

scheme. It seems, though, that they were very angry

at the published statements that they were only too will-

ing to give up the underground scheme and to prepare

plans for an extension of "L"' road facilities. One of the

commissioners said the criticisms were the result of a mis-

understanding, and Commissioner Steinway declared that

the statement he prepared immediately after the auction

last Thursday was an answer to any malicious attack which

might be made.

The two committees which were appointed by the meet-

ings held Wednesday afternoon in the Real Estate Ex-

change to consider rapid transit appeared before the com-

missioners on Friday and submitted memorials and argu-

ments, on the one side in favor of the construction of the

underground road by the city authorities, and on the other

in favor of giving extensions to the elevated road so as to

complete the work of the coinmissioners through that

agency. Both committees were fully represented, and the

antique arguments for elevated roads were again gone

over. Another meeting will beheld next Tuesday.

On Monday the gas commission met and decided to sub-

stitute electric lights for the gas lights on Vanderbilt ave-

nue from Fordham to ^ioxt Haven, and also to equip

Woodlawn Heights with electric lights.

The trolley "octopus" is a terrible thing, especially when

it puts one of its "feelers" into the public's pocket. How-
ever, now that an electric railroad between Vonkers and

Mt. Vernon is an assured fact, and trolley cars are to be

run Id the spring, the p:ople of the latter city discover, too

late, that they have made no stipulation with the railroad

company as to the fare to be charged, and the number of

cars to be run each day. The railroad proposes to charge

ten cents for the trip from Getty .Square, ^'onkers, to the

Bronx river, which means at least another five cents to Mt.

Vernon, and, according to the charier, only ten trips each

way need be made daily. Insomuch as the Union Railroad

company is 10 carry passengers from .Mt, Vernon to Mott
Xaven for five cents, and is to run electric cars every fif-

teen mioates, residents of Mt. Vernon are naturally dis-

sitisfied with the prospects for the trip to Vonkers. More-

OTcrtbc Westchester Kai)road company can charge what it

likes and run cars as seldom as it likes between Mt. Ver-

non and New Kochelle. It owns the entire route from the

IfroQX river to the Sound. W. F. O,

New England Notes.
E'i^rON', January 7.—An amu?iiog contcM is being

fodght out by the Old Colony railroad and the foter-

state road, which runs an electric line between Attic-

boro, Mass., and Proridcnce, k. I. ft all comes from the

rivalry between the steam and electric roads and shows
pointedly what a field there is for the latter. The latter

has been wanting for some time to lay its tracks across the

tracks of the Old Colony at Hebronville. The Old Colony

objected toihis and stationed a gang of men at the cross-

ing to prevent its rival from stealing a march upon it,

but in some way the electric company managed to string a

trolley wire across the tracks of the steam road. The Old

Colony officials learned what had been done and at once

secured an injunction forbidding the Interstate road to lay

tracks across the Old Colony crossing. An Old Colony

official, when asked the reason for the determined attitude

of his corporation, answered: "Since the electrics have

been running from Attleboro to Pawtucket there has been

an average decrease in our receipts at that small station of

$;65 every Saturday afternoon. Don't you think that is

reason enough for us to object?"

The people of Brookline have petitioned the West End

company for an electric service to that town by way of

Huntington avenue, Boston. But on account of the poor

condition of the avenue and the project which is on foot

looking to a widening of the thoroughfare so that the car

tracks can be put in a portion reserved expressly for them

in the same manner as is done on the Beacon street ap-

proach to Brookline, the West End company has been

obliged to refuse the petition until improvements can be

made.

The big manufactories of Lowell are looking about for

a way to obtain electric power for their mills. The Locks

& Canals company of that city, which is controlled by the

textile corporations, has under consideration a plan for

utilizing the waters of the Merrimac river for this purpose.

It is proposed to tap the northern canal and establish a

power house there. The capacity of this canal is sulficient

to take about all the water of the river when it is high

and flowing over the dam. In the manner proposed it

would be possible to make use of power which now goes to

waste. Col. James Francis has the matter in charge.

The latest estimate places the loss of the West End

Street Railway company by the burning of its new car

stables at Everett at $So,ooo.

The Connecticut Electric Light association has elected

the following officers for the new year: President, Jas. E.

English, of the New Haven Electric Lighting company;

vice-presidents, Jas. A. Hadley, Meriden Electric com-

pany, and Jas. P. Stow, Middletown Electric company;

treasurer, John C. Eoglish, Bridgeport Electric company;

secretary, A. M. Young, Waterbury.

Opposition is being raised to the proposed charter for

an electric road through Beverly to Gloucester. Beverly

people have held a meeting and appointed a committee to

appear before the legislature and oppose the granting of

the charter. They say it is too broad, and they allege that

the only object the petitioners have in asking for it is to

sell out to the North Shore Traction company.

Electricity is making giant strides in Maine. Centrali-

zation is in the wind, and the Maine Railway, Light &
Power company is to ask the legislature for a charter this

winter. The object of this company is to control all the

electric railway, light and power companies in the state.

There are seven electric roads in the state, the Bangor,

Waterville & Fairfield, Augusta, Hallowell & Gardiner,

Rockland & Camden, Westbrook, Biddeford & Saco, and

Sanford. In addition to these it is expected that the

Lewiston & Auburn road will soon adopt electric power.

The capital stock of the new company is to be $4,000,000

It proposes to buy the stock of all the smaller compa-

nies. A. F. Gerald of the Waterville & Fairfield road is

the originator.

The West End Street Railway company has effected

a new agreement with its employes for the year 1893.

The men asked that all conductors, drivers and motormen

be paid $2.50 a day instead of $2,25 which the motormen

and electric car conductors are now getting^. This the

company refused to do, but it agreed to advance the

pay of horse car conductors and drivers, so that they are

now getting the same amount as the electric car men. A
day's work is to consist of ten hours to be done as far as

practicable in twelve consecutive hours, and it is never to

exceed 10 hours and 20 minutes in I2>2 consecutive

hours.

'I'he Thomson Scientific club of Lynn has elected the

following new officers: President, 11. G. Reist; vice-

presidents, C. H. Vcedcrand J. U. Blood; secretary, J, H.

Jenkins; treasurer, U. S. Towner; librarian, E. \). Priest;

reviewers, C, K. Vccdcr, J. B. Blood, U. F. Parshall;

executive commiltcc, H. G Heist, C. H. Vccdcr, J. II.

Jenkins, U.S. Towner, E. 1). Priest, W. K, McTaggart,

Y. Holdcn.

The West End Sired Railway company, of Boston,

through Pres. Whitney has given :i:f,000 to each of the

widow.^ of the four men who lost their lives al the Everett

car stable fire. J. C. E.

Northwestern Notations,

Minneapolis, January 7.—The municipal electric

light plant scheme keeps tobbing up in Minneapolis and

St. Paul with the persistency of a Banquo. Every time

the aldermen have occasion to let a contract for street

lighting or the subject is suggested in any way, the idea

of the city doing its own lighting is sure to be put forward

and find earnest advocates. St. Paul has recently

had another squabble over a light contract. The
Commercial club of that city at a recent meeting agitated

the matter vigorously and wound up by appointing a strong

committee to urge the city authorities to investigate

thoroughly the feasibility, expense and general features of

an electric light plant owned and operated by the city.

Minneapolis is just now building an immense city and

county building, covering a whole block and likely to cost

$2,000,000 or $3,000,000 before it is finished. At a meet-

ing of the commission the other day the question of light-

ing the big building came up. The suggestion of putting

an electric light plant in the basemenl to light the building

was promptly supplemented by a suggestion to make the

plant big enough to do all the city's lighting. It was

figured that by spending about §25,000 more than the

building plant would cost additional machinery capacity

sufficient to light the entire city could be had. This idea

seemed to strike most of the commissioners very favorably.

The city is now paying ^So,ooo a year for electric lights

for the streets and has recently made a contract for five

years. It will be several years yet before the new public

building is entirely completed.

A recent letter contained a brief reference to the comple-

tion of a practical test of the Cooper- Hampton patents and

the furthering of plans for organiziTig a company and put-

ting in a large plant in Northeast Minneapolis. Much is

claimed for these patents and some heavy capitaHsts are

reported to have taken hold of the enterprise for develop-

ing them, among the number Henry Vlllard and Thomas
Lowry. It is claimed that the motor involves principles

which, if they can be economically applied, will fairly rev-

olutionize street railway locomotion. To settle the ques-

tion cars are to be equipped and put in operation. The
trial will be made on the Minneapolis street railway system

and President Lowry himself will report results. It is said

that no exclusive rights have been promised to Villard,

Lowry or anybody else. Mr. Lowry has secured a license

to use the patents in Minneapolis and St. Paul. The prac-

tical test alluded to was the equipment and running of a

small car. The real test will come when the trial is made,

as it wilt be at once, with the regular sized cars. No other

licenses will be given till the result of this test is known.

Beside the street car motor those interested claim great

things for the pump and elevator patents. The plans for

the manufacture of the appliances are still in embryonic

shape, but it is said to be quite certain that there will be a

large factory here.

The No'-thwest General Electric company, H. M. Byl-

lesby. H. C. Lewis, C. H. Maxcy and H. C. Akeley, hold-

ing 4,873 shares of stock of the Edison Light & Power

company, have petitioned the district court for a disrolu-

tion of the corporation. It is stated that the corporation

owes about $200,000, and has a chance to sell its building

and machinery to such advantage as to liquidate all obli-

gations. After this sale is made the corporation will be

practically out of business. The petitioners want to make

the sale, pay the debts and have the corporation cease, ex-

cept that it may remain a body corporate for the time pre-

scribed by the statute, that it may settle debts and make a

division of capital stock. The building and machinery re-

feired to constitute what is known as the Edison building,

located in the rear of the Lumber Exchange building. The
corporation was organized in 1SS8, and has recently been

consolidated in what is popularly known as the "electric

combine."

It seems to be settled that Dututh is to get the Great

Western Electric company's plant. It is reported that

$85,000 of the required $100,000 cash bonus has been

raised, and the general manager has been telegraphed to

close the deal. The old Iron Bay works are being put in

shape to receive the new plant. An important feature of

the project will be the i>uilding of a mill, in which

the wire used in manufacturing armatures and other elec-

trical appliances will be made. II. C. C.

PERSONAL.
Jean A. Wctmore of the Okonilc company, New Vork,

was in Chicago last week.

liertram M. Downs, representing William Brookficld,

83 Fulton street, New Vork, was in Chicago Momlay.

H, Bishop has been appointed general western agent for

the Massachusetts Chemical company of Boston, Mr.
Bishop has opened an office In the Monadnock building,
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Chicago, and will make the World's Fair city his head-
quarters.

J. P. Kemper, formerly with the Great Western Electri-

cal Supply company, has arrived in Chicago from New
Orleans. Mr. Kemper proposes to go into the electrical

construction business in this city.

Capt. W. L. Candee, manager of the International

Okonite company of New York, left for England last

week. While abroad he will visit the company's branch
houses in London and Manchester.

II. M. Liltell has resigned the position of manager of

the Mt. Auburn Inclined Plane and Street Car company of

Cincinnati to assume the general management of the New
Orleans Traction company, recently organized to control

the street car traffic of the Crescent City. Mr, Litlell

equipped the Mt. Auburn line for electric power, and
leaves an enviable record in Cincinnati.

L. W. Collins has been appointed western manager of

the Elfctrical Engini\-r, with headquarters at Chicago.
Mr. Collins has been ident'-Hed with the advertising depart-

ment of the Elcclrical Engiiu-et in New York for some
time, but he is not unknown in Chicago, and his old

friends will be glad to welcome his return to the World's

Fair city. Before leaving New \'ork Mr. Collins was pre-

sented a testimonial by his friends and business associates.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Burton Electric company, Albany, N. Y.; capital stock,

$10,000; manufacture and sale of electrical apparatus.

Pocahontas Light & Water company, Pocahontas, Va.

;

capital stock, $roo,ooo; water, gas and electric works.

Sedalia Water & Light company, Sedalia, Mo ; capital

stock $500,003; constructing waier, gas and electric light

works.

Havana Electric company, Havana, III.; capital stock,

$30,000; to operate an electric light and power plant in

Havana; J. W. Bronson, Havana, III.

New York &; Brooklyn Automatic Construction

company, Jersey City, N. J ; capital stock, $100,000;

Eliot Norton, S9 Wall street, New York, N. Y.

Lancaster Electric Riilway compiny. Lincaster, Ohio;

capital stock. |i03.ooo; building and operating electric

street railroad, etc.; C. P. Bauman, Lancaster, Ohio.

Field Electric Car Life Guard company, Portland, Me.;

capital stock, $500,000; to manufacture and deal in life

guards or fenders for cars; N. & H. B. Cleaves, Portland,

Me.

Denver, Mount Olivet 6c Golden Railway company,

Denver, Colo.; capital stock, $125,000; to build, operate

and maintain an electric railway from Denver to Golden,

Colo.

Lancaster & Marietta Electric Street Riilway company,

Marietta, Pa.; capital stock, $90,000; constructine, main-

taining and operating a street railway; D. B. Case,

Marietta, Pa.

Durango Light & Power company, PJurango. Colo

,

and Denver, Colo.; capital stock, $200,000; to erect a gas

and electric light plant in the city of Durango, La Plata

county, Colo.

Great Western Manufacturing company. Des Moines,

Iowa; capital stock, $1,500,000; to manufacture, buy,

sell and deal in electric goods, appliances, wire, etc.; Omer
Simonds, Duluth, Minn.

Salmon River Power company. East Haddam, Conn.:

capital stock, $50,000; to develop and distribute power,

including water power and electric power, etc. ; Austin

Brainard, Hartford, Conn.

Pacific Grove, Monterey and Del Monte Electric Rail-

way company, San Francisco, Cal.; capital stock, $250,-

000; to construct and a operate street railroad; Carnall,

Hopkins & Co., San Francisco, Cal.

Ries Induction Transit company. Camden. N. J,; capi-

tal stock, $1,000,000; to manufacture, use, etc., a rail-

way system of propulsion by dynamic induction; C. V. D.

Joline, 202 Market street, Camden, N. J.

Union Street Railway company, Santa Rosa, Cal.;

capital stock, $50,000; to construct and operate street

railways propelled by horse, cable or electricity in Santa

Rosa, Cal.; B. M. Spencer, Santa Rosa, Cal.

Girardville Electric conopany, Girardville, Pa. ; capital

stock, $5,000; manufacturing and supplying light, heat

and power by means of electricity to the public at Girard-

ville, Pa.; MacIIenry Wilhelm, Ashland, Pa.

Vicksburg Electric Transit & Light company. Vicks-

burg, Miss.; capital stock, $2,000; to run a railway in

the city of Vicksburg, and also supply the city with elec

trie lights; Chester R. McFarland, Vicksburg, Miss.

Cuyahogo Electric company, Cleveland, O. ; capital

stock, $10,000; furnishing electric light, power and heat,

and manufacturing and dealing in machinery anJ electri-

cal appliances, etc. ; George Sowden, Cleveland. Ohio.

Waterhouse Electric company, Hartford, Conn.; capital

stock, $20,030; to manufacture and repair all kinds of

electrical apparatus and machinery, buying, selling and

dealing in the same, the promotion of electrical inventions,

etc.

Hawks Electric company, Boston, MassI; capital stock,

$12,000; purchasing, manufacturing, leasing and selling

electrical apparatus, appliances and machinery and patents

relating to the same; constructing steam and electric

plants for telegraph, telephone, electric light, power and

electric railways; manufacturing and selling electricity for
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light, heat and power, and carrying on a general manu-
facturing, engineering and construction business.

Mavfield Coal Mine Toll Road & Electric Railway
company, Ouray, Colo.; capital stock, $100,000; building

an electric railway from a point on the Denver it Rio
Grande railroad to the Mayfield coalmines In Ouray county,

Colo.

Light, Heat & Power company (incorporated in W. Va.),

Pittsburg, Pa.; capital stock, $500,000; constructing elec-

tric railways, telegraph cables and other works to which
electricity may be applied; Caldwell ^^ Caldwell, Wheel-
ing, W. Va.

Petersburg Electric Light, Power & Water Works com-
pany, Petersburg, Ind.; capital stock, $10,000; to furnish

electric light, power and ^ater to said town of Petersburg,

to the citizens thereof and the public generally; Geo. E.

King, Petersburg, Ind.

The Columbus ^ Harrisburg Electric Street Railway
company, Columbus, O.; capital stock, $1,500; construct-

ing, leasing, acquiring, maintaining and operating a street

railway to be run by electricity or other power, etc.; Hite
& Courtright, Columbus, O.

White Manufac^iuring & Construction company, Bay-
onne, N. J.; capital stock. S'00,000; making and selling

articles for the equipment and use of steam, electric, cable,

horse and other kinds of railroads and railways; Albert
R. Genet, 132 Nassau street, New York city, N. Y.

Metal Construction & Bridge company, Chicago, 111 ;

capital stock, $100000; to construct and equip steam,
pneumatic, electric elevated, underground and surface
railways, bridges and other iron and steel structures;

Dennis Netling & Co., 184 Dearborn street, Chicago, 111.

n
tRADE NEWS.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The I'ort Worth, Tex., Light & Power company will en-

large and extend its plant.

The Wilmington, Dal., Street Railway company will

erect an electric railway plant.

The cityof Du Quoin, III., is advertising for proposals

for an electric light franchise.

An application for an electric light franchise is pending
in the city council of Panama, Cal.

It is claimed that the Bsnedictine Abbey of Fort Augus-
tus is the lirst Roman Catholic church lighted by electri-

city in the British Isles.

The city of Tacoma, Wash., has offered the Light &
Water company of that city $1,460,coo for the present

waterworks and electric light plant.

The trustees of Port Angeles, Wash., have been consid-

ering the purchase of the electric light plant for $21,000.
Considerable objection has arisen on the ground that the

price was too large. The board finally adopted a resolu-

tion providing for the appointment of a committee by the

president and secretary, the duty of which would be to

bring a representative of some electric supply house to

Port Angeles, to furnish the board with an accurate esti-

mate of ihe cost of the local plant complete as it now
stands.

The new Citizens' Light and Power company of Roch-
ester, N. v., has a large force of men at work excavating

in the ruins of the Jefferson and Clinton mill property on
Brown's race, destroyed by a naphtha explosion some
years ago A power house will be erected on the site.

The work wilt be pushed through as rapidly as possible,

and it is expected that it will be completed in the early

spring. Water power and steam will both be used. The
company will be ready to furnisl;. light and power in the

spring.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
An electric road is projected at Ionia, Mich.

The Consolidated Cable company of Oakland, Cal-, has

been granted a franchise to use electricity on its line.

The Platte Valley Railway company will immediately

survey an electric line from Denver to Pridgton, Colo.

F. W. Prescott & Co. of New York and Boston con-

template erecting an electric power plant at Cofumbus,
Ga.

A company in which J. S. Clarkson andother Americans
are interested has purchased a railway in and about the

City of Mexico and will equip it with electricity.

A new line of electric railway is to be built from New
ton Highlands to Newton Centre, thence to Newton,
thence to Oak square in Boston. The capital stock is

$100,000 anil is already all subscribed.

Edward Hogaboom has let the contract for the grading

on his electric railway at Hot Springs, Ark., which is

projected to the Ouachita river, and work is to be began
at once. The road will be five miles long.

The Provincial Legislature of Ontario. Can., will be

asked for a charter for the Ontario & Niagara Electric

Railroad & Power company which proposes to build snd
operate an electric railroad from Port Dalhousie via St.

Catherines to the Niagara river near the Falls.

It is now reported that Paris, France, is to have an
electric elevated road. The latest reports state that a

syndicate of engineers has applied for the privilege of con-

stiucting an elevated railroad in Paris, to be operated by
electricity. The proposed road will divide the city into

two parts by a line running north and south. It will con-

nect with all the important lines that already exist.

A "Pocket Catalogue" \% being sent out by the Consoli'
dated Electric Manufacturing company of Boston. It

contains forty pagcs^ and describes the various electrical

supplies which this concern always keeps on hand. The
work also contains some very good hints under the head-
ing "Instructions to Purchasers." and also a short preface
to the trade by the company's efficient general manager.
Charles E. Bibber.

The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, is opening
the season by pushing most energetically ihc sale of the
New England double pole switches. This company has
held the agency for this switch for the last year and has
placed a large number of them, although they have always
been high in price. Having, however, increased manufac-
turing facilities the Electric Appliance company is prepar-
ing for a largely increased demand.

A 3 per cent, semi-annual dividend has been declared
upon the preferred stock of the Eastern Electric Cable
company of Boston. This company's works cover over an
acre of ground, and are complete in all departments. The
cables and wiies manufactured by this concern need no in-

troduction to the electrical public. The company have or-

ders on hand sufficient to keep it busy for some time to

come. No little credit is due to President H. M. Eustis,

and Treasurer Henry A. Clark for the conttnaed success
of this company.

Word has been received from Secretarj- H. D. Sisson,

of the Electrolier Manufacturing company, of Pitlsficld,

Mass., to the effect that his company is now awaiting the
return of its papers of incorporation from the secretary of

state of New Jersey, which it expects are to be issued in

a short time. This company has applied for incorpora-

tion with an authorized capital of $100,000, and it is said

that already there has been stock enough subscribed
to place the company on a strong financial basis. This
company manufactures patent automatic adjusters for

electric lamps, fans, bells, etc.

Messrs. Pease & Stow of New York announce that they
are now prepared to receive orders for construction and
electrical work of every description,having recently started

a partnership business as electrical engineers, with office

in the Bennett building, 97 Nassau street. Until recently

Mr. Stow was connected with the engineering depart-

ment of the New York office of the Mather Electric com-
pany. He is also well known to the electrical trade
through his former connection as New York representa-

tive of the Electrical En^Hiier. Mr. Pease has bad a
wide experience, also, through his long connection with
the Edison company.

The Shuliz Belting company of St. Louis, Mo., exhibit-

ed and manufactured belting at the St. Louis exposition,

and is responsible for the following incident, the result of
a visit to that institution by one of the pupils of the Divoll

school: A teacher in the Divoll kindergarten, gi\"iog her
pupils instruction in astronomy and the movements of the
planets, said to a little boy, "Johnnie, what causes the
earth and moon to spin on their axes like a top as they
do?"' "That there strap.' answered Johnnie, "What
strap—what do you mean?" inquired the mystified teacher.
' Why," said Johnnie, "I seen it on one of them picture

cards down at the exposition.'* It was a picture of a strap

lunning around the earth and the moon."

T. J. Murphy of New York, dealer in slate, isat present
very busy filling orders. A recent sale to the Den%-cr
Consolidated Electrical company was 14 switchboards. 3
feet by 14 inches, made of Italian marble. A peculiar

feature was that these boards are to be backed by slate.

Among other orders for Italian marble is one for the Edi-
son building and one for the Metropolitan Lif; Insurance
building in New York. Switchboards of marblcized slate

have also been ordered for the Empire theater, the Ameri-
can theater, and the Gerry building in New York. Mr.
Murphy has secured the control of a new drill for slate and
marble which enables him to do the best work on an-
finished materia!. People ordering from a distance can
send a sketch or a drawing and from it an order can be
filled by Mr. Murphy most satisfactorily.

That the field tor consulting and contracting electrical

engineers is not confined to the cities of the first class like

New YorK, Chicago, and Boston is shown by the fact that

Y. P. Little ^S: Co. of Buffalo. N. Y., have been obliged to

enlarge their establishment, increase their working force,

and in order to provide for the increase in the business
h.ive formed a stock company, to be known as the K. P.

Little Electrical Construction Cv: Supply company. This
company will continue the business of F. P. Little & Co.,
and will extend and enlarge it. During the last year this

firm installeJ several important plants, and they have re

cently completed a number of isolated installations.

.Vmong these may be mentioned that of the stone opera
house at Bioghamton. This plant, including engines,
dynamos, lamps, and wiring was installed complete. The
theater was wired for 746 incandescent lamps, Thomson-
Houston apparatus was furnished. In Butlalo plants wcic
installed as follows: Barber Asphalt company, 5,000
watt Thomson-Houston dynamo. 65 incandescent and two
Moshcr arc lamps, wiring, etc : Joseph Metz. planing
mill. 7 500 watt Thomson- Houston dynamo. Rice auto-
matic engine, 100 16 candle power lamps, wiring, etc.;

East Buffalo Iron Works, 20.000 watt Thomson- Houston
dynamo, 3S 16 candle power incandescent lights, iS

Mosher arc lamps, wiring, etc.; John C. Jewctt Manufac*
turing company, wiring for 117 16 candle power incandes-
cent lamps connected to central station; George V. Fore-
man's residence, 102 incandescent lamps, vulca ducts, etc.:

liuffalo Furnace company, 25.000 watt Thomson Houston
dynamo. .iS horse power Kicc automatic engine, wiring
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complete, 31 arc lamps o£ the Mosher pattern, 29 50 candle
power and 21 16 candle power incandescent lights. Mr.
Little says there has been a growing demand in Buffalo
for arc lamps on incandescent circuits.

BUSINESS.

J.F. Dillont, formerly business manager of th.& Electrical

irorld, has been appointed manager of the New York
office of the Massachusetts Chemical company of Boston,
with offices at 60 and 62 Broadway.

The Chas. F, Elmes Engineering Works, Chicago, have
been removed to the corner of Morgan and Fulton streets.

In the new establishment there is improved machinery,
with facilities for handling larger work than heretofore.

Among other tools there will be a 20 ton traveling crane
and a 10 foot boring and turning mill.

The Valentine-Clark company, the Rookery, Chicago,
dealers ic poles and ties, reports a satisfactory year's busi-

ness. This company's facilities for the coming year will

be far better than those of last season, as it now has five

branch yards at points which enable it to carrj- larger

stock and to fill orders with greater promptness.

The Shultz Belting company of St. Louis has just issued

the fifth edition of its little work of information on the se-

lection and management of machine belting, with useful

tables for determining the width of belt and horse power,

etc. The first, second, third and fourth editions of this

pamphlet were so highly appreciated that they were soon
exhausted. The Shultz company has, therefore, doubled
the issue of this edition. It has been enlarged, too, and
contains more interesting information on belts.

Calendars for '93 are now the order of the day, and the
electrical houses are not behind the times in th:s line. The
Pennsylvania Electric Engineering company, Philadelphia,

the Central Electric company, Chicago, the American
Electrical Works, Providence. R. I., George Cutter, Chi-

cago, not to forget the Postal Telegraph-Cable company

—

all these have submitted their best efforts to the trade.

The race of the calendars has commenced, and it remains
to be seen which one will secure "a place" over the

office desk.

H. C. Adams, who, for the last few years has acted as

Eastern manager for the Fort Wayne company, is now to

become president of the Phillips Insulated Wire company
ofPawtucket. R. L, with headquarters at 3941 Cortlandt
street. New York. This company has adopted the letters

"O. K." in white, with black background, as its trade-

mark, and will continue to manufacture all kinds of insu-

lated wire- Mr, Adams first entered the wire business in

1S67, with Holmes, Booth ^' Haydens, and in later years
was connected with the American Electric Light company.
His wide experience with the former company will aid
him greatly in his new departure.

Among recent changes of interest to the electrical fra-

ternity is the transferring of the business of James W.
Qaeen & Co.. Philadelphia, to a stock corporation bearing
the title "Queen & Co., Incorporated." The new com-
pany starts with a paid up capital of §600,000, which will

be increased from time to time as may be required for the
extension of its numerous interests, which, in addition to

electrical measuring instruments, comprise scientific appar-
atus of ever>' description. The incorporators and directors

for 1S93 are S. L. Fox. F. B. Fox. J. G. Gray, W. B.ddle,

Jr., J. G. Biddle and F. W. Stanwood, all of whom have
been actively connected with the old firm. E. G. Will-

yoDDg contiouesas superintendent of the electrical labor-

atory.

Are yoo troubled by static electricity from your belts?

is the leading question now put by the Chicago Rawhide
Slannfacturing company to prospective purchasers of belts

for dynamos. It was about fifteen years ago that this

company was organized by W, H. Preble, the present sec-

retary and treasurer. Since that time Mr. Preble has paid
especial attention to the details of the manufacturing end
of the business, and how he has succeeded needs no better

illustration than the substantial establishment, now the

home of his company, at 75 and 77 East Ohio street, Chi-
cago. A number of interesting reminiscences might be
related of the company's early pioneer experience with raw-
hide belts for electric lighting ser\-ice. It has been thir-

teen or fourteen years since the first belt of this material

was used for electric lighting work in Chicago in M. C.
fialtoc'tc's plant, and since that time the company has
bronght its goods to the front in a manner that leaves no
doabt as to the advantage to be obtained from the use of
rawhide. The Chicago Rawhide Manufacturing company
haodles almost every conceivable class of rawhide goods
—in fact it makes anythin;^ in rav/hide. from belt lacing

and the smallest jeweller's lathe belt up to the largest

main belt that may be demanded. Mr. Preble has been
from the start an enthusiastic investigator into the needs
of the trade, and his experience in the introduction of
rawhide belting for dynamos leads his company to make
sofne strong claims, two of which in particular arc of

peculiar interest to electrical men. It is generally ad-
mitted that accumulated static charges have in many cases

had a grcac deal to do with very serious burn-outs in

dyiumo electric machinery. That this static electricity is

in many cases due to the belling Is also generally con-
ceded. The belt, therefore, the company believes, that

geaerates no static eiectridty, and therefore necessitates

DO arresting ap;>aratas to carry off the frictional charge, is

one chat possesses an advantage not to be overlooked.

Another peculiar aj'lvantage claimed for the rawhide belt

is, that it runs clean in places where ordinary belts will

blacken neighboring surfaces—as, for instance, a white-

washed ceiling. These points, taken into consideration
alon^ with the feature of the adhesion of the rawhide belt,

the conapany thinks, eotitles it to the attention of buyers
in the market for hfgh-class goods.

WESTERN ELECfKIC!-AR

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued January 3. 1893.

488,978. Brush Holder for Dynamos and Electric Motors.
Ralph Ashley, Philadelphia, Pa.

A rack is attached to each brush holder and adapted to be
moved longitudinally by means of a spring actuated pinion, so
that the brush 15 continually fed forward to compensate for
wear.

488,993. Telephone SA'itch. John C. Francis, New
York, N. Y.

The switch is designed to cut the generator out of circuit
with the telephone line when the transmitter is removed from
tne hook. The hook rotates about an axis, and lies in a hori-
zontal plane when the transmitter is hung up; when the trans-
mitter is removed from the hook a coiled spring rotates it upon
its axis, thus actuating the switch.

489,000. Commutator for Dynamos and Electric Motors.
Henry Groswith and Ralph Ashley. Philadelphia, Pa.

489,005. Elevator Indicator. Nelson Hiss, Baltimore,
Md.

At each floor are placed indicators, terraioals being provided
adapted to be engaged by a brush carried upon the car and
connected with one side of the battery so that as the car passes
from floorto floor different circuits are closed to actuate the
proper indicating devices.

489,046. Electric Arc Lamp. Elihu Thomson, Swamp-
scot, Mass.

The invention comprises means for automatically cutting the
iamp out of circuit when the carbon has reached the end of its
stroke, or encounters any resistance which causes it to stop
feeding. The carbon is attached to a band wound around the
drum, and which IS unwound to permit the descent of the car-
bon, when the carbon has ceased descending and the drum con-
linuesto unwind the band, the slack thus caused in the band
acts upon one arm of a bell crank lever to open a contact, the
contact being again closed when the carbon again begins to de-
scend, thus drawing taut the suspending band.

489,052. Apparatus for Reg;ulating Temperature. Joseph
E. Watts, Lawrence, Mass.

489,065. Alternating Current Dynamo. James J. Wood,
Fort Wayne, Ind.

The dynamo belongs to that type in which the armature is

held stationary, while the pole pieces revolve. The armature
comprises a siries of inwardly extending coils of wire, their
axes being radial to the axis of rotation of the field magnet; the
field magnet poles are equal in number to the armature coils,
the field magnet being energized by a single axial coil.

489.070. Armature for Electric Motors or Dynamos.
Cornelius F. Daniels, Macon, Ga.

The armature is composed of separate bobbins wound with
wire, each bjbbin having a separate core, the bobbins sur-
rounding the armature axis and being secured to it by end
pieces and by wedged shaped clamping pieces between the outer
portions of the bobbins.

489.071. Field Mignet for Electric Mo!:ors or Dynamos.
CDrnelius F. Dmiels, Macon, Gi.

The field magnet cons'sts of a number of pieces bolted or
fastened together, each piece being wound separately with
wire. After being placed together a layer of wire is wound
around the whole, thus forming a field magnet in which the
material of the core is in intimate relation with the winding,

489,075. Thermomitric Indicator. Charles R. H. Erk-
ens, Lakewood, N. Y.

489,097. Trolley Wire SuppDrt. Gaorge H. Scranton
and Lorenz Spiliman, Columbus, O.

489 09S. Testing Apparatus for -Multiple Switch-Boards.
Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, III.

4S9 09^. Testing Apparatus for Multiple Switch Bsards.
Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, 111.

A generator is connected with the telephone lines and
adapted to send slowly alternating or undulatory direct cur-
rents over the lines, while in circuit with each operator's tele-
phone is included a rheotome adapted tj render the undulations
supplied by the generator audible. la the operator's telephone
circuit is also included a ci cuit changing device, which is

adapted to change ttie direction of the current through the
rheotome; when a line tesred is free current will pass through
the rheotome and the operator's telephone in whichever direc-
tion the current is flowing, so that a continuous hum will be
heard by the operator; when, however, the line is busy current
will pass through the rheotome only when the circuit is closed
in one direction, -so that the operator will bear an int-.rmittent
bu//., and will tniow that the line is busy.

489.100. Test Circuit for Multiple Switch-Boards. Charles
E. Scribner, Chicago, III.

A retardation coil is provided in a ground branch with a test
batterj- for each of the telephone lines, a cord switch, and list-

ening and calling key, and the operator's telephone and switch-
ing devices are so arranged that the operator on raising the
plug in response to a subscriber's call brings her telephone into
circuit, and throws on the branch containing the retardation
coil and battery to make the line immed:alcly test busy.

439.101. Means for and Process of Separating Metals
from Ores. Charles E. Seymour, Lake Geneva, Wis.

489113. Operating Divice for Bridge Gate . Edward
Zaremba. Chicago. III.

489. 1 14. Electric Metal Working. Craig K. Arnold,
Sharon Hill, Pa.

The mcial workini^ device consists of u carbon pencil In cir-

cuit with a generator, and adapted to be first brought in con-
tact with tkc metal 10 be operated upon, and then to he with-
drawn a sihort ditlancc to form an arc, whereby the liciiting

effect \\ produced. In circuit with the carbon pencil \-f- placed
achokinif coil, the counter electromotor force of which, »hco
(he carbon pencil \% fimt loitcbcd to the metal, will be in *uch a
direction n» to o(rp&<te ihr paxiage of ihc current from the car-
)j</n pencil to the metallic plate, ihun preventing a nhort circuit
v/hcn uj«d up/in a circuit of low rc«itiancc. When the carbon
i% withdrawn from the plate the counter electromotor force of
ihcchokini^ c^il will be in ituch a direction an to ast^int the p.iH-

Mife of the current from the carbon to the metal, lhu» rcndcrin«
the esIablishrTicnt of (he arc certain.

489.115. Secondary Battery, Craig K. Arnold, Sharon
Hill, P«.

'I'be ioventirrfi i« an impr/zvcmtnt over wcondary biitlericn In

which the eleclrcKlca arc separated by nand, and conitiiit% in Hub-
^litoiin;; for the «nd *malt pirtc« of^lead, at. for instance, shot.
which Krvc the double piirprrM of v;p;iral)n(f (he individual
p!at«ii, and of beln;^ thenuelveit active materlaC

4&9,150. Electric Lantern. Adam KcM. McKccsport,
Pa,

January 14, ifi^j

489,15s. Incandescent Lamp Socket.
Foster, Bridgeport, Conn.

489,161. Electric Meter. Heinrich Illig^

Germany.

Wilcox,489,172. Lamp Support,
N. Y.

Curtis N.

George C. H.

Eockenheim,

Brooklyn,

489,179. Automatic Switch for Trolley Tracks. William
H. Brodie, Brooklyn, N. Y.

489 185. Commutator Brush Holder. Charles F. Good-
rich, Chicago, 111.

489,186. Storage Battery Electrode. George W. Harris,
New York. N. Y.

The electrode is built up from alternate strips or sheets of
conductiug and absorbent non-conducting material; each alter-
nate sheet of conducting material extending laterally over the
opposite edge of the intermediate absorbent material, and
finally unitmg the extending edges together in each instance in
one integral face.

489,207. Fender for Electric or Other Cars. Martin S.

Starkweather, Boston, Mass.

489 212. Temperature Indijator. James Bartlett, To-
ledo, O.

489.215. Vjlve for Fire Alarm Whistles. Gilman W.
Brown, West Newbury, Mass.

489.216. Amalgamator. Hugh Calhoun, Hot Springs,
and Aaron M. Beam Bear.

The method of amalgamation consists in mingling with the
pulp a proper quantity of mercury, and stirring themass in
a suitable receptacle subject to the heat of a water bath, and to
the action of an uninterrupted current of electricity of constant
direction.

489,234. Electric Railway Trolley. Jean Reutlinger. St.
Louis, Mo.

The Hangeiof the trolley wheel are provided with radially
extending teeth so that the trolley may pass a tiansverse sus-
pending wire passing immediately beneath the trolley wire.

489 237. Fire Alarm. William T- Schweiger, New York,
N. Y.

489,249. Electrical Measuring Instrument. Johannes H.
F. Gorges, Berlin, Germany.

The instrument is designed for measuring currents ot large
volume, and consists of a conducting bar having attached to it

a portion of magnetic material provided with a semicircular
cavity in one end; an armature is mounted upon a shaft, and
moves concentrically with the inner surface of the cavity when
influenced by a current transmitted through the conducting bar.
An inde.\ pointer "is connected with the armature, and is adapted
to move over a scale.

489,266. Telephone Switch Appliance. Parnell Kab-
bidge, Sydney, New South Wales.

The switch appliance is designed for telephones, and i3
adapted to switch the current from the ringing circuit to the
calling circuit, and vice versa. A small closed receptacle filled
with mercury and provided with terminals in its ends is attached

'

to the receiver, and when the mercury rests in one end of the
receptacle due , to the position of the receiver circuit is closed
through the talking circuit, when, however, the receiver is
given another position the mercury tlows to the other end of the
receptacle to close the ringing circuit, thus opening the talking
circuit.

489.302. Dynamo Electric Machine and Motor. Walter
T. Goolden and Llewellyn B. Atkinson, London,
England.

An air tight non-magnetic casing surrounds the armature, and
a jointed supplemental portion of the casing surrounds the com-

'

mutator and brushes so that access may be hid to the commu-
tator without removing the main casing.

489,277. Electro Magnet. Richard Varley, Jr., Engle
wood, N. J. ,

'

The method of winding the electro-magnet forms the princi-
pal feature of the invention, and consists in winding side by
side an insulated wire, and a bare wire, the bare wire thus lying
between the insulated wires is properly insulated, and being of
a less diameter than the exterior diameter of the insulated wire
it lies between the convolutions of the larger wiie, thus occupy-
ing less space than it would if it were provided with an insula-
tion.

489.312. Fire or Burglar Alarm. Eizear La France,
Worcester, Mass.

489 315. Secondary Battery Electrode.
Michel, Paris, France.

Auguste M.

The negative element of a lead zinc accumulator consists of a
support carrying an amalgam rich in mercury.

489,316. Manufacture of Accumulator Plates. Auguste
M. Michel, Paris, France.

The active material for the plates is made by forming on
alloy of lead and some other metal, such as zinc, then disinte-
gr.itlngnr reducing the alloy and eliminating the metal alloyed
with the lead, and leaving the latter in a porous distended con-
dition, and finally compressing the lead into the desired form,

489,3:8. Electro Magnetically Heated Receptacle. Willis
Mitchell, Maiden.
The receptacle con3i>l9 of n hollow body of magnetic material

having .Htuds of similar material formed thereon; helices of wire
are wound upon the cores and connected in nn alternating cur-
rent circuit, the heating effect being derived from the resist-
ance of the wire, and the effect of hysteresia in the cores.

489.3:^0. Electric Elevated Railway. Andrew L. Kutter,
Washington, D. C.

A double track 1» HUfipcnded between towers providcti along
the roadwjy, and each car in provided with two trucks, each
provided with a motor, and running upon the track. The car
body In of cylindrical or cigar-shape, and is *iiiHpendrd beneath
the track from the trucks.

489,364. Combination Fuse Box. Willinm F. Bossert
Utica, N. Y. '

489.422. Underground Conduit for Electric Kailwayli.
Charles P. Tatro, Spokane, Wash.

489.423. Electric Time Alarm. Jacob I'. ']"irrcll, Itosion.

489.424. Valve Controlling Clutch. Jacob I'. Tirrell,
l!o9ton,

4*^9.435. 'I'clcgraphy. Zcroy I'. Hotchkis-., r)alc Ktrk.
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AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
ULECTRIC LIGHT LINK WIKIO.

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AUERICANITE. MAGNFT. IIFinrd
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR U' I It T \
FARADAY CABLES. II I II U 1} .

AMERICANITE. MAGNFT.
OFFICE AND ANNUN
FARADAY CABLES.

NEW YORK OFFICE, P. C. AcbermHD, 10 Coi-Unutlt Stroot.

MONTREAL BRANCH, EugeDO E. Phillips' Elcctri(;iil Works

3F«Xjmj

SAL-AMMONIAC.
(luaranlcfd Over !)',l Per Ctnl. Potf,

ini Klii/.ir ><>t.. < hli'nco.

E. M. HATHEWAY,
Electrical Mnffineer,

Plans, f pccilications. Supervision, Tests,

Fxpert Advice on all Electrical Subjects.

427 "Tlic Kookrry," Chloasi..

WANTED.
,\ li'^rillemrin. we)] acjuaiDUid Irj the Korllj-

wc9t, an'l who has plenty of cafi».omers,
would like pORllloD HA Supply Sale'^roan, or
Electrical Engineer with Con.^'.njclion Com-
gsny. Central Station or Isolated Plant.
CBt of retcreDcei. Address "D. H. .(„"

Care Westei-.n ELECrnnjii?.-,
c. I,al:e«M<: Bulldini;, CTifciKo.

WILLIAM H. BRYAN,
(M. Am. Sue. M. E.J

MecbaDical and Electrical Engineer,
CriThuiUiMnvf, K*-[.ort«, Plana, Spen'flcailnns for
Centrttl Station or J«n]n»^d Kl-rCtrlc LiKhUie.

and Ek-rirlc hallways.

>6' Turner JimlfHng^ St. Louih.

THE "CLARK " WIRE.
Insnlatlon <>;uaranteed wlierever uncd. Aerial, IJndercroana or Bnbmarlne.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, he says: '*A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber need in intmlating our wirep and rubles 18 especially chemicaliy prepared, and is Ruaranteed to be waterproof, and will not del«rioriit«. oxidize or tracit, and will remain flexible in extreme cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The insulation is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Potent Compound, and special extra finiph, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherproof j>rotection, and also preventing chaflnfj and abrasion, which is water, acid, and. to a very gre"^ extent fireproof. Our insulation wiil prove
durable when all others fall . We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of ini^ulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furniBh our Clark Wire with a wliite outside flnic*h for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark Joint Ouni should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, in stripe about one foot long and five-eightha inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint

•aid preeeed firmly it makes a solid maee. FOR RAIL^VAY pnd MOTOR use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

WK <i;UARAKTE£: OUR lN!mTLAT10X WHEREVER USED, AERIAL, ITXDERGROITRID OR tmiBHARINE. and onr net pricee are as low, it not lower than any
other flret-clasB Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 6S Hampshire Street, BOSTON, 31ASS.

HBNRY A. CLARK, Trjaaarar and Gen'l Manager.
HBBBEKT H. EU8T18, Prsildent and Blectrlclan.

.A. LOZtTO-
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES OF

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OP ALL KINDS OF

SRAMLEISS RUBBEIR. WIREIS AND QABLEIS,
FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, TRENTON, N. J.

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., General Western Agents, 171 and 1 73 Lake St. Chicago, III

ANY CANDUE POWER. TT^El

"STEUBEN" LAMP.
^T^rlt© for I»rloes.

STEVBEN liAMP WORKS, CANISTEO, N. Y.

ANY VOLTAGE.

Snzxix^les X*ree.

lEATlTT ELECTRIC llOfOR CO,

124 Mitchell St., Providence, R. I.

FAN and BATTERY MOTORS
A SPECIALTY.

F^OUH HECULKR SIZES.
Suitiilile for runoinf; Sewing Machines, Dental Drills,

Joweierw' Liilhes and all kindH of light machinery.

No. 1, 2 VoUh, 1-32 h. p., §3.00.

. No. 2, 4 Volts. 1-16 h. p.. 35.00.

No. 3, (i Volts 1-12 h p.,*lU.Ol).

No. 4, 10 Volts. 1-8 h. p., >;ir).(iO.

Every IIIotor<iiiiaranloetl. Sond for Circular.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

IKAT^INUM
For all Purposes.

Scrap and Native Platinum Purchn.-^eri.

BAKKK & CO., 408-414 »« Jersty
Kaiiroad Ave.. Newark. >'. J-

A.M.MORSE 4co.*=|?„°^-^
BUCK g:YF _5QTo 1 QooH. p.»St. Louis.

Oi-cravflin Service. Simpl;
l»iiiii,!.S.'n.lf.-rrirENGINES

-T3

50.

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK,

MOTORS.
!si H. P. SiOO Volt Armature, Ventilated. Constant Speed, 1,500.

The MotorR are made with the beet appliances and material ohtnlnahlc, nnd embedy every improve
ment o£ merit, with the intention that they Bhall he the Standard ol their clutjn

430 West 1 4th Street. NEW YORK.
KOR.NAME

Electric Motors, Dynamos,

PLATES Arc Lamps, Etc.
We have the most complete equipment for manufacturing Name Plates in Ike country,

and guaiantee our patrons prompt delivery, at lowest possible cost.

SEND FOB SA1IIFI.E8. UF.SIUKtD VlTRNIISinKU VKKB OV EXPKKIilE.
A few concerne iielng our platee are: Tbomeon-nouston E'pctrlc Co.. C. & C. Motor Co., Crocker-

Wheeler Electric Motor Co., Berneteln Eleclric Co., Schuyler Electric Co., Eddy Electric Manufactur.
ing Co., Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.

MANUFACTURED BT

JOHN BECKER MFG. CO., FiiGhburg, Mass.

ELECTRICAL MEASDRING INSTRUMENTS.
We manufacture a large variety

of apparatus for both experimental
and practical use, and Eliall be
pleased to submit prices to intending
purchasers. Our specialties com-
prise Ammeters, Voltmeters, Resis-
tance Boxes, Testing Sets, Testing
Batteries; Galvanometers, Photo-
meters, Tachometers, etc. Jf your
dealer does not have our gocds in
stock, send orders direct to us for
prompt attention.

^^ QUEEN & CO.,
t^ ^": PHILADELPHIA.

Illustrated descriptive ciilalugue, No. l-OB, piajlid j)C6l-))aid upon leceipl of live ccpts-
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Established in 1861.

B. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBIN/\-riON

GAS AKD ILECTHIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
—

—

BRIHCH BTORB

&I34 Michigan Avenue*

Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

SEND FOR OUR
Xcff Calalogne of

Electrical
Books.

Tlie most complete of Its

kind ever ptibliehed.

Sent Free to Any AddresB.

We m M\nim
In Ihe WPHt for ELEC-
TRICAL BOOKS, and fill

orders promptly, pre-
paid, on recelptof price.

Eleclrieian Pabllshin^ Co,
b Labeaide Building,

Chicago. HI.

WINTER HESOBTS OF THb SlUTH.
JacksonviUe and Tampa, Florida, and other

South Atlantic and Golf Coast resorts can be
reached with but one change of cars from Chicago,
and thot at Louisville or Cincinnati, where the
Monon makes close connections with the L. & N.,
and Q. & C, Vestibule trains, running- through to
Florida.

The Monon's day trains are now all equipped
with beautiful new Parlor and Dining Cars, while
its night trains are made up of Smoking Cars.
Day Coaches, and Pullman and Compartment
Sleepers, Ufihted by electricity from headlight to
hindermost sleeper.

The Monon has gradually fought its way to the
rfont. making extensive improvements in its road-
bed and service, until to-day it is the best ennipped
line from Chicago to the South, offering its pat-

rons facilities and accommodations second to none
in (he world, and at rates lower than ever before. I

FERRACUTE MACHINE CO., ^''^'^T"' ''''• "s-^-
' MANUFACTURERS OF

FOOT AND POWER PRESSES, DIES
A.\I> OTHER SHEET METAI> TOOLS.

They make a number of Presses especially adapted ftr ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL WORK.
Please send for illustrated prices describing 200 kinds of Presses,

Dies for Armature Discs, etc.

BINDERS WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

ONE DOLLAR.

^ illfj™!!

HART SWITCHES.
SINGLE AND DOUBLE POLE.

10 .\mpereDouljle Pole Switch

THE ONLY Snap Switch that has

PROVEN A SUCCESS.

FOR SALE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES.

TleEarl&HeseMDig.Co.,HartM,coi.
ESTABLISHED 1867. WW _ lA I"

Pamlck& Carter Co. I

E^"«?l Mies
MANDFACTDRERS AND DEALERS, I

125 SoDth SecoM Street PHILADELPHIA, PA.

OF ALL KINDS.

HOUSE GOODS A SPECIALTY.

WRITE for CATALOGUE and PRICES.

Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

THE i^Esx-iTonxr ^w-A-t-esh
Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2.000 in use.

Afford -i the meet Bimple and reliable power for all mining and manufactur-
ing machinery. Adapted to heads runnlne from '.JO op to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per cent, better reeultB guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the country.

£IjKctkic transmission.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way of a nnlform and relia-

ble power, clone retiulation and the facility of adaptation to varying conoltlons
of fijieed and prei-eiire, have hrou^^'ht it into ejieclal prominence and extenelva
use for this clasa of work. All applications should state amonnt and head of
water power required, and for v'lac purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. Send fou Catalogue.

THE PELTON IVATER WHEEL CO.,
liil-lSS main St., San Vrancisco, Cal., U. S. A.

14:t I.IBEUTY STHEET, - - NEW YORK.
^^U having coineto oiir Dotlce that our pntenl. rights are helng iufrlngea

iipoD, Inl-^ndlnEpDrchascra are hereby warned thatall Buch InfrlngementB will
be (Inly proaPciited.

I'lCl.TON WATER IHOTOIIS. Varylnc from the fraction or 1 to IB

and 'M horse lower, iintM|ualwd tor all tlf;ht riinnlni^ inacliineiy. Warran'td
to develop aciven Miiount of powor wllh one-lialf the water rmiiilred by any
other. td^Send for Motor Circular. Addrnee as above. Dellverlea made from
San Krandeco or New York, as may afford the moat favorable freight ratee.

THESTAND.IKDOI'KNI Ii<fXIT
BATTKKIKS Of THE AVOKI.l),

And toe b«:st rnide anywr.cfc.

SkSD for CIKCX-I.AK & PkI(.K.S.

The Leclanche Battery Co.
':

! ; in Eu:t 131-J SI.. H. Y.

I ManufactuKers of

ocTAGONAL^^ Cedar
TELEPHOni&ELEaRICAL

RAILWAYPOLESJ^QtOSSilliMS

^^H.M.Loud&SonsUimber(o
!
OSCODA . IVIICH.

HOLMES BOOTH & HAYDENS,
FactorieH: Waterhui-y, Conn. - - I2r5 Porl* Pliioo, No'v*' YorU.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Baire and Ins\ilsLt:eci ^iSTire,
lie \Vin'l«rw rilcrw" < opptT F,l<'f t ric IJ^hl l.iiic \Vi r*-. <ot>r>*'r Mii^tim'I IVirc. I'lrxlhl** Hilk. 4'oHoii niid U'orHtc'tl <:ordH for

liicnndfHmit l,\\i,\\\\\\v:. ^ontMl ami I- liit 4'o|>|m-i- Itni-M for Hint loii %\Ork.
lllHlllaIrd ItMttI I'lTHHIIIM- %\ il'<'.

PATENT J^_ y^n^ LINE WIRE
For Electric Ll^ht, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Aijentifor the WuHhin'jIon Carbon Coinpany, Carhona for Arc Lighting.

Tftfl SF.8AT WESIBM ELECTRIC gl'PPlY COMPANY, CIIICICO, • - SBUINO AGENTS.

TflOfi- T, aVOriLL, New TorH Agent.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The atlention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CEK.E-BRAXED WAXKR M^IIEEL,as particularly adapted to thdr uie

on accouDt of its remarkably Hteady motion, tiierh Mp«e<|
and Gcreat Efficiency, and lare« Capacity for it:, diameter,
being doable the Pcw'tT of most wheels of same 'dianrrter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric com,-^anies with ercat satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful e^cct guaranteed.
HE.ifn ro« cataeoc;t;e ai^m T>ARxicf;i.ARiii.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears arc required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving rppresenis a pair of 12 inch VICTOR

XtIRIHi\EW arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plale. The entire arrangement is very complete and
st.ictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbine*?, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation

admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

SlSa7.A.:BXjXS^£3I3 1378.
NOI>E MAMFACTIKERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Roda, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wum£^?S^,DKr. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i^iPA^^^t.

teFVJEWIRE
^COA\R\iNY

161 HIGH iT BOSTON

HICHE5T GRADE

TE6TEDFViEWIRE6UNKS
JEND FOR CATALOCVE

AND PRICE LI-5T5

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB ELECTBICAl. UHES.

Graphite Bod8 of Terions Ijensihs, from 1-5 Obm to 100 Ohms Besistance
to the inch, t^raphite Boxes and CrorihleSt BeslstlDs Beats

of 4.000 Oegrees. Inqalries Gladly Ansifvered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles. Wr<te To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
201 Walnwrisbt Bill:.. K*. Louis. 3IO-

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

CEDAR POLBS.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If in want of Poles. T
by gtttlL^ L

W. C, STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

THE PENNSYLVANIA LAMP.
ACKKOWIiEDeEO TO Uj&VE THE HIGHEST UEBIT IN AIiL THE RECEXT COHPETITIVE TESTS.

IXCANDE8CEMT I,AMP8. » TO .100 CASiDIiE POWEB. AliL VOIiTAGEB AND BASES ALWAYS IN STOCK.

PENN MUTUAL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA. WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, NEW YORK.
WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, CHICAGO.

FOUR
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION Hand-Book.

6 Lakeside Building.

CHICAGO, ILL.ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

AANUrACTURGRS ORGANIZED 1881.

INCORPORATED tSeS.

Arc Laaps

AN
ESTABLISHED
rACT:

P£R INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAlL\v'AY CIRCUITS.

TIIC ONLY ARC LiAHP THAT
WORKS SATISr.'^TORILY ON AN
INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT.

I

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING. THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LAA\PS.

•^^
THE ELECTRIC

CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.
UNITY BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

TCLCPMO.NC BUILOlNa.

MEW YORK.
Light iNO
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THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PERBET ELECTRIC MOTORS.
ALL SIZES FOR ALI, PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

NEW YORK OFFICE,

89 Liberty Street.

PERRET - ELECTRIC - LIGHT - SYSTEM.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. GOJpringfield, Mass.
( Clevplanci, Ohio, C. V. NICHOLSON, 513 Society for Savlnga BalWiDg. lIVaHtainston, D. C, J. U. BURKETT & CO., 1409 New York Aye. St. Panl

_—.. I iu«* AI^PUTC 1 Minn.F. J. RENZ, 360 Minnesota St. PhllailelDhia Pa., PENNSYLVANIA MACHINE CO., 29 N. 7th St. New Orlrans, I,a., BUCHELOttUIMW Al^bnia.^ MACHINE WORKS, 101 Contl St. Oenver. Col., HAYWARD COCHRAN (t, 33 Jacobson Building. Ohlraso. III.. C. F. DUNDEKDALE, 435 Rookery
' BnlTRlo. N. Y.. II. H. DARRIN 2a« Pearl St.

NOW READY

!

"Westerit Electhician

LAMP LIGHTING SCHEDULE.

J. ix. J3X*1J1 *- Omp&liy^ Trucks for Motor Cars. ElectricCables, etc. Inventors
pn|va||C| » I » and Builders of the Patau ted Maximum Traction pivot-

al Trucks. Special attention given to cars of new de-

Westein OSce: PHENIS BUILIINS, CEICiGO- signs. Prices and informatioD furnished promptly on
application.

UTS
Wood Fngraving—For Machinery, etc.

Zinc Ktching—From Prints, Pen and Ink Drawings, etc.

¥¥atf 'Wnna M>^n.t>aaa 5 Dircct reproducHons of Photographs, Wash Drawinca,«air-i one iToeess
, ^^^ ^ etched in copper.

W'ax Eneravings— For Maps, Plata, Script, or Diagrams.
Photo-I..ithography—Transfers for Lithographers in paper or stone.
Denif^nln;;.

MANZ^CC,
ENGRAVERS,

183, 185 aifl 18] Monroe St., CHICAGO.

PRICE 26 CENTS.

Moonlieht System for 1893.
Copy of Moonlight Schedule sent with each copy of "New Dynamo

Tender's Hand-Boole," by Lieut. F. B. Badt, without
extra charge. Price of book, $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 Lakeside Building, Chicago, III.

W.S.EDWARDSMFG. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

J

You Will Oblige

Both Advertiser and Publisher

by mentioning the WESTERN
ELECTRICIAN when writing
to advertisers.

ELECTROLIERS
Combination Fixtures,

Electric and GomblDation Brackets.

EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS.

LOW PRICES.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. '^

86 and 88 West Lake Street, Chicago.

Dictionary of Electrical Words, Terms and Phrases.

.TO'i floah\c-r.olamn PaKf^M. iitO IIIOHtrutU.nH. <'Ioth Itiriilint;. Typr I'ae*'

Thiii Dictionary includes .5,000 distinct Words, Terms and
FhraaeS. Each of the great claflsfts or divisions of clftctrical investiga-

tion or utilization come.") under careful and ftxhaustive treatment. For
some rea-ions it desei^'e?! rather to he called an Encyclopsedla than a

dictionary.

Tiie Scheme of Treatment is as follows:

l3t. The -vords, terrn.i and phrases are invariahly followed by a short,
concise defixdtion, giving the sen.'io in which they are correctly em-
ployed.

i;-i. ,'. general statement then follows of the Principles of Electri-
cal Science on which the definition is Founded.

N lO X 7 in4>li<'N, l*rlr

. 3VE.

I)OM(uuc' l*re|mid, to any part of tin* woi-ld, S5.00.

3d. When, from the complexity of the apparatus, or from other con-

siderations, it has been thought desirable to do so, an Illustration or
Diagram of the apj)aratus is given.

•Uh. To facilitate study, an elaborate system of OrOSS References
has been adopted, so that it is as easy to find the definitions as the

words, and aliases are readily detected and traced.

In ajiplying these rules great care has been exorcised to secure

CLEARNESS, to the end that while the definitions and explanations

shall he SAT1.SFA(;T(M;Y to the 1':XPEHT IOLIOCJTRKJIAN, they

shall also be .SIMPLE AND INTIOLMGIBLE to those who have had no
training at all in electricity, or are novices in the art.

S EXT TD IXT "iT'OXJie OE.3^^3I^ lTO"W.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside BuUdine;, CMoaso, Illinois.
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ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COiVIPANY,

General Western Agents

FOR THIS

CELEBRATED WIRE.

307 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Did You Receive Our Picture of the WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION,

Carryiiiii Current for all In-

candescent Lamps?

If not, write us for it.

NEW YORK

INSULATED WIRE CO,
Nos. 13, 15 and 17 Cortlandt St..

Nos. 78. 80 and 82 Franklin St .

New York.

Chicago.

Carpenter En'dmel Rheostat Co.,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

II.Ward LeoniLril

President

tieo. U. Finn,

Vice-Prest.

C. E. Carpenter,

Sec'y&Treaa.

Pateot No. it'1,781, Aufiu^t. ]):1)2.

Bheostats of every size and bind such b3 Motor
Starters, FieldRegulators, Stage Regulators, Equal-
izers, etc., having resistance up to 2,00Ll ohms and
current capacity up to 200 Amperes.

I^OW PltlCES.

Guarantees against burn-outs under normal usage.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Tauffht thoroae:hlT day and night at the INSTI-
TIITE of TE<^HX0I.0<SY, 151 Tliroop
Street, Chicaso, 111. Amatenre, ArtieanB
and others asaleted Practically In any line, and
Inetracted in the latest and most improved
methods.

MECHANICAL Draughting, Matbematicfl, Elec-
trical Calculations, Architecture, MechanlcB, alao

uugbtdayand night.

HUaHES BEOS. MFG, 00,,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Cross Arms, Insnlator Pins s* Brackets,

And Electrical Moldlns.
Correspondence Solicitfrl.

CHATTANOOGA, - TENN.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
tN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The- Kartavsrt « Manufacturing - Co.^

FUSE
j

Correct Carrying Capic '

WIRE or I ily. Absolute

StRIP8> 1 Unifo mity in Size.

39tli St. and Stewart Ave.,

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro platers.

CHICAGO OFFICE, DENVER OFFICE, NEW YORK OFFICE,
Monadnock Building. 1735 Ctiampa Street. 42 and 44 Broad Street.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PAETIOULAELY ADAPTED TO DEIVING

ElGctric Light and Fowsr Stationis
:^..)3 On account of its high efficiency at all stages of gate, Bteadioess of motinn and easy working pate, the con
- "^ Btroction of which makes It the most sensitive to the action of a governor of any wheel on ihe market.

n^KiP^ ^^%^ r«A*rjki ^^^M^^ Illnatrating various styles of setting on both vertical and9END rQn i^ArALUi«Uc horizontal ehaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT, 1III/L(« & TE3IP1.E:.

I

DAYTON, OHIO.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER GO.,
Builders of High Grade Engines and Boilers.

Electric Light Engines
a Specialty.

Complete SteainPlaiitsMallefl.

eSechrist automatic switch
For controlling Incandescent
Lights in private residences
by using automatic gas keys
and an ordinary battery or
shunt circuit.

WESTEEN WAREEOOMS;
64 South Canal Street. CHICAGO, ILL.

,ii^ MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also 30 Cortlandt Street, New York Citv-

V\7".A.]SrT3S3^D !—One good con-

struction firm in each city to represent us.

Apply to

ALBEBT SECHBIST,
Manufacturer and Patentee, DENVER, COLO.

For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,—81.00.

—

THE

lONA

HAND

LIGHTING ]^>

BURNER.

Ooaa.T7©iile>aa.t,

fLollcklolo.

Write for Kanufadurerj' Prices.

Reflflii Electric Co.,

41 FEDERAL ST.,

BOSTON, . MASS.

BEING A MANUFACTURER you areforced

by competition to keep in touch with all genuine economies

as soon as their value is proved; hence your Compound
Engines, Condensers, Steam Loops, etc., to reduce the cost
cf using your i^teani. It is equally important that you
should consider every item which enters into the cost of

'

making your ^teani.

If you are building a new Boiler House, resetting your
old boilers or adding new ones:

If your present boilers are short of capacity:

If you wish to raise tlieir evapora'ire duty to the level of

expert hand firing, and keep IC there all the time:

If you wish smokelessness by i»revcnting.-not conceal-

ing or couHuming the smoke:

If you wish to preserve your boilers from unequal strains.

YOO WILL CAREFOLLY CON-

SIDER MECHANICAL

STOKING.
If you wish to save the whole cost of handling, which in

large plants is the greater part of the labor item:

You will equip with simple, cheap and practical

Coal and Ash Handling Machinery.

If you wish to have your fires always under control, irrespective of atmospheric conditions, quality of fuel, or length of run:

It you wish to be independent of extraordinary or sudden demands for steam:

If you wish to save a large portion of the cost of a chimney with its foundations—and above all.

If you wish to return into your feed water the greater portion of the heat otherwise sent up the flue to make draft,

You Will Use Mechanical Exhaust Draft and Economizers.

It is a well organized Department of our Business to design and construct

Boiler Plants, comprising any or all of the above features, as good judgment

may determine. We assume an authority in this branch of Engineering

arising from an experience with over 750,000 Horse Power of Boilers

equipped with Stokers.

WESTINGHOUSE, CHURCH, KERR & CO., ENGINEERS,

VKW V«»IIK. 17 < orllnndt MIrcct (;III<;A<;0, I.TO and ISM l,nkc Mtri-et. H<»HTO\. «aO Atlniitlc Avenue.

ST. I,«II». tomm<rc-lnl Knlldlne. I'lTTM III IKiil, WiHllnKhoUHC Il.ilidli.g. HI \M;A IMH.IH. Ili'cry Hlock.

RV 8)31',!] i.i PrtIL\DELPHI» by M. R. MUCKLE, Jr., & CO.. Droxol Building,
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FOR
ELECTRIC
LICHTINC.

^''%..

k''>--^-^>--
^^,%;^h-

FOR
ELECTRIC
RAILWAYS.

The S. FREEMAN &SONS Manufacturing Go.,^.

BOILERS, and TANK & IRON WORK if'
OF EVERY DESCniPTIOX

^^iSSf REPAIRING A SPECIALTY.
.'-nriKiii'-, "r..mplt\- funiisln''! r.ar:.-!' illir--

H=SSS5in.^iB:S: xr:a--i\ t:-M:i\<Jizni.- sent free to .my ;idtirf'^';. Ask
f'lf ' ratalo;riie B." ami mcnlicn this paprT

ELECTRICITY for ENGINEERS.
A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.

Price, Postage Prepaid, $2.50.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LA.KESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

\^m^-

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneuniiilc md Mechznlcal

ANNUNCIATORS s* BELLS.
trjLI. LIMK ALWAYS IS HTOCK.

W. R, OSTRANDER & CO..
199 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and M63 DeKaTb Aye., Brooklyn, S. T.

^ff Hcnd foT'Ssv; CATALOeCE. Ont AnpnPt iBt,

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Builders of High Grade

Corliss Engines,

Giddings' Automatics.
SmPU:, COMPOUND, ^vxd con-densing.

Complete Plants Furnished.

Works: SIOUX CITY, IOWA.
BEANCH OFFICE:

48 South Canal Street. CHICAGO.

VULCABESTON, ED\
S. / FnrniBhed in eheete, tabes and moalded forme of any ehape.

VULCABESTON PACKING,
For St<=ftm. \S'ater, Acid and Ga^: in sheet, wicfe,

round and gasket forme o( any shape.

FIELD MAGNET SPOOLS,
20,000 .\i)\V IN USE.

Manufactured by THE JOHNS-PRATT CO., - - HARTFORD, CONN.,

Manufacturers of ]\/^^>XJIjI>E3I> 3VXIOA..
H. W. JOHNS MFC. CO., Selling Agents, 87 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

JERSEY CITT. CHIl AGO. PIIIL.VDELPHI.^. ISOSTON. ATL.INTA. LONDON.

HILL
Glutch Works
CLEVELAND, O.

EASTERN OFFICE:
ISCortlandtSt., - NEW YORK

CHICAGO OFFICE:
us So. Canal St.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Degigsed, Erected and FDmiRhed.

Send for ne\7 Catalogue of Pow^
er Transmission Machinery.

'TLECTRIcLlGHT^LOBBr-^-

^he-LarGEST-LiME- of

NoVEUAHTISTICPATTEFlNS&EFFEGTSf

^ 42 MURRAY ST. NY. J
5END FOR CATALOGUE

b ROCHE
116 ami M N. 6111 SI..

-Alternating

DYNAMOS,
100 TO 1200 LIGHT.

Installed complete for City
or Town Lighting.

Chicago Office, Garden City Electric Co.

207 anil XOO Dearborn IStrcot.

ELECTRIC WORKS,

Philadelphia, Penn.

Incandescent

DYNAMOS,
Direct System. '

I TO 1000 light"

Motors
For Arc or Incandescent.

Currents from 1-8 to 50 H. P.
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General Electric ComDany.
XSdison and Thomson-Houston Systems of

ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS.

TheW.P.Iron-CladMotor

Has undergone the most stringent

tests possible, and has fulfilled the

most rigid requirements of Street

Eailway Service.

ITS SPECIAL ADVANTAGES ARE:
LIGHTNESS. MINIMUM OF EXPENSE FOR REPAIRS. FLOATING ARMATURE

* COMPACTNESS. FEWNESS OF PARTS. ABSENCE OF SPARKING. STRENGTH
SINGLE FIELD COIL. NOISELESSNESS. FULLY APPROVED AND INDORSED
BY ALL COMPANIES WHO HAVE USED IT.

OUR LINE OF OVERHEAD PARTS AND RAILROAD SUPPLIES

Comprises All the Latest and Most Improved Street Railway Appliances.

.

Street Railway Snow Sweepers
S1:lo-u.1cL "be Ord.ered. from. lO-s at Once.

We are the Only Company who can Supply Reliable Snovr Sw^eepers.

620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS. 14 Jiroad St., NEW YOIili.

173 and 17', Adams St., CHICAGO, JLJ. SOif Arch St., PUrLADELPniA, PA.
264 W. Fourth St., CINCJ\NATI, OHIO. 401-407 SUdey St., ST. PAUL, MINN.

Gould JiuUding, ATLANTA, GA. Masonic Temple, UENVER, COLO
IS rVrnt Street, SAN FBANCTSCO, CAL.
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..^^J^tajt^-;:^^^?^;-;^^

The Best Open Circuit Battery Made,

-^K^::^.mm Carbon Battery, i§

The leading features of

this battery are: A jar

with shoulder projecting

inward, on the paraffined

surface of which the par-

affined shoulder of the car-

bon rests.

The zinc supported by

a rubber ring, passes

through a porcelain in-

sulator in the center of

the carbon.

Cell complete, SI.00.

Liberal discount to the trade.

Carbon Element.

It will be seen from

the accompanying cut that

there is a large carbon

surface, and the battery

is very quick acting. It

will give 2 volts E. M. F,

within one minute after

being connected up.

We also manufacture

this style of carbon for

use with a Leclanche jar

which enables users of the

Leclanche Battery to re-

place their porous cups

with our carbon.

-liLxIa.rL'ULfa.ct'a.reci ^37--

Ihe Khapp Electrical Works,
54 AND 56 FRANKLIN STREET,

CHICAGO, ILL.

<-'^^=«?^'^!:^
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SUNBEAM

Incandescent Lamps.

Long Life.

High Efficiency.

Habirshaws

Pure

Rubber

Covered

Wires,

Cables

and

Cores.

The U. S.

Government

Standard

of

Excellence.

The Stanley Transformers

Are already so well and favorably known that we are at a loss Iq

say anything that will add to the brilliant record which

they made for themselves during the past year.

SHIELD BRAND

Moisture-Proof Wire.

For Feeder Circuits.

For Light and Power Lines.

S:t

THE WASHINGTON BUILDING,
(Erocti'il by Cyrus W. Field.)

Bltuated ut the foot of Broiidway, faclny the Battery, New York.

From the roof-garden od top of this magnificent building one may get an excellent view of New York
harbor and its environments. A little to the southeast is Brooklyn, the famous city of churches; to the

west lies Jersey City, of inglorions mosquito fame.

It (the building) is wired with Habirshaw pure rubber covered wire.

STEEL WIRE

TRACK BROOiMS.

A clean rail makes it ea-sy for

the mule or the motor.

The Electrical Supply Co.,
Corner Kandolph Strcc-t and Michigan Avcriuo.

Factories and En.l'jrn Onici-i,

AN80SIA, CONS.

Electric Light
and Power,
No. 2.i.

ClIICAGC-).

CT^TKLOGUES:
Electric
R. R. Supplies,
No. .'Jl.

Electrical
House Goods,
No. 44A.

Carpenter

Electric

Heating

Apparatus.

Car Heaters.

Radiators

for

Offices

and

Residences.

Cooking

Utensils.

We carry a large stock of

iicairalely drawn and insulated

MAGNET WIRliS.

Orders for quick shipments

solicited.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO
THE K.TJBBEI^ TJSEID IIT

HABIRSHAW INSULATION

Marine Core, used
on <wovernnient

Cruisers.

Feeder <'ore.
Broadway Theater.

Naval Marine India Rubber
Covered Wires.

Naval Land India Rubber
Covered Wires.

PROMINENT INSTALLATIONS.

Feeder <'able. Hruoklj-a
KdiHon Klectric tAfght C«.

8abniarine "%Vorb, Fdison Electric
Ijlerlit CO., JBaston, Pa.

:\aval Core, ITniled
StatCM ». H. "Chicaco.'

STANDARD
INDIA RUBBER
COVERED WIRES. Feeder Condnrlor.

"Drj-pla'eH."
Grand Central Depot,

Adopted by the Navy Department, and thus far employed on board the United States steamships Trenton, Chicago. Boston, Yorktown, Pensacola, Phila-

delphia, Petrel, Atlanta, Baltimore, Newa;k, Vermont, Charleston. San Francisco, Concord, Bennington and monitor Miantonomah.

SOLID AND STRANDED CONDUCTORS, TAPED, BRAIDED, FLAME-PROOF.

The Habirshaw Insulation fulflUs all requirements in places demanding the

"Best," and in that field finds no successful competitors.

Feeder Core.

FACTORY: GLENWOOD, YONKER8, N. Y.

WMilVli HADlKOnAW) hibiOi) 315 Madison Ave., Cor. Forty-Seoond St.

GEXEBAJL HAHrAeEB. KEW YORK CITY.
Feeder Cable.

WESTERN AGENTS: THE ELECTRICAL SDPPLY CO,, cor. Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO. ILL. E^^?rYc'li^{!lTS

The Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.,

BOB Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Chicago^
MANUFACTUBJEB8 OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SOPEBIOR QUALITY,

In Ordering Specify Long^ Life Lamps
or High Efficiency Lamps.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
I04 Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, IL.I..

General Western Selling Agents.

CHAS. D. SHAIIff,
136 Liberty St., NEW YORK,

General Eastern Selling Agent.

-A-a-:E33iTCIE:S:
THE ELBCTBICAL SUPPLY CO.,

Anson la, Conn.
WO0DBUFF-HABRI8 FLECTBIC CO.,

Bimtinghani, Ala.

IBON CITY ELECTBIC CO.,
PUtahurgh, Pa.

JULIUS ANDBAE,
Milwaukee, Wia.
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T TANDARD DYNAMO
MORE FULLY MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS

For MuniGipal and Commercial Arc Lighting
THAN ANY DYNAMO EVER OFFERED.

Intelligent, unbiased electricians and arc light users

throughout the country verify our claims for highest effici-

ency and greatest economy in operation and repair.

THE STANDARD
ARC LAMP

Is the only high-grade independent feed lamp which will,

with one feeding mechanism, one carbon rod and one

pair of carbons, give a constant unchanging light from

DUSK TO DAWN, EVERY NIGHT iN THE YEAR.

We are the pioneers in simplified douMe-service arc

Address all communications to

lighting

STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.,

Office and Works, CHICtGO.

Sockets, Switches, Cut-outs
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

\
Write for Catalogue.

r
Sawyer - Man Electric Co.,

620 Atlantic Avenue, BOSTON.

610-634 West 23d Street, NEW YORK. Pullman Building, CHICAGO.
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No. 3

THE COLUMeiA
INCANDESCENT LAMP

IS THE BS3T.

Most Uniform in Candle Pover. High in Efflciency,

Office and Works: 1912 and 1914 Olive Street, St, Louis, Mo,

NATIONAL INDIAIndia Kubber u0.

' ' -W* XA^> >/^^/ />^

S. P. COLT, Prest, P. S. MINOTT, Gen'l Mgr.

F-A-CTOR-H- ana OFnCBS, - BI^ISTOrj, SI. I.
OeiMral AVeRtern Asents : Enterprise Electric Co., Cblcaeo.

WILLARD L. CANDEB, ilinofno.a Manner.
H. DUKANT CHEEVEli, JBlsmess Maiagerl.

Tiie

International OKONITE COMPANY,

=tON'^

LIMITED,

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES ALDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Ui*.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape,

, BRANCHES; ChloMeo, Boston, Philadelplxia, Minneapolis, Clnclxiiuitl, Kabmm City,

Omaha, Lnalsvllle, St. Loals, San Francisco, London and So. America.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DET STREET, NEW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTBHS AND DEALERS IN

Electrical Supplies

OF AU SI8CKIFTI0KS.

KEY FOn CAPACITY TK6T8.

Telegraph, Telephone,
Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

Uine Material.
WE OWN AND OPERATE THK

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WUERE WB MANUFACTURE A FULL LINE OF

Test Instrnments and all Scieatiflc Heasorement Apparatus.

PACKARD HIGH GRADE
INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
ACJKNTH:

Nt'W Vork City, Chiis. E. ChaplD, 13C Lib<;rty St. I rymlHville, Ky., RmJlhere k Davis.
OhicfiKo, 111 . Eloc, AppUiinre Co.. 242 Mudlaon St. Pitt^hurgh. Pa.. W. H. VandeTort, MO LewlJi Block.
St. Pniil. Minn.. Tlio Elec.En«iueerlHff& Supply Co. I G. P. AUcn»M-rK. 2^0 Walnut .Su, ClDclnaatl. Ohio,
Omube, Neb. li. U. iJownc, 21'» Sheety Block ' Offent for Kcntacky, TenneaBte, VirglDla and
Mt I niils. >To., St LmilB Kloctrlca! Simply r.o.

j
West Virginia.

Son FraociHco. Cal., A. C, Brainard & Son, No. 109 1
tittlo rtock. Ark., Arkoiuas Electric Sapplr Co.,

CnllforDln St. i
S*"!? W. Markham St.

Cincinnati, O., Pofit-Glover Eiec. Co.. L'i:> W. 4th St. Mnutrt^al. Crm.. Par-k-irJ J^nnip rn
,
'X-l-rt Klni? St.

-A.r-E^I5E3D IF. IX/iEOOieE,
MANOFACTDKER OP

IlffSULATED EIiEGTRIG WIRE,
FLKXI33LE CORDH aod CABLES.

ano and 302 North Third street. - - PHII.ADBl.PiriA. PA.

THE BEACON LAMP.
1 6 Candle

Power,

35 Cents.

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Electrical Co., "^J,'"e«?" Boston, Mass.
New York Office and Stock Room: Central Eaiidinf:, 141 Liberty Street.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

ESTQIATES AOTJ DRAWINGS SUBSirmU).

WESTON ENGINE CO..
Painted Post, N. Y.

KEPRESENTATITES

:

Julian Scholl & Co. . r^i? Ltbertj St.. New York.
Geo. D. HottmaD. K^ Lalie SL. Cblcaoo. DL
U. M. Sclnle & Co., 3d & Jlrcb Sts.. Philadelphia.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford. Conn.

THE BALL & WOOD COMPANY,
Builders of Improved Automatic Gut'ofT Engines.

w. B. Poanion A Co., Home In«. BMr., Chlcngo III. James Jt Co., ChaUanoo^rs, Teon.
VV. A. Day, I>8 Oliver St, BiMloo, Mom. William M. Porter, Delroll, Mich.
F. H. wliltlDg, JacobsoD Blocic, Peovur, Colo. T. W. .VodersoD. Uou8lon,.Tox-
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General Electric ComDany,
44 Broad St., New York City. 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

THE RIGHT OF THE
TO AN INJUNCTION

HAS BEEN
BY

U.S. CIRCUIT

EDISON COMPANY
AGAINST INFRINGERS
DETERMINED
THE
COURT OF APPEALS.

IMUJ

ALL OTHERS INFRINGE THE EDISON PATENTS AND ARE COUNTERFEITS.

Sea deciaion of U. S. Court of Appeals in case of Edison Electric Light Company va. United States Electric liight

Company, decided October 4, 1882.

See decision of T7. S. Circnit Court of Appeals in case of Edison Electric Ziight Oo. and Edison Oeneral Electric

Oo., against Sawyer-Man Electric Co., decided December 16, 1882.

Copies of this decision will be sent on application.

BR-A.NOH OFFICES:
eao Atlantic Ava., Boston, ICass. 44 Broad St., New York.

173 and 176 Adams St., Chicago, 111. 608 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
264 West Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio. 1333 F St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

Oouid Building, Atlanto, Oa. 401-4O7 Sibley St., St. Paul, Minn.
16 First St., San Francisco, Cal. Masonic Temple, Denver, Colorado.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

American Battery Co iv

American Electrical Mfg. Co..
American Electrical Works xiii

American Engine Co xii

Angler & Kennard x
Atwood, A. H xvi
BalKJock & Wilcox Co., The i

Haggot. E xiv
Baker & Co xxi
liall Engine Co xix
Ball & Wood Co., The i

BeaconVacuumPump &Elcc.Co. . . i

Becker Mfg. Co., John
Beggs, J. E., Mch. & Supply Co.xiv
Bernstein Electric Co iv

Bishop Gtitta Percha Co xii

Blanchard, Albert xxi
Boston Braid Mfg. Co xvi
Bridgeport Mach, Tool Wks.. xii

Brill Co...J. G xvi

Brookfield, Wm xii

Brush Electric Co xvil

Bryant Electric Co
Buckeye Electric Co., The ix

Cabell. L. Brecfeinridge . ix, xvi

Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co.xvii
Oencral Electric Co v
Chicage Edson Co.. The vi

Chic^o Rawhide Mfg. Co
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co i

Columbia Mfg. & Supply Co.
Comstock. Louis K
Crescent Ina. Wire & Cable Co. xiii

Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co. . xiii

Gushing & Morse vii

Cutter, Geo xxvi
Uulter Electrical & Mfg. Co. . . ix

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. xxi
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos xiii

Duplex Electric Co., Ltd xii

Eastern Electric Cable Co. .... xiii

Edwards, W.S. Mfg. Co .-^—
Electric Appliance Co xii

Electric Cons. & Supply Co. . xv
Electric Engr'g & Supply Co.. iv

Electrician Pub Co x. xv, xvi
Electrical Eng.& Supply Co.The. v
Electrical Mfg. Co., The ix

Electrical Supply Co., The . . .xxiv
ElektTon Mfg. Co —
fitaiplre China Works xv
Enterprise Electric Co xvii

Falls Rivet & Machine Co xxi
Ferracute I^Iachine Co
Ford- Washburn Storelectro Co.
For Sale Advs xii, xiii, xiv
Fort Wayne Electric Co
Freeman & Sons Mfg. Co.

The S
General Electric Co ii, xxii

GreatWestern Elec. Supply Co. ix

Greeley& Co.. The E. S 1

Gregory. C. E. Co iv

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co
Hatheway, E. M xiii

iielster Electric Co
Hill Clutch Works
HIne Eliminator Co xiii

Holmes, Booth & Hajdens xiv
Hood &Co., Wm ix
Hughes Bros. Mfg. Co xvii

India Rubber &G. P. Ids. Co, xxv
Innis & Co xiii

Jjifitltute of Technology xvii

Interior Conduit& Insulation Co. x
International Okonlte Co i

Jewell Belting Co i

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W
Kartavert Mfg. Co xvii

Klipstein, A xiii

Knapp Electrical Works xxiii

Lake, J H. & D., Co xxi
Lake Erie Engineering Works, xx
Lane & Bodley Co xvi
La Roche Electric Works
Leclanche Battery Co., The . . xiv
Lefmann, Julius xv
Loud.H. M. & Sons Lumber Co. xiv
Manz & Co xvi
Mass. Chemical Co viii, x
Moore, Alfred F i

Morse & Co., A. M xxi
Muneell & Co., Eqgene xii

National Electric Mfg. Co v
National India Rubber Co ... . i

New York Insulated Wire Co, xvii

N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co. xxi
New York & Ohio Co I

Otto Gas Engine Works xxi
Osborne Steam Engineering Co. xii

Ostrander & Co., W. R xvi

Pafje Belting Co
Paine & Ladd xii

Partrlck & Carter Co xiv
Pearson & Co., W. B xx
Pelton Water Wheel Co xiv

Penn. Electric Engineering Co xv
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co. xvi
Phoenix Glass Co •

PhoBphor-Bronze Smelting
Co., Ltd X

Porter-teavitt Elec, Motor Co,-

—

Queen & Go xiii

Racine Hardware Mfg. Co. . * . sil

i
Redding Electric Co xiv

I
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A iv

Rose Elec. Light Supply Co. ..

Russell & Oflicer

Samson Copd^ee Works. xii

Sawyer Man- Electric Co. . . . xviii

Sechrist, Albert xvi
Sbawmut Fuse Wire Co xv
Shultz Belting Co xxi
Siebert, G xii

Siemens & Halske Electric Co.-

—

Sioux City Elec. Supply Co., . xiii

Sioux City Engine Works xxi
Smith, A. T xiv
Sperry Ejec. Mining Mach. Co. xvii

Standard Electric Co xviii

Standard Paint Co xvi
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co
Steuben Lamp Works xiii

Sterling, W. C xv
StllweU & Bierce Mfg. Co. xiv, xv
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co. . xxv
Taylor Engine Co xxi
Taylor, Goodhue ^.t Ames xxvi
Union Hardware Co xiii

Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co. s
Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Waddell-Entz Company xii

Washburn & Moen Alfg. Co. .

Waterhouse, Gamble & Co. . . . ix

Western Electric Co x
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr

&Co
Westinghouse 'Elec,

Co
Weston Engine Co
Worthlngton, Henry R

and Mte
. .viii,

CLASSIFIED LIST.
Annnnciators

.

Central Electric Go.

Electrical Sappty Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co.,W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Arc Jjamps.
BegpB, J. E.,Mchy. & Snpply Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Electric Cons. & Sapply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Knapp Flectrical Works.
Roae Electric Light Supply Co,
Siemens & Haleke Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Walerhoufie, Gamble & Co,
Westlnghonse Electric & Mig. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc lileht Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Samaon Cordage Works.

Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Columbia Mfg. & Supply Co.
Electrical 8uuplyCo..rne.
Ford Washburn Storplectro Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Partrlck & Oarier Co.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sapply Co.. The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Leclancne Battery Co., The.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, electric.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, magrneto.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co.. The B.8.
Knapp Electrical Worka,
Partrlck * Carter Co.
Western Klectrlc Co

Beltlnx.
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
PasB Belting Co.
Shultz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Blanchard, Albert.
FrefMiiiio Son8 Mfg. Co., The S.
Lane & Bodley Co., The.
N. Y. Siifety Steam Power Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Books, Klectrlcal.
Electrician PabllBhlni? Co.

Burelar Alanns.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Api)Uimce Co.
Electrical Supoly Co., The.
Greeley* Co.,The S. 8.

Knapt) Electrical Works.
Psrtnck & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Insulated Wires,)

Cables, Rlcotrlc. (See loBniateo
Wtree), Copper,l^heetand Bar.
BI«liop Oulfft Verclia Co
Moore. Alfred F.

Koebllnc'p Sons Co.. J. A.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Carhons. Points and Plates.
GbntralElecfrlcCo.
Electrical SupuJy Co., The.
Knapp Eleccrfcal Works.

Clnrches. Friction.
FiUlfl Rivet A Machine Co.
mil Clutch WorfeB.
Lako, J. H. &D. Co.

Cordace,
Sameon Cordago Wortco,

ConstmctioD and Bepolr^^
Ponief.ook, l.nn;^ K.
Electric Conu. ,$; onpply Oq,-

Western fijectnoeo. —

Contractors, Klectrlc lilsht,
KnslDC Plants and Klectrlc
BaUivays-
American Engine Co.
Babcock & W'licox Co., The.
Bail Engine Co.
BallA Wood Co..The.
Brush Electric Co.
Cabell, L. Breckinridge.
Comstock, Lniiia K.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Ford-Washburn Storeleotro Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Freeman SoneMfg. Co., The S.

General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Hatheway, E. M.
Helsler Electric Co.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley Co., The.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lefmann, Julius.
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Osborne Steam Engineering Co.
Pearson & Co., W. B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Siemens & Haleke Electric Co.
Sioux City Engine Works.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Westinghoufle, Church, Kerr t Co.
Weatern Electric Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Weeton Engine uo.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Workw.
Bisho p Gutta Percha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ina. Wire & Cable Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprlee Electric Co.
Holmee, Booth & Haydens,
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
Roebling's Son's Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Minins Machine Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supjdy Co., The
Hughes Bros. Mfp. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Ltimber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.

Cni-Ont» and Mirlmbnn.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Bryant Electric Co,
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Snpply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterorlse Electric Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co., The.
Hood& Co., Wm.
Knanp Electrical Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Russell & Officer.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Sechrist, A.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.

Cats.
Manz & Co.

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Gregory, C. E. Co,
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Helsler Electric Co.
I>a Roche Electric Works.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co,
Siemens & Haleke Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.
Weatinghonse Electric& Mfg. Co.

Electi ie Heatins
Electrical Supply Co.
Railway Equ'pment Co.
Taylor, Goodhue &. Ames.

Klectrlc liava «)*as Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Klectrlc Ball'n'ayn.
Cabell. L. Breckinridge.
General Electric Co.
Siemens ii llalnke Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Klectrlcal and illechanical
Knslneers.
Conistoch, Louis K.
llalbewny. E. M.
Of^borno Steam Engineering Co,

Klectrlcal InsirumenKS.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co.. The.
Greeley A Co.. The B. 8.

Knapp Electrical works.
Queen & Company.
Western Electric Co.

KlertrlcBl Intellteence.
Cnmylork, T.iMiisK.

HatheuHv, K. M.
Blectrical r^peclaltles.
Atwood. A. 11.

Bryant Eloctric Co.
Columbia Mfg. ^t Supply Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric EncineerinR A Supply Co.
Knapp Klertrical Works.
Uusseil iOnicer.
Utica Elec. Mfg. A Supply Co.

Klectroliers and Coaibtna-
tlon Fixtures.
Bftccot. K.
Edwiinis. W. S. Mfg. Co.
Rlectrlcil suppiv ^^o.. The.
Knapp Electrical Worko.

IMeotro-PlBtlnff naohlnes.
Brush Electric Co.
General Electric Co.

KnclnCB, «aH.
OttoGae Kngino Works.

Fan Ontilts.
Stanley Elccttlc MCg. Co,

Fibre.
Kartavert Hfs. Co.

Kn^ines, Htea^.
American Enirlne Co.
BallEnelneCb.
Ball A Wood Co.. The.
Freeman Sonn Jlig. Co.. The S.
Lake Erie Engineering WorKs.
Lane & Bodley Co., The.
Morse & Co., A. JI.

N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co,
Pearson & Co., W.B.
Racine Hardware Hfg. Co.
SfouiCity Engine Works.
Taylor Enginw Co.
Westinghouse. Church, Kerr & Co,
Weston Engine Oo,

Fire Alarms.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Fuse w^ire.
Electrical Supplv Oo,
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Sbawmut Fupe Wire Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.

Gasljlcntlng;, Klectrlc.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

General Klectrlcal Supplies.
Angler & Kennard.
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
Atwood, A. H.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Columbia Mfg. & Supply Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Electric Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. & Sui.ply Co., The.
Electrical Manufacturing Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
EnternriPe Electric Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
General £i>?c!ric Co.
Great Western Electric Snpply Co.
lireeley « Co

.
, The E . 8.

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hood & Co., Wm.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Penn. Electric Engineering Co.
Queen & Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Rueeell & Officer.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co
Sioux City Elec. Supply Co.
Taylor, Goodhue & Ames.
DticaElec. Mfg. it Supply Co.
Waterhouse, Gamble i; Co.
Western Electric Co.

eiobes andKleetrlealC^lasB-
w^are.
Angier & Kennard.
Brookfield, Wm.
Phffinis: Glaee Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Dizon Crucible Co., Jos.

Insnlators and Jnsnlatlnc
9faterlals,
American Electrical Mfg. Co.
American Electrical 'ft'orke.

Brookfield, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Electric Engineering A Supply Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Empire China Works.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Hart & Hegeman JIfg. Co.
Interior Conduit *fc Ineolatlon Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Johns Mfg. Co.,H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Lefmann. Julius.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Oo.
Standard Paint Co.
Utica Elec. Mfp;. & Supply Co.
Vulcanized Fil)re Co.

Insnlated ^'Ires and Cables.
Masmet Wire.
American Electrical 5Ifg. Co.
American Electrical Works.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cushing.F. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Klectrlcal supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co,
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber &G. P. Ins. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Roehllne's Sons Co., J. A.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Shawmut Fut?e Wire Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Waddell-Enfr. Company.
Washburn .t Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Lamps. ln«*andesc««nt.
Amorican Elfctrfcal Mfc. Co.
Beacon Vncnum Pump fc Elec. Co.
Bemetein Electric Co.
Buckeve Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicaco Ellison Co.
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Cutter Electrical A Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Eng. A Supply Co., The.
Electrical Mnnufacturlnc Co., The.
Klectrlcal Snpply Co., The.
General Electric Co.
Hood A Co., Wm.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New T-^rk and Ohio Co.
Penn. Electric Enclneorinc Co,
lioddin': Kb^ctric Co
Sawy-^r->t;ni Klertno Co.
Stt^uben Lamp Works.
Sunbeam Inondeef^ri LampCo.
T.ivlor, Goodhue k Ame.:.

Iint'hes.
Bridgeport Machine Tool Workp.

Iilehtnin&* Arresters.
Rnepp Klect,-icai Worbe.

Basnet Wire.

ncf'tiaalrnl Jlartilnery.
K'-rriCit*? y.^rhiniCo.
Bri'igej.ort M.'i':N]n*:Tool Worts.

Hedleai Batteries.
Partrick A, Carter Co.

31 lea.
Johns Mfg. Co.. H. W,
ilu'.sel! A: Co., Eu^f-nf.

Milling naohincry
B'-ckT MfL'. Co.. JoLij.

ninlnK Auparatuq, Klectrlc.
GcTi'jral Electric Co.
bperrr Slec. Mining Machine Co.
WeatlnghODBe Electric A Mfe. Co

llotors.
Bmeh Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co.
Electrical Ene. & Supply Co., Th**
Ford-Waahburn oion-lectro Co
Fort Wayne Electric <>j.
General Electnc Co.
Great Weetem Zif'Ctric Supply Co
Gregory. C. E. Co

»-' •» ^

Knapp JElectrical Works.
La Roche Electric Work*
Porter-Leavitt Electric Motor Co
Siemens &, Haleke Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
WestinghouBe Electric A Mfe CoAame Plates.
Becker Mfg. Co., John.

Palnfw.
Standard Paint Co.

Patent**.
Paine i; Ladd.

Pliosphor Rronze.
Phorphor Bronze Smelting Co.. LtdPins ana Braebetii.
Central Electric Co.
Ttiectrical Supply Co.. The
Hnehee Bros. Mfg. Co.
Lefmann, Julius.
Lond, H. M & Sons Lumber Co.
Eailway Equipment Co.
Western Electric Co.

Platlnnm.
Baker 4 Co.
Siebert, G.

Pole^.
Electrical Snpply Co , The
Lefmann, Jalioa.
Load, H. M. & Sons' Lnm her Co
Railway Equipment Co.

Porp»-iait».
Empire China Works.

PnbU^hers. Klectrlcal
Electrician Publishing Co

Pnsh Bnttons.
Central HlMM'C Co.
Eiectricsl Supply Co., The
Knapp Electrical Works.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Hallways. Electric.
'See electric railways.)

Rheostats-
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co

Sal Ammoniac
Innl9&Co.
Klipstein. A.

Separators, Steam.
Hlne Sllmlnator Co.

Silk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

Speatclnj: Xnbes^
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works
Ostrander & Co., W. R
Western Klectrlc Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pnmps.
Worthlneton, Henry R.

Street Cars.
Brill, J. G., Co.

Snppiles, Klectrlc Kallwar
Angier & Kennard.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electriral Supply Co.

j Lefmann. Jnlius.
I Railway Equipment Co.

I

Tapes, iDsnlatlnr-
Americau E'ectrical Works
Central Electric Co.
Cushinc, F. W.
Crescent Ids. Wire & Cable Co
Electrical SapplyCo.,The
Indie Roober A G. P. ii s. Co
Fnternatfonal Okonlte Co., Tne.
Knapp I-:iectrlcaI Works.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Standard Palp ^ Co.
Waehbum t Moen Mfg. Co.

Telesrranh Apparara*.
Central Klectrlc Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Greclev A Co.. fhe E. S.
Knapp Electrical Worts.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones, Electric,
Western Electft?^ Co.

Test inNtrnments.
Central E;ectrlc Co.
Klectrlcal Supply COjThe.
Greeley & Co., The S. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ouwn & Companv.
Western Electrlc'Co.

Trnnsfnrmers.
Diamond Electric Mfp. Co.
National Klectrlc Mftnufactn ring Co.
Stanley Electric Mfp. Co.
Taylor, ilooilhue J; .Vmes.
Westlncbouee siectric & Mfp, Co.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cnrdaee Works.

Trucks. Klectrlc Car.
Gecoral FbHMric Co.
We^Unchonso Electric A Mfc. Co.

Torbtne Wheels.
''Avinn GIoKp Iron Works Co.
IVUon W.V'T Wh.v>l Co
StlWell * Pierce Mfp. Co.

FnlTCrsIf Ics.
Institute of Technology.

V»TnlPheR.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Water *^heel~.
PeltoTi Waier Wheel Co.

Wire, Bare.
Iti^hop Gutta Perdha Co.
Contra! Electric Co.
Crescent Top. Wire A Cable Co.
Electrirftl Snpply Co.
Holm»>?. Booth k Bftvdens.
Knapp Electrical Works.
NiUtonfcl India Rubber Co.
Rat'^ray iJqilpment Co.
KoebUnc'e Sons' Co„ J. A.
fil%*>rrv S1*^ W'nltcMapblDe (M.
ifiWhbnrn t Ho»d Mia [^Q.
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CHAS. E. GREGORY CO.,
313 to 317 Canal St., Chicago.

Electrical Power and Light Apparatus that has seen some

usage, bought sold and Bartered. All apparatus thoroughly

refitted and tested before marketing.

NO
REPAIR WORK,
OPTIONS,
COMMISSIONS. B1A.1VAGEII.

SOMETHING TO BE NOTED!

THE MORRISON STORAGE BATTERY
Is made by the Planti^^ pro-
cess, no oxides being used,
either mechaQically or ap-
plied Id the form of paste,
paint or cemeDt.

ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE HIGH; LIFE LONG.
Dry Batteries, Battery
Supplies, etc. For further
iDfonnatlon address

AMERICAH BATTERY COMPAEY,
Office: Rooms 23 and 24. 177 La Salle St.. CHICAGO. ILL.

FLUSH

SWITCHES
FOK

CONDUIT,
ALSO

CEILING CUT-OUTS,
JUNCTION BOXES

And Everything Electrical.

Special Dopartment for

Station Switclies anJ SwltcliDoard fori!.

ELECTRIC ENGINEERING & SUPPLY CO.,

SYRACUSE, N. Y., U. S. A.

Rew York Office, 126 Liberty St. Write ns for Catalogue and Price Lists.

Insulated 'Wire
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

Magnet Wire, Office and Annunciator Wire,
Lead Covered Cables, Copper Wire, Telegraph Wire.

Send for Catalogue.

JOHNA.ROEBLING'SSONSCO.,
CI11CA«0. SAX FRAIVCISCO. MEW YORK, TREXTOST,
173 Lake St. 25 iind37 Fremont St. 117 Liberty St. SI. J.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
Pullman Building, Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

^roT^cj-pt Sib-iprr^-ents.

CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
CHICAGO.W. R. MASON, Oen'l Mgr.

STREET LIGHTING FROM ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
Lamps, Series Sockets,

New Prices given on Street Fixtures, Poles,
Bank Boards, Meters

And all accessories for the use of SERIES LAMPS on ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
This syntfmi permits a I'ROl JTABLE and SATISFACTORY method of street iUumin-
ation and should be investigated by e\)ery plant usin^f altematinq eurrent aptmratus,

WRITE FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS AND PRICES.

OUR SERIES LAMPS
Will show you a COMPARATIVE SA VING et/ual lo their FIRST COST in POWER CONSUMED.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC COMPANY, 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
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JANUARY CLEARING SALE.

We are selling at manvifactvirers' cost, 10 and 25 ampere Main and Branch
Porcelain Blocks, Porcelain Fuse Rosettes, and Key and Keyless Sockets. We have
a large stock of Bryant, Perkins, Hart and Paiste Switches that we will sell at

never before heard-of prices.

We propose to give our customers the benefit of our purchases in large

quantities, and prompt shipments.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
1 16 and 1 18 Franklin Street, CHICAGO.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
E^etTX Olctire, \^7'is-, XJ- S. A..

High Crrade Dynamo Electric Machinery.
APPARATUS FOR ALL PURPOSES.

laong Distance Transmission of Po-nver, Street Railmzay Generators^
Stationary Motors and Appliances, Electric Mining Plants,
Isolated Lighting Plants, Central Station Lighting,

Alternating or Direct Gurrenti

620 Atlantic Avenue, BO^TOK. Pullman Building, CHICAGO-
130 Libert)/ Street, NJSfF YORK. 13^ East Sixtli Street. ST. PAUL.

Penn Mutual Building. PHILADELPHIA. 29 E. First South Street, SALT LAKE CITY.
<15 Sniilh Building, CINCINNATI. Haller Buildiaq, SEATTLE. WASH.

1G7 Gravler Street, NEW ORLEANS, 314 California Street. SAN FRANCISCO.
Equitable Building, ST. LOUIS. 70 Pearl Street. TOIiONTO. OST.

TliLe ZPla-ce to E-CL3r S-a.pplies:

THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND SUPPLY CO.,

St. Paul, Minn.,
Is the leading supply house of the North-West. Moderate Profits. Prompt Shipments.

Send us a trial order and see what we will do for you.
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THE CHICAGO JDISON COMPANY.

The United States Circuit Court of Appeals having rend-

ered two decisions fully sustaining the patent of Thomas A.

Edison for the invention of the incandescent electric lamp, now

in common use, The Chicago Edison Company hereby notifies

the public in general, and particularly all persons, firms, and

corporations using, or proposing to use, such incandescent lamps,

either in connection with isolated lighting plants, or in connec-

tion with the lighting circuit of any other company, that it has

the exclusive right under said patent to use, and to sell for use,

such incandescent lamps in Cook County, Illinois; that any sale

or use of said incandescent lamps in said Cook County, without

the consent of The Chicago Edison Company, is prohibited by

sai Company; and that any person, firm or corporation selling

or using such incandescent lamps in said Cook County, without

the consent of The Chicago Edison Company, will be liable for

damages therefor to said Company.

THE CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY proposes to en-

force its rights under said patent, and to institute appropriate

legal proceedings against persons, firms and corporations who

have heretofore infringed such rights, as well as against those

who may hereafter infringe them.

THE CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,
139-141 Adams St., Chicago, III.
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THE BEST INSOLATION
IS

THE MOST ACID-PROOF
INSULATION

IS

The Oldest and Best High
Grade Insulation for Electric

Wires and Cables.

THE INSULATION THAT HAS
STOOD THE LONGEST LIFE TEST

IS W. R. BRIXEY, Mfr., Seymonr, Conn.

J. E. HAM, General Agent,

203 Broadway, New York.

THE OLDEST RUBBER COVERED
WIRE ON THE MARKET

IS

GUSHING & MORSE, j^
General Western iXgents, ^^ >/

225 Dearborn St., Chicae:o.
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SPEAKING OF insrsTJLUj-A-O-
ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO BE ADDRESSED TO THE COMPANY.

W. S. HILL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Office and Works,

133 OLIVER STREET.

Boston, Dec. 7, 1892.Massachusetts Chemical Co.,

No. 8 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.

Dear Sirs:—¥e have been using your Insullac on all of our factory work for the past

three months, and I am pleased to report that it has given the most satisfactory results.
Ve have been doing some fine work that required extra good insulation, which from

the character of the work was difficult to secure with the ordinary method. ¥e tried Insul-

lac and it filled the bill, and enabled us to do the work easily, cheaply, and with the

very best results.

I feel safe in recommending it as far superior to any insulating compound I have ever

seen. Very truly yours, ^

President.

General Western Agent,

823 Monadnock Building, - CHICAGO.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC k MF6. CO.,

MANUFACIITBERS OF APPAKATITS FOR

Arc Lighting, Incandescent Ligliting,

LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,

Street Railway Generators, Motors and Appliances.

Our alternating current incandescent apparatus is in use in 430 central stations.

1,000 isolated plants. Our arc apparatus is in use all over the world.

We are now transmitting light and power various distances up to 28 miles from the

source.

Our multipolar railway generators and noiseless single reduction motors have
worked a revolution in the electric railway field in two years,

Ordertt for APPARATI'H. KKPAIRH and HIPPMKS fornxrly fiimiKli«-<l l)j the Vn\U^^^ MtiifOH Klcctri*- UglitinK Co.,"

>'»-WRrk. \. .1., hIiociIcI non !><• ncnt to tliiH (;<>ni|>nn.v, where tli«*j will receive !»»«"• I>t attention,

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL THE LEADING CITIES.
AGENTS FOR CANADA: AHERN & SOPER, OTTAWA, ONT.
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GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,

^*^^t^1>"
195-207 South Canal St.. CHICAGO. ILL.

GENERATORS AND MOTORS.
INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
ARC LIGHTING.
ELECTRIC POWER.

COMPLETE EQUIPMENTS
FOR CENTRAL STATIONS

AND ISOLATED PLANTS.

Manufacturers of

Dynamos, Motors,
Liamps, Sockets,
Wire, etc.

ELECTRIC SUPPLIES
.. AND FIXTURES ..

rof every description.

Qas, Electric and
Combination
Fixtures.

Complete Electric
Railway Station and
Line Appliances.

Batteries,
Push Buttons,
Bells, etc.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

RICH COLD MINES.
1 have in my bauds two ROld mineB easily access-

ible, in the Uolted States of Colombia, South Ame-
rica, with ore o£ the most extraordinary richness,

some oE which carries as much as three thousand
dollars ($3,000) in gold to the ton, and all being
of high grade..
These mlnea are of ancient discovery, aod were

worked with great profit for a loug period, being
only abandoned on account of political troubles

before and after the War of liberation.

These troubles have bpen happily settled for

over a quarter of a century, and the Colombian
Republic is based upon the theory of and similar

to our own (government, with civil ond religious

liberty and equal riffhts to all, and is as stable ae

any government in the world.
These mines are si richly endowed with aurifer-

ous material, from the easily-worked sand, gravel,

and dirt {cnrryiog virgin dust and nuggets"), to the
fleaure veins of free milling quartz, that when
properly equipped a profit of ten thousand dollars

($10,000) a day, or over three millioa dollars ($3,-

000,000) annually is a very low and conservative
estimate.
There is an abundance of timber and unfailing

water power, with a genial and healthy climate.

It is proposed to organize this property on a

L. BRECKINRIDGE CABELL,

basis of five million dollars($5,000,000), upon which
there can be dividends eorned of 60 per cent, or
more, and the jjartles furnishlcg the original cap-
ital, in small or large sums, for this organization,
which will be about twenty-five thousand dollars
($25,000), will be let in on a basis of two and a half
cents (21^0.) on the dollar, with the privilege of
purchasing pro rata at five cents (5c.) on the dollar,
a sufficient amount to give them a controlling inter-
est if they so desire.
There is also the right of prl^r possession to

double the amount of contiguous land.
The poverty of tlie owners of this property, be-

ing land poor, is the reason of this unusual ofTer,
and they will retain as much of the property as
they possibly can, parting with only what Is neces-
sary in order to work it.

Situated in the Jurisdiction of Simite, District
of Guamaco, Province of Mompoa, State of Bolivar.
An experienced miner who has been over and

tlioroughly examined . the property, says more
gold is there than in the entire State of California,
while another says so great is the evidence of min-
eral wealth I sometimes doubted my own sanity,
and were I to tell California and Colorado miners
even a tithe of what I actually saw, I would be
branded as a foolish liar or raving maniac.

63 Broadway, NEW YORK,

''The Seven Lamps of Architecture!''
By JOHN RUSKIN,

Appeared in 1849.

Among them will be found:
'"The Lamp of Power.''
"The Lamp of Beauty,*'
''The Lamp of Life."'

All these elements are cunibiued in the

"BUCKEYE"
Collert and Straight filament lamp.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, O.
4.'{7 "Till! Itookery,"

OHlCAtiO.
Oil Mail anil Kxprci^N KilillUiitr,

SIKW VOKK.

C-S Specialties. (^

C-SB0*PrtFl
l^lngle Pole. Double Pole.

S-Ulre.

Electrically

Mecliaiiicall!

Artistically

C-S S. p. Flush Switch (Open .

THE GUTTER ELECTRICAL & MFG. GO.,

27 So, 11th Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA., U, S. A,

iDtBrtaiBaifi ire Lus
FOR ARC,

INCANDESCENT AND

RAILROAO^ CIRCUITS.

Waterhouse, Gamble & Co.,

OFFICE: FAOTOST;
45 Broadway, New Tork. Hartford, Conn.^'

Send for Catalogue and Full Information.

BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT!

THI SLICTRICAL MFG, DOMPMY, OCOKTO.WIS,
Lamps for all Systems.

DIMCT CURRENT LAMPS.

ALTERNATING CURRENT LAMPS.

RAILWAY CIRCUIT LAMPS.

Any Voltage or Candle Power.

FILAMENTS WITH OR WITHOUT HOOKS.

MINIMUM CURRENT CONSUMPTION,,

MAXIMUM CANDLE POWER AND LIFE.

Before pnrrUaslne elHcwIicre senil in a (rial order for Brilliants.
I.nn.pn fiirnislii-il to ronHunicrs in iiunntitlrs at factory prices.

-^ _-,_.__ ^CHICACO:-Wm. Hood & Co., 239 La Salle Street.AGENCIES: 1 IVIILWAUKEE:-E. C. Mullen, Manager.
(THOMASVILLE, CA.:-J. B. E. Love, Manager^
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AITGZER & ZENITiLRD,
SELLING AGENTS,

ELECTRICAL, MILL AND RAILWAY SUPPLIES.

I
The Butler Hard Rubber Co.

REPRESENTING ;
The New York Rubber Co.

I F. H. Lovell & Co.,
Hard Rubber Sheet, Rods, Tubing, Battery Cells, Electrical, Telephone and Telegraph Supplies, Mechanical Rubber

Goods, Globes and Shades of all kinds.

519 MONADNOCK BLOCK, CHICAGO, ILL.

INSULLAC
SAVES TIME, LABOR AND MONEY.

This is no charitable institution, and you

can readily understand that while we are help-

ing you, we propose to assist ourselves more

or less.

If you are satisfied that we can furnish

you with the best Insulating Compound on the

market, send in your order for INSULLAC.

Massachusetts Chemical Company,
8 Oliver Street, BOSTON.

60 and 62 Broadway, NEW YORK.
823 Monadnock BIdg ,

CHICAGO.
C. S. KNOWLES, Selling Agent.

7 Arch Streft. BOSTOSI.

NOW READY

!

"Western Electrician

LAMP LIGHTING SCHEDULE,
PRICE 26 CENTS.

Moonlieht System for 1893.
Copy of Moonlight Schedule sent free to every new subscriber to the

Western Electrician, and with each copy of 'New Dynamo Tender's
Hand-book," by Lieut. F. B. Badt. Price of book, §1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 Lakeside Building, Chicago, III.

INTERIOR CONDUITS

TRADE-mark;

Tlie SointioD oiine FroDiem oi sale GiamiDS

ELECTRIC CONDDGTORS
\Mier«ver and for whatsoever parpose employed, le to

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IRTERIOR AKD UNDERGRODHD

HANFFACTUBED ET

T Ttf T T*W I O ^J.

GGNDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
vunoi/c ) 527 to 531 W. 34th SI.,
WOKKS.^ 526 to 528 W. 3Blh St..

General Offices; 42 & MBroad St., Hew York.

ThoB. Day & Co., 222 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal.

MoQDttiln Electric Co., Denver Colo.
American Elect. Supply Co., 2-46 Pearl St., BafEalo.N Y.
Putnam, Gay i Co , 27 E. Main St., UocheBter, N. Y.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. l^th St., Cincinnati, O.
<:h&f^, liabMel. Saginaw, Mtch.
Suatherc Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleane, La.
Walbjr & Kepler, 531 Cbeatnut St , Philadelphia, Pa.
Filiectrlcal Supply AConBlracllon Co.. Pitteburgh, P».
sonthern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, III.

Utica Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

XJTTICA., N.Y.
MANUFACTURERS OF

••HERCULES- SWITCHES for Arc and Power Circuits.

•UTICA'' QUICK BREAK—ABiOLUTE LOCK-KNIFE SWITCHES for any
voltage and amperes

AUTOMATIC MAGAZINE FUSE BOXES.

SIMPLEX. DUPLEX and QUADRUPL-X LieHTNINO ARRESTERS for
Power, Telephone and Lighting Circuits,

MAST ARMS and POLE STANDS,
CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for Generators, Motors and Dynamos.
CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS.
Also General Dealers in ELECTRIC LIGHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

Jill GENUINE
INCOTS I MANUFACTURES

BEAR OUR
RECXRADE MARKS.

PHOSPHOR-BRONZE
Ingots, Castings, Wire, Sheet &c.

THEPHOSPHQRBRONZESMELTlNCCO.LlMirEO
512 ArchSt. Philadelphia Pa.U.S.a;

ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS OF PHOSPHOR-
Bronze IN theUnited States AND Sole
Makers of"ELEPHANT BRAND"Phosphor-Bronze.

BJLXXERIES.
SPECIAL PRICES ON LARGE QUANTITIES.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.,
Corner Thames and Greenwich Sts,,

NEW YORK.
227 to 275 South Clinton Street,

CHICAGO.
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Westinshouse Electric and Mfg. Co.,

TO THE USERS OF INCANDESCENT LAMPS:

The shipment of our new stopper lamps will begin early in January. In making
this announcement, and in quoting prices, we take pleasure in giving particulars which
will indicate some of the many advantages the users of our apparatus will enjoy.

First. The new lamps are made in separable parts so that the carbon burners may be
replaced, and the glass parts used repeatedly, and their bases being moulded of uniform size

to fit a specially designed socket, the lamps are neater in appearance than the all glass-
globe form.

Second. The carbon burners will be preserved by an attenuated atmosphere of nitro-
gen, and their candle-power maintained more nearly constant than heretofore by means of a
recent important discovery.

Third. Special sockets of neat design will be employed for these lamps, and special
fittings will be supplied at five cents each, which will adapt any of the forms of sockets now
in use to receive the new lamps, thereby bringing about exact uniformity in lamp bases.

Fourth. By reason of the manufacture of the lamps by special machinery and im-
proved methods, by the use of nitrogen for preservingthe carbons, and by means of pumping
and charging apparatus recently perfected, WE HAVE BEEN ABLE TO SO REDUCE THE
COST OF MANUFACTURE AS TO FIX OUR PRICES FOR 8, 10 and 16 CANDLE POWER
LAMPS AT 30 CENTS EACH, SUBJECT TO A DISCOUNT OF 10 PER CENT. TO OUR CEN-
TRAL STATION CUSTOMERS, and to others from 2ji per cent, upward, according to
quantity, WITH AN ALLOWANCE OF 10 CENTS FOR EVERY BURNED-OUT LAMP RE-
TURNED UNBROKEN to any one of our factories, making the net cost OF RENEWALS FOR
THE 8, 10 and 16 CANDLE POWER LAMPS 17 CENTS to our central station customers.
For 20 and 35 candle power lamps the prices will be 35 cents each, subject to the same
discovmt and allowance for burned out lamps.

By long and careful tests, and by the use of a large number of these lamps in our
works, we have demonstrated that the new lamp will have greater advantages for users
than the Edison lamp or any of those heretofore upon the market.

The importance of the improvements in manufacture by which we have been enabled
to ofler these lamps at so low a price will be appreciated by all users who are aware of the
constant deterioration in the carbon bvirners, and of the fact that the real commercial efllci-

ency of a lamp is its average efficiency With a constant amount of electric current the or-

dinary 16 candle power lamps rapidly fall below 10 candle power from deterioration of the
carbon, when they must be renewed; and it results from this, that the users, with cheaper
lamps will get from 15 to 20 per cent, more light from a given expenditure of electricity by
a more frequent renewal of lamps than is now customary. Thus the low cost of the lamps
may be made to add to the revenue of a lighting station in one of two ways, viz . either by
giving a greater lighting capacity at the present cost of lamp renewals, or by actual saving
in the cost of lamps with renewals made at the present period of renewal.

The problem of manufacturing a sufficient number of lamps to supply the entire
demands expected from the users of electric light is a difficult one to meet quickly. We are
preparing to turn out from 15,000 to 20,000 lamps daily, and in addition to this to renew the
carbons in returned burned-out lamps to any extent that may be required. During the
month of January we expect to be able to take care of all of our customers who must have
the new lamps, and rapidly thereafter to fill all the orders with which we may be favored.

We are also contemplating the erection, as the business develops, of "renewal
stations" in all large cities such as New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, Cincinnati and
St. Louis, thereby reducing the cost of shipment and return of lamps for renewals, and still

further reducing the net cost ofthe lamps to our customers.

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company,

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANtTFACTUKED BY

IKTM. BROOKFIELD,
SUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

WE DO NOT FIND IT NECE5SAKY TO HAVE Ol'K CTSTOIIEHS

Bound by Contract
TO BUY THEIR SUPPLIES FROM US.

WE SECURE AND HOLD THEIR TRADE NOT BY

Bulldozing Trust Methods,
EDT BY FURNISHIKG

Honest Goods at Honest Prices.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
•WESTERS HEADQr.\BTERS FOK HI6H GRAOE ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES AND SUPPLIES

ANYTHING YOU WANT IN STOCK AT

242 MA.DISON STREET, CHICAGO.

"RACl IS E- HIGH-SPEED*

iUPEWOa REfiOUlTION

A-.= ECONOMY ""^

BECTRIC IJQHTIHS

g^^ WRPOSES

te sizts

CARRIED IN STOCK

ENGIMESj

'"PRICES"'
CATALOGUE

EH6INEm
RAONtHARDWARt m-m^^^'^'i

l»»rh and Rarioe Streets.

H. E. PAINE,
Ex -001111013310061 of Patents.

PATENTS.
PAINE & LADD, AltorEeys ai Law,

Loan and Trviet Building,

washix*;toiv. i>. r.

THe Ostiorne Steam EDgineermg Co,,
EXGIXKEBS,

Rooms 71'l-715, 167 Dearborn St., • Chicago
Representative work now In course of construc-

tion. 2 000 H. P. Heat, Light and Power Plant for

the Pab3t Heat, Light & Power Co., Milwaukee, Wis

Those who contemplate the construction of Blttii-

lar planfs on improved and economical lines will

dn well to communicate with ur. First, be sure
?ou will get the beet, then go ahead.

QnalitlesMICA
For Electrical Porposes-

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
31S Water Street. New York.

W. H, SILLS, 86 Late Street, CHICAGO, ILL-

PLATINUM
For all kinds ol Electrical Use. Sheet or Wire of any Degree of Hardness,

Special Attention given to Platinnm for Incandescent liamps.
A'J.Jr>;a SVE CAP.RT THE LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

SAMSON BRAIDED CORD.
; le the most dura-
ble for haoglni:

J
Arc Lamps.
Trolley

I Cord, Cov
ering Field

iIa^TieL3. Sash Cor<5, etc., etc.

S*'nfl for Sarnr.lftH and friren.

SAMSON CORDAGE W^ORKS,
no coN',Rf;i-s bTKEET. Boston.

THE LATEST AMD BEST
SLOW SPEED, MULTIPOLAE DYNAMO.

ffjpocr-, dlrftct flrlvon, wif- oiling beurlngH, llltl

DUPLEX ELECTRIC CO.

AJDTAJ1TAOE8: Sicnr ffpe^J. TOjAll ficor itpac/^. dlrftct flrlvon, wlf- oiling beurlngH, little oxternal

MADE BY THE

CORRY, PA.
BoMton Offlrc-H. f. Hfiwk*, Mnnri«<3r.

f.'jf) AtlantU; Av

.

Chlraffo Oin**e— ArcJx r A Ilii<illn«.

Mnrj;i(/<)rfl, KJi". .Mona'Jnork J;tjlM|riLf.

KiinHH<« City. Mo » Ofllcc— L. c.
I;.ilr, Wy, Walnut Htr'-ftt,

Sfw York Omcc— W. H, Oonlon.
-MAnAK'jr. 1 J' Ilrofi'J-wny,

PbliadPlphln 4>nire- C^A«'. K, I u-^

Mil, laSotJtb BroA'lHt.

AGENTS:
f'hattanooen. T^nn.— F. I. HUinr}.
IJnroln, ."B*-!). - f:j«el'/w Kloctrlo Haj^
;.;-•.. ii;: H. j;;'h Ht.

I*rn\ n\f,nrf., R. I.— I/r»ili»i, I'ftjwro &
'A7iiu;<,r, Ojt. Waxhlntrt'jn At K'J'l/ Htx.

Tarpon HprSnc*i Kla'—w. z>, wumd.

The above illustration shows the

working parts of the only steam eu-

o;ine w^orthy of being called high
si>e<Ml. It is known as the

A merican Higli Speed Engine.

It has no competitors.

lUiiis e.TSily and smoothly

innn ^devolutions and more,
lUV'U

ill small sizes, and propor-

tionally fa.«t in larger sizes.

Unsurpassed for Economy
and close automatic government.

DYIVAMOS,

CIRCULAR SAWS,

FANS. BLOWERS,
THRESHING MACHINES,

etc., run by direct coupling without

belts.

It's the acme of simplicity. There's

great saving in foundations, little or

none being required, also iii^ oil con-

sumed and attention required.

For high speed machinery it saves

many shafts, counter -shafts, hangers,

pulleys, belts, and great loss of power

incidental to their use. Speed readily

reduced for slow running machinery.

This Engine is

NOT A "ROTARY,"
as its piston does not revolve ; runs

standing on either end, or placed liori-

zont.ally, equ.ally well ; is wholly self-

contained. Takes up but little room.

MARINE TYPE
is very light, and has simple, effective

reversing mechanism. Especially well

adapted for hjgh speed Launches and

Yachts. Its position in bottom of boat

is most favorable for ballast.

Engines of 2 to 200 Horse Power can

be furnished on short notice.

tf^ If you want to know more, send

address and 10 cents in stamps for

Large Illustrated Catalogue, to

AMERICAN ENGINE CO.,

boi:m> brook, N. J.

No. 44 Raritan Avenue.

The BISHOP GDTTA-PERCHA CO.

THE BEST GRADES OF

12Srire enoidL Ca^toles
For under ground, under water, and all otiier conditions.

Address 420-426 East 25th Street, - - NEW YORK.
HESiRY A. BKEW. Secretary and manager.

Bridgeport MachineIoolVorks

E,PBul]arcl.P^'''''BridCeporbConn.

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIRECT-

DIUVEN" Slow-Speed Gener-

ators for Klectric Lighting and

Power. Low Running Expense,

Insulated Wire and Flexible

(Jords. Estimates furnished.

Isolated Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 Girard Building

BUFFALO, 50 Terrace.

WORKH AT BKIDQEPORT, CONW.
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The Chicago Electric Club.
"To promote social intercourse, to diffuse knowledge

among those interested in electrical matters, and to pro-

vide members with the conveniences of a club house."

This paragraph from the constitution and bylaws of

the Chicago Electric club explains in a few words the

purpose of an organization which now stands to the front

as one of the many establishments that may be pointed to

as illustrating the extraordinary growth of electrical in-

dustries in the West.

How well the club has succeeded in its work, and how

it has made itself an organization of strength and power

was finally decided that the prospects of the

new venture were sufficiently encouraging to warrant

the step. Application was made to the secretary of the

state of Illinois for a charter, and on IVIay 20. 18S7, the

club received its first papers.

The charier was issued to the following named incorpor-

ators: Charles J. Van Depoele, Franklin S. Terry, Charles

A. Brown, William J. Buckley, Aaron K. Stiles, W. J. Arm-

strong, W. A. Kreidler, F. G. Beach, John P. Barrett,

Charles D. Shain, B. E. Sunny and foseph Uhrig.

Following the receipt of the articles of incorporation

several meetings were held in the I-akeside building, where

the evening of June 18, 1S87. To this feast, prepared

under the direction of H. Ward Leonard, J. L. Barclay

and C. A. Brown, forty-eight members and guests sat

down. A pleasant evening was passed, and all pledged

themselves to do all in their power to insure the success of

this, the fourth electrical society started in Chicago.

On Monday evening, July 11, 18S7, the club met for the

first time in what might be called its own home. The
quarters were in a large office room on the first floor at 225

Dearborn street. To quote a gentleman who was in-

strumental in the formation of the club: "The club did

not have the room every day or every night. The room

I. Entrance to the CIu
4, Library.

in the community, is a familiar story to those acquainted

with electrical matters. Resident members find the club

a means of social intercourse which tends to further and

make pleasanter many business relations. Combining, as

it does, a scientific clement with the commercial features,

the club's influence, which has broadened through the

publication of its scientific and practical papers, is wide-

spread, and is appreciated by both theoretical and practi-

cal men.

It was in 1887, when electricity was in reality "in its

infancy"—and especially so in the West— that the idea of

forming an electric club in Chicago was first considered.

In the spring of that year several gentlemen prominently

identified with the electrical interests of Chicago held

a number of informal conferences to discuss the

advisability of organizing such a club, and it

FIG. I. CHICAGO ELECTRIC CLUB.

2. Lecture Room and Parlor. 3.

5. Card Kooni. 6.

Perspective \"

Billiard Room

a further organization of the club was effected and officers

were elected as follows: President. General Aaron K.

Stiles; vice-presidents, C. A. Brown, John P. Barrett, B.

E. Sunny and F. G. Beach; secretary, W, A. Ivreidler;

treasurer, Franklin S. Terry; managers, C. A. Brown,

chairman, F. S. Terry, W. A. Stiles, W. A. Kreidler,

B. E. Sunny. E. B. Chandler. G. A. Beedle. II. Ward

Leonard, W. J. Armstrong, W. J. Buckley, John P. Bar-

rett, Chas. D. Shain, William J. Lloyd. F. W. Gushing,

Geo. H. Bliss and S. A. Treat.

The first regular meeting of the club after permanent

organization had been effected was held at the Grand

Pacific Hotel on Thursday evening, June 2, 1SS7. A
week later another meeting was held in the same hotel, at

which twenty- nine members were present, and it was

decided to hold a banquet at the Grand Pacific on the

cw through the Suite.

happened to be unoccupied, and we were given the priv-

ilege of using it for about a quarter of the usual rental.

We occupied it one night ever)' week. Sometimes we bad

meetings when we had a quorum present, and then again

we failed to meet." Such were the first quarters of the

Chicago Electric club, and here it was that the now pros-

perous organi.nation began its term of usefulness.

No attempt w.as made, however, to decora'e or otherwise

improve the Dearborn street quarters, for ever}- one fell

hat they were only a sojourning place. It was here,

though, that the first of the club's long scries of valuable

scientific papers was read. It was the production of C. C
Haskins, .ind the subject was "Underworked Territorv-,"

Owing to the hot weather and the absence of many of

the members who were attending the electrical conventions

then in progress in the East, the ne.xt meeting of the club
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was not held until seven weeks later—'Monday, August 22,

1SS7. Bat from that time on the organization grew

steadily. It was not long before it became evident that

better accommodations would have to be secured, and a

committee was appointed to select a more desirable loca-

tion. The committee's work resulted in the removal of

the club to quarters in a building at 122 Clark street, and

it was on the evening of October 17, 1SS7, that

the first scientific meeting was held in these new

rooms. It was at the Clark street rooms that

the first effort was made to develop the social

features of the organization. A kitchen was established,

and the serving of a midday meal did much toward bring-

ing the members together and creating the sociability so

necessary to the life of the club. Billiard tables were put

in the new rooms, and a small library started, and these,

too, constitated their share in the promotion of sociabil-

ity. Although the new quarters on Clark street were sat-

isfactory in many respects, there were still a number of un-

desirable features. To be sure, during 18S7 many mem-

bers had been gained and much advancement had been

made. Thirteen regular meetings had been held, one

banquet had been given, and the club had done most ex-

cellent work in disseminating technical knowledge. Still

many felt that, although it was getting on its feet, so to

speak, the club was not yet what it should be; and this

feeling, coupled with the growing dissatisfaction over the

by this activity, were taken as indications of what would

be required of the club during the time the exposition was

in progress. It was apparent to every member that It

would be incumbent upon the Chicago Electric club to

entertain and furnish a resting place for electrical men

from all over the world. Electrical engineers and men

otherwise interested in the industry would flock to Chi-

cago during the six months of the exposition, and it would

not only be the duty but the pleasure of the fraternity in

Chicago to entertain thc^e visitors. But it was necessary

to have far more extensive and better equipped quarters

than were the Adams street club rooms. This prob-

lem of how and where to secure a location that should

be centrally located and at the same time possessed of

the other most necessary requisites proved to be one

of d fficult solution. After a thorough canvass of the

business district—in the belief that it would be unwise to

locate elsewhere-^it was decided to rent the second floor

in a building on the northeast corner of Monroe and Clark

streets, and virtually build club rooms by partitioning off

the space secured according to the peculiar requirements

of the organization. That this selection was a wise one is

the testimony of almost every resident member. Situated

as it is, in the very heart of the city, within easy walking,

distance of the hotels, theaters, and main railway stations

it has been conceded that it would have been a very diffi-

cult task to have secured more convenient accommodations.

FIG. 2. CHICAGO
7. Dining Room. 8.

location of the rooms, led the club again to cast about for

a home still better adapted to its needs.

The next step was the removal to 103 Adams street, and

the quarters there were first occupied in April, 1SS9. With

elevator service, handsomely furnished rooms on two

Soors, including a lecture room, reading room, dining and

billiard rooms, to say nothing of the establishment and

operation of the club's restaurant service under its own
supervision—all this indicated a steady and healthy growth,

and gave the members conveniences that placed their or-

ganization in the same rank as other down town clubs.

It was in the Adams street quarters that Chicago elec-

tricians first began thoroughly to appreciate the fact that

a membership in this organization gave a technical man a

standing not to be obtained on the outside.

It was about this time that Chief Barrett of the department

of electridty at the World's Fair extended an invitation to

the club to present to him the names of three electrical en-

gineers, from which he could select one to recommend to

Chief of Construction Bumham of the World's Fair to be

his special electrical engineer. This was indeed a high

compliment to the club, and was a public recognition of

the standing of the organizatioo.

Changes are not always a snre indication of advancement,

bnt in the case of the movements of the Chicago Electric

dab every change of qtiarters marked a step in the pros-

perity of that institution. After Chicago was made the

World's Fair city, it became evident to the club that lome-

thing woald have to be done toward securing even better

facilities than those a^orded by the Adams street rooms.

The impetus which the fair bad given to electrical work

of all kinds in and about Chicago, and the increase of

risilors to the city eveo at that early date, brought abotit

ELECTRIC CLUE.

Buffet. 9. Kitchen.

How well, too, the committee did its work of laying out

the new quarters can only be appreciated by those availing

themselves daily of the club's accommodations. The ac-

companying illustrations, however, will give a fair idea of

the tastefully arranged rooms.

The club's membership at present numbers 188— 135
resident and 53 non-resident members. Following are the

names of members who have been prominently identified

with the club:

C. G. Armstrong, consulting electrician for Adier &
Sullivan.

B, J. Arnold, consulting engineer, General Electric
company.

F. B. Badt, manager power and raining department,
General Electric company.

E. Baggot, gas and electric light fixture;.

G. C. Bailey, manager J. A. Roebling's Sons Co.
T. P. Bailey, manager railway department, General

Electric company.
Force Bain, president Bain Electric Manufacturing com-

pany,

J. P, Barrett, chief of the department of electricity,
World's Fair.

F. G. Beach, general superintendent Central Union Tel-
ephone company.

G. H. Bliss, electrical expert.
W.

J, Buckley, special agent Fort Wayne Electric
company,
W, E. Baker, general manager Western Intcrraural

Railway company.

J. W. Chalmers, vice-president and treasurer Eraser &
Chalmers.
E. B. Chandler, western agent Gamcwcll Fire Alarm &

Telegraph company.
R. C. Ciowry, vice-president and general ^upcrinlendcnt

Western Union Telegraph company.
Seymour Coleman, capitalist.

F. W. Cti&binK. capiulist.

Geo. Cotter, electrical specialties.

F. E. Degenhardt, western manager Standard Under
ground Cable company.

Alex. Dow, electrician Brush Electric company.
L. A. Ferguson, electrical engineer Chicago Edison

company.
C. K. Giles, Giles Bros., jewelers.

. E. R. Gilman, president Great Western Electric Supply
company.
H. K. Gilman, general manager Great Western Electric

Supply company.

J. H. Goehst, superintendent of construction Chicago
Edison company.

F. S. Gorton, manager and treasurer Chicago Edison
company.

Elisha Gray, electrician and inventor.

C. E. Gregory, trader.

C. C. Haskins, city electric light inspector.
W. I. Hitt, secretary Chicago Copper Refining com-

pany.
E. E. Keller, superintendent for the Westinghouse

company, W^orld's Fair.

Alex. Kempt, capitalist.

M. A. Knapp. manager Knapp Electrical Works.

J. L. Martin, central station department General Electric

company.
W. H. McKinlock, president Central Electric company.
C. T. Page, secretary Englewood Electric Light com-

pany.

F. W. Parker, patent lawyer.

W. B. Pearson, W. B. Pearson & Co., engines.
D. P. Perry, general manager Standard Electric com-

pany.
R. H. Pierce, electrical engineer, World's Fair.

Henry R. Post, zinc and lead merchant.

J. K. Pumpelly, electrician and inventor.

F. Sargent, mechanical and electrical engineer, World's
Fair.

J. H. Shay, Munson Belting company.
A. Schiltinglaw, electrician Union Stock Yards.
E. A. Sperry, electrician General Electric company.
A. K. Stiles, capitalist.

B. E. Sunny, western manager General Electric com-
pany.

Wm. Taylor, Taylor, Goodhue &: Ames.
F. S. Terry, manager Electrical Supply company.
A. S. Terry, treasurer Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp

company.
H. H. Wait, Western Electric company.
H. S. Walker, western manager Taylor Manufacturing

company.
C. H. Wilraerding, superintendent Chicago Arc Light

& Power company.
Ben. Williams, manager State Mutual Life Insurance

company.
Chas. Wirt, electrician Electrical Supply company.
M. M. W^ood, electrical engineer.

S. A. Barton, president Brush Electric company.
W, L. Candee, treasurer Okonite company.
C. A. Daigh, vice-president and manager National

Electric Manufacturing company.
Thos. A. Edison, inventor.

S. D. Greene, General Electric company.
A. L. Ide, A. L. Ide & Son.
Samuel Insull, president Chicago Edison company.
C. H. Jackson, vice-president Standard Underground

Cable company.
C. Kammeyer, electrical engineer.
R. T. McDonald, general manager Fort Wayne Elec-

tric company.
G. M. Vhe\ps, publisher E/ec^rical £n^neer'.
Frank B. Rae, electrical engineer.
B. Rorison, secretary Fort Wayne Electric company.
C. D. Shain, district manager Siemens & Halske Elec-

tric company.
Geo. B. Shaw, congressman.
M. W. Simons, capitalist.

J. B. Wallace, general manager Electrical Supply com-
pany.

E. R. Weeks, general manager Kansas City Electric
Light company.

E. F. Williams, Williams Engine company.
R, N. Baylies, attorney at law.

S. A. Douglas, manager Brush Electric company.
J. H. Gates, Siemens & Halske.
R. I. Sloan, chief engineer South Side Rapid Transit

company.

With its present list of 188 members, which includes

such names as Thos. A. Edison, Elisha Gray, John P.

Barrett, etc., the Chicago Electric club feels that its record

is one of which it is fairly entitled to be proud.

In concluding this sketch of an institution that will

without doubt be a familiar one to every electrical man
that visits the Worid's Fair, it may not be amiss to call at-

tention to a circular which the club is now sending abroad

over the names of a committee on "special non-resident

membership." This circular reads in substance as fol-

lows:

"The Chicago Electric club has been the recipient of

many inquiries as to the requirements of membership dur-

ing the World's Columbian Exposition.

"These letters intimated that many non-resident citizens

of the United States and many foreigners would prefer to

be entitled to the privileges of the club rather than be con-

sidered guests only.

"The club is located in the center of the city, within a

few minutes' walk from all the lending hotels; has all club

coavenicncea. and has always been the headquarters of all

electrical visitors to the World's Fair city.
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"While the Chicago Electric club, of course, expects to

have its hospitable quarters open to the whole electrical

fraternity of all nations, and invites them most cordially to

consider the club quarters their home during the exposi-

tion, it is in view of the facts stated above that the under-

Electricity at the World's Fair.

The diagrams given herewith. Figs, i and 2, show the

allotment of space in the electricity building at the

World's Fair. Compjratively few exhibitors will have

space on the ground floor, where the large companies will

cal machinery and several foreign countries will also have

exhibits on this floor. The BeU Telephone company will

make an elaborate display, and is nov/ creeling a fmc

structure in its space in the southern end of the building.

The Western Electric company has adjacent space, and ir.
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I. C rocker-Wlieeler Electric Co.
z, Jenney Electric Motor Co.
3. Hanson Van Winkle & Co.

4. Germaaia Electric Co.

5. 5. Brash Electric Co., Short Electric Rail-
way Co. and Swan Lamp Co.

6. 6, National Electric Manufacturing Co.
7. Fort Wayne Electric Co.

8. II, 19. 21, 23. 25, 27. General Electric Co.
9. AmericaQ Bell Telephone Co,
10. Detroit Electrical Works.

signed committee asks you to sign inclosed application for

'special non-resident membership' during the World's

Columbian Exposition if you should so desire.

"The committee has deemed it advisable not to charge

I?. C. &C. Electric Motor Co. 28. England.
Sperry Electric Minin? Machine Co. -9. Italy.

14. Western Electric Co. 30. Mexico.
La Roche Electric W'orks.

I A. Hornell Iron Works. 32, Russia.

I7i 17. Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co. 33-
iS. Eddy Electric Manufacturing Co. 34. Belgium.
?o. Excelsior Electr-c Co.
?2. Phcenix Glass Co. 36, 36 Germany.

24. Thomson Electric Welding Co. 37. Electric Forging Co.
nh. Heislcr Electric Co. 38. Chns. A. Schieren & Co

make large and imposing displays. The most striking

"show" feature will be the glass pagoda of the Phoenix

Glass company in the center of the building. This will be

seventy or eighty feet high, of graceful outline, and will

39. Munson Belting Co.
40. Page Belting Co.
41. Belknap Motor Co.
42. Arnold Electric Co.
43. A. C. Mather.
44. The E. S. Greeley tS: Co.
45. New York Insulated Wire Co.
46. Zucker & Leavitt Chemical Co.
47. Riker Electric Motor Co
43. Perkins Electric Lamp Co.
49. Akron Electrical Manufacturing Co.

also putting up a building. A feature of the Westing-

house exhibit will be a model power transmission plant,

using an alternating current of high potential, and com-

plete with generator, step-up and step-down transformers.
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1. E. Berliner.

2, 3. Miscellaneous,

4. Elfctrical appliances.

5. LalTerty & Holmes.
6. Mcintosh Battery & Optical Co.

7. Dayton Kan & Motor Co.
8. Elisha Gray.

any entrance fee, but to collect only a 'special non-

resident membership fee' of $10, payable in advance."

All communications relative to this "special non-

resident membership" should be addressed lo C. Ville-

neuve, manager of the Chicago Electric club, corner of

Clark and Adams streets, Chicago.

0. England. 16.

10. Canada.
IT. Austria. 18.

i:. Italy. 20.

Electrical specialties. 21.

14. Weston Electrical InstrumcntCo. 22.

15. 19. Wire exhibits. 23.

Detroit Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co-
Gamcwcll Fire .Marm & Telegraph Co.
Washburn A Mocn Manufaciuriog Co
American Storage Battery Co.
Queen & Co.
W.

SHOWING EXHIBITION SPACES

Vcsiern Union Telegraph Co.

scintillate with incandescent lights. Surrounding this cen-

tral space on all sides is the allotment of the General Elec-

tric company, whose display, of course, will be one of the

principal features of the building. This company is also

the largest contributor to the ser\'ice lighting of the

building. The leading domestic manufacturers of eleclri-

Gcmiany.
Testing instruments.
Electrical Supply Cix
Department of Electricity, World's Columbian

exposition.
Wbsteks Electbicia.v.

line construction and motor. This company is also con-

templating the establishment of a lamp renewal factor}- in

its space. If this scheme is put iu operation, all of the

new Westinghouse lamps that bum cut while in use in the

World's Fair installation will be cleaned, fitted with

fresh burners and icade asgcod as new in full view of the
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spectators in the building. This will make a novel

exhibit. In the gallery will be shown the lighter exhib-

its, and several changes may yet be made in this portion

of the building.

In Fig. 3 is shown a new arc lamp post, witii in-

candescent decorative fixtures, designed for the

bridges and for the railing south of the art gallery. The

arc lights will be of 2,000 nominal candle power, while the

incandescent lamps will be of 32 or 50 candle power, in-

closed in lanterns of tinted or ground glass, and intended

wholly for decorative elTect. These posts were designed

by the arc light section of the mechanical and electrical

engineering bureau of the department of works, under the

direction of George B. Foster. The erection of the ordl-

ytn. 3. ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLDS FAIR.

nary arc lamp posts has been begun, and will

shortly be carried on at the rate of 25 a day. 'I'he

condoctoTS will then be laid in the subways and ducts,

and as fast as the permanent wiring is completed

the teTnporar>- overhead construction will be taken

down.

Two of the 10,000 light alternators were tested at the

Westinghoaw shops last week, and it is said that the re-

salts were very satisfactory, the efficiency ranging from fjs

to 97 per cent. Five of the twelve big incandescent dy-

namos are now practically completed, and work is being

poshed night and day on the others in the factory in Alle-

fifbeny. The belt driven machines weigh 145.000 pounds

each. A Urge nombcr of people witnessed the test, in-

clading E. E. Keller, superintendent of the Wcstinghousc

World's Fair installation, and P'rederick .Sargcn*, the

World's Fair mechanical and electrical engineer. All told,

he WeKiogho'Jie co.-npiny will have about twenty dy-

namos at the World's Fair, with an ultimate capacity of

150.000 16 candle power lights.

The Royal Commission for the World's Fair is arrang-

ing for a series of introductions to the sections of the cata-

logue of the British section. That on 'Electricity" will be

by W. H. Preece, F.R.S.

The dispute over the boiler contract will be fought out

in the courts. The Babcock & Wilcox company, repre-

senting the "Temporary association."' is seeking an in-

junction to prevent the World's Fair people from installing

Stirling boilers as a portion of the main steam plant of the

exposition. The contention of this company is that the

awarding of a minor contract to the Stirling company in-

creases the risks borne under heavy bond by the complain-

ant, for it is alleged that the Stirling boiler is of a type

entirely different from that constructed by the six compa-

nies, and hence almost impossible to be operated in con-

nection with the battery as a whole without increased risks.

President Higinbotham of the World's Fair, in his answer,

denies that any contract was made with the companies of

the "Temporary association" to the exclusion of other com-

panies- Mr. Higinbotham denies that the World's Fair

ever assured the firm of Babcock & Wilcox that it should

be allowed to furnish all additional power required for the

main steam plant, or an exclusive right to put in boilers.

It is admitted as a fact that the Babcock & Wilcox com-

pany was awarded a contract in May to put in ten boilers

for certain rentals, but it is further alleged that the com-

pany has failed to meet the terms of the contract, which

specified that the boilers were to be in place by September

1st and ready for continuous service after September

15th, and it is averred that the apparatus is not even

now ready for service. The answer also states that

the association boilers were accepted and assigned space

simp y as exhibits, and that it would contravene the spirit

and letter of the act of Congress creating the exposition to

allow one company to exhibit and to exclude another

equally de ral e t.\l 1 "^ rl ng company, declares

FIG I. IIERMIIF I I i CTK L\ LLFACIIING PROCESS.

the answer, applied tor space lor an extiiDit upon the same

conditions as were imposed upon the Babcock & Wilcox

company, and its application was allowed. The claim that

the introduction of S:irling boilers will bring an element

of danger into the concern is denied on the ground that

the Stirling apparatus is not of perilous construction.

Judge Ewing referred the matter to a master.

The rules in relation to electric light and power have

been finally adopted. They differ somewhat from the

rules of the commission published in the Western Elec-

trician of Dscember 17th. That portion in which changes

have been made is herewith reproduced in accordance with

the official text:

GENERAL CONUITIONS.

The director general has general charge of the installa-

tion of all exhibits and the control and management of the

same to the closing of the work of the exposition, through

the department chiefs, under the system heretofore estab-

lished and now recognized by law as existing agencies.

The director-general has exclusively to do with all ex-

hibitors in their connection with or relation to the exposi-

tion, it being understood that so much of the regular

power and light plant accepted as exhibits shall be under

the control of the director of works.

Exhibitors desiring to contract for service of electricity,

steam, compressed air, power from shafting, gas, or water,

must make application to the chief of the department in

which their exhibits arc installed. No application will

be entertained unless made upon a blank furnished by the

chief of department, and when an application has been

approved by the director-general a contract will be

executed on the part of the World's Columbian Exposition

by the director of works, provided it is not impracticable,

on the terms and conditions hereinafter specified.

In no case will Bcrvice be furnished except under
authority of contract in writing, the payments for which

shall be made by the applicant to the World's Columbian
Exposition at the time of the execution of said contract.

.Service will be provided from May i, to October 30,

I'i^S, inclusive.

The exposition management will not be responsible for

stoppages from any reasonable cause.

A limited amount of power will be supplied gratuitously

to turn over, periodically, an otherwise inoperative exhibit;

the length of time such exhibit shall be operated, to be

determined by the chief of department.
The authorized- representative of the management of the

World's Columbian Exposition shall have access to the

consumer's space for the purpose of inspection at all reason-
able hours.

IXECTKICITY FOR INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

The generators, primary system of wiring and con-
verters, will be installed, operated and maintained by the
World's Columbian Exposition.

Service will be furnished from 100 volt alternating cur-
rent system as manufactured by the Westinghouse Electric
iS: Manufacturing company.

All lamps, sockets, switches, cut outs and other appli-
ances must be adapted to the above named system.

All power service for generating light will be furnished
during the exposition hours by the World's Columbian
Exposition from the ist of May to the 30th day of October,
1S93. inclusive, at the rate of ^S per 16 candle powerjamp
capacity or the equivalent in lamps of other candle power.

National, state, territorial and foreign World's Fair
boards and concessionares must install, operate and main-

FIG. 2. HERMITE ELECTROLYTIC BLEACHING PROCESS.

tain the wiring system for lighting their respective build-
ings at their own expeuse. The installation shall com-
prise all conductors and appliances necessary, from the
converter to the lamps, and the first installation of lamps.
The plans for such installation must be submitted for the
approval of the director of works before installation com-
mences, and the work shall be installed so as to meet with
the approval of the director of works before connections can
be made with the main circuits. The actual work of con-
necting the converter with the secondary system will in
all cases be done without extra expense by the World's
Columbian Exposition.

Exhibitors occupying space in buildings owned by the
World's Columbian Exposition must have their wiring in-

stalled by the World's Columbian Exposition through its

authorized constructors. All wiring and appliances installed
by the World's Columbian Exposition will be and remain
the property of the World's Columbian Exposition. The
class of wiring installed will be that known as plain mould-
ing or interior conduit work, and will include the first

installation of lamps, plain key or keyless sockets,
switches, cut-outs, and the hanging of the lamps on plain-

cords or pendants, and shall be charged for at the rate of
$3.50 per lamp. Special or fancy wiring will be furnished
at an additional charge, covering the actual cost to the
World's Columbian Exposition. All fixtures and shades
must be furnished by the consumer. Changes in location
of lamps and appliances, when once installed, shall be
subject to an additional charge.
The lamps referred to herein, unless otherwise stipula-

ted, are 16 candle power, plain lamps. Lamps of other
capacities, and fancy lamps, will be subject to special
agreement. Lamps of standard capacities for renewal
purposes wi'l be furnished to replace burned-out lamps

lim:

®°

Jk^
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free of cost to consumer. Lamps accidentally broken or
lost will be replaced at the expense of the consumer, at

the regular market rates. Special and fancy lamps must
be renewed by the consumer.

ELEcruicirv for power servick.

The generators and main conductors will be supplied,

operated and maintained by the World's Columbian Ex-
position. 'J'hc service conductors will be furnished at the

consumer's expense, and at the rates hereinafter men-
tioned. The motors and appurtenances must be supplied,

opi'rated and maintained by and at the exj)ense of the con-
sumer. The service connections to the motors shall be in-

stalled, maintained and owned by the World's Columbian
Exposition.

'i'he motor shall be suitable to opcralc on a 500 volt

constant potential citcuit. The rheostat shall be con-
structed wholly of non-combustible material. 'I'he main
line switch shall be of the "knife blade" type, and suit-

able for working on a 500 volt constant potential circuit.

No service will be rendered for less than $20. Frac
tions of horsepower will not be considered, except fo
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motors of less than one horse power. Charges will be

made for service connections with the miin line, at the

following rates:

For Vz horse power and less $10
For I to 5 horse power 15 per horsepower.

For more than 5 horse power, not ex-

ceeding 10 horse power 12 per horse power.

For more than 10 horse power 10 per horse power.

Charges for service will be based on the ma.ximum elec-

trical horse power delivered to the motor irrespective of the

class of work to be operated by the motor, at the following

rates

:

For I'i
horse power, and less $20

For more than }( horse power, not ex-

ceeding 1 2 horse power 40
For more ]z horse power, not exceed-

ing I horse power 75
For more than i horse power, not ex-

ceeding 2 horse power 70 per horse power.

For more than 2 horse power, not ex-

ceeding 3 hor?e power 60 per horse power.

For more ttian 3 horse power 60 per horse power.

Special service for motors not exceeding two horse

power can be furnished from the regular alternating incan-

descent circuit.

The above rates contemplate continuous ser-

vice, or service on demand at any time dur-

ing the hours of the exposition, from May i to

October 30, iSg3, inclusive. Consumers requiring power

service for a specified number of hours only, will be

charged ar the rate of five cents per electrical horse power

hour; the specified time of day in which this service can be

rendered, to be determined each day by the chief of the

department.

ELECTRICITY FOR ARC LIGHTING.

The main aisles of the exposition buildings will be ilium

. inated by arc lights free of expense to the exhibitor- A
very limited number of arc lights will be supplied for pri-

vate lighting on the following basis:

The consumer shall pay the cost of wiring.

The consumer shall pay for service from May i to

. October 30, 1893, inclusive, at the rate of $60 per lamp of

two thousand (nominal) candle power.

Lamps will be suspended from the ceiling, and furnished

with opal globes. If any special fixture is required.it

shall be furiyshed by the consumer.

All care and maintenance of the lamps and circuits will

be furnished by the World's Columbian Exposition with-

out extra charge.

ELECTRICITY FOR CHARGING STORAGE BATTERIES.

The consumer shall provide lines and all material neces-

sary from the main lines from which the current is to be

distributed to storage batteries.

The consumer shall provide all necessary labor and

attendance connected with charging or handling of the

batteries.

Current will be provided at the rate of five cents per

electrical horse power hour.

ELECTRICITY FOR MHCF,LLANEOUS PURPOSES.

Electricity for special purposes will be subject to special

agreement to be determined at the time of making applica-

tion therefor. Rates will be based either on those for

power, or those for charging storage batteries, according

to the class of work to be performed.

The rules governing the supply and use of light and

power in the electricity building are substantially the same as

those printed in this journal on December 17th, with the

exception that "director of works" is generally substituted

for "director-general." A typographical error also

occurred in the former list, by which the cost of wiring for

motors for from one to five horse power was given as I5

per horse power instead of $[2 per horse power.

of chloride of sodium, and recognizing that the use of

this salt by itself must be abandoned, he was led to in-

vestigate the decomposition of the alkaline chlor-

ides and alkaline earths. He fixed his choice

upon chloride of magnesium, a salt which is abun-

dant and cheap, and which possesses a number of

advantages when used for this purpose. It is neutral,

and the solution containing it presents only a small resist-

ance to the passage of the electric current. The heat

produced in combination is slight, and consequently its

electro-chemical decomposition is easily effected. In a

free state it has no deleterious effect upon vegetable fibers.

In seeking to determine the practical conditions in which

chloride of magnesium could be used, Ilermite proved at

once that it could not be employed by itself; for by its

decomposition there was formed hydrate of magnesia,

which with undecomposed chloride of magnesium pro-

duced an oxychloride, which fouled the electrodes and

thus impeded the passage of the electric current. To
prevent this result he hit upon the combination of chloride

of magnesium with another saline solution. The mixture

which gave the best results was this: Water 1,000 parts;

chloride of sodium 50 parts; chloride of magnesium, 5

parts. By electrolytic action in the bath only the chloride

of magnesium appeared to be decomposed at the same

time as the water. There was formed at the positive pole a

Hermite Electrolytic Bleaching Process.

At a recent meeting of the Society for the Encourage-

ment of National Industry in Paris, a report relating to

the Hermite bleaching process was presented. The re-

port embodied the results of an investigation instituted by

the committee on chemical arts, and was written by M.

de Luynes. An abstract follows:

At the meeting of May 8, iSgi, M. Hermite enter-

tained the society by a description of his new processes

for bleaching vegetable products by electro-chemical means.

Your committee on chemical arts taking into consideration

the importance of the work of Hermite, deputed two of

its members, Aime Girard and the writer, to visit the

minufactoiy of Montgolfier & Co., at Haye-Descartes,

where the Hermite processes were to be seen in opera-

tion, in order to study the new methods by actual observa-

tion. As a result of this investigation I present this re-

port.
*

The principal agents for bleaching vegetable fibers are

ihe chlorides of lime or sodium, which are produced by

the action of free chlorine on lime or sodium. To ob-

tain these bleaching chlorides without resorting to the use

of chlorine, chloride of sodium in an aqueous solution has

been subjected to the action of the electric current. It

was hoped that in this way a bleaching solution might be

at once formed that could be substituted with advantage

for the combinations ordinarily employed. These experi-

ments, however, have not given practical results.

Hermile began his experiments in 1SS3. After study-

ing carefully the actions that take place in the electrolysis

constitute the negative electrodes. The positive elec-

trodes arc formed of sheets of platinum held in ebonite

frames. Fig. 2. They are connected with strips of lead,

which arc attached to a bar of copper extending the

length of the vessel. That the zinc disks forming the

negative electrodes m.^y be kept clean they arc made to

revolve and their surface is scraped by a knife edge. The
apparatus is arranged in such a way that the positive

plates can be taken out for inspection and repairs with-

out interrupting the progress of the operation. \Vhen a

number of electrolytic baths are employed they arc con-

nected in series. At Haye-Descartes a current of 1,200

amperes at 5 volts is employed. A general idea of the

Hermite apparatus in use is given by Fig. 3. The mix-

ture of chloride of magnesium and chloride of sodiam

runs from the reservoir .-/ into the electrolytic bath />,

thence to the bleaching vat C, which has a washing drum
D, thence to a lower reservoir E, from which it is pumped
back to A. The paper in the bleaching vat passes into

a receptacle 6" or to a press //. The liquid which is

squeezed out fiows into the reservoir E.

The economy of the process will var)- with difierent

localities, and will depend to a great extent upon the cost

of motive power. Here are some of the figures furnished

by the inventor: An electrolytic bath of the Hermite

system produces in 24 hours what is equivalent to 10

product possessed of energetic decoloring power, and at

the negative pole there was deposited gelatinous magnesia,

which, in the presence of the small amount of chloride

of magnesium, changed into an oxychloride. As the mige-

sia which is deposited at the negative pole does not re-

main in the solution long enough to combine with the

oxygenated compound of chlorine at the positive pole,

Hermite adds to the electrolytic fluid a certain quantity of

hydrate of magnesia. There is nothing to be feared from

the presence of free sodium arising from the decomposi-

tion of the chloride of sodium, for this base re-acts im-

mediately upon the chloride of magnesium. The baths

used by Hermite contain from five-tenths of a gramme

to two grammes of chlorine in each litre.

According to the inventor, the liquid produced by elec-

trolysis contains a hypochlorite of magnesia which is

wholly neutral, and to this fact arc attributed its remarkable

qualities, as it bleaches fibers without altering them in

any other way, and can be safely used on materials which

one would not think of treating with the ordinary hypo-

chlorites of commerce.

Hermite produces the decomposition of the salts and

uses his bleaching compound in the following manner:

The containing vessel is rectangular in shape, and is so

cast that a ridge 's formed on the inner side at the top.

This serves as a sort of gutter, Fig. i. Along the bottom

runs a perforated pipe, through which the mixture of

chloride of sodium and chloride of magnesium enters from

a reservoir located at a higher level. The liquid fills the

vessel and escapes through the channel or gutter into an

overflow pipe. On each side of the perforated pipe

are rods on which are mounted disks of zinc which

ITG. 4. HERMITE ELECTROLYTIC BLEACHING PROCESS.

kilos of dry chloride of lime, and absorbs 10 horse power.

The cost of the 10 horse power each day, if obtained from

water, is estimated at 5.22 francs, or for steam 10.20

francs. The saving, then, would be from So per cent.

with water power 1040 per cent, with steam. These figures

are based upon the results of two years actual opera-

tion.

Such have been the results ascertained by your commit-

tee. Power is furnished at Haye-Descartes by turbines.

The batteries ari composed of two groups of five baths

each, which produce annually what is equivalent to 500,-

000 kilos of chloride of lime.

Fig. 4. which is reproduced from V Industrie EUctrique^

represents an installation of the Hermite system for

bleaching paper. On the upper tloor is shown a rcscn'oir,

supported on columns, which feeds an electrolytic bath.

The solution from the latttr runs into a cement vessel and

thence into a bleaching vat in which a proper amount of

pulp has been placed. After the pulp is bleached it is

carried to the reservoir shown at the right in the

lower tloor. while the solution ilows to the reser\*oir

under the floor at the left. The solution squecrted out in

the press is piped into the same collector, whence it is

pumped to the reservoir on the floor above, as the illustra-

tion indicates. On the lower lloor also is located the dy-

namo from which current is derived for the electrolytic

process.

Those who attended the ^^ontreal convention will be

interested in the statement that Mayor McShanc of Mon-
treal has refused to sign a contract with the Royal Electric

company for the city lighiirg without calling for tenders,

stating that he would rather go to jail.
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The diagrams presented on another page showing the

allotment of space in the electricity building at the World's

Fair will possess much interest to all the members of the

electrical fraiernity. They indicate that all the prominent

American houses, with two or three exceptions, will make

exhibits. The display promises to be very useful as well

as exceedingly attractive, and reflects credit on those

making the arrangement-

;\T THE lime of the outbreak of cholera at Rouen and

Havre, in France, electrolytic methods of disinfection were

employed, as described in last weeks' issue of this paper.

The subject is one of pectiliar interest to Americans at

this time, and the progress that has been made in perfect-

ing the system is encouraging to investigators. Already

excellent rcsolls have i>ecn secured at Rouen, and it is to

be hoped that the problem will receive the attention in

this country its importance demands. In all large cities

there is special reason for the application of some method

for destroying infectious germs, lo Paris, for instance,

sewage from the city mains is employed id irrigation in

the plains on the left bank of the Seine, There are stvcral

hundred acres of land at present under treatment, and

onless the sewage is made inocuous by some method of

dbinfection, it c^n readily be seen these fields will become

a menace to the health of the surrounding' country as the

infectious germs are developed there, unless the sewage is

sterilized. It is claimed that wherever sea water is pro-

curable, the problem of electrolytic disinfection becomes

simple and practicable. This is timely warning and

should be heeded by the sanitary commissioners of ports.

During the last few weeks the storms that have raged

throughout the country have greatly impeded street railway

traffic- Even the "L" roads of New York experienced

great difficulty in operating their trains, and no pretense

was made of running upon schedule time. Yet, while the

surface roads were blockaded and the elevated service

crippled, the trolley lines were operated without interrup-

tion, and even the New York dailies, which have been

lighting the overhead system, were compelled to admit

that the electric railways had provided superior accommo-

dations, and that they alone had successfully combated the

storm. This is a notable victory for the trolley,and,while the

friends of that system expected no other result, they are

nevertheless elated over this demonstration of the supeiior-

ity of the overhead electric railway.

Now thai the reports of both the English and American

committees on the World's Electrical Congress have been

submitted, electricians at home and abroad have a wide

field of discussion opened before them. The suggestion

of the American committee that the proposed reforms and

iDnovalions be generally discussed through the columns of

the technical press before the opening of the congress is a

good one, and we hope that all interested in the subject

will avail themselves of this invitation. The action of the

congress can only be effective by enlisting the hearty co-

operation of the entire electrical fraternity, and this can

best be secured by arousing general interest prior to the

assembling of the delegates. Let each contribute his mite,

and the mass of opinion thus obtained will form an

authoritative basis of action for the congress. By availing

itself of this material and by not attempting too much,

the electrical congress may leave behind it a record of

lasting results.

Referring to the articles on "Electricity in Japan,"

written for this journal by Kunihiko Iwadare, an English

contemporary sounds a note of alarm in commenting upon

the fact that the electrical machinery used in Japan is almost

exclusively of American manufacture. "This is, we think,

a pity," it says; "there is, without doubt, a large field

open in Japan for electrical works, as the projects already

resolved upon, and partly carried out, testify. From

present appearances, it would seem that the greater por-

tion of the plant required will be of American manufact-

ure, and the methods followed will be those worked out in

the same country. We think there is no doubt that eventu-

ally the 'English of the East' will construct all the elec-

trical machinery they require, but until that time comes,

there is a good market for electrical wares in Japan; and

we trust that our English manufacturers will bear this in

mind, and endeavor to obtain a larger portion of the orders

from that progressive and interesting country than they

have hitherto been successful in securing."' This advice is

undoubtedly sound from an English point of view; but it

may also serve to point out to the American electrical

fraternity the ever-present danger of British competition in

this market. The present preponderance can only be

maintained by constant watchfulness.

Although the projectors of the Chicago South Side

Rapid Transit system adopted steam instead of electric

locomotives, it looks as though electric motors would have

to be adopted if it desires to take advantage of the pro-

posed down-town loop now under consideration. It is

proposed to organize a corporation lo be known as the Cen-

tral Elevated Railroad company, for the purpose of build-

ing an elevated terminal loop for the use of all the "Jj"

roads now existing or projected. The company has al-

ready secured an agreement with the Lake street elevated

road, and the Metropolitan company has made a verbal

agreement lo use the new terminal tracks. Efforls are

also being made lo get the South Side alley road far

enough north to make the new loop available for its use,

and the present profpccts of success are most encouraging.

One of the piojcclors of this cnterpri^ie pays the following

tribute lo the superiority of the electric motor over the

<ttcam locomotive: "The trains that go over our loop will

be taken over by our own electric motors. Each Ir^tin will

surrender lis engine when it reaches us. for we would all

have to vacate for the puffing racket, and the smoke in the

alleys would drive us all out and make business impossible.

Electric motors will enable us to escape the noise and
smoke. The trains of the several roads can be hitched to

their own engines again at the point of connection be-

tween the roads and the loop. We will be able to handle

twenty-four trains at a time on the loop."

By applying for injunctions against the Sunbeam,
Columbia and Illinois Incandescent Lamp companies, the

General Electric company has now indicated the policy it

will follow in dealing with rival lamp companies. There

is no question but that the General Electric company will

endeaver to establish its exclusive right to manufacture

incandescent lamps, and to do this of course it will bring

proceedings against every lamp company in the country.

The Sunbeam, Columbia and Illinois companies, it is ex-

pected, will endeavor to secure a trial, as they have never

been in litigation with the Edison interests. Should the

General Electric company, ho A'ever, secure permanent in-

junctions against these concerns, its future course concern-

ing them will be watched with interest. It is not improb-

able that arrangements may yet be made which will enable

these companies to continue making lamps under licenses

granted by the General Electric company. It is thought that

the litter company considers that it could m ike much more

favorable terms with rival lamp companies after closing

their factories. The most important question which con-

fionts the electrical interests, and the one in which the

public generally is most concerned, is the supply of lamps.

Should the General Electric company succeed in closing

the factories of rival companies, the djnamo output would be

necessarily limited, and lamps sufficient for plants already in

existence could not be furnished from the Edison factorlep.

It is hardly possible that such a policy will be pursued.

The impression still prevails that arrangements will be

made by which the larger factories will continue to make
lamps under licenses from the General Electric company.

With that pert flippancy which has become a character-

istic, the Chicago Evening Post, ia the course of a recent

editorial on "Rival Electric Street Car Motors," makes

this statement; "The overhead wires are not only

unsightly; they are an obstruction to the streets, and are

a standing menace to the safety of the community. Lives

have been sacrificed by them in cities where they have

long been in use. Any break in them or in the current

they convey causes an instant cessation of travel on the

road, resulting in a blockade of general traffic on the

street. The system is at best uncertain, and its working

has proved unsatisfactory wherever it has been tried. It

is iniluenced by the state of the weather and subject to

interruptions from a hundred and one other causes.*'

So much of this is entirely untrue that it is difficult to

reply to it with patience and moderatioa. In the whole

arraignment there is only one valid objection to the overhead

trolley system—:he esthetic one that the poles and wires

are unsightly. All the other charges are simply balder-

dash. For instance, how are the wires a "standing menace

to the safety of the community"? Can the Post point to

one authenticated instance in which human life has been

"sacrificed" by them "in cities where they have been long

in use"? Boston, St. Louis, Minneapolis, Cleveland

and Buffalo are such cities. Let the Posi look up the

records. Philadelphia is a city in which a great outcry was

made against ths introduction of the trolley system. Bat

no AT, after a trial, the people are greatly pleased, if the

A'ecod oi that city Is considered good authori y. It is also

untrue to say that a break in the trolley wire would cause

"an instant cessation of travel on the road, resulting In a

blockade of general traffic on the street.'' Such an acci-

dent would merely interfere with that section of the line

embraced between the two nearest feeder wires and could

be more speedily remedic'd than a cable break-doA-n, for

instance. The statement that "the system is at best un-

certain, and its working has proved unsatisfactory wherever

it has been tried," is as co.nple'e a perversion of the facts

as could be made. Wherever introduced the overhead

electric railway has been retained and extended, receiving

the general approval of the public. The growth of the

system within the last ten years has been simply marvelous,

until now It is in operation in nearly all the cities and

principal towns of the country, except New York and

Chicago. This fact is a complete refutation of the accusa-

tion that the overhead system has proved unsatisfactory.

The strictures of the J'osl were made in the course of a

comparison of the overhead trolley and storage batlcry

systems. The latter can gain nothing, however, by a

willful misrepresentation of the standard method of elec-

tric traction.
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World's Electrical Congress.
The sub comm'ttee of the International Klectrical Con-

gress committee of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers has made its report, containing recommenda-

tions for the conduct of the World's Electrical Congress and

a list of subjects to be discussed. This report, together with

that of the representatives of the English electricians, is

now under consideration by the Advisory council of the

World's Congress Aux'liary, The racommendations of

En_jlish committee were published in the last issue of the

WcsTiiRN Ei.KcrRictAN. Following is the substance of

the American committee's report:

RATIFICATIONS.

1. Ratifuation of the adoption of units, terms, symboh
and definitions by previous international electrical con-

gresses.

This is a mere matter of form and an act of courtesy to

the preceding congresses. Vour committee understands

that this was done at both the Paris congress of 1889 and
the Frankfort congress of 1891.

NEW UNITS.

2. Defining and adopting practical units for tncasuring

and designating the measurements of the following quanti-

ties: Magneto-motive force, magnetic flux, magnetic in-

tensity; magnetic reluctance, electric condncdvity, illum-

ination.

It will be noticed that this refers only to the question of

what the magnitude of the units shall be, or. in other

words, what multiples or sub-multiples of the absolute

units they are to be.

Your committee is aware that objections are raised by

some to the establishment of units not already in universal

use. Past experience, however, has shown that the proper

time to establish units is before their need is universally

felt, in order 19 avoid the introduction by different persons

or nations of units of different values, a contingency which

will be very likely to ariss if not anticipated by concerted

action.

Your committee recommends the following:

The value of the practical unit of magneto-molive force

to be one-tenth of the absolute unit; that is, equal to

1

— ampere turn.

4^
The va'ue of the practical unit of magnetic flux to be

10** absolute units or lines.

The value of the practical unit of magnetic intensity to

be 10^ absolute units, that is, 10^ lines per square centi-

metre.

The value of the practical unit of reluctance to be 10^

absolute units.

The value of the practical unit of electrical conductivity

to be 10-^ absolute units, that is, to the reciprocal of the

ohm. This makes it equal to the unit proposed some time

ago, and known to some extent by the name of "mho."
It should be given this value in order that it correspond

with the already adopted units.

The value of the practical unit of illumination to be a

bougie-decimale at the distance of one meter. The bougie-

decimale is the unit of light or candle power already es-

tablished, and is practically equal to one English standard

candle; by making the distance a meter, the practical unit

will be approximately equal to one-tenth of a carcel-metre,

one-ten h of a foot candle (or "lux'')or to one meter candle

or meter kerze. all three of which units are already in use to

some extent.

It has been announced that a proposition will be made
at this congress to change the values of some of the prac-

tical units which have been adopted by previous congresses,

and are already in universal use. Among these are the

ampere and the farad. It is urgently recommended by
your committee that such changes should not be favored,

since they would necessarily be followed by great con-

fusion, and would of necessity have to be accompanied by

some change in these well established names in order to

distinguish these new units from those now existing.

NAMES FOR UNITS.

3. Adopting names for the following practical units:

Magneto motive force, magnetic flux, magnetic intensity,

magnetic reluctance, inductance, electrical conductivity,

illumination.

The following names are suggested for these units;

For the practical unit of magneto-motive force, the

name "gilbert."

For the practical unit for magnetic flux, the name
"websr." This term was formerly applied to a unit of

current, but its use in this sense was so limited, and it has

been abandoned for so long a time, that no confusion would
be likely to arise; the context alone would always be sufii-

cient to prevent any possibility of misunderstanding.

The name "weber"' is preferred on account of the intimate

relation between this unit and that of n:agnetic intensity,

for which the name "gauss" is suggested.

For the practical unit of magnetic intensity, the name
"gauss." This name has already come into use to such an
extent that objections to it will not be likely to arise.

For the practical unit of magnetic reluctance, the name
"oersted."

For the practical unit of inductance, the name "henry."
This name has already come into use quite extensively,

and it would therefore be very undesirable to change it.

The value of this unit has already been fixed as equal to
10'' absolute units or nearly to the length of an earth's

quadrant. The definition "quadrant" is sometimes em-
ployed as the name itself, but its use as a name is evidently

objectionable, as it already has several other meanings,
which might readily lead to confusion.

For the practical unit of electrical canHuctivity, equal to

the reciprocal of the ohm, the name "mho." This name
has been in use for some time, and is already well known.

It is thought better to recommend it than to select and
introduce a new name.

For the practical unit of illumination defined above, the

name "bougie meter,"
It has been suggested to name the units "kilowatt hour"

and "ampere-hour." Your committee, however, recom-
mends that inasmuch as these terms explain themselves,

and are not longer than some others in use. to give them
special names would burden a system of nomenclature un-
necessarily. The principal objections to the term "board
of trade unit," which is in use in England for the former,
are, that it could never become international, that it is

longer by one syllable than the term "kiiowatt-hour," and
that there are now, or may soon be, units of.other denomi-
nations adopted by the same board of trade, from which
this one will have to be distingusihed by an additional

affix or prefix.

CONCRETE STANDARDS.

4. Defining and adopting modes of embodying the fol-

lowing principal units of measurement in concrete stand-

ards capable of being readily reproduced, and adopting
names for them or for the theoretical units, by which they

can be distinguished from each other: Ampere, ohm, volt,

watt, btandard candle.

The following definitions of these units are recom-
mended:
An ampere shall be that unvarying current, which, when

passed through a solution of nitraie of silver and water, in

accordance with the specifications recommended in the re-

cent report to the Kritish Board of Trade, deposits silver at

the rate of o.ooi 1 18 of a gramme per second.

An ohm shall be the resistance offered by a column of

mercury at the temperature of melting ice 14.4521
grammes in mass, of a constant cross sectional area, and
of a length of 106.3 centimeters. It is recommended that

material standards of this value, constructed in solid

metal, should be preserved under the care of the several

governments, as standards of comparison, and that they
should from time to time be verified by comparison with

the mercury standard defined above; also that for the

purpose of replacing the standard, if lost, destroyed, or

damaged, and for ordinary use, a limited number of copies

should be constructed which should be periodically com-
pared with the standard ohm.
A volt shall be the product of this ampere and this ohm.
A watt shall be the product of the square of this am-

pere and this ohm.
The other units, such as the coulomb, the farad and the

joule shall be taken as derivatives in terms of this ampere
and this ohm.

In order to create as little confusion as possible by the

introduction of this set of units, which are to become the

universal standards, and in order to distinguish them read-

ily from the true theoretical or abstract units defined in

terms of the absolute units, it is recommended to call the

former simply "amperes," "ohms," "volts," etc., or more
specifically "standard amperes." "standard ohms." etc.,

and to call the theoreticil units "true amperes," "tme
ohms," etc. The latter term has already come into use in

this seme.
The unit of resistance known as the B. A. unit shall be

taken as equal to o.gS66 of this ohm.
The electromotive force of a Claik cell at 15^ C, pre-

pared in accordance with the specification recommended in

the recent report to the British Board of Trade, shall be
taken as not different from 1434 of these volts by more
than one part in one thousand. The coefficient of tem-
perature shall be taken as ?

The standard candle shall be taken as equal to the light

from a lamp like that known as the Hefner-Alteneck
standard amyl acetate lamp, which is to be defined by its

dimensions and the height of the flame, the dimensions
being such that the light shall be tqual to that of the

"bougie-decimale," the practical unit adopted at the Paris

congress of 1SS9, which is equal to one-twentieth of the
absolute platinum standard adopted in 1884.

It has also been suggested that a universal wire gauge
be defined and adopted. Desirable as this may at first

seem, your committee recommends that no action be taken
by the congress in this matter, as it is not likely that any
one scale would ever be universally adopted by manufac-
turers, even if defined and adopted by a congress. The
universal introduction of the metric sys'em and the desig-

nation of wires by their diameters in millimetres is thought
to be the only satisfactory solution of this question for

international work.

NOTATION AND SYMBOLS.

5. Adopting an international system of notation and
conventional symbols, for designating different <juantities.

The system suggested to the last congress by E. Ilospi-

talier of Paris, is recommended by your committee, al-

though doubtless some amendments may be found desir-

able.

DEFINITIONS.

0. Defining the follo'ving terms: Impressed electro-

moli^'c force, inductivlty, inductance, reluctivity, Matthies-

sen s standard., north and south pole.

The following definitions are suggested:
The impressed electromotive force is the ratio of the

total activity in an electrically conducting circuit to its

instantaneous current strength.

The inductivity at any point in an isotropic medium is

the ratio, added to unity, of 477 times the intensity of

magnetizition there existing, to the ni-i g net i zing llux den-

sity. Inductivity is synonymous with "permeability."
The electro-magnetic dimensional formula is L M^ T';
the conventional symbol is /'.

Inductance.

—

{tA Self inductance is the ratio of the total

magnetic induction linked with and established by an elec-

tric current, to the uniform strength of the same. The
inductance of a conducting circuit is constant when its

environing medium has constant inductivity. ib) The
mutual inductance of one electric circtjit upon another is

the ratio of the total magnetic induction linked with the
second, due to a uniform current in the first, 10 the
strength of that current. The mutual inductance between
two electric circuits \t reciprocally equal when the environ-
ing medium has constant inductivity. The electro-mag-
netic dimensional formula is D AT' T\ Toe absolute
unit is one centimeter; the practical unit, one hcnrj-.

The reluctivity of a medium at any point is the volume
differential of the relucanc; thereat. Simple tl^fioition:

Reluctivity is the reluctance per unit volume. The elec-

tro magnetic dimensional formula is V M' 7'
. The

absolute unit is one c. c. s, unit of reluctance per cubic
centimeter; the proposed practical unit is the same or
about one oersted per cubic earth quadrant.
The resistance of copper known as Matthiessen's stand-

ard shall be dsfined as follows: Tne resistance of a soft

copper wire one meter long, weighing one
gramme, is 0.14365 i;. A. units at o' C.
This definition is recommended by tht- committee of the
A merican Institute of Electrical Engineers on Matthiessen's
standard. The reasons for selec'.ing ii. are given in that

report.

The north pole of a magnet to be defined as being that
which seeks the geographic north pole, and the south pole
that which seeks the geographic south pole. This is the gen-
erally accepted definition, but it is thought desirable to
formally define it.

EXPRESSIONS.

Defining and adopting expressioni.- for alternating cur-
rents of more than one phase; for describing pheno-
mena of alternating currents and of electto magnetic
waves.

It is recommended to adopt the following expressions:

"Simple" alternating current for the usual alternating cur-

rents in which there is practically but a single phase; "di-
phase" alternating currents for two alternating currents
wh-'se phases differ in time by 90 or 270 <leg. ; iri phase"
alternating currents for three alternating cu.rents whose
phases differ in time by 60 or 120 tleg.; "poly-
phase" alternating currents for such as have more than
three phases.

For expressions describing phenomena of alternating

currents and electro-magnetic waves, your committee
solicits suggestions.

UNIVERSAL USE.

S. Recommending the more universal use—

Of the term ^^ voltage" as synonymous "ivith ^'difference

of electricalpotentiaV or p. d /;; place of the terms "/*'

tential," ^'tension," or '^^pressure,'^ the use of which in
this sense it is recommended to abandon;

Of the term ^'transformer' instead of *'converter

f

Of the term '^dynamotor ^ for a continuous current
tra nsformer;

Of the term ^'continuous current" instead of *^direct

current;"

Of the term ^^hilowalt" instead of "horsepower;**

Of the metric system of xveights and measures, ami
suggesting means by which its introduction will be faciL
itated.

PROGRAMME.

Regirding the programme for carr}'ing out this work in

the most satisfactory manner to all parlies, and with the

least loss of time, you' committee's recommendations and
suggestions are as follows:

It cannot be too strongly urged that an international

congress is the place to close, but not to open a discussion

on questions about which international.agreement is to te
had; it is therefore urgently recommended that action be
taken at once, to open the discussion of such matters now.
in order that expressions of opinion, and, if possible,

agreements, may be arrived at prior to the meeting of the

congress. To this end your committee recommends that

the suggestions embodied in this report, or as many of

them as you may see fit to designate, be printed and sent

to all the leading electrical and physical societies and
journals in this country and abroad, with a request that

they aid this work by making them public, by freely dis-

cussing them, and by sending copies of such discussions

and any further suggestions to the general congress com-
mittee of this institute, care of secretary, 13 West Thirty-

first street, New York city. That a sub-committee of the

institute prepare from time to time a classified summary* of

such discussions to be sent to the leading electrical and
physical journals for publication here and abroad, and that

it present a final summary of this international discus-

sion at the congress. This discussion ought to be closed

by July I, 1S93.

It is recommended also that this institute invite other
societies to CO operate with it by appointing special com-
mittees to discuss and report to their respective societies on
these international ciuestions, and to publish their con-
clusions in the electrical journals of iheir ccuntry.

It has been suggested that various commitices be appoint-

ed to prepare reports on the international questions on
which agreement is desired, and to submit these at the

meeting of the congress. Your commitite, however, be-

lieves that to postpone the discussion until the congress is

in session, would lead to no satisfactory* results, as was
shown at the last congress of iSoi, in Frankfort. It

therefore urges that the discussion take place through the
medium of the journals prior to the meeting of the
congress, and that the only report submitted to the con-
gress be a summary of such discussions.

Regarding the meetings of the congress, your committee
recommends that, as in the Paris congress of 1589. the
meetings be divided into t,a) General Jfectings, one at the
opening and one at the closing of the congress, which arc

to be .levoted to the consideration of general questions and
those on which agreements are desired, and to the reading

of papers of a general character; (b) Sectional Meet-
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i/i^sioT the reading of all other papers. The following

division into sections is recommended:

I. Electro-physics, units, measurements, and alt electncal uiatters

of a purely scientific nature.

3. Dynamos, motors, cransfomiers, etc-

3. Systems, central stations, inscallations. lamps, etc.

4. Electric telegraphy, telephony, and signaling.

5. Electric railways.

6. Electro-cherai try, batteries, eleztro-meiallurgy.

7. Electro-physiology and flectro-therapeuiics.

S. Legal questions.

It is suggested that specific invitations be extended by

the congress auxiliary to prominent electrical engineers

and physicists to prepare papers oa specified subjects to

be read and discussed at the congress meetings. Also,

that a general invitation be e.N;tended for other papers,

which are to be submitted not later than July 15, 1893, to

a committee on papers appointed by the chairman ot the

cono-ress auxiliary ; that this committee shall examine and

accept or return the latter, and at its discretion shall print

any or all of those accepted as well as those solicited, in

form for circulation at least one week prior to the meeting

at which they are to be read: that the papers shall be read

in full, in abstract or by title, as that committee shall di-

rect.

The following subjects of papers are offered as a sugges-

tion to the congress auxiliary merely as a basis and not as

a complete list:

The cnterion of sensitiveness of galvanometers; or on the theory of

their construction.

The working of national or municipal laboratories for testing

meters and instruments.
The practical results and economy of the employment of accwmu

lators in central station systems if supply.

On the reliiionbetween weight of copper and iron in dynamos and
their output.
Nomen laiure and notation of magnetic circuit—or on standard

and units of magnet sm.
Magnetism.
On the economic use of iransforme-s under various conditions of

supply.
Electricity meters from a European standpoint.

Elec ricitv meters from a British standpoint.

Electricity meters from au Amerlcaa standpoint.

Choice of materials for standard ol electrical resisiance.

Nomenclature of phen imenaof electro-magnetic waves.

Standards for electrical measurement.
Alternating current tiansforraers from an American standpoint.

High frequency a-id high potential phenomena.
Dynamo constructiun.

Your cimraittee suggests that papers should be solicited

by the general congress committee ot this in-titute on the

work of the early electricians of this and foreign countries

considered from a modern standpoint, and their import-

ance in the development oE the science of electricity, in

eluding descriptions and illustrations of models and appar-

atus used.

Your committee suggests that the proper authorities be

requested to have a stenographic report made of the pro-

ceedings and discussions at all the meetings of the World's

Electrical congress, and that this report, including such of

the papers and discussions as a committee appoinied for

the purpose shall direct, shall be printed and published in

book form; that each member of the congress be entitled

to one copv of this report on the payment of ^r, and non-

members on the payment of ^5-
It is suggested that the membership of the congress be

divided iotodelegated members and members; that the dues

for each shall be .f5; that only delegated members and

members be admitted to the meetings, and be permitted to

take part in the discussions; that any one shall be entitled

to become a member; that delegated members shall be

appointed by governments, physical and electrical societies,

and shall be approved by an international committee whose
decision shall t>e final; that questions on which interna-

tional agreement is desired be decided by the delegated

members, whose decisions shall be submitted to the whole

Hr;, 2, TUP, MAMONb TfcAN!iFOftMKR,

ongrrs* for approval or rcjcttion in part or in whole, but

not for alteration.

It is recommended that the United St-'ifes government
be reqaeatcd to extend a formal invitation to foreign gov-

ernmertL'^ and v>cictic3 to send delegates to this congress.

In the prcitcnt report,yonr comtnittee ha.i embodied rec-

ommendations from the reportft of the Instilaie's Com
roittec on Mal'.hicii'icn's Standard, and on Magnetic Ijnilf*,

from the recent reports of the British Hoard of Trade
Committee, and from the suggestion!* of iJf, Silvanu^i I'.

ThotnpMO to Dr. Elisha Gray, io reference to the con-

The Diamond Transformer.
It is only within a con.paratively short time that trans-

formers have been manufactured apart from generating

apparatus, or since both articles were made by the same

companies. Practical experience, however, suggested so

many economies that might be effected by improved types

of transformers that about two years ago factories outside

FIG. 3. THE DIAMOND TRANSFORMER.

of parent companies were established for the exclusive

manufacture of transformers and kindred articles.

The Diamond transformer is the latest type which has

been placed upon the market, and embodies all that ex-

perience has obtained from the good qualities of other con-

verters. A transformer to be popular in these days with

the superintendent of central stations and with linemen

must be convenient and easily attached to poles or buildings.

Fir.. I. THE DIAMOND TRANSFORMER.

Fig. I illustratesthistransformerasit appears when attached

to the cross arm. It will be seen that this converter is

easily adjusted and held in secure position by the hooks

engaging with the cross arms. The ring in the top is for

hoisting upon a pole by means of a block and tackle.

Should, however, it be necessary to attach this converter

to brick walls, the hooks may be easily removed and the

converter secured to the wall by means of the four luge,

shown in the cut. The Diamond transformer is also made

three-point, and is easily and quickly convertible from 50

to 100 volts on the secondary wires without the use of a

clumsy and inconvenient switch. Fig. 2 shows the trans-

former with fuse box exposed to view. The primary and

secondary connections are readily seen, and it will also be

noticed that when the door is closed each fuse is in a sep-

arate compartment, so that in case one should blow out, it

would have no effect upon the other by excessive heating.

The porcelain box and fuse blocks are highly glazed, and

it is claimed that there is no danger of absorbing moisture.

The fuse blocks are attached to the door itself. It follows

that when the door is opened the connection is completely

broken, and a lineman may replace fuses upon a live wire

with perfect safety, at the same time having the fuse blocks

entirely exposed to view. The fuse blocks themselves may

be detached by means of a little knurled thumb-piece,shown

at the side of the detached block. These fuse blocks arc

intcrchanecable for all sizes of transformers, so that a cen-

tral station, by keeping a few of them on hand, may al-

ways be assured of a fuse block in case one upon the line

should be broken by lightning or otherwise. It has been

a source of inconvenience and expense to central stations

heretofore to return burned out converters to the respect-

ive factories to be repaired or replaced. The delay has

often caused serious Inconvenience, and it has resulted in

many cases in the larger stations making Incfl'cctual at-

tempts to repair the converters themselves. Fig. 3 illus-

trates one of the most important claims of the Diamond

converter to the appreciation of practical central s'ation

men. It will be seen that the secondary coils are in two

parts, the primary coil being securely imbedded between

the two. thus affording a common center of magnetism.
After the primary coil is Io position the secondary coils are

adjusted and firmly bolted together, completing a perfect

magnetic circuit. Should, however, a primary coil be burned

out by lightning or otherwise, it is only necessary to have

another coil sent by express, when the central station man
can readily place it in position himself, thus obviating all

the delay and expense which are a necessary part of the

old method. The Diamond couverter is of high efficiency,

excellent regulation and low leakage current. It is made
as light in weight as is consistent with the best practice,

and is well ventilated through the top and bottom of the

case, so that a free passage of air will aid in keeping the

coils at a low temperature. Taylor, Goodhue <S: Ames,
S27 Monadnock building, Chicago, have taken the exclusive

agency for the sale of this converter.

The Tice-Lintner Potential Indicator.

Recognizing the necessity of c'ose potential regulation,

and believing that with more perfect regulation lamp
breakage would be reduced to a minimum, theTice-Lintner

Electric company of Minneapolis has perfected an in-

strument which combines with a volt-meter of the highest

degree of accuracy, permanency and dead beat qualities, an

alarm attachment of equal reliability, which immediately

attracts the attention of the attendant to any change or

variation in pressure. Red and green lamps, to indicate

whether the pressure is high or low, are provided, and

lighted simultaneously with the ringing of the alarm bell.

The indicator is now in successful operation in several

large lighting plants, and its introduction has been attended

with a marked diminution in lamp breakage. In fact there

can be no perceptible increase of potential without the

dynamo attendant being immediately apprised of the fact

where this device is employed. The instrument is wound
in such a manner as to produce a field of the greatest in-

tensity, with the lowest possible temperature co-efticient,

and is not subject to change or deterioration. This inten-

sity of field results in the indicator being little affected by

the close proximity of circuits carrying heavy currents or by

other similar agencies so troublesome to most measuring

instruments. In its construction it has been the aim of the

inventors to concentrate the action within the normal limit

of the system on which it is placed, so as to give to the

index arm the requisite degree of force essential to a cir-

cuit closing device. Two delicately balanced armatures of

the soft iron, to one of which is attached the in-

dex, are acted upon by the magnetic field of a curved

solenoid in such a manner as to form opposite poles at

their contiguous extremities, the mutual attraction of which

greatly augments the directive force of the solenoid. This

attractive force of the iron cores increases very rapidly as

they approach and diminishes as rapidly as they recede,

thus giving to the instrument great delicacy of

action and securing wide range of movement to the circuit

closing index arm for the slightest change of potential.

The alarm circuit, together with that of the signal lamps,

is completed through cne of the two platinum tipped contact

points set on either side of the index, which are adjustable,

TICE-I,1NTNF,K rOTKNTIAI. INDICATOK.

by turning a milled head to any desired range, from a

fraction of a volt up. If dcj-ircd the contact points may

be removed to the extreme ends of the scale to permit of

using the instrument as a volt meter. A general view of

the instrument is shown in the accrtmpanying illustrations,

one of which represents the Ihrcc-wire indicator with one

of the groimd glass covers removed. The indicator is

manufactured in a variety of ranges for two and three-

wire lighting systems, street railway and other power cir-

cuits.
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New Double Pole Switch.
The accompanying cut illustrates a new double pole 25-

anipere snap switch placed on the market by the Electrical

Engineering Supply company of Syracuse, N. Y. The

contact is made by rotating metal arms mounted on a

spindle and insulated from each other. These arms arc

arranged to pass between two metal contact pieces mounted

on each of the four binding posts so as to make a long

wiping knife contact between the parts -on both

sides of the contact arms. In order to make and

break instantly, there are arranged in a recess in

the porcelain base two elliptic steel springs which

press against the sides of a square framwork holding a

roller in each of its corners, so that in turning the

handle the square framework is rotateduntil the rollers

There is a car now in course of construction with an 18-

foot body to be sent to the Citizens' railroad of Chicago for

experimental purposes. The officers of the Acme Storage

r.atteiy company arc: G. C. Warner, president; \V. H.

I'letcher, vice-president, and C. T. Griffiths, secretary and

treasurer, with offices at 29 I^roadway, New York.

NEW IMIUIM.K POLE SWITCH.

on two of the corners have compressed the two springs

and are just passing the highest point, when the con-

tacts are about to be made or broken. Having passed

this highest point, the springs press the rollers on the cor-

ners toward the center so as to rotate the switch through

the part of the circle in which it travels. Owing to lost

motion left in the spindle, there occurs instantly the make

or break of the circuit with a sudden snap. The openings

left in the side of the base facilitate surface wiring. The

wires are held by a screw passed downwardly through the

binding post, or, if preferred, the post is bored from the

bottom up through the top, and the wires held by a bind-

ing screw passing through the side of the contact post.

Trial Trip of the Acme Storage Battery
Company's Car.

On Wednesday, January nth, the Acme Storage Bat-

tery company of New York made a trial trip of its storage

battery car over the Ninth Avenue railroad from the

stables at Fifty-fourth street and Ninth avenue to the up-

per end of the route. One Hundred and Twenty-fifth street,

and back. On this road there is, for half a mile, a 6 per cent,

grade. The car was one of the Stephenson type and car-

ried 14^ cells under the seats, divided in series of 12. The

total weight of the batteries was 3 888 pounds, or 27 pounds

each. The battery is the invention of P. Kennedy, of

New York, and the motor was designed by W. M. Mc-

Dougall, also of New York, and weighs equipped 2,360

pounds. The total weight of the car complete is 12,500

pounds. The trip was made without a hitch , and averaged

6 7-10 miles per hour in climbing the grade.

The grids used in the Acme cell, which are herewith il-

lustrated, are of a nonconducting material, which, it is

claimed, is not attacked by the acid and is sufficiently

••••••••I

TRIAL TRIP OF ACME STORAGE liATTBRY COMPANY'S CAR.

elastic to yield to the expansion of the active material

without buckling^, warping or breaking. On the other

hand, the active material is retained with sufficient firm-

ness in contact with the conducting plate of lead in the

middle of the complete plate. There is an equal amount

of active material on either side of this lead conducting

plate, thus insuring an equal distribution of current. Ribs

on the non-conducting grids meet through slots in the con-

ducting plate and are cemented together, making a solid

plate. The openings for the reception of active material

are smaller on the outside to aid in the retention of their

contents. The exposed surface of active material is about

40 square inches on each plate, or about 200 square inches

for the five positives. The maximum steady discharge in

limbing the grade was 130 amperes.

Varley's Method of Winding Electro-
magnets,

It has for some time been the principal aim of inventors

in the electrical field to improve the method of manufac-

turing so as to cheapen the cost of production without

impairing the efllciency of apparatus. The electro magnet,

which constitutes such an essential part of electrical appar-

atus, has not until the present time, it seems, been the

object of the general improvement which has characterized

the other departments,and it is made to day in substantially

the same manner as it was when it first came into use.

Quite a departure from the usual method of making this

piece of apparatus is that shown in Figs. 1 and 2, and

is the invention of Richard Varley, Jr. It is called the

duplex method, and has for its main object the doiilg away

with the expense of using insulated wire exclusively, as is

now the general practice. As magnet wire in certain sizes,

such as used on the magnets of the most universally used

apparatus, including bells, annunciators, telegraph instru-

meuts, etc., costs, if covered, about twice as much as

bare wire would in the same sizes, it will be seen how

much economy is effected.

In certain classes of apparatus where space is a very

desirable element it has heretofore been impossible to

condense the magnets without impairing their strength.

With the duplex method it is possible to reduce the size

very materially without decreasing the strength of a mag-

net, and this feature will probably be most appreciated by

those who have to do with stock-tickers, railway signals,

annunciators and telephone service in various ways.

The method of winding the duplex magnet is a novel

one, two wires b^ing wound simultaneously, one being

covered, the other bare. The insulation of the covered

wire serves the purpose of keeping the turns separated,

Canadian Electrical Association.
The midwinter convention of the Canadian Elccirical,

association will be held at the School of Practical Science-

Toronto. O.it., Jinu iry 25:h an J 2f}'.h. A number of in

teresting papers on timely topics arc expsclcd from mem-
bers of the association. Among ihtsc arc the following:

"Electrical Measurements," by George Black, Hamilton;

"Underground Construction," U. A. Tower, Toronto;

"Free Wiring," J. M. Campbell, Kingston; "Incandes-

cent Lamp," by R. G. lilack, Hamilton; "Speed Control,"

Prof. Rosebrugh, Toronto; "I'robabilitics as to the Success

of Distribution of Power at Considerable Distances by High

Tension Currents of Electricity," by Mr. lireiihaupt,

Berlin, Ont.

In addition to the reports of the president, secretary

and committees, there will be a discussion of the proposed

amendments to the constitution. An invitation has been

extended to the members to inspect the Toronto Electric

Light company's new station. The Bell Telephone com-

pany's new exchange will also be thrown open for inspec-

tion.

VARLEV S METHOD OF WINDING
ELECTRO MAGNETS.

paper being used between each layer, thus bringing four

ends out, which are connected in a simple magnet in series,

or can, in the case where a differential circuit is required,

be connected up very conveniently. The very nature of

the method of winding makes it possible to have any com-

bination of circuit that may be required, such as series,

parallel or differential.

Fig. I shows a magnet in section, with a portion of the

paper which insulates the layers from each other torn to

show the construction, and Fig. 2 shows the electro mag-

net complete.

A magnet approaches its ideal efficiency when all the

limiting space in the proximity of the iron core is entirely

occupied by energizing current without any intervening

air space. This, of necessity, is reached when the

limiting space isoni/ occupied by one turn, in which case

no losses are due to insulation. When a departure is made

from this theory the losses increase as the number of

turns which have to be put on to get the required strength,

due to a greater amount of insulation being needed. In

other words, the available space for the wire around the

core should be utilized as completely as possible, and there,

fore should contain no more non-conducting material than

is absolutely necessary. The length of the wire should be

as small as possible for the required number of windings

and should be wound as closely as possible, as the more

compact and uniform a magnet is made the greater \vill be

its efficiency.

The Varley Duplex Magnet company of 136 Liberty

street, New York, has been organized for the purpose of

introducing this invention.

National Electric Light Association.

The several passenger associations have granted an ex-

cursion rate of a fare and a third to delegates attending

the convention of the National E'ectric Light association,

to be held in St. Louis, February 28, March i and 2,

1893. To secure this rate it will be necessary for persons

securing tickets to inform the agent from whom the

purchase is made that they contemplate attending this

meeting, and to procure from the agent a certficate which,

immediately upon their arrival in St. Louis, should be left

in the secretary's office, addressed to C. O. Baker, Jr.,

master of transportation, who will see that it is properly

indorsed and returned to the owner. Arrangements are

now being made for a special train from New York to St.

Louis, which will e.xceed in the way of equipment and

appointments anything that has ever been in service between

these two points. To bring this matter to a successful

issue, it is very important that the number of passengers

who wish to avail themselves of this train should be known
at the earliest possible moment. Therefore, it is very

desirable, and will facilitate transportation matters greatly,

if all delegates who contemplate using this train will make
application for space at once.

Incandescent Lamp Litigation.

In the United States court at Chicago last Saturday appli-

cation was made in behalf of the Edison Electric L'ght com
pany and the Edison General Electric company for injunc

tions restraining the Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp com-

pany and the Illinois Incandescent Lamp company from

manufacturing, selling or shipping incandescent lamps.

It is claimed that the lamps mada by these companies in-

fringe the Edison lamp patents which weie sustained by

Judge Lacombe of New Yoik in the Edison Sawyer- Man
litigation. Judge Grosscup granted a temporary injunction

againit the Sunbeam and Illinois companies, and named

Saturday, January Jist, as the day upon which arguments

would be heard.

Samuel Insull, president of the Chicago Edison com-

pany, said that the local company had not yet decided

what policy it would follow. The Chicago Edison com-

pany has the exclusive right to sell Edison lamps in Cook

county. The question of proceeding against consumers of

incandescent lamps had not yet been disposed of by his

company.

Proceedings have also been begun against the Columbia

Lamp company of St. Louis.

Chicago Electric Club.

On I^Ionday, January i6th, the Chicago Electric club

held the tirst literary meeting of 1SQ3. and discussed iho

subject, "Electric Meters." The number of members in

attendance was not large, but the good and bad points in

the various makes of electrical measuring apparatus were

pretty thoroughly enlarged upon.

The literary committee had decided to make this meet-

ing partake of the n.itnre of an informal talk, and with this

object in view had invited three members, John F. Gil-

christ, P. J. McFadden and Chas. Wirt, to prepare short

papers. Mr. Gilchrist selected the Edison meter as his

subject, Mr. McFadden the Thomson meter and Mr. Wirt

the Aron.

President Diaz of Mexico is said to owu shares in

every lailroad, telegraph, teUphonc and electric light

company in that country.

On January nth Judge Shiras of Dubuque, la., issued

an order fcr ihe sale of the Allen <S: Swiney eletlric street

railway the tirst week in March. This order was made on
the application of (he Bay State Trust company, which
holds a tirst mortgage for ^2co,ooo. There are other
creditors to the amount of $100,000. It is expected that

the Bay State company will buy it and operate the road.
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CORRESPON DENCE.
New York Notes.

New York January 14.—While the recent snowstorms

blockaded busiaess generally in this city and Brooklyn and

proved that the horse cars and elevated roads could not be

depended upon under such conditions, the much maligned

trolley demonstrated its superiority and supplied excel-

lent service. Even the daily papers were compelled

to admit that it had surpassed the expectations of

its most ardent advocates. Concerning the operation

of the electric lines the New York Sun says: "Under

the old horse-car system residents of the annexed dis-

trict were often obliged to walk to their homes on account of

the blocking of the roads by storms of far less severity.

This is the first real encounter the company has had with

big snowdrifts under the trolley system, and the managers

of the road are well pleased with the manner in which

electricity conquered the storm. Yesterday each car was

provided with small plows placed in front of the wheels.

The plows did admirable service in keeping the rails clear

of snow after the passage of the big snow plows

which cleared the whole roadbed. In some parts of

Brooklyn there were snowdrifts from six to twelve feet

high, and the storm in some respects recalled the big bliz-

zard. There was slight interruption in the regular traffic

on the elevated and surface railroads, and the delays and

inconvenience were mainly on the horse car lines. The

railroad men all agreed that the trolley cars bore the strain

admirably, and that they were run with scarcely any devia-

tion from the schedule time. The storm, it was said, had

clearly demonstrated the superiority of the trolley over

horse power."

The Rapid Transit commissioners continue to listen to

suggestions and arguments on the subject of providing

accommodations for the people in the way of rapid transit.

The fact that Manhattan stock continues to boom is looked

npon as an indication that cipitalists generally feel that the

nndergroand project is dead and that this company will

have little or no opp3sition for some time at least. Rep-

resentatives of labor organizations appeared before the

CDrnmissiDaers at their last meeting and urged the advisa-

bility of the city building the underground road. It was

claimed that such a course was the only practical solution

of the problem.

The Bro3klyn Traction company was incorporated

Thursday with a capital §10,000, for the purpose of

constructing street railways and equipping them with elec-

trical and other po:ver. Tha directors are E. D. Phillips,

Albert Strauss, Henry S. Glazier, E. J. Kavanaugh of

New York and P. J. Vaughn and J. H. Lockman of

Brooklyn.

An interesting scene is reported in the daily papers in

which |ii 5,000 was bid for 20,500 shares of stock in the

'United States Port Electric company." This concern

was organized for the purpose of "transmitting parcels

and mail matter by electricity." It is claimed that the sys-

tem will be put in operation in Chicago during the World's

Fair, between the city and the E.^posiiion grounds. The

stock deal referred to was not consummated owing to the

fact that an injunction prohibiting the transfer was served

on the auctioneer who attempted to dispose of the stock.

W.F.O.

Milwaukee, Wis.

MiiAVAL'KEE, January 14.—The Milwaukee Street Rail-

way company is having plans made for a car house and

machine shop to take the place of the structure recently de-

stroyed by fire. The new building will be the same size as

the old one, 204 by 265, but will be a more attractive

slractorc. The offices and conductors' room will be on

the second Utot, in the front of the building, and will be

lighted by bay windows/ The machine shop, which will

be rr.tcd with heavy machinery, will be put in the base-

ment instead of on the first floor. It will have a i4foot

ceiliog. and the store room will be located above it. Both

the store room and the machine shop will be 75 by 175

feet, and they will occupy the southeast corner of the

baildioj;. The car house will occupy the north half of the

baildin];. as it did before, and the car shops the south

half. The new paint shop, across the street, will be built

in a similar style.

H, C. Thorn, chairman of the Republican stale central

csmmittee, his becoue financially interested in the Four

I^kes Power .re Ltghting company of Madison, and has

bjcQ elected secretary and general manager of the corpor-

ation. The company furnishes .Madison's electric lights,

as well a» the power for the street railway. It will extend

its basiaess as soon as possible. The company, it is said,

represents a combined capital of $3,000,000.

At the co:ning aession'of the T^(;isUiure a bill will be in-

roda:^ to proride for the establishment by the state of

an electric lighting plant at the capitol building. Capt.

Vance, the assistant superintendent of public property,

asserts that the carrying out of the project will result in the

saving to the state of more than the interest on the money

required to purchase and operate the plant. The gas used

by the state costs $5,000 per annum. It is thought that

there will be little opposition to the project.

In Milwaukee, where he is interested so extensively,

little credit is placed in the report that Henry Villard will

be a member of President Cleveland's cabinet. The re-

port that coupled Villard's name with a portfolio had it

that he had disposed of his holdings in the Milwaukee

Street Railway company. Henry C. Payne, one of Vil-

lard's representatives in the city, denied both reports in a

most emphatic manner. Edward C. Wall, Villard's other

representative here, who is a member of the Democratic

national committee as well, makes just as strong a denial.

He says that the report about Villard having sold out

probably originated in the transfer of the power house and

other apparatus from the Edison company to the Milwau-

kee Street Railway company. The transfer, Mr. Wall

said, was made about two weeks ago, and it might easily

have been mistaken for a transfer by Villard himself. Mr.

Wall said that Villard probably represented fully $200,-

000.000 of foreign capital in this country.

Judge Johnson of the Circuit Court has issued an orde

referring all claims against the Milwaukee Electric Rail-

way company, commonly known as the Hinsey line, to

Court Commissioner Hugh Ryan. Receiver Melms has

filed a statement showing the financial condition of the

road. Mr. Hinckley, the Chicago stockholder, is still

credited with making determined attempts to prevent the

sale of the road at too low a price. Talk of a local syn-

dicate buying it is not credited.

Prof. H. B. Loomis of the Wisconsin State University

gave a very interesting talk in the rooms of the Wisconsin

Electric club last week. His subject was "Protection

from Lightning." Several experiments were made, a

Holtz machine being used to represent the discharge of

lightning. The lecturer took the position that the ordi-

nary lightning rod protection was not much protection

after all, and that to thoroughly protect a building or a high

chimney it would be necessary to use the wire cage form

of protection, which would mean to surround the building

or the chimney with a nnmber of wires leading to the

earth. The lecturer made another point—that the cross-

sectional area of the rod does not enter largely into the

question of protection, and that a flat band of copper is

just as good a conductor as a round bar of copper.

At Appieton the street railway people are trying to boom

their business by giving $5 to the motorman whose car

carries the largest number of passengers during the month.

Wausau is talking of putting in an electric lighting

plant.

The new telephone line between Marshfield and Mc
Milian is now in use.

At the last meeting of the Sheboygan aldermen the Wis-

consin Telephone company asked for a franchise to main-

tain a telephone system. About ten years ago the com-

pany installed a plant at Sheboygan without securing a

franchise, and it is reported from that burg that the ex-

piration of telephone patents in the near future has some-

thing to do with the company's application for a fran-

chise.

The Oconomowoc electric power house is being built

rapidly. In order to secure a basis upon which to figure,

the company recently sent circulars to owners of property

around the lake asking them to estimate the number of

.lights that they would probably need. The responses

greatly exceeded the expectations of the projectors.

Mayor Jackson I. Case of Racine has withdrawn his

resignation in consideration of satisfactory action by the

Common Council on the question of his holding stock in the

electric railway in that city.

Mrs. M. E. I-)ey, 60 years old, was run over and killed

by an electric car at the corner of Holton and Center

.streets last Sunday. She was somewhat deaf, and did not

hear the car. The motorman was exonerated from all

blame. C.

New England Notes.

IJOSTON, Mass., January 14.—The electric car rolls

rapidly along in New England, and now some enthusiastic

men in Maine are figuring how they can complete a

through route from Iloston to the heart of the Pine Tree

state. These gentlemen arc mostly located in the thriving

city of Auburn, Theyare: Albert M. I'enley, J. W. Mitch-

ell, W. W, S:elson, W. B. Beals, George E. McCann, W.

G. l^wcll. J. K. Learned, D, W. Vcrrill, F. T. Faulkner

and Ara Cuahman. They have given notice that they in-

tend to apply to the legislature this winter for a charter

which will allow them to build a line from Auburn to LIv-

ermore. They expect the freight business will go a great

way toward paying the operating expenses of the road.

The country through which the line would pass is a thriving

farming and manufacturing community. The town of

Turner ships annually about 1 5 .000 barrels of apples, which

now have to be hauled to Auburn by teams. Turner vil-

lage has a big woolen mill and large saw and grist mills,

the products of which have to be hauled in the same man-
ner as well as all its supplies. At Turner Center is one of

the best and biggest creameries of the state. The charter

will name Livermore as the terminus, but the road will be

constructed only to Turner at first. Another body of

projectors, including many of the same men, will also ask

for a charter for an electric road from Auburn to Mechanic

Falls. This one would not be used so much for freight,

but would be expected to do a good local express business.

J. R. Learned is very enthusiastic over both these projects.

He predicts that within five years there will be a continu-

ous line of electrics from Boston to Bangor. There are al-

ready lines from Boston to Lynn, and these will soon be

extended to Gloucester. There is an electric road at New-
buryport, one from Dover to Great Falls, N. H., from

Biddeford and Saco to Old Orchard, from Portland to

Woodford's, from Gardiner to Hallowelland Augusta, and
one at Bangor. It would only require the filling in of the

connecting links to make a continuous road. Mr. Learned

says his companies will make an attempt to use some kind

of a storage battery. The petition of the Lynn & Boston

Street Railway company to extend its trac'cs to Beverly

has been acted upon favorably by the Beverly selectmen.

They have voted to call a special meeting of the town to

act in the matter. There is little doubt that the request

will be granted. So link by link Boston's electric commu-
nication with the surrounding country is being extended.

The electric road from Rockport to Pigeon Cove will

probably have to be abandoned, as it seems impossible to

get permission to do a freight business over the public

highway.

Lowell will soon have an electric line connecting with

the seaboard. The Lowell, Lawrence & Haverhill Street

Railway company is about to absorb the Haverhill &
Amesbury road, which runs to Salisbury and Newbury-
port. This is the last of a series of operations by which a

Thomson- Houston syndicate has acquired a through line

to the ocean from Lowell. Track is all laid except two small

sections, one between Lowell and Lawrence, and another

between North Andover and Bradford, where locations

have been obtained. The syndicate will operate a line 60

miles in length. It will establish a series of parks and
picnic grounds along the route. It has already bought one

grove in Lawrence and another in Groveland. This syn-

dicate also operates lines in Norwich and New London,

Conn., the South Shore line and some in Maine.

A two million dollar fire on Summer street in the wool

district caused the West End Street Railway company of

this city considerable expense Tuesday, as it was obliged

to cut down a great deal of its overhead wires in that sec-

tion. The West End company has a well organized

emergency corps whose business it is to be on hand on
such occasions. They did not arrive at the fire Tuesday

for a quarter of an hour after the firemen, but the delay

was not their fault. President Whitney has time and
again asked the city authorities to put electric tappers in

their emergency stations on which they could receive the

fire alarms as soon as the firemen. This has not been

done, but it is probable that the object lesson of Tuesday

will cause it to be done soon. If the West End
men had been on hand sooner they could have given the

fire fighters great assistance in taking care of the wires

which hindered the erection of ladders upon the burning

building.

J. C. E.

PERSONAL.
S. W. Hume has been appointed western manager of

/'o7i'ir.

Lewis Dcgen. electrician of the Denver Tramway com-
pany, Denver, Colo,, was in Chicago last week.

J. Austin Young, representing the liickford & Francis
Belting company of Buffalo, was in Chicago last week.

Paul G. Fuller, manager of the Boston Braid Manufac-
turing company, of Boston, was a visitor at the New N'ork
office of the Wkstekn Ei.kctkician last week.

W, F. Richardson of the Enterprise Electric company,
Chicago, has recovered from a severe sickness which has
necessitated his confinement lo the house for the last two
weeks.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Pierce Construction company, Leominster, Mass.; capital

slock, $9,000; lo construct electric railroads and manu-
facture electric railroad supplies.

Orevillc Light, Heat ik PoA^er company, Orcvillc, O,;
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capital stock, |2o,o3o; furaishing electric light, heat and
power; J. A. Wagner, Canal Dover, O.

Inter-State Electric Light & Power company, Colorado
Springs, Colo.; cipical stock, $roo,ooo; to operate and
maintain electric power plants and machinery and ap.
pliances of all kinds.

Star Electric company, Dubuque, la,; capital stock,

$100,000; to manufacture and supply electricity, gas or
steam for light and hea'; Henderson, Murd, Daniels and
Kassell, Dubuque, la.

Ueattie Zinc Works company, Reading, Mass,; capital

stock, $10,000; to manufacture and sell battery zinc and
other electrical supplies; Arthur Lord, 53 State street,

Boston, Mass.

Central Colorado Electric Supply & Manufacturing
company, Pueblo, Colo.; capital stock, $100,000; to deal
in electrical goods and supplies of all kinds; to do elec-

trical construction work, etc.

Everett & Snohomish Street Railway company, Everett,
Wash. ; capital stock, $100, odd; to build, construct and
operate railways, whether steam, electrical or otherwise;
Black Sc Edwards, Snohomish, Wash.

Columbia Heights Electric company, Columbia Heights,
III.; capital stock, $25,000; electric light and motor pur-

poses for Columbia Heights, Cook county, III.; C. M.
Sherman, 95 Dearborn street, Chicago, III.

Effingham Electric Light & Power company,Effingham,
III.; capital stock, $15,000; to furnish light and power for

sale to municipal and other corporations and individuals

in Effingham and suburbs; Wood Eros., Effingham, Hi.

Elciitroliar Manufacturing company, Newark, N.
J.; capital stock, $100,000; to manufacture and sell light

adjusters, call bells, signals and electrical implements and
apparatus; B. E. Chapin, 37 Limbardy place, Newark,
N.J.

Cloquet Light & Power company, Cioquet, Minn.; capi-
tal stock, $50,003; to maaufaccure and sell electric light

and power; the establishment of lines, poles, wires and
lamps and other appliances for iransnission; W. P. Allan,
Cloquet, Minn.

Eastern Engineering & Construction compiny (incor-

porated in W. Vd.) Pniladelphia, Pa.; capital stock, S500,-
000; baildin^: and equipping electric light plants; elec-

tric railways, etc.; W. C. Hannis, 526 Dre.Kel budding,
Philadelphia, Pa.

E'ccalsior Electric SiJ:nal & Manufacturing cam pan y,

Sauth Omaha, Neb.; capital stock, $50,000; to purchase,
own and operate certain patents whicb have already been
granted by the United States to wit: Nos. 446,546; 447,-

943; 460,464; 466,520.

Commercial Light & Power company. Duluth, Minn.;
capital stock, $500,000; to construct and operate plants;

manufacture and deal in electrical appliances for the
production of electricity for light, heat and power; deal

in all appliances and fi.xtn.res, also to manufacture and
operate gas plants; Nash, Williams c^ Chester, Duluth,
Minn.

East St. Louis Bait Suburban Dummy or Electric Rail-

way company. East Sc. Louis, III.: capital stock, $500.-
oao; to construct dummy or electric railways upon, over
and across streets, alleys, viaducts, etc., in East St. Louis,
and extending through and from East St. Louis, Carondo-
let, Cahokia and Brooklyn, in St. Clair county, to Venice
and Madison in Madison county.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The Newcastle, Ind., council has decided to put in an

electric light plant.

A proposition to light the town of Georgetown, Tex.,
with electricity is being agitated.

A canvass of Charlevoi.x, Mich., is being made with a
view of establishing an electric light plant.

The proposition to bond Madison, Neb,, for an electric

light plant is to be submitted to the electors.

The Milford, Mich., Electric Light company has been
granted a franchise to put in an electric light plant.

Harvey Hunter contemplates putting in an electric plant
to light the towns of Mellette and Northville, Iowa.

The newly inaugurated mayor of Atlanta, Ga., recom-
mends that the city put in its own electric lighting plant.

The city council of Kendallville, Ind-, has passed a
resolution providing for the establishment of an electric

light plant.

The Bailey Electric Light company has secured a five-

year contract from the city of Dillsburg, Pa.', and will put
in a new dynamo.

The town of Sauk City, Wis., is considering a proposi-
tion to join Prairie du Sac in an electric light plant to fur-
nish light for the two towns.

The Electric Light company of Dalles, Ore., has pur-
chased a tract of land, on which new works will at once be
erected of greatly increased capacity.

The Electric Railroad company of Denver, Colo.,
wants the city council to grant it the privilege to take
down all iucandeseent lights and towers, and substitute
arc lamps,

A petition from W. H. Sinclair for a franchise to fur
nish light and power to the citizens of Galveston, Tex.,
is in the hands of the council committee on lights and
the committee on ordinances.
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ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
A street railway is projected at Rock Kalis, Iowa.

The Terminal company of Superior, Wis., will build a

road to 'I'ower Bay Slip.

The Natchez, Miss., Street Railway company has been
granted a franchise to construct and operate an electric

street railway. The road will be built at once.

A franchise has been granted by the city of Guthrie,
Okla., for an electric street railway, and a company has
been formed to carry out the work. It is intended to

commence work at once on the construction of three miles
of road, and to e.xtend it from time to time :.3 the needs
of the town require.

On the Budapest electric conduit railway fifty cars are
now in operation. In crowded streets the speed is limited

to si.x miles an hour, some places even as low as three miles,

but in outside districts the line is usually run at an average
of nine miles an hour. Cars are run 16 hours per day and
make a daily record of from 70 to 90 miles.

The Rochester Street Railway company has purchased
a 500 horse power engine, two generators of 250 horse
power each, and a condenser. The engine was made by
Mcintosh i: Seymour, of Auburn, and tbe generators are

from the Short company of Cleveland. The total capacity

of theengines will now be 25,000 horse power.

The trolley is no longer an experiment for city transit,

says the Philadelphia KtcorJ. Ic has incontestably demon-
strated its superiority to other modes of surface travel in

this city, under the severe test of an uncommonly hard
winter; and one of the first results of the success of the
Bainbridge and Catherine streets line has been the cul-

mination of a project to build a trolley road from Mana-
yunk to Roxborough. The revolution in urban transpor-
tation has begun, and it is not going backward.

The Englewood & Chicago Electric Street Railway com-
pany of Chicago has been incorporated. The five incor-

porators named are James P. Mallette, David D. Chidester,

George C. Laz^ar, William H. Comstock, and F. W.
Pringle. Mr. Chidester gives the following information:
"The capital stock is to be $1,000,000, divided into 10,000
shares of $100 each, and it will nearly all be taken as soon
as the books are opened for subscriptions. Work will be
pushed as soon as the preliminary arrangements are effected.

The length of the line and its direct course I am not at

liberty to give at present, as negotiotians must first be com-
pleted for certain tracts of land. In general terms, however,
I can say that Mr. Armour. Mr. Pullman and other large

land-owners will be interested. The design is to afford

rapid transit to a section which has now no direct lines of

communication with the city. The road will probably be
extended to the state line of Indiana, with a cross line or
feeder on Ninety-fifth street. We shall wo/k in harmony
with the Calumet lines. No, we have not decided upon any
particular electric system, but are making investigations

and shall continue to do so until we are able to select such
a system as combines all the latest and best methods ap-

plicable to safe, rapid, and economical transportation. So
much is yet to te done in securing right of way and other
privileges, as well as land for terminal stations and shops,
that I am not at liberty to give any more definite informa-
tion as to our plans. We shall, however, endeavor to run
far enough north to furnish our patrons with as good
transportation between their homes and places of business
as is possible."

TELEGRAPH.
The war department has issued an order for a new fly-

ing telegraph line from Fort Mcintosh, Tex., to insure
quick transmission of messages from the seat trouble
on the Me.xican border, and Lieut. J. E. Masfield, of the
Signal Corps, has been directed to proceed with its con-
struction.

Chief Ramsay, of the Order of Railway Telegraphers,
states that all differences between the operators on the Big
Four and the officials of the road have been amicably ad-
justed, and like results have been achieved on the Wabash
line. In the former case the increase of pay to the tele-

graphers amounts to $24,000 a year. The increase to the
employes of the Wabash line has not been calculated.

The annual report of the telegraphs in Belgium has re-

cently been issued. During iSgr 5,413,916 telegraphic
messages were dealt with, as compared with 5,312,2^5 in

iSqd. At the end of 1S91 there were 1,595 telegraphic
offices in the country, and the lengtn of the wires
amounted to about 23,075 miles. There were thiity-

three state telephone offices in operation throughout Bel-

gium, to which there were 6.qSo subscribers.

The Chicago police telegraph operators are making
an endeavor to secure a raise in their salaries, and the
privilege of taking a vacation once a year. A meeting was
recently held at the Harrison street police station and a
permanent organization formed. It is the desire of the
105 operators employed by the police department to have
their present salary of $60 a month increased to $75. For
some time a petition has been in circulation and is now in
the hands of Chief McClaughrey, who. it is said, has
promised to recommend the passage of the measure.

An Ottawa dispatch states that the Domi-
nion government has taken action in regard to
the memorials from Canadian boards of trade urging the
appointment of a special commission to inquire into the
most feasible means of completing the telegraphic system
within the empire, including a cable from British Columbia
to Australia. The secretary of state in reply has an-
nounced that copies of all the documents have been for
warded to the imperial authorities with an intimation that
the Canadian government would view with satisfaction the
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appointment of a commtssloo as named, and would
gladly send and bear the expenses of a delegate to act
upon such commission. The estimated cost of the trans-
Pacific cable is $10,000,000.

The Order of Railway Telegraphers, in its conference
with the Baltimore and Ohio officials in November last,
insisted that no operators should be paid less than $43 per
month and the officials agreed with this vie*A*, but urged
the committee to reflect that if the pay of an operator was
placed at $45 as the minimum the result might be disas-
trous to many operators, as there -.vere at least 30 per
cent, of the smaller offices where the telegraph department
could remove its instruments from the office without detri-
ment to the service, and that according to the proposed
rule, as the operator could not work for the company as an
agent alone, he would in all probability be thrown out of
employment entirely. The new schedule went into efTect
December ist, and during last month the agent operators
made considerable extra money. The pay-rolls were sent
to the division superintendents at the end of the month,
and when those officers examined the details they were
astounded at the increase. Then the superintendents be-
came dissatisfied, and in about one-third of the smaller
offices the instruments were removed, and the opcratopj
discharged. Then men who knew nothing about tele-
graphing, but who wtre able to discharge the duties of
ticket agent were employed at rates of pay which pre^'ailed
before the new schedule went into effecr. Unless the
brotherhood recedes from its regulation a number of other
agent-operators will be dismissed.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Tekoa, Wash., is said to be the smallest town in the

world with electric lights, water works and a telephone ex-
change.

Caryl D. Haskins, manager of the meter department of
the General Electric company, will lecture before the Bos
ton Young Men's Christian association on March nth,
his subject being "Electricity in the Service of 3Ian."

A German savant proposes to disinfect the Elbe and
otherrivers by means of electricity. He claims that an
electric current passed through the water will cause a
chemical change that will kill cholera and other germs.
He says that sewers can be disinfected in a similar man-

All trains leaving the Dearborn station in Chicago are
started by the sound of an electric bell. The system is a
new one in railway stations of this country. A large clock
in the train dispatcher's office is electrically connected with
large gongs in the different waiting-rooms and in the train
shed. Two minutes before the train starts the different

gongs ring in all parts of the building.

Dr. Lewis Swift, the noted Rochester astronomer, is

still objecting to electric street lamps. "We have decided
two things," he said in a recent interview, "first,

that the streets can be lighted as brightly and as cheaply
as at present without interfering with our observations;
second, that the only way to secure such lights is by com-
pelling the companies to introduce them. I wish laws
might be passed to that effect, but lam not sanguine
enough to believe that they will be. If, however, it can
be shown that what is an advantage to those interested in

astronomy will also aid the electric companies, the thing
is as good as done. Therefore, we are tiending our efforts

toward the invention of such a plan."

Dr. Nansen's late lecture before the British Geographical
society bristled with ingenious devices for passing away
the time during which he expects to be ice-bound and to
drift with the floes toward the much-sought pole. So
many of these devices are dependent on the supply of elec-
tric current that henceforth no well-equipped arctic expedi-
tion will be considered complete without its dynamo. It is

easy to imagine how cheering will be the effect of the elec-
tric light on those whose perilous task will subject them for
some months to almost total darkness. Dr. Nansen's pro-
posed method of generating electricity is at all events orig-
inal, although somewhat deficient in the qnality of relia-

bility. He proposes to have a windmill on deck to drive
the dynamo, and when the wind faiis to let his men take
turn-about at a "walk-mill," in order to afford them snch
salutary e.xercise as might be involved in heavirg imaginary-
anchors. If this method of generating current should
prove effective it is but natural to believe that it will hasten
the general adaptation of treadmills in prisons to the gen-
eration of electricity.

At a recent meeting of the city council of Westport,
Kan., an application for the electric lighting franchise was
made by the Kansas City Electrical Works. This company
wanted a franchise for twenty years and off'ered to furnish
the city si.\ty all night arc lights for $S a month, or 100
thirty-two candle power incandescent lights for $26.50 a
year. The company offered to furnish si.xteen candle
power incandescent lights to pri\-ate consumers for three-
quarters of a cent an hour, pro\ided the bill for each
month was not less than $3. The city offices were offered
free light and it was provided that the city should have the
privilege of buying the plant at the end of five years. The
matter was referred to the lighting committee, '

This com-
mittee now has a straight proposition to build for the city

by the Fort Wayne Electric company, and Thomas Wolf's
proposition to lease a plant from the city. The committee
will probably recommend that all propositions be reiectcd
and that the city call a special election and vote $35,000
bonds and then have the city build and operate its own
plant. Alderman McMillen, a member of the committee,
says that 200 private consumers will probably take the
light and that the city would thus have an income of at

least 1 1, 200 a month.
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TRADE NEWS.
George Cutter, Chicago, is perfecting a new socket for

use in mines and tunnels.

C. S. Knowles, Boston, representing the Tenax splicing

compound, has added to bis stock of specialties "iDSuIlac"

manufactured by the Massachusetts Chemical company.

Harry Bishop, formerly eastern representative of the S/nrf
jRaz'Iuiiy Gazette. Boston, has been appointed agent of the

Massachusetts Chemical company with office at S23 Mon-
adnock building, Chicago.

Gushing & Morse, 225 Dearborn street, Chicago, report

business as excellent during the last month and an increas-

ing number of orders coming in all the time for the

popular Kerite wires and cables, for which they are general

western agents.

The New York Insulated Wire company, of New York,
manufacturer of the celebrated "Grimshaw" wire, will be
represented in Boston by ^Valter S. Barker, with offices at

1S2 Summer street. A full line of wires, cables and tapes,

will be carried.

The Yarley Duplex Magnet company is the name of a

new concern in the Electrical Exchange building. New York,
which will commence to manufacture a new electromagnet,
invented by Richard Varley, Jr., which is quite a departure

from the ones now in vogue. A detailed description of

this invention is given in this issue.

- The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, reports large

sales of Paranite wire. Two large hotels, the Gault house
and the New Briggs house, Chicago, have just been wired
throughout with Paranite wire, while several more large

buildings are now being wired and contracts to supply Par-

anite for a number of others have been closed.

In the office of Thos. G. Grier, agent for the Bryant
Electric company, Chicago, the stenographer, in addition

to a lunch brought from her home, enjoys a warm drink of

coffee boiled by electricity. Every day as the noon hour
approaches, a three pint coffee pot is placed on the little

Carpenter heater,and in a few minutes the coffee is steam-

ing away as if it was on an ordinary cook stove.

Col. L. G. Burnham. manager of the Electric Gas Light-

ing company of Boston reports business brisk and showing
fuUy one-third increase during the year. The company
having outgrown its old quarters has moved to a point on
Dover street near Harrison avenue where it has three times

the capacity for manufacturing. It has also added largely

to its machinery. The company will make a specialty

of manufacturing burners, cut-outs and a large line of

electrical appliances.

^y. H. McKinlock, president of the Central Electric

company, Chicago, left last week for a short trip to New
York, with the intention of making arrangements for the

spring trade. The business of this company for the last

year has been a very large one, and everything indicates

that the spring trade will be far in excess of any previous

season. This company has recently placed the Interior

Conduit & Insulation company's system of tubing and
ducts in several large buildings in Chicago, St. Louis and
other western cities, including the Newberry Library
building, the new Athletic club and Congress Hall.

G. S. Searing, 1417 Monadnock building. Chicago, has

taken the western agency for the Hart switches, which are

manufactured by the Hart iS; Hegeman Manufacturing
company, Hartford. Conn. These switches are well known
to the trade. Another specialty which Mr.Searing will handle
will be the St. John adjustable shade. Mr. Searing has been
representing the National Electricil Manufacturing com-
pany of Milford, Conn, .which makes specialties of telegraph

instruments. A- D. T. goods, bells, annunciators and other

eiectricai house fixtures. His connection with the last

named company will continue, and the new lines of goods
will be handled in Mr. Searing's usual energetic manner,
in conjunction with the National company's specialties.

Angier fi: Kennard have opened offices at 519 Monad-
nock building, Chicago. This firm has been appointed
general western representative of the Butler Hard Rubber
company, the New York Rubber company and F. H.
Lovell & Co. of New York city. It is their intention to

handle the goods of these concerns for the western terri-

tory, and thej- will make Chicago the distributing point.

They have found a large demand for the goods they are

carrying, and they are prepared to furnish everything in

the robber line d^rmanded by the electrical trade. The
members of this firm. Edward Angier and Frank Ken-
nard, are energetic young men well known to the trade,

and they have excellent facilities for handling this busi-

ness. Their personal attention wilt doubtless insure an
increase in the volume of western business.

A catalo^e of special machinery has just been received

from the Link Belt Ma-hincry company of Chicago. This
tasteml little pamphlet, compiled under the direction of O,
W, Russell, contains some interesting information to those
figuring on link-belt labor saving devices of any sort.

Without going into detailed description of the matter
presented, it may be said that numerous handsome illus-

trations are presented, showing the applicability of link

belling in conveying work of all kinds. The Link Belt com-
pany is making a specialty also of rope transmission syv
tems, and electrical men contemplating installations of

sach systems, or in fact any arrangement in which link

belting might be used to advantage, will find it to their

interest to drop a line to the company for its catalogue of

special macbioery as well as other valuable iDforroalioD.

introduced in the West by the Central Electric company,
are meeting with a ready sale, and the Central Electric

company has already installed several of them in its ter-

ritory.

B. F. Stewart has just returned from Shreveport, La.,

where he closed a contract for the Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing company with the Shreveport City Rail-

road company for four car equipments. McGuire trucks

will be used. Mr. Stewart has also just sold the South
Chicago City Railway company 21 additional Westinghouse
double motor equipments.

Charles E, Gregory, so well known in Chicago and else-

where throughout the West as a dealer in electrical ma-
chinery which "has seen some service," has formed a com-
pany to carry on his rapidly growing business. The new
organization will operate under the name of the "Chas. E.

Gregory company," with Mr. Gregory as president and
treasurer. The new concern is capitalized at $50,000.

The Chicago Incandescent Light company is still run-

ning full blast. This concern manufactures incandescent

lamps, 50 to 125 volts, as wanted- Thomas Pray, Jr..

general manager and electrician of this company, said to

a representative of the Western Electrician on Mon-
day of this week: "We have received no direct informa-
tion as to what pDsition the General Electric company will

take relative to our lamp business. We acknowledge the

validity of the Edison patent, however, and are awaiting

the General Electric company's decision."

Business in electrical repairs in Chicago is, according to

James McLean, quite brisk at the present time. Mr.
McLean is one of the firm of McLean & Schmitt, which
makes a spscialty of all sorts of electrical repairing and
general contracting. The firm have now under way several

goad contracts and are employing quite a number of men.
B3th Mr. McLean and Mr. Schmitt were with the Excel-
sior Electric compaay, and are handling along with their

repair work carbons and supplies for the Excelsior system.

The firm's factory is at 416 Warren Springer building,

197 S )uth Canal street, Chicago.

The Railway Equipment company, Chicago, reports an
unusually large business for this time of the ye.ir. Several

important contracts have been closed during the last two
weeks, and the company has on hand large deals for the

coming season. The '

' Type G" overhead materialf

broueht out by the company the early part of the last

season is growing in popularity and is giving the best of

satisfaction. The company has also done a large business
with the Ahearn electric heater. General Manager W.
R. Mason is an enthusiast on the subject of electr ic heat

ing and cooking and promises great things for the future

in this branch of the business.

The entire plant of the Fort Scott Fouodry and Machine
Works, established at Fort Scott, Kan., in iS6g, and
owned by the Walburn-Swenson company, is now being
removed to Chicago Heights, Cook county, III. During
the last few years a large trade for the special lines of

improved machinery manufactured by this company has
been established throughout the eastern and middle states.

The company has erected new brick buildings on the
same general style as the works at Fort Scott, but of twice
the size, and with the new machinery will more than double
the present capacity. The general office of the company
will beat No. 1520 Monadnock block, Chicago. The
works at Chicago Heights are located on the Belt Line,
Elgin & Joliet railway, Chicago, Eastern Illinois & Indi-

ana railway, and the Michigan Southern railway. The
eastern office will remain at 31 and 33 Broadway, New
York.

BUSINESS
The Central Electric Company, Chicago, is installing a

two horse power Landell motor at Kllinston Bros, h Co.,
159 Fifth avenue, Chicago, to operate sewing machines.

The I-'jodcll motors, op to 5 horse power, which have
recently been pat npon the market by the Interior Conduit
& Insalation company of New York, and which arc being

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued January lo, lSg3

489,551. Electrical Diaphragm. Charles N. Waite,

Newton, Mass.

489, S53. Electric Switch. G. Baehr, Brooklyn, N. Y.

4S9 559- Galvanic Battery. George L. Foote, Brooklyn,
N. Y.

489,563. Electric Railway. Daniel E. Kimball, Topeka,
Kan.

In connection with a continuous electric conductor, a bare
sectional conductor is used in combination with a series of rock
shafrs arranged at riKht angles to the continuous conductor; the
rock shafts being directly connected at one end with the con-
tinuous conductor, and the other end projecting into a conduit,
where it is provided with a crank arm adapted to cJosc circuit to

the sectional conductor.

489,570. Spring Jack Switch. Charles E. Scribner, Chi-
cago, III.

The line spring bearing upon its contact point acts to press

from iLi contact point a second spring which clo?ie9 circuit to

the test piece. On the insertion of a p'ug the line spring is

raised from ilB conuct point, permitting the test spring to close

upon itK contact.

489481. Electric Railway Trolley. Ernest II, Jenkins,

Winfield, Md.
'I'he trolley wheel is carried upon a yielding arm ui)on the end

of the trolley pfjle, 'jh that the rocking of the pole upon ill pivot
docunoi result in lifting the trolley wheel from the trolley

wire,

489.505. Journal Bearing for Dynamo-electric Machines.
William L. Silvcy, Lima, O.

489.522, Galvanic Battery. William C. Cahall, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

The ne;;ativc clement ia composed of the oxide of antimony
intimately combined with carl>on.

489,526. Electric I-ightiog System. Harry M. Double-
day, Pittsburg. Pa,

A reactive ciil i<t wound with Reveral v:clionji of wire, the
Kveral tectjon* each being connected with terminal poititu pro-
vided at two or m'lfft lamps, Conliicl arms nrc provided at

each '<f thr lamp^, and can be moved over the t':rminnU to throw
\\\r. Limp inr'. cif,uit with more «>r lew of the nections of the
vilndiDj; of the reactive coil, thus rrgulatini; the intensity of a
number of lamp? by mcana of a eiinglc reactive coil.

489,571. Spring Jack Switch for Telephone Exchanges.
Charles E Scribner and William R. Patterson, Chi-
cago, 111.

489,573- Conductor System for Electric Railways. Georg
W. Von Siemens, Berlin, Germany.

A contact conductor is composed of a series of relatively in-
sulated sections, normally interrupted connections being pro-
vided between the insulated sections and the supply conductor.
An electro-magnetic device is provided for each contact sect on,
the armatures being adapted to be successively operated by a
magnetic device on the vehicle to close the circuit through the
magnetic devices to complete the interrupted supply connection
of the section into which the vehicle is moving and interrupt
the corresponding connection of the preceding section.

489,597. Multiphase Railway System, Francis B. Badt,
Chicago, III.

The system comprises three supply conductors and a series of
sectional conductors. At each section a series of converters is

provided, the primaries being permanently in the generator cir-

cuit. The secondaries a,e in circuit with three parallel sectional
conductors, the connections between the secondaries and the
sectional conductors being normally open. The vehicle carries
trolley wheels adapted to engage with each of the three sections
to convey the tri-phase current to the motor upon the vehicle,
means being provided for automatically connecting the secon-
daries of the converters with the sectional conductors as the
vehicle passes upon the section.

489598. Electric Lighting System. Francis B. Badt,
Chicago, III.

Three lamps are connected in series, and the three conductors
of a three-phase system are connected between the lamps, one
conductor being connected between each pair of the lamps, so
that the lamps will alternately rise to a masimum brilliancy.

4-9,6^3- Attachment for Telephones. James L. David-
son, Pittsburg, Pa.

489,616. Electric Gas Lighting Apparatus. Aaron M.
Sloss, Kansas City, Mo.

The spark coil and battery are placed io a receptacle pro-
vided in a chandelier, and connected with the circuit breakers
at the different jets, expensive wiring being thus obviated.

489 625 Electrically Controlled Ventilator. Sebastian
G Brinkman, New York, N. Y,

4S9 629. Railway Signal. William F. Z. Desant, New
York, N. Y.

489,653. Electric Gas Lighter. Thonas W, Lane, Boston,
Mass.

489 658. Strain Insulator. Louis McCarthy, Boston,
Mass.

4S9 663. Electric Battery. Clarence H. Bryan, Chicago,
III.

The excitant compound of the battery, which is of the class
known as dry batteries, comprises a mi-Kture of a salt of cal-
cium

, a ferrous s ik and a salt of mercur>'.

489.682. Lamp Socket. A-nandusMetzger, Schenectady,
N. Y.

489 6S7. Mean; for Controlling Electric Motor-^. John
F, Ott and Arthur E. Kennelly, Orange, N. J-

489,704. Electrotype. William T. Barnum, New Haven,
Conn.

489,709. Variable Speed Electric Motor. Carl Hering,
Philadelphia, Pa.

489,674 Loop Switch. Frederick D. A. Goold, Schenec-
tady, N. Y.

4S9.709. Variable Speed Electric Motor. Carl Hering,
Philadelphia, Pa.

The variable speed motor comprises two separate motors
having their armatures mounted upon the same shaft, the field

magnet of one motor being fixed while that <if the other is

mounted so that it may rotate about the armature axis. The
pulley from which the power is obtained is carried by the rota-
ting field magnet, By properly varying the strengtJis and di-
rection of the currents supplied to the motors the rotating field

magnet may be caused to rotate at anv speed from zero to twice
the speed of the armatures.

489,736. Railway Signal. John E. Geary, Syracuse,
N. Y.

489.738. Washing and Sizing Machine. Eugene G.
Hammond and Edward D. Hammond, Hanover, III.

489.739. Socket Switch for Incandescent Electric Lamps.
Louis Henry and Louis N. Dalysson, Newark, N. J,

489,764- Underground Electric Railway. Jas. B.

Sheldon, Daniel J. Murnane and George L. Van
Beek.

The railway comprises amain supply conductor, a pivoted
switch provided with an exposed contact, and consisting of a
hermetically sealed box with contacts so located that when the
switch is ill its normal posi'ion the exposed contact is out of cir-

cuit with the main supply conductor, but when the switch is

actuated the exposed contact is brought into electrical connec-
tion with the main supply conductor.

489,790. Non-magnetic Watch Balance. Charles F.

Carpenter, Louisville, Ky.

489,815. Hanger for Electric Lamps. Charles S. Ilume,
Detroit, Minn.

489,832. Galvanic Battery. William R. Reud, New
York, N. V.

489.835. Closed Conduit Electric Railway. Charles A.
Stark, Duluth, Minn.
A compressible rail in provided, and is adapted to clow the

circuit through a surface conductor «ith which the trolley in

in contact.

489,861. Bracket for Electric Light Wires. George H.
Bennett, Cincinnati, O.

489,883. Electric Car Truck. Thomas Tripp, Avon,
Mass.

489 902. Electric Prison Cell and Guard. William S.

Hull, Sheffield, Ala.

'i'hc prifton barn are hollow, and are tKreadcd by electrical

coDtluctOTK adapted to give an (ilarm upon the breaking of the
circuit, or upon cronning it with the grounded priion bam.
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AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
Kr.KCTKIt; I.IOIIT I,INI

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,

WIRES.
AMERICAMTE. MAGNET.
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR
FARADAY CABLES.

HEW YORK OFFICE, P. C. .\ckermno, 10 Corllandt Street.

MOXTIiEAL BU.VNCH, Eqroqo F. I'hiUlps' Electrical Works

DF-TJJFIJEI

SAL-AMMONIAC.
Coaranleed Oter 99 Per Cent. Pore.

IKTJVIS c*J OO.,
101 HInzip SI. (hlcneo

E. M. HATHEWAY,
Electrical Engineer,

Plans, Specifications. Supervision, Tests,

Expert Advice on all Electrical Subjects.

4*^7 •Till' Itookery." <'lii*'a[ro.

WANTED.
A gentleman, well acquainted in the North-

west, and who hafl pientj of cafctomers,
would likepoBltion aa Supply SaltBoian, or
Electrical Engineer with Conglrucllon Com-
pany, Central Station or Isolattd Placi.
Best of references. Address "D, H. J.,"

Care We:-tei:n Electrician,
6 Lakeside Buildinc, Chicago.

Commutators^ Refilled.

SIOUX CITY

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

SOUIX CITY, IOWA.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Insnlatlon Guaranteed -whercTer ONcd, Aerial, I'Ddergronnd or Babmarlne.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, he says: **A tnoroughty reliable and desirable Wire in every respect/'

The rubber need in insulating our wires and cables is especially chemically prepared, andis guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in eitreme cold
weather and ie not affected by heat. The insolation is protected from mechanical injury hv one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra finj&h, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chalinK and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very gre^^ extent fireproof. Our Insulation wiJ] prove
durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Jilectric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
lo famish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work ae well as our standard color.

Clark Joint Onm should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one foot lon^and five-eighths Inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint
-,nd pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. FOR RAILWAV J>nd HOTOK use, we make all mzes of stranded and flexible with Clark insuTation.

WE «rARA\'TEE OITR IXSHLATION W HEREAER I'SED, AERIAL., UXDERGROUVD OR SITBMARIXE. and our net prices are a? low, if not lower than any
other first-claas Insulateil Wire. We shall be pleaeed to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for quantitiep.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, 31ASS.

HBNRT A. CLARK, Treasnrar and Qon'l Msnsgtr.
HERBERT H. EUSTIS, Prsildent and Klectrlclm.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES OF

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

SRAMIaEISS RUBBRR. WIREIS AND CABKEIS,
FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, TRENTON, N. jr.

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., General Western Agents, 171 and 173 Lake St. Chicago, III

ANY CANDLE POWER. [£]

''STEUBEN" LAMP.
\J%r-r±to for I»rlo©Bi.

STKIJBEN LAMP WOKKS, CASilSTEO, N. Y.

ANY VOLTAGE.

Sa.xx3.X3les Z*i7ee.

-TECH-

SB.,

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK,

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY

SLOW

HINE'S ELIMINATOR.
THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR OF ALL

.^ Steam Separators and Oil Extractors.
I|p^l In twelve trials in the "Cornell" Separator test, it averaged

98 7-10 per ceat Dry Steam- Outstripping all competltore.

Send for Circular and Cornell test report.

E HINE ELIMINATOR CO., '"^'"n'e^'V^o'^k. H0B1Z0^-TJLL.

This advertisement appears every other week.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB ELECTBICAX rSE!!i.

Graphite Rod» of Tsrions I^ensths, from 1-5 Ohm to lOO ohms Resistanre
to the Inch. ««raphite Boxes and Crnrihles. Reslstlns Boats

of -i.OOO l>o<:ree». Inqairtes Gladly AnsTreted.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

SPEED
i ELECTRICAL MEASDRIHG INSTRUMENTS.

MOTORS.
]^ H.P. 500 Volt Armature, Ventilated. Conslant Speed, 1,500.

The Motors are made with the best appliances and material obtainable, and embody every improve
ment of merit, with tlie intention that Ihej- ehall he the Standard of their clahw.

430 West 14th Street- NEW YORK.

SAL AMMONIAC
(EM'.CTItlC I'.HANH)

ForElBCtrical Purposes
l^tECTRlJ

(trade mafk'j)!

«lRANPf U, friiaranteed 98/90% and free of lead and iron.

If j-ou want, the best quality ask your dealer

I for this Lraud. Imported Ly

A.KLiPSTEIN, 122 Pearl St., New York.

We manufacture a large variety
of apparatus for both experimental
and practical use, and shall be
pleased to submit prices to intending
purchasers. Our specialties com-
prise Ammeters, Voltmeters, Kesis-

tance Boxes, Testing Sets. Testing
Batteries; Galvanometers, Photo-
meters, Tachometers, etc. Jf your
dealer does not have our gocds in
stock, send orders direct to us for

prompt attention.

QUEEN & CO.,
PHILADELPHIA.

lUustrated descriptive catalogue, Xo. 1-66, mailed post-paid upon receipt of five cenu.
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ESTABLISHBD IN 1861.

E. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINA-riON

GA5 AHD ILECTHIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTmC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
—BRANCH STORE—

2134 Michigan Avenu9.

For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
—sx.oo.

r
Manufacturer's of

Octagonal^^^CeDar
Telephone&£LECTRieAL

RailwayPoles&CrossArms

P H.M.LOUD & Sons UimberQ.
OSCODA . IVIICH.

Stilweirs Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application,

STILWELL & 6IERGE MFG. GO,,

DAYTON, OHIO.

A.T.Smith's
Electric Lava Gas Tip

Multiple Ligbting

For Oh urcheB, Theaters
aiid Public Halle.

Are U9<e(l all over the conn-
try. Send for estimates or
prices to

A.T.SMITH,
RW, 14lhSt .New York

MAP OF THE UNITED STATbS.
A large, handsome Map of tli3 United

Statf s, mounttd snd su tab'e for rfflc:^ or
home use, is Issued by the Burlington
Roule. Cop'es -will be mailed to any ad-
dress on receipt of twelve cents in po-*t8ffe

by P. S. EusTis, Gen'l Pass. Agent, C. B.

&Q. E. R., Chicsgo, 111.

FOR SALE.
Two 300-ampere3 shunt wound TT. S. Pyuamos.
Two 2(10-amperea shunt wound U. S. Dynamos.
Two 5110-light T.-H. Dynamos, compound wound.

with Base, Rheostat and Ammeter.
Two "Jlj-light American 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamos.
One 50-Ught Sperry 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamo.
Ten li-li'/ht Knowles Dynamos with lamps.
Twelve ."in-light Schuyler Dynamos, 2.00i'-c. p.

Two 15n-Brnsh Incandescent Machines, 95 volts.

One l.")-light Brush Arc, 7 amperes.
One Uii-h.'p. Armington and Sims Engine.
Two Vm ampere Edison Dynamos, self-oiling.

We Buy Outright Electrical Equipment.

JOHN I im\ m I mm co„

74 < ORTI.AM>T ST.. X. Y.

THE STANDARD OPEN CIRCUIT
BATTERIES OF THE WORLD,

And the best made anywhere.

Send for CiRCUL.iE & Prices.

Tho Leclanche Battery Co.
'11 !o 117 East 131st St.. N. Y.

ESTABLISHED 1867.

Partrick& Carter Go. 1

M&NDFACTDRERS AND DEALERS, i

125 U\ SecoM Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Electrical Supplies
OF ALL KINDS.

HOUSE GOODS A SPECIALTY.

WRITE for CATALOGUE and PRICFR.

THE ^^ESUiTonxr ^wji-tpesh.
Over 2.000 in use

Unlimited

Capacity.

THE

IQNA

HAND

LIGHTING

BURNER.

OonxT-onloiat,
aaollalolo.

Wrlle tor Manufacturers' Prices.

ReflfliDi Electric Co.,

41 FEDERAL ST.,

BOSTON, - MASS.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World.

AfforfU the moat simple and reliable power for all minine and manufactnr-
Ing machinery. Adiipted to Iiesda running from :^0 np to 2,000 or more feet.
From ilo to mO per c-i t. better results [juaranteea than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the country,

£IiKCTRIC TBAIV8:tIIS^I07V.
The advantage'? the Pelton Wheel nfTorde in theway of a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regiilathin and the facility of adonttition to varying conultlone
of ppeed and prehsnre, have lirou^ht It Into e|)eclal prominence and exienslva
iiee for tills cltise of work. All applicatlonfl elionid Biate amount and head of
water power retjnired, and Tor v'mt jiurpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. Sknu Fju i.'atai.o<:ie.

THE PELTON WATER "VTHEEL CO.,
]21-12» Main »i., San Francisco, Cal., U. e4. A.

143 i.MISEilTY STUEET, - - NEW YORK.
H^It hiving cometo our notice that our pntent rights ere being Infringed

upon, Inii-ndlngparchanerH are hereby warned thatall such infringemonte will
be duly proeeciited.

l*tCI.TOIV' WATER fflOTORN. Varying from ihe fraction of 1 to 15
and 20 hnree i owor, iinequaled for all light rnnnlng machineiy. Warrannd
10 develop a given fiinount of power wllli one-half the water required by anjr

oilier. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Addri^pF as above. Deliveries made f r 'ttt

.San Francleco or New York, as may nfTord the most favorahk- frclj^ht ratee.

HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS,
Factoriew: Waterbury, Coiio. - - er> Psirli Pliioo, No^W" York.

MANUFACTURERS OP

Bsire and Insiilsiteci ^ySTire.
rF,l*M'»rir IJ^^ht l.in*- Wire ^'oppfr llaijiH't Wir«>. Fl<>\il»l<' Hill*. 4'<>H<»ii uimI

lii<-ittM|i-H<-<-iif lii^h t int;. t< itiitid iiihI l-'liit 4'<>|t|M-i- It;ii-K t'uv Hint ion \\Oi-U.
I IIHII llltf<l llMIII I'i'fMHIiri- \\ ilMV

PATENT "K. |^,"TInEWIrE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegrapti and Telephone Use,

Arjonta for iht WaBbington Carbon Company, Carbona for Arc Lighting.

[U CKRAT SBHTRK.V BLKCTKIC Siri'l.V fOMI'ANV, (;iliru;0, • SBUlNfl mm.
TBOa. J^ HCOVILL, New York Aaent.

rnft«T\\ ri(<-rs" < f,iiiMT F,l*M'»rir U^^lit l,ifi«- Wire. 4'<>|>iH'r llaijiH't Wir«>. F1<>\il»l<' Hilli. i'itHnn iiiMl W*>rHlrd <'i»i-iIh for
lii«-itiiili-H<-«-iif l,i^ht iiti;. >• it lit! (I 11 11*1 l-'liit 4'<>|t|M-i- It]ii-K IVii' Hllitiitii \\Oi-U.

I IIHII llltf<l llMIII 1'1',-HHIiri- \\ iiMv

.OBX-^-l,
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIE^S is caUed to this CKI^E.

BRAXC:i> 'IVAXER WIIEKLas particularly adapted to ihcir U5«
on account of its remarkably Hteady motion, hi^li Mp«ed
and great KiGciency, and large Capacity for it;, aiameier,
being double the I*o^^'er of noost wheels oi same diameier. It ;s u*j»d
by a number of the leading electric companies wiih ereat satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cenl
of useful effect craaranteed.
Sl^.-Vn FOR rAXACOCJlJK AiVI> PARTICrKARR
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gi^ars arc required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICTORTURBINES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume. Draft

Tubes. End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mount<;d upon
a r.ubstantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
st.-ictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

£lSrF.^:BXjXS^X3X> IB 78.
SOI>E MAXUFACTrKERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Ked, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

f^u^Sl^SloEv. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i4i>'*//4^f; t.

r^HAWnVT
tFVJEWIRE
COMPANY

161 HIGH ST BOJTON

HICHE5T GRADE

TE5TEDFV5EWIRE6UNKS
JEND FOR CATALOQ'E

AND PRICE LI JTJ

IRON POLES. YOU WILL oblige

For Iron 3 Joint Poles. Wr'^.e To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
aoi Waliiwrieht Bids:.. S'. loiiis. Mo

Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

Non-CondQctlve Blocks,
Rosettes and Bases for

Cut-Outs and Swltches-

Also Insulators, Cleats,

Lamp Trimmings and other
Electrical Supplies.

Our production is a dense
Dody. The glaziiiB and body
of iiur ware are of same eom-
positlon . and are baked alike

,

which are the features of

True Hard Porcelain.

EMPIRE
CHINA
WORKS,

145 to 15G Green 81,

Green Point,

BROOEl». X. T,

GBDAR POLHS.
Railway Ties and Posts-

If in want of Poles. Ties and Poete, eare mon*"
by getting my prices.

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, MicK

THE PENNSYLVANIA LAMP.
ACKNOWIiEDeED TO HATE THE HI6HE8T 9IEBIT IK Alili THE BECEKT COMPKTITIVE TESTS.

IXCAKDESCENT I,A3IPS. H TO 30© CANDIiE POMEK. AliL VOIiTAGES AND BASES AX^FAYS IN STOCK.

PENN MUTUAL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA. WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, NEW YORK.
WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, CHICAGO.

FOUR
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRINC HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANCERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION Hand-Book.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,'i':rcJ,"::.«

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

AANUrACTURERS ORGANIZED 1881.

INCORPORATED 1883.

Arc LA/nps

AN
ESTABLISHED .

EACT: J

rsR INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

THE O.NLY ARC LA^nP THAT
WORKS SATISP."\CTORILY ON AN
INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT.

I

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING. THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LA/HPS.

THE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

UNITY BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

TCLCPMONC DUILXXNS.

NEW VOBK.
Search Light No. 13.
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SUPPLY HOUSES TAKE NOTICE!
Having: taken up the manufacture of several first-ciass Electrical Speci-

alties, I would be pleased to receive catalo€:ues and other printed matter.

UlATWOOD. 166-174 S. Clinton St., CHICAGO.
SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.

Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNTJNCIATORS .s" BELLS.
FUIiC I.INE AL.WAYIS IN STOCK..

W. B. OSTRANDER & CO..
105 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 14(>3 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
^^~ Spnd for New Catalosue. Ont Angast iBt.

T f:* "Rraill frtTtlTfcn nxr BUILDEKS of Xramwav Care of all kinds. Patented
" ' '^^ *»•*" *"^"•I'**-"'J' » Trucks for -Motor Cars. Electric Cables, etc. Iiivoutors

p^jj^^l^-gj^pjjj^^ and Builders of the Patented Maximuui Traction pivot-
al Trucks. Special attention given to cars of new de-

^ertelB Oflce: PSENI2 BUKEI1T3, CHICAGO- signs. Prices and information furnished promptly on
application.

L. BRECKINRIDGE CABELL
53 Broadway, NEW YORK, Room 17.

Lands, Securities and Industrial Enterprises; Total Issues

of Corporate, Municipal and County Bonds Taken; Municipal

Debts Consolidated and Refunded at lower rates; Railroads

Built and Equipped; Electric Roads Built and Equipped;

Street Railroads using Horse power changed to Electric Roads.

thesechrist automatic switch
For controlling Incandescent
Lights in private residences
by using automatic gas keys
and an ordinary battery or
shunt circuit.

W .A-HMTPJEI^D ;—One good con-

struction firm in each city to represent us.

Apply to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
Manufacturer and Patentee, DENVER, COLO.

"Waterproof Insulating Compounds.

Armature Varnish and Waterproof Insulatins Tape.
THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY,

2 Liberty Street. New York. — 542 "Tlie Rookery," Chicago.

UTS
Wood Fngraving—For Machinery, etc.
Zin<- KtrliinK—From Print';, Pen and Ink Drawings, etc.

Ifal f-Toue ProrpHH -
^^^^^^ reproduction.s of Photoeraphs, Wash DrawinRH,

' f;tc.. etched in copper.
^*'ax KneravingM-For Mapi4, Plats, Script, or Diagrams.
I*hoto-I..ithoeraphy~ Trau.^tors for Lithotrraphersin paper or stone.
ncHiKninff.

MANZ&CO.,
ENGRAVERS,

183. 185 M 187 Monroe Sl„ CHICAGO.

SILK BRAID
For Incandescent

Lamp
Filaments.

The greatest care taken in producing a uniform article.

/BOSTON BRAID MFC. CO.,
^fr^ ^ / 27 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

ELECTRICITY for ENGINEERS.
A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.

Price, Postage Prepaid, $2.50.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 I.AKESID£ BUILDING, CHICAGO.

CORLISS
ENGINES

Hli»Jr \alvf fr:ncin»-«. HhafI inc. Ilnnc-
fTM. VnUrs**. Hf\x Ki*"vaiorH.

Haw .frniH, V.tf . Kir.

The Lane & Bodley Co.,

CINCINNATI, O.

A NEW LAMP SOCKET
liVitli Every AdvantaKc-

Durabld nud EFToctlvo Contnct.
rionty of Iloom for Knot In tlio Cord.
StroDK OD FIxturuH; tlui Cup, wHIi IJayonot
I^ck, ProjcctiDg OVIM- tlm Slinll.

The Dovetail Ceiling Rosette.

:V For Moulding, Cleat and Concealed Work.

No screw driver uacd in adjusting oap.

V'lr Hnlo by Hupply Houkoh, or l»y

The Perkins Electric Switch i
.WF<;. C'OMI*A!VV,

P.O. Box 81a. Hartford. Conn. i' -II niin Wi-BiiimhonFic m.vlen
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Did You Receive Our Picture of the WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION,

IN /^"^nrnF^S^X Carryiiiii- Current for all In-
candescent Lamps?

If not, write us for it.

NEW YORK

INSULATED WIRE CO,
Nos. 13. 15 and 17 Corllandl St., - New York.

Nos. 78, 80 and 82 Franklin St., - Chicago.

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

General Western Agents

FOK THIS

CELEBRATED WIRE.

RBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co.,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

H.Wsrd Leonard

President

Geo. n. Finn,

Vlce-Prest.

C. E. Carpenter,

Sec'y&Treas.

^pr^r^f^^iK

Patent No. 481,781, August, 1892.

Rheostats of every size and bind such as Motor
Starters, FieldRegulators, Stage Regulators, Equal-
izers, etc., having resistance up to 2,000 ohms and
current capacity up to 200 amperes.

liOW PBICEf^.

Guarantees against burn-outs under normal usage.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Taught thoroat{lilv dav and niiitit at. the IXWTI-
TUTK of TECH\OI.O<-V. 151 Throop
Street, Chieago, 111. Amateare, Artisans
and others aaeiBted Practically In any line, and
Inetracted in the latest and moet improved
methcda.

Mechanical DnAnoHTiNo, Mathematics, Elec-
trical CalculatlODB, Architecture, ilechanica, also
au^ht day and nlj^ht.

HUGHES BEOS. MFG. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Cross Arms, Insulator Pins ^ Brackets,

And Electrical SEoldlne*

Corrospondenco Solicited.

CHATTANOOGA, - TENN.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

Ths^^ Kartavsrt - Manufacturing - Co.,

FUSE
J

Correct Carrying CapaC'

WIRE or I ity. Absolute

STRIPS. ) Unifoimity in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave..

CXO^a-OO.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro^ilaters.

CHICAGO OFFICE, DENVER OFFICE, NEW YORK OFFICE,
Monadnock Building. 1735 Cliampa Street. 42 and 44 Broad Street.
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THE STANDARD DYNAMO
MORE FULLY MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS

For Municipal and Commercial Arc Lighting
THAN ANY DYNAMO EVER OFFERED.

Intelligent, unbiased electricians and arc light users

throughout the country verify our claims for llighest effici-

ency and greatest economy in operation and repair.

THE STANDARD
ARC LAMP

Is the only high-grade independent feed lamp which will,

with one feeding mechanism, one carl)on rod and one
pair of carbons, give a constant unchanging light from

DUSK TO DAWN, EVERY NIGHT IN THE YEAR.

We are the pioneers in simplified double-scrvice arc

lighting.

Address all communications to

STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.,

Office and Works. CHICAGO.

Sockets, Switches, Cut-outs
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Write for Catalogue.

Sawyer - Man Electric Co.,

620 Atlantic Avenue, BOSTON.

BIO-534 Wo8t 23d Street, NEW YORK. Pullman Building, CHICAGO.
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BUILDERS OF BALL

Automatic
STANDARD.
CROSS COMPOUND.

PLE EXPANSION.
DEM COMPOUND.

J

LATEST IMPROVED 300 H. P. HEAVY DUTY RAILWAY ENGINE.

ENGINES FOR ELECTRIC RAILWAYS
AND ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

Send for our New Illustrated Catalogue.

Eix^jiH:
New York Office, 18 Cortlandt Street.

Chicago Ofiace, Room 506 The Rookery Bldg.

J. W. Parker & Co., 38 S. 4th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Crook, Horner & Co., Baltimore, Md.
Smith-Courtney Co., 1419 Main St., Richmond, Va.

Ij. M. Rumsey Mfg. Co., St. Louie, Mo.

Cooley & Vater,224 Washington Ave. S., Minneapolis, Minn.
F. R. Dravo & Co., Lewis Block, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Risdon Iron Works, San Francisco, Cal.

Northwestern Supply Co., Tacoma, Wash.
E. Q. Gilbert, Atchison, Kansas.

J. H. Houghton, 201 Congress St., Boston, Mass.
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Standard Compound Engine.

THE LAKE ERIE ENGINEERING WORKS,
BUILDERS OF—

—

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE

EXPANSION ENGINES,
Both Condensing and Non-Con-
densing, from 250 to 8.000 H. P.
Especially designed for direct

connection to Multipolar
Generators.

BEST ECONOMY AND REGULATION GnARANTEED,

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Addre-iS all inqnirie^ to

Section Through L. P. Cyl.

W. B. PEARSON & CO,
401 Home Insuranoe Bldg.,

CHICAGO.
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES OF

The Lake Erie Engineering Works.
They are prepared to contract at a reasonable price
for the conijilete installation of Poiver Plants, of any
Capacity , for any Service, and at any Place.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS.

A PLAIN STATEMENT OF FACT.
Compound Engine and Generator.

The Compound Engine, Tvhen nou-condensing, so far from possessing an

economy superior to the Simple Engine, has been decisively proven, "much to

the disgust of the stocliholder," to show normal economy only at or about Its

rated power, and to fall off In economy faster than a Simple Engine as the load

falls off; moreover, very much faster under the extreme light loads tliat are

common in Electrical Generation. This point is at last reluctantly admitted by
the more candid builders of such engines, most of whom now advise against

compounding for variable loads. The reason is in their inability to divide the

load and range of temperature proportionately and automatically between the

cylinders at all points of cut-off. Hence, the low-pressure cylinder expands Its

steam below atmosphere under a moderately early cut-off, thus converting Itself

into an Air Pump, and becoming a load upon the high-pressure cylinder Instead

of a co-laborer with it. This point was distinctly foreseen by the designers of

the Westinghouse Compound Engine, and an entirely new principle was worked

out, making expansion below atmosphere impossible under any load, however

'Iglit. For the first time ill tlie history of Stoiim Eiigiiieor-

ing, either Simple or Ooiiiponinl, iw built am Jfr-nginc

whieh maintaiiiH eWHeiitially nnil'orm economy, irrewpeet-

ive of load, and hence for the flral time the Compound Non-condensing

Engine has been made practicable. The results, demonstrated by test, show that

where an ordinary Compound will range from 2.^ lbs. to 70 lbs. water per H. P.

per hour from full to quarter load, the Westinghouse Compound, between the

same limits, will range from 2IJ lbs. to 29 lbs. We have not deceived ourselves

in this matter, and propose that tlie facts shall be understeod. To those Inter-

ested In the nicer points Involved, wo will be pleased to sond a reprint of the

paper read by Mr. F. jM. Kites on tliis subject at tlie late meeting of the American

Society of Meclmnlcai Engineers, at San Francisdo,

Westifljrtiouse, Church, Kerr & Co.,

Zl rO'O-X INTXI£1x«.s

.

NEW YORK: ITCoiilandl St. CHICAGO: 156 and 158 Lake SI.

BOSTON: 620 Atlantic Ave. MINNEAPOLIS; Bocry Block.

PITTSBURGH: WGSIinijhousc Building. ST. LOUIS: Commercial Building.

Reprcsonled In PHILADELPHIA by M. R. MUCKLE, Jr., h CO.. Droxol Building.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PAETICULAELY ADAPTED TO DEIVING

^ Elsctric Light and Powsr Stationis
,^^4 Od account. otitH hlyh elllcloncy at all BtageB of (^ate, Bteadineea of motion and ea^y working gate, the cod-
^'"7 Btrnction of wlilch raafees It the most BGnsItive to the actiun of b governor of any wheel on ihe market.

! SEND FOR CATALOGUE '"""''^""g various ,.yle8^ot_=eU^^^^^^

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,

For all Purposes.
Scrap and Native Platlniiiii Piirchasrd.

BAKKIt & CO., 40S-H4 New -Jersey
iCiiiiroad Ave., Newark. >'. J.

A. M.MORSE ^co.|^|?,°^V^^
BUCKFYF jQTo iQooH, p.»st. Louis.

ENGINES::-::::::::;";::;,:::"-

FROM GASOLINE.
Cheaper than Steam

J>irect from the Tank.

>/ o
// Wo,

For ire and iDcandescent lighting.

OTTO GASOLINE ENGINES,
rking without boilor, ste.am, co.n! nshts, danger, and

nlmost no ftttendauco.

OTTO GAS ENGINE WORKS,
33d and Wainut Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

& p. LAKE CO.,^<^H0RNELLSVILLE,N.y,,

CTION CLUTCHXf^i^
PULLEYS\^~~~
and CUT-OFF tepCOUPLINGS.
LUi^TRATEO CIRCU

I'll'- SIlMpI
rontcost and Jj'c-st

<'lu«'hl>ull«j-
Tii.ulf. Aflaiitcd

- liL'Iil or lif-av.
i>rk. Btfipplni; and

'3a:;'-i.'iriint:m:irl)inf-~;'a^il

High Grade Automatic

ENGINES,
H HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL.

Two lorse power to tlree iDadred horse nowet,

Westen Dcnarltiienl: 2G and 28 P=ndolph St. CHICAGO. - H. S. WMKER, Mananer

^0 1885 gyjAJ. SHULTZ,

^^HULTZ Belting Co.

rtHl' NOIRONROOORHINGE
'U LEATHER LINKAND IRO

V ANO R0PETRAN5M1SSI0N SUPERSEDED

Downward Draft Steam Boilers.
Fuel SaYing:, Smoke Preventins.

<tnick S^teainins and I>nrable.

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
linilders of High Grado

Corliss Engines,

Giddings' Antomatics,

Simple. Compound, Condensing.

Complete Plants Furnished.

Works: SIOUX CITY, lA.

BEAKCH OFFICK

;

<flS. Canal Stp-Pl. CHIrAGO.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER GO.,
ISuI](lt.r.; of nigli Grade Engines and Boilers.

Electric Light Engines
a Specialty.

Complete SteainMs Mailed.

WESTEEN WAEEEOOMS:
64 South Canal Street. CHICAGO. ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also .30 Cortlandt street, Xew York Ciu

YOUR POWER.
YOUR BELTS.
YOUR MONEY.

BY COVERING YOUR PULLEVS WITH

SHULTZ PATENT .

LEATHER PUILEVCOVERINC,

RAWHIC
: ONLY PERFECT BCLT

MAOE-NO SLIPPING

IR LDSTMOTla^ WH'DEiAGbLEATHER
] Picker Leather-

ERANfRES-i 164 Slimmer .St., Bopton, Mftfls ; 2^5 Pejirl St., New York City. I 0* I Aiiio Ua»UAamjl,s. J

,,^ y, ^^^^^ ^^' p|,||„,|^,„,,j,^ p^ . ^n ^y M„'„,„„ St. Chicago. I Ol. LOUIS. MO.

> e:

CO

to-

ALBERT BLANCHARD, 427 The Rookery BIdg., CHICAGO, ILL.

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

I

t

SHAFTING. ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

SRANCH ( 8 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.
OFFICES: S 520 Olive St., ST. LOUIS.

;
18 CortlaudtSt., NEW YORK.
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General Electric Company.
ZSdison and Thomson-Houston Systems of

ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS.

TheW.P.Iron-CMMotor

Has undergone the most stringent

tests possible, and has fulfilled the

most rigid requirements of Street

Railway Service.

ITS SPECIAL ADVANTAGES ARE:
LIGHTNESS. MINIMUM OF EXPENSE FOR REPAIRS. FLOATING ARMATURE
COMPACTNESS. FEWNESS OF PARTS. ABSENCE OF SPARKING. STRENGTH
SINGLE FIELD COIL. NOISELESSNESS. FULLY APPROVED AND INDORSED
BY ALL COMPANIES WHO HAVE USED IT.

OUR LINE OF OVERHEAD PARTS AND RAILROAD SUPPLIES

Comprises All the Latest and Most Improved Street Railway Appliances.

Street Railway Snow Sweepers
SltLOULlcl "be Ord-ered frorci. "uls a<t Once.

We are the Only Company who can Supply Reliable Snow Sweepers.

620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS. 44 Jiroad St., NEW VOKK.
173 and i7.7 AdamnSt., CHICAGO, ILL. r>OU Arch St., I'lIILA DIJLPITIA, PA.

264 TV. Fourth St., CINCINNATI, OHIO. 401-407 Sibley St., ST. PAUL, MINN.
GoiOfl BuUding, ATLANTA, OA. Manonic, Temple, DENVIiJi, COLO

15 First street. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL,
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The Best Open Circuit Battery Made

^^A._^,

Chicaeo Carbon Battery, fift

The leading features of

this battery are: A jar

with shoulder projecting

inward, on the paraffined

surface of which the par-

affined shoulder of the car-

bon rests.

The zinc supported by

a rubber ring, passes

through a porcelain in-

sulator in the center of

the carbon.

Cell complete, SI.OO,

Liberal discount to the trade.

Carbon Element.

It will be seen from

the accompanying cut that

there is a large carbon

surface, and the battery

is very quick acting. It

will give 2 volts E. M. F.

within one minute after

being connected up.

We also manufacture

this style of carbon for

use with a Leclanche jar

which enables users of the

Leclanche Battery to re-

place their porous cups

with our carbon.

-:ivd:a-rL\:Lfa,ct'a.red. 1^3;^-

v:«&!-s^^s:-^5_-

The KfiAPP Electrical Works, mm
54 AND 5(j PEAN KLIN STKEET,

CHICAGO ILL.
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FUSE WIRE
AXD

FUSE LINKS.

Our reliable Fuse Links are "one piece"

and will not get locse under

binding; screws.

The Stanley Transformers

Are already so well and favorably known that we are at a loss to

say anything that will add to the brilliant record which

they made for themselves during the past year.

SHIELD BRAND

Moisture-Proof Wire.

For Feeder Circuits.

For L'ght and Power Lines.

Habirshaw's

Pure

Rubber

Covered

Wires,

Cables

and

Cores.

The U. S.

Government

Standard

of

Excellence.

BILLY WILLIAMS.

A Sketch.

"Biliy" Williams was foreman of the gang. Where
he came from nobody knew, and why he was apparent-

ly contented to fill that ordinary position, was likewise

a mystery. Billy was not a person that one would be
likely to ask idle questions of or try to pry into his priv-

ate affairs. He came in the nick of time to the Con-
solidated Electric Railway, Light, Power, Heating and
Cooking company. They were just looking for some
one who could handle the rough men that made up their

construction gang. Two had tried and given it up.

Billy wasn't big and brawny, but he had a determined
snap and sparkle in his eves, and certain quick, alert

movements that carried conviction with them. The
"bully"" of the gang had tested his temper the second

day and met with instant and complete disaster. The
others looked on for a moment, undecided whether to

side with Bub Jackson or the foreman, but as Bub
picked himself up and started for Billy the second time,

only to be knocked into insensibility, they quickly con-

cluded that they had found their master. No one was
more positive of this than Bub Jackson himself, and he

became an ardent admirer and excellent assistant to the

new "boss." But Billy had a tender spot, and that was
his home. His little wife Claire evidently understood
him perfectly and was in full accord with bis motive in

serving in his present capacity. If he was severe and
determined with his men, he was tender and loving to

Claire and the baby-

This night they had finished supper and he had
settled himself for a quiet evening. It was early in the

spring of 'gr, and outside a bitter, nasty storm was driv-

ing. Rain and sleet poured down together, and as the

doors and windows rattled with the gale the little cozy
sitting-room seemed very inviting to the tired man. He
toasted his slippered feet before the open grate (we in-

tended to work in an electric heater in this act, but the

stage manager swore it would knock all the poetry out

of the scene, and we reluctantly told the property man
to rig up a gas log and lug in a bucket of bogus coal)

and watched the tongues of fire chase their curling

wreaths of smoke up the chimney.
A copy of the evening paper. The Boomtowii Echo,

had fallen from his hands. Claire sat across the table,

busy with some little frocks. A drowsy languor closed

his eyes. Claire's contented humming became a far-off

song that lulled him into deeper sleep. Their house
was in communication with the station by telephone.

Claire had just looked up to see what time it was. It

wa? eight, and the clock had barely struck the hour
when the telephone startled her. Bling! ling, ling, ling!

Billy sat up straight with a suddenness that nearly upset

the table.

Claire answered the call.

•Hello? Hello?"
"Yes, this is 257.''

'"Yes, he's here.''

"Well, tell him to come down qmck," came from the

other end. "The Main street circuit has
—

"

"Hello! what's that? the 'street circus'
—

"

"No—Main street ci-r-c-u-i-t. circuit
—

"

"Oh, yes, all right, 'circuit.'
"

"Has gone dead; come quick."

billy was used to frequent extra calls of late, but it

wjs no pleasure to face the storm that was flooding the

streets tonight, and turning the gutters into miniature
rivers.

As he buttoned up his great coat Claire brought his

hat and mackintosh. He pulled on his gloves and over-

shoes-

"Be careful, dear," said Claire as he opened the door
to the hall.

'It's too bad, isn't it ? I wonder what's the matter.''

Catching an up-town electric he was soon at the station.

Bub Jackson had gone back after supper to grind his

climbers, and while waiting for Billy had sent for two or

three of the men, and they had located the trouble, or

thought they bad.
I "What is it. Bub?"

"The river's up considerable, and there's a big cave-

in down along the bluff, Billy. If it's as bad as it looks I

thick we've got about fifteen poles on 'number two' float

in' down to Dixie, and takin' the wire along with 'em."
"Number two" was the heaviest and most important

lighting circuit. A Westinghouse alternator sent its

current over the line in rapid beats to hundreds of Stan-

ley transformers. On this circuit was the opera house,

the new city hall, and many of the largest retail stores.

The station telephone was ringing incessantly wiih com-
plaints, "We're in the dark; what's the matter?" Very
few had any gas pipes in, as they were enthusiastic over

the electric lights, and vied with each other in making
a brilliant display.

There was no time to be lost, and Billy gave a few
rapid orders.

"Here, Sam! unlock the storeroom and roll out that

big reel of Shield Brand."
"Get the 'widow,' Bub." The "widow, "as they called

it, was a two-wheeled arrangement for carrying a reel.

It was a suggestion of Tim Carty's. "Got any lanterns,

Tim?" Tim had four lit in a moment, and in the mean
time the reel of wire was swinging between two wheels,

ready to roll.

Pushing it into the street, they started towards the

bluffs on a trot. The rain was coming down in sheets.

Fifteen minutes hard running and stumbling aud splash-

ing through puddles brought them to the beginning of

the cave-in. The river swept around the bend with

a strong current, that had cut over the rip-rap, under-

mining the high bluff until it toppled in, carrying with

it about half a mile of poles and lines. The river was
full of floating cakes of ice, and the wires had parted

under the unusual strain. Stopping at the first pole

that seemed secure for the night, they pulled in a stretch

of wire and quickly spliced on to the reel.

A macadamized road ran parallel with the river and
about one hundred feet back from the bluff.

It had been opened since the poles were set up.

"Make for the road," shouted Billy. Tim Carty,

and Bub Jack.son pulled the cart up a muddy incline

until they struck the road. Billy followed, letting the

wire pay out through his hand. Sam Peters ran ahead
with two lanterns. For a little over quarter of a mile

they kept to the road, floundering at one place in a

small wash-out and breaking a lantern. Billy judged
that they were about opposite the lower end of the

"cave in" by this time, and pushed through a thicket

to rcconnoiter—he stumbled over a fallen pole. By
hard tugging they jammed the cart through the brush.

As the wires were cut, going into the river, they

whipped away with a twang that meant they must
have had two or three poles in tow. The splice was
soon made to both sides, it only remaining for them to

retrace their way back to the first break and connect

the second wire.

This was accomplished without accident. The two
sides of the circuit roust have crossed and recrossed a

dozen times in the road, but it mattered little to Billy.

"It will hold out 'till daylight, anyhow," he said.

Carpenter

Electric

Heating

Apparatus.

Car Heaters.

Radiators

for

Oftlces

and

Residences.

Cooking

Utensils.

STEEL WIRE

TRACK BROOMS.

.\ clean rail makes it easy for

the male or the motor.

The Electrical Supply Co.,
Corner Randolph Street and Michigan Avenue.

ANgO.VIA, CONS.

Electric Light
and Power,
No. a:{.

Chicago

CKTKLOCUES:
Electric
R. R. Supplies,
No. rn.

Electrical
House Goods,
No, 44a.

We carry a large stock of

accurately drawn and insulated

MAGNET WIRES.

Orders for quick shipments

solicited.
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THE IKDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATINB CO
-MANUFACTUKEBS OF

VULCANIZED INDIA RUBBER

Cables, to any Specilication

up to 8,000 Megohms per

mile.

ABSOLUTELY PURE RUBBER

CABLES.

CONCENTRIC CABLES, any

milage, FLEXIBLE CORDS,

SILK, HEMP, COTTON DY-

NAMO WIRES and CABLES,

very pliable. Every variety

of INCANDESCENT CORES.

THREE and TWO - WIRE

CABLES, to any specifica-

tion up to 8,000 Meg olim

per knot.

CABLES of High Insulation

and Long Life, all milage.

If you are not acquainted with the merits of Habirshaw Insulation

we shall be pleased to send you samples upon application.

W. M. HABIRSHAW, Gen'l Mgr. OFFICE: 3 1 5 Madison Ave, Cor. 42d St, NEW YORK.

36G5 FACTORY: Glenwood^ Tonkers, Iff. Y.

Western Agents: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Corner Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

TheMm IncaDdescent Lamp Co.,

805 Cbamber of Commeroe Bldg., Chicago,
MANUFACTVBEB8 OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

In Ordering Specify Long^ Life Lamps
or Hig^h Efficiency Lamps.

THIS ELiEGTRIGAL SUPPLY CO.,
i04 Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

Qeneral Western Selling Agents.

GHAS. D. SHAIIff^
136 Liberty St., NEW YORK,

General Eastern Selling Agent.

-A-O-EiTCIES:
THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

Anaonia, Conn.
WOODRUFF-HARRIS ELECTRIC CO.,

Bimitnghatn, Ala.

IRON CITY ELECTRIC CO.,
PitUburgh, Pa.

JULIUS ANDRAE,
Milteauh^e, Wis.
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GEORGE CUTTER,
ELECTRIC SFECIALiTIES,

329 "The Bookery," CHICAGO.

MASEK OF

CUTLER NON-INDUCTIVE

VOLTMETERS and AMMETERS
For Direct or Alternating Circuits.

WESTEEN AGENT FOE

PASS & SEYMOUR'S
CHINA SWITCHES

AND INSULATORS.
P. & S. CHINA SWITCH.

CUTLER NON-INDUCTIVE
VOLTMETER.

Enamelite Heating Devices,
Cuts and Full Descriptions in Preparation.

AN IMPROVEMENT IN TRANSFORMERS.
Progressive Central Station Managers are Invited to Investigate the Merits of

(See Illustrated Article in this Number.)

K^ady rorM«Tvlef

OrAKAOTHBD

MOKE

HDCH

SAMK iDd VOBB

fONVEMB.ST

TO

BAXDU TBA\

A>V OTIIBK MAK8.

GUARANTEED
to prove entirely as represen-
ted and satisfactory, or may
be returned.

CUARA.mEB

AGAINST

ELECTRICAL

DISABIBMEST

FROM

LICHTMNG

OR

OTHER CAUSES,

AS

mcpurnlilc CoilH, wliich sii <'nHe or liurn-

1^ iiutMi'iin hi* rcplat'i^d without, rctnrn-
iiifir <M>nv(trt«i> 10 factory.

(iUARANTBK

FOIOI.

0|>en-hhou'lii(£»rranicein«nt of Funo ItoxcM

WRITE
for descriptive catalogue and
prices. No delays In filling
orders.

TAYLOR, GOODHUE lb AMES,
HAanufactuFers and Dealers, Monadnock Block, Chicago.
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LOUIS K. COMSTOCK,
Electrical Engineer and Contractor.

TESTS, PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS AND SUPERVISION ,

For all Kinds of Electrical Installations.

ElaXSGTRIG CONSTRUCTION.
1419 Monadnock B uilding, Chicago.

Now Open

For Another Year.

"The Choicest SV^cial-
ttes eerTed at reason-
able prices."

HAVE YOU SEEN THE MENU?

GEORGE GUTTER,
Chicago.

The

International OKONITE COMPANY,

jtON'^

LOOTED.

13 Parl( Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES iLDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uta.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape,

BRANCHES: Cfaloaro, Boston, Phlladelplila, Minneapolis, Cinolnnatl,]

Omaha, LoaisvUle, St. Louis, San FranclBco, X^indon and So. America,
City,

PACKARD HIGH GRADE
INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

Hanafaetored t>y ttae

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
AGRNTH:

New York City, Choa. E. Chopin, 136 Liberty St.

Chicago, ill ,Elec. Appliance Co.. 242 Madleon 8t.

St. Paul, Minn..The Elec. EnirlneerlnK & Sapply Co.
Omaha, Nt)b.. E. B. Downo, 215 Sheely Block
St Lnuls. ftto., St LouIh Electrical Supply,Co.

San Franclaco, Cal., A. C. Bralnard & Son, No. 103
California St.

Cincinnati, 0., Poat-Glover Eiec. Co., 215 W. 4th St.

LonlsTine. Ky. , Smithers & Davis.

I

PltUbnrgh, Pa.. W. H. VaodeTort, 109 L«wls Block.

G. P. Altenborff. 220 Walnat St., CiDdnnfttl, Ohio,
anient for Eeotncky, TeDne«a«e, Tlrgiola »nd
West Virginia.

I Little Rock. Ark., Arkansas Electric Supply Co.,

j

307 W, Markhnm St.

;
Montreal. Can., Packard Lamp Co., '.?ft-100 King St.

MANTTFACTUBEB OF

inrsuLiATXSD electric wire,
FLKXIBLE COHDH and CAOBLES.

aoo and 308 North Third Street. PHtI,Al>BI.FIfIA. PA.

THE BEACON LAMP.
16 Candle

Power,

35 Cents.

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Electrical Co., ^^°m?° Boston, Mass.
New York Oface and Stock Eoom: Central Building, 141 Liberty Street.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PUNTS.
ESTIMATES AND DRAWINGS SUBMITTED.

WESTON ENGINE CO..
Painted Post, N.Y.

REPRESENTATI^TES

:

JuUan Scholl 5: Co.. vy- Ubcrty St.. New York.
Geo. D. HnffmaD, f-J Lake St., Cblcatro. m,
H. M. Sciple & Co. . 3d A: -Vrch SW . Philadelphia.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DET STREET, NEW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Electrical Supplies

OF ill DESCRIPTIONS.

Telegraph, Telephone,
[Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

KEY FOR CAPACITY TESTS. Line Material.
WB OWN AND OPERATE THE

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WUERB WB MANUFACTURE A PULL LINE OF

Test Instrnments and all Scientific Heasnrement

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford. Conn.

THE BALL & WOOD COMPANY,
Builders of Improved Automatic Cut-off Engines.

w, B. Ponrson & Co., Home Inn. BMr., Chlcatjo lU. Jaini?. .t Co
W. A. Pnj, IM Oliver St.. Boston. Maw.
F. U. Whltlug, Jacobw)n Block, boDvor, Colo.

uuu,i..a .V ^v.j Chattanooc«,TeBn.
William Jt. Potter, Potroit, 111(^1.

T. W. AsdenaD, Uonetoq,.T»i.
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General Electric Company,
44 Broad St., New York City. 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

THE RIGHT OF THE
TO AN INJUNCTION

HAS BEEN
BY

U.S. CIRCUIT

EDISON COMPANY
AGAINST INFRINGERS
DETERMINED
THE
COURT OF APPEALS.

ALL OTHERS INFRINGE THE EDISON PATENTS AND ARE COUNTERFEITS.

See decision of XT. S. Court of Appeals in case of Edison Electric Light Company ^^s. TTnited States Electric Light
Company, decided October 4, 1892.

See decision of IT. S. Circuit Court of Appeals in case of Edison Electric Light Co. and Edison General Electric

Co., against Sawyer-Man Electric Co., decided December 15, 1892.

Copies of this decision will be sent on application.

BRj^^NOH OFFICES!
620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass. 44 Broad St., New York.

173 and 175 Adams St.. Chicago, HI. 609 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
264 West Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio. 1333 F St., N. W., Washington, D. 0.

Gould Building, Atlanta, Ga. 401-407 Sibley St., St. Paul, Minn,
16 Firat Ut.. San Franciaco, Cal. Masonic Temple, Denver, Colorado.
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ALPHABETICAL LIST.

American Battery Co ,

American Electrical Works.
American Engine Co
Angior & Ivennard
Atwood. A. H X

Babcocli& Wilcox Co., The 1

Saggot. E xiv

Balier&Co xix

Ball Engine Co xvii

Ball &> Wood Co.. The j

BeaconVacuumPump tfcElec.Co. . . i

Becker Mfg. Co.. John xiii

Be^gs, J. E., Mch. & Supply Co.xiv

Beinfltein Electric Co
Bishop Gutta Percha Co
Blanchard, Albert
Boston Braid Mfg. Co
Bridgeport Mack. Tool Wks. .

BrillCo., J. G xiii

Brookfleld, Wm xii

Brush Electrlt Co xvi

Bryant Electric Co xii

Buckeye Electric Co., The ix

Cabell, L. Breckinridge ix, x

Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co. xvi

Cancral Electric Co v
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co xix

Columbia Mfg. & Supply Co. xiv

Comstock, Louis K i

Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co. xiii

Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co . . xiii

Gushing & Morse vii

Cutter, Geo I

Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co. .
.

Dayton Globe Iron WorksCo. xix

Diamond Electric Mfg. Co. .

.
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Eastern Electric Cable Co
Edwards, W.S. Mfg. Co
Electric Appliance Co
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.

Electric Engr'g »& Supply Co
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Electrical Mfg. Co., The ix
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Elektron Mfg. Co xv
Empire China Works xit

Enterprise Electric Co xvi
Palls Rivet & Machine Co xix
Ferracute Machine Co viii
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For Sale Advs xii, xiii, xiv
Fort Wayne Electric Co v
Freeman & Sons Mfg. Co.
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General Electric Co ii.

GreatWestern Elec. Supply Co.
Grealey & Co., The E. S i

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co viii

Hallieway, E. M xii

Helsler Electric Co viii

Hill Clutch Works xix

Hlne Eliminator Co
Holmes, Booth & Hajdens.. .xviii

Hood &Co., Wm ix

Hughes Bros. Mfg. Co xvi

India Rubber &G. P. Ins. Co, xxiii

Innis (fc Co xii

Institute of Technology xvi
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co. x
International Okonlte Co i

Jewell Belting Co.. 1

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W xviii

Kartavert Mfg. Co xvi

Klipstein.A xii

Knapp Electrical Works xxi
Lake, J H. & D., Co
Lake Erie Engineering Works, viii

Lane & Bodley Co
Lit Roche Electric Works iv

Leclanche Battery Co., The . . xiv
Lefmann, Julius xv
Loud, II. M. & Sons Lumber Co. xiv
Manz & Co xviii

Mass. Chemical Co x
Moore, Alfred F i

Morse & Co., A. M xix
Munsell & Co., Eugene xii

National Electric Mfg. Co
National India Rubber Co
New York Insulated Wire Co. xvi

N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co. xix
New York & Ohio Co i

Otto Gas Engine Works
Osborne Steam Engineering Co. xii

Ostrander & Co., W. R xiv

Page Belting Co
Paine & Land xii

Partrlck &> Carter Co xiv
Pearson i& Co.. W. B viii

Pelton Water Wheel Co xiv
Penn. Electric Engineering Co xiv
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Phoenix Glass Co xix
Phosphor-Brouze Smelting

Co., Ltd X
Porter-Leavitt Elec. Motor Co. xiii

Queen & Co xiii

Racine Hardware Mfg. Co
Railway Equipment Co iv

Redding Electric Co xviii

Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A
Rose Elec. Light Supply Co. . . xii

XIX

, XX

Russell ^K: Ofliccr x
Samson Coprfeee Works . ,

xii

Sawyer Man-EIectrIc Co. . . . vi

Sechrist, Albert xiv

Shawmut Fuse Wire Co. xv
Shultz Belting Co
Siebert, G
Siemens & Ilalske Electric Co. Ix

Sioux City Elec. Supply Co. .
.—;—

Sioux City Engine Works xix

Smith, A. T
Spcrry Elec. Mining Mach. Co. xvi
Standard Electric Co vi

Standard Paint Co x

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co \xiii

Steuben Lamp Works xiii

Sterling, W. C xv
StIlweU &BlerceMfg. Co. xiv, xv
Taylor Engine Co
Union Hardware Co xiii

Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co. x
Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Waddell-Entz Company xii

Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co. . iv

Waterhouse, Gamble & Co. ... ix

Western Electric Co x
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr

& Co xviii

Westinghouse •'Elec. and Mfg
Co xi, xxiv

Weston Engine Co i

AVilson it Jackson xxiv
Worthington, Henry R xii

CLASSIFIED LIST.
AnniuiciatorB.
Central Electric Oo.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander &. Co.,W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Arc liampB.
Regpa, J. E., Mchy. & Supply Co.
Dnples Electric Co., Ltd.
Electric ConB. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co-
General Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Siemene & Haleke Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Waterhouae. Gamble & Co.
WeBtlnghouee Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc liight Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Samson Cordage Works.

Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Columbia Mfg. & Supply C;.
Electrical Supply Co.. I'ne

Ford Washburn Storelectro Co.
Greeley & Co., The E.S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Lnclaocbe Battery Co., The.
t'artrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Leciancne Battery Co., The.
Western Electric Co,

BellH, electric.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells. Maieiieto.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co., The K.8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

Beltlnx.
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Pagi) Beltiiig Co.
Shultz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Bahcocb & Wilcox Co., The.
Elancbard, Albert.
Freeman Sons Mfg. Co., The 3.
Lane & Bodley Co., The.
N. Y. Siifety Steam Power Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Books, Electrical.
Electrician Publlehln? Co.

Mnrfflar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Eloctric Appliance Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co.,The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Insulated Wires)

Cables, KIcctrlc. (See Inenlated
Wlre«), Copper.Hheetand Bar
BIflhtjp Ontta Perclm Co
K)i!Jlt'rn Electric Cable Co.
Moore, Alfred F.

Knehllng'e Sons Co.. J. A.
Waablnirn A Moen Mfg. Co.
We&tern Electric Co.

Carnons, Points and Plates.
Cianlral Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp ElecftlHl Wbrke.

CIncches, Krictlon.
Fulls Rivet & Machine Co.
HlUClatch WorkB.
Lake, J. H. &D. Co.

Corilace.
Samson Cordage Works.

Constrnctlon and Bepalrc,
Oomstock, Louis K.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Wilson & J-ickaon.

Contractors, KIcctrlc l«leht,
Knfflne Plants and Electric
Hallways.
American Engine Co.
Bubcock & Wlicoi Co., The.
Ball Engine Co.
Ball & Wood Co,, The.
Brush Electric Co.
Cahell, L. Breckinridge.
(joiiiBtock, Louis K,
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Ford-Washburn Storelectro Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Freeman Sons Mfg. Co., The

S

General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
llalti.!way, E. M.
Heisler Electric Co.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley Co., The.
La Roche Electric Works,
Lefmann, Julius.
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Owborne Steam Engineering Co.
Pearson & Co., W. B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Siemens & Ilulske Electric Co.
Sioux City Engine Worka.
Srandard Electric Co.
W;iddel!-Entz Company.
Westinghonee Electric* Mfg. Co.
WCBlinghouee, Church, Kerr k Co.
Weetern Electric Co
Washburn & .Moen :Mfg. Co.
Weston Engine Lo.
Wileon i: Jackson.

V tpper %Vtres and Tapes.
American Electrical Works.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ina. Wire & Cable Co.
Cutter, Geo-
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydene.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
Roebling'S Son's Co., J. A.
Sperry Klec. Mining Machine Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Weetern Electric Oo.

cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Hughes Bros. Alfe. Co.
Knapp Elec'rical Works.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equioment Co.

Cai-OafH and STrltches.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical 4 Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The,
Enternriae Electric ( o.

Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co., The.
Hood&Co., Wm.
Knaop Electrical Works.
Partrlck A Cartc-rCo.
Perkins Elec. Swirch Mfg. Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Russell & Officer.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.

UticaElec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Cnts.
Manz & Co.

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Dnples Electric Co., Ltd.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
Port \Vayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Heialer Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.

Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Siemens & Haleke Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.
Westln^honse Electric& Mfg. Oo.

Electric Heatlns-
Electrical Supply Co.
Railway Equipment Co.

filpctrlc Liava *ia.s Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Electric Ball^vays.
Cabell. L. Breckinridge.
General Electric Co.
Siemens & Ilalske Electric Co.
Westinghonee Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and 9Ieclianical
Rnelneers.
Comstock, Louis K.
Hatbewiiy, E. M.
Osborne Steam Engineering Co.
Wilson & Jucksoii.

Electrical InstromentB.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley « Co.. The E. 8.

Partrlck .t Carlor Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
<iueen & Company.
Western Electric Co.

Electrical Intellleence.
Comstock, Louis K.
Haibewav. E. M.
Wil.HPii A.Tackson.

Electrical specialties.
Atwood, A. n.
Bryiiut Electric Co.
Columbia Mfg, li Supply Co,
Cutler, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Russell & Officer.

UtlCB Elec. Mfg. A Supply Co.
ICIoctroIiers and CoMiblna-
tlon Fixtures.
Bftgcot. E.
Eilwnnis. W. S. Mfg, Co.
Klectrlral Sunply Oo.. The.
Knapp Electrical Works.

Electro- Platins naohlDes.
Brush Electric Co.
General Electric Co.

Kns:lncH, 4^ns.
OttoGae Engine Works.

Fan Ontnts.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfe. Co.
Vulcanlztd Fibre Co.

Engines, Htea^.
American Engine Co,
Ball Enidne Co.
Ball * Wood Co.. The.
Fref;nian Sons Mfg. Co..Tlie S.

Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodiey Co , The.
Morae & Co., A. M.
N. T. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pearson <fc Co., W.B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
SlouiCity Engine Workfl,
Taylor Engine Co.
Westinghouee. Chnrch, Kerr & Co.
Weston Engine Oo.

Fire Alarms.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp ElectrlcaJ Worka.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Fuse wire.
Electrical Supply Oo.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Snerry Elec. Mining Machine Co.

Cias ijlffntingit KIcctrlc.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

6reneral Flectrical l^upplles.
Angir;r k. Kirnnard.
Atwood, A. H.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Columbia Jifg, & Supply Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Electric Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. & Sunply Co., The.
Electrical Manufacturing Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Enteroriee Eiecirlc Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co,
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Greeley & Co . , The B . 8.

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hood & Co.. Wm.
Knapp Electrical Workfl.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Penn. Electric Engineering Co.
Queen & Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Russell & Officer.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co
Sioux City Elec. Supply Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Waterhouse, Gamble .^ Co.
Western Electric Co.

61lobes and Electrical ^illass-
w^are.
Angler & Kennard.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Phcenlx Glass Co.

epBphlte >Spe*'ialtles.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.

Insulators and Insnlatlnc
Materials.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Electric Engineering A Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co.» The.
Empire China Worke.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.

Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
JobnaMfg. Co, H. W.
Kartavert Mtg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Lefmann, Julius.

Mass. Chemical Co.
Moore. Alfred F.
Munsell & Co., Eueene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply C o.

Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Insulated ^V'lres and Cables.
Masnet TVlre.
American Electrical Works.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Central Electric Co,
Crepcent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cuahing.F. W.
Gutter, Geo.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
<;ener.il Electric Co.
Great Weetern Electric Supply Co.
aolmes. Booth &, Haydene.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber &G. F. Ine. Co.
Knapp Elf'Ctrlcal Worke.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Roeblinc's Sons Co., J. A.
Siiwyer-Man Electric Co.

Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Wnddell-Entz Company.
Washburn A Moen Mfg, Co,
Western Electric Co.

Lamps, fncandeseevt.
Beacon Vncuiim Pump tc Elec, Co,
Bernstein Electric Co.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central SJectrlcCo.
Cutter Electrical A Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Eng. A Supply Co., The,
Electrical Miinufacturfng Co., The.
Electrical Snpplv Co., The.
General Electric Co.
Hood* Co., Wm.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Penn. Electric Engineering Co.
Reddin;; Electric Co.
Sftwyer-Msin Electric Oo.
Steuben Lamp Works,

Lntbos.
Bridgeport Machine Tool Works.

Tiip:Utnins Arresters.
Kn.-\pp Electrical Works.

nairnet Wire.
rSeelnsnlatPd wires.

>

Mechanical Machinery.
Ferracute Machine Co

.

Bridgeport Machine Tool Worke.

nedlcal Batteries.
Partrlck * Carter Co.

Sltro.
JobDsMfg. Co..n. W,
Muneell i; Co., Eugene.

MllilDc: Macbinery.
Becker -Mfg. Co., John.

ninine ApparatDM, Klectric
Generiil Ei''"-iic Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Weatfnghooee Electric 4 Utg. Co.

motors.
Brush Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Cn.
Electrical Zne. «fc Supply Co., The
Ford-Waahbum dtort-lectro Co.
Fort W.'iyne Elecirfi; (>,.

General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co
Knapp Electrical Works.
La Roche Electric Workfl.
Porter-Leavitt Electric Motor Co.
.Siemens &, Halskc Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westlnghonfle Electric '& Mf?.Co,

.Vame Plates,
Becker Mfg. Co., John.

PnlDtH.
Standard Paint Co.

Patents.
Paine J; Ladd.

Pliosi>lir>r Bronze.
Pho-phor i'.T jny-fi Smelting Co., Ltd

Pins and Braehets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Hnghee Bros. Mfg. Co.
Lefmann, Jnllns.
Lond, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Western Electric Co.

Platinnm.
Baker & Co.
Siebert, G.

Poles.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sone' Lumber Co,
Kallway Equipment Co.

Porc*-lain,
Empire China Works.

Publishers, KlectrlcAl.
Electrician Publlehlng Co.

Pnsh Buttons.
Centra! EleCTflSCo.
Slectricfll Supply Co., The.
KnspD Electrical Works.
Partrick i: Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

IBalln^ays, KIcctrlc.
(See electric railways.)

RheoHtatH.
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co.

Sal Ammoniac.
InnIs & Co,
Klipstein. A.

Separators, Hteam.
Hlne Eliminator Co.

miiU Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. f-.

I SpeaRluK Tnbea,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
KJiaPD Electrical Worl b,

OetTRBder #. Co.. W. R.
Parlritk X: Carter Co.
Western Electric (Jo. .

Speed Indlcatorr.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthlneton. Henry R.

Street Cars.
Brill, J. G.. Co.

Supplies, «ciectrlc Kallway.
Angier k Kennard.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Snpp'y Co.
Lefmann. Juline.
Railway Equipment Co.

Tapes, Insnlatlar
American E'ectrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Cnshlng, F, W.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Electrical SupplyCo.,The.
India RoDber & Q. P. i> s. Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrlc.ll Works.
New York Insn lated Wire Co.
Snwyer-Mnn Electric Co.
Standard Pa''- ' To.
W;ishbnrn .t Moen Mfg. Co.

Telcerraph Apparacur.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co,, The.
Greeley & Co., The K. S.
Knapp Electrical Wnrta.
P:i(»rick ."c C'arler Co
Westjrrn Electric Co,

Telephones, KIcctrlc.
Weetern ElecifTc Co.

Test Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
ElectTlcAl Supply COjThe.
Greeley A Co., The B. S,
Knapp Electrical Works.
Qaeen vt Company. .

Western Electric Co.
Transformers.
Pi:^mond Electric Mfg. Co.
National KlectrlcM&nofactnring Co.
Stanlov Electric Mfg. Co.
Weetinirhouee Electric A Mfj. Co.

Trolley «'ord.
Samson Cordage Worte.

Trucks. Flectric Car.
General FUvtric Co.
Westinghouse Electric A Mfg. Co.

Turbine Ti^Tiecls.
Tavton Globe Iron Worka Co.
Pelton W.iter Wbivl Co.
Stilwell A Blerce Mfg. Co.

rnlTcrsltlcs.
Institute of Technology.

VarniBhes.
JL-iss. Chemical Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Water Wheel".
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

Wire, Bare.
Bishop Gutta Perdhft Co.
Central Electric Co.
Creecent Ins. Wire & Cable C^>.

F.Iectrlcal Supply Co.
Holmep. Bjoth & Havdons.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National India Rubber C«.
Rai'way tlqxlpment Co.
Ro<>bUnc'e Sona' Co.. J. A.
StierrTEl»f^*ltjilap Machine Oo.
Washbom A Moen Mf^. Co.
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WASHBURN & MOEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
MAEEES OF lEON, STEEL AND COPPES, and Manufacturers of IRON, STEEL AND COPPER WIEE for all Purposes.

Oldest and Largest Manufacturers of Electrical Wires in the World.

Bare and Insulated Copper Wire
fOS ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

Galvanized Iron and Steel Telegraph Wire.

Magnet Wire. Annunciator Wire.

Feed TVii-e.

LEAD ENCASED WIRES.

Rubber, Weather-Proof and

Underwriter's Wire.

HBSOI-UTEl_V

FIRE and WATER-PROOF WIRE,
»-u.r>©rl<or to

A.nytbiiig' Heretofore !Ma.de.

HAED DRAWN COPPER TROLLEY WIRE.

.VORK« < Tj:??^«pl^^k9,^t** »«*^''« OFFICES AM, WABEH018E8 :
j glTiVH^VsVo'.'^Sid ^^^\Srdi' ^i'«1?kV^S.''^£;.^*«

SOMETHING TO BE KOTED!

THE MORRISON STORAGE BATTERY
Is made by the Plante pro-
cess, no oxides being used,
eithf^r mechanically or ap-
plied in the form of paste,
paint or cement.

ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE HIGH; LIFE LONG.
Dry Batteries. Battery
Supplies, etc. For further
information address

AMERICM BATTERY CQMPAKY,
Office: Rooms 23 and 24. 177 La Salle St., CHICAGO. ILL.

mFORD-WASHBURN
STORELECTRO CO.,

Hanafactavers of

Storage

Batteries,

fi- DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.

SUCCESS GUABANTEED.
CleyeIvJlmd, - Ohio.

Our New

C asily connected.

^B legant in
Construction.

^9afe Carrying
Capacity.

^^ontacts Bright.

WORLD'S FAIR
Switch.

Yet to be Excelled.

Rubbing Contacts.

A trial is Asked.

Compact in Form.

Used Everywhere.

Sure Quick Break.

Euilorsed by TJaers.

25 AMPERE DOUBLE POLE SNAP SWITCH.
This switch has more carrying capacity than most switches designed for 25 amperes, and the wip-

ing contacts constantly keeping the surface clean, the parts always run cool. The sudden break is of
such length as to make the switch safe for use with currents of an E. M. F. of from 400 to GOU volts.

This switch is finished in the same neat and workmanlike manner as are all our goods. Send for
paniple. I-^iniished with either rubber or porcelain key. Send for our Catalogue.

Electric Engineering ^ Supply Co.,
New Vork Ollice, 120 liibrrty I8t. SYRACHSB, ST. V., II. S. A.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
Pullman Building, Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

IF'xoTrDCipt SlrLiprrLents.

CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT GO.,

W. R.MASON, Gen'IMgr. CHICAGO.

La ROCHE
118 ami Hi «. itii St„

Alternating

DYNAMOS,
100 TO 1200 LIGHT.

Installed complete for City
or Town Lighting.

Cliicago Office, Garden City Electric Co,,
2r»7 anri ier,i> licnrhom Htrpct.

ELECTBIC WOBKS,

Philadelphia, Penn.

Incandescent

DYNAMOS,
Direct System

^ -r!7/j

I TO 1000 LIGHT.

Motors
For Arc or Incandescent.

Currents from 1-8 to 50 H. P.
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JANUARY CLEARING SALE.

We are selling at manufacturers' cost, 10 and 25 ampere Main and Branch
Porcelain Blocks, Porcelain Fuse Rosettes and Key and Keyless Sockets. We have
a large stock of Bryant, Perkins, Hart and Paiste Switches that we will sell at

never before heard-of prices.

We propose to give our customers the benefit of our purchases in large

quantities, and prompt shipments.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
1 16 and 1 18 Franklin Street, CHICAGO.

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO.
Fort "HTayne, Iiid.

P

Manufacturers of Apparatus for Arc Lighting, Alternating and Di-

rect Current Incandescent Lighting; Generators for Railway and other

Motor Circuits; Accurate Measuring Meters and General Supplies.

Our Arc Apparatus leads the World. There is more of it in use

than any other system in such cities as Cincinnati, St. Louis, New Or-

leans, Detroit, Kansas City, Louisville, Richmond, Augusta and other

cities.

Our Alternating Incandescent System is operating hundreds of

Central Stations.

The delay by fire was only temporary, and all departments are now
in operation. Orders will receive prompt attention.

44 Broad Street, New York City.

186 Dearborn Street, Chicago.
907 Filbert Street, Philadelphia.
Times Building, Pittsburgh.

SB New Montgomery Street, San Francisco.
Kirk Building, Syracuse, N. Y.
819 East Main Street, Richmond, Va.
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THE STANDARD DYNAMO
MORE FULLY MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS

For Municipal and Commercial Arc Ligliting

THAN ANY DYNAMO EVER OFFERED.

Intelligent, unbiased electricians and arc light users

throughout the country verify our claims for lligllfest effici-

ency and greatest economy in operation and repair.

THE STANDARD
ARC LAMP

Is the only high-grade independent feed lamp which will,

with one feeding meclianism, one csirlbon rod and one
pair of carbons, give a constant unchanging light from

DUSK TO DAWN, EVERY NIGHT IN THE YEAR.

We are the pioneers in simplified double-scrvice arc

lighting.

Address all communications to

STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.,

Office and Works, CHICAGO.

Sockets, Switches, Cut-outs
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Write for Catalogue

^M
^--J'~ GEanaP

—

- r >

Sawyer - Man Electric Co.,

620 Atlantic Avonue, BOSTON.

510-534 West 23d Street, NEW YORK. Pullman Building, CHICAGO.
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KERITE WIRES AND CABLES,

225 DEARBORN ST.,

CHICAGO.
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THE LAKE ERIE ENGINEERINQ WORKS,
-BXJiLr>Eits oir-

Standard Compound Engine.

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE

EXPANSION ENGINES,
Both Condensing and Non-Con-
densing, from 250 to 8,000 H. P.
Especially designed tor direct

connection to Multipolar
Generators.

BEST EGONOHY AND REGULATION GUARANTEED.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Addre^^s all inquiries to

Section Through L. P. Cyl.

W. B. PEARSON & CO.,
401 Home iBsnranoe Bldg.,

CHICAGO.
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES OF

The Lake Erie Engineering Works.
They are prepared to contract at a reasonable price

for the complete installation of Poiver Plants, of any
Capacity , for any Service, and at any Place.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. Compound Engine and Generator

Heisler Electric Co.

Manufacturing

"" Constructing

Electrical

Engineers.

OFFICE: 338 Drexel Building, Philadelphia.

WORKS: Clouc-ater City, N. J.

We make a. .specialty of the complete installation of our IMl'liOVKD
LONG IJISTA.VCK SKIilKS SVSTKM hHIi rcdiK-tioii voMm for
redaoing tlie voltage for donieNtic- illiiinination, and per-
mitting the use of meters if desired.

DiliEfn' A.VD ALTERNATIXG CURRENT CftXSTANT POTEN-
TIAL INCANDPJSCKNT APPARATU.S with Regulating or or<li

nary sockets, for Isolated Plants.

TRAN.SFORMER APPARATU-Softhe f.ateHt and Most Improved
Type.

SERIES LA.MPS for use on ,\rc CircaitH, or any current and
candle power, and to fit any MerleM NocketM.

a (J. FAN .MOTORS l-6tl. and l-l;ith H. I'. Any voltage.

We invite investigation of the above apparatus.

Competent Engineers furnished to make estimates.

FERRACUTE MACHINE C0.,«'*^sn°7itio'^-«-^-

FOOT AND POWER PRESSES, DIES
A.\l» OTHER !«HKKT METAI. TOOLS.

They make a number of Presses especially adapted for ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL WORK,
Please send for illuslrated prices describing 200 kinds of Presses,

Dies for Armature Discs, etc.

HART SWITCHES.
SINGLE AND DOUBLE POLE.

THE ONLY Snap Switch that has

PROVEN A SUCCESS.

FOR SALE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES.
30 AmpereDouble Pole Switch.

TleHarl&HiigeMnMfg.[!fl„HariM,Ciii.

W.S.EDWARDSMFG. CO.,
MANUI'ACniKKRS OP

ELECTROLIERS,
Combination Fixtures,

Electric and Combination Brackets.

p:xclusive de.sign.s.

low prices.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

86 and 88 West Lake Street, Chicago.
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RICH COLD MINES.
I have 111 my hauds two gold mines easily ncces>i-

Ible, io the Uoitod States o£ Colombia, Sooth Ame-
rica, with ore of tho most eitraordlnary richness,
some of which carries as much as three thousand
dollars (?:J,000) in gold to the ton, and all being
of high grade.
These mines are of ancient discovery, and were

worked with grent profit for a long period, being
only nbandoiic'l on nccDunt of political troubles
before and after the War of liberation.

These troubles have been happily settled for
over a quarter of a century, and the Colombian
Republic is based upon the theory of and similar
to our own i^'^vernment, with civil and relij^rious

liberty and equal rijihts to all, and ia a3 stable as
any government in the world.
These mines are si richly endowed with aurifer-

ous material, from the easily-worked sand, gravel,
and dirt (carrying virgin dust and nuggets"), to the
fissure veins of free milling quartz, that when
properly equipped a profit of ten thousand dollars
(?in,0nO) a day, or over three million dollars {$3,-

onil,000) annually is a very low aod conservative
estimate.
There is an abundance of timber and unfailing

water power, with a genial and healthy climate.
It ie proposed to organize this property on a

basis of five million dollars($5,000,000), upon which
there can be dividends earned of fiO per cent, or
more, and the parties furnishing the original cap-
ital, in small or large sums, for this organization,
which will be about twenty-five thousand dollars
($'2.5,000), will be let in on a basis of two and a half
cents (2'/io.)on the dollar, with the privilege of
purchasing pro rata at five cents (5c.) on thedollar,
a Bufflclent amount to give them a controlling inter-
est if they so desire.
There is also Ihe right of prl^r possession to

double the amount of contiguous land.
The poverty of the owners of this property, be-

ing land poor. Is the reason of this unusual offer,
and they will retain ns much of the property as
(hey possibly can. parting with only what Is necee-
sary in order to work it.

Situated m the Jurisdiction of Simite, District
of Guamaco, Province of Mompos, State of Bolivar.
An experienced miner who has been over and

thoroughly examined the property, says more
gold is there than in (he entire State of California,
while another says so creat is the evidence of min-
eral wealth I sometimes doubted my own sanity,
and were I to tell California and Colorado miners
even n tithe of what I actually saw, I would be
branded as a foolish liar or raving maniac.

L. BRECKINRIDGE CABELL,
63 Broadway, NEW YORK,

All Inoandescent laamps
(jlVF. LKillT OF iSOlIlO KlNi>.

((BUCKEYE
-- excels in the constant^ pure white" light which it produces. The coiled,

filament adds to the lighting effect.

Shipments direct from Chicago stock.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, O.
437 "The nookcry,"

<:iii(;a4.o.
oil Mail and ExprPHX Biiildinij;.

MEW VOItK.

NOW READY

!

"Westerit Electriciait

LAMP LIGHTING SCHEDULE,
PRICE 26 CENTS.

Moonlisht System for 1893.
Copy of Moonlight Schedule sent free to every new subscriber to the

Western Electrician and with each copy of "New Dynamo Tender's

Hand-book," by Lieut. F. B. Eadt. Price of book, §i.oo.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHIIMC CO.,
6 Lakeside Building, Chicago, III.

Arc I
FOR ARC,

INCANDESCENT AND

RAILROAD CIRCUITS.

T
Waterhouse, Gamble & Co.,

OFFICE: FAOTOET:
45 Broadn-ay, New \'ork. Ilnrtford, Conn.

Send for Catalogue and Full Information.

BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT!

THI SLECTRIDAL MFC, COMPAKY, OCOHTO, WIS.
Any Voltage or Candle Power.

FILAMENTS WITH OR WITHOUT HOOKS.

MINIMUM CURRENT CONSUMPTION, with

MAXIMUM CANDLE POWER AND LIFE.

Lamps for all Systems.

DMCT CURRENT LAMPS.

ALTERNATING CURRENT LAMPS.

RAILWAY CIRCUIT LAMPS.

Before iMtrchaHlnc; elnenhrre Mend in n trial ortler tor Brilliants.
LampR fiirnlslicd to conNuniors in qiinntitic8 nt f&ctorj' pricoB.

( CHICACO:-Wm. Hood & Co., 239 La Salle Street.

AGENCIES:] MILWAUKEEi-E. C. IVIullen, Manager.
(tHOMASVILLE, CA.:-J. B. E, Love, Managerc
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SUPPLY HOUSES TAKE NOTICE!
Having: taken up the manufacture of several first-class Electrical Speci-

alties, I would be pleased to receive cataloa:ues and other printed matter.

A. H. ATWOOD. 166-174 S. Clinton St., GHICABO.

INSULLAC
SAVES TIME, LABOR AND MONEY.

This is no charitable institution, and you

can readily understand that^while^vveare help-

ing you, we propose to assist ourselves more

or less.

If you are satisfied that we can furnish

you with the best Insulating Compound on the

market, send in your order for INSULLAC.

Massachusetts Chemical Company,
8 OliTCr Street, BOSTOJT.

60 and 62 Broadway, HEW YORK.
S23 Monadnock B'dg., CHICAGO.

C. S. KNOWLES, Selling Agent,
7 Ai'cli Street. BOSTOIK.

RUSSELL,Ji»L
An Automatic Switcli.

Soud for 01roixlc».r.

RUSSELL & OFFICER,
173.', Champa St., Denver, Colo.

EDWARD R. GRIER,
Monadnock Buikliog. Chicago.

L. BRECKINRIDGE CABELL
53 Broadway, NEW YORK, Room 1 7.

Lands, Securities and Industrial Enterprises; Total Issues

of Corporate, Municipal and County Bonds Taken; Municipal

Debts Consolidated and Refunded at lower rates; Railroads

Built and Equipped; Electric Roads Built and Equipped;

Street Railroads using Horse power changed to Electric Roads.

Waterproof Insulating Compounds.

Armature Varnish and Waterproof Insulating Tape.
THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY,

2 Liberty Street, New York. 542 "The Rookery,' Chicago.

INTERIOR CONDUITS Tlie Solition of tie ProWein of Safe ^mim
ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS

\Vlierever and for whatsoever purpose employed, is to
be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IHTERIOR AND DHDERGRODND

C03STID"CriT'S
MANOFACTUBED BT

GONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
u;nBK5.3 527 to 631 W. 34th St.,
WUKKS.-j B26to528W. 35thSt.,

^#J General Olces: 12 & 44 Broad St,, Hew York.

trade-mark;

ThoB. Day & Co.j 322 Satter St., San FranclBco, Cal.

Moantain Electric Co., Dflnver Co!o.
American Elect. SupplyCo.,2-.i6 Pearl St., Baffalo.N Y.
Patoam, (iay & Co , 27 E. Main bt , Rochester, N. Y.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. Hh St., Cincinnati, O.
Chae. Wabriel, Saginaw, Mich.
Southern Electrical Mfg. & Snpply Co.,

110 Baroone St., New Orleans, La.
Walbjr & Kepler, 531 Chestnut St , Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Construction Co., Pitteburgh, P».
Soathern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111.

Utica Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF
HEROVLES" S WITCHES for Arc and Power Circuits.

-'UTICA" QUICK BBEAK—ASSOLUTC LOCK-KNIFE SWITCHES for any
voltage and amperes.

AUTOMATIC MAGAZINE FUSE BOXES.

SIMPLEX, DUPLEX and QUADRUPUX LIGHTNINO ARRESTERS for
Power, Telephone and Lighting Circuits.

MAST ARMS and POLE STANDS.
CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for Generators, Motors and Dynamos.

CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS.
Also General Dealers In ELECTRIC LIGHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

,h^Is.5jS?;I« P H O'S P H O R-B R O N Z

E

REC.TRADE MARKS. INGOTS, CASTINGS, WIRE, S HEET &C.

The Phosphor BRONZE Smelting Co.LiMiTED
512 Arch St. Philadelphia PA.U.S.A.

, ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS OF PHOSPHOR-
» Bronze intheUnited States and Sole
" Makers of"ELEPHANT BRAND"Phosphor-Bronze,

BELLS BJLTXERIES.
SPECIAL PRICES ON LARGE QUANTITIES.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.,
Corner Thames and Greenwich Sts„

NEW YORK.
227 to 376 South Clinton Street,

CHICAGO.
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Westinshouse Electric and Mf£. Co.,

I*it-t;s)D"u.rgli, Fa..

TO THE USERS OF INCANDESCENT LAMPS:

The shipment of oiir new stopper lamps will begin early in Janiiary. In making
this announcement, and in quoting prices, we take pleasure in giving particulars which
will indicate some of the many advantages the users of our apparatus will enjoy.

First. The new lamps are made in separable parts so that the carbon burners may be
replaced, and the glass parts used repeatedly, and their bases being moulded of uniform size

to fit a specially designed socket, the lamps are neater in appearance than the all glass-

globe form.

Second. The carbon burners will be preserved by an attenuated atmosphere of nitro-

gen, and their candle-power maintained more nearly constant than heretofore by means of a
recent important discovery.

Third. Special sockets of neat design will be employed for these lamps, and special

fittings will be supplied at five cents each, which will adapt any of the forms of sockets now
in use to receive the new lamps, thereby bringing about exact uniformity in lamp bases.

Fourth. By reason of the manufacture of the lamps by special machinery and im-
proved methods, by the use of nitrogen for preserving the carbons, and by means of pumping
and charging apparatus recently perfected, WE HAVE BEEN ABLE TO SO REDUCE THE
COST OF MANUFACTURE AS TO FIX OUR PRICES FOR 8, 10 and 16 CANDLE POWER
LAMPS AT 30 CENTS EACH, SUBJECT TO A DISCOUNT OF 10 PER CENT. TO OUR CEN-
TRAL STATION CUSTOMERS, and to others from 2yi per cent, vipward, according to

quantity, WITH AN ALLOWANCE OF 10 CENTS FOR EVERY BURNED-OUT LAMP RE-
TURNED UNBROKEN to any one of our factories, making the net cost OF RENEWALS FOR
THE 8, 10 and 16 CANDLE POWER LAMPS 17 CENTS to our central station customers.
For 20 and 25 candle power lamps the prices will be 35 cents each, subject to the same
discovint and allowance for burned out lamps.

By long and careful tests, and by the use of a large number of these lamps in our
works, we have demonstrated that the new lamp will have greater advantages for users
than the Edison lamp or any of those heretofore upon the market.

The importance of the improvements in manufacture by which we have been enabled
to ofler these lamps at so low a price will be appreciated by all users who are aware of the
constant deterioration in the carbon burners, and of the fact that the real commercial effici-

ency of a lamp is its average efficiency. With a constant amount of electric current the or-

dinary 16 candle power lamps rapidly fall below 10 candle power from deterioration of the
carbon, when they must be renewed; and it results from this, that the users, with cheaper
lamps will get from 15 to 20 per cent, more light from a given expenditure of electricity by
a more frequent renewal of lamps than is now customary. Thus the low cost of the lamps
may be made to add to the revenue of a lighting station in one of two ways, viz., either by
giving a greater lighting capacity at the present cost of lamp renewals, or by actual saving
in the cost of lamps with renewals made at the present period of renewal.

The problem of manufacturing a sufficient number of lamps to siipply the entire
demands expected from the users of electric light is a difficult one to meet quickly. We are
preparing to turn out from 15,000 to 20,000 lamps daily, and in addition to this to renew the
carbons in returned burned-out lamps to any extent that may be required. During the
month of January we expect to be able to take care of all of our customers who must have
the new lamps, and rapidly thereafter to fill all the orders with which we may be favored.

We are also contemplating the erection, as the business develops, of "renewal
stations" in all large cities such as New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, Cincinnati and
St. Louis, thereby reducing the cost of shipment and return of lamps for renewals, and still

farther reducing the net cost of the lamps to our customers.

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company,

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
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STANDARD SGREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANTTFACTUBBD BY

W^M. BROOKFIELD,
SUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

WHAT OTHERS THIHX.
Haktey, III., Dec. 16, 1S92,

Gestlemek:—"^e caunot say too much regardinR the Elkhart Converter. We have n large number
on onr circuits, and without an exception they have proved satisfactory. They are easy to install;

neat in appearance: waterproof; raechaaically aud electrically perfect and of high average efficiency.

They hold the hiijhest place in our esteem. Yours very truly,

(Signed) HARVEY TRANSIT COilPANY,
By P. L- Wells, Electrician.

Metropolis, III., Jan, 10, 1893.
GEXxLEiiEK:—In reply to your inquiry in reference to the Elkhart Converter, we have to say that

they are the easiest erected and give the best satisfaction of any that we have used.
Yours very truly,

(Signed) Thos. L, Davis, Supt., City of Metropolis Electric Lt. Plant.

We get similar reports from every customer.

''Better get into the band wagon with the boys."

WHATDOYOUTHIHK?
ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,

S-SiS lv^a,a.iscn Street, Citicag-o.

Tk Osliorne Steam Enpeerim Co,,
' £A'Q1X£EBS.

Rooms 714-715, 167 Dearborn iSt., - Chicago.
Representative work now in coarse of construc-

tion, 2 000 H. P. Heat, Light and Power Plant for
thePabstHeat, Light A Power Co.,SIilwa»ikee, Wis.

Those who contemplate the construction of simi-
lar plants on improved and economical lines will
do well to communicate with us. First, be sure
jou will get the best, then go ahead.

H. E. PAINE,
Es-Commissiouer uf Patents.

PATENTS.
PAINE & LADD, Attorneys at Law,

Loan and Trust Building,

ANGIER & KENNARD,
SELLIXO AGENTS FOE

Electrical, Mill and Railvtay Supplies.
n^,^,^n.n.,m,.,n (THE Bl TLEK HAB1» RIBBER TO.),, 1, ,

fiEPRESEKTlNG: \ the nkw york ri'bber co.
\ New York.

( F. H. l,OVEL,E & CO. )

Sig Iiona.d.rLOcl^ Blocl^, C^Tr^lC^J^^O.

E. M. HATHEWAY,
Electrical Engineer,

Plans, Specifications. Supervision, Tests,

Expert Advice on all Electrical Subjects.

427 -The Rookerj," Cliieago.

I=»XJIIU

SAL-AMMONIAC.
Gaaraoteed Over 99 Per Cent. Pare.

Non-Condacllve Blocks,
Rogeltes and Bates for

Cut-Outs and Switches.

Also Insulators, Cleats,

Lamp Trimmings and other
Electrical Supplies.

Our profJacUon Ls a dense
r^odj. The glazlnjT and body
fit otir ware are at same rom-
P'jflltlon. and arr; t^afeed alike,
which ar*- ih^^ f*^tar*-5 ol

Troe Hard Porcelain.

EMPIRE
CHINA
WORKS,

m t« 156 Green S

flreon PoiDt,

KltOOKLVS. N.Y

lit

TRANSFORMER
VOLTS
WATTS

DIAMOND

TRANSFORMER.
HIGH FFFICIENCY.

LEAKAGE CURRENT LOW,

REGULATION WITHIN 2^.

3-POIST i^EPABABI/E COIIiS.
Absolutely GUARANTEED against LIGHT-
NING and all ELECTRICAL DISABLE-
JIENT not due to carelessness or misman-
agement on the part of nser.

Sent to any responsible concern on
30 days' trial.

GENERAL SELLING AGENTS;

TAYLOR, &00DBOE & AMES,
S27 Monadnock Block. CHICAGO, ILL

FOR SALE.
Tliree S5-Lisht Waterliouse Dynamos.
One SOOLight Brush.
Two 65-Ltglit Van Depoele Arc Dynamos.
One 600-Light United States Alternator.
One coo-Light United States, 110 volt.

Fifteen 1,200-C. P. Bnnh Arc Lamps.
Sixty No. 16 Brush Arc Lamps.

Rose Electric Light Supply Co.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
BRANCH: Electrical Excliang .-Building, Nev)Yorl<.

All Sizes

aw
QualitiesMICA

For Electrical Pmrposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
21s Water Street, Slew York.

W. H. SILLS, 86 Late Street, CHICAGO, ILL-

i MERICAN HIGH SPEED ENGINE
ir built of any required size and powe
up to 200 H. P., for all stationary and ma
rine purposes. Makes 1,000 or more revo
lutions per minute. Has no dead centers
Unequaled regulation.

Economical! Simple! Durable!
For illustrated catalogue inclose 10 cents

in stamps and address .Ameeicas Engine
Co., 44 Raritan Ave., Bound Brook, N. J.

SAMSON BRAIDED CORD.
Is the most dura-
ble for hanging
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, C<iv
ering Field

MflOTiets, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Sample.^ and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE "WOKKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOaTON.

SAL AMMONIAC
(ELKCTRIC BKAJS'D)

ForElectrical Purposes
Guaranteed 98/99% and free of lead and ii-on.

If you want the best quality ask yoiu' dealer

for this brand. Imported by

A^KLIPSTEIN, 1 22 Pearl St., NewYork.

"VT^oi^miinsroTonsr S60,435 Horse l£*oyjv&i:

HENRY R. WORTHINCTON,
03 anil '.ir, LnkcSt-.CIIIf .\r;i). si; :iiicl 88 I.ibertySt., NEW YOItK.

I'.osTri.v. priii,.\i)i-;i.i'ni.\. .st. Loci.s. denvkk. e::

BRYANT ELECTRIC CO.,

SOME
OK THE

ARTICLES
WE

tmldm,

you SHOULD
HAVE on;

CATALOGDE.

Woslern Office:

1522 M'lnadnock

RniliJin;;.

THOS. G. GRIER,

Wostorn Mgr.

Factory: Bridgeport, Codd.

Slock kept in Chicago.

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIKECT-

DKIVEN" Slow-Speed Gener-

ators for Electric lighting and

Power. LowRunningExpen.se,

Insulated Wire and Flexible

('ords. Estimates furnished.

Isolated Plants a specialty.

^C"-^

PHILADELPHIA, BOl Girard Building

BUFFALO, SOTorraoo.

WORKH AT BKIUOEPUBT, CONW.
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Electricity at the World's Fair.
At last the Western Electrician is enabled to give a

view of the southern pavilion of the electricity building,

showing the elaborately decorated hemicycle, although it

is impossible to reproduce the vivid coloring used by the

decorators. This semi -circular space will contain the

statue of Franklin and maybe consilered the principal

entrance to the building. In a description of the structure

written for this journal by the architects, Van Brunt &
Howe of Kansas City, near-

ly two years ago, this para-

graph occurs;

The south pavilion is a
hemicycle or niche, 7S feet

in diameter and 103 feet

high. This niche is covered

by a half dome with ribs

and decorations in relief, the

Corinthian order being car-

ried around the walls of

the niche. The opening
of this niche is framed by
a semi-circular arch, the im-

post of which is supported
by four full Corinthian

columns continuous with the

order of the facades. This
arch is crowned by a gable

or pediment with smaller

gables on the returns, and
surmounted by an attic,

the whole reaching the

height of 142 feet. In the

center of this niche, upon
a lofty pedestal, is a colos-

sal statue of Franklin,

whose illustrious name inti-

mately connects the early

history of the republic with

one of the most important

discoveries made in the

phenomena of electricily.

In order to carry out this

idea, on the frieze of the

great order around the niche

appears the Latin inscrip-

tion, "Eripuit cttlo fulmen
sceptrumque tyrannis."

The view of the lower

portion of the hemicyle,

Fig. I, is somewhat im-

peded by the snow on the

ground and several freight

cars. The latter serve to

give an excellent compari-

son of distances, however.

In Fig. 2 is given a glimpse

of the eastern facade of

the building, facing the

lagoon separating it from

the manufactures building,

showing the Corinthian

columns and profuse orna-

mentation.

Chief Barrett has ap-

pointed Willis Hawley

electrical engineer to the

department of electricity.

Mr. Hawley has recently

had charge of a central

station in Urbana, O., and was formerly with the Western

Electric company. He entered upon the discharge of his

new duties last week.

The Westinghouse oflice building, south of machinery

hall, is now enclosed, and will be ready for occupancy in a

few weeks.

The Morgan Engineering company's electric traveling

crane in machinery hall is now in operation. This crane is

in the northern row of arches and Is made conspicuous by

white paint and bold lettering. It is of 20 tons' c;ipacity

and is operated by seven Thomson-Houston iron-clad

motors.

Two of the large dynamos which are intended for the

incandescent lighting plant at the World's Fair were placed

n exhibition at the works of the Westinghouse company

in Allegheny last week, and were shown in operation to-

gether with the new Westinghouse lamp. These dynamos

were illustrated and described in the Western Elec-

trician October S, 1S92, and the lamp was illustrated ex-

clusively in this journal October 22, 1S9::. The exhibition

last week was the first opportunity afforded the public of

examining the apparatus the company will use in lighting

the fair buildings.

Those who are familiar with the ins and outs of the dis-

issue of this week
iinocapoliA Expoii-

rmTrrrroMiTr»TvTiyrrm ; . , i , . . ., rrrrrrrr

I am greatly intt-rcstcd in the sketch in vour 13

of the "Proposed Ediaon I-isht Tower at (nc Mii ^_„ ^ ._,

lion,"' more especially because, having the rcsponsibiJit/ of design-
ing and erecting this tower, I am stilfundccidcd ai* to nearly all the
detail which your sketch purports to illustrate. I congratulate you
upon the vividn.;5s of the imayination of your artist, and only regret
that his idea and my own should have happened to be entirely dis-
similar, and that hi3 picture of this feature of the coming exposition
fails entirely to give your readers an adequate conception of the
magnitude and beauty of the proposed structure and its surround-
ings.

Both these unreliable batches of information came from
the same source, the artist whose name appears on the il-

lustrations. In the case of
the Minneapolis tower the
disclosure was simply imag-
inative and premature; in

the present case of the Chi-
cago fountains it is both
imaginative and inaccurate,
and also a breach of faith.

I presume it will be charac-
terized as "newspaper en-
terprise"—the sort of enter-
prise that, when it cannot
print a genuine interview,
prints an imaginary one,

I believe it was the cele-

brated A. Ward who once
said: "I had rather no
nothing at all than to no
what ain't so."

ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLDS FAIR.

cussion in relation to the electric fountains at the World's

Fair will sympathi/.e with Mr. Stiertnger, the designer, in

his indignation over the Ridiculous botch that appeared in

\\iQ Elccln'ajl IVorU oi last week as the result of an at-

tempt to describe this feature of the exposition. Referring

to this subject in a letter seat to the Western Electri-

cian Mr. Stieringer says:

Reliable news regarding the progress of the plans for

the World's Columbian Exposition is now of much im-
portance to many electrical readers. The .ittempt of the
Electrical World oi this week to show in advance of the
proper time of publication features which have not yet
been decided upon regarding the proposed illuminated
fountains recalls a similar effort by tlie same paper less

than three years ago. .\tthat time I sent to the EUctri.\-il

World {qx publication the following letter, which never
appeared in its columns;

World's Electrical
Congress.

The advisory council of

the World's Electrical Con
gress met Thursday, Jan-

uary 17th, at the Amer-
ican Institute of Electrical

Engineers, New York.

Prof. Elisha Gray presided,

and Herbert Laws Webb
acted as secreiar)* in the

absence of Prof. Carhart.

The following named
gentlemen were also in

attendance: Prof. William

A. Anthony, Prof. Charles

R. Cross, Dr. Louis Dun-
can, Dr. William Gtyer,

Carl Hering, George A.

Hamilton, Prof. F. B.

Crocker, A. E. Kennelly,

T. D. Lockwood, T. C.

Martin, George M. Phelps,

Dr. M. I, Pupin, R. W.
Pope, Prof. H. A. Rowland.

It was decided that the

World's Electrical Congress

should begin August 2ist

and last one week.

It was also decided that

the congress should consist

of two chambers, of which

the legislative chamber

shall decide on units, names

of units, and standards,

and shall be composed en-

tirely of delegates named

by their respective governments. The following appor-

tiontment of delegates was made : Great Britain, France,

Germany, Austro-IIungary. United States, 5 each; Bel-

gium, Italy, Switzerland, 3 each; Holland, Denmark,

Norway and Sweden, Russia, Spain, 2 each; Portuga*,

British North America, Australian Colonies, India, Japan,

China, Mexico, Brazil, Chili, Peru, Argentine Republic,

I each; making a total of 55 official delegates.

The chairman was authorised to appoint committees on

papers and programrae.invitations.finance and an executive

committee.

The committee on papers and programme shall consist

of eight numbers whose duly it shall be to invite, receive

and consider papers and other documents relating to the

work to be brought before the congress and to formulate
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a programme. The preliminary reports of the American

and English committees were referred to this committee.

The committee on invitations is to consist of five mem-

bers, who shall select and recommend to the chairman the

names of electricians, electrical engineers and others who

shall be members of the congress. The committee will

co-operate with the foreign committees. In addition to

invitations to deliberating and voting members of the

congress it was decided to extend a general invitation

through the electrical journals to the public, to attend the

meetings.

The executive committee will be composed of five mem-

bers, and %vill have full power to act for the advisory

council. The question of charging a fee for membership

FIG. 2. ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLDS FAIR.

of the congress and fixing the amount was referred to

this committee.

The finance committee will contain three members and

like the other committees will be appointed by the chair-

man.

Novel Trolley Arrangement.

The new overhead trolley electric railway in South

Staffordshire, England, is distinguished by a new trolley

arrangement, shown in the accompanying cuts, which are

reproduced from London Industries. The trolley wires and

feeders are carried on neat iron poles, which are Hght, strong

and flesible. Iron arms are attached to carry the wires.

The feeders sre b'tumen insulated and lead sheathed,

and armored with steel tape, and thetrolley wires are bare

copper. 31 inches in diameter. The trolley rod arrange-

ment is pecaliar. As will be seen from Figs, i, 2 and 3,

it projects from the side of the top of the car. and is

swiveled, so that by altering its horizontal angle with the

car it can adapt itsslf to varying distances between the

trolley wire and the rails. The object of this arrangement

is to obviate the necessity of having the trolley wire directly

over the center of the track, and to allow it to make fairly

sharp angles where the tracks sweep around curves. By

this means the necessity for a complicated system of

"frogs" and "pull-overs" to make the trolley wire follow

the exact curves of the track is avoided. This is a great

improvement, says our English contemporary, provided

that it will work well in practice after continued use. Trol-

leys always evince a strong inclination to jump off the wire,

aad this tendency will be by no means lessened by running

them vith an oblique pull. The details of the trolley arc

shown in Figs, i and 2, It will be seen that (he groove is

like that of a rope pulley, and there is an oil vessel below,

wiih a wick for keeping the wheel thoroughly lubricated.

The cars arc of the two-decker type, and are 22 feet long,

weighing about six tons, with motor mechanism complete.

Single reduction gear =« ^vA. fhc power varying up to

about 30 horse power

The Thomson Recording Watt Meter.'

By Farmalee J. McFadden,
In this paper on the Thomson recording watt meter I

will endeavor to give briefly a description of its phys-
ical characteristics, and the electrical principles underlying
its design, and will avoid any discussion of its abstract

mathematical equations, as my instructions from your lit-

erary committee were to prepare a paper that would not

take long in its reading, and yet would give those of you
who are not familiar with the meter a clear idea of its con-

stiuction and application in commercial practice.

In designing this meter several essentials had to be
strictly observed: First, the meter must be theoretically

correct in principle; second, it must be of the simplest

possible construction; third, it must be easy to install and
to maintain in operation; fourth, it must be accurate

throughout its range; fifth, it must be automatic. In ad-

dition to these requisites it was the aim of the inventor

that the meter should operate with equal facility and ac-

curacy on circuits of either direct or alternating currents,

and it was his opinion that such a meter should be a motor
meter; that is to say that it should be actuated by the

same energy which it measured, avoiding, for instance, the

necessity, as in clock meters, of winding up the mechan-
ism at stated intervals.

Briefly, then, this meter consists merely of a simple
skeleton motor, having no iron either in armature or field.

The fields, which consist of two coils, one on either side

of the armature, are connected in series with the lamps or

motor, whose absorption of energy they are to measure,
all the current in use passing through these field coils.

The armature, which is of the Siemens drum type, is hol-

low, and is made of a fibre cylinder, over which the coils

are wound. On the end of the shaft of the armature is a
silver commutator, on which rest flexible bronze brushes,
provided with silver contact pieces. The armature is

shunted across the circuit in the manner of a lamp, and to

cut down its current a high resistance of fine wire is con-
nected in series with it, the whole forming a pressure coil

whose current varies with the voltage of the system.

It will readily be seen, therefore, that as the field varies

with the current, and the armature with the pressure, the

speed of the motor will vary directly with the energy or

watts in use, which is of course the ideal method of meas-
urement.

Friction would, however, sericusly affect the accuracy
of those results were it not compensated for. This is ac-

complished by taking off the armature circuit beyond the

fields. Thus there is a slight constant field, independent of

that created by the current flowing to the lamps, caused by
the flow of the armature current through the field coils. On
very low loads, where friction is a strong factor, this

''shunt" or constant field forms a comparatively consider-

able percentage of the total field and torque, thus nicely

balancing the meter against friction, whilst on medium
and high loads both friction and the shunt field become so
insignificant a percentage of the total load and torque that

their influence cannot be detected and may be neglected.

Another essential fealure of the meter deserves descrip-

tion; namely, the slowing mechanism or means for loading

the meter. The necessity for this retarding mechanism is

too apparent to need explanation, and has been fully ap-
preciated by all makers of recording motor meters. In the
Thomson meter this is accomplished in the most simple
and satisfactory manner by placing on the shaft a thin disk

of copper, some little distance below the armature. This
disk rotates between the poles of three permanent magnets.
The fields of these magnets generate Foucault or eddy cur-

rents in the disk, thus forming a considerable drag or load

on the motor, which is constant and proportionate in its

action. Thus it will be seen that, neglecting friction,

which, as we have noted, is compensated for, the meter is

proportionate throughout, for torque is directly propor-

tionate to the product of current in armature and fields,

The electric street railway company and the electric

lighting company of Ithaca, N. Y,, have sold ihcir slock

to a syndicate from Scranlon, I'a, The capital stock of

the old street rai!v?ay company, $25, cx*. has been in-

creased to Ir;', 000. The lighting company's slock will

remain at $50,000, TTic two corporations are to be con-

tioae<l with the same officers and directors in both.

FIGS. I AND 2. NOVF.L THOLI.KY AKRAKGI'.MKNT.

which equals amperes x volts—that is. torque is directly

proportionate to power or watts passing the meter. Speed
is directly proportionate to torque, and ihc retarding effect

or generation of current in the disk is directly propor-

tionate lo the speed. Therefore, the theory of the instru-

ment is consistent and correct throughout.

Another good feature of the meter is that the drag or
load is considerable, hence friction, which is the only
varying quantity, forms, even on light loads, but a small

proportion of total retarding effect.

The indications of the meter arc shown in watt hours
on the dial, the first wheel of whose train engages with a

worm on the shaft, thus connecting it with the revolutions

/, Head l/cforc the Oilca^o Klcctric Club, January i(^, lEt-yj.

of the armature. The five dials of the whole train will

record up to 10,000,000 watt hours, that is to say, approxi-
mately 200,000 lamp hours, and it is only then that the
dials all come back to zero. This for the smaller sized

meters without constants. The largest sizes will register

as high as 360 million watt hours before reaching zero
again.

By aa examination of the dial it will at once be appa-
rent that the friction absorbed in actuating the recording
mechanism is so small as to be negligible, as the power
required is so slight that it is scarcely possible to move with
the finger the first gear, which engages with the worm on
the shaft so slowly as not to see the first dial hand move,
aud yet when the meter is running at full load this motion
of the dial hand is not discernible. Here then is one of
the two possible chances for friction, reduced to practi-

cally zero.

It is essential that a motor meter have a slow rate of
revolution so that no possible resistance can be introduced
by reason of friction of the gears of the train or on the
lower and only bearing. To accomplish this and still to
use the same recording mechanism on all meters, the larger
size meters are made of such electrical dimensions that

their rate of revolution will be i 2, 1-3, i 6, etc., slower
than their normal, thus keeping the revolution of all

"^^^^^^i^^^^^^F^^

FIG. 3. NOVEL TROLLEY ARRANtJEMENT.

meters down to about sixty revolutions per minute at full

load, and consequently lengthening the life of the meter.
In such cases the corresponding constants of 2, 3, 6, etc.,

are marked on the dial by which the readings are to be
multiplied. These constants are uniform throughout any
given sized meter.

The only other point in which friction might appear is

at the bearing on which the lower end of the vertical arma-
ture shaft rests. This, again, is reduced practically to

zero by having the shaft's point hardened, very carefully

ground, and highly polished, and in having the bearing
made of sapphire. This jewel is inserted in the end of a
brass screw which passes through the bed plate of the

meter.

If the jewel should, by reason of a continual vibrating

or pounding of the shaft upon it, become cracked, the

point of the shaft would become worn and the meter run
slow. To prevent the occurrence of this, the jewel set-

ting is mounted on a small spiral spring contained in the

hollow screw, and this permits of the bearings following

every motion of the shaft and presents no rigid surface

upon which the vibrating shaft can deliver a sufficient

blow to do any damage. The calibration of the meter is

readily and effectively accomplished by moving the poles of

the permanent magnets toward or away from the peri-

phery or center of the disk, thus increasing or decreasing

its speed until it becomes synchronous with the standard
instrument.

We have seen by the description just given that the

theory of the Thomson recording wattmeter is necessarily

mathematically correct, save for that slight error, which is

induced by friction on the lower loads. We have also

seen that this error is reduced to an almost negligible

quantity by connecting the armature into the circuit in

such a manner that the current passing to the armature
passes first through the field coils, thus giving a certain

initial torque which is present at all times, and which on
low loads forms a considerable portion of the total torque;

this initial torque being so proportioned as to almost ab-

solutely balance friction, the meter being in fact poised

when entirely free from loads.

It may have occurred to some that as the size of the

meter increases, so would the number of turns in the field

decrease, and therefore a mi:ter of 100 lights capacity

would not have the same amount of initial field due to the

armature current passing through the series coils, as would
a meter of small capacity. Strictly speaking, and were no
provision made for it, this would be quite true, but in

cases of this kind the initial torque is maintained by the

insertion of what is termed the shunt field coil, wound in-

side of one or even in some cases of both the series field

coils. In cases of this kind the current passing through
the shunt (icld acts in unison with and in the same direc-

tion as the scries fields, and then through the armature,

maintaining approximately the same number of initial

armature field turns and the same initial torque to counter-
balance friction.

It is this nicety of construction which enables the Thom-
son recording watt mcler, even in sizes as large as too am-
peres, actually to give a registration on loads as small as

one lamp.
No difficulty is experienced in adapting the Thomson

recording watt meter to all purposes. Its theory and its

construction arc good alike for use in all connections. Thus,
there being no iron whatever In the frame, in the armature
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in the field or cover of the meter, its accuracy remains un-
changed with the same calibration, whether it be installed

on alternating or direct currents, and this being true, it is,

of course, obvious that no variation in frequency can in

any way aflect the accuracy of the meter.
It may be well here to say a few words as to the watt-

hour as a unit of measurement. In the watt hour we have
what may be very honestly termed a universal unit. No
matter what variation of voltage the meter may be sub-
jected to, no matter whether operating upon power or

upon light, whether being used to measure the output from
a station or to measure the total input of electrical

energy into a house having but three lamps, the watt-hour
means the same thing.

It has been customary with many manufacturers to

adopt the ampere-hour as the unit of measurement, but
the ampere-hour, while a very good thing for ampere
meters, is in reality nomeasureraent whatever of the energy
used except atone fixed potential. It is a recognized fact

that a recording ampere meter, except at the potential for

which it is calibrated, does not accurately record the power
passing through it; and so an ampere as a unit designates

only half of the question. It indicates how much current

has been used, but to obtain results as to the amount of

Knapp Electrical Works.
lividence of the progress and prosperity of electrical en-

terprises is afforded by the growth of the great electrical

manufacturing and supply houses which may be found in

every part of the country and which have been established

and built up during the last ten years. The importance of

this industry, whether considered from the amount of capital

invested, the number of men employed or thegeneral adop-

tion of electricity and electrical devices to every day life, is

truly marvelous when it is considered that the business has

been practically developed within twenty years. This is

specially true in the case of the great supply and construc-

tion companies of the West. During the last ten years

there has been phenomenal growth in the electrical bus-

iness, especially in Chicago. An excellent example to

illuBtrate this statement may be found in the history of the

Knapp Electrical Works, which grew out of the old Rail-

way Telegraph Supply company. Like most ''electric

companies" often years ago, that concern was limited in

largest and best equipped electrical factories in the West.

Two views are presented in Figs, i and 2, showing the

general assembling room and the department for making

special devices. The manufacture of telegraph instruments

continues to form an important part of this business, but

with the growth of the other departments the relative im-

portance of this specialty has, of course, decreased. There

are several other important departments in the factory

equipped for the building of annunciators, fire alarm and

district messenger boxes, switches and rheostats, and call

bells. Each of these is under the direction of competent

men.

Like the factory, the supply department has grown rap-

idly and has necessitated many changes in the arrangement

of the establishment. Today the Knapp Electrical Works

occupy the entire building at 54 and 56 Franklin street,

illustrated in Fig, 3. It is a four story structure and is

well adapted to the business. On the ground floor are the

genera! sales room and the shipping department. A view of

. power used, it is necessary to assume [or determine the

voltage and multiply the result.

By a fotunate coincidence the basis of charge dependent

upon 1,000 watt-hours found a parallel in the familiar

basis of charge for gas. That is to say experiment has

shown that 1,000 cubic feet of gas will give about ten

times the illumination of an incandescent lamp consuming

1,000 watt-hours, and if a customer had been paying $2
for 1,000 cubic feet of gas, he would, if he were to be

charged at the same rate for bis illumination, pay 20 cents

per 1,000 watt-hours for his consumption of electricity.

The Thomson recording watt-meter is made for lighting

or power circuits of all commercial voltages, and for prim-

ary circuits of alternating current stations for measuring

the total output from an alternating machine; and for

measuring the output of direct current light or power sta-

tions in sizes from 10 amperes to an instrument as high as

600 amperes capacity, one meter thus being capable of meas-

uring the output of some of the largest generators now made.

These meters are also made to record on a singe dial

the consumption of energy from both sides of an Edison

three wire system, and to measure the power consumed by

an electric car to check the wastefulness of economy of the

motor man; in fact they ars made in about fifty-five differ-

ent forms, varying in voltage, amperage and in construc-

tion, according to the uses for which they are intended.

The City Railway company of San Francisco will build

an electric road on Mission street.

General Manager's office. Myron A. Knapp.

FIG. 4. KN.\PP ELECTRICAL WORKS.

its operations to telegraph and signaling devices, but in

this particular line it had established an excellent reputa-

tion and was doing a flourishing business. Myron A.

Knapp, who became interested in the company in 18S4,

determined to enlarge the field of operations. Accordingly

he secured control of the concern, changed the name to

the Knapp Electrical Works and engaged in manufactur-

ing as well as the general supply business. The old quar-

ters at Fulton and Union streets, Chicago, proved inad-

equate, and a store and shop were taken on Franklin

street, near Randolph.

At first only a small part of this building was occupied.

On the ground floor the offices, salesroom and storeroom

weie located. At that time, it may be mentioned, the

business did not warrant the carrying of the immense

stock which is necessary to-day. Then again, the shop

which occupied the floor above was only a small begin-

ning. A few men were employed, but at that

time it was considered quite an undertaking to

conduct a shop in connection with a supply house.

This shop, which was established on such a small scale,

has kept pace with the development of the business in

other departments, and today may be classed as one of the

Gin;.-dl oTi;;;. .T.;B. VVv),iJ.

the salesroom is presented in Fig. 4. On the second floor

are the general oflices. and in the rear are store rooms. A
view of the general ofiices, together with the private oftice

of the general manager, is also presented in Fig. 4.

The two upper floors are occupied by the factory, views of

which are given in Figs, i and 2.

The growth and prosperity of the Knapp Electrical

Works is due, in no small degree, to the energ)" and perse-

verance of the general manager, Myron A. Knapp. It

was Mr. Knapp who conceived the idea of extending the

business of the old Railway Telegraph company and mak-

ing a general electrical supply and manufacturing con-

cern out of that company. The task of forming .ind de-

veloping the new corporation rested entirely upon him,

and he has given the management of the concern his per-

sonal .ittention. Before coming to Chicigo Mr. Knapp

had been associated in the lumber business with his father.

He was born in Wisconsin and received his education at

Racine college. Mr. Knapp is a member of the Chicago

Electric club, and has (or several years been a member of

the board of managers. He enjoys the contidence and

esteem of his business associates, and is one of the most

popular members of the electrical fraternity of the West.
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J. B. Wood, assistant manager of the Ivnapp Electrical

Works, is one of the most promising' youog men in the

business. He began his electrical work in the office of the

Northwest Thomson-Houston Electric company at St.

Paul in the fall of iSSS, and as he at once showed an apti-

tude for the work, was given a responsible position on the

road after be had been engaged with the company but a

few months. In iSgo Mr. Wood came to Chicago to

accept a lucrative position on the road for the Great

Western Electric Supply company, with which institution

he was connected until July, iSg2, when he entered the

Knapp Electrical Works as assistant manager.

Merritt B. Austin, who occupies the position of special

agent of the Knapp Electrical Works, is about 24 years of

age. He began his experience in the electrical business

sis years ago in the employ of the Western Electric com-

pany. Daring the six years of his connection with the

Western Electric company he gained a large experience in

the business, and has been particularly successful as a

salesman.

through the measuring bottles, but this was soon found to

be not only mipracticable, but unnecessary, and a high
resistance circuit, of which the measuring bottle formed a

part, was connected in shunt with the main line, so that

only a small percentage of the current measured was
conducted through the bottles.

Numerous experiments have proved that absolutely

accurate measurements can be obtained, even in cases of

very small amounts of current, by passing"a loon of

lower space were placed the heavy conductors, extending
from one side to the other. The ends of these conductors
were set in binding posts made to admit and secure the
main circuit wires. To these binding posts the small wires
of the shunt circuit were fastened. This smaller circuit in-

cluded a resistance coil and the measuring bottles, the
latter being connected in circuit by flexibles provided with
binding posts at the loose end to be fastened to the rods of
the electrodes in the bottles.

Edison Meter.'

By John F. Gilchrist.

With the first appearance of electricity upon the market

of the world as a commercial commodity came the demand
for an electricity meter. Business men were interested and
enthusiastic over this new force which was attracting the

attention of so many of their scientific brethren. They
were anxious to see it developed and to assist in procuring

the benefits which would result to the world, but when the

time came to offer it to them as an article of commerce,
something to assist them in their business and for which

they must pay, they were none the less exacting. If

electricity was on the market to be bought and sold as

merchandise, there must be some way devised to measure

it, or placing it in some tangible form, so that it could be

transferred from one to another for a price, so that buyers

wonld know whether they were getting the full worth of

their money or not. Here was a hard nut for the electrical

men to crack—but crack it they must, for all the plans for

doing business without a means of exact measurement were

showing defects and proving unsatisfactory both to

producer and consumer. A meter must be devised.

Naturally, in their labors in this direction their first

thoughts were something like this: In what ways does

this current make its force known which are subject to

control and observation? By what fads can an idea of its

force be estimated? It creates heat in conductors, it excites

magnets, it decomposes water and by combined chemical

and mechanical application of this last law it will deposit

metal from one plate' or electrode to another. This last

named action of the current, known as electrolysis, was
the one with which it was most easy to experiment, and it

was soon found that the quantity of metal deposited by a

given current in a given time was constant, and that the

FIG, I. KNArP ELECTRICAL WORKS,

the entire current through the measuring bottles, and from
that up to 110,10 in the case of heavy currents.

In theory this might be carried out to infinity, and even
in practice to a much smaller amount than already indi-

cated, if the most favorable conditions of operation could
always be relied upon, but under ordinary conditions it

is unsafe for the obvious reason that any slight increase of

resistance which may occur in the bottle shunt creates ari

error which is greatly magnified in the main circuit. The

no. 2. KNAM' F

amonnt of cnrrcnt was accurately measured by the weight
of mftal deposited, WcTt then was something to vir>ik on,
and from which has come the electrolytic meter, a meter
for continuotu cnrrcnt of constant potential, in which the
amonat of current passed is delermiocd by the weight of
metal deposited on small plates submerged in a metal
solntion by the electrolytic action of the current.
When the firs! experiments were made with the chera-

ical meter the enrire current to be used was conducted
I. R«ad before th« Chicago Z er.xtic c\o\3, iannAry~t\ iV/y.

LP.CTRICAI, WOKKS,

change referred to was made before the meter was put
into practice, and no radical changes have been made
since. With the exception 01 small details of construction
intended to facilitate operation, the meter is the same to-

day as when first brought out.

The first Edison meters constructed were made of tin,

shallow rectangular boxes designed to be fastened up-
on the wall. 'I'hc boxes were provided with hinged doors
of the full size of one side of the meter. The meter was
divided by a shelf into two equal compartments. In the

Operation proved that improvements could be made.
The metal case, which demanded great care in insulation,

and which also proved too flimsy to stand the work, was
discarded, and a substantial wooden case somewhat larger
took its place. The flexible connections for receiving the
measuring bottles required too much time to adjust, and
also had the bad habit of getting their heads to-

gether and short circuiting the bottle, or, worse yet, getting
mixed with the opposite pole and putting out the customer's
lights, so that in these new meters metal clips or strips of
spring copper were substituted, fastened to the back of the
meter and projecting forward in a way which admitted of
being sprung up and down, but rigid as regarded lateral

motion, and were placed just far enough apart so that the
ends of the bottle electrodes could be placed beneath them
and thus close the circuit when the bottle itself stood upon
the meter shelf.

The three-wire type of this meter, is simply two
two-wire meters placed in the same case; the two left-

hand bottles measuring the current of the upper outside
wire and the two right-hand measuring for the lower one.
The two bottles on one side are wired in
multiple with each other, and the circuit is thus formed in
multiple with the main conductors; thus the two bottles

should read the same, one acting as a check upon the
other. The resistants used in these meters are small coils

of copper wire varying in resistance according to the size

of the meters, or rather the size of the main conductors, so
that the ratio of resistance of the bottle circuit to the re-

sistance of the main circuit is the same in all sizes of me-
ters, namely, as i is to 974. The measuring bottles resem-
ble a patent fruit jar in appearance, having a glass cover
provided with two small holes for the rods of the electrodes

and held in place by metal screw rings, while a rubber
gasket and small corks fitting over the rods into the holes
in the cover prevent the fluid from spilling or evaporating.
Each bottle is equipped with a pair of plates or zincs,

small rectangular pieces stamped out of 1^ inch metal and
having a copper rod screwed into one end tor the purpose
of making contact. These plates are provided with small
holes, through which pass the rubber bolts which fasten
the pair together, while small rubber fittings prevent
their coming into actual contact with each other. The
bottles are filled so that the zinc portion of the plates is

entirely submerged with a light solution of zinc sulphate.
These bottles and plates vary in size according to the
amount of current they are designed to measure. The
smallest ones arc constructed to measure a three ampere
current, holding a quarter of a pint of lluid and the plates
having an electrolytic surface about 3-' s(|uare inch. From
this they increase in pressure by geometrical progression,
the largest bottles holding over a quart of fluid and weigh-
ing, when prepared, five pounds.

This is the meter which is most largely used in Edison
stations today, and is very satisfactory, with the single

exception of being quite expensive to operate. The last

meter brought out by the Edison people, known as the
standard meter, has still further lessened the labor of opera-
tion, and would be more generally used were it not for the
fact that it is constructed to use a heavier .solution, so
that it is not wise to use it with the old meter when all arc

operated from the same room, as a chance for error is ere-
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ated by getting the solutions mixed. In this meter the bot-

tles are placed in the lower part of the meter, which is an
improvement over the old style for several reasons; the

fluid from the broken bottle cannot drip into the zigzag of

the main conductor, and thus eat it out by the action of the

current; there is less danger of the meter man making an
accidental short circuit on the main wires if be is not

obliged to reach up over them in changing bottles, and as

meters are generally placed above a man's head they are

easier to read. But the change which most facilitates op-

eration is the use of one size of bottles in all meters.

This is accomplished by varying the ratio of

resistance between the main circuit, and the bottle shunt

in the meters of different capacity.

Whereas in the smallest meter the ratio is that of 1223:1

and a deposit of one milligram on the plates means that

one ampere hour of current has passed on the main wires,

in the largest meters the ratio is that of 9784:1, and one
milligram on the plates means that 8 ampere hours of

current have passed in the main circuit; this of course re-

quiring a different constant for each size of meter when
making out bills.

In this meter the bottles are about the size and shape of

a whisky glass, and have a large cork instead of a glass

cover, and rings of the old style bottle, by which much
labor is saved.

The plates also are something of a departure in size and
shape. When this meter was brought out the confidence

in the chemical meter had become so great and the system

of bottles in multiple used in checkingsbowed so little varia-

tion from absolute accuracy that the second bottle in the

smaller size of meter was deemed unnecessary, and was
discarded.

Aside from these changes the meter is the same as before,

being made in about the same sizes and of the same
material. In the Edison meter everything depends upon
operation, and in order to operate well the first and greatest

requirement is one which has not up to the present time

Hya^H^Q-Q
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been fully appreciated, namely, aspacious and commodious
meter room, well provided with necessary apparatus and

furniture, good light and all the red tape and system in

the matter of handling that can be used.

For the sake of getting an idea of the necessary work

and care let us follow a set of meter bottles through the

mill. The zinc plates are first ground in order to clean

and brighten the surface. For this a sand paper is used,

run by a motor; then the tops and joints between the

plates and rods are carefully painted with asphalt varnish

to protect the point from the action of the mercury. After

grinding and painting the plates are amalgamated, then

brushed off carefully with a stiff nail brush or. better yet,

a revolving brush, and placed in racks to dry over night-

When the mercury is thoroughly dry the plate is found to

be covered with crystals of mercury. These must be

removed before weighing. This is done by polishing them

on a scratch wheel or steel bulT, which removes the crystals

and leaves a clean smooth surface. The plates are then

wiped off with a clean crash towel to remove dust and par-

ticles of mercury and are turned over to the scale man to

be weighed.

The scales used for weighing plates are the finest assayer's

balances, laboratory style, and will weigh to i-io

of a milligram. Here the plates are weighed, each one

having attached a tag bearing the name of the consumer,

the weight of the plate and a letter designating the posi-

tion of the bottle in the meeting. Only one plate in each

bottle is weighed. The plates arc then made up. that is,

fastened together bv rubber bolts, placed in the bottles,

which are lilledwith iUiid and the covers adjusted ; the botljcs

sorted into sets, and placed in cases, ready to be carried

out to the meters. In putting the bottles into the meters

the only care necessary is to sec that good contact is made
between rod and clip, and that the bottle is so placed that

the weighed plate in each bottle shall come under the posi-

tive pole, and thus become the losing plate. This is

really immaterial, as the theory that one plate gains the

exact amount that the other Io5es is well established in

practice, but it is well to have some system, and in occa-

sional cases where the deposit is not firm, having been

deposited very rapidly, it is better to have the positive

plate, as nothing but current will loosen the firm new zinc

of the losing plate, while the crystals of the gaining plate

may be removed by abrasion due to careless handling. The
new bottles having been put in place, and the meter

resealed, the old bottles taken from the meter go into the

case, are returned to the meter room, knocked down, that

is, plates removed from bottles and taken apart, and arc

put into racks to dry. When dry, plates are again

weighed, the weight being entered upon customer's record
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Sccbcrgcr, John li. Drake, Lambert Tree, E. L. J!re*'5tcr.

R. C. Clowry, liyron L. Smith, Robert T. Lincoln, J. W.
FJoanc, F. S. Gorton, A. A. Spraguc, E. ^L Phelps. The
two companies named arc the largest in Chicago in the in-

candescent and arc lighting fields respectively,and if com-
bined would have a practical monopoly of the business.

FIG. 2. A RE-ARRANCEMENT OF THE WHEATSTONE BRIDGE.

directly beneath the weight of the same plate when it left the

meter room the previous month ; then, having accomplished

their mission, they are sent to the grinding room to go

through the same form for some other meter the following

month. Meter plates in ordinary use will last from six to

eight months, when they become thin and small and go to

the scrap pile.

Between the losses of plate from multiple bottles an

average is taken, and from this the bill is easily figured,

using for convenience a previously figured constant. The
action which takes place between plates when current is

passed through the bottle, and upon which the entire sys-

tem is based, is the same as that employed in electroplat-

ing. As we say in explaining to customers, it is a chemi-

cal action, which amounts practically to deposit of metal

from one plate to the next. The exact action is this: A
molecule of zinc sulphate solution is decomposed at the

negative electrode; the zinc in the molecule immediately

adheres to the zinc plate, while the other elements seize

upon the zinc of the molecule behind, and toward the other

plate, and form a new molecule; this action keeps up
throughout the distance from one plate to the other until

the freed element of the last molecule sei7.es upon an atom

of zinc from the positive plate, and the chain is complete.

This action is very slow and, of course, entirely invisi-

ble, but extremely sure. Occasional cases will occur when
on account of over loading the deposit will not be good,

but they are safe and are taken care of by the use of the

second bottle.

Proposed Consolidation of the Leading
Electric Light Companies of Chicago.

Negotiations are in progress looking toward the consol-

idation of the Chicago Edison company and the Chicago

Arc Light & Power company. This much is admitted by

President Insull of the former company, but as the matter

is still unsettled no details have been made public. At the

annual meeting of the Edison company the question of

consolidation was brought up, and after a brief discussion

it was referred to the board of directors of the company

tvith authority to take whatever action the board might

think desirable. At this meeting it was reported that the

number of incandescent lamps connected with the system

was 99,245. The capacity of motors opcmtcd amounts to

2,044 horse power. The total gross receipts from all

sources of the business for the year was $872,665. The

expenses were ^55'.^°'). a"J the company paid during the

year four quarterly dividends of two per cent, each on its

capital stock. The old board of directors was reelected

to serve for the enBUing jcar. The members arc A. F.

A Re-arrangement of the Wheatstone
Bridge.

The following arrangement, devised by A. F, Parks,

Chicago, is said to embody the advantages of the nsnal

form of Wheatstone bridge, with ihc employment of fewer

coils in the proportional anns. As the omitted coil? are

those of the higher denomination it seems to possess the

additional advantages of economy of material and space.

The novelty of the arrangement, as will be seen from Fig.

I, which shows the apparatus and connections diagram-

matically, consists in so placing the coils that any one may
be inserted in either arm of the proportional part of the

bridge, as may be desired. By bringing one end of all

the coils to a common terminal and fastening the other

ends to their respective blocks, as usual, by the disposition

of blocks and side bars, as shown in Fig. 2, it is possible to

throw 3 coil into either arm by simply plugging between it

and the terminal block of that particular coil.

Fig. 2, showing a combination of proportional coils and

shunt coils for galvanometer, is intended more to illustrate

the method of plugging than as a desirable form for use.

FIG. r. A RE-ARRANGEMENT OF THE WHEATSTONE liRIDGE.

The possibility of forming unusual proportions by the group-

ing of the coils in parallel suggests itself, but Mr. Parks

believes that the necessity for these would seldom occur.

One of more or less value could be obtained by plugging

the coils used for "even bridge," in parallel, when \'alucs

of 15, 1-20, 1-200. 1-2000 and their reciprocals are at

command. While this supposes the duplicating of the 10

ohm coils, it is unnecessary to .idd that any of the others

might have been doubled. With the connections of Fig, i,

and the plugs inserted as in Fig. 2, it is apparent that the

values of the unknown will be equal to loo times the read-

ing of the rheostat.

The business of the Chicago Edison company, believed
to be now the second largest incandescent lighting com-
pany in the country, is increasing rapidly. Contracts for
lighting new buildings have recently been signed as fol-

lows: Isabella. Van Buren street. 1,000 lights; Wachu-
sett. Pcirborn street, 3,500; Katahdin, Dearborn street,

3,i(X); Teutonic, Fifth .avenue and Washington street,

1.300; Hartford. >L'»dii.on .and Dearborn streets, 2,000.
All of these buildings will be supplied with current from
the company's downtown station. Wiring has been
begun only in the Hartford building^.
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EXPLOITEP^ of telephone systems who have been wait-

ing for the expiration of the fundamental patents con-

trolled by the Bel! company are rejoicing over the fact that

the English patent on the Blake transmitter expired last

wee'ic. This doss not seem to worry the Bell company, as

it professes security in its position, owing to numerous

patents which it owns on improvements that are considered

indispensable in the conduct of a telephone exchange

to-day.

No one need lack information on the subject of elec-

tric meters who will study the papers presented in this

issue. C D. Ilaskins writes on the general sub-

ject in ao Institate paper, while in a symposium before the

Chicago E!cctric club Mr, McFadden treats of the Thom-

son meter. Mr. Gilchrist of the Edison meter, and Mr.

Wirt of the Aron meter. A large amount of interesting

information on this subject is thus presented, enabling the

reader to form an intelligent judgment of his own.

At'cusT 2i5t shotild be an important date to electricians

the world over, as on that day the World's Electrical Con-

gress will assemble in Chicago. In common with Great

Briuin, Germany, France acd Austria, the United States

is accorded five offidal delegates. The representatives of

the different nations are to be named by their respective

goTcremeots, This wotild seem to indicate that in the

case of this cotintry the president will be requested to

make the nominations. These positions should rightfully

be considered of great honor and should be filled by men

thoroughly representative of electrical science as developed

in various parts of the wcffld. The danger in a gathering

of this character is that it vfill simply be a case of "much

cry and little wool." However, if a thorough discussion

can be had before the assembling of the congress and the

right kind of men are appointed as delegates—not men

with hobbies, to be ridden to the end at ail hazards, but

men who are ready to make and receive suggestions in a

broad spirit, to the end that at least some deficiencies and

inaccuracies in the nomenclature may be rectified—we

may be able to look back to the Chicago congress of '93 as

marking an important step in electrical progress-

R.\PID transit in New York has received a set-back from

which it will take many years to recover. The commission-

ers have virtually surrendered to the Manhattan Elevatetl

Railway company, and that corporation will continue to

serve the public as best suits its purpose. The commis-

sioners were unable to dispose of the franchise for the un-

derground system, the plans for which were the result of

two years' work, entailing vast expense to the taxpayers of

the metropolis. Advocates of the underground system

will endeavor to secure the passage of an enabling act at

Albany providing for the building of the road by the city,

but those who are familiar with the workings of the New
York legislature and the vast influence wielded by the

Manhattan company, do not expect relief through this

channel. A temporary advantage may have been gained

by the action of the commissioners in granting additional

privileges to the " L " road, but the people of New York

cannot hope for permanent relief until an underground

system, such as is contemplated by the commissioners,

plans, is built. It is questionable if any real advantage

will result from the *' extension and improvement" of the

present '"L" system, provided for in the commissioners,

concession to the Manhattan company.

In his paper before the Chicago Electric Club, January

16th, which is presented elsewhere in this issue, Mr.

McFadden calls attention to the necessity of adopting a

standard unit of measurement. He says: "In the watt-

hour we have what may be very h onestiy termed a univer-

sal unit. No matter what variation of voltage the meter

may be subjected to, no matter whether operating upon

power or light circuits, whether being used to measure the

output from a station or to measare the total input of elec-

trical energy into a house having but three lamps, the watt-

hour means the same." The same subject is discussed by

Mr. Haskins in his paper before the institute, January

17th. "How very meanmgless for work of thiskindis the

ampere unit," he says. Continuingon this topic he adds:

"Had we but one standard voltage in use for lighting and

for power, and for other purposes, no unit could be better

than the ampere-hour for meter measurement; but un-

fortunately or fortunately, as the case may be, there is

scarcely a potential, between 5 and 2,000 volts, which does

not more or less imperatively call for measurement by

meter to-day, and if the ampere unit is to be retained,

then it will become necessary to reconcile ourselves to the

use of an endless number of constants, or to a still more

endless schedule of ampere-hour rates.'' Concluding his

discussion of this important point, Mr. Haskins says: "I

venture to assert that careful consideration will invariably

show that the watt is the only true unit for the measure-

ment of electricity by meter,"

Here is a subject in which central station managers,

manufacturers and consumers are equally interested. It

should be definitely settled by the adoption of a standard

unit.

A coRUKSi'ONDENT of London Iiuhtst7-ks, who signs

himself "A Saddened Reviewer," writes to that journal to

complain of the flood of worthless electrical books on the

market. He asserts that "These works come in for review

in shoals, I let them collect for a short time until I have

a clothes-basket full, and then spend a miserable quirtcr

of an hour reviewing them. They arc all alike in having

the same illustrations of obsolete machines and the same

letterpress; the only difference isin the errors introduced."

Of the good book, written by a com])ctcnt author, the re-

viewer says that it is so rare that il need not occupy atten-

tion. He concludes his communication as follows;

The great fault to be found in electrical books generally
is that they arc usually written by the wrong men, A
book on electric light ahould be written by an experienced
electric light engineer, not by some one who wants to

found a reputation as an engineer on his book on the sub-
ject. Similarly, a book on dynamon should be written by
a dcc^igncr of dynamos, and so on. I do not quite know
who should write the popular book on the applications of

electricity to the welfare of people in general, but it certainly

should not be entrusted to the inexperienced writer who
thinks that a superficial knowledge on his part is sufficient

to give the reader general information. Nothing is more
difficult than to write a really good elementary popular
book that shall be easily understood and be scientifically

correct. No man who cannot write an advanced treatise

is able to write an elementary primer. As to the college
text-book, presumably the lecturer who really teaches elec-

tricity should write it, but I doubt whether there is such a
person. Certainly the teacher who is directly or indirectly

concerned with examinations is never able to write a book
which is to impart information. One word of advice to

budding authors on electrical subjects and I have done.
Let me ask them, when tottering on the brink of author-
ship, to follow PuucJl s advice to those about to marry.

Although this criticism is too sweeping in its character

and is evidently written in a whimsical vein, it contains

much well deserved censure which is as applicable in

America as on the other side of the Atlantic. It is very

true that books by practical, experienced men are the ones

most needed, instead of works intended to promulgate

class-room theories. The helpful books are those that as-

sist the student, the mechanic or the engineer in the work

he has in hand, and these can only be written by men who
have a comprehensive working knowledge of the subject

they essay to teach.

A RARE treat was afforded readers of current electrical

literature by the article on the "Construction and Operation

of Electric Fountains" published by the Electrical World
last week. To be sure there was but little about the

electric fountains at the World's Fair, which were

evidently intended as the basis of the article, and that

little was inaccurate, not new and, according to the state-

ment of Luther Stieringer, the designer, published in

breach of faith. But although unreliable, the compilation

was very entertaining. For instance, how exciting to be

thrilled by the bold assertion that "To Thales, of Miletus,

the earliest of Grecian philosophers, himself of Phosniciar

descent, however, is given the credit of first having

observed the electrical properties of amber when briskly

rubbed.'' How new and strange!

But it is not alone in originality that the writer excels.

The tales of Greek mythology afford a tempting field for

the exercise of his talents, and we find our study of electric

fountains enlivened by two stories from the classics. The
first, the tale of Alpheus and Arethusea, naturally leads to

a reflection on modern sociology, and we read that "This

junction of the fountain to the mightier river is beautifully

symbolic of the marriage relation of the present day, in

which the dependent bride leans upon her sturdier spouse

for support and sympathy in her varying moods." The
sentiment is somewhat trite perhaps, but who can question

the appositeness of its introduction in an article on the

"Construction and Operation of Electric Fountains"?

It would be manifestly improper to describe the "Con-

struction and Operation, "etc., without invoking the aid of

poesy, and he who looks for the swelling sentences of the

singer will not seek in vain. To illustrate this we select

two stanzas:

The beautiful effects of the splashing water, the murmer
of its trickling streams, the increasing restlessness of its

pulsating jets, were a fitting setting for the dreamy person-

ifications which the fertile oriental mind conjured up.

Thus has the sculptor found here his greatest inspiration,

and the beautiful myths of long ago are again endowed
with life, and the stone or bronze is made to speak as was
the beautiful Galatea in answer to the prayers of Pyg-
malion. But, since the early times, the setting of the sun
marked the close of the day. these speaking fountains

became mute as the veil of night was drawn, only to be
awakened to consciousness again by the gentle touch of

Lucifer, Aurora's avant courrier.

Since our modern civilization has converted night into

day, so have the hours of life of the fountain's play been
prolonged by the rays of artificial illumination. New and
beautiful effects were produced by side lights, and the

poetic instinct clothed the flowing waters with a halo of

mystic meaning and association that have stimulated our
inner thoughts to flights of fancy, less sensuous in its de-

grading sense, more sensuous in its nobler imagery.

Here, indeed, is true poetry, not to be disguised by the

prose form of expression, which, in fact, merely brings out

more fully its beauties. The poetical form is also very

gracefully employed at the close of the article, where a

meed of praise is laid at the feet of all who have had to do

with the electric fountains at the fair, these words being

employed: "In conclusion it is only necessary to say,

what all have been led to expect, that this, perhaps the

most beautiful feature of the coming exposition, has been

most nobly planned, and the laurels that will be theirs will

be a crown of glory well fitted for deserving heads."

For paucity of facts voluminously enshrouded in the

mantle of "fine writin' " the ffwA/ article stands unsur-

passed in the annals of electrical newspaper work. In

this respect it may indeed be said to possess "a crown of

glory."
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Electrical Recording Meters.'
By Caryl D. Haskins.

Part I.

The earliest meter patent was granted in 1S72 to S.

Gardner, of New York city, and the principle of a mag-
netic or electro magnetic release for a simple clock move-
ment is preserved in two or three so-called time-counters
to-day, and is doubtless very useful for many purposes; as,

for example, in the Spaulding clock for registering the
hours of use of a motor or other similar devices for

registering the hours of use of arc circuits. These devices I

shall neglect. They are not meters within the true sense
of the word, and their simplicity is obvious.

Before undertaking any description, a few words may be
appropriately devoted to the question of the unit by
which it is most desirable to measure electrical power in

use.

The ampere has been the popular unit for the measure-
ment of electricity supplied; yet, on careful consideration,

how very meaningless for work of this kind is the ampere
unit. Had we but one standard voltage in use for light-

ing and for power and for other purposes, no unit could
be better than the ampere hour for meter measurement;
but, unfortunately or fortunately, as the case may be. there

is scarcely a potential, between 5 and 2,000 volts, which
does not more or less imperatively call for measurement
by meter to-day, and if the ampere unit is to be retained,

then it will become necessary to reconcile ourselves to the

use of an endless number of constants, or to a still more
endless schedule of ampere-hour rates.

We wish to measure power delivered; in fact, we wish to

know how much coal a group of lamps is consuming. This
points directly to the watt, and I venture to assert that

careful consideration will invariably show that the watt is

the only true unit for the measurement of electricity by
meter, unless, perchance, we adopt the cubic foot, as has

at least one central station in the United States—a very

amusing but equally practical demonstration of American
ingenuity.

The earliest successful meters, if we consider classes

rather than individual instruments, were the chemical me-
ters, closely followed by thermo-meters.

The chemical meter is obviously capable of giving most
accurate results; in fact, with proper manipulation, it is

very doubtful whether any measuring device which has up
to to-day been designed could more correctly sum up pass-

ing power. It is in the manipulation and care which such

meters require that their fault lies—if faults there be.

An electro-plating bath in its meter form as generally

used does not, however, give a dial indicat'on, and the

consnmers ask for a dial indication almost invaiiabiy. un-

less they have already become thoroughly familiarized

with Edison meters as used by many large Edison stations.

Many very ingenious and some quite successful attempts

have been made to actuate a train of gears by the electro-

deposition of an electrolytic bath. Thus, we have two
electrodes suspended at the opposite ends of a walking

beam. This walking-beam is in various ways con-

nected with a pole changer, and as but a small

portion of the current being measured passes

through the true meter (lor of course almost all chtraical

meters are shunted) the pole-changer is not perhaps a

very serious objection.-

The action of such a meter as this is obvious. We
have a deposit from one electrode on the other, until the

second electrode becomes the heavier, when the beam tips

and the recording device is set one notch ahead. The
pole-changer is thrown over and the deposit lakes place in

an opposite direction, the former plus electrode beccming

the minus, and so on. This device deposits and reposits

ihe same zinc, or rather electrode material. Again we
have a modification of the same device m the form of a

whael bearing a number of electrodes, and on the same
principle setting up coniinucus rotation.

It should be noted that in this first digression from the

chemical meter we at once meet with the prime factoj of

difficulty in all motor meter construction—that of friction,

which, if uncompensated, must invariably introduce more
or lesa serious error.

Another form of self-registering electrolytic meter has a

cathode plate suspended Irom a spring-balance, an ordi-

nary sensitive spring weighing machine, and the heavier

the cathode grows, so much greater is the registration of

the spring indicator. This device is perhaps preferable to

the reciprocating movement just described, but is limited

in the capacity cf the spring, and probably lacks sensi-

tiveness to small amounts, btiog dependent, of course, sole-

ly upon the nicety of construction in the spring balance.

Mercury has at limes been employed in the conslruciion

of electrolytic meters, and with at least moderate success,

for with a mercury anode and a cathode of the same or

other material, a record easily measured way be obtained,

and such a meter may even be made self-registering in a

graduated tube or by half a dozen other more or less

simple means. Such are the more typical electrolytic

meters.

Another form of chemical meter formerly quite popular

among inventors depended for its registration upon the

decomposition of water, generally acidulated water, and
sometimes upon the decomposition of more volatile tub-

stances. This class of mtter may very properly be di-

vided under two heads:

First, those meters simply dependent upon the measure-

ment of the gas developed by the decomposition of water

through any gas registering device. In fact, we may say

that such meters are mere decomposing baths connected

to a gas meter. There are some devices of merit which

may be classed under this head, but the principle is pro-

bably not commercial, for we have nothing very success-

ful of Ihis kind in use tc-day.

One of the more ingenious meters of this kind provides a

1. Abslr.Tcl of paper read before tlie American Instinitc of Klcclri-

col Engineers, New York, January i;, iS<;3.

2. Transactions, vol. vi., p. 3a.

diagonally placed rotating wheel with pockets; the decom-
position takes place directly under each pocket progress-

ively, and as the air pocket fills with gas, the wheel rotates

sufficiently to free this gas at the surface of the fluid, bring-

ing another pocket into place. Others have a rising and
falling diaphragm like the popular gas meter, and still

others a delicately poised ah* fan over a minute aperture.

This last device is obvious y most inefficient.

The second group of meters under this classification

brings us to the thermo-meters—a typical group containing
a few meters of more or less pronounced merit.

Those thermo-meters, depending upon volatilization of a

fluid, generally have two or more scaled bulbs partly filled

with some volatile lluid, as for example, naphtha or ether.

When two such bulbs are used, they have generally been
mounted on a walking-beam mechanism combined with a
pole-changer, each bulb containing some kind of a rheostat
or heat developing device dependent for its heat on the cur-

rent passing through the meter, the two bulbs communicat-
ing with one another. The rheostat in but one bulb is in

circuit. The heat developed in the rheostat in circuit

volatilizes more or less rapidly the fluid contained in this

bulb, according to the current passing through it. The
gas developed either passes in gaseous form into the
second bulb and condenses, or else, as is more common,
forces the fluid remaining by the simple increase of pres-

sure into bulb No. 2, which at once becomes heavier and
causes its end of the beam to fall. This throws the pole-

changer, and the rheostat in the second bulb is thrown in-

to action, repeating the operation as just described. To be
successful, such a device must be very sensitive, and to be
sensitive, the constructicn must be of a more or less ex-

pensive character, and so delicate to be to a greater or less

degree prohibitive. Like the walking-beam meters just

described, instruments of this class have been designed
with a number of bulbs mounted on a rotating^ wheel; the
same actuating principle holding true for all such de-
vices.

Another ingenious form of thermo- meter, no longer In

any sense a chemical meter, is an instrument dependent for

its action upon the heat in a confined but circulating

atmosphere. Thus a rheostat dependent for its heat upon
the amount of current passing is so arranged as to heat a
body of air, which, by the peculiar construction of its re-

ceptacle, at once commences to circulate more or less

rapidly, dependent upon the heat. It is obvious that if a

delicate air fan, a screw propeller in fact, be suspended
over such a circulation of air, its speed would increase
with the speed and volume of circulation, and one of the

most ingenious and most interesting meters that it has ever

been my good fortune to see is the Forbes meter,^ con-
structed on this plan. But here friction is the most serious

consideration; the torque obtained in this manner being
necessarily small.

While the Forbes meter cannot perhaps be properly con-
sidered as a motor meter in the true sense of the word, it

still must be classed as such in a certain sense, and I think
it may safely be accepted as an axiom that to be successful

in practical operation, a motor meter of any kind must be
of high torque, for it is only by the combination of

high torque and compensated friction that accurate re-

sults can be obtained on light loads. I might say that

almost anyone can build a meter which will record fairly

accurately on heavy loads; the difficulty is to build a sensi-

tive and accurate meter for very light loads down to one
lamp.

Another ingenious and quite positive form of heat meter
consists of two metallic rods, or in some cases of two bi-

metallic rods, somewhat similar to an ordinary thermostat;
such meters being in fact a similar application of the
thermostat principle to a recording device. Two rods of

this kind may be placed vertically, one under each end of

a walking-beam mechanism, the familiar pole-changing
device being again brought into play to throw the current
first through one rod and then through the other. The
character of the walking-beam must be such that only a
slight movement is needed to actuate the recording mech-
anism and also the pole-changer.

The method of operation cf a meter of this kind is

obvious; the alternate expansion and contraction of the
two rods, as they are thrown in and out of circuit will

occur with a rapidity dependent upon the current passing,
and, as esch rod lengthens, it throwsover the walking-beam
on the shorter cool rod, and the same action follows from
that side.

I think no comments are needed on such a device as
this; it probably lacks sensitiveness to a marked degree and
it has other objections which are sufficiently apparent.

Probably better than this is the system of bimetallic
rods with one contracting and one expanding side, which
bend to right and left, or up ordown,with a rapidity depend-
ing upon the strength of the current, a pole- changer, of
course, being used as before.

The inethod of actuating a train of gears by this system
is comparatively simple, and not open to as many objec-
tions as the device just described.

I have neglected to state heretofore that the bulk
of the thermo-meters are actuated on the shunt principle.

It is obviously out of the question to operate a pole-
changer by means of a meter, which shall cause one to
break the full current passing to the lamps. As a rule a
very small portion of the total current is carried through
the meter around a positive shunt. Instead of shunting
the current, this device has -at times been applied to alter-

nating work by the introduction of a kind of transformer,
which takes a few turns of wire in series with the lamps
and transfers the energy through a secondary to actuate the
meter; thus the meter is not on the lamp circuit at all, but
on the independent secondary. But this intervention of
induction is probably not desirable in cases of this kind.
A patent issued in the year tSSg to a Mr. Dahl tells us

of another quite unique form of thermo-melcr, and this is

probably the only heat meter actuated by an actual field

) TransaciioDs, vol. v., p. 35.

and armature arrangement. In this instmmcn'.
the inventor provides a field cf iron excited by a
few scries turns on the lamp circuit. The strength of the
field shonld therefore bear a more or less definite relation
to the amount of current passing through its turns. I

will not comment upon how direct this relation would be.
It will suffice to say that the introduction of iron in the
construction of any meter of this character is probably
detrimental to its accuracy to quite a marked degree. This,
however, is aside from the subject in hand.
On a shaft in the meter which wc are describing is sus-

pended a kind of armature consisting of a flat disk-like

ring of iron, supported by a number of spolcesand mount-
ed as a wheel; in fact it is mounted on a quite ordinary
shaft mechanism suspended in proper bearings. The iron

portion of the wheel rotates between the poles of the
electro-magnet, or at times permanent magnet, just de-
scribed. We have, in fact, a disk armature rotating in

such a manner as to pass between two poles of a more or
less strong field. On the principle of the familiar thenno-
magnetic motor, rotation is obtained in this meter by so
placing coils of wire or other suitable material under cer-

tain portions of the disk and in series with the lamp cir-

cuit that the disk is differentially heated at the proper
point; thus, with the peculiar armature constructicn de-
scribed, a thermo magnetic action is set up, somewhat
akin probably to the action of the thermo pile. The por-
tion of the disk heated is attracted toward the field

coils, and thus the disk beicg progressively heated and
cooling rapidly owing to its thinness, continuous rotation is

set up. Sometimes in this construction the field is in series

with the heating device and sometimes the
heating device alone is in series with the lamp
circuit, and the field is either a permanent magnet or inde-
pendently excited by a battery. Neither of these changes
involves the principle of the meter, which is assuredly in-

genious.

As in almost all other of the arts, electric meter con-
struction shows the definite mark of evolution; thus, one
class of meters cannot be distinctly separated from its

neighbor, the one merging into the other.

The final form, and I think I may say the last form of
thermo-meter at all worthy of description, is distinctly a
clock meter also. The deck meters will come under our
consideration somewhat later in this paper, but the meter
which I am about to describe can scarcely be separated
from its kindred, the heat meters. Britfly, however, I

may define the clock meter as one whose recording device
or whose movement is actuated by an independent source
of power, generally a c'ock, though sometimes a constant
speed motor or other device.

I might add here, at the risk of digressing from my
subject, that there is probably no known indicating device,

from the Cardew voltmeter to the Sir William Thomson
balance, which could not be so applied as to make a more
or less accurate clock meter.
The thermo-meter now under consideration is also a

thermometer (a commentary perhaps on the English
language.) An ordinary thermometer of somewhat modi-
fied construction is surrounded at the bulb by a coil of wire
in series, or in shunt series with the circuit to be measured.
It is apparent that the rise and fall of this thermometer
will be more or less dependent upon the heat developed
by the coil, and the heat again will be more or
less dependent upon the current passing, but, of coarse,
the temperature of the surrounding atmosphere must nec-
essarily introduce serious error.

Now, it has been more than once suggested, though
never patented, I believe, that a constant ray of light sup-
plied, we will say, by an electric lamp, turning when the
meter is in circuit, if thrown upon this thermometer could
be made to photographically mark on rotating sensitised

paper, actuated by clockwork at uniform speed, a line, or
rather a solid block of light whose lower termination or
line of demarkation would represent the height of mercury
in the tube.

Thus, we have a curve of registration which only needs
to be integrated with a planometer to determine the con-
sumption, always supposing that the indicating de\nce is

correct. I have said, "'only needs to be integrated." How
desirable a meter would be in practical ser\-ice whose record
needs to be integrated can best be left to the judgment of
the station manager and the public. It ts largely a matter
forpersonal experience and personal opinion. To compen-
sate for external temperature it was suggested that the
meter be so encased as to practically insulate it from heat
or cold; but this is probably not feasible.

A Governor's Recommendation.

In his annual message to the Ohio legislature Governor
McKinley said: "I am deeply impressed with the con-

viction that the General Assembly may extend its Icgislaiicn

for the better protection of that increasing class of wage-
workers, the street car men. Within the last few \*cars

railroad locomotion has been revolutioni-cd by the use of
electricity as a motive power. This system is in almost
every city of the slate, and lines are being established be-
tween cities and suburban towns. In some instances they
carry not only passengers, but freight and mails. Acci-

dents on e'eciric and cable street railways are not infre-

quent, nor are they decreasing, and the ccmpanies oper-

ating them should be required by law to exercise the

greatest caution, and 10 avail themselves of every appliance
for safety and for the prevention of accidents to employes
and the traveling public. The sticct car drivers, motor-
men and conductors, numbering in Ohio nearly 12,000,
are public servants."

The mourning services in l>cr"in in honor of Werner von
Siemens were attended by the Empress Augusta, the Dow-
ager Empress Frederick. Prince Henry and Trincc Al-
bert.
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Aron Meter.'
By Charles \Yirt.

I have had a little experience with the Aron meter in

the laboratory, and I am much interested in it. It is

familiar to most of you, and the mechanism is. simple. It

consists simply of two pendulum clocks, each being run

by a spring, capable of running thirty days at one wind-

ing. Each clock has a pendulum of the same effective

length, giving synchronous vibrations. The pendulum of

the left hand clock is weighted with an ordinary brass

bob. The pendulum of the right hand clock has a per-

manent magnet for a bob. Those two clocks are geared

on the counter differentially, so that when they are run-

FIG. I. AUTOMATIC SAFETY STOP FOR CORLISS EN-

GINES.

ning properly and in syrchronism the counter stands still.

Any difference in the rate of the two clocks is registered

on the counter. The electrical part of the meter is merely

a pair of coils. In the meter for a two-wire system there

is only one coil, and the bob is single instead of double,

Those coils are close underneath the permanent magnet
bob, and carrj* the main current. The current is so put

through the coil as to magnetize the permanent magnet in

the same sense in which it is originally magnetized. There
is no tendency to reverse or decrease the strength of

the permanent magnet. The principle of operation is

simply that the attraction of the coil for the magnet acts

exactly as an increase of gravity and increases the rate of

vibration; so the magnetic pendulum runs faster than the

other, and the difference in rate is registered on the

counter. That difference in rate is proportional to the

current passing; and one of the advantages of this meter

is that it is capable of an infinitely fine rate of registration.

It does not register down to one per cent, only, but it will

register down to any per cent.,no matter how small, of the

total current.

The extremely small difference in the rate of the two
pendulums on which the reading of the meter depends is

rather surprising; at full load the difference in the rate is

only about one tenth of one per cent. It follows that an
error in either clock work of one-tenth of one per cent,

would sufiBce to wipe out the largest record that the meter
might make. The meter working at one per cent, of the

full load would give a variation in rate of only one part

in loo.cco.

When I took that meter to test it some years ago the

with itself, and to give readings that are proportional to

the true values.

The next thing I wanted to find out was whether a
short circuit or disturbance in the main circuit would not
so affect the magnets as to permanently alter their value,

and so cause false reading. I tried short circuits and did
not succeed in making any permanent change in the mag-
net, but I did find that by reversing the current and put-
ting it through the meter in the reverse direction, and then
making a short circuit, the magnets had been perma-
nently changed, and the constant of the meter altered.

The constant of the meter which is sent out should be
redetermined for each meter before it is put into use.

The mechanical part of this meter has been very well

worked out. The clock work is admirable; it is not large,

having very little work to do, much less work in fact than
anordinary eight-day clock has to do in moving the hands.
But the design of the case and some of the other details

of the meter are rather too clumsy to suit the American
taste.

I have not had any extended experience with this meter,
and I do not know to a certainty whether the magnets re-

tain their permanency over long periods of time. The meter
has never come into use in this country, probably owing
to the fact that we have had good meters, and that no one
has seen fit to undertake the manufacture of this one
here. They are largely used in Germany, and I under-
stand with gratifying success.

I know one central station that put in an electrolytic

meter, having first tested this meter and made very careful
calculation as to the cost of operating both, and concluded
that the cost of the Aron meter at the then ruling price
would more than offset the gain in operating expense, and
they put in the electrolytic meter.

Automatic Safety Stop for Corliss En-
gines.

In the accompanying cuts are shown the details of an

automatic safety stop for Corliss engines, recently per-

fected by James Barclay, superintendent of the Sioux City

Engine Works. Fig. i is a side elevation of the improve-

4.

FIGS. 3 AND 4. AUTOMATIC SAFETY STOP FOR CORLISS
ENGINES.

ment as applied. Fig. 2 is an enlarged transverse section

of the same on the line 2-2 of F"ig. i. Fig. 3 is an en-

larged face view of the stop, while Fig. 4 is a transverse

section of the same on the line 4-4 of Fig. 3.

mits the governor to drop sufficiently to completely shut

off the steam from the engine. It is understood that the stop

lever D supports the sleeve when the steam is shut off by

the engineer closing the valve; then the valves of the en-

gine are stiil in position to take steam as soon as the engi-

neer again opens the valve to start the engine. This stop

lever Z? is controlled by the motive agent, and for this pur-

pose the following arrangement is made. The lever D
is fulcrumed within a casing E, attached to the support of

the governor, as shown in Fig. i. The lever D is pro-

vided with an extension pivotally connected by a link with

FIG. 2. AUTOMATIC SAFETY STOP FOR CORLISS EN-

GINES.

the closed end of a spring tube F, preferably bent in the

shape of a segment of a circle, as shown in Figs, i and 3.

The spring tube y^is arranged within the casing E, and is

connected at its open end with a pipe G, leading to the

supply pipe or other part of the steam chest, so that the

motive agent can enter the pipe C whenever the valve con-

trolling the inlet of the steam isopened. It will be seen that

when the motive agent passes through the pipe G into the

tube F, the latter swings outward at its free end, as shown

in dotted lines in Fig. 3, thus exerting with this free end

a pull in the extension of the lever D, whereby the latter

swings from under the sleeve C, to permit the latter to drop

below its normal position in case of accident to the governor-

As soon as the motive agent is cut off from the pipe (7, by

closing the valve in the inlet pipe to the cylinder, then the

tube F is relieved of the pressure of the steam, and conse-

quently its free end contracts so as to move the lever D
back to its normal vertical position, as illustrated in Fig. 3,

to support the sleeve C in a normal position. While the

engine is running, the lever /> is swung from under the

sleeve C by the pressure of the steam in the spring tube F,

so that in case of accident to the governor B the latter can

drop sufficiettly to throw the cams on the knock-off levers

into action, so that the steam hooks cannot catch and open

the valves, thus cutting off the steam supply and thereby

stopping the engine. When the engine is running nor-

mally and the lever /) has swung from under the sleeve C, as

above mentioned, and the engineer shuts off the steam

from the supply pipe, then the lever D swings back into

its normal position before the engine comes to a stop, so

that the lever D is ready to receive and support the sleeve

Er.RCTRIC MGItT PLANT AT 'J HF. CKNTKAL INlJiANA HOSI'ITAL FOR TIIF. INSANK,

fint thin;; T wanted to find out wa.ei if the effect of the

:M not be to increase the magnetism in the

tf> (jivc a rate diflcrcrit Kom the rate required

T U.-.rA »hat tbc aciyal magnetic effect of

:r.c and the slrcnglh rt{ the magnets
and such, that the effect was not ap-

prc'-. . ViTi be taken as strictly proportional

t') i*- • its ranjjc. That makes it valuable to

t^«r ' y: after having determined the rate of
'

' ' upon for a. time to agree

The engine ,'f, of any improved construction, is pro-

vided with the usual governor /V. or Any other governor,

connected with the valve mechanism of Corliss type of en-

gine or with the valve stem of throttling governors. The

governor IS is provided v/ith its usual sleeve C, adapted to

rest on a stop preferably made in the shape of a lever <l,

when the sjcam is shut off by the engineer. When, how-

ever, an accident happens to the governor, while tlic engine

is running, the stop JJ, being under the sleeve C, per-

C, thus holding the governor in the proper position for

starting the engine.

The device is manufactured by the Sioux City linginc

company.

The mayor of St. f.ouis has signed the Scullin railway
bill, which provides for certain cxtension.s of the system in

the south and southwestern part of St, Louis, and nulhor-
izcslhe acquisition of the Mound street and Ilenlon- Helle-

fontaine roadw.
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Electric Light Plant at the Central Indi-
ana Hospital for the Insane.

The cuts herewith presented illustrate the electric ligh

installation in the Central Indiana Hospital for the Insane

at Indianapolis. The eslablishment is one of unusual

size, and the installation can be considered as one of the

largest isolated plants in the country. The power and
steam plant are in a small building 200 feet in the rear of

the center of the buildings. The generating plant con-

sists of three 45 kilowatt and two 25 kilowatt compound
wound dynamos for direct incandescent lighting, and one

10 kilowatt 30 light arc dynamo, each directly connected to

a high speed engine of the Phcunix type, drawing steam
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lation was effected by the Chicago oflicc of the General

Klcctric company, and is pronounced by the trustees to be

alike a "credit to the company an'l the stale."

Stanley Transformer.
In the accompanying cuts are shown a new 500 light

transformer and the details of the transformer fuse box,

which are now being introduced by the Stanley Electric

Manufacturing company of I'ittsfield, Mass. Fig. i shows

the new 500 light indoor transformer. It is compact and

possesses marked efficiency. This type is also made for

250 and 350 lights. Fig. 2 shows the details of the fuse

box. Only the primary circuit is fused, secondary fuses

STANLEY TRANSFORMER.

from three 125 horse power boilers installed by the Pbceoix

Iron Works.

Three separate feeders of lead covered cable, laid under-

ground in water-tight boxes of two inch plank covered with

insulating paint, run from the power house to each main

building. Each wire lies loosely in its place and can be

drawn in or out at any time. Socket bolted tern;inals are

used where the underground cables connect to feeders in

the basement, so that they can be readily disconnected for

testing purposes. Rubber covered wires are carried from

the feeders to the attic, and the current is fed from the attic

down to the other floors. The three feeders which run to

the women's department supply three separate systems:

feeder No. i furnishes current for twelve wards south from

the grand centre of the building; feeder No. 2 supplies

eleven wards north of the grand centre; feeder No. 3 sup-

plies the grand centre itself, in which are the executive

offices, and the rear centre, comprising chapel, bakery,

kitchen, etc. This last is an all night circuit, controlled

by a switch in the superintendent's office. A similar

switch controls the all night circuit to the sick ward, 600

feet north from the centre.

The wiring of an insane asylum differs materially from

that of other institutions not subjected to the peculiar

conditions presented by the proximity of the insane. In

this case the wires are all run in molding with backing,

and the cabinet cut-out boxes are set back into the brick

walls. The covers art heavily raised panels of extra

strength, so that they cannot be broken by the patients.

Each cut-out box is furnished with a Yale lock, and each

ward has its own cut-out box controlling from 20 to 65

lights.

The 2,200 lights are controlled by switches, and each

switch, whatever its capacity, when operated controls an

equal number of lights on each side of the neutral, with

no volts only on each switch, so that overbalancing of the

system is obviated. All lights are thrown cff at the power

house at ten o'clock at night, with the exception of those

in the sick wards and superintendent's quarters. A special

swi ch changes the system from three wire to two

wire at ten o'clock, the smallest engine sufficing to operate

the incandescent and arc dynamos after that lime until

morning. This switch is so connected that one, two or

three dynamos can be thrown into multiple on the two

wire system, together or separately. There are 70,000

feet of molding. The lamps are suspended by fle-Kible

cord pendants with keysockets and porcelain cut-

outs.

The arc circuit is used to illuminate the grounds. Two
miles of the General Electric company's lead covered cable,

laid underground in iron pipe, carries the current to the

twenty 1,200 candle power lamps suspended from 25 feet

ornamental poles, well stepped. The cable runs from

lamp to lamp without splices. At the bases of each pole,

and four inches below the siirface, is set a junction box i3

inches square. The entire system is laid out with material

of heavy enough capacity to carry 3,300 i6 candle power

incandescent lamps, as well as the arc lamps. The instal-

in the transformer itself being regarded as unnecessary.

The fuse is double pole, each wire or link being carried on

a separate porcelain plug or block. To replace a fuse the

door is dropped down by simply loosening one thumb

screw, the plug pulled out and an extra one inserted or a

new fuse wire attached to the same plug. The same size

of plug is used in all sizes of transformers, and all plugs

are interchangeable there being no rights and lefts. To
change a fuse takes but a moment or two, and is unattended

by danger. The plug being held in the hand entirely

away from the transformer or circuit, the new fuse wire

can be fastened handily and deliberately without fear or

haste and good contacts be surely made. No screw driver

or plyers or any other tool is necessary. The fuse box

inside the iron case is entirely of porcelain, every part

being perfectly insulated and fireproof. The two fuses

are entirely separated from each other by a porcelain

partition, thus preventing arcing from one to the other.

The peculiar form of plug used, and the unusual length of

the fuse itself insures, a complete rupture of the circuit.
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trie Lighting company's plant was simply to obey the in-

junction that was granted by Judge Shipman.
A dispatch from Boston annoancci that the Edison

Electric J-ight company and the Edison General Electric

company have applied for an injunction against the Keacon
Lamp company of that city. The latter company filed

about thirty afTidavits alleging that the incandescent lamp
was not invented by Mr. Edison in 1379, but by Hcnr>'

Gobel. The affidavits allege that Mr. Gobel, after having
experimented for several years, finally devised, somewhat
earlier than i36o, substantially the form of incandescent

lamps now in use, and on which Edison was granted a
patent. The use of this lamp was necessarily limited by
the fact that dynamos were not to be had at that time, but

Mr. Gobel made many of these lamps for several years

prior to Mr. Edison's alleged invention, and used them
more or less continuously in lighting his store and
dwelling and for other purposes. Tne lawj'crs for the

Beacon company contend that the Gobel use of the incan.

descent lamp was a full anticipation of Mr. Edison's lamp
and that accordingly Mr. Edison's patent is invalid.

The National Electric Constru::tioncDaipany, which has

a small central station in the University block. Chicago
has asked Judge Grosscup for the privilege of buying incan

descent electric lamps. Since the Edison General Electric

company secured an injunction against other manufactur-
ers of incandescent lamps, Manager William L. Abbott
says that he has been unable to buy at any price the sup-
plies needed by his company. "Vou see," he is reported

as saying, "we are the only independent incandescent

lighting company in Chicago, and the Edison concern is

making every effort to freeze us out. Formerly we bought
part of our lamps from the Sunbeam company, but since

the injunction was issued that source has been closed, and
the Edison people now refuse to furnish supplies to us at

any price. They think they can in this way compel as to

go out of business. Our petition to Judge Grosscup gives

the condition of affairs and prays either that the Sunbeam
company be allowed to sell to us or that the Edison com-
pany be compelled to fill our orders. While the Edison
concern keeps saying publicly that it is willing to sell to

any one and every one, we have applied again and again
and they refuse to let us have a single lamp."

The first installment of Westinghouse lamps for com
mercial use has reached Chicago, although a number
of the new lamps have been at the World's Fair grounds
for some time. It is said that the company has orders

for 750,000 lamps.

Incandescent Lamp Litigation.

In the United States Court at Chicago last week the

hearing of the injunction suits of the Edison Electric

Light company and Edison General Electric company

against the Sunbeam and Illinois companies was post-

poned, the case of the Illinois company until Januarj'

CORRESPON DENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, January 21.—The final decision of the

Rapid Transit Commission, which was presented to the

public last week in the form of resolutions, is a seriousdis-

appoinlraent to all who have been expecting^ permanent
relief as a result of the commissioners' deliberations and
exertions. After two years of hard work the elaborate

plans prepared under the direction of the commissioners

are shelved, and the people are informed that thej* will be

I IG. 2. STANLEY
28th. and that of the Sunbeam company unlii February

2oth. This will give the contending parties time to pre-

pare arguments and accumulate evidence.

The Columbia Incandescent Lamp company of St.

Louis will have an opportunity February 1st to argue its

case before Judge Thayer.

According to the Il.irtford Timts the Mather Electric

company has secured permission to use the Perkins lamp
for the present in lighting the town of Manchester. This
concession was made by the Isdison company, in view of

an order from the Mather managers for 7,000 lamps at once.

The action of the Mather Electric company in removing
the lamps from its factory and fiom the Manchester Klec-

TRANSFORMER.

obliged to put up with "L" road service. The .Manhattan

company expressed a willingness to extend and improve its

service, but it is not expected that this will afford any de-

cided improvement. The commissioners have undoubt-

edly done all in their power to secure an underground sys-

tem which would give the people rapid transit serA'ice.

They have been unable to find responsible bidders for the

franchise, and the arrangement for temporary improvement
in the "L" road ser^-icc is unquestionably the best that

could be made under the circumstances. They have imposed
the following conditions on the Manhattan company:

Eirst—That the elevated railway system shall be so
extended, within a reasonable time to be prescribed, as to
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transport passengers between the Batter}' and the northern

limits of the city on both the east and west sides at a single

maximum fare of five cents.

Second—That the company shall make compensation to

the city in a gross sum or by annual payments, or both, as

may be determined by this board
Third—That in respect to any application which involves

the use of additional avenues and streets in a large degree

for the construction of new lines, the commission reserves

the right to offer such a franchise at public sale.

The friends of the underground system have not given

up hope, however. They have prepared petitions asking

the legislature to pass an act enabling the city to build a

road in accordance with the commissioners' plans. Eminent-

counsel will be retained to look cafter the interest of the

bill before the legislature.

Austin Corbin has written to the commissioners suggest-

ing a consultation of engineers, with a view to arranging

connections between any underground road that may

be adopted for this city and the tunnel which Mr. Corbin

proposes to construct between Brooklyn and Jersey City.

A telegraph operators' "fast sending" tournament is to

be held at Hardman hall. Fifth avenue and Nineteenth

street, on the afternoon and evening of Saturday, March

nth. The objects of the tournament are to develop the

maximum carrying capacity of a wire in first-class condi-

tion when manipulated by the fastest sending and the most

expert receiving operators; to ascertain how much "press"

matter might, in an emergency, be transmitted over such

a wire, and to test the comparative worth of the pen and

the several typewriting machines for correctly recording

Morse signals transmitted at the highest rate of speed

attainable. The committee of arrangements is composed

of M. H. Toomey, R. L. De Akers, M. W. Russell, J. N.

Johnston, H. F. "Warren and Charles Orr.

W. F. O.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Milwaukee, January 21.—The Brown Telegraph &
Telephone company is prepiring to establish an exchange

in this city. I. L. Moore, the assistant general manager

of the new company, has been conducting experiments

with the Brown telephone, using an office in the Chamber

of Commerce for the purpose. The instruments were at-

ta,ched to the Postal Telegraph company's wires between

this city and Chicago- A few conversations were held, but

the weather was unfavorable, the induction great, and the

wires not well adapted to the purpose, so that the exper-

iment was not very satisfactory. The instruments were

then attached to short distance lines in the city, and they

worked better. Mr. Moore announced that a private wire

between Baltimore and Chicago had been in operation for

three months, and that it worked^ very successfully. In

case the Brown system is introduced in Milwaukee, the

exchange will be built by W. H, Kelsey, the manager of

the Postal Telegraph company, and the builder of the

original Bell exchange at this point. A great deal of in-

terest is manifested in the project of establishing a com-

peting telephone system in Milwaukee.

John D. McLeod. secretary and general manager of the

Wisconsin Telephone company, says that while the expir-

ation of the Eel! patents will bring about competition in

short distance lines, many important points about the Bell

apparatus are protected by patents of comparatively recent

date, which will prevent competitors from using the most

improved apparatus. The receiver is covered by a patent

which will not expire until January 30, 1894. The expir-

ation of Bell's first patent is expected to cause considerable

change in the telephone system, and Mr. McLeod inti-

mates that the parent company will either have to protect

the state and municipal companies, which pay a royalty, or

permit them to meet such competition as they may en-

counter.

It is pMsiblc that an electric railway between Jefferson

and Fort Atkinson will be built next summer. The people

of Jefferson favor the project.

The telegraph toll between Milwaukee and Superior has

been reduced from 40 cents to 25 cents for 10 words.

Ths Milwauk^ <:: Wauwatosa Motor company has paid

the .Mc.Mpine right of-v/ay judgment, which amounted to

122,461.60.

The E P. Allis company has just completed a temporary

power plant for the Milwaukee Street Railway company.

It has been erected on a notice of a little more than a

montb, but it is capable of supplying current for all the cars

now operated by the company. The plant Is located on

Kinnick:nnic avenue, on the .Srath Side. It is intended to

sopply power for the Sotith Side lines only. About half

the foundry formerly nasd by the Ddtchcr Stove company

U occnpied by the electric plant. In the east end of the

building three Urge engines have been erected, side by side,

on raised foandaiiotw of brick and stone. They are of the

Reynolds-Corliss pattern. One of them is of 600 horse

power, another of 500 horse power and the other of 350

horse power. The dynamos are located in the west end of

the building. There are six of them, and two are run by

each engine. Two of the dynamos are of 200 horse power

each, two of 150 horse power and the other two of 100

horse power. The dynamos were made in Schenectady, N.

Y. The boilers, si.^c in number, are in a temporary build-

ing, 34 by 74 feet in size, with a brick foundation and a

frame superstructure. The plant is capable of furnishing

power to run from eighty-five to a hundred ears, which is

about all that the company operates at present on its en-

tire system, so many cars having been destroyed in the

recent fire. The old plant can furnish power sufficient to

run all the cars now operated, and the new plant will not

be started until more cars are received.

The Superior Electric Belt Line company, with a cap-

ital stock of $600,000. has been incorporated. The elec-

tric railways of Duluth and Superior will be consolidated

and run under one management. C.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, January 21.—A mortgage was filed in

the register of deeds' office in this city the other day. It

is for a million dollars and is given by the so called "elec-

tric combine" to the Minnesota Loan & Trust company.

The signers of the instrument are the Minnesota Brush Elec-

tric Light company, the Minneapolis General Electric com-

pany, and the West Side Power company. The bonds are

foriji.ooo each, with interest at 6 per cent. Resolutions by

the directors assert that the new concern proposes to ex-

tend its operations on a large scale.

General Manager Goodrich has intimated that the Street

Railway company is figuring to increase materially the

speed on the interurban line. This is probably one out-

come of the talk of the putting in of electric service on the

Northern Pacific road between the cities. Such a line

would traverse a route that would permit of a schedule re-

ducing the time fully half what it is now on the interurban

electric.

Allusion was made at the time of Villard's recent visit

to the Twin Cities of the scheme for utilizing the water

power at Taylor's Falls to supply electricity to the

cities. It is now reported that Mr. Villard gave up the

idea in toto as the result of the discovery that the land on

both sides of the falls and river for fifteen miles was owned

by Isaac Staples, the wealthy lumberman of Stillwater.

Superintendent McMichael, of the Western Union Tele-

graph company, has a bone to pick with the St. Paul

aldermen and he has written an elaborate communication.

He complains that the council will neither grant his com-

pany permission lO put its wires under ground nor allow it

to substitute new poles for the rotten ones now above

ground.

The St- Paul assembly has passed an ordinance limiting

the speed of street cars on down town streets to eight miles

per hour, notwithstanding the recommendation of the com-

mittee that the limit be made ten miles.

The successor of W. B. Joyce as manager of the St.

Paul telephone exchange, has been named- Manager

Freedy, of the Fargo, N. D., telephone exchange, is the

man. He assumed control of the office on January 1st.

Manager Freedy was transferred to Fargo from Stillwater

about a year ago. -The present manager at Grand Forks

will be transferred to Fargo.

The new Minneapolis electric line to St. Louis Park has

finally been put in operation with a half-hour schedule.

The Electric & Water company, of Little Falls, Minn.,

promises its patrons cheaper incandescent lamps in the

near future, when the Wtstinghouse Electric company gets

its new lamps on the market.

It is reported that some of the insurance companies have

thrown cold water on the project for putting in an electric

light plant at Cambridge, Minn., by threatening an in-

crease of rates on buildings where there are electric lights.

The men who have the matter in hand don't propose to be

frightened, however.

Oakes, N. D., expects to be enjoying electric lights

before very long. A franchise is now being sought from

the council. C, Gorder is one of the prime movers in the

enterprise,

Wallace Harper, of Appleton, Mont,, is figuring on

putting in an electric plant. He visited Great Falls-

reccnlly and was greatly pleased with the plant there-

The Minneapolis General Electric company will remove

its headquarters from the offices in Washington avenue

North to the Windom block, second floor, the spacious

quarters formerly occupied by C. A. Pillsbury h Co.

The mayor has signed the amended street railway or-

dinance, which has caused so much commotion in Minne-

apolis. The company has not yet signified its acceptance.

A round hou.sc, a motor engine and two summer cars be-

longing to the St. Paul & White Bear Electric Railway
company were burned the other night. The loss, about

G. Storey, representing the Beacon Electric Light com-
pany of St. Paul, has been figuring at Grand Forks, N.
D., in regard to putting plants in the stores,

i^io.ooo, is nearly covered by insurance.

The electric light plant at Granite Falls, Minn., cleared

$500 last year.

The organization of an electric light and power com-
pany at Cloquet, Minn., is in embryo.

Brainard's electric street railway is about ready to be
started up.

The number of subscribers to the telephone exchange at

Grand Forks, N. D,, has increased the past year from 93
to igo.

The Northwestern Electric Light company has con-
tracted to put in a $12,000 plant at Tracy, Minn., to fur-

nish 40 arc lights and 500 incandescent.

The boilers for the electric light plant at Jamestown, N,
D., have arrived.

W. F. Hammond has purchased the electric light plant

at Grinnell, la. Mr. Hammond is to give the business his

entire attention. A local paper says many business men
are rejoicing over the prospect of having the plant run in a

more business-like way.

The deed has been filed transferring the eJectric light

plant at Austin, Minn-, from the Austin Electric company
to the Northwestern General Electric company of St. Paul.

The consideration was $4 9, 500.

Charles C, Ames, who was killed by falling from a tele-

graph pole he was repairing on a government line between
Port Angels and Cape Flattery, Wash , was the son of ex-

Mayor Ames of Minneapolis, and was well known here,

E. S, Corser, the prominent real estate and insurance

man of Minneapolis, whose failure has caused so much
excitement, has been a leading spirit in the Brush electric

light enterprise in this city. H. C. C.

New England News.
Boston, Mass,, January 21.—Worcester is about to

be made the center of a vast street railway system which will

reach out into the country roundabout and control the

street transportation interests of the heart of tte common-
wealth.

The first move was the acquiring by a New Jersey syn-

dicate, known as the Worcester Traction company, of the

control of the Consolidated street railway lines. This
was the signal for a grand rush for railway franchises in

that section. All the lines leading into the city applied

for the right to extend their tracks through the principal

streets. Then came the report that the Central Massa-
chusetts railroad officials contemplated asking for a fran-

chise for an electric road from Worcester to Marlboro.

This stirred up the directors of the Worcester & Shrews-

bury Street Railway company, and they hurriedly filed

with the selectmen of Marlboro a petition asking for the

granting to them of a franchise between the two places.

A similar petition was filed with the authorities of i North-
boro and Shrewsbury. Now comes the new factor in the

matter in the shape of a preliminary meeting, held for the

purpose of organizing a State Central Railway company
which intends to construct a line which will be 43 miles in

length, and extend from Worcester through Shrewsbury,

Northboro into Marlboro, with a branch to the center of

Shrewsbury and through Grafton, Northboro and West-
boro. Also a line will be constructed from
Worcester through Auburn, Leicester, Oxford
and Webster. The capital stock is nearly

half a million dollars. The projectors are the chief

owners of the Spencer and Leicester and Millbury electric

roads. It is a big undertaking, and there is a strong fight

on hand by all parties for the franchises they ask for. The
first hearing will be held January 23rd.

The Postal Telegraph company was burned out of its

offices on Devonshire street, Boston, Saturday last. The
clerks and the operators left their desks and the electrician

had to shut off the electric current on the wires running

into the office. All business had to be removed to their

Milk street cable office. The damage was more by water

than by fire.

Prof. Thompson, of Lynn, in a recent talk on the in-

duction coil said he had been experimenting on high fre-

quency circuits and had been able with currents of high

voltage to discharge sparks through fivo feet of air.

The Lynn & Boston railroad has formally opened its

electric line between Lynn and Salem,

The Providence .Steam Engine company has built two

Green engines for the electric plant of the Pennsylvania

railroad at I'ittsburg, Each engine will drive two 50-Iight

Thomson-Houston arc and two 6ooIight Wcstinghoufe

alternating dynamo.s. J, C. E,
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PERSONAL.
C. E. Stump, business manager of the S/rcd /Railway

Journal, is in Chicago.

A. Mitchell Hall, general manager of the C. tV C. Elec-

tric Motor company, New York, was in Chicago last week,

A. B. Faunce has accepted the position of managerof the

Hyde Park Thomsonllouston Light company, Chicago.

C. W. Pike of Philadelphia has been appointed World's
Fair representative of Jas. W. Queen -S: Co. and is now in

Chicago.

James H. Dean, well known in electrical circles through-

out the West, was married at St Paul, January lolh, to

Miss Adelaide M. Gordon.

W. Worth Bean, president of the ^t. Joseph & Benton
Harbor Electric Railway & Light company of St. Joseph,
Mich., was in Chicago last week.

In the last number of the Tcchuic, issued by the Uni-
versity of Michigan Engineering society, there appeared

an excellent portrait and sketch of Prof. Henry S. Carhart.

Frank S. De Ronde, well known in the electrical trade

through his connection with the Standard Paint company
of New York, has been appointed general sales agent for

that company.

George E. Fisher, general manager of the Commercial
Electric company, Detroit, Mich., is enjoying a vacation

at St. Augustine, Fia. Mr. Fisher is accompanied by his

wife. They report a very pleasant trip.

John Kruesi. superintendent of the Edison factories at

Schenectady, was in Chicago last week on business con-

nected with the furnishing of the cable to connect the

new West Side and Adams street stations of the Chicago
Edison company.

A. G. Waterhouse, of Waterhouse, Gamble & Co , of

Hartford. Conn., left on the Servia Saturday last for London,
where he will superintend the installation of a large plant for

the manufacture of arc lamps. Mr. Waterhouse expects to

return about June ist.

W. R. Canfield, managerof the New England Electro-

lytic Copper company, Pawtucket. R. L, was in Chicago
last week. Mr. Canfield is on his way to Great Falls,

Mont., where he will superintend the installation of a

large electrolytic plant for the Boston & Montana Copper
company.

The Iron Mountain L'ght & Power company of Iron

Mountain, Mich , elecled A. A. Young a director of the

company and a member of the executive committee on
January 20th. Mr. Young has heretofore been superin-

tendent of the company's plant, and his promotion is well

deserved.

W. L. Adams, who has been secretary and treasurer of

the Railway Equipment company, Chicago, since its

formation, has resigned to engage in other business. Mr.
Adams has the best wishes of a host of friends in his new
undertaking. C. M. Barclay, Chicago, has been selected as

Mr. Adams' successor. He is favorably known to the trade,

and brings to his new position the advantages of many
years of experience in electrical work.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Columbus Electric company, Columbus, Kan.; capital

stock, $10,000; furnishing electric light.

Susquehanna Valley Electric Traction company, Wa-
verly, N. Y. ; capital stock, $20,000; surface .nreet rail-

road.

Colorado Electric & Gas company, Denver, Colo.; capital

stock, $500,000; to manufacture gas and electric light in

Arapahoe county.

Westchester & Long Island Tunnel Railroad company;
New York, N. Y. ; capital stock, $100,000; tunnel railroad

to be operated by steam or electricity.

Grand Ridge Electric Light, Power & Creamery com-
pnny, Grand Ridge, 111.; capital stock, $6,000; to furnish

eleciric light and power, and run a creamery; C. A. Porter,

Grand Ridge, III.

Home Electric company, Coudersport, Pa.; capital stock

$10,000; supplying light, heat and power by electricity

to the public in Coudersport, Pa.
; Jas. B. Benson,

Coudersport, Pa.

Lancaster & Manheim Railway company, Lancaster,

Pa.; capital stock, $250,000; constructing and operating

an electric railway in the city of Lancaster; Col. D. B.

Case, Mantua, Pa.

The Lancaster & Terre Hill Street Railway company,
Lancaster, Pa.; capital stock, $200,000; constructing and
operating an electric railway in Lancaster, Pa.; A. B.

Bassler, Lancaster, Pa.

Scranton & Pittston Passenger Railway company.
Scranton, Pa.; capital stock, $90,000; constructing and
operating an electric railway in Scranton, Pa. ; Hon. Louis

A. Watrous, Scranton, Pa.

Santa Cruz Electric Light & Power company, Santa
Cruz, Cal-; capital stock, $300,000; to generate and de-

velop electricity for all purposes and deal in electrical ap-

paratus; Edward Martin, Santa Cruz, Cal.

Charles E. Gregory company, Chicago, III.; capital

stock, $50,000; to buy, sell, and deal in electrical machin-
ery, supplies and apparatus, and other machinery, etc.,

Parmiy Bros., 625 Home Insurance building. Chicago.
in.

Grand Street Electric Railway company, Paterson, N.J.;
capital stock, $35,000; constructing, maintaining, and op-

crating a street railway for the public use in the conveyance
of persons and property, etc.; Jas. A. Morrisse, Paterson,

N.J.

Cuero Electric Light. Power &: Telephone company,
Cuero, Tex.; capital stock. $50,000, to generate and sup-

ply electric light and power to the citizens of Cuero and vi-

cinity, and to maintain telephone lines in the city; Otto
Staerkcr, Cuero, Tex.

Patten Electric Power company, Jersey City, N. J.;
capital stock, $too, 000; to manufac'ure, build, use, and
equip, sell, lease, or otherwise dispose of dynamo electric

machines, motors, and all other electrical apparatus, etc.:

John Rooney, 145 Broadway. New York, N. Y.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
An electric light plant is to be erected in Cleveland,

Tenn.

The city of Hillsdale, Mich., will put in its own electric

light plant.

A $20,000 electric plant is to be installed at Loreley,
Md., by Corthell & Co., of Boston.

The town of Puyallup, Wash., is considering the matter
of putting in its own electric light plant.

The Thomson- Houston Electric Light company of

Augusta, Ga., will increase its capital stock to $500,000.

The Common Council of Rochester, N. Y., has decided
to abandon the use of incandescent lights for street illum-
ination.

It is said that the net earnings of the Edison Illumin-
ating company of New York for 1892 were about
$4.40,000.

The director of public works of Cleveland, O., has been
authorized to re-advertise for bids for electric lighting for

the year 1893.

The board of public works of Jamestown, N. Y , will

issue .$15,000 worth of bonds to enlarge the city's electric

light plant and extend the system.

The Tiffin 0-, Electric Light company's works, which
included a new plant in process of erection, have been
totally destroyed by fire; loss, $30,000.

A special election was held in Augusta, Mo., on January
24th to vote on a proposition to issue $4,000 in bonds for

the purpose of putting in an electric light plant.

The electric light plant of Alleghany, Pa., on Braddock
street, was damaged by fire on fanuary Sth to the extent of

$7,000. The principal damage was done to the dynamos.

An isolated plant having a capacity of i,5oo lamps will

be installed in the new Security building at Madison street
and Fifth avenue, Chicago, The Chicago Edison com-
pany has the contract.

The council of Michigan City, Ind., is considering a
proposition to sell its electric light plant to the Lake
Cities Electric Railway company, which wants to light the
city and operate an electric railway.

The plant of the United States Electric company at
Dubuque has been sold to a local syndicate. The price is

understood to be $roo,ooo. This is believed to mean the
consolidation of all electric light companies in that city.

The management of the Missouri lines of the Burlington
has awarded contracts for a system of electric lighting to
be used on passenger trains. The St. Louis and Denver
trains and the Kansas City and Chicago and the St. Joseph
and Chicago flyers will be equipped at once with lights on
the storage battery system.

The national light-house board declines to make public
the detailed project for lighting St. Mary's river, but it is

announced that the appropriation asked for—$150,000

—

will be sufficient to establish a perfect system of lighted
buoys, towers and stands for lights, and to purchase the
necessary boats and tugs to keep the lights in operation for
one year.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Cleveland, O., City Cable company will equip its

St. Claire street line with electricity.

The Cass Avenue and Fair Grounds Street Railway com-
pany of St. Louis will erect a $15,000 power house.

A petition is being circulated for an extension of the
electric railway through Hollis and Queens, N. Y.

The Frankfort, N. Y., Street Railway company has ap-
plied to the board of trustees for a franchise for an eleciric
railway.

Electric power is to be used on the Hot Springs, Ark.,
railway. The line is four miles long and double
tracked.

The General Electric company has purchased the Kala-
mazoo, Mich., street railway at sheriff's sale, and will equip
it with electricity.

The Main Street Railway company of Jacksonville, Fla
,

intends to equip its road electrically, and has already
closed the contract.

New York capitalists have been granted a franchise for
an electric street railway in Shelbyville, Ind. The road
will be constructed at once.

If the bills pending in the Missouri Legislature should
pass, over 100 miles of electric street r.iilway will be built,
it is said, in and about St. Louis this year.

The Crosstown Stieel Railway company of Buffalo has
increased its capital stock from |i, 500,000 to $3,000,000,
with a view of adopting the electric system.

The Charleroy, Monongahela City h WVst Brownsville
Electric company, with a capital of $700,000. is being organ-
ized at Pittsburg by Jesse Y, Rugglcs of West Virginia as
the principal promoter. It will build an electric line 55
miles in length up the Monongahela valley to cost $0oo,-
000.

The Montgomery, Ala.. Terminal U Electric Railroad
company has decided to equip its railway with electric

power. The board of directors estimates the cost at

$125,000, and intends to have -.vork commenced wiibin
sixty days. The road is now ten and a half miles long
and is to be extended.

A large party of Lynn gentlemen, including members of

the city government and the Legislature, attended the

opening of the new electric road connecting Lynn and
Salem, on^invitation of the Lynn and Boston company.
A trip over the line was made, and,[accompanied by a
numlDcr of Salem citizens, the party returned at 5 o'clock

and dined.

A company is forming at Wilmington, Del., to build an
electric line, sixteen miles in length, from Unionvillc,

Chester county, via Centerville and Kenn^tt Square. The
West Chester, Pa., Board of Trade looks upon this move
as one calculated to direct trade from W^est Chester to

Wilmington, and has projected a line between West
Chester and Unionville.

In answer to a query from a Philadelphia newspapers
Mayor Curran of Rochester. N. Y., says that the trolley

system has given satisfaction in his city. Few accidents

have occurred, and the blame for tb'jse is to be charged to

the carelessness of passengers and motormen. The intro-

duction of the electric system has helped the growth of

the city and general business interests. Accidents have
resulted, but with ordinary care their number will be very-

few.

At the anual meeting of the Chicago Citv Railway
company the capital stock was increased from S7. 000.000
to $9.coo,ooo. President Wheeler repor'-ed that sixteen

miles of track had been equipped with electric poles and
trolley wires ready for the introduction of electricity. A
power house for the electric plant is building at Fifty-

second street and Wabash avenue and is about one third

completed. All motors and trucks for cars are delivered

and mounted and the cars wired. It is expected that the

lines on Forty-.^ieventh, Thirty fifth, Sixty-first and Sixty-

third streets will be running by May ist. Application has
been made to the council for the right to construct electric

lines to a toial of seventy-five miles.

During 1893 the Southern Pacific company of San
Francisco will build over twenty miles of rapid transit

lines, fifteen mi'es of this being electric and five miles cable

road. Material for the entire system has been ordered,

and as fast as it arrives it will be put in place. The
Kentucky street electric road, now being built, begins at

Fourth and Townsend streets, and will lun cut Kentucky
street to Railroad avenue, and out Railroad avenue to

South San Francisco, covering a distance of abcut three

miles. Still more important is the Mission street road, to

be built from East and Missicn sireets, on the water front,

out Mission street and Mission road to the county line, a
distance of eight miles. ^Vo^k on this Hne, which will

also be on the electric system, will be begun about January
1st and pushed forward to completion as fast as possible.

It is thought that the road will be ready to handle trsftic

by the beginning of July. While these two roads are

being built, construction work will be begun on two con-

necting lines, which will tap the most populous district

south of Market street. One of these will run from the

junction of Solano and Kentucky streets to Sixteenth and
• Mission, where it will connect with the main line. The
other will start at Center avenue, and run down Kansas
street to Brannan, down Brannan to Sixth, and down
Si.\th to Mission. Power for this extensive system will be
generated at one central point, and from there distributed

over all the line?. The exact site for this power house has
not yet been definitely fixed upon but will probably be as
near the center of the system as practicable. The plant
will be one of the largest of its kind in the United
States.

TELEPHONE.
The Missouri & Kans.as Telephone company has opened

offices at Roseodale, Bolckow, Barnard and ^far)'^•ille, Mo.

At the annual meeting of the Central L'nion Telephone
company it was reported that the net earnings for the year
wfre $380,307 and that the number of subscribers was
24,600.

A new telephone line will be completed in a few months
from Portland to Spokane, a distance of 450 miles. The
line will be a double wire circuit, and the poles will have
cross arms and capacity for six other wires. The line will

cost $100,000.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The General Electric company of New York sent a check

for $[,000 toward the Press club building fund of that

city last week.

President Adams, of the University of Wisconsin, pre-
sented a report on the needs of that institution at a special

meeting of the regents January 4th. In the course of his

remarks he said, referring to the college of mechanics and
engineering: "The capacity can be very nearly doubled
without verj' large expense. The north wing should be ex-

tended during the coming summer about fifty feet, aud the
whole wing should be made two stories high. This would
enable the rapidly growing department of electrical engi-
neering to make adequate provision for the apparatus re-

quired by gift and purchase."
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TRADE NEWS.
The Redding Electric company, Boston, received eight-

een ordeis in one day for its new watchman's register.

I. B- Davis & Son of Hartford, manu'acturers of the

Berryman heaters, are busy making their orders for Feb-

ruary.

The Elektron Manufacturing company of Springfield,

Mass., is making a specialty of its new controller for ele-

vator work, which it reports has given satisfaction.

The Vulcanized Fibre company, of New York, was

awarded the silver medal for its fine exhibit of vulcanized

fibre goods, at the Crystal Palace exhibition, London.

This company is very busy with orders for fiber goods.

E. R. Rand, general manager of the Newton Rubber

company. Boston, reports an unusual amount of rubber

work for electrical purposes. The company will have spe-

cial facilities for the quick delivery of orders during this

year.

Treasurer H. G. Pratt, of the Samson Cordage Works of

Boston, says that he is very much gratified at the large

number of orders which are being received for future de-

livery at this time of the year, when the business is usually

quiet.

C. C- Allen, general manager of the Boston EUctric

Manufacturing company, recently returned from an extend-

ed trip through the West. The large number of order,

with which he was favored indicates that his trip was not

ail for pleasure.

General Agent L. E. Bellows of the Dean Steam Pump
company of Holyoke, Mass., reports that the company is

making arraneements for several large installations in the

West. During the year this concern has been placing large

numbers of pumps for mining work. Its large factory has

been severely taxed to meet increase in trade.

Waterhouse, Gamble & Co , of Hartford, have received

a testimonial letter from G. W. Phillips, superintendent of

the Norwich Electric Light company, regarding several

tests of their arc lamp, in which it is said that it burned 14

hours and 15 minutes on a ,^g inch plain carbon. The
company is making a special feature of carbons in connec-

tion with its lamps.

The Jewell Belting company, of Hartford, Conn., is

sending out a handsome catalogue, bound in pebbled leather,

entitled "Transmission of Power by Leather Belting,"

which contains directions for the lacing, care and use of

leather belting. It also contains illustrated descriptions of

the company's staple goods and specialties. It is a com-

pact and valuable little book.

The W, 3. Edwards Manufacturing company of Chi-

cago, manufacturer of gas and electric light fixtures, is

remodeling the five-story and basement building a* 21 and

23 Lake street, and will remove its offices and factory into

these quarters on or about March ist. As the new plant

will contain nearly two acres of floor space, the company
will have ample room to care for its increasing trade.

The Fibrone Terraloid company of Newark, N. J., is

manufacturing a substitute for hard lu ber recently intro-

duced on the market in a material under the name of

fibrone. This material is adapted to use in electrical fit-

tings, as it is a non-conductor of electricity and an exact

imitation, in appearance, of hard rubber. Among the

electrical articles in which it can be used may be mentioned

lamp keys, telegraph instrument handles, switch keys,

battery jar covers and push button centers.

The anntial meeting of the stockholders of the , Railway
Equipment company, Chicago, was held on Tuesday, Jan-
narj' 17th, and the report of General Manager W, R.

Mason showed a most satisfactory state of affairs. The
business of the compaiy has been very greatly in excess of

expectations, and is daily increasing. Mr. Mason called

attention to the need of further increasing the manufactur-
ing facilities. It is announced that a prominent capitalist

has become interested in the company with the intention

of still fnrther increasing the business of that company.

The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, will con-
tinue to represent the Emerson Electric Manufacturing
company of St. I-oais as special western selling agents
for the Meston motor. The Electric Appliance company
last summer installed several hundred of these machines.
Preparations have been made this season to anticipate any
possible demand, and a large number of machines have al-

ready been sold for delivery May ist. It is rather cold

business exploiting fan moiois under the present atmos-
pheric conditions, but the Electric Appliance company
has already booked a number of handsome orders and
closed many of their sub-agency deals.

BUSINESS.
The Patton Motor Manufacturing company, Chicago,

has increased its capital stock to f r.ooo.oco.

The Jewell Heltioj: company, of Hartford. Conn.,
is rt»hed with ordeis for leather belts. The business for
Dscember breaks all previous records, being the largest
since the organization of the company.

Cbas. E. fiibbiT. of the Consolidated Electric Manufac-
taring company, of Boston, is prescnling his many friends
a little conn'cr for p-.-jying cards, on which be also reminds
iherr. /ill has for sale the Bibber arc
laai; c dynamos, Oo the back is a ctit

of the , . ;.

The Southern Electrical .Supply company, St. Louis,
baa found it necessary, on account of its rapidly increasing
business, to sccare new qaartcrs. It has removed to II

North Se'ventb street, where it has secured roach larger

quarters and better conveniences for handling its goods.
The company is receiving congratulations upon the suc-

cess which it has enjoyed.

The Standard Oil Company has issued a small pamphlet
on lubricating oils and greases, which contains many points
of interest to central station men. The company is making
a specialty of Capitol cylinder oil for steam valves, Renown
engine oil for electrical machinery and Atlantic red oil for
all parts of engines except cylinders.

Queen & Co., Philadelphia, are congratulating them-
selves upon the increasing demand for their magnetic vane
ammeters and voltmeters, as evidenced by the fact that
more than twice as many of these instruments were sold
by them in 1S92 as in the preceding year. The instru-

ments a^e adapted for constant switch-board use, and
voltmeters, as well as ammeters, can be left in circuit con-
stantly. A number of prominent dynamo building com-
panies have adopted this type to install with isolated plants
for incandescent lighting and for power circuits.

The Pioneer Armature Works, room 415, 195 Canal
street, Chicago, is well equipped for electrical repairing
work of all kinds. This firm has a number of competent
armature winders at work,and makes a specialty of rewind-
ing dynamo and motor fields and armatures. In addition
to this it also undertakes repair work on commutators, re-

turning and refiling and putting them in thorough run-
ning order. The manager of the Pioneer Works is Chas.
A. Phillips, a practical electrical engineer. From present
indications it would seem that this concern is likely to se-

cure a good share of business in Chicago and Cook county,
as well as from points farther away.

The Heinze Electric company, of Lynn, Mass., is busy
filling orders for its dead beat volt and ampere meters
which are very sensitive to current variations and accu-
rately calibrated, measuring both direct and alternating

currents. The company is also filling a number of large

orders for automatic fuse cut-outs for railway and arc cir-

cui s. This company makes a special feature of Wims-
hurst influence machines. This machine, with 16 inch

glass plates, is mounted in hard rubber casing on an ebon-
ized base, with small Leyden jars, giving a 7 inch
spark.

The Westinghouse Electric ^^ Manufacturing company
has issued an interesting circular concerning the capacity

of its factories. The company has three factories in oper-

ation; one on Garrison alley, Pittsburg; a second (the

old air brake works) in Allegheny, and the third in New-
ark, N. J. There are employed to-day 2.615 operatives in

Pittsburg and Allegheny, and 4S5 in Newark. The
present output of ail of these factories aggregates $575,000
per month, and this can, with present facilities, be in-

creased to about fSoo.ooo per month to meet demands.
The machinery now erected is sufficient in size to make
generators of 5,000 horse power capacity, such as are now
wanted by the Niagara Cataract Construction company.
There are now 604 central lighting stations, 2,300 isolated

lighting plants and 200 electric street railways using the
company's apparatus; and among the railways are those

operating in New Ycrk, Philadelphia, Brooklyn, Chicago.
St. Louis, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Pittsburg, Rochester
and Albany. The company can now readily turn out 200
motors each week, orsufticient for 5,000 cars per annum,
each car usually having two motors for its operation.

It will doubtless be news to many to learn that Charlee
H. Wilson, so long identified with ihe Chicago Telephons
company as its general superintendent, has severed his

connection with that company in order to go into business

for himself. Mr. Wilson has formed a co-partnership with

George W. Jackson, a prominent and well-known Chicago
contractor, and will immediately engage in general con-
struction work. The new firm will undertake contracts for

all kinds of street and highway work, making a specialty

of construction work for electrical companies. It will do
a general contracting business in the line of electric rail-

way construction, telephonic and telegraphic, aerial and
underground work, and in fact build any sort of electiical

sub-way, conduit or tunnels. The new firm is already

in position to handle contracts for all sorts of masonry
work and aerial line construction. With two such ex-

perienced men at the head the new concern will undoubt-

edly constitute a strong team. Mr. Jackson has been in

the contracting business for fifteen years, and has con-

structed a large amount of underground work in Chicago,

not only for the telephone and telegraph companies, but

also for the electric light companies. He has also built

some of the larger Chicago sewers. Mr. Wilson's record

s already well known to the electrical fraternity. From
1S76 to 1881 he was assistant electrician for the West-
em Union Telegraph company; from 1881 to i388 he

held the position of general superintendent for the

Central Union Telephone company, and also had under
his control the other companies which had been absorbed

by the Central Union company. From 1S88 up to a short

time ago Mr. Wilson was, as is well known, general

superintendent of the Chicago Telephone company. While
in this latter capacity he was actively engaged in construc-

tion work, and also acted as consulting engineer in other

lines of electrical work. Readers of the Wr.STKKN Ei.iiC-

TkirjiAN will remember that Mr. Wilson devised and en-

gineered the laying of the virtrificd clay or terra cotta con-

duit system which is now in use in Chicago. No better

example than this work, representing as it docs an invest-

ment of many thousand dollars, could be found to iUus-

Irate the capabilities of the new firm. The new concc rn starts

out under most favorable circumstances. With Messrs.

Wilson and Jackson at the head, and with the large

amount of business already in hand it sr-cms most reasona-

ablc to presume that it will not only continue to command
its share of business in the West, but also work itself into

the foremost ranks of western contractors. MessrH, Wil-

son and Jackson have taken offices at 31 Tiroes buildlns:,

Chicago.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued Januaty 17, 1893.

489,938. Electric Battery. John H. Davis, Detroit
Mich.

489,944. Electric Railway Switch. August C. Goetz,
Milwaukee, Wis.

489,972. Electric Car Brake. Andrew C. Miller. Auburn,
N. Y.

489. 9S3. Electric Cut Out. William B. Potter, Lynn,
Mass.

489,990. Telephone. Charies E. Scribner, Chicago, 111.

Deflecting surfaces are provided, which are placed at such an
angle with respect to the diaphragm as to afford sufficient im-
pact surfaces so that the carboQ will be properly compressed to
change or vary its resistance 10 response to the vibrations of
the diaphragm, yet so arranged that the particles of carbon
striking against these surfaces will be deflected and caused to
circulate, thus serving to prevent packmg of the carbon.

490.011. Electric Meter. Fernando J. Dibble, Peabody,
Mass.

490.012. Electric Telemeter Transmitter. Fernando J.
Dibble, Peabody, Mass.

490.013- Electric Telemeter Transmitter. Fernando J.
Dibble, Peabody, Mass.

490,014. Electric Telemeter System. Fernando J. Dib-
ble, Peabody, Mass.

490,028. Trolley. John C. Love, Chicago, III.

Two levers are journalcd upon the end of a supporting bar
adapted to swing in a vertical plane, and provided with aepring
tending to throw the bar upward. Upon the ends of the two
levers are mounted the trolley wheels, each lever being inde-
pendently acted upon by a spring to press the trolley wheel
yieldingly against the trolley wire.

490,034. Electric Heater. Thomas E. Morford, Minne-
apolis, Minn.

The heater comprises a metallic plate adapted to be heated,
and to conduct the heat to the articles to be operated upon, and
a coating of enimel applied to the face of the conducting platem which is embedded the conducting wire. In applving the
enamel to the p ate a first layer is spread upon the plate upon
which is coiled the conducting wire, after which a second la> er
of the enamel is spread upon the first, which, upon the applica-
tion of heal, adheres to the first layer, thus leaving the conduct-
ing wires embedded.
The first claim reads:
"In an electro-heating apparatus the combination with the

heated surface plate and the resistance of a coaling of enamel
or its equivalent securing the resistance to, but insulating it
from said plate.''

490,064. Telegraphy and Telephony. Fred. H. Brown,
Chicago, 111.

The invention embodies means for utilizing the same circuit
for telephonic and telegraphic purposes, and comprises a nor-
mally closed electric circuit in which is placed a diaphragm,
against which rests a contact point carried upon a lever which
holds the contact point in mechanical and electrical cootacC
with the diaphragm. When it is desired to transmit a tele-
graphic message over the circuit the lever is raised out of con-
tact with the diaphragm,

490.081. Commutator Brush and Holder. Tames F.
McLaughlin, Philadelphia, Pa.

490.082. Electric Heater. James F. McLaughlin, Phila-
delphia, Pa.

The healer comprises a fiat strip of metal of high electrical
resistance bent into sinuous loops, and embedded in fire clay.
The conductor having been placed in the clay, the clay is baked
in the ordinary manner; and, in order to exclude the air from
the heating conductor and moisture from the embedding ma-
terial, a coating of glazing or enamel is provided upon the clay.
'1 his enamel e-xterior may be made ornamental by designs in
colors, and the heater requires no e.vterior mantle of iron.

490,161. Electric Alarm Lock. Joseph A. Nadeau, De-
troit, Mich.

Elihu Thomson,490,178. Electric Circuit Breaker.
Swampscott, Mass.

The circuit breaker is designed to prevent the arcing and con
sequent destruction of electric switches adapted lo carry cur
rents of large volume, in which the switch blade closes be-
tween pairs of contact fingers connected in multiple with the
circuit. In this form of switch, due to unavoidable inaccuracies
in the workmanship, there are generally one or two pairs ot
contact lingers that hreak connection with the switch blade
last, and consequently the entire current passes through these
contact fingers- An inductive resistance is placed in circuit be-
tween each pair of contact fingers and the main conductors, and
as the pairs of contact fingers successively break contact wjth
the blade, thus lessening the number of paths for the current,
the currents through the remaining contact fingers tend lo in-
crease, but the effect of the increase of current upon the in-
ductive resistances is to create a counter electromotive force
which counteracts the increase of current, permitting only tJic
normal currents to pass through the contact fingers last, break-
ing contact with the switch blade.

490,183. Commutator Brush. Carl O. C. Billberg, Phil-
adelphia, Pa.

The brush is designed to overcome the dilUculty caused by
the cutting of the commutator, due to the oxidization of the
coppcrwhen a spark is formed, producing globules of copper
oxide which arc harder than copper itself . The brush is made
of copper on the front or entering side or edge, with carbon
plumbago or equivalent nuileriul applied to tile back or leaving
side or edge. When a spark occurrt the carbon i.s oxidized in-
stead of the copper, resulling in carbon dio.\idc, a gas, so that
the bearing surface of tlie brush remains smuoili.

490,202. Mechanism for Testing Watch Balances and
Hair Springs. George E. Hunter, I'^Igin, III.

•190,203. Method of Testing Watch Balances and Hair
Springs- George E, Hunter, Elgin, ill.

490,211. Automatic Releasing Device. Hans P. Nielsen,
Alameda, Cal.

190,231. Galvanic Battery. Noah M. Powell, Galesburg
111.

490,218, Electric Railway SyHtcm. Thomas Harris, De-
troit, Mich.

490,256. Electrically J Icatcd Soldering Iron. George K,
Mcitiilcr, Cincinnati^ O.
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AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

HAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AMEBICANITE, MAGNET.
OFFrCE AND ANNUNCIATOR
FARADAY CABLES. WIRES.

NEW YORK OFFICE, P. C. Ackermuo, 10 Cortlnmlt Stropt.

MONTREAL BRANCH, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical \Vi»rk

-T^in-

mn umm si,

PDSH-BDTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YOR!!,

THE "CLARK " WIRE.
Insniatlon <jiDaranteed wherever used. Aerial, UDderground or ISnbniarlne.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, he says: ''A tnoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber need in insulating our wires and cables 13 especially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible In extreme cold
weather and is not affecled by heat. The insulation is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and epecial extra finish, which we
have now adopted for alt our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very gre-^ extent Greproof. Our ineulation will proxe
durable when all others fail . We are prepared to furninh Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark Joint C>iuni should be need for making waterproof joints. This i3 put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one foot Ions and five-eighthe inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint

".nd pressed firmly it makes a solid maes. ITOR BAILWAV f>nd MOTOR use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insufation.

WK OITARANTEK OFR IIVSITTiATIOIV AVHEREVKR USED, AERIAI^. t'XnER<.;ROr:\D OR SUBMARINE, and oar net prici?e are as low, if not lower than any
other first-class Insulated Wire. We shall b'' phM-^'^d to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts f^r ipiaiitJiiHa.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 6i5 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, MASS.

HBNRT A. CLARK, TresBurer and Gse"! Manager.
HERBERT H. BD8TIS, Praddent and EJectrldan.

WRITE FOR PRICES AXD SAMPLES OF

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE &, CABLE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

SKAMKEISS RUBBRR. WIRES AND CABLES,
FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, TRENTON, N. .T.

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., General Western Agents, 171 and 1 73 Lake St. Chicago, III

ANY CANDLE POWER. rr^£3

"STEUBEN" LAMP.
^TCTrlte for I»r-lo©is.

STEUBEN EAMP WORKS, CANISTEO, N. Y.

ANY VOLTAGE.

Sctiaix^les X'x-oe.

LEATITT ELECTIIC ITOR CO.,

124 Mitchell St., Providence, R. I.

FAN and BATTERY MOTORS
-4^ SPECIAI/TV.

I=0\-rR HEG\JI-7=CH SIZES.
Suitable for running Sewing Jlacliiues, Dental Drills,

-Tewelers' Lathep and nil kinds of light machinery.

No. 1, 2 Volts, 1-32 h. p.. .?3.0D.

No. 2, i Volts, 1-lfi h. p.. S5.00.
^ No. 3, 6 Volts 1-12 h. p., $10.00,

No. 4, 10 Volts. 1-8 h. p., §115.00,

r.vory lIotor<inaTant<'<'<l. S«-inl forCimilar

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

MOTORS.
M H. p. .'JOO Volt Armature, Ventilated. Constant Speed, 1,500.

The Motors are made with the best appIIanceB and material obtainable, and embody every Improve
ment of merit, with llie intention that they ehall be the Standard ol their class.

430 West 1 4th Street. NEW YORIC.

NAME
Electric Motors, Dynamos,

PLATES Arc Lamps, Etc.
Wc have the most complete equipment for manufacturing Name Piatcs in Ibe country,

and guiuantec our patrons prompt delivery, at lowest poselblc cost.

($BN1> FOR SAIIIPl^ES. l>Ef$IGlWS FITRNIEHIIKD FRKR OF RXTKIVHE.
A few concerns nBlnp onr platee are: Thomeon-IIoiiston Electric Co.,0. .& C. Slotor Co., Crorker-

Wheeler Electric Motor Oo., Bernetelc Electric Co., Schdyler Electric Co., Eddy Slcctric ManuTactur-
lug Co., Uoltzor-Caboi Electric Co.

MANUKACTUUKl) BY

JOHN BECKER MFG. CO,, Fitchburg, Mass,

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, - - - PHILADELPHIA.
BUILDEES OF EAILWATAND TKAMWAT CAES OP ALL CLASSES.

Special fitteution Riven to the l>n

Builders of Brill No. 21 Truck with solid forgcii
Trail Cnrs.
nu Traction Pivotnl Tnick.

ELECTRICAL MEASURING INSIRDMENTS,
We manufacture a large variety

of apparatus for both experimental
and practical use, and ehall be
pleased to submit prices to intending
purchasers. Our specialties com-
prise Ammeters, Voltmeters, Resis-

tance Boxes, Testing Sets. Testing
Batteries; Galvanometers, Photo-
meters, Tachometers, etc. If your
dealer does not have our goods in
stock, send orders direct to us for

prompt attention.

QUEEN & CO.,
PHILADELPHIA.

IlluBtrated descriptive catalogue, No. 1-66, mailed post-paid upon receipt of five cents.
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Established in 1861.

E. BKGGOT,
- WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD SLICTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
BRANCH 8TORS—

—

8134 Michigan Avenue,

Sfilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

SEND FOR OUR
New Cataliigue of

Electrical
Books.

The mtist complete of Its

kind ever published.

Sent Free to Any Address.

We m Headquarters

In the WeBt for fifC-
TfllCAL BOOKS, and fill

orders promptly, pre-
paid, on receipt of price.

Electrician Publisliing Co.,
ti Lakeside Building,

Cljlcago, 111.

FOR SALE.
Two SOO-amperea shunt wound TJ. S. Dynamos,
Two SOO-amperes shunt wound U. S. Dynamos.
Two 500-light T.-H. Dynamos, compound wound,

with Ba=e. Rheostat and Ammeter.
Two 25-light American 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamoa.
One 50-light Sperry 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamo.
Ten li-liiiht Knowles Dynamos with lamps.
Twelve SO-light Schuyler Dynamo?, 2,000-c. p.

Two 150-Brush Incandescent Machines, 95 volta.

One 15-light Brush Arc, 7 amperes.
Goe 90-h. p. Armington and Sims Engine.
Two 120 ampere Edison Dynamos, self-oiling.

We Buy Outright Electrical Equipment.

JOHN I iim m, I mm co,,

74: CORTIiA5iI>T ST., X. Y.

NOTICE.
Parties wishing machinery of any kind manu-

factured, either in large or small quantities, please
addres* the undersigned, who own near Boston a
large and well equipped shop with the tools of
latest patterns. Responsibility, and satisfactory
wort guaranteed.

MANUFACTURERS,
p. O. Bos .".30.5, BOSTOX. MASS.

WANTED.
A gentleman, well acquainted in the North-

west, and who has plenty of customers,
would like position as Supply Salesman, or
Electrical Engineer with Construction Com-
pany, Central Station or Isolated Plant.
Best of references. Address "D. H. J.,"

Care Western Electrician,
G Lakeside Buildine;, Chicago.

JUPlTER

''JPply C

Dry Battery.

Write for
Particulars
and Prices.

Manufactured by

Colombia Mfg.

& Supply Co.,

310 & 342 Dearborn St.

CHICAGO.

..ManufactuKeKs of

QCTAGONAL^CEbAR
TELEPmni& ELECTRICAL

RailwayPoles&CRqssArms

#H,M.LOUD&'SONSiilMBER^O.
bSC.Q DA , IVI I C H .

For the "WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,"

%3m.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric. Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANKUNCIATORS ^ BELLS.
FVI.Ii I.INE AiiWAirS IN !^TOCK.

W. R, OSTRANDER & CO..
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 14t)3 DeKalb Ave., Broolilyn, N. T.

^^ Send for New Catalogue. Out Augnst let.

thesechrist automatic switch
For controlling Incandescent
Lights in private residences
by using automatic gas keys
and an ordinary battery or
shunt circuit.

W .A-lSkfTEIZD !—One good con

struction firm in each city to represent us.

Apply to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
Manufacturer and Patentee. DENVER. COLO,

THE PENNSYLVANIA LAMP.
ACKXOAVIiEDtiKU TO HAVE THB HIUHE8T 9IKBIT IN A1.I. THE BEVKNT COHPKTITIVK TEtilTS.

INCANDESCENT tAMFB. S TO 300 CANDI.E POWEK. AliI, VOIiTAUEH AND BAt^BS AIiWAVH IN STOCK.0£B.oes:
PENN MUTUAL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA. WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, NEW YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, CHICAGO.
tSTABLISHED 1867.

Partrick&CarterCo. I
IS;

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS, I

125 Mil tannw, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Electrical Supplies
OF ALL KINDS.

HOUSE GOODS A SPECIALTY.

WRITE for CATALOGUE and PRICES.

THR STAMMRI) OPF.N (IrtfTIT
If.\TTr.KIf;S Of THE MOl:l.I),

And the b«st mjde ar.//#Kefe.

SfTjrD FOB ClKr,-rr..\R & PElfT.I,

The Leclanche Battery Co.
Ill to 117 Eail t3UtSl.. H. Y.

THE r>£;xji"c:>i>j -\7S7'am?:hiiel atv^hesesIj

Uneoiialed

in

Efficiency

Gives tlio Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World

AiT'jr'l. llio iiiOBt

Unlimited

Over 2,000 in uso.

npltMiml ri'liublii nuwer /or nil mlninir and maniifactiir-
Int; iniichinery. Aduplt'd to lieadH ruHnliit; from ^0 up to iJ.fltX) or more fool.
Krom 20 to W) pi»r o^nt. IxMitr roftuItH yuuninteed than can lie produced from
uiiy otbor Wlioi.d la tlio coiintiy.

KLKCTieiO TKANMlfllHMIOlV.
The advantngPH tlio I'('Ilf)ri Wlir-wl alTordH In tln^ wiiy of fi uniform anil rella-

Me pownr, clOHo'r<-fciilatlon and thn fa'-lllty of aduDlutlon to viirylnt; condltlone
of hpeod and prHcearf', luivo broiii^'ht It Into Hijfclal prominence and eixi-enHlve

Tiee for tlilfl clHHB of work. All appllcatlonH elioiild eitilo anionnl and Imiul of
water jtowr n-'inlrf-d, and for v'lut prirpoHO, with fli)iiroxlmato lonjitli of plpo
lliK). Hr.Nn i\.it " 'a'j'/ i.nurj;,

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
l^l-l^.'t Moin Mt., Kan J^ranclMCO, Cul., U. H. A.

ii:t i.iMtJcnTy H'iieiCiCTy - - \t:%v yoieii.
EC""' I'^vlnKCorneto otir nolIcK that our iiftt^nt rlghtu arrt bolnK I'lfrlnK'ni

upon. IritcridlriKparchaHerH are hereby warnetlthatall Bucli Infrln^omenlb will
\H} 'Inly jiro«firiilJ'd. ^

Pw:i>TO\ WATKK niOTOKW. Varying from tljft fraction or 1 to 15

and 'M) hormt powor, unr-iiunlt'd for all llt;lit rimnlnL' maclitnery. Warranl^d
to dnvelo[) au'V'm lunoiinl of pownrwHh ono Imlf tlio watfir rtiijnlrod hy any
other. ta^Hwod for Motor Circular. AddniBB as ahovc. J)HlIv<irl«H made from
Hon KrnnclBixj or I^ew York, oe may afford th(: fnofit favorable freight rotetl.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The aKcntion of ELECTRIC COMPANIES Js called to this CKI^K.

nRAXKI> WAXKK WIIKFfy^ particularly adaptrd to thrir us?
on accouDt of its n^inarkably Nlcatly motion, hi;;h Mpepd
Hnd fxrt-sit MmU'i^'ncy^ATid larfife Capacity forit^-oiametrr,
being doubl*^ the i^o'w^T of most wheels of same /]!am',-ter. ]t 15 used
by a number of llic leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In ihe
economical use of water il is without an equal, producinc the highest per cent
of useful cfTect {sruaranleed.
Nr.:VI> rOK €:AXAI.0«1;K A!^U I>ARTI€f;i,ARH.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears arc required

and it can be belled directly to dynamo.
The accompanying cngra%'ing represents a pair of 12 inch VICTOR

Xly'RBINE^i arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a rubstantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
st.ictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use, we recommend them. ^-

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

SlSrr.^L:BXjXSEC:E3I> is 78.
80L,i: MAXL'FACTl'RERS OF

FACTORY
WHiUUXIiTOlV,

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, lied. Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

DEI,. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i*^v'^l^k^.

,6HAW/V\VT

frV5EWIRE
XOMPANY

161 HIGH ST B03T0N

HICHE5T GRADE

TESTED FV5EWIRE6LINKS

iEND FOR CATALOCVE

AND PRICE LUTJ

IRON POLES.
Fop Iron 3 Joint Poles, 'Wt'\b To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
*^<U n'n,ln wrlfflit Kilter. . !«»». I.ouih. llo

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB KLECTBICAIi CISEH.

f^raptaite Bods of Various Lensths, from 1-5 Ohm to 100 Ohms Resistance
to the inch, i^raptiite Boxes and (;rnelhles, Beslstine Heats

of 4,000 Ike^^rees. Inqnlrles tilladly Answered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

CEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts-

If In want of Poles, Ties and Posts, eave mono"
by [:etUQg my prices.

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

AANUPACTURERS ORGANIZED <881.

INCORPORATED 1883.

Arc LA/nps

AN
ESTABLISHED ,

EACT: ]

rSR INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

THE O.NLY ARC LAiHP 'IIIAT

WORKS SATISrACTORILY ON AN
INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT.

I

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING. THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LAA\PS.

""^^^^

THE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & .SUPPLY CO.

UNITY BUILDINS.

CHICAGO

TELCPMOND BUIt-WNS.

Hew VOBK
Search Light No. 13.

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PERRET tlECTRIC MOTORS
ALL SIZES, FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET-ELEGTRIC-LJGHT-SYSTEM.
Complete JLppa.ra.t-uG for Isolated. Plants.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO., Springfielil, Mass.
NEW YORK OFFICE.

89 Liberty Street.

SELLING AGENTS
(

t'/OI'Clntlrf, Ohio, C. P. NICHOLSON, r.ln tiocioly for Snvl.iBS llull.liiiK. H'nKftdK/foii. I>. C. ,I. F. BFKKETT ,I. CO.. 14iW Now Viirk Ave. ."i

, j jninit., V. .1. nV.SZ, 36n Mlunopotft SI. JPtiiiatielphia, Pa., I'K\\SYI.V,\M.\ MACHINE CO., '>' N. "Ill SI. Scir Orlpaus. i.a.
• ^ MACHINli WOIIKH, Wl Conll 81, noirer, Colo,, UAVWAKD COCUK.VNE. :B .Inoobsou nvilUiluK, Chirago, til., C. F. ni'NIiEKPALE, *'•

(. XjH/CVfJO, iV. v.; .D, II, p,\PJ«N, 238 ronrlSt,

I>. C. ,1, F. BFKKETT ,1. CO.. 14i)'.i Now Viirk Ave. ."Sf . Paul,- " -
BFCBF.I.

4.15 Rookery,
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Did You Receive Our Picture of the WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION,
Carryins; Current for all In-

candescent Lamps?

If not, write us for it.

NEW YORK

INSULATED WIRE CO.
Nos. 1 3, 1 5 and 1 7 Cortlandt St., - New York.

Nos. 78, 80 and 82 Franklin St , - Ctiicago.

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

General Western Agents

FOB THIS

CELEBRATED WIRE.

307 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Go.,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

B.ffard LMnard

PresideDt

Gto. H. Finn,

TIce-Prest,

C.E. Carpenter,

Sec'r&Treas.

^yjw^7a--i3rt>'

PateDtXo. 4S1,781, Auca^t. 1^CI2.

Rheostats of every size and kind such aj* ;Mi>tr.r

Starter?, Field Regulators. Stage Regulator?, Equal-
izers, etc., having resistance up to 2,000 ohms and
current capacity np to 200 ftmperes.

liOW PRICES.

Guarantees against burn-outs undernormalusaqe.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Taueht thoronehlv dav and ni^ht at the IXSTI-
XrXE of TECHXOLOGY. 151 Tliroop
Street, Chicago, III. Amateurs. ArtJBans
and others aesiets'd Practically In any line, and
inetracted ic the latest and moat improved
methrde.

Mechanical Drafqhting, Mathematica. Elec-

trical TalculatlonB. ArchiiectUTe, Mechanics, also

au^htday and night.

HUGHES BROS, MFG. CO.,
MANUI'ACIURERS OF

Cross Arms, Itisalator Pins ^ Brackets,

And Electrical Sloldlnsf.

Correspondence Solicited,

CHATTANOOGA, - TENN.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

Ths- Kartavsrt « Manufacturing - Co^
TTtT-XXjASXPO'G-'X'ODa-, X3JEIXj.

FUSE 1 Correct Carrying Capac

WIRE or > ity. Absolute

STRIPSi ) Uniformity in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave.,
:xo.^a-o.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO..

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro platers.

SEIONriD

CHICAGO OFFICE,
Monadnock Building.

DENVER OFFICE, NEW YORK OFFICE,
1735 Champa Street. 42 and 44 Broad Street.
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Autoxxxatic
STANDARD.
CROSS COMPOUND.

Engines
J

PLE EXPANSION.
DEM COMPOUND.

LATEST IMPROVED 300 H. P. HEAVY DUTY RAILWAY ENGINE.

ENGINES FOR ELECTRIC RAILWAYS
AND ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

Send for our New Illustrated Catalogue.

H]£^XS^
New York Office, 18 Cortlandt Street.

Chicago Office, Room 506 The Rookery BIdg.

J. W. Parker & Co., 38 S. 4th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Crook, Horner & Co., Baltimore, Md.
Smith-Courtney Co., 1419 Main St., Richmond, Va.

Li. M. Rumsey Mfg. Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Cooley & Vater,224 Washington Ave. S., Minneapolis, Minn

.

F. R. Dravo & Co., Lewis Block, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Risdon Iron Works, San Francisco, Cal.

Northwestern Supply Co., Tacoma, Wash.
£. Q. Qilbert, Atchison, Kansas.

J. H. Houghton, 201 Congress St., Boston, Mass.
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KtOUI^IDEID KtlCJL c. & W.)

FOR ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAY INSULATION,
Now Manufactured by THE JOHNS-PRATT CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF VULCABESTON.

H. W. JOHNS MFG. CO., "^^sTL^SI,^
.TKliSEV CITV. PHII.AUELPHIA,

,
la^.W TOEK.

ATLANTA.

UTS
Wood EnffPaving—For Machinery, e
Zino Etchins—From Prints, Peu aad

etc.

d lot Drawings, etc,

Half-Toiie ProeesJS- r>ir<^'^t reproductious of Photographs, Wash DrawiD(?a,
I etc.. etched iu copper.Wax EiieraviiigS— For Maps, Plats, Script, or Diagrams.

Photo-Liithography—Transfers for lithographers iu paper or stone.
Uesigning,

MANZ&CO.,
ENGRAVERS,

183, 185 M 187 Monroe St„ cmOAGO.

HOLMES, BOOTH £HAYDEN$,
Factories: Waterbury. Conn. 25 Park Place. New York.

MANUFACTUREBS OF

Bare and Insulated Wire.
t Dilerwiilurii' Cupper Electric Light Lint Wire, Copper MugU(.4 Wi.

Kouud and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work,
insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT
66
K. K." LINE WIRE

For Electric Light, Electric Kailways, Motors, Telegraph
and Telephone Uae,

Agents for the Washington Carbon Company. Carbons for Arc Lighting

TMOS. r. SCOVIMjIj, Xetr lor/; Agent,

Fop the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,—^Sl.OO.

THE

lONA

HAND

LIGHTING

BURNER.

BEING A MANUFACTURER you are forced

by competition to keep in touch with all genuine economies

as soon as their value is proved; hence your Compound
Engines, Condensers, Steam Loops, etc., to reduce the cost

of using your »$team. It is equally Important that you
should consider every item which enters into the cost of
making your Steam.

3S,

Section of Boiler House constructed for

Curtis, Davis A: Co., Cambrldgeport,

Mass, showing Stack for 1200 H, P.

If you are building a new Boiler House, resetting your
old boilers or adding new ones:

If your present boilers are short of capacity:

If you wish to raise their evaporative duty to the level of

expert hand firing, and beep it there all the time:

If you wisli amokelessnesB by preventing.—not conceal-

ing or consuming the smoke:

If you wish to preserve your boilers from unequal strains.

YOU WILL CAREFULLY CON-

SIDER MECHANICAL

STOKING.
If you wish to save the whole cost of handling, which in

large plants is the greater part of the labor item:

You will equip with simple, cheap and practical

Coal and Ash Handling Machinery.

SIlaaaiDlo,

Oonforxlont,
fLollAlolo.

Write lor Minufaclurert' Pricei.

RetfliiigEleciricCo.,
41 FEDERAL ST.,

BOSTON, - MASS.

If you wish to have your fires always under control, irrespective of atmospheric conditions, quality of fuel, or length of run-

If you wish to be Independent of extraordinary or sudden demands for steam:

If you wish to save a larije portion of the cost of a chimney with its foundations—and above all.

If you wish to return into your feed water the greater portion of the heat otherwise sent up the flue to make draft.

You Will Use Mechanical Exhaust Draft and Economizers.

It is a well organized Department of our Business to design and construct

Boiler Plants, connprising any or all of the above features, as good judgment
may determine. We assume an authority in this branch of Engineering

arising from an experience with over 750,000 Horse Power of Boilers

equipped with Stokers-

WESTINGHOUSE, CHURCH, KERR & CO., ENGINEERS,

VKW VOItK. 17 4!ortlnficlt Htre<-t, <IIH .»<-«». 1 .".« ami ir,H l.nUv Htri:ft. BOMTOX. <MO Allii.ill.' Av.'.iuc.

HT. I.OI IH. <'nmni>T('lal HnlLliDE. I'lTrHltl IK. II, W.hII.ikIx.umi- H.illdliiic. .11 N VK/t WI.IN, It.-cry lllui'k.

Rcpretonloil in PHILADELPHIA by M. R. MUCKLE, Jr., t CO.. Drexel Building
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PAETIOULAELT ADAPTED TO DEIVING

Elsctric Light and Powsr Stations
"j ()Q acconnt of its high efficiency at all stages of yate, steadiness of motion and easy -.vorking pate, the con-
•^ Btrnctlon of which makes It the moat Bensliive to the aciiun of a governor of any wheel on the market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE Illaslratlng varions Btyles of eettlni^ on both vertical and
horizontal shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.
SDCCESSORS TO

STOUT. Mll,l,S A TEMPLE.

J

DAYTON, OHIO.

IKATTINUM
For all Purposes.

Scrap and Native Platinum Purctiasetl.

BAKKR A: CO.. 408-414 New Jersey
ICiiilruiKl Avi'.. ><'uark. >'. J.

A.M.MORSE4co.:=i?„o^v:^
RllP.KFVF sQTo 1Q00H. P.St. Louis.

ENCINES:';T'r:"s'".^Me

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Eu-iklers of High Grade

Corliss Engines,
Giddings' Automatics.

SUrPLE. COJIPOUND. AUD CONDENSING.
Complete Plants Furnishefl.

Works: SIOUX CITY, IOWA.
BRANCH OFFICE:

48 South Canal Street. CHICAGO.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER GO.,
Builders of Hlgrli Grade Engines and Boilers.

Electric lAght Engines
a Specialty.

ComplBte Steam Plants Mallei

VESTEEN WAEEEOOMSi
64 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also 30 Cortlacdt Streeu, New York Citv.

HILL
Glotch Works,
CLEVELAND, O.

EASTERN OFFICE:
ISCortlnndtSt., - NEW YORK.

CHICAGO OFFICE:
iiSSo. Canal St.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Desiped, Erected and FnniiBhed.

Send for ne-^r Catalogue of Pow-
er Transmission Machinery.

The S. FREEMAN &SONS Manufacturing Co.,

--ejfi—r^ Miiiiiio. I.nroiiKiIiw. siali((nar> A ,\t:rirultural

BOILERS, and TANK & IRON WORK
OF EVERY DESCI'.TI'TTt-^";

REPAIRING A SPECIALTY.
^ V.^\\m:\U-s nromptlv fumlslifrl, T.nri'f \\\-,v-'

:-S irrili-f] C-itfilosuo <;r-nl free to nnv .-id'lrf^',. \-k

ARE YOU TROUBLED
By STATIC ELECTRICITY from yoor BELTS?

DO your BELTS BLACKEN the CEILING, the
WALLS, or the FLOOR?

If so you don't know anything about

F=^ - .fi.-^y^ -p^-i-id-e:.
We make a Specialty of Dynamo Belts.

You can get some interesting information and also learn liow many IMogs are
made of Rawhide by writing to

THE CHICAGO RAWHIDE MFG. CO.,

75 and 77 EAST OHIO STREET, • CHICAGO.

'ELE(Tfil(LlGHT^L0BE5^r-^

HE-L^RGEST-LiMe-oF

NoVEL&AdTISTICPATTEHNS&EFFEGTSl

^ 42 MURRAY ST. NY. J
5END FOR CATALOGUE

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MANTJFACTOIIER3 OF

SHAFTING, ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

(8S.

(18(

BRANCH ( 8 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.
OFFICES \ 520 Olive St., ST. LOUIS.

'
1 Cortlandt8t..'NEW YORK.
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General Electric Company.
ZSdison and Thoxnson-Mouston Systems of

ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS.

TheW.P.Iron-CMMotor

Has undergone the most stringent

tests possible, and has fulfilled the

most rigid requirements of Street

Railway Service.

ITS SPECIAL ADVANTAGES ARE:
LIGHTNESS. MINIMUM OF EXPENSE FOR REPAIRS. FLOATING ARMATURE
COMPACTNESS, FEWNESS OF PARTS. ABSENCE OF SPARKING. STRENGTH
SINGLE FIELD COIL. NOISELESSNESS. FULLY APPROVED AND INDORSED
BY ALL COMPANIES WHO HAVE USED IT.

OUR LINE OF OVERHEAD PARTS AND RAILROAD SUPPLIES

Comprises All the Latest and Most Improved Street Railway Appliances.

Street Railway Snow Sweepers
Si:LO"u.lci Toe Ord.erecL frozn. "ijls a<t Once.

"We are the Only Company who can Supply Reliable Snow Sweepers.

i3F=?/\iMczn cdi^f~icze:^:
620 Atlfintic A ve., BOSTON, MA HH. 44 Jtroad St., NEW YORK.

173 and 17o Adams St., CHICAGO, ILL. r,0'J Arch St., 1*IJILATHiLPHIA, PA.
264 W. Fourth St.,ClNCrNNATI, OHIO. 401-407 Sibley St., ST. PAUL, MINN.

Gonlfl BuUding, ATLANTA, GA. Masonic Temple, DENVICB, COLO
15 First Street, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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These are the heads of the different departments of

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS,
Hand?6 FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO.

Your order is promptly and carefully taken care of by one of them.
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FUSE WIRE
ANI>

FUSE LINKS.

Our reliable Fuse Links are "one piece"

and will not get locse under

binding screws.

Are you

using

the

Wirt

Commutator

Brushes?

Habirshavv's

Pure

Rubber

Covered

Wires,

Cables

and

Cores.

The U. S.

Government

Standard

of

Excellence.

The Stanley Transformers

Are already so well and favorably known that we are at a loss to

say anything that will add to the brilliant record which

they made for themselves during the past year.

SHIELD BRAND

Moisture-Proof Wire.

For Feeder Circuits.

For L'ght and Power Lines.

THE WIRT
ELECTRIC

INDICATORS.

Made with Moisture, Dust and

Time Proof Cases.

WIET VOLT IMJlCATUK.
(rSTERIOR VIEW.)

These instruments are designed to meet the severest con-

ditions of exacting commercial practice in station work.

These instruments have been adopted as a standard by the

largest station operators in the United States.

We guarantee their Accuracy and Reliability.

If you are running with inferior

Indicators, or, worse still, with

none, don't let another week pass

without ordering.

Do it To-Day!

DO IT NOW!
WIUT AMPEItE INPIOATOlt,

'INTKIIIOII vriiw.)

STEEL WIRE

TRACK BPOO.MS.

A clean rail makes it easy for

the mule or the motor.

The Electrical Supply Co.,
Corner Randolph Street and Micbiyan Avenue,

ANSOSIA, COS.V.

Electric Light
and Power,
No. 2:j.

Chicago.

CKTKLOGWerS:
I

Electric
R. R. Supplies,

! No. ;!i.

Electrical

House Goods
No. 41A.

Carpenter

Electric.

Heating

Apparatus.

Car Heaters.

Radiators

for

Offices

and

Residences.

Cooking

Utensils.

We carry a large stock of

acciiralcly drawn and insulated

MAGNET WIRES.

Orders for quick shipments

solicited.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO
THE I?.TJBBE!I?, TJSEI5 IltT

HABIRSHAW INSULATION

Mariue Core, used
on twovernmeitt

Cruisci'H.

Feeder Core.
Broad^vay Theater.

Naval Marine India Rubber
Covered Wires.

Naval Land India Rubber
Covered Wires-

PROMINENT INSTALLATIONS.
Submarine fVorIc* Edi8on Electric

liight « o.y l^aMton, l*a.

Naval < or<-. I'nited
states ». s- •CliK-aso."

STANDARD
INDIA RUBBER
COVERED WIRES Feeder Condnctor.

-Orypla- en"
OranU Central l>epot.

Adopted by the Navy Department, and thus far employed on board the United States steamships Trenton, Chicago, Boston, Yorktown, Pensacola, Phila-
delphia, Petrel, Atlanta, Baltimore, Newark, Vermont, Charleston, San Francisco, Concord, Bennington and monitor Miantonomah.

SOLID AND STRANDED CONDUCTORS, TAPED, BRAIDED, FLAME-PROOF.

The Habirsbaw Insulation fulfills all requirements in places demanding the
"Best," and in that field finds no successful competitors.

Feeder Core.

FACTORY: CLENWOOD, YONKER8, N. Y.

WIVIilVli HADlKonAW , ribiOi) 315 Madison Ave,, Cor. Forty-Second St.,

GESTEBAL, UtAirACiEB. NEW YOKK CITY.
Feeder Cable.

WESTERN 4GENTS: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., cor. Randolph St. and MicUgan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL. ^^?rV/ii&1['?;^.

Struck by lightning during the past Sumnner

In One To^w^n^,
40 were Stanley 34 were of another prominent make.

1 STANLEY ONLY WAS BURNT OUT,
39 SIMPLY HAD THEIR FUSES BLOWN.

15 OF THE OTHER MAKE WERE BURNT OUT.

We will send full particulars, name of town, etc., to any purchaser who wishes to know
the facts, or corroborate this statement.

...„...„„ STANLEY ELECTRIC MFB. CO.,

The Electrical Supply Co.,
Cor. Randolph St. and Slichigran Ave., CHICAGO, ILL. Pittsfield, Mass.

>
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CHAS. H. WILSON. GEO. W. JACKSON.

WILSON £ JACKSON,
G-EHEHAL CONTRACTORS,

TIMES BUILDING, CHICAGO.
Telephone, Main 140.

Our large experience in the construction of Underground
and Aerial Plants for Electric Companies, enables us to offer

unsurpassed facilities to Corporations contemplating the con-

struction of Underground Conduits, Tunnels, Sewers, Aerial

Lines, the Laying of Cables and the construction of Plants
of every description, involving Masonry Work; and we are
prepared to furnish plans, estimates and bids on short notice.

The attention of Manufacturers is especially invited to our
facilities for the prompt and careful installation of Plants,

incidental to the sale of their products, forwhich we promptly
furnish estimates and make contracts, relieving them of

anxiety and risks.

Satisfaction is guaranteed in all work we undertake to

perform.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

MANm'ACinBERS OF APPARATUS FOR

Arc Lighting, Incandescent Ligliting,

LONG DISTANCE TRUNSMISSION OF POWER,
Street Railway Generators, Motors and Appliances.

Our alternating current incandescent apparatus is in use in 430 central stations.

1,000 isolated plants. Our arc apparatus is in use all over the world.

We are now transmitting light and power various distances up to 28 miles from the

source.

Our multipolar railway generators and noiseless single reduction motors have
worked a revolution in the electric railway field in two years.

Or'i-.- 'r .IPPABATI'M, RKPAIBH and HUPI'MEH formerly rnml«hc«l by the Vnitc-d HlalfM Klectrlc liiKhtlng Co.,
Newark, >'. ,1., Mhonld now lie nent to tliii Company, where they will receive prompt attention.

BRANCH OrFICES IN ALL THe' LEADING CITIES.
AGENTS FOR CANADA: AHERN & SOPER, OTTAWA, ONT.
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fVERY STEAM, ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER PLANT
SHOULD BE PROVIDED WITH

Bristols' Recording Pressure Gauge.
M(iJi09 coutiuiiouB ruoord duy (in-l nlRlit. AdiiptiMl to a\] rtin^uH of proaH-

m-e betweea 'i o?.. per siiufire iuch to l,r)<)0 1))h. per nquure inch.

PRICE LOW, AND EVERY GAUGE GUARANTEED.
Sent! for Circulars and Fao-SimilB Chnrt.

THE BRISTOLS' MF&. CO., faterlinry, Coi

NATIONAL INDIAIndia Rubber v0.

S. p. COLT, Prest., P. S. MINOTT, Gen'l Mgr.

y.A.C'I'OR-S- aaad. omCBS, - BX^ISTOXj, R. I.
Creneral Vl^estern Aseiits: Enterprise £lectrfc Co., Chleaeo.

WILLAKD L. CANDEE, » Bn«ln«ii« ManiMi-.

The

iDternallimal OKONITE COMPANY,

i-ON'^:

ITOAOE MARK 1

LIMITED.

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES iLDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uie.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape,

BRANCHES: OhlcKffo, Boston, Phllaaelphla, Minneapolis, Cincinnati,
Omaha, Lonlsvllle, St. I.oals, San Francisco, London and So. America.

City,

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEV STREET, NEW YORK,

MANUFACTUKERS, IMPORTEKS AND DEALICHs IN'

Electrical Supplies

OF All DE8CRIFTI0NS.

Telegraph, Telephone,
[Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
|JtjiiJiS-S=*== Construction Tools and

KEY FOR CAPACITY TKST8. Line Material.
WE OWN AND OPKRATK Till:

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WIIERIJ WB MANUFACTURE A Ft'LL LINK OF

Test Instrnients and all Scientific Measurement Apparatus.

PACKARD HIGH GRADE
INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

MKnttrAetnr«d by tbe

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
A G K NT M

:

Now York City, (;iiu«. V.. Chapln, IM Lihprty St,

Clilcatrn, ill , Ek-i;. Appliance Co.. -H'i Madtsdu Bt.

St. Paul. Mlnn..Tlio KU-c. EntrlnoRrlntr k Supply Co.

Oinaba, Neb.. B. B. Dowdh, 215 She«ly Block
Ht Lfiuis. Mo., St LoulH Electrical Supply^Co.

Sao Frnocieco. Cat., A. C.Bralnard & Sod, Ko. 109
CalifoFolaSt.

Cincinnati, O., Post-Glovor Elec. Co,. 2V,V,\ (th St.

I r^.olwville, Ky., fimlth^rn MmvI.'.
: PitlFhurgh. I'a.. W. H. Vandt-v-.rt, Wi Lvwla Block.
' G. P. MltiD^'t-rK. •^.0 Walnut s\., rioclnnati, Ohio,
: a^ot for Kentucky, Tvumawee, VlrKloia %na
\

West Vlrglnio.

{
Littln Rock. Ark., ArkoDBU Electric Snpfdr Co.,

I
»^ff W, Mnrkhnm Ht.

Montreal, Can.. PsL-k'trd Lamp rr, . iClOO King 8t,

MANCFAOTCRER OF

INSUIaATBD EI.EGTRIG WIRE,
FLKXIBLE COKDH aod CABLE'S.

20O and 202 IVorth Tbird Street, PHII.ADRLPHIA. PA.

THE BEACON LAMP.
16 Candle

Power,

35 Cents.

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Electrical Co., '7'^?°° Boston, Mass.
New York Office aod Stock Room: Central Biilldlng, 141 Liberty Street

.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

ESTIMATES AND DRA^^•TNG^ SrBMITTBD.

WESTON ENGINE CO..
Painted Post, N. Y.

BKPRESENTATIVES :

.liillan Scholl it Co.. I'^i Ubcrtj St.. New Tort
iim. D. Hollman, S^ Lake St., ChlCMTO. Ul,

H. M. Solple i«i Co. . 3(1 & Arcti Sw . Phn»d*»]phla.

Jewell Belting Co.. Hartford, Conn.

THE BALL & WOOD COMPANY,
Builders of Improved Automatic Cut-off Engines.

U Ponnnn •.t' Co., Homo Tuk. IlMff., CUIcako IH. .lamofl \'

. .V. Pay. I'iS Ollxft St . B.MtoD. yXnn*. WtHUm
I'o., rtiaii

M. Porrer,
snooj*. Tonn.
IViroii, Mich.
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General Electric Comoany,
44 Broad St., New York City. 6/20 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

THE RIGHT OF THE
TO AN INJUNCTION

HAS BEEN
BY

U.S. CIRCUIT

EDISON COMPANY
AGAINST INFRINGERS
DETERMINED
THE
COURT OF APPEALS.

ALL OTHERS INFRINGE THE EDISON PATENTS AND ARE COUNTERFEITS.

See decision oflT. S. Court of Appeals in case of Edison Electric Light Oompany vs. United States Electric Light
Company, decided October 4, 1892.

See decision of 17. S. Circuit Court of Appeals in case of Edison Electric Light Co. and Edison General Electric

Co., a^inst Sawyer-Man Electric Co., decided December 16, 1892.

Copies of this decision will be sent on application.

BR-A-NOH OFFICES:
eao Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass. 44 Broad St., New York.

173 and 176 Adams St., Chicago, 111. 609 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
264 West Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio. 1333 F St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

Gould Building, Atlanta, Oa. 401-407 Sibley St., St. Paul, Minn.
16 First St., San Francisco, Cal. Masonic Temple, Denver, Colorado.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

American Battery Co iv

American Electrical Works xiii

American Engine Co xii

Angier & Kennard xiv
Atwood, A. H X
Babcock *& Wilcox Co., The i

Baggot, E xiv
Baker & Co xiv
Ball Engine Co xix
Ball & Wood Co., The i

BeaconVacuumPump &Elec.Co. , . i

Becker Mfg. Co. , John
Beggs, J. E., Mch. & Supply Co.xiv
Bernstein Electric Co iv

Bishop Gutta Percha Co xii

Blanchard, Albert xix
Boston Braid Mfg. Co xiii

Bridgeport Mach. Tool Wks. . xii

Brill Co.. J. G XV
Bristols' Mfg. Co.. The i

Brookfield, vVm xii

Bruah Electric Co xvi
Bryant Electric Co
Buckeye Electric Co., The ix

Butler Hard Rubber Co vii

Cabell, L. Breckinridge ix, x
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co. xvi
Cantral Electric Go v
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co
Columbia Mfg. & Supply Co.
Comstock, Louis K
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co. xiii

Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co. . xiii

Gushing & Morse vii

Cutter, Geo
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co. . . vii

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. xviii

Diamond Electric Mfg. Co
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos xv
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd xii

Eastern Electric Cable Co xiii

Eastman Kodak Co xiv
Edwards, W.S. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co xii

Electric Cons. & Supply Co. . vii

Electric Engr'g & Supply Co . . iv

Electrician Pub. Co vi, x, xvii

Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.The. v
Electrical Mfg. Co., The ix

Electrical Supply Co., The . . . xxii

Elektron Mfg. Co
Empire China Works xiv
Enterprise Electric Co xvi
Falls Rivet & Machine Co xix
Ferracute Machine Co —

—

Ford-Washburn Storelectro Co.
For Sale Adva xii, xiii, xiv
Freeman & Sons Mfg. Co.

The S
General Electric Co ii, xx
GreatWestern Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley& Co., The E. 8 i

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co
Hatheway, E . M xiii

Heisler Electric Co
Hill Clutch Works
Hlne Eliminator Co xiii

Holmes, Booth & Hajdens xv
Hood & Co., Wm ix

Hughes Bros. Mfg. Co xvi
India Rubber & G. P. Ins. Co, xxiii

Innis & Co xiii

Institute of Technology xvi
Interior Conduit »& Insulation Co. x
International Okonlte Co i

Jewell Belting Co. i

Johns Mfg. Co.,H. W
Kartavert Mfg. Co xvi
Klipstein, A xiii

Knapp Electrical Works xxi
Lake, J. H. & D., Co
Lake Erie Engineering Works, viil

Lane & Bodley Co ix

La Roche Electric Works
Leclanche Battery Co., The . . xiv
Lefmann, Julius xv
Loud,H, M. & Sons Lumber Co. xiv
Manz & Co xix
Marcus, W. N xiii

Mass. Chemical Co s
Moore, Alfred F i

Morse & Co., A. M xiv
Munsell & Co., Eugene xii

National Electric Mfg. Co v
National India Rubber Co i

New York Insulated Wire Co. xvi
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co. xix
New York & Ohio Co i

Otto Gas Engine Works xix
Osborne Steam Engineering Co. xii

Ostrander & Co., W. R x
Page Belting Co vii

Paine & Ladd xii

Partrick & Carter Co xiv
Pearson & Co., W. B viii

Pelton Water Wheel Co xiv
Penn. Electric Engineering Co xv
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co. ix

Phoenix Glass Co
Phosphor-Brouze Smelting

Co., Ltd X
Porter-Leavitt Elec. Motor Co.
Queea & Co., Incorporated... atiii

Racine Hardware Mfg. Co. . . . xii

Railway Equipment Co iv

Redding Electric Co xviii

Roebllng's Sons Co.. J. A iv

Rose Elec. Light Supply Co. ..

Russell & OiTicer

Samson CoBffeee Works xii

Sawyer Man-Electric Co. . . . viii

Sechrist, Albert xviii

Shawmut Fuse Wire Co xv
Shultz Belting Co vii

Siebert, G xii

Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Sioux City Elec. Supply Co.. . xiv
Sioux City Engine Works xix
Smith, A. T xiv
Sperry Elec. Mining Mach. Co. xvi
Standard Electric Co xxiv
Standard Paint Co x
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co
Steuben Lamp Works xiii

Sterlhig, W. C xv
Stllwell &BIerceMfg. Go. xiv, xv
Taylor Engine Co xix
Union Hardware Co xiii

Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co. x
Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
AVaddell-Entz Company xii

Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co. .

WaterhoHse, Gamble & Co ix

Western Electric Co iv
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr

& Co xviii

Westinghouse '^lec. and Mfg
Co xi, xxiii

Weston Engine Co i

AVilson & Jackson
Worthlngton, Henry R

CLASSIFIED LIST.
Annanctotors .

Central Electric Oo.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Ostrander & Co.,W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Arc liBinns.
Eegg:8, J. E., Mchy. & Supply Co.
Daples Electric Co., Ltd.
Electric Cons. & Sapply Co.
General Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Roae Electric Liglit Supply Co.
Siemens & HalBke Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Waterhouee, Gamble & Co.
Westliighonse Electric & Mfg. Co.
vyeatern Electric Co.

Arc ijight Cord,
Knapp Electrical Works.
Samaon Cordage Works.

Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Columbia Mfg. & Supply Cl,
Electrical SuuplyCo-Tne.
Ford Waehburn Storelectro Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. d.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Lficlanche Battery Co., The.
t'anrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Go.

Battery Jars.
American Battery Co.
Viu. ler Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric Uo.
Electrical Snjjply Co.. The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Leclancne Battery Co., The.
Western Electric Co.

Bella, electric.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The,
Greeley & Co., TheE. S.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Jtlavneto.
Central Electric Co.
Qreeley&Co.,The B.S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

BeltinK.
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Pago Belting Go,
Shultz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Blanchard, Albert.
Freeman Sona Mfg. Co., The 8.
Lane & Bodley Co., The.
N. T. Safety Steam Power Co.
Weston Engine Co.

BookSf Klectrlcal.
Electrician Publlahlng Oo.

JBnrslar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrlc:il Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co.,The S. S.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See InaiUated Wires.)

Cables, Klcrtrlo. (See Inaolatea
WIre€), Copper. Kheetand Bar
Itlfihop Oiilfa Ten thi To
iMitJtt'rn KIiTtrir Culile Co.
Moore, Alfred F.

Roebllng's Sons Co.. J. A.
Waflliburn A Moon Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cartions. Folnts and Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supuly Cn., The.
Kne^P ElecfnHl Wbrka.

Clnivbes. Friction.
Palls Rivet .t Machine Co.
mil ClTitch Worka.
Lake. J. H. & D. Co.

CordaKe.
Samson Cordage Worka.

Coostrnctlon and Bepairs,
Oometock, Louis K.
Electric Cons. &> Supply Co.
Western Blectrlc Co.
Wilson & Jackson.

Contractors, Kleetric l.l«bt,
Knarlne Plants and Kleetric
Baflivaya.
American Engine Co,
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Ball Engine Co.
Ball & Wood Co., The.
Brush Electric Co.
Cabell, L, Breckinridge.
Comstock, Louis K.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co,
.Pord-Waehbnrn Storelectro Co.
Freeman Sons Mfg. Co., The S
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Ilathoway, E. M.
Heisler Electric Co.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley Co., The.
La Roche Electric Worka.
Lefmann, Julius.
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Osborne Steam Engineering Co.
Pearson & Co., W. B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Siemens & Haleke Electric Co.
Sioux City Engine Works.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
WeelingbouBe, Church, Kerr & Co.
Weetern Electric Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Weeton Engine Co,
Wilson & Jackeoii.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Workg.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydena.
International Okonite Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co,
Roebling'a Son's Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Minlnp Machine Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Hughes Bros. Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sone Lumber Co.
Railway Equioment Co.

Cnc-Ontt4 and t^ivltclkes.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co,
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co., The.
Hood&Co., Wm.
Knaup Electrical Works.
Partrick ifc Carter Co. -j

Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Russell & Officer.

Saw3'er-Man Electric Co.
Sechrist A
Uttca Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.

Cuts.
Manz & Co.

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Dnples Electric Co.. Ltd.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
General Eleciric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
HelBler Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
National Electric Mannfactnrlng Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric& Mfg. Go.

Electric Heatinsr-
Electrical Supply Co.
Railway Equipment Co.

Kleetric LiaTa (ilas Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Kleetric BaU'ways.
Cabell, L. Breckinridge.
General Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
WestinghonBe Electric & Mfg. Co.

Klectrlcal and Dlechanlcal
Kneineers.
Comstock, T.,iMii8 K.
Hatheway. E. M.
Osborne Steam Engineering Co.
Wilson & Jackson.

Electrical Instrnments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co.. The B.S.
Partrick .t Carler Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Company.
Western Electric Co.

Klectrlcal Intelllsence.
Comstock, Louis K,
Hatbewny. K . M.
Wilson & Jackson.

Klectrlcal Hpeclaltles.
Atwood, A. H.
Bryant ElQctric Co.
Columbia Mfg, & Supply Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Engineering A Supply Co.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Russell & OOlcor.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.

Klectrollers and Coaibina-
tlon Fixtures.
BagEOt, E.
Edwardi-, W. S. Mfg, Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Knapp Electrical Works.

KJecxro-Platlnff Maohlnes.
Brush Electric Co,
Gonertil Electric Co,

Kne*ncs, iioH.
Otto Gap Enclno Works.

Pan Oatflts.
Stanley Electric Mig. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfjg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Knslnes, Htea^.
American Engine Co,
BallEnrfne Co.
Ball* Wood Co.. The.
Freeman Sons Mfg. Co., The S.
Lake Erie Engineering WorKs,
Lane & Bodiey Co , The.
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pearson & Co., W.B.
Racine Hardware Mfg, Co,
SlouiCity Engine Works.
Taylor Engine Co,
Westinghouse. Church, Kerr & Co.
Weaton Engine Oo.

Fire Alarms,
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Fuse Wire.
Electrical Supply Oo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co,

C^asiiietitinff, Kleetric.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

General Klectrlcal t^npplles.
Angier k Kf^nnard.
Atwood, A. H.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Eleotrtc Co.
Columbia Mfg. &, Supply Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co,
Electric Cone. & Supply Co.
Electric Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
Electrical Manufacturing Co., The.
Electrical Sapply Co., The.
EnterDrise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Ureeley <fc Co . , The E . 8.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hood & Co.. Wm.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick &. Carter Co.
Penn. Electric Engineering Co.
Queen & Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Russell & OfBcer.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co
Sious City Elec. Supply Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. da Supply Co.
Waterhouse, Gamble Sr Co.
Western Electric Co.

«}lobes and Klectrlcal Cliass-
irare.
Angier i: Kennard.
Brookfield, Wm.
Phcenls Glass Co.

(praphlte Specialties.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.

Hard Bubi>er 4<ioo(is.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Insulators and Insnlatlns
Sfaterials.
Brookfield, Wm.
BryaDt Electric Co.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Electric Engineering tt Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Empire China Works.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit •& Insulation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Lefmann. Julius.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply C o.

Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Insnlated Tf'ires and Cables.
Ma^et VFIre.
American Electrical Works.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co
Cushing, F. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
(General Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
aolmes. Booth & Haydena.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & G. P. Ins. Co.
Knapp Blttctrlcal Worka.
Moore, Alfred F.

National India Hubber Co.
T4ew York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick & Carter Go,
Roelillnc's Sone Co., J. A.
Sawi"or-T^Ian Eloctrlc Co.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Wa(3dell-Entz Company.
Washburn A ^loen Mfg. Co,
Western Electric Co.

Lamps, Incandescent.
Beacon \''Bcuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bometeln Electric Co-
Buckoye Electric Co,
Central EJectrlc Co.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
Electrical Manufacturing Co., The.
Klectrlcal Supply Co., The.
General Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
New York and Ohio Co.
Penn. Electric Enqlneering Co.
Roddin;; EloctrlcCo,
Sawyor-Man Electric Co.
Steuben Lamp Works.

Ijatbcfu.
Brld^rcport Jlaclilue Tool Works.

liiffUtnins ArrOKtcrs.
Knapp Electrical Works.

naxnct Wire.
(See Insnlatf'd wires.)

.Hechanlml ^faclttnery.
Ferracute Machine Co.
Bridgeport Machine Tool Works,

nedtcai Batteries.
Partrick A Carter Co.

ailca.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Munsell a: Co., Eueene.

^Illlloi; nacbiDcry.
B'-ck^jr .Mf^'. Co... John.

MlnlDK Apparstnw, Kleetric
G<^nf;ral E>-c*.rlc Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Weatlnehonse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Motors.
Brash Eleciric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Cn.
Electrical Ene. & Supply Co., Th*:.
Ford-Washburn ritorfelectro Co,
Geni^rai Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Sapply Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
La Roche Electric Works.
Porter- Leavltt Electric Motor Co
Siemens *t Halske Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Weetinghonse Electric A Mfp. Co.

Aame PlatcH.
Becker Mftr. Co., John,

Paints.
^

Standard Paint Co.
Patents.
Paine & Ladd.

Phosphor Bronze.
I'hoiphor Br.>nze Smeltin" Co, Ltd

Pins and Brackets.
°

Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The
Hn^hee Bros. >lfg. Co.
Lefmann, Julias-
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Western Electric Co.

Platinnm.
Bakpr & Co.
Siebert, G.

Pole^.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud. H. M. & Sons' Lnmber Co. -

Railway Equipment Co.
Porcelain.
Empire China Works.

Presanre Oao^es,
Bri«loiBMf2, Co.

PubUstters. Klectrlcal.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Pnsh Buttons-
Central ElfetTflS Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick k Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

laailways. Electric.
(See electric railways.)

Rheostats-
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co.

Sal Ammoniac.
Innls & Co.
Kllpetein. A.

,
Separators, Steam.
HineSUmlnatorCo.

Silk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. r-y,

SpeaKlDK Tnbes.
Central Elecolc Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works
OstT-a-Qder & Co.. W. R.
Partrick i: Carter Co.
Western Electric Co,

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pomps.
Worthlngton. Henry R.

Street Cars.
Brill, J. G., CO.

Snpplies, electric Kailway.
Angier i: Kennard.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Supply Co.
Lefmann. Jufiui?.
Railway Equipment Co.

Tapes. InsnJatinr-
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Cushlnsr, F. W.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co
Elecftlcal SupplrCo. , The.
India Rubber & Q. p. n g. Co.
InternatSonal Okonlte C?o., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Sawyer-^lan Electric Co.
Standard Pair' ~o.
Washburn ,(; Moen Mfi:. Co.

Telesraph .Apparani*.
Cenft^l Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Greeley & Co., l"h^ S. 8.
Khapp Electrical Worka.
Panncl; ^"^ Carter Co
WeatCTn Electric Co.

Telephones, Kleetric
Weatt-rn ElectTTf, Co.

Telephone ^flouthpieccs.
M.ircHS. W. N.

Test Instrnments.
Central Elecfflc Co.
ElecfrlcAl Supply CojThe
Cfteelev & Co., fhe s. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ouoon & Company.
Weetern Electrlc'Co.

Transformers.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
National GlectrlcMauofactnrlnj'Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Electric A Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Works.

Trncks. FJectrlo Car.
General Elwtric Co.
Westlnchoueo Electric A Mfg, Co.

Tnrblne AVheels.
Pavton Globe Iron Works Co.
Pelton W.-\ter Wheel Co-
Stilwell A BlorceMfg. Co.

Universities.
Instatnteof Technology.

TRrnishes.
M.i^s. Chemical Co.
Staiidiird Paint Co.

"Water %VheeI«.
Pelton Water Wheel Co,

Wire. Bare.
Bishop Gutla Pordha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wvre ..fc Cable Co.
Electriral Snpply Co.
rtolme*. Booth & Haydena.
Knapp Electrical Worts.
Nftttonftl India Rubber Co,
Ral'way Eqilpment Co.
Roebllnc'e Sone' Co„ J. A.
Sp^rrrKl^r, Mlnlac^lachlrve Oo.
Washburn A Moec Mlg. Co,
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STREET LIGHTING FROM ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
Lamps, Series Sockets,

New Prices given on Street Fixtures, Poles,
Bank Boards, Meters

And all accessories for the use of SERIES LAMPS on ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
TJiis system permits a FROFITABLE and SATISFACTORY method of street illumin-
ation and should be investigated by every plant using alternating current apparatus,

WHITE FOB FURTHER PARTICULARS AND PRICES.

OT7R SERIES LAMPS
Will show you a COMPARATIVE SA VING equal to their FIRST COST in POWER CONSUMED.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC COMPANY, 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

SOMETHING TO BE NOTED!

THE MORRISON STORAGE BATTERY
Is made by the PlantL- pro-
(.e?s, no oxides being used.
either luechanically or ap-
plied 1q the form of paste,
paint or cement.

ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE HIGH; LIFE LONG.
Dry Batteries. Battery
Supplies, etc. For farther
iofonnation address

AMERICAK BATTERY COMPANY,
Office: Rooms 23 and 24. 177 La Salle St., CHICAGO. ILL.

Insulated ^Wire
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

Ma?net Wire, OfBce and Annunciator Wire,

Lead CoTered Cables, Copper Wire, Telegraph Wire.

Send for Catalogue,

JOHNA.ROEBLING'SSONSCO.,
CHICAGO, W.*?f FRA.VCISCO, NEW YORK,
173 Lake Ht. 2.-. ; nd ii7 Fremont St. 117 I/iberty St.

TBEXTOSf,
IV. J.

Our New
WORLD'S FAIR

E

E

S

^^ontacts Bright,

asily connected.

legaut in
Construction.

afe Carrying
Capacity.

Switch.

Yet to be Excelled.

Rubbing Contacts.

A trial is Asked.

Compact in Form.

Used Everywhere.

Sure Quick Break.

Endorsed by Users.

25 AMPERE DOUBLE POLE SNAP SWITCH.
This switch has more carrying capacity than most switches designed for 25 amperes, and the wip-

ing contacts constantly keeping the surface clean, the parts always run cool. The sudden break is of
such length os to make the switch safe for use with currents of an E. M. F. of from 400 to 600 volts.

This switch is finished in the same neat aad workmanlike manner as are all our goods. Send for
sample. Furnished with either rubber or porcelain key. Send for our Catalogue.

Electric Engineering & Supply Co.,
New York Office, lao l.iberty 8t. STBACUSK, Bf. Y., U. S. A.

AAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
Pullman Building, Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

Prompt Sl:Lip:i:xLerLts-

CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,

W. R.MASON, Oen'lMgr. CHICAGO.

EEI-LS BJLXXERIES.
SPECIAL PRICES ON LARGE GIUANTITIES.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.,
Corner Thames and Greenwich Sts„

NEW YORK.
227 to 276 South Clinton Street,

CHICAGO.
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JANUARY CLEARING SALE.

P

We are selling at manufacturers' cost, 10 and 35 ampere Main and Branch
Porcelain Blocks, Porcelain Fuse Rosettes, and Key and Keyless Sockets. We have
a large stock of Bryant, Perkins, Hart and Paiste Switches that we will sell at

never before heard-of prices.

We propose to give our customers the benefit of our purchases in large
quantities, and prompt shipments.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
1 16 and 1 18 Franklin Street, CHICAGO.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
^^ELiJL Olctiro, "^^Tis-, XJ- S» J\^m

High Grrade Dynamo Electric Machinery.
APPARATUS FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Ijiong Distance Transmission of PoTxrer, Street Railmray Generators^
Stationary Motors and Appliances, XSlectric Mining Plants,
Isolated Lighting Plants, Central Station Lighting,

Alternating or Direct Current.

I3F=?j:^I^CZ:t€ T
620 Atlantic Avenue, JiOSTON. Pullman Building, CHICAGO

mo Liberty Street, NEW YORK. Vii East Sixtli Street, ST. PAUL.
Penn. Mutual liu.ildinr/, PHILADELPHIA. 29 E. First South Street. SALT LAKE CITX.

05 amitJ^ Building, CINCINNATI. Bailer BuUdiag, SEATTLE. WASH.
107 Grnvier Street, NEW ORLEANS. 31^ California Street. SAN FRANCISCO.

Equitable Building, ST. LO UIS. 70 Pearl Street. TORONTO, 0.\ T.

T3n.e ^lace to ^"0.37- S"a.p]plies:

THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND SUPPLY CO.,

St. Paul, Minn.,
Is the leading supply house of the North-West. Moderate Profits. Prompt Shipments.

Send us a trial order and see what we will do for you.
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NEW BOOKS !
- JUST OUT OF PRESS.

NBW

DYNAMO TENDERS'
«f\ND-BOOK.

By Lieqt. F. B. Eadt.

1 KEADY FOR DELrVERY.
AN ENTIRELY NEW WORK.

1 The latest addition to our famous "Hand-Book"
Series. Every practical dynamo man should have a

copy.

2S6 JPages. 13S Engt-avinys.

PRICE, $1.00.

INCANDESCENT W RING

By Lieut. F B. Badt.

Fourth Edition. Tenth Thousand.

These tables give, without loss of time, exact size

of wire to be used. This is one of our famous "Hand-
Book" series, and is the standard authority on this

subject in the English language.

73 Pages. 43 Illustrations.

PRICE, $1.00.

BELL HANGERS'
•Hf\ND-BOOK.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Designed for practical men engaged in any class
of bell or annunciator work. The only book of the
kind published.

106 Pages. 97 Illustrations.

PRICE, $1.00.

ELECTRIC -TRAN8M 88 ON

HiLKD-BOOK.
Bt Lieut. F. B. Eadt.

A new -wort containiag tables and information on
the electric transmission of power brought down to

date. One of the most popular of our famous "Hand-
Book" Series.

! 97 Pages. 22 Illustrations.

PRICE, SI.OO.

STREET RAILWAYS.
"THK7UYS."

Their Construction, Operation and Maintenance.

Bt C. B. Fairchild.

This work is written by a practical man, and
should be in the hands of every street railway em-
ploye in the United States.

600 Pages. Profusely fllusirated.

PRICE, $4.00.

DYNK7VVO
ELECTRIC MACHINERY.

By S. p. Thompson.

Fourth edition, revised and re-written. Tlie most
complete work on the dynamo publislied.

900 Pages. Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, $9.00.

DlGT10Nf\RY
... OF ...

Electrical words,
TERMS AND PHRASES.

Br Edwin J. Houston, A. 51.

The latest edition of this celebrated wort contains
over 5.000 distinct de&nitious. As important as
Webster.

700 Pase.s. yso Illustrations.

PRICE, $5.00.

ELECTRIC MCTOR
AND ITS APPLICATIONS.

By Maetin and Wetzleb.

The first American book on electric motors. A
most complete work brought 'lowu to date.

325 Pages. 354 Illustrations.

PRICE, $3.00.

THE PRACTICAL MANAGEMENT

OF

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
By Ckocker and Wheeler.

The object of this work is to give simple directions
for the practical use and management of dynamos and
motors. This work is having a large sale.

100 Pages. Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, SI.OO.

Electric Light Specifications

FOR THE USE OF

Engineers and Architects.

Bv E. A. ^Iedcili,.

This work gives the latest rules of The National
Electric Light Asuociatioo. of the National Board of

Fire Underwriters, and of The New England Insurance
Excbaoge.

17G ragea,

PRICE, $1.50.

THE ELEGTRIG RAILWAY
IN

THEORY AND PRAeTieE.
Bt Ckosby and Bell.

This is a complete treatise ou the construction and
operation of electric railways, and will commend It-

self to the electrical engineer, and to the practical
manager.

400 Pages. Profusely Illustrated.

PRICE, $2.50.

HIGH POTENTIf\L
AND

HIGH FREQUENCY.
Experiments with Alternate Currents.

By Nikola Tesla.

A lecture delivered before the Institution of Elec-
trical Engineers, London.

146 Pages. Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, $1.00.

Tl ELECraC TELEGEAPH.

BtF.L. Pope.

Thf; foort*:enth e<lltlon of this celebroted work in

rprsrrltten anfl brr/attbt dovo to date, A Ifjchnlcal

haDd-b<x>k for electricians, managerB and oixjratorH.

234 Pages, Illustrated,

PRICE, SI. 50,

SCIENCE
SERIES.

Tho RerICK now numb'Tn lo:( voluinow, and ombracos
workH on every BUbjrjct,

1« mo. ISoardM.

PBOFUSELY ILLUSTRATED.

Price, 50c- Each.

STRNDflRD

ELECTRGAL DICTONARY.
By T. O'Connor Sloank.

This now work nhould bo in tho hands o[ nil who
doelro to keep abreast with tho progross of the greatest
ecifinco of thy times.

600 Pages. 300 Illustrations.

PRICE, $3.00.

Any of the above books .sent promjjtly, {xxstage prepaid, on receipt of price.

SEND IN YOUR ORDER.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Bldn., Ghicairo. III.
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OivHost :n)\n.xa,"ble Batter3r Cells ^xocL^ced..

tutjsteiu

i» •;< tt

Manufactured by The Butler Hard Rubber Co., 33 Mercer St., N. Y.

SEND FOR OUR
Xew CaUl'/itt of

Electrical
Books.

Til') ni'jBl fO:n;A»:U} of It-

kind '!ver puliUebfrd.

We 115 Headquarter;

In Ihe W>et tor [L£C-
niCAL BOOKS, and fill

or'lerfl promptly, pre-
paid, on receiptor pric?.

KlectrlelBB PoblUfalDK Co,
« I.skeelde Bnlldlnf,

ChlcaifO, lU.

C-S Specialties.

C-SDoiWePiislFMSfitcli.
t^lnele Pole. l>onbIe Pole.

3-W ire.

Electricallf

Meclianlcalli

Artistically

C-S S. p. Klusli Switch (Open).

THE GUTTER ELECTRICAL & MFG. CO.,

27 So. nth Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA., U, S. A.

Day's Kerite.

Highest Grade of

Insulation for

Electric Wires and Cables.

GUSHING & MORSE, GemlWesteraAgeits,

225 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

SHULTZ
PATENT

Leatiier Woven Link Belt.'

SHULTZ PATENT
Leather • Pulley • Covering.

SABLE RAWHIDE BELTING.
SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS.

BB.4^]VCIIES
( 1414 Hninnier Htreet. Boston.
-' 2ai> Pearl Street. Xe« YorU.
' ISO Xorth 3<l Street. Philadelphia.

The above cut represents the liARUEST liiXK BELT IX THE
WOBIjI> in actual operation in the engine room of a large plant at Rapid City. Soath
Dakota. It is an A.OME link. iSt feet long. 2S inches wide, and contains over

185,000 pieces, weighing, when ready for shipment, 1,656 pounds.

IHE ACailO IS MADE ONLY BY

PAGE BELTING COMPANY,
PACTOK1' : CO\'COBD. N. H.

Writ..' U:^ for prices ftud descriptive circular.
Branehes-'

"'*" ''"••I.-. Ohlca«o.
**'""'^'" " •

I
BOBton. San Franc I

MANUrACTURERS ORGANIZED 188«.

INCORPORATtlD 18B3.

Arc Laaps

ESTABLISHED ,

rACT: j

TPR INCANDKSCCNT AND
STREET RAIL\v'AY CIRCUITS.

THE ONLY ARC IJ\>\P IIIAT

WORKS S.ATISr'.ACTORILY ON AN
INCANDLSCENT CIRCUIT.

1

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING. THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LA/^PS.

THE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

UNITY BUILDING,

CtllCAGa

TCLCPIIONU DUIUOINa,

NEW YORK.
Searcti Light No. 13.
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Standard Compound Engine.

m LAKE ERIE ENBINEERING WORKS,
BXJILDEICS OF

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE

EXPANSION ENGINES,
Both Condensing and Non-Con-
densing, from 250 to 8,000 H. P.
Especially designed for direct

connection to Multipolar
Generators.

,
I

I
BEST ECONOMY AND REGULATIOH GU&RAHTEED.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Address all inqniries to

Section Through L. P. Cyl.

W. B. PEARSON & CO.,
401 Home Insurance Bldg.,

CHICAGO.
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES OF

The Lake Erie Engineering Works.
They are prepared to contract at a reasonable price

for the complete installation of Poiver Plants, of any
Capacity , for any Service, and at any Place.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. Compound Engine and Generator.

Sockets, Switches, Cut-outs
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Write for Catalogue.

/ /
Sawyer - Man Electric Co.,

620 Atlantic Avenue, BOSTON.

'%,'
610-534 West 23d Street, NEW YORK. Pullman Building, CHICACOr
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CORLISS
ENGINES

Slide Valve Kneines. Shaftinu:. Hane-
ers, PuIIc.vH. Belt Elevators,

Saw 9I1I1H, Etc., Etc.

The Lane & Bodley Co.,

CINCINNATI, O.

"ATS ^v^^h^"^

"iWn. 102. floiu'enlort Work.

A NEW LAMP SOCKET
With Every Advantage.

Durable nnd EfTiJctlve Contact,
rionty of Koom for Knot in the Cord.
StroDK on FirluroB; the Cap, wltli Bayonot
Lock, Projectiag over the ShoU.

The Dovetail Ceiling Rosette.

For Moulding, Cleat and Concealed Work.

Ho screw driver used in adjusting cap.

For Sale by Sui>ply Uouaes, or by :

The Perkins Electric Switch (
MFG. COMPANY,

p. O. Box 816.

J
Hartforri. Cf>n t^ T -W anrt W<»«tin2:honM<> HtrylPH.

RICH COLD MINES.
I have la my hands two pold rQlnes easily access-

ible, in the Uniteil States of Colombio, Soath Ame-
rica, with ore of the most extraordinary richaes.s,

some of which carries as much as three thousand
dollars ($'i,000) in gold to the ton, and all being
of high Krftde.
These mines are of ancient discovery, and were

worlied with great profit for a long period, being
only abandoned oo account of political troubles
before and after the War of liberation.

These troubles have been happily settled for
over a quarter of a century, and the Colombian
Itepublic is based upon the theory of and similar
to our own pfivjmment, with civil and reliffious

liberty and equal rights to all, and Is as stable as
any government in the world.
These mines are so richly endowed with aurifer-

ous material, from tht) easily-worked sand, gravel,
and dirt (carrying virgin dust and nuggets), to the
fissure veins of free milling quartz, that when
property equipped a profit of ten thousand dollars
(iElO,0nn) a day, or over thre<^ million dollars ($3,-

000,000) annually is a very low and conservative
estimate.
There is an abundance of timber and uofaiiing

water power, with a genial and healthy climate.

It Is proposed to organize this property on a

L. BRECKINRIDGE CABELL,

basis of five million dollars($5, 000,000), upon which
there can be dividends earned of 60 per cent, or
more, and the parties furnishing the original cap-
ital, in small or large sums, for this organization,
which will be about twenty-five thousand dollars
($25,000), will be let in on a basis of two and a half
cents (2'/^c.)on the dollar, with the privilege of
purchasing pro rata at five cents (5c.) on the dollar,
a sufficient amount to give thena a controlling inter-
est if they bo desire.
There is also the right of prior possession lo

double the amount of contiguous land.
The poverty of the owners of this property, be-

ing land poor, is the reason of this unusual offer,
and they will retain as much of the property as
they possibly cqt, parting with oniy what is neces-
sary in order to work it.

Situated In the Jurisdiction of Simite, District
of Guamaco, Province of Mompos, State of Bolivar.
An experienced miner who has been over and

thoroughly examined the property, says more
gold is there than in the entire State of California,
while another says so great is the evidence of min-
eral wealth I sometimes doubted my own sanity,
and were I to tell California and Colorado miners
even a tithe of what I actually saw, I would be
branded as a foolish liar or raving maniac.

63 Broadway, NEW YORK,
ia001«£ ITT,

NOW READY

!

"WESTEHIT ELECTHICIAlsr

LAMP LIGHTING SCHEDULE,
PRICE 26 CENTS.

rff«f»

All Incandescent laamps
GIVE HOtlT OF S09IE KIND.

u )5
excels in the const€t7if, pure white
light which it produces. The coilefl
filament adds to the lighting effect.

Shipments direct from Chicago stock.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, O.

BUCKEYE
437 "Tlie Uookcr.v, Oil >Iail and KxpresH Buildiiis.

KKW VOKK.

Moonlieht System for 1893.
Copy of Moonlight Schedule sent free to every new subscriber to the

Western Electrician and with each copy of "New Dynamo Tender's
Hand-book," by Lieut. F. B. Badt. Price of book, .$i.oo.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 Lakeside Building, Chicago, ill.

Arc I
FOR ARC,

INCANDESCENT AND

RAILROAD CIRCUITS.

Waterhouse, Gamble & Co.,

*^^ ornoE;

1^^" 45 Broadway, Jfew York.
FAOTOEY:

Hartford, Conn.

Send for Catalogue and Full information.

BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT!

THI ELECTRICAL MFG. COMFAKY, OCONTO, WIS,
Any Voltage or Candle Power.

FILAMENTS WITH OR WITHOUT HOOKS.

MINIMDM CDRRENT CONSDMPTION, lith

MAXIMUM CANDLE POWER AND LIFE.

Lamps for all Systems.

DMCT CURRENT LAMPS.

ALTERNATING CURRENT LAMPS.

RAILWAY CIRCUIT LAMPS.

Before pnrrhnsinK elsewhere sciid in a trial order for Brillioiite.

liantpN fiiriil8liO(t to ooiiKuniors in qiinntitice< at factory i>rlcc8.

( CHICACO:-Wm. Hood & Co., 239 La Salle Street

AGENCIES:] MILWAUKEE:-E. C. IVIullen, IVIanager.
(THOMASViLLE, CA.:-J. B. E. Love, Manager.
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SUPPLY HOUSES TAKE NOTICE!
Having; taken up the manufacture of several first-ciass Electrical Speci-

alties, I would be pleased to receive catalofifues and other printed matter.

«. H. ATWOOD, 166-174 S. Clinton St., GHICAGO.

INSULLAC
Is the Best Insulating Compound.
It is WATERPROOF, does not require
BAKING, and is guaranteed.

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICAL CO.,
8 Oliver Street, BOSTOX.

J. FRAXK DILLOKT, HaiiBser, HABRV BISHOP. Cien'I AVrst'n Aeent,
GO and 6:£ Broad-n-ayf 8S3 31onadnoek Buildingr.

NEn' irOBK. CHIOASO.
W.V.S. BBOWIV, Manaser, 300 Coneress !»t.. POUTJjAIliU, aUB.

s:n]X.ijiiNrc3- .a_o-:e3isxts:
PArL A- DAVTS. Jr., Philadplphia. 0. S. KNOWLES, BostoQ.
MAXIOX & CO.. New Orleans. PETTINGELL, ANDREWS & CO., Boston.
IT.FytNTIFR, BARNEY & CHAPIN, New York. BROWN ELECTRIC CO., Boston.
E. G. BENARD & CO., Trov, N. Y. GEORGE STILES. Denver, Colo.

H. H. WILLIAMSON, Cleveland, O. W'. H. RUNKLE, Cincinnati, O.
BISSELL «: DODGE, Toledo, O.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS ^^ BELLS.
FlIIiD lilNE Ai.n'ATS IN STOCK.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO..
183 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. T.

^^ Send for New Catalogue. Ont AngnBt let.

L BRECKINRIDGE CABELL
53 Broadway, NEW YORK, Room 17.

Lands, Securities and Industrial Enterprises; Total Issues

of Corporate, Municipal and County Bonds Taken; Municipal

Debts Consolidated and Refunded at lower rates; Railroads

Built and Equipped; Electric Roads Built and Equipped;

Street Railroads using Horse power changed to Electric Roads.

"Waterproof Insulating Compounds.

Aimature Varnish and Waterproof Insulating Tape.
THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY,

2 Liberty Street, New York. 542 "The Rookery,' Chicago.

INTERIOR CONDUITS The SolEtioD of theFrotilemofSafe Giariliiis

ELECTRIC GONDDGTORS
Wherever and for whatsoever pnrpose employed, Is to

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IHTERIOR m UNDERGRODKD

COD^3D"CriTS
MAKTJPACTUHED BT

T "N^ XER I O R>

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
uunOKc. ) 627 to 631 W. 34th St.,wuKKb.

^ 526 to 628 W. 3Bth St..

General OtBces: 42 & 44 Broad St., New York.

TRADE-MARKL

ThoB. Day & Co., 222 Salter St., San Francleco, Cal.

MoantftiD Electric Co., Denver Colo.
American Elect. Supply Co., 2Jtj Pearl St., Baffalo,N Y.
Patoam, Gay & Co., 27 E. M;iin St , Kocheater, N. Y.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 \V. tth St., Cincinnati, O.
Chae. Gabriel, Saginaw, illch.
Southern Electrical Mfg. & Snpply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleans, I,a.

Walkjr & Kepier, 531 Cheetnut St., PhllLidelphla, Pa.
Electrical Supply & ConBtruclion Cr... Plttaburgh, Pa.
Sonthern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, III.

Utica Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

XJTICA, N.Y.
. MANUFACTURERS OF

VTi,;\ HERCUUS" SWITCHES for An and Pouter Circuits.

•Y \ -UTICA" QUICK BREAK—ABSOLUTE LOCK-KNIFE SWITCHES for any
' voltage and amperes.

':': .UITOMATIC MAGAZINE FUSE BOXES.

SIMPLEX, DUPLEX and QUADRUPLCX LIGHTNING ARRESTERS for
I Power, Telephone and Lighting Circuits.

»/ MAST ARMS and POLE STANDS.

V
CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for Generators, Motors and Dynamos.
CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS.
Also General Dealers in ELECTRIC LIGHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

All
.
GENUINE

INGOTS t MANUFACTURES
BEAR O.UR-

recjuade marks.

P H O S PH OR-BRP N Z E
Ingots, Castings, Wire, Sheet &c.

The Phosphor Bronze Smelting Co.Limiteo
512 ArchSt. Phiiadelphia Pa.U.S.a:

ORIGINAL MANUFActuRERSOF PHOSPHOR-
BRONZE IN! THE UNITEB States AND Sole
Makers of"ELEPHANT BRAND"Phosphor-Bronze,

A NEIW BOOK.
n\roT;v

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND - BOOK.
Lieut. F. E. Badt's latest addition to our famous nand-book series, of

which 30,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's
well-known practical style with all the problems of Electric Power
Transmission.

INTOW READY. PRIGB $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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Westinahouse Electric and Mfg. Co.,

Fittsbiargli, Fa.

TO THE USERS OF INCANDESCENT LAMPS:

The shipment of our new stopper lamps will begin early in January. In making
this announcement, and in quoting prices, we take pleasure in giving particulars which
will indicate some of the many advantages the users of our apparatus will enjoy.

First. The new lamps are made in separable parts so that the carbon burners may be
replaced, and the glass parts used repeatedly, and their bases being moulded of uniform size

to fit a specially designed socket, the lamps are neater in appearance than the all glass-
globe form.

Second. The carbon burners will be preserved by an attenuated atmosphere of nitro-
gen, and their candle-power maintained more nearly constant than heretofore by means of a
recent important discovery.

Third. Special sockets of neat design will be employed for these lamps, and special
fittings will be supplied at five cents each, which will adapt any of the forms of sockets now
in use to receive the new lamps, thereby bringing about exact uniformity in lamp bases.

Fourth. By reason of the manufacture of the lamps by special machinery and im-
proved methods, by the use of nitrogen for preserving the carbons, and by means of pumping
and charging apparatus recently perfected, WE HAVE BEEN ABLE TO SO REDUCE THE
COST OF MANUFACTURE AS TO FIX OUR PRICES FOR 8, 10 and 16 CANDLE POWER
LAMPS AT 30 CENTS EACH, SUBJECT TO A DISCOUNT OF 10 PER CENT. TO OUR CEN
TRAL STATION CUSTOMERS, and to others from 3>^ per cent, upward, according to
quantity, WITH AN ALLOWANCE OF 10 CENTS FOR EVERY BURNED-OUT LAMP RE
TURNED UNBROKEN to any one of our factories, making the net cost OF RENEWALS FOR
THE 8, 10 and 16 CANDLE POWER LAMPS 17 CENTS to our central station customers.
For 20 and 25 candle power lamps the prices will be 36 cents each, subject to the same
discount and allowance for burned out lamps.

By long and careful tests, and by the use of a large number of these lamps in our
works, we have demonstrated that the new lamp will have greater advantages for users
than the Edison lamp or any of those heretofore upon the market.

The importance of the improvements in manufacture by which we have been enabled
to ofler these lamps at so low a price will be appreciated by all users who are aware of the
constant deterioration in the carbon bu.rners, and of the fact that the real commercial effici-

ency of a lamp is its average efficiency. With a constant amount of electric current the or-

dinary 16 candle power lamps rapidly fall below 10 candle power from deterioration of the
carbon, when they must be renewed; and it results from this, that the users, with cheaper
lamps will get from 16 to 20 per cent, more light from a given expenditure of electricity by
a more frequent renewal of lamps than is now customary. Thus the low cost of the lamps
may be made to add to the revenue of a lighting station in one of two ways, viz., either by
giving a greater lighting capacity at the present cost of lamp renewals, or by actual saving
in the cost of lamps with renewals made at the present period of renewal.

The problem of manixfacturing a sufficient number of lamps to supply the entire
demands expected from the users of electric light is a difficult one to meet quickly. We are
preparing to turn out from 15,000 to 20,000 lamps daily, and in addition to this to renew the
carbons in returned burned-out lamps to any extent that may be required. During the
month of January we expect to be able to take care of all of our customers who must have
the new lamps, and rapidly thereafter to fill all the orders with which we may be favored.

We are also contemplating the erection, as the business develops, of "renewal
stations" in all large cities such as New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, Cincinnati and
St. Louis, thereby reducing the cost of shipment and return of lamps for renewals, and still

further reducing the net cost of the lamps to our customers.

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company.

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANUPACTORED BY

WM. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.
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CATALOSUE

H. E. PAISE,
Ex-ConmiissioDer of Patents.

S. B. LADD.

PATENTS.
PAINE & LADD, Attorneys at Law,

Loan and Trust Building,

Tlie Osiorne Steam Enpeerliig Co,.
BXGIX£EHS,

Rooms 71<i-715, 167 Dearborn St.. • Chlcaoo
Representative work now in course of construc-

tion, 2 000 H. P. Heat, Liglit and Power Plant for
the Pabst Heat, Liglit & Power Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Those who contemplate the construction of simi-
lar plants on improved and economical lines will

do well to communicate with us. First, be sure
,ou will get the best, then go ahead.

Qnalltles

RA«NLHARgWAREI>rK-CO-i^^''V-)

lOth aTia Kacine Streets.

MICA
For Electrical Parposes-

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
21X Water Street, New York.

W, H. SILLS, 86 Lake Street, CHICAGO. ILL

PLATINUM
For all kinds ol Electrical Use. Sheet or Wire ol any Degree of Hardness.

Special Attention given to Platinani for IncandoHcent Lianipn.
Adlre=3 VVE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK IX AMERICA.

SAMSON BRAIDED CORD.
Ib the mopt dura-
rile for hanging
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Cov
ering Field

.'ii'-*^, .S-;"!, Cort^, etc., etc.

S*n<l for SarnplffH and Prk-f^H.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
11'. CONGRE.-^.S STIlKET, BOSTON.

THE LATEST AMD BEST
SLOW SPEED, MULTIPOLAR DYNAMO.

AJbWST\fiKS: Hlmr »p<;*Td, <irQall flocrr flpfw;. direct rlrivcn, ecIf-oiUng beriiingfl, Illtlo eittmnl
ii..\;iri<:'d.-iD, etc.

MADE BY THE

DUPLEX ELECTRIC CO,
I>iniit<-<l,

CORRY, PA.
flOHton Onire— ir. r. Mnwk., MnnnH'T.

r.'Ji Atlnnllf: Ave.
<:hlrneo iinirr— ArrlH.r //. Ittinlln;/,

M :.r,o;/..fs, K%; Mr.riniln'rrk l!,ill(llni;.

Knnnnx VMy. H« . OUlce— L. <:

l:r.lr. ?/A Wnlrmt Str'-(jt.

y>-vi Vork Onice — W. II. Oor.lon,
.1tlftnn(/"r. 11.' Ufin/l-Afiy,

PhlKdelphin onire-Cliiu. K. l.u>i-

tell, IS Hfiiitli llrr.O'l HI.

AGENTS:
fhattanoogn. Tt-nn—V. I. Ht/.n<),

l.lnfolri. Sch,— RJKGlow ElotlHo Kni.-

[. 7 '> . m H. i;;tt, 8t.

Provifl*;Dre. K. I.—Tw-nk*), I'njw/n U
v.tMU';T, f^,r. Wa«l)lnKf/n & E/Jdj- Ht«.

Tarpon Mprloel, Fla—W.D. Wllaon.

The above illustration shows the

working jjarts of the only steam en-

gine worthy of being called Illgll

speed. It is known as tin-

A merican High Speed Engine.

It has no eonipetitors.

Enns easily and smoothly

innfi TJEVOLUTIOXS and more.
IV 'V'V/

ii, small sizes, and propor-

tionally fast in laiger sizes.

Unsurpassed for Economy
and close automatic government.

DYNAMOS,
CIRCULAR SAWS.

FANS. BLOWERS.
THRESHING MACHINES,

etc., run by ilirect coupling without

belts.

It's the acme of simplicity. There's

great saving in foundations, little or

none being required, also in oil con-

sumed and attention required.

For bigli speed machinery it saves

many shafts, coiintcr-sliafls. hangers.

pulleys, belts, and great loss of power

incidental to their use. Speed readily

reduced for slow running machinery.

This Engine is

NOT A "ROTARY,"
as its piston does not revolve ; runs

standing on either end, or placed hori-

zontally, equally well ; is wholly self-

contained. Takes up hut little room.

MARINE TYPE
is very light, and

reversing mechan

adapted for high

Yachts. Its posit

is most favorable

Engines of 2 to

be furnished on s:

[f^If you wan
address and 10

Large Illustrated

has simple, effective

ism. Especially well

peed Launches and

ion iu bottom of boat

for ballast.

200 Horse Power can

hort notice.

t to know more, send

cents in stamps for

Catalogue, to

AMERICAN ENGINE CO.,

^ BOIM> BROOK, Jf, J.

No. 44 Raritan Avenue.

The BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA CO.

THE BEST GRADES OF

'HTire and Ca^lDles
ror under ground, under water, and all other conditions.

Address 420-426 East 25th Street, - - NEW YORK.
HESRT A. KKED, Secretary and manager.

MACHINE

BRIDGEPORT CONN.TOOL WORKS

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIKECT-

DKIVKN" Slow-Speod Gener-

ators for Electric Ligliting and

Power. Low Running Expense.

Insulated Wire and Flexible

(/'ords. ICstimatos furoished.

Isolated Tlantsa specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 Girard Building.

BUFFALO, 50 Torraco.

WOKKH AT BHinGKPORT, CONN.
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Electricity at the World's Fair.

The Westinghouse plant at the World's Fair promises

to be one of the most attractive features of the exposition,

owing to the great size of the engines and dynamos and

the thorough manner in which the work of installation is

being done. The great 2,000 horse power Allis engine,

with its fly-wheel 30 feet in diameter, from which will be

driven two 10,000 light dynamos in tandem, will occupy a

prominent position in machinery hall and is sure to be ever

the cynosure of an admiring throng. The pulleys of the

driven machines are immense affairs in themselves, as can

be seen by a glance at Fig. i. which is a reproduction of a

photograph of two that are now in machinery hall. These

pulleys are nine feet in diameter and over si.x feet

face. Eich has two sets of spokes, and weighs

about ten tons. The castings are fine specimens

of the founder's art and are a credit to the shops

from which they were turned out. In Fig. 2 is shown a

view of the Westinghouse section of the same building,

with two engines already in

position. These machines are

of the^type made by Westing-

house, Church, Kerr iS: Co. and

are of 400 horse power each,

designed to operate two 4,000

light alternators.

The work on the elevated

electric railway is being steadily

pushed, and there is no doubt

that the line will be ready on

time. Fig. 3 shows the process

of laying the iron girders on

the elevated structure, the view

being taken at the southwestern

corner of the transportation

building.

Supply companies especially

will be interested in the follow-

ing circular letter to exhibitors

sent out by Secretary Hornsby

of the department of electricity

:

In many cases those who
have applied for space intend

to exhibit the manufactures of

others than themselves. Unuer
the rules of the exposition this

will not be possible, it being

necessary that each manufac-

turer shall apply in his own
behalf, or that some agent shall

make individual application

for him. If :t is your inten-

tion to exhibit the manufac-

tures of others than your own
company, please notify me to

that effect at once, and I will

immediately see that you have

blank applications for this pur-

pose. These applications you

will please fill out, one for

each company or individual, and return them to me at

once. You will please, also, on the application, give

the numbers of groups and classes under which the

exhibit of that special company will fall in the classifica-

tion of this department, and I will have the name of

that company, with the groups and classes, placed in

the official catalogue for competition. The space which

has been, or will be, assigned to you can also be given

in the classification as the location of each of these

companies. An immediate reply to this matter and its

early attention will insure all of the companies which

you represent proper representation in the official cata-

logue, which, under the rules, they will not otherwise

get.

Although the elaborate lighting effects at the' World's

Fair have been frequently described in the Wksiern

Electrician and other technical papers, the writers for

the daily press appear to be just waking up to the bril-

liaLCy that is in store. The following extracts are from an

article in the Chicago founml:

It will be at once seen that the great feature of the arc

lighting of the fair will be the lights along the lake shore.

To appreciate these properly one will have to journey out

upon the lake or along the moving sidewalk to the end

ot the main pier. There can be no mistaking the predic-

tion of the engineer in charge that the view of the lake side

of the exposition after dusk will, from the standpoint of

an electrician, be second to none in the world. There v.'ill

be. first and foremost, that grand sweep of shore thrown into

perfect contour by a single row of brilliant lamps, whose
lights will be seen in duplicate in the waters below. Be-
hind the first will be a second and higher row, and then a

third, the lamps of which will hang in the loggias of the

manufactures building. Flanking this bay of light will be,

on the south, the great display on the main pier, where
three iron pillars 120 feet high will stand, two surmounted
by clustered lamps, and the third at the point of the pier by
a search-light of hitherto unheard-of capacity, the rays

from which will wing their way across the lake in undeviat-

ing lines to the Michigan shore. The initial candle power
of this giant among search-lights will be 200,000, and its

great lenses will multiply that power a thousand times.

The north pier will be another focus of light. The battle-

ship Illmois will show a search-light from its fighting-top,

and the government light-house will flash out its signals to

belated lake mariners with a brilliancy equal almost to

that of the great main pier light.

The eastern entrance to the manufactures building will

be af night yet one more focal point in the lake-front dis-

The visitor entering the fair by the surface railroads wil[

be greeted with a blaze of light from 100 pendant lamps
outside the terminal. That will prepare him for the great
scene ID the grand basin, with its thousands of incandes-
cent lamps, hundreds of arc lights, and, above all, the
electric fountains. After that he will care to do nothing
for a full half hour but watch the changing rainbow colors
and the fantastic combinations of light, water and steam.

FK;. I. ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLDS F.\1R.

play. Here, instead of clusters of three lights such as will

be shown at other main entrances in the grounds, the

clusters about the door will each include five 2,000 candle

power lamps. One of the brightest spots during the day,

where people will love to linger under the shadow of the

building, watch the sails Ilit by and listen to dreamy waltzes

from Hungarian bands or martial music from Dan God-
frey, it will not lose its reputation as a pleasant lounging
spot by night.

Another favorite promenade, where bands will play and
lights will shine, will be found on the terrace-walk south

of the gallery of art. Here, too, the water will lend the art-

ful aid of reflection to add new beauties to the opalescent

glow. Upon this promenade arc lamps will be set of an
ornate description, with handsome pedestals and incandes-

cent pendants. These same lamps will tigure largely in

the decoration of the bridges, and the plans for them show
great grace and stability.

Fifty-seventh street and that avenue of small palaces to

the north which the slates have taken for their own will be
liberally supplied with the ch^ctric iuminants, but for de-

corative effect will rely chiefly on the smaller lights upon
roof-gardens and about the doors. One spot on I'ifty-

sevcnth street will be as light by night as by day. Be-

tween the annexes of the art palace a court of mosaic
marble is to be laid by Italian workmen between the flower

beds, and there the lamps will be but twenty feet apart-

Dr. Cornelius Herz and the Legion of
Honor.

A decree was officially published in Paris last week an-

nouncing the removal of the name of Dr. Cornelius Herz
from the roll of the Legion of Honor. This fact is pro-

mulgated at the same time that the announcement is made
of the seizure of papers in a Paris bank clearly demon-
strating Herz's dishonesty. Herz's degradation is, of

course, the consequence of the discovery of his participa-

tion in the Pauama scandal. The official decree will doubt-
less meet the unqualified approval oi L' Industrie EUc-

//'/«(-, which, in an unsigned
tditorial in a recent issue, pays
ns respect to him in the.ie terms:

"We attacked the personage
suiTiciently when he was all

powerful to be permitted to

say a word concerning him at

this juncture, and to protest

stoutly against the 5tory ihat

Cornelius Herz would have
attained the highest rank in

the order of the Legion of
Honor because of his scientific

work. When an author writes
a gcod book the manager of
the publishing house which
brings it before the public is

not ordinarily decorated. The
electrical part that Cornelius
Herz has played for a dozen
years has been simply that of
a broker in scientific-industrial

matters. His collaborators have
been:

"In the incandescent lamp.

Werderman, Napoli, and Rey-
iier, all of whom are now dead.

"In teleph ony. Abdank-
Abakanowicz, Paul Barbier,

I-vcrn, and Sieur.
'

'
In the transmission and dis-

tribution of electrical energy,

CaDanellas, Marcel- Deprcz,

Frank-Geraldy, Sarcia, as well

as a long list of engineers,

forgotten to day. connected with

the Creil-Paris experiments.

"In La Lumierc £Uctnqiu'^\. le Comtc. Th. du Mon-
cel, Gustave Cabanellas, Frank-Geraldy. Hospitaller, Au-
guste Guerout. Marinovitch, Neylan, Paiaz; to-day, Lcde-

boer and Hess (the last five foreigners). When we com-
pared the rewards given to the collaborators with those ob-

tained by the man of affairs who skilfully exploited their

work, we reach the conclusion that in this century it is

sometimes more honorar)-, if not more honorable, to sell

science than to make it."

Important if True,
A short time ago some commotion was caused by the

announcement that the idea of conveying current to motors

on electric cars by means of an overhead trolley was origi-

nated and patented years ago by a man named Green, and
that all later devices of this character were infringements.

The patent was sold by Green to O. S. Kelley of Spring-

field, O., and it is now reported that Mr. Kelley has sold

his rights to the General Electric company for a large sum.

If this is true, the news will be of great importance

to all other makers and users of overhead electric railway

systems.
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Chicago Electric Club.

At the meeting of the Chicago Electric club, on January

i6th, at which papers on electric meters were read by

Messrs. McFadden, Gilchrist and Wirt, there was an in-

teresting discussion. The papers were published in the

AYestern Electrician last week. F. B. Badt presided

at the meeting. FoHowing is a stenographic report of the

discussion:

Louis A. Ferguson: I would like to know if the Aron
meter is designed to be used in connection with the al-

ternating current.

Thk Chairman: Some Aron meters have been used on
alternating systems satisfactorily.

P. J. McFadden: In answer to Mr. Ferguson's ques-

tion, I will say I am quite sure that it is used on the alter-

nating current systems, because the conditions mentioned
by the French engineers in the competition for the prize

provided that the meter should be a watt meter to run
equally well for alternating and direct currents, and the

prize was divided between Prof. Aron and Prof. Thom-
son.

The Chairman: I would like to have Mr. Wirt ex-

plain the constant of the Aron meter in relation to the

value of gravity at different places. The pendulum of the

clock runs faster or slower in accordance with the distance

from the center of the earth, due to what we usually call

gravitation. Now, supposing the meter to be calibrated

in Chicago and taken to Helena, Mont., what would be the

result?

Chas. a. Wirt: Gravity would affect the two pendulums
alike, and they would both increase at the same rate, and
the increment due to magnetic force would be practically

in the same ratio as before. But that brings up a point I

meant to have spoken of, namely, the extremely small

margin the Aron meter works on. These pendulums run

at the same rate when any current is passing through the

coils. I have heard of a device for making the pendulums
synchronous when the variation is small. The total in-

crease in rate of the magnetic pendulum with the full load

on the meter is only one part in a thousand. To get the

reading of the meter you have got to differentiate the one-

thousandth part. It is apparent that a very slight change
in the rate of either pendulum will give you a somewhat
serious error. Whether that becomes serious in actual

practice I can not say.

Thos. G. Grier: The two pendulums are of different

shapes and different material. Will their rate remain the

same relatively in different temperatures?

Mr. Wirt: The fact that they run at the same rate in-

dicates that their centers of gravity are at the same point,

and the rods being of the same material they ought to

operate at the same rate.

Mr. McFadden; I would like to know if the clockwork
is the same for all sizes, except the coils and pendulums?
Mr. Wirt: I have not seen verv many of these meters, but

see no reason why a change in dials and pendulums should

not be all that would be required.

Mr. McF.a.dden: I noticed that instead of a perma-
nent magnet there was a single pendulum in some of these

meters.

Mr. Wirt: I remember when the Aron meter first

came out the description answered to the style you speak
of; in that case the meter had hands, and the reading was
gotten by the difference between the time of the meter and
the true time. I think that the fact of the variation being

so small is sufficient to account for that form being
dropped, because if you had to take the difference be-

tween your meter and the true time at the place where you
happened to be the little variations that would take place

in your clock-work would wipe out the possibility of read-

ing the meter correctly. It would evidently be of great

advantage to have two sets of clock-work in the same case,

made in the same way, which would be utilized together

and would be liable to vary at the same rate, in order to

avoid that difficulty.

C. G. Armstrong: I have had experience with several

kinds of meters. I had some experience with the Thom-
son watt-meter in testing an electric elevator. I wanted
to lake curren*: readings on an electric elevator, and as you
probably all know the readings have to be taken very hur-

riedly; sometimes inside of 15 or 20 seconds. I got a

Thomson watt-meter and I found that notwithstanding

the fact that the load was thrown on very suddenly and
thrown off again, and then on and off, the meter read

fairly accurately. I found that the point which Mr. Mc-
Fadden mentioned about the disk taking about so long to

stop seems to be true; that what it loses perhaps in start-

ing it gains in stopping; so that it seems to about balance,

and, as near as I could tell by comparing it with readings

flrith the watch and with the ampere-meter and volt-meter,

they were quite near together. I believe that th<; watt-

meter was more nearly correct than anything else, and I

am Qsing it for both direct and alternating currents. I

like the meter from the commercial view, because the cus-

tomer can see what he is getting. There is something
about the mystery of a bottle and the great certainty of the

bill when it comes Id which is appalling to the customer.

With the Thomson watt-mctcr, or with any watt-

meter, where the indication is read from a dial,

the consumer can from time to time sec how
his bill is climbing up, and he is not

quite so much astonished at the end of the month. While
I have bad no practical experience with the Aron meter,

r may say that I think it is too delicate for commercial
work. It may be a very good toy for laboratory use, but it

wyzli no; be of any value whatever in the market as a

meter. The intensely practical American people want
wtne'-hing that is simple, that i5i not liable to gel out of

order, and s-Tmething that can be understood by ordinary
people, -vho, after all, make up the majority of those who
are handling the practical apparatus. It is all right to

p!acc ref.Qcments in a station where they arc to be handled
:-T mso of experience, bat even here I find in a great

many cases that we make grave errors in putting too fine

apparatus into the bands of an ordinary dynamo tender.

He does not appreciate it, and he uses it with less skill

than he would if he had something much more ordinary.

We would get far better results with cheaper and plainer

apparatus.

Mr. Ferguson: Customers can see what the meter
is registering, but they do not know whether the meter is

right unless they know how to test it. All Thomson
watt-meters are made on the principle that one revolution
of the disk corresponds to a watt hour. In other words,
one watt takes one hour for one revolution, and any larger

number of watts, 540 say, would take 1-540 of an hour,
or of 3,600 seconds, to make a revolution. The customer
can time his disk and see how many seconds it takes to

make a revolution. Or to do the same thing, use this

formula:

r X ^ X 3.600
}!'=

,

in which ^F is watts, r is revolutions, / is constant, 3,600
is time, and s the number of seconds observed.
Mr. Wirt; I think the importance of the customer

knowing the state of his readings exists principally in a
sentimental sense. It may be a satisfaction to know that

he can read his meter, but I don't believe that he will do it.

The objection is always made against the Edison meter
that it is blind, that the customer cannot read
it and will not have faith in it. Well, in reply to this it

may be said that it takes very little time for them to acquire
faith in it. They soon learn that their bills bear
a proportion to the amount of service rendered.
There are one or two things against the electrolytic

meter, and while I have somewhat of a sentimental feeling

in favor of it I e.xpect to see it go out of commercial use

not buying watts on an incandescent circuit, but light.

Nobody has pretended to give us a meter that will read in
candle hours, but one that will read in watt hours. The
result is that as the pressure drops 5 per cent, the meter
takes care of that; it measures the watts accurately, and we
get that 5 per cent, taken off from our meter readings.
But when our light has gone down 50 per cent, we are
paying 45 per cent, more than we ought to. It is not very
much comfort to us, if our light goes down 50 per cent.,
that we get 5 per cent, rebate on the bill. I can see in the
case of electric railway service where the pressure is ex-
tremely unsteady, that the wattmeter may be desirable
and practical. In the case of electric light service
I hardly think it is, and it is an injustice to the buyer.
The Chairman: Take one of the meters that simply

measures currents, wouldn't the same objection hold good
there? If you simply measure a current, and if the volt-

age that goes down the current decreases very little and
the voltage comparatively little at the same time, and has
the same effect on the light, while you pay for virtually

say five per cent, less current you pay for 50 per cent, less

light.

Mr. Wirt: Of course I do not claim that the Cooley
meter really does measure light. It does not pretend to;

but by implication, at least, it is lield forth that the watt-
meter does give the customer a square deal, whereas it is

more or less a pretense if the customer is buying light and
paying for watts.

Mr. McFadden: I think the matter of paying for

lights is a matter between the consumer and the station

man who bases his charges on the lamp hour or candle pow-
er hour. We furnish a meter that will measure it accurately
in watts and give that to the station superintendent as such.
He can sell current to the customer^as watt hours or lamp
hours, just as he chooses. It_is a [matter of detail with
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in the course of a few years. The worst thing about it is

that if it does not go perfectly straight—and nothing ever

does go perfectly straight—the electrolytic meter is going to

work against the company. It is the total depravity of in-

animate things that makes it come out so. And that is not

all; it has a tendency to read slow, and reads slowest when
the load is lightest. Consequently, in the summer, when
the company needs every cent it can get, when the cus-

tomers are not using much current, the company is receiv-

ing 10 to 20 per cent, less than it ought to receive. The
metal chosen for the electrolytic style has the least vari-

ation of counter-electromotive force with the variation in

the current of any commercial metal that it is possible to

use. But steel varies with temperature, and we have been
told how it is compensated for by a spool. That is easily

accomplished, as the variation in the resistance liquid can
be ascertained, but the contact resistance of the plate is

somewhat variable, and it varies on the wrong side. In

other words, the resistance of the steel in figuring the con-

stant of the meter is taken at its normal value when the

steel is fresh and the surface clean; when oxydized the re-

sistance of the oxide cannot be allowed for. The oxide

always increases the resistance, .so that it reads slower and
slower toward the end of the month. I do not want to

be understood as saying that this is a frightfully serious

matter, or we would not see the meter used; but, as a

mattci of fact, it docs read slower at the end of the month,
and the resistance is affected by the amount of current

passing. A large current passing through the bottle tends

to remove some of the oxide, so that the meter reads a

little faster on full load than it does on light load; conse-

quently with the light load the reading is not what it

should be. I have another objection against the watt-

mctcr. It is not a real objection, but a comparative ob-

jection. We hear a great deal said -ibout the beauty of

being able to read your current in watt-hours. The fact is

that current is distributed in these days, almost without

exception, at constant pressure. Constant pressure theor-

etically amounts to constant pressure actually, but, as we
have seen here to-night, the pressure will vary occasionally,

but the watl-mcter docs not average it properly. Wc arc

him. I have run a hundred volts on two wire no volt
meters—I have run them at 92; I don't know how much
lower they would go; and as high as 125, and it was still

accurate. I have done it in the shops but never in
practice.

Mr. Grier: That question came up not long ago
where one of the Thomson watt meters was used. The
voltage varied from 100 to 117, according to the load, at
different portions of the building in which the station was
located, and the meter read apparently according to the
measurements taken with a Mason lamp meter and a Ma-
son volt-meter in circuit, and it apparently measured ac-
curately anywhere from 100 volts to 117. One peculiar
thing was that while the customer was kicking very hard
about his bill it was found that the meter read 5 per cent,
too slow.

Mr. Gilchrist: I would like to say in answer to Mr,
Wirt's remark in regard to the electrolytic meter running
slow on a light load, that the idea of the Chicago Edison
company is to have a meter constructed in such a way
that, where a very large meter is used that is liable at times
to run with light load, it will register on two small bot-
tles, and then when a heavier load is thrown on
it is shunted onto two heavier bottles. In that
way we expect to get rid of the loss occasioned
by the meter running slow on a very light load. We find
that necessary in our South Side residence station. We
have a great many residences there which are wired for a
large number of lights, from 500 to 1,000, and where at
all times in the year, especially in the summer months the
average load is very small indeed, as low as 10 to 25 or 50
lamps.
Mk. Wirt: What is the gain with the light load from

the change of bottles?

Mr. Gii.CHRisi': We get rid of any inaccuracy which
may occur in running a very light load on a very large
meter.

Mr. Wirt: Vou have the same difference of potential
then.

*

Mk. GtLCHRisT: AVc use different bottle shunts. It is
to be applied especially in these new mulcrs. Wc have
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not used them yet, but there is one being made up for us
DOW. Hut ordinarily the ratio of the large circuit to ihc

shunt circuit will be as much as exists in the No. i meter;
that is the smallest meter, wiiich will read down to i mili-

grarame in the bottle. In the cases of very heavy loads it

will be thrown on the highest resistance shunt, so that 8
amperes on the main circuit will only read i miligrammc
in the bottle. We also get rid of any difliculty with oxide.
Mr. McFamden: I do not remember whether in read-

ing his paper Mr. Cilchrist spoke about the thermostat.

If the lamp was burning all the time would, the current go
through the bottles?

Mr. Gilchrist; No, I did not mention the thermostat

at all. We have 3,000 meters out, and the first year we
started we sent on an advance order for a dozen thermo-
stats. I think we have four of ihem out, and the other

eight are still at the station. But the current of the lamp
does not register on the meter. That is the producer's

loss. But it is set in such a way that the lamp only burns
over a small portion of the time. Of course if it was in a

very cold place, or if the weather was always as cold as

at present, the probabilities are that the lamp would burn
about half the time.

Mr. Abbott: What results have been obtained in put-

ting the watt-meter on the primary of the alternating cir-

cuit?

Mr. McFadden: There are not very many of them. In
every case they register as accurately as on the secondary.

Take a meter wound for fifty volts. The current on the

secondary is at fifty volts; the armature circuit of that is

cut down by the resistance in the back, the main circuit

again, and th.it process is repeated until the results are

satisfactory. Where the meter will run fast, which is very

rarely, it may be laid to the fact that the magnet is

cracked, and therefore the magnetic circuit being poorer

the magnet is weaker. That very rarely occurs, and it is

entirely a mechanical accident.

Mk. AiMio'i r: Do the customers ever place a big horse-

shoe magnet under the meter?
Mr. McFadden: I have never heard of their doing so,

but of course they might do it. But the current would cost

them something. Occasionally companies find that the

meters have been tampered with. Just in the same way
we have found that customers we have been charging on
the basis of 16 candle power lamps have bought and put

in 32 candle power lamps, and in that way almost doubled
their illumination.

Mr. Grier: What is the effect of placing a piece of

iron near the watt meter?
Mr. McFadi'EN: Unless it is a large piece it would

not make any difference, but if it were a large piece it

would make it go slower if it were near the disk.

Mr, Grier: What would be the effect of laying a

heavy piece of iron near the Shallenberg meter?
Mr. McFadden: I don't think it would make any

difference; the Shallenberg has a revolving fan.

Mr. Ferguson: What percentage of the average load

of the station is consumed in the watt-meters?

Mr. McFadden: There is a current going through
the armature all the time at only i-io of an ampere; the

station is paying for it, but it is not being registered. If

the lamp is off, and you have the armature current going all
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going through the meter as before, the same as the case

of an ordinary meter in a building. The secondary meter

requires a special transformer.

Mr. Abbott: That would be all right where there is

a load. Suppose you have transformers in the circuit with

the secondary open; then there is a current passing back

and forth all the time.

Mr. McFadI'EN: It will measure the current of the

primaries.

Mr. Abbott: It will give a reading, will it not?

Mr. McFadden: Certainly.

Mr. Abbott; The secondary beyond the transformer

being open?
Mr. McFadden: Yes, if there is no load being taken

off the secondaries by the customer in the aggregate that

will amount to something of a load for the station meter,

and it will register.

Mr. Abbott: And therefore it will not be a true indi-

cation of what the customer has used?

Mr. McFadden: Not entirely.

Mr. Abbott: Do you find any inaccuracy arising from
a loss of magnetism?
Mr. McFaudkn: No. This meter has been made, I

think, less than two years. This summer I was at the

works, and I saw some magnets which had been in use

from the time they were started and they hadn't lost any-

thing which could be measured. Even since that they

have improved by aging them. The magnets are made
in the first place steel which of it is found by experiments

will retain the magnetism the best of anything. We use

Tungsten's steel. They are made into magnets and put

through the aging process. I do not recall exactly what
it is, but the chief part of it is boiling for a number of

hours. After it is once aged the strength is measured on a

beam with a slide passing through, so as to have tlie beam
in equilibrium. Then the magnets are sent back and aged

the time, and you turn the switch you will see that the
thing will give a little twitch, but not enough to make it

go; but the moment you turn one lamp on it goes at once.
That is not essential to the meter, except to ro.ike it sen-
sitive to light loads, and it can be avoided by an automatic
switch.

Mr. Ferguson: That construction of meter is such
that the same current passes through the armature from
all sides?

Mr. McFadden: Yes.
Mr. Wirt: I estimate that the amount of current re-

quired for the meter would cost about $S a year at the
regular price.

Mr. McFaI)DEN; If you are charging that to expense,
you should ch.irge the actual cost.

Mr. Ferguson: We have three hundred meters and
it takes three hundred amperes for 24 hours, 365 days in

the year. That is a good deal of money. We charge a
dollar a month down town, even though the bill should be
less than that for the current consumed; we never make a
charge of less than a dollar.

Mr. Armstrong: The Shallenberg meter has been
rather neglected to-night, but I suppose you are familiar
with it. The main difference between that and the
Thomson meter is that they have a fan for a retarder in
place of magnets, and the disk is of copper. They claim
that that is better than the Thomson, because they use
no current when it is not in use. They have never yet
attempted to use it on a direct current; it is a fairly good
meter. It is strictly an ampere hour meter. It uses no
current when not in use. because it is only out one side of
the circuit. They use this meter also for primary
current. They will take the ordinary 20 ampere meter
and put it in the primary, and multiply the result by what-
ever transformation you are using. I heard of one peculiar
incident in connection with the Shallenberg meter where it

was found that the customer was net pa>ing anything for
his current, and upon investigation it was found ifcat a
spider had got inside and made its web around ihc fan.and
it was tied up so that the meter could not tun.

Invention of the Incandescent Lamp.
By FoRKK Bain.

Apropos to the recent excitement and discussion in

reference to the incandescent lamp, it may be interesting

to take a retrospective glance at the state of the art at

the time the now "much litigated"' lamp was offered for

patent protection. When Columbus answered the interro-

gation put to him by some of his less fortunate and less

ambitious countrymen who questioned the need of ability

to discover a nev,' world, as any man, they said, could do

that by simply sailing west, he asked if they or any of

them could stand an egg on its end. He showed them

how easy it was to accomplish this by simply crushing one

end of the egg, when it would stand erect on the crushed

end. It would not require ability to stand an egg on its

end in this manner after having seen Columbus perform

the act, or to have read of the manner in which be did it;

neither would it indicate an amazingly bright intellect lo

stand a goose egg on its end in this manner, after Colum-

bus' method of making a hen's e^g maintain an upright

position was well known.

Without making an extensive research, it may be said

that as far back as 1799 a work on "Electricity" was

published in which (Chapter XIII.) "The Electric

Light in Vacuo" is considered. Under the heading

"Experiments on Electric Light by Mr. William Mor-

gan," is the following :

"Proposition i. There is no fluid or solid body in its

passage through which the electric fluid may not be made
luminous. * * ^

"Proposition 2. The difficulty of making any quantity

of the electric fluid luminous in any body increases as

the conducting power of the body increases."

At the time this was written, chemical, or dynamic,

electricity as it is called, was not known, but the fore-

going propositions offered very apt suggestions to the ex-

perimenter to be verified with the galvanic cell, which,

of course, was done.

This would naturally lead us to the conclusion that the

conductor in an incandescent lamp should be of a nature

that its conducting power would not De great, or its re-

sistance high; therefore if we should select carbon

for our filament, we have the knowledge that it must be

slight and of great resistance. Mr. Morgan discovered

this peculiar condition, which he laid down as a demon-
strated fact. We could not claim the use of carbon an
invention at the time of Edison's experiments for it was
used by Starr in 1S45. His lamp consisted of a carbon

conductor sealed in an exhausted glass globe. His carbon

rod or stick was thick, but Morgan has told us that it

should be of high resistance to get the best results. The
well known Geisler tube, invented by the man whose name
it bears, about the year 1S40, is a vacuum tube of one
piece of glass, provided with platinum wires which are

passed througll' and fused into the glass.

If we take Geisler's lube or globe, which is made of

one piece of glass, having platinum wires sealed into the

glass, the tube having the air exhausted, and in this place

Starr's carbon conductor, fashioned after the suggestion

of Morgan, we will have a modem electric lamp and this

without any invention on our part. Xow if we want our

carbon conductor to have the horse shoe or loop shape,

we have a suggestion from the English patent of S. W.
Konn, January S, 1S72. "This invention relates to the

production of heat'' and presumably light, *'by electricity,

by the employment of solid stems of carbon within hermeti-

cally closed vessels, charged with azotic or other gases

which do not support combustion." * * "The illustra-

tion represents one form of this apparatus -i being a V-

shaped carbon bridge." Now if we found it necessary

to enlarge our carbon loop or filament at its terminals we
have this suggestion in the English patent of KoslolT ot

St. Petersburg, Russia, February 5, 1S75: "The electric

light is produced by means of the electric current hcatini;

to a white heat slicks of carbon placed in circuit and being

enclosed hermetically in a globe filled with nitrogen gas; a

carbon rod has its ends inserted in blocks of carbon which

arc supported between two insulated arms."

It seems plain that a very etiicient and practical incan-

descent lamp c.in be made from the suggestions contained

in the references cited,which antedate the application for a

patent of the Edison lamp from 5 to So years.

The town of Florence, Colo., wants an electric light and
power plant, and a franchise could be obt.iincd for it and
the neighboring towns of Coal Creek, Rochvale and Will-

iamsburg, and the mines adjacent.
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Non-synchronous Motor for Ordinary
Alternate Currents.

Bv C. E. L. Browx.

After numerous experiments with multiphase motors, I

had become coDvinced, about a year and a half ago, of the

possibility of constructing motors for ordinary alternate

currents possessing all the characteristics which, till now,

have been attainable only by the use of multiphase cur-

rents. Among these characteristics of multiphase motors

I would specially call attention to the following:

Jirst and most important, absence of collectors and

brushes, and consequent simplification of design and

reduction in the amount of attendance necessary; secondly,

the possibility of starting the motor against a load, and

thirdly, non-sjTichronous running, with the advantages con-

nected therewith.

The absence of collectors has, in very many cases, caused

the multiphase motor to be considered preferable to the

direct current motor, so that, without exaggeration, we
may say that the alternate current—though not, it is true,

in its simplest form—is considerably in advance of the

direct current as a means of driving motors. When we
also consider the ease with which the alternate current may
be transformed, we can understand how in all the newer

power distribution schemes the alternate current of two or

more phases has been employed. A disadvantage is never-

theless soon apparent, to which too little attention was at

first given, viz., the complication of the mains, arising

from the fact that more than two wires are necessary. This

disadvantage is chiefly apparent in cases of combined dis-

tribution of light and power, and creates a demand for a

motor for ordinary alternate currents of equal simplicity

with the multiphase motors and possessing their various

advantages.

Attempts have not been wanting to produce such motors.

This is best seen by the large number of patent specifica-

tions filed, in hope of attaining this end. I do not here

propose to consider in detail these attempts, merely remark-

ing that they have been all more or less unsatisfactory,

none of them having, to my knowledge, been adopted in

practice. The reason of these unfavorable results seems

to be the same as that which, until recently, prevented the

construction of practical multiphase motors. I refer,

primarily, to the want of attention to the magnetic resist-

ance of the air-gap. Owing to the abnormal magnetizing

current required, the windings, even while the motor was

running light, became so warm that continuous running

was out of the question. The efficiency was also, conse-

quently, very low. I have, as is well known, by placing

the wires in holes through the Iron (both of the fixed and

rotating parts), entirely overcome this difficulty, and thus

produced the first really practical multiphase motor.

Another defect was in the form of the magnetic circuit,

with prominent poles,which produced injurious reactions in

the induced part, rendering the starting of the motor very

difficult.

I would also call attention to another point, which is

specially noteworthy in American practice, viz., the high

frequencies commonly employed. This causes difficulties

from the great counter electromotive force of self-induc-

tion, as well as from the inconveniently great number of

poles required on small motors, in order to avoid exces-

sively high speeds. There are several other reasons why

theae earlier experimenters have failed, but I have, I

belitve, already enumerated the most important.

After these preliminary remarks I will now

proceed to describe my new motor, first noting

the remarkable phenomena upon which the prin-

ciple of it is based. I have observed that a conductor

placed in an alternating field. Fig. i, if set rotating with a

certain velocity, will ilseU run up to practically synchro-

nous speed, and then has the tendency to keep to this speed

against a load. Currents are induced in the conductor by

the alternating field. So long, however, as it is at rest,

these currents arc nctitral with regard to the inducing

field. As soon as the conductor is set in motion this con-

dition ceases, and a turning movement isproduccd, which

increases as the speed rista, till synchronism is nearly

attained. The following points should here be noted;

With a conductor in the form of a solid disk, for example,

the speed will drop more or less below synchronism,

according to the load. With a deeply serrated conductor,

00 the other band, or one consisting of but few members,

the tendeocy is to preierrc almost exactly synchronous

rotation, and if the speed once falls much below this the

torque is considerably reduced-

It mast also be no*.ed that the direction 0/ rotation is

quite indetermiDatc, The conductor tends always to

attain synchronous rotation in the direction in which it was

first set in motion. The arrangement shown in the

diagram. Fig, i, is, of coarse, not suitable for practical

motors. In designing a motor based on these facts, the

following points must be kept in view. The alternating

field must be as strong as possible and all magnetic

resistances (as well in the inducing as in the induced

parts) must be reduced to a mimiraum. Injurious eddy

currents in both iron and copper must also be avoided as

much as possible. These various requirements can be

satisfied in the following manner: The inducing winding

(i. e., that in connection with the mains) as well as the

induced (receiving its current by induction from the former)

are provided with iron cores consisting preferably of iron

disks insulated from one another.

In order to reduce the magnetic resistance, the windings

are embedded in iron either in boles of suitable shape.

Fig. 2, or between teeth, Fig. 3, which may be advan-

tageously closed by a winding of iron wire. Fig. 4, The teeth

may also, as in Fig. 5, be widened, so as to nearly close the

opening. Either inducing or induced parts may, of

course, be provided with either of these arrangements.

The inducing winding may be, of course, of any of the

usual forms, with a suitable number of poles, the sections

being connected in series, parallel, or in a combination of

both. The induced, which is usually also the rotating

part, since sliding contacts are thereby avoided, carries a

short-circuited winding preferably insulated from the core,

in order to avoid eddy currents. This short-circuiting may
be carried out in several ways. All the ends at each side

may be connected together by means of two copper rings, or

Figs. 10 and n show another type of rotating induced

part, provided with a ring winding S. Two opposite points

are here connected to sliding contact rings, so that a resist-

ance for regulating the speed may be readily inserted.

A motor constructed according to these principles and
suitably proportioned has a remarkably high v eight effit

ciency. I have designed a non-synchronous motor, for ex-

ample, weighing only 150 kilogrammes, which at about

2,000 revolutions could be loaded to 6 horse power without

excessive healing. Its efficiency is very good, and the

apparent waits are but very slightly more than the true

watts. The outside dimensions of the motor without pul-

ley are: Length (along shaft), 340 millimeters; greatest

height, 350 millimeters; greatest breadth, 340 millimeters.

These figures suffice, I think, to show that the output of

this form of motor is scarcely behind that of the one for

direct or multiphase currents.

I may here briefly touch upon an important point, viz.,

the predetermination of the so-called ''idle" or magnet-

izing current, as it is, of course, necessary in designing a

motor to be able to calculate this current.

Experiments with a large number of motors of various

outputs show that this maybe done with efficient accuracy

for practical purposes, the observed currents differing in

most cases by only a very small percentage from their cal-

culated values. The same principles apply here as in the

designing of ordinary dynamo machines.

As regards induction intheiron, current density in the cop-
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FIGS. I TO iff. NON-SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR

the conductors may be connected in certain groups, which

are separately short-circuited. Or, again, wires similarly

situated with regard to the external field may be separately

short-circuited with one another. Another method is to

wind the induced part as ring, drum, etc., with a short-

circuiting connection. I'"or regulating the speed a

resistance choking coil or capacity may be inserted in the

short circuit.

Figs. 6 and 7 show the most important points about a

motor designed on these principles. The inductor y is

shown fixed and consists of a cylindrical core of laminated

iron. The disks of which it is built up are

perforated near their inner edges and carry the winding /^K,

here shown as a ring. It could, of course, c(]ually well be

wound as a drum. The winding is not shown extending

over the v/holc ring, but there is nothing to prevent it be-

ing so arranged. The connections arc such that the poles

arc produced at /V^'. The rotating part consists prin-

cipally of a laminated iron cylinder carrying insulated

copper wires S in holes close to its circumference. These

wires arc soldered at each end to stout copper rings /('.

A somewhat different arrangement is shown in Figs. 8

and (). This has the properly, described at first, of almost

synchronous running.

Here again copper conductors .Varc bedded in a laminat-

ed iron core and soldered on both sides to stout copper

rings /C, the only difference being that the number of con-

ductors is here very small.

EJ--

FOR ORDINARY ALTERNATE CURRENTS.

per, etc., similar rules apply as for ordinary dynamo design.

As it would have occupied too much space to go at

length into all the questions involved in the calculations

for these motors, I have merely sketched out the broad

principles upon which they rest, wish ir^ especially topoint

out that the calculations for such motors are similar to

those which have long been in use for direct current ma-

chinery. I may add that what I have said applies equally

to multiphase motors, and in fact it should be clearly un-

derstood Ihat with both broad types of motors the same

principles apply throughout.

A motor designed in accordance with the principles

already described has similar properties to a multiphase

motor, i. e., has no collector, runs non-synchronously and,

as far as efficiency and output are concerned, is also very

similar. In one respect only does it differ considerably

from a multiphase motor, vix. : It will not start itself, and

some method must therefore be found of neutralizing this

disadvantage. There are several ways of doing this, a

few of which I will describe.

The motor may, for example, be provided with a second

winding, wound in the spaces of the first, and which, being

only a short time in action, may be of relatively small sec-

tion. IJy giving this winding a difTerent self-induction to

the first and connecting the two in parallel the resulting

phasc-differcncc produces a rotarting field starling the

motor and bringing it up toward synchronouH running.

This second winding can now be cut out and the motor
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will continue to run as a single phase motor as described.

The difference of phase in this second winding can be at-

tained in several ways. One method is to wind one sec-

tion .ns 'iriini and the other as a ring, as in Fig. 12, as it is

good. I am of the opinion that this new type of motor

will displace multiphase motors in all those cases where,

in addition to general lighting, power must be supplied,

while for power distribution alone the multiphase motors

FIG. 2.

well known that the latter has considerably greater self-in-

duction than the former.

Wemayfurtherattain the same end by connecting a self-

induction, Fig. 13, or capacity, Fig. 14, or a resistance in

series with one section. This method may of course be

used in conjunction with the already described mi.xed wind-

ing. In order to obtain conveniently the necessary capa-

city, we may use a series of elements which Messrs. Stan-

ley and Kelly have also lately employed in their experi-

ments with alternate current motors. A very convenient

form of water capacity consists of a large number of iron

disks dished out to a conical form, piled together with in-

sulating distance pieces to allow room for the liquid. Figs.

15 and 16. A solution of soda in water may be employed

for filling. As a further method of obtaining the necessary

difference of phase, suitably proportioned transformers may

also be employed.

By means of this difference of phase, in a suitably pro-

portioned motor a very considerable starting torque may

be obtained. Thus I have suceeded in getting with one

I ;„' horse power motor, a torque corresponding to a load

of 3 at full speed.

Another method of starting single phase motors consists

in providing the induced, usually the rotating part, with a

winding connected with a collector, Figs. 17 and IS. By

means of suitable brushes we may either supply this

winding with current from outside or the brushes may

simply be short-circuited. As soon as the latter are in

their proper position with regard to the external field a

powerful torque is produced and the motor starts. As

soon as a suflicient speed is attained the collector may be

short-circuited by means of brushes pressing on contact

rings connected with opposite points of the winding, or

the winding may be short-circuited by means of a con-

ducting ring brought into contact with the collector. The

motor then works in the manner described. In this case

the inducting part is wound in the simple normal manner,

i. e. it requires no second winding for the purpose of ob-

taining a difference of phase. On the other hand the in-

duced part has, instead of its simple short-circuited wind-

ing, a drum or ring winding, or it may be wound like the

armatures of the Thomson-Houston or the Brush arc light

machines.

Having now described a few methods by means of

which the motors may be started, I must not omit to say

that these non-synchronons motors for ordinary alternate

currents may be built of any size, from quite small types

to machines of 100 horse power and more. I believe that

I shall not go too far when 1 s.iy that in the simple motors

described we have a means of securing the speedy and cer-

tain extension of the use of ordinary alternate currents.

These motors will be especially employed where light and

power together must be supplied in the simplest manner

possible.

Regarding the amount of attendance necessary and

safety in running, these motors are considerably in advance

of those for direct currents and as far as commercial

efficiency for the same si/.e, output and speed are equally

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS IN SWITZERLAND.

will Still find a use. In light and power distribution sys-

tems having the so-called two phase current an advan-

FIGS. 3 AND 4. ELECTRIC RAILWAYS IN SWITZERLAND.

tageous combination of the two types of motor may be

made. Thus small motors may be connected simply to

Jungfrao itself. The I'hilistinism of the American who
was shocked at the bad engineering of the tower of Pijia,

and who sent in an estimate for making it vertical, pales

before that of the Swiss railway projector. These rail-

ways arc generally worked by steam." There is certainly

justification for the objection that "the smoke and the

noise of the engines are out of place," and no one will find

fault with the conclusion that "if mountain railways most
be used they should by all means be worked electrically,

and thus avoid both smoke and noise." Moreover, as the

journal in question points out, electricity is also mu-.'

cheaper, as there is always water power available, and th-

is a point that will appeal to the constructors much more
forcibly than any other.

The cause of this protest was the construction of an
electric railway above Lauterbrunncn, Switzerland, 5,000
feet above the sea level, and commanding an excellent

view of the Jungfrau chain. Views of the road and the

power plant are presented in Figs. I and 2. American
practice is closely followed in the construction of this road.

The generators employed are multipolar machines with

drum armatures, the conductors being connected across, so

that two brushes can be used. The lower part of the field

magnet is cast on the bed-plate, and the bearings are

mounted on round-footed pedestals which fit upon surfaces

bored at the same time as the field magnets. The motor
delivers 17 horse power to the axle at a speed of 425 revo-

lutions per minute. It can, of course, give a much greater

output and a large starting torque. It is shown in Fig. 4.

The field is made up of two steel castings—lightness and
compactness being of paramount importance in this case.

A single reduction gear working upon a 4 inch axle is em-
ployed. The field magnet coils are made of strong in-

sulating material compressed in special molds. The
armature is wound with embedded wires. Notches are

employed with openings sufficiently large to admit the wire

without threading, several wires being arranged in each

notch. Fixed carbon brushes are also used. .^ these

brushes do not need to be put forward, a veiy small air

space can be employed; hence the possibility of exceedingly

small field coils.

Tha axle wheel is of steel, with a phosphor-bronze pinion

having a new shape of teeth, which are said to work noise-

lessly and without any "play" whatever. The motor is

mounted on a truck with 30 inch wheels, and its lowest

point is 3J4 inches above the ^level of the top of the rails.

The length is also small, so that a pair of motors, can be

easily mounted on a bogie with a 5 foot wheel base.

Fig. 3 shows the controlling gear. It has a double

MG. I. ELECTRIC RAIL

one phase like the lamps, while larger motors may be

connected to both phases.

Electric Railways in Switzerland.

The idea of constructing railways in Swit/.erlaud appears

to shock the esthetic feelings of an F.nglish contemporary,

and it utters this mild protest: "It would seem that the

Swiss are bent upon spoiling their country as much as pos-

sible. Whenever they llnd an inaccessible precipice they

run a railway up it. They are proposing a railway up the

W.WS IN SWIT7FRI.ANn.

motion, and controls the car both as to speed and

direction of motion. It is specially designed to deal with

a 600 volt circuit through an inducti\x S)"Stem without

troublesome sparking. This form of regulator is em-

ployed both for tramways and electric railwa>'S. The cuts

are reproduced ftom London h:Jufti-us.

\t the annual city meeting of Rockville, Conn , it

was voted to indefinitely postpone action on the proposal to

appropriate $25,000 for the purchase and installation of an
electric lighting plant.
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Careful and discritniQating readers of electrical jour-

nals caaool have failed to iiotice the tendency on the part

of some of our contemporaries to impose upon their read-

ers nnreliablc, inaccurate, and stale matter as World's

Fair news. In oar last issue we had occasion to expose

one particularly flij^ant instance of this kind, but this was

by no means an isolated case. Repeated o^cnces of this

character have disgraced the columns of our contempora-

ries, and they will undoubtedly continue this practice as long

as they can keep up the deception. The exposition has also

brought to the front a class of projectors of journals pur-

{>orting to be "spcciaKy devoted" to its interests, or to that

of some particular department, but the inferiority of many

of these pablicatioos is so apparent that even the use of the

words "World's Fair" in the title will not 5ave them from

being estimated at their proper value-

As a matter of fact, it may as well be understood at the

ontset that joiimals published at a distance from the fair

anoot hope to compete with those on the ground, and
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this is particularly true in the case of the electric journals.

In order to make a showing or fill space our contemporaries

have been obliged to resort to all sorts of schemes.

On the other hand, the Western Electrician, being

on the ground and well equipped for the work, is prepared

to furnish its readers reliable and accurate news from week

to week, showing the progress of the work in the electrical

department, which no other electrical journal can do. This

it has done since the arrangements for the fair were be-

gun, and it will continue to give the same excellent service

until the close of the exposition.

Prof. S. P. Thompson, the dogmatic Englishman who

conceived the idea that the rights of mankind to translate

Gilbert's works rested in himself, seems to possess an es-

pecial antipathy to America and American inventions. He
gave an evideuce of this In the course of a lecture recently

delivered in London, his subject being "Lamps." An
abstract published in an English electrical paper represents

that portion of the address devoted to incandescent lamps

as principally given over to a studied belittlement of the

work of Edison and a laudation of the efforts of Lane-Fox

and Swan. This, perhap?, is not to be wondered at when
Prof. Thompson's limitations are taken into consideration,

but one anecdote that he gravely gives credence to is so

absurd that it is difticult to believe that even Prof. Thomp-
son could think it true. "The story runs," he says, "that

an American financier entered the Western Union office

where Edison was sitting, and flourished a ^100.000 bill in

his face, promising him it if he could 'subdivide the elec-

tric light.' Edison accepted, and a few weeks after in-

formed his friends he had succeeded. His friends, through

the cables, informed Europe, and gas shares dropped in a

month from 200 to 140. The lamp that caused this scare

was a platinum spiral, with a by-pass thrown in when the

air expanded— little else but Groves' spiral." Englishmen

as well as Americans will appreciate this when the state-

ment is made that there was never a $100,000 bill in cir-

culation in the United Sta'.es. It would also be of interest

to know the name of the gentleman who made such an

offer. The story is of importance merely as an illustration

of a regrettable tendency on the part of the lecturer to mis-

represent the facts of recent history.

Several articles have lately appeared in the daily press

expressing the idea that the introduction of electric heating

will largely do away with the use of coal as fuel. The
Morning Advertiser of New York, for instance, gives

utterance to this fallacy in the following terms:

The coal barons are confronted by a problem which may
become serious to them in the invasion of their bailiwick

by electricity. It has been thought that natural gas was
the cheapest and most perfect fuel for household use, but
if the estimates of our electricians are not at fault—and so

far they have not been caught tripping—the subtle current

carried by the wire will soon relegate gas. as well as coal,

to the coarser uses of the shop, locomotive and steamship.

Of course electricity generated for heating or for any other

purpose must be produced at the cost of the expenditure

of some other form of energy, such as the burning of coal

or the force of falling water. As the latter form of power

is hardly available for use in New York, it follows that if

electric heating is to become a commercial phase of life in

that city current will be supplied to consumers from central

stations in which coal is burned under the boilers, precise-

ly similar to existing plants for the supply of light and

power. The conversion and transmission of heat by this

process is not economical, and current from coal-burning

stations in sufficient quantities for heating could only be

used by the wealthy, to whom its convenience and cleanli-

ness would commend it. It is apparent, however, that the

"coal barons" would have nearly as much to say about the

supply of fuel to such stations as to individual consumers

at present, although it is probable that the mere cost of

coal and labor would be proportionately reduced by the

use of cheaper grades of fuel and by centralization.

Doubtless electric heating has a great, future, but at

present it seems to be principilly available in locali-

ties where water power can be utilized in the prime

movers.

TiiK condition of the incandescent lamp litigation has

improved greatly during the week, and the outlook at the

present time is much more favorable than it was a week

ago. The principal question, and in fact the most im-

portant consideration from the view point of the manufact-

urer of dynamos and the public generally, is, as has already

been pointed out in this journal, the procuring of

lamps. It seems reasonably certain that there will be no

further trouble on this point. The decision of Judge
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Grosscup in the Chicago cases is generally interpreted as

meaning that the General Electric company will be obliged

to furnish incandescent lamps to all consumers in order to

continue the injunctions secured against rival lamp mak-

ers. Another element has entered into this controversy,

which bids fair to assume considerable importance. The
Westinghouse lamps have been placed on the market;

they are in actual operation, and, according to those who
have employed them, they are giving satisfaction. While

the company is not yet prepared to fill orders on short no-

tice it expects to be in a position to do so within thirty

days, and it has announced its readiness to supply lamps

for manufacturers of other dynamos.

It is also reported that the Generaf Electric company
will not close up all of the rival lamp companies' factories

and that arrangements have been made with some of the

companies, including the Packard, to continue the manu-

facture and sale of lamps under a license.

One of the most interesting features of the litigation was

the proceedings in Boston when the Beacon company

interposed as a defense the plea that Edison

was not entitled to a patent, asserting that

Henry Goebel .had really invented the incan-

descent lamp. This position was supported by thirty

af^davits, but it is not probable that the court will sustain

the claims of Goebel. A somewhat similar case is found

in the telephone litigation, where the Drawbaugh claims

were fortified by 145 affidavits of persons who claimed to

have had knowledge of the Invention of the telephone by

Drawbaugh before Bell applied for his patent. Yet Draw-
baugh's claims were thrown out and the Bell patent sus-

tained. It is certainly a very late hour to undertake the

overthrow of the Edison patent, but the proceeding at

Boston had the effect of giving the Beacon company a

respite, and further efforts to prolong the controversy may
be expected.

Although electricity now plays an important role on

great steamships, there is, beyond a doubt, a chance to ex-

tend its use profitably. This general statement, which is

perhaps somewhat trite, is suggested by the recent dis-

ablement of the Urabria on her voyage from Liverpool to

New York. Every one has read how the shaft was re-

paired under the direction of the able chief engineer, who
determined to undertake the work although his assistants

considered the job absolutely hopeless. Under the most

adverse circumstances the shaft was repaired, and the ship

was able to steam into New York harbor at half speed. It

was a triumph of trained skill, wonderful patience and,

perhaps, good luck. The fracture of the shaft was located

at such a point that only five men could be employed at a

time upon the repairs. Before the undertaking was com-

pleted and the shaft was allowed to revolve, it was neces-

sary to drill in the aggregate iSo inches in the hardened

steel. As the work was necessarily done by hand it was a

slow and tedious task. The appliances on board that

could be utilized were few in number and very simple in

character, according to the statement of the chief engi-

neer. It is not expected that a well equipped machine

shop can be maintained on shipboard, and machine tools

cannot be readily employed in the confined spaces where

their use might prove desirable, but it seems to us that at

least one addition could profitably be added to the meager

stock of appliances now carried. An electric motor could

readily be moved from point to point for supplying power

where it might be needed. Its dimensions are so small

that it could be located wherever a man could find room to

work. All the large ships are now lighted by electricity,

so that power is always available. In the case of repairs

on the Umbria shaft a portable drill could easily have

done the work of a dozen men, and have done it better.

While delay apparently was not dangerous with the Um-
bria, still the utmost desire to complete the work was ex-

perienced even by the cool and level-headed chief engineer,

who admitted that the engines were started before the

fractured shaft was repaired as thoroughly as he wished.

Every gain of an hour would have been worth more than

the cost of a score of electric motors. While danger per-

haps did not exist in this particular case it is easy to con-

ceive of a situation where rapidity in the completion of

repairs might be essential to the safety of a vessel. The
value of an electric motor for furnishing power under such

circumstances cannot be overestimated. The cost of a

portable electric drill or of a suitable design of portable

motor for furnishing power for the numerous mechanical

operations now necessitating manual labor would be

nominal, while its use in an emergency could be supervised

by one or two men, leaving the other engineers free to at-

tend to other necessary work. Such an equipment. In view

of the umbria incident, should form a part of the store of

tools on all th-: great steamers in which electric current \s,

available.
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The Year 1 S92 from a French Point of
View.

In a recent number of I.'htdiisfyii' Elcctfiijtti: K. Hos-

pitalier gives a review of the year 1892. Following is a

somewhat free translation of his interesting summary:

The year which has just ended has not been marked by

any sensational discovery or by any remarkable invention,

but it has none the less contributed its part toward the

progress of electricity. In the domain of theory the splen-

did experiments of Tesia in England and in France have

turned the attention of savants ami investigators to alter-

nating currents of high frequency as well as to electric

waves, of which Dr. Hertz was the discoverer. In Eng-

land the adoption of the C. G. S. system and the establish-

ment of a plan of standards have demanded the attention

of a special committee appointed by the board of trade

and have provoked an important discussion before the

British association. It is probable that the congress at

Chicago will finish the work thus begun.

There has been no development in hydro-electric or

thermo-electric generators of energy, and little that is new

has appeared in continuous or alternating current dynamos,

with the exception of the alternators of high fre-

quency with periodic alternations of from 5,000 to 10,000

per second as compared with from 50 to 100 in the ordi-

nary machines. The measurement of the elements of cur-

rents of high frequency constitutes a problem of which the

solution must be looked for in the future.

Transformers have been the objects of extended and im-

portant studies, which have brought into prominence their

characteristics in the different conditions of operation and

the influence produced by the variation of any of the fac-

tors that enter into their operation. Efficiencies of 97 per

cent, have been attained at full loads, which decrease to go

per cent, at one eighth of the maximum load. This is

perfection in the industrial aspect of the case, and whoever

seeks to increase the efficiency throws away his time.

Accumulators are taking every day a more important

place in the central station, because they meet the require-

ments at times of maximum consumption of current as

well as supply a source of enerey during the hours of lit-

tle demand at night, when most of the lamps are turned off.

A battery of accumulators weighing from 800 to 1,000

kilogrammes is now no uncommon thing, while a

tenth of that weight was rarely exceeded a few years ago.

No new system of conduits has been added, but many

facts of interest in this field have been developed. The

knowledge thus gained has condemned the use of bare

wires in tile ducts, in Paris at any rate, and has empha-

sized the dangers resulting from too close proximity of

electric conduits and gas mains.

The distribution of electricity has achieved marked prog-

ress. The employment of poteatials of 5,000 volts has

taken a firm hold in actual practice, as in the Tivoli-Rome

intallation; and the remembrance of the polyphase cur-

rents on the Lauffen-Heilbronn circuit leads us to the be-

lief that the voltage will not stop at this figure.

As to applications, it is simply out of the question to try

to compile a complete list. Central station managers are

commencing to grasp the idea that they are not distribut-

ing light or power but electrical energy, and they are

seeking, especially in America, to develop all the applica-

tions of which this energy is susceptible, for ventilating

fans, elevators, pumps, machine tools, etc. It is a proper

tendency, which we cannot encourage too strongly; means

of the most improved description for meeting the various

needs of consumers of power, who are, however, too often

antagonistic to ideas of improvement and progress, are to

be had for the asking.

Long distance transmission is to be accomplished by a

number of important installations, and we await with a

certain degree of impatience the results that will follow

the utilization of part of the power of Niagara Falls. As

far as can be determined from present experience long dis-

tance transmissions of power must be effected by alternat-

ing currents, simple or polyphase, while the distribu-

tion proper will be more advantageously accomplished with

continuous currents. The transformation of simple or poly-

phase alternating currents into continuous currents, on the

plan followed by Hutin and Lcblanc during the whole of

1S92, is to-day practically accomplished, and the year just

beginning will gain the benefit of the system.

Electric traction continues its onward march in Amer-

ica, and old Europe lags far behind, but is beginning to

realize the advantages of this means of transit. Several

roads have been built and a number of others are in course

of construction, which enables us to forecast the future of

the industry.

If we can recall no salient fact in telegraphy in general,

it is still true that our patriotism is stirred when wc note

the progress of submarine telegraphy in France, for the

year 1892 marks the epoch of our freedom from England

in the matter of making and laying great ocean cables.

In telephony we have only to note the completion of the

buildings of the great exchange in Paris and the construc-

tion of the long distance telephone line from New York to

Chicago, a distance of about 1,000 miles.

Such is the balance sheet, modest on the whole, of the

year 1S92. That of 1893 has surprises in store for us,

perhaps even wonders!

Incandescent Lamp Litigation.

As announced in the last issue of the Wks [mckn I^lkc-

TRiciAN the progress of the litigation conducted under

direction of the General Electric company against rival in-

candescent lamp makers received a check at Boston when the

Beacon company presented affidavits upon which it based

its claim that Mr. Edison was not entitled to a patent upon

the incandescent lamp. The claims of the Beacon com-

pany were cousidered of sufficient importance by the court

to postpDne the grantiog of a restraining order until the

affilavitsand briefs were printed and submitted for ex-

amination. Concerning the claim which Goebel makes

S. B Elton, a legal representative of the Edison interests,

is reported in the New York JZvcning Post as saying;

This invention of Henry Goebel and his claim to an-

ticipate Mr. Edison were brought to our attention in May,
1882. Goebel's representative at that time had his deal-

ings with me as a representative of the Edison companies.
This representative of Goebel was one of the most promi-

nent patent lawyers in the United States, himself a man of

wealth, and able to command among his friends and
clients any amount of money to back up a good invention.

He wanted the Edison company to buy what Goebel had.
I laid the matter before the board of directors of the

Edison company. The matter was then investigated

under their direction, and the result was that we decided

not to buy at any price. We did not even go so far as to

discuss terms with the Goebel people. What Goebel had
was absolutely worthless. All this appears at length in the

minute book of the Edison company and my own personal

diary, in and about the month of May, 1S82. My under-

standing is that this prominent patent lawyer who then
acted for Goebel took the same view of the subject that

we did, and dropped it.

The case of the National Electrical Construction com-

pany of Chicago occupied considerable time in the United

States court last week. It will be remembered that this

company asked permission to buy incandescent lamps, as-

serting that the Chicago EdisDO company had refused to

sell. Judge Grosscup instructed the plaintiff to make out

a list of the number of lamps required and present it to

the Chicago Edison company together with the money.

The court fixed the price at 42 cents per lamp. The
Edison company finally accepted the order. This pro-

ceeding is considered a victory by the General Electric

company's rivals, as it is taken as an indication that it will

be compelled to supply lamps to all consumers in order to

prevent the removal of the injunctions on rival lamp mak-

ing concerns.

Chicago City Electrical Department.
City Electrician Barrett will present some interesting

data in his annual report of the electrical department of

Chicago. During the last year 5,046 arc lamps and loi,-

668 incandescent lights were inspected by this depart-

ment. There were also 504 motors and 345 generators in-

spected,and wiring installations for iSS motors to be placed

in position were also passed upon. At the same time

2,082 arc lamps and 30,998 incandescent lights were rein-

spected. Following is a statement of the yearly inspec-

tions of electric lamps from February 14, 1SS4, to January

i> 1893 ;

Year.
No. of
Arc.

No. of
Incand'sc'l.

Total

Mi.

Wiring:

t«cet.

1884

188s
18S6

i,m8

471

3,6=3
3,(«3

3.974
S.046

1,885

7,609

5i=25
5.4=4
'7.717
34.966

33,543
87.9"3

101,668 1,001

1S88
1889
I8oo
.89.

Total 19,487 301.050 1,001 1,8=8

Chicago and St. Louis Electric Railroad.

A St. Louis dispatch dated January 3olh states that

the contract for the construction of the Chicago and St.

Louis Electric railway roadbed has been let. The agreements

are said to have been signed, sealed and placed on deposit

with a trust company in St. Louis, and are for the com-

plete construction of the road and the furnishing of all

material, iron, ties, etc. Contracts have been let to Dag-

nell Bros, of St. Louis, and Givens Bros, of Memphis,

but it is impossible to learn the exact figures. It is

known, however, that each firm is to receive as part pay-

ment for its work f2,000,000 in the stock of the road.

First Three Phase System of Distribu-
tion in the United States.

Uv A. i;. Cko...

I'robably no development in the electrical world has

caused more comment and interest than did the great

three phase system of power distribution at Frankfort last

year. Much has been done in this country ;o make a prac-

tical demonstration of its usefulness, and it is in Concord,

N. H., that the first central station for power distribution

by the three phase system will be started.

Two 250 kilowatt generators will be used at the start,

the initial potential will be 2.500 volts, which will be re-

duced to 250 volts at motors of which 700 horse power are

already contracted for in small units.

The Concord I^and ^ Water Power company, which is

developing 5,000 horse power at Sewalls Falls in the Mer-
rimack, will have this model plant in operation early this

spring. The power plant of the company will consist of

five 400 horse power horizontal turbine wheels, which will

drive pulleys on a short hollow shafting through which the

main shaft runs. The dynamos will be driven in the

same manner, suitable clutches being used to enable one

or all of the wheels to drive one or all of the dynamos,

thus reducing danger of any serious breakdown.

The dynamo room will contain the two 250 kilowatt 3
phase generators, two 2,000 light alternating dynamos and
five 50 light arc dynamos.

The ultimate capacity of the plant will be just double

this number. The company will have in addition about

3,000 horse power to dispose of to any manufacturing con-

cern that will locate at or near the falls. It now has a ten

year contract for lighting the city and 6,000 incandescent

lamps under contract.

All the wires from the station to the city limits will run

in a straight line along the right of way which the com-
pany owns, and will be bare coppar. The line will prob-

ably contain 40 wires.

The entire installation was designed and is being put in

by Eugene F. Carpenter, electrical engineer and superin-

tendent for the company. The entire equipment will be

furnished by the General Electric company.

Blaine's Last Public Appearance.
It is a noteworthy fact that the last appearance of the late

James G. Blaine in a public capacity at Washington was

before the senate commerce committee last session, to op-

pose a bill that provided for granting valuable franchises

to a French cable company. A Washington correspondent

thus describes the event: Mr. Blaine's powers of mind
and body had been failing then, and the fact had been re-

marked by some of his friends, but on this occasion he

seemed to feel the life and fire of youth, and his address to

the committee was characterized by the clearness'of thought,

penetration, energy and vigor of the Blaine of old. The
subject before the committee was a bill to grant a French

company authority to lay a cable from the United States to

San Domingo. The government of Brazil had given to

this company the monopaly of the right, to lay a cable

through Brazilian territory to the West Indies, where it

was to connect with a cable from France. Attached to the

Brazilian grant was a condition that the cable company
should secure cable connections with the United States,

Brazil being an.\ious to have direct communication with

this country. In order to comply with this condition a

new and au.xiliary corporation to the original French com-
pany was organized. It came to the government of the

United States for a permission to lay a cable from Charles-

ton or Port Royal to San Domingo, where it sras to con-

nect with the cable from Brazil. Mr. Blaine, as secretary

of state, declined in the name of the president to grant the

privilege requested unless the company would agree to

waive its monopoly rights in Brazil in favor of any .\mcr-

ican company which might wish to lay a cable. The com-

pany claimed that it was impossible to agree to such a

thing: that it only wanted to lay a cable to San Domingo
and had no control over the other company, whose line ran

to Brazil. Mr. Blaine considered this to be a subterfuge

and insisted that no cable should be laid until the Br.irilian

government should grant'permission to any cable company

the same riglits as were accorded the French company. .\n

attempt was then made to get from congress what Mr.

Blaine had denied, and a bill granting the necessary per-

mission to lay a cable in territory of the United Sl.atcs

was introduced. When the bill came up for a hearing be-

fore the committee on commerce, of which Senator Frj'c

is chairman, Jeff Chandler appeared in behalf of the com-

pany. Mr. Blaine replied, and astonished the committee

by the animation he displ.iycd. He carried his point, and

by a unanimous vote the committee coincided with the

position taken by Mr. Blaine.
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Worlds Electrical Congress.

At the last meeting of the advisory council of the

Worlds Electrical Congress the chairman was authorized

to appoint four committees to take up the work of arrang-

ing the details for the meeting in Chicago on August 21st.

Prof. Gray has made his selections, and has announced the

following appointments:

Executive committee— Prof. Elihu Thomson, Enos. M.

Barton. G. M. Phelps, F. S. Terry and Prof. B. F.

Thomas
Finance committee—E. E. Sunny, Prof. E.J. Houston

and \Y. A. Kreidler.

Programme and Papers Committee—Prof. II. A. Row-

laud, Prof. H.S. Carhart, Carl Hering, A. E. Rennelly,

Prof. W. A. Anthony, Prof. F. B. Crocker, Prof. E. L.

Nichols and Prof. T. C. Mendenhall.

Invitations committee—T. C. Martin. Dr. Louis Dun-

can, Prof. C. R. Cross, T. D. Lockwood, and C. H. Wil-

merding.

Prof. Gray is a member of each of these committees,

i-xomiio. He will participate in the work of each. It is

proposed to establish headquarters for the congress at Chi-

cago at an early date, at which R. W. Pope will probably

be stationed to look after the detail work in conjunction

with Prof. H. S- Carhart, the secretary.

National Electric Light Association.

The St. Louis Electric club is actively engaged in pre-

paring for the entertainment of the members of ttis Na-

tional Electric Light as50ciation and visitors to the con-

vention which will be held in that city shortly. At a recent

meeting of the club financial and executive committees

were appointed J. A. J. Shultz was appointed chairman of

the finance committee, and with hira were associated James

I. Ayer. E. D. W. Meier, George P. Jones, T. M. Ambler,

Louis Nahm, C. R. Scudder, Robert B. Annan, Marcus

Bernheimer, John S. Moffitt, Frank R. O'Neill, F. J.

Wade, L. D. Kingslaod, Frank Shaple'gh, Frank Gaien-

nie, Goodman King, Ben Eiseman, Douglass Cook, Ellis

Wainwrigbt. A. Seigel. S. G. Booker, John C. Wilkinson.

The executive committee was named as follows: Louis

Nahm, chairman; James I. Ayer, Frank Gaiennie, Nathan

Frank and Goodman King.

More News from the Coast.

Terrence Daffy, of Saa Francisco, manufacturer of

rustic work, has been investigating "Nature's Law," etc.

He has gone into the subject to such depth, says the

Pacific Electrician, and his learning has become so

profoand, that when he talks nobody knows what he says,

except one friend, and that friend is not certain. Being
anxious to show "where he is at," Terrence has written a

book and published it himself. It is partly called "From
Darkness to Light; or Duffy's Compendiums of Nature's

Law. Forces and Mind Combined in One, Conformable to

Thi?, His Great Discovery, That the Sun and Earth Are
the Poles of the Magnet." The rest of the title we are

precluded from printing on account of lack of space. The
Chronick says that the book is no joke. Mr. Duffy being

really in earnest, but thinks that the author is not always

clear in the expression of his peculiar views of magnetism,
electricity, space, vibration, tension, etc. As for example,

when he says: "Now, space being filled with tension or

pull, we place a conductor or copper wire to utilize this

electricity or magnetic pull. The copper, being non-
magnetic, makes a hole in space, and we send what we
call a current through it. The wire forms a circuit through
space." And also: "A degree of heat raises a degree of

cold. The cold is inert and dead. The heat raises

the cold, and gives it motion or circulation. The
heat gives the cold life by forcing it to move.'"

We fear that there are rerj- few persons this side of

Stockton who will be able to comprehend Mr. Duffy's

ideas. Possibly Alvin D. Brock might be induced to

explain them. Mr, Brock is the celebrated thinker who
wrote an article in Or-Krland, telling in glowing terms how
a certain James A. Christy was going to revolutionize

the world with myslerions electrical forces which he had
discovered, and which nobody but Christy and Brock
UDdcTSTood, Mr. I^uffy is evidently the philosopher of the

growing grouD of great electricians that the coast is

prodaang. Mad-battery 'I'ichcner, Christy, Crouch of

harmless dynamo fame, and one or two more whom wc
"have upon the list," and will soon make known to the

world, constitute the leading members of the group. Mr.
Brock is the one who knows what they mean.

New Mining Hoist.

A new electrical mining hoist has been recently brought

out by the General KIcctric company. It is constructed

with the especial object of obtaining a wide range of hoist-

ing speed. The drum is of tinusually large diameter, and

is connected by an intermediate gear to the armature shaft

of a 2; kilowatt motor of Ihe fieneral P^lcctric company's

regnUr b;-poIar type. The conlroller for the motor, which

is not shown in the cat, ts similar to that used in street

railway service, and \% erected on a separate support con-

TcnicDtly within reach of the operator and directly to the

right of the levers. These can then be operated with the

left hand, and the controlling switch with the right. The
series method of electrical control is adopted, the speed

being increased or decreased to meet requirements by the

movement of the switch handle. The hand brake is of the

band type, lined with wood, and extends almost entirely

around the drum. The drum is thrown into operation by

a clutch operated by the second lever. The range of speed

obtained on this hoist is very wide. It is designed to raise

loads of 1,300 pounds at a rate of 600 feet a minute, and

has successfully accomplished this. It can also raise loads

of 100 pounds at a speed not exceeding 20 to 30 feet a

minute. The motor is erected on its own bed plate, which

is in turn bolted to the bed plate of the hoist proper, the

whole apparatus occupying comparatively little space.

Electrical Recording Meters.

Bv Caryl D. Haskins.

Part II.

The general character of the clock meter has already

been briefly stated; that is, we have already defined the

character of one form of clock meter. There is almost

endless variety of instruments of this kind. They are not

all electricity meters by any means; some are recording
voltmeters, others recording ammeters, and others have
still different purposes. The familiar recording steam
gauge is only a modification of this instrument. Many
such instruments have been designed for station work and

and is more or less simple and easy to carry out. The
make-and-break necessary for the electro-magnet is easily
actuated by the clock movements. But we may say of
these forms, as well as of the forms of clock meter which
are to follow, that there is one serious objection to them
all— they have to be wound up, which is certainly a fault.

We may modify this statement by saying that many o
these devices have an electrical attachment which makes
them self-winding, and this is a step in the right direction
at least. Whether it fully meets commercial necessities is,

I believe, an open question.

All of these instruments bting curve-drawing meters,
they cannot properly be considered as the thoroughly com-
mercial article, which the successful electric meter must
be. For I think I am safe in assunaing that, to be suc-
cessful, the meter of to-day positively must have a direct
reading dial, equally available for the consumer and sup-
plier.

This brings us to a second form of clock meter of a pre-
ferable character. This class comprises- those meters
whose clock mechanism is accelerated or retarded by the
strength of the current passing through them. There are
several me:hods of accomplishing this, ali of which apply
the influence of the current to the pendulum of the clock.

For example, we have a pendulum with an :ron end
forming an armature which is attracted first to the right
and then to the left by two electro magnets dependent for
their strength upon the lamp circuits. This is an early
and very ineffective form of clock meter, hardly to be con-
sidered as a practical affair, but typical of the class.

The most successful, and probably the best form of

meter of this kind, consists of two clocks with a differen-
tial gear between. One of these clocks runs at a constant

NEW MIN

for testing purposes, where great accuracy and considera-

ble cost of construction was permissible. But the e hardly

come within the province of a treatise of this kind.

A paper is almost invariably rotated over a drum, some-
times being fixed to the drum, and sometimes being drawn
from one drum to another, the paper moving at uniform
speed, and generally being divided into hours or other

fractions of time by abscissa lines.

This clock mechanism can be combined with any indi-

caling device; it is only necessary to supply the connection

which shall cause the indicator to mark the paper, and
draw a crooked line. First attempts of this kind are gen-
erally made with an ordinary solenoid, or sometimes with a

simple coil and iron core rising and falling with the cur-

rent. Whatever the character of the indicator or method
of communication between the indicator and paper, it re-

mained necessary to keep the friction of contact low.

First attempts were made wiih a pencil, bearing directly

upon the paper, but the friction introduced by this device

was fatal to accuracy, A glass pen has been substituted

for the pencil with better results, but even this caused too

much friction. The photographic method of line drawing
is one of the best systems yet introduced, and is probably
more familiar to the majority of us than the other methods,
because it forms a component part of the Walker meter,

which has attracted attention at various times.

With an instrument of this kind a diaphragm is pro-

vided, attached to the indicating mechanism, and raising

and falling with the variations of the indicator. Through
this diaphragm is a small aperture, the best plan
being to form this aperture by the crossing of

two slits in two diaphragms. Through ihiH small

hole, light from a burning lamp is shed upon sensitized

paper with the result already described.

One of the best methods of accomplishing the registra-

tion, perhaps, when all things arc considered, the very best,

is to attach to the pointer of the indicator a steel point or

needle with an iron armature mounted in the form of a

spring, or in some similar manner, \',y placint; an electro-

magnet behind the paper to be marked, and sending
through this magnet an electrical Impulse at fixed periods

of say, one, two or five minutes, the pointer is drawn
sharply down to the paper, puncturing it, and is immedi-
ately released by the cessation of energizing current in

the electro-magnet. Thus the paper when removed will

have a continuous marking of punciures tantamount lo a

curved line. This device presents practically no friction,

ING HOIST.

Speed, the speed of the other being governed by the cir-

cuit to be measured. At times, by a shunt pressure coil

forming an armature and a fixed series coil forming a
field, or again, by a horse shoe magnet pendent from the
pendulum and vibrating back and forth above two coils in

series with the lamps, the former being a watt meter and
the latter an ammeter. Both were designed by the same
inventor. When nothing is passing through the meter the
speed of both clocks is the same, and the differential gear
does not move; but when lamps are turned on and the
regulating device begins to act, one clock is accelerated or
retarded according as the principle may be applied, and
the difference between the constant speed clock and the
varying speed clock indicates the consumption in directly
read units.

I can safely say that this is an excellent meter, but is

obviously open to the same objections as are other clock
meters, since there are two clocks, and the presence of the
differential gear requires very nice adjustment between the
two. There is another important factor here, which bears
directly upon the question in hand, and that is the cost

of building meters of this class. The clock-work must not
be of a cheap character, t ut must be good clock-work, and
good clock-work is iivariably expensive, and is invariably
delicate.

I might say, however, that the Aron meter, the typical
meter of this type, proved itself so accurate at the recent
meter competition in Paris that it succeeded in dividing
the first prize of 10.000 francs and a i^old medal with the
Thomson recording watt-meter. Your attention may be
directed to the fact that the Aron meter is a watt hour in-

dicator, something unusual, for almost everything con-
sidered up to the present point has been typically an
ammeter or a modification of an ammeter.

Before turning to the final portion of this paper and con-
sidering the most popular and as yet the most successful

class of recording instrument, viz., the motor meters, a
little attention should be given to tho.se clock meters whose
principle is tlependent upon the function of a cone or
cones.

Briefly, the principle of all of these instruments is about
as follows: Let us assume a wheel rotating at a constant
speed; let us assume a cone mounted on a shaft on which
it is free to rise and fall; let the cone rise and fall wilh r.nc

of its sides in a vertical plane wilh the periphery of .1 con-
stantly rotating wheel; the speed of the cone legulotcs the

speed of rotation of the recording gear, and the position of
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the cone is determined by an indicator device which
obviously must be of high torque, because friction must be

a more or less serious factor. Some very fair instruments

of this class have appeared from time to time. One of the

most ingenious of them provides two cones, or rather two
cone-like drupiis, somewhat like a beehive in shape. One
of these cones is rotated at a constant speed, and the other

is inclined on a movable right angle a.\is in such a way
that its point of contact with the neighboring cone varies

with the load; the same end being accomplished as that

in the rising and falling cone just described without the

introduction of as much friction. This is a type of the
Maxim meter.

Another similar device provides for a small wheel rising

and falling between two cones whose inner sides are

parallel, thus transferring the power from a constantly,

rotating cone to a cone with varying speed, the same ob
ject and end being accomplished in all cases, and invari"

ably involving friction.

Another form of cone meter, still a clock meter, differs

somewhat from those just described. Let us assume a
conical drum, shaped like the bullet of an ordinary rifle,

and some four or six inches in diameter at the qase, rotating

at a constant speed by a clock mechanism beneath it; let us

suppose a spool of thread to be placed upon a pin a foot or

so removed from the drum; the thread from the spool is

attached to the drum, which should be covered by some
felt-like material; the thread passes through an eye or ring,

which in its turn is attached to an indicating mechanism.

these pins. If the load be light it will only engage with

the longest pins. If, for example, the load be one lam.p,

then the lever will engage only with the longest pin. On
engaging with the pin, the lever is pushed in the direction

in which the wheel is rotating, and gives an impulse of

one tooth to the recording wheel. Thus, on the light loads

the meter would receive but one impulse for every revolu-

tion of the motor wheel, and just in proportion as the load

desired,

able.

This hood is attractive
'-

M.VRTEN S SE.'VMLESS HOOD.

increased, so this lever would engage with more pins and
more frequently actuate the recording dial.

This meter is very good in many respects; but it should
be noted that it reads to points. There is necessarily a

limit to the number of pins which can be used, and with a

loolight meter, having, we will assume, lo pins, it is

clear that there can only be lo variations in speed from one
lamp to full load, consequently the speed will only change
every lo lamps, and we should get the same record on rg

lamps as on lo. The figures which I give for a loo-Iight

meter and lo pins, are purely arbitrary and not representa-

tive of the number used, but are given to indicate the idea

which I wish to convey.

CUTTER S MINE SOCKET.

It is apparent that the indicator will raise and lower the

spring according to the amount: of current or energy pass-

ing. Since the drum rotates at a regular speed, the thread

will be wound onto the drum, and the point where it is

wound will depend on the position of the indicator. Thus,
if the load were very small, the indicator would be at its

highest point and the thread would be wound around the

smallest diameter of the drum. As the load increased the

indicator would be depressed and the thread would be

wound on a greater diameter of the drum. The inspector

of meters, on his monthly visit, would remove the thread

which had been wound onto the drum, measure it on a

yard slick, and ascertain perhaps that the consumer had

used 15 yards of electricity. This is certainly reducing

things to a very practical standpoint.

In conclusion, I would say of the clock meters, that

those which actuate a drum or marking mechanism, and
those akin to them, generally have a stopping and starting

device which prevents the clock from running at times

when there is no current passing through the meter; this

is quite essential. Those which have a lamp within them
for photographically marking the tluctuations of current

have an automatic cut-out for the lamp, which turns on

FIG. I. ELECTIUCAL FIXTURES.

the light in the meter when the last lamp on the supplied

circuit goes out. I might add that in a few of these

meters the clock is displaced by a constant speed motor.
There is one other class of clock meters which actuates a

dial or recording train, and for the typical instrument of

this class we will select the Pilkington-White meter. This
instrument has a wheel rotating at a constant speed; into

this wheel are inserted a number of pins of different

lengths, projected from the face of the wheel parallel to

jts axis; o lever arm whose position is determined by the

ndicalor mechanism is so placed that it shall engage with

CORRESPON DENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, January 23.—This city is threatened

with another legislative investigating comniittee, and the

Rapid Transit commission is the particular object against

which the proceedings are directed. Resolutions have

been presented in the assembly in which serious charges

are preferred against the commissioners. It is alleged

that the plan submitted was impracticable, and that the

commissioners reported it because ihcy felt that the com-

mission would be unable to induce capitalists to invest in

the scheme. This method was adopted according to the

resolutions in order to secure the Manhattan company a

continuance of its present monopoly on rapid transit facil-

ities. The resolutions provide that a special committee of

live members of the assembly be appointed by the speaker

with power lo subpoena witnesses, send for books and

papers, employ counsel and stenographers,' lo investigate

the action of the Rapid Transit commission in adopting

the plan of rapid transit and all actions and proceedings

connected therewith, and to report the findings to the as-

sembly, in that, if legislation is needed to secure the ac-

Electrical Fixtures.

The electrical fixtures herewith illustrated were designed

especially for the New Jersey Lamp & Bronze company of

New Brunswick, N. J. This company confines itself ex-

clusively to the manufacture of electrical fixtures. In the

accompanying cuts. Fig. r shows a center chandelier, de-

signed by C. McKnight Smith, who is connected with the

New Brunswick factory. Fig. 2 shows a chandelier

designed by an eminent Italian artist. The company

has several promising designers and is constantly bringing

out new devices. G. Wilfred Pearce, who is in charge of

MARTEN S SE.UILESS HOOD.

the company's factories, is well known to toe trade. He
was identified with the Edison interests for many years

and is thoroughly equipped for his work.

The New Jersey Lamp & Bronze company will make an

exhibit at the World's Fair, and it is now preparing a

special line of fixtures for this display.

CUTTER S MINE SOCKET.

cepEance of a practical and satisfactory plan of rapid

transit for the city, it can be had at the present session of

*he legislature.

The resolutions were referred to the commitiee on ways

and means and will probably remain there unless the mem-
bers of the commission insist upon an investigation. This

is hardly necessar)', however, as it is generally admitted

that the gentlemen composing the commission do not need

an official recommendation in order to satisfy the people of

the city of their integrity. They have labored zealously in

the interest of the community, but they have been unable

to cope with the tremendous influence of the great "L"
road, which has, of course, been opposed to their plans.

The Chadwick Civic club has issued a call for a confer-

ence of workingmen to be held in Clarendon hall, Feb-

luary 3rd, for the purpose of deciding on "effective meas-

ures for preventing additional concessions to the Manhattan

railway monopoly, and to further the construction and oper-

ation by the city of a real rapid transit system, like the one

planned by the Rapid Transit commission." Many labor

Cutter's Mine Socket.

The new mine socket developed by George Cutter

which is illustrated herewith is said to be absolutely water

proof. The key socket has a well-built interior, with por-

celain insulations, protected by a casing of polished hard

rubber. The leading-in wires are cemented into the

shell, while the handle or key passes through a series of

water-tight bushings. Then there are a set of soft rubber

rings which press against the bulb of the lamp when

screwed into place, and prevent any moisture from reach-

ing the lamp base. Cutter's mine socket is made either

with or without key, and when intended for use in mines

it is fitted with a prong-hook which allows it to be sup-

ported in any convenient position. It is made by George

Cutter of Chicago.

Marten's Seamless Hood.
A. S. Marten, President of the Tea Tray company, of

Newark, N. J., is the inventor of the new seamless hood

which is herewith illustrated. This hood is thoroughly

coated with a special elastic preparation which gives it a

highly polished surface. The reflector is also coated with

a white enamel. The hood and reflector are so adjusted

that the receptacle is protected from the weather. All

parts of this device are interchangeable. There is no

danger in the breaking of the hoods by ordinary use, as

they are made to stand any strain. Retleclors are made

to fit a protection globe if required, The hoods are made

so as to take wires from the inside or outside as may be

f k\^
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FIG. 2. ELECTRICAL FIXTURES.

unions have already pledged their support to the move-

ment, and it is e.\pected that every union in the city will

be "in line'' before the time of the conference.

In the meantime the Rapid Transit commissioners have

sent a letter to the Manhattan company in which they call

attention to the fact that the resolutions adopted January

17th provided that an application from the Manhattan

Railway company for the acqubitionof additional facilities
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would only be considered upon the following among other

conditions:

"That the elevated railway system shall be so extended

within a reasonable time, to be prescribed, as to transport

passengers between the Battery and the northern limits of

the city, upon both the east and the west sides, at a single

maximum fare of five cents."

It is further explained that the commission does not

understand the application sent to them on the 20th inst.

to be in compliance with this condition, and it prefers that

the apphcation shall be made to comply with this condition

before the matter proceeds to a hearing.

The board of electrical control on Wednesday adopted a

resolution directing the engineer to report a district below

Fifty-ninth street, east or west, in which the poles can be

taken down and subways built. The board granted per-

mits to the Metropolitan Telephone company, Mt. Morris,

Edison, Manhattan, and Harlem Electric Lighting com-

panies, and the Empire Subway company to build subways

in about one hundred and fifty streets below Eightieth

street. It was decided to permit no subways to be built in

newly paved streets, and the companies were informed that

if they desired subways in the streets which have been

designated to be repaved, they must be active.

W. F. O.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, January 2S.—A bill has been introduced

in the Minnesota legislature limiting the charges for tele-

phones to $3 per month and $2.50 where more than one

instrument is used. The telephone companies throughout

the state are exerting every influence to secure the defeat

of the bill. One representative of the telephone interests,

Manager Sherman of the Stillwater, Minn., telephone ex-

change, is circulating a petition against the proposed legis-

lation, and it is said that only five of the company's patrons

refused to sign.

It is proposed to extend the St. Paul electric system to

the stock yards at South St. Paul.

Marshfield, Wis., advertises for bids for lighting the city

with electricity. Bids will be received till March 2d.

Duluthis now figuring on securing the removal to that

point of the Peoria, II!., Electric company's plant for the

manufacture of dynamos, motors and generators. The

Phccois Electric company is back of the movement and

proposes to increase its capital to $250,000.

The electric light companies in St. Paul are making a

vigorous protest against the proposed ordinance requiring

them to put switches in every block for shutting off cur-

rent in case of fire. They claim it would entail needless

expense.

The Spearfish, S, D., Electric Light Sc Power company

has completed its incorporation with $500,000 capital and

is preparing to proceed to the erection of an extensive plant

as soon as the council gives a franchise.

In the franchise which was given the Grand Forks, N.

D., Electric Street Railway company it was stipulated

that a mile of track should be in operation by February 2,

1S93, The company has done nothing but run levels for

grading. A local newspaper says this confirms the theory

that the charter was secured for purely speculative pur-

poses. If an extension of time is asked for there will

probably be much opposition. It is claimed there are citi-

zens of Grand Forks ready to invest their money in such

an enterprise.

The St. Paul board of education has approved a con-

tract with the Edison Electric Light ^ Power company for

heating and lighting the high school building for five

years. The company is to get ^4,600 per year the first

two years, $4/->J3 the third, and $3,600 the fourth and

fifth years, and furnish all pipes, making connections with

its plant a few blocks distant.

The report of the receiver of the Stillwater, Minn.,

Electric Street Railway company for November and Decem-

ber shows receipts ia November, $2,372,37, disbursements,

$1,355.07; in December, receipts, $2,040, expenses,

$1,343.64.

The Water, Light k f'owcrcompany of Superior, Wis.,

has sccnrcd an excellent site for the extensive plant which

it pTOpoacs to put up at once. The property covers 192 by

160 feet at the corner of Second street and Uughitt avenue.

Representative Ives has introduced a bill in the Minne-

sota legislature extending the right of eminent domain nov/

enjoyed by railroad, telegraph and other companies to

electric Hght and power companies. The committee on

corporations has recommended it to pass.

It is reported that a new telephone exchange will be put

in at La Crosse, Wis-, using the Fred H, Jirown patent.

A bill has been introduced in the Minnesota legislature

re^iniring street railway companies to enclose the front and

rear platforms during December, January, Fcbroary and

March.

It is reported that the Duluth Street Railway company has

practically secured a controlling interest in the stock of the

Douglas County Street Railway company of Superior. A
re-organization is proposed.

Judgment has been ordered in the petition of the Edison

Electric Light & Power company of Minneapolis for a

dissolution of the corporation and the sale of the property.

The Edison Electric Light ^: Power company of St,

Paul has elected these officers for iSg3: Kenneth Clark,

president; Thomas B. Scott, vice president; G. H. Finn,

secretary and treasurer; directors, Kenneth Clark, F. A.

Seymour, E. C. Long, T. B. Scott, R. M. Newport,

George II. Finn. li. C. C.

Washington, D. C.

Washington. January 2S,^The stockholders of the

Baltimore & Washington Turnpike Tramway company,

which is to build the proposed electric road and boulevard

between Washington and Baltimore, held a meeting in

Baltimore last week. The present board of directors rep-

resents the traction syndicate of Philadelphia, New York

and Baltimore. The route now selected will leave Balti-

more by Wilkins avenue, cross the Baltimore & Ohio

railroad about Elkridge Landing, follow north and west

over the Washington turnpike, pass through Laurel and

Hyattsville, enter the city about Eighth street and Rhode

Island avenue northeast and connect with the Ecking-

ton electric railway at Eckington. The Baltimore power

house is now in course of erection. The Philadelphia

Traction company has the large controlling interest, al-

though the New York and Baltimore Traction companies are

also in the undertaking.

Washington is to have another electric street railway at

an early day, provided the charter can be obtained from

Congress. The proposed site will be on a leading

thoroughfare in the northwest section to Tennallytown.

The company is formed.

The annual election of directors of the Washington &
Georgetown Railroad company was held last week with the

following result: Henry Hurt, John G. Parke, William R.

Riley. John R. McLean, A. H. Lowrey, Robert Beall and

G. T. Dunlap.

The directors of the Eckington & Soldiers' Home Rail-

way company were also elected last week as follows:

Henry L. Crawford, C. C. Duncanson, E. Kurtz Johnson,

John H. Lane, Joseph Paul, Lorin M. Saunders, Thomas

Summerville, George Truesdale and B. H. Warner,

The board of directors elected last week for the George-

town & Tennallytown Railway company is composed of

John E. Beall, Spencer Wilkins, F. G. Newlands. James

B. Henderson, J. Hite Miller, M. Wilson Offutt, Edward

P. Watkins, Robert D. Weaver and John C. Davidson.

At the meeting of the United States Electric Lighting

company held last week encouraging reports were made

by the officers of the institution, showing that last year

there had been an increase in the business of the company of

S5 per cent., and in the ten years since Capt. A. A.

Thomas has been at its head an increase of q4 per cent.

Last year it was found necessary to increase the size of

the works by duplicating the plant. Work will be com-

menced immediately, and an office building will be erected

too. A week ago the stockholders elected the following

board of directors: A A.Thomas, W. E. Clarke, S- W.
Tullock, A. M. Renshaw, Robert Boyd, G. W. Pearson,

D.B Clarke, C.C. Duncanson, John Paul Jones, Emmons S.

Smith, P. Hill. These gentlemen organized by re-etectiny

Captain Thomas president; S. W. Tullock secretary and

treasurer; A. M. Renshaw general manager, and adding

W. K. Clarke and Robert Boyd as first and second vice-

presidents respectively.

Superintendent Kimball of the life saving service has

been officially informed that the United States government

telegraph and telephone line between Assateague and

Cape Charles. Va., a distance of ninety miles, has been

completed and has been formally put into operation. This

line supplies a connecting link to lines that run at either

end to Cape Hcnlopen and Lewes, Del., making a com-

plete line 165 miles long, along the most dangerous coast

of the Atlantic. The line was constructed by the life-sav-

ing service at an expense of $12,500, and includes twelve

miles of submarine cable. Superintendent Kimball says that

it is the cheapest line of the same quality ever constructed.

Congress appropriated for it $15,500, and $3,000 remains

unexpended. Its value to shipping and to the people of

the country through which it runs is very great, bringing

as it docs this section in close communication by wire with

New York and other large seaport cities, enabling tugs to

be sent to wrecks to save cargoes, etc., and putting .seven-

teen life saving stations on the line into communication.

W, Easby Smith has been appointed superintendent of Ihc

linc. which was erected under the direction of William

liolton, an expert of the lifc-snving service. The line will

be operated by the employes of the service without entail-

ng additional expense.

"The commissioners will return to Congress the bills to in-

corporate the East End Electric Railway company of the

District of Columbia and the Washington & Marlboro'

Electric Railway company of the District of Columbia,

recommending that charters be granted these roads

under the usual conditions. It is recommended that inas-

much as both these roads desire to cross the eastern branch,

together with the East Washington Crosstown Railway

company, the charter of which is now pending in Congress,

they be required to build a bridge across the eastern

branch along the line of E street east extended. In case

of the East End Electric Railway company the commission-

ers suggest that the route be changed so as to go up Tenth
street east to B street, north to Twelfth street east, instead

of passing around Lincoln square, as is now proposed.

George Truesdale, president of the Eckington Railway

company, has sent to the district commissioners a letter in

which he asks their favorable consideration of the Senate

and House bills to amend the charter of the road. The
bills ask that the railway company be granted the privilege

of maintaining its overhead trolley wires on New York
avenue for two years. The reasons urged for asking this

extension are that to make the change now, in view of

present complications, would cripple the company. These
complications are due to litigation over the storage battery

patent now in use by this road. The company wishes to

equip its extensions with a storage battery system, which,

it is alleged, will be expensive, and thinks it would be a

hardship to be compelled to tear down the wires on New
York avenue.

By request Mr. Wilson has introduced in" the Sen-

ate a bill to incorporate the Chesapeake & Washington
Underground Electric Railway company. The incorpora-

tors are Henry Carey of New York, J. Luthell Murphy
of California, John I. Parsons of Virginia, George W.
Tibbetts the state of Washington, and W. K, Mendenhall,

J. W. Parsons and Woodbury Wheeler of the District of

Columbia. The route to be taken begins at the intersec-

tion of B street north with Third street west, runs thence

along B street north to Thirtieth street and Pennsylvania

avenue, thence in a generally easterly direction along

the Eenning's bridge across the Anacostia or eastern

branch of the Potomac to the southeastern boundary of the

District. Whenever the territory traversed is given a sys-

tem of permanent streets and highways, the company shall

change the line to conform to them. The motive power
must be electricity, and the wires must be laid under-

ground. The capital stock is fixed at $25,000 a mile.

The incorporators shall organize the company within ninety

days after the passage of the act. G. M. P.

New England News.
Boston, Mass., January 28.—There is considerable

legislation pending in which electrical interests are in-

volved. The committee on rapid transit of the Massachu-

setts legislature has decided to hold hearings on the mem-
orials to congress which were adopted by the rapid transit

commission of last year asking for authority to construct

an elevated railroad bridge over the Fort Point channel.

It will also give hearings on the matter of rapid transit

considered as a whole. Several members of the com-

mittee are in favor of the construction of one broad ave-

nue through the cityand a tunnel under the common.
Representative Hoar, of Boston, has introduced a bill

into the Massachusetts legislature to compel the placing of

all electrical conductors underground and for the estab-

lishment of a commission to haxe charge of all electrical

subways. This is to apply to all cities averaging a popu-

lation of 300,000 or more. Present underground conduits

are not to be changed.

Public opinion has changed somewhat owing to the re-

cent severe fires in Boston. At the big Summer street

fire a great deal of trouble was caused the firemsn by the

wires, but they were mostly telephone and telegraph wires.

The West End company did all that was possible in re-

moving its overhead wires,and if there had been no others

there, there would have been little trouble. It seems to

be the general opinion that the trolley system is a necessary

one, and the best that can be provided. With this as an

admitted necessity, the cry now is for the telephone and

telegraph wires to go underground. The insurance com-

panies are alive to the matter, and their heavy losses have

caused them to cast about for a means of preventing

similar catastrophes in the future.

J'utting the Boston lire alarm wires underground is not

advancing rapidly at present, on account of the lack of

appropriations. This season there has been laid one

cable, from Waltham street through the old burnt district

to City Hall. This is laid in a three inch iron pipe bedded

in concrete, and is over ten thousand feet in length and
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contains over 600,000 feet of wires. The department is

anxiously awaiting the appropriations from the city

council to see how much work it will be able to do in

this line the coming season.

The Edison Illuminating company of Boston is making
arrangements to supply the demand for electric lights in

the rapidly growing sections of South Boston. To do
this by means of cables laid through the streets would

necessitate a roundabout and expensive route, but ti is

going to obviate this by making a short cut across the

harbor and laying a submarine cable. This will run from

the new mammoth station on Liverpool wharf. It is

proposed to lay three cables of 1,000,000 circular mils

each. They will be 1.180 feet long and weigh four tons

each. To lay them, a trench S feet deep'will be dug by

divers across the bed of the harbor.

The fender problem for electric cars is still mooted in

Boston. Not satisfied with its former attempts to

settle this matter the city council has taken this matter

in hand again. This time it has requested the mayor
to notify all railroad companies running electric cars in

the city to equip their cars within 30 days with fenders

similar to those now used on steam locomotives. The
outcome of this will be interesting.

The preliminary survey for an electric road between

Salem and Haverhill has been completed as far as Tops-

field. The road is designed to compete with the Boston

& Maine railroad for local traffic. It will be twenty-two

miles long and power will be furnished from two stations.

It is said that the promoters of the road will also ask for

permission to furnish the towns along the route with elec-

tricity for lighting purposes and to carry on an express

business. la connection with this system another road is

expected to be built to connect Georgetown with Newbury-

port.

The Giant Electric Motor company of Portland, Me.,

is making arrangements to move its works across the

harbor to Cape Elizabeth. They will build four two-story

buildings, 150x75 feet. An electric crane costing $10,000

will be one of the features of the new plant.

Mayor Matthews of Boston has been requested by the

city council to notify all railroad companies who have the

right to transmit electricity by wires through the city to at

once establish switch boxes within half a mile of the City

Hall by means of which the current can be turned off from

any given section in case of fire.
J. C. E.

PERSONAL.

A. M. Searles has been appointed manager of the supply
department of the General Electric company, Chicago.

GiO. P. Hampton, chief engineer Cooper-Hampton
Electric company, Minneapolis, Minn., was in Chicago
last week.

Dr. John McKinlock. Chicago, has been appointed
medical director in Chicago for the Commercial Alliance
Life Insurance company of New York.

Nelson W. Perry has accepted the position of associate
editor of the Electrical World, New York, and will have
charge of the editorial department of that paper.

E. L. Smith, formerly general manager of the Crown
Electric Manufacturing company of Bridgeport, Conn.,
has accepted a position with the Nathan Manufactur-
ing company of New York.

Edward Caldwell has resigned his position as associate

editor of the j^/ff^vVtz/ World, \.o assume the duties of

editor of the Street Railway Gazette, Chicago. Mr. Cald-
well announces that together with friends he has secured a
controlling interest in that journal. He has had consider-

able experience in electrical newspaper work, and before
entering that field was connected with the Sprague Electric

Railway & Motor company and the West End Street
Railway company of Boston. While Mr. Caldwell's
experience has been gained in the East, he has many
friends in the West who will welcome his coming to

Chicago, and wish him success in his new enterprise.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Flatbush District Telegraph company, Flatbush, N. Y.

;

capital stock, $10,000; Electric Telegraph and Telephone
company.

Willson company, Bozeman, Mont.; capital stock, $75,-

000; general mercantile business and operating electric

light plants.

Metropolitan Development company. Norfolk. Va.;
capital stock, $1,750,000; internal improvement, water,
gas and electrical works and contractors.

Waverly, Sayre & Athens Electric Traction company,
Sayre, Pa.; capital stock, $25,000; constructing and oper-
ing electric railway in Bradford county, Pa.

Electric Appliance company, Portland, Maine; capital

stock, $30,000; to manufacture and sell electric and other
machinery; Clarence Hale, Portland, Maine.

Illinois Electrical Forging company, Chicago. III.; cap-
tal stock, $2,000,000; to manufacture and deal in electri-
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cal and Other machinery, tools, etc., and furnish light,

heat and power to other parties; Cratty Bros. & Jarvis, 814
Tacoma bldg., Chicago. 111.

Hammond Light & Power company, Chicago, 111.; cap-
ital stock, $50,000; to furnish light, heat and power; Steph-
ens & \'oung, 164 Dearborn street, Chicago, 111.

Chestatee company, East St. Louis, III.; capital stock,

$100,000; mining, supplying electric and water power in
state of (Georgia; Thos. L. Fekete, East St. Louis, III.

Electric corporation, Portland. Me.; capital stock, $r,-
000,000; to manufacture and deal in electrical instruments
and equipments of all kinds; Coombs & Beal, Portland,
Me.

Illinois Municipal Improvement company, Bloomington,
III. ; capital stock, $50,000; to equip, maintain and operate
electric light and water works; E. B. Hillman & Co. , Peo-
ria. 111.

Union Street Railway company Freelaod. Pa.; capital
stock, $18,000; constructing and operating an electric

railway in Luzerne county, Pa. ; D.J. McCarthy, Free-
land, Pa.

Scranton Rapid Transit company, Scranton, Pa.; capital

slock, $60,000; constructing and operating an electric

railway in Lackawanna county, Pa.; James H. Terry,
Scranton, Pa.

Lakeside Railway company, Shenandoah, Pa.; capital

stock, $50,000; constructing and operating an electric

railway in Schuylkill county. Pa-; Jno. F. Finney,Shenan-
doah, Pa.

Conestoga Valley Railway company, Lancaster, Pa.;
capital stock, $600,000: constructing and operating an
electric railway from Lancaster to Reading; John A.
Coyle, Lancaster, Pa.

Lackawanna Street Railway company. Lackawanna,
Pa.

; capital stock, $60,000; constructing and operating
an electric railway in Lackawanna county; Hon. M. E.
McDonald, Scranton, Pa.

Electric Railway Switch company, Portland, Me ; capi-
tal stock, $400,000; to manufacture and deal in all kinds
of electrical and mechanical apparatus; Drummond &
Drummond, Portland, Me.

Finney Motor company. Chicago, III.; capital stock,

$10,000; to manufacture and sell motors and do general
machinery business; Dyrenforth & Dyrenforth, 225 Dear-
born street, Chicago, III.

San Francisco Electric company. San Francisco, Cal.;
capital stock. $100,000; to generate electric li£ht and
power, deal in machinery and supplies for same; H. E.
Monroe, San Francisco, Cal.

Oliphant & Winton Traction Street Railway company,
Winton, Pa.; capital stock, $30,000; constructing and
operating an electric railway in Lackawanna county, Pa.;
Geo. S. Horn, Scranton, Pa.

ChicagoTopeka Light, Heat & Power company, Chi-
cago, 111.; capital stock, $1,200,000; manufacture and
supply light, heat and power; Aldrich, Payne & Defrees,
1,108 Home Ids. Bldg., Chicago, III.

Electro Chemical & Specialty company (incorporated in

W. Va.), New York, N. Y.; capital stock, $100,000;
manufacturing and dealing in electrical chemicals, etc.; A.
G. N. Vermilya, Temple Court. New York, N. Y.

Wissinoraing, Bustleton & Somerton Railway company,
Bustleton, Pa.; capital stock, $48,000, constructing and
operating an electric railway in Philadelphia county, Pa.;
A. K. Pedrick. 233 South Fourth street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Terminal Land & Milling company, Everett, Wash.;
capital stock. $100,000; to deal in mines and mining proper-
ties, build, equip and operate railroads, electric light plants,
etc., water works, gas works, etc.; Edward Mills, Everett,
Wash.

Jenkintown Electric Railway company, Jenkintown, Pa.;

capital stock. $150,000; constructing and operating an
electric railway in Jenkintown, Montgomery county. Pa.,
Hannis. Parrish & Williams, 526 Dre,\el building, Philadel-
phia, Pa.

Schuylkill Valley Illuminating company, Philadelphia,
Pa.; capital stock, $30,000; supplying light, heat and
power by electricity to the public at Phionixville, ^Chester
county. Pa.; Wm. C. Hannis. 526 Drexel building. Phila-
delphia. Pa.

Lancaster & Philadelphia Electric Railway company,
Lancaster, Pa.; capital stock, $1,500,000; constructing
and operating an electric railway from Lancaster, Lancas-
ter county, to Brya Mawr. Montgomery county; fohn f.

Patterson, MilHintown, Pa.

Greenwood Lake Telephone & Telegraph company,
(incorporated in W. Va.) New York. N. Y.; capital stock,

$50,000; constructing and maintaining lines of magnetic or
electric telegraph and telephones; Fred W. Hinrichs, 115
Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Everett Railway & Electric company, Everett. Wash.
capital stock, $200,000; to build, equip and operate
street and other railways, electric light and power plants,
gas works and to deal in bonds and other securities;
Brown i^ Brownell, Everett, Wash.
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creased the capital stock of the company from $200,000 10
$300,000.

Electric lighting for the town Newberry, Mich., is being
agitated.

The board of supervisors of Denver. Colo., conlempbtcs
a removal of the tower lights.

The water works and electric light plant at Tipton, Iowa,
has been destroyed by fire; loss, ^7,000.

A special election is to be held at De Graff, O., to vote
on a proposition to establish an electric light plant.

The new Omaha Thomson-Houston Electric Light-
ing company has increased its capital stock to |l, 100,000.

The city of Wausau, Wis., will ask the Legislature to
authorize a loan of ^25,000 to put in an electric light
plant.

L. N. Cox of Washington, D. C, is trying to get the
city of Charleston, S. C, to put in a $50,000 electric

plant.

Green Island, N. Y. , officials celebrated by a banquet
the completion of the new electric light plant in that
village.

Madison, Wis., is to have itselectric light wires changed
from the streets to the alleys, and to enter buildings from
the rear instead of front.

At the annual meeting of the Narragansett Electric
Lighting company of Providence, R. I., the capital stock
was increased to^r, 200,000.

The council of Trenton, N. J., is dissatisfied with the
price it is paying for light and is contemplating the
establishment of a municipal plant.

An electric light plant is to be established at Fergus
Falls, Minn., in the spring, the power for which will be ob-
tained by constructing a dam across Red River. The im-
provement will cost $50,000.

The Aiiurkan oi Sunbury, Pa., is sarcastic. "If you
want a good view of the Edison electric light," it says,
"select a bright day about noon. It can be seen in the
evening by holding a lamp close to it."

The Tiffin, O., Electric Light company's works, includ-
ing the uncompleted plant being erected to furnish power
for the two electric street railway companies, which would
soon have started their cars, was destroyed by fire on
January 17th, entailing a loss of $30,000 partially covered
by insurance.

The city of Davenport, Iowa, has an exceedingly favor-
able contract with an electric light company, which pro-
vides that if for any reason whatever, whether it be for a
minute or all night, a light shall go out during the time it

should be burning, the company shall forfeit to the city 40
cents for each arc light and 20 cents for each incandescent
light so extmguished. The operation of this contract at
the end of a moLth has made the company owe the city
some ^Soo. The city council insisted on the pound of
flesh, and the matter was taken into the courts, where the
decision asserts the validity of the contract.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The town Cloquet, Minn., is to be lighted by electricity.'

Marshfield, Wis., isto put in a $35,000 electric light

plant.

The Bridgeport, Conn., Electric Light company has in-

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
An electric railway is to be constructed at Bristol, Pa.

An electric railway is projected at Phceni.tville, Pa., and
will be constructed.

An electric railway is projected between Camden and
Woodbury, X. J.

The railway system at Fond du Lac, Wis., is to be
changed to electric power.

An electric line will be run from .\shland to Parishville,
Wis., a distance of seven miles.

.\kron, Cuyahoga Falls and Silver Lake, O., are to be
connected by an electric railway.

Terre Haute, Ind., capitalists have projected an electric
railway line between that place and Harmony.

The Elgin,Aurora and Fox River Electric Railway com-
pany will build an electric line to Montgomery. III.

.\ local company is seeking to obtain a franchise to con-
struct and operate an electric railway at Wausau, Wis.

The Susquehanna Valley Electric Traction company has
been incorporated to build and operate an electric road at
Waverly, X. V.

The Schuylkill Valley Electric Railway company is seek-
ing a franchise to build and operate an electric railway at
Royer's Ford, Pa.

It is proposed to build an electric railway to connect
Cumberland and Westernport, Md., a distance of 30
miles. The first section to be built will be between Looa-
coning and Frostburg.

The county commissioners of Huron county, O., have
granted the Sandusky, Milan and Huron Electric Railway
company the right to construct an electric railway from
East Milan to East Norwalk.

The Montgomer)-, Ala., Terminal Streets Railway com-
pany has decided to equip its entire s>-stem of street and
suburban roads with electricity, and bids for first class
equipment are to be .asked for at once.

Chicago capitalists are negotiating for the narrow gauge
railway between Wilmington and New Castle, Del., and if
the deal is made they will change the road to an electric
railway and put in an electric light plant,

.\ trial trip on the Liverpool, Eng,, Elevated Electric
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railway took place recently. Although the weather was
unfavorable the results were very satisfactory, the speed

of the train averaging between 20 and 30 miles an hour.

The formal opening of the line will take place in a few

days.

A franchise has been granted by the county commission

ers at Marion, Ind., for an electric railroad to Gas City-

a distance of si.^ miles. A bond of $7,000 requires,

operation by July 15th. This is the beginning of a system

which is expected to connect all the principal points in the

Indiana gas fields.

The Wichita, Kan., electric railway has been sold by

the sheriff, under a mortgage of $300,000. The property

was bought in by the bond holders, capitalists of Boston,

and Keene and Nashua, New Hampshire. There will be

a reorganization of the company, but the management
will remain in the same hands.

TELEGRAPH.
The select and common council of Philadelphia have

passed an ordinance appropriating $198,740 for the elec-

trical bureau. This means the improvement and extension

of the police and fire telegraph system and the improve-

ment of the police signal and telephone service.

The Texas Central Railway company, operating from
Waco to Albany, will construct a new telegraph wire

along its line, which is made necessary on account of the

increasing business of the road. The new wire will proba-

bly be of copper. The construction of the line will be

under the joint supervision of the Western Union Tele-

graph company and the Texas Central railway.

In the federal conrt at Wichita,' Kan., Thomes McGill,

a Lane county fai-mer, secured a verdict for $5,000
against the Western Union Telegraph company for failure

to promptly deliver a message. McGill's wife was in such

a condition that an operation was deemed necessary and
the physician in attendance telegraphed to a neighboring

town for another to administer chloroform. The message
was not delivered until too late and the woman died.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The electric linemen who cut the lines at Toledo during

a recent strike have been indicted by the grand jury.

Steps are being taken to establish telephonic communi-
cation between Denmark and Sweden under the sound.

The C. iS; G. Electric company of Atlanta, Ga , has

passed into the hand- of a receiver. The liabilities are

$3,500, with assets of $2,000.

The proposed plans for the laying of the Missouri E'ec-

tric Light & Power company's wires under ground at St.

Louis make a book about three feet square and six inches

thick.

The students at Harvard university have reorganized

the Harvard Electric club. Prominent electricians will

address the club, and members will read papers before it.

The club is not to be a purely social organization, but its

object is to promote knowledge of electricity and kindred

subjects.

Since the introductioa of electricity on the street rail-

roads in this country, the industry of raising large horses

in Canada is said to be disappearing because there is no
demand for this kind of horses. The change has reduced
the price of horses in Canada one half and has depressed

financially many who were engaged in raising horses.

The report of the electric wire inspector of St. Paul,

Minn., shows that during 1892 inspections were made in

that city as follows: Generators, 41; motors (120 horse-

power) 473; arc lights, 815; incandescent lights, 14,900;

incandescent wiring, 894; aerial wires, 79; electro heating,

17; storage battery, 30; separate inspections, 1,329;

accepted, 1,085; condemned, 244.

Senator Mitchell's bill providing that no one shall use

electricity upon another under penalty of death is a strange

measure to be introduced by a grave and reverend senator,

says the Oakland, Cal., Times. Whatever the senator de-

sires to accomplish is not shown in the wording of the

bill, which, as it stands, is decidedly absurd. Electricity is

a valuable aid to therapeutics, and a senator attempting to

prohibit its use in such a connection only invites criti-

cism.

Dr. Catling of Galling gTin fame is attracting the atten-

tion of army and navy officers through the knowledge that

he has perfected a device for applying electricity to fire-

arms. Dr. Galling claims to have a new gun which will

discount the Galling, the mitrailleuse, and all other rapid-

firing guns. The new gun will shoot 2,000 shots per
minute. The motive power consists of an electric motor
attached by a belt to the mechanism of the gun. and the

cost of discharging is s-iid to have been reduced to the
minimum, A test is to be made shortly before a board of

ordnance officers.

A local paper at Newburyport, Mass., tells a story of

an arc lamp trimmer who had a practical demonstration
of the value o( paper insulation. It is related that the

man in question entered a store to trim a lamp, He shut
oR the current, laid two sheets of ledger pap>cr upon the
steam radiator, so as not to mar it as he climbed uptothe
lamp. He trimmed the lamp, turned on the current, and
whil':'

'

5*.ill upon the carbon stepped upon the pa-

per '
- He received :• hock, but the current

was -
.:h by the paper to enable him to release

his ho;;i. a:;d .'.£ fell back unconscious. His right band
was badly burned and he received bruises by the fall. He
s con regained consciousness.

The Aaburn, Me., Electric .Motor company held \\a first

meeting to perfect an organization and elect officers on

January 24th. The following named officers were elected:

Chas. H. Lucas, president; J. P. Hutchinson, secretary and
treasurer; Chas. li. Lucas, Walter F. Brown, Henry|J. Da-
vis and J. P. Hutchinson, directors; Chas. H. Lucas, super-

intendent mechanical department, and Walter F. Brown,
electrician and superintendeut electrical department. The
capital stock is $50,000, of which $2,100 is already paid
in. A large building for the factory has already been secured,
and it is expected that the company will occupy it within a
month, when the manufacture of motors and dynamos
and a general electrical business will be carried on.

TRADE NEWS.
Taylor, Goodhue & Ames, Chicago, have issued a neat

little pamphlet describing the Diamond transformer re-

cently illustrated in this paper. The little work has con-
siderable data on transformers which will be of interest to
central station managers.

The Davis Electrical Works, Springfield, Mass., has is-

sued a calendar intended for users of incandescent lamps.
It warns consumers not to break burned out lamps, but to

send them to their factory and have the old filament re-

placed by a new one.

H. W. Weller, of the New York office of the railway de-
partment of the General Electrical company, has been in

charge of the railway supply house in New York since

December ist, and since he has had this department under
his care, the results have been more than satisfactory.

Riehle Bros. Testing Machine company, Philadelphia,

has recently secured a number of large orders for its ma-
chines and devices, including the Riehle-Roble screw jack,

hydraulic press screw power testing machines, straw rope
twister and marble machines. Electric manufacturing
companies are using these machines extensively.

The Riker Electric Motor company of New York has
issued an elaboiate catalogue in which considerable in-

formation may be found concerning directly connected
engines and dynamos, search lights, storage batteries,

electric launches, fixtures and dynamo machinery generally.

The catalogue is profusely illustrated and is certainly a
creditable production.

The Ball & Wood company of New York has issued a
handsome catalogue containing considerable information
on engines, which will prove valuable to central station

managers. The catalogue is handsomely printed, pro-

fusely illustrated, and is really worthy of more than pass-

ing notice. It contains much information about the de-

velopment of high speed engines.

\Villiara H. McKinlock, president of the Central Elec-

tric company, Chicago, has just returned from a short trip

in the East, where he has perfected arrangements for the
introduction and sale of several new specialties. The
Central Electric company, in prepaiation for the spring
trade, is looking about for new quarters in which to house
its large stock of supplies which increasing business com-
pels it to carry in order to meet the requirements of the

trade and fill orders with promptness. The company has
recently added largely to its force, and predicts a large

trade for the spring.

BUSINESS.
The Automatic Switch company, of Baltimore, Md.,

has moved from its old offices in the Keyser building to

larger quarters in the Equitable building.

The New Jersey Lan.p & Bronze Company, of New
Brunswick, N. J., has issued a handsome catalogue, pro-

fusely illustrated, showing the latest designs in electrical

fixtures.

The Electric Appliance company is receiving the first

large shipment of lis new lamp sockets to be known as the

Acme. While the socket has no peculiarly startling feat-

ures, it has a number of small improvements in details,

such as an increased amount of room for the wiring cord;

extra long contact screws for securing the cord; a heavy
and handsome shell;— in fact it is a well made socket in

every way. The Electric Appliance company is putting in

a large stock in anticipation of a heavy demand.

Secretary Preble of the Chicago Rawhide Manufac-
turing company, Chicago, relates an interesting experience

with one of the first VanDepoele machines. This dyna-

mo was designed to supply six arc lamps of 2,000 candle
power, but owing to a poor belt it was apparently a failure,

as it would furaish hardly enough current for three lamps.
Rawhide belling, however, was tried as a last resort and
now the company refers with pardonable pride to the fact

that from that time on they had no firmer friend than Mr.
YanDpoelc.

It is announced by the local representatives of the Chi-

cago & St. Louis Electric Railroad company that twenty-

six milos of the roadway hasbeen prepared for ties and
rails, and that the work is being rapidly pushed at

several points by large gangs of workmen. Dr. Adams'
method of suspending motors is briefly considered in

Anthony Kcckcnzaun's work on"Klcctric Traction on Rail-

ways and Tramways," in which the following paragraph
appears; "He suspends one bearing, which supports the

motor frame, upon the car axle, and the other end of the

motor, or, more properly speaking, its weight, by means
of springs from cither the framework or the body of the

car. This system has advantages. It assists the starting

of the car. As the car starts there is an initial torque

upon the armature, which, before the car wheel begins to

rolMc, tcndi lo compress the spring, which, in resuming
its former shape, helps to start the car. Secondly, the

jarring owing to the roughness of the track is not trans-

mitted directly to the armature, but through an clastic

medium; and it gives a flexible base."

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued fafiuary 24, 1893.

490.279. Electric Meter. Oscar Froelich, Berlin, Ger-
many.
A bar of soft iron movable in a horizontal plane is surrounded

by two coils, one of which has a raagneti2ing and the other a
deflecting action on the bar; both coils are traveised by the cur-
rent to be measured, or by fractions thereof, while by means of
suitable apparatus a change of current is effected in one of the
two coils, thus causing the iron bar to partake of an oscillating
motion. The number of oscillations of the iron bar will be pro-
portional to the current to be measured, so that if the number
of oscillations produced be registered on a counter, the latter
will indicate directly the number of ampere hours in the work-
ing circuit.

490.280. Electric Motor. Julius W. Hansen, St. Paul,
Minn.

490,292. Cut Out for Electric Circuits. Michael Leavy,
Fittsfield, Mass.

490,297. Electric Railway Conductor. Howard A.
Miner, New York, N. Y.
A feeder wire is suspended immediately above and in close

proximity with the conductor wire, and serves by the aid of a
partial inclosing case as a support and guide, and also as a
feeder for the conducting wire. The casing is partly or entirely
of non-conducting material, and completely covers both wires
except a narrow space directly under the conducting wire. The
trolley wheel is provided with a centra! web that extends into
the opening in the enclosing case and makes contact with the
conducting wire.

490,302. Insulator. Louis McCarthy, Boston, Mass.

493.306. Closed Conduit for Electric Railways. Russell
Parker and Benjamin F. Sutton, Brooklyn, N. Y.

The conduit is designed for systems in which the trolley
wheel exerts an upward pressure upon the conducting wire. It
consists of a Hexible insulating tube suspended by clamps; a
main conductor extending along the interior of the tube and being
supported between the jaws of the clamps, while in the lower
side of the lube is secured the trolley conductor, which is made
in sections One face of the trolley conductor extends through
the tube and is adapted lo come in contact with the trolley
wheel. As the trolley wheel passes over thf sectional con-
ductor it presses the same against the feeding conductor in the
top of the tube, thus establishing a connection between the car
and the feeding conductor.

490.307. Electric Locomotive. Alexander Philipsborn
and Max Schiemann, Berlin, Germany.

490.327. Electric Annunciator System. Henry Van
Hoevenbergh, New York, N. Y.

490,353- Electric Mat. William G. James, Harlem, 111.

The invention is designed for an electrical alarm whereby
when pressure is brought to bear upon the mat by the foot or
otherwise the circuit is closed between the two metallic normally
iasulated sides of the mat.

490,358. Electrical Musical Instrument. Anacleto Mon-
tanelli, Portland. Ore.

The object of the invention is to produce the same tones upon
a plurality of instruments simultaneously while but one is

operated manually. The instrument that is operated manu-
ally is provided with circuit closing devices connected in circuit
with electro-magnets that may act when energized to draw
down the keys of a key board instrument lo cause ihe hammers
to strike the strings of a piano, or to open the air passages to the
reeds of the organ. If the manually operated instrument be a
mandolin or guitar, the depressing of the strings against the
neck of the instiument serves to close the circuit through the
proper electro-magnets at the piano or organ, thus reproducing
the same tones that are produced in the mandolin or guitar.

490,363. Electric Snitch.
Mass.

490,376. Armature for Dynamo Electric Machines or
Motors. Elihu Thomson, Swampscott, Mass.
A sectional laminated core for armatures is provided witli

Overlapping sections provided with holes near the inner edges
through winch slotted binding rods pass.

49->,38i. Dynamometer. John B. Webb, Millburn,

N.J.

490,449. Dynamo Electric Machine. Robert Lundell,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

The motor or dynamo has a single field magnet coil which
incloses or surrounds inwardly projecting field magnet poles;
the armature has its axis coincident or parallel with the axis of
the field magnet coil, the poles being located in the annular
space between the field magnet coil and the armature.

490,460. Dynamo Electric Machine. Charles Wachtel,
Newark, N. J.

490,477. Electrical Connecting Device. Joseph Hutch-
inson, New York, N. Y,

490,479. Electric Show Case Alarm. Rudolph C,
Kruschke, Duluth, Minn.

490,497. Process of Purifying Pyroligniles. Frederick
H. Pickles, Fairfield, and Robert II. Pickles, Marple,
Eng.

An insulated conductor is connected with the dynamo and a
sectional contact conductor is provided, the sections being nor-
mally disconnected from the insulated conductor and from each
other; one or more electro-magnets are provided which, at: he
time a current collector passes off of a section i)rcceding a given
section and on to the given section, disconnect tlic preceding
section from and connect a succeeding section wiili the in-
sulated conductor.

490,549. Elevated Railway System. Charles Drill and
Ilenry J. Schmitt, St. Louis, Mo.

49o,5f>o. Insulator. Aiiguste J. Hauty, Siltsburg, Pa.

490.597- Conductor System for Electric Railways. Ra-
phul llayden, I'airmont, W. Va.

490,605. Ii^lcctric Lamp Sicket and Tap. Alexander!''.
Vcttcr, New York, N. Y.

4.)0,6o7. Apparatus for Distributing MaiU I''rederick

D*A. Goold, New York, N. Y.

490,626. Railway Signal. Ira L. Green, Kitlanning, Pa.

490,630, Electric Conduit. ICrnest I>. Ransome, Oak-
land, Cal.

A Wilier conduit in provided with paiMigcM for electric con-
ductors formed in llpc wnlln of the water conduit, double man-
JioIc<( being provided, one opening into the water main rind the
other into the pun-^agc:^ for the electric conductors.

Albert L. Rohrer, Lynn,
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Eugene F. Phillips, Proat. \\'.
;V. IlATnAWAY, Troas. W. II. Sawteb, Soo'y.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

miUX FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
ELECTKIO LIGHT LINE WIRE,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AMERICANITE. MAGNET.
OFFJCEANDANNUMCIATOR
FARADAY CABLES. WIRES.

NEW YOKK OFFICE, P. C. Ackcrmnu, 10 OorllnmU Stroet.

MONTREAL BKANCH. Euyeae F. Phillips' Electrical Works

i»'cm.:Ej

SAL-AMMONIAC.
Ciiarantfcd Over 99 Per Cent. Pare.

101 Hiiizie SI.. Chlraen.

E. M. HATHEWAY,
Electrical Engineer,

Plans, Specifications. Supervision, Tests,

Expert Advice on all Electrical Subjects.

427 "The Itookeri." Cliioacro.

AUZILIASY MaUTH?ISC2
For Telephone.
For I..OXG 01;

SIIOI'.T llBlanw.

r>*;r«'ir(fl of ANV
ilKIOMT, SotiU'l
''>r)C^'I)trat<:d l>\-
l:y.rn,\ on din-
[.Jjr.-i^TQ. Voij con
'vHl.Hr-f:i:iin'l b«
'JJMfnrniy h<;ar'J.

.S.Mn-

W. N. MARCUS.
;H .V. Siicoml .St.,

I Jill/i'!eli,hln, to.

C.TKri'LKH.Jr.,
'-.^nitufe. For na\o
y ail 'I'raler*.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
luHulation <nnaraiiteed wherever nsed, Aerial, ITndersronnd or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, he says: *-A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber nsed In insulating our wires and cables is especially chemically prepared, andie guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The insulation is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids, and the whole elicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra Dnlj-h, which we
have now adopted for all our eolid wires as an extra weatherproof nrotection, and also preventing chaling and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very gre^^ extent fireproof. Our insolalion wIJl prove
durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clarlc Joint <Kuni should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one foot Ion" and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped abonl a joint
".nd pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. FOR JKAlL^VAi'' .•'nd IflOTOK use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark ineulation.

WK «UARAXTEE OUIl IIVSlIIiATIOX ^VHEREA^EK IISEO, AERIAL, UXI>EK<;ROI'XD OR HUBIUARINE, and our net prices are aa low, if not lower than any
other flrst-clasa Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and diacountH for <jiiHnl ii !

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 HampsUire Street, BOSTON, 31ASS.

HBNRT A. CLARK, Tressnrer and Gen'l Manager.
HBBBEKT H, EtJSTIS, PMBldent and Electrlclm.

WRITE FOR PRICES ,\ND SAMPLES OF

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OP

SRAMIaKSS rubber WIREIS AND CABLRS,
FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, TRENTON, N. .J.

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., General Western Agents, 171 and 1 73 Lake St. Chicago, III

ANY CANDLE POWER. [£]

''STEUBEN" LAMP.
\7^nte for- I*rlo©s.

STKUBEN liAlir WORKS, CANISTEO, N. Y.

ANY VOLTAGE.

Sa.n3.X3les Fx-ee.
-T^33-

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN..
AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK,

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

HIKES ELIMINATOR.
THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR OF ALL

^ Steam Separators and Oil Extractors. |
1^5?^] '" twelve trials in the "Cornell" Separator teat, it averaged

'-10 per ceat Dry Steam. Outstripping all competitors, '"V'

Send for Circular and Cornell test report.

[ELIMINATOR CO,, '"^"N-E^y^o'^K.
This advertisement appears every other week.

HOBIzo^-TA^-

SILK BRAID
For Incandescent

Lamp
Filaments.

The greatest care taken in producing a uaiform article.

BOSTON BRAID MFC. CO.,
27 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

S^ SPEED

MOTORS.
M n.P. 500 Volt Armature, Ventilated, Constant Speed, 1,500.

The Motors are made with the best appliances and material obtainable, and embody every Improve
ment of raeiit, with llie intention that they ehall be the Standard ol' their clat<H.

430 West 1 4th Street. NEW YORK.

SAL AMMONIAC
(ELKCTKIO 1?KAN1>)

ForElectrical Purposes
Gimratiteed 98/!}9% and free of lead and iron.

If yon want the best ([uality ask your dealer

for this Lraiid. Iniiiorted hy

A.KUPSTEIN, 122 Pearl St., New York.

ELECTRICAL MEASURING INSTRDMEHTS.
We manufacture a large variety

of apparatus for both experimental
and practical use, and shall be
pleased to submit prices to intending
purchasers. Our specialties com-
prise Ammeters, Voltmeters, Hesis-
tance Boxes, Testing Sets, Testing
Batteries; Galvanometers, Photo-
meters, Tachometers, etc. If your
dealer does not have our goods in

stock, send orders direct to us for
prompt attention.

QUEEN & CO.,
PHILADELPHIA.

Illustrated descrlptirecnt.alogue, Xo. \m, mailnl iirst-paia ui'on rttcir! of five ^all^
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Established in 1861.

B. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ELECTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-BRINCH STORE-

SI 34 Michigan Avenu«»

NOTICE.
Parties wishing machinery of any kind manu-

factured, eilht^r in large or small quantities, please

address the undersigned, who own near Boston a
large and well equipped shop with the tools of

latest patterns. Eeeponsibility, and satisfactory

work guaranteed.

MANUFACTURERS,
P, O. Bos 5305, BOSTOX, MASS.

FOR SALE.
Two-siity H. P., and one-fifty H. P., Armington-

Sims High Speed Encines. Are second hand hut

in firet class condition. Purchaser can inspect
them in actual ser\'ice. Address

THE BRIDGEPORT ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,

Bridgeport, Conn.

MAP OFTHE UNITED STATES.
A large, handsome Map of the Urited

Slates, mounted snd su tab'e for tffice or

home usp, is Issued by the Burliogton
Route. Copies will be mailed to any ad-

dress on receipt- of twelve cents in postage
bvP. S. ErsTTs, Gen'] Pass. Agent, C. B.

&Q. R. R., Chicago, III.

Manufactui'ei's of

ocTAGONALi^^ Cedar
TELEmni&Electrical
RailwayFoles&CRossArms

^y H.M.LOUD & Sons Uimber^
OSCODA, IVIICH.

THEHTAMMP.KOr'K.Vf l.-.fXIT

B.*TTf:Rif:s Of Tilt: ^vop.U),
And the b«it mide if'/tirtf^.

SeTID fob Clt-JJVlJiR & Peice-s.

The Leclanche Battery Co.
'/; rt 117 £asl 13tslSi..N. Y.

Cominutate ReflUed.

SIOUX CITY

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

SOUIX CITY, IOWA.
Patented Jan. 22, 1884. A T > Sm ith 'S

Electric Lava Gas Tip

Multiple Llgbting

For Churches, Theaters
and Public Halle.

Are need all over the conn-
try. Send for estiinatee or
prices to

A.T.SMITH,
G W.I 4th St , New York

ELECTRICITY
FOR

ENGINEERS.

A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.

Price, Postage Prepaid,

S2.50.

Electrician Pulilisiiing Co.,

6 Lakeside Building,

CHICAGO.

Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier,

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam
BoilerB. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERGE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

(LaATINUM
P; For all Purposes.

Scrap and Native Platinum Purchased.
BAKKR & CO., 408-414 New Jersey

Kaiiroatl Ave., Newark, >'. J.

A.M.MORSE ^CO.J^IO.O^-^

RUr.KFVF SQTO IQOOH.P>ST. LQUIS.

ENCINES 1 SltvIc'o. Simple
m.l. Send for Oir

FOR SALE.
Two 300-ampere3 shunt wound U. S. Pynamns.
Two 200-amperea shunt wound U, S. Dynamos,
Two 500-light T.-H. Dynamos, compound wound,

with Base, BheoRtat and Ammeter.
Two 25-!ight Amerieaa 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamos.
One SO-liglit Sperry 2,000-0. p. Arc Dynamo.
Ten 12-lijjht Knowles Dynamos with lamps.
Twelve 50-Ilght Schuyler Dynamos. 2,000-c. p.

Two 160-Brush Incandescent Machines, 95 volts.

One 15-light Brush Arc, 7 nmperes.
One 90-h. p. Arminpton and Sims Entwine.
Two 120 ampere Edison Dynamos, self-oiliug.

We Buy Outright Electrical Equipment.

jQBN I im m, I mm co„

74 CORTl/AainT ST., K. Y.

TRY THE
ELECTRIC-LIGHTED TRAINS

OF THE

CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE & ST. PAUL RY.

CHICAGO
TO

ST. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS,
.\Nn

CHICAGO
TO

SIOUX CITY AND OMAHA.
FINEST TRAINS
IN THE WORLD;

TICKET OFFICE, a07 CliABK ST.

EASTMAN'S
Bromide Copying Paper.

Blaclc lineiii on a, n'liite ^ound
can be obtained easily and quickly with our

Bromide Copying Paper. Ic takes but a few

minutes to make the negative, and positives

can then be made without waiting for the

negative to dry. It prints in seconds where

blue prints take hours. Prints made by lamp-

light or daylight.

American's Opmon.
361 Broadway, New York, Dec. 17, 1892.

EASTMAX KODAK CO,,
Roehestevy X. Y.

:

Gentlemen: —We take pleasure in saying we are
now and for several years have been using your
photo copying paper It has always given ua
satisfaction. We find it to be a first class article

in every respect. Faithfuly yours,
MUNN & CO.

Our paper is also extensively used in the

government departments. It preserves %\l

the good qualities of the original drawings

and has none of the cheap look of blue prints.

Send for circular and sample prints.

Eastman UM Company,

Rochester, N. Y.

ANCIER & KENNARD,
SELLING AGENTS FOR

ELECTniCAL, Mll.1. AKD HAII^WAY SlTPPUES.

REPRESENTING: ^ the new vobk BrBBEB co. [

519
If. h. 1.0VEE1. cV CO.

New York.

czp4IC=:a^o.

, Non-Conductive Blocks,
Rosettes and Bates for

Cut-Outs and Switches.

Also Insulators, Cleats,

Lamp Trimmings and ottier

Electrical Supplies.

Our production Is a dense
oody. The glaztnc ana body
nf our ware are of sanio com-
position, and arf* liakeri allbe,

which are the features or

Trae Hartl I'orcelain.

EMPIRE
CHINA
WORKS,

Mi H 15G Green 81,

Green Point,

IIKOOKIVN, S.Y:

ESTABLISHED 1867.

PartriGl(& Carter Co.

M4NDFACTDRERS AND DEALERS,

125 Soifli SecoDfl StrBRt, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Electrical Supplies
OF ALL KINDS.

HOUSE GOODS A SPECIALTY.

WRITE for CATALOGUE and PRICES.

Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

THE r»ESlliTOnNr T7V.A."rE3R ^WHESESXj
Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel In tho World. Over 2,000 in use.

Allortl'i tint inoBt Bimploand mllablo iinwer for all minlnn and maniifactur-
Inj; machinery. Aduplorl to lieadH riinnlni; from '.-'0 up to 2,i)W or more foot.
Krom *'0 to iJOpnr cunt. l)Htti«r rooiiltB i;iiuranteud than can hn produced from
any other Whtji.-i In tho country,

KliKCTieiO TKAlVKlfllHMIOIV.
Tlio advftntaf,'i!B tho I'ellon Whijel iilTordH in the way (<t a unlforin and rolia-

hlo jKuvi-r, riofo r<'(,Milatlon and ttin faculty of (idaDltttlon to varylnt; coniilflonB
of fpHed and nrfft-Burt', have brought il Into Hpeclal prominence and exienHlva
ono for thiB cliiHH of work. All appllcfitlonB flhonid Hiato anioiini and Imud of
wiiUjr powor rerinired, and for v'lat jiurpoBe, with opitroxlnmte ionj;th of jilpo
IliKi. Hr.ui) roll <;atai,o'ii;k.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
r^l-rz:t .Main hi.. Hun rranciHCO, <'ul., 11. H. A.

///; M.Mitl'JilTr NTttlCt'JT, - - A /'.'IF VOUK.
^P~lt bnvlDKComdto our notire that our pat'Mit rjfjhlH arn txtlnj; Inrrlnged

• ipnn. InU'ndln^pnrchnocrH are herohy warnod that all uncli Inrrln^emonte will
t>t! duly i<rofi«rriM-f|. "^

I*lCl.TO;V WATKK TtlOTOKH. Varying from tho fraction of 1 to Ifi

and 21) horae pti\v<ir, uni-tjiiBJiid for all llj^hl, riinnln)^ nmclilnery. Warranted
tr. flHvelnp a^Nvcn Biiiount of pow<T wllli onri-hair the wator rmiiilriMl hy any
other. t3^Hend for Motor Clrcninr. AddrnDW an above. DwIIvfirUm niadti from
Ban Fraacleco or Now York, as may afford the moBl favorable frclKht rotee.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attcniion ol RIJyJTklC COMPANIES iz called to this CEI^K.nRAXKO WAXI-:K \VIIKI-:i>a5 panicuiarly adapicd to ihcir u3c

on account of its r4*iusirkal»ly Hleady motion, hif^h Hpe«fd
a.nd s^*'^tKtti<'i*tncy^3ind larer<! Capacity for its diameter,
being doMl»le the I*o^*er of most wheels of same diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric comT-anies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect ena-ranteed.
sm^iNO ron c;atai>ogi;e aivu pakxiciji.arm.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears arc required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying cngra^-ing represents a pair of 12 inch VICTOR

XIJRBIIVES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, ail mounted upon
a substantia] cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
St ictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situatioD
admits of their use, we recommend them. '^

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

sisa7.^:BXjis:^:E3i> is 78.
80L,K MAKUFACTIKERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Roda, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. C"lora, I{ed, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wu.^iSZ^n:»Kv. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i*j?Am^i!^.

i^HAWnVT
1FV5EWIRE
COMPANY

161 HIGH ST BOSTON

HICHE3T GRADE

TESTED FV5EWIRES UNKS

JEND FOR CATALOCVE

AND PRICE U5T5

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles, Wr'-to To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
•ilH n'alnwrisbt Hide.. Mt. Louis. Mo

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB ELECTBICAIi U»^ES.

eirBptLite Rods of Tarions lienstlie. from 1-5 Ohm to 100 Ohms Bcsistance
to the inch. «iirapliite BoxeH aud Vrnoibles, Beslstins Heats

or 4.000 UesreeH. Inquiries 4i}ladly Ansivered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

CEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts-

If in want of Poles. Ties and Posts, eave mone^
by getting my prices.

W.C, STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

THE PENNSYLVANU LAMP
ACKlVOWIiEDeED TO HAVE THE HIGHEST UEBIT IN AliL. THE BKCENT COMPETITIVE TESTS.

INCANDESCENT DAMPS, S TO 300 CANDI-E POWER. „ AI.L VOLTAGES AND BASES AXWATS IN STOCI£

PENN MUTUAL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA. WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, NEW YORK.
WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, CHICAGO.

HOLMES,BOOTH£HAYDENS,
Factories: Waterbury, Conn. 25 Park Place, New York.

MANIIfACTHliEIlS OF

Bare and Insulated Wire.
Underwriters' Copper Klectric Light Line Wire, Cupper Magnft Win

Round and Flat Copper Bars for Statiou Work,
Insulated Iron Preasuro Wire.

PATENT
a
K. K." LINE WIRE

Tor Electric Light, Electric Railways. Motors, Telegraph
and Telephone TJeo.

Agents for the Washington Carbon Company. Carbons for Arc Lighting.

TMIOS. Jy. SI'.OVMtjtj, Xetv York Agent.

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, '"
'- '- PHILADELPHIA.

BUILDERS OF RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY CARS OF ALL CLASSES.

Special nttonti'--- _

Builders of Brill No. '21 Truck with

I ! M. r rmd Tnill Cnrti.

ulid lorgLd Irumu, and "Euicka" MuxJmum Traction Pivotal True

DERIVATION OF

Practical Electrical Units,

By LIEUT. F.B.BADT ana PROF. fl,S.CARHAIlT.

PRICE, POSTAGE PREPAID. 75 CENTS.

This is a very handsome book of sixty pag;es, printed on

fine heavy paper, with neat clctli binding. It contains Por-

traits and I5iographies of Ohm, Watt, Faraday, Joule, Gauss,

Weber, Sir William Siemens, Dr. Werner von Siemens.

Volta, Ampere, Daniell and von Jacobi, together with a

carefully prepared table of Practical Electrical Units, with

their relative values. In no other single volume can this

rare collection of portraits be found.

ELECTRICIAN PDBLISHIHG CO.

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO. ILL.
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ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

General Western Agents

FOR THIS

CELEBRATED WIRE.

RBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Did You Receive Our Picture of the WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION,

IN /^^^^ Carrying Current for all In-

candescent Lamps?

If not, write us for it.

NEW YORK

INSULATED WIRE CO.,

Nos. 13, 15 and 17 Corilandt St.,

Nos. 78, 80 and 82 Franklin St..

New York.

Ctiicago.

Carpenter Eninnel Rheostat Go.,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

B.Ward Leonard

President

Geo. H. Finn,

Tlce-Prest.

C. E. Carpenter,

SetfyiTreas.

-i^'^T^-'iS**'

Patent Xo. 481,7^1, Aupa^t, 1892.

Bheo=tats of every size and kind such a^ Motor
Starters, FieldResulators. Stage Regnlatori^, Equal-
izer?, etc., having resistance up to 2,000 ohms and
current capacity up to 2W amperes.

liOlV PRICES.
Guarantees against burn-outs under normal usage.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Tausht thorontrhlv day and night at the INSTI-
TUTE of TFX'HXOLOGY, 151 Throop
Street. Chicago, III. Amateare, Artisans
and others asaietod PbacticAllt In any line, and
Instracted in the lateat and most improved
methode.

Mechanical Dkadgbting, Mathematice, Elec-
trical Calculatlone, Architecture, Mechanice, also

aught day and night.

HUGHES BROS. MFG. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Cross Arms, Insalato! Pins ^ Brackets,

And Electrical Sloldlns*

Correspondence Solicited.

CHATTANOOGA, - TENN.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The- Kartavsrt « Manufacturing - Co.^
TTCXXjAXXKO'O'Z'OIia', X>£IXj.

FUSE ]
Correct Carrying Capac '

WIRE or I ity. Absolute

STRIPS. ) Uniiormity in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave..
CI0ua.C3-O.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO..

Arc Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

Innandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro platers.

SE:isrx>

CHICAGO OFFICE,
Monadnock Building.

DENVER OFFICE, NEW YORK OFFICE,
1735 Champa Street. 42 and 44 Broad Street.
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NEW BOOK!
NOW READY.

NEW
DYNAMO TENDERS'

HAND-BOOK.
226 Pages. 140 ZSngravings. Hand-Book Sixe.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-hook series, of which

30poo copies have been sold. The new hook contains more than twice as

many pages and twice as many engravings as were comprised

in the old^ and will continue to retain the distinction of

heing the ONLY STANDARD WORKfor the

practical dynamo man and the learner.

NOW READY. PRICU1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PARTICULAKLT ADAPTED TO DEIVING

Elsctric Light and Powsr Stations
jj On account of itu high efficiency at all stages of gate, Bteadineae of motion and easy working gate, the con-
7 Btruction of which mabea It the most eenBltive lo the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

-1 SEND FOR CATALOGUE """ting various Btyle|_^ofjemn|o„ both verH^

^ THE DAYTON GLOBEIrONWORKS CO,,

DAYTON. OHIO.SUCCESSOHS TO
STOUT. IlllliL.S & TEMU'LE,

thesechrist automatic switch
For controlling Incandescent
Lights in private residences
by using automatic gas heys
and an ordinary battery or
sJintit circtiit.

KTK/ ;A 1VrT' 'ITi"l~> -—One good con-

struction firm in each city to represent us.

Apply to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
Manufacturer and Patentee, DENVER, COLO

ELECTRICITY for ENGINEERS.
A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.

Price, Postage Prepaid, $2.50.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,—SI,00.

—

THE

lONA

HAND

LIGHTING

BURNER.

BEING A MANUFACTURERyouareforced
by competition to keep in touch with all genuine economies

as soou as their value is proved; heuce your Compouud
Engines, Condensers, Steam Loops, etc., to reduce the cost

of Hsijis yonr t^teaui. It is etjually important that you
should consider every item vphich enters into the cost of
iuakiii«: your Steam.

Write (or Manufaclurert' Prices.

Reflflius Electric Co.,

41 FEDERAL ST.,

BOSTON, - MASS.

If you are building a new Boiler House, resetting your

old boilers or adding new ones:

If your present boilers are short of capacity:

If you wish to raise tlieir evaporative duty to the level of

expert hand firing, and keep it there all the time:

If you wish smokelessness by |»reventiiig,—noteonceal-

ing: or eonsuiiitns the smoke:

If you wisli to preserve your boilers from unequal strains.

YOU WILL CAREFULLY CON-

SIDER MECHANICAL

STOKING.
If you wisli to save the -whole cost of handling, which in

large plants is the greater part of the labor item:

You will equip with simple, cheap and practical

Coal and Ash Handling Machinery.

If you wish to have your fires always under control, irrespective of atmospheric conditions, quality of fuel, or length of run-

If you wish to be independent of extraordinary or sudden demands for steam:

If you wish to save a lar!,'e portion of the cost of a chimney with its foundations—anil above all.

If you wish to return into your feed water the greater portion of the heat otherwise sent up tlie Hue lo make draft,

You Will Use Mechanical Exhaust Draft and Economizers.

It is a well organized Department of our Business to design and construct

Boiler Plants, comprising any or all of the above features, as good judgment

may determine. We assume an authority in this branch of Engineering

arising from an experience with over 750,000 Horse Power of Boilers

equipped with Stokers.

WESTINGHOUSE, CHURCH, KERR & CO., ENGINEERS,

VKW -VOItK. I- « orrlaiiiU Mlr<-<-t <'ll K' A<;<>. ir.r. nii<l l.-.s I.Hliir Mtrrct. BOMTOIV, iMU Alluiilic Av.'iiun.

MT. 1.01 IH. <-oiiim<r<-ial llnilillni:. l"|-|-rKltl l(<. Il,\\ .-hI iimhoiiM.- Knililiiiit. ,-|I 1 ,\ \|-..\ I'OI-IH. Ilii-i-y IlloeU.

Repreicnied in PHILAOELPHU by M. R. MUCKLE, Jr., & CO.. Droxol Building.
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^H

FOR
ELECTRIC
LIGHTINC.

^^

FOR
ELECTRIC
RAILWAYS.

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade Antomatlc

ENGINES,
HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL.

SL.^.^^' Two liorse power to ttree liniiilred liorso pwn.

Wester, Denarlmcnt- 26 and 28 Randolph St., CHICAGO. - H. S. W^LKER, Manager

OF INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

A New Book Just Published.

A Practical Guide to the Testing of Electric Light, Electric

Railway, Telephone and Telegraph Wires.

PBICB, POSTAGE PREPAID, $1.00.

SEIVD IJi ITOUK ORBEB NOW.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

UTS
Wood KiiKraving—For Machinery, otc.
Zinc Ktc'hiiig—From Priots, Pen and Ink Drawings, etc.

Half-Tone Process-^ Direct reproductions of Photogrdphs, Wash DraMrin^^e,
) etc., etched in copper.

Wax EneraTinsS—For Maps, Plats, Script, or Diagrams.
Photo-Ijitliograpliy—Transfers for Lithographers in paper or atone.
Designlns.

MANZ^CO.,
ENGRAVERS,

183, 185 anfl 187 Monroe St., cmOAGO.

FROM GASOLINE.
Cheaper than Steam '

Direct from the Tank.

For &rc and Incandescent Lighting.

OTTO GASOLINE ENGINES,
Working without b'lilor, eteam, onl. njhf-a, dani.;>'rr, and

OTTO GAS ENGINE WORKS,
33d and Walnut Sis.. Philadelphia. Pa.

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
liuilders of High Grade

Corliss Engines,

Giddings' Aatomatics.

Simple, Compound. Condensing.

Complete Plants Furnished.

Works: SIOUX CITY, lA.

- BRANCH OFFICE

:

^^^^ te S. Canal Street. CHTCAGO.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders ofjaigli Grade Engines and Boilers.

Electric Liglit Engines
a Specialty.

CoinnleteSteain Plaits Installed.

WESTEEN WAEEEOOMS;
64 South Canal Street. CHICAGO. ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also 30 Cortlandt Street, New York Citv.

Downward Draft Steam Boilers,
Fael SaTiner, Smoke Preventing:.

<tuick Ssiteaminn: and Durable.

-J pa

1-^
CO

ALBERT BLANCHARD, 427 Ttie Rookery Bldg.. CHICAGO. ILL.

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

iOVNUFACTURERS OF

SHAFTING. ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

Bmcll DfficBS'-l

'^"""^ ^^"""' **' CHICAGO.
flrancn umgBS, 39 cortundt st., new york
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General Electric ComDany.
ZSdison and Thomson-Houston Systems of

ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS.

TheW.P.Iron-CMfflotor

Has undergone the most stringent

tests possible, and has fulfilled the

most rigid requirements of Street

Railway Service.

ITS SPECIAL ADVANTAGES ARE:
LIGHTNESS. MINIMUM OF EXPENSE FOR REPAIRS. FLOATING ARMATURE
COMPACTNESS. FEWNESS OF PARTS. ABSENCE OF SPARKING. STRENGTH
SINGLE FIELD COIL. NOISELESSNESS. FULLY APPROVED AND INDORSED
BY ALL COMPANIES WHO HAVE USED IT.

OUR LINE OF OVERHEAD PARTS AND RAILROAD SUPPLIES

Comprises All the Latest and Most Improved Street Railway Appliances.

Street Railway Snow Sweepers
Sli.o-u.ld- Toe OrcLered. froxn uls oA, Orxce.

We are the Only Company who can Supply Reliable Snovr Svreeper».

620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS.
173 and lin Adams St., CHICAGO, ILL.

264 W. Fourth St., CJNCIXNATI, OHIO.
GoiUd BuUding, ATLANTA, OA.

f~tcze:^:
14 liroailSt., NEW YORK.

GOU Arch St., rniLADELPUIA, PA.
401-407 Slltley St., ST. I'AlfL, MINN.

Manonlc Temple, UENVMR, COLO
in Fi/THt Street, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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These are the heads of the different departments of

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS,
H and SG FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO.

Your order is promptly and carefully taken care of by one of them.
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FUSE WIRE
AND

FUSE LINKS.

Our reliable Fuse Links are "one piece"

and will not get loose under

binding; screws.

Are you

using

the

Wirt

Commutator

Brushes?

Habirshaw's

Pure

Rubber

Covered

Wires,

Cables

and

Cores.

The U. S.

Government

Standard

of

Excellence.

The Stanley Transformers

Are already so well and favorably known that we are at a loss to

say anything that will add to the brilliant record which

they made for themselves during the past year.

SHIELD BRAND

Moisture-Proof Wire.

For Feeder Circuits.

For Light and Power Lines.

THE WIRT
ELECTRIC

INDICATORS.

Made with Moisture, Dust and

Time Proof Cases.

WIET VOLT INllICATim.

fiNTERIOR VIEW.)

These instruments are designed to meet the severest con-

ditions of exacting commercial practice in station work.

These instruments have been adopted as a standard by the

largest station operators in the United States.

We guarantee their Accuracy and Reliability.

If you are running with inferior

Indicators, or, worse still, with

none, don't let another week pass

without ordering.

Do it To-Day!

DO IT NOW!
WIKT AMPERE INDICATOE.

(iNTKiiroil VIKW.)

STEEL WIRE

TRACK BROO.'WS.

A clean rail makes it easy for

the mule or the motor.

The Electrical Supply Co.,
Corner Randolph Street and Michigan Avenue.

Fftct^,rl*!q nufl Kapit*)rn OfDcOH:

ANKOKIA, CON.N.

Electric Light
and Pov/er,
No. 2:j.

Chicago.

CKTWLOGUES:
Electric
R. R. Supplies,
No. .Jl.

Electrical

House Goods
No. 41A.

Carpenter

Electric

Heating

Apparatus.

Car Heaters.

Radiators

for

Offices

and

Residences.

Cooking

Utensils.

We carry a large stock of

tuciirakly drawn and insulated

MAGNET WIRES.

Orders for quick shipments

solicited.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PEROHA INSULATING CO.
-MANUFACTUKEBS OF

VULCANIZED INDIA RUBBER

Cables, to any Specification

up to 8,000 Megohms per

mile.

ABSOLUTELY PURE RUBBER

CABLES,

CONCENTRIC CABLES, any

milage, FLEXIBLE CORDS,

SILK, HEMP, COTTON DY-

NAMO WIRES and CABLES,

very pliable. Every variety

ol INCANDESCENT CORES.

THREE and TWO - WIRE

CABLES, to any specifica-

tion up to 8,000 Megohm

per knot.

CABLES of High Insulation

and Long Life, all milage.

if you are not acquainted with tiie merits of Habirsliaw Insulation

we shall be pleased to send you samples upon application.

W. M. HABIRSHAW, Gen'l Mgr. OFFICE: 3 1 5 Madison Ave, Cor. 42(1 St, NEW YORK.

366^ FAGTORT: Glenwood^ Yonkers, N. Y.

Western AjsrentS! THE ELECTRICAL -SUPPLY Cfn.. firmer Randolph St. and Michigan Ave.. CHICACO, ILL.

WESTINGHOUSE ELEGTBIG & MFG. GO.,

HANVFACTUBERS OF APPABATTTS FOR

Arc Lighting, taiescent Lighting,

LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,

Street Railway Generators, Motors and Appliances.

Our alternating current incandescent apparatus Is in use in 430 central stations.

1,000 isolated plants. Our arc apparatus is in use all over the world.

We are now transmitting light and power various distances up to 28 miles from the

source.

Our multipolar railway generators and noiseless single reduction motors have
worked a revolution in the electric railway field in two years.

Orders for APFAKjlTiriS, RBPAIBS anil HrPPLIES formerly fnrniHlipd by the Viiitcd States Blectrir I^ightins Co.,
Newark, Tfi. J., nhoold now be aent to this Company, where they will receive prompt attention.

BRANCH OrnCES IN ALL THE LEADING CITIES.
AGENTS FOR CANADA: AHERN & SOPER, OTTAWA, ONT.
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T^p-i:

standardDynamo
MORE FDLIY MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS FOR

MUNICIPAL AND COMMERCIAL ARC LIGHTINC

THAN ANY DYNAMO EVER OFFERED.

Intelligent,

Unbiased

Electricians

and

Arc Light Users

Throughout

The Country

Verify our

Claims for

Highest

Efficiency

and

Greatest

Economy

in

Operation

and

Repair.

THE STANDARD ARC LAMP
Is the only high-grade independent feed lamp which will,

with ONE FEEDING MECHANISM, ONE CARBON ROD and
ONE PAIR OF CARBONS, give a constant unchanging light
from DUSK TO cawn, every nicht in the year. We are the
pioneers in SIMPLIFIED DOUBLE SERVICE ARC LIGHTING.

AddreNH all CommiinicatlonM tn

STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.,
GENERAL OFFICES:

Suite 625, Home Ins. Bldg.

WORKS:

313-317 So. Canal Street.



$3 per Annum. EVERY SATURDAY. I O cents per Copy:
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LOUIS K. COMSTOCK,
Electrical Engineer and Contractor.

TESTS, PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS AND SUPERVISION
For all Kinds of Electrical Installations.

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION.
1419 Monadnock Building, Chicago.

Now Open

For Another Year.
^-1 /

iiffi^sSjJ;^
sFT?*^'*.

"TIic Choicc&t Special-
ties "scrv€<l at reason-
able pricea."

HAVE YOU SEEN THE MENUI

GEORGE CUTTER,
Chicago.

DDKANT CHEEVER, P''"i«M Manager..

The

International OKONITE COMPANY,

i-ON'^

^i^>^^i»iARti

LIMITED,

1 3 Park Row, New Yorki
INSULATED

WIRES ALDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground U<a.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Olconite Waterproof Tape,

, BRANCHES: CbicMffo, Boston, Phlladelplila, Alinneapolis, Cincinnati, 1

Omaha, LoalsvUle, St. Lonla, San Francisco, London and So. America.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 D£T STREET, NEVT YORK,

MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Electrical Supplies
OF All SISCBIPTIOHS,

Telegraph, Telephone,
Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

Line Material.
WE OWN AND OPBRATK TIIK

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WUERi; WE MANUFACTITRE A FUt.L LINE OK

Test Instrnments and all Scientific Measurement Apparatns.

KEY FOR CAPACITY TK8TS.

PACKARD HIGH GRADE
INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

Sfannfactared hjr the

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
ACIKNTS:

I-'inlHvlllo, Ky., Smifhers k PhvIr.
Pltt«hurKb, Pa.. W. H. Vandi^vnrt, W9 Lewis Block.
G, P. AltMnbt-rtf. 'ZJt Wnlimt St., Otnctnnatl, Ohio.

nftent for Keotucky, T^mxHSsee, Vlr^nia and
Wert Virginia.

X,ltlte Rnck, Ark., Arkoosos Electric Supply Co.,
:m \V srarhhrim St.

Montrenl, Can., Pai-krird T_imp To., ^C-lOO KlDR St.

New York City. Chafl. E. Chopin, l.'ie Liberty St.

Chicae<i, "I , Elec-. Appliaoco Cu.. W2 Madison St.

St. Paul, Minn.,The Elec. KodaeerlnK & Supply Co.
Omaha, Neb-, B. H. Downt^, 215 Sheely Utock
St Lnuis. Mn..St Lnul« Kloctrical SnppiyCo.
San Francisco, Cal., A. O. Bralnnrd & Son, No. lOB

CullforniaSt.
CiDoinnati, O., Post-Glover Elec. Co,, 21.^ W. 4th St.

MAKDFACT0BEK OF

INSUI-iLTED BLBCTRIC WIRE,
FLKXTBLE CORDS anO CABLES.

ano and 202 North Tbird Street, - - PIHl,ADKl,PHIA, PA.

THE BEACON LAMP.
16 Candle

Power,

35 Cents.

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Eiectrtca! Co., ^"/r^T Boston, Mass.
New York Office and Stock Koom: Central Biiilding, 141 Liberty 3ir.;.;t.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PUNTS.
ESTIMATES AND DRAWINGS srBUITTRD.

WESTON ENGINE CO..
Painted Post, N. Y.

REPRESENTATIVES :

Julian Scholl & Co. . \26 Llt>erty St.. New York.
Geo. D. HoiTuian. R2 Lake St.. Chicago. IIU
H. M. Sclpl© A:Co.,3dA: Area Sts.. PhUadelpWa.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford, Conn.

THE BALL £ WOOD COMPANY,
Builders of Improved Automatic Cut-off Engines.

W, IJ, Pi^nrson & Co., Home Ins, BMif., Chicago III. Jamos A Co., ChutlAnooe*, Toon.
\V. .\. Day. IJH Oliver St. B<wlou, Ma«i. William M. Porior. Detroit, Mich.
V. U. Whillug, JafoltflOD H[.>i<-, i>."<v..r. Colo. T W. Andpraor. Il.i"~i.»i

II, jnici
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eneral Electric ConiDany,
44 Broad St., New York City. 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

THE RICHT OF THE
TO AN INJUNCTION

HAS BEEN
BY

U.S. CIRCUIT

EDISON COMPANY
AGAINST INFRINGERS
DETERMINED
THE
COVRT OF APPEALS.

ALL OTHERS INFRINGE THE EDISON PATENTS AND ARE COUNTERFEITS.

8e« deciBion of U. 8. Ooort of Appeals in case of Edison Electric Liight Company v«. United States Electric liight

Company, decided October 4, 1882.
See decision ofTT. S. Circuit Coort of Appeals in case of Edison Electric Liight Co. and Edison General Electric

Co., against Sawyer-Man Electric Co., decided December 16, 1882.

Copies of this decision will be sent on application.

BRu^NOH OFFICES:
eao Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass. 44 Broad St., New Tork.

173 and 176 Adams St., CMca«;o, 111. 608 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
264 West Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio. 1383 F St., N. W., Washington, D. 0.

Oould Building, Atlanta, Qa. 401-407 Sibley St., St. Paul, Minn.
16 First St., San Francisco, Cal. Masonic Temple, Denver, Colorado.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

American Battery Co iv

A-merican Klectrical Works. . . . xiii

American Engine Co xij

Anci'-r & Kenuard xii

Babcock & Wilcox Co., The i

Bflfrgot. E xiv

Baker & Co xxi

Ball EnglQe Co xxi

Ball & Wood Co.. The i

BeaconVacuumPump &Elec.Co. . . i

Becker Mfg. Co.. John xii'

Beggs. J. E.. Mch. & Supply Co.xiv

R^Tnstel" Electric Oo
Bishop Gutta Percha Co
Blanchard, Albert
Boston Braid Mfg. Co
Bridffcport Jfach. Tool Wks. .

BrillCo.J G XV
Bristols' Mfg. Co., The
Brookfield, Wm xii

Brush Electric Co xvi

Brvant Electric Co . . xii

Buckeve Electric Co.. The ix

Butler'Hard Rubber Co
Cabell, L. Breciinridge ix, xviii

Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co. xvi

C miral Electric Co v
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.... xxi

Columbia Mfg. & Supply Co. xiv

Comstock, Louis K i

Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co. xiii

Crocker-Wh*>eler Electric Co. , xiii

Cuahing & Morse ix

Cutter. Geo i

Cuiter Electrical & Mfg. Co. . .

nayton Globe Iron Works Co. xx
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co xii

Dixon Crucible Co , Jo9 xv
Duplex Electric Co.. Ltd
Eastern Electric Cable Co xiii

Eastman Kodak Co xiv
Edwards, W.S. Mfg. Co x
Electric Appliance Co xii

Electric Cons. & Supply Co. . x

Electric Engr'g & Supply Co.. iv

Electric Gas Lighting Co vi

E ecrrlclan Pub Co. . .xv, xvii xviii

Electrical Eng & Supply Co.The.—
Electrical Mfg. Co., The ix

Electrical Supply Co., The . . .xxiv
Elektron Mfg. Co xviii

Empire China Works xiii

Enterprise Electric Co xvi

Falls Rivet & Machine Co xxi
Ferracute MfichiDe Co xviii

Ford- Washburn Storelectro Co. iv

for Sale Advs xii, xiii, xiv
Freeman & S ns Mfg. Co.

The S xxi
Fuel Economizer Co xvii

General Electric Co ii. xxii

General Incandescent Arc Lt. Co.viii

Great Western Mfg. Co vii

Gre ;ley& Co., The E S i

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co xiv
Halheway, E. M xii

ilelsler Electric Co xvii

am Clutch Works xxi
HIne Eliminator Co
fTolmes, Booth & Hajdens xv
Hood & Co., Wm ix

Hughes Bros. Mfg. Co xvi
India Rubber & G. P. Ins. Co. xxv
Innis & Co . . - xii

Institute of Technology , . xvi
Interior Conduit& Lasulatlon Co. x
International Okonlte Co i

Jewell Belting Co i

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W x
Kartavert Mfg. Co xvi
Klipstein, A xiii

Knapp Electrical Woiks xxiii

Lake, J H. & D., Co
Lake Erie Engineering Works, xix
Lane & Bodley Co
Lm- Roche Electric Works xvii

Leclanche Battery Co., The . . xiy
Lefmann, Julius xv
Loud, II. M. & Sons Lumber Co. xiv
Manz & Co xviii

Marcus, W. N
Mass. Chemical Co x
Moore, Alfred F i

Morse & Co., A. M . . xxi
Munsell & Co.. Eugene xii

National Electric Mfg. Co
National India Rubber Co
New York Insulated Wire Co. xvi

N. T. Safety Steam Power Co. xxi
New York & Ohio Co 1

Nowotny Eleclric Co xiv
Otto Gas Engine Works
Osborne Steam Engineering Co. xii

Oatrander & Co., W. R x
Page Belting Co
Paino & Land xii

Partrlck & Carter Co xiv
Pearson & Co., W. B xix
Pelton Water Wheel Co xiv
Penn. Electric Engineering Co xv
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Phoenix Glass Co xxi
Phosphor-Bronze Smelting

Co., Ltd xxi
Porter-Leavitt Elec. Motor Co. xiii

Queen & Co., Incorporated. ..xiii

Racine Hardware Mfg. Co ....- -

Railway Equipment Co iv

Redding Electric Co. xx
Huckford Electric Mfg. Co . . . Ix

Roebllng's Sons Co.. J, A
Rose Elec. Light Supply Co. .. xii

Russell <?£ Officer xiii

Samaon CoBd^ufe Works xii

Sawyer Man-Electric Co. . . . xix
Sechrist, Albert xx
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co. xv
Shultz Belting Co xvii

Slebert, G.T
Siemens & Halske Electric Co xviii

Sioux City Elec. Supply Co, .
.

Sioux City Engine WorKS xxi
Smith, A. T
Sperrv Elec. Mlnlne Mach. Co. xvi
Standard Electric Co .xxvi
Standard Paint Co x
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co xxv
Steuben Lamp Works xiii

Sterling, W. C xv
StUweU&BlerceMfg. Co. xiv, xv
Taylor Engine Co
Union Hardware Co xii

Urica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co. x
Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Waddell-Entz Company xii

Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co, , iv

Waterhouse, Gamble & Co ix

Western Electric Co iv

Westinghouse, Church, Kerr
& Co xz

Westinghouse Elec. and Mfg
Co 1

Weston Engine Co
AVilson & Jackson xi

Worthlngton. Henry R xi

CLASSIFIED LIST.

A.nDiuiciat;ors.
Centra) Klectrlr Co,

Electric Ga^ I. -htiiiL^ Co.
Klecirlcal Suppiy Co., The.
K.napp Electrical Works.
OatTHDder & Co.,W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Arc Jjamps,
BegpB, J. B., Mchy. & Supply Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Getieral Electric Co.
General Incandescent Arc Lt. Co.
Knapp Fiectrical Wortfl.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
SiemeuB & Haleke Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Waterhoase, Gamble & Co.
WeBtinghonBe Electric & Mfg. Co-
Weetern Electric Co.

Arc lilsht Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Samaon Cordage WorkB.

Battened.
American Battery Co.
Columbia Mfg. & bupply Cc.
Electric Gas Lighting Oo,
Biectricai Supply co,, rue
Fjrd Washburn Storelectro Cc.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Koapp Electrical Works.
Lnclancbe Battery Co., The.
r'artrick & Oaner Co.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
American Battery Co.
Bu ler Hard Rubber Co.
Central KlectrlciJ«».

Electric Gas Lii^hting Co.
H-iectrlcaJ Supply v,i,., Tne
Knapp Electrical Works,
Leclancne Battery Co., Tbe.
Weatern Electric Co.

B«'tls, Klectrlc.
Central Electric Co,
Eledric Gas Lighting Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Greeley & Co., The B. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Oatrander & Co., W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co,
Weatern Electric Co.

Bells, illaffneto.
Central Electric Co,
Electric Gas Lighting Co.
wreeley & Co., The tfi.S,

Knapp Electrical Workfl,
Parmck & Carter Co.
Weatern Electric Co.

Beltins.
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co,
Jewell BeltlDg Co.
Pant^ Belting Co.
Shultz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The,
Blanchard, Albert.
Freeman Sons Mfg. Co., The S

.

Lane h Bndley Co., The,
N. Y. S;ifety Steam Power Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Booba, Kleotrlcal.
Electrician Publlahlnff Co.

Bnrfflar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Gay Lighting C:o.

Electrical bupuiy Co., The.
Greeley* Co.,Tbe S. 8.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Inaulated Wires )

<~at)leR. Klectrir. (See luBolated
Wlree), <'opper,(*he*»tan<l Bar
B'ehrjp Gutta Perclui Co
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Moore, Alfred F.

RoebUng'B Sons Co.. .T. A.
WaPhbnrn A Moen "SUp. Co.
We&torn Electric Co.

Caroons. Points and Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., Ths,
Knapp Electflcal WbrkB.

Clncrlies, KrIotloM.
Falls Rivet & Machine Cq.
Hill Clutch Worto.
Luke. J. H. &D. Co.

Cordace.
HameoP ^^^^^ffo WnrKg.

Constroction and Bepalr*.
ConiBtock, Loals K.
Electric Cont?. & Supply Co.
Weat»rn KlectrtcCo.
WilHOn ,^ .JackHon.

Contractors, Klectrlri lileht,
fCnftrlne Plants and Blectric
BallTrays
American Engine Co.
Babcock & Wilcoi Co., The.
Ball Engine Co.
BaU& Wood Co., The.
Brueh Electric Co.
Cabell, L. Breckinridge.
Comstock, Louie K.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Ford-Washburn Storeleclro Co.
Prepman Sona Mfg. Co., The S
General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg, Co,
liatheway, E. M,
HelBler Eleclric Co.
Lake Erie EngineeriDg Worka.
Lane & Bodley Co., The.
La Roche Electric Worka.
Lefmann, Julius.
Moree & Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.

Osborne Steam Engineering Co.
Pearson & Co., W.iJ.
Racine Hardware Mfe.Co.
Rockford Electric Mfg. Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co,
Sioux Citv Engine Worka.
Standard Electric Co.
W^addell-Eutz Company.
WeBtinehouee Electric & Mfg. Co.
Wcelinghoaae, Churcb, Kerr & Co.
WofltArn Electric Co
Washburn & Moen Mfg, Co.
Weston Engine v o.

Wilson & Jackson.
Copper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Works.
Bishop Guttapercha Co,
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
En'-erprlee Electric Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Oki>nlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worka
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
Roebliug'B Son's Co. , J .&..

Sperry Elec. Minlne Machine Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Croes-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Hughes Bros. Mfe. Co.
Knapp Elecrical Works.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & SoQB Lumber Co.
Railway Equinment Co.

Cat-OntM and e^TPltcbes.
Bryant Electric Co,
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electrical SuDply Co., The.
Enierpriae Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co., The.
Hood & Co., Wm.
Knaup Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Perkins Elec, Switch Mfg. Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Russell & Officer.

Sawyer Man Electric Co.
Sechrist, A.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.

Cuts.
Manz & Co.
Djnamos.
Bruah Electric Co.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Duplex Electric Co.. Ltd.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co
General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Heialer Electric Co.
I>a Roche Electric Works.
National El-^ctrlc ManufactuxingCo.
Nowotny Elec'ric Co.
Rose Electr'c Light Supply Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Weatern Electric Co.
WeetlnehouRe Electric* Mfg. Co,

Klect* ic Heatins
Electrical Supply Co.
Railway Equ pment Co.

Cll»-ctrlc i^ava tiias Tips-
Smith, A. T.

RlecTrlc Kallif'ay*
Cabell. L. Breckinridge.
General Electric Co.
Siemens & llalske Electric Co.
WestlnghtmBe Electric & Mfg. Co,

Electrical and Slechanlcal
Knstneers.
Comstock, Lnnis K,
Hatheway. E. M.
Opborne Steam Engineering Co,
Wilson ^S; Jackson.

Ktectrlcal Anstrmnenta.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley * Co.. Tho E. 8.

Partrick .t. Carter Co.
Knapp Electrical Workp.
Queen & Company.
Western Electric Co,

Klectrlcni Intelllscnce.
Cometork, Louis K,
Hatheway. V.. M.
Wilwcn & Jackson.

Electrical tflpedalties.
Bryant Eloctric Co.
Columbia Mfg. & Snpply Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg, Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric EnzinoerfnR & Supply Co,
Knapp Electrical Works,
Russell A Officer.

UtlcB Elec, Mfg. & Snpply Co.
Blectrollers and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
Batrcot, E
Edw!\nls, W, S. Mfg. Co.
Klectrici*! sunplv Co.. The,
Knapp Electrical Works.

Rleccro-Plattnc aiBOlilnes.
Brush Electric Co.
General Electric Co.

,

Rnclnes. Gas.
Otto Gob Encine Worka.

I

Fan Ootflts.
StftPley KlectrloMfg, Co,

.The.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
VQlcanUed i^lbre Co.

JBOfflnes, Mteav
American Engine Co.
Ball Enelne Co.
Ball A Wood Co.. The.
Freeman Sons Mfg. Co.. The S
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodiey Co , The.
Morae&Co,, A. M.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pearson & Co., W.B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
SlouiCity Engine Works.
Taylor Engine Co.
WePtlDghouee. Church, Kerr & Co.
Weaton Engine Oo,

Fire Alarms.
filectricalSnpplvCo., The.
Knapp EiectricaJ Worke-
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

Fuel Kennomieers.
Fnel Economizer Co.

Fase Wire.
Electrical Supply Oo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Shawmnt Fn=e Wire Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.

6las lilKiitina:, Klectrlc.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

ftencral Fiectrical Supplies.
Angier A; Kennard.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central EleotrlcCo.
Columbia Mfcr. & Snpply Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.

, Elecirlc Appliance Co,
Electric Cona, & Supply Co.
Electric Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Go., The.
Electrical Manufacturing Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
EnternriFe E'ec'ric Co.
General Electric ''o.

Great Weetern Mfg. Co,
tireeley & Co

.
, The E . s.

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hood & Co.. Wm.
Knapp Electrical w^orka.
Nowotny Electric Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Penn. Electric Engineering Co.
Queen & Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Russell & Officer.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co
Sioux City Elec. Supply Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Waterhouse, Gamble & Co.
Western Electric Co.

€(lolies and Electrical Ulass-
TFare.
Angier i Kennard.
Brookfield, Wm.
Phoenis Glass Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Dixon Crncible Co., Jos.

Bard Fobber 4^o9«is.
Eutler Hard Rubber Co.

tnsiiiatorH and insuiatlnc
Haterials.
Brookfield, Wm.
Brvant Electric Co.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Electric Engineering A Snpply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Empire China Works.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit &Inaulatlon Co.
International Okonito Co., The,
Johns Mfg. Co , H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Elect' leal Works,
Lefmann, Jnllns.

Maes. Chemical Co,
Moore. Alfred F.
Munaell & Co., Eueene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Inaulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Insulated W^lres and Cables.Mafifnet W^lre.
American Electrical Works.
Bishop Guiln Percha Co. -

Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cushing.F. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Eaatem Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., Tlie.
Enterprise Electric Co.
'reneral Electric Co.
Great Weetern Mfg. Co.
Holmee, Booth & Hsydene.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber &G. P. Ins. Co.
Knapp Electrical Worka,
Moore, Alfred F.

National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick & Carter Co,
Roenlinc's Sons Co., J, A.
Saw^-er->rau Electric Co.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co,
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co,
Waddell-Enf7, Company.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Lamps. Incandescent.
Reiicon Vacuum I'ump i Elec. Co,
Bemeteln Electric Co.
Bnckeve Electric Co.
Central Electric Co,
Cutter Electrical & Mfg, Co,
Electric Appliance Co.
EIectrlc.ll Eng. A Snpply Co., The.
Electrical M.innfaclnrinc Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
General Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
New York and Ohio Co.
Penn. Electric Engineering Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Sawy*>r-5tnn Electric Co.
Steuben Lamp Worka.

liHthes.
Bridgeport Meciiloe Tool Worka.

Ijlfrlifnins Arresters.
Knapp Electrical Works.

nasnet Wire.
fSRolnanlatwl wires,

i

Mrchanlrnl ^rachlncry.
Ferrac\ilp MfiChtneCo.
Bridgpport MachinoTool Works,

Hedleal Batterlea.
Pwtrtck A Cuter Co.

nira.
.lohns Mfp Co.. n, W.
Mansftll cc Co., Eueene.

Jlllllnc: .Tlachloery.
Becker Mfg. Co.. John.

ninUDr Apparatnn, tClertrie
General Eli^ctrfcCo.
Gr^-at W'-.-v-rn Mf- Co.
Hnerry Elec. Mlniit,^ Machine Co,
Weatfniihoi] Be Eleclric A Mfg. Co.

Motors.
Brush Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Cn.
Electrical Bne. & Snpply Co., The.
Kord-Washbom StortJectro Co,
General iilectnc Co.
Great Western Electric SappIyCo
Knapp Electrical Workfl-
La Roche Electric Worke,
Nowotny Electric Co.
Porter-lrfavitt Electric Motor Co.
Kf ckford Electric Mfg. Co.
Siemens A; Hals^ke Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Companv.
Weetinghonse Electric A M/p.Co.

5ame Platf>s.
Becker Mfg. Co., John.

PalntH.
Standard Paint Co.

Patents.
PaineiLadd.

Phosplior Bronze.
Phor^plior Br.-jnze Smelting Co., Ltd

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Hn"hea Eroe. >ifc. Co.
Lefmann. JaliasT
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber < :o
Railway Equipment Co.
Western Electric Co.

Platinam.
Baker & Co.
Siebert, G.

Poles.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sous' Lumber ' o.
Railway Equipment Co.

Pore*- lain.
Empire China Works.

Pr'-SNur*' &aDges,
BristolB Mf2- Co.

PiibU4»ier». Ktectrlcal.
Electrician Publlahing Co.

Push Buttons.
Central El5<5mc Co.
Elfectritg,. Supply Co., The.
Knapu Electrlf-Al Worka.
Partrick i; Carter Co,
Union Hardware Co.
WesLem EJectric Co.

Hallways. Electric.
'See electric railways.)

Rlieostats.
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co.

Sal Ammoniac
Inuls & Co.
Klipstein. A.

Separators, Hteam.
Hine Sllmlnator Co.

Silk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. r'.^

SpeaKlDK Tubes,
Central Electric Co,
Electrical Supply Co,, The
Knapp Electrical Worfee_
OetTanrte'-fiCn.. W. R.
Partrick .'cCirler Co,
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pnmps.
Worthlnetoo. Henry R,

Street Cars.
Brill, J. G., Co.

Supplies, Klectrlc Kallw^t
Angier A; Kennard.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Supply Co.
Lefmann, Jnlins.
Railway Equipment Co.

Tapes, InsfilBtinr
American E'ectrical Works,
Central Electric Co.
Cushlnff, F. W.
Crescent Ins. Wire 3: Cable Co
ElecSrical SupplrCo..; The.
India Rntjber & G. p. .» s. Co.
International Okonlts Co., Toe.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New Tort Inpniated W(r« Co.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Standard Pair' Zo.
Waj;hhnrn .t Moen Mfg. Co,

Tpleffraoh Apparatap.
Centr^ Klectrlc Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Greeley ct C0„ The E. 8.
Khapp Elec-rrtcai Worke,
Pariricl; -^- Cartor Co
Weatern Electric Co.

Telephones, Electric,
Western ElecmJ Co.

Tclepiiono ^lonthplecfs
Mtrcns, \V, N

Test Instruments.
Central Electric Oo,
Electrical Supply Co^The
Greeley & Co., the S. S.
Knapp KlectrlcAl Works.
Queen A Company,
Western Electrlc'co.

Transformers.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
National ElectrlcManufftctnring Co.
Stanley Electric Mfc. Co.
Weetlni;hon!?e Electric A Mff . Co.

Trolley «^ord.
Samson Cordace Works.

Tracks. Klectrlc Car.
General l%leclric Co.
We9tJnghon3cEleci»lc AMfR. Go.

Turbine Wheels.
Psyton Globe Tron Worts Co.
Pelton Vi^^fOT vr^.>>l Co
StilTell A Fierce Mfg. Co.

miTcrsltlcs.
Inetitnteof Technology.

VRrni»hos.
Miisp. Chemical Co.
Sland;ird Paint Co.

Water %Vheel".
Pelton W.iter Wheel Co.

IVIre, Bare.
Bishop Gutta Perdha Co.
Centr.il Electric Co.
Crescent Tns. Wire & Cable Co.
ElectricRl Snpply Co.
Holmef . Booth & Haydone.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National India Rubber Co.
Rftj'way tqilpment Co,
Koebllbc'e Sone' C<^.. J. A.
Sperrv IS'*^' VlnlirMiichino CO.
Wftahbnro A Mow Itte: fa
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-^jgirr A T=tXjHB^:EIJ3 1831.-

WASHBURN & MOEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
MAKBSS OF IRON, STEEL AND COPPEB.and Manufacturers of lEON, STEEL AND COPPER WIEB for all Purposes.

Oldest and Largest IVIanufacturers of Electrical Wires in the World.

Bare and Insulated Copper Wire
fOri ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

Galvanized Iron and Steel Telegraph Wire.

Maguet Wire. Anmineiator Wire.

Feed ^^Vire.

LEAD ENCASED WIRES.

Rubber, Weather-Proof and

Underwriter's Wire.

HBS01-UTEL.V

FIRE and WATER-PROOF WIRE,

A.iiyi;liing- Heretotore !3Iade.

HARD DRAWN COPPER TROLLEY WIRE.

WOKKS
I ^iSi^B^JA^lit*^ «nA^C^ OFFICB8 AND WAKEHOM8ES .

j ^'SW ^^l^,i^i^o"Zt^a iS^l^e^St" '^J'^il'S^ ''^fk'^k

SOMETHING TO BE NOTtD!

THE MORRISON STORAGE BATTERY
Is made by tlie Plants pro-
cess, no osides being used,
either mechanically or ap-
plied in the form of paste,
paint or cement.

ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE HIGH; LIFE LONG.
Dry Batteries. Battery
Supplies, etc. For further
information address

AMERICAN BATTERY COMPAKY,
Office: Rooms 23 and 24. 1 77 La Salle M.. CHICAGO, ILL.'

25 AMPERE DOUBLE POLE SNAP SWITCH.
This switch has more carrying capacity than most switches desiffned for 25 amperes, and the wip-

ing contacts constantly keeping the surface clean, the parts a way^ ruo cool. The sudden break is of
such length as to make the switch safe for use with currents of an E. M. F. of from 400 to 600 volts.

This switch is finished in the same neat and workmanlike manner as are all our goods. Send for
sample. Furnished with either rubber or porcelain key. Send for our Catalogue.

Electric Engineering ^ Supply Co.,

THE BEST IS OUR KIND ALWAYS.
We irant quick f>ale<< and are satisfied with

small profits.

PERFECT
VENTILATION,
REGULATION
^' GUARANTEE.

Write for Catalogue.

FORD-WASHBURN STORELECTRO CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF DYNAMOS, MOTORS AND STORAGE BATTERIES,

Ph.Qi<^. mention this parser. C?lo'V7'Ol«txa.ci_ ^3!tl.±0-

Our New

C asily connected.

C legant in

Construction.

^9afe Carryin(i
Capacit-y

.

^^outacts Bright.

WORLD'S FAIR
Switch.

Simple.

Yet to be Excelled.

^ -
I Rubbing Contacts.

sJ* _L:^='*-'^^^«' ^f l -^ ^ A ^ trial is Asked.

Compact in Form.

Used Everywhere.

Sure Quick Break.

Emlorsed by Users.

Kew York Office, 1^6 Liberty St. sYKAcrsK, ai. Y., r. s. a.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
Pullman Building, Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

^xoiocL-Tpt S3::i.ipn:2.ents.

CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,

W. R.MASON, Gon'lMgr. CHICAGO.

BJLXXERIES.
SPECIAL PRICES ON LARGE QUANTITIES.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.,
Corner Thames and Greenwich Sts„

NEW YORK.
227 to 276 South Clinton Street,

CHICAGO.
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JANUARY CLEARING SALE.

We are selling at manufacturers' cost, 10 and 25 ampere Main and Branch
Porcelain Blocks, Porcelain Fuse Rosettes and Key and Keyless Sockets. We have
a large stock of Bryant, Perkins, Hart and Paiste Switches that we will sell at

never before heard of prices,

We propose to give our customers the benefit of our purchases in large

quantities, and prompt shipments.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
1 16 and 1 18 Franklin Street, CHICAGO.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

MANTTFACIUBERS OF APPARATUS FOR

Arc Lighting, Incandescent Ligliting,

LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,

Street Railway Generators, Motors and Appliances.

Our alternating current incandescent apparatus is in use in 430 central stations.

1,000 isolated plants. Our arc apparatus is in use all over the world.

We are now transmitting light and power various distances up to 28 miles from the

source.

Our multipolar railway generators and noiseless single reduction motors have
worked a revolution in the electric railway field in two years.

Orders for ArPARATUS. RK1>AIB!>« and SUPPLIES fornierlj fnrniHliod by the rnited States Electric Lightins Co.?
Newark, N. .?., Mlionld now be sent to this Coni|>nny, where they will receive prompt attention,

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL THE LEADING CITIES.
AGENTS FOR CANADA: AHERN & SOPER, OTTAWA, ONT.
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SAMSON BATTERY
KNOCKS EM ALL OUT!

Battery users generally admit the snperiority of the SAMSON over other
open circuit cells, yet occasionally one persists in handling cheaper cells which can
be bought for a few cents apiece less! isn't it strange? Some say they don't use
the SAMSON because it affords them little "chance at repair work!" They say
"it is too good; "that when "it runs down, a day's rest sets it all right again;" hence,

they "get very few calls for repair work;" so they conclude that "the SAMSON
hurts the business!" You see the point, of course!

Now it is safe to assert that Contractors and Fitters who do first-class electrical work, and
guarantee it, pretty generally use the SAMSON Battery; indeed, any Contractor who desires to
hold his reputation for good, honest work will use the SAMSON.

When consumers want Electric Bells, Annunciators, Burglar Alarm or Gas Ughting appa-
ratus for their houses, it is safest to apply to Contractors or Fitters who use the SAMSON; they are
not likely to count much upon repair work for a living, nor will they knowingly put batterie into

houses that will have to be changed every month or two at the owner's risk.

Always Insist upon Having the SAMSON Battery to run Electric House

Plants. It Will Outwear any Other Cell.

THE "STAB
PP

Gong is designed for use on Railroads, in Fire
Department Stations, Factories, Engine Rooms,
School Houses, etc., where unerring alarms are
requisite.

The mechanism is simple, and its operation accurate. The release, controlled by the electro-magnet, is pro-

vided with an attachment which holds the hammer in position except at the instant tlie current ceases,
thus preventing more than one stroke for each pressure of the key. The hammer thus released falls into position for

the blow, releases a stop-lever, and sets in motion a Spring nieclianisni geared to a five-pointed star,
one point of which forces the hammer to strike the blow. The hammer itself is faced with lignum vit;i?, to render

the alarm more agreeable to the ear.

One winding of the spring {not clock work) will serve 300 ©r more lilow's upon the gong'.
The magnets may be wound to any desired resistance to suit the requirements of any circuit. The large sized

gongs are fitted to order for use on reversal circuits. Continuous ringing attacliments are furnished with
the gongs, when so ordered, without additional cost.

1 he instrument, as will be seen, is equally adapted for open or closed circuit. It is weather-prOof,
pro^'ided with lightning arrester, and mounted in handsomely finished black walnut or ash case, with plate

glass front.

The patent Automatic Sectional Cut-Out for the protection of Electric Gas Lighting Circuits is the only prac-

tical instrument for the purpose yet constructed. It is extensively used by the best contractors and fitters. No
Gas Lighting Plant is quite complete without it.

OTHER SPECIALTIES The Electric Gas Lighting Co.,

OF BOSTON,
Begs to present some of its Specialties wliicli it iiianufactures and sells in large qnantities, viz:—

The

The

The

The

VICTOR" and SUCCESS' Wooden Box Bells; the 'STANDARD' and the "CLIMAX" Iron Box Bells; the 'BRODIE"
LIMITED ALARM BELL th.- BOSS BUZZER and our Electric Bell Outfits all take the lead as first class go9ds.

TIRRELL Gravity Drop Annunciators and Burglar Alarms, for Houses and Hotels, with cases in five distinct styles,

are standard instruments in demand among Electrical Contractors and fitters all over the country.

"STAR" Electro-Mechanical Gongs, for Hotels, School Houses, Fire engine Stations, Stores, Factories, etc., are

thoroughly desirable instruments extensively used.

'0. K." and Wool Pushes, Metal Pushes in new styles, light and dark bron/.o, N. p. and o.xidi/.cd silvf'r, finely

fini.sh':d: improved Floor .md Pear Shape Pushes; an elegant line of Door Pushes and Pulls, Door Bell Pull Attach-

ments, Presselles. Wall Rosettes, Name Plate Pushes, Desk Buttons and Pushes, Strap Signal Keys, etc., etc.

We also mhV.': fine Pocket Galvanometers, Medical Induction Coils without battery, the "SAMSON" ( non acid), Mecical Battery,

Experimental Induction Coils and Electro Magnets, Binding Posts in endless variety; Electricians' Pocket Kits, Combi-

nation Screw Driver and Nut Wrench, all of the best quality and style.

This Company gives its undivided attention to manufacturing a superior line of Domestic Electric goods for the trade All

customers squarely and liberally treated.

FOK < \T.\I,«<,I K AM» I'KK'I'; LIST. AlWHtKSM, F>>4-M»NIK<J HIISIIVKNM C'AR«,

THE ELECTRIC GAS LIGHTING COMPANY. BOSTON.
P

Western Office: No. 9, Lakeside Building, Chicago.
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ANNOUNCEMENT
We beg to inform the trade and the pubUc in general, that the

eREAT WESTERN ELECTRICWM CO.

was re-organized January 13, 1893, and hereafter will be known
as the

(real Veslern Hanuladums Co.

The following is a list of the combined interests absorbed, owned and

controlled by the new organization:

The Great Western Electric Supply Co. of Chicago,

The Western Electric Supply Co. of St. Louis,

Chicago Insulated Wire Co. of Sycamore, III,

Phoenix Manufacturing Co. of Duluth, Minn.,

Bain Electric Manufacturing Co. of Chicago, 111.

GREAT WESTERN MANUFACTURING CO.,

FACTORIES: GENERAL OFFICES:

Duluth, Sycamore, III. I95-207 So. Canal St., Mm, III.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Arc and Incandescent Dynamos. Mo'ors, Mining Locomolives and Electric Mining Machinery,

Weatherproof and Magnet Wires. Gas, Electric and Combination Fixtures,

Electric Supplies of Every Description.
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The "General" Incandescent Arc Lamp.

FOR LOW TENSION CIRCUITS.

The special qualities of superiority in this Lamp are its absolute softness and
steadiness of light, small size and weight, simplicity, ease of installation and economy
of trimming, thorough insulation and safety, reliability, large range of candle power
and length of life.

The Standard Rack-Feed Lamp, No. 500, is 42 inches long, weighs 18 lbs.,

gives 12 hours of life, consuming 8 amperes of current,
and furnishing about 1,000 candle-power of light.

These qualities of reliability, ease of trimming,
and agreeable, steady light have enabled the

General Incandescent Arc Light Co.
to install these Lamps in many instances in place of
electroliers, and have resulted in the production of an
extensive and handsome line of

Artistic Designs
which are far in advance of the crude and uninviting

efforts that have been made in this direction by other

manufacturers, meeting a well recognized but hitherto

unsatisfied demand.
The Company's Circular and Price List of the

Standard Lamps will be sent on application, and in its

handsomely illustrated Catalogue will be found a com-
plete assortment of all styles of Ornamental Lamps as

well.

The Lamps, which are arranged to operate two in series, on a circuit of

100 to 125 volts, are tested and adjusted to the given current before leaving our
woiks, and any two lamps marked for the same amperage will pair at once. Ab-
solutely no adjustment or regulation is required. The Lamps when received need
simply to be connected to the outlet wires, and the current turned on. They are

trimmed, i.e., new carbons put in, without taking off or letting down the globe.

Discounts on application.

Estimates on special Lamps and Designs promptly furnished.

Correspondence solicited.

STANDABD T.«^^p So. 600. ORNAMENTAL LAMP No. 750.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT COMPANY.
S. BERGMANN, President. C. M. BIDDLE, Vice-President.

WORKS. 33tl Street and First Avenue. I GENERAL rpFICES, 59 Duane Street.

Telepho.e Ho. 1309. 38th St. Telephone No. i03Cortlandt

SHOWROOMS, 275 Fifth Avenue.
Telephone No. 1459, 38th St.

Address Ail Correspondence to our Works.
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THE ROCKFORD IRON GLAD MOTOR.
SIMPLE AND RELIABLE.

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.
NO EXTERNAL MAGNETISM.

ALSO GENERATORS FOR LIGHT OR POWER.

Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co.,

ROCKFORD, ILL., U. S. A.

RICH COLD MINES.
I have lu my liauds two gold mines easily access-

ible, In the Uniteil States of Colombia, South Ame-
rica, with ore o£ the most extraordinary richness,

some of which carries as much as three thoaaaad
dollars (?3,000) in gold to the ton, and all being
of high grade.
Those mines are of ancient discovery, and were

worked with great profit for a long period, being
only abandoned on account of political troubles

before and after the War of liberation.

These troubles have been happily settled for

over Q quarter of a century, and the Colombian
Republic is based upon the theory of and similar

to our own ^^veroment, with civil and religious

liberty and equal rights to all, and is as stable as

any government in the world.

These mines are so richly endowed with aurifer-

ous material, from the easily-worked sand, gravel,

and dirt {carrying virgin dust and nuggets), to the
fissure veins of free milling quartz, that when
properly equipped a proQt of ten thousand dollars

($10,000) a day, or over three million dollars ($3.-

000.000) annually is a very low and conservative
estimate.
There is an abundance oE timber and unfailing

water power, with a genial and healthy climate.

It is proposed to organize this property on a

L. BRECKINRIDGE CABELL,

basis of five million doUars(-?5,000,000}, upon which
there can be dividends earned of 60 per cent, or
more, and the parties furnishing the original cap-
ital, in small or large sums, for this organization,
which will be about twenty-five thousand dollars

($25,000), will be let in on a basis of two and a half
cenla (2i^c.) on the dollar, with the privilege of
purchasing pro rata at five cents (5c. ) on the dollar,

a sufiBoient amount to give them a controlling inter-
est if they so desire.
There is also the right of prior possession to

double the omount of contiguous land.
The poverty of the owners of this property, be-

ing land poo"", is thd reason of this unusual oSer,
and they will retain as much of the property as
Ihey possibly cai, parting with only what is neces-
sary in order to work it.

Situated in the Jurisdiction of Simite, District
of Guamaco, Province of Mompos, State of Bolivar,
An experienced mioer who has been over ond

thoroughly examined the property, says more
gold is there than in the entire State of California,
while another says so great Is the evidence of min-
eral wealth I sometimes doubted my own sanity,
and were I to tell California and Colorado miners
even a tithe of what I actually saw, I would be
branded as a foolish liar or raving maniac.

63 Broadway, NEW YORK,

ISJ
Western shipments of "BUCKEYE" Lamps made promptly from

Chicago stock at factory prices.

ToUaffc. -45 aiul I'pTvard. Candle Power, H to 3^.

To Fit a.H BaseM.

Day's Kerite.

Highest Grade of

Insulation for

Electric Wires and Cables.

GUSHING & MORSE, General WEstmAgeils,

225 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

INCANDESCENT AND

Waterhouse, Gamble & Go.,-

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, O.
437 "The Kookcry,"

CIIICA4>0.
Gil ]IIail and ExpreHM i(iiildiii;c.

NEW YOICH.

It
orrioE;

45 Broadway, New Vork.
FAOTOHT:

Hartford, Conn.

Send for Catalosfue and Full Information.

BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT!

THE SLECTRICAL MFG. DOMFAHY, OCOHTO, WIS.
Lamps for all Systems.

mm CURRENT LAMPS.

ALTERNATING CURRENT LAMPS.

RAILWAY CIRCUIT LAMPS.

Any Voltage or Candle Power.

FILAMENTS WITH OR WITHOUT HOOKS.

MINIMUM CURRENT CONSUMPTION, f itli

MAXIMUM CANDLE POWER AND IIFE.

Before imrcliaslna: elsewhere send in a trial order for Brilliants.
LaniitFD riirulslied to eonMiimers in iiiinntitles at faetory i>riec8.

( CHICACO:-Wm. Hood & Co-, 239 La Salle Street

AGENCIES:] IWILWAUKEEj-E. C. Mullen, Manager.
(tHOMASVILLE, CA.:-J. B. E. Love, Manager.
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Composed of AeDestos, com'Dined with water and acid proof
materials, compressed and valcanized

FOR ELECTRICAI. PURPOSES,
O'witchboards, Armature Sleeves, Battery CellB, Ipeulat-

ing "Washers, In-ulatine Parts for Arc Lights, In-
candescent Iiig-hts, Motors, Chandeliers, Dyna-

mos, Etc. field Magnet Spools.

Special Styles and Shapes to order. Prices on application.

—MAKTJFACTUBED BY—

The Johns-Pratt Go.^
MANrFACTT'KEr.R OF

Moulded Mica.
Selling Agents,H. W. JOHNS MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

H. W. Johns' AebHstos Milllmard, SheathinsB. Boilding Felt?, Fire-proof ra'nt?. Liquid PalntB, Aebeetoa Roofing Etc ,

87 Maiden Lane, NEW YORKJRRSEV CITY.
BOsTOX.

CHICAGO. PHII>ADEL.PBIA.
ATLANTA. lyONDOSI.

W.S.EDWARDSMFG. CO.,
MANUFACTUKEKS OF

ELECTROLIERS,
Combination Fixtures,

Electric and Combination Brackets.

EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS.

LOW PRICES.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

86 and 88 West Lake Street, Chicago.

INSULLAC
Is the Best Insulating Connpound.
It is WATERPROOF, does not require
BAKING, and is guaranteed.

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICAL CO.,
8 Oliver Street, BOSTON.

J. FRAXK OILrLOKT. Manaser, HAHRV BISHOP. Gen"! Wesfn Ajent,
60 and 0:5 P roadway. S33 JKciiadnoek Bnilding',

NEW YUBK. CHI<:AG0.
W. r.S. BROWN, Ilaaaser. .SOO Coosress Sr.. POKTJLAIM), Mi:.

SE!XjI.I3SJ"C3- ACB-EInTTS:
PAUL A. DAVIS, Jk , Philn.lelphia.
HANION & CO., New Orleaus.
ALEXANDER, BAENEY S: CHAPIN, New York.
E. G BENAKD & CO., Troy, N. Y.
II H. WILLIAMSON, Cleveland, 0.

C. S. KN0WLE.S, Boslon.
PETTINGELL, ANDREWS & CO., Boston.
BROWN ELECTEIO 'SO., Booton.
GEORGE STILE-^. Denver. Colo.
W. H. RUNKLE. Cincinnati, 0.
BISSELL )t DODGE, Toledo, O.

"Waterproof Insulating Compounds.

Armature Varnish and Waterproof Insulating Tape.
THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY,

2 Liberty Street, New York. 542 "The Rookery," Chicago.

INTERIOR CONDUITS

TRADE-MARK

me SolnlioD oftlie ProMem of Safe GnardiDg

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wherdver and for whatsoever pnrpoBe employed, leto

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IKTERIOR AND UHDERGRODKD

KANUPACTUBED BY

GONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
u/nDKc. ( 627 to B3I W. 34th SI..WOHKS.^ 626toB28 W.SBthSt.,

General Offices: 42 & 44 Broad St. ,m York.

Thoe. Day & Co., 222 Sntter St., San Francisco, Cal.

Moantam Electric Co., Denver Colo.
American Klect. Supply Co., SJfi Pearl St., Baffalo,N T.
Putnam, Uav & Co , 27 E. Main St.. Rochester, N. Y.
Otover Elect. Co., 127 W t-th St., Cincinnati, O.
Chae. Oabrlei, Sagloaw, Mich.
Soatherc Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

110 Earoone St.. New Orleans, I^.
Walbjr & Kepler, 531 Chestnut St , Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Constrocilon Co., Pittsbargh, Pa.
Soalhern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co.. Chicago, 111.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric. Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS ^^^ BELLS.
FlTIiL I.INK ALiWATS IK !«TOeK.

<^
nA.NUPACTURERS^ Arc LA/nPS

W. B, OSTRANDER & CO..
105 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

^^.Sendfor New CATALoeuE. Out Angnst let.

Utica Electrical Mfg & Supply Co.,

XJTICA, N.Y.
MANUFACTURERS OF

•HenCULES" SWITCHES for Arc artd Power Circuits.

'UTICA" QUICK BREAK—ABSOLUTE LOCK-KNIFE SWITCHES for my
ooitage and amperes.

AUTOMATIC MAGAZINE FUSE BOXES.

SIMPLEX, DUPLEX and QUADRUPLfX LIGHTNINO ARRESTERS for
Power, Telephone find Lighting Circuits.

MAST ARMS and POLE STANDS.
CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for Generators, Motors and Dynamos.
CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS.
Also General Dealers In ELECTRIC LIGHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

ORGANIZED 1881.

INCORPORATED 18B3.

1 IS'IABLISMED
}

l^ACT: )

P2R INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

TIUZ ONLY ADC L/\nP MIAT
WORKS SATISI'ACTOniLY ON AN
incandi;sci;nt ciucuit.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

l^rirm )-i INGRAVING. Tl it:;ATRICAl ..

AND SEARCH LAMPS.

TMC ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

Hv'U'
CI1IC/\GO.

TCI-CPMONr. r'.CILOlNG.

NTT^ VORK.
Search Light No. 13.
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Westinehouse Electric and Mfs. Co.,

Fittsto^irgli, I^a.

STOPPER INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LAMPS.

PRICES.

s c. r». $0.30
10 " .30

C. F. $0.35

DISCOUNTS.
Ten (10) per cent to Central Stations.

Two and one half (23^) per cent, and upward to others, according to

quantity.

ALLOWANCES.
Ten (10) cents for every burned-out lamp returned unbroken to

factory.

EFFICIENCY.
By reason of an important discovery we now make our 60 volt

lamps with an efficiency of 2>^ watts per candle. This results in in-

creasing the lighting capacity and earnings of a station

TWENTY PER CENT.
Shipments are now being made.

Detachable bases to fit any sockets five cents net, each.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANUFACTUEED BY

1?VM. BROOKFIBLD,
8USHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

ELKHART TRANSFORMERS.
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ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY, CHICAGO.

Tbe Osborne Steal Eiiiineeriiig Co,,

EXGIXEEBS.
Rooms 714-7t5, 167 Dearborn St.. • Chicago
Bepresentative "work novr in courso of construc-

tion. 2 000 H. P. Heat, Light and Power Planr for

tlie Pabst Heat, Light & Power Co.. lililwaukee, Wis.

Those who contemplate the constmctioii of simi-

lar plants on improved and economical lines will

do well to commnnicate with us. First, be sure

J on will get the best, then go ahead.

H. E. PAINE,
Ex-Commissioner of patents.

PATENTS.
PAINE & LADD, Attorieys at Law,

Lo;in and Trust Building,

WASHINGTOIV. 1>. V,

ANCIER & KENNARD,
SELLING AGENTS FOR

Electrical, Mill and Railway Supplies,

REPRESE8TING
THE BrTL,ER HARI> RI'BBER CO.

) „
'i

,

hNew York.THE XEAWORK Kl BKEK €0.
l F. H. L,OVEt,L, & CO. )

519 lA.Ciiis.€ia.oc:iz. Bloc:fc, - C^t^ICTACSO.

E. M. HATHEWAY,
Electrical JEngineer,

Plans. Specifications. Supervision, Tests,

Expert Advice on all Electrical Subjects.

427 -The Kookerj," Chicago.

I»XJMI

SAL-AMMONIAC.
Guaranteed Over 99 Per Cent. Pure.

IIO-U-IS cto 00.,
161 Hinzip St. Chicago.

SAMSON BRAIDED CORD.
Is the mopt dura-
ble for hanging
Arc LampB,
Trolley
Cord, Gov
ering Field

ila^neta. Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE TVORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

DIAMOND

TRANSFORMER.
HIGH FFFICIENCY,

LEAKAGE CURRENT LOW,

REGULATION WITHIN 2%.

3-POI.VT JiiEPABABI.E COII.!;,.

Aljsolutely OtUARANTEEL) .It'.iiast LIGIfT-
NING and all ELECTRICAL DISABLE-
MENT not due to carelessness or mieman-
figeoient on the part of user.

Sent to any responsible concern on
30 days' trial.

GENERAL SELLING AGENTS:

TAYLOR, GOODHDE & AMES,
S27 Monadnock Block. CHICAGO, ILL.

FOR SALE.
Tliree n.5-Lt?lit Waterhouse Dynamos.
One son-Light Brush.
Two 65-Llght Van Depoele Arc Dynamos.
One 600-Light United Stales Alternator.

One coo-Light United States, 110 voli.

Fifteen 1,200-0. P. brush Arc Lamps.
Sixty No. 10 Brush Arc Lamps.

Rose Electric Light Supply Co.,

ST, LOUIS, mo.
BRANCIt: Electrical ExchangiBuilding, NewYork.

All Sizes

am
QualitlESMICA

For Electrical Pnrposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
2IK Water Street, Slew York.

W, H, SILLS, 86 Lake street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Sole AK**nts for "3Iicaiiite."

AMERICAN HIGH SPEED ENGINE
built of any required size and powe

up to 200 H. F,, for all stationary and ma
rine purposes. Makes 1,000 or more revo
lutions per minute. Has no dead centers

Unequaled regulation.

Economical! Simple! Durablei
For illustrated catalogue inclose 10 cents

in stamps and address American Engine
Co., 44 Raritan Ave., Bound Brook, N. J.

OHAS. H. WILSON. GEO. W. JACKSON.

WILSON & JACKSON,
GENERAL OONTRACTOES,

street and Highway construction, Electric Conduits, SuljNYuys, Sewers, Railroad and Masonry Wort

Telephone Main 140.

Times Building. CHICAGO.
-TI^E!-

'A
PUSH-BDTTON

si3:ells.
TORRINGTON, CONN.,

AND

95 CHAMBERS SIREET, NEW YORK.

J^oiary H. V^ortla.laa.grton, ^S'o-^t^ "Srorlx., Jja". Y.

PHILADELPHIA Chicago Branch, 93 and 95 Lake Street.
ST. LOUIS.

DENVER.

BRYANT ELECTRIC CO.,

bo.aiE
OK THK

%,^' 4RTICLIS

Urnhdm,

VOU KIIOULI.)

HAVE OIJIl

CATALOOOE,

Western Offlco:

I.'.22 MoDjilnwk

fluildint;.

THOS. G. GRIER,

Western Mgr.

Factory: Bridgeport, Conn.

stock kept in Chicago.

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved .Slovv-Speod Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIItECT-

DHIVKN" Slow-Speed Gener-

ators for Electric Lighting and

I'owcr. IjOW Running Expense.

Insulated Wire and Flexible

Cords. Kstimates furnished.

Isolated Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 Girard Building.

BUFFALO, 50 Terrace.

WORKN AT BKII»«EPOBT, CON3V.
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The Heilmann Electric Locomotive.
The question of attaining high speeds on railroads is

occupying the attention of engineers in this country and

Europe and has provoked much discussion. Steam engin-

eers generally contend that with the present track con-

struction little advancement can be expected, but there are

some who have maintained that many radical changes in

equipment will be required before marked improvement is

made. One of the most interesting articles on this sub-

ject is contributed by Max de Nansouty, in which he reviews

the achievements of the steam locomotive and predicts an

equally promising future for the electric locomotive. Fol-

lowing is a synopsis of the article:

The steam locomotive caused a wonderful though peace-

ful revolution at the beginning of the century by changing

A short electric railroad is now in operation in London.

In Belgium an electric railroad is projected between Brus-

sels and Antwerp. In the United States, in view of the

World's Fair, the Chicago & St. Louis Electric Railroad

company has made a complete plan for an electric railroad

between St. Louis and Chicago, a distance of 2S0 miles.

In France three important experiments are in progress. J.

J. Heilmann has prepared the plans for an application by

the State railroad. He has communicated the preliminary

plans to the society of engineers and has constructed the

experimental apparatus.

The North Railroad company has made a thorough in-

vestigation in the same field, and has built the experi-

mental apparatus under the skillful direction of its chief

engineer, A. Sartiaux. For the Paris, Lyons & Mediter-

tive only at the time when it uses it, then, although the

efficiency under the existing conditions might be but 60 per

cent, we would use only 4.88 pounds of coal for each

horse power transmitted to the axles.

Such is the primary advantage; it consists in the expendi-

ture of only such energy as can be profitably used.

Would it not also be possible to make a profitable use of

the descents on the line? Assuredly. In descending grades

the motors could be operated as generators and thus re-

turn to the line a part of the energy needed to climb them,

power which is ordinarily lost in the heat due to the fric-

tion of the brakes. Electric traction, when electric appara-

tus is sufficiently perfected, will be economical traction /<7;-

excellence.

But this is not all. The advantage to be gained from

the conditions of men and establishing more intimate

relations. It appears probable that the electric locomotive,

which is now being studied throughout the world, will assist

in producing a new, and, perhaps no less, important change

at the close of this industrial century. Experiments are

in progress; our engineers, our electricians, and railroad

companies are entering resolutely into the work of produc-

ing the electric locomotive. It is interesting at this time

to take a survey of the field.

The application of electricity to tramways, although

recent, has made wonderful progress. In the United

States half the street railways are already equipped; in

England the development is becoming rapid; in France we

'are only at the beginning, but interesting applications are

n progress, and this rapid and economical means of transit,

has acquired rights in Paris, which \vas its scientific cradle.

From electric traction on tramways to electric traction on

railroads is but a step, and electricians have the courage to

ake it.

THE HEILMANN ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE.

ranean company H. Bonneau, assistant engineer, and E.

Desroziers have laid foundations for this great and immi-

nent change in means of traction.

What are the advantages of electric traction? Why
should we wish to substitute it for steam locomotion?

Without entering into technical considerations it may be

said that the steam locomotive, as we are acquainted with

it, is a machine that produces constant work, or almost

that, in attaining variable speeds. It is necessary to keep

heated the volume of steam which forms the elastic spring

by means of which the pistons are moved and motion i s com-

municated to the wheels, and this, too, whether the engine

mounts grades, decends them or when it is in a state oE

rest. The locomotive is then a great squanderer of coal

and heat or calories. It is like a horse that cats continu-

ally whether it works or rests. We burn thus about eight

pounds of coal for a horse power delivered to the axles of

a locomotive. If we take this coal and burn it in a station

from which we transmit the electric current to a loconio-

the poini of view of speed is assured. Electric

motors are built directly upon the axles. Turn the

current into them, and they revolve, and the axle revolves

with them. Every axle, not only of the locomotive but of

every car, may and should carry its own motor. And now
we have this principle: The speed of the electric train is

theoretically unlimited; unlimited we say, for the speed de-

pends directly upon the number of revolutions of the motor

attached to the axle, and the motor may revolve at the

speed of 1,500, 2,000. 5,000 or 10,000 revolutions per

minute.

We may, however, be reassured. Our electricians and
engineers have no present intention of launching us into

space at cannon ball speed. They modestly content them-
selves with increasing by half the speed of our fast trains,

which now run from 45 to 60 miles an hour. We would
make the distance for example from Paris to Marseilles,

about 650 miles, in about nine hours, which now requires

fifteen hours with our heavy expresses. We could easily
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each Nice from Paris in twelve hours instead of twenty-two

hours; we could travel from Paris to Lyons in five hours

instead of nine hours. This would represent a speed of

only seventy-four miles an hour, and that would be an old

woman's speed for electricity. But if our road is strength-

ened and our electrical apparatus is made complete we

could readily and practically—yes. practically—double this

speed and make Paris only two hours and a half from

Lyons, four hours and a half from Marseilles, an hour and

a half from Brussels, seven hours from Vienna, fourteen

hoars from St. Petersburg and si.\teen hours from Con-

FIG. 3. b.^dt's multiphase kailway and lighting

SYSTEMS.

stantinople. Constantinople will be no farther from Paris

than Marseilles now is when the electric express makes 1 50

miles per hour.

The principal advantages of electric traction, then are

primarily speed and economy. It presents, however, others

such as simplicity of mechanism, possibility of reversing

direction of motion and almost instantaneous stops; remov-

ing the necessity for water tanks and coal supply on the

line; brilliant and cheap illumination of trains, the possi-

bility of using water power on the line.

To be sure these advantages could not be realized with-

out material changes in fixtures and rolling stock. Con-

siderable capital must be invested, but the result will be

favorable-

Whit abont accidents on the electric railroads? it will be

asked. Al such dizzy speeds will they not be continual,

various and disastrous ? Not at all, as theory on the one

hand and experiments on the other hand teach us.

Every axle of the electric train in its final and logical

form will have, as we have remarked, its own motor.

The train, so arranged that no space will be left between

coaches for the play of the wind, will form a homogeneous

whole, w'.th total adherence of all the wheels to the rails.

Instead of the present rolling stock, which wrenches and

twists and bends, repercussing and emphasizing the move-

ments of the ponderous mechanism of the steam loco-

motive, the electric train will glide along keeping

tightly to the rails, like a single coach. Except at curves

of short radius, where centrifugal force tends to wrench the

car from the track, the electric train has no reason for

leaving the rails. What generally causes the derailing of

trains at present, are the abnormal movements caused by

the ponderous mechanism, the high center of gravity of

the engines, etc. It is probable, therefore, that we

should have infinitely less chances for derailing with the

electric train.

There is still the prospect of a meeting of two trains

going in the same direction, and one will collide with

yoors, we will say, and telescope you, as the Americans

say. We can be reassured on this point by a priori reason-

ing. On the one hand our trains will be provided with

electric brakes so powerful they can be stopped at once.

Again, by means of a distribution of current which can

easily be designed, an operator could from any station

transmit to a train an electric current that would slacken its

speed or stop it altogether if the engineer persisted in

continuing on the line before the preceding train had

passed a certain distance. This certainly would be a com-

plete block system. How shall we produce the electric

train whose advanuges we have enumerated ? Three sys-

tems present themselves;

I'irst—Electricity is generated directly on the locomotive

by means of steam engine and boiler. This is the system

of J. J. Heilmano, which is to be tried on the railroads of

the state.

Second—The current is furnished to the electric loco-

m^ive by accumulators which arc charged at a given sta-

tion. This is the system of the company of the North

and it has been studied by A. .Sartiaujt.

Third— High tension current generated at sutions along

the line is transmitted to the lo.;omotivc by the rails, which

are insolated tor this purpose, or by conductors arranged

along the line. The current is picked up by brushes,

This system has been investigated by lionncau and Des-

roziers for the Paris, Lyons « Mediterranean company.

Each of these systems has advanuges and disadvantages,

and it will not be surprising if they all appear in practice

in the course of the revolution that will be brought about

in our railroads. These types may all appear, just as we

have different forms of perfected locomotives, those with

two cylinders, compound, those designed for use on rack

roads, those designed for consuming coal or oil, etc.

At this time a brief description of the Heilmann electric

locomotive only will be presented. The general arrange-

ment is shown very completely by the engravings. In

this system the locomotive is a traveling electric power

station. A boiler is carried which generates steam for a

Brown engine operating a dynamo, the fields of which are

excited by a separate machine. The locomotive is mounted

on four trucks the axle of each carrying a motor. The smoke

Stack it will be noticed is at the rear of the locomotive,

and the front end is narrowed somewhat on the form of a

prow of a ship.

But it will be said, it is absurd to generate steam on the

locomotive, and then transform the energy into electricity,

which involves a new loss in efficiency. But there is an

error in reasoning here. The heat freed by the combustion

of oil in the furnace is better utilized in the form of elec-

tricity than when the steam directly operates the pistons

of the locomotives. Electricity can be controlled exactly.

In addition greater speeds can be attained and the time

reduced during which steam is wastefuUy generated.

The locomotive which is illustrated is not the definitive

type; but the tests that will be made with it will be ex-

ceedingly interesting and may be considered as belonging

to actual practice.

Badt's Multiphase Railway and Lighting

Systems.
In the Western Electrician of August 27, iSg2, there

appeared a description of Badt's alternating current

Q
FIG. 5. LADT S MULTIPHASE RAILWAY AND LIGHTING

SYSTEMS.

electric railway system, Lieut. Badt is following sub-

stantially the same line in developing what he calls his

mutiphase railway system, which is illustrated in

the accompanying cuts. Fig. i is a view of

a car partly in section and partly in eleva-

tion, showing the general arrangement of some of the

features of the invention. Fig. 2 is a cross section through

a portion of the car. In Fig. 3 a diagrammatic view of

parts of the car and undergound system in their relative

considerable saving in copper for feeders. Assuming a

pressure of 5,000 volts for instance, and comparing it with

the pressure of 500 volts at present employed in railway sys-

tems, the amount of copper needed in the multiphase system

would be i-ioo of the amount required in systems extant.

It is proposed to conduct the current to the car motor

by surface conductor rails and trolleys underneath the car.

The surface conductor rails carry a low tension current, say,

not exceeding 50 volts. Insulation is very easily obtain-

able, as even a partial conductor would insulate sufficiently

against such a low voltage. These conductors are divided

FIG. 4. BADT S MULTIPHASE RAILWAY AND LIGHTING
SYSTEMS.

into sections; each section being less than the length of the

car. By a system of either electro-magnetic or mechani

cal 'switching devices, only those sections are in circuit

which' are covered by the car, and the current is picked up

from the sections as the car advances and the connections

are broken off those sections behind the car.

The track construction need not be changed at all. The
rails in which the car wheels travel need not be a part of

the electric system, thus doing away with the complications

and expenses of electric track construction.

The current is generated by low tension multiphase

dynamos at the station and, after being converted through

step-up transformers, is sent out at 5,000 volts pressure

through underground feeders of small cross-section. This

primary high-tension current taps into transformers, which

may be located every few blocks and may be easily acces-

sible. From these the current is distributed through switch

devices into the sectional conductor rails at low pressure.

The multiphase motor, as will be seen by reference to

the cuts, comprises a field suspended under the car truck

and an armature consisting mainly of a large mass of iron,

having no commutator or collector. Great initial torque

for starting and speed regulation are easily obtained.

Breaks are minimized and repairs easily effected. Every

part may be made absolutely waterproof.

The system is also applicable to conduits already in

existence. If, for instance, it should be de-

sired to replace a cable system, by a multiphase system

the conductor rails instead of being on the

surface might be put in the conduit and a trolley arm reach-

ing through the slot of the conduit would make the

necessary connections. The same advantages would be

obtained, and it would matter little if the conduit were

filled with water, as, it is claimed , the low tension employed

on the bare conductors on which the trolley moves could

not be, short circuited by water and would be in circuit only

for .a short time when the car would be passing. Electro-

lysis under this condition would not attack the bare con-

ductors.

Jn this connection the Badt multiphase lighting system
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FIGS. I AND 2, ISADT S MULTIPHASE

vertical positions is shown, while Fig, 4 is a diagrammalic

view showing one transformer or converter utilized for sup-

plying two or more successive sections of conducting rails.

In ibis system, it should be remembered, overhead

trolleys and overhead construction of all kinds, arc un-

necessary; nor is an underground conduit icquircd. The

principal advantage claimed for this arrangement is

the employment of high tension underground mains

carrying from 2,000 to 5,000 volls and thus ensuring a

RAILWAY AND LIGHTING SYSTEMS.

may be applied to the cars and stations along the

track, allowing incandescent lamps to burn independently

of each othcrand doing away with the objectionable method

now employed in street railway circuits, of connecting five

lamps in series. This system also allows the use of electric

arc lamps as headlights, as the low potential would permit

the operation of an electric arc lamp with but very little

dead resistance in circuit.

In a multiphase system for incandescent lighting, it Is
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necessary that every set of wires should be equally loaded

so as to maintain an electrical equilibrium similar to that in

an Edison three-wire system. Attempts have been made,

especially by German inventors, to construct incandescent

lamps containing three filaments connected in series within

the bulb with three leading out terminals. Eacli of the

three terminals was intended to be connected with one of

the wires of a triphase system. It is evident that as in each

fraction of a second, one of the filaments would be the

common return for the current passing through the other

two filaments, all three filaments would become equally

incandescent. Another lamp was constructed on the same

principle, only three straight filaments were joined in one

point with three leading out terminals.

The improvement illustrated in Fig. 5 was designed by

V. B. Badt to overcome the objections found in these types,

and to enable the use of ordinary commercial incandescent

lamps with single filaments and still gain the advantage of

always loading the wires of a multiphase system equally.

Great Western ManufacLurir^g Company.
Next to the incandescent lamp litigation the most import-

ant piece of news that ha«; lately attracted the attention of

the electrical fraternity is the announcement that the Great

Western Electric Supply company, combined with several

other manufacturing and supply companies, has removed

its factory to T)uluth, and engaged in the general electrical

manufacturing business, a new company having been

formed under the corporate name of the Great Western

Manufacturing company. Inasmuch as the new company

proposes to cover the entire field, manufacturing and sup-

plying everything from push-buttons to power generators

and boldly meeting all competitors, the scope and extent of

the new enterprise is deemed worthy of the somewhat ex-

tended notice given in this article.

The Great Western Manufacturing company is the re-

sult of the consolidation of the Great Western Electric Sup-

ply company, the Chicago Insulated Wire company and

the Bain Electric Manufacturing company of Chicago, the

increase the manufacturing facilities of the company, and

the result was that the entire establishment was moved to

its present site, 195-207 South Canal street. In Icssthan two

years the company has increased its space three times, and

its manufacturing branch has become one of the most

important features of its business.

Less than a year ago the corporation became interested

in the Chicago Insulated Wire company, and lately has

purchased all the stock of that concern. The wire com-

pany's history is much like that of the Great Western,

starting in a small way, until now it occupies i's own
buildings in Sycamore, III., and has over three hundred

machines for the insulation of wire in operation,

A number of representative gentlemen in Duluth, inter-

ested in the Phoenix Manufacturing company at that)place,

opened negotiations with the Great Western company, and

after an examination of the afTairs of each by committees

from the respective concerns, it was decided to unite the

varied manufacturing interests of the Great Western Elec-

FIG, I.

The cut shows the lamp sockets connected in series and

each of the wires connecting two lamp sockets attached to

one of the wires of the three phase system.

There is a large body of brilliant, hopeful and indus-

trious young men employed in the electric business in

this city, says the New York S/e/i. So sudden has been
the development of electricity as a factor in practical life

that electricians have not had time to grow old, and many
of the responsible men in the telephone and electric

lighting business are yet below 40. Most of them are at

once theorists and experimenters. Every problem pre-

sented by the application of electricity to every-day life is

now the subject of study by a score of men trained in a
practical theoretical school, yet acquainted with the latest

discoveries in the science.

The power house of the Central Railway company of

Peoria, III., which furnished current for five electric lines,

was destroyed by fire on January 17th. The fire was dis-

covered at 3:30 A. M. in the machine shop. The men
there soon had two small streams on the fire, but neg-
lected to turn in an alarm until thirty minutes later, when
the entire structure was ablaze. Mcnry Riding and
Charles Weaver were considerably burned about the face
in getting out. The destruction of the building was com-
plete; the loss is estimated at ^80,000. The insurance,
except on the cars, is $65,000. The company has ordered
new generators, and the work of rebuilding the power
house has been begun

GREATWESIERN MAN UKACTURIKC COMPANY.—OFFICES IN

Pha-oix Manuiacturing company of Duluth and the West-

ern Electrical Supply company of St. Louis. It was or-

ganized January 13, 1893, with a paid-in capital of $1,500,-

000, of which $1,300,000 is in common stock and |2oo,ooo

preferred. All the assets of these companies, cash, stock

on hand, raw material, machinery, good will, bills, ac-

counts receivable, office fixtures, patents—in short, assets

of whatever description— have been transferred to the

Great Western Manufacturing company. The value of

these assets has been passed upon by a committee ap-

pointed by those constituting the new company, and it was,

at a conservative estimate, taken at $1,300,000. The
$200,000 preferred stock has been subscribed for at par,

$100,000 in cash having been raised by Duluth capitalists

and the remaining $100,000 by eastern men.

The history of the consolidated company is interesting.

In the spring of 1SS9 the Great Western Electric Supply

company was organized. At first it did a jobbing business

only, with headquarters at 190 and 192 Fifth avenue,

Chicago. It was not long, however, before the directors

of the company realized that for their own protection they

must enter the manufacturers' field, and with this end in

view space was obtained at 195 South Canal street, and a

shop opened there. It soon became necessary to largely

CHICAGO.

trie Supply company at Duluth in the works of the Phvxnix

Manufacturing company, and to organize a new company,

which should be known as the Great Western Manufactur-

ing company.

Later the Bain Electric Manufacturing company was

taken into the combination, and preparations are now in

progress for the removal of all the machinery, tools and-

supplies of this company to the Duiuth factory, where the

manufacturing operations of the old Great Western Sup-

ply company are now carried on. The Western Electrical

Supply company of St. Louis is the remaining company 00

the list. This company has for some time been virtually

under the same management as the Great Western Elec-

tric Supply company.

The cflicers of the company are: President, T. B. Casey,

formerly vice-president and now director of the North-

western National Bank, Minneapolis. Minn.; first vice-

president and managing director, R. S. Slunger, president

of the Imperial Mills company, Duluth, Minn.; second vice-

president, Stephen J. Voung. president l''nion National

Bank, Brunswick, Me.; third vice-president and assistant

treasurer, O, H. Simonds, general manager Duluth Terminal

Railway company, Duluth: secretary and treasurer, H. A-

Odell, patent attorney, Chicago; general manager, E. R.
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Oilman, formerly president of the Northwest Thomson-

Houston company, St. Paul; electrical engineer, Force

Bain.

Among the other stockholders are ex-Governor Merriam,

St. Paul, Minn.; H. K. Oilman, Chicago; John L. Dodge,

Great Barrington, Mass.; Col. C. H. Graves, Buluih;

Judge O. P. Stearns. Duluth; J. D, and R. C. Ray,

Duluth: Duncan, Brewer & Co.. Dulutb; P. McDon-

nell, Duluth; Joseph Sellwood, Duluth; C. E. Dickerman,

St. Paul; J. B. Sutphin, Duluth; E. H. Hall, Duluth; E.

G. Chapman, Duluth: Judge J. D. Ensign, Duluth; Myers

Bros., Duluth; John Crerar. Chicago; A. Harrington, Min-

neapolis; H. W.Wheeler, Duluth; Gilliam & Pemberton,

Richmond, Va.; Lieut. S. Y. Seyburn, U. S. A., Detroit;

Duluth Land & Loan Company ; Gen . Robert Mac-

Feeley, Washington, D. C; Capt. D. Pratt Mannis, U.

S N., Washington, D. C; R. M. Newport, P. T. Barr.

was formerly vice-president of the Northwestern National

Bank of Minneapolis. Mr. Munger, first vice-president,

is the president of the Imperial Mills company of Duluth,

which is said to own the largest flouring mill in the world.

Mr. Munger is also interested in many of the leading enter-

prises in Duluth and vicinity. Hon. Stephen J. Young,

second vice-president, is president of the Union National

Bank at Brunswick, Me., and is as well known in the

East as Mr. Casey and Mr. Munger in the West. He is a

man of wealth, conservative, and with exceptional business

ability. Mr. Simonds, third vice-president, is general

manager of the West Duluth Land Improvement company

and manager of the Duluth Belt Line railroad. He is

possessed of indefatigable energy and excellent business

ability. Mr. Odell, the treasurer, is a gentleman who has

had a thorough business training, although a lawyer by

profession, and is v/ell fitted to fill his new position.

As will be seen by an inspection of the group of illustra-

tions in Fig. 2, the Duluth factory is thoroughly well

equipped for a large manufacturing business. Originally

built for the Iron Bay company, the establishment was fit-

ted with every appliance necessary for the manufacture of

machineiy of all kinds The location is regarded as pecul-

iarly advantageous for the production and distribution of

electrical goods. Situated on Bay St. Louis, at the head

of navigation on Lake Superior, the factory is within

a short distance of the great iron and copper mines of the

Northwest, the products of which enter so largely in the

manufacture of electrical machinery. Fuel is obtained at

an unusually cheap rate, and the shipping facilities, both

by rail and water, are excellent, as the tracks on the Du-

luth Belt Line railway run directly into the factory. E. A.

Maginnis is superintendent of the factory, and he has

succeeded in putting the establishment in running order

I. Eitcrior View,

s. Dyturno R'^om.

St. Paul, Minn.; Eugene Scharff, New York; Phn^nix

Glass company, Pittsburg; J. H. Gregory. Chicago; R,

Park von Wcdclstacdr, St. I./>uis: Edward Carroll, Leav-

enworth. Klin.; Col. J. H. Oilman, U. S. A., Chicago.

A few words about the officers of the company will not

be amiss. E. k. Oilman, the general manager, is well

known as the former president of the Northwest Thom-

son-Hooston Electric company. Mr. Oilman entered the

electrical field in its early days, and the company which he

started in 18^7 with a capital of i^io.rxio had increased its

capitalization before he left it. in lafjo, to $750,000, and

was doing an annual business of several millions, having

installed the greater portion of the electric street railways

and central and isolated plants in the Northwest. With

bis wide experience in that company^ and later in

handling electrical stocks, bonds, and sccnritics, Mr.

Oilman is well qualified for his new position. The

president of the company, Mr. Casey, is widely

known thronghout the Northwest as a conservative busi-

Dcss nun and banker. He is a man of large means, and

';.<EAT WESTERN MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

3-

-FACTORY AT DULUTH.

Engine Room.

Polishioi; Depirtmenl.

5. Machine Shop.

C. Electrolier Room.

The general offices of the company are in Chicago at

i'>5-207 South Canal street. Views of the offices and sales-

room arc shown in Fig. i.

The business of the company will be carried on much as

heretofore, the Chicago and .St. Louis houses acting as job-

bers for all sorts of electrical supplies, a large portion of

which will be produced at the factories in Dululh, Minn.,

and Sycamore, III. IL K. Gilman, for several years the

active head of the Great Western Electric Supply com-

pany, will be manager of the Chicago office and have gen-

eral charge of the factories, Mr. Gilman is well known

to the electrical fraternity throughout the West, and

he will bring to the new company the administrative

ability which has contributed so largely to the success

of the supply company. R, V. Scudder is the man-

ager of the St, I^uis house, and he has already built up a

good business in the .Southwest, The Chicago sales de-

partment and the fixture department v/ill continue in the

charge o' T. C. Raffcrty and J. L. Parmcic, respect-

ively.

7. Plating Room.
3, Foundry.

in a very short space of time, considering ilie diflicullies

to be contended with, not the least of which was the ex-

tremely cold weather which has prevailed in Duluth, and,

indeed, throughout the entire Northwest, this winter.

The factory is not yet running with a full force of men, but

it is confidently predicted that, with all the departments in

operation, 500 hands will be employed before the year is

out.

The plant is located in West Duluth, on the corner of

Fourth avenue east and Fourth street north. The princi-

pal building, shown in the center of Fig. 2, is of brick, L-
shaped, with street frontages of 457 and 200 feet. The
corner portion is four stories high with an attic. The
wings are respectively one and two stories high and Co and

75 feet deep. In addition there are two other buildings

not shown in the picture. One of these, 200 by 75 feet, will

probably be used as a wire factory, and the other, which

has dimensions of 175 by 60 feet, will serve as a ware-

house.

In the big factory power is supplied by three cngine.%
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one Corliss with 14 by 30 inch cylinder, and two Auto-

matics, with cylinders respectively 6 by 10 and 10 by 20.

Steam is furnished by two tubular boilers 16 feet long and

5 feet in diameter, and the plant is rendered complete by

a stean' pump and feed water heater. There is also

a pumping station, equipped with a 20 horse power boiler,

Knowles pump and Korting injector, water being taken

from Bay St, Louis. The dynamo equipment consists of

five machines—a Thomson- Houston 250 light incandescent

machine and a Ball arc dynamo of 25 lights capacity for

lighting the building, a Sperry 50 lighter and a Thomson-

Houston machine of 15 lights capacity for testing- arc lamps

and a small Eddy dynamo used for furnishing current in the

plating room. The factory is completely equipped for ma-

chine work, the plant including a 12 ton Walker traveling

crane, three 15 ton cranes in the foundry and three 10 ton

business. It has not yet been determined whether the in-

sulated wire factory will remain in its present quarters at

Sycamore, or if it, loo, shall be consolidated with the other

branches at Duluth. It is expected, however, that it will

be moved there at no distant day. It is the intention to

put in complete rolling mills early in the summer for the

rolling of copper rods and wire drawing.

Force liain, one of the best equipped electrical engineers

in Chicago, will have charge of the electrical work at the

factory, and the Bain dynamo will be the type produced

by the company. Mr, Bain has paid much attention to

electrical mining machinery, being a pioneer in this field,

and the company will devote especial attention to this

class of apparatus. Coal mining machinery will be par-

ticularly exploited, as Mr. Bain has devised a complete set

of machines for this use. The mining generator is espe-

These machines arc tended by girls and young men, and
about fifty hands are employed under the direction of

Superintendent V . fl. Sydney, who is an expert wire in-

sulator. Most of the manufacturing is done on the first

door, but the magnet wire winders and spoolers, with the

stock of cotton, are in the upper story. All the compounds,

paints and waxes used arc prepared on the premises. The
capacity of the factory is from 25,000 to 30,000 pounds of

wire a week. Braid insulation is used exclusively except

on annunciator wire. Power is furnished by an AliJs 40

horse power engine, which also operates a 200 light Edison

dynamo. The factory has only been in operation abom a

year, but is doing a good business.

Included among the 300 stockholders are many of the

representative business men of Chicago. St. Paul, Min-

neapolis and Duluth. With this strong backing and two

kk;. 3.

Exterior View. Engine Room

GREAT WESTERN M ANUP'ACTURING COMPANY.—FACTORY AT SYCAMORE, ILL.

3, Rear View of Braiding Room. 4. Magnet Wire and Stock Room. Front View oi braiding Room.

cranes in the machine shop, 1,800 feet of shafting, about 30

lathes, as well as slotting machines, planers, etc. All the

buildings are connected by tunnels. The two-stoiied wing

contains the power plant, machine shop, fi.xlure rooms and

plating and polishing departments, while the foundry and

blacksmith shop are in the eastern wing. The central por-

tion is devoted to oftices, show rooms, stock room and

draughting department.

The Great Western Electric Supply company has been

manufacturing electric, gas and combination fixtures, arc

lamps, and a large variety of electrical supplies. This

company's machinery has been moved to the Piiluth plant,

and the manufacture of these articles is now goinjr on. The

machinery, tools and supplies of the Bain Electric Manufac-

uring company are now being removed to the Duluth factory,

and this department of the business will manufacture

dynamos, motors, electric mining locomotives, electric

mining drills and welding machines, beside electrical test-

ing and station instruments of various kinds. An addition

to the factory will probably be built for this portion of the

cially designed to run for a long period on full or varying

load. Constant pDtential generators and motors will be

manufactured in sizes having capacities varj'ing from 10

to 200 kilowatts, wound for any voltage desirable, either

shunt or compound. The company will also soon put on

the market Mr. Bain's new reciprocating rock drill for

quarrying stone. This machine has been quietly but per-

sistently developed for the past year. It is said that when

this machine is offered for sale it will be durable and

practical in every feature. Within the next year the com-

pany will introduce the Bain system of alternating electric

light machinery. Contracts will be taken for complete cen-

tral station plants for lighting and power, with every item

of the company's own manufacture.

The insulated wire factory at Sycamore, HI., is illus-

trated in Fig. 3. The factory proper is a two-storied

brick building 216 feet long and 4.S feet wide. There are

also two frame warehouses. Nearly all the operations of

insulating wire are performed by machinery, and in the

factory there are 160 braiders and 142 other machines.

well equipped factories, the new company embarks in the

general electrical business with bright prospects of suc-

cess.

Xin Wheeler. Willard Warner. C. E. James, Franklin
Harris and F. J. Bennett propose to build a new electric

street railway in Chattanooga, Tenn.

At a recent meeting in London of the Civil and Nle-
chanical Engineers' society Sidney A. Court read a paper
on "Gas Versus Electricity for Illuminating Purposes. ' in

which he drew attention to the need of belter lighting of
the London streets. He stated that the new high power
public gas lamps lately adopted in Westminster and at

Hyde Park corner gave only one-tenth the light of a 10
ampere arc lamp, tboui:h coitint: practically the same to

erect and maintain. As regards gas. he pointed out that,

unless governors are used by consumers, an increase in the
pressure in the mains causes great waste of gas, while the
burners at the same time give less light, and he stated that
at Westminster the pressure in the mains has been known
to vary 100 per cent, in the space of one hour. Ky the
Board of Trade regulation the electricity supply com-
panies are, on the other hand, limited to a variation of not
more than 2 per cent, either way.
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Candidates for political office nowadays seem to con-

sider it necessary to advocate municipal ownership of gas

and electric plants and other socialistic priociples. In

Chicago, for instance, the candidates for the mayoralty

nominations are tumbling over each other in their eagerness

to '*place themselves on record'' on this subject. Of

course, the mayor of Chicago has nothing to do with the

enactment of laws enabling the city to engage in such

business, and the candidates referred to know this, but

they also know that many of the men who loudly advocate

such measures do not understand it, and they are ready, of

course, to take advantage of the ignorance of these

"reformers."

In New York a bill is pending before the assembly pro-

viding for the establishment of gas and electric plants by

cities throughout the sta'.c. It is not expected that this

bill will pass the legislature.

The National Klcctn'c Light association should take

decisive steps to head off this adverse legislation.

Chicago capitalists have formed two large corporations

for the manufacture of telephone apparatus, and they have

announced tlieir intention of equipping factories for m.-in-

ufacturing telephone devices at once. There seems to be a

growing sentiment that the telephone will occupy much

more attention during the next few years than has hitherto

been devoted to it by the general public. The IIcU com-

pany e:(prcs9cs confidence in its ability to control the bus

ineis. C3p2cial!y in the large cities, and some of its more

enlhtisiaslic advocates say that by reason of the superiority

of its service it will retain a practical monopoly of the

bnsioess. This belief is not shared by many well informed

men, and it cau scarcely be said that the Bell company en-

joys the good will of its patrons. Many of these arc ask-

ing when the improved service will be introduced and why
the company does not adopt complete metallic circuits

without charging an extra rental. In many large commu-
nities it is claimed that the service is deteriorating. It is

not to be wondered at, then, that capitalists, koowing the

feeling that exists toward the old company, should readily

invest in concerns that are formed to equip competing ex-

changes. It may be expected that the year i8q3 will

mark an interesting epoch in the history of telephony in

America.

Cable dispatches announce the opening of the Liver-

pool electric railway by Lord SalisburJ^on February 4th.

The road is the first elevated railway built in England. It

will be used entirely for passenger traffic and a high rate of

speed will be attained. It was only the promise of imme-

diate relief for a very much overcrowded district that

secured the consent of the English to the construction of

an elevated structure. It will be noticed, however, that

while the elevated structure was accepted the steam loco-

motive would not be tolerated. This is certaialy the

proper spirit, and New York, Chicago and other large

American cities should take a lesson from the city of

Liverpool. It is certainly a most outrageous policy to

allow the use of steam locomotives with the accompanying

smoke, cinders, dirt and noise, through the heart of a

large city. New York has had an opportunity to secure

some relief from this nuisance by the adoption of the

underground system advocated by the Rapid Transit

Commission. But New York with its boasted enterprise

could not find enough public spirited citizens to undertake

the construction of this road. Chicago took a step back-

ward when the use of steam locomotives was decided upon

for the South side "L*' road. Electric motors should have

been adopted. It is now announced that the Metropolitan

Elevated Railway company, which will build the big "L"
system on the West Side, Chicago, is contemplating the

adoption of steam locomotives. The people should object

to this outrageous decision. There is no e.^:cuse for the use

of diriy, noisy steam locomotives for this work, and the

company should be compelled to adopt the electric motor.

REViiiwiNG the progress of electrical engineering during

the last year in Great Britain, London Imiusiries says

that "commercially, the electrical industry has been by no

means Hourishing." The development did not meet the

expectation of manufacturers. Continuing it says: ' In

i8qi the demand for electrical machinery was very great,

and works were in many cases enlarged. In 1S92 many
firms were very fully employed, but, on the whole, there

has not been so much activity in electrical work. Central

stations, corporations and local authorities are very active

just now and the pendulum is swinging over in favor of

municipal electric lighting." The same journal expects

that much good will come from the Crystal Palace Elec-

trical Exhibition, which made "electric lighting more and

more familiar to the minds of town councilors and the

public generally." Central station managers seem to have

increased the capacity of their plants, and the demand for

lights, both arc and incandescent, shows a growing senti-

ment in favor of the improved method of illumination.

Our French contemporaries, unlike the English,^ seem

well satisfied with the accomplishments of the last year,

and extremely hopeful of what the present year will bring

forth. They admit that there has been nothing startling

in the line of invention, nor has there been any particular-

ly bold engineering project presented, but there has been

material advancement, and new fields have been opened

which give promise of rich rewards- In his review of the

progress made during the year 1392, E. Ilospitalicr calls

attention to the fact that in making and laying great ocean

cables, France is no longer dependent upon England.

This, of itself, is enough to gladden the heart of every

Frenchman. Much interest is manifested throughout the

old world in the project for utilizing the power of Niagara,

liut our European friends arc looking forward to the open

ing of the Columbian Exposition at Chicago as the most

promising event of the year, and in this they will not be

mistaken. As an object lesson, in which the best Ameri-

can practice can be compared with European methods the

World's Fair will be particularly attractive to foreign engi-

neers. Then, too, the Electrical Congress which will meet

in Chicago during the exposition will b'j another attrac-

tion. No wonder the French engineers look to America

this year with particular intercut.

Admtionai. information relative to ihc .sale or the Green

electric railway patents to the General Electric company

appears to confirm the report of the transfer, which was

noticed in the V/E5TLk:^ Electrician last week. It is

now stated that, as the result of negotiations conducted by

F. B. Fish, counsel for the General Electric company, the

purchase was consummated about two weeks ago. O. S.

Kelly of Springfield, O., was the vendor, he having come
into possession of the patents several years ago.

The Green patents have already had a checkered

career. The original application of one of the patents

was hied on September 15, 1879. and the patent thereon

was issued December 15, i8qi, pursuant to a decree of

the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia, over-

ruling the commissioner of patents in rejecting the ap-

plication. The inventor was George F. Green, a resi-

dent of Kalamazoo. Mich., and at the time of filing his

application, it was alleged, he was too poor to employ an
attorney to assist him in its preparation and prosecution.

Owing to his unfarailiarity with patent matters, the ap-

plication prepared by himself did not meet all the re-

quirements of the patent office, principally on account of

his failure to use technical terms and language in de-.

scribing his invention, and as aresult the patent was de-

layed twelve years. His invention was pronounced patent-

able, but after a long period of suspension, awaiting his

turn to be placed in interference with applications of Prof,

Thomas Ball and Stephen D. Field of Massachusetts,

Thomas A. Edison and Prof. Siemens of Berlin, who
claimed the same invention, the patent office refused to

admit his application to the interference for technical

reisons, ana a new applicatioi was required. The inter-

ference, it is said, was also decided against him on a

narrow construction of the issue, and a patent was issued

to Field covering what the patent office construed to be

the specific patentable matter. But Green's claims cover-

ing the broad matter were persistently prosecuted by
way of appeal to the Supreme Court of the District of

Columbia, and the latter tribunal overruled the patent

office, thus securing to Green the claims for which he had

been so long contending. The principal claim of the

patent that dates back to 1879 is as follows:

The combination of a railway track, one or more station-
ary means of electric supply, electrical conductors extend-
ing from said means of electric supply along the lines of
said track, and consisting wholly or in part of the rails

thereof, vehicles moving along said track, electro dynamic
motors whose coils are constantly excited so long as the
poles of said motor are in circuit with the means of electric

supply fixed upon said vehicles forimpartiug motion there-
to, and wheels supporting said vehicles upon the track, and
also serving to maintain continuous electrical connection
between said means of electric supply and motors.

There is also a patent for which application was filed

May 15, i886. Its leading claim is thus set forth:

The combination of one or more sources of electric sup-
ply, a railway track, a wheeled vehicle moving upon or
along said track, a conducting circuit composed wholly or
in part of insulated conductors extending along the line of
travel of said vehicle, one or more rotating electric motors
mounted upon said vehicle for propelling the same and in-

cluded in said circuit of conductors, and a circuit controller
placed on said vehicle, and also included in said circuit of
conductors.

Mr. Kelly, who has just been bought out by the General

Electric company, tells the following story of his connec-

t'on with the litigation:

I met Mr. Green in 1SS3 in this city [Springfield, O.].
Mr. Green told me of his invention of the electric street
car system. For a certain consideration I took an interest
in it; and in addition was to pay all expenses connected
with the case. Mr. Green made his application in 1879,
and when I arranged with him in 1883 his patent was still

suspended. We waited until 1886. at which time the patent
oflice granted letters patent upon electric railways to a
nephew of Justice Field. I then asked to put in an inter-
ference, but the patent office, by unusual ruling, held that
I could not come into interference with Mr. Field unless I

filed an entirely new application, doing it in 1S86. I filed

the application and fought it through, but in 1889 Mr.
Field was granted a patent on part of Green's invention. In
the meantime I had kept the '79 application alive and we
came to them with it. They, however, rejected us. Then we
carried it to the supreme court and they granted us the
patent. In the meantime I bought out Green.

It will be seen that the claims of these patents cover

broadly the general principle on which all the overhead

trolley electric railroads in the United Slates arc operated,

and it is stated that the General IClectric company believes

that it possesses the absolute ownership of all known
methods of conveying current to electric cars. It cannot

be doubted that the recent purchase of the patents co.st a

large sum of money, which the General Ele;:tric company
would not Iiavc expended unless it was advised that the

patents stood an excellent chance of being upheld by the

federal courts. Taking this fact and the action of the

companyon its incandescent lamppalent into consideration,

it seems fair to infer that the General Electric company
will soon take steps to establish its c'aim, and that a legal

battle of the first magnitude will ensue. Interests of great

importance are involved, and further steps will be awaited

with eager interest.
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German Electric Elevator.
A German electric elevator equipment with some novel

features is shown in the accompanying illustration, Fij^.

I. It is manufactured by the Allgemeioe I'-lektri/.itaets

Gesellschaft of Berlin, and is made for capacities of 500,

1,000 and 3,000 kilograms.

The motor is of the multipolar type made by this firm,

and is fastened to the same bed plate as the hoisting

mechanism, which is connected with the motor by a worm
on a prolongation of the armature shaft. This worm en-

tion to the steel "brushes" ol the other disk. The two

disks are set at such a distance from each other that the

steel brushes of one overlap the projections of the other by

from one to two millimeters. In the ordinary operation of the

elevator the brushes of one disk carry along the other disk

wiih it. Kow if the load should increase beyond the nor-

mal capacity, or if something should suddenly interfere

with the running of the mechanism, the steel brushes

would bend more and more until they would at last wipe

over the projections on the otherdisk and no longer revolve

this latter with it. An arrangement of this kind can be

used to operate at any load, and can even be used in start-

ing up slowly; that is, by allowing the motor to run

empty at full speed and then gradually throwing the load on,

instead of throwing the load on the motor simultaneously

with starting it.

It is to be noted here that the driving worm, in order to

gain greater efficiency, is cut with a very great pitch, and

indeed to such an e.xtent that it is not self-locking—a con-

dition that would permit of its running down. To pre-

vent this, when the elevator begins to descend, the shaft of

the worm revolves the armature of the shunt motor, in which

current is generated in direct proportion to the velocity of

the car, so that any extraordinary speed in the descent is

checked and the elevator is allowed to drop at a fixed

velocity.

A further safety device is connected with the hoisting

drum itself. This consists of a disk which by means of a

lever and weight is constantly pressing against the vertical

face of the drum, and opposing its action. As soon as the

current is turned in on the motor a large magnet in shunt

with the motor is energized and relieves this friction on

the drum. If the motor is cut off by accident or design,

the lever with its weight comes at once into play and

brakes the drum. The cuts are from the EUktrotcch-

nisicher Anzei^cr.

riO. 2. GERMAN ELECTRIC ELEVATOR.

gages in a gear having an axle in common with the hoist-

ing drum. Wire rope is used and the usual precautions

and safety devices are made to allow for a sudden parting

of the cable. Indirect connection with the driving shaft

is a brake device which is set in operation when the

operating lever or wheel points at "halt."

While it is necessary to set the hoisting drum in motion

Extensive Railway Scheme for Provi-
dence.

The Union Railroad company proposes an extensive

system of electric railways for Providence, R. I. Within

a year it must equip all its lines in the city with the trolley

system of electric traction. This is one of the conditions

upon which the permission to run electric cars has been

granted. The first ordinances permitting the company to

operate cars by electricity were approved October 11, 1S92.

These were for the Elmwood and Pawtucket routes. By

various ordinances passed between the date mentioned

and December 6th all the lines in the ctty were directed to

be fitted for electric power. Before this the company had

been authorized to locate and equip an electric road for

FIG. I. GERMAN ELECTRIC ELEVATOR.

with the least loss of time, it is nevertheless imperative that

its motion be easily checked, and although this also must

be done quickly, yet it should not be accomplished so sud-

denly as to sprain the parts or to reverse the drum's dircc

tion of revolution. To accomplish this an elastic device,

Fig. 2, is connected between the armature and brake. This

consists of two coupling disks mounted on the same shaft.

One of these disks has fastened to it bunches of fiat steel

wire resembling brushes; the other disk is provided with

radial projections of steel corresponding in size and posi-

the accommodation of the residents of I'ruit Hill and

North Providence. Tlicsc people thrcatcncil to construct

a road of their own, and an agreement was entered into by

which the local corporation agreed to establish an electric

route which should run down Smith street and join the

other North End tracks. In East Providence the Union

company has been granted a valuable franchise, by

which a monopoly of the traflic between the city and the

East Side shore resorts may be secured. This furnishe s an

indication of the work which the present corporation or its

successors must accomplish before the ist of January,

1894, and it may also be said that the East Providence

rights form an important link In a f>ossible chain that may
ultimately extend to Fall River and New Bedford, and
possibly Xewport.

Electrically Operated Stage Curtain.

For two months the curtain in the Comedie Francaisc the-

ater inParis has been raised and lowered by el^ctrcity. The

ELECTRICALLY OPERATED STAGE CURTAIN.

installation, which was made under the direction of the Ed-

ison company and the chief stage carpenter of the theatre,

js said to be the only ons of the kind in Europe. The il-

lustration represents very completely the plan which was fol-

lowed. The curtain, ./, which weighs about 1,170 pounds,

is suspended by five ropes i/which run over the pulleys

and wind round the drum B. The weight of the cartain

is balanced by a counter weight D. When it is desired to

raise the curtain, current is switched to the 2 horse power

electric motor /'^connected by countershaft to the drum B.

The curtain is operated from the prompter's cage in the

front of the stage, as the engraving shows. It travels a

distance of 31 feef, and the rheostat is so arranged that

the curtain may be raised or lowered at the rate of 2,'2

feet, 3.'2 feet or 4 feet per second. Current for operating

the motor is taker from the Edison circuit from which the

theatre is lighted. It is said that the instaliatioa gives en-

tire satisfaction. The illustration is reproduced from La
Xaiurc.

Electricity at the World's Fair.

A circular has been issued from the department of elec-

tricity asking exhibitors for information as to the number

of packages in Ihe shipment of exhibits, the numtxrof

shipping labels and tags required and the probable time of

shipment. Tags and labels will be furnished immediately

upon application, and the department urges upon exhibitors

the necessity for early shipment of exhibits in order lo

avoid the inevitable rush of the last few weeks of the instil-

lation period.

.\mple telegraphic facilities will be provided on the

World's Fair grounds. The lower floor of the souihcasi

pavilion of the administration building will be devoted to

the telegraphic service. The Western I'nion will have a

space of 40 by 60 feet at the southeast corner: the Postal

will take the northeast corner. Here will be located the

general fair oftices of the two companies. On big days,

when the demand of the newspapers will be hea\-iest. the

Western Union expects to be able to handle 40,000 words

for afternoon journals. It is expected that correspondents

for morning papers will not use the service at the fair to any

great extent, but will go to the down-town offices. As at

present determined the W'estern Union will have branche
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in the foliowing; named buildings: Machinery hall, the

casino, two in the manufactures building, the electricity

building, the transportation building, the railway station,

the horticultural building, the government building and

the Illinois state building. It may be that another office

will be located among the state buildings. The Postal

company will have branches in the electricity building, the

casino, machinery hail, the mines and mining building,

two in the manufactures building, the New York and

Illinois state buildings, and at the Sixty-third street

entrance.

Beside handling messages the Western Union will sup-

ply time for the fair. At convenient places in all the

buildings and at the state headquarters will be placed self-

winding clocks of ornamental design. The master clock

for the 200 or 300 clocks of this character on the grounds

will be located in the manufactures building, and will be

regulated from the Washington Observatory.

The exhibits of the telegraph companies will be in the

eastern gallery of the electricity building. The Western

Union company will have a handsome booth, 50 feet long

and 12 feet high, with six ornamental columns. On the

wide cornice will appear the words, "What God Hath

Wrought." The first telegraphic message ever sent in the

world thus will be commemorated. The crude instru-

ments with which S. F. B. Morse ticked out this message

will be in the booth beneath. Beside them will be the

perfected quadmplex instruments of the present. If Morse

was the father of telegraphy, Cyrus W. Field bore the

same relation to ocean cables. The fame of both will

be honored by memorials in the Western Union booth,

consisling of portraits, medals and other interesting me-

mentos of these two pioneers. The model of the steam-

ship Great Eastern, which laid the first successful Atlantic

cable, will represent the early days of ocean cables. Be-

side it will be displayed the modern appliances for putting

down and repairing cables.

The Postal company will also make a fine display.

In responding to the question, "Is Great Britain con-

tributing much to the electrical section?" put to him by a

London interviewer, Sir H. Trueman Wood, British com-

missioner to the World's Fair, said: "Not so much as I

could have wished. English electricians have had rather a

surfeit of exhibitions lately. The chief exhibit will be a

splendid collection of apparatus in uss for the purposes of

telegraphy by our postoffice. I may add that there are

some specimens of platinum, etc., in the mining section."

figure as possible, and make them pay for everything in-

side of, and including, the main line cut-out.

The company may not secure quite as much business,

but it will show a much greater net gain at the end of the

year. The business will increase much quicker than the

capital account, and by and by when a street circuit must
be extended or a new dynamo put in, the money will be on
hand which would otherwise have been squandered on free

wiring.

Free Wiring.'

By J. M. Campbell.

When arc lighting was first introduced in this country it

was customary to put lamps and wires into the premises of

the consumer free of charge. As ihe business increased

and incandescent systems of lighting were introduced this

practice was in a great many instances continued. The
simple wires of the arc system multiplied in number and

size. The labor of installing plants increased greatly, a

better insulation was called for, incombustible fittings and

better workmanship were the order of the day; until at the

present time if interior wiring for any incandescent system

is put in properly, it requires good material £.nd good

workmen. Both of these cost money. In the face of all

this, a great many of the local lighting companies wire up

places of business and houses free of expense to the own-

ers, charge the outlay to "capital acccunt" and post it up

in their books as an asset. The stockholders at the end on

the year verv' likely obtain a stock dividend and may con-

sider them=e^-es very fortunate if they are not called on to

subscribe for a further issue of stock for extensions ad"

improvements, unfortunately improvements to the properly

of others, and which if an asset at all to the lighting com-

pany doing the work, are of a very doubtful character—the

kind of an asset which should be written of? the books

every year as a dead loss. Where do we hear of gas com-

panies piping up customers' premises free of charge? This

is seldom if ever done, and yet in small towns the gas

moving industry does not seem to be any great bonanza,

and it is generally conceded that gas can be supplied

cheaper than incandescent electric Hght.

No doubt when an electric lighting plant is installed in a

town a greater number of customers can be obtained by

sopplying all interior work free of charge, but when this is

done the company is at the mercy of the consumer. On
the slightest pretest the company is ordered to take out the

lights and wire^ by the conanmcr, who has no financial in-

terest in the stuff, and the company's asset of so many
lights wired up becomes a scrap heap of very little value.

If the customers put in their own interior work, it saves a

large otiMay to the company in the first place. They then

have an interest in it and will not be inclined to cut off the

current without good reason. When pay-day comes around

the collector will find that he has a different man to deal

fr,:h 'han o'lr friend with the free wires. By abolishing
- class of customers will be secured. The
•zxpcn^c will be cut down considerably,

repairs can be charged for. There will

00: be Ao mtiti-i capital invested, and therefore less divi-

dends to pay. and on that account, a cheaper service can

b< given. Give the people a perfect service at as low a

I. fit^.-: ^j'Jr^ts ;h« Caoadur. Electric*! asvyciatton, at Toronto,
Jasoary si, :.i>>.

Electrical Recording Meters.

By Caryl D. Haskin.s

Part III.

We may now turn from the consideration of the clock

and separate motor meters, and give our attention to what
is to-day the most important class of electrical recording

instruments— the motor meters, those whose registering

train is actuated by the current to be measured. There
are quite a large number of meters of this class, although
invention until recently has not been as prolific in this

particular direction as in the clock meter field.

In the majority of cases, motor meters have beeu de-

signed for alternating circuits, and these again naturally

divide themselves into two classes, those actuated by in-

ductive principles, and those whose motive powers act di-

rectly, and which are similar in character to the electric

motor. Of the first class there is a large number, designed,

of course, for alternating circuits.

These are almost exclusively of two forms—the wound
and the unwound armature types. But few, if any, of

the former are in practical use, though several have, I be-

lieve, shown very fair results. As a rule, they consist of

a field formed of a coil or coils in series with the lamps,

and a small drum, or other closed circuit armature, pre-

ferably without iron, whose commutator is short-circuited

across, by directly connected brushes or other similar

means This meter will record with considerable ac-

curacy, but in the presence of belter and simpler plans, it

has not met with general favor.

The other class of inductive meters is, in its various

forms, very familiar to almost every one. It consists, in

general, of a coll or coils, in series with the lamps form-

ing the primary. A short-circuited coil of low resistance

within and at angle to this forms the secondary, and with-

in this again is a more or less solid metal armature of

disk, drum or other shape, generally wholly or in part of

iron, and mounted on a careiuUy balanced shaft, which, on
rotating, actuates the recording dial.

Meters of this construction, while highly practical and
decidedly useful, are scarcely all that could be desired for

several reasons, all of which tend to introduce errors. In

the first place their construction and principle prohibit

entire accuracy on very low readings. This is quite largely

due to the fact that nothing is present to balance friction.

Now the theory of meters as set forth in most of the

patents on file claims a torque proportional to the square

of the current, which doubtless would be correct, could we
neglect the effect of certain minor infiuences. In reality,

careful tests seem to show that torque falls somewhat be-

low the square, and above the direct proportion, and the

proportion does not seem to hold good at various points of

load.

The speed of motor meters is naturally approximately

proportional to the torque, and they therefore tend to run

too fast and have to be restrained, which is accomplished

in various ways, as we shall presently see, while discussing

the question of drag or damping mechanism.
None of the inductive meters will run on direct current,

of course. We now come to the second form of motor
meters—those which are not dependent upon inductive ac-

tion for their rotation, and are consequently equally ser-

viceable for alternating or direct circuits.

Of these there are but a few, all of them having a field

in series witti the lamps and an armature—sometimes in

series and sometimes m shunt. Of the former kind but

few have been tried carefully enough to thoroughly prove

their merits.

Perhaps the most successful of these has a heavy iron

field, with resultant poles above and be'ow a shallow basin

of mercury. The current for the lamps passes through

a copper coil around, and excites the field, thence through

the mercury from a portion of its periphery to the center,

or vici- vi-rsa. This naturally causes the mercury to

rotate, its speed being proportional to the amount of

current, minus, of course, the effect of friction, the mer-

cury in this case forming the armature.

function is balanced in this meter quite successfully by

the introduction of a fine coil of high resistance around
the field. This coil is "in shunt across the line," and
serves to intensify the field on the lower readings, while

on the higher ones it bears too small a proportion to the

total field to exert any appreciable influence This coil

can be nicciy adjusted to balance friction, by varying an

outside resistance.

While such a meter has many weak points, still it has

one marked advantage, the balancing of friction. This
cannot be given loo great importance in motor meters,

for friction is their weakest point, and by successfully neu-

tralizing this, they may be brought to almost any degree

of accuracy, provided always that their fundamentals re-

main proportional throughout.
The remaining class of motor meters embraces those

with a scries field and shunt armature. These arc some-
what of a departure from the others, since they arc not

current meters, but power or watt meters. Their con-

struction is in all cases quite similar to an ordinary shunt
motor, the conditions of field and armature being re-

versed.

The field i«i in scries with the lamps; the armature,

which is of high resistance, and generally of Siemens con-

struction, with a commutator of a few segments, is placed

"in shunt across the line," the shunt being taken off be-

yond the field coils. An outside resistance is placed in

this shunt circuit, to reduce the current in the armature to
the necessary small quantity and to prevent any appre-
ciable waste across the line.

The strength of armature, then, may be seen to be de-
pendent on the pressure, while that of the field depends
on the expenditure of current. The torque of this meter,
then, is directly proportional to the power passing, and
the speed is naturally proportional to the torque (again
minus the friction), but the friction is balanced in these
meters, as in the previous one. by the presence of a "shunt
field," since the armature circuit is taken off beyond the
fields, and consequently passes through them in addition to
the current for the lamps. As in the previous rneter, this
serves to counteract the retarding influence of friction in
the lower readings, where it is dangerous, while in the
higher ones it bears so small a proportion to the total field

as to be unappreciable. This meter is, of course,
equally useful without any change of calibration on either
a direct or an alternating current of any frequency.

Motor meters, as a class, rotate far more rapidly than is

allowable in practice. It has been found necessary, there-
fore, to introduce a "drag" or resistance to rotation, to
slow the meter to a reasonable speed. This has been done
in several ways; perhaps the most common method being
to attach to the shaft a number of air fans. These are
quite largely used, and with fair success. The resistance
of an air fan to rotation is approximately proportional to
the square of the speed. Therefore this device is only
fitted for combination with such meters as have a torque
increasing with the square of the current. But since the
torque of such meters does not quite reach the square, the
retarding effect increases rather too rapidly and has a ten-

dency, though not always pronounced, to cause the speed
of the meter to fall off proportionately on high loads.

An effort has been made to overcome this disproportion
of the fan's resistance by substituting folding fans which
close by centrifugal force, on the principle of the steam-
engine governor. This novel idea, while a decided im-
provement, scarcely overcomes the difficulty.

Another method of drag which has been used with some
success is the rotation of a small fan in a liquid—a method
perhaps rather better than the previous one, since
resistance to rotation falls below the squaie of ihe speed,
when the liquid itself begins to rotate. Much depends
in this case on the shape of the receptacle containing the
fluid.

A third method, certainly by far the best, consists in ro-

tating a small inefficient dynamo, generally a mere disk,

turning between permanent or electro-magnets. This re-

sistance is of course directly proportional to the speed, and
therefore to the torque. being indeed the machine reversed.

By applying this drag, friction is again the only difficulty

to contend with.

One other important point in connection with the drag
and the friction we mu5t not neglect. The greater the
drag (commensurate, of course, with sufificient speed) the
smaller the proportion of friction to the total load will

be, and the greater the accuracy of the instrumeni's regis-

tration.

To sum up. then, it would seem that the most practical

and useful meter, according to our present light, would be
a motor meter of other than induciive type—preferably an
energy rather than a current meter— with some force to

balance friction, with a drag which is directly propo tional •

to the speed, and which will be comparatively heavy, mak-
ing the irregular friction as small a portion of the load as
possible.

With all these features properly worked out and applied
there can be no reason why a meter should not be accur-

ate, efficient, comparatively cheap, and thoroughly able to

take care of itself without undue attention.

There is another form of motor meter somewhat akin to

the clock meters, which we discu5sed some little time ago.
This comprises those instruments whose motor would ro-

tate at a constant speed, provided the resistance to rotation

were also constant. In other words, the current passing
through the meter would be so arranged as not to cause
fluctuations of speed in the motor directly. This is easily

accomplished by placing the motor in shunt across the line

like a lamp, and properly proportioning its windings. Va-
riation in speed of the motor, which is geared directly to
the dial, is accomplished in this class of meters by varying
the resistance of rotation or drag.

This may be accomplished in several ways. One plan
suggested provides tor fans which could be more or less

fully immersed in a fluid, the immersion of the fan being
dependent upon the strength of the current, the fan. in

fact, moving up and down the shaft in accordance with the
influence of a kind of indicator mechanism. Thus, on
very light loads, the fan would be immersed and would
strongly retard the motor, while on very high loads, the
fan would be almost removed from the fluid in which it

rotated, and the motor would race in consequence.
This same end has also been accomplished by an electro-

magnetic drag, somewhat similar to the damping device
which has already been described, the electro-magnets
being so arranged that their strength varied with the cur-
rent in use on the line, and also at limes with the poten-
tial on the line, and thus accomplishing the same purpose
in a better way than the fluid fan just mentioned.

A. W. f'hildress and associates have obtained a franchise
to construct and operate an electric street railway in

J^allas, Tex. About fifteen miles of road will be built by
July 1st.

Lord .Salisbury opened the Liverpool overhead electric

railway r,n February .jth. He first visited the generating
station and started the engines, accompanied by the Earl
of Lathom and Lord Kelvin, the mayor of Liverpool and
the directors of Ihe railroad. Lord Salisbury entered the
train and passed along the line. The train ran smoothly
nt the rale of twenty-two miles an hour. Afterward, at

the Liverpool town hail, the cxprcmicr delivered an ad-
dress.
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The "Ohm's Law" of the Magnetic Cir-

cuit

Pfof. D. C. Jackson, who is at the head of tlie electrical

engineering depirtment of the Wisconsin university,

lectured recently before the Wisconsin Electric club, on

"The 'Ohm's Law' of the Magnetic Circuit." He said

that the development of the practical laws of the electric

circuit were given an early advance through the investiga-

tion of scientists whose attention had been called to cer-

tain applications. Ohm's much quoted law was at once

brought into a systematic and practical form, which covers

in various modifications all conditions of the electric cir-

cuit. On the other hand the "magnetic circuit" was not

carefully studied from a rational and practical standpoint

until quite lately; but having been taken in hand by scien-

tific engineers, it is now seen that the laws of the "mag-

netic circuit" have a striking similarity in form to the laws

of electric flow. Beside theC=E of the electric circuit

R
M_

may be written N= p for the magnetic circuit. Each

of these formulas, showing the relation between current

{Cand N), resistance (R and P) and pressure (E and M),

expresses that which is a matter of observation in com-

mon affairs. Putiin words the formulas may be expressed

thus: Any result may be e-xpected to be proportional to the

effort put forth to attain it, divided by the resistance mtt

and overcome. A familiar illustration of this general

expression is the stretching of a wire, where the extension

is equal to the applied pull divided by the clastic resistance

of the wire. This fundamental law does not require for

its comprehension any greater knowledge of algebra or

applied mechanics than can be learned by intimate asso-

ciation with first-class steam engines and dynamos.

The analogy between the magnetic circuit and the

electric circuit is very close. The conditions of the former

are exactly represented by an electric circuit immersed in sea

water, or other semiconducting medium, as suggested by

Faraday. At the same time there are fundamental differ-

ences. Thus, there is no expenditure of energy required to

maintain magnetic stream liues or lines of force, so that in

the magnetic circuit there is nothing analogous to frictional

loss in a mechanical contrivance, or the heating effect in

the electric circuit. The electric resistance of a conductor

is not changed by passing a current through it, unless it is

overheated, while the magnetic resistance of magnetic

metal varies in a very complex manner with the number of

magnetic streim lines flawing through it. Electric conduc-

tors can be effectually insulated. The resistance of apiece

of glass is no less than 700 billion times that of a similai

piece of copper. The magnetic circuit can not be effect-

ively insulated, for the magnetic resistance of a working

circuit is not often less than 1-400 part of that of an equal

body of air. This is more nearly comparable to the difference

in resistance of what we call the good electric conductors,

than the difference between electric conductors and elec-

tric insulators. Finally, from the similarity of the funda-

mental laws, we see that the laws of divided circuits will

be the same in the electric and magnetic circuits, and we

are enabled to make magnetic calculations with tolerable ex-

actness where the magnetic quality of cur iron is known.

actly the same, the only difference being in the external

resistance.

Another feature of these lamps is the construction of the

lower carbon holder, which permits the changing of the

carbons without taking down the globes. The lower

carbon holder, as it screws into place, at the same time

firmly clamps the carbon.

In the temporary show-room at the factory, there are a

variety of lamps on exhibition—from the plain outside

I'"ifth avenue, near Twenty-ninth stre'j

corner of Thirty-third srr:'

at its works.

New Incandescent Arc Lamp
At the corner of Thirty-third street and First avenue,

New York, is a large, substantial brick factory building,

formerly utilized for the manufacture of gas fixtures and

electroliers. This building is now oA-ned and occupied by

the General Incandescent Arc Light company, of which

Sigmund Bergmann is president. Many styles of lamps

are now being produced, from the plain outside lamp,

shown in Fig. I. to the elaborately ornamented and

artistic affair, designed for interior use. Fig. 2. With

machinery and tools of the latest improved design, every

detail of the lamp is made in this factory. The lamp

mechanism is exceedingly simple, consisting practically of

only three wheels, a single magnet, and a spring, and it

has no dash-pot. The German silver resistance wires,

which are mounted on the outside of the lamps, are insu-

lated with porcelain, making the resistance both fire and

water proof. The standard 8 and 10 ampere lamps are

arranged to run two in series on a constant circuit of too

to 125 volts, but (up to G amperes at present) they can also

be run three in series. The voltage may vary between 100

and 125 volts, it is claimed, without affecting the steadi-

ness of the light. This feature of the lamp is a valuable

one, and important in practice, not only as all currents

are subject at one time or another, to fluctuations, but

because it enables the consumer to vary the amount of

light at will, by simply changing his pressure, and without

changing the lamps. The company makes lamps taking

urrent of from 3 to 25 amperes. The mechanism is ex-

Incandescent Lamp Litigation.

A Pittsburg dispatch dated Febru.'iry 1st says; "The
Weslinghouse company to day obtained an order in the

United States Circuit Court directing the Edison General

I'^lectric company to show cau.se on Thursday of next

week why the injunction which has been granted the

Westinghouse company, restraining it from making the

all-glass globe lamp, should not be so construed as to

exclude the new stopper lamp of the Westinghouse com-

pany to be used for the World's Fair lighting, and thus

prevent any further statement on the part of the Edison

company that such ne%v lamp is an infringement of the

Edison lamp patent. This move was made because the

Edison company has said it would contend that the new

lamp was an infringement."

FIGS. I AND 2. NEW INCANDESCENT ARC LAMI'.

lamp, to the most elaborate theatre ot church lamp.

Hanging from the centre of the ceiling is a large lamp of

the latter class, which is beautiful in its design and orna.

mentation. It has a large round globe, about which is a

network of bronze filigree work, and its fittings are of the

same metal artistically wrought.

The "Bijou" lamp is one of the latest designs of the

New Plant of the Electric Gas Lighting
Company at Boston.

The Electric Gas Lighting company of Eoiton moved

its ma.iufacturing plant into new and more commodions

quarters last month. Thenew factory occupies the second

floor in the seven-story brick building of the Eeebe estate

on Dover street, Boston. A view of one corner of the shop

is herewith presented. This floor contains about 6,000

square feet of space. Ten large windows give sufficient

light for the front of the shop, before which and extending

the entire width of the floor is the bench at which the fin-

ishing of the specialties which this company turns cut is

done. A forty foot double bench extending back from

this is devoted to the finishing of switches of all kicds,

Tyrolean bells, automatic keys, gas lighting cut-outs and

annunciator work. The space in the center of floor is

used as the department for bells. In the rear of this is

located the machine shop, in which thirty machines are

used, including upright and horizontal drills, engine and

speed lathes, punches, screw and milling machines. Power

is supplied from a main shaft running through the center of

the shop having a 36 inch driving pulley for the heavy

work and a 20 inch pulley for the lighter machines. The
company does its own forging, all its tools, dies and

punches being made and repaired on the premises. It also

employs considerable wood working machinery for finish-

ing bell boxes, bases and other work. The lockers con-

taining all the special tools, dies, etc., used in the several

departments are in the rear of this shop. Two verv im-

NEW I'LANT OF THE ELhCTRIC GAS LIGHTING COMPANY AT liOSTON.

company. It is a sm.-ill lamp, intended for artistic interior

lighting, with round globe, and is certainly very attractive.

It has ribbon feed, instead of rack rod, and can be placed

singly, or two or three in series, on a no volt circuit, or

six in series on a 220 volt circuit. It gives from 150 candle

power up, can be made to range from 3 to S amperes and

to burn 8 to 10 hours. The standard lamps weigh iS

pounds complete (without globe), burn 12 hours, and with

an 3 ampere current, give about 1,000 candle power, and
with 10 amperes, about 1,300 candle power. The General

Incandescent Arc Light company's offices are at 59 Duane
street, at the corner of Elm. Its show-rooms are at 275

portant departments are the bulling and plating rooms

which have been specially fitted up for this particular

work. The bufting room is fifteen feet square and the

plating room is about twice as large.

On the other side of the room is the assembling de-

partment for burners, which constantly keeps a dozen men
busy. On this side a shelf five feet wide and over 100

feet long is suspended overhead where finished woodwork

for annunciators and cut-out cases arc stored ready to

receive the mechanism. On the opposite side a similar

shelf contains the finished work in stock ready for ship-

ment. Also on this side is the stock room, where the many
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electrical devices which this company manufactures are

piled from floor to ceiling. The building also contains a

large freight elevator, making shipping facilities first class.

Ic short, the plan is an excellent one in every detail of

the equipment and arrangement.

In iSSo this company was known as the National Elec-

tric Gas Lighting company, and an es-mayor of Boston

was president. In the following year Col. L. W. Burn-

ham was elected to the presidency and immediately reor-

ganized the company under its present title. Manufactur-

ing was not begun until 1SS5, at which time it was carried

on under difficulty, the shop consisting of an attic

room of the New England Electric company. Since

then the business has steadily developed under Col. Burn-

ham, wao has devoted his entire time to the general super-

vision, and, keeping in close touch with the detail of the

business, has added not a little to the success of this com-

pany. There is probably no one better known to the

electrical trade throughout the country than Col. Burnham,

who by his honorable dealings has merited the confi-

dence and friendship of the fraternity.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, February" 4.—Something of a sensation

was produced in this city by the announcement of the in-

troduction of a bill at Albany providing for the dissolution

of the presentRapid Transit commission. Assemblyman Far-

quhar, who presented the measure, claims that it represents

the views of prominent property owners In the metropolis,

but the general opinion prevails that it is a scheme of

Mayor Gilroy and other local politicians. It is proposed to

appoint another commission to take up the subject of rapid

transit. The present board has devoted two years to the

study of the problem, and its solution, which was presented

in the underground railway system advocated by the com-

missioners, has not met the approval of capitalists—at least

they have not testified their belief in the practicability of

the project by signifying a willingness to invest enough

capital to build the road. There is a strong probability

that the relief expected from the extension of the "L" road

syFtem will not be forthcoming without a protracted con-

troversy, as the Manhattan company does not seem in-

clined to C3mply with the requirements specified by the

commissioners. In fact, it has flatly refused to accept the

provision touching the question of fare, claiming that it

cannot afford to cirry passengers sixteen miles for five

cents.

A bill is pending in the legislature to permit cities or

towns to construct, purchase or lease and maintain within

their limits one or more plants for the manufacture or dis-

tribution of gas or electricity for municipal use and for the

use of inhabitants. Where such plants are established

payment may be made by the issue of bonds payable in 30

years, bearing interest not to exceed 5 per cent , and the

indebtedness thus created is not to be included in the limit

of the indebtedness of the city or town.

The New York Electric club is an institution of the past.

The affairs of the organization are now being settled the

old headquarters on East Twenty-second stieet, which

were elaborately fitted up several years ago, have been

closed and the furnishings and fittings have been disposed

of at public auction. W. F.;0. .

Milwaukee, Wis.

Milwaukee, February 4.—The many fires which

have occarred in Milwaukee recently have caused

the insurance men to institute a rigid inspection of the bus-

iness blocks of the city. One of the most significant re-

3olt5 of the examination is an order issued by the under

writers Tciairing that the use of lamps in business blocks

be abandoned and gas or electricity substituted. One of

these ordcri a few days ago was directed to the owner of a

building which is provided with gas and electricity. In

one or two rooms, however, oil is used by the tenants for

illominaiing purposes, and the order from the underwriters

directed that the practice be stopped at once.

Edward C, Wall, who has been mentioned by the daily

papers all otct the country in connection with a place in

Cleveland's cabinet, is the prc<ttdent of the Tiadgcr Illum-

iiuting compaoy of Milwaukee, and a vice-president of the

Wisconsin Electric club. He is at the hsad of ViHard's

Milwaukee electric lighting business. When Mr, Cleve-

land was prcs'deot before, Mr, Wall was the collector of

internal rc7coae for the Milwaukee district. For more

than two years he has been chairman of the D^mncratic

state central committee, and be is also a member of the

Democratic national committee from Wiscoosio. Mr.

Wall has been East for a week or more, and during that

time he has had several interviews with the president-elect.

President Petley, of the Wauwatosa motor line, an-

nounces that the extension to North Greenfield will be

built in the spring. It will be completed by July ist. A
bonus of something like $15,000 has been raised by prop-

erty owners interested in securing the extension.

A marked novelty is the chimney on the Pabst power

house, Broadway. Instead of being built of brick or iron,

as such chimneys usually are, this one will be constructed

entirely of steel, except the lining, which will be of fire

brick. It looks like a huge smokestack, but differs very

materially from the ordinary stack. The heavy steel plate

shell is supported by a framework of structural steel,

which, if the shell were removed, would show a skeleton

just the shape of the chimney. The fire brick lining is

also supported by the skeleton. Between the shell and the

lining is an air space of a foot. The chief merit claimed

for this chimney is great strength combined with lightness.

It requires no heavy foundation, and will not settle and

pull things out of shape. The chimney in question will be

225 feet high and provided with an ornamental top. Its

outside diameter will be about 12 feet and the diameter of

its smoke flue about S feet. The chimney will rise about

roc feet above the top of the building.

The street railway people furnish power for turning

bridges, wherever the city desires it, without charge, and

now Assistant City Engineer Schinke suggests that it

would be a £Ood plan for thecity to have the bridges lighted

with electricity, the power to be furnished by the street

railway people. It is claimed that electric lights on the

bridges would be a great convenience, and besides would

render travel over the bridges much safer.

A heavy verdict was returned against the company in

the case of Willie Hart, who sued the West Side Railway

company for ^(5,000 damages for personal injuries. The
jury found that the plaintiff, who is a mere boy, got on the

car at the invitation of the motorman, and that he was not

guilty of contributory negligence, as the company had

claimed. The case attracted a great deal of attention.

The People's Institute is making arrangements for a

course of lectures on electricity. Among the speakers will

be Prof. Warren S. Johnson, Prof, A. J. Rogers and Prof.

Chamberlain, as well as J. B. May. Other lecturers will

be secured. The course will consist often lectures. The
first one will be delivered by Prof. Johnson, whose subject

will be "Electricity—What It Is and How Produced."

Prof. Chamberiain will speak on "The Telegraph" and

Mr. May on "The Telephone." The other lectures will

include electric lighting, street car service, etc.

The South Milwaukee Town Site company has been in-

corporated by a number of wealthy residents of the city

for the purpose of building up the new town of Carroll, a

few miles south of Milwaukee. The capital stock of the

company is $1,250,000. Its charter authorizes it to erect

an electric lighting plant at Carroll and to build electric

railways.

Advices from Racine state that a new telephone com-

pany will be organized at that place as soon as the Uell

patents expire.

At Sheboygan the superintendent of construction of the

Wisconsin Telephone company, who was arrested for put-

ting up poles in the streets of the city, pleaded guilty to

violating the o-dinance requiring that a plan for the erec-

tion of electric lines must be submitted to the council. He
was fined $10, the lowest penalty provided for. The com-

pany has suspended operations pending a decision on its

application for a franchise.

The Oihkosh council is debating the question of burn-

ing the street lights, which are now put out at r A. m.,

until morning,

A South Side electric car was caught in the Oregon

street railway gates the other day, but the motor was re-

versed and the car escaped being run down by a train.

Supr. Kleinsteuber, of the police alarm telegraph, has

placed a whistle in the alarm box at the corner of Grand

avenue and West VVatcr street. The whistle can be heard

a block, and the policemen at that point can be communi-

cated with at any time from ths police headquarters. The
whistle is operated by compressed air, and the air is liber-

ated by electrical apparatus.

The petition of citizens to have the tracks on Ilolton

street, between Harrison street and North avenue, vacated

by the council has been placed on file. Mr. Payne ap-

peared before the committee and explained that the line

formerly lan on Island avenue, where there is a sleep hill,

and for that reason the cars were run around by way of

Third street. The people objecting to this, the Holton

street franchise w.-ii secured, but the people had been told

that the line could not be put in running order by January

I. i8fy3, Mr. Payne said that the work on the Ilolton

street line would be commenced by spring. C

Denver, Colorado.
Denver, February 4. •— An electric light company

with a capital stock of $100,000 has been organized

in Boulder. It is the intention to put in a large Corliss

engine and several dynamos, the latter to be used at first

to furnish current for the extraction of mineral from ores

by a new process, and second to furnish electric light. W.
K. Mehollin is to be general manager. George R. Chavey

is president, George A. Goddard vice-president, and Eu-

gene Wilder secretary and treasurer. The city council has

granted the new company the right to string wires through

the streets and alleys.

The Lake City Electric L'ght company is to substitute

steam for water power.

The conductors and motormen of the Pueblo City Rail-

way company have formed a division of the Amalgamated

Association of Street Railway Employes of America, with the

following named officers: President, George R . Knapp;

vice-president, G. W. Pringle; recording secretary, P. C.

Lynch; fiopncial secretary, E. E. Ellington; treasurer, Brook

Eskridge; conductor O. S. Cunningham; warden, E.

Smith; sentinel, Ira Rambo; trustees, George R. Knapp,

F. Stevenson and J. C. Waddle. The organization has a

membership of about 65.

The Denver, Lakewood & (jolden Railroad company is

now erecting poles for its electric line between Denver and

Lakewood and between Denver and Barnum. Negotia-

tions are pending between the company and the Lookout

Mountain Resort company for the extension of the Lake-

wood line to the top of the mountain, the Lakewcod offi-

cers having expressed a willingness to build.

The Durango city council refused a franchise to the

Colorado Telephone company and is considering a petition

from that company signed by seventy citizens to maintain

its action in not granting a franchise. One of the objec-

tions against the franchise was that the Bell Telephone

patent would soon expiie, and that it might shutout cheaper

systems.

E. S. Allen and Lyman Porter of Loveland areorgauizipg

a company for the establishment of an electric light plant

in that city.

The Amethyst Electric Light & Power company has

secured th^ exclusive franchise for lighting Creede for ten

years.

A stock company with a capitalization of $50,000 has

recently purchased the Longmont electric light p'ant. The

new cortipany will be known as the Longmont Electric

Light & Power company, the members of which are all

Loveland business men. D. C. Donovan is president, W.
B. Wiswall, secretary and J. H. Jones, treasurer. The

directors are: J. W. Turrell, F. H. Stickney, D. C.

Donovan, J. H. Jones and W. B. Wiswall. The plant

is in charge of C. M. McCamey of Denver. The company

has contracted to furnish the city with ten new Tbomson-

Houston arc lamps of 2,000 candle power each and is to

equip the Dickens Opera House with electric appliances.

The Montclair Electric Light company has made an as-

signment to Theodore Holland for the benefit of its credi-

tors. The assets are placed at $19,280.82 and the liabilities

foot up $151,312 62- At the same time the secretary of the

company,W. F. Reed, assigned to D. B. Ellis for the benefit

of his creditors. Shares in the electric company's stock,

mining stocks etc.. constitute his assets, which are placed

at $149 O29.80, and his liabilities at $135 934.75.

The Trinidad city council has granted the Mountain

Electric company of Denver a twenty-year franchise. Work

on the new plant will be begun within a month. The com-

pany also secured a five year contract for lighting the city

E. C. D.

PERSONAL.
Stephen L. Coles of the Elcch-ical Jiiiview was in Chi-

cago on Monday.

J. W. Godfrey, general manager of the New York
Insulated Wire company, is in Chicago.

Charles D. Jenney of the Jenney Electric Motor com-
pany of Indianapolis, Ind., was in Chicago last week.

Thomas Ferris, recently of the engineering department.

General lOlcctric company, Chicago, has been assigned to

look after the company's interests in Iowa, with head-

quarters at Dcs Moines.

G. M. Angler, general agent for the Mather Electric

company of Boston, left last week as a representative of

that company on a tiip to Mexico, The route taken to the

city of Mexico is by the way of Chicago and St. Louis. Me
will visit a number of the prominent cities and places in

Mexico, and then leave Vera Cruz for Cuba, and thence

back to New ^''o^k. Mr. Angicr will l>e gone about 30
days.

J. Potter, who has been for many years treasurer of the

Brush Electric company and president of the Short

Electric Railway company, has resigned these offices, to
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take effect at the convenience of the companies. Mr.
Potter graduated from Princeton College in 1877. For
several years he was master in the Lawrenceville school,

during which time he read law. In 18S1 he decided
to engage in the electrical business and made an engage-
ment with the Brush Electric company to take charge of

its business in China and Japan, and was the pioneer of

electric lighting in those fields. He resided for a number
of years in Yokohama and made large contracts with the
Chinese and Japanese governments, and established the
first electric lighting stations in the Orient. In 18S4 he
returned to Cleveland to take the position of treasurer of

the Brush company. It is understood that Mr. Potter will

devote himself entirely to his private business interests.

He is one of the promoters of the projected Lake street

and crosstown railway of Cleveland. He is also interested

in a number of electric lighting and street railway enterprises

to which he will give bis attention.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
The Lewistown Electric Light & Power company, Lew-

istown, Mont.; capital stock, $10,000; to light the town of

Lewistown, Fergus county, Mont., by electricity.

Auburn Electric Motor company. Auburn, Maine;
capital stock, $50,000; to manufacture and deal in electrical

apparatusof all kinds; Tascus Atwood, Auburn. Maine.

Electric Supply company, Port Huron, Mich. ; capital

stock. ^5,000; to manufacture and sell electrical and other

goods and merchandise; L. A- Sherman, Port Huron,
Mich.

Phillips Electric Light & Power company, Phillips, Me.;

capital stock, $10,000; to establish and maintain an electric

light plant at Phillips, Maine; Harry E. Beedy, Phillips,

Maine.

Electric Dice Game company, Chicago, III.; capital

stock, $500,000; to manufacture and deal in electrical and
mechanical devices, etc.; E. D. DuP.ois, 95 Clark street,

Chicago, 111.

Portelectric company. Saco, Me.; capital stock, $7,000,-

000; to own. operate and deal in apparatus for propelling

and transmitting matter by electrical means; Fairfield &
Moore, Saco, Me.

Superior Machine company, Cleveland, O.; capital stock

$25,000; manufacturing and selling gear cutting machinery,

dies, stamps, tools, electrical appliances, etc.; Carpenter &
Young, Cleveland, O.

Philadelphia and Delaware Street Railway company,
Chester. Pa.; capital stock, $150,000; constructing and
operating an electric railway in Delaware county; Ward
R. Bliss, Chester, Pa.

Harrison International Telephone company, Chicago,

III.; capital stock, ^80,000.000; to manufacture and deal

in telephone, telegraph and electric service; C. M. Ferree

& Co., Kansas City, Mo.

Eliot Falls Electric Light company, Portland, Me.;

capital stock, $100,000; to carry on the business of an

electric lighting, manufacturing and power company;
Clarence Hale, Portland, Me.

Bound Brook Electric Light, Heat & Power company.
Bound Brook, N. J.; capital stock, $5,000; generating

and furnishing electricity for light, heat and power; Chas.

P. Sebring, North Plainfield, N. J.

Swaney Electric company. East Liverpool, O.; cap-

ital stock, $10,000; furnishing electric light, heat and
power, manufacturing and dealing in electrical appliances,

etc.; I-I. B. Hill. East Liverpool, O.

Montgomery County Passenger Railway company,
Norristown, Pa.; capital stock, $50,000; constructing and
operating an electric railway in Montgomery county, Pa.;

Daniel A. Holland, Conshohocken, Pa.

Philadelphia West Side Passenger Railway company,
Philadelphia, Pa.; capital stock, $250,000; constructing

and operating an electric railway in Philadelphia; John C.

Bell, 333 Walnut street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Florence Rapid Transit & Power company, Florence,

Col.; capital stock, $100,000; to build and equipan electric

railroad from Florence to Williamsburg, Rockvale and
Coal Creek towns in the vicinity of Florence.

Enamel Electric Manufacturing company, East Orange,

N. J.; capital stock, $;o,ooo; to manufacture, use and
deal in all kinds of electrical machinery, etc.; Walter &
Crittenden, 206 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Forty-second Street & West Park Passenger Railway

company, Philadelphia, Pa.; capital stock, $250,000; con-

structing and operating an electric railway in Philadelphia;

John C. Bell, 333 Walnut street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Central & Consolidated Electric company, 68 Broad

street Elizabeth, N. J.; capital stock $200,000; to manu-
facture and sell electrical goods, tools, machinery and
appliances, etc.; R. V. Lindsbury, Elizabeth, N. J.

Calumet Electric Manufacturing is: Engineering com-

pany, Chicago. III.; capital stock $10,000; to manufacture

and deal in general electric machinery and work; Ashcraft

& Gordon, P'irst National Bank Building. Chicago, III.

Automatic Telephone & Electric company of Illinois,

Chicago, III.; capital stock, $250,000; to construct and

operate telephone, signal and electric systems, manufacture

apparatus for use of same, etc.; J. R. Griffitts, Chicago,

III.

Mineral Springs Mining & Improvement company.

Navasota, Tex., capital stock. $150,000; manufacturing

and mining in the counties of Grimes. Bra/os, Madison and

Leon, Texas, establishment and maintenanceof hotels;sup-
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ply water to the public; manufacture and supply of gas and
the supply of light, heat and electric motor power; James
H. Freeman, Navasota, Te,N.

Forty-ninth Street & Westminster Avenue Passenger
Railway company, Philadelphia, Pa.; capital stock, $250,-
000; constructing and operating an electric railway in Poil-

adelphia; John C. Bill, 333 Walnut street, Philadelphia,
Pa.

Commonwealth Electric company, Camden N. J. ; capi-

tal stock, $100,000; to manufacture and construct dyna-
mos, motors, lamps, machinery, apparatus and appliances
of every kind and character, etc.; Jas. E. Hayes, Camden,
N.J.

District Love Electric Traction company. Harper's
Ferry, W. Va. ; capital stock, $250,000; constructing, lay-

ing, using and operating the Love Electric Traction sys-

tem; E. S. Nyman, 1324 F street N. W., Washington,
D. C.

Lawrence Gas Fixture Manufacturing company, P hila-

delphia, Pa; capital stock, $10,000; to manufacture and
sell gas pipe, gas, electric or combination fixtures,

machinery; Walter Penn Shipley, 404 Girard avenue,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Stillaguaraish Land company, Everett, Wa<;h,; capital
stock, $50,000; to deal in lands, buildings, etc, build, own,
equip aud manage railroads, gas works, electric light and
power plants, aud telegraph and telephone lines; Brown
& Browneli. Everett, Wash.

Oliphant Suburban Traction company, Oliphant, Pa.;

capital stock $36,000; constructing and operating an electric

railway from Dunmore to Oliphant, to Winton loArchbald,
all in Lackawanna county. Pa.; O. B. Partridge, 421 Lack-
awanna avenue, Scranton, Pa.

Richter Electric company, Camden, N. J.; capital stock
$100,000; to manufacture dynamos, motors, arc and incan-
descent lamps, machinery, apparatus and appliances of

every kind, character and desciiption to which electricity is

applicable, etc.; James E. Hays, Camden, N. J.

LEGAL DECISIONS.
Where the charter of a city provides that the Common

Council shall have the power to authorize the use of the
streets for horse and steam railroads, the words "horse and
steam railroads" are not words of limitation and the council

is empowered to grant such franchises to electric railways.

Buckner v. Hart, U. S. Circuit Court of Louisiana. 53
Fed. Rep., 835.

In the case of the United Lines Telegraph company and
Edward S. Stokes, appellants, v. the Boston Safe Deposit
& Trust company, on appeal from the United States

Circuit Court for the southern district of New York, the

Supreme Court has, in an opinion rendered by Justice
Elatchford. affirmed the decree of the lower court in favor

of the Rapid company. The dispute concerned the own-
ership of a line of telegraph between Cleveland and Chi-

cago, one party claiming under a Rapid mortgage of $3.-

000,000, and the other under a mortgage from the Bankers
and Merchants' company amounting to $10,000,000.
Justices Brewer and Field dissented.

In an action against an electric street railway company
for injury to a passenger from a plank on the track, the

questions of fact involved being whether the company
placed the planks there, whether it inspected its tracks

with reasonable frequency, whether the motor man kept a
sufficient lookout, and whether the brake was deficient,

and it appearing that the company was in the habit of

carrying on open cars more passengers than could be ac-

commodated with seats, and that a speed of 15 to 20 miles

an hour was not considered unreasonable by it, and that it

was customary to let the car run down grade by gravity,

leaving it dependent for stoppage on the brake, an instruc-

tion can not be complained of for requiring of the company
and its employes extraordinary care and diligence. Cogs-
well V. West Street & N. E. Ry. company. Supreme
Court of Washington, 31 Pac. Rep., 411.

A dispatch was left at a telegraph office to be forwarded
to another city. The dispatch was: "Strauss gone to

Howard. Gave man gold watch by mistake. Left no
word with me. Store closed. Answer." Strauss was a
clerk, whom the man sending the message had left in

charge of his jewelry store in his absence, and during the
night or early in the morning before the dispatch was sent,

had robbed the store, and absconded with the

property, and the dispatch was in relation to the

absconding, but the telegraph company's agent
had no notice thereof. The dispatch was not
transmitted for an hour and a half, and then it re-

mained in the office to which it was forwarded for two
hours before it was delivered or any ciTort made to deliver

it. The court held that the jeweler could not recover
more than the cost of the message and incidental expenses.
Western Union Telegraph company v. Cornwall, Court
of Appeals of Cal,, 31 Pac. Rep., 394.

A dispatch from Philadelphia announces an importnnt
decision by Judge McCollum of the Supreme Court of

Pennsylvania in the case of Winter against the i'V'deral

street & Pleasant Valley Passenger Railway company of

Pittsburgh. The defei.dant corporation is an electric rail-

way company operating by means of the trolley system.
The plaintifi^ was the owner of a truck and two horses.

He was employed in putting a safe into a building and his

horses stood in a position to impede the progress of the cars.

Several times he moved his horses in order to let the elec-

tric cars pass, but finally refused to move, contending that

he had a right to the thoroughfare for a length of lime
sufficient to linish his work. t)ne of the cars came along
and, running into his horses, inflicted such injuries that

he was compelled to kill them. Suit was begun in the
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Common Picas Court of Allegheny county and a verdict
secured for damages just sufficient to cover his loss. The
defendant company applied for a new trial but was over-
ruled by the judge. The Supreme Court has reversed
this decision. If the cause given had been contributory
negligence there would be no cause for general com-
plaint, but in his opinion, Justice McCollum, in order to
strengthen the contributory negligence reason, said: "In
these days of rapid transit, by means of the cable and
trolley systems of car propulsion, propcrtv-holdcr^ along
the line of the route and civ/.^ns generally must be given
to undersund that there must bean abridgment of their
uses of the street. To use them now as in the days of
car horses would be impracticable." This meaas that
any railway corporation securing cable or trolley privj.
leges has practically the use of the street to the exclusion of
other vehicles. If this decision stands, in some of the more
narrow streets which are likely to be used by the trolley
companies for short cuts it will be impossible to get in
coal or use furniture cars for removal purposes. The
opinion is a long one and is devoted to emphasizing
the rights of the cable and trolley rapid-transit com-
panies to the use of thoroughfares.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
A proposition to light the town of Lesiston, III., by

electricity is being considered.

Negotiations have been completed by the town of Mon-
dova, Wis., for an electric light plant.

The People's Electric Light & Power company of -Savan-
nah, Ga., will put in a plant to cost $200,000.

The annual report of the directors of the Edison Elec-
tric Illuminating company of New York, undoubtedly the
largest central station company in the country for incandes-
cent lighting, shows that at the close of 1S92 the company
had 142,492 lamps connected, and 4,344 customers. Arc
lamps 10 the number of 1,637 are operated, and also motors
aggregating 3,807 horse power. Estimating each horse
power motor and each arc light as equal to ten 16 candle
power lamps, the present installation is equal to 196,932
lamps. The gross earnings were $942,=;75 23. and the net
earnings $475,137.61. The latter increased 36 per cent.
over iSgr.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Owing to the difficulties the Duquesne Traction com-

pany has encountered with the Wiikinsburg. Pa,, authori-
ties, the company has announced its intention to abandon
the idea of running the cars on the line into the town, since
so many complications have arisen, and will run its cars
through Brushton as far as the Wiikinsburg line, at which
point they will turn.

The Calumet Electric Railway company of Chicago has
given a mortgage to the Jennings Trust company for $1.-
250,000, of which $i,ODo,ooo is included in construction
bonds and $250,000 in the improvement bonds. The loan
is made in 6 per cent, gold bonds of $1,000 each, payable
in New York or Chicago, subject to call within ten years at
10 per cent, premium and after ten years, at 5 per cent.
premium, 10 per cent, to be calledt annually after Sep-
tember I, 1903.

TRADE NEWS.
General Manager E. R. Rand of the Newton Rubber

company of Boston was in New York last week. .Mr.
Rand reports a good business in rubber materials for elec-
trical purposes.

An interesting little pamphlet explaining the Carpenter
heater has just been sent out by Charles D. Shain. general
selling agent for the Carpenter Enamel Rheostat company
of Bridgeport, Conn.

Tha Rockford Electric Manufactaring company has
lately installed two interesting organ blowing plants in
Rockford. It is said that these installations are based en
a different method of regulation than has heretofore been
used.

George Cutter, Chicago, has just closed a contract for
fourteen miles of 550.000 circular mil simplex weather-
proof cable for the Chicago City Railway company, which
will be made with 76 strands, over i,oco miles of No. 13
copper wire being needed for the core.

The Buckeye Electric company announces that there is a
great demand for its lamps and that during the last week
it has shipped an unusually large number to Western
points. The company is prepared to ship direct from its

Chicago stock to all Western consumers.

The Yale & Towne Manufacturing company has just
secured an order through W. L. Dearborn for a 20 ton 3-
motor electric traveler.sS feet 4 inch span, for the new Chi-
cago Edison company's station. This crane will be used
for handling the armatures, pumps and hea\7 machinery.

Queen .S: Co.. Philadelphia, report a steady demand for
their portable photometers. It is very important from an
economical standpoint, for a central station manager to
use lamps that give the greatest illumination for energy
consumed, and this convenient apparatus enables compari-
sons of different types to be quickly made.

The Logansport Electric Light A: Power compuny has
started the new isohorsepower Ball engine, made by the Ball
Engine company, Erie, Pa., and the new 1.500 light com-
pound wound alternator, made by the Fort Wavne Electric
company, Fort Wayne, Ind. The engine anj alternator
made a run on the first night of sixteen hours with perfect
satisfaction in every particular. The new dynamo is the
first of the latest improved machines made by the For
Wayne Electric company. P.M. Seymcur of ihe Ra
Engine company, and Slessrs. J. J. iSluir .ind Itriftneye
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steam expert and electrician of the Fort Wayne Electric

company, were present when the engine was indicated.

Several cards were taken under various loads, which were

very satisfactory.

F. A. Wunder of the Fort Wayne Electric company has

just closed a contract with W. T. Anderson of St. Louis

for a 40 light Wood arc dynamo for Columbia, Mo- This

machine is to be used to supply current for lamps furnished

under a contract with the city of Columbia. This sale is

bat one of a goodly number that have been made by Mr.

Wunder since his connection with the Fort Wayne com-

pany.

"Micanite, and its application to armature insulation,'

a paper recently read before the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers. ,
has been reprinted by Eugene

iMunsell & Co" of New York, for distribution among their

customers, together with a price list for the trade. In this

publication the properties of micanite, its appHcation to

armature insulation and the advantages arising from its use

are presented and discussed.

The Wirt dynamo brush, it is claimed, will remedy the

disastrous tendency to spark and cut at the commutator.

Many of them are in use in central stations and isolated

plants and good results are obtained. There is nothing

that an engineer admires more than a quiet, smooth run-

ning commutator. It means to him a relief from one of

the most serious and annoying defects or evils of the

d>-namo room. The Electrical Supply company, corner

Michigan avenue and Randolph street, Chicago, is manu-
facturing these brushes in ail sizes to fit any brush holder.

W. P. F. electric battery compound is the name of a

new article which has found its way upon the market in

the form of a "dry product." Tlie solution can be made
as dense as desired, according to the construction and re-

quirement of the battery. It is claimed that the full cur-

rent is retained until the power of the solutionis com-

pletely e.xhausted. The compound, it is stated, dissolves

readily and completely in water. There is no formation of

crystals through the chemical action on the zinc or carbon,

thus avoiding increase of internal resistance. This com-
pound is manufactured by the Electro-Chemical & Specialty

company, at 136 Liberty street, New York.

BUSINESS.
The Commonwealth Electiic company. Philadelphia,

announces that it has removed to No. 413 Maiket street,

where, with increased facilities; it will be in a position

to fill orders on the shortest possible notice.

The Sawtell company of Boston on February ist re-

moved from 245 Franklin street to the Shawmut building,

at 146 Franklin street, where it has larger facilities for

carrying on its business as New England agent for the

renewal of burned-out lamps, and also for the Springfield

Motor & Switch company. This company is now also

prepared to do wiring and light construction.

Although the interest of the general public in lead pen-
cils may not extend beyond the coveted possession of a

goodly supply, the Joseph Dixon Crucible company is try-

ing to excite it somewhat by distributing an exceedingly

handsome and complete catalogue of lead pencils. It is

claimed that Dixon's American graphite pencils are the

only ones which can claim to be American products in

every particular.

The Rockford Electric Manufacturing company has just

installed another iron clad motor of 25 horse power capac-

ity in the Inter Ocean office, Chicago, to run the new Scott

perfecting press. This makes eight motors of this make
that the Inter Orean company has installed. The com-
pany has also made arrangements to place one of the same
size in the World's Fair for Walter Scott A: Co. to run one
of their presses in machinery hall.

The Central Electric company, Chicago, received an
order last week by telegraph lor thirty miles of No. 4
weatherproof wire, the conditions of the acceptance of the

order being that it would be shipped on the same day.
The order was filled out of the company's own stock.

The Central Electric company can be congratulated on
being able to handle business of this magnitude in so

prompt a manner. The company hopes to have its new
catalogue finished by April rst, and begs the indulgence

of its patrons, assuring them that they will be well re-

paid.

Frank R. Chinnock of New York, eastern agent of the
Ball Engine company of Erie, Pa., reports large sales

throaghout his territory. The following named equip-

memts arc among the recent orders he has filled: Buffalo

North Main .:.: Tonawanda Street Railway company,
Totiawanda, N. V.; Ithaca Street K^ilway company,
Ithaca, N.V.; .Scabury vv Johnson, East Orange, N. J.;
Hahoe iic Co . Newark, N.J,; Dows Stores, Brooklyn,
N. V, The Ball Engine company recently Issued a hand-
some descriptive catalogue on automatic high speed
engine* for electrical purposes.

An inrention for providing means by which one tele-

phone in a bnilding nay be used by persons in the differ-

ent rooms or ofticei has been patented by William N,
Marcos, of Phibdclphia, The object of the invention is

that one telephone may be made to communicate with
several rooms in the same building, so that commtinica-
tions may be received in, and sent from, a room in which
no telephone is located, Sfnaking tubes arc placed
throughout a building, ranning from a central office. A
circuit •wire is placed in connection with each tube, and in

the guest room, if io a ho^cl or office, is a telephone re-

ceiver, which, when not in osc, hangs from a peg. If

this apparatus is used in a hotel and a call comes to the
office telephone for a guest, the clerk calls through the
speaking lube to the gnc3''s room that vomc one desires

to speak to him over the Icicphonc. The guest has only

to take the receiver from the peg in his room and carry on
a conversation the same as if he were directly at the tele-

phone, proper connection having been previously made in

the office. A guest may also send a telephone call by re-

questing, through the speaking tube to the office, to be
connected, and when the connection has been made carry

on a conversation as already described. In large office

buildings, as well as in hotels, this invention can be used
advantageou-^ly, and where employed one telephone can
be used by all the offices, thus avoiding the necessity for

every office having a separate telephone. Mr. Marcus has
also patented auxiliary mouth-pieces for telephones, and
supports for telephone receivers.

A unique invention in connection with display electrical

advertising in street cars operated by electricity has been
made by H. T. Richards of New York. In the space us-

ually devoted to advertising in street cars, where hereto-

fore cardboard signs have been hung, this new electrical

invention is to be operated. Mounted along this space, on
both sides of the car, will be placed, in neat frames, glass

of any shade ground on one side and cut in the usual size

of the street car advertising panel. Concealed behind this

glass will be placed one or more incandescent electric

lamps. Behind these lamps, in some cases, will be placed
reflectors of suitable material. The advertising copy to

be used with this invention will consist of sheet iron, tin,

card-board or any opaque substance. The type, trademarks
or designs will be cut out of the sheet iron, tin or card-

board, permitting the rays of the electric lamps to shine

through. If the advertiser chooses to use copy similar to

that at present used in street cars, composed of colored
letters, etc., he can do so. These panels or advertisements
will be placed behind and against the ground glass in the

frames, and will not take up any more room in the car than
the present cardboard signs. The electrical device which
operates these advertistments is not complicated ; in fact, it is

quite simple. The current used in driving the car lights the

lamps, and a clock placed in the car will serve the double
function of telling the time of day, as well as furnishing
the means of periodically illuminating the panels. The
circuit connections are so arranged that an automatic cir-

cuit closer, controlled by a clock, will cut into and out of

action successively the lamp or tamps behind the several

panels, so that only one advertisement, whether it is em-
bodied in a single panel or in two or more panels, will be
displayed at one time. The matcerof cost in equipping the

cars with this invention is not great. This invention can
be applied to electrical advertising in frames or panels in

various sizes, on the tops of buildings or other structures,

in shop windows, hotels or theaters.

490,725. Electrical Pressure Indicator for Steam Gauges,
Edward G, Smith, San Jose, Cal.

490,744. Electric Time System. William F. Gardner,
Washington, D. C.

Jacob S. Gibbs, Hartford,

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued January -^1, 1893.

49:>,64i. Insulating Compound. Mathew H. Divey,
Chester. Pa.

The compound consists of eight parts of slag and two parts of
glass ground fine, and mixed with suflicient quantities of boiled
linseed oil, driers, shellac and paraffine to reduce the ingredi-

ents lo a paste; the paste being caused to set quickly by the ad-
dition of Portland or other cement.

490,61^9. Process of Treating Ores. William B. Jackson,
Pueblo, Colo.

490,663. Electric Block Signal System. John La Burt,

New York.

The signal system is automat'cally operated by the move-
ments of the train to display signals in advance of and lo the
rear of every train, means being also provided for shutting of?

the steam of a focomotrve io case the engineer, through acci-

dent or mistake, runs over the signal.

490.678. Apparatus for Electrically Treating the Eyes.
William A. Price, Iowa Falls, la.

490.679. Apparatus for Electrically Treating the Ear.

William A. Price, Iowa Falls, la.

450,684. Automatic Alarm Device. George W. Schill-

ing and John G. Haslam, Philadelphia, Pa.

490.690. Railway Yoke. Morris S. Towson, Cleveland,

Ohio,

490.698. Electrical Time Indicating Apparatus. Edward
Weston, Newark, N. J.

'Yh-z indicating apparatus comprises means for regulatinr
clocks at a distance by means of electricity without the inter-

vention of contact points in the electric circuit. A loop con-
ductor is adapted to be moved in a field of force, and is con-
nected in circuit with a second loop conductor, also movable in

a field of force, which second conductor controls the movement
of the indicating mechanism by its movement. The first con-
ductor may be an altcrnaimg dynamo provided with a pair of

pole pieces and a single coil so that as the coil revolves two
pulsations of current will be sent through the second coil, wliicli

i* located at the eld k, causing it for each pulsation to oscillnte,

thus acting as an cHcapcment, and permitting the clock trnin

to move the hands over the dial.

490.699. Recording Ammeter. Edward Weston, Ne-
wark, N. J.

A body of conducting mntcrinl of known rcitistancc per unit
' ' - Irogth in connected in direct circuit with the current to be

mcatiurcd, and in n iihunt circuit in included an arm moving in

conUiCt with the b'^ly 0/ conducting material together with a
motor mechaninm which, when actuitted, is adapted lo move the
arm. The conntruction is »ucli that upon a. change in current
strength on the direct circuit the corresponding change in elec-

tri<;a) prc<««urcon the Hhunt circuit will cjiuhc iho motor nnxhtin-
win to net to move the nrm ai'^ntf the body of conduf:ting mate-
rial to a position where the former diflcrcnrcof potential on the
^hunt circuit in rc<cttahli<i)ied,

490.700. Electrical Measuring Instrument. Edward
Wcslon, Newark, N. ].

A fine wire is'txpandcd by the heating effect of the current
(o (« measured, tbr r«lent of the expnnnion being indicated
iifon a suiUblc acaIc by meant of a pointer. A r.upport in uro-
vidcd for ih*; cxpan«!blr wire having ihc *amc co-efficient 01 ck-
pan<iion as (he c)(pnn4i)>Ic U*dy, no that any variation in dimen-
iiionof (hft expamtlblc wire canned by exlrancoim infliicneen,

ttiich a.4 chanifta in atmr/tphcrlr. temperature, will l>c cmpcnoaled
f'lr (ly the like c)\:*T\ti,r. \n dimcntion »if the *iip(Wiri due I" the
iiiimr C^iUV:.

490,746. Electric Switch.
Conn.

49^t753- Secondary Battery Electrode. Harry G. Os-
burn, Chicago, 111,

490.755- Connector for Electrical Conductors. George
L. Russell, Middletown, Conn.

490.760. Electrical Measuring Instrument. Edward
Weston, Newark, N. J.

490.761. Electric Signaling System. Adoniram J. Wil-
son, Port Chester, N. Y., and Wilmer W. Salmon,
Chicago, 111.

490.762. Electric Circuit Breaker. Edward M. Bentley,
Boston, Mass.

The circuit breaker is adapted to extinguish the arc caused
by the breaking of an electric circuit, and may be applied to
switches, contact arm?, etc. A switch lever is arranged to
travel over a series of fixed contacts insulated from one
another, and provided with an air pump of small capacity, the
piston of which makes a forward stroke automatically upon
each change of position of the lever, thereby compressing the
air within the cylinder, which is permitted to escape through a
valve which is opened at the instant that the lever breaks con-
tact with the contact point,

490.809. Dynamo Electric Machine. Robert Lundell,
Brooklyn.

The dynamo is provided with a disk armature and a single
field magnet coil lying in a plane on one side of the armature
and parallel to it.

490.810. Dynamo Electric Machine or Electric Motor.
Robert Lundell, Brooklyn.

The dynamo is provided with a disk armature and a pair of
field magnet coils, one lying on each side of the armature and
in planes parallel to the plane of the armature.

490,839. Thermal Circuit Closer. Elihu Thomson,
Swampscott, Mass.

490,841. Process of Electroplating Aluminum. Georg
Wegner, Berlin, Germany.

490.869. Burglar Proof Safe. Warren H. Carr, Bath,
Me.

490.870. Electric Burglar Alarm. Warren H. Carr, Bath,
Me.

490.882. Telethermometer. Howard B. Payne, Chicago,

490.883. Telethermometer. Howard B. Payne, Chicago,

490,891. Electric Warming Bottle. Thomas Ahearn,
Ottawa, Canada.

490,903. Combined Gis and Electric Light Fixture.
Francis X. Gartland, Philadelphia, Pa.

490,917. Switch and Safety Fuse. Elmer P. Morris,
Boston, Mass.

490,926. Thermostat. John R': Roberts, Homer City, Pa.

493,953- Art of Generating Electricity. Thomas A, Ed-
ison, Menlo Park, N. J.

The art consists in causing the dry decomposition of a chem-
ical compound in a rarefied atmosphere, and in the presence of
a positive element which is attacked by such compound, and
electrically charged thereby, and a negative element which is

electrically charged by the dry chemical reaction. O.xide of
iron mav be used as the chemical compound, and its decompo-
sition effected by the application of .heat, the rarefaction being
maintained by an air pump. When o.vide of iron is used carbon
may be used as the positive element.

490,954. Manufacture of CarboQ Filaments for Electric

Lamps, Thomas A, Edison, Llewellyn Park, N. J.

The method of manufacture consists informing filaments of
carbonizable material, maintaining them in the desired shape,
and partially carbonizing them before they Have been soaked,
or otherwise similarly treated, then filling the pores of the fila-

ments by soaking them in liquid carbonizing material, and
finally completely carbonizing the filaments.

490,959. Coupling of Dynamo Electric Machines in Par-

allel. Albert Gay, London, Eng.

493.975- Electric Railway. Edward W. Mitchell, Cov
ington, Ky.

The feed wire extends within an insulating covering, having
openings at intervals, and a sectional service conductor ex-
tends along the feed wire, and is composed of rigidly connected
insulated sections, each insulated section being provided with a
plur.ility of contacts adapted to establish connection with the
feed wire. Means an: provided for yieldingly holding the con-
tacts normally out of contact with the feed wire.

490,992. Electric Arc Lamp. James Sugden and Wallace

J. L. Sandy, London, Eng.

The lower carbon is Hupported upon the core of a solenoid
which la included in scrien with the carbonn, and when actuated
drawH the carbon down ugainst the ten.sion of a colled npring.

TIic upper carbon dc|)ends from a pJHton working in a cloued uir

tube and under the influence of the air acting upon the piston
huHa tcntlcni;y to descend but in norihally prevented from de-
Hcending by mcanH of a brake wheel held ugainHt the carbon rod
bv the armature of an elecro-inagnet in series wiili the carbonH,
Upon sending current through the lamp the oarbon points being
in contact, llie lower carbon !« moved downward againBt the
tennionofthc npring ijy the excitation of the lower Holcnoid,
and the electro-magnet ih at the H:une time excited to lock the
u|iper carbon in ponitinn, thuK cstabliflhing the arc. When the
are bcei>incA abnormally long the elect rn-niagnel it* weakened,
and th'- brake in relcancd, thun permitting the nir prcuned piHton

to feed the upj)er carbon,

491,004. Electric -Stop Motion for Knitting MachincH.
Winslow M. Bell. Milton, N. Y,

491,014. Trolley Wheel. John J. f/oe(z, Covirigtdn, ahd

John A. Smith, I'ayton, Ky.
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AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
ELECTKIC LIGHT LINE WIKE.

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AMERICANITE. MAGNET.
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR
FARADAY CABLES. WIRES.

NEW YORi; (IFFICE, P. C. Ackermiiii, lOC'orUnnilt Stroet.

MONTREAL BU.VXCH, Euyocw F. Phillipa' KloctncQl Works

SAL AMMONIAC
fRLlvCTRIC I5KANO)

ForElBCtrJcal Purposes
electri|
(trade r.'.ARi'v

SRAND'; H (ruarantccil 08/00% and free of ]eai] and iron.

If you want tlu; liest quality ask your dealer

I for this brand. Imported hy

KLBPSTEIN. 122 Pearl St., Nev'York.

THE "CLARK " WIRE.
Insniatlon Guaranteed wherever used. Aerial, Undertsround or ISnbniarlne.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters" Union, he says: "A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect
"

The mbber need in ineulatiog our wires and rabies is especially chemically prepared, and ie guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The insulation is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra finish, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chaCnfi and abrasion, which ie water, acid, Aiii to a very gre"* extent fireproof. Oar inealauon wiJI prove
durable when all others fall . We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and iilectric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark Joint <~>aill should be need for making waterproof joints. This i^ put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one foot long and fiveeighthB inch wide, and when wrapped aboat a joint

"jld pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. FOR RAILWAY' pnd 3IOTOR use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulaliou.

^VK GUARANTEE OUR IXStlLATIOX WHEREVER USED, AERIAL, UXDERGROVXO OR SrRSIARIXE. and onr net prices are ae low, if not lower than any
other llrst-claas Insulated Wire, We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues wilh terms and discounts for quantilieB.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, MASS.

HENRT A. CLARK, TrsaBorer and Gen'l Manager.
HERBERT H. EUSTIS, PraBldent and Electrlclta.

WRITE FOE PRICES AND SAMPLES OF

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

SKAMLEISS R.UBBKR. WIRES AND QABLKS,
FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, TRENTON, N. J.

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., General Western Agents, 171 and 1 73 Lake St. Chicago, III.

ANY CANDLE POWER. CXI

"STEUBEN" LAMP.
XT^rlto roi- r»rlo©iB.

STEUBEN liAMP WORKS, CANISTEO, N. Y.

ANY VOLTAGE.

Saxxix^les E^x-ee^

lEiTlTT ELECTRIC lOTOB CO,,

124 Mitchell St., Providence, R. I.

FAN and BATTERY MOTORS
--X SPECIIAI.TY.

r=OUH REGULKR SIZES.
Suit ible for running Sewing ^lachiuey, Dental Drills,

-Tewelerfl' Lathe? and all kinds of light njachinery.

No. 1, 1 Volts, 1-32 h. p.. $3.00.

No. 2, -t Volts, 1-lf, h. p., S6.00.
No. 3, G Volts 1-12 h. p., $10.00.

No. 4. in Volts. 1-8 h. p., $1.5.00.

6-.\t'r.v .1I«lor<.;iiarantetMl. Soiul for Cimilnr

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

MOTORS.
H n.P. 500 Volt Armature, Vi'ntilated. Constant Speed, 1,500.

The Motors are made with the best appliances and material obtainable, and embody every Improve
TTient nf merit, with the intention that tbey shall be the Standard of their clns«.

430 West I 4th Street. NEW YORK.
THE BECKER VERTICAL MILLER, No, 3.

A Perfect Milling Machine.

For the various operations ol milling witli

face mills IT HAS NO EQUAL.

-"j&a

Well ndapted for nnp In el(>ctrl4>i(l

luAcblne m1io|(r.

Sen.«3. for Clxciaaar-

JOHN BECKER MANT'G CO,,

FITCHBURC, MASS.

RUSSELL, Tliat is the Name.

An Automatic Switch.

Sexa.c3. for* Olx-oxi.1A X-.

RUSSELL & OFFICER,
173-"> Champa St., Denver, Colo.

EDWARD R. GRIER,
STonadnocb Buildini:. Ohicng^x

, Non-Conductive Blocks,
Rosettes and Bates (or

Cut-Outs and Swllches-

Also Insulators, Cleats,
Lamp Trimmings and other
Electrical Supplies.

Our production Is a dense
iiody. Tlio glazliie and bndy
or our ware are of same oom-
posltton. and are bakori allKe,
wlilcli are the features of

True Hard P<M-rclain,

EMPIRE
CHINA
WORKS,

14ltt IsCfitfdSt.

6r»i! rum,

BRMKUN.S.l,

:N"0 OE!Ba-TH..A.X. JST.A.TIO]»^
Ts roMruETc wiTTiiirT oru

Portable Standard Testing Resisian^ Set.

It can be used
under ever)' con-

dition of practical

work, and is the

only instrument of

its class unaffected

b)" magnetic fields

or mechanical jars.

Aslt for Descriptive

Circular Ko. 285.

Manufactured by

OUEEN & CO., Incorporated, Philadelphia,
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E. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

QAS AHD SLECTHIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAOO.
-BRiNCH STORE-

2134 Michigan Avenu#p

POSITION WANTED.
As saiieriotendent of an electric light plant; es-

perieuce in setting up dynamos and electrical ma-
cliinery, and operating all leading systems; expert

- lineman. KeEerence as to character and business

ability. Address

A. H. aiADGlBf,
Groff Hoase, Trederick City, Md.

FOR SALE.
Two-sixty 11. P., and one-fifty LI. P., Arminfjlou-

Sims High "speed En-iines. Are second haad but
in first class coDdiiion. Purchaser can inspect
them in actual service. Address

THE BRIDGEPORT ELECTRIC LIGHT CO..

Bridgeport, Conn.

WANTED.
A Tcinsed steaui. mechanical and elec-

trical eneiafer desires 10 make a change
about J[a_v 15, as supcrint-ndet of light'

r>r strett railway plant. First-class refer-

ences. Address F. HOFFMAN,
137 tit. Clair Ave.. East t^t. I/onis, III.

Manufactur'ei's of

OCTAGONAL^^ Cedar
TELEPHOni&ELECTRICAL

RailwayFolesiCRossArms

# H.M.LOUD &SONS UlMBER(;o.

OSCODA. MICH.

TRADERS' ELECTRICAL MACH18ERY,

FOR SALE (Continued List).

Two 30 light Ball arc dynamos, with 60 arc lamps.
One 25 light Ball arc dynamo, with '25 arc lamps.
One Si) light Mather incandescent dynamo, IIU volt.

One 8 horse power Card motor, 500 volt.

HOWOTRJX EliBCTKIC CO.,
30 E. 5th St., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

m fflLL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher

by Mentioning the

festem ElectriciaD

When Writing: to Advertisers.

THE BALTIMORE & OHIO
l3 the only liue via WASHINGTON.

Two Vestibult'cl Fast Trains J>aH.v

To M'asliinstoii. Baltimore.
Philadelpliia and IVon' 1.'oi'k.

The Morning Vestibuled Limited has Through
Sleeping Cars to

No estra charge is made for fast time and limited
train Bervico,

Both trains are equipped with Pullman Buffet
Sleeping Cars and Coaches and are

Only «ne i*ialit Out from Chicago
to IVcw VorU.

CLEVELAND ANO PITTSBURGH LIMITED
L.-av<-3 Chicago daily al 0.40 P. Vt.

THE STANDAUO OPENC IKCXIT
BATTEKIKS OF THK MORU),

And trs bs*>t rri^de any^/zniBrc

Sfr^D FOR r;rf:rT-i,Ai: & Pp.kt,'<.

The Leclanche Battery Co.
ni io in Ea^i nut St.. n. y.

Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier,

$^^ Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE la Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

FOR SALE.
Two 300-ampere3 shunt wound U. s. Dynamos.
Two '200-amperea shunt wound U. S. Dynamos.
Two SOO-light T.-H. Dynamos, compound wound,

with Base, Bheostat and Ammeter.
Two 25-light Americau 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamos.
One 50-liglit Sperry 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamo.
Ten 12-light Koowles Dynamos with lamps.
Twelve rjO-light Schuyler Dynamos, 2,000-c. p.

Two 150-Brush Incandescent Machines, 95 volts.

One 15-light Brush Arc, 7 amperes.
One 90-h. p. Arraington and Sims Engine.
Two 120 ampere Edison Dyoamos, self-oiling.

We Buy Outright Electrical Equipment.

JOHN E, im m. I WM :o„

74 CORTIiAWOT ST., N. Y.

'"fffrraF5p.i]p(H(iRtuir*'^

JUPlTEF
Dry Battery.

Write for
Particulars
and Prices.

{Manufactured by

Colambia Mfg.

& Snpply Co.,

340 & 3i2 Dearborn St.

CHICAGO.

EASTMAN'S
Bromide Copying Paper.

Itlaclc line» on a ^rliite ground

can be obtained easily and quickly wUh our

Bromide Copying Paper. It takes but a few-

minutes to make the negative, and positives

can then be made without waiting for the

negative to dry. It prints in seconds where

blue prints take hours. Prints made by lamp-

light or daylight.

Tiie Scientific American's ODinlon.

3ei Broadway, New York, Dec. 17, 1892.

EASTMAX KODAK CO.,
Rocltesfer, X* Y. :

Gentlemen: -We take pleasure in saying we are
now and for several years have been ^^sing your
photo copying paper . It has always given U3
1^a tisfaction. We lind it to be a lirst class article
in every respect. Paithfuly voure,

MUNN & CO.

Our paper is also extensively used in tlie

government departments. It preserves all

the good qualities of the original drawings

and has none of the cheap look of blue prints.

Send for circular and sample prints.

Eastman Kodak Company,

Rochester, N. Y.

HART SWITCHES.
SINGLE AND DOUBLE POLE.

THE ONLY Snap Switch that has

PROVEN A SUCCESS.

1) VmpereDoublo Pole S vitch

FOR SALE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES.

TleHart&EeiefflaDiE,(!o.,HariM,CBi.

ESTABLISHED 1867.

PartriGk& Carter Go. i

MJNOFACTDitERS AND DEALERS,

125 Mi Stciri Strett, PHI14DELPHI4, PA.

Electrical Supplies
OF ALL KINDS.

HOUSE GOODS A SPECIALTY.

WRITE for CATALOGUE and PRICES.

Unlimited

THE i=»E:ii.Tonxr ttv^a-tcesti. atvhibesx^
Givrrs tho Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2,000 in use.

Affordi the moBt Hhnpli.uind rellnblf) power for all mlnlnR and monufactur-
liii; machinery. Adaptna to liendH ninninij from i.'0 up to 3,000 or more feel-.

Krorn i.'0 to i)0 [}fr c-rt, better roBulte jjuurttnteeU than can bo jtrodiiced from
any other Wheel in tlio country,

K£iKCTlCI(; TICAIVHIfllHHIOIV.
Tho ndvantftf^'ea Iho I'ldton Wheel iifTordH In tli" way of a uniform (iiid rella-

hh.i powiif, clone r''f;iilallon and tho farllily of iidanhiMon to viuying comilllonH
of i-jm.'d and nrrthBur", have liroucht It hiio npi-i (al jnfiTPiiniuicn and exltnHlvH
TjiA" (t(r liilHcfiiHuof work. All appliciiM'Tin idioiild iMal" iirjionrit and Imad of
w.'il.nr |if,w'T r<*(Tilr''d, and Tor v'lai, jnujioni', with ii\i]<v<ixiun\Ui lon(.M.Ii of pijHj
lln'i. Hi'.Ki) I". fit ' ,'/,'['ai,'j(ji;k.

THE PELTON WATER W^HEEL

Unea".'.aled

in

Efficiency.

CO.,

1 1:1

i^^

VZl-l'Z'.i Main Ht., Kun FranrlHCO, Cul., IJ. H. A.
I.HUCIiTr NTifKM'lT, - - JVtOlV J'OK/f.

t^T"!!, liftvlnt; coni'ilri our noth;*' I hat our ]inU-ii\, rlwhlH nre hnliif,; liifrloseO
upon. Ini'Tidlnt; jMjrchum.'rii am heryliy warned thutaJ] BUcb Infrlni^oinontB will
bo dtply j»ronf(.rjtef), »

PtCI/ro.'V WATKU ItlOTOItK. Viiryln^ from Ihe fraction of 1 to Ifj

and W) hr.rae iiower, une'(iial<id for all IlKhi. nmnlTii^ ina'dilnejy, WnrraniKl
to (I'jvlop ft ((iv«in nniount of power Willi uw )\ii\( tlm wilier ffjnlred by any
Other. B(>~Hend for Motor Circular. Addn-rn aa hI,ov<i. iJellverlcM niade fr'nn
Hon VranrAnco or Now York, aH jnny afford the mowt favorably frclj^ht raten-
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CEL.E-BRATEO *VAXER WIIEELas particularly adapted to Iheir tise

on accoupt of its r(.'Tiiarl<a.bIy Hieady motion, ni;z^ ^peed
and erreat Efliciency, and larg^e Capacity forit£ <iiam*rter,
being donble the I*o^»'er of most wheels of same 'djamei'^r. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction, in the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect {guaranteed.
SEi%» FOR CATAI^OCir'E AN1> PARXICCI.ARN.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICXOR

XURBII\ES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a r.ubstaniial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
st.-ictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation

admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.
SOLE MANUFACTrKERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Roda, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

n^ii^£^?ov'i>£L. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World OFFrfE:
• 14DEV ST., X. T.

HAWAVT
FV5EWIRE
COAVPANY

161 HIGH .5T B0-5T0N

HICHE5T GRADE

TE5TEDFV5EWIRE6UNKS

iEND FOR CATALOCVE

AND PRICE LISTS

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles, 'Wr'+.e To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
201 Walnwrisht Blilff.. St. Louis. Mo

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB EliBCTBICAIi Ut^KS.

Graphite Bods of Varions I^ensths, from 1-5 Ohm to 100 ohms Resistance
to the Inch, t^raphite Boxes and Crncihles, BeslstlDg Heats

of 4,000 l>egrees. Inqniries tilladly AnSTreied.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. i.

GSDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts-

If in want of Poles, Ties and Post?, Bave mon*«
by get'Jng my prlcee.

W.C. STERLING, Monroe, MicK

THE PENNSYLVANIA LAMP
ACKXOWIiEDGED TO HAVE THE HI«)HEST MEBIT II« Alili THE BBCEST COMPETITIVE TESTS.

I1VCA18DE8CENT lAMPS. S TO 300 CANDIiE POWER. ALL VOLTAGES AND B.^SES ALWAYS IN STOCK.

PENN MUTUAL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA. WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, NEW YORK.
WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, CHICAGO.

HOLMES.BOOTH&HAYDENS,
Factories: Waterbury, Conn. 25 Park Place. New York.

MANUFAOTUKEBB OF

Bare and Insulated Wire.
nderwritors' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, Copper Magnet "U'iro,

Eound and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work.
Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT
fiC

K. K." LINE WIRE

For Electric Light, Electric Railvrnys, Motors, Telegraph
and Telephoae Use-

Agents for the Washington Carbon Company. Carbons for Arc Lighting.

rrrOS. />. SCOTIIjIj, AV»r Yorl: Ayent.

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, '
'- '- PHILADELPHIA.

BUILDEES OF RAILWAY AND TEAMWAY CARS Or ALL CLASSES.

. J"-—1 . r—j.jiP" [ M I' —.r rrJ-^w*?^-
Spoclal attention i^von tn tho bnlldlriEr of Klnntrlr Mnlor nnrl Trail Oars.

Euilflcrs of Drill No. 21 Truclt with solid forged frame, and "Eureka'' Mn^liiiuni Traction Pivotiil Truck.

DERIVATION OF

Practical Electrical Units.

Bf LIEUT. F.B.BADTaflfl PROF. H.S.CARHART,

PRICE, POSTAGE PREPAID. 75 CENTS.

This is a very handsome book of sixty pa>;fes, printetl on

fine heavy paper, with neat cloth binding. It contains Por-

traits and liiographies of Ohm. Watt, Faraday, joule. Gauss,

Weber, Sir William Siemens, Dr. Werner von Siemens,

Volta, Ampere, Daniell and von Jacobi, together with a

carefully prepared table of Practical lilectrical I'nits, with

their relative values. In no other .single volume can this

rare collection of portraits be found.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO,

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO. ELIi.
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ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

General Western Agents

FOR THIS

CELEBRATED WIRE.

307 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Did You Receive Our Picture of the WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION,

IN y^^^^ Carrying Current for all In-

candescent Lamps?

If not, write us for it.

NEW YORK

INSULATED WIRE CO.,
Nos. 13, 15 and 17 Cortlandt St.,

Nos. 78, 80 and 82 Franklin St .

New York.

Cliicago.

Carpenter Eoiiniel Rheostat Co.,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

E.ffard Leonard

President

fiw. H. Finn,

Tlce-Prest.

C. E. Carpenter,

Sec'yiiTreas.

Send for
Printed

Matter.

(has. D. Shain,

Selling Ast.,

136 Liberty St.,

Sew York City. ^^--'T^^^jsr.

Patent No. 481,781, AugOFt, 1892.

Rheostats of every size and kind euch as Motor
Starters, Field Regulators. Stage Regulators, Eqaal-
izers, etc., having resistance up to 2,000 ohms and
current capacity up to 200 amperes.

I.OW PRICES.
Guarantees against burr.-outs under normal usape.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Taneht thorouffhlv day and night at. the IXSTI-
TUTE of TECHXOLO<5\M51 Throop
Street, Chioago, III. AmatenrB, Artisans
aod others aBslst^d Practically In any line, and
Inftrncted in the latest snd most improved
methrde.
Mechanical Draughting, Mathematica, Elec-

trical ralculat;ons, Archiiectore, Mechanics, also

aught day and nl^ht.

HUGHES BEOS. MFG. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Cross Arms, Insnlator Pins s?' Brackets,

And Electrical Molding:.

Correspondence Solicited.

CHATTANOOGA, - TENN.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSUIATING CLEATS.

Ths^ Kartaysrt « Manufacturing - Co^-,

T7«rXXjAa:XZ>I-G-1-OXJ-. X3£IXj.

FUSE ]
Correct Carrying Capac

'

WIRE or I ity. Absolute

STRIPS. ) Unlfo mlty in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave.,
cxo.^o<>.

THE BRUSH ELEGTR C CO.

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

Innandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro platers.

CHICAGO OFFICE, DENVER OFFICE, NEW YORK OFFICE,
Monadnock Building. 1735 Champa Street. 42 and 44 Broad Street.
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PATENT FUEL ECONOMIZER FOR STEAM BOILERS.
This apparatus is already applied to over

iso,ooo i3cz)ii_e:i=?^
of every type, and giving the greatest satisfaction in Economy and Working.
Under favorable conditions the temperature of the Feed Water Is raised to 300 degrees or more by utilizing

the waste heat of the Boiler flues—the water being thus purified and freed from sedimentary matter, the Heat-

ing Surfaces of the Boilers are kept clean and cfflcient.

All joints iron to iron, no leakage, no trouble, greatest facility for cleaning.

All parts interchangeable, being made to Standard Gauge by Tools specially designed for the purpos;
The only works in the L'nited States devoted exclusively to the manufacture of Fuel Economizers.

Can be Applied to any Type of Boiler withont Stoppage of Workx.$s U/
Circulars, Plans, Specifications and fall Information on Application to Head OfiBce

91 Liberty StTHE FUEL ECONOMIZER CO.,
OF :ilAlll..v^^A.^. \. A.

Sole Makers of Green'
Work"*: IIATTKAWAV, W

Fuel Economizer in the United States.

Hew York City.

Original Inventors and Makers, EDWARD GEEEN &SON, Limited, 2 Exchange Street,

Manchester Works, Wakefield, England.

NOW READY

!

"Westehn Electrician:

LAMP LIGHTING SCHEDULE,
PRICE 26 CENTS.

Moonlitrht System for 1893.
Copy of Moonlight Schedule sent free to every new subscriber to the

Western Electrician and with each copy of "New Dynamo Tender's
Hand-book," by Lieut. F. B. Badt. Price of book, $i.oo.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 Lakeside Building, Chicago, III.

SHULTZ
PATENT

Leather Woven Link Belt.

SHULTZ PATENT
Leather • Pulley • Covering

SABLE RAWHIDE BELTING.
SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS.

( 104 Hiininier Htreet. Ronton.
3S: i ffiH Pearl Sircet, Mew York.BBAKCIIEt^

/ 129 North 8)1 Street, I>hilailel|>Iiia.

Heisler Electric Co.

Manufacturing

'" Constructing

Electrical

Engineers.

OFFICE: 33S Drexel Building, Philadelphia.

WORKS: Gloucester City, N. J.

We make a specialty of the complete installation of our IMPROVED
LONG DISTANCE SERIES SYSTEM with rednction coils for
redncing the voltage for domestic illnmination, and per-
mitting the use of meters if desired.

DIRECT AND ALTERNATING CURRENT CONSTANT POTEN-
TIAL INCANDESCENT APPARATUS with Begnlating or ordi-

nary sockets, for Isolated Plants.

TRANSFORMER APPARATUS of the Latest and Most Improved

Type.

SERIES LAMPS for use oh Arc Circuits, or any current and

candle power, and to fit any Sieries Slockets.
D. C. FAN MOTORS l-6th and l-12th H. P. Any voltage.

We invite investigation of the above apparatus.

Competent Engineers furnished to make estimates.

L* ROCHE'Ii

116 and 118 N. Bth St.,

i-lternating

DYNAMOS,
100 TO 1200 LIGHT.

Installed complete for City
or Town Lighting.

Chicago Office, Garden City Electric Co.,
207 and KOO Ocarborn Street.

ELECTRIC WORKS,

Philadelphia, Penn,

Incandescent

DYNAMOS,
Direct System. '

I TO 1000 LIGHT.

Motors
For Arc or incandescent.

Currents from 1-8 to 50 H, P.
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Yoo WiU Oblige

Both Advertiser and Publisher
by mentioning the WESTERN
ELECTRICIAN when writing
to advertisers.

FERRACUTE MACHINE CO.,«"^g-*-itio'^-^-'^'
FOOT AND POWER PRESSES, DIES

A.VD OTHER SHEET aiETAI, TOOL,S.
They make a number of Presses especially adapted fcr ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL WORK.

Please send for illustrated prices describing 200 kinds of Presses,
Dies for Armature Discs, etc.

L. BRECKINRIDGE CABELL
53 Broadway, NEW YORK, Room 17.

Lands, Securities and Industrial Enterprises; Total Issues

of Corporate, Municipal and County Bonds Taken; Municipal

Debts Consolidated and Refunded at lower rates; Railroads

Built and Equipped; Electric Roads Built and Equipped;

Street Railroads using Horse power changed to Electric Roads.

UTS
Wood Eneravinj;—For Slachinery, etc.
Zinc, Etching—From Priots, Pen and Ink Drawings, etc.

Half-Tone Process-^ Direct reproductions of Photograpbe, Wash Drawinfje,
i etc., etcbed io copper.

"'ax Eneravlngs—For Mape. Plats, Script, or Diagrams.
Photo-I^ithoeraphy—Transfers for Lithographers In paper or atone.
f>e*4igniiiff,

MANZI^OO.,
ENGRAVERS,

183, 185 anfl 18? Monroe SL CHICAGO.

THE ELEMENTS OF

IIynamic Flectbicity

AND MAGNETISM.

For Learners. J)l OUT JKCHidy ! Postage' Free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PERRET glECTBIC MOTORS.
ALL SIZES, FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET-ELEGTRIC-LIGHT-SYSTEM.
Complete Apparatiis for Isolated. Flants.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass.
( llFrl-liinfl, Ohln, <:. I-. NIOIIOIJfON, si:! .1'*l<.tr for Biivlim- linlMloi;. trnHlllnl/lon. It. <:. .T. II. IltlKKr.TT «i CO., Hmi Niiw ycjili Ave. St. I'"ltl,

CCI IIUr» Ar^CMTC. ' nlnn, r. .I. CKSZ. :»1 Mfnm'W.ln Ht, i'lllla)lr.ljihla, /'«., I-K.NSHVI.VANIA MArU/NH CO., T.) N. Till HI A'l-ir OfleiltlH. 1)1., IllinilKl.
^f-^'"*« «4-tri I O. . MAf:ilISK WOIIK.i. icil Conll Ht, »«Ilrer, folo,, UAVWAIIK COCUKA.NE, 33 JacaUuu UulidliiB. f/l (»«(/«,, i/f., C. K iJlJNJJI'.mJALU, 13.', ll.mkiirj.

( Ituffalo, ,v. »•., J,. II. iMf.iii.s', aw I'corist.

NEW YORK OFFICE,

89 Liberty Street.
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m LAKE ERIE ENGINEERING WORKS,
-BUILDKKS OF-

Standard Compound Engine.

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE

EXPANSION ENGINES,
Both Condensing and Non-Con-
densing, from 250 to 8,000 H. P.
Especially designed for direct

connection to Multipolar
Generators.

BEST ECONOMY ADD REGHLATIOR GUSRAHTEED.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Address all inquiries to

Section Through L. P. Cyl.

W. B. PEARSON & CO,
401 Home Insurance Bldg.,

CHICAGO.
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES OF

The Lake Erie Engineering Works.
They are prepared to contract at a reasonable price

for the complete installation of Poiver Plants, of any
Capacity, for any Service, and at any Place.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. Compound Engine and Generator

Sockets, Switches, Cut-outs?

AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Sawyer -Man Electric Co.,

620 Atlantic Avenue, BOSTON.

510-534 West 23d Street, NEW YORK. Pullman Building, CHICAGO.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PAETIOULAELY ADAPTED TO DEIVING

Elsctric Light and Power Stations
j» On account of ite high efficiency at all stages of gate, eteadiness of motion Bnd easy working gate, the con-
" etrnciion of which makes it the most seneitive to the action of a governor of any wheel on ihe market.

J SEND FOR CATALOGUE I»"Btrating various B.yleB^^of^seUm^^

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,

DATTON. OHIO.SUCCESSORS TO
STOUT. IHIL,L,»i A TEMPLE,

thesechrist automatic switch
For controlling Incandescent
Lights in private residences
by using automatic gas keys
and an ordinary battery or
shunt circuit.

\/\/ .A.3NrTrEI^> !—One good con-

struction firm in eacli city to represent us.

Apply to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
IVIanufacturer and Patentee, DENVER, COLO,

ELECTRICITY for ENGINEERS.
A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.

Price, Postage Prepaid, $2.50.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

DIRECT COUPLED, SLOW SPEED,

MULTIPOLAR RAILWAY GENERATOR

Hand Lighting Bnrner.

Flexible Stems

Take Any Shade Holder.

No Cofupiicaled Mectiaoism.

Simple, Convenient,

Absolutely Safe.

I*B»MR>'T NIZK8: 100, ISO, ii.lO. ISOO H, P.

ilffore yoa build or e.nlu.ree. your l*ou'er Htatloii, you yvIII do ivoll to roiiHider thi> fact that und<*r our <'ouNlrnof ion

Writ* hr Jiniilatlarm' Priws.

BeiiDg Electric Co.,

41 FEDERAL STREET. BOSTON.

Vou will iicducc Vfiur Totul Floor Siuicc. incliuiin^ IJoilerw,

fwllh Ti:» rv*-) Fire ft'iorti. Kconomiz-r. S'.ack, Pump It lom.

etc.. TO 3 SQ FT. I'EK FILKCrUK-'AL JIDU.SK I'OWEIt
in plants of 1000 H. I', and to 2.2.5 HQ. FT. In punts ot

C.WJO If. P. npward.
Yon will enormously reduce f/'oiil of Real E^Uteand Buildings.
V'oii will ' fi riiU: at » JiOwi r Cost per Car Mile, botli of Fuel
alon; and of t lal Ff;W':r AfMtonnt, than willi any l<nown
form of I'laot, liccuu^c vou wid for tlie llrBl time reall/.': al-

moft Uniform Stfiini KcoDiiny of tl.c ).i|.'li(sl, irdc r over tte

whole lluolnulu 11 of y< ur loa(), and tbat whether (condensing

or non-coridensin(r.

You will enjoy the Insurance Against Accident, whicli can only

he had with Indejiendenl Units.

You will secure absfdutc NoiHeltHsnesa.

You will gel perfect Hegulalion liy un Inirlia vernor.

You will ntvtr know a hot bearing or a broKen 1 elt.

t\ <- hav<' nixv nnily llic Hl'ioiid Killlioii »' "\4»TKN OIV I'OWKK I

WESTINCHOUSE, CHURCH, KERR & CO., Engineers.
NEW YORK: 1 7 Cortlandt Street. PinSBURGH: Wcslinoliouso Building. MINNEAPOIIS: Bcory Blocli.

BOSTON: 620 Atlantic Avenue. CHICAGO: 1 56 and 1 58 Lal<o Street, ST LOUIS: Commercial Building.

Repreienled in PHILADELPHIA by M. R. MUCKLE. Jr., & CO., Drexol Building.
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FOR
ELECTRIC
LICHTINC.

f FOR
ELECTRIC
RAILWAYS.

The S. FREEMAN &SONS Manufacturing Co.,

--Jp-:^™. >I:iiiiii'. I.nroiiiolivc. Still ionnrj A Aprlciill unil •

, BOILERS, and TANK & IRON WORK
OF EVERY UESCRIPT"-TV

S^^^KJS??! REPAtRINC A SPECIALTY.
° L._^- ^i^nSHH^^Hi'cS^^ l-Aiiiiiali-i nroniptlv furnishofl. T,:ircp illiiR-

•^r;r:;r;^HrSiH=^r-:HHS*v;?f" f.'iii-'l caMiincru*' sf-nl free to nnv aiUlrfss. Ask

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Builders of High Grade

Corliss Engines,

Giddlngs' Automatics.
SIMPLE, COMPOUND, AUD CONDENSING.

Complete Plants Furnished.

Works: SIOUX CITY, IOWA.
BRANCH office:

48 South Canal Street. CHICAGO.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of High Grade Engines and Boilers.

Electric Light Engines
a Specialty.

Complete Steam Plants Mallei

WESTERN WAKEEOOMSi
64 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also 30 Cortlandt Stieeo, New York Cltv

ARE YOU TROUBLED
By STATIC ELECTRICITY from your BELTS?

DO your BELTS BLACKEN the CEILING, the
WALLS, or the FLOOR?

If so you don't know anything about

We make a Specialty of Dynamo Kelts.

Tou can get some interesting information and also learn how many things are

made ot Kawliide by writing to

PLATINUM
For all Purposes.

Scrap and Native Platinum Purchaiietl.

BAKKK & CO., 40S-41 I New Jersey
Kui'road Ave.. Newark. N. J.

520 Olive
STREET,AM MORSE "^co

Rl jr K FVF --.Oto IQOOH. P.»ST. LOUIS

ENGINES

mfcS's.VAKIcs PHOSPHOR-BRONZE
I^CCTRADE MARKS. INGOTS, CASTINGS, WiRE, ShEET &C.

ThePhosphorBronzeSmeltincCo.Limited
512 ArchSt. Philaoelphia Pa.U.S.A.

ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS OF PHOSPHOR-
. Bronze in the United States and Sole

*"' Makers of"ELEPHAMTBRAND"Phosphor-Bronze.

HILL
Olulch Works,
CI.£Vi:i<AKD, O.

EASTERN OFFICE:
18 Cortlandt St

.
, - NEW TOKK.

CHICAGO OFFICE:
28 So. Canal St.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Designed, Erected tod Fanishei

Send for ne\r Catalogue of Po

w

er Transmission Machinery.

THE CHICAGO RAWHIDE MFG. GO.

75 and 77 EAST OHIO STREET, CHICAGO.

h^rtfJupvcrtJi^

^'fLE(TRI(LiGHiTL0BE°3 E^- --

^^he-Lt^rgest-Lii^e- of

NoVEL&ARTISTICPATTEHNS&EFFEGTSj^WrA

> 42 MURRAY ST. NY. J-^ t V
5END FOR CATALOGUE

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MANUFACTUItEKS OF

It

SHftFTING. ETC.

5 ^
Special attention given to the

Complete Equipment of
Electric Plants.

Sim^ WmceBi
| ^g CortUndt St., NE\Y YORK.
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General Electric Company.
ZSdison and Thomson-Houston Systems of

ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS.

TheW.P.Iron-CladMotor

Has undergone the most stringent

tests possible, and has fulfilled the

most rigid requirements of Street

Railway Service.

ITS SPECIAL ADVANTAGES ARE:
LIGHTNESS. MINIMUM OF EXPENSE FOR REPAIRS. FLOATING ARMATURE
COMPACTNESS. FEWNESS OF PARTS. ABSENCE OF SPARKING. STRENGTH
SINGLE FIELD COIL. NOISELESSNESS. FULLY APPROVED AND INDORSED
BY ALL COMPANIES WHO HAVE USED IT.

OUR LINE OF OVERHEAD PARTS AND RAILROAD SUPPLIES

Comprises All the Latest and Most Improved Street Railway Appliances.

Street Railway Snow Sweepers
SIb.o-a.lcL Toe Ord.ered. frox^n. "uls a,t Orxce.

We are the Only Company vrho can Supply Reliable Snovr Siveeper».

620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS.
173 and 17', Adamit St., C'lI/CAGO, ILL.

2G4 W. Fourth St., C1N(JJ.\NATI, OHIO.
GouUl BuiMing, ATLANTA, <iA.

44: Broad St., NEW YORK.
nOU Arch St., I'lITLAnTlLPniA, PA.

401-407 Sibley St., ST. PAUL, MINN,
MuHonir, Temple, DENVJCB, COLO

15 First Street, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL,
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TRADE- MARK-

REQUA White Core,

Seamless Rubber Covered.

SAFETY Seamless

Rubber Covered.

ATLAS Seamless

Rubber Covered.

|i| K. E. W. Weatherproof.
(Best Feeder Wire Made.)

Magnet^ Office and Annunciator Wires.

54 and 56 Franklin St., Chicago.
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FUSE LINKS.

—ALL SIZES—

Our rtliable Fuse Links are "one piece"

and will not get locse undtr

binding screws.

WIRT'S IMPROVED
DYNAA10 BRUSH

Prevents Sparking.

Made to tit all s'zts of

Brusb Holders.

The Strange Adventures of Abdul Hokir and Himmilek-

Bim, being two mirthful and inquisitive Elephants.

SHIELD BRAND

Moisturh-Proof Wire.

For Feeder Circuits.

For L'glit and Power Lines.

-TKiDE MAKK-

Habirshaw's

Pure

Rubber

Covered

Wires,

Cables

and

Cores.

The U. S.

Government

Standard

of

Excellence.

H
'AVENT you sat

up in bed often,

at night, wakeful, with

the cares of the sta-

tion driving sleep

away for a time? Per-

haps you saw a dis-

torted reflection of yourself in the mirror across the room;

and you'd ask yourself whether you really did look like that, or

if you looked, to other people, like you did to yourself— (clock

strikes three and the quarter)— and then your thoughts go trooping

back to the station again, and you wonder if Henry thought to take

off those old brushes and put on the set of Wirt Brushes that

just came in by express. Queer, isn't itr how the ideas will chase

through your head as you sit there all alone—you hear the subdued

snore of the city—suddenly an alarm of fire startles on the still

air; you count, mechanically, two-four-two, box; not anywhere near

the station, and you feel relieved. Then you notice a red string

tied to your finger and for five minutes you can't remember what

it's there for, and then ii all comes back--" Be sure and order two

more miles of Shield Brand Wire first thing in the morning."

A milk cart rumbles down the street and you wish it wasn't so

deuced near time to get up--and before you know it you're

sound asleep.

Carpenter

Electric

Heating

Apparatus.

Car Heaters.

Radiators

for

Ofl^lces

and

Residences.

Cooking

Utensils.

Brcakins; Strain

3/iMi Ihi.

In^ulition

at 6H> Vr,lt=.

Wirt's

Strain

Insulator.

The Neatest and Strongest

Insulator Made.

/////moo })

AfiSON/A CONN

Electric Light
and Power,
No. 2.-;.

CHTALOCUES:
Electric
R. R. Supplies,
No. .'!!.

Electrical

House Goods,
No. 44A.

We carry a large stock of

ncao-alely drawn and insulat(nl

MAGNET WIRES.

carders for quick .shipments

solicited.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING GO.

THE K.TJBBEI?/ TJSEID IIsT

HABIRSHAW INSULATION
XS E^ITRS lE^A^XL.

Marine Core, used
on tvovernment

CraiserH.

Feeder Core.
Broadway Theater.

Naval Marine India Rubber
Covered Wires.

Naval Land India Rubber
Covered Wires.

PROMINENT INSTALLATIONS.

Fe#**ler f'alil**. Brooklyn
J'CditWD Kletrtric iAftht CO-

t^abmarine Work* Edison Electric
Ijight «. o., Easton. Pa.

^'aval Core. Cnited
Stater* h- w. "Chicaco."

STANDARD
INDIA RUBBER
COVERED WIRES. Feeder Conductor.

**Drj'pla»'eM."
Grand Central Drpot.

Adopted by the Navy Department, and thus far employed on board the United States steamships Trenton, Chicago, Boston, Yorktown, Pensacola, Phila-
delphia, Petrel, Atlanta, Baltimore, Newark, Vermont, Charleston, San Francisco, Concord, Bennington and monitor Miantonomsih.

SOLID AND STRANDED CONDUCTORS, TAPED, BRAIDED, FLAME-PROOF.

The Habirshaw Insulation fulfllls all recLuirementB in places demanding the

"Best," and in that field finds no succeasfol competitors.

FACTORY: GLENWOOD, YONKER8, N. Y.

WM.M. HABIRSHAW, F.G.S.,
°'™"=

GENEBAI. MAirAGEB.
315 Madison Ave., Cor. Forty-Second St.,

•SEW YOBH CITY.

Feeder Core.

Feeder Cable.

WESTERN ftGEHTS: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO,, cor. Randolpt St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL. E*J™?rVc'liehJ'^

ANOTHER RECORD SMASHED.

STANLEY TWO YEAR OLD
Raises the record of Transformer efficiency to

97Ai ON HALF LOAD
A full account of this performance can be obtained by writing us for a copy of

the report by Professor Myan of Cornell University, of a test

of one of our 350 light transformers.

, . . . STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.Western Ag^ents:

The Electrical Supply Co.,
Cor. Randolph St. and Michig'an Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

I

Pittsfield, Mass.
}
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STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.
General Offices: Suite 625, Home Ins. BIdg., PUIPXCn
Works: 313-317 South Canal Street, utIluAQU.

BUILDERS
OF THE STANDARD SYSTEM OF ARC LMTl.

Central Station Managers, Municipal
Officers, Owners of Isolated Lighting
Plants and Prospective Purchasers
everywhere are invited to inspect and
investigate the STANDARD SYSTEM be-

fore contracting for apparatus.
For lighting stores, foundries, facto-

ries, or the streets of a city, this system
has no equal.

Our Contract does not obligate the pur-

chaser to buy apparatus or supplies exclusively

of us for a term of years, but courts open
competition and encourages fair tests for

merit between any and all existing arc light-

ing systems and the STANDARD.

For further information address the
general offices.
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EVERY STEAM, ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER PLANT
SIIODLD BE PKOVIDED WITH

Bristols' Recording Pressure Gauge.
Mfikes continuous record day and night. Adapted to all ranges o£ press-

ure between 2 oz. per square Inch to l,fiOO lbs. per square Inch.

PRICE LOW, AND EVERY GAUGE GUARANTEED.
Send for Circulars and Fac-Rimlle Chart.

THE BRISTOLS' MF&. CO., Waterlmry, Coi.

NATIONAL INDIAIndia Rubber C0.

S. p. COLT, Prest., F. S. MINOTT, Gen'l Mgr.

^.A.arCO'R-Z- and. OmCBS, - BmSTOIj, K.. I.
Qeaeral ^Vestern Asente ; Bnterprise Electric Co., Chicago.

WILLAKD h. CANDEE, iBnuinwia Manaeori

Tbe

iDternational OKONITE COMPANY,

^ON'^

LIMITED,

f^AcairMaRKi

13 Park Row, New Yorkc
INSULATED

WIRES AiDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uia.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Oi<onite Waterproof Tape.

, BB^NCHESS : OhlcaEo, Boston, Philadelphia, Minneapolis, Cincinnati, TlllMH City,

Omaha, I.oalsTllle, St. Xonis, San Francisco, iMudon and So. America.

M A NU FACTOR! tTj N '011
1 fl D>STATES ,;SCpTirAHpimNKJiGERffiMM^^

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, NEW YORK,

MASUPAOTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Electrical Supplies
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

Telegraph, Telephone,
[Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

KEY FOB cAPAciTT TESTS. Line Material.
WE OWN AND OPERATE TBH

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WHERE WB MANUFACTURE A FULL LINE OP

Test Instrnments and all Scientiflc Measniemeat Apparatus.

PACKARD HIGH GRADE
INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

9Iannfactar«d by tfae

NEW YORK Sl OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
AGENTS:

New York City. Chas. E. Chapln, 13C Liberty St.

Chicago, in , Elec. Appliance Co.. 242 Modiaon 8t.

St. Paul, Minn ,Tbe Elec. EnKineeriog k Supply Co.
Omaha, Neb., B. B. Downa, 215 Sheely Block.
St Lnulfl. Mo.. St Louis Electrical Sui)ply Co,

San Froncisco. Cal., A. 0. Bralnard & Son, No. 109
California St.

Cincinnati, 0., Poet^-Glover Elec. Co., 215 W. 4th St.

LoulBville, Ky., Smithera & Davis,
Pittsburgh. Pa.. W. H. Vanderort, 709 L«wls Block.
G. P. AlteoberK. 220 Walnut St., CindnDitl, Ohio,

agent for Kentucky, Tennessee, Ylrglola and
West Virginia.

Little Rook. Ark., Arkansas Electric Supply Co.,
307 W. Markham St,

Montreal, Can., Packard Lamp Co., 96-100 King St.

^- :L/d:ooi5E,
MANUFAOTCREE OF

INSUIaATESD ELECTRIC WIRE,
FLMXIBLE COHDS and CABLES.

SOO and S02 Korth Tbird Street. - - PJHI/ADRLPHIA. PA.

THE BEACON LAMP.
16 Candle

Power,

35 Cents.

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Electrical Co., ^slre^t"" Boston, Mass.
New York Office and Stock Koom: Central Btiilding, 141 Liberty Street.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

EBTDIATES AKD DRAWTXGS SUBMITTED.

WESTON ENGINE CO..
Painted Post, N.Y.

REPRESENTATIVES

:

Julian Scholl k Co.. vy, Lttwrtj Si.. New Tort.
Geo. D. Hoffman, S2 Lake St.. (.'blcaifo. 111.

H. M. Sc4ple&Co.,3d& ArchSts.. Phll»delphla.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford, Conn.

THE BALL & WOOD COMPANY,
Builders of Improved Automatic Cut-off Engines.

w. B. Poaroon A Co., Hnmo Iu9. Bl.lff., Chicago in. Jamoa A Co., Ch*tt4noog*,TeBn.
W. A. Day, 128 OlivKr St., llonton, Muss. WILIIsm M. Porter, DMroll, Mich.
F. U. AVhillug, JacobsoD Block, l>t>UTor, Colo. T. W. AndersOD, non.toq,.Tez.
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General Electric ComDany,
44 Broad St., New York City. 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

THE RIGHT OF THE
TO AN INJUNCTION

HAS BEEN
BY

U.S. CIRCUIT

EDISON COMPANY
AGAINST INFRINGERS
DETERMINED
THE
COURT OF APPEALS.

Is tii.e oztTX-TT i3src^:tTnDE]scE:niTa: i^-<^niv^i=» laT^vT-f0.1137- i^ad-e.

ALU OTHERS INFRINGE THE EDISON PATENTS AND ARE COUNTERFEITS.

See decision of U. S. Coart of Appeals in case of Edison Electric Light Company v«. United States Electric liight

Company, decided October 4, 1892,

See decision of T7. S. Circuit Cotirt of Appeals in case of Edison Electric Light Co. and Edison General Electric
Oo., agalDBt Sawyer-Man Electric Co., decided December 15, 1882.

Copies of this decision will be sent on application.

BRANCH OFFICES:
eao Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass. 44 Broad St., New Tork.

173 and 176 Adams St.. Chicago, HI. 609 Arch St., Philadelphia, Fa.
264 West Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio. 1333 F St., N. W., Washington, D. O.

Qoold Building, Atlanta, Oa. 401-407 Sibley St., St. Paul, Minn.
16 First St., San Francisco, Cal. Masonic Temple, Denver, Colorado.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

American Battery Co iv

A-merlcan Electrical Works xiii

American Ijogine Co xii

Ancier & Kenoard ,. xviii

AnsoDiit Electric Co., The xxii

Babcock & Wilcox Co., The. ... i

Baggot. E xiv

Baker & Co -^iv

Ball Eqgine Co xix

Ball & Wood Co., The i

BeaconVacuumPump »&Elec. Co. . . i

Becker Mfg. Co., John
Beggs, J. E., Mch. & Supply Co.xiv

Bernatein Electric Co 1v

Bishop Gutta Percha Co xii

Blanchard, Albert xix

Boston Braid Mfg. Co xvili

Bridgeport Mach. Tool Wks.. xii

Brill Co., J. G XV
Bristols* Mfg. Co.. The i

Brookfleld, Wm xii

Brush Electric Co xvi

Bryant Electric Co
Buckeye Electric Co., The ix

Butler Hard Rubber Co vi

C. A; C. Electric Motor Co vii

Cabell, L. Breckinridge x
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co. xvi

Central Electric Co v
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co
Columbia Mfg. & Supply Co.
Comstock. Louis K w. .

Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co. xiii

Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co. . .xiii

Gushing & Morse ix

Cutter. Geo
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co. . . vi

Davis, W. S. & Son xiv

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. xviii

Diamond Electric Mfg. Co
Diehl & Company vi

Dixon Crucible Co.. Jos xiii

Duplex Electric Co., Ltd xii

Eastern Electric Cable Co xiii

Eastman Kodak Co vi

Edwards, W.S. Mfg. Co
Electric Appliance Co xii

Electric Cona. & Supply Co. . vi

Electric Engr'g »& Supply Co . . iv

Electrician Pub Co vii, ix, xvii

Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.The. v
Electrical Mfg. Co., The ix

Elektron Mfg. Co
Empire China Works xv
Enterprise Electric Co xvi

Falls Rivet & Machine Co xix

Ferracute Machine Co
Ford-Washburn Storelectro Co.

For Bale Adva. ,
xii, xiii, xiv

Freeman vfc Sons Mfg. Co.
The S

Fuel Economizer Co iv

General Electric Co ii, xx
General Incandescent Arc Lt. Co.viii

Great Western Mfg. Co -—
'Gre3iey& Co., The E. 8 i

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co
Hatheway, E. M xiii

Helsler Electric Co
Hill Clutch Works
Hine Eliminator Co xiii

Holmes. Booth & flajdens xv
Hood&Co.,Wm ix

Hughes Bros. Mfg. Co xvi
India Rubber & G. P. Ins. Co. xxiii

Innis & Co xiii

Inetltute of Technology xvi
Interior Conduit& Insulation Co. x

luterniitlonal Okonlte Co i

Jewell Belting Co. i

Johns Mfg. Co.,H. W
Kartavert Mfg. Co xvi

Klipstein, A xiii

Knapp Electrical Works xxi

Lake, JH. &D., Co xv
Lake Erie Engineering Works, xvii

Lane & Bodlcy Co xix

La Roche Electric Works
Leclanche Battery Co., The . . xiv

Lefmann, Julius xv
Loud.H. M. & Sons Lumber Co. xiv

Manz & Co xix
Marcus, W. N xiv

Mass. Chemical Co x
Moore, Alfred F i

Morse &Co., A. M . . xiv

Munsell & Co., Eugene xii

National Electric Mfg. Co v

National India Rubber Co i

New York Insulated Wire Co. xvi

N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co. xix
New York & Ohio Co 1

Nowotiiy Electric Co xiv
Otto Gas Engine Works xix
Osborne Steam Engineering Co. xiii

Oetrandcr & Co., W. R x
Page Belting Co
Paino &Ladd xii

Partrick *& Carter Co xiv
Pearson & Co., W. B xvii

Pelton Water Wheel Co xiv
Penn. Electric Engineering Co. xv
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co. vi

Phoenix Glass Co
Phosphor-Bronze Smelling

Co., Ltd X
Porter-Leavitt Elec Motor Co.

Queen & Co. , Incorporated. .. xiii

Kaclne Hardware Mtg. Co xii

Railway Equipment Co Iv

Redding Electric Co xviii

Ruckford Electric Mfg, Co . . . Ix

Roberts & Co., E. P xii

Roebllng's Sons Co.. J. A iv

Rose Elec. Licht Supply Co. .-•

Roseubaum. W. A xiv

Russell & Onicer ;

Samson Corrtaee Workft xii

Sawyer Man-EU;ctric Co. ... vii

Sechrist, Albert xviii

Shawmut Fuse Wire Co xv
Shepard, H. L xiv

Shultz Belting Co xv
Siebert, G xii

Siemens & Halske Electric Co. x
Sioux City Elec. Supply Co. . . xiv

Sioux City Engine Works xix

Smith, A. T xiii

Sperry Elec. Minlne Mach. Co. xvi

Standard Electric Co xxiv
Standard Paint Co xiv

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co
Steuben Lamp Works xiii

Sterling, W. C xv
StllweU &BlerceMfg. Co. xiv, xv
Taylor Engine Co xix
Union Hardware Co xiii

Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co. x
Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Waddell-Entz Company xii

"Washburn & IVIoen Mfg. Co. .

Waterhouse, Gamble & Co ix

Western Electric Co x
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr

&Co xviit

Westinghouse ' Elec. and Mtg
Co xi, xxiii

Weston Engine Co i

AVilson & Jackson
Worthlngton, Henry R

CLASSIFIED LIST.

Annanclators.
AuBonia Electric Co., The.
Central Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
OBtrander&Co.,W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Arc liomps.
Begps, J. E., Mchy. & Supply Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inciuidescent Arc Lt. Co.
Knapp Flectrical Works.
Rose Electric Lij^ht Supply Co.
Sleinena A Ilalske Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
WaterhouBS, Gamble & Co,
Weetlnghouee Electric & Mfg. Co
Weatern Electric Co.

Arc Llsht Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Sameon Cordage Works.

Battenea.
American Battery Co.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Columbia Jlfg. h Supply ^j
Ford Washburn Storelectro Cc.
Greeley & Co., The S. a.
Knapp Electri<"-al Works
Lpclanche Sattery Co., The.
I'artrick & Caner Co.
Weatern Electric Co.

Battery Jari*.
American Eattei-yCo.
Butle: lliird Rubber Co.
Central Jfiiectric uo.
Knapp Electric;il Works.
Leclancne Battery Co., The.
Weeiern Electric Co.

BfillR. Rlf^otrltt.
Antfoiiia Eb'ctric Co., The.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co., TheE. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ofltrander & Co., W. R,
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Maffneto.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co. , The B. 8.
Knapp Electricil Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Weetem Electric Co.

Beltlnff.
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Pug.i Belting Oo.
Shultz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Blancbard, Albert.
Freeman 9jnn JIfg. Co., The S,

Lane & Bodley Co., Tlie.

K. Y. Siifety Steam Power Co.
Weston Engine Co.

BookH, Klectrlc-al.
Electrician PuhllshlDfr Co.

ISnrclar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Apjilliinro Co.

Greeley & Co. .The E. S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Inanlated Wlrop )

• ablCH, Klertrlr, (See Insulated
Wlree),Copi>er.Hlie<>'tan(l Bar
Bluhop Onltrt I'erchii Cn
ICiiHttTn Kl'T(i-ir Cable Co.

Moore. Alfrod K.

Koehllnc'P Sone Co.. J. A.
WashlMirn A Moon Mfg. Co.
Weetom Electric Co.

Cornons. Points oad Plates.
Centrfil Electric Co.
Knapp ElectTTtal Wbrka.

Clnccties. Frlotloa.
Falls Ulvot .t Machine Co.
HUl Cintch Works.
Lako. J. H. &D. Co.

Cordase.
Samenn r-or^l-rr* w^ptr^.

CoDHtrnctlon ana Uepalra.
Conietock, Loiiin K.
Elt-ctric Cone. & Supply Co.
Robert-,, E- P. & Co.
Western Electric Co.
WIlHon f^ Jiickson.

Contractors, Rleetrle I^lffbt,

Knflne Plants and Klc«trlc
Ballways.
Amorican Engine Co.
Babcock & W^lcox Co., The.
Bali Engine Co.
Ball & wood Co., The.
Umeh Elw:trlcCo.
C ^^C. Kleclrlc Motor Co,
tabell, L. Breckinridge.
Comfltick, Loiiia K.
Pord-Washbnrn Storelectro Co,
Freeman Sons Mfg. Co., The S.

General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Hatheway, E. M.
Helsler Electric Co.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley Co., The.
La Roche Electric Works.
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Oflborne Steam Engineering Co
Pe&raon & Co., W. B.
Racine Hardware Mfe.Co.
Rocklord Electric Mfg. Co.
Siemens Jfc Haleke Electric Co.
Sioux City Enelne Works.
Standard Electric Co.
W^addell-Entz Company.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Wes^tingliouse, Church, Kerr i: Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weeton Engine Co.
Wilson &; Jackson,

Copper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Works.
Ansonla Electric Co., The,
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.

Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.

Cutter, Geo.
Enterprise Electric Co.

Holmes, Booth & Haydena.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
Roebling'B Son's Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co,

Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Arme.
Central Electric Co.
Hughes Bros. Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud. H. M. & Sons Lorn her Co.

Railway Equioment Co.

Cnt-Onts and STrifhes.
Ansonia Electric Co, , The.
Bryant Electric Co,
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.

Enterprise Electric LO.

Great Western Mfg. Co.

Hart A: Hegeman Mfg. Co., The.
Knaop Electrical Works.

I Partrick & Carter Co.

I
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Redding Electric Co.

I
Russell ifc Officer.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Sechrist, A.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.

UTnamoB.
Brush Electric Co.
C. & C, Electric Motor Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.

General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Helsler Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
National Electric MaaulactnrlngCo.
Nowotny Electric Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co,
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electric Heatlne-
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Railway Equipment Co,

Electric liava €las Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Blectrlo Ballways.
General ElectricCo.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Blectrlcal and Slechanlcai
Engineers.
Comstock, Louis K.
Hatheway, E. M.
Osborne Steam Engineering Co.
Roberts, E. P. & Co.
Wilson & Jackson .

Electrical Instroments.
Central ElectricCo.
Electricil Supply Co., The.
Greeley « Co.. The B. 8.

Par! rick A Carlor Co.
Knapp I'lloclrical Works.
Ciueen & t^ompany.
Western Electric Co.

RIcotrlcni Intollleence.
Comstnrk. Lnuls K
HftlhewftV, !•;. M.
Roherls. E. P. A Co.
Wilson & Jackson.

Rlectrlcal Speclaltler.
Colnnibla Mfg. & Supply Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Russell * Omcor.
Utlrn Klcc. Mfc rSi Supply Co.

fClcctrollers and Coatblna-
tlon FI:Ktiirr>ii,

Ansonia Electric Co.. The.
BazeoC. E
Edwards, W, S. Mfg. Co.
Knapp ICIoctricftl Works,

KJeetro-Platlnc nachlnes.
Brush ElectricCo.
General Electric Co.

Engines, <il as.
Otto Gas Engine Works.

Phu OntfltB.
Uiolil \ Company.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Knclnes. Mteaai.
American Engine Co.
Ball flneine Co.
Ball A Wood Co . The.
Freeman Sons Mfg. Co.. The S
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodiey Co,, The.
Morae & Co., A. M.
N. T. Safety Stoam Power Co.
Pe&reon& Co., W.B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Sloai City Engine Work*.
Taylor Engine Co.
Westlnghonse. Church, Kerr & Co.
Weston Engine Oo.

PIre Alarms.
Knapp Electrical Works.
PartrlcK & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Fuel Kconomicprs.
Fuel Economiz*;r (o.

Pose wire.
Ansonia Electric Co.. The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Soerry Elec, Mining Machine Co.

Gas JjlKbtlne. iCleetrlo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

General Flectrical ISnpplles.
Angior A: Kennard.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Eng, & Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
EnlernrlFe Eieciric Co.
General Eiecirir i^o.

Groit Western Mfi^. Co.
lireeley (ECo.,Tnefi. ».
Knapp Electrical Worts.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Penn. Electric Engineering Co.
Queen & Co.
Redding Elpctric Co.
Russell & Office-.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co
Sioux City Elec, Supply Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Waterhouse, Gamble k Co.

Globes and Eleetneal GlasB-

AuL'Ier & Keuuard.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Phoenix Glass Co.

Graphite Sperlaltles.
|

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.

Hard Bobber Goods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

tnsolators and Insnlatinc
j JMaterlals.

Aii-r.nia Electric Co., The.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.

Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Electric Engineering A Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Genera] Electric Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Johns Mfg. Co., n. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Lefmann. Jnllus,

Mass. Chemical Co.
Moore, Alfred F.

MnnseU & Co., Eueene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg, & Supply Co,
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Insulated ^V^lres and Cables.
Maffnet IfVlre.
American Electrical Works.
Ansonia Electric Co,, Tlie.

Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Crepcent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cusliing *t Morse.
Cutter, Geo.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Anpliance Co.
Enterprise Electric Co.
(teneral Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Holmes, Booth A Maydens.
International Okonlt* Co., The.
India Rubber* G. P. Ins. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore. Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick i: Cartor Co.
Roebllnc't* Wons Co.. J. A.
Shawmut Fuwo Wlro Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Wadiiell-Entz Company.
Washlmrn A Moon Mfg. Oo.
Western Electric Co.

Lamps. Incandese<*"*t.
Ansonia KbTtric Co,, The,
Beacon \"acuum Pump * Klec. Co.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Centra'l SJectrlcCn.
Electrical Kng. vt Supply Co.. The.
Klectrical Manufactoring Co., The.
Gonoral EloclrtcCo.
Knapp ElectrtcAl Worka.
New V^rk and Ohio Co.
Penn. Electric Entjlneerinc Co.
SawyiT-Mrtn F.h'rtric Co.
Steuben Lamp Works.

l^nthON.
Bridgeport Machine Tool Works.
Shopard, U. L,

ricbfnins Arresters.
Knnpp Electrlcftl Works.

napiet V¥lre.
(SeelnsulatMl Wir*s.)

Mcrhanlrnl Machinery.
Ferracuto Machine Co,
nridgfport MflohineTool Works.

Hedlcal Batteries.
Partrick A Carter Co.

nica.
Johns Mfe. Co., n. W.
MunB«ll <x Co., Engeoe.

Slllllne^ narbfoery.
Becker Mfg. Co.. John.

HInlBK Apparatus, £Iectrle
General El'-rlrlc Co.
Gr'fit W-»l*-.-ri Mf-. Co.
Soerry Elec. Mlnin); Machine Co.
WestlnehonM Electric A Mfg. Co.

motors.
Brush Electric Co.
C. .'-: C. El'-'Ctrlc Motor Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Cn.
Electrical Ene. & Sapply Co., The
Ford-Washbuni Storelectro Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg.Co
La Roche Electric Works.
Nowotny Electric Co.
Porter- Leavltt Electric Motor Co.
Rockford Electric .Mf-. Co.
Siemens & Halt>ke Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Comparj-.
WestinehooBe Electric A Mf? Co.

Same Plates.
Becker Mfg. Co.. Joho-

Paints.
Standard Paint Co.

PatentH.
Paine iiLadd.
Ro?fnbaum, Wm. A.

PhoMpIior Bronze.
Pho^piior Bronze Smeltin? Co.. Ltd

Pins and Brackets.
Central ElectricCo.
Huphes Bros. Mfg, Co.
L,eimann, Jnllus.
Load, B. M. & Sons Lumber f'o.

Railway Equipment Co.
Platlnnm.
Baker & Co.
Siebert, G.

Poles.
Lefmann, Jallns.
Loud, H. M. A Sons' Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.

Porcelain.
Empire China Works.

Pressure Gang^es.
BristoleMfg. Co.

PnbU^ers. Klectrlcal
Electrician PiibllBhing Co.

Pnsb Buttons.
Central E^fTffC Co.
KhbpD El^flr^l Worka.
Partrick i; Cart'-r Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

BailiraTS, Electric.
f See electric railways.)

Rheostats.
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co.

Sal Ammoniac.
Innis & Co.
Klipstein, A,

Separators. Steam.
Hlne SUmlnator Co.

Silk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Cl.

BlteakitiS Tnb^rs.
Gentral Elecyric Co.
KnapD Elecortcal Worts
Ostrftnder & Co.. W. R.
Purtriik .^^ Ciirler Co.
Western Electxic Co.

Speed Indicators.
Qoeen & Co.

Steam Pumps.
WorthlngtoHj Henry R.

Street Cars.
Brill, J. G., Co.

Street RallTray Towor
Davis. W. S. & Son.

Supplies, veieetrlc Ballwny.
Aneier & Kennard.
Lefmann, Julius.
Railway Equipment Co.

Tapes. Innulatlnr
American E'ectrical Works.
Ammonia EleclricCo., The.
Central Slectrlf Co.
Crescent In.«. Wire A Cable Co.
Cc-hiiig Oc Morse.
Indie RuDber A G. P. Ire. Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York Ineilated Wire Co.
Sawyer-^lan ElectricCo.
Standard Pair,' Co.

Teleffraph Apparatus.
Central Electric Co,
GreDley * CO., T^ E. S.
Khspp Electrtcal Works.
Piirlnci i; Carlvr Co
Western Electric Co.

Telephones, Electric
Western Slecml Co.

Tf'lephone Mouthpieces.
Mnrcne. W. N.

Test Instruments.
Central K lecfflc Op.
CTrwley A Co., The B. S.
Knapp KleoCrlCAl Worki.
(Juocn A Conipnny.
Western Electric Co.

TranHformers.
niiimond Electric Mfjir. Co.
'National GlfK-trlcM&nnfscCnring Co.
StantiT Electric Mfg. Co.
WesUn^rhoDse Electric A Mf?. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Sameon Cordaf^s Works.

Trucks. Klectrle Car.
General ElectricCo.
WeetlnKhouec Electric A Mf^. Co.

Turbine Vl*heels.
Dayton Glob* Iron Works Co.
Pelton W.Mer Wh.^'l Co
StUwell A ltlerc« Mfg. Co.

miTCrfiltlCH.
Institute of Technology.

V»rnl«hes.
Mase, Chemical Co.
Stand^iril Paint Co.

Water *VheeI".
Pelton W.iter Wheel Co.

Wire, Bare.
Auponla Electric Co.. The.
Bishop Gutia Perdha Co.
Central ElectricCo.
Crescent Inp. Wire A Cable Co.
Holme*. Booth i Ifaydans.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Natlontl India Rubber Co.
RaJ'way £qilpment Co.
Roobllnc's Sons'Cc J. A.
SperrrKl**" *i'rtir Machine Oo,
Washbnm A Moeo Mfg, Co.
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PATENT FUEL ECONOMIZER FOR STEAM BOILERS.
This apparatus is already applied to over

iso,ooo 13CDii_e:f=?^
of cveiy type, and giving the greatest satisfaction in Economy and Working.
Under favorable conditions the temperature of the Feed Water Is raised to 300 dfgrees or more by utilizing

the waste heat of the Boiler flues—the water being thus purified and freed from sedimentary matter, the Heat-
ing Surfaces of the Boilers are kept clean and efficient.

All joints iron to iron, no leakage, no trouble, greatest facility for cleaning.

All part., interchangeable, being made to Standard Gauge by Tools specially designed for the purpose
The only works in the United States devoted exclusively to the manufacture of Fuel Economizers.

Can be Applied to any Type of Boiler without IStoppage of Works.

Circulars, Plans, Specifications and full Information on Application to Head OflBce.

THE FUFL ECONOMIZER^,
OF MATTE.WVAN, N. Y.

91 Liberty St., Hew York City.

Works: MATTEAWA.\, W. Y.
Sole Makers of Green's Fuel Economizer in the United States.

Original Inventors and Makers, EDWARD GEEEN &SON, Limited, 2 Exchange Street,

Manchester. Works Wakefield, England.

SOMETHING TO BE NOTED!

THE MORRISON STORAGE BATTERY
Is made by the Plants pro-
cess, no oxides being used,
either mechaDically or ap-
plied in the form of paste,
paint or cement.

ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE HIGH; LIFE LONG.
Dry Batteries. Battery
Supplies, etc. For further
information address

AMEHICAH BATTERY COMPAKY,
Office: Rooms 23 and 24. 177 La Salle St., CHICAGO. ILL.

Insulated "Wire
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

WTmnt

Magnet Wire, OfSee and Annunciator Wire,

Lead CoTcred Cables, Copper Wire, Telegraph Wire.

Send for Catalc£fUe. ADIJBESS,

JOHNA.ROEBLING'SSONSCO.,
CHI<.\GO. H.W FRA.VflSCO, KEWYOKK, TKK\'TOX,
173 JLake Mt. 2.5 tnd a? Fremont St. 117 I-iljcrty 8t. !V.J.

Our New

asily connected.

m legant in
Construction.

lafe Carrying
Capacity.

Contacts Bright

WORLD'S FAIR
Switch.

Simple.

Yet to be Excelled.

Rubbing Contacts.

A trial Is Asked.

Compact In Form.

Used Everywhere.

Sure Qniok Break.

Endorsed by Users.

25 AMPERE DOUBLE POLE SNAP SWITCH.
This switch has more carrying capacity than most switches designed for 25 amperes, and the wip-

ing contacts constantly keeping the surface clean, the i>art3 alway.s run cool. The sudden break is of
such length as to make the switch safe for use with currents of an E, M. F. of from 400 to 600 volts.

This switch is finished in (he same neat and workmanlike manner as are all our goods. Send for
sample. Furnished with either rubber or porcelain key. Send for our Catalogue.

Electric Engineering $t Supply Co.,
Wew York Office, iaoi.lberty lit. SYKACUSB, Bf. Y., U . 8. A.

RAILWAY EQOIPMENT CO.,
Pullman Building, Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

"^xoTCipgt Sl:i.ip2:2CierLts.

CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,

CHICAGO.W. R. MASON, Gen'l Mgr.

STREET LIGHTING FROM ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
Lamps, Series Sockets,

New Prices given on Street Fixtures, Poles,
Bank Boards, Meters

And all accessories for the use of SERIES LAMPS on ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
ThlH sy.Htf-m permitH a PROFJTAHLE and SATISFACTORY method o/ street illmnin-
ation and nhould he investiffated In/ every plant uninff altematinf/ r/iirrent apparatus,

WRITE FOR FURTHER PARTKWLARS AND PRICES.

OUR SERIES LAMPS
WUl Hhow you a COMPARATIVE SA VING equal to their FIRST COST in POWER CONSUMED.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC COMPANY, 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin Street, Cliicago.

Mm Eleclrical Siily Co., tfiJ^MM t^^te Cily Electric Co.,

4 1 8 South 1 5th St.. \^^WkM^/ ^^^ Delaware St.,

OMAHA, NEB. \, '^^
''"'°''"^'^. / KANSAS CITY, MO.

o5^*

^^'^V DESCt^^^

SoiilliBri Electrical Ml Co.,

1 1 North Seventh St.,

ST. I.OniS, MO.

National Electric Manufacturing Company,
E^stuL 01a,ii-o, "\^7'is-, XJ- JS- A.-

High Grade Dynamo Electric Machinery.
APPARATUS FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Ijong Distance Transxnifssion of PcBtrer, Street Railivay Generators^
Stationary Motors and Appliances, Electric Mining Plants,
Isolated Lighting Plants, Central Station Lighting,

Alternating or Direct Current.

13i=?.a.isic:m cdj=^f^icz:e:^:
620 Atlantic Avenue, BOSTOIf. Pullman Buildriig, CHICA G O.

13G Liberty Street, NEIF YORK 1S4: East Sixth, Street. ST. FA TTL.
Penn. Mutual liiiiUUng, PHirMDELPHIA. 29 E. First Soutli Street, SALT LAKE CITT.

<i5 Smith Building, CINCINNATI. Haller Buildiag, SEATTLE. IIASS.
107 Grnvier Street, NEW ORLEANS. 314 California Street. SAN FRANCISCO.

Equitable Building, ST. LOUIS. 70 Pearl Street. TORONTO. OXT.

Tlxe ^lace to S\:l37- Su-pplies:

THE ELECTRICAL ENeiNEERINB AND SUPPLY CO.,

St. PAUii, Minn.,
Is the leading supply house of the North-West. Moderate Profits. Prompt Shipments.

Send us a trial order and see what we will do for you,
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YOD m OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher

bv Mentioning the

festern Electrician
When Writino- to Advertisers.

EASTMAN'S
Bromide Copying Paper.

JSlack lines on a "n-liite ground

can be obtained easily and quickly with our

Bromide Copying Paper. It takes but a few

minutes to make the negative, and positives

can then be made without waiting for the

negative to dry. It prints in seconds where

"blue prints tate hours. Prints made by lamp-

light or daylight.

Tie SclentlSc Amerlcai's OpiloD,

361 Broadway, New York, Dec. IT, 18!)'2.

JEASTJIAX KOI>AK CO.,
Rochester, X. I'. .•

Gentlemen: —We take pleasure in eaying we are
now and for several years have been usinR your
photo copying paper It has always given us
satisfaction. We find it to be a first class article

iD every respect. Faithfuly yours,
MUXN & CO.

Our paper is also extensively used in the

government departments. It preserves nil

the good qualities of the original drawings

and has none of the cheap look of blue prints.

Send for circular and eample prints.

Eastman Kodak Company,

Rochester, N. Y.

^^ost IDia.a:a,lole :Ba-tter37- Cells :F>xod.\:Lced..

TESS'T^STi a?HXTSTEII>

LU T=3

LU as t-
33 <

to -0
-1

3
r~\ X (0

Ei^ z

ti K M
W 2-

Manufactured by The Butlcr Hard Rubber Co., 33 Mercer St., N. Y.

A NEW LAMP SOCKET
With Every Advantage.

Durable and Effective Contact-
Plenty of Room for Knot in the Cord.
Strong on Fixtures; the Cap, with Bayonet
Lock, Projecting over the Shell.

, > (_

'

The Dovetail Ceiling Rosene.

For Moulding, Cleat and Concealed Work.

'Lllliiiiiu.
"

No screw driver used in adjusting cap.

For Sale by Supply Houses, or by

The Perkins Electric Switch ^
\'o. 103. Coiioosled Work.

MFG. COMPANY, -~-Ji_

P.O. Box 816. Hartford, Conn T H and Westinglionse Stj les

ELECTRIC FANS.
2,000

ENDORSERS. Wound for Either

i-i Direct Arc or

Incandescent

Current.

DIEHL & COMPANY, 385 Broadway, New York.

C-S Specialties.

C'

(Single Pole. Double Pole.
8-Wire.

Electrically

MecMulcally

Artistically

C-S !«>. p. Flush Switcli (Open).

THE GUTTER ELECTRICAL & MFG. CO.,
27 So, 11th Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA., U. S. A.

^i£ IA _.

rtANUPACTURERS ORGANIZED (88T.

INCORPORATED 18B3.

Arc LA/nps
r^R INCANDCSCCNT AND
STREET RAILWAY CK^CUITS.

"I
Tim ONLY ARC LAA\P THAT

ESTABLISHED r works satisi'actorily on an
I INCANDr;.SCIJNT CIRCUIT.

AN
i;.s'

1 ,\CT

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING. THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LAA\PS.

TME ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

irHlTY BVlLmtili,

cnlc/^eo.

TCLCPiioNi: KuiLoiNG, Scarch Llfflit No. I Z.
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C. <Sc C.
Electric Motors and Dynamos.

Electric Lighting and Electrical Transmission

of Power.

The C. & C. Electric Motor Co,
GENERAL OFFICE:

402 and 404 Greenwich St., New York.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREROOMS:

CHICAGO, 201 Madison St. BOSTON, 63 Oliver St.

Agencies in all principal cities.

THE ELEMENTS OF

llYNAMIC FLECTRICITY

AND MAGNETISM.

A Book 1W^,„ "D^^A^I Price, $2.
For Learners. IM 0\V XLeuCLy ; Postage Free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

Sockets, Switches, Cut-outs
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Write for Catalogue.

•nimiiiiiii

Sawyer - Man Electric Co.,

620 Atlantic Avenue, BOSTON.

510-534 West 23d Street, NEW YORK. Pullman Building, CHICAGO.
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The "General" Incandescent Arc Lamp.

FOR LOW TENSION CIRCUITS.

'The special qualities of superiority in this Lamp are its absolute softness and
steadiness of light, small size and weight, simplicity, ease of installation and economy
of trimming, thorough insulation and safety, reliability, large range of candle power
and length of life.

The Standard Rack-Feed Lamp, No, 500, is 42 inches long, weighs 18 lbs.,

gives 12 hours of life, consuming 8 amperes of current,

and furnishing about 1,000 candle-power of light.

These qualities of reliability, ease of trimming,
and agreeable, steady light have enabled the

General Incandescent Arc Light Co.
to install these Lamps in many instances in place of

electroliers, and have resulted in the production of an

extensive and handsome line of

Artistic Designs

which are far in advance of the crude and uninviting

efforts that have been made in this direction by other

manufacturers, meeting a well recognized but hitherto

unsatisfied demand.
The Company's Circular and Price List of the

Standard Lamps will be sent on application, and in its

handsomely illustrated Catalogue will be found a com-
plete assortment of all styles of Ornamental Lamps as

well.

The Lamps, which are arranged to operate two in series, on a circuit of

100 to 125 volts, are tested and adjusted to the given current before leaving our

works, and any two lamps marked for the same amperage will pair at once. Ab-
solutely no adjustment or regulation is required. The Lamps when received need

simply to be connected to the outlet wires, and the current turned on. They are

trimmed, i.e., new carbons put in, without taking off or letting down the globe.

Discounts on application.

Estimates on special Lamps and Designs promptly furnished.

Correspondence solicited.

STAKDAED LAMP No. 500.
OKNAMENTAL LAMP No. T.IO.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT COMPANY.
S. BERGMANN. President. C. M. BIDDLE, Vice-President.

WORKS. 33d Street and First Avenue. GENERAL OFFICES 59 Duane Street.

Tclcpho.ie Ho. 130-^ ;-;'.h St.
j

Telephone No. 163 Cortlandt

SHOWROOMS, 275 Fifth Avenue.
Telephone No. 1459, 38th St.

Address All Correspondence to our Works.
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DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
NO B£TT£R MADE.

YOU CAN BUY THEM OF OUR AGENTS.
FIiANK HOP^FMAN, Room :;i, U La Salle Street, Cliicago, 111.

ST. LOUIS ENGINEERING CO St, Louis. Mo.
D. .1. II,VU-S Room .51 ]>ike Building. Cincmtati Olii .

A. PIZZIXI. .Ir 009 Bilk Strtet, Richmond. Va
DL'KKU i: HOHN 445 E. Water Sirett, MilWHukee. AVi^'.

ZENITH ELECTRIC CO Lyceum Building, Dululh, Jllnn.

C. E. DEY Kill Cliampa Street. Denver C lo.

SMITH ELE TliK; CO Butte Montana.
I VI ERM( )rXT.\IN ELECTRIC CO Salt Lake City, I'tah.

BUODNEY .MOHLEV & ( O T.ic ma. Wash.
INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC SURI'LY A: CONST. CO.. San KraDC'Sto, Cal.

C5F^ AOrDF^ETE X_J^.

RocKFORD Electric Mfg. Co., Rockford, III.

NOW READY

!

V7ESTEH1T ElECTHICIAIT

LAMP LIGHTING SCHEDULE.
PRICE 26 CENTS.

Moonlieht System for 1893.
Copy of Moonlight Schedule sent free to every new subscriber to the

Western Electrician and with each copy of "New Dynamo Tender's
Hand-book," by Lieut. F. B. Badt. Price of book, $i oo.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHIIMC CO.,
6 Lakeside Building, Chicago, III.

Western shipments of *'BUCKEYE" Lamps made promptly from
Chicago stock at factory prices.

Voltaic, 45 anil I'ltn'ard. Candle Power. H to ;w.

To Fit all llasef?).

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, O.
437 "Tlio Kookcr.v," oil Hail anil F..xproNH ftiiildi.is:.

NKW V4»KK.

Day's Kerite.

Highest Grade of

Insulation for

Electric Wires and Cables.

GUSHING & MORSE, Genem western AgeDts,

225 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

ArcL
FOR ARC,

INCANDESCENT AND

RAILROAD CIRCUITS.

Waterhouse, Gamble & Co.,

OrnOE; FACTOET:
4.5 Broadway. Jfew York. Hartford, Conu.

Send for Cataloarue and Full Information.

BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT!

THE ELECTRICAL MFC, COMPAKY. OCONTO, WIS.
Lamps for all Systems.

DIRECT CURRENT LAMPS.

ALTERNATING CURRENT LAMPS.

RAILWAY CIRCUIT LAMPS.

Any Voltage or Candle Power.

FILAMENTS WITH OR WITHOUT HOOKS.

MINIMUM CURRENT CONSUMPTION,

MAXIMUM CANDLE POWER AND IIFE.

Before piirrhaHine elHewliero send in a trial ortler Tor BrilliaiitH,

LanipN fiirnlslied to contnuniers iu quantities at factory prices.

1 CHICACO:-Wm. Hood & Co., 239 La Salle Street

AGENCIES: MILWAUKEEi-E. C. Mullen, Manager.
(tHOMASVILLE, CA.:-J. B. E. Love, Manager.
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^^M^^y,

\.%M.

SPEAKING TUBES JiND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNTTKCIATORS «^ BELLS.

W. R, OSTRANDER & CO..
I8S and 197 Fufton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeEalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
"Sendfor New Catalogub. Out AngnBt 1st.

L. BRECKINRIDGE CABELL
53 Broadway, NEW YORK, Room 17.

Lands, Securities and Industrial Enterprises; Total Issues

of Corporate, Municipal and County Bonds Taken; Municipal

Debts Consolidated and Refunded at lower rates; Railroads

Built and Equipped; Electric Roads Built and Equipped;

Street Railroads using Horse power changed to Electric Road.s.

Tlie SoMion oftle Protilein of sate (iiarflmg

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
INTERIOR CONDUITS

VV'berever and for whatsoever purpose employed, leto

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IBTERIOR ADD DNDERGRODKD

COISTHD-CriTS
MANUFACTURED BY

T "N^7£ "EL I O "SL

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
uunPKc. ( 627 to 631 W. 34th St.,
WOHKi.-^ 626to628W. SBthSt..

General OtBces: 42 & 44 Broad St., Hew York.

INSULLAC
Is the Best Insulating Connpound.
It is WATERPROOF, does not require
BAKING, and is guaranteed.

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICAL CO.,
8 Oliver Street, BOSTON.

J. FRAKK I>Il,LOKT. llaimser, HABRY BISHOP, Gen'l Wfst'n Asent,
eo and 6SS Broadway. saa Uonadnork Bnlldine,

KEn' YORK. CHICAGO.
W. r. tS. BBOWX, Hanaser, 3»0 Consress t^t.. PORTLAKD, ai£.

SDELLIIsrcB- ^OENTS:
PAUL A. DAVIS, JR , PhiladoIplii.-i. v.. s. KXOWLES, Boston.
MANION & CO.. New Orleans. I'ETTIXGELL, ANDREWS Ji CO., Boston.
ALEXANDER, BARNEY & CHAPIN, New York. BROWN ELECTRIC CO., Bo.=ton.
E. Ct. BENARD & CO., Troy, N. Y. GEORGE STILES, Denver, Colo.
II. H. niLLIAMEON, Cleveland, O. W. H. RUNKLE, CincinnBti, 0.

BISSELL .^ DODGE, Toledo, O.

Utica Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

UTICA, N.Y.
MANUFACTURERS OF

••HCRCULES" SWITCHES jar ire and Power Circuits.

'UTICA" QUICK BRCAK-ABiOLUTE LOCK-KNiFE SWITCHES for anj)
voltage and amperes.

AUTOMATIC MAGAZINE FUSE BOXES.

SIMPLEX, DUPLEX and QUADRUPL'X UBHTNINO ARRESTERS for
Power, Telephone and Lighting Circuits.

MAST ARMS and POLE STAHDS.
CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for Generators, Motors and Dynamos.
CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS.
Also General Dealers In ELECTRIC LIGHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

TRADE-MARK

Thoe. Day & Co., 222 Sntter St., San Francleco, Cal.

MoQDtaln Electric Co., Denver Colo.
American Eif;ct. Supply Co., 2Ji) Pearl St., Boffalo.N Y.
Putnam. Uay & Co , 27 E. Main St., Hocbeeter, N. Y.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. fth St., Cinclonati, O.
ChaH. liabriel, Saginaw, Mich.
Southern Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleans, I^.
Walbjr& Kepler, 531 Cheetnut St , Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & ConBtraction Co.. Pitteburgh, Pa.
Sonihern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Elm:trlcCo.. Chicago, 111.

Ml genuine:
INGOTS I MANUFACTURCS

BEAR DUn-

RECJUADE MARKS.

PHOSPHOR-BRONZE
Ingots, Castings, Wire, Sheet &c.

ThePhosphqrBronzeSmeltincCo.Limited
512 ArchSt. Philadelphia Pa.U.S.A.'

ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS OF PHOSPHOR-
Bronze in theUnited States and Sole
Makers of"ELEPHANT BRANCPhosphor-Bronze.

BELLS BJLXXERIES.
SPECIAL PRICES ON LARGE GbUANTITIES.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.,
Corner Thames and Greenwich Sts.,

NEW YORK.
227 to 276 South Clinton Street,

CHICAGO.
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Westinirhouse Electric and Mfs. Co.,

STOPPER INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LAMPS.

PRICES.

S C. F». $0.30
10 " .30

20 C. F. $0.35
it

DISCOUNTS.
Ten (10) per cent to Central Stations.

Two and one half {2h) per cent and upward to others, according to

quantity.

ALLOWANCES.
Ten (10) cents for every burned-out lamp returned unbroken to

factory.

EFFICIENCY.
By reason of an important discovery we now make our 50 volt

lamps with an efficiency of 2H watts per candle. This results in in-

creasing the lighting capacity and earnings of a station

TWENTY PER CENT.
Shipments are now being made.

Detachable bases to fit any sockets five cents net, each.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MASnPACTliJRED BY

Wm. BROOKFISLD,
SUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

DO YOU KNOW
THAT WE HANDLE THE

FINEST LINE
OF ELECTKICAI. SPECIALTIES AND GENEKAL SUPPLIES

IN THE WEST,
AND WE eUABAKTEE OUK

PRICES THE LOWEST,
Consistent witli first-class material. If you deal with as, prices \Till be a secondnry consideration, as we

always make them satisfactory.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
eSXEBAI, ELECTKICAI, SCPPI^IES. -THE BEST AT AXV PRICE.'

242 MADISON STREET. CHICAGO.

"RACl N E-HIGH -SPEED

'"•PRICES --"=

CATALOSUE

EH61NE DEPT.

SUPERIOR REfiULAnON
^"" ECONOMY ^o'^

BECTRIC IJQHTIHS

s^^ PURPOSES

16 51ZLS

CARRIED_IH_ STOCK

rvrtfor

ENGIIiESj
BtRl£JHIFilfl5|

RAGNt HARDWARE MFfrCO-R*'/''Vo

lG:h aal Baciae Streets.

EP. ROBERTS &CO.,
I Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.

E. P. Roberts. ]VI. E. C. F. Uebelacker, E. E.

Preliminary Surveys and Estimates.
Plans, Specifications and Supervision of Electric

Light, Power and Railway Work.

WESTERN RESERVE BUILDING,
Cleveland. Ohio.

H. E. PAINE,
Es-Commissionerof patents.

S. B. LADD.

PATENTS.
PAINE & LADD, Attorieys at Law,

Loan and Trust Building,

WASHITVGTOIir, D. C.

Alll

QnalitiesMICA
For Electrical Farposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & C0,>
aiH Water Street, New York.

W. H, SILLS, 86 Un Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Sole Ag^ents lor 'Olicanite."

PLATINUM
For all krnds of Electrical Use. Sheet or Wire of any Degree of Hardness.

Special Attention given to Flatinnm for Incandescent Lramps.
Add-esa n-E CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

SAMSON BRAIDED CORD.
Is the most dura-
tile for hanging
Arc Lamps,
T rol ley
Cord, Cov

,, „ ering Field
Ma?net3, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

S'-n<l for .S;irMp]<-*t anri PriccB.

SAMSOI7 CORDAGE WORKS,
-'' '"-^':-''jf<KS.-, hT;cHK,T, fit.tSTON.

THE LATEST AND BEST
SLOW SPEED, MULTIPOLAR DYNAMO.

AI;VANTAr,ia: Hlo-» »j<,«l, fxooll Cfjr r!,!M. >Hr<,ct .Iri-.-cu, Bt.IfulUnt; bi.nrlni;:,, IRtlt, oilornul
mA^Qotl^m, etc.

MADE BY THE

Li^, DUPLEX ELECTRIC CO.
fyiniitctl,

CORRY, PA.
BoHton Oflirf-li. 0, liawkH, Mflfiitjfcr,

r/^) AUfinti'; Av.-.

r'hJrnEO Ofllre—Archer A IltisHntt,

Mfint^or^, l-'Ji', M'lfiniinruk l!till»Jlfii/.

KanHnM City. Mo, Olllcc— L. 0.
linir. W"« Wnlnnt Htr'-*;t,

3r*!W Vork omc«— W. Ji. Oordof..
^Iftfj/iK'T, IJr. iJr'-jft'lwHy,

f'hIlSflflphIa Offlrc-Chns. K. I.nv
v;ll. le H'.uth Jjfoad 8t,

AGENTS:
ChattaDOogn. T«'nn.— K. 1. Htfme.
f..InfroIn, Svih.-l'AaijUj-K Kloctrio Hoi*-

i.;7f>.., JliH, l.'ith Ht.

Provlrtenre, K, J.—T>rnk*-, Pajwai &
'^-ittiTT, C'/r, Wft.ahlnift'm A K/Jdy 8tfl.

Tarpon Hprlne». l^ia—W.I;. Wll^^n.

The above illustration, .shows the

working parts of the only steam en-

gine worthy of being called high
speed. It is known as the

A merican High Speed Engine.

It has no competitors.

Kuiis easily and smootlily

1000 DEVOLUTIONS and more.
XVyVv/ i„ small sizes, and propor-

tioii.ally fast in larger sizes.

Unsurpassed for Economy
and close antomatic government.

DYtilAMOS,

CIRCULAR SAWS.
FANS, BLOWERS,

THRESHING MACHINES,
etc., rnn by rtlrect coiiitliiig witliont

belts.

It's the acme of simplicity. There's

great saving in foundations, little or

none being reqnired, .also in oil con-

sumed and attention verpilred.

For high speed machinery it s.ives

many shafts, counter -shafts, hangers.

pulleys, belts, and great loss of power
incidental to their use. Speed readil.y

reduced for slow running machinery.

This Engine is

NOT A "KOTAKY,"
as its piston does not revolve ; runs

standing on either end, or placed hori-

zontally, equally well ; is wholhj self-

contained. Takes up but little room.

MARINE TYPE
is very light, and h.as simple, effective

reversing mechanism. Especially well

adapted for high speed Launches and

Tachts. Its position in bottom of boat

is most favorable for ballast.

Engines of 2 to 200 Horse Power can

be furnished on short notice.

j:^If you want to know more, send

address and 10 cents in stamps for

Large Illustrated Catalogue, to

AMERICAN ENGINE CO.,

BOliXD BROOK, N, J.

No. 44 Raritan Avenue.

The BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA CO.

THE BEST GRADES OF

a^xici Cabbies
For under ground, under water, and all other condiljons.

Address 420-426 East 25th Street, - - NEW YORK
HENRV A. KKED, Secretary and Manager.

fWeporiMachinelool Works
It E.P.BUUARD PROPR, BRIDGEPORT CONN

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen^

crators and Motors. "DIKECT-

DIUVEN" Slow-Speed Gener

ators for Elootrio Lighting and

Power. LowRunningExpcn.se.

Insulated Wire and Flexible

(Jords. Estimates furnished.

Isolated Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 Rirard Building.

BUFFALO, 50 Torraco.

WOKKN AT BRI»«KPORT, CONN.
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Ele.ctricity at the World's Fair.

Before many months the temporary electric power and

lighting station at the World's Fair will be a thing of the

past, and current will be distributed exclusively from the

central plant in machinery hall. When first installed the

plant was described and illustrated in the Western Elec-

trician (October 10 and November 7, i3gi), but since

then several additions have been made, chiefly in arc light-

ing machinery, and the capacity ol the station greatly in-

creased. A view of the plant, now at its highest point of

usefulness, is presented in Fig. i. Early in May— perhaps

before—it is expected that the building will be torn down

and the machinery put to other use. As originally put in

is now about finished. Two 4.000 light alternators, to be

driven by the two 400 horse power Westinghouse engines

recently illustrated in this paper, are now in position in

the company's space in machinery ha!!, and two of the big

10,000 light machines are on the way from Pittsburg. Su-

perintendent Ueilly now finds it necessary to devote nearly

his whole time to the work of installation in this building,

and a temporary switch-board for use in connection with

the two machines now on the ground has just been buili

under his direction. The iron work for the permanent

switch-board is now up, and the indications are that the

Westinghouse company will be able to furnish all the lights

needed on May ist. The new lamps are now in daily use

New York Insulated Wire company is now doing wiring

work for the Westinghouse company in nearly all of the

buildings.

The recent severe weather has interftred consider-

ably with outside work, but nevertheless 132 arc lamp

posts have been set about the grounds, complete with

lamps and globes. All told, there will be 1,350 of these

iron posts used in the outside lighting of Jackson park

and Midway Plaisance. The contractor is bound to erect

them at an average rate of 25 a day. so that if be falls be-

hind at any time he must make it up within the specified

period.

One of the most striking features of the service arc light-

operation the plant was, eleclrically, exclusively an Edison

product, but the additions comprise a Wood and several

Standard arc dynamos. The Edison machines include two

incandescent dynamos not shown in the illustration, two 500

volt power generators and four of the queer-looking Edison

arc machines, the manufacture of which, it is believed, has

now been discontinued. The plant, under the efficient di-

rection of J. H. R. Ward, has done good service and has

proved of great value during the construction period,

nearly all the power used on the grounds having been trans-

mitted from it. It is a curious fact that, in World's Fair

parlance, the "temporary" electric plant will have been in

service a year and a half when discontinued, while the

"permanent" installation is for six months' work. The

latter, however, is so much larger and more elaborately

fitted as to merit its designation.

The Westinghouse company's staff at the World's Fair

will shortly remove from the horticultural building to the

company's office building, south of machinery hall, which

FIG. I. ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLDS FAIR.

in several of the buildings, and are reported to be giving

satisfaction.

Two Eddy motors of 10 horse power each are being in-

stalled in the electricity building to operate two freight

elevators, which have been temporarily placed in position

to hoist exhibits and other material to the galleries. A
similar installation is under way in the mines building.

Four motors of the same company's manufacture have also

been placed in the administration building, one in each pa-

vilion. These machines are each of two horse power, and

drive 36-inch fans, located at the top of ventilating shafts.

Bids were opened on Friday of last week for the leasing of

two 150 horse power motors to the World's Columbian Ex-

position company for the period of the fair. These motors

must be wound for 500 volt circuits, and arc to be used to

drive a line of shafting in the mines building, from which

stone crushers and other machines will be operated. The
contract has not been awarded.

Under the direction of Superintendent Broadnax the

ing is the provision made for the illumination of the great

space in the center of the manufactures building, outlined

by the giant trusses which have attracted so much atlcn*

tion. These iron arches, the largest in the world, are

something over 500 feet in span and are over 200 feet

from the floor at the topmost point. Ordinarj- methods of

suspension were therefore not available for the arc light-

ing of this space. After careful consideration a plan

was evolved by Luther Sticringcr, consulting electrical

engineer to the exposition, and the details have

since been worked out by the arc light bureau

of the electrical engineering department. Illumination

will be diffused from live coronas—mammoth arc electro-

liers—suspended from the apex of the trusses. The
largest of these, details of which are illustrated in Figs. 2

to 5. will be hung in the center of ihe building, with two

others on cither side, on the north and scuth a.\is of the

structure. The-center corona will be 75 feet in di.imeter

and the others each 60 feet. Arc lamps of 2.000 nominal
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candle power each, to the number of 102. will be hung from

the largest corona, while each of the others will have 7S.

making a total of 414 lamps to illuminate the space under

the trusses. The groups of lamps will be 66 feet below

the highest point of the arches and 140 feet above the

floor. The center corona, which may be taken as a type

of ail, is constructed of angle iron, with a bridge in the

center, as indicated on the plan, Fig. 2. It is suspended

by a steel shaft in the center, indicated more clearly in

the side elevation. Fig. 3. This shaft contains a ladder,

by means of which the lamp trimmer, having mounted to

the center of the arch, descends to the platform of the

corona. This platform is two feet nine inches wide and

is of course circular, coincident with the circumference of

the structure. It is protected by railings on either side,

shown in the enlarged vertical section, Fig. 5. The shaft

is two feet in diameter. The lamps are arranged in star

shape and are suspended over davits by steel cables,

Fig- 5. The arrangement is shown more in detail in

Fig. 4, which represents a small section of the corona

looking from above. The lamps are hung in twos,

to balance each other, and will be provided with-

opal globes. To thoroughly insulate the lamps from the

iron structure the suspending cables will pass through

specially designed rubber thimbles at the point of attach-

ment. The lamps will be burned on 50-light circuits,

and 24 of them will be wired on a separate circuit and

burn all night.

In reply to the charge that New York state had been

discriminated against in the matter of the allotment of

space, Mr. Hornsby shows that in the electricity building

at least the reverse is true. The best space in the bui'd-

ing has been given to New York exhibitors, and in all ex-

hibitors frcm that state have about 40,000 feet of space.

The General Electric company alone has 15,000 feet of

the choicest space on the lower floor.

One of the interesting historical exhibits in the electri-

city building will be a duplication of the apparatus used

In the big power plant electricity will be applied to

every feature where automatic control is possible. All of

the boilers in the plant are supplied with burners for oil,

the only fuel used. The valves of the burners are con-

nected by electricity with the pressure gauge, so that a rise

in the pressure of steam decreases the llame of the

burners, preventing the waste of fuel and unnecessary

pressure in the boilers. If only one r.ooo horse power

boiler is in use and it is necessary to start up ten or fifteen

more boilers the demand for more oil is indicated automat-

ically at the oil tanks and supplied by the opening of elec-

trically connected valves in the tanks and oil pumps. The

National Electric Llight Association.
Members of the. National Electric Light association

look forward to the meeting in St. Louis on February 28th

as the most important convention in the history of the

organization, and it is expected that the attendance will be

greater than at any former electrical gathering in this

country. In view of the fact that there has not been a

convention since the Buffalo meeting a year ago, it is rea-

sonable to expect a large gathering. Preparations for

the meeting in Chicago during the World's Fair will be

made at the St. Louis convention. It is expected that there

will be an unusually large number of western members at

'f/c/'?r Chi

FIG. 3. ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLDS FAIR.

water supply is regulated in the same way. The instant

water gets low in a boiler the gauge signal opens a valve in

the feed pump at the pumping station. In addition to all

these regulators each boiler has a duplex signal which

rings an alarm when the steam or water rises or falls to the

danger point.

Contracts have been let for the construction of 4.500 feet

of movable sidewalk on the casino pier. The sidewalk is

designed principally to carry passengers arriving by steam-

boats from the lake end of the pier to the shore. 2,500 feet

westward. The Pier Movable Sidewalk company owns the

concession, Pullman's Palace Car company has the contract

for the entire rolling stock, the General Electric company

for the motors and electrical equipment, and Hiero B.

Herr & Co., the contractors who have just finished the

no. 2. FLKCTRIdTY

by Prof. Moses O, Farmer id his early experiments in elec-

tric traction and incandescent lighting,

H. D. Wilkinson, -who has written a scries of articles on

"Sabmarine Cable Laying and Kcpairing," has been ap-

pointed engineer to the Ilritish section of the exposition,

afld will sail from England about Febrnary 20th. Mr.

Wilkioson has had cocsiderable experience in cxbibilionji.

At the Parts exhibition of \%'t^} he wa.<i in charge of

Dayey Paxman's exhibit; in 1891 he was responsible for

the electric lighting of the Naval Kxhibiiion, and at the

Crystal Palace Exhibition of last year Mr, Wilkinson also

- etd an important post.

AT TIIK world's FAIR.

pier, will build the sub-slructurc for the moving platforms.

The plans call for the movable platforms to be five feet

above the floor of the pier so as to afford to all its passen-

gers an elevated and unobstructed view of the shore and

lake.

The leaky roofs of the exposition buildings have Inter-

fered considerably with electrical work. In machinery hall

especially delay has been caused in the installation of the

lighting and power plant by the inpouring water and snow.

A movement is on loot for the consolidation of the three

electric lighting companies of Ottawa, Ont.

the St. Louis convention. Chicago will send a large party,

and at present an effort is being made to secure a special

train for residents of the World's Fair city. The eastern

delegation, it is expected, will be as large and representa-

tive as usual. There are many points of interest for visit-

ors, and electrical engineers will find much to admire in

the electrical equipment of that city. The electric railway

system and the electric lighting stations are among the

largest in the country, and President Ayers will afford the

members of the association every opportunity of seeing the

plants.

It is announced that Professor George Forbes of L'rn-

don will, in all probability, attend the St. Louis meeting

of the association, and, if he can find time to do so, will

prepare and read a paper. In addition to the lecture by

Mr. Tesia, in which he will give practical demonstrations

of high frequency currents, papers will be read by Mr.

Sterling on "Some Experiences with the Alternating Sys-

tem," Mr. Bradley on "Long Distance Transmission of

Power," Mr. Stillwell on "Under What Conditions Is the

Use of Water Power Economical?" Mr. Myers on "Pres-

ervation of Poles and Cross Arms," and Mr. Townley on

"The Incandescent Lamp." Messrs. Stanley, Brophy,

Bell, Armstrong, Browne and Adams have not yet an-

nounced the subjects of their papers.

An excursion rate of a fare and a third has b^en granted

to St. Louis and return for delegates by all the passenger

associations except the Western, with which negotiations

are now pending. Arrangements are now being perfected

for a special train to carry the eastern delegation, which

will be vestibuled and electrically lighted, and composed of

dining, buffet, observation and sleeping cars, and will leave

New York, via the Pennsylvania railroad, from the stations

at the foot of Cortlandt and Desbrosses streets, Sunday,

February 26th, at 12 o'clock noon; Philadelphia, 2:25

p.m.; Ilarrisburg, 4:25 p.m.; Pittsburg, 10:40 p.m.
(central time); Columbus, 4:35 a. m. ; Indianapolis, 10:30;

a. m. ; arrivingat St. Louis at 5:3op. m., Monday, February

27th. The rate for berths is %(i each; drawing-rooms,

$22 each.

For the convenience of passengers taking this train

from New York, arrangements have been made so that

if they will remit to C. O. Baker, Jr., master of trans-

portation, the amount of railroad fare {$24.25) with the

sleeping-car fare ($6), a receipt will be mailed them

that will be honored by the railroad company for checking

baggage, ferry passage, and passage* through the gate at

Jersey City, and exchangeable on the train for regular

ticket and certiHcate.

The Boston passenger committee has declined to sell

tickets at a reduced rate from lioston via New York;

therefore the eastern delegates who desire to take the

electrical special will be compelled to come to New York,

purchase tickets, and secure certificates from New York

to St. Louis and return. It is quite important that all the

names of delegates who will be passengers on the elec-

trical special should be known as soon as possible. The
following named gentlemen have charge of transportation

matters in their respective territories: Morris W. Mead,

Pittsburg, Pa.; Fred, W. Roycc, Washington, I). C;
John Carroll, Montreal, Canada; A. C. Shaw, Boston,

Mass.; 11. A. Clevi^rly, Philadclpliia, I'a.; M. J. Uart,

New Orleans, T-a.; John W. Flinlhan, Denver, Colo.;

J. Scribner, 173 Adams street, Chicago, III.; Louis Nahm,
St. Louis, Mo,

To secure the benefit of the reduced fare returning, it

will be necessary for those who do not go by the electrical

special to be sure and state to the ticket agent, at the time

they purchase their ticket, that they purpose attending the
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meeting of the association in St. Louis, and procure from

him a certificate which will entitle them, when properly

countersigned, to return for one-third the regular fare.

No reduction can be obtained without this certificate.

Immediately upon ariival in St. Louis, these certificates

should be left at the secretary's office, addressed lo Mr.

Baker, who will see that they receive proper attention and

are returned to the owners.

Consolidation of the Chicago Electric

Lighting Companies.
The consolidation of the two principal electric lighting

companies of Chicago, recently referred to in the Western
Electrician, has been consummated. The Chicago

Edison company has secured a controlling interest in the

Arc Light & Power company of Chicago, and hereafter

both concerns will be conducted under the same manage-

ment. The Chicago Arc Light & Power company has is-

sued a circular letter to stockholders, from which the fol-

lowing extract is taken:

The principal stockholders of the Chicago Arc flight

& Power company, owning over two thirds of its out-

standing capital stock, and including aU of its directors

and ofiicers. have accepted the proposition of a syndicate

represented by Erskine ^L Phelps to purchase at any time

prior to March ro, 1893, their shares in said Arc Light

company for the sum of $120 per share, payable in the

5-20 6 per cent, debentures of the Chicago Edison com-
pany, drawing interest from Jan. i, 1893; interest payable

semi-annually on July i and Jan. i in each year, earnings

from Jan. i, 1S93, upon the shares sold to go with the

stock. A condition of this sale was that an opportunity

should b3 extended to all stockholders to sell their hold-

ings to the same purchasers upon the same terms.

It is understood that the purpose of the purchasers is to

vote this stock in a lawful manner for the consolidation of

this company with the Chicago Edison company under
the provisions of the Illinois statute concerning consolida-

tion of corporatiors. The undersigned believe such con-

solidation to be for the interest of both companies and the

public. The business has changed since we undertook it

six years ago. The modern tendency is to furnish all

kinds of service, arc and incandescent light, heat and
power, not only from the same station but from the same
circuit. The result is that while the two companies occu-
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py rather different fields both in lighting and powe-, our
plans for future extensions almost parallel those of the

Edison company— duplicate stations, double tearing up of

the streets all over the city, etc. Every consideration of

common sense and economy poin's to consolidation and
simplification of plant and operations, and some of the

undersigned, among them the president, favor it for the

additional personal reason that they wish to retire from the

responsibility and care of our company's management.
We believe that the terms are equitable, and have ac-

cepted them for ourselves, and recommend all stockhold-

ers to do the same.

The proposition to purchase expires March loth, after

whicb time Mr. Phelps does not agree 'o accept further

offerings.

Action to Annul the Berliner Patent.

On February 9th Attorney general Miller filed a com-

plaint in the United States Circuit Court for the district

of Massachusetts at Uoston against the American Bell

'I'elephonc company and lOmile Berliner, asking for the

annulling of patent No. 463,569 for a combined telegraph

and telephone applied for by Berliner on June 4, 1877, and

issued Nov. 17, 1891, to the American Bell Telephone

company as Berliner's assignee. The grounds upon

which the application for annulling the patent is made are

FIG. 5. ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLDS FAIR.

that claims set up in the Berliner patent are covered by

previous patents issued to the Bell company, that the pos-

session of the patent, if valid, will continue to the Bell

company without substantial diminution during the full

term thereof with the same close monopoly of the art. and

that it is against the spirit and intent of the patent laws

and against justice and equity that the monopoly of one

and the same invention shall be prolonged in one and the

same person by the grant first of a patent or patents for the

invention in practical and applied form and afterward of a

patent covering nakedly and broadly the fundamental

principle of the same invention.

The Berliner telephone was illustrated and described in

the Western of Electrician November 28, iSgi. At

that time there was a wide diversity of opinion as to the

commercial value of the patent which had just been issued.

It was conceded that if the patent was allowed to stand

the Bell company's monopoly would continue, but there

were few who would commit themselves to the probability

of the government tolerating this protracted monopoly. It is

not contended by the Bell company that the Berliner patent

covers a practical or commercial instrument, or an improve-

ment upon the telephone now in use, but on the contrary,

as one of the company's most reliable experts said at the

time of the granting of the patent: "This patent covers

the fundamental principle of a transmitter, and, while the

drawing represents a very crude instrument—one that

would not be used to-day and would, in fact, be considered

impracticable—it is unquestionably a fundamental patent

and a valuable one, too."

The Bell company has relied entirely heretofore upon its

receiver patent, but now it is. believed it will endeavor to

continue its monopoly through the Berliner transmitter

patent.

Rapid Transit Between Chicago and
Evanston.

Residents of Evanston avenue and other thoroughfares

leading from Chicago to the suburban districts as far north

as Evanston are persistent in their demands for improved

facilities for rearhing Chicago. They have abandoned

hope of obtaining relief from the extension 01 the North

Side cable system, and are now engaged in securing the

right of way for an electric road. The property owners

have held several meetings to consider plans, and it is re-

ported that a company will be formed to build an elevated

electric line, to be equipped with the Johnson system,

which was illustrated in the Western Electrician of

December 3d.

Patent Commssloner's Report
In the annual report of the commissioner of patents at-

tention is directed to the exhibit which the department

will make at the World's Eair. The report says: "For

more than a year past the preparation of a Patent Office

exhibit for the World's Columbian Exposition at Chicago

has been in progress. It has required the expenditure of

a great amount of care, thought and labor, which the office

could not afford to spare; but the result is gratifying. The
exhibit comprises upward of 2,500 models, nearly all of

them working machines in all except size," These in-

clude 93 models of dynamos and motors, i') models in the

electric lighting classification, 30 in telegraphy and 40

in telephony. Special mcatioa is made of the last named
exhibit as follows: "In telephone^ substantially the

whole history of the art is presented in the exhibit, be-

ginning with the Bell telephone of 15/6 and showing the

important improvements down f* the latest telephone used

to-day. In this exhibit of the models on file in this ofTice

twenty have been selected, and nearly twenty more arc to

be loaned by manufacturers."

New Form of Carbon for Arc Lamps.
James McLaughlin of Chicago has devised a new form

of carbon for arc lamps by means of which, it is claimed,

the duration of service without replacing the carbons may
be made two, three or four times as great as where the

old form of single carbon was used in the same lamp.

One form of these carbon pencils is shown in the accom-

panying cut. Another object of the invention is to pro-

vide means by which carbons of this kind may be inter-

changeably attached to or detached from different lamps

of the same construction, or from different lamps the

operating mechanism of which is dissimilar, dispensing en-

tirely with the necessity of employing separate, or auxil-

iary devices for effecting an attachment or detachment.

The socket ends of the pencils are made to fit the

sockets of lamps now in use. The ends are only long

enough to project slightly beyond the sockets where their

outer parts are expanded, laterally, far enough to hold two

or more pencils or members which are parallel to each

other. These pencils are placed far enough apart to pre-

vent the electric current from leaping from one to the

other. In this construction the members of the carbons

are, preferably, all molded integrally into a single element,

but the different parts may be engrafted upon each

other, as seen in the lower carbon, where the socket-

piece is shown inserted, as indicated by the dotted Hues,

into the bend or part uniting the members.

The operation of the device is obvious. The electric

current will pass through the pair of opposed members

new form of carbon for arc lamps.

which offer the least resistance. Whenever the distance

between their points, through burning away, becomes such

as to offer greater resistance to the electric current than is

presented by another pair of opposed pencils, the current

will establish its course through the latter pair of pencils

and continue in that course until another pair of opposed

pencils offers an easier passage for the current, when that

course will be adopted. This will be continued until,

finally, through the increased resistance between the posi-

tive and negative sides of the lamp, thus produced, the

feeding mechanism is forced into action, after which the

same operation of the current takes place, as before.

It is claimed that where there art two members, each of

the same cross-section as the old single lamp carbon, the

duration of the light will be twice as great as where only the
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old single carbon was used in the same lamp, and that it

will be proportionally greater where three, four, or more

pencils form the members of a carbon.

Electricity in the French Navy.

Applications of electricity are iccreasing day by day, not

only in cities bat wherever it is necessary to produce, light

or transmit power, says a writer in La Nature. War ves-

sels especially are constantly extending the fietd of its

usefulness, and it is interesting to note some of the most

recent of the applications on shipboard. The first experi-

ments with electric lighting were made in 1867, when a pro-

jector was introduced on the yacht Reine liortense. The

dynamo was a magneto machine. Constant study was de-

voted to the problem, and in 1S77 Gramme dynamos

operated by Brotherhood engines were installed on the

warships Richelieu and Suffreu for the single purpose of

furnishing current for the projecors. The incandescent

lamp made its appearance in iSSi at the Electrical Exposi-

tion in Paris. Immediately Saulter, Lemonnier & Co.,

undertook to install the lamps for inside lighting, and the

results were entirely satisfactory.

Electric lighting on shipboard presents many advantages

FIG. 3. ELECTRICITY IN THE FRENCH NAVY.

as compared with other means of illumination. The oper-

ation of the dynamos requires only a small amount of steam

in comparison with the volume necessary for propelling the

ship and the cost is relatively small. The danger of fire

in greatly reduced if the plant has been properly installed.

Most of the ships in the French navy are now electrically

lighted. Among the battle ships may be mentioned Ad-

miral Courbet, Morceau, Redoutable, and Admiral Boudin.

Generally the dynamos on the ship are coupled to verti-

cal engines of about 350 levolutions. The machine which

is most frequently used on French ships is the Gramme
multipolar dynamo, though a number of other makes have

been installed. The firm of Saulter, Harle & Co- has

just constructed a new combination for use on shipboard,

which is illustrated in Fig. i. This plant is to be installed

on the battle ship Magenta. The capacity of the dyna-

mo is 32 kilowatts at 350 revolutions. The potential of

most dynamos installed for ship lighting is 70 volts; that of

the new machine is ten volts greater.

For outside lighting electric lamps have given great sat-

isfaction on shipboard. At the left of Fig, i is shown one

type of a vast number of signal lanterns employed. Fig.

2 illustrates the uss of projectors at the top of the main-

mast. With the search lights at this point the light is dis-

tributed over a considerable range and at the same lime

is projected to a great distance.

Electricity is also used to transmit power ou ships in-

stead of steam or hydraulic pressure, which are inconven-

ient and cumbersome. Fig. 3 illustrates a ventilating fan

operated by a Saaltcr, Haric U Co. electric motor, A
convenient tool is that shown at i in Fig, 4, a drill oper-

ated by an electric motor through a flexible shaft. In 2 in

the same figure is a centrifugal pump also operated by a

small electric motor.

American Institute of Electrical
Engineers.

The annual election of officers of the American Insti-

tolc of Electrical Engineers will be held at New York on

May i6th. This will be the first election under the new

method of choosing officers, which was proposed at the Chi-

cago meeting last year and approved at the first meeting

of this season, w'lich was held in New York on .Ssptcmber

27tfa. The amendment to the rules which embodied the

changes in the manner of making selection of officers was

published in the We-^trrm Elpxtrictan of .Stptcmbcr

24eh. Lists of members will be furnished by the secretary.

Electric Railways in New Hampshire.
New Hampshire has caught the fever at last, and is now

about to engage in the electrical railway business with a

vigor that will alone for its tardiness in the past. Two
great schemes are now before the Llegistature of that state,

and a new element has entered into the traditional railroad

fight which has been fought out in this body every session

for nearly a generation past. The steam roads will have

FIG 4. ELECTRICITY IN THE FRENCH NAVY.

to stop fighting one another and turn their attention to the

rival electric systems. The first project is for a system of

electric railways which embrace the whole Merrimac valley.

The idea is to unite the street railway interests from Lake

Winnipeseogee to the sea and form a continuous line for

passenger and freight traffic from the heart of the summer

resort region of New Hampshire to the seashore resorts of

Massachusetts. It's a big scheme, but it has money back

of it, and if it can run the gauntlet of the railroad lobby

in the interests of the Concord railrcad and the Bcston

& Maine railroad it stands a good show of becoming a

fact. The first move in the matter is in the action

of seval of the stieet railway companies in that

section in asking for larger powers than are now

gran'ed by their charters. The street railway com-

pany at Lakeport, on Lake Winnipeseogee, Concord,

and Nashua have asked for fuller powers. There is

one link in the proposed system that is not covered by

any road now in operation. That is between Concord and

Manchester. To provide for this a bill has been intro-

duced in the Legislature which will require a road to be

built through the towns of Hodsett and Pembroke. When
this came up for action it was referred to the committee on

railroads, which reported that it was "inexpedient to

legislate." The railroad lobby had gotten its work in on

this, but the promoters of the new scheme, not discour-

aged, at once introduceda petition for a charter for a road

to be built by the Hodsett & Pembroke Street Railway

Manchester Nashua will only have to build across the

town of Litchfield.

The Concord Railroad company, beside antagonizing

this scheme of electric extension, has one of its own to

work. This would also furnish direct communication be-

tween Central New Hampshire and the Massachusetts and

New Hampshire beach resorts, but not entirely by electric-

ity. This company has secured control of the Exeter and

Epping railroad, which is proposed but not yet built. It

will complete its construction and then get control of the

charter for a railroad from Exeter to Hampton Beach,

which it will construct as an electric line. It is said that

the Concord company would then build electric lines each

way from Hampton beach till it had the entire line of sea-

shore resorts in New Hampshire covered. By that time

the Massachusetts beaches will all be connected by electric

roads, and New Hampshire people will have facilities for

reaching these places such as they have never had be-

fore.

The second great scheme before the Legislature is that

of an electric road up Mt. Kearsarge. Albert P. Davis,

Col. G. L. Ordway and other prominent men of Warner

are interested in it and have asked the Legislature for a

charter. The proposed road would start at Potter Place on

the Northern railroad, and follow through the valley to

Wilmot and the northern base of the mountain. It would

FIG. I. ELECTRICriY IN THE FRENCH NAVY.

climb the mountain to within a short distance of the sum-

mit, when it would descend the southern side to Warner

village, where connection would be made with the Con-

cord and Clareniont railroad. It would be fourteen miles

long and would run through some of the prettiest scenery

in the state. This mountain has been a popular summer

resort for years, but has been hard to reach.

A charter has also been asked for an electric road to run

riG. 2. KI.KCTKICn Y IN THE IKENCH NAVY.

company. The Concord Railroad company appeared by

counsel before the railroad committee and opposed the

granting of the charter on the ground that it would paral-

lel its road. Eich road in the proposed Merrimac valley

system that ha^ not already a charter that will permit it to

extend its Iinc3 is asking permission. The Manchester

road is supposcJ to have this right now, but the Massa-

bciic IIor5W: Railroad company, an allied corporation to

the Manch'istcr Street Railway company, has asked per-

mission to issue bond.'i and build new lines. To reach

from Manchester through

mountains in Goffstown.

P.cdford to the Uncanoonuc

Justice Brayton recently fined the Chicago Illuminating
company $25 for violating the smoke ordinance. The
company operates an electric light plant in the rear of
303O Indiana avenue. The defense was the impossibility of

gelling a good quality of coal owing to the present lack of

coal in the yards. The company promised to improve the
smokc-prt venting devices in use in the pl.Tnt, In view of
these facts the court did not impose the full penalty.
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Underground Construction.'

Bv W. A. TowKR.

The (irst work of burying wires in America was done in

Washington, D. C, but I believe the system did not work
satisfactorily, and is to be, or has been, remodeled. The
next work of any importance was done in Chicago, when
the drawing-in system was adopted for telephone work.

A drawing in system is one where any number of ducts can

be laid and used at any time without having to dig them
up, or to lay the cables at the time the conduit is built.

This system does not necessitate the use of any particular

material or make of conduit.

In building an iron pipe conduit, after the trench has

been dug, a layer of concrete about three inches thick is

laid, wide enough to allow an inch or more between each

pipe, and three inches on each side. A row of pipes is

then laid, varying in length from 14 to 22 feet- These are

screwed together by regular threaded couplings. After

this is done, concrete is put on, filling up the spaces be-

tween the pipes and the three inches on each side. The
concrete is then leveled about one inch above the pipe.

Another row of pipe is then put down, and the process re-

peated un*il the proper number of ducts has been la'd.

The top layer of the pipe is then covered with three inches

or more of concrete, and the trench filled in.

The cement-lined pipe comes in lengths of about eight

feet, with beveled male and female ends, and is laid in

the same way as the iron pipe. The joints are made by
bringing male and female ends together, and covering the

junction with neat cement.

The VVyckoff conduit consists of pieces of thoroughly

creosoted wood, about S feet 4 inches long, 4 '2 inches in

diameter, with a 3 inch hole through the center, the ends
counter-bored and tenoned. There is first laid a 1/^ iLch

board in the bottom of the trench, which is wide enough to

hold the proper number of ducts. The ducts are then laid

on this, layer by layer, the joints being made by joining the

male and female ends about half the length of the tenon,

when hot pitch is poured in, and the lengths then driven

together. After the ducts are all laid, another board is

placed on top to protect them from the picks of workmen
digging across the line of the conduit.

This all appears very simple to those who have had no ex-

perience with this work, but some of the difficulties which
have to be overcome are by no means trifling. In the first

place, after deciding upon the route to be followed, it is

necessary to find out whether there is room enough on the

street to lay the conduit, as the gas mains, water mains
and other pipes may have been laid before the conduit was
thought of. The engineer or superintendent of construc-

tion applies to the city and gas company for the location of

their mains, which information, as a rule, is given very

graciously, but in three out of five cases the position given

is not correct within two or three feet, and about the only

use made of the information is to tell on which side of the

street the mains are, and, consequently, test holes have to

be dug to locate the pipes before the work can

be started. As a general rule the bottom of

the conduit is put below the level of the gas mains,

and when a corner is reached it is often _
neces

sary to carry part of the ducts over the mains, and part

under them. In some of the larger cities of the United
States where there are two or three gas companies, the

conduit trenches at street intersections often have to be as

deep as ten feet, on account of the numerous pipes that-

cross at such points. The manholes are usually located at

street intersections, and consist of chambers about seven

feet long, five feet wide, and seven feet deep with brick

walls laid in cement, and a cast iron head and cover

generally made to bolt down tight to keep out water.

After the conduit is laid and manholes built, an entrance

must be obtained to the telephone building, which too

often has been constructed without proper consideration for

the handling of cables. The largest telephone exchange
in the United States has this fault: the first cables were
pulled into the bottom ducts, and it was found that it

would be impossible to ever get at them again. The con-

sequence is, that if a cable gives out it will have to be
left, and the duct sacrificed. I do not think there are two
exchanges which have the same appliances for handling
cables, every engineer having a different idea as to how it

should be done, and as yet a perfect system has not been
adopted anywhere.

In pulling in cables, we first have to get a rope through
the duct. This is done with wooden rods, about four feet

long, equipped with malleable iron couplings. A rod is

inserted into the duct which is to be used, a second one
jointed on to it, and both pushed into the duct;

this process is repeated until the rods extend
to the next manhole. A rope is attached to the ii-'st rod,

and the rods and the rope pulled back into the first man-
hole, and the rods uncoupled as they are pulled in. The'
rods are handled quite easily, two men being able to rod

400 feet of conduit in about 15 minutes. The rope is then
fastened to an iron clevis, about ro inches long, made to

fit the cable, and riveted on to the end of it. The reel of

cable being on the holder, the cable is then ready to pull

in, which is done with a winch geared to an upright shaft

with a sliding drum, and so arranged that the drum can be
placed exactly opposite the duct through which the cable is

to be drawn, thereby avoiding pulling the cable around or

over any corners of the conduit.

After the cables are in, the splicing has to be done. This
operation requires great care, and only thoroughly re-

liable men should be employed. In making a splice, the

cables from each way are bent into their proper places in

the manhole, and then cut to the proper length, which
allows the ends to lap about a foot. The lead is then
stripped off each end the length of the lap, and a piece of

lead pipe, large enough to cover the wires when spliced, is

s^lipped over one of the ends, the wires are separated in

pairs and turned back as far as the lead is stripped.

I. Abstract of a paper read before llie Canadian Electrical asso-
ciation, Toronto, January 26, iSyj.

Two pairs of the bottom wires, one from each end, are

then taken, and the insulation stripped off, care being

taken not to nick the wires, A paper sleeve is put on one
end of each wire, the wires twisted together, and
the sleeve slipped back over the iunction of the

wires. After all the pairs are joined in this way,

they are boiled out with hot paraffin, to vaporize any
moisture that may have been absorbed while making the

splice. A piece of paper is bound around all the wires to

keep the paper sleeves in position; the lead sleeve is now
pulled over the splice, and a regular plumber's joint

wiped.

If a workman is careless in making a splice he is liable

to leave a wire open, or he may not boil it out thoroughly,

and so leave enough moisture there to bring the insulation

of the cable very low, and it is difficult to locate such a

fault exactly without opening splices until it is found.
Before a splice is started, the cable is tested back to the

office, or to the point from which it starts, for open and
grounded wires; the length to be spliced on is also tested

in the same way, and if any such wires are found they are

spliced together, so that although there might be a faulty

wire in every section of the cable there would still be only
one bad wire from end to end. If the testing were not

done, a faulty wire in one section might be spliced to a
good wire in the next, and so on; in which case the more
sections of cable the more faulty wires there would be in

the entire length. After all the splices are made, and the
pole or building terminal put on, the wires are tested out
and put on corresponding binding posts at each end. A
capacity and insulation test is made, and if it is up to the

Electrical Decorations in a Ball Room.
Klectrical decorations formed the most striking feature

of the annual ball of the Massachusetts Electrical Kngi-

neers ik. Mechanics' association, and surpassed anything of

the kind ever seen in Boston before. This organization is

a very popular one, and is doing good work both as a

medium of extending intercourse among the members of

the electrical fraternity in the Bay state, and also as an

educational institution. The purpose of the ball was to

swell the library fund of the association, and the several

electrical companies of Boston assisted so heartily that it

was enabled to give the public a good object lesson in what

can be done with the electric light in the line of decoration.

The outside of the building was brilliantly illuminated with

scores of arc lights and hundreds of incandescents, with

colored globes, mostly in the national colors. Upon the

top of the building were placed two search lights, which

were directed up and down the streets in the vicinity, and

drew a great crowd of spectators.

The ball was the third annual gathering of this associ-

ation, and the motto as spread before the eyes of all on

entering the hall was: "A gcod time to our members and

their friends." Red, white and blue incandescent lamps

formed the word "Welcome" at the end of the hall. Just

over this was a crescent. At the head of the hall were two

LLt:ClUlCAL btCoRAlIO.\.> IN A l.ALL ROO.M.

Standard the cable is ready for use. At present the insu-

lation must be at least 500 megohms per mile and the ca-

pacity at most .08 microfared per mile.

Big Trolley System for the Pennsylvania
Coal District.

A big project backed by a syndicate of Philadelphia

capitalists was started last week, and a charter was

granted for a trolley road, eighty miles in length, by the

state department at Harrisburg. The road is called the

Northumberland, Bloomsburg & Scranton Street Rail-

way company, and connects thirty-nine towns in that

region. Among them are Lackawanna, Pittston, Cata-

wissa, Mechanicsvilie and Nanticoke. It is a very busy

center, and the establishment of a trolley line will mate-

rially interfere with the local traflic of the steam roads. At

the olficc of the Reading Railway company it was stated

that these roads were generally given the privilege to run

over the turnpikes and township roads, thus saving the

expense of grading, the largest item of the steam roads"

expense in the mountainous country. It was acknowledged

that it would make a difference in the revenues of the com-

panies with which the road came in competition. The
capital of the new company is $500,000.

Worcester, Mass., will be the center of the largest

single suburban system of electric roads in this country
provided the present intentions are carried out. The new
scheme comprises the joining together of 75 to So miles of

track under one management, which will constitute a great

web connecting the towns surrounding Worcester, and
having the latter city as its common center. The Central
Massachusetts Street Railway company is the concern
which will control and operate the various lines which are
to be consolidated.

revo'.ving double stars. This was a design of great beauty,

and drew forth many expressions of approval. All around

the sides of the hall, across the ceiling and up and down

the sides of the hall were incandescent globes arranged in

many attractice forms. On the platform was a. big switch-

board which President J. E. Cole manipulated, so that the

costumes of the ladies were flooded with alternate blue,

red, green, and other colors- A view of the ball showing

the main features of the electrical decorations is presented

in the cut. Representatives of about all the electrical con-

cerns of Boston and vicinity were present. Among them

were: William II. Edgar, D. J. Cartwright, Francis Ililk

and William II. Hilk of the Edison Illumin.iting company.

H. C. Cherrington and F. M. Kimball of the General

Electric company; G. M. Axford, Charles Gage and B.

Cutler of the Boston Electric Light company; James

O'Brien and J. J. McConoIogue of the Edison Light &
Power company of San Francisco. Mayor Matthews. Al-

dermen Flood, Mooney and Maguire, Fire Commission-

ers Fitch. Innis and Murphy, Inspector of Works

Flanders, Chief Abbott of the protective department, and

Chief Webber of the lire department were also present as

guests. J- E. Cole of the Edison Illuminating company is

the president of the association, and much of the hard

work to which the success of the ball is due fell upon hts

shoulders. Mr. Cole is very popular among the members

of his profession, and the association under his guidance

is one of the most effective organisations of the kind in

Boston.

South Hampton and Kensington citi.'.ons are asking
the legislature for an electric roid to connect Amesbury,
South Hampton and Kensington with Exeler, N. H.
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An item is going the rounds of the press to the effect

that the largest isolated lighting plant in the United States

is in the Palace Hotel of Sao Francisco, with 8,000 lamps.

This is incorrect. The Auditorium plant now in course of

erection in Chicago will supply current to 17,000 lamps,

succeeding the old plant of 12,000 lamps capacity. This

is believed 10 be the largest isolated plant in the country.

Thk proposition to annex Hawaii has given a new inter-

est to the project of establishing a submarine cable line

between llonolulu and California. It is quite probable

that annexation would be shortly followed by the laying of

sach a cable. It would be quite necessary for the govern-

mentto havemeaas of direct commun -cation with these

blaods, and an appropriation might be expected from

Congress for the building of such a line. But Hawaii has

not yet been annexed, and it is not definitely settled that it

will be. Vet the present discussion has emphasized the

ifflponancc of direct communicalioh with that point, and

may stimalalc colcrpme sufficiently to insure the under-

taking of this project.

The death of Dr, Norvin Green will be generally re-

gretted- As prcaidcnl of the Western Union Telegraph

company T>r. Green occupied a semi-public position in the

eyes of his countrymen for fiftc^m year.»i. During this time

he met the attacks on the great system he represented wilh

ability and uct, and gained many friends. In general

Dr. Green's administration was distinguished by conserva-

tism and economy, bnt he was capable of a bold stroke

wb«n necessary. His death is a distinct loss to the West-

ern Union company, as his counsel was valuable and his

standing in the community high. In Gen. Eckert, who
will probably succeed to the position, however, the company

has a man who is well qualified by native ability and long

experience to fill the highest place in the gift of the di-

rectors.

Action was begun in the United States Supreme

Court last week by Attorney-general Miller to annul the

Berliner patent. In the complaint it is claimed that this

patent will, if permitted to stand, perpetuate the monopoly

now enjoyed by the Bell company. This company has

already enjoyed protection under the fundamental patents

granted Bell, and the attorney-general believes that the

corporation has received all the privileges that it is entitled

to, and that further extension of the monopoly would be

opposed to public interest. The fact is recalled that the

Berliner patent was not taken out until the Bell patent

was about to expire. At the time the Berliner patent was

issued there was considerable discussion over the effect it

would have upon the telephone business. It was generally

conceded that the patent covered fundamental principle?,

although the specifications and drawings showed a very

crude instrument, and one that would not be considered a

commercially practical telephone or an improvement on

the present transmitter. As a matter of fact l!ie drawings

showed an instrument that would not be used in any ex-

charge of the Bell company to-day. These are the

grounds upon which the government asks the Supreme

Court to annul the patent. The general interest in tele-

phony, which has been aroused by the knowledge that the

Bell patent was about to expire, makes the present litiga-

tion especially noteworthy. It will be watched with inter-

est by capitalists who are preparing to invest in concerns

organized for the manufacture of instruments and

equipment of telephone exchanges.

Chicago aldermen and others interested in securing as

well as dispensing political patronage have been at Spring-

field during the last week urging the passage of the bills

now before the Legislature relating to electric light and

telephone service. One of these bills provides for regu-

lating the price of such service and the other confers upon

the city council of Chicago the power to extend the city

electric lighting plant and engage in commercial as well

as public lighting. In short it is proposed to vest the

council with power to establish an electric light plant to

compete with the corporations now existing and paying

taxes into the city treasury. There is no justification for

such a measure. It is claimed by the advocates of the

measure that cheaper service could be obtained if the city

controlled the plants. Oa what grounds they base this

statement is not known. They have published no figures

showing the cost per lamp of the present public service,

and it is generally believed that they are not in possession

of any data that would warrant the statement. If such

figures are obtainable they should be presented at once.

They would doubtless be read with interest from one end

of the country to the other. Then again the taxpayers

have a r:ght to know these facts before they place addi-

tional power in the hands of their oflicials. Until the

politicians can present statistics proving conclusively that

the present city plants are supplying light at a cheaper

rate than could be obtained from private enterprises, their

petitions for additional powers will be looked upon with

suspicion.

A Fkknch contemporary states that 88 central stations

were established in France in 1S92, and it gives the data

of 80 of these plants which are finished. We have tabu-

lated some of the figures and the totals are of interest.

First of all it may be noted that many of the plants

installed would certainly not be classed as central stations

in any list on this side of the Atlantic, though strictly

speaking the classification may be entirely correct. For

example the central stations at Parnetal, Fopian and

I'resles have each a capacity of 4 horse power; that of

Coupy Vanchy 10 horse power; tho.se of four other towns

12 horse power each. There arc in the list two stations of

15 horse power, two of 17 horse power, five of 20 horse

power, five of 25 horse power, and eight of 30 horse power.

The number of dynamos installed in the Bo stations aggre-

gate only 124, and the total capacity of the motive power is

but a little over ".fioo horse power. The largest station

installed is that at Viennc, which has a total capacity of 600

horse power. More than half the stations are opcr.'slcd by

water power, and in irj stations only is steam used exclu-

sively. Seven of the plants arc operated by g.'ts engines; at

iJezicrs two machines of this character of ico horse power

each furish thq motive power. In lO stations accumutator.s

arc u^cd; the in'itallatron at Cannes includes Ihrcc ballcrics

of a capacity of 800 ampere hours. It is an interesting fact

that in five stations triphase dynamos are operated; these

are located at Arbiesle, Chambles, ?vIoirans, Salins and
Les Ardillats. In the first case the potential is 5,000 volts,

in the second 3,000 volts, in the third and fourth 7,900

volts, and in the fifth 8,500 volts.

Boston Common is threatened with invasion by an

electric railway, and the women of the Hub are vigorously

protesting against this "desecration" of that historic spot.

According to the latest information from the State House
the protest of the Boston boys against British interference

with their coasting was not to be compared to the present

agitation. Our Boston correspondent, in this week's letter,

gives the particulars of the scheme for running a line

through the Common, by which the trip to the suburbs

around Brookline would be shortened by twenty minutes.

Business men who have their homes in that locality are

favorably impressed by the suggestion and, generally

speaking, the business interests of the city support the

project. But the women were horrified at the thought, and

within two days of the announcement of the proposed line

a protest signed by 1,500 women was presented to the

Legislaiure. Mrs. Julia Ward Howe's name headed this

list, and it was followed by that of Mrs. Mary Hemenway.
Then came an array of women's signatures such as was

probably never before presented to the legislature in behalf

of any object, and containing the names of the Lowells,

the Sears, the Amorys, the Winthrops, the Cabots, the

Coolidges, the Paines, the Peabodys, the Bigelows, the

Hoopers, the Welds, the Quincys, the Warrens and the

Appletons. It is truly a remarkable movement, and one

that will be watched with interest throughout the country.

While New York and Philadelphia may not appreciate

rapid transit sufficiently to introduce the trolley system on

an extensive scale, the progressive and shrewd capitalists

of these cities appear to utilize the advantages which it

affords and the possibilities in this line for investment.

An illustration of this is found in the fact that twelve

New York and Philadelphia capitalists have formed a syn-

dicate with John D. Crimmins at its head and have pur-

chased the street railway lines in several prosperous New
Jersey cities for the express purpose of establishing an im-

mense electric railway system and adopting the overhead

trolley. The lines which this syndicate has already secured

will comprise the most extensive electric railway system of

the world when the plans of the management are carried

out. When the roads passed under the control of the

new owners last week there were 140 miles of trac'c com-
prised in the system. This of itself is certainly a gigantic

plant, but it will be greatly enlarged. Connecting lines

will be built which will bring the several existing roads

into one great system there will be numerous extensions

tapping new territory, and new routes connecting these

lines with the North River ferries will be laid out. The
enthusiasm with which the announcement of the syndi-

cate's plans was received by the people of these New Jer-

sey towns is in striking contrast to the opposition displayed

in New York and Philadelphia vvherever the trolley was

proposed. Mr. Crimmins says that the property owners

have petitioned for the immediate equipment of the entire

system with electricity, and unusual privileges have been

extended with theviewoi encouraging the new manage-

ment.

Still another indication of the triumphal progress of the

trolley is presented in the almost universal adoption of the

overhead system throughout New England. In another

column in this issue a review of the work that is being

done in that section shows that the electric railways are

making rapid strides in public favor. Plans have been

perfected for connecting the seaside resorts of New Eng-

land by electric railroads, and the project has been en-

couraged by the patrons of these points. The only oppo-

sition to the scheme comes from the steam railroad compa-

nies with which the proposed electric roads would come in

opposition. In the New Hampshire Legislature the repre-

sentative of one steam railroad appeared before the com
mittee when the question of granting franchises to electric

roads was under consideration and strenuously opposed the

measure, frankly adniitting tint the company which he

represented could not compete with the electric lines. The
power of the steam railroad corporations was exerted

against one electric road successfully, and its petition was
killed in the committee rooms. This, however, caused

such an outcry that it is hardly possible that the cxper-

menl will be repeated.

Both of these instances point to a popular awakening to

the great advantages of the electric railway from the view

point of the capitalist as well as the general public. Time
was when both of these forces were arrayed against the

trolley.
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Norvin Green.

One of the most noteworthy figures in the electrical field

has passed away by the death of Dr. Norvin Creen. presi-

dent of the Western Union Telegraph company. This sad

event occurred at the family residence in Louisville, Ky.,

at an early hour on Sunday morning.

The fact that Dr. Green was dangerously ill was not gen-

erally known until Saturday evening, when it was said by

his physicians that he could hardly live through Sunday.

The news of his illness was unexpected, and to the doctor's

friends startling, as he had always been a strong, vigorous

man, and seemed less liable to illness than most men.

Following closely upon the news of his illness came the

announcement of his death.

A bowel complaint was the cause of the doctor's death.

Since Sunday of last week he had been violently ill. For

over a year he had not been in good health. The oKicial

duties of hisollice weighed heavilyupon him, and long ago

he sought to escape from them, but could not. Again and

again he besought the acceptance of his resignation, but

the directors would not hear to it, putting it off from year

to year.

Norvin Green was born in Floyd county, Ind., on the

spot where the city of New Albany now stands, April

17, 181S. He was the sod of Joseph and Susan Boll

Green, both of whom were of Virginia origin. On the

mother's side the family is traced back to the Washington

stock. The family removed to Breckenridge county. Ken-

tucky, taking with them young Norvin. The father was

elected sheriff of the county after some years of residence.

When 14 years of age Norvin kept the books of his father's

office. He kept them with as much accuracy as an old

man, and while he kept the sherilT's books his county

was one of the first to settle with the auditor.

The boy was educated in the country schools and was

always a bright and apt student. Before he attained his

majority the young man secured a contract to cut cord"

wood for steamboats in Hunter's bottom, near Madison,

Ind. His father had been bankrupted by going surety on

a guardian's bond, and was not able to give the young

man the medical education he desired. He made enough

on his contract, to carry out which he employed a small

army of men, to give hira a medical education. He se-

cured this at the university of Louisville, graduating in

1840.

Soon after his graduation he married Miss Marlha

English, a daughter of James W. Knglish, who fought at

Tippecanoe and was then a resident of Carroll county.

To that county the young doctor and his wife repaired,

and until 1S53 Dr. Green practiced medicine in Carroll,

Oldham and Henry counties.

He served as a representative of Henry county in the

Kentucky Legislature from 1849 to 1852. He was a

presidential elector In 1852.

In the following year Dr. Green became interested in

the telegraph, a business with which his name has become

inseparably associated. In 1853 the condition of the tele-

graph companies in the country was deplorable indeed.

No one ever thought of realizing any proht on the

schemes, and Prof. Morse told Dr. Green in later years

that the first money he ever received from his invention

was a check for dividend money sent him by Dr. Green.

Dr. Green displayed his abilities in organizing the shape-

less and diverse interests in one paying company.

S^on after the Morse invention two companies were or-

ganized, one styled the New Orleans Si. Ohio Telegraph

company, controlled by Dr. Green, and the People's Tele-

graph company. After a bitter warfare the companies

were consolidated. The Southwestern Telegraph com-

pany took the field occupied by the two companies under

the minagement of Dr. Green. The work of organizing

v;as pushed until the company became one of the bes^

paying properties in the country. In 1S66 the Western

Union Telegraph company bought it, making it a part of

its systems. Dr. Green engineered that deal and was

elected vice-president.

For a few years after this he engaged in railroad

matters, becoming president of the Louisville and Cincin-

nati Short Line. In tSyo this road was sold to a New
York syndicate. Dr. Green then went to New York and

actively engaged in the affairs of the Western Union Tele-

graph company. In 1877 William Orton. then president

of the company, died, and Dr. Green succeeded him.

From 1884 until 18S7 Dr. Green served as the first

president of the American Institute of Electrical En-

gineers.

Dr. Green made an excellent president of the Western

Union company, and was ever active In the interests of

that great corporation. He possessed great executive

ability and a judicial mind. In Reid's "Telegraph in

America," written several years ago, these personal char-

acteristics are noted: "Dr. Green, though making no

pretensions to literary ability, has shown power with the

pen. His argument against a proposed act of the national

government affecting telegraph companies, as published in

the Notlh American Revie-a\ is a specimen of terse, clear,

vigorous English. His mind is practical and he pins his

faith on facts. His addresses are invariably informing,

and he yields to humor only to confirm his point. The re-

ports of his speeches do not improve their original te.xture.

Few men perform so large a service with so little attrition

as Dr. Green. He is not easily disturbed, and Is always

accessible. His judgment is clear and his humor ready.

His mental organization is facile, unexitable and naturally

keen and judicial. Me is a patient listener, hears all sides,

but decides with definiteness and force. As president of

the board of directors, nearly all of whom are men of

prominence and ability, he never falls to command atten-

tion and respect and confidence."

The funeral services are announced for the 16th in-

stant. Nearly all the leading officers of the Western

NORVIN GREEN.

Union Telegraph company will attend, including General

Eckerl of New York, general manager, and Col. R. C.

Clowry, general superintendent, and District Superintend-

ent Tubbs of Chicago.

Cable Project Between Honolulu and
California.

The project of laying a cable between Honolulu and this

country, which has been long under consideration, is

revived by the proposition to annex Hawaii, and the

subject is now one of great importance. The situation is

clearly presented in the following editorial from the New
York Sim:

The annexation of Hawaii will presumably be followed

at once by the laying of a telegraphic cable from Cali-

fornia to Honolulu, a distance of 2,100 miles. The
project of running an electric wire across the bed of the

Pacific, between America and Asia, has been for many
years under consideration. The British have planned a

line connecting Australia and New Zealand, by way of

the Fijis, Samoa and Hawaii, with British Columbia. An
American line would aim to connect San Francisco with

China and Japan.
liut there have been obstacles to both schemes. One is

that with the Allanlic and the Continental lines America
already has roundabout telegraphic communication with
China and Australia, and a new wire would have to com-
pete with these existing facilities. Another obstacle is the

great cost of so long a submarine cable, traversing a

route certainly not so favorable as the one furnished by
the Atlantic plateau. Several years ago Admiral Bel-

knap's survey showed a trough of extraordinary depth,

known to exceed five miles and a quarter, and hitherto re-

sisting all attempts at full sounding, extending along the

east coast of Japan, under the Kuro Siwo or Black Stream,

from the Kurile Islands southward. In other parts of the

Pacific there are known to be very sharp and extreme
changes of level along the bottom. The very dotting of

the ocean with islands or mountain tops tells the dilTerence

between it and the Atlantic.

As to the more restricted project for a cable between the

United States and the Sandwich Islands, this, which has

also repeatedly been before Congress for authorization and
aid, has until now been exposed to the objection that the

islands do not yet belong to us, so that no national obliga-

tion arises to lay a cable to them, while a purely commer-
cial enterprise for laying it is hampered by the doubt
whether there would be business enough to repay it.

With annexation, all such obstacles to a Hawaiian cable

might disappear at once. Strategic necessities, current

government use of the wire, and the great development of

travel and trafiic would carry the scheme through. If

Great Britain has found it wise to lay a cable from Halifax

to Bermuda, with the small population and productive im-

portance of the latter, certainly telegraphic communication
would be opened between San Francisco and Hawaii.

But is there a practicable route for such a cable? On
this point v/c have the results of four surveys, made by the
Tuscarora, the Albatross and the Thetis. The Tusca-
rora's exploration, undertaken several years ago, showed
very deep depressions and lofty elevations along the route,

but it had good points for her successors. It will be re-

membered that in the Fifty-first Congress the feeling was
so strong for uniting Hawaii more closely to this country
that the Senate passed by a large majority a bill giving a
liberal subsidy to a cable construction company. The
House refused to concur in that project, but provided for

surveying a cable route to Hawaii at ihc expense of the
government, which might be turned to account at the
proper time.

The surveys of the Albatross and the Thetis were made
between October. 1891, and May, i3()2, that of the Alba-
tross coming first. She began by a run from Cape Flat-

tery to San Diego in search of a starting point, and found
it off Salinas pier, Monterey bay, where a soft mud bottom
exists. Then a course was run to Honolulu, where the
best of four available landings was found about three
miles from the port. The return voyage to Monterey bay
was on a line several miles to the southward, and while
both routes were considered practicable, the latter was the
one recommended. The deepest sounding on the out-
ward course was 3,166 fathoms, formed by a large valley

that fell 4.000 feet below the surrounding level. The
greatest elevation above surrounding levels was 9 500 feet.

Near Honolulu the coral formations would require the
cable to be encased in steel armor. This is the conclusion
reached by Lieutenant Commander Tanner in a lecture de
livered about a fortnight ago in San Francisco:
"The existence of a great plateau between the coast of

California and the Hawaiian islands seems to have been es-

tablished beyond question It is shown by the Tusca-
rora's line from San Francisco to Oahu, and by both of
the Albatross' lines. A careful study of the surveys will

show a general though moderate rise of the ocean bed in

the central regions, without reference to the frequent ele-

vations and submarine mountains encountered."
The Thetis next ran a great circle line of deep sea

sounding between Point Conception and Hilo bay. Point
Conception is 220 miles south of San Francisco, and 3S
from the town of Santa Barbara. From the high gronnd
the water shoals there to a mud bottom. The work of the
Thetis was thorough, 341 soundings being taken, and the
deepest showed 3,223 fathoms, or 19 36S feet. Hilo is a
town of Hawaii, about 200 miles southeast of Honolulu,
and its distance from Point Conception is 2,c6o miles.
The general conclusion reached by Lieutenant Com-

mander Clover of the Hydrographic Office is that a practi-
cable lane exists on the route to Hawaii, having an aver-
age breadth of 300 miles, along which, at various points,

are sharp peaks rising abruptly toward the surface of the
ocean. The most suitable route is along a mercalor line

between Monterey bay and Honolulu. This requires a
minimum length of cable, while the bottom is chiefly ocze,
which is known to be the best for preserving sheathing un-
impaired.

These preliminary surveys would presumably be supple-
mented by others, with the cable once resolved upon, in
order to study more closely the shore approaches and the
best means of avoiding the lofty peaks and deep holes.
But the cable could safely be laid along routes already
traced. It will be laid if Hawaii is annexed, and the ad-
vantage in distance is all with the American project over
one from Victoria.

Trolley Lines for New Jersey.

An extensive street railway deal was consummated last

week, by the terms of which 140 miles of street railway

lines in New Jersey passed under the control of a syndi-

cate with John D. Crimrains at its head. It is claimed

that this is the largest transaction in street railway proper-

ty that has ever been known in this country. The project

includes a plan to connect NewarV, Elizabeth, Bloomfield,

Montclair and the Oranges with a system of electric roads

which will all run to one or more ferry landings on the

North River. The deal includes the transfer of the lines

of the Jersey City & Bergen Railroad company in Hudson
county, which have been leased by the Pennsylvania Rail-

road company, and the lines leased by the New Jersey

Traction company. The first named lease includes, be-

side the Montgomery street branch, the plank road line

which connects Jersey City at Communipaw avenue with

Newark, with projected lines to the Oranges. The lease

of the Traction company included the Newark Rapid

Transit company's and the Newark Traction company's

lines. In all there were transferred (p miles of road oper-

ated by horse p^wer. 35 miles operated by electricity, and

15; miles not operated. All of ilrs 140 miles will be oper-

ated under one system, all the horse and unoperatcd lines

will be converted into trolley roads, and extensions will be

made until every Jersey ferry from Hoboken to Communi-
paw is connected with the system. It is the avowed in-

tention of the new owners of this extensive system of

suburban roads to carry passengers to Newark, EHrabeth,

Bloomfield. Monlchir and the Oranges as fast as the

steam suburban roads, and at no greater fare, running on

the principal highways from the ferry landings between

and through all of the suburban towns and cities included

in the district.

Mr. Crimmins, who is at the head of the syndicate, re
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fused to divulge the names of the capitalists interested

with him in the deal, but said that the combination was

composed of twelve men who resided in New York and

Philadelphia. Referring to contemplated improvements

and extensions in the service, he said: "We shall adopt

the trolley system exclusively. There are only thirty-five

miles of trolley in operation now on the roads which

comprise the system. Instead of meeting any opposition

to the trolley, we are being petitioned to introduce it, and

twenty feet right of way in graded and macadamized roads

has been offered us. The district is, to a large extent, as

much a part of New York, as to its rapid transit require-

ments, as is the annexed district, and we will endeavor to

supply that requirement.''

Murat Halstead on the London Under-
ground Electric Railway.

Murat Halstead, in a communication to the -Vcw York

Hc-ralJ, discusses rapid transit facilities in the great cities

of Europe, and contends that the "L" systems of New
York and Brooklyn are "unequaled in the world." Of

the Greathead tunnel system of London he says: ''What

of the electrical underground roads like that of London

and urged upon New York's attention? W^ell, they are

practicable, but when done tbey would be certainly inade-

quate and probably unpopular. They must be very deep,

and going down to them is a greater task than ascending

the elevated. In order not to disturb foundations and to

keep the cost within limits snd insure safety the tunnels

must not only be far under the pavements, but sm.^ll.

The London electrical cars are narrow and they do not

appeal to the million. The descent to the platforms is a

journey, the swaying of the cars surprising and the noise

shocking. There may be remedies for these aillictions.

but the London work seems perfect so far as it goes.

The facilities such roads offer are insufficient."

Recording Watt Meter.

The U5e of the ordinary type of Thomson recording

watt meter, under abnormal climate or other conditions,

has been restricted, owing to difficulties with which it had

to contend. The General Electric company has, there-

fore, introduced a new type of meter, which has special

features to enable it to meet the altered conditions. -It is

especially designed for service in hot climates, where at-

mospheric intlaences are uncongenial, and nephitic gases,

damp vapwrs and minute insects prove detrimental to the

ordinary type of recording meter. A glance at the cut will

show wherein it differs from the ordinary type. It is a

skeleton meter. Oa the upper side of the lower plate is

a groove running completely around it, and into this the

c^ver sets. The groove is fiUei, after the cover is in

pUce, with heavy oil, gum or cement—preferably a heavy

oil. The hole in the base, through which the sealing plug

of the meter passes, is hermetically sealed by means of a

soft rubber washer under the wing nut, while the leading

in and leading out holes are closed around the wires by a

rubber diaphragm, through which the wires are punched

oa being entered. These meters are especially useful in

such places as chemical factories and dye houses. They

arc made in all standard sizss up to 150 amperes, and all

voltages up to 100 volts, for the two wire system only.

The Name of the Electrical Supply
Company Changed to the An-

sonia Electric Company.
Chanz'Og the name of an old established business would

seem to the man outside very like swapping horses in mid-

stream, but to those who are acquainicd with the facts,

and who know, to some extent, the causes that have led

up to this step, it will not seem so strange to hereafter

know the Electrical Supply company by a new name.
Hereafter the organization that has conducted an immense
business under that name will be known as the Ansonia

Electric company. Some of ihc reasons for thi5 change of

name may be briefly given. While this company w:tsthe

first to assume the name, incorporating the words "Elec-

trical Supply," ii seems that the very nature of the busi-

ness and the expensive mcihod.9 that have been employed
to make the name known have served also to establish in

the mind of the general public an understanding that it

was rather a d«3.criptivc name, applying to a large class of

similar cotrrprises rather than to one specific organization.

So that many limes the question might \>c asked, in deter-

mining the source of certain supplies. "Which 'Elcctrica!

Sapply' company'" Thai, one of the chief reasons for

chan!:^n:; 'h* ni>m- h^i been to avoid the use of lho*.c two
wo- '.

'

'

-.-Jit a misnomer; and then another

re^ few yearn many concerns h.'ivc

bee- : country calling themselves this or

that ' E •-
' company. While many of these

bad 00 t'r, ..priatins; a proprietary name, there

hare beer. -- -. > . w ..ivc deliberately !iought and intend-

ed to profie by ihc aimi'ariiy of title?*. This certainly has

beea the cause of considerable annoyance to the origina-

tor» of the name.
S;a!:s:ic3 show that of (he numerous electrical supply

firms started during the last ten years more than 90 per

cent, have failed or otherwise gone out of business. These
various little concerns, in many known instances, fostered

the belief in their locality that they were related in some
way to the large manufacturing company of the same
name, and when these little fellows folded their tents and

the sheritTcame and took possession of the 'grub stakes,''

it left a bad impression, and while it, perhaps, did no par-

ticular damage to, yet it reflected no particular glory upon,

the original company, that did not even knowof their ex-

istence. Various circumstances of this kind might be

quoted as reasons why the managers of the Electrical Sup-

ply company finally determined that perhaps it would be

best to make a change in the name. Nothing else but a

change of name was contemplated, and no other changes

have been made whatever, either in the organization or the

personnel of the company.
Under the wise management of its two divisions, the

one embracing the factories at Ansonia, the other the

salesrooms and warehouses in Chicago, the business has

grown to very large proportions. E.xtensive improvements

and additions to the several factories in Ansonia have been

planned and partly consummated, and ail in all it has

seemed a provident and wise thing to assume a name
about which there could never arise a doubt or dispute as

to its rightful and singular ownership.

There is no name in the United States more familiar to

the electrical world than that of Ansonia. It is known
quite as well as New York, Boston. Detroit, Minneapolis,

( )maha. New Orleans, San Francisco or Chicago, although

perhaps not so commonly talked of as Chicago at the pres-

ent time.

In the minds of the pioneer electrical men Ansonia will

aKva}s hold a warm place, for many of the men who are
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prominent in the development of the sciences have made
pilgrimages to Ansonia in the quest of information, or to

confer with the man. William Wallace, lO whom can be

traced the first practical ideas of the commercial advan

tagesof electric lighting. In Ansonia the first dynamo in

this country was built. It was in Ansonia that the electric

light was first used commercially ; it was there that Mr.

Edison first saw the electric light, and from there that he

got the machine with which to conduct his first ex-

periments. It was an Ansonia built machine that was ex-

hibited at the Centennial Exposition, and furnished

the only electric light that was shown at that great exhibi-

tion.

It was this same machine that Charles Inrush spent a

great deal of time examining, and from which he derived

some of his most valuable ideas. This machine is still in

existence, and will no doubt form 0"e of the most interest-

ing features of the exhibit to be made at the World's Fair

by the Ansonia Electric company. It might also be of in-

terest to note that at Ansonia the first electric light car-

bons were made, but at that time they were made in the

form of thin slabs, or square sticks, instead of the round

carbon which is used to-day. It was Mr. Wallace also

who conceived the idea of giving the carbons a coating of

coi)per to increase the conductivity.

This town of Ansonia, Conn,, is, and always will be, in

the minds of the older electrical people associated with the

early days, and the rise and development of a new and

great industry, and this association or relationship is in a

fair way to be perpetuated and handed down through the

generation of younger men who arc fast filling the ranks

of the great army of clcclrlcal workers.

The name of the Ansonia Electric company is, therefore,

one that will, in every way, very properly represent and fit

the company that had its start in Ansonia, and was estab-

lished by the man and his sons who have been so thor-

oughly and clearly the pioneers in the business.

"Why is It that telegraph companies cannot send out

notifications of money orders received by telegraph on the

same kind of paper that ordinary messages arc sent?" is a

cjucry propounded by a Rochester. N. Y., merchant. He
continued: "At present a notification of money received

19 sent out on a thin tissue p;iper sheet. Any one in your

office knows when you receive a telegraph money order by
feeling of the envelope. Now, you know, it often hap-

pens that you do not care to have everybody know when
you receive money by telegraph. They can't escape such

knowledge by the present system."

New York Notes.

New York. February II,—As predicted in the West-
ern Electrician two weeks ago, the legislative investi-

gation of the Rapid Transit commission, which was pro

posed by Assemblyman Malby of St. Lawrence, will not

take place. The assembly has passed a vote of confidence

in the commissioners, and the subject has been disposed

of. Hamilton Fish, a republican, denounced the resolu-

tion providing for the appointment of a committee. He
said that he did not believe that such men as William

Steinwayand John II. Starin should be subjected to an in-

vestigation. They were men whose characters were of

too fine a grade to be smirched by an irresponsible assail-

ant.

The Rapid Transit commissioners are giving careful

and deliberate consideration to the several communica-

tions and propositions submitted to them by the commit-

tee of the Manhattan Elevated Railroad company for the

extension and improvement of the existing elevated system

to meet the popular demand for increased rapid transit fa-

cil'ities.

An informal conference of the sub-committee of the

Citizens' Rapid Transit committee was held this week to

consider the details of the amended bill Assemblyman

Farquhar is to introduce at A'bany. Mr. Farquhar's

original bill legislating the present Rapid Transit com-

missioners out of office and providing for the creation

of anew board was unsatisfactory to the Citizens' com-

mittee because it made no provision that the city might un-

dertake the building of the road at the public expense in

case private capital sufficient to undertake the work could

not be secured. This committee is committed to the plan

of having an underground road, substantially as planned

by the present commission and, if necessary, desires that

the city should build and own it. Assemblyman Far-

quhar is now in full accord with the committee on this

point, and will amend his bill accordingly. The commit-

tte prefers that the road shall be built by private enterprise

and is only anxious to procure legislative authority for the

city to build it in case private enterprise does not come to

the front.

P.Kingston has submitted a scheme which he thinks wil

effectually solve the rapid transit problem. He proposes

that every building now in the city ballpark be removed to

make room for a grand central rapid transit station, into

which all routes should lead and from which all lines

should radiate. From this central station he would con-

struct three tunnels, one with four tracks down Broadway

to Bowling tJreen or South ferry, the second with a double

track through City Hall place, Pear! street and Park row

to East Broadway, to Rutgers street, to Essex street,

where the tunnel would end; the third, also, for a double

track road to run under Broadway to Warren street,

thence to Washington street, where it would end. The
east side route he would continue by an elevated road

through Essex street and avenue A to Twenty-third street,

then diagonally across private property, to be condemned,

to Twenty-fifth street and First avenue and up the latter

to and across the Harlem river, to connect with the

steam, surface and elevated roads now in operation in

the annexed district. The west side rou e he would con-

tinue by a similar elevated structure through Washington

to Little West Twelfth street, thence diagonally across

private property, to be condemned, to Fourteenth street

and Tenth avenue, continuing up the latter to Dyckman
street, to be extended further as required.

The tunnels, Mr. Kingston explains, are proposed as a

means for crossing existing lines, and also to avoid tres-

passing upon already overcrowded streets. The elevated

roads he would operate with smokeless steam locomotives

or electricity. He also suggests an upper roadbed, double

tracked, for express trains. These two systems he would

connect at intervals of one mile by crosstown roads of

similar construction. The F.ast River Bridge Mr. Kings-

ton would have extended into his grand central station

in the park.

James J. Kiernan, a policeman who on March 21, 1891,

was injured by a live wire belonging lo the Metropolitan

Telephone ik Telegraph company has an action for .ts.ooo

damages against the company which is now on trial in the

Supeiior Court before Judge McAdam and a jury. The
day in question was a stormy one, and it is claimed that

the wire was not properly secured. Kiernan was sent to

the place to protect passers by and the wire struck him,

burning him about the hands and body so severely that he

was prevented from attending to his duties for six weeks.

Judge Barllctl handed down a decision in the Supreme

Court, Brooklyn, Thursday, which will enable the local

railroad companies to extend their electric trolley wires
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across the plaza at the main entrance to Prospect Park.

Commissioner lirower refused to grant a permit to the

Brooklyn City Railroad company to string its wires over this

open space, and the company applied for an injunction to

restrain the commissioners from interfering, basing the

application on the fact that a franchise had been obtained

from the aldermen. Judge liartlett grants the injunction,

and in his opinion says that the question is not whether

the trolley is dangerous or not, but whether the park com-

mission ha.= control over the plaza. lie decides that no

such power exists, and adds that the power of the commis-

sion is subordinate to that of the Common Council, which

has passed an ordinance granting the right to string wires

across the plaza.

The people of this city kaow absolutely nothing about

the trolley system, yet they condemn it, and thereby not

only deprive themselves o! the advantages of rapid transit,

but by their constant howling against it, demonstrate their

ignorance and hold the city up to ridicule the world over.

Commentino; upon this exhibition of mendacity, the Salem,

Mass., Gci/fc remarks: "The determined opposition to

the trolley system shown in New York, Brooklyn, Phila-

delphia, Baltimore and other of the large cities of the coun-

try seem : strange to people in this vicinity. To read the

discussions in the legislative chambers of those places, and

the editorials in the leading papers there, one would think

that some frightful monster was about to be let loose upon

them. People at all familiar with its workings know that

these evils and dangers exist almost wholly in the dis-

tempered fancy of those not well informed in the matter.

As we write, we can recall no single fatality directly trace-

able to this source. The fires supposed to spring from it

are nearly as imaginative. It is, as yet, the only practic-

able method of electrical propulsion. And despite the

vigorous opposition made, it is gaining a foothold in

nearly all these cities. Oac2 in full operation there, all

will see that in delaying its introduction they have been

standing in their own light."

The principle of transmitting outline pictures by tele-

graph his been ingeniously applied to the illustration of

foot-ball matches in newspaper reports. A New York

paper recently supplemented its report of a football game

by charts on which the course of the ball was shown at cer-

tain points of the contest by an apparent tangle of lines.

The method of telegraphing these charts is quite simple and

perfectly accurate. The original chart is made by the

reporter, who stands on the field of action. He has in

front of him a sheet of papjr divided into very small

squares, and from the center of the sheet he starts his pen-

cil in directions corresponding with the flight of the ball.

Every change of direction in the course of the ball, either

through the air or when it is carried by hand, is minutely

recorded by the lines on the original chart, and in order to

show when it was kicked and when it was carried broken

and solid lines are used. After the game is finished, the

story told by the chart is prepared for the telegraph wires.

At the end of every vertical aai horizontal line on

the chart is an English word of three letters, and if any

word is taken on each of the two sides and the two corres-

ponding lines are followed to their junction, the two words

selected will represent the point where the two lines meet

and no other. In this way all the points on the chart rep-

resenting the change of direction in the ball's course can

be translated into a code, and in this form is telegraphed

to its destination. At the office of the newspaper receiving

the message, is a sheet of cross-lined paper exactly similar

to that used by the reporter on the field. The first two

words of the telegram are taken and the junction of the

lines represented by them is found and marked with the

point of a pencil. The next two words are similarly fol-

lowed out and the junction point of their lines marked.

These two pencil marks are then joined by a straight line,

which shows the direction of the ball from the starting

point to the first defiecting point. The whole dispatch is

translated in this way, and the result is an exact reproduc-

tion of the original chart.

In connection with the recent attempts upon the Hfe of

the Russian czar, the //.va/./of this city calls attention to

the fact that Leo Hartmann, the man chosen by the terrorist

party to make the first attempt on the life of Alexander

II., is living in the city and is working at his trade as an

electrician here.

Charles P. Friend, a dry goods merchant of Jersey City

and a director in the Jersey City Electric Light company,

died last week.

Northwestern Notations.
MlNNKAl'OLls. February ii.—The present legislature

has evinced a disposition to meddle with electric question,

and at the present time there are several bills pending

—

good, bad and indifferent. One is a bill providing for a

new state officer, an examiner of telegraphs, at a salary of
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$i,5uo. An assistant at -^1,200 is also provided for. The

officer is to examine applicants for positions as telegraphers

and train dispatcht;rs, inspect instruments, etc. Licenses

of two grades arc provided for, and companies arc to be

compelled to employ none but licensed operators. There

is also some telephone legislation pending. A bill limiting

the charge for a telephone to ^3 per month has been intro-

duced, and the committee had a hearing the other night.

A St. Paul attorney appeared for the Northwestern Tele-

phone company and argued forcibly against the proposed

measure. He held that the company could not continue in

business at the rates fixed. Mr. O'lirica submitted some

figures which are interesting and important enough to re-

produce. They are for the business of 1892:

Minneapolis Exchiinge—
Gross earnings §i3.i,S4<l or,

Gross expenses 128,153 cj

Net earnings ^6,r_/i^ 00

Si. Paul Exchange

—

Netcarnings S'l"*^ 79

Exchanges outside

—

Faribault, net loss 53'5 *7

Norlhficld, net loss IjS 37

Mank.-ito, net profit ^ 42'' n
St. Cloud, net profit 477 OS
Winona, net profit 3' 33
Stillwater, net profit 854 16

ing company from disposing of its interest in a certain

process of insulation or tK^ianing suits in equity against

the complainant. "• C. C.

The net result for the state outside of Minneapolis and

St. Paul is:

Net earning;; *>'t'^ '>'

Net earnings for the whole state $8,0.45 1 "

The following comparative showing of minimum rates

was given by cities per year:

Business Rcsi-
olTicc. dence.

New York $150 $'oo
Boston I20 9'>

Philadelphia 120 ito

Pittsburg , lao 84

Baltimore loo 73

Brooklyn 100 75
New Orleans 100 75

Milwaukee 100 7-

Cleveland 72 *^

Kansas Ciiy 72 '"

Minneapolis ^ A^
St. Paul 'X) -iS

A Minneapolis attorney added his plea in behalf of the

company in a similar strain. He claimed that allprofits had

been spent on improvements. C. P. Wainman, general

superintendent of the company, gave some additional facts

about the business. He said that the profits had been 2 per

cent, on the capital slock. A representative of the Duluth

exchange said that the bill would practically ruin that com-

pany. The committee did not take any action. It is

not very likely the bill will go through.

A syndicate claiming to have ample capital wants to

have a chance at the street railway business of Duluth. It

will ask for a franchise, promising to pay regular revenue

to the city. It will guarantee five miles in operation within

six months of getting the franchise. The names of the

projectors have not been made public.

As the outcome of recent negotiations and combinations

the Edison Building company has just been incorporated

in Minneapolis. The capital stock is ^130,000, and the

incorporators are S. G. Cook, C. Ii. Maxcy, J. S. Por-

teous, J. M. Totten and J. P. lioldridge. The company

will own and operate the big ten-story building back of the

Lumber Exchange, with its elaborate electrical equip-

ment.

Up on top the hill at Duluth the population has been

fast increasing since the car line was run up the hill.

The people are now clamoring loudly for an extension of

the electric light service to their mountain homes.

West Duluth is putting in a complete fire alarm system.

Charles Waite, W. G. Rice. P. L. Gibbs, B. F. Ankeny

and John Dickson are directors of the new Spearfish, S.

D., Electric Light, Heat & Power company. Mr. Waite is

president and has gone on a tour of investigation of other

plants. The station is to be built on Spearfish creek,

three miles above the town, where 3.000 horse power is

available.

Banker Page of Minot, N. D., proposes to form a stock

company and put in an electric light plant.

At a citizens' meeting at Devil's Lake, N. D., $15,000

of the $50,000 needed for the electric light and street rail-

way plant was raised. The project will be pushed at once

and a franchise secured.

The National Electric works at Eau Claire. Wis., arc so

crowded with work that it is probable that they will soon

be enlarged.

B. F. Meek, Jr., formerly secretary, has been promoted

to the vice-presidency of the Northwest General Electric

company.

The council at Sauk Center. Minn., h.as closed a con-

tract with the Central Minnesota roller mills to furnish

power to operate the electric light plant for i'wc years.

Chamberlain, S. D., is going to have electric lights.

The Enamel Insulator company has asked for an in-

junction restraining the Carpenter-Ncvins Electro Hcat-

New England Notes.

Boston, Februiry u.— Ripid transit, municipal light-

ing and underground wires arc receiving more considera-

tion than any other three subjects which have to do

with the city's welfare to-diy. There is no division of

opinion on the question of Boston's great need of better

means of getting about the streets, but there is great dif-

ference of opinion regarding the way this is lo be achieved.

President Whitney of the West Ead Street Railway com-

pany has submitted a proposition to use a portion of the

Common, either a strip along Tremont and Boylston streets

or a straight cut through it from Parkstreet to Parksqaarc.

Strange as it may seem this propDsition does not excite the

holy horror that it would a few years ago. leading citi-

zens, men who have had much to do with the business de-

velopment of the city, support Mr. Whitney's position.

Years ago when the Common was the only breathing spot

the city had, its value could not be overestimated, but now

that a comprehensive system of parks has b^en created

which gives the city four times as great a free area as it had

when it had to depend on the Common alone, there seems

to be less reason in the minds of many for regarding it as

a spot that is only to be spoken of reverently and not

passed without bending the knee. It is proposed to run

express cars across it, and this would save about twenty

minutes in the now exasperatingly slow trip from the

heart of the city to the suburbs around Brookline. Of

course there is strong opposition in certain quarters to

such a movement, but it is losing ground, and it is

sure that the time is not far distant when Boston Com-

mon will be utilized for street cars, if nothing more.

The citizens of Roxbury have introduced a scheme for

an elevated railway. The plan briefly is to cover the city

and suburbs. It authorizes the aldermen to lay out routes

not exceeding thirty miles in length of doubb track.

Tracks must be capable of holding a train of five cars with

4S passengers in each. The structures and stations in the

streets shall become the property of the city on erection.

Motors must be able to start or stop within two train

lengths when running at a rate of 15 miles an hour. There

are to be four motors and 16 cars to each mile of road.

Fares in Boston are not to exceed five cents.

Mayor Matthews asserts that the city pays altogether

too much for its gas, and has sent a petition to the Legisla-

ture for an enabling act to permit the city to manufacture

gas or electric lights as it shall deem best. He also favors

legislation that will compel all gas and electric light com-
panies to pay to the city a tax at the general rate for the

year upon all notes, bonds or other obligations owed by

such corporations, and compelling the companies to fur-

nish gas or electric lights to the city at the cost of manu-
facture. The city council has taken this matter up, and
has appointed a committee to consider the advisability of

the city maintaining and operating gas and electric light

plants.

Inspector of Wires Flanders and other officials of the

city, the fire department and insurance underwriters are

before the Legislature asking that all electric wires in the

city except trolley wires shall be put noder ground. The
report of the fire marshal oa the Federal street fire is that

while the mass of wiresat this place did not materially re-

tard placing the fire under subjection in this instance, the

wires are liable to prove a serious and dangerous hindrance

to the firemen.

Chief Electrical Engineer F. S. Pearson of the West
End Street Railway conpany has resigned his position to

accept the general managership of the new coal combine
which he and President Whitney have engineered in Nova
Scotia. The work of construction for which Mr. Pearson

was secured is now practically completed, .and his oftice

will be abolished, the electrical supervision of the West
End ro.ad being divided between several of the present

officials of the road.

The annual report of the g.as and electric light commis-

sioners of Massachusetts, just presented to the Legislature,

shows considerable progress in municipal lighting. There
are now 135 companies, towns -and individuals in the sutc
engaged in supplying light for public use. Of these,

twenty-six supply both gas and electricity, and sixty-two

electricity, against forty supplying gas alone. New elec-

tric light companies have been established during the j'ear

.'.t Worcester, Hull, Xatick and Boston. Four municipali-

lies have cst.ablishcd municipal lighting plants under the

new statute. They are Danver>. Braintrec, Peabody, and
Wcllesley. East Bridge.vater, Needham, Stoughton. Win-
chester, Woburn, Springfield and (since the report was
issued), Boston, have taken some action toward this end
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During the year seven persons were injured by electricity,

four of them fatally, against twenty four accidents from

illuminating gas.

The State Central Railway company, the concern which

proposes to build a network of electric roads around the

heart of the commonwealth, propDS2s to increase its capital

stock from $450,000 to 1650,000.

The Worcester Traction company has made the final

payment of Si, 400,000 for the purchase of the Consolidated

street railway of Worcester. The board of directors is

now as follows: Hon. C. B. Pratt, Col. A. G. Bullock

and F. H. Dswey. of Worcester: E. J. Moore, of Phila-

delphia, and T. C. Barr, of Newark, N. J. A contract has

been let for the construction of a car house on Market

street, to hold 150 electric cars.

The employes of the Lowell Suburban Street Rail-

way company have had their pay increased from 16 to IS

cents an hour and their day's work decreased from 12^^ to

II hours.

The Manchester, N. H. , Electric Light company has elect-

ed tbe following named officers: President, Alonzo Elliott;

rice-president. Tames A. Weston; clerk, J. W. Hildreth;

treasurer, Walter G. Africa; superintendent, J. B. Smith;

directors (in addition to the above), Frank Djwse, J. C.

Moore, Gaorge F. Lincoln, Harry E. Parker and John B.

Varick. The receipts of the company have increa-^ed $4,-

62S.37 over the preceding year, and 40 miles of wire has

been added, miking a total of 150 miles in use. The

stockholders voted an increase of $250,000 in the capital.

At the amiual meeting of the New England Telephone

company held at New Haven, these directors were elected:

Morris F. Tyler, Lyman B. Tewell, A. H. Robertson. Wm.
E. Downes, A. W. JiHson, James English, A. O. Morgan,

Samuel E. Merwin and Thomas Sherman.

The electric power station at Merrimac for the Haver-

hill, Amesbur>' & Merrimac. Mass., electric road has

been put in operation.

The capitalists interested in the projected Mystic \'alley

street railway have elected a temporary board of directors

as follows: A. L. Wyman, Winchester; G. E. Smith,

Boston; H. C. Buck, New Brighton. Staten Island; J. B.

Humphrey, SomerviUe; S. W. McCall, Winchester; G. S.

Littlefield, Winchester; D. N. Skillings, Winchester.

These gentlemen are representative business men. Mr.

McCall is a congressman-elect, and Mr. Buck has been

interested in the formation of many electrical enterprises

about Boston, notably the SomerviUe and Maiden electric

light companies. The length of the proposed road is six

miles and it will be capitalized at $6o,ood. The route is

from Cen'ral square, Stoneham, through Winchester and

Arlington.

The Rockport Electric Street Railway company has

asked for papers of incorporation.

Boston capitalists are having a route surveyed for an

electric road to run through the heart of the Pawtuxet val-

ley in Rhode Island. It will pass through ten large vil-

lages.

The rush for electric road franchises is so great in Con-

necticut that the Legislature is considering a bill providing

for the creation of a street railway commission, to consist

of a lawyer, an electrical engineer and a practical business

man.

lo a recent test in the yard of the General Electric com-

pany at Lynn, an electric locomotive was coupled to a big

Boston and Maine railroad steam locomotive, and the elec-

tric had the best of the tug.

Thi N'arragansett Electric Light company of Provi-

dence has secured control of the Union Street railway, of

that city, and will operate it with power from its station.

The American Electrical Works of Providence have

boiJght the plant of the Richmond Paper company, and
will use the property for the extension of the insulated

electric wire mana factory.

An electric road between Athol and Orange, Mass., is to

be built by a syndicate which is before the Legislature ask-

ing for a charter. It will be capitalized at $100,000,

The General Electric company will change all the cir-

cuits of the Ha7erhiII, Mass.. Electric Light company
over from 1 to and 220 volts to 500 volts.

The new directors of the Merrimac Valley Street Rail-

way company have re-elected N*, E. Morion saperintcnd-

The Boston nndtnrriters arc to have a series of tests to

ascertain if the standard of injulalion they determined up-

on in 135^7 ia being mijnuioed. The tcits already made
show that while certain grades of insulation arc all right

for the low potential to which they are subjected in incan-

dsscent lighting fhey are liabh to be broken down by the

potential on motor circaits under a pressure of 500 volts.

The Mirden SaoScelesa Eiilcr company has been incor-

porated at Portland Me., with a capital of $150,000.

The town of Brookline is wrestling with the induction

problem in connection with its telephone service. Many
complaints are received from subscribers on account of the

disturbance caused by adjacent electric light wires. A
hearing was held recently at which both the telephone

company and the electric light people were represented,

and the latter said that they were e.'cperiraenting with

hopes of finding some way to prevent the trouble. The

hearing was adjourned to allow them time to finish the

experiments.

There are forty-one applications for franchises for elec-

tric roads to be brought before the Connecticut legislature

this winter.

Efforts are being mide by the East Side association of

Melrose to induce either the Eastern Middlesex road or

the Wakefield and Stoneham road to extend a line

throughout the eastern part of Melrose to accommodate

that rapidly growing section. The line is wanted to e.^-

tend from the Highlands to Maplewood, and it would be

operated by electricity.

The <^^uincy & Boston asks the railroad cDmmissioners

for a new location for a Hue to connect the Dover .S: Mil-

ton branch of the Old Colony to the street railway com-

pany's line at Neponset river.

A meeting was held at Rockport, recently in the in-

terests of an electric road from Rockport to Pigeon

Cove. This is the fashionable residential portion of Cape

Ann, and sufficient stock has been subscribed to warrant

the construction of the road. It will be for freight as well

as passenger traffi;aad will accommoJate the big granite

quarries of that section.

The big new grain elevator of the Boston & Maine

railroad on Mystic wharf, Boston, is to be lighted by elec-

tricity from its own plant. This elevator has a capacity

more than equaling all the other elevators in Boston- In-

candescent lights will be used in the building, while the

surrounding grounds will ba illuminated by arc lights.

Apparatus for S50 incandescents and 50 arcs will soon be

in place.

The Norfolk Suburban Street Railway company, a new
corporation, has sold all its stock. The company will

now set about building a road from Dedhara Centre

through Hyde Park to the Mattapan railroad station.

A company is now being organized for the purpose of

constructing an electric road from Mt. Auburn, Cam-
bridge, to Arlington. The proposed road is to be about

4^^ miles long, and application for a location is to be made
inside of a month. Th^re is at present no means of com-

munication between the proposed termini.

Two roads which are soon to be built will give Boston

direct electric communication with South Framingham, a

distance of iS miles. One of these links will connect

South Natick and Wellesley Falls, and the other will be

a branch from West Newton to Wellesley Falls.

The Garden City Railroad company which was given a

fianchise to build a storage battery road from Newtonville

to Newton Centre has given up the contract, saying that

the storage battery system is a failure. A new company
was formed and this corporation now asks for a charter to

build a road from Newton Centre to Brighton, thus making

three lines from Boston to Newton. The Newton Rail-

way company is also to build a trolley line between Walt-

ham and Watertown. When this and other proposed

roads are completed this section of the suburbs of Boston

will have the most complete system of electric roads of

any portion of the country.

A company has been organized under the name of the

Dartmouth S: Westport Street Railway company, which

will build an electric road toNew Bedford and Fall River if

they can get permission of the railroad commissioners.

The members of this company are mostly interested in the

existing Union Street Railway company of New Bedford

and the Globe Railway company of Fall River.

The Mather company has secured a contract for

two 600 light dynamos to light the Hathaway cotton mills

of New Bedford.

The Lynn & Boston Railway company has a new power

house almost completed in Chelsea.

The Boston City Council has passed an order requesting

the city engineer to investigate and report concerning the

ability of the bridges of the city to bear safely the large

street cars now in use, and to obtain from the corporation

counsel his opinion regarding the liability of the city in

case of any damage to the bridges through over weight.

The Brown Elcitric comp.iny of Boston
has received a charter from the secretary of state. The
capital h $10,000, and the officers arcChas. F. Sncdckcr

and John M. Oxford.

The New England Telephone & Telegraph compnny Is

putting a new mclallic circuit bctwccnBoMon and Portland

/or the use of brokers at connecting points along the line

which will be 225 miles long.

A Brooklyn syndicate has bought the property of the

Manchester Street Railway company of Manchester, N, H.
Gen. Chas. Williams was the owner and he has been fight-

ng a moveniiut on the part of th; citizens to get him to

adopt electricity as a motive power. It is said the new
owners will introduce this at once.

The Bo?5ton city government has voted to pay each of

the members of last year's rapid transit commission

^2,500. They were chosen to serve without salary.

E, W. Countis, manager of the Enfield, N. H , Electric

Light company has resigned this position to go to Ports-

mouth, Va., where he will be manager of the electric plant
at the Norfolk navy yard. E. B. Far will succeed him at

Enfield.

J. N. Akerman has been made manager of the Consoli-

dated Street Railway company, of Worcester. He was
formerly with the West End of Boston.

The property of the West End Street Railway com-
pany is insured for $3,500,000.

The Woburn board of trade is soon to hear a proposi-

tion for the construction of an electric road to Lowell.
Lowell authorities are already interested in the matter.
The distance between the two cities is sixteen miles, and
the route would be directly to Blllerica and Burlington.
It could connect with the North Woburn line, which runs
to Winchester and Medford. If put through, it would
furnish electric conveyance from Boston to Lowell by way
of the present line to Winchester. This is a distance of 30
miles.

The Taunton Electric Light company has contracted
for three new boilers and a 200 horse power engine. This
addition to its facilities will give it a capacity of 5,000 in-

candescent and 300 arc lights.

Another electric freight road wilt soon be in operation
in Maine. It will connect Sanford and Springvale, and
will use split switches and railroad frogs. It is three miles

long, and is intended to handle freight for the mills at

Sanford.
j q e_

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
New York Electrical Works, New York, N, Y.; capital

stock, $50,000; to manufacture and sell electrical instru-
ments and appliances.

Columbia Water X: Light company, Columbia, Mo.;
capital stock, $So,ooo; operating electric light, water and
gas works; R. B. Price, Columbia. Mo.

Chicago & Southwestern Electric Railway company,
Chicago, III.; capital stock, $100,000; to operate an elec-
tric railway; B. F. Jacobs, Chicago, III.

Fairbury Electric Light, Heat & Power company. Fair-
bury, III.; capital stock. $12,000; to furnish electric light,
heat and power; Henry A. Foster, Pontiac, III.

Cleburne Light, Ice S; Oil company, Cleburne, Tex.

;

capital stock, $75,000; to supply light, heat and electric
motive power, etc

; John W. Floore, Cleburne, Te.x.

Mt. Carmel Light & Water company, Chicago, 111 ; cap-
ital stock, ^50,000; electric light, power and water plant;
W. S. Reed & Co., 517 Rookery building, Chicago, III.

Ridgewood Electric Light i'^ Power company. Ridge-
wood, N. J.; capital stock, $20,000; to furnish electricity
for light, heat and power, etc-; Cornelius Doremus, Ridge-
wood, N. J.

Austin Engineering company, Chicago, 111.; capital
stock, $100,000; to build, operate and superintend steam
and electric plants; Lucius Weinshenk, 184 Dearborn
street, Chicago, III.

Catasauqua Electric Light & Power company, Catasau-
qua, Pa.; capital stock, $60,000; supplying light, heat and
power by electricity to the public in Catasauqua; Austin
A. Glick, Catasauqua, Pa.

Lewisburg &' Mifllinburgh Electric Railway company,
Lcwisburg, Pa.; capital stock, $roo.ooo; constructing
and operating an electric railway in Union counry. Pa.; B.
K. Focht, Lewisburg, Pa.

Ocean City Electric Light company. Ocean City, N. J.-
capital stock. $30,000; supplying the borough of' Ocean
city and the inhabitants thereof with electricity for light
and heat purposes, etc.; E. B. Lake. Ocean City, N. J.

Middletown l-llcctric Power iK: Railway company, Mid-
dlutown, Ohio; capital stock, $100,000; operating electric
street railway, furnishing electric power, etc.; W. H.
Todhuntcr, Middletown, Ohio.

Merion Avenue Passenger Railway company, Philadel-
phia. Pa.; capital slock. $50,000; constructing .Tud operat-
ing an electric railway in Philadelphia, Pa.;

J. Clayton
l-;rb, 1326 Chestnut street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Jackson lS: Porter Street Railway company, Philadelphia,
Pa.; capital stock. $50,000; constructing and operating an
electric railway in Philadelphia. Pa

; J. Clayton Krb, 1326
Chestnut street, Philadelphia, i'a.

Northumberland, Bloomsburg .S: Scranton Street Railway
company, NorthumbcTland, Pa.; capital slock, $';oo.ooo
constructing and operating an electric rallw.iy in Northuni
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berland, Montown, Luzerneand Lackawanna counties, Pa.;

J. R. Coyle, Shenandoah, Pa.

Shamokin &: Elysburg Electric Railway company.
Shamokin, Pa.; capital stock, Sioo, odd; constructing and
operating an electric railway in Northumberland county,

Pa.; C. M. Clement, Sunbury, Pa.

Citizens' Electric Light, Heat & Power company. Lan-
caster, Pa.; capital stock, $100,000; supplying light, heat

and power by electricity to the public and the city of Lan-
caster, etc.; Chas. H. Locker, Lancaster, Pa.

Birdsborough Street Railway company, Wilkesbarre,

Pa.; capital stock, $12,000; constructing and operating an
electric railway from Birdsborough toBaumstown, in Berks

county. Pa.; G. Mortimer Lewis, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

Belmont Avenue Railway company, Philadelphia, Pa.;

capital stock, $iS,ooo; constructing and operating an elec-

tric railway in Philadelphia and Montgomery counties. Pa.;

John S. Gerhard, 251 South Fourth street, Philadelphia,

Pa.

Ocean City Electric Railroad company, Ocean City. N.

J.; capital stock, $100,000; supplying the borough of

Ocean City and the inhabitants thereof with electricity for

street railroad purposes, etc.; E. B. Lake, Ocean City,

N.J.

Elliott Electric company, Cleveland, O.; capital stock,

$35,000; manufacturing, repairing and dealing in all kinds

of electrical machinery and appliances, supplying elec-

tricity for all purposes, etc.; Francis C. McMillin, Cleve-

land,' O.

Central Electric Heating company, Jersey City, N, J.;

capital stock, $750,000; to produce, use, distribute, regu-

late, control or apply electricity or electrical apparatus for

the purpose of heat and power, etc.; Alexander i: Green,

New York, N. Y.

Edison Building company. Minneapolis, Minn.; capital

stock, $130,000; to buy and sell real estate, run and oper-

ate buildings, manufacture, produce and transmit electric

light, steam, heat and power; S. G. Cook & Co., Lumber
Exchange. Minneapolis, Minn.

Alton Electric Street Rai'road company, Alton, TIL; cap-

ital stock, ^250,000; to build and operate street railroads

through Alton, Upper Alton, North Alton, Godfrey town-
ship and suburbs, also electric light and power plants,

etc.; Manning Mayfield, Alton, III.

company, which will thus control the electric light com-
pany. This $100,000 is to be expended 'n the erection of

a new plant.

LEGAL DECISIONS.
An allegation in a petition that a message was delivered

to a telegraph company, which received the message and
delivered it, shows an implied contract between the sender

of the message and the connecting company. The person

for whose benefit a telegram is sent, though not a party to

the contract, may sue the telegraph company for loss oc-

casioned by a delay in delivering such telegram.—Martin
v. W. U. Tel. Co. Court of appeals of Texas. 20 S. W.
Rep. 860.

A city passenger railway company was leased for a term
of years, and operated and managed exclusively by its

lessee company, which had all the powers and authority of

the lessor, except the sole reserved franchise to be a cor-

poration, and in addition had its own express franchise, to

make contracts and lease and operate roads, and furnish

motive power. By city ordinance the city lessor company
was authorized to construct the necessary appliances for

the overhead electric system. The lessee company was
organized at a later date with charter power to use the

overhead system with consent of the council. The court

held that, though the ordinance named only the lessor

company, the lessee company had as full power thereunder

as if it also had been named therein. Reeves v. Conti-

nental R*yCo. Sup. Ct. of Penn. 25 At. Rep. 516.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

B. T. Delafield will erect an electric light plant in

Marion, Ind.

An interesting application of electric lighting has re-

cently been carried out by the Northern Railway company
of France. The passenger coaches of this company are

now lighted by means of electricity, the current being

stored in accumulators placed under the seats. First class

carriages are fitted with a 10 candle power lamp; second
class carriages with an 8 caodle power lamp, and third

class carriages with a 6 candle power lamp. In each car-

riage a battery of 16 Laurent-Cely accumulators is placed,

having a capacity of 115 ampere hours. It is estimated

that, as compared with oil lighting, there is a slight saving

in favor of electricity.

The Allentown. Pa., Electric Light & Power company
has accepted the proposition from the Industrial Improve-

ment company, which has the controlling stock in the

Allentown & Bethlehem Rapid Transit company, by the

acceptance of which the electric light company passes into

the hands and control of the Industrial Improvement com-
pany. The proposition in question was virtually that the

Allentown Electric Light i: Power company issue $150,-
000 of preferred stock, bearing 7 per cent, dividends per

annum clear of taxes; $50,000 of this stock is to be taken

at par by the Industrial Improvement company and the

proceeds applied to the payment of the mortgage bonds
and other indebtedness of the electric light company and
the improvement of its present lines. The other $100,000
of the preferred stock is to go to present local holders of

the electric light company stock in exchange for their

present holdings of common stock, if they desire to make
the exchange. The $100000 of common stock now owned
by the local holders is to go to the Industrial Improvement

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Northwest General Electric company proposes to

build an electric road in I'^ugene, Ore.

A franchise for the construction of about twenty-five

miles of electric street railway has been granted to the

Alamo Electric Street Railway company of San Antonio,
Tex.

The organization of the Alton, 111.. Electric Street Rail-

road company has been perfected. The stock of the com-
pany, $250,000. is all subscribed and held by the following

named gentlemen: J. G. White, J. li. Porter, George II.

Walbridge and A. M. Farnum of New York, and F. H.
Harrison of Boston. These constitute the board of direc-

tors.

In the United States Senate, February Sth, Senator Harris
reported back from the committee on finance the bill relat-

ing to the proposed pioneer electric railroad between Chicago
and St. Louis with a substitute permitting the importation

free of duty of multiphase motors, generators and trans-

formers necessary for the construction and equipment of

such railway.

A press dispatch from Little Rock, February gth, says:

The receivership case of the Thomson-Houston Electric

company of Chicago against the Electric Street Railway
company was taken up to-day by Chancellor Carroll. An
amendment to the complaint, making the Bank of Com-
merce of St. Louis one of the defendants, was filed, and
the intervention of the St. Louis Trust company, which
holds $300,000 of the mortgage bonds, was with-

drawn. The street railway company filed its answer and
made a general denial to the allegations contained in the

application for a receiver. Great quantities of testimony
were introduced. The case will occupy the attention of the

court for several days.

The inhabitants of Montreal are much concerned at the

thorough way in which the electric snow plow clears their

streets. It is well known that the gay Canadian city holds
high revel during the winter months, and with sleighing,

skating, tobogganing and snow-shoe tramping the time

passes merrily. A curious contingency has arisen out of

the introduction of electric street lines, which threatens

to seriously restrict one of the most cherished of their win-

ter recreations. That the electric cars may run without in-

terruption after a fall of snow, the snow plows are put on,

and they do their work so well that the road is spoiled for

sleighing. A petition, signed by 10,000 inhabitants, has

been presented that the electric cars may be discontinued

in winter, and such is the love of sport among the hardy
Canadians that it is possible that a season schedule of car

running may be arranged.

J. Miller Kelly of Rochester, N. Y., has invented an at-

tachment for electric cars that will, it is claimed, prevent

the cars from running over persons who may be so unfor-

tunate as to get on the track at the wrong time. The in-

vention resembles in one feature the horizontal grate plat-

form invented by Congressman Tom Johnson of Cleveland.

The Johnson platform projected several feet in front of the

car; it was fixed and immovable and stood six inches or more
from the vails. Mr. Kelly's apparatus has a horizontal

platform, also, made of wire netting attached to a gas pipe

frame. It does not project over a foot in front of the car

and is hinged at its rear end to allow of a perpendicular

movement. \Vhen the car is running and nothing in the

way of an obstruction is on the track the platform is up
half a foot from the rails and is held in that position by a

hook attached to a perpendicular apron which stands a foot

in front of the body of the car. This apron is made of

wire netting on gas-pipe supports, and swings in toward

the car. If the car runs against a man and knocks him
down the contact releases the hook on the suspended apron
which supports the outer end of the horizontal platform

The platform then falls down close to the rail and scoops

up the object on the track, the apron at the same time

swinging back so that it does not prevent the fallen body
from being taken up by the platform. The whole appar-

atus is under the control of the motor-man who, by step-

ping on a lever, throws the catcher into position for oper-

ation.

The Bergen County, N. J.. Board of Chosen Freeholders

will be asked to grant the privilege of laying a double-

track trolley road on the old Paterson Plank Road from
Passaic city to and across the Ilackensack river bv way of

Secaucus bridge; and the Hudson county and Hoboken
city authorities will be asked for permission to continue the

line through roads and streets in their territory to Hoboken
ferry. The line is a continuation of the road

now connecting Paterson and Passaic city. The
fBergen county committee on Paterson Plank
Road met a number of interested gentlemen last week and
went over a part of the proposed route. It is intended to

lay a track on each side of the public road, leaving the

present twenty feet macadamized wagon-way between, the

car tracks to be so laid that wagons can pass over them if

necessary. It is believed that the line through Bergen and
Hudson counties will cost about $500,000. It will pass

through a thickly settled suburban district in part, includ-

ing Rutherford, Roiling Springs, and Carlstadt. ."Vmong

those mentioned as financially connected with the enterprise

are President McCall of the New York Life Insurance
company, President Henry B. Hyde of the Equitable Life

Association of the United Stales, Gen. Louis Fitzgerald,

president of the Mercantile Trust: C. A. Johnson of

Johnson, Kenny & Co., Ex-Senator Charles H. Russell of

Brooklyn, Charles Curric and Thomas D. Jordan. It is

expected that the system will eventually branch out to

other towns in Bergen and Hudson counties.

TELEPHONE.
The Bell Telephone company's directors, it is said, will

shortly issue $2,500,000 of their authorized $10,000,000
of new stock.

The long-distance telephone line between Chicago and
Boston was formally opened on the 7th instant. De \Vo!f

Hopper sang several songs at the Chicago end. and the

words were plainly heard at lioston, 1200 miles away.

TRADE NEWS.
J. \V, Parker & Co.. Philadelphia, representatives of the

Ball Engine company, Erie, Pa., are installing an So horse
power Ball engine at ^^a^deD, \V. Va., for experimental
mining haulage.

C. E. Brown of the Central Electric company has just

returned to Chicago from a very successful trip, both in

the way of orders and expressions of good will from the

Central's customers whom he visited.

P. C. Ackerman, New York representative of the Ameri-
can Electrical \Vorks. of Providence, R. I., was in Chi-
cago last week. Mr. Ackerman reports business as being
very good, especially for railway feeder and trolley wire.

J. J. Ryan & Co., Chicago, have a thoroughly equipped
brass foundry. They manufacture brass castings, alumi-

num castings, phosphor bronze castings, manganese bronze
castings, aluminum bronze and brass castings and silicon

bronze castings.

The new Acme lamp adjuster for regulating incandes-
cent lamps, which is being placed on the market by the
Electric Appliance company, is meeting with a ready sale.

The adjusting mechanism, in the form of a rosette, is at-

tached to the ceiling instead of being suspended on the

cord.

The Hart & Hegeman Manufacturing company of

Hartford, Conn., reports the sales of snap switches for

the month of January as beincr larger than that of any
previous month since last July. The sales from orders
already received for the month of February will te even
greater than the month of January.

The Enterprise Electric company, 307 Dearborn street,

Chicago, reports that local business has increased to such
an extent that it has been necessary to secure a delivery

truck of its own. The company wishes to call the atten-

tion of its Chicago customers to the fact that it now does
its own delivering, and can guarantee prompt delivery of
all orders.

The Perkins Electric Switch Manufacturing company of
Hartford, Conn., reports a good business for its new lamp
sockets. It also reports large sales since the first of the

new year for dovetail ceiling rosettes, especially for mold-
ing, cleat and concealed work. The company has now
under way several new styles of sockets and rosettes for

the spring and summer trade-

General .'\gent J. T. Maxwell, of the Edison Electric

Light company, of Philadelphia, reports that the company
will make additions in its lighting capacity that will reach
the 100,000 figure. This company has been one of the most
prosperous lighting concerns in the country- Its fair

treatment of its customers has won many friends.

W. R. Mason, the general manager of the Railway
Equipment company. Chicago, has just sent out a circu-

lar to the eastern trade, calling attention to the facilities

of the company for furnishing everything necessary for the

complete equipment and maintenance of electric loads,

and also calling particular attention to the merits of the

Type "G'' overhead material manufactured by his com-
pany. This material has been specified on a majority of

the leading roads during the last season.

One of the handsomest and most attractive designs in

the way of desk advertising is that which the Standard
Paint company of New York is sending to its many
friends. It coisists of a porcelain plate, loxS inches,

paper covered back, with a support upon which is printed

in shaded letters of gold, green, red and blue the words
"Preservative paints." It also calls attention to the in-

sulating compound, armature varnish, etc., and the P. &
B. trade mark occupies a conspicuous position.

The Chicago Edison company has awarded the contract

for the pumps, condensers, etc., for its new central station

to Henry R. Worthington. The contract calls for two cir-

culating pumps 10 by iS and 26 by iS. three vertical

marine feed water pumps, four 600 horse power and two
1 200 horse power surface condensers with attached vacuum
pumps and a 10,000 horse power marine feed water heater,

a duplicate of the feed water heaters furnished by the

same concern for the City of Paris and the City of Xew
York. The contract is the largest of the kind that has
been awarded in Chicago for some time.

The American Electrical Works have recently pur-

chased from Charles Fletcher theRichraondPapercompan)-s
mills in East Providence. R. I. This property originaUy
cost the paper company $1,000,coo, and was sold lanuarj'

nth. at auction, to Charles Fletcher. The plant consists of
about 2S acres of land, three miles from the city of Provi-

dence upon the Seekonk river and upon the Providence
and Worcester railroad, affording excellent w'ater

and railroad communication. The buildings are mainly of

brick and of the following dimensions: One building,

160x65, four stories; one building, 200x50, one story, with
attic; two buildings. 150.X60, one slor\-; one building,

200x30, one story; one building. 200x40. one story; one
building. i3o.\6o, one story. The steam plant consists of

two Greene in.proved engines of 600 horse power each,

and 14 six feet horizontal tubular boilers, in good order.

The water supply is abundant, and of good quality. The
plant will be used for the extension of their growing busi-
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ness, which is due in a large measure to the ability and

perseverance of Messrs. Phillips, Hathaway and Sawyer-

About a year ago the manufacturer of the Bryant switch,

wishing to place upon the market a single pole switch in

quality equal to his double pole switch, purchased the

patents, stock and the machinery of H. T. Paiste. The
Bryant company at that time also purchased the patents on

the K. \V. cut-outs and rosettes. The company opened

a western office in Chicago to take care of the business in

this section of the country, and soon largely increased the

volume of its business in the \Vest. It is now announced

that W. B. Cle%'e!and has assigned the entire interest in

the Cleveland switch to the Bryant Electric company of

Bridgeport, Conn., together with the tools, patterns and

molds for making the switches and arc cut-outs formerly

manufactured and sold by the Forest City Electric Works
of Cleveland, O. This is an important addition to the

company's products.

BUSINESS.
P. C. Burns has disposed of his interest in the Peru,

Ind., Electric Manufacturing company, and has severed

his connection with that concern.

The Detroit Electrical Works announce the appoint-

ment of L. E. Myers as district manager, with offices at

917 and giS Monadnock building, Chicago.

The Newcastle Steel company, Newcastle, Pa., is

placing a 200 horse power Ball engine, manufactured by the

Ball Engine company, Erie, Pa. The Milton, Pa , Elec-

tric Light company is also putting in a 100 horse power
Ball engine, furnished by J. W. Parker & Co., Philadel-

phia representatives of the Ball company.

The Ford-Washburn Storelectro company, Cleveland.

O., has just opened a branch office in Chicago at 206
Temple Court building, with Frank D. Rushing as man-
ager. Business Manager C. J. Swift is now at the heim
in the central office at Cleveland. Mr. Swift, it will be re-

membered, severed his connectioo with the 1 duplex Elec-

tric company, of Corry, Pa., to take charge of the affairs of

the Ford-Washburn Storelectro company, and under his

aggressive policy the company is making itself felt in the

West in a manner that speaks welt for a continuance of

the steady growth of business.

The Nowotny Electric company of Cincinnati, O., well

known in electrical circles as the manufacturer of electrical

supplies, reports an active business in the new line it has

recently taken up. This company, it might be well to ex-

plain, a short time ago entered upon the business of barter-

ing electrical machinery; that is, the company holds itself

in a position both to buy and sell not only new apparatus

but that which has seen some service as well. The Now-
otny company is in the market to buy electric light and
power machinery; it rebuilds apparatus and keeps a stock

of thoroughly overhauled machines that are in a condition

practically equal to new apparatus. The company's head-

quarters are at 30 East Fifth street, Cincinnati, O.

The Central Electric company, Chicago, has sold in the

last few days upwards of one million feet of Okonite in as-

sorted sizes, but in spite of these heavy demands the com-
pany is able to keep pace with its orders and to satisfy

customers. The sales of the Washington carbon, which
has come to the front in the hands of the Central Electric

company, have been enormous, and the factory has been
compelled to double its capacity. Interior conduit has

been in demand during the week, several of the larger

buildings of Chicago being equipped with this system.

Romaine Mace, the representative of the company, is in

the city and makes his headquarters with the general

western agent, the Central Electric company, giving

it the benefit of his experience.

Among the sales recently made by the Chicago office of

the Ball Engine companv, Erie, Pa., are the following:

Calumet Electric Street Railway company, Chicago, four

300 horse power cross compound electric railwav engines;

Hammond Electric Street Railway company, Hamraon-'.
lod-. one 150 horse power steam plant complete; H. D.
lientlcy, Freeport, III., one 35 horse power steam plant

complete; Elmwood Electric Light company, Elrawood,
III., one tjo horse power engine; Union Passenger station,

Chicago, one 125 horse power engine; Keith Bros. & Co.,

Chicago, one 50 horse power engine; Marengo Electric

Light company, Marengo, la., one 100 horse power steam
plant complete; Scoit k Royce. Griggsville, III., one 50
horse power steam plant complete; Western Light & i'ower
company, Chicago, one 300 horse power engine; Engle-
wood Electric Light company, Chicago, one 500 horse
power cross compound engine.

E. P, Roberts U Co., mcchaDica) and electrical engineers,

now have their office in the Western Reserve building.

Clcrelaod, O.. and are engaged in general electrical and
mechanical consulting work. This concern is prepared to

make designs and specifications for plants of all descrip-

tions and for machines to be built for special purposes as
well. E.- P. Roberts is well known among technical men,
having been in the electrical business since iS?o. Mr.
Roberts was for three years professor of electrical cnginecr-

idj: of Cornell University. The other member of the firm is

C- F. Uebelacker, Mr, Ucbciackcr is an associate mem-
ber of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers and,
it may be also mentioned, was graduated from Princeton
College. It is mo^t reasonable to assume that this firm

will command its share of western engineering buslnc«i3.

The firm has now in view several electric railway projects

and it will aodoubtedly do a ^ood business in other lines.

Robert HIrsch and Herman Meraingcr of Milwaukee
have invented a commatator brush for dynamos which
possesses, many advantages. \ test covering the past

eight months has been made and Is said 10 have resulted

atrafactorily. The inventors have disposed of their risfhts

to the Wisconsin Electrical Construction company, of

Milwaukee. The brush looks like a square chunk cut out

of an inch board. The inside of the block is composed of

numerous strips of copper which bear on the commutator
and form the conductor. Between the strips of copper is

a mixture, the principal constituent of which is graphite.

In the mixture is also a gritty substance which keeps the

commutator clean, while the graphite acts as a lubricant.

The brush does not wear so rapidly as might be expected,

although the wear Is on the brush almost entirely. The
invention will be particularly valuable to electric car com-
panies. A desirable feature is that it will do away with
the singing noise which is made by the commutator and
the old-style brush. The Milwaukee electric cars will be
provided with the new brushes. The manufacture of the

brushes will b'e carried on at the Pabst power house.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
hsued February 7, 1893.

491.^95- Electric Arc Lamp. Wallace E. Freeman,
Long Island City.

A centrally pivoted lever carries upon its ends the cores of

the shunt and series solenoids, and is provided wi'h a cam which
engages with and regulates the action of the carbon clutch in

grasping and releasing the carbon rod.

491,106. Bipolar Electrical Machine. Thomas H. Hicks,

Detroit. Mich.

The invention relates to a bipolar compound scU-exciting

alternating machine. A commutator is provided which com-
mutes a portion of the armature current that traverses the shunt
winding of the machioe. The main current passes first through
a two-part commutator, being straightened and passing
through the series winding and back to the two-part commuta-
tor, where It is again transfotmed into an alternating current,

and passes to the working circuit.

491,109. Telephone Cable. Silas W. Holman, Boston,

Mass.

Adjacent strands of the cable are twisted together at different

pitches in order to prevent inductive action between the strands

491.124. Arc Light Carbon. James McLaughlin, Chi-

cago, 111.

The carbon consists of a plurality of separated members, in-

teg'rally joined together at one end. In burning the arc will

automatically shift from member to member as the resistances

of the paths change.

491.131. Machine for Centrifugally Treating Molten
Materials. Orrin E. Peck, Chicago, III.

491.132. Inclosed Conductor for Electric Railways.

Frank C. Perkins, Dunkirk, N. Y.

The insulated feed conductor is enclosed within a flexible

metallic tube, normally resting out of contact w'th the feed

conductor. As the trolley wheel passes over the metallic tube
it presses the latter against the feed conductor, thus completing
circuit between the trolley wheel and the feed conductor.

491, !33. Printing Telegraph Receiver. Major D. Por-

ter, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Stephen D. Field,491,163. Vibratory Telegraphy.
Yonkers, N. Y.

491,171. Retouching Device. Albert S. Harry. Steuben-

ville, O.

491 208. Insulator Clip. William H. Edmunds, New
York, N. Y.

491,210. Trolley Stand. Samuel Harris, Cleveland, 0_

491.250. Testing Apparatus for Multiple Switch-Board
Systems. Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, III.

A battery is placed in connection with that strand of the cord
which connects with the sleeve of the plug, a winding of the
clearing out annunciator being included in circuit with the bat-

tery, in this manner the clearing out annunciator is made to

perform its own function, and in addition permits the test bat-

tery to be applied in aground branch without destroying the
balance between the two sides of a metallic circuit,

491.251. Duplex Electric Arc Lamp. Charles E. Scribner,

Chicago. III.

An electro- magnetic device is connected with one of the
lower carbon supports, and is so connected with the circuit of

the lamp that the support will be lowered when the lamp is first

brought into service, and raised again, carrying with it both the

upper carbons, the operation being repeated each time the arc

is shifted, the length of the stroke of the movable support de-
termining the amount of carbon that is consumed between each
shifting of the arc.

491.252. Metallic Circuit for Multiple Switch-Board Sys-
tems, John A. Seely, New York, N. Y.

Aground connection is provided for both branches of a me-
tallic circuit at [he subscriber's station, so that ihc ordinary
call may be made over one branch or limb of the circuit, while
the other limb connected with the insulated frames of the dif-

ferent switches of the line may be used as a test wire. When
the subscriber takes his telephone from the switch, the ground
connection is broken at the subscriber's station, and the two
branches or Umbrtarc united at the central office through a j)air

of lf)op plugs and cords.

491,268. Lamp 'Socket. Edwin R. Elliott, Litchfield,

III.

A longitudinally movable bar projects from tlio «ockel at
both ends, and i» provided with buttons which may he pressed
to rnovc the rod from one to ihc other of its two positions. A
ftr'.jection ujK.n the hrir cnxages with an arm that mukc.t and
)rc.'ik« Ihc circuit by its Fnovemcnt.

491,27^. Telephone Transmitter. Harry L. Tyler. Cor-
ning, N. Y,

A hof*k \% carried upon the back of the ditiplirajftn to which m
lecured one end of ti chain cimpowid tf carbon linkn, the other
end of the chain bcin>: carried Ujion »n adjiivtabte »Jidc. 'I'he

variable pfcwurc* between the Hnk» of ihc chaint* serve to alter

th? rc*iittancc of an electric circuit in which the chain In in-

cluded.

4'>i,2'>4. Dynamo Electric Machine. Clabrtcl V. M. A.
Parrot and Antoinc C. Kcignier, Paris, France.

'Ihc c'>ndur.tof« of Ihc nrmniurc nrc compfrtcd of a mnfinelrc
m*:l:»\, »nA a y,>i<t<\ coriductivc metal aft iron and copjtf^r, nuprfr-

p'/ied atu\ wcldcfl tD(;elhcr. 1'hctc condnclorniirc woutid upon

John H. Dyson, Belleville,

a non-magnetic core no magnetic material being provided in the
armat'-re core. 1 he iron in the armature conductors serves the
purpose of the iron core of the ordinary armature, that of fur-
nishing a path for the lines of magnetic force, while at the same
time currents induced in the iron analogous to the Foucault
currents of the ordinary armature core, will be in the ditcction
of the currents induced in the copprr, and will be conducted to
the latter and assist in supplying ilie working circuit.

491. 31 1. Electrically Healed Soldering Iron. Samuel B.

Jenkins, Boston. Mass.

The invention embodies means for bringing a great length of
wire in close contict with the core so that each wire is adja-
cent to the core, and is not separated from it by other layers.
To effect this condition ike mass of iron to be heated is pro-
vided with a number of projections around and about which the
wires are wound.

491.312. Electrically Heated Smoothing Iron. Samuel
B. Jenkins, Boston, Mass.

The smoothing iron is provided upon its upper surface with
a number of parallel projections, around and about which are
wound the conducting wires.

491.313. Electric Curling Iron Heater. Samuel B. Jen-
kins, Boston, Mass.

491.320. Electric Water Heater. Willis Mitchell, Maiden,
Mass.

The water heater is in the form of a vertical cylinder filled

with water, and provided w'th a metallic bottom, upon tlie un-
der side of wh ch are formed projections around which are
wound the electric conductors. 'I'he passage of the current
through the conductors heats the cores, and the heat is con-
ducted CO the water in the cylinder. Passing through the cylin-
der is a coiled pips through which the water to be heated is

passed.

491.321. Electrically Heated Vessel. Willis Mitchell,

Maiden, Mass.

491.322. Electrically Heated Gridiron. Willis Mitchell,

Maiden, Mass.

491. 339- Electric Clock.

Wis.

491,316. Electro Mechanical Movement- Elisha Gray,
Highland Park, III.

The movement is adapted for transmitting telautographic
messages. In this method of transmitting messages the pen
with which the message is written is guided by hand. To the
pen are attached two cords, which extend at right angles, and
pass around drums. When the pen is moved as in writing the
characters these drums are wound and unwound more or less
and are so arranged that when they are moved through a cer-
tain distance a circuit is broken a number of times, the number
depending upon the distance the drums move. The circuits
controlled by the drums extend to the receiving station, where
are provided in each circuit, step by step, devices which are
brought inlo action upon the passage of momentary currents to
give Co a pen at the receiving station a motion corresponding to
the motion of the transmitting pen. The invention relates to a
means of causing consecutive breaks in the circuit when the
transmitting pen is moved.

491,347. Telautograph. Elisha Gray, Highland Park,
III.

491.361. Electric Railway Trolley. Benjimin Kochs
and Albert Kochs, St. Louis, Mo.

The Crolky arm supports a horizontal arm carrying upon
each end a trolley wheel.

491.362. Insulator. Augustus R. Lane, Nev York,
N. Y.

491 369. Electric Lock. Oliver A. Moyer and Henry W.
Rhodes, Ogden, Utah.

491,387. Electric Circuit for Railway Signaling. Louis
Thaler, New York. N. Y.

Connected insulated bars are sustained on the rails and pro-
ject slightly above the top faces of the rails and a battery and
an indicator are includ-^d in open circuit with the bars, which
circuit is closed by the wheels upon the passage of the train.

491 394. Process of Electrically Reducing Aluminum and
Forming Alloys Thereof. Thomas L. Wilison, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

491,412. Windlass for Lowering or Raising Street Elec-
tric Lamps. Charles R. Eddy, Springfield, Mo.

491.437. Electric Metal Heating Device. Willis Mitch-
ell, Maiden, Mass.

491,426. Combined Electric Switch and Door Lock.

John I-I. L. I-Iolcombe, U. S. Navy.

491.438. Electrically Heated Muflle. Willis Mitchell,

Maiden, Mass.

A carbon iscomposed of a mixture of plumbago and fire clay,
the proportion of lire clay being greater at the heat producing
end than at the other end.

491.457. Electrical Measuring Instrument. Elmer G.
Willyoung, Philadelphia, Pa.

The needle is supported in pivot bearings, and ih made dead-
beat by the employment of a piston and air cylinder, so that
the needle will not swing beyond the projier point of deiloctlon.

. 491,465. Electrical Transmission of Power. Charles S.

Bradley, Avon, N. Y.

49'i4S3. Switch for Electrical Tram Cars. Moritz Im
misch, London, Eng.

491,484. Electrically Healed Vessel. Samuel B. Jenkins,

Boston, M.tss.

491,490. Insulation of Dynamo Arm.ituics. Thomas E.

Morford, Minneapolis, Minn.

491,4.)!. Insulated Magnetic Coil. Thomas 10. Mor
ford, Minneapolis, Minn.

11.303, Method of Insulating Electric Conductors.
Thomas E. Morford, Chicago, 111,

A coatirij; of enamel in |)laced upon the body to be heated,
upon which \n iilaccd the electrical conductor; a comprcHHiblc
non-conduclint; fluhntaiice Ih then placed over the conducLurn
and cotnprcHncd into ponitton.

n,3c6, Multiple Switch I!o.ird System, Charles K-

Scribner, Chicago, III.
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Eugene F. PHiLLipa, Prost. W. A. Uathaway, Trooa. W. H. Sawteu, Soc'y.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINK « IKE.

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AMERICANITE. MAGNET.
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR
FARADAY CABLES. WIRES.

NEW YORK OFFICE, P. C. -\ckerinni!, 10 Cortlnndt Street.

MONTREAL BR.VNCH. Euf,'eDe F. Phillips' ElGctncal W.Drka

E. M. HATHEWAY,
Electrical Enffineer,

Plans, Specilications. Supervision, Tests,

Expert Advice on all Electrical Subjects.

4'.J7 "The Koottery," tliipauo.

Tie Osiome Steaia Enaneeriiig Co.,

Rooms 714.715, 167 Dearborn St.. - Chlcaoo.
lUjprcftcritfttivfj work now la coyr*-v of cocL'^truc-

tlon. 'i WKi U. 1'. Uf.-flt, IJ^ht and Po»*rr I'lao- for
tbo Patmt neat, Llifht k Power Co.. SUlwaak^*.-, WI.^,

ThoMj who coDt€-mplat<> tho conntructloD of elmi-
lar jdoutft on Improved and oconomlcal line* will
do w(*Il to cominnnlcntQ with a«. Firet, b« Kore
,'iti wni t;ft th*? Ixj-t, then t;o nh'-fld.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOK £I.K€TKICAI. VHVM:

Graphite Bod8 of Varinnfl I^enctliH. from 1-5 Ohm to 100 Ohms R«Histance
to the Inrh. fi^rnphite ISoxeH and Crnrlbles, KeHlHtloc HeatH

of 4.000 l^f'iireeH. Infiairles tirladly AjiB^ered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Insnlatlon iirnaranteed vvherever used, Aerial, VDderground or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Undervwriters' Union, he says: "A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire irr every respect."

The rubber used in insulatini? our wires and cables is especially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain (leilble in extreme cold

weather and is not affected by heat. The insulation ia protected from mechanical injury iiy one or more braide, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and epecial extra finish, which we
have now adopted for all our BoHd wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and aleo preventing chafinti and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very gre** extent fireproof. Oar insulation wiJI prove

durable when all others fall . We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from etock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared

to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as oar standard color.

Clark Joint Oum should be used for making waterproof jointB. This is put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one foot lone and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped aboat a joint

-Jid pressed lirnily it makes a solid mass. FOR RAILW^AV I'nd MOTOR use, we make all aizee of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

WK «ITARA3VTEE OUR IXSITI.ATIOX IVHEREVKR V'SEI>, AERIAI/. lI\'DER<»ROrXl> OR SUB3IARI.\E. and our net prices are as low, if not lower thun any
other firet-claes Ineulaled Wire, Wu shall he pleaded to mail Catalogues with terms and diacounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, MASS.

HBNRT A. CLARK, Treaaarer and Gen'l Manager.
HERBERT H. EUSTIS, PrSBldent and Eleclridin.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES OF

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

©EIAMLaEIS© RUBBEIR. A^IREIS AND QABLEIS,
FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, TRENTON, N. J.

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., General Western Agents, 171 and 1 73 Lake St. Chicago, ill.

ANY CANDLE POWER. i:ei

"STEUBEN" LAMP.
^7^7"rlto for I>rloes.

STEUBEN liAMP WORKS, CANISTEO, N. Y.

ANY VOLTAGE.

Sci,zxiF>les X^x-oOd

CXI-

SO.

PUSH-BDTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN,,
AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK

SAL AMMONIAC
(ELECTRIC BRAND)

ForElectrical Purposes
GuaraBteed 98/99% and free of lead and iron.

If yon want the lies't qnality ask yoiu- dealer

for tliis hrand. Imported Iiy

A.KHPSTEIN, 122 Pearl St„ New York.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SPEED

MOTORS.
% H. P. COO Volt Armature, Vontilated. Constant Speed, 1,500.

The Motors are made with the boPt appliances and material obtainable, and etnbody evi^ry Improve
ment of merit, with tlio intention that they ehall tie the Standard ol their clatiH.

430 West 1 4th Street. NEW YORK.

HINE'S ELIMINATOR.=^\
THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR OF ALL t-;-^'

Steam Separators and Oil Extractors.
In twelve trials in the ''Cornell" Separator test, it averaged

93 MO per cent Dry Steam. Outstripping all competitors.

Send lor Circular and Cornell test report. k&L^

v.. HINE ELIMINATOR CO., '°^SV^#^k.TSRTICAL, HOBIZOSTAL.

Thl9 advertisement appears every other week.

r»XJMl

SAL-AMMONIAC.
Guaranteed Over Ci) Per Cent. Pure.

101 Kinzie !St. Ohioaso.

Patented J«n. 2i, ISSl. A. T. Smith's
Electric Lava Gas Tip.

Multiple Ligbting

For Chnrcbes, Theaters
,iiid Public Halls.

Are used all over the cotin-

tr.v. Send for estimates or
prices to

A.T.SMITH,
6W. I4lhSt .NcwYorlt.

3SrO CTF-iyrTT:! AT. jSa7.A.TIOI>a"
IS ooMri.irrK wiTiiorx on;

Portable Standard Testing Resisiancs Set.

It can be used
under every con-

dition of practical

work, and is the

only instrument of

its class unaffected

by magnetic fields

or mechanical jars.

Ask for DescriptiYe

Circular No. 285.

Manufactured by

QUEEN &, CO., lucorporated, Philadelphia.
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E. BKGGOT.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ILSCTHIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
BRANCH BTOBB

SI 34 Michigan Avenue.

Westess Electriciax of June 18, 1S92.

Cincinnaii Electric Light Co.,
CXNCrNNATI, OHIO.

PLATINUM
For all Purposes.

Scrap aQd Native PJallnum Purchased.

BAKER & CO., 408-414 New Jersey
Railroad Ave., Newark, N. J.

FOR SALE.
Two 300-ampere3 shnnt wound IT. S. ByQamos,
Two 20O.ampere3 shunt wound U. S. Dynamos.
Two 5U0-lig£t T.-H. Dynamos, compound wound,

with Ba?e. Rheostat and Ammeter.
Two 25-light American 2,000-e. p. Arc Dynamos.
One 50-light Sperry 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamo.
Ten 12-li:;ht Knowles Dynamos with lamps.

Twelve 5i)-light Schuyler Dynamo?. 2.000-c. p.

Two ISO-Bmsh Incandesceut Machines, 95 volts.

One 15-light Bni=h Arc, 7 amperes.
One 90-h. p. Armington and Sims Engine.
Two 120 ampere Edison Dynamos, seLf-oiUng.

We Buy Outright Electrical Equipment.

im I BS5GS m, I SUPPLY CB„

-4 CORTI,AM>T 1ST., ST. V.

TRADERS IN ELECTRICAL MACHIHERY,

FOR SALE (Continued List).

Two 30 light Ball arc dynamos, with 60 arc lamps.
One 25 light Ball arc dynamo, with 25 arc lamps.

One 80 light Mather incandescent dynamo, 110 volt.

One S horse power Card motor, 500 volt.

H'OWOTIVT EliKCTKIC CO.,
30 E. 5th St., CIKCINNATI. OHIO.

Motor Salesman Wanted.

Permanent position at good salary open
for a first-class Motor Salesman. Please

state experience and give referencEs.

Address "B300"care
Western Electrician.

Sheiiard's Celebrated SOO

Screw Cnttlng Foot Lathe,

Foot and Power Lathes
From it to 2fi Inches.

Also Drill Presses, Uand and
Power Planers, and Supplies.
Just the Tools for Electricians.
Seod for Illustrated Catalogue

-to H. L. Sli**pard, Agent,
141 "U'. 2d St., Cincinnati, O.

• >«-MORSE4co.|"°°^'«^
RUr.KFYF ^QTo iQogH

STREET,
P.0ST._LQUIS.

ENGINES

Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier,

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERGE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

WILLIAM A. ROSENBAUM,
Electrical Expert and Patent Solicitor,

Times Bnildins, XKW VOKK

EormHr ilanager, now Successor to the

Patent Department of

THE W. J. JOHNSTON CO., Ltd.
{•Tl.i- EIrrirical Woyld.''}

Comutatw^ ReflUed.

SIOUX CITY

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

SOUIX CITY, IOWA.

AUXILIARY MOUTHPIECE
For Telephone.
For LONG OK

SHOKT diatance.
Can be used by
persiiDS of ANY
HEIGHT. Sound
concentrated DI-
REC'ILY on dia-
phragm. You can
WHISPEK and be
distinctly heard.
Address

W. N. MARCUS,
.8 N. Second St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

.C.TRIPLER,Jr.,
. ann^er. For sale
by all dealers.

TO TKE COPPER COUNTRY
Is but a. little more than a night's ride in the direc-
tion of the North Star. Solid trainsof coaches and
buffet sleeping cars leave Chicago each night at 8
o'clock (from C, M. & St. P. Ry. depot) via the
Milwaukee & Northern Railroad—the North Star
Route —arriving at Champion, Mich., at 8:50 a. m.,
Marquette U)-M5 a. m., Houghton 11:30 a. m., Han-
cock 12:05 p. m , and Ontonagon 9:10 p. m. This is

the shortest, best and quickest route to all impor-
tant points on the Upper Peninsula of Michigan.
Try it. Breakfast served on trains en route.
Berths may be reserved in sleeping cars one week
in advance at City Ticket Office, No, 207 Clark St.,

Chicago.

Manufactu.KeKs of

ocTAGONAL^^ Cedar
TELmoniMLECTRICAL
RAiLWAYpoLEsx CrossArms

# H.M.LOUD & Sons UjmberQ.
OSCOPA. , IVIICH.

Electric Street Railway Tower Wason.
Patent Applied For.

Endorsed by the leaillug electric roads. Full information cheerfully furnished. Write for prices.

IWanutactured only by W. S. DAVIS & SON, ConcOrd, N. H.

P.'B.
"Waterproof Insulating Compounds.

Armature Varnish and Waterproof Insulatins: Tape.
THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY,

2 Liberty Street, New York. 542 "The Rookery," Chicago.

ESTABLISHED 1867.

Partrick& Carter Co.

HiNOFACTURERS AND DEALERS,

12,^ S«iit|i Stciil Strett, PHI14DELPHI4, PA.

Electrical Supplies
OF ALL KINDS.

HOUSE GOODS A SPECIALTY.

WRITE for CATALOGUE and PRICES.

THE STAMMUl) OI'F.V f I.'.rTIT
B.iTTF.ni KS OF Til E WOI'.I.I),

And \h^ belt m^do ar/z/^cfc

Sk:;d fob CiKci;t,.iK & Prict-h.

The Leclanche Battery Co.
'it a in £ai( i3isist.. N. r.

Uneaualed

in

Efficiency.

Gives Ihc Hiyhcst Efficiency of any Wheel in the Woild

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

THE :E^E:iL.Tc:>nNr ^wji."rE:R atvixieoshi
Over 2,000 in use.

Afffirdi ttio niOBt plmpltii and reliable power for till mlnlnii and manitfactur-
Ini.; iiKichlncry, AdiipUnl to IiohHh niniiint,' from :.'l)iip to '.J.OOd or more foot.
From UU to 30 |)'»r ciii.t. lintttT rouuHH tiii(ir(intiM»d Ihiin (.uQ bo produced from
uny other Wlieul la the coiiiitiy.

KliKCTKIC TltAIVMJTIIHHIO\.
TIio ftdvnntaKCB tlio I'olton Wbfcl iifT'irdH In lln' way ui a uniform and rello-

blrs jtowor, (;Ion» ri-(,niliillon and tlm radllly of (irlnnliitlon to vjiryliiK conaillonB
of Mptjod und prefBiar", bavo liroii(.Oi'' H l"lo t^pKcliil proiiiinnnco and ('X(ennlvf)
(iHO for iIiIhcIiihh of work. All appllcntlnnH nhniibl fitato aniouiit and Imud of
water p(jv.'"r required, aii'l for y'lar jnjrjKJMf, with niiitfixiinalo liin]:lli of pipo
llrm. Hicrwi roll f:AT/i/j<Jif k.

THE PELTON ABATER WHEEL CO.,
VX,\-VJt',\ .lluln Hi., Kan f^ranriHro, Oul., \). H. A.

ti:% i.iiiM'.nTV HTitiCiyr, - - m:w ionii.
E(y~"' li'ivliii; cotn'slo our notice rlidt OTir pftteut rlf'blHart! b'llnj,' liifrinK«d

ripori, Inferiillnt^jMircbancrH aro hcroby warned tljatull OLndi lntrln(.;ym(!ntH will
iKi duly iiTOnfiMU-r], ^

l*lCI/ro\' WATKK MOTOltH. Vnrylnfi f rntn Ilie fraction of ] to Itj

and 'M> horeo rowor, iinefjuftbid for all Ujihl riiHolrit; inachlrmiy. WiirruoTtd
to dnvflop ft ^;iv(m nnioiint of pow«r with one-hftif the wat(?r re(|iilred by an/
other, Biy~8<;nd for Motor CfrcTilar. AdilrcAB un above. DplJvorleH rnado frr»m
tian Kranclnco or Now York, an may alTord the nioul favorable freight rattiii.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of liLECTRIC COMPANIES is cailed to ihis CKI^E-

nRAXeD ^VATKK WIIKIvI^as particularly adapted to th-ir use
on account of its remarkably Hteady motion, hie:h Mpeed
an<I crreat Efli<*ien<:y,and lai*{;^ Canacily foritsaiameler^
being Uoubl*^ the I*ow<*r of most wheels of same diameter. It is us^d
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect ^ruaranteed.
!m:i\n i-or c^axaloouk a!vi> PARXicri.ARA.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be betted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICXOR

XURBIi^'ES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes. End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, ail mounted upon
a r.ubstantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
stictly first-class in every .particular. Wc are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation

admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO, DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.
In Sheets, Tubes, Roda, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Ked, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wu^^ylTol'DEv. Tlie Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World.

s]sa:>.^^Xjis^:E!i> is 78.
SOIiE MAKIIFACTUKER8 OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
OFFICE:

14 DEY ST., V Y.

HAWAWT
KFV5EWIRE
XOMPANY

161 HIGH iT BOSTON

HICHE5T GRADE.

TESTED FVJEWIRE6UNKS

JEND FOR CATALOCVE

AND PRICE U5T3

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles. Wi'^.e To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
iti>l n iilnnright Itlilsr.. >it. LoniM. :no

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

Non-Conductive Blocks,
Rosettes and Bases for

Cut-Outs and Switches-

Also Insulators, Cleats,
Lamp Trimmings and other
Electrical Supplies.

Our production Is a dense
oody. Tbe ^lazine and l)iidy

oT our ware are of same eom-
posltion, aud aro baked allne,
which are the features of

Tree Hani Porcelain.

EMPIRE
CHINA
WORKS,

Hi Is 156 Green 81,

6reeD Point,

liltOllKLVV, 5.1

CEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If in want of Poles, Ties and PoBts, save mon'*'
by getting my prices.

W. C, STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

THE PENNSYLVM LAMP.
ACKMOWI^KUeiEU TO HAVE THE HldtHEST aiEBIT IN AI.li THE BECENT COIHPETITIVE TE8Tl!l.

INCANDESCENT L.A9IPH, » TO 300 CANDI.E POWER. ALiLi TOIiTACiES AND BASES AI/WATM IN STOCK

PENN MUTUAL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA.
<=>£Bo«s:

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, NEW YORK.
WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, CHICAGO.

HOLME$,BOOTH£HAYDENS,
Factories: Waterbury. Conn. 25 Park Place. New York.

MANUFACTDnf:nS OF

Bare and Insulated Wire.
Uoderwrileie' Copper F.ltcti-ic I.iglil I.ini- wlro, Copper MiigncL Wirt-,

Hound ftDd Fiat Copper Bars for Statlou Work.
Insulnted Iron Pressure Wire.

t.'PSjtJ*.

PATEUT
i6
IV* l\«

99 LINE WIRE

For ICloctrlc Light, Electric Ruilways. Motors, Telegraph
nnd Telephone Use,

Agenta lor the WaehlDgton Carbon Company. Carbons for Arc Lighting.

Tiros. Tj. SCOVIMjIj. IVrw Yovl: Agvnt.

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, - - - PHILADELPHIA.
BUILDERS OF KAILWATAND TRAMWAY CARS OF ALL CLASSES.

Spocliil ntleuaou jjlvim to thu Imlldlug oC Klucliio Motor aud Triill Curs.
UuilileiB of lidU No. 'Jl Truoli with solid forged frnmo, imd "Eureka" Maximum Traoliou IMvotnl Truck.

& D. LAKE CO., .<£j^HORNELLSVILLE,N,y,/

CTION CLUTCH .

P^^^-Jj=

PULLEYSl^^
nd CUT-OFFCOUPLINGS

FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR

*^ CI utoli Pulley
TJin:iile. Adapit'd
] t.> licbl or heav

rk. sluppinp and
taruni: machlnejit'a:

"

1 i]ini'kly \\-iihoiit

ELECTRICITY for ENGINEERS.
A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.

Price, Postage Prepaid, $2.50.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

SHI LIZ
PATENT

Leather Woven Link Belt.

SHL'l.TZ P.VTnNT
Leather • Pulley • Coverinc:.

SABLE RAWHIDE BELTING.
SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS.

I H»l Hutnnier (*tr.*ol. ICoMlon.
BRANCHES: ! 22S Ponil SIrcot. Xo« V.iiU,

( lan North 81I street, Philnileliiliia.
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Griinsliaw White Core Wires,
Grimsliaw Tapes, Competition Line Wires,

Raren Core Wires, Vulca Ducts,

-MANUFACTURED BY-

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
CHICAGO, 80 Franklin St. NEW YORK, I 5 Cortlandt St. BOSTON, <82 Summer St.

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

General Western Agents

FOB THIS

GELEBRATED WIRE,

307 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Carpenter Enifmel Rheostat Go.,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

H.Ward Leonard

President

Geo. H. Finn,

Tice-Prest,

C. E. Carpenter,

Sec'yiTreas.

Send for
Printed

Matter.

Patent yo. -ISl.TSl, Angnst. 1S91.

Rheostats of every size and kind such as Motor
Starters, Field Kegoiators, Stage Regulators. Equal-
izers, etc., having resistance np to 2,000 ohms and
current capacity up to 2t*0 amperes.

I^OTT PBICES.
Guarantees against burr-outs under porma I usage.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Tansht Ihorons-blv dav and nifjht at the IXSTI-
TVTE of TE<'HXOI.O<«V. 151 Throop
Street, i'liioaffo. III. Amateurs, Artisana
and others a38lBt9d Practically in any line, and
Inetmcied in the latest and moat improved
methods.

Mechanical Draughting, Mathematics, Elec
Irical Calculations, Architectnre, Mechanics, also

au^htdayand night.

HUGHES BEOS, MFG. 00,,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Cross Arms, Insnlator Pins ^ Brackets,

And electrical aioldlng.

Correspondence Solicited.

CHATTANOOGA, - TENN.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

TIie« KartaYGrt - Manufacturing - Co.^

FUSE ] Correct Carrying Capac

WIRE or I ity. Absolute

STRIPS. ] Unifo mity in Size.

39tli St. and Stewart Ave.,

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO..

Arc Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

Innandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro- platers.

SE:iNri3

CHICAGO OFFICE,
Monadnock Building.

DENVER OFFICE, NEW YORK OFFICE,
1735 Champa Street. 42 and 44 Broad Street.
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Ti LAKE ERIE ENGINEERING WORKS,
-BUILDERS Ol"

Standard Compound Engine.

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE

EXPANSION ENGINES,
Both Condensing' and Non-Con-
densing, from 250 to 8,000 H. P.
Especially designed for direct

connection to Multipolar
Generators.

BEST ECONOMY ADD REGULATIOS GD4RASTEED,

BUFFALO, IM. Y.

AddrCHS all inquiries to

Section Through L. P. Cyl.

W. B. PEARSON & CO.,
401 Home Insurance Bldg.,

CHICAGO.
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES OF

The Lake Erie Engineering Works.
They are prepared to contract at a reasonable price

for the cotnplete installation of Poiver Plants, of any
Capacity

f for any Service, and at any Place.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. Compound Engine and Generator

A JSOEIW BOOK!

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand- Book.
226 Pages. I '2> 8 Engravings. Hand-Book Size.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of which 30,000 copies
have been sold. The new book contains more than twice as many pages and twice

as many engravings as were comprised in the old, and will continue
to retain the distinction of being the ONLY STANDARD
WORK for the practical dynamo man and the learner.

NOW READY. PRICE, $1.00.

6 LAKESIDE BIULDINC, CHICAGO.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PARTIOULAELT ADAPTED TO DRIVING

Elsctric Light and Powsr Stations
4 On account of its high efficiency at all stages of gate, eteadineas of motion and easy working gate, the con-

'^ etrnciion of which makes It the moet senaitive Lo ihe action of a governor of any wheel on ihe market.

-J SEND FOR CATALOGUE l""'""ns various 8tyteB^of^S6ttin| on bo

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.
SDCCESSORS TO

STOUT, HULLS Ik. TEMPLE.

J

DAYTON. OHIO.

thesechrist automatic switch
"~~^-- For controlling Incandescent

Lights in private residences
by tising automatic gas keys
and an ordinary battery or
shunt circuit.

VV .A.UirTEl]D !—One good con-

struction firm in eacli city to represent us.

Apply to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
Manufacturer and Patentee, DENVER, COLO.

ANGIER & KENNARD,
SELLING AGENTS FOK

Electrical, Mill and Railway Supplies.
OF

II. I.OTELI. & CO.
'«^'f«"^-

519 ]Saonad.noclc Bloclc, - CTP^IC^ASO.

nDTmnoPBmiiTn \
^W*^ BL'TLrER HARD RUBBER CO,

REPRESEKTINGiiTHE nkwyobk rubber co.

SILK BRAil
For Incanlescenl

Lamp
Filamenls.

The greatest care taken in prodacing a uniform article.

^ / BOSTON BRAID MFG. CO.,
27 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

ARE YOU POSTED

ABOUT BURNERS?

Many kinds are con-
tinually getting out of
order; short circuit,

leak and don't light.

BEING A MANUFACTURERyouareforced
by competilion to keep in toucli witli all genuine economies
as soon as their value is proved; hence your Compound
Engines, Condensers, Steam Loops, etc., to reduce the cost
of Hsing yoiir Steam. It is equally important that you
should consider every item which enters into the cost of
making your Steam.

M.-ction of Boiler House coustructed fur

Curtis, DqvIb & Co., Cambrldfe'oport,

Mfise. showing Stack for 1200 H.P.

If you are building a new Boiler House, resetting your
old boilers or adding new ones:

It your pr.sent boilers are fhort of capacity:

If you wish to rais3 their evapora'ive duty to the levtl of
expert hand firing, and keep it there all the time:

If you wish smokelessness by |)revcuting,—not conceal-
ing or consuming the smoke:

If you wish to preserve your boilers fromurequal strains.

YOU WILL CAREFULLY CON-

SIDER MECHANICAL

STOKING.
If you wish to save the whole cost of handling, which in

large plants is the greater part of the labor item:

You will equip with simple, cheap and prac.ioal

^m Coal and Ash Handling Machinery.

ti^e:

If you
If you

If you
If you

wish to have your fires always under control, iirespective of atmospheric conditions, quality of fuel, or length of run-
wish to be independent of extraordinary or sudden demands for steam:

wish to save a lar^e portion of the cost of a chimney with its foundations—ami above all,

wish to return into your feed water the greater portion of the heat otherwise sent up the Hue to make draft,

lona Burner
Is Absolutely Safe.

CANNOT GET OUT OF ORDER,

WILL ALWAYS WORK.

You Will Use Mechanical Exhaust Draft and Economizers.

It is a well organized Department of our Business to design and construct
Boiler Plants, comprising any or all of the above features, as good judgment
may determine. We assume an authority in this branch of Engineering
arising from an experience with over 750,000 Horse Power of Boilers

equipped with Stokers.

iijiira ^Mr '::r Words."

WRITE FOR PRICES. WESTINGHOUSE, CHURCH, KERR & CO., ENGINEERS,

IT! fT r PP IriP I n ^f-H YOHI4. IV < ..rlla.i.ll Mlrp.-I <'ll K' A<;o. I .-,« ui.il I .".S Luke Htreet. UOMTOX. «WO Allanlie Avenue.

111^ JJlUUliiU UUij .
HT. I.OI 1.4. < oiiiiiK-ri-inl iini tiling. ITrHIII IK. II . \\ i-nt IngliiinHe Hililding. Ml \ M-'.A I'OLIH. Il.iry Itliieli.

41 FEDERAL ST., BOSTON MASS.
Represented in PHILADELPHU by M. H. fVIUCKLE, Jr., & CO.. Droxol Building.
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FOR
ELECTRIC
LICHTINC.

^^^-;,r

FOR
ELECTRIC
RAILWAYS.

KIB

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Higi Grade Antomatic

ENGINES,
HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL.

Two torse power to Hree inoilrEil tiorse pwct.

Weslen neoarlmp-i ?R and 28 Randoloh St. CHICAGO. - H. S. W^LKER, Manager

CORLISS
ENGINES

tmifte Valve Enffines. ShaftiiiK. Hang-
ers, Pulleys. Belt Elevators,

Saw Mills, Etc., Etc.

The Lane & Bodley Co.,

CINCINNATI, O.

ELECTRICITY
FOR

ENGINEERS.

A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.

Price, Postage Prepaid,

S2.50.

Electrician Pulilisliing Co.,

6 Lakeside Building,

CHICAGO.

UTS
Wood Engraviiis—For Rlnchinery, etc.
Zinc EtcliinK—From Prints. Pen and lok Drawiuge, etc.

inlf Tm.a i>i<n/>Aa£i ^ I'irect reproductions of PhotOL'rnphg, Wash DrawinRs,an- 1 one ri OCess
j ^^^.^ etched in copper.

^Vax Eneraving:8-For Maps, Pints, Script, or Dingrama.
l*liOto-ljithograpliy—Transfers for Lithographers in paper or stone.
I>e8igniug.

MANZ&CC,
ENGRAVERS,

183. 185 M m Mouroe SI., CHICAGO.

FROM CASOLINE.
<'h<-aper than Steam

Direct from the Tank.

For Src and Incandescent Lighting,

OTTO CASOLINE ENGINES,
Working withoat boiler, steam, coal, ashes, danger, and

n!ino:*t no attendance.

OTTO CAS ENCINE WORKS,
33d and Walnut Sis.. Philadelphia. Pa.

SIOX73C CITY ENGIM^K "IVOFIKS

513 SECURITY BLDG., ST. LOUIS.
405 6TH AVE.. SO- MINNEAPOLIS.

1302 UNION AVE.. KANSAS CITY.

Corliss Engines,

GiddiDg's Automatics.

Complete Plants Famished.
SELLING agents:

26 Eandolph St , Chicago.

F. M. Davis, Dallas, Tex.

Kennedy & Pierce Mch. Co..

DENVER.
A. M. HolterHdw. Co..

HELENA^ .MONTANA.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of High Grade EDgines and Bollertj.

Electric Light Engines
a Specialty.

Complete Steam Plants Mallei

WESTEEN WAEEEOOMS;
64 South Canal Street. CHICAGO. ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also 30 Cortlandt Stieei,, Xew York C'.tv

Downward Draft Steam Boilers.
Fael Savins, Smoke PreTentinc

4taick Steamin;; and Dnrable.

ALBERT BLANCHARD. 427 The Rooi<ery BIdg., CHICAGO, ILL,

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

JLAlTOPACTDUEns OP

Friclii Clitetes,

SHAFTING, ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

Branch Dfficss'
V' "^"""' ^""''' ^'•' Chicago.

Aranca yuicss.^ 39 cortkndt st„ new york
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General Electric ComDany.
XSdison and Thomson-Houston Systems of

ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS.

The W. P. Iron-Clad Motor

Has undergone the most stringent

tests possible, and has fulfilled the

most rigid requirements of Street

Railway Service.

ITS SPECIAL ADVANTAGES ARE:
LIGHTNESS. MINIMUM OF EXPENSE FOR REPAIRS. FLOATING ARMATURE
COMPACTNESS, FEWNESS OF PARTS. ABSENCE OF SPARKING. STRENGTH
SINGLE FIELD COIL. NOISELESSNESS. FULLY APPROVED AND INDORSED
BY ALL COMPANIES WHO HAVE USED IT.

OUR LINE OF OVERHEAD PARTS AND RAILROAD SUPPLIES

Comprises All the Latest and Most Improved Street Railway Appliances.

Street Railway Snow Sweepers
SltLOij-ld. "be Oxd.erecL txoxici "U-s a*t Ortce.

We are the Only Company who can Supply Reliable Snovr Svreeper».

620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS. 14 Uroad St., NEW YOKK.
173 and 17o Adams St., CHICAGO, ILL. 509 Arch St., PHILA DELPHIA, PA.

264 W. Fourth St., CINC IXNATI, OTTTO. 401-407 Sibley St., ST. PAUL, MINN.
Gould liuWUng, ATLANTA, GA. Masonic Temple, UENVIiB, COLO

15 First Street, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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REQUA White Core,

Seamless Rubber Covered.

SAFETY Seamless

Rubber Covered.

ATLAS Seamless

Rubber Covered.

K. E. W. Weatherproof.
(Best Feeder Wire Made.)

Mag^net^ Office and Annunciator Wires.

TIE Esirr wsam
54 and 56 Franklin St., Chicago.
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NOTICE CHANGE OF NAME.

The company that has for \3 years been

known as

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

will hereafter be conducted under a new name,

THE ANSONIA ELECTRIC CO.

No other changes wliatever h.ive heen made
or contemplated; no consolidations nor new con-

ditions; the organization and the personnel of the

company remain identically the same.

// is simply a change of name to obviate

the confusion arising in the mind of the general

public as a result of the too common use of the words

"Electrical Supply."

Address your orders and mail either way
until you become familiar with the new name.

This is the way it will appejir:

THE ANSONIA ELECTRIC CO.,

Cor. Randolph St. and Michigan Ave.,

{^^J^rtomc'Lf ANSONIA, CONN. G+ilGf\GO.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.,
-MAWrFACTUREBS OF

VULCANIZED INDIA RUBBER

Cables, to any Specification

up to 6,000 Megohms per

mile.

ABSOLUTELY PURE RUBBER

CABLES,

CONCENTRIC CABLES, any

milage. FLEXIBLE CORDS,

SILK. HEMP, COTTON DY-

NAMO WIRES and CABLES,

very pliable. Every variety

of INCANDESCENT CORES.

THREE and TWO WIRE

CABLES, to any specifica-

tion up to 8,000 Meg) in

per knot.

CABLES of High Insulation

and Long Life, all milage-

If you are not acquainted with tlie merits of Habirshaw Insulation

we shall be pleased to send you samples upon application.

W. M. HABIRSHAW, Gen'l Mgr. OFFICE: 3 1 5 Madison Ave, Cor. 42d St, NEW YORK.

3665 FACTORY: Crlen-wood^ Yonkers, Iff. Y.

Western Agents: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Comer Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF APPARATUS FOR

Arc Lighting, Incandescent Lighting,

LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,

Street Railway Generators, Motors and Appliances.

Our alternating current incandescent apparatus is in use in 430 central stations.

1,000 isolated plants. Our arc apparatus is in use all over the world.

We are now transmitting light and power various distances up to 28 miles from the

source.

Our multipolar railway generators and noiseless single reduction motors have
worked a revolution in the electric railway field in two years.

Orders for APPARATUS, RKPAIBS antl SUPPLIES formerly fnrnished by the United States Electric I^ightinc Co.,~

STewark, N. J., slioald now Ite sent to this Company, where they will receive prompt attention.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL THE LEADING CITIES.
AGENTS FOR CANADA: AHERN & SOPER, OTTAWA, ONT.
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STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.
General Offices: Suite 625, Home Ins. Bldg., PUIPACn
Works: 313-317 Soutli Canal Street, ullluAQU.

BUILDERS
OP THE

Central Station Managers, Municipal
Officers, Owners of Isolated Lighting
Plants and Prospective Purchasers
everywhere are invited to inspect and
investigate the STANDARD SYSTEM be-

fore contracting for apparatus.
For lighting stores, foundries, facto-

ries, or the streets of a city, this system
has no equal.

Our Contract does not obligate the pur-

chaser to buy apparatus or supplies exclusively

of [us for a term of years, but courts open
competition and encourages fair tests for

merit between any and all existing arc light-

ing systems and the STANDARD.

For further information address the
general offices.
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$3 per Annum. EVERY SATURDAY. 1 cents per Copy:

Vol, xn. CHICAGO, FEBRUARY 25, 1893. No. 8

LOUIS K. COMSTOCK,
Electrical Engineer and Contractor.

TESTS, PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS AND SUPERVISION
For all Kinds of Electrical Installations.

ELECTRIC GOIffSTRUCTION.
1419 Monadnock Building, Chicago.

Now Open

For Another Year.

"The Choicest Special-
ties eervecl at reaHon-
able prices."

0- HAVp YOU SEEN THE MENU?

GEORGE CUTTER,
Chicago.

H. DURANT CHEEVER, j"""""'-""'''^'"'

The

Inteinational OKONITE COMPANY, LIMITED,

PACKARD HIGH GRADE
INCANDESCENT LAMPS

aiannf'aetnred by tbe

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
AGENTS:

Now York City, Chas. E. Chapln, 13fi Liberty 3t.

Chicago, Jll . E!ec. Appliance Cf>.. 242 Madison St.

St. Pnul, MiaQ.,Tho Eloc. EnirlDeerinK ti Supply Co.
OmnhQ, Nob.. B. 13. Dowac, 21.'i Sheely Block.

St Louis. Mo., SI LouiH ElPctrical Supply Co.

San Francisco, Cal., A. C. Bralnard & Sod, No. 109

California St.

Cincinnati, O., Poet-Glovor Elec. Co.. 215 W. 4th St.

LoaUvJlle. K7.. Binilherfl AiDnvis.
PlUwburKh. Ph.. W. H. Vandevort. V>9 Lewis Block.

G. P. AlteobetK. 220 Walnot St., Cincinnati, Ohio,
a«ent for Kentucky, Tennessee, Vln?lnla and
West Virginia.

LItllfi Ilock. Ark., Arkansas Electric Supply Co.,
3*1" \V, Mfirkham Ht.

Mootrfinl, Can., Packard Lamp Co., 9^^-100 King St.

13 Park Row, New York»
INSULATED

WIRES ALDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uta.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.

^BRANCHES: Ghlcaffo, Boston, Philadelphia, Minneapolis, ClncinnAti,

Omaha, Zjoaisvllle, St. I>oals, San FranclBco, lK>ndon and So. America.
City,

MANUFACTORIES ;IN UKITED STATES,-SCOTUHD,FRANCE/GERMANr,&'*USTRIA.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEIT STREET, NEW TORK,

MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Electrical Supplies

OF ILL DESCRIPTIONS.

Telegraph, Telephone,
[Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

liET FOB cAPAciiy TESTS. Lino Material.
WE OWN AND OPERATB TUE

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WUERE WK MANUFACTURE A FUI.I. LINE OF

Test Instrnments and all Scieotiflc Heasarement Apparatus.

MAITDFACTURER OF

INSUIiATED EImXSCTRIC lliriRES,
FLKXIBLE CORDfe* and CABLES.

200 and 30i8 srorth Third Street, - - PHIliADRI,PHIA. PA.

THE BEACON LAMP.
16 Candle

Power,

35 Cents.

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Electrical Co., '"c"j;'°" Boston, Mass.
Now Torli Office and Stock Room: Conlral Bjildln)?. 141 Liberty Street.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

ESTIMATES AKD DRAWINGS SUBMimD.

WESTON ENGINE CO..
Painted Post, M.Y.

BEPRESEXTATIVES

:

Julian Sclioii & Co.. IM Llbertr St.. New York.
Geo. D. Hortman. 82 Lake St., ChlOMio. 111.

U. M. Solple & Co. . 3d & Arcb Sis. . Philadelphia.

Jewell Belting Co.. Hartford. Conn.

THE BALL ^ WOOD COMPANY,
Baildem of Improv«d AutomAtio Ca<-ofif FDRin«a-

\V. B. Poarnou .t On , Oomo Ion, Bld^., Cliloago, III, JnniM ^ Co.^ rhallftn'>t>(rA, Tcnn

,

W. A. Day, laSOllver St., BoMoii. Mniw.
F. H. Whltlnff, .1 ocol«ou Block, Donter, Colo.

William M. Por.er, IvtroU,
T. W. Andoniv^u, Houston. Tex.
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General Electric ComDany,
44 Broad St., New York City. 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

THE RIGHT OF THE
TO AN INJUNCTION

HAS BEEN
BY

U.S. CIRCUIT

EDISON COMPANY
AGAINST INFRINGERS
DETERIVIINED

THE
COURT OF APPEALS.

AUL OTHERS INFRINGE THE EDISON PATENTS AND ARE COUNTERFEITS.

See decision of 17. S. Court of Appeals in caae of Edison Electric Light Company vs. United States Electric IJight

Company, decided October 4, 1892.
See decision of T7. S. Circnit Court of Appeals in case of Edison Electric Light Co. and Edison General Electric

Co., against Sawyer-Man Electric Co., decided December 16, 1892.
Copies of this decision will be sent on application.

BRANCH OFFICES:
620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass. 44 Broad St., New York.

173 and 175 Adams St., Chicago, 111. 609 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
264 West Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio. 1333 F St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

Gould Building, Atlanta, Ga. 401-407 Sibley St., St. Paul, Minn.
16 First St., San Francisco, Cal. Masonic Temple, Denver, Colorado.
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ALPHABETICAL LIST.
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American Electrical Works xv
American Engine Co xiv

Aatrif.T & Kennard xix

AnsoDiu Electric Co., The xxvi

Babcock& Wilcox Co., The i

Raf^Kot. E xvi

Baker <& Co xvi
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Becker Mfg. Co., John xv
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Brookfield, vVm xiv
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Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. xxiii

Delaware Hard Fibre Co. . . . viii

Diamond Electric Mfg. Co xiv
Diehl & Company iv
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos xv
Duplex Electric Co. , Ltd
Eastern Electric Cable Co xv
Eastman Kodak Co xvii
Edwards, W.S. Mfg. Co xxi
Electric Appliance Co xiv
Electric Cons. & Supply Co. . xx
Electric Engr'g *& Supply Co . . iv
Electrician Piib Co. viii, xi, xix, xxi
Electrical Eng, & Supply Co.The —
Electrical Mfg. Co., The xi

Elektron Mfg. Co xxi
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Enterprise Electric Co xviii
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Perracute Machine Co xvii
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For Sale Advs xiv, xv, xvi
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Great Western Mfg. Co vii

Grealey& Co., The E. S i
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Hatheway, E. M xv
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Hill Clutch Works xxiii
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Innis & Co XV
Institute of Technology xviii
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International Okonite Co i

Jewell Belting Co i

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W xxi
Kartavert Mfg. Co xviii
Klipstein, A xiv
Knapp Electrical Works xxv
Lake Erie Engineering Works, xxii
Lane & Bodley Co
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Leclanche Battery Co., The . . xvii
Loud,n. M. & Sons Lumber Co. xvi
Manz & Co xx
Marcus, W. N .

Mass. Chemical Co xii
McLean & Schmitt xvi
Moore. Alfred F i

Morse »&Co., A. M , .. xvi
Munaell & Co., Eugene xiv
National Electric Mfg. Co
National India Rubber Co
New Eugland Butt C'o xix
New York Insulated Wire Co. xviii
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.xxiii
New York & Ohio Co 1

Nowotny Electric Co xvi
Otto Gas Engine Works
Osborne Steam Engineering Co. xv
Ostrander & Co., W. R xxiii
Page Belting Co
Paine & Ladd xiv
Palmer Bros xv
Partrlck & Carter Co xvi
Pauly. M. A xix
Pearson & Co., W. B xxii
Pelton Water Wheel Co xvi
Peun. Electric Engineering Co. xxi
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co. ... iv

Phosphor-Bronze Smelting
Co., Ltd xii

Porter-Leavitt Elec. Motor Co. xv
Queen & Co., Incorperated . . . xv
l<aclne Hardware Mt^r. Co ^—
Railway Equipment Co. .... xxi

Reddinfj Electric Co xvi

Ruckford Electric Mfg. Co xl

Roberts & Co., E. P xiv
Koebllng's rtona Co.. J. A
Rose Elec. Liffht Supply Co. .. xiv

Roseubaum. W. A xvi

Russell & OITicer xii

Samson Cord^ee Works xiv

Sawyer Man-Electric Co. ... ix

Sechrist, Albert xvii

Shawmut Fuse Wire Co xvii

Shcpard, II. L xvi
Shujtz Belling Co xxi
Sieberl, G
Siemens & Ilalske Electric Co. xii

Sioux City Elec. Supply Co. .
.

Sioux City Engine Works xxiii

Smith, A. T
Sperry Elec. Mininc Mach. Co. xviii

Standard Electric Co xxviii

Standard Paint Co xvii

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co xxvii

Steuben Lamp Works xv
Sterling, W. C xvii

Stilwell &BIerceMfg. Co. xvi. xvii

Taylor Engine Co xxiii

Turbayue-Tamblyn Co iv

Union Hardware Co xv
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co. xii

Vulcanized Fibre Co xvii

Waddell-Entz Company xiv
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co. . iv

Waterhouse, Gamble & Co xi

Western Electric Co xii

Westinghouse, Church, Kerr
& Co xxii

Westinghouse Elec. and Mlg
Co V, siii

Weston Engine Co i

Wilson & Jackson xiv
Worthington, Henry R xiv

CLASSIFIED LIST.

AnnnnrtiRtors.
Aneonia Electric Co. , The
Central Electric Uo.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Oetrtinder &Co.,W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Arc liamps.
BegpB, J. E., Mchy. & Sappiy Co.
Duples Electric Co., Ltd.
Electric Cons. & Sappiy Co.
General Electric Co.
(general Iiicande.-iceiit Arc Lt, Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Slemena &, Ilalfke Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Taibayne-Tamblyn Co.
Walerhoaee. Gamble & Co.
WeBtlnghonee Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc liiffht Cord.
Knapp Klectrlcai Worke.
Sameon Cordage Works.

Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Columbia J!fg. i Supply Cz.
Pord Waehburn Storelectro Cc.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Lp.clanciie Battery Co., The.
I'artrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jarn.
American Battery Co.
P.utle: Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric »ju.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Leclanctie Battery Co., The.
Western Electric Co.

Bf^llH. Kleetrlc.
Ansoiiia Eb^ctrlc Co., The.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley* Co., The K. S.
Knai)p Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. K,
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

Bells, Jnacneto.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley &Co., The K.8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
PartHck A Carter Co.
WRstern Klectric Co.

BeltlDK.
Chicftt;" Kawhlde Mfg. Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Pai^" neltiag Co.
Shultz B.-ltlDgCo.

Bniiera.
Bftbcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Blanctard, Albert.
Freeman Suns Mfg, Co., The 3.
Lane* Bodley Co., The.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Weston Engine Co.

BookH, Kleetrlcal.
Electrician PohlleblnP Co.

ICcoidln::; naohinery.
New ['int I'lnd Bull ('o.

Mnrslav* Alarmei.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Greeley & Co..The fi. 8.
Knapj) Klertrlcal Works.
Partrlck A Carter Co.

rnblen.
fSee Insnlftted Wires >

f'ableH, Kleotrlr. (See Insulated
Wires), ropner.Hheetand Bar
Bishop Guttfi Perchn Co
Kiii^U^rn Eloclrir Cable Co.
Moore. Alfred F.
Rnebllng'B Sons Co.. J. A.
Wafi!it>urn A Moon Mfg. Co,
W«(.torn Electric Co.

Carbon^ Points and Plate*.
Centtft] KJectrlcCo.
Knanp ElecCTTCal Wbrks.

CnHtlDKN.
PnlnuT Brop.

ClntrJies. Frlrtlnu.
Falls Rivet &. Machine Co.
Hill Clntch Worts.

Cordase.
Samanr r-^^-^.r^o WnrbR.

CoDHtmctloD and Repairs.
Cometock, LouIb K.
Klectric CODB. & supply Co.
McLeaD & Schmitt.
Roberts. E. P. & Co.
WBBtorn Electric Co.
Wilaon 4: Jackson.

Contractors, Klectrln liisbt,
Knsrlne Plants and Electric
Bailways.
Anii'ricaii PJngine Co.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Ball & Wood Co., The.
Brueh Electric Co.
C AC. lOleclrfcMotorCo.
Cabell, L. Breckinridge.
Cometnck, Louis K.
Pord-Washburn Storelectro Co.
Freeman Sons Mfg. Co., TheS.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
natheway, E. M.
Helfller Electric Co.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley Co., Tne.
La Roche Electric Works.
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Osborne Steam Engineering Co.
Peareon & Co., W. B.
Racine Hardware Mfe.Co.
Rockford Electric Mfg. Co.
Siemens & Ealeke Electric Co.
Sioux City Engine Works.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Engine Co.
Wilson & Jackeou.

Cnpper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Works.
Anyonia Electric Co., The.
Bishop Guttapercha Co.
Central fliectric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Enterprlee Electric Co.
Holmee, Booth & Haydens.
Intern alional Okonite Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Son's Co. , J .A.

Sperry Kiec. Mining Machine Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Hughes Bros. Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Loua, H. M. & Sons Lnmoer Co.

Railway Equioment Co.

Cnt-Ontta and S-frir«>lie8.

Ansonla Electric Co. , The.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical* Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Enterprise Electric l o.

Great Western Mf". Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co., The.
Knanp Electrical Works.
PartrickA Carter Co.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Russell & Officer.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Sechrist, A.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.

Uynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
C. & C. Electric Motor Co.
Duplex Electric Co . . Ltd.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Heieler Electric Cu.
La Roche Electric Works.
National Electric Manufactnilng Co.
Nowotny Electric Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Siemens & Haleke Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Weatern Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

JKIecti ic Heatine.
Ansonla Electric Co., The.
Railway Equipment Co.

BIfctric l.aTa «ias Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Bleetric Ballways.
General Electric Co.
Siemene h Halske Electric Co.
WeutinghouBe Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and HKechanlcal
KnelneerN.
Comstock, Louis K.
Halhoway. E. M.
Osborne Steam Engineering Co.
KobuTts, E. P. & Co.
Wilson >S: Jackson.

Blectrioal instrnments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Greeley * Co.. The E. 8.

Partrirk & Carter Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
tjueen & Company.
Western Electric Co.

BlectrlCHi Intcllieence.
Comsloik, Louie K.
Hathewav. E. M.
Roherls. E P. JC Co.
Wilson & Jackson.

Blectrlcal Hpeclaltie*.
Columbia Mfg. &, Supply Co.
Cutter. Geo.
Polt/.T'Ca^ot Electric Co.
Russell i (Mlicor.

UtlcB Elec. Mfc- * Supply Co.
Elect riclrnfi'TorrUet*.
Clujlon A Lambecl Mfg. Co.

RIectrollers and Coaibtna-
tlon Flxrnwes.
Ansonia Electric Co.. The.
Baeeot. B
Edwards, W. S. Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.

Klectro-PlBtlnK naohlneB.
Brush Electric Co.
General Electric Co.

Enelnes, <Sa8.
Otto Gas Engine Works.

Fnn OntntR.
DieM it Companv,
Bt^nley jCiectric Mrg. Co.

F»bre.
I>elaw!ir9 Hard Fibre Co
Kartavert MlK- Co.
Valcanlztd Fibre Co.

Enelnen. Hfnam.
American Engine Co.
Ball * Wood Co.. 'ine.
Freeman Sons Mfg. Co.. The S
Lake Erie Engineering Wortts.
Lane & Bodley Co , The.
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safety St'-am Power Co.
Pearson & Co., W.B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
SloniCIty Engine Works.
Taylor Engine Co.
Westinghouse. Church, Kerr & Co.
Weston EniL'ine 00.

Fire AlarmH.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Fnel KcnnnmiEcrs.
Fuel Kconomizer Co.

Fuse » Ire.
AnBonia Electric Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.

Gas i^lfftitlns. Blectrlc.
Bosti")n Electric Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co,
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Genera) F-leotrlcal Hnpplles.
Angier ii Kennard,
Ansonla Electric Co., The.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Eleotrtc Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
EnterorlPe Electric Co.
General Electric Co,
Great Western .Mfg. Co.
(ireeley &Co.,TtieE- »
Holtzer-Cabot Eb-ctric Co.
Knapp Electrical WorKa.
Palmer Bros.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Penn. Electric Engineering Co.
Q.ueen & Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Russell & Officer.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co
Sions City Elec. Supply Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Waterhouse, Gamble & Co.

Globes and Kleotricui Glass-
ware.
Angier k Kennard.
Brookfleld, Wm.

Graphite Specialties.
Dison Crucible Co., Jos.

Hard Bnbber Goods.
Butler Hbrd Rubber Co.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.

InHnlators and inanlatlnc
HaterlBls.
.'Vnsonia Electric Co., The.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Bntler Hard Rubber Co.
Electric Engineering &. Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Eleclric Co.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International OkonltA Co., The.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Elect-^Ical Works.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Moore. Alfred F.
Mnnaell & Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Insulated YVIres and Cables.
niafnet Wire.
American Electrical Works.
Ansonla Electric Co., The.
Bishop Gutla Percha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Crepcent Ine. Wire & Cable Co.
Cuirbing^A Morse.
Cutter, Geo.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Enterpr'se Electric Co.
(teneral Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
international Okonite Co., The.
India Rubber &Q. P. Ins. Co.
Knapp Elt>ctrlcal Works.
Moore, Alfred F.

National India Kubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Par trick & Carter Co.
Phinips lubulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Waddell-Ent/. Company.
Washburn *.t Moen Mfg. Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

liatnps. Iacandesep«*t.
Aiisinia Eb'Ctrlc Co., The. ,

Beacon Vacuum Pump k Elec. Co.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Bnckeve Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Eng. A Supplv Co., The.
Electrical Manufacttiring Co., The.
Genoral Electric Co.
BLnapp Electrical Works.
New Ynrk nnd (^hlo Co.
Ponn, Electric Emjlneerlog Co.
SawTor-Man Eloi'lric Co.
Stenl>eu Lamp Works.

Lstbes.
Bridgeport Slachlne Tool Worko.
Shepard. H. L,

lilslitnlne; Arresters.
Knapp Electrical Works.

nasnet Wire.
(SeelnsnlatM Wlrep.>

Jfechanlcal Machinery.
Ferracute Machine Co.
Bridgeport Machine Tool Worlds.

Medical Batteries.
Fartrick A Carter Co.

91 lea.
Johns Mfg. Co.. n. W,
MnnBel! & Co., Eaeene

Miliinir -TiBchioe^r.
Becker Mfg. Co . John.

nininK AuforstaB, Klectrle
Genera! El^-tttlc Co.
Gr'ial W'-r-t-rn «f-. Co.
Snerry Kiec. aimu^ Machine Co.
WeBtlns:honae Slectrlc * Mfg. Co.

Motors.
Em§h Electric Co.
C. ii C. Electric Motor Co.
Crocker-Wheeler iiiectnc i ".
Electrical Ene. & Supply Co., The
Ford-Wa-ehbum ritortlectro Co,
General Electric Co.
Great Weetern Mfg. Co
La Roche Electric Works.
Nowotfjy Electric Co.
Porter-Leavitt Electric Motor Co
Rockford Electric Mfg. Co.
Siemens & Haleke Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
WestiDghonse Electric & Mf^.Co.

Aianie Platps.
Becker Mfg. Co., John.

PalDts.
Standard Paint Co.

Patents.
Paine & Ladd.
Ro^enbanm, Wm. A.

Phosphor Bronze.
Pho-phor Bronze SmeltiniT Co. Lid

Pins and Brackets.
Centra! Electric Co.
Hughes Bros. Mfg. Co,
Loud, H. M tfc Sons Lumber Co.
liailway Equipment Co.

PlatinoiD.
Baker & Co.
Siebert, G.

Poles.
Loud, H. M. & Sons' Lumber ( o
Railway Equipment Co.

Porcelain.
Empire China Works.

Pr'-HMnre Ganges.
Brii^tols Mfg. Co.

Publishers, iciectrleal
Electrician Publlahing Co.

Pnsh BTUtons.
Central Blettflc Co.
Knspn El^tfical Worka.
Partrick i Cart'?r Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Ballways. Electrie.
f See electric railways.)

Rheostats.
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co.

Sal Ammoniac
Innis &Co.
Klipstein. A.

Separators, Hteam.
I

Hine Eliminator Co.

Bilk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. r-.

sneakIns Tubes,
Central Electric Co.
Kiiapp Electrical Worra.
Ostranrter & Co.. W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co,
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pumps.
WorthlngtoUj Henry R,

Street Oar»

.

Brill, J. G.. Co.
Street Railway TowerWagon p.
Davis, W. S. & Son.

Supplies, «eiec>ric Railway.
Ansier & Kennard.
Railway Equipment Co.

Tapes, InMTklatlnc.
American E'ectrical Works.
Ansonia Electric Co.. The.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent In?. Wire & Cable Co.
Cnehliiff & Morse.
India RuDber «fc Q. P. Ir,B. Co.
Tntematfnnal Okonite Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
New York Inen lated Wire Co.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Standard Pai^J Zo.

Telejcraph Apparatvr.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley Jfc Co., The E. 8.
Knapp KlectrlcAl VTtorte.
Partrick i Carter Co
Weatern Klectric Co.

Telephones. Electric,
Western Electric Co.

T'^Iephone Moathpieces-
Marcue, \V. X.

Test Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
QVeeley & Co., The B. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen .S Compnnv.
Western Electtic'Co.

Transfbrmers.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
National £IectrtcManufa«nring Co.
Stanley Electric Mfc. Co.
WesUnchoaee Electric A: Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Sameon Cordage Works.

TmckH. Klectric Car.
General F.le<-trIo Co.
WestJnKliouee Klectric * MJg. Co.

Tarbine M'heels.
Payton Globe Iron Worte Co.
Pelton W.-jfer Wheel Co.
Stilwell A BlerceMfg. Co.

rnlTcrsltlcs-
Inetituteof Technology.

VRrnl»hes.
Maes. Chemical Co.
St.mdard Paint Co.

Water *Vheel".
Pelton W,iter Wheel Co.

Wire, Bare.
An*onia Electric Co,. The.
Bishop Gutta Perdha Co.
Centr.*! E!<»ctricCo.
Croscenl Ine. Wire & Cable Co.
Holme*. BDOth .t H-ivdens.
Knapp Electrical Wort?.
NntlontI India Rubber Co.
Phillips Insula ed Wire Co.
Rai'way tqiipment Co.
Ro*>bUn«'s fone' Co.. J. A.
SperrxKl*'' "UlrlBpMacMne Oo.
Waahbum A Moeo Mfg. Co.
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WASHBURN & MOEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
MAKBES OF lEON, STEEL AND COPPEB.and Manufacturers of IRON, STEEL AND OOPPER WISE for all Purposes.

Oldest and Largest Manufacturers of Electrical Wires in the World.

Bare and Insulated Copper Wire
f OS ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

Galvanized Iron and Steel Telegraph Wire.

Magnet Wire. Annunciator Wire.

Feed "W^ire.

LEAD ENCASED WIRES.

Rubber, Weather-Proof and

Underwriter's Wire.

KBSOLUTEI-V
FIRE and WATER-PROOP WIRE,

SiaiDorloi" to
Anything Heretofore Slade*

HARD DRAWN COPPER TROLLEY WIRE.
«-«D.riiS"'OBORSTKB, MASS RRXV-m nps-lr'RH Avn w AUvamiavnL i WKW TOBK, IG CliffSt. CHICAGO, 107 and 100 I.ak<- St.HORKSj ,vArKE«;AX. ILL. BBAXCH Ol* ICKS A.\I» W AKi-HOUSES .

} g^^ FRA1«<I»C©. 8 and 10 Pine St. HOIISTOSI. Tf^ »'-

ELECTRIC FANS.
2,000

ENDORSERS. . „.„„.,„„..„
Direct Arc or

Incandescent

Current.

DIEHL <&, COMPANY, 385 Broadway. New York.

SOMETHING TO BE NOTED!

THE MORRISON STORAGE BATTERY
Is made by the Plants pro-
cess, no oxides being used,
either mechanically orai>-
plied In the form of paste,
paint or cement.

ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE HIGH; LIFE LONG.
Dry Batteriep. Battery
Supplies, etc. For further
informatlou address

AMERICAN BATTERY COMPAKY,
Office: Rooms 23 and 24. 177 La Salle ^t.. CHICAGO. ILL.

TURBAYNE ARC LAMP
IPO-E^

Constant Potential Circuits^

LAMPS SENT ON TRIAL.

THE TURBAYNE-TAMBLYN COMPANY,
65, G8 and 70 H. Fort Street, DETROIT, MICH,

Our New

asily connected.

C legant in
Construction.

^9afe Carrying
Capacity

.

^^ontacts Bright.

WORLD'S FA"^
Switch.

Simple.

Yet to be Excelled.

Rubbing Oontaote.

A trial Is Asked.

Compact in Form.

Used Everywhere.

Sure Quick Break.

Endorsed by Users.

25 AMPERE DOVlihH PUJLE SNAP SWITCH.
This switch has more carrying capacity than most switches designed for '25 amperes, and the wip-

ing contacts constantly keeping thit surface clean, the parts always run cool. The sudden break la of
such length as to make the switch safe for use with currents of an E. M. F. of from 400 to 600 volts.

This 8\vitch is flniahod in Iho same neat and workmanlike manner as are all our goods. Send for
sample, Furnfehed with either rubber or porcelain key. Send for our Catalogue.

Electric Engineering ^ Supply Co.,
»<-»v,Vi>rk Onire, ia« LIbrrty St. HVllAtllSK, ai. •v., II. S. A.

Factory, Pawtacket, R. I.

FEEDER WIRE,
LINE WIRE,
HOUSE WIRE.

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE CO.,

39 and 41 Cortlandt St., NEW YORK.
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin Street, Chicago.

ffestem Electrical Smly Co.,mjltetM Gate City Electric Co

,

418 South 15th St.. ^^^^^1-^^"^^ 522 Delaware St..

OMAHA, NEB. % "^
*''"? / KANSAS CITY, MO.

Soutliern Electrical Snpgly Co.,

1 1 North Seventh St.,

ST. LOUIS, UO.

WESTINBHOUSE ELECTRIC £ MFG. CO.,

MANITFACTITBERS OF APPARATUS FOR

Arc LigMing, Incandescent Lighting,

LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,

Street Railway Generators, Motors and Appliances.

Our alternating current incandescent apparatus is in use in 430 central stations.

1,000 isolated plants. Our arc apparatus is in use all over the world.

We are now transmitting light and power various distances up to 28 miles from the

source.

Our multipolar railway generators and noiseless single reduction motors have
worked a revolution in the electric railway field in two years

Orders for APPARATUS. KUPA1B8 and SlIPPIilKS formorly fninisliod by tlio linited !«tatrN Eloctric L,isliting Co.,
Newark, N. .f ., Mionld now be sent to tliis Conipnny, where they will receive prompt attention.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL THE LEADING CITIES.
AGENTS FOR CANADA: AHERN & SOPER, OTTAWA, ONT.
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mm ELEmc co,,
548 Washington St., Boston,

MANUFACTUKEKS OF THE

Original Celebrated Boston Burners.
BEADQUARTERH FOR

Gas liighting; Apparatus.

Piease do not confuse our name with others.

Wehavi^the largest and most complete stock of Gas Lighting

Apparatus to be found in ibis country. Our burners liave proven, by
practical use, to be far superior to any others on the market and our

prices are exceedingly low.
'

Buy burners made by the BOSTON ELECTRIC CO., and get

the best. You will thereby save the profits of your labor, besides
;

giving your^customers perfect satisfaction,
j

Argand Automatic Burner.

Plain Argand Burnar.

Ho. 3 RotChet Burner, No. I Plain Burner.

^

Candle Auto. Burner, Ratctiet Candle.

iimi iiiiii

Boston Electric Co. 'a Automatic Burner.

No* 4 Pillar Ratchet Burner.

J)

Boston Electric Automatic Burner.
(.Shell removed.)

No. 5 Plain Pillar Burner.

No. 2 Piairt Burner. No. 2 I 2 P)3)n Burner. Plain Factory Burner. Vibrator Burnor. FOtohet BHIlord Burner.
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SUN ARC LAMP
IS THE

ONLY SUCCESSFUL LAMP FOR INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS,

AND THE

ONLY ONE WHICH BURNS

Without Hissing,

Without Sputtering,

Without Fhckering,
AND GIVES A

STEADY, UNVARYING WHITE LIGHT.

Write for Further Particulars and Prices.

The Great Western Manufacturing Co.,

FACTORIES: GENERAL OFFICES:

Sycamore, III., Duluth, Minn. 201-207 So. Canal St., Ghicaeo, III.
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GREEN'S IMPROVED

Patent Fuel Econemizer fer Steam Boilers.

^-^s^
">=s:s--

THE FUEL ECONOMIZER CO.,
OF MATTEAM AIX, K. Y.

^:e.a.i3 ^x*x^xox::

91 Liberly Street, New York Gily.

WORKS! MATTEAWAN, N. Y., U. S. A.

Sole Makers of GREEN'S FUEL ECONOMIZERS in the United States.

Original Inventors and Makers. EDWARD GREEN & SON, Ltd., 2 Exchange
Street, Manchester, Works: Wakeiield, England.

THIS Apparatus is already applied to over

150,000 BOILERS
of every type, and giving the greatest satisfaction

in Economy and Working.

Under fa\orabIe conditions the temperature of the
Feed Water is raised to 300" or more by utilizing the
waste heat of the Boiler Flues. The water being thus

purified and freed from sedimentary matter, the Heating
Surfaces of the Boilers are kept clean and efficient.

All joints iron to iron, no leakage, no trouble, great-

est facility for cleaning.

All parts interchangeable, being made to Standard
Gauge by tools specially designed for the purpose.

m-T\ie ONLY WORKS in the UNITED STATES
devoted EXCLUSIVELY to the MANUFACTUBE of

FUEL ECONOMIZERS.

Can be Applied to Any Type of Boiler Without

Stoppage of Works.

Circulars, Plans, Specitications and Full Informa-

tion on Application to Company's Office.

SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE.

.jfct/''

THE LARGEST
M.VNUFACTVISERS AND EXPOKTKItS OF

B ard Fibre in the HVorld.

THE DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO,

I-AHIN, BF^KLIX, ItlRlIIXUHAM.

IvIOEER.IT AlvIE-RICAII IvlETHOES
Or* CCF'r^ER. SlwIELTITIO,

Edward Dyer Peters, Jr., M. E., M. D.

SECOND EDITION, KEVI.SED AND ENLAI'.fiEI^.

Price, Postage Prepaid, $4 00.

THE MOST COaPLETE WORK OF ITS KIND PUBLISHED.

Electrician Publisliins! Co.,
*i X>ake»icle "Bldic. C-'HICAOO, 'LL

No. I Fire Pot and Torch for Electricians.
Best in this field.

No. 1 Torch hns especml merits for line-
meo, as it is Ij^ht, fitted with side haudle
lualtiug it easy to use od poles, aud no iviiul

i-an e-fliiiyuisii tlic- Jltane. lu wiring build-
ings, tlier6 CUD be uo corner or part of ceiling
or wallB so inaccessible that the flame of
either fire pot. or torch canuot be directly
applied to the point where a joint ia to be
made. Electricinns who once try these fires

never use any other kind. Price, Fire Pot,
Complete, $6.00 net. Torch, Complete, $4.00
net. Send for Catalogue. Order of your
Jobber or send direct to CL*.\'TOI^ dt
l^AiflBeKT MF4i.CO., 2S Washington
St., Yii.'^ilant.i. Mich.

HART SWITCHES.
SINGLE AND DOUBLE POLE.

--5J THE ONLY Snap Switch that has

PROVEN A SUCCESS.

10 AmpereDouble Pole Switch.
FOR SALE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES.

The Han & Hegeman Mfg. Co., Hanw, com.

Electric Street Railway Tower Waeon.
Patfn.t, AppUeil I<'or.

mMS^
KrHlnriK.I by llio IflLlllIK uli«:lrl. / ; I .,,1 H.l.rnncllMr. , I,..,,, rul l.v I n rnli.hu.l. Wrili. for |iili.'0».

Manufaclurod only by W. S. DAVIS & SON, Concord, N. H.
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C. <Sc C
Electric Motors and Dynamos.

Electric Lighting and Electrical Transmission

of Power.

The C. & C. Electric Motor Co,
GENERA]. OFFICE:

402 and 404 Greenwich St., New York.

BRANGH OFFICES AND WAREROOMS:

CHICAGO, 201 Madison St. BOSTON, 03 Oliver St.

Agencies in all principal cities.

Heisler Electric Co.

Manufacturing

'" Constructing

Electrical

Engineers.

OFFICE: S38 Drexel Building, Philadelphia.

WORKS: Gloucester City, N. J.

We make a specialty of the complete installation of our IMPROVED
LONG DISTANCE SERIES SYSTEM with redaction coils for
redacing the voltage for domestic illnmination, and per-
mitting tlie use of meters if desired.

DIRECT AND ALTERNATING CURRENT CONSTANT POTEN-
TIAL INCANDESCENT APPARATUS with Regulating or ordi-

nary sockets, for Isolated Plants.

TRANSFORMER APPARATUS of the Latest and Most Improved

Type.

SERIES LAMPS for use on Arc Circuits, or any current and

candle power, and to fit any Series Sockets.
D. C. FAN MOTORS l-6th and l-13th H. P. Any voltage.

We invite investigation of the above apparatus.

Competent Engineers furnished to make estimates.

Sockets, Switches, Cut-outs
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Write for Catalogue,

Sawyer - Man Electric Co.,

620 Atlantic Avenue, BOSTON.

5IO-534 West 23d Street, NEW YORK. Pullman Building, CHICAGO.
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The "General" Incandescent Arc Lamp.

FOR LOW TENSION CIRCUITS.

The special qualities of superiority in this Lamp are its absolute softness and
steadiness of light, small size and weight, simplicity, ease of installation and economy
of trimming, thorough insulation and safety, reliability, large range of candle power
and length of life.

The Standard Rack-Feed Lamp, No. 500, is 42 inches long, weighs 1$ lbs.,

gives 12 hours of life, consuming 8 amperes of current,

and furnishing about 1,000 candle-power of light.

These qualities of reliability, ease of trimming,
and agreeable, steady light have enabled the

General Incandescent Arc Light Co.
to install these Lamps in many instances in place of
electroliers, and have resulted in the production of an
extensive and handsome line of

Artistic Designs
which are far in advance of the crude and uninviting

efforts that have been made in this direction by other

manufacturers, meeting a well recognized but hitherto

unsatisfied demand.
The Company's Circular and Price List of the

Standard Lamps will be sent on application, and in its

handsomely illustrated Catalogue will be found a com-
plete assortment of all styles of Ornamental Lamps as

well.

The Lamps, which are arranged to operate two in series, on a circuit of

100 to 125 volts, are tested and adjusted to the given current before leaving our

works, and any two lamps marked for the same amperage will pair at once. Ab-
solutely no adjustment or regulation is required. The Lamps when received need

simply to be connected to the outlet wires, and the current turned on. They are

trimmed, i.e., new carbons put in, without taking off or letting down the globe.

Discounts on application.

Estimates on special Lamps and Designs promptly furnished.

Correspondence solicited.

STASDAKD LiilP No. 600. 0KNA5IENTAL LAMP Nu. 750.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT COMPANY.
S. BERGMANN, President.

WORKS. 33d Street and First Avenue.
Telephone Mo. 1309. 38th St.

C. M. BIDDLE, Vice-President.

GENERAL tFFICES, 59 Duane Street.

Telephone No. 163 Cortlandt.

SHOWROOMS, 275 Fifth Avenue.
Telephone No. 1459, 38th St.

Address All Correspondence to our Works,
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THE ROCKFORD IRON-GLAD MOTOR.
SIMPLE AND RELIABLE.

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.
NO EXTERNAL MACNETISM

ALSO GENERATORS FOR LIGHT OR POWER.

Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co.,
ROCKFORD, ILL., U. S. A.

NOW READY

!

"Western Electrician

LAMP LIGHTING SCHEDULE,
PRICE 26 CENTS.

Moonlieht System for 1893.
Copy of Moonlight Schedule sent free to every new subscriber to the

Western Electrician and with each copy of "New Dynamo Tender's
Hand-book," by Lieut. F. B. Badt. Price of book, $i.oo.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 Lakeside Building. Chicago, ilL

FEBRUARY
IS ANOTHER

CORKER
FOR BIG SALES OF

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, O.
4H7 "The llookpry." <5H Mail and F.xprcHs Biiilillnc.

CHICAGO.

""'-' '•ee;;^°«"'epe^,

MKW VORK.

Day's Kerite.

Highest Grade of

Insulation for

Electric Wires and Cables.

GUSHING & MORSE, Geml Westeri Aients,

225 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

lirclaifiifi Arc lanus
FOR ARC,

INCANDESCENT AND

RAILROAD CIRCUITS.

^^a^ Waterhouse, Gamble & Co.,

OrnOE: PAOTOET:

45 Broadway, New York. Hartford, Conn.

Send for Catalogue and Full Information.

BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT!

THI SLECTRICAL MFG, COMPANY, OCONTO. WIS.
Lamps for all Systems. Any Voltage or Candle Power.

mm CURRENT LAMPS.

ALTERNATING CURRENT LAMPS.

RAILWAY CIRCUIT LAMPS.

FILAMENTS WITH OR WITHOUT HOOKS.

MINIMUM CURRENT CONSUMPTION, with

MAXIMUM CANDLE POWER AND LIFE.

Before pnrcUasInc elaenhcrc sentl In a trial or<lor for BrilllBnts.

liBnipH fiirnlsliort to ron»iinior8 in qiinntiticN nt factory prices.

I CHICACO:-Wm. Hood & Co., 239 La Salle Street

AGENCIES: MILWAUKEE:-E. C. Mullen, Manager.
( THOMASVI^LE, CA.:-J. B. E. Love, Manager.
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RUSSELL, That is the Name.

An Automatic Switch.

I'ights cootrnll^d from OQe or any number of points.

{

KO BATTERY RKQUIRED.
Sexid for Olroula^r.

RUSSELL & OFFICER, EDWARD R. GRIER,
Oiiiimpii St., Monndnock ISuiUlinf?,

liHiiver, Colo. ("himg

L BRECKINRIDGE CABELL
53 Broadway, NEW YORK, Room 1 7.

Lands, Securities and Industrial Enterprises; Total Issues

of Corporate, Municipal and County Bonds Taken; Municipal

Debts Consolidated and Refunded at lower rates; Railroads

Built and Equipped; Electric Roads Built and Equipped;

Street Railroads using Horse power changed to Electric Roads.

Tbe SolniiOD of lUe ProMeiii of sale GnardiDg

ELECTRIC CONDDGTORS
INTERIOR CONDUITS

TRADE-mark;

Wherever and for whatsoever purpose employed, leto
be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IHTERIOR AKD DNDERGRODHD

MANirPACTURED ET

TNT ES. I O I^

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
lunove. ) 627 to 631 W. 34th St..WOKKS.

^ 52g ,„ 528 yv. 36|h St.,

General Offices; 42 & 44 Broad St., Hew York.

ThoB. Day &, Co.j 222 Sutter St., San Francleco, Cal.

Mrjantiiln Electric Co., DflUver Colo.
American tiect. Supply Co.. C'R Pear] St., Biiffalo.N Y.
Putnam, Gay & Co., 2T E. M;tin bt., Rocheeter, N. Y.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. ^tb St., Cincinnati, O.
Cbae. Uabilel, Baginaw, Mich.
Soatherc Electrical Mfg. & Snpply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleans, T..a.

Waltjr & Kepler, B31 Cheetniit St , Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply AConatracilon Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa,
.Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore. Md.
Central Electric Co.. Chicago. III.

INSULLAC
Is the Best Insulating Compound.
It is WATERPROOF, does not require
BAKING, and is guaranteed.

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICAL CO.,
8 Oliver Street, BOSTON.

J. FRAKK UIIiLOKT. Manas^r, HARRV KI»iHOP, fteil'l Wcst'n Aeent,
eo aad «t Broadnay, 8!i3 Uoiiadnock Bnildingr.

KEWYURK. CHIOAKO.
tV.F.!«. BBOtVSI, nianager, »!>0 Coneress St., POUTI.AI«I>, ME.

SELLHTG- AGEIsTTS:
P.\TTL A. DAVIS, Jli , Philadelphia. C. S. KNOWLES, Boston.
JIANION 4: CO., New Orleans. PETTINGELL, ANDREWS & CO., Boston.
ALEXANDER, BARNEY & CHAPIN, New York. BROWN ELECTRIC CO., Boston

- CO., Troy, N. Y. GEORGE STILES, Denver, Colo.E. G. BENAKD
II. II. WILLIAMSON, Cleveland, O, W. II. EUNKLE, Cincinnati, O.

IIISSELL ,Vs DODGE, Toledo, O.

Utica Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

XJTICA, K.Y.
MANUFACTURERS OF

"HERCULES" SWITCHES for Arc and Power Circuits.

•UTICA" QUICK BREAK-ABSOLUTE LOCK- KNIFE SWITCHES for any
uoltage and amperes.

AUTOMATIC MACAZIHE FUSE BOXES.

SIMPLEX, DUPLEX and QUADRUPL'X LIBHTNING ARRESTERS for
Power, Telephone and Lighting Circuits.

MAST ARMS and POLE STANDS.
CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for Generators, Motors and Dynamos.

CARSON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS.
Also General Dealers In ELECTRIC LIGHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

MI GENUINE
INGOTS I MANUFACTURES

BEAR OUR
f^EC.JRADE MARKS.

ctuIes phosphor-bronze
ARKS. Ingots, Castings, Wire, Sheet &c.

The Phosphor Bronze Smelting Co.LiMiTEO

I

512 ArchSt. Philadelphia Pa.U.S.A.

, ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS OF PHOSPHOR-
i « Bkonze IN thcUnited States AND Sole
<4V7^. Makers of"ELEPHANT BfWNtf'PHosPHOR-BRONZE.

BELLS BiLXXERIES.
SPECIAL PRICES ON LARGE QUANTITIES.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.,
Corner Thames and Greenwich Sts.,

NEW YORK.
227 to 27B South Clinton Street,

CHICAGO.
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Westinshouse Electric and Mfg. Co.,

I^ittstouLrglx, I^a.

STOPPER INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LAMPS.

PRICES.

s c. i». $0.30
10 " .30

20 c. F. $0.35

DISCOUNTS.
Ten (10) per cent to Central Stations.

Two and one half {2h) per cent and upward to others, according to

quantity.

ALLOWANCES.
Ten (10) cents for every burned-out lamp returned unbroken to

factory.

EFFICIENCY.
By reason of an important discovery we now make our 50 volt

lamps with an eflB.ciency of 23^ watts per candle. This results in in-

creasing the lighting capacity and earnings of a station

TWENTY PER CENT.
Shipments are now being made.

Detachable bases to fit any sockets five cents net, each.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MAiraPACTTnsED BT

BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS.

Virra. BROOKFIELD,
83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

Improvement is undoubtedly the

ORDER OF THE DAY
and we aim to be iu order.

We are constantly improving our line of specialties snd general stock of supplies, and en-
deavoring to give our customers the advantage of every advance made in the electrical field

KEEP YOUR EYE
on tiijs space and we will from time to time introduce to you high grade specialties and

improvements in general supplies.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,

ITRANS former!
I VOLTS
WATTS

^Hl NO

^^ ^

1

DIAMOND

TRANSFORMER.
HIGH FFFICIENCY,

LEAKAGE CURRENT LOW,
REGULATION WITHIN 2f,.

3-POlSIT KEPABABI.B COILS.
Absolutely UUAKANTEED against LIGHT-
NING and all ELEOTKIOAL DISABLE-
KENT not due to carelessness or mismaQ-
nfjement on the part of user.

Sent to any responsible concern on
30 days' trial.

GENERAL SELLING AGENTS:

TAYLOR, &OODHDE & AMES,
S27 Monadnock Block. CHICAGO, ILL.

H. E. PATSE,
El-Commissioner of Patents.

PATENTS.
PAINE & LADD, Attorneys ai Law,

Loan and Trust Building,

E,
P. ROBERTS & CO.,
Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.

E. p. Roberts. M. E- C. E. Uebelackeb, E. E.

Preliminary Surveya and Estimates,
Plana, Specifications and Superviyion of Electric

Light, Power and Bailwny Work.

WESTERN RESERVE BUILDING,
I'levelaiitl. Ohio.

SAMSON BRAIDED CORD.
I

Is the most dura^
ble for hanging

I Arc Lamps,
I
T roUey

I Cord, Cov
ering Field

Magnate, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Sanip!eH and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE STORKS,
115 COXGItBSS STREKT, BOSTON.

VERY
RECENTLY
SIMPLIFIED

AKD

IMPROVED.
FULLY WARRANTED.

The I'erfect .\atfMiiatic.

EVERY ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
HOUSE HAS THEM IN

STOCK.

1h.Q S0ZiTZaZl-'7.&.B0T ZZiSCTRZC CO.,
It i F'rankliii Street, I{i)'.t(m, ;!flaNM.

FOR SALE.
Three 35-Llght AVaterhouse Dynamos.
One 300 Light Brush,
Two 65-Light Van Depoele Arc Dynamos.
One GOO-Light United States Alternator.
One OOOL'ght United States, 110 toU.
Fifteen 1,200-0. P. Bru5h Arc Lamps.
Sixty No. 16 Brush Arc Lamps.

Rose Electric Light Supply Co.,
ST. LOUIS, MO.

BRANCH: Electrical Exchang; Building, New York.

QiialilMICA
For EleotricQl Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
ai8 Water Street, STew York.

f . H, SILLS, 86 Late Street, CHICAGO. ILL-

Sole Ajjreiits for "3Iicanite."

American High Speed Engine

Runs easily at speeds impracticable for re-

ciprocating engines. Has no dead centers,

yet 25 noi a "rotary," as piston doesn't re-

volve. Stationary has superior automatic

regulat'on; the Marine, simplest reversing

mechanism. Both types very economical

in steam consumption; compact, simple

and durable. Is superior for operating

eitlier high or low speed machines. Dyna-

mos direclly coupled. For launches, gives

great speed—2 to 150 horse power.

Et^'IUustrated Catalogue 10 cents.

Address American Engine Co.,

44 Raritan Ave , Bound Brook. N. J.

CnAS. li. WILSON. GEO. W. JACKSON.

WILSON £ JACKSON,
aENERAL CONTRACTORS,

street and Hif,'hway construction, Electric Condalts, Sabwaya, Sewers, Knilroad and Masonry Work.

Telephone Main 140.

Times Building. CHICAGO.

SAL AMMONIAC
(EliECTBIC BRAND)

ForElectrical Purposes
SRANipfJIiH Guaranteed 08/09% and free of lead and ii-on.

If yon want, the best quality ask your dealer

for this Ijrand. Imported l)y

A.KLIPSTEIN, 122 Pearl St., New York.

"woi^miinsrcxTonsr .&.a-<3-XSE3-.a.'XIiTa- IIT ca-F-a-ciT-g-
a60,.i25 Hors© I*oT7C^ox

HENRY R. WORTHINCTON,
93andn.:il,«kt St ,CIII< \(;0. .S(;;in<l XS Liberty St.. NEW YORK.

liOSTO.V. I-mLM)f;I.l'HI.\. ST. I.OIIS. IlK.NVKIl. co3srr5EisrsEi^s-

January 27, 1893.

To the Electrical Trade.
I hiva this day assigaed the entire interest in the Cleve-

land Switch, Patent No. 391,512, to THE BRYANT ELEC-
THIC COMPANY, of Bridgeport, Conn., together with the
tools, patterns and moulds for making the Switches and
Arc Cu-.-outs formerly manufactured and sold by THE
FOREST CITY ELECTRIC WORKS, of Cleveland (Factory,
Geneva, Ohio;.

I trust that my former friends and patrons will extend
to them the same good will and patronage tint they have
shown me in the past.

Very respectfully, rsigned; W. B. CLEVELAND.

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIRECT-

DIUVKN" Slow-Speed Gener

fttors for Electric Lighting and

Power. Low Running Expense.

Insulated Wire and Flexibl?

Cords. Estimates furnished.

I.solated Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 Girard Building,

BUFFALO, 60 Terrace.

THE BRYANT ELECTRIC CO. MAKES GOOD GOODS. WORKN AT MKinUKPOKT, CONHT.
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Electricity at the World's Fair.

Although the recent severe weather has interfered some-

what with the construction of the electric fountains, yet

the work has steadily progressed, and little doubt exists that

these attractive features of the exposition will be ready

for operation by May ist. On the northern fountain the

wooden deck that will cover the operating space and up-

hold the two and one-half feet of water in the basin is now

finished. Work on the other fountain is not quite so far

advanced, as can be seen by a glance at Fig. i. The

excavation for the seven-foot caisson under the basin and

Ground floor—Eddy Electric Manufacturing company,
The E. S. Greeley & Co., Page Belting company, Fort

Wayne Electric company, Crocker-Wheeler Electric com-
pany, Xew York Electric Conduit company, Germany.

Galleries—Perry & Rundlett, India Rubber Comb
company. Field Engineering company, Weston Electrical

Instrument company, Norwich Insulated Wire company.
Standard Electric Signal company, Waddell-Entz Electric

company, Washburn & Moen Manufacturing company,
Killings & Spencer, Hope Electric Appliance company,
Roessler & Hasslacher Chemical company, New England
Butt company, Uiica Electrical Manufacturing & Supply
company, F. A. Ringler company, Ford-Washburn Stor-

electro company. Day's Kerite Insulation company, North

pany, which will install one of the latest type of Edifon

upright triple expansion engines, directly coupled to

two Edison multipolar dynamos, in machinery hall for

this purpose. The engine is rated at i, 500 hcrsc

power, although at the rate of steam pressure adopted

by the exposition it will only develop about 1,000 horse

power. The dynamos will each be of 400 kilowatts ca-

pacity. The foundation for this large lighting set is now
completed.

A pretty effect will be obtained by the arc lighting of the

large glass dome of the horticultural building. YHvy lamps

the piling are well under way, however, and with milder

weather construction operations will be rapidly advanced.

A view of the northeastern corner of the electricity

building is given in Fig. 2. The picture was taken from

the opposite side of the lagoon, and the Exposition com-

pany's Hre-boat is prominently shown.

The interior of electricity building is assuming a more

animated aspect every day. The American Bell and

Western Electric pavilions are nearing completion, and

work on the French exhibit was begun this week. The

General Electric company will operateeightarcdynamosof

varying sizes in the building for service ligluing, and five

of these machines have already been received. In addition

to these the following named exhibitors have commenced

operations in the building:

FIG. I. ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLDS EAIR.

American Electric company, K. A. P. Electric Novelty
company, National Carbon company, Union Electric com-
pany. Standard Underground Cable company, Chicago
Electric Wire company of Delaware, Electric Appliance
company, T. II. Brady, Waterhouse, Gamble & Co., An-
sonia Electric company, Turner D. Bottome, Illinois Alloy
company. Queen & Co., Munson Lightning Conductor
company, Electric Heat Alarm company, New York In-

sulated Wire company, H. W. Johns Manufacturing
company, C. J. Hirlimann, Gamewell Fire Alarm Tele-
graph company.

Assistant Chief Ilornsby has prepared a list of exhibitors

in the electrical department arranged by groups and

classes, together with a list of articles shown, wliicli will

appear in the first edition of the ollicial catalogue.

A large portion of the incandescent lighting of the elec-

tricity building will be done by the General Electric corn-

will be used for this purpose, arranged in three circular

rows about the trusses which form the framework of the

dome. The lower row will contain 20 lamps, the middle

one 20 and the upper ro. This will furnish enough light

to make the dome a brilliant object at night.

The work of laying the arc light circuits is progressing

rapidly. On Saturday of last week Electrical Engineer

Pierce reported that during the last ten days 112,000 feet

of wire had been placed in ducts and subways. The
agricultural building is now completely wired for arc lights.

The contract for the wire for the power circuits has been

awarded to the United States Wire Cv; Cable company of

Schenectady. This contract calls for iSo.ooo feet of No.

0000 wire, tQ.ooo feet of No. 000, 1.200 feet of No. o,

and 24,000 feet of No. i, B. ^S: S. gauge, rubber covered.
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The Westinghouse company has been recommended by

the director of works for the contract for supplying two

150 horse power motors for the mines building.

Machinerj' hall presents a busy scene these days. In

the power plant there will be in all 22,000 horse power in

boilers and 30,000 horse power in engines. Of the latter

25,000 horse power will be employed to operate dynamos

for light or the transmission of power, and 5,000 will drive

shafting, pumps, etc. It is worthy of remark that the

largest pump has a capacity of 15,000,000 gallons a day—

a

size equal to that of any pumping engine in the Chicago

water works. Nearly all of this machinery is in some

stao^e of unpacking, installation or operation , and the

whole constitutes an animated and inspiring panorama.

Work on the piping connections between the engines and

boilers is now under way. and the two 400 horse power

Westinghouse engines now set up will soon be in opera-

tion, driving inc-indescent dynamos. In the German

space in this building foundations are being built for

Siemens cS: Halske direct connected engines and dynamos.

This firm will supply the arc lighting for the large termi-

nal railway station and for the wooded island.

The electrical newspapers have been allotted space in

the northwestern gallery of the electricity building. Each

of the principal papers has 196 square feet of space.

The reported dissatisfaction of New York manufacturers

has not afiected the electrical department to any appre-

ciable extent, despite sensational statements to the contrary.

namos are now at Jackson park. These machines have

heretofore been described in the Western Electrician,

but a few additional details will be of interest. Each dy-

namo consists of two separate rings of field magnets about

six inches apart and two armatures carried on the same

shaft. Each set of field magnet? consists of thirty-six

poles of laminated iron, projecting inward from a cast iron

ring bolted to the frame of the machine. There are two

distinct windings, one for the direct exciting current,

from an external source, and the other for the compensat-

ing current. The compensating current is obtained by

transforming a portion of the main current from the arma-

ture by two 20:1 converters fixed to the spider of the arma-

ture and then rectifying it by means of a proper commu-

tator carried on the shaft. The armatures are of the pole

type, built up of laminated iron stampings bolted to-

gether to the required thickness between wrought iron end

plates of the same shape. These blocks, which carry one

full and two half poles, are then placed in position on the

circumference of a cast iron wheel having eighteen T
shaped poles and fixed by leading. The armatures are

wound after the pattern of the new Westinghouse alterna-

tor, by slipping machine wound coils over the poles, press-

ing them into position and securing them by wedges

driven between two adjacent coils. The completed arma-

ture is 7,'2 feet in diameter. The armatures of each double

machine are keyed on the shaft with the poles of one op-

posite the spaces of the other, thus generating a current

FIG. 2. ELECTRICITV AT

Mr, Hornsby has prepared a list showing in square feet

the amount of space awarded to New York state exhibitors.

It is as follows;

C. and C. Electric Motor company, 979; International

Conduit & Insulation company, 500; R. T. Brooks, 329;
EUctrical World, 196; Field Engineering company, 464;
Empire Gold and Silver Plating Works, 72; Engineering
Equipment company, 349; Union Electric company, 344;
Thompson k. Robertson, 344; Zucker & Leavitt Chemical
company, i.ooo; Rich Electric Healing company, 500;
Standard Paint company, 177; New York Insulated Wire
company, 500; The E. .S. Greeley & Co,. 2.000; Crocker-
Wheeler Electric company, 1,105; Roessler & Hasslacher,

1^\ EUctrUal Enghuer , 196; Commercial Cable company,
270; EUctrUal Rcuiruj^ 196; India Rubber Comb company,
100; Bryan company. 375; Ei-ctricity, 196; Elec-

tric Secret Service cr>mpany, 698, Turner D. liottome,

200; F. A. Ringlet, 72; Norwich Insulated Wire company,
300; C. J. Hirliman. 114; I-^CIanche liaitery company, 72;
R. B. Bnxcy, %xo\ Standard Electric Signal company, 99;
Utica Eleciric Manufacturing 6: .Supply company, 120;

HcTwcll Irom Works, 500; J, C. Vcltcr, 72; H. W. Johns
MaDufacturing company, 1,002; North American Elec-

tric company, 50; Excelsior Electric company, 647; Em-
pire China Works. 37.5; Electric Ay^e, 196; Manhattan
Electric Supply company, 224; Okonitc Wire company, i.-

493; Granvilic: T. Woods, 90; L, D, Adlcr, i45;Non-Mag-
nctic Watch company, loo; .Spcrry Electric Railway com-
pany, 500; Electric Conduit company, 500; Waitc &: Uart-

lett, 287; General P^tcctric company, 15,000; Thomas A. Edi-

son, 5/rt>o: Jamc3 H. Mason, 227; Kikcr P^Icctrical Motor
company. 825; A. H, Phelps, 304.

In* the description of the arc lighting for the manufac-

lofca btiildiog which was given in this journal la^tt week

it should have been stated that the coronas will be <iup-

porred from the roof by slecl wire ropes % inch in di-

ameter. There will be 34 of these cables for the large

C070IUS and 26 for each of the smaller ones.

Two of the Weatioghonse company's 10,000 light dy-

THE world's fair.

one-fourth phase ahead of the other. The total weight of

the completed machine will be 55 tons, that of the arma

tures being 21.5 tons. These machines were tested by

coupling two of them together, one being run as a genera-

tor, the other as a motor by the current from the first; the

loss in transmission, hysteresis and friction being supplied

by a 300 horse power Westinghouse compound engine.

Funeral of Dr. Norvin Green.
The funeral of Dr. Norvin Green, late president of the

Western Union Telegraph company, took place in Louis-

ville, Ky., on the i6th instant, and two services were held,

one at the Green mansion and the other at Calvary Epis-

copal church. The first was rendered necessary on account

of the aged widow's feeble condition and. her inability to

attend the church services. The funeral was wholly devoid

of ostentation. Nearly all of the directors of the Western

Union and half a hundred division superintendents, chief

operators, and others in high authority were present. The
floral offerings were numerous and elaborate and were

sent from various cities of the Union. Dr. Green's re-

mains were interred privately in Cave Mill cemetery.

Litigation Over Electric Railway Trucks.
Action has been commenced in the United States Circuit

Court at Boston, Mass., by the Robinson Radial Car
Truck company against the West End Street Railway

company for alleged infringement of patents owned by the

Robinson Radial Car Truck company. The West End
Street Railw;iy company has been using fifty of the Robin-

son electric radial .six-wheeled trucks for several years and

is still uaing them. These it purchased in regular course

from the Robinson company. The West End company
has also been using a large number of eight-wheeled cars,

but it recently determined to equip with radial trucksabout

one hundred additional car bodies originally built for

eight-wheeled equipment. The West End company, it is

claimed, without license or authority from the Robinson

company, has built and put in operation within the last

three or four months about one hundred Robinson electric

radial six-wheeled trucks differing from the standard

radial only in a few minor details. The Robinson truck

has been fully explained and illustrated in the Western
Electrician.

Fire in the Adams Street Edison Station,
Chicago.

About 1:30 p. M. on Thursday of last week fire was
discovered in the feeder pit under the engine room of the

Adams sireet station of the Chicago Edison company.
The fire was not a serious one, and could have been easily

subdued by the employes of the station, but some hare-

brained person became frightened by the smoke and sent

in an alarm to the fire department. This proved very un-

fortunate. When the firemen came they were asked not

to use water on the feeders until the station could be shut

down. They were not to be instructed by any mere elec-

tricians, however, and insisted on deluging the distributing

cables with water despite the angry remonstrances of the

station people. There was instantly a total short-circuit,

flames mounting the wall of the engine room, and the en-

tire plant was incapacitated, every light on the company's

circuits going out. The firemen had put out the fire, but

their remedy was many times worse than the disease, the

result of their work being the burning off of the insulation

of half the cables for a distance of twenty feet.

Every available man about the station was at once put

to work to remedy the damage. The floor of the engine

room is of concrete, and this had to be dug up with pick-

axes in order that the workmen might get at the feeders.

Superintendent Church, Electrical Engineer Ferguson and
Construction Superintendent Goehst took charge and
worked like beavers. At first the plant was in total dark-

ness, but a station circuit was quickly rigged up, and the

men worked by the light thus afforded. When access was
gained to the pit the bare spots on the feeders were taped

and then the cables were lifted up from the bottom of the

moist trench as far as possible and separated from one an-

other by blocks of wood. This was a slow and tedious

job. In the meantime the telephone bell was ringing in-

cessantly and the entrance of the station was besieged by
impatient customers and a curious crowd. An employe of

the company and a big policeman were stationed at the

doors, and no one not engaged in the work was allowed to

enter the building while the repairs were in progress.

The distributing circuits of the company are so jnter-

aced that current could not be sent out through one feeder

alone without a tedious process of cutting out leads at

various points in the street mains. This was done, how-
ever, to satisfy a few of the imperative demands, and at

half past five the lights in the Great Northern hotel were

burning and three hours later the circuits supplying the

Columbia theatre were in operation. Shortly after mid-
night the cables were sufficiently repaired and separated for

safety. It was necessary to throw the entire load on the

station at one instant and thirty men were stationed at the

feeder switches in the dynamo room. Each man grasped

the handles of two switches, and at a preconcerted signal

—the striking of a gong—the switches were closed and

5,000 amperes of current shot through the circuits. This
was at 12:20 a. m., less than eleven hours after the station

had been totally disabled.

Much inconvenience was caused to users of lamps and
motors, of course. The Ahendpost is printed on presses

operated by power transmitted from the Adams street sta-

tion, and the curren was shut off just as the paper was
going to press. The paper was printed on the Daily News
presses. In the Athen;cum building the elevators are

operated by electricity, and the short-circuit occurred just

as one of the cars, containing several young women was
between two floors. The occupants of the elevator were
liberated with some difficulty.

On Thursday the Edison factory at Schenectady was
telegraphed to forward 3,000 feet of cable to the Chicago
Edison company with the utmost dispatch. Superintend-

ent Krucsi replied by wire that the order would he filled

by working night and day and that the cable might be ex-

pected by express on Monday. The loss to the Chicago
Edison company is believed to be between JflS.ooo and
$6,000, The cause of the oricjinal fire is unknown, but it

was probably due to defective insulation.

The project has been revived for building an electric
railway between Geneva and Waterloo, N. Y,
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Questions of Nomenclature.^

The necessity for a comparison between the suggestions

put ioT'xard by the committee of the electrical section of

the Royal Commission for the Chicago exhibition and the

recommendations of the sub-committee of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers as to the programme for

the forthcoming electrical congress is not necessary, since

the former were proposed in a very tentative fashion and
aimed at little else than a string of ideas from which pro-

gramme makers might derive assistance. The provisional

programme, of which we print an abstract in another col-

umn, contains some useful recommendations, and displays a

good knowledge of the subjects with which it deals, as well

as the needs of the hour. That a set of definitions of

physical quantities for international use should be contrib-

uted from America to Europe is a sign of the times; and
whether the programme be adopted or no, or whether even

any congress be held at all, we welcome this report as an
interesting landmark in the development of real American
science.

The first definition is not well worded. If the impressed

electromotive force is the ratio of the electrical activity to

the instantaneous value of the current, what happens after

the removal of the electromotive force acting in a circuit

possessing self' induction? The activity of the circuit is

at first unchanged, since the current is not altered instantly,

so that, according to the definition, the electromotive force

is the same as before. It is true that the dying magnetism
supplies the electromotive force needed for maintaining

the current, but this is not in any sense impressed upon

the circuit, for the circuit itself supplies it. It would have

been better to merely reproduce the definition adopted by

the board of trade committee for the volt, namely, the

potential difference needed to drive a current of one ampere
through one ohm.
Some definitions are given of quantities which are at

present hardly ever used. Who wants a unit of reluctivity?

And, if there be such a person, is he likely to receive any
help from the definition that "the reluctivity of a medium
at any point is the volume differential of the reluctance

thereat?"

With the practical parts of the report we have more
sympathy than with the theoretical. Among the terms

which are recommended for universal use we are glad, and
indeed surprised, to find that no change whatever is needed
in the language commonly used in the editorial columns of

this journal. "Voltage" is recommended as synonymous
with the ponderous pedantry of "difference of electrical

potential,'' with the slovenly "potential," with the slang

"P. D.," or the far worse "E. M. F.," with the antiquated

"tension," and with the often unscientific but sensible

term "pressure." But our experience goes to show that,

if only on account of tautology, the term "voltage" will

not always suffice. Again, the use of "transformer" for

"converter" has for long been our custom, and "dynamo-
tor" for "continuous current transformer'' for a necessarily

shorter period. "Continuous current" is preferable to

"direct current," but this is not a matter of importance.

In the same breath, however, the report recommends the

use of "kilowatt" for horse power. This is an altogether

different matter, and one to which, if real substitution is

intended, we strongly object. For heaven's sake let those

who have to employ the term be engineers first and elec-

tricians afterwards! We should much prefer to stick to

I. H. P., B. H. P., and E. H. P., and let the kilowatt go
by the board, if there need be a choice. But there is none;

the kilowatt has its uses. While such reforms are going

on, we should like to see the affected and pompous term
"installation" abandoned. Engineers got on perfectly

well with "plant," or "job," or "work" before they were
corrupted by the accident of an exhibition at Paris. We
find no difficulty in excluding "installation" from our edito-

rial columns.

Of the seven names for units which are put forward, a

majority stand a good chance of adoption at the congress.

The "mho" has been laughed at, but we are probably

justified in saying that no one who uses units of conduc-

tivity employs any other name; but the same might be said

for the use of the name "haf" as the reciprocal of a degree

Fahrenheit. The "henry" is sure to be received, for it has

beerr already well tried and only once stood in danger of

becoming ridiculous when "milli-hens" and the like were

suggested. The "oersted" for magnetic reluctance and

the "gilbert" for magneto motive force are of rather doubt-

ful value, but we hope that the pair of names, the "gauss"

and the "weber," will be respectively adopted for what
the report calls "the practical unit of magnetic intensity,"

presumably B, and for total lines of force or N. The
much needed unit of illumination is likely to give rise to

some discussion, the "bougie-meter" or the "candle-foot"

arc open to the objection that all other such compound
names imply a product of the components, while in this

case the former component is divided by the square of the

latter, or is multiplied by the square of its reciprocal. We
might then have "candle-toof," "toof" on the "mho" princi-

ple, a term accurate enough to satisfy even M. Hospitaller,

and hardly more uncouth than "mega-barads," "micro-

boles," and "kilogramme-kines," which have been proposed

without apology.

It would not be amiss if the Council of the Institution

of Electrical Engineers were to allot an evening or two to

a discussion of these proposals, the speakers being kept

rigidly to the subject before the meeting, namely, the

adoption, rejection, or moderate amendment of America's

contributions to international electrical nomenclature. No
good can come at this time of day from airy schemes for

revolutionizing our system of units, or from fads for

increasing this practical unit by one-tenth and decreasing

another to the same extent to make it fit. At the close of

the debate the council might perhaps reduce the general

sense of the meeting to concrete resolutions which might

be put to the vote of members only.

I. Kfoin the T.ondoH Electrician.

MacLeod's Improvements in Accumu-
lators.

William A. MacLeod of Boston has invented a storage

battery in which there arc several interesting features.

The principal claim for the new battery is that the method

of construction aids greatly in the absorption by the porous

plates of the electrolyte, so that complete saturation and

charging is insured. In the accompanying cuts Fig. i is

a section showing a cell composed of six of these porous

plates and a corresponding number of electrodes. Fig. 2

is a perspective view of oae of the porous plates. Fig. 3 is

a plan view, showing the method of clamping or securing

the plates and electrodes together. Figs. 4, 5 and 6 show

modified forms of porous plate. The metallic conducting

plates are preferably of lead and may be made very thin.

Seven of these electrodes are employed in a cell such as is

shown in Fig. i. Between the electrodes or conducting

plates is placed a series of porous plates of earthenware or

other acid-resisting material. These plates are provided

FIGS. 4, 5 AND 6. MACLEOD'S I.MPROVEMENTS IN ACCU-
MULATORS.

on either side, if both sides be used, as will commonly be

the case, with a number of depressions shown in the

accompanying drawings as grooves, the precise shape of

the depressions being immaterial. The grooves are pref-

erably formed transversely, but may be vertical when

the cell is set up.

The active material of the cell is applied to the porous

plate, the depressions being filled with this material. Any
active material may be employed, red lead being the mate-

rial commonly used. When the porous plates are properly

supplied with the active material the cell is built up by

placing between each porous plate and the adjacent one a

conducting plate, and the porous plates are so constructed

that the sharply defined projecting parts or ridges of every

alternate porous plate will be opposite the depressions of

the adjacent porous plate, as shown in Fig. I. After ihe

cell is built up the plates are clamped securely together,

three sets of clamps being employed to each cell, as shown.

The pressure of the clamps tends to force the ridges or

what is equivalent to a single porous plate split centrally.

As the plates are slightly rough on the surface they cannot
be clamped together so tightly as to exclude the passage

of the electrolyte, which v. ill be taken up by capillary

attraction in the aperture between the portions of the com-
pound plate. If desired, slight grooves or apertures may
be formed in the proximate faces of the portions of the

plate, as shown in Figs. 4, 5 and 0, so that when the por-

tions are laid together, thetc will be distinct passages or

canals. These passages if desired may be made to branch

in different directions between these portions of the plate,

as shown in Fig. 6. In this way the amount of e!cctrol>te

contained in the plates and between the masses of active

material on either side thereof may, if desired, be materially

increased, and free movement allowed between the spaces

within the plate and the mass of electrolyte outside the

plate, which greatly assists in maintaining uniformity of

density throughout the whole mass of electrolyte. The
absorptive or holding capacity of the porous plates when
the latter are not in two parts or halves might be increased

by boring or otherwise forming ver>' small apertures or

canals in them which would pass in from the edges toward

the center, or through the plate from edge to edge.

An Australian Electric Club.

An electric club has been organized in Melbourne, and
in commenting on the fact the Australian Buildin;^ atid

Eiigmcering Jou7-nal says: "At the present moment of

course it is difficult to say into what the club will develop

itself. As a purely social c'.ub, it will, we are inclined to

believe, be of little practical value to its members; on the

other hand the number of scientific members of the club is

so very limited that it cannot possibly develop itself into a

scientific club for many yea^s to come. However, it does

not matter what the club is termed, if it has at heart the

practical advancement of electrical engineering in all its

branches. Electrical work in Melbourne has so far verj-

little to boast about, and it would be well for all who
undertake electrical work in Victoria if the Electric club

could bring about a reform in the prices now being paid

for all kinds of electrical installation. Unless good work
be done we cannot expect to progress, and unless good
prices are obtained we cannot expect to obtain good work.

Nothing, to our mind, has done more harm to electrical

progress in Melbourne than the indifferent work to be

found in that city. It is to be hoped that the formation of

the electrical club in Victoria will elevate the standard of

electrical work to such a point that no fault may be found

with it by even the most exacting. We will on some fu-

ture occasion refer to the matter of electrical clubs again.

&

FIGS. I, 2 AND 3. MACLEOD'S

projections on one of the porous plates into the grooves of

the adjacent plate. As the ridges of one porous plate are

opposite the grooves of the adjacent plate and the active

material as well as the conducting plate is comparatively

soft and yielding, the surfaces of the active material may
be brought perfectly into contact with the surfaces of the

conducting plates. For the purpose of binding the plates,

clamps are employed which consist of two strips of rigid

acid-resisting material. These are secured at each end by

strips of yielding, contractile material, such for example as

rubber bands, as such material will withstand the action

of the acids used. By this means a clamp is made which

presses evenly across the plate, while at the same time the

rubber allows the cell to expand or contract during the

charge and discharge thereof.

For the purpose of increasing the capacity of the porous

plates for holding the electrolyte and insuring a greater

supply of electrolyte in the plates when the cell is in use,

each plate is made in two parts, as shown, Figs. 4 and 5.

These are laid side by side when the cell is built up,forming

IMPROVEMENTS IN ACCUMULATORS.

and also have something to say upon the working of older

clubs of this kind, particularly of the Chicago E!cclric

club, which, in spite of its short existence, is one of the

recognii:ed electrical clubs in the United States of America."

Elgin Electric Club.

The Elgin Electric club was organised recently, with

temporary quarters at 17 River street, Elgin, III. Although

in existence only four weeks, the prospects for a successful

career are unusu.iUy promising. The club has already en-

rolled about sixty members, including the leading electrical

men of Elgin. The ofl'icers of the club are: President,

Fred Purdy; vice-president, Dr. G. L. Marian; treasurer.

Henry Klinder; secretary. J. Frank North; librarian,

William Hubbard.

The Stock Yards & Northwestern Railroad company
contemplates the construction of a double track elevated

road in Kansas City. Kan., and the West Side Electric

Railway company is also considering the construction of

a double track road about a mile in length.
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English Electric Traveling Crane.

In the accompanying illustration is represented a 15

ton electric traveling crane constructed by Thomas Broad-

bent & Sons, Heddersfield. Two cranes of this style are

in use in the maker's shops and are found to be exceedingly

useful. The motor man in charge has an unobstructed

view from his seat below the main girders, and has com-

plete control of the operation of the crane. All the switch

handles are arranged before him, and he can put any part

of the gear into operation without taking bis eyes off the

object which he is raising or lowering, (ireat economy of

time is realized by the provision of six diilerent speeds of

lift and lowering, the latter being in each case increased by

50 per cent, over the corresponding lifting speed.

The traveler is driven by a ten horse power electric

motor, working at 105 volts, and maintaining under vary-

ing loads a constant speed of 750 revolutions per minute.

The motor has been specially designed for work of this de-

scription by Ernest Scott & Mountain, Newcastle on-Tyne.

The armature is of the Gramme type, of large diameter, so

that the motor has considerable starting power. The

commutator is of extra length, and runs absolutely without

sparking, and with practically no wear. The brush-holders

are of the makers' improved type, with hold-off catch and

tension regalator, and the carbon brushes, when once set.

will run for a long time without requiring any attention.

The motor is self-contained, the magnets and bearings being

mounted upon a sliding bedplate, with tightening screws,

enabling the slack of the belt driving on to the main

countershaft on the traveler to be taken up when required.

The motor is slightly compounded to give starting power,

and at the same time it will run under varying loads at a

practically constant speed. To start the motor a special

switch has been supplied which first of all magnetizes the

magnet, then puts the armature in circuit through a resist-

ance, starting the motor slowly. When the motor has got up

to aboat half-speed the switch is moved over a little

farther; the armature then runs up to full speed at its

maximam power. This type of switch entirely prevents

sparking when the motor is started.

The motor is mounted on the top of the main girders,

and drives a countershaft by means of a belt, the

sizes of the pulleys being so arranged as to give the shaft a

speed of 250 revolutions per minute. Upon this shaft there

are five pulleys, from which the various motions are

driven through belts. The cut is reproduced from

£nguuerin^ ol London.

Electrically Operated Fire Engine.

Many suggestions have been made for the utilization of

electricity for the operation of fire engines, and one of

the first practical steps toward this application must be

credited to an English concern. The accompanying illus-

trations show a fire engine of this kind and the details of

constraction. The apparatus was designed by Merry-

weather S: Sons, of London, for use in towns and districts

-.a
"'^

fire brigade; but modified so as to carry a motor and

pumps instead of the boiler and macbinery of the ordinary

steam fire engine. It is intended to be drawn by a pair of

horses to fires, and, on arrival, lengths of electric cable,

carried on the engine, are attached to the eltctric light

wires, and the pumps can therefore be started in a few

seconds, in fact, in less time than the hose connections can

found to be beneficial—for the gases given off by the

filament during exhaustion. The only point to be ad-

vanced against such a plan is the cost and difficulty of

first removing the occluded gases from the filaments and
then introducing some nitrogen, to be again removed, of

course, as completely as possible. There is no bint in the

announcement of the employment of such a process, but

unless the allusion to nitrogen is a mere blind devised to
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be made. Fig. i shows the machine pumping water from

a portable canvas dam, placed in the street, the dam being

supplied with water from street hydrants. The en-

gine can also be used by connecting the suction hose

direct to the street hydrant, provided the supply is suffi-

cient. A glance at the detailed drawings, Fig. 2, will

FIG. 2. ELECTRICALLY OPERATED FIRE ENGINE.

show the arrangement of the motcr and pump. The

equipment is compact and in operation has been proven

practical.

English View of the Lamp Situation.

In an editorial article on the new Weslinghouse lamp

in particular and the lamp situation in the United States in

Ki.KCTRlcAU.y op?:ratp,ij rii:E kngisk.

lighted by electiicity. U i^ fitted with a Siemens electric

motor, driviDj; a pair of Mcrryweather's special rotary

pnmp5. and is capable of throwing 350 to 500 gallons of

water per minute, to a height of 170 feet in a single jet, or

of throwing as many a3 four jets to a less height' The

pumps arc of gnnmcul, with valves and waterways of the

same material, and arc fitted with pressare gauges, capa-

dooa copper air vessels, and screwed outlets, for the

attachment of suction and delivery hoses. The carriage is

o( the same piltern as that stipplied to the Metropolitan

general ihc London Jikclrkal licview makes some inter-

esting observations. Of the former it says:

The references in this [the Wcstlnghouse company's]
statement to the technical points of manufacture arc put

together in a very oracular manner. The somewhat start-

ling mention of using nitrogen for preserving the carbons,

for example, is exceedingly vague. We cannot think that

it is seriously proposed to fill the bulbs with nitrogen gas.

No one with the least experience in the lamp line, wc
think, would dream of such a thing nowadays. But there

is nothing outrageously absurd in the proceeding of sub-
stituting a residual atmosphere of this gas—if it has been
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cause yet another difference to the Edison claims, we can
conceive of no other rational explanation for its use.

The particulars as to the value of new, returned ard
repaired lamps will be read with interest. In commenting
on the modified form of lamp not long since in this jour-

nal, we gave it as our opinion that new lamps could not be
turned out at so low a cost as those of usual construction,

and the allowance of sd. for a returned lamp unbroken
certainly confirms this opinion. At outside prices by the

sealing-in method, the cost of bulb, platinum and labor

does not reach 2 J'zd.; and the deduction to be drawn is

that if the company were at liberty to employ the sealing-

in method, it could sell lamps for about is. each. This is

not far from what is rapidly becoming the current price on
the European continent, viz. , lod. each. The cost of re-

newing a worn-out Westinghouse lamp is, therefore, only

three halfpence below this price, exclusive of the cost of

transport to the works for renewal. In connection with

renewing old lamps, it is the company's intention to start

"renewal stations" in various large cities, so as to reduce
the cost to the consumer of returning worn-out lamps to

the central factory.

Provided the lamps are a success in a general sense the

remarks anent the policy of running them at a higher effi-

ciency than is economical with those which cannot be re-

newed, are true enough in strict principle. The consumer
would save 2d. or 3d. per lamp after, say, a run of 400 or

500 hours, and, in addition, would obtain either more
average light for a given expenditure of current, or spend
less on current, and get the same amount of light. But
average light and uniform light are not synonymous
terms, and a more uniform light (obtained by forcing the

lamps less) may perhaps be more valued by some than a
rapidly falling light, although its average intensity be
greater.

It is stated to be the intention of theWestinghouse com-
pany to manufacture these separable lamps at the rate of

15,000 or 20,000 per day, exclusive of renewals. This is

no insignificant rate, even when compared with the colos-

sal output of the English Edison-Swan monopolies.
With regard to the attitude of the various Edison illu-

minating companies that have been started in the states

towards the General Electric company, which now con-
trols the Edison patents, it is by no means of a friendly

nature. And for this reason: These illuminating compa-
nies, who own some three-fourths of the whole incandes-
cent lighting business in America, bought in early days
the exclusive right to sell and use Edison lamps in their

respective territories, and in return for the privilege as-

signed to the Edison company a portion of their respective

stocks. Infringing companies next spring up, and sell

electric lighting apparatus within their domains, without
let or hindrance, and at a cheaper rate than the original

illuminating companies had to pay the parent company
for their supplies. It thus happened that the Edison
licensees have not made the amount of profit they had a
right to make. Hence the unfriendly spirit towards the
Edison Electric company; and the animosity is greater
still against the General Electric company, since many of
their bitterest rivals (which have been from time to time
absorbed by the Thomson-Houston company) are now
afliliated with the Edison combination. By way of retalia-

tion they have now the power to say, "We will not allow
you to sell any lamps in our territory; and we ourselves
will not sell lamps to any of our customers except at a
price we may fix upon. And further, we refuse to sell

lamps at all to our rivals—the Thomson-Houston, Brush,
I-'ort Wayne, Jenny, etc." Nor is this all; for prior to
the amalgamation of Edison with Thomson-Houston, the
latter had guaranteed its licensees against liability for

possible infringement of the Edison patent; so that should
these rival lighting companies now be unable to obtain
lamps in conscfjuence of action on the part of the l'"dison

licensees, they have the right to sue the (General Electric

company for damages. Thus all these circumstances
combine to place the General Electric company in a very
awkward position, and it seems questionable whether it

will derive much benefit from the recent victory it has
gained in the law courts. It is not surprising to learn
that the embarrassed situation is having a very detrimental
influence on the trade just at present, but hopes are enter-
tained that before very long important developments
in the direction of relieving the situation will be arrived at.

The Union Electric Street Railway company has been
incorporated to construct a line from Drifton to Lehigh
Pa.
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Experiments With Electric Waves.
iJy one of the greatest syntheses that the scientific cen-

tury has produced Maxwell presented irrefutable proofs

that the velocity of light was the same as that of electric

dynamic action. He concluded from this that the two phe-

nomena are propagated by a similar movement in the same

medium, i. e.. the ether, and that the luminous waves only

differed in point of rapidity from the oscillations which

cause electro-dynamic induction. But Maxwell's demon-

strations were contained in elaborate formuhu, and were

little comprehended outside of the world of the professional

physicists. There was needed a popular and tangible

proof, and that is what Prof. Hertz of IJonn University

has discovered. The wonderful insans which he devised

has opened a field in which physicists have worked and

will continue to work. Sarasio and La Rive were the first

to improve upon the methods of Hertz.

A certain insight into the experiments can be gained by

referring to water as au analogue. If the water level is

disturbed in two receptacles placed at the same level and

connected by a large tube, it will be re-established by a se-

ries of oscillations. If the tube be compressed the level re-

turns after a slow and asymptotic movement of the fluid.

Thus it is in the experiments. Iq an apparatus composed

of two small spheres separated by a slight distance, an

electric discharge passing from one ball to the other will be

asymptotic in certain conditions of capacity and efTective

resistance, and wiU be in other cases oscillatory.

When theo5cillations reach some hundreds of millions

per second, the inductive etTects become pronounced, and

the action, being propagated at a speed of iS6,ooo miles

per second, produces in the space stria; of tension analo-

gous to sound waves in tha air or in some other medium.

These waves are not propagated in the conductors; they

glide along their surface when they are tangent to them, or

they are reflected when they intersect them. They can,

iik2 sound waves, produce loops and fixed nodes if they

are reflected.

At the commencement of his investigations Hertz be-

lieved he had found that the waves traveling in the con-

ductors attained a speed which was only six-tenths that of

light. He announced this result only as provisional and

un:;ertain. This belief was invalidated by the first experi-

ments of Sarasin and La Rive. But these conscientious

and skilful observers did not stop there, feeling that the

limited dimensions of their laboratory might prejudice the

result they took down the partitions and tried the experi-

ment again, without reaching a diflerent conclusion.

Finally, at the request of Prof. Hertz himself, they deter-

mined to operate on a larger scale, and they removed their

apparatus to the turbine room in one of the power stations

on the Rhone.

The accompanying illustration shows the extensive chir

acter of the installation. The oscillator which produces

the rapid succession of sparks is shown at the right. Elec-

tro-dynamic action propagated in all direcuons strikes at a

distance of about 50 feet a zinc mirror 24 feet in height

and 52 feet in width.

Waves reflected from the mirror interfere with the direct

waves coming from the oscillator, and as a result of the

interference nodes and loops are produced. Nodes may
be described as points at which there is no electrical vi-

bration while maximum, vibration is found at the loops.

To ascertain this a test ring, which is made of wire bent in

the form of a hoop, with the ends slightly separated, is

held at the nodes, and no result is noticed, but in the loops

a s'ream of sparks passes across the gap in the hoop. In

order that the experiment might be conducted in darkness

the long box or tunnel was constructed.

As the point midway between the nodes can be deter-

mined by means of the test ring, the length of the wave

can be easily ascertained. The number of oscillations per

second which produced the action in the test ring or res-

onator can be calculated. This number multiplied by the

wave length gave the speed of the electro-dynamic action.

This presuppDses, of course, that no error in reasoning

has been committed, but physicists are not entirely agreed

on that point.

Taking this for granted, Sarasin and La Rive found in

their extensive installation the identical result that they

observed when experimenting on a smaller scale; i. e., the

speed of propagation of electro-dynamic action in free air

was the same as along wires, that is to say, upon the sur-

face and not inside, where they are not propagated at all.

By the method which has been brielly sketched, Blondot

has proved in a direct manner that this speed, allowing

for errors in the experiments, was the same as that of

light.

But experiment has not stopped here. The speed of

the propagation of waves in different media has been

studied, and the results are very interesting. Cohn has

proved, for example, that the speed in water is 8.5 times

less than in air, and this is precisely the value of the index

of refraction of water for electric waves found by Ellingcr.

The square of this number, 72, is very near the apparently

paradoxical value found by a great number of observers

for the dielectric constant (specific inductive capacity) of

water. The index of refraction of alcohol, 4 9, leads to

the same confirmation.

No one would have dared to hope, ten years ago, that

Maxwell's idea in so short a time would be so strikingly

and beautifully proved. The illustration is reproduced

from /.(I jViifurc.

National Electric Light Association.

Western members of the National Electric Light asso-

ciation are alive to the importance of the meeting at St.

Louis February 2Sth, and there is no doubt but that there

will be an unusually large attendance. Chicago interests

will be well represented. Arrangements have been made

with the Illinois Central Railroad company for reduced

rates. This is the first time in many years that the Chi-

cago members have been granted a special rate, and this

inducement, especially in view of the fact that the con-

vention will be held so near home, will undoubtedly tend

to make the Chicago party much larger than it has been

for several years. Through the efforts of Jesse Scribner

Following is the official programme of the convcnlioo, as

issued by the secretary. The sessions of the cODvcnlioa

will be held at the Kcll Telephone building:

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 23X11.

Meeting of the executive committee at o o'clock, parlor,
.Southern hotel.

Morniii:^ Session, lo.*3o o'<lock.

Address of Welcome, Hon. E. A. Noooaa, Mayor of St.
Louis.

Address, President James I. Aycr.
Report, Committee on Data.

A/itrunon St'SSion, 2 o'chch.
Report, Committee on Safe Wiring.
Report, Committee on World's Columbian Exposition.
Paper, A. D. Adams. "Wrought versus Cast Iron for

Field Magnet Frames.'"

WEDNESfMY, MAHCH 1ST.

Morning Session, \q o'clock.

Paper, H. C. Meyers, •'Preservation of Poles and Cross
Arms."

Paper, Chas. .S. Bradley, "Lcn^ Distance Transmission
of Power."

Paper, L. B. Stillwell, "Under What Conditions Is the
Use of Water Power Economical ?"

Aflcnicon Session, 2:30 o'c/vrk.

Paper, E. A. Armstrong, "Morals of Corporations."
Paper. R. H. Sterling. "Some Experiences with the Al-

ternating System."
Paper, William Brophy. "Relation of Insurance to Elec-

tric Lighting and Power."

EXPERIMENTS WITH ELECTRIC WAYES.

special accommodations, as well as special rates, have been

secured, and these are fully e.'iplained in the following

statement which Mr. S;ribner has issued for the informa-

tion of members:

For the benefit of those desiring to attend the National
Electric Light association convention at St. Louis Febru-
ary 28th and March 1st and 2d, arrangements have been
made for a rate of a fare and a third for the round trip

($10) on the certificate plan. The Chicago delegates wilt

leave by the Illinois Central at 9 v. m. February 27th. ar-

riving in St. Louis at 7.20 a. m. the next day. The regu-
lar equipment of this train (the Diamond Special) includes

a magnificent new ten compartment Pullman, with double
upper and lower berths, closets, gas, etc., especially adap-
ted for those members who will be accompanied by their

wives, and a new sleeper finely finished. The price of
berths is $2 and compartments ^4. A buff, twill also be
accessible. The train can b^ met at either Lake, Van
Buren, Twenty second, Thiit) -ninth streets, or Hyde
Park sia'.ions.

If members desiring accommodations reserved will ad-
vise me by telegraph at the earliest moment, stating
whether they wish berth, section or compartment, I will

see that they are provided for.

Tickets may be secured at the Illinois Central office. 194
Clark street and stations mentioned except Van Burtn
street. Delegates will purchase a ticket oneway, state

that they are going to attend the convention, and the
sgentwill give them, in addition to the ticket, a certificate

of such purchase. On arriving at St. Louis they will

leave the certificate with C. O. Daker, Jr , at the oflice of
the secretary of the National Electric

* Light association,
who will incorse it and return It as soon as possible. This
certificate, when so indoised, upon presentation at the
Vandalia L'ne ticket office in St. Louis, will ent'tle the
holder to purchase a return ticket at one-third the regular
fare. This matter of having the certificate properly in-

dorsed is absolutely necess.iry in order to gtt the return
ticket at the reduced rate.

Sleeping car accommodations for the return trip can be
arranged for with a representative of the Illinois Central,
who will accompany the party on the way down.

Exening Sission, S o'clock.

Lecture by Nikola Tesla.

THURSDAY, MARCH 2D.

Morning Sfssicn, 10 o'c/a-k.

Paper, W. H. Browne, "Underground Conduitsand Con-
ductors."

Paper, Calvert Townley, "Incandescent Lamp from a
Commercial Standpoint."

Paper, Louis Bell, Subject to be announced.

£x£cntiv€ Session.

Report, Secretary' and Treasurer.
Election of Otlicers.

The committee of the St. Louis Electric club has

adopted the fcllowing programme, subject to some change

in detail later:

MONDAY.

Afternoon—Special committee to meet incoming Van-
dalia train at East St. Louis, or farther out, if possible.

ICzc-nin^.—Reception committee at Union depot and all

hotels. Informal reception at Electric club rooms.

TUESDAY.

Evening.—Visits in carriages to the Missouri, Mnmcipal,
and Union Depot electric plants.

WEDNESDAY.
A/hTn:\'n.—Theater party for the ladies accompany-

ing delegates.

Evening—Tesla lecture. Reception immediately after-

ward.
TMURSPAY.

.f//cr«i»o//.— Catriage drive for ladies through West
Eno, Tower Grove park and Shaw's garden.

Evening.—Theater patties for delegates and ladies.

KKIPAY.
Morning.—Meet at Electric club rooms at 10:30, take

suburban electric cars to DeHodiamonl: inspect power
station; proceed out suburban road to Ramona lake;

thence return by Union avenue branch to Forest park; take
carriages to Jockey club at Fair grounds for lunch. Kc-
turn, if time will permit, via Benton-Bellefontaine railway
station, reaching hotels at 5:30.
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"Castles in Spain" have always been held to be the

abodes of indolence and ease, and it seems that an elegant

leistire of similar nature characterizes the construction of

electric railways in that country. A franchise for an un-

dergrcuod electric line in Madrid has been granted to one

Don Pedro Garcia Faria. It is stated that the road is to

be nude up of four sections, and only a single short s'retch

is to be above the surface, and for that a viaduct is to be

osed. Construction work is to be commenced within a year.

Eight years are to be allowed for completing the electric

water power plant and the first section of the line, and

four years are to be allowed for building each of the re-

matning sections, making twenty years in all. But al-

thongfa the -Spaniards are a little slow, the present indica-

tions are that they can um up their entire time allotment

and still easily antcdite the realization of a rapid transit

scheme for New York.

CfliCAco has an excellent fire department and one of

which the citizens are justly proud, Hut Chief Swenie

shonid teach his men that there is such a thing as being

OTer-zeak«s, especially in firej where wires carrying currents

of electricity arc inroIvc-J. An instance of thia mi<!placed

energy occurred at the fire in the Chicago Hdisonc/>mpany's

station last week. Originally the fire was of no great

consequence, btit the firemen rushed in, laid three lines of

bo?e and saturated the distributing feeders with water.

The entire stati>D wis io^Untly shor'.-circuitcd and there

wa5a great display of fire-worlcs. The result was that the

plant was shut down for eleven hours and thousands of

persons were put to gteat inconvenience for lack of light

and power. This state of affairs was directly chargeable

to the firemen, who were begged not to turn on the water

until the station could be shut down. If the firemen had

heeded this request, the plant could have been shut down,

the fire extinguished, temporary repairs made to the insula-

tion and the engines started up again in half an hour. The

ignorance and bull-headedness shown by the firemen in

this case is exasperating, and the chief should make it his

duty to see that his men ha^'e a few elementary lessons on

the tffect of water on live wires.

Quite a change is noticeable of late in the attitude of

insurance companies toward electrical interests. While

the underwriters are not less vigilant in their efforts to

keep up a high standard of construction, they do not dis-

play the opposition to electric lighting that formerly

marked their policy. This can only be explained by the

fact that they are beginning to realiza the advantages of

the electric light over other forms of illumination in the

matter of safety. They are certainly justified in thischange

of policy if statistics have any value. Official reports of

chiefs of fire departments in S2 cities of this country hav-

ing a population of 20,000 or over show that during the

year iSqi there were iS,iiS fires from all causes, only 225

of which were attributed to electric lighting and power

circuits. A comparison of the losses is equally interesting.

The total value of property destroyed in all the fires

reported was $21,357,539.95, while only $216,899.75

could be charged to the fires caused by electric currents.

This is certainly an excellent showing and one that will

appeal to every business man. It has always been

claimed by the advocates of electric light and power that

with proper construction the fire risk would be reduced to

a minimum where electricity was employed. And now

they are supported in this position by official statistic?,

compiled from reports prepared by disinterested persons.

It is gratifying to record the fact that the electrical de-

partment at the World's Fair promises to be the first to

have a completed uisplay to offer for public inspection. Mr.

Hornsby, the assistant chief, has shown commendable

energy in pushing the work of the department, and the

exhibitors are cordially seconding his efforts, as shown by

the list of those who are now making preparations In the

building, published on another page. There was consid-

erable vexatious delay in the construction of the building,

but the contractors have largely atoned for this fault by

turning over a structure that has proved to be one of the

best constructed on the grounds. During the heavy snow-

fall of this winter the glass roof of the building has with-

stood the strain admirably, which is more than can be said

of most of the other buildings. Exhibitors have therefore

no fear that their goods will be injured, and all seem im-

bued with the necessary spirit of aclivlty. In machinery

hai; the prospects for the completion of the service plant

by May ist are not quite so bright, but this is no fault of the

mechanical and electrical engineering department, but is

solely due to delay on the building and differences of opinion

among those high In authority. These drawbacks have

now been overcome, however, except in the case of the

litigation over the boiler plant, and henceforth every nerve

will be strained to complete the work. It is hoped that

the entire plant will be in operation by the opening day,

but in any event it will be so near completion that the

service of the exposition will not be seriously impeded.

Those who tave carefully followed the course of the

lamp litigation will not be surprised to learn the decision

of Judge Colt of Boston in the case of the Beacon com-

pany. In granting the injunction applied for by the Edi-

son company the court took the only course that could be

consistently followed. In his decision the judge said: "It

has often been laid down that a meritorious invention is

not to be defeated by something which rests in speculation

or experiment or which is rudimentary or incomplete. The

law requires not coDJeclure, but certainly. It is easy, after

an important invention has gone into public use, for per-

sons to come forward with claims that they invented the

same thing years before, and to endeavor to establish this

by the recollection of witnesses as to events long past.

.Such evidence is to be received with great cauticn, and

the presumption of novelty arising from the grant of the

patent is not to be overcome except upon the most clear

and convincing proof." It may be added that much more

importance has been given the ^iocbcl claims at the present

timq than they could possibly command under almost any

other circumatance"]. The imporl;incc of this proceeding

has been greatly magnified, and the impression h&s been

created that f;iilurc would be almost a death-blow to the

incandescent lighting business. The decision of the court

in a recent case in Chicago does not support this view. On
the contrary it clearly indicates that the demand for incan-

descent lamps must be supplied at a reasonable price, snd

that if the facilities of the Edison factories are so limited

that this cannot be done the injunctions now resting upon,

rival companies will be removed. In the meantime there

is no reason to believe that the dynamo builders will be

seriously affected by this decision.

A SUMMARY of the complaint filed by the attorney-gen-

eral in the action instituted by the government against

the American Bell Telephone company to annul the Ber-

liner patent is presented elsewhere in this issue. The
principal grounds upon which the action is based are that

the patent issued was for an invention that was not cov-

ered by the original application filed by Berliner; that ihe

introduction of the amended specification, claims and

drawings should not have been allowed by theexaminer of

patents; that the amendment related to an invention not

covered by the original application, but for an entirely dif-

ferent invention, and that its incorporation in the applica-

tion was secured by fraud and with the object of deceiving

the patent examiner; that the apparatus covered by this

amendment was not invented by Berliner and that it was
in common use for more than two years prior to the filing

of the amended application; that the telephone company

which had secured control of the application not only failed

to press the claims of the inventor and secure an early is-

suance of the patent, but pursued a dilatory policy and con-

tributed to the delay by causing other applications which

it controlled to be placed in interference with it and by
this course succeeded in having the issuance of the patent

delayed until the term of the original Bell patent was about

to expire.

Owing to the fact that the examiners in the patent cffice

were not familiar with the art of telephony, it is explained^

the deception was not discovered for some time, and

then the telephone company set up the claim that it was

too late for the patent office to consider this phase of the

case. This plan, according to the compla'nt, was pursued

until the company finally secured the patent. There are

many questions of law and fact involved in the case, and
the proceedings will be watched with interest.

In common with all others interested, the members of the

electrical fraternity desire that the greatest care be exer-

cised In the selection of the judges who are to pass upon

the comparative merits of the exhibits at the World's Fair.

Perhaps it would be just as well if the whole system of

awards were done away with, but if we must have it the

judge; must be well qualified by ability and experier:ce and

absolutely impartial. The appointment of judges is new
under consideration, as we learn from a circular letter frcm

John Boyd Thacher of Albany, N. V., chairman of the

executive committee on award?, wl o gives the following

particulars:

The rules provide among other things that each exhibit

shall be examined by an individual judge, who mu?t be so
far as possible a competent expert and must formulate his

opinion of an exhibit in writing and sign his name thereto,

and that this report must receive the confiimation of the
department committee of which he is a member. There
are thirteen of these departmental committees, c ne of
which is assigned to each of Ihe thirteen great depart-
mentsofthe exposition, and these thirteen committees
compose the board of judees. There will be foreign
representation upon each of these thirteen committees,
and also one or more women judges upon all committees
authorized to award prizes for exhibits which may be pro-

duced in whole or in part by female labor. It is the de-
sire of the World's Columbian Commission to Compensate
judges, but this will depend upon the action of congress,,

to which application has been made for an appropriation
sufficient to defray all expenses connected with this subje ct

of awards. Should the appropriation be made, judges
frem the United States will receive $0oo each, and those

from foreign countries i|;i, 000 esch. Their work should
begin June 1st and last about two months. The manage-
ment of this whole matter is in the hands of the executive

committee on awards, which is receiving applications for

appointments as judges at its temporary oflice in the capl-

tol at Albany. After March 15th the office will be per-

manent jy established in the administration building of the

World's Columbian Commission, at Jackson Park,
Chicago.

Mr. Thacher docs not state the number of members in

each commiilcc or the proportion of foreign reprejentalJvcs,

In the case of the electrical department it will be neces-

sary to select men not affi'atcd with the great mariufsclur-

ing companies which exert so marked an inlluence on the

business. Wchavc in mind one man who could serve on

the committee very acceptably as one of the western mem-

bers. That man is Prof. II. S. Carhart of the University

of Michigan at Ann Arbor. He would make a gcod

judge.
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Berliner Telephone Litigation.

As announced in the last issue of tlie Whsikrn Ei.EC-

TRICIAN the attorney- general has begun an action against

the American Hell Telephone company to annul the patent

issued to Emile Berliner, November 17, i8gi. In the

complaint the attorney-general reviews the proceedines in

the prosecution of Berliner's claims before the patent

commissioner and points out the effect which this patent,

if permitted to stand, would have upon the telephone busi-

ness of the ccuntiy. It is contended by the complainant

that the patent issued to Berliner is not for the invention

described by him in his application filed June 4, 1S77, but

for an entirely different invention. It is asserted that on

September i, iSSo, Anthony Pollok, solicitor for the tele-

phone company which had purchased the invention,

"amended the applicatioa by striking out all the drawings

then on file and substituting new ones, and striking out

the entire specification except the preamble and signature,

and substituting a new specification and claims, which

was not, however, signed or sworn to by Berliner or veri-

fied underoath until long afterward." Commenting upon

this proceeding the complainant says:

This amended specification was drawn with consum-

mate art. and with intenr, as your orator believes and

charges, to mislead and deceive the examiner of the patent

office by concealing from him the fact that the amend-

ment introduced into the application a new and substan-

tive invention not found in the original application.

Another point raised by the attorney-general is that

after securing control of the invention of Berliner, the

telephone company pursued a dilatory course in order to

delay issuance of the patent until Beli's original patent

was about to expire, and thereby to gain an extension of

the monopoly of the telephone business in this country

wh'ch it had enjoyed under patents enforced and protected

by the government. In pursuance of this policy it is

claimed that two interferences were declared in the patent

office between the Berliner application and the Bell patent,

that these interferences remained pending until September

30, 1880, when the telephone company caused Berliner to

file in each of them a written concession of priority of in-

vention to Bell, thereby terminating the interferences.

Other cases of a similar nature are cited to show that in-

terferences were declared merely to delay the granting

of the patent. Oae of these is particularly interesting as

illustrating the methods which the attorney-general alleges

were employed by the telephone company throughout the

proceedings. It appears from the complaint, that after

filing his application, Berliner introduced by amendment

a feature of construction, consisting of a contact plate or

piece of carbon attached to or forming one of the elec-

trodes of the apparatus, which was an element of invention

not found in the original application, as filed, and which

he could not lawfully insert as an amendment. But the

examiner in charge, not perceiving that fact, on March

26, 187S, declared an interference upon that point between

Berliner and Edison. On September 3, 1S80, by stipulation

the interference was suspended and the papers returred to

the primary examiner. This interference remained as a

suspended but undetermined proceeding until October 21,

1S91, when it was dissolved by the examiner of interfer-

ences. It is charged that the inventions of Berliner and

Edison were owned by the the telephone company and that

the proceedings referred to were continued merely to keep

the Berliner application in the patent office. But for the

policy designedly pursued by the telephone company the

patent ''might and would have been issued before the

middle of the year 1S80." Furthermore it is claimed that dur-

ing the pendency of the application the company suffered

it to rest without action and failed to prosecute from

October 23, 18S3, to February 19, 1886—a period of more

than two years, whereby the application was abandoned,

and all further action on ihe same by the commissioner

of patents and his subordinates was unauthorized and void.

CDucerning the value of Berliner's invention it may be

said that the attorney general disputes his right to a

pitent. He asserts:

It is against justice and equity and contrary to

the plain spirit and intent of the patent laws, that the

monopoly of one and the same invention shall be pro-

longed in one and the same person by the grant, first, of

a patent, or patents, for the invention in practical and ap-

plied form, and afterward of a patent covering nakedly and
broadly the fundamental principle of the same invention.

And pointing out the circumstance, which appears from

the facts already stated, that from the time of acquirirg

title to the invention of Berliner, until the issue of patent

463 569, the telephone company Jiad control of the appli-

cation of Berliner, and at the same time owned the inven-

tions and patents of Blake, Beiliner, and others, under

which it was enjojing a monopoly of the use of ihe broad

invention of the constant contact telephonic transmitter,

the complainant avers that there rested upon the company
an extraordinary duty to speed application by every means
known to the law, and that if by any act or omission of

the company the issue of patent •\(>3.5^^9 was to any extent

delayed bejond the date when it might have been issued

if it could of right be istucd at allj, huch delay ought to

and does invalidate the patent.

In the Bell patent 174. 4O5, an apparatus was described

by means of which sonorous vibrations of the atniospfaere

may be caused to produce corresponding undulations in an

electrical current. This apparatus consisted of- an electro-

magnet in the conducliug circuit, and an armature placed

in front of one of the poles of the magnet capable of being

vibrated by the action of sound waves, which vibration,

operating by induction through the electro magnet, causes

corresponding undulations in the electric cuirent. It was
also stated in the patent that other means, and amcrig

them variations of resistance in the conducting circuit,

might be employed to produce undulations of current.

In patent 463,569, as issued, there is described and
claimed an apparatus for causing sonorous vibrations of

the atmosphere to produce corresponding undulations in

an electric current which consists of two electrodes placed

in contact, one of which is free to vibrate in response to

the action of sound waves in such manner as to vary the

pressure of the contact between the electrodes without

breaking the same. The principle upon which such an

apparatus operates is as follows: The discontinuity of

conducting material at the point of contact between the

electrodes creates a resistance to the flow of currenf, which
resistance is increased by lightness or weakness of pressure

between the electrodes, and decreased by closeness or force

of such pressure; by increase of resistance in this manner,

the electric current llowing in the circuit is weakened, and
by decrease of resistance it is strengthened; hence, move-
ments of the vibrating electrode produce, first, variations

of pressure between the electrodes; these, in turn, produ'

e

variations of resistance in the circuit; and these again,

correspondicg variations of current, by means of which

succession of actions sonorous vibrations of the air are

made to produce corresponding undulations of current in

the circuit.

Patent 463,569 contains six claims, in four of which, the

first, second, third and sixth, and each of them, there is

found as a constituent element of the combination the fea-

ture of constant contact during operation between the

electrodes in the circuit- But there is not found in the

specification of this patent any description of any form or

construction of mechanism in itself requiring invention for

the purpose of making.a-' justing, or operating the apparatus

in such manner that constant contact between the elec-

trodes may be secured and maintained in use.

In the original application filed by Berliner there was
described an apparatus comprising two electrodes, one of

which consisted of a vibrating diaphragm, and the other

of which consisted of two adjustable contact pias, one of

which pins was placed initially in contact with one side of

the diaphragm, and the other on the other side of the

diaphragm, not in contact therewith, but within the field of

its vibration. And in the operation of this device as de-

scribed in the application, the diaphragm in its vibration

caused by the impact of sound waves upon it remained in

contact with said first-mentioned pin. or made and broke

contact therewith, or made and broke contact with both

pins alternately, according to the extent of its range of

movement.
But there was not described in the application any ap-

paratus operating or designed to operate with constant

contact between its electrodes. And in the claims of the

application no claim was made of any apparatus operating

or constructed or designed to operate with constant con-

tact. Figs. I and 2, which appear in the patent as is-

sued, and all the matter found from line 7 to line 63 of

page I, inclusive, of the specification, and claims i, 2, 3

and 6, were, it is charged, all added to and inserted in the

application by amendment after its filing, and after the

assignment from Berliner to the respondent company or its

assignor, so that it is claimed patent 463 569, as to all its

broad claims, is for an invention which was not shown or

described in the application as tiled, and is for a different

invention.

The failure of the patent examiners to discover the al-

leged deception practiced upon them by the introduction

of the amendment to the specifications and the substitu-

tion of new drawings and claims, and the importance of

these changes, is explained by the fact that telephones

had not come into general use at the time, and that tech-

nical knowledge of the art was in a great meaiu-e confined

to the experts of the telephone company. It is admitted

that the examiners were ignorant of the true function,

value and importance of the feature of constant contact

between the electrodes of a telephone transmitter. Con-

tinuing the complainant says:

While it can be seen plainly now that the object of the

amendment was to introduce into the application and
claims broadly the element of corystant contact between
the electrodes in a telephonic transmitter, the same was
studiously framed in such manner as to conceal from the

examiner the fact that the amendment involved a departure
from the original application.

While in the drawings as filed the two electrodes of the

device are represented as in contact, there was nothing in

the drawings to indicate whether the vibration of the dia-

phragm in operation would break that contact or not.

And while in the description contained in the specification

it was directed that the electrodes should be placed in con-

tact initially, and was stated that they could operate by
varying pressure, there was no statement that they must
be so constructed and adjusted as to remain in constant
contact, and no description of any manner of constructing,

adjusting, or operating the apparatus by which the result

of constant contact during operation could be iccurcd.

and no statement of any necessity, importance, or useful-

ness of constant contact between the electrodes except this,

v'?-: "If the uttered sound is so strong that its vibrations
will cause a breaking of the current at ihc point of contact
in the transmilter, then the result in the receiving instru-

ment will be a tone much louder, but not asdis:;nct in re-

gard to aniculatioD." which is a deceptive and misleading
slattmcnt, because the truth is. as was well known then to
the respondent company, its expert cmplcyes and its solic-

itor, that articulated scunds cannot be transmitted at all

by make and-brcak contacts of the elcctrcdcs.

To such extent was this studied concealment of the
real invention which it was sought to cover by substiiuieel

specification carried that it has invalidated patent 4^2,2^'').

which, as issued, contains the descriptive matter of the
substituted specification without substantial change, and
because the patent does not contain any description of the
invention and of the manner and process of making, con-
structing, and using it in such fuU, clear, concise and
exact terms as to enable any person skilled in the art to

which it appertains or with wh'ch it is most nearly con-
nected to make, construct and use the same, and does rot
explain the principle thereof and the best mode in which
the patentee e:ontemplaled applying that principle so as to
distinguish it from other inventions.

If the substituted specnfications of September i, leSo,
had contained a full and clear description of the cocstiuc-
tion, operation, use and functions of the element of con-
stant contact between the electrodes of a telephon'c trats-

mitter, the examiner would have perceived at once the
departure cf the substituted specification from the original

application, and the main question of the applicant's right

to bring in that matter by amendment would have arisen at

once, and, however the same might have teen decided, it

could and would have been settled and ended with proper
diligence on the part of the applicant long before it was
settled, and the delay of two years and more which look
place before the question was determined would ha^e been
avoided.

After the substituted F,pecification had betn pet ding :o

the patent office a year and a half, and the question are se

as to the admissibility of the matter, embracing the feature

of constant contact between the electrodes as an amend-
ment of the application, the fact that it had remained so
long without rejection was vehemently urged by Pollck as
constituting an estoppel and a reason why it should not be
rejected; and as time went on. year after year, this argu-
ment was used with more and more fcrce, and ii became
at last one of the prevailing reasons why the cfficials of
the Patent Office consented to allow the broad claims and
to issue patent 463,569.

Ii should be stated that when the question involving the

right of Btrliner ta introduce the changes in his applica-

tion, which have already been pointed out, was brcoght

before the patent office, it was decided by the ex-

aminer in charge of the application that the broad

claims and the new matter in the substituted specifi-

cation on which they were foucded would be ad-

missible only upon proof that the invention covered

thereby was made by Berliner prior to the filing of his or-

iginal application and formed part of the subject matter of

the application, in which decision the respondent company
acquiesced, and by its solicitor PoIIok, caused Emile

Berliner to make affidavit, dated May 25, 1SS2, and filed

May 27, 1SS7, in which it was stated:

That the matter described and claimed in the several
amendments heretofore made to the said application of

June 4, 1877, and incorporated in the substitute sptcifics.-

tion filed September i, iSSo, as well the matter which has
been canceLd and transferred to the said divisional appli-

cation as that which remains, was invented by him prior
to June 4, 1S77, and formed part of his original invention
subject of the application filed of that date, and that to

the best of his knowledge and belief no part of the said
invention, as set out in the aforesaid substitute specnfi-

cation, was in public use or on sale in the United
States for more than two years prior to the application
therefor.

After the filing of this aflidavit it was held by the exam-
iner that the broad claims and the matter in the substi-

tuted specification supporting them were admissible ind
allowable.

The statements in this affidavit are pronounced false by

the attorney-general, who contends that Eerl'ner did no^

invent the apparatus described in the amended application

prior to June 4, 1S77, and that the incorporation of this

amendment was procured by fraud on the part of the tele-

phone company and Berliner. In this connection it is

argued by the complainant:

If the new matter embraced in the substituted specifica-

tion and introducing into the application the new and
broad invention of ccnstant contact between the electrodes
in a telephone transmilter could be lawfully introduced
into the application, as it wa?. upon the applicant's oath
that this matter constituted a part of his original invention
made before the filirg of his original application, it muit be
upon one of two assumptions of law.vir.., either u) ihst such
amendment could be e^eemed and taken to relate hack 10
the filing of the original application and to constitute part
of it in legal elTect, or {2) that the application should be
deemed and taken to have been filed, so far as concerns
the new matter introduced by said amecdment of Septem-
ber 1, iSSo. and covered by said afiidavil of May 27, 1SS2,
at the time of the filing of said atlidavit.

If the former assumption is true in law, then it follows
that the application upon which said patent 463 569 was is-

sued was not completed and prepared for examination by the
commissioner of patents wiihm two years from ite filing

thereof, as the law requires, and the patent is for that reason
void. If the latter of the assumptions is tree in law, then
the patent 463.569, as to all that part of the specification

and claims which was included in the amendment of Sep-
tember I, iSSo. and was net inc'uded in the or:gicaI ap-
plication, and w.as covered by the atlidavit of May 27.
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1SS2. must stand and be taken as though the application

therefor had been filed May 27, 1SS2.

It is shown that instruments embodying Berliner's

claims in the amended application were in use throughout

the United States by the telephone company for more than

two years prior to the presentation of the amended applica-

tion. Berliner himself secured several patents about that

lime in which the same features were thoroughly covered.

Some of these were upon transmitting devices, others on

receivers, and another on the general principle and appli-

cation. Concerning the instrument described in the

drawings it is contended that it is not practical, but is admit-

tedly useless as a commercial device and cannot be said to

embody any improvement or novelty in the art of tel-

ephony.

The case was adjourned until March 6th, at which time

the telephone company is expected to file its answer.

Harter Anti-trust Bill.

Representative Harter, of Ohio, is the author of "An
Act to Suppress Trusts, and for Other Purposes," which

suspends, so long as the trust "combinatioa continues, all

tariff du!:ies and paten!: rights by which the dealers in
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the articles derive any advantage over foreign and domes-

tic competitors.

It differs frooithe bills of a similar character introduced

by Mr. Breckinridge, of Arkansas, in the last Congress, in

covering every article which is the subject of a trust com-

bination, instead of specifying certain articles, tnd it

suspends tariff duties and patent rights only so long as

the trust continues instead of suspending duties absolutely.

The bill was referred to the committee on minufactures, of

which Mr. Harter is a member, and it is expected it will

be reported. Mr. Harter's bill is substantially as fol-

lows:

Sec. I. Whenever the secretary of the treasury cf

the United States is supplied with satisfactory proof that

the manufacture, distribution, price or terms of sale of

any article of general consumption is practically under
the control or direction of any association, combination,

liust or syndicate, it shall be his duty to declare the fact

publicly in a manner selected by him, and if within thirty

diys after such public notice or declaration he shall not

be satisfied that such association, combination, trust or

syndicate has been dissolved, and that the manufacture,

distribution, price and terms of sale of such articles are

again under control of ordinar>' influences, he shall place

said article upon the free list; provided, that if the article

is subject to an internal revenue tax. then a tariff tax

cqoal to stich internal revenue tax shall remain and con-

tioue upon <aid article.

Sec. 2, Whet) any article is placed upon the free list

as provided by scciioa 1 of this act, due public notice of

the fact shall be ^rcn by the secretary of the treasury,

and all patents relating to said article, which at that dale

or which thirty days or more before belonged exclusively

to any person, firm cr corporation, who or which was
then and is a party to any such association, combination,

trust or syndicate, shall thereupon become void from the

date of s»d public notice, and all courts of the United
States shall treat such patcnu is having expired.

Id regard to ihis measure Mr. Ilarlcr said: "I wish

to say that I intend amending my bill, and will add

as an additional penalty the lav/ of copyright, trade-

mark, and other property of that nature, which Icgiti.-nalc

firms, persons and corporations enjoy and value because

of the profit arising from them It is only a question of

a looderate length of time, when the reign of the trust

will be orcr. and ccrtain'y the projectors and owners of

lbe»e aSairs cannot complain. If the people have their

ifioiDg aoder this bill, it will b^ bcciase the trust so

elect, for the thirty days' clause is a siving ordinance in

he pretnise?. A bus:oes3 man myself, a free-trader, or

taxer for revenue only, I am desirous of seeing ar.y legitimate

business go on without interference, but when action against

trusts is needed, as it is needed now, I believe in a

thorough-paced law, not a 'how not to do it' act, such as

we now have. Let all who read my bill apply the proposed

law to any trust in sight, and see how it would dissolve it,

or if not, how it would draw iis fangs or clip its claws."

Pauly's Improved Fire Apparatus.
Among the objections to overhead wires in large cities,

the most serious has been the protest of fire departments,

which have maintained that their work was seriously in-

terfered with by the presence of the network of telegraph,

telephone and electric light and power lines in front of

burning buildings. To overcome this trouble, M. A.

Pauly of Eau Claire, Wis., has devised an ingenious com-

bination of a fire escape and e.'itinguisher which is illus-

trated in the accompanying cut. Tne arrangement con-

sists of the front whee's of common wagons, on which

rests a frame four feet wide, three feet high and thirty feet

long to carry detachable ladders, an exension ladder and

the gear mechanism for actuating the rack bars that raise

the extension ladder to its vertical position. The hind

wheels may be held at any angle by two levers. The
main section of the ladder is journaled at the bottom to a

shaft in the front end of the frame, and is raised by a

system of gears and two rack bars, one at each rail. Near

the top of this section is an adjustable platform that is

2^2x5 feet, held horizontally by two standards that snap

around one of the rungs. Four feet above the platform

is a 15-inch cylinder, two and one-third feet long, around

which the endless cable that runs the life-car back and

forth winds and unwinds, and which is so arranged as to

have compartments for insulated shears to cut wires, the

life lines and car. Back of this cylinder is a triangular

nut that runs on a screw shaft which is turned by a gear

that mashes the same large gear that the one attached to

the cylinder does, the nut being held in position by sliding

at one corner along a stationary shaft, and is for the pur-

pose of holding two arms that guide the life-car cable

truly around the cylinder. From the outside of the side

rails near the top two sets of triangular arms, one set hold-

ing small gears that mesh rack bars along one-half the

width of the back edges of the side rails of the second

section, the other set being journaled to hold a crank shaft

on which two gears are keyed that mesh the same rack bar.

These gears are to run the second section up in

position, and they and the first mentioned gears are to

overcome the tendency of the second section to sag back

until the second back ladder is adjusted to its platform.

The platform, cylinder and gears are arranged exactly

the same a", the top of the second as those of the first
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section, and those of the third or last arc the same, though

without the attachments for raising another section. Kach

back Udder is fitted with snaps at both ends, those at one

end to en^'agc suitable shafts in the top of the frame,

while those at the o:'i-,r arc snapped into rings at the back

ends of the beams of the platforms. The ladder is braced

sidcwisG by two props ihit arc fastened to the sid ; rails of

the main section by ball and socket joints.

When in use the apparatus is wheeled to the desired poj

sition, the gears of the frame arc turned, actuating the

rack bars which force the extension ladder to the desired

angle; meanwhile a man climbs to the top of the first

section, turns the gears that run section two to its position,

swings the platform out, adjusting the front standards and

snapping the back ladder to the platform. A small rope

tied to a hook and pulley at the loose end of the life lines

is then thrown to a window in the building, where the hook

is placed in a ring in the window casing or ceiling, after

which the life lines are adjusted to the proper tension, and

the fireman begins to operate the gears above the platform

to move the car back and forth. Another fireman, in the

meantime, runs up the third section, and in a similar man-

ner adjusts its platform and back ladder, and makes the

life line connection. To overcome any liability to sag back

of the section being raised, a triangular arm ending with

a gear wheel runs in a rack bar in the outside of each side

frame of a section, being firmly fastened to the outbide of

the side frames near the top of the stationary section. The

platforms are designed to be sufficiently strong to prevent

the sectional ladders from being pulled forward or sagging

backward.

The Jupiter Dry Battery.

The Columbia Manufacturing ik Supply company.

Chicago, is introducing a dry battery for which some strong

claims are made. The "Jupiter," as the cell is called, has
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been before the public, the company states, for the last

three years and has given satisfaction. A number of the

Jupiter batteries that were put in service three years ago

are still doing good work. The cell is adapted for service

in connection with electric bells, burglar alarms, annunci-

ators or any other devices that can be operated by an open-

circuit battery. Its makers claim further that this battery

will not freeze; there is no lluid to evaporate nor salts to

form; no glass ja.r to breik and no poisonous chemicals-

The electromotive force of the cell is i V^ volts.

Adjustable Electrolier.

The accompanying illustration represents a novelty in

the line of an adjuster for raising or lowering incandescent

lamps suspended on cords. It differs essentially from

other devices for this purpose, in the fact that the regula-

ting device is attached permanently to the ceiling, taking

the place of a ceiling rosette or cutout. The cord is there*

fore not made clumsy by a heavy adjusting ball, and the

movement up and down is more readily controlled and

more certain. In appearance the adjustable electrolier is

very neat, resembling a polished brass canopy. The
Electric Appliance company, Chicago, is looking after the

interests of this new device in the West.

Beacon Company Enjoined.

The Edison Electric Light company last week ob'ained a

preliminary injunction against the Beacon Vacuum Pump
& E'ectrical company, Boston, restraining it from manu-

facturing incandescent electric lamps which infringe the

Edison patent. This restraining order was made by

Judge Colt, of the United States Circuit Court, before

whom a hearing was recently held. Judge Colt in his

('ecision says: "It has been often laid down that a

meritorious invention is not to be defeated by something

which rests on speculation or experiments, or which is

rudimentary or incomplete. The law requires not con-

jecture, but certainty. It is easy, after an important

invention has gone into public use, for persons lo come

forward with claims that they invented ihc same thing

years before, and to endeavor to establish this by the

recollection of witnesses as to events long passed. Such

evidence is to be received with great caution, and the

presumption of novelty arising from the grant of the patent

is not to be overcome except upon the most clear and con-

vincing proDf. When the defendant company entered

upon the manufacture of incandescent lamps in May,

1891, it well knew the contcqucnccs which must follow a
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favorable decision for the Kdison company in the New
York case. Owing to the large interests involved, I have

carefully considered this motion, and I am satisfied upon

the evidence and the law applicable thereto that it should

be granted."

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, February r8.—There are several bills pend-

ing in the legislature which affect the electrical interests of

this city and state and the people generally. One of these,

an act to create a telephone commission, has attracted

little public attention.

This bill provides for the appointment by the i,'overnor

of three persons to constitute a State Board of Telephone

Commissioners. One of the members must be a Democrat,

one a Republican, and the third must be selected withouf

reference to his party affiliations. These gentlemen

are to meet at least once a month at Albany. The

board is to have a clerk or secretary who shall servo,

at a salary not exceeding ii^3,ooo and may employ

other clerical assistants, accountants, and experts at a

total cost not to exceed $25,000 a year, which is ap-

propriated by the bill and declared to be a continuous

annual appropriation to carry out the provisions of the

act. The membersof the commission are to receive .$10 per

day for the time they devote to the public. The principal

duties of the telephone commissioners will be to investigate

complaints made against telephone companies doing busi-

ness within the limits of this state, and to fix and declare

such charges and prices as they shall deem just and rea-

sonable for telephonic communication by any telephone

company against which complaint is made. They will

also be empowered to require the corporations affected by

the act "to provide for the use of their customers or sub-

scribers the most approved appliances, instruments, and

connections owned, controlled, or leased by them for the

transmission of telephonic vocal messages at the charge

and price fixed by the commission."

The other bills of greatest interest are those relating to

the Rapid Transit commission. There are now two bills

before the legislature, the Farquhar bill and Ellison bill.

These measure are opposed to each other. The Farqu-

har bill proposes to put an end to the present

commission and have a new one appointed, and to

allow the utmost liberty to private capitalists in dealing with

the Eranchi<ie. It puts no restriction upon the amount of

stock and bonds which the company to be formed may is-

sue, lays down no requirements regarding the fares to be

charged, provides virtually for such modification of plans

as the company may desire, and relieves it from the super-

vision of the commission in the work of construction. In

short, it allows the utmost latitude to private "enterprise."'

The Ellison bill, on the other hand, proposes to continue

the present commission and to have it submit to a vote of the

people the question of having rapid transit roads built for

the city at public expense. In case of an affirmative vote

the commission would be required to contract with some

"person, firm, or corporation" for the construction of the

roads the same "person, firm or corporation," to equip,

maintain, and operate them and pay a certain annual

rental to the city, determined by the amount of municipal

bonds issued for the cost of construction.

The engineers of the Rapid Transit Commission are

preparing plans for extensions of the Manhattan com-

pany's system. The preparation of the plans now in-

trusted to the engineers is admitted to mean that the com-

missioners feel that the best thing they can do at present is

to bring to some kind of climax the negotiations that have

been opened with the Manhattan company. W. F. O.

Northwestern Notations.

MiNNEArous, February iS.—The council at Litchfield,

Minn., has given the Western Union company the right

to put up poles and wires.

The Electrical Engineering & Supply company of St.

Paul has increased its capital stock to $150,000.

Lanesboro, Minn., has voted $io,ooo bonds for electric

light and water works.

Parkston, S. D., proposes to have electric lights.

The National Electric & Mechanics' Insurance associa-

tion has been organized in Minneapolis.

The Renville, Minn., Consolidated Telephone com-

pany has been incorporated with $15,000 capital. Jesse

T. Brooks, M. J. Oowling, Chas. Bricke, Timothy

O'Connor, R. T. Daly and George S. Humphrey are the

incorporators.

The St. Paul board of aldermen has passed the ordi-

nance giving the East Side Electric Light company the

right to put up poles and wires in the Arlington Hilts and

Dayton Bluff districts.

Articles of incorporation of the Devil's Lake, N. D.,

Electric Light & Street &. Suburban Railway company

have been filed.

Lake Benton, Minn., wants electric U;,'ht and water

works and has asked the Legislature to give the desired

permission to issue bonds.

Manager Sherman of the Stillwater telephone exchange

is figuring on establishing an exchange at Hudson.

The Butte, Mont., General Electric company has filed

amended articles making its capital stock $850,000 and

the limit of indebtedness $1,000,000.

A company, headed by ex-Mayor Ball of that city,

has asked the council of Fargo, N. D., for a franchise

for a new electric light and power plant and privileges.

The company proposes to make its rates just half those

of the present company.

Engineer Smith, formerly employed by the Minne-

apolis Street Railway company, is now in charge of the

work of introducing the electric system on the street rail-

way lines at La Crosse, Wis. The work is to be pushed

this season to the utmost limit.

The consolidation of the power, light, waterworks and

street railway interests at St. Cloud, Minn., is progressing.

There is some delay due to the desire to secure certain

legislation. C. S. Benson will be general manager, and

J. A. Chase, formerly of Minneapolis, secretary. The
capital stock will probably be $500,000, which will be in

the hands of local capitalists and the Ganeral Electric

company.

M. de la Fere, of Minneapolis, has a device which he

proposes to exhibit at the World's Fair. It is for a rapid

transit system using a single rail and electricity for motive

power. lie claims that he can get double the speed that

the ordinary double track arrangement permits. He will

also exhibit the model of a submarine boat run by elec-

tricity.

=ii_Charle5 Steiner, the civil engineer of Minneapolis who
has a scheme to utilize Minnehaha falls, generate elec-

tricity, and cause a general commotion in the community,

now talks of organizing a company to put his theory into

practice. He has presented his plan of operation to the

engineers' clubs of Minneapolis and St. Paul, but they

declined to go on record as indorsing it.

At a meeting of a special committee from the St. Paul

city government last night it was finally decided to accept

President Lowry's latest proposition looking toward an

adjustment of the wrangle over street railway matters. It

is to be hoped that this will settle it, though approval by

the aldermen is necessary.

The Western Union Telegraph company has on its

hands a $10,000 damage suit of a peculiar description.

The plaintiff is Samuel D. Peterson, a member of the

state senate, now in session in St. Paul. Senator Peter-

son thinks he has been damaged to the extent named by

a message which the company transmitted, reading as

follows: "Slippery Sam, your name is pants." This

little expression of endearment was the outcome of the

senatorial struggle in the Legislature. Peterson, a republi-

can member, was expected to vote for Davis in accordance

with the wishes of his district as expressed in party

conventions. He did not so vote, and some indignant

politicians sprung this message on the unsuspecting wires.

The dispatch was signed "Many Republicans." The
telegraph company refused to give him the name of the

sender. The senator is especially sensitive in view of

the newspaper talk about the use of money in connection

with the senatorial fight.

The legislatures of the northwestern states have not yet

put any bills through adecting electrical interests, although

plenty of them have been introduced and discussed. The
measure proposing to create the new oftice of examiner of

telegraphers and provide for licensing operators has been

defeated by the Minnesota solons. It may be revived,

however. The bill extending the right of eminent do-

main to electric light and other companies has caused

much debate. This is the bill framed for the special bene-

fit, it seems, of the proposed consolidation at St. Cloud.

With some amendments it was recommended by the com-
mittee to pass. The Davis bill limiting the charge for

the rent of telephones to $3 for the first, and $2.50 for

more instruments has been furtherdiscussed in committee.

At its last hearing the committee also considered the bill

for taxing the gross earnings of telephone companies. D.
I*". Morgan, of Minneapolis, entered protest in behalf of

the company against all such legislation. He said the

proposed tax of 5 per cent, was so evidently onerous and
unjust as to call for no argument. The company now
pays the taxes on the full value of its plant. Senator

Donnelly put through the Minnesota Legislature, without

any debate, a resolution in favor of 3 governmental sys-

tem of telegraph. Resolutions to the same effect have

passed the lower branch of the North Dakota Legislature.

The North Dakota Senate, by the way, has passed a bill

for the prevention of the cutting of telegraph and tele-

phone wires, "tapping" or interfering with them in any
way. This is a reminder (intended as suchj of the great

lottery fight of two years ago, when wires were tapped

and messages delayed. n. C. C.

Milwaukee, Wis.
MiLWAUKEK, February i3.—During the middle of the

week the Northwestern Electric Light association he'd a

meeting in this city. The meeting began Wednesday
morning and did not adjourn until Thursday afterncon.

The association embraces the states of Wisconsin and
Minnesota and Northern Michigan. The principal matter

discussed was a proposition to ask the Legislature to pass a

biil providing for the appointment of electrical coram is

sions in cities lighted by electricity. The proposition was
received with favor, but there seemed to be considerable

doubt as to whether the Legislature would enact any such

law. Among those present at the meeting were W.
D. Baker, Waupaca; Carroll Collins, Green Bay; E. L.

Debell, Sheboygan; George A. Davis, Neenah; C. C.

Page, Oshkosh; C. S. Leykum, Antigo; J. S. Stevens,

St. Paul; H. .Schulcamp and C. Gunderson, Madison; J.

E. Bower, Crystal Falls; J. F. Wiley, Hancock; ^r. Nip-
pert, Lake Geneva; I. P. Lord, Waupaca; John Schuette,

Manitowoc; John F. Fitzpatrick, Crystal Falls; T. A.
Pamperin, Oconto. Mr. Collins is president, Mr. Page
vice-president, and Mr. Pamperin secretary and treasurer-

On the lines of the Milwaukee Street Railway company
blockades continue to be more frequent than the public

relishes. Considerable feeling is shown by patrons of the

lines, and once more there is talk of asking the Common
Council to take steps to compel the company to give better

service. An incident that occurred a few days ago iKus-

trates the state of the public mind. The street railway

people decided not to run a car containing thirty passengers

through to the end of the Third street line, but to transfer

the passengers to another car and to run the first car back to

the other end of the line. The passengers,who had already

been delayed by the stoppage of the cars, loudly protested

against being transferred, and they proceeded to hold an

indignation meeting. They discussed the situation and

came to the decision to remain in the car no matter where
it went. In accordance with this determination, they

refused to budge and were carried clear to the wrong end

of the line and back again. A list of the passengers was
made up, and they all expressed a willingness to contribute

to a fund for the purpose of bringing a test suit for dam-

ages. They adopted resolutions to that effect. Superin-

tendent Lynn, in explaining the trouble, states that it is

not due to a lack of power, as the temporary* power house

has at last been started up, but to other circumstances

which are unavoidable. The fire at the Kinnickinnic

avenue barns, he said, not only destroyed a large number
of cars, but destroyed the snosr plows and the street

sweepers. Immediately after the fire new plows were

ordered, bat they did not arrive until just after the first

big storm. Some part's of the plows have not yet been

received and the plows are not mounted. Superintendent

Lynn says that before another big storm everything will

be in order. He adds that some of the recent delaj^s have

been due to broken wires and to loaded wagons breaking

down on the track.

At the annual meeting of the Milwaukee Ov; Waawatosa

Rapid Transit company the following named otncers were

re-elected: President, Charles Stickney; vice-president,

Julius Wechselberg; secretary and treasurer, C. W. Ilen-

ning; general superintendent, E. D. Hoyt. Messrs.

Wechselberg, llenning and Eugene S. Elliott were elected

directors for three years. The reports showed that the

road was in a verj* satisfactory condition. The double-

tracking and the e.\iension to the West Side park will be

completed within three weeks after the weather allows

work to be begun.

Alexander Maitland. of Negaunee, Mich., has resigned

as president of the Negaunee v'i: Ishpeming Railway &
Electric company. Charles Merryweather has been

chosen to succeed him. Harvey Pearce has succeeded W.
E Berry as superintendent.

The annual meeting of the Wisconsin Telephone com-

pany was held in this city a few days ago. Charies Ray.

H. C. Puync. F. G. Bigclow. C. G. Hack. Fred Vogcl,

Jr., .indB K. Miller were elected directors. The ofliccrs

are as follows; Presiden', Henry C. Payne; vice-presi-

dent and treasurer, F. G. Bigelow; sccrctarj' and general

manager, John D. McLeod; general superintendent, E. B.

Cottrill: auditor, D. E Roberts; purchasing and contract-

ing agent, S. O. Giddings.

Henry C. Payne, who has returned from an eastern trip,

says that new cars for the Villard lines are being built as
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rapidly as possible and that some have already been

shipped. They are all to be ready by March.

Judge Tohnson, of the Circuit Court, has rendered a deci-

sion in the matter of the application of Gustavus J. Melms,

the receiver of the Milwaukee Electric Railway company,

for permission to sell the road and everything pertaining

to it. The court ordered a sale July ist, in accordance

with the petition of the receiver. The decision of the

court is a victorj' for Charles F. Pfister, who is the princi-

pal creditor, and at whose instance the receiver was ap-

pointed. Francis E. Hinckley, of Chicago, the chief

stockholder of the company, opposed the sale, but simply

succeeded in bringing about a delay of some weeks. In

making his decision, Judge Johnson said that he consid-

ered it for the best interests of all concerned that the road

should be sold. He said that he would pass upon the

ratio of amounts that should be paid to the creditors. The

receiver is to operate the road until the day of sale and to

keep it in repair. He is to pay the employes of the road

in receiver's certiti''ates. Mr. Pfister's claims against the

company approximate $200,000. In addition to the judg-

ment upon his claim of $125,000 and interest, representing

money loaned upon collateral security, he holds several

mortgages against the company. It is not doubted that

the Villard syndicate will purchase the road at receiver's

sale. The company's trouble, it might be well to ex-

plain, was caused by internal dissension.

A course of lectures has been arranged at Madison for

the benefit of the engineering department of the Wiscon-

sin University. Among the lecturers are William Carroll,

superintendent of construction of the electrical department

of Chicago; H. D. Mitts, of Detroit, signal engineer of

the Michigan Central Railway company; Richard Burkholz,

mechanical engineer of the Pabst brewery, Milwaukee;

Prof. A. J. Rogers, principal of the Milwaukee high school

and president of the Wisconsin Electric club; Thomas

Pray, Jr., and Thomas West, of Chicago, and Don J.

Whittemore, chief engineer of the Chicago, Milwaukee

S: St. Paul Railway company.

The Cummon Council of Wausau has granted a franchise

for an electric railway. The projectors of the enterprise

are W^altsr Alexander, Hiram Dunfield, B, E. Jones and

J. D. Ross. By the terms of the ordinance work is to be

commenced in June and about three miles of track is to

be completed within eighteen months. The line will reach

out to the city limits at various points.

A Municipal Reform League is being organized in Mil-

waukee and an attempt is being made to have it adopt the

cause of city electric lighting. Robert Schilling, the

leader of the municipal lighting agitation, was a member

of the committee appointed to draw up a declaration of

principles for the Municipal Reform League. He did not

succeed in getting the committee to endorse his pet views,

and he took the matter into the meeting of the

league. He said that Milwaukee had 675 arc lights, for

which the sum of :|i 12.50 per lamp per year is paid. He
referred to Eloomington, where the municipal system pre-

vails, and said that the price which each lamp costs that

city is only ^62.50 a year. He said that Staunton, W.
Va., has 1,200 candle power lamps, burning ten hours a

day, and only pays ^2^ a year apiece for them. lie also

asserted that a Chicago company recently offered to estab-

lish an electric light plant at Minneapolis, charge only a

slight advance over the present rates, and at the end of

five years turn the property over to the city for |i. Mr.

Schilling, before he got th rough, went a great deal f irtber

than the advocating of a municipal lighting system. He
wanted the city to secure control of the street car lines and

to reduce the fare to one cent. The municipality could

take the step without losing money, he said, and the bene-

fits, especially to the poor people, would be incalculable.

Such a system would permit people of very little means to

live in the outskirts of the city instead of being penned up

in tenements, and it would improve health and increase the

wealth of the city. No action was taken on Mr. Schil-

ling's propositions.

Henry C, Piyne states that the Villard syndicate will

take hold of the West Side railway on April ist. In the

meantime all nccesiary preparations will be made so that

the two systems can be merged into one without friction of

any kind.

The Cleveland Iron Mining company and the I'ittsburg

h I^kc Angelinc Mining company have ordered dynamoi^,

engines and motors for their mines, which arc among ihe

largest and bcsvpaying; on the Marquette range, and soon

they will each have a complete electric tramway .system.

The cost of each plant will be about $25,000. The
improvement will probably effect a great saving, as it is

claimed that by u«.ing the "Icctric tramway %y%tcTn ore can

be hauled to the shafts at a cost of only from two \o four

cents a ton. The two mining companies named hope to

retain an advantage over the mines in the newer districts

by reason of the improvement. It will be the first intro-

duction of electrical power for tramways in that region.

The mines of the Lake Superior district have always had

the reputation of keeping abreast of the times, and they

seem determined to retain it.

Madison's common council has opened bids for lighting

that city with electricity during the next two years- Schul-

kamp & Houseman were the lowest bidders. The other

bidders were the Four Lakes Light <S: Power company and

a Chicago concern. A few months ago Schulkamp &

Houseman sold their electric plant to the Thomson-

Houston company for $51,000, and that company secured

the contract for furnishing power to the electric railway.

Schulkamp & Houseman's successful competition with the

Four Lakes Light & Power company, which succeeded the

Thomson-Houston concern, was in the nature of a sur-

prise. C.

New England Notes.

Boston, Mass., February 18.—H. H. Wardwell, who

has just resigned the foremanship of the switch and repair

department of the Consolidated Electric Manufacturing

company, in order to accept a situation in Pittsburg, was

presented by the managers and employes of the company

a handsome Knight Templar charm.

Lancaster, N. H., is moving in the matter of electric

lighting. The Coos & Grafton Electric Light ^: Power

company has just been organized with a capital of $125,-

000, and has purchased a water power in the town of

Dalton, with the idea of furnishing light and power to

towns within a radius of 25 miles.

It cost the city of Boston $582,113.83 for light the last

year. Of this amount $225,862 went for electric lights. The

report of the superintendent of lamps recommends that

the large gas lamps which burn from 15 to 30 feet an hour

be removed and electric lights be substituted, as they are

cheaper.

The Lowell Electric Light company is putting in a new

Thompson-Houston dynamo with capacity for 2,000 in-

candescent lights.

The recent absorption of the Union Street Railway com-

pany, of Providence, R. L, by the Narragansett Electric

Light company, is now said to be but the first step in a

consolidation of the street railways, of the state. United

States Senator Aldrich and S. Pomeroy Colt, president of

the Industrial Trust company, are interested. The next

move is to be upon the lines in the Pawtucket and Black-

stone valleys.

As a means of getting better communication with Bos-

ton, Stoneham people have petitioned the legislature for a

charter for the Maiden, Melrose & Stoneham Street Rail-

way company, with a capital of §iSo,ooo. There seems

to be no opposition to the scheme. None has developed

from S:oaeham at any rate, and at the first legislative

hearing many influential men appeared in favor of grant-

ing the charter.

The city of Haverhill has voted to establish an electric

lighting plant, but it asks the legislature for a special act

to enable it to furnish light for municipal purposes without

purchasing the plant of the Haverhill Electric Light com-

pany, which it would have to do under the municipal

lighting act of last year. The city officials say they are

willing to purchase at a fair valuation, but the company

places an exorbitant price on its works.

Longfellow's "Wayside Inn," which has been in the

possession of one family for something like two centuries,

s about to bestirred from its peaceful repose by the

approach of the electric car. It has just been sold to ex-

Mayor Howe of Marlboro, and ex-Alderman Homer
Rogers of Boston, The former gentleman is interested

in tho state central belt of electric roads which include

Marlboro, and it is thought that an electric road will soon

be built to connect Marlboro with Sudbury, in which town

the old inn is. It would then be within easy reach of

sight-seers, and it is intended to build a hotel close

by and preserve the old place as an attraction for vis-

itors.

The Knox Gas & Electric company has been Incorpo-

rated at Rockland, Me., for the purpose of furnishing

light, heat and power to the towns of Thomaston, Warren,

CamdcD and Rockport. It has a capital of .$200,000, It

is a con.solidation of the Rockland-Thomaston Gas Light

company, the Camden & Rockport Electric I^ight company

and the Thomaston «'»: Warren Electric Light & Power

company.

The Dedham, Mas'*., selectmen have refused to grant

the Norfolk & Suburban Street Railway company per-

mission to lay tracks in the town. 'I'his Is understood to

mean that no electric road will be allowed in'thc town this

year. The present board of^sclcctmcn will go out of office

in March, and it is proposed to make the question of an

electric road one of the issues of the town election.

Mr. Dumouslin, electrician, has resigned from the

service of the West End Street Railway company to engage

in private business. Mr. Pearson will still be the consult-

ing engineer of the road while devoting the most of his

time to the interests of the Whitney coal combine in Nova
Scotia.

Stories ihat the West End was to be bought by the

Philadelphia syndicate which controls the street railways

of the i'Torth Shore have been numerous lately. President

Whitney denies them all.

J. C. E.

Washington, D. C.
Washington, February 18.—The district commission-

ers have given a hearing to the advocates and opponents

of the proposed new electric railway and bridge between

Virginia and this city. The principal objection was the

bridge feature. It was asserted that it would injure busi-

ness interests in Georgetown, and destroy the commerce of

that part of the city. The opponents threatened to carry

the fight into the courts to prevent the construction of a

bridge between the aqueduct bridge and the Long bridge

A bill has been introduced in the House by Mr. Meredith

of Virginia in behalf of the road, which is called the Wash-
ington, Alexandria & Mount Vernon Railway company,
which proposes to extend its existing line between Mount
A'ernon and Alexandria to this city, and build at its own
expense an iron bridge over the Potomac, from the front of

the Ariington reservation to the Potomac flats, opposite the

foot of Seventeenth street. This bridge is to have on each
side of the double track electric railway a carriageway and
footway, which will be free to the public. From the bridge

the railway is to cross the Potomac flats north of the tidaf

reservoirs to the junction of Seventeenth and B streets,

thence along B street to Fifteenth street, and thence along
First street to the south side of Pennsylvania avenue, op-

posite the Hotel Randall. This means an electric railway

from the treasury department, executive mansion, Wash-
ington monument and hotel center of the city to the tomb
of Washington at Mount Vernon. It is to be an express

line, with no stop except at Alexandria.

George Truesdeil. president of the Eckington & Soldiers

Home Electric Railway company, has submitted to

Speaker Crisp his annual statement of the names of stock-

holders of the company, the amount of stock held by each,

and the receipts and disbursements for the year ending
December 31, 1S92. The total receipts were $100,24.9.05,

and the total disbursements $95,423.80. The total num-
ber of passengers carried was 2,251,485.

At a meeting of the stockholders of the Chevy Chase'

Land company of Montgomery county, Maryland, it was
decided to sell to the Rock Creek Railway company of the

District of Columbia, for the sura of .'^200,000 in cash, the

company's railway, including the right of way, tracks,

poles, wires and electrical apparatus, together with land

necessary in connection with the Rock Creek railway for

station houses and other purposes. This road connects

with the Rock Creek railway at its terminus.

No objector to the proposed incorporation of the

Washington, Burnt Mills & Sandy Springs Railway com-
pany appaared before the district commissioners, who held

a board session for the purpose recently. Guion Miller,

on behalf of the incorporators, explained that the railway

within the district is intended as an annex to the Burnt
Mills & Sandy Springs Railway company of Montgomery
county, Maryland, which will run from a point near the

Sargent road, through a portion of Prince George's county,

to Burnt Mills, and thence along the Colesville turnpike to

the village of Ashton, near Sandy Springs, Montgomery
county. G. M. P.

PERSONAL.
F. W. Gushing has just returned to Chicago from his

London Trip.

George B. I'rescott. Jr., who until quite recently was
prominently idL-ntified with electrical interests in the East,
died February i3lh at Northampton aged 35 years. Dur-
ing the last year Mr. Prcscott visited Bermuda with a view
of recovering his health, but on his return to New York he
failed rapidly. His death, however, will be a shock to his
friends in the electrical fraternity, who esteemed him
highly.

William McUcvitt. chief of the electrical department
of the Philadelphia Fire Underwriters' association, sailed
for Europe on the North German Lloyd .steamship
Lahne on I'ebruary 21st. Many claims have been
made by authorities in foreign countries of superior meth-
ods in the distribution and use of the electric light, especi-
ally in wiring for houses and for safety from fire. This
subject Mr. McOcvltl will particularly inquire into, and he
will also examine the safeguards used for the protection of
theaters. Mr, MclJeyitt will visit Berlin, London, Paris,
Vienna and Marseilles at the request of the electrical con-
tractors, ccnlral stalionsand electrical enginccrsof Philadel-
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phia who are interested in this work, and who beHeve that

American methods are not behind those that obtain in

Europe. The Philadelphia Fire Underwriters' association

has granted Mr. McDevitt a two months' leave of absence,

and he carries with him letters from Hon. Edwin S.

Stuart, mayor of Philadelphia, to the municipal aulhoritics

abroad. A full and interesting report is looked for and

one which cannot fail to be of great use to the electrical

fraternity in general.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Radford Electric Light & Power company, Radford, Va.;

capital stock, $35,000; operating an electric plant.

Power City Illuminating company, Niagara Falls. N. V.
;

capital stock, $5,ooc; to manufacture and use electricity

for light, heat and power.

Noiwalk Electric company, Norwalk, O.; capital stock,

$50,000; manufacturing: and furnishing light, heat and
power; Charles Suhr, Norwalk, O.

Saginaw Power company, Saginaw, Mich.; capital stock,

150,000; to manufacture, sell or rent electricity for heat

and light; Frank F. Snow, Detroit, Mich.

Wilkesbarre & Plymouth Railway company, Wiikes-

barre. Pa.; capital stock, $30,000; electric railway in Lu-
zerne county, Pa.; Alex. Farnham, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

Pottstown, Boyertown tS: Reading Railway company,
Pottstown, Pa.; operating electric railway from b->rough

of Pottstown to Boyertown; M. G. Taylor, Pottstown,

Pa.

Wilkesbarre & North Side Railway company, Wilkes-

barre, Pa.; capital stock, $30,000; electric railway from

Wilkesbarre to suburbs; Alex. Farnham, Wilkesbarre,

Pa.

Citizens' Railway company of Chester county. West
Chester, Pa.; capital stock, $80,000; electric railway in

West Chester. Pa.; T. L. Eyre, Insurance Department,

Harrisburg, Pa.

Harrisburg &; West Side Electric Railway company,
Harrisburg, Pa.; capital stock, $100,000; operating elec-

tric railway in Perry and Cumberland counties, Pa.; Chas.

B. McConkey, Harrisburg, Pa.

Electrical & Mechanical Engineering & Trading com-

pany, New York, N. V.; capital stock, $150,000; to

act as consulting and contracting engineers for electrical

or mechanical construction or both.

Humboldt Electric Light & Power company, Eureka,

Cal. ; capital stock, $50,000; to manufacture and sell

electricity, deal in machinery, and do a general electric

business; J. M. Melendez, Eureka, Cal.

Baltimore Avenue Railway company, Philadelphia, Pa.;

capital stock, $50,000; electric railway from a point in

Delaware county to Philadelphia. Pa.; Wm. Jenks Fell,

131 South Fifth street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Municipal Electric company, Decatur, II!. ; capital stock,

$25,000; to operate electric, heat and power plant, manu-

facture and sell electrical appliances, gas machines, etc.;

Municipal Electric company, Decalur, 111.

Electrical Railway Equipment company, Jersey City,

N. J.; capital stock, $120,000; to make, buy, sell,

use and deal in electrical appliances and devices, etc.;

Paul K. Ames, 15 W^ail street, New York, N. Y.

People's Electric Light, Power & Heating company,

Springfield, 111.; capital stock, $50,000; furnishing electric

light, heat and power; People's Electric Light, Heat &
Power company, 317 South Fifth street, Springfield, III.

Selinsgrove & Sunbury Electric Railway company,
Sunbury, Pa.; capital stock, $100,000; operating electric

railway beginning near Clement Station. Snyder county,

to Selinsgrove borough; Charles M. Clement, Sunbury,

Pa.

Cincinnati & Dayton Electric Railroad company, Cin-

cinnati, O.; capital stock, $100,000; constructing and
operating railroads between Cincinnati and Dayton, to be

operated by electric or other motive power; J. B. Foraker,

Cincinnati, O.

Standard Fire Protection company, Chicago, 111. ; capi-

tal stock. $150,000; to manufacture and sell automatic

electric fire and burglar alarms, fire extinguishing ap-

pliances, electric novelties, etc.; H. Alterton Hutson
71 Dearborn street, Chicago, 111.

United Traction & Electric company, Jersey City, N-

T.; capital stock, $S, 000, 000; to build, construct, equip,

enlarge, complete or connect railroads, whether operated

by horse, steam, cable or electric power, etc.; Butler,

Stiilman & Hubbard, New York, N. Y.

Electrical Installations company, Chicago, III.; capital

stock, $25,000; to consiructand operate dummyand electric

street railway and plants, manufacture and furnish light,

heat and power and deal in all kinds of electrical machinery,

appliances, etc; David J. Wile, 1516 Unity Building,

Chicago, 111.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
A special committee has recommended to the council of

Knoxville, 111., that the city put in an electric light

plant.

The Eastern Electric Light company has secured the

contract for lighting the town of Wyandotte, Mich., at

$11,500 per year.

J. P. Smith, of FuUerton, Neb., has secured a ten-year

franchise for the establishment of an electric light plant, in

connection with which he intends to operate a system of

water works. He invites correspondence frcm manufac-
turers.

Mayor Armstrong is authority for the statement that

Pierce City, Mo., is figuring on increasing the capacity of

its electric plant to 1000 incandescent lights.

The Rockford Electric Manufacturing company has

been awarded the contract for putting in the electric light

plant at Schott's saddlery works, Quincy, III. There will

be 150 lights, and the contract price is about $800. The
work will be completed in thirty days.

A dispatch from Montreal announces the circulation of

a report that a Montreal syndicate has a scheme on foot to

buy up all the electric lighting and gas companies in

Canada, with a view to forming a great monopoly. There
is an electric lighting bill now before the Dominion parlia-

ment, and the .:.yndicate is said to favor its passage, as the

powers under which the gas and electric companies are at

present working make no provision for such an amalgama-
tion as is contemplated.

In the Circuit Court of St. Louis Dwight Tredway is

plaintiff in a suit brought against the Missouri Electric

Light & Power company and .Samuel M. Dodd for the

recovery of a half interest in the stock of the company of a

par value of from $roo,oOo to $250,000. The plaintiff

alleges that in i8S3 he entered into a contract with the

Westinghouse Electric company, of Pittsburg, that he

should enjoy the exclusive right to the use of that com-
pany's electric lighting by steam in the city of St. Louis.

He took the defendant Dodd in as a partner under an agree-

ment that the profits of the sale of the franchises should be

divided between them. They together organized the Mis-

souri Light & Power company and made a transfer to it of

the franchise, etc.. received from the Westinghouse com-
pany, upon the condition that at least sioo.ooo par value

of the stock of the new company should become the prop-

erty of the promoters, to be divided between them in equal

paits. The contract with the Westinghouse company was
made in the name of parties other than Messrs. Dodd and
Tredway. On the organization of the Missouri Light &:

Power company Mr. Dodd received stock to the value of

between $100,000 and $250,000, and the plaintiff was left

entirely out of the deal. He therefore asks for a division

of the stock held by Mr Dodd and a discovery of the stock

of the company.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
An electric railway is to be built at Saxton River, Mass.,

in the spring.

The Sioux City, Iowa, and Leeds Electric Railway com-
pany will erect a permanent power plant to supply its

lines.

A new electric road is to be built from Norfolk, Va., to

Ocean View. D. D. Phillips and others have obtained a

charter.

Reitlinger & Francis have purchased the rolling stock of

the Belle City, Wis., Railway company and will run an
independent line between Northpoint and the Rapids.

The project for an electric street railway at Oskaloosa,

Iowa, seems to have fallen through. The project was also

to light the town and the town of Boone with electricity.

The field is open for a company.

The Chester & Wilmington Electric Railway company
will be incorporated. The company's road is to run from
\V ilmington to the state line near Claymont, there to

connect with the Chester system extended.

The Peekskill, N. Y., Surface Railroad company has

applied for a franchise to construct and operate an electric

road in Peekskill, N. Y. The intention is to build aline

from the railroad station up through the city, and also out

to Verplanck's Point, to Hillside cemetery, to Lake Mohe-
gan, and to the State Camp of Military Instruction. The
road is to be running by the time the state camp season

opens in June.

Now that Yonkers has its electric railroads and Sing
Sing is to have one, the villages between these two places

wish the trolley system extended so as to pass through
Hastings, Dobbs Ferry, Irvington, Tarrytown, and Scar-

borough, and thus give the residents of these places rapid

and cheap communication with each other and with Yonk
ers and Sing Sing. It has been confidently expected by
Hastings and Dobbs Ferry that on the completion of the

Warburton avenue extension and bridges the Yonkers
electric railroad would run its cars to Dobbs Ferry at least,

if not farther. But a complication has arisen in that the

residents of these two villages object to cartracks In Broad-
way between Hastings and the Westminster school, be-

cause of their interference with driving on one of the

choicest pieces of road in Westchester county, while the

railroad company objects to buying a strip of private land

a mile long on which to operate its system.

At a meeting of the board of aldermen of New Bruns-
wick, N, J., last week, an ordinance giving a charter to

the City Railway company to operate an electric road in

New Brunswick provoked much discussion, and was passed
over to the next meeting. There is a very general public

sentiment in New Brunswick in favor of the measure. The
proposed electric road will make a belt line around the

city, and will connect with the station of the Raritan River
railroad 00 Commercial avenue, and then run across town
to French street. The prospect for a series of electric

roads in Middlesex county seems very promising. The
road from Somerville and Raritan to Bound Brook and
Plainficld is an assured improvement. When the road to

Bound Brook is completed it is expected that the New
Brunswick railroad people will extend their line to that

place, thus making a circuit of Somerville, Bound Brook,
Plaintield, and New Brunswick. Right of way for many

miles of the road has been already secured, it is under
stood.

A petition was introduced in the irassachusctts Lcgiala-
ture last week asking for the incorporation of the iJoston :<.

Suburban Street Railway company to go from Boston to
Lowell and from Boston to Ncwburj'port or other points in
the Merrimac valley, the former line to go through S-amer-
ville, Cambridge, Medford, Winchester, Woburn. liur-

lington, Ballerica, Te;vksbury, Dracut and I>owcII, and
the latter through Everett, Chelsea, Revere. Lynn, Swamp-
scott, Salem, Beveriy, Wenham, Hamilton, Ipswich, Bow-
ley, Newbury and Newburyport, with the privilege of a
circle route from Newburyport by West Newbury. Grove-
land, Bradford, North Andover, Andovcr, Wilmington,
Reading, Wakefield, Stoneharo, Wobum, Melrose, .Mai-

den, Medford, Arlington, Somerville and Boston. The
petition was accompanied by bills incorporating the Boston
Boynton Bicycle Railroad company, with a capital of
$3,500,000, and several subordinate companies with
smaller capitals. The system provided for is the Boynton
bicycle plan for elevated railroads. The matter will go
over to the next general court.

TELEPHONE.
The long distance telephone line connecting New York

and Chicago with Detroit was opened on Saturday even-
ing. Mayor Pingree of Detroit took part in the opening
exercises.

Now that the original Bell patent is about to expire
new telephone companiesare springing up like mushrooms.
One of the latest is the Western Telephone Construction
company of Chicago. The incorporators are James
Keelyn, George V. Stitch, J. F. Scanlan and Miles
Kehoe. The company says that it expects^to be a rival to
those at present established. The Strowger automatic
telephone exchange will be used. ,

TELEGRAPH.
At the annual meeting of the Chicago Telegraphers'

Aid society the secretary's and treasurer's reports showed
a membership of 280 and a balance in the treasury of

$800. F. M. Crittenden was elected president and J. C.
Barclay vice-president for the ensuing year, both of the
Western Union. W. PL Mills and W. E. Griffiths, of
the Postal Telegraph company, were re-elected secretary

and treasurer respectively.

TRADE NEWS.
Pattern letters and figures to put the names, dates of

patent, etc., on patterns of castings are made in endless
variety, by H. W. Knight <S: Son. Address drawer S,

Seneca Falls, N. Y.

The Clark Electric company of New York has issued a
handsomely illustrated catalogue describing its system of
electric lighting. This company makes a specialty of or-

namental arc lamps, and it has introduced some very hand-
some designs.

The Electric Appliance company. Chicago, reports a
lively and growing demand for its adjustable electrolier.

The company announces that, judging from the way the
orders come in, it bids fair to displace the old style

cord adjusters.

It is announced that the P. E. Belding Mica Mining
company of Boston, Mass., has fcund it necessary to

secure larger quarters with better facilities for handling its

business. This company has secured a store at 12 Broad
street near State, and will have first-class facilities here-

after.

Messrs. Gushing and Morse, general western agents for

Day's kerite wires and cables, 225 Dearborn street, Chica-
go, report a number of good orders recently received from
the far West, among which is a 52 conductor cable to be
laid in Puget sound and two 50 conductor cables to cross

the Willemette river.

The National Indian Rubber company of Bristol, R. I.,

manufacturer of N. I. R. wires, has opened anofficeat 4S7
Broadway, corner Broome street, New York, with H. L,
Burdick manager. The company is extending the field of
its operations and is receiving gratifying evidence of the
appreciation of its patrons.

The General Electric company announces that during
one week in January its motor sales were one fifth of the
whole number sold in the preceding year. The company's
works at Lynn are running full time in all depirtments
again after the partial shut down for stock taking. An
improved motor and power generator are said to be about
ready to be put on the market.

Captain John A. Grier has recently become associated
with the Ansonia Electric company, and is at present at

the company's factory in Philadelphia, where he is fa-

miliarizing himself with the Helios arc lamp for alternat-

ing circuits, with a view of introducing it to the western
trade. The .\nsonia company has arranged for the west-

ern selling agency of this lamp. It is a focusing lamp and
is claimed to be the only arc lamp that has been constructed

to successfully operate on an alternating circuit. With the

Stanley transformers and the Helios .arc lamp, the -Vnsonia

Electric company has a combination to win friends with

every centr.al station operating an alternating machine.

The Illinois Electrical Forgingcompany has just been in-

corporated with a capital of $2,000,000. Walter G.
Campbell of San Francisco is president. L. D. Kneeland
vice-president, and John P. Skinner of New York, secre-

tary and treasurer. The otlices will be in the Title &
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Trust building, No. loo Washington street, room 401,

Chicago, 111. The company will do all kinds of electrical

forging, smelting and welding and will have a factory at

West Pullman. Mr. Campbell, the president, has been

interested for the last few j-ears in mining in the far west

and has valuable experience with the ores. Mr. Kneeland.

the vice-president, is also vice-president of the West Pull-

man company and a large stockholder.

In view of the fact that the ordinary house annunciator

does not fully answer the purpose for which it is designed,

as servants and others will not trip or restore the drops,

needles or other indicating mechanism, and hardly ever

know from which room or locality the call proceeds, the

Partrick & Carter company, of Philadelphia, has devised an

automatic set-back annunciator for use in houses. In this

system only one, and that the last, call remains pointing or

indicating; each new call resets the pointer thai indicated

the previous call. No attention to the annunciator other

than observing the dial when the call comes in is required.

In appearance the new device resembles the King, one

needle giving two indications, except that the resetting

knob is dispensed with. The mechanism of the instru-

ment is simple and the device needs no attention or experi-

ence on the part of servants.

Barton L. Peck of Detroit notes in a communication to

the Massachusetts Chemical company of Boston an inter-

esting case in which considerable trouble was experienced

with a commutator. The cause of the trouble was the

soaking of oil into the insulation and burning there, caus-

ing short circuits. Mr. Peck insulated the commutator
with canvas specially prepared for the purpose. The can-

vas was treated with a thin coat of insullac and well dried.

Then it was cut up and placed in the commutator ends and
the edges trimmed down flush with the collar. The com-
mutator was thoroughly heated and while in that condition

a heavy coat of insuliac was applied to all exposed parts

and allowed to dry hard before the machine was started.

This testing removed the cause of trouble and the machine
has since been operated satisfactorily.

BUSINESS.
The Electrical Engineering & Supply company. St.

Paul, Minn., has issued a compreheasive catalogue illus-

trating and describing its numerous specialties.

Okonite wire has been specified for the Congress Hotel,

Chicago, the new annex to the Auditorium. Okonite
wire was selected upon its merits, the Auditorium having
had a varied experience with other wires, and a practical

demonstration of the superior lasting qualities of Okonite.

The Riehle Bros. Testing Machine company announces
that beginning April ist J. R. Matlack, Jr., will act as its

representative at the World's Columbian Exposition, and
can be found, previous to the opening of the exposition,

at the office of R. W. Hunt & Co., Rookery, Chicago,

111.

A circular has been sent out to the trade by the Detroit

Dynamo company of Detroit, Mich., calling attention to

the superior features of its new dynamos for arc and in-

candescent lighting, electro plating, and copper refining.

This company makes a specialty of an electro plating

machine.

Following are some of the new buildings in St. Louis
recently equipped with the Interior conduit system: Rtalto

building, Columbia building. Mercantile club, St. Nich-
olas Hotel, Security building, Union Trust building.

Planter's hotel. The Southern Electrical Supply company
reports that architects in St. Louis appear to be favorably

impressed with the merits of this system.

F. W. Home of the railway department of the western
office of the General Electric company has just closed a
contract with the Central Railway company of Peoria, 111.,

for the electric power equipment of the road. The outfit

for the Central railway will consist of nine double 25
horse power W. P. motor and car equipments. Mr. Horn
also sold this company three 400 horse power multipolar
generators.

The C. i: C. Motor company through the Chicago office

has sold a 100 horse pov.-er direct current motor for driv-

ing a mill in the far West, This is believed to be the
largest motor ever installed in America on a constant po-
tential circuit together with a number of oihers. There
are in addition to this, running on the same circuit, seven
more motors of 10, 25 and 30 horse power. The current
is oblaioed from a central station plant.

The announcement is made by Manager C. A. Phillips

of the Pioneer Armature Works, 192 South Canal street,

Chicago, that that establishment is now doing a rushing
business. The Pioneer Works at the present lime are
well equipped for all sorts of repair work, new machinery
having just been added. The Pioneer Works are now in a
position to repair and rewind armatures for street car

motors and generators as well as those for electric light

machines.

The Phillips Insulated Wire company of Pawtuckct, R.
I., will hereafter have its headquarters at 39 and 41 Cort-
Undt street. New York, which will be occupied by the new
president. H, C. Adams, and his assistants. This company
will mancfacture all kinds of insulated wire, such a<* triple

braided weather proof, damp proof office wire, etc., and
has adopted as i's trade mark "O. K.,'' letters standing out
in white colors on a black back ground. Mr. Adams, the

pfcsidcn: of the company, is quiic widely known in electri-

cal circles. For the last few years he has been
the eastern manager of the Fort Wayne Electric

company, and prior to that time was connected
with the American Electric Manufacturing company.
Pint Mr. Adams is more widely known as an electric

wire man than in any other caf>acity. In 18O7

he first entered the electric wire business, be-

coming at that time connected with Holmes, Booth &
Haydens. This long experience in the electric wire busi-

ness will make Mr. Adams and his company very strong
factors in the industry in this country.

McLean & Schmitt, 197 South Canal street. Chicago, I ave

just installed an ingenious electrical advertising device in

the show window of the Emporium, 152 State street. The
contrivance consists of a wheel upon the periphery of

which are arranged a number of incandescent lamps of dif-

ferent colors. This wheel is revolved at about 300 revo-

lutions per minute by a small electric motor. Through
the aid of an ingenious coramutating deyice the wheel is

made to appear as a ring of fire which changes color every

half minute. There are about twenty-five color combina-
tions. The whole rigging outside of the wheel occupies
a space of about i^o square feet. McLean ^.V .Schmitt, in

addition to their repairing business, make a specialty of

such advertising devices.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS-
Issued February 14, 1S93.

491.531- Eiecirical Signaling Apparatus. Jacob B. Cur-
rier, Lowell, Mass.

The invention comprises means for regula'in.^,' the strength
of a current supplied by a battery to maintain it constant. '1 he
circuit passes between a pair of nornaally closed contact points,

one of which is stationary, white the other is carried upon the
armature of an electro-magnet included in the circuit. When
the current tends to increase, the armature is attracted, thus
si^paraiing the contact points slightly t© introduce an air bridge
in the circuit, and thus increase the resistance,

491,532. Electric Governor for Signaling Circuits. Jacob
B. Currier and David H. Rice, Lowell, Mass.

491,54s. Electric Arc Lamp. Frederick D'A. Goold,
Schenectady, N. Y.

The carbons normally rest out of engagement, and a single
magnet is provided, whith is placed in shunt with the carbons.
The upper carbon rod, which is the movable one, is normally
held from feeding by a clutch suspended from one end of a
lever, to the other end of which is attached the weighted arma-
ture of the magnet. When current traverses the lamp, the
?^hunt magnet is energized, thus attracting its armature, the
motion of whicti brings the carbons together. A circuit of low
resistance being ttius closed, the shunt magnet is de-energized
and the descent of the weighted armature raises the upper car-
bon rod, thus establishing the arc, During the burning of the
lamp, when the arc becomes abnormally long, the shunt magnet
is energized to attract its armature, thus permitting the carbon
rod to feed until the resii^tance of the arc is properly decreased,
when the current through the shunt magnet being insuflicient to
retain the armature in a raised position the latter falls, thus
locking the carbon rod in position.

49I-553- Trunk Line Signaling Apparatus and Circuit for

Telephone Exchanges. Edward J. Hall, Morris,

N.J.

491,560. Coulomb Counter. George Hummel, Nurem-
berg, Germany.

The counter comprises an electric motor, the stationary field

coils of which are traversed by the current to be measured, and
the movable armature colls of which are in shunt with the field

coils. A damping device, consisting of a disk of conducting
material, is driven from the armature shaft, and is acted upon
by electro-magnets included in the circuit to be measured, the
connection between the damping device and the armature being
rigid. The registering device is in positive connection with
the damping device.

491 561. Incandescent Lamp Socket. Joseph Hutchinson,
New York, N. Y.

49r,567. Conductor for Armatures. Emii Kolben, Schen-
ectady, N. Y.

The conductor is designed for armatures in which currents of
large volume are induced, and, in order to prevent the forma-
tion of eddy currents, the conductors are provided with saw
kerfs lying in radial planes, thus presenting narrow faces to the
pole pieces.

491 56S. Armature and Means for Supporting the Same.
Emil Kolben, Schenectady, N. Y.

491,580. Escaping Gas Alarm. Charles J. Milligan,

Chicago, III.

491. 555- Telegraph Transmitter. Robert S. Roberts,
Philadelphia, Pa.

491,596. Electric Lamp Fixture or Bracket. James T.
Robb, Mount Vernon, N. Y.

491.603. Duplex Electric Arc Lamp. Charles E. Scrlb-

ner, Chicago, III.

Two lamps are connected in mtiUiple arc in the same circuit
and a shunt is provided about both lamps, and contains the cut-
outs of both lamps, so that the lamp in which the arc is first

formed serves to open the shunt circuit. Each lamp Is pro-
vided wjth a circuit cioaing device controlled by its lifting
mechanism, the contact points of each circuit closing device be-
ing placed reciprocally in that part of the multiple circuit lead-
ing to the carbonn of the other lamp, so that the movement of
thciifting mechan-sm of one lamp will hold open the circuit of
the other lamp.

491.604. Electric Arc Lamp. Charles E. Scribner, Chi-
cago, 111.

VieldinK guides arc provided for the upper carbon rod, and
upon one of Ihc guides is provided one of the contact point.iof
a Dair, and when at any time the yielding (iiiidcs support the
wnolc or any connidcrablc amount of the weight of the upper
ca'bon rod th« gulden yield to permit the closing together of
the contact poinu. I'hc contact points arc included in a shunt
circuit about the carbons, and when closed serve to shunt the
lamp out of circuit.

49i/>o5. Cutout for Arc Lamps. Charles K. Scribner,
Chicago, 111.

An c'cctrcz-magnci in included io ncrlcn with thccarbonsof
the Ifttnp, And inder norma! conditions of tiie burning of the
lirnp i^ sufficiently excited to iiiiract its spring pressed arma-
ture to rnaintflinn ahort circuit about ihc cnrbons open. When
the current lbroii>;Ii the carbons materially (Iccrcdscs the arma-
liireis releasee] iocl'»»e the short circuit, in which is placed a re-

si»tance._ The clf^ingol this short circuit brc.iks the arc, thus
tie-cncrgizing Ihc feeding mogncls and |icrmitlirig a jicrmanent
short circuit containing w> resistance lo close

491,609. Track Circuit, Joseph II. Stewart, Ilavcrstraw,
N. V.

491,666. Electric Locomotive. Sidney H. Short, Cleve-
land, O.

The motor is supported upan the axle of the truck, and is con-
nected at one point with the frame of the truck through a
buffer. The field coils are two in number, and placed one upon
each side of the armature, and are adapted to supply lines of
force to a number of pole pieces. Between the axle of the
truck and the felloe of the wheel is interposed an insulating and
cushioning material. The armature of the motor is geared
directly to the wheels.

49^667. Directly Connected Motoi' for Cars. Sidney H
Short, Cleveland, O.

491,682. Bushing for Incandescent Lamp Sockets. Crom-
well A. B. Halvorson, Saugus.

The bushing consists of a cork provided with a longitudinal
opening to permit the passage of the conductor cord, the yield-
ing character of the cork preventing the cutting of the cord con-
ductor..

491,684. Manufacture of Secondary Battery Electrodes
Robert McA. Lloyd, New York, N. Y.

The process of manufacture consists in subjecting a plate to
the action of a solution which is acid in the beginning, and
which afterward becomes alkaline, thereby first producing
honeycombs in the surface of the plate, and subsequently
chemically depositing on the plate active material and after-
ward forming the plate by passing an electric current through, it.

491,686. Ore Amalgamator, Fred O. Norton, Clin-
ton, la.

49i,6SS. Switching System for Telephone Exchanges
Charles E. Sribner, Chicago, lil.

Each busy or frequently called subscriber's line is con-
nected with a line spring jack upon each section of a multiple
switch-board system, and with an answering jack and an indi-
vidual annunciator upon some one section of the switch-board
as heretofore. The remainder of the lines, the seldom called
for lines, are connected with line springs upon a separate
switch-board, and with answering jacks and annunciators upon
some section of the main multiple switch-board. Transferor
trnnking systems are provided, e.vtending from the various sec-
tions of the main switch-board to the auxiliary switch-board bvmeans of which connection may be established from any line a
the main switch-board to the auxiliary board.

491.691. Series Systems for Railways. George L Thom-
as, Brooklyn, N. Y.

_
The supply conductor is composed of relatively insulated sec-

tions, which are normally in electrical connection through a
pair of rollers which rest m contact, and are in electrical con-
nection respectively with the adjacent ends of the insulated sec-
tions. Upon the car is carried a bar composed of metallic
plates separated by insulation, the motor being connected be-tween toe two plates. As the car progresses the bar, which is

..™ pointed at the ends, passes between the rollers, thus separating
„_ them and bringing the motor in series with the supply conductor

1 he rollers are placed at such a distance apart that the barmakes connection with one pair of rollers before the connection
With the preceding pair is broken.

491.692. Time Circuit Closer. Robert H. Twise Lon-
don, Eng.

^^'

491, ^95- Alternating Current Dynamo-electric Machine
James J. Wood, Brooklyn, N. Y.

491-700. Method of Electrolytically Producing Soda and
Chlorine. Elisha B. Cutten, New York, N. Y.

491,701. Method of Electrolytically Producing Potassium
Chlorate. Elisha B. Cutten, '^^^ York, N. Y.

491.707- Electrical Insulating Conduit. Charles W.
Jefferson. Schenectady, N. Y.

491.708. E'ectric Motor and Dynamo Mica Insulator.
Charles W. Jefferson, Schenectady, N. Y.

491.713- Electric Head Lamp. William Main, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

491,726. Accumulator. William A. MacLeod Boston
Mass.

491,729. Insulator. Louis McCarthy, Boston, Mass,

491. 75S. Electric Signaling Apparatus. Ludwig von
Orth, Berlin, Germany.

491 777. Memorandum Tablet for Telephones. William
M. Kleeman, Columbus, O.

491.811. Alternating Current Generator. Octave Patin,
Paris, France.

491 824. Electric Alarm Money Drawer. William I
Walker, St. Louis, Mo.

49L829. Electric Motor Regulator. Joseph A. Williams,
Canal Dover, 0.

491,837. Railway Train Order and Signaling Device.
Leonard T. Crabtree, New London, Wis.

491,857. Electric Locomotive. Frank B. Rae, Detroit
Mich.

'

The motor is carried between the two axles of the truck and
occui)iesa position in which its armature shaft is perpendicular
10 the whoel ax US. Upon each end of the armature shaft is
provided a bevel pinion, the pinions meshing witli bevel gears
upon the car axles.

"

491,874. Electric Signal. Frank 11. Clarke, Sorinp--
field, O.

' V
\>

491,878. Secondary Battery. Nathan II. l':<lgerton
Philadelphia, Pa.

'

491,890. Insulator. Andrew L. Johnston, Richmond
Va,

'

491,893. Telephone Call. John H. Kinsman, Bridge-
port, Conn.

491.916. Electric Arc Lamp. William IL Akcstcr, Lon-
don, Eng.

491,915. Electric Arc Lamp. William H. Akcstcr. Lon-
don, Eng,

491.94?. Self-winding Electric Clock. Kmil Klahn
West Hoboken, N. J.

'

491,970. Electric Motor. Alexander W. Mcston, St.
Louis, Mo,
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Eugene F. Thillipb, Prest. W. A. Hathaway, Troaa.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

UMkX FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
KI.KCTKIC I.I<;iIT LINK Willi:.

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AHERICANITE. MAGNET. llfinnO
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR li I K li \
FARADAY CABLES. " lUUW,

NEW YORK OFFICE, P. C. Ackermaa, 10 Cortlandt Street.

MONTUKAL UKANCH, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrtoal Works

W. H. Bawxeii, Soo'y.

WORKS,
E. M. HATHEWAY,

Electrical Engineer,
Plans, Specifications. Supervision, Tesis,

Expert Advice on all Electrical Subjects.

427 "The Itookery," diicaso.

Tlie Ostiorne Steam Enpeerlng Co..

Rooms 7M-715, 167 Dearborn St.. • Cblcaoo
R'jpresJintativ*) -work now In ciarv of construc-

tion. 'J own. P. Il'^at. LlHht and Power Plaat for
iho Pabwt Hent, I-lght A; Pot r;r Co.. Milwaak';f, Wi*.

Tbopo who contemplftt'; thy constrnctlor* of kIidI-
Inr plants on Iraprovfrd and «Konoinlral lin<Hs wju
lo W;I1 to roramonlcdte Trlth n-. Flr^t, L-j "lir©

,'-a '.viil y.-'. lit*; be^t, then (fo ali'-a^l.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOK KLKCTKK AI- ISKM.

Graphite BodH of VarionB I/ensthR, from 1-5 Ohm to lOO nhmx KcHlHtance
to the Inch, •irapliite Boxes and CrnrlhleH, KeslHtlnc Heats

of 4,000 l>PsreeH. Inqnlrles tiladly Answered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
InBiilation Gaaranteed wherever used, Aeria], I'ndergronnd or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the ffoston Fire Underwriters' Union, he says: -A tnoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect
'

The rubber nsed in insulating our wires and rubles

weather and is not affected by heat. The ineulatio:

have now adopted for all our solid wires as an estra

durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Sing_ „
. , i ,

to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside flnish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.
. u.,, . ^ ,j j v« ...j .K.,„t . i„i„.

Clark Joint Gam should he used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in lialf-pound boxes, m strips about one foot lonp and five-eighthB inch wide, and when wrapped ato^^

-jid nrissed flrnily U mies a solid mass. FOR BAILWA^- i.nd .nOTOR use, we make all sizes of stranded and llexible with Clark insnlalion. ,.,.,,>,
WE GITABANTEE OUR ISSUI-ATIOK WHEREVER USED, AERIAI., UXDERGROrXU OR SCBMABIXE, and our net prices are as low, if not lower than any

other flrst-class Insulated Wire. We shall bo pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for quantities. _ _ ^ _ ^ _ ._.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOISTON, 3IASS.

HBNRY A. CLARK, Treaanrer and Gen'l Manager.
HBBBERT H. EUSTIS, PrsBident and Blectriclin.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES OF

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.

THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OP

/ SEAMLESS RUBBER WIRES AND CABLES,
FACTORr AND MAIN OFFICE, TBENTOS, JV, J.

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., General Western Agents, 171 and 1 73 Lake St. Chicago, III-

ANY CANDLE POWER. C£]

iiSTEUBEN" LAMP.
STGUBEN LAMP WORKS, CANISTEO, K. Y.

X7Cr±to for I'rloes.

ANY VOLTAGE.

Sa-mx^leei X*z*ee.

POBTER-LEATITT ELECTRIC MOTOR GO

1 24 Mitchell St., Providetice, R. I.

FAN and BATTERY MOTORS
-A SI'ECIAIiTY.-

from one-elehth to six horse
power Horizontal and Marino.

8. 16 and GO LIGHT
DY>"AMO CASTINGS.
Simple Sc'wing Machine and
Fan Motor Castings with in-

Plructious for builJing complete machines. Send
Stump fi>r Catalogue.

Palmer Bros., Electrical SiiiDlies,MiaBiis,CoBa,

I=0\./R HEGULKH SIZES.
Suituble for running Sewing Machines, Dental Drills,

.Tewelers' Lathes and all kinds of light machinery.

No. 1, 2 Volts, 1-32 h. p.. W.OO.
No. 2, i Volts, 1-16 h. p., S5.00.

No. 3, 6 Volts 1-12 h. p., $10.00.

No. 4, 10 Volts. 1-8 h. p., J15.00.

i'lvery Motor Jiiua'anteed. Send for C iroular

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW^^ SPEED

MOTORS.
Vi H.P. 500 Volt Armature, Ventilatpd. Conatnnt Speed, 1,500.

The Motora are made with the best appliances and material obtalDable, and embody every Improve
ment of merit, with (be intention that tbey ehall be the Standard of their clasb.

430 West 14th Street. NEW YORK.

KOR.NAME
Electric jjotors, Dynamos,

PLATES Arc Lamps, Etc.
We have the most complete equipment for manufacturing Name Plates ia the countiy,

and guaiantee our patrtns prompt delivery, at lowest possible cost.

BBND VOB SADIPliEi^. UESIUNt!) FVRNI8HF.U FRKE OF EVI'BNXK.
A few concerna using our plates are: Thomson-Houston Electric Co.,t'. & C. Motor Co., Crorker-

Wheeler Electric Motor Co., Bernstein Electric Co., Schuyler Electric Co., Eddy Electric Manufactur-
ing Co.. Holtzer-Caboi Electric Co.

MANUFACTURED BY

JOHN BECKER MFG. CO., Fitchburg, Mass.

r» XTIlls

SAL-AMMONIAC.
Guaranteed Orer 99 Per Cent. Pure,

101 Hinzie !!i*r. Chlcaso.

-T^^El-

X
PDSH-BDTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK,

INTO
IS I'l'-Ml'LI'TE WlTIIOrT OUK

Portable Standard Testing Resistan^ Set.

It can be used
under every con-

dition of practical

work, and is the

only instrument of

its class unaffected

by magnetic fields

or mechanical jars.

Ask (or Descriptive

Circular Ho. 286.

Manufactured by

QUEEN & CO., Incorporated, Philadelphia.
lllujlraud t'ii(;tlO(5uo l-OC moiU'd upon rocoipl of 5 oeut-s.
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E. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AKD IlilCTHIC

FIXTURES.
ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET.

CHICAGO.
-RANCH STOEB-

8134 Michigan Avenu«*

ILATINUM
For all Purposes.

Scrap and Native Platinum Purchased.

BiKER & CO.. 408-414 New Jersey
Kailroad Ave., >e« ark. >". J.

NEARLY EVERYONE

Has Had Trouble with Enrners.

HAVE YOU?

WHY NOT TRY

TRADERS IH ELECTRIC4L MACHIBERY.

FOR SALE (Continued List).

Two 30 light Ball arc dyaamos, with 60 arc lamps.
Oue 25 light Ball arc dyuamo. with 25 arc lamps.
One SO light Mather incandescent dynamo. 110 volt.

One 8 horse power Card motor, 500 volt.

BTOWOTXY EtECTBIC CO.,
30 E. 5th St , CINCINNATI. OHIO.

Motor Salesman Wanted.

Permanent position at good salary open
for a flrst-class Motor Sa'esman. Please

state experience and give referenc s.

Address "B300"care
Western Electkicfan.

WANTE D.
An experienced man to take charge of experi-

mental department of large electrical works. Must
be a flrst-class mechanic, thoroughly coovereant
with Telephone, Telegraph, Medical Battery and
General Electric Work, and competent to develop

articles and ijut them on a commercial mannfacl-

nring basis. Address "Foreman,"
care Western Electrioian.

Shei>ard'« Celebrated »0O

,% Screw Cutting Foot Lathe,
'^^- Foot and Power Lathes

From to 2'j Inches.
Also Drill Presses, Hand and

Power Planers, and Supplies,
-lust the Tools for Electricians.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue
T-to H. Ij. 8h»*pard, Agent,

141 W. 2d St, Cincinnati, 0.

A.M.MORSE 4coriT°R?^V^^
RUCK FYF jQto 1 9op.H.j'.»ST. LOUIS.

n^:ECE:

\m Burner?

ENGINES Ovcr.'tfXWln .«or%-ice. Simpi

'

Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier,

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERGE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

WILLIAM A. ROSENBAUM,
Electrical Expert and Patent Solicitor,

Times Bnildins, :VK\V VOHK

Former Manager, now Successor to the

Patent Department of

TflEW. J. JOHNSTON CO., Ltd.
("37te Eh'cti'ical TFoWrf.")

With ManufacturingCo., or as Superintendent or
Manager of a Central Station or Electric Railway,
in a growing town, by an energetic young man for
5 years engaged as expert by the Edison Co.. and
having a large practical and theoretical experience
in all kinds of electrical work. Thoroughly com-
petent to take charge of work and handle n force
of men economicaltv. Huve th'i best of references.

Address "KLECTRH.IA*."'
care Western Electrician,

6 Lakeside Building. Chicago, III.

CITY CLEEK'S OFFICE,
Eau Clalee, Wis.

Sealed proposals will be received at the office of

the City Clerk, of the city of Eau Claire, Wis., up
to six o'clock p. m., March 15, 1893, for lighting the

City of Eau Claire, after the ^Tth day of July, iay3,

according to the specifications now on file in the

office of the City Clerk, the Council, however, re-

serving the right to reject any and all bid3. Any
party to whom the contract may be awarded wlU
be giv'en a franchise that will enable him or them
to do a general electric lighting business in the

City of Eau Claire, for a period of 20 years, on

terms that will enable them to compete fairly and

evenly with the only company now engaged in

electric lighting in the City of Eau Claire.

F. R, DOUGHERTY,
Feb. 17, lH9;i City Clerk.

'""WtcrrjRiiPtNtiftWff''"'

JUPlTEF
'HyBflTTERy

'1

*"Pply Co

Dry Battery.

IVrite for
Particulars
and Prices.

Manufactured by

Columbia Mfg.

& Supply Co,,

340 & 342 Dearborn St.

CHICAGO.

ManufactufeKs of

OcTAGONAL^^ Cedar
TELEPHOMStElectrical

RailwayPoles&CrossArms

<f H.M.LouD & Sons UimberQo.

1 OSCODA , IVII CH./

"WITAPrTED.
Apositijnas draughtsman, lineman, rr

any thing in Electrical line— ohject ex-
perience—by a graduate (E E ) of a lead-
ing technical University. Good refer nces.
Address E. E.,

C!are Western Electrician.

WANTED.
Position as Superintendent of central station, or

would accept a position to take charge of construc-
tion work, having had six years experience in con-
struction of central stations and isolated plants,
and four years as mechanical engineer. Can fur-
nish first-class references, and would accept asalary
of ^100 per month . Address

.1. !>., care Westera Electriciaa.

FOR SALE.
Two SOO-amperes shunt wound IT. S, Dynamos.
Two 200-ampere8 shunt wound U. S. Dynamos.
Two 500-light T.-H. Dynamos, compound wound,

with Base, Rheostat and Ammeter.
Two 25-light American 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamos.
One 50-light Sperry 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamo.
Ten 12-lii;ht Knowles Dynamos with lamps.
Twelve 50-light Schuyler Dynamos, 2,000-c. p.
Two ]5(>-Brush Incandescent Machines, 95 volta.

One 15-light Brush Arc, 7 amperes.
One 90-h. p. Armington and Sims Engine.
Two 120 ampere Edison Dynamos, self-oiling.

We Buy Outright Electrical EquipmeRf.

JOHN £, \m MFC, I \Wk\ GO,,

7* CORTl,AXI>T ST., X. "V.

ARMATURES
REWOUND.

Street Railway and Electric Light-

ing Compsnies will find it to their in

terest to write for prices, as we do all

kinds of electrical repair work,

McLEAN&SCHMITT,
Room4l6, 197 S. Canal St., Chicago.

ESTABLISHED 1867.

PartriGk& Carter Co.

M&NDFACTURERS AND DEALERS,

125 lm% SficoDfl Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Electrical Supplies
OF ALL KINDS.

HOUSE GOODS A SPECIALTY.

WRITE for CATALOGUE and PRICES.

It is safe, convenient, always

in order, never runs the bat-

tery down, never leaks, saves Urmaualed

dollars in repairs over all \^

others. Efficiency.

THE I^EZILiTOnNT A7Vj^TC"E33Ft
Gives Ihe Hiahesl Elfi

S'.ND FOR SXMPLE ORDER.

EeilDiElectricCo.,

41 FEDERAL ST„ BOSTON M*SS,

ciency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2,000 In uso.

Aflordi the moet Blmnleand reliable imwer for all mlnlni; and manufactur-
ing iriflchlnery, Adfipleu to IiondH runnlin,' from ~'() up to y.OOO or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per cent. l)ett<'r roHultB i;uitrttnteod than can be produced from
any other Wheel In the coiiiitiy,

KliKCTlCIC TRAXHIIIHHIOIV.
The advaotQdefl the Pellon Wln'cl iifTordu In tin' way of a uniform and r«Ma-

tde jiowiT, cloHo nff^illatlon and tlm fa' llliy of adriutiitlon to varying rondlHonH
of Hpoed and prei-Bure, have t)roii^:ht U Inin hjumIhI prominence and exienHlve
use for tlilH cIhhfi of work. All appllcalloiiH Hli'i[j]d iilalci amoDDl anil lumd of
walijr pdwtT r(''|iilr<'d, and for v '>at. piirpoHc, with approximate lon)jtli of pipe
Ilrnt. hknh run < .'atai,<"mjk,

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
l^l-i:2:c .TInlii HI., Kun Kranclnco, Cal.. W. H. A.

iVi i.tMitcuTV SiltKin; - - A'/;ir yoitaS
H^ It, ll'lvl^i^; cdirii' to our nollcn f hilt rmr pnM-nt rlRhtu nrn liHlnf.; Itifrlndred

ii[)r>n, Irit'-nrlln^i: purclmfUTK are her^ilty warned that all etich InfrlnHemenlB will

I..1 <lMly j.fORfniU-fl. "i

l'KI>TO.\ WATKK MOTOKH. Vorylnn from llio fraction of 1 to IN

and aj horso i owor, un<'<|ualed for all ll^ht rimnliiK inaclilnwjy. Wnrrnn-Ml
to develop nK*v<»n (.rnouni of power wHli one-half the water re(|rilr«d l>y an/
oilier. 0f~Hend for Motor Clrrrilar. Addrepfi an aliovc, DollverkH made fr tm
Han Kraacloco or New York, on may afford the ihobI favorahle freight rateit.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is cai>d to thi:; CEI..E.RRAXKO "WAXKK ^imKMjSiS, particularly adapted to th-rir use

on accouPt of its r«;marka]>ly Hteady motion, nl;;h Hpeed
and (;rea.t £<liciency,and lai'ci^e Capacitjforiis diameter,
being double the Power of most wheels of same diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with ercat satisfaction. In the
economical use of water jt is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect (guaranteed.
!Si:.>D FOR CAXAI.OOUE AVit* PAKTICCEAKN.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICTOR

XURRINES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Fiume. Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
stictiy first-class in every pariicular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situatioo
admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.
SOLE MANUFACTrRERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
FACTORY:

WII,aiI\«T<>\-, I>EL,

In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Ked, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prlcts.

The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. 14
OFFICE:

I)F,V ST, X. Y.

^SHAWnVT
;fv5ewire
COMPANY

161 HIGH ST BOJTON

HICHE5T GRADE

TESTED FV5EWIRE6UNKS

-SEND FOR CATALOCVE

AND PRICE LI JT5

R5

BINDERS
FOR THE

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
ONE DOLLAR.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

Non-Conductive Blocks,

Rosettes and Bases lor

Cut-Outs and Switches-

Also Insulators, Cleats,

Lamp Trimmings and other
Electrical Supplies.

Our prod uctlfin In a (len.se

Dody. Th(? elazliiK and bndy
(if our ware are of same com-
position, and are baked alike,

whtrh are the [ealures or

Trae Harti roicolain.

EMPIRE
CHINA
WORKS,

111 tn 15C Green 8

SreeD Point,

BROOKLiS, N. T:

CEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If lu want of Poles. T.._ _ :_ __

by gefjng ciy pricee

W. C. STERLING,

, eave monf"

Monroe, Mich.

"Waterproof Insulating Compounds.

Armature Varnish and Waterproof lnsulating[ Tape.
THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY,

2 Liberty Street. New York. 542 "The Rookery," Chicago.

EASTMAN'S
Bromide Copying Paper.

Blac'U liiie!-^ on a Aviiite ground

can be obtained easily and quickly wllh our

Bromide Copying Paper. It takes but a few

minutes to make the negative, and po6itives

can then be made without waiting for the

negative to dry. It prints in seconds where

blue prints take hours. Prints made by lamp-

light or daylight,
^

Tlie ScientiSc Americao's OdiqIoe.

361 lirondway, New York, Dec. 17, 1892.

EASTIfiAX KODAK CO.,
KocheateVf JV. 1'. .*

GentloiQGD: -Wo lake pleasure in eaylo),j we are
now and for sovernl yenra have been usinfj your
photo copying paper It has always given ua
HatiBfaclioo. Wo lind It to be a flret clous article

in every respect. Faltlifuly yours,
MUNN & CO.

Our paper is also exteoslvely used in the

government departments. It preserves nil

the good qualities of the original drawings

and has none of the cheap look of blue prints.

Send for circular and eample prints.

Eastman Kodak Company,

Rochester, N. Y.

THE STAND.VKI* OPEN CIRCUIT
BATTERIES OF THE WORLD,

And the best made anywhere.

Send for Circul.\r & Prices.

The Leclanche Battery Co.
'// lo 117 East tStstSt.. N. Y.

thesechrist automatic switch
For controlling Incandescent
Lights in private residences
by using automatic gas Jceys
and an ordinary battery or
shunt circuit.

W •A.BO'TFJbJJ3 5—One good con-

struction firm in each city to represent us.

Apply to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
IVIanufacluror and Patentee, DENVER, COLO.

FERRACUTE MACHINE CO.,^''^^^?.';?,^.-^:.'^^-^-

FOOT AND POWER PRESSES, DIES
A.V1> OTIlKIl SHKKT 31ETAI, TOOLS.

They malie a number Of Presses especially adapted fcr ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL WORK.
Please send for iUuslrated prices describing 200 kinds of Presses.

Dies for Aimature Discs, etc

HOLMES.BOOTH&HAYDENS,
Factories: Waterbury. Conn. 25 Park Place. New York.

M.^SUF.iCTXTBEn.'; OF

Bare and Insulated Wire.
UndetttTlters' Copper Electric Light Lino Wire, Copper Magnet Wire,

Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work.
Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT
fiC

K. K.» LINE WIRE

For Electric Light, Electric Railways. Motors, Telegraph
and Tolophone Use.

Agents for the Wafihlugton Carbon Company. Carbons for Arc LlghUng.

TUOS. L. SCOriLLy \ew York Agent.

J. G. BRILL COMPANY, - - - PHILADELPHIA.
BUILDERS OF RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY CARS OF ALL CLASSES.

Spoolol ottontlou elvi^n to ttu' Innhlini: of Eli^olrlo Motor nn.l Trail Cars.
Bundors of IlrlU No. Ul Truck with soUd forjrod frttiuc, aud "EursUn" Maximum Traction Pivolal Truck.
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Grinistiaw White Core Wires,
Grimslisiw Tapes, Competition Line Wires,

Riiven Core Wires, Vulca Ducts,

-MANUFACTURED HY-

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
CHICaCO, 80 Franklin St. NEW YORK, ISCortlandt St. BOSTON, 182 Summer St.

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

General Western Agents

FOR THIS

CELEBRATED WIRE.

307 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Carpenter Ennmel Rheostat Co.,

BRIDGEPORT. CONN.

H.Ward Leonard

President

Geo. H. Finn,

Vice-Prest.

C. E. Carpeater.

Sec'y&Treas.

Patent Xo. 481, TSl, August, 18t)2.

Rheostats of every size and kind such as Motor
Starters, Pield Regulators, Stage Regolators, Equal-
izers, etc., having resistance up to 2,000 ohms and
current capacity op to 200 amperes.

1.0TV PBICES.
Guarantees against burn-outs under normal usage.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Taneht tboronehlv dav and ni^ht at the IXSTI-
Tl'TE of TK*'HXOIjO<-Y. 151 Throop
Street, Chieiigo. 111. AmatenrH, ArtisaDB
and others aeelBted Practically in any line, and
Inetracted in the latest and most improved
methcda.

Mechanical Draughting, MathematicB, Elec-
trical CalculatloDB, Architecture, Mechanics, alec

auj^htday and night.

HUGHES BEOS. MFG. CO,,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Cross Arms, Insolator Pins t^ Brackets,

And Electrical molding:.

Correspondence Solicited.

CHATTANOOGA, - TENN.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

Ths- Kartavsrt - Manufacturing - Co,.>

FUSE ] Correct Carrying Capac

'

WIRE or V ity. Absolute

STRIPS. ) Unifo mity in Size.

39tti St. and Stewart Ave.,
:xo.^GhO.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO..

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

Innanclescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro^platers.

se:inj"13

CHICAGO OFFICE,
Monadnock Building.

DENVER OFFICE, NEW YORK OFFICE,
1735 Champa Street. 42 and 44 Broad Street.
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ANGIER & KENNARD,
si:l.i,lNa Ar;i:N'rs I'l u:

Electrical, Mill and Rail'v/ay Supplies,
„ „„ I THE BrTI>KK IIABI» ItlTltRKK <'0.

) „
"f

REPRESENTING:- tiik ivkw vokk kubbkk co.
f New Kork.

( r. II. 1.0VKM. & CO. )

513 I.Ionad.ncrl'C Bloclc, - CZ;p^ICZ;A^O.

NEW ENGLAND BUTT CO.,
PROVIDENCE, R. I., U. 8. A.

H. N. FENNER, Treasurer and General Manager.

Four Head Poli^liine Slaohinc.

MAN'UFAOTUEERS OF

For covering Telegraph, Telephone andElectric Light Wire.

^ Large single and double BRAIDERS for covering Cables,
Single, Double and Triple Winders. Improved Six Spindle
Flyer Winder for Magnet Wires.

Fine Castings a Specialty.

The FIRE ESCAPE and EXTINGUISHER.
itFIRE APPARATUS."

Patent No. 490496, issued Jan. J4th, 1893, to M. A. Pauly, Eau Claire. Wis.

To be used to throw

water into a building

from its platforms and

life cars and thereby

enable firemen to get

as close as desirable

to the fire, as well as

to rescue as many
people as possible

from a burning build-

ing.

Had the Fire Escape and ExUneuisher been in use,

would such fearful loss of l ife have occurred as at the

Newell House in IVIilwau kee. or the Tribune Building in

Minneapolis, or at other similar fires?

Can any Vity n-itli high baildin^B he ^vltliout it 'i

For particulars address,

M. A . PATILT, Ean Claire. Wis.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY'S

30)000 Copies published to date. An Astonishing Record.

Dynaio-Tenders' Hand-Book.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Fourth Edition, Ninth Thousand.

94 Pages, 70 lllustratiotis, Fl<x-

ible Cloth Binding, Type
Page iS>3 inches.

The only PRACTICAL Dynamo

Tenders' Instruction Book in the

English language. .lust the book

for Pynamo-Tenders, Linemen, Sta-

tionary and Marine Engineers who

wish to learn how to operate and care

for electric light or power plants.

Moonlight schedule for 189L

Bell-Hangers' Hand-Book.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Third Edition, Sixth Thousand.

lOG Pagen, !)7 lUustraiions, Flex-

ible Cloth Binding. Type
Page <is.3 Inches,

Designed for those engaged in

selling, installing or handling elec-

tric batteries, electric bells, eleva-

tors, house or hotel annunciators,

burglar or fire alarms, electric gas

lighting apparatus, electric heat

regulating apparatus, etc. The only

book of the kind published.

Incandescent Wiring Hand-Book,

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Third Edition. Eighth Thousand.

72 Pages, 42 Illustrations, Flex-

ible Cloth Binding, Type
Page 6k3 Inches,

Five Tables, J3xlS Inches.

These tables give at once and without

any ca'culatlon the size of wire required

In each case for any percentage of loss.

It is a book for practical wlremen and

learners, and docs not r quire any previous

k' owledge of wiring. It differs In this

re"p ct from other wiring tables, or com-
puttrs.

The book conLitcs full Illustrations and

complete Information concernln.g msthods

of running wires, location of safety devi-

ces, splices, insulation, testing for faults,

wire gauges, wiring of fixtures, e'evators,

buildings, ttc. The only book of the kind

published.

Electric Traisraon Hanfl-BooL

By Lieut. F. B. B.vdt.

First Edition. Three Thousand Copies.

97 Pages, 22 Illustrations, and
27 Tables. Fifxible Cloth
Binding. Tyjie Page

fisS Inches.

This book contains till pract'cil infor-

mali< n for pawer producers, c pi'altsts,

agents of hydraulic and eKctric companies,
eiitinccrs. ii-olor inspectors and other per-

sons inteie^tod in ecclric power transmis-
sion. By means of the tables anybcKly o-n
tind at once cost of plant for ICHSt opera-
ting exp'^ns s. or for min mum first cost
of instalLstlon.

The book gives all necessary infcrmallon
concerning motors, and ru'es for ascer-

taining hose power of tcotors. driving
various clasfc? of machinery, as hoUls.
pumps, street or tram cars, fans, etc.

Tweniy-seven n w and oiiglnal tables
give m->re tnfoiuminu on the subject In a
tinall space than any toik heretofore pub-
lished 00 the same subj ct.

£]a.ol3. "V^Torls. 6exit I»osti3a,lca. oxx HooeljDt of Oiao Uollar.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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AANUrACTURERS ORGANIZED 1881.

INCORPORATED 18B3.

Arc LA/nps

ESTABLISHED
\

rACT: J

rcR INCANDCSCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

TUG ONLY ARC LAMP TltAr

U'ORKS SATISr.'iCTORlLY ON AN
INCANDCSCENT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING. TI lEATRICAL.

AND SEARCH LAA\PS.

THE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

UniTT BUILDING,

CHlCAGOv

TELEPHONE BUILDINS.

-VIEW YOHK.
Search Light No. 13.

THE BEST IS OUR KIND ALWAYS.
We irant qaick sales and are satisfied with

small profits.

PERFECT
VENTILATION,
REGULATION
^^ GUARANTEE.

Ill ite for Catalogue.

FORD-WASHBURN STORELECTRO CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF DYNAMOS, MOTORS AND STORftGE BATTERIES,

-: rr:er.t'in Ih'S paper. CJlOTTOl^lica^ C^lalo-

Wood Fngraving—For Machinery, etc.
Zino Ktf hinet—From Prints, Pen and Ink Drawingp, ntc.

Half-Tone I*rOCC8«-^ Direct reproductions o£ Photograpbg, Wash DrawinjiiP,
f etc.. etched in copjier.

^Vax KneravinCS— For AL-ip?, Plats, Script, or Diagrams.
Photo-I^itliography—Transfera for Lithographers in paper or stone.

MANZI^CO.,
ENGRAVERS,

183. 185 ailfl 187 MODroe St,, CHICAGO.

'"^i^'4
F5iDaEPor\T,C©NN. ^ 'Qi^iiPjae, \ll. U.^./'j

^e^^f^^yy^^ e/ve co c

y^^^'

For Incandescent

Lamp
Filaments.SILK BRAID

The greatest care taken in producing a uniform article.

BOSTON BRAID MFG. CO.,
27 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

L» ROCHE
lit and 118 N. Slli St.,

Alternating

DYNAMOS,
IQQTQ 1200 LIGHT.

Installed complete for City
or To-77n Lighting.

Ctiicago Office, Garden City Electric Co,,
2r,7 nn-I iSCii r>*>nrborn ^tvf<-1.

ELtCTBIC WDBKS,

Philadelphia, Peon.

Incandescent

DYNAMOS,
Direct System

(TO 1000 LIGHT.

Motors
For Arc or Incandescent.

Currents from 1-8 to 50 H. P.
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THE PENNSYLVANIA LAMP.
ACKIKOWIiKI>(>EI> TO IIATK THE HIUHEHT 3IKKIT IIV ALL. THE UKCKXT COMPKTITIVK TF.MTI4.

INCANDESCENT LASIPB, » TO 300 CANDIiE POM'EK. Al,l, VOIiTA«:KI4 ANO BAHKM A1.HAXM IN MTOCU.

PENN MUTUAL BUILOINC, PHILADELPHIA. WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, NEW YORK.
WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, CHICAGO.

"iriTT r* A TJTClT'mV (^^.^J^^^^f'') J^or ELECTRICAL INSULATION.
V B-J -M-im-^jf^ M J^^ M V^-LH ^^ AslStsTOS. / Pnmlehed in ebeete, totes and monlacd forms ot My ehspe.

VULCABESTON PACKING,
For Steam, \Vat*-r, AcM and Gas; in ehe^^t. wict,

round ao'l gii9k>-t forme of ar,y bhup'j.

FIELD MAGNET SPOOLS,
20,000 NnW I\ USE.

Manufactured by THE JOHNS-PRATT CO., - - HARTFORD, CONN.,

Manufacturers of 3V1:0"CJXjI3!E!I> HVdCIO.^.
H. W. JOHNS MFG. CO., Sellmg Agents, 87 Maiden Lane^ NEW YORK.

::k^i:\ ( riv. IIII.ADKI.l'IIIA. ATLANTA. I.OMJON.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
Pullman Building, Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

lE^xoioarpt SIb.ipi:cients-

CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT GO.,

CHICAGO.\y. R. MASON, Goal Mgr.

OF INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
I!t IlEuiiEKT Laws Webb.

A New Book Just Published.

A Practical Guide to the Testing of Electric Light, Electric

Railway, Telephone and Telegraph Wires.

PRICE, POSTAGE PREPAID, $1.00.

SE^O IN YOrR ORDER NOW.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6 Lakeside Buildingr, CHICAGO.

SHULTZ
PATENT

Leather Woven Link Belt.

SHULTZ PATENT
Leather • Pulley • Covering

SABLE RAWHIDE BELTING.
SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS.

( 104 Hamnier Street, itoston.
BBANCHE8 : \ 33.5 Pearl Street. New Vork,

( 130 North 8d Street. Philadelphia.

W.S.EDWARDSMFG. CO.,
MANUFACTDBERS OF

ELECTROLIERS,
Combination Fixtures,

Electric and Combination Brackets.

EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS.

LOW PRICES.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

86 and 88 West Lake Street, Chicago.

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PEBRET ELECTRIC MOTORS.
ALL SIZES, FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET-ELEGTRIG-LIGHT-SYSTEM.
Conaplete Apparat-us for Isolated. Flants.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass.
1 (liri-lnwlil, Ohio. C. V. Mem ll.SON, 61:1 Society for Siivliii;-' lUllMlUf, ltnslii)iatoll. I>. T.. .1. I'. UrRKETT M'O. 1 lO'.i Now York Avo. St. I'ntll.

cpi I INO AOFNTQ- -
iWiim.. 1' l uknz, :>cii Mlnncsoin St, I'Hilartel/ihia, Pa., PKNNSYLVAMa machine CO.. JS N. ;ih SI .Veir Orlrniis. la.. BrCBEL':TI&k>.II«w MWE,i11i9. 1 MAIUIINH WoltKS, Kll Couli .SI. ItPlirer, Volo.. UAVWAUD COCUIiANE, M .Iacab«ou UuildlUK. f/lioono, J»*., C. F. DlXDKEP.iLE, 43; Eookory.

I. UuJtalo, X. v., 1), u. DARltIN, -iib I'earl St.

NEW YORK OFFICE.

89 Liberty Street.
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Ti LAKE ERIE ENGINEERING WORKS,
-BUILDERS OF-

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE

EXPANSION ENGINES,
Both Condensing: and Non-Con-
densing, from 250 to 8,000 H. P.
Especially designed for direct

connection to Multipolar
Generators.

BEST KCOHOMY ABD REGULATION GDARADTEED,

Standsrd Ccrapound Engine.

Address all inqniric!^ to

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Section Through L. P. Cyl.

W. B. PEARSON & CO,
401 Home Insurance Bldg.,

CHICAGO.
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES OF

The Lake Erie Engineering Works.
They are prepared to contract at a reasonable price

for the complete installation of Power Plants, of any
Capacity, for any Service, and at any Place.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. Compound Engine and Generator

A PLAIN STATEMENT OF FACT.
The Compound Engine, when non-condensing, so far from possessing an

economy superior to the Simple Engine, has been decisively proven, "much to

the disgust of the stockholder," to show normal economy only at or about Its

rated power, and to fall off In economy faster than a Simple Engine as the load

falls off; moreover, very much faster under the extreme light loads that are

common in Electrical Generation. This point Is at last reluctantly admitted by
the more candid builders of such engines, most of whom now advise against

compounding for variable loads. The reason Is in their Inability to divide the

load and range of temperature proportionately and autamatlcally between the

cylinders at all points of cut-off. Hence, the low-pressure cylinder expands Its

steam below atmosphere under a moderately early cut-off, thus converting Itself

into an Air Pump, and becoming a load upon the high-pressure cylinder Instead

of a co-laborer with It. This point was distinctly foreseen by the designers of

the Weslinghouee Compound Engine, and an entirely new principle was worked

out, making expansion below atmosphere Impossible under any load, however
light. For tlio tirwt tiiii«> in tlie liistory of Wt<>aiii Kngineer-
ing, cHlier Siiiipl)- or <'oiii|>oiiii«l, in bnilt an Engine
^vliicli nutintainM fWMentiwII.Y nnilorni fcoiioiny, irrpwpeot"

JVC of load, ami hence for the flrot lime the Compound Non-condensing

Engine has been made practicable. The results, demonslrattd by test, show that

where an ordinary Compound will range from 25 lbs. t) 70 lbs. water per H. P
per hour from full to ijuarter load, the Westinghous^ Compound, between the

tame limits, will range from 23 Ibi. to 20 lbs. We have not deceived ourselves

In this matter, and propose that the facts shall be understeod. To those Inter-

esled lu the nicer points Involved, we will be pleased to sond a reprint of the

paper reid by Mr. F, M. Kites on this subject at the late meeting of the American

Socle'y of Mechanical Engineers, at San l'Vancl8«o.

Westinshouse, Church, Kerr & Co.,

XHNTO-XPO'XIXIfi.S.

^EWYORK: 17 €ortlandl SI. CHICAGO: I S6 and 1 58 Lake SI.

BOSTON: 620 Allanlic Ave. MINNEAPOLIS; Boory Block.

PITTSBURGH: Wcslinghousc Building ST. LOUIS: Commercial Building.

Repretcnled in PHILADELPHIA by M. R. NIUCKLE, Ir., & CO., Droxol Building.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PAETICULAELY ADAPTED TO DEIVING

Elsctric Light and Power Stations
On account of itn blgh eillclency ut all stages of t^ate, flteadinese o£ motion and eaey -vorkinc pjite. the con-

Biructlon of which makefl It the most seceUlve to the action of a governor of any wheel on \hQ market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE Illustrating various stjlea of setting on both vertical and
horizontal shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO,
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT. miMiS A TEMPI.E. DAYTON. OHIO.

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade Autoinatlc

ENGINES,
'I

HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL.

Two torse power to three liniiilreil iorse cower.

Westen, Department: 26 and 28 Randolph St., CHICAGO. - H. S. WMKER, Manager

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of High Grade Engines and Boilers.

Electric Light Engines
a Specialty.

ConiiileteStBaniPlaDtsMallGl

WESTEEN WAEEEOOMS;
64 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

,\l80 30 Cortlandt Street. New York C\tv

ARE YOU TROUBLED
By STATIC ELECTRICITY from your BELTS?

DO your BELTS BLACKEN the CEILING, the
WALLS, or the FLOOR?

If so you don't know anything about

We make a Specialty of Dynamo Kelts.

You can get some intercstinc Informsxtion and also learn how many things are

made of Rawhide by writing to

THE CHICAGO RAWHIDE MFG. CO.

76 and 77 EAST OHIO STREET, CHICAGO.

The S. FREEMAN &SONS Manufacturing Ccn/^
>l;iriiif. I.oronioliii'. Matiim^r^ A AL-ririiHur.ii **

bs. BOILERS, antlTANK& IRON WORK

4

'j^- OF EVERY DESCP.irTI--'-

ft- REPAIRING A SPECIALTY,

kta\iy

i3i=^::^^^HHHHiSS..^ r:stimaH's Tomptlv furnishf-d. T.:irL'<> Miuc-
Hr^^rS^'^^^^vf" ^'''^'P'',^*^t"'Otruc sr-m free to any .'ulrlr*^-*-*. A-k

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS «" BELLS.
FUItL, JLIKE A1.WAXB IS I^TOCK.

W. B, OSTRANDER & CO.,
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeEalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

^^ j^ndfor New Cataloqite. Ont Angnet let.

SIOUX CIXY -EHHC^TNIS. AVOFIKS

Corliss Engines,

GIddiDg's Atttomatics,

Sinple, Cmp::::d, Cisir^nrs-

Complete Plants Furntfhcd.

SELLI7.-G AGEXTS;

26 Randolph St . Chicago.

F.M.Davis. Dallas, Tes.
Kennedy & Pierce Mch. Co..

DENVER.
A. M. HolterHdw. Co..

HELENA. MONTANA.
405 6TH AVE.. SO. MINNEAPOLIS.

1-^09 ijMiriN fl\/P KANSAS CITY.

HILL
Clutch Works,
CLEVELAND, O.

EASTERN OFFICE:
18 Cortlandt St., - XEVTTORK

CHICAGO OFFICE:
2,SSo. Canal St.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Deiipd, Erfdd isj Foniihtd.

Send for netr Cat^alogue of Pow-
er Transmission Machinery.

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MANUFACTUHEKS OF

SHftFTING, ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

Branch Officas'V'
^"""' ^"""""^ ^'' ^"icago.

erancn umcBS.^gg cortiandt st., new york
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General Electric Company.
XSdison and Thoixisoxi-Houston Systems of

ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS.

TheW.P.Iron-CladMotor

Has undergone the most stringent

tests possible, and has fulfilled the

most rigid reqviirements of Street

Railway Service.

ITS SPECIAL ADVANTAGES ARE:
LIGHTNESS. MINIMUM OF EXPENSE FOR REPAIRS. FLOATING ARMATURE
COMPACTNESS. FEWNESS OF PARTS. ABSENCE OF SPARKING. STRENGTH
SINGLE FIELD COIL. NOISELESSNESS. FULLY APPROVED AND INDORSED
BY ALL COMPANIES WHO HAVE USED IT.

OUR LINE OF OVERHEAD PARTS AND RAILROAD SUPPLIES

Comprises All the Latest and Most Improved Street Railway Appliances.

Street Railway Snow Sweepers
SIb.o-u.ld. "be Ordered, fror^o. la-s at OrLce.

We are the Only Company who can Supply Reliable Snovr Svreeper».

620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS. 44 Broad St., NEW YORK.
173 ana 77.7 AdaniH St., CHICAGO, TLL. GOO Arch St., I^HTLADELPniA, PA.

204 H. Fourth St., CJNCJ SNATI, OHIO. 401-407 Slhley St., ST. PAUL, MINN.
GouUl nuUding, ATLANTA, GA. Masonic Temple, hKNVICB, COLO

15 First Street, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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REQUA White Core,

Seamless Rubber Covered.

SAFETY Seamless

Rubber Covered.

ATLAS Seamless

Rubber Covered.

K. E. W. Weatherproof.
(Best Feeder Wire Made.)

Mag^net^ Office and Annunciator Wires.

54 and 56 Franklin St., Chicago.
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FUSE LINKS.

—ALL SIZES—

Our reliable Fuse Links are "one piece"

and will not get locse under

binding screws.

WIRT'S IMPROVED
DYNAMO BRUSH

Prevents Sparking.

Made to fit all sizes of

Brash Holders,

Habirshaw's

Pure

Rubber

Covered

Wires,

Cables

and

Cores.

The U. S.

Government

Standard

of

Excellence.

Broking Strain

3/«<lbs.

Insulation

at CX> Volts,

II. .'Vbdul:—"What is this strange thing? I thought it was a

worm, but when I stepped on it, it did not break."

Bim:—"Its head and tail are just alike—which is which?

Let us see."

SHIELD BRAND

Moisture-Proof Wire.

For Feeder Circuits.

For Light and Power Lines.

NOTICE

CHANGE OF NAME,

The company that has for 13 years been

known as

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.

The first dynamo built in the u. s. at Will hereafter be conducted under a new name,
Ausonla. Conn.. ISTl.

THE ANSONIA ELECTRIC GO.

No other changes whatever have been made
or contemplated; no consolidations nor new con-

ditions; tlie organization and the personnel of the

company remain identically the same.

// is simply a change of name to obviate

the confusion arising in the mind of the general

public as a result of the too common use of the words

"Electrical Supply."

Address your orders and mail either way
until you become familiar with the new name.

This is the way it will appear:

THE ANSONIA ELECTRIC CO.

Cor. Randolph St. and Michigan Ave.

Fncl«rl(f« «nd '.ANSONIA nONN C'HIGflGO.

Wirt's

Strain

Insulator.

The Neatest and Strongest

Insulator Made.

If you want a perfect arc lamp to operate on youi

alternating circuits, ask us about the

HELIOS.

-TRADE MARK-

Carpenter

Electric

Heating

Apparatus.

Car Heaters.

Radiators

for.

Oifices

and

Residences.

Cooking

Utensils.

Wc carry a large stock of

(iciiiralc/y drawn and insulated

MAGNET WIRES.

Orders for quick shipments

solicited.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATIN6 CO
THE K^TJEBEI^ TJSEID IIST

HABIRSHAW INSULATION
IS E^-CTRB Pik»ik.

Slarine Core, used
on <iioverniueiit

CruiserH.

Feeder Core.
Broad^vay Theater.

Naval Marine India Rubber
Covered Wires.

Naval Land India Rubber
Covered Wires.

PROMINENT INSTALLATIONS.

Feeder «'ulil«*. Brook l>*n
i-MlHon Klertrie IJeht Co.

Submarine TVork, Fdison Klectric
Light Co., £aston. Pa.

Xaval Core, United
States «. ». "Chieago.*'

STANDARD
INDIA RUBBER
COVERED WIRES. Feeder Condnetor.

'*Drypla«'e8.*'
Grand Central Depot.

Adopted by the Navy Department, and thus far employed on board the United States steamships Trenton, Chicago. Boston. Yorktown, Pensacola, Phila-

delphia, Petrel, Atlanta, Baltimore, Newark, Vermont, Charleston. San Francisco, Concord, Bennington and monitor Miantonomah.

SOLID AND STRANDED CONDUCTORS, TAPED, BRAIDED, FLAME-PROOF.

The Habirshaw Insulation fulfills all requirements in places demanding the

"Best," and in that field finds no successful competitors.

Feeder Core.

FACTORY: CLENWOOD, YONKER8, N. Y.

WIVIilVli HAdIKoHAW ) ribiOi| 315 Madison Ave,, Oor. Forty-Seuond St.

C}£IVEBAIi MABTAGEB. TiEW YOBK CITT.
Feeder Cable.

WESTERN JGEFTS: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO,, cor. Randolph St. and MicMgan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL. i!J??rY/li^1l{''J^.

DON'T BUY
The transformers you will need this Fall until you have had our
prices and fully considered our claims on your patronage.

The Continued Prosperity
Of Lighting Companies is threatened by attempts <« completely con-
trol this business on the part of one or two great corporations.

Protect Yourselves
By supporting every legitimate manufacturing enterprise which
can furnish you with good apparatus and ivhich has the courage to
be independent.

Our Transformer is the Best.

Western Agents:
STANLEY ELECTRIC MFC. CO.,

T11E Electi{ioi{L SufpLy Co.,
Corner Randolph Street and Michigan Avenue, Ohioago, 111. Pittsfield. Mass.
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STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.
General Offices: Suite 625. Home Ins. BIdg., pUinAGn
Works: 313-317 South Canal Street, blllUADU.

T?!.^ STiNDARI SYSTEM OF ARC LIGHTIHG.

FOR

FURTHER

INFORMATION

ADDRESS
THE
GENERAL

OFFICES,

Central Station Managers, Municipal Officers, Owners of Iso-

lated Lighting Plants and Prospective Purchasers everywhere

are invited to inspect and investigate the STANDARD SYSTEIVl

before contracting for apparatus.

For lighting stores, foundries, factories or the streets of a city,

this system has no ecfual.

Our contract does not obligate the purchaser to buy appara-

tus or supplies exclusively of us for a term of years, but courts

open competition and encourages fair tests for merit between any

and all existing arc lighting systems and the STANDARD.



$3 per Annum- EVERY SATURDAY. I O cents per Copy;

Vol. xir. CHICAGO, MARCH 4, 1893. No. 9

EVERY STEAM, ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER PLANT
SHOULD BE PBOVIDED WITH

Sristols' Recording Pressure Gauge.
Mnki!fi cionfinunus record day nnd niclit. Adiiptod tn nil rfinijeB of press-

ure lietween '2 o/,. per Bquiire inch to 1,5(10 ibw. rn*r i-r|uiuo Incli.

PRICE LOW, AND EVERY GAUGE GUARANTEED.
Send lor Circulars and Fac-Simile Clmrt

THE BRI8T0LS' IK CO., Waterlmry, Cop.

NATIONAL INDIAINDIA Rubber v0.

S. p. COLT, Preet., F. S. MINOTT, Gen'l Mgr.

F.&.c:;TOTirz- ana. offices, - brisotoxj, i%. i.
Oeneral Western Agents; Enterprise Electric Co.. Chicago.

The

(Dternational OKQNITE COMPANY,

*PN'^:

LIMITED,

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES AiDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.

, BRANCHES : ChlcaffD. Boaton, Philadelphia, Mltiii«apoU8, Clnciiinatl.Taniag Cit7,
Omaha, IjnaiBTille, St. l.oals, San Francisco, Ijondon and So. America.

MAMUFACTORIES IN ^UNITED STATtSvSCOTUHD.FRJHCE/GERMANYMUSIRIJ'

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DET STREET, NEW fORK,

MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Electrical Supplies
OF lU DB8CEIPTI0NS.

KBT FOR CAPACITY TKSTB.

WE OWN AND OPERATE THE

Telegraph, Telephone,
Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

Line Material.

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WHERE WE MANUFACTURE A FULL LINE OF

Test Instrnments and all Scientific Measurement Apparatus.

PACKARD HIGH GRADE
INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

NEW YORK
Mannfactnred by the

& OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.

New York City, Chan. E. Chapin, 136 Liberty St.

Chicago, 111 , Elec. Appliance Co.. 242 MndlBoo St.

St. Paul, SIinn,,Tbe Elec. EDirineering k Supply Co.
Omaha, Neb. B. B. Downs, 216 Shoely Blocli.

St r.niiifl. Mo., St Louis Electrical Supply, Co..

San Francisco. Cat., A. 0. Bralnard & Sod, No. 109
California St.

Cincinnati, O., Post-Glover Elec. Co., 215 W. 4th St.

Lonisville, Ky. , Smithera & I>nvi9.

Pltt9bu^^'ll. Pa.. W. U. Vandevort. W9 Le-wts Block.
G. P. Altenherff, 2.0 Walnot .St., Clnclnnntl, Ohio,

ndent for Kentocky, Teoncseeo, Virginia and
West Virginia,

Little Rock. Ark., Arkonsaa Electric Sapply Ca^
3ft7 W Sfnrkham St.

Montreal, Can., Packard Lamp C-^..; OMOO KiDg St.

MANCFACTUEEK OF

IIffSlXI«ATKD EIiSGTRIC WIRE,
FLKXIBLE CORDS and CABLES.

iSno and 20a Slorth Third Street, - - PIIII.AnEl.PRIA. PA.

THE BEACON LAMP.
16 Candle

Power,

35 Cents.

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Electrical Co., ^"i^^C Boston, Mass.
New York Office and Stock Room; Central Building, lU Liberty Street.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

ESTIMATES AND DRAWINGS SUBSIITTB).

WESTON ENGINE CO..
Painted Post, N. Y.

KEPRESEXTATrTES

:

Julian SchoU & Co. . 12(5 Uberty St.. New York.
Ge<i. D. Uoffnian. ^"J Lake St., ChlcaRO. m.
H. M. Solple A:Co..3da: ArcnSts.. Phlladelphln.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford. Conn.

THE BALL ^ WOOD COMPANY,
Balldera of Improved Antoxnfttlo Col -off EngincH-

W. B. Ponraon & Co , Home In«. BldK., OhtcnRO. 111.

W. A. Dny. IW Oltrer St.. Boston. Ma-^s.

F. II. wtutlns, JacobsoD Block. l>i>nT(>r. O.»io.

.Iarai'9 ft Co.. ChBttftnooRft, T«na.
wtlllADi M. Por.'er. IVtrolt, Mich.
T. W. Anil»>r^>n, n.^neion. Tet.
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General Electric Comoany,
44 Broad St., New York City. 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

THE RIGHT OF THE
TO AN INJUNCTION

HAS BEEN
BY

U.S. CIRCUIT

EDISON COMPANY
AGAINST INFRINGERS
DETERMINED
THE
COURT OF APPEALS.

ALL OTHERS INFRINGE THE EDISON PATENTS AND ARE COUNTERFEITS.

Bee deci«ion of U. S. Court of Appeals in case of Ediaon Electric Light Company vs. ITnited States Electric LlehtCompany, decided October 4, 1892.
See decision of U. 8. Circuit Court of Appeals in case of Edison Electric Light Co. and Edison General Electric

Co., against Sawyer-Man Electric Co., decided December 15, 1892.
Copies of this decision will be sent on application.

BRANCH OFFICES:
eao Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass. 44 Broad St., New York.

173 and 176 Adams St.. Chicago, ni. 609 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
264 West Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio. 1333 P St., N. W., Washington, D. 0.

Gould Building, Atlanta, Ga. 401-407 Sibley St., St. Paul, Minn,
16 First St., San Francisco, Cal. Masonic Temple, Denver, Colorado.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Acme Filler Co xxxvl
American Battery Co xxviiii

American Electrical "Works xxi

American Engine Co xx
Angic-r tfc Kennard xxxiii

AnsoDiu Electric Co., The xl

J3abcock & Wilcox Co., The 1

Baggot, E xxii

Baker & Co xxii

Ball & Wood Co., The i

BeaconVacuumPump &Elec.Co. . . i

Beggs, J. E., Mcb. & Supply Coxxii
Beinstein KlectrlcCo iv

Bishop Gutta Percha Co xx
Blanchard, Albert xxxvi
Boston Braid Mfg. Co xxxiii

Boston Electric Co x.wiii

Bridgeport Mach. Tool Wk8. . xx
Brill Co.. J. G xxiii

Bristols' Mfg. Co., The i

Brookfleld, Wm xx
Brush Electric Co xxiv
Bryant Electric Co xv
Buckeye Electric Co., The. . . . xvii

Butler Hard Rubber Co xxxiii

C. &, C. Electric Jlotor Co xv
Cabell, L. Breckinridge sviii

Carpenter Enamel RheostiitCo.xxiv
Cintral Electric Co v
Chicaeo & St. Louis Electric

R 11. Co. . . xxvi
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co xxv
Clayton & Lambert Mfg. Co.. xxv
Commercial Electric Co iv

Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co. xxi
Crocker-Wheeler ElectiicCo. . xxi
Gushing & Morse. viii, xvii

Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co. . .xxix
Davis, W. S. ^t S jn . xxiii

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.xxxvi
Delaware Hard Fibre Co xxv
Diehl & Company xv
Dillion Mast Iron Co xxix
Dixou Crucible Co., Jos xxi
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd xx
Eastern Electric Cable Co xxi
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co ix

Electric Appliance Co xx
Electric Cons. & Supply Co, . vii

Electric Engr'g & Supply Co . . xxv
Elec. Selector & Signal Co. . xxxi
Elec'n Pub. Co. xxv, xxxii, xxxvii
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.The v
Electrical Mfg. Co.. The xvii
Emerson Electric M'f'g Co. . xii

Empire China Works xx'ii

Enterprise Electric Co xxiv
Palls Rivet & Machine Co. . . .xxxvi
Ford Washburn Storelectro Co. xii

For Sale Advs xxi, xxii
Fort Wayne Electric Co xii

Franklin Electric Co xi

Fuel Economizer Co xxxv
General Electric Co ii, xxxviii
General Incandescent Arc Lt. Co.xvi
Gre2ley& Co., The E. 8 i

Gregory Co., C. E xxxii
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co xxiii
Hatheway, E . M xx
Hine Eliminator Co xxi
Holmes, Booth & Haj dens. . .xxiii

Hughes Bros. Mfg. Co xxiv
India Rubber & Q. P. Ins. Co. xii

Inuls & Co XX
Institute of Technology xxiv
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.. . xviii

International Okonlte Co i

Jewell Belting Co i. x
Kartavert Mfg. Co xxiv
Klipsteio, A xxi
Knapp Electrical Works xxxix
Lake Erie Engin'g Works, xxxiv
Lane & Bodley Co xxxvi
Leclanche Battery Co., The . . xxii
Link Belt jVlachinery Co xvii
Loud,H.M. & Sons Lumber Co. xxii
Manz & Co xxix
Marcus, W. N] xxii
Mass, Chemical Co ..xii, xviii,

xxii, xxiii, xxv, xxix, xxxiii
McLean & Schmitt xxii
Moore, Alfred F i

Morse &Co., A. M . . xxii
Mosher Electric Co xxx
Munsell & Co., Eugene xx
National Electric Mfg. Co t
National India Rubber Co i

New England Butt Co xxv
New York Insulated Wire Co. xxiv
N.Y. Safety Steam Power Co. xxxvi
New York & Ohio Co I

Nowotny Electric Co xxii
Otto Gas Engine Works xxxvi
Osborne Steam Engineering Co. xx
Ostrander & Co., W. R xxxvi
Pace Belting Co xv
Paine &> Ladd xx
Palmer Bros. ... xxii

Partrlck & Carter Co xi, xxii

Pearson & Co., W. B xxxiv
PcltoD Water Wheel Co xxii

Pi'nn. Electric Engineering Co. vi

Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co. xxv
Pliillips Insulated Wire Co. . . . iv

Phosphor-Bronze S Co., LtdflXviii

Pioneer Arnature Works. . . . xxi
PurupLlly Sorley S. B. Co. ... iv

Quccu tfc Co., Iiicorporuled.,,xiv

Racine Hardware Mfg Co xx
Railway Equipment Co xxix
Rcddine Electric Co xxxiii

Riker Electric Motor Co xvii

Uuckford Electric Mfg. Co... xvii

Roberts & Co., E. P xii

Koebllng's Sons Co., J. A xv
Rosenbaum. W. A xxii

Russell & Officer xviii

Samson Cor^Bce Works xxi
Sawyer Man-Electric Co. . . . xxxiv
Sechrist, Albert xxi
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co xxiii

Sbepard, H. L xxii

Shuitz Belting Co xxvii
Siebert, G xxi
Siemens & Halske Electric Co. xviii

Sioux City Elec. Supply Co. . . xxiii

Sioux City EngineWorks. . . . xxxvi
Smith, A. T xxii

Sperry Elec. Mining Mach. Co. xxiv
Standard Electric Co xiii

Standard Paint Co. ix, xxiii

Standard Underground Cable
Co , xxxii

Steuben Lamp Works xxi
Sterling, W. C xxiii

Stllwell &BIerc6Mfg. Co. xx'i. xxiii

Taylor Engine Co xxxvi
Taylor, Goodhue & Ames xlii

Turbayne-Tamblyn Co iv

Union Hardware Co xxi
Utica Elec. Mfg.& Supply Co xviii

Vulcanized Fibre Co xxiii

Waddell-Entz Company xx
Waterhouse, Gamble & Co xvii
Western Electric Co xviii

Westinghouse, Church, Kerr
& Co xxxiii

Westinghouse Elec. and Mfg
Co xix.xxxv

Weston Engine Co i

White S. S. Dental Mfg. Co- . . . iv
Wilson & Jackson xx

CLASSIFIED LIST.

AnnnnclHtorH.
Ansonia Electric Co,, The
Central Electric uo.
Knapp Electrical WorfeB.
Ostrtinder &Co.,W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Arc liamps.
Begp^a, J. E,, Mchy. & Supply Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Electric Cone. & Supply Co.
General Electric Co.
General Incandescent Arc Lt. Co.
Knaop Flectrical WorkB.
Mosher Electric Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Siemens & Ualt*ke Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Tmbayne-Tamblyn Co.
Waterhouse, Gamble & Co.
Weatlnghoase Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc I^lght Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Samflon Cordage Works.

Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Columbia Mfg. k Supply Cc.
Ford Washburn Storelectro Cc.
Franklin Electric Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. 3.
Koapp Electrical Works.
Lftclanche Sattery Co., The.
t'arinck & Carter Co.
Pumpelly-Sorley Storage Battery Co
Weatern Electric i 'n

White, S. S. Dental Mfg. Co.
Battery Jars.
American Battery Co.
Butle: Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric uo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Leclancne Battery Co., The.
Western Electric Co.

Bells. Kleotrlo.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Ostrander & Co., W. R,
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Magneto.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co.. The K.8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co

BeltlnK.
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Jewell BeltlnK Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Pagi? HellinE Co.
Shuitz BrltlDg Co.

Boilers.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Blanctard, Albert.
Freeman Sjns Mfg. Co., The S.
Lane h Bodley Co., The.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Weston EnRine Co.

BookH, fClertrloAl.
Electrlrlan Pnbllahlnp Co.

B'-nliKiit:: Mjiolii cry.
New KdLl.'imi Mult <'o.

Mnrelar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Applmnco Co.
Greeley & Co.,The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck A Carter Co.

Cables.
fSee InBulsted Wires )

<'al>leH, KIcctrlr. (See Insulated
Wiree), <'opper,Kheetaa(l Bar
nvhop Oiitta Percha Co
Eaytorn Electric Cable Co.
Moore. Alfred F.

Rophllnc'e Snns Co.. .T. A.
Washburn A Moen Mf^. Co.
Western Electric Co.

CarlionH- Poliit« and Plates.
Central Electric Co,
Knap^ Electrical Works.

I'lilmcr Broe

Clncebes. Frletloa.
Falls Rivet & Machine Co.
Hill Clntcb Works.

Cordaee.
Samson t^f^rftmrra Wnrfa-q.

ConstrnctlOD and Uepairs.
Cometock, Louis K.
McLean & Schmitt.
Pioneer Armature Works.
Roberts. E. r. &Co.
Weetem Electric Co.
Wileon 5; Jackeoo.

Contractors, Klectrlr L<lcht,
Rnsrlne Plants and Klectric
Beillivays.
American Engine Co.
Babcock & Wiicoi Co., The.
Ball& Wood Co., The.
Urnsh Electric Co.
C AC. Electric Motor Co.
©abeil, L. Breckinridge.
Commercial Electric Co.
Comatnck, Louis K.
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
Ford-Washburn Storelectro Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Freeman Sons Mfg. Co., TheS
General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Heieler Electric Co.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Moree & Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Osborne Steam Engineering Co
Pearson & Co., W. B.
Racine Hardware Mfc.Co.
Eockford Electric Mfg. Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Sioux City Engine Works.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg- Co.
Weetinghoase, Church, Kerr & Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Engine Co.
Wilson ^Jackson.

Cnpper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Worka.
Bishop Gnita Percha Co.
Central Sieciric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire& Cable Co.
Cutter, Geo.
En'.erpriee Electric Co.

Holmes, Booth & Haydena.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.

Phi lips Insulated Wire Co.

Sperry Eiec. Mining Machine Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Hughes Bros. Mfg. Co.
Knapp Elecirical Works.
Louo, H. M. & Sons Lumoer Co.

Railway Equipment Co.

Cut-OutH and stTriTohea.
Ansonia Electric Co. , The.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.

Emerson Electric aifg. Co.
Electric Selector it signal Co.
Enterprise Electric (. o.

Great Western Mfg. Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co., The.
Knanp Electrical Works.
PerkineElec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Russell & Officer.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Sechrist, A.
Utlca Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
C. & C, Electric Motor Co.
Commercial Electric Co.

Duplex Electric Co.. Ltd.

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Gregory, C. E. Co.
Helsier i£lectrlc Co.
National EleculcManulactulng Co.

Nowotny Electric Co.
Riker Electric Motor Co.

Rose Electric Light Suppl Co.

Siemens & Haleke Electric *- o.

Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse filectxlc& Mlg. CO.

electric Heatins-
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Railway Equipment Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A- Ames.

Electric Lava Was Tips.
Smith, A. T.

BleiMrlc Ballwayn.
Chicago & St. Louis Elec. R. R. Co.

General Electric Co.
SieniouB & Halt^ke Electric Co.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. t'o.

Electrical and Slechati leal
Eneinecrs.
Comstock, Louis K.
Ualheway, E. M.
Osborne Steam Engineering Co.
Roberts, E. P. X Co.
AVilson & Jackson.

BlectricAi Instruments.
Central KlectrlcCo.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greelev * Co., The E. S.

I'artrick \- C:irlL'r Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
(iueen A Company.

Eiectrtc4il Intellleenre.
Cometock, Louis K.
Hathewav. K. M.
Koberls.E P. A Co.
Wilson A.Tackspn.

Electrical wpecloltle*.
Colnmbia Mfg. i\; Supply Co.
Cutler, (ieo.

Hnllii'^r-Cabot Elec'ric Co.

UtlcB Elec. Mfc. * Supply Co.

Elcftricl* nw'TorrheH.
Cliijton & Lamberl Mtir. Co-

Klectrollcrs and Coaiblna-
tlon FlTtnres.
Ansonia Electric Co.. The.

Baeeot, B.
Edwards. W, S. Mfg. Co.

Knapp Klectrical Worts.

Blootro-Platlna: Haetaljies.
Bmsh Electric Co.
General KlectrlcCo.

Engines, Gas.
Ottr^nftBtenHne Works.

Fan Oatflts.
DIelil A; Company.
Stanley Klectrtc Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Delaward Hard Flhry Co
Kartavert MIt. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Knelnes, f4team.
American Engine Co.
Ball * Wood CO.. The.
Freeman Sons Mfg. Co.. The S
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley Co , The.
Morse &. Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co,
Pearson <fc Co., W.B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Sloni City Engine Works,
Taylor Engine Co.
We'^tinghoupe. Chnrch, Kerr & Co.
Weeion Engine Oo.

Fire Alarms.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Fncl Kconomirers.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Fuse Wire.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Shawmut Fu.-^e Wire Co.
Snerry Elec. Mining Machine Co.

€ras ijIffiitinKt Klectrlo.
Boston Electric Co

,

Holiz.-r-Cabot Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

General Electrical tlnpplles.
Angler A: K^-nnard.
An-- mia E'ectric Co , The.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co,
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Enu. & Sur>ply Co., The.
Hmerson Electric JIfg. Co.
Entemrl^e Eiectric Co.
General Electric Co.
Greit Western Mfg. Co.
Greeley &Co.,TheK. B.

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Palmer Bros.
I'artrick & Carter Co.
Penn. Electric Engineering Co.
Queen & Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Russell & Office-.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co
Sious City Elec. Supply Co.
Taylor, Goodhue &; Ames.
UticaEIec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Watorhouse, Gamble k Co.

titlobes and KleetrioMl 4)}las8-
ware.
Angier k Kennard.
Brookfield, Wm.

Graphite Hpecialtles.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.

Bard Knbber (>09(ls.
Butler Uwrd Rublier Co.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.

Insulators and incmiatins
Materials.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Brookfield, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Electric Engineering *t Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Holtzer-Cal'Ol Electric Co.
Interior Conduit Alneulatlon Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Johns Mfg. Co , H. W.
Kartavert Mtg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Mass. Chemical Co.
Moore. Alfred F.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply C 0.

Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Insulated liVlres and Cables.
magnet iVlre.
American Electrical Works.
Aneonia Electric Co., The.
Bishop Guita Percha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cushing ^t Morse.
Cutter, Geo.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Anplianco Co.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Weatern Wfg. Co.

Holmes, Booth & Haydena.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber AG. P. Ins. Co.

Knapp El*»ctrlcal Worka.
Moore, Alfred F.

National India Bubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Pa? trick & Carter Co.
Phillips Intulated Wire Co.
Koebllng's Sons Co.. J. A.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Sperry El*>c. Minlnc Machine (^0.

Stiuid ird rndorpriiund Cable Co.
Taylor, liemlhiie \ .\mes.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Washburn ^^ Moon Mfg. Co,
Western Electric Co.

Lamps, lucnndesce-wt.
Alls ml;! Electric Co., The.
Beacon Vftcuum Pump & Blec. Co.
Bernstein Klectrlr Co.

Buckeve KlectrlcCo.
Central Electric Co.
Electrio.1t Eng. A Supply Co., The.
Electj-ical Manufactnrlng Co., The.
Oeuoral Electric Co.
Knspp ElectricAl Worka.
New York and Ohio Co.
Penn. Electric Enixlneerlng Co.
SawYi^r-Man Electric Co.
Stenben Lamp Works.

I^ntbcs.
Bridgeport Machine Tool Works.
Shopnrd. II. L.

Uslttnlns Arresters.
Ivnapp Electrical Works.

narnct wire.
{Seelnsulatwl Wires.)

Jlerhnnlcal MachlocPT.
BriiVeport Machine Tool Worka.

Medical Batteries.
I'srlrlck .t Cftrter Co,

Mica,
JohheMf^'. Co..U. W.
MunB^;; i Co., Eugene.

milln;: .Tlacbioery.
l>;cke.- M{^'. Co . John.

ntnlutt Auporstoa, electric
General Electiic Co.
Great W.-.-frm Kf-^. Co.
Sperry Elec. Mlninj< Machine Co.
Weatinebonse Electric ± Mtz- CoHotors.
Brash Electric Co.
C. li C. Electric Motor Co.
Commercial Eiectric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Eiectnc Co
Eddy Ele^rtric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Kne. &, Sopply Co„ Th»*
Emerson Klectri': Mfi;. Co.
Ford-Washbum Storelectro Co
Fort Wayne Eiectric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg.Co
Gregory, C. E. Co.
Nowotny Electric Co.
Porter i-eavitt Electric Motor Co
Kiber Electric Motor Co.
Rockford Electric Mf:r. Co.
Taylor, Goodhue tfc Ames
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westinghouee Electric & M/g.CoAiame Plates.
Becker Mfg. Co., John

Oil Fil(er.s.
Acme Filter Co.

Paints.
standard Paint Co.

Patents.
Paine A: Ladd.
Ro?eDbanm, Wm. A.

Phosphor Bronze.
Phosphor Br.jnze.Smelting Co LtdPlus and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Hughes Bros. Mfg. Co.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co
Poulway Equipment Co.

Platianm.
Baker & Co.
Siebert, G.

Poles,
Loud, H. M, & Sons' Lumber ( o.Railway Equipment Co.

Porcflain,
Empire China Works.

Pr-SMore fi^aofres,
Bristols Mfg. Co"

Publishers, electrical
Bleftrlcian Publishing Co.

Push Buttons.
Central EleCtfR Co.
Knbpp EI^.rica! Works
Parlrick i Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
WeBt£m Electric Co.

Ballwa^'s. Klectrle.
fSee electric railways.)

Rheostats-
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co

Bal Ammoniac.
Innls & Co.
Kllpstein. A.

Separators. Steam,
Hine Eliminator Co.

Silk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. r-

Sp.e&kinv Tubei*.
Central Elecijip Co.
Khapp Electrical Works
Ostrander & Co., W. B
Parlrick ,'; Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Speed lucQcators.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthlnelon, Henry B.

Street Cars.
Brill, J. G., Co.

Street Ry Tower VTa^onr
Davis. W. S. & Sou.

-»»'"^.

Supplies, ^ecTTlc Ballwav
Ancier t Kennard.
Railway EqaipEient Co

Tapes. Insulattnr-
American E'ectrical Work*
Ansonia EleciricCo., The '

Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co
Ccshing ^t Morse.
India Ruhber <fe G. P. ire Po
International Okonlte O) Tha.Knapp Electrical Worts

"'

New York Insn 1 ated Wire Co
Standard Pat?: Co. "'^°-

Teleffranh Apparatup.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Selector A Sicoal Co
Greeley & Co., The ^"0
Knapp Electrical Wofta

'

Partncl; i Carter Co
Western Electric Co.

Telephooeo. FUe^trlc.
Western Kfectflc Co.

Teleiihone ^louthpieccs
^IircLS, \\". N,

Test Instruments,
Central Electflc Co.
GTeeley & Co., The H. S.
Knapp Electrical Worka.

'

<Jneon 5 Companv.
Western Elecirlc'co.

Transformers.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
National ElectrlcMannfactnrineCo
Stanley Electric .Mf£. Co
Taylor, t;codlnu> A- Ames.
WeeUnchoutfe Klectric A Mff Co

Trolley Cord.
Sameon Cordajre Works.

Trncks, Klectric Car.
General Electric Co.
WesUngboaec Electric A Mte Co.

Turbine li^'heels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
PeUon Water Wre^I co
Stil-vetl Jt Pierce Mfg. Co.

rnlTer«ltlcs.
InsUtnie of Technology.

Varnishes.
Mas?. Chemical Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Wafer %Vheela.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

Wire. Bare.
An'oni:i Electric Co.. The.
Bishop Gntta Perdha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. WireACaWe Co.
Helmet. Booth vt H.ivdens,
Knapp Electrical Works.
Nstlon»l India Rnhber Co.
Phillips In'nl.i ed Wire Co.
RAl'way ^qilpment Co.
RofMlnc'e t*ons' Co., J. A.
SperrT^'iv Vlnfaj: MflrHne Oo,
Standard Undergronnd Cable Co,'
W.ifihbnm .tL3tn*«-MjEa_

-
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Factory, Pawtacket, R. I.

FEEDER WIRE,
LINE WIRE,
HOUSE WIRE.

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE CO.,
39 and 41 Cortlandt St., NEW YORK.

WE ONLY IN THE U.S. MAKE

MOTORS
AND

Power

Generators
WITH

Forged

DYNAMOS
FOR

Lighting
AND

Plating

Field

Magnets.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., U. S. A.

The New Pumpelly - Sorley

STORAG^JATTERY.
Electro-Chemically Made and Therefore Does Not Infringe.

We are prepared to make Batteries having from

3-5 to 1,000 ampere hours' capacity.

By this process we can make Batteries that will

last from one to twenty years, according to size and

weight. Address

Pumpelly -Sorley Storaire Battery Co.,
205 and 207 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

TURBAYNE ARC LAMP
FO s.

Constant Potential Circuits^

LAMPS SENT ON TRIAL.

THE TURBAYNE-TAMBLYN COMPANY,
66, 6B and TO H. Fort Street, DETROIT, MICH.

Partz Acid Gravity Battery.
(PATENTED.)

The Highest Voltage, and Mcst Con-
stant Open Circuit Battery in Use.

Over 100 Cells of Partz Battery in con-
stant use in Philadelphia Electrical Bu-
reau on Fire Alarm for four years
without a single breakdown.

Partz Sulpho-Chromic Salt.
(PATENTED.)

Battery users will find it to their ad-
vantage to send address for cir-

cular now preparing.

NEW YORK, BOSTON.

The S. S. WHITE DENTAL MFG. CO.,

P»IIILAr>I<:LFHIA,
CHICAGO. BROOKtYN, ATLANTA

STREET LIGHTING FROM ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
Lamps, Series Sockets,

New Prices given on Street Fixtures, Poles,
Bank Boards, Meters

And all accessories for the use of SERIES LAMPS on ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.

This syHtr-m permitu a rROFITAIlLE and SATISFACTORY method of ntreet illumin-
ation and should be investigated hy every plant using alternating current apparatus,

WRITE FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS AND PRICES.

OI7R SERIES LAMPS
Will show you a COMPARATIVE SA IINV (qnal to tlicir FIRST COST in POWER CONSUMED.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC COMPANY, 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin Street, Chicago.

i-v^

^^tl^CAL St/A>^^

lesteri Electrical Ml Co.,

418 South 15th St.,

OMAHA, BEB.

Gate Cily Electric Co.,

522 Delaware St.,

KAlfSAS CITY, MO.

DESCR^^

SoHtliern Electrical Siply Co

1 1 North Sevemt'.St.,

ST. LOniS, MO.

National electric manufacturing Company,
:HisL\jL Ola^iro, "\^7'is-, XJ- S- -A.-

igh Grade Dynamo Electric Machinery.
APPARATUS FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Liong Distance Transmission of Power, Street Railiigay Generators^
Stationary JYIotors and Appliances, Slectric Mining Plants,
Isolated I«ighiing Plants, Central Station Lighting,

Alternating or Direct Current.

I3F=?.A.ISIC^M CDI^F^ICZ;^^:
620 dUan'ic Avenue, JBOiTON. Pullman Building, CHICAGO-

ISO Liberty Street, NEfV YORK. 134 Eaxt Sixtli Street, ST. PA UL.
Penn Mutual Buildinfr. PIIITj4DELPUIA. 20 E. First South lytreet. SALT LAKE CITTl.

05 Smith Iiui:<t,ug. CIXCINNATI. Sailer BuihUag. SEATTLE. MASH.
107 Grnrier Street. NEfV ORLEANS. 314 Calif'orvia Street. SAX FRAyCISCO.

Eqaitalile Building. ST. LOUIa. 70 Pearl Street. TOJiOXTO. OM.

THE ELECTRICAL EN6INEERING AND SUPPLY CO.,

St. Paul, Minn.,
Is the leading supply house of the North-West. Moderate Profits. Prompt Shipments.

Send us a trial order and see what we will do for you.
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New Terminal Depot of
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ia Electric Enpeering Co.,

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

Xlie "I^enrLsyl^^rainia." 1-a.mp,

PENN MUTUAL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA.

This installation consisis of 300 Western Electric Arc Lights,

10 Western Electric Arc Dynamos and the entire construction

work.
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WardLamp
There are on the market a number of different types of arc

lamps for constant potential circuits. If you wish something experi-

mental, try any other lamp except ours. It you want a lamp to use,

to give a good light and stand hard knocks, BUY THE "WARD."

We carry ia stock, at all times, a full line of single carbon lamps,

double carbon lamps ^ short lamps, ornamental lamps, twin lamps,

photo-engraving lamps, search lamps and all styles of focusing lamps.

We do our experimenting in our own shops, and not on the

plants of our customers. It is no experiment to buy our standard

lamps. They have been in use for years. They are STANDARD. We
don't have to bring out a different type of lamp every month, and

take back in exchange the lamps of the preceding type. Neither has

any other make of arc lamp superseded the "WARD."

We guarantee satisfaction. Remember that the central stations

using the "WARD" lamp in large quantities are the best paying in

the country.

Write us, and see what we can do for you,

BRIG CONSTRUCTION SI SUFFLI CO.,

Unity Building,

CHICAGO.
Established 1881.

Telephone Building,

NEW YORK.
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California Electrical Works,

SAW FRANCISCO.

CAUFORNIA AGENTS FOR

*iClll

H. H. HUMPHREY,
ST. roLIS, MO.

Agent for

If tbe San Francisco Call speaks the truth, the
introduction of electrical roads into New Orleans
is likely to be followed by a plague of mouster
cats. It says that since the trolley was established
in that city the cats have ^rown so big and so nu-
morous as to constitute a nuisance and a menace.
It Is said that daily, about the time that the cars
stop runniug for the night, cats from everywhere
begin to congregate along the tracks for electric
food or baths, one cannot tell whiili. Carefully
tselecting a suitable spot on the l-ail. the cat in
search of refreshment will lick the rail, and then
lie down upon it for a few miuutea Pretty soon
he will roll over on the rail, and will stand with all

four feet upon it. and with wild eyes, arched back
and distended tail, will yowl and dance, and amuse
himself for an hour at a time. An e,\pert elec-
trician, who was consulted on the subject, said that
he could not imagine what effects the cats could
get out of the rail; but whatever it may be, the cuts
of the city are said to be attaining an enormous
size, unheard of before, and to beep themselves in
wondrous good condition.

We account for the above phenomena by as-

suming that Kerite Wire is used by the roads

mentioned, for Kerite has a way of fattening the

pocketbook of its users, and they in turn grow

fat from good living. Messrs. Cusiiii^g & Morse,

Gen'l Western Agents for Day's Kerite Wires

and Cables, 225 Dearborn St., Chicago, are good

exemplifications of the fattening qualities of

Kerite Wire. One or the other of them may be

seen at Convention Headquarters daily, or at their

office, where they are continually securing good

fat orders.

W. R. BRIXEY. Manufaclurer,

SEYMOUR, CONN.
GUSHING & MORSE,

reneral Western Agents,
226 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

J. E. HAM, General Agent,

203 Broadway, New York.
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NEW EDDY HOTOR
AT ST. LOUIS CONVENTION.

We would respectfully invite all delegates and others inter-

ested to call at the Railway Exchange Room, Southern Hotel,

during the convention, to inspect our new SLOW SPEED
MOTOR which can be seen in full operation.

Oc>rrosp>oncionce Solicited.

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MFC. COMPANY,
T77"I3^IDSOI^, COISTIjT.

136 Liberty Street, NEW YORK. 1417 and 1418 Monadnock Bldg., CHICAGO.
506 Commerce St., PHILADELPHIA. 170 Second St., PORTLAND. OREGON.

30 Oliver Street, BOSTON. 134 E. 6th St., ST. PAUL, MINN,
Heist Building, KANSAS CITY, MO.

PR „

.

ll I/l '9^^ Ml
ZITSULATIITG COMFOT71TDS.

ARMATURE VARNISH •' TAPE.
Manufactured only by

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.,
2 Liberty St., 542 "The Rookery,"

New York. Chicago.

SOLD uy—

-

ANSONIA ELECTRIC CO.. Randolph and IHichigan Ave. Chicago.

ROBBINS ELECTRIC CO.. 830 Liberty Ave. Pittsburgh. Pa.

NOVELTY ELECTRIC CO.. 50-54 N. Fourth St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

PEniNGELLANDREWS CO. .192-202 Summer St.. Boston. Mass.

And Supply Houses EVERYWHERE.
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JEWELL BELTING CO.,

HARTFORD. CONN. ^
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Important Discovery

STORAGE

R

Iff

BATTERIES

BENJ. FRANKLIN.

WE HAVE SOMETHING POSITIVELY NEW.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE FRANKLIN ELECTRIC CO.,
IO6-IO8 LIBBRTl? STREBT, IffBW YORK.

A GREAT IHPROVEMENT in HOUSE ANHDHCIATJs!

PARTRICK ^ CARTER CO.'S

NE^W AUTOMATIC
Set Sa,c]^

ANNUNCIATOR.
Patented Nov. 22, 1892.

No Tripping or Resetting Required.

ABSOLUTELY AUTOMATIC.

NO COMPLICATED MECHANISM.

We feel confident that if you will set up one of tbese Annunci-

ators in your place of business as a sample exhibit, that you ^Yill

find your customers will have no other so soon as its merits are demon-

strated; and its superiority once established, you will not have to com-

pete in estimating on contracts against those using the old style Annun-

ciators. Made at present in the foUowiog sizes:

4 Number.
6 Number.

8 Number.
10 Number.

For prices and full description write for circular C.

PARTRICK & CARTER CC,
Sole proprietors of the Patent Needle Annunciators. Manufacturers of HouEe Goods of all kinds.

125 S- SecorLd St., Fliiladelpliia.-
ESTABLISHED 1867.
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E. F. ROBERTS & CO.,
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.

E. P. Eobeits, M. Ej C. F. Uebelacker, E. E.

Preliminary Surveys and Estimates.

Plans, Specifications and Supervision of Electric Light, Power and Railway Work.

WESTERN RESERVE BUILDING, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

INSULLAC?
THE EMERSON ELECTRIC

MANUFACTURINa CO.,

St. Lo-U-is, I>Z[isso-u.ri,

ELECTRIC
LIGHTIHG

RAILWAY
SPECIAL TIES.

ALTERNATING
CURRENT
MOTORS.

Send for Catalogne and Prices.

's a Pleasure to Work the Press.

"We Like It."

Because it enables us to tell you that we are
EQUIPPING STREET OARS with our new
single reduction, slow speed, RAILWAY
MOTORS with FLEXIBLE CONNEC-
TIONS. One motor to the car QEARED
TO BOTH AXLES.

Repairs at a minimum, guaranteed.
Cars also equipped with our STORAGE

BATTERIES, which is the only satisfac-

tory battery made.
Write for Catalogues.

TtaFord-Washburn Storelectro Co.,

OXj^E^EXjJLlSriD, OHIO-

A NdW BOOK.
ISJO^W

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND - BOOK.
Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous nand-book series, of

which 30,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's
well-known practical style with all the problems of Electric Power
Transmission.

INTOVV READY. PRIGi; $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.
General Offices: Suite 625. Home Ins. BIdg.. PIIIPAPn
Works: 313-317 South Canal Street, bnlbAOU.

BUILDERS
OF THE STANDARD SmEM OF ARC LIGHTINQ.

FOR

FURTHER

INFORMATION

ADDRESS
THE
GENERAL

OFFICES.

Central Station Managers, Municipal Officers, Owners of Iso-

lated Lighting Plants and Prospective Purchasers everywhere

are invited to inspect and investigate the STANDARD SYSTEM
before contracting for apparatus.

For lighting stores, foundries, factories or the streets of a city,

this system has no equal.

Our contract does not obligate the purchaser to buy appara-

tus or supplies exclusively of us for a term of years, but courts

open competition and encourages fair tests for merit between any

and all existing arc lighting systems and the STANDARD.
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STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASURING APPARATUS
FOR CENTRAL STATION AND ENGINEERING PRACTICE.

We manufacture STAND ARD MEASURING INSTRUMENTS suited to the requirements of all branches of electrical work, and

crive particular attention to the wants of Central Stations, in the way of Ammeters, Voltmeters, Photometers, Testing Sets, Testing Batteries, Tacho-

meters and special outfits for measuring insulation resistance, etc. A well equipped standardizing laboratory and factory (the former located six

miles from Thiladelphia) enable us to produce apparatus of unquestioned accuracy, and e ch instrument carries a guarantee. The methods employed

necessarily create heavy expenses, but we find certain proof, in the shape of substantial orders, that our policy is appreciated, especially as prices

are reasonable.

Eau Claire, 'W is., Mov. 25, 1892.

MESSRS. JAS. HV. QUEEX A" CO., Philadelphia.

In answer to yotir iotiuiry ander date of Nov. 21st would
say that testing set T305, marked 4S7, has given us most satit'

factory resaltsTand we fe*l thoroughly satiefied wilh it in detail,

It bas won our confidence to the extent that we accept it ae

a standard, not only as a portable instrumeat, but in a grt-ater

share of our laboratory work and electrical mea:?nrementB.
It is correct to within a small degree, easily manipulated,

and results quicklv obtainable, and can sav that we do not know
of one single point left to be desired in this inetrumeiit, for an
instrameut of this nature. Verv respectfully yours,

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
C. E. Woods, Inspecting tug-

WrxDSOB, Conn., Jan. If., 1S93.

MESSRS. JAS. W. Ql'EEN & CO.,
lOlu Chestnut St.. Philadelphia.

Gentleites:—In reply to yours of the 14th we are pleased
to state that the portable testing set purchased from you eome
lime since is giving us good satisfaction. As the wire and in-

salation resistance of every machine we build is measured we
find It essential to have a bridge that can be operated with ra-

pidity and certainty. So far your testing set has met every re-

quirement. Voors tnilv,

Td£ EDDY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
H. S. Rogers, Electrical Eng.

Improved Portable Testing Set with Deadbeat D Arsonval

Galvanometer.

Bailee .001 to 11.110,U0O ohtDN
Price S1^5.50 f. ob.. Philadelphia.

Chicago, 111., Nov. 28, 1892.
MESSRS. JAS. W. QOEEN & CO.,

lOlO Chestnut St., Philadelphia.
Qentlbmen:—The portable testing set referred to has been In
nee constantly since we received it, and we find it to be firat-

claes to every respect.
Have used it on all kinds of work, for bath high and low

measurements, and think it is about af complete an Instinmeni:
of the kind as I have ever used. Youie truly,

CHICAGO ARC LIGHT AND POWER CO.,
R. S. Kelsch, Supt.

New York, Jan. 17, 1893.

JAS. W, QUEEN ,fc CO.,
lolO Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

Gentlemen:—Regarding thn Portable Testing Apparatus
purchased from you some lime since, would say that it has given
us entire satisfaction in all woTK in which we have need it up
to this time. Yours respectfoUy,

15ALL ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
C. E. Ball, GenM Manager.

ScRANTON, Pa., Jan. 16, 1893.
JAS. W. Q.UEEN &C0.,

lOlO Chestnut St., Philadelphia.
Gentlemen:—Yours of the 14th received. In reply would

say that the portable teslingset uBed by this company is and
hag given entire satisfaction. Yours truly.

THK SCRANTON TRACTION CO.,
H. H. ARCHER, Gen'l Manager.

At the present time we are making a special push of our IMPROVED PORTABLE TESTING SETS, which appeal very strongly to

central station managers, electrical engineers, telegraph and telephone linemen, etc., as being absolutely the only portable apparatus for measuring
resistance that can be used under every conceivable condition of practical work. Magnetic fields and mechanical vibrations produce no effect what-
ever, and equally accurate results are secured in a manhole or near heavy machinery, as in a college laboratory. Our "T 305" set is the only one
supplied with a galvanometer sufficiently sensitive for universal use, and that at the same time meets the above exacting conditions. The coils are

wound with platinoid wire and guaranteed accurate to one-fifth of one per cent., as stated on a certificate furnished with each box. We confidently

recommend the above as an instrument that will pay for itself in satisfaction alone, in a short time. Place an order with us now, and ask for descrip-

tive circular No. 2S5.

QUEEN & CO., in^orporatsd. Philadelphia.
Illustrated Catalogue of Measuring Elec-

trical Apparatus No. I—66 mailed free if this

advertisement is mentioned.

a

RIKER PATENT SUSTAINED.
IMPORTANT DECISION IN A PATENT SUIT.

Crocker-Wheeler Motor Company Held as Infringers.

On February 7, 1893, the United States Circuit Court for the Southern District of New York, through his Honor

Judge Wheeler, rendered a decision ujiholding the validity of U. S. Letters Patent No. 393,2(')r), dated November 20,

i^SS, oranted to ANDREW I RIKER, for improvement in dynamo-electric machines or electric motors. The

CROCKER-WHEELER MOTOR COMPANY were declared by the court to be INFRINGERS.
A decree has been entered requiring said company to account for profits and damages of past infringement and

enjoining them from the further manufacture of infringing armature.

The Trade and the Public generally are Warned against infringement.

All persons who deal in Motors containing
Arnnatures which infringe this patent, as well

as all users of such machines, are liable to

prosecution as infringers, and to suit for in-

junction and damiages.

RIKER ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.
45-47 YORK STREET,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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C. xSc C.

Electric Motors and Dynamos.

THE NAME

Electric Lighting and Electrical Transmission

of Power.

The C. & C. Electric Motor Co.,
GENERAL OFFICE:

402 and 404 Greenwich St., New York.

BEANCH OFFICES AND WAREROOMS:

CHICAGO, 201 Madison St. BOSTON, 63 Oliver St

Agencies in all principal cities.

A GUARANTEE
For Superiority and Excellence.

SOCKETS, CUT-OUTS,
SWITCHES.

The World's Fair engineers have approved the Bryant Dcuble Pole
Switch as the best, and we are suppljing the Double Pole

Switches for the work at the World's Fair.

We have bought the patents and are manufacturing the PAISTE Single

Pole Switch, the K. W. Ceiling Rosette and Cut-Outs,

also the Cleveland Arc Light Cut-Out.

"BRYANT MAKE OF GOODS ARE GOOD GOODS."

Factory: Bridgeport, Conn.

WESTERN OFFICE:

1522 Monadnock Building. CHICACO.

Stock at

Cliioago.

WOUND FOR EITHER

DIRECT
ARC OR INCANDESCENT

CURRENT.

COPYRIGHT, 1890,

BY GEO. F. PAGE.

PP-KipHpc-j New York: 16 Day Street; Boston: 17 Federal Street.^^^
I
Chicago: 165 Lake St.; San Francisco: 409 Market Street.

Send ior Catalogue No. 1:5 aii<I l*ri*<.'..<.

Insulated 'Wire
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

Slagnet Wire, Office and Annunciator Wire,
Lead CoTered Cables, Copper Wire, Telegraph Wire.

Soad for Cfttaloguo.

JOHNA.RQEBLING'$SONSCO.,
CHICAGO, 8A1V FRANCISCO, NKW YORK, TRKNTOSf,
173 Lake St. 8n<iiidS7 FrpmontSt. 117 labrrty St. IV.J.

ELECTRIC FANS
Ho Belts.

Ho Sliafting Required.

2,000

Endorsers.

DIEHL £
COMPANY,

385

Broadway,

New York.

EACH FAN
CONTAINS ITS

OWN MOTOR.
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The "General" Incandescent Arc Lamp.

FOR LOW TENSION CIRCUITS.

lbs.,

The special qualities of superiority in this Lamp are its absolute softness and
steadiness of light, small size and weight, simplicity, ease of installation and economy
of trimming, thorough insulation and safety, reliability, large range of candle power
and length of life.

The Standard Rack-Feed Lamp, No. 500, is 42 inches long, weighs 18
gives 12 hours of life, consuming 8 amperes of current,
and furnishing about 1,000 candle-power of light.

These qualities of reliability, ease of trimming,
and agreeable, steady light have enabled the

General incandescent Arc Light Co.
to install these Lamps in many instances in place of
electroliers, and have resulted in the production of an
extensive and handsome line of

Artistic Designs
which are far in advance of the crude and uninviting

efforts that have been made in this direction by other
manufacturers, meeting a well recognized but hitherto

unsatisfied demand.
I

The Company's Circular and Price List of the

Standard Lamps will be sent on application, and in its

handsomely illustrated Catalogue will be found a com-
plete assortment of all styles of Ornamental Lamps as

well.

The Lamps, which are arranged to operate two in series, on a circuit of

100 to 125 volts, are tested and adjusted to the given current before leaving our
woiks, and any two lamps marked for the same amperage will pair at once. Ab-
solutely no adjustment or regulation is required. The Lamps when received need
simply to be connected to the outlet wires, and the current turned on. They are

trimmed, i.e., new carbons put in, without taking off or letting down the globe.

Discounts on application.

Estimates on special Lamps and Designs promptly furnished.

Correspondence solicited.

8TASDAED LiilP Ko. SOO. ORNAMENTAL LAJIP No. 750.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT COMPANY.
S. BERGMANN, President. C. M. BIDDLE, Vice-President.

WORKS. 33d Street and First Avenue,
j

GENERAL OFFICES, 59 Duane Street.

Telephone No. 1309. 38th St. Tf;lcphonc No. i03Cortlandt

SHOWROOMS, 275 Fifth Avenue.
Telephone No. 1459, 38th St.

Address All Correspondence to our Works.
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DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
NO BETTER MADE.

YOU CAN BUY THEM OF OUR AGENTS.
FRANK HOFFMAN, Room 31, 04 La Salle Street, Chicago, 111.

ST. LOUIS ENGINEERING CO St, Louis, Mo.
D. .1. IIAU?S Room 51 Pike Building, f'incinnati. Oliio.

A. PIZZINI. .Jr 909 Bick Street, Kiclmiond. Va.
DUERK & ROHN 445 E. Water Street. Milwaukee. Wis.
ZENITH ELECTRIC CO Lyceum BuildiDg, DiiUitli, Minn.

C. E. DEY 1011 Champa Street. Denver, C lo.

SMITH ELE' THIC CO Bultc. Montana.
INTi:i!M<irXTAIN ELECTRIC CO Salt Lake City, Utah.
BliOliN'EY .MOHLEY & CO Taccma. Wash.
INTIORNATIONAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY i: CONST. CO., San Franc sco, Cal.

RocKFORD Electric Mfg. Co., Rockford, III .

LintBell lacMiierf Co.,

CHICAGO,
MANUFAOTOREES OF

Rope Transmissions,

Coal and Asli Handl-

ing Machinery,

Friction Clutches.

General Machinery.

Link-Belt Engineering Co.|
PhilQ(l4*lphia and IVew Vork.

BI/ilDERS ""r^ ^r"^

FEBRUARY
IS ANOTIIKn

CORKER
FOK BIG SALES OF

'^^CSE
vain,

^:^3vc
-^i^::r"" people

r£"
THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, O.

4.'{7 "Tlu' KooUory," Oil Mail and KxprcHN ICiiildiii:;.

4'IIICA<^0. \KW VOICK.

Day's Kerite.

Highest Grade of

Insulation for

Electric Wires and Cables.

GUSHING & MORSE, General. western AgeEts,

225 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

MerchifiiB Ire lijs
FOR ARC,

INCANDESCENT AND

RAILROAD CIRCUITS.

Waterhouse, Gamble & Co.,

ornoE: rAOTOET:
45 Broadway, Kew York. Hartford, Conn.

Send for Catalogue and Full Information.

BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT!

THE SLECTHICAL MFG. COMPANY, OCOKTO. WIS.
Lamps for all Systems.

mm CURRENT LAMPS.

ALTERNATING CURRENT LAMPS.

RAILWAY CIRCUIT LAMPS.

Any Voltage or Candle Power.

FILAMENTS WITH OR WITHOUT HOOKS

MINIMUM CURRENT CONSUMPTION,

MAXIMUM CANDLE POWER AND IIFE.

Before porrliBsInc elsewhere send in a trial order for Itrilllonts.
LaiiipN funilsliod to conHiiniers in <inniitif les at factory prIcoH.

( CHICACO:-Wm. Hood & Co., 239 La Salle Street

AGENCIES: 1 MILWAUKEE:-E. C. Mullen, Manager.
( THOMASVILLE, CA.:-J, B. E. Love, Manager
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RUSSELL.J^ is the Name.

An Automatic Switch.

Lights controlled from one or any number of points.

NO BATTERV B£(tlTlRED.

Send fox- 0±roixlc^x-.

RUSSELL & OFFICER, EDWARD R. GRIER,
17;J.i Ciinmpa St., Monadnocb Building,

Denver. Colo. Ctiicago.

L. BRECKINRIDGE CABELL
53 Broadway, NEW YORK, Room 1 7.

Lands, Securities and Industrial Enterprises; Total Issues

of Corporate, Municipal and County Bonds Taken; Municipal

Debts Consolidated and Refunded at lower rates; Railroads

Built and Equipped; Electric Roads Built and Equipped;

Street Railroads using Horse power changed to Electric Roads.

INTERIOR CONDUITS

TRADE-MARK^

Tie soiniioD oitfie froniem oi saleumn
£LEGTRIG CONDUCTORS

Wherever and for whatsoever parpoae employed, la to
be foond la the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IHTERIOR AND UHDERGRODHD

COn^HDTJITS
MANCPACTUEED BY

T "N" T ES. I O ^L

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
uinDi/c. } 627 to 631 W. 34th St.,WOKKS.

^ 526 to 628 W. 3Bth St..

General Offices: 42 & 44 Broad St. , Hew York.

ThoB. Day & Co., 222 Salter St., San FranclBCO, Cal.

Moatitain Electric Co., Denver Colo.
Amfri':an Elect. SiipplvCo.. 2-.i6 Pearl St., Baffftlo.N Y.
Puttara. Gay & Co , 27 E. Main St., Rocheater, N. Y.
iiit.ver Elect. Co., 127 W f'th St., Cincinnati, O.
ChaH. i»al)ffei. 8a[,'in8W, Slicb.
Suatherc Electrical Mfg. & Snpply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleane, T-a.

Walk jf & K^plcT, 5'il Cht'Btnnt St , Philadelphia, Pa.
i;i'*ctrlciil HiH)|)]y A Confltrnc'lon Co.. Pittabargh, P*.
Soiithnrn KlecrricCo,. IJaltirnore, Md.
C'unirAl Ki-^-'frlf: Cn,. Chicfti^o. 111.

INSULLAC
Is the Best Insulating Compound,
it is WATERPROOF, does not require
BAKING, and is guaranteed.

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICAL CO.,
8 Oliver Street, BOSTON.

J.FRANK DIIjLOKT, :t[aiiiiser, HAKKY BISHOP. Gen'l W< st'n Asent
60 and 6tf F roadway. N23 Sloiiadnoel^ Uuildiai?,

KEn' YOBK. CHIIliHUO.
tV. V. S. BBOWN, .llanaser. 3!)0 CODsressSt.. P0UTL.A:»I>, HE.

SELLUfTO- A.C3-EilsrTS:
PAUL A. DAVIS, JR , Philadolphin. 0. S. KNOWLES, Boston.
MANION & CO., New Orleans. PETTINOELL, ANDREWS & CO., Boston.
ALEXANDER, BAKNEY h ClIAPIN, New York. BROWN ELECTRIC 00., Boston.
E. G. BENARD & CO., Troy, N. Y. GEORGE STILES, Denver, Colo.
H. H. WILLIAMSON, Cleveland. O. W. H. RUNKLE, Cincinnati, O.

BISSELL i DODGE, Toledo, 0.

Utica Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

XJTICA, N.Y.
MANUFACTURERS OF

"HERCULES" SWITCHES for Arc and Power Ciriuits.

'UTICA" QUICK BREAK—ASiOLUTE LOCK- KNIFE SWITCHES for any
voltage and amperes

AUTOMATIC MACAZINE FUSE BOXES.

SIMPiFX. DUPLEX and QUADRUPL'X LIOHTHim ARRES'CRS for
Power, Telephone find Lighting Circuits.

MAST ARMS and POLE STAKDS.

CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for Generators, Motors and Dynamos.

CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS.

Also General Dealers In ELECTRIC LIGHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

^.iy^.W^.\.s PHOSPHOR-BRONZE
REC.TRADE MARKS. , INGOTS, CASTINGS, WIRE, ShEET &C.

The Phosphor Bronze Smelting Go.LiMiTED

I

512 Arch St. Philadelphia .Pa.U.S.A.'

ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS OF PHOSPHOR-
« Bronze IN the.United States AND Sole

jtMmmmmJjfiimif-'l'lj klll»1«f.ifcl'

BJLXXERIES.
SPECIAL PRICES ON LARGE QUANTITIES.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.,
Coriier Thames and Greenwich Sts.,

NEW YORK.
227 to 275 South Clinton ;Street,

CHICAGO.
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Westinehouse Electric and Mfg. Co.,

STOPPER INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LAMPS.

PRICES.

S C. F». $0.30
10 " .30

20 C. F. $0.35
£6

DISCOUNTS.
Ten (10) per cent to Central Stations.

Two and one half (23^) per cent, and upward to others, according to

quantity.

ALLOWANCES.
Ten (10) cents for every burned-out lamp returned unbroken to

factory.

EFFICIENCY.
By reason of an important discovery we now make our 50 volt

lamps with an eflB.ciency of 23^ watts per candle. This results in in-

creasing the lighting capacity and earnings of a station

TWENTY PER CENT.
Shipments are now being made.
Detachable bases to fit any sockets five cents net, each.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MAITOPACTURED BT

WM, BROOKFIEIiiD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

A FAILURE
to give us an opportunity to make you jirices on gpneral supplies,

is a serious mistake ou your jiart, and further

You Cannot Afford
to operate your plant without taking ailvautnge of the assistance
we offer you in the line of improved aud high grade specialties.

Paranite AVires and Cables.
Elkliart Transformers.
Paekard I^aiups,

Whitney Instruments.
Mestoii Alternatins Tan 3Iotor,
SwinjriiiK Ball LiiaUtiiing Arrester-

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY.
•THK UEST

AT AW I'KICE."ELECTRICAL
242 MADISON STREET,

SUPPLIES,
CHICAGO.

^RACINE -HIGH-SPEED j^

0mm

"^'PRICES'-"
CATALOGUE

EH61HEm

SUPERIOR RE60LAnON
j^"-' ECONOMY roB.

.

BECTRIC ilSHTlHS

^l_WRP05E5

16 5IZLS

CARRIED IN 5T0CK

'WiW
tACn CK Of tsij

EfieiHESj
BtfOK JHlFflNii

"RAONtJIARDWARE m-(.0-i^o<'^w6

THe Ostome Steam Eniineeriiig Co.,

Rooms 7t«i-7l5, 1G7 Dearborn St.. • Chlcaao
Representative -n-ork now in course of construe-

lion, -2 000 H. P. Heat, Light and Power Plan", for
the Pabst Heat, Light & Vox r r Co., Milwaukee, Wis
Those who contemplate the constructiOD of simi-

lar plants on improved and economical lines will
do well to communicnte with us. First, be sure
ri'U will get the best, then go ahead.

H. E. PAINE.
-Es-Ccmmistionerof Patents.

S. B. LADD.

PATENTS.
PAINE & LADD, Attorneys at Law,

Loan anci Trust Building,

^VASBI]X«TOIV. D. r.

IGih and Racine streetH.

All Sizes

and

QnalitlesMICA
For Electrical Parposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
aiH Water Street, Slew York.

W. H, SILLS, 86 Laie Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Sole Affents I<,r "3Iic:inite."

CHAS. H. WILSON'. GEO. W. JACKSON.

WILSON & JACKSON,
GENERAL CONTRACTORS,

SIrc«t and Hlghwaj conslnicaon. Electric Condnlt»,-«nbways. Sewers, Railroad and llasonry Work.

Telephone Main 140.

Times Building. CHICAGO.

The above illustration .shows the
worldiig ])art3 of tlie only steam en-

gine worthy of being called hisfll

speed. It is known as tlie

American High Speed Engine.

It h.^s no conipetitons.

Knns easily and smoothly

1000 ^E'^'OLUTIONS and more,
Xwl-'VJ

iij jmall sizes, and propor-
tionally fast in larger sizes.

Unsurpassed for Economy
and close automatic government.

orIVAMOS,

CIRCULAR SAWS.
FANS. BLOWERS.

THRESHING MACHINES,
etc., rnn by rtireet eoiipllii.!;' withont

belts.

It's the acme of simplicity. There's

great saving in foundations, little or

none being required, also in oil con-

sumed and attention required.

'For high speed machinery it saves

many shafts, counter -shafts, hausers.

pulleys, belts, aud great loss of power
incidental to their use. Speed readily

reduced for slow runuiug machinery.

This Engine is

NOT A "KOTARY,"
as its piston does not revolve : runs

standing on either end, or placed hori-

zontally, equally well ; is wholly self-

contained. Takes up but little room.

MARINE TYPE
is very light, and has simjile. effective

reversing mechanism. Especially well

adapted for high speed Launches and
Yachts. Its position in bottom of boat

is most favorable for ballast.

Engines of 2 to 200 Horse Power can

be furnished on short notice.

Z'W° If you want to know more, send

address and 10 cents in stamps for

Large lUn-trated Catalogue, to

AMERICAN ENGINE CO..

BOrM» BROOK, N. J.

No. 44 Raritan Avenue.

The BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA CO.

THE BEST GRADES OF

IZSTire and Ca^Tbles
For under ground, under water, and all other conditions

Address 420-426 East 25th Street, - - NEW YORK,
HKSfRY A. BKED, Secretary and Uanagcr.

I»"CrM3

SAL-AMMONIAC.
rr.i-r.;>d Oier OS Per Cent Pare.

IKTKT IS c*> OO.,
101 Kjnzic **•. C *~»fiiiro

E. M. HATHEWAY,
Electrical Engineer,

Plans, Specifications. Supervision, Tests,

Expert Advice on all Electrical Subjects.

»a7 Till- Ittioker.v," Cliieueo.

THE LATEST AMD BEST
SLOW SPEED, MULTIPOLAR DYNAMO.

AI/VAST,SOF„-.

TiJi^r.<:[i":ii, flc.

'U <.\\\ui^ b'Niriti;-.. JlltU,

MADE BY THE

<2l, duplex electric CO.

E.PBulIarcl,P'?'''"Bricl€eporh Conn.

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

fyiniiteil,

CORRY, PA.
BOMtAn Onlci-- ij. ,;. HnwK., .Mai^nf'T,

r.;?J Allftntlc Ave.
r'hlraKO OfllfC— Arr»,,rr Ar TtniillD,^,

Mjifia(/«,r". I.'Ji'i M'ln/wJnOf.k llulldint;.
KnnHn.. «;ily. Mo. Ofllce— L. c.

IJ.ilr. nf, w<,lrinl.^lr.ct.
.Ww York «»nice— w. H. Gordon,

.Mar)n(t»,r, 1 1 .'. I: rond wft7,
I'hlisfl^fphla ^inire-cbft*. K. l:u<i-

mjII, laH'ralh )!rond HI.

AGENTS:
< holtnnooen Tf-nn.- K, I. Htono.
f.Inroln. Sfrlt.- V.\v.t,u,v Etoctrto Hojj-
! ; '>,. 112 9. l.;n, Ht.

f'roviflpnce, K. I.— I/rnkc, I'n/^on f~

•<7,iH;^r, r>,r. WA*hlr,/<ton & K<ldr HU.
Tarpon Mprme*, ria—W. U wllaoD.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIRECT-

DRIVEN" Slow-Speed Gener

ators for Electric Lighting and

Power. Low Running Expense.

Insulated Wire and Flexible'

(jords. Estimates furnished,

l.solatcd Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 nirard Building

BUFFALO, 50 Torraoo,

WOKKS AT l{KI»«KPORT, CONN.
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Electricity at the World's Fair.

Among the contributions made by painters and sculp-

tors to the decorations of the World's Fair are several

designs and fijrures representing electricity. One of the

best of these is shown in the illustration on this page. It

was designed and painted by J. Carroll lieckwith, of New
York, formerly of Chicago, and can be found on the ceil-

ing of the western entrance of the central pavilion at the

northern end of the manufactures building. The ground

work is of gold and the figures are appropriately colored.

The center figure represents the Genius of Electricity and

submitted his final drawings to Chief Barrett, also a list

of German individual exhibitors, and the German work-

men are now at work. Although 23,000 feet of space has

been awarded to the German commission, exhibits from

several large firms not provided for have been recently

offered and Prof. ]'.arrett is hunting for more space to give

Germany. A letter from one German firm has just bten

received saying that its apparatus has been shipped and

suggesting that the department will undoubtedly be able

to find space for it. This particular firm has not been

provided for, but as the exhibit is new and interesting.

will be highly artistic to the eye as well as interesting to

both professional electricians and the public.

About two hundred wireraen employed by the New
York Insulated Wire company and the Exposition com-

pany on World's Fair work struck on Thursday of last

week. The men have been getting 31 cents an honr and

they demand 37X cents and a day of eight hoars. The

demand was refused and the men went out. The employ-

ers do not anticipate much difficulty in getting men to take

the places of the strikers at the prevailing rate of wages.

The men say that the National Brotherhood of Electrical

is in electrical connection—from an artistic point of view

—with the four exponents of the art in the corners. These

figures, as can be readily seen, typify the operation ol the

arc and incandescent lighting systems, telegraphy and

telephony. The whole composition is harmonious and

effective and will attract much attention.

The World's Fair force of the Westinghouse company

has removed to its new building scuth of the western end

of machinery hall. This building is well adapted to the use

for which it was designed. It was illustrated and de-

scribed in the Western Electrician some time ago. The

New York Insulated Wire company is preparing oflices over

its warehouse in the southwestern portion of the grounds.

The electriciai engineer of the German commission has

ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLD S TAIR.

space will be found for it, " even if we have to close over

a light-well or force out an aisle or two."

M. Mascart, electrician for the French commission, came

over with the first consignment of French exhibits and is

now in New York waiting for the next steamer load, when

he will come on to Chicago to begin work. In the mean-

time he has forwarded all his drawings to the department

through Deputy Commissioner Btuwaert and they have

been approved. The French commission has 23,000 feet

of space in the electricity building, and M. Mascart

writes from New York that he will have to rely on the

chief of the department for a little more space in which to

install a few especially attractive exhibits for which he has

not been able to make provision. The French section

Workers, to which they belong, is affiliated with the

Building Trades Council and that all the members of the

latter body may eventually be drawn into the strike.

Chicago Electric Club.

.Vt a meeting of the Chicago Electric club on Monday
evening, February 20th, C, G. Armstrong read a paper on

"Electric Installations and Some Radical Changes in Gen-

eral Systems of Wiring." Stereopticon views were pre-

sented to illustrate the paper.

It is announced that the club has reorganized its restau-

rant service, and that several improvements have been

made. Every effort is being made to improve the accom-

modations and add attractive features to the organization.
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Electrical Features of St. Louis.
Western people in general, and Chicagoans in particu-

lar, are in the habit of speaking disparagingly of the city

whose electrical interests are now doing so much to make

a success of this year's convention of the National Elec-

tric Light association. That these criticisms are, as a

rule, not unkindly meant and are oftentimes made in joke

is well understood. But for the benefit of those who will

not be in St. Louis at the time of the convention it

should be stated that it would be hard to find a body of

men more alive than the St. Louis electrical fraternity. At

least this is the impression of visitors who have witnessed

the hearty and energetic manner in which the electrical

people in the hospitable old city are preparing for the

reception of their guests.

Delegates and visitors to the convention of the National

Electric Light association will find much of an electrical

nature to interest them in St, Louis and this is due to a

that it would be far better to have rapid transit by

the electric railways and overhead construction, than to

retain indefinitely the primitive horse cars. The result,

as seen to-day, is that St. Louis boasts some of the most

extensive and modern electric railway plants in the world.

The service extends into the very heart of the city, and

the overhead construction has been found to be no serious

objection, nor has it proved dangeious, for in fact, acci-

dents from the electric current, although not altogether

unknown, have been so rare as toofler no serious argument

against the overhead conductors.

St. Louis is ambitious in e'ectrical ventures. Its citizens

even assert that "it is the electrical city of the world," and

there are few that dispute the claim to pre-eminence in

this direction. For in whatever field of electric work an

investigation is made, whether that of light, the rail-

way, power, the telegraph or the telephone, plants may be

found which may be taken for models.

incandescent station in the world; that it has the most

comprehensive telephone system, and the best service of

any city in America— probably in the world; that St. Louis

has an electric street railway doing a thriving business

which for part of its route replaced a cable line and for

the remainder replaced a suburban steam railway.

And St. Louis has its inventors, too, of world-wide

fame. The name of one of them is already familiar to

every electrical man through his work in series incandes-

cent lighting. Another patented a fundamental idea of

electric street railway mechanism, and is now before the

courts for the hearing of, his claims. So, taken all in all,

many delegates to the convention will doubtless be sur-

prised and perhaps astonished when they come to a full

realization of the extent to which things electrical have

been developed within the confines of the modest old

city.

First in the minds of the visitors, of course, will be the
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> Si. James Hotel,

4. Laclede Sc Hufil's Hotel.

large extent to the fact that the municipality has been very

liberal and has exhibited great forethought in its deal-

ings with electrical enterprises, I^egislation in St.

Louis has always been in the direction of fostering and

developing electrical interests. This policy on the part

of the city, coupled with the fact that St. I-ouis offered a

wide field for electrical work, has led to an almost unex-

ampled development along electrical lines.

About ten years ago the city fathers decided thai all

electric light wires must be placed underground. IJut

they found very soon afterward, however, that such a

stand as this would tesult in St. I^uis doing without elec-

tric lizht. It was therefore decided to permit overhead

work under reasonable regulations. The immediate re-

solt was the building of two large central arc light sta-

tions with a combined capacity of nearly i.ooo lights.

Four years ago the same question of putting the wires

andergroond was brought up in connection with the qucs-

lioTi of the introduction of electric railways, and after a

loog and ihoroagh study of the problem, it was decided

MAC OF ST. LOUIS, SHOWING I'OINTS OF INTEREST.

5. Lindcll Hotel.
6. Electric Club.
7. Telephone Building'.

8. Exposition Building.

In the direction also of electrical manufacturing, St. Louis

is showing itself to be progressive. There are now in the

city in active operation and doing good business a number

of electrical and allied industries, and, though St. Louis

cannot yet claim for itself the distinction of being referred

to as an electric manufacturing center, it may at least be

said that its manufacturers can furnish a considerable pro-

portion of the electrical fixtures and appliances required.

The city i.H particularly proud of its lighting, railway

and stationary power stations, and while the power

plants will not be of paramount interest to electric lighting

men they will at least be worth their careful study.

Visitors interested in things elc'Uricil should remember

that it has been claimed for St. Louis that it has more

miles of electric railway than any city in the world, Boston

not excepted; that it has a longer electric road than any

city in the world; that electricity for railway purposes is

transmitted to greater distances in .St. Louis than in any

city in the world; that St. Louis has ihc largest arc lighting

station in the world, that it h.is the largest alternating

V. Missouri Electric Light & Power Company.
10. Municipal Company.
11. Laclede Gas Company, Electric Department,
12. St. Louis Electric Light & Power Company.

electric lighting central stations, and a brief description of

each of these, together with one view taken in each plant,

is presented herewith.

The two lighting stations that will prove most interest-

ing arc the plant of the Municipal Electric Light & Power

company, corner Nineteenth and Clratiot streets, and that

of the Missouri Electric Light iS: Power company, corner

of Twentieth street and Lucas avenue. Views of the

dynamo room in each of these stations are shown on

page 99.

The Municipal plant was constructed under the most

serious drawbacks, which might have made ordinary men
despair of success. It was built in the short space of a few

months, and for a varied service, which for number of

lights and area covered was unprecedented. To-day this sta-

tion stands as one of the largest arc lighting stations in the

world, and it is growing now as fast as in any period of

its history.

The plant of the Missouri Electric Light X' Power com-

pany is devoted v/holly lo incandescent service by the
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Wcstinghouse aUeroating system. It is one of the largest

incandescent liKhting stations in the country. The

business is growing fast, aod additional apparatus of the

most modern pattern will be added this summer.

MUNICIFAI. KLECTRIC LIGHT & POWER COMPANY.

This company is under contract to supply the city arc

lighting for a period of ten years, ending April r, 1900.

The station, which is at Nineteenth and Gratiot streets, is

not only the largest arc station in the world, but it does

an extensive business in incandescent lighting and the dis-

tribution of power. The station is designed for an ultimate

capacity of 7,000 arclights. At present 3,600 of these

lights are being operated, 2,100 of them on the city con-

tract, and 1,500 to private consumers. The dynamos are

of the Wood pattern, manufactured by the Fort Wayne

house, just west of the main buildin^j. This station was

equipped in a remarkably short lime. It was necessary to

cover the entire city with circuits, most of which required

new pole lines. The entire city north of Osage street,

with the exception of the alleys, is lighted from this sta-

tion. The company employs 300 people, of whom 50 are

skilled workmen. Coal is unloaded directly from cars on

a side track, and there is a storage capacity for 200 tons

in order to provide against the possibility of a shut-down

due to a failure in the coal supply.

This company entered the incandescent business in iSgi

and now supplies about 25,000 lights to private consumers.

There are now in the station seven 3,000 light alternators

of the Slattery pattern, made by the Fort Wayne Electric

company. The system of distribution is the same as that

:s James I. Ayer, under whose persona! supervision the

station was built and the business conducted ever since.

Mr, Ayer needs no introduction to the electric light men
of Ibis country, especially to the members of the National

F.lcctric Light association. They have testified their ap-

preciation of his ability and rewarded the efforts he has

made for Lhe advancement of the'.r interests by electing

him president of the organization. Mr. Ayer was bom in

1854 at Medford, Mass. After finishing his academic

education he look an engineering course at Elizabeth, X.

J. Mr. Ayer first became interested in electrical matters

in 1S84, when he entered the Jenney Electric company of

Indianapolis. He assumed general charge of the company's

affairs, and his practical business knowledge, together w^ith

his experience in mechanical work, proved valuable to the

CENTRAL STATION ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS IN ST, LOUIS.

Missouri Electric Light it Power Co.
Herbert A. Wagner, General Superinlendent.

Laclede Gas & Light Co.— Electrical Department.
Fred. 0. Schlosscr, General Superintendent.

Electric company. There are seventy-nine of them; most

of them having a capacity of 60 arc lights, but some of

them being capable of furnishing current for So. There

are at present seventy different circuits, averaging fourteen

miles each, making a total mileage of arc circuits of nearly

1,000. There are a number of very long circuits, one be-

ing about twenty-three miles in length. The most distant

point reached from this station is at the extreme city limits,

seven mites away. The building is a brick structure, four

stories in height. On the first lloor are the engines; on

the second the countershafting, friction clutches, pulleys,

etc.; on the third the dynamos and switch-board, and on

the fourth the store room, repair shop, etc. The engines,

seven in number, are of the Corliss type, six of them being

600 horse power each, and one 700. They are all of the

Hamilton-Corliss pattern. Belt transmission is employed

throughout. There are nineteen vertical boilers of the

Rohan porcupine pattern; each is rated at 300 horse power

capacity. These boilers are arranged in a special boiler

employed by the Missouri company. The company still

operates the Heisler station on Third and Gratiot streets,

from which 3,000 lights are supplied, mostly for commer-

cial purposes, the system being the Ileisler series. An
interesting feature of the Municipal's incandescent system

is that, current is supplied to the Suburban Electric com-

pany operating in Webster Groves, St. Louis county, ten

miles distant. At present 500 lights are being operated

there, hut it is expected that the number will be increased

to 3,000 next summer, when the Suburban company fully

covers its territory. The plans for this service include

step-up and step down transformers during the hours of

heavy loading, when the patronage shall have increased

beyond the capacity of the present mains, at 1,000 volts

pressure. This will be the first example of this branch of

electrical engineering in the city.

JAMES I. AVKR.

The man to whom more than to any other person the

success of the Municipal company's plant may be attributed

Municipal Electric Light A Power Co.
James \. Ayer, General Manager.

St. Louis Electric Lijrht & Power Co.
D. W. Guernsey, President.

company. Under his direction the stations of the TennCy

company were overhauled and remodeled and many
changes were made in the arrangement and' equipment of

the principal plants.

The crowning feature of Mr. Ayer's work was the build-

ing and tquipmenl of the Municipal company's plant at

St. Louis. When Mr. Ayer severed his connections with

the Tennoy company he took the management of the Muni-
cipal company at St. Louis. The station is looked upon
as a model plant.

MISSOURI ELECTRIC LIGHT A POWER COMPANY.
The Missouri Electric Light Ot Power company was or-

ganized in January, iSSg, and soon afterward contracted

with the Westinghouse Electric company for incandescent

lighting apparatus. The plant was designed and crrcted

under the supervision of Herbert A. Wagner, at that time
an engineer in the employ of the Westinghouse company.
His extended experience in the shops of this company, and
in erecting numerous plants in various parts^of the counlrv.
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in addition to his thorough study of mechanical and elec-

trical eogineeriag at the Stevens Institute of Technology,

made him eminently competent to undertake the work.

After completing the plant he severed his connection with

the Westinghouse company to accept the position of gen-

era! superintendent of the Missouri company. All the

machinery in use, through proper design and application

and careful attention, has given almost unexampled serv-

ice, and the high class of workmanship shown on the out-

side lines has caused much admiring comment. The plant

occupies a substantial 6reproof building 120 feet by 155

feet at the corner of Twentieth and Locust streets. The

boiler room contains fourteen three hundred horse power

Babcock 5: Wilcox boilers, connected by underground flues

to two steel stacks S feet 6 inches in diameter by 130 feet

high and 10 feet in diameter by 150 feet high, respectively.

Hooker feed "vvater pumps and Berryman feed water heat-

ers are used. 'Coal storage bins are provided to accommo-

date about fifteen hundred tons of coal. In the engineand

dynamo room are nine 300 horsepower Westinghouse com-

poond engines belted direct to nine 3,500 light Westing-

house alternating current generators, and two 600 horse

power engines of the same make belted to two 6,000 light

generators. The switchboard is one of the most striking

features of the plant, being constructed principally of white

marble, and so arranged that any circuit may be changed

electrical engineering at the Stevens Institute, where he

was granted the degree of M. E in 1S87 From his

earliest college days he took a great interest in electrical

research, and, although there was at that time no special

course in electrical engineering, he devoted as much time

as possible to the study of electricity. During his last

year at the institute, he acted as assistant to the professor

of electricity. After leaving college, he entered the shops

of the Westinghouse company at Pittsburg, and shortly

thereafter began installing central stations for them. In

June. iSSS, he visited St. Louis with Mr. Pantaleoni, then

western traveling agent for the Westinghouse company.

These gentlemen immediately took steps looking to the

organizing of a central station lighting company in St.

Louis to use Westinghouse apparatus. Their labors re-

sulted in the oganization in January, iSSg, of the Missouri

Electric Light & Power company. Mr. Wagner is also at

the head of the Wagner Electric Manufacturing company,

in connection with which enterprise he has made a special

study of alternating current motors. Mr. Wagner is

prominent in the St. Louis Electric club, being a member

of the board of managers, the house committee and en-

tertainment committee.

LACLEDE GAS LIGHT COMPANY'S ELECTRICAL DE-

PARTMENT.

The Laclede Gas Light company operates an incan-

ELECTRIC LIGHTING PLANT IN THE

at will from any generator to any other without extinguish-

ing: a light. There are no bare connections on any switch

or inslrament. This board was constructed in its entirety,

excepting the indicating instruments, by the Wagner Elec-

tric Mannfacturing company of St. Louis. The belting

used was made by the Munson and Shultz belting com-

panies. The total number of 16 candle power lamps now
connected is eighty-seven thousand, divided between

twenty-two hundred customers, about twenty thousand be-

ing in residences. With the exception of five thousand

city lights, these arc all on the meter system. The greatest

lineal distance in any one direction from the plant at which

light is supplied is about seven miles, and the total mileage

of circuits is o-.'cr five hundred. The officers of the com-

pany arc: S. M. Dodd, president; J. C. Richardson, vice-

president; S, B. Pike, secretary and treasurer; Herbert A,

Wagocr, general superintendent.

HKKBRKT A. WAGNER.
Attenlifm has often been called to the fact that the won-

dcrfol development of ihc electrical industry has been ac-

complished largely by yonng men. This is not, perhaps.

strange when it is remembered thai the profession of elec-

trical engineering iLscIf is still very young. Nevertheless,

wc cannot help being sarprised occasionally at the extent

and variety of the responsibility in electrical work which

wc find resting acceptably upon young shotilders. An in-

stance of this is shown in the case of Herbert A, Wagner,
now general superintendent of Ihc Misvjori Electric Light

& Power company, which is one of the largest in-

candescent station in the world. Mr, Wagner is 26 years

of age. Uc pnrsaed a coarse of study in mechanical and

WAINRIGHT BUILDING, ST. LOUIS.

descent plant at the foot of Mound street. The plant

furnishes power to the Laclede Power company. The
electrical equipment of the Laclede Gas company's station

is of the alternating type. The indoor lights are operated

on The transformer system, with Brush apparatus, and

2000 volts primary circuits. There are five alternators of

750 light capacity, three of 1200 and one of 3,000. A
second 3,000 is now being added. The lights used on the

city contract for lighting the alleys are supplied by four

Heisler scries dynamos, each having a capacity of 450 32

candle power lights.

'I'he city contract covers 1200 32 candle power lamps for

alleys and streets, and 500 16 candle power lamps for build-

ings. In addition to these there arc about 6,500 commercial

and residence lights connected, mostly north of Washing-

ton avenue, to which district its operations are con-

fined. There arc six Ileislcr circuits, with a total mileage

of 150. The longest is thirty miles, the most distant point

eight miles. There arc four Brush circuits aggregating

100 miles, reaching a distance of 8 miles from the station.

All this work is calculated for a maximum drop of 3 per

cent. In the steam plant there arc three 314 horse power

Heine safely boilers, built for high pressure. They were

tested to 350 pounds, and run regularly at 150. The
stack is of iron. 140 feet high and 17 feet diameter. The
engines are alt condensing; two of them arc of the

Williams triple expansion type, cylinders 9, 14 and 23 by

t'6. They are rated at 250 horse power each, speed 240.

These engines arc coupled to opposite ends of a line

shaft, from which friction clutch pulleys and rope trans-

mission deliver the power to the dynamos on the floor above.

There are also two Armington 5; Sims cross-compound

engines, 15 and 23 by 15, rated at 350 horse power each;

speed 260. These are belted direct to Brush alternators.

A cross-compound Buckeye engine is now being added;

dimensions 14 by and 2S24, speed 160. This engine will be

belted direct to the new 3,000 light aUernator. There is a

single cylinder Buckeye engine of 150 horse power for the

light work. There are two condensers, one 700 horse

power, of the Wheeler surface pattern, and one 500 horse

power of the Deane jet pattern. The additions now being

m^de will carry the plant through the winter, but it is

expected that another boiler, engine and condenser will

be added next fall for the winter load.

LACLEDE POWER COMPANY.

This company operates from the electrical station of the

Laclede Gas company, and receives its power from the

steam plant of that company under a five years' contract

with the Laclede Gas Light company. The Laclede Power

company operates 1,000 horse power of motors, varying in

size from i S to 40 horse power. At one point 15,000 feet

from the station two motors aggregating 55 horse power
are in use. The average size of motors in service is about

77 horse power. An area of about twelve square miles

is covered, the most distant point being four miles from

the station. The current is distributed at 500 volts pres-

sure and it is claimed that this is the largest power station

in the country, not railway, using this pressure.

Within the last two years the size of motors has

greatly increased, and it is believed that for any thing less

than 75 horse power it is cheaper to rent electrical power

than to run a boiler and engine. The Laclede company
furnishes power during the entire twenty-four hours. The
company operates two y^ horse power motors, which are

driving dynamos for supplying the Postal Telegraph com-

pany with current. It may, therefore, be said that the

Laclede Power company's current does work across almost

the entire continent, from New York to Denver. The
following list indicates to some extent the character of

service in which the Laclede compmy's motors are now
employed: Two morning daily papers, a number of

direct connected electric elevators, sewing machines,

printers and publishing houses, machine shops, organs,

clothing factories, woodworking establishments, ventila-

tors; besides a wide variety of factories.

Among the youngest men in charge of electric plants in

St Louis is Frederick G. Schlosser, general superintendent

of the electrical department of the Laclede Gas Light com-

pany. Mr. Schlosser is now 24 years of age, and is a

graduate of Cornell University, where he toDk the de-

gree of M. E. in 1SS9. In the fall of that year he located

at St. Louis as electrical engineer for the Laclede Gas

Light company, and was with that company from the be-

ginning of its electrical work. In November. iSgo. he

was given the complete charge of this station. He is a

member of the Engineers' club of St. Louis.

ST, LOUIS ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER COMPANY.

This company's station is located at 211 Lucas avenue.

The business was begun in November, 1S87, and it is said

to have been the first purely electrical power station in

this country. The steam plant consists of four boilers

capable of doing 200 horse power each; they are of the 4
inch horizontal tubular pattern. There are now four

engines of the Russell make. Three of these are rated at

175 horse power each, and of the four valve pattern; the

other is a 75 horse power, single valve; the fifth engine is

of the Westinghouse make, 125 horse power. A sixth

engine of the four-valve Russell pattern is now going in,

its rating being 345 horse power; cylinders, 2oby27; speed,

150. Direct belting from engines to dynamos is being

employed throughout, some pulleys carrying as many as

three belts.

There are six generators, all of the Edison pattern, two

of 80 kilowatt, and four of 32^ kilowatt capacity. A Na-
tional generator of 120 kilowatts is now being put in. The
system of distribut on is 250 volts station pressure and 220

at the motors throughout the city. The entire business of

this company is confined within a radius of one and a

half miles from the station. About 140 factories are sup-

plied with power, the largest single motor being 25 horse

power, although several establishments use more than this

divided among several motors. About two years ago this

company entered the field for arc lighting, and has now
in operation two So light Excelsior dynamos, and three C)o

light Western electric dynamos, and arc now adding two
do light Western. All of these lights arcof 2,000 nominal

candle power. The company is now furnishing about 270
arc lights, 200 of which burn all day. Additional boiler

capacity will be put in, probably of the water lube pattern.

I'lans have ^Iso been perfected to make a considerable

change in the station next summer. A second story will

be added to the building, the .small Westinghouse engine
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removed, and a large Corliss engine will be put in it. This

will be belted to a line shaft on the second floor, from

which twelve 6o-light arc machines are to be driven.

D. W. GUERNSEY.

D. \V. Guernsey, president of the St. Louis Electric

Light & Power company, has been interested in electrical

woik in St. Louis from the earliest days. He began

studying the problem in 1SS2. Wh€n at the head of the

Guernsey Furniture company he put in a large arc plan

for lighting his store, and shortly afterward began to

furnish all day lights, using Excelsior apparatus, for some

of his neighbors. Out of this sprung the Guernsey- Scudder

Electric company, which finally equipped an independent

by the Thomson-Houston company. There are three

dynamos of the Thomson-Houston make of 6co lights

each, and one of 200 lights. The switch-board is made
of black enamelled slate; the instruments and copper

work on the board are highly polished and lacquered and

present an attractive appearance. It is one of the most

modern switch-boards installed in this section of the

country. On the switch-board is one large current indi-

cator of 1,300 ampere capacily, which indicates the total

current supplied. The building is fed by a system of

four feeders, each being supplied 00 the switch-board

with a large single pole switch. There are 2.000 sixteen

candle power lamps wired up comple'e in the building and

operate. In the spring of iSgi a reorganization was
effected, and after a thorough investigation intothc subject

it was decided to abandon both the cable and steam systems,

and equip the entire line with electricity. This was taken

promptly in hand, and the new system was completed and
in good service early in October, iSgi. The narrow gauge
division was widened to the standard gauge. ai;d an entirely

new equipment of rolling stock was provided, besides

building a very substantial read bed throoghcut the entire

line. Its service has been %'ery satisfactory, and the line

has proven popular and profitable. The total mileage of

single track is 23. 22; of this all that portion lying within

the city limits, including a loop of one mile on Unio

station on Locust street, and in 1SS9 was merged into the
Municipal Electric Light & Power company. The present
company did an exclusive power business for many years,

and it is claimed that this station was the first exclusively

power station in the country. Mr. Guernsey is an
enthusiast in his work. For many years he was the
western representative of the Sprague Electric Railway &
Motor company, and put in many of the original Sprague
railway installations in the West. In December, 1889, the
Locust street building was destroyed by fire; but within
five days a temporary plant had been equipped, and the
complete service of power distribution had been resumed.

WAINRIGHT HUILDING.
Among the tall buildings of St. Louis one of the m6st

attractive and substantial structures is the Wainright build-

ing. A feature of this structure is a model isolated
lighting plant, illustrated herewith, which was installed

VIEWS OF ELECTRIC RAILWAY PLANTS IN ST LOUIS.

in operation. Rubber-covered wire and the interior con-

duit system are used. This plant was installed by the

isolated department of the western office of the

Thomson-Houston company, Chicago.

ST. LOUIS AND SUBURBAN ELECTRIC RAILWAY.
Built in 1S76 as a narrow gauge steam railway from

Grand avenue and Olive street to Florisant in St. Louis
county, this line continued to be operated by steam until

the summer of l8gl. About 1SS5 the down-town portion,

from Sixth and Locust Streets to a transfer depot near
Vanderventer avenue and Morgan streets, was constructed
as a cable road, and was so operated for many years.

Being the first cable road in St. Louis, it proved highly

successful and resulted in an immediate movement on the
part of the other street roads toward rapid transit. On
account of the large number of curves and the round-about
line which it followed, it proved a very expensive road to

avenue to Forest Park, is double track. From the city

limits to the western terminus at Florisant there is a

single track with turnouts at inten-als of one mile. The
extreme distance from eastern to western terminus is

eighteen miles.

The power station is located at DeHodiamont, on the

Wabash railway, six miles from the eastern terminus, and
twelve from the western. The feeders are so distributed

that the drop at the most extreme points never exceeds

15 per cent. A switch from the Wabash railroad permits

the deliver)' of coal directly in front of the boilers. The
latter are eight in number, of the horizontal tubular type;

two of them are 66 by 20, and six of them 70 by iS.

There isan independent iron stack for each pair of boilers.

The electrical equipment of this station is i6;o horsepower,

and the steam plant can be worked up to 2000. There are

thre« Hamitton-Corliss engines, each of Soo horse power
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capacity. These are belted to I-nes of counter-shafting,

from which, by means of friction clutches and pulleys, the

generators are driven, it being possible to throw out any

generator or engine at any time, without interrupting the

others. There are twelve Thomson Houston generators,

eight of 100 horse power each, two of 107, and two of 333

horse power capacity each.

The average number of cars in daily operation is from

fort5'-two to fifty, mostly of the double-truck pattern, 21

and 2S feet bodies. Trailers are operated occasionally,

when the traffic demands. Each of the 21 foot cars is

equipped with two S. R. G. 15 horse power motors; the

aS foot motor cars have two W. P. motors of 25 horse

power capacity each. The overhead and ground electrical

construction is of the Thomson-Houston pattern through-

out. Except on the extreme western division of six miles,

a supplementary wire is used, and both it and the track are

well grounded at frequent intervals. Traveling cranes in

WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY S PLANT, ST. LOUIS.

the engine room permit of the lifting and moving of any

piece of machinery in the house.

THE BENTON AND BELLEFONTAINE RAILWAY.

This line, which runs from Fourth street and Washing-

ton avenue to the cemeteries in North St. Louis, was for

many years operated as a horse car line, with "bob-tail"

cars. The total single track mileage is fifteen. There are

twenty cars operated on an average, and thirty at busy

times. The cars are all of the long single pattern, with 20

and 26 foot bodies. Each car is equipped with two 15

horse power siogle reduction motors. The system used is

the Thomson- Houston. The power house is located at

Twentieth and Ferry streets, and consists of six return

flue tubular boilers, each rated at 150 horse power. Each

battery of two boilers has an independent iron stack. The
engines, two in number, are of the Philadelphia Corliss

pattern, each rated at 6co horse fc wt r ctfjciiy.

The driving belts mn directly from each engine back and

alongside the engine and through the heavy tighteners to

the jack shaft. To this shaft two 350 horse power genera-

tors are attached by means of a clutch coupling. It is

evideat, therefore, that one engine can pull one or two

dynamos. Both engines can be operated when

the load requires, but they are, of course, operated inde-

pendently. The arrangement is a very compact one and

has many good features, not the least of which is the low

first cost and small space occupied.

UNION DEPOT RAILWAY.

Ooe of the mMt extensive electrical systems in S:. Louis

is that of the Cnion Depot Railroad company, which also

opera'.es the Mound City line. Its extensions reach to the

fair grounds on the north, to Tower Grove park on the

west, and over half way to Caronde'et on the south, the

Dumsroos branches and raraihcations mak'ng a total of

thirty-two miles of single track. Seventy five motor cars

are operated, trailers being used regularly during the busy

hotirs. The cars are ran on very close spacing and make

good time. Each motor car is equipped with two 15

horse power motors. Eighteen of the cars arc 34 feet in

iength and have a center radial truck; the remaining cars

arc 23 feet long. The power house, which is locilcd at

Gcyer and Missouri avcDues, is equipped with twcnty-lwo

Thomson-Houston generators of the old bi-polar style,

each having a capacity of 62i kilowatts; speed, 950. The

transmission is by means of belting to a jack shaft, thence

to a countershaft extending the entire length of the build-

ing, and 00 which arc located friction clutches and pulleys.

There arc four Hamilton- Corliss engines, each running 80

reToIalions;one 20 by 4H, acoibcr 24 by 4'$. and the remain-

ing two 23 by 54. Sp<cd cf the ccunlershaft is 325. .Sltam

SDppIicd by seven 250 horse power Heine safely walcr lube

boilers, fqnippsd with the Haichinson smoke preventer.

This dev'.ce has materially reduced the smolie, but has not

altogether stopped it.

ELECTRIC MAIL CAR OF THE ST. LOUIS & SUBURBAN RAIL-

WAY COMPANY.

One' novelty in the way of electric traction on the

St. Louis & Suburban railway, now in successful oper-

ation is the application of electric motcrs to a United

States mail car, which makes regular trips over the

entire line, distributing and collectirg the mail at the rail-

way stations, as is done on steam railways. This car is of

the same length as an ordinary steam railway mail car. and

is equipped with double trucks with 36 inch wheels, a

Thomson Houston motor of 15 horse power capacity being

connected to each truck. A very high speed is attained,

and the delivery and collection of mail is made without

stopping the car, as in steam service. It Is claimed that

this is the first mail car that has been electrically equipped

in this or any other country.

FIRST ARC DYNAMO IN ST. LOUIS.

A representative of the Western Electrician spent

considerable time in a vain endeavor to locate the first arc

dynamo operated in St. Louis, fie managed to secure the

full history of that interesting event, but the machine itself

long s'nce fell a victim to the ruthless destroyer. A
parly of St. Louis gentlemen attending the World's Fair in

Paris in 1S7S were greatly interested in the primitive arc

lighting, which they found just coming into use. Adol-

phus Busch, one of the party, now president of the Anheu-

ser-Busch Brewing association, determined that such an

installation must be brought to St. Louis. This was not

an easy undertaking, as the manufacturers were not ready

for a wide-spread dissemination of their ideas. Mr. Busch

was accompanied by Tony Faust, in whose restaurant the

plant was to be erected. The latter was finally obliged to

enter into an iron-clad agreement that the apparatus would

be used only at the particular location named and for a

specific purpose. No electrician was brought to America

to erect the apparatus, but drawings and instructions in

French were furnished. The apparatus consisted of a

Gramme dynamo and a supply of Jablochkoff candles,

which were then u=ed in place of arc lamps. At that date

no one in St. Louis had had any experience in electric

lighting, and the erection of the apparatus was intrusted to

Charles Heislerand his assistant, William Wurdack. The
latter gentleman has been connected with the Heisler in-

JAULOCIIKOFK CANDLES USED IN THE FIRST ST. LOUIS
PLANT.

tercstsfor many years, and is now president of the Inter-

state Complete Electrical Construction company, a view of

whcsc works, accompanied by a pho'ograph of Mr. Wur-

dack, appears on another page of this issue. The plant was

started successfully, and was run for about a week with

insufficient steam power. The trouble from this source

proved so serious that the operation of the plant was dis-

continued. The dynamo itself was shortly afterward

removed to the Anhcuscr-Iiusch brewery, where it was

erected with new lamps somewhat similar in type to those

now commonly used. It ran successfully for several

>ear9 in the wash house of the brewery, and was finally

turned over to Heisler, who used it in experimental work,

developing an arc system of hisown. The influence of the

early Gramme machine is clearly shown in the present'

standard machines of the Heisler company. This first

dynamo was so transformed in the Heisler shops as to be

unrecognizable, and was finally dismantled. A view of

one of the Jablochkoff candles, which came with the origi-

nal shipment from Paris. is presented in the cut. It is inter-

esting to note that on the occasion of the next World's Fair

in Paris in iSBg Charles Heisler of St. Louis exhibited a

complete incandescent system of such novelty and merit as

to win a gold medal.

FIRST INCANDESCENT DYNAMO IN ST. LOUIS.

The first incandescent dynamo which was operated

regularly for commercial purposes in St. Louis is illustrated

in the cut. This dynamo is of the old style Edison type.

FIRST INCANDESCENT DYNAMO IN ST. LOUIS.

It is curious to note the s'ze of this 150 light dynamo. It

stands seven feet high from floor line, something wonder-

ful when compared with machines of the present day. It

is now in daily operation at the works of N. K. Fairbank

&; Co., on Third and Convent stretts. It was originally

installed in the spring of i832, and has consequently seen

eleven years cif continuous service. Its capacity as origi-

nally ra'ed was 1 50 lights, and it was driven by a 6 '/^ by 3

Arraington S: Sims engine, iS horse power. The dynamo
has, however, frequently been called upon to run over 300

lights, and has done so satisfac'.orily. It bears the name
plate of the "Edison Company for Isolated Lighting"

and is numbered 45. lis speed is 1,200. It has just re-

ceived an overhauling, and the superintendent considers it

good for ten years more of hard service—in fact, the men
in charge of the plant think moie of this veteran than of

the more recent forms of machines running alongside of

it. The plant was origii:a!ly installed at the old Fairbank

works, on Main and Washington streets, but was removed

about five years ago to its present location.

WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY.

By no means the least interesting feature of the city is

its extensive telegraph service. The most interesting par

of the Western Union outfit is the plant in the basement.

The dynamos, which supply current both for lighting ths

building and for operating the telegraph circuits, are shown
in the accompanying cut. There are twenty C. & C. dy-

namos, each of 1.5 kilowatts capacity. One operates at ro

volts for the local circuits, another at 30 volts takes care of

the city loops. The remaining eighteen operate at 75

volts, and are so coupled as to give currents of pressure up

to 375 volts, which is required for the longest circuits.

These dynamos are in thrie units, each driven by a 6 by

10 Rice engine, at 275 revolutions, belted to a countershaft

from which belts are taken to the dynamos. The present

plant takes the place of 20,000 cells of battery, and has

a capacity equal to 100,000 cells. A 40 horse power Rice

engine operates a 400 light United States incandescent

dynamo, from which 300 incandescent lights and six arc

lights are operated for the building.

ST. l.OUIS KLKCTRIC CLUH.

Prominent among the electrical features of St. Louis is

the recently organized electric club. It has now been

placed upon a substantial footing, with a membership of

ncirly 100, including practically everybody in St, I^ouis

who has in any way been identified with the development

of her electrical cnlerpriscn. Commnrlious quarters have

been engaged on the second floor of the Equitable build-

ing, a central location, and have been handsomely fur-

nished. It is expected that the club will take a prominent

part in entertaining the delegates to the convention.
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The programme of entertainment arranged by this orgnni-

zation was presented in the last issus of the Wf.stkrn

Electrician. Following are brief sketches of a few of

the prominent members of the club:

Capt. Robt. McCuUoch (Fig. r), president of the Electric

club, is 50 years of age. He is the St.Louis representaiivc of

the Chicago syndicate owning and operalirg the Broadway

and Citizens' cable lines, and the Cass aveniip, Northern

Central and Union lines now being changsd from horse to

electricity, which, together with the BcntonlJellefontaine

electric road, makes a total of nearly 100 miles under his

direct management. At the time of the war Captain Mc-

CuUoch was a cadet In the Virginia Military Institute, and

went from there into the confederate service with Stone-

wall Jarkson, following the fortunes of General Lee for

four years. From Virginia he went to St. Louis in i86g. and

shortly after was connected with the Benton-lielU fontaine

railway, with which he is sti 1 identified. Early in 1889 he

took hold of the Citizens' cable road, and the Cass avenue

Northern Central and Union horse lines. In the summer

of the same year he also assumed the management of the

Broadway cable line. The new Cass avenue electric pow_

er station, which he is now building, is in harmony

with the latest advancements in elec-

trical science and possesses many

novel and interesting features. The

captain is a firm believer in the e'ect-

rical railway, and recently expressed

the opinion that no more cable loads

would be buiit. He did not think,

however, that existing cable roads

would be changed to electricity, as

cable plants represented too large an

investment to be abandoned. The

Grand avenue branch of the Citizens'

cable line in St. Louis is, however,

to be changed to electricty, as \hc

cable power house is now overloaded.

Prof. F. E. Nipher (Fig. 7), vice-

president of the electric club, has been

professor of physics in Washington

University since the fall of 1S74.

There was then no depariment of

electrical engineering. Electrical

operations in the arts were confined

to telegraphy, electrc-plating and

house-bell installations. The first

dynamo brought to the city was prc-

bably in iS77,when Professor Nipher

was invited to view a Brush machine

on exhibition at the store of M. M.

Buck. In 187S he also visited the

Gramme machine,which was installed
>

at Faust's. A little la'er he was con-

sulted by Charles Heisler, who was

beginning to develop an electrical

manufactory, and for a time was asso-

ciated with the Heisler Electric Light-

ing company, but soon sold his in-

terest in the concern. Later when
Heisler began the manufacture of

e^arbons he found it impossible to

plate them with copper. Tte acid liquid within the

carbons destroyed the carboD plating within a few hours.

The firm had large orders and cculdnnot fill them. Pro-

fesssor Nipher wascalled in and at once advised that the

carbons be saturated in gasoline before placing them in the

vat. This device worked perfectly, the gasoline prevent-

ing the acid copper solution from entering the carbon, and

all of the carbons manufactured by the Heisler company
were made by this process. In 1883 Professor Nipher was
called to pass upon plans of Dr. Adams for propelling

street cars by electricity, and when early in that year the

Adams Electric company was formed for developing these

plans intopractical shape, he became a director and con-

sulting electrician in that company, and soon after became
president of the company, which position he has since held.

Prof. Nipher has been placed at the head of the project

proposed by Dr. Adams of building an electric railway

from St. Louis to Chicago, on which cars are to be oper-

ated at an average speed of one hundred miles per hour.

Prof. Nipher's work in developing the course in electrical

engineering in \yashington University is well known, and

his students have fomd themselves able to take hororable

positions in competition with men from eastern schools.

He is a past-president of the St. Louis Academy of

Science, and of the St. LduIs Engineers' club, and has

contributed many electrical papers to the publications of

these societies. His book on the "Theory of Magnetic

Measurements" is used in several eastern schools and by

the U. S, coast survey and the U. S. navy as a book of

instruction. Prof. Nipher is a native of New York, and is

43 years of age.

W. L. B. G. Allen (Fig.4). is a native of Fairhaven.Mass.

Ife first entered theelectric business in i3So as^sccretaiy of

the Brush K'ectric association of St. Louis, agent of the

Brush Electric company for the south and southwest.

Thio association formed lighting compan'es at Memphis.

Chattanooga, Nashville, Louisville, Columbus, Savannah,

Montgomery, New Orleans, El Paso, Little Rock, Den-

ver and Topeka, and built the first lighting station at St.

Louis. Aflerward Mr. Allen was president of the United

Electric Light & Powercompany of St. Louis, consisting

of the combined stations of the Brush, Thomson-Houston,

Excelsior, Western and Heisler companies, and at the

same time manager of the Electric department of the

Laclede Gis Light compar.y. He is now president of the

St. Louis Engineering company. He is one of the most

active members of the electric club, being its second vice-

president, a member of the board of managers and a mem-
ber of the most important ccmmittees.

C. R. Scudder (Fig. 5), has been connected with electii-

cal work in St. Louis for many years, although but 3oyearsof

age. He is now secretary of the Electric club and secretary

PROMINENT MEMBERS OF THE ST. LOUIS ELECTRIC CH;C.

and treasurer of the St. Louis Electric L'ght & Power com-

pany, the pioneer in the motor business in St. Louis. In

18S4 Mr. Scudder was interested in the Guernsey Furni-

ture company, which, in addition to operating Its own arc

lights with Excelsior apparatus, rented a few to neighboring

stores. This business developed so rapidly that the

Guernsey-Scudder Electric Light company was formed.

This plant was afterward removed, and passed through

various ownerships, being finally merged into the Munici-

pal Electric Light &: Power company, with the other arc

stations in the city. Mr. Scudder takes an active part in

the Electric club and in the reception of the delegates to

the National Electric L'ght convention.

E. J. Bagnall (Fig. 2), is 37 jeirs of age and was born in

England, but reached America when 4 years old. A large

part of his life was spent in Cleveland, where he early

identified himself with the Brush company at the begin-

ning of electric light work, and was with that company for

many years as foreman. In 1SS5 he came to St. Louis,

and leased the newly constructed Brush arc stati-^n, and op-

erated it in piitnersh'p with A. W. Dutton. When this

company, with the other arc lighting companies of the ciry,

was merged into the United Electric Liglit company. Mr.

Bagnall was appointed general superintendent of all the

plants, and continued to occupy that position until the sta-

tions were absorbed by the Municipal company. Mr. Bagnall

was intimately connected with the early work in storage

batteries in St. Louis, having charge of the work done by

the Lindell Railway company. In 1SS7. when the Lind-

cll Railway company established its electric power plant,

he was appointed electrician, which position he held until

a few weeks ago. when ill health forced him to give up
his duties and take a trip to Cuba.

J. II. Rhotehamcl (Fig. 6), is president of the Columbia

Incandescent Lamp company, whose factory is located at

1912 and i'>i4 Olive street, and occuoies a building 42 by

109 feet, three stories high and basement, equipped with

a complete electrical and steam plant. Mr. Rhotehamcl

began this industry in iSSq at 513 Elm strctt. The
business increased so much that the factory was removed

in February, 1891, to larger quarters at its present loca-

tion. The Columbia is the oldest western company en-

gaged in the manufacture of incandescent lamps. It has

grown constantly, requiring miny additions to the plant.

The success of this company is largely due to Mr. Rhotc-

hamel's individual efforts. Coming to St. Lcuis in July.

i88g. he immediately entered upon h's present business,

and succeeded in building up the largest electrical factory

in this city. In common with nearly all other lamp manu-
facturers, the Columbia company ceased operations about

a month ago, pending the hearing of the application

of the Edison company for a temporary injunction.

The case is set for March 21st,

before fudge Hallett of Denver, who
has been assigned to the work. The
hearing will be in the United S'aies

Circuit Court for the eastern district

of r.Iissouii. Mr. Rhotehamel.whcse

age is 35, has perhaps as wide an

acquaintance in the elecrical frater-

nity as any one in St. Louis. He
is active in electrical work, and is a

member of the board of m --nagers

of the Electric club, and chairman

^ of its ccmuittee on programme and
entertainment.

Louis Nahm (Fig. S), chairman of

executive committee, is secretary

ard treasurer of the American Elec-

trical Manufacturing company, which

makes the American incandescent

lamp. He was born in Winchester,

Ky., and is 43 years old. He was

educated at the Indiana Asbury Uni-

versity and the Louisville. Ky., Law
School. He has been a rtsidcLt of

St. Louis about ten years and was

engaged in the practice of law in

Louisville,' and St. Louis until he

took charge of the affairs of the

American Electrical Manufacturing

company, on account of the ill

health of his brother, Ben Nahm,

the president of the company. Mr.

Nahm makes no pretensions to know-

ledge of electrical science further

than that acquired by study in the

lamp business, but his business qual-

ifications ai:d management have been

of great advantage to his company.

The business has increased steadily,

and the company has been compelled to increase the

capacity of the factory three times, the last increase hav-

ing been just completed when it was compelled to close

on account of the decision in the lamp patent litigation.

Col. Edward D. Mtier (F g. 3). another of the prominent

Lou's Electric club members, was born in St. Louis in

1S41. He was educated at Washington LTniversily, after-

ward spending four years in the Royal Polytechnic School

at Hanover, Germany, where he studied civil and mechani-

cal engineering. Returning to Americain 1S62, Colonel

Meier entered the Mason Locomotive Works at Taunton.

Mass., as a practical machinist. He then spent two years

in the army and did good work in military engineering,

especially at New Oilcans. .-Vfter the war he entered the

Rogers Locomotive Works, and thence he went (o the

Kansis Pacific railway as assistant superintendent of ma-

chinery, and was later on made superintendent of machin-

ery. Returning to St. Lou's in 1S70, he again took up his

profession as an engineer and has continued in this line up

to the present time. Colonel Meier is of course best

known to the electrical prople as the president of the

Heine Safety Boiler company, whose steam apparatus has

been installed in some of the largest electrical plinis in

the country; Colonel Meier is on the board of managers

and house committee of the St. Louis Electric club. He
is a member also of the American societies of Civil,

Mechanical and Minirg Engineers. He is a past presi-

dent of the Engineers' club of St. Louis, .ind is now secre-

tary of the American Boiler Macufacturers* association.
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Owing to the Sr. Louis convcDiioD, this number of the

Western Electrician is printed before the regular day

of ptiblicition. The next issue of the paper will contain

the report of the proceedings of the convention and a com*

plete reriew of the week's happenings in the convention

city.

While New York is engaj^ed in tryinf; to convince itself

an i the rest of the world that an undergound system of

electric railways would not prove profitable and desirable,

Boston railway men are petitioning for the right to con-

struct a tunnel system through the heart of the city as the

only possible solution of the rapid transit problem for cut-

lying districts. Still New York persists in claimirog that

it is the foremost city in the country. It is losing its

standing as a progressive American city and will soon be

numbered among the "has beans" unlesF its capitalists are

aroused to a realization of the impending danger. In

rejecting the plans of the rapid tramit commissioners for

an underground electric system the capitalists of the

American raetropoHs inflicted an injury upon properly in

that city from which it will not recover in many years.

The mention of Col. R. C. Clowry of Chicago, vice-

president and general superintendent of the Western

Union Telegraph company, as a possibility for the position

of president gave an opportunity for an expression of the

high esteem in which Col. Clowry is held in this city. It

is the general opinion, however, that Gen. Eckert, first

vice-president, will succeed to the vacant position, for

which he has exceptional qualifications, and we are sure

that no one will approve the choice more heartily than Co'.

Ciowry, who is in no wise responsible for the rumors link-

ing his name with the place. It may not be out of place,

however, to remark that the people of Chicago—or at least

that large proportion of them who come in contact with the

head of the Western Union system in this city—will heartily

reJDice in any preferment that may come to Robert C.

Clowry. We doubt if there is a man in the service of the

company who is better liked. Asthe Chicago Evening Post

remarks, "A more courteous and capable semi public

official we cannot imagine.'' May he live long and prosper!

Deleg.\tes to the convention of the National Electric

Light association at St. Louis will find this week's issue of

tte Western Electricl-^n particularly interesting and

instructive, presenting, as it does, in a comprehensive man-

ner, illustrations and descriptions of the principal electri-

cal features of the city. Managers of central stations for

arc and incandescent lighting, ra'lway and power plants

and owners of isolated installations, will find many novels-

ties in the stations which furnish St. Louis electric current.

It may be said that from an engineering view point the

work will compare favorably with that of any city in the

world. The equipments are of the most approved design

and the best modern methods have been employed. The
excellent service which the city receives is the best evidence

that can be desired that the stations were built and

qu'pped in the mosi: approved manner. St. Louis is to be

congratulated upon securing such admirable service, and

the managers of the immense lighting, railway and power

plants are deserving of praise for presenting this object

le=son to the country. It would seem that the people of

St. L">uis appreciated the efforts of the elect rical companies

and were ready to give substantial evidence of their ap-

proval.

Paris has been frequently alarmed by explosions since

the development of electric lighting has necessitated a vast

extension of the underground distributing system. Fortu-

nately little damage has accompanied these occurrences,

and the same general statement can be affirmed of like ex-

plosions on this side of the Atlantic, thcugh Paris has

fared rather better than Chicago, with whose record in this

respect we are most familiar. That the damage has been

slight is attributable to sheer good fortune, for the possi-

bilities of destroying life and property are undeniably

great. A case in point occurred in Chicago a few days

ago. A manhole cover was thrown into the air with tre-

mendous force, and narrowly missed in its career several

vehicles and a passing street car. The causes of the phe-

nomena in Paris are discussed at length and in great u'etail

by M. P. Jousselin in a paper presented elsewhere in this

issue. Were this matter treated by a Chicagoan we might

expect the special consideration of two points: ventilation

and insulation. A reference to the normal leaky condi-

tion of gas mains also would certainly be forthcoming.

Jousselin's paper by no means follows this skeleton. He
d'»es not allude to ventilation, the matter of insulation Is

almost incidental, and all faults in ga.s pipes, as far as his

paper extends, are wholly attributable to the deleterious

and disintegrating effects of electric currents wandering

from the proper path. Assuming that the explosions are

caused by escaping gas, and that the leaks are due to the

proximity of electric currents, he notes two classes of per-

forations in the pipes. The first are producd by the actual

contact of cable and pipe, and the second arc caused by

electrolytic action. lie selects a type of the first class

and investigates it in its minutest details with all the patient

enthusiasm of a French scientist. This case has no mys-

tery about it; it was the result of the mo.st abominable

carelessness. We would like to say that this bit of work

by which a lead covered cable and a lead gas pipe were left

in contact in a manhole was surprising and unaccountable;

but, unfortunately, wretched bungling of this sort is not

confiDed to Paris. The general statement of the mode in

which the pipe was perforated may be accepted as a fact,

but we are inclined to believe that Jousselin is a trifle too

exact in his detailed explanations. His statement of the

exact time which elapsed between the perforation of the

pipe and the explosion, for example, does not leave room
enough for uncertainties. The painstaking care which led

him to investigate every element, however, is admirable,

and his account is interesting.

The second class of leaks, due to electrolytic action, is

numbered by the hundred in Paris, according to Jousselin.

The ground under the streets is very largely composed of

sulphate of lime. When leaks of current occur a chemical

reaction in the earth ensues, and sulphuric acid is carried

to gas pipes to which the current escapes. Holes are

eaten in the metal, and the gas escapes, following the con-

duit to the manhole, where mixture with air forms the ma-

terial for an explosion. Though Jousselin states that this

theory is proved by investigation and cheuical analysis,

we rather question its universal applicability even in Paris.

There must be leaky gas joints in Paris as well as leaky

conductors of electricity, and they ought to stand their

share of responsibility. The explosions are decreasing in

number, and Jousselin has faith that in the future gas

pipes and electric cables may be placed in juxtaposition

without endangering life and property.

Patent legislation has been needed in this country for

many years, and has been persistently advocated by those

mist familiar with th; wjrkings of the present system. The
commissioner of patents has advocated comprehensive

measures for improving the service, and correcting existing

evils, and although he has addressed petitions and com-

munications to congress upon this subject, that body has

not seen fit to take efTective measures to perfect the sys-

tem. It is quite probable that public attention will be

attracted to this subject by the litigation begun by the

attorney general in behalf of the government to annul the

Berliner Patent. The general use into which the telephone

has come makes this litigation interesting to a large por-

tion of the people. Telephone subscribers who have been

grudgingly paying the high charges imposed by the Bell

company have been anxiously awaiting the expiration of

the fundamental patent up5n which the company main-

tained its right to the exclusive control of this service.

And now when the patent is about to expire, the an-

nouncement that another patent has been secured, which

will enable the telephone company to continue the present

monopoly, is received with indignation by present sub-

scribers and others who hoped to be able to secure telephone

service as soon as the present rates were reduced. This

fact coupled with the charges made in the complaint filed

by the attorney general, has not improved the public feel-

ing toward the telephone company. It is but natural that

there should be resentment toward the Bell company, and

that those who may have to suffer from the continuation

of the piesent monopoly shou'd feel a live'y interest in the

patent system under which the company is enabled to

exact exorbitant charges for its services without fear of

competition. The fact that the Berliner patent which

was granted November 17, iSgi, was pending in the pa-

tent office since June 4, 1S77, is the best possible evidence

of the urgent necessity of immediate revision of the ex-

isting laws. The need of a radical reform in this depart-

ment is all the more apparent when it is charged that this

delay was in a large measure, at least, caused by the com-

pany in whose interest the pa'ent was granted. The
attorney general in his elaborate complaint shows that it is

possible, under the present mode of procedure, to delay

the granting of a patent by introducing irrelevant and

fictitious claims, and thus causing a controversy which will

occupy considerable time and defeat the intent of the

patent laws. Aside from the charges of fraud on the

part of the telephone company in causing the application

of Berliner to hz changed so as to cover an entirely dif-

ferent invention, it is asserted that the company con-

tributed materially to ihe delay by causing the invention to

be declared in interference with other applications, also

owned by the Hell company. The reprehensible pro-

ceedings which it is claimed the telephone company was

guilty of are not the first of the kind in the history of the

patent office, but the fact that the result of these alleged

machinationii will seriously affect a great number of the

people of the country, may possibly have the c ffect of secur-

ing a revision of the entire patent system. If su^h a result

should follow, the scrindal caused by the present litigation,

while deplorable, might ultimately terminate in agreat public

gain. Aside from the merits of the present controversy it

is a ma:ter of public cjn^ra'.ul itio.i that the . present

action was begun, as it will serve to point out the defects

in the patent system and direct public attention to the

necessity of immediate legislation.
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Dangers from Gas in Electrically Lighted
Cities.'

By M. r. JOUSSKLIN.

Several accidents to which I desire to call your attention

show that the location of electric conductors in relation to

gas pipes is a matter of no slight importance. On the

contrary it is necessary to take the utmost precautions to

prevent results, often dangerous, arising from the proximity

of the two means of distribution. The accidents to which

I shall allude have resulted from the perforation of gas

p'pes by electric currents from neighboring conductors.

Two distinct classes may be no'ed. The first includes per-

forations due to short-circuits and the second those

caused by electrolysis. Four or five of the former have

been noted during the last few years, of which the most
impor!ant was thai which caused the explosion at the

'Wfum
FIG. I. DANGERS FROM GAS IN ELECTRICALLY LKlHTEH

CITIES.

L rue restaurant in Rue Royale. Th's accident was of

such a well defined character that it may be taken as a type

of this class. It may be worth while to note some of the

particulars of the explrsion, which occurred about 9:30 P.

M., March 3, iSgi. With ihe exception of two persons

seated at the end of the dining saloon the patrons had left

the restaurant, but their escape from injury was a little

shore of miraculous. The loss was limited to the destruc-

tion of furniture, wines and provisions and to serious dam-
age to the building. The loss to the proprietor, however,

due to the closing of the place during rtpairs, was quite

considerable.

The cause was evidently an explosion of gas, and it re-

mained to discover how it was produced. On the morn-

ing of the day when the explosion occurred odors believed

to be due to the escape of gas were noticed in the restau-

rant and in the cellar below it. The gas ccmpany was no-

tified and its employes proceeded to make the necessary

inspection. They uncovered the principal main under the

sidewalk, made an inspection in the cellar; they even used
a light, but the inspectors and workingmen discovered

nothing. They believed, however, that the odor was sugges-

tive rather of burned caoutchouc than escaping gas. In the

evening the smell became even stronger and the gas com-
pany was again notified and it promised to renew the in-

vestigation on the morrow. Then the explosion occurred.

The representatives of the Popp company, which fur-

nished light for the restaurant, as well as the agents of the
Parisian Gas company, proceeded immediately to make
investigations. Their disagreement necessitated the inter-

ference of a referee to decide upon the examination.

When on the same day the experts reached the scene of

the explosion, here is what they found: No gas pipe sup-

plied the Larue restaurant, as it was lighted entirely by
electricity. The two electric conductors furnishing current

for the establishment entered the cellar through pipes

FIG. 4. DANGERS FROM GAS IN ELECTRICALLY LIGHTED
CITIES.

which extended under the sidewalk. These conductors

were branches of the Popp system which passed under the

walk at the foot of a newspaper stand, Fig. i.

When the manhole cover. .-/, was lifted it was
possible to note the state cf the cables: At the

top were five small high tension cables, B, and below
were the low tension cables, C. Two of ihe latter were
connected with the two conductors, D, which entered the

restaurant. Part of the high tension cables (2,500 volts)

supplied the street lamps and the remainder (1,800 volts)

carried current for charging storage batteries. The low
tension cables carrying current at no volts supplied the

private establishments. The high tension cables were
composed of silicon bronze wires covered by caoutchouc,
and protected by a lead sheath, which was surrounded by
rubber and tar wrapping. The outer cover of the low ten-

I. Abstract of a paper presented before the Society oE Civil Eiigi.
neers, Paris.

sion cables was a bare lead sheath. Below the latter con-
ductors a lead gas pipe was noticed, which touched
one of the low tension cables, and it was seen that at the

point of contact there was a perforation in the pipe. When
the pipe was cut so that it might be examined, a second
hole was found, which was conclusive that at this point,

also, tiiere had been contact with one of the cable?. The
pipe was used for supplying the single gas jet in the news-
paper kiosk.

When the Popp company had made the excavation for

the manhole it encountered this pipe, which was covered
with tile in accordance with the ordinance. Without noti-

fying Ihe gas company, which would have changed the
direction of the pipe so that it would have been outside the
manhole, the workmen of the Popp company left it inside,

littiog it into the masonry, but without its tile covering,

which had been demolished during the progress of the
work. Tlie bare lead pipe was thus exposed to contact
with the low tension cables.

Of the two holes in the pipe. Fig. 2, one was nearly
rcund, 6 millimeters in diameter and of crater form appear-
ance; the other, elliptical in form (4 by 12 millimeters),

had the same crater form appearance, and had on its upper
lips drippings of lead, indicating that fusion had com-
menced.

It was through these holes, the cause of which will be
explained later, that the gas escaped into the cellar by the

leading-in pipes of the two electric light cables, and formed
with the air the mixture which led to the explosion.

I should observe here, and I wil! take up the matter
later, that the coverings of the five high tension cables
traversing the upper part of the manhole were burned for

a distance of 25 millimeters. The copper was en'irely

bared; the lead, caoutchouc and tar wrapping had been
burned, and had disappeared. The wooden moulding for

holding these cables had been carbonized for the same dis-

tance, and the zinc screen which protected the iro'ding

and cables from the rain-water leaking in at the cover of

the box had been melted at ccrrespcnding points. The
denudation of the cables for a distance of 25 millimeters on
the one hand and the appearance of the perforations in

the £35 pipe on the other hand, indicated that intense heat
bad been generated at these points.

The electric currents traversing the cables were cer-

tainly the only meai]s of developing the heat necessary for

producing the effects noted, and the two perforations in

the gas pipe were due to the production of an arc resu'ting

FIG. 3. DANGERS FROM GAS IN ELECTRICALLY LIGHTED
CITIES.

from a shcrt circuit. This view sustained the position of

the Parisian Gas company.
On ihe other hai d, the Popp company, which en-

deavored to escape all responsibility for the accident,

claimed that nothing demonstrated absolutely the produc-
tion of such a phenomenon, and it offered to prtsent in my
presence at its central station a series of expermentsi
which would prove that the production of a short-circuit

was by no means essential, even in the conditions found
in Rue Royale. On the other hand the gas ccmpany pro-

posed similar experiments at its little elechic station on
Rue Condorcet, and it agreed besides to construct a man-
hole arranged in all respects like that on Rue Royale, so
that all conditions of the accident could be reproduced.

I assisted at the experiments of both companies, and I

shall describe them later, dwelling more particularly upon
those of the gas company, which were complete in every
respect and which enabled the experts 10 arrive at a
definite opinion. I should remark that it was impossible
for the experts to attribute the perforations to any cause
outside of electrical phenomena, for it was shown;

First, the two holes could not have been caused by a
workman's tool. The examination of the pipe demon-
strated that beyond all question. Second.' the holes could
not have resulted from faults in the manufac.ure; the pipe
had a normal appearance without trace of flaw or crack.

Third, the holes could not have teen produced by excess
of pressure of gas, for the thickness of the pipe was con-
stant; there was no thinning of the metal at any point.

P.esides the maximum pressure is never great enough to

cause any such effect.

Before entering into the details of short-circuits the gen-
eral theory of these phenomena should be explained. The
companies to which have been conceded the sectors of
Paris forelectric lightingand transmission of power use
for the distribution of currents a greater or less number of
cables, but never less than two. These cables have cores
of capper or silicon biorze. They are located under the
sidewalks, in accordance with arrangements which vary in

each sector. Let us assumethat two cables .-/ and B, Fig.

3, supply a customer at <7. A customer's installation, gen-
erally speaking, is branched on the two cables by means of

two conductors, each of which is connected to one of the

cables. Assume ^f and .V to be the points at which the
conductors of the customer -: are attached to the mains.

If we call E the difference of potential between A/ and
A^, R the resistance of the subscriber's installation, C the

quantity of current which traverses the installation, then

C can be dctcrmined.by Ohm's law, or C=:-. The same
K

thing applies to any conductor whatever, as A'y^, Fie. 4,
connected to the two cables ^/ and B. Let us assume that
no chemical action is present or any mechanical effect is

produced, as is ordinarily the case in a subscriber's cir-

cuit. Then assume the same quantities as before C= -
K

The heat freed per second along the conductor accor<*ing
to Joule's law is proportional to R C-'. If we call Q the
quantity of heat and k a constant we will have Q=lc K C^

and substituting the previous value cf C, i. c..- , we
R

E-Q—k -. . This formula shows that if E has a constant
R

value, as is the case with the cables in the streets, the beat
liberated per second will be greater or less just as we
assume greater or smaller values for R. Thus the heat lib-

erated per second along the conductor varies inversely as
the distance, and in certain cases its value is considerable,
as was the case with the cables in front of the Larue

FIG 2. DANGERS FRO.M GAS IN" ELECTRICALLY LIGHTED
CITIES.

restaurant. But, generally speaking, this heat is not
equally distributed over each unit of length, for to estab-
lish such a condition it would be necessary that the resist-

ances of all parts of the system would be the same. If
one, two or more parts have greater resistance than the
others they would liberate the most heat. It is for this

reason that while in an installation sufficient heat is

liberated to render the lamps luminous, the conductors
which have, so to speak, no resistance compared with the
lamps, are subjected only to an insignificant rise of tem-
perature.

The earth plays an important part in electrical phe-
nomena. It is used for the retuin wire in telegraphy, so
that it is necessary to w^c but one wire in connecting two
stations, and it fulfills this function admirably, its resist-

ance being practically nothing.
If both the cables A and B have one or more faults in

insulation by which they communicate with the earth, then
they will be connected, as by the conductor A' I'ZinFig. 4.
Current will pass from one cable to the other by the earth
connection and a short-circuit is produced. Heat uill be
manifested at the points of contact and in their vicinitv,

for they form the resistances. There may follow in certain
cases electrolytic action, which, in combination with the
calorific effects, will accelerate generally the destruction of
the insulation.

Let us now suppose that we cause cable B, Fig. 5, to
communicate with a pipe G, which forms a part of a gas
system. We would then open a new path for the current,
which would present scarcely any resistance, for the pipes
in the public streets are almost perfectly earthed. In ac-
cordance with the laws of electricity the current passing
from one cable to the other will divide. One portion wil!

pass through the gas pipe, and at the point of contact be-
tween the pipe and the cable there will be a concentration
of heat. It is this whicti constitutes the short circuit which
produces a voltaic arc at this point. This is the only re-
sistance which must be considered in the new path connect-
ing the cable B to earth.

These preliminaries being settled. I now reach the expla-
nation of the conditions which led to the perforations to-
ticed in the gas pipe in the Larue manhole. On oce of
the circuits of the Popp company a low tension cable was
certainly grounded at some point. It may have resulted

FIG, 5. DANGERS FROM GAS IN ELECTRICALLY LIGHTED
CITIES.

from seme fault in insulation (which unfortunately happens
often enough in the manufacture of cables) or thrcugh
some mistake in reeling it or in unreeling it when it was
lai"!. so that the copper came in contact with the lead cov-
ering, or in consequence of an excess of current, which,
softening the insulation at seme point, permitted the letd
to sink into contact with the copper, or because of an in-

nocent nail passed thrcugh the cable connecting the copper
and the lead. This last case is unfortunately frequent.

It happened thus that the copper core of
one of the cables was brought into contact
with the lead cover. The low tension cables
hung freely across the manhole and the lead coverings
touched each other. One of the latter l>eing made alive in

the manner suggested, the other coveting was also traversed
by current, and ccntsct was ceitainly mate with the gas
pipe at the right of the two pttforatioi s ro'cd.
Then a current passed (rem one cable to the other.
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traversing the earth by the gas pipe and the two points

where this pipe was in contact with the coverings already

mentioned. At the contact points an active liberation of

heat followed, and fusion and even volatilization of the pipe

ensued from voltaic arcs, which caused the two perfora-

ations-

I may add that water from condensation—and there

evidently was water from condensation present—dripping

along the lead covering and coming between the latter and
the pipe could have insured the contact sufficiently to es-

tablish the connection and produce still more speedily the

perfo^a^"on of the p'pe. One pait only of the current

passed throrgh the gas pipe, the rest left at all points

where the covering could communicate with the earth.

There were produced at these points calorific and destruc-

tive phenomena which may have assumed greater cr less

intensity before the perforation of the pipe, but by reason

of the small resistance that the path through the pipe pre-

sented the greatest part of the current tended to pass

through it either by immediate contact or by the diipping

water. Then the short circuit followed and instantly

thereafter the pfcencmenon of perforation was produced.

To demonstrate the actuality of the phenomenon we
asked the Fopp company and the gas company to make, in

addition to the experiments that they proposed of their own
acccrd, one in which a gas pipe and cables should be used
similar to those found in the Larue manhole. The first

experiments were given by the company at its station. Its

engineers availed themselves of a d}namo generating cur-

rent at 500 volts. When the cable and the lead pipe were
caused to make good contact the latter was punctured. But
when at the point of contact there was introduced a resist-

ance of 50 ohms the to'al resistance of the circuit increased

considerably, the current fell lo 10 amperes and under
these conditions the pipe was not punctured. The Popp
company inferred from this that under certain circumstances

the perforation ccu"d rot be produced.
It fo'lows from Joule's formula, which has been cited,

that with a current of ten amperes an arc is not produced
if the contact between the cable covering and the pipe is

good.
At the experimental elec'rical station of the gas com-

pany there had been constructed a manhole, arranged in

all respects like that in Rue Royale. There, in accord-
ance with plans of M. Potier. experiments were made
similar to those made by the Popp company. A cable and
pipe were disposed as we have said, and current was
furnished by a dynamo in the station. Contact between
cable and p'pe was produced by dripping water wh'ch
caused a voltaic arc. The experiment was repeated many
times, and every time punctures were made which had the
same appearance as those in the service pipe in Rue
Royale. The experiments were made with a poten'ial of

104 volts, which corresponds to that employed in the elec-

tive systems on the several sectors of the city. The per-

forations were harder to produce when a lower potential

was taken, but still our general opinion was confirm* d.

Wishing to investigate the reasons which had prevented
the perforation of the pipe in one of the experiments of

the electrical company, we asked the gas company to in-

crease the resistance of the circuit gradually. The re-

sistances introduced successively wtre, first 5 ohm, second

f chm. third i ohm, fcurih 3 ohms. Tre results were:

With f ohm or -ry = 173 amperes; with f ohm cr y^r —
13S amperes; with i ohm or 104 = IC4 amperes; wnh 3
ohm or ^l*- ~ 24 amperes. The pipe was invariably puncl-
ored with the resist-cces of i.

-J
and i ohm, but in our

presence the perforation was not caused with 3 ohms re-

sisiance. Th's seemed to prove ih t when the resistance

was increased beyond a certain limit the effect was not pro-

duced. This explained why no perforation had been
obtained in the electric company's test.

I should add, however, that, according to seme of the
electricians, perforations of the pipe could be produced
with a resistance greater than three ohms. Generally
speaking, by causing a curient of even less than three
amperes to pass there was produced at the contact a per-
sistent arc which punctured with a crater-form hole. If

the current is increased to ten amperes and the cable is

applied against the pipe to increase the fo-ce of contact,
the arc ceases; this was certainly the case in the experiment.

However, the current mentioned above, and possible
with a frtrfect contact, was never attained in the man-
hole, for the heat at the point of contact increased the
total resistance of the circuit. The curienl which pro-
duced the perforations in the Laure manhole could be of
negligible character, compared with the current in any
sector, the difference of potential for Ihe
public supply varying within the narrow limits
of from 90 to ICO volts ard no to 120 volis. It is easy to
explain that this current could have been produced with-
out its existence being revealed by the cx-incion of lamps
or even by a decrease in their brilliaccy. We noted also
in the gas corrpany's experiments that at the momf nt when
the perforations were pio'iuccd a voltaic arc followed the
short-circoit and played between the cable and the pipe. It

was also noted that when in consequence of the fusion
and volaiil'ziiion of the lead the distance became too
great fcr the arc to jump, the phenomenon stopped sud-
denly and the current was interrupted.

Wc conclude in the case of the Larue (xplo<.!on that the
short circuit K-iving punctured the pipe in two places the
gas imrrediaiely (scaped and the first jcis were evidently
lighted by the arc. but the gas was exiirgui&htd at the end
ol a certain lime, as ihc supply of oxygen was necessarily
limited. Wc noticed when the experiments made by the
eas cofnpany with the manhole made like that in the Kuc
Koyal that The gas esKapirg from the p:pe was extin-
guished at the end cf three or fcur mimuics withcut doubt
because of the rarefacttoo of the oxjgen. Ihegas
cscapiog by rea«on of the natural pressure fiVcd Ihe roan-
hole and escaped by a hole ai ranged n,/ hoc.

In the ca.«c of ihc Rue Royal man-
bote the gas pasted by the leading pipes sur-

rounding the conductors into the restaurant cellar. It

accumulated there and at the end of a certain time—about
half an hour— constituted with the air in the cellar a de-

tonating mixture, and, a train being formed through a
passage to the Place de la Madeleine, was fired by contact
with a gas jet burning outside the restaurant. The capac-
ity of the cellar under the large hall of the restaurant being
about 30 cubic yards and the explosive mixture being
formed of one volume of gas for eight volumes of air, cur
calculations have enabled us to estimate, as we have said,

that half an hour elapsed be ween the perforation of the
pipe and the explosion.

In regard to the odors noticed in the cellar during the
day of the explosion and which did not proceed from the
escape of gas as the representatives of the gas company.
summoned to the place, had declared, it may be said that
they proved that the high tension cables prepared
the way for the accident of the evening.
On March 2, iSgt, the five small high tension cables in

the Larue restaurant certainly became intensely heated.
Their coverings were burned, both the lead, caoutchouc and
jule wrapping, and the supporting mouldina" and the zinc
screen were destroyed at the same time. Tliis assuredly
was the cause of the odor which penetrated into the cellar.

The coppper core of the cable remained at a red heat for

some time, and there followed an increase in temperature
which by expansion caused the displacement of the low
tension cables hanging without support in the manhole.
The two lowest cables were then thrust into contact with
the gas pipe, which they grazed. Then with the commence-
ment of the night service the short-circuit came on.

The experts came finally to the conclusion that the ex-

plosion was caused by a short-circuit brought about by the
unfortunate presence in the manhole under the sidewalk of
a gas pipe crossing a manhole which was designed espec-
ially for the electric lighting service of the establishment.

PERFORATION OF GAS PIPES BY ELECTROLYSIS.

Perforations of gas pipes by electrolysis have been ex-
tremely frequent in the last few years; they are numbered
by the hundreds. The perforations are produced most
frequently in lead pipes, though they are met with in the
cast iron pipes. While these punctures occur rarely in

the three sectors of the Halles Centrales, the Popp com-
pany and the Power Transmission company, they have
been extremely frequent in the Edison sector. In the
sector of La Place Clichy no occurrence of this kind has
happened. As the leaks cccur upon the public streets the
employesof the gas company hasten to the spot and in-

vesiigate. When the pipes are uncovered holes are at once
noted on their surface through which the gas is escaping.
It is known that the gas system of Paris under the side-

walks is covered with earth which is of a calcareous char-
acter or with plaster coming from buildings that have been
torn down, and which, therefore, presents a chemical com-
position. / e., carbonates or sulphates of lime. A work-
man looking for leaks while digging with a pick frequently
notices that the ground liberates a certain amount of heat
End that the service pipe is affected electrically even up to the
meter. At the instant thata loss of electricity occurs in the
cable carried under the sidewalk, the current takes the
path of the gas system in the vicinity. The carbonates
or sulphates of lime, as the case may be, are decomposed
by reason of a considerable rise of temperature, and car-
bonic £cid or sulphuric acid is carried to the pipes. When
this occurs in calcareous earths it is found tbat the lead at
the edges of the holes is covered with a layer which
analysis shows is composed of carbonate of lesd and
carbona'e of lead hydrate mixed with ox'de of lead. The
carbonate of lead causes thinning of the metal, and
finally prcduces perforation.

When the ground is composed of piaster or sulphates
of lime, it is noticed that in consequence of the more im-
mediate action of sulphuric acid the perforated hole is

cleaner and presents a crater form. The edges are covered
with a brownish powder which analysis proves to be sul-

phate or sulphuret of lead. These effects of sulphuric
acid are noted also in the case of cast iron pipes, even of
large diameter, and the periphery of the punctures is

covered with a greenish compound which, in accordance
with analysis, is ferrous sulphate, ferric sulphate and hy-
drate of ferric oxide.

These reactions which cause the perforations are due to
electricity, and are electrolytic phenomena. The action
takes place as if iu an electrolytic bath in which one
electrode is the gas pipe, the other the cable, and the
electrolyte the soil impregnated with water frequently
acidulated.

i have said that occurrences of this character have been
very frequent in the Edison sector while they were un-
usual in the other sectors- The I-^dison ccmpany placed
its cables in fiat boxes with a tile cover {Doulto.n system).
This arrangement seemed to possess every advantage, both
because it was air tight and it facilitated inspection. This
concuil. built under the sidewalks in earth sufficiently dry
and with a slight grade, so that water leaking in

ccijldirun off, seemed excellent at first. The cables were
kept -fn a good state of preservation and no damage
to (he neighboring gas pipes was noticed. After a
time, however, the joints sealed with cement became d's-

placed under the pressure of the ground. The cement
cracked and water entered the conduit. There were then
many contacts with the earth at the joints, and conse-
quently losses of current ensued, from which the gas pipes
suffered. The Kdison company did not hesitate to discard
the Doulton system in favor of a cement conduit designed
by ^L Cletc, one of its engineer?, and the system has been
employed with success on the boulevards'. These con-
duits, which resemble those used by the Electrical Trans-
mission compsny, arc v^ry small. The work of iUDstitu-
tion, which has involved an expense of $80,000, is now
completed, and tc-day accidents caused by the distributirg
system are <carcely «pokcn of.

The gas leaks caused by electrolytic phenomena have up
to the present, with one exception, caused no appreciable

harm, because of the fact that repairs have been speedily
made. The exreptional case I will describe: On the
night of June 15th last three explosions occurred in suc-
cession in two Edison manholes located in Rue Notre
Dame de Lorette, at the corner of Rue Breda. The first

occurred at 10:50 p. m. The two manhole covers were
thrown into the air, greatly frightening passers-by. One
woman was thrown to the ground. The covers were re-

placed ab'ut 11 o'clock, and half an hour iatera second
explosion occurred, again throwing the covers into the
air. Then at 6 o'clock in the morning a third explosion
occurred, in consequence of which an immediate investi-

gation was begun. In seeking to accouTt for the occur-
rence some attributed it to rzone, but finally the following
explanation was reached: On the 21st of March it had
snowed in Paris, and the street department, in accordance
with the usual practice, had used salt in the streets. It
was concluded that the salt waier had escaped into the Edi-
son conduit. Under the action of Ihe eltctiicity in the
cables the salt or sodium chloride had been decomposed into
two elements, chlorine and so::ium. The sodium combined
with the oxygen cf the water, and the hydrogen was left in

a free state. Then a combination of free tydrogen and
free chlorine was formed, making a detonating mixture
which had been fired by contact with the electric current
and produced the explosion. This explanation was in-

genious, and I give it here for what it is worth, but in the
explosion in Rue Breda there was certainly no snow to

be considered, for it occurred in the mcnth of June. It

was doubtless gas which caused the explosion, for when
excavations were made it was seen that the pipes bad been
punctured in proximity to the manholes. The gas es-

caping from the pipes passed through the Edison tile con-
duits into the manholes, where three different times it

formed with the air an explosive mixture. It follows that
to prevent accidents resulting from the proximity of con-
ductors of gas and electricity it is necessary to adopt cer-
tain measures.

In rSS4 electric lighting and transmission of power had
been developed and important installations were decided
upon for both P^ris and other large cities of
France. The administration deemed it wise to inter-

fere to the extent of imposing certain restrictions
which would provide for public safety. An administra-
tive and scientific council, presided over by the minis-
ter of posts and telegraphs, was appointed for this pur-
pose by the decrees of September 15, 1SS4. and May 12,
1SS5. This commission, to which I had the honor to be-
long, prepared regulations which were approved by de-
cree, rendering mandatory certain precautionary measures
relating to the arrangement and operation of electric conduc-
tors used for eleclnc lighting'and transmission of power.
The decree which regulated the manner of laying con-

ductors, the installation of generative apparatus, the po-
tential of currents, etc, contained no reference togas
except perhaps in article 5, which says: "The use of the
earth as a part of the circuit will te permitted only in
exceptional cases. The employment of water and gas con-
dui s to complete the circuit is forbidden." On April 16.
i8gi, six months after the Larue explosion M. Alphand
appointed a new commission to investigate means to pre-
vent accidents in the public streets attributed to
electricity. As a result of the labors of this
commission the prefect of the Seine issued an
order dated July 30, iSgr, regulating the arrange-
ment of conductors in the following particulars:
First, method of insulating electric conductors contained in
metallic covering; second, manner cf insulating these con-
ductors in relation to other systems which are good con-
ductors of electricity (water, gas, compressed air, etc.);

third, absolu'e prohibition of tVe practice of placing in a
manhole, for the conductors of a given sector, any gas pipe,
water pipe, compressed air pipe or similar pipes or any
conductor belonging to any other system; fourth, arrange-
ment of the branches and pipes for them in the manholes;
fifth, obligation of the holder of a franchise to notify other
companies when they encounter the latter's distributing sys-
tem; sixth, obligation of the company in each sector to
examine the e'ectric condition of its system at least once a
year. The provisiors of this order are enforced under the
direction and supervision of the engineers of the municipal
service. On thtir side Ihe companies are not inactive,
theyare seeking practical solutions of the problem. As I
have said, the Edison company has abandoned absolutely
the Doulton conduits; and this action entailed a great loss.

The Popp company is now engaged in substituting in its

cast iron conduits cables supported by paraffined wood
mouldings for cables that are oiten badly insulated. The
gas company is investigating a system of isolating its

service pipes by laying them in Flemish wooden ccnduils.
It has also attempted to cover the service pipes in these
conduits with caoutchcuc. On their side the city engi-
neers are laboring to improve the situation. I have co
doubt that these ifforts will lea.i to a so'ution of the prob-
lem so that electricity and gas may be distributed side by
side in our public streets in perfect safety.

Special Features of the Conventioti.
According to the programme arranged for the conven-

tion, as published in the Wesiekn Elkcjkician last

week, there will be several very attractive features at the

St. Louis meeting. Not the least important of these will

be the lecture by Prof. Nikola Tesia on Wednesday even

ing. This address will be delivered at the Exposition

building. Another announcement which uill be received

with interest is the fact that Prof. George Forbes of London
will probably attend the convention and del'vcr a lecture

Thursday afternoon. Prof. Forbes is well known to Amcrl-
can electrical workcr.-i, and he will be accorded a he-arty wel-

come. It is believed that PrcL Foibcs' addrc<.s will be on
the subject of utilizing the water power of Niagai.-i.
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St. Louis Electric Supply and Construc-
tion Companies.

It is but natural that a city of the size of St. Louis should

hive some interesting; conceras engaged in the manufac-

ture, installation and supply of electrical appara'us. The

factories of the following named concerns are illuslrated in

he accompanying cut, together with portraits of represeota-

among those interested in the electrical and allied indus-

tries is John A. J. Shultz, presi lent of the Shultz Belting

company. Ever since St. Louis began its growth as an

electrical center, Mr. Shultz ba? been identified with almost

every scheme that tended to promote the welfare of the

local electrical interests. As a prominent member of the

St. Louis Electric club and as a man who has lent aid in

to his father's business, but sold oiit in 1:64 to come to Si,

Louis to enter into the hide and leather business. In 1:72

he formed a partnership with Capt. C, \V. Ford, who was

then internal revenue collector, and. it might also be men-

tioned, a great friend of General Grant. lo 1573 Cap:.

Ford died and Mr. Shultz purchased his interest in the

Canning business and carried it on until 1576. It was in

ST. LOUIS ELECTRIC SCTPLV AND CONSTRtJCTION COMi'ANlES.

I. Rose Electric Light Supply Co. (P. L. Rose). 2. Schullx Belting Co. <J. A. J. Schultz).
Wagner Electric MnDufacturing Co, 5. Interstate Complete Electrical Coustruction Co. (C. P. Lampel, Wm. Murdack). 4. Emerson Electric Maniifactuiiag Co.

tivesof several: The Emerson Electrical Manufacturing

company, Rose Electric Light Supply company, Wagner
Electric Manufacturing company, Interstate Complete

Electrical Construction company. Another feature of

national interest which owes its origin to St. Louis is the

Chicago & St. Louis electric railway.

SHULTZ BELTING COMPANY.

One of the most thoroughly popular men in St. Louis

every possible way to push ahead the work of preparation

for the convention, Mr. Shultz is entitled to a full measure

of the apprec'ation of every convention delegate. A short

sketch of Mr. Shultz's career and mention of his enterprise

in St. Louis cannot fail to be of interest. John A. J.

Shultz was born in Grantsville, Md., in 1S3S, and his ex-

perience in the leather trade dates from boyhood, when

he commenced work in his father*s tannery. He succeeded

1876 that the Shultz belt was first brought out. This

article met with such success that in 1S77 Mr. Shultz

organized the Shuliz Belting company. In business and

among his personal friends Mr. Shultz is a man much be-

loved for his sterling qualities, and he is an interesriog ex-

ample of a man who can do good to others and at the same

time get out of life a great many of its pleasures. Mr.

Shultz is a builder of churches, three such edifices having
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been started through his aid; but at the same time, it may

be said that he thoroughly enjoys holding the reins over a

fast trotter—in fact, it is said that Mr. Shultz is one of the

most successful breeders of trotting horses in the country.

It will not be necessary to go into the history of the

company, for the enterprise, with its capital of $330,000

and authorized capital of $500,000, stands, so to speak,

as a monument unto itseU. A glimpse, however, of the

most impiirtant department in the extensive works at the

comer of Bismarck and Barton streets 'is presented in the

cut. This view, being of only one department, will give of

course but a faint idea of the extent of 1 he Shuitz works.

The faclorj" proper covers 166 feet by 200 feet and com-

prises in all three four-story buildings. It is no exaggera-

tion to say that the Shultz company's trade extends all over

the world, with the exception perhaps, of China and Egypt.

To mention the Shultz factory without a word about Mr.

Shaltz's most energetic lieutenant would be unfair not

only to the man himself but the entire establishment and

its founder. Secretary B. C. Alvord has been Mr.

Shultz's right-hand man for twelve years, and it is needless

to say that as secretary of the Shuliz Beltiog ccmpany Mr.

Alvord has a right to claim a fair share of the merit that

belongs to those who by their united efforts have built up

one of the most prosperous of St. Louis' industiies.

EMERSON ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

An industr>' that was organ'zed by three of St. Louis'

brightest young men is shown in view 4. The Emerson

Electric Manufacturing company was incorporated in 1890

by J. ^Y. Emerson, C. R. Meston and A. W. Meston.

These three gentlemen were respectively the company's

president, secretary and treasurer. The concern started in

quarters on Elm street, but in 1891 the factory was moved

to its present location at iioS, iiio, 1112 St. Charles

street. The cut presented herewith shows but a glimpse

of the prosperous lookiog factory that may be visited by

the convention delegates. Early in 1892 J. W. Emerson,

the company's first president, retired from active connection

with the firm, and H. L. Parker, the present president and

manager, was elected, Mr. Parker an old railroad

man and brought with him an experience well calculated

to enable him to handle successfully the flourishing busi-

ness at the head of which he now stands. The company

carries on its business in a thoroughly systematic manner,

each man attending particularly to his special department.

"The Mestons," as Secretary C. R. Meston and Superin-

tendent A. W, Meston are familiarly called, give special

attention to the technical side of the establishment, while

President Parker keeps watch upon the general business

and financiering of the company. Although President

Parker refers to himself as a "business man" pure and

simple, his St. Louis friends, and in fact most of che

electrical fraternity at large, cannot forget the part he and

the Meston brothers played in the preparation of the

splendid electrical designs for illuminating St. Louis

during last fall's celebration. These splendid ornamental

electrical designs received complimentary mention from

the electrical press throughout the United States; and

even Chicago, with all its boasted originality, condescended

10 call upon the Emerson company for one of the pieces to

be used daring the illumination of the city at the time of

the World's Fair dedicatory ceremonies.

This device, it will be remembered, was a design repre-

senting two fiigs studded with incandescent lamps, which

was exhibited on the Michigan avenue front of the

Auiitoriam, and illustrated at the lime in the Western
Electrician, Credit belongs to St. Louis for this

noiqae decoration. The Emerson company manufactures

a variety of electric light and railway supplies. An
important branch of its business, too, is the building of

a'tcrnaiing cnrrcnt motors. The Meston alternating

corrcnt fan motor is already well known to alternating

central station men throughout the country.

THE WAO.VER ELECTRIC .MANUFACTURI.N'C COMI'ANV.

TbLs company was organized early in 1891 by Herbert

A WagncT, and at once began to manufacture small fan

motors for altcrnitiDg current. After a prosperous sum-

mer's business in th':a line the company turned its attention

to the pfoduclion of an efficient alternating current power

motor and the manufacture of special switch board appar-

atus. In July, i.^<)2, the business had grown to such an

extent that it became necessary to seek larger quarters,

and for this purpose the capital stock was increased lo

$100,000 and a large factory purchased on Locust street,

between Twenticlh and Twenty-first strcels, -Since then

the company has been actively engaged io the production

of a line of slow speed motors for direct current motors

and generators, vhicb arc now meeting with great success

00 the market. The company has jost announced that it

is now ready to take orders for its new alternating current

motors from J horse power to 10 horse power. It guaran-

tees these motors for operation on any of the existing

alternating current incandescent circuits, and to have an

efficiency on both light and full load equal to that of direct

current motors of like size. The company's facilities for

the manufacture of these motors in large numbers are ample,

and a large amount of large and fine machinery is at work

turning them out. The officers of the company are: S.

RL Dodd, president; James W. Btl', vice-president; S.

B. Pilce, secretary and treasurer; Herbert A. Wagner,

general manager: Ferd. Schwedtman, superintendent.

INTERSTATE COMPLETE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION COM-

PANY.

The loterstate Complete Electric Construction com-

pany wa5 organized in 1890 by Charles P. Lampel. Wal
terF. Smith and William Mardack, and since the removal

of the Heisler Electric company has occupied the old

stand on South Seventh street. This concern, in addition

to being the general western agent for the Heisler Electric

company, is engaged in the electrical constiuction busi-

ness, as the name implies. It has a well equipped shop

for the manufacture of specialties, particularly those used

in connection with electric light and power plants. The
officers of this company have had a wide and practical ex-

perience in the electrical field, which has well fitted them

for the business they have undertaken. William Mur-

dack. p-esident, was identified with the first electric light-

ing in Sc. Louis, and prior to the organization of this com-

pany was superintendent of the St. Louis Illuminating

thaintaining private telephone lines, renting his instru-

ments from the Bell company. After two years, though,

he bought an interest in the Franklin Electric Works, and

this firm's name was shortly changed to the Rose &. Rein

Electric Works, and a telephone toll system was manufac-

tured. But as this nickel-in-the-slot scheme gave the Pan

Electric company an entrance into the business in St. Louis,

the Rose company was enjoined by the American Bell com-

pany. Shortly after this Mr. Rose severed his connec-

tions with Mr. Rein and it was in 1S87 that he determined

to go in the business of buying and selling second-hand

electrical apparatus, and opened an office in the Commer-
cial building, St. Louis. His business grew very rapidly

until it was necessary to take larger quarters, and it was at

this time that the establishment was moved to its present

location, 1106 Pine street. The Rose company, in its

Pine street establishment, overhauls all sorts of electric

light and power apparatus, making it over so that it is

practically as good as new. A large stock of overhauled

machines is always kept in the Pine street store-room, but

the heavier machines are all stored away in another ware-

house in the Mitchell building. Last July the Rose com-

pany opened a New York office in the Electrical Exchange

building, and it proposes to open a branch establishment

in Chicago in the spring.

CHICAGO AND ST. LOUIS ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

The most talked of electrical enterprise—or perhaps the

most talked of enterprise of any sort—that has been pro-

A. D. Newton

EDDY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
A. H. Eddy.

company for over five years, it being the first incandes-

cent station in S". Louis. Charles P. Lampel, secretary

and treasurer, after a careful theoretical tiaining at

the Washington University and the Manual Tiaining

School, took a practical course in the Heisler factory.

While employed by the latter company he installed a num-

ber of lighting planis in different sections of the coun-

try. Walter F. Smith has been ccnnecled with electric

lighting since its early days in the East, having had

charge of the installation and operation of the largest

lightiog station in Philadelphia for a number

of jears, and since then has been genera

manager of the Heisler Electric company of Philadelphia.

ROSE ELECTRIC LIGHT SUPPLY COMPANY.

View I is a glimpse of the salesroom of the Rose

Electric Light Supply company. Iic6 Pine street. The

bartering of tlectric tight and power apparatus of standard

manufacture is rapidly becomirg an important branch of the

electrical business. The Rose company at the present

time is about the only concern in .St Louis that makes a

specialty of buying, selling and exchanging apparatus that

"has seen some usage." A view of the company's St.

Ix)uis quarters gives the rtader an excellent idea of the

appearance of a salesroom that is devoted lo the display of

a slock that is necessarily of a decidedly varied character.

To handle successfully such a business requires an experi-

ence of a peculiar nature, and it is just this sort of training

that P. i>. Rose possesses. At 13 years of age Mr. Rose

was a messenger with the Atlantic "S: Pacific Telegraph

company, and two years later he went with the City &
Suburban Telegraph iV Telephone association of Cincin-

nati in the same capacity. After two years with the latter

company he was appointed telephone inspector for the

Hell Telephone company of Missouri. At the age of 19,

however, Mr, Rose started the business of building and

jected by a resident of St. Louis, is the one now being

pushed so energetically by Dr. Wellington Adams. A
year or so ago when the daily papers first published items

to the effect that a St. Louis physician was preparing to

launch a scheme through which the cities of Chicago and

St. Louis might be joined by a bee tine electric railway,

the idea was, to put it plainly, scoffed at. To-day, how-

ever, this scheme which, to say the least, was then pro-

nounced by many to be ridiculous, presents an appearance

of being one that may be brought to a successful comple-

tion. There was no question in the minds of electrical

engineers but that trains could be run by electricity at a

rate of 100 miles an hour. The skeptics, however, did not

believe that the projectors of such a scheme could secure

the confidence of capital to an extent that would enable

them to carry the novel enterprise to a successful comple-

tion. Such, in a few words, was the public sentiment when

Dr. Adams organized his company to carry out the project

of building the Chicago & St. Louis Electric railroad.

Since the work of this company was commenced, various,

indeed, 1 avc been the ccmmcnls as to lis feasibility and

the possibility of the road's succtssful completion. Like

other immense projects, the scheme has had its enemies

—this was to have been expected—and there are still

many decidedly hostile to it. Whatever may be the final

result attained by the Chicago -.V St. Lcuis railroad, it is

only fair to Dr. Adams, the chief (xploiler of the scheme,

to say that lo all appearances the company is acting in

good faith and pushing the work toward ccmpletion.

Word has just been received from ihc company to the

effect that since work was begun on the road bed October

6. 1892, the progress has been of n most satisfactory

nature. The first contract that was let was for the grad-

ing through Christian county, but since then a contract for

the complete road-bed from Chicago to St. I-ouis, the
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company states, has been awarded to Hagncll IJros. of St.

Louis, and Gravey Bros, of Memphis- The contract

calls for standard double track road-bed between the two

cities, the track construction to be the same as that of a

road for steam motive power; 72 pound steel rails are to

be used. The contractors, it is understood, accept one-

half of the total payments in first mortgage bonds of the

company at par. Its bill before congress, with which the

readers of the Western Electrician are already familiar,

the company feels, has a splendid chance of being passed.

The plan for future work is an extensive and conservative

one, and as soon as the weather breaks, in the spring, a

section of single track 10 miles long is to be equipped and

operated. The object of running trains over this compar-

atively small section of the road is to remove any uncer-

tainty that may be in the minds of the general public, and

to demonstrate the feasibility of Dr. Adams' project. The
company announces that "The Chicago & St. Louis electric

railroad will be built, and trains will be run over it at the

rate of 100 miles'an hour." Dr. Wellington Adams, the

and WES its president when the membership touched almost

the 1,000 mark. Mr. Bleyer, in addition to his work asan

organizer, has, in connection with his brother, S. T.

Bleyer, done good work in doing away with Chicago's

smoke. The furnace as perfected by Mr. Bleyer stands

to-day in the front rank of economical smoke consumers.

Through that energy and push so characteristic of those

who have done well in the World's Fair city, backed by

his dignified and courteous bearing toward those with

whom he transacts business, Mr. Bleyer makes many
friends, and it is generally agreed that Dr. Adams made a

wise choice in his selection of Mr. Bleyer to be manager

of the Chicago end of his enterprise.

Eddy Electric Manufacturing Company,
Windsor, Conn.

The spir-t of consolidation which has developed so

much strength in the electrical field during the last few

years and which has effected so many changes in the re-

lations of old rivals has not succeeded in combining all

creased facilities, and a site was purchased at Windsor
and a factory erected. The original building had a front-

age of 145 feet and a depth of 50 feet, but even this

space was found to be inadequate, and last spring another

building was added, giving a total frontage of 300 feet.

This is the building shown in the cut. There are several

smaller buildings connected with the plant, all of which

are occupied.

The company's factory is a substantial brick structure.

300 feet long and 30 feet deep, A view of the exterior

and several glimpses of the interior are presented in the

cut, Fig. I. This building is on the line of the N. Y,,

X. H. & H. R. R. company and within easy access of Hart-

ford. This company is thus afforded excellent facilities

for shipment. The general offices occupy one end of the

ground floor of the main building at present, but they

will soon be removed to a separate building especially

constructed for this purpose.

On the ground floor is the power plant, including two

engines, the largest of which is a 250 horse power tan-

FIG. I. EDDY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY— GLIMPSES OF THE FACTORY.

general manager of the company and the projector of the

road, is a comparatively young man, being but 38 years of

age. His portrait is presented herewith on the left hand side

of the cut on page 107. Until a few years ago Mr. Adams

was a practising physician. He was, however.an enthusiast

on the application of electricity as a motive power for rail-

ways, and later on he turned his exclusive attention into

what was then a practically unexplored field. Dr. Adams had

always maintained that electricity was the ideal power for

rapid transit, and his first inventions were along that line.

Personally Dr. Adams is a man of a most agreeable

temperament; quiet in manner, always courteous and

gentlemanly, yet withal dignified and somewhat reserved,

he impresses one as well fitted to stand at the helm of

such an enterprise as he is now engineering. Intimately

connected with Dr. Adams in his management of the

Chicago & St. Louis Electric Railway company is Assist-

ant General Manager Charles E. Bleyer. Mr. Bleyer is an

old Milwaukeean who took up his residence in St. Louis

recently. At the inception of the Chicago ^S: St. Louis

Electric railroad project he was approached by Dr. Wel-

.ingtoa Adams and asked if he had sufficient confidence in

the scheme to manage the Chicago oflice. After careful

investigation Mr. Bleyer consented to connect himself

with the enterprise,and now Chicagoans need no introduc-

tion to the courteous manager in the World's I'^air city.

Mr. Bleyer was for a long time a partner of Paul Bechtner

n Milwaukee; and he also organized the Commercial club

the big companies under one management. Several of

the old concerns have preferred to retain their individual-

ity, if the term may be used, and many of these have ex-

tended the field of their operations. Prominent among
the companies which preferred to continue under the

old order is the Eddy Electric Manufacturing company of

Windsor, Conn. This company, within the last year,

doubled the capacity of its factor>', and now it finds the

present quarters crowded to such an extent that further ad-

ditions are under consideration. This is in keeping with

the natural growth of the business. The Eddy company

is the outgrowth of the business established in iSSi by

A. H. Eddy, the present head of the company. At that

time Mr. Eddy opened a small shop on Market street,

Hartford, and engaged in dynamo building. He had had

valuable experience in mechanical work, having served an

apprenticeship in the works of the Harris-Corliss Engine

company. Providence. His first efforts in the electrical

field were directed in the line of building dynamos for

electroplating. In this he succeeded admirably the busi-

ness increased rapidly, and in October, 1SS5. the present

company was formed to continue the business on a larger

scale. In 1SS5 the business had increased very largely,

and in October of that year the present company was or-

ganized. New ([uarters were taken at .12 llnion place,

and in addition to the plating machines the jnanufaclure

of motors and generators was taken up. After two years

of prosperous business it was found necessary to have in-

dem compound of the Ball type. Adjoining is the boiler

room containing a 250 horse power Roberts boiler fed

by fuel oil. A small engine is used for forcing the draught,

and one of the company's motors is used in addition

when testing the large generators. At such times nearly

300 horse power is needed. Four 25 horse power ma-

chines are used for lighting and power purposes, .ind two

additional machines of 100 horse power each are now
being built.

The balance of the ground floor is occupied by the

bulling and polishing room, the armature department and

the shafting and commutator departments. Here are to

be seen some valuable special tools, including an auto-

matic screw machine. This is used for making a number

of articles, such as binding posts, studs and bolts.

The central figure of interest in the machine shop is the

.ipparatus for planing heavy castings. There arc two

massive planers, one weighing 24 tons. It has a 14 foot

bed and a planing surface of 60 by 60 inches. The other

has a capacity of 42 by 4S inches and a 1 2 foot bed. Both

of them are in use day and night, and at present are em-

ployed on castings of the four 250 horse power si.vpolc

generators which the Eddy company is making to fur-

nish power at the World's Fair. These machines when

completed will weigh twelve tons. Between the two

planers is a Warren radial drill with a six foot arm, used

for drilling the heavy castings, and in the rear of this is a

boring mill made especially for boring out the field magnets
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of the smaller sizes of machines. It has a sweep of 26

inches in the clear. There is also a 36 inch automatic

gear cuttins machine, and many other special devices are

employed in this department. There are at least thirty

different styles of machines used here, each serving some

special purpose. The winding department for large arma-

tures which are too heavy to be carried to the floor above

is on this floor, and there is also a tool room. The bal-

ance of this floor is devoted to the testing and assembling

departments. The testing department has a capacity for

thirty machines, and here can be seen all the various sizes,

ranging from one-half to roo horse power in two-pole, and

up to I So horse power in multipolar machines. Among the

interesting objects shownon this floor are two transformers

of 50 horse power each and one 100 horse power alter*

nator ready for shipment to the Electric Forging company

of Boston. In a test of one of these transformers in

-««p

FIG. I. NEW MEASURING INSTRUMENTS OF PRECISION-

connection with a 50 horse power machine, a bar of iron

one and one-half inches in diameter was brought to a

white heat in less than thirty seconds.

On the upper flaor is the spDol windino; department, the

soldering and insulating rcom, armature winding depart-

ment, drj'ing ovens and store rooms. Here also is the

instrument room, a very important feature, used for cali-

brating and recording resistances of the machines while

being tested. Wires run from here to the testing depart-

ment, and a complete record of each machine while under

full load is kept and filed for future reference.

Above the general offices on the ground floor is the

draughting room, the office of the electrical engineer and

the speed indicator department.

The pattern shop and blacksiDith shop occupy two

separate buildings in the rear of the main structure, the

former being 25 by 72 feet, three stories in height,

and containing the necessary machinery for woodworking

of all descriptions. The blacksmith shop is also of brick,

-o by 50 feet, and one slorj- high.

The entire plant is heated by air forced over steam

pipes and distributed to all parts of the building, and

lighted by both arc and incandescent lights. There are

600 of the latter and a large number of Waterhouse arcs

nin two in series on incandescent circuits.

Two Morse elevators with automatic hatch devices fur-

nish easy access to the several floors, and a railroad track

TODS the entire length of the shop, on which the heavy

castings, some of which weigh six tons, are moved.

The factory stands within fifty feet of the main line of

thcN. Y., N. H. S: II. k. K., and a siding runs directly

to the door of the shipping department, so that the

facilities in this respect arc unsurpassed.

The present officers of the company arc: President,

A, H. Eddy; secretary and treasurer, A. 1). Newton;

general agent. ,M, K. iJaird; superintendent, George T.

Brigsjs; cleclricai engineer, 11, .S. kodgcrs. The man-

agement of the business is under the personal supervision

of .Mr, Newton, Following are brief sketches of Messrs.

Eddy, EaJrd and Newton, whose portraits arc presented in

Fig. 2:

A. II' Eddy started his business career by taking

a coarse at the Polytechnic school at Troy, N. V., after

which he entered the Corliss Engine Company's works at

FVoridence. K. I. He was in the heavy machinery dc-

partmeot two years, and then took up the iighlcr cla.*is of

work for the two years following. He then went lo

Hartford, Coon., entering the Weeds Manufacturing

company, now more familiarly known as the I'opc Manu-

facturing company, when the bicycle works first started.

He took tip the work of the telephone and later accepted

an olTer from Marshall Jewell in 1879 as general manager

of the Southern New England Telephone company. In

iSSo he was a short time connected with R. H. Mather in

bringing out a new plating machine and later started out

for himself in the manufacture of these machines, build-

about 160, all of which are in use today. On October i,

1SS5, the Eddy Electric Manufacturing company was in-

corporated.

M. E. Baird's first business experience was gained

with Holmes, Booth & Haydens in Boston, being con-

nected with that concern for three years. He then went

to Philadelphia, where he remained two years with the

same company, after which he accepted the position of

general traveling agent for that concern, with headquarters

at Waterbury, Conn. He retained this position five years,

when he entered the Eddy Electric Manufacturing com-

panys as general agent for the company.

A. D. Newton, after receiving his education at the

public school, of Hartford, entered a large wholesale dry

goods house in his native city, where he remained for

three years. lie then became associated with A. II.

Eddy, who was engaged in the manufacture of machines

for electroplating, and upon the organization of the Eddy
Electric Manufacturing company he became its secretary

and treasurer, a position %vhich he has filled with great

credit to himself. He is largely responsible for the pros-

perous and large growth of this well known company.

Helios Alternating Current Arc Lamp-
The Helios arc lamp is the invention of Carl Coerper of

Ehrenfeld, Germany. With some minor improvements it

is controlled in America by the Helios Electric company of

Philadelphia Fig. i shows the lamp with globe and cap

removed. The coQStruction and operatioa involve the

most simple mechanism. As will be seen, the lower car-

bon holder is attached to a chain which is carried over a

pulley in the lamp mechanism, the other end being actached

to the upper carbon holder. The result of this arrange-

ment is that, as the lower carbon ascends, the upper car-

bon descends, and exactly in the same ratio. The arc is

thus fixed at a given point and remiins stationary from the

time the current is turned on until the carbons are con-

sumed. As is well known, the alternating arc forms a

crater both in the upper and lower carbon, so that consid-

I'lfiS. I ANIJ 2. JIEIJCS ADTKKNATING CURRENT ARC
LAMP.

erable light is emitted by the crater of the lower carbon,

which is thrown upward and thus generally wasted. This

has been overcome by placing, about one-half an inch

above the arc, a white enameled reflector, which throws

down all the light emitted from the lower carbon. The
regulation is cff jcled entirely by a single solenoid coil, the

feed of the carbon being controlled by a lever which presses

against the periphery of a friction wheel included in the

releasing train. Fig. 2 .shows the 7-hour lamp complete,

with globe, ready for use. The length of the 7-hour lamp

is 2S'/i inches over all; the i2-hour tamp, 32 inches. The
single carbon principle is used exclusively. In Europe it

is said that over 30,000 of these lamps are in daily use.

New Measuring Instruments of Pre-
cision-

nueen & Co., of Philadelphia, have recently put upon
the market some electrical measuring instruments original

in design and efficient in use. Fig. i shows their new
form of D'Arsonval galvanometer. The magnet is hori-

zontal, circular in form and built up of a number of disks

stamped from sheet steel. The pole faces are shaped so

as to give readings on a straight scale exactly proportional

to the currents measured. The coil is long, narrow and
circular in cross-section, and is fastened in an aluminum
tube which forms part of the movable system. No iron

core is used. The suspension tube is fitted with a mova-
ble bottom, which, when raised, lifts the coil so as to re-

lieve the suspension, and clamps it tight. This prevents

Croropton k Co.. the English electrical manufacliirers,

possess an "electrical dog." a lilllc fox Icrrrer known as
".Strip," 'hat has .'icbicvcl renown by passing through
conduits, carrying the drawing-in cord. U is said that

this dog has helped to lay many miles of cable in London
and other English cities.

PIG. 2. NEW MEASURING INSTRUMENTS OF TRECISION.

any injury during transportation. The whole suspension

tube can be lifted otU and replaced by another, automatic

sliding contacts being made as the tube is put in position.

To use the instrument all that is necessary is to lower the

bottom gently and relieve the coil. The mirror is so ar-

ranged that the axis of rotation lies in the center of the reflect-

ing plane and the mirror window; the cage is tilted to pre-

vent rtflection from its urface. The instrument is sensitive

to a high degree, and being uninfluenced by strong and
varying fields, or mechanical vibrations, gives as accurate

results when used in a dynamo room as when used on a

brick pier in a laboratory. It therefore extends the range
of usefulness of a highly sensitive galvanometer beyond
anything yet reached. For general use the motion is made
dead heat, so as to obviate the necessity of using "tapper
keys," thus saving time, which is important when rapid

and exact work are demanded- Tubes are also made for

ballistic work in which the damping effect is lessened, and
in this connection a bifilar suspension has been used.

When used as a ballistic galvanometer, the coil on being

thrown to the end of the scale may be brought completely
to rest in from 12 to 15 seconds by merely short-circuiting.

The instrument can also be used for thermal work, It is

claimed to be second in sensibility only to a high grade
Thomson galvanometer, and second to none in being unin-

fluenced by varying external fields or mechanical vibra-

tions.

Fig. 2 represents the Ryan electrometer. This instru-

ment was designed by Prof. Harris J. Ryan, of Cornell

University, for measuring potential difference, either direct

or alternating. The quadrants, four in number, arc

mounted on two quartz disks, set on the inside of two metal
covered plates that protect the system, and are faced with

mica to prevent short-circuiting should the needle happen
to touch them. The needle is cylindrical in shape and can
be hung with either quart/, or silk suspension. It is situ-

ated exactly in the center of the cover case, and just above
it is fastened the mirror whose silvered surface contains

the axis of rotation. The cover case is made of two parts

symmetrically disposed with respect to the system, and
held in position by a spring clip. In this way both parts,

each carrying a p:tir ol (juadrants, can be lifted from the

frame so that the needle may be inspected. Three little

pegi, over which half of the cover plate fits, insure their

returning lo the same relative position. Opposite (|uad-

rants are rigidly conncclcd by mclal strips, the two
pairs being connected lo binding posts on the outside of

the cover case. A binding post, also on the outside of the
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cover case, connects with a hook on thu inside, from which

a connection is made with the needle by a platinum wire

.0002 inch in diameter. On the circumference of the

cover case, and symmetrically disposed with respect to the

system, are two wound coils, one of coarse and the other

of fine wire. These enable the instruments to be used in

two ways. Either the electromotive force may be calcu-

lated from the deflection it produces, this being measured

by a scale and telescope, or else a zero method may be used,

in which the needle is brought back to zero, after being de-

flected by the action of a current passed through the wound

coils mentioned above, and the electromotive force cal-

culated from the magnitude of this current. This latter

has the advantage of giving results unaffected by changes

in the earth's held. The instrument can be used with

equal succtss on direct and alternating circuits, as the in-

strument takes no current and has no induction to be cor-

rected for. It takes up little room, is strong in make, and

recommends itself as much for commercial as for laboratory

work.

CORRESPONDENCE.

A 400 Horse Power Tandem Com-
pound Engine.

In this engine, which is especially adapted for driving

street railway generators, the stroke is made short for the

purpose of raising the number of revolutions and reducing

the wheel diameters so as to more nearly approach the di-

ameters of the generator pulleys, giving better belt contact.

The range of wheel diameters is from So to r 12 inches,

which enables the engine to drive directly on to the pulley-

of the different makes of generators without the interven-

New York Notes.

Ni:\v ^'oI;K, I'cbruary 25,—The Slate Hoard of Trade is

commended by the daily papers of this city lor urging

upon the legislature the need of regulating telephone

charges. In a report adopted at Albany last week the

board says:

It is notorious that the charges for telephone service in

this state, and especially in the city of New York, are

higher than those made for like service anywhere else in

the world. In all the more important cities of South
America telephone service is rendered on a metallic cir-

cuit with the wires under ground and with the best in-

struments (plant and instruments made in and furnished

from the United States) at a charge of from $25 to ^35
per year. The strong presumption therefore is that a

charge of ^240 in the city of New York is excessive; that

a charge of over $100 in Buffalo is disproportionate to the

legitimate demands of the investment, and that there exists

every reason for such legislative enactment as will not

only discover the facts but regulate the charges within

reasonable bounds.

It is contended by the advocates of this measure that

the Legislature has power to regulate rates of service, and

it is generally agreed that if such power exists it

should be exercised in this case. It was on the rates

charged by the company in New York's principal cities

that led to the introduction of the bill, noted in last

week's letter, providing for the establishment of a tele-

phone commission to regulate such matters. While the

bill providing for a state commission is not generally

commended, it is believed that some measure will be

passed which will afford the people an opportunity to air

A 400 HORSE POWER TANDEM COMPOUND ENGINE.

tion of line shafts or other devices for raising the lineal

velocity of the belts, this being accomplished within econ-

omical ranges of piston speed (600 to 700 feet per minute)

and perfectly reasonable as well as economical steam pres-

sures ((oo to 115 pounds). The engine herewith illustrated

is one of several which have been put in operation within

the last year. It is well balanced and does not require the

large foundation which its slow speed competitor is obliged

to have, one of them giving satisfactory results at a speed

of 210 revolutions on a pier of its own length, 17 feet

high. This engine is endowed with unusual strength and

rigidity, owing to the form of the frame, shaft, cylinders,

heads and reciprocating parts, the latter, with the excep

tion of the pistons and wrist pin boxes, being of forged

steel from tip to tip. The shaft is of forged steel. The

high pressure valve motion is derived from the governor,

while the low pressure valve is driven by direct connection

from an eccentric on the other side of the engine, this ec-

centric being adjustable for the purpose of making a more

perfect adaptation of the engine to its load when the actual

running conditions are demonstrated. The valves, of the

"nearly" balanced type, are steam tight and will remain so

indefinitely, as the wear is so trilling that a few hours of

scraping will renew the faces as good as when first started,

after two or three years' run of 10 to iS hours per day.

The engine shown in the illustration has 18 inch high

pressure and 30 inch low pressure cylinders, with 18 inch

stroke of pistons, and carries two whee'sofqG inch diameter

by 25 inch face, weighing 10,000 pound i each, giving a fiy-

wheel capacity and efficiency equivalent to more than

double their weight if made into a 20 inch wheel for a Oo

inch stroke engine, working under one-third as many rev-

olutions. It is claimed for this plant that with a regula-

tion giving an increase of speed of i per cent, from empty

generators to full capacity {S50 kilowatts), the voltage

taken at 480 when no current is being used will follow the

increase of engine speed almost exactly up to the maximum
of 500 for full load. This type of engine is manufactured

by the 13all Engine company of I'^rie, Pa.

their grievances. Concerning the management of the

company, the Board of Trade remarks that "there is no

sound theory of public policy that will permit the com-

panies enjoying the monopoly of the business to so handle

it as to reduce business while enhancing profits, and by so

doing to deprive any man or woman of its use who wishes

to use it and can pay for its use a reasonable but remun-

erative rate to the owners." W. F. O.

New England Notes.
Boston, Mass , February iS.—The Manet street rail-

way of Quincy, Mass., has been bought by the Quincy &
Boston Street Railway company. The road is four miles

long and is operated by electricity. Its principal use is to

connect the summer resorts of Hough's Neck and Manet

Beach with the city of Quincy.

The Marlboro, Mass., street railway has been sold to S.

H. Howe by the executor of the Samuel Boyd estate which

owned it

The State Central Street Railway company of Worces-

ter has gained its first victory in its attempt to control the

street railways of the central portion of Massachusetts. It

is having a general contest with the Worcester & Shrews-

bury Street Railway company after franchises in the towns

near Worcester. Both applied for the right to lay tracks

in the town of Westboro, and on February 20th the select-

men of that town granted the franchise to the State Cen-

tra!. Similar petitions arc to be acted on in Shrewsbury,

Northboro and Marlboro, and the first victory is supposed

to foreshadow the final result in all these places.

The General Electric company has secured a contract to

equip an electric tramway in the coal yards of Joseph

Bowen of l-'all River. There will be one 4 ton electric

locomotive which will be used to draw coal from the ves-

sels to the bins on the dock.

The Thomson IC'ectric Welding company of Lynn is

said to have bought all rights to a new electric loom which

it is believed will revolutioni/.e present methods of weav-

ing. . C. 10.

PERSONAL.
iJanicI iicmiogray of Covington, Ky., was in Chicago

last week.

F. I', Little of Bu^alo, N, V., made a short visit to

Chicago last week.

C. J. Swift, business manager of the Ford-Washburn
Storelectro company, Cleveland. O., was in Chicago last

week.

G. A Redman, superinteodcnt of the Gas ic Electric

Light company. Rochester, N. Y.. was in Chicago last

Saturday en route for the convention at .St. I^uis.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Rochester I'ire Alarm ^; Signal company, Rochester,

N. Y.; capital stock. $30,000; to manufacture and sell fire

alarm systems, electric signaling, etc.

Chester Light, Water ^ Ice company, Menard, III.;

capital stcck, $35,000; to operate electric, gas, water
and ice plant; John D. Gerlach, Chester, 111.

Jefferson Light, Heat, Power & Water company, Jeffer-

son, la.; capital stock, $50,000; to manufacture fuel, gas,

electric light, etc.; Church & Lovejoy, Jefferson, la.

Canadian Whitney-Hoyt Electric company. Portland.
Me.; capital stock, ¥50,ooo; to manufacture and deal in all

kinds of electrical machinery; C. A. Hight, Portland, Me.

Beers Electrical Fan & Motor company, Newark. N. J ;

capital stock. $100,000; to manofacture electrical fans,

motors, etc.; John M. Knapp, 19 Park place, New York,
N. Y.

Dayton, Germantown & Middietown Electric Railway
campany, Dayton, O.; capital stock, $10,000; constructing
and operating an electric railroad between Dayton and
Middietown, O.; Albert E. Boone, Dajton, O.

Allen- Maxwell Manufacturing company. Chicago. Ill,;

capital stock, $300,000; to manufacture and sell chilled
gearwheels, electric supplies and general foundry business;

J. Edwards Fay, Commercial Bank building, Chicago,
III.

Puget Sound Investment & Improvement company,
Seattle, Wash.; capital siock, $250,000; to deal in bonds,
notes, slocks, etc. ; build, own, equip, set! or operate rail-

roads, tramways, street cars, steam, gas and electric light

plants, etc.; George H. Ileilbronn, Seattle, Wash.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The town ot Dalton, O., contemplates putting in an

electric light plant.

The Dixon. III., Power -a: Lighting company has in-

creased its capital stock from $25,000 to $100,000.

The stockholders of the Colchester, III., Electric Light
iS: Power company will meet February 23d to consider a
proposition to increase the capital stock.

Queen Victoria, says a society note, is not a great ad-
mirer of the electric light. Last year, yielding to the per-

sis ent entreaties of the Princess Beatrice, she consented to
have the royal yacht fitted up with the electric light. Only
one stipulation was insisted upon, and that was that the
light should not invade the saloon or her private cabin.
The same intluence. under the same restrictions, has at

length triumphed at Osborne. The Indian room is this

month, for the first time, lighted with electricity, the elec-

tric light also flashing in the principal corridors. But the
queen will have none of it in her own apartments, or in

the larger common rooms she frequents-

The new regulations issued by the municipality of Paris,

governing the laying of wires of private electric companies,
entirely prohibit the placing of such wires in sewers
or other underground conduits located between the
curbs, and demand the laying of such wires under the
sidewalks. The materials used in the conduits must be
approved ty the proper municipal officers, who are also to

specify the position, exterior diameter and required depth
of the conduits. The most favorable positions, near the
surface of the streets, are reser\-ed for the municipal elec-

tric tight conduits. In order to avoid crossing streets to

make house connections, a conduit must be carried under
the sidewalk on both sides of the street except in very
narrow streets. Whenever a conduit crosses a street it is

to be made accessible by a manhole on one side. In very

important thoroughfares each side must be furnished with
a manhole. If several companies are laying wires in the
same street, a common conduit must be employed, the ac-

cruing costs to be shared equally between them. Electric

wires of private companies are not to be carried closer than
3.2S feet tj the front walls of houses, which space is to be
reserved for the laying of municipal wires. The connec-
tions are to be carried in conduits of smaller diameter to

the limits of the house. Other branches from the con-
duits and transformers are to be placed outside the strec'.

The application for a permit for laying electric wires must
be accompanied by detailed plans, for the preparation of

which the municipal records and plans of sewers, water
conduits, etc.. may be consulted. The general plan,

drawn to a scale of i-iooo. must show the proposed con-
duits, with house connections and the number of lamps.
The amount of power to be supplied, the position and
material of the cables, and the size and material of the pro-

posed conduits must be specified.

TELEGRAPH.
An amateur electric telegraph company exists in Buflalo

that is known as the West Side Private Telegraph company.
Private telegraph operating is carried on quite extensi\*cly

in ButTalo. The three largest lines in the cit)' are the

Union, the Queen City .and West Side, the last named
being the largest ot the three, having a membership of over
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Uirty, and operating over tifteeu miles of wire. The line

-s more for pleasure than business. The constitution of

the company limits the membership to fifty persons. An
initiation fee of one dollar is charged, but after forty mem-
bers have been secured the fee will be raised to five dollars.

The dues are 5125 a month and the fund thus raised is

used to purchase material.

A St. Paul dispatch states that there is much discontent

among the Western Union operators in that city. On
Wednesday of last week ten men were discharged, but no

reason was given for their summary dismissal. Inquiry at

the central office revealed the fact that Superintendent

McMichael ordered the men discharged and left at once

for a trip to SiousCity. Among these men are several

who have been in the employment of the company for

from ten to twenty-five years, some of whom have large

families. The supposition is that he men discharged are

believed by the company to belong to the Order of Com-
mercial Telegraphers. Not more than half of the

operators discharged, however, were members of this

order.

TRADE NEWS.
Handsomely illustrated catalogues describing the Stanley

transformer are being furnished the western trade by the

Ansonia Electric company, which has the western agency

for this device.

The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, has taken

the western agency for the "O. K." weather-proof, house,

line and feeder wires, and will carry a large and complete

stock in Chicago.

W. B. Roberts, general manager of the Rockford Electric

Manufacturing company, was in Chicago last week. Mr.

Roberts had been in Milwaukee a couple of days starting

some new installations there.

The contract for the electric work in ex-Governor
Cooper's new ten story block in Denver, Colo., has been

awarded to the Russell ^ Officer Electric Construction

company of that city, which will install the Brush Electric

company's apparatus and 250 Russell automatic switches.

The Russell ^^ Officer Electric Construction company has

the agency for the Brush apparatus in Denver.

The new motor of the General Electric company will be

of 20 horse power and will weigh 1,250 pounds. It is in-

tended to take the place of the old 15 horse power machine

which weighed about a ton. The company is preparing also

to put on the market a new narrow gauge electric railway

motor designed especially for tramway work. It will have

a capacity of from 4 to S horse power, and can be used on
as narrow a track as eighteen inches.

The Delaware Hard Fibre company of Wilmington, Del.,

is sending to the electrical trade a very neat catalogue in

which it shows a number of different devices to which hard

fibre is applicable in electrical work, among which are

switch handles, brush holders, fuse blocks, etc. An inter-

esting feature of this material is that it improves with age,

and fibre that has been cured six months or a year gives

cccillent results in electrical work. The hard fibre

made by this company is a vegetable substance. It is

unaffected by contact with alcohol, turpentine, ammonia
or any of the vegetable or mineral oils. This company is

rushed at present with orders for these goods to bs used in

electrical work.

The Goulds Manufacturing company of Seneca Falls.

N". v., reports the installation of many electric pumps.
Probably one of the largest plants of this character is the

one that will be installed at the water works of the city of

San Antonio, Texas. This plant consists of three 10 by
13 inch triplex power pumps, each operated by a 30 horse

power C. &i C. motor, the combined capacity being 3,000,-

ooo galloos per 24 hours. The water is taken from four

artesian wells 3 inches in diameter and 2.500 feet deep;

the combined capacity of these wells being 4.000,000 gal-

lons per day. From the pumps the water is discharged
through a 22 inch main into a reservoir situated three miles

distant, and to a vertical height of 165 feet above the

pumps. At present the electric power is generated in the

local power station of the town, but ultimately the current

will be generated by means of water wheels situated

three miles distant from the pumping station. The motors
are geared direct to the pumps and are arranged with such

aatomitic devices as necessary to run the machinery at any
desired speed to meet the varying requirements of the

city's supply.

With the assent of c/j per cent, of the slock and bond-
holders of the Electric Secret Service company all of the

property, patents, business and good will of that concern
were sold by C P. MacKie, receiver, on February i ith to

the Electric Selector & Signal company. This new corpora-

tion has acquired imp'Trtant inventions relating to the sub-

ject of electrical selection, and proposes to develop this

business as applied to telegraphs, block signals, electric

light and power and telephones in this country and abroad.

on a larger scale than the company which it succeeds. The
change has been eflected withont interruption of the busi-

ness of the Electric Secret Service company, and upon
terms which provide for a settlement of all of the old com-
pany's obligations in full tn cash. The Electric Selector

Sc Signal company will retain the technical experts of the

Electric Secret Service company, although its board of

directors vill contain several new and influential names.
The company will have an exhibit at the Si. I-ouis con-
vention, consisting of the company's system of selective

arc light and motor cut-outs. Some new devices have
lately been added to the system which materially simplify

the operation of the cntoats; these will be shown for the

first time at the conrentioo. The company will be repre-

sented at S:. Louis by C. P, MacKie, Kobb .MacKicS. S.

Bo^art and Herbert I^ws Webb,

BUSINESS.
The Central Electric company of Chicago is putting on

the market a porcelain socket without a screw, excepting
the necessary binding screw. All the parts are well

made and it is especially recomtnended to construction

men on account of its simplicity in wiring. Both wires
can be cleaned an equal distance from the cord knot, thus
insuring the socket hanging plumb.

The power station being built by the Calumet Electric

Street Railway company, Chicago, III., is approaching
completion. The engines to be used are four 300 horse
power cross compound, manufactured by the Ball Engine
company, Erie, Pa. The new Frank Jones building, at

Cincinnati, will be furnished with power for electric light-

ing by an engine furnished by the Ball company.

The St. Louis office of the General Electric company as

now organized is in a most excellent condition to do good
work. W. L. Arnold is in charge of all central station

and isolated work of that territory; George D. Rosenthal
is at the head of the supply and mining department
and Frederick E. Allen directs the railway department.
With headquarters now permanently located in the Wain-
wright building, rooms Sio-Sii, and with three

such bright, energetic men at the helm, the prospects for

a rapid increase in the already good business of the Gen-
eral Electric company in this district cannot be otherwise
than most excellent.

The electric elevator installed bv Sprague, Dun-
can & Hutchinson, consulting electrical engineers,
New York, in the Grand Hotel on 31st street and Broad-
way, seems to be quite an attractive feature of that hos-

telry, and in fact, F. Theodore Walton, of Philadelphia,

who recently bought the leas; and go^d will of the Grand,
considers the elevator the most attractive feature about
the place. Mr. Walton says that this elevator can "get to

the top quicker than any other in the country." Visitors

to the Grand who are fortunate enough to be shown
through by the new proprietor are always shown the "won-
derful" electric high speed elevator.

The swinging ball lightning arrester for which the Elec-

tric Appliance company, Chicago, has the general western
agency is in great demand. The company has put in a

large stock for this season. This company reports that

business is already beginning to open up on the Mestou
alternating current fan motor, and that it has already

closed a number of agency arrangements and entered
some very large orders for fan motors. The Meston motor
is well known, and it is the intention of the Electric

Appliance company to have a good live agency thoroughly
established in every large town having an alternating

plant before the fan season opens.

The Acme Filter company, 714 North Main street, St.

Louis, Mo., is pushing its device for cleansing "drip" of

dirty oil among central and isolated stations. It is now
nearly two years since this filter was first placed on the
market, and the 500 now in successful operation in about
thirty states, territories and in Mexico may be taken as a
good illustration of the manner in which practical men ap-
preciate this apparatus. A perusal of the letters received

from the users of this filter convinces one that it is looked
upon as a dividend increaser. The Acme Filter company
courts investigation of the merits of its filter, as it believes

it to be one of the most practical and easily operated de-

vices of its kind on the market. The Chicago agents of

this filter are Taylor, Goodhue & Ames.

The Ford-Washburn Storelectro company, of Cleveland,
O. , has just received an order from the Woodland company
and West Side Street Railway company for five 3o-horse
power street railway motors. These motors are to be of

the company's new slow speed, single geared type, with
the new flexible connections. This improvement in the
method of connecting the armature shaft to the gearing
has the effect of lessening the wear on the gears to a very
appreciable extent. The Ford-Washburn company lays

great stress on the value of this shaft coupling and invites

a thorough inspection ,of its merits. It should be men-
tioned, also, that the company has just received a large

order for storage batteries from Calcutta, India. The cells

in this case are to be used for train lighting.

That rawhide belting is in favor in Chicago, as well as

elsewhere, will be appreciated after a perusal of the
Chicago Rawhide Manufacturing company's list of
establishments furnished. Among the plants operating
rawhide belting may be mentioned the Rookery, the

Palmer House, Potter Palmer's residence, the First

National Bank, the Chamber of Commerce, etc. In the

Rookery 150 to 500 horse power is transmitted by a seven-
eighth inch rope that has been in service for three years.

Wanamaker in Philadelphia is also an extensive purchaser
of this cornpany's rawhide belting, and that firm, it may be
mentioned, is one of the staunchest advocates of its use,

claiming that the adoption of rawhide belting has saved
through its lessening frictional losses at bearings, etc., as

much as $150 per year. Wanamaker, however, is but one
of many' that testify in favor of rawhide.

A new electrical telephone is to be manufactured in

Chicago by the D'Ungcr Electrical Telephone Manufact-
uring company, with offices at 167 Dearborn street- These
instruments, it is claimed, arc vastly superior to the ones
now in general use, being much simpler and less liable to

get out of order. They will be sold outright to the con-

sumer, and will be handled by the electrical trade gen-
erally. This company is to manufacture only for the

private line use, and it is estimated that a very great de-

mand will be created as soon as the trade and the public

know they can be bad without rental. The company
agrees to protect all instruments sold, which arc manu-
factured under the several patents issued by R, D'Ungcr
in i?J'ii?, '8'y and '92, and in no wise do they conflict with
any of the present telephones in use. It is a common

mislake to assume that the Bell instrument as now built,

can be manufactured by any one. This cannot be done,
nor for several years to come, therefore it behooves the
dealer to handle only such instruments as do not conflict

with that. The D'Unger instruments have been thoroughly
tested during the last four year swith the beBt results. The
trade should bear this in mind, and any information
desired as to prices and terms will be gradly given by
the manufacturers.

The Turbayne-Tamblyn company of Detroit, Mich.,
successor to Liggett, Turbayne & Co., has lately moved
into its new factory and is now rapidly filling orders for
the Turbayne arc lamps. This company is now fully

equipped with new machinery and will shortly place on
the market a number of specialties for use in central
stations. The company will also put on the market during
the coming summer season alternating and direct current
fan motors. The Turbayne arc lamp has now passed the
experimental stage, and the company feels that it has been
brought up to a standard that will enable it to compete
successfully with any lamp in the market. An order has
been received for the city lamps of Milford, Mich., and
one also from the Steel Spring Works. Detroit. A notable
event in the life of this company should be recorded. The
local Brotherhood of Electrical Workers and Trimmers
recently petitioned the Detroit city council, asking that the
Turbayne automatic mast arm cut-out be included in the
specifications of the city lighting contract. The petition
met with the favor of the council and the clause was
inserted as desiied. William A. Turbayne is electri-

cian of the company, Charles Tamblyn general manager,
and Joseph F. King is assistant manager. The Electric
Appliance company, Chicago is the company's western
agent.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Isstied February 21, 1893,

491.988. Electric Railway Trolley. Alfred Dickinson,
Darlaston, Eng.

491,993, Multipolar Dynamo Electric Machine Arma-
ture, George E. D3rman, Chicago, III.

491,992. Cut Out for Incandescent Elecrric Lamps.
Thomas A. Edison, Llewellyn I';irk, N. J.

492,00s. Pole Standard for Arc Lamps. Frederick D'A.
Goold, Schenectady. N. Y.

492011. Electrical Indicator. Henry T. Ilaight, New
York, N. Y.

492,019. Magneto Telephone Switch. William Humans,
Cambridge, Mass.

492,036. Automatic Circuit Breaker for Motors. Robert
T. Lozier, New York, N. Y.

492, 106. Conduit Railway. Frank B. R ae, Detroit
Mich.

492,124. Duplex Electric Arc Lamp. Barton B. Ward,
New York, N. Y.

492.150. Process of Coating Conductors for Incandescent
Lamps. Thomas A. Edison, Menlo Park, N. J.

492.151. Dynamo Electric Machine. Wallace E. Free-
man, Long Island City, N. Y.

492,160. Electric Elevator. Frank E. Herdman, Indi-
anapolis, Ind.

492,176. Commutator for Dynamos or Motors. Joseph
A. Williams, Cleveland, O.

492.200. Electric Arc Lamp. Henry Harper, London,
Eng,

492.201. Electric Arc Lamp. Henry Harper, London,
Eng.

492,2(5. Hanger for Electric Incandescent Lamps.
Samuel O, Larkins, Blair, Neb.

492,219. Lighting Conductor and Arrester. Adelvin B.
Lyman, Cleveland, O.

492,236. Low Water Indicator for Boilers. William H.
Rodgers, Bay Side, N. Y.

492.244. Method of Constructing Armature Cores for

Electric Motors or Dynamos. Albert W. Smith, San
Francisco, Cal.

492.245. Magnetic Tool. JacDb F. Standiford, Muscogee,
Ind. Ter.

492,247. Electrical Foot Warmer. William E Ulmer,
Hoquiam, Wash.

492,265. Conduit Electric Railway. Fred. W. Brann,
Oakland, Cal.

492,301. Coupling for Trolley Wires, William H.
Keckeley, Covington, Ky.

492,291. Commutating Apparatus for Dynamo I'Hectric

Machines. Edward J. Houghton and William White,
London, En^.

492,309. Electric Bell Alarm. Guslaf L. Rccnstierna,
Boston, Mass.

492,330. Electric Burglar Alarm, [ulius Kam.slcr, New
York, N. Y.

492,355. Magnetic Core for Armatures. Thomas H.
Hicks, DL'troit, Mich.

492,353. Registering Turnstile. Clarence P. Gott, New
York, N. Y.

492,377. lOlcctric Reduction of Refractory Metallic Com-
pounds. Thomas L. Willson. Lcaksvillc, N. C.

492,312, Electric Arc Lamp. John Thompson, New
York, N. Y.
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AMERICAN ELECTRICAL
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE
KI.KCTKIC LIGHT LINK nilti:.

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,

\V. U. Sawteb, Seo'y.

WORKS,

AMERICANITE. MAGNET.
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR
FARADAY CABLES. WIRES.

NEW YORK OFFICE, P. C. AckernKin, lOCortlandt Street.

MONTREAL BRANCH, Eugeay F. Phillips' Electrical Worka

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOK KLKCTKICAL, t'MKM,

Graphite BoUh of Varinns I^enctlm, from 1-5 Ohm to lOO nhnm RcHlHtance
to the Inrh •.rnphltc' Koxph ami CrarlhleH, BeHlHtinc HeatHof4MUU lit-ixrf'fH. Inrialrlnn (vladly Ajaftweied.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

REPAIRS
A/l kinds of Electfica: Repairs.

A specialty made of rewind-
ing Armatures and Fields; both
Street Railway and Blectr'c
Lighting.

PioieerArmalnreWoris,
Room 415 it) 11'5 to Yj'J S. Canal St.,

ChiC3g0f (II.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Insnlatlon Guaranteed wherever used, Aerial, I'uderground or Snhmarlne.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, he says: "A thoroughly reliable and desirable \Mr<: in every respect

The rubber need in insulating oar wirea and cables ia especially chemically prepared, andie guaranteed to be waterproof , and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain fieiibie in extreme cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The insulation ie protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and epecial extra flnU'h, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires aa an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chaflng and abrasion, which is water, acid, anJ to a very gre*^ extent fireproof. Our insulation wiil prove
durable when all others fall . We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark Joint Gum should be used for making waterproof joints. This i% put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one foot Ion" and flve-eightha inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint
'jid pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. FOR RAILIVAV ."nd 3IOTOR use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insuration.

%VE GIJARAMTEE OUR lafSUJLATION AVHKREVER USEB, AT:RTAI., TTXHERGROUMD OK SUBSIARINE, and onr net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other first-class Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for fjuantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, MASS.

HKHRT A. CLARK, Treasurer and Gen'l Manager.
HERBERT H. EUSTIS, Preddentand Electrician.

ANY CANDLE POWER.

WRITE FOR PRICES AKD SAMPLES OP

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO..

MANUFACTURERS OP ALL KINDS OP

y SKAMLRSS RUBBKR. WIRKS AND QABLEIS,
FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, TBENTON, N. J.

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., General Western Agents, 171 and 1 73 Lake St. Chicago, III-

ANY VOLTAGE.IIEI

"STEUBEN" Li^MP.
XT^rlto JTor I'l-loes.

STEVBEN liAMP WORKS, CAKISTEO, N. Y.
Sa.zxLF>le8 X^ree^

PLATINUM
For all kinds ol Electrical Use. Sheet or Wire of any Degree of Hardness.

Special Attention given to Platinnni for Incandescent Lamps.
Address we CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

SAMSON BRAIDED CORD.
Is the most dura-
Die for hanging
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, V.o-v

ering Field
Mafmets, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for SainploH and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

HINE'S ELIMINATOR, p^f
jJLL» THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR OF ALL H—Jll

Steam Separators and Oil Extractors.
In twelve triflle in the "Cornell" Separator toet, it averaged

98 7-10 per cent Dry Steam. Outetripping all competltora. 'Vie

Send for Circular and Cornell test report. '
^

-Ti^^a-

«0S EiEDWAEE 50.,

PDSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN,,
AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK

E HINE ELIMINATOR CO., '"""nT^V^o'^vTERTICAI..
' YORK. nOHIZONTAI..

Till- Hiiwri lei'iiifDl nppcdre every other week.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,
CI

M H. p. 500 Volt Armaturf, ViMitiliil..'d. Conslnnt Speed, 1,500.

SPEED

MOTORS.
The Motors ftre made with the hest appliances and material obtainable, and embody every Improve

ment of merit, with the intention that they ehall be the Standard ol their claet*.

430 West 1 4th Street. NEW YORK.

thesechrist automatic switch
For controlling Incandescent
Lights in private residences
by using automatic gas liegs
and an ordinary battery or
sliunt circuit.

X/V .A.3NrTE333 ! -One good con-

struction firm in each city to represent us.

-Vpply t.i

ALBERT SECIIRIST,
Manufacturer and Patentee. DENVER. COLO.

SAL AMMONIAC
(EI>l!:CTKIC BKAND)

ForElectrical Purposes
(ruaratitood 08/l'0% aud free of lead and iron.

If yon want the liest quality a.sk yom- dealer

for this lirand. Imported liy

A.KLIPSTEIN, 122 Pearl St!, New York.
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Established en 1861.

B. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ILECTEIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-BRANCH STORE-

8134 Michigan Avenue*

WithilannfachiriDgCo.. or as Saperintendent or

Manaser of a Centrai Station or Electric Railway,

in a growing town^ by an energetic yoong mao for

5 year? engased as expert by tbe Edison Co., and
having a large practical and theoretical experience

in all Mods of electrical work. Thoroughly com-

petent to take charge of work and handle a force

of men economicailT. Have the best of references.

Address -liLECTRlClAJIl."
j^-« care Western Electeicxu.-,

^Lakeside Building. Chicago. III.

Wanted.
By a yonng man to take charge of an electric

light or railway plant as engineer. T-H system, in

a growing town, preferred. Have had over five

years experience in central station work.

Address

"^. H.," 68 E. -49tli Street,

iVew Tork.

WANTE D.
An experienced man to take charge of experi-

mental department of large electrical works. Mast
be a flrst-class mechanic, thoroughly conversant
with Telephone. Telegraph, Medical Battery and
General Electric rt'ork. and competent to develop
articles and pnt them on a commercial manntact-
iiringbasi=. Address, ''Foreman,"'

care "Westeek Electeiciak.

iLATINUMPFor all Purposes.
Scrap and Native Platloum Purchased,

BiKEK A; CO„ 408-414 New Jersey
Kmi mad Ave.. Newark. >'. .J-

TRADERS IN ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

FOR SALE (Continued List).

Two 30 light Ball arc dynamos, with 60 arc lamps,
One 25 light Ball arc dynamo, with 25 arc lamps.
One 80 light iliither incandescent dynamo, IIU volt.

One 8 horse power Card motor, 5U0 volt.

FOWOT^^Y ELKCTRir CO.,
30 E- 5th St , CINCINNATI, OHIO.

from one-eighth to six horse
power Horizontaland Marine.

S. IB and GO LIGHT
BYNAJVIO CASTINGS
Simple Sewing Machine and
Fan Motor Castings with in-

structions for building complete machines. Send
Stamp for Catalogue.

Palmer Bros. Electrical Sn.Dli

Shepard's CeleliraloU SOO

Screw CottlDg Foot Lathe,

Foot and Power Lathes
From 9 to 26 Inches.

Also Drill Presses, Hand and
Power Planers, and Supplies.
Just the Tools for Electricians.
Send for Illustrated Catalogue

:::=^to H. It. ft$h*'pQrd, Agent,
Ul W. 2d Stf Cincinnati, O.

A.M.MORSE 4co-I"t°r°^V:'
RUr:KrYF 50To iqooh. p.ST. Louis.

ENGINES rSoOOin SLT\-ice. Simpl:
^uniDound. Send for Cir

Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier,

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE 'n Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

WILLIAM A. ROSENBAUM,
Electrics! Expert and Patent Solicitor,

Times Bnllding, \KW YORK

Forni'T .M:;n;l^'"r, now Successor to the

Patent Depabtment of

THE W.J, JOHNSTON CO.. Ltd.
("r/ie Electrical World.'"

)

Patented J n. 22, 1854. A- T. Smith's
Electric lava Gas Tip.

Multiple Lighting

For Churches, Theaters
and Public HallB.

Are used all over the coun-
try. Send for estimates or
prices to

A.T.SMITH,
6W.14lhSt ,^cwYo^k.

FOR SALE.
Two SOO-amperes shunt wound U. S, Dynamos.
Two 20tl-amperes shunt wound U. S, Dynamos.
Two 500-light T.-H. Dynamos, compound wound,

with Ba^e. Bbeostatand Ammeter.
Two 25-!ight American 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamos.
One 5fl-light Sper-y 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamo.
Ten 12-li<iht Knowles Dynamos with lamps.
Twelve 50-light Schuyler Dynamos. 2.00i'-c. p.

Two 150-Brush Incandescent Machines, 95 volts.

One 15-light Brush Arc, 7 iimperes.

One 90-h. p. Armington and Sims Engine.
Two 120 ampere Edison Dynamos, self-oiling.

We Buy Outright Electrical Equ"pmeF;t.

im I, BIGGS m, a supply go.,

74 CORTLAXBT ST., X. Y.

AUXILIARY MOUTHPIECE
Fur Telephone.
For lONGOE

'-Ki U> 1 distance.
> i I ' used bv
I

I 11-^ o£ AN'Y
III li.H r, Sound
' ' i • uirated DI-
LI I 11 Y on dia-

I 111 i.„iij You can
WlU.spEK and be
lii'^tinctly heard-
Addrej^s

W. N. MARCUS,
218 N, Second St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

^\.C.TRIPLER,Jr.,
Manager For sale
by all dealers.

CITY CLERK'S OFFICE,
Eau Claihe, Wis.

Sealed propoFals will be received at the office of

the City Clerk, of the city of Eau Claire, Wis., up
to six o'clock p. m., March 15, 1893, for lighting the

City of Eau Claire, after the 27th day of July, 1893,

according to the specifications now on file in the

office of the City Clerk, the Council, however, re-

serving the right to reject any and all bids. Any
party to whom the contract may be awarded will

le given a franchise that will enable him or them
to do a general electric lighting business in the

City of Eau Claire, for a period of 20 years, on

terms that will enable them to compete fairly and

evenly with the only company now engaged in

electric lighting in the City of Eau Claire.

F. R. DOUGHERTY,
Feb. 17, 1893. City Clerk.

ARMATURES
REWOUND.

Street Railway and Electric Light-

ing Companies will find it to their in-

terest to write for prices, as we do all

kinds of electrical repair w^ork.

McLEAN&SCHMITT,
Room 416, - t97 S. Canal St., Chicago.

Manufacturer's of

OCTAGONAL^^ Cedar'
Telephone&£LECTmAL
RailwayFolesxCRossArms

# H.M.LOUO & Sons Ujmber^o.

I OSCODA , IVI I CH.

INSULLAC
IS THE MATERIAL THAT INSULATES.

ESTABLISHED 1867.

Partrick& Carter Co. 1

M4NDFACTDRERS AND DEALERS,

m U\ Secoii Streel, PHIUDJLfHIi, P4.

Electrical Supplies
OF ALL KINDS.

HOUSE GOODS A SPECIALTY.

WRITE for CATALOGUE and PRICES.

THE .STAM).\ Jil) orr.N ( I.-.( LIT
BATTEKIF.S OF TlIF, WOKLI),

>r.d tr© bcsl made any//nefe

SEM> foe CIKCCLAB & PBICE.S.

The Leclanche Battery Co.
m io 117 East 131 si St.. H. Y.

Uneaualed

in

Efficiency.

Unlimited

THE I^ESX-iTOHNT "X^STA^'F'EIFL "WHESESXj
Gives Iho Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in tho World. Over 2.000 in use.

AffoTiU the luoBt flmploard reliable power for all nilnlntr and manufactur-
liiK niHcliloery. Atliipti?u ifj liesiln running from :Oup to 2,01M) or more feot.
From '-'D to DO por c"i t, bptt^r iobuUb yuaranteed than can bw produced from
any otlior Whoul in the countiy.

Tho ndvantagfls the I'olton Wh(?el nJTordH in th" wiiy » f n uniform and relia-

ble i(OW<T, clout) r'!t,'iil(i'i(in and th« farUlty of udunlation to vurylii;,' cnnuitiona
of f pycd and prot-eur*-, have broin;lit U into Bpt'clal promlnonce and cxtenHlve
ueo for tbiH cuiftn of work. All ftpjdlctttlont) Bhonid HiiitH amonnt and boud of
witor p(,W(!r rpqulrod, and for v'lut purpose, with Bjtproilmate lon^itb of pipe
lln«. Hknd r.ni CATAi,o(i(jB.

THE PELTON W^ATER WHEEL CO.,
VZl-VZ'.i tloin HI., Kiin KranriHCO, €ul., H. H. A.

//.'/ l.tBttCHTV NTI{Kt:r, - - MJIV i'o/;/f>
iaT~Il bftvlnij comyto our notln- tbat otir pBt*Mit rluhln iirti bolny lnfrlnved

.;>on. InH'ndlniiporcbaBcrB aro hereby warnod thatall ouch lofringornontB will
[" 'I'lly i»roBP(-iitcd.

"*

l'r:i-TO.\' WATKK MOTOltS. VfirylnK from tli« fnictlon of 1 to l!j

hi.-' I I.', ran lowur, un«-'|ijal''d for all Hi^hl nmnlni^ luiicblnHiy. Wurran'td
''•'' I'l' a t,'iv*'n (.riiotifii 'if pownr wltb firid-hfilf tbo wnliir r"'|iiirnd liy an j-

ot'.'-r t*^H(jnd for Motor Circiilttr. AiJdrnPH aa uhovn. JJollvcrli'H iiiado fr<'in

hun i^rancJBCO or Now York, an may afford the moBt favorably frtiijht ratee.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this fKr-E.BRAXCD IVAXKie WTIERLas particular]/ adapted to their use

on account of its remarkably Hteady motion, hi{;li l^tpeed
and creat Kfiiriency,and lar^re Capacity foritsoiameter,
being double the Power of most wheels of same "diamci'.-r. It is tiicd
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of v/ater it is without an equal, producing the highest per ceni
of useful effect p:ua.ranteed.
!$R:VI> for rATACOGUE ANU PARTICCI.AKN.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gr^rs arc required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICTOR

XI'Rmi'\ES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-iron Flume, brafi
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys compltrte, all mounted upon
a .'.ubstantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very compleie and
st.ictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the sitiiatioD

admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.
SOIiE MAM FACTl RER8 OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
FACTORY;

fTELDUIVUTOX, DEL.

In Sheets, Tubes, Roda, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

The Stazidard Eleotrioal Insulating Material of the World. i*n/^
OFFICE:

8T_ X. Y.

^x5HAWAVT
,tFV5EWIRE
COA\R\NY

161 HIGH -5T BOJTON

HICHE5T GRADE

TE-5TEDFV5EWIRE6UNKS

iEND FOR CATALOCVE

AND PRICE LIJTJ

commutators^ Ketilied.

SIOUX CITY

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

SOUIX CITY, IOWA.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

Non-Conducdve Blocks,
Rosettes and Bases tor

Cut-Outs and Switches.

Also Insulators, Cleats,

Lamp Trimmings and other
Electrical Supplies.

Our production Ib a dense
oody. ThP glazing and body
ot OUT ware are of same rom-
poslUon. and are baked allKe,
whicli are the features of

True Hard I'orcelain.

EMPIRE
CHINA
WORKS,

14) t9 156 Sreen St.,

Breen Point,

BROOKLW, S. T,

CEDAR POLBS.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If In want of Polee. Ties and Poets, save mon"
by getting my prices.

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, MicK.

ASK HARRY BISHOP ABOUT INSULLAC
HART SWITCHES.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE POLE.

10 AmpereDouble Pole Switch.

THE ONLY Snap Switch that has

PROVEN A SUCCESS.

FOR SALE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES.

Tli(iBarl&Hii£fiMttlIf2,Cfl.,HffliM,(ioM,

HOLMES, BOOTH &HAYDENS
Factories: Waterbury, Conn. 25 Park Place. New York.

J

MANUFACTURERS OP

Bare and Insulated Wire.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, Copper Magnet Wire,

Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work.
Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT
66
K. K.

99 LINE WIEE

For Electric Light, Electric Railways. Motors, Telegraph
and Telephone Use.

Agents tor the Washington C.irban Company. Carbons for Arc Lighting.

TMIOS. I.. SCOVILr, Xeiv \oiK- Agent.

Waterproof Insulating Compounds.

Armature Varnish and Waterproof insulatinir Tape.
THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY,

2 Liberty Street, New York. 542 "The Rookery." Chicago."

Electric Street Railway Tower Wason.
J. C. BRILL COMPANY, - - - PHILADELPHIA.

BUILDEKS OF EAILWAY AND TEAMWAY CAES OF ALL CLASSES.

PaUnf ApplUd For.

Endorsetl by Ibo loii-liug oloctric rodds. Tiill inforumtlou clH'erfiilly furnielii'ii. Wrllo for |n i.

Manufactured only by W. S. DAVIS & SON, Concord, N. H.
Spccliil attention RiviHi

'

Uulldecd o£ UrlU No. 21 Truck with eolu. i i ivoiol Truck.
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Griinsliaw White Core Wires,
GrimsliJiw Tapes, Competition Line Wires,

Raven Core Wires, Vnlca Dncts,

-MANUFACTURED BY-

NEW YOBK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
CHICAGO, 80 Franklin St. NEW YORK, 15 Cortlandt St. BOSTON, <82 Summer St.

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

General Western Agents

FOR THIS

GELEBRATED WIRE.

307 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Carpenter En'tfinel Rheostat Go.,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

H.Ward Leonard
^ President

Geo. H. Finn,

TIce-Prest.

C. E. Carpenter,

Sec'y&Treas.

pBtent>'o. 481.781, AiigOft, 1892.

Rheostats of every size aad kind such as Motor
Starters, Field Eegnlators. Stage Regulators, Equal-
izers, etc., having resistance up to 2,000 ohms and
current capacity up to 200 amperes.

XiOn^ PRICES.
Guarantees again si burn-outs under rorm: I usage.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Tan?ht thnrone-hlv dav and night at the i:\STI-
TrXE of TECHXOLOtxV. 151 Throop
Street, Chioaso, 111. Amaieure, Artisans
and otbers a98i6t-d Practically In any line, and
instructed in the latest and most improved
methcda,

Mecbanical Draughting, Mathematice, Elec-
trical ('alcuiat 0D8, Archiisccure, Mechanics, also
auf;htdayand night.

HUGHES BEOS. MFG. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Cross Arms, Insnlator Pins (P Brackets,

And £lectrical aioldlngr*

Correspondence Solicited.

CHATTANOOGA, - TENN.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The- KartaYsrt « Manufacturing - Co..>

TTtT'XXjIVEXIM'OI'Oia', X9£IXj.

FUSE ] Correct Carrying Capac

WIRE or I ily. Absolute

STRIPS. ) Unite mity in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave.,

THE BRUSH ELEGTR C CO.

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro platers.

SESHNTID F^OFL

CHICAGO OFFICE,
Monadnock Building.

DENVER OFFICE, NEW YORK OFFICE,
1735 Champa Street. 42 and 44 Broad Street.
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No. I Fire Pot and Torch for Electricians.
JleHt. In MiiH Mc'Id.

No. 1 Torch hns Of=ipeciQl merits for lino-

mon, as It 1b light, lUtod with eldo handle
miikUiK it erisy to une on pol»>a, mid no wiiuL
• nil I'.rtinuuinli the Jhtme. In wlrlnK build'
111;,'-, I hi' ro Clin bo uo corner orijnrt ofccilinK
<jr wfilla so innccesulblo that tlie fliuuo of
eithur llro pot or torch cannot bo directly

applied to tho point where a Joint le to bo
made. EloctrlclnDa who once try tlieBe llron

never use any other kind. Price, Fire Pot,

IJomplete, $r>,00 not. Torch, Coinploto, $-1.00

net. Send for CiitaloKue. Order of your
Jobber or send direct to €L*YTO!¥ &
l>A II BKKT M F<;. CO., '^H Wushlnytou
St,, VixHiliintl Mich.

Ton Will Oblige

Both Advertiser and Publisher

by mentioning the WESTERN
ELECTRICIAN when writing

to advertisers.

SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE.

THE LARGEST
MANnFACTUEERS AND EXPOETEES OF

Hard Fibre in the World.

THE DELAWARE HARD FIDRE CO.,

uik3Iik<>ha:h.

NEW ENGLAND BUTT CO.,
PROVIDENCE, R. I., U. 8. A.

H. N. PENNER, Treasurer and General Manager.

Fonr Head PoliMhing Dlachine.

MANUFAOTUEEBS OF

For covering Telegraph, Telephone andEleetric Light Wire.

Large single and double BKAIDEBS for covering Cabh s,

Sirgle, Double and Triple Winders. Improved Six Spindle
Flyer Winder for Magnet Wires.

Fine Castings a Specialty.

INSULLAC?
Our New

asily connected.

legant in
Construction.

tafe Carrying
Capacity,

fontacts Bright.

WORLD'S FAIR
Switch.

Siniple.

Yet to be Excelled.

Rubbing Contacts.

A trial I9 Asked.

Compact In Form.

Used Everywhere.

SureQuicli Break.

Endorsed by Uaera.

2.'> AMPEUE l>OUL.i.i:. it^i^tl S.NAi" SWITCH.
This switch has more carrying copacity than most switches designed for STi amperes, and tho wip-

ing contacts constantly keeping the surface cleiiu. tho parts a ways run cool. The sudden break l3 of

such length as to make the switch safe for use with currents of an E, M. F. of from 400 to (500 volts.

This switch is llnisbcd In the same neat and workmanlike manner as are all our goods. Send for
sample. Furniehnd with either rubber or porcelain key. Send for our Catalogue.

Electric Engineering ^ Supply Co.,
Mew York O flier, 120 l<lberty St. HYRAr VtilK, Si. Y., t. S. A.

ARE YOU TROUBLED
By STATIC ELECTRICITY from your BELTS?

DO your BELTS BLACKEN the CEILING, the
WALLS, or the FLOOR?

If so yovi dont know anything about

We make a Specialty of Dynamo Itelts.

You can get some intercstinsr In'orm.ition .ind also loam Low maDV things are

made of Rawliide I'.v ivriling to

THE CHICAGO RAWHIDE MFG. CO.,

75 and 77 EAST OHIO STREET, CHICAGO.

ELECTRICITY
FOR

ENGINEERS.

A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.

Price, Postage Prepaid,

$2.50.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

6 Lal(esjde Building,

CHICAGO.

A NEW LAMP SOCKET
With Every Advantage.

Durable aud EfToctivo Contact.
Pleuty of Itonm for Knot in the Cord.
Strong on Fixtures; the Cap, with Bayonet
Lock, Projecttug over tho Sliell.

The Dovetail Ceiling Rosette.

For Moulding, Cleat and Concealed Work.

No screw driver used in adjusting cap.

j
For Siilo by Supply llmiNoif. or liy

The Perkins Electric Switch
MF«. COMPANY.

\o. 1095. Concealed YVork. P. O. Box 8 1 6. Hnrtford, Ctnn T-H. and Wentlnglionee Styles.
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Chicago and St. Louis Electric Railroad.
Siaee work was begun on the road-bed on Oct. 6, 1892, the progress of the road has been of a most satisfactory

nature. "While perhaps slower than enthusiasts might desire, yet the progress has been steady and sure and of a charac-

ter to engender confidence in the skeptical. A contract w^as let at first calling for grading through Christian County,
but since then a contract for the complete road-bed from Chicago to St. Louis has been awarded to Bagnell Bros.

of St. Louis, and Qarvey Bros, of Memphis. It includes grading, ties, rails, steel bridges over riveis, culverte,

steel bridges over railroads, overhead crossings of all wagon roads, and, in fact, a complete standard, double track
road-bed between the cities namtd, everything being of standard steam construction. This contract is most val-

uable, as the contractors accept one-half of the total payments in first mortgage bonds of the company at par.
Moreover the contract price is well within the first estimates of the company, and stops the adverse criticism

that was aroused by the low figure at which th9 cost of the road was placed. While coming well within the
estimates upon which the financial plan of the c:mpany has been laid, the specifications have been so added
to and improved as to make the road far superior to the one first contemplated. 72 pound steel rails are to be
used, all bridges over railroads are to be of steel, spanning the right-of-way of the road which is crossed and
insuring the electric road against the delaying tactics which would be employed by steam roads if pillars had
to be buUt on the right-of-way of steam roads.

In its bill before Congress the real has met with very piomisirg success. The bill was first introduced by
Senator Vest in the Senate and Congressman Foreman in the House, and has already been favorably reported
by the Committees on Commerce and on finance of the Senate. The bill has a splendid chance of being passed.

The financial condition of the company is excellent, and ample funds are on hand to carry on the work
contemplated for the remainder of the "Winter, such as procuring the rest of the right-of-way, and getting things
in condition to begin work in earnest in the Spring. No stock is being advertised for sale, and none will be
until the bonds have been floated, as the company is in so strong a position that it can well aflFord to wait.

The Chicago & St. Louia Electric Railroad Company at first had the honor of calling itself the pioneer in

long distance rapid transit by electricity, but to-day we have rivals, for the press of this country now states

that enterprising little Belgium will run trains at nearly 150 miles ai hour during the coming summer, and that
France and Germany are each to have a road over which trains w^ill be run at more than 100 miles an hour.
Six months or a year agD, there were very few pers )ns who would admit the possibility of running trains at 100
miles an hour. Happily for us the santiment has changed, and it is noTV admitted almost universally that the
only question is one of finance.

Ihe plan for future work Is extensive and conservative. As soon as the weather breaks in the Spring, a
sestion of single track ten miles long is to be equipped and run; not that it is necessary, but to efi'ectually re-

move any uncertainty in the minds of the general public, and to demonstrate to the world the feasibility of the plan.

The company will be glad to furnish illustrated prospectus upon application by mail either to its ofiice in

St. Louis or Chicago.
"When trains are run 100 miles an hour over ten miles of track, then those who say the Chicago & St. Louis

Electric Hoad will not be built, and will not pay, will be sadly behind the pro(,'^ress of the age.
The Chicago & St. Louis Electric Kallroad will be built, and trains will run over it at the rate of 100

miles an hour.
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This Speaks For Itself.

POWKB MTATIOM OF ST. LOUIS A SUBURBAIV B. R CO.
This Plant is belted wltb three 72-inch belts, each 154 feet long, two ajioch and ten 16-iuch geuerator belts, all of which are of our double Shulfz Patent Sable Eawtiide

SBULTZ
BELTING CO.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

VIKM OF HIIULTZ IMTKIVT WOl'KTV liKATIIRH (Link) BBI.T.
Tiiltiiu whili' niiiiiliiK lit tho St. LouIh KIcctrl'i Power ConipnTiy's Plant. -JIO I.iu-iis Avoinic. St. l-oufti, Mo.

Tlio iibovi' Cut ebnwB linw tho ln-lt should bo run; sinok side on top and not (oo taut.

-A C^ ~F!T^ (^T "T7! '^NEW YORK, N. Y., 226 Pearl Street, BOSTON, MASS., 164 Summer Street,

A. B. LAURENCE, Manager. GEO. J. KELLEY, Manager.

PHILADELPHIA, PA., 129 N. 3d Street, JAMES QARNETT, Manager.
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M '*

BOSTON ELECTmC CO.,
54:8 Washington St., Boston,

MANnFACTUKEES OF THE

Original Celebrated Boston Burners.
HEADQUARTERS FOR

Gas Xighting Apparatus.

Please do not confuse our name with others.

We have llie largest and most complete stock of Gas Lighting

Apparatus to he found in Ihis country. Our burners have proven, by
practical use, to be far superior to any others on the marlset and our

prices are exceedingly low.

Buy burners made by the BOSTON ELECTRIC CO., and get

the best. You will thereby save the profits of your labor, besides

giving your customers perfect satisfaction.

Ilk .J&

Argand Automatic Burner.

Ratchet Argand Burner, Plain Argand Burn3r.

No. 3 Ratchet Burner. No. I Plain Burner.

Candle Auto. Burner. Ratchet Candle.

Boston Electric Co '3 Automatic Burner.

CM

No. 4 Pillar Ratchet Burner.

Ho. 2 Plain Burner. Ho. 2 I 2 Plain Burner. Pinin Foctory Burner. Vibrator Burnor.

Boston Electric Automatic Burner,
(Shell removed.)

No. 5 Plain Pillar Burner.

•'%.

Ifntr,h«t Billinrd Burnor.
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MAST ARM AND AOTOMATIC CDT-ODT.
PATENTED JUNE 16, 1891.

Wires connecting lamp with line are on inside arm proper, not dangling loose outside

and requiring that much less wire after erecting arm.

2.

3.

4.

6.

This Mast Arm embraces the following points of superiority:

1. It is very light.

It is very strong and easy to put up.

It leaves the top of the pole free for Cross Arm.
It can be quickly trimmed.
It is absolutely safe and harmless, a feature as important as human life.

The arm strides the pole at any distance below the top desired,and is attached to the

pole by a very strong bracket.

It can be quickly trimmed. All that is necessary to do is to lower it, which act brings
it to the foot of the pole, out of the way of travel, and when trimmed by merely
letting it go it goes quickly and automatically and firmly to its place.

It is constructed with aa automatic cut out, which makes it absolutely'safe. Lowering
the lamp for trimming instantly cuts it completely out of circuit, and when it re-

turns to place it automatically cuts itself in.

Arms can be furnished from 20 to 30 feet in length. Price will depend somewhat on
the length. Parties desiring them should give name of system and weight of lamp.

THE DILLON MAST ARM CO.,
126 S.Pennsylvania St., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

INSULLAC
SOMETHINaTOBENOTED!

THE MORRISON STORAGE BATTERY
Is made by tho Plnntu pro-
(.GF8, no oxides boiog used,
either mechnoicnlly or ap-
plied la the form of paste,
paint or cement,

ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE HIGH; LIFE LONG.
Dry Eattericp. Bnltery
Suppliea, pIc. Fn- lurlher
JDformatiou addresa

AMERIDM BATTERY COMPANY,
Office: Rooms 23 and 24, 177 La Salic St., CHICAGO, ILL.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
Pullman Building, Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

^roro-pt Sliipiidents-

CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,

CHICAGO.W- R. MASON, Gen'l Mgr.

C-S SPECIALTIES.

G-S Flush Double Push Switch.
Single Pole—Double Pole— Commutation; 3 Wire, i Wire.

C-S Flush Key Switch.
Single Pole—Double Pole—3 Wire.

C-S Flush Automatic Switch.

ELECTRICALLY
IWECHANICALLY
ARTISTICALLY PEERLESS.

C S Flusb Double PiuU Switch -Double Pole.

THE GUTTER ELECTRICAL & MFG. CO.,
a; .s«. Iltli Stiret. I'hiliiililiiliiu. I'll.. l.S. I.

UTS
^Vood Kiiffrnvina;-For Staeliluory, etc.
Zinc I'Urhine;—From Prlul^s, Pon Dud luk Prawlnps, etc.

lliiir Tn,,^ i>fnf<<>HM ^ I'^root roproductlou!^ of rholoKrnpbs, Wash Prawltw*,iiuii-toiie i^"*^*^'^'^
u,t(.,. otohi>d In oopppr.

Wax, Kiiei-nvliiSH-Fnr Miipt;. Plalj", Script, or DlHRrame.
l*l»oto-Iji<Uosraph>"- Traii^terti for Lltbofraphort' lu paj^or or stone.

MANZ&CO.,
ENGRAVERS,

183, 185 M 18] Mome St„ CHICAGO.
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TIE MOSHER ARC LAMP
FOR

Alternating and Direct Incandescent Circuits.

-ALSO-

Arc, Street Railway and Power Circuits.

THE BVIOSHER ARC LAMP
Is the only lamp that is a success on an Incandescent Circuit.

Our new ALTERNATING Curient lamp is now ready for the market, and we

)[?uarantce it a perfect lamp in every respect. We invite correspondence,

and Avill send lamps on trial to responsible parties.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND INFORMATION.

MOSHER ELECTRIC COMPANY,
125 and 127 East Onlario Street. CHICAGO.
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Electric Selector and Signal Company,

SXTOOJSeiSOXl. "TO

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY,

45 Broadway, NEW YORK.

INDIVIDUAL

CUT-OUTS.
CENTRAL STATION MANAGERS

Are particularly invited to call and inspect the practical operation

of this system at

OUR PARLOR,

Southern Hotel, St„ Louis.
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CHAS. E. GREGORY CO.,
47 and 49 SOUTH JEFFERSON STREET,

DYNAMO UTILITARIANS.
WE BUY, WE SELL AND WE BARTER

Dynamos that have seen some service^ and
Manufacture a Choice Line of Desirable Arc Specialties.

The only Contracts ever let in the United
States, for complete and entire Underground
Cable Installations for Arc and Incandescent
Lighting and Power, were awarded to the

Standard Underground Cable Co.,

or PiTTSBTJRGH, FA..,

Because they Guarantee
their Work and

Understand the Business.

AT

3IONEAP0LIS

IFOLIS

Information and prices cheerfully farnisli'd ore application. Ai'drfss

Westinghouse Building, Pittsburgh, Pa. Rookery, Chicago. Times Bull dirg, New York.

A JSiEVJ BOOK!

Tenders' Hand- Book.
226 Pages. X'bQ Engravings. Hand-Book Size.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of which 30,000 copies
have been sold. The new book contains more than twice as many pages and twice

as many engravings as were comprised in the old, and will continue
to retain the distinction of being- the ONLY STANDARD
WORK for the practical dynamo man and the learner.

NOW READY. PRICE, $1.00,

6 LAKESIDE BIULDING, CPiCACO.
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YOD ffILL OBLIGE

Both Advertiser and Publisher

by Mentioning the

ffesterfl Elecirician

When Writing to Advertisers.

Hiv^ost 3Z)-a.xa."ble 3a<tter37- Cells Z^xocL-u-ced..

d5 ;y:

Manufactured by The Butler Hard Rubber Co., 33 Mercer St., N. Y.

ANCIER & KENNARD,
SELLING AGENTS FOR

Electrical, Mill and Railway Supplies.
nnnnmnHm.iin ^

THE BlITLKR HARD RUBBER OO. )„ f"' ^
REPRESEKTINGXTHE new vork rubber co. [New York.

f F. H. I.OVELI. & CO. )

519 Monadnock Blcclr, - cri-^IcrASO.

SILK BRAID
For Incanflescent

Lamp
Filaments.

BOSTON BRAID MFG. CO.,
27 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

IF" I^^^ iDox-nsT^
INSULLAC.

BEING A MANUFACTURERyouareforced
by competition to keep in toucti with all genuine economies

as soon as their value is proved; hence your Compound
Engines, Condensers, Steam Loops, etc., to reduce the cost

of HiifinK your Steam. It is equally important that you
should consider every item which enters into the cost of
makinjsr your Steam.

Curtis, Davis & Co., Cambridgenort, \..Sal»ii

Mftss. showing Stack for 1200 H.P. P^ '^^l

If you are building a new Boiler House, resetting your

old boilers or adding new ones:

If your present boilers are fhort of capacity:

If you wish to raise their evaporative duty to the level of

expert hand firing, and keep it there all the time:

If you wish smokelessness by preventing.—not conceal-

ing or conBuminiE the smoke:

If you wish to preserve your boilers from unequal strains.

YOU WILL CAREFULLY CON-

SIDER MECHANICAL

STOKING.
If you wish to save the whole cost of handling, which in

large plants is the greater part of the labor item:

You will etiuip with simple, cheap and pracical

Coal and Ash Handling Machinery.

If you wish to have your fires always under control, irrespective of atmospheric conditions, quality of fuel, or length of run-

If you wish to be independent of extraordinary or sudden demands for steam:

If you wish to save a larije portion of the cost of a chimney with its foundations—and akove all.

If you wish to return into your feed water the greater portion of the heat otherwise sent up the flue to make draft,

You Will Use Mechanical Exhaust Draft and Economizers.

It is a well organized Department of our Business to design and construct

Boiler Plants, comprising any or all of the above features, as good judgment

may determine. We assume an authority in this branch of Engineering

arising from an experience with over 750,000 Horse Power of Boilers

equipped with Stokers.

NEARLY EVERYONE
Has Had Tronble with Earners.

HAVE YOU?

WHY NOT TRY

WESTINGHOUSE, CHURCH, KERR & CO., ENGINEERS,

NEfV SOIIK. 17 <'»rtluii(lt Slrecf rilH .\<iO. I.Hi iiiiil I5H l,iiUo Street. BOSTOX, (.in Atlilntio Avenue.

ST. LiOVIS, Coiiiniereiill UnildiDC. I'lTFSIH H<.:ll,« estiiiBliouse Bliildinil. JllWKAl'OI.lK. Iteerj Uloek.

Represented in PHILADELPHI* l)y M. R. MUCKLE, Jr.. & CO.. Orcxcl Building.

lona Burner?
It is safe, convenient, always

in order, never runs the bat-

tery do'wn, never leaks, saves

dollars in repairs over all

others.

SEND FOR SAMPLE ORDER.

41 FEDERAL ST., BOSTON. MASS.
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Standard Compound Engine.

Ti LAKE ERIE ENQINEERING WORKS,
BTJILDEKS OF

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE

EXPANSION ENGINES,
Both Condensing and Non-Con-
densing, from 250 to 8,000 H. P.
Especially designed for direct

connection to Multipolar
Generators.

BEST ECOHOMY AKD REGULATION GDARABTEED,

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Addrei^s all inquiries to

Section Through L. P. Cyl.

W. B. PEARSON & CO.,
401 Home Insnranoe Bldg.,

CHICAGO.
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES OF

The Lake Erie Engineering Works.
They are prepared to contract at a reasonable price

for the complete installation, of Poiver Plants, of any
Capacity, for any Service, and at any Place.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. Compound Engine and Generator

Sockets, Switches, Cut-outs
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Write for Catalogue.

\
Sawyer -Man Electric Co.,

620 Atlantic Avenue, BOSTON.

6IO-534 West 23d Street, NEW YORK. Pullman Building, CHICAGO,
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GREEN'S IMPROVED

Patent Fuel Economizer for Steam Boilers.

THE FDEL ECONOMIZER CO,
OF MATTEA^VASf, W. Y.

SCX3.A.X3 OX<Z*XOX::

91 Liberly Street, NewM City.

WORKSi MATTEAWAN, N. Y., U. S. A.

Sole Makers of GREEN'S FUEL ECONOMIZERS in the United States.

Original Inventors and Makers, EDWARD GREEN & SON, Ltd , 2 Exchange
Street. Manchester. Works: Wakefield, England.

THIS Apparatus is already applied to over

150,000 BOILERS
of every type, and giving the greatest satisfaction

in Economy and Working.
Under favorable conditions the temperature of the

Feed Water is raised to 300° or more by utilizing the
waste heat of the Boiler Flues. The water being- thus
purified and freed from sedimentary matter, the Heating
Surfaces of the Boilers are kept clean and efficient.

All joints iron to iron, no leakage, no trouble, great-

est facility for cleaning.

All parts interchangeable, being made to Standard
Gauge by tools specially designed for the purpose.

I^-The ONLY WORKS in the UNITED STATES
devoted EXCLUSIVELY to the MANUFACTURE of

FUEL ECONOMIZERS.

Can be Applied to Any Type of Boiler Without

Stoppage of Works.

Circulars, Plans, Specifications and Full Infornia-

tion on Application to Com])any's Office.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

HANUFACIUBERS OF APPARATUS FOR

Arc Lighting, Incandescent Ligltting,

LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER, .

Street Railway Generators, Motors and Appliances.

Our alternating current incandescent apparatus is in use m 430 central stations.

1,000 isolated plants. Our arc apparatus is in use all over the world.

We are now transmitting light and power various distances up to 28 miles from the

source.

Our multipolar railway generators and noiseless single reduction motors have
worked a revolution in the electric railway field In two years

Orders for Al'PABATUS, RGPAIBS and SUPPLIES formerly fnrnislied I)j the tr„ited States Electric I.ighting Co.,
Newark, Bf. J., slionld now be sent to this Coiunnny, where they will receive prompt attention.

BRANCH OrriCES IN ALL THE LEADING CITIES.
AGENTS FOR CANADA: AHERN & SOPER, OTTAWA, ONT.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PARTIOULAELT ADAPTED TO DRIVING

Electric Light and Power Stations
~j On account of its high efficiency at all stages of gate, steadineas of motion and easy working pate, the con-
'^ struciiou of which makes It the most secsltive to the action of a governor of any wheel on ihe market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE IlluBtrating various styles of setting on both vertical and
horizontal shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOITT, 3I1L,1,8 A TEMI'1.E.

J

DAYTON, OHIO.

FROM GASOLINE.
Cheaper than mteam

Direct from the Tank.

For Arc and Incandescent LigMing.

OTTO GASOLINE ENGINES,
Working without boiler, steam, coal, ashes, danger, and

almost no attendance

.

OTTO GAS ENGINE WORKS,
33d and Walnut Sts.. Philadelphia, Pa.

SIOXJX CITY ENGINE, -WORIES
BuiMere of High Grade

Corliss Engines,

Gidding's Automatics,

Simple, Compoani, Condesdog.

Complete Plants Furnished.

SELLING agents:

26 Randolpli St , Chicago.

F, M. Davis, Dallas, Tes.

Kennedy & Pierce Mch, Co.,

DENVER.
A. M. HolterHdw. Co.,

HELENA, MONTANA.
405 6TH AVE., SO. MINNEAPOLIS.

1302 UNION AVE., KANSAS CITY.

SPEAKING TUBESm WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic ai^d Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS «^ BELLS.
FIJI,!, rlKE AI.WAVS IK STOCK.

W. R, OSTRANDER & CO..
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. T.

~3?ncIfor >iEwCATAL08tjE. Ont AugnBt Iflt.

Downward Draft Steam Boilers,
Fael Saving. Smoke Preventing,

i^nicli Steaming and Durable.

'^ CO

o
pa

ALBERT BLANCHARD, 427 The Rookery BIdg., CHICAGO, ILL.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of High Grade Engines and Boilers.

Electric Light Engines
a, Specialty.

CoffliileteSteafflPlants Mailed.

WESTERN WAREEOOMS:
64 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

IVIILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also 30 Cortlandt Street, NewTorkCltv.

CORLISS
ENGINES

Slide Valve Kiiffiii«'s, miiaftiiis. Hang-
ers. PullejH. Belt Etevators,

S^aw Slills, Etc , Etc.

The Lane & Bodley Co-,

CINCINNATI, O.

For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,—sx.oo.

INCREASE YOUR REVENUE.
^UOFT THE!

ACME OIL FILTER.
Scut ou trial.

I''or particulars,
lirices, etc.,

address

Acme
Filter
Co.,

640 N. Main St
,

St. Louis, Mo.

CHICAGO
AGENTS,

Taylor,
Goodhue
& Ames,

Nay
Monadnoek

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Higb Grade AQtomatic

ENGINES,
HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL.

Two lorse power to tliree hoMreil lorsE dowet.

Westen, OepartmonI: 26 and 28 Randolph St, CHICAGO. - H. S. WMKER, Manager.

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

,M \;.TF'A'TT'l',KftM OF

SHAFTING. ETC.

Special attention f^ivcn to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

mm yHJ5Sli.|.39 CortUndt St., NEW youK.
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NEW BOOKSI-JUST OUT OF PRESS.

Any of the above books sent promptly, postage prepaid, on receipt ot price.

SEND IN YOUR ORDER.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Bld^., Ghicaso.

N&W
DYNAMO TENDERS'

«f\ND-BOOK.
Bv Lieut. F. B. Badt.

READY FOR DELIVERY.
AN ENTIRELY NEW WORK.

The latest odditioQ to mir fiiraoiia "Hftnd-Book"
Series. Every practical dynamo man alioald liave a

copy.

«,8C Pages. 1.18 Bnt/rnvingg.

PRICE, $1.00.

NGANDE8GENT W R NG
h:a.:nu-BOOKi.

By Lieut. F B. Badt.

Fourth Edition. Tenth Thousand.

These tables give, without loss of time, exact nize

of wire to be used. This is one of our famous "Hand-
Book" aeries, and is the standard authority on this

subject in the English language.

72 FasfH. 4^ IllustratiouN.

PRICE, $1.00.

BELL HANGERS'
^Mf\ND-BOOK.

Bv Lizct. F. B. Badt.

Designed for practical men engaged in any class
of bell or annunciator work. Tho only book of the
kind published.

106 Pages. 97 Illustrations.

PRICE, $1.00.

ELEGTRG-TRAN8MI88 0N

HAND-BOOK.
By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

A new work coutainioff tables and iuformntion on
the electric transmission of power brought down to

date. One of the most popular of our famous "Hand-
Book" Series.

97 Pages. 22 Illustrations.

PRICE, $1.00.

STREET RAILWAYS.
"TRK7UYS."

Their Construction, Operation and Maintenance.

By C. B. Faihchild.

This work is written by a practical man, nnd
should be in the hands of every street railway em-
ploye in the United States.

600 Pages. Profusely lllueirated.

PRICE, $4.00.

DYNM7VVO
ELECTRIC MACHINERY.

Br S. P. Thompson.

Fourth edition, revised and re-written. The most
complete work on the dynamo published.

900 Pages. Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, S9.00.

DIGTIONRRY
... OF ...

Electrical Words,
TERMS AND PHRASES.

By Edwin J. Houston, A. M.

The latest edition of this celebrated work contains
over 5,000 distinct definitions. As important as
Webster.

700 FasrN. 750 Illustrations.

PRICE, $5.00.

THE

ELECTRIC MOTOR
AND ITS APPLICATIONS.

By Martin and Wetzlek.

The first American book on electric motors. A
most complete work brought down to date.

325 Pages. 354 Illustrations.

PRICE, $3.00.

THE PRACTICAL MANAGEMENT

OF

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
By Croceer and Wheeler.

The object of this work is to give simple directions |

for the practical use and management of dynamos and :

motors. This work is having a large sale.

100 Pages- Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, $1.00.

Electric Light Specifications

FOR THE USE OF

Engineers and Architects.

By E. a. MEnniLL.

This work gives the latest rules of The National
Electric Light Aasociatloii, of the National Board of
Fire Underwriters, and of The New England Insurance
Exchange.

17it rages,

PRICE, $1.50.

THE ELEGTRIG RAILWAY
IN

THEORY AND PRACTICE.
By Crosby and Bell.

This is a complete treatise on the construction and
operation of electric railways, and will commend it-

self to the electrical engineer, and to the practical
manager.

400 Pages. Profusely Illustrated.

PRICE, $2.50.

HIGH FOTENTIf\L
AND

HIGH FREQUENCY.
Experiments with Alternate Currents.

By X1E01.A Tesl.\.

A lecture delivered before the InetitutiOQ of Elec-
trical Eueineers, London.

146 Pages. Fully Illustrated

PRICE, SI.OO.

iiljlj J^LJIjljlilib iJliLMArn.

ByF. L. PorR.

. The fourteenth edition of this colebratod work is

rewritten and brought down to date. A technical
hand-book for eleotrlciaus, managers imd operators.

234 Pages. Illustrated.

PRICE, $1.50.

SCIENCE
SERIES.

The series now numbers 10:t volumes, and embraeea
works on every subject.

10 mo. BoardN.

PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED.

Price, 50c. Each.

STf\NDRRD

ELEGTRGflL DlGTONflRY.
By T. O'Connor Slojlne.

1

This now work should bo la tlio hands of all who
desire to keep abreast with tho progress of the groatest
science of tho times.

600 Pages. 300 Illustrations.

PRICE, S3.00.
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General Electric ComDany.
ZZdison and Tbomson-Houston Systems of

ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS.

TheW.P.Iron-CladMotor

Has undergone the most stringent

tests possible, and has fulfilled the

most rigid requirements of Street

Railway Service.

ITS SPECIAL ADVANTAGES ARE:
LIGHTNESS. MINIMUM OF EXPENSE FOR REPAIRS. FLOATING ARMATURE
COMPACTNESS, FEWNESS OF PARTS. ABSENCE OF SPARKING. STRENGTH
SINGLE FIELD COIL. NOISELESSNESS. FULLY APPROVED AND INDORSED
BY ALL COMPANIES WHO HAVE USED IT.

OUR LINE OF OVERHEAD PARTS AND RAILROAD SUPPLIES

Comprises All the Latest and Most Improved Street Railway Appliances.

Street Railway Snow Sweepers
Sl:LO-ia.ld- "be Ord.ered. froxin. 1:1.3 at OrLce.

We are the Only Company who can Supply Reliable SnoTV Sweepers.

620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS.
J7'i and 17'i AdaniH St., C//JCAOO, ILL.

204 rr. Fourth St., ClNfJJXNATI, O/iW.
Gould IJuUding, ATLANTA, <iA.

44 liroad St., NEW YORK.
nOU Arch St., PJIILAnELPniA, PA.

401-407 Sihley St., ST. PAUL, MINN.
Mauonic Temple, JJENVJiJf, COLO

15 FlTHt Street, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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•TRADE -MARK-

REQUA White Core,

Seamless Rubber Covered.

SAFETY Seamless

Rubber Covered,

ATLAS Seamless

Rubber Covered.

K. E. W. Weatherproof.
(Best Feeder Wire Made.)

Mag^net, Office and Annunciator Wires.

li

54 and 56 Franklin St., Chicago.
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FUSE LINKS.

—ALL SIZES-

Our reliable Fuse Links are "one piece"

and will not get locse under

binding screws.

WIRT'S IMPROVED

DYNAMO BRUSH

Prevents Sparking.

Made to fit all sizes of

Brush Holders.

III. Abdul:—"All right let's pull it—maybe it will squeak.''

Bim:—"Well, you ready? Heads I win, tails I loose.

Pull!"

Farmer Goshen : " Well! well! young man, I'm powerful glad you

lassoed that calf—been chasin' her more'n two miles."

LiXEM.ix: " 'Twasn't me, the heifer caught herself.

F.\rmer: " 'Bleeged to you anyhow, she's a fine 'un—a cross

'twixt a Jersey and Alderney, she"—
Linem.\n: " I don't know about i/iem crosses, but that

calf can't work no cross with Shield Brand—nothin' short

of a streak of lightning would cross that wire—I'll climb

down and untwist your veal for you.
'

'

Farmer; " I alius allowed them wires wus

dangerous—be they ?
'

'

LlNEM.^N : ' Aint half as dangerous as some

dogs.'' (^Approaches calf.) " Sook calfy, sook,

sook; this Shield Brand aint dan

—

7vlwa/ din-n

you! steady!— aint dangerous— soo, soo, sook,

tlicrc ! blame it !— this insulation is tougher'

n

bull hide—better tie yer fool dog 'stead of

the calf

Farmer: "'Well, I b'lieve you,

—

]iere,

Tigc! When you pass the. house, just stop—

we got some of the best cider you ever stuck a

straw in."

SHIELD BRAND
Moisture-proof

LINE WIRE

THE AI^SOIJIA ELEGTRIG GO.

Formerly The Electpieal Supply Co.

COR. RANDOLPH ST. AND MICHIGAN AVE,,

CHICAGO.

THE HELIOS

ARC LAMP

FOR

ALTERNATING

eiRCUITS.

The most economical and
successful lamp ever de-

signed for alternating cir-

cuits.

Takes 10 amp. at 28 volls.

Write us for full informa-

tion and prices.

We carry a large stock

of accurate!}! drawn

and insulated

MAGNHT WIRES-

Orders for quick ship-

ments solicited.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & QUTTA PERCHA INSULATINQ CO.,
-MANUFACTUREBS OF

VULCANIZED INDIA RUBBER

Cables, to any Specification

up to 8,000 Megohms per

mile.

ABSOLUTELY PURE RUBBER

CABLES,

CONCENTRIC CABLES, any

milage, FLEXIBLE CORDS,

SILK, HEMP, COnON DY-

NAMO WIRES and CABLES,

very pliable. Every variety

ol INCANDESCENT CORES.

THREE and TWO -WIRE

CABLES, to any jspecifica-

tion up to 8,000 Megolimi

per knot.

CABLES of High Insulation

and Long Life, all milage.

If you are not acquainted with the merits of Hablrshaw Insulation

we shall be pleased to send you samples upon application.

W. M. HABIRSHAW, Gen'l Mgr. OFFICE: 3 1 5 Madison Ave, Cor. 42d St, NEW YORK.

3605 FAGTORT: Crlen-wood^ Tonkers, IV. Y.
Western Agents: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Corner Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO.,

FORT WAYNE, IND.

UWOOD"ARC LAMPS,
For Constant Current Circuits,

Constant Potential Circuits,

Alternating Circuits.
ALL OF THE SIMPLEST CONSTRUCTION.

NOISELESS, NO EXTRA RHEOSTATS.
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Waper Motors are DDOXcellefl.

Half Horse Power Wagner Mctor.

5IANVFACTURED FOR

DIRECT OR ALTERNATING

CURRENTS.

CENTURY.
AVe are General Western Selling Agents for

The Campbell Electrical Supply Co.

of Boston, Mass,,

and can fill orders for the celebrated

CENTURY

WIRES, TAPE, PAINT,
From Chicago Stock.

We question the right of any manu-
facturer to claim that his motors are

"more reliable" than the "Wagner." Re-

sults obtained in actual service do not

uphold the claim.

SOME POINTS OF SUPERIORITY

possessed by the Wagner Motors are as

follows: They embody all the most recent

improvements in electric and mechanical

design, and meet in the highest degree all

the requirements of the most advanced
modern practice.

K

Self-Oiling Bearings

Moonted io Universal Ball Sockets.

Compact and substantial mechanical
design.

Very strong construction.

Perfect mechanical and electrical bal-

ance.
Low center of gravity with broad base.
Very slow speed.

Brushes changeable while motor is

ninning. Motors reversible without
changing or removing brush holders.

No sparking at brushes with change of

load. The brushes being once adjusted
require no further attention except occa-
sional renewing, three or four times per
year.

WELLS GOODHUE.

History of tlie Celeliratefl "Ceitiry" iDSDlation,

Formally Known as "T. Z. R "

Several years aRo the "T. Z. R." wires wore placed on the market by Mr. E.
H. Batcheler, as selliiiK agent for the niaoufacturer, Mr. Charles A. Morss, the
hitter obtaininG: the riuht of manufacture by virtue of a contract with the
inventor. Mr. Henry F. Campbell. :

Following thi.^ was the purclia.se by the Campbell Electrical Supply ('om-
ny ot all existine contracts, and rights of tlie said Hnnry F. Campbell, the wirn

ifincr known at that period as the "CampbeU I^ine," "Campbell T. Z. B."
and"T. Z. R." wire.s.

The rf'markahle success of these wiri^s owinf? to the superior ipiality of the
in.'^ulatioii rcsidlcii ill tlic fonnation of the Simph^x iilcctrical ('onipany, who
fucceedfd ilr. E. H. U.iti-lielfr, a-; .-^''11 in^ atrr-iit.s only, the wire beirit'.'^unso(|unntly
f*old a.s the "."Nimpi'-x 'I'. Z. R," jirid mamifacliired by (Jharles A. Morris under
contract, wit li The ( ;iuipl»<-ll i-:i(T,l rica) Siijiply Co.

Thi.s contrarl luis now tn-cn ciwa-i-Wi-iX, iinil we arc prepared to furnish our
peuuine produrt.< at tir-t liaiid- luid'-r Mir n:ime of "Century" made accordiiij?
to the oricrinal fonniilas, of tlie "T. />. R.," with important improvements made
by the inventor. Mi'. Campbell, who is Htill I're.siditnt of the Comi)auy.

No otiicr iiai-Ii''s have tlm riKlit to make, or hoII wir(\s on whicli the so-
called "T. Z. li,

' in.'^idation is used, or to use our names or designations.

CENTURY 1NSULA.T1NG TAPE.
Thf only t.ipe that ffive,'* perfect protection to the joints.
Thf e*t-<-nlial iiiKrcdientH of this tapo aro tho 8uino ftB contained in our

celebrated Insolation.
Tin- lap<' iHhpecially woven with j^olid, firm edffeH to on.sure durabdity, and

prevent," frayini;.

On tlif same expoKure to thf (itnio«|>here, when all others have lost their
iiHefiilneH4, Century Inealatlnfr Tape will be found io bn KoHd, linn and
wo tori*roof.

CENTURY INSULATING PAINT.
Quick Dr>in«* Waterproof! \Vi'at)i''ri»ro<»f I

1 1'. iilatinK f^ualitioH UnHUrpa»Hod !

For all l*,|. ft rif-al Wurk where inHiilutlnf; propertieH are necenMnry, the
Century Inaulattnic Pulnt )ia,-< no erpial.

Century InitulatInK Paint \f the bent on the market for Man-IIoleM,
( oniliiii .Sm jirh Ittijird^, Win- Work. HoodM and fieiifral Protection.

Tlie Diamoifl TraDsforaer.
Patent-) applied for.

In pcsitiou ready for service.

The main points to be attained in a Transformer are:

EFFICIENCY, ' REGULATION,
S.VPETY, CONVENIEXCE,

ECONOMY IN REPAIRS.
We now offer a TransfoiTner combining all these

qualities in as high a degree as possible. There is n<>

attempt to secure one owality at the expense of an-
other, but we do claim to offer .such a combination as
will form a well-balanced Transformer.

P itLnt aiipUed for

Fuse Box opened, showing arrangement of Fuse.

In case repairs aro needed the cost on tbe Diamond
is but a trifle compared to a Transformer that must be
built over again. By having separable coils it is but a
small matter to replace them.

Patents applied for.

Showing nvrangement of sr'|)iiral)le coilfl.

THE 'THREE POINT" FEATURE.TT"
When the traiisrornierM are placed so far from tlr

lampB as t^) nialc Ihc i-o.sl of Inads exc((nsivp for tlv '••

volt distribution, the ";)-|ioint" type of triinsrormei i

almost a n'HM'Hsity. Ity dimply niakiiiK one coniiectinn
tliM voltage of secondary c.ireiiitH is rhnnKcd Io KKi

voUk, riMlueinK the si/,e of wirr in .sectional an-n to .^ti)i

idy a Kiven rnimbiT of himpH to one-iiiiai-ter to w.'uit

would have been neceHHiiry in the M volt plan with
given ner eenl. of htHH. In largo buildhigH t)iin iu an '

trnmely inirioitant item.
OUR I'KCl'OSfTiON We .shall In* very glad to wend

one of the Di.'unonrl Ti-aiisformers on IIP da.VH' trial,

with the understaiidiMi.; Ihat if it dor-s nr>l prove its

Kuperioiilv and I'ulllll our cdainis it may l)e returned.

TAYLOR, GOODHUE & AMES,
fSeven years' experience in handling and selling electrical material.)

MONADNOCK BLOCK, Corner Dearborn and Jackson Streets, CHICAGO.
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LOUIS K. COMSTOCK,
Electrical Engineer and Contractor.

TESTS, PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS AND SUPERVISION
For all Kinds of Electrical Installations.

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION.
1419 Monadnock Building, Chicago.

Now Open

For Another Year.

"Tlic Choicest Special-
ties served at reason-
able pricf s."

HAVE YOU SEEN THE MENU?

GEORGE CUTTER,
Chicago.

S'DUR'STc'HEEwfi \
^^'^^'' Manager..

The

iDternational OKONITE COMPANY,

ITRAOE MARH

LIMITED,

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES AiDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uia.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

OI<onite Waterproof Tape.

BRANCHES: Chlcaso, Boston, PhUadelpbla, MlnneapoUs, Cincinnati,
Omaha, LnalsvUIe, St. LonU, San Francisco, I^ondon and So. America,

City,

PACKARD HIGH GRADE
INCANDESCENT LAMPS

SSanafactared by the

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.

New York City, Chas. E. Chapio, 136 Liberty 8t.
Chicago, 111 , Elec. Appliance Co., 342 Madison St.

St, Paul, Minn.,The Elec. EnijineerinK & Supply Co,
Omaha, Neb,. B. B. Dowds, 215 SheelyBloch
Ht Louis. Mo., St Louis Electrical Supply Co.

IxjnlsTiile, Ey., Smithera Ac Davis.
PittEbnrgb. Pa.. W. H. VandeTort, W9 Leiris Block.
G. P. Alteaberg. 220 Walnot St., Cincinnati, Ohio,

agent for Kentacby, TeoDessee, Virglolo and
West Vlrgioia.

San Francisco. Cal., A. C.Bralnard & Son, No. 109 Little Bock. Ark,, Arkansas Electric Sopply Co.,

California St. 3f'" W Markham St.

Cincinnati, O., Poet-Glover Elec. Co.. 215 W. 4th St. Mootreal. Can., Packard Lamp Co., 'J6-100 King St.

MANCFACTUBEK OP

INSUI.ATED ELECTRIC 17VIRE,
FLKXTBLE COBDS and CABLES.

SOO and 20S North Third 8treet, - - PHII,ADEI/PHI.A, PA.

THE BEACON LAMP.
16 Candle

Power,

35 Cents.

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Electrical Co., ^^'t'^e^r Boston, Mass.
New York Office and Stock Koom: Central Building, 141 Liberty Street.

WESTON ENGINES
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

ESTIMATES ASD DRAVITNGS SCBSUTTBO.

WESTON ENGINE CO..
Painted Post, M. Y.

REPRESENTATIVES

:

Julian Scholl i Co. . \i<\ Uberly Si.. New York.
Geo. D. Hoiriiiftii, S"2 L-ike St.. Chlc.'uro. 111.

U. >L Sciple i: C<i . 3d i .Vrcb Sw.. P(ill.vleii>tila.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, NEW TORK,

MANUFACTUHERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Electrical Supplies
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

Telegraph, Telephone,
Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

Line Material.
WE OWN AND OPERATE Till:

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WHERE WB MANUFACTURE A FfUL LINE OF

Test Instrnments and all Scientific Measurement Apparatus.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford. Conn.

KET FOR CAPACITY TESTS,

THE BALL « WOOD COMPANY,
Ballders of Improved Antomatio Cnt-off rxiRin<>K

^"..ii^a^

\x . S. Pearson k Co , Homo In-^

W. A. Day. liSOUvor St.. Doji.mi. m .
-

F. II. Whitlnir, Jncobeou Utock, Denvor, Coif.

- *-»
. ChAltani>o,;A, renii.

vMiiifim M. Porter, l>rir«>it, Mu-'a.

T. W. Aod«r«oa, UoustoQ. Tex.
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General Electric ComDany,
44 Broad St., New York City. 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

THE RIGHT OF THE
TO AN INJUNCTION

HAS BEEN
BY

U.S. CIRCUIT

EDISON COMPANY
AGAINST INFRINGERS
DETERMINED
THE
COURT OF APPEALS.

ALL OTHERS INFRINGE THE EDISON PATENTS AND ARE COUNTERFEITS.

See decision of U. S. Court of Appeals in case of Edison Electric Light Oompany 1^8. United States Electric Light
Company, decided October 4, 1882.

See decision of IT. S. Circuit Court of Appeals in case of Edison Electric LigHt Co. and Edison General Electric
Co., against Sawyer-Man Electric Co., decided December 15, 1892.

Copies of this decision will be sent on application.

BRANCH OFFICES:
620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass. 44 Broad St., New Tork.

173 and 175 Adams St.. Chicago, ni. 609 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
264 West Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio. 1333 F St., N. W., Waahington, D. 0.

Gould Building, Atlanta, Ga. 401-407 Sibley St., St. Paul, Minn,
15 First St., San Francisco, Cal. Masonic Temple, Denver, Colorado.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTIS£MEN fc.

ALPHABETICAL LIST.

American Battery Co xvii

American DIst. Steam Co xviii

Amerlcun Electrica Worlts xxi

American Engine Co xx
Ansotiu Electric Co., The., .xxxviii

Babcoclt & Wilcox Co., The 1

Baggot, E xxii

Baker & Co xxii

Ball & Wood Co., The j

BeaconVacuumPump &Elec.Co. . . i

Becker, .John, Mfg. Co x.Ki

BeggB, J. E., Mch. & Supply Coxxii

Boston Braid Mfg. Co xxx

Brill Co., J. G xxiii

Brookfleld, Wm xx

Brush Electric Co xxiv

Bryant Electric Co xv. xx

Buckeye Electric Co., The xvii

C. & C. Eleclric Motor Co xv

Cabell, L. Breckinridge X'iii

Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co.xxiv

Cffltral Electric Co v

Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co xixiv

Clayton & Lambert Mfg. Co. . xxi

Columbia Mfg. & Sup. Co xxii

Commercial Eleclric Co iv

Comstcck, Louis K. i

Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co. xxi

Crocker-Wheeler Electi ic Co. . xxi

Cushing & Morse. xvii

Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co. . .xxix

Cutter, Geo i

Davis, W. S. & S-n xxiii

Dayton Globe Iron Works Cr.xxxiv
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co xx
Diehl & Company xv

Dixon Crucible Co , Jos xxv
Eastern Electric Cable Co xxi

Edison Min. Lamp Dept xxi

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co ix

Edwards, W.S. Mfg. Co xxx
Electric Appliance Co xx
Electric Cons. & Supply Co . . xi

Electric Engr'g & Supply Co . .xxx
Elec Selector & Signal Co.. xxvii

EtPc'n Pub Co.xii,xxv,xxx, xxxv
Electrical Mfg. Co., The xvii

Elektron Mfg. Co xx'x
Erne-son Electric M'l'g Co. . xv
tfmplre Onlna Works xxii
Enterprise Electric Co xxiv

Falls Rivet & Machine Co xxxiv
Ford Washburn Store'ectro Co. xii

Por Salt Advs xx, xxi, xxii

Fort Wayne Electric Co v

Franklin Electric Co xi

Freeman S. & S ns Mfg. Co. . xxxiv

Fuel Economizer Co xxxiii

General Electric Co ii, xxxvi
General Incandescent Arc Lt. Co.xvi

Great Western M'g. Co xxvi

Greiley& Co., The E, K i

Hart & Hcgeman Mfg. Co xxiii

Halheway, E.M xxi

ilelsler Electric Co xxv
Helics Eleclric Co viii

am Clutch Works . xxx
Holmes, Booth & Ha\ dens. .. xxiii

Holtzer Cabot Electric Co xx
Hughes Bros. Mfg Co xxiv

India Rubber & G. P. Ins. Co.xxxix
Innis & Co xxi

Institute of Technology xxiv
Interior Conduit& Iii». Cn. . . xviii

InternatlunHJ OkO"lle Co i

Interstate Comp. El. C ns. Co. xxix
Jewek Belting Co i. x

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W xxix
Klipstein, A xxi

Knapp Electrical Wo;ks xxxvii

Lake Erie Engin'g Works. xxxii

Leclanche Battery Co.. The .. xxii

Link Belt Machinery Co xxv
Loud, II. M. & Sons Lumber Co xxx
Manz & Co xxix
Mass Chemical Co . xil, xviii,

xxii, xxiii, xxv. xxix, xxxi, xxxiv
McLean & Schniitt xxx
Moore. Alfred F i, xii

Moiae & Co., A. M xxii

Mortimer, .7. C. & Co xxii

Mosher Electric Co xl

Manspll (& C-i.. Euirene xx
New England Butt Co xxv
New York Insulated WbeCf. xxiv
N.Y. Safety Steam Power Co. xxxiv
New York & llhlo Co I

Nowotny Eleclric Co xxii

Osborne Steam ICugiiieering Co
KOstmnder i& ()ii.. W

Paine & Ladd.
Palmer Bros
Parlr ck & Caler Co .

.

Pearson & Co., W. B.

Polton Water Wheel Co
Penn. Electric Engineering

. xxxiv
XX

... xxii

xxxiv
. . xxxii

xxii

Co. vi

i

Phillips Insiiliitcd Wiie Co
Phoenix Iron AVorks Co xxi

Phosphor-Bronze S Co.. Ltd, xviii

Porter- Leavitt Elec. Motor Co. ..xxi

Pumprlly-Sorley S. B. Co. ... iv

Queen & Co., Incorporated. .. xiv

Railway Equipment Co. ... . x\v
Rcddinp Electric Co xxxi
Rockford Electric Mfg. Co . . ,

xvii

Roberts & Co.. E. P xii

Rnsp. VAflc. Lt. t^unnlv Co XX_

Ko.seubaum. W. A xx i

Russell & Oflicer xviii

StimBOD Cnr'l'Hi^t- Wor kM xx
Sawyer Man-Electric Co xxxii

Seclirisl. Albert xxiv
Shawmul Fuse Wire Co xxiii

Sliepard, IL L xxii

Stiuiiz Btiitint! Co xxix
Siemeus & Halske Electric Co xx.k

Sioux City Elec. Supply Co. ..xxiii

Sioux City EngineWorks. ...xxxiv
Spcrrv Elec. Mining Macii. Co xxiv
Standard Electric Co xxviii

Standard Ptiint Co ix, xxiii

Standard Undergrouod Cable
Co xxxi

Stanley Eleclric Mfg. Co xxxix
Steutien Lamp Works xxi

Sterling, W. C xxiti

Stllwell »& BlerceMfg.C .xxisxiii
Taylor Engine Co xxxiv
Turbayiie-Tiimblyn Co iv

Union Hardwartj Co xx
Union Porcelain Works xid

Utica Elec. Mfg.& Supply Co. xviii

Vulcanized Fibre Co. ..... . xxiii

Waddell-Entz Company xx
AVashburn & Moen Mfg. Co. . . . iv

Waterhouse, Gamble & Co. . . .xvii

Western Electric Co xviii

Westinghouse, Church, Kerr
& Co xxxi

Westinghouse Elec. and Mfg
Co xix, xxxiii

Weston Elec Instrument Co. . vii

Weston Engine Co i

White S. S. Dental Mfg. Co. . . iv

Wilson & Jackson xx
Worlhlngton, Henry R xx

CLASSIFIED UST.
AnniuiciHtor^i.
Ansonia Electric Co., The
Central Electric oo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
09tr(mder&Co.,W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Arc £iainp8.
Pegtre. J. E., Mchy. & Sappiy Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Electric C0D6. & Supply Co.
General Electric Co.
General Incaudescenf Arc Lt Co.
He'ios Elec rlc Co., The.
Knapp Flectrical WornB.
Mortimer .J. C, & Cn.
Moslier Electric Co.
Rose Klectric Light Supply Co.
Siemens & Ilalt^ke Electric Co.
.standard Electric Co.
Tii'bayne-Tamblyn Co.
Waterhouee, QambJe & Co.
WeBtlnghoiise Electric & Mfg. Co
Western Electric Co

Are I^l^ht Cor<t.
Knapp Klectrlcal Works.
Sameun Cordage Works.

BatterieB.
American Battery Co.
Anaonia Electric C o., The.
Columbia Mfg. & Supply C;.
Fold Wastirmrn titorelectro Cc.
Franklin Electric Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Kuapp Electrical Works.
Lficlancbe Sattery Co., The.
r'artnck & Oarter Co.
PunipeUySorley Storage Battery Co
WpiPiern Klertrif •"
While, S. S. Dental Mfg. Co.

Battery .l*irf«.

American B>ittery Co.
Butle: Hard Rubber Co.
Central Klectrlcco.
Knipp Electrical Works.
Leclancne Battery Co , The.
Western Electric Co.

B**II8, KI<^otrlc.
Ani-onia E'ectric Co., The.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Ostrauder & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, JHasrneto.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley* Co., The K.8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Psrtrfck A Carter Co.
Weatern Klectric Co

BeltlDK.
CbicREO Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Jewell Reltlnp Co.
Link IMt Machinery Co.
Pat;.* Helting Co.
ShultzB ItligCo.

Boilers.
Bibcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Blancnard, Albert.
Freeman Sins Mfg. Co., The S.
Lane & Bodley Co., The.
N. Y. Safety Sreaiu Power Co.
Weston Knglne Co.

BonkH, FJeetrlcnI.
Klertrtclan PuhUshlnc Co,

New Km liind Bi.tl Co.

rtarfflar Onrrun.
CeiiliHi Klnrtrlc Vo.
Eloctrlc Appliance Co.
Greeley & Co.,The tt. 8.

Knapp Klectrlcal Worke.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Cables.
fSee Insulated Wires )

< ables, Klcptrli". (See Ineulatea
Wtree), 4^opner.mhoetandBnr
B^h>p Giilta Perchn Oo
Eaetorn Kb'rtric Cable Co.
Moore. Alfrod F.
U'>pblinc> y"ns Co.. J. A.
Washburn A Moen Mtg. Co.
WBhtorn Electric Co.

Carbons. Points and Plates.
Central filectrlc Co.
Knapp Blectrfcal Work!.

CnsllrBS.
Palmer Bro"

CInirhes. Frictlou,
Falls Rivet & Machine Co. I

mil Clutch WorkB.
I

<:?nr(laKe.
Samson /'nr^a-a W^rb-«i,

4'onHtraPtlon an<i Bei»alm.
Cometock, LoiiLs K
InlcTB ate Ccni|). Elec. Const Co.
McLeao & .'-cumllt.

Pioneer .Armature Works.
Roberts. E. P, &Co.
WonLffn aiectrlcCo.
Wilpon k. .JftCkyon.

Coutrui^ioro, Mie«trl« l^lebt,
BCnsl^e Plants and Klectric
Railways.
American Engine Co.
Babcock &. Wiicox Co., The.
Ball & Wood Co., The.
BrtiBh Electric Co.
C &C. Electric Motor Co.
Cat)ell, L. Breckinridge.
Commercial Electric Co.
Comst ck, Louis K,
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
Ford-Washburn t-ioieiectro Co.
^ ort Wayue Electric i. o.

Freeman Sone Mfg. Co., The S
General Electric Co.
Great Western Jlfg. Co.
Heisler Electric C<t.

Intei^tal'' Comp. Elec. Contt Co.
Lake Erie Engineering vVorks.

Morpe & Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safely Steam Powpr Co.
Osborne Steam Engineering Co
Kwarson ."fc Co.. W. ii.

Phoenix Uon Works.
Kacine Hardware irtfe.Co.

Rockford Electric Mfg. Co.
Siemens & Haleke Electric Co.

Sioux Citv Engine Works.
Standaid Electric Co.
\Vaddell-Entz Company.
Westinshunse Electric «fc Mfg. Co.
Wtslinghoupe, Church, Kerr & Co.
Weatfrn tflectrlcCo.

Weston Engine (o.
Wilson &JaCksoii.

C*..pp*-&- »* irei» and TaD«S.
American Electrical Works.
Bishop Guita Percha Co.
v.entral Eiectrlc Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire* Cable Co.

uutter, Geo-
Kn-,erprlte Electric Co.

lloimts, B'.oth « HaydenB.
intern (»Lion al Okonite Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.

Phi lips Insulated Wire Co.

hperry Kiec. Mlninp fKlBcnineCo.

Washburn* Moen Mfg. Co.
W«siern Electric Co.

cross-Arms.
central Electric Co.

Uughea Bros. Mfg. Co.

Knapp Elecncal Works.
LiOUQ, H. M.. & Sons l.umoer Co.

Railway Equinment Co.

Cnt-Ont^ and i4wiT<»he».
Ansonia Electric Co. , The.
Bryant Electric Co.
central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Elertrical & Mfg- Co.

Electric Engineering & Supply Co.

Emereon Electric Mfg. Co.

Electric Selector & tignal Co.

Enterprise Elecirlc o.

Great Western Mfg. Co.

Hart A; Hegeman Mig. Co., The.

Knaup Electrical Workb.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.

Redding Electric Co.
Russell & Officer.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.

Sechrist, A.
Utica tClec. Mfg. & Supply Co.

uynanios.
brush ttlectric Co.

c ifc C Electric Motor Co.
Commercial Electric Co.
Outilex Electric Co.. Lid.

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.

Electrical Eog. As Supply Co., The.

General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.

Heisler Electric uo.
Monimer, 0. *. .*v C".
National iCi-cirlc al.innfact nlngCo.
Nowotny Elec ric Co.

Rote Electr c Light Suppl ( o.

Siem>^n8 & Htilske Siectric i o.

Stai dard Electric Co.
W^ddeli-Entz Company.
Western Klectric Co.
Weatlneh'^nH** KlenrlcA Mtg. Co

fr^leot U' lleatins:
Aneonia Eleclric t o.. The.
hailwav Eqii pment Co.

Ki*4*tric l*uv« t-a-* Tips
Smith, A. T.

Klfi'irir Knilways.
(;.-iioral Electric Co.
SitMiii'Tiy & lla'ske Electric Co.

\\'r;-liilgfi--UoH Klrrtnr « Mfp. CO.

KIreiriral and Mecha- io.ol

KnelneerH.
Coinstock, Louis K.
Osborne Steam Engineering Co.
Koliorts, E. P. A Co.
Wilson .Si Jackson.

Kieeirlral lustramenCM.
Central Electric Co
Electrical Supply Co.. The
ttrflelev ."f C"., Thp K. S
Parlrl'U A. Ctrtor Co.
Kniipp Electrical Works,
(jiiB'^ii & Company.
Wi'-ton Elf Inslniinonl Oo.

Ki*-4*trl<'Hl liit*'litt:vtMv.
Com-tock. Loulb K.
Roiierls. E 1*. * Co.
Wils n «.TacUscn.

Kleftrirai W|>ei*i«ltif".
Columlii'i Mfg. ct Supply Co.
Culler, Geo.
Pnpy,-r-Cabot Electric Co.
Utlcii Elec. Mfc A Supply Co.

Kl*M*ti'iet» ns' TorrliCK.
Claj ton it Liiuiberl Mfg. Co-

KIcotrolliTM and ^'^••hlDa-
tiou FI:Ktnri»B
Ans'-nia Electric Co.. The.
Bnicuot. E
Edwards, W. S. Mfg. Co.
Rnapp Electrical Works.

Kleotro-Hlnttuic nachlnen.
Brush Klertrlc Co.
General Klectric Co.

Enelncs, <^a«.
OttoGRfl Engine Works.

Kniflnes, Mteaw.
American Engine Co.
Ball * Wooa Co . tn«.
Freeman SonB Mfg. Co.. The S
Lake Erie Englii-ering WorKo.
Lane & Bodiny Co , The.
Morae & Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Peareon & Co., a'.B.
Phoenix Iron vVorka Co.
KacluB llarawaru xTl;. oo.
Sloui City Engine Worke.
Taylor Engm-a Co.
Westinghouse. Church, Kerr & Co.
WesLon Engine Oo.

Fan Oatnts.
Diehl it Company.
Stanley iClectrlc Mrg. Co.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co
Kartavert Mig. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Knapp EiectrlcaJ Worka.
Partrlctt d£ Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Fact Kennomivrs.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Fuse Vi Ire.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Knapp Elecwical WorKu.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co,
Suerry tfiiec. Mining Machine Co.

Hat* tAsntlng^ Klectrftc.
Boston Electric Co,
Iloliz.r-Cabot Electric Co,
Knapp EiectrlcaJ Works.
Partrick & Carter Co-

&eneral Klt'Ct.rloai •*apptie«
Ans'nia E'e>nric Co , The.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appiiince Co.
Electric Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Ene. & Sn ply Co., The.
Emerson Electric 5Ifg. Co.
Enterori'e E ecTlc Co.
General Electric <'o.

Greit Western Mfg. Co.
iireeley &Co.,TQeE. p>

Holtzer-Cabot Eleclric Co.
Knapp Electrical Worub
Palmer Bros.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Pfnn. Electric Eugineering Co.
Q,neen iK Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Russell * Office-.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co
Sioux City Elec. Supply Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. •&. Supply Co.
Waterhouse. Gamble k Co.
Weston Elec. Instrnment Co.

hilobfH ana Kiecirtuui *iti&s»-

vrare.
Brookfleld, Wm.

<iraphite Hnei'laltles.
Dison Crucible Co . Jos,

Ha>(i Wubber .oaiM.
Butler ll^rd Rubber Co.
Dpiaware Hard Fibre Co.

Insaiatorn and insniatlns
materials.
AnsoDia Electric Co., The ,

Brookfleld, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.

Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Eleclric Engineering J: Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co,

Part & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hollzer-Cabat Electric Co.
Interior Conduit &IneaIatlon Co.
International Okoniio Co., The.
Johns Mfg. Co , H, W.
Kartavett Mtg. Co.

Knapp Elect' leal Works.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Moore. Alfred F.

Muneell&Co., Eneene,
National India Rubber Co.

New York Insulated Wire Co,

Standard Paint Co.
UniMi Porcrla'n Works.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Insulated Wires and tiables
Macn^t Wire.
American Electrical Works.
Anaonia Electric Co , The.
Bishop Guita Percha Co.

i:entr(ii Electric Co
Cre rent Inn Wire & Cable Co,
Cuhing A Morse.
Cutler, Geo.
Raetern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Gr^at Western Mfg. Co.

aolmes, Booth & asydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.

India KuhberA G. P. Thp. Co.

Knapp Electrical Workg
Mooro, Alfred F.

Nalb mil India Rubber Co.

New York Insnlatpd Wire Co.

Pa- trick -^ Carter Co

.

Phillips Incu'ated Wire Co.
Koei>ling's Sons i :o., J. A.
Shawmut Fu^e Wire Co.
-perry Etor. Mlnlni.' MKrhtn(»r»n

Staiid'rd l^ndergn'ntui Cable Co.
V^addell-Knii'. Company.
Washbum A Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

|,nnip»>. lt»«-nMdeBC#*-*

.

Aiis nla Ktoi'tric t'o., Tho.
Beacon Vr.cunm Pump & Elec Co.
iu-rrt-'t-'m Kl»*rtrlr»:a

Buckpye Electric Go.
*^ontr™l Klectric Oo.
Edison Miniature LampDt^pt.
Electrical Kng. »^ Supply Co.. The,
Electrical Vaniifactnring Co., Tho.
General Glei-tricCo.

Knapn Electrical Workf

.

New Y'^rk and Ohio Co.
Penn. Electric Engineering Co.
Sawver-ilan Electric Co.
Steulwn Lamp Worke.

Lnthes.
Bridgeport Machine Tool WorV b,

Shopard, IT. L.

I,iclitnins .Arresters
iMinpp Eloctrlriil Works.

najcnei »Vlre.
(See Insulated Wirts.)

Mccliatilcnl MachlnerT-
Bridgeport Machine Tool Worka

nedlcal Batteries.
P»rtrlck A CKt«r Co.

nica.
JohoH -Mfg. Co.. U. W.
.Mantiell <u Co., Eat:<~;o«.

3Iilili>e TlBChliiery.
Becker .^Ifg. Co , John.

niiiiMtt /«.(/|^a.ratUB, Klertrlr
Gc-nftral Elert.icCo.
Great ^'.-.-p-rn Mfg. Co.
Sperry h.w:, d.niu^ Machine Co.
wedtiogbotinQ eiecirtca Mfif. co.

^oturn.
Brasli Electric Co.
C. k C, Electric Mot )r Co.
Commercial ElecirJc Co.
CrocKftf-Wneeler ISlectncCo.
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
Electncsl Km. & Supply Co., The
Emereon Electric ilfg, Co.
Ford-Wa'jhoum Storplectro Co,
Fort ^^'ayne Electric Co,
General Electric Co.
Great Western .M(e Co
Mortimer, J, C, &Co.
Nowotny Elecirii; Co.
Porter iveavltt Electric Motor Co.
Rcckford Electric Mfg. Co.
Waddell-EniK; Company.
WHr>tinehonB6 Electric » Mfr.Co.

Xamc Platen.
iiecker Wfir. Co., John.

Oil F. Iters.
Acni*' I'llter Co.

Pa'i'ls.
Standard Paint Co.

Patents.
Paine 4: Lard,
Ro-enbaum. Wm. A.

Pho««i>lior Bronze.
PhO'phorBr nze Smelting Co., Ltd

Pins unu Hrack.ciit».
Cent-al Electric Co.
Ilaghee Bros. Mfg. Co.
Loud, H. M & Sons L-imber Ct,
Railway Equipment Co.

Platinnm.
Bak*»r & Co-
Siebert, G.

Poles.
Loud, H. M. & Sono' Lumber o
Railway Equipment Co.

Porc-lai '

.

Empire China Works.
Union Porcelain Works.

Pr'*'*-nr*' ^waoj^es.
Bri?lol6 Mfg. Co.

pabllstiera. Kiectrieal
Electrician Publishing Co

Pnsli Bnttons.
Central filectric Co.
Knspo Ererfrinqi Works.
Partrick i: Carter Co.
Onion Hardware Co.
Weetem Electric Co.

Ballways, Kleetrlc.
(See electric rallwaira.)

Rhrostats.
[

Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co.
' tfiai Amninmac.

Innls & Co.
Klipstein. A.

8eparatort«, tftteBm.
Hine Eliminator Co.

Nlik Krald.
Boston Braid Mfg. P7.

Speablne Tn?^a.
Central Electrl.c Co.
Knapp Electrical Work^
Oetrander&Co.. W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co,
Western Electric Co.

ISpeptfi Indleatorn.
Queen A Co.

Siitoain Hentiny.
Ami-rican District Steam Co.

Sc»-t<n3 Pnmpa.
WorthinstoR, Henry h.

Street Cnra.
Brill, J. G., Co.

Street Ry Tower Wasono.
Davis, W. S.&Son.

(Supplies, fcjecirle Kaiifrny
Railway Equipment Co.

Tapes. Insniatlar
Amerif^an E'ectrical Works.
Ansonia Electric Co., The,
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cr~ibing it Morse.
Indle Knober A G. P. Its. Co.
(nternattoTial Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Klectrlcal Works.
New Tort Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Pa'r_' Zo.

Telearra.'h :«pparatnr.
•^en'rst T?l«»rtrlc Co.
Electric Selector A- Signal Co.
Greeley A Cu., The ik.""o

Knapp Elerrrlcal Works.
Partnok & Carter Co
vs'estcrn fi-lectricCo.

Telephone**, Klectric.
Western Electric Co.

Te|»M iiono ^Init ihpiecrs
Mtrcts. W, >",

Test Inscruments,
C^ntr-ti Electric Co.
Greeley A Co., The K. S
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen X Company.
'V'eetern Klec'lc"**"
Weston Elec. Irsirumonl Co.

TrH nsformerti.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
^atlonal EleclrtcM&nnfactnringCo,
St.tnlov Electric Mfg. Co.
Weptinchouse Electric A Mfy. Co.

Trolley «^ord.
Samson Conl.ice Worts.

Trncks. Klectric Car.
CiMieral Kkviric Co.
Westinghouse Electric A Mfs. Co

Tnrblne Wheels.
ration (?lohe Iron Worts Cc.
PelMn Wa'er W'he^l Co.
Stiiwell .t Blerc* Mfg. Co.

I'niversltles.
Institute of Technology-

Vf»»ni-hes,
M:isi'. Cbemioal Co.
Slandar^I Paint Co.

Wa«er Wheel-.
Pelton Water Whe«l Co.

Wire, Bb»^.
An'onia Eleclric Co.. The.
Bishop Gntta Penlhi Co.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wir<> A Cable Co.
Holme?. Booth fc Hardens.
Knapp ElectrlcAl Works.
Nntlonsl India Rnhber C^.
rhlllips Insula ed Wire Co,
Ral'wav tqili>ment Co.
Ro*>bIlnc> bons' Co J. A

Standard I'nderirround Cable Co.
Washbnm A Moen Mfg. Co.
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WASHBURN & MOEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
MAKERS or ISDN, STEEL AND COPPEB.and Mamifaoturers of IRON, STEEL AND COPPER WIRE for all Purposes.

Oldest and Largest IVlanufacturers of Electrical Wires in the World.

Bare and Insulated Copper Wire
fOri ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

Galvanized Iron and Steel Telegraph Wire.

Magnet Wire. Annunciator Wire.

Feed Wire.

LEAD ENCASED WIRES.

Rubber, Weather-Proof and

Underwriter's Wire.

HBSOLUTEL-V
FIRE and WATER-PROOF WIRE,

STa.r>©rl<or to
Anything' Heretofore ]\Xade.

HARD DRAWN COPPER TROLLEY WIRE.
«-^DiroS WOBCESTEB. alASS. nRax'r'H nx-crdra 4vn av» Bpunwriiii-a . J "EW YORK, lO CllffSt. CHICAGO. 107 and 100 L.akt- St.«ORK8J ,y^p^£;«;^X, II/I/.

BBAi*CM U* * ICKS A.^ 1» n AKKHUUSI^S .
{ ^^^ FBANt I»CO, 8 and 10 Pine St. BOLSTOK. Tr S..«S

WE ONLY IN THE U.S. MAKE

MOTORS
AND

Power

Generators
WITH

Forged

<^\hle/

DYNiMOS
FOR

Lighting
AND

Plating

Field

Magnets.

TURBAYNE ARC LAMP
:fo-E?.

Constant Potential Circuits*

LAMPS SENT ON TRIAL.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., U. S. A.

The New Pumpelly - Sorley

STORAGEJATTERY.
Electro-Chemically Made and Therefore Does Not Infringe.

We are prepared to make Batteries having from

3.5 to 1,000 ampere hours' capacity.

By this process we can make Batteries that will

last from one to twenty years, according to size and

weight. Address

Pumpelly-Sorley Z\mm Batteiy Co.,

205 and 207 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

THE TURBAYNE-TAMBLYN COMPANY,
BG, G8 and 70 B. Fort Street, DETROIT, MICH,

Partz Acid Gravity Battery.
(PATENTED.)

The Highest Voltage, and Most Con-
stant Open Circuit Batttry in Use.

Ov, r 100 Cells of Paris BntUry in con-
stant use in Philadelphia Elictncal Bu-
reau on Fiv Alaim for four ytars
u'ilhout a sii g'e Inet hdiun.

Parlz Sulpho-Chromic Salt.
(PATESTKD.)

Battery users will find it to their ad-
vantage to send address for cir-

cular now preparing.

NEW YORK. BOSTON,

The S. S. WHITE DENTAL MFG. CO.,

PIIILA-DELF HIA

,

CHICAGO, BROOKLYN, ATLANTA.

Factory, Pawtncket, R. I.

FEEDER WIRE,
LINE WIRE,
HOUSE WIRE.

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE CO..

39 and 41 Cortlandt St., NEW YORK.
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
116 and 118 Franklin Street, Chicago.

ffesterD Eleclrical Ml Co., Mgim Gate Ciiy Electric Co.,

418 South 15th St.. W^^^f^^if^] ^22 Delaware St.,

OMAHA, N£B. Ik *''''
' ...Jxi / KANSAS CITY, MO.

Sontlern Electrical Snugly Co..

1 1 North Seventh St.,

ST. LOtTIS, UO.

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO.,

FORT WAYNE, IND.

UWOOD"ARC LAMPS,
26 SII'^S^ILiEIS.

For Constant Current Circuits,

Constant Potential Circuits,

Alternating Circuits.
ALL OF THE SIMPLEST CONSTRUCTION.

NOISELESS, NO EXTRA RHEOSTATS.
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New Terminal Depot of

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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ia Electric Engi

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

PENN MUTUAL BUILUING, PHILADELPHIA.

This installation consists of 300 Western Electric Arc Lights,

10 Western Electric Arc Dynanaos and the entire construction

work.
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The Weston Standard Portable

DIRECT CURRENT VOLTMETERS AND AMMETERS
Are used in all parts of the civilized world. They are recognized by all authorities as the very best instruments ever

produced.
During the past year Mr. Weston has given much time to the further study and improvement of these instruments, and

has brought them to a higher degree of permanency, durability, accuracy and excellence than we ever thought possible.

The New Model is the same in external appearance as the old, but is vastly superior to the latter in all that contrib-

utes to a first-class instrument. It is the aCVte of perfection, and is destined to become and remain

THE STANDARD PORTABLE INSTRUMENT OF THE WORLD.
We have perfected a larger model of these instruments expressly adapted for use as ClbSOltlte Stundcirds in

stations and laboratories. They are designated as the

Weston Laboratory Standard Voltmeters ^Ammeters.
The scales are about three times the length of the ordinary portable standards, and the instruments are sufficiently

sensitive to work to within 1-75 of one per cent. We confidently recommend them as the most convenient and accurate

standards known. They are adapted for the most exact work, and will be found thoroughly equal to its requirements.

We make twenty two ranges of

The Weston Portable Alternating Current Voltmeters.
These instruments are absolutely permanent and very accurate, and are incomparably superior to an)' form of hot

wire instrument known. They will be found invaluable in securing and maintaining uniformity and economy of operation

of alternating current plants. We make lllultipHers for USe wWl these instruments to extend their

range so as to measure the highest voltage met with on primary circuits.

We also make sixteen different ranges of moderate priced, high grade

Dead-Beat Switch-Board Ammeters.
The capacity ranges from 25 amperes to 750 amperes. These instruments are a new type, and are very accurate and well

made. The scales are very regular, the instruments very sensitive, thoroughly durable and absolutely permanent, and their

indications are not sensibly affected by the most powerful external fields.

In addition we are making a full line of Direct Current

Station and Isolated Plant Voltmeters,
In three sizes and many ranges. These instruments are very dead-beat, and embody many new and valuable features.

They are specially adapted for railway and powerr plants, and are well suited for arc and incandescent light circuits, and all

other work requiring good and thoroughly trustworthy voltmeters. They are specially designed for

switch-board use. We are also makine a laree line of high erade

Station Ammeters
In ranges from 200 to 5,000 amperes, with absolutely proportional scales throughout the entire range. The sensibility and
accuracy of these instruments have never been approached. A 1,200 ampere instrument will indicate, with full load or no
load, the turning on or off of a single lamp, and can be read in any part of the scale to one ampere. They are very dead-
beat, handsome in design and finish, permanent, durable, and well made and moderate in price.

'WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRDMENT CO.,
Correspondence Solicited.

I 14-120 William Street, NEWARK, N.J., U.S.A.
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ONLY SUCCESSFUL

ALTERNATING CURRENT ARC LAMP.

HBIvIOS
Low Tension

Alternating Current

ARC LAMPS.

Cat Showing In=ide of Lamp. Cut Showing Lamp Complete.

Scientifically worked out in every detail.

Best material and mechanical skill only employed in the pro-
duction of the Helios Lamp.

Over 30,000 Helios Lamps in daily operation in Europe, and
more than 1 ,000 Lamps already in operation in America.

The only Arc Lamp which burns as steadily as an Incandescent
Lamp.

Most economical Arc Lamp for Central Station or Consumer.

m^RITE US FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE:.

THE HELIOS ELECTRIC COMPANY
1306 8 10 Filbert Street, Ptiiladelpliia, Pa., U. S. A.

J

y.n%tirn \2f-n(":

STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. GO,,

Fill«li(-|il, .naan.

THE ANSONIA ELEQTRIC CO.,

rhirngo,'!!!.

M<>ii(li\><-H(<'rii Av;<'nlM:

MISSOURI ELEGTRIG LIGHT & POWER CO.,

»t. iMuin, JTIo.
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NEW EDDY MOTOR.
MULTIPOLAR

GENERATORS
-FOK-

RAILWAY and POWER

PURPOSES.

PERFECT

IN

CONSTRUCTION.

CORBESPONDENCi: SOLICITED.

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

WINDSOR, CONN.
136 Liberty Street, NEW YORK. 1417 and 1418 Monadnock Bldg., CHICAGO.

506 Commerce St., PHILADELPHIA. 170 Second St., PORTLAND, OREGON.
30 Oliver Street, BOSTON. 134 E. 6th St., ST. PAUL, MINN.

Heist Building, KANSAS CITY, MO.

INSULATING COMPOTTNDS,

ARMATURE VARNISH - TAPE!
Manufactured only by

THE STANDARD PAINT GO.,
2 Liberty St.,

New York.

542 "The Rookery,"
Chicago.

-SOl,l> H\
ANSONIA ELECTRIC CO.. Randolph and Michigan Ave.. Chicago.

ROBBINS ELECTRIC CO.. 830 Liberty Ave. Pittsburgh. Pa.

NOVELTY ELECTRIC CO.. 50-54 N. Fourth St.. Philadelphia, Pa-

PETTINGELL-ANDREWS CO. .192-202 Summer St.. Boston. Mass.

And Supply Houses EVERYWHERE.
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JEWELL BELTING CO.,

HARTFORD, CONN.
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WARD ARC LAMPS
FOR ALL CONSTANT POTENTIAL CIRCUITS.

We make a full line of SINGLE CARBON
LAMPS, SHORT LAMPS, ORNAMENTAL
LAMPS and DOUBLE CARBON LAMPS, TWIN
LAMPS, FOCUSING LAMPS, for any special use.

Our lamps are all made to USE, and are guaranteed

to LAST.
Don't waste tmie experimenting with lamps of other

manufacturers that can only show a fair laboratory test,

and fail whenever called on for actual work.

Electric Construction k Supply Co.,
Unity Building, CHICAGO. Telephone Building, NEW YORK.

ESTABLISHED 1881.

Important Discovery

STORAGE

V
I
Iff

6

BATTERIES

BENJ. FRANKLIN

Via. 1

WE HAVE SOMETHING POSITIVELY NEW,

MANUFACTURED BY

THE FRANKLIN ELECTRIC CO.,
106-108 LIBERT'S STRBET^ NEW YORK.
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E. F. ROBERTS & CO.,
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.

E. P. Roberts, M. E. C. F. Uebelacker, E. E.

Preliminary Surveys and Estimates.

Plans, Specifications and Supervision of Electric Light, Power and Railway Work.

WESTERN RESERVE BUILDING, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

INSULLAC?

It's a Pleasure lo Work the Press.

"We Like It."

Because it enables us to tell you that we are
EQUIPPING STREET OARS with our new
single reduction, slow speed, RAILWAY
MOTORS with FLEXIBLE CONNEC-
TIONS. One motor to the car GEARED
TO BOTH AXLES.

Repairs at e minimum, guaranteed.
Oars also equipped with our STORAGE

BATTERIES, which is the only satisfac-

tory battery made.
Write for Oatalogues.

T'^Ford-Washburn Storelectro Co.,

OLIEG-^rELJLl^ID, OHIO-

Dictionary of Electrical Words, Terms and Phrases.

'»P>-£ iloablC'rolnmn I*4c«-m. .%T0 IllaMtraliofiH. i;iolh ICiiHliii:;. Typf I'aK*

This Dictionary includes .0,000 distinct Words, Terms and
Phraaes. Each of the great classea or divisions of ilcctrical investiga-
tion or utilization comes under careful and exhaustive tr'-iitrnerjt. For
some reasons it deserves rather to be called an Encyclopsedla than a
dictionary.

The Scheme of Treatment is as follows:

Ist. The TTOT'h, terms and phrases are invariably followed by a short,
concise definition, giving the sense in which they are correctly em-
ployed.

2d. A general statement then follows of Ihe Principles of Electri-
cal Science on which the deGnition is Founded.

« 10 X 7 iiK'hi'H. I"ii<c ixiHlaui' I'l't'iitiiil. lo any |iar< of tin- world. W.'i.OO.

•id. When, from the ';otn])lexity of the apparatus, or from olhiT con-

siderations, it h.as been thoupht desirable to do so, an Illustration or
Diagram of the apparatus is given.

-III]. To facilitate study, an elaborate system of OrOBS References
has been adopted, so that it is as easy to find the definitions as the
words, and aliases are readily detected and traced.

In .•i|i|<lv'ing these rules great care has been exercised to secure

0LEAR.NES8, to the end that while the definitions and explanations
shall be SATISKACTOIty TO THE EXPIORT ELECTRICIAN, they
shall Jilso be SIMPEE AND INTIOI.IJCIIJI.E to those who have had no
training at all in electricity, or are novices in the art.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., €1 Lakeside BuUdinK, Chioago, Illinois.
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Union Porcelain Works
ECKFORD AND OAKLAND STS , NEAR GREENFOINT AVE.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.,

HARD PORCELAIN INSULATORS.
SUPERIOR IN QUALITY-BXOBLLBNCE OF WORKMANSHIP-FIEED AT OVER 4,000 DEGREES F.
"IT AVERAGES GREATER STRENGTH FOR WEIGHT THAN ANY OTHER MAKE."
"HEAT, COLD, DAMPNESS, ACID OR ALKALI CANNOT INJURIOUSLY AFFECT ITS PROPERTIES."

P

Our principal product is HARD PORCELAIN TABLE WARE commonly known as FRENCH CHINA.
Our INSULATORS are made of exactly the SAME MATERIAL and fired at SAME HEAT as our TABLE WARE.
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MAGNETIC VANE" AMMETERS AND VOLTMETERS.
Adapted for Constant Switohboard Use.

To all who require Ammeters and Voltmeters

for the switchboards of isolated plants and central

stations, we strongly recommend our "Magnetic

Vane" instruments, which, after severe practical

tests, have proved thoroughly reliable and efficient;

combining the essential features of strong con-

struction, accurate calibration and constancy with

handsome appearance and moderate prices.

They should remain in circuit constantly,

which is of great importance, especially as re-

gards the Voltmeters, which thus indicate the

potential at all times.

"M-V" Voltmeter, range 15 to 150 Volts.

I'rl.o $25.M f. o. b. Philadelphia.

Send for descriptive circular No. 420.

Electrical Engineers, Central Station Mana-
gers and Dynamo Builders are earnestly desired

to carefully investigate the merits of these instru-

ments before deciding upon a type to adopt.

A number of well known concerns have al-

ready made time contracts with us, and we shall

be pleased to negotiate with all companies that

need strictly first-class apparatus. In this connec-

tion remember that low prices sometimes mean
poor quality; we absolutely guarantee our goods

to be as represented, if properly handled.

The fact that in 1893 we sold more than twice as many "Magnetic Vane" Ammeters and Voltmeters as during the
previous year, is sigaifioant. Specify them in your next call for bids, and send a sample order direct to us, or, if more
convenient, through your supply house.

ALSO STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASURING APPARATUS
Of guaranteed accuracy, for all purposes.

Illnstrated descriptive catalogue Ifo. 1-66 mailed free, if thisadvertisiteiuentls mentioned.

QUEEN & CO., INCORPORATED, PHILADELPHIA.

A MHW BOOK!
ITOIST REJLIDY.

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand- Book.
226 Pages. I '^8 Engravings. Hand-Book Size.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of which 30,000 copies
have been sold. The new book contains more than twice as many pages and twice

as many engravings as were comprised in the old, and will continue
to retain the distinction of being the ONLY STANDARD
WORK for the practical dynamo man and the learner.

NOW READY. PRICE, $1.00.

6 LAKESIDE BIULDINC, CKICACO.
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C <5c C.
Electric Motors and Dynamos.

.^

J,

WOUND FOR EITHER
ECT

DESCENT
CURRENT.

rDIRECI
ARC OR INCAN

-mvmi

Electric Lighting and Electrical Transmission

of Power.

The C. & C. Electric Motor Co,
GENERAL OFFICE:

402 and 404 Greenwich St., New York.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREROOMS;

CHICAGO, 201 Madison St. BOSTON, 63 Oliver St.,

Agencies in all principal cities.

THE EMERSON ELECTRIC

MANUFACTURING CO.,

ELECTRIC FANS
ITo Belts.

ITo Sliafting Required.

2,000

Endorsers.

electric
lighting

railwTy
special ties.

DIEHL &
COMPANY,

ALTERNATING
CURRENT
MOTORS.

385

Broadway,

New York.

EACH FAN
CONTAINS ITS

OWN MOTOR.

Send for Catalogue and Prices.

WESTERN
OFFICE

a a-a 01

IP a a B

'

p a a a a-

fs a ai s
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aa s a a
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The "fieneral" Incandescent Arc Lamp.

FOR LOW TENSION CIRCUITS.

The special qualities of superiority in this Lamp are its absolute softness and
steadiness of light, small size and weight, simplicity, ease of installation and economy
of trimming, thorough insulation and safety, reliability, large range of candle power
and length of life.

The Standard Rack-Feed Lamp, No. 500, is 42 inches long, weighs 18 lbs.,

gives 12 hours of life, consuming 8 amperes of current,

and furnishing about 1,000 candle-power of light.

These qualities of reliability, ease of trimming,
and agreeable^ steady light have enabled the

General Incandescent Arc Light Co.
to install these Lamps in many instances in place of
electroliers, and have resulted in the production of an
extensive and handsome line of

Artistic Designs
which are far in advance of the crude and uninviting

efforts that have been made in this direction by other

manufacturers, meeting a well recognized but hitherto

unsatisfied demand.
The Company's Circular and Price List of the

Standard Lamps will be sent on application, and in its

handsomely illustrated Catalogue will be found a com-
plete assortment of all styles of Ornamental Lamps as

well.

The Lamps, which are arranged to operate two in series, on a circuit of

100 to 125 volts, are tested and adjusted to the given current before leaving our

works, and any two lamps maiked for the same amperage will pair at once. Ab-
solutely no adjustment or regulation is required. The Lamps when received need

simply to be connected to the outlet wires, and the current turned on. They are

trimmed, i.e., new carbons put in, without taking off or letting down the globe.

Discounts on application.

Estimates on special Lamps and Designs promptly furnished.

Correspondence solicited.

STANDARD LAMP Ko. 0\iNAMENTAL LAMP No. 75U.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT COMPANY.
S. BERGMANN, President. C. M. BIDDLE, Vice-President.

WORKS. 33d Street and First Avenue.
|

GENERAL OFFICES, 59 Duane Street.

Telephone No. 1309, 311th bt. I cicphonc Ho. 163 Cortlandl

SHOWRrOMS. 275 Fifth Avenue.
Telephone No. i/\s<), 38th SI.

Address All Correspondence to our Works.
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THE ROCKFORD IRON-CLAD MOTOR.
SIMPLE AND RELIABLE.

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.
NO EXTERNAL MACNETISM

ALSO GENERATORS FOR LIGHT OR POWER.

Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co.,
ROCKFORD, ILL., U. S. A.

SOMETHING TO BE NOTED!

THE MORRISON STORAGE BATTERY
Is made by the Plants pro-
c«B8, no oxides beiug used,
either mechaulcnlly or ap-
plied In the form of paste,
j)uint or cement.

ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE HIGH; LIFE LONG.
Dry Batteries. Battery
Supplies, etc. For further
iulormatlon address

AMERICAN BATTERY COMPANY,
Office: Rooms 23 and 24. 177 La Salle St., CHICAGO, ILL.

.iisiil^

THIS CUT
ItKI'lvESENTS nrii Ul^IJBI^E t'O I li FlIUflNI !} nANPLE TOWEK

/'or Mtrilliftin'j/,

i'otvvr ati*t Mteauft/,
It has no vt/ttal. "BUCKEYE" LAMP

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
< I.F.VKI.AKIt. OHIO.

<;HICA0». 4»7 The Rnokvry. NKn \'OBK, Oil Hail & Kxpri'ss Baildiiie.

Day's Kerite.

Highest Grade of

Insulation for

Electric I/I/ires and Cables.

GUSHING & MORSE, Geieral Westera Agrats,

225 Dearborn Streit, CHICAGO.

fflfirtaiBai ire lais
FOR ARC,

INCANDESCENT AND

RAILROAD CIRCUITS.
-W*-^J^

^a!Sim=S3 Waterhouse, Gamble & Co.,

^^^ OFFIOE: PACTOET:

^^^ -45 Broadway, 5few Tork. Hartford, Conn.

Send for Catalogue and Full Information.

BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT!

THE ELECTRICAL MFC, COMPANY, OCONTO, WIS.
Lamps for all Systems. Any Voltage or Candle Power.

DMCT CURRENT LAMPS.

ALTERNATING CURRENT LAMPS.

RAILWAY CIRCUIT LAMPS.

FILAMENTS WITH OR WITHOUT HOOKS.

MINIMUM CURRENT CONSUMPTION, witli

MAXIMUM CANDLE POWER AND LIFE.

Before pnrchaNiiis: elHCAvliorc aeii«l in a trial onlor for Brillloiitfi.

LanipN furulslicd to ronHUiiiors in uimntitloR nt factory prices.

(
CHICACO:-Wm. Hood & Co., 239 La Salle Street

AGENCIES:] MILWAUKEEi-E. C. Mullen, Manager.
(tHOMASVILLE, CA.:-J. B. E. Love, Manager.
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American District Steam Company,

HOLLY SYSTEM OF DIRECT

MD EXHAUST STEAM
HEATIKG BY
UHDERGROUKD MAINS.

Electric Stations, in addition to supplying light and power, may also supply heat in buildings with EXHAUST from their engines,

brings a large revenue from a waste product—S3,000 to $5,000 per annum from each 100 H. P. of boilers.

The system is protected by patents (see Patent 200,097).

Terms reasonable. We contract to construct plants and guarantee successful operation. For pamphlets and references, address as above

This

RUSSELL, Tlut is the Naoie.

An Automatic Switch.

Lights controlled from one or any number of points

MO B.*TTERY BEttlTIKKU.

SexLcl dTor- C71roia.lci.z-.

RUSSELL & OFFICER, EDWARD R. GRIER,
1T;)o Champa St., Monaduock Building,

L. BRECKINRIDGE CABELL
53 Broadway, NEW YORK, Room 17.

Lands, Securities and Industrial Enterprises; Total Issues

of Corporate, Municipal and County Bonds Taken; Municipal

Debts Consolidated and Refunded at lower rates; Railroads

Built and Equipped; Electric Roads Built and Equipped;

Street Railroads using Horse power changed to Electric Road.s.

INTERIOR CONDUITS

TRADE-mark:.

TDe somiioD 01 me Fronicm oi Mie m\mi
ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS

Wherever and for whatsoever purpose employed, leto

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IBTERIOR AND UNDERGRODBD

COI^IDTJI'T'S
MANUFACTURED BY

T "KT T T 1? T O H.

GONDUII AND INSULATION CO.,
u/noKc ( 627 to 631 W. 34th St.,
WOKKS.

•, 526 Id 628 W. 36th St..

General Offices: 42 & 44 Broad St,, New York.

Thos. Day & Co., 222 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal.

.MoQutalQ Electric Co., Dftover Colo.
American Kiect. Supply Co.. 2-.*6 Pearl St., Baffalo.NY.
Putnam. Way & Co , 27 E. .\I;iin St., Uocbester, N. Y.
liiover Elect Co.. 127 W ctli St., Cincinnati, O.
<;ha«, liabrlel, Saginaw, Mich.
Soathem Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

110 Baronne St.. New Orleane, I-a.

Wait jr & Kepler, 531 Cheatnat St , Phll:idelphla, Pa.
El'^ctrlcal Supply AConBtrac'Ion Co., Pittsburgh, P».
Southern Klucirlc Co.. Ilaltimore, Md.
r.-nfral KL-'trU. Co.. chioat^f), III.

INSULLAC
Is the Best Insulating Compound.
It is WATERPROOF, does not require
BAKING, and is guaranteed.

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICAL CO.,
8 Oliver Street, BOSTON.

J. FR.4XK DIIiLONT. JIaiiDs r, HARRV Bti^HOP. 6en'l ^Vesfn Aeent,
00 aQd 0*.S Broadway, S23 ^lonadnook BuildiiiK-.

KKW I'UKK. CHIOAblO.
W. r.S. BKWtVN, Manaeer. S'.m ConsTeanf^t.. POKTL,AND, MK.

SIEXiljIIsrG A.O--E1JSIT3:
P.\UL .\. DAVIS, JR , Philadelphia. C. S. KNO'WLES, Boston.
3IANION h CO.. New Orleans. PETTINGELL, ANDREWS S: CO., Boston.
AL EXANDEK, BAENEY & CHAPIN, New York. BKOWN ELECTEIO <;0., Boston.
E. G. BENAItD & CO., Troy, N. Y. GEORGE STILES, Denver. Colo.
H "H. WILLIAMSON, Cleveland, 0. W. H. RTTNKLE, Cineinnati, O.

BISSELL & DODGE, Toledo, O.

Utica Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF
HERCULES" S WITCHES for An and Power Cin nits.

UTICA'' QUICK BREAK—ABSOLUTE LOCK- KNIFE SWITCHES for any
voltage and amperes

AUTOMATIC MAGAZINE FUSE BOXES.

SIMPLEX, DUPLEX and Q'JADRUPL'X LWHTNINO ARRESTERS for
Power, Telephone and Lighting Circuits.

MAST ARMS and POLE STANDS.

CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS far generators, Motors and Dynamos.
CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS.
Also General Dealers In ELECTRIC LIGHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

mi GENUINE
INGOTS I MANUFACTURES

BEAD OUB
recjuade MARKS.

PHOSPHOR-BRONZE
Ingots, Castings, Wire, Sheet &c.

ThePhosphqr Bronze SmeltincCo.Limited
512 Arch St. Philadelphia Pa.U.S.A.'

ORICINAL MANUFACTURERS OF PHOSPHOR-
BRONZE IN THE United States and Sole
Makers of"ELEPHANT BRAND"Phosphor-Bronze.

BiLXXERIES.
SPECIAL PRICES ON LARGE QUANTITIES.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.,
Corner Thames and Greenwich Sts.,

NEW YORK.
227 to 275 South Clinton Street,

CHICAGO.
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Westinehouse Electric and Mfs. Co.,

STOPPER INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LAMPS.

PRICES.

s c. r». $o.30
lo " .30

20 c. r». $0.35

DISCOUNTS.
Ten (10) per cent to Central Stations.

Two and one half (23^) per cent and upward, to others, according to

quantity.

ALLOWANCES.
Ten (10) cents for every burned-out lamp returned unbroken to

factory.

EFFICIENCY.
By reason of an important discovery we now make our 50 volt

lamps with an eflB.ciency of 23^ watts per candle. This results in in-

creasing the lighting capacity and earnings of a station

TWENTY PER CENT.
Shipments are now being made.
Detachable bases to fit any sockets five cents net, each.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MAlTOPACrtTRED BY

-WM. BROOKFIEI.D,
SUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

BET A SAMPLE QUICK.
Ill

i
I-

z
<
c
III

111

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
(ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.)

General M'estern Agents. 348 9Iadlson Street, CHICAGO.

H. E. PAISE.
£1-Commissioner of patents.

PATENTS.
PAINE & LADD, Attorneys at Law,

Loan and Trnst BuiidiDg,

W^ASeiMGTOIV, D. r.

Tie Osloriie Steam Eiiliieeriiii Co.,
' exoix£e:ks.

Rooms 714.715, 167 Dearborn St.. - Chlcaqo
Representative work now in cours;?i of construc-

tion. 2 000 H. P. Heat, Light and Power Plan" for
the Pabst Heat, Light &Po^tiT Co., Jlilwaukee, Wis.

Those who contemplate the constrnction of simi-
lar plants on improved and economical lines will
do well to comnmnicate with us. First, be sure
>on will get the best, then go ahead.

SAMSON BRAIDED CORD.
1 Is the most dura-
ble for hanging

I Arc Lamps,
[Trolley
1 Cord, Cov-
ering Field

Mafmets, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE \^ORKS,
115 CONGRESS STl'.KKT, BOSTON.

SUPERIOR

Pony ^'Standard Magnetos.
Ringing through from 3,000 to 18,000 ohms.

EXTENSION BELL8.

Testing Generators.
( 15,000 to oO.OOO ohms).

SEND FOR QUOTATIONS.
Special Prices on Large Orders.

The Hollzer-Cabot Electric Co,,

92 Franklin St., BOSTON, MASS,

DIAMOND

TRANSFORMER.
HIGH FFFICIENCY,

LEAKAGE CURRENT LOW,

REGULATION WITHIN 2«.

3-POIKT SEPARABLE COILS.
Absolutely aOAEANTEEI) against LIGHT-
NING and all ELECTRICAL DISABLE-
MENT not due to carelessness or mlEman-
agement on the part of user.

Sent to any responsible concern on

5
30 days' trial,

GENERAL SELLING AGENTS:

TAYLOR, &OODHUE & AMES,
S27 Monadnock Bloc%, CHICAGO, ILL.

FOR SALI^.
Three 35-Lfght Waterhouse Dynamos.
One 300 Light Brush.
Tv70 65-Llght Van Depoele Arc Dynamos.
One 600-Light Uoited Stales Alternator.
One OOOL'glit United States, 110 volt.

Fifteen 1,200-C. P. Bnnh Arc Lamps.
Sixty No. 16 Brush Arc Lamps.

Rose Electric Light Supply Co.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
BRANCH: Electrical Exchang.-Bullding, NewYork.

QualitiesMICA
For electrical Porposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
aiH Water Street, Kew York.

W, H. SILLS, 86 LaSE Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Sole Agents for ">Iicanite."

AiicuicAK iiiCiH !!»i*eEDeii;GinrE
Runs eai^ily at speeds impracticable for reciprocat-
ing engines. Has no dead centers, yet is vot a
"rotary,'^ as piston doesn't revolve. Stationary
has superior automatic regulatiou; ihe Marine,
simplest reversiDg mechanism. Both types very
ecoDOmical In steam consumption; compact, simple
and durable. Is superior for operating either
high or low speed machines. Dynamos directly
coupled. For launches, gives great speed— 2 to 150
horse power, j^i*^Illustrated Catalogue 10 cents.

Address AMERICAN ENGINE CO.,
44 Raritan Ave., Bound Bbook, N. J.

OHAS. H. WILSON. GEO. W. JACKSON.

WILSON £ JACKSON,
GENERAL CONTRACTORS,

street and Highway construction. Electric Conduits, Subways. Sewers, Railroad and Masonry Work.

Telephone Main 140.

Times Building. CHICAGO.
-T^m-

PDSH-BDTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK.

:©iii*y H. 'Woi'tlilia.artoHj 3>J"©T7t7- TT^rlx., IS". "S".

PHILADELPHIA Chicago Branch, 93 and 95 Lake Street.
ST. LOUIS.

DENVER.

January 27, 1893.

To the Electrical Trade.
I hiva this day assigaed the entire interest in the Cleve-

land Switch, Patent No. 391,512, to THE BRYANT ELEC-
TRIC COMPANy, of Bridgeport, Conn , together with the
tools, patterns and moulds for making the Switches and
Arc Cutouts formerly manufactured and sold by THE
FOREST CITY ELECTRIC WORKS, of Clevelard (Factory,
Geneva, Ohio;.

I tra3t that my former friends and patrons will extend
to them the same good will and patronage that they have
sho'wa me in the past.

Very raspectfiilly, rSignedj W. B. CLEVELAND.

THE BRYANT ELECTRIC CO. MAKES GOOD GOODS.

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIKECT-

D1^1VEN" Slow-Speed Gener-

ators for Electric Lighting and

Power. Low Running Expense.

Insulateil Wire and Flexible

Cords. Jistimates furnLsheU.

Isolated Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 Girard Building.

BUFFALO, BOTorraco.

WORKN AT BKII>«KPORT, CONN.
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E.A.Armstrong, President of the National
Electric Light Association.

In the selection of the Hon. Edward A. Armstrong as

president ot the National Electric Light association that

organization has secured an admirable executive officer.

Judge Armstrong has been an active member of the asso-

ciation for several years. He is thoroughly acquainted

with the purposes and needs of the organization, and is in

entire sympathy with its policy. He has served on several

important committees, and his familiarity with the details

of the work in hand will be of service to him in extending

the power and scope of the organization. His professional

training and experience will also aid him materially.

Judge Armstrong is still a young man, as a glance at

the accompanying portrait will show. He was born in

Salem county, New Jersey, December 25, 1858. After finish-

ing his education he took up the study of law, and was ad-

mitted to the bar in February, 18S0. Shortly afterwards

he removed 10 Camden, and has since prac-

ticed law in that city, building up a lucrative

business and establishing an excellent repu-

tation throughout the state. In 18S4 he was

elected member of the state Legislature, and

was re-elected for three successive terms.

His work in that body attracted considerable

attention, and brought hira into prominence

in state politics. He took an interest in

legislative work and soon developed the

qualifications of leadership which made him

conspicuous in his party's councils. His

ability was recognized and his services in

the Legislature were rewarded. He was

chosen speaker of the Assembly in 1885 and

again in 1886. and during both of these

terms proved that the confidtnce of his

associates was fully merited. After serving

four terms in the Legislature, Judge Arm-

strong ceased to take an active part in poli-

tics. In 1888 he was made judge of the

Camden District Court and occupied that

position until iSgi, when he retired from the

bench, and he has since built up an exten-

sive law practice. He contitues, however,

to take an interest in public affairs and is

now president of the Board of Public Works

of the city of Camden.

Recognizing at an early day the possibil-

ities for investment in the electrical field,

Judge Armstrong became interested in several

electrical companies, and to-day he repre-

sents large financial interests in several elec-

tric light, power and street railway com-

panies operating in New Jersey. He is president of

the Camden L'ght & Heating company, the only elec-

tric lighting company of the city, and the Atlantic

Electric Light & Power company of Atlantic City.

He is also largely interested in street railways ope-

rated by electricity at Cape May, Camden, and other

cities and villages throughout New Jersey. All of

these corporations enjoy the confidence of the communi-

ties which they serve. This has been President Arm-

strong's policy. He has given the subject much attention,

and he holds decided views on the relations which should

exist between the public and corporations of a quasi-public

character.

A lawyer by profession and a close observer. Judge Arm-

strong fully appreciates the necessity of retaining the con-

fidence of the public in the ability and integrity of cen-

tral station management. His utterances before the

St. Louis convention and on former occasions have been

in this line. He has advocated improved service as

the best method of attracting the confidence and good

will of the people. He believes, too, that central sta-

tion companies have rights which the public is bound to

respect, and which the managers of these corporations

should enforce.

Personally the new president of the National Electric

Light association is an agreeable gentleman, courteous

and affable in disposition and withal dignified in manner.

As an enthusiastic and energetic promoter of electrical

prospects he is knows to central station men throughout

the country. He has been a familiar figure at conventions

of the association and is recognized as one of the hap-

piest speakers in the organization. He is a good parlia-

mentarian, a ready debater and will undoubtedly be an

excellent presiding officer. Under his administration

it is to be hoped that new life will be infused into the

association, that its scope of usefulness will be extended

and that its influence will be felt in every part of the

country.

Many matters of moment connected with their relations

with parent compinies must now be considered by central

station managers, and, as in the settlement of the points at

issue the association must play a part of no mean import-

ance, a wise and conservative administration is more e=sen-

E. A. ARMSTRONG.

tial at the present time, perhaps, than at any period in the

history of the organization.

Trip of the Chicago Delegation to St.

Louis.

The Chicago delegation reached St. Louis on Tuesday

morning and was greeted by a reception committee from

the Electric club. The start had been made in a blinding

rain storm, but when the party reached St. Louis they found

a very decided change. The weather was all that could be

desired. The arrangements for the trip bad been carefully

executed and the delegates had every convenience that

modern railway service could afford. A compartment car,

sleeper and bufi"et car had been placed at the disposal of the

delegates by the Illinois Central Riilroad company. The
same arrangement was made for the return trip, and the

members of the party expressed their appreciation of the

services of Jesse Scribner. who had charge of the transpor-

tation from Chicago. There was much pi.tise, too, for the

excellent accommodations afforded by the Illinois Central

Railroad company, and Mr. Bishop, the Chicago represen-

tative, was complimented upon the excellence of the service.

A Buflilo syndicate proposes to build an electric railway
from that city to West Seneca.

St. Louis Meeting of the National Elec-
tric Light Association.

The convention of the National Electric Light associa-

tion at St. Louis last week was a business meeting, and was

well attended by central station managers and representa-

tives of manufacturing companies and suppl/ hcu?es. The
sessions of the convention at the Telephone building were

well attended, and the tours of inspection to the electrical

stations were thoroughly enjoyed. There are many
interesting electrical features in and about the Mound
City and these were fully appreciated by the visitors.

Entertainment was provided for the delegates and their,

friends, and excellent judgment was displayed in the

arrangement of the programme, so that the social features

did not confiict with the business of the convention. This

was a radical departure from some of the conventions in

recent years, when the meetings of the association were

only slimly attended on account of other attractions.

The convention hall had been handsomely

decorated, bunting, flags and streamers giv-

ing it an attractive appearance. The effect

was heightened by the incandescent lamps

which were placed in every conceivable posi-

tion. In front of the speakers' platform

there were several standards on which were

clustered numerous incandescent lamps in

fancy shades. All of these served to illus-

trate the value of the incandescent lamp in

decorative work.

At the opening of the convention the hall

was crowded with spectators. Representa-

tives of the best familes in St. Louis were

present to welcome the visitors. Mayor
Noonan's address voiced the sentiments of

the people of the city, and the expectations

of the visitors were not disappointed. The
attendance at the other sessions of the con-

vention was much larger than it has been in

former years. Prof. Forbes of London,
England, who read a paperbefore the conven-

tion, was an interested visitor, and there

were many prominent American engiceers in

attendance. The feature of the convention

which attracted the most atiention was the

lecture by Nikola Tesla on Wednesdav even-

ing. Exposition hail, which has a seating

capacity of 5.0C0. could not accommodate
those who wished to hear the distinguished

scientist and witness his wonderful expeii-

ments. It was one of the most brttnant

assemblages that St. Lcuis has ever known.

The boxes were filled with ladies in elaborate

costumes, and many of the gentlemen in the'audience

were in evening dress. On the platform President

Ayer. Prof. Forbes and several prominent .-American

electricians were seated. Mr. Tesia showed some verj-

interesting effects produced by currents of high frequency,

but it is to be regretted that his voice could not fill the hall,

and many were unable to gather any intelligent idea of the

lecture. At the close of the meeting an informal reception

was given and the delegates were presented to Mr. Tcsla.

.Another interesting feature of the meeting was a

presentation to Cyrus O. Baker, Jr.. by the New York

visitors. A handsome silver punch bowl and ladle suitably

inscribed were presented on behalf of his friends bv T. C.

Martin in a few well chosen words. Mr. Baker rcspyonded

fittingly and assured the members of his appreciation of

the spirit in which the gift was made-

When the convention had adjojrned Thursday evening

the secretary, George Porter, was summoned by a mes-

senger to appear before President .\rmstrong at the South-

ern Hotel. It was the first spare moment that Mr. Porter

had hod during the entire mcctinj:. and his friecd-i had

tiken occasion to testify their appreciation of his services

by presenting him a memento of the St. Louis meeting in

the form of a handsome gold watch. Judge Armstrong

congratulated Secretary Porter upon the excellent work he
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had done since his appointment and assured him of the

esteem in which he was held by the members. Mr.

Porter fittingly replied.

Trip of the New York Delegates to St.

Louis.

Providence smiled on the New York delegates to the

electric light convention. While the Chicago delegates in

making the start had to resort to overshoes and mac-

intoshes to keep dry, the New Yorkers left home in high

spirits, with the sun shining brightly. Never was a jollier

party gathered together. The special train engaged for

the occasion consisted of four cars specially allotted for

the convention, and the equipment was of the usual high

class of the Pennsylvania Railroad company, and was, it

is needless to say, all that could be desired.

About noon the delegates began to congregate at the

station in Jersey City. AH the pas,sengers, though, were not

delegates, for ladies made a good proportion of the jolly

party. The Boston delegation which met the party at

Jersey City was of course small, from the fact that many

had taken a more direct route from Boston. The Phila

delphians, however, when they joined the party, together

with those picked up at Harrisburg, Pittsburg and

other points, increased the number to 100. The first day

out, to speak in the language of the voyager,was an unevent-

ful one. On Monday, however, the fun began immediately

after breakfast and continued unabated until the party

reached St. Louis.

Indianapolis was reached about 2 o'clock in the after-

noon. Quite a long stop was made at this point, and the

time was pleasantly passed through the aid of an Indian-

apolis photographer. Several group pictures of the dele-

gates were taken, and a large picture of the convention train

was also made. After about half an hour's stop at In-

dianapolis the JDurney was resumed. Contrary to what

might have been expected, the fun kept up even in the

afternoon, and it may be said there was no unnecessary

slumbering at any time on the convention train. The

merrira2nt continued until the train reached Vandalia. At

this point the eastern party was met by the delegation ap-

pointed by the St. Louis electrical people to take care of

the visitors.

The last named party—about a doz^n in all—was rather

surprised to receive a royal reception from the dignified

easterners. They were literally "hustled" into the

dining car, and once in there, they were entertained by

the darky quartet that had been pressed into service for

the entertainment of the easterners in the foie-

n3on. Time passed 'very rapidly, though, and hardly

before it was realized, the call "St. Louis!" was heard.

Everything bad been done for the delegates that could be

possibly thought of to make their way easy. Special

buses had been provided, and the entire party was taken

without delay to the Southern Hotel*

Too much credit cannot be given to H. M. Haines,

passengeragent for the Pennsylvania Railroad company, in

whose care the party had been placed. Everything had been

done to mike the long journey as pleasant as possible.

To show their appreciation of the courteous manner in

which the party had been treated by the company, Mr.

Haices was given a vote of thanks as a public expression

of the* party's obligation. A word, too, must be said

about the ett:)rts of C. O. Baker, the National Electric

Light association's master of transportation. No one

who has not engineered or helped to manage a convention

train can thoroughly appreciate the arduous nature of an

amateur master of transportation's duties. Of course,

Mr. Baker had last year's experience to aid him, but it

need only to be said thai there are easier positions in the

gift of the National Electric Light association than that

wnich was this year filled so efficiently by Mr. Baker. In

arranging for toe train, there were a number of difficulties

that had to be overcoms and provided for, and many
wcTCtht kind words of the convention parly as to the

snccejsfu! manner in which the party was brought through

to St. Louis.

Another Central Station Fire in Buffalo.

BafiAlo ssems to b: pinicularly unfortunate in the mat-

ter of central station fires. Only a few months ago there

was a serioaa fire ia the Court street station, and on Keb-

niary 25th the Eik street suiion was damaged by fire to

the exient of ^2o,oiO, A large portion ol the arc lamps
ased for street iigniing were fvnpplied from this suiion.

and considerable inconvenience rcsuilcd from the fire in

coiisequence. The news of ine mistortune was conveyed 10

(be bt. Loais cODventioa by a telegram from ex-lVesideot

Hontiey, giving the fire as the reason for bis absence.

Moco xegre; was expressed by the members of the a^socla-

tiOD, who arc all friends of the popular Buffalo manager.

THE CONVENTION
Of the National Electric Light Associa-

tion at St. Louis.

The sixteenth convention of the National Electric Light

association was held at St. Louis, February 28th, March

1st and 2d. President Aver called the meeting to order,

and introduced the Hon. E. A. Noonan, mayor of St.

Louis, who welcomed the delegates as follows:

Address of Welcome.

"In the four years of my official term I have had occa-

sion to address bodies of gentlemen representing in con-

vention the great forces, I might say, of modern civiliza-

tion, but at no time have I had the pleasure of addressing

those concerned in what to my mind is now the greatest, the

most wonderful, the most far-reaching, of all forces known
to man—electricity. I represent the people of St. Louis.

Oq this occasion especially has the public press an-

nounced, and in a hundred different ways it has come to

me. that so far as this particular convention is concerned,

St. Louis will outdo herself in making life pleasant and
agreeable for the gentlemen who have come here to deliber-

ate upon these important matters. This is the most impor-

tant convention, in my humble judgment, that St. Louis has

ever had; not in numbers of delegates, not in the great

acclaim that has attended your arrival, but in the light of

the World's Fair, the chairman, B. E. Sunny, being ab
sent.

Report of the World's Columbian Exposition
Committee.

The Paris Exposition oi r88i was lighted in part by
1.383 arc lights, and was the first arc lighted exposition.

The Louisville Exposition of 1882 was lighted by 5.000
incandescent lights of sixteen candle power each, and this

was the first use of incandescenis for exposition lighting.

The New Orleans Exposition was lighted by both arc and
incandescent lights.

The Paris exposition, of 1889, made the largest use of

electricity up to that time. There were for public lighting

service 1,093 arcs and 8,837 incandescents.

For private lighting there were used 623 arcs and 4,010
incandescents. The total of the service installation ag-
gregated 3.125 horse power capacity, and with small in-

stallations, the grand aggregate capacity reached nearly

4,000 horse power. There was practically no use made of

electricity as a motive power.
The World's Columbian Exposition has placed contracts

for 4,500 arc lights, of 2,000 nominal candle power each,

and received dooations from miscellaneous exhibitors of

about 700 additional. It has placed contracts for about
80,000 incandescent lights and received donations as

special exhibits of about 10,000 additional. It has
placed contracts for 2.900 horse power capacity of power
generators and received donations of 1,600 horse power
capacity.

It has made contracts for electrical fountains requir

ing an installation of 900 horse power capacity. The

VIEWS of exhibits at the ST. LOUIS CONVENTION.

1. Phillips Insulated Wire Co.. New York- 3 Carpenter
2. Taylor, Goodhue &. Ames, Chicago, aud the

Campbell Electrical Supply Co., liostou..

what you represent, in the sense of what^will be accom-
plished by reason of your sessions here. The city of St.

Louis is your's, your wife's, your daughter's and your sweet-

hearts', It you have any with you."
President Ayer then introduced Robert McCulloch,

president of tne St. Louis Electric club, who reiterated

Mayor Noonan's welcome and assured the visitors that

the electrical people ot St. Louis would do everything in

tbeir power to make the visit a pleasant one.

President Ayer read his annual address, which is pre-

sented on another page. At the conclusion of his address,

the president declared the sixteenth convention of the Na-
tional Electric Light association formally opened.
The president announced that the burning of one of the

largest siauons under the management ol ex-President
Huniley, at iiuffalo, had made his absence imperative,and
read a telegram expressing his regret.

The paper by A, D. Adams on "Wrought versus Cast
Iron for l*ield Alagnet Frames" was read by Vice-president
Armstrong,

The secretary made several announcements. Letters of

regret were read from Prof, Henry T. Bovey, Montreal,
Canada, and Prol. E. L. Nichols, Ithaca, N, V. Lctlei-s

of invitation to participjte in courtesies wtrc read from the

Mcrcdanth' Excoange, .St, Louis; liell Telephone com-
pany, St. Louis; Pasiime Athletic club, St, Louis; Knapp-
Sellner Chandelier company, St. Louis. An invitation Irom
Hon. G. JMicmis, mayor ol Omaha, to hold the next meet-
ing of ihc as.socialion m that city was read. The letter

was referred to the piopcr committee, and the former were
accepted, with the tuanks o( the association. The presi-

dent announced that there would be open house at the

Electric club at all timc& oJ tne day and night, wLcic a
buffet lufiCh would be Eicrved, anj where all in attendance
at the convention might report at any time. The president
read the programme ol cntertaiumcnt provided by the local

committee,
Mr. Armstrong then read the report of the committee on

Enamel Rheostat Co., 4. Electric Selector A Signal Co., and
Bridgeport, Conn. C. & C. Motor Co., New York.

6, ^'orwieh Insulated AVireCo.,
New York.

aggregate of power generators and fountain plant (the

latter will be used particularly for charging the storage

batteries of the eleclriclaunches) is 5,300 horse power.

The aggregate of the electrical installation therefore

amounts to 19,500 horse power. The aggreate of bogiler

capacity employed is i3,ooo horse power on^|[the stand-

ard rating of 30 pounds of steam per horse power. With

such efficiency as should be expected from the engines in-

stalled, this represents an effective total of about 24,000

horse powtr.

The most interesting point of this plant will be the use

of oil as a fuel. From the time ;the crude petroleum is

emptied from the railroad tank cars into the World's Fair

storage tanks, at the extreme southeast corner of the

grounds, this oil becomes part of the power plant, the

pressure upon the delivery pipe being automatically con-

trolled by the steam pressure in the boilers. Delivery to

boilers is made by pipes laid underground from the storage

tanks to the boiler house, and the oil introduced into the

futnace through anatomized jet.

A point of exceeding interest in the engine and dynamo

room will be the very large adaptation of dynamos to

Corlib's and medium speed types ot engines in direct con-

nected combinations. The largest of these will be a set

of verticil Iriplc expansion engines with two connected

armatures. At 160 pounds steam pressure this single unit

will give most economically 1.200 horse power, with a

capacity for continued service of 1,500 horse power out-

put.

Next to the univer.sal distribution of electric power for

all points of the grounds, the most marked advance of the

time is the application of electricity to the transportation

service of the exposition. This service will be by a
three mile double track elevated railroad following all the
precedents and best practices in block .signaling systems,
power brakeband all other safeguards of the modern steam
railroad used in exclusive passenger traffic. The
entire operation will be, however, by electri
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power drawn from an independent power
plant of more than the aggregate capacity

installed at the Paris exposition. In this power house

will be found the latest examples of the large range ot di-

rect driven power generators, five in number and aggregat-

ing 3.500 horse power capacity.

To those who have not had an opportunity of informing

themselves of the part that electricity is expected to pl?.y

at the exposition these figures will be interesting and will

indicate to all how much greater by comparison with pre-

ceding expositions the Columbian exposition is bound
to be.

The sensational reports telegraphed from New York that

many of the prominent electrical firms in that state had
decided to abandon the space allotted to them and make
no exhibit were found on inquiry to be based on the fact

that three small concerns had gone out for reasons that were

personal to them. Every foot of space in the great build-

ing has been taken and every electricial concern of any
consequence in the world will be fully represented.

The active work of preparing for the exhibits has been

going forward for some weeks and many of the electrical

firms have made substantial progress in the erection o£

their booths.

four years. The entire morning session was devoted to

this discussion and was the most enjoyable feature of the

program.
In the afternoon Charles S.Bradley of Rochester, N. Y.,

read a paper on "Long Distance Transmission of Power,"
and Dr. Louis Bell followed with an admirably prepared
paper on "Power Transmission lor Central Stations." The
third paper of this series was that of L. B. Stillwell of

Pittsburg, whose subject was "Under What Conditions Is

the Use of Water Power Economical ?" A general discus-

sion of the subjects considered in these papers occupied
the afternoon session, and the interest was maintained
throughout. When the discussion was finally closed the

president presented an invitation from the Seigel Gas Fix-
ture company to visit its establishment at 2ig North Broad-
way; also an invitation from Henry Sylvester to inspect at

113 Chestnut street a mode! of a special type of under-
ground subway. A communication wa.s read from the

Columbian Underground Electric Traction company invit-

ing the delegates to inspect a new street railway under-
ground conduit. An invitation was received from the St.

Louis Car company to examine a new model president's

car constructed for the New Orleans street railway system,

costing about !^9,ooo, and at the same time offering the

ground if we can help it, and the best way to stave it of! is

to do good overhead work. But leaving all that aside I

say that the thing has been gone over thoroughly, and I

move that the discussion close." This motion -xkz al-

most unanimously adopted, and the convention then pro-

ceeded with other business.

Calvert Townlty read a paper on "The Incandescent
Lamp from a Commercial Standpoint," at the conclusion of

which the morning session was adjourned. In the after

-

noon, however, this subject was called up for discussion

which proved rather spirited. The relations of the central

companies to the parent concerns was ir-troduced station

and finally the matter was referred to the commiilec
on "Relations Between Manufacturing and Central Sta-

tion Companies." Prof, Weston made an interesting ad-

dress, in which he traced the progress of the incacdeicent

lamp since its introduction to the commercial world.

M. C. Meyers paper on "The Vulcanizing Process for

the Preservation and Strengthening of Poles, Cross Arms,
Ties, etc." and the paper of E.A. Armstrong on the *'Mot-

als of Corporations." were read.

The following resolutions, presented by Mr. Armstrong,
were uuanimously adopted:

Resolved, That the sincere thanks of this association arc doc and are

3, Interior Conduit A Insulation Co., New York.

The intellectual programme under the auspices of the

World's Columbian Auxiliary, promises to be of remarkable
interest. As you know, Prof. Elisha Gray is at the head

of the electrical branch and he now has assurance that the

gathering of electricians from all parts of the world will

be a grand one.

At the conclusion of the reading of the foregoing report

the meeting adjourned until 2 o'clock.

At the afternoon session Captain William Brophy read

his paper on "Relation of Insurance to Electric Lighting

and Power," This subject has received the attention of

central station men and capitalists probably more fully

than any other topic. It revived the old question of rules

for safe wiring and provoked ananimated discussion, which,
together with the paper, is presented on another page.
In the course of the discussion Prof. Weston made an in-

teresting address in response to several inquiries which
were made by the members.
The next order of business was the reading of the paper

by R. H. Sterling on "Some Experiences with the Alter-

nating System." This paper was also fully discussed.

Wednesday's Meetings.

On Wednesday morning when President Ayer called the

meeting to order the ball was filled. During the night and
early in the morning several delegations from distant points

had arrived. The procee 'ings were the most interesting

of the entire convention. Prof. George Forbes of London,
Eog., read a paper on "Thermal Storage for Central Sta-

tions." The subject was thoroughly discussed and it

proved a relief after the cut and dried opinions on the old

topics that have been before the conventions of the last

VIEWS OF EXHIBITS AT THE ST. LOUIS CONVENTION.

1. Eddy Motor Co., "Windsor, Conn.

2. General Incandescent Arc Light Co.. Xew York.

use of carriages to convey such of the members as signified

a desire to examine the car mentioned.

Thursday's Meetings.

On Thursday the convention was called to order at lO

A. M. by the president, who announced, that any of the

members of the association who might desire to visit

any of the theatres of St Louis would be provided wiih

tickets for that purpose upon application to the secretary.

The first order of the regular business of the day was

the reading of a paper by W. II. Browne of New York

upon "Underground Conduits ar.d Conductors." Mr.

Browne was not present, and the president called upon
William J. Hammer to read the paper for him. The
reading of this paper was followed by a tedious dis-

cussion, in which several of the members reiterated views

that have been advanced at every meeting of the conven-

tion since the subject was first brought into prominence.

The discussion, moreover, was not confined strictly to the

subject of the paper, and it became necessary for the presi-

dent to call the attention of several members to the fact

That they were digressing from the topic under considera-

tion. Finally T. Carpenter Smith won the applause of

the members and visitors by suggesting that the discus-

sion be closed immediately. He said: "I do not know
how other members of the convntion feel, but I h.ive at-

tended seven or eight meetings in which this m.nlter has

bten thrashedout until all the grain was out of it and

nothing left but the straw. You can read over the List '(\s^

printed reports and find that all this has been gone over

time and again. You can read them at home and save

a great deal of time here. We do not want to go under-

i. Jnmcs J. Slurnty \ Co., Philddclphin.

hereby tendered to the citizens of St. Louis, the Elcctnc club, the
blcctrical E-tchangt. the Bell Telephone company, and the rity press
for 'he very full reports, as well as to many others for the verj-

elaborate courtesies they have extended to us which ha\-c rendered
our stay hTC so exceedingly pleasant. We have discovered that the
icind proffer of His Honor, the Mayor, in his we'cominjr address, has
been liberally realiicd—"St. Louis and all that she has is ours.'

/^.-W:-.-^, That we extend as an association, and tndividcally. our
thanks to our esteemed president, James I. Ayer, for the ability and
courtesy with which he has disch.irgcd the rcspon-slble otTicial duties

of his position. As individuals we \vant to put on record the fact

th.it from our c.\p*-rience in St. txiuis at this convention we have
learned that his alT.-»bility is petfectly trencratcd, is of the highest ef-

ficiency, the lines are innumerable and arc all overground; the cur-

rent is sent out without a drop or tiash, and on lhc*c lines there is no
switch boaid, throw-out. cut-^'tT or arrester, and acaiosi its power do
amount of trouble has liccn able to act asan insulator.

President Ayer responded to the resolution and ex-

pressed himself pleased to know that the delegates had
been so well provided for, and said that he, in turn, was
indebted to the cilircns of St. Lcuis for the earnest efforts

they had put forth on thisoccasion. He thanked the gen-
tlemen for the attention they had given to the meetings of
the association. At this point the regular sessions closed,

and the association went into executive session.

An interesting feature of the afternoon was the passage
through Tenth street of the vehicles used in the service of

the Municipal Electric Light & Power company, of which
Mr. Ayer is general manager. The procession consisted

of the superintendent's light wagon, pole wagon, dyoamo
waeons for the handling of hca\->- machinery, lio^mcos*

wagons, trimmers' carts, in'^pcctors" carts, line repairers*

carts, raetcrraen's carls, and one or two other kinds of carts

the whole aggregating about eight}', ,

In the executive session the secretarj-'s report was read,

which showed the association to be in a go<Hi finan
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cial condition. There were thirty-one new active mem-
bers s;ained during the year, and tlie total membership of

all classes is now 250. Xikola Tesia and James I. Ayer

were elected honorary members of the association.

An invitation was given by Dr. E. C. Kilbourn of Seat-

tle, Wash., for the association to meet at that city ne,\t

year. Dr. Kilbourn said that the expense of everyone in

attendance at the meeting would be paid by the cit'zens of

Seattle.

The following were elected the officers of the association

for the ensuing year: President, E. A. Armstrong, Cam-
den, N. J.: first vice-president, M. J. Francisco. Rut-

land, Vt."; second vice presidcnr. C. H. Wilmerding, Chi-

cago, III.; secretary. George F. Porter, New York, New
members of the executive committee: J A. Seeley, New
York; E. F. Peck. Brooklyn; A, J. DeCamp. Philadel-

phia; ^V. A. Morrison, Woodstock, Ont.; H. J. Smith,

New York: G. H. Blaxter, Pittsburgh.

The place for holding the next meeting was referred to

the executive committee.

Incandescent Lamp Question.

It was expected that the incandescent lamp litigation and

the attitude of the General Electric company toward rival

lamp companies and central stations would be discussed at

the St. Lcuis convention, and those who anticipated a lively

debate were not entirely disappointed. Throughout the

con%'ention the subject had been discussed—in the hotel

corridors and wherever a group of members could be found

the principal topic of conversation was the lamp question.

It was generally believed that the meeting would not close

without some expression on the part of the members, if,

indeed, the association was not placed squarely on record.

When the last ssssion of the convention was called to order

which he deemed unjust, to be fought? That

it was to be the policy of the General Electric

company, he knew. He had been informed by a gentle-

man high in the counsels of the General Electric company,

that it was not its purpose to allow other lamp com-

pinies to manufacture under royalties, but that

the business belonged to it and it proposed to have it.

He thought an equitable plan would be for the company to

insist on a royalty of say ten or fifteen cents, so that while

the Edison lamp would be so'd for thirty-five cents the

others would cost forty-five or fifty. Then these manufact-

urers would be compelled to make their lamps good and

improvements would follow. Better lamps would be the

result, and that was what the central station man wanted-

Did any believe that the transformers today would be so

efficient had not manufacturers been brought into rivalry in

this way? As for himself he did not propose to buy a

dollar's worth of goods of the General Electric company so

long as it pursued its present policy in this respect. In

conclusion he said

:

I do not think there is a central station man who wants to

swindle the General Electric company or the Edison com-
pany out of anything that the law gives it These companies
have spent a great deal of money to get this monopoly and
there is no reason why they should not be sustained in it;but

I do not think that they should tie us down to using some-
thing we do not want. It seems to me that the whole
equity of the case would be met if the General Electric

company did as it very plainly hinted it meant to do; that

is, that it would license the several lamp mnufacturing
companies and charge a royalty. If it will do this I will

have no objection. I am perfectly willing to pay ten cents

a lamp more for any of about ten different kinds of lamps
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on Thursday afternoon the hail was crowded with anxious

lamp raen, supply dealers and central station managers.

At this meeting the discussion on Mr. Townley's paper on

the "Incandescent Lamp from a Commercial Standpoint'*

was taken up, the most interesting part of the proceedings

began.

T. Carpenter Smith said there was one matter which he

felt it was his duty to bring before the association. He
knew it was a subject which would be differently viewed by

difTerent persons, but he hoped that in the discussion of it

DO violent' opinions would be expressed. Nothing was to

be gained by employing immoderate language. The courts

had given to one company the monopoly of the incandescent

lamp business, and it made no difTerence what the equity

of the case might be, although the courts in their decisions

had shown what even they thought of the

equity of the matter. His company was in the fortunate

position of having been established before July, 1S91, so

it was entitled under the court's decision to the privilegre

of ptjrchising lamps. Fortunately his company was not

comptllci to buy more than a few lamps, for it had made

it a policy to have cu5toaiers make their own lamp renew-

als. He believed this to be the better system. There

were, however, some old customers with whom contracts

OBCC raidc were still in force,and for them it was necessary

to bay lampj. After the m:)nopoly had been established

he had gone to an authorized official and staled that he

wanted to bay other !amp5than the Edison, for within the

limit of his experience the Edison lamp was the poorest.

He was williog to pay 45 cents for a Thomson- Houston

lamp rather than 35 cetits for an Edison lamp, but he was

met with a flit refusal to allow him to secure anything but

the Edison. He was willing to use the the Hcacon lamp,

the .Snobeara, the Perkins lamp or any other and pay an

extra price for it, but he could not do so. Here was a

nutter that cams horns to the central station man, and he

tboafht this wai a mitter which should properly be

bMjjht up for c^a^idsratiao- Ho* wij this practice,

rather than use the Edison. We want the best lamp, and
the best lamp will, of course, in the end be the cheapest.

I shall do all in my power to advance the sale of any lamp
which is put on the market which can be manufactured
without coming under the law of infringement.

W. S. Howell of Newark, N. J., said he wished to take

exception to Mr. Smith's statement that the Edison lamp

was the pDorest on the market. He was immediately cor-

rected by Mr. Smith, who said that he had been careful

to state that the Edison lamp was the poorest merely within

the limits of his experience. Continuing, Mr. Howell said

he had within the last few years investigated the causes of

complaints of Edison lamps. In no case had he found

that the trouble lay in lamps; it was the fault of the pres-

sure of the system on which they were used. It was a well

known fact that an excess of 3 per cent, in the current

shortened the life of the lamp 50 par cent. It was just

here that trouble had been found with Edison lamps. He
thought central station men should lookout for the pres-

sure, and should purchase a three watt lamp, a four watt

lamp or a six watt lamp in accordance with the require-

ments of the service.

iJr. Louis I'ell said that the fact that his connection with a

certain company did not influence him in the view which

he took of the matter. First of all he was a member of

the National Electric L-ght association, and he spoke

solely in that capacity. He did not think the matter should

have been brought up in the meeting. He considered it a

matter of discourtesy and bad form. He did not believe

that the association should be used as a cat's paw to pull

commercial chestnuts out of the fire. He wished to know

if the gentleman believed that a certain company should

break the solemn compacts made with local companies.

How wou'd he feel if a solemn obligation with him had

been disregarded? He also wished to add that this attack

came with very bad grace from a man whose name ap-

peared in an endorsement of another company's apparatus

to an article ending with three stars, which all newspaper

men, at least, knew signified a paid advertisement.

Mr. Smith said he supposed the previous speaker had

referred to him. He wished to disclaim any knowledge of

what Dr. Bell had insinuated. He had never refused to

put his name to an article when he thought the art-cle was

worth signing, nor had he ever been paid for the written

endorsement of any kind of apparatu?. He demanded an

explanation.

Dr. Bell said if an unauthorized use of Mr. Smith's name
had been made then his own remarks were uncalled for.

President Ayer said the discussion was assuming a per-

sonal character and he should be obliged to stop it. He
suggested that the matter might probably be disposed of

by referring it to the committee on the relations between

central stations and parent companies.

Mr. Smith rose to a question of privilege and asked Dr.

Bell to withdraw the statement.

President Ayer said it seemed to him that Dr. Bell had
practically done so by saying that his remarks were out of

place if the use of Mr. Smith's name was unauthorized.

A. J. DeCamp moved that the matter be referred in ac-

cordance with the president's suggestion, and this action

was taken. Mr. Smith again rose to a question of priv-

ilege and asked Dr. Bell to name the article to which he
had referred, and the paper in which it had appeared.
Dr. Bell handed him a copy of the Si. Louis Republic of

March 2d. This paper on the twelfth page contained an
advertising reading notice under the caption "Westing-
bouse the Best." In the course of the article was a para-

graph purporting to be an interview with Mr. Smith. It

read as follows:

T. Carpenter Smith of Philadelphia: "The
Missouri Electric Light & Power company has
one of the finest central station plants in the
country. It is simply perfection, and while the
management of the company deserves great credit for the
manner in which they operate their plant, ii must not be
forgotten that were the plant installed with any other than
the Westinghouse alternating system of electric lighting
apparatus the company .vould not be sd successful as'lt is."

Mr. Smith, after reading the article, said it belonged to

the order of faked interviews. As for himself he hid been
confined to his room by sickness during the evening snd
was not responsible for it in any way. He thought D.-.

Bellshruld withdraw the statement.

Dr. Bell rose and said that, now realizing that the u-e

of Mr. Smith's name was unauthorized, his remarks had
been urcalled for.

President Ayer then addressed both Mr. Smith and Dr.
Bell and said he hoped that there would be no cessation in

their friendly relations as a result of this insignificant inci

dent. They both protested that they considered it of no
consequence.

The Nomenclature Discussion.
Considerable attention has been attracted in Europe by

the proposed reform in electrical nomenclature at the

World's Electrical Congress in Chicago in August. Indus
tries of London has this to say on the subject:

The American Institute of Electrical Engineers is pre-
paring for the Chicago Congress. It wants a unit of
'magneto-motive force," and one of "magnetic intensity,"
which appears to be induction. "Magnetic reluctance"
is, fortunately, preferred to "magnetic resistance;" it is a
pity that it adheres to "magneto-motive force" for a quantity
which is not a force but a potential. The members of the
committee also speak of the "meter candle" and "foot
candle," when they mean candle per square foot or pquaie
meter. "Current strength" appears for "current." At-
tention is called to these points, which would in ordinary
circumstances be trivial, because in connection with the
International Congress scientific accuracy is of the first

importance. With most of the recommendations electrical
engineers in this country will cordially agree. "Voltage"
is really a barbarous word, which is quite unique in its

termination, and is therefore unsystematic. * Diphase"
and "triphase" are common, but inaccurate. Why not
double-current and triple-current? The exact meaning of
the word "phase" is seldom understood. In America
electricians talk of alternators being "out of phase," and
so on. The word comes from astronomy. If a planet had
two or three satellites we should not say they were di-
phased or triphased; we should say there were double or
triple satellites, or two or three of ihcm. It is thus simpler
to talk of double and triple currents. We shall probably
return to the subject of electrical nomenclature before the
summer comes upon us, as wc fear by the autumn most of
our readers will be very tired of it.

Telephone Litigation.
The American Bell Telephone company appeared in the

United States Circuit C:).irt at IJoitoi on February 24th

and asked Judge Nelson for further time in which to fi'e

tcstim)ny before th2 ex imincrs appointed by the court to

take testimony in the suit of the United States against the

telephone C9mpiny and Prof. Bdl, in which the defendants

arc charged with obtaining a patent by fraud. The suit

hasbcen in the court about eight years, and an exceedingly

large amount of testimony has already been put in by

both sides. Judge Nelson granted the request and gave

the petitioners until August 25th to complete their case.
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President Ayer's Annual Address.'

At this, our sixtcenlh convention, it gives me much
pleasure to receive you in a city which can display such an
appreciation of the work in which we are engaged; to

welcome ycu in my home and be able to present to you
the attractive programme that has been prepared.

Since the lirst meeting in 1S35 at our sister city by the

lakes, we have spread upon our records evidence of the

wonderful progress of the great industry which we repre-

sent, and while as measured by time 'he years are few, the

progress is marvelous. No art, no industry, no science

can compare with it; and in no more forcible mannei can

it be presented than by stating that there is more capital

invested in St. Louis in the application of electricity to day
than the sum total of investments throughout the United
States for the production of apparatus and its use when
this association was born. These are facts well known,
yet hardly realized by those of us who are engaged in pro-

moting this remarkable development. In St. Louis we
have installed 266 dynamos, in central station and private

plants, supplying current to 1S5 000 incandescent and
5,330 arc lamps; a total of i,Soo horse power capacity of

generators supplying 660 raotors for operating almost
every character of machinery, and 8,240 horse power in

generators, operating 1,126 street car motors, over 160

miles of road; and the roads under construction, to be
completed within the year, will add 8.000 hoise power
in capacity and 9O miles of road. This will make a total

generating capacity of 30,000 horse power.
There are nearly sixty sqaare miles of territory supplied

with arc and incandescent lights, crossed and recrossed
with electric roads. The changing from steam and cable

to electricity for motive power has transposed a bankrupt
road into a most valuable property, and successful cable

roads are to be changed at much expense to electric, that

they may be more successful.

Since our last meeting much has transpired of interest

to the members of the association. Important develop-

ments have been announced from time to time

through the press, as a result of the work of inventors,

and many valuable items of detail have been brought out
to add to the efficiency and satisfactory working of ex-

isting apparatus. The commercial development, however,
has been confined to improvements in well known appa-
ratus and not to radical departures in character of gener-

ators as many were led to expect a year ago. More light

will doubtless be given us in this direction through some
of the papers we will be favored with; but there seems to

be little likelihood of the immediate introduction of new
methods which will aflect the quality of investments in

existing apparatus, though there is reason to expect in the

very near future that which will likely solve the problem
of long distance transmission in a satisfactory manner.
The much desired power m tor for simple alternating

circuits we are still anxiously looking for, and for some
applications such motors as are knoAfn to be practical

should be produced.
The recent patent decisions have introduced a new con-

dition to many, brought anxiety and trouble to some and
satisfaction to others. To those of us who were lulled

into security by the tedious delays of the courts and the

persuasive arguments of our friend, the salesman, who had
so many advantages to offer, comes anxiety. To those of

us who have only recently entered the field and who
heard very little of claims for "foundation patents," it is

a new condition we can hardly realize and
we doubt its reality; and we are strengthened
in our doubt by those who don't want it so.

To those of us who considered carefully and believed

in the ultimate establishment of the inventor's claims and
rights, and who gave evidence in support of this faith by
paying, in addition to a fair market price for the apparatus,
an additional sum for the right to use it, and who have
waited many years to receive the protection we paid for it,

comes the feeling of satisfaction.

That such a condition as exists to-day is possible calls

for prompt action, that the rights of the people may be bet-

ter protected. That the inventor can be so long deprived
of his rights that many are led to believe by the delay that

he has none, and to such an extent that millions are in-

vested in developing a business made possible by his in-

vention. with:iut regard to his claims, is clear evidence of
the need of reform in our laws which will provide adequate
protection for the investor as well as the inventor; and we
earnestly recommend some action on the part of this asso-
ciation, that our properties, which have been so long re-

garded with distrust and suspicion by the financial world.

raiy not have added to their burdens fhe question of their

right to use devices which aie vital to their success; and to

snplacethestation manager that he must not add to his other
e^ential qualifications that of being able to divine what
the courts may do in the far future. At previous conven-
tions this topic has been considered and efforts made to
have Congress take such action as would give relief. Work
in this direction should be taken up again by this body and
vigorously pushed to completion.

I note with much pleasure that since our most interesting
and delightful visit to Montreal, most rapid advancements
in electrical interests have followed, and that the Canadian
Electrical association has at a recent meeting given much
evidence of remarkable growth. This, with the greatly in-

creased business of our electrical manufacturers, notwith-
standing the protection wall over which their "heavy"
products have to be lifted, indicate . that our time was well
spent; that there was developed a friendlier feeling and

(Closer intimacy, besides giving an impetus to electrical de-
velopment for which they seemed to have been waiting.
I believe our visit has done much to hasten the time when
there will be no wall between one country and one people.

Theprepara'ion for the World's Fair is rapidly nearing
completion, and in a few short weeks there will be open to
the visitor one of the most magnificent achievements of

I. Convention of the National Electric Light association at St.
Louis, February 28, 1893.

modern times—an engineering and architectural wonder.
In no particular is it more remarkable than in the depart-

ment of electricity. This in its ramifications permeates all

departments and will make possible most marvelously
beautiful effects, as well as prove the most useful of ser-

vants. Too much praise cannot be awarded those who
have labored to produce this most complete exposition of

the development of the science in all its forms.
The American Institute of Electrical Engineers is doing

much to assist in the arrangements for a fitting meeting of

the electricians of the world, and our committee will pre-

sent a report which will enable us to act in the best man-
ner to show the national and patriotic character of our or-

ganization.

In the last year much work has been accom-
plished by our secretary, and the showing for the

year will, I feet, be very satisfactory when his report

is read. Three volumes of the association pro-

ceedings have been edited, published and delivered

to members within the year, bringing this work down to

date. Because of the accumulation and the large amount
of matter contained in each volume this has been no small

task, and the creditable results obtained in the handsome
volumes, together with the thorough manner in which the

office has been conducted, make it but a simple act of

justice that I express my thanks and commendation at this

time.

The interest in the proceedings of the convention evinced

suggested and calculated to be of mu'ya! benefit. In-
surance inspectors, supply houses and central station com-
panies are eligible to membership, fn contact with them
we find them ever ready to co-operate with us in any move-
ment to improve the ser.'icc and increase the satisfaction

of oor customers; and since their organi:^aiioQ a much
better feeling has been established and the quality of work
greatly improved.

Within the last year has been organized the National
Association of Electrical Workers, with headqoariers in

this city, and having branches in many towns and cities.

This organization is largely composed of linemen, though
it expects to embrace in its membership electrical anisans
or workers in every department. Their principal objects,
as stated in the first number of their journal, is to band to-

gether for mutual education and improvement; to estab-
lish rooms and provide instructors, and adopt such other
methods as may improve the standard of electrical labor.

This organization is capable of accomplishing a vastamoant
of good, if maintained on the high plane outlined. If the
effort is earnest and honest we can all lend it a helping
hand, and will do it gladly. The wage question will

never be an element to make a breach when the rank and
file of electrical workers have mastered their business.
But until that time arrives those who are among them as
leaders should keep in mind that satisfactory work per-
formed in a conscientious manner is the first essential to
pleasant mutual relations between the employer and the

1. Washburn A Mocn MIV. d _..
Falconer ManiifHt-turiiig Co.. Uostoii
Chiipmnn \'iilve Manufactnrint: (

IJvynnt Klectric^Co . Hoston.
(.Ico. (.'utter, ('lii(:ai.'o.
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by the educational institutions throughout the country is

one of the encouraging signs of the times, and justifies the

statement (which is evidenced in many other ways) that the

power and influence of the association are extending. The
increase of membership is flittering. With this condition

existing there will come up for your final consideration the

question relative to the reduction of dues. While present

conditions indicate that we can with safety reduce our dues,

and possibly increase the membership beyond its natural

growth under the present rate, yet there is much work
which can be carried out to the benefit of the association

which would have to be neglected if our revenue is re-

duced. The dues at present are hardly a burden, and a

balance on the right side of the ledger is essential to the

prosperity of any institution. While a change in the dues
would not effect our treasury for more than a year, I do
not think it wise to reduce them at present. This question,

1 trust, will receive due consideration before action is

taken.

From the beginning until to-day every producer and
operator in the electrical field has heen before him the seri-

ous problem of how to get men sufficiently skilled to exe-

cute in a satisfactory manner the duties assigned them.
Undoubtedly this business has attracted all departments
the most ambitious elements from other lines of work; but.

as we can all testify, their education in the new field has

been enormously expensive to their employers. But the

outlook is promising. Within the last three years there

have been established more rapidly than ever clubs, socie-

ties, trades guilds and labor organizations with the prin-

cipal avowed object of self-education. Their objects and
efforts in this line are to be commended, and form a perti-

nent topic for this body to consider. In St. Louis we have,

among soc'eties of this class, an organization known as the

Electrical Exchange, composed principally of contractors

whose particular business is to do the electrical construc-

tion required in all modern buildings. Their prime object

in organizing was that the execution of this work might be
confined to those who were responsible and maintained
regular establishments. Their endeavor is to so execute

the work intrusted to them that they may command the re-

spect and confidence of the central station manager, owner,
architect and builder. To this end they meet for discuss-

ing improved methods and such other matter as may be

employed, as well as the strongest lever to raise wages
that can be produced. Thoughtful care on the pari of

the manager must be given that the man who climbs the

pole to clear a ground or close a circu:t in the sleet and
rain, and all others as well, be protected by all safeguards

in the way of instructions and appliances that can be sug-
gested. The engineer, the dynamo tender, the lamp
trimmer, all must be encouraged in their efforts to improve
in knowledge, by active' co-operation on the part of the

management. A close acquaintance with our employes is

an essential to a full appreciation of their services. Many
acts of real heroism are performed by the lineman or the
dynamo tender, only that the service may not be intcrr^ipted,

and that many times without a passing comment. We can
shake out the crosses and clear the grounds by a closer

acquaintance with our men and their work.
We have for consideration a splendid list of papeis

which is varied, and yet devoted to topics which I trust

and believe will develop that interest which will bring
members to their feet in thoughtful discussion. The
discussion of the paptrs and such topics .is may come
before you, I trust will receive the usual dignified treat-

ment and earnest interest which has always obtained in

this body.
During the year that has passed, death has claimed an

unusual number whose names have been prominently
identified with the active promotion, development and ap-
plication of electricity in its various branches. Those
particularly interested in the department devoted to tele-

graphy were: Cvrus W, l-'icld. Wilson G. Hunt, F. M.
Gisborne. Jay Gould and Norvin Green. In electric

lighting and railways: C. J. \'an Dcpoele. E. T. Lynch.
Tr.,M. M.M.Slattery: and in Europe, Werner VonSiemens,
In this list are the names of those who have borne much
of the heat and burden of the day and were among the

few pioneers who hewed the p.ith and assisted to broaden
the road, by overcoming ditiicullics which wc, who tind it

so comparatively smooth to day. little appreciate.

To our guests who have assembled with us and honored
us by their presence, and who will further honor and in-

struct us with their words of wisdom, I want to express

our thanks, and I trust that the members will, by their

presence at the sessions, demonstrate the sincerity of this

expression on their behalf.
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The Incandescent Lamp from a Com-
mercial Standpoint.^
By Calnekt Townlev.

All modern commercial forms of electric incanc3es-

cent lamps in this countrj are similar in that each pro-

duces light by heating to incandescence a hard carbon

burner of comparatively iaigh resistance, enclosed in a

glass receiver from which the oxygen has been largely

exhausted. We know that after a time a burner so

heated gradually depreciates, either by disintegration,

oxidation, or some other cause, and is tinally destroyed.

We know that of two similar burners that raised to tlie

higher temperature will require less energy per unit ot

light produced, but that its depreciation will also be more
rapid and its destruction take place sooner. Conse-
quently, in determining the temperature at which a car-

bon should be burned to secure the best economy, we
are influenced to use a high temperature on account of

the first condition, and a low temperature on account of

the second condition.

There may be said to be other causes, due to difler-

ences in the design and construction of various lamps,

which will affi:;ct the lenglli of the lives of their burners,

but it seems lair to assume that by the employment of

proper methods, these causes may be eliminated in so far

as they hasten depreciation in one carbon more than in

another, and, therefore, in discussing the relation be-

tween the life and efficiency of different lamps, we may
consider simply the characteristics of their burners.

For convenience in discussion, we may divide the

commercial lamp burners into three classes, viz.

:

ist. The untreated or natural burners used in the
Edison lamps.

2d. The treated or flashed burners used in the Saw-
yer-Man, Thomson-Houston, Beacon, and a nunnber of

other lamps.
3d. What we may call the super- treated burners

used in the new Westinghouse stopper lamps.
In all published tests of the life of burners there is

shown to be a definite relation existing between the life

of a carbon and the temperature at which it is burned,
this relation remaining fixed for carbons of the same
kind and varying only tor carbons of different kinds. If

we formulate this relation, it will assist us to deterinine

what temperature of any kind of carbon may be ex-

pected to yield the best commercial results; that is to

say, how much money it is desirable to spend on the

maintenance of the carbon, and how much on the energy
to heat it. The temperature of a burner is difticult of
measurement. It will, therefore, be simpler, and quite

as satisfactory, if we consider the relation between life

and energy consumed, expressing the latter in watts.

By a series of experiments, extending over several

years and covering tests of many thousand lamps,
Frank Stuart Smith has found the relation between the

life and efficiency of the Sawyer-Man carbons, and
through his courtesy I am permitted to give \ou the re-

sults. The relation is expressed by the curve .-i, illus-

trated herewith in Fig. i, where the axis of Y represents
hours life, and the axis of X, watts per each candle of
light produced. As this relation is confirmed by so

many tests made at dilVerent times, upon lamps of differ-

ent efficiencies, and under the care of different assist-

ants, there can be no reasonable doubt as to ils correct-

ness. From a limiled number of experiments made on
many other lamps having treated carbons, it is

indicated, as might be expected, that the relation be-

tween the lives and efficiencies of their burners follow

the same general law. Therefore, if we assume tliat

these lamps are constructed with the same detailed at-

tention to design and manufacture, we mav then also

assume that their curves will not vary materially from
that of the Sawyer-Man carbon.
The exact mathematical expression corresponding to

Ihis curve is somewhat complicated, but we can express
the relation within one-half of one per cent, by the

formula,

L-3.74- E,-"" (1)

where L represents hours life, and E watts per candle.

l.)uring the past year a great many tests have been
made by Mr, Smith with the super-treated carbons of
the Weslinghouse stopper lamps, and the relation be-

tween life and efficiency thereby fjund to exist is illus-

trated by another curve, shown at j5'. Fig I. With the

name degree of accuracy as above, we may represent
this curve between commercial limits by the equation.

L, -5.44 E^.'i-t^' (2)

We note that this curve corresponds \'ery closely in

its general form to the curve of the treated ijurners, ex-
cept ifiat for a given efficiency the life of the super-
treated burner is always longer. This is as it should
be, InaAmuch as the super-trealcd burner is, in fact, a

treated burner which has been subjected to an addi-

tional proce*-* to render it more slable.

In i%>3JohnW. Howell presented a paper before this

3%nocialion. in which he exhibited a curve stated to have
been constructed from the resuUh of a larye number of
tc*tft made with the Fi<li«ion or unlrcated burr.ers. I

have taken the lib'rrly of reproducing a part of this

cvrvc in thi«. paper, ^hown at C. Fie, I, l>ut using a dif-

ferent ^cale of mcavurcmcn*. It will be noted that this

curve ift very similar to the curve of the treated and
5uper-lrealcd burner*, and, con«»ldered between the wame
commercial limit*, wc can cxpre^h it with equal accuracy
b/ the formula,

L ,= 1.052 E./'^-' (3)

L a- 'ig* the Kame •liijnificancc a*v b/f-tre.

For Ti 'i^y, wc find the corresponding Hfcuf
anj c on by tracing a perpendicular line until

ll intCT«€ciA the proper curve, the corrcBpondlng life be-

ing found d\rec\iy opposite the point of Inicrseclion hori-

20iilall/. Thu*. for an efficiency of 2,5 watts, wc find

the life of the untreated burner to be 400 hours, of the

treated burner, 713 iiours, and of the super-treated

burner, 962 hours.
It is important to remember that these curves repre-

sent the results of laboratory tests, in which the electro-

motive force is kept more nearly constant than is ordi-

narily possible under the condilions of central station

Hgliting, Therefore, in order to obtain an expression
which will represent commercial conditions, we must
introduce the element of a \ariable electromotive force.

In Fig. 2 I illustrate a curve verified by numerous and
exhaustive tests by Frank Stuart Smiih, showing the
relation between total energy consumed and the light

emitted. This relation is such that a line drawn from any
point of the curve to () {as ,-10) equals tlie tangent of the
angle made by such line with the axis of X. It is repre-

sented by the equation,

W-
1= (4)

wliere I equals the total illuminating power expressed
in candies and W equals watts, R being a constant.
which depends for its value on tl^e size and efficiency of
the lamp. R is, in fact, the radius of the circle to which

Again, by substituting in equation 3 we get the ex-
pression for the commercial curve of the untreated fila-

ment

[E„;+i-(.+pyp-«

It is, of course, impossible within the limits of this

paper to attempt to express all conditions; but by a com-
parison of laboratory and central station records a fair

average assumption seeir.s to be that, with proper atten-

tion to regulation, the commercial variation is equi\'alent

to a constant excess voltage of 3 per cent. I have taken

this as a basis, and constructed commercial curves for

the treated, the super-treated and untreated filaments,

which are shown as dotted lines in Fig. i, and desig-

nated as A-> B and C, respectively. It now beco:nes
possible to calculate accurately the efficiency at which
any class of lamps should be burned in order that they

may yield tlie best economy.
1 1 is important to note the great effect that a compar-

atively small rise in electromutive force bason the life

of a lamp. Any neglect to maintain the best possible

regulation, tlieretore, will result in an increased bill for

1^5 'JO '/J BOO iiJj

iiHii^aaijii!iiiiiii.ijiiiii!i^iiii!ffl

£-fi iOO J^J

THE INCANDESCENT LAMI' I'ROM A COMMERCIAL STANDPOINT.

t. Ku>l '«nal KUiUir. Li»;ht .i«vxalion, Si.

our tangent is referred. While the position of this curve

varies with different lamps, the relation between the

watts consumed and the light emitted remains un-

changed through all tests. We know that the resistance

of a heated filament will remain practically constant

through the comparatively small variations in vollage

to which a commercial lamp is subjected. Therefore il

we let p equal the per cent, variation in electromotive

force, wc may wiile Irom our fundamental electrical

e

equation (i-f-p)C-(i-l-p)— >
whence

r

W,= W(i+p)',

Bv a comhinalion of this equation with formula 4,

/
'^ \

we get the expression I since —='^1

vii'-l-'-C-FpT'

f'+pr
where p ef|uals per cent, variation in clcctroinollvc lorce

due to commercial conditions, .Substltnting this value

of E. Ihcrcfore, In equilion 1, we gel llie expression

(or the commercial curve of the Irealed filament

IK,2+i-(i+p)']--'"
'-,= 3-74:

(>+P>"-"-
By slihiliUllIng the same valiir' in ((pialion 2, we get

the expression for the commercial curve of the super-

treated filament

J',.~ 5.44
(i-hp)"**

lamp renewals entirely out of proportion to the variation

in voltage itself.

The condition of the incandescent lighting business
throughout the country is undeniably prosperous.
Everywhere central station companies are wiring addi-

tional lights or preparing to increase the capacity of
their machinery. We will not be far wrong, therefore,

if we assume, in the consideration of our subject, that

the central station company has a market for all the
lamp hours it can furnish during a certain portion of the

day's run. With this assumption let us formulate an
expression for the profit in incandescent lighting, then
we may determine what conditions will give this profit

a maximum value. In the consideration of this matter

I have taken as the unit of value one i6 candle lamp
hour, assuming that what the public wants is Hghl, and
that, otiier things being tqnal, it does not care whether
much or little eneigy be expended to produce it. There-
fore, wlienever we can Increase the efficiency of our
lamp, we not only reduce the cost of the energy re-

quired to burn it, but also increase the lamp capacity of

our station, lines, converters, etc, by a proportional

amount. C)wing to the fad that the various meters in

use measure, not light, but energy in one form oi- an-

olher, when we make our \mit the l:un|) hour and after-

wards iru:rease the clllclency of our lamp, we mu^.t aho
increaKc our charge per unit of energy in order I<j main
tain the same Htandard of i>rice. Were any unit of en-

crgy lo be taken an the unit of value, the receipts from a

given output would become fixed, and the bent lamp at

once the most inefficient and longest lived. Political

economy Is clear, however, that to re-duce llie price of

any commodity Increases the demand for It, and Ineoin-

petition with o'.hcr lllumlnanlK the only proper t-tandard
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can be that of illuminating powLT. It is nearly always

possible to change existing rates whenever it is proper

to do so.

With our unit of value illuminating powiT, therefore,

our profit will obviously bs the diflerence between the

cost and selling price of a lamp Iiour multiplied by the

Un^TraVI Surntr

In Fig. 3 you will note that the Y axis represents

cenis and the X axis walls per lamp; the station output
estimated upon being the unit of one kilowatt hour.

The highest points of our several curves represent the

conditions under whicii our profits are a maximum, and
llie vertical distances between these highest points and

Jorrrr

Si-
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any olher points on the same curves show the loss in

profit due to the use of a lamp of olher ell'iciency llian

the most economical. The vertical distances between
the higliest point of any curve of one class of lamp and
the highest point of a corresponding curve of another
class of lamp show the profit or loss resulting from

kilowatt hour. With the super-lrcatcd lamp at 20 cenU
other conditions remaining the «-ame, the be*l results

are obtained with a 30 watt lamp and our profit should
be (see curve H; 22 centt* per kilowatt hour.

Considering all these ciuvcs together, two r3cl<i are
especially prominent, namely: firf»t, ihat although wc
have assumed strictly commercial condiiioDH, the profile

obtained are in excess cf those actually made in prac-
tice, and, second, that the rr.ost economical lamp efti-

ciencies are considerably higher than those of anv com-
mercifll lamps now in u^e. It is inleresling and vcrv
rt-markable to noie that in every caf.u the profits fall tff

very rapidly for lamps of either tco low or loo high
elficiency, the variation being more marked where cur-
rent is dear and running expcn'^es high. By putting
these facts logeiher, it is apparently clear that the long
lived intllicient lamp is a very expensive article, and
that too much weight has been given tolhe cost of lamp
renewals, wtiicli shows prominently on the expense side

of our ledger, while we have not paid enough attention

to the great waste of energy due to low lamp efllciency.

By a reference to Fi^. i, we note that the most econom-
ical conditions call for, in the case of the untreated fila-

ments, a life of between 250 and 525 hours; in the case
of the treat-d filaments, a life of between 2-6 and 620
hours, and in the case c( the super-treated lilaments, a
life of between i3ijand 260 hours; the shorter life being
in each case where both the cost and selling price of the
lamp hour is high. I submit these figures for your con-
sideration.

You will note from Fig. 3 that with a charge of
three-quarters of a cent per lamp hour and five cent;*

for the expente of generating one kilowatt hour, the use
of a 50 watt lamp loses the operating company 1,05
cents fjr every kilowatt hour sold when using the 35
cent lamp with the untreated burner; 1.4 cents when
using the 50 cent lamp with the treated burner and 5.2

cents when using the 20 cent lamp with the super-
treated b-rner, as compared with the profits which might
be made if these various lamps were used at their

respective best efficiencies.

It is gratifying to find that the possibility of increased
profits carries with it the implied possibility of reduced
prices to the public and, therefore, a great demand for

light, and greater success to the companies furnishing

the same, in competition with other illuminants.

I have said nothing in this paper in regard to fall in

candle power, for the reason that, in both the treattd

and super-treated filaments, this fall is roughlv propor-
tional to the time Ihe lamp has been burning, as com-
pared to ils total life; that is to say, if a filament has a
lite of i.oOQ hours at a given efficiency, and duringthat
lime its fall in candle power is A per cent , if this fila-

ment is burned at an efficiency which will make its

life 500 hours, its fall in candle power will still beap-

number of lamp hours sold,

the expression

—

P= (v-

We I

S

lav, therefore, write

-c)W
where P equals profit, V selling price, c cost of lamp
hour, S output of station in watt hour for the time

for which our profit is eslimaled, and W watts required

per lamp. Again, the cost of producing one lamp liour

is clearly the proportionate cos! of the lamp itself plus

the cost of the energy consumed by it. We may, there-

fore, write

—

I g
c= 1 W

L, 1000
where 1 equals cost of a lamp in cents, L i's life in

hours, and g cost of producing one kilowatt hour of en-

ergy, substilutlne in this expression, from the formvila

of our commprcial curves, the value of lamp life in terins

of efficiency (bearing in mind that for a 16 candle power
W

lamp E=—), and putting our expression for the value

16

of ( in place oft- in the formula represenlir.g our profil,

we have the equation—
^_VS Si (i+p)^"

"''i-lii-'D

— f-:l-r-'

________ --Ni

":i=§ft'r q urn
.l~;i:;;

\i^Jp=i:t ;- ir-;;!

256 J 1000

where a and b stand, respeclively, for tl-.c coefHcients

and exponents of the stcond terms formula- (i), (2)

and (3).
_

Curves similarly lettered are constructed with similar

values of _;^ and 7', the diflerences in their position and
form bei'g caused partially bv the diflcrent costs of the
lamps and parlially by the differinir relations between
the lives and efficiencies of the several classes of car-

bons.

I illustra'.e in Fig, 3 a number of curves constructed
for tlie untreated, the treated and Ihe super-treated fila-

ments, using lliis formula. I have taken the original

cost of^ the lamps at, respectively, ^>„ 50 and 20 cents,

the selling price of a lamp liour at, respeclively, .5, .75
and I ceni, and the cost of producing current at, re-

speclixely, 2, 3, 1^ and S cents per kilowatt hour. By the
courtesy of a considerable number of central station

managers, who have furnished data concerning their

respective plants, the average cost of this energy ap-

pears to vary between 3 and 7 cents The only cases

where 7 cents is exceeded are tho^e in which fuel is a
very expensive commodity and the station output is

small. Where 3 cents is too high a very cheap fuel is

used and a very large station operated. In assuming
these values, I believe that we have covered as nearly as

possible the conditions which actually exist, but it is

quite easy to adapt our expression to any set of local

conditions.

--i^.

FIG. THE INCANDESCENT LAMP FROM A

the use of different classes of lamps at their respective

best efficiencies. Otlier combinations will be readilv

noted by observation. For example, with the price of

a lamp hour at one cent and the cost of generating

current six cents per kilowatt hour, the best result

we mav expect from the treated filament lamp at 50 cents

each is*, wiih a 38 watt lamp. i. e., 2.37 watts per candle,

when our profit should be (see curve H) i6.G cents per

COMMERCIAL STANDPOINT.

proximately A per cent., so that our commercial re-

sults are not appreciably affected. For the untreated

filament the fall in candle power is proportionately

larger Ihan in the other two filaments. Therefore, it

we are making a comparis^on of total illuminating

power per energy consumed, we must put ilie un-

tieated filament" on a somewhat lower scale than

shown in the comparisons I have drawn.
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The \virem;n employed on the Wotld's Fair grounds

who went on a strike will meet with no sympathy from the

public. The men were getting the regular union rate

—

31^ cents an hour—and worked eight hours a day with a

liberal advance for overtime. They demand 37^2 cents an

hour, for the simple reason, apparently, that any price they

might set must be acceded to by the Exposition and West-

inghouse companies owing to the pressing need for haste

in the work. Fortunately this idea seems to be ill founded-

The World's Fair people are hiring all the new men
needed and there appears to be little piospect of serious

interruption to the work.

Those who are interested in the incandescent lamp

situation—and what member of the electrical fraternity is

not?—will find much of value in Calvert Townley's con-

vention paper on 'The Incandescent Lamp from a Com-

mercial Standpoint." The article is written from the

point of view of a Westinghouse engineer and is more

severely technical than its title would indicate, but the

conclusions drawn by Mr. Townley from the formula and

curves presented will ba carefully examined nevertheless.

His remarks concerning the best efficiencies of filaments

are interesting, and the paper as a whole is one that

deserves a careful reading.

The convention of the National Electric Light associa-

tion at St. Louis last week was in many respects the most

satisfactory meeting in the history of the organization.

The business of the association was conducted expeditiously

and the discussion of the papers presented was interesting

and at times animated. There was no general exhibition

of apparatus, but several companies made special displays

in the hotel pirlors. The social features of the meeting

were all that could be desired, and everything that could

add to the comfort and entertainment of the visitors was

provided. Altogether the meeting was highly successful

and will be remembered by all who attended it.

1'hree papers relating to the electric transmission of

power were presented at the St. Louis meeting and they

received close attention. Dr. Beli's paper was especially

interesting. It is a valuable contribution to the literature

of this subject. He said that the foreign experiments were

not reliable and were of unpractical value, as they had

been clumsily condacted. Many of the recent "inventions"

in this line which are now attracting attention abroad he

pronounced as adaptations of the motors of Thomson and

Tes'a. The papers by Messrs. Bradley and Stillweil also

attracted attention and deserve a careful perusal by all

who are interested in the transmission of power by elec-

tricity.

In the course of an interesting article on electrical no-

menclature, brought out by the approaching World's Elec-

trical Congress, the Elcthician of London t^kes occasion

to express its disapproval of the word "installation," which

it styles an ''affected and pompous term." "Plant,'" "job"

and "work" are mentioned as preferable words for the

expression of this idea. We fail to see the force of our

contemporary's objection. Even if the proposed substi-

tutes were exact synonyms, which they are not, the only

possible criticism of "installation" would be the unimport-

ant one that it is a pjlysyllabi^ word. Webster mentions

"to give a place to" as one of the definitions of the verb

"to install." That is precisely what is done when an electri-

cal plant is put in or installed, and it is entirely correct to

refer to it thereafter as an "installation." "Plant" is

driven to death, "work" is awkward, and "J5b" is inex-

pressive, so that "installation'' has an important and use-

ful place.

Tho.se who have attended th; mctin^s of the Natioial

Electric Light association for the last four or five year*.,

and those who have followed the proceedings closely, will

app'cciate the rcmDnstrance mide by T. Carpenter Smilh

at the St. Louis convention against the waste of valuable

titne in discussing subjtjcts that have been worn thread-

bare, especially when the speakers have no original ideas

to advance. Admitting the importance of the subj;clsand

the necessity of keeping the matters constantly before the

members, it is nevertheless annoying to have the greater

patt of the time devoted to such discussions, when it could

be much more profrably devote J to o.hcr business. A
perusal of the proceedings of Ihc conventions held during

ihc last (hrcc or four years shovsthal ccrlain subjects have

been discussed at every meeting by several «cnticmcn, and

that with slight verbal v.'trlationH the same views have been

advanced. The a.ssociation has other and more important

businc.43 to transact thun listening to a lot of glittering

generalities which do not add to the fund of human knowl-

edge. Here is an excellent opportuuity for the new admin-

istration to effect a much needed reform. If President

Armstrong will gel the association out of the rut into which

it is settling, he will have accomplished a lasting service to

the organization.

"Thermal Storage for Central Stations," the subject of

Prof. Foibes' paper before the association at St. Louis, is

a topic which has not received as much attenton iu this

country as in England. Dr. Forbes is an enthusiastic

advocate of the plan of establishing a system of furnaces

for the cremation of garbage and refuse in cities and util-

izing the power for generating electricity. Dr. Forbes out-

lined his plan before the association and presented valuable

data, the result of experiments conducted by him and

extending over a term of seven or eight years. In this

connection Prof. Forbes described the scheme of Druitt

Halpin of England, which he believed could be advan-

tageously combined with his own project. In the discus-

sion which followed it was suggested that storage batteries

be used for reserve power, but Prof. Forbes did not favor

this scheme. He believed that storage batteries had an

appropriate place but thought that they could be utilized

in isolated work much more advantageously than in central

stations. In England they were used much more exten-

sively in this line than in this country. "There are," he

said, "a number of storage batteries that are available,

and yet no one seems to work at them here. I have been

told that it has been a questian of patents; but this is

hardly a reason, for some of the best batteries are founded

on the Plante system, and that is open to the whole

world." Enumerating the advantages of storage batteries

in isolated plants Dr. Forbes referred to the ability of

ordinary work nen or servants caring for the plant. T.

Carpenter Smith called his at-tention to the fact that while

in England this might be true, it did not apply in this

country where servants and trnplojc; were, be believed,

less attentive and much more independent than abroad.

Dr. E.;ll thought that the reason the storage battery had

not proved successful in this country was that it had been

exploited for work which it was least fitted to do eco-

nomically, such for instance as street railway operati on.

Moreover, it was pointed out that batteries used abroad

were much larger and stronger than thos2 made in this

country.

Among the papers presented at the St. Louis convention

of the National Electric Light association was a contribu-

tion by W, H, Browne of New York, on "Underground

Conduits and Conductors," in which an historical sketch of

the coatroversies between the local companies and the city

officials of Nsw York was given. Readers of the Western
Electrician are familiar with the facts in this celebrated

discussion, yet the abstract of Mr. Browne's paper, which

is presented elsewhere in this issue, may serve to refresh

their rasmories. It was generally believed by the electri-

cal fraternity at the time that the companies had been

unfairly treated, that the display of official zeal was made

for political effect, and that th;re was justification for the

claims of the electric companies that unnecessarily harsh

meisures had been adopted. This view, it may be added,

is still generally entettained. yet at the St. Louis meeting

ore of the delegates boldly asserted that the companies

were not deserving of any sympathy. They had, he said,

ample oppDrtunity to protect thsir interests before the

crusade against overhead wires was begun, but theyntt

only refused t3 take advantage of the city's offer but did

everything- in their power to obstruct the progress of the

coitemplited impro/emjnt. They hid exasperated the

public, otherwise the people of New York would not albw

the city official) to engage in the work of destruction, which

proved so disastrous to electric lighting interests and

caused so much inconvenience to the public. Much may

b3 said in suppart of b^Lh of these views, but to the

unbi.ascd observer it appears that a conservative middle

course woul J have be:;n much more consistent with the

bcit interests of all concerned. The experience of New
York should not be without good effect, City officials

should learn that they cannot attack the prop-jrty of cor-

porations without causing inconveniences and discomforts

to the general public, and electric companies, on the ollu-r

hand, should understand that in order to retain the good

will of the public ihcy should evince a disposition to ac-

cede to all reasonable demands.

The suggestion of Mr. I )eCnmp that the city build con-

duits was not received with favor, It was pointed out that

with a system of conduits established It would be a very easy

matter for the city to provide a generating plant and en-

gage in electric Jighting. This was a prospect that was

not relished by the members of the association, and Mr.

DeCamp's proposition received little enccuragtmcnt.
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Electricity at the World's Fair.

The strike of the wiremen has not caused serious

trouble at the exposition. In explaining the matter

Electrical Engineer R. H. Pierce said:

The men have been given what the union asks for

—

31 >2 cents per hour. We have been giving them time

and one-half for overtime and double time Sundays,

while the constitution of the union only calls for time

and one-half for overtime on Sundays. The strike is

confined to the World's Fair grounds. The nien have

been working eight hours per day and have been getting

better pay than they would receive working down town.

There were 22s men employed on the grounds by the

Exposition company and by the contractors. The day of

the strike about seventy of the World's Fair men went

out and also fourteen men employed by the Westinghouse

company. The statement is made that the Exposition

companv has been sending to different cities for non-union

men We have not advertised nor sent for more men.

We simply take on competent men as they apply and are

needed. All electrical work is getting along rapidly and

has not been seriously interfered with by the strike. This is

the time of year when there is no dilticulty in securing all

the wiremen needed.

Much more serious than the strike is the delay caused

by the severe weather, and the electrical construction work

has been greatly interfered with. A large number of the

ducts are filled with ice, and the efforts of the electrical en-

gineering department last week were largely devoted to

thawing them out. All kinds of boilers were pressed into

service, hastily mounted on trucks and used for blowing

steam through the ducts. Fourteen thawing machines of

this character were rigged up and made considerable im

pression on the ice. Everybody at Jackson Park, however,

is praying for fair, warm weather.

Many of the attendants at the St. Louis convention

went home by way of Chicago, and nearly all paid a visit

to the World's Fair. Among the callers at the Westing-

house headquarters on Friday of last week were Prof.

George Forbes of London, T. Carpenter Smith of Phila-

delphia, and L. B. Stillwell. Calvert Townley, Alex. J.

Wurts, G. H. Blaxter, R. G. McGonnigle and Frank

Moore of Pittsburg. All expressed the most enthusiastic

appreciatloQ of the exposition, particularly of the electrical

features.

The Westinghouse company will erect two 2^-ton hand

cranes over five of the direct connected alternators in its

exhibit in michinery hall. One crane will have a span of

30 feet and the other of 20 feet. These cranes will greatly

facilitate the handling of the parts of the big dynamos and

engines, as this part of the exhibit is not reached by the

Sellers electric traveling crane, which is nearest to the

Westinghouse space of the three traveling cranes.

About 10.000 of the new Westinghouse glass stopper

incaudescant lamps are no.v 03 the grounds, and the work

of substituting them for the Edison and Sawyer-Man

lamps used for temporary lighting was begun this week.

The latest form of Westinghouse lamp has a coiled fila-

ment.

It is said that a line of electric buoys is to be placed by

the government between the Van Buren street pier and the

World's Fair pier at Jackson Park. There will be foui-

teen or more of these buoys placed half a mile apart to in-

dicate night and day the safe course over which vessels

between the two points are expected to run. South-bound

boats must keep to the west of the line and northbound to

the east. A revenue cutter will patrol the course and ves-

selmasters violating this rule will be at once arrested and

subjected to a fine of $roo. The Government Lighihoui^e

Board will install the buoys.

Judge Grosscup has refused to grant the injunction

asked for by the Babcock & Wilcox company against the

World's Columbian Exposition company and others, re-

straining the fair officials from allowing the Stirling com-

pany to place an exhibit of boilers alongside the Babcock &
Wilcox company is exhibit in machinery hall. The reason

given for the exclusion of the Stirling people was that the

complainant was to have the remaining space if the fair

needed additional boilers. In his decision Judge Grosscup

held that there had been no agreement, and that the court

could not interfere with the discretion of the director gen-

eral. Again, the proposed privilege had not been sub-

mitted to and approved by the council of administration.

After stating that the Babcock & Wilcox boiler plant was

acknowledged to be an exhibit. Judge Grosscup said:

"Nothing is clearer than that the installation of the exhibits

is exclusively within the control of the commission. In

this respect the local corporation and its agents have no

authority."

A number of exhibitors in the department of electricity

have found difficulty in properlyclassifyingthcirapparatus,

and to remedy this a special arrangement has been made
with the director-general by which a new group has been

added to the original classification. Classes have been

added under this group sufiicient to cover a variety of

apparatus either property electrical or auxiliary to other

exhibits essentially electrical in character, and it is hoped

that this new group has been made general enough to

cover everything not heretofore classified. Those exhib-

itors who have found difficulty in properlyclassifying their

exhibits will confer a favor on the department by sending

immediately a list of those things in their exhibits which

can be better classified under this new group than in the

old classification. The group is known as 13B ./, and

contains ten classes, as follows: {'!}, Construction tools,

repairing tools, apparatus used in electrical con<-truction;

(/'). apparatus for transmission of power to electrical gen-

erators (steam, compressed air, turbine, oil. friction, gear-

ing, belting, etc.); (<), processes of electro engraving; ((/),

carbon and its application; (i/). metals and their application

inthe construction of electrical apparatus; {/i), the "kinet-

ograph"; (/), direct coupled engine and dynamos; (/•).

electric lubricators; (/), application of electricity in testing

and aging liquors; (w), electric tanning.

Adolpho AscholT, secretary of the Bra/.ilian commission

to the World's Columbian Exposition, reports that while

Brazil does not propose to make an electrical display in

competition with the United States, it will nevertheless

make an interesting showing in its 1,000 feet in the elec-

tricity building, principally of telegraphic apparatus.

Preparations for the World's Electrical Congress are

proceeding at a satisfactory rate. A large attendance of

English electrical scientists is assured, and the continent

will also be well represented. Prof. T. C. Mendenhall of

Washington, superintendent of the United States Coast and

Geodetic Survey, has accepted the chairmanship of the

committee on programme and papers. Prof. Mendenhall's

name will add much strength to the programme.

Long Distance Transmission of Power.'

By Charles S. Bradley.

It now lies within our means to build an elecli ic trans-

mission of power plant tVom coal mine to city, which
shall cost $300,000, and will transmit 5,000 horse power;
this plant will do the work of 30,000 men steadily day
and night, year in and year out, and once placed will

last a lifetime. The $300,000 represents the work of

the 30,000 men for about tour da^s, or an outlay often
dollars each; thus these men can build a plant in four

days that will do more work during 'heir whole lives

than they can. Can anvthing appeal to the imagination

rf man with more force.'' The energy of 5,000 horses

transmitted noiselessly over a small wire, the coal from
the mine placed by one act immediately beneath the

boilers, the energv thence running to its destination

without any labor from man, the air to supply combus-
tion taken in the country, thus not robbing the human
being gasping for breath in the city; the smoke and foul

gases being thrown ol^'where they will do no harm.
The only way now known to man of converting

chemical energy directly to electricity i& illustrated in

the primary battery, where a conducting electrolyte

forms a path for the current, and at the same time carries

the elements that are to he consumed toward each other.

This to all appearances is inherent. Ic necessitates that

the oxygen shall have abandoned the gaseous state and
enter the liquid. The coal demands for working a high
temperature; therefore, the oxygen must have entered

liquid condition and stays so at high temperatures.

There are substances, such as permanganate of soda and
the chromates. that seem to approach very close to fill-

ing these requiren;ent5 as an electrolyte; that is, they

will at liigh temperatures absorb oxygen from the air.

They wilt also act chemically on the coal and produce a

current. But now we are coming to the limitation

again. The specific resistance of these substances is too

high and the electromotive force too low, being between

.9 and T volt, to give a reasonable amount ofpower from a

given size of apparatus. The most promising of all

fields to increase the eiliciency of the convertion, T

believe, lies in the gas engine, the attnospheric gas en-

gine of Olto Langen having reached the high elliciency

of 72 per cent. In this engine the piston is allowed to

shoot up by the explosion and do its work in the de-

scent. There seem to have been mechanical dilliculties

in the wav of the success of this machine, but tliese can
be overcome. Then, suppose we have an elliciency of

,72 in an engine and 75 per cent, in transmission, we
will have, all told, 54 per cent, of the energy ofthe coal

delivered to point of consumption, which will make
electrical heating not only possible but preferable to.iny

or all olhtr forms. Thus we may hope at no distant day
to burn all coal necessary for the uses of a great city at

the mine. Fa'ther, we may take from the coal first its

chemica's, which have become so valuable in the arts;

then u&e the balance as gas in our engines.

For the electrical transmission of jiower we have two
general systems—the alterna'ing and direct. The mul-
tiphase alternating was advertised extensively by the

LaulVen-Frank fort [ilant in 1891 . This pioneer plant

was built by much sncrific of time and money, -ind we
owe gratitude and honor to these men whose indefatiga-

ble efforts accomi>Iished the beginning of an art which
is destined to revolutionize the social status of mankind.
This plant proved conclusively that very high voltages

could be successfully used and the insulation maintained.

This is the whole thing in a nut-sholl ; the choice of ihis

or that particular way of generating and using the energy

I. Abstract of p.iprr rend at the coiivciU'on of the Nauonal
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is of secondary importance, and will vary with each
situation. Surprising as it may »ieem, the maintenance
of the in'-ulation wa-. the least trouble in the operation
of this plant. One of the greatest was the interference
with the telegraph. The next difficulty in importance
is thestatic induction; each wire, being ^o long and ex-
pohing so much surface, becomes a re^rvoir to hold
electricity, and the generator must fill this reservoir on
each impulse before it can deliver energy at the distant
end, Wlien the generator reverses the direction of
current system, as it does some ico times per second in

the alternating, this reservoir must be di^chargt-d and
filled with electricity of opposite sign; that is. i( ihe first

impulse to a given wire was po>^ilive and fills its capacity
with the positive electricity, the reverse impulse must
discharge the positive and then fill the reservoir with
negative electricity. This operation consumes bulHtlle
power; it is an ebb and flow, as it were. The trouble,
however, is that this idle current swinging back and
forth occupies the carrying capacity of the generating
apparatus; so much so, that I saw the fuses blown al

Laufien with no load of consequence at the Frankt'ort
end. In damp weather the insulators become wet on
the external surfaces, and this largely increases the ca-

pacity, which is more serious than the increased leakage.
The^e difficulties vary with the length ofthe line and the
amountof power transmitted, the surfaces being propor-
tional to the length of line. The carrying capacity is

proportional to the square ofthe diameter ofthe wire,
while the static capacity is proportional to the surface,

which is equivalent to being proportional to the diameter,
so that the larger the amount of current transmitted
the less proportional" influence the static capacity has.

These things must be determined by the engineer in

each case. The Lauffen Frankfort was an extreme ca*e.
F"irst, the line was much longer than we shall expect
for some time to come in practical work; second, the
plant was intended foi 300 horse power ardarateof
^o phases per second. Owing to the static effects at40,
the rate had to be lowered to about 23 per second; this

obliged them to run the dynamo at very much reduced
speed, so that it was capable of only about 100 horse
power, and this reduction increased the proportionate
effect ofthe static charge.

In long distance trans^mis^ion the lines should be car-

ried on poles whenever it is possible, for the I'arlher

apart the conductors are, the less will be the inductive
capacity; if placed underground they will of necessity

be near together. The placing in separate conduits to

gain distance will not help, for the nearness ofthe earth
is the equivalent ofthe nearness of the conductor of op-
posite sign. These things are only warnings, however.
and slip out of sight with proper precaution. The mul-
tiphase alternating is the most pliable, adjustable system
that has ever been conceived. It is capable of trans-

lormation in voltage; will supply motors of either syn-
chronous or non-synchronous type; will readily convert
in motor transformer to direct current for electric rail-

road or direct current distribution, and thus supply direct

current motors. A patent was issued to nie October
2, iSSS, which covers this ground, and it is surprising
and gratifying to read the original specification filed

April 23. 1SS7, now nearly six yearsago, and note there
the complete provision for the transformation for these
varied uses.

AVhere the power is to be delivered in compact form
the direct current others some impoitant advantages.
We can get very high voltages by a battery of machines
placed in series for the generator and motor stations.

The placing of machines in series tor power transmis-

sion was proposed by Mr. Edison in iSSo and Prof.

Thomson in 1SS3. Each contributed some essential im-
orovement, but it is evident that the enormously high
voltages now contemplated were not then thought of.For
the generator station I prefer compound wound ma-
chines; first, that the system may be self-regulating;

second, that the series coil when a machine is thrown
into action shall magnetize the field in the right direc-

tion; this also requires that the switch shall close the
series coll first. The shunt-coil would lend to reverse

until the machine has attained elecliomolive torce

enough to overcome the resistance of its own armature.
In order that each machine should be as lar as possible

independent of its neighbors, I prefer that it shall be
short shunt, or in other words, the shunt coil be charged
direct from the brushes of each machine. I would use
the 500 volt machines, and of such ampere capacity as

the si/:e ofthe plant demanded, and belt them all from
one shaft. The 500 volts have been found safe 10 life,

and the commutator works well. Now. we tnust pro-

tect the insulation of the windings; the end machines
where the terminal voltage, say, reaches JO,coo volts

may. in case of grounds, be subjected to the piercing
strain ofthe entire electrical pressure. It is inipracli-

cable lo insulate the windings of each machine lo stand
any such potential; tlierefore. we connt^ct the windings
ol the machine at some point with the trame so that it

may never be subjected to a strain greater than its own
voltage; next each machine foundation is thoroughly
insulated from eartli, and, in case this insulation tails for

any reason, the fuses of the line will be blown, thus pro-

tecting the whole structure. It is easy, however, to

make this ibundalion insulation so perfect that no de-

rangement will lake place. Fcr tliis, I have struck u|X)n

a cheap plan, which was not apparent at first. Having
now provided for the insulation, we must next consider

the safe handling of the machines. A moment's consid-

eration of the electrical potential of each successive

machine in the series will make it evident that the whole
of each machine will attain the jx»tentlal of its individual

p sition ; or, beginning at one end, each successivr' nia-

chine will be 500 volts above the preceding one. Now,
it is a well-known fact that a man may be charged to a
high voltage without any inconvenience. An illuslra

tion of this is found in the stool with glass legs that wc
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used to stand on in school and be charged up until our

hair stood on end. The danger to life comes from the

passage of a current through the body. Now, like

standing on the stool with glass legs, a man may be

placed upon any one of these machines, and if he cannot

touch any conductor to earth he is perfectly safe. We
can use a wooden platform around and attached to the

base of the machine, so that the man must cross it be-

fore he lavs his hand on the metal part. Here, again,

I want to 'point out how essential it is that the windings

be in metallic connection with the frame for the safety

of the man. It secures that no part of a machine shall

exceed its own voltage, and, in case of a leakage in the

foundation insulation, immediate detection. If this

metallic connection were not provided and a leakage

occurred in the foundation, you will readily see that it

might be undetected, and a man touching the brushes

and the frame would take a current through him of un-

certain high voltage, At the motor station we use sim-

ple 500 volt shunt machines with the same precautions

as at the generator station. Our power having been

transmitted can now be converted into whatever maybe
demanded. If it is an electric system of distribution,

we shall have the advantage of its being impossible for

the high tension current to get into the system of distri-

bution. If it is a large plant, the motor station may be

subdivided into two or three parts, preferably in multi-

ple arc, with the same potential on each. On very long

lines I think the transmission must be done by direct

current.

Power Transmission for Central Sta-
tions.'

Bv Louis Bell.

So far as distribution is concerned, we may divide

electrical power transmission into three classes: first, the

transmission of single units; second, the transmission of

power to a center of supply from which point it is to be

distributed in various wavs; third, supplving the power
for lights and motors throughout the length of the trans-

mission line. Each of these classes of work imposes
conditions on the possible methods of transmission, and
requires special consideration. In new plants, hampered
in no wise by existing stations, any one of these three

cases mav exist, perhaps the last two more frequently

than the first. Where a single motor is to be employed,
the problem is exceedingly straightforward. Where a

new center of distribution is to be organized, some com-
plications are encountered, but not serious ones. Where
power is to be scattered along the line, however, condi-

tions arise which are not altogether easy ot fulfillment

and require a good deal of special care and skillful en-

gineering. In a general investigation of the methods
which may be employed, the case stands somewhat as

follows, so far as the central station man is concerned : .

First, if the distance over which he is to transmit

power is moderate, he may use the ordinary direct cur-

rent generator and motor, displace his engine with the

motor and go ahead. But unfortunately, direct current

machines of anv considerable capacity are practically

limited in voltage by the existence of the commutator,
an article on which central station men in general waste
no love. Dynamos and motors of large size cannot, in-

dividually, in the present state ofthe art, be satisfactorily

built for more than about i,2co voUs. Machines for

greater voltage have very generallybroken down in the

experimental stage. For very small power units, arc

machines might be employed, but for the purpose of the
central station man, it is better to move his arc machines
directly to the distant point. For voltages much in

excess of that mentioned, we are then driven to the use
of either direct current machines in series or alternating

machines.
Where generators and motors are to be used as a

single unit, direct current machines in series may be and
are employed quite successfully, but as the voltage de-

sirable on the line rises, the system contains a greater

number of units and becomes more complicated and dif-

ficult to apply to central station practice. For instance.

It is highly desirable for the successful operation of

motors in series that they should be, practically, coupled
to the same shaft, and should run under similar and uni-

form conditions, so while there are cases in which the

method of coupling in series may be both convenient
and cheap, it is in my opinion belter general practice to

employ alternating current*^, after passing the ordin-
ary limiiaiions of direct currents.

Here we encounter a complicated state of affairs, for

the central fetation man who attempts to invr'sligate the
subject i^ immediately surrounded by a cloud of mental
dust, through which he sees dimly tlie outlines of plain

alteTnatof., hi phase, tri pha>e, and multiphase gener-
afor* and motor'^, condensers. Geivslcr lubes, six-foot

fu^e*, electrified wall-paper and the other properties of a
well-equipped mndern high voltage electrician. The t-ub-

stance of the matter, however, is something as follows:
We want to use power transmission by allernaling cur-

rents for two good and separate reasons; GrsI, because
we get rid of the commutator and can therefore use an
high voltages a.s we can oafely insulate in the machine;
second, because by the u*e of transformers, we can ob-
tain for the trani^mi^sion line Itself any voltaye which we
can insulate, and th'rcbv enormously decrease the cost
of the copp.T which must be slowed away as permanent
investment in our line.

Multiphase currents, and by this I mean currents
liavlns; more than one phase, arc subject to the *ame
: - - -- rnaMnff currents. ThcJr

'. the fact that for aller-

-.epl.ase excelicnl motors
:. at a steady speed, start under
-il poue^s very much Ihc same

'. ::.; V-3.:.--.-:.i\ Elfctfic Light association. Si. Ix)uiB.

qualities as a well organized shunt motor of the ordinary
kind. Incidentally, certain of the multiphase systems,
more especially tlie three-phase, enjoy the advantage of

effecting something of a saving in copper, under favor-

able circumstances up to .^5 per cent, irom what would
be required by a plain alternating current of the same
nominal voltage. This saving is merely from the fact

that in tlie three-phase line, the currents do not have
their highest value at the same time, so that at any par-

ticular instant two of the wires may serve as a sort of
multiple return for the third. This advantage would be
immediately thrown away, if for the three currents of
different phase three separate pairs of wire were em-
ployed, as it is thrown away where for two currents of
different phase two independent circuits are used.

The fundamental difference between single and multi-

phase systems, then, is mainly the adaptability of the

latter for driving motors, and multiphase are better than
single phase motors principally in their ability to start

under load, and somewhat larger output for the same
weight.
Wherever, then, single motors are to be driven for

operating, we will say, an electric light station, it is large-

ly a matter of convenience whether we employ single

or multiphase motors. If the former can be conveni-
ently started, they are fully competent to take care oMhe
work, except in one special case which I will mention
presently. The multiphase motors, whether synchron-
ous or otherwise, start very freely, and may or mav not
be economical in cost of copper, according to the ar-

rangements of the circuits.

A single case in which multiphase Iransmis.sion

becomes of great importance when the object is to work
an existing central station is in that case where railway
circuits are to be supplied. A railway machine is sub-
ject to so great and violent variations of load, that if it

were driven by an ordinary synchronous alternating
motor, the latter would run great risk of being pulled
out of phase by a sudden short circuit, wlien it would
stop and stay stopped until deliberately started up
again. The multiphase motor can also be pulled out of
phase, but not quite so easily, and it can be more readily
started. We can, however, wliere railway currents are
necessary, do much better than to drive the dynamos
directly by motors of any kind. We can for this use
start with the multiphase current, and through the
medium of a single machine, scarcely more complicated
than an ordinary railway dynamo, transmute this multi-
phase current into a direct 500 volt current of the ordin-
ary sort. This very valuable result has been brought
about through the ingenuity of C. S. Bradley, who in-

vented the device half a dozen years ago. It has re-

mained dormant, principally because there has been no
special call for power transmission of any kind until

recently, but to its thorough practicability I can person-
ally testify, as a 100 kilowatt tri-phase direct current
transformer which I recently tested, operated in the
manner described, showed an efficiency of over 95 per
cent, at full load, stood sudden variations from no out-

put up to 100 kilowatts and back again without even a
wink at the brushes, and bore up under heavy overload
without difficulty. Whenever it is desirable to operate
railway circuits by power derived from a distant source,
these machines fulfill all practical requirements, and 1

believe are destined to come into very extensive use, and
play an important part in the development of very long
electric railroads.

To sum up this point, where single motors are to be
employed for driving other electrical machinery, either

synchronous, alternating or multiphase motors can be
successfully employed. Where railway dvnamos form
a part of the load, a particularly good result can be ob-
tained by using for this particular portion of the work
the multiphase direct current transformers.
So much for the operation of existing plants by elec-

trical transmission of power, where it is merely intended
to substitute a motor or motors for an engine.
Now, take up the case where a center of distribution is

to be fed, consisting it may be in part of an existing sta-

tion and in part either of extensions and new circuits

from this plant or subsidiary centers of distribution
having other districts of the same town. Here the prob-
lem becomes more complicated and it is almost impos-
sible to lay down any general procedure. Each case is

best handled by itself. We can, however, enunciate
certain principles which will aid in the discussion of any
definite case.

First, we can feed all existing railway circuits and
extensions very effectively and economically by use of
the tri-phase direct current transformer just described.

Second, we can handle all direct current incandescent
systems, whether two or three wire, by means of the
same type of apparatus, the tri-phase direct current
transformer.

Third, we can successfully operate any txisting alter-

nating incandescent circuits or any extensions thereof by
feeding alternating current from the distant point di-

rectly into them through banks of transformers.
Fourth, if any new centers of distribution are to be

made with circuits independent of those already in extF-

tence, we can operate these circuits very encclivcly for
both liyhlint; and motor service, if both be necessary, by
employing multlphaee apparatus; and right here let me
say that there is one widely spread error which I desire
most emphallcaUy to contradict.

It has been asserted that Incandescent lighting cannot
be successfully done on multiphase systems, especially
Irl-phaw, since this t^ystcm happens to have been most
talked about. This statement Is ahsolulcly false, to my
own pers^>nal experimental knowledge, Lamps can be
as successfully operated on syslem** of two, three or more
phases as on an ofdlnary single phase cirruil, provided
equal pains betaken with the dlslribnlion of copper In

Ihe lines and the regulation of the voltage at the dyna.
mos. If these conditions are observed, a two-phase cir-

cuit with separate wires acts substantially as if it were
fed from two ordinary alternating dynamos. A tri-phase

circuit gives a similar result, and if more phases were
concerned, the same would be true. If the condition of
constant voltage at the center of distribution be fulfilled,

as it can be and must be for successful operation on any
system whatever, two and three, phage incandescent
lighting systems can and do work admirably. Further-
more, if we combine circuits, for example, if we use but
three wires instead of six for the three-phase system,
there is no exact equality of balance required between
the lamps placed in different connections across these
circuits. On the three-phase system we would place
between each possible pair of the three wires this

arrangement, gaining in copper wire enough to compen-
sate for the slight inconvenience in connecting three
sets of lamps instead of one or two. Branches can be
run from any two wires of tiie tri-phase arrangement,
and lights placed on them will act exactly as if they were
placed on any ordinary alternating circuit. With such
an arrangement you should be able to .throw olf all the
lights on one side of the circuit, without producing any
noticeable variation in the lights of the other two
branches; no more variation, for example,than you would
get, if on a given set of secondary mains from a common
transformer, you were to turn off or turn on one-thirdof
the total number of lights. Ifany man comes to me and
says that a three-phase system will not run lamps suc-

cessfully unless there is careful balance between the
lights on different sides of the circuit, I have in that

statement sufficient evidence to convict him either of
ignorance of the principles of wiring and dynamo regu-
lation or of willful misrepresentation of the facts. I lay
stress upon this matter of incandescent lighting in de-
fence of multiphase systems, because it is the one upon
which they have been most olten misrepresented, chiefly

through foreign experiments, which I do not hesitate to

denounce as clumsily conducted.
In taking up the condilion I have iust mentioned—that

of new centers of distribution— may briefly refer to the
properties of multiphase motors, which have been the
subject of all sorts of curious misstatements. A multi-
phase motor, I do not care whether it has two or more
phases, should if properly built have very nearly the
properties of a good shunt motor, and not far from the
same ef^ciency. Incidentally, it has the advantage of
having no commutator and no necessity for any moving
contacts. It starts under two, three or more times the
running torque, just as a shunt motor does, and by virtue,

if the toique is extreme, of a heav}' starting current fust

as a shunt motor would. It comes rapidly up to a nearly
fixed speed, and remains nearly at that speed under vari-

ations of load. If overloaded it stops, like any other
motor. In addition, it has one great merit that sliunt

motors do not have, that of running at nearly conslant
speed independent both of load and moderate variations
in voltage. It is on the whole less thin-skinned than a

shunt motor. I have experimented with a considerable
rmmber of multiphase motors of the induction type, to

which I here especially refer, and although I have seen
some terribly severe tests in the way ofoverload, I never
yet saw any symptoms of a burn-out. The efficiency of

these machines should be and is at least within one or
two per cent, of ordinary shunt motors.
There has been much discussion as to the relative

merits of two and three-phase induction motors. In
general the more phases, the smoother action of the
machines in various respects. I have never yet seen a

two-phase motor any better than a three-phase motor, I

should want a pretty careful series of tests to convince
me tiiat 1 had seen one as good. Thedifterence between
them, with proper design, ought not to be \'ery great,
though the three-pliase has the advantage in cost of wire.

There are two important points in wliich multiphase
motors have been misrepresented, which I shall men-
tion:

First, it has been said ofthem tliat they take an enorm-
ous current when running light^ and second, that they
introduce a very large and most objectionable lag in the
circuit, so that the apparent current on the line is much
greater than ihe energy current. Such facts have
doubtless been observed. Broadly speaking, they have
been due to faulty design, A multiphase motor
will always take a somewhat larger current when run-
ning idle than the corresponding direct current motor,
but it takes very little more energy, as the phenomenon
of lag then becomes noticeable, so that of the apparent
current running liglit only a portion represents energy.
It is a perfectly simple matter to cut down the current
required by a multiphase motor running idle to twenty
or twenty-five per cent, of Ihe full load current, still re-

taining a motor excellent in its other proptrtles. As
motors where power is sold by meter are usually rutolf
when not needed, the whole question of this idle current
sinks into insignificance. The sameis t: ue of the alleged

lagging current. If a multiphase motor (I speak willi

certainty at least regarding the three-phase) of 10 or 15

horse power should show at full load more than 10 or 12

per cent, of lagging current, I should consider it to be
badly designed, so that these two questions of so-called

idle current and lagging current as disturljing factors in

a multiphase line can be and are reduced by proj)er

care in designing to comparatively insignificant quanti-
ties. It has been v*ixy ingeniously suggested to give
them a further shove down into oblivion by means of

condensers,but It is a commercial rather than an electrical

question as to whether leakage curretit and lag had
belter lie thrown ciiiitc Into Iheabyss by the added com-
plexity of condensers or left hanging on the ragged edge
without tliein.

In case, then, of working a central station from a dis-

tant water power where necessity for extensions or new
centers o( distribul ion. exists, we have plenty of methods
available: Tri-phase direct current transformers for

railway and direct current lighting service, allcrnators to
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feed into the existing mains or to supply extensions for

them and for new centers where light alone is to he em-
ployed, ordinary alternating currents, or where both

light and power are necessary, multiphase apparatus

which, as I have shown, is entirely applicable for such

a mixed system.
I may add that there is a possibility that we may have

before long practicable motors to run on an ordinary

alternating circuit constructed after such methods as

were suggested by Prof. Thomson a few years ago. In

very small sizes they are already practicable. Brown,
abroad, has been making a desperate effort to exploit

these very methods on his own responsibility and has

obtained motors which run successfully but as yet do
not start well under load. From what I can learn of

them, I doubt very much if they are any improvement
on the motors of the same type shown by Prof. Thomson
at the Paris Exhibition or on Mr. Tesla's motors for

running on a two wire circuit.

Whatever the methods which may be employed,
several serious questions must be confronted when one
attempts to transmit power for supplying central station

or any other apparatus. One of these which presents

itself immediately is whether or not in an alternating

transmission it is advisable to use step-up and step down
transformers. The principal determining factor in fhis is

cost. The higher voltage we can supply direct from the

inachine without increasing its cost considerably, the

cheaper we can make the installation. Unfortunately
in building dynamos, the armature coils have to be

insulated, and where the voltage is very high, the insula-

tion is correspondingly thick, so that with a given
amount of material, we must in building a high voltage

machine take up with insulation the space which would
otherwise be available for copper. The result is that a

dynamo wound for 4,000 or 5,000 volts is intrinsically

more expensive, unless the size be very large, than a

machine wound for 1,000 or 2,000 volts, besides being
considerably less reliable. Machines of such voltages

as these have been built in this country and abroad and
some of them have given very fair results . but they are

expensive to manufacture, at whatever prices they may
have been sold in individual instances, and it is my
pergonal opinion that where it is necessary on the score

of economv to raise the voltage as high as 4,000 or 5.000
volts, it is better and cheaper, unless the units be very
large, to use step-up transformers and carry the voltage

up to 10,000. Assuming 2,000 or 3,000 volts as the

available potential obtained trom the machine direct and
then estimating the cost of a given installation, first using
these machines and second using low voltage machines
with step-up transformers, we find tiiat at prices ordinar-

ily charged for apparatus and copper, the two methods
become of eq jal cost at a distance of somewhere about
seven or eight miles. Above these distances, the step-

up transformers cheapen the plant; below it, they in-

crease the e:;pense. We can draw the line at no specified

given distance for the general case, but can very easily

for any specific case.

The amount of drop advisable in these long distance
lines will depend of course principally upon the relative

prices for copper and the apparatus necessary. If copper
be relatively cheap, it pays to emplo}' a good deal of it.

If apparatus is relatively cheap, it is belter to use larger

generators and allow more drop on the line; 15 to 20
percent, will hit the large majority of cases on the score
ofeconomy and convenience. It should be remembered,
however, that for such drops as these good regulation is

most essential, but good enough is available with direct,

alternating or multiphase machines, to make these drops
thoroughly practicable. The approximate figures I have
just given on the limitations of the step-up transformer
and on drop are the result of the investigation of a lari»e

number of concrete cases which I have had occasion
recently to examine in detail, and for a number of which
the apparatus is now in process of manufacture. I

thereforefeel personally convmced of their practicability,

both theoretically and otherwise.
But for the central station man who desires to decrease

his operating expenses by the employment of electrical

transmission the court of last resort is the balance sheet
and the fundamental question is, "Agreed that it is

practicable, will it pay.^" I can give no general answer
to this question, for each problem necessarily must be
considered by itself. It is possible to formulate equations
which will connect all the variable factors rf cost and
annual charges, so as to enable one to derive from them
an answer to this all important question. But the
character of such formuhi; is necessarily so complex and
involves so many quantities that it is generally easier to
take a short cut to the result by making a few approxi-
mate estimates. I have, however, looked into the profit

and loss probabilities of a large number of plants of all

descriptions and in a general way one can say that power
transmission to a central station will, unless the cost of
developing the water power be very great, almost uni-
versally pay at distances of 10 or 12 miles or less. It will

frequently pay up to 20 or 25 miles; now and then,
under extraordinary conditions (very expensive coal and
very cheap water power) up, to 40 or possibly even 50
miles. In using alternating currents at these long dis-

tances one naturally fears the effects o( inductance in

the lines and of static capacity. In very long lines,

operated at high frequency, these difficulties may rise to
formidable magnitudes. Knowmg the dimensions of the
line, the frequency and the currents, it is. however,
possible to calculate the efTects of these distributing ele-

ments with great accuracy. From these calculations I

feel safe in saying that within the distances mentioned
inductance and static capacity constitute no serious ob-
stacles to success, if the frequency employed be moderate

;

such, in other words, as one would be led to select in

considering the operation of motors alone. Large gener-
ators are as readily nnd nearly as cheaply built tor fre,

quency of 50 or 60 as for higher ones; sometimes more

easily under ihchc circumstances. I think cases would
be rare where transmitsions, the advisability of which
would be dictated bv commercial conniideraiion, would
encounter serious difficulty from inductance and capacity,

I have never i)er6onally investigated a proposed trans-

mission of over 50 miles that gave any promise what-
ever of financial success, but the time may come when
sich a case will appear, and if it does, the work can be
done successfully so far as the electrical part of the matter
is concerned, I think the greatest difficulty in sur-

mounting long distances is the difficulty of keeping a

long line in proper repair.

Throughout this discussion I have taken the position

that no one method of procedure is applicable to all cases.

Personally I am decidedly eclectic in my taste, believing

that it is better to put in for each individual case such
apparatus as on the whole proves to be cheapest and best

rather than to advocate, on any fine drawn theories,

methods which might be applied to the perfectly general

case of transmission of power. It is the concrete rather
than the abstract that we have to consider when propos-
ing apparatus on which the success of large commercial
affairs depends, and although some methods are better

than others, it is well to remember that while the elec-

trical pharmacoprta may have its calomel and paregoric
it contains no elixir of life.

Remarks Concerning Power Transmis-
sion from the Economic

Standpoint.'

By L. B. Stillwell.

At the Buffalo convention of the National Electric

Light association, in February, 1S92, in the general dis-

cussion of the subject of the electric transmission of
power, a greal deal was said about different systems of
electric apparatus which might be employed for this pur-
pose and various opinions were expressed concerning
volts, amperes, cycles, alternating versus direct current
systems, and one-phase, two-phase or three-phase ma-
chinery. The subject appeared to be one of great interest

to the convention, and the discussion was more or less

instructive. But the writer carried away from that con-
vention the impression that", after all, the manager or
owner of a central station, or the business man c^esirous

of securing information as to the practicability of profit-

able investment, must have failed to derive any great
amount of information of the kind which he desired to

obtain. The first question of such a man is, "Does it

pay .^
"' and it is a question which an engineer who has

become so involved in the consideration of technical

points as to lose sight of the question of practicability

from a business standpoint has great difficulty in answer-
ing. But the business man is right. " Does it pay.'

"

strikes direct at the root of the whole matter. The prac-
ticability of all systems and of all projects of this descrip-

tion must be measured in monetary units, and electric

transmission of power, as well as every other form of
engineering undertaking, must find its ultimate reason
for existence in considerations of economy. Any en-
gineering project which cannot live when measured bv
this standard should never be undertaken.

In discussing the subject briefly from an economic as
distinguished f^rom a technical standpoint, I wish to say
at the outsert that I am aiming to obtain information
rather than to impart it. The question which the prac-
tical man asks as to the economy of a project is the
most difficult to answer, yery few men, even among
those who are actually operating central stations, are
able to say exactly what power costs them, and it is not
surprising that the engineer who is called upon to lay

out, let us sav, an elaborate plan for the utilization of
water power finds it difficult to to give explicit answers
to questions relating to the cost of operating such a
plant, probable revenue to be derived from the sale of
power, and, in general, economic feasibility. The best

way to arrive at results of some tangible value is ob-
viously to compare an hydraulic and electric transmis-
sion plant wiih a central station using steam engines to

drive dynamos.
In the latter we have the steam plant, consisting of

boilers, engines, pumps, heaters, etc. ; the electric gen-
erating plant comprising dynamos, exciters, and all

electrical apparatus located in the central station, and
the distributing plant comprising motors, lamps, trans-

formers, and the conductors connecting these with the
central station. In the former case it is usually conven-
ient to locate a sub-station at a point adjacent to the
market, for example, on the spot where the central sta-

tion would be located were we to obtain power from
coal. In such a plant we have the hydraulic apparatus,
comprising dam, flumes, draft tubes, turbines, regu-
lators, etc. ; the electric generating plant, consisting of
generators, exciters, and all electrical apparatus located

in the generating station; the transmission circuits be-

tween generating station and sub-station; electrical ap-
paratus in the sub-station, which usually consists of
transformers employed to reduce potential, together
with switching and regulating apparatus; the motors,
lamps and other translating devices, nnd the local dis-

tributing circuits connecting these with the sub-station.

We may assume that the two installations trom the
point where the local distributing circuits leave the gen-
erating station on the one hand, and the sub-station on
the other, to the premises of the consmner, are precisely

similar. It is obvious that it is unnecessary to compare
annual charges upon that part of each of the contrasted
plants which lies between the customer and the central

station in the case of the steam plant, and between the
customer and the sub-station in the case of the hydraulic
and electric transmission plant. In other words, that

I. Abstract of pnpcr read before ihc National Electric Ltght asso-
ciation, St. Louis. Mnrcli r. i&jj.

phase of the general problem which I have (elected av
perhaps the most interesting may be slated as foilowt:
What are the total annual charges against an hydrau-

lic and electric in^^tallation utilizing cheap power at '* A "

and tranbmitiing it to "B " as compared with the annual
charges against a steam and electric plant located at
" U. " and capable of supplying the fcame amount of
energy in equivalent form to Ihe local difclnbutir.g cir-
cuits .'

We may conveniently confitruct an algebraic skeleton
or framework of the annual charges against each of
these typical installations. When we come to tranfelale

algebra into arithmetic by substituting numerical figures
for the algebraic Jrymbols. opinions will differ widely as
lo the actual values of the different t'actors, but I think
that the skeleton will be useful, as by diM:us«.in£, and, if

possible, fixing one factor at a lime, we shall 'v- K.-'i..r

able to arrive at tome approximation to a d-

tangible result.

In calculating the annual charges against tne vu-am
and electric plant wc must consider the folh-wing:

Fb = thirst cost of real estate and buililinRs.
Pb = Percentage covering interest upon and maintenance of real estate

and buildings,

Cb = Constant cxpeoscs, taxes, insurance, etc.. en real estate and
buildings.

Fs = First cost of complete steam plant, including engines, boilers.
steam pipe*, pumps, heaters, etc.. installed.

Ps = Percentage covering interest upon and maiateoance of steam
plant.

A =Cost of fuel to produce one pound of steam.
S =Pounds of steam used per indicated horse power per hour.
N =Nuraber of indicated horse power hours used per year.
Ws =Cost of water (if any) per annum.
Os =rCost of oil and waste per annum for steam plant.
Fc =Cost of electric generating plant, including exciters, regulators

and complete station equipment.
Pe = Percentage covenng interest upon and maintenance of electric

generating plant.
Oe =Cosc of oil and waste per annum for electric plant.
Cse=Consiant expenses including superintendence, wages, taxes, in-

surance, etc., steam and electric plant.

Then. PbFb+ PsFs^- ASN" -f Ws+ PeFe-i-Os+
Cse-|- Oe=annual charges.
For the hydraulic and electric plant we have the fol-

lowing:

Fb =:First cost of real estate and buildings.
Pb =Percentage civering interest upon and maintenance of real

estate and buildings.
Cb =Cons'ant expenses, taxes, insurance, etc., on real estate and

buildings.
Fh = First cost of hydraulic plant, including turbines, dams. flumes,eic
Ph = Percentage covering interest upon and maintenance of hydraalic

plant.

Oh =Cost of oil and waste per annum for hydraulic plant .

Ch =Constant expenses, including superintendence, wages, taxes,
and insurance on hydraulic plant.

A =Co?t of water per horse power hour ("where water rate is paid).
N = Number of horse power hours at turbine used per year.
Fe = First cost of electric apparatus between turbine and local dis-

tributing circuits exclusive of line.

Pe = Percentage covering interest upon and maintenance of electric
plant exclusive of Une,

Oe =Cost of oil and waste per electric horsepower from geilcrators
for electric plant.

Ce = Constant expenses, including superintendence, wages, taxes.
insurance, etc., on electric p! -nt.

Fl = First cost of pole line, insu'ators and conductors.
PI = Percentage covering interest upon and maintenance of pole line,

insulators and conductors.
CI —Constant line expenses I super\'ision and repairs).

Then, PbFb + Cb-^ PhFh -i- OhH-Ch+AN-f-PeFe-i-
Oe+Ce-i-PlFl+ Cl=annual charges.
And now, what have we accomplished .- We cer-

tainly have not arrived at a definite solution of the
problem of comparative annual charges, and the more
carefully one looks at the statements, the more evident
does it become that ihere are manv tactors the value of
which can only bs fixed by actual experience. It ap-
pears, however, that were we in possession of accurate
and detailed data as to the cost, operating expenses and
income of a steam and electric plant, we might form a
pretty accurate idea of the piac ticability of an alternative
project involving electric transmission of power. We
should also need some information as lo the cost of in-
stalling and operating hydraulic p'ants under various
conditions, but this can be obtained with sufficient accu-
racy and with no great ditficultv.

This paper is offered simply in the way of suggestion
and for the purpose of inviting criticism and comparison
of opinions. The skeleton statements of annual charges
have been hastily prepared and may doubtless be re-
vised and amended with good results. It is intended
simply for classifying purposes, to tacilitale the accumu-
lation of much needed data and to avoid contusion of
ideas in discussion of the problem which I have at-

tempted to analyze.

Discussion ON Power Transmission.

President Ayer: The rapid development of our
business brings forcibily to our minds the necessity of
transmitting large amounts of power over long distances
in large units, or on the other hand of maintaining cen-
tral stations and smaller units. To-day we arc placed In a
peculiar position. Our attention is called 10 the direct
system, moderate si-":ed units, coverini; a large area, which
looks to be a very practicable method for many u»cs, and
also to one very large unit, transmitting power to centers
of distribution and there distributing it. and a further
suggestion comes to us, esiwcially where we are located
near coal fields of generating power at the mine and
transmitting it to the points of distribution, so that it

may be wise to consider the advisibility of one or the
other of the multiphase systems that are offered.

Mr. Hammer: Dr. Bell asserts that it is not practi-

cable to use rauUipb.'se machines of over 1.200 volts. I

think there are machines, not very far from this city, run-
ning direct currents of 3.000 aud more volts. Moreover.
the other night, Prof. Crocker made ihe statement that

he had been running for some time direct current ma-
chines of 5.000 or 6,000 volts without any difticulty what-
ever. I do not think that Dr. Bell placed enough im-
portance upon the application of the transformer in this

country. I think it would be ver)- interesting to all the
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station men here if Mr. Bradley. Dr. Bell. Mr. Stillwell

and others would say just why it is that the alternating

motors of large capacity are not in use.

' Dr. Bell: In the first place we know we can make an

arc machine to work on high voltage. I practically stated

in the paper that high voltage could be used requ'ring the

employment of 1.200 volts or thereabouts if the machine

is designed to carry large currents. Experience up to

date has shown that they will not work satisfactorily for

any length of lime. Although ver\* estimable gentlemen

may think that they can build 5,000 to 6.000 volt machines

for large currents they had better build them for large cur-

rents before they brag much about them, for all machines

that have been built for large currents and high voltage

have come to grief. Try to run on 50 or 100 amperes and

there is trouble at once. I do not leel at all certain that

we may not be able some day, perhaps, in another world,

to run direct currents at 3.000 or 5,000 volts, but all out

experience has gone to show that when we have gotten a

little above i.ooo volts we are in trouble so far as large

powers are concerned, and I am not dealing here with

matters of 50 or 60 or 70 horse power which can be trans-

mitted by a pair of arc machines. As to the point of the

tri-phase current I simply intended to coqvey the idea that

there was a slight saving of copper. Of the direct cur-

rent transformer I may say that I am very far from desir-

ing to belittle it. The transformer which takes a current

at 1,000 or 2 000 volts and brings it down to loo or 200

volts may have a very direct application after we get the

high voltage machine. Transforming from 1,000 down to

100 or no volts is pretty small business compared with

transforming from 10,000 to 100 volts. The tri-phase

multiple transformer is very much more simple than the

machine which takes a high voltage direct current and

transforms it to a low voltage direct current. The windmg
is more simple and the machine itself is more efftcient.

As to why alternating current motors in large sizes have

not been used up to the present time, I think tne principal

reason is that there has been no very large call for long

transmissions until quite recently. It is perfectly practica-

ble to run large synchronous motors—a matter about

which there is no difficulty, and when occasion has arisen

it has been done. So my answer to that will be that as far

as the demand has arisen for long transmission employing

alternating currents, they have been put in, and as that

demand occurs they will continue to be put in.

Mr. H.\mmer: In St. Louis there is a large alternating

current station, and I cannot believe that an establishment

of that kind would not be very glad to have a large num-
ber of 15 or 20 horse power motors to run elevators and do

other, work of that kind.

Mr. Bradley: I tried to build those motors, and I

have not been able to do it. We succeeded in building a

motor to work on a single-phase alternating circuit which

had an efficiency of 52 per cent, i to 2 horse power We
have never been able to construct one without a commu-
tator, and wherever a commutator is used the sparking is

something dreadful. If it is not bad when the motor is

first started; after a few hours it becomes very bad, and we
have not been able to design any brush that will obviate the

difficulty.

Dr. Bell: If Mr. Hammer meant to confine his ques-

tion specifically, as I understand now he did, to the alter-

nating current, single-phase motor, the reason why more
of them have not been put out is that such motors as a rule

do not start very well in small sizes. The broad distinc-

tion between single-phase and multiphase motors is that

the single-phase will not start with sufficient facility to give

them a good grip.

Prof. Weston: I think that Mr. Bradley hit the nail

on the head a moment ago when he frankly admitted that

he had tried to build an alternating motor of large power
but had been unable to do so. There can be no question

as to the fact that there has been, and still is a large de-

mand for such a system of transmission of power as has

been referred to, viz , a simple transmission by means of

the ordinary alternating current generator. I would like

to ask Dr. Bell why be makes the statement that 1,000

volts is the limit of work for the direct current, giving any-

thing up to 100 amperes. I do not think that statement

was well founded. I do not know whether Dr. Bell has

any particular instance in mind, if so, X

do not think the machine could have been
desif^ned correctly. I am quite sure of that, for with cor-

rectly designed machines I do not think there is any diffi-

ctilty in running up to 5 oco volts, and with very large cur-

rents, even to several hundred amperes. The question of

the advantages of the two processes is still an unsettled

one, and will not be settled probably for some years to

come; it is a question of the survival of the fittest.

Prof, Foei:es: Both the three-phase and the two-phase
sjrstcms are working very satisfactorily in Kurope. I have
e^camined the apparatus and have made tests of the

cfndetjcy and I feel confident that wc shall get very

gooJ rt suits from th(»e two systems. Of course
there arc two problem.-i totally distinct, as has
hcca already mentioned, the question of transmission of
power, and the question of distribution of power. Of
conme, besides these two systems of transmission and dls-

tTibni'wT}. for th«ie arc systems which arc very applicable

fo- :

•

^gii ^f^ iransmi-Viion. wc have a!so the
-.;; Tj, which works remarkably well, and of
-,'

1 considerable experience in this country
AS weiiaa in hiiropc. The only town in the world that I

know at the prcaeiit moment where allern;iting currents

are oscd for distributing power is at Ilcilbronn, Germany,
out there may be others with which I am not acqaainted;
!ha*. 'fyt. i". on n v?ry imall scale; indeed, the amount ol

there is very small. This only
'.% which were orieinally raised
"irrcnt for use as motive power

riav£ no' Lrsen comp^eieiy annihilated up to the present

linis, but that need not prevent those engineers who have
the juM coTiscioBsncss of their views from proceeding to

lo Urge work with the alternating currents. In this re-

spect I may, perhaps, be permitted to say a lew woic?^

about the use of alternating currents with a single-phase.

I have seen at least a dozen classes of alternating current

motors of a single phase all working fairly well, but there

are none of them being put at the present lime largely on
the market. I am speaking now of motors which will

start from rest witli a good powerful twist, and which will

keep up their speed and work economically.

Wrought versus Cast Iron for Field
Magnet Frames.

'

Bv A. D. AuAMs.

The modi^rn bi-polar dynamo may be broadly divided

into two essential parts, the field magnet and the arma-
ture. The office of this armature is to conduct magnetism
through its core, and cut or cross this magnetism by
means of its windings or inductors. The ofiice of the

field magnet is to conduct magnetism from one side of

the armature to the other, and usually lo carry- the

field coils.

It is entirely possible to draw a current from an
armature, when revolved within an exciting coil, even
though it have no field magnet to complete the

magnetic circuit.

One objection to such an arrangement would be the

excessive amounts of copper and energy required m the

exciting coil for a given effect, as tlie lines ot' mag-
netism would have to pass through the air in order 10

complete the magnetic circuit from one side of the
armature to the other. The great advantage of the

combination of the armature and field magnet lies in

the fact that the field magnet forms a magnetic path of
much less resistance than the air. The same reasoning
that leads to the completion of the magnetic circuit

through the field magnet seems to indicate that the best

metal for this purpose is that having the greatest

magnetic carryiiig capacity and permeability per unit of
area and cost.

The aim in this paper is to point out some of the ad-

vantages of wrought iron over cast iron for the field

magnet frames of bi-polar dynamos.
The researches of Prof. Ewing and Dr. Hopkinson

show that the same magnetizing force per unit of length,

as measured in ampere turns, which produces in good
hammered scrap iron a magnetization of 100,000 lines per
square inch, produces In good gray cast iron only about
42,030 lines per square inch, and these values are about
as nigh as we can go in either of these metals and get

anything like a proportionate increase in magnetism for

increase in magnetizing force. If, then, the same
number of ampere turns are to be used for a given
length of magnetic circuit, cast iron must be about two
and a half times ihe section of wrought iron. Sin^e
the field magnet, to have the same magnetic carrying ca-

pacity at the same permeability, must have about twoand
a half limes the section when made of cast as when made
of wrought iron, the weight of cast iron for the same
type and capacity of machine will be about two and a

half times that of wrought.
In order to compare the relative amounts of copper

required in field magnet windings for machines ol the

same capacity, but with diflferenl metals in the field

magnet, the .same wattage or exciting current must be
assumed for all types.

Take two machines of the same type and capacity,

with the same length and section ot'air gap between the

armature core and pole pieces and let one field magnet
be made of wrought and the other of cast iron, througli-

out, each having the field magnet core circular in

section and the area of the cast iron core two and one-
half times that of wrought. Since the ampere turns
required on each magnet are equal, also the watts

expended in winding, there will be the same number of

turns of wire on the cast iron as on the wrought iron

field. As the two field cores are circular in section

and one two and a half tiines the area of the other, the

length of wire required around the cast iron will be to

that around the wrought iron core as f' 2-k
' ^

Since the weight of copper required to transmit a

given amount of electric energy at a given pressure and
loss varies as the square of the dit^tance, the weight of

copper on the cast iron will be to the weight of copper
theon wrought iron core as (^/^Jj")' :

1 "' = 2)2 '• i-

The general practice among American manufacturers
of bi-polar dynamos and motors is to use either cast iron

entirely or cast iron yokes and pole pieces and wrought
iron cores. In the latter case the sections of the cast

iron parts are usually made only about one and a half

limes that of the wrought iron. With these propor-
tions between the wrought and cast iron either an
excessive amount of magnetizing force tmist be ex-

pended to drive the magnetism through the pole pieces

and yokes, or else the wrought Iron core must be only
Halurated to a very low degree. The amount of copper
or field current must be, tn either case, considerably

increased above that retjuired when I he cast and
wrought iron parts have ilieir correct relative projior-

llonH. Magnetic leakage is couBidcrahly increiiscd by
ihe uKeof caHl iron, as compared with wrought iron, by
reason of the greater surface of the cast iron, alwo tlie

much higher relative degree of Maturation at which It h
frequently used. It fs evident that the weight of iron

ano copper for Ihe field magnet and winding hi a

machine of given capacity are both more than twice
a** great when ca»ttaH when wroui;lit iron Ih used enlircly.

Wiien the field magnet in made partly of canl and
partly of wrought iron, the increase of iron and copper
\fk not *o great and varies with the relative neclion of

the caht and wrought iron partH.

The advanlagen of wrouglit Iron over caHt for the
fi'.'Id magnctR of bf-polar dynamofi seem to be more

I, Head b<rfore the Nnlicioal Electric Litflil A^vtci.'ition, Hi. Ix»iii«,

generally appreciated in England than with us, aa
nearly all the leading makers of such machines there
use forged wrought iron entirely for field magnet
frames.

As th'^ relative magnetic values of wrought and cast
iron become more generally appreciated by dynamo
builders in thi, country, the former will, no doubt, be
much more generally adopted.
The following data of a two horse power no volt

motor power, designed by the writer, and having a
forged wrought iron field magnet throughout, may be
of interest as illustrating some of the above points.

Type of motor, bi-polar.
Type of armature, smooth core, Gramme.
Weiifht of motor, -.t^o pounds.
Speed of armature without load, 1,700 revolutioos per minute. '

Turos of wire on the armature, 360,
Size of wire on the armature, No. 15 B. & S. gauge.
Weight of armature wire, 2^0 pounds.
Resistance of armature, cold, ^,ffj ohm.
Resistance of field coil, cold, 140 ohms.
Current in field coil, j'^";, ampere.
Wire in field coil, 26 pounds No. 21 E, & S. gauge.

Particular attention is called to the number of induc-
tors on the armature of this machine, namely. 360,
which is very small when its weight and the moderate
speed at which it runs are taken inco consideration.

It is very evident that these results could not have
been obtained had cast iron been used, either wholly or
in part, for the field magnet.

It may be pointed out that the weight of wire and the
energy required for field excitation might have been
consiv^erably reduced had it been thought best to reduce
the length of the air gap, but it was desired that the
field exciting force should practically overcome the ten-

dency of the armature to distort the magnetic field in
the air gap, which result has been obtained by the
above construction, so that no change of lead, with the
brushes, is necessary when the load of motor is varied
from nothing to its full capacity.

Morals of Corporations.'

By E. a. Armstrong.

A corporation is best defined by saying it is an arti-

ficial person, possessing certain limited rights, powers
and privileges with a life, varying in each case, from a
few years to perpetual existence, I did ihinK. at first

that I would give some of the more elaborate legal

definitions which we have of them, but it occurs to me
that possibly the one that I have given is as good as I

can do; and indeed it fullv describes them.
That there is a popular distrust, if not actual hatred,

of corporations as such is undoubtedly true. I have
thought more or less upon this subject, and if called

upon to give my reason for the fii st origin of this

hatred or distrust, I would remind you how they were
first created, would ask you to remember the time
when the king's letters patent, his seal and writing,
made the charter; what special powers, privileges,

liberties and immunities' were given, and lor what pur-
pose and upon what consideration; many of Ihein, like

ancient titles of nobility, not being able to bear investi-

gation, and then ask you if you needed further
search?
A corporation of to-day, however, is vastly different

from any of these, or indeed of those not half a cen-
tury old. In most of the states, I apprehend their

creation is very similar to that of mv own state, New
Jersey. With us corporations are formed under gen-
eral laws passed for particular classes, insurance com-
panies, religious societies, beneficial organizations, hos-
pitals, lyceums, libraries and miscellaneous business
corporations, all having their respective acts. A cor-
poration, under any of these acts, may be formed for

the desired purpose by making and filing articles of
association setting forth the prescribed requisites. When
this is done, by operation of the law, a corporation is

formed. For niany purposes only three persons are
required. There is no charter, no grant, no executive,
legislative or judicial act required. To be sure I speak
of the present. Before 1S75 it was possible lo obtain a
special legislative act of incorporation. Now, a corpor-
ation being created this way, is it just or reasonable that
it be condemned ft-rsL-? I cannot Ihink that it is, be-
cause the inherited antipathy is holh unjust and unreas-
onable. It is not, nor can it properly be, a class

condemnation even should individual cases merit it.

If there is to be any great work carried on—charita-
ble, religious or educational— what is the first agency
we employ.'' Association, to be sure, by means of
incorporation. We would not think of undei taking it

without this agency. It puts the litlle, insignificant

and separately powerless portions into one mighty,
effective whole, and by it, through concentrated earneet
ertbrl, undreamed of resulls may be obtained. We find

it everywhere. Beneficial organizations, life insin'ance

associations, trades imions, all join with one puri)ose, lo

get llic wisdom, ^itrcngth and power ol aggregation.
We arc not prone to condemn Ihls. nor should we be.

It in a good and glorious thing.

If thcTi, Ko far I am lighl, the conclusion follows
that a corporation is a dcKirable and a nucesHarv thing
to accomplish the grealest good with Ihe leaKt expendi-
ture of energy and wealth; If what I have said docH
not prove that to your satiKfaction, I sluill want you, for

for the Kakc of my argument, to asHumc with me it to

he proved, for I propose ho to connider il. Now, then,

comes my apjillcatlon, and I propOMc to considLr it In

two aHpeclK. The firwt are the inoral obligatlotis from a

corporation to the public, lu'st, and then to the individ-

uals cornponing the public. The wecond arc the moral
obligatlotiH to il corporation from the i)ublic, ilrsl, and
then from IndividujilH, a» they can bcKt he conKldered

r. Alrttrnclof a paper rend before before the NiuioiiHl l-'-loclric,

MkIiI AHMtcifttion fit .St. lx>iiit«,Mo,, March 1. i8yj.
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together. I shall not formally group or place these two
headings, but run them together. Nor do I propose to

deal with corporations generally; but as tlils is the

National Electric Light association, I propose to con-

sider electric li 'hi companies particularly.

The quasi-public character of mucli of ilie business of

almost every electric light company in its dealing with

municipal authority must be emphasized. Every com-
pany doing such service occupies such a posiiion of

trust as to require it to give a maximum of service at a

minimum of cos'. Don't misunderstand me. It is not

only the privilege of an electric light company to

receive, it is its duty to demand, fair compensation for

what it provides and furnishes. It is just as dishonest

for it to lake advantage of its position and crowd the

municipality as it is for the municipality to reverse the

tables. We have often taken occasion to complain of
the untair treatment given companies by Tiunicipallties,

but too often the treatment has been invited. When a

corporation such as ours makes a large investment for

public liiihling, and while it continues to regard what I

have indicated as its duty regarding service and charges,

it has the right to expect a continuance of the munici-

pal patronage, I was about to say—service, I will sub-

slitiUe. Any deviation from this, while not a violation

of an express, is the violation of an implied, contract:

something in law just as binding when defined, and,

therefore surely ought to be in morals.

I imagine I might amplify this to a considerable

extent, but I will not, further than to say what applies

to corporations acting witli each other and with indi-

viduals, as may hereafter be stated, will all apply, and
really wiih more binding force, upon the relation with

the municipal or governing corporation. Such a cor-

poration being a part of the governing machiner}', it is

bound in law. as well as in justice, to treat with absolute

fairness every person alike. It is dishonest for it to

take anything for public use from its citizens at less

than cost. When that is accomplished, that most un-
desirable of all things, municipal ownership of electric

lighting plants, will be undreamed of and unconsidered.

No matter how Utopian may seem the idea of the gov-
ernment doing everything possible, it is the idea most
foreign to our notion of government—especially the

American idea. Everything possible is to be left to the

people, with as little government as possible. A despot

could administer the government of this country much
more effectively and economically than we do by our
cumbersome representative system, pervading every

department as it does, assuming his honesty, good will

and ability; but it would prove far from satisfactory, to

be sure. We prefer to govern ourselves, althotigh we
may not do it so well and it does cost us much more.
Such, briefly, is the way in which our corporations

and our governments should regard each other, as I

take it; thev should be mutually legardful of the duties

and responsibilities of each other and properly regard-

ing their reciprocal obligations, each one can further

carry out the argument to his satisfaction.

That there is, to a wonderful extent, this appreciation

of obl'gatlon on the part of. the companies, is a thing

very pleasant to contemplate. If accident or disaster

happens to a company, just see what heroic eflbrt is put

fortti to remedy it. Men and money are never spared.

The inquiry is made, Car. it be done.-* And if it

be answered aflirmatively, immediately comes the

decree: Then do it. A notable instance of this, the

latest of many coming under my observation, be it said,

is that of the Buffalo plant. Our friend and former
president, Mr. Huntley worked with morethan hisaccus-

tomed vim and vigor to make his plant a phcenix, and
did it because his first desire was to serve his city.

How then should corporations regard each other and
regard individuals.^ As I take it, the obligation of the

golden rule: " Wliatsoever ye would that men should

do to you do ye even so to them," is none the less bind-

ing upon man in the aggregate. " A man's a man for

a' that," He is simply occupying another relation.

Now, no mailer to what length I carry this paper, I

cannot say more than I have said in the statement of

this.

It is the duty of our corporation to use the best

method it knows or can learn, adopt all the improve
ments, and render the best possible service, and that at

as reasonable a figure as it can afford to do it, having a

just appreciation of the risk the capital invested sus-

tains, which is entitled Io_an adequate return. If you
can f^urnish light or power at a less figure than you are

now receiving, and still pay your stockholders a fair re-

turn, it is your bounden du'y to voluntarily reduce
your prices, so tliat those who make your business pos-

sible may have their share in your prosperity.

Don't try and find the maximum your customer will

stand, but find how little you can afford to charge him,
and deal with him on that basis. He will soon find it

out, and it will pay you better than the other course, if

that should be your highest aim.

Honesty is the best policy indeed; and by it I mean
honesty in its fullest and broadest sense. You may be

able to push and crowd your cusiomers and get big

prices for awhile; but his turn will come after a

season, and then there will be no need for you to ask

the rocks to fall on you and hide you for he will

attend to all of that. At tliat time what shall avail you
all your former high prices? Mv plea in this is, regard

the golden rule. It pays in the long run.

So far as I huve been able to learn from observation,

central station companies of themsehes have been very
considerate and mindful of each other. The poaching
has been at a minimum. To be sure, I exclude from
this entirely the assisted and inspired organizations that

masquerade under the name of local companies. This
amicable and cieditable feeling is, as I take it, largely

due to this association and our electrical papers. The
more people know nnd learn the more tolerant and less

bigoied aie they. The world is not nearly lo bljod-

thirsly as it was a century or even a generation ago. In

all things it seems as if we were more nearly approach-
ing the millenium.
There is one branch of this subject I have not named,

and that is the attitude of the parent and supply com-
panies toward the companies of our association. They,
of all people, ought to have regard for us. Indeed, they
have in times past had the greatest regard for us, in

fact, quite an absorbing regard. Too often, indeed, it

has been the fabled regard that the wolf had for little

Red f^iding Hood.

Relation of Insurance to Electric Lighting
and Power.'

Bv WiLLi.\M Brophv.

Those engaged in insurance business and those en-
gaged in the manufacture and sale of electric lighting
apparatus, as well as those who furnish eledric light

and power, have one common end in view, viz., to se-

cure at least a fair return on the capital invested in their

business and for their own time and labor. Each of
these interests needs the help of the other and there is

no good reason why one should antagonize the other.

That this has been done in the past I will not denv, but
to say that the insurance companies were wholly to

blame for their hostility to the introduction of the elec-

tric light would be manifestly unfair, to say the least.

Insurance companies have paid dearly in the past for

the mistakes of those engaged in the introduction of all

modern forms of artificial illumination and many
forms of heating.

With the crude methods at first employed for the
transmission of the electric current from dynamo to

lamps and circuits, tires of more or less magnitude
were quite frequent, with consequent loss to the insur-

ance companies. These unfortunate happenings did not
tend to cause them to look upon this new candidate
with unqualified favor. On the contrary, many were in-

clined to look on a building equipped with electric lights

as worthy of a place on the "prohibited list,"' while
others viewed tfiein as extra hazardous and not to be
eagerly sought for by local or special agents evtn at a
very high rate of premium.
How to deal with this new and to most people's minds

dangerous element was a most serious question with the
underwriters of this country. To many it seemed
best to increase rates all along the line where it was in-

troduced, and thus prevent or discourage its use. Had
such action been taken there is no doubt but it would
have had the effect of retarding the growth of the elec-

tric lighting business very greatly indeed. Fortunately
this last expedient was resorted to in only a small
portion of this country.

The inspector, instead of assuming a knowledge which
he did not possess, for the sake of increasing fiis own
importance in the eyes of those who employed him,
kept in touch with those whose daily experience en-
abled them to detect any inherent weakness in the de-

vices and systems of transmission. This enabled him to

assist in perfecting the same by advocating all improve-
ments that increased the safety and did not impair the
efficiency of the system. In this way the standard of
safety has been raised to a degree that approaches per-

fection, and tire losses caused by electric current de-
creased, notwithstanding the enormous increase of
electric light, power and railway business, and the fears

ot the insurance companies were in a great measure al-

layed. In marked contrast with this mode of proced-
ure is that of certain insurance inspectors and others
who are now engaged in an attempt to undo all that has
been done to bring about an era of good feeling between
these two great interests and enable them to work to-

gether harmoniously. Tfiis attempt at mischief-mak-
ing is all the more reprehensible, owing to the progress
that has been made toward harmonious relations at a meet-
ing of your representatives and those high in the coun-
cils of insurance associations. With the exception of one
or two ofthose present at that meeting, all expressed them-
selves in the most friendly terms toward those engaged
in the electric business, and desired to cultivate this feel-

ing of friendship.

In the city of Boston the Board of Underwriter';
has for a number of years maintained a system of elec-

tric light inspection, paid for by assessments levied on
electric lighting companies, also on firms and. individu-
als engaged in electric construction. The city is com-
pelled by slate law to maintain a similar svs{em of in-

spection. In addition to this, one of the electric light-

ing companies, whose officers are not possessed of an
abiding faith in either of the above named svstems of
inspection, makes it a point to inspect all wiring before
they will connect thereto. Yet with all these safeguards
and checks on those engaged in electric lighting and
construction, some men "claim to see a connection be-

tween the growth of the fire loss and the growth of the
use of electricity,'' The real fact in the case is that
millions of insurance has been placed by the agents
and brokers on property that is far more hazardous than
the very poorest electric light plant in the business por-
tion ol the city in question. Ordinary prudence having
been thrown to tlie winds in writing such insurance,
the inevitable consequences of such folly ensue, viz..

disastrous fires. The agent who sees a possible loss of
commissions hastens to give a plausible excuse to his

companies, by charging the origin of the fires to elec
tricity and demands an investigation of the fire depart-
ment for not extingushing them before thev were kindled,
concealing the fact tliat his own methods 01 placing
insurance encourage incendiarism and promote care-
lessness.

I. Abstract of paper read before the Notional Electric Light As-
•ocintionat St. Loins, March 1, iSo.*!.

In view of the fact that it is now proposed to add a
small charge to the rate of insurance where cl(c:ric
lights "are inj-tallcd in compliance with board rules and
specifications," and a charge of 25 Cents where they do
not meet with the approval of the insurance inspector,
I would advise you to pursue the following course:
Where a company does its own wiring for its custom-
ers proceed with as much care as though the build-

ing in which you are installing wires and fixtures was
your own, and you had no insurance on iL Where the
work is done by others, inspect every foot of wire,

every joint, cut-out, switch and insulator, and on no ac-

, count turn on current until you are satisfied that it is as
safe as it is possible to make it. Do not rely on the uncer-
tain movements of the insurance inspector or any other
system of inspection that too often fails to inspect.

You are the one who^e business will sulTer from the bad
effects of fires caused by defective wiring

We now come 10 the electric light station. Do not
rent one end or the basement of a flour, saw or planing

mill and place your machinery in it and expect lo gel

any belter than the rates charged on the buildings

named above. While they are considered extra
hazardous risks, insurance boards in their wisdom(.')

will tell you that the introduction of electric light ma-
chinery increases the hazard and also the rate. This
statement may cause you to smile, but there are those
who, by early experience, have found it no laughing mat-
ter. Do not place it in some old abandoned building,

for, as in the alKJve case, an increase of rates will fol-

low. Do not set your machinery down on the ground
and build a tinder box around it, for besides assuring

high rates of insurance it does not speak well for the

business sagacity of the owner. Proceed as though
you proposed to do a legitimate business and for all

time. Build your station on solid foundation, the walls

of brick or stone, not over two stories high—belttr

only one—solid brick or stone foundations for engines,

boilers, dynamos and pumps; a ^olid brick wall extend-

ing three feet above roof between boiler and engine
room; the floor of boiler room of brick, stone or ce-

ment; if building is two stories high, have the boiler

rcom the same, having clear, open space between
floor and roof; floors ot engine room, if dynamos are

not placed therein, can be of iron or stone: if dynamos
and other apparatus are in the same room, floor should
be three inch plank, longued aud grooved, with hard-

wood floor of one inch boards, matched and laid at

right angles to, or diagonally on, the plank, the whole
laid on heavy square timbers or iron I beams; the root

should be of three inch plank, splined and grooved, rest-

ing on square, hard wood timbers or trusses or iron or
I beams; cover this with slate, tin or gravel, according
to pitch; leave the walls bare; do not attempt to im-
prove their looks by covering them with wood, creating

concealed spaces; roof and ceiling, ditto; enclose stair-

ways with plank, and provide jelf-ciosing doors there-

for; cover the doors in brick partition walls with tin;

also the frames ; do not build a wooden hen-coop or Turk-
ish pagoda on top of roof, and call it a wire tower;
build from fioor of dynamo room, of brick or tile, a

good substantial tower, of ample size for all wires; put
them in systematically aud not by guess; make switch-

board of good hard, well seasoned wood, skeleton in

form, or use the sides of brick or tile lower; if slate

switch-board is used, bush all holes through which
wires,plugs or other connections carrying hign potential

currents pass, with glass, porcelain or hard rubber; do
the same if sides of brick wire tower are used : use
this same material where wires pass through floors or
other woodwork; secure a supply of water for protec-

tion against fire from town or city mains, it available

and pressure is sulHcient, In doing this have pipe

leading into station of ample size. It costs no more to

excavate for a six inch pipe than it dees for a one inch,

and the difference in cost of pipe is not enough to out-
weigh the value of an abundant water supply in case ot

fire, for, like the Texan's revolver, then is the time when
you want it and want it bad. If water connot be secured in

this way, make your boiler pumps suflicienily large lo

throw, when connected together, or working singly,

from three lo five hundred gallons per minute, accord-
ing to circumstance. Remember that all electric ap-

paratus, including dynamos, is very susceptible to dam-
age by fire or water, and by reducing the amount of

combustible materia"! in your plant you reduce the possi-

biliiies of a large fire and the necessity for a large

amount of water.

Do not. if possible, build your station adjoining or too
close lo such risks as oil refineries, planing, saw or flour

mills, grain elevators, etc. If obliged to do so. have no,

or as few openings as possible in the exposed side or
end, and provide metal covered shutters lor these few.

Run all your wires in plain sight, leaving ample space
between them.

In planning your station, allow for future growth and
enlargement, without disturbing the present arrange-
ment of machinery, etc. Store your oil, and if possible

your other supplies, outside the station, at d if vou have
a repair shop, tlo not have it in the second storv» ailic

or basement. It is much better outside the building.

If you must have it in the building, do not
box it up out of sight, but sej^irate it, ifyou
must, by an open partition or fence from the rest of the
building. Dive^tyour own mind of the idea that dirt,

grease and slush must be the wedded partner of an elec-

tric light station, and impress on those of your employes
that an absolute divorce must be granted if the mar.
riage ceremony has been performed. "Cleanliness is

next to godliness," but nowhere does this maxim apply
with such force as in an electric light station.

Having finished your plant in accordance "with the
foregoing requirements, you need have no fears of acts
of unneighborly conduct or apparent neglect of vour
property by the ever active insurance agents. Instead
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of waiting for you to seek them out and beseech them
to insure It, thev will be as attentive to you as the most
ardent young suitor ever was to his ladylove. Re-

member that so-called taritl' rates and agreements, that

hold insurance associations together for the purpose of

maintaining high rates, are but ropes of sand, and that

keen weapon, active and oftentimes bitter competition, is

continually cuttins it up in little pieces and letting this

craft, thalshould be rightly named "'TrList" drift on the

hostile shore of independent action.

Discussion.

W. T. Hammer: It seems to me, in view of Mr.

Broph) 's remarks, and it is possible a closer union could

be established between the National Board of Fire Under-

writers' association and the men who are actively engaged
in the electric lighting enterprises, by having a joint com-
mittee, composed of members of the National Board of

Fire Underwriters' association and of the National Electric

Ligh'' association, to compare notes and issue a joint

report.

Mr. Brophv: I have no objection to any rule that may
be made by the Board of Fire Underwriters, so long as they

do not exact undue concessions or place undue restrictions

on the business. I have lately come into possession of

certain rules issued by the National Insurance Board.

They vary but slightly from the rules issued by this asso-

ciation. I suggest that our standing committee on safe

wiring before the next meeting compare these rules, and if

possible work in harmony with the insurance companies.

A. J. De Camp: I think the rules adopted at the Mon-
treal convention werv good rules, but we should have

rules which would not operate unjustly in some cases,

as any set of rules rigidly adhered to are sure to do. It

has therefore occurred to me that it might be a good plan,

instead of having this committee meet to consider and
adopt these rules, to have it resolve itself into an arbitrating

committee to adjust differences and inspect work.

The " Vulcanizing-' Process for Preserv-
ing and Strengthening Poles,

Cross-arms, Ties, Etc'

By Harry C. Myers.

When we consider that the annual consumption of

limber in this counlry equals twice the amount of ma-
terial supplied by the annual growth of our tbrests, it is

apparent that the subject of wood preservation, wood
strengthening and the utilizing of certain woods now
considered as worthless, is a most important and vital

one.

Wood as it occurs in nature consists of cellulose im-
pregnated with resin, volatile oils, sugar, gum, tannin,

protein bodies and the usual mineral constituents of

plants. The percentage of these various constituents,

of course, depends not only upon the kind of wood, but
upon the season of year, locality, nature of the soil,

and part of the tree from which any given sample is

laken, hence any results or tests would be only approxi-

mate ones.

When wood is heated, as in ordinary wood distilla-

tion, the cellulose decomposes and a chemical change
lakes place between it and the natural constituents of

the sap, resulting in a most powerful antiseptic mixture
containing acetic acid, methyl alcohol, acetone, methyl
acetate, tarry matter containing phenol, creosote, car-

bolic acid and about thirty other chemicals of lesser

practical importance.
The following percentages by weight were distilled

from various woods

:

Yellow piae 57.3 per cent.
Norway pine 56.8 per cent.

Virginia pine 6o.z per cent to 72.1 per cent.

Red oak 55.3 per cent.

Spruce 58.7 percent.
White p:ne 61,2 per cent.

Poplar 59.0 per cent.

Cypres 59.0 per cent.

It must be borne in mind that these chemicals and
antiseptics result from the action of heat on the natural

&ap of the wood, and are entirely different from the

original sap, which allows of the attacks of microscopic
fungi and decay. Why has it occurred to no one to

herat limber at a temperature which would produce the

change, and then to keep the changed antiseptic mixture
there under nre&sure instead of difitJUing it out of the

wood? Such is the entirely new and original process
known as ** wood vulcanizing,'' viz., the heating of wood
and limber under great pre&Bure.

Hundreds of prozchhch for preserving wood have been
patented, and all of them may l>c divided into two
cla^%eft: i. Those in which wood is impregnated \vi;h a

preservative material by immersion, it. Thohc in

which a preservative agenl is forced into the pores of

wood. Such chemlcaU a<* copper hulphale, zinc chlor-

ide, mercuric chloride, dead oil, etc., have been applied,

but experience and rcfiult* have failed to prove them all

thai i» to be desired In an economic and effective means
of wood preserving. The polsonouft nature of such
chemicaU make* the application and use of Ihem very
obiectionablc.

In the process of vulcanizing, wood Is heated in closed

cyUfidcrs from eight to twelve houni at a temperature
ranging from 300 degrees lo 500 degree* Fahrenheit and
under a pressure of from 150 to 200 pounds to the square
inch. .\ ':'''':'i!alion of satwrheatcd and <lrlcd com-
pTe=' •?* the surface moifiture and any water
tha* : part in the reaction and combine with
the - . . .. .,, :.:jcntA. Hence, wood or limber, In any
condition, may be immediately treated, Thc»c cylin-

ders (or %hn treatment are 105 feel long. 6^ feet in

'jil Electric Ug;ht uAociation at St.

diameter, and are made of steel. As the treatment
penetrates to the heart of the timber, considerable time
is required for cooling-, which is. of course, done in the

C}-linder and under pressure. Timber is inlroduced and
treated upon cars which run into the cylinder upon
small tracks. The percentage of dark antiseptic matter
contained in vulcanized woods I find to be as follows:

Vulcanized yellow pine 55.3 per cent.
VulL-nni;^ed Norway pine. . . 56.7 per cent.
Vulcanized Virginia pine 58.9 per cent,
A''ulcanized red oak 54.0 per cent.

Vulcanized spruce "' ... .57.9 per cent.
Vulcanized white pine 55.5 per cent.
Vulcanized poplar 59.0 per cent.

Vulcanized cypvess , , , 56.S per cent.

The samples from which these results were obtained
were companion pieces to those from which the pre-

vious results were obtained; a comparison shows the

percenlage of moisture removed by the vulcanizing pro-

cess.

This process apparently makes decay impossible by
sealing up the pores of the wood with antiseptic matter,

which becomes solid and firm on cooling and standing,

and which is produced within the wood by the action of

heat and pressure upon its original sap.

The original sap is colorless or pale yellow, and the
changed sap very dark or black, hence a most desirable

dark antique color may be imparted to oak and other

woods.
The following tests were made at the School of Mines,

Columbia College, by request of the Western Union
Telegrapii company, upon cross-arms to be used on tele-

graph poles

In each case two cross-arms were made from the
same piece of timber; one was vulcanized and the other
left untreated. Results give, In pounds, the weight re-

quired to break each cross-arm :

Vulcini/ed Norway pine 3iOoo pounds.
Natural Norway pine 2,680 pounds.
Vulcanized cypress 2,600 pounds.
Natural cypress 1,860 pounds,
Vulcanized spruce 2,780 pounds.
Natural spruce 2,460 pounds.
Vulcanized poplar 2,840 pounds.
Natural poplar, . ,

2,5<3o pounds.

These startling results show an average increase in

strength of 1S.9 per cent. Similar tests made by Prof.

R. H. Thurston and Prof. Alfred Trautwein of Stevens
Institute, verify the above results.

The Hon. B, F. Tracy, secretary of the United States

Navy, with a view of adopting vulcanized wood in naval
construction, appointed a committee which visited the

vulcanizing works in New York city, made tests of

its own on yellow pine, showing an average increase

in strength of iS per cent, and a decrease in defieciion

of over 13 per cent.; hence, it reported that vulcan-

izing increases the durability and strength of timber,

and recommended such timber for use as backing in one
of the monitors.

Untreated cross-arms which had been painted and
used by the Bell Telephone company for from two to

three years showed, by actual test, an average decrease

in strength by exposure of 1S.7S per cent., as compared
to new untreated cross-arms. Other pine cross-arms

which had been in service on Western Union telegraph

poles for thfee years and over showed an average loss

in strength by exposure of 38. 12 per cent. The process

of vulcanizing seasons all timber, thoroughly preventing
any further warping, checking or cracking. Such tim-

ber is not influenced by atmospheric agencies, bacteria

or spores, and requires no paint for protection, as it is

saturated with antiseptic preserving material of its own
;

the albuminous constituents of the natural wood have
been coagulated by the high heating and rendered in-

soluble. Loblolly pine, as it is used in the South, decays

in about three years, and is unfit for any railroad con-

struction where it is exposed to the elements.

This timber when vulcanized is as durable as ordinary

timber and ties used in railway construction. Other
woods are seasoned and rendered beautiful by vulcaniz-

ing, which produces very desirable colors for interior

decoration.

The life of vulcanized timber is not known; none of

the timber or ties used in -railway construction during
the past ten years have been known to decay. I per-

sonally examined some 12 by 12 pine timber which had
been placed in a machine shop in 1SS2, part being vul-

canized and part untreated. The treated limber is per-

fectly sound and still in use, while the untreated had
completely rotted and crumbled away after five years'

use. I also find by personal investigation that timber

placed on the Manhattan elevated roads of New York
cily, as far back as 1883, shows no signs of decay, and is

as sound and sweet as if fresh from the tree, while un-

treated timber laid at the same time has rotted away and
been replaced.

As vulcanizing changes the sap from the liquid to the

solid or semi-solid s'ate, docs not char or mnke the wood
brittle, saturates and seals up the pores of timber with

solid matter instead of liquid soluble matter which nature

provides, considerable strength and duralilllty arc added
by vulcanizing, the wood being rendered more cohesive,

harder and denser. The spike holding tjiiality is nalur-

ally much increased, and even after ten years' service,

railroad spikes seem to be as firmly imbedded as when
just driven.

It is also a curious fact that the electrical resistance of

most woods is very greatly increased by vulcanizing.

Hampton Roads, Va., is rapidly becoming encircled

with electricity. Old Point, Hampton, Newport News,
Norfolk and I'ort.smouth arc all lij;htcd by electricity, and

a» aoon as a few missing links arc supplied the electric

iransporution chain will entirely encircle that won-

derful body of water, where the wnr vc<iscls of the world

will meet next month on peaceful mission to celebrate the

400th anniversary of the discovery of America.

Underground Conduits and Conductors
and tlie Experiences of Electric

Lighting Companies of
New York City.'

By William H. Browne.

Tho=e who are intimately acquainted with the his-

tories of electric lighting companies of New York citj'

may be pardoned if they believe that the experiences
undergone by those companies have been unique, and
that they aflbrd to companies elsewhere opportunities
for beneficial consideration. In the years iSSo and 1S81,

but twelve or thiiteen years ago, two companies began
in New York city the business of distributing electric

current from central stations for public and private
illumination, the one using the Brush, the other the
United States system of aic lighting. In the year 1SS4
manufacturers of other apparatus saw in New York city

a field of profit and ad\'ancement for their machinery.
In that year, franchises were granted to six other
companies, all of them primarily intended for arc light-

ing. Some of these companies, taking note of the num-
erous poles that were in existence for the telegraph,
telephone, police and fire department service, deemed it

uneconomical to erect poles for their own wires, but ar-

ranged with those having charge of such poles for the
attachment of the electric light conductors on those ex-
isting poles. Some of the companies created in that

year did not make rapid progress, and the increase of
poles and wires for electric lighting was not materially
appreciable until iSSS.

During those years, however, the wires for telegraph,
telephone, messenger service, police and fire alarm had
increased rapidly and became so numerous and filled

the air with so many strings of iron, tiiat the public eye
became offended and bills were inlroduced in the state

Legislature looking to the burial of those wires. The
electric light wires were so few as to be scarcely notice-

able, and did not attract attention.

In iSS4a bill was passed in the Legislature directing

that the wires be removed from the streets before the first

day of November, 1SS5, but it provided no means to

insure their removal, nor penalties for non-removal.
The Legislature of 1SS5, having found that the previous
enactment had accomplished nothing, passed another
act which provided that " if no suitable plan should be
proposed for placing the wires underground, it should
be the duty of the board o'C commissioners to cause to

be devised and made ready for use a general plan to

meet the requirements of the acts of 1884-5, ^"'^ ^hat

the board should have full authority to compel all com-
panies to use the subways prepared.*' Under this act

the subway commissioners, who had not been provided
by the act with funds wherewith to carry out the object
named in the act, deemed it wise, in order to carry out
the purpose of the enactment, to make a contract with
some company to build the subways, and this was
done in 18S6.

Persons interested in the telephone company realized

that the purpose of the act would inevitably be carried

out; and as the interest of that company in the fulfill-

ment of this purpose would be affected to a greater extent
than any other, except possibly the telegraph company,
it deemed it prudent to become interested in the com-
pany with which the subway commis.^ioners had made
the contract for the construction of subways. This
secured to the telephone company a right of way of
almost incalculable value. Even at that time the place
and method of burial of electric light wires was scarcely

considered. Some approaches were made lo the two old

companies engaged in electric lighting, as to their tak-

ing upon themselves the task of building subways for

electric lighting purposes; but they, it appears, chose to

refuse to entertain the propositions.

In 1SS8 began the introduction of the alternating sys-

tem of incandescent lighting. Until that year electric

lighting had been confined almost exclusively (of

course, outside of the low tension company) to

arc lighting; and the increase in the business to

that time had not required the multiplication of
wires and jioles to any considerable extent. In

18SS, however, four companies began a spirited effort

for the introduction of incandescent lighting with the
result of contracting for upwards of 60,000 lights within
less than a year. This caused a considerable increase of

wires. The wires were strung principally upon the

poles previously in use. Comparatively* few new poles

were erected, until In the latter part of iSSS, the Board
of Electrical Control, recognizing the increase of elec-

tric lighting, formulated rules for the extension of that

business by means of overhead construction, and in

order to provide the best possible overhead construction

prescribed certain recpiirements under which, with the

immediate supervision of the lioaid of ICIectrical Con-
trol, what has probably been the finest line in the world
was erected. It was considered an ideal line. It con-
sisted of poles 85 feet high, 16 to 20 Indies in

diameter at the base and not less than 8 inches at

the top. On this line were strung something like

1^0 wiicH, none less than No, .|—the majority No. 2.

The poles were made tall so that the wires niight not in-

terfere with the operations of the fire department; and
if breaks should occur between poles the wire could not
reach pedestrians, and also to avoid the numerous
crosses with the other wires, which wcie Ilie source
of much trouble. To further secure these results the

crosH-arms were placed at the highest |>art of the poles.

Experience soon suggesled that this mass of weight
must be reduced frotn ihe top, and they were carried

down 15 or 20 feet. 'I'hiK ])recaution was, however, not

sufTiclenl, as in December, i8r>i, a Becllon of that line,

about a mile in length fell Into the street.

I, AljntracL of paper read before the Nalioiial Kk-clric hi^lil as'

wciationat Si, l-oiiin, Mo., Murcli •.', iKfji.
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During iSSS the companies having aerial Hnes in

flpper Broadway, Ihe principal tlioroiighfare of the city,

were directed to place cal^les in the conduits wliich had
been prepared in that street and to remove their over-

head construction. But the companies objected strenu-

ously. Thev declared vigorously that it would be

impossible to operate currents of high tension under-

ground. They were supported in this contention by
professors and others learned in the art. They appealed

to the court to be sustained in this position.

The then mayor of the city, also, by virtue of his

odice, president of the Board of Electrical Control,

agreed substantially with the companies and opposed
his fellow inembers.
The controversy became heated and to a great extent

personal. In fact so much so that the mayor refused to

sit with tiie other members of the Board of Electrical

Control.
The courts declared that the law gave to the Board of

Electrical Control the power and the right to decide

whether the subways were iU and proper for the pur-

pose, and ruled that the companies must comply with

the law and occupy the subways witlx their cables and
remove their overhead construction.

In August, i8bS, the first elTort was made to use the

electric light subways on Broadway, from 14th to 35th

streets. The subway company had invited the com-
panies to make ttie experiment of operating high ten-

sion current underground and offered the use of the

subways without rental for the experiment. The first

cable was placed for arc service and consisted of eight
conductors, insulated from one another and enclosed in

lead armor. The experiment with this was not suc-

cessful. The cable did not meet the requirement of the

Board of Electrical Control of an insulation resistance

of fifteen megohms per mile for eacli 100 volts for each
conductor. This result seemed to verify the claims of the
companies that arc lights could not be served tVom
underground conductors, under the conditions imposed
and existing.

The opposite view was maintained, however, by the

Board of Electrical Control and the subway contractor,

and the courts having held that the law accepted no
other decision than the opinion of the board the com-
panies were threatened with the removal of their aerial

wires in the localities provided with subways whether
they placed cables in tue conduits or not.

The year 1SS9 brought a new mavor and president of
the Board of Electrical Control, He immediately pro-
mulgated the order that wi'.hin ninety days the wires
must be removed by the companies trom streets pro-

vided with subways or he would exercise the rightgiven
by the law to have them removed by the city.

At that time two other companies undertook to make
a test, one to the extent of one block on 125th street;

the other of a circuit of twenty-one blocks on Broadway
and Sixth avenue for ten arc lights.

Controversies and contentions between the com-
panies and the authorities had become so animated that

the companies were not credited by the authorities with
being disposed to have the experiment succeed, and
although they laid their cables with all attainable speed,
and were successful in the tests and announced their in-

tention to occupy the subways as rapidly as they could,
no extension of the ninety days was granted, but on the
5th of April, 1SS9, the authorities began the cutting
down of the electric light aerial lines on Broadway and
Sixth avenue, where the subways had been provided.
This action aroused great excitement in the public

mind and the authorities were applauded by the news-
papers for their vigor. The occurrence of several acci-

dents, principally to employees working on overhead
lines, added opportunity for furtherance, by sensational
articles in the newspapers, of the excitement, so that

the Board of Electrical Control (which in the preceding
year had devised the rules under which the large line,

heretofore referred to, was erected, and which had super-
vised its construction and believed that by it a way had
been found to provide for the extension of electric light-

ing and carry out the provisions of the law under which
the commission was established, without excessive con-
struction of subways), objected wholly to the use of
aerial lines for electric lighting purposes, with the result

that in October, 1SS9, it declared destruction practically

to all the lines in the city, except the one buiit under
their guidance the year before, and ordered the construc-
tion of subways with what can now be undoubtedly
considered erroneous judgment and with undue precip-
itation.

Concert of action between the authorities and the
companies; careful deliberation of the probable require-
ments and the energy which makes haste slowly but
correctly would not have produced, it is true, the removal
of the overhead liiies to tiie extent that was accom-
plished within practically two years; but also it would
not have produced the extraordinary expenditure of
money, both by the subway company and tlie electric

lighting coinpanies, nor the loss of business and dis-

turbance that occurred to the companies ; but it is I'air to

presume that a somewhat ditlerent condition of the sub-
way situation and of the electric light companies would
have been elTected with material benefits to all finan-
cially interested.

There have been built for hii^h tension electric light-

ing 600 miles of ducts. Of this about 260 miles
or 42 ptr cent., are rented by the companies. Included
in the amount stated as rt-nted by the companies are
about 50 miles not occvipied yet with cables. These
ducts so rented and not occupied are the rendt of a rule
passed by tlie Board of Electrical Control in 1S90, in

deference to the wish of the Department of Pul>lic

Works, that wherever streets were to be repaved sub-
ways must be built previous to the paving or they
would not thereafter be allowed, and companies failing

to make application for conduits in sucli streets at tliat

time would be deprived forever after of the opportunity
of obtaining accommodations in those streets for the

transaction of their business. They were further re-

c|uired, in making application for such accommodation,
10 give a bond securing the occupancy of, and payment
of rental for, such ducts as were so construcled for five

years from the date of completion. This rule was sub-

sequently enacted into a law by the Legislature. Un-
der that rule the companies applied for the construciion

of subways in anticipation of the future, and not for im-
mediate need.
At the present time there are, therefore, occupied

with cables only about one-third of the ducts built. In-

stances of subways built in excess of requirements, as

developed to the present date, may be noted. On
Broadway there are 200 miles of ducts, of which but
eighty miles are occupied. On 'I'hird avenue 142
miles, but 41 miles occupied; on 23d street, 34 miles

built, II miles occupied, on 29th street, 28 miles bull,

17 miles occupied. It may be considered a very reason-

able calculation that the increase in the occupation of
subways on those streets will never require all the ducts
built.

The 600 miles of ducts occupy only 78 miles of streets.

The number of miles of ducts, therefore, in any street

occupied with cables averages less than three miles.

With the 600 miles of ducts now built distributed in this

ratio, nearly 200 miles of streets would be provided
with subway accommodation and the extent of the ter-

ritory available for the development of the business en-
larged to three times its present area. Of the 600 miles
of ducts 454 miles were built prior to the year 1S90, and
included in that construction were the streets already

mentioned in which continue to be so large a number
still unoccupied.
During the year 1S92 24 miles of ducts were built,

occupying nearly 10^ miles of streets, or an average of
two ducts per street.

If the work could be begun now in the light of pres-

ent experience, the average number of ducts per mile of
street would not probably exceed three. For all kinds
of service one duct will provide ample accommodation
in the greater portion of the city.

The 200 miles of ducts occupied with cables are con-
fined to the 78 miles of streets and contain for main
cables about 6co miles, or nearly eight miles of cable per
mile of street, and an average of about three cables per
mile ofduct occupied. About 3:0 miles are used for arc

circuits and 2S0 miles for incandescent circuits.

These cables represent in many instances the occupa-
tion of a given street by each of four separate
groups of companies, all seeking business and having
customers in the same street and often in the same
block.

But for this quadruplication of occupancy the mileage
of cables at present in use would provide current in a

much greater mileage of streets and to a larger number
of customers.
The cables are divided into Si circuits for arc lighting

and fjo circuits for incandescent, all the latter being
used for the alternating system. One of the arc circuits

is about 15 miles in length, several are about 12 miles
long, iS are longer than S miles each, and 40 over 5
miles, the average, however, being less than 4 miles.

The incandescent circuits average over s'i miles each.

Connecting these main cables with the premises of
customers through the subsidiary subway connections
are about 150 miles of cables, so that the aggregate
mileage of cables underground is about 750.
The Si arc light circuits supply about 5,000 arc lights,

or an average of about 60 lights per circuit and an av-

eiage of about 15 arc lights per mile of cable.

The incandescent circuits supply about 90,000 incan-

descent lights, or an average ofabout r,8oo lights per cir-

cuit or about 320 lights per mile of cable.

In the operation of these 750 miles of cables there
have been manifested during 1S92 faults of all kinds to

the number of 49. Faults are reported to the

subway company as soon as discovered. As access to

the ducts cannot be had except under the supervision of

the employes of the subway company it must be as-

sumed that all discovered are reported. Faults are class-

ified under three heads—"low tests," "grounds," and
''burn-outs."

'' Low tests " are discovered in the tests which are re-

quired weekly of every circuit and mean that the insul-

ation resistance of the cables has fallen below a minimum
of 5 megohms per 100 volts per mile, belowwhich it is

not permitted to operate a circuit until the fault has been
ascertained and remedied. The number of ''low tests"

for the year were 5 on arc and 6 on incandescent cir-

cuits. Two " low tests " were discovered to be in the

terminals, one being on an arc, the other on an incan-

descent circuit. The cause of 3 " low tests," one on
an arc and two on incandescent ciicuits, was not ascer-

tained. Three " low tests " on arc and three on incan-

descent circuits were discovered to be due to bad joints.

"Grounds" were discovered 16 times on arc and
3 times on incandescent circuits; S of the "grounds " on
arc and one on incandescent circuits were discovered to

he in the terminals. The cause of 3 "grounds "en
arc and one on incandescent circuits is unknown ; two
"grounds," each on arc and incandescent circuits were
ascertained to be due to mechanical injury to the cables

and 3 "grounds" on arc and 4 on incandescent cir-

cuits were discovered to be due to bad joints.

Eleven " burnouts" occurred on arc and 3 on in-

candescent circuits; 3 of the "burn-outs" on arc cir.

cuits were due to causes not ascertained. Three "burn-
outs " on arc and 3 on incandescent circuits were ascer-

tained to be due to mechanical injury of the cables and
^ " burn-outs " on arc circuits were ascertained to be due
to bad joints.

Two " low tests" and 9 "grounds " due to terminals

cannot be considered as faults of the cables proper. Of

ihc 38 faults dif,covcrcd in tiie cables, iS were due to
bad joints, 10 to mechanical injuries and lo I0 cause f>

unknown, but probably rrcchanical injury.
The 38 fauhs of the cables occurred on 25 circuit!^, fo

that 106 circuits were operated ihrcughcut ihe enlirc
year without a fault or trouble of any kind. Tv;o of the
25 circuits were earh revpfjnsible for 5 of the laults one
having 4 "burn-oul.s" and one •ground'* the olhtr
4 " grounds " and one '* low lest/'

It may be said here that ihe troubles from bad joint*,
occurred usually at ihe beginning of the u&e o( the cir-
cuit and the same may be said lo a large extent of the
troubles with the terminals. This can be avoided by
careful work.
The 9 "bun:.outs," 8 "grounds'' and three "low

tests ' due to mechanical injurits cr unafct-rtsirtd
causes may be considered as the dangers which cannot
be guarded against in a system where cables of reveral
companies are in the same manholes, lo which em-
ployes of each have access, but the experience of
nearly four years indicates that this source of trouble is

decreasing. From May, 1SS7, to March, 1889, twelve
explosions occurred in the subways; since the latter
dale none has occurred . No one has been injured from
any cause.

Most, if not all, the incandescent circuits are operated
every hour of every day, and some of the arc circuits
also. Tests are usually made with all connections un-
disturbed.

Nearly all the current for all the high tension arc and
incandescent seivice transmitted in the city of New-
York below the Harlem River is conveyed by under-
ground cables. Above the Harlem River Ihe Board of
Electrical Control ailowsthe construction of atrial lines,

no subways having been built in that section of the citv.
Below the Harlem River no overhead wires are per-
mitted to be erected and few of those that were in ex-
istence remain. It is probable that before the end of
this year scarcely any will be in existence. The pen-
endured by the companies for their opposition to the
subways have been severe and drastic. The ex-
penses imposed upon them in their effort to take care of
their business and meet the requirements of transferring
their systems from overhead lo underground have been
enormous and burdensome. The expenses for rentals,
due in a large measure to the amount of subways con-
structed and not occupied, continue and seem hkety to
continue to be an onerous task. These expenses and
burdens have tended and are likely to tend farther in

the future to confine the operations of the com-
panics to territory contiguous to their generating sta-

tions, and may also tend to avoid the fierce competition
which existed during the days of aerial transmission, and
which lowered prices below remunerative rates.

If the subway situation in New York city were not
such as it is, and it is such from the causes here sug-
gested, there seems no reason to doubt, in the light of
the experiences possessed by all conversant with the
situation, that fully as satisfactory accommodations and
results to all interested could be accomplished at not ex-
ceeding 25 per cent, of what it has cost and with corre-
sponding beneficial conditions, which would prove, at

least, not unremuneralive to all interests affected.

May it not be concluded, in view of the experiences in

New York city, that all aerial conductors are neces.
sarily transitory, particularly in our larger cities.'

Is it not advisable for controllers and managers of
companies in such places to recognize that condition
and endeavor to avoid the experiences of New Ycrk
companies by planning delibetately the procurement
of the right to themselves to build and operate their own
subways and further lo utilize the experiences of New-
York to avoid the expensive mistakes there made and
to place their business on a stable footing and in a post-
tioh where they may have immunity from injurious and
cheap competition and secure service lo iheir customers
free from the interruption belonging to aerial trans
mission.' It is reported that one companv in a large
city, where no laws compel it to piece its wires under-
ground, leels itself forced to seek that method by reason
of the fact that the aerial lines are becoming overloaded.
Is this not likely to be the rase in many other places.'

The Telephone company finds it materially to its advan-
tage to use underground conductors, and it is doing this
in many cities.

Underground conduits and conductors for electric

lighting and power provided with due care and deliber-
ation need not increase the fixed charges of companies
doing a reasonable extent of business to such an extent
as to be prohibitory.

The transmission of electric current is entirely analo-
gous to that of gas, water or steam, and must inevitably
be conducted underground as they are. To electric

light companies, as to gas, water and steam companies,
the legislatures and law makingbodies should give rights
enabling them to meet the conditions in the manner cal-

culated to produce the best results foi the companies
and the public users, and if the above recital of caus^es

and effects, experiences and results in New York city

will tend to prepare the way tor other companies to avoid
the experiences of those of New York city the relator

will feel as justified with his etVort as h-^ is appreciative
of the compliment implied by the invitation of our
worthy president whicli has alVorded the opportunity to

offer this paper for your consideration.

Discussion.

A. J. DeCamp: In all my conversation with the peo-

ple who employ electric lighting I bave found few, if any,

who have made calculation as to what is Roinc 10 be the

difference between the cost of the product delivered to

them by overhead as against underground wires. I have
heard it said that the underground s>st€m of conduits in

the city of New York would net pay i per cent en the cost

of the investment. This work is a quais-public improve-
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ment, and my idea is that it should be done by the city,

iust as much as the water works, the gas works, or any

other thing which enters into the necessities of agreat city.

Do you think that the taxpayers of the city of New York,

if the question had been fairly put to them, would not

authorize the construction of these conduits? Uoless we

increase our prices we cinnot stand any such charge as is

maje against the companies in the city of New York.

M. J. Francisco: There is no question in regard to

the feasibility of placing wires under ground. That h-s

been fully demonstrated. Ic is simply a question of com-

mercial success. At the present time it is almost- imp3ssi-

ble for a company in a place of 300,000 or 350,000 inhab-

itants to operate an underground cireuit and pay expenses.

Asa general thing the co^t of c nstructing the conr'uit

would average about $4- 500 per mile.

TotiN y. Moore: The New York situation was brcught

about mainly I think through the stuoidity of the companies

themselves. The idea h^s been advanced that the city

should build conduits. I am sorry to hear that. If it

can build conduits, why cannot it run wires? In Massa-

chusetts, if the city or municipality wants to go into the

business of lighting, it must buy the plants established; it

must buy them at an appraisal ii.\ed, not alone on the

basis of cost, but of earning power. This is a fair arrange-

ment, and I wish it prevailed everywhere. At the last

bidding on lights for N^w York the companies came for-

ward and said: "We muit have so and so; we must have

a certain price." The city said they couid not get it. and

the companies came in wiih their tails between their legs

and said, "we will furnish it at your price."

Thermal Storage for Centra! Stations.'
By George Forbes.

When asked to give you a paper on some electric

lighting subject, it seemed to me I could not choose a

better one than thermal storage for central stations,

which had fo much attention directed to it lately in

England. It has long been evident that storage' of

some kind might lead to great economy in central sta-

tion -work. The reason of this is that the demand for

light has in most cities a maximum for only two or

three hours of the dav. Not only do we require to

have the plant lying idle all the rest of the day, but the

expense of working for these few hours is increased by
its temporary character. This loss of economy has

occurred both in engines and boilers. UndLrloaded
engines are very inefficient and use up a lot of coal.

This effect is, however, gotten over in all important

central stations bv having at least a few engines of

small power to carry the day load. We are thus able

to have engines in use always working at their

most economical load, that is near full load.

The other loss in economy comes from the

boilers, which have to be fired up and heated

for onlv a few hours* work and then banked or else al-

lowed to cool down. This loss cannot be overcome by
working the ordinary plant in any special manner. At
the Kensington station, London, where the engines are

always working at an economical load,five pounds of coal

are used per electrical horse power per hour, whereas
in tests of 26 hours' duration, made on the same plant

with all the boilers doing full work, only three and a

half pounds of coal were required for the same duty.

If then we could have storage ofanv kind by which power
is absorbed at times of light load and given off at

times of heavy load, we should save one and a half

pounds of coal per horse power per hour. Many peo.

pie have thought that storage batteries would overcome
the trouble. It does so, but at an enormous capital ex-

penditure for storage batteries, with a loss of twenty per

cent, in the energy given 10 the batteries, and with a

depreciation account which no one would put at a less

figure than twelve per cent, per annum.
I have previously proposed that in a hilly country

the boilers and engines should be working all the twen-

ty-four hours, at the rate of the average demand, and
That they should be usvd to pump water through a pipe

10 a hi^h resorvoir at least five hundred feet above the

pumping station. At the lower end of the pipe turbines

are placed driving .Jynaniof,. During day time the

reservoir is being lilled and in ihe evening it is being
emptied. This producer a saving in boilers and the

sub>»titution of cheap turbines and a small number of ef-

ficicnt pumping engines for a large numf>er of less ef-

ficientengines to drive dynamos. It also reduces the coal

consumption from five pounds to ihrec pounds per horse-

power per hour. In a paper read last year before the

British Asftocialton for the Advancement of Science, I

nhowed that this plan could easily be adopted in ICdin-

burg. in Scotland, the saving in capital and annual ex-

pen^e* being both very large. But it I', not ever/ city

thai has thc>e advantage?, and I winh now to Introduce

to your notice the excellent Rcheme which hah been in-

vented by Druitt Ilalpln, of Edinburgh.
fic propo*vr» to put up boilers only of the average ca-

pacity and to work Ihcm day and night. At lime"* of
light load the steam ift carried through pipca Into large

iron reservoir* of cheap confitruction, and h u«:d to

iicat the water in ihcMr re<^ervolr* to a high tempera.
lure and pTC*«turc, When the heavy demand comeft on
In Ihc evening, fctcam i» drawn from these reservoirs.

The lo-i^es of heat from radiation from the rewrvoKi
can be made very •mail indeed, with proper lagging, in

fact, quite imperceptible,

Thii U the general scheme of Mr, Ilalpin's plan.

Bat It KaA two advantage* which are not no apparent at

fiT^X -»ight. One I» the purity of the water supplied to

fhebo^lcra. Mr. Ha1pin*« pumpn feed water Info the

ho* rrrtn-vn\r«. when ImpurilleA arc preclpilalcd in a
pla- -^ r*n rf*^ no harm. The ^^oflc^« on the

c ytiit/aal Etect;)c Ltj[ht association, St.

other hand, are fed from this pure water in the reser-

voirs.

The other incidental advantage of the system is that

priming the boilers does not cause any inconveniences,

as the steam is supplied to the engines from the reser-

\oirs. Now ic has been found from the experience with

the water lube boilers which are so much used in this

country that only three pounds of coal per hour can be
burned p;;r square foot of heating surface, on account of

the excessive priming, instead of the ^^ix pound-i per

square foot which we can use with the Cornish or Lan-
cashire boilers, and which might be used with water

tube boileis If priming were no objection. Thus it ap-

pears that the adoption of Mr. Halpin's system not

only reduces the number of boilers that we require, but

also doubles the capacity of each boiler.

Mr. Halpin has worked out the relative cost of sup-

plying machinery to the central station of Berlin (1)

without any storage, (2) with storage batteries and (3)

with thermal storage. He first selected this station be-

Cause the output at each hour of the day all through
the year was published before any other central station

had pubished similar data. In this system there are

four central stations, giving ofi' about ten thousand elec-

trical horse power.
The load at different times of the day is such as

to lead to the following data:

Maximum load 7»5o° kilowatts,

Mean load =»''30 " " *

Excess of maf. above mean 5 080 " " "
Duration of ditto . 7.5 hours.

Now Mr. Halpin claims that he can replace 22 boilers

for working in the ordinary way by five boilers and 92

of his storage cylinders, which are cheap to construct

and have necessarily a small evaporation. His claim,

which I must admit seems to be quite well founded, is

that while laying out somewhat more capital on his

plan, he eets a very large return for the extra cipital

spent. He sums up the cost of the thermal storage

system as follows

:

Five Babcoi:k A Wilcox boilers $27,050. co
Bniler house 9,500.00

Chimney 4,850.00

Cylinder house - 33,300.00

y^ Cylinders 184,000.00

Total. Sc58.70^.oQ

and he puts the cost under the existing system at $iSj,-

70") 00.

Now i( we charge ten per cent, to annual depreciation

of boilers and only five per cent, on iron cylinders,

which really seems a very fair value, then the annual
interest and depreciation comes out almost the same
for both systems, thus:

EXISTING SYSTEM.

5 ,; on 5182,700.00. .capital

10 ^ on $117,850. boilers

4 ^ on $64,850.00, buildings
11,785.0.
2,600.01

THERMAL STORAGE.

5 ^ on $258,700.00 capital S 12,935.00

10 % on S=7i05o. boilers 2,705.00

4 '^ oil 847,050.00, buildings :,9oo.oo

5 ;J on $184,000, cylinders 9,200.00

Total 826,740.00

The annual charges against thermal storage are $} -

220 00, but ihe annual saving in coal is, in this special

case, 7,000 tons, besides the savina' in ash removals and
firing. Mr, Halpin thus obtains figures, giving an an-

nual saving of ^^6.530.00 to pay interest on extra capital

of 875,000.00, with coal about S5.00 per ton.

Now the only kind of storage against which Mr. Hal-
pin has to compete, when high laud is not available for

utilizing water storage, is the storage battery; and from
his figures, which seem fair to me, the extra capilal re-

quired is $732,200.00, and the total annual extra cost.

$ 1 1 0,750,00, which shows a great advantage in thermal
storage.

I consider that all these figures are very conservative,

and that in these days when we are learning to real-

ize the importance of cutting down working expenses
in central stations, this system must necesarily occupy
an important place. But it is of peculiar interest to me,
owing to its applicability to a kind of work to which I

have devoted a large part of my time in the last seven
or eight years. I refer to the burning of the houi^e ref-

use antl garbage in our cities. The furnaces in which
this cremation is accomplished are geneally called "De-
structors." It has been one of the great objects before

me of late years to have this title abolished and to just-

ify their being called "Utilizers," 'i'he improvements
which we have introduced in the methods of burning
refuse are so great that I can now undertake to produce
the following results:

Taking the ordinary house refuse, ashes, coal, wood,
paper, old books, vegetables, bones and scraps, crockery,
tin cans, iron poU, hoUleB, and adding thereto ncca-ion-

ally dead cats and dogs, iniected maltrcHses and con-

demned meat, I can throw the whole of thet,e, wi'hout
Korling Into the furnace, and without producing any of-

fensive odors nr dust I can raise the temperature ol the

gaJtCH where they reach Ihe boilers to over 2,000 F.

Krom my data aw to the atnount collected in dilTirrent

houses, in England per head of the population, I find

that from the hout«e refuse ol any town I can sufiply

htcam enough to generate electric I'ghl at the rate ot

one 16 candle-power lamp per head of the population
for two hourh every night of Ihe year, By doing DA-. I

am saving the municipality trom $io,oco lo $20.coo per

annum per kxj.oco Inhabltanlw for the cottt of the re-

moval of houne refuBC. I am preventing thche objec-

tionable materlaln from being dumped into the outhkirtK

of the city, where building operatlonn will hoon com-
mencc, or in (he neighViorJng harborh or laken, eilher of

which plan h a nuisance and unhcalthful. The only re-

sulting material is a clinker, which can be broken up,
and which when mixed with cement makes admirable
concrete or artificial stone for paving, while by itself

it makes excellent foundation for roads.

Now these enormous advantages, of the truth of
which we have ample proof from a practice extending
over nearly twenty years in England, can be worked at

full economy only when the burning of refuse is quite
continuous and uniform. To do this we must have
storage of some kind. In hilly countries the plan I

have advocated of water storage is generally available,

and is very economical. In all other cases thermal
storage is fir and away the most economical mode of
working, and in this line alone, if in no other, I have
always said, from the first moment I knew of Mr. Hal-
pin's invention, that we have here the last item which
was wanting in order to do away with the barbarous
methods generally adopted tor getting rid of house reluse
and at the same time utilizing that refuse in a manner
that will confer material benefits on all the inhabitants
of a great town, and pecuniary advantage on those who
undertake the work.

Discussion.

Dr. Belt.: In this country it seems to me that the plan of

storing water power is one thac can be worked successfully

quite aside from the matter of thermal storage. For ex-

ample, there are many places in the western part of the

country, through the Rocky Mountain section and west-

ward, where coal is to be had, to be sure, but it is alto-

gether too dear for economical use. There is a little water

to be had, but the supply is not steady enough for working
the stations by water power direct. In such cases it seems
as though the pumping of the available water into reser-

voirs might serve a very useful purpose.
Prof. Forises: I have been asked for a comparison of

the relative efficiency or cast of the system of the storaj^e

of water, which I had rayselt proposed, and that of ther-

mal storage, which Mr. Halpin has proposed. The run-

ning expenses are almost the same in the two; but the econ-

omy of capital, if your reservoir is anywhere near your
pumping station, is very much in favor of the water storage.

The water storage takes otT about 30 per cent, from the

cost of a central station built upon the ordinary lines.

That was so in the detailed plans which I worked out for

the city of Edinburgh, Scotland. The thermal storage is

rather more expensive to erect, but the annual saving on
these two systems is about the same.

In the old fashioned method of building destructors it

took ten pounds of refuse to produce the effect of one pound
of good Welsh coal. Now we have reduced that quantity

down to about five or six pounds of refuse to be equivalent

to one pound of coal; therefore, it would take about thirty

pounds of house refuse to equal five pounds of coal.

T. C. Smith; Avery comraoD and familiar example of

much the same process that Prof. Forbes has outlined can be
seen in the boiler and engines commonly used for hoisting

purposes. The same thing can be seen in nearly every

elevator plant, where the boiler is much less in horse power
capacity than the pump which it drives. The same thing

can be seen to a very much greater extent in railway

power stations, where in order to meet the demand upon
the trolley, it is possible to exert a much greater horse

power than is normally provided for by the equipment.
The greatest doubt in my mind as to the success of this

storage system is raised by the fact that identically the

same thing was tried in the city of Boston, where a com-
pany was formed for the purpose of distributing power
by hot water, called liquid steam, which simply meant
water at a pressure and temperature corresponding to

about 400 pounds, I believe. This water was carried

through pipes, and when it was desired to use it in any
building, the moment it escaped it became steam. The
practical working of the plant was first rate. The thing

collapsed, however, through an unexpected difficulty; and
that was the tremendous and rapid destruction o( the

pipes from the continual use in them of the highly heated
water.

How that would affect a plant of this kind where you
could make it from steel, I do not know. The effect on
the iron pipes, as used in the case cited, was to cause the

abandonment of the system, and I understand the old

material was sold recently.

Mr. Wirt: The fireless steam locomotive is anothiar

example in point. We had these engines in service in

Chicago for many years, during which they did good
service, and were finally replaced by the cable line. These
locomotives were of the ordinary type, but had larger

steam boilers than usual. The boilers had no furnaces and
were charged at one end with hot water under high pressure

from an ordinary stationary steam lioiler. The locomotive

ran a round trip of six or eight miles, perhaps, and pulled

very heavy cars and heavy loads, giving regular and satis-

factory service, winter and summer. I would like to know
why the storage battery fails in comparison with sleam
storage; whether it is depreciation, lack of efficiency, or

interest charges. It is pretty evident that there is an ad-

vantage in working dynamos at full power twenty-four
haul's a day, as well as working the engines. It is also

evident that if storage batteries are used, there is a saving

on both engin< s and dynanos, which we do not get In the

case of sti-ain storage.

Pftoi'. I'oKHK.s; I made a direct comparison between
the cost of batteries and of the thermal storage system.

The loss in connection with the storage intiery includes

all three of the items you named. Increased original

expenditure in pulling down storage batteries, which is far

grca'cr than the dynamos and machinery they replace, and
a!5io the great loss of efiiclency—eighty per cent, being the

efficiency at which they work, there being a loss of twenty
per cent, of coal; and also the <iepreciation account, which
I think every one must admit is about twelve per cent, per

annum. I have instrdlcd numerous storage batteries. Iiut

have never done so in a central station. Storage batteries

have their appropriate places, apdl would like to sec them
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much more used than at present in this country. There
area number of storage batteries that are available, and
yet no one seems to work at them here. \ liavc been told

that it has been a question of patents; but this is hardly

a reason, for some of the best batteries arc founded on the

riante system, and that is open to the whole world.

Mr. SiMrni: We have once come to the conclusion that

it would not pay to have storage batteries in a large build-

ing for the purpose of getting rid of night running. We
have come to the conclusion that it will cost as much to

get light from the battery, and that the same amount of

coal will be burned for the reason that at once there is a

loss of twenty per cent, of energy in the battery. It will

be necessary to employ practically the same force to look

after the storage batteries as to run the engines, and we
have failed to see that there will be any economy in it.

Prof. Foriies: As to the attendance required in the

care of storage batteries, that thing has been minimized
on. the other side. ^Ve find that we can instruct a person
of ordinary intelligence in the care of the batteries in a

few hours, and often this duty will fall to the carpenter, or

gardener, or even butler, on some of the large estates.

Even in the larger plants, we do not think it necessaiy to

have any one in constant service; but we have instituted a

system of daily and weekly inspection of the apparatus to

see that everything works efficiently, and to supply defec-

tive parts, and on the whole we meet with much success.

Dr. Bfxl: I think one reason why the storage battery

has been such a failure on this side of the Atlantic is be-

cause it has been exploited from the time it first

made its appearance here for the purpose of street

car traction or other purposes to which it is least

adapted, on account of the racking of the batteries

in going over rough tracks, and also on account of the

frightful variations of the load, which destroy the effi-

ciency of the battery and cause "buckling" and rapid de-

terioration of the plates. It has been tried with a pertinac-

ity worthy of a better cause; but the net result has been
failure in this respect. It is a fact that we have put the

storage battery to tbe hardest service that could be
imagined, and that has caused the storage battery to fall

into disrepute here. If it had been started in the places

in which it belongs, isolated plants, such as Prof. Forbes
referred to, it would have gotten far greater headway in

this country, and it is possible that some of the experi-

ments in using it for traction would not have been such
lamentable failures.

Mr. Hammer: I think another reason is that in Eng-
land, France and Germany they use accumulators about
the size of a trunk. Probably the small depreciation and
commercial character of these accumulators is to a consid-
erable extent due to the massiveness and the mechanical
strength of the plates, and the cases in which the accumu-
lator plates are placed.

Mr, FoRitES: I do not, however, think it is true that

the size of the cells enhances materially their efficiency, or

the number of plates that they contain. The smaller cells,

as long as they are large enough to be made in a solid,

mechanical manner, last just as well, and their efficiency is

relatively just as high as the large ones.

Some Experiences with the Alternating
System.^

By R. H. Sterling.

To those who adopted the alternating system in the
early days I need not recall the feelings with which we
looked on this long distance transmission of energy
for incandescent lighting. It was such a gigantic stride

—such a radical departure from previous methods of
incandescent lighting—that many who had experimented
for the benefit of parent companies before were a little

cauliou? about nursing this new infant up to the state

of practical manhood. Especially were we so when so
much was said and written by the opposition and
by others who claimed to be non-partisan. However,
our company, among the first, did install a large alterna-

ting plant—the largest, I believe, at the time in the

United States. Mow wise we were in doing Ro I will

answer by pointing to the enormous growth and suc-

cess from the start of alternating current lighting, and
its finally being fostered by those who were at first its

bitterest enemies.
We did experiment some, I will admit. A few minor

details in apparatus did not just meet the requirements
for practical use; but our parent company has always
been willing to adopt the suggestions of its users and
remedy defects discovered by them—a plan by the way,
which should be followed by all who manufacture appa-
ratus—for the central station men are those who are

best able to judge its merits and criticise it (rom all

sides.

I will now take the principal features of an alternat-

ing station in detail, describing what have been our re-

sults and the best practice in my experience.

I will begin witli the switch-board—a subject often

discussed in thes^c meetings, but non; the less import-
ant—and I will try as much as possible not to go over
the same beaten track, with possibly some new details.

A circuit board ib eminently better made of marble, as a
matter of both safety, durability and appearance, and
should have plenty of space between it and the wall.

The dynamo bus wires should run in horizontal rows
on the back with plug holes extending through to the
front to connect to either side of each changing switch.
There is a changing switch, of course, Ibr each feetleror

circuit, and all bus wires can be connected to any
particular feeder. The front of the board should be di-

vided into perpendicular panels, each panel representing
a feeder.

On the back there will be the converter for voltme-
ter, compensating devices, etc., and the fuse blocks,

I. Read before the Nac'onal Electric Light association .it St.

Louis, Mo., February 28, 1893,

These are preferably placed on the back, as it is an un-
pleasant thing to have a fuse blow in a man's face, and
lliey should not bu so high on the board that they can-
not be reached standing on the tl)or. Many of you,
undoubtedly, have had trouble with a fuse arcing, and
finally melting the fuse block into a conglomerate
mass, or setting fire to the switch-board. There are
two simple remedies for overcomihg this; one is to have
all fuses covered with a piece of asbestos paper rolled

around the fuse wire or link in the form of a tube, 4i

little larger on the inside diameter than the wire, to al-

low for radiation of heat, so that the fuse will not melt
under its rated capacity. These asbestos tubes are verv
easily made, and can be pasted either witVi shellac or
silicate of soda, which is preferable, the idea being that
when the fuse is blown, the pent-up gases in the tube
are forced out at either end so violently that the result-

ing arc is dissipated immediately. I believe I am not
the originator of this idea, but believe we can claim the
useof asbestos as our own, and which is the only sub-
stance that is practicable.

Another simple plan to prevent arcing is to have all

fuse blocks placed on a narrow shelf, with Iheir faces
up, as there is always a tendency in an arc to take an
upward direction, owing to the current of heated air

resulting from it, and in taking this direction there is a
natural pulling away of the arc from the two matallic
portions of the fuse block; whereas, were it in a perpen-
dicular position with the current usually coming in at

the bottom of the b^ock, this upward tendency of the
arc only completes the path across the gap, and so con-
tinues arcing. Fuse wire as now made is quite reliable

as to its carrying capacity, but like many other good
things, is not trustworthy, if abused. A lead fuse, either
wire or flat link, should never be screwed down un-
der a screw head and washer, no matter how sinall

the carrying capacity it is intended for. This may do
for a short lime, but the soft metal soon loosens up, a
poor contact is formed and the fuse melts from the heat
thus generated, causing no end of annoyance. This
applies to fuses, no matter where they are used, all over
the circuit. The one way out of this is .1 small flat cop-
per terminal, slotted to slide under the screw head, and
soldered to each end of the fuse wire. The carrying
capacity of the wire can be stamped on one terminal.
These are cheaply made. A boy with a punch and die

can stamp out many hundreds of them in a day, and
the soldering, with a little experience, is rapidly acom-
plished. Had we adopted these fuses when we first

began to furnish light, five years ago, and insisted on
all inside wiring being fused in this manner, we should
have been many dollars ahead to-day, and there would
have been fewer lights out during that time.

Nine-tenths of the calls on our complaint book show
a record of fuses blown in branch or main blocks of in-

side wiring, which we have to send men out to replace,

and from repeated inquiries from these men I find that
this same proportion of nine-tenths would hold good for

fuses that had blown or rather melted from poor con-
tact, due to lead becoming loose under screw heads,
and from no cause of short-circuits, overloading or
trouble in the wiring. We now compel all wiring
contractors to use a copper terminal fuse, and we our-
selves replace all blown-out fuses with this style; but
with seventy-five thousand lights connected up, we do
not seeour way clear to weeding out the old fuses just

at present; so let this be a warning to those young in

the business.

On the front of the switch-board we have for each sec-

tion or panel a volt and amp;;re meter for every feeder,

one over the other, and sumounting these a pilot lamp
run from the converter supplying the voltmeter, whose
primary should be tapped on the feeder wires above the
fuse block, so that should a fuse go out quietlv, as is

generally the case when fuses are a'-ranged in the man-
ner I have mentioned, the attendant's attention will be
called to ttie fact by the extinguishing of the pilot

lamp. The changing switch, generally placed on the
front of the board for each feeder, should be about breast
high, so as to be easily reached to make a quick throw.
I say usually placed on the front of the board, as it is

only recently that a new switch has come out that has
its jaws and contacts so arranged that it can be placed
in the rear of the panel, with the lever extending
through a slot to the front of the board. This is a mat-
ter of great safety to the switch tender, for, as stations

increase in size and load, a new element of danger some-
times manifests itself in the act of throwing these chang-
ing switches. A violent arc is formed which follows

across from one set of contacts to the other, throwing
two dynamos in multiple through the medium of this

arc burning the attendant's face and hands, and some-
times wrecking an armature, as, of course, the two
dynamos are not apt to be in synchronism when thus
thrown together. Placing the switches horizontally

will lessen greatly the continuance of this arc, on the

same principle that I have mentiont:d the placingof
fuse blocks on the switch-board with their faces up, antl

a fibre or slate partition between the jaws will prevent
the arc short-circuiting the dynamo. This annoyance is

only met with on feeders of considerable length and
those having a large number of converters on them.
It is due to inductive discharge from converters and line,

and is similar to the extra current at field discharges of
a dvnamo. Its occtirrenco depends largely upon the
jieriod in the wave phase at which the circuit is opened,
and is proportional to the length of the circuit and the
number of converters connected on the line, I have
found this discharge to occvn more frequenllv on circuits

whose converters were paitially loaded. This would
naliu'ally seem to be the result when the secondary coils

of the converters were exerting no action on the primary,
but I have had the most severe arcing on circuits \^'ilh

heavy loads. The damaging result of these arcs, how-
ever, has been entirely diminished since placing the

switches horizontally. a> I have dc^crib-d. 1 have spoken
only of the feeder ammeter**. There siiould, of cour-t, be
an ampere meter for each dynamo. Thc'iC arc preferable
placed together in a group at one end of the board, k> that
at a glance the attendant can sec what load he is carrv-
ing or on what dynamo there remains room for more
feeders as the load com -s on or goes ofT, The regula-
tors and rheoslaly can be placed at the base of the
switch-board, or, much better, if there is room, in a com-
pact row out in front of the board about four feet, on a
strong framing of wood or iron, so that all the vo'ltmc-
ters can be watched at the same time that the adjusting
of the pressure is taking place. This saves the annoy-
ance ofthe attendant jumping from the rheostat out to
the front to catch a glimpse of the voltmeters to see how
near he has come to guessing at the right amount of
resistance he should have thrown in or out. The result
will be far better service if the rheostats are thus ar-
ranged.

This now brings us up to the remaining feature of
the switch-board—"he lightning arrester—although lean
not say that, necessary as this last-named appliance is,

the switch-board is the all-important place fjr it. There
may, however, be a lightning arrester on each b'd; of
every feeder, placed in a row on the top of the board or
on the wall back of it, and heavy copper wire running
along past this row and connected to each arrester with
a tap wire, and the main wire leading to a good ground
in as straight a path and with as few crooks and turns
as possible, as every bend offers a source of self-induc-
tion detrimental to the flow of the lightning discharge.
The source of ground cannot be too perfect; have sever-
al of them radiating ofl'to different points, to a mass of
metal in a well or soldered to a water main, so, should
one fail, the other may be relied upon. The lightning
arrester itself should bean instrument devoid of fuses,
be capable of rupturing instantly the arc formed, and
still remain set for a second discharge; should be free
from all moving parts; not absorbenergy, and should be
so reliable and substantial that it could be set up
anywhere on the line and forgotten, and still perform
its duty. This may seem to you like an ideal instru-
ment, but, so far as alternating currents are concerned, I

am positive that this state of perfection has been at'ained
in a certain arrester now on the market. There is no
question about the efhcacy of lightning arresters placed
out on the line if we wish to keep the lightning out of
the station and protect our converters, especially in dis-

tricts remote from other wires and tail buildings, as in
the residence portion of cities. It is a good plan to
place one at each end of the feeder and branch main,
and scattered at intervals midway on the circuit; they
also are a wise protection over a large bank of transform
ers, notwithstanding the fact that we are taught to be-
lieve that lightning abhors an inductive resistance as
nature does a vacuum, and that a collection of such
resistance would be self-protection, yet it does not
prevent the dischargeentering the case of the converter;
then it does not have to jump much more than the space
of one-eighth of an inch over to the plates to ignore these
inductive coils, reach the secondary outlets, and thence
to the house wiring, when it generally finds an easy path
to earth with the close proximity of inside wires to gas
and water pipes, and especially on combination fixtures
with poor insulating joints. This does not always com-
pletely burn out the converter, as oftentimes this dis-

charge has only ruptured the primary coils on the first

turn of the wire at the point where it has jumped to the
frame holding the plates, and is easily repaired. I imag-
ine this is the case when a discharge takes place when
there is no dynamo current on the lines ; at other times
there isacomplete destruction of both coils. In a
great many instances we have traced converters burned
out by lightning to defective insulation in the house
wiring. Whether the ground actually existed before
the disruplive discharge, or was caused by it, we could
not always tell. I did find one place where the wire was
fused to a gas pipe up in the attic, the discharge evidently
having jumped through the insulation, as the wire had
been carelessly leftresting on the pipe. Of course, the
primary fuse, having blown in the burning out of the
converter, did not leave the circuit permanentiv
grounded. We d 3 not want the house wiring a safety
valve to relieve the circuits of their static charges;
and therefore have lightning arresters, plentv of them,
that will ofteran easier p.iih to earth across small arcing
gaps, smaller than can be t"jund in llie converters; but
no matter how perfect th; arrester is it is valueless
unless it has a good ground connection and a straight

copper wire, not smaller than No. ('>, without bends or
turns, connecting the two. A very convenient method
I have found to make a reliable carl!\ connection for

arresters out on thr line? is todig a hole at the fool of the
pole about two feel in diameter, three feet deep, and driv-

ing down through it a twelve foot length of i
'4' inch

galvanized iron pip-, having on the lower end a driven
well point to allow it to be driven easily, and a cap
screwed on the top lo prevent the sledge-hammer
splitting the pipe. The No. (> wire can he more
thoroughly soldered to the pipe before it is sunk. The
upper end should be driven lo about one foot below the
surface, and the hole filled in with finely broken coke,
wliich increases the conducting surface at that part of
the earth that is the driest, and the lower end ol a
twelve-foot pipe will usually bain moist earth, and can
be relied on to furnish a good connection at all limes.
I once ha.l an electric light man tell me that he consid-
ered a small coil of wire buried just under the surface
of the earth sullicient grounding, as the rain would
immediately so.ik tlic earth and make all thegiound he
wanted, I have observed severe lightning dtscha^'ges
that took place before a drop of r.iin had lallen.

While on the subject of the burning out of converters,
I will mention an annoyance we sometimes meet with
in a primary tuse blowing, arcing and welding the
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leading -in wires to the case, or so carbonizing tiie fuse

box that a short-circuit is formed on the line. Tliis

Avill always be the case wliere a fuse carrying a high
potential current blows in a pent up space, with no
chance for thega>es to escape. The arc is being fed.

and increases until a fuse i-, blown at the station and
shuts off the supply of current. Generally, on throwing
in this teeder again, afer replacing the station fuse, it

will be found to work all ri^ht if the wires are not fused

to the converter case, or everything is not carbonized

inside. We have in some instances, on its again

blowing the station t'use, fused up a little heavier and
finally removed the trouble, not fusing to that extent

that it would wreck the armature. We are learning

now Ihat it is far preferable to have no primary fuses in

the converter case, but a large primary fuse and switch

blocks combined, removed from the converter to protect

it. We have long since discarded secondary fuses in

converters, replacing them with copper wire; and let

me remark here that this is what a member of this

association meant when he made the statement before

one of its conventions that we had been substituting

copper wire for all our primary fuses; he evidently

mist3ok the priniirv for the secondary end of a

converter. This would also be a sad mistake to make
when fooling with hornets.

This short-circuiting of the line by the burningout of

converter fuses and other causes le J me to adopt a com-
bined switch and fuse box on all branch Hues leading

from the main feeders, and we have found them of im-
mense benefit.

The switch cuts off all connection from the line wires
in fusing up. and also makes a convenient means of dis-

connecting that part of the circuit to locate grounds and
other trouble. Then the greatest usefulness is their

blowing when there is a short. circuit on the branch they
protect, thus preventing every light on the rest of the

circuit going out by the station fuse blowing. Then,
again, it locates at once wiiere the trouble lies by sii"ting

it down to one of, say, twenty branch mains, by tele-

phone calls pouring in that lights are out at such a

place.

As alternating stations increase in size and larger units

of dynamos are adopted—which is certainly a wise step

toward economy—another class of appliances is re-

quired at the switchboard, namely devics for independ-
ently regulating the state of pressure on any particular

feeder, the dynamo pressu'"e remaining the ^ame. The
necessity of this can readily be seen, for we will have,

say, on the same dynamo, when it is of large capacity,

several feedei s of different load--; those carrying the

greatest number of amperes requiring a higher electro-

motive force to overcome the drop on line, so

that if this required pressure all came from
one source, tht-se feeders of lighter load would
be receiving too much potential, and a large lamp
breakage would be the result. Therefore, the potential

of the dynamo is regulated for the lighter feeders,

and pressure raisers or "boosters" used to bring up the

potential still higher for the remaining feeders. The
principle of these regulators is this: if we take a con-
verter whose capacity equals the maximum load of the

circuit and connect the secondary in series with one
side of the feeder, and the primary across the two sides,

we are then adding the fifty volts of the secondary of
the converter to the i,oco volts of t'.e line, raising its

initial pressure five per cent. Adding a number of
these in series in like manner, and having a suitable

switch to tlirow them in or out in succession, makes a
very convenient means of raising voltage, but resem-
bles somewhat, as I once heard it remarked, a man
raiding himself up by his boot s'raps. I have some-
times found it very useful connecting in ordinary con-
verters at the Jswitchboard, for temporary heavy loads,

in this manner, where feeders were not provided with
the regular "boosters,"

Reactive or choking coils may be employed instead

of "boor-<teri^,'' with the t-ame end in view, that is, the

proper adjustment of pressure on feeders of unequal
drop supplied from one source—only in their use they
will be placed on the lighter leeders and the dynmo be
ma^e to raise Ihe electromotive force for those having
the heavier load. The first cost, I think, would be in

favor of (he reactive coils, but the relative economy in

energy consumed would be slightly in favor of the
pressure rai.sere.

A serious annoyance is often m;t with on the line

from the inductive ciTict of two parallel circuits upon
each other, causing the lights to waver, or "pump,"
which belter exprc^^ef* it. When this trouble first man-
ifcatft itAcIf in a *itation, the engine is generally the first

thing to be blamed, and the engineer in caused many
slccplcAs nights or ilnyb in trying to remedy it.

We seldom find this effect in small stations, unless
the feeders arc parallel to each other for a considerable
distance. It h mo%t marked in circuits that are paral-

lel and one of them carrying a heavy load, which ex-
ertA tnis inductive influence on neighboring lines on
the -'arr.c principle as the primary coil of a converter
inducing currents in the secondary parallel to it; only
in the cast of this action on the lines, wherr cacfi Hn*:

is fed from a separate dynamo, their phase*, of course
not corre^pir'l'nv^ we have In this cr'H.s-lnduction a
very ,n in the current. Annoying as thi^i

Irou '_rt' the easiest to remedy. Firs*, tee if

some -. on the switch.board will not bring
about a cnantre in afFairs, Ascertain if the several lines

on which the rroublp is noticed cannot all be run on the
•amc -'

' ;• if this should cause this Induction
to ar circuits formerly free from it, tiie

!hcr; -
rv :- to tran«pose the clrcuila midway

it and where fhey cca.sc lo run
-reak arm in each side of Ihc
.ar»e of a r,ro*i, the lotir end'.

thus formed. This will neutralize and break up the

trouble completely.
The topics I have touched on in my paper have been

chosen as those most interesting and worth}' of discus-

sion, and with the hope that they will be of benefit to

some of you. and call lo mind other experiences I have
not nientioned, which if givjn tVeely before a body of

this nature,will help to bring about the results which we
are all striving for—good service and dividends.

Discussion.

Mii. Wagner: The Stillwell regulator is a converter

arraogeaient, used to raise the patential at -.vill on any cir-

cuit: or feeder, by means of series contacts usually diflering

about one per cent. The regulator, as usually constructed,

may be used to raise the potential on any feeder from one
to twenty per cent. It is a simple converter, with ordin-

ary coil, connected in the usual way in multiple v ith the

circuit or shunt to the secondary coil, which is adjustable in

length, or has a number of ends brought out, placed in

series with one leg or one side of the feeder, and adding
its potential to that of the tine or the dynamo,

A.J. DeCamp; a company in which I am interested

has just started into furnishing incandescent lights, using
the alternating system, running two machines, one of

1,305 and the other of r.ooo. This company has recently

bought another machine of 2,000 lights. I would like to

know what is the relative value of the alterniting system,

within a prescribed circuit, say, of one or two miles, as

compared with the direct system, with the machines coup-
led in multiple?

Mr. Wag.mer: In regard to the flexibility of the alter-

nating system, and the possibility of using the station

units to their utmost capacity, I have never in my practice

found it necessary to run any station unit under seventy-

tivc or eighty per cent, of its total capacity. By a simple

switch-board arrangement it is possible to connect as

many circuits to one dynamo as is desirable, and as the

load falls off the station the units or dynamos are shut

down and the feeders are gradually brought together on a

few' dynamos, and in that way the station ap-

paratus can be used as e:onomically and advantageously
as with direct current. We couple the circuits together in-

stead of coupling the machines together, and that can be

done without interrupting the service for even a moment
on any circuit. It has now become possible to run arc

lamps as well as motors on the alternating circuits, and I

think that it has at last become almost universally conceded
that for most purposes the alternating current is as flexible

as the direct current. In this city we cover an area extending

six or seven miles from our station in several directions.

The station is situated almost at the centtr of the district,

and in that district we have between seventy-five and eighty

thousand lights; and we have never had any trouble from
want of flexibility of our machines or circuits.

C.\rr, Brophv: Where there are four or five circuits,

no two of which are of the same size or less, \ou cannot

couple them together and do satisfactory work. You will

find in many of the smaller stations, and in many of the

larger ones, too. a difference in circuits, a difference of

drop anywhere from five to fifteen per cent. This is one
cause of troub!e that a great many companies do not seem to

understand.
iVIr. Wagner: This suggestion again brings up the

subject of the "booster." It is just as possible with alter-

nating circuits as with direct circuits to use feeder regula-

tors. The feeder regulators ordinarily used simply throw
resistance in the circuits; and if there is one circuit which
is run from one dynamo, or a number of dynamos con-

nected in multiple, which has a ten per cent, drop, all other

circuits connected with it must have resistance thrown in

to bring them down to the same pressure as the one feeder

with the ten per cent. drop. That is done with feeder reg-

ulators, or by throwing resistance, or by cutting out feed-

ers, la a properly constructed alternating system it is

just as necessary to use a system of feeders and mains as

with the direct system. Generally the same devices can
be used for regulating either current, but the Stillwell reg-

ulator is a device which can only be used on allernating

circuits, and is much more economical to use than any
other form of feeder regulator, using resistance, as this

regulator raises the potential of any one circuit instead of

lowering it. The circuits with small amount of drop arc

left as they are. and those with greater load are raised

sufficiently to bring the potential at the end of the feeder

to the proper standard. I believe it is usually customary
in direct current systems to connect all the feeders and
mains together, forming a complete and continuous net-

work. It is claimed as an advantage for the purpose of

keeping a uniform pressure throughout the system. It

occurs to me that it has a distinct disadvantage in case of

ground or trouble occurring on the line. It then becomes
very difficult to locate it. In the allernating system it is

usual to keep each feeder and its system of mains entirely

separate outride of the station, simply throwing them to-

gether in the station. Any short circuit or ground or burn
out, any trouble occurring on one of the circuits is imme-
diately indicated by the station instruments or fuses, and is

located and confined tJ quite a small district. It can very

much more quickly be repaired th.m if all the feeders were

connected together, and a ^reat number of miles of wire

had lo be inspected in order to find the trouble-

I'nop. ii. WrstoN: The question of the distribution

of energy by the two systems under discussion is receiving

great attention both on this side and the other side of the

/^tlantic. At the present moment I do not think any one

is in a position to fully answer the question which is the

more economical of the two systems. As established here

they differ radically in one respect at least from the systems

established on the other side. Here, for the purpose of

economy in the first cost, a very hij;h rate of alternation

has btcn adopted, I'Vom experience it .seems as though

this was a fundamental mistake, and that the mistake will

be more apparent as the wires arc forced underground,

ooncr or later. Wc must all recognize the fact that any

system of aerial conductors can never give us the safe and
sure service to compete with a satisfactory and reliable

source of illumination such as gas. If the alternating cur-

rent systems of this country were forced under ground un-
doubtedly the loss would be greatly increased; but exactly
what the loss is at present. I have not been able to find

out. With the di ect system the losses are at the lowest
point, and are very small indeed, when the load is very
light. The energy consumed then is practically what is

used in the lamps; but in the alternating system there is

an increase of loss in the converters. I think that the
alternating system as it exists in this country today
will be radically modified in the next few years so
as to approach more closely the systems of Europe,
and I think that the tendency will be toward a lower
rate of alternation and greater general efficiency.

Mr. Blaxter: I would like to ask Mr. Weston if he
thinks that in going underground with the alternating
system the loss would be greater with the high number of
alternations than with the overhead system?
Mr, Wesvon: I should expect the loss to be greater

on account of the inductive influences.

Mr. Blaxter; Would not the concentric system of
wiring obviate a good deal of that trouble? Would it not
reduce it to such an extent that it would not be any more
than with the overhead system?

Proi". Westox: Th ; concentric system is being tried

on the other side, and they have met with serious difficul-

ties. I think it will be found that there is a greater loss

underground.
Mr. Hammer: There is one point in connection with

the comparison between the two currents which has been
an interesting one to me. I refer to the relative life of the

incandescent lamp on continuous and alternating currents-

I remember one of the oldest engineers in Europe quite

a number of years ago published a statement shortly after

the introduction of incandescent lighting, that the lamp
wou'd last longer with the alternating than with the con-

tinuous current; but within a brief period another state-

ment was published that the opposite was the case. It is

a well known fac% however, that an incandescent lamp
will last longer at a lower rate than at a higher rate of

alternation. What is the relative life of a set of lamps
working upon an alternating ciicuii:, compared with a set

working on the direct circuit, under the same conditions,

or as nearly as possible under the same conditions?

Charles Wirt: Regarding the difference in the life of

lamps on the alternating and direct current, I think that

question has almost been settled by laboratory tests and
the result of large experience. It has not been claimed for

some time now, to my knowledge, that either system is far

superior to the other as regards the lamp life. A recent

report on this subject was made in Europe, and it summed
up the matter something like this: It seems to us that

these results would dispose of the question of the continu-

ity of the life of the lamp on the alternating as compared
with the direct current; the results having shown that

there is oractically nodifference between the two.

Dr. E. C. Kii.iJOURNE: The question as to the rela-

tive value of the two systems depends largely on the

field you are going to operate in. In Seattle we have both

systems, and find they do not conflict; and we also find

the alternating system just as flexible, and in some re-

spects more flexible than the direct system.

Electric Circuit of St. Louis.

At a meeting held on Feb uiry 2ist at the station of the

Missouri E'ectric Light & Pow.;r company of St. Louis

an electrical association of the younger men in the business

in that city was formed. The oflicers and members are:

F. D. Beardslee, president; M. H. Beardslee, treas-

urer; Gus Sack, vice-president; Anson Murphy, ser-

geant-at-arms; W. S. Merkle, secretary; members, J.

II. Fenton, A. R. Verdier, A. R. Pike, Geo.

Bahret, Chas. K. Cooke. J. H. Burke, H. H.

B'^ardslee, Gus. Sack, J. B. Price, F. D. Beardslee, W. F.

Warrance, John Dillon, Ans^n Murphy, John P. Lynch,

E C. Kiecker, J. li. Cooke, E. W. Cooke, T. S. Clark,

W. S. Merkle, Gus. Krening, A. W. Mitchell, L, Mathew.

The name of the club is "The Electric Circuit of St. Louis."

A permanent place of meeting will soon be chosen.

The Lancaster, Pa., & Terre Hill Street Kiilway com-
pany has b^en organized to build a line to take in four out-

lying towns.

The Chesapeake tV Washington Underground l^lectric

Railway company will, if its bill is passed, build from
Washington through southern Maryland to a sea bathing

resort on the Chesapeake beach. The Robertson insulated

conduit electric system will be used.

Under the title of the Verband dcr l'",lecktrctcchniker

Deulschland*:, an association has just been constituted in

Berlin. The members comprise the leading electrical

firms, many scientific notabilities, and rcprevcntatives of all

the electro-technical societies now scattered throughout Ger-

many. The .scope of the union is very varied, as in addi-

tion to being an electrical institution it will watch over the

interests of the industry, and give reliable information

concerning the views of electrical engineers. An ins'.ancc

quoted as showing the necessity of such an institution was
the case of the recent tcle(;raph act, and it is now in-

tcnde<l that the union shall be of use in connection with

the forthcoming legislation on electric light and power
industries. All those cither directly or indirectly interested

in the different branches of electrical applications, and
particularly industrud customers and municipal and other

administrations, will be invited to join the union, which i.s

to hold its first annual assembly in August or Sep'cmbcr
next.
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Members and Visitors.

Following is a carefully prepared list of the members and

visitors in attendance;

Aci^erman, 1'. C New Vorl<, N. V,

Adams, A D... Indianapolis. Ind.

Adams, IT. C New York. N. V.
Adams, Dr. Wellingtcn St. Louis, Mo.
Ambler. T. N St. Louis. Mo.
Armstrong, E. A Camden, N. J.
Armstrong, Miss l-'.lizabeth VV Camden, N. J.
Ashton, W. H Dayton, 6.
Atkinssn, E. P New York, N. ^^

Austin. W. B., and wife Rensselaer, Ind.

Ayer, James I St. Louis, Mo.
Ayers. M. P Jacksonville, III.

Babcock, C. A .Cuyahoga Falls, O.
Babcock. E. L Cuyahoga Falls, O.
Bailey Geo. C Chicago. III.

BaMey, Wm. J Chanute, Kan.
Baird, M. E Windsor, Conn.
Baker, C. O.

, Jr New York, N. Y.
Ball, \V. D Chicago. III.

Barnes, C. K. Rochester, N. Y.

Earth, J. D DeSoto, Mo.
Bauer. A. H Chicago, III

Beal, M. A Rockford. III.

Bean, W. Worth St. Joseph, Mich.
Beetle. Geo. L Chicago, III.

Bell, Dr. Louis Boston, Mass.
Berkey, John A St. Paul, Minn.
Bernard, E. G Troy, N Y.

Bibber, Cfiares E Boston, Mass.
Bishop, R. S Lockport, N. Y.

Blaster, G IT Pittsburg. Pa.

Boardman, T. S Kenosha, Wis.
Booker, S. G St. Louis, Mo.
Bradley, Chas. S Rochester. N. Y.

Bragg. C. A Philadtlphia, Pa.

Bragg. J. B KirksviUe. Mo.
Brooks, H. H Boston. M.1S5.

Brophy, W'iiliani Boston. Mass.
Brown, C. E Chicago, Ill-

Bryan, VV. II St. Louis Mo.
Bryant, W. C Bridgeport, Conn.
Bulkley, M.J Chicago. III.

Barleigh, John J., wife and daughter. . . . Camden, N. Y.

Burns. P. C ,,00 St. Louis, Mo.
Buss, E. W Chicago, 111.

Butler, C. J Jonesboro, InJ.

Cable, PaulD Chicago. 111.

Campbell, S S Denver, Colo.

Games, W. W Memphis, Tenn.
Carpenter, C. E Bndgeport, Conn.
Gassier, Louis, and wife New York, N. Y'.

Churchill. F. A., Jr St. Louis, Mo.
C'aflin, G. E Kansas City, Mo.
Clark, D. M -- Vandalia, M.
Clark, Anna M Vandalia, II'.

Clark. Srnest L Chicago, III.

Cleveland, W B Cleveland, O.
Clohessey. Thos F Kansas City, Mo.
CHsdell, P. A Cincinnati. O.
Glower. D. M Dallas, Tex.
Coffman. John R Chicago. 111.

Colby, J. A Dj;s Moines. la.

Coleman, S. G Milwaukee. Wis.

Collins, L. W . Chicago, III.

Collins. W. F , Chicago. III.

Colvin, F. R .- New York, N. Y.

Conover, A. B Chicago, III.

Connor, J. F Chicago, III.

Corey, R, B New Y'ork, N. Y.

Corriveau, Albert J Montreal, Canada.
Cowgill, M. J Omaha, Neb.
Craig. H. C Stevens Point, Wis.

Crane, J. O Waterbury, Conn.
Crider, J. S Pittsburg. Pa.

Cross, A. A West Superior, Wis.
Grossman. T E Brooklyn, N. Y.
Culver, Frank S Eau Claire, Wis.
Cuming, Miss Philadelphia, Pa.

Cummings, E. A Chicago, III.

Cutter, Geo Chicago, 111.

Cutter, H.B Philadelphia, Pa.

Davis, D. L Salem, O.
DeCarap. A. J., wife and daughter Philadelphia. Pa
Dee, J. R Houghton, Mich.
Degenhardt, F. E Chicago, 111.

DeLand, Fred Chicago, III.

Dickerson, J W Chicago, 111.

Poao, T.M Jacksonville, 111.

Douglas, S. A Chicago. III.

Drake. F. E Chicago, III.

Dutton, A. W St. Louis, Mo.
Dyer, I. F St. Joseph, Mo.

Edgar, George B Cincinnati, O.
Elliott, H., Jr St. Louis. Mo.

Fairbanks, H. H W^orcester, Mass.
I'erguson, James Brooklyn, N. V'.

Ferguson, J. A St. Louis, Mo.
Flower, W. I , St. Louis, Mo.
Foote, J. B Batl'e Creek, Mich.
Foote, W. A J.ackson, Mich.
Forbes, Prof. Gfo London, Eng.
Fortiner. Miss .\nnie E Chicago, III.

Foust, Charles J Cincinnati. O.
Francisco, M 1., and wife Rutland, Vt.

Freund, II. W Vincenncs, Ind.

Gamp, Leo 11 Kansas City, Mo.
Gerlennn,

J. F. . . . .St. Louis, Mo.
Getz, K. J Buffalo, N. Y.

Godfrey, J. W New York, N. Y.
Goe, D. E Chicago. III.

Goldsmith. E. VV Chicago, 111.

Goodhue, Wells Chicago. III.

Gorke, II. J Syracuse, N. Y.
Grant, C. V\'.. and wife Davenport, la.

(jreenc, E. B Altoons , Pa.

Greene. VV. J Cedar Rapids, la.

Greene, Mrs. Moshier T Chicago. III.

Greene, B. E New York, N. Y.
(.Iregory, C. E Chicago, III.

Grier, Thomas G Chicago, III.

Gwynne, J. c; Steubenviile, O.

Hadaway. II. I Chicago. III.

Haines, H. M New York, N. Y.
Haley. C. S Boston. Mass.
Hall, E. J., Jr New York, N. Y.
Hall. A. Mitchell .N'ew York, N. Y.

Hammer, W. J New York, N. Y.

Ilardirg, IT, H Carthage, Mo.
Harvey. A.W Chicago. III.

Hatch, E. B New York, N. Y.

Hatch, E. B Hartford, Conn.
ITawkes Vivian - London. Eng.
Hayden, M. W New York. N. Y.
Ileinrich, E. II Pittsburg. Pa.

Heinrich. R. O Newark. N.J.
Higbee, E. IT.. Jr Roodhouse. III.

Hills, Charles I Boston, Mass.
Hinchliff. Wm. E Rockford, III.

nine, Henry P.ttsfield. Mass
Hodge, Wm. C Buffalo N. Y.
Hoover, John Pittsfield, Mass.
Hoover, P. II Chicago. III.

Hopkins, J. H .St. Louis, Mo.
Horr, J Peru. Ind.

Horry, W. S Philadelphia, Pa.

Howell, Wilson S Newark, N. J.

Hunter, D., Jr .•Vllegheny, Pa.

Isserle', Henry G !. .- New Y'ork, N. Y.

Jackson. Geo. T Norwich, Conn.
Jackson, George J New York, N Y.

Jenney. C. 13 . Indianapolis, Ind.

Jones, C E Cincinnati. 0.
Tones, A. J New B-nnswick. N. J.

Johnson, Thos S eubenville. O.
Johnston W. J New York, N. Y.

Kearney. James M Chicago, I 1.

Kester. J. F Chicago. III.

Key. W. S Boston, Mass.
Kilbourne, Dr. E. C Seattle, Wash.
Knight, J. C New York, N. Y.
Knight, C. S Fo't Wayne, Ind.

Knight, W. C Fort VVayne, Ind.
Korst. P. H Racine. Wi=.
Koh'er, Frank , Chicago. III.

Kohler, George A Chicago, III.

Lane, F. A Cleveland O.
Larkin, Edwin L Griesburg. III.

Laurence. A. B New York, N. Y.
LeVake L. B Cleveland, O.
Lipscomb, M. L ; Columbia, Mo.
Little, E. \V New York, N. V.
Little, E. E Pittsburg. Pa.
Little, F. P Buffalo, N. Y.

Mace, Romaine New York, N. Y.
MacKie. Robb Cincinnati. O.
Magee, F. A New York, N. \'.

Manson, George T., and wife New York, N Y.
Manning. IT. S Chicaso. III.

Man waring. A. H. and wife Philadelphia. Pa.

Markland. W. II .A.ltoona, Pa.

Martin, T. C New York, N. Y.

Martin. A. T Philadelphia, Pa.

Martin. John K Philadelphia, Pa.

Marsh. J. W Pittsburg. Pa.
Mason, Frank C Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mason, J. H -.Boston, Mass.
Matthews, W. N Sr. Louis. Mo.
Mayo, Geo Rockford, 111.

McCuliough. W. E Beardstown, III.

McDuffie. H. H Pittsburg, Pa.

McFall, C. H New Orleans, La.
McFarland, G. E Davenport, la.

McGonnigle. R. G Pittsburg, Pa.

Mclntire, C Newark, N. J,
McKinlock, VV. C Chicago, III.

McKinlock, W. H Chicago, III,

McMaster. Frank Chicago. III.

McRae, A. L Rolla. Mo.
McQuaide, J. P New York, N. Y.
Mead, C. K., and wife Des Moines. la.

Merrit, Matt M Boston, Mass.
Miller, J. D New York, N. V.
Miller, A. M Kansas City, Mo.
Miller, J. II Springliclil, O.
Mitchell. P. VV New York, N. Y.
Moore. John J Toledo, O.
Moore, F Pittsburg. Pa.

Moore, John J New York, N. \'.

Morgan, Miss Carrie VV Camden, N. J,
Morrison, VV J Syr.icu'c, N. V.
Morse, S. F. B Chicago. III.

.Mosher, J. A Chicago, III.

Myers, Geo. M. and wile Kans.is City Mo.
Myers, II. C New York, N. V.

Nahm, Louis St. Louis. Mo.
Newton, A. D Windsor, Conn.
Newton, C. E Hartford, Conn.
Nichols, Ficderic Toronto, Ont.
Niphcr, Prol F. E '. St. Louis, Mo.

Noll, Augustus New York, N. V.
Xorcross, P., and wife jaeesviUt, Wis.
Nunn, P. .N Tclluride, Colo]
Ogdcn, D H., and wife Chicago III

O'lLara, J. I; ...Chicago. III.

Oiborn, W. T Kansas City. Mo.
Osborne, VV. F New York, N. V.
0«vold, Wm New Orleans, La.

Packard. W. D Warren, O.
Page.Chas.T Chicago, III.

Paiste, H. T Pniladclphia, Pa.
Pardee, E. T Syracuse, N. V.
Parker, J. H Si.Josepb, Mo.
Partridge, A St. I^uis, Mo.
Pearson, F. J O.Triaha, Neb.
Peck, E. F Brooklyn. .V. V.
Penn. Jerome Washington Court House. O.
Peniz, James A Philadelphia. Pa.
Perry, Nelson W New York, N. V.
Perry, D. P Chicago, III.

Perry, F. L Chicago. III.

Porter, Geo. V New York, N. V.
Poston, M Nelsonvi;ic, O.
Powers, E. 1 Chicago. III.

Price, C. VV New York. N. V.
Pyle, George C Indianapolis, Ind.

Quine, Mrs. J. K... Rochester, N Y.
Quinlan, J. H Toronto, Ont.

Rando'ph, R. J Cincinnati. O.
Redman, G. A. and wife Rxhester. N. Y.
Reiman, G L Chicago. III.

Richards IT. T New York, N Y.
Roberts, W. B Rockford, M.
Rodman, C. L . Ravenna. O.
Rollins. E. W Denver. Colo.
Rose. P. N . . St. Looii, .VIo.

Ross, G. A Kansas City, Mo.
Royce, F. VV Washington. I). C.
Ryan, T. J C'ncinnati. O.

Sargent, Addison G Boitcn. Ma.'s.
Schitlijr, Fred A Cleveland, o!
Schlosser, F S. Louis, Mo.
Scott, Campbell L->uisvi"le. Ky.
Scribner, I Chicago, II.
Scudder, C. R St Louis, M.i.
Searing, George S Chicago. IH.
Searles, A. M Chicago. III.

Seeley, John A New York. N. Y.
Seixas, E. F Chicago. III.

Sexton, Howard VV A.nniston. A\3.
Seym-'ur. E. VV. New Yoik. N. V.
Shain. C. D New York. .V. Y.
Shay. J. IT Chicago. III.

Shrader, Wm Columbia. Mo.
Shullz. J. A. J ... St. Louis. Mo.
Shumwav. J. N. C Taylorville. III.

Slater, H. B Canjon City. Colo.
Small. H. IT Ch'cago. III.

Sm'th, Frank B Sprirgtield. Mo.
Smith. H. J Nrw Y'ork N. Y.
Smith, T. Carpenter Philadelphia. Pa.
Smith, Thos. H Denver, Colo.
Smith, T. Perry Fayette. Mo.
Stacey, Thomas S Chicago, IM.
S"earnes, R. S Cincinnati. O.
Sredman Geo. C St. Louis. Mo.
Ste.ling. K. IT Denver, Colo
Stewart, C. VV Chicago, 111.

Stillwell, L. B Pittsburg. Pa.
Stockwell, Edward Chicago. III.

Stump, C. E New York. N. V
Sullivan. M.J Chicago, III.

Sunny, B. E Chicago. Ill

Swetland, H. M , ... New Yo:k, N. V.

Tabor, Robert r, Boston, Mass.
Taft, Benjamin BsMon. Mass.
Talcotr, George F Boston. Mass.
Talmage, C. H St. Louis. Mo.
Taltavall, J. B New York, N. Y.
Taylor. A Pitt^lie^d, Mass.
Terry, F. S Chicafo. III.

Tesla. Nikola New York. N. Y.
Thebauth. T E Chicago, III.

Thompson, A. C St. Louis, Mo.
Tibbe, .\. A VVashineion. Mo.
Tice, Edwin S Minneapolis. Minn.
Townlev. Calvert Pittsburg. Pa.
Tuder, II. C Baltimore. Md.
Turner, John Cincinnati, O.

Urquh.ari, D. F Boston. Mass.

Valentine, John Chicago. 111.

W'ade, E E Co'orado Springs, Colo.
W'arren. A. P Favcttc. Mo.
Webb, Herbert Laws New Voik. N. V.
Western, B. R New York. N. Y.
Weston. Edward Newark. N. I.

White. C. P Evansvillc, In.'i.

Whitehead. S. E Carthage, M^,
VV'hitney. L. C New Britain. Conn.
Wilkins, E Ward Pniladelphia. P>.
WilUrd, K. S.. ai d w f.- (."uvahoga Falls. O.
Wilmerding, C. U Chicago, III.

VVilshire. J. VV Cincinnati, O.
W'ilson, Fremont New V'ork. N. V.
Wilson. C. E ; Chicago. III.

Wilson, C. II Chicago, M.
Wirt, Charles Chicago, III

Wood. M. M Chicago, III

Wood. Tas. I Fori VViyne In^l.

VV.od, E. E New York N V.
Woods, C. O S*. l.ouis. Mo.
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WuQder, F A., and wife Chicago, 111.

Wurts, Alex. Jay.... Pittsburg, Pa.

Wj'ant, Robert E. . .
Birmingham, Conn.

Young, E. P Sewickley, Pa.

Zimmerman, F. C .Carterville, 111.

Convention Notes, Exhibits and Per-
sonals.

E. W. Goldsmith was on hand to represent the Western

Electric company, Chicago.

H. H. Small joined the forces of the Central Electric

company, Chicago, at the Southern.

Secretary F. H. Korst of the Badger Electric company,

Racine, Wis., came down from Chicago on the convention

train.

The popular assistant secretary of the Brush Electric

company. Leonard B. LeVake, did the honors for the

central office.

E. Ward Wilkins of the Pai trick & Carter company of

Philadelphia was on hand to explain the merits of his

company's goods.

The Okonite Wire company was represented by Gen-
eral Manager George T. Mansoo, who royally entertained

his many Iriends.

Little pink circulars marked '"Insullac'' told their own
story, and did good work for the Massachusetts Chemical

company of Boston.

Charles T. Page of thi Englewood Electric Lieht com-
pany, Englewood, 111., came up on the

'

' DIam ond
Special" Friday night.

Rockford, III., was ably represented by William E.

Roberts and Gaorge A. Mayo of the Rockford Electric

Maonfacturing company.

George C. Bailey of Chicago, western manager for

John A. Roebling's Sons company, Trenton, N. J., was a

visitor at the convention.

Edward Stockwell of the Washburn & Moen Manu-
facturing company did the honors for his house at the

Southern Ilotei (page ity.)

Joseph W. Wilshire, president of the Card Electric

Motor & Dynamo company, Cincinnati, O., dropped into

St. Louis to shake hands with his old friends.

The big belt in the corner of the rotunda in charge of

E. P. Atkinson showed that Ctas. A, Schieren & Co oE New
Y jrk are still doing business at the old stand.

P. H. Hoover of "P & B" fame reached St. Louis over

another route than that of the "Diamond Special," but he
made his arrival known to the delegates and visitors.

Walter C. McKinlock was on hand to push the National

india rubber wire. Mr. McKinlock had no samples to

speak of, leaving the good goods to speak for themselves.

H. S. Nfanning, who is now in charge of central station

work for the General Electric company, renewed his ac-

qaaintance with many old friends at the St. Louis gather-

ing.

The Boston incaniescent lamp was exhibited on a b'^ard

in the neighb^rhooi of the display mide by the Falconer
Manufacturing company. Matt M. Merritt displayed the

lamp.

ll is hardly necessary to say that J. II. Shay of the

MuQson Bslting company could not resist the opportunity

that the convention presented of meeting many old

friends.

George C. Pyle of Indianapolis, sd well known through
his work as a designer of electric head lights, was a promi-

nent tigure among the delegates in the rotunda at the
Southern.

A near neighbor of the sample board of Hart switches

was the small dispUyof the Sperry Electric Mining Ma-
chine company, consisting of Sperry fuse links and copper
terminals Cpage 1 17).

Of cDursiC. D. Jenney, of the Jenney Electric Motor
company, Indianapolis, Ind., took the opportunity to

steal a few days from his business to partake of the
convention hospitality.

C. H. WiUon of Wilson c^ Jackson, contractors,

Chicago, attended the convention, Mr. Wilson, it will

be remembered, is no longer a telephone man, having gone
into the general contracting business.

The popniar Gsorge S. .Searing, although backed by only
the small exhibit shown to the right on page 117, left no
one in doubt as to the good points of that very meritorious
invention, the Mart it Hcgcman switch.

The Falconer Nfanufacturing company of Boston made
a small Mhibit, JUusirated to tnc left on page 117. This
company manufactures incandescent light 5.upph'cs and has
its office and factory at 1 Hartford street, Beaton,

M, W. Harden, of the Law Battery conrtpany of New
York, renewed hh acquaintance wilh hh many friends.

It h rumored that thU well-known concern is about to

bring out an Imporlant novelty in the electrical line.

Geo. F. Tafcott, of the Campbell Electrical Supply
company, was on hand, and the little group of samples,
at the center of which the Diamond iran^-formcr stands
preeminent ("psge 114, > shows that somebody's time was
not wasted.

The Falls RiTct ?£ Machine company, Cuyahoga Falls,

Ohio, although not miking -/rhat could be called an exhibit,

nevertheless attracted afientioo through the agency of
namcTOas hancfsome illustrations of electric lighting and

power plants A number or blue prints, photographs and
any amount of descriptive matter, arranged about a parlor

on tables, did good work in keeping the company before

electrical men.

George C. Bailey, western manager of John A. Roeb-
ling's Sons company, was at the convention. Mr. Bailey

did not talk much about business, but it is reported that

numerous large orders found their way into his note book.

The well known manufacturer of switches, H. T. Paiste

of Philadelphia, spent a few hours in St. Louis during the

convention. On account, however, of pressing business Mr.
Paiste was obliged to return home earlier than he antici-

pated.

S. F. B. Morse came down on the convention train from
Chicago, and he and Edward B. McClees not only enjoyed
life but quietly did a great deal of missionary work that

will lead to still more extensive introduction of Day's
Kerite.

Who represented the Diehl motor at the convention?
No one seemed to know; but, somehow or other, on every
chair in the rotunda and throuohout the parlors upstairs

a little chocolate-colored pamphlet wilh gold trimmings
told its own story.

A convention without General Agent P. C. Ackerman
of the American Electrical Woiks of Providence, R I.,

would be a quiet affair. He bad many pcckets they were
well filled with solid testimonials in the way of orders from
his many friends.

General Manager C. E. Bibber, of the Consolidated
Electric Manufacturing company of Boston, showed the

merits of his new arc light dynamo by the aid of a complete
detail print of this michine, which resulted in several

orders for this apparatus.

The big Chapman iron body heavy steam valve, illus-

trated on page 117, shows that the Chapman Valve Manu-
facturing company cf Indian Orchard, Mass., proposed
that electrical steam users should have an opportunity to

judge ofthe merits of its device.

Thomas G. Grier of Chicago started the ball rolling

for the Bryant Electric companv the moment the Chi-
cago delegates began to gather at tiie 39lh street station.

The little note book told its own stories of the Paiste

switch and o'.her Bryant devices.

W. J. Hammer> the noted New York electrician and ex-

pert, was on ha nd at the convention. Mr. Hammer
visited Chicago before returning to New York, to make
arrangements for the quarters of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers at the World's Fair.

Electrical Engineer Wm. P, Bryan was indefaligable

in his effjrts to do the honors for St, Louis. Mr. Bryan,
though, was but one of many that lost their sleep in order
that the vi.sitors might leave with a full understanding
of what was meant by St. Louis hospitality.

W. H. Ashton of Dayton, Oaio, representing the Dayton
Fan & MotcTr company, was on hand, and his cheerful

countenance told the story of a rapidly increasing business.

F. J. Pearson of Omaha, Neb , electrical engineer of the

Ojiaha Power company, accompanied Mr. Ashton.

E. G. Barnard of the E. G. Barnard company of Troy,
N. Y., left a token of his beneficence with almost every
convention delegate in the shape of an elegant card case
and pocket-book. These little gifts will serve to remind
many that there is on the market a ''perfect" arc cut-

out.

The Stanley Manufacturing company, of Pittsfield,

Mass., was represented by President C. E. Atwater and
General Manager Hine, who came with the Chicago
party. They expressed themselves as pleased with the
business results of their attendance upon this conven-
tion.

The Mather Electric company of Boston recognized the
fact that electric light men are mechanics, and have to use

tools on many occasions. An ingenious pocket screw-driver

presented by Chas. I. Hills, will keep the company before

the eyes of many electric light men through the coming
year.

E. G. Bernard of Troy, N. Y,, was in attendance at

the convention and had with him several of the Powers
arc cut-outs, which he exhibited to central station men,
who were much interested in this neat and handsome de-

vice, which li already in use on hundreds of arc cir-

cuits.

The Mi>isouri Electric Repair company, through
Manager E. B. Tyler, did good work in pushing the

iCurcka tempered copper at the convention. This coin-

pany makes a specially of armature winding and com-
mutator work, its odiceH are at 16 South 9th street, St.

LouiK.

H. H, Brooks, secretary of the Circular Loom company
of lioston. Mass , was obliged to remain until the conven-
tion adjourned on account of the many engagements
which he was obliged to keep v/ith the men who desired to

investigate his wire. He had expected to be in attend-

ance only one day.

President H. C. Adams of the Phillips Insulated Wire
company told the story of the mcritw of his well-known
v/irc by the aid of that hand-iome sample ca'ic now so well .

known to every central station man. The illustration on
page ii.t will give the reader an idea of the appearance of

this sample CISC.

Judge Armstrong header! a jolly parly at the Southern,
Mifc* Armstrong, the judgc'ft fttstcr. Miss Morgan and
Miss Forlincr <litl the lionori*. These tadicB were tnonl

ho-4pllably fnlerlainc<i by the ladien' reception committee
and v/crf: entliii lactic in their praise of the many court-

esies extended. Judge Armstrong and party left for

Chicago Friday night. The ladies spent a few days in

the World's Fair City and thence they returned to Cam-
den, N. J , to visit Miss Armstrong.

The Consolidated Electric Manufacturing company
of Boston was pushing its automatic arc dynamo at the
convention. The Consolidated arc dynamo is well

spoken of, as are also tiie company's single and double
carbon lamps. The Elkins regulator, too, has many
meritorious features.

The Westinghouse company distributed a circular gotten

up in handsome style, entitled "The Sawyer-Man Stopper
Lamp," which told the convention delegates where the

new lamp could be purchased. The illustrations in this

catalogue were very fine, and the various features of that

much talked-of lamp were fully explained.

Of course F. A. Wuuder and wife found their way to

the Southern in time to get something of the enjoyment
offered by the hospitab'e St. Louisans. Mr. Wunder
makes his headquarters in Chicago, but is of necessity

away a great deal of the time, so the convention presented

an opportunity for him to see his many friends.

W. H. Ferris, manager of the Enterprise Electric com-
pany of St. Louis, availed himself of the splendid oppor-
tunity offered at the Southern Hotel and other points dur-

ing the convention time in St, Louis to remind his good
friends among the electric light men that the "N. I. R.''

wire and cables were among the best in the land.

P. L. Rose, of the Rose Electric Light Supply company,
St. Louis, distributed among the convention delegates a
neat little card giving the places of interest to visitors in

St. Louis. Mr. Rose is doing a flourishing business in

electrcal apparatus that "has seen some usage.'' He ex-

pec)s shortly to establish a branch office in Chicago.

EdA^in S. Tice, representing the Tice-Lintner Electric

company of Minneapolis, was in attendance, but a de-

layed case of instruments prevented him covering all the

ground he had hoped to. The Tice-Lintner Electric com-
pany, however, is a name that will stay with many that

visited the convention. Mr. Tice mnde many friends.

To omit a word in mention of the efficient services of

James McKearney, electrician of the Southern hotel,

would show an inappreciative spirit of one man's hard

work, Mr. McKearney is an old Thomson-Houston man
and has many friends among the delegates. He has entire

charge of a lighting plant of 50 arcs and 500 incandcscents.

F. S. Terry, Charies Wirt and D. E. Goe kept the

Ansonia Electric company well before the minds of not

only the convention people but the local St. Louis buyers.

as well. The Ansonia company made no pretense at an
exhibit, although Mr. Wirt was on hand to show his new
meter, illustrated on page 117, to those interested in such

apparatus.

Not a few convention delegates wondered why Harry
Bishop, general western agent of the Massachusetts
Chemical company of Boston, went about with such a

smiling face. No one knew, however, except those who
had a glimpse into a well filled order book. Mr. Bishop
says that his sales of Insullac in St. Louis were beyond
his fondest expectation.

A. D. Adams, of the Commercial Electric company
oflndianapolis, Ind , spent several days at the convention.

Mr. Adams, it will be remembered, read one of the

ablest ofthe convention papers and received a number
of compliments for his thoroughly scientific treatment of

a subject most interesting to builders desiring efficiency

in dynamos.

Of course Fred E. Degenhardt came down with the

"boys" on the convention train from Chicago. Mr. Deg-
enhardt did considerable business on the way down, and in

consequence felt justified in shaking off business during a

few hours at the convention. "There is still only one wire

in the market," he says, "and the Standard underground

cable is that wire,"

The Helios Arc Lamp company of Philadelphia was
represented by General Manager l». C. Spruance, who
was kept very busy in showing the many admirers of this

well known lamp its many prominent features in detail.

Among the large orders that he booked during his stay at

the convention was one from the Missouri Electric Light

company of St. Louis.

E. B. Hatch, general manager of the M. W. Johns
Manufacturing company of Hartford, Conn., greeted his

many western friends at the convention, and it was evident

that they had not forgotten that this company's well known
moulded mica waj^ necessary for complete installations of

electrical work. Mr. Hatch placed a large number of

orders and was correspondingly happy.

Why Wells Goodhue, of Taylor, Goodhue & Ames of

Chicago, was one of the best advertised men of the con-

vention is a question that the Wkstjjrn Electrician
answered on its back cover in the last issue. With that

courtesy that characterizes this energetic concern as a

whole, Mr. Goodhue added many a name to the already

long list of the new firm. Mr. Goodhue did not come for

business, but an ingenious little model of the Diamond
transformer (page 114) came to the notice of a great many
central station men nevcrihelcss.

The Mosher ICIectric company of Chicago made no

special exhibit at the convention, although its lamps were

inspected in practical operation at a numbei of points in

St, l.ou'if. President G. L. Keimann and Vice-president

J. A. Mosher, however, were on hand to enjoy the con-

vention. Secretary.and Treasurer J, V. Sheriffi was un-

able to attend, but Messrs. Rcimann and Mosher made
many friends, and the alternating lamp on exhibition .'it

the quarters of the Western Electrical Supply company
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and a lamp of direct current in the hall of the Electrical

cluh in the Equitable building aided them greatly in ihtir

task of pointing out the many meritorious features that

characterize the Mosher apparatus.

The Elkhart transformer and the Meslon fan motors

for alternating currents were especially pushed at the con-

vention by the Electric Appliance company of Chicago.

This concern is now handling a swinging ball lightning

arrester, and the long list of testimonials presented in the

company's circular distributed at the convention told the

story of an unbroken record of success.

People who ' took notes" will have good cause to re-

member J. W, Godfrey of the New York Insulated Wire
company, who took advantage of the occasion to advertise

not only the well-known Orimshaw insulated wire, but to

make better known, if possible, the company's popular

general manager by publishing a note book that had for a

frontispiece a handsome portrait of Mr. Godfrey.

Geo. J. Jackson, general agent of the Norwich Insulated

Wire company of New York, held court in an upper parlor,

and his handsome case of wire samples (page 114), repre-

senting almost every conceivable sort of insulated wire and
cable, reminded the convention delegates that the Norwich
company had a "pusher" in the Southern Hotel who was
fully capable of pointing cut the merits of paper insula-

tion.

The Central Electric company of Chicago lent its ener-

gies to the direction of pointing out the merits of the

Lundell motors, but William H. McKinlock and Charles
E. Brown did their usual good work for the world-re-

nowned Okonite wire. Ir terior conduits, too, shared their

attention, and during the lunch hour on Wednesday there

was hardly a man in the rotunda of the hotel who was not
reading the Architects^ Electrical Bulletin.

The Ansonia Electric company (formerly the Electrical

Supply company of Chicagi ) made no attempt at a dis

play eshib t. Charles Wirt, however, was on hand to ex-

plain the merits of the ingenious meter that bears his

name. The Ansonia Electric company realized that

the opporlunity was an excellent one tor adverttsirjg, and
circulars without number were distributed among the

delegates.

C. B. McCIees, one of ihe pioneers in the manufac-
ture of insula'ed wires and cables, having been asso-

ciited for years with "Div's Kerite," which is almost a
household word among all users of wire for electrical

purpoe?, was at the St. Louis convention with a furd
of Information for everybody about cables and a stock
of o'd-;ime telegraph and telephone anecdotes. Mr.
McC ees has been spending some time in Chicago and
is still here,

Stephen A. Douglas, district manager of the Brush
Electric company at Chicago, shook visitors by the hard
and appeared totally indifferent to all orders U r dynamc-
electric machines, but somebody said that there was a
man at the convention from the Biush company who man-
aged to get in a great deal of work that might be charac-
terizen by tVe adjective "fine." Mr. Douglas has made a
name for himself by his successful handling of the
Cnicago office of the Brush company.

Word has been received from H. W. Freund, general
managei of the Vincenne- Electric Light & Power
company, to the effect that his company at i s recent
annual meeting re-elected its present directors and general
manager. The company rep )rts a one himdred per cent,
increase in business and that $20,000 worth of new
apparatus has been installed during the last six months.
It is saiJ that the Vincennes compiny has one of the
neatest and best equipped plants in the United States.

Of course, E. F. Seixas of the Chicago & St. Louis
Electric Railway company was on hand,, and it was gen-
erally conceded that General Manager Bleyer of the Chi-
cago ofHce of tins enterprise knew his business when he
sent such an energetic and hustling representative to the
convention. Mr. Seixas didn't carry samples, picture
cards or circular^, but it was difficult to find a man
at the convention who would say a word against the Chi-
cago & St. Louis Electric railway after a chat with Seixas.

Alexander, Barney A: Chapin. of New York, seldom
do anything except it be in an effective manner. Their
well-known representative. H. G. Issertel, presented the
gentlemen attending the Wednesday morning session of
the convention handsome bouionnieres. In ihe after-
noon the ladies in attendance were given beautiful bou-
quet-, which were worn at Mr, Tesla's lecture ihat same
evening. Mr. Issertel, as usual, presented his many
electrical novelties in such a manner that secured a large
patronage for this well-known house.

C. J. Butler, manager of the Indiana Rubber & Insu-
lated Wire company, ran into St. Louis, stealing a day
from an extended business trip. Mr. Butler srates that
he is now busy closing the Chicago oflice in order that the
business might be concentrated at Marion, Ind. The
factory is still at Joncsboro, Ind.. but he feels that the fa-
cilities are better at Marion. The works are now about
four miles from the oflice, and the prospects are that under
the new arrangement the business of the company will not
only be better systematized but rapidly increased.

Away up in the top, but not enlirelv out of sight by
any means, owing to the energetic efforts of John R.
Coffman, general sales ageni, was the exhibit of the
Eureka Tempered Copper company. This concern Is

well known in the eleclrical trade as the sole manufac-
turers of pure tempered copper. The line displayed by
Mr. Coftman consisted of a great variety of ^ample"6
(page 116), and almost every electrical 'fixture that
might be made of copper was exhibited. A line of

commutator segments for all standard arc light machines
was shown. There was also exhibited copper trolley

wheels, copper brushes, copper bearings, tempered sheet
copper, and last but not least of the interesting exhibit

were samples of electric street railway motor pinions,

also made of copper. It will be remembered that this

concern makes a point of being the only manufacturer
of tempered pure copper.

D. P, Perry and F. E. Drake of the Standard company,
Chicago, excited the admiration of the delegates by an ex-

hibit of Standard lamps operated from the house circuit of

the Southern Hotel. Mr. Perry knew his business when he
hung two Standard lamps in the rotunda at the Southern
Hotel, and it is needless to say that almost every convention
delegate had an opportunity to judge of the merits of the

Standard weatherproof double service lamp and the indoor
single service Standard lamp. The Standard company,
through Mr. Perry's energetic efforts, was never in a more
prosperous condition than it is to-day.

Treasurer C. E. Newton of the Jewell Belting company
impressed himself upon the memories of all those present

by presenting each with a handsome folding pocketbook.
Pocket folders, however, might have been referred to as

the order of the day, for it should not be forgotten that

Thos. G. Grier, the pushing young Chicago manager of

the Bryant Electric company, started the ball roUing
almost before the convention train left Chicago by dis-

tributing a pocket folder. This folder carried an illustra-

tion showing a prairie train leaving the Monadnock build-

ing in Chicago to carry out to the fair grounds a large

order of Bryant switches that was recently booked.

Arc and incandescent light globes were the order of
the day in room 3S1 at the Southern, where the firm of
James J Murray & Co., of Philadelphia, presented sam-
ples. This company was represented by J. K. Martin,
through whose courteous treatment of ail visitors the
company has undoubtedly made many friends in

the western trade. Without going into the entire line

of samples displayed, it may be said that almost every
conceivable variety of globe that might be needed by an
electric light central station man was exhibited (page 115).

Mr. Martin is pushing his company's goods in the West,
where there is unquestionably a large field for his ener-
getic efforts.

A little late perhaps, in one sense, but well in time as far

as tffect is concerned, was the Bryant Electric company of
Bridgeport, Conn. W. C. Bryant and Thos. G. Grier of
Ch cago were out bright and early Tuesday morning, but
owing to a delayed ca=e of samples, a handsome exhibit

(page 1 17) of china and other well-known types of Bryant
switches was not prepared until We 'nesday afternoon.
But as many things that are la^t are not least, so it was
with the Bryant company, and Messrs. Bryant and Grier
werewell repaid for their extra trouble ia getting things
rtady. The Bryant compaay, it will be remembered, now
controls the Paiste switches, K. W. rosettes and special-

ties, the Cleveland arc cut-outs, etc.

The Electric Construction & Supply company was rep-

lesented by General Manager R. B. Corry. Mr. Corry
did not undertake to make any ex'ensive exhibit, although
he had two arc lamps running in connection with the
Eddy company's exhibit. These lamps were hung in two
windows opening out into the rotunda at the Southern and
reminded one that the Electrical Construction Zl Supply
company was in the field to do business. The Ward lamp
is already very well known in S*-. Louis, and there are a
large number in practical operation in that pity. One
of the lamps exhibited was what is known as the "com-
mercial lamp." and the other was a specially designed
lamp made in handsome style for interior service,

A. H. Bauer, the electrician of the Pullman company,
was called by special invi'ation from Chicago to New
York that he might accompany the convention train to St.

Louis and take charge of the electric lighting service. It

was rumored, though, that Mr. Bauer was wanted more
for his good company than for his services, for F. W.
Raven of Wayne, III., was the practical man on board the
train, under whose personal supervision a most brilliant

and successful run was made. The usual Pullman electric

lighting equipment was in service on the convention train.

The Eckemeyer dynamo, the Little Brotherhood engine,
the River and Rail cells, did their work in a manner that
left nothing to be desired. All voted that Mr. Bauer
knew how to light a convention train.

The General Incandescent Arc Light company of New
York made an extensive exhibit of arc lamps. A G.
Noll, superintendent of the company, was in charge of the
display. This exhibit contained a number of lamps of
unique design. A number of decorative arc lamps on in-
candescent circuits were shown and central station men
were lavish in their praises of the ornamental lamp for in-

terior service. It is a fact that one had to see this exhibit be-
fore coming to a realization of how pretty the decoration on
an arc lamp could be made. Superintendent Noll, by his
courteous treatment of all inquirers, made many friends
for the General company. Some idea of the character of
the concern's exhibit may be had from the view presented
on page 115.

George Cutter of Chicago had the misfortune to betaken
ill on the way down to the convention, and although it was
the regret of many that the popular Chicago electrical spec-
ialist was not on hand in person to tell in his original man-
ner of the 'very latest and best thing out," a corps of efii-

cient representatives kept him from anxitty lest the oppor-
tunity be lost. The picture on page 117 shows that George
Cutter's exhibit was one of the most extensive .it the con-
vention. To mention all the different specialties would
be to wriie a catalogue. It may be said that the lamp sup-
porting pulley that Satan's minions have so much difficulty

in tearing down made many new friends, as did the Cut-
ler non-inductive volt and ammeter. Mr. Cutter made
quite a hit through an ingenious advertising scheme.

Every one who came near the Cutter exhibit was imme-
diately seized by either H. I. Iladawiy or Frank McMas-
ter, who had charge of the exhibit, and adorned at the
buttonhole with a small figure, impossible to describe, for
it wasn't a bouquet or it wasn't a rooster, but it ser^•cd
nevertheless to excite curiousity and in that v/ay answered
its purpose well.

The Salamander wire, represented by Mr. Stoctwell.
was pushed for all it v.'as worth. It will be remembered
that this is a wire already familiar to convention delegates
through the remarkable tests which it has repeatedly with-
stood in exhibitions given to illustrate its fire proof quali-
ties. The company claims that this wire will not bum if

exposed to a flame, and that the conductor can be healed
to the melting point without igniting the inside insulation.
"Salamander'' made many friends, and the few examples
exhibited undoubtedly made an excellent impression.

Charles E. Gregory, representing his new organization,
the Charles E. Gregory company of Chicago, was on band.
Mr. Gregory has lately changed his profession from that
of "a trader in electrical machinery that has seen some
usage" to that of "a dynamo utilitarian." The new
Gregory company is now offering a complete line of de-
sirable specialties, a number of which were exhibited at

the convention. One fixture that excited considerable at-

tention, and which, it was rumored, was the subject of
numerous orders, was the Pfluger arc lamp hanger. The
Plufger Acorn double-pole arc switch also excited consider-
able curiosity on the part of the arc light men present.
Mr. Gegory in reality made no pretense at an exhibit,

but a glimpse of the apparatus displayed is presented on
page 117.

Herbert A.Wagner, of the Wagner Electric Manufac-
turing company of St. Louis, made an interesting exhibit
at his office of his new alternating current motor. The
machine exhibited was for an ordinary 50 volt circuit

working at 16,000 alternations. The motor was of two
horse power and drove a direct current generator supply-
ing a bank of lamps. These Wagner alternating motors
are now being built up to ten horse power. Although
Mr. Wagner made no attempt to advertise his new mo'or
among the convention delegates, the fact that there was
a new type of alternating motor running succe-sfullv in

St. Louis caused considerable curiosity; in fac', it may
be said that although Mr. Wagner may not have been
aware of the fact, he had one of the most attractive

exhibits atSt. Louis.

One of the features of the round of entertainment so
generously proff"i;red by the hospitab'e St. Louisans was
the dinner g ven bv Dr. Wellington Adams on Thursday
evening to a number of v. siting and r<:sident scientists.

It ii perhaps needles^ to s^iy thai the guest of the even-
ing was Nikola Tesla. The guests from out of the city

were Edward Weston. Nikola Tesh, Mr. Bradlev. Mr.
SchrfHer, Mr. Stillwell and Dr. Louis Bell. These
genilemen were invited to meet Prof. Chaplin, chan-
cellor of Washington University. Prof. Prilchelt, presi-

dent of the St. L juis Academy of Science, Prof. F. E.
Nipher of the Chicago A: St. Louis Electric Raihvay
company and a number of other prominent St, Louis
scientists. The menu was elaborate, and Dr. Adams
dispensed proverbial St, Louis hospitality.

The Fort Wayne Electric company had an exhibit that ex-

cited the attention of lighting men 'page 1 16) Four arc lamps
in operation reminded all comers thai ihe Fort Wayne Elec-

tric company was keeping well abreast of the times in its

manufacture of lamps. C. S. Knight, general agent, and
James J. Wood electrician and general superintendent,
were on hand to point out the features of merit. There
were exhibited one short alternating arc lamp, one double
carbon lamp, one short constant potential arc lamp for

direct current circuits and one lamp 0/ ordinary length for

constant potential direct current circuits. Mr. Wood
pointed out that the feature of the new constant potential

lamps was that the extra resistance and fuses were all con-
tained in and on the one hanger board, with the switch for

the lamp in the lamp proper. This arrangement seemed
to be well appreciated, as it simplifies very materially the

work of the construction man.

The Singer Fire Alarm connanv o£ BufFilo. N. Y.,
has just completed the orgmizition of a local companv
in S'. Louis. The new location is in the Security build-

ing, and a station has been equipped with appiraius suf-

ficient to make coinection with 300 buildings. The
instruments employed are, however, more strictly speak-
ing, used for the protection against fire. The system is

operated on the closed circuit plan, current being supplied

from a storage battery. Those who iiave subscribed to the

system state that it is giving great satisfaction and new
customers are coming in rapidly. The company has
completed its first circuit of three and a half miles, and a
number of buildings are being put into the service.

Under the new organization Lainie lliggs undertakes
the management. Mr, Higgsiswell known in St. Louis
and Chicig"), and under his energetic policv it is only
reasonable to presume that the business of the Singer
company at St. Louis will advance at a rapid rate.

The two Cutters were there, but they took care to have
their exhibits well apart, and. both being favorites with

their respective customers, it was a toss up as to which
excited the most curiosity with his disp'ay of "Cutler"
specialties. H, B. Cutter of the Cuter Electrical Manu-
facturing company of Philadelphia exhibited some switches

in his parlor on the secocd floor (page 117^. On one beard
there were arranged a numberof tiieC. S. switches in such a
mnner as to show their special points of excellence. Theie
was the C. S. fiuih dcuble push switch, dcuble pole, sing'c

pole and three wire: also the C. S. flush double-push com-
mutation switch, three wire and four wire. In these

switches nothing is in sight but an ornamental face plate.

The designer claims, too, that ihcy are the only house
switches that indicate by the position of the push buttons
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the cooditioD of the current at a distant lamp; that is.

whether it is on or ofi. These are, however, but a few of

the strong points claimed for these fixtures. Mr. Cucter

also exhibited an ingenious device through which incan-

descent lamps might be lighted by the action of opening a

door. A special electrical lock was also shown, designed

for use in insane asylums or other institulions where it was

desirable that a lamp be lighted by the action of a key

opening a dcor.

General Agent M. E. Eaird, A. D. Neuton, secretary

and treasurer of the Eddy Motor company of Windsor,

Conn., "did" the convention in royal style. The Eddy
company's exhibit attracted a great deal of well deserved

attention. Messrs. Baird and Newton had brought with

them from the factory a 15 horse power motor and a i

horse power motor. These machires bad never been

exhibited before. They were of entirely new design.

The larger machine ran at the slow speed of 600 revolu-

tions per minute and was remarkable for its large and

well ventilated armature. The entire machine is com-

pactly built and embodied many ingenious features that go

to make op a thoroughly efficient type of motor. A
general idea of the new Eddy machine may be obtained

from the view on page 115. The 15 horse power motor

drove a small Wood dynamo that was connected to and
furnished current for two Ward arc lamps, • This com
bination exhibit caused considerable comment that was,

needless to say, favorable and would indicate that the

Eddy machine of new design will hold its own in the fight

for snpremecy.

The Interior Conduit & Insulation company had a

strong force at hand. The Central Electric company
of Cbicago, general agent, was represented, and also the

special agent, the Southern Electrical Supply company.
St. Louis, and these gentlemen, working in conjunction

with Romaine Mace, the New York company's special con-

vention representative, did good work in pushing the

Lundell motors. The picture on page 115 will give a good
idea of tne company's small but interesting exhibit. Two
Lundell motors, half kilowatt each, were coupled together

with a flexible shaft coupling, and one was used as a

generator. The idea of arranging the plant this way was
to illustrate in a manner beyond dispute the company's
claim of an unusual efficien'^y. Weston instruments were

employed, that reliable readings might be obtained. The
Interior Conduit Insulation company also exhibited its

new combined exhaust fan and mo'or outfit. This fan

^s very compact, the motor being entirely inclosed and

the fan proper well guarded. The Johnson vice- lock

switch for conduit boxes also came in for a well deserved

share of attention.

Oae of the m^st unique exhibits at the convention was
that of Day's Kerite wires and cables, in charge of S. F. B.

Morse of Cushing & Morse, general western agenis at 22

Dearborn street. Chicago. This exhibit required no parlor

or special space, but nevertheless attracted considerable

attention. It consisted of five pieces of Kerite insulated wire

which had done actual service as follows: (i) Four yearsand

two months under the Milwaukee river carrying 2,400

volts daily without a leak. (2) Fifteen years in a common
gas pipe under the streets of Chxago; line still in daily

use without fault. (3) Nineteen years in service e.xposed to

wind and weather in Ottawa, Canada; line still in good
working order. (4) Twenty-four years on private line erected

by Prof, Morse; still in good condition. All these wires

were in excellent condition, and Mr. Morse had the original

authentic documents with him to prove their antiquity.

The last piece was tagged as follows: (5) "This piece of

Kerite wire was taken from the hand of a mummy afterward

proved to be that of Rameses the Third, who died about 4.000

years before Christ. It was a custom of the ancient

Egyptians to bury a piece of Kerite insulation with their

dM,d to signify eternity."

Th* Weston Instrument compauy, Newark, N. J., and
the Carpenter Enamel Rheostat company, Bridgeport.

Conn., o:cnpied a parlor on the same floor with those of

the electrical journals. The Weston people were there in

force, Edward Weston him-elf being present, with

Charles D, Shain and R. 0. Heinricb. All the various

lypK of the latest improved Weston instruments were dis-

played. To any one interested in delicate and accurate

roichinery this exhibit was very instructive. There were
shown station voltmeters, potential indicators and am-
mc'ers (tt direct current circuits. The Weston company
hn ia^t issued a catalogoc. which was presented to all

visitors, and described in detail a number of recent and
important improvements in existing types of instruments,

and also several new styles of meters fpagc nC;. The Car-

penter Enamel Rheostat company, however, shared the

honors with the Weston company, for the Carpenter rheo-

stat has been perfected of late to such a degree that many
were wonderin;; how small these compac fixtures could be

made, and cariosity led them, therefore, to make more
ibao a cawaal inspection. Charles K. Carpenter and

Charles D. Shain reminded all comers that the Carpenter

rheostat took up praaically but one-tenth the space that

was required for the ordinary old style resisunce box (^page

114).

C. O. iJakcr, Jr., roaster of transportation, was trc t-d

10 a pleaunt surprise on Wednesday afteincon at ihc

Soothern Hotel. The convcnlioti delegates had

agreed to a man that Mr. Baker was descrying

ot some token of appreciation irore weighty than

mere word of month, and a few of Mr, Baker s many
friends on the train qntctly went to work to see that

this good rcsolotioo was pat into practice. An elegant

siWer pnnch bowl and ladle were accordingly purchased and
presented to Mr. Baker. Fo'lowing are the names that

•wercatur.hid to the set of rc-solatioTis which accompanied it:

C. S. flalcv, U C. Whifnev. P. C. Ackcrman. I, C.
PicrrcJi, Fred W. Roycc, A. j. OeCanrtp, C, H. McEn-
tJre, T. C, Martin/ E. W. .Sevmour, C, E. Carpenter,

Wm. J. Hammer, II. H. Kalrba'nks, W. J. Morrison, H

C. Adams, James Ferguson, F. R. Colvin, Louis Bell,

Geo. T. Manson. B. E. Greene, E. G. Bernard, Geo. J.

Jackson. Benj. R. Western, W, C. Ervant. James A.
Pentz, Frank C Mason, J. D. Miller,'' E. P. Young,
Augustus Noll. M. T- Francii^co, H. J. Smith, Fred Dc-
Land,W. J. Johnston, A. D. Newton, M. E, Baird, C.E.
Newton. Chas. W. Price, W. F. Osborne, E. B. Hatch,
Chas D. Shain, John A. Seely, B. B. Corey, J. H.
Mason. E. F. Pc;ck. W. D. Packard, H. T. Richards,

Henry B. Cutter, R. O. Heinrich, Frank A. Magee, [.

B. Taltavall, T Carpenter Smith. Fremont Wilson,
William Smith Harvey, Wilson S. Howell, H. M.Swet-
land Nelson W. Perry, E. E. Wood, Louis Gassier, A,
I. Jones, A H. Manwaring.

A combination of exhibits was to be seen in parlor 54.

The Electric Selector & Signal company of New York, the

C. & C. Motor company of the same city, and the Inte-

rior Conduit company pre?ented au interesting assortment

of apparatus. C. P. MacKie, general manager of the

Selector company. Robb MacKie and II. Laws Webb
were on hand to point out the interesting features of this

novel and useful apparatus. This apparatus is already well

known to station managers, it having been exhibited at

previous conventions. In a word, the purpose of the indi-

vidual cut-outs, as the principal portion of the Seltector

company's apparatus is called, is to enable the dynamo
man or switch-board attendant in a central station to cut in

or out any lamp, group of lamps or motor on any circuit

at any given time without disturbing other lamps on the

same circuit. Since the exhibit at the ^ast convention in

Buffalo, the apparatus has been perfected in many details,

and to-day the company feels that it is about as near

perfection as is possible to bring it. Many central station

men watched the operation of the individual cut-outs.

which were shown in full working order as applied to var-

ious classes of service. The C. & C. company's exhibit was

operated in corjunction with that of the Selector company,
to furnish current for the lattei's outfit. A 7,'i horse power

500 volt motor driven from the city circuit was attached to

a 6 kilowatt i ro volt compound C. & C. dynamo, and this

last named machine was connected to the Selector

company's apparatus. The C. & C. company was
well lepresented by Central Manager Hall of

New Yoik and A. Mitchell. These gentlemen

together with C. E. Wilson of Chicago and E. B. Matlack

of St. Louis, left no chance for the illusive delegate to

escape without having had impressed upon him the merits

of C. & C. apparatus. This display is shown on page 114

Electrical Shot Firirg in Mines.'

By F. Brain.

About 150 years ago Benjamin Franklin first proposed

that a spark from an electric machine should be used tor

firing a cartridge of gunpowder. It was not. however,

until 1S35 that this proposition was adopted and applied

practically. Between 1835 and 1S40 some very useful

work was done by Sir Charles Pasly with electric ex-

ploders, in blasting the hulks of wrecked vessels on the

British coast. In those days a Daniell and afterward a

Grove and a Bunsen battery was used. These have subse-

quently given place to the Leclanche battery. In ail these

cases the current of electricity is of low tension, and the

exploding apparatus is bulky. Recognizing the necessity

of having an instrument that takes up much less space and
is much lighter, electricians have devoted a good deal of

attention during recent years in inventing high tension

apparaus that would be easy to carry about. especit-Ily in

mines and rock exfavations. Most of these consist of

ebonite friction plates with suitable collectors and con-

densers, but the latest type consist of small magneto elec-

tric machines. The fuses used with the high and low ten-

sion currents are naturally quite different from one another.

The low tension fuse consists of two copper terminals,

fixed at a certain distance apart by an ebonite head and
connected by a fine platinum wire. This platinum bridge

is embedded in fine gunpowder or other explosive, and in-

closed in a cup. The head thus prepared is inclosed in a

detonating cap containing a small amount of fulminate

of mercury, and this in turn is inserted in whatever ex-

plosive it is desired to fire. In the high tension fuse the

bridge of fine wire is dispensed with, and in its place is

used a sensitive chemical composition which explodes on
the passage of the electric current through it. The high

tension generator presents another advantage over the low

tension apparatus, because it is much surer in its effect. A
chemical battery Is irregular in its action owing to polarza-

tion, and it is usually necessary to test it before each firing.

This, of course is dangerous. A high tension generator is,

however, almost certain in its aciion, and there is therefore

no need to test it. A high tension apparatus, for firing

one or two ^hols. measures 6;^ in. by 5/^ '" by 5>^in.

and weighs sH Ihs.

The use of electric fuses is highly necessary in mines
where there is any firedamp. During recent years many
flamclcss explosives, such as roburiie and tonite have been
largely adopted in place of gunpowder in fiery mines, but

the charges in most cases were at firBt, and in many cases

still are, ignited, by the ordinary time fuse. This is really

just as dangerous as if a gunpowder charge were used. An
electrically ignited fuse is the only really safe exploder for

a fiery mine. It is also extremely useful when several .shots

are to be fired simultaneously. It is also safer, because

while the time fuse can hang fire, an electric fuse never

dees, and thus accidents cannot occur from workmen going

to replace an apparently incflcctive fuse.

Very great exactness is necessary in all operations con-

nected with electric shot firing. The instructions given by

the Electric Blasting Apparatus company, with its mngncto
electric exploders, will therefore be of coniidcrable

interest,

Chnrgin;;.— In charging a shot hole, great care should be

f, Alwlract of paprr rratl Iwforclh'; SoiithwcMcrt t<r;inc)i of th

National AMwiiaKon of Collirry Managers of Grcal lirllain.

exercised; ist, that the electric detonator is inserted and
secured in the explosive; 2d, that the fuse wires are kept
straight from the explosive charge along the side of the

shot holes; 3d, that the tamping used is not of a gritty or
cutting nature; 4th. that the leadmg wires are not abraded,
kinked or otherwise damaged during ramming; 5th, that

the joints between the ends of the fuse wires and the ends
of the firing cable are perfectly made by the copper wires
being quite clean, bare and well twisted together; 6th, that

the ends of the firing cable connected to the terminals of

the exploder are clean, bare and firmly screwed down.
Firing.— In firing a shot great care must be exercised;

1st, that the firing cable wires are not connected to the

terminals of the battery while any workman is at the face,

while the shot hole is bein^ charged, or while the fuse
wires are being connected ; 2d. that the operator's hands do
not touch the terminalsof the exploder; 3d, that the handle
of the exploder is turned with a firm, quick action three or
four complete revolutions and then—and not till then— while
stiil keeping up the speed, the knob firmly pressed to fire

the charge. The strength of the current mainly depends
on the speed of the handle.

Faiilh.—isx., the constant use of the cables causes the
insulation to become rubbed off and a short circuit is the

result; 2d. the wires sometimes get injured in tamping; 3d,

the fuses are often faulty by damp and are sometimes not
adapted to the particular shot to be fired.

Connecting.—Where several fuses are being fired simul-
taneously, they should be connected in parellel, and not in

series.

Conditions.—The form of exp'oders, cables, fuses, etc.,

depends on; ist, the explosive used; 2d, the length of
firing cable; 3d, the length of fuse wires; 4th, the conditions
of working, whether the holes are wet or dry, whether a
pit is being sunk, a heading made, or the coal face being
worked.
Magnets.—With magneto-electric exploders, the magnet

gradually gets weaker, and should hi tested by hand or

voltmeter from time to time.

The Electric Furnace.'

It is not a little singular that the first serious attempt to

use the heat of the electric arc, though proposed for reduc-

ing purposes half a century ago, was in a purely industrial

process—namely, that of Ccwies for the production of

aluminium-copper alloys—instead of for purposes of re-

search such as readily suggest themselves. The oxygen
furnace, as distinct from the oxy-bydrogen blow-pipe, fas

been in the hards of every technical chemist requiring high
temperatures for some time, but the number of those ns ng
the more powerful arrangement, which owes its origin and
efficiency to the ease with which electrical energy can be
conveited directly and automatically into heai, is nut yet

great. M. Moissan, whose name is well known en account
of his investigations on fluorine—the isolation of whith he

is said to have effected, although that is not yet placed

beyond doubt—has lately turned his attention to the

behavior of various refractory oxides when subjected to the

intensely high temperature that can be obtained from the arc

under proper conditions. The material of which the

furnace was made was lime, as in the case of the arrange-

ment ordinarily used for melting platinum by means ol an
oxy-hydrogen jet, but in this instance the single entrance
hole was replaced by two, disposed opposite each other for

the reception of the electrodes, as in the Cowles furnace.

In the most powerful apparatus used a current of 450
amperes at a pressure of 70 volts was employed, and a
temperature of about 3.000 degrees C. was attained. It

must be remembered, in comparing this temperature with

those that are given in te.\t books as the fusing points of

refractory substances, that recent improvements in pyrome-
try have shown that all temperatures above i.ooo degrees

C. have been hitherto over-estimated, sometimes grossly,

and that the highest temperature industrially reached is

about 1,500 degrees C, and even this is not common.
The results obtained by means of this electric furnace are,

as might be supposed, of the most remarkable character.

At a temperature of 2 gno degrees C, time, strontia and
magnesia crystalli?;e in a few minutes, and if that tempera
ture be exceeded, the material of which the furnace body
is made runs down like water. Oje would like some
information as to the purity of the lime before accepting this

statement unreservedly, as the presence of inconsiderable

quantities of impurities, notably acid oxides, materially

affects the refractoriness of lime and other basic materials.

However this may be, it appears that the lime is reduced
to calcium at this point, another instance being afforded

of the enhanced reducing action of carbon at high temper-
atures which found application in the Cowles furnace, even
against the teachings of thermochemistry, arguing from
data true at more ordinary temperatures. Another phe-

nomenon, equally characteristic of reactions taking place

under such conditions, is the formation of a carbide of

calcium, which is fusible at red heat. Magnesia affords

no solution of the problem of producing a furnace capable

of withstanding the a';tion of a powerful arc, as its fusion

can be accomplished in the same way as that of lime.

Crystallized alumina has been familiarized to us by the

researches of Fremy and Verneuil on the production of

artificial rubies, and the announcement that at a tempera-
ture of 2,250 degrees C. it fuses and crystallizes on cooling

is less stnrtling than the news of the comparative case with

which molten lime may be obtained. The addition of a

small quantity of chronium oxide causes the formation

of small rubies, but they are inferior to those that

have been already produced by other methods. If any
deduction can be drawn as to the method of their production

in nature, it is rather that the mineralizing process has been

less intensely plutonic than one was formerly inclined tc

believe. The most noteworthy fact in connection with the

behavior of alumina iii the electric furnace is that on contin-

uing the treatment it can be completely volatilized. This

t. Krom Ivunilon Imluitrirx.
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is not altogether without parallel, as some time ago an

account of experiments by Seger was published in these

columns, which went to show that silica was similarly vol-

atile at very high temperatures. Chromic oxide, manganese

dioxide, ferric oxide, nickel oxide, and cobalt oxide all

underwent change, the higher oxides being reduced to the

lower compounds and the resulting products crystallizing

at temperatures below the maximum obtainable. Titanic

acid could also be crystallized, fused and volatilized

according to the temperature used. Zinc oxide volatilized

freely, and was deposited in long transparent needles.

With such a powerful piece of apparatus, even more im-

portant contributions to our knowledge should shortly

accrue.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New England Notes.

Boston, Mass , March 4 — President Whitney has

submitted his plan for securing rapid transit to the

legislature. He proposes starting from Pleasant street

taking a strip along Carver street wide enough for

four tracks for surface cars, running through by an open

cut to Eliot street. From there they would pass un-

derground by a tunnel built on the Greathead plan.

This tunnel would follow the edge of the Common on Tre-

mont street to Park street, under the Park street church,

the Granary burying ground, Pemberton square to How-

ard street, about 200 feet west of the intersection of Court

street and Tremont row. The tunnel under the Common
is to be similar to the Fourth avenue tunnel in New York.

There would be an opening six feet wide into each tunnel

every 30 feet. The plan is to start with six tracks, four

for the surface cars at the start and two for the elevated

system finally. This plan contemplates a widening of

Broadway a? far as Tremoat street, of Washiogton street

from Dover to Broadway. Tunnel stations at West street

and Pemberton square are contemplated. Boylston street

cars would pass underground before they reached Charles

street and come along a strip of the Common on Boylston

street till they reached the station in the Common at West

street. Cambridge street is to be widened and cars com-

ing in from Cambridge and Somerville would strike tne

tunnel at the northern end and pass through the heart of

the city underground. An elevated system would begin at

Carver street where the cars come out of the tunnel and

gradually rise to the "L" and go to Roxbury in this way.

This line could also be continued across Broadway to

South Boston. The cars coming out of the northern end

of the tunnel would rise on an elevated structure leading to

Sullivan square, Charlestown. Elevated structures could

also be extended to Somerville and Cambridge if desired.

The length of the tunnel proposed is about i^,) miles, and

the elevated system "jl miles- The estimated cost of the

tunnels is from $5,000,000 to'^ $6,000,000, the elevated

roads from $5,000,000 to $S, 000,000. President Whitney

also said that the West End did not feel able to go ahead

on such a system unless protected by the legislature, so

that capitalists would have confidence in the permanency

of the affair and so enable the road to procure money

cheaply. "My bslief on this," said he, "is that the legis-

lature should say to us that we are free to go ahead and

solve this problem as a business enterprise provided you de-

vote your earnings to the work. For ,the last five years

the average increase in the earnings of the West End has

been |i.ooo a day; that is, five year= ago we carried 105,-

000 less a day than we do now.''

Governor Cleaves of Maine has returned to the legisla-

ture without his approval a bill granting a charter to the

Auburn & Mechanics' Falls electric road. He did this be

cause he is opposed to special acts for this purpose and

wants all such roads to obtain charters under the general

law.

A peculiar suit has risen in Connecticut over the burning

of the opera house in Middletown. O. Vincent Coffin, a

lawyer, is the president of the opera house corporation and

also of the insurance company that insured it. When it

was burned the insurance company, through its president

Mr. Coffin, promptly paid to the president of the opera

house corporation, Mr. Coffin, the amount of the insu

ance. Now Mr. Coffin, as president of the insurance com-

pany, brings suit against the Middletown Electric Light

company for $40,000, claiming that the burning of the

opera house was due to improper insulation of the electric

wires. Mr. Coffin, in his capacity as a lawyer, conducts

the case, and whether he wins or loses he will have to pay

over to himself for legal fees a goodly sum from his insur-

ance company. Taking it altogether Mr. Coffin is getting

a good deal of business out of a small fire.

Dr. W. T. Talbot, a member of the Massachusetts

Homccopathic Medical society, has introduced in ttiat so-

ciety a resolution providing for the appointment of a com-

mittee of physicians "to investigate the injurious effects of

the trolley system as employed in Boston, and its relation

to certain diseases of the nervous system, and to report to

the board of public health." Dr. Talbot says he has no

evidence of any cases of injury to the nervous system, but

he thinks the matter ought to be investigated as a profess-

ional duty.

The Grand opera house of Boston is to utilize the big

search light which was on the top of Mt. Washington last

summer as an advertising medium. The owners of the

opera house have leased it and will have it placed on top of

the theatre, and soon there will be no privacy within sev-

enty-five miles of Boston when the operator takes it into

his head to illuminate a dark corner of the suburbs.

The electrical railway interests of New England are be-

ing rapidly consolidated. The Boston your/ia/ claims to

have information that a big New York syndicate is operat-

ing in this field as well as the Philadelphia syndicate,

which bought the north shore lines.

J. C. E.

PERSONAL.
Benj. Pearson, representing the Fuel Economizer com-

pany of New York, was in Chicago last week.

General Bingham and Mr. GiTett of the United States

Army were entertained at the Chicago Electric club last

week by Lieut. F. B. Badt and F. W. Home.

Prof. H. S. Carhart of the University of Michigan was
in Chicago last week on business connected with the

World's Electrical Congress, of which he is secretary.

Prof. Edward Weston of Newark, N. J-, was in

Chicago Monday. Prof. Weston had attended the St.

Louis convention and took occasion to visit Chicago at the

close of the meeting. He was entertained at the Electric

club by Prof. F. B. Badt.

At the Chicago Electric club last \ eek R. I. Shan.
chief engineer of the Chicago Alley "L" road, entertained

George A'len of New York and Mr. Appleton of Chicago.
Benj. Williams entertained C. H. Ferguson. L. A. Spicer,

J. K. Stearns, W. N. Sattley, Ira J. Mann, Dr. Fuller

and Messrs, Weidenfeller and Ti!linghast.

Madison; Gross k Gross, io5 North Main street. East St.
Louis, III.

Phojnixville Electric Street F<ai!way company, Phccnix-
villc, Pa.; capital stock. :$5o,ooo; constructing and operat-
ing an electric railway in Chester and Montgomery ccunties;
Hannis. Parrish i^ Williams, |;26 Jjrcxil building,
Philadelphia. Pa.

Philadelphia & Allcnlown Electric Trunk Railway
company, Philadelphia, Pa, ; capital stock, $r,000.000;
constructing and operating an electric railway from Allco-
town to Philadelphia, a distance of ico miles; H, S.
Cavanaugh, Easton, Pa.

Altoona Electrical Engineering oc Supply company,
Camden, N. J.; capital stock, $15,000; to carry on and
construct a general construction business in connection
with electric light, power and railway plants, etc. ; F, A.
Armstrong, Camden, N. J.

Queen City Railway company, Dallas, Texas; capital

stock, $400 000; to procure franchises, construct, build,

equip, purchase, own, acquire, maintain and -operate street

railways in the state of Texas, and more particularly in the

city and county of Dallas, Texas; Bookhout &: McLaurin,
Dallas, Texas.

Western Telephone Construction company, Chicago,
III.; capital stock, $100,000; to manufacture, buy, sell,

lease and deal ia electrical apparatus and material; con-
struct and operate telephones or electric ser\'ice exchanges,
buy, sell, lease or deal in patents relating to the electrical

industry; Kerr li Barr, 189 LaSalle street, Chicago. 111.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
O'Neill Electric Light i Power company, O'Neill, Neb.

;

capital stock, $25,000; owning, operating and maintaining
an electric light and power plant at O Neil!, Neb.

Panther Valley Electric Light, Heat & Power company,
Lansford, Pa. ; capital stock, $ro,ooo; supplying light,

heat and power or any of them by electricity to Lansford
and vicinity.

Jessup Rapid Transit company, Scranton, Pa.; capital

stock, $24,000; constructing and operating an eleccric

railway in Lackawanna couniy. Pa.; Chas. H. Welles,

Scranton, Pa.

Scranton & Carbondale Traction company, Scranton,

Pa ; capital stock. $[o,ooo; constructing and operating

motors and cables, etc.; T. D. McClathery, Drexel build-

ing, Philadelphia, Pa.

Lehigh Valley Traction company, Allen town. Pa
;

capital stock, $75,000; constructing and operating an
electric railway in Lehigh county. Pa; Kauflfman & Ren-
inger, Allentown, Pa

Jersey Shore Electric Light, Heat & Power company,
Jersey Shore, Pa.: capital stock, $5,000; supplying light,

heat and power to Jersey Shore and vicinity; Capt. P. D.
Bricker, Harrisburg, Pa.

Schuylkill Highlands Railway company, Norristown,
Pa.; capital stock, $100,000; constructing and operating
an electric railway in Montgomery county, Pa.; M. M.
Gibson, Norristown, Pa.

Monongahela City Street Railway company, Pittsburg-,

Pa. ; capital stock, $15,000; constructing and operating an
electric railway in Monongahela City, Pa.; J. A- Beatty, 77
Diamond street, Pittsburg, Pa.

Meadville Street Railway company, Meadville, Pa
;

capital stock, $30,000; constructing and operating an elec-

tric railway at Meadville, Pa.; Lyon, McKee & Sanderson,
118 Diamond street, Pitttburg, Pa.

North Bend & Kettle Creek Railroad company. North
Bend, Pa.; capital stock, $150,000; constructing and operat-

ing a steam railroad in Clinton and Potter counties, Pa.;

Johnson & McNarney, Emporium, Pa.

Interstate Traction company, Philadelphia, Pa.; capital

stock, $6o,ooo; constructing ana operating motors and
cables or other machinery for supplying motive power; A.
Simes, 513 Girard building, Philadelphia, Pa.

Lancaster & Downington Street Railway company,
Lancaster, Pa.; capital stock, $1,000,000; constructing and
operating an electric railway in Lancaster and Chester
counties. Pa,; Weiss & Gilbert, Harrisburg, Pa.

Crosstown Street Railway company, Columbus, Ohio;
capital stock, $~,oco,ooo; constructing and operating street

railroads in Columbus, to be operated by electric, steam,
horse or other power; Cotton H. Alien, Columbus,
Ohio.

Powelton Avenue and Thirty-fourth Street Passenger
Railway company, Philadelphia, Pa. ; capital stock, $20,000;
constructing and operating an electric railway in Philadel-

phia, Pa.; John S. Freeman, 400 Chestnut street, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

East St. Louis Belt Suburban Dummy or Electric

Railroad, East St. Louis. III.; capital slock, $500,000; to

construct and operate a suburban or dummy or electric

railroad in East St. Louis, Venice, East Carondolet and

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The town of McLearsburg, III., has contracted for an

electric light plant.

The Electric Light & Power company of Platteville, Wis.,
has increased its capital from $10,000 to $20,000 in con-
templation of improvements.

The right of way is being secured at Kissimee, Fla.,

and the site has been selec'.ed for an electric light plant
which has been projected there.

The city coancil of Ne» London, O., has granted a
franchise to theNorwalk Electric Construction company,
to erect a plant at New London.

The RedUnds, Cal.. Electric Light & Power company
will hold a meeting of stockho'ders on April loth for the
purpose of issuing bonds for $50,000.

The Charlotte, N. C . Electric Light company will

enlarge and increase the capacitv of its plant, and perhaps
erect during the year a new and much larger station.

The municipal authorities of Ployesti, Rnumania, are
inviting tenders until March loth for the concession for

the electric lighting of the town for a period of thirty

years.

The electric installations which are being made by
Messrs. Siemens of London on the Campania and Lucania,
the two new Canarders, are in keeping with the other mar-
velous details of these vessels. There are four sets of
generating plants in each ship, and each consists of a Sie-

mens dynamo coupled direct to a Bellis engine, which runs
at the rate of 2S > revolutions a minute and gives an oat-

put of 42.000 watts. This is capable of supplying the

1,350 16 can Jle power incandescent lights—including
eight large reflectors of eight lights each for working car-

go—throughout the ship, and in addition a powerful search
light for facilitating the navigation of the ship. The large

switchboard for controlling the lights consists of thirieen
section? so arranged that each may be connected with any
of the four dynamos. From these dynamos and this large
switchboard there raas through each ship up.vird of forty

miles of wire.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
An electric road from Ashbourne to Cheltenham, Pa., is

to be built.

An electric road from .\ugTista, Ky., to Brooksville and
Millford is projected.

A company has been formed with a capital of $100,000
to build an electric line to the outlying coal raining; towns
near Florence, Colo. An electric light plant is also to be
operated in connection with the railway.

The city council of Evanston, III., has granted the
Evanston & North Shore Electric Street Railway company
the franchise for a railroad through two miles of Evaustoa
streets. The route of the road is along Chicago avenue
from the south city limits of Chicago to Dimpster street,

then west on Dempster to Sherman, and north on Sherman
avenue to Emerson street.

The application of the General Electric company for a
receiver for the Little Rock. Ark., Sfreet Railw.iy company
has been denied. The chancellor said that the plaintiff's

claim is a simple contract debt with no Hen to secure the
payment of it upon the property of the railw.iy, and the
debt is strenuously denied by the company. He con-
cluded by saying that if left alone he felt satistied that the
street railway company would pay. As soon as this

decision was announced the Thomson-Houston people tiled

attachments against the company, which were immediately
followed by another attachment in the name of the
General Electric company of New Vork. The property
was turned over to the sheriff, who will operate the lines of
r.ailwav uitil the attachment proceedings can be heard.
The Chicago oflice alleges that the defendants arc in-

debted in the sum of $186,631.46, while the General
Electric company savs that the street railway company
owes it $6,365.15. It also alleges fraud and asserts that
the street railway company has disposed of a great portion
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of the capital stock. Before the attachments were issued

over $1, coo.000 of the capital stock was transferred by

President Allison and Secretary Brown to S W. Fordyce

and others. Before disposing of the case Chancellor

Carroll issued orders enjoining the Thomson- Houston
company from negotiating the §170,000 in notes and or-

dered that they be held subject to the order of the court.

The National Bank of Commerce of St. Louis was also

enjoined from disposing of the ^120,000 income bonds.

The case will be heard on its merits at the April term of

the Chancery Court^

ELECTRIC MINING.
An nnderground electric haulage plant will be installed

in the Lake Angeline iron mine, Ishpeming,Mich.,by the

mining department oE the western office of the General

Electric compioy. It is calculated that the mining com-

pany will save eight cents per tou of ore by employing the

electric system.

The eleclric power and lighting plant installed in the

Dardanelles mine, Placer county, Cal., consists of a 25

horse power Keith electric generator, a 6 horse power elec-

tric pump, a 6 horse power electric hoist and 50 incandes-

cent lamps. The electric plant was substituted for the

cable transmission previously used. The Dardanelles is a

gold mine worked by the drift method. This necessitates

the u5e of a tunnel one-half mile long through the rim rock.

At the inner end of this tunnel is an incline of 330 feet, up
which all the water and gravel from the mine must be raised

btfore passing out to the mill through the tunnel. The
poxer to run the pump and hoist used before the electric

pant was installed was conveyed to them through the tun-

nel by the use of a wire cable one mile long. The expense

of keeping this cable system in working order was enormc us

when renewals, delays and damages were taken into ac-

coaot. Two cables costing §i.4'50 were worn out each

year, and many delays were caused by the stranding of the

cable, which necessitated frequent repairs and the conse-

quent delays. By the substitution of power transmission by
electricity, the expense has been reduced to the minimum,
so that the initial expenditure of pDwer has been decreased

fully three quarters. This is an important matter, espe-

cially as during four months of each year steam power
mast be used, because the water power belonging to the

mine, and used durjag eight months, is not then available.

Three cords of wood were used each day to run the cable,

but less than one cord is necessary by the electric system,

even when the 25 electric lights in the tunnel and incline

are continually lighted. The further saving of wear and
tear is of much importance. No add tional men to those

otherwise employed in the mill and mine are engaged in

cperating the electric plant.

TELEGRAPH.
For a year or more bronze has been u^ed for telephone

and telegraph wires with success, and in damp districts,

such as the sea coast or where fog prevails, a compound
wire consistiug of a steel core with an outside layer of cop-
per has been employed. D.-. Elsasser. of Berlin, states

that a new kind of telephone wire is being experimented
with in Germany. This wire consists of an aluminum
bronzj core with a copper bronze envelope. It is said to

have a low electrical resistance and is of great tensile

strength.

TELEPHONE.
The D'U i>er Ele;:rical Telephone company, Chicago,

annonnces that it is ready to sell telephones for private

lines. The public is familiar with the D'Unger instru-

ment.

TRADE NEWS.
The Shawmut Fuse Wire company of Boston has

issued an attractive pamphlet on "Fuse Wire and Its Use,"
which contains practical informarion about this indispensa-

ble feature of electrical apparatus. Motormen and others

will find much of value in this little book.

The Austin Electric Light company, Austin, Minn., is

about to install an 3o horse power tandem compound Ball

engine, bailt by the Bill Engine company, Erie, Pa. F.
R, Dravo & Co., Pittsburg, representatives of the Ball

Engine company, have the contract for furn-shing the new
Home bnildiog of Piitsbarg with two 100 horse power
Ball engines.

The Nowolny Electric Compiny, Cincinnati, O., reports

active business id the sale of electric light apparatus in the
monihof February, This company received orders for two
300 Tgh: incandescent dynamos and three steamboat elec-

tric light plants, beside a number of small orders for arc
lamps and moteri. This company holds iisjlf in readiness

to faroisfa electric light apparatus of any standard make.

The plan of heatiog with the exhiast steam from the en-
gines at electric stations is proving to be a popular and
paving invesimenl. The Spriogfisid, III,, Electric Light
& F'ower compioy, it is claimed, will this winter realize

from its ca:haui: stc^m—a waste product—about $8,ooo-
The 0:tamwa ElectricS'.reet K^iiway company will realize

an income of $13 oo*^- These plants were built by the
.-Vmerican District S cam company of T,ockport, N, Y,

The Clark Electric company, i*)2 Broadway. New York,
has a high reputation for arc lamp-' for U3e on incandescent
circai's. These lamps have been in u^ over three years and
DO complaints have been ma-Ic against them. It seems to

have been the aim of the Clark company to excel all others in

arc lighting appara'as for hij;h efficiency and durability

and 10 cover tbc entire field of arc lighting. Mr, Clark,
the electrician of the company, has brought out an arc
lamp for 03c on 50 volt alternating circuits, taking any-
wh^c from four to twcn'.y five amperes, as may be desired,

aod the light is as steady as the best arc lamp ever pro-

duced. There are no separate appliances for the lamp, and
it can be used for any interior lighting and all classes of

outdoor work and without hoods. The hum in the arc,

owing to the alternations in the current, is overcome almost
entirely. When the current is turned on, the full light is

secured at once. There is no sputtering or hissing Any
ordinary workman can take care of it. and there is nothing
complicated about the lamp in any respect.

The Ansonia Electric company, corner of Randolph
street and Michigan avenue, Chicago, formerly the Elec-

trical Supply company, makes a specialty of the Edwards
electric door opener, and constantly carries a large stock.

Many contractors will use none but the Edwards opener,

as it is very compact, suited for either right or left hand
doors, and no amount of pressure against the door will

prevent it from being opened as easily as when there is no
pressure. This company also manufactures the Diamond
carbon battery, the demand for which is continually in-

creasing.

The Clayton S: Lambert Manufacturing company of

Ypsilanti, Mich,, is exploiting a fire pot for plumbers and
wiremen. It is known as "No. I fire pot," and is said to

be simple in construction, made of the best material and
put together by mechanics skilled in the specialty. A
strong air pressure makes it a miniature bla<:t furnace,

producing a clear, blue flame, devoid of smoke or dirt and
having an intensity of heat hardly credible. No wind is

heavy enough to extinguish the flame, and the furnace is

so coraoact and light that it is especially adapted for taking

out on jobs.

The McGuire Manufacturing conpaoy of Chicago has

established a Canadian branch at St, Catherines, Ont., and
is prepared to furnish on short notice all the different types

of McGuire trucks for electric, cable and horse railways. In
making its trucks in Canada the company avoids the heavy
t^uty (35 per cent.) imposed on American built trucks, and
can deliver them at all Canadian points at a comparatively
slight iocrease on the prices for Chicago delivery- The
company has received a large order from the Niagara Falls

& River Railway company of Niagara Falls, Ont., and
will build the trucks at its Canadian works.

The Premier Steel co upany of ladiinapoHs, Ind., has
opened a Chicago oftice at 3[g-32 ) Manhatan building, for

the purpose of exoloitingf a new elevator which it is just

perfecting. J. Harrie Hogan will represent the elevator

depirtment of the Premier compiny in the West- The
elevator which the Premier cimpany will install is built

after the designs of F. E. Herdmin, the present engineer
and superintendent of the elevator department of the com-
pany. Mr. Herd man is a thoroughly experienced
mechanical and elec'.rical engineer and is already well

known a"; a man of original ideas in his particular line of

work. He is well fitted todisign apparatus requiring per-

fection in detail. The Premier company intends to pursue
an aggressive policy, and it is needless to say that Mr.
Hogan is well fitted to carry out this po icy.

The crop of World's Fair hotels in Chicpgoaffordsa fine

harvest for all departments of the building trades, which
includes, of cour-e. electrical devices. In this direction

the Ansonia Electric compinv, formerly the Electrical

Supply company, corner of Michigan avenue and Randolph
street, seems to be holding its own. This company does
no construction work itself and is somewhat handicapped
when it comes to bidding on complete job?, but it has
recently so'd the entire electrical apparatus for some of the

largest hotels now being built for the accommodation of
World's Fair visitors. One of its latest orders is for a
250 number Ansonia gravity needle annunciator. Someof
the largest hotels in the city are now running all of their

electric bells and alarms with the lilamond carbon battery,

which is manufactured by this compiny. The sates of the
Eureka bell, both iron and wood box, are rapidly increas

ing.

The new Mosher arc lamps for alternating circuits are

now in the market, and the Moshtr Electric company,
Iheir manufacturer, is now in a position to furnish them as

demanded. The new Mosher alternating lamp is of neat

design. A special feature claimed for the lamp is that it

requires no extra resistance. It is wound for circuits of

from Soto 55 volts pressure. This lamp was exhibited at

the convention at St. Louts, and those who saw it will

remember that the carbon is controlled by a rotary motion.
All connections are made in such a way that it is impossi-

ble for them to get loose and rattle. The Mosher company
realized that a rattling and singing alternating lamp is most
objectionable, and the ami was to overcome this difficulty.

In accomplishing this result the designer made many
experiments to perfect the wearing pirts, and so construct

them that the natural "lost motion" is taken upautomitic
ally. The new Mosher alternating lamp is referred to by
the company as "Style F 13." The direct current Mosher
lamps are already well known to the electrical fraternity.

The lamps now turned out by the company are the result

of four years of experiment and thoroughly practical tests.

Gsccrally speaking, in the construction of the Mosher
lamps both a clutch and a clock feed are used; clutch feeding
mechanism is used in multiple arc work, and the dock
feed is employed when the lamps are to be operated in

scries Tbc lamps arc provided with all the neccs.-iary

switches, cut-outs, etc., and, generally speaking, the

arraDgcmcnl is such that when the carbon is burned up
the lamp will be automatically cut out of the circuit. All

those investigating arc lamps should give the Mosher lamps
a careful inspection before placing their orders.

BUSINESS.
Wc arc prepared to quote you exceptionally favorable

terras upon high gra'^e rubber covered wires and cables.
Wc handle only the best that the market affords, and
gotrantec satisfaction. Picase write us for samples and
prices.—Gushing u Morse, 225 Dearborn street, Chicago.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS
Issued February 28, 1893

492,394. Insulator Bracket. William N. Eichberg, Chi-

cago, III.

492.398. Closed Electric Conduit for Railways. Adolph
Heiser, Chicago, III.

492,402. Electric Train Controlling Apparatus. Frank
E. Kinsman, Plainfield, N. J.

49:2,403. Means for Operating Throttle Valves of Steam
Engines. Frank E. Kinsman, Plainfield, F. J.

492,422. Battery Jar. James F. McLaughlinj Philadel-

phia, Pa.

492 456. Switch for Operating Shunt Wound Electric
Motors. Frederick H. Berry, Milwaukee, Wis.

492,457. Electric Railway Block System. Francis
Blackwell, Boston, Mass.

492,467. Long Distance Electric Telephony. Charles
M. Haynes, Omaha, Neb.

492,471. System of Combined Telephonv and Tele-
graphy. Frank A. Pickernell, Newark, N. J.

492,47s. Electric Burglar Alarm. Charles F. A. Sturts,

San Francisco, Cal.

492.480, Transformer and Means for Developing Rotary
Magnetic Fields. Charles S. Bradley, Avon, N. Y.

492,482. Signaling Apparatus and Circuit. Ed vard J.
Hall, Morris, and Frank A. Pickernell, Newark.
N.J.

492,483 Bu^v Signal for Telephone Circuits. Edward
T. Hall, Morris, and Frank A Pickernell, Newark,
N.J.

492,484. Telephone Central Station Circuit. James L.
McQuarrie, BDston, Mass.

492 4S6 Coin Controlled Machine for Administering
Electricity. William R. Pope, New York, N. Y.

492.492. E'ectric C.r Brake. Wendell C. Fletcher, St.

Louis, Mo.

492.493. Autom3tic Speed Indicator and Recorder.
Wendell C. Flecher, St. Louis, Mo.

492 497. Electric Signaling Apparatus. William H.
K;nyon, New York. N. Y.

492 519 Electrical Annunciator. John R. Hard, New
York, N. Y.

492,523. Ceiling Pan. Franklin H. E;ers, Newark
N.J.

4r)2,524. Electric Motor. Franklin H. Beer?, Newark,
N.J.

492,526. Multiple SA'itch for Overhead Trollev Lines.
William H. Brodie. New York, N. Y.

492.544. Lightning A-rester. Chirles F. Scott, Pitts-

burg, Pa.

492 54v E'ectric Signaling Apparatus Wes'ey Traf-
ford, New York, N. Y.

492,547. Thermostaic Fuse Device. Alexander J. Wurts
Pittsburg, Pa.

492 54S. Lightning An ester. Alexander J. Wurts, Pitts-

burg, Pd.

492 549- L'ghtning Arrester. Alexander J. Wurts, Pitts-

burg, Pa.

49-. 563- Keyed Musical Instrument Actuated by
Electricity. Paris E. Singer, London, England.

49-.5S7. Telephone Tablet. John Pruyn, Chicago, 111.

492.627. Apparatus for Electrically Propelled Cars.
Chiries J. Kintner, New York, N. Y.

492,633. Electric L'ghting System. Robert W, Rollins,

Hartford. Conn.

492,645. El:ctric Railvvay Signal. Howard St. C. Wait,
New York. N. Y.

492,649. L'ghtning Arrester. Thomas W. Wheatley,
Wdkesbarre, Pa.

492,650 Electric Arc Lamp. William P. Wiemann, Al-

leghany, Pa.

492699. Electric Railway. Michelangelo Cat'ori,

Rome, Italy.

492 OSr. Armature for Dynamo electric Machines.
G:orge Hoare, Newark, N. J.

492,689. Relay. Jacob W. Lattig, Easton, Pa.

492.694. Electric Alarm for Hotels. John McMurro*.
Jr., Philadelphia, I'd.

492,711. Ore Amalgamator. |ohn E. Chaster, Shaw-
lands, N. J.

492 713 Wending Metals Electrically. Cliarles L. Cof-

fin, Djtroit, Mich.

492 757. Rheostat Plate. Charles E Carpenter, Bridge
port, Conn

492,758. Rheostat Plate. Charles E. Carpenter, Bridge

port, Conn.

492,767. Production of Artificial Crystalline Carbonace-

ous Materials. Edward G. Achcson, Monongahela
City. Pa,
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Eugene F. Phillips, ProBt. W. A. Hathaway, Treae. W. H. Sawteb, Soo'y.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
ELECTRIO LIGHT LINE WIKE,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AMERICANITE. MAGNET, lITinnCI
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR Uf I K ll \
FARADAY CABLES. IIIIIUO.

NEW YORK OFFICE, P. C. Ackermnn, 10 Corllandt Stroet.

MONTREAL BRANCH, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Work3

(SPECIAL

CANDELABRA
AND MINIATURE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
For informal ion nnd prlocw

oovi'riiiK M|>e<'iii! <;an(lclal>ra
nnd .lllnlature InriindeHr<*iit

LiflniiiH, addreNS the

EDISON DEC0RA1IVE AND
MINIATURE LAMP DEPARTMENT..

HARRISON, N. J.

aF'TTMl

SAL-AMMONIAC.

101 Kinzip St. < hiraeo.

E. M. HATHEWAY,
Electrical JEtigineer,

Plans, Specilications. Supervision, Tesli,

Expert Advice on all Electrical Subjects.

427 "The Rookerj," Chiraeo.

THE "CLARK" WIRE,
Insulation <)iaaraiiteed wherever nHOd, Aerial^ I'nderground or SnbDiarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union^ he says: '-A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber need in insulatinc our wires and rubles is especially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flerlble in extreme cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The insulation ie protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra finbh, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, ar»d to a very gre"^ extent fireproof. Oar insulation will prove
durable when all others fall . We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Kleciric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finieh for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark Joint Gam should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, m strips about one foot long and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped abont a joint
'.nd preaeed firmly it makes a solid mass. I<^OR RAILWA sT and ]fIOTOK use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insalation.

i WK OUARANTEE OFR INSIII^ATION IVHEREVER USED, AERIAIj, UADERGROrND OR SIJBMARIXE, and our net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other llrst-claas Insulated Wire, We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, MASS.

HBNRT A. CLARK, TresBuxsr and Gen'l Manager.
HSBBEBT H. EUSTIS, Fraiidentand ElectrlclUL

WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES OF

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,

JUANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

SRAMLRSS R.UBBE1R. WIRES AND CABLKS,
FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, TEBNTON, N. J.

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., General Western Agents, 171 and 1 73 Lake St. Chicago, ill-

ANY CANDLE POWER. rrj^Ei

kk

XT^rlt© for- I'l-loes.

STEUBEN" LAMP.
STEVBEN liAMP WORKS, CANISTEO, X. Y.

ANY VOLTAGE.

SAXuxsles TE'-r&ei.

POETER-IEATITT ELECTRIC lOTOB CO.

124 Mitchell St., Providence, R. I.

FAN and BATTERY MOTORS
-A SPECIA£.TY.

F=OUR HEGULKR SIZES.
Suitable for running Sewing Machines, Denial Drills,

Jewelers' Lathes and all kinds of light machinery.

No. 1, 2 Volts, 1-32 h. p.. -i^a.OO.

No. % 4 Volts, 1-16 h. p.. S5.00.
No. 3, G Volts 1-12 h. p.. $10.00.

No. 4, 10 Volts. 1-8 h. p., $15.00,

Every aiotorinnaTantced. !!^on«l for Cirenlar

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

No, I Fire Pot and Torch for Electricians.
Kest in this Held.

No. 1 Torch hns especial merits for line-

men, Rs it is light, tltted with side handle
making it easy to use on poles, and no xrind

van cvtinguish the jhtme. la wiring build-

ings, there can be no corner orpnrt of cfilin^-

or wnlls so inaccessible that the flamo uf

eithur fire pot or torch cannot be dirt-cily

applied to the point where a joint Is to be
made. Electricians who once try theiw flres

never use any other kind. Price, Fire Pot,
Complete, $6 00 net, Torch, Complete, $4.(X>

net. Send for Catalogue, Order of vour
.Jobber or send direct to CL*.VTO.\ Jfc

l-A.1IBERT MF«. CO.. 2-^ Washington
St., Yp^ilanti. Mich.

SAL AMMONIAC

MOTORS.
J4 H.P. 500 Volt Armature, VeiitilatH. Constant Speed, 1,500.

The Motors are made with the best appllanccB and material obtainable, and embody every Improve
ment of merit, with the intention that they ehall be the Standard ol their class.

430 West 1 4th Street. NEW YORK.

THE BECKER VERTICAL MILLER, No. 3.

A Perfect Milling Machine.

For the various operations ol milling with

lace mills IT HAS NO EQUAL.

(ELECTRIC BR.\ND)

ForElectrlcal Purposes
Giiaraiiteeil 9Sld?% and free of lead and iron.

If you wimt the liest iiuality a-sk j'our dealer

for this brand. Imported hy

A.KLiPSTEIN. 122 Pearl St., NevfYork .

Phoenix Iron TWorliLs Co.,

adapted for nHc In «IeotrlCBl
luarLliie b1ioi>h.

Soi-io- for C:a.rc-ij.ls.r-

JOHN BECKER MANTTt CO,,

FITCHBURC, MASS.
*'l>lch d: Chnrph*' Antoniatio Cnt-cfT Fngtiics.

Simple, Tamlem, Coiupouud nnd Triple Expansion.

15 Cortlaudt St., NEW YOKK. 41S Chamber ol Commorco. CHICAGO.
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Established ln 1861.

E. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ILICTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-BBIMCH BTOBE-

SI34 Michigan Avenue*

WANTED.
A position witli a cODStruction company

—object advancement—by an Engineer

and ilacliinist. Have made a special study

of elec'ricity for two years, little exper-

ience at wirins. Good references,

Addre s Uock Box 26,
ALBANY. MO

WANTED.
By & young man to take charge of an electric

]ight or railway plant as engineer. T-H system, in

a growing town, preferred. Have liad over five

years experience in central station work.

Address

"W. H.,"' 6-S E. 49th Street.

Xew York.

WANTE D,
An experienced man to take charge of experi-

mental department of large electrical works. Must
be a flrst-class mechanic, thoroughly conversant
with Telephone- Telegraph. Medical Battery and
General Electric Work, and competent to develop
articles and put them on a commercial manufact-
uring basis. Address, 'Foreman,"

care Westzbn Electricllf.

PLATINUM
For all Purposes.

Scrap and Native Platinum Purchasfrt.

BAKER & CO^ 408-414 New .Jersey
KaiLroad Ave., Newark. >". J.

TRADERS IN ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

FOR SALE (Continued List).

Two 30 light Ball arc dynamos, with 60 arc lamps.
One 25 light Ball arc dynamo, with '25 arc lamps.

One 80 light Mather incandescent dynamo, 110 volt.

One 8 horse power Card motor, 500 volt.

HOWOTXT £IiGCTRIC CO.,
30 E. 5th St., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

FOR SALE.
At a sacrifice ^A twenty-three arc light

dynamo, with ammeter and sliding base
—and twenty 2,000 C. P. new arc lamps
complete and guaranteed. Address

J. C. Mortimer & Co.,
Room -227, 136 Liberty Street, Xew York.

Sliepard'n Celebrated S60

Screw Catting Foot Lathe,

Foot and Power Lathes
From y to 26 Inches.

Also Drill Presses, Hand and
Power Planers, and Supplies.
Just the Tools for Electricians.
Send for Illustrated Catalogue

to H. Ij. mifpard. Agent,
141 W. 2d St., Cincinnati, 0.

A.M.MORSE4co.:s|?,°^V"
Rl ir.K rVF SOTOIQOOH P»ST. LQUiS.

ENGINES 111 (<.i

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier,

Removes all Impurities,

Entirely preventa SCALE In Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.
Former Manager, now Successor to the

Patent Departtuent of

THE W. J. JOHNSTON CO., Ltd.
{''The Electrical Worldr')

WILLIAM A. ROSENBAUM,
Electrical Expert and Patent Solicitor,

Timen BnildiDs, \EWYOBK.

from one-eighth to sis horse
power Horizontaland Marine.

8. 16 and 60 LIGHTDYNAMO CASTINGS
Simple Sewing Machine and
Fan Motor Castings with in-

structions for building complete machines. Send
Stamp for Catalogue.

Palmer Bros., Electrical SnoDliesJianis, Com.

FOR SALE.
Two SOO-amperes shunt wound V. S. Dynamos.
Two 200-ampere8 shunt wound U. S. Dynamos.
Two 5U0-light T,-H. Dynamos, compound wound,

with Ba?e. Rheostat and Ammeter.
Two 25-light American 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamos.
Oae 50-light Sperry 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamo.
Ten l'2-li£jht Knowles Dynamos with lamps.
Twelve 50-light Schuyler Dynamos, 2,000-c. p.

Two 150-Briisb Incandescent Machines, 95 volts.

One 15-light Brush Arc, 7 amperes.
One 90-h. p. Armington and Sims Engine.
Two 120 ampere Edison Dynamos, self-oiling.

We Buy Outright Electrical Equipment.

JOHN I im m, a mvi co„

7* CORTL.\XI>T ST., X, Y.

JUPlTER
DRy BATTER^

Dry Battery.

Write for
Particulars
and Prices.

Manufactured by

Colnmbia Hfg,

& Supply Co.,

340 & 342 Dearborn St.

CHICAGO.

Recemr's Sale of Street Railway

At Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Notice is hereby given that in pursuance of

an order of the Circuit Court of Milwaukee
County, Wisconsin, I will, on the 30th day ef

June A. D. 1893, at eleven o'clock in the fore-

noon of said day, at the south door of the

Court House in the city and county of Mil-

waukee, Wisconsin, offer for sale and sell at

public auction as an entirety, the street rail*

way of the Milwaukee Electric Railway Com-
pany in said city of Milwaukee, with all the-

franchises and rights and privileges of said

railway company for the operation and main-
tenance of the same, and all the property of

said corporation used In or in connection with,

or essential to the exercise of its said

franchises.

Said railway property and franchises consist

of about 63a miles of double track, being

about 13 miles of single track, in said city of

Milwaukee, with all the poles, wires, cables,

trucks, ties, stringers, fixtures and appliances

composing or used in connection with said

tracks or said railway, with franchises, privil-

eges and rights derived from ordinances of

the common council of the city of Milwaukee

to maintain and operate said road; also sundry

parcels of real estate in said city, with car

barns and power house thereon; also the en-

gines, boilers, machinery and rolling stock

and supplies of said road.

The terms of such sale are cash.

The said street railway will be sold free of

all liens and encumbrances except judgments-

of foreclosure and sales aggregating $21,193.-

56, with interest from the 33d day of Novem-
ber, 1892, at 7 per cent, on ^1,259.60 thereof,

and at 6 per cent, per annum on the remaind-

er. Said judgments of foreclosure covering

the said specific parcels of real estate.

Dated Milwaukee, Wis., Feb. 27, 1893.

C. J. MELMS,
Receiver of the Milwaukee Electric

Railway Company.

INSULLAC
IS THE MATERIAL THAT INSULATES.

You Will Oblige

Both Advertiser and Publisher

by mentioning the WESTERN
ELECTRICIAN when writing

to advertisers.

BIHDERS
-t-oit Tin-:

WE$fEf\N ELECJf\ICIAfl^
ONE JJOLLAIU

TO THK COPPRR COrNTKY
IH but a little more thnn a night's ride in the dlrec-
llon of the Nortli Star Solid trains of coachee and
biifTfi sleeping cars leave Chicago each night at 8
uVl.ick (from C, M. & St. P. Ity. depot) via the
Milwaukee k. Northern Kiiilrood—the North Star
Kouto— arriving at Champion, Mich., at 8:50 a. m.,
Marquette 10:^5 a. m., Houghton 11:30 a. m., Han-
cook 12:05 p. m., and Ontonagon 0:10 p. m. This Is

Iho shortest, best ontl (julckost route to all Impor-
liint [.oinls on the Upper Ponlusula of Michigan.
Try It, Dreakfafll nervod on trains en route.
li'rtliH may bo reserved In slce)ili)g cars one week
In advfinco at City Ticket Oillce, No. -2(17 Clark St.,.

1 lilcago.

THR STANDARD OPFN ClKfTIT
BATTEKIF.S OF THK UOKLD,

And the beat made an/z/hcre.

Se^id fob CiBCt,'i.AB & Prices.

Tho Leclanche Battery Co.
ni to 117 £ast 13litSt..N. T.

THE r»E3X-i"r<3PJ" 'W-A-TEsn. •\;v"hest^t

Unequaled

in

Efficiency

Gives the Highcsl Efficiency of any Wtiecl in Ifie World

AfTor'li tiio niOHt.

Unlimited

Over 2,000 in use.

wlmiiieaDd lollabln power for all minlnK and mftniifactnr-
Irig jiiacliinery. Adiiptt'd lo liendn runnlnt; from "JO up to !i,000 or more feet.

From ao to 80 por C'liit. Iietttr roaiiltB guaranteed tlian can bo jfroduced from
any other Wheel in tbe country.

KliKCTJtlC TKANHItllHHION.
Tho advantflgnH f lio I'elton Wheel nffords In tlm way of a nnlform and relia-

ble pow^r, cIobo rf-Kn'titlon and tbo facility of adariliitlon to varying conditions
of fpoed and procBur", liavo broiit^lit U Into Bpeclal prominence and extenHlv&
OBO for this claHf) of work. All appUcntlnnH ehonid Htate arnoiint and lirtud of
wutor power rffjtilrHd, onrl for v'lat puri»oee, with approximate Ion^;th of plpo
lln«. Hkki) ynii. CATAi.ontrK.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL CO,,
]'4l-l*/:t llnin Hf., Kan Fran<iH<'0, «Jnl., V. H. A.

///; i.MMtMCMCTV HTttiCMCTy - - A #,' ir VOieiiS
^^It liftvlnt; coinolo our notlcfUhat our pnt<-iit rlnhlHar'i tmlnK i'lfrlnjted

i-'.n. InifTifllnKpnrchflHcrH are berol;y wBrnod thai all Duch lnfrln(4«mcntH will

h.- Muly i.ro«PrriU-f).
">

I'icLto:V %VATKK MOTOKH. varying from llm fraction or l to ir,

and 'JS) horeo powor, urn-'iiial'id for all IlKbl ninnlni; inaclilnory. Warrani-nl
lo fl'-vwlnp aijivon nrriouni of power wKh onft*ba)f tlio water rofjiilred by an/
othor. Eiy~.Send for Motor (Jlrctilar. Atlflnino m above. Deliverlett iriade from
aan yranclaco or Now York, nn may aOord the moat favorable freight rates.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The altention o( KLECTRIC COMPANIES is ca'Icd to this C?FI.E.BRATEi> ^VAXEK WIIKFI. a^ p.Lr.cularly adapted to thdr use

on accouDi of its remarkably Hieady inotion, hi;?h iSpeedand erreat Kaiciency,and lar^e <;anaciiy foriisaiani*^ter
being double the I*o-w-<-r of most wbeels of sam-- diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an t'qual, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect cuaranteed.

sii:r\i> FOR €:atai.ogi;e ajsu particc;i.akn.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICTORXFRRIIVES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-iron Flume, Draft

Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a r,ubstantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
st.ictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
80L.E MAXL'FACTIRERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Ked, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wii.m£<T?ov,'i>Ei,. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. OFFICE:
14 DEV ST., V. Y.

HAWnVT
FV5EWIRE
COMPANY

161 HIGH ST BOJTON

HICHE5T GRADE

TE5TEDFV5EWIRE6UNKS
-SEND FOR CATALOCVE

AND PRICE U5T5

cominutam Reliiied.

SIOUX CITY

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

SOUIX CITY, IOWA.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

Non-Conductive Blocks,
Rosettes and Bates for

Cut-Outs and Switches-

Also Insulators, Cleats,
Lamp Trimmings and other
Electrical Supplies.

Our procluctlOQ \8 a dpnse
oody. The KlazliiR and biidy

of our ware are of same roni-

posllton, and are baked allUe,
which are the features of

Trne Hard Porcelain.

EMPIRE
CHINA
WORKS,

111 19 to6 Gmn 8t-,

GreeD Point,

BKODCLU, \.I.

CEDAR POLBS.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If in want of Polee, Tieg and Poet=. save monft"
by getting my prices.

W. C, STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

ASK HARRY BISHOP ABOUT

HART SWITCHES.
SINGLE AND DOUBLE POLE.

THE ONLY Snap Switch that has

PROVEN A SUCCESS.

10 AmpereDouble Pole Switch.
FOR SALE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES.

Tlieiart&EegeiiiaEir2.(lo.,Harw,coiii,

INSmiAC.
HOLMES, BOOTH &HAYDENS,

Factories: Waterbury. Conn. 25 Park Place. New York.

MANX'FACTUREBS OF

Bare and Insulated Wire.
Uailerwriters' Copper Electric Light Liue Wire, CoiJper MutfUei W ire,

Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Worlj.
Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT
66
K. K.

99 LINE WIRE

For Electric Light, Electric Railways. Stotors, Telegroph
and Telephone Use.

Agents for the Washington Carbon Company. Carbons for Arc Lighting.

THOS. L. SCOJ il.L. Xvtr Yorl: Af/cnt.

P.'B.
"Waterproof Insulating Compounds.

Armatore Varoish and Waterproof Insulating: Tape.
THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY,

2 Liberty Street, New York. 542 "The Rookery," Chicago.

Electric Street Railway Tower Wason.
J. C. BRILL COMPANY, - - - PHILADELPHIA.

BUILDERS OF RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY CARS OF ALL CLASSES.

Patent AitjMed For,

Eniliireed by tlie leailliiK eloclrio W ritt' for pilcos.

Manufactured only by w. S. DAVIS & SON, Concord, N. H.
Special attontloD friTcn to the baildlngof Electri-

Uulldera of Brill No. Jl Truck with eoUd forged frame, a&4 "Euri :^:onPlvot«l Truak.
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ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
^^^^s FOR THIS

General Western Agents ~i^M i'ii nMniitii celebrated wire.

307 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Grifflskw White Core Wires,
Griinshaw Tapes, Competition Line Wires,

Kaven Core Wires, Vulca Dncts,

-MANUFACTURED BY-

N£W
CHICAGO, 80 Franklin St.

YOBK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY.
NEW YORK, 15 Cortlandt St. BOSTON, 182 Summer St.

Carpenter Enamel Bheostat Go.,

BRIDGEPORT CONN.

H.Wurd teonard

President

Geo. H. Fiiia,

Tlce-Prest.

C. B. Carpenter,

Sec'yiTreaa.

Send for
Printed

Matter.

Chas. D. ShaiD,

Selling Agrt.,

136 Liberty St..

Sew York Citr.

Patent >'o. 4S1,TS1, Angnst, 1892.

Rheostats of every size and bind sach as Motor
Starters, Field Resnlators, Stage Regulators, Eqaal-
izer=, etc., tiaving resistance np to 2,000 ohms and
current capacity up to 200 amperes.

^if^^F^^^Z'SK

LOW PRICES.
Gusrantees againsl burr-outs under normal ussoe.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Tau?ht Ihnronffhly dny and night at the IXSTI-
TITTE of TE<'HXOLO<«V. 151 Throop
Street. Chicago. III. Amaieure, Artisans
and others aseiet-d Practically in any line, and
In-^tructed in the latest and most improved
methrds.

Mechanical Dra'*ghting, MathematicB, Elec-
trical Calculatione, Archiiectore, Mechanlca, aieo
aught day and nlizht.

HUGHES BEOS, MFG. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Cross Arms, Insnlator Pins i?*- Brackets,

And Rlectrical Molding;.

Correspondence Solicited.

CHATTANOOGA, - TENN.

theSECHRIST AUTOMATIC SWITCH
For controlling Incandescent
Lights in private residences
by using automatic gas keys
and an ordinary battery or
shunt circuit.

•\J\J /^ 1Xr*T' 'gnT'>-—One good con

struclion firm in each city to represent us.

Apply to

ALBEKT SECHRIST,
Manufacturer and Patentee, DENVER. COLO

FUSE
WIRE or
STRIPS.

Correct Carrying Capac

ity. Absolute

Unifo mity in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave.,
[XO.^OO.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

Incande-scence Electric Ligliting Apparatus, Electro platers.

SE:nNri3 df'oi^

CHICAGO OFFICE, DENVER OFFICE,
Monadnock Building. 1735 Champa Street.

NEW YORK OFFICE,
42 and 44 Broad Street.

'
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RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
Pullman Building, Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies
EXCLUSIVELY.

lE'roirtn.pt SlZLipro-ents-

CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
W. R.MASON, Oen-lMgr. CHICAGO.

Lifli-Belt lacMiiery Co.,

CHICAGO,
MANUFACTUKEKS OF

Rope Transmissions,

Coal and Ash Handl-

ing Machinery,

Friction Clutches,

General Machinery.

Link-Belt Engineering Co.,
Philadolphia and IVen- York.

NEW ENGLAND BUTT CO.,
PROVIDENCE, R. I,, U. 8. A.

H. N. FENNER, Treasurer and General Manager

Four Head Polishing Jlac-liinv.

MAXUFAOTUKERS OF

For covering Telegraph, Telephone andEIectric Light Wire.

Large single and double BRAIDERS for covering Cables,
Sirgle, Double and Triple Winders. Improved Six Spindle
Flyer Winder for Magnet Wires.

Fine Castings a Specialty.

INSULLAC?
GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES

FOB fiLECTBICAli UH^Et^.

Oraphite Bod8 of Tarions Ijenertlis, from 1-5 Ohm to 100 Ohms Besistance
to the inch, (-raphite Boxes and. Cracihles, BeslstlDs Heats

of 4.000 Degrees. Inquiries dlladly Answered,

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

THE ELEMENTS OF

nYMAHIC FLECTBICITY

Heisler Electric Co.,
MaiiDfict irers and ConstractlDg Electrical Engineers.

AND MAGNETISM.

Price, $2.
For Learners. JM OIXT MXtGIStQ.y' I Postage Free

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

Direct Current and Alternating Constant Po-

tential Dynamos for Isolated Plants.

Transformer and Long Distance Series Incan-

descent Apparatus for Central Stations,

storage BaUery Installations, Fan and Power Motors.

Series Lamps and Fixtures for use on Arc

Circuits.

Estimates Furnished for Complete Plants.

OFFICE: Drexel Building,
Philadelphia, Pa.

WORKS:
Gloucester. N. J.

\

F. A. Swan, 194 Summer Street. Boston, Mass.
Helton Electric Co., Belton, Texas.

AGENTS: -, Bliss Engineering Co., Waehinston, D. C.

( Interstate Complete Electric Construction Co.
809 S. Seventh Street, St. Louis, Mo,

John Karr, Hackettstown, N. J.
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SUN ARC LAMP
IS THE

ONLY SUCCESSFUL LAMP FOR INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS,

AND THE

ONLY ONE WHICH BURNS

Without Hissing,

Without Sputtering:,

Without Flickering,

AND GIVES A

STEADY, UNVARYING WHITE LIGHT.

Write for Further Particulars and Prices.

The Great Western Mannfactnring Co.,

FACTORIES: GENERAL OFFICES:

Sycamore, III., Duluth, Minn. 201-207 So. Canal St., Ghlcairo, III.
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Electric Light " Power Men!

WHY NOT USE OUR

INDIVIDUAL

LIGBT ii
CUT-OUTS.

They are SUCCESSFUL,
They are ECONOMICAL,

They are SIMPLE,

VITE REQUIRZ: ONIilT ONE SVHA-JmIm WIRE.

Electric Selector and Signal Company,
(Successor to Electric Secret Service Co.,^

45 Broadway, ---.-- ITevr Vork.
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STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.
General Offices: Suite 625, Home Ins BIdg., flUIPJICn
Works: 313-317 South Canal Street, UllluHQU.

BUILDERS
OF THE

FOR

FURTHER

INFORMATION

ADDRESS
THE
GENERAL

OFFICES.

Central Station Managers, Municipal Officers, Owners of Iso-

lated Lighting Plants and Prospective Purchasers everywhere

are invited to inspect and investigate the STAIMPARD SYSTEIW

before contracting for apparatus.

For lighting stores, foundries, factories or the streets of a city,

this system has no ecjual.

Our contract does not obligate the purchaser to buy appara-

tus or supplies exclusively of us for a term of years, but courts

open competition and encourages fair tests for merit between any

and all existing arc lighting systems and the STANDARD.
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KtOXJLIDEID WLICIL c. & W.)

FOR ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAY INSULATION,
Now Manufactured by THE JOHNS-PRATT CO.,

.MCItSKY CITY

MANUFACTURERS OF VULCABESTON.
SELLING AGENTS,

87 Maiden Lane, N.^^W TOEK.
CHICAt; O, PIIILAI>Kl.rHI A, IIOSTON, ATLANTA.

H. W. JOHNS MFC. CO.,

INTERSTATE COMPLETE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION CO.,

Complete Electric Light Installations, Wiring, Armature Winding, Etc.

ESTIMATES SUBMITTED. 809-81 7 S. Seventh Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

MAP OFTHE UNITED STATES.
A large, handsome Map of ilis Uoiled

States, mounted snd tu'tal/c for cflice or
home use, is Issued by the BurliDgUin
Route. Copies will be mailed to sny ad-
dress on receipt of twelve cents in postage
by P. S. EusTis, Gen'l Pass. Agent, (X B.
&Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.

OF INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
IJY IlEliBERT LaW8 Wei;I'.,

A New Book Just Publistied.

A Practical Guide to the Testing; of Electric Light, Electric

Railway, Telephone and Telegraph Wires.

PKICE, POSTAGE PREPAID, «1.00.

SEHTD IN YOUR ORDER NOW.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINC COMPANY,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

C-SSPECI_ALTIES.

G-S Flush Double Push Switch.
Single Pole—Doulk- role-(_'niiiiniit;itliiii; :; Wirt-, 1 Wir'-.

C-S Flush Key Switch.
Single Pole—Donble Pole—3 Wire.

C-S Flush Automatic Switch.

ELECTRICALLY
MECHANICALLY
ARTISTICALLY PEERLESS,

C-S Flush Double Push Switch—Double Pole.

THE GUTTER ELECTRICAL & MFC. CO.,
37 S». 11th Street, riiiliiiletphia, I'a., U. S. A.

INSULLAC
-^t.«^BYJJU SHULTZ.

SHULTZ
PATENT

Leather Woven Link Belt.

SHULTZ PATENT
Leather • Pulley • Coverinir.

SABLE RAWHIDE BELTING.
SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS.

sor. ivoui®, i^G
I I04 Hiii.imrr Kfc

BRAWCIIRH: > aa.^ Pi-a.l MiiiM-l. IV.iv Yoil
I. ICONtOII.

, —..,.. ^. . . . .. .Ji.'«' Voi'U,
( <•£» rVorlli »il Ml|.<'<.|. Miilllilt'lpl.ia.

UTS
Wood Fnffravine—For Machinery, etc.
Zinc Ktfhing—From Prints, Pen and Ink DrawinRS', etc.

Half-Toue Process i
'''^ect reproductiouaof Photographs, Wash Dra«-in*r3,

) etc.. etched iu copper.
AVax Encravllies-For Xliipo, Pluts, Script, or Diagrams.
I'lioto-Lithocraphy—Transfers for Lithogrftpher#iu paper or stone.
Ikesi^iitus.

MANZ&CO.,
ENGRAVERS,

183. 185 and 18] Mooroe Sl„ CHICAGO.

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PEBRET [LECTBIC MOTORS,
ALL SIZES, FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET- ELECTRIC -LIGHT- SYSTEM.
CoEaplete Appa.ra.t-us for Isolated. Flants.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass.
j
flerelyiDl, tthlo. 0. V. NICIKII.SON, r.l:) Socloly for .Savluus LlMll.liu,;. Il'nx/iillf/foii. I>. r.. .1. IMUIKKKTT ,V CU, 110;1 Xew York Ave. St.rnill,

firi I INC ACENTS- <
"III", y. .1. ItKNZ, ;ioii miiiuo«(ii,i st. fhiiufielfhia. I'a., tknnsvi.v.vma macuinu CO., -".i x. iiii .si \rir Orleans. In.. lUOBEL

''"
> MAOIUNK VVDKK.S, 111! CouU St. WPHfCr, C«»«.. HAVWARLl OOCUKANE. :13 Oacol)«im UuUdlug. C/HpOOO, Jil., 0. F. Dl'SllERD.VLE. 43.5 Kookorj.

UuJjatO, X. \., L). U. DAEKIN, 238 Pearl St.

NEW YORK OFFICE.

89 Liberty Street.
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':^^M^r/4

c^,iS^-n^rth€i^.

zft^^'/n^?'2Jj/'^yY^^y^c^,

Our New

C Bsily connected.

^H levant in
Construction,

Capacity,

^^ontacts Bright.

WORLD'S FAIR
Switch.

Oii^plB.

Yet to be Excelled.

Rubbing Contacts.

A trial is Asked.

Compact in Form.

Used Everywhere.

Sure Quick Breab.

B Dilorsed by Users.

25 AMPERE DOUBLE POLE SNAP SWITCH.
Tliis switch has more carrying capacity than most switches designed for 25 amperes, and the wip-

ing contacts constantly keeping the surface clean, the parts a way 3 ruj cool. The sudden break la of
gilcb length as to make the switch safe for use with currents of an E, M. F, of from 400 to 600 volts.

This switch is finished in the same neat and workmanlike manner as are all our goods. Send for
Sample. Furnished with either rubber or porcelain key. Send for our Catalogue.

Electric Engineering & Supply Co.,
HewTorkOfflee, l:i6 liiberty St. SVKACUSB, SI. V., C. S. A.

HILL
Clutch Works,
CLEVELAND, O.

EASTERN OFFICE:
r-lSCortllindtSt , - NEW YORK

CHICAGO OFFICE:
:147 'THB KOOKKKY"

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Designed, Erected aod Kannshed.

-y Send for ne^.- Catalogue of Pow
er Transmiealon Machinery.

SILK BRAID
For Incandescent

Lamp
Filaments.

The greatest care taken in prodncing a uniform article.

BOSTON BRAID MFG. CO.,
27 Beach Street, Boston, Masa.

ARMATURES
REWOUND.

Street Railway and Electric Light

ing Companies will find it to their in

terest to write for prices, as we do all

kinds of electrical repair work.

McLEAN & SCHMITT,
Room 416, - 197 S. Canal St., Chicago.

ManufactufeKs of

OCTAGONAL^^ Cedar
Telephone& Electrical

RailwayPoles&CRossArms

#H.M.Loud&SonsUimber(o.
OSCODA. , IVI I CH.

j

W.S.EDWARDSMFG. CO.,
MANUFAOTUHEKS OP

ELECTROLIERS,
Combination Fixtures,

Electric and Combination Brackets.

EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS.

LOW PRICES.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. "C
,

21 and 23 E. Lake St., Chicago.

A ISLEMV BOOK.
HNTO^W

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND - BOOK.
Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous nand-book series, of

which 30,000 copiea have been sold. The new book deals in the author's
well-known practical style with all the problems of Electric Power
Transmission.

Z\rOW READY. PRIGE $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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The only Contracts ever let in the United
States, for complete and entire Underground
Cable Installations for Arc and Incandescent
Lighting and Power, were awarded to the

Standard Underground Cable Co.,

OF PII'THBUKGII, PA.,

Because they Guarantee
their Work and

Understand the Business.

AT

< Y^ WIINNEAPOLIS

irons

Information and prices cheerfully furnished on tippliralion. Address

Westinghouse Building, Pittsburgh, Pa. Rookery, Chicago. Times Building, New York.

iisr zdox-Jjst:^
INSULLAC.

DIRECT COUPLED, SLDW SPEED

MOLTIPOLAR RAILWAY

,4

PBE8ENT !«IZE8: 100, 150, 2.'>0, 500 H. P.

Before you build or enlarge your Power Station, you will

You will Reduce jour Total Floor S|v i- • including Boilers,

(with reserve) Fire Rnoiu, ?'conoraizer. & . ck Pump Room,
etc.,TO 5 SQ FT. PER ELECTRICAL HORSE POWER
in plants of 1 000 II. P , and to 3.25 SQ. FT. in p'auts of
0,000 II. P. upward.

Tou will enormously reduce Cost of Real Estnte and Buildings.
You will opi rate at a Lowi r Cost per Car Jlile. both of Fuel

alone and of t tal Power Account, than with any known
form of Plant, because you will for the first time realize al-

do well to consider the fbet that under our eonistruolfou

most Uniform Steam Economy of the highest order over the

whole tluctuation of your load, and that whether condensing
or non-condensine.

You will eD,ioy the Insurance Against Accident, which can only

be had with Independent Units.

You will secure absolute Noiselessuess.

You will get perfect Regulation l>y an Inertia Governor.
You will niver know a hot bearing or a broken belt.

AVo have now ready llie !><erond Kditioii of "KOTES ON P01VBK PI.AS1TS."

WESTINGHOUSE, CHURCH, KERR &. CO., Engineers.
NEW YORK; 1 7 Corllandt Street. PITTSBURGH: Wcstirghouse Building. MINNEAPOIIS: Beery Block.

BOSTON: 620 Atlantic Avenue. CHICAGO: 1 56 and 1 58 Lake Street, ST. LOUIS: Commercial Building.

Represented in PHILADELPHIA by M. R. WUCKLE. Jr., & CO., Drexel Building.

''Let us ssnd you

Sample, you will

ssnd'us Orders."

THE lONA

Hand Lighting Burner.

"ALWAYS IN ORDER,"

When out of patience with leaky

burners that are always out of order,

and tired o( paying bills for repairs,

Try Something Reliable.

WRITE US FOR PRICES.

ReMiDi Electric Co.,

41 Federal St., BOSTON, MASS.
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THE LAKE ERIE ENGINEERING WORKS,

standard Compound Engine.

BUILDEItS OF

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE

EXPANSION ENGINES,
Both Condensing and Non-Con-
densing, from 250 to 8.000 H. P.
Especially designed for direct

connection to Multipolar
Generators.

BEST ECOHOMY AND REGULATION GUARANTEED.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Address all inquiries to

Section Through L. P. Cyl.

W. B. PEARSON & CO.,
401 Home Insurance Bldg.,

CHICAGO.
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES OF

The Lake Erie Engineering Works.
They are prejiared to contract at a reasonable price

for the cofnplete installation of Poiver Plants, of any
Capacity , for any Service, and at any Place.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. Compound Engine and Generator

Sockets, Switches, Cut-outs
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Write for Catalogue.

•i^>-

'^- ^-r- ^-̂v^

Sawyer - Man Electric Co.,

620 Atlantic Avenue, BOSTON.

5IO-534 West 23d Street, NEW YORK. Pullman Building, CHICAGO,
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GREEN'S IMPROVED

Patent Fuel Economizer for Steam Boilers.

1 ^yi rt^pf^"'

THE FDEL ECONOMIZER CO,
OF MATTEAWAST, W. V.

3CX3.A.X9 OX*£*XO£::

91 Liberty Street, New York City.

WORKSi MATTEAWAN, N. Y., U. S. A.

Sole Makers of GREEN'S FUEL ECONOMIZERS in the United States.

THIS Apparatus is already applied to over

150,000 BOILERS
of every type, and giving tlie greatest satisfaction

in Economy and Working.

Under favorable conditions the temperature of the

Feed Water is raised to 300° or more by utiHzing the

waste heat of the Boiler Flues. The water beings thus

purified and freed from sedimentary matter, the Heating
Surfaces of the Boilers are kept clean and efficient.

All joints iron to iron, no leakage, no trouble, great-

est facility for cleaning.

All parts interchangeable, being made to Standard
Gauge by tools specially designed for the purpose.

t^=The ONLY WORKS in the UNITED STATES
deyoted EXCLUSIYELT to the MANUFACTURE of

FUEL ECONOMIZERS.

Can be Applied to Any Type of Boiler Without

Stoppage of Works,

Original Inventors and Makers, EDWARD GREEN & SON, Ltd., 2 Exchange
Street. Manchester. Works: Wakefield, England.

Circulars, Plans, Specifications and Full Inforuia

tion on Application to Comi)aiiy's Office.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

BIANUFACI0BERS OF APPABATUS FOB

Arc Lighting, Incandescent Ligliting

LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER, .

Street Railway Generators, Motors and Appliances.

Our alternating current incandescent apparatus is in use in 430 central stations.

1,000 isolated plants. Our arc apparatus is in use all over the world.

We are now transmitting light and power various distances up to 28 miles from the

source.

Our multipolar railway generators and noiseless single reduction motors have
worked a revolution in the electric railway field in two years

Orders for AVPAKATUS, BKi'AlB^i aiul SUPPLIES formorly fnrnisliod by the liiitt-d States Klectrir Lighting Co.,
Newark, N. J., should now be sent to this Company, where they will receive prompt attention.

BRANCH OrnCES IN ALL THE LEADING CITIES.
AGENTS FOR CANADA: AHERN & SOPER, OTTAWA, ONT.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PAETIOULAELY ADAPTED TO DRIVING

Elsctric Light and Powsr Stations
"y On acconnt of its high efficiency at all stages of gate, Bteadlneaa of motion and easy working pate, the con-^ Btrnciion of which makes It the most Beraltive lo the acti .n of a governor of any wheel on vhe market.

J SEND FOR CATALOGUE Illustrating various styles of setting on both vertical and
horizontal shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOITT, mlliLS & TEMPLE. DAYTON, OHIO.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of High Grade Engines and Boilers.

Electric Light Engines
a Specialty.

Cofflplete Steam Plaits MallBfl.

ESTABLISHED 1867 125 SOUTH 2? STREET

W1»^.

WESTEEN WAEEEOOMS;
64 South Canal Street. CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Alec 30 Cortlandt Street,. New York Cltv

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric. Pntumatic ar.d Mechanical

ANNITNCIATGRS ^'^ BELLS.
FlTIil/ I/IKE AliWATB IN STOCK.

W. R, OSTRANDER & CO..
^^^^ 195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. T.

"Sendfor New CATALOGtns. Cat Angufit Ist.

PAI?TmCK:^CARTER (2
^ptJt^

WRITM^ C^AlodUE PHILADELPHIA
SIOUX CIXY ENC3-INE: VTORKS

Builders of High Grade

Corliss Engines,

Gliding's Antomatlcs.

Simple, Compound, Condensiiig.

Coraplete Plants rurnished.

SELLING agents:

26 Randolpli St , Chicago.

F M. Davis, Dallas, Tex.

Kennedy & Pierce Mch. Co.,

DENVER.
A. M. HolterHdw. Co.,

HELENA. MONTANA.

513 SECURITY BLDG.. ST. LOUIS.
405 6TH AVE.. SO. MINNEAPOLIS.

1302 UNION AVE.. KANSAS CITY.

IF YOU WANTTO INSULATE USE
INSULLAC.

ARE YOU TROUBLED
By STATIC ELECTRICITY from your BELTS?

DO your BELTS BLACKEN the CEILING, the
WALLS, or the FLOOR?

If so you don't know anything about

We make a Specialty of Dynamo Belts.

You can gel some intere-stine information aod also learn tiow many things are

made of Kairhide by writing to

THE CHICAGO RAWHIDE MFG. CO.,

75 and 77 EAST OHIO STREET, - CHICAGO.

The S. FREEMAN &SONS Manufacturing Go.

Miiriiie. Loroiuothc. ^tllIil>Im^v \ .V^rriotiUural **

BOILERS, and TANK & IRON W0RK4
OF EVERY DESCriPT-'^—

EPAIRINC A SPECIALTY.
Estimates firomptly furnlRlierl. Larce ilhiK-

itrated Cataiocue sent free to anv adfirpss. Ask
for " CEitaloffiie R." f-d montinn thK n;inf^r

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade Automatic

ENGINES,
HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL.

Two lorsE power to lliree liDEdreJ lorse dowet.

Weslcri, Department: 26 and 28 Randolph SI. CHICAGO. - H. S. VMKER, Manaqer.

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MANUFACTUI1ER9 OF

SHAFTING, ETC.

Special attention f^iven to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

?Mpr; flffiM-J
** •'^°"t*' Canal St., CIJICAGO.

firaca uaiHs,
/ gg coHiandt St., new york
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NEW BOOKS! JUST OUT OF PRESS.

NE,W

DYNAMO TENDERS'
+if\ND-BOOK.

Bv LiF.UT. F. U. Badt.

READY FOR DELIVERY.
AN ENTIRELY NEW WORK.

The latest addition to our famous "Haud-Book"
Series, Every practical dynamo man should have a

copy.

»^6 rages. l.'tS Ent/ravinffS.

PRICE, $1.00.

NGANDE8GENT W R NG
haostid-book:.

Ilv Lieut, l' U. Bai>t.

Fourth Edition. Tenth Thousand.

These tables rIvp, without loss of time, exact size

of wire to bo used. This is one of our famous "Hand-
Book" series, ond is the standard authority on this

subject in the English language.

73 Pages. 43 Illastrations.

PRICE, SI.OO.

BELL HANGERS'
flflND-BOOK.

Bt Lieut. F. B. Badt.

DeslRDed for practical men engajjed in any class
of bell or nnnnnciator work. The only book of the
kind published.

Io6 Pages. 97 Illustrations.

PRICE, SI.OO.

ELEGTRG-^TRAN8M88 0N

hanid-book:.
Bt Lieut. F. B. Badt.

A new work containing tables and information on
the electric transmission of power brought down to
date. One of the most popular of our famous "Hand-
Book" Series.

97 Pages. 22 Illustrations.

PRICE, $1.00.

STHSKT RAILWAYS.
"TRK7UYS."

Their Construction. Operation and Maintenance.

By C. B. Fairchild.

This work is written by a practical man, and
should be in the hands of every street railway em-
ploye in the United States.

600 Pages. Profusely lUueiraied.

PRICE, $4.00.

OVN??7VYO

ELECTRIC M/ICHINERY.
Br S. P. Thompson.

Fourth edition, revised and re-written. The most
complete work on the dynamo published.

900 Pages Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, S9.0O.

DICTIONARY
... OF ...

Electrical Words,
TERMS AND PHRASES.

Ev Edwin J. Houston, A. M.

The latest edition of tlli^ celebrated work contalM^
over 5,000 distinct definitions. As important as

Webster.

700 Paso.s. 750 Illimtrations.

PRICE, $5.00.

ELECTRIC MOTOR
AND ITS APPLICATIONS.

By SIartin and Wetzlee.

The first American book on electric motors. A
moat complete work brought lowu to date.

325 Pages. 354 Illustrations.

PRICE, $3.00.

THE PRACTICAL MANAGEMENT

OF

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
By Crocker and Wheeler.

The object of this work is to give simple directions
for the practical use and management of dynamos and
motors. This work is having a large sale.

100 Pages Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, $1.00.

Electric Light Specifications

FOR THE USE OF

Engineers and Architects.

Bv E. A. JIerrh-l.

Thig vrork gives the latest rules of The National
Electric Light Association, of the National Board of

Eire Underwriters, and of The New England Insurance
Exchange.

J70 I'aaes.

PRICE, $1.50.

THE ELEGTRIG RAILWAY
IN

THEORY AND PRACTlGE.
Bt Crosby and Bell.

This is a complete treatise on the construction and
operation of electric railways, and will commend it-

self to the electrical engineer, and to the practical
manager.

400 Pages. Profusely Illustrated.

PRICE, S2.50.

HIGH POTENTIHL
AND

HICH FREQUENCY.
Experiments with AHernate Currents.

Bv XlEOL.\ Tesu.

A lecture delivered before the Institution of Elec-
trical Engineers, London.

146 Pages. Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, SI.OO.

BtF. L. I'OPE.

The lonrtoentli edition of this celebrated work is

rewritten and brought down to date. A technical
hand-book for electricians, managers oud operators.

234 Pages. Illustrated.

PRICE, $1.50.

1.

SCIENCE
SERIES.

The series now numbers 103 volumes, imd embraces
works on every subject.

Ift mo. BoardN.

PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED.

Price, 50c. Each,

STANDARD 1

ELEGTRGAL DGTONflRY.
Bt T. O'Connor Slo.vne.

i

This now work should be in the hands of nil who
desire to keep nbrenst with tlio progress of the greatest
science of the times.

600 Pages. 300 Illustrations.

PRICE, $3.00.

Any of the above books sent promptly, postage prepaid, on receipt of price.

SEND IN YOtJR ORDER-

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Bldn., Ghm. III.
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CENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
Chicago, New York and Boston.

THERE ARE IN THE UNITED
STATES TO-DAY

^,000 BUllaS
OF ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS;

OF THESE

ARE OPERATED UNDER THE

General Electric Company's Systems,

A RECORD MMUED III STKT BAUit RISTORI.

4XS

4,Q1S IK/LITLm^MS OIF* T^Pl.-A-OI5L.

THE ABOVE FIGURES AFFOKD THE MOST
CONVINCING PROOF OF THE

PERFECTION OF OUR APPARATUS,
THE SATISFACTION IT GIVES, ITS SUPERIORITY

ANH THE APFRBCXATION ACCORDED IT.

173 and 176 Adams Street, Chicago, 111. 620 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass.
44 Broad Street, New York. 509 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

264 West Fourth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. 401-407 Sibley Street, St, Paul, Minn.
Gould Building, Atlanta, Ga. 1338 F Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

15 First Street, San Francisco, Cal. Masonic Temple, Denver, Oolo.
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WHITE
REQUA White Core,

Seamless Rubber Covered.

SAFETY Seamless

Rubber Covered,

ATLAS Seamless

Rubber Covered.

K. E. W. Weatherproof.
(Best Feeder Wire Made.)

Magnet, Office and Annunciator Wires.

m mrrmm
54 and 56 Franklin St., Chicago.
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The Helios Low Tension
ALTERNATING

The orders are coming in: 500 sold in St. Louis.

1,000 in Cincinnati. 1,000 in New York.

A Noiseless, Steady Light

There is no fact more familiar in electric lighting than the turning on of series arc circuits two or three hours before the set time

simply because half a dozen lamps are required in advance of the schedule. This means a steady loss. IVM the Helios Alternating Are Lamp,
special lighting; means a special profit. Another aspect of the case is that in incandescent lighting territory many customers want arc lights

regularly during the daylight hours in large stores, bank vaults, hotel corridors, dark courtyards and basements. As it is not the practice to

operate arc circuits in the day, all that business is likely to be lost; but an alternating station using Helios Arc Lamps can take care of it

handsomely. It is no longer a question of limited demand, or of unproductive outlay, but an exact adjustment of the conditions of pro-

duction and consumption.

Superior mechanically and electrically. Requires no additional apparatti.^ or .iy.stcni of wiring. Cheaper to

operate than any other lamp. ABSOLUTELY SAI'li. A^ot lialilc to get out of order. Current can be mea.'^Kred

by 7neter.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS:

The Ansonia Electric Co.,
FORMERLY THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,)

Corner Ranlclpli Street and. Micliigfan Avenue,

Factories and Eastern Offices: ANSONIA. CONN. 0:^1 0.a-GKZ>.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATIN6 CO,

THE I^^TJBBEI^ TJSEID IIST

HABIRSHAW INSULATION
IP^JTRS IPA^A.

Blarine Core, nsed
on ti^ovei'iuneiit

Cruisers.

Feeder Core.
BroadAvay Tlieatei".

Naval Marine India Rubber
Covered Wires.

Naval Land India Rubber
Covered Wires.

PROMINENT INSTALLATIONS.

Feeder i'nlilc. Brook lyii
KdlBOn Klertric Usht CO.

l^nbmarine ^Vork, Edi»on Electric
Ijight 4 o., i^auton. Pa.

Xaval Core. I'nited
Statew s. w. "ChieaBO."

STANDARD
INDIA RUBBER
COVERED WIRES. Feeder Conductor,

"I>rypla e«."
Grand Cen ral Depot.

Adopted by the Navy Department, and thus far employed on board the United States steamships Trenton, Chicago, Boston, Yorktown, Pensacola, Philap

delphia, Petrel, Atlanta, Baltimore, Newaik, Vermont, Charleston. San Francisco, Concord, Bennington and monitor Miantonomah.

SOLID AND STRANDED CONDUCTORS, TAPED, BRAIDED, FLAME-PROOF.

The Habirshaw Insulation fulfills all requirements in places demanding the

"Best," and in that field finds no successful competitors.

Feeder Gore.

FACTORY: GLENWOOD, YONKER8, N. Y.

W iVJilVii HAdIKoHAWi ribiOii 315 Madison Ave., Cor. Forty-Second St.,

GElfEBAIi MAHrAGEB. KEW YOBK CITY.

WESTERN AGENTS: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., cor. Randolpli St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

Feeder Cable.
Brooktin Fdison
Electric Light Co.

Is insured hy using the Stanley Transformer^ as it is the best insulated of any ma^e.

BCONOMY
Is insured by using the Stanley Transformer, as it is the most efficient of any made,

and the least liable to damage from lightning or any other cause.

REL-IHBIL-ITY
Of service is insured by using the Stanley Transformer, as none are shipped which

have not undergone very severe tests and been proved fully
up to standard in every respect.

SHTISFHCTION
Is insured by buying the Stanley Transformer, because you get the best article, get it

pronij)tly when you tvant it and get it at a loiv price.

Western Agents:
STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

TffE ELecti\io\L Supply Co.,
Corner Randolph Street and Michigan Avenue, Chicago, ni. Pittsfield, Mass,
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TIE MOSHER ARC LAHP
FOR

ALTERNATING CIRCUITS

Is Now an Assured Success.

A

Perfect

Working

Lamp.

Notice

Its

Novel

Features.

WILL WORK ON ANY ALTERNATING SYSTEM.

A Perfect Adjustznent. ITo IToise or Rattle.

HO EXTRA RESISTANCE REQUIRED WITH THIS LAMP.

Our Direct Lamps are Still the Leaders.

WRITE FOR INFORMATION AND PRICES. ADDRE8B

MOSHER ELECTRIC COMPANY,
123 to 127 East Ontario Street, CHICAGO,
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EVERY STEAM. ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER PLANT

SHOULD BE PROVIDED WITH

Bristols' Recording Pressure Gauge.
lirnkes continuous record tiny aud night. Adnph-d \o all ranges of press-

ure between 2 oz. per square loch to 1,500 llis. per square inch,

PRICE LOW, AND EVERY GAUGE GUARANTEED.
Send for Circulars and Fac-Simile Chart.

THE BRISTOLS' MF&. CO.. Waterlinr?. Com

i^^ VERY
RECENTLY
SIMPLIFIED

a:nd

IMPROVED.
r.lLY WARRANTED.

EVEEY ELECTEICAL SUPPLY
HOUSE HAS THEM IN-

STOCK.
The I'crfect Autoiitntic

Tlie BOZiTZSROABOT ZZ.&CTXIZC CO.,
Ui Franklin JjitrfiRt. Ho^loii. lla>^».

The

Internallonal OKONITE COMPANY,

^om
LIMITED.

»^^g5^

13 Park Row, New Yorkr
INSULATED

WIRES AIDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use,

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape,

BRANCHES: ChlcRgo, Boston, Pblladelphla, nllnneapoUs, Cincinnati,
OniHha. Lnal.vllle, St, Loals, San Francisco, London and So. America.

9 City,

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

EBTIMATES AND DHAWIKGB SUBMITTED.

•*Ut

WESTON ENGINE CO..
Painted Post, N. Y.

REPKESENTATIVK8 :

Julian Sclioll St Co.. I2fi Liberty St., New York.
Geo. D. Hoirinan. ifi Lake St., Chicago. lil.

H. M Sdpio fi Co. . 3d & Arch SUi. , Phllatlelpblft.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, NEW YORK,

MANUFACTUREHS, IMPOliTERS AND DEALERS IN
.

Electrical Supplies
OF All DESCKIFTIONS.

Telegraph, Telephone,
I
Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

Kiiv i-uii cAi'AciTY TESTS. Lino Material.
WE OWN AND OPEIUTE THF.

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WHERE n-E MANUFACTURE A FI-LL LINK OF

Test Instrflments and all Scientific Measurement Apparatus.

PACKARD HIGH GRADE
INCANDESCENT LAIVIPS

alannractnred by the

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
AGKKTHi

Xew York City. Chas. E. Chapln, I3G Liberty St.

Chicago, 111 , Elec, Appliance Co.. 242 Madison St.

St. Pnnl. Minn.,The Klec. EnzineeriuR & Supply Co.
Omaha, Neb., B. B. Dowqp, 215 Sheoly Block
St Louis. Mo.. St Louis Electrical Supply Co.

Louisville. Ky., Srailht-rs k Davts.
PittsburKh. Pa,. W. n. ViindwTort, Vf3 Lewiii Block.
G. P. AlteoUTK. 2;0 Walnut St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

aeent for Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia and
We«t Virginia.

San Francisco, Cal., A. C.Bralnard & Son, No, 109 ' Little Rock. Ark., Arkanaaa Electric Supply Co.,

California St. ^^ ^' Mnrkham Ht.

Cincinnati. 0., Poat-Glover Elec. Co.. 215 W. .tthSt. Montrenl. Can.. Par-kin! Litkp '^i
.
'V-!'v> Klotf St.

MANUFACTUBEK OF

IlffSUIaATED EI.EGTRZG WIRE,
FLKXIBLE COKDS and CABLES.

eoo and 30S Korth Tbird Street, - - PHII.ADEI.PHI.A, PA.

NATIONAL INOIAINDIA Rubber v0.

S. p. COLT,
Presideut,

F. S. MINOTT.
Geo'l M"T.

FACTOKY AA» OFFICE,
BRISTOL, B. I.

fiJeneral Western A-geuts; Enterprise Electric Co.. Chlceeo.
N»w To<-]£ Office, 487 Broadway, H. 1,. Bnrdick. naaacer.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford. Conn.

THE BALL « WOOD COMPAIMY,
Baildent of Improved Aatomallo Cot -off Fsclnrit-

W. B. Ponrdon A; Co . Homo ln«. Blilu., OhtcR|pi. 111.

W. A Day, 12M Oliver St., Bo^iton. >I iv.
Jnuii'K fc W, Chiilt*noo(ra, r«tin.

\MtltKni M. Por :rr. Ivtrott. Mlcb.
T U V. .1......,., H.^i<:. •> 1,.»,

I «.
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General Electric ComDany,
44 Broad St., New York City. 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

THE RIGHT OF THE iFf'
TO AN INJUNCTION ?^

.

HAS BEEN i
BY M

U.S. CIRCUIT

EDISON COMPANY
AGAINST INFRINGERS
DETERMINED
THE
COURT OF APPEALS.

ALL OTHERS INFRINGE THE EDISON PATENTS AND ARE COUNTERFEITS.

See decision of IT. S. Court of Appeals in case of Edison Electric Liight Company i;«. United States Electric Light
Company, decided October 4, 1892.

See deciBion ofU. S. Circuit Court of Appeals in case of Edison Electric Light Co. and Edison General Electric

Co., against Sawyer-Man Electric Co., decided December 15, 1892.
Copies of this decision will be sent on application.

BRANCH OFFICES:
020 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass. 44 Broad St., New York.

173 and 176 Adams St., Chicago, HI. 609 Arch St., Philadelphia, Fa.
284 West Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio. 1333 F St., N. W., Washington, D. 0.

Gould Building, Atlanta, Ga. 401-407 Sibley St., St. Paul, Minn,
16 First St., San Francisco, Cal. Masonic Temple, Denver, Colorado.
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vii
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xvii

ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Acme Filter Co
American Battery Co
American Electrical Works.

.

American Engine Co
Ausonia Electric Co., The...

Babcock& Wilcox Co., The
B iggot. E
Baker & Co
Ball & Wood Co.. The i

Becker. John. Mfg. Co
Beggs, J. E., Mch. & Supply Co xiv

Bernstein Electric Co i v

Bishop Gutta Percha Co xii

Blanchard, Albert xxi

Boston Braid Mfg. Co xviii

Boston Electric Co ix

Bridgeport Mach. Tool Wks. . xii

Brill Co.. J- G XV
Bristols' Mfg. Co., The i

Brookfield, Wm xii

Brush Electric Co xvi

Bryant Electric Co xviii

Buckeve Electric Co., The ix

Butler'Hard Rubber Co xix

C. & C. Electric Motor Co vii

Cabell, L. Breckinridge x

Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co. . xvi

CjDcral Electric Co v

Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co
Clayton & Lambert Jlfg. Co. . xviii

Columbia Mfg. & Sup. Co
Comstock, Louis K.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co. xiii

Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co. . xiii

Cushing & Morse ix

Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co. . . xvii

Cutter, Geo —

~

Davis, W. S. & S :n xv
Dayton Glotw Iron Wor&s CV. . . xxi

Delaware Hard Fibre Co. . . . xvii

Diamond Electric Mfg. Co
Diehl &, Company iv

Dixon Crucible Co. , Jos xv
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd xii

Eastern Electric Cable Co xiii

Edison Min. Lamp Dept
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co
Edwards, W.S. Mfg. Co...,
Electric Appliance Co
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.

.

Electric Engr'g & Supply Co
Elet'n Pub. Co vii, xviii, xix
Electrical Eng & Supply Co.The v
Electrical Mfg. Co.. The ix

Elektron Mfg. Co
Empire China Works xv
Enterprise Electric Co xvi
Falls Rivet & Machine Co xxi
Ford Washburn Storelectro Co.
For Sale Advs xii, xiii, xiv
Freeman S. & Sons Mfg. Co. ..

Fuel Economizer Co vi

General Electric Co ii, xxii
General Incandescent Arc Lt. Co. vi

Great Western Mfg. Co
Greiley & Co., The E. 8 i

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co. ... xv
Qeisler Electric Co
Helios Electric Co xvii
Hill Clutch Works
Hine Eliminator Co xi'i

Holmes, Booth & flajdens... xv
Holtzer- Cabot Elect ric Co i

India Rubber & G. P. Ins. Co. . , xxv
Innls ifc Co xiii

Institute of Technology xvi
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co x
International Okonlte Co i

Interstate Comp. EI. O ns. Co.
Jewell Belting Co. i

Johns Mfg. Co.,H. W
Kurtavert Mfg. Co xvi
Klipstein, A xiii

Knapp Electrical Woiks xxiii

Lane & Bodley Co xxi
Lake Erie Engin'g Works. .. xx
Leclanche Battery Co., The .. . xiv
Link Belt Machinery Co xiv
Loud.H. M. & Sons Lumber Co. xiv
Manz & Co xvii
Marcus, W. N xvi
Mass. Chemical Co 3

McLean & Schmitt
,

Milwaukee Elcc. Ry. Co.
Moore. Alfred F i

Morse &Co., A. M ,. . .. xiv
Mortimer, J. C. & Co xiv
Munsell & Co., Eugene xii
National Electric Mfg. Co . . .V '

v
National India Rubber Co i

New England Butt Co xviii
New York Insulated Wh-e Co. xvi
N.T. Safety Steam Power Co. ..x.xi

New York & Ohio Co i

Nowotny Electric Co xiv
Osborne Steam Engineering Co.xili
Oetrandcr & Co., W. R xxi
Otto Gas Engine Works xxi
Page Belting Co
Paino & Ladd xii
Palmer Bros xiv
Partrlck& Carter Co xviii
Pearson & Co., W. B xx
Pelton Water Wheel Co xiv
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co. xvii
Phillips Insniarod Wire Co iv
Phoenix Iron Works Co

XIV
xiv

Phosphor-Bronze 8. Co., LM. . .
x

Pioneer Arcature Works. ... xv
Portcr-Leavili Elec Motor Co —

-

Queen & (Jo., Incorpcraled. . .xiii

Racine Hardware Mfg Co xii

Railway Equipment Co. ..... iv

Redding Electric Co xix

Rockford Electric Mfg. Co ... W
Roberis & Co., E. P xii

Kfiebllne's JSont* Co.. J. A xviii

Rose Elcc. Lt. Supply Co. . . .

Rosenbaum. AV. A xiv

Russell & Officer x

Samson Cor/feee Works xiii

Sawyer Man-Electric Co xx
Sechrist, Albert xix
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co xv
Shepard, H. L xiv
Shuitz Belting Co xviii

Siebert, G xiii

Siemens & Halske Electric Co. x
Sioux City Elec. Supply Co xv
Sioux City Engine Works xxi
Smith, A. T xiv
Sperry Elec. Mlnlne; Mach. Co. xvi
Standard Electric Co xxvi
Standard Paint Co.. xv
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co
Steuben Lamp Works xiii

Sterling, W. C xv
Stllweli&BlerceMfg.Co. xiv, xv
Taylor Engine Co xxi
Turbayue-Tamblyn Co iv

Union Hardware Co xiii

Utica Elec. Mfg.& Supply Co.. . . x
Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Waddell-Entz Company xii

Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co . .

Waterhouse, Gamble & Co ix

Western Electric Co x
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr

& Co xix
Westinghouse Elec. and Mfg

Co xi, xxv
Weston Elec Instrument Co. . viii

Weston Engine Co i

Wilson it Jackson xii

Worthington, Henry R
CLASSIFIED LIST.

Anntmclators.
AnBonia Electric Co., The
Central Electric Uo.
Knapp Electrical Worhe.
OatrnDder & Co.,W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Arc l^amps.
Begpa. J. E., Mchy. & Supply Co.
Daples Electric Co., Ltd.
Electric Cona. & Sapply Co.
General Electric Co.
General Incandescen' Arc Lt. Co.
Helios Etecirlc Co.. The.
Knapp Electrical WorKe.
Mortimer, J, C. & Co,
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Taibayne-Tamblyn Co.
Waterhouiii^ Gamble & Co.
WestlntihouHe Electric & Mte. Co
Western Electric Co.

Arc Light Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Sameon Cordage Works.

Batteriea.
American Battery Co.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Columbia Mfg. & Sapply Cc.
Fold Washburn Storelectro Cc.
Greeley & Co., The E. s.
Knapp Electrlnjil Worka
Lp.clancbe Battery Co., The.
Partrlck & Garter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
American Battery Co.
Butle: Hard Rubber Co,
Central KltctrlcUo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Leclancne Battery Co., The.
Western Electric Co.

B(»lls. Kloctrlc.
Ant^uTiia El.-ctric Co., The.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co., TheB.S.
Knapp illectricai Worka.
Oetrander & Co., W. R.
Partrlck A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, maKDeto.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley A Co., The K.8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Belting.
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Jewell BeltlnE Co.
Link rSelt Machinery Co.
Page Belting Co.
Shuitz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Blancbard, Albert.
Freonian Sons ilfg. Co., The S.
Lane & Bodley Co., The.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
W'eaton Engine Co.

Books, KlectrloAl.
Electrician PabllBhlnp' Co.

BraliUns Itlachi'-ory.
New Kn>^l(ind Butt Co.

JSargrlar Alarms.
Centtal Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Greeley* Co..The S. 8.
Knapp Klectrtcal Works.
ParalckA Carter Co.

rabies.
(See Inenlftted Wires )

Cables, Klortrir. (See Inenlateo
Wlree), <^opper,Mihectand Bar
Bishop Oiitta I'ercha Co
Eastern Klectric Cable Co.
Moore. Alfred F,
Roebllng'B Sone Co., J. A.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
WeBtero Electric Co.

Carbons, PolntH and Flatea.
Centra] Electric Co.
KniH^p Electrical V\orke.

4.'aHtlnsH-
I'almL r t roe.

CiaLvfies. frlnrin*.
Fallt) Klvet & Machine Co.
UhJ ClQKh WOFEa.

Cordaee.
tSnuiron Cordage Work^-.

Construction and Uepolr*.
Corastock, Louis K.
Inlorsiate Conip. Elec. Coiii^t Co.
McLean & Schmitt.
Pioneer Armature Works.
Roberts. E. P. &Co.
Weateni Electric Co.
Wilson k Jackson.

Contractors, Electric Llsht,
Rnffine Plants and Rlectrlr
Baliw^ays.
American Engine Co.
Babcock & Wiicoi Co., The.
Ball & Wood Co., The.
jBrush Electric Co.
C & C. P:ieclrlc Motor Co.
Cabell, L. Breckinridge.
Comatfick, Louis K.
Kddy Electric Mfg. Co.
Ford-Washburn Storelectro Co.
Freeman Sons Mfg. Co., The S.

General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Heisler Electric Co.
Interstate Comp, Elec. Oonet Co.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Morae & Co., A. M.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Osborne Steam Engineering Co
Pearson A Co.. W. a.
Phoenix Iron Works.
Racine Hardware Mfe.Co.
Rockford Electric Mfg. Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co,
Sious Citv Engine Works.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westinffhouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
WestJDghouse, Church, Kerr & Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Engine Co.
Wilson i: Jackeou.

copper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Works.
Bishop Guita Percha Co.

Central Sieciric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.

Cutter, Geo.
Enterprlee Electric Co.

Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.

Phi lips Insulated Wire Co.

Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.

Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Western Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.

Knapp Elec'rical Worba.
LouQ. H. M. & Sone Lnmoer Co.

Railway Equipment Co.

Cat-Onts and i*wi*«'he»,
Ansonia Electric Co. , The.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.

Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Enterprise Electric » o.

Great Wenern Mf^. Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co., The.

Knanp Electrical Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.

Redding Electric Co.
Russell & Officer.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Sechrist, A.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.

Dynamos.
Brnsh Electric Co.
C. & C. Electric Motor Co.
Duplex Electric Co.. Ltd.

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Eng. X Supply Co., The.

General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Heisler Electric Co.
Mortimer, J. O. & Co.
Natlonal Kl^ictrlc MannlactuitngCo.
Nowotny Electric Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.
Weetlnghonse ElectricA Mfg. Co.

Klecti ic Heating:.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Railway Equipment Co.

Rlpctrlc Lava Gas Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Rlectrlc Ballwaya.
General Electric Co.
Siemens Ji Halske Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mtg. Co.

RIectrlcal and Mectaaoical
Knglneers.
Comstock, Louis K.
Osborne Steam Engineering Co.
Roberts, E. P. & Co.
Wilson !i Jackson.

Electrical Instruments.
Ansoniii Eli'ctrlc Co.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley A Co.. The E. 8.

Partrick & Carter Co.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
O.ueen & Company.
Woalon Elec. Inelrunient Co.

RIectrlcal Intclllsenee.
Comstock, Louie K.
Roliertti. E. P. A Co.
Wilson & Jackson.

Klectrtcal Hpectaltles.
Columbia Mfg. & Supply Co.
Cutter, Geo.
HoUzer-Cabot Electric Co.
UtICD Elcc. Mfg. * Supply Co.

RIoctriclenH' Torches.
Clayton & Lambert Mfg. Oo.

Rlectrollers and Coaiblna-
tlon Flxtnrcs.
Ant-onia Electric Co.. The.
BAggot, E.
Edwards, W. S. Slffi. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works. I

Klectro-FlatlnE nacblnes.
Bruflh ElPctrlc Co.
Generul LlTlric Co.

KoeliiCH, Hem.
OttoGaa Engine Worka.

Kaf£lnen, nii-a^.
American Engine Co.
BbU a Wood Co . 1 UH
Freeman Sons Mfg. Co.. The S.

Lake Erie EngiD»-ering Wornt.
Lane & Bodiey Co , The.
Morse & Co., A. M.
N. y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pearson A cV, w.B.
Phoenix Iron Work-! Co.
Haclne Hardware Wfg. Co.
Slooi City Engine Works.
Taylor Engine Co.
Westlnghouee. Church, K*;rr & Co.
WesLon Engine Oo.

Fan Oatflts.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Diehl A; Company.
Stanley Electric Mlg. Co.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Eartavert Miu. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
I

Knapp Electrical Works.
FartrlcK dt Carter Co.
Western iCIectric Co.

j
Fuel F.conomizprs.

I Fuel Economizer Co.

I
Fuse Wire.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.

6as iMlgnung, electric.
I Boston Electric Co

Hollzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

General RIectrlcal Mappites.
Ansonia E'ectric Co , TUe.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Ene. & Sut ply Co., The.
Enterorii'e Eiectrlc Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
tJreeley <S;Co.,TheE. b
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Woikb.
Palmer Bros.
I'artrick & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Ruseell & Office-.

Sa^\•yer-Man Electric Co
Sioux City Elec. Supply Co,
Utica Elec. Mfg. dfc Supply Co.
Waterhouse, Gamble & Co.
Weston Eler. Instrument Co.

€}lobes and Blectricul tprlasB
ware.
Brookfield, Wm.

graphite Specialties,
Dixon Crucible Co.^ Jos.

Hard Knbber (»oo<ih.
Butler Hhrd Rubher Co.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co,

Insulators and Insnlatlnc
Materials.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Brookfield, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
HoUzer-CaboT Electric Co.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W^
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Moore. Alfred F.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg, & Supply C o.

Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Insulated liVlres and Cables,
magnet Wipe.
American Electrical Works.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cuehiug v<: Morse.
Cutter, Geo.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Enterprise Electric Co.
(ieneral Electric Co.
Great Western Mfj;. Co.
Holmes, Booth & Usydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & G. P. Ins. Co.
Knspp Bl&ctrlcai Worka.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick i: Carter Co.
PlulUps Inpulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sone Co., J. A.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Sperry Elec. Mlnln? Machine Co.
Waddell-Entr, Company.
Washburn A Moon Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Go.

Lamps. incandesecMt.
Ausnni;! Eb'Ctric Co., The.
Bornetein Electric Co.
Buckeve F.lectric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Ediaoii Miniature LniupDept
Electrical Eog. & Supply Co., The.
Electrical Mannfactnring Co., The.
General Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
SawTor-Man Electric Co.
Steubon Lamp Works.

liBtbCS. „
Brld^port Machine Tool Works.
Shepard. fl. I-.

lilshtninf: AtrcJ^tors.
Knapp Electrical Works.

nacnet Wire.
(Seelnsulatea Wlree.)

Jlerhanloal nachlnery.
BnOtV-I'Ort .Mi':.'.lL>- T'^i Worti.

Beaicbi MttttcrieR.
PwrtrJcJC A C&riei t,o.

nica.
Johns Mfe. Co.. U. W.
Monsell i Co., Eueene.

Slllllnc .TIsciilD«;ry
H':0:-:T Mti;^, Co . Jot.r,.

nioluK Auporatun, Klrctrlc
G':nf.'ra! El'-ctiic Co,
Grtat W':.*l--m Mf- C'..

Sperry Blec, Miniu< Machine Co.
Wescint:houae Electric A Mf^. Co.

Hotors.
Brash Electric Co.
C. L C. El'.cirlc Motor Co.
Crocfcer-Wu&eler isiectnc 00.
Eddy El'-ctricilfg. Co.
Electrical iln?, <fc Supply Co., Th«.
Ford-Waehbum Storelectro Co.
General Electric Co,
Great We&ttrn Mtc.Co.
Mortimer, J, C. &Co.
Nowotny Eieclric Co.
PorierLeavitt Elecvfc Motor Co.
Rockford Electric Mf-. Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Weatinghonae Electric * K/p.Co.

Same Plates.
Becker Mfg. Co., John.

Oil Filters.
Acme Filler Co.

PamtH.
Standard Paint Co.

FatenlH.
Paine &L»:d.
Rosenbaom, Wm. A.

Phosphor Bronze.
Pho-piior Bronze Smelting Co., Ltd

Pins and ffraekeu*.
Central Electric Co.
Loud, H. M.& Sons Lumber 0«.
Railway Equipment Co.

Plationm.
Baker & Co.
Sieberl, G.

Poles.
Load, H. M. & Sons' Lumber ' o.
Railway Equipment Co.

Porct-lairt.
Empire China Works.

Fr'HMure ^hvsch.
Bristo's Mfg. Co.

Publishers, Kiectrlcal
El<ctrician Publishing Co.

Push Buttons.
Central St&??Eflc Co.
KnSpp El^^ical Works.
Partrick k Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Ballways, Kleetrle.
(See elec^lc raliwaya.)

Rheostats.
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co.

I

eiat Amniontae.
Innis &Co.
Klipstein, A.

Separetors, Hteam,
Hlne ailmlnatorCo.

1 tjtlik Braid.
Bn?ton Braid Mfg. r^.

SneabioK Turbos,
central isiectxlc Co.
^apo Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co.. W. R.
Partnck .'; Carter Co.
Western Klectrlc Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthlngjoi^ Henry R.

Street inrm

.

Brill, J. G., Co.
' Street Ry Tower ITa^onr.

Davis, W. S. i Son.

I
Supplies, electric HailY%ay
Railway Equipment Co.

I

Tapes, Insiilatlnr-
American Electrical Works.

I

Ansonia ElectricCo.. The.
I Central Siectric Co.
I

Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
( Cushing it Morse.

I

India KuDber & G. P. li e. Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Pal?' Zo.

TeleKraph Apparatmr.
Central Klectrlc Co.
Greeley & Co., The B. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Par:ric3c i: Carter Co
Weeicrn Electric Co.

Telephones, Sleetrlc
Western Hfectric Co.

TelettiiODC Monthplee<s.
Marcos, W. N.

Test Instruments,
Centnu E]ect?ic Co.
GYeeley A Co., The B. S.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Queen Jt Company.
Western Electric Co.
Wo^ton Eioc. Instrument Co.

Transformers.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
National ElectricManutactnrtng Co.
Stanley Electric Mlg. Co.
Westinghouse Electric A Mfg. Co.

Troller Cord.
Sameon Cordage Works.

Trucks. FJlertrIc Car.
General Electric Co.
WesUnRhonso Electric A Mfg. Co.

Turbine Wheels.
Payton Globe Iron Works Co.
Pelton W.iter WuetM Co
Stllvrell * BlerceMfg. Co.

UttlTcrsitles.
Institute of Technology.

V&rnlshes.
]kla«s. Chemical Co.
Standiinl Paint Co.

"Water Wheel".
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

Wire. Bare.
An*onia Electric Co., The.
Bishop Gutta Perdha Oo.
Central Electric Co.
Cr.»eceut In?. Wire A Cable Co.
Holme*. BDOth & H.iydons.
Knapp Electrical Workp.
Natlontl India Rublvr Co.
Phillipp Insuia'ed Wire Co.
Rai'way £qilpment Co.
RoeOUtic'e &cne' Co.. J. A.
Sperry Kl»c- 11 inlif Machine Oo.
Wathbum A Moen Mfg. Co.
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STREET LIGHTING FROM ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
Lamps, Series Sockets,

New Prices given on Street Fixtures, Poles,
Bank Boards, Meters

And all accessories for the use of SERIES LAMPS on ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.

This system permits a PROFITABLE and SATISFACTORY method of street illumin-
ation and shoxild be investigated by every plant using alternating current apparatus,

WRITE FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS AND PRICES.

OI7R SERIES LAMPS
Will show you a COMPARATIVE SAVING equal to their FIRST COST in POWER CONSUMED.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC COMPANY, 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, IMass.

ELECTRIC FANS.
2,000

ENDORSERS,
^ ^ „„„„d f.r Either

UEHL-] Direct Arc or

Incandescent

Current.

DIEHL A COMPANY, 385 Broadway. New York .

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
Pullman Building, Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

^roi::i::Lpt SltiipnnicierLts-

CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT GO.,

CHICAGO.W. R. MASON, Geni Mgr.

TURBAYNE ARC LAMP
FOS.

Constant Potential Circuits*

LAMPS SENT ON TRIAL.

THE TURBAYNE-TAMBLYN COMPANY,
BB, B3 and 10 K. Fort Street, DETROIT, MICH.

TF^]

Rockford Iron-Clad Motor.
SiniDle aid ReliaMe,

Higliest EfflcicDcy,

No Eilernal Mapetism,

Also

GENERATORS
For Light or Power.

ROCKFORD ELECTRIC MANDFACTURING CO.,

ROCKFORD, ILL., U. S. A.

^^

Factory, PawtQcket, R. I.

FEEDER WIRE,
LINE WIRE,
HOUSE WIRE.

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE CO..

39 and 41 Cortlandt St., NEW YORK.
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin Street, Chicago.

^^^XCAL sup

ffeslern Electrical Sipplj Co., [||6^ijl5 Gale City Electric Co

,

418 South 1 5th St., y=^v%Sn^ 622 Delaware St.,

OMAHA, NEB. % '

?f / KANSAS CITY, MO.

Sontlern Electrical Snpiily Co.,

1 1 North Seventh St.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
"ElskrKJL Olctiro, "X^Tis-, XJ- S- A.,

High Grade Dynamo Electric Machinery.
APPARATUS FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Long Distance Transmission of Power, Street Railmray Generators^
Stationary Motors and Appliances, Electric IVIining Plants^
Isolated Lighting Plants, Central Station Lighting,

Alternating or Direct Current.

K'iO Allfin'ic Avenue, BOSTON. Pullman Building, CHICAGO
i:SG Liberty Street, NEW YORK. 134 East Sixth Street. ST PAUL.

Penn Mutual Building. PHILADELPHIA. 29 E. First South Street. SALT LAKE CITY.
05 Smith Bui'ding, CINCINNATI. Bailer Building. SEATTLE. WASH.

167 Gravier Street. NEW ORLEANS. 314 California Street, SJN FRANCISCO.
Equitable Building. ST. LOUIS. 70 Pearl Street, TORONTO, OM.

TliLe ^lace to ^"0.37- STnpplies:

THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND SUPPLY CO.,

St. Paul, Minn.,
Is the leading supply house of the North-West. Moderate Profits. Prompt Shipments.

Send us a trial order and see what we will do for you.
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GREEN'S IMPROVED

Patent Fuel Ecenemizer fer Steam Sellers.

THE FUEL ECONOMIZER CO.,
OF JIA^TTEAWAN, N. Y.

CX:.A.X3 OX^FXOZ::

91 Libsriy Street, New York City.

WORKS: MATTEAWAN, N. Y., U. S. A.

THIS Apparatus is already applied to over

150,000 BOILERS
of every type, and giving the greatest satisfaction

in Economy and Working.

Under favorable conditions the temperature of the

Feed Water is raised to 300" or more by utilizing the

waste heat of the Boiler Flues. The water beinor thus

purified and freed from sedimentary matter, the Heating

Surfaces of the Boilers are kept clean and efficient.

All joints iron to iron, no leakage, no trouble, great-

est facility for cleaning.

All parts interchangeable, being made to Standard

Gauge by tools specially designed for the purpose.

I^The ONLY WORKS in the UNITED STATES
devoted EXCLUSIVELY to the MANUFACTURE of

FUEL ECONOMIZERS.

Sole Makers of GREENS FUEL ECONOMIZERS in the United States.

Original Inventors and Makers, EDWARD GREEN & SON, Ltd , 2 Exchange
Street, Manchester. Works: Wakefield, England.

Can be Applied to Any Type of Boiler Without

Stoppage of Works,

Circulars, Plans, Specifications and Full Informa

tion on Application to Company's Office.

S. BERCMANN, President. C. M. BIODLE, Vice President.

THE "GENERAL" INCANDESCENT ARC LAMP.
*^f» For Low Tension, Continuous Current Circuits.

Soft, steady Light; Small Size and Weight; Simplicity; Quick Trimming;
Thorough Insulation and Safety; Reliability; Large Bange of

Amperage and Voltage; Longest Life.

No. 1 Circular and Price List of Standard Lamps, No. 2 Circular and Price
List cf Ornamental Lamps with numerous Illustrations of

H.4^^#'

^
OBNAMKTiTAI, I.AVI- >.•>. 7'/j.

Sent on application, with discount?, etc.

Can be used Singly or from 2 to 12 in series on from 50 to 500 Volts.

All Lamps exactly alite in Mechanism.
No Adjustment or Regulation needed.

Can be Trimmed without touching the globe.
No Dash Pot to hide primary defects.

Our Lamp is absolutely Reliable and will not
change from use

Special Designs and Estimates furnished on demand.
R'lANDAlU) LAMP No. 600.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT COMPANY,
WORKS. 33d Street and First Avenue.

Telephone No. 1309, 38th St

Address Alf Correspondence lo our Works

GENERAL OFFICES, 59 Duane Street.
Telephone No. i03Cortlandt

SHf)WRroiVIS, 275 Fifth Avenue.
Telephone No. 14S9, 38th St
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O. <Sc O.
Electric Motors and Dynamos.

NEW EDDY MOTOR.

Electric Lighting and Electrical Transmission

of Power.

The C. & C. Electric Motor Co.,
GENERAL OFFICE:

402 and 404 Greenwich St., New York.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREROOMS:

CHICAGO, 201 Madison St. BOSTON, 63 Oliver St.,

Agencies in all principal cities.

MULTIPOLAR GENERATORS FOR RAILWAY AND
POWER PURPOSES.

PERFECT IN CONSTRUCTION.

THE FEATURE OF ST. LOUIS CONVENTION.

Ccrreeponcieiics Solicited.

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MFG. CO,,

WINDSOR, CONN.

136 Liberty Street, NEW YORK. 1417 and WIS Monaduoci Bldg., CHICAGO.
606 Commerce St., PHIL.\DELPHI.\. 170 Second St., PORTL.\>'D, ORE GON.

30 Oliver Street, BOSTON. 134 E. 6lh St., ST. P.tn.. MINN.
705 Delaware Street, KANSAS CITY, 310.

A JSOEIW BOOK!

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand- Book,
226 Pages. I 'b 8 Engravings. Hand-Book Size.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of which 30,000 copies
have been sold. The new book contains more than twice as many pages and twice

as many engravings as were comprised in the old, and will continue
to retain the distinction of being the ONLY STANDARD
WORK for the practical dynamo man and the learner.

NOW READY. PRICE, $1.00.

6 LAKESIDE BIULDINC, CHICAGO.
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The Weston Standard Portable

DIRECT CURRENT VOLTMETERS AND AMMETERS
Are used in all parts of the civilized world. They are recognized by all authorities as the very best instruments ever

produced.
During the past year Mr. Weston has given much time to the further study and improvement of these instruments, and

has brought them to a higher degree of permanency, durability, accuracy and e.xcellence than we ever thought possible.

The New JJfodel is the same in external appearance as the old, but is vastly superior to the latter in all that contrib-

utes to a first-class instrument. It is the ClCitie of perfection, and is destined to become and remain

THE STANDARD PORTABLE INSTRUMENT OF THE WORLD.
We have perfected a larger model of these instruments expressly adapted for use as ClhSOlllte StdfldaTds in

stations and laboratories. They are designated as the

Weston Laboratory Standard Voltmeters'' Ammeters.
The scales are about three times the length of the ordinary portable standards, and the instruments are sufficiently

sensitive to work to within 1-75 of one per cent. We confidently recommend them as the most convenient and accurate

standards known. They are adapted for the most exact work, and will be found thoroughly equal to its requirements.

We make twenty-two ranges of

The Weston Portable Alternating Current Voltmeters.
These instruments are absolutely permanent and very accurate, and are incomparably superior to any form of hot

wire instrument known. They will be found invaluable in securing and maintaining uniformity and economy of operation

of alternating current plants. fVe make multipliers fOr USe with these instruments to extend their

range so as to measure the highest voltage met with on primary circuits.

We also make sixteen different ranges of moderate priced, high grade

Dead-Beat Switch-Board Ammeters.
The capacity ranges from 25 amperes to 750 amperes. These instruments are a new type, and are very accurate and well

made. The scales are very regular, the instruments very sensitive, thoroughly durable and absolutely permanent, and their

indications are not sensibly affected by the most powerful external fields.

In addition we are making a full line of Direct Current

Station and Isolated Plant Voltmeters
»

In three sizes and many ranges. These instruments are very dead-beat, and embody many new and valuable features.

They are specially adapted for railway and power plants, and are well suited for arc and incandescent light circuits, and all

other work requiring goocl and thoroughly trustworthy voltmeters. They are specially designed for

switch-board use. We are also making a large line of high grade

Station Ammeters
In ranges from 200 to 5,000 amperes, with absolutely proportional scales throughout the entire range. The sensibility and
accuracy of these instruments have never been approached. A 1,200 ampere instrument will indicate, with full load or no
load, the turning on or off of a single lamp, and can be read in any part of the scale to one ampere. They are very dead-
beat, handsome in design and finish, permanent, durable, well made and moderate in price.

--WESTON electrical INSTROMENT CO.,
Correspondence Solicited. 1 14-120 William Street, NEWARK, N. J., U.S.A.
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648 Washington St., Boston,
MANUFAOTUBERS OF THE

Original Geleiirated Boston Burners.
HEADQUARTERS FOR

CAS LIGHTIHG APPARATUS.

F^ r\

Please do not confuse our name wi'h others.

We have the largest and mo;t complete stock of Gas Lighting apparaus to be

found in this country. Our burners have proven, by practical use, to be far superior

to any others on the market, and our prices arc exceedingly low.

Buy burners made by the BOSTON ELECTRIC CO., and get the best You
will thertby save the profits of ycur labor, besides giving your customers perfect satig-

factlon.

ItuRtoii Klectri.- ti'.s Automatic liuriier. Boston Electric AutoniHtir liurner (ftlicll removed.

SOMETHING TO BE NOTED!

THE MORRISON STORAGE BATTERY
I3 mnde by the PlantO pro-
cess, DO oxides being used.
eithCf mechanically or ap-
plied ia the form of paste,
paint or cement.

ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE HIGH; LIFE LONG.
Dry BatteriGP, Battery
Supplies, etc. For further
information address

AMERICAN BATTERY COMPANY,
Office: Rooms 23 and 24, 177 La Salle ft., CHICAGO. ILL.

Day's Kerite.

Highest Grade of

Insulation for

Electric Wires and Cables.

GUSHING & MORSE, General western Agents,

225 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

The"BUCKEYE"SetsthePace.
OUR STANDARD
3'/^ Watt Lamp
la without an equal.

WESTERN StIIPMENTS
direct from

Chicago Stock.

LIFE RECORD,
Normal Voltage
1,000 to 4,000 hours.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, O.

437 "The Itookery,"
•SEW YORK.

All Hail and KxpreHH BiiildiiiK.

IitfirtaifiiB Arc Lais
FOR ARC,

INCANDESCENT AND

RAILROAD CIRCUITS.

Waterhouse, Gamble & Co.,

OFFICE; FAOTOET;
45 Itroadway, Jfew York. Hartford, Conn.

Send for Catalogue and Full Information.

BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT!

THE ELECTRICAL MFG. COMPANY, OCONTO, WIS.
Lamps for all Systems.

mm CURRENT LAMPS.

ALTERNATING CURRENT LAMPS.

RAILWAY CIRCUIT LAMPS.

Any Voltage or Candle Power.

FILAMENTS WITH OR WITHOUT HOOKS.

MINIMUM CURRENT CONSUMPTION, with

MAXIMUM CANDLE POWER AND IIFE.

Before purrhoainc elHCwIiore send In a trial order for Brilliants.
LanipH furnished to oonMunicrs in qiinntif Ion at factor}' prices.

( CHICACO:-Wm. Hood & Co., 239 La Salle Street

AGENGII^S:] MILWAUKEEz-E. C. IVIullen, Manager.
fTHOWASVILLE, GA.s-Je B. g, Love, Man«j|§r'
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RUSSELL That is tlie Name.

An Automatic Switch.

Lights controlled from one or any number of points

SO BATTERY B£«tTTIR£D.

Send for Olj^oiila'X-.

RUSSELL & OFFICER, EDWARD R. GRIER,
1735 Chfimpa St.. ^Xonadnock Building.

L. BRECKINRIDGE CABELL
53 Broadway, NEW YORK, Room 17.

Lands, Securities and Industrial Enterprises; Total Issues

of Corporate, Municipal and County Bonds Taken; Municipal

Debts Consolidated and Refunded at lower rates; Railroads

Built and Equipped; Electric Roads Built and Equipped;

Street Railroads usine Horse power changed to Electric Roads.

INTERIOR CONDUITS
r^©

me Solntioi of tlie FroMem of Safe Gflardim

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
\Mierever and for whatsoever parpose employed, la to

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IRTERIOR AND DNDERGRODHD

coiLrxD-criTs
MANTTFACTUEED BT

TW TE Tt T O S.

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
lunpvc J 627 to B31 W. 34th St.,
WOKK!>..j B26toB28W. 3BthSt.,

General OfQces: 42 & 44 Broad St. , Hew York.

TRADE-MARK

ThOB. Day & Co., 222 Sntter St., San Francisco, Cal.

>i''-intttin Electric Co., Denver Colo,
, rican Elect. Supply Co., 2:^6 Pearl St., Baffalo.N Y.
iiim. Gay & Co , 27 E. Slain tit , Kocheeter, N. Y.

. "vor Elect. Co., 127 W, gth St., Clnclanatl, O.
Cbas, Gabriel, Saginaw, Mich,
Soathern Electrical Mfg. Sl Snpply Co,,

110 Daronne St.. New Orleans, La.
Wallcjr & Kepler, B31 Chcetnat St , Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply <fc Constrodlon Co.. Pittaburgh, P*.
SoQihem Electric Co..

""

Central Elcrtrl,
Baltimore, Md.

:Co.. Chlctieo. 111.

INSULLAC
Is the Best Insulating Compound.
It is WATERPROOF, does not require
BAKING, and is guaranteed.

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICAL CO.,
8 Oliver Street, BOSTON.

J.FRANK WILLONT. ManBsfr, HABRV RI»«HOP. Gcn'l Wfsfn Agent,
OO and 6^ P roadway, S!23 llonadnock Ruildiaff,

NBIV VOKK. 0H10A6O.
tr.F.S. BROWN'. Maiazer. 390 Coneress t!)r.. POKT1.AKD, HE.

PAUL A. DAVIS. Jk . Philadelphia. ('. S. KXOWLES, Boston
MANION & CO., New Orleans. PETTIXGELL, ANDREWS & CO., Boston
AL EXANDEK, BARNEY & CHAPIN, New York. BROWN ELECTRIC CO., Boston.
E. G. EENARD & CO., Troy, N. Y. GEORGE STILES, Denver, Colo.
H H. WILLIAMSON, Cleveland, 0. W. H. RUNKLE, Cincinnati, O.

EISSELL & DODGE, Toledo, 0.

Utica Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

UTICA, N.Y.
MANUFACTURERS OF

'HEUCULCS" SWITCHES for Arc artd Power Circuits.

UTICA" QUICK BREAK-ABSOLUTE LOCK-KNIFE SWITCHES for my
uoltage and amperes.

AUTOMATIC MAGAZINE FUSE BOXES.

SIMPLEX, DWLEX and QIJADRUPL'X LIOHTNINO ARRESTERS for
Power, Telephone and Lighting Circuits.

VAST ARMS and POLE STANDS.
CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for Generators, Motors and Dynamos.
CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS.
Also General Dealers in ELECTRIC LIGHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

Ml genuine:
INGOTS l; MANUFACTURES

BEAR OUR
I^EC.JRADE MARKS.

PHOSPHOR-BRONZE
Ingots, Castings, Wire, Sheet &c.

The Phosphor bronze Smelting CO-Limiteo
512 Arch St. Philadelphia Pa.U.S.A.

original manufacturers of phosphor-
BRONZE IN THE UNITED STATES AND Sole
Makers of"ELEPHANT BRAND^Phosphor-Bronze,

BJLXXERIES.
SPECIAL PRICES ON LARGE QUANTITIES.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.,
Corner Tliames and Greenwich Sts.,

NEW YORK.
227 to 276 South Clinton Street,

CHICAGO.
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Westinirhouse Electric and Mfg. Co.,

STOPPER INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LAMPS.

PRICES.

S C. F. $0.30
10 " .30

20 c. F. $0.35

DISCOUNTS.
Ten (10) per cent to Central Stations.

Two and one half (2>^) per cent, and upward, to others, according to

quantity.

ALLOWANCES.
Ten (10) cents for every burned-out lamp returned unbroken to

factory.

EFFICIENCY.
By reason of an important discovery we now make our 50 volt

lamps with an efficiency of 23^ watts per candle. This results in in-

creasing the lighting capacity and earnings of a station

TWENTY PER CENT.
Shipments are now being made.

Detachable bases to fit any sockets five cents net, each

.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MAITOFACTUBED BY

VtTM. BROOKFIBLD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

GET A SAMPLE QUICK.
Ill

i

z
<
c
u
-J

Ul
ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,

(ELECTBICAL SUPPLIES.!

General AVestern Asents. 342 alaclisnn Street. CHIC'AtlO.

"RACINE-HIGH-SPESPJ

CATALOGUE

tNfilNE DE?!.

SUPERIOR. RMULAnON
^« ECONOMY ''°^

BECTRIC IjlSHTIHS
'>=fiENERAL

"^

16 SIZIS

CARRIED IH STOCK

rwFtisf
Kai Crff OF CBlj

ENGIHESj
istn smtm\

SPECIAL
CANDELABRA

AND MINIATURE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
For infoi'malion and prices

eoTering special Candelabra
and 3Iiniatare Incandescent
Lamps, address the

EDISON DECORATIVE AND
MINIATURE LAMP DEPARTMENT,

HARRISON. N. J.

MICA
RACINt HARDWARE MffrCO-RAc"'V>>

IGih and Baciae Streets.

All Sizes

and

Qualities

For Electrical Purposes.

EUaENE MUNSELL & C0.>
•ilH Water Street, New York.

W. H. SILLS, 86 im Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Sole Affents lor "3Iicanite."

CHAS. H. niLS'jN. jEO. W. JACKSON.

WILSON & JACKSON,
GENEEAL CONTRACTORS,

street and Highway constmcuoo. Electric Conduits, Sabway?, Sewer.a, Railroad and Masonry Worlr.

Telephone Main 140.

Times Building, CHiCACO.

E
p. ROBERTS Sl CO.,

I Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.

E. p. KoTJZKT-^, il. E. C, F. Ukuelackeb, E. E.

Prellralnary Sorr&y!! and E«llraates,
Piar^ Sr'^^fj'^ati'-n- nnd >t][>ervi-ion of Elf:ctric

L:t,'bt, I'oTr<;r and Railway Wort:.

WESTERN RESERVE BUILDING,
« lc\f-ran«l. Oliin

H. E. PAINE.
Ex-Commissioner of Pateuts.

PATENTS.
PAINE & LADD, Allorne7s at Law,

I-oan ftnri Trust Bnlldlnc.

1VAMHIM.T1»;V. I». 4'.

"THS IjATSST and best
SLOW SPEED, MULTIPOLAR DYNAMO.

AVy\2iTAfiK3: Slcrsf «p««d, (irooH floor Bpac:, dlrtct driven, ffjlf-oillng boiirlngB, little oxterDQl
miyfri':U"ro, etc.

MADE BY THE

DUPLEX ELECTRIC CO.
I>imit<'<l,

CORRY, PA.
BoMtAn Onire- M. C. Uawkc, ManaKfr.

r/jrj Atlantic Av.;.

f;hlraEO <>ni»'«-Arcli<r * ItonlUur,
.Mjifiaj/or-t, l.^i.'. MonaJn'Hk litjllttlnt'.

Knnxaa «;lty. Mo. OOice— L C.
I;/,lr. f/f, Wf,l;,„t.^lr'->;1.

.\<-M- York onire — W, If. Oorilon.
.N'arjac'T. ll'i I:r'/t»'lvrny,

Philadelphia <>m>-e-r:ba». K. 1 m
nell, laaoulli Urr.wl HI.

AGENTS:
f'hBttnnooen. Tenn.—F. I. Ht/tno.
I.lnroln. 3*eli.— I;»«olaw Eloctric i-;ai..

!. 7 '>.. 112 H. l.'.KiHl.

I'rovulenre. K. I.—I/rako, I'ayaon h
WhUllnr, C'.r. Wnj.hlnf(V<n 4 Mily Bl«

Tarpon Mprlneo. ria—W. I>. Wll»<[,

The above illustration shows the

worliiDg parts of the only steam en-

gine worthy of being called high
speed. It is known as tlie

A merican High Speed Engine.

It has no competitors.

linns easily and smoothlj^

innn KEVOLUTIOXS and more,
-1^' ''^^'-' in small sizes, and propor-

tionally fast in larger sizes.

Unsurpassed for Economy
and close automatic govermnent.

DYNAMOS,
CIRCULAR SAWS,

FANS, BLOWERS,
THRESHING MACHINES,

etc., run by direct eoiipliiiK without

belts.

Ifs the .acme of simplicity. There's

great saving in foundations, little or

none being required, also in oil con-

sumed and attention required.

For high speed machinery it saves

many shafts, counter- sliafts, hangers.

pulleys, belts, and great loss of power

incidental to their use. Speed readily

reduced for slow running machinery.

This Engine is

NOT A " ROTARY,"
as its piston does not revolve; runs

standing on either end. or placed hori-

zontally, equally well ; is wholly self-

contained. Takes up but little room.

MARINE TYPE
is very light, and has simple, effective

reversing mechanism. Especially well

adapted for high speed Launches and

Yachts. Its position in bottom of boat

is most favorable for ballast.

Engines of 2 to 200 Horse Power can

be furnished on short notice.

^° If you want to know more, send

address and 10 cents in stamps for

Large Illustrated Catalogue, to

AMERICAN ENGINE CO.,

BOl'M> BROOK, N. J.

No. 44 Raritan Avenue.

The BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA CO.

THE BEST GRADES OF

'HTire a.nci Catoles
For under ground, under water, and all other conditions.

Address 420-426 East 25th Street, - - NEW YORK.
HEMBY A. BF.£D, Secretary and Manager.

wiBPoriHachinBlool Works
V E.P.BULIARD PRDPR, BRIDGEPORT, UOWH

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen

erators and Motors. "DIRECT-

DRIVEN" Slow-Speed Gener-

ators for ICIeotric Lighting and

Power. Low Running Expense.

Insulated Wire and Flexible

Cords. Ksti mates furnished.

Isolated Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 GIrard Building

BUFFALO, 50 Torraco.

WORKN AT BKinWKPORT, CONJT.
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Gen. Thomas T. Eckert.
Oa March 8th the directors of the Western Union Tele-

graph company, at their quarterly meeting in New York,

elected Gen. Thomas T. Eckert president of the company
tosucceed Dr. Norvin Green, deceased. Gen. Eckert has

been first vice president and general manager of the com-

pany for the last twelve years, and his promotion was gen-

erally expected.

If long experience be accepted as a qualification for the

elevated position to which Gen. Eckert has been called, the

new president is peculiarly well fitted to guide the destinies

of the Western Union company, as no man in the Uniled

States can point to a more prominent career in connection

with the telegraphic interests of the country.

Thomas T. Eckert was born in St. Clairsville,

O., April 23, 1S25. He was among the first to

learo telegraphy, and in 1S49, when he was
appointed postmaster at Wooster, O., he was

also the telegraph operator there. At this

lime J. H. Wade of Cleveland was building

telegraph lines westward, and, being attracted

by Mr. Eckert's vigor and industry, he made
the young operator superintendent of the

"Union Telegraph Lines,'' which were, about

1852, extended from Pittsburg to Chicago by

way of the Fort Wayne and Chicago, railroad.

Mr. Wade soon afterward became identified

with the newly formed Western Union Tele-

graph company, and, one by one, his lines

were absorbed by the new company. By this

amalgamation Superintendent Eckert first en-

tered the service of the great corporation of

which he has just been elected president. Tn

1859, however, he left the telegraph business

to superintend the affairs of a gold mining

company in Montgomery county, N. C, leavir g
behind him a reputation for energy, good judg

ment and hard work.

When the war troke out in 1S61 Mr. Eckert

came north and located in Cincinnati, but he

was soon called to Washington and placed in

charge of the military telegraphs in the De-

partment of the Potomac, with the rank of

captain and assistant quartermaster. In 1862

he acompanied Gett. McClellan to the Penir.-

sula, and in September of the same year he

was recalled to Washington to establish the

military telegraph headquarters at the war de-

partment, and was promoted to the rank 0/

major. In this service Major Eckert distin

guished himself. He sustained intimate rela

tions with President Lincoln and Mr. Stantor.

the war secretary, enjoying the complete con

fidence and high esteem of both these great

men. As an evidence of this it may be men-
tioned that in January, 1865, he was appointed

to meet the leaders of the confederacy at City

Point, a delicate mission which he executed

with marked intelligence and discretion. In

1864 Major Eckert was breveted lieuttnanl-colonel

and not long after he was invented with the rank of

brigadier-general. About the same time he was ap-
pointed assistant secretary of war, a position he held
until August, 1866, when he resigned to accept the office

of general superintendent of the eastern division of the
Western Union company. In his five yeais' connection
with the army and war department Gen. Eckert served his

country well and was the most conspicuous figure in the
indispensable military telegraph service.

From 1866 to 1875 Gen. Eckert performed the duties of
superintendent of the eastern division of the Western
Union. He was not entirely satisfied with his position,

however, and in the latter year he was made president of
the Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph company, which was dom-
inated by Jay Gould, who was ever the steadfast friend of
Gen. Eckert, and which later came under the control of
the Western Union. Mr. Gould was dissatisfied with the

administration of the Western Union, however, and in

1879 he and others organized the American Union Tele-

graph company as a competitor to the Western Union.

Gen. Eckert became president of the new company on Jan-

uary I, 1880, and devoted himself with great energy to the

work of building it up. At the close of his first year's

administration the company showed 2,oco offices and

50,000 miles of wire. This was the most formidable

opposition the Western Union company had yet encoun-

tered, and the directors became alarmed. A conference of

the leading men of the two companies was arranged, and,

after much negotiation, consolidation was perfected early

in iSSt. From this time until his death Jay Gould prac-

GEN. THOMAS T ECKI-RT.

tically controlled the company. After the coi.Sjlidation

Dr. Green was retained as president, but by an executive

order dated February 12, iSSl, Gen. Eckert was made
first vice-pres'dent and general manager and placed in

charge of the construction, equipment, maintenance and
operation of the lines and offices. This position he retained

until electetl president.

Gen. Eckert is a strong man, physically and mentally, as

may be inferred from the portrait presented on this page,

which is a reproduction of a late photograph. He is a

strict disciplinarian and insists on prompt obedience and

respect from subordinates. Nevertheless, he is a man of

kindly heart and makes and retains friends. His executive

ability is conspicuous, and it cannot be doubted that he

will conduct the affairs of the company with ability and

success. The appointment has been well received through-

out the country as the best and most na'ural one that

could be made.

Chicago-North Shore Electric Railway.
Work has been begun for an electric railway to connect

Chicago and Evanston, which the Chicago-North Shore
Street Railway company is building. This road will be
one of the most important of Chicago's suburban electric

railways. The line starts at Graceland avenue, ai;d runs
northwest on Evanston avenue to the city limits, thence it

follows City Limit street to Chicago avenue in Rogers
Park; here it takes a northerly direction through Rogers
Park and Evanston to Dempster street, where it turns to

the west and runs to Sherman avenue; thence north on
Sherman avenue to North Evanston, terminating at Emer-
s-^n avenue for the present. It is expected that the road will

soon be extended to the south from Graceland
avenue to Dlversey avenue, where a connection

with the Yerkes cable will be made. In all,

the road will be about nine miles long. Fcrtwo
and a half miles on Evanston avenue a center

pole construction will be used, while the bal-

ance of the overhead wiring is supported by
iron poles at the side of the street. The feed-

ers are all of No. oooc and No. 000 copper
wire, calculated for a five per cent. drop for the
end of the lines. Standard girder rails, weigh-

ing 85 pounds to the yard, will be used. The
American Railway Construction company of

Chicago, successor to Wright & Meysenburg,
has the contract for the track construction. The
roiling stock will consist of Pullman cars. The
poser house is located on Evanston avenue,

near Ardmore avenue. It is a handsome two-

story building, with a frontage of 100 feet and
a depth of 230 feet. Here the offices of the

company will be located, and a portion of the

buiding will also be utilized as a car barn at

first. The General Electric company is supply-

ing the electrical equipment, and B. J. .\rno!d

is the mechanical and electrical engineer. Three
250 horse power Heine water tube boilers will

furnish steam at the start, although the station

is designed to have an ultimate capacity of

3 000 horse power. Power will be furnished

by one 800 horse power double Wheelock en-
gine, which will drive, by rope transmission, a
jack shaft, to which will be coupled directly

two 310 kilowatt multipolar generators of the

General Electric type. A steel stack 145 feet

high, and with an inside diameter of eight

feet, will be a feature of the plant. The en-

gines will be installed by the Cal.fomia En-
gineering company and McArthur Bros, are

now building the foundations.

Municipal Control of Electrical
Enterprises.

Municipal control of electric lighting was
the subject of the recent prize debate

at the Uiiiversity of Wisconsin. The
debate was between the .-Vthen.-e and the

Philomathia. The discussion included electric railways

as well as electric lighting, limiting both to cities having a

population of 25.000 or more. Hubert E. Page. E. K.

Stevei;sand J. M. Johnston of .Athenx advocated municipal

ownership, and the opposition was represented by J. .\.

Pratt, J. B. Pollock and J. .-V Webster. The debaters

had devoted nine months to preparation for the discussion,

and the arguments were excellent. The judges were State

Senator Neal Brown of Wausau, Rev. E. G. Updike and
President C. K. .-Vdams of Madison. Prof. Richard T.

Ely, the famous writer on social economy, was very much
interested in the debate, and he will publish the results of

the labors of the debaters in a volume which will contain

the arguments in full and an appendix.

The .\llantic City, N. }., Electric Light & Power com-
pany will build an electric railroad along the beach, having
issued 1^200,000 of bonds for that purpose.
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R H, Pierce. Electrical Engineer at the
World's Fair.

By the resignation of Frederick Sargent, R. H. Pierce,

who has been the assistant electrical engineer for some

time, is made the most conspicuous figure in the electrical

department of the construction and maintenance Tvork of

the World's Fair. Mr. Pierce is well qualified by long

expsrience to fill the position, and he has a host of friends

in Chicago and else.\here who will wish him all possible

success.

Richard H. Pierce is a New Englander, having firstseen

the light in Woonsocket, R. I., November 20, iS6>, He

spent most of his boyhood and youth in and near Boston,

where he fitted himself for Yale College, from which he

graduated in 1SS2. ~He determined to adopt electrical en-

gineering as a profession, and took a three years' course

at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Although

this was only a little over ten years ago, the importance of

scientific instruction in electrical work was just beginning

R. H. riZRCF.

to fae recognized, and it is an interesting fdwl that Mr.

P.erce was one of the two members of the first c'ass in

electrical engineering ever graduated from the Bostc n

school, the other being Frank Pickernell- With this thoi-

ongh preparation Mr. Pierce, after his graduation in 18S5,

entered the Edison station at Brockton, Mass., which was

the secoc deity in the country to have utdergroundincandei-

cent drcuits, New York biing the first. Many of the

most noted engineers of the Edison company were con-

salted in relation to the underground work for this station,

and ycung P.erce found the experience very valuable.

In March. iS36, Mr. Pierce came to Chicago, and fcr

the next five years he was actively connected with the

Edison interests in this city, being associated for much of

the time with H. Ward Leonard. He began with the

Western Edison Electric Light company and remained

through all the changes until the Edison General Electric

cooipaoy was formed. He served both in technical and

comnDcrcial capacities, gaining a wide experience. At one

time he was agent for Wisconsin and Michigan, with an

office in Detroit. In March, 1391, Mr. Pierce became

associated with the Electrical Engineering company of

Chicago, of which he was one of the founders. In No-

vember of the same year, however, he accepted an offer

from Mr. .Sargent to become assistant electrical engineer

for the construction department of the World's Fair, and

this position be retained un'il about three weeks ago, when

be was made electrical engineer.

Mr, Pierce p5ssc3se9 a philosophical temperament, well

calcnbted 10 withstand the wear and tear of the difficult

da;ics he will be called apoD to fulfill. He has nraich in-

cniive ability and is quick to see the way out of an emer-

gency. He is poptilar and is sure to make a good record

in his new position.

Treatment of Secondary Battery Plates.

Inasmach m one of the great objection:! to storage bat-

teries is the 6rst cost of the equipment, manufacturers

will ondoobtedly e^camine with interest the chims of Kob-

CTI McA. L'oyd of New VorJc, who claims to have discov-

ered a method by which eel's may be cheaply and rapidly

pTOdnced. and at th; same lime compare favorably with

thyte now on the market in point of efficiency. This in-

vention may be applied to the familiar foim of plate rep-

resealei in the cut. The plate is subjected to the action

of a solu.ion, by means of which it is hontycombed.

and active materia), or raiterial to become active, is chem-

ically deposited. This solution is, in the first instance,

acid, but as the treatment goes on it becomes and remains

alkaline. It has been found that a solution of dilute nitric

acid, to which a small percentage of carbonate of potash

has been added, or other alkali, is most effective. The
pUte being immersed, the so'ution is heated or even boiled

and the surface of the plate becomes honeycombed or

pitted. The time this plate is subjected to the boiling

process depends upon various conditions, as the size and

character of the plate, and the strength of the solution.

During this process there is deposited chemically on the

plate active material, or material to become active, such

as lead or some of its combinations, in the state of minute

subdivision, filling the honeycombings of the plate and

covering its surface. After the solution becomes alkaline,

aad after sufficient active material is deposited on the

plate, it is withdrawn and dried, and is then submitted to

the "forming" action in the usual way.

Electricity at the World's Fair.

Frederick Sargent has retired from the service of the

World's Columbian E.xposilion company. He wrote his

resignation on March 5th, and it was accepted two dajs

later. Mr. Sargent was appointed electrical engineer of

the bureau of construction two years ago this month on tie

recommendation of Prof. Barrett and the Chicago Electric

club. Later in the same year Mr. Slocum, the mechanical

engineer, resigned, and Mr. Sargent was chosen to fulfill

the duties of this position in addition to those that had for-

merly devolved upon him, his title being mechanical and

electrical engineer. As the engineering work grew with

the progress of construction at Jackson Park, Mr. Sargent

was provided with an assistant for each of the branches in

his charge, and each of these officers, in turn, supervised

the work of a number of heads of sub-departments. A
building was erected for the office force of the mechanical

and electrical engineering department, and the work was

systematized. About three weeks ago there was another

change by which Mr. Sargent was made general manager

of the mechanical and electrical engineering department,

with an office at 214 Service building, near Chief Burnham,

who, as everybody knows, has general charge ol the con-

struction work tor the local company. At the same time R.

H. Pierce was given the title of electrical engineer and

CbarksF. Foster was made mechanical engineer. Previ-

ously these gentlemen were known as assistant electrical

r
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engineer and assistant mechanical engineer respectively.

Then came the resignation of Mr. Sargent. It is probable

that the office of general manager of this department,

which was created for Mr. Sargent, will remain vacant, the

direction of the engineering work resting in Messrs. Pierce

and Foster. A portrait and brief sketch of the former arc

given in another column. -Mr, Foster is an experienced and

competent engineer who was for many years connected

with tl.e Heine Safety IJoiler company of St. Louis.

To enter fully into the causes that led to Mr. Sargent's

resignation would necessitate a re statement of the peculiar

double-barreled administration which has precluded effici-

ent organization at the World's I'air and to which, largely,

may be ascribed the wictched squabbles that have made

the dislntercMcd friends of the exposition sick at heart.

There seems to be no supreme authority, and there has

always been a struggle for power between the representa-

tives of the national commission and the local company.

In Mr. Sargent's case, however, it is but an act of simple

justice to state that the electrical fraternity should under-

stand that his retirement was not caused by any distrust of

his ability as an engineer, as has been intimated in some

of the daily papers of Chicago. In laying out steam and

electric plants Mr. Sargent has few superiors in this coun-

try, and his excellent work at the World's Fair has re-

ceived cordial recognition by all connected with the enter-

prise who are competent to express an opinion. Defects

of organization and red-tape regulations have caused fric-

tion between the head of the mechanical and electrical en-

gineering department and officers in charge of the general

construction work, but no one about the exposition ques.-

VIC 2 ELECrKICITY AT THE WORLDS FAIR.

tions Mr. Sargent's complete ability as an engineer lo fill

the position. Much of the trouble was caused by the con-

troversy over the service exhibit of the Stirling company, in

which Mr. Sargent took a position against this company,

which was subsequently overruled by the council of ad-

ministration. The Babcock & Wilcox company, in whose

favor Mr. Sargent had decided, took the matter into the

courts and was defeated. The affair thus attracted much

attention, and it is believed that it had much to do with

Mr. Sargent's resignation. There were also many other

annoyances and interferences in the conduct of the depart-

ment, and when to these were added business and family

reasons, Mr. Sargent evidently came to the conclusion that

the sacrifice involved in staying with the exposition was too

great. There is no question but that Mr. Sargent has de-

voted his best thought and energy to the World's Fair for

the last two years, and if he has made errors of judgment in

the trying position in which he has been placed his motive

has ever been the good of the fair, coupled with an earnest

endeavor to have the service plant ready on time. Per-

sonally he is well liked, and it speaks well for him that

every man under him sincerely regrets his departure.

Much attention is attracted by the size of the parts of

the big Wcstinghousc alternators that are now on the

grounds. Each armature weighs 21 tons, and is a load for

a Hat car. An idea of the size of the arm.iture and the

manner of shipping can be gained by a glance at Fig i,

which shows one—that for dynamo No. 7—as received in

Jackson Park. The projection on the right contains the

end of the shaft. The armature was first incased in gal-

vanized iron and then boxed up as shown.

There will probably be .seven large search lights at the

World's Fair. Three of these will be sent over by Schuckert

Sc Co. of Germany, and the diameters of the projectors

will be respectively six, four and three feet. Negotiations

are now in progress for the furnishing of the remaining

lamps by the General Electric company and other manu-

facturers. Two of the search lights will be located on the
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northeast and northwest pavilions of the manufactures

building, two on the northeast and southeast pavilions of

the administration building, one on the roof of the music

hall and one on the casino. The remaining lamp has not

yet been located, alihough the German building has been

suggested.

Probably the handsomest incandescent light fixture at

the World's Fair is that illustrated in Mg. 2, which shows

a front and side view of one of the 50 light standards to

be placed in the administration building. There will be

eight of these standards, one on either side of each of the

four grand entrances. They will be ig feet high and will

present an imposing appearance. The metal work will be

all of oxidi^.ed copper, which gives a very rich effect. E.

Baggot of Chicago is making the fixtures, and also eight

25 light brackets and fifty-six 7 light standards of similar

design for the same building. The designs were made by

Mr. Sarnier of the World's Fair staff, and it will be noticed

that the pedestals are decorated with the coats of-arras of

Ferdinand and Isabella and of the United States. The

work is being done under the supervision of James A.

Lounsbury, supervisor of incandescent lighting for the

electrical engineering department of the World's Fair, and

A. R. Hildreth secured the contract for Mr. Baggot.

Secretary Hirst of the installation bureau has received an

application describing what are said to be the smallest

steam engine and dynamo models in existence. S. A.

Asquith of 65 Fifth avenue, Pittsburg, is the maker, and

he desires to exhibit at the World's Fair. According to

the description filed, the engine is of 14 karat gold, with a

cylinder 6-100 inch in diameter' and 6-100 inch piston

stroke. The builder says that two such engines cculd be

placed in a 22 caliber cartridge. The engine and dynamo

can be packed together in a box 5 16 inch square. It look

13/^ inches of silk covered wire to wind the field and

armature.

It has finally been decided that the electricity building,

as well as ail others except the transportation, shall be

painted white.

The differences between the exposition management and

the wiremen have been amicably adjusted. The men are

to receive 37K cents an hour, but the union agrees that the

company shall have the right to discharge th-^se who are

not considered expert workmen.

It is proposed to enable New Ycrkers to listen to Presi-

dent Cleveland's adjress on opening the fair by placing a

large funnel shaped receiver, connected with the long dis

tance telephone line, near the stand at which he will speak.

Some of the long distance wires will be run into the con-

cert hall, whtre Theodore Thomas will preside, and tho-;e

outside of Chicago who wish to hear the concerts can do so

at a cost not much exceeding the entrance fee to the con-

cert hall itself.

Electric Installations and Some Radi-
cal Changes in General Sys-

tems of Wiring.'
By Charles G. Armstrong.

It is not my intention this evening to enter into a general

discussion of isolated electric installations but simply to

point out common errors and suggest such remedies as

would seem, in my judgement, to make a better plant. In

planning a building it is true that the designing of the

electric plant is generally left until the last. In my exper-

ience I have found it not an unusual thing to be called

upon to design a plant, when upon receiving the plans I

find that the architect has left room for the plumbers'

pipes, has prepared excellent runways for drainage, has

looked after his catch basins, has located his elevator

pumps and given them plenty of room in the basement, has

provided ample space for everything except the electric

light plant- There are no raceways in the building, the

space left for dynamos and engines is totally inadequate,

the boiler capacity is about half what it ought to be, no
place for storage of coal, and yet the most important

feature of the entire building is light. It becomes neces-

sary, of course, to at once make a claim for more space and
provide raceways or some substitute therefor. Having
obtained all the space possible the next item that confronts

the designing engineer is how to lay out his plant.

There is a plant on State street that it was my duty to

inspect and report upon a little while ago where I found
an arc and incandescent dynamo running in a separate
room about 50 feet from the switch-board. The plant

really consisted of two separate plants connected to one
switch-board; the only redeeming feature about it was that

there was only ahout an hour a day when both dynamos
were running at the same time. This plant showed an
insulation resistance of ten ohms to ground on the arc
circuit and one twentieth of an ohm on the incandescent
circuit.

In order that the proprietor and others casually inspect-

ing the plant would have a good opinion of it, the highly
ingenious electrician in charge had disconnected the
ground wire so his plant always showed clear on the
ground lamp. It is often very much easier to remove the
evidence of a ground than to go to the trouble of ri mov-
ing the ground itself. It W( uld undoubtedly be better to

have electricians of Ie?s ingenuity and more honesty in

cases of this kind.

One cause of a bad plant is lack of forethought on the

part of the designer of the building, another is desire to

diminish the first cost, and a third is often force of circum-

stances. A person may have an old building, and to put
in an electric plant he may have to accept what he finds

and make the best of it. For the first two faults there is

no excuse, and even the latter can be remedied by a little

study on the subject and a proper selection of dynamos
and engine?. There is a great need to-day of a small unit

direct connected slow-speed dynamo to be used in such
places as I have last mentioned, where plants arc to be in-

stalled in old buildings and the space is very limited. Perhaps
some of you will say, ' if you specify such dynamos, I

will furnish them," but from the fact that it would require

from six months to a year to design and perfect these sizes

I would not dare specify them.
Generally, when a man has concluded to put in an elec-

tric lighting plant he wants it as soon as he can get it. and
although he takes six months or a year to make up his

mind, he wants the plant put in at once. But if such
dynamos were constructed and kept in stock as ordinary

dynamos are, I have no doubt that you would find a good
demand for them and they would be a matter of great con-
venience both to the designer and the owner of the plant.

I prefer to get dynamos as close together as possible.

The only conditions to be considered are first, that they
will not be reversed in polarity by proximity of like poles,

and second that the armature of any machine can be re-

movd without dislurb'ng the other. A modificali n of

instruments will soon become loose by the j;irring of the
board. In no case should the wire conncct'ons to the in-

struments be so placed that it can jar ioose, as there is

great danger of arcing.

Where mere than one dynamo is used, bus bars. I be-
lieve, are better than any other meihod of connection. If
they are placed on ihc frcnt of the board they must be
polished and lacquered, and if fine effects are desired.they
can be nickel plated. If placed on the back of the board,
rough and unpolished copper bars can be used. Bus bars
should be large, and of <uch capacity as not to heat per-
ceptibly on the heaviest load. The object of this is logcl
a good connection. If they ate made sufncitntly large,

connections can be tapped and screwed into them just as a
bolt would screw into a nut. Where connections are made
on the front of the board this meihod is not as desirable as
the "stirrup," which is used pretty generally by first-class

construction companies.
It should be the object of all designers of switch-boards

to make the board as simple as po sible. To avoid com-
plications and yet have the board accomplish the purpose
designed requires no little ingenuity on the part of the de-

signer.

Electrical engineers and Philadelphia lawyers nsoally
are not employed by owners to run plants. The
salaries paid are so ridiculously small that in some
cases the dynamo tenders are anything but what
they shculd be in education or knowledge of the business.
Often the engineer of the plant must also take care of the
dynamos, although he admits that he knows nothing about
lh<m. The whole matter s a mysttry lo him except that
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this condition could be made where space is very limited

by running the smaller machines in tandem, but as a

general rule I do not favor this arrangement.

On the matter of foundations for dynamos I hold de-

cided views. I like to have a good foundation under the

dynamos, and while this is not as absolutely essential as a
good foundation under the engines, yet a concrete or brick

loundation in which the best quality of Portland cement
has been used is very desirab'e thing. A strong wooden
frame should be bolted to this foundation, and the bed
plate of the dynamo would be bolted to the

wooden frame. The wood should be previously

soaked and thoroughly painted with insulating

and water proof compound. This insulates the

machines from ground. Some companies insist that their

particular type of machine needs no foundation. I have
handled almost every machine on the market and I have
yet to find one that runs as well without a good foundation
as it does with one.

Switch-boards arc the next item of importance. The
swi:ch-board should be placed within six or eight feet of

the commutator of the dynamo or as near that as possible;

a greater distance is unnecessary and a closer proximity is

not desirable. I believe that switch-boards should be
made of marbleiz.'d slate or marble, l prefer marble and
I use whiti marble in many cases, but between white and
Tennessee marble, I prefer Tennessee from the fact that

it is less easily stained. Slate is somewhat
cheaper than marble but it absorbes moisture,
which is a thing to avoid in switch-boards
If marbleized slate is used it should be thoroughly painted
on the back to prevent absorption. There is one precau-
tion which should be taken, however, in all maible switch-

boards, that is in fastening instruments thereto. From
the unyielding properties of either marble or slate it is ad-

vantageous to have a coil spring, and connections should
be made after the m:inner ^hown in Fig. i, othirwisc ihc

he knows he must keep the brushes trimmed and perhaps

polish off the commutator once in a while, and in order 10

perform his duty thoroughly he may perhaps use a file 10

do the polishing.

The great objection to connections being made on the

rear of the board with bus bars, I find, is the liability cf a

great multiplicity of wires being run belter skelter across

the back of the board, making the simplicity on the face of

the board more than compensated for by the intricate con-

nections on the back.

It often happens in very large buildings that the motor
load amounts to quite a considerable pan of the en'ire

lead. When such cases arise I believe in having a third

bus baron the board, which shall be used for motor con-

nections. This applies only, of course, to such plants as

have two or more dynamos. Where motor connections are

used it is desirable to have an ampere meter to measure the

amount of current used on the motors. This ampere

metershould be "dead beat." and shculd have a range

(qua! to all the motors in the installation. A careful at-

tendant would know if his motors got into trouble or blow

a fuse, and could also tell hew the dilTercnt loads were

being handled throughout the building. This applies

especially to cases where electric elevators arc being oper-

ated from the same plant as the lights. As fo other meters

on this board I wculd prefer the non-pclarized type, from

the fact that they are less liable to get out of calibration.

There is one slight disadvant.igc. perhaps, and that is if a

machine should get to running as a motor an attendant

might not as quickly understand it; but it is seldom, in-

deed, that this occurs, ard where it dees the cpcrator

oucht to know that the belt is pulling the wrong way.

Dynamo switches should be made double throw, ooe con-

nection being onto the busbars in such a manner that any

or all d\namos can be thrown on the motor circuit. By
closinc n switch the nmtor cirrntt is placed in multiple with

the lighting circuit. By opcnirg this switch and throw" j
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down a dynamo switch any dynamo is connected to the

motor circuit.

Recently I was called upon to solve a problem in connec-

tion with the SchtHer theaterin this city, where the owners
expected to take current from the Chicago Edison com-
pany's mains. As you are well aware the rules of the E --

ison company prevent the operation of no volt motors

upon their lines from the liability of throwing the lines out

of balance. They require that motors operating on thtir

lines should be 220 volts. We were not using the three

wire system in the building, and it was necessary to con-

struct a switch-board in such a way that 220 volts could be
obtained on the motor circuit from our own plant as well

as from the mains of the Chicago Edison company. In

order to accomplish this the dynamo switches are arranged

(
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to throw any dynamo in series with the others by a simple

movement of the switch. The motors throughout the

building are used to operate ventilating fans, and there-

fore can be operated at 220 volts or no volts according to

the amount of ventilation desired. In addition to this a
smalt rheostat placed in the field of each motor allows us
to get any variation of speed desired with scarcely any
waste of current. I may say in this connection that the
use of ventilating fans is becoming more and more appre-
ciated by architects and owners, and this method of vary-

ing speed is a very advantageous and economical way of

regulating ventilation. In this plant the switch-board is

placed in the middle of the room, completely boxed, is very
close to the commutator, and is convenient in operation '

There is nothing more important in an ins'^aliation. out-

side of dynamos, than wire. Use always the best wire.

In making tests upon wire I do not believe in soaking it in

chloroform, naphtha, sweet spirits of nitre, or any other
absurd method. In the ordinary course of evenis wire is

not subject to the influence of any of the substances named.
The greatest enemy of wire is ammonia; an enemy which is

most potent, and which is fouod in any and all plastering;

it is an incidental product in the setting of mortar, which is

more especially found in patent plastering.

One of the greatest outrages perpetrated on electric

wires is the use by painters of an acid wash to neutralize

the acid in the plaster. This wash is composed chit fly of
sulphate of iron and sulphuric acid; it quickly penetrates
the plastering, and by its action on the nitrates contained
therein evolves ammonia, which attacks and honeycombs
the rubber insulation of the wire.

Within the last few weeks it has become necessary to

remove all of the wire in a large building in this city,

owing to just such barbarous treatment as that def cribed.
The only prote::tion against ammoaia that I kn )w of is a
waxy covering which is used on the best grades of
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weatherproof wire. I generally specify wire which is

coTcred with a braid saturated with some compound to
sfrcogihen and protect it. Othtr enemies of wire arc rats
and mice and roaches. My experience has been that the
weather-proof compound already mentioned will prevent
them eating the wire; they are fond of rubber, but do not
like wax. In addition to its chemical properties wire
should have the ability to stand rough usage and bending
wiihcu*. perceptibly brcakicg its insulation.

The present method of running distributing wires in
fire proof buildings is, first, placing directly beneath the
pUsJering with cleats; second, CLcIosing in interior con-

r. Ac this p<nat Mr. Armttrooic di«.Ujrc<! plK-tftgraphic viewn of
t»ii«h-bf»rd», typical fit th^ principal lifchtin;; system* ir.MaMed in
Chwiasro. and iocideoully <)f*crib«d the num prornineni and cbarac
fcTMiic (ea!or« r.i each.

duit tubes; third, and most desirable, is running wires

from cut-out cabinets in moulding to the rooms, and
then under the plastering in interior conduit tubes to the
outlets. This last method I have adopted almost e.xclu-

sively. Fig. 2 shows one form of corridor moulding which
I use. It has three compartments, one ;or each polarity

of the light wires, and one for the bell wires. When leav-

ing this moulding interior conduits carry the wires to the

outlets. This is a better method than all interior conduits,

as architects are every day limiting the thickness of plas-

tering. Originally i^ inches of plastering was consid-

ered about right, now K inch is considered too much;
in fact, many architects complain bitterly when asked to

use enoug^h plastering to cover I4 inch tubing; but the

greatest objection to running interior conduits clear back
to the cut-out cabinets is that a large number of tubes are

brought to one point and it is almost impossible to make
the plastering adhere to them.
Many architects think that interior conduits should only

be placed in the flooring. I object to this, because it is

almost impossible to lay tubing in the flooring and to

prevent them from being broken to pieces by the workmen.
Theoretically it is a perfect way of wiring, practically it is

anything but satisfactory in ray estimation. I object to

the indiscriminate use of interior conduit from the fact that

a slight settling of the building will break and destroy the

tubes in such a manner as to make them useless for the
purpose for which they are intended. I do not wish to be
understood as being opposed to interior conduit, as in 95
per cent, of my work I use it; but I believe in restricting

its use to its proper place— using it in short runs between
outlets, and then having some form of moulding to carry

the wire back to the cut-out cabinets. In office and hotel

buildings this is especially applicable. The amount of

conduit is reduced to a minimum and the liability of break-

age from settling of the building is reduced in propor-
tion.

For convenience of testing, I prefer an individual dii-

tributer, which consists of a horse shoe cut-out, having no
fuses. This can be placed in the center electrolier of the
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room from which a circuit will run to the outlets, or,

where possible to do so, I use a block, which is placed in

the moulding at the entrance to the room. All wires are

run from the block to the outlets. In case of a ground in

any line in this room, it requires but a moment to uncover
this box and discover the line which is grounded.

All work described so far is in strict accordance with the

rules of general wiring as pronounced by good authorities

up to date. I wish now to disgress somewhat from orthodo.x

rules and suggest some changes which are more or less

startling, depending upon the amount of thought that has

been given the subject. When the matter was first pre-

sented to me it d:d not strike me favorably, but as I con-

sidered the question further I became convinced that the

innovation would sooner or later be adopted.
There are three danger points in electric Tght plants:

First, the switch board; second, the cut-out cabinets; and
third, the liability of grcund on a circuit.

Grounds can be avoided by the use of good wire, by
using insulators to carry all risers and feeders, and by
distributing in moulding and interior conduit as described.

I would consider that a model plant, in a modern office or

hotel building, would consist of no less than three and not
more than five dynamos, a slate switch-board properly

mot'Dted with instruments arranged tastefully thereon, the

best quality of rubber covered, braided and slicked wire,

mains and feeders run upon porcelain or glass insulators,

cut out cabinets made of slate or marble, something after

the fashion of that shown in F!g. 3. with all connections
on the face. Up to this point the plant would have been
made according to the best and most approved system of

wiring, but here I would make a departure, by bunching
my dislribu ing wires together, wires of opposite polaiity

being placed side by side in the same ractways, as shown in

Fig. 4. This rnccway would be lined with asbestos paper,

with several coals of a good fireproof pitnt, or made of

fireproof material throughout. Opposite each room I

woud place an individual distributer similar tothat already
shown. The greatest amount of current to be allowed on
one circuit I would make eight amperes. I would so con
struct my fuse block that it uould be impossible

10 place a fuse therein with a greater carry-

ing capacity than tij;ht amperes. No fixture could

be used unless it be provided with an insulating joint,

which must also carry the canopy. It is quite a common

thing to place a good insulating joint on a fixture with a
canopy which grounds the fi.xture by shunting the joint.

Fig. 5 shows the common method of insulating (?) fix-

tures. Electric gas lighting work would not be accepted
on my fixtures unless the same quality of wire was used as
in the rest of the installation. No ground would be per-
mitted in the gas lighting circuit. No drop cord smaller
than No 16 B. & S. could be used and no wire smaller
than No. 14. These sugges'ions I am satisfied are in the
line of better and cheaper constiuction The reasors are;

First, wires placed behind the cut out bcx are generally
arranged in such a manner as to make it almost impossible
to trace Ihcm, which is in violalicn of the Loard rule tVat
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all wires should be accessible for repairs and renewal at any
time; second, the bunching of wires is a cheaper and
neater method of running than where opposite polarities

are separated.

When electric lighting came into existence it had no
precedent except that of telegraph work and rules, hence
telegraph practice was followed. Wires were separated as
far as possible; it was argued by many that wires of like

polarity should be kept apart for fear there might be a
difference of polarity between them, and in one case no
longer ago than last summer an insurance inspector in-

sisted that the wires of a loop running to a switch were of
different polarity and liable to short circuit.

The safety valve of electric lighting is the fuse. The
most dangerous current that we can have is known by
some as the "sneak" current and is one that is so
slight as not to affect the fuse and open
the circuit. The indiscriminate mixing of polar-
ities is especially to protect us against the 'sneak" cur-
rent. With the present system wires become bruised at a
certain point, the insulation is injured, the breaking of a
water pipe causes a ground, electrolysis takes place, the
wire becomes oxidized and attenuated, and finally causes
an arc, which may result in a fire. In the system which I

am describing a short circuit would very quickly develop
and the fuse would be blown, which would warn the elec-

trician that something was wrong. Repeated blowing of
fuses would cause an investigation, the trouble would be
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discovered and remedied, Danger from short circuiting

would be comparatively nothing, for the faithful fuse, ever
on duty, would give warning of danger. In fact, it wou d
not require a great stretch of imagination to conceive of
placing a false lining on the door of the cui-oul cabintt in

such a manner that the blowing of the fuse would indicate

on an annunciator in the engine room where the fuse had
blown, thus notifying the engineer in advance of the inevi-

table angry tenant.

As to the use of eight amperes on a circuit instead of

eight lights, as is the present rule in Chicago, I believe

there can be no serious objection made. "Lights" is an
indefinite term and depends entirely upon the voltage em-
ployed for its value in current. The only object of limit-
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ing the amount of current on circuits is to reduce the lia-

bility to destroy sockets by short circuiting. A number of

experiences have convinced me that eight amperes prop-

erly protected by an eight ampere fuse will not destroy a

so:ket by short circuiting. If the fuse is warm and other

lights are on the circuit there is not the slightest danger of

injuring it.

To conclude. I will say that the plant designed after the

plan outlined would have an economical range in the dy-

namo capacity, and an economical loss in the wires, which,

by the way, is a point that many do not seem
to appreciate; in fact, one building is being

wired to-day in Chicago with wire several times larger than

needed, the owner probably following the logic of the man
who drank the whole bottle of medicine, with the remark

that "if some of it was good, more was better," or the son

of the Orient who went to purchase a pair of shoes found

that whereas a pair of No. 6 would exactly fit him, that

a pair of No. 12 would cost the same money, so he took

the No. 12 shoes.

A plant should be designed with a very small loss at the

average load; this loss will vary with the character of the

building. Very few buildings operate any where near

their full capacity at any one time, but if they should for a

few minutes in the day require their full capacity the

excessive cost of coal expended for that short time would
nearly compensate for the interest on the copper, which is

a fixed charge against the plant.

This method would reduce the cost of distribu-

tion to a minimum, danger of grounds would be

almost entirely removed, and with improved fixture con-

nections I doubt whether a better plant could be devised

It is true that his plant would not coincide with the city

inspection rules of Chicago to-day, but the history of our

inspection department has been one of incessant warfare

against bad work and in favor of better and safer installa-

tions. The gentlemen who compose Prof. Barrett's staff

are progressive, active, and thoroughly alive to the interest

of the electrical profession, and I am satisfied are willing

to make any change or alteration in the present rules that

would make our work better, safer and more in accordance

with good engineering; and we all feel that they are work-

ing to accomplish this laudable object. When I say that

these gentlemen are working I wish it understood that x

mean it literally. When you consider that four inspectors

are required to thoroughly inspect 49S isolated stations

operating 646 arc lamps and 132,521 incandescents and 21

central stations operating 9,300 arcs and 150,000 incan-

descent lamps, all of which are irregularly distributed over

174 square miles, you will understand that they have plenty

to occupy their minds and time.

a moving field, the iron mass or body tending to accom-
modate itself to the direction of the lines in the moving
field. ELHit; Thomson".

Single Phase Alternating Motors.

To the Editor of the WesterxV Electrician:

My attention has been called to an article appearing in

your valuable journal on "Non-synchronous Motors for

Ordinary Alternating Currents," by C. E. L, Brown.
I beg to state that motors of the kind he describes are

not unknown to the art, as a reference to my United States

patent No. 407,844, filed Nov. 17, iSSS, will show. In

fact, I sent to the Paris Exposition of 1889 a small single

phase alternating current motor with arrangements for

starting. This motor was built in accordance wiih the

principle pointed out by Mr, Brown as arising from his

own observations. Not long after I made my experiments

which led to the transformer motors I found that such a

mo'.or could have its armature coils kept on short circuit

and run in either direction after a start had been given to

it. The original motor had a single inducing or field

circuit and an armature with three coils and a commutator
similar to that of a Thomson- Houston arc machine, and
connected, movable, straddling brushes, whereby the period

of short circuiting of the armature coils could be increased

after starting to include the whole period, and maintain

them on closed circuit.

This was followed by the construction and working of

many such machines with different arrangements of wind-

ing and means for starting. I have no hesitation in saying

that, had it not been for the comparatively high frequency

of alternating currents in use, namely, 125 to 130 per

second, a large extension of the use of such motors would
have taken place by this time in the United States.

The motor on this principle which was exhibited at

Paris in 1S89 was described in a number of the technical

journals of that time. It had a commutator which was
only used in starting. The rotating part had its coils cor,-

nected with the commutator, and the brushes at starting

were included in the alternating current circuit driving the

machine in series with the inducing field. At a fairly

good speed a centrifugal device inside the commutator
short circuited the segments and placed the revolving coils

thereby on a maintained short circuit, and the motor at

once speeded up to nearly synchronism. Even at 125

periodicity the motor was efficient, the only drawback
being that its weight output was less than could have been

obtained with lower frequency. The principle of such sin-

gle phase motors may be illustrated very prettily by the ac-

panying illustration. Let A be a coil with iron wire core

energized by alternating currents so as to produce an alter-

nating field, and let j5 be a wheel made up of iron disks at

the center, around which is a rim or band of copper over-

hanging the edgesof the disks. This wheel is mounted on piv-

ots and started in rotation mechanically in either direction.

After this it wilt increase in speed and torque upto a certain

point, depending on the frequency of the currents in .-/ and
the friction to be overcome. That the direction of motion is

indifferent may be shown by turning the wheel on a verti-

cal a.xis so as to present to the pole the opposite end of a
diameter. The rotative action I have formerly described
as being due to translation lag. that is, a lag due to the
traverse of a conductor conveying current past the pole,

whereby the action of the current in that conductor be-

comes displaced ia the direction of motion and produces

Electrical Laboratory, University of Min-
nesota.

Many western colleges have electrical engineering de-

partments which are doing good work, and among these

none has been more successful, considering the length of

time that it has been in existence, than the school con-

nected with the University of Minnesota at Minneapolis.

The department was organized in the autumn of 1891, and

forins a portion of the College of Engineering, Metallurgy

and Mechanic Arts. It is in charge of Prof. George D.

Shepardson, who is popular with faculty and students.

The course of study covers four years' work, the last two

being exclusively technical. The freshman and sophomore

years are devoted largely to mathematics and general

physics. In the junior year students enter the laboratory

and begin work in electrical measurements. Ten hours

SINGLE PHASE ALTERNATING MOTORS.

per week is required. Determining current strength,

electromotive force, capacity, resistances, etc. , are a part of

this work, as well as the study of magnetic measurements.

The laboratory work is accompanied by a course of lectures

—tv o per week the first term—in which is presented a

careful discussion of the uses of electricity commercially.

It includes also a general outline of lighting and power

distribution. The lecture work of the second term covers

the theory of the dynamo and other electro-magnetic ma-

chinery, of which practical study is made during the third

term. The juniors are also taught to calculate the sizes of

wire needed in electrical installations. The senior year

begins with a series of lectures on the theory of alternating

operation of isolated plants and central stations for cltctric

light and power. During the last term of the course a
special study is midc of electrical transmission of power.
This lime is also devoted to the completion of some piece

of original work, report of which is embodied in the grad-

uation thesis. Shop work is a feature of all four years. It

includes carpentry, pattern making, casting, blacksmith-

ing and work in the machine shop. Besides all this, five

hours per week is devoted throughotit the senior year 10

the theory, design and operation of steam engines. This
is accompanied by laboratory work. During last year

students designed and constructed various instruments, in-

cluding a cradle dynamometer, a ballistic galvanometer,

rheostats, volt meter?, etc. They had practice in assem-

bling and wiring dynamos, setting up lamps and accumu-
lators, and assisted in tests of electric light and power

plants in St. Cloud, Minneapolis and St. Paul. Theyalso
made tests of motors and cars on the Minneapolis street

railway.

A view of the electrical laboratory is given in the accom-

panying illustration. The equipment includes a Westing-

house engine, a Fort Wayne alternator of 300 lights

capacity, an Edison incandescent dynamo and a small

Thomson-Houston arc machine. There is also, beside a

collection of measuring and regulating instruments, a

batter)* of accumulators and a number of primary batteries.

The reading room, on the second floor, contains a number
of electrical books and papers.

Prof. Shepardson is a native of Ohio and about 30 years

of age. He graduated from the classical course of Denni-

son University in 18S5, afterward taking his M. A. degree-

In 18S7 he went to Boston for the Edison company. In

18S8 he began a course in electrical engineering at Cornell

University, and, after taking his degree, became instructor

in physics, his principal work being in the electrical

laboratory. Two years ago he was called to his present

position, and has already demonstrated his ability as an

instructor in his branch. Prof. Shepardson is a member
of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers and of

the honorary scientific fraternity of Sigma Xi.

Electricity on the Erie Canal.

Much interest has been manifested throughout New
York and in other states having artificial waterways over

the proposition to propel canal boats by electricity. -A.

bill has passed the Legislature and received the approval

of Governor Flower of New York, appropriating $258,000

for improving the Erie canal. One provision of this meas-

KLKL I Ki' W. LAKORATORY,

currents, while in the laboratory practical work with

dynamo-electric machines, motors, etc , continues. Con-

siderable work is also required in the drawing room in de-

signing electrical apparatus, etc. During the second term

the subject of electric lighting is taken up and a study

made of the theory of arc and incandesdent lights, and

also of the various systems in use. In the laboratory tests

and practical comparisons are made of the different types

of apparatus. The term's work includes also a course of

four lectures per week on the design, construction and

INIVERSITY OK MINNESOTA.

ure is that $10,000 shall be used in experiments conducted

under the direction of the superintendent of public works

and the state engineer, with a view of determining the com-

mercial practicability of utilizing electricity as a motive

power on the canal. A report of the experiments will be

submitted to the nc.\t Legislature and will form the basis

of further legislation on this subject.

The Delaware .\venue & Clayton Railway company has

been authorized to construct a street railway in St. Louis.
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A Curious Action of Attraction by Alter-
nating Currents.

Bv Elihu Thomson.

A carious case of apparent attraction of closed circuits

in the neigrhborhood of an alternating magnetic pole which

was found in experimenting on the repulsive effects is worth

recording. This will be understood by reference to Fig. i.

Let -P be an alternating magnetic pole, produced by a

bundle of iron wires surrounded by a coil through which

altercating currents are passed, and C a copper disk con-

siderably smaller than the pole end /'. As the disk C is

approached to F it will of course be found that it is re-

pelled or that a certain force has to be overcome in bring-

ing it nearer and nearer. It will be found, however, that

instead of increasing as it nears the pole, after a certain

position has been passed the repulsion diminishes, then

disappears and is at last replaced by an attractive force of

considerable amount, which increases down to the position

of actual contact with the pole. It is assumed that the

disk C be kept parallel to and central with the pole face P.

The explanation of this apparent anomaly is, I think,

simple. The attraction appears to be due to the nearness

of the disk C to the iron core. Currents are induced in t",

which, owing to the small diameter, relatively, do not suffer

as great lag as when induced in rings or disks which en-

circle the pole. These currents exert an attraction for the

iron of the core, which at last becomes superior to the effort

of the repulsion, which is feeble. The induced currents in

C, in seeking a better magnetic circuit for theii induction,

}t£6T£f?J/£L£CJ/flCfJ>jy'

FIG. I. A CURIOUS ACTION OF ATTRACTION BY ALTER-
NATING CURRENTS.

cause the disk C to approach the core. The strongest at

traction will of course exist when tne current which ener-

gizes the pole F is passing ils zero value.

At this time the attraction will be understood by a glance

at Fig. 2, where the magnetic effects of currents in C now

have free action on the pole F.

A pretty modification of the experiment, and one in

which both attraction and repulsion take part, is indicated

in Fig. 3. The disk may be set m the position inclined,

as shown, and the attraction at /' may keep it from being

thrown off the pole, while the repulsion at a sustains some.

thing less than one-half the weight of the disk in the in-

clined position shown. If the alternating pole be pre-

sented in a horizontal direction, it will also be found that

the disk will adhere fo the pole and slip down to a position

below the center. If it slips too far down the attraction is

at one replaced by a quick repulsion, which casts the disk

away from the pole quite suddenly. With the pole com-

pletely inverted or facing outward the attraction will be

sufficient, in some cases, to hold the full weight of the disk

against the pole,

Corrections in Convention Proceedings.

7'o the Editor of thr Westkkn Ei.ectrician:

The official stenographer who reported the proceedings
of the National Electric Light convention at St. Lcuis
has made a number of blunders which appear in your edi-

tion of March nth and which I desire to correct.

On page 123 of the issue of that date I am made
to quote \)x. Bell as having staled that "it is not
practicable to use multiphase machines over 1,200 volts."

I referred to direct current machines, not multiphase; and
called attention to the fact that Prof. Crocker had made
the statement before the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers that he had been running for some time direct

currrot michin*? of 5.000 and 6,w>o volts without any
trc'/ - and was now constructing one of 10.000.

Fc- --.ame paragraph I am quoted as follows:

"I .' '.it. Kell placed enough importance upon
the appiicaiion of the transformer in this country." Thi.s

should read: "The direct current transformer," or "motor
transformer."

Oo page 130. in my remarks upon the relative life of in-

candescent lamps upon coT:*in'::c-3-; and alternating current
circoits. I am made to is a well known fact

that an incandescent : ionycr at a lower rate

than at a higher rate ':-: The expression I

used wa5. that "it is a wcii icnown fact that an incande5cent
lamp would last longer at a low electro motive force than
a high one."
As the stateinents which have appeared in the technical
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papers are misleading, I should be glad if you would
kindly insert these corrections.

William J. Hammek.

Siemens' Teleplione with Siren Call.

The device shown in the accompanying cut consists of

the Siemens' bi-polar telephone with the addition of a

special hand-worked arrangement for calling. The latter

consists of two diametrically opposed segments of soft

iron, forming part of a brass cylinder, which the operator

can rapidly rotate by means of a small crank handle turn-

ing a train of %vheels, gearing with the armature. This

rotation causes a rapid introduction and removal of the

armature from the magnetic field below the soft iron pole

pieces, and a corresponding magnetic change in their

cores, which affects the home as well as the distant tele-

a^ '/-^---y.
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FIG. 2. A CURIOUS ACTION OF ATTRACTION BV ALTER-
NATING CURRENTS.

phone diaphragms, setting them both into vibration. In

general the siren-like sound emitted by the telephone alone

is quite sufficient for the purpose of a telephone call; but

the small bullet which is attached to the cord may be kept

resting on the diaphragm; it is brought into violent move-

ment by the vibration of the latter, and acts as an intensi-

fier of the telephonic sound emitted. The armature, if left

to itself, would take up a position across the field below

the poles, and weaken the magnetic field through the

diaphragm. In order to avoid this, when the telephone is

used for conversation, it is necessary that the armature be

always brought into its neutral position and locked there.

This is done by a special spring-catch, dropping a pin into

a hole, which arrests the armature in the proper position.

When a call is given this pin is first drawn out of action

by a cam with a milled head, which, together with the

crank handle for rotating the armature, projects outside the

telephone casing. The cut is reproduced from the London
Electrical Reiiciv.

A Four-Winch Electric Hoist.

The illustration on page 143 represents a new form of

electric hoist designed for use in loading and unloading

SIKME.NS' TI-;i,KI'lir)NE WITIt SIKKN CALL.

the cargoes of vessels. Moists for this purpo.se arc located

cither on shipboard or on the wharf, preference generally

being given to the former method. When this position is

used the electric hoist hss especial advantages over a steam

hoist. It is more compact than the latter, an important

point, on account of the value of ^pacc on the vcsicl's

deck, and its superiority is also very apparent in cold

weather, wh^o the sjcam condensation in steam hoists

causes a great loss of power. For use on vessels the elec-

tric winch-head hoist possesses several advantages over an

ordinary drum hoist, as it lakes up less space and is better

adapted to the work of handling the ship's cargo. Several
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loads may, if desired, be lifted or lowered simultaneously

by means of the different winch-heads, the control of each

being independent of the others.

The machine shown in the illustration, which is manu-
factured by the General Electric company, consists of a

base frame, a motor and regulating apparatus and two
shafts, each with two winch-heads. The motor is carried

on the upper edge of the frame and for convenience the

whole hoist is mounted on three heavy wheels, the leading

wheel being ranged on a pivot and fitted with a strong

handle for guidance. The motor is enclosed in an iroa

frame in such a manner that it is only exposed in two
small openings on either side, which give access to the

commutator, brushes and armature bearings. When the

hoist is in operation these openings are closed by canvas or

sheet iron coveringSo The winding of the armature and

field coils is covered with a special waterproof composi-

tion and radial carbon brushes are used. The winch

shafts are of steel with large diameters. Each winch is

provided with safety pawls so arranged as to engage with

a series of ratchels on the cap of the bearing. So long as

the winch revolves at nominal speed the pawls are held out

of action by centrifugal force. Should the supply of cur-

rent fail while the load is being hoisted these safety catches

engage with the notches on the bearing cap and the winch

comes to rest, and thus prevents ths load from doing any

damage. The motor controlling apparatus is located

within the base frame and below the motor.

This hoist is stated to have a net capacity of 45 horse

)'{f5T£'rf/f£'j.£C7

'FIG. 3. A CURIOUS ACTION OF ATTRACTION BY ALTER-
NATING CURRENTS.

power at the winches, the motor running at the speed of

425 revolutions. The motors are wound for no, 220 and

500 volt circuits. At the potential first named 360 amperes

of current is required. The hoist complete weighs 3,000

pounds and has a lifting capacity of 3,000 pounds. The

speed of lifting is placed at 250 feet per minute. The

apparatus is six feet ten inches long, six feet seven inches

wide and four feet seven and one-half inches high.

Development of th© Incandescent
Lamp '

By Edward Weston.

The modern incandescent lamp consists essentially' of
three elements; the carbon conductor, the glass envel-

ope,and the leading in wires. These are the essential

elements of the lamp as the art exists today. The
older incandescent lamps contained these same elements
arranged in substantially the same manner.
The creators of the art of electric lighting—and I

speak in this way because I do not tliink it is fair to dis-

regard the work of everybody wlio has preceded us

—

understood the subject a great deal better than a great
many people have given them credit for. The fact that

the incandescent lamp played so small a part In practi.

cal work until a comparatively recent period, does not
warrant us in failing to give due credit lo the early

workers. Indeed, the fact that no incandescent lamp
was commercially used until a recent date is , not due to

tlie causes generally ascribed, but to others almost, If

not wholly, overlooked by writers on the subject.

These writers may, in my opinion, be divided into two
general classes: Fir&t, those who have attained dis-

tinction in soTne other branch of scientific work, inany
of whom are apt to express their opinions ralhei' hastily

;ind wilhoul due consideration of the principles in-

volved, on the possibility or impossibllily of the applica-
lion of some single scientific fact, or a number of such
facts 10 a useful art; second, writers whose opinions are
based on sentiment, or who arc l)iassed or interested

and are Ihereforc frecpiently unable lo look at things
fairly or reason logically.

Among llie first class oi writers, you may remember,
were distinguished scientific inen, who expressed
very sliong opinions on the absolute Impossibility of
economically BVibdivldIng the electric light; eitlier arc
or Incandescent, Two notable instances of the kind,

which will serve to show how unwise it is to prophesy
unless you make a careful Btiidy of the subject and
take Inio conHlderation all the faclB, ought to serve
an a warning lo scientific men. The two instances

I. A(ldrc«s delivered before the National Kk-clric Liglu nHBotia-

lion at St. I.ouiN, March'.!, iScjj,
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I refer to. are those of the French electrical engineer,

Hippolyte Fontaine, and the well known English elec-

trician, W. II, Preece. The former is wcU known
from his early work in connection with the inlroduclion

of the Gramme machine, and its use in electric lighting.

Mr. Preece has tor many "years been chief-electrician

of the English telegraph service.

Mr. Fontaine was a strong advocate of the arc light,

and of that system which necessitated the use of a sep-

arate generator for each lamp, and was engaged in the

effort to generally introduce such a system. He had

Utile faith in the success of any other system of arc light-

ing, and practically none in the incandescent system.

Mr. Fontaine made a series of experiments on incan-

descent lamps, grouped in series, and also grouped in

parallel. The current to operate these lamps, was de-

rived from voltaic batteries, variously grouped. In

these experiments, a rough effort appears to ha^e been

made to ascertain the strength of the carrent used with a

single lamp, or a number of lamps, in circuit, and the

value of the illuminating power of the lamps was ap-

parently, roughly determined under the different condi-

tions of grouping of batteries and lamps. But the ex-

periments were wholly misleading for several reasons.

In the first place, there was no absolute determination

of the strength of the current, no determination of the

difference of potential at the terminals of the lamps,

and consequently, no determination of tlie energy re-

quired to bring a single lamp or a group of lamps to a

certain candle power.
Mr. Preece attacked the matter from a similar point,

and fell into errors fully as great, if not greater, than
those made by Fontaine. He wrote an elaborate maih-
ematical paper on the subject, which was published in

one of the oldest and best scientific journals in the world,

and it was republished in many of the best scientific

and engineering journals and the substance of the paper

was embodied in nearly all the books published on the

subject of electric lighting, and was endorsed by the

authors of such books, as an extremely valuable paper.

The paper had the ajjproval of many scientific men; it

had the stamp of authoriiy. In it Mr. Preece from
dynamical considerations, mathematically demonstrated
Iheimpossil'i.ity of economically sub dividing the electric,

light, either arc or incandescent. Notwithstanding this

(with all due respect to Mr. Preece), the paper did not

embody the truth; on the contrary, the whole mathe-
matical reasoning was founded on error, and a miscon-
ception of the elementary- principles involved in the pro-

duction of the electric light.

Do you conceive it possible that a man could be so

foolish as to suppose that if he put a kettle containing
two gallons of cold water on the fire, it would take

no more heat to raise that two gallons of cold water to

a temperature of 212 degrees, than it would take to raise

one gallon to the same temperature? Does it not appear
reasonable to suppose that almost any school boy who
had passed through the curriculum of one of our higli

echools, would be able to answer that question correcily.

and at once, without resort to any mathematical formula?
Is it not perfectly clear to the mind of any one in tliis

room, that it would require at least twice the heat, or
work to be done on two gallons of water to raise it to a

given temperature, as would be required to bring one gal-

lon of water to the same temperature? Substitute for water
any other form of matter, and is not the answer necessar-

ily the same? Furthermore, substitute for heat any other
form of energy, and is not the answer necessarily the same?
Of course it is. Simple as these facts may appear, tbey
embody the fundamental principles of the electric light,

and its sub-divisions, whether it be arc or incandescent.

Substitute for the water and the kettle, a mass of car-

bon equal to i-io of an ounce, and so proportioned and
disposed as to permit it being brought to a sufficiently

high temperature to become luminous or incandescent, by
heat from any source of energy. Measure the energy ex-
pended in maintaining its luminosity or degree of incan-
descence constant. Now split this i-io of an ounce of
carbon into ten equal parts, lengthwise or crosswise, and
arrange them so that the ten equal parts can be made to
constitute ten seperate luminous centres. It is manifest
that we shall now have ten parts of carbon each equal to

a 1. 100 of an ounce. Now let them each be subjected to
heat from any source of energy sufficient to raise the
temperature of each of the ten small masses to the same
point as that to which the large mass was raised and
which they originally composed. Does it not follow as
a matter of necessity that each mass of i-ioo of an ounce
will require substantially i-io of the energy applied to the
large mass to bring it to the same temperatere, and that
each of the ten small luminous centres will give a light

substantially equal to i-io of the light of the large mass,
and that consequently the light from the whole of the
ten small masses will be substantially equal to the light
of the large mass which they originally constituted.

Broadly speaking, these are the principles involved in
any system of illumination, and of necessity, they apply
to electric iHundnaiion, either by arc or incandescent.

It must he admitted, however, that in actual practice
large lights are somewhat more economical than small
ones, and the reason for the greater economy of large
lights is, and was perfectly understood long before the
date of Mr. Fontaine's experiments, and Mr. Preece's
paper. If these principles are so simple, how is it that
there has been so much mystery and misconception in
regard to this subject? How is it possible that men like
Ml'. Preece should have used such language as appears at
the end of the elaborate mathematical paper referred to;
language which unquestionably denies the pobsibilily of
the economical subdivision of the electric light.

The explanation of the error is that Mr. Preece assumed
that when lamps were introduced in series in the circuit,
there was an increase in the total resistence of the circuit
which diminished the current flowing, and he failed to
perceive that to overcome the increased resistence in the

series lamps and bring each of the lamps in series to the
same degree of luminosity as was the case when only
one was in circuit it was only necessary to increase the

pressure to such an extent as to force through the circuit

o( two or more lamps in series the same amount of cur-

rent as was needed to bring a single lamp to its normal
degree of brilliancy, or normal candle-power, if you
prefer it.

Surely if a certain amount of energy was needed to ob-

tain a light of certain candle power, it should not re-

quire more than twice that amount of energy to run two
lights each of the same candle power as the single light,

and so on in the same proportion. Mr. Preece utterly*

failed to grasp the simple fact that if a certain amount of
energy was needed to raise a certain lamp to a certain

candle power, two such lamps required twice that amount
of energy, and if two or more such lamps were put in

series, it was ntcessary, in order to deliver the amount
of energy recjuired by each lamp, to bring it to its nor-
mal candle power, to increase the electromotive force of
the generator in simple proportion to the number of
lamps in circuit in series.

In discussing the multiple arc system, he made an
equally serious mistake, and made the remarkable state-

ment that "'.he total amount of heat generated in the re-

sistance will vary inversely as the number of the latter

in circuit." Now every one ofyou know, and every elec-

trician should know, that just the opposite is necessarily

true. For with a suitable battery or dynamo, the

amount of heat generated in the lamps, or resistances, is

directlv proportional to the number of lamps put in cir-

cuit. Thus with ten lamps in circuit, you necessarily
have ten times the heat generated in the circuit that you
have with one, and so on for any number, however great
or small, provided the same difference of potential be
maintained at the terminals of the lamps.

nomical ^subdivision of the electric light

there was another class of writers who pronounced
it impossible to distribute the energiy without such an enor-
mous waste or enormous cost for conductors, as would ren-
der the investment wholly unprofitable. This in my
opinion was the most just objection urged to any extensive
system of dislribulicn.

The next claim that there was no system of conductors
which would meet the requirements and avoid enormous
loss by escape before reaching the lamps. This objection
was just as illusory as the objections to the possibility of
subdividing the light,

Stii! another objection was that the light would be so
costly as to prohibit competition with gas. And here let

me say that the people engaged in the development of the
business were guilty of the worse form of bad faith, on ac-

count of the outrageously absurd statements made by them
concerning the cost of the light, and the still more out-

rageous statements of the amount of power reqaired to pro-

duce it.

Passing over the objections urged against electric light-

ing and the hasty glance at the principles involved, we
will now deal with a matter which I have no doubt will in-

terest you, more as business men and station managers,
namely. What is the best lamp—that is, the most efficient

and most durable lamp?
It might as well be understood at once that efficiency

and durability are, so to speak, antagonistic to each other
with a given kind of carbon; that is to say, with a given
kind of carbon and equal skill in making the lamps, as the
efficiency of the lamps is increased the durability, or life

time, of the lamps is necessarily decreased. But as you
know there is a great difference in this respect between
lamps made by the several companies. I am aware that

many have claimed that the very noticeable difference in

the durability of the various lamps is solely due to the dif-

y
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Long before the date of Mr. Fontaine's experiments

and Mr. Preece's mathematical demonstration of the

impossibility of economically sub-dividing the electric

light, it was an accomplished fact in this country.

Careful students and inventors in this country held

views entirely different from those of Mr, Fontaine and

Mr. Preece; views identical with those I have already

referred to in dealing with the simple principles involved

in the sub-division of the light. Mr. Brush and myself

had already quite economically run arc lights in series.

In my early work, 1 looked at the matter more from the

point of the simple principles previously referred to,

supplemented by the further belief that if one lamp could

be run on a machine and yield commercially useful re-

su]ts(of which there was nodoubt), then there ought to be

increased economy in runing many lamps from a single

machine, whether in multiple arc or in series. Because I

believed that the electrical losses could net possibly be

relatively greater in a machine adapted to run several

lights than in a machine adapted to run one light; and
further because the mechanical losses should be relatively

less in the former case than in the latter; and the cost of

construction of a machine adapted to run a number of

lights must necessarily be much smaller than the cost of

several machines, each adapted to run only a single light.

But to return to the incandescent lamp, I am certain

that it was not the conviction of impossibility of sub-

dividing the electric light that restrained its develop,

ment at a much earlier date. For one, I can say. in per-

fect truthfulness, that I saw fewer serious dilliculties in

sub-dividing the incandescent light than In sub-dividing

the arc light. But there was the staggering fact of the

inefficiency of the incandescent lamp as compared
with the arc lamp. From the ore it was only possible

to cbtaina small fraction of the light per unit ofpower ex-

pended that itwas possible to obtain from the other; and.

as you know, that ditViculty has never been overcome.
Following the line of thought in tlie minds

of those denying the possibility of the eco-

ference in their efficiency, but this is not invariably the

case. For some lamps which are just as efficient as others

with which they may be compared are also much more
durable.

As a matter of fact, there are a number of things that

affect the efficiency and durability of lamps. Much de-

pends on the care and skill displayed in making lamps;

but supposing equal care and skill be employed in making
lamps, there will always e.xist great differences in the

efficiency and durability of lamps, dje salely to the physi-

cal characteristics of the material out of which the carbons
are made, and in some instances, to the treatment to which
the carbons are subjected either bsfore or after they are

put in the lamps.

The material from which the carbons used in the modem
incandescent lamp are almost invariably made is that sub-

stance known to chemists as cellulose. This is a general

term employed to cover a series of substances of substan-

tially the same chemical composition, and which forms the

principal part of most trees and plants. It covers woods
generally, such as cane, bamboo and other woods; woody
fibre and fibres of plants generally.cotton, linen and similar

substances, and material made from them, such as paper,

thread, etc. In a few cases a substance somewhat
resembling cellulose is employed, namely, silk.

Mr. Townley, in his paper, divided the lamps in use into

three classes, based on certain characteristics of the car-

bons. White it is undoubtedly true that all lamps at

present in use differ practically only in regard to

the physical characteristics of the carbons used (set-

ting aside the question of care and skill exercised in

making them) or the slight differences in size and
form of the loop, yet the classification by Mr. Townley is

too restricted to do justice to the subject, because on the

physical characteristics of the base from which the carbon
is made, the practical value of the lamp will largely de-

pend.
In most of the early forms of incandescent lamps, the

{jCotttinucd on fage 145.)
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IN THE L'nited States. Electrical merchants and manufactureis
dfsirina Western trade will appreciate the unequaled value
of this jocrna! as an advertising mediam in its special field. Ad-
vertising rates aremoderate.aiid will be furnished on application.
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It* coTDmentiog upon the report of the stibcotnroittec of

the interoational electrical committee of the American In-

5titate of Electrical Engineers, containin;; rccommcnda-

tioM for the conduct of the World's Electrical Congress

(Wester?/ EtEcrRr'-iAN, Janaary 21, 1893^ L'tiuluslric

EUctriqtte says that 00 the whole the document is to be

Itidorsed, btJt it calls attention to the definitions of indue-

tiTity and magnetic reluctivity. It says: "There is here

a mingling of units and qtianlitics that is ab'iolutcly inco-

herent. The snb-comniiltec has lost sight of the fundament-

al priiKipIe which should govern ihe selection of quanti-

ties and units. Thus we cannot admit for a moment that

reluctiTity should be defined as the reluctance per unit

volume, or that voltage should be adopted as a synonym

for difference of potential, for then, in following. out the

principle, it would be necessary to sanction the words

amperage, oh mage, wattage, joulage,as synonyms of current

strength, resistance, etc., which would be simply absurd.

Science should create a language; not slang."

We have received a letter from Prof. S. P. Thompson
in relation to a brief editorial published in the Western
Electrician of February 4th, in which reference wa3

made to a lecture on "Lamps," in which Prof. Thompson
was reported to have said that an American financier

flourished a $100,000 bill in Edison's face, promising him

it if he would subdivide the electric light. The statement

was absurd, of course. Prof. Thompson, however, dis-

claims all responsibility for the story, which he ascribes to

the inaccuracy of a newspaper reporter.
'

' I certainly

never said anything about anybody flourishing a f 100,000

bill in Mr. Edison's face," he writes. "I did refer to the

late Col. De-xter and his friends, who had the courage at

the outset to subscribe the cash necessary to start Mr.

Edison on his electric light work."

Of course our correspondent is entitled to this correction,

which is cheerfully made. The misleading report was

printed in one of the leading English electrical journals,

which is usually accurate, and we naturally assumed that

it was correct. Prof. Thomson deprecates the impression

that he sought to depreciate the work of Edison or of

Americans, and we are glad to giva him the benefit of the

denial.

Interest in the project of propelliog canal boats by

electricity is revived by the announcement that the Legis-

lature of New York has passed a bill providing for an

appropriation of ^10,000 for conducting e.xperiments in

this line during the coming season. This bill has received

the approval of the governor, and arrangements will be

made at once for carrying out its provisions. The officials

under whose supervision the work will be done will report

the result of their experiments to the next session of the

Legislature. If the report is favorable the next Legislature

may make some provision for an electrical equipment for

the great waterway through the Empire state. No doubt

the railroads would oppose such a measure—and the pow-

erful lobby at Albany has much to do with shaping legis-

lation—but the universal interest that is showu in the meas-

ure throughout tlie state may force the Legislature to decide

in favor of the people and against the corporations.

Whatever becomes of the project so far as New York

is concerned, there is no doubt that the legislation

just enacted will be fruitful. There are many
places in this country and in Europe where electricity

could be substituted for animals, and no doubt in these

places advantage will be taken of New York's exper-

ience.

There are few persons in the country who can write so

fairly and intelligently on the relations of insurance men
and (lectric lighting and power companies as George P.

Low of San Francisco, whose paper on "Electric Stations

as Insurance Risks," read before the Fire Underwriters'

Association of the Pacific, is given in this issue. Mr.

Low has had long experience in inspecting central stat'ons

for fire insurance companies and cannot be accused of

undue leniency toward the former. Nevertheless he fully

appreciates the great importance and wonderful growth of

electrical development and keeps abreast of the times. Me
is therefore in a position to judicially observe the attitude

and trend of these two great interests, which are, unfor-

tunately, so often in conflict. He finds that the present

dissatisfaction is due to errors on both sides— the under-

writers in endeavoring to exact the old-time rates for sta-

tions constructed on the lines of the beat modern practice

and the electrical men in objecting to the plan of coinsur-

ance. In conclusion Mr. Low warns the insurance men

to take heed of the improvements made in electrical con-

slruction and revise their rates thereby, else they may some

day wake up to find the electrical fraternity carrying its

own insurance. While this contingency miy seem remote,

we cordially commend the paper to the attention of all

central station managers. Only good can result from tak-

ing advantage of every precaution in station and line con-

struction.

TiiK resignation of Frederick Sargent as general man-

ager of the mechanical and electrical engineering depart-

ment of the World's Columbian Exposition company will

excite general reeret among the members of the electrical

fraternity. Placed in a position where he was harrasscd by

annoying restrictions and re 1- tape regulations on the one

hand and the ceaseless imporluoitics of sclf-sccking con-

tractors on the other; seeing the weeks and months roll by

with work undone that should have been acomplished long

before, and this through no fault of hisown; chafing under

unwise interference by those high in authority, and smart-

ing from a sense of injustice— it is no wonder that Mr.

Sargent gave up the fight. He has given two years of

hard work to the World's Fair, and leaves with every

engine provided for the exposition free of cost, and this

for a plant of nearly 30,000 horse power. He has laid out

a power station that has excited the unqualified admiration

of all visitors, and which will remain as an evidence of his

ability so long as the exposition lasts. No doubt Mr. Sar-

gent has made mistakes, but we are convinced that any

errors into vvhich he may have fallen have sprung from a

desire to get the best possible results for the fair and to

hasten the work as much as possible, even if, in doing so,

he violated some of the numerous restrictions which the

peculiar government of the enterprise has thrown about the

work. Those who realize the amount of work to be done

on the service plant will deeply sympathize with any effort

to"push things," even if the routine of the circumlocution

office is disregarded. It will be remembered, too. that

Dion Geratdine, one of the most efficient officers the expo-

sition ever had, was guilty of this offense and was dis-

missed for his pains. The World's Fair has had no more
capable and zealous servant than Frederick Sargent, and

it is a great pity that it is to be deprived of his services.

Official courtesy will not permit the United States Senate

to consider a bill directing the United States Circuit Court

for the District of Massachusetts to take up the Berliner

telephone case and give it an immediate trial. This at

least is the e.xcuse of Senator Di.xon, chairman of the

committee on patents, for declining to introduce a bill of

this kind into the senate. While such a measure would be

unusual, it would not, we think, be without precedent,

but even should this be the case the senate would be justi-

fied in directing that special measures be taken to bring

this litigation to an early conclusion. The magnitude of

the interests involved and the urgency of the demand for

an immediate decision, aside from the serious character of

the charges that have been made, would seem to warrant a

departure from ordinary procedure.

The case in point is the action begun by the government

to annul the patent granted Emile Berliner on November
17, 1S91. One of the grounds upon which this action was

begun was that the issuance of the patent was delaved

fourteen years through the machinations of the telephone

company, with the idea of extending the term of the monop
oly enjoyed by that corporation. It is further charged

that the application was materially changed while it was in

the Patent Office, and other claims are made reflecting upon
the Bell company. The complaint in this case was re

viewed in the Western Electrician of February i8th.

The experience which the government has had in its litiga-

tion with the Bell company would appear to justify the

claim that unless some special means of expediting the

present trial are resorted to, there will be little h-^pe of the

public securing the benefit which would result from a possi-

ble annulment of the patent. The most important case of

this kind on record in which the government and the

telephone company have engaged was that begun by Attor-

ney-general Girland March 23, 1886, to annul the original

Bell patent. This patent expired March 7th, and the esse

is still pending; in fact, it has made no material progress

since the action was six months old. Ridiculous as it may
seem, the United States Circuit Court for the District of

Massachusetts, on February 24lh, at the request of the

Bell company, extended until August 25lh the time in

which the company may present testimony in this suit. In

order to prevent a repetition of this scandal it was deemed
advisable to secure legislation that would compel an early

trial of the Berliner cass. The policy of the telephone

company in keeping the application for this patent so long

in the Patent Office would indicate that it was determined

to follow the same course as that pursued in the litigation

over the old Hell patent. It is of course the duly of the

government to thw.irt this purpose, and in justice to other

inventors and investigators in this line as well as the public

generally, there should be an early settlement. If the Bell

company is entitled to a continuation of the monopoly it

Is now enjoying, that fact should be established, and that

corporation should assist in bringing about this decision as

cirly as possible^ The general belief that the Bell com-

pany his a weak case but a big bank account, and is

relying on the latter to secure delays and possibly defeat

the government upon technical grounds, will not improve

the standing of that corporation in the eyes of the public,

or make^thc pt:op!e look more kindly upon the petitions of

iti "exchanges" for privileges and franchises.
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Development of the Incandescent
Lamp.
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carbons were made from substantially the same material

as the arc light carbons with which you are familiar; that

is, from powdered coke or powdered s^s retort carbon,

mixed into a paste with some cementing; substance like su-

gar, tar or pitch, which served to bind the particles of pul-

verized carbon together into a pasty mass capable of being

worked into the desired form. The cementing material is

during the operation of baking, decomposed, the volatile

constituents escaping and leaving behind some carbon

which bound the particles of gas retort carbon or coke into

a porous but auitc strong mass.

On examining such a carbon under the microscope you

will find that it has a fine granular structure, the size of

the cemented particles being dependent on the fineness of

division of the original powdered carbon.

It is generally supposed that such carbon is unsuitable

for use, as the slender carbons of incandescent lamps.

This is an error. If properly prepared it is very good in-

deed, much better than two of the carbons used by Mr.

Edison in some of his first lamps. It is also quite flexible

and quite strong when made as thin as carbons now gener-

ally in use.

I would suggest the following classification as being

more useful than that proposed by Mr. Townley:

First, carbons made from cellulose, the physical charac-

teristics of which have been modified by some process of

manufacture which has more or less broken up the fibres

or rearranged them and bound them together mechanic-

ally. Under this head I would include paper, cotton or

linen thread, or braid, and as being closely allied, I would

also include silk thread or braid.

Second, carbons made from the previously named manu-
factured products, but which have subsequently been sub-

jected to some chemical process, and thus form a more or

less perfect mechanical and chemical union between the

interlaced fibres.

Third, carbons made from wood by simply splitting

the wood in a direction as nearly coincident with the direc-

tion of the fibres as possible.

Fourth, carbons made from any of those already men-

tioned, but for reasons which I shall presently mention.

exposed to the flashing process or hydrocarbon treatment.

Fifth, carbons made from a perfectly hemogenous base,

about which I shall have more to say later on.

To those engaged in the manufacture of lamps it is well-

known that the structure of the carbon resulting from the

use of any one of these primary bases or substances out of

which the loop is first cut, is precisely the same as the

original base.

Thus, if paper be used as the primary base, every fibre

and every defect existing in the paper will exist as perfect-

ly after carbonization as before. The same is true of car-

bon made from any other material; that is to say, the car-

bon preserves with absolute fidelity the arrangement, struc-

ture and shape of the substances of which they are made.

It follows, therefore, that every defect existing in the ma-

terial of which the carbon is made, no matter how great

or how small, exists also in thecarbon.

You, as electrical men, will readily understand that any

defective contacts in any part of an electrical circuit

causes the appearance of much more heat at that spot than

would appear if the defective contacts did not exist. You
also know that if some section of a conductor carrying a

current be thinner than it ought to be, much more

heat appears at that section than would be

the case if the conductor was of the proper cross section

throughout. None of you would think for a moment of

taking a lot of thin copper wire, cutting it into short lengths,

and simply interlacing them together and using them as the

bus bars or main conductors for your circuits. You know
well enough that such an arrangement would cause you

much trouble by defective contacts, and possibly result in

fusion or burning of! of the mains.

Now an untreated carbon, made from paper, is substan-

tially such a main, and of course, it is very defective;

first, because the fibers are not firmly bound together, and
secondly, because the paper not being of uniform thickness,

nor of uniform density, the carbon is also not of uniform

thickness or uniform density. Put such a carbon into an

electric lamp, put the lamp in a circuit where you can con-

trol the strength of current, turn on a very feeble current

at first; if no part of the carbon begins to glow, increase

the strength of the current very gradually, and )0u will

notice that some part or parts of the carbon begins to glow
before the remainder shows any visible signs of heat. In-

crease the strength of the current again, and you will

generally find that some part or parts of the carbon arevividly

incandescent before the other parts are above a dull red.

These vividly incandescent spots are the spots of greatest

electrical resistance in the loop—the spot at which the loop

will fail, long before tbi period of usefulness of the loop

as a whole has ceased.

Now what is true of carbons made from paper is more or

less true of carbons made from cotton thread, linen thread

and silk thread. The average life of such carbons would
probably not exceed 150 hours; somewhat more in the

case of thick carbons, and much less in the case of thin

ones. With such carbons, I question whether the incan-

descent light would be in existence as a practical art to-day.

And here I hope you will pardon me if I say a few words
in regard to some of my early work on the incandescent

lamp. I met with these very difliculties in trying to secure

uniform carbons, and they appeared in a very exaggerated

form in the kind of carbon I first attempted to use. I was
familiar with the process of gas manufacture, and had
known for years of that bugbear of the gas engineer,

namely, the deposition of solid carbon on the inside of gas
retorts, resulting from the decomposition of the vaporous

and gaseous hydrocarbons evolved during the destructive

distillation of the coal. I was also aware of the fact that

the deposit of solid carbon formed very irregularly inside

the retort, and seemed to be greatest where the lemperalure

of the retort was highest. The thought occurred to me
that if I placed my defective carbons in a carbon bearing

liquid, vapor or gas. and then passed suffi-

cient current through the carbon to at

first raise the temperature of the defective spot to a red

heat, the carbon would be deposited on the spots of high-

est electrical resistance and build them up, thus making

the very agency potent in the destruction of the carbon,

serve the purpose of building up and obliterating the de-

fective spots. It worked, and in a short time I brought

the hydrocarbon treatment to a degree of perfection,

which left little more to be done. From my experiments

I soon found that it was also very difficult to secure two or

more carbons of anywhere near the same electrical resist-

ance. I clearly foresaw that to get uniform lights it was
necessary to do just as the gas engineer does. The same
amount of matter in each lump is rtquued, and the resist-

ance of the carbons must be substantially the same. With
the hydrocarbon process, this was easily accomplished by

making the carbons all slightly smaller in cross section

than was actually needed, and then depositing carbon on

them in the manner described, until the defective spots

were all built up, and, continuing the process a little

longer, it was quite easy to make the carbons all of sub-

stantially the same electrical resistance. So that with a

given electromotive force, substantially the same current

would pass through all, when placed in multiple arc; if

placed in series, they would all have substantially the same
electrical resistance, and therefore, all require substan-

tially the same expenditure of energy to bring them to

the same degree of illumination.

Some of you may remember that Messrs. Sawyer and

Mann were the first to patent this process of treatment,

and it was not until some time after the issue of their pat-

ent that I filed my application for a patent for the same
invention. The case was bitterly and stubbornly fought

before every tribunal in the patent office, but was invaria-

bly decided in ray favor. Some time after the issue of the

patent, the United States Electric Lighting company
brought suit against the Edison company for infringement

of ray patent. No effort was made to push the case

on either side for several years, and until long after I severed

my connection with the United States Electric Lighting

company. Then the United States Electric Lighting

company suddenly decided that the patent was a very valu-

able one and decided to push the case vigorously. They
applied to me for assistance, which, for just reasons, was

refused, and they weat to argument with a case which was
essentially weak in every point, when it could easily have

been made conclusive, for an abundance of irrefutable

proof existed of all my early work in this direction.

I will now refer to the characteristics of the second class.

In this class some of the defects due to imperfect contact

of the adjacent fibres are overcome by reason of the fact

that the parchmentizing process converts the outer layers

of the fibres into a glutinous mass, which unites the fibres

to form a more or less solid body of cellulose. But this

parchraentization of the outer surface of the fibres does

not wholly destroy the fibrous character of the mass, nor

does it make the cross section uniform throughout the

length of the loop. It follows, therefore, that carbons

made from this class of bodies are still very imperfect,

and exhibit in use some of the serious defects of the car-

bons of the first class. Hydrocarbon treatment is nearly

as essential with these carbons to obtain satsfactory re-

sults as with carbons of the first class, and that because

of the existence of defective spots, as well as the necessity

of equalizing the resistance of the carbons. The parch-

raentization process appears to yield better results with

thread loops than with loops made from paper.

We now come to that class of carbons made from sub-

stances I have placed under the third head. They are re-

ferred to by Mr. Townley as untreated or natural burners.

They are only natural in the sense that they are prepared

from a substance found in nature, such as wood, bamboo,
cane, or other similar substances, the fibres of which are

more or less parallel and continuous and bound together

by the natural cementing substance between the fibres.

The principal objection to these substances as the base

for making carbons for incandescent lamps arises from

the fact that it is almost impossible to get two samples of

wood having the same density and the great difliculty of

splitting the wood into thin long lengths in places parallel

to the fibres.

Mr. Edison showed excellent judgment in selecting

bamboo as the base from which to make carbons for his

lamps. For of all the woods available, it is probably the

best for the purpose. Its fibres are very straight, it is

quite close grained and splits admirably. Notwithstand-

ing these advantages, it is not by any means perfect, and
there has been much complaint regarding lamps made from

it. Most of the lamps under proper test show defective

spots in the loops, and few of them die as good lamps

ought to, that is to say, they do not gradually die all over,

so to speak, but fail at some particular spot which was
initially weak.

Moreover, the variations in electrical resistance of the

carbons obtained from loops of the same cross section arid

length is very great, even when great care is taken, and
unless the carbons are submitted to some subsequent pro-

cess after the first baking it is pr.ictically impossible

to obtain even moderately uniform results. It is

not to be expected that it is possible to

find a natural product like wood to have the same
density or even more than approximately so. Consider
for a moment the conditions of growth of plants.

Are they not similar in many respects to human beings.'

Products to a large extent of thetr surroundings, is it

reasonable to suppose that any two trees, growing either

close together or a long distance apart, shall have the

same properties exactly .' jthink not. In other words,

there must of necessity be considerable ditVerenccs in the

properties of the wood of such *>tructurcs, due to cli-

matic and other conditions, as well as tho-.c dlffercncei
which arc known to exist in the strength and character
of the wood taken from the same tree.

Carbons of the fourth class include those made from
any of the other three classes already referred to, but
Rubsef)uently subjected to the hydrocarbon process.
There is no doubt about the general correctness

of Mr. Townley's views concerning the advantages of
treated carbons over untreated carljons. I am <juitc

sure of the absolute necessity of treating carbonfi of the

first class and possibly of the second cla-is, in order to

get commercially useful results. 1 am also quite sure
that carbons of the third class—straiglil fibre, natural
fibre, or bamboo type, or whatever you may choose to

call them—are greatly Improved by the hydrocarbon
treatment properly applied.

I believe enough has been said on the eflTcct of

the charactistics of the base on the resulting carbon and
its influence in determining the life time and efficiency

of lamps to make it clear that what is really required to

secure the perfect lamps is an absolute homo;;etieou8
carbon. With an absolutely homogeneous carbon of
uniform cross section from end to end of the loop, the

loop will not suddenly fail at a single point,long before the

principal part has suffered sensible ir.jury by use. Such
a carbon will gradually die, so to speak, all over. Such
a carbon, even if subjected to the most searching tests,

will exhibit an absolutely uniform degree of incandes-
cence from end to end of the loop. Owing to the non-
existence of defective spots, this kind of carbon may be
raised to a much higher temperature than ordinary car-

bons, and so be much higher in efficiency, and still give
a much greater average life than any other carbon 1

know of. To obtain such a carbon it is necessary, of
course, to secure a base having also a perfectly homo-
geneous structure, I secured such a base many years

ago in several ways; but after securing the base, it took

several years of work to overcome the difficulties en-

countered in making carbons from it. But thedilficulties

were all overcome, and the result amply repaid me for

the labor and time expended. This way of securing the

base is fully described in L'. S. patents No. 264 9S7 and
dated Sept. 26, 1S82.

The characteristics of the carbon and i's advantages are

set forth in another patent issued to me on Sept. 26, 1SS2,

and No. 264 9S6. Within the last year, I have made
many improvements In the method of making these

carbons.
Such a carbon requires no treatment to

make it better adapted for use in an incan-

descent lamp. If properly made, it most perfectly

fulfils all the requirements of the art as it exists to-

day. It makes the most efficient and durable lamp
known—the thing you want. It is cheap. It exists,

and yet you cannot get it. Why? Turn to the people

who have been conducting the manufacturing branch of

this business and ask them that question. Do you ihink

} ou will get a satisfactory answer? In the struggle for

the control of this w hole business, and it has been bitter,

and is still a bitter one, the general interest of you as

station managers, and the broad interest of the ait as a

whole, have been largely overlooked. Ves, even the best

interests of the manufacturing companies ha\e also been
overlooked. I am of the opinion that it the manufac-
turing companies had turned their attention from the

suicidal effort to annihilate each other, and had de\oted

some portion of the enormous sums expended in various

wajs, honest and dishonest, to effect that object (of an-

nihilation), the art as a whole would have profiled by
it, and you in particular. The condition of the incan-

descent lamp business is to-day a peculiar one, and
fraught with great interest to you as station managers.
There are here to-day the representati\es of two of the

largest companies engaged in the bub.iness, each en-

deavoring to gain some advantage over the other. The
litigation on the incandescent lamp has pretty well ter-

minated. It has been a bitter, and in many respects, an
unjust battle on all sides. I take it that the present paper
is the outcome of the existing situation. One has the

old lamp to sell, the other has a new lamp to intrcduce.

A new lamp did I say? The glass stopper lamp is not

new. The iron wires are not new. Tlie carbon is not

new. The absence of the inlbrmation asked for in re-

gard to what is meant by "super-treated burner" makes
me hesitate to say that that Js not new. But I think it

improbabU that those engaged in the use and experi-

mental investigation of the hydrocarbon process left

anything to be done in the way of extra treatment in

that direction.

If the lamp stands service as Mr. Townley's paper
indicates, the result is, in a measure, new.

Despite the fact of the presence of representatives of

both these companies, I am sorry to have to say that I

do not think that either of them are engaged in giving

you the best they can give. I believe that statement is

true, and I utter it in all sincerity.

I shall not attempt to deal with the formula presented

concerning the dur.ibility and etliclency of the lamps
referred to. it would take too much of your valuable

time, and would pr-obably not interest you, but I will

say, that witli the facts "lielore you you will be .able to

perceive that it is a simple matter to make a lamp ofany
etliciency desii'ed. By simply reducing the amount of

c.irbon in the lamp, the carbon can be raised to a higher
temperature, or higher degr-ee of luminosity wilh the

expenditure of less energy, "it is claimed that a zK^ w,ilt

lamp can be made to gfve a satisfactory life. I believe

that is possible with good low voltage lamps under close

regulation. It has been known for many years that a

good low voltage lamp will be more efticient and still as

durable as a high voltage lamp.

A bill has been introduced in the legislature for the in-

corporation of an electric railway co at Wallingford,Cona
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Electric Stations as Insurance Risks.

^

By George P. Low.

Probably few are aware that the first central station

in America, if not in the world, from which electricity

was furnished to the public as a lighting commodity,

was established in San Francisco, and in studying elec-

tric stations as insurance risks, it is quite impossible

for the fire underwriter to find a more interesting and

instructive bit of history than that aftbrded during its

brief existence. Like too many of the original electric

stations, this pioneer plant was burned and in response

to an inquiry as to the cause of the fire, the los?,etc, was

received a letter from which was obtained permission

to reproduce the following portion, which is so replete

with interest that it is given entire:

Ee^rardinff the fire that destroyed our original works, I will st;ite

thattheCalifomiaElectricLiehtcompany was incorporated June 30,

1S70. At that time electric lights had been in use in a number of mills

and' factories where power was already available, but no plant had

been erected in anv citv tor the purpose ol generating electricity and

distributinff electric li'^ht to the public. Our people, that is, vhe

writer and'^the other io'corporators of ihe company, being unable to

obtain anv information regarding the business of electric lighting,

because rio public electric lighting had ever been done, determined

to ascertain whether the business couid be made profiiable. \Ve

then erected a station, if sUUion it could be calltd, for the purpose

of ascertaining, first, whether it was practicable to distribute electric

li*rhts throughout the cir\' to the general public, and. second,

wTiether the people would take those lights and pay a price for them

that would show a profit. Naturally, it being simply an experiment,

the cheapest building that would answer the purpose was con-

structed: simph4 by 4 upnghls. a wooden fioor laid in the ground

and the sides of the building covered with sheet iron. The building

itself was in the rear of where the Flood Building now stan-ls and

the entrance to it was through a tunnel. The boiler, engine, dyna-

mos, oil house, C3al pile and everything were huddled together in

this one enclosure as cheaply as it was possible to do if. We real-

ized at the time that the expenditure we were then in;iking waF, as

stated, merely experimental and would be cf no value if the busi-

ness amounted to nothing. The machinery was stopped at mid-

night; no watchman was engaged; the bofiding was m the rear so

that it could not be seen from the street; and we have never been

able to determine whether, in raking out the fire before shutting

down, some coals were left oa the floor which was saturated with

grease, or whether soiie tramp came in to lodge: but we do know
that on the morningof April 24, iSSo, the fire took place. The ap-

paratus was d.imaged, of course, but we congratulated ourselves

Ihat the fire took place when it did because we otherwise would
ptobablv have made temporary additions and would not so soon

have constructed a proper station. There was no insurance loss

on the plant, as it was uninsured.

The engine that was in that fire is to day in use in our station A

;

the boiler that was there used is also now in use in station A, of

course, having new tubes and other repairs. Some of the dynamos
that were there in use that come through the fire and were de-troyed

asfarasninetv-nine dvnamcs outot a hundri d are destroyed by fire,

were repaired by ourseIve--,are now and ever since have been m use

in our station A. Another of these "destroyed" dynamos was re-

wound and sold to the 8elbT Smelting Works and has been in use

ever since. All these dynamos are prnclically as good as though

the fire had never occurred, and the repairs to them simply repre-

sented the wire and l.ibor ol winding less the amount received lor

the old wire taken ofF,

At the present day the promoters of the electric lighting

station in question appear remarkable in two respects:

thev were strictly the pioneers in what is one of the

world's youngest yet most premising industries, and,

what is' of more immediate concern, their tinder-box

property was uninsured. As an insurance risk, the

original electric station was no worse than hardly any
other similar plant erected prior to. say, two or three

years ago; in fact, an overwhelming majority of all

electric light p'anis placed previous to the last two or

three years are of this wretched cons'ruction. In ad-

dition to being of historic interest, the station described

is typical in several regards. We are all too familiar

with the makeshift construction of the buildings that

contained these original stations. In ir.any cases the

buildings were put up with absolutely no regard for

fire risks. In them were placed valuable plants con-
sisting of 6'eam and electric machinery. Boilers and
engines,with their fire boxes,fiues,pilesoffueI,steam pipes,

oil and greasy waste, constitute a fire hazard necessitat-

ing on one hand the exercising of no little skilj, in its

operation ; dynamos, with their accessory appliances

and wiring, aJl laden with a new antimost potent form
cf energy, the hazards of which wtre unheard of and
unknown. Then again, as defined in our typical sta-

tion, the projf'Clors of these early stations were all

venturing in an un'rodden territory. They did not

know the fate their enterprise would meet ; they simply
advanced upon belief, and under such a condition

it h but natural that every unnecessary expenditure
should have b^en avoided. Everything was lemporary
and za cheap a.*, possibic; apparently no one knew how
to erect a italion on any other plan, or at leaht no one
had done j«o.

The errors in electrical construction referred to should
be considered as the strictly legitimate ones due to igno-

rance and inexperience in the rearing of a new industry.

A» such Ihey arc deserving of ihe utmont conhidcra-

tion, but in relating thih siory of evolution Ihere re-

mains to be told a darker feature which electrical peo-
ple now admit, though wi h reluctance, Jn adjuhting
icwicft on electric Atations fire underwriters were many
times imposed upon and swindled by station managers
who Insisted that the dynamos which had gone through
Ihe fire were totallo^scs, whereas they kiiew that ihe

lo^-.-r; -^cr-? but partial ones. Time after time total

i'-^ -en paid on dynamos and other electric ap-

;
:. were damaged to onc-riuartcr or onc-hal(

': . : .'liuc.

The fire underwriters, innocent of the frauds success-
fully practiced upon th(m. paid the lo«.ses,but ihcy care-
fully w" ' ' little hofjks the lessons learned
to the and all electrical app'iances
areea- ,y fire and water; that lofr^cs

on theiTt v.cTi: aimo-.t invariably total,and that therefore
they present unusual hazards which must l>c charged
for in rating electric s»<ilions. In vfcw of these facts,

no one can charge the fire underwriters with bias in

levying the rates that haveheenfiiffd upon the class ofclec-

writers' ik<»oci.>:.''.n ',{

' Kifc Under-
Fetroary ut,

trie stations under consideration. Perfectly clear is the

further fact that certain unprincipled electric concerns

are largely responsible for the adverse opinions under-

writers hold regarding electric stations.

On the Pacific coast the losses due to electric sta-

tions has been limited, but experiences concerning any
class of risk are contagious and the direful lessons

learned by eastern underwriters have created a feeling

of uneasiness in this line on the coast. As it is, prob-

ably one-half of the companies refuse to write on elec-

tric stations, no matter what the merits may be. The
wifdomof making the prohibition absolute may I think
well be questioned,for certainly few manufacturing plants

contain less material of a combustible nature than the
modern fire proof central station. The textile mills have
their cotton, woolen lint and goods, grist mills have
their feed, grain and explosive dusts, wood working in-

dustrieb their piles of saw-dust and shavings, but the

modern electricity factory, with its thoroughly fire-

proof construction, its steam plant, its dynamos, its

switchboards and accessory instruments, is absolutely
incapable of supporting combustion, for the iron and steel

of the steam plant, the iron and copper of the electric

machinery,the marble and slateoftheswitchboard,which
within brick or stone walls, with iron roof and with
concrete floors, constitute a modern electric station

;

these will not burn. The product of its whirring ar-
matures, unlike the products of clashing looms, or
grinding rollers or roaring planers, does not remain a

constant menace to the premises. Instead, its product
in the form of hundreds or thousands of horse power
of marketable electric energy is unseen and unheard.
The laws for controlling it. being now fully understood,
are fully carried out and in the modern station the oc-
currence of fire is impossible. Indicate if you will

a more desirable risk. To find its superiors we
can only look to that most interesting plant under
Niagara's cateract, or nearer home, to the new station

of the Portland General Electric company, at

Oregon City, where the watir of the upper Willamette
will co^er the roof.

Such is the modern electric station, vet all is not told

;

so far as large staliuns are concerned the forms of dynamos
and even of sleam machinery now used are in a stage
of transition. In these large stations the da^s of rapid

moving machinery and the days of countershafting and
of belting are numbered. So too are numbered the days
when, in low potential incandescent central station

dynamos, armatures shall consist of more or less delicate

and destructible windings of wire and sensitive commu-
tators as at present. Instead we have the slow speed
multipolar generators, the only wire on which are tiie

laihe wound and consequently cheap coils of tiie fieltl

magnets. Massive copper plates insulated from each
o her by sheet mica and all boiled rigidly to the fly

wheel of the engine form the armature "windings,'' if

such they may be called, As for commutator, it really

has none, for the brushes bear against the ends of these

armature plates. Ail is of very massive construction
and the placing of a dynamo of this form on each end of

the shaft of a triple expansion marine type engine pro-

duces a combined apparatus that at once eliminates all

the hazards due to the use of shaftmg, belling, wire-

wound armature?, and rapidly moving machinery. It

also materially lessens the amount of oil used and obvi-

ates the hazard of heated journals by restricting the

number of bearings to those on the engine.
Aside from a compliance with the requirements of the

underwriters, the first radical depaiture from original

ideas in electric station construction occurred in the

development of slow speed multipolar direct connec'ed
dynamos of a form similar to the one just described. The
engine-generalors are being introduced in direct incan-

descent stations, and their advantages are so manifes',

both in point of convenience and economy, that their

general use may be looked for. Alternating current
generators of somewhat similar character are also in use.

In these either the armature or the field coils of the
dynamo may form the fly-wheel of the engine, which is

generally of the Corliss type. All coils for both arm-
ature and fields are lathe wound and cheap and are
easily placed; hence from the underwriters' standpoint
they are not as important a feature as the windings of

the familiar type of alternator. This new engine-gener-
ator is larger by far than the low potential multipolar
described but it appears to lack the massiveness which
is characteristic of the latter. Despite this it forms a far

superior risk to an equal lamp capacity of the usual type
of alternating dynamo. Again greater simplicity in

station wiring, with less possibility of accident from in-

different construction results from the use ol these forms
of engine-dynamos, lor obviously if one laige dynamo
displaces ten smaller ones, instead of having ten

dynamo circuits we still have but one, and the fewer the

number of circuits ihe better.

Reverting to the deslruciibllity of dynamos by fire and
water, It Is well to impress at the outset the fulilily of
any endeavor to lay down general ideas that will apply
to all machines. A specific knowledge o£ the form and
make and capacity and even the date of each machine is

almost invariably necessary in order to derive the
amount of Injury which it has received. To illustiate it

is almost always necessary to rewind the armatures of
dynamos that have been burned, I( the shaft is not
sprung, it Is safe to say that the armature when rewound
will be about as good as new If the machine is ofa recent
tjpe; if not it may be all right when rewound or It may
l>e worthless according to whether or not ihe laminated
armature df.sks are Insulated from each other by rust or

by paper. The masisivc fi;ld castings or fortjings If not
cracked or warped arc not susceptible of material injury

from fire and frequently the only Injury suffered by field

coils is repaired V>y rewinding a few outer layers.

The cost of the ordinary cast-iron cai^tings ofa dyamo
does not amount to a great deal, as by reason of
perfected machinery the labor of finlsiilng them is

reduced to a minimum, hence their value is, to a large
extent, the value of the iron plus the freight.

This being the case, dynamo builders do not
care to take such castings in part payment for new ma-
chines, nor is it always profitable to purchase new parts

to replace those destroyed for the reason that the prices

of separate parts of dynamos are considerably higher
than the same items would appear in the aggregate
price when sliipped as a complete machine. It is clear

then that the cost of a " resurrected " dynamo might
exceed that of a new machine, particularly if it is at-

tempted to build it up from the fundamental forgings
with new parts. Wtiere duplicate parts may be made
on the spot without sending to the factory, then the cost

of the reconstructed machine, even if badly burned, will

generally be considerably below its first cost. Particu-
larly is this true of the latest forms of multipolar dyna-
mos, which are sold at the same basis as the older form
of machine, that is, according to their lamp capacity.

But the new multipolar generators are of far simpler
construction, there is far less labor in their making and
the}' are considerably more eflicient; but despite these
conditions, which all cheapen the cost of construction,

the cost of the machine is estimated on the old basis,

and what may be called the royalty profits are corre-
spondingly increased. If a fire all but ruins one of these
machines, it may be practically rebuilt at perhaps half
its original cost, and this may done without the inter-

ference of the parent company, as the reconstruction
would be considered as repairs to a dynamo already
sold. Should a station containing such a dynamo be
practically obliteraled, then the loss would be, of course,
total, for to replace the machine a new one would have
to be botight. This would bring out its cost value,
which it should be noted is a spurious one when it comes
to the settlement of a partial loss. The cost value may
be annalyzed as the actual value plus the royalty.

Doubtless the cost valuation is the proper one for con-
sideration in case of total lo=s, but in settlement of par-
tial losses it certainly is not. If the property is insured
at the cost valuation, under tlie clause inserted in poli-

cies to the eftect that the insurers, should they elect,

may replace the property damaged, the settlement would
natui'ally be made upon the basis of actual valuation,

which would be an injustice to the assured. If insured
at the cost valuation, the settlement of a partial loss on
the basis of cost valuation would result in an injustice

to the insurer^. Again, an instance occurred last year
where three dynamos were insured for about i^ 16.000.

They were bought three years previous and cost over
SrS.ooo, The station burned, and it was found that the
mactiines could be replaced for about §to,ooo. They were
cleai ly over-insured, yet the central station people, re-

membering their cost, did not realii^e it until the ap-
piaisement was handed in.

Here are pointed out two evils, the first being a possible

occurrence, and the second an actual one, and in each
a serious injustice results.

These matters are freely discussed among central sta-

tion people, and it is hoped that they will soon be cor-
rected. I hardly feel competent to offer a remedy, but T

may venture to make a single suggestion, particularly in

reference to the over-insurance of dynamos; Would it

not be well to define in the policy the make, type, capac-
ity and date of each insured machine. Knowing these
details, tlie i)rices of various machines and the usual
depreciation of dynamos, over-insurance could be pre-

vented by the usual methods of compact procedure.

Reverting again to the destruclibility of dynamos;, a

water damage, even if it be to a high potential machine,
does not always necessitate its rewinding, and gener-
ally all that is necessary to restoie it to its original

worth is to dry it out thoroughly by baking. In some
instances, however, the practicability of drying out
depends upon the variety of machine—some nachines
would have to be entirely rebuilt, others will be repaired
by simply rewinding, but generally a thorough baking
will prove sufficient.

Coming now to railway generating stations, it has
been pointed out in previous papers read before this

association that the electric wiring of such power
hotises is far more simple than that of any other elec-

tric station, and that, therefore, they are subject to

a smaller hazard froin artificial electricity than
either arc or incandescent lighting stations. Both rail-

way power houses and incandescent stations are, how-
ever, more liable to damage by lightning than are arc
lighting stations. The reason why this is so may be
imderstood by comparing the action of a lightning
stroke coming inio the station over tiie outside line

wires to the action of a hydraulic ram. Arc lighting

dynamos are series woimd, that is, the entire output of
their armatures goes through the field coils and then to

line; street railway and incandescent geneiators are

shunt woimd, that is, only a small part of the output of
thei)' armatures is shunted or diverted off through field

coil". When lightning enters an arc station, therefore,

it follows the line wire and circuils about the field coils,

which does not occur in shunt-wound machines. Now
a current of electricity that suddenly rushes inlo many
turns of wire coiled about an Iron core reacts upon itself

in an action called induction, which, though not exactly

so may be considered as nearly identical with the kick-

back ofa hydraulic ram. An unusual pressure is thus

thrown upon the line antl tlie lightning takes the short

cut to earth afrordc<i tlirough the liglitning ari'ester and
Ik satihflcd. The damage to dynamos usually attrll>uted

to lightning is not really due to lightning itself, but to

llie fact that the terrific potential of lightning breaks

down the Insulation ol the machine, wlien the dynamo
dcslroyn ItKclf by lis own ciwrentfi. Underwriters are

generally exempted from loss on dynamos caused by
lightning or " natural "currents, but should the burn-

ing out of an armature by lightning cause a

station fire, then there should he no exemption from
loss on the station. Protection from lightning Is there
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fore entitled to full consideration and it is almost safe to

assert that a thorough modern station can be made
lightning-proof. To do this, among other things, its

iron roof must be well grounded, impedence coils of

large self-induction inust he inserted in the circuits and
approved lightning arresters, witli reliable earth connec-
tions, must be used. In the matter of lightning arresters

it will beef interest to state tliat a new form of arrester

is now made of an alloy that appears to be incapable of

maintaining an electric arc. While a wicked stream of

fire will play between two terminals of ordinary metal,

it is stated that with this alloy any arc refuses to exist.

Other lightning arresters accomplish practically the

same thing by blowing out the arc by magnetic means.
For some time the hazard presented l)y trolley wires

of electric railway systems has been the subject of no
little consideration by lire underwriters, but in this, as

in all other electric work, the fire hazard presented is

best gauged by the methods of installation. It must
appear to unprejudiced ones who are conversant with
electric railway construction that electric railway

people are now voluntarily placing themselves in the

unfortunate position wliich electric lighting people were
compelled to occupy in the "early days." Electric

railroaders are inviting public censure and adverse legis-

lation in persisting in the erection of unnecessary and
sometimes hazardous overhead circuits in populous por-

tions of cities, when means are at hand for obviating

nearly every objectionable feature presented. There is

no reason other than that of increased cost why all rail-

way feeder circuits should not be placed underground,
and if double arm poles are erected in the center of the

sh"eet for the support of trolley wires, these being pro-

vided with proper guard wires, then the existing objec-

tions will be largely overcome. Underground and
storage electric railway sj'stems have been in use in

Europe for two or three years, and if electrical people
will pay for them and be content with slightly de-

creased dividends, or in making larger original invest-

ments, in return for the indorsement of a satisfied pub-
lic, there is no reason why the same may not be accoin-

plished in this country. As it is, they are inviting

legislation that will overthrow the methods of cheap
construction they are now placing.

Regardless of many opinions to the contrary it is not
believed that great changes in the generation of elec-

tricity are io be looked for until some form of extract-

ing energy from coal other than through the use of tlie

steam engine has been devised. It now appears that

the most marked developments in electrical work are to

be expected in the use and applications of

alternating currenls. Continuous currents will hold

their own for both arc and incandescent light-

ing and for power, purposes within limited areas,

but after all the syste:/i that will best adapt itself to

natural sources of power wherever they may be found,

is the one that will mostly generally prevail. The won-
derful flexibility of alternating currents, the ease with
which they may be transformed up or down to any
desired potential, the economy of transmission over
great distances, the practical perfection of synchronizing
motors and their equal economy with continuous cur-

rent apparatus, tliese points and many others demon-
strate the superiority of alternating currents for render-

ing available the energy of distant waterfalls or remote
sources of cheap fuel.

Regardless of earlier apprehensions the fire under-
writer sliould rejoice at every advance made by the
alternating system. To illustrate: A larger, thoroughly
modern fireproof building which I have in mind was
lighted by Incandescent lamps operated on the
alternating system. The plant was opeiated to

entire satisfaction for nearly a year when a direct cur-

rent was substituted for the allernating source previously

used and in a remarkably short time trouble after trouble

was developed, circuit after circuit was burned out and
eventually it became necessary to rewire the entire

building. The insidious e]eclroly tic action, which sooner
or later disrupts continuous current circuits, is nearly

though not quite inappreciable in alternating s^'stems.

Again in longdistance transmission plants the tendency
is to generate a low potential current, then to transform
it by means of converters to a very high potential for

transmission and then, at the point of consumption, to

reduce it to a low and more safe pressure. This idea

necessitates the consideration of a new form of station

called the sub-slation. It is absolutely without dynamos
or any form of mechanical machinery, but all the energy
of the generating station passes through it and its press-

ure is changed from a low to a high potenlial or vice

versa. This is elVected merely through the use of con-

verters or transformers arranged in "banks" enclosed in

fireproof vaults. In addition the sub station contains all

the switchboard parapliernalia usual in the ordinary cen-

tral station. It is in fact a complete electric lighting

station, without dynamos or a source of power with
which to operate them.

In alternating trans^mission is found therefore a new
class of risk with which underwriters will have to deal,

and it is well toennumerate the additional safety featuies

which the use of tliis method of electrical diblribulion

entails. First, the generating station is almost invari-

ably located at sources of natural or cheap power. Real
estate is not so valuable Ihere as in cities, and it is rea-

sonable to presume that the station will not have any
great exposui'e, or indeed, it may be absolutely Isolated.

Secon.d the dynamos will in all probabilily generate
only low potential?, which olVei less Iiaznrd than tlie high
ones commonly used. Third, the use of high potentials

is restricted entirely to the sub-station vaults referred to

and to the outside pole lines. Finally, the switch-
board and the valuable instruments thereon for control-
ling municipal and commercial circuits are located in

the sub-station, where, as stated, they are f-ubjected to a

minimum exposure. The switchboards will moreover
handle only comparatively low potentials. These new-

ideas arc now being carried out right in our own imme-
diate jurisdiction, and it is believed that the close of the
present year will witness the erection of Iwo if not three
large central stations of this type in California alone.

It must be evident then that, as staled, the electric

station is in a state of transition. It is also evident tiial

electric stations as we find them to-day naturally resolve
themselves, according to their construction and equip-
ment, into the original type and the modern type. With
the former, we are all too familiar, and underwriters will

not soon forget the experience they have bought con-
cerning it.

Of the modern station as a whole we have no experi-

ence, nor does it appear possible that we are likely to

learn any disastrous lessons from it. It is almost too
recent a creation to be able to gauge Its worthiness as a

fire risk by statistics, but there is not an element in its

construction with which we are not perfectly familiar in

one way or another. We know that a building con-
structed entirely of brick, iron, stone and cement will not

burn; we know that a steam plant may be placed wi'h
perfect safety in such a building. We know, too, that

the placing of the pile of iron and copper called a

dynamo in that building will not render either it or the
steam plant more combustible, neither should we be-

lieve that the addition of a framework of iron piping
and the securing thereon even of mysterious instru-

ments of brass, copper and slate will add to the inflam-
mability of the rest of the premises, and even though
this combination of iron piping and intricate instruments
be known as an electric light switch-board.
Here permit me to reiterate one fact, and let it be

recorded.even though every other be forgotten: There are
two classes of electric risks—the original electric light

plant and tlie modern electric station, and to gauge the
hazard of one by that of the other is impossible.

I have to present the accompanying tables compiled
from statistics received from S7 central stations on the
Pacific coast:

Insurance Statistics for i8g2 from 87 Electric
Stations ox the Pacific Coast.

Ittsurahle Property.

Valuation of buildings ., ,.$ 749.513
Valuation of dynamos and electrical apparatus 2.051,438
Valuation of boilers, engines, etc ^ 1363. 334

Total insurable valuation $4, 164,28;

Property Actually Insured.

Valuation of buildings % 581,21
Vdluatton of dynamos and electrical apparatus.

,

Valuation of boilers, engines, etc , .

.

1.379.58S

1,092.609

Total insured valuation $3,056,410
A'aluation of uninsured property $'> 107-^75

(or 2t3 per centj.

Insurance.

Amount of Insurance carried §877.471 .00

Amount of premiums thereon >7i43'-i'i
Average rate, -^t 98

Losses.

Causes of fires:

Hot bearing , ; $3,000.00
General fires 350-00
Defective fire-box 100.00

Gross losses $3,450.00
Insurance loss on above... 100.00
Number of fires 4

Cii aracferistics of Stations.

Joint Occupancies.

Planingmill
Flour mill

Saw mill

Gas works
Brick dwelling.

.

Water works. . ,

.

Total

Po:oer I 'set/.

Steam , .

.'^j

Water ,2

Foth water and steam ... 7

Electricity bought from 1 ther stations 5

Sub-station , ,. i

Cl'tss of Station.

Sto=e a

Brick Hnd stone 3
Brick 33
Corrugated Iron 8

Frame 43

I^xposures,

Unexposed 38
Flour Mill : 4

Planing Mill 7
Dwellings and similar frame buildings : 16

Saw Mi lie <i

Sundry Mfg. Risks ,...iS

It is now regretted that t-tattslics wcri not invited

from all electric station people of the entire country in-

stead of only from Ihose within jnrisdiclion of the Pa-
cific Insurance I'nion. None but those who have
attempted anything of the kind appreciate the liitli-

cully theat is experienced in obtaining such statistics. It

is not that the electric station people are particularly

adverse to extending them, but rather that they are In-

different to the matter and do not appear to appreciate

the Imporlance of full co-operation, I'lie etVort to obtain

complete statistics for the years previous to 1892 has
proven so near a failure that it Is not deetned advisable

to present the meager returns received, but so far as

central stations fires within the jurisdiction referred to

are concerned, I can recall but two cases where insured

stations were burned, and tlic insurance loss ot\ these

could hardly have exceeded $10,000. They were small

small stations of the original type, and the cause of the

tire in each is attributed to carelessness in permitting
the wood and sawdust fuel used to accumulate near the

furnace doors. An earnest endeavor will be made
during the coming ) ear to complete these statistics (or

the years previous to 1S92. and in fact, to bring the fig-
ures down to date In a completed form.
Of the 180 electric station^ within our iuri'dicliun but

87 responded, and a greater part of thc^- relumed fig.
ures for oniy the year 1S92. The results prcented are
therefore confessedly incomplete, but thev are offered
for what they are worth. If ihey do no more than to
show the electric station people the dispcsiiion to l>c

made of the statlslici they are asked to furni'>h, they
will prove of value as preparatory to future papers in
the same direction.

Two of the fires reported con?>isted in the destruction
of arc lampi in general fires, while in the onlv insurance
loss reported it was stated that $100 was paid in the
losses by the insurance companies, and tiiat the fire
"occurred under the boilers." Possibly a funnv man
was abroad in the land the day the Statistics' were
made out. In addition to the losses enumerated
the station at Palouse City, Wash , was burned, but
I have been unable to secure information concerning
the losses sustained. It is noteworthy Uiat (he avera.'e
rate of insurance on these stations is a trifl- less than
two per cent, and considering the fact further shown that
the character of the stations that have lespondtd is

thoroughly varied, the average rate shown does not sub-
stantiate the cry of extortion. On the other hand, how-
ever, no complaint can bs made of insurance losses on
electric stations on the Pacific coast for 1S92. There is

still another point to be noted. The valuation of the
insurable property of these S7 eiations is $4,104,285; the
valuation of the property actually insured is $3,0^6.410
and the amount of insurance carried on this is but $877,-
471, or about 28 per cent.—a matter which will be care-
f^ully noted by students of co-insurance.

One station manager writes: "An interesting in-
stance of the va'ue of a comparatively fire proof station
such as ours was furnished since I last wrote you in
our own station. Through the carelessness of one of
our linemen we had an exceedingly bad cross upon our
incandescent dynamos. The cross came in on the
machines and set fire to two of them so badly that had
we been in our old wooden station, with its rough and
greasy floors, our entire plant would have been con-
sumed. As it was Ihe red hot wires with burning em-
bers fell upon the floor and died tor want of combustible
material." Another station manager, whose company
carries a partial insurance of ^55,000, complains that the
rate on their station is so "ridiculously" high when the
risk is taken into consideration that principally on this
account the company in bu-ldtno; a new station, which
will cost over $i,ooo.oco, is making it absolutelv fire-

proof, and will carry no insurance -whatever. li was a
relief to receive the following, which is a solitary excep-
tion to the universal tone of complaint. The secretarv
of an electric light company wrote: *'The amount o'f

insurance we carry is so small that I do not feel called
upon to criticise the insurance companies. Thev do not
always repose on downy beds of ease, especiallv for the
last year or two.'' Still another manager, who' is part
owner in several stations, writes that "the insurance
people have been compelled to pay a number of heavy
losses, some ofthem no doubt being due toelectric wires,
and this has apparently had the effect of making the
rates high on central stations generally, regardless of
their construction." He concludes by stating that the
stations in which he is interested and which are now
under construction are being built "in such a way that
they cannot be burned and therefore will require no in-
surance at all." One station manager whose plant is a
thoroughly modern one complains that the "genera!
principle prejudice" against all risks is used against his
station, and contends that if the rates on electric risks
were made by underwriters who had a practical electrical
knowledge there would be less cause for complaint.
The secretary of another electric light and power com-
pany writes that both the electric light companies in his
city had cancelled all insurance carried, believing that
' the risk is not commensurate with Ihe premium required
under a policy where we assume a joint risk with the
insuring company for any loss we may sustain. I know,*'
he continues, ''that I am voicing the* sentiment of all

elec'ric people in saying that little or no fire insurance
will be given under the present co-insurance require-
ments." Still another who is entirely satisfied with the
rate imposed, but who carries no ins'urance on $3^,000
worth of steam and electrical machinery placed' in a
thoroughly modern station, for the reason "that his com-
pany. does not believe in sharing the risk with the in-
surers. If they could insure under a policv contain-
ing no co-insurance clause, even at a higher rate, the
property would be insured.

From the excerpts given will be noted two lm[X}rtant
conditions: Firs', that electrical people in erecting
new stations are exerting great etTort to m.-ike such
statioi\s absolutely fire proof u\ order to avoid carrying
insurance; and, second, that general dissatisfaction
exists over the Insertion of the co-insur-
ance clause in policies. I cannot but feel tliat the dis-
satisfaction now existing br.tween electric and insurance
interests in reference to rates of insurance on the risk
known as the modern electric station, is due tiiualtv to
errors committed by each of the two interests concerned.
It is not to be questioned but that the old form of elec-
tric station is deservingof high rates. The underwriter's
position In this regard is impregnable, but where he has
committed his error is in failing to recognize bv reduced
rales new departures in station construction which have
unquestionably increased the satVty of the plant. '1 he
underwriter is slow to forget his losses on electric light
plants, and these were so severe that he f.iils to real-
ize that there arc electric sta'ions and electric stations.
This has led electric interests to erect their st.itions so as
to be as near fire proof as possible, with the idea of
carrying their own insurance. Electiic'ans should bear
In mind, however, that nothing Is absolutely fire proof
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and that no ordinarv business c.in afford to carry its own

fire risk.

On the other hand electrical people are quite in error

in the contention that co-insurance is an unreasonable

exaction, and that, to express their ideas plainly, it

is a means of extortion. Such views are entirely wrong

and certainly equity in levying rates can be attained

only through the p'lan of co-insurance. To describe the

details of its workings is not \vithin the scope of this

paper, particularly in view of the fact that pamphlets

describing it more fully than I am capable of doing are

issued by insurance organizations. This much may be

stated, and that is, only by oinsurance can perfect

equity be attained. The plan is practiced exclusively in

all marine underwriting, and in many European coun-

tries, and it is in recognition of the dissatisfaction which

is prevalent in electric stations that underwriters are

making recourse to the plan of co-insurance for a solu-

tion of the difficulty.

The existing situation between insurance and electric

interests may bs summed up as follows: The electrical

fraternity, fo'rgetful of the injury it has inflicted upon un-

derwriters, is thoroughly dissatisfied with the present

rates and methods of insurance procedure and is devot-

ing everv energy to eliminate the hazards of thebusi-

ne'ss with the idea of carrying its own insurance. On
the other hand the underwriters, smarting under the

losses they have borr.e, fail to recognize the improve-

ments that have been made in electrical construction.

This vou must do or some day it will transpire that

electric stations have placed themselves generally

beyond the necessity of insurance. Whether the idea is

tenable or not, it is the one now held by electrical people

the country over, and as such itdemands your consider-

ation,

Panel Distiibuting Board.

An improved method for controlling the distribution oE

current in buildings, which would take the place of a num-

ber of cumbersome porcelain cut-cuts, has long been a

desideratum with construction and wiring men. An aggre-

gation of separate cut-outs enclosed in a cupboard, and

hidden from sight in some seclnded'portion of the building,

hard to get at and difficult to manipulate, has long been

considered an'iquated, but the hour of deliverance has

only JQst sounded. It has remained for the inventive

talent at the command of the General Electric company

to invent a system which not only does away with the

porcelain link or plug cut-outs when used as distribution

centers for a number of circuits, but substitutes a hand-

some device fulfilling all the functions necessary.

Eig. I shows one of these panel distribution boards,

arranged for the distribution of current for 120 lights from

a three-wire main service over twelve circuits on a two-

wire system. The panel itself is a polished white marble

slab ten inches by twenty inches. The main wires are

brought to the luge and are continued along the front of

the panel in the shape of flat hard drawn copper rods.

Upon thess are mounted stiff spring copper clips. Each

main wire and each side of each branch circuit is protected

by a fuse enclosed in a porcelain box of novel design, from

the sides of which project short flat blades of copper. By

means of these blades the fuse carrier is inserted in posi-

tion and is there securely held by the copper clips. A
perfect friclional contact is thus insured.

The construction of the fuse carrier is peculiar. It is

literally a bo.x with three sides straight and one arched,

from a sudden blow of the new fuse. A fuse carrier can

be removed and the fuse replaced on the spot, or a fresh

one can be inserted, and that in which the fuse has blown

can be carried away and the fuse replaced at the repair

shop or the works. The removal of a fuse carrier, with

fuse, of course disconnects the circui s.

All connections are made upon the face of the panel.

This disposition enables it to be fastened against a wall or

to be be sunk in a recess bringing its surface flush with

with the wall, a glass door hinged to a polished wooden

frame serving to protect it from the merely inquisitive.

This style of panel distribution board can be made up in

almost any combination circuits, andean be placed almost

anywhere in any building, its handsome appearance

detracting in no wise from any surrounding decoration.

The new Waldorf Hotel in New York is the first building

to be fully equipped with these panels, no less than 3 500

lights being distributed from a number of them.

Dahl's Alternating Current Motor.

In the accompanying cut is shown a one horse power

alternating current motor invented by 0!of Dahl and

placed on the market by the Dahl Electric company, New
York. These motors can be made any size, from one horse

power upward. They are synchronous, and are self excited,

starting themselves vigorously with a torque about equal to

their normal capacity. They have a commercial efficiency of

75 per cent, for one horse power, and increase with the size

of the motor up to over go per cent. There is no undue

heating in any of the parts, and neither armature nor field

The Detroit Plating Dynamo.
The accompanying cut illu .trates the improved King

dynamo which was specially designed by the Detroit

1 IG. 2. t'ANEL DISTRIBUTING BOAR!'.

Dynamo company of Detroit, Mich., for electroplating,

electrotyping and copper refining purposes. This new

form of machine the company believes to be a great improve-

ment over the old type. The new machine has a zinc sub-

base between the pole pieces and the iron base. The com-

mutator is screwed on; and, by making it detachable in

this way, a new commutator can be put in place in a few

minutes, and it is not necessary to return the entire arma-

ture to the factory when commutator repairs are nece"^.

sary. Commutators for these machines are made from

the Eureka Tempered Copper company's segments.

Following are a few of the claims made by the company

for this machine which will be appreciated by electropiaters:

There is no reversal of current or sparking on the com-

mutator or detrimental heating cf fields or armature.
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havin:; a pirtition in the center between the two terminals

to which the fuic 15 fastened, as shown in Fig, 2. When
oimpcjfcd with the timchoncrcd screw plug or ordinary

foie its advantage* arc obvious. No .short circuit can

possibly occur between the terminals; the arc cannot

follow the iose^ metal and burn them out; the molten

metal cannot be blown onl, the m:ca lined cover prevent-

ioj; this; the area of contact is considerably {greater than in

the ca-^e of the screw fasible pltig;, and in replacing a

blown fase the wiretnaa la not exposed to any danger

This dynamo, the company states, will maintain a perfectly

steady voltage whether running under alight load or working

up to its full capacity. The Detroit Dynamo company states

further that the rnclal deposited by the machine is not so

hard to buff, making more lasting deposit and buffing up

with a fine rich color. An especial point is made to the effect

that this machine will deposit a good shell in two hours.

DAHL S ALTERNA 1 INu CUKRKNU' MOTOR.

coils rise in temperature more than 30 deg. above the

surrounding atmosphere under normal load, and there is no

heating of the field cores. Should this armature be

stalled (and this does not occur till the motor has fifty per

cent, overload) the armature will not be injured, and no

serious heating of the coils will take place, the current

being choked back by the self-induction. This motor is

designed to operate on the alternating system in use at the

present time, without any reduction in the number of

alternations, which is called for in the useof the multiphase,

involving as it would more e.^pensive transformers, greater

in weight p'oportional to the reduction of alternations.

Ries' Improved Regulating Socket.
In the accompanjing cut is shown an inside view of the

improved regulating socket for incandescent lamps, manu-

factured by the Ries Electric Specialty company of Balti-

more, Md. This socket has already been illustrated in

these columns and the general principle upon which it is

constructed explained, but there have been several import-

ant improvements in the device since its introduction. In

The Rochester Railway company, with its usual pro-

gressivcDc^s, is testing electric heaters for use in its rars.

TIIK DETKOIT I'T.ATING DYNAMO.

its present form, as shown in the cu', the socket comprises

among other things the base or Ump-hoMlng portion

proper, the reaction coil by means of which the opposing

or regulating counter electromotive force is generated, the

insulating block or support containing the contacts repre-

s:;nting the coil terminals, the operating key, switch arm

and binding screw connections for the leading in wires,

and the inclosing shell, which is made in two separable

parts. The old form of supporting block made of wood
has been discarded and one of porcelain substituted. The
reaction coil u^ed in this socket consists of a small finely

laminated annular iron core i^^ inches wide and ^:i inch high,

built up of very thin, specially treated iron rings, carefully

assembled and taped. This core is wound by hand with a

silk insulated cable composeJof seven separately insulated

copper wires varying from one another in size according to

the maximum current that each is required to carry, the

wires being of different colors to facilitate their proper

connection. The ends of this cable, after it is wound upon

the core, arc then bared, and the extremities of the indi-

vidual wires, each with part of its insulation removed, are

threaded through a double scries of Iiolcs in the porcelain

supporting block in such a manner that when the copper

contact or terminal pins arc driven homo and clinched at
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(he back of the block all of the several wires of the cable

are connected in series, the winding being divided by the

contact pins into seven sections of equal length. The

operating key, which has its bearing in the porcelain block

and projects through an opening in the inclosing shell, is

provided with a contact arm that moves over the series of

terminal pins on the working face of the block, and by in-

cluding a fewer or greater number of the coil sections in

the lamp filament circuit diminishes or increases the

counter electromotive force developed by the coil, and thus

raises or lowers the light. The operating key moves

through an angle of 90 degrees, and its position indicates

the extent to which the lamp is turned on. The contact

FIG. I. PULLEY STANDS AND FRICTION CLUTCH PULLEYS.

pins are slightly depressed below the hardened glazed face

of the porcelain block, so as to form a seat for the end of

the contact arm, and thus insure its proper electrical en-

gagement with the pins and prevent accidental displace-

ment. Another improvement in the device is in the

adoption of a universal socket, which is adapted to the lead-

ing makes of lamps. In this new form the center contact is

a hollow slotted stud provided with the standard Thomson-

Houston lamp thread upon its outer surface, its interior

being of the proper diameter to receive the center pin of

the standard Sawyer-Man or Westinghouse lamp, while its

exposed end is arranged to bear against the center disk of

the standard Edison lamp base. The slots in the project-

ing portion of the center stud give it sufficient elasticity

to make good electrical contact, and to accommodate itself

readily to variations in the diameter of the contact pins or

threads that are often found in lamps of different makes.

It is also capable of a slight vertical movement to accom-

modate variations in lamp bases. The stud is of square

cross section where it enters the porcelain washer, and has

a milled end that fits into a rectangular opening in the

stem of the porcelain insulating block that passes through

the center of the reaction coil, thus effectively locking the

stud and preventing it or the washer from tuming.

In this connection it may be said that the use of this

socket is not confined to central station plants, but is being

quite generally adopted in isolated work in which low

tension alternating current generators supply the current

without the employment of converters.

Pulley Stands and Friction Clutch Pul-
leys.

In the accompanying cuts are illustrated some mechan-

ical improvements devised by P. Pryibil of 546 West 41st

street. New York city, which will interest central station

f;c;. 2. I'ui.i-EV s 1 anus anu fkic 1 ion clutch pulleys.

men. In Fig. i is shown a loose pulley stand as arranged

foi driving dynamos. It is applicable to other machinery

which stands at rest part of the time, while the shaft

remains in motion. When either a plain friction pulley or

an ordinary loose pulley is used for this purpose, the hub
wears loose on the shaft, power is consumed and constant

care is required to keep it properly oiled and prevent heat-

ing and cutting. With the arrangement shown the loose

pulley remains at rest on a fixed bracket, except while the

belt is being shifted either on or off. The loose pulley

therefore requires hardly any attention and the shaft is

entirely relieved from belt strain, when it ceases to drive

the machine. To get the belt in motion so as to shift it cff

of tha loose pulley, the latter is forced over, by a hand
lever, into contact with a friction disk attached to the fast
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pulley on the shaft. As soon as the belt is on the fast

pulley the loose pulley is again allowed to come to rest.

In Fig. 2 is shown an arrangement that consists of a

quill encircling the shaft and carrying the pulley and the

friction clutch. This quill does not touch the shaft but is

carried by independent, self oiling, adjustable bearings.

The device is especially recommended for dynamos and for

other machinery which has to remain at rest part of the

time while the shaft revolves.

149

CORRESPONDENCE.

Two New Switches.

In the accompanying cuts are illustrated two new

switches placed on the market by the General Electric

company. Fig. i shows a snip switch, the distinguishing

feature of which is the ratchet piece, which has four steps

arranged in quadrants on both the upper and lower sides

and revolves horizontally. One of these ratchet

steps is covered with a copper strip passing across

the porcelain to the corresponding steps on the other

side of the ratchet block. Two contact strips of

hard spring copper, placed opposite to each other top and

bottom on either side, bear upon the copper pieces on the

ratchet when the circuit is completed. When the ratchet

is revolved, the copper spring pieces are slowly forced

apart until the crest of the steps is reached, when they

spring to the uncovered steps or quadrants instantane-

ously, making arcing impossible, and placing between

them a barrier of porcelain insulation. A similarly forward

movement instantaneously makes the circuit. The arrange-

ment is similar to that in the ordinary plug switch, in

which a solid mass of metal is inserted between contacts,

and the circuit broken by its removal. In this switch the

metal plug is withdrawn and instantaneously replaced by

RIES improved regulating SOCKET.

a porcelain plug. By the peculiar formation of the

ratchet and the length of the copper brushes it has been

found that the latter do not acquire a permanent set, even

after long use. These switches are made in the double

pole variety only, and are of two patterns, the ordinary

type, and the flush pocket style. The latter is adaptive

to insertion in wall pockets, and is then furnished with a

decorative wall plate. These switches are designed in

capacities of 10, 25, 40 and 50 amperes.

In the switch shown in Fig. 2, instead of a blade

descending jack-knife-wise into receiving clips on a slate

base, the solid contacts are rigidly mounted on the base,

and the clips operated by the handle come down one on

each side of the contact piece. The soldering of the clips

into the lugs is done away with, the lug and contact pieces

being one homogeneous piece. The parallel clips are

hinged to one contact piece, and are also securely riveted

to a piece of metal half way between the hinge and mak-

ing end. To this piece is fastened the handle, which pro-

jects upward and then forward at an angle of about 45

degrees. The characteristic feature of this switch is an

almost perfect contact surface, having a loiv co-eflicient

of friction, with high conductivity. A new method of

breaking the circuit has been introduced in this switch. It

consists of a shorl: brass bar fastened on the under side of

the switch blades, one end pivoted near the middle of the

blades, the other being held by a spiral spring, while on

the side of the contact post facing the hinge of the switch

is a small prcjection. As the switch is opened, the end of

the small bar catches on this projection, and thus remains

in full contact until after the blades have entirely left the

contact post. When the switch is well opened, the bar

slips off the contact p05t. and is drawn by the spring to

its original position against the b'ades of the switch.

These switches are designed for use on circuits of a poten-

tial not exceeding 500 volts, and are made in capacities

running from 30 to 1,500 amperes.

New York Notes.
New Vop.k. March 11 —The Rapid Transit commis ion

has at last announced its decision in the n: alter of the

application of the Manhattan Elevated Railway company
for extending the road and increasing the carrj-ing capaci;,

of the present lines, but at test the arrangement is only a

temporary makeshift and by no means solves the probltm

of securing rapid transit for the city. Some of the appli-

cations of the "L" company have been refused, others have

been granted and more have not been determined. The

FIG. I. TWO NEW SWITCHES.

report as a whole may be considered favorable to the com-

pany and a practical surrender to the powerful corpora-

tion. Little else could have been expected after the failure

of the commission to enlist public interest and secure pri-

vate capital for the building of an underground system.

One of the grants which the commissioners made will be

received with interest by the electrical fraternit)', though it

must be admitted that there is little reason to hope that

the company will take advantage of the right to introduce

electric motors: "The application for authority to use

independent motors to be operated by either steam, elec-

tricity or compressed air for the movement of trains is

hereby improved." All of the proposed extensions and

improvements must be completed within two years of the

granting of this franchise by the city.

A propositicn to establish another system of elevated

roads and sell the franchise at public auction was tabled.

Mr. Spencer presented an application for granting the

Manhattan company additional privileges similar to those

proposed in the scheme for an independent system, but

this was alsD tabled for further consideration. To sum up

the situation, it may be said that the work of the commis-

sion makes provision for temporary advantages only so far

as the public is concerned. The prospect for extending

the lines and increaiing the capacity of the present system

may afford temporary relief, but there is absolutely no

reason to consider it a permanent solution of the great

problem. This fact is recognized by every man in New
York who has had an opportunity to consider the subject

in all its bearings.

The Telephone Subscribers' association of the state of

New York mailed a memorial to the members of the senate

in Albany Thursday night, asking for immediate and

favorable action on senate bill No. 237, which calls for the

creation in this city of a board of telephone commission-

l-IG. 2. TWO NKW SWnCIIK^.

ers. This bill passed the senate last year but failed in t^' c

assembly, and it is now iu the hands of the committee <.n

miscellaneous corporations. Silas M. Giddings introducid

a similar petition at the meeting of the New York Board t (

Trade and Transportation on the same day and It wasunac'-

mously adopted. It showed that the charge for telephone

service in this city when tirst introduced was only ^60 per

year, the rate being then regulated by competition but

consolidation of the competing companies enabled the

liel I company to advance the rate to :f9o. then to $150 and

:^iSo. and now to $240. which is the highest rental paid by

any city in the world. The resolutions say: The pre-

tence that with a larger number of subscribers the cost

increases per capita to the company was proven false by
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the testimony of the officers of the company before the

Ainsworth investigating committee, aod there is no excuse

for the added advance from S^S'^ to $240 on the ground

of added cost by reason of the subways.

More than three years ago the State Electric Light & Power

company presented a petition to the board of aldermen of

Brooklvn asking permission to string wires and supply

electricity, but the political bosses, who already own 'and

operate an electric light plant, will not permit it to do

so. Its applications have been referred to a committee

with great regularity, and the committee ntver meets. Now
the new company has added an offer of $ro,ooo in cash

for the coveted franchise. It has offered to furnish lights

to the city at 40 cents a night, instead of fifty cents,

charged by the old company, and to save the city over

^100,000, but the application has been promply buried in

that same old committee. The reason for this condition

may possibly be found in the list of tiie officers of the old

company, which is as follows: President, Hugh McLaugh-

lin : secretarj', James Shevlin ; treasurer, Thomas F.

Nevins.

(iovernor W'erts of New Jersey has nominated George

R. Gray for electrical subway commissioner to succeed

James Smith. Jr.. resigned.

Five thousand eight hundred feet of wire belonging to

the United Electric Light & Power company has been

stolen from poles and the "L" road since February 17th.

The thefts have been rcostly on Church street, between

Conlandt and Chambers streets, and on Washington and

Cedar streets.

The Third Avenue Railroad company has asked per-

mission of the board of aldermen to add nine miles more

of tracks. It already has fourteen miles. It is believed

that the company will introduce the trolley system. Action

has been postponed until March 2ist.

The Edison Electric Illuminating company of this city

held its annual meeting on Thursday. Trustees were elected

for the ensuing year as follows: C. A. Coffin, Charles H.

Coster, Thomas A. Edison, S. D. Greene, J. Hobart Her-

lick, Edward H. Johnson, Arnold Marcus, Carl Schurz,

Francis S. Smithers, Samuel Spencer and J. Hood

Wright. The Edison Electric Illuminating company

proposes to issue $3,000,000 additional stock, as

-?2,25o,oco will be required to retire its outstanding

bonds. The remaining ^750,000 will be used during

the year for the development of the business of the

company, and when so used may be issued to the

stockholders, probably at par.

The Sawyer-Man Electric company filed a notice of

voluntary dissolution yesterday with Judge Ingraham of

the Supreme Court, Tbe cou't set June I2lh to hear the

objections of any persons who may want to oppose the

dissolution. The petition says that the company has no

liabilities and only $4.60 of assets.

W. F. O.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Milwaukee, March 11.— The most formidable legis-

lation ever directed against tbe street railway companies

of the city is embodied in an ordinance introduced at the

last meeting of the common council. It requires the com-

panies, on the first of August of each year, to make a

statement to the city treasurer of the gross earnings for

the fiscal year ending June 30th. The most important

provision of the ordinance requires the companies to pay

2 per cent, of their gross earnings into the city treasury,

in lien of all license fees. A failure to comply with the

proiTsions of the ordinance will be punished by the for-

feiture of i^IO.OOO.

At a recent meeting of the council committee on rail-

roads Henry C. Payne and Attorney Henry J. Killilea

appeared in behalf of the compaoy. Mr. Payne opposed

the proposed ordiDance requiring tbe company to furnish

passengers tickets good for another ride whenever a car is

delayed more than four minates. He intimated that if a

disposition were shown to harass the company, it could

retaliate by shortening its lines and collecting two fares for

carr}iDg passengers over what is now the National avenue

line. A delegation of prominent bnsincsi men has investi-

gated the matter and has come to the conclusion that the

company is doing all id its power lo give good service.

The company intends to spend |2,ooo,ooo more in Mil-

waukee, and the business men declare that it would be

anwisc and unjo^t to harass it now.

At the meeting of the committee 03 railroads just prior to

the last session of the Common Council a commlltecof citi-

zens made an earnest pica in behalf of the V'lIIard syndicate.

The bniine^s men ncre C- M, Collrili, IJ. H, Hopkins,

T. I- Kc!!/, C. C. Rogers aod I'dirfck Cudaby. They
acknowledged that the poblic had been inconvccieEC<d at

m«s, bat said that the causes were the company's mis-

fortune rather than its fault. Enough cars to accomodate

the public were not operated because the fire at the South

Side barns had destroyed many of the cars. The delays in

filling contracts for machinery were alluded to. The
erection by the E. P. Allis company of a temporary power

plant was mentioned and reference was made to the con-

tracts with the Filer- Stowell people. On the latter

contract the first order was due December 24, 1892, and

the other January 24. 1S93, and although the contracts

provided for heavy penalties in case of Gelay, it did not

look as though the machinery would be in place in two

months. The main power plant, however, can now keep

four engines in reserve, as a result of the building of

the Allis temporary power house. As to the

trouble caused by the weather, it was said that electric

lines in other large cities had suffered as much from the

recent snow blockades as the Milwaukee lines had. The
business men also called attention to the fact that the Vil-

lard company had invested between $7,000,000 and '^S,-

000.000 in Milwaukee, and they made an earnest appeal

in its behalf for fair treatment. They alluded to the

timidity of capital and to the necessity of running the

municipal government on a broad-gauged basis.

The employes of the Wisconsin Telephone company

have organized a mutual aid society. The society includes

every person connected with the company, from the presi-

dent down. It will furnish physicians, pay sick benefits

and pay a certain sum at death. It has been named the

Telephone Employes' Mutual Aid society. The officers

for the first year are as follows: President, F. W. Smith-

vice-president, Q. Jansen; secrecary, W. H. Hyde; direc'

tors. Miss Libbie Faust, Miss Kitiie McManus, John
Leidigh, John E. Reilly and John E. McKivatt.

Qiii'e a large audience attended the first lecture, by Prof.

Warren S. Johnson, of the People's Institute course in

electricity. The talk was i.iustrated and it was devoted

to explaining the fuadaraenta! principles of electricity.

New England Notes.

Boston, March 11.—The last decision in the incan-

descent lamp litigation confirmed the victory of the Edi-

son interests, being in tbe same line as former decisions.

Judge Colt has denied the application of the Beacon com-

pany for a stay of proceedings, pending the determination

of an appeal from the preliminary injunction recently

granted the Edison interests. This decision was handed

down on March 7th.

Prrgress in the development and extension of electric

railways in New England has received a serious set-back

through the combined efforts of the steam railroad com-

panies, which have determined to oppose further grants.

In Connecticut General Manager Tuttle, of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad company is the

moving spirit in this fight. The powerful corporation

which Mr. Tuttie represents is credited with great

influence in the state Legislature; in fact, that body seems

to be under the control of the railroad, and any legislation

favored by it receives immediate atiention. It is an-

nounced that the railroad combination has agreed upon a

bill to be presented to the Legislature regulating electric

roads. The railroad magnates have decided that no

further privileges shall be granted the electric companies.

If any doubt existed in the minds of the people of the

vast power of the railroad companies, it would at once be

satisfied with this announcement of the state railroad

commission in its annual report:

The desires of suburban land owners who wish to see

their fields and pastures converted into accessible house

lots, and the purposes of owners of electrical patents and
manufacturers of electrical machinery whose business it is

to equip street railways, as well as the rapid growth of

some of the larger towns, are potent factors in the exten-

sion of our street roads and the increase of the volume of

their business. In New Hampshire, as in other states,

electricity is being substituted for horse power upon sireet

roads, and whenever it is done the next step is to extend

the tracks to neighboring towns and compete for passen-

ger business that has been controlled by steam roads,

because, while it does not pay to haul cars by horse power
over long stretches of unsettled territory in order to reach a

village or pleasure resort, this can profitably be done by
electricity after an electric plant has been established. Of
the live street railways in this state two now use clcctrici:y

as motive power, and both parallel broad gauge roads, the

JJovcr, between that city and Great Falls, and the Con-
cord, between that city and Punacook. It is proposed in

the near future to equip the Manchester road with elec-

trical appliance?!, and extend it cast to I^n'cc Massabcsic and
south to the city boundary, side by side with the Htcam
roads, and similar changes arc looked for at Nashua.

Indeed, it is confidently predicted that by a union of existing

street roads, the procurement of a few charters covering

links now missing, and the conslruclion of ?-uch Iink«t,

wc shall soon have a continuous electric road follouing the

highway from Lowell to Franklin, and dividing with steam
roads the passenger traffic.

Such an enterprise would be a wide departure from the
objects that were sought to be accomplished by the chart-
ering and building of street railwajs, which were origin-
ally designed merely to facilitate street travel from one
part of the city to another, and were given rights and
privileges far beyond what were granted long distance
roads; and while it might afford the traveling
public desirable convenience and rates, before this or any
similar project is approved, it is well to ask whether it does
not threaten ihe rights of others and subject people gener-
ally to burdens which they will desire to be rid of
later on.

A steam railroad corporation, whose business it is to
carry passengers from one town to another, is required to

buy its right of way, construct and maintain its road bed,
bridges and fences, and provide suitable depots and cross-

ings. Can anv ^ood reason be given why an electric road
corporation, whose business is exactly the same, should be
given a roadway and furnished with a roadbed, bridges
and fences at the public expense, and thus given a great
advantage over its competitor, and allowed to sulDJect

citizens, who are taxed to support and have occasion to use
our highways, to constant annoyance, risk and expense?
We think not. If electric roads are to do a general
railroad business for the pecuniary benefit of their owners,
we see no reason why they should not be subject to all the

rfquirements that are imposed upon other r ads doing
exactly the same business, or why they should be given
exclusive and very valuable rights and privileges in the

highways to the discomfort and damage of the public; and
before it is too late we hope to see established in New
Hampshire the rule that all railroads that are designed to
do a through business from one town to another shall keep
out of the public thoroughfares, pay for the land they
occupy, and build their own bridges, fences and stations.

This opposition of the steam railroad companies is not

confined to Connecticut. In Nev Hampshire the Boston

& Maine and the Concord S: Montreal roads have suc-

ceeded so far in preventing the passage of any bills

granting franchises to electric roads. This they have done

in order to prevent the building of new i-oads and union

of old ones to form a direct line from the New Hampshire

summer resorts to the Massachusetts beaches, the scheme

which has already been outlined in the Western Electri-

cian. The railroad committee of the house has reported

a joint resolution as follows:

Resolved, That the railroad commissioners be requested
and instructed to examine and make due inquiry and
report to tbe next session of the General Court, by bill,

special report, or both, what legislation, if any. the public
good requires in reference to the powers to be conferred
upon or exercised by railroads operated by other than
steam power, ard that, pending such examination and
until such report is received by the General Court, all bills

providing for the incorporation of such railroads or
enlarging the powers of those already chartered, shall lie

upon the table or be postponed until the next session of

the General Court, except in cases where additional legis-

lation, with reference to existing and new charters, may be
c'early demanded to subserve the public interests.

It has been generally reported that the Boston &: Maine

Railroad company would make a trial of an electric loco-

molive on its Crescent Bfach line. This is incorrect,

though it is tiue that such a trial is to be made by the

General Electric company. The company has given per-

mission for the use of the line for experimental purposes

The overhead trolley system will be used. Power will

come from the Lynn works of the General Electric

company, and the electrical equipmentof the line will be

finished in about two months. Both freight and passen-

ger cars will be hauled over a loop about four miles long.

J. C. E.

PERSONAL.
Albert Scheible has just returned from a two weeks

vacation.

George M. Phelps of the Ekclrical Engineer, New York,

was in Chicago last week.

A. W. Reppy, agent for the Pullman company, passed

through Chicago last week on his way to Washington, D.C.

[, M. Rhoteharael, president of the Columbia Incandes-

cent Lamp company of St. Louis, has been spending sev-

eral days in Chicago.

G. F. Koch, superintendent of the Falls City Electric

Construction company, T^ouisville, Ky,, was a visitor to

the World's Fair city last week.

L Paul (laylord, president of the Pennsylvania Electric

Engineering company, and Louis P. Shullz, treasurer of

the same company, were in Chicago last week.

R. Eickemeyer of Eickemeycr & Ostcrheld Manufactur-

ing company of Yonkcrs, N. V., is in El Paso, Tex., for

his health, where he will remain until the middle of April.

Edward F, Hcixas of the Chicago & St.. Louis Electric

Kailroad company will leave for Europe March 1 8th on

the VVcrra. Mr. Scixas goes abroad to look after certain

electrical interests,

W. M. Stine has been elected director of the department

of clcclricity of the Armour Institute, Chicago. He is 28

years of ape. In 1886 the degree of A. V, was conferred

upon him at Dickinson College, where he won the highest

honors in science, H-e remained there as tutor for one

year, Jn 1886 he was made assistant professor ofchcmiMiy
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and pbyaiji ia ihj Ohio State University, and the next

year was given the professorship of that department, which

place he held until iSg2.

Chas. li. Steinmetz. formerly connected with the Eicke-

meyer & 0=terheld Manufacturing company of Voakers.

N. v., as electrical engineer, has accepted an important

position with the General Electric company, and will be

located hereafter at Lynn, Mass-

The death of Prof. Stefan of Vienna has just been an-

nouQced. He had been a voluminous writer on electrical

subjects. In iSSj he was chairman of the committee on

experiments of the electrical exposition in Vienna, and at

the time of his death he was professor of physics in the

University of Vienna.

Francois Van Rysselberghe, the noted Belgian electrical

engineer, recently died at Brussels. Although his name

has been associated with telephony and telegraphy, he had

lately attracted attention in the electrical world as a pro-

moter and defender of the hydro-electric system, which is

now being installed in Antwerp.

W, S. Andrews has resigned his position as general

superintendent of the works of the Canadian Geneial

Electric company, at Peterborough, Ont., to assume the

management of several large electric light and power con-

cerns in Pennsylvania. His experience in this business

dates from 1S83. when, in connection with Frank J.

Sprague, he put in the first Edison three-wire central

station plant at Sunbury, Pa., and since that time several

Edison light stations have been installed and started under

his supervision, among which may be mentioned Harris-

burg, Williamsport and Lancaster, Pa.; Roches'.er, N. Y ;

New Orleans. La.; Chicago, 111., and Minneapolis. Minn.

Mr. Andrews became associated with Mr. Edison at

Menio Park in 1S79. and has since that date been inti-

mately and constantly connected with the manufacture,

installation and operation of electric light and power

machinery.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Wichita Electric Railway & Light company. Wichita,

Kan.; capital stock, $450,000; to operate a street railway and

electric light plant.

Jefferson Electric company, Jefferson, Wis.; capital

stock, $20,000; operating an electric light plant; George

Grimm, Jefferson, Wis.

Anthony Electric Light & Power company, Anthony,

Kan.; capital stock, $15,000; to manufacture and furnish

electric light, po^er and heat.

Miami Light & Power company, Kansas City, Kan.;

capital stock, $40,000; to construct and operate electric

light p'ants and electric street railways.

Marshall Electric Light & Power company, Marshall,

Mo.; capital stock, $30,000; light and power; Macon Gas

& Electric Light company, Macon, Mo.

Electric Power &: Storage company, Ashland, Wis.;

capital stock, $100. oco; manufacturing and selling storage

batteries, electric heaters, etc.; J. S. Ellis, Ash'and. Wis.

Brinton Park Street Railway company. New Castle, Pj.;

capital stock. $20,000; constructing and operating an

electric railway in New Castle, Pa.; R. B. McComb, New
Castle, Pa.

Middletown Electric Railway company, Middletown,

Pa.; capital stock, $100,000; constructing and operating

an electric railway in Dauphin county, Pa.; John W.
Rife, Middletown, Pa.

Pittston Suburban Passenger Railway company, Pitt-

ston, Pa.; capital stock, $90,000; constructing and oper-

ating an electric railway in Luzerne county; Louis A.

WatrouSj Scranton, Pa.

Clayton Electric company (Incorporated in West Vir-

ginia), Pittsburg, Pa.; capital stock, $50,000; manufactur-

ing all devices connected or used with electricity; B. S.

Patle-son, Pittsburg, Pa.

Cambridge & Edinboro Street Railway company, Edin-

boro. Pa.; capital stock $50,000; constructing and oper-

ating an electric railway in Erie county; Lyon, McKee &
Sanderson, Pittsburg, Pa.

American Armature company, Portland, Me.; capital

stock, $50,000; to manufacture and deal in armatures,

transformers, electrical devices and supplies; Benjamin
Thompson, Portland, Me.

Union Electric L'ght & Power company, Waterford, N.
Y. ; capital stock. i;i5o,ooo; consolidation of the Union
Electric Light & Power company with the Waterford
Electric Light & Power company.

Royersford & Spring City Street Railway company,
Royersford, Pa.; capital stock, $12,000; constructing and
operating an electric railway in Montgomery county, Pa.;

G. Mortimer Lewis, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

Pen Argyl, Bangor iS: Water Gap Electric Railway
company, Sunburj', Pa.; capital stock, $300,000; construct-

ing and operating an electric railway in Northumberlan'i
county; C. M. Clement, Sunbury, Pa.

Citizens' Electric Railway Company of Pottsville, Pa.,

Poltsville, Pa. ; capital stock, $200,000; constructing and
operating an electric railway in Pottsvi'le. Schuylkill

county, Pa
; J. H. Zerbey, Pottsville. Pa.

Citizens' Electric Power & Street Railway company,
San Antonio. Tex.; capital stock, $600,000; to construct,

maintain and operate an electric street railway in San
Antonio, Tex.; to erect, establish, maintain and operate

an electric lighting and power station and distribute elec-

tric power and furnish light to inhabitants of the city of

San Antonio; Barnard McGown, San Antonio, Tex.

Somerset Lighting company, Someiv'ille. N. J ; capital

stock, f 100,000; to manufacture and generate gas and
electric currents and transmit the same by means of pip;s,

wires, etc.; James L. Griggs. Someiville, N. J.

Wellston Belt Sc Street Railway company, Wellston. O.

;

capital stock, $10,000; constructing and operating street

railways in Wellston and vicinity, to be operated by elec-

tric or other motive powtr; Harvey Wells, Wellston, O.

Springfield, Jacksonville ^li: Winchester Electric Railway
company, Springfield, 111.; capital stock, $1,000,' 00; to

operate an electric railway from Springfield to Winchester,

Scott county, to and through Jacksonville, Morgan
county. 111.

Lake Superior Fuel Gas company. Chicago, III.; capital

stock, $3,000,000; to manufacture and sell fuel and illumi-

nating gas, operate plants for electric light, heat and
power, etc.; Dabus &: Langworthy, 115 Dearborn street.

Chicago, III.

Lancaster Traction company, Lancaster. Pa.; capital

slock, $25,000; constructing and operating motors and
cables, or other machinery for supplying motive power 10

passenger railways, etc.; John A. Cojle, lio East King
street, Lancaster, Pa.

Pacific Sanders Electric Light & Manufacturing com-
pany, San Francisco, Cal. ; capital stock, $500,000; to

manufacture and deal in carbons and lamps for electric

lighting and electric machinery and supplies of all kinds;

A. White, San Francisco, Cal.

Chicago i: G-and Marais Investment company, Chicago,

111 ; capital stock, $500,000; to develop and operate timber,

stone and mineral lands, erect and operate gas, water,

electric light and power plants, etc., etc.; E. G. Lancaster,

701 Tacoma building, Chicago, III.

Columbia Traction company, Columbia, Pa
;

capital

stock, $10,000; constructing and operating motors and
cables, or other machinery for supplying motive power to

passenger railways and the necessary apparatus for sup-

plying the same; John A. Coyle, Lancaster, Pa.

Columbus Central Railway company, Colum bus, O.

;

capital stock. $1,500,000; constructing and operating street

railways in Columbus and Westerville, to be operated by
electric or other motive power, furnishing electric light and
power, etc.; Merrick & Tompkins, Columbus, O.

People's Traction company, Philadelphia, Pa.; capital

stock, $5,000,000; constructing and operating motors and
cables, or other machinery for supplying motive power to

passenger railways and the necessary apparatus for apply-

ing the same, etc.; R. C. Dale, 320 Bullitt building, Phila-

delphia. Pa.

Reading Traction company, Reading, Pa. ; capital

stock, $100,000; constructing and operating motors and
cables, electrical appliances and other machinery for sup-

plying motive power to passenger railways and the neces-

sary apparatus for applying the same; C. H. Schaeffer.

524 Washington street, Reading, Pa.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The Rutherford, N. J., Electiic Light company will begin

action against Abram Ackerman of Wocdridge for $500
damsges. For five months the company has been prevented

by Ackerman from connecting its wires to serve Hasbroutk
Heighis with pubic and private electric lights, although

its wires were up and dwellings connected for that pur-

pose. Ackerman's land is so situated at a turn in the pub-

lic road from Rutherford to Hasbrouck Heights that the

wires must cross or make a long and expensive detour. He
has persistently refused to permit the erection of poles on
his land, but the company succeeded in planting three

poles and stretching its wires. The current was turned on
and Hasbrouck Heights was illuminated in celebration of

the triumph. In the midst of festivities the lights went
out. It was soon learned that Ackerman had levelled the

poles on his property. The company could not even re-

cover its poles which were on Ackerman's grounds. It is

.said that Ackerman wants more money than the company
is willing to pay for right of way.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The people of Whitewater, Wis., are talking of an elec-

tric line from Jefferson to Whitewater.

The Wauwatosa, Wis., Street Railway company, with

a capital stock of $25,000. has been incorporated by
August Richter, Jr., Joseph P. Schubert and .A-dolph C.

Dick. The company will build an electric line.

The Great Western Manufacturing company has secured

an order for two direct coupled slow speed generators from
the Patton Electric Manufacturing company. These gen-

erators are to be used on the cars to run from Pullman to

the Worlu's Fair.

Residents of Sixty-first street in Chicago made a raid

last week on the poles and overhead wires in course of

erection by the Souih Chicago City RaMway conifany.
Many of the wires were cut and some of the poles torn

down. Property-owners claim that the company has
erected its poles twelve inches within the curb line, allow-

ing only four feet for sidewalk. Besides executing summary
justice on the company, a delegation of residents called

on Street Superintendent Burke and asked him to revoke

the permit. He visited the line of road and decided that

the complaint was well founded. The permit was accord-
ingly revoked. The road extends along Sixty-first street

and South Park court to the World's Fair grounds.

The policy of the New York. New Haven and Harif.>rJ
Railroad company concerning the electric loids, which
have petitioned the Connecticut Ltgislalurc ia 'ar;;c r,um
birs for charter rights, was the subject of an interesting
coafereoce in Hartford recently. Lawyers from different
parts of the state, who represent the electric system, mtt
the counsel of the Consolidated road to coniuli as to its

position toward its electric comptiitcrs. The mayors of
cities in the state have formulated a bill for the regulation
and control of the electric roads. The New Vcrk company
outlined its attitude in gereral toward the electrics, acd a
bill will be prepared, meeting the approval of the steam
and electric railway managers and the municipal authori-
ties in the state. The Consolidated company will not

,
oppose the construction of electric lines for the accommo
dation of cities and towns or the development of inland
communities, but it will oppose the paralleling of steam
railroad lines. The Waterbury Electric Railway company,
for instance, which will parallel the Nau^aiuck for miles,
will be opposed by the railrcad corporation.

TELEPHONE.
The original Bell te'ephone patent expired on March jtb.

A new use of the long-distance telephone was made in

Chicago last week, when Theodore Thomas presented him-
self at the long distance office and listened with critical

attention to the piano-playing of a young lady in New
York. The young lady is ^iiss Minnie Wetzler, formerly
of Chicago, who is desirous of playing in concert with Mr.
Thomas during the World's Fair. Before making any
contract it was necessary for Mr. Thomas to hear her play.
Miss Wetzler hadn't the time to come to Chicago
and Mr. Thomas hadn't the time to go to New \'ork. It

was therefore decided that a test recital should be given by
telephone. The music was transmitted perfectly, and Mr.
Thomas told the young lady that he would send her his
decision by letter.

TELEGRAPH.
A. P. Morgan of Little Rock, .A.rk., has brought suit for

$r,ooo damages against the Western Union Telegraph
company for the failure to deliver a message addressed to
him from Spart.anburg, S. C, Februarj- 25 1S92. The
messsage announced the death of Morgan's mother, and
Morgan claims that it was not delivered until he called at
the office for it on the evening of Februarj' 26th.

About 2:30 P. M., on Tuesday of last week fire wasdis-
covered in a small room in the center of the second floor

of the Western Union building, in Chicago, in which waste
.paper had been stored. The flames flired up and were
seen to burn brightly through a window in one side of the
room, but the door was locked. An alarm was sent in and
when the department arrived the fire was extinguished
with little loss. The news of the fire had reached the
operators' room on the top floor and an exciting scene ensued.
Manager W. R. Bollinger notified his employes to leave
their positions quietly and get out of the building. They
started for the stairways and fire-escapes to the ro fs of ad-
jacent buildings, but it was impossible to preserve order.
The female operators became frantic and rushed for the
outlets from the room. They crowded upon each other and
p'lshed Miss Alice Walsh headlong down the stairs to the
third floor. Several fainted and were unable to reach the
head of the stairs. A messenger had been dispatched to

t he second floor, and he returned about in time to
meet the fleeing operators at the head of ihe third stairway
and notify them that the danger was over. Quiet was
finally restored, and the girls who had fainted were taken
to the dressing-room and revived, after which they were
taken home in carriages.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Kansas City, Kan., is contemplating putting in a fire

alarm system in- the near future.

The Legislature of Michigan is considering a bill provid-

ing for the substitution of electrical execution for banging
in capital cases in that state.

On Februar)' loth H. T. Paiste, of Philadelphia, brought
suit against the Hart & Hegeman MinufacttjrinT com-
pany of Hartford. Conn., in the United Sutes Circuit

Ccurt in that city, for damages and an injunction to prevent
it from manufacturing and selling certain eccentiic
movement switches which the plamtiff claims to be in-

fringements on his patent of 0:tober 4, 1S92, No.
483,552.

The Western Electric company brought an injunction 1 uit

against the Brush Electric company of Cleveland in the
Uiiited States Circuit Court at Chicago. March Sth, to re-

strain the latter from manufacturing and using certain in-

struments for electrical testing which were invented by C.
H. Rudd. The complainant also asks for an accounting.
The Western Electric company claims that it acquired in

June last the exclusive right to manufacture and use the
apparatus patented by Mr. Rudd.

TRADE NEWS.
The constantly increasing demand for Buckeye incan-

descent lamps may lead, it is rumored, 10 an increased out-
put of 10.000 lamps per day in the Buckeye Electric com-
pany's factory.

The W. S. Edwards Manufac'uring company of Chi-
cago has removed from S6 and SS West Lake street to 21
and 23 East Lake street, wheic it has secured improved
facilities for handling his growing business.

Among the catalogues recently issued, that describing
the Dick and Church engine, built by the Phreni.x IronWorks
company. Meadville. Pa., is conspicuous on account cf tie
clear and concise manner in which the consiructicn and
operation of these engines are explained The catalogue
is profusely illustrated and there are many valuable draw
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ings that will be appreciated by engine men generally.

The company makes a special feature of engines and steam

plants for electric light and power stations.

The Hill Clutch Works of Cleveland,O , has issued a very

convenient "daily reminder." a 5orC of calendar, diary and

memorandum book combined, in vest-pocket shape and

tastefully bound. The Chicago office of the company is

Lt 347 Rookery.

The Ansonia Electric company, formerly the Electrical

Supply company, Chicago, has in preparation a book of

tables and other information of use in electrical work,

which will be found unusually valuable. Some original

tables of great value have been obtained for this work.

The pocket catalogue issued by the Consolidated Electric

Manufacturing company, of Boston, presents in an attiact-

ive way the features of many of the specialties that this

company is handling. The catalogue is fully illustrated

and contains concise descriptions of the specialties men-

tioned.

Gu5tave Monrath, of Chicago, has taken an office in the

Monadnock building, and will hereafter engage in busi-

ness as an independent electrical engineer and contractor.

Mr. Monrath during the last year has made extensive ex

periments with high potential currents for lighting and
pDwer servics and will make this line of work a specialty.

T. C. Mortimer &: Co. is the i]ame of a new concern

which has made itself known to the trade through a neat

circular. This firm will deal in new and second-hand

electrical apparatus of any description. It will also do

work in re-winding armatures and repaiis of all kind'^.

The firm's headquarters are at 136 Liberty street. New
York.

The Joseph Dixon Crucible company has been awarded
space in the Columbian Exposition—a space 25 by 2S feet in

the mines building for a general exhibit of graphite pro-

ductions including specialties for electrical and other work.

A space of 13 by 10 feet only was obtainable in the manu-
factures building for an exhibit of Dixon's "American
graphite" pencils and pencil sundries.

An attractive pamphlet illustrating and describing a

number of devices known to the trade as "Cucter's special-

lias" has just been is ued by George Cutler, Chicago. It

is a creditable production, and will no doubt attract much
attention, for, while it does not attempt to cover the whole
field of electrical supplies, the selection and arrangement
of the articles illustrated is admirable.

The Great Western Manufacturing company of Chicago
has been awarded the contract for the equipment of

the Fond da Lie Street Railway. Light & Power
company, of Fond du Lie, Wis. The lighting plant

will inclnde 100 2,000 candle power arc lights and 4,oco

incandescent lights. The street railway equipment con-

sists of 10 miles of line and 20 motors.

Just at this season of the year, when it is not quite cold

zr.ough to keep up furnace or stove fires, the electric

r:.diatGrs and heating apparatus come in as a very happy
and convenient substitute to those having electric current

available. The Ansonia Electric company is in receipt of

a letter from one of its customers containing the following:

"My wife objected very strongly to usirg one of your sad-

irons when I first purchased one, but now she will use it in

preference to the old style and would not be without one.

I am using cne of your disk heaters and am more than
nieased with it. The city marshal and myself eat lunch
icgether. and on this one disk heater we cook beefsteak or

eggs, boil coffee, potatoes, fry ham or anything we want
for oar mid- ight lanch. After persons have once used
these articles they cannot do without ihem any more than
they can the electric light."

BUSINESS.
The Great Western Manufacturing company of Chicago

is making arrangements to install machinery and furnaces
for drawing wire in its Duluth works. The capacity de-

iigned at present is 20.0C0 pounds per day. It is expected
that this will be in working order by the first of Septem-
ber.

The Ball Engine company of Erie, Pa. has made
several large shipments recently lo electric light and street

railway companies. Within the last few weeks this com-
pany has shipped 34 engines, ranging from 25 to 300
horse porwer, and several sieam plants. Its factories at

present are work'ng at their full capacity.

The Oconomowoc, Wis., Electric Lighting company
has let contracts for machinery. John More & Son, of
Chicago, will farniih the boilers; the E. I'. Allis company,
of Milwaakee. will build the engines, and the electrical

macbioery will be sappUcd by the General Electric com-
pany. The engines will be two keynolds-Corliss ma-
chines of 150 horsepower each.

At Ashlaiid, Wis,, articles of incorporation of a new elec-

tric power and storage battery company Ij.'ivc been filed.

The capital stock :3 ^tco.ooo. The company will manu-
facture accumulators under a patent secured by I^slie li.

l^jwlcy. of ,\shland. That gentleman is now purchasing
the neces'^ry machinery and it is expected that the com-
pany will begin operations at once.

The Central Electric company. Chicago, advises the
•--^ Ic ---r '.'. h monthly distributing the Arfhikcti fiul.

• '-A by the Interior Conduit & Insulation com-
''^-Tirhiet gives a brief description of the

in the country in which the complete
:: and Okonitc wire has been placed
month. The Central Electric com-

:' these copies to any onesendingan ad-
^rd a copy of the bulletin each month

free of charge. This bo^k will no doubt prove of interest

and profit to contractors and central station men. as the

Interior Conduit company is constantly putting new and
improved devices upon the market. The Central E'ectric

company has also just placed upon the market a hard
rubber hydrometer, which is pronounced to be vastly

superior to the old form of glass hydrometer.

E. F. Seias, representing the Chicago & St. Louis Elec-
tric Railroad company, has just returned from an extended
trip through Missouri and Kansas, and reports that great
interest is manifested in the proposed road. The western-
ers are looking forward with delight to the accomplishment
of this undertaking, which they look upon as indicating

the possibility of connecting a great many of their cities by
electric raiiwajs.

Curtis & Curtis. Bridgeport, Conn., announce that they
have been granted an injunction against the Wells Machine

'

company, restraining the latter from manufacturing the
machines which have been declared infringements of the
former's patents. Attention is further called to the fact

that Willet C. Wells has transferred his business to the
Merrill Manufacturing company, which is continuing the
manufacture of pipe threading machines.

The James P. Warren Tin, Copper and Sheet Iron
Works, 51-53 N Jefferson street, Chicago, are quite
successful in the introduction of their Acme exhaust pipe

head. This head is to be used in connection with the

Crane company's exhibit at the World's Fair. There will

be in all seven of the Acme heads employed in s'eam
plants on the exhibition grounds. The Acme pipe head
stops all water and grease emitted from exhaust pipes

and prevents roofs and walls being rotted by e xhaust
steam.

To judge from present Indications the new Mosher al-

ternating arc lamp for constant potential circuits will prcve
to be a bonanza for its manufacturer. During a recent
conversation with G. L Reimann, president of the com-
pany, a representative of the Western Eeectrician was
shown a letter from a supply house ordering 200 Mosher
lamps per month for one year. One-half this lot of lamps
is to be of the new alternating constant potential type, and
the other half is to be for ordinary direct current circuits.

Such an order as this speaks well for this enterprising con-
cern.

The Mica Insulator company filed articles of incorpora-
tion March ist at Elizabeth. N. J., the authorized capital

stock being placed at $roo,ooo, all paid in. The com-
pany's plant is located at Schenectady, N. Y., while its

office and salesroom will be at 21S Water street, New
York. The officers are: Eugene Munsell, president;

Franklin Brooks, vice president, and Lewis W. Kingsiey,
secretary and treasurer. The company will manufacture
micanite for electrical insulation. Through a process
controlled by this interest, small 5-crap mica is now utilized

in all forms and shapes for insulating purposes where
sheet mica was formerly used, at a much reduced cost, and .

with no diminution in efficiency.

Some changes have been made in the management of
the National Electric Manufacturing company of Eau
Claire, Wis. At a recentmeeting of the directors of the com-
pany. Fitch Gilbert was re-elected to the presidency of the
company; Morgan Brooks, the largest individual stock-

holder, was made vice-president, and W. M. Lenhart. who
has been assistant general manager, was promoted to the
position of general manager, to succeed C A. Daigh,
who was vice president. Mr. Daigh has assumed the
management of the Chicago office. Paul W. Bossart, who
has been in charge of the Chicago office, has resigned to

accept a position with the newly organized Adams Elec-
tric company. Under the new arrangement Mr. Daigh
takes charge of a large territory for the National company.
F. A. Young, who has been connected with the Chicago
^: Great Western Railway company, will be Mr. Daigh's
assistant at the Chicago office.

To those contemplating the purchase of insulated wires

or cables it will be of some interest to read the following
extract from a letter received by the Ansonia Electric com-
pany (formerly the Electrical Supply company), Chicago:
"We average from 330 to 4000 volts on our circuits, and
during the entire period of our use of Habirshaw insu'alion

we have never had a single burn-out cr ground on any of

our underground circuits, many of which are constantly
immersed in water; in fact our underground service has
given greater satisfaction than we had expected, and we
have every reason to attribute it lo the superior quality of

the Habirshaw cables which we use. As an evidence of our
experience with your cables we have placed an order for

immediate shipment for five miles more of the Habirshaw
cables for underground work> some of which will displace

other cables." This letter was written several months ago
and as still another evidence of satisfaction, the same com-
pany has again ordered over five miles of special Hab-
irshaw insulation.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued March 7. 1893.

492.773, Electro Magnetic Brake, Andrus D. Ayres,
Kalamazoo, Mich,

A series of clcctf>-ina((nct» i» carried upon Ji npidcr ncciircd
loihc truck of ihc car, if the brnkc is lobe .ipplicd lo n car.
1 he cIcclro-fn.ii;nct» arc orranK«tJ in n circle, iind arc adapted
lo move within .1 wrir* of cylindcrn of mnKf'cUc malcri:il. alwi
arrariffcd in H circle hut attached lo the tar wheels or t tic car
ax'c. When it l» desired to app'v the brake current is ncnt
throu;;h ihc ricclro-mnanrt-t. whicii induce polc» in the nur-
round^inif cylindern. and the ma^ncliNtn thus produced tends to
'I'jp the motion of the clrctro-mas;ncl<«.

4'>2.73'i. Automatic Elcclric Switch. AnJrtw M, Coylc,
Hiltimorc, Md.

492,789. Speaking Telegraph. Thomas A, Edison.
McnloPark, N. J,

Attached to the diaphragm of the telephone is an electroda
which is immersed in a vessel of conduct n;,' liquid. Opposite
this electrode, but not in contact, is a second electrcde attached
to one side of an electric circuit. The eledrode attached to
the diaphragm is connected with the othtr side of the circuit,
the circuit being completed through the liquid, and the vibra-
tion of the diaphragm caused by the voice causes a greater or
less amount of the liquid to be included in the circuit to vary
the resistance.

492 S07. Automatic Circuit Breaker. Delos Irish and
John G. Williams, Salt Lake City, Utah.

492.808. Adjustable Lamp Hanger. Nicholas Jenkins,
Waterbury, Conn.

492.809. Incandescent Lamp. John Von Der Kammer,
Chicago, 111.

492,811. Wire Connector. William S. Kisinger, Bellevue,
Ky.

The connector comprises a cylindrical sleeve having conical
ends provided with holes at the apex through which the wires
10 be coupled pass. Between the wire and the sloping side of
the end of the sleeve is interposed a wedge provided with teeth
to engage with the wire. Any tension upon the wire causes a
firmer gripping of the wire.

49^,815. Electric Arc Lamp. Carl K. MacFadden, Chi-
cago, 111.

The upper carbon is uniformly and continuously ft d by me
chanical means, while to the lower carbon is attached the core
of a solenoid which surrounds the lower end of the carbon. To
the lower end of the core is secured the piston of a dash-pot.

49^,837. Apparatus for Automatically Stopping Railway
Trains. Edward W. Robinson, Boston, Mass.

492 S47. Balanced Electric Drop Light Hanger. Tru-
man E. Stevens, Blair. Neb.

492,850. Combined Indicating Electric Switch and Cur-
rent Reverser. Almon B. Strowger and Walter S.
Strowger, Chicago, III.

492,866. Automatic Electric Sprinkler and Alarm.
Charles S. Kurd, Cleveland, O.

492.881. Leading Piece for Overhead Electric Railways.
Henry D. WintOD, Wellesley, Mass.

492.882. Street Car. John O- Adsit, Hornellsville, N.
Y., and Charles H. Wickham, Tioga, Pa.

^92,883. Telephone Transmitter. Charles T. Bloomer,
New York, N. Y.

Between a pair of conducting plates is interposed finely di-
vided carbon, the plates being also connected by means of one
or more spiral strips or ribbons embedded in the carbon. One
of the places is carried upon or secured to the diaphragm, the
other being stationary, so that as the diaphragm vibrates the
pressure upon the mass of carbon will be varied, which, with the
chdn.e in tDe position of the coils of the spirals, alters the resist-
ance between the plates. With this airangement the resistance
can nei-er increase above a definite amount, due to the presence
of (he spiral strips.

492,888. Dynamo-electric Machine and Moror. Rudolph
M. Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa.

The machine is of the multipolar type, and is provided with
a Gramme ring armature wound with sevcal windings so con-
nected that the current generated in one winding will lass
through theother windingsin series, thus producing the effect
of several separate machines connected in series.

492,913. Electric Lamp Lighter, Josephus C. Cham-
bers, Detroit, Mich.

492.932. Saftty Guard for Cars. Noiraan C. Bassett,
Lynn, Mass.

492,961. Game Apparatus. Sidney N. Johnson, Chi-
cago, 111.

492 971. E'ectric Programme Clock. Andrew J. Reams,
Wichita, Kan.

492,999 Luminous Fountain. Gustave Trouve, Paris,
Fiance.

493, coo. Electric S eering Gear. Lewis S. Van Duzer,
U. S Navy.

493,007. Secondary Battery Electrode. Isaac 11. Bar-
tholomew, Northford, Conn.

493 o'O. Automatic Switch. Charles II. Bedell, Swarth,
more. Pa.

493,023. Process of Obtaining Chlorates of the Alkalies
or of the Alkaline Earth Metals by Electrol)sis. Will-
iam T. Gibbs and Stanislaus P. Franchot, Bucking-
ham, Canada.

493.025. Armature for Electric Motors. Robert II.

liassler, Dayton, O.

493 030. Combined Cigar Cutter and Electric Lighter.
Abel lluot, New York, N. Y.

493.067. Hotel Time Annunciator. Franklin S, Carter,
Burlington, N. J.

493,089. Truck for Electric Locomotives. John C. Henry
New York, N. Y.

The motor is supported upon .1 frame connected rigidly to
one of tlic truck axles, and liavinK a spring connection with the
olhcraxte. The king-i>in is carried upon the field magnetn i-f

the motor so that the whole wcij^lit ol the car )» transmuted to
the motor field magnets and from thence to the frnme nnd uxle.s
of the truck.

493,104. Dynamo-electric Machine. William M. Mor-
dcy, London, Eng.

493,109. Incandescent Lamp Socket. James F. McLaugh-
lin, Philadelphia, Pa.

493,125. Electric Railroad Danger Signal and Bell. Paul
Strilcr, San Francisco, Cal.

493212. Trolley Wire Support. Frank K. Head, To-
ledo, O.

493,221. Apparatus for 'J'ransfcrring Sccond.'iry B.iltcrics.

Mathias Pfatischcr, Philadelphia, Pa.
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AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

mim FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
ELECTBIO LIGUT LINE WIRE,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AMERICANITE. MAGNET.
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR
FARADAY CABLES. WIRES.

NEW YOilK OFFICE, P. C. Acbermau, 10 CorLlautlt Street.

MONTREAL, BRANCH, Eufeno F. Phillips' Electrical Works

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

MOTORS.
!-i H. P. 500 Volt Armature, Ventilated. Constant Speed, I/jOO.

The Motors are made with the best appliances and material obtainable, and embody '^vtv Improve-
ment of merit, with the intention that they eball be the Stanaerd o! their clef-.

430 West 14th Street. NEW YORK*

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
CLARK'WIRE.Inanlatlon Cinaranteed-whereTer used. Aerial, ITndcrground or Hnbrnarlne.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, he says: -a thoroughly reliable am desirable Wirt in every respect
"

The rubber aaed in insulating our wires and cables is especially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The insulation is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra finifh, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chaling and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very gre** extent fireproof. Our Int-ala'ion wiil prove
durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to'famish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as wefl as our standard color.

Clark Joint Gam should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, m strips about one foot long and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint
-.ndpreased firmly it makes a solid mass, FOR RAlLWAif :>nd MOTOR use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

^VK tJUARAlVTEE OUR IIVSiriiATIOX ^%'HKREVKR USED, AERIAL. rXI>ER<;ROl'Xl> OR t^UBDIARlAE, and onr net prices are as low. if not lower than any
other first-class Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogueff with terms and discounts for (luanritles.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON", MASS.

HENRY A. CLARK, TreaBnrer and Gen'l Manager.
HERBERT H. EUSTIS, PrsBldentind Slectrlclan.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES OF

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OP

SRAMLEISS RUBBEIR WIRRS AND QABLRS,
FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, TBENTON, N. J.

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., General Western Ag,:nis, 17 1 and I 73 Lake St. Chicago, III

ANY CANDLE POWER. [£]

"STEUBEN" LAMP.
XKr-r±-tG Tor I=»rloos.

STEUBEJf liAMP WOKKS, CAKISTEO, N. Y.

ANY VOLTAGE.

S£iE>3.I3les 3E*T-e>e.

PLATINUM
For all kinds of Electrical Use. Sheet or Wire of any Degree of Hardness.

Special Attention given to Flatinnm for Incandescent Lamps.
Address WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

The OsiorEG Steam Eiipeeriii Co

,

i»xjii:ei

SAMSO.^ BR^iDED COR^.
Is the most dura-
ble for hanging
Arc Lamps,
T rolle V
Cord, Cov
ering Field

Macneta, Sash Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SABSSOX CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

EXCilXEEbK
Rooms 71<1-715, 167 Dearborn St,, - Cblcaoo
Representative work now in course of construc-

tion. 2 000 H. P. Heat. Light nnd Power Plan:- for
the Pabat Heat. Light APo^r^r Co., Milwaukee, Wis

Those who contemplate the construction of simi"
larplanis on improvod and economical lines will

ilo well to coratiiuiilciite with ur. First, bo sure
you will {;cL thy bwsl, then u,*-\ abuad.

SAL-AMMONIAC.
Cnaranteed Over 99 Per Cent. Pure,

lOl Uinzie !^>. CMcaeo.

SAL AMMOIIAC
(ELECTKIC BKAJSD)

....,»ForElectrlcal Purposes
«JRAr*il|iH Guaranteed 98/09% and free of lead and ii-on.

j

If yon want the l>est qnality ask your dealei-

I for this brand. Imported l)y

A.KLIPSTEIN, 122 Pearl St., NevfYork.
-T3 CXI-

X
PUSH-BOTTON

S23:eiliILjS.

TORRINGTON, CONN..
AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK,

HINE'S ELIMINATOR.
THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR OF ALL

i, Steam Separators and Oil Extractors.
In twelve trials in the ''Cornell" Separator test, it averaged

98 7-10 per cent Dry Steam. Oatstripping all competltore.

Send tor Circular and Cornell test report.

£^^

ik HINE ELIMINATOR CO., '"^"^^^ikK. „„._^VERTICAL,

This advertieement appears every other week.

IS co^ifLETE \vrr[[orr lU k

Portable Standard Testing Resistan^ Set.

It can be used
under every con-

dition of practical

work, and is the

only instrument of

its class unaffected

by magnetic fields

or mechanical jars.

Ask for DescriptiYe

Circular Ho. 285.

Manufactured by

QUEEN 6l CO., Incorporated, Philadelphia.
Illustrated Ofltiiloguo 1-66 mallod upon receipt of 5 cents.
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ESTAELISHBD IN 1861.

B. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINA-riON

GAS AHC ILECTHIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.

Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier,

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

WILLIAM A. ROSENBAUM,
Electrical Expert and Patent Solicitor,

Times BnlldiDS, ^'f:WYOBK.

Former Manager, now Successor to the

Patent DEPAETiiEKT of

THEW. J. JOHNSTON CO., Ltd.
("Z7ie Electrical TForW.")

-IBANCH STORB-

2134 Michigan Avenu*.

K^OTICXS.
Party representiDg ample capital for the pur-

pose, wishes to correspond with Inventor or Owner
of a really good Motor Type Incandescent aieter,
with a view to mannfacturing the same. State full
particulars, and if article is patented give nomber
of patent. Address

llotor Meter*
Care WEsrEpy £i.i:cTRiciA>f. «^bipilg&, iUr

A.M.MORSE ^co.*s|?,°^V'^
RIlf^K FVr 50TO 1Q00H. p.VST. LOUIS.

ENGINES rSOOOin Service. Simple
.'oiii(fOuiul. Si'iiil for t'ir

P

Bids for Electric LiglitiDg,

The city of Shre?ef ort will receive sealed
bids up to Wednesday, April 13. 1893, for
lightiug the city for one or three years,
beginning from .lunc 9, 1893, with forty,
one arc electric lights. Certified check for
twenty.flve hundred dollars (.^3,500.00) as
a guarantee (f good faith to accompany
the bid. Price per ligut, sjstem to be
used, and candle power specitied. Right
reserved to reject any and all bids. For
fuither informal ion address

N. B. MIIKFF,
Controller, City llall, Shreveport, La.

^•^lU-
D.

An eiperienced man to toke charge of eiperl-

mental department of large electrical worts. Mnst

be a flr5t!3ass mechanio, thoroughly conversant

Sth Telephone. Telegraph, Medical Battery and

General Electric Work, and competent to develop

articles and pnt them on a commercial manufact-

orine basis. Address, 'Foreman,'"
care Westeen Electrician.

TRADERS IR EIECTRIC&L MiCHlBERY.

FOR SALE tContinued List).

Two 30 light Bail arc dvnamos, with 60 arc lamps.

One 25 light BaU arc dynamo, with 25 arc lamps.

One SO light Mather Incandescent dynamo, 110 volt.

One 8 horse power Card motor, 500 volt.

HOWOTXY ELBCTKIC CO.,

30 E. 5lh St., CISCIXNATI. OHIO.

FOR SALE.
At a sacrifice —A twenty-three arc light

dynamo with ammeter and sliding base

—and twenty 2.000 C. P. new arc lamps

complete and guaranteed. Address

J. C. Mortinner & Co.,

Room 2'2T. 13''' Liberty Strett, New York.

Shepard'o Celebra ed SOO

Screw CnttiDg Foot L^the,

root ard Power Lathes
From 'J to 26 Incb<-^.

a:so Drill Pr»f?-i^?. Uand and
Vo-xnr Plflcepr. and Supplies,

Ju^ttbe Tools for ElectrlciaUH.

Send for Illuslrated CatalOffue

Zf^*^ H. tj. »h»*p»ro. Agent,
^?i— " 111 W. 'M St, CInclDDal!, O,

^rorn on'-'-lKblh to all horso
Tt»;r Horfz^^atAland Marloe.

H, IfliiriilfiO LIGIfT
i>y>A.no cASTi>«.s
Slmpl*; H'jwIdk Macblne and
Fan Motor Cwtlntf^ with In-

^ractlnatt for huliOln^ complcri*,- machine'. H«-n'l

^Ump for Ca'Jilo«T:T.

W.i^ Br:s . IMwA SiiD5li?s,Mrdi!iis, Codd.

FOR SALE.
Tiro SSf/Mwnp'WW ^hnnt vt^r.A V. H. Itjnfimti-i.

LATINUM
pai. .»i' *

—

. „, poses.
9-rap and Native Platinum purchased.

B.VKER & CO., 40S-414 New Jersey
Kailroail Ave., >evvark. >. J.

A.T.Smith's
Electric Lava Gas Tip

Multiple LIgbting

For Churches, Theaters
and Public HnllB.

' .\re used all over the coun.

try. Send for estimates or

prices to

A.T.SMITH,
BW.UthSt .New York.

ARMATURES
REWOUND.

street Railvyay and Electric Light,

ing Companies will find it to their in-

terest to -write for prices, as we do all

kinds of electrical repair work.

MCLEAN &SCH MITT,

Room416, - 197 S. Canal St., Chicago.

THE STANDARD OPEN CIiiCUIT

BATTERIES OF THE WORLD,
And the best made anywhere.

Send for Circular & Prices.

The Leclanche Battery Co.

'7/ to in East 131st St.. N. Y.

Beceiver's Sale of Street Railway
A^ Vjlwiuke**. Wisconsin.

Notice is hereby given that in pursuance of
an order of the Circuit Court of Milwaukee
County, Wisconsin, I will, on the 30th day of
June A D. 1S93, at eleven o'clock in the fore-

noon of said day, at the soulh door of the

Court House in the city and county of Mil-

waukee, Wi consin, offer for sale and sell at

public auction as an entirety, the street rail-

way of the Milwaukee Electric Railway Com-
pany in Eaid city of Milwaukee, with all the

franchises and rights and privileees of said

railway company for the operation and main-

tenance of tlie same, and all the property of

said corporation used in or In connection with,

or essential to the exercise of its said

franclijsee.

Said railway property and franchises consist

of about 6}.< miles of double track, being

about 13 miles of sinele track, in said city of

Milwaukee, with all the poles, wires, cables,

trucks, ties, stringers, fixtures and appliances

composing: or used in connection with said

tracks or said railway, with franchises, privil-

eges and rights derived from ordinances of

the common council of the city of Milwaukee

to maintain and operate said road; also sundry

parcels of real estate in said city, with car

bares and power house thereon; also the en-

gines, boilertj, machinery and rolling stock

and supplies of said road.

The terms of such sale are cash.

The said street railway will be sold free of

all liens and encumbrances except judgments

of foreclosure and sales aggregating .*21,193.-

56, with interest from the 32d day of Novem-

ber, 1892, at.T per cent, on §1,259.60 thereof,

and at per cent, per annum on the remaind-

er. Said .judgments of foreclosure covering

the said specific parcels of real estate.

Dated Milwaukee, Wis., Feb. 37, 1893.

G. J. MELMS,
Receiver of the Milwaukee Electric

Railway Company.

ManufactuKeKS of

ocTAGONAL^^ Cedar
TELEPHOni&ELECTRim

RunWAYpGLESXCROSSARMS

OSCODA , MICH.

LM-BeltWm Co,
CHICAGO,

Conl and Ash Handling
3Iachinery.

Manila Bope Transmis-
sions,

Friction Clutches.

General Machinery.
Gear, Ptille!/, Sheave and
Fly Wheel Castings.

Linlc-Belt Engineering Co.,
I*liilatlrl|tliln un<l Rew ITorK.

THE X=>EL.T01Nr SJSTA-rS^^lFL ^W^HEEI

We Buy Outright Eledrical Equipment.

74 «ORTI..4XnT MT. X. V.

Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Givr-s the HiQhcsl Etlicicncy ol any Wheel in the Wotid

Unlimited

Over 2,000 in use.

Afford, the most Blmpleatid reliable p.iwor for nil mlnlnc and monutactur-

Ini- machinery. Adripteil to hoaile runnlni; from -M up to a,000 or more foot.

From ao to 311 per cm t. belter roBulls ijuaranteod than can Iju produced from

any other Wheel In the countiy.

in KliKCTKIC: TBANHMIHMIOJV.
The udvantriEon llio Pellon Wheel ufTorde In tlie way ol a uniform anil rnlla-

Por^aritU nle i.ow.t, clo«o r-Knlallon and the (acljlty of lid.mtatlon to varyin,- conoltlonM
UapaCUy . „, , ,„„„ „•„„ ..rer-aure, have l.rouchi, 11 Into Bl.eclal promln..n.;e and ox;en«lv9

UB.,fortlilBcfHeHotvvc.rk. All apl.llcntlonB Bl.ot.l.l elate am.nw.t and liead of

water power require,!, and for v'uLt ]iurpoBe, wllh approximate lontlli of pipe

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
I^l-IKH .lloin M(., Han KranolHCO, <jQl., U. M. A.

/!.•< l.lltlCHTy NTHKICT, - - XHtf VOHK.
|^-n,li«vlni! come lo our notl.e that our p»l<Mit rlnhlB are lielnK InfrlneeO

l,on7lniei.dlni!piirchBntrB are hereby warned thatall nucli InfrlnnomeritB will

'"'

'I'ki'JrnK ivATKR MOTOHM. 'VaryInK from the fraction or l to IS

and m horae lower, une.|wnled for all llRht riinnli,« """;"''"">'•,.
^^""""'''J

to develop aciven Mnounl of power will, ono-lialf the water reeillred l>y »ny

other. B^Hend for Motor Circular, Addreja a» above. DellvorleH made fr^-rn

San Kranclaco or Now York, as may afford the moat favorable frulght rates.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
_ The attenrion of ELECTRIC COMPANIES iz cai^d to this TKI^E,BRAXeO "WAXKK WIIKFI.as particularly adapted to th-ir uj^

on accoupt of its r4-niarkal>Iy Hleady motion, tiig;ti t4pe«d
and erreat Kflicit-ncT.anri largre Capacity forits oiamcter,
being doal>le the I*ow*ir of most wheels of same diamet'ir. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with ereai satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect ernaranieed.
SEIM> FOR i'ATAI.OC»LE AI^i> PARTircrAKA.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears arc required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICTOR

XIJRBIi\'ES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, Lrafi
Tubes, End Bearings for Shalt and Driving Pulleys complete, all moxiulcd upon
a r.ubstantial cast-iron bed plate. TTie entire arrangement is very complete and
st.ictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the siluatioa
admits of their use, we recommend them. -^

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wu^l^xuTo.^, DEC. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World

I

SOLE MAM FACTIKEB8 OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
OFFICE:

. 14 KEY ST., V. Y-

.vSHAVVAVT
frV5EWIRE
-COAVPAiNY

161 HIGH iT BOJTON

HIGHEST GRADE

TESTED FV5EWIRES UNKS

iEND FOR CATALOCVE

AND PRICE U5T5

Cominutators^ Retilled.

SIOUX CITY

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

SOUIX CITY, IOWA.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

CEDAR POLKS.
Railway Ties and Posts-

Non-Conductive Blocks,

Rosettes and Bates tor

Cut-0ut8 and Swltches-

Also Insulators, Cleats,

Lamp Trimmings and other
Electrical Supplies.

Our prnducUon Is a dense
oody. The RlaztnK and body
of our ware are of aame com-
position , and are baked alike

,

wbich are the features of

Trne Hard Porcelain.

EMPIRE
CHiNA
WORKS,

1« Id 156 Greet 81,

Green Point,

BKOOKLl^, N.T,

If In want of Poles. Tiea and Posts, save monp*
by getting my pricea.

W.C.STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

REPAIRS

A/l kinda of Electrical Repairs.

A specialty made of rewind-
ing Armatures and Fields; both
Street /tailway and Electro
Lighting.

Pioneer Amalnre Worts,
Itoom 41') in VJ5 to 19i) S. Canal St.,

Chicago, III.

HART SWITCHES.
SINGLE AND DOUBLE POLE.

THE ONLY Snap Switch that has

.=-^ PROVEN A SUCCESS.

10 AmpereDooble Pole Switch.
FOR SALE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES.

TleHart&HepMflI|Cfl.,iartM,coM.

GRAPHITi: SPECIAXTIES
FOB KI.ECTBICAX USES.

C^raphite Bods of Variansi Lensths. from 1-5 Ohm to 10O Ohms Besistance
to the iDch. t^raphite Boxes and Craoihles. BeslstlDg Heats

of 4,000 I>esree8. Inqairies (iladly Answered.

JOS. DIXOH CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, H. J.

HOLMES, DOOTH&HAYDENS,
Factories: Waterbury, Conn. 25 Park Place. New York.

HANUFACTTDEES OF

Bare and Insulated Wire.
L'Dderwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, Copper Magnet Wire,

Round and Flat Copper Bars for Stntioa Work.
Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT
££
l\« lv> LINE WIRE

For Electric Light, Electric Railways. Motors, Telegraph
and Telephone Use.

Agents for the Waphiugtou dirbon Company. Carbons for Arc Lighting.

TJIOS. L. SCOJKLL. \ctr Yor/i Ageitt.

Electric Street Railway Tower Wason.

'Waterproof Insulating Compounds.

Armature Varnish and Waterproof Insulating Tape.
THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY,

2 Liberty Street. New York. 542 "The Rookery." Chicago.

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, '•
'- ' PHILADELPHIA

BUILDEES OF BAILWAT AND TEAMWAT OAKS OF ALL CLASSES,

Patent Aj>j}lie(l For

Endorsed by the leading eleotrlo roads. Fall Information choorfully furnished. Write for prices.

Manufactured only by w. S. DAVIS & SON, Concord, N. H.
special atleuUou »:lvoii lo l.!i<' ltvi.,«iiL.K ...' L.,.^« ir.c :.lo;.-.t aud I.-i.il C&rn^

Uullders ot lirlU No. 21 Truck with solid forged frame, and "£iu:eXa" Masimmu Traction Pirotol Truck.
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Grimskw White Core Wires,
Grimsli«aw Tapes, Competition Line Wires,

Rayen Core Wires, Vulca Ducts,

-MANUFACTURED BY-

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
CHICAGO, 80 Franklin St. NEW YORK, 15 Cortlandt St. BOSTON, 182 Summer St.

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

General Western Agents

FOR THIS

GELEBRATED WIRE.

307 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Go,,

BRIDGEPORT CONN.

a.Ward Iwnard
President

€». H. Finn,

vice-Prest.

C. E. Carp€nt«r.

Sec'y&Treas.

Send for
Printed

Matter,

Chas. D. Shain,

Selling Afit.,

136 Liberty St.

5ew York Citv.

Patentee 4S1.TS1, Aupct. 1&92.

Rheostats of every size aod kind such as Motor
Starters, Field Regulators, Stage Regulators, Eqaal-
izer=, etc., haring resistance up to 2,000 ohms and
current capacity up to 200 amperes.

LOW PRICES.
Guarantees agaln&lburr-outs under rnrms I usnro

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Taueht ihorontchlv dav and night at the INSTI-
TUTE of TECHXOIiOtiY, 151 Throop
Street. Chicago, 111. Amateurs, Artleana
aod others assisted Practically in any line, and
inftructed in the latest and moat improved
methcds.

Mechanical Drattqhtinq, Mathematics, Elec-
trical Oalciilations, Archiiactare, Mechanics, also
;iii;:htday and nlt;ht.

AOKTH STAR POIXTS
Is the title of a bonk of reference for all points be
tween Chicago and Lake Superior on the line of
tbe Milwaukee k Northern R. R.. and is a valuable
publication for business men and tourists who may
be interested in the development of the agricul-
ural, mineral and timber resources of Nortbern
Wisconsin and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan.
This book, tocether with an illustrated pamphlet
teWing "' Where the Trcnit Hide '^ will be sent free
upon application to Geo. H. HeaiTord, General Pas-
senger Agent. 'North Star Route," Chicago, III

FUSE ] Correct Carrying Capac

WIRE or V ity. Absolute

STRIPS- )
Uniformity in Size.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS. RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

Then Kartavert - Manufacturing - Co.J 39th St. and Stewart Ave.,
TTVT'xxjivcxKa'oi'oiia', x^fixj. O^XO.^OrO.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,

Arc Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

Innandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro^platers.

SEsnxriD

CHICAGO OFFICE,
Monadnock Building.

DENVER OFFICE, NEW YORK OFFICE,
1735 Champa Street. 42 and 44 Broad Street. '
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AUXILIARY MOUTHPIECE
For Telephone.
F<.r LOXG Olt

SIIOKT (llatftiK-t*.

Can bo usod by
pereona of ANV

Iif:iGIlT, Sound
coQcontratod DI-
RECTLY on dla-
phrnKiii. You ciin

WlHSPElt iiud be
distinctly hoard.
Addreee

W N. MARCUS.
•Jlfl N. Second St.,

Phlladelphln, Pii.

W.C.TRIPLEK.Jr,.

by all dealers.

MAP OF THE UNITED STATtS.
A large, handsome Map of 'lis United

States, mounted and tu tabe for oflic-^ or

home usp» is Issued by the Burlingt( n
Route. Copies will be mailed to any ad-

dress on receipt of twelve cen's in po^tPfje

by P. S. EusTis, Gen'l Pass. Agent, 0. B.

&Q. R. R., Chicago. HI.

^AT2 AP_B1U7'

,u 111,1 'iiiiiiii*

A NEW LAMP SOCKET
With JEvery Advantage.

î-v
Dnrable and Effective Contact, E* B itf

Plenty of Boom for Knot in the Cord. Wr
Strong OD Fliturea; Iho Cap, with Bayonet
Lock, Projecting over the Shell.

The Dovetail Ceiling Rosette.

For Moulding, Cleat and Concealed Work.

No screw driver used in adjusting cap.

For Sale by Supply Houses, or by

The Perkins Electric Switch (
MFG. COMPANY,

P.O. Box 816. Hartford, Ctnn T -II ani W pulinclinnac Htylra

OdI; Soccesstal Alternating Gnrrent Arc Lamp.

ICDS
LOW TENSION ALTERNATING CORRENT

Over 30,000 Helios Lamps in daily operation in Enrope, and more than 1,000 Lamps already in

operation in America. The only Arc Lamp which barns as steadily as an Incandescent Lamp. Most
economical Arc Lamp for Central Station or Consumer. Write ns for our Xe w CatalotTae.

THE HELIOS ELECTRIC COMPANY,
130G-S-10 Filbert Street, IMHI,AI>ELPH:1A. PA. U. S. A

Eastern Agentf>:
STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO

Plttsfield, Mase.

Western Aeeuts: Southeastern Apency:
THE ANSONIA ELECTEIC CO., SOUTHERN ELECTRIC CO.

Chicago, 111. HoenBldg., Baltimore, Md.
Eastern Penn, and Southern N. J. Agency: Southweetern Afjents:

RADIANT ELECTRIC CO., MISSOURI ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO.,
1-223 Market Street, Philadelphia, Pa. St. Louis, Mo.

C-S SPECMLTIES.

G-S Flusli Double Pusii Switcli.
Single Pole—Double Pole—Commutation; 3 Wire, 4 Wire.

C-S Flush Key Switch.
Single Pole—Double Pole—3 Wire.

C-S Flush Automatic Switch.
single Pole.

ELECTRICALLY
MECHANICALLY
ARTISTICALLY PEERLESS.

C-S Flush Double Push Switch—Double Pole.

SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE.

THE LARGEST MANUFACTURERS AND EXPORTERS
OF HARD FIBRE IN THE WORLD.

THE DELAWARE HARD FIBRE COMPANY,

BIB3IIW«HAM.

Our New
WORLD'S FAIR

E

E

S

^^ontncta Bright.

asily connected.

legant in

Construction.

afe Carrying
Capacity

.

Switch.

i'^V

Simple.

Yet to be Excelled.

Ffabbiog Contacts.

J\ A trial is Asked.

Compact in Form.

Used Everywhere.

Siu-e Quick Break.

Endorsed by Users.

25 AMPERE DOUBLE POLE SNAP SWITCH.
This switch hos more carrying capacity than most switches designed for 25 amperes, and the wip-

ing contacts constantly keeping the surface clean, the parts a ways run cool. The sudden break Is of
such length as to make the switch safe for ase with currents of an E. M. F. of from 400 to COO volts.

This switch is finished in the same nent and workmanlike manner as are all our coods. Sond for
ain]>lt>. Furnished with either rubber or porcelain key. Send for our Catalogu^1 1^ J^ll^^^n ma ^ tf%^fl« j^aa ^ aa^^» ^^ sain]>it>. burnished with either rubber or porcelain kev. Send for our Catalogue.

THE COTTER ELECTRICAL & MFG. CO,, Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
S7 So. 11th Street, fhilititr-liihia, fa.. V. S. .-1.

I

*''"' '^'"''^ Office, lao Liberty St. SYHiC ISK, S. V.. V. S. A.

[AMP
AANUrACTURERS ORGANIZED 188T.

INCORPORATED 18a3.

Arc Laaps

AN
ESTABLISHED

,

EACT: ]

rsR INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAIL\vAY CIRCUITS.

THE ONLY ARC LAiHP -THAT
WORKS SATISr.'^CTORlLY ON AN
INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT.

I

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING. THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LAA\PS.

TnC ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

UNITY BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

TCLCPMONC BUILOINa.

NEW YORK.
Search Light No. 13.
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THE ELEMENTS OF

IIynamic Flectbicity

AND MAGNETISM.
Price, $2.

For Learners. xVO uT JEiieUiCLy i Postage Free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

NEW ENGLAND BUTT CO.,

PROVIDENCE, R. I., U. 8. A.

H. N. FENNER, Treasurer and General Manager.

Fonr Ifcad PollnhlnK Sfarhinf.

iT.'.i'F^OTrhKr.M ^'K

For covering Telej^ra^jh, Telejjhone and Electric Light Wire.

Large single and double BRAIDERS for covering Cables,
Single, Double and Triple Winders. Improved Six Spindle
Flyer Winder for Magnet Wires.

Fine Castings a Specialty.

No. I Fire Pot and Torch for Electricians.
Best in this Field.

No, 1 Torch has especial merits for line-
men, as it Is light, fitted with side handle
makiag it easy to use on poles, and no wind
can cxiiiiyuisli the Jlaiiie. lu wiring bulld-
ingSilhere ciin be no corner orjjart of ceiling
or walla so inaccessible that the fliime of
either fire pot or torch cannot be dirf^clly
applied to the point where a joint is to be
made. Electriciaaa who once try these fires
never use any other kind. Price, Fire I'nt,

Complete. $6 00 net. Torch, Complete, 4-1, (iii

net. Send for Catalogue. Order of yi>ur
Jobber or seud direct to CLAYTON' A:
L.A:fIUeK'l' MF<ji. t;0., -JS Washington
St., Ypsilnnti. Mich.

BSTABLISHEU 1867 l2bi)UUTH 2y STREET

P^imCIC^CARTEI^CQ
:^J^iei^i^^

^m^m CAIALodUE PHILADELPHIA

SILK BRAID
For Incandescent

Lamp
Filaments.

The greatest care taken in producing a uniform article.

^BOSTON BRAID MFC. CO.,
27 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

Insulated "Wire
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

Magnet Wire, Office and Annunciator Wire,
Lead CoTered Cables, Copper Wire, Telegraph Wire.

Send £or Catalogue. ADDRESS,

JOHNA.ROEBLING'SSONSCO.,
VHICAOO,
173 Lake St.

BAST FRAWCISCO,
25 : nil S7 Freniniit 8t.

WEWXORK,
117 Liberty St.

TRESfTOar,
IV. J.

UTS
Wood Fneravine—For Machinery, etc.
Zinc Etcrlling—From Prints, Pen and lult Drawings, etc.

Hal f-Toiie l*roce8N ^
^'''^<'*' roproductiona oE Photo^raiihs, Wash Drawlnga,

\ etc., etched in copper.Wax KiiffraviiifiTH-For Maps, Plats, Script, or Diagrams.
Photo- Li tlioerapliy—TianBfera for LithographorHln paper or stono.
I>OMi;;iiiue.

MANZ&CO.,
ENGRAVERS,

183. 185 Hi m Monroe S!., CHICAGO.

SMUI.TZ
PATHNT

Leather Woven Link Belt.

SHULTZ PATENT
Leather • l^ullcy • Coverinij.

SABLE RAWHIOe BELTING.
SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS.

( Mil Miiinmcr HtriTt. ICoHton.
IIKA.\X'IIKMi \ !e^.^ Pi'iirl HIm-l. Mew Vork,

/ ISiO North »il Htrci^t, riilllKlelpliiu.
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m ffILL OBLIGE

Both Advertiser and Publisher

by Mentioning the

festern Electrician

When Writinfr to Advertisers.

l^y£ost ID-CLra-Tole ZBa-tter^r Cells ^xodijicsd..

a?nxTJsrrEiiD

« 7? —

Manufactured by Thc Butlct Hard Rubbcr Co.. 33 Mercer St., N. Y.

thesechrist automatic switch
^^'or controlling Incandescent
Lights in private residences
by using automatic gas keys
and an ordinary battery or
shunt circuit.

\/\/ .A.3NrTU^3 -—One good con

struction firm in each city to represent us.

Apply to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
Manufacturer and Patentee, DENVER, COLO.

ELECTRICITY for ENGINEERS.
A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.

Price, Postage Prepaid, $2.50.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 IiAK£SID£ BUILDING, CHICAGO.

BEING A MANUFACTURER jouareforced

by competition to lieep in touch witli all genuine economies

as soon as their value is proved; hence your Compound
Engines, Condensers, Steam Loops, etc., to reduce the cost

of Hsine your Steam. It is equally important that you
should consider every item which enters into the cost of
makiiiff.vour >$teani.

If-*!'-'-'*!

Section of Boilpr House constructed for ff^j

Curtis, Davis & Co., Cambrldgeport, U^'Ufi

Mnes. ehowing Stack for riOUH.P.
t"WtLgaOl

If you are building a new Boiler House, resetting your

old boilers or adding new ones:

If your present boilers are fihort of capacity:

If you wish to raise their evapora'ive duty to the level of

expert hand firing, and keep it there all the time:

If you wish smokelessness by preventing,—not conceal-

ing: or consnmins the smoke:

If you wish to preserve your boilers from unequal strains.

YOU wilt CAREFUtlY CON-

SIDER MECHANICAt

STOKING.
If you wisli to save tlie whole cost of handling, which in

large plants is the greater part of the labor item:

You will ecjuip with simple, cheap and prac ical

Coal and Ash Handling Machinery.

If you wish to have your fires always under control, iirespeotive of atmospheric conditions, quality of fuel, or length of run-

If you wish to be independent of extraordinary or sudden demands for steam:

If you wish to save a large portion of the cost of a chimney with its foundations—and akovr all.

If you wish to return into your feed water the greater portion of the heat otherwise sent up the Hue to make draft,

You Will Use Mechanical Exhaust Draft and Economizers.

It Is a well organized Department of our Business to design and construct

Boiler Plants, comprising any or all of the above features, as good judgment

may determine. We assume an authority in this branch of Engineering

arising from an experience with over 750,000 Horse Power of Boilers

equipped with Stokers.

WESTINGHOUSE, CHURCH, KERR & CO., ENGINEERS,

!VKW YOltK, l~ <'op<lniiilt SIpcct ClIKAt^O. l.ic. iiikI 1.%h Dnko Stioel. BOSTOX. «'40 Allniitio Avonuc.

ST. L,«>I>IA. t'oiiiiiK T.ial ItnildUie. I'lTrHUMK^II.W <-H<insIiou«<- Huildiiia. MIWK.AI'Ol.IW. II.MTy Blorli.

Rep esented in PHILADELPHU by M. R. MUCKLE, Jr , & CO., Drexel Building.

We

Hanille

Speciallies

Oily.

lona

Lamp

Sockets.

Edison^

Thomson -Houston,

WesUngliouse

Base.

Key, Keyless and Wall.

Si
t-'iS

Easily Wired,

Perfect Contacts.

Mannfactnrers' Prices.

SEND FOR SPECIAL CATALOGUE.

KefliliDiEleclricCo.,

41 FEDERAL ST., BOSTON MASS.
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m LAKE ERIE ENGINEERING WORKS,
-BUILDERS OF-

Standard Compound Engine.

Address all inquiries to

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE

EXPANSION ENGINES,
Both Condensing and Non-Con-
densing, from 250 to 8.000 H. P.
Especially designed lor dirjct

connection to Multipolar
Generators.

BEST KCOHOMY AND REGULATION GUARAHTEED.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

pf^^^^^^^^jTIl^^^g

Section Through L. P. Cyl.

W. B. PEARSON & CO,
401 Home Insurance Bldg.,

CHICAGO.
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES OF

The Lake Erie Engineering Works.
They are prejiared to contract at a reasonable price

for the complete installation of Power Plants, of any
Capacity, for any Service, and at any Place.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. Compound Engine and Generator

Sockets, Switches, Cut-outs
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Write for Catalogue.

Sawyer - Man Electric Co.,

620 Atlantic Avenue, BOSTON.

510-534 West 23d Street, NEW YORK. Pullman Building, CHICAGO,
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PAETIOULAELY ADAPTED TO DRIVING

Electric Light and Powsr Stations
a On accoani of its high efliclency at all stagea of j;ale, eteadlneas of moll'in ao'l eiey v/orking gate, the coo
f Btrnciion of which makeB It the moet BOESltivts to the acll-n of a governor of any wboel on ih*; marktt.

SP B| r\ pi%^ r% * •r A f\f% 13 p Illaatrallng various Birles of eettlnc; on bvtb rertl al &&dEND FOR vAiALOGUE "
horizontal ehafc

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO,,
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT, MII.LH A TEMPLE. DAYTON, OHIO.

FROM GASOLINE.
Cheaper than Hteani

Direct from the Tank.

For 4rc and Incandescent Lighting.

OTTO GASOLINE ENGINES,
Wnrking without boiler, Ptenm. onfil. nshes, danger, lad

almost no attendance.

OTTO GAS ENGINE WORKS,
33d and Walnut Sts.. Philadelphia, Pa.

SIOXJX CITY ENGINE, ^lATOFiXES
Buildere of High Grade

Corliss Engines,

Gidding's Automatics.

Simple, Compound, Condensing.

Complete Plants Fnrni?heii.

SELLING agents:

26 Randolph St , Chicago.

F. M. Davis, Dallas, Tex.

Kennedy & Pierce Mch. Co..

DENVER.
A. M. HolterHdw. Co..

HELENA, MONTANA.

513 SECURITY BLDG-, ST. LOUIS.
405 6TH AVE.. SO. MINNEAPOLIS.

1302 UNION AVE., KANSAS CITY.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pntumatic ap.d Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS x><° BELLS.
FULiIi I.I!lfE AliWATB IN t^TOCK.

W. R, OSTRANDER & CO..
193 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 141)3 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

wCataicstf. CtiI i Dgrsl lei.

Downward Draft Steam Boilers.
Fael Savins, Smoke Preventing,

Quick. Steaming and Dnrable.

1-3 CQ

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of High Grade Eneines and Bollern.

Electric Zdr/ht Engines
a Sjiecialty.

Cofflplete Steam PlaMs Mallei

WESTEEN WAEEEOOMS;
64 South Canal Street. CHICAGO. ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

.^leo M Cortlandt Stieeu. >^ew York Citv

INCREASE YOUR REVENUE.

g^ J^lDOFT THEm ACME OIL FILTER.

CORLISS
ENGINES

Slide Valve Rngines. Shafting. Hang-
ers, Pulleys. Belt Elevators,

Saw Mills, Etc , Etc.

The Lane & Bodley Co.,

CINCINNATI, O-

For the WESTERN ELECTRECIAN;—sx.oo.

Sent on trial.

For particulars,
prices, etc.,

jitidress

Acme
Filter
Co.,

640 N. Main SI
,

St. Louis. Mo.

CHICAGO
AGENTS,

Taylor,
Goodhue
& Ames,

I 3Ioaarlnop

I Block.

ALBERT BLANCHARD, 427 The Rookery BIdg., CHICAGO, ILL.

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY,
M.iNCF.iCTl'RERS OF

Blgh Grade Antomatic

ENGINES,
HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL.

Two liorse power to ftreelMilret horse dowet.

Western Department: 26 and 28 Randolph St. CHICAGO. - H. S. WMKER, Manager

TH£ FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

It

SHAFTING. ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

Bmcll Offices-r ^°"*'' ^'""'' ^'^ CHICAGO.
erancn wmc.s.^yg cortiandt st., new yoriv
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GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
Chicago, New York and Boston.

THERE ARE IN THE UNITED
STATES TO-DAY

ev.o^^ miLK^
OF ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS;

OF THESE

ARE OPERATED UNDER THE

General Electric Company's Systems.

A EECOBD mmiEO W STREET BIPH fllSTIlRT,

4XS

4,0xs ivj:ii^:e3s or* ^rjEi.-A.oi5:.

TIIF, A1!(>VK KIGURKS AFFOHJ) TIIK MOST
CONVINCING PROOF OF THE

PERFECTION OF OUR APPARATUS,
'IIIK SATISFAfTION IT (MA'KS, ITS STJIMCinOItn V

AND TIIK AIMM;K( lATION ACCOl! IH'. I) 11'.

I3I=?^Q.ISICIM CDF^I^ICZEI'

17.3 and 176 Adams Street, Chicago, ID. 620 Atlantic /.venue, Bobton, Maae.

44 Broad Street, New York. 609 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

264 Wea', Fourth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. 401-407 Sibley Street, St Paul, Minn.
Gould Building, Atlanta, Ga. 1338 F Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

15 First Street, San Francisco, Cal. Masonic Temple, Denver, Colo
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THE KNAFP ELECTRICAL WORKS
Have been appointed exclusive agents for the

Ries Regulating Sockets
For Alternating Currents, for the States of

Illinois, indiane, Western Ohio, Micliigan, Iowa, Wisconsin, Minnesota,

Missouri and Colorado.

TIE

The RIES REGULATING SOCKET places Incan-

descent Electric Lighting, commercially speaking, on a

par with gas. It enables the consumer to burn his lamps
at any desired degree of brilliancy, from a barely percept-

ible glow, consuming but a fraction of normal current,

up to the full Candle Power of Lamp.

TO THE STATION
It means increased eflQ.ciency, increased output, increased

dividends. It is easily wired, nothing to get out of order,

no straining of lamp filaments, indispensable for stores,

private houses, hotels, hospitals, etc. Indorsed by under-

writers and leading Electrical Engineers.

TO THE CONSUMER
It regulates the light, it saves the current, it prolongs the

life of the lamp. It is compact and simple, efficient and eco-

nomical, and saves its cost several times over every year.

Further particulars and prices upon application.

54 and 56 Franklin St., Chicago.
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JUST BEAR IN MIND
That The Ansonia Electric Co. is only

the new name of the same old company
that for years you have known as The
Electrical Supply Co., and we will con-
tinue to manufacture that insulated wire

that you have learned to know as

Shield Brand Moisture Proof— it holds

its own—donT leak water in, nor leak

the current out.

Text: Special lighting means a special profit

THE

HELIOS LOW TENSION
ALTERNATiyO

A NOISELESS, STEADY LIGHT.

For consumer and station manager alike, the Helios

Arc Lam}) hringn with it immunity from the fire risk and
freedom from the fear ihat haunts every user of a direct

high tension series system. This apj}lication of the alter-

nating current combines the safety of loiv tension with the

range and fle.ribility of the high—and no greater merit than
that could be claimed.

There is no fact more familiar in electric lighting than the turning on of series arc circuits two or three hours before the set time

simply because half a dozen lamps are required in advance of the schedule. This means a steady loss. With the Helios Allernating Arc Lamp,

special li^liiin:^ means a special profit. Another aspect of the case is that in incandescent lighting territory many customers want arc lights

regularly during the daylight hours in large stores, bank vaults, hotel corridors, dark courtyards and basements. As it is not the practice to

operate arc circuits in the day, all that busines; is likely to be lost; but an alternating station using Helios Arc Lamps can take care of it

handsomely. It is no longer a question of limited demand or of unproductive outlay, but an e.xact adjustment of the conditions of pro-

duction and consumption.

Superior mechanically atid electrically. Requires 110 addilional apparatus or system of wiring. Cheaper to

operate than any other lainp. ABSOLUTELY SAFE. Not liable to get out of order. Current can be iuea<;ured

by vieter.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS:

The Ansonia Electric Co.,
FORMERLY THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

J

Corner Randolun Street and. MicMg-an Avenue,

Factories and Eastern Offices: ANSONIA, CONN. CJHI Z3.A.Or^^.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.,
-MANUFACTUBEeS OF-

VULCANIZED INDIA RUBBER

Cables, to any Specification

up to 8,000 IVIegohms per

mile.

ABSOLUTELY PURE RUBBER

CABLES,

CONCENTRIC CABLES, any

milage, FLEXIBLE CORDS.

SILK, HEIWP, COTTON DY-

NAMO WIRES and CABLES,

very pliable. Every variety

of INCANDESCENT CORES.

THREE and TWO • WIRE

CABLES, to any specifica-

tion up to 8,000 Megohms

per knot.

CABLES of Higli Insulation

and Long Lite, all milage.

if you are not acquainted witti ttie merits of Habirsiiaw Insulation

we shall be pleased to send you samples upon application.

W. M. HABIRSHAW, Gen'l Mgr. OFFICE: 315 Madison Ave, Cor. 42d St, NEW YORK.

3665 FACTORY: Grlenwood^ Yonkers^ Iff. Y.

Western Agents: THE ANSONIA ELECTRrc CO., Oorner Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.

UAXirFACTTTRERS OF APFABATITS FOR

Arc Lighting, Incandescent Ligliting,

LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,

Street Railway Generators, Motors and Appliances.

P

Our alternating current incandescent apparatus is in use in 430 central stations.

1,000 isolated plants. Our arc apparatus is in use all over the world.

We are now transmitting light and power various distances up to 28 miles from the

source.

Our multipolar railway generators and noiseless single reduction motors have

worked a revolution in the electric railway field in two years,

Orders for APPARATUS, RRPAIB8 and SUPPLIES formerly fnrnisUed by the United SttUeH Electrio Lightine Co.,"

Newark, N. J., nlionld now I.e sent to this Coni|inny, where they will receive prompt Attention.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL THE LEADING CITIES.
AGENTS FOR CANADA: AHERN & SOPER, OTTAWA, ONT.
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STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.
General Offices: Suite 625, Home Ins. Bldg., nUir AGfl
Works: 313-317 South Canal Street, ulllbllQU.

^'5?^"^ STANDARD SYSTEM OF ARC LITISG.

FOR

FURTHER

INFORMATION

ADDRESS
THE
GENERAL

OFFICES,

Central Station Managers, Municipal Officers, Owners of Iso-

lated Lighting Plants and Prospective Purchasers everywhere

are invited to inspect and investigate the STAiMPARD SYSTEM

before contracting for apparatus.

For lighting stores, foundries, factories or the streets of a city,

this system has no ecjual.

Our contract does not obligate the purchaser to buy appara-

tus or supplies exclusively of us for a term of years, but courts

nnpn r^ompetition and encourages fair tests lor merit between any

and ail existing arc lighting systems and the STANDARD.
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LOUIS K. COMSTOCK,
Electrical Engineer and Contractor.

TESTS, PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS AND SUPERVISION
For all Kinds of Electrical Installations.

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION.
1419 Monadnock Building, Chicago.

WILLIAM A. ROSEN BAUM,

Electricil Expert aQd Patent Solicitor,

Tim';« Baildins, NRW 'FORK.

Former Mnnager, DOW Sui;ce.«sor to tbe

Patent Depaetment of

THEW. J. JOHNSTONCO.,Ltd.

£ VERY STEAM, ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER PLANT

SHOtJLD BE PKOVIDED WITH

Bristols' Recording Pressure Gauge.
Hakes continuous record day and night. Adapted to all ranges of press-

ure between 2 02. per eyuare inch to 1,500 lbs. per square incb.

PRICE LOW, AND EVERY GAUGE GUARANTEED.
Send for Circulars and Fac-Simile Chart.

THE BRISTOLS' IF&. CO., WaterMry, Conn,

?.'^X°N^cSlkTv¥ii, f
B-ioe,. Manager..

The

International OKONITE COMPANY,

^0N/>
fTHAOCMftRKl

LIMITER

13 Park Row, New Yorko
INSULATED

WIRES ALDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Ut«,

Candee'Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.

BRANCHES: Chicago, BoBtoD-, Phlladelplila, Minneapolis, Cincinnati,
OmMha. LnnlBTllle, St. IjoaU, San Francisco, London and So. America.

City,

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

ESTIMATES AND DRAWINGS SUBMITTED.

WESTON ENGINE CO..
Painted Post, N^ Y.

ItEPRESENTATIVES

;

Julian Sclioll &no,. li*! Liberty St., New York.
Geo. I>. Uoiriiian. fi'2 T-ake St.. Clilcaco. III.

11. M. Sdi)le&Co.,;idfc Arcti Sis,, Plilladolphla.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DET STREET, NE\r YORK,

MANIIB'ACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Electrical Supplies
OF All DESCRIPTIONS.

Telegraph, Telephone,
[Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

KET Fon CAPACITY TESTS, Linc Material.
WE OWN AND OPERATE TnH

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WUEKE WE MANUFACTURE A VVU. LINE OP

Test Instrnments and all Scientiflc Measurement Apparatus.

PACKARD HIGH GRADE
INCANDESCENT LAIVIPS.

Ufanaractar^d by thn

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
ACiKNTH:

LuOlhrvllIe, Ky., Smllhfru k Jihvi^.New York City. Chas. E. Chapln, 13fi Liberty St.

Chicago, III . KIgc. Appliance Co. 242 Madison St.

St. Paul, ilinn ,The Elec. EnzineerlnK i Supply Co,
Omaha, Neb. B, B. Downs, 21.'i Sheely Block
St Lmiis. Mo.. St I^ulB ElPctrlcal Supply_Co,
San Francisco, Cal., A. C. Bralnard & Son, Ko. 109

California St.

Cincinnati, O,. Post-Glovor Elec. Co.. 215 W. 4th St.

Pittsburgh. Pa. W. U. Vrmdevort. 709 Lowfn Block.
G. P. AltenberK. 2.0 Walnut St.. (:)Dcinn»tl, Ohio,

offent for Kentucky, TeDncss*.-*?, Virginia aoil
We^t Virginia.

Little Rnck. Ark., Arkansas Electric Supply Co.,
:t(t7 \Y Markham St-

Montreal. Can.. Paoknrd Lamp Co.. aC-100 Klnjt St.

MANCFACTtlRER OF

INSULATED ELECTRIC 'WIRE,
FLKXXBLE COKDS ana CABLES.

200 and 20S North Third Street. - - PHIl.AI>RI.PifT.A, PA.

Now Open

For Another Year.

"The Choirest (Special-
ties BerTed at reaHoa-
able prices.'*

HAVE YOU SEEN THE MENU?

GEORGE CUTTER,
Chicago.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford, Conn.

THE BALL « WOOD COHflPANY,
Bnlldftm of Txnproved Aatoxaatio Cnt-off Foclnra-

\V. D. rcnmon fz Co . tloino luti. BUIu., Cbteagt>, III.

W. A. Dny. ViH Oliver St., Uomton. Mijw.
F. U. Whltliiif. J«cul»sou Block. Ponrcr. Colo.

Janie4 If Co.. ChAttiiti.x>(i«, T*no.
nnilani M. Porlcr. ivtrolt. MK-h.
T. W. Ani1er«»»u, Houston, Tex.
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Recording Watt-Meter,

Accurate Under
all

Variations of

Pressure.

Not Affected

by
Frequency

of

Alternations.

For Direct

or

Alternating

Lighting

Circuits,

or Railway

or

Stationary

Motor

Circuits.

""WuiiiiiiiS
lIlliiiimniiiiiiiLiiHiiiiiimiiF""'"""'"'^^^

THE IDEAL TVrF.TFR—DIRECT READING.

Accurate on One Lamp. Accurate on Full Load. Slow Speed and Long Life,

ENERGY consumed in operation so SMALL as to be PRACTICALLY NEGLIGIBLE.
Applicable to Station Switch-boards. Measuring Entire Output, Primary, Three Wire or Railway.

The only Meter constracted to satisfy the reqalrements of THE PROOF OF ITS SUPERIORITY
Is its lldespiead and Increasing Adoption.

In 1 892 One Hundred and Fifty Meters were sold for every one sold in 1 889, when
they were first placed on the market.

O^TER- 33,000 J^O^ISr IISL TTSK.

OABPENTER ENAMEL RHEOSTATS
FURNISHED WITH ANY OF OUR APPARATUS.

For Prices and Information address nearest Branch Office.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY.
Av*., Uoiton, Mans.
A'lhmi Street, Chicago, III.

''

'-'ix, OiDCtnnati, O.

Gould IJuildirig, Atlanta, Ga.

15 First Street, San l''rancisco, Cal.

44 liroad Street, New York.
Masonic Temple, Denver, Colo.

."509 Arch Street, Pliiladclphia, Pa.

VAXi V Street, N. W., WnBhington, D. C.

401-407 Sibltry Street, St. Paul, Minn.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Acme Filter Co —

—

American Battery Co ix

American Electrica) Works xiii

American lingine Co xil

Ansooiti Electric Co., Tlie xxiv

Babcocli& Wilcox Co., Tlie i

Baggot, E xiv

Baker i& Co xiv

Ball & Wood Co., The 1

Becker, John, Mfg. Co xiii

Beggs, J. E., Mcli. & Supply Co xiv

Bernstein Electric Co
Bishop Gutta Percha Co
Blanchard, Albert
Boston Braid Mfg. Co xix

Boston Electric Co
Bridgeport Mach. Tool Wks. .

Brill Co.. J. G XV
Bristols'Mfg. Co,, The i

Brookfield, Wm xii

Brush Electric Co xvi

Bryant Electric Co xii

Bu'ckeve Electric Co., The ix

Butler'Hard Rubber Co
C. & C. Electric Motor Co vii

Cabell, L. Breckinridge x
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co. xvi

Cjntral Electric Co v

Chicago & St L. Elec.R.R. Co. xviii

Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co xxi
Columbia Mfg. & Sup. Co xiii

Comstook, Louis K. , i

Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co. xiii

Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co. . xiii

Cushing & I\Iorse ix

Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co . . . xvii

Cutter. Geo i

Davis, W. S. & Son xii

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. . . xix
Delaware Hard Fibre Co. . .

.

Diehl tfc Company , iv

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos xiii

Duplex Electric Co. . Ltd
Eastern Electric Cable Co xiii

Edison Min. Lamp Dept xiii

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co vii

Edwards, AV.S. Mfg. Co x
Electric Appliance Co xii

Electric Cons. & Supply Co. . xvii

jElectric Engr'g & Supply Co . .xvii

Electric Selector & Si.i;;nal Co. . xix
Electrician Pub. ..Co xvi, xvii

Electrical Eng *& Supply Co.The —
Electrical Mfg. Co., The ix

Elektron Mfg. Co iv

Empire China Works xv
Enterprise Electric Co xvi

Falls Rivet & Machine Co xxi
Ford-Washburn Storelectro Co. x
For Sale Advs xii. xiii, xiv
Freeman S. & Sons Mfg. Co, . . xxi
Fuel Economizer Co ix

General Electric Co ii, xxii

General Incandescent Arc Lt. Co. vii

Great Western Mfg. Co vi

Gre3ley& Co., The E. 8 i

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co
Harter Electric Co #. Ixiv

Helaler Electric Co xvii

Helios Electric Co iv

Hill Clutch Works x
Hine Eliminator Co
Holmes, Booth & Hajdens... xv
Holtzer- Cabot Electric Co
Innis & Co xii

Institute of Technology xvi
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co x
International Okonlte Co i

Interstate Comp. El. Ccns. Co. xix
Jewell Belting Co i

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W xvii
Kartavert Mfg. Co
Klipstein, A xii

Knapp Electrical Works xxiii

Lane & Bodley Co
Lake Erie Engin'g ^yorks. . . xx
Lake, J. H. & D. Co . xiv
Law Telephone Co xiv
Leclanche Battery Co., The . . . xix
Link Belt Machinery Co xxi
Loud,II. M. &Sons Lumber Co. xix
Manz *& Co xix
Marcus, W. N
Mass. Chemical Co x
McLean & Schmitt xix
Milwaukee Elec. Ry. Co
Moore, Alfred F i

Mortimer, J. C. t.t Co xiv
Munsell & Co., Eugene xii

National Electric Mfg. Co ... .

National India Rubber Co ——

-

New England Butt Co xv
New York Insulated Wire Co. xvi
N.y. Safety Steam Power Co. ..xxi
New York & Ohio Co 1

Nowotny Electric Co xiv
Osborne Steam Engineering Co. xii

Ostrandcr & Co., W. R xiv
Otto Gas Engine Works
Page Belting Co
Paine &> Ladd xii

Palmer Bros xvi
Partrick & Carter Co xiv
Pearson & Co., W. B xx
Pelton Water Wheel Co xiv
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.-
Phoenix Iron Works Co xxi

I
Phosphor-Brouze S.Oo., Ltd. .xxi

1 Pioneer Arnaturc Works. . . .

Porter-Leavitt Elec. Motor Co xiii

Queen & Co., Incorporated. . .xiii

Racine Hardware Mfg Co
Railway Equipment Co iv

Redding Electric Co xix
Uuckford Electric Mfg. Co, . . . Iv

Roborts& Co., E. P xii

KoebUne's Hona Co.. J. A
Rose Elec. Lt. Supply Co xii

Kosenbaum. W . A i

Russell & Officer x
Samson Cordiaee Works. xii

Sawyer Man-Electric Co xxv
Sechi-ist, Albert xii

Shawmut Fuse Wire Co xv
Shepard, H. L xiv
Shuitz Belting Co xxi
Siebert, G
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Sioux City Elec. Supply Co xv
Sioux City Engine Works xxi
Smith, A. T
Sperry Elec. Mining Mach. Co. xvi
Standard Electric Co xxvi
Standard Paint Co. xv
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co xxv
Steuben Lamp Works xiii

Sterlhig, W. C xv
Stllwell &BierceMfg.Cu. xiv, xv
Taylor Engine Co xxi
Union Hardware Co. ....... xiii

Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Waddell-Entz Company xii

Want Advertisements xiv
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co iv
Waterhouse, Gamble »& Co ix
AVestern Electric Co x
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr

& Co XX
Westinghouse Elec. and Mfg

Co V, xi
Weston Elec Instrument Co. . viii

Weston Engine Co i

Wilson & Jackson xii

Worthlngton, Henry R xii

CLASSIFIED LIST.
Annnnclators.
AnBonia Electric Co., The
Cefltral Electric Oo.
Knapp Electrical Worfea.
Oatmnder &Co.,W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Arc Ijamps.
Begpa. J. K., Mchy. & Snpply Co.
Duples Electric Co., Ltd,
Electric Cone. & Supply Co.
General Electric Co.
General Incandescent Arc Lt, Co.
Helios Eleoirlc Co., The.
Knapp Plectrical Worte.
Mottinier. J. 0. & Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Siemens & Ilal&ke Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Waterhouse, Gamble & Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

Are lilght Cord.
Knapp Electrical Worts.
Samson Cordage Works.

Batteries.
American Battery Co.
AuBonia Electric Co., The.
Columbia Mfg, & Supply Co.
Fold Washburn Storelectro Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Law Teleplione Co.
Leclanche Battery Co,, The.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
American Battery Co.
Butle: Uard Rubber Co.
Central Electric Co.
KnapD Electrical Works.
Law Telephone Co.
Leclancne Battery Co., The.
Western Electric Co.

Bella. Kleetrlo.
An^onia Eh-ctric Co., The.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co., TheE.S.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Oatrsnder & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, JHasneto.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co.. The K. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
PartHck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

BeltlDK*
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Jewell Beltlnp Co.
Link rSpIt Machinery Co.
Pat;*' Belting Co.
Shuitz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Blanchard, Albert.
Freeman & Sons Mfg. Co., The 3.
Lan'_' & Bodley Co., The.
N. Y. Siifety Steam Power Co.
Wealon En^^lne Co.

Books, KlectrlrAl.
Electrician Publlehinp Co.

ItraidlDK nin<>lii«tery.
New Knuliind BntlCo.

Barslar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliiince Co.
Greeley & Co..The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Psr&tck & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Ineulated Wires )

CablPN, Kleetrlo, {See lDBulate<i
Wlree),4'.opper.Nheptand Bar.
BiHtinp Oiiltd T'orchfl Co
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Moore. Alfred F.
Roeblinp'e Sons Co., J. A,
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Carbons, Points auH Plates.
Central iclectrlc Co.
Kiu^^p Electrical Worke.

CaHtiogH.
I'aimer bros.

Clntcties, Krletlo*.
Falls Rivet & Machine Co.
Hill Clutch Works.
I, .ike, J. II, .t I). Co.

Cordaxe.
S;iiii-on Cordage Work^,

Constrnctlon ana Uepalrs.
Comstock, Louis K.
Interstate Comp. Elec. Const. Co.
McLean & Schmitt.
Pioneer Armature Works.
Roberts. E. P. & Co.
Western Electric Co.
Wilson & JackBon.

Contractors, Blectrln IjlclLt,

Knslne Plants and Klectric
BallTC^ays
American Engine Co.
Babcock & Wilcoi Co., The.
Ball& Wood Co..The.
Bmeh Electric Co.
C & C. Electric Motor Co.
©abell, L. Breckinridge.
Cometock, Louis K.
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
Pnrd-Washburn Storelectro Co.
Freeman & Sons Mfg. Co., The S.

General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Heisler Electric Co.
Interstate Comp. Elec. Const Co.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Osborne Steam Engineering Co
Pearson & Co., W- B.
Phoeuii Iron Works.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Rockford Electric Mfg. Co.
Siemens & Haleke Electric Co.
Sioux City Engine Works.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westinghouse Electric & Hfg. Co.
Weelinghouse, Church, Kerr i Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Engine Co.
Wilson i: Jackeou.

copper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Workg.
Bishop Gnitii Percha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cahle Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydena,
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.

Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Wash,burn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.

Knapp Eleclrical Works.
Lona, H. M. & Sons Lumoer Co.

Railway Eqnioment Co.

Cut-Oats and Swiri»hea,
Ansonia Electric Co. , The.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electric Selector A; Signal Co,
Enterprise Electric i o.

Great Western Mfg. Co.
Hart & Uegeman Mfg. Co., The.
Knanp Electrical Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Russell & Officer.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Sechrist, A.

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
C. & C. Electric Motor Co.
Duplex Electric Co.. Ltd.
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.

General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Harter Electric Co.
Heleler Electric Co.
Mortimer, J. 0, k Co.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
Nowotny Electric Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric& TAtg. Oo.

£lecCrlc Heatlne-
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Railway Equipment Co.

Kleetrlc Iiava Gas Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Kleetrlc Railways.
Chicago* St. Louis Elec. R. R. Co.
General Electric Co.
Siemens A: Haleke Electric Co.
WestinghouBO Electric A Mfg. Co.

Electrical and iUeohanical
KnKlneers.
Comstock. Lonls K.
Osborne Steam Engineering €o.
Roberts. E. P. Jb Co.
Wilaon & Jackson.

KloctrlCAl Instruments.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley « Co.. The £. 8.
Partrick .t Carter Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Company,
Weston Elec. Instrument Oo,

Klectrlcal intellleence.
Cometork, Louis K.
Kobertb), E. P. tfc Co.
Wilyon ijackaon.

Electrical specialties.
Columbia Mfg. & Supply Co.
Cutter, Geo.
HoUzer-Cabot Electric Co,

Rlectrollers and Coaiblna-
tlon FIxtnreB.
.\nt»onia Electric Co.. The.
Baggot. E.
Edwardi', W. S. Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.

Electro-Platlnc machines.
Brush Electric Co.
General Electric Co.

Enclnes. Oas.
Otto Gas Engine Works.

Knslnes. Steam.
American Engine Co.
Ball* Wood Co.. The.
Freeman Sons Mfg. Co.. The S,
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bddiey Co., The.
N. 'i. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pearson * Co., W.B.
Plioenix Iron works Co.
Racine Hardware Mfg. co.
Sioux City Engine Works.
Taylor Engine Co.
Wefltinghouee. Church, Kerr & Co,
Weston Engine Oo.

Fan Oatflts.
Aupoiila Electric Co.
Dlebl Lt Company.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.

Fibre.

'

Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mie. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Knapp Electrlca) Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Fuel Kronomisprs.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Fose Wire.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Knapp Eleclrical Works.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Snerry Elec. Mining Machine Co.

€>as jljlvtitine. Electric.
Boston Electric Co.
Hollzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

General Electrical Supplies.
Ansonia Electric Co , The.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Eleotrlc Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Ens. & Sunply Co., The.
Enlerorlpe £;eclric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
lireeley &Co.,TheE. a.

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical WorKs.
Law Teleplione Co.
Palmer Bros
i'artrick & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Russell & Office-.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co
Sioux City Elec. Supply Co.
Waterhouse, Gamble & Co.
Weston Elec. Instrument Co.

€}lobes and Electrical t^lasB-
w^are.
Brookfield, Wm.

Graphite !$perlaltle8.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.

Hard fCnbber 6od(1s.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.

Insulators and Insnlatlns
Materials.
Ansonia Electric Co., The .

Brookfield, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Electric Engineering & Snpply Co.
Empire China Works.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Hart & Hegeman ilfg. Co.
Holtzer-Cal.iot Electric Co.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Johns Mfg. Co , H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Mass. Chemical Co.
Moore. Alfred P.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Insulated ivires and Gables.
91a«rnet Wire.
American Electrical Works.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Bishop Guil.i Percha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ine. Wire & Cable Co.
Cuehin^ & Morse.
Cutter, Geo.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Eiectrlcai Works.
Moore, Alfred F.

NatlonHl India Hubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick k Carter Oo.
Roetillng's Sons Co., J. A.
Shawmut Fuee Wire Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
\\ addt'li-Entz Company.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Go.

fjamps. Incandescent.
Ansonlii Electric Co., The.
Bomsttfln Electric Co.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Edison Mlnirtlnre Lamp Dept.
Electrical Eng, *t Supply Co.. The.
Electrical Manufacturing Co., The.
General Electric Co.
Knapp Klectrlcal Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
SawTor-Man Electric Co.
Stou"ben Lamp Works.

Latbcs.
Bridgeport Machine Tool Works.
Shopard, H. L,

lilehtnlnir Arresters.
Knapp Electrical Works.

nacnet Wire.
(SeelnBnlate<d Wires,)

neohanlral nachlnerr-
Uridi,'(r;jort Ma'.hlne Tool Works

Beoicai liattenes.
Partrick A Cart«r co.

31 lea.
Johns Mfg. Co.. n. W.
Monsell i Co.. Eaeeoo.

MIIIlDt: Jlar.biDerj-.
ii':ck':T Mf;', CO.. JoLtj.

ninloK Auparacan. Electrle-
Gonoral Ele^ctrlc Co.
Great W'.--';.rri Mlj. Co.
Sperry Elec. MJnin,^ Machine Co.
WeaUoyhouse Electric A Mtg. Co.

notors.
Brush Electric Co.
C. k C. Electric Motor Co.
Crocker-Wtieeier iiiectnc Oo.
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Kng. <te Supply Co., The
Ford-Washburn Stortleciro Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western MIe.Co
Mortimer, J, C. &Co.
Nowotny Electric Co.
Porter-Leavitt Elecu-Ic Motor Co
Rockford El':;ctric Mfg. Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westinghouee Electric A Mfp.Co.Same FlatcH.
Becker Mf:;. Co., John.

Oil Filters.
Acme Filter Co.

Paints.
Standard Paint Co.

Patents.
PalneiLaiJd.
Roeenbaum, Wm. A.

Phosphor Bronze.
I'ho-phor Bronze Smelting Co., Ltd

Pins and Uracketa.
Central Electric Co.
Loud, H. M- & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.

Platlonm.
Baker & Co.
Siebert, Q.

Pules.
Loud, H. M. & Sons' Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.

Porot-iairi.
Empire China Works.

Pr*-MP*nre <itaas:es.
Bri.'tola Mfg. Co.

Pabilsbers. Klectrlcal
Eieptrlctan Publishing Co.

Push Buttons-
Central Eigwrc CO.
Knffpp Elfeftrical Works.
Partrick i: Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bailways, Bleetrle.
(See electjlc railways.)

Rheostats
Carpenrer Enamel Rheostat Co.

, Sal .Ammoniac.
Innle &Co.
Klipstein. A.
Liiu Telephone Co.

Separators. Mteam.
Hme SilmlnatorCo.

Silk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. f'?.

Sueaklns 'rnr><;A,
Central Kleetrlc Co.
KnapD Electrical Worka.
Ostj-ander ACo., W. R.
PartTick ,S; Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Cjo.

Steam Pnmps.
Worthingjon, Henry R.

Street Cars.
Brill, J. G., Co.

Street Br Tower Wagonr.
Davtg. W. S. & Son.

Supplies, BJeetrlc Ballway.
Railway Equipment Co.

Tapes, InsnJatlny.
American Electrical Works.
Ansonia EleciricCo.. The.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Ccshing & Morse.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Klectrlcal Works.
NewTork Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Palp; ~o.

TelejcraDh Apparatmr.
Central Eleccrlc Oo.
I'llectric SeU'ctor .t SicnalCo.
Greeley & Co., The E. d.
Knapp Electrical Worla.
Partnci A; Carter Co
Western Electric Co.

Telephones, Electric,
Weswrn SlectrlJ Co.

Telephone llonthpleccs-
Marccs, W. N.

Test Instmments.
CentraJ Klectllc Co.
Greeley & Co., The B. S,
Knapp ElectrlcAl Works.
Ouoon A Company.
western Elecirlc'Co.
Wo^ton Elec. Instrument Co.

TranNformers.
National ElectrlcMjinnfactnringCo.
Stanlov Electric Mfc Co.
Westinghouee Electric & Mfp. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Worts.

Trucks. Kleetrlc Car.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric A Mfg. Co.

Tnrblne Wheels.
Payton Globe Iron Works Co.
Polion Water Wheel Co.
Stllwell A BlerceMfg. Co.

Vnlvcrsltlcs.
Inetltuieof Technology.

Varnlffhes.
Maa?. Chemical Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Water Wheel".
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

Wire, Bare.
An<onla Electric Co.. The.
Blt'hop Guit.-! Perdha Co.
Central Kleetrlc Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire A Cable Co.
Uolmei, Booth & Baydens.
Knapp Electrical Works.
N:itlonal India Rubber Co.
Ral'way tqilpment Co.
Roebllnc's Sons' Co., J. A,
Sperry El»c- Ulnlac^i&chlDe Oo.
Wa*hbum A Mom M(g. Co.
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-£:s*r^ C3EIX} 1831.

WASHBURN & MOEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
MAKERS OP lEON, STEEL AND COPPES.and Manufacturers of IRON, STEEL AND COPPER WIRE for all Purposes.

Oldest and Largest Manufacturers of Electrical Wires in the World.

Bare and Insulated Copper Wire
rOrt ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

Galvanized Iron and Steel Telegraph Wire.

Magnet Wire. Anniniciator Wire.

Feed Wire.

LEAD ENCASED WIRES.

Rubber, Weather-Proof and

Underwriter's Wire.

MBSOLUTELV
FIRE and WATER-PROOF WIRE,

S-u.r>e>rl<or to
Anj^liiiig Heretofore 31ade.

HARD DRAWN COPPER TROLLEY WIRE.

WOBK«
{ ^l^S^^^ElY^V^/it.** BBANCH OFriCKS A»,D WAREHOUSES :

j SSJ'A%V»*'cy.'fl^a iSfi^^^t^ 'S^olf^V^S.'^^5:1*8

ELECTRIC FANS.
2,000

ENDORSERS, . „„ „ ,,,Wound for Either

Direct Arc or

Incandescent

Current.

NO BELTS. NO SHAFTING.

DIEHL & COMPANY, 385 Broadway, New Yo rk.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
Pullman Building, Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

IFxompt Sli.ipamerLts.

CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,

CHICAGO.

OdIj Snccesstnl Alternating Cnrrent Arc Lamp,

LOW TENSION ALTERNATING CURRENT

Over 30,000 Helios Lumps in daily operation in Europe, and more than 1,000 Lamps already inoperation in America. Tile only Arc Lamp which barns as steadily as an Incandescent Lamp Moateconomical Arc Lamp for Central Station or Consumer. W^rite US for our Xew Catalop-ne

THE HELIOS ELECTRIC COMPANY,
130G-S 10 J'ilhert SfrccI, I'lllli.tlkKI.PIIIA, PA. I'. S. A

Eastern Agents; Western Agents: Southeastern AffennvSTAN-LEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO., THE ANSONIA EiTeCTKIC CO., SOUTHEEN "[ecTkTc CO
Pittsfield, Mass. Chioat'o, 111. Hoen Bldg., Baltimore, Md."

Eastern Penn. and Southern N. J. Agency: Southwestern Agents-

,,„o'J^^"'*'^
ELECTRIC CO., ST. LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO

1223 Marliet Street, Philadelphia, Pa. St Louis Mo

Ti-{:

W. R. MASON, GenT Mgr.

Rockford Dynamo ^^^ Motor.
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ROGKFORD ELECTRIC MANDFAGTDRING CO.,

ROCKFORD, ILL.

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS
ALL SIZES, FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET-ELEGTRIC-LIGHT-SYSTEM.
Ccraplete Apparatus Tor Icolated Plants.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO., Sprlnglielil, Mass.
NEW YORK OFFICE,

89 Liberty Street.

SELLING AGENTS:
tlilnil, Ohio, <.. v. ..ICirOlJiO;;, .'.I.': Socloly for Sn»ln«" L.iII'IIi.k. n'UMlitllHlon. />. f;.,.I. II. IlIIIlKE'lT/i CO., HO'.) .Vi)W V<.rll Avo. Nl.l'nill.
ninn.. f. 4. lifc.SZ. :;Ci Mlnn'..v,tn Mt. M'htltltlKlphia, jHa,, I'ENNHVLVANIA MACUINE CO., '2^1 N. Itli Ht. IVrir Ol'teailH, i.tl., JtUCIiEI.
lUCur.VK WOIIKH, lr/1 Conll Ht. MtrtlTKr, <:olO., liAVWAIIDCOCIIIlANE, ;B.;ncob«on UulldlriK. *;/ll<'nf/0, /fl., C. E. IJllNDiailMI.K, 130 llookory.

ttuffalo, X. v., I>. IJ. I>AKI'.I.V, 'OH I'oarJ .St.
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin Street, Chicago.

ffeslern Electrical Snpily Co.,mMwH Gate City Electric Co,,

4 1 8 South 1 5th St., ^^W-/%''^!f^^ 522 Delaware St.,

OHAHA. NEB. \ •"' ""!?"•! / KANSAS CITY, MO.

Mem Electrical Snily Co.,

1 1 North Seventh St.,

ST. LOUIS. MO.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF APPARATUS FOR

Arc Lighting, Incandescent Ligliting,

LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER, .

Street Railway Generators, Motors and Appliances.

Our alternating current incandescent apparatus is in use in 430 central stations.

1,000 isolated plants. Our arc apparatus is in use all over the world.

We are now transmitting light and power various distances up to 28 miles from the

source.

Our multipolar railway generators and noiseless single reduction motors have
worked a revolution in the electric railway field in two years.

Orders for APPAKATirs, KKrAIB»i aiul SlTPriAKS formcrlj InniiNlie*! by the Vnitcd StiUes Electric Iviglitine Co.T
Newark, N. J., Nhonid now be Meut to thiiii Company, where they will receive prompt attention.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL THe' LEADING CITIES.
AGENTS FOR CANADA: AHERN & SOPER, OTTAWA, ONT.
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SUN ARC LAMP
IS THE

ONLY SUCCESSFUL LAMP FOR INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS,

AND THE

ONLY ONE WHICH BURNS

Without Hissing,

Without Sputtering,

Without Fhckering,
AND GIVES A

STEADY, UNVARYING WHITE LIGHT.

Write for Further Particulars and Prices.

Ttie Great Western Manufacturing Co.,

FACTORIES: GENERAL OFFICES:

Sycamore, III., Duluth, Minn, 201-207 So. Canal St., Ghlcairo, III.
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C ^C Cm
Electric Motors and Djnamos.

NEW EDDY MOTOR.

Electric Lighting and Electrical Transmission

of Power.

The C. & C. Electric Motor Co,
GENERAL OFFICE;

402 and 404 Greenwich St., New York.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREROOMS:

CHICAGO, 201 Madison St. BOSTON, 63 Oliyer St.

Agencies in all principal cities.

MULTIPOLAR GENERATORS FOR RAILWAY AND
POWER PURPOSES.

PERFECT IN CONSTRUCTION.

THE FEATURE OF ST. LOUIS CONTENTION.

Ccrreepond.e3a.ce Soliclteci.

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MFG. CO,,

WINDSOR, CONN.

136 Liberty Street, NEW YORK. Iil7 and UlS Monadoock BIdg., CHICAGO.
50G Commerce St., PHILADELPHIA. 170 Second St.. PORTLAND. OREGOX.

30 Oliver Street, BOSTON. 134 E. 6th St.. ST. PAUL. MINX.
705 Delaware Street, KANSAS CITY, :M0.

S. BERCMANN, President. C. M. BIDDLE, Vice-President.

THE "GENERAL" INCANDESCENT ARC LAMP.
For Low Tension, Continuous Current Circuits.

Soft, steady Light; Small Size and Weight; Simplicity; Quick Trimmisg;
Thorough Insulation and Safety; Reliability; Large Bange of

Amperage and Voltage; Longest Life.

No. 1 Circular and Price List of Standard Lamps, No. 2 Circular and Price
List cf Ornameatal Lamps with numerous Illustrations of

"^e'- Sent on application, with discounts, etc.

Can be used Singly or from 2 to 12 in series on from 60 to 500 Volts.

All;Lamps exactly alihe in Mechanism.
No Adjustment or Kegulation needed.

Can be Trimmed without touching the globe.

No Dash Pot to hide primary defects.

Our Lamp is absolutely Reliable and will not
change from use.

Special Designs and Estimates furnished on demand.
ORNAMENTAL LAMP No. 750. ST.VNDARD LAMP .No. .WO.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT COMPANY,
WORKS. 33d Street and First Avenu?. I GENERAL OFFICES, 59 Duane Street. I SHOWRCOMS. 275 Fifth Avenue.

Telephone No. 1309, 38th St.
1

Telephone No. 163 Cortlandt
|

Telephone No. 1459, 38th St.

Vy§SJERN ACIENGY; I73H7B Atlams §t.f Chicago, L. E. Frgr^p, IVI)g[r,
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The Weston Standard Portadle

DIRECT CURRENT VOLTMETERS AND AMMETERS
Are used in all parts of the civilized world. They are recognized by all authorities as the very best instruments ever

produced.
During the past year Mr. Weston has given much time to the further study and improvement of these instruments, and

has brought them to a higher degree of permanency, durability, accuracy and excellence than we ever thought possible.

The New Blodel is the same in external appearance as the old, but is vastly superior to the latter in all that contrib-

utes to a first-class instrument. It is the (ICiyie of perfection, and is destined to become and remain

THE STANDARD PORTABLE INSTRUMENT OF THE WORLD.
We have perfected a larger model of these instruments expressly adapted for use as Clbsolllfe sUinduvcls in

stations and laboratories. They are designated as the

Weston Laboratory Standard Voltmeters'' Ammeters.
The scales are about three times the length of the ordinary portable standards, and the instruments are sufficiently

sensitive to work to within 1-75 of one per cent. We confidently recommend them as the most convenient and accurate

standards known. They are adapted for the most exact work, and will be found thoroughly equal to its requirements.

We make twenty -two ranges of

The Weston Portable Alternating Current Voltmeters.
These instruments are absolutel}' permanent and very accurate, and are incomparably superior to any form of hot

wire instrument known. They will be found invaluable in securing and maintaining uniformity and economy of operation

of alternating current plants. We mahe multipliers for USe with these instrufnents to extend their

range so as to measure the highest voltage met with on primary circuits.

We also make sixteen different ranges of moderate priced, high grade

Dead-Beat Switch-Board Ammeters.
The capacity ranges from 2.5 amperes to 750 amperes. These instruments are a new type, and are very accurate and well

made. The scales are very regular, the instruments very sensitive, thoroughly durable and absolutely permanent, and their

indications are not sensibly affected by the most powerful external fields.

In addition we are making a full line of Direct Current

Station and Isolated Plant Voltmeters
p

In three sizes and many ranges. These instruments are very dead-beat, and embody many new and valuable features.

They are specially adapted for railway and power plants, and are well suited for arc and incandescent light circuits, and all

other work requiring ffOOd and thoroughly ttrustworthy VOlttneters. They are specially designed for

switch-board use. We arc also making a large line of high grade

Station Ammeters
In ranges from iiO() to .5,1100 amperes, with absolutely proportional scales throughout the entire range. The sensibility and
accuracy of these instruments have never been approached. A 1,200 ampere instrument will indicate, with full load or no
load, the turning on or off of a single lamp, and can be read in any part of the scale to one ampere. They are very dead-
beat, handsome in design and finish, permanent, durable, well made and moderate in price.

'WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRDMENT CO,
Correspondence Solicited, 1 14-120 William Street, NEWARK, N- J., U.S.A.
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PATENT FUEL ECONOMIZER FOR STEAM BOILERS.
This apparatus Is already applied to over

iso,ooo i3cdii_e:f=?=.
of every type, and giving tliegrea.est saiisfactiun in Ecoanrny and Working.
Under favorable conditions the temperature of the Feed Water Is raised lo 300 degrees or more by ulilfziog

the waste heat of the Boiler flues^the water being thus purified and freed from sedimentary matter, the Heal-
ing Surfffcces of the Boilers are kept clean and elHcient.

All joints iron lo iron, no leakage, no trouble, greatest facility for cleaning.

All parls interchangeable, being made to Standard Gauge by Tools specially de-igned for the purpose.
The only works ill the United States devoted exclusively to the manufacture of Fuel Economizers.

Can be Applied to any Type of Boiler without Stoppage of AVork**.

Circulars, Plans, Specificitions and fall Information on Application to Head OfiBce.

THE FUEL ECONOMIZER CO .
ce: 91 Liberty St,, Hew York City.

OF MATTEAWAN. N. Y. Work«: MATTEAWAX, N. Y.
Sole Makers of Green's Fuel Economizer in the United States.

Original Inventors and Makers, EDWARD GEEEN &SON, Limited, 2 Exchange Street,

Manchester. Works Wakefield, England,

SOMETHING TO BE NOTED!

THE MORRISON STORAGE BATTERY
Is made by the Plant6 pro-
cees, no oxides being used,
either mechaQlcally or ap-
plied la the form of paste,
paint or cement.

ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE HIGH; LIFE LONG.
Dry Batteries. Battery
Supplies, etc. For further
iuformatlon address

AMERICAK BATTERY COMPANY,
Otfice: Rooms 23 and 24, 177 La Salle St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Day's Kerlte.

Highest Grade of

Insulation for

Electric Wires and Cables.

GUSHING & MORSE, Geieral western Aiems,

"BUCKETE"
SETS THE PACE.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, O.

>5rvvc«

t'HICAUO.
4;ir "The Rookery,"

NKW VOKK.
fli 1 Mail and RxpreNH Uiiildiii;;.

225 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

lirctaipie Arc Langs
FOR ARC,

INCANDESCENT AND

RAILROAD CIRCUITS.

Waterhouse, Gamble & Co.,

OrnOE; FAOTOET:
45 Broadway, New York. Hartford, Conn.

Send for Catalogue and Full Information.

BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT! BRILLIANT!

THE ELECTRICAL MFC, COMPANY, OCONTO, WIS.
Lamps for all Systems.

DIRECT CURRENT LAMPS.

ALTERNATING CURRENT LAMPS.

RAILWAY CIRCUIT LAMPS.

Any Voltage or Candle Power.

FILAMENTS WITH OR WITHOUT HOOKS.

MINIMUM CURRENT CONSUMPTION, with

MAXIMUM CANDLE POWER AND IIFE.

Before purrha8in£: eliDCi:\'ticre sen«l In a trial order tor Urintanto.
Lani]tt4 riirnislioti to coiiHiiniers in iiiinntltie^ at factory prices.

(CHICACO:-Wm. Hood & Co., 239 La Salle Street

AGENCIES: ] MILWAUKEE:-E. C. Mullen, Manager.
(THOMASVILLE, CA.:-J. B. E. Love, Manager.
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RUSSELL, That is the Name.

An Automatic Switch.

Lights controlled from one or any number of points

NO BATTERY BKHUIRKO
eteud tor OlxrotilcLX-.

RUSSELL & OFFICER, EDWARD B. GRIER,
1735 Champa St., Slonadnock EuiUling,

Denver, Colo, I'hicag'i

L. BRECKINRIDGE CABELL
53 Broadway, NEW YORK, Room 17.

Lands, Securities and Industrial Enterprises; Total Issues

of Corporate, Municipal and County Bonds Taken; Municipal

Debts Consolidated and Refunded at lower rates; Railroads

Built and Equipped; Electric Roads Built and Equipped;

Street Railroads using Horse power changed to Electric Roads.

INTERIOR CONDUITS

TRADE-MARK

Tlie Solntion oftle ProMem of SafeMmi
ELECTRIC CONDDCTORS

Wherever and for whatsoever purpose employed, is to

be foimd in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IHTERIOR AHD DNDERGRODHD

CO^TIDTJITS
MANUFACTURED BY

TW TE H. I O Si

GONDUII AND INSULATION CO.,
uunOKc ( 627 to 631 W. 34th St.,
WOHKS.

^ 526 to B28 W. 3Bth St..

General Olces: 42 & 44 Broad St., Kes York.

ThoB. Day & Co., 222 Sutter St., San FranclBCO, Cal.

Slouutdin Electric Co., Denver Colo.
American Elect. Supply Co., ti-iS Pearl St., Bnffalo.N Y.
Putnam, tiav & Co , 27 E. M.un Kt , Rochester, N. Y.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. Hh St., Cincinnati, O.
Chae. Uabrlel, Saginaw, Mich.
Soatherc Electrical Mfg. & Sapply Co.,

no Baroune St., New Orleans, I.a.

Walt JF &. Kepler, oil Chestnut St , Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Construction Co.. Pittsburgh, P».
Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111.

HILL
Clutch Works,
CLEVELAND, O.

EASTERN OFFICE:
ISCorllandtSl , NEW YORK.

CHICAGO OFFICE:
:{4r 'TIIK KOOKEKY."

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Desired, Eroded and Farniihed.

Send for ne\r Catalogue of Pow
er TranemlBsion Machinery.

INSULLAC
Is the Best Insulating Compound.
It is WATERPROOF, does not require
BAKING, and is guaranteed.

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICAL CO.,
8 Oliver Street, BOSTON.

.1. FRANK OI1.I.OSIT. llanaser, HARRY RIHHOF. (Sen'l H'rst'n Ageiit,
00 and <Mi Broadway, Sd3 91oiiadnoek Buildingr.

SRW YORK. OHirAdiO.
IV. r. S. BBOWar, maaaeer. 390 Consresa tiir.. POUTL,AftD, HE.

S:E3LI.I3src3- .A-O-ENTS:
PAUL A. DAVIS. JR , Plnla.Ielpliia. O. S. KNOWI.ES, Boaton
IVI,\NION & CO., New Orleans. PETTIN'GELL, ANDREW.S & CO., Boston.
ALEXANDER, BAENEY & CHAPIN, New York. BKOWN ELECTRIC 'lO., Boston,
E. G. BENAKD & CO., Troy, N. Y. GEORGE UTILES, Denver. Colo.
H. H. WILLIAMSON, Cleveland, O. W. H. RUNKLE, Cincinnati, O.

BISSELL S: DODGE, Toledo, O.

THE BEST IS OUR KIND ALWAYS.
We want qaick sales an«l are isaiisiieil with

Nniall profits.

PERFECT
VENTILATION,
REGULATION
-0 GUARANTEE.

Write for Catalogue.

FORD-WASHBURN STORELECTRO CO,
MANUFACTURERS OF DYNAMOS, MOTORS AND STORAGE BATTERIES,

Please mention this paper. ^3XO'^r©l*na.Cl.^ ^^1x1^-

W.S.EDWARDSMFG. CO.,
MANCEACTUREES OP

ELECTROLIERS,
Combination Fixtures,

Electric and Combination Brackets.

EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS.

LOW PRICES.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. "^

21 and 23 E. Lake St., Chicago.

BJLXXERIES.
SPECIAL PRICES ON LARGE QUANTITIES.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.,
Corner Thames and Greenwich Sts.,

NEW YORK.
227 to 276 South Clinton Street,

CHICAGO.
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Westinehouse Electric and Mfg. Co.,

STOPPER INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LAMPS.

PRICES.

20 C. F. $0.35
AC

S C. F. $0.30
10 " .30
16 " .30

DISCOUNTS.
Ten (10) per cent to Central Stations.

Two and one half {2h) per cent and upward, to others, according to

quantity.

ALLOWANCES.
Ten (10) cents for every burned-out lamp returned unbroken to

factory.

EFFICIENCY.
By reason of an important discovery we now make our 50 volt

lamps with an eflO-ciency of 23^ watts per candle. This results in in-

creasing the lighting capacity and earnings of a station

TWENTY PER CENT.
Shipments are now being made.
Detachable bases to fit any sockets five cents net, each.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MAlTDFACTtTRED BY

Vtrra. BROOKFIELD,
8USHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

SOMETHING NEW
And long looked for, a pole windlass tbnt is absolutely self-locking

and retjuires no accessory padlock and key.

THE EDDY SELF-LOCKING WINDLASS
CANNOT BE TAMPERED WITH.

^VheD you place tbe crank on ihe wiadlass it is rt-leased. \Vhen you withdraw

the crank it is locked securely.

ISend for special circalar. (>en(>ra1 ^Vostern Agcnti^.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
£LECTRIC!Ar. SI PPI 1E8.

2-^3 IV^Adisoxx Stxroot, 0^X0.^0^
H. E. PAINE,

E5-Commissioner or Patents-

S, E. LADD .

PATENTS.
PAINE & LADD, AttOFBeys ai Law,

Loan and Trust Boildiog,

WASHIXGTOW. n. V.

fk Osliorne Steal Eupeeriug Co,,
> EXOIXEEKS.

Rooms 71-1.715, 167 Dearborn St.. • Chlcaoo
Eepresentatlve work now in course of construc-

tion. 2 000 H. P. Heat, Light and Power Plan: for
the Pabst Heat, Light & PoUir Co.. Milwaukee, Wis

Those who contemplate the construction of simi"

lar plan's on improved and economical lines will

do well to communicate with us. First, be sure
.,nn will ;,'et Ihe besf, then gu ah-^ad.

SAMSON BRAIDED CORD.
Ib the most dara^
Die for hangine
Arc Lamps,
T rol ley
Cord^ rov
ering Field

MagnetB, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples aii<l Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE "WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET. BOSTON.

Electric Street Railway Tower Wason,
Patent Aiyjilied For,

Kodorsed by the leading electric road3. Fall informatioa cheerfully furnished 'Write for prices-

Manufactured only by W. S. DAVIS & SON, ConcOrd, N. H,

CUAS. H. WILSON". GEO. W. JACKSOS.

WILSON & JACKSON,
GENERAL CONTEAGTOES,

Street and Highway construction, Electric Conduits, Siibwiiys Sewers, Kailroad and Ifasunry Work.

Telephone Main 140.

Times Building, CHICAGO.
FOR SALE.

Three 35-L1sht Waterhouse Dynamos.
One 300 Light Brush.
Two 6.5-L1ght Van Depoele Arc Dynamos.
One 60I)-Light United States Alternator.
One 600-L<ght United States. 110 vol'.

Fifteen 1,200-C. P. Brush Arc Lamps.
Sixty No. 16 Brush Arc Larcps.

Rose Electric Light Supply Co.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
BRANCH: Electrical Exchano ! Building, New York.

MICA All Sizes

am
Qualities

For Electrics! Parposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
aiS Water Street. New York.

W. H. SILLS, 86 La^e , CHICAGO, ILL.

Sole Ajirents tor "Olicanite."

AlieKlCA\ HIOH !!»Pe£-U£\fi;iKR
Runs easily at speeds impracticable for reciprocat-
ing engines. Has no dead centers, yet is not a
"rotary," as piston doesn't revolve. Stationary
has superior automatic regulation; Ihe Marine,
simplest reversing' mechanism. Both types very
economical in steam cousumption; compact, simple
and durable Is superior for operating either
high or low speed machines. Dynamos directly
coupled. For launcbes, gives greatspeed—2to 150

horse power. |^ir=Tllustrated Catalonue 10 cents.
Address AMERICAN ENGINE CO..

44 Kantan Ave., Bound Brook, N. J,

thesechrist automatic switch
For controlling Incandescent
Lights in private residences
by using automatic gas keys
and an ordinary battery or
shunt circuit.

^^T'.A.JSTT.EJ^^ -—One good con

struction firm in each city to represent us.

ALBERT SECHRIST,
Manufacturer and Patentee, DENVER, COLO.

P. ROBERTS & CO.,
I

Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.

E- P, Roberts, M. E. C. F. Uebelackeb, E E,

Preliminary Surveys and Estimates.
Pluus, Specifications and Supervision of Electric

Light, Power and Railway Work.

WESTERM reserve 6U<LDINC,
< le\<'laiul. Ohio.

i*xj:r.u

SAL-AMMONIAC.
Guaranteed Over 99 Per Cent. Pure.

161 Hinzie !St. ChlcaKO.

SAL AMMONIAC
(i:li:ctkic i'.kand)

ForEleGtrical Purposes
«JRaNP| H Gruaranteecl 08/99% and free of lead and iron.

If you want the Viest quality ask your dealer

I for this brand. Imported by

A.KLIPSTEIN. 122 Pearl St.. New York.

"woi^THiiisroTonsr 260,42S HorS© I*OT7«7-©X

HENRY R. WORTHINCTON,
03>n<l ».-, I.Jik.- St .CIIII \<.l>. .><r;antl KX I.il.irlj St.. NEW YORK.

i'.ri..TrtN. fFrir,.\i)f:i.rHi.\, ..-r, i.ori^. dkw'kk. e:
iT

January 27, 1893.

To the Electrical Trade.
I hiva this day assigaed the entire interest in the Cleve-

land Switch, Patent No. 391,512, to THE BRYANT ELEC-
TKIC COMPANY, of Bridgeport, Conn, together with the

tools, pa'.terns and moulds for making the Switthes and
Arc Cu-.-outs formerly manufactured and sold by THE
FOREST CITY ELECTRIC WORKS, of Cleveland (Factory,

Geneva, Ohio;.

I trust that my former friends and patrons 'wrill extend
to them the same good will and patronage that they have
shown me in the past.

Very raspectfnlly, CSigned) W. B. CLEVELAND.

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved Slo\v-S])eed Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIRECT-

DR1VP:N" Slow-Speed Gener

ators for lOleotric Lighting and

Power. Low Running Expense.

Insulated Wire and Flexible

(Jords. Estimates furnished.

isolated Plants a speciahy.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 Girard Building

BUFFALO, SOTorraco.

THE BRYANT ELECTRIC CO. MAKES COOD GOODS. WOKKM AT ltItII»«KPORT, CONN.
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Elevated Electric Railw:iy at the World's
Fair.

The general public, as well as railway men and mem.

bers of the electrical fraternity, is much interested in the

elevated electric railway now nearing; completion at the

World's Fair grounds One train is now on the tracks,

and it is expected that the cars will be running within

three weeks. It is believed that the road will then be the

second electrically operated elevated railway system in the

world, the one just opened in Liverpool, England, being

the first. If the line proves as successful as its promotors

anticipate-^and the indications all point in that direction

—

the road will undoubtedly be the prototype of many others

in the large cities of the country. It is therefore of more

importance than a mere method of transporting passengers

about the grounds, although that, of course, was the pri-

mary consideration leading to its construction in a place

where surface roads and the smoke nuisance were tabooed.

To all interested in the subject of rapid transit in large

direction is southeast to the forestry building; thence north

and parallel with the forestry, shoe and leather and Krupp

buildings to the south loop on the bank of the south la-

goon, near the Cunvent of La Rabida. The stations are

located at the Iowa building, Fifth-seventh, Fifty-ninth

and Si.Kly second street entrances, transportation annex,

railway terminal station, the colonnade, forestry building

and at the loops, making ten in all.

The foundations for the structureare generally concrete,

7 by 7 feet and one foot deep, placed about 4 feet below the

surface of the ground. On the lower portions there are

two posts framei into a cross-sill, braced at the bottom

and fitted into a cap at the top. The poUs are a foot

square and 12 feet b-tA^een centers, sill of the same size

and caps 12 by 15 inches. The posts and caps are long

leaf heart yellow pine; the sills and foot braces are Norway

pine. The spans are generally 25 feet except in a few

places, where they are greater. In the portion of the line

over the roof of the transportation annex two bar columns

the machinery is massive and constructed in the best

manner, although the plant is only a temporary one. Mr.

Arnold started out with the idea of making a model station,

so far as its temporary nature would admit, and he has

succeeded in a manner to enhance his high reputation as

an engineer. A plan of the station is shown in Fig. 3,

while a longitudinal section is given in Fig. 4 and a side

view in Fig. 5. Reference to these drawings will enable

the reader to follow more clearly the following brief

description.

The boiler room is 140 feet long by 60 feet wide and

contains ten 3 >o horse power Babcock & Wilcox water

tube boilers, from which, if occasion demands, a maxi-

mum capacity of 5.000 horse power can be obtained. In

the rear of the boilers are smoke llues of brick, leading to

the stack, which is loo feet high and ten feet in diameter.

Two batteries of Greene's fuel economizers are located

outside the building. The water for the plant is secured

from the lake, which is about 300 feet from the station,

cities the intramural road, as it is called, will undoubtedly

be the most interesting feature of the exposition.

The road is being constructed by the Western Dummy
Railroad company, but it is an open secret that this cor-

poration is merely an ofTshoot of the General Electric

company, which is really behind the enterprise. The ofii-

cers of the Western Dummy company are: President, B.

E. Sunny; secretary, E, C. Ward; general manager, W. E.

Baker. The engineering staff consists of C. P. Matlack,

chief engineer; C. H. Macloskie, electrical engineer; B. J.

Arnold, consulting engineer and designer of power

station; R. I. Sloan and G. K. Wheeler, consulting

engineers.

The line is three and one-tenth miles long, double

tracked, with loop terminals. The north loDp is located

over the lagoon between the fisheries and the government

buildings. From this p^int the road runs north to the

Iowa building in the northeast corner of the park; thence

along the north line of the park to Fifty-sixth street and

Stony Island avenue; then southward along Stony Island

avenue, just inside the park fence, to the transporation

annex, crossing over the roof and running alongside of the

main transportation building; crosses over the terminal

tracks in front of the railway station; swings around the

end of the machinery annex, and runs east parallel with

and south of it, to the colonnade; from the colonnade the

. ELEVATED ELECTRIC RAILWAY AT THE WORLD S FAll

are used, conforming to the arrangement of posts in the

building, and these are 32 feet from center to center. The
girders and stringers are of steel and the spans 42 feet, as

the line crosses the roof diagonally. The lowest part of the

structure allows 12 feat headroom under I beams. Tht

highest is at the transportation annex, where the top of the

ties is 27 feet above the tlDor level. The grades have been

designed as far as possible to allow an ascending grade

approaching each station. This utilii^ss the retarding

and accelerating effect in approaching and leaving stations.

Tne heaviest grade is i>^ p2r cent., and there are several

as high as i percent. O.i the lower part of the grounds

the grade is level with the minimum amount of headroom.

Views of the structure were shown in the Western Elec-

trician of December 17, iSg2, and February 4, 1893. Mr.

Matlack planned the elevated structure and track construc-

tion, of which he has immediate supervision.

The power house is situated in the southeastern corner

of the grounds, south of the forestry building. It is a

frame structure, with a back wall of brick through which

the flues from the furnaces pass to the smoke stack. The
building is now about finished, except a coating of staff.

Its present appearance is shown by the picture to the left in

Fig. I. The station and its equip nent were designed by

B. J. Arnold and were planned for inspection as an exhibit

as well as for a working plant. Everything connected with

through an iS inch pipe, flowing by gravity. The con-

denser pumps take the water from this pipe, force it

through the condensers and lift it high enough to give a

sudicient head for the water to ilow back into the lake

through another pipe. The pumps are only required to

lift the water about six feet. The feed water will be

taken from the hot wells of the condensers, forced by the

boiler feed pumps through the fuel economizers and then

to the boiler. The hot gasei from the boilers will pass

through the econo;ui--:2rs on their way to the stack, thus

heating the feed water to a high temperature before en-

tering the boilers. Oil will be burned is fuel, and a

variety of oil burners will be used under the boilers to

test the merits of the different apparatus.

The engine room is 140 feet long and S" feet wide,

with a corrugated iron roof. Much care was devoted to

the engine foundations, owing to the nature of the soil

on which the station stands. The earth was excavated to

a depth of thre.; feet below the surface, which is below

the frost line. Over this is a temporary grillage work,

consisting of two layers of 4 by 12 inch plank, placed at

right angles to each other, and thoroughly spiked to-

gether. Upon this mass of timber was built a mass of

concrete 140 feet long by 60 feet wide and three feet

thick, made of Portland cement and sand. Upon this

was built the engine and condenser foundations, and it is
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believed they will withstand the severe tests put upon

them. To have built the foundations in the ordinary

manner would have cost double the money expended on the

plan adopted. The largest engine, placed in the center of

the room, is a 2,000 horse power Reynolds Corliss cross

compound condensing engine, built by the Allis company

of Milwaniveee. It is coupled direct to a 1,500 kilowatt

Thomson-Houston multipolar railway generator. This

dynamo is the largest on the World's Fair grounds, and

on account of its great size it was shipped from Lynn to

Jackson Park in separate parts. The armature will be

wound and the generator assembled in the station. This

is undoubtedly the largest dynamo electric machine in

the country. The armature shaft alone weighs 65 tons.

It is of solid steel 24 inches in diameter. At one end of

the building is a 750 horse power Reynolds cross com-

pound engine coupled direct to a 500 kilowatt Thomson-

Houston multipolar generator with an over-hung arma-

ture. This generator is so built that the fields cau be

moved off from over the armature by means of screws

and hand wheels, thereby permitting easy access to the

armature or fields for repairs. Midway between this en-

gine and the largest engine is located a 750

horsepower Hammond-Williams compaund, condensing,

pump built by the Gould Manufacturing company of Nev/

York and a duplex steam pump built by the SmithVaile

A main header connects all the boilers, from which lead

three large steam pipes down beneath the boiler room

.fefe>l^E:-{|^grj3_^FJi^^ ^^^^H4^i^:^^z-i3^iJc5^^

FIG. 4. ELEVATED ELECTRIC RAILWAY

company, of Dayton, O. The valves for handling the

condensers and engines, furnished by the Chapman com

ELEVATED ELEC'IRIC RAILWAY AT THE WORLDS FAIR.

vertical engine, conp'ed direct 10 a 500 kilowatt Thomson-

Hooston multipolar generator. This generator is of the

same design as the one coupled to the Allis tandem engine,

except that it is provided with an out board bearing for the

armatore. At the other end of the engine room is located

a 750 horse power tandem cross compound condensing

Greene engine built by the Providence Steam Engine com-

pany, of Providence, R. I., belted direct to a multipolar 500

kilowat Thora.'^on Houston generator. Iletween the Greene

engine and the Allis engine is placed a 400 horse power

tandem compound condensing engine built by the Mcintosh

Sc Seymotjr company, of Albany, N. V., coupled direct to

a mollipolar 200 kilowatt Thomson-Houston generator.

The condensers and boiler feed pumps for the entire

plant arc located in a condenser pit between the engine

and boiler rooms. This is left open, with a railing about

ibe top, so that Tisitors will have a good view of this ma-

chinery. Indecrl. ample facilities are given for spectators

aboat the entire plant, aisles running entirely around the

engine room, as shown in Fig. 3. There is also a gallery

between the engine and boiler rooms. In this condenser

pit win be located two Allis vertical fly-wheel condensers,

which are to work in cODnection with their engines. To
tite Williams engine there will be attached a fly-wheel con-

denser btiill by the Conover Manufacturing company of

"Sew York. To the Mcintosh &c 5>cyrootir engine will be

attached a single acting condenser built by the Deane

Steam Pomp company, of Hoiyokc, Mass. The Greene

engine will be attached to a duplex condenser, manufac-

tnred by Henry R. Worthiogton of New York. The
feed water for the boilers will be supplied by a triplex

rany,

gines,

will be controlled by wheels located near the en-

so that the engineers can start the machinery

AT THE WORLD S FAIR.

fljor to the engines, tbranches being taken off at proper

points to supply the different condensers and pump-.
An automatic pump and drainage tank is located below

the lowest point of any of the pipe work and takes

care of all water condensation. This pump will force the

drainage water back into the boilers, thus doing away with

all the traps and waste water in the plant. The switch-

board will be located on a half stor} above the engines,

which will permit the electrical operator, who will be

located on the switch-board platform, at all times to have

complete supervision of all the machinery and electrical

apparatus in the plant. The feeder wires will be laid from
the power station to the elevated structure in an under-

ground conduit, provided with the necessary drainage and
means for access.

The rolling stock will consist of about eighteen trains,

each consisting of four cars, the first car in each train be-

ing equipped with four motors. The motors are of a spec-

ial type, built with the idea of getting up high acceleration

in short distances. The motors have nominal horse

powers of about 133 each, making a total of 532 to each

train. The cars are to be controlled on the series-parallel

principle, the motors being placed in series at the start

and gradually thrown into multiple. The cars are equipped

with the New York air brake, of the latest approved

design, and will stop the train at its highest speed in

about 400 feet. They are 47 feet long, and each will seat

96 people. A pic'.ure of the car is given in Fig. 2.

The conductor for carrying current from the power sta-

tion to the trains consist of a Go-pound steel T rail, similar

to those used for the tracks, mounted on insulated blocks

and placed outside the track. Each rail is connected to

each succeeding rail through two copper pla'es rivettd

through the splice bar holes, the splice bar being omitted.

The current is carried from this rail to the car by means
of a sliding copper shoe, which rests on the top of the rail

and is held in contact with it by a spring. This trolley ar-

rangement is shown on the truck, which is represented in

Fig. 2. The current is returned through the iron struc-

ture, passing from the track to the iron girders through a

copper wire, and then from girder to girder through

PIO. 5. KI.KVATKD KLKCIKIC

without changing their positions lo any great extent.

The piping for the plant Ift all independent of the building.

RAILWAY AT TMK WORLrj's lAIR.

heavy copper plalcs riveted to the webs.

has charge of the electrical engineering.

Mr. Macloskic
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The cars will be brilliantly lighted with incandescent

lamps, and will present a fine appearance at night. The

cars themselves are open. Doors are placed at the side

andean be opened by means of one lever from the end of

each car, so that when the trains come to the stations all

the doors on one side of ihe train can be opered instan-

taneously to unload passengers and take others on; as soon

as the train is loaded the gates can be closed again, by

means of the levers in the ends of the cars. The car house

and switching tracks, shown at the right in Fig. i, are just

west of the power house.

The road is equipped with the Roweil Potter Safety Stop

company's block signal system, which, besides having a

» -j—h-ni

^^^

Chicago Electric Club.

Following is a stenographic report of the discussion of

Charles G. Armstrong's paper before the Chicago Electric

club on "Electric Installations and Seme liadicai Change

in General Wiring," which appeared in the last issue of

the Wkstern Electrician:

Ai.EX- Do\v: I wish to indorse Mr. .\imstTong's views

on ihe possibility of radical ctiangesin wiring methods. I

think that we are following telegraph practice altogether

loo much in separating the wires. The conduit s)slem

which permits us to bunch cables undergrcund, not only

of different polarities, but from different n-achines, and
even from different central stations, should permit us to

bunch wires in interior work. Mr. Armstrong suggests

Thk Ckaikmah: Wc have had in Chicago a great deal

of trouble due to risers in elevator shafts. The ordinary
mechanic is very likely to do a great deal of mischief in

those places, but aside from that the plan formerly adopted
of fitting up a wooden wall for these risers, and ihtn pul-

ling ih<m on it without cleats or even insulators made a
perfect leader for fire from the botiom of ihc elevator shaft

to the top. in case of a conflagration.

Mr. Warnek: Regarding Mr, Armstrong's suggestion
to bunch large numbers of wires of the same or opposite
polarities, it should be rtmembertd that while there may
be little or no danger in two or three wires of oppo«;iic

polarity being bunched, it seems to me that there should
be a limit for safety. Wires have been known 10 break
owing to contraction or expansion, and to break somewhat
suddenly at times, and arcs formed. Under thest circum-

visual signal, has also an automatic arrangement for

throwing on the air brakes, in case the engineer runs over

a signal. This will insure Ihe greatest possible safely

from collisions.

The cars and trucks weie n^anufaclured by the Jackson

& Sharpe Company, of Wilmington, Del. The motoisand

electrical equipment were cs^pccially designed for the pur-

pose by the Gen(ral Ekctiic ccnipany of New Yoik.

The wheels and axles were furnished by the Griflin Wheel

& Foundry company of Chicago.

It is expected that the round trip will te made in Icily

n.inu'ts stopping at all stations, at a headway of a little

over two mii u'es. The fare will be ten cents, and tickets

will be dtposited in choppers, ,^s on the New York and

Chicago "L" roads,
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that feeders and risers should have stronger insulators in

buildings. 1 think that is unnecessary and objectionable

—

unnecessary because the same insulators are allowed to be

laid in plaster or in brick that are required in risers and

feeders, and objectionable because they take up too much
space. I think that feeders and risers in elevator shafts

should be inside of iron pipes, and that probably the best

thing for the purpose would be an Edison tube, arranged

for use in a vertical position. The use of a small conduit

is exactly what we want. i\lr. Armstrong has called atten-

tion to the (act that in view of the present practice of using

only a half inch of plaster a large conduit or wire is out of

the question I cannot entirely endorse the use of mould-

ing. It is expensive work, and it is objectionable in that

it lurnishes irilammable material just where it will greatly

aid the progress of a tire. I think that moulding might

be eliaiinated altogether from the problem by the arrange-

ment of risers as 1 have suggested in a pipe and 'nterior con-

duit in the last step of running into an oflice.

stances the arc might burn and injure all the other wires

in the conduit.

Mr Bvshnell: A great deal of our wiring has to

be done in old buildings and in entering a buildinir already

constructed there are two classes of work which we can do
and which will present an attractive appearance, namely
lish work or moulding. Now in the case of lish work the

wires must necessarily at one time or other be together,

and as a matter of experience I have found that tires caused

by the wires being together have been much more frequent

in moulding work than in tish work.
1,. A. Ferguson: I am very glad that Mr. Armstrong

called atleniion to the bunching of wires. I think il is

the liist time that the question has ever been discussed in

the Chicago Electric club. About two years ago 1 had
some experience with electrolysis, and the question of put-

ting the two poles together struck me very forcibly, and

after thinking the matter over carefully I concluded that it

was the bc^t thing to do. J have always since recon
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mended it; but we have been unable to do it to a great

exttnt because of the city rules,which are the same as those

in force all over the country. I believe, and I hope with Mr.

Armstrong that before very long Chicago will take the lead

in having a rule passed that will allow the running of wires

of opposite polarity together rather than to separate them.

I think that most of the rules that govern the electric in-

slailalions in cities are based upon those drawn by the

insurance companies, which, taken as a whole, cannot be

fulfilled, principally for mechanical and architectural rea-

sons. There is no question at all but that it is much safer

to run two distributing wires of opposite polarity together

than to separate them. The greatest difTiculty we have in

wiring is electrolysis. The only way to avoid the evil

effects of electrolysis is to put the two poles together. If

the system is properly designed, fuses properly installed,

and of proper size, there is no danger. I think this matter

is especially important in building*; that are not fire-proof,

where the material between the two poles, if the wires are

separate, is inflammable. If you have a ground on one

pole of the system, and the other pole becomes of low insu-

lation, the electricity passes between the two poles, no

matter where the ground may be, and in passing from one

pole to the other the wire becomes gradually drawn down
to a fine point and an arc is formed. The fuse dose not

take any notice of the arc at all. the current is carried

along the line and the building is set on fire. Now when
the wires run side by side and electrolysis takes place, there

FIGS I AND 10. INCANDKSCEST LAMl* WITH METALLIC
FASES.

being nothing between the wires except rubber, after the

current has passed for a certain period of time, the wires

become short circuited, the fuses blow out and the building

is saved. It is not only theoretical but it is absolutely

practical. There is one little point that seems to me to be

verv much neglected in electric insulation on switch boards,

and that is the protection of the galvanometer circuiis, and
the volt metor circuits. 1 don't know why it is, but nine

out of ten switch-boards that are built have their galvano-

meter and pressure wire circuits unprotected. Throughout
the plant the best of cut-outs may be put in, but when it

comes to the switch-board nothing is [put on. As a rule

there is nothing back of the wires, so that if a short circuit

takes place behind the board it is bound to burn up. I

have known this to occur in several instances in Chicago.

Mr. Armstrong puts the limit of current on circuits at

eight amperes instead of five. I think the rule of five

amperes is too low, much too low. No. 14 Brown and
Sharp wire will carry safely sixteen amperes. But it is not

a qassdon of carrying capacity wholly but of the burning

cat of sockets, I believe that twenty lights on a circuit

where the lights are in the ceiling and controlled by a wall

switch is much safer than six lights on a circuit where they

are on drop cords with key sockets, for the simple reason

that when you have twenty lights all in the ceiling all the

lighTs must bum at once, the fuse is at high temperature

at all times, and it takes but slight increase in the current

-c
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to blow the fu.«. Vou will find that a socket is

seldom burned cur. but on a lap line with drop cords the

socketa arc very often borncd out. This is explained by
the fact that there may be only one light burning; on the

circuit, ibe fuse is cold, and it is quite a time before ihc

fose bares otit. and in that lime the socket will be de*

^rrorH. TJ-tr^ ought to be a limitation made *o that the

'r. the circuit ar-d the number of amperes
'! be governed by ihc condition?, and

::.dc in such a way that the number of
ceiur;^ \\'f,ti\A coDlrolled by a wall switch should be at lea:>t

;wctiiy en a circoit, I think that is something that ought
fo t^ ^'* - '-- r'ectrical inspector, and ihai he should not

be L .'c liw. In regard lo the connections
<^n : r !, I am a firm believer in making all the
conr.-: '. front of the switch4>oard.

TV' for that is that if yot) allow a contractor

^o n.'-. ,--. h^f-iind the board the chancesarc that
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t the work will be done in a very slip-shod way. I have

I been behind switch-boards that looked very well in front,

I but I would not recommend them to luu safely for any

j
length of Time. None of the connections were soldered;

wires were bound down by pieces of brass, where the
' contact perhaps of a No. 0000 cable was not more
than a single strand of the cable. But if ihe con-

nect iors are made on the front of the board the

contractor can see at once the condition, and appear-

\

\
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arces alone will induce the contractor to makea fine

j h. In regard to systems of wiring I believe that the

looD system of wiring, such as is used very extensively

in Chicago, is the best system; the one in which there are

no joints beneath the plaster. The greatest advantage in

the loop system is the facility offered for testing. Where
the loop system is used it is a very easy matter to go from
one room to another and test between fixtures, but if the

joints are behind the plaster you have to cut into the wire

to test. On the loop system you can cutand try anywhere,
without damaging the plaster at all. In the average fire-

proof building in Chicago there is no reason why the archi-

tect cannot provide a place in which to run the risers, and
I think a pipe shaft is much the better place to run them,
because after the work is once done it is very seldom any
one has to go in there, and the wires can be run at high

temperature there and are always easily reached on each

floor,Iprovided a proper opening is made into the pipe shaft.

Mr. Armstrong said that he did not like to drive dyna-

mos in tandem. I think he is quite right. 1 do not see

any reason tor it except in arc light plants. There is one
thing that a great many people seem to lose sight of. that

is that the economy in the operation of electric light plants

depends more on the engine than it does upon the dynamo.
In a well resigned dynamo the fall in economy should not

exceed ten per cent, from full to quarter load, whereas in

the engine it may amount to from thirty-five to fifty per

cent. I know of a plant in Chicago designed by one of

the best steam engineering companies in the United S ates

where they put in a 200 horse power Corliss engine driving

two 45 kilowatt incandescent and one 20 and one 30
light arc machines. The engine drives to a jack shaft,

and from there drives to another shaft, and that shaft runs
at a thousand revolutions a minute. It makes so much
noise that it is absolutely impossible to hear a man talk in

the room, and that 200 horse power engine runs during the

day at one-eighth bad. Now the electric part of that

plant was divided up in order, presumably, to save expense
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of operation, into two 45 kilowatt dynamos, because the

load was going to be light during the day; they put in a 20
and a 30 light arc dynamo, because they might want to

burn a few arc lights during the day. In that plant, on
the other hand, they might have put in two engines, and
one arc and one incandescent machine, and run the whole
thing with much better economy.

Incandescent Lamp with Metallic Base.

Rscent decisions of the United States courts in the in-

candejcent lamp litigation have served to revive interest

among inventors in this line and many expert lamp makers

have been engaged in devising a form of lamp that would

not infringe the Eiison pitent. Oiie of the results of

recent experiments in this line is the lamp perfected by

John Von der Rammer of Chicago, the principal features of

which are heri vith illustrated. It will shorcly b^ placed

on the market.

In this lamp the use of leading-in wires is obviated by

the substitution of a metallic base plate. The inventor

claims that where in-leading wires are used much trouble is

experienced, as the in-leading wire must pass through a con-

siderable length of glass, or be -surrounded by and fuse

i.ito gla5s along a considerable poition of i's length In

order to make a tight seal. This involves having con-

siderable glass at the base of the lamp, through which the

wires can extend. These leading-in wires and conductors

wijich pass thr'^ugh the glass are made of platinum, a costly

metal, and in the shape of conductors leading through

glass, or platinum conductors, it is very difficult, if not im-

p:>ssiblc, lo recover the metal for successive use, and

when recovered, it must be refined, and again drawn into

wire Vks a substitute for these small in-leading wires and

conductors passing through the glass comparatively large

masses or plates of metal arc used, which form a portion of

the globe or receiver, bcinf secured only along the edges,

so that the metal can be recovered in the form of plates or

masses again and again without being refined, and hence
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without loss or deterioration. These sheets of platinum

or plates of platinum are shaped and applied at

the base of the receiver or globe so to dispense

with the seal pieces, stems, glass tubes and glass

wire supports commonly employed, and the inwardly

projecting portions of glass. This metallic base also

obviates the necessity of sealing or fusing glass upon glass,

as in the ordinary form of constructing an incandescent

lamp. Where this latter process is followed the two por-

tions of glass brought together to be fused will have in-

terposed between them foreign substances which render a

goad seal difficult, and involve a certain percentage of

loss of lamps in the process of manufacture. The sealing

of the metal base upon or into the glass globe, it is claimed,

makes it easy to obtain a safe and satisfactory vacuum

bulb, for the reason that the glass being broughtaround or

over the edge of the disk or base plate which forms a part

of the bulb or receiver may be fused on the metal so as to

form a safe seal.

In the accompanying drawings Fig. i is a side view, partly

sectional, of a tamp containing the metal base portion of

the bulb or globe. Fig. 2 is a bottom view of the bulb

with wires attached. Fig. 3 is a horizontal section on the

line 3 3 looking downwardly. Fig, 4 is a side view of the

FIG. I. ATTEMPTS AT DIAMOND MAKING.

bottom plate and the charging tube on which it is fixed, and

the filament. Fig. 5 is a plan view of the bottom plate

with filament removed. Fig. 6 is a plan view of the base

plate punched out ready for use. Fig. 7 is a side view of

a modification of the base plate and attached parts. Fig.

S is a plan view of the modified base plate. Fig. 9 is a

side elevation of the device shown in Fig. 4. Fig, 10 is a

view of the lamp bulb completed with the exterior wires

removed. A is a bulb formed in a part of glass, and in

part of metal. The lower metallic portion or base B is

preferably divided into two parts, as indicated. It may
have two upwardly.projecting terminal strips C C, to which

the ends of the filament Z> may be attached. The base

plate B and the arms C C are preferably stamped out in a

single base plate, but when applied to the lamp these two

portions are separated. £ is a hole or aperture through

the plate. The base plate may be secured upon the tube

/'or stem (7, according to the manner in which it is to be

applied to the lamp. If the tube Fis employed, the lamp

globe may be discharged or chaj"ged through the tube; but

if the stem is employed, the charging and discharging may
take place through the top of the globe as at //. When
the tube is used, after the lamp is completed, it is fused

off as at B'. /y"are the exterior wires, which may lead to

the metallic base, though any desirable connection can be

made. The lamp or globe may be charged with gas,

I and '.-. Wliitc diamonds obtained by Moissan, )na;L;iiiricd 500
times.

,V Natural white diamond, tna^^nificd 300 times.

.), 5 and 6, Dlack diamonds obtained by Motssnn, maj^nificd aoo
times.

FIG. 2 ATTEMI'TS AT DIAMOND MAKING.

although the features of construction shown may be em-

ployed in connection with a vacuum globe.

The mttal sheets are substantially at right angles to the

glass portion of the receiver wall at the point where they

are fused together. The base is composed of two sub-

stantially equal parts of metal connected by the glass

pieces or portions .V .S". The whole is mounted upon a

glass stem or tube. This base is inserted in the lower end

of the receiver, which is slightly prolonged and is made to

fit snugly with the receiver. The lower end of the re-

ceiver is then fused against the edge of the base, which is

almost at right angles to the inner surface of the receiver,

and the lower portion of the receiver is fused around the

edge so as to extend to the outer surface of the metal of
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the base. Conductors may be employed, beingled through

apertures in the base plate, the base plate in that case

forming one continuous metallic portion, and the con-

ductors leading through it being surrounded by glass tubes

R R. When the base is composed of two or more sepa-

rated sheets, metallic conductors might be led through

them each fused upon a metal sheet. When the plate

metal is to be recovered, the glass portion may be broken

off near to the edge of the metal, the base part may then

be heated and dipped in water, when the glass will separ-

ate from the metal, and the metal plates will be ready for

use. The filament and the exterior conductor or wire may

be connected with the metal plates in any desired manner.

In Fig. I a lamp which has been exhausted from the

bottom is shown, and in Fig 10 one that has been ex-

hausted from the top. In either case the fluid inserted is

introduced at the point of exhaustion. When a metal base

is used with conductors which pass through them and

through bits of glass embedded in the mttal base, the

latter may be of a single sheet or plate; but if the con-

ductors are in raetaUic contact with it, the plate should be

divided into two parts.

Attempts at Diamond Making.

French scientific journals have of late contained many

articles relating to the researches made by Henri

Moissan by means of the electric furnace. His work has

been of both an analytic and a synthetic character, and he

has produced results of great scientific interest. One

branch of his experiments has especially appealed to the

popular imagination, and has been made the subject of ar-

ticles in more than one non-scientific periodical. Moissan

himself speaks of these investigations as experiments with

carbon under great pressure, but the enthusiastic popular

writers go the length of styling his work diamond making.

The discovery of a mode of producing an actual diamond

has been the dream of many a romantic scientist, but the

search for it does not by any means belong to the order of

experiments which had for their end the production of

the philosopher's stone. Theoretically, the making of a

diamond is not such a formidable undertaking; practically,

however, it has proved impossible, and all attempts to

counterfeit nature have proved fruitless, at least up to the

present time.

Moissan, according to popular reports at least, has been

one of the dreamers who hoped to solve this interesting

problem. He began his work by studying the blue earth

from South Afiica, which is so rich in diamonds, and he

riG. I. SINGLE I'KASE AL'I ERNATINO MOTORS.

was struck by the fact that iron or its derivations formi d an

important constituent. At the same time he learned of the

finding of a diamond in a meteorite called Canon Diablo,

which he regarded as a significant fact. He next amused

himself during four years by burning diamonds at an ex-

pense of several hundred dollars. He found, as others

had, only that they are carbon crystallized in almost a pure

state, but he also determined, after examining the results of

combu tion, that even the purest stone contains traces of

iron. He came to the conclusion that nature made dia-

monds by employing iron in some way at high tempera-

tures and under tremendous pressures. This was really

the starting point in his experiments.

To attain the high temperatures necessary for the work

the electric furnace was essential, and the type used by

Moissan was the simple form shown in Fig i. It consists

of two bricks of refractory material, one resting above the

other. The lower brick is grooved so that carbons may be

introduced into a cavity, hollowed out in the center where

the crucible rests.

Cast iron when melted possesses the properly of dissolv-

ing a certain amount of carbon, and like silver, it expands

in volume when passing from fusion to a solid stale.

With this prefatory remark, the plan which Moissan fol-
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lowed can be best explained in the language of a papir

which he recently read befrre the Academy uf Science;

A quantity of carbon obtained from sugar is compactly
pressed into a soft iron cylinder closed by a screw cap at

the end. We melt in the electric furnace a quantity of

soft iron, varying from 150 gr. lo2cogr., which requires

only a few minutes time. Then into this bath is intro-

duced the cylinder containing the carbon. The crucible

is immediately taken from the furnace and placed in a bath
of water. We thus cause the sudden formation of a layer

of solid iron, and when the crust becomes a dark red, we

TODD S ELECTRICAL RECORDER.

take the crucible from the water and let the cooling con-
tinue in the air.

Moissan also makes practically the same experiment by

substituting silver for the iron.

The conditions which obtain are these; When the mol-

ten medal is dropped into the cold water, an outer shell is

formed, but the internal portion is still almost molten. In

regaining its solid state, it expands in volume but meets

a stout resistance from the .^ixed outer shell. As a result,

great pressure is brought to bear on the dissolved carbon

returning to the solid state.

After the metal is thoroughly cooled, acid is employed to

separate it from the carbon. In the case of the silver,

which is treated with nitric acid, there are found round

grains of black carbon of great hardness and extreme den-

sity. The specific gravity ranges from 2.5 to 3.5, that

of graphite being 2. This is the black diamond or car-

bonado.

When the iron of the other experiment is removed by

hydrochloric acid, there are obtained small crystals, micro-

scopic it is true, and in very small quantities. Some of

ihese are black and others transparent; the former are

identical with certain kinds of carbonado. Their density

ranges from 3 to 3.5. These transparent grains, Moisj-an

says, present all the characteristics of the diamond. Tht v

have the same crystalline form, the play of prismatic colors

's the same, the specific gravity is the same. 3.5. and the

same result is found when they are burned. Berthelct,

who discussed the paper in which Moissan presented these

facts said he had been working in this field, but the suc-

cess which bad attended the latter's experiments proved that

it was unnecessary for him to prosecute his own researches.

It is almost unnecessary to add, in view of the description

that has been presented, that no industrial significance as

yet attaches to Moissan's achievements in diamond mak-

ing. It is not safe to make predictions, but there is prob-

ably no immediate danger that the price of diamonds will

be materially lessened.

Todd's Electrical Recorder.
The accompanying illustration shows an irgenious piece

of mechanism that was designed by John T. Todd, secre-

tary and treasurer of the Columbia Manufacturing &
Supply company, Chicago. The purpose of this device is

to record at a distance at certain intervals of time varia-

tions of temperature, steam pressure, etc.

The invention consists essentially of a transmitter and

recording instrument electrically connected and operated

by an open circuit battery.

The transmitter is so arranged that for each degree of

variation of temperature or of steam pressure, the electric

circuit is closed. Uy means of the current a corre-

sponding variation and record is made in the recording in-

strument, which may be located at any desired distant

point.

The recording device proper consists, as will be readily

seen, of three or more type wheels, one of which represent,

by numbers the degrees of temperature or the pounds of

'57

Mcam pressure. This wheel is ccnlroHcd by the

electric impulse received from the lran*ro:tlcr,3cd Ibeoihtr
two wheels have type to represent l he days of the wctk.
and the hours of the day subdivided as desired. These
two whcels[arc operated |by a sprirg motor and src urd<r
the control of an ordinary clock mcvcitcct. This deck
movement is so devised that it releases the printing mechan-
ism at certain intervals, causing the day of the week, the

hcur and minutes and the sute of the temperature or
steam pressure lo be plainly printed on a ribbon of paper
which is automatically fed under the printing wheels.

The recorder is provided with an alarm bell operated by
the electric current which gives au alarm if the force to be
recorded rises above or falls below any desired points.

A feature of Mr. Todd's invention is that by the adding

of any number of temperature wheels the temperature of

. any number of rooms may be printed at the sam*: time by
the one instrument; of ccurse, though, a separate trans-

mitter wculd be necessary for each room or point from
which indications are desired. Another feature that can
also be employed is an automatic switch operated by the

rising or falling of the temperature or other force, whereby
the poles of the battery are reversed by this action.

Through the use of this switch only one wire is required to

connect the transmitter and recorder, and the expecse of

wiring when the instruments are distantly located is, there-

fore, considerably reduced. This electrical recording

instrument invention will be exhibited at the World's

Fair.

Single Phase Alternating Motors.
Bv A. W. Mestox.

In a late issue of the Western Electriclvn there

appeared an interesting description of a motor for singie

phase alternating currents by C. E. L. Brown. It was of

more than usual interest to the writer as being an almost

exact account of a series of experiment carried on by him
for some time past, in this new and fascinating field of

electrical discovery. It is not with any intention of belit-

tling Mr. Brown's discoveries, cr of claiming precedence

over them, that this statement is made, but n;ore with a

sincere feeling of gratification, to find that one so inti-

mately connected with advanced work in this direction is

traveling the same path.

The cuts here presented show several forms of the appa-

ratus used, taken from photographs of the originals. Fig. i

FIG. 2 SINGLE PHASE ALTERN.\TING MOTORS.

is a motor with embedded field windings and short-circuited

armature bars. Fig. 2 is a starting motor with similar

field winding and a special form of armature with commu-
tator. This is utilized in starting and bringing lo speed

the motor shown in Fig. i. The two forms have not as

yet been combined, as suggested by Mr, Brown.

Notwithstandfng the evident identity in the forms of ap.

paratus with those operated by Mr. Brown, the writer has

heretofore been unable to obtain results so satisfactory as

those described by him, which is no doubt due to the fact

that the frequencies used have been higher. In his article

Mr. Brown docs not mention what frequencies he em-
ployed, so that no comparison can well be made.

The Nassau Electric Railway company of Brooklyn his
been incorporated. The company is capitalized fcr $6,-

000,000, and will operate a double-track street surface rail-

road for a distance of twenty seven miles. The directors

are P. H. Flynn, George Damcn, t'.corge S. Studwell.

Fred C. Cochen. J. B. McQuillan. William J. Studwcll.
Silas B. Duicher. Brooklyn; James F. Casey, Albany: and
F. H. Johnson, New Utrecht.
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Thr more the people of New York look into the plan

sobtnitted by the Rapid Transit Commissioners the less

tbcy like it. It !s denotinced by the Manhattan company

—probably because it docs not grant all the privileges that

corporation demanded—by the people who sec that it does

not solve the problem, and by the cily oft.cials who say

they will not approve any propo<iition that does not pro-

Tide for some pecuniary return to the city for the privileges

granted. At present the outlook for rapid transit in New
York is not favorable.

Evidently the Ilhnois Legislature dislikes (o acknowl-

edge its inab'lity to sand-bag the telephone and telegraph

companies operating in this stale. At .Springfield a meas

ore providing for imposing a tax of 3 per cent, on the gross

receipts of telegraph, telephone and insurance companies

has been under cons'dcration for several weeks. When
the bin was introduced it was pointed out by eminent legal

aotboricy that it was onconstitational, yet the legislature
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devoted considerable time to discussing the features of the

measure and making speeches against corporations, which

can be used for political effect when the members desire

re-election. The bill was first sent to the committee on
corporations, then to the committee on judiciary, and

as neither of these committees would report favor-

ably it was finally saddled upon a special committee. Just

how much time this senseless measure will occupy cannot

now be estimated. Certain it is that the members of the

Legislature know they are wasting valuable time as long as

they devote their attention to this b-'ll, but on the whole it

may be just as well for the people of the state, as they

might be doing more harm if they did not occupy them-

selves considering this ridiculous measure.

After the telephone there is probably no invention in

the electrical field that has attracted so much attention as

the telautograph. It is certainly a marvel of mechanical

art, and while it may not occupy a place in the commercial

world as important as the telephone, it is a valuable

addition to the achievements of electrical inventors of

the present age. A more appropriate time for presenting

this invention to the public than the present could not be

selected. The telautograph will form one of the greatest

attractions at the World's Fair. It is worthy of note that

its inventor, Prof. Elisha Gray, of Highland Park, III., oc-

cupied a position of considerable importance at the Cen-

tennial exhibition by reason of his claim to the invention

of the telephone. The telautograph is a much more per-

fect instrument today than the telephone was when dis-

played at Philadelphia. The t.xhibition of the telautograph

at Chicago and New York on Tuesday last, and the suc-

cessful operation of the instruments on a line between

Highland Park, 111., and Waukegan, Wis., marked the

opening of a new field of electrical activity, and one in

which there is much promise. Prof. Gray is to be con-

gratulated upon the success which has attended his investi-

gations and experiments in this line and the general recog-

nition they have received.

The wonderful perversity of human nature is illustrated

the attitude of legislatures, city councils, and in some

cases, unreasonable communities, toward the electric rail-

way. It was to be expected that the steam railroad com-

panies, feeling the effects of the competition of the electric

lines, would endeavor to retard the advancement of the

latter, but it was not thought that legislatures would evince

such a willingness to serve the steam railroads as has been

displayed in Connecticut and New Hampshire. In Milwau-

kee and St. Paul the local companies have been hampered

by the city councils, and in the former city by the opposi-

tion of a portion of the people. The Milwaukee company
has been peculiarly unfortunate. Its system has been

crippled by fires and other accidents which could not be

averted or provided against. Yet in the midst of this

trouble, and while the company is spending thousands of

dollars on its plant, the patrons are placing obstacles in its

way. The company has been obliged to consider the ad-

visability of discontinuing operations on several improve-

ments and extensions. This would certainly prove unfor-

tunate and it is to be hoped that the unreasonable opposi-

tion of the residents will cease before the company is

driven to extreme measures. The controversey in St, Paul

is equally exasperating and President Lowry has an-

nounced his willingness to forfeit his francliise in that city

rather than comply with the demands of the council.

In view of the stress that has been made upon the "all

glass globe" feature of the ICdison patent in the recent in-

candescent lamp litigation, it will be of interest to lamp

makers and the trade generally to know that an incan-

descent lamp has been patented and will probably soon be

placed upon the market, in which the inventor claims to

have devised a lamp with a metallic base which not only

does not infringe the Kdison patent but is an improve-

ment on the old form of lamp. This new lamp is illus-

trated and described elsewhere in this issue. In the

Edison patent the second claim reads; "The combina-

tion of carbon filaments with a receiver made entirely

of glass and conductors passing through the glass and

from which receiver the air is exhausted." Commenting

on this feature of the Edison patent Judge Wallace in his

opinion, which was published in the Wk.stki(N Ki.kc-

THiciAN July 25. 1891, said: "The second claim is broad

enough in its phraseology to secure the real invention

described in the specification, and can be read consistently

with it.i language so as to impart into it every essential

limitation."

An examination of the claims made l>y the inventor of
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the new lamp will show at once that it has been his aim
to produce a lamp that would not infringe the Edison
patent. Its development at this time will create new inter-

est in the lamp controversy which has occupied so much
attention during the last year. The development of the

new lamp will be closely followed by the entire electrical

fraternity.

A wiREMAN writes to the Western Electrician to

urge the necessity of the employment of good men at good
wages in the electrical construction business, for the bene-

fit of all concerned. We sympathize with much that he

says about the discreditable effect of the botch work per-

formed by incompetent wiremen, and agree that contractors

will in the end find it to their advantage to employ good
men at a fair rate of wages. It is true that- in the past the

reputation of the electrical business has suffered in many
instances by the wretched bungling that has been placed

in buildings under the name of wiring. With improved

station and line construcrion the standard of wiring has

been raised, and now cases of dishonest and defective

wiring seldom occur, although they are not altogether un-

known. Any effort to better the general average of work
deserves the hearty support of all who have the welfare of the

industry at heart, and we are. therefore, in favor of the pay-

ment of just wages and the employment of none but first-

class V orkmen. The trouble with the trade unions is that

all the members are not good mechanics, and it is there-

fore unjust to make a uniform price at the rate to which

the best men are entitled. This was strikingly demon-
strated by the trouble at the World's Fair. The wiremen

there demanded 37^ cents an hour instead of 31 K cents.

The authorities were willing to pay the former price for

good work, but insisted on the right to discharge incom-

petent men. After several conferences this condition was

acceded to by the union, and many of the old men were

taken back under this arrangement. This is precisely as

it should be— good work at good prices. Let employers

and employed both adopt this maxim—and it is surely to

the interest of both—and we shall hear fewer complaints

of improper wiring.

It is interesting to note that the case of the National

Telephone company against Graff Baker, which was tried

in Leeds, has been decided in favor of the defendant.

This was the first English case in which the rel,

ative rights of telephone and electric railway companies,

both using earth returns, were judicially determined, and,

as in the United States, the electric railway was held to

have the better claim.

The action was brought by the plaintiff company, which

is using its exchange system at Leeds, to restrain the nom-

inal defendant, who represented the Thomson- Houston

International Electric company, and has recently constructed

an electric tramway in Leeds, which is under the con-

trol of the corporation, from committing an alleged nuis-

ance in the working of the tramway. The nuisance com-

plained of was caused by electrical disturbance, the electric

cars affecting, it was said, the telephone wires to such an

extent as to prevent the plaintiff's subscribers from com-

municating with one another, and the question was whether

the plaintiff could prevent the defendant from causing this

natural electrical disturbance to the prejudice of its tele-

phonic system. The point raised by the action was an en'

tirely novel one in Great Britain, although it has been much
discussed in this country. The judge held that the de-

fendant was not responsible to the plaintiff for the mischief

caused by his railway. Of the contention that by the adop-

tion of other than the single overhead trolley system the

defendant might obviate the nuisance complained of, the

court says:

My conclusion from the evidence is that the defendant's

system is, on the whole, the best which practical science

has yet discovered, but there is no occasion really to go si

far as this. It is enough to say— an'' about this I enter-

tain no tioubt—that it is at least as good as any other, and
has been proved by experience, especially in the United
States, where there have been larger opportunities lor ex-

periment and consideration, to be as likely as any other

to meet the requirements of traffic and the convenience of

all concerned in the protection of the site of tramways for

the use of legitimate purposes other than thoKcof the tram-

way undertaking.

This decision has attracted wide attention in England

and is generally approved. It appears to be founded on

good law and good sense. In his opinion the judge says

that the decisions of the American courts have commanded

his "carncHt attention and respect," and, although he does

not accept them as precedents on account of differing inlcr-

prctationft of a technical point of law in the English

and American courttt, he nevertheless arrives at the same

conclusion by a different process of reasoning.
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Elisha Gray s Telautograph.
On Tuesday, March 21st, the first public exhibition of

the telautograph was made at Chicago and New York.

Representatives of e'ectrical journals and the leading daily

newspapers of the country were present and they inspected

the machines and witnessed their practical operation. At

Chicago the exhibition took place in the Home Insurance

building. An exchange system had been litted up, com-

plicity is obtained; the parts are substantially built and the

user has the advantage of having his own message on one

blank and that of his correspondent on another, which fa-

cilitates filing. In sending a message an ordinary lead pencil

is used, near the point of which two silk cords are fastened

at right angles to each other. These cords connect with

the instrument, and. following the motion of the pencil,

regulate the current impulses which control the receiving

FIG. I. ELISHA GK

prising a central office and several subscriber's stations.

The central office outfit consisted of a subscriber's outfit

and switch board, the latter resembling a small telephone

exchange switch-board. A subscriber's outfit comprises

two machines, a receiver and a transmitter, placed on a

table about four feet square. The machines are compact

and, of course, do not require an expert to operate them.

They are essentially different in appearance and construc-

tion from the original machines, and the perfected instiu-

ments represent years of patient study and experiment on

the part of Prof. Gray. A brief history of the several

steps in the development of the telautograph is

presented in the accompanying cuts, which

illustrate the several types of machines produced in the ex-

periments which led to the perfection of the present sys-

tem. The first machine constructed, illustrated in Fig. i,

was completed in 18S7. It was built on the variable re-

sistance plan, but no provision was made for raising or

lowering the pen or shifting the paper, these functions

having to be performed by the receiving operator. On ac-

count of the numerous objections to any variable resistance

system, this principle was abandoned and the step by-step

principle adopted. The second machine, shown in Fig 2,

was completed in March, 1888. In this machine the step-

by-step principle was employed. The sending and receiv-

ing apparatus were placed on one table, but each apparatus

used its own roll of paper. In this instrument the pen

arms were worked by means of "gripping armatures,''

which were operated by impulses sent from the transmit-

ting end. This was an extremely complicated machine, the

box under the leaf of the table being nearly filled with

small pieces of electro-mechanism, but arrangements were

made for moving the paper and raising the pen without the

aid of an operator.

Although this instrument was considered a great im-

provement over the original machine, Prof. Gray was
not at all satisfied, and he continued his experiments, which

resulted in reducing materially the complications of the old

apparatus. The third machine, shown in Fig. 3, was

completed m 1890. Here again the sending and receiving

apparatus are combined on one table, and very satisfacrory

results were obtained, but owing to the delicacy of the

parts and the crowding together of the mechanism the in

strument was not considered good enough for commercial

work, and further experimenting was commenced, which

resulted in the production of the present instruments in

1892. These are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. In the last ma-
chines the transmitter and the receiver are separated and
each is an instrument by itself. The transmitter has an

ample arm rest to facilitate writing, shown in the foreground.

The receiver is a very compact instrument. The pen arms
are covered with glass and all of the working parts are

under cover, so that there is small liability of their being

affected by dirt or impaired from extraneous causes. By
having the two instruments separated much g^reater sim-
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pen at a distant station. This writing is done on ordinary

paper, five inches wide, conveniently arranged on a roll at-

tached to the machine. A lever at the left is moved by

hand, shifting the paper forward mechanically at the trans-

mitter and electrically at the receiver.

The receiving pen is a capillary glass tube placed at the

junction of two aluminum arms. This glass pen is sup-

plied with ink which flows, from a reservoir, through a small

rubber tube placed in one of these arms. The electrical

impulses, coming over the wire, move the pen of the re-

ceiver simultaneously with the movements of the pencil in

the hand of the sender. As the pen passes over the paper,

an ink tracing is left, which is always a fac-simile of the

samples of writing will show that one is an exact I'ac sim
ile of the other, and were it not fo: the fact that the re-

ceived work is done in ink and the sender's in pencil, one
could scarcely tell them apart. This sample of work
shows the capacity of the telautograph in transmilliog
writing, sketches and fi;^urts. Its transmission o(

short-hand notes, diagrams and general sketches is equally

accurate except that the lines are not shaded.

On Tuesday it was announced that a line had been open-
ed between Highland Park and Waukegan, a distance of

23 miles, and messages were transmitted without difficulty

between these points.

The telautograph will be exhibited at the World's Fair

by the Gray National Telautograph company. A factorj*

has been erected at Highland Park, III,, for the manufacf
ure of the instruments. The upper floor will be used as a

laboratory by Prof. Gray and his assistants. Prof. Gray
has been assisted in all his telautograph experiments by the

chief of his electrical corps, L. O. McPherson, formerly

electrician for the Postal Telegraph company. Mr.
McPherson left the service of that company in the fall of

1886, and has devoted himself to ihe development of the

telautograph ever since under Prof. Gray's direction.

Foster Ritchie, who has been the chief mechanical expert

for the last five years and is now superintenc'eNt of the

factory, also deserves much credit foi the mtchanical ex-

cellence and finish of the instruments.

But the chief credit for the production of ihe telauto-

graph, it is hardly necessary to say, belongs to Piof. Elisha

Gray of Highland Park. Hi. Prof. Gray has devoted the

greater part of his life to electrical experiments and has

produced many valuable inventions. In the early

days of telegraphy his inventions were chiefly improve-

ments in apparatus in that line, his first patent, issued in

1867. being for a self-adjusting relay. His
printing ttlegraph system was in use before the advent of

the telephone; the harmonic telegraph was one of his great

achievements, and his work in telephony has always been

considered, by those familiar with the subject, of equalim-

portance at least, with that of Prof. Bell. His caveat, dated

February 14, 1S76, contains the first written description of

the speaking telephone. The first speech transmitted

over a wire was with instruments similar to these described

in that caveat, and so perfect is that description of the

form of the telephonic current that nothing important has

been added to it since. While the controversey over the tel-

ephone was in progress Prof. Gray took up the experiments,

which ultimately resulted in the perfection of the telauto-

graph, exhibited in Chicago and New York last Tuesday.

He, like many others, questioned the adaptability of the

I-'IG. 2. KLISHA GRAY

sender's motion, whether in the formation of letters, words,

figures, signs or sketches.

An idea of the character of the work performed by this

machine and the results obtained may be gained by an in-

spection of Figs. 6 and 7. These are photographic repro-

ductions of work done on the machines which were ex-

hibited last Tuesday, Fig. 6 being the message written

by the operator on the transmitter and Fig. 7 the reproduc

tion by the receiver. A close comparison of these two

S TKLAUTOGKArH.

telegr-iph and telephone to certain kinds of work. It was

the impression of many of the leading men of the country

that while the telegraph was valuable and the telephone

a marvel that their adaptability to commercial work gener-

ally was out of the question. One authority said that the

telephone would be a part of the laborator}- apparatus in

every college to show the marvels of electricity, but that

business would never be done by a telegraph which makes
no record. "Business will always be done in black and
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white,"' was the general verdict. No doubt this prevailing

opinion bad much to do with suggesting the telautograph to

Prof. Gray. At any rate he took the subject up and

worked at it unceasingly until he perfected the idea.

Prof. Gray is now nearly 60 years of age. but he is well

preset^-ed, as will be seen from the accompan)iDg portrait,

which was made from a recent photograph. He was born

at Barnesville, O., August 2, 1S35, and was educated at

Oberlin College. Prof. Gray is one of the best known of

Americaa scientists. He has traveled extensively in

Closed Conduit in Street Railway Work.
On March 6th Frank C. Perkins read a paper before

the Buffalo Electrical society on "Will the Closed Con-

duit Supersede the Trolley in Large Cities?" Mr. Perkins

said: "It would be folly for any one to assert that the

trolley system for operating electric railways will be thrown

out of use in small cities, villages and rural districts; and

until some efficient, practical and reliable closed conduit

system is brought before the public, the trolley will still

continue to be used in the large cities as well. A conduit

ings: First, those operated electrically, such as the

Lineff, Smith, Harding, Heron, Dewey and others; second,

those operated mechanically, inclosing the Vandepolle.

Thompson, Brain and others. Mr. Perkins has recently

perfected a closed conduit system for street railways

which contains some valuable features. In the course of

his address Mr. Perkins briefly outlined the principal

features of his system as well as those already mentioned.
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At present his time is largely system, however simplethis country and abroad

devoted to the preparations for the electrical congress

which will meet in Chicago during the World's Fair. He
is chairman of this depariment of the World's Columbian

auxiliary'. At the Paris Exposition in 1S78 Prof. Gray

wa5 honored with the red ribbon of the Legion d'Hon-

neur. He has received other marks of destinction from

scientific bodies. He is a member of the Chicago Elec-

tric club and the American Institute of Electrical Engi-

neers.

Production of Electricity.

There are those engaged in trying to convert coal into

electricity direct by shoveling it in at one end of an ap-

paratus and drawing off electricity at the other end, says

could not compete with the

trolley in the country, where long lines are necessary, and

where wooden poles and a comparatively cheap line con-

struction give good satisfaction to the railway company
and is not seriously objected to by the public."

In large cities, he thought, where opposition is raised

to the trolley on account of the so-called "unsightly over-

head wires," the conduit system, when perfected, would
find many advocates, and would be readily adopted by
street railway companies.

Regarding the cost of con-

struction, he believed that a

conduit system would compare

favorably with the trolley in

Boston and Montana Electrolytic Plant.

H. R. Cauifield. superintendent of the New England

Electrolytic Copper company at Central Falls, R. L, has

just completed and started successfully the large electro-

lytic plant for the Boston & Montana Consolidated Copper

& Silver Mining company at Great Falls, Mont. The
plant is certainly the largest and most complete of its kind

on the American continent. The main building, which

covers 300 by 525 feet of ground, is built of brick in a

substantial manner, and contains 28S tanks or de-

positing vats, which are filled with 1,600,000 pounds of pig

copper in the shape of anodes. This plant will turn out

1,200,000 pounds per month of electrolytic copper in al-

most a chemically pure state, all ready for wire or other

electrical purposes.

The current used for the plant is generated by two

Thomson Houston multipolar dynamos of 165 kilowatt

capacity, and is transmitted a distance of 2, 100 feet

through twenty one half-inch copper wires. The total

weight of the copper connections used for putting up this

plant is over 55,000 pounds, and to line the vats and fit up

for conveying the solution over 650,000 pounds of lead were

used. The total cost of the plant, aside from real estate,

was in the neighborhood of ^350,000.

Heretofore, the Boston &c Montana company, along with

other copper producers, has been shipping the product of
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the MfchanUal jVetus. That scheme, however, with cur
pre«tit knowledge of electricity »ccms chimerical. It is

doabtfu* if elcclriciiy can be economically produced by
combustion chemical or otherwise, nor is there any need
of pTodacinK it by any method. Electricity, as now used
for power and li^ht. is neither produced or created, but is

simply collected by mechanical appliances, impelled by
cnersjy, ihc rersu t of combustion, or by water power,
Natofc furnishes the supply, we simply collect and use it.

Inasmuch as nature's supply is inczhaustable, why cannot
a means for collcctinjj it without the expenditure of energy
be ducovered V That '\\ a question ihit ought 10 interest

every electrician now in the field of dJJcovery,

The Ed!?on works ai .Schenectady, N, V., were dam-
aged considerably by a flood in the Mohawk river last

week. The firs: reponsof the !oss were greatly exaggerated,
howercr, aithoasfh the damage was considerable. The total

will not foot up :^75.ooo. The machinery already prepared
for the World's Fair is not seriously damaged, inasmuch
as the largest pieces ha?c already been shipped, and the
smaller articles are located in the upper floors.

lOGRAI'H.

cities where Ihe authorities in-

sisted on the feeder wires be-

ing placed underground, and

where an expensive line con-

struction with iron poles,

guard wires, etc., was re

quired.

Mr. Tcrkins referred to the Siemens •<: Halskc system

in iiuda Pcsth, and the I-ovc and licntlcy-Knight systems

in this country as typical of the open slot conduits, which

have given most promise in street railway work. Of lhc?c

systems, generally speaking, he said: '"I'hc greatest diffi-

culty the companies using the open-slot conduits have

to contend with is maintaining a good insulation for the

main conductors, the loss of current through leakage in

v/ct weather ^Jci^g sometimes very great."

iJrief reference was rnadc to the closed conduit systems

already dcviwd, which v/cre grouped under these head-

I'HOI". KLISIIA (;KAY.

the mines to Swansea, Kngland, in the shape of "matte"

tunning about 50 per cent, copper, and by so doing losing

all of the silver contained therein, but now since it has the

electrolytic procc-s for treating i!ie material, every pound of

ore will be treated at the works, thereby saving for its

own coffers the silver and gold. At the same
lime, instead o' shipping 50 per cent, raw material and

paying freight on 50 per cent, w.'islc to the East, it is en-

abled to ship the pure finished copper. 'I'his new process

is gaining a strong foothold in this country. The (Ircat

Falls plant is the third large installation of this kind Mr,
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Caulfield has made, and all arc now running 'success-

fully.

Patton Motor For Steam Railroad Work.
The Pal ton Motor company of Chicago is making

arrangements for building a large machine which will be

used on steam railroads. It is said that the first trip

which this motor will be called upon to make will be

between Chicago and New York, and that it will draw

George M. Pullman's private car. The motor will have a

capacity of 500 horse power and that it is expected, will be

capable of attaining a speed of 60 to 80 miles an hour.

The company has ordered a dynamo for this motor car

of the Kockford, III., Electric company. It is expected

that the equipment will be completed early in September.

Special Socket.

The acco-npinying ill istration shows a keyless socket

designed for theater work, for test boards in schools and

I shows the device unlocked, while Fig. 2 shows it locked.

Lying in a groove in the shaft of the drum is a strong

lever pivoted near its center, and having a powerful spring

to hold it in the "locked" position. Inside the head of

the drum, at the end opposite the crank, are six recesses, in

the casting into any one of which the lug on the end of the

lever is forced, thus allowing six positions in one revolu-

tion where the windlass can be locked. Simply placing

the crank on the shaft has no effect on the locking mechan-

ism, but afrer the crank has been set in place the lock can

be released by forcing up the small tongue or hand lever

shown in the cut. This forces a blide down upon one end

of the interior locking lever, withdrawing the cam and

leaving the windlass free to be raised or lowered at will.

By simply pulling down the small tongue the wind'ass is

again locked at any desired point. The lock is so made

that it cannot be affected by any amount of rain or sleet.

A great saving in time is accomplished. The windlass

cannot be left unlocked, and cannot be opened except with
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colleges and for temporary illumination. The sockets are

made either in wood or porcelain. The socket is manu-

factured by the Bryant Electric company.

Eddy Self-Locking Windlass.
The accompanying illustrations present a new arc lamp

windlass, which embodies a number of desirable features.

The drum of the windlass is substantially made of malle-

able iron, with a large and strong *;uDport for attachment

-fj|f[i|i|iMiiif 1 It I "
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the special crank made for that purpose. The windlass

consists of practically three castings, which are made

sufficiently strong and heavy to guard against breakage.

Thera are no small or intricate parts whatever in the de-

vice. The Electric Appliance compaayof Chicago has the

general western agency for this specialty.

New Measuring Apparatus.
In the accompanying cuts are illustrated some new

measuring instruments, containing several important

features.

Fig. I represents a new form of cylinder bridge, con-

sisting of a revolving cylinder of polished hard rubber,

riGS. I AND 2. EDDY Slil-I'-ACTING WINDLASS.

to the pole, especial care being taken that the holes for the

lag screws are far enough above and below the drum to

allow their being driven and screwed home without having

to remove the drum. The special feature of the windlass,

however, is the way in which the crank answers the addi-

tional purpose of a key to lock or unlock the windlass. Fig.

IHG. I. NiiW Ml'.ASl'RlNi. .M'l'AKATUS.

4 inches in diameter and 7 inches long, mounted on a frame.

On this cylinder is cut a screw thread in which the wire is

wound in 50 turns. In front of the cylinder and running

its entire length is a wheel, having its platinised surface

turned true so as to bear again t the wire in a firm

tangential contact. As the cylinder is revolved, the wheel

slides along the scale, always in contact with the wire.

This scale is divided into 50 parts, indicating complete

turns. A wheel at the end of the cylinder is divided into

100 parts, each part being easily divided by the eye into

tenths. Thus it is possible to read down to r =000 pan
of the wire, or to the same fraction of an ohm. By
means of two -^h---- •--'-' '-''•: of the cylinder readings

STKCIAi. -OCKF.T.

as low as .000002 ohm can be made. This mikes the

bridge very useful in determining temperature coefficients.

The advantages of this arrangement are that readings are

more easily made, the form is such that the wire cannot

pull out of the end junctions, the contact is rolling and

does not indent the wire and the ends of the wire are near

together,so that they are practically of the same temperature.

Fig. 2 represents a special form of commutator for use

in co.-nparing resistances and finding temperature coeffi-

cients by the Carey-Foster method. The instrument con-

sists of an arrangement of thick copper connectors, placed

on an insu'ating base and arranged in perfect symmetry

with respect to its longer axis. The terminals for the uq

known and standard resistances are arranged so that two

coils in multiple cin be placed on either side, a very use-

ful feiture in determining the resistance of 1 unit length of

bridge wire. The two coils K and /i'2, in the usual formula,

are wound together on a spool and inclosed in a cylin-

drical brass case .S" having their resistances engraved on
its top. The terminals of these coils are four copper rods

bent so as to acconm^date themselves to the same number
of mercury cups T, moUQted on a hard rubber platform P

.

This arrangement facilitates changing these coils when re-

sistances of various dimensions are to be compared. In

the center of the appiratusare two groups of four mercury

cups, each a ranged in the form of a squire. These cups

are connected by two sets of connectors CC, passing through

two hard rubber platforms provided with little handles.

By suitably turning these two platforms the positions of

the unknown and standard coils can be changed, as can

also the direciion of the battery electromotive force

making it act alternately with and against that of the

thermal junction of the bridge wire and lis copper

FIG. 3. NKW MEASURING ArPARATUS.

terminals, and thereby avoiding errors. The instrument is

placed ready for use by connecting the straps /». across the

gap of a meter bridge.

Fig. 3 is .m adjustable rheostat for lalK)ralor>' purposes,

depending for action upon the fact that the resistance of

carbon is decreased by compression. The carbon used is
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in the form of rods placed flat, layer upon layer, in sections

arranged for the purpose. A metal-faced pressure block,

moving like a piston, in each -section, and operated by a

wheel above, makes a contact with the upper layer, while a

metal sheet binds against the lower. Each section is con-

structed to carry from o to 25 amperes at an

electromotive force not over 5 volts. The terminals

of each section are brought to a switch-board,

by means of which the sections can be con-

nected as desired. Using the sections in multiple the

rheostat may be made to carry 150 amperes. Currents up

to 25 per cent, above these figures may be passed through

for a short while. The regulation of the resistance, which

is accomplished by means of the pressure blocks, is a special

feature of the instrument. The resistance may be varied

from o to 150 amperes to as close a degree of accuracy as

may be detected by the current indicating instrument. The

change, moreover, is gradual and not by steps as it must

always be in the ordinary form of rheostat. It is therefore

of especial value in calibration work and for determining

the characteristic curves of dynamos and motors. The

whole instrument is substantially put together and can be

readily carried from place to place. It is placed on the

market by Queen & Co., Philadelphia.

Charged with Forgery.

The Southern Engineering company of Louisville, Ky.,

has issued a circular letter in relation lo a man giving the

name of C. P. Hayes, with whom it seems to have had an

unfortunate experience. These statements are made by the

company:

We have issued a warrant for the arrest of one "C. P.

Hayes." on the charge of forgery and obtaining money
under false pretenses. This man was employed by us for

several weeks as electric wireman and for two weeks previ-

ous to March 14th, was employed as a local solicitor. On
the night of the 14th instant he left town after defrauding

a considerable number of our customers and ourselves. We
are more than desirous of affecting his arrest and to prose-

cute him to the full e.xtent of the law. Since his flight

from this city we have ascertained that he is a celebrated

crook and has before probably, defrauded other electric

companies and we earnestly request that you lend us your

assistance in bringing this rascal to justice. We fear that

unless we take steps to punish him as he deserves he will

continue swindling other electric companies and we ask

this for your p-otection as well as ours. He is a fairly

good wireman and an excellent talker and will most likely

apply for a position as wireman or salesman. Kindly watch

out for this man and immediately notify us by wire in case

a man answering this description should apply to you.

The description of the man is as follows:

Height about 5 feet, il inches; weight, about 160 pounds;

well built, broad shoulders, slightly inclined to stoop: hair,

long and curly and of a reddish brown color; eyes, dark

bine, with very large eye-balls, with a great deal of white

in them; musuche. reddish in color and very long and
drooping; complexion, reddish but clear; nose, straight and

aquiline. In walking takes long, quick steps, with should-

ers thrown forward. Talks unusually rapidly and ends his

sentences abruptly, and in conversation raises his eyelids

with a knowing stare. Uses excellent language and choice

of words and is what one would term a very "smooth"
talker, and is calculated lo make an excellent impression.

Teeth are sound, regular and white. When last seen wore

a black derby hat, black single breasted overcoat, black

diagonal vest and cutaway coat, and dark striped trousers.

A Question of Wages.
To tki Editor 0/ th<: Western Electrician:

Every person in any way connected with the electrical

industry most be interested in promoting it to the highest

place possible. Though the science is but partially under-

stood, even by our best thinkers, yet it is generally conceded
that this subtle pDwer is to be the principal agent of the

fainre in subduing the universe to the service of man. All

desire to obtain these ends—the question is. how?
To those outside the business the question is, how shall

we have light, power, etc, without an increase in fire in-

surance rates? To practically apply the theories evolved

by oar electricians requires the services of our best engi-

neers and most skillful mechanics. In order to secure these,

wages most be paid which correspond favorably to those

paid to mechanics in other branches of trade. What in-

docemenl is there for a good mechanic to enter or remain
at the trade when others reqairing less skill offer him 50
per cent, more money ? Is it cheaper to hire two inferior

men to do a poor job, or one good men to do the same
work in a workman-like manner and pay him well for it?

A few years ago stations were usually pal in the back
end of a sawmill or the basemenl of a livery b:irn. It did

not pay. Now baildiogs are designed especially for the

purpose by the best engineers and the most improved
machinery is used wirh small regard ro cost. This is a big

stride forward, and the bu^ine^s of to-day is a credit lo ihc

far sighted men who inititared the new order of things.

This policy of having only the best will pay in all depart-

ments in the long run. Require your dynamo men to be
expert, your wircmco and liDcmcn to be good machanics
aod alt employes to be sober and industrious and do a fair

day'** w'j'V If rh^e is not enough men of this class in the
,
fhis policv will s^xin bring them. Waicr
to a good trade good machanics will come.
paid trade good mechaoici will not come.

And the greatest of modern industries will be murdered by
incompetent workmen.

It has been too much the habit to consider that anybody
is good enough to do electrical work. If a man puts up a
house he calculates the plumbing as one of the most import-

ant parts, the wiring as a side issue. But if he paid for

this in the same proportion as other things he would appre-

ciate it more. Being installed in the best manner it gives

him good service and being absolutely free from fire risks

he gets in time a lower rale of insurance. The electric

and insurance companies will shake hands and a new period

of increased prosperity will then open to the electrical in-

dustry. Remember that in this as in all other things "the
best is always the cheapest." Paul Pierce.

Chicago, March 13, 1893.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, March iS.—With a solitary exception the

daily papers of this city practically condemn the so-called

rapid transit scheme of the commissioners, and there is no

doubt that they voice the sentiment of the people in this

matter. They are all greatly disappointed, and many are

deeply disgusted with the report of the commission. The
Times concludes an editorial on this subject with the fol-

lowing paragraph:

Meanwhile, what are the weary people going to do
about rapid transit? Do they care for it? Do they still

foolishly hope for it from the present commission? Will
they make any other and independent effort to secure it?

Thus far they have been fooled and swindled. That
ought not to continue.

The /Avv; A/ condemns the plan in unmeasured terms,

and pronounces it absurd and preposterous. It says:

The result reached by the Rapid Transit commissioners
must be a grievous disappointment to every citizen who
has looked 10 these officials to give New York some soit of
rapid transit at once. It is simply a dismal failure.

The chief feature is simply the addition of a third track

to the elevated roads, and not even a third track is pro-

vided for on the line where it would be most useful

—

namely. Sixth avenue. This would admit of "express
trains" only in one direction at a time, and they would not

be the fast trains that the people want and have a right to

expect.

But the most disappointing aspect of the failure is that

no provision is made for any new line or any extension of

the elevated system that amounts to anything. No new
region is reached or new territory opened up.

There are two plain courses now open to these commis-
sioners, and only two. One is to go ahead and give New
York rapid transit at once. The other is to resign and let

this pressing public duty be undertaken by others.

At the regular meeting on Sunday of the Structural Iron

Setters' Protective and Benevolent Union resolutions were

adopted protesting against the charges made by the Bell

Telephone company for the use of its telephones. The
union will petition the government to revoke or abolish the

patent on the ground that "the inventor is not receiving

the benefit of its use, and the monopoly controlling it has

grown rich by its use," W. F. O.

Milwaukee, Wis.
Milwaukee, March iS.—Henry C. Payne, the local

representative of the Villard syndicate, is very much dis-

couraged at the outlook for the extensions of the Mil-

waukee street car system during the present year. The

adverse legislation which is threatened, he says, has al-

ready seriously hampered the company in the money mar-

ket. Mr. Payne says that the bills introduced in the state

Legislature to place a tax of 6 per cent: on the earnings of

the road and the ordinance pending in the Common Council

to place another tax of 2 per cent, on the same earnings,

together with the persistent efforts to pass a time schedule

with which it will be impossible for the company lo

comply, have effectually frightened capital. The com-

pany is developing its system, and has already spent

several millions in the work. In the ordinary course of

things. Mr. Payne says, it would take a life-time of the

most excellent business for the company to get out the

money that has already been invested. He declares that

the idea of an 8 per cent, tax is preposterous and that the

way the company is being hampered is outrageous. He
intimates that the extensions to Cudahy, to Lyion park,

to the East Side park and to the Polish settlement on

First avenue, and other branches and spurs, will have to

be abandoned for the present, although it had been in-

tended to build them during the current year.

On April 1st the West Side street railway, or Becker

system, will be formally transferred to the Villard man-

agement. The contract of sale provides for three pay-

ments, two of which have already been made. The third

and last payment will fall due on the first of the month

and then the Villard company will be in possession of all

the street car lines in the city except the Hinscy road, and

it will not be long before that, loo, is a Villard property.

No material change in the management of the Becker

line is contemplated at present. New rolling stfrck will

be added as fast a^ the cars can be procured.

A week ago electric cars began running on the Wash-

ington, Eighth and State street line. The cars start at

the exposition building and run to the southern terminus.

On the north part of the line horse cars will continue to

be in operation for a few weeks. The line is the longest

one in the city and it extends from Forest Home
cemetery to Union cemetery. It is the only track in the

cit)on which horse cars are seen.

The new cars which are now being received by the

Villard company are light in color, with yellow trimmings.

Their total length is 22 feet, four feet longer than any

cars that have yet been used in Milwaukee. They are

of the accelerator pattern. The cars are being made by

the Brownell company of St. Louis, and at Pullman.

The new cars continue to arrive quite regularly and

more than a hundred arc now in service. The time for

furnishing a hundred summer cars expires April ist. The

company, by reason of the erection of a temporary power

plant, now has power for running two hundred cars, while it

is estimated that it will not have to furnish power from the

River street and temporary plants for more than 120 cars.

During the last few weeks the company has had to have

an unusually large number of motors in reserve, the water

on the tracks damaging many of them.

From different parts of Wisconsin and Northern Michigan

come reports of the organization of new telephone com-

panies to compete with the Bell exchanges. The Eau

Claire Telephone & Lighting company has been organ-

ized to introduce one of the new systems. At Racine the

Wisconsin Automatic Telephone company has been

formed with a capital of $500,000. It intends to use the

Strowger automatic system. The company has secured a

franchise to run lines in Racine. A. B. Ferdinand, the

manager of the Wisconsin Telephone company at Racine,

has resigned in order to accept a position with the new

company. It is announced that at Maiquette. Mich.

,

arrangements have been perfected to put in a telephone

e.vchange in opposition to the Michigan Bell Telephone

company. The Harrison automatic switch system will be

used and the exchange will furnish service to all of Norch-

ern Michigan.

W. B. Roberts and George A. Mayo, of Rockford, 111.,

have been in the city for several days with a view of secur-

ing a site for a plant in Milwaukee. The plans show a main

building, 150 by 300 feet, three stories high, and several

other buildings. The company employs 150 hands. It

is willing to locate in Milwaukee if $50,000 of the stock

is placed here

The H. A, Doty Power & Light company at Janesville,

Wis , will shortly erect a new power house.

The Appleton Edison Electric company will build a

new stone power house on the government canal in that

city. The old building will be used as a tool and store

house. Several additional dynamos will be put in by the

company.

The scheme of extending Appleton's electric street rail-

way to Menasha is being vigorously pushed. Surveys

have been completed and bills are pending in the Legisla-

ture for the construction of two bridges across the Fox
river.

The South Milwaukee Light & Power company has

filed articles. The incorporators are I'rank H. Brice,

William M. Williams and A. W. Bell. The object is lo

furnish electric light and power in South Milwaukee. The
capital stock is $15,000.

Sinclair MainUud, the proprietor of an excelsior factory

at Oihkosh, was nearly killed by an electric shock a few

days ago. While lighting a gas jet in Odd l''ellows Hall,

he by accident grasped with one hand a live electric light

wire and he fell to the floor unconscious.

The Oshkosh electric light contracts have expired and

that city is considering the matter of establishing a

municipal lighting system. The city has been paying

$12,000 for its electric lights. The cost of a city plant is

estimated at $50,000. C.

Northwestern Notations.

MiNNKAi'OMs, March 18. The St. Paul authorities arc

still wrestling with the problem of how to get the wires

underground without seriously embarrassing the compa-

nies. The assembly committee has finally agreed upon an

ordinance which it is hoped will solve the puz/Je. Many
concessions have been made at the urgent request of the

companies affected, 'f'he programme now mapped out is

as follows: All wires arc to be beneath the surface Jan-

uary 1, 1897. During 1893, 2,0fXJ feet of the streets is to

be cleared, ^,ooo during 1894, and 6.000 during 1895, the

balance during iV>i)(>. The provisions rc(]uiring the pay-

ment of a 3 per cent, lax and the deposit of $500 are

knocked out. So is that requiring the companies lo repave

the streets used by them. The requirement that the com
panis furnish space in their conduits for the city's wires ifi
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eliminated. The proposed ordinance does not apply to the

street railway company's wires, nor to those of the Edison

or telephone companies. The rights granted under the

ordinance are limited to 30 years.

Things look very dubious in St. Paul in the street rail-

way controversy. The e!aboi;ate scheme for compromising

all disputes submitted by President Lowry and endorsed

by two committees and the press generally, was

rejected at a joint council meeting by the decisive vote of

11104. President Lowry repeated his statement that if

the aldermen insisted on demanding unreasonable things

of him he would be obh'ged to refuse to comply and would

forfeit the franchise if necessary- The great bone of con-

tention is transfers to the interurban line. Mr. Lowry

absolutely refuses to consider any proposition that does not

include the abolition of the transfers, the same as the Min-

neapolis council has granted. The aldermen have acted in

the face of a strong public sentiment in favor of accepting

the compromise.

There is some talk of another attempt at compromise,

and one of the aldermen has drawn up a measure which

provides for the changing of the East Seventh street line

to an electric line, a double track line to Como park, the

operation of the Maria avenue and White Bear lines to and

around the loop, the extension of the Selby avenue line to

connect with the interurban at Prior avenue, and the pro-

vision of a safety attachment to secure absolute safety on

the Selby avenue and other hiils.

Thomas S. King, the man who organized the Brush

Electric Light company of Minneapolis ten or twelve

years ago, died at his home in Minneapolis recently. Mr.

King was a pioneer citizen and newspaper man. He was

famous as a fighter, especially with his pen, and while he

was secretary and general manager of the company he

made some brilliant speeches and wrote some itinarkable

communications in defense of what he believed to be the

rights of the company. He retired from the management

about five years ago. While he has been in poor health

for many months, largely from the effects of a fall, the

final sickness was of but a few days' duration.

The bill requiring companies operating street railways in

Minnesota and using cars propelled by electricity to enclose

the front platform during certain periods of he year has

been reported favorably in the Legislature. The bill pro-

vides that during the months of January, February, March

and r.>ecember the front platforms must be so inclosed as

to protect the motorman from unnecessary exposure,

Fifty per cent, of such cars shall be so provided by De-

cember I, 1893, and all cars shall be enclosed by Decem-

ber I, iSg4. President Lowry has expressed his willing-

ness to comply with the requirements of such a bill.

A stO'V has been ailoat here of late to the effect that an

Eastern syndicate was trying to secure the St. Paul street

railway system. Mr. Lowry gently but firmly denied the

r'jmor.

The Huron, S. D., council bao accepted the proposition

of the Huron Electric Light company to light the city

pending the settlement of Htiga'ion.

The Cooper- Hampton Electric company will put one of

its patent elevators in the Minneapolis exposition look-out

tower next summer and run it as a part of its exhibit.

Dawson, Minn., is figuring on getting electric light.

Owatonna, Minn.,wants a telepone system. New Paynes-

ville, Minn., is raising a $5,000 bonus for a light plant.

The city council of Fargo, N. D., has granted a fran-

chise to a new electric company and a plant will soon be

put in. The new company is not in any way connected

with the Fargo Gas & Electric company.

At a meeting of the city council of Butte, Mont., a peti-

tion was received asking a franchise for the Montana
Mutual Electric Light & Telephone company in which per-

mission is asked to erect poles for electric and telephone

service. The capital stock is $2,000,000. N. L. P.

PERSONAL.
George A. Mayo of the Rockford Electric company was

in Chicago last Monday.

Henry L. Walker, secretary and treasurer of the Detroit
Dynamo company, spent a few days in Chicago last week.

Frank S. DeKonde, general sales agent of the Standard
Paint company, has been a visitor in the World's Fair city
for the last week.

S. F. B. Morse of Cushino; & Morse, Chicago, represent-
atives of Day's Kerite, left for New York on Sunday
last. Mr. Morse will be in the East for some time.

A. W. Meston, superintendent of the Emerson Electric
Manufacturing company, St. Louis, has just left home for
a month's trip to Florida. Jamaica and Cuba. Mr. Meston
has not been in the best of health for some time, and his
vacation is taken that he may have a much needed rest.

^
Frederick A. Schdller, superintendent of the Brush

Electric company, has tendered his resignation, to take

effect April ist. Mr. ScheOler has for several years been
actively identified with the nianufaclure of electrical ap-
paratus, and for a number of years previous was engaged
in the production of steam engines and boilers. After
April 1st Mr. Scheftler will go to Passaic, N. J., where he
will be associated with E. K. Rose.

Nelson W. Perry, editor of the Electrical Worll, New
York, will receive the sincere sympathy of his friends on
the occasion of the death of his father, Aaron F. i'erry,

whicli occurred in Cincinnati on March nth. The de-

ceased was one of the leading members of the Cincinnati
bar, and was held in high esteem by his-fellow citizens,

lie was a native of Vermont, but the greater part of his

professional career was spent in Cincinnati. He had been
a member of the state Legislature, and in 1S70 was elected

to represent the First Ohio district in Congress.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Metropolitan Magneto Fire Alarm company, New York

N. Y ; capital stock. $250,000; manufacture of elec-

trical apparatus.

The Direct-acting Electric Gong company. New York,
N. Y.; capital stock, $15,000; the manufacture and sale of
electrical and mechanical apparatus.

Kimball Electric company, Chicago. 111.; capital stock,

$5,000,000; to construct street and other railways; Allen ^^

Payne, 517 Unity building, Chicago, 111.

Star Electric Lamp company, Chicago, 111. ; capital stock,

§25,000; to manufacture, and sell electric lamps; Francis W.
Parker, 1007 Opera House block, Chicago, III.

Muscatine Electric Railway company, Oakaloosa, Iowa;
capital stock, $300 000; to purchase and operate railway,

light and power plants; Seevers & Seevers, Oakaloosa,

Iowa.

Electrical Conduit Traction Equipment company, New-
ark, N. J.; capital stock, $200,000; to make, manufacture,
purchase, sell and deal in electrical appliances, etc.; Percy

Jackson, 2 Wall street, New York. N. Y.

G'obe Storage Battery company, Chicago, III.; capital

stock, $1,000, coo; manufacture, work and sell electric

storage batteries, apparatus, machines, etc ; H. Buerdorf,

S20 Home Insurance Building, Chicago, III.

Davis Electrical Works company, Saco, Maine; capital

sioc'c, fsoo 000; to produce, supply and repair incandes-

cent lamps and to manufacture, deal in and use electrical

apparatus; Bairfield & Moore, Saco, Maine.

National Light & Construction company. New York, N.
Y. ; capital stock, $200, 000; buying and selling gas and other

patents, aUo manufacturing gas and electricity; Geo. W.
Clark, 181 Broadway. New York. N. Y.

West Side Traction company. Philadelphia, Pa.; capital

stock, Sio,ooo; construction and operation of motors and
cables or other machinery for supplying motor power to

pass railways; John C. Bell, 333 Walnut street, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

Montana Mutual Electric ^S: Telephone company, Butte,

Mont.; capital stock, $400,000; erecting, maintaining and
operating eleciric railways, and the manufacturing and
selling of electrical mining and ail other machinery.

International Trading & Electric company, IJayonne,
N. J.; capital stock, $-5,000; to do a general trading and
export business, buying and selling merchandise, acting as
consulting and contractirg engineers for equipment and
installation of electrical and mechanical plants, etc. ; Chas.
Angus, Times building, New York, N. Y.

Chicago, Niles & Norwood Rapid Transit company,
Chicago, 111. ; capital stock, $500,000; to secure right of way
for and construct and operate single or double track

electric street railway on public streets or highways from a

point in the limits of Chicago. 111., thence northwesterly to

point near west line of the township of Niles, thence souther-

Iv and southeasterly to another point within the limits of
Chicago, and furnish heat, light and power along line of
same road; F. A. Bingham, 707 Opera House Building,
Chicago, III.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The Norwalk, O . Incandescent Light & Power com-

pany has made an assignment. The liabilities are
estimated at about $35,000, with assets of $35,000 to

$40,000.

The Dundee, III
,
Rapid Transit company has been in-

corporated, and the present electric light plant is to be en-
larged to furnish the power for an electric road to be built

to CarpentersviUe.

The Cleveland General Electric company will soon
break ground for the erection of a large central station on
Canal street. The company recently purchased 230 feet

of land at a cost of $23,700. Plans for the power house
are now being prepared. It will be a handsome structure,

and when completed will have a capacity of 10.000 horse
power.

The Electric Improvement company of San Francisco,
which recently sold out its central station plant in that city

to the Edison Electric Light company, has purchased all

the rights for the Pacific coast that the California Electric
Light company had in the Brush patents. The old Cali-
fornia Electric Light company had a contract with the
Brush company that gave it absolute control of the Brush
rights on the Pacific coast. This contract has now passed
to the Electric Improvement company, and all Brush ap
paratus will now be sold by the latter company. The Im-
provement company also has the Pacific coast agency for

the Fort Wayne Electric company, and it proposes to push
business on the coast.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Two companies arc fighting for the franchise to build an

electric railway through Kahway, X, J. One company
proposes to run to Carteret, ihc other to Wocdbrid^'c and
P.oynton Beach. The projector of the latter company is

the owner of an electric light plant in Rahway. A special
meeting of the city council will be held March icih to
consider the propositions of the two companies.

The construction by New York capiulists of the pro
posed electric railroad from Manchester, near Richmond,
Va., to Petersburg will furnish a line which will compete
with the Atlantic coast line. This competition, however,
will only apply to the local freight and passenger trafic.
The road, which will be about twenty-four miles long, will
cost about $300,000 to construct. It may, and possibly
will be connected with the system of electric street railways
of Richmond and Manchester.

TELEGRAPH.
A dispatch from Albany of March 17th says: The Muni-

cipal Telegraph company was incorporated with a capital
of $too,ooo. The general route and the points to be con-
nected, by telegraph lines to be construc'ed, are as fol-

lows: From Albany to New York, there to ccnnect with
the principal places in Westchester and Kings ccuntits,
to the cities and towns of Erie and Saratoga counties, acd
other cities and towns in New York state. Beyond the
limits of this state the line will be operated frcm Albany to
the principal cities and towns in New Jersey, to Chicago,
to Louisville, Lexington and Covington, Ky. ; to Nash-
ville and Memphis, Tenn.; to New Orleans, to St. Louis,
Baltimore, Washington and Montreal. The directors are

John Mack, James L. Holland, William Lane. John Gra-
ham, Patrick H. Mack of Albany, John S. Campbell of
New York city and James H. Ryan of Troy.

At the last quarterly meeting of the Western Union di-

rectors, the quarterly dividend of one and one-quarter per
cent, waa declared, payable on April I7h to siockholdeis
of record at the close of the transfer books on March 20th.
The conditions of the company, at the close of the quarter
ending December 31, 1S92, was reported as follows: Sur-
plus October i, 1892, $14,476,155.69, of which there has
since been capitalized, by the issue of additional capital

stock distributed to stockholders December 3. i5q2, $3,-

618,509.94; net revenue. $2,012,915.42. Deducting for

dividend of 1%. percent, paid Januarj' 16, interest on
bonded debt and sinking funds, leaves a surplus January
I, 1893, of $6,442,693 17. The net revenue of the quarter
ending March 31, based upon nearly complete returns for

January, partial returns for February and estimating the
business for March, will be about $1,675,000. The pres-

ent surplus, after paying dividend, is $6,659.8:3.17.

MISCELLANEOUS.
A press dispatch from Yuma, A. T., says: The new

elearic steamer built by Stacy Brothers was successfully

launched. She will be u*ed in the ore and minirg trade
between Yuma and the mines on thfe Colorado river. She
is the largest boat ever built to be propelled by electricity.

She will carry fifty tons on twenty inches of water.

The bill before the Illinois Legislature taxing the gross
receipts of teleg»-aph, telephone, express and insurance
companies 3 per cent..which was originally reported to the
house by the committee on corporatiors and subsequently
recommitted to the Committee on Judiciary on second
reading, came up last week. There was no attempt to re-

port the bill but it was referred to a sub-committee, (be
general opinion being that it was clearly unconstitutiotal.

Several members of the Massachusetts Legislature were
in Chicago recently in search of information about rapid

transit and the burial of electric wires in cities for applica-

tion in Boston. The visitors gave a banquet to Chicago
city officials at the Auditorium. Among the

speakers was Prof. John P. Barrett, city electrician of
Chicago. In his remarks he made a recommendation
which was accorded the greatest attention and which is

of interest to many cities that, like Boston, are seeking
rapid transit. It was to wait until the lesson that the
World's Fair had to teach in this respect had been
studied.

An explosion which broke hundreds of windows and
frightened many people occured in the conduit on Market
street, Pittsburg, last week. The conduit is to be used
in the underground system of wires for the Central District

& Printing Telegraph company. The concussion was so
great that the shock was felt plainly all over the down-town
district, and people ran in all directions. Goods put up in

class in some of the stores were broken, and similar dam-
age was done to glassware and chtna in dwellings and
saloons. The gas which did the damage is thought to

have been either illuminating or natural gas, because there

is no sewer near the conduit at that particular point.

Delegates to the recent St. Louis convention were en-
tertained in a great many ways during their stay, but occ
of the most enjoyable as well as novel parties was that

given by W. H. Thomson of the Boatmen's Bank, and
iMr. and Mrs. T. ^[. Ambler in honor of Judge Arm
strong of Camden, N. J., the newly elected president

of the National Electric Light association and a party

of eastern visitors. The party was accompanied from the

Southern Hotel by Capt. and Mrs. McCuUough, Mr. ard
Mrs. J. A. J. Schultr. and Mr. and Mrs. Siegrist 10 ^^c

Boatmen's Bank building, which was beautifully illumi-

nated in honor of the occasion. After being shown
through the vaults, offices, etc.. the guests were taken to

the basement, where an "informal lunch" was served.

The visitors conceded that St. I.cuis owned one of the

most complete banking establishments in the world. The
Grand Opera House was then visited to witness the per-

formance of "Cleopatra,"
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TRADE NEWS.
The Norwich Insulated Wire company of New York is

presenting to many of its friends a photograph of its ex-

hibit at the recent St. Louis convention, which was gotten

up in a very artistic manner.

Henry 3. Cutter, president and general manager of the

Cutter Electrical & Minufacturing company, Philadelphia,

pissed several days in Chicago recently introducing his

new C S. flash switch, which is being favorably received.

The Russell automatic switch has made a place for itself.

To control electric lights from the bedroom, the hail, the

porch, or from any place about the house, has long been

desired. The Russell automatic switch does this. Like

all goDd inventions it deserves the successattending its in-

troduction. Edward R. Grill of Chicago sells them.

The new and palatial private car of President McLeod,

of the Philadelphia & Reading railroad, built by the Pull-

man company, is equipped with the Johnson switches, man-

ufactured by the Interior Conduit & Insulation company.

The Central Electric company, Chicago, has the western

agency for these switches. The car was also wired

throughout with Okonite wire.

The Law Batter}' company of New York is sending out

a very handsome catalogue and price-list combmed in

pamphlet form, illustrating and describing the company's

apparatus. It is one of the most valuable catalogues re-

garding batteries that has been issued. This company

recently received a large order for its batteries from Ship-

pey Bros., London, Eng.

A recent catalogue issued by the Weston Electrical In-

strument company of Newark, N. J-, leaves little to be

learned about the construction and operation of standard

voltmeters and ammeters. The Weston instrumenls have

a wide reputation, and the electrical man who desires de-

tailed information regarding them should send for this new
- catalogue. Chas. D, Shain, 136 Liberty street, New York,

is the popular selling agent.

The Phoenix Iron Works company of Meadville, Pa.,

reports among the sales of Dick & Church tandem com-

p:)uad engines for March the following : Carnegie Steel

company, Pittsburg. Pa., two condensing engines of

i:;o horse power each; Gokey & Sons, Jamestown, N. Y.,

two non-condensing engines of 150 horse power each;

Trumbull Electric Railway company, Warren, O.. one

non-condensing engine of 150 horse power; Salt Lake City

Electric Light company, one non-condensing engine of

115 horse power.

The Chicago City Railway company is pushing its

construction of cross toA-n lines vigorously. These will

all be operated electrically and will be complet>.d in time

for World's Fair traffic. There will be over one hundred

and twenty miles of cross-town electric roadF. The An-

sonia Electric company (formerly the Electrical Supply

company) of Chicago has secured the contract for the

overhead equipment of these lines. The business of the

Ansonia Electric company is not confined to the sale of

street railway supplies, but it has a distinctive railway

supply department fully alive to all requirements, and

having several large factories in Ansonia, Conn., it can

manuficturea superior line of supplies after its own
models and fill orders expeditiously and satisfactorily.

The Mica Insulator company, 2i3 Water street, New
Vo:k. is getting out some special grades of micanite.

Thre? grades of micanite plates are now being put on the

rairket. G'ade one is especially made for commutator

segments, strips and rings, and armature cylinders, shafts

and cotes. Grade two can be used where exact thickness

is not essential, and grade three is suitable for rings,

washers and disks, and for insulating armature cores, field

magnet cores, etc. The company also announces that it

is prepared to supply commutator segments, cut to any

pattern and thickness, taper rings for motors, tubes in

all sizes, armature troughs of all dimensions, armature

rings of any size and thickness, micanite cloth for new
work or repairs, and ra-canite paiot for armauire and field

coils.

The Patton motor for street railway service has been in

operation on the Louisville. Ky., street railway lines for

so3ie lime and has proved vety j-a'isfactory. The Patton

company has just received an order for 17 additional

eqaipmentj from Louisv.llc. Several changc-i have been

mide in the motor during the last year, Following is a

description of the improved type : The motor consists of

a gas engine, 25 to 2% horse power; a phunt wound d>nam'>

of 250 volts and 60 to 3o amperes; a 220 volt. 35 horse

power ciedric motor on the axle and a 220 volt s'oragc

bailery. When the dynamo is started, from thirty to

thirty-five amperes are put in the battery. The dynamo and

batteries are in series with each other and in multiple to the

motor, and when the motor i* cut in the current leaves

theb^ltery and goes to the motor. .Now if the output of

thedyfwmoi*coi sufficient to drive the mo'or up to its

5pecd, tnc voltage of the dvnamo will drop to that cf

the battery on account of overload, which will allow the

batterv carreTjt to come out in maltipic with the d>nnmo
cnrrcot lo the motor. Immediately affrr passing a grade

or cnrTC. the cogioc ' speeds up" and the voltage rises,

thus cattirg out the battery, requiring no automatic switch

Of d'.v ce of any description. 1 he company depends v)!tly

upon p-es5afc for regulation. About the only change of

ifnp-iftancc in the constrocTJon of the present machines

from the one ^av. built is the placing of the dynamo on the

engine shaft In place of one of the fly wheels, thofi doing

awa? with the friction pulley and the accompanying noi'ic

and the room taken up with the dynamo, and makins; an

eneioe of somewhat higher effictancy, fewer pans and less

wdglit.

BUSINESS.
Among recent orders received by the Ball Engine com-

pany of Erie, Pa., was one from the Case Alameda Hotel,

New York, for two 80 horse power engints and one of 200

horse power capacity from the Tampa, Fla , Street Rail-

way & Power company.

Attention is called to the fine exhibit of Lundell motors

by the Central Electric company, Chicago, consisting of a

motor driving a dynamo, which in turn generates current

to operate lamps, fan motors or the new Lundell exhaust

outfit. High efficiency is shown in this combination.

The General Incandescent Arc Light company of New
York has just established a Chicago branch at I73'i75

Adams street. L E. Frorup will be the company's west-

ern representative. Mr Frorup is an experienced sales-

man, having been with Bergmann of New York for a long

time and also with the western branch of the old Edison

company under John I. Beggs. Under Mr. Frorup's

energetic management the General Incandescent Arc Light

company will undoubtedly do a thriving business in the

World's Fair city and the adjoining territory.

Albert Fisher, of the Watertown Steam Engine com-

pany, Watertown, N. Y., is pushing his engine most ener-

geticallv in the West. Mr. Fisher will be remembered as

general western manager for the Ball Engine company, but

since January he has been connected with the Watertown

company. Mr. Fisher is continuing his good record as an

engine salesman. One of his recent sales that is particu-

larly worthy of mention is that of a 140 horse power

Watertown engine and two 80 horse power boilers to the

Muncie, Ind., Light, Heat & Power company. Mr. Fisher

is an aggressive man and without doubt will do a good busi-

ness for his concern in the West.

H. H. Cutler and E. W. Hammer, under the firm name
of Cutler & Hammer, have recently started an enterprise

in Chicago. Messrs. Cutler iN: Hammer have purchased

George Cutter's factory, 313 South Canal street, Chicago,

and have started in a special line of electrical construction

work. Architects, electrical engineers and inventors real-

ize the need of a concern that can be relied upon to give

expert attention not only to the designing of electrical

apparatus but to the development of it from preliminary

sketches. This new firm proposes to do expert electrical

work, designing, manufacturing, calibrating, etc. As far

as manufacturing is concerned, the nrm will give its special

attention to making electrical goods and appliances lh:.t

cannot be purchased from the stores and supply houses.

Mr. Cutler is well known to Chicago electricians as the

inventor of the Cutler non-inductive vohmeters and

ammeters. He has also had an experience of eight years

in central station work and is eminently fitted to handle

the high class of work the concern will undertake. Mr.

Hammer is also an experienced man in electrical manufac-

turing, having been for some time general manager of the

Chicago Electrical Manufacturing company. With a fac-

tory thoroughly equipped for general testing and calibrat-

ing work the new firm starts out with every piospect of

securing a good share of the speciality business. It may
be said in this connection that Messrs Cutler & ILmraer
are just now fitting up eight elevators at he Woi-ld's Fair

with the Armstrong iLsh light elevator annuncia-o-. This

19, however, but one of a number of devices now being

developed and perfected in the Cutler-Hammer faciory.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
IssiicJ Mardi 14, iS()3.

493 243. Electric Switch. William F. liossert, Utica,

N. Y.

493 245. Ear Attachment for Telephones. George McC
Brown, Nashville, Tenn.

The car tube is connected to the ordin.-iry receiver by means
of a hollow rubber bulb aUached to ilie ear tube, which con-

tracts around the receiver. The ear tube oiverj-es into a pair

of lubes provided with lips for insertion into the ears.

493.253. Signaling Telegraph. William E. Decrow,

Baston, Mass.

The time when a signal is received and registered at the cen-

tral olTice is automatically recorded on the reyister strip. 'J'he

device also acts as an indicator to make known any fault in the

line by reason nf which the register fails to operate, although

the box may be pulled and the circuit breaker wheel act in lUs

normal manner.

493 277. Method of Electro Depositing Metals. Orazio

Lugo, New York, N. Y.

•193 297. Acoustic Telephone. Thomas IJ. Rogers,

lircoklyn, N. V.

493.304. Telephone Index. Stillman L. Shaffer, Wor-

cester, Mass.

493,313, Dynamo electric Machine. I'.lihu Thomson,

Swampscott, Mass.

493.3'4. I-';?^^n'n(C Arrester. Elihu Thcmson, Swamp-
scott, ^\i^.

The l)i:htnin« arrester compriwin, besides the discharge plates

and.^'c rui'tiirinj; drvlccicommonly employed, a resistance in

the Kround c'inn<;ction whirjli posscnncH litllc or no inductive

character, 10 (hat the leant p<»s5iblc opponition is K'ven to the

paxaafjc of Ijxhtnin'.; diKcharKcs, but which \% :« non-conductive

a* pr>*«iblc. w> that the line cinrcnl. tending to follow the diti-

char^c t'» ;(roiind, mccti with nuch a renintancc thai ihc arc is

broken.

49332^- Multiple Terminal Cut-out

brake, Maryvil'c, Mo.
Lark P. Bone-

A fiufnbff of !cver« cxtrndinu ra<Iially arc vi oJvoted that

ihelr inner end* lie in ft circle, the outrr end of each bcinK con-

necc'I by mean', of fuv: wires with a bar forming a part of the

'ir^ijit. A(;ain« ihc inner end of llie firm Iever bears the end

'.f a *j.rifi^ [.fewrd lever connetlcd in the circuit .ind adapted to

"/fnpiruthr circuit thfOUKh the ff le wire. When the fuac is

f,;r,;»n fh" spring prcwed Icvcr acU to (urn the radially placed

lever ijp'/n Its pivot, thus «:paralin(i Ihi; endn of the ruptured

fiiv; wire, 'fhc^prin;; prr^vd lever then makes conract willi

thc*econd radial fever of the seric* thu« auiomalically clfrtin^

the cifcoU through another fuie wire,

493.337- Armature for Dynamo electric Machines. Hor-
ace F. Parshall, Lynn, Mass.

The armature comprises an annular core fitting and surround-
ing an interna! concentric support, the core and support being
connected by means of keys so that motion of the one indepen-
dent of the other is prevented-

493 346. Personal Equation Chronograph. Lionel lie

L. Wells, London, Eng.

493-349 Armature for Motors and Generators. Norman
C. Bassett, Lynn, Mass.

The armature core is provided with grooves to receive the
coils, the sides of the grooves inclining towa'd each other near
the surface of the armature, so that binding pieces may be
crowded down upon th-j coiU by means of the inclined sides to

hold the coils in position,

493,358. Electric Search Light. Rudolph M. Hunter,
Philadelphia, Pa.

493.359- Electric Arc Lamp. Rudolph M. Hunter,
Philadelphia, Pa.

The invention is designed to produce a large crater upon the
end of ttie horizontal or reflecting carbon of that class of arc
tamps in which the carbons are fed at right angles to one
another. The horizontal carbon forms the positive electrode in

which the crater is formed, and, instead of a single vertical or
negative carbon, several are provided disposed around the cir-

cumference o£ the positive carbon in order to distribute the
crater over the entire end of the carbon. As the diiliculty of

feeding increases with the number of negative carbons, but two
of them are used, and in order to distribute the crater uniformly
over the end of the positive carbon, the positive carbon or the
frame carrying the negative carbons is rotated about the axis of

the positive carbon, thus subjecting all parts of the circumfer-
ence of the positive carbon to the influence of the arc.

493 360. Electric Arc Lamp. Rudolph M. Hunter,
Philadelphia, Pa.

The lamp is designed for use upon the ends of slender mast
arms and the like, where it is desirable to have the weight of

the lamp a minimum. The carbons and carbon holders are sus-
pended upon the end of the arm, while the feeding mechanism
is stationed upon the base of the post, and is connected by
means of a cord with the carbons.

493,361. Switch for Electric Motors. Moritz Immisch,
London, Eng.

491 369. Electric Switch. Alfred Stroraberg, Chicago,

111.

The district to be protected, whether it be a safe, window er
the like, is covered by a flexible curtain interwoven with con-
ductors forming an electric circuit in which is mcluded a resist-

ance. The conductors at the protected district are connected
by means of a wire with the central office, the return being
through ground. At the central oflice is provided a pair of elec-

tro-magnets included in circuit with the line, the strength of

one magnet being so adjusted that under normal conditions the
current is insufficient to cause it to attract its armature, but
when the resistance in the line is cut out by crossing or ground-
ing the wires at the protected district the electro-magnet at-

tracts its armature toclo.-ea bell circuit and sound an alarm.
The other electro-magnet is normally excited to attract its ar-

mature, and when the circuit at the protected district is for any
reason broken, the armature drops to close a bell circuit and
sound an alarm. In ths manner an alarm is sounded at the

central otTice whenever the lines at the protected district are
broken, short circuited, crossed or grounded.

493 375- Balanced Armature for Dynamo-electric Ma-
chines or Electric Motors and Method of Balancing

Same, Gano S. Dunn, New York, N. Y.

The method of balancing corsists in providing a number of

long tudinal holes in the armature core, the wind ng being so

arranged that the ends of the holes will be exposed when the
w ndi g is completed, and placing in the holes plugs of lead
adiusted as to weight so that the armature may be balanced,
after which the ends of the plug are caused to grip the interior

nf the hole by means of a punch driven into the ends, thus cau^•

ing them to spread,

493 3S0. Combined Cut-out and Lightning Arrester,

Ernst F. Hammarsticcm, S'ockholm, Sweden.

The cut-out and lightning arrester comprises an open ring

composed of two different kinds of metal welded together and
r'gidly connected with a bearing to which the line wire is con-
nected. The endsof the rin.y re^l upon a spring connected with.

the other pole of thesourieof current, the circuit being nor-

mally from the endsof the ring to the spring. When an ab-
normal current traverses the c rcuit the ring is caused to ex-

pand until its ends cease to overlap the spring, when the latter

flies up, breaking the circuit.

493411. Base for Electric Light Brackets. James T.

Robb, Mount Vernon, 111

493,422. Electrically Heated Vessel. John V. Capek,

New York. N. Y.

493423 Safety Device for Elevator Shafts. Albert D.
Caywood, Chicago. III.

493.425. Electric Locomotive. Thomas A. Edison,

Llewellyn Park, N. J.

493,431. Electric Motor for Dental Work. Jeremiah

Keller, Canton, O.

493 434- Insulator Pin, Fred M. Locke, Victor, N. Y.

493.439- Commutator for Dynamc-electric Machines

and Method of Constructing Same. Alt-xander W.
Meston, St. Louis, Mo.

493 446. Support for Electric Lamj-s. John K. I'rolz-

man, Sireator, 111.

493.447- Armature Connection for Dynamr-Kh-clric Ma-
chines. George A. Rollins, Chicago, 111.

493578, Electric Lamp Supporter. Alvin G. De Witt,

"Detroit, Mich.

493.601, Thcrmcs'at. Thomas W. Shepherd, I'eabody,

Mass.

493.602. I'jicctric Controlling Device. Thomas W.
Shepherd, Peabody, Mass.

493,609. Lamp Socket. Henry P. Ball and Amandus
Mttzgcr, Schenectady. N ^'.

493 6t8, Electric Rrulway Conduit and Contact. Joel

Davis and Reuben M, Huntington, Denver, Coin.

493,620. Telegraph Relay, .Samuel P. Frcir, East

Orange, N. J.

493/'23. KUctric Railway S)slcm. Thomas Ha-'ris,

'Detroit, Mich.
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EuoKKE F. Phillips, PreBt, W. A. llATHAWAy, Treoe. W. U. Sa^vyeh, Soo'y

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
I, IMC UIKi;,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,

WIRES.
AMERICANITE. MAGNET.
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR
FARADAY CABLES.

MEW YOEK OFFICE, V. C. .\ckermnn, 10 Cortlnndt Street.

MONTRK.M, BHANTir, Fii^'t>no F. Phillips' l':ior^ri<-riI Works

Mftnafactarc'I by

Co'nmbia Mfg.

5 Supply Co.,

MO k M-i Dc-nrix>rD St.

r:ur,\r,fj.

THE "CLARK " WIRE.
Insniatlon Guaranteed whercTCP used. Aerial, rndcreronnd op Hnbmarlne.

In a letter from the In'pector of tfie Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, he says: *-A tnoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect
"

The rubber need in ineulating our wiren and cables ia especially chemically prepared, andia gaaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold
weather and ie not affected by heat. The inealation is prolecled from mechanical injury by one or more braide, and the whole clicked with Clark's J*atent Compound, and special extra llDiBh, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherpr'oof protection, and alf^o preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very gre** extent fireproof. Onr inealation will prove
dorable when all others fail . We are prei)ared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cteat work as well as oar standard color.

Clarlc Joint ChUIII should be used for making waterproof joints. This i^ put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one foot long and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped aboat a joint
',nd pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. FOR RAILWAV ;'nd IIOTOU use, we make ail sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insalation.

WK «rARAXTEE OUR I^VHIirATIOX WHKREVKR ISED, AERTAE., rXDER<^ROr\'D OR SrSIIIARIKE, and onr net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other flrst-claBB Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail i^'atalogues with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, MASS.

HKNRT A. CLARK. TreaBUror and Gen'l Manager.
HERBERT H. EUSTIS, Pr«8ldent and Electrician.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES OP

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,

MANTFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

sramLaKss rubbrr wires and cablks,
FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, TBENTON, N. J.

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., General Western Agants, 171 and 1 73 Lake St. Chicago, III-

.

ANY CANDLE POWER. rc^^i

"STEUBEN" LAMP.
\7irrlto for X'x-loes.

STErBEN LiAMF WORKS, CAM18TEO, X. T.

ANY VOLTAGE.

Saxxix^les Fx-oe.

POETEE-LEATITI ELEGTEIC IIOIOR CO.,

124 Mitchell St., Providence, R. I.

FAN and BATTERY MOTORS
— -,V SI'ECIALTV.-

I=OV/R HEGV/I_KR SIZES.
Suit ible for runolnfj Sewing Mnchinoy, ])i?iiIq1 Drills,

-JfwelGrs' Lathes and nil kiode of light luachiuery.

No. 1. 2 Volts, 1-32 h. p. $a.{)0.

No. a, 4 Volts, 1-10 h. p.. S5.00.
No. 3,(1 Volts 1-12 11 p.,5;IO.O0.

No. -1. 10 Volts. 1-8 h. p., $1.5.00.

r.vcry .1lotoi'<;im antoi'il. Send Tor ( ironlnr

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

GRAPHITE SP£CIAI.TI£S
FOB EliECTBICAIi Ct^E»^.

(Graphite Bods of Tarious Ijen&rtlis, from 1-5 Ohm to lOO Ohms Resistance
to the inch. «-rapliite Boxes and CrnoiMes. Beslstins Heats

of 4.000 Oegreee. loqalrles <)}ladly Answered.

JOS. DiXON CRUCI BLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

WM EiEIffAEE 50,

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN,,
AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK,

>4 H. P. 500 Volt Armature, Ventilated. Constant Speed, l.riOO,

The MotOFB are made with the beet applianceB and material obtalnahto, nnd emhody every Improve
inent of roeilt, with the intention that they ehall t)e the Stanrard ol their cIh^h.

SPEED FOR SWITCH-BOARD USE
MOTORS.

430 West 14th Street. NEW YORK.

B"ORNAME
Electric Motors, Dynamos

PLATES Arc Lamps, Etc.
We have the most complete equipment for manutacturing Name Plates ia the country

and guaiantee our patrtns prompt delivery, at lowest poEalblc cost.

i»K81«M8 FlIRNISHRIt FBKB OF F.XI'KIVtHI':.
SBND FOB 8A1IIP1.EI$.

A few concernBnelng onr platee are; Thomson nouston Electric Co. C &C Motor Co Crorker

MANUFACTURED BT

JOHN BECKER MFG. CO., Fitchburg, Mass.

)

"Magnetic Vane"

AMMETERS

VOLTMETERS
Are sccunite, c.instanl. of handsome
appearance, and low In price.

Twi e as many, and more, of
Ih m were sold last year than during
ISftl, which is very Mgnificant.
Kach tnstruraciit is guaranteed,

and a trial will convince you of
their valuali'e i|ualitips.

U your supply hous2 has none in
stock send orders direct to us. and
ask for descriptive circular No.
120.

QUEEN $( CCliicoiwatelPHlLADELPfllA, U.S.A,
Send live coiue (or iUusU.ited catalogue of Electrical Moasurluc Aimaratus.
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E. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ILSCTHIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-HANCH STORS-

8134 Michigan Avenu9>

Liriginal tables, furmula, and other information
of service ia electric work for new book shortly to

be issued. When sending your manuscript, state
the price, and we will remit promptly if accepted,
or will return. Will consider strictly confidealial
all such information submitted,

TaR A\SO\'IA BLECTBIC CO.,
Chicago, 111.

T^T-A.^TEID

-

Electrical ilagineer, with doctor's degree from
Fniversity of Strasebuyj. ami for a long time
stadenl of engineerinp in Zurich, desires a situa-

tion either in laboratory or manufactory. Refer-
ence?— Dr. Kohlrausch, Strassburg; Dr. Weber,
Znrich; Prof. L. C. Stevens, Troy Polytechnic,
N. V. Address,

i>B. 6EOBeE ZAHnr.
s Frit^crasse. Strassburg. Alsace, Germany.

Factory manasrer, one competent to handle
men, and who has a ^ood knowledge of
factory requirements. State experience and
compensation desired. Address

c. w. p..
Care Electrical Eeview,

1.1 Park Row. XEAV YORK

Position wanted by a man capable of in-
BtalliDg or operating 'any electric light plant
on market. Address,

M,
Care %^ e*>tcrn Klfctrieian.

Chirac^. Ill

FOR SALE.
One :rj-light .^perry arc dynamo complete,

wlih ^e(^JIaIo^ Machine is In excellent con-
dition, aLd it s'.ld on account of size. Price.
^nf) t. o. b. Addre«.»,

HOWABD BJ^KK. Girn'l 3ler ,

Ellison Illuminating Co., Easton, Pa.

FOR SALE.
At a sacrificfi—A twenlylhrce arc light
djnamo. wiib ammcUr »nil sliding biw
—ami twenly 2.(KjO C. P. new arc lamps
complete an*] giiarrinttC'l, Address

J. C. Mortimer & Co.,

FOR SALE.
' 'hsirit WfttJH'I r, •>, IfJDiMlltM.

» 'hfjnt iifmnrl I.'. H. irjrnaratf*.

71 Tr7r,T'r,'r», ryrmpfmofi wound,

T. Arc Vjnhnir>9.

•rllh lftm(M,

'irbJow, liftToltfl,

120 ftinf>«T« E4i?«n Jrjrihtnrj*, «*)lt<«llln(f-Two

We Buy Oatright Electrical Equ'pmeRl.

71 COBTI.A.VOT ST.. .V. V.

WANTED.
Wimted to buy Old EdisoD Ainiiiture

Cores, uo matter what coDdilion the shaft

isin. Prefer them unwound. Address.

"EDISON,"
Care Westekn Electkician, Chicago.

Bids for Electric LigbtiDg,

The city of Shreveport will receive sealed

bids up to Wednesday, April 13, 1^93, for

ligbliug the city for one or three years,

beginning from June 9, 1893, -with forty-

one arc electric lights. Certified check for

twenty-five hundred dollars (§2,500.00) as

a guarantee of good faith, to accompany
the bid. Price per light, system to be
used, and candle power specified. Right
reserved to reject any and all bids. For
fuTther information address

X- B. MIIRFF,
Controller. City Hall. Shrevtport La.

PLATINUM
For all Purposes.

Scrap and Native Platinum Purchaspd.

IJAKKR & CO., 408-414 New Jersey
Kaiiro:i(I Ave., >'ewark, >. -T

.

Stilweirs Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier,

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE fn Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERGE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

TRADERS IN ELECTRICAL M4CHIKERY,

FOR SALE fCoDtinuea List"!.

TwoiJl.) light Ball arc dynamos, with CO arc lamps.
One K light Ball arc dynamo, with 2o nrc lamps.
One 80 light Mather iDcandescent dynamo, 110 volt.

One 8 horse power Card motor, 501' volt.

UrOWOTNY EliBCTBIC CO.,
30 E. 51h St , CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Sh€i)ard*8 Celebratoa «G0
^' Screw CnttiDg Foot Lathe,

Foot and Power Lathes
From '.I to 20 Inches.

Aieo Drill Presses, Hand and
power Planers, and Supplies.
.Tiist the Tools for Electricians.
Send for Illustrated Catalogue~ to H. Jb. imippurd. Agent,
lil W. 2d St, Cincinnati, O.

WANTED-TO BUY.
200 to 400 ampere 110 volt seconi hand

dynamos.

BARTER ELECTRIC CO,,

76 Fifth Avenue. CHICAGO. ILL.

Kro"ricz:.
Party representing ample c-apilal for the pur

pose, wishes to correspond with Inventor or Owner
of a really cood Motor Type lucaDdescent Meter,
with a view to manufacturing the same. State full

particulars, and if article is patented give number
of patent. Address

Motor Meter,
Care Western Electrician, Chicago, 111.

J. H.& D. LAKE Cp.,Massillon,Oh Jo,U.S.A.
^~~ ' " ' -..-.. ..f - »>.*.T.-»m. .... r, ..w.-n .-.

. |p]^^.j,,^^ strongtsl aud Best

CLUTCH PULLEY /

f;u-Liir.Tsuf FKI4'TIO> l'lirTCIIfl">a Simplest, Strongest aud Best

PULLEYS
and CUT-OFF

COUPLINGS ^^^^^fe

inadp Adapted
Irili^ht o^hea^ \

'

« (irk stoppine
st ircnc m Lchines

AS» SPI-HT. alBo Plain xI^rJAi ^"'' 'I"" *^'^ ^wthout jar

uUevB, Hangere. Shaftinc 4c od [ ir illustnted circulars

ESTABLISHED 1&67 125 SOUTH 2? STREET

PMTm(K&CMlTE^(o
y^TuJ^^

'pVt/^

wRiTEroR CATALOGUE PHILADELPHIA

l^lliii.

SPEAKING TUBES JiND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic ard Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS »<° BELLS.
Fri.Ii I.INE A1.WATS IN STOCK.

W. R, OSTRANDER & CO..
rgs and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

"Rend for Nkw ("atalohue. <.»ut Angiit^t let

DO YOU MEED ANYTHING IN THE LINE OF

BATTERY SDPPLIES?
WE CAN QUOTE YOU BED-ROCK ON

Carbons, Zincs, Coppers, Jars,

Sal-Ammoniac, Blue-

stone, Etc.

WRITH rrs FOR raicEe.

LAW BATTERY COMPANY,
83 JOHN ST., NEW YORK.

THE]F*E:3iiTonNr "W-A-T["e;r ^whesesx.
Uneoualed

in

Efficiency.

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

GivCi Ihe Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2.000 in use.

Affurdi lh<! moBl Hlmplciird rflldbln power for till mlriini: nnd innniifactiir-

InK iiiaclilnTy. Adiiplou to hofldw ninnlni,' rroin ^0 up to a.OOO or more feot.

From ^'0 to KO pnr c<'i>t. l)Ml^,^ romillH i;iiarant«iid than run lin jjrodiici'd from
any otlier Wliool In tho couiitiy.

KliKCTICIC: TKAIVHMIHHIOIV.
Tt)« advnntagoH ttio I'tdlcui Wtjcid iifTordc In tlic wiiy ( f a iinlforiii and r<dla-

ld(j |JOW'-r, cloKo rcunlutlon and tlm facility of adijutatlon to Mirylrii,' rnnoltlonH
of t.)(H(,-d and nr^J^B^l^^". Iiavo l)ron(.;lit It lnt<( HjuMdal promlnt'tn h anrl cxltnalVB
nno for tlilB cIhhw of work. All appllcatlonH hIjotjIiI Hllltii alriniinl and Itnafl of
waUir p'.w'T ri-<|iitr*-d. and for V "'at jtnrpoFH', wlih approxlriiatu Icnjtii of plpo

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL
VZ\-Vi.\\ ,flaln Hi., Kiin FranclHCO, (;al., II. K. A. ,

ivt i.titiCHT y HiBttcirr, - - m<: ir voitJiS^
%WU. Jcivliij; r.'iimi tff otir ntdU <• f hfil. our pnU-ril tIkIiIm nn^ lining Irifrlngel,

ripon. lf)l'Tidln((l'tir(;hUHi;rn iird htimhy wtinuyil Diutull aricli InfrlfiK'TnonlB wW
h'i d'liy [ii(tt\fi:filfd. ^

ffCliTOK WATKIt MOTOICH. VnrylriK from tliH frnrtlnn of 1 to Ifi

nnd '.yt h'lrno i r.witr, un'-'piol'^d for nil Ih^ht nirinliit; irmfililnmy. Wiirronml
to d(w»'Ioi)«(;ivnri (.mount of powir Willi ono lifilf llio wjit<ir ie<|iilrMd by tiny
oUior. ^^Hiind for Molor (^.'Ir'.riliir, Addr'ipH iin iihovo, itwIlvorli'M ri.Jidi) from
bon Kraoclsco or N<jw Yorlt, an may nflord the moot favorald'; frulnlit r»te».

CO.,
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANMES is caMcd to this TKI.E.

RRAX¥:i> ^VAXEIt WllKKl^a^ particularly adapi<:d lo ih-ir uae
on accoupt of its remarkably Htoady motion, hi(;h Kpeed
and crrea.t Eflicieiicy,and lai'c<^ CanacitTforit£.oiain4^t«r,
being doubl*^ the I*o^»er of most wheels of same diameter. It is ijied
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an f-qual, producing the higlicst per cent
of useful effect {fua.ranteed.
SRIVO rOU CAXAI-OC-UK Al\l> PARXICf i.AR».
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted direcily to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICXOR

XI"RRII%ESi arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume. Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shalt and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangemtnt is very complete and
st.ictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish VictOT
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situatioD
admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

sisrF.A.:BXjis:s::E3x> is78.
S©L,K MAM FACT! KF.RS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Roda, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, lied, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wnmN^TON.DKi.. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i4DE'v^^Tf; y

)HAVVAVT
ePVSEWIRE
tOA\R\NY

161 HIGH iT BOSTON

HICHE5T GRADE

TESTED FV5EWIRE6UNKS

SEND FOR CATALOCVE

AND PRICE U5T5

SIOUX CITY

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

SOUIX CITY, IOWA.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

Non-Conductive Blocks,
Rosettes and Basei lor

Cut-Outs and Switches.

Also Insulators, Cleats,

Lamp Trimminfls and other
Electrical Supplies.

Our production Is a d^nse
Dody. The glazinc and body
lit (mr ware are of aame com-
position, and aro baked aliKe,

whicb are the features of

True Hartl PorcfXain.

EMPIRE
CHINA
WORKS,

m In 156 Green S

Sreen Point,

MOOSLVJi.N.T,

GBDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts-

If in want of Poles, Ties and Posts, eave mon"'
tiy getting ray pricea.

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

P.'B.
Waterproof Insulating Compounds.

Armature Varnish and Waterproof Insulating Tape.
THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY,

2 Liberty Street, New Vork. 542 "The Rookery, Chicago.

HOLMES,BOOTH£HAYDENS,
Factories: Walerbury. Conn. 25 Park Place, New York.

:maniifactuherr of

Bare and Insulated Wire.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, Copper Magnet Wire,

Kound and Flut Copper Bars for Station Work.
iDBulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT
CC
K. K. JJ LINE WIRE

For Electric Light, Electric Railways. Motors, Telegraph
and Telephoue Use.

Agents [or the Wafhliigton Carbon Company. Carbous for Arc Lighting.

TJiOS, /.. St'OriLL, Xew l orfc Agent.

BINDERS "^^ mi'^'ELl^'iioiAH,

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, '-
'- '• PHILADELPHIA.

BUILDERS OF RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY CARS OF ALL CLASSES.

Special otleiiliiin \'

Uulldero of lirlll No. 21 Tru. k \Mt

f Electric Motor and Trail Cam.
ihI "Kuroka" Maximum Tractlou Pivotal TruoU.

NEW ENGLAND BUTT CO.,
PROVIDENCE, R. I., U. S. A.

H. N. FENNER, Treasurer and General Manager.

Four llontt PoliNliiiis Slncliino.

M.VNl'FAOTliBEKS CV

:BXii^xr>x3src3- ]vr-aL03a:iKrE! jfly
For covering Telegraph, Telephone andEIectric Light Wire.

Large single and double BRAIDERS for covering Cables,
Sir gle. Double and Triple Winders. Improved Six Spindle
Flyor Winder for Magnet Wires.

Fine Castings a Specialty,
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Grimstiaw White Core Wires, £
Crimsliaw Tapes, Competition Line Wires,

Raven Core Wires, Vulca Dncts,

-MANUFACTURED BY-

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
CHICAGO, 80 Franklin St. NEW YORK, >5 Cortlandt St. BOSTON, <82 SummerSt.

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

General Western Agents

FOR THIS

CELEBRATED WIRE.

307 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

H. Waed Leokakd.
Presid.-n

C. E Carpenter,
Secretary and Treasurer.

Geo. H. Fins,
Vice-Presideut.

CARPENTER
1

BBID4<ePORT, CO^'S.

CHA3. D. SHAIX, Geneeal Selling Agent,

136 Liberty St., New Tort City.

These rheostats can now be supplied of any
resistance and capacity on short notice, Tliey
art being largely used by snch munnfaciuring
concerns as ihe following: General Electric
Company. Siemens it Hal?ke Company, Interior
Conduit i Insulation Company. Crncker-Whweler
Company, General Incandescent Arc Ll^ht Com-
pany, Jsational Electric Company, Waddell-Entz
Company, Western Union Company. Dahl Electric
Company, and by Central Station Compfinies and
contractors all over the conntry.

Send for ne%v catalosiie anti price lisnt.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Tauffht thnrouffhly day and night at the INSTI-
TUTE or TECHNOLOGY, 151 Throop
Street, Chicaso, 111. Amateare, ArtieanB
and others aeelBted Practically in any line, and
Instructed in the latest and most improved
methcds.

Mechanical Drat'shtinq, Mathematics, Elec-
trical Calculations, Architecture, MectianicB, also
aught day and night.

from one-eighth to sis horse
power Horizontal and Marino.

8. Ifiand 60 LIGHT
I>YNAMO CASTINCJS
Simple Sewing Machine and
Fan Motor Castings with in-

structions for building complete machines. Send
Stamp for Catalogue.

Palmer BrDs., Electrical SnpplieSjliaEos, Cone.

ELECTRICITY for ENGINEERS,
A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.

Price, Postage Prepaid, $2.50.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDIXG, CHICAGO.

FUSE ] Correct Carrying Capac

WIRE or V ity. Absolute

STRIPS. ) Unifo mity in Size.

39tji St. and Stewart Ave.,

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro^platers.

CHICAGO OFFICE, DENVER OFFICE, NEW YORK OFFICE,
MonadnocR Building. 1735 Champa Street. 42 and 44 Broad Street. '
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Compoeed of AetjeBtoB, comDlnert with water and acid ]>roof

materiflle, compreBsed and vulcanized

FOR ELECTRICAI. PURPOSES.
Bwitchboards, Armnture Sleevos, Battery CoIIb, Insulat-

ing 'WaBherp, In'iilatintr Parte for Arc Llerhte, In-
candescent Lights, Motors, Chnndeliora, Dyna-

mos, Btc. yield Ma^irnet Bpoole.

Special StyleH Hn<I Shapes to order. I'riccH on application.

—KANDFACTUEED BV-

H. W. JOHNS MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
U. W. JotinM' ABiPBtOB Milllmard, Hhenlhlnt:?, Bnildint,' Felt', rire-proof Pa iitp, Liquid Palnta. AebeptoH Rooflnt; Etc .

The Johns-Pratt Co.,

Moulded Mica.
Seli.ixc; Agents,

JKKMKY UITY.
BOnTOK.

CHICA«0.
ATI.AWTA.

PHILiADBI/I'HIA.
I.ONI>OK. 87 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

FOUR
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION Hand-Book.

6 Lal<eside Building.

CHICAGO, ILL.ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

Our New

C asily connected.

E

S
^^outacts Bright.

WORLD'S FAIR

legant la
Cooetructioo

.

Bfe Carrying
Capacity

.

Switch.

Sluiple.

Yet to be Excelled.

Rubbing Contacts.

A trial Is Asked.

C<)U]P&ct; In Form.

User! Everywhere.

Sure Quick Break,

Enilorsed by Users.

25 AMPERE DOUBLE POLE SNAP SWITCH.
This switch has more carrying capacity than meet switches designed for 25 amperes, and the wip-

ing cont-acts conj^tantly teepiog the surface clean, the parts a ways ruu cool. The sudden break Is of
snch lenpth as to make the switch safe for use with currents of an E. M. F, of from +00 to 600 volts.

This switch is tiuished in Ihe same neat and workmanlike manner as are all our goods. Send for
sample. PHirniehed with either rubber or porcelain k'-'y. Send for our Catnlogue.

Electric Engineering $t Supply Co.,
men' York Oftice, l^G lilbertr St. SYKAC USB, M. Y'., U. 8. A.

C-S SPECIALTIES.

G-S Flusii Double Push Switch.
Single Pole—Double Pole—Commutation; 3 Wire, 4 WirL-,

C-S Flusli Key Switcti.
Single Pole—Double Pole—3 Wire.

C-S Flusli Automatic Swi'ch.
Single Pole.

ELECTRICALLY
MECHANICALLY
ARTISTICALLY PEERLESS.

CS Flush Double Push Switch—Double Pole.

THE CUTTER ELECTRICAL & MFG. CO.,
ay So. mil street. I'liilniletltliia, Fa.. U.S.A.

Heisler Electric Co.,
Manafactarers aDd Constractlng Electrical EngiDeers.

Direct Current and Alternating Constant Po-

tential) Dynamos for Isolated Plants.

Transformer and Long Distance Series Incan-

descent Apparatus for Central Stations.

storage Battery Installations. Fan and Power Motors.

Series Lamps and Fixtures for use on Arc

Circuits.

Estimates Furnished for Comple'e Planls.

OFFICE: Drexel Building,
Philadelphia, Fa.

WORKS:
Gloucester, N. J.

( F. A. Swan, 194 Summer Street, Boston, Mass.

APCMTc '
Belton Electric Co., Belton, Texas.

AbtN lb: -^ Bliss Engineering Co., Washington, D. C.

( Interstate Complete Electric Construction Co.,
809 S. Seventh Street, St. Louis, Mo.

John Karr, Hackettstown, N. J.

^Iamp
/AANUrACTURERS ORGANIZED 1881.

INCORPORATCD 1883.

Arc LA/nps

AN
)

ESTABLISHED -

EACT: ]

rsR INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

TUG ONLY .ARC LAi^P THAT
WORKS S.'\TISr.'U:TORILY ON AN
INCANDCSCENT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING. THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LAA\PS.

THE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

UNITY BUILDING,

CMICAGO.

TCUnPHONC DUILOINft,

NEW YOfUC.
Search light No. 13.
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The Chicago fi St. Louis Electric R. R. Co.
Has let contracts for the eutii'e construction of its road-bed, and now offers an additional

issue of fifty thousand shares of its capital stock at six dollars per share full paid
and non assessable, par value ten dollars.

THE CAPITAL STOCK IS SEVEN MILLION DOLLARS, DIVIDED INTO SEVEN HUNDRED THOUSAND SHARES.

Prospective Station OD line of Chicago & St. Louis Electric R. Graders at work on Chicago & St. Louis Electric B. E.
Northeast of Edinburg, Ill-

Power House No. 1 of Chicago & St. Louis Electric R. R.
at Edinburg, III.

A considerable portion of this issue has already been applied for, and will be allotted to these and other advance applicants. The balance of

this issue is now oflered to the public, and the subscription books will be E^ORMALLY opened at the ollices of the Company, 915-916 "The Temple,"
Chicao-o, on the 1st day vf April, at the hour of 10 a. m., and will close on the lOlJl fl'tf) of April, 1893, at 3 o'clock p. m.

(90 PEK CEXr tUV APPLICATION.
Subscriptions will be payable as follows: -^30 PKR CENT l»M ALLOTMENT.

(.•iu PER CENT IN THIRTY WAYS AFTEK ALLOTMENT.
Allotments will be made immediately after the close of the subscription books.
The right is reserved to reject any subscription in whole or in part. If any subscription is wholly rejected, the amount deposited on applica-

tion will be returned. If only a part of the amount applied for by the applicant is allotted to such applicant, the surplus amount paid on application

will be applied on the sums due under the allotment.

Preference in the allotment of shares to applicants will be given in the order of the receipt of such applications.

CONSERVATIVE ESTIMATE OF YEARLY REVENUE.
Passenger business (at low estimate of 600 passengers per

day at 85.00- each) 81,095,000
Mail business

.

Express business.

Operating expenses, depreciation of plant, wear and tear,

etc., per year
Interest on §7,000,000 of bonds at 6 per cent per annum

300,000

500,000
YEARLY

-$450,000

420,000

Light and power distribution (5,000 horse power; al-

lowing an average of 1800 per year per H. P.) . .11,000,000

EXPENSES.
Total

$2,895,000

§870,000

Net earnings $3,025,000
Equivalent to 39 per cent, on capital stock.

It is believed by competent judges that the stock of this company will in a bhort time demonstrate to the holder that it is second to none other
in this country as a dividend producer. It is a well-known fact that the electric telegraph, the electric telephone, the electric light and the electric

street railway securities of this country have, in the main, proved superior to all others.

REGISTRAR AND TRUSTEE FOR THE BONDS:

FARMERS' LOAN «t TRUST CO., NEW YORK.
TRUSTEE FOR THE STOCK:

ST. LOUIS TRUST COMPANY, ST. LOUIS.
PERMANENT DEPOSITOET:

FIRST NATIONAL BANK, CHICAGO, ILL.
Since work was begun on the road-bed, Oct. 6, 1892, the progress of the road has been of a most satisfactory nature. While perhaps slower

than enthusiasts might desire, yet the progress has been steady and sure and ot a character to engender confidence in the skeptical. A contract was
let at first calling for grading through Christian County, but since then a contract for the complete road-bed from Chicago to St. Louis has been
awarded to Bagnell Bros, of .St. Louis, and Garvey Bros, of Memphis. It includes grading, ties, rails, steel bridges over rivers, culverts, steel

bridges over railroads, overhead crossings of all wagon roads, and, in fact, a complete standard, double track road-bed between the cities named,
everything being of standard stf;am ccnstruction. This contract is most valuable, as the contractors accept One-half of the total payments
in flrnt mortynge Sonds of the company at par. Moreover the contract price is well within the first estimates of the company,
and stops the adverse criticism that was aroused by the low figure at which the cost of the road was placed. While coming well within the estimates
upon which the financial plan of the company has been laid, the EpecificatioDS have been so added to and improved as to make the road far superior
to the one first contemplated. "2 pound steel rails are to be used, all bridges over railroads are to be of steel, spanning the right-of-way of the road
which is crossed.

The Bill before Congress has met with very promising success. The bill was first introduced by Senator Vest in the Senate and Congress-
man Foreman in the House, and has already been favorably reported by the Committees on Commerce and on Finance of tlie Senate. The bill has a
splendid chance of being passed.

The financial condition of the company is excellent, and ample funds are on hand to carry on the work contemplated, such as procuring the
rest of the right-of-way, and getting things in condition to begin work in earnest this .spring.

The Chicago & .St. Louis Electric liailroad Company at fir.st had the honor of calling itself the pioneer in long distance rapid transit by elec-

tricity, but to-day we have rivals, for the press of this country states that entcr]iriBing little Belgium will run trains at nearly 150 miles an hour
during the coming summer, and that France and Germany are each to have a road over which trains will be run at more than 100 miles an hour.

Six month.s or a year ago, there were very few persons who would a'linit the possibility of running trains at 100 miles an hour. Happily for us the
sentiment h«s changed, and it is now admitted almo.st universally that the only (juestion is one of finance.

The company will be glad to furnish illustrated pr.3spectu8 upon application at this ollice.

The Chicago & .St. Louis Electric Railroad will be built, anrl trains will run over it at the rate of 100 niHeS an llOXir.

CHICAGO AND ST. LOUIS ELECTRIC RAILROAD CO.
WE/JJXGTON /I />. I MS. Srcy ,n„l (,c7il Ahmai;,;-. /'KANCIS /

. Nfl'llliR. /'rrsir/cii/.

ThoMe who want to make certain of Hccnrint; Momo of tliiH prcHt-nt iMNiie of Mtock at tliiH ligiii-e ina.v make
Advancf! Application at the ofllcc of tlie Company.

.Money may be sent by Tfti\sU-rK\ letter, I'. O. rnoncy fmlcr, i-.vprcHs, ilraft ur l.aiili caBliicr's check to

C. E. BLEYER, Aaa't General Manager,

CHICAGO & ST. LOUIS ELECTRIC RAILROAD COMPANY,
^15-916 'THE TEMPLE,' CHICAQQ,
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PAETIOULAELT ADAPTED TO DEIVING

Electric Light and Powsr Stations
On accoont of itB high efflclency at all stages of gate, steadineas of motion and f.&aj working gate, the con-
Biraciion of wblch makes tt the moat bbcbIiIvo lo the acttun of a governor of any wheel on the martei.

o - Bi r% pr\ ^ #^ A 'T A I f\^^ I 3 e Illustrating varione etjles of settin;; on both vertical uidSEND FOR CATALOGUE '^

horizontal shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO,
SDCCESSOES TO

STOUT. HIII/I.W * TEMPLE.

J

DAYTON. OHIO.

INTERSTATE COMPLETE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION CO.,
CONXRACTOICS FOR

Complete Electric Light Installations, Wiring, Armature Winding, Etc.

ESTIMATES SUBMITTED. 809-817 S. Seventh Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

MAP OF THE UNITED STATES.
A large, handsome Map of Ihe ULiled

States, mounted end Euilab'e for office or
home use, is Issued by the Burlington
Route. Copies •will be mailed to any ad-
dress on receipt of twelve cents in posta^je

by P. S. EusTis, Gen'l Pass. Agent, C. E.
& Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.

Our Individual Arc Light

and Motor Cut-Outs

.a.i=?e:

ISELX-^EX.

ECOlNTOnx^IC-^L,

SIl^^Z-iIE,

And Require Only One Small Wire.

ELECTRIC SELECTOR & SIGNAL CO.

(Successor to ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE CO.,)

45 Broadway, NEW YORK.

UTS
Wood Kii«:ravine—For Muchlnory, otc.
Zinr Ktcliiiic— li'rom Prlnty, Pou aud Ink DrowhiRH, vW.
llalf-Tone rrocCHHi I""*""* '<'P''odvictlonsof PholoKnipUp. Wash UrnwinKt.,

/ i.'to., otchotl In cnpupr.
^Vax KiitrruvinffN-ror Muiw, PlnUs, Snlpt, or DiiiRrtims.
I'lioto-Mtlioerapliy—TrimeforeforLltliogniphyrflupapororstono.
oHisniug.

MANZft^OG.,
ENGRAVERS,

183, 185 and 187 Monroe St„ CHICAGO.

SILK BRAID
For Incandescent

Lamp
Filaments.

Tlie greatest care taken in prodacing a aniform article.

? U -/BOSTON BRAID MFC. CO.,
^ •' 27 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

ARMATURES
REWOUND.

Street Railway and Electric Light-

ing Companies will find it to their in-

terest to write for prices, as we do all

kinds of electrical repair work.

McLEAN&SCHMITT,
Room 41 6, - 197 S. Canal St., Chicago.

THE STANDARD OPEN CI.<CUIT
BATTERIKS OF THE WORLD,

And the best made anywhere.

Send for Cract-i.AU & Prices.

The Lecianche Battery Co.
',-/ to 1)7 East 13) St St.. N. Y.

For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

Manufacturers of

OCTAGONAL^^ Cedar
TfifpmE&fifcrmAL
RailwayPoles&CrossArms

t^^H.M.L0UD&S0NSUlMBER(0.
OSCODA. . rvii CH.

We

Handle

ReliaMe

Only.

lona

Lamp

Sockets.

Edison,

Thomson -Houston

WestingJwuse

Base

Key, Keyless and Wall

Easily Wired,

Perfect Contacts.

Manufactarers' Prices.

SEND FOR SPECIAL CATALOGUE.

ReiiDsEIectricCo.,

41 FEDERAL ST., BOSTON MASS.
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Standard Compound Engine.

THE LAKE ERIE ENGINEERING WORKS,
BTJILOEKS OF

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE

EXPANSION ENGINES,
Both Condensing and Non-Con-
densing, from 250 to 8,000 H. P.
Especially designed for dirjct

connection to Multipolar
Generators.

BEST ECONOMY AND REGULATION GDARANTEED.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Address all iutiuiries to

Section Through L, P. Cyl.

W. B. PEARSON & CO.,
401 Home Insurance Bldg.,

CHICAGO.
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES OF

The Lake Erie Engineering Works.
TJiey are prepared to contract at a reasonable price

for the complete installation of Poiver Plants, of any
Capacity , for any Service, and at any Place.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. Compound Engine and Generator.

A PLAIN STATEMENT OF FACT.
The Compound Engine, when nou-condensing, so far from possessing an

economy superior to the Simple Engine, has been decisively proven, "much to

the disgust of the stockholder," to show normal economy only at or about its

rated power, and to fall off in economy faster than a Simple Engine as the load

falls off; moreover, very much faster under the extreme light loads that are

common in Electrical Generation. This point is at last reluctantly admitted by
the more candid builders of such engines, most of whom now advise against

compounding for variable loads. The reason Is in their inability to divide the

load and range of temperature proportionately and automatically between the

cylinders at all points of cut-off. Hence, the low-pressure cylinder expands its

steam below atmosphere under a moderately early cut-off, thus converting itself

into an Air Pump, and becoming a load upon the high-pressure cylinder instead

of a co-laborer with it. This point was distinctly foreseen by the designers of

the Westinghouse Compound Engine, and an entirely new principle was worked

out, making expansion below atmosphere Impossible under any load, however
light. For tli«' nrw< tiiiK' ill the liiwtory of Stenin Knginper-
ing, cither Siiii|>l<- or <'«iin>oninl, iw bnilt an ICiigine

which maintainw euM'iitiall.v nniform eoonoiiiy. irrpspeft-

ivo of* l4Ki(l, and hence for the flr.st time the Compound Non-condensing

Engine has been made practicable. The resiiits, demonstrated by test, show that

where an ordinary Compound will range from 25 lbs. to 70 lbs. water per H. P
per hour from full to quarter load, the Westinghousa Compound, between the

same limits, will range from 2.3 lbs. to 29 Iba. We have not deceived ourselves

In this matter, and propose that the facts shall be understood. To those Inter-

ested In the nicer points Involved, we will be pleased to aond a reprint of the

paper read Ijy Mr. F. M. Itites on this subject at the late meeting of the American

Sdciely of Mechanical Engineers, at San I'Vancisgo.

Westinshouse, Cliurch, Kerr & Co.,

:e3 ixron r<ruEn.s

.

NEW YORK: 17 Cortlandt St.

BOSTON: 620 Atlantic Ave.

PITTSBURGH: Westinghouse Building

CHICAGO: 1 56 and 158 Lake St.

MINNEAPOLIS; Boory Block.

ST. LOUIS: Commercial Building.

Roproscntod in PHILADELPHIA by M. R. IVIUCKLE. Ir., tn CO.. Droxol Building.
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This view ehowe o dynuiii') drlvr-u

h\ a

Roue TransinissM
111 Ihu CliumbtT of ('Diiiiii'-rro liull«!-

ing, Chicago, ns fumifthed by us.

Ey Its use a Htondy light la nlwny-*

maintniuod.

There is iibsolutoly no sllppagi-,

vibnitioD, or noise.

The rope, when worn oat, can be

replaced readily at a Braall coat.

Link-Belt Machiiery Co.,

t'ilifA«;o

^The S. FREEMAN & SONS Manufacturing Go.

._-_-_-_-_-_^^^^ BOILERS, and TANK & IRON WORK

4

|^,i^=;j=HHKHHHKF'~^^a OF EVERT descriptiov

PSi^^^f^Si REPArRINC A SPECIALTY.

nnrirsSlSiss^HHi^.^^^fe tfulpdCatiilOKue .spill free to any iuirirf^s. Ask

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of High Grade Enerines and Boilers.

Electric Light Engines
a Specialty.

CoiDnlete Steam Plaits Mallei

¥ESTEEN WAEEEOOMS:
64 South Canal Street. CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also 30 Cortlandt Street,, New York Citv.

^11 GENUINE
INGOTS i MANUFACTURES

BEAR OUR
l^eC.TRADE MARKS.

PHOSPHOR-BRONZE
Ingots, Castings, Wire, Sheet &c.

ThePhosphorBROnzeSmeltincCo.Limiteo
512 Arch St. Philadelphia Pa.U.S.A.

ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS OF PHOSPHOR-
Bronze in theUnited States and Sole
Makers of"ELEPHANT BRAND"Phosphor-Bronie.

Phoenix Iron ITITorks Co.,

-3* =

"JOictc A Ghnrch*' Antomatie Cnt-off Engine»
ir. Cnrtlandt St., XEW YORK. 413 Chamber o£ Commerce, CHICAGO.

You Will Oblige

Both Advertiser and Publisher

by mentioning the WESTERN
ELECTRICIAN when writinfl

to advertisers.

SIOTJX CITY ENGINE lA/^OFlKS
iSniiaera of liii'-i urade

Corliss Engines,

Gidding's Antomatjcs.

405 6TH AVE.. SO. MINNEAPOLIS.
1302 UNION AVE,. KANSAS CITY.

Complete Plants Famished.
SEIXrKG AGESTS:

26 Eandolpii St . Cliicago.

F. M. Davis, Dallas, Tex.

Kennedy & Pierce Mch. Co..
DENVER.

A. M. HolterHdw. Co..

HELENA, MONTANA.

MANUFACTURERS OF

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY,

Hlgi Grade Antomatie

ENGINES,
HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL.

Two tiorse power to tlree leilrEil liorse Dowtr.

Western Denartment: 26 and 28 Randolph St. CHICAGO. H. S. WMKER, Manager

SHULTZ
PATENT

Leather Woven Link Belt.

SHULTZ PATENT
Leather • Pulley • Covering.

SABLE RAWHIDE BELTING.
SEND FOR descriptive: CIRCULARS.

SOr. IvOXJIS, JMLO

ARE YOU TROUBLED
By STATIC ELECTRICITY from your BELTS?

DO your BELTS BLACKEN the CEILING, the
WALLS, or the FLOOR?

If SO you don't know anything about

We make a Specialty of Dj-namo Belts.
Tou can get some interesting information and also learn how many things are

made of Rawhide by writing to

BBANCHES
1G4 Hnnimer mtrcet. Boston.
•Uta Pearl Street, New Tork.
129 North 8<1 Street, Philadelphia.

THE CHICAGO RAWHIDE MFG. CO.

75 and 77 EAST OHIO STREET, CHICAGO.

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MANUFACTURERS OP

I I

SHAFTING. ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

Sranch Officas'T
^""'^ ^'""'^ ^'•' Chicago.

Oima Wm588i|39 CortUndt St., NEW YORK,
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GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
Chicago, New York and Boston.

THERE ARE IN THE UNITED
STATES TO-DAY

OF ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS;
OF THESE

irfSB

^m%m miXaS^
ARE OPERATED UNDER THE

General Electric Company's Systems,

A BECOtD ttWm IN STREET EilLm BISTOE!.

41S

4,8X5 3VJ:IIL.E3S OF* 'TJELJ^iDTSL,

THE ABOVE FIGURES AFFOKB THE MOST
CONVINCING PROOF OF THE

PERFECTION OF OUR APPARATUS,
TJnC SA'IISFACTION IT GIVES, ITS SUPERIORITY

AND THE A7MM!E< lATION ACCOl! 1>K,I) IT.,

I3F=?/\rMCi:}-I CDF^^ICZ.

173 and 176 Adams Street, Chicago, 111. 620 Atlantic Avenue, BoBton, Mass.
44 Broad Street, New York. 509 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

284 West Fourth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. 401—407 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.
Gould Building, Atlanta, Ga. 1338 F Street, N. W., Washington, D. 0.

15 First Street, San Francisco, Cal. Masonic Temple, Denver, Oolo
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^ KMPP ELEGTRIGAL WORKS
Have been appointed exclusive agents for the

Ries Regulating Sockets
For Alternating Currents, for the States o!

Illinois, Indiana, Western Ohio, Micliipn, Iowa, Wisconsin, Minnesota,

Missouri and Colorado.

m

The RIES REGULATING SOCKET places Incan-

descent Electric Lighting, commercially speaking, on a

par with gas. It enables the consumer to burn his lamps
at any desired degree of brilliancy, from a barely percept-

ible glow, consuming but a fraction of normal current,

up to the full Candle Power of Lamp.

TO THE STATION
It means increased efl&ciency, increased output, increased

dividends. It is easily wired, nothing to get out of order,

no straining of lamp filaments, indispensable for stores,

private houses, hotels, hospitals, etc. Indorsed by under-

writers and leading Electrical Engineers.

TO THE CONSUMER
It regulates the light, it saves the current, it prolongs the

life of the lamp. It is compact and simple, efficient and eco-

nomical, and saves its cost several times over every year.

Further particulars and prices upon application.

54 and 56 Franklin St., Chicago.
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JUST BEAR IN MIND
That The Ansonia Electric Co. is only

the new name of the same old company
that for years you have known as The
Electrical Supply Co., and we will con-

tinue to manufacture that insulated wire

that you have learned to know as

Shield Brand Moisture Proof--it holds

its own—don't leak water in, nor leak

the current out.

Text: Special lighting means a special profit.

THE

HELIOS LOW TENSION
ALTERNATING

NOISELESS, STEADY LIGHT.

For consumer and station manager alike, the Helios

Arc Lamj) brings with it immunity from the fire risk and
freedom from the fear that haunts every user of a direct

high tension series system. This application of the alter-

nating current combines the safety of low tetision ivith the

range and fleocibility of the high—and no greater merit than
that could be claimed.

There is no fact more familiar in electric lighting than the turning on of series arc circuits two or three hours before the set time

simply because half a dozen lamps are required in advance of the schedule. This means a steady loss. IVilh the Helios Altcrnaiing Arc Lamp,
special livhtin;^ means a special profit. Another aspect of the case is that in incandescent lighting territory many customers want arc lights

regularly during the daylight hours in large stores, bank vaults, hotel corridors, dark courtyards and basements. As it is not the practice to

operate arc circuits in the day, all that business is likely to be lost; but an alternating station using Helios Arc Lamps can take care of it

handsomely. It is no longer a question of limited demand or of unproductive outlay, but an e.xact adjustment of the conditions of pro-

duction and consumption.

Superior ^nechanically and electrically. Requires no additional apparatus or system of wiring. Cheaper to

operate than any other lamp. ABSOLUTELY SAFE. Not liable to get out of order. Cnrrent can be measured
by meter.

GENERAL WE.STERN AGENTS:

The Ansonia Electric Co.,
FORMERLY THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,j

Corner RandolToli Street and Miciiigan Avenue,

Factories and E.-istern Offices: ANSONIA, CONN. cxo.^.ca-c3.
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Sockets, Switches, Cut-outs
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Sawyer - Man Electric Co.,

620 Atlantic Avenue, BOSTON.

510-534 West 23d Street, NEW YORK. Pullman Building, CHICAGO.

Struck by lightning during the past Sumnner

In One Tow^n,
».

40 were Stanley 34 were of another prominent make.

1 STANLEY ONLY WAS BURNT OUT.
39 SIMPLY HAD THEIR FUSES BLOWN.

15 OF THE OTHER MAKE WERE BURNT OUT.

We will send full particulars, name of town, etc., to any purchaser who wishes to know
the facts, or corroborate this stateme nt.

. . . . STANLEY ELECTRIC MFC. CO.,Western Ag^ents: '

The Ansonia Electric Co., YWVMi MaSS.Cor. Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL. 1
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STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.
General Offices: Suite 625, Home Ins. BIdg., PUIPAGn
Works: 313-317 South Canal Street, ullluAOU.

BUILDERS
OF THE STANIARI S7STEM OF ARC LIGHTING,

FOR

FURTHER

INFORMATION

ADDRESS
THE
GENERAL

OFFICES.

Central Station Managers, Municipal Officers, Owners of Iso-

lated Lighting Plants and Prospective Purchasers everywhere

are invited to inspect and investigate the STAIMDARD SYSTEM

before contracting for apparatus.

For lighting stores, foundries, factories or the streets of a city,

this system has no equal.

Our contract does not obligate the purchaser to buy appara-

tus or supplies exclusively of us for a term of years, but courts

open competition and encourages fair tests for merit between any

and all existing arc lighting systems and the STANDARD.



$3 per Annum. EVERY SATURDAY.

Vol. XII. CHICAGO, APRIL i, t?93.

1 cents per Copyt

No. 13

EVERY STEAM, ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER PLANT
SHOULD BE PROVIDED WITH

Bristois' Recording Pressure Gauge.
Makes coptlnnous record day and nlKlit, Adapted to all ranges of press-

ure between "i oz. per Bquure loch to l,r>UO Iba. per square loch,

PRICE LOW, AND EVERY GAUGE GUARANTEED.
Send for Circulars and Fac-Simlle Chart.

THE BRIST0L8' IK CO., Waterlmry, Coi.

SUPERIOR

Pony ^Standard Magnetos.
Ringing throngh from 3,000 to 18,000 ohma.

EXTENSION BELLS.

Testing Generators.
(15,000 to 50,000 ohms).

SEND FOR QUOTATIONS.
. Special Prices on Large Orders.

The Hoitzer-Cabot Electric Co.,

92 Franklin St., BOSTON, MASS.

^"D\j''^^¥^iii'A\ }B-lnes. Manager..

Tbe

International OKONITE COMPANY,

^ON'^

LIMITED.

13 Park Row, New York,
INSULATED

WIRES AiDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uit.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.

BRANCHES : Cblcafo. Boston, Philadelphia, AlinneapoUs, Cincinnati. Kan—a City,
Omaha, Lnal.vllle, St, liOniH, San Francisco, London and .So. America.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

I EBTIMATES AND DBAWmOS BUBMITTED.

PACKARD HIGH CRADE
INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

ainnafactared l>y ihfi

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.

New York City, Chas. E. Chapln, 136 Liberty St.

Chicago, 111 , Elec. Appliance Co.. 242 Madison St.

St. Paul, Minn.,The Elec. Eaifineerlng i Supply Co.
Omaha, Neb. B. B. Downs, 215 Sheely Block
St I,r>iils. Mn.. St Lonip Electrical Supply Co.

Ivonlsville. Ky., Smlfbprs & Davis.
Pitif^borgh. Pa. W H. Vandtrort, W9 r.«irii Block.
G. P. Altenb-Tg. 2.0 Walnut St.. Ciocinniti, Ohio,

agent for Kentucky, Tennet^ee, Virginia and
We-.t Virginia.

San Francisco, Cal,, A.. CBraiaBrdifc Son, No. 109 Little Itock. Ark.. Arkanjtas Electric Soppty C<k,

CaUforoIa St. ^7 «' Markbara SI.

Cincinnati. O., Pofit-Glover Elec. Co., 215 W. 4th St. Montreal, Con., Packard Lamp Co., 'Jf^-lOO Kln« St.

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
Painted Post, N.Y.

KEPR15.SENTATIVES

:

JiiMan SchoM «i Co.. 12« Ubertj St.. New Yorfc
Qoo. D. HoUman, 82 Lake St.. ChlcaRO, m.
H. M. 3oJ[>Ie&Co.,3d&ATOtiSts.. Philadelphia.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, NEW YORK,

MANUFACTUHERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Electrical Supplies
OF lU DISCRIFTIONS.

Telegraph, Telephone,
(Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

KE7 roR 0AP4CITT TESTS. Line Material;
WE OWN AND OPERATE TIIE

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WHEKK \VB MANUFACTirRE A FULL LINE OP

Test Instrnments and all Scientific Measurement Apparatns.

SIANUFACTCBEE OF

INSUI^ATXSD BLEGTRIG IWIRB,
FLKXIBLE CORDS and CABLES.

200 and 208 North Tblrd Street. - - PHII/AORI.PHIA. PA.

NATIONAL INDIAINDIA KuBBER C0.

a. P. COLT.
President.

F. S. MINOTT,
Gen' I Mgr.

FACTOBX AXD OFFICE,
BBISTOl., K. I.

deneral 'Western Agents: Enterprise Electric Co., Chiraeo.Xw To-fe "'fflno. 4S7 Broadway, H. ly. Bnrdleb. Manaeer.

Jewell Belting Co.. Hartford. Conn.

THE BALL «c WOOD COMPANY,
Ballders of Improved Antoxnatio Cnl-off Fnein^"-

W. D. Poarflon .^ Co , nonio Iit». Uhln.. Ohfc««o, IH,
\V. A. Day, IW Oliver St.. D-x-^ton. Ma*-.
F. II. wiminLr. .lju-.>lin.>ii HUii-k. LK-uviT, Colo.

JfltUP!! h Ci^.. CIialtaniHiRa, T«nn.
WllllAtti SI. Por;er. IVlT.Mi, Mich.
T. \V. AnJersou. IIouvlou, Tex.
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Recordihg WATT'METER

Accurate Under
all

Variations of

Pressure.

Not Affected

by
Frequency

of

Alternations.

For Direct

or

Alternating

Lighting

Circuits,

or Railway

or

Stationary

Motor
Circuits.

THE IDEAL MFTF^R-DIRECT READING.

Accurate on One Lamp. Accurate on Full Load. Slow Speed and Long Life.

ENERGY consumed in operation so SMALL as to be PRACTICALLY NEGLIGIBLE.
Applicable to Station Switch-boards. Measuring Entire Output, Primary, Three AVire or Railway.

Tbe only Meter constructed to satisfy Ibe reqniremeiits of THE PROOF OF ITS SUPERIORITY
Is its Widespread and Increasing Adoption.

In 1892 One Hundred and Fifty Meters were sold for everyone sold in 1889, when
they were first placed on the market.

OYKE^ 33,000 l^O^V^ IK XJSK.

CARPENTER ENAMEL RHEOSTATS
FURNISHED WITH ANY OF OUR APPARATUS.

For Prices and Information address nearest Branch Office.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
fjV/i .'•. ..;!: Ave., Boiton, Maas.
]'. .; .-.-. J

1'
', A'lam* .Street, Chic»go, 111.

2' ' ' V ourth Street, Cincionati, O.

Gould liuilding, Atlanta, Ga.
15 First Street, .San Francisco, C»l.

44 Broad Sirect, New York.

Maionic Temple, Denver, Colo.

50!) Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

1333 V Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

401-407 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
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Acme Filter Co xxiii

American Battery Co xi
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Biggot, E xvi

Baker & Co xvi
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Beinsteln Electric Co iv
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International Okonite Co i
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—
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Kartavert Mfg. Co xviii

Klipstein, A xv
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Lane & Bodley Co xxiii
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Lake, J. H. & D. Co —
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Link Belt Machinery Co xxiii
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Marcus, W.N xv
Mass. Chemical Co xii

McLean & Schmitt xv
Milwaukee Elec. Ry. Co xvi
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National Electric Mfg. Co v

National India Rubber Co i

New England Butt Co xvii

Newton Rubber Co xx
New York Insulate Wire Co. xviii

N.Y. Safety Steam Power Co. xxiii

New York & Ohio Co 1

Nowotny Electric Co xvi
Osborne Steam Engineering Co. xv
Oatrander & Co.. W. R xii

Otto Gas Engine Works xxiii

Page Belting Co xx
Paino & Ladd xiv
Palmer Bros xviii

Partrick & Carter Co xiv
Pearson & Co.. W. B xxii

Pelton Water Wheel Co xvi
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co. xix
Poenix Iron Works Co
Phosphor-Bronze S. Co.,Ltd. .xxiii

Pioneer Armature Works. . . xxi

Porter-Leavitt Elec. Motor Co
Queen & Co., Incorporated... xv
Racine Hardware Mfg Co xiv

Railway Equipment Co xx
Redding Electric Co xsl

Ruckford Electric Mfg. Co ... . Iv

Roberts & Co., E. P xiv

HoeblinK's Sons Co.. J. A xii

Rose Elec. Lt. Supply Co
Rosenbaum, W. A xv
Russell & Officer

Samson CoEcteee Works xiv
Sawyer Man-Electric Co xxvii
Sechrist, Albert xxi
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co xvii

Shepard, H. L xviii

Sbuitz Belting Co xxiii

Siebert, G xv
Siemens & Halske Electric Co. xii

Sioux City Elec. Supply Co. . xvii

Sioux City Engine Works xxiii

Smith, A. T xviii

Sperry Eiec. Mining Mach. Co xviii

Standard Electric Co x

Standard Paint Co xvii

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co
Steuben Lamp Works xv
Sterling, W. C xvii

StUwelJ &BlerceMfg.Co. xvi, xvii

Taylor Engine Co xxiii

Union Hardware Co xiv
Vulcanized Fibre Co xvii

Waddell-Entz Company xiv
Want Advertisements xvi
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co. .

Western Electric Co viii, xii

Westinghouse, Church, Kerr
& Co xxi

We^lnghouse Elec. and Mfg
Co xiii, xxvii

Weston Elec. Instrument Co. . ix

Weston Engine Co ... i

AVilson & Jackson —

—

Worthlngton, Henry R

CLASSIFIED LIST.

A.nnonelators

.

Aneonia Electric Co., The
Central Electric Oo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Oatrander & Co.,W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Arc liamps.
BegpB, J. E., Mchy. & Snpply Co.
Daplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Electric Cone. & Snpply Co.
General Electric Co.
General Incandescent Arc Lt. Co.
Helios Elecirlc Co.. The.
Knapp Electrical Woiks.
Kose ii;iectric Light Supply Co.
blemens & lialt^Jie Klecirlc Co.
biaudard Electric Co.

Weatlnghonse Electric & Ufg. Co-
Western Blectric Co.

Arc lil&bt Cord.
Knapp electrical Works,
aameon Cordage Works.

Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Anaonia Electric Co., The.
Columbia Mfg. & supply Co.
Ford Washburn Storelectro Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Law I attery Co.
Lftclanche Uattery Co., The.
Partrick <fe Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
American Battery Co.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical works.
Law Biittery Co.
Leclancne Battery Co., The.
Newton Rubbuer Co.
Western filectrlcCo.

Bf'llS, RlnctriC.
Aneonia Electric Co., The.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co., The K. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Magneto.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co. , The B. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

BeltluK.
Jewell Belting Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Pago Belting Co.
Shultz Belting Co.

BoUers.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Blanchard, Albert.
Freeman & yons Mfg. Co., Tbe S.
Lano & Bodley Co., The.
N.Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Weston Engine Co.

BookH, fClectrlcal.
Elertrtclan PubllBhlnp Co.

Ilraiillnu: iflitoliinery.
New i;n(.l;iTui Halt Co.

ittarslar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Elyrtrlc Api)lliince Co.
Greeley & Co..Th6 S. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & C&rter Co.

Cablem.
(See Influlftted Wires )

CaMeN, Klectrlc. (Bee Insolatea
Wlree), Copper.l^heetand Bar
Bishop Outta Percha Co
Eoetorn Electric Cable Co.
Moore, Alfred P.
Roebllng'e Sons Co., J. A.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Carbons, Points and Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Knmp Electfic&l Works.

CaHtlas8.
Palmer Bros.

Clnccties. Friction.
Falls Rivet & Machine Co.
Hill Clutch Works.
Lake, J. II. ^ 1>. Co.

Cordage.
Samson Cordage Works.

CoDstruction and Bepalrs.
Cometock, Louis K.
Interstate Comp. Elec. Const. Co.
McLean & Schmitt.
Pioneer Armature Works.
Roberts. E. P. &Co.
Western Electric Co.
Wilson k Jackson.

Contractors, Kleetrlc lilxht,
Kofflne Plants and Blectrlo
Ballw^ays.
Babcock & Wilcoi Co., The.
Ball* Wood Co., The.
Brush Electric Co.
C & C. Electric Motor Co.
(Tabell, L. Breckinridge.
Calumet Elec. Mfg. & Engr. Co.
Comstnck, LotiiB K.
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
Ford-Waehbnrn storelectro Co.
Freeman & Sons Mfg. Co., The S.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Heisler Electric Co.
interstate Comp. Elec. Const Co.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
N. Y. Safely Steam Power Co.
Osborne Steam Engineering Co.
PeareoD & Co., W. B.
Photnii Iron Worka Co.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Rockford Electric Mfg. Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Sious City Engine Works.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Engine Co.
Wilson i; Jackson.

copper Wires and Tapes.
American ElectriclaWorbe.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonite Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Lono, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.

Cnt-Oats and (4if^t'^bes.
Ansonia Electric Co. , The.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co,
Electric Selector i; signal Co.
Enterprise Electric i o.

Great Western Mfg. Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Russell & Officer.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Sechrist, A.

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
C. & C. Electric Motor Co.
Calumet Elec. Mfg. & Engr. Co.
Daplex Electric Co.. Ltd.
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., The.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Harter Electric Co.
Heleier Electric Co.
National Electric Mannlactnrlng Co.
Nowotny Electric Co,
Rose Electric Light Snpply Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.
Weatinghoose ElectricA Hfg. Go.

JGIecCric Hcatlne
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
RAilway Equipment Co.

Elpctric liava das Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Klectrlc Ballwayn.
Chicago & St, Louis Elec. R. R. Co.
General Electric Co.
Siemens b Halske Electric Co.
Weatlnghonee Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Slechanlcal
Knslneers.
Comstock, Lools K,
Osborne Steam Engineering Co.
Roberts, E. P. & Co.
M'ilson i; Jackson.

Blectrlc.al InstrnMientB.
An-.onia Kl-'ctrlc Co.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley A Co., The S. 8.

Partrick .t Carter Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Oueen & Company.
Weeton Eloc. luHtrumenl Oo.

RIectrlcal IntellUrenoe.
Comstock. Louis K.
Roberts. E. P. * Co.
Wilson & Jackson.

Electrical t^peclaltleii.
Columbia Mfg. & Supply Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Holtzer-Cnbot Electric Co.

Electroliers and Contblna-
tlon rixtnres.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Bacreot, s.
Edwards. W. S. Mfg. Co.
Knapp GleoCrical Works.

GUeetro-Platlnc Haehlnes.
Bmeh Electric Co.
General Electric Co.

Enelnes, Cias.
Otto Gas Engine Works.

Engines. I*team.
Ball A Wood Co.. The.
Freeman Sons Mfg. Co.. The S.
Lake Erie Engineering WorEs.
Lane & Bodiey Co., The.
N. 1l. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pearson & Co., W.B.
Phoenix Iron Works Co.
RacLne Hardware Mfg. Co.
Sioux City Engine Works.
Taylor Engine Co.
Westinghouse. Church, Kerr A Co.
Weston Engine Oo.

Fan Outfits.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Calomel Elec. Mfg. i En^r. Co.
Dlehl & Company,
8tanley Electric Hfg. Co.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mtt. Co.
Voicanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Knapp Electrical Works.
PartricK ds Carter Co.
Western Klectric Co.

Fuel Kconomisers.
Fael Economizer Co.

Fuse wire.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.

Gas Ijlsrbtlne, Electric.
Boston Elc-ctric Co,
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co. .

Creneral Electrical Mnpplles.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter E lectrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Ene. & Suuply Co., The.
Enternrise Eiectrlc Co".

General Electric Co.
Great Western JIfg. Co.
tJreeley & Co . , Tne E . ».

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Rnspp Electrical Works.
Law Batt'^ry Co,
Palmer Bros
rartrick & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Russell & Office-.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co
SioiLS City Elec. Snpply Co.
WestoD Elec. Instrument Co.

Globes and Eleotdeal Glass-
vare.
Brookfield, Wm.

Graphite (Specialties.
Dixon Crocible Co., Jos.

Hard Rubber Goods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Ne^rton Rubber Co.

tnsolators and Insnlatlns
materials.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Brookfield, Wm.
Brvant Electric Co.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Engineering i Supply Co.
Empire China Worka,
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hollzer-Cal^at Electric Co,
Interior Condnlt & InsnUtlon Co.
International Okonite Co., The.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Maes. Chemical Co.
Moore. Alfred F.
Mnnsell & Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Insulated YV^lres and Cables,
Blavnet Wire.
American Electrical Works.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Bishop Gultn Percha Co.
Central Electric Co
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cufhin" A Morse.
Cutter,Geo.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Bolmes, Booth A Uaydens.
International Okonite Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated WlreCa
Partrick S; Carter Co.
RoebllDg's Sods Co., J. A.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Go.

Lamps. fncandesecHt.
AnsonUi El-'ctric Co., The.
Bometein Electric Co-
Buckeve Electric Co.
Central SlectrlcCo.
Ellison >ltniature Lamp Dept
Electrical Eng. A Supply Co.. The.
General Electric Co.
Knapp KlectrlcAl Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
SawTi^r-Man Elootric Co.
Sten'ben Lamp Works.

loathes.
Brid>^port Machine Tool Worki.
Shopard, H. L.

litshtsln^ Arrcwtors.
Knapp Electrical Works.

nacnet Wire.
(See Insalated Wlrfti.)

Sechanlcal Sfaehlnery.
Bridgeport Machine Tool Works.

nedic&i Ifatusnes.
Partrick A Carter co.

Mica.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Monsell <l; Co., Eugene.

niDlQK Apiiaratus, Eleetrle-
General Elf^lrlc Co,
Gr';a'. W-irrt-rm Mfg. Co.
Bperry Elec, JUmn^ Machine Co,
WeaUnghoose Electric A Mfg. Co.

notors.
Brush filectric Co.
C. & C. Elc-ctric Motor Co.
Calumet KU:c. Mfg. & Engr. Co
Crocker-Wheeler iSioanc ou
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical fcng. & Supply Co.. The
Ford-Waahbum Storelectro Co
General Electric Co.
Great Western 3IIe Co
Nowotny Electric Co.
Porter L^avitt Elecu-lc Motor Co
Rockford Electric Mfg Co
Wadaell-Eotz Company.
Westlnghoase Electric A Mlg.Co.

Oil Filters.
Acme Filter Co.

Pau>ts.
Standard Paint Co

Patents.
Paine i Ladd.
Rosenbaum, Wm. A.

Phosphor Bronze.
Phoisphor Bronze Smelting Uo„Ltd

Pins and Kracheu.
Central Electric Co.
Lond, H. M. A Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co

Platinum.
Baker & Co.
Siebert, G.

F<iles.
Lond, H. M. A Sons' Lnmber C o
Railway Equipment Co

Porc»-lair».
Empire China Works.

Pr»*NMnre f^^aacres.
BristoJeMfg. Co.

PubUshero. Electrical
Elctftrfclan Publlflhlng Co

Push Buttons.
Central RlEfrH? Co.
KD.tvi> Eimrical Works.
Partrick k Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Hallways, Electrle.
( See electric railways.

)

Rheostats.
Carpenttr Enamel Rheostat Co.

t^al .Ammoniac
InnIs ifc Co.
Klipstein. A.
Law Batter.v Co

Separotoris, nteam.
Hlne Sllminator Co.

Silk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. r-?,

Bpealclns TdFj^s,
Central Elec;ilf Co.
Khapp Electrical Works
Oatrkpder A Co., W. R.
Parfrick i: Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Speed indicators.
Oneen A Co.
Weston Elec. Inst. Oo.

Steam Pnmps.
Worthlngloiij Henry R.

Street CarB.
Brill, J. G., Co.

Street Ky Tower Wagons
Dams, W. S.&Son.

Supplies. Electric Kallwa>
Railway Equipment Co.

Tapes, Insniatina:.
American E'ectrical Works.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire A Cable Co.
Cnshing & Morse.
Intematlonai UkonlCe Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Pal*,' Co.

Telegraph ApparatnF.
Centra Electric Co.
Klectric Selector A SicnalCo.*
Greeley A Co., The ii.'a.

Knapp Electrical Worka.
Partrick i Carter Co
Western Electric Co.

Telephones. Electric
Western EfecOT? Co.

Telephone Mouthpieces.
Marcne, W. N'.

Test instruments.
Central Elecfflc Co.
G^eelev A Co., The E. S,
Knapp Electrical Works.
(^ueon A Companr.
Western Elecirlc'Co.
Weston Elec. Instromenl Co.

Transformers.
National GlectrlcMannfacttirlnE Co
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
WeetlnchoQee Electric A Mfg. Co.

Trolley cord.
Samson Cordage Worts.

Trucks. Electric Car.
Genor.il Electric Co.
WeeUnghouse Electric A Mtg. Co.

Turbine Wheels.
Psyton Globe Iron Worfce Co.
Pt'lton w-viir Wheel Co.
Stllwell A Blerce.M(g. Co.

rnlTcr^iltlcs.
Institute of Technology-

Varnlohcs.
Maes. Chemical Co.
Slandard P.iint Co.

ft'ater *VhceU.
Pelton W.iter Wheel Co.

Vf Ire, Bare.
An«onl:i Electric Co., The.
Bl?hop Gutta Perdha Co.
Central EI<»ctrlcCo.
Clur.if:^ Insnlat.'d Wire Co.
Crescent Ins . Wire Jfc Canie Co.
Holmet. BDOth & Baydens.
Knapp EIcctrtCAl Works.
National India Rubber C©.
Rat' way tqilpment Co.
Roebllnc'e twins' Co., J. A.
Sperry Else- Vinii? Machine Oo
WMhbnm A Moeo Mfg. Co,
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STREET LIGHTING FROM ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
Lamps, Series Sockets,

New Prices given on Street Fixtures, Poles,
Bank Boards, Meters

And all accessories for the use of SERIES LAMPS on ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.

TJiia system permits a PBOFITABLE and SATISFACTORY method of street illumin-
ation and should be investigated by every plant using alternating current apparatus,

WRITE FOB FURTHER PARTICULARS AND PRICES.

OT7R SERIES LAMPS
Will show you a COMPARATIVE SA VIXG equal to their FIRST COST in POWER CONSUMED.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC COMPANY, 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

ELECTRIC FANS.
2,000

ENDORSERS. « „ou„d to, either

Direct Arc or

Incandescent

Current.

Only SnccessfQl Alternating Current Arc Lamp.

DIEHL A COMPANY, 385 Broadway, New York .

Chicago Insulated Wire Co.,

INSUL4TED WIRES OF ALL KINDS.

214 Nortbern Office Building,

CHICAGO.

Weatherproof Wire,

Water-Fire Proof Wire.

Magnet Wire.

Annunciator and Office Wire.

Weatlierproof Iron Wire.

Bare Copper Wire,

10
LOW TENSION ALTERNATING CURRENT

Over 30,000 Helloa Lftmpa in daily operation In Earope, and more th»n 1,000 Lamps already in
operation in America. The only Arc Lamp which burns as steadily as an Incandescent Lamp. Most
economical Arc Lamp for Central Station or Consumer. Write us for onr We w Catalogine.

THE HELIOS ELECTRIC COMPANY,
1306-S-lO Filbert Street, PHIIiAI>EliPHlA, PA. U. S. A.

Eastern Agents: Western Agents: Southeastern Agenoy:
STANLEY ELECTRIC MEG. CO., THE ANSONIA ELECTUIC CO., SOUTHEKN ELECTEIC CO.,

Pittsfield, Mass. Chicago, 111. Hoen Bldg., Baltimore, Md.

Eastern Penn. and Southern N. J. Agency; Southwestern Afjents:
RADIANT ELECTRIC CO., ST, LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

1223 Market Street, Philadelphia, Pa. St. Louis, Mo.

Rockford Dynamo ^^^ Motor.
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ROCKFORD ELECTRIC MANDFACTDRING CO.,

ROCKFORD, ILL.

548 Washington St., Boston,
MANUTAOTOBBES OF THE

Oriirina! Celebrated Boston Burners.
HEADQUARTERS FOR

CAS LIGHTIHG APPARATUS.

Please do not confuse our name with others.

We have the largest and most complete «tock of Gas I/lglilIng appnra'iis to Ik;

found In this i/.untry. Our burners have jirovon, by [irantioiil use, to lie far superior

to any otiiera on tlje mariiet, and our prices are exceedingly low.

Buy burners made by the BOSTON ELECTRIC CO., and get the best. You

will thereby save the proflUiofyour labor, besides giving your customers perfect satis-

faction.

«ctrle Co,'* Automatic Eompr, JIOHl.oli Kl(ii;lrl(- Aiilfunaile llnrner (hIioIU
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin Street, Chicago.

ffesterD Electrical Siily Co., ([ffiajl^ f^ale City Electric Co,

4 1 8 South 1 5th St., ^^^'i%^$r^l 522 Delaware St.,

OMAHA, NEB. 1L ' 2 / KANSAS CITY, MO.

Souta Electrical Smly Co.,

1 1 North Seventh St..

ST. LOUIS, MO.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
£3£tTX Olctix-o, "Wis-, TJ- S. -A.-

High Grade Dynamo Electric Machinery.
APPARATUS FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Long Distance Transmission of Power, Street Railixray Generators^
Stationary Motors and Appliances, ESlectric Mining Plants,
Isolated Lighting Plants, Central Station Imighting,

Alternating or Direct Current.

620 AtlanHc Avenue, BOSTON. Pullman Building, CHICAGO-
136 Liberty Street, NKW YORK. 134 Eaut Sixth Street, ST. PA UL.

Penn Mutual Jiiiildina, PHILADELPJIIA. 29 E. First South Street, SALT LAKE CITT.
05 Smith Building, CINCINNATI. Haller Building. SEATTLE. Jf'ASH.

167 Gravier Street, NEW ORLEANS, 314 California Street. SAN FRANCISCO.
Equitable Building, ST. LOUIS. 70 Pearl Street, TORONTO, OM.

TliLe ^lace to IB-ul^t" Svipplies:

THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND SUPPLY CO.,

St. Paul, Minn.,
Is the leading supply house of the North-West. Moderate Profits. Prompt Shipments.

Send us a trial order and see what we will do for you.
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The Chicago fi St. Loiiis Electric R.R.C0.
Has let contracts for the entire construction of its road-bed, and now otters an additional

issue of fifty thousand shares of its capital stock at six dollars per share, full paid
and non assessable, par value ten dollars.

THE CAPITAL STOCK IS SEVEN MILLION DOLLARS, DIVIDED INTO SEVEN HUNDRED THOUSAND SHARES.

Prospective Station on line iif rhicugo & St. Louis Electric K. K.

A considerable portion of this issue has already been applied for, and will be allotted to these and other advance applicants. The balance of

this issue is now offered to the public, and the subscription books will be FORMALLY opened at the offices of the Company, 915-916 "The Temple,"
Chicago, on the 1st day cf April, at the hour of 10 a. m., and will close on the lOtll day of April, 1893, at o o'clock p. m.

,

,

, „ ( 20 PER CEIVT ON APPIilCATION.
Subscriptions will be payable as follows: ^ 30 PER CEITT OH AI,L,OTMENT.

( 50 PER CENT IN THIRTY WAYS AFTER ALIiOTMENT.
Allotments will be made immediately after the close of the subscription books.

The right is reserved to reject any subscription in whole or in part. If any subscription is wholly rejected, the amount deposited on applica-
tion will be returned. If only a part of the amount applied for by the applicant is allotted to such applicant, the surplus amount paid on application
will be applied on the sums due under the allotment.

Preference in the allotment of shares to applicants will be given in the order of the receipt of such applications.
CONSERVATIVE ESTIMATE OF YEARLY REVENUE.

Passenger business (at low estimate of 600 passengers per Light and power distribution (5,000 horse power; al-

day at $5.00. each) $1,095,000 lowing an average of S300 per year per H. P.) . . 11,000,000
Mail business 300,000 $2,895,000
Express business 500,000

YEARLY EXPENSES.
Operating expenses, depreciation of plant, wear and tear, Total $870,000

etc., per year §450,000 .

Interest on -ST,000,000 of bonds at 6 per cent per annum 420,000 Net earnings $2,025,000
Equivalent to 29 per cent, on capital stock.

It is believed by competent judges that the stock of this company will in a short time demonstrate (o the ho'der that it is second to none other
in this country as a dividend producer. It is a well-known fact that the electric telegraph, the electric telephone, the electric light and the electric

street railway securities of this country have, in the main, proved superior to all others.

REGISTRAR AND TRUSTEE FOR THE BONDS:

FARMERS' LOAN ^ TRUST CO., NEW YORK.
TRUSTEE FOR THE STOCK:

ST. LOUIS TRUST COMPANY, ST. LOUIS.
PERMANENT DEPOSITORY:

FIRST NATIONAL BANK, CHICAGO, ILL.
Since work was begun on the road-bed, Oct. 6, 1892, the progress of tlie road has been of a most satisfactory nature. While perhaps slower

than enthusiasts might desire, yet the progress has been steady and sure and ot a character to engender confidence in the skeptical. A contract was
let at first calling for grading through Christian County, but since then a contract for the complete road-bed from Chicago to St. Louis has been
awarded to Bagnell Bros, of .St. Louis, and Garvey Bros, of Memphis. It includes grading, ties, rails, steel bridges over rivers, culverts, steel

bridges over railroads, overhead crossings of all wagon roads, and, in fact, a complete standard, double track road-bed between the cities named,
everything being of standard steam construction. This contract is most valuable, as the contractors accept Olie-half of the total payments
in first mortgage Bonds of the company at par. Moreover the contract price is well within the first estimates of the "company,
and stops the adverse criticism that was aroused by the low figure at which the cost of the road was placed. While coming well within the estimates
upon which the financial plan of the company has been laid, the specifications have been so added to and improved as to make the road far superior

to the one first contemplated. 72 pound steel rails are to be used, all bridges over railroads are to be of steel, spanning the right-of-way of the road
which is crossed.

The Bill before Congress has met with very promising success. The bill was first introduced by Senator Vest in the Senate and Congress-
man Foreman in the House, and has already been favorably reported by the Committees on Commerce and on Finance of the Senate. The bill has a

splendid chance of being passed.

The financial condition of the company is excellent, and ample funds are on hand to carry on the work contemplated, such as procuring the
rest of the right-of-way, and getting things in condition to begin work in earnest tliis spring.

The Chicago & St. Louis Electric Railroad Company at first had the honor of calling itself the pioneer in long distance rapid transit by elec-

tricity, bnt to-day we have rivals, for the press of this country states that enterprising little Belgium will run trains at nearly 150 miles an hour
daring the coming summer, and that France and Germany are each to have a road over which trains will be run at more than 100 miles an hour
Six months or a year ago, there were very few persons who would admit the possibility of running trains at 100 miles an hour. Happily for us the

sentiment has changed, and it is now admitted almost universally that the only question is one of finance.

The company will be glad to furnish illustrated prospectus upon application at this ollice.

The Chicago & St. Louis Klect.rif llailro:.'! will Ije Vjuilt, and trains will run over it at thi' rate of /OO ttliles an hour.

CHICAGO AND ST. LOUIS ELECTRIC RAILROAD CO
WEI^LINCrON ADAMS, Secy and Genl Manac^a-. FNANCIS /:'. NJPJIJiJ<, Pr<:sidci/L

Thofte who want f o make Cf^rtain of Ht^carlng Noni4' of tliin itreMonl iMNiic of stock at tlilH figure may make
.Advance .Application at the office of tlie Company.

.Money may be sent by rff.'ist<T<"l Idler, I', '). nioin-y nr'lcr, '>,[>r<'KH, draft or Lank <'aslii(;r's check to

C. E. BLEYER, Ass't General Manager,

CHICAGO & ST. LOUIS ELECTRIC RAILROAD COMPANY,
915-916 'THE TEMPLE," CHICAGO.
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C. <Sc C.
Electric Motors and Dynamos.

Electric Lighting and Electrical Transmission

of Power.

The C. & C. Electric Motor Co.,
GENERAL OFFICE:

402 and 404 Greenwich St., New York.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREROOMS:

CHICAGO, 201 Madison St. BOSTON, 63 Oliver St.

Agencies In all principal cities.

NEW EDDI MOTOR.

MULTIPOLAR GENERATORS FOR RAILWAY AND
POWER PURPOSES.

PERFECT IN CONSTRUCTION.

THE FEATURE OF ST. LOUIS CONVENTION.

Ccrrseponcieiice Soliciteia..

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MFG. CO,,

WINDSOR, CONN.

136 Liberty Street, NEW YOKK. 1417 and 1419 Monadnock BIdg.. CHICAGO
506 Commerce St., PHILADELPHIA. 170 Second St., POBTLASD. OBEGOx!

30 Oliver Street, BOSTON. 134 E. 6lh St., ST. PAUL, SirSX.

705 Delaware Street, KANSAS CITY, 510.

S. BERCMANN, President. C. M. BIDDLF, Vice-President

THE "BENERAL" INCANDESCENT ARC LAMP.
For Low Tension, Continuous Current Circuits.

Soft, steady Light; SmaJl'Size andlWeight; Simplicity ;1 Quick Trimming;
Thorough Insulation and Safety; Reliability; Large Eange of g£

Amperage and Voltage; Longest Life.

No. 1 Circular and Price List of Star dard Lamps, No. 2 Circular ard Price
List cf Ornamerital Lamps with numerous Illustrations of

OKNAMBNTAL LAMP No. 700.

Sent on application, with discounts, etc.

Can be used Singly or from 2 to 12 in series on from 50 to 600 Volts

All Lamps exactly alihe in Mechanism.
No Adjustment or Regulation needed.

Can be Trimmed without touching the globe.

No Dash Pot to hide primary defects.

Our Lamp is absolutelyJReliable and will not
change from use.

Special Designs and Estimates furnished on demand.
STANDABD LAMP No. 500.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT COMPANY,
WORKS, 33d Street and First Avenue. I GENERAL OFFICES 59 Duane Street. I SHOWRCOMS. 275 Fifth Avenue.

Telephone No. 1309, 38th St.
|

Telephone No. 163 Cortlandt
[

Telephone No. 1459, 3Sth St,

WESTERN AGENCY: 173-175 Adams St., Chicago, L. E. Frorup, Mgr.
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The idea that AImIm dry batter-

ies "run down" quickly and recu-

perate slowly, is erroneous so far as

the PHZSNIX DRIT BAT-
TJEiRir is concerned.

When you have occasion to use

AMIT kind of open circuit battery,

try the
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The Weston Standard Portadle

DIRECT CURRENT VOLTMETERS AND AMMETERS

Are used in all parts of the civilized world. They are recognized by all authorities as the very best instruments ever

produced.
r , •

During the past year Mr. Weston has given much time to the further study and improvement of these instruments, and

has brought them to a higher degree of permanency, durability, accuracy and excellence than we ever thought possible.

The NetV Model is the same in external appearance as the old, but is vastly superior to the latter in all that contrib-

utes to a first-class instrument. It is the actne of perfection, and is destined to become and remain

THE STANDARD PORTABLE INSTRUMENT OF THE WORLD.
We have perfected a larger model of these instruments expressly adapted for use as absolute Standards in

stations and laboratories. They are designated as the

Weston Laboratory Standard Voltmeters^ Ammeters.
The scales are about three times the length of the ordinary portable standards, and the instruments are sufficiently

sensitive to work to within 1-75 of one per cent. We confidently recommend them as the most convenient and accurate

standards known. They are adapted for the most exact work, and will be found thoroughly equal to its requirements.

We make twenty-two ranges of

The Weston Portable Alternating Current Voltmeters.
These instruments are absolutely permanent and very accurate, and are incomparably superior to any form of hot

wire instrument known. They will be found invaluable in securing and maintaining uniformity and economy of operation

of alternating current plants. fVe make multipliers fOr USe with these instruments to extend their

range so as to measure the highest voltage met with on primary circuits.

We also make sixteen different ranges of moderate priced, high grade

Dead-Beat Switch-Board Ammeters.
The capacity ranges from 25 amperes to 750 amperes. These instruments are a new type, and are very accurate and well

made. The scales are very regular, the instruments very sensitive, thoroughly durable and absolutely permanent, and their

indications are not sensibly affected by the most powerful external fields.

In addition we are making a full line of Direct Current

Station and Isolated Plant Voltmeters
p

In three sizes and many ranges. These instruments are very dead-beat, and embody many new and valuable features.

They are specially adapted for railway and power plants, and are well suited for arc and incandescent light circuits, and all

other work requiring good and thoroughly trustworthy voltmeters. They are specially designed for

switch-board use. We are also making a large line of high grade

Station Ammeters
In ranges from 200 to 5,000 amperes, with absolutely proportional scales throughout the entire range. The sensibility and

accuracy of these instruments have never been approached. A 1,200 ampere instrument will indicate, with full load or no

load, the turning on or off of a single lamp, and can be read in any part of the scale to one ampere. They are verj' dead-

beat, handsome in design and finish, permanent, durable, well made and moderate in price.

HWESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,
Correspondence Solicited. 1 14-120 William Street, NEWARK, N. J., U.S.A.
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STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.
General Offices: Suite 625, Home Ins. BIdg., 01110 Afifl
Works: 313-317 South Canal Street, bnlbAQU.

Tif^ STANMl SISTEM OF ARC LIGHTING.

FOR

FURTHER

INFORMATION

ADDRESS
THE
GENERAL

OFFICES.

Central Station Managers, Municipal Officers, Owners of Iso-

lated Lighting Plants and Prospective Purchasers everywhere

are invited to inspect and investigate the STANDARD SYSTEWI

before contracting for apparatus.

For lighting stores, foundries, factories or the streets of a city,

this system has no equal.

Our contract does not obligate the purchaser to buy appara-

tus or supplies exclusively of us for a term of years, but courts

open competition anrl encourages fair tests for merit between any

and all existing arc lighting systems and the STANDARD.
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PATENT FUEL ECONOMIZER FOR STEAM BOILERS.
This apparatus Is already applied to over

1S0,000 I3C3II_^I=?=.
of every type, and giving the greatest satisfaction in Economy and Working.
Under favorable conditions the temperature of the Feed Water is raised to 300 dtgrees or more by utilizing

the waste heat of the Boiler flues—the water being thus purified and freed from sedimentary matter, the Heat-
ing Surfaces of the Boilers are ktpt clean and efFicient,

All joints iron to iron, no leakage, no trouble, greatest facility for cleaning.

All parts interchangeable, being made to Standard Gauge by Tools specially designed for the purpose.
The only works in the Uni'ed States devoted exclusively to the manufacture of Fuel Economizers.

Can be Applied to any Type of Boiler -without Stoppage of Workx.

Circulars, Plans, Specifications and full Information on Application to Head Office.

THE FUEL ECONOMIZER CO.,
OF MATTEAWAN. N. V.

Sole Makers of Green':

91 Liberty St., Hew York City.

WorkH: MATTKAWA.V, H. V.
n the United States.Fuel Economizer

Original Inventors and Makers, EDWARD GEEEN &SON, Limited, 2 Exchange Street

Manchester. Works Wakefield, England.

SOMETHING TO BE KOTED!

THE MORRISON STORAGE BATTERY
Is made by the Planti? pro-
i ePB, no oxides beiog uaed,
either mechaujcally or ap-
plied Id the form of paste,
paint or cement.

ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE HIGH; LIFE LONG.
Dry Eatterief'. Battery
Supplies, etc. For further
iuformatioD address

AMERICM BATTERY COMPANY,
Office: Rooms 23 and 24. 177 La Salle St., CHICAGO. ILL.

HOW ARE YOU FIXED FOR LAIWfS?

—THE-

"BUCKEYE9?

SETS THE PACE.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, O.
4'lll<'A<.iO.

4;{7 "The Kookory."
KKW YOKK.

Oil :fiail nnci ExpreNH ISiitldiiiti:.

t^eiid fur
Catalogue

Hcnd for
SampIfH.

Our Standing as Manufacturers of the Highest Grade
of Hard Fibre is Unquestioned.

THE DELAWARE HARD FIBRE COMPANY,
'wirj]\.d:i]src3-TOisr, idbl.

PABI!>>. BEBLiIN. BlRUI.N'eHAU.

1^ Day's Rerite.

Highest Grade of

Insulation for

Electric Wires and Cables.

GUSHING & MORSE, Geieril western Agents,

225 Dearborn Strett, CHICAGO.

A NEW^ BOOK.
KTO^W

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND - BOOK.
Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our faraous nand-book series, of

which 30,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's
well-known practical style with all the problems of Electric Power
Transmission.

IffOVir READY. PRICE $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINC CO., 6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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L BRECKINRIDGE CABELL
53 Broadway, NEW YORK, Room 17.

Lands, Securities and Industrial Enterprises; Total Issues

of Corporate, Municipal and County Bonds Taken; Municipal

Debts Consolidated and Refunded at lower rates; Railroads

Built and Equipped; Electric Roads Built and Equipped;

Street Railroads using- Horse power changed to Electric Roads."
SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.

Oral, Electric, Pnvumatic ec.d Mechanical

ANNTTNCIATORS ^ BELLS.
FULI, I.INE A1.WATS IN STOCK.

W. B. OSTRANDER & CO..
199 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, U. Y.

~S?nd for New CATALOQtns. Ont Angnet let.

INTERIOR CONDUITS Tk Solution of the ProMeiR of Sale tollDS

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wherever and for whatsoever parpoae employed, 1b to

be foand in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IRTERIOR ASD DKDERGRODRD

MANTrffACTDBED BT

TWTE H. T O ^L

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
u,no„c * 627 to B3r W. 34th SI.,
WOKKS.-| 526 to 628 W. 35th St..

General Offices: 42 & 44 Broad St. , HeB York.

TRADE-MARK

Thofl. Day & Co., 222 Sntter St., San FranclBCO, Cal.

IfloaDtaln Electric Co., Denver Colo.
American Klect. Supply Co., 2-.i6 Pearl St., Bnflalo.N Y.
Patoam, (iay & Co , 27 E. Main St , HocbPBter, N. Y.
Glover Elect Co., 127 W. tith St., Cincinnati, O.
Chae, (iahrlel. SBginaw. Mich.
SoQthern Electrical Mfg. & Snpply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleane, I.a.

Walkjf & Kepler, Ml Ch(?6tnat St , Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & ConetracilOQ Co.. Pittsburgh, P».
.Sonthern KlectrlcCo.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, III.

INSULLAC
Is the Best Insulating Compound.
It is WATERPROOF, does not require
BAKING, and is guaranteed.

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICAL CO.,
8 Oliver Street, BOSTON.

J. FRAKK I>IIiIiONT, Manosrr, HARRY Bli^HOP. Gen'l Wcst'n Asent,
CO and 6SS Froadway, S23 llonadnoek Buildinff,

SIEn' YOBK. OHtOAtiO.
tV.l!\!«. BBU1TN, Jllaaaser, .300 Consress Islt., POBTLANU, HE.

SELLI^SrO A.a-E3SrTS:
IWUL A. DAVIS, JR , Philadelplila. C. S. KNOWLES, Boston.
MANION & CO., New Orleans. PETTINQELL, ANDREWS & CO., Boston.
ALEX,\NDER, BARNEY & CHAPIN, New York. BROWN ELECTRIC CO., BoRton.
E. G. BENARD & CO., Troy, N. Y. GEORGE STILES, Denver, Colo,
II. H. WILLI.\MSON, Clevelaod, O. W. H. RDNKLE, Cincinnati, O.

BISSELL S: DODOE, Toledo, O.

Insulated Wire
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

Magnet Wire, Office and Annunciator Wire,

Lead Covered Cables, Copper Wire, Telegraph Wire.

Send tor Catalogue.

JOHNA.ROEBLING'SSONSCO.,
CHICAGO,
173 Lake St.

SAN FRANCISCO,
!il> I nd 27 Fremont St.

NF.W YORK,
117 Liberty St.

TKEKITOSr,
N.J.

BELIES BJLXXERIES.
SPECIAL PRICES ON LARGE G,UANTITIES.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.,
Corner Thames and Greenwich Sts„

NEW YORK.
227 to 275 South Clinton Street,

CHICAGO.
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Westimrhouse Electric and Mfg. Co.,

STOPPER INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LAMPS.

PRICES.

S C. F. $0.30
lO " .30

20 c. r». $0.35
£6

DISCOUNTS.
Ten (10) per cent to Central Stations.

Two and one half {2h) per cent and upward, to others, according to

quantity.

ALLOWANCES.
Ten (10) cents for every burned-out lamp returned unbroken to

factory.

EFFICIENCY.
By reason of an important discovery we now make our 50 volt

lamps with an efficiency of 2h watts per candle. This results in in-

creasing the lighting capacity and earnings of a station

TWENTY PER CENT.
Shipments are now being made.
Detachable bases to fit any sockets five cents net, each.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANXIPACTURED BT

ITITM. BROOKFIELD,
SUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

LIGHTNINe PROTECTION,
CHEAP. ABSOLUTE.

PERMANENT.

SWINGING BALL LIGHTNING
ARRESTER.

Three years" extensive use without n failure.

Its perfect work applauded by all users.

Prepare at Once
FOR EARLY SPRING STORMS.

You cannot afford to go through the season without
this protection.

Electric Appliance Company,
GEXEKAL WESTERN AGENTS.

i*-i }I4DI«OX STKEF.T. fHHA«0.

E,
P. ROBERTS &CO.,
Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.

E. p. EoBSBTS, ST. E. C. F. Uebelaceeb, E. E-

Prelimiaary Surveys and Estimates.
Plana, Specifications and Superrision of Electric

Light, Power and Railway Work.

WESTERN RESERVE BUILDING,
Cleveland. Ohio.

H. E. PAINE.
Es-Commisslonerof patents.

PATENTS.
PAINE & LADD, Attorieys at Law,

Loan and Trust Building,

WAWHI.\«TOV. I>. C.

GRAPHITE SPECIAIiTIES
FOB EliECTBICAI, r8EH.

GrmpMte Bods of Various I/ensths, from 1-5 Ohm to 100 Ohms Resistance
to the Inch, uraphlte Boxes and Orncihles. Beslsting Heats

of 4,000 Degrees. Inquiries Uladly Answered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, H. J.

HINE'S ELIMINATOR.
THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR OF ALL

, Steam Separators and Oil Extractors.
In twelve trlaU in the "Cornell" Separator test, it averaged

98 7-10 per cemt Dry Steam. Outetripping all competitors.

Send lor Circular and Cornell test report.

:. HINE ELIMINATOR CO.
'°«':'^«'*>'^

)
NEW YORK. HOEizoNTAx.

This advertieement appears every other week.

-TH^U-

PDSH-BDTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
—a:;d—

95 CHiyBEfiS STREET. NEW YORK,

TJ3LT1 IjATSST and BEST
SLOW SPEED, MULTIPOLAR DYNAMO.

ADV.VSTAOES: &lcnv»p««d, mull floor -pac/;, dlrtct driven, iwlf ollltiK LofirlDKB, lUtle oitornal

magoellAm, etc.

MADE BY THE

,^^ DUPLEX ELECTRIC CO.
Limited,

CORRY, PA.
Boston ntnrt'—U.C. Mnwkn, MannKir.
f,A Atlnntlr Av.

Chlcaco Oni*'e— Archer & Runlintr,

MannKers, l^i' Monndnor:k lJnlldln«,

KannaN City. Mo, Ofllcc-L, c
Ilfilr. y/fi WAlnut Slrcfjt.

Sfw York Omce-W. II. Gordon,
^Tftfj/iK'T. 11' liroo/lwiiy,

Phliafl^lphla «mre-Cha». E. r.u».

w-li, IftHo'jUj J;r'>fi'1 Ht,

AGENTS:
r'hattaoooKn T«-iin.—F. t. Htone.
lAnr.oln, Arlt.— Iiltfolo^ Eloctrlo Hap-

t..7t>... ll'JB. l.'IthHt.

Provideoce, R. I.—l>rftl(e, Poyson &
s-hltti^ir, O^r. WMhiDtfton & Eddj 8t«.

Tarpon Hprlnss, FJa—W.D. wiip/^^n.

The BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA CO.

THE BEST GRADES OF

'HTire axid Ca^toles
For under ground, under water, and all other conditions.

Address 420-426 East 25th Street, - - NEW YORK.
HKSIBY A. BKBP, Secretary and Manager.

CANDELABRA,
Miniature and Special

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

For infornifttion and prices covering Candelabra,
Miniature and Special Incandescent Lamps, ad-
dress the

EDISON DECORATIVE AND

MINIATURE LAMP DEPARTMENT,

HARKISOK. X. .1.

MICA All SIZES

anil

Qnallties

For Electrical Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
ais Water Street, New Vork.

W, H, SILLS, 86 UU Street, CHICAGO. ILL.

Sole Aj,'ents I»>r "Miriiiiit*'."

l-'RACmE-HlGH-SPEEiPJ^

SUPERIOR RKOUmON
A"» ECONOMY rc^

BECTRICIlQHTIHfi
A^fitNERAL

I PURPOSES

le SIZES

CARRlENNSrOCK

i"WEtBT~
[EACtt tnt DF DUR.

jEMGINES
JBmRt_SHiPPins

CATALOGUE

ENGINE DEi^T.

RACINL HARDWARE MF6-C0-R*^"'Vi)

IGth and Bacine Streets.

SAMSON BRAIDED CORD.
I Ib the moet dura-
ble for hanging

I Arc Lamps,
I
T rol ley

I Cord, Cov
ering Field

Maenets, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

ESTABLISHED I&67 125 SOUTH 29 STREET

PAr?TmCK:^CA^TEI^(g
^/^

^pt^n^

wRiTE^R CATALOCUE PHILADELPHIA

RjDGJPORT MACHINEToOL^DRks

E.RBullard.P^°'''Brid€eporhConn

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIRECT-

DRIVKN" Slow-Speed Gener-

ators for Electric Lighting and

Power. Low Running Expense.

Insulated Wire and Flexible

Cords. Estimates furnished.

Isolated Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 Girard Building

BUFFALO, SOTorracB.

WORKH AT BRin«EPORT, CONN.
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Electricity at the World's Fair.
Every exertion is being made to complete the Westing-

house incandescent installation at the World's Fair in time

for the opening. Nearly all the parts for the big dynamos

are now on the grounds, and the work of assembling the

machines is proceeding rapidly. The illustration on this

page shows the present stage of work on one of the two

large alternators to be belted in tandem to the Allis 2,000

horse power engine. As will be seen, the bed-plate, pillar-

blocks and half of the field-frames and magnet-windings are

plant and will undoubtedly remain in their present position

until the close of the fair. Much annoyance has been

caused by the leaky roof of machinery bu'lding, and the

machines now in operation and a temporary switch board

have been sheltered in a "station" of wood and

canvas. Connections have been made so that all the

incandescent lamps now in use are supplied from this

plant.

Nine of the sixteen Brush arc machines for the service

plant are now in position in machinery hall, and some of

cuit, for instance, it can be done by simply connecting the

dynamo with one end of the bus bars and the desired cir-

cuit with the other, thus avoiding a long and inconvenient

flexible connection across the face of the board. The
switchboard is double, the rear portion containing the

lightning arresters. Access is gained to the space between

the front and rear portions by a plate glass door. No
measuring instruments are placed on the switch-boarfl, the

ammeters being placed on stands near the dynamos. The
plant will be driven by five Ball & Wood engines. It

already in position. When the installation is completed

these dynamos will extend about a foot and a half below

the level of the flooring. The great engine that is to drive

them is now being erected, nearly all the parts being in

machinery hall. A train of eight cars was required to

bring the parts from Milwaukee. One of the pieces weighs

thirty tons, and special railroad tracks had to be laid in

machinery hall to convey it to the site of the engine, the

capacity of the traveling cranes being only twenty tons

each. The frame of the two-storied Westinghouse switch-

board is about completed. The temporary Westinghouse

plant is now in operation. It consists of two Westinghouse

400 horse power engines belted to twq 4,000 light alterna-

tors. These machines are a portion of the permanent

FIG. I. ELECTRICITY AT THK WORLDS FAIR.

them are being operated to relieve the arc dynamos in the

old temporary station, which will soon be torn down. The

striking switch-board for this plant is illustrated in Fig. 2.

It is seven feet high and nine feet six inches wide, con-

structed, as can be clearly seen, for sixteen dynamos and

sixteen exterior circuits. The board is of polished slate,

with the switch connections plainly indicated by white por-

celain letters and figures. The connections are all made

by plug switches of peculiar construction, so arranged thai

when the switch is pulled from the socket the metallic

portion is automatically covered by an insulating sheath,

which is pushed back out of the way when the plug is re-

inserted. Bus bars are arranged on the back of the board so

that if it is desired to connect No. t dynamo with No. iGcir-

is being installed by J. R. Prentiss, assisted by F. L.

Williams.

The Brush company's pavilion in the southwestern corner

of electricity building is well under way. Some novel dis-

plays in this structure are promised. A complete section

of Johnstone conduit has been placed in the northwestern

l>ortion of the building, on the ground floor.

Among the concessions recently granted was one to

Olto S. .\nschuetz for an electric scenic theater in Midway
riaisance and for the installation of lifty tachj-scopes; also

one to Turner Botlome for the s^Ie of miniature incandes-

cent lamps and other apparatus in electricity building.

" The magnificent building that will be devoted to elec-

tricity at the World's Fair should ha\-e special interest for
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shoe and leather manufacturers," says Hide and Leather

.

" Electric ligh'ing and power are gaining rapidly in popu-

larity in our trade. Exhibitors of such appliances will no

doubt be willing and ready to furnish desired information

free!}'. In connection with this it might be an excellent

plan for a certain time to be allotted for lectures or ad-

dresses on the advantages of the application of electricity

for various manufacturing industries. Many who are not

now acquainted with the wonders of electricity might be

induced to change their minds if they listened to electrical

experts. We trust that the valuable papers published in

the interests of electricity will take up this matter and use

their powerful influence on behalf of a series of industrial

lectures on the subject mentioned."

The boiler plant at Jackson Park is now fired by oil.

Two batteries of eight boilers have been operated for some

time with this fuel with satisfactory results. No percepti-

ble odor is emitted and the smoke nuisance is avoided. A
recent issue of Power contained an interesting account of

the oil fuel plant at Jackson Park. From it the following

facts and the cut, Fig. 3, are taken:

The storage tanks, located in the extreme southeastern

comer of the grounds, are each S feet in diameter by 25

feet long, built of 3-16 inch boiler iron. They are twelve

in number, with a total capacity of 112.500 gallons. The
vault in which they are placed is about 72 feet long by 6S

feet wide, the outside walls being of brick varying from 32

inches thick at the bottom toiS at the top. The vault is

divided by ig inch brick partitions into six compartments,

two tanks being placed in each compartment. The capac-

ity of each compartment is over twice that of the tanks

which it contains, so that should a fire, explosion, or other

acciden*: take place in any section, notwithstanding the

rapid expmsion of the oil with heat, the danger would be

confined to the section in which it originated. The walls

of the vaults were carefully laid up in full joints of Portland

cement mortar, the flsor is of Portland cement concrete a

foot thick, ^and the roof is constructed of steel I beams with

brick arches. The vaults were placed as low in the ground

as the water of the soil would permit, and the earth is

banked solidly around and covers the top to the thickness

of one foot.

The pumps and machinery for the transmission of the

oil to the boilers were located as near as possible to the

vaults. The arrangement of the machinery and piping

was ver>' carefully made, so as to insure a constant supply

to the boilers under any emergency. After considerable

negotiation a contract was entered into with the National

Supply company of Chicago, for the storage tanks, stand-

pipe, pumps and other machinery, as well as all piping

required for the complete equipment of the plant.

In the regular operation of the oil plant the oil is deliv-

ered to the storage tanks from the main pipe line from the

relay station at Whiting, Ind. (a distance of about 40
miles). The storage tanks will be filled once a day by a

representative of the Standard Oil company. From the

storage tanks the oil is pumped into a standpipe, 30 feet

high and 30 inches diameter, which is connected directly

to the boilers, thus maintaining a uaiform pressure on the

burners. When the oil is delivered in tank cars it will be

necessary to pump it from these into storage tanks and

thence into the standpipe. The storage tanks are carefully

calibrated for the measurement of all oil delivered; and this

is accomplished by meisuring, each day before filling the

tanks, the depth of oil in each one.

In the oil pump house, a small building located but a

few feet east of the storage tank vaults, are placed the

pumps and standpipe. Besides these also are two 40 horse

power vertical boilers, 42 inches in diameter and S feet

high, a small feed pump and a feed water heater, all for

the operation of the plant. The oil pumps used are two

duplex Snow pumps, each of a size sufficient for the work
required at any one time. Each pump is arranged with a

double suction connection, one from the storage tanks and
one from the tank-car line, and also with a double dis-

charge, to the standpipe and to the storage tanks. This is

done so that either pump may be used independently to

deliver oil to the boilers from the storage tanks or to fill

the storage tanV3 from the cars. There is also a suction

connection to the pumps from the main line between the

standpipe and the boilers, this being put in so that should

any serious accident occur at the boiler house end of the

line the contents of the pipe can at once be pumped back

into the storage tanks. The piping and valves are so ar-

ranged that cither pomp may be used for either service at

any time. A by-pass is put in the delivery to the standpipe,

and a quick opening valve with a connection into the over-

n-»w which runs from the standpipe to the storage tanks is

pot in, so that shotild an ignition or exp'osion take place

in the sundpipc its contents can be immediately emptied

in'o :hc %toraj;c lanks A single 5 inch wrought iron pipe

rrni t CIS the s'andpipc with ihe boiler house, ar.d ihis is

Uid in an absolutely straight line about 3,200 feet long bc-

ivfcn the oil pamp house and the center of the boiler

house
The oil ptimp house is equipped tbrcuehout with auto-

matic electric ralves. furnished by the National Electric

Va^ve company of Cleveland. These valves are applied to

:he oil pumps, regulating the level in the standpipe; to the

boilcT feed pump, regulating the level of water in the

boilers; and 10 the dampers of the boilers in the oil station,

regtjiated by the steam pressure, liy this arrangement
any variation in demand for oil at the boiler house is, In

theory at feast, responded to automatically at the oil plant,

A 2 inch sTcam pipe is run parallel lo the main pipe to

the b^'-ilcT house, and is laid in the same box with it.

There is aUo a small steam coil of i \i inch pipe placed in

each storage ta^'ic. These pipes are necessary tecausc,

e5p:c'ally in co!d weather, the oil i? likely to become slug-

jpsb and very visoo'i^, and is only liquefied by heat. The
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coils in the tanks are supplied with steam from the oil

plant boilers, and the others will have .1 connection at each
end, either of which may be used at will. At the boiler
hou'^e the 5 inch oil supply pipe branches, running in both
directions down the boiltr house, the pip-; being laid in a
heavy wooden box covered throughout its length by re-

mov.bie cast iron plates. A branch is taken off the m3in
line for each battery of boilers, and the burner connect on
is made from these branches.
Under the conitacts for the boilers, ea h compary has

the right of ^e'ection of the burner to be used under its

own make ol boilers, ihe se'ection to be approved bv the
mechanical engineer of the exposiiion. As yet it is nt
decid- d what burners are to be ustd under all of ih= boi -

ers. The Keed burners wi,| be put on all of ihe R tot and
National boilers, aud on two of the C'ght Heine, the Arm-
strong burner on all of the four Gill (Searns Manufactur-
ing compan\) b lilers, ihe International on at lea^-t two of
the Heine boilers The Hydro-Carbon company's burner
will probably be also represented. The burners, however,
for Ihe Campbell & Zell and the Babcock & Wilcox boilers
are not as yet determined upon.
The burners will be set in various ways, and the con-

struc'ion of the fu'-naces, while in most cases on the same
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venience of its customers residing outside of Chicago. The
department has been placed in charge of Hon. G;orge B.

Shaw, who wai lately elec'ed to Congress from the Eau
Claire, Wis., district, and who is wtli kaOA'n to electrical

men through his connection wi'h the National Electric

Manufacturing company.

St. Louis Electrical Exchange.
The St. Louis Electrical Exchange, which was organized

about eifjh een monhs a^o, has b .en incorporated under

the lawi ( f Missouri. It was organ'z^d for 'he purpose (

f

brii g'ng together in closer busii ess rt'ai'ons ihe varic us

flectrical constiuclion companies of ihe city, ard also to

further the general interests of the trade. The membei-
bh'p is compostd of construction firms, supp'y houses and
electric light and power companies, and at present abouc

thirty firms are represented. The exchange meets twice

a month in the evening, when topics of interest to the

members are discutised. The exchange is work'ng in har-
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general principle, will vary in detail. On the National
and Gill boilers the burners are placed inside the fire door,
and all piping and connections are behind the boiler

fronts, so that when the doors are clostd, nothing is visi-

ble from the fire room. The furnaces are so made that

the air coming from the ash door openings passes
to the rear of the furnaces, then through a horizontal

pas!-age to the front, where it comes in contact with the

oil spray, becoming heated to a high degree before com-
bustion takes place. In the National boilers the return

passage is made up of flues made of firebrick laid on edge,
and which become almost white hot; and the furnace is

made very deep and with a concave arch at the rear. The
bu-ntr is inclined slightly downw.Trd ?o that the llame is

dirccicd well into the arch and the heat r(flecicd back and
thus disiributed as evenly .ts possible ovtr the surface of
the boiler tubes above. This con^-iruction is somewhat
novtl, and is a recent d<hign of the .National Supply com-
pany.

In order to make the steam connections to the burners,
a header of two-inch pipe is run over each battery of
boilers, and the burner connections arc taken off from
these. These headers are provided with separate ih. inch
connections lo the boi'crs, independent of the main steam
connections; and the headers over each battery are cross

connected by a 2^ Inch pipe which rurs the entire length
of Ihe boiler room, so that, if any boilcrfl have been shut
down, they may be started up from any olhT boiler in the

plant.

The Ansonia Electric company of Chicago has estab-

lished a World's Fair bureau for the benefit and con-

mony with the board of underwriters, lighting companits

and the city electrician, and is now taking steps to pass

such city regulations as will protect and further its business.

The exchange has had a good influence on the trade, as

none but responsible firms are admitted to membership.

The officers for the ensuing year are: President, Edward
T.Cooke; vice-president. J. Masson; secretary, OtioKuhn;
treasurer, J. Iloldsworth; sergeant-atarms, G Brownlee.

The secretary, Otto Kuhn, 807 Market street, 8^
Eouis, will be pleased to hear from some of the leading

construction firms throughout the country with the view

of having* exchanges organized in other cities, which wou'd
ukimitely lead to form'ng a national organization of elec-

trical construction firms. On application the secretary will

mail a copyot the constitution and by-laws and give such

other inf rmation as may be of value in forming exchanges.

There arc at present 1,850 cities and towns in the United
States equipped with electric lights. Il is interesting to
note that Pennsylvania takes the lead with 150 town?.
New York and Illinois following with r.^y and 133 respect-
ively, and that in the first s*alc there arc no less than thir-

ty.two new lighting corporations which have not yet com-
menced business. There arc over ^00 railways operated
by electricity in the country, and 200 more incorporated
holding franchises allowing the urc of electric power.
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Electric Motors in Breakwater Construc-
tion.

In the VVESTiiRN Elkctrician of October 15th last was

presented an illustrated description of the electric traveling

cranes used in the construction of the bnalcwater at the

port of Bilboa in Spain. This structure is built of huge

blocks of artificial stone on a natural foundation,

which crops out above the surface of the water at low

tide. In the construction blocks are first laid, forming a

base 39 feet in width, 23 feet above low water and seven

feet four inches above high water. Above this is built a

wall 13 feet in width and 10 feet in height. This is sur-

mounted by a parapet lo feet in width and three feet three

Present Status of the Storage Battery.'

HV J. K. PUMl'I-LLLY AND C. SORI.KY.

In order to put before you in a concise form the status of

the storage battery at this date, it is necessary to go some-
what into its history. I'lante in i860 published the fact that

he had discovered a method of storing electricity by using

certain metals immersed in certain solutions, and that he had
obtained the best results from sheet lead immersed in dilute

sulphuric acid and subjected to a long process of alternately

charging, discharging, and reversing for the purpose of

forming a layer of active material upon the surface of the

sheet lead; but unfortunately this process of forming the

active material was very costly, owing to the great length

of time required.

In 18S1 Faure brought out a battery in which be used the

y 00 Ljg#^
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inches in height. This massive construction was rendered

necessary by the extreme violence of the sea at this point,

which has threatened more- than once to overwhelm the

workmen during the progress of the work.

The blocks are made in two sizes, the larger molds con-

taining 60 cubic yards. The huge blocks of cement are

carried by special forms of traveling cranes to flat-boats,

whence they are towed to the point where building is in

progress. The apparatus used in this part of the work

was described and illustrated in the issue referred to. In

the accompanying illustration is represented the apparatus

which is used in the construction. The work has been

especially expedited by the construction of the traveling

steel framework, or "titan, "as it is called, shown in the cut,

extending out beyond the completed portion of the break-

water. This ponderous structure is 100 feet in length

and is mounted on wheels running on rails laid on the

breakwater. It can be moved so that it will project 65

feet beyond the finished masoniy, as the rear portion is

rendered much the heavier by counterweights. Power for

moving the "titan" is furnished by an electric motor, which

takes current from a dynamo which is located some little

distance away. This machine is driven by a 40 horse

power engine. The current is carried by a bare copper

wire, which is shown rather prominently at the left in the

illustration.

On top of the "litan'' runs a traveling crane, which is also

electrically operated. This carries the blocks of stone to

the point where they are to be placed. In the cabin at the

back of the "titan" is a motor which is used for a variety

of purposes. It operates a pump, draws the tram cars

filled with sand and crushed stone up the inclined plane as

shown in the engraving and furnishes power for a cement

mixer. The cement thus prepared on the spot is dumped

to the place where it is needed through a chute. The cut

is reproduced from La Nature.
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same material, namely, lead and dilute sulphuric acid, but
instead of making the active material out of the plate itself

.

as Plante did, he applied an active material or material to

become active to the plates, in the form of a paste, paint

or cement. This was a great advance so far as cost of pro-

duction was concerned, but not when viewed from other

standpoints, as it introduced some very serious defects, the

greatest of which was the liability of the active material to

scale off, or in other words to become detached from the

plates. This would not only cause loss of capacity, due to

have a free circulation of the solution. After a loDgscric-=
of experiments we have found that this is not ncccssor>'.
providing a porous and also absorbent substance fcapsblc
of absorbing the sulphuric acid as fast as it is made in
charging^ has been placed bclv/ecn the plates.

This is a very important discovery, for it not only m^kcs
it impossible for the active roileriaj to fall off or out of the
plates, but it enables us to jam the plates up close together
and so make one solid compact mass of the fitment, wih-
out any free solution lo spill over everything when the
battery is used for traction and other analogou? purposes,
and it also adds a number of years to the life of the battery,

for, when the positive plates would not be able to support
their own weight if made in the old way, where every plate
stands alone, by this method the negative plates will support
them, and it also enables us to lower the internal resistance

by bringing the positive and negative plates so much closer
together.

We have also found that no matter how well a battery
may be constructed it is not possible to get as good results

from one constructed upon the Faure principle (that is to

say, with a mechanically applied oxides as can be obtained
from one made on the Plante principle. This brings us
down to the question, can a Plante batter)' be made com-
mercially successful, that is to say, can the electro-chemical

process of forming the active materials out of the plates

itself be shortened from several months to a few days or
hours?

We are glad to be able to answer that question in the
affirmative. By a process discovered by Mr. Sorley,

after seven months of costly experimenting by Mr,
Sorley and myself, we have succeeded in developing a
Plante battery in which the active material is made electro-

chemically in one hour and fifty minutes. We are glad to

produce before you one of the batteries containing all the

latest improvements as I have described them.
It has been said that storage batteries will never do for

street car work, owing to the fact that when a car is climb-

ing a heavy grade the demand on the battery- for current is

so great that it will not maintain its electromotive force,

and that consequently when you exceed a certain number
of amperes the voltage falls in proportion and you do not
get any more watts, or in other words, although you are

discharging the battery at a greater rate you do not get any
more energy. Now this is true to a certain extent of a
battery made with a mechanically-applied oxide, but not

one where the active material is electro-chemically made,
as Mr. Sorley will illustrate to you with the battery before

you, which contains an element that only measures 6x6k

^Yz inches, but which has a capacity of 177.7 ampere hours,

discharging at a rate of 23 amperes. He will show you
that it is possible to discharge it as high as 75 to S5 am-
peres for, say, twenty minutes, which is ample time to

climb a grade, and that this discbarge of, say. So amperes

Electric Circuit of St. Louis.

The Electric Circuit of St. Louis has secured rooms in

the Bowman building. Eleventh and Locust streets. The
organization had its first lecture Thursday night, March

23d, on the "Underlying Principles of Electricity." Prof.

G. W. Krall of the Manual Training School was the

speaker of the evening. The next lecture will be given on

April 27ih by H. A. Wagner, electrician for the Missouri

Electric Light & Power company, on the "Alternating

Current Transformer." The club accepted a number of

new members at the last meeting.

ELECTRIC MOTORS IN BREAKWATER CONSTRUCTION,

The trolley war which was waged in Beverly, Mass.,
for three years Is ended. At a conference between the
selectmen and Manager Foster of the Lynn & Boston
Street Railway company it was agreed that the trolley sys-

tem should be extended to Beverly under the same condi-
tions imposed in Salem. The company will commence
operations as soon as the ground is open, and will lay new
rails throughout. It expects to spend :j;ioo,ooo in Bever-
ly this year.

loss of active material, but these scales were liable to lodge

between the plates and short circuit the battery. The aim,

therefore of all makers of storage batteries since the Faure
battery came out has been to so construct a battery that it

should be impossible for the active material to fall off the

plates. This has been accomplished in various ways, but

almost invariably the result has been the introduction of

another serious defect, namely, greater internal resistance

and therefore less efficiency, for if the internal resistance is

increased it will necessarily take a greater electromotive

force to put a given quantity of current through the bat-

tery, while in discharging this internal resistance will be
added to the external resistance of the circuit, and cause a

corresponding loss in the discharge.

One of the greatest stumbling blocks in the way of in-

ventors who have tried to find a means of keeping the

active material from falling off the plates has been the

universally accepted idea that it is absolutely necessary to

I. Pnpcr read before the Chicago Electric club, March so,

1893, by Mr. Pumpcl'.y; tests conducted by Mr. Sorley.

for twenty minutes will not lower the voltage more than

5 loo of a volt; that is to say. the electromotive force dur-

ing this large discharge from so small a cell will remain
constant at 1.95 volts.

Now this electromotive force, with the usual number of

cells that are placed in a street car series, would produce at

the terminals of the motor, at the discharge rate of So am-
peres, nearly 21 horse power, or accurately, 20.Q horse
power.

Allowing that the tc5t is to a great extent convincing to

you, you will naturally ask, how do you know that this

form of Plante batter)' will be any more durable, or that

the plates will remain firm and intact any longer than the

pasted or mechanically applied oxide plate?

In answering such a question, we have to judge by our
experience and our knowledge of the chemical action on
the plates. The constant tendency of this chemical action

on the pasted plate is that of slow disintegration, caused
largely, in our opinion, by the impurities that are introduced

into the plate in the oxides of lead which are mechanically
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applied, whereas all the impurities which may be in the

lead plate itself are dissolved ODt and remain in the first

solution, and consequently the peroxide and spongy lead

that are subseqently formed are made out of perfectly pure

lead, and there is no longer any chance of disintegration

arising from loca' action. While on the subject of rolled

lead, it would be proper to mention that the plates in this

cell before you are made from one integral sheet of lead 3 s of

an inch thick and prepared for treatment by a new method
patented by us. which does away with all joints or solder-

ing, thus avoiding any chance for local action. Aside

from this, the process greatly cheapens the cost of making
the plate.

One fact we have learned to aid us to a further conclu-

sion, and that is, that when pure rolled lead' such as this

battery is made of, is used for the electrodes, the plates

are far more durable than when constructed of cast lead,

even when the active material is mechanically applied, and
we know of plates so constructed that have lasted for five

years. In conclusion, we wish to say that for lighting

purposes where weight is not an objection there is no rea-

son why a storage battery should not be made that would
last for twenty years, and this being the case, there is no
reason why storage batteries should not take the place in

electrical work that the gasometer now takes in gas engi-

neering, that is. act as a reservoir from which to distribute

current from central stations.

Thomas G. Grier and B.J. Arnold made a test of the

battery exhibited by Messrs. Pumpelly and Sorley during
the discussion which followed the reading of the paper.

At the close of the discussion the report of this test was
submitted by Mr. Arnold as follows:

^Ye took these readings at intervals of two minutes, be-

ginning at 8:58 P. M , and ending at g:iS. a twenty min-
utes' run as suggested. The voltage began at 1.9;. The
first reading is 94 amperes at i 94 volts; the nest, 93^2 ^ni-

peres, I-94; then 93 amperes, 1.93—a slight drop in volt-

age. The next is 92^2 amperes, 1.92; the next 92 J^ am-
peres and i. 91 volts; the nest 92 amperes and 1.91; the

nest 92 amperes, i . 9 1 ; the nest 91 Js amperes,
I. go; the next gij's and 1.90; the 'nest gis^ amperes
and i.SS; the next gii and 1.S6, which was the

last reading. The mean of all these readings is 92.4

amperes and 1.91 volts, making an average output of 176.5

watts or .237 horse power. or practically a quarter of a horse

power in each cell. For the 100 cells it would be 23.7

horse power, or practically 24 horse power, which is some-
what in excess of what the paper claimed. The paper

Hampshire on her trip from New York to Stonington on
March 14th. Fifteen of the salon windows were blown to

pieces and glass in other parts of the boat was shattered.

A bunch of electric lights suspended on the rear deck was
demolished and the sheathing around the deck covering
torn off and scattered about the deck.

Van Rysselbarghe Hydro-electric Instal-

lation in Antwerp.
The choice of a system for distributing electrical energy

is dependent, generally speaking, upon local conditions. If

the area to be served is compact, a low tension, direct cur-

ent system is likely to be selected. If the consumers are

FIG. 2. VAN RYSSELBERGHE HYDRO-ELECTRIC INSTALLA-
TION IN ANTWERP.

scattered over a considerable territory, a high tension, alter-

nating system may be adopted. Continuous current

transformers or batteries of accumulators may also be em-

ployed in the same case. But with the former the efficiency

Is less than when high tension alternating currents are

transformed by converters, and sub-stations requiring at-

tention are necessary. The advantages attending the use

VAN KVSSELtERGHE HYDRO-ELECTRIC INSTALLATION IN ANTWEKI'.

claimed 20.9. and we got 23.7, over two additional horse
power.
At the conclosioti of this report a wire was placed across

the terminals of the battery, short-circuiting it and melting
the wire. This was immcdia'cly repeated, the battery still

being; able to perform its work, and showing at the con-
cInsioD of the test a voluge of 2.2 without load.

Freaks of LIghtninfi:.

Oa March 15th there v/as a severe electrical storm along
the Atlantic coast, ?rcs« dispatches from Massachusetts,
New Jtr^ej. Kcw VorJe and Khode Island report consid-

erabl'- dama;;* At North Middlcboio, Mass., the Con-
jfTcga- - waa Struck bj lightning and destroyed.

At V,
. I., the lightning set fire to no bales

of c^,' /n-c destroyed. All the telegraph wires

between J^pnnjiheld, Ma&s., and New ^'ork were useless.

At many other points damage to bouses and other prop-
erty is repotted,

Edwin Satterthwaite, a farmer, his wife and son Henry
were struck by lightning at Eordcnlown, N. J. Henry
was koocieed oi? a wagon and was found insensible in the

read. H:^ hand?, arni^. back and head were covered with

red streaks. His mother and father were knocked sense-

less while at sapper. All three were dangerously hurt,

bat will recover.

Lightning stmck the StoniDgton line steamer New

of accumulators are obvious, but their efficiency is not

high and their depreciation is rapid.

There are notorious disadvantages connected with distri-

buting power by non electrical systems. Compressed air,

for example, is an exceedingly poor agent from the point of

efficiency, and the gas engine used for transforming latent

thermic energy is a complicated and delicate piece of appara-

tus less convenient and more cumbrous than the electric

motor. When gas and compressed air arc used the sub-

station becomes a veritable power plant comprising com-

plex apparatus and considerable labor.

*'The transmission of energy by means of water under

pressure is an intermediate system, the adabtability and

simplicity of which we had the opportunity to observe

recently in visiting the Van Ryssclberghc hydro-electric

installation at Antwerp," says E. Hospitalier In /,a

Nature. "Van Ryssclberghe's system is designed to trans-

mit power by water under pressure and to use it in that

form for power where it is needed and to establish sub-

sutions for generating electricity for public and private

ligh ing in the principal centers of consumption."

The ci»y of Antwerp offered to Van Kysselberghe

exceptionally favorable conditions for making a trial of his

hydro-electric distributing scheme, and it must be admitted

that he has magnified its merits and minimized its dis-

advantages. For many years the city has possessed an

hydraulic station for distributing water under pressure for

operating the cranes used on the harbor docks. This

water is furnished at a pressure of 50 kilogrammes per square

centimeter or about 50 atmospheres. Each cubic meter

of water therefore represents a gross energy of 500,000

kilogramme-meters and will furnish 800 watts taking into

account the efficiency of the hydrau'.ic motor or turbine

utilizing the pressure. The water under this pressure is

distributed by means of hydraulic pumps throughout the

city.and besides driving the hydraulic motors will operate a

number of sub-stations similiar to that now installed in Place

Verte, illustrated in the cuts. Fig. i gives a view of the

generator and Fig. 2 represents the handsome little struc-

ture in which it is installed. The apparatus comprises a

turbine wheel whose shaft is coupled to a continuous cur-

rent dynamo. The admission of water is varied in accord-

ance with the load on the machine. The attendant

watches the ammeter and voltmeter and controls the

operation of the machine by admitting water into the tur-

bine or shutting it off, and by working the rheostat which

controls the exciting of the field coils.

The simplicity of the installation is attractive and its suc-

cesshas been demonstrated to the extent of inducing capital-

ists to subscribe the money necessary to enable the inven-

tor to execute his project.

"We confess," Mr. Hospitalier continues, "that we are

less convinced than the capitalists. The system does not

appear to be destined to as great a success as the promoters

expected. Distribution of current at 500 volts is easily

effected to day. The efficiency of the hydraulic motor

is less than that of electric motors, and the efficiency of

the turbines, which can only be conjectured, is, according to

the optimistic estimate of Van Rysselberghe, only 70 per

cent. It seems that he has taken a step backward by

resorting to hydraulic transmission and electric distribution.

We would prefer to transmit at a potential of 500 or 600

volts, which would be sufficient to reach economically the

most distant points in the system. We would then have a

single system instead of two—one]hydraulic for large power

units and sub-stations, the other electrical for lighting and

small motors.

"The conditions will be entirely different if it is proposed

to utilize a station for distributing water under pressure,

installed for other purposes, the power of which is greater

than the requirements of consumers. In this case the

hydro-electric combination will enlarge the field of useful-

ness of the plant without increasing correspondingly the

expenses of the installation. This, however, is not the

situation at Antwerp, as it is proposed to construct a

special station for the simple purpose of producing water

pressure. On this point we are far from sharing the

opinion of the Belgian inventor."

Telephonic Communication Without a
Special Line.'

By G. Mareschal.

I have noticed that if I attach one wire to a gas pipe and
another to a water pipe and connect the two to a telephone,

the existence of a current will be proved by the sound in

the instrument upon opening and closing the circuit. To
measure it I have substituted a galvanometer for the tele-

phone and as nearly as I have been able to determine with

the primitive apparatus at my disposal, the deviation

corresponds to a quarter of a volt. What is especially

remarkable about the current is its continuity. The needle of

the galvanometer has remained almost stationary for a year,

varying one or two degrees to the right or the left during

the course ot each day.

It was my first impression that I had proved the exist-

ence of an earth current, but in view of its continuity I

came to the conclusion that the action was rather that of a

battery of which the water and gas pipes formed the

elements which were attacked by the media in which they

were located. The positive pole is the water pipe and the

negative the gas pipe. I have repeated the experiment

with success in many houses in Paris and elsewhere; but

no curient was found in places where the pipes were in

close contact.

At my own home the current disappeared for about two

months in consequence of the introduction of gas pipes

in a certain room. It is likely that the workmen unwit-

tingly established a contact between the two pipeK. The
experiment is an interesting one to make and all those who
have a common galvanometer, or better yet, a telephone,

can investigate the existence of the current.

But can the current be utilized? The current strength

is so small that perhaps it is not likely. However, it

would be easy to design some little motor that would re-

volve indefinitely and this movement might be utilized

perhaps by a skillful mechanic for operating a tiny clock.

It is a sequence of this experiment that the pipes are

rclaiivcly insulated most of the time, and I wondered if

they could not be used as the two wires for telephonic com

-

7. Ab«tracl of an article in /.'* Nitltire.
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munication. As a maiter of fact I have been able to talk

with a friend living six doors away, using the pipes as

conductors. The experiment was conducted in a very sim-

plefashion. In my own room were pbced three bichro-

tnite cells and in the circuit was connected a microphone

without the induction coil; in the neighboring house was
arranged the telephone connected to the two pipes. An
article from a daily paper read in my room was heard per-

fectly in the house of my friend. We then elaborated the

FIG. 2. MUNICIPAL ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT AT ZURICH.
SWITZERLAND.

experiment. The microphone was placed behind the piano

and music was heard In several houses on the same street

and on a neighboring street.
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the first time in complete operation, although the plans for

the entire installation have by no means been executed

even at the present time. Just half of the machinery pro-

vided for by the plans is now in place.

The electric light plant has been installed as an annex

to the pumping station, which for years has been in oper-

ation. It was planned to make use of the water power

from the River Limmat. A raceway three-quarters of a

mile in length leading to the station was built twenty

years ago. Extending the entire length of the station in

which the dynamos and pumps are located is a main shaft,

which is cut in two places and joined by clutch couplings.

This is ordinarily driven by eight turbines, ranging in

capacity from too horse power to 150 horse power, which

had been furnishing power for the pumps. As a reserve

power tw3 new high pressure turbines of 175 horse power

each and a compound condensing engine of 225 horse

pDwer have been introduced. The water for the former is

taken from a high reservoir, to which it is pumped during

the day before the heavy load for lighting comes on the

station. The power stored is equivalent to at least 3,000

horse power hours.

The two dynamos at present in operation, Fig. i, are

0:rIikon alternators of 20D kilowatts capacity each (100

amperes and 2,000 volts). The current is carried in a main

consisting of three concentric cables to a distributing sta-

tion 7,100 feet distant, with a loss of 5 per cent. Thence

the current is carried in tile conduits to eight transformer

stations, where the potential is reduced to 100 volts in the

secondary wires. The general appearance of these struc-

tures is shown in Fig. 2. The municipality ought to derive

quite a revenue from them by the sale of advertising space.

In these stations there are no.v installed sixteen transform-

ers, sufficient to supply 5,000 lamps.

A number of alternating current arc lamps are used for

street lighting. They are connected in series of five. The
lamp used is that of the Siemens type, which takes i3

amperes. The style of orn.imental post used is shown in

Fig. 3-

In connection with the system several alternating current

motors made at the Oerlikon Works are operated. One
of these drives the press of the Buendir Z^ihing. The
illustrations presented herewith are reproduced from L'Elec-

tricien.

IVIunicipal Electric Light Plant at Zurich,
Switzerland.

The principle of the municipal control of city illumina-

tion has taken firm hold in the most important Swiss

cities, as it has in the German municipalities. It has been

the general policy to acquire existing gas works and elec-

tric light stations. In Zurich the local authorities have

persistently refused to great electric light franchises, as

Telephone and Telegraph Wires Down.
The wires of the Long Distance Telephone, Western

Union and Postal Telegraph companies, between Chicago

and Milwaukee, were subjected to a severe storm last week.

On Thursday and Friday. March 22d and 23d, a terrific

snow, sleet and rain storm played havoc with the wires,

and nearly all the poles between Western Union Junction

FIG. I. MUNICIPAL ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT AT ZURICH, SWITZERLAND.

they bad determined some years ago to build a city plant.

Had a different course been pursued the citizens would

certainly have been provided with electric light at a much
earlier date. In 18S7 the project for lighting the city by

electricity was brought forward for consideration, and an

investigation was begun. Two years later the enterprise

had reached the stage where the city engineer was able to

make a report, and the following year manufacturing com-

panies were asked to present bids in accordance with the

adopted plans. A commission was then appointed to de-

termine the apparatus to be used, and a decision in favor

of the alternating current system of the Oerlikon Works
was finally reached. In December last the plant was for

and Milwaukee—a distance of nearly four miles—were

blown down. The Long Distance company detailed

seventy linemen from Chicago to repair the damage, and

the service was but slightly affected.

Judge Prentice of Hartford, Conn., filed his decision in

the case of F. Thills' Sons & Co. against the Perkins

Electric Lamp companyin the Superior Court March 16th.

Judgment for the plaintiffs for ^1.529 74 was given. The
plaintiffs, a New York concern, claimed that the defendant

company purchased goods valued at ^t.350 prior to June.

iSqi. and refused to pay for them. Damages of ^2.000
were claimed. The Perkins company claimed that the goods
were defective, and that their business was damaged thereby.

A counterclaim for |;7o.ooo damages was instituted.

Electric Motors Operating on S ngle
Phase Alternating Current Circuits.

Ev Elias E, RiK.s AND Gordon J. Scott,

In view of the discussion that has recently taken place in

reference to alternating current mo:ors,both in this country

and Europe we desire to announce that for the lait year
and a hal , we have given a great deal of attention to the

question of power transmission by the uec of the com-
mercial alternating currents now in use. The subject has
been dealt with on circuits, the frequency of which varied

all the way from 200 to 40 cycles per second. Some very

interesting and useful facts have come to light, and our

experiments have shown that practical alternating current

motors of any size can be built and and operated at the

ordinary frequency of 138 cycles per second, or even at

higher frequencies, with a commercial efiicicncy equal to

any direct current motor.

This has been fully demonstrated by experiments made
upon a motor in the factory of the Ries Electric Specially

company, which develops nearly two horse power at the

slow speed of 360 revolutions per minute. The total

weight of this motor is just 64 pounds. There are only

two pounds of copper on the machine, and it shows

a commercial efficiency of S5 per cent, when run upon an

ordinary incandescent lighting circuit of 50 volts, at a

frequency of 13S cycles per second.

The motor referred to is built upon entirely new lines

and is radically different from any of the types of alternat-

ing motors thus far described. The motor operates with-

out the use of condensers, reaciion devices, secondary

FIG. 3. MUNICIPAL ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT AT ZURICH,
SWITZERLAND.

batteries, or similar paraphernalia lor changing the lag or

phase. We intend to turn out in a short time, in addition

to this type, an entirely new single phase motor of high

efficiency, having a completly closed magnetic circuit,

and as a consequence a very small magnetizing force.

For electric railway work we have a special form of this

motor under way, which will have a variable speed with

maximum torque, a feature that has not heretofore

been possible either with direct or alternating current

motois, although numerous attempts have been made by

inventors to produce this desirable result in direct current

practice, by the use of moior generators, differential gear-

ing and other equally complicated devices. Th« Ries and

Scott railway motor of this typs wilt be of 20 horse

power and will weigh when completed about 600 pounds,

which is less than one-half of the weight of direct current

railway motors, thus combining great starting etTort with

low consumption of energy and w"th very light weight.

This motor will not only solve the difficulty thai has thus far

been encountered in utilizing single phase alternating cur-

rents for operating stalionar)- motors of all powers, but

will also render it commercially possible to employ the

alternating current for electric railway work, on a scale

that will render the system, for economy in transmission

and regulation, to say nothing of increased safely and

freedom from repairs, far superior to the direct cuncnt

electric railway practice of to-day.

Tama, la., is to have an electric iirect railway.
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The Latuet, the widely known English medical journal,

in discnssing the urgent need of congenial employment for

blind people, suggests that they might well be employed as

telephone operators. The idea seems to be a good one and

wonhy of a trial. It is said that blindness sharpens the

faeariog as well as the other remaining senses, and there

seems to be no instiperable objection to the employment of

blind girls in a telephone exchange. It would be interest-

ing to note the results of such an experiment, and wc hope

that some American telephone manager with humanity and

eoTcrprise will try it.

GRAr>t'ALLY Chicago is being surrounded by a network

of elearic railways, and it is stated that electric railway

companies now opiate or are constructing 115 miles of

tracic in Chicago or its immediate environs. The north,

west and south subtirbs are rapidly coming to look upon

the oocc dcspi*cd overhead trolley as their only hope of

rapid transit, and no doubt it will soon be possible to make

a complete drcait of the city in electric cirs. This encour-

aging onttook is largely dac to the demand for increased

facilities caused by the World's Fair, but there can be no

doubt that the system will be gradually extended as soon

as the people come to appreciate its advantages by experi-

ence. No doubt it will be a long time before the trolley is

introduced in the crowded down-town business streets, if

ever, but there is no reason why the electric system should

not replace the horse cars on cross-town and auxiliary lines

tbroughout the city.

The paper on storage batteries by Messrs. Pumpelly

and Sorley, before the Chicago Electiic club, which is pre-

sented in this issue, is worthy the consideration of every

body interested in this particular line. At the present

time, when there is so much expected of the storage battery

and so little real advancement has been made, a free dis-

cussion of this topic, and everything that may tend to ad-

vance the work, should be encouraged. Storage batteries

have not had a fair trial in this country, but the fault has

been with the companies e.xploiting them rather than with

the public. It is remarkable that vvith all the disappoint-

ments and fai ures in this line, the people cling to the belief

that there will be an efficient, durable and comparatively

econc mical battery eventually developed. Surely such

faith should not go unrewarded.

Rumors of trouble between the Western Union Tele-

graph company and its operators are industriously dis-

seminated by the New York papers and as vigorously de-

nied by the officials of the company. A great telegraph

strike during the World's Fair would be a national calam-

ity, and it is a pleasure to observe that many of the lead-

ing members of the Order of Commercial Telegraphers

assert that a strike at such a time will not be countenanced

by their organization. It is to be hoped that these gen-

tlemen correctly represent the temper of their order and

that, if dissatisfaction exists, every effort to adjust the

difficulty will be exerted by both sides before the public is

put to the untold inconvenience that a strike would cause.

The people will have something to say in this matter, and

if telegraphic communication is seriously interrupted, es-

pecially at this time, those who bring about the cocfl ct

will surely have cause to regret their action.

If all the exhibits for the World's Fair were in the ad-

vanced stage of completion and installation of those in-

tended for the electricity building, there would be no

question of the completion of preparations by May ist.

To quote Mr. llornsby's words: "We will be perfectly

ready for the opening. Everything will be in by April

loth, and we have the assurance of all the exhibitors that

their workmen will be through and out of the way by April

20th. This is not surprising for three reasons: This was

the first department to organize; the electrical people know

better than almost anybody else how to make an exhibit;

and numerically the department is the smallest in

the whole list." This is a matter for congratu-

lation all around, and Prof. Barrett, Mr. Hornsby and

their assistants are entitled to especial thanks. That the

electrical depar.ment should lead all the rest shows the

soundness of the judgment of the exposition management

in according electricity the prominent position it occupies

at the World's Fair.

In Minnesota a t onmendable reform measure has been

introduced in the Legislature and bids fair to become a

law. It is a bill requiring electric railway companies in^

that state to inclos; the front platforms of their cars dur-

ing certain pDrtiois of the year. The bill provides that

during the months of January, February, March and De-

cember the front platforms must be so inclosed as to pro-

tect the motorman from unnecessary exposure. Fifty per

cent of such cars shall be so provided by December 1, 1893,

and all cars shall be inclosed by December i, 1894. The
bill has been favorably reported and is likely to pass. Our

Minneapolis correspondent reports that President Lowry,

of the great St. Paul and Minneapolis electric railway sys-

tem, is willing to comply with the requirements of the law,

and there should be no difficulty in enforcing it throughout

the state. The measure is entitled to hearty approval, as

there is no reason why electric car.* cannot be operated

without exposing the motormen to the severity of our

northern winters. Laws of similar import should be

placed on the statute books of ail the northern stales, and

no doubt rable railway companies could also be included.

wires, where that death-dealing method of propulsion is

in use, has become the dally subject of news items, and
yet the State Railroad commission continues to give its-

consent to the extension of the system in this state. All
the public advantage that comes from this "improvement"
in the method of propelling street cars is no compensation
for the suffering, bereavement and loss that it is constantly
causing. It is the corporations alone that benefit by the
privilege of killing and crippling in order to save expense
and increase profits.

These statemeo's are wholly unwarranted, and the best

evidence of this fact is afforded in th; accounts of the

Brook'yn accidents printed in the news columns of the

Times. There was no "slaughter and mangling of man
and beasts" reported, but there were several accidents for

which the vicrims were generally to blame. These acci-

dents were usually of the class that follows the substitu-

tion of rapid transit systems on lines formerly operated as

horse car systems. The unsophisticated psople of Brook-

lyn, like their New York friends, are accustomed to rush

in front of horse cars, and they need a little experience to

teach them the necessity of keeping their eyes open and
their wits about them. Wheti they acquire this knowledge

they will begin to appreciate the benefits of the new sys-

tem. Surely our contemporary cinnot seriously contend

that the introduction of the electric railway is not attended

by many advantages. These are recognized evervwhere,

even in Nev York, when Gothamites are not exasperated

over their own woefully inefficient transportation facilities.

There is no reason *why the state railroad commission

should prevent the extension of the trolle> system. On the

contrary, it should encourage the adoption of this method
and insist upon improving the standard of construction

work and the employment of competent motormen.

Skvkkai- accidents on the Brooklyn electric lines during

thclast week have served to revive the old cry against the

"deadly trolley," Our usually accurate contemporary,

the iXcv York Times departs from its conservative policy

to make this petulant complaint:

The slaughter and mingling of mm and bcists by trol-

ley cars or the currents from their broken or disarranged

Seldom is it the privilege of the Westers Electrician
to find such a frank admission by a gas man of the supe-

riority of the electric light as that presented in the paper of

Joseph Gwynn before the Ohio Gas Light association at its

last annua! convention. Mr. Gwynn, who is the general

manager of the Gas & Electric company of Steubenville,

O., recognizes the fact that gas cannot successfully com-
pete wilh electricity for street illumination, and that the

latter is preferable for commercial lighting where it can be
secured. At a former meeting of the Ohio association Mr.
Gwynn advised the members to take a practical view of the

situation, putting aside their prejudices as gas men and
engaging in electrical illumination in combination witb

thtir gas business. They would thereby gain whatever

advantages would arise from the introduction of the new
form of illumination and by securing possession of the

entire lighting field would avert the ruinous competition-

which in many casts followed the advent of electric light-

ing in small cities. Since the r)ayton meeting, at which

this policy was urged, the electrical business has advanced

far beyond the expectations of the most sanguine advo-

cates. In Mr. Gwynn's paper are presented some interest-

ing data, reproduced in anoiher column, which were

secured by personal application to more than 200 gas and
electric companies. Evidence of progress in electric

lighting is found on every hand. An idea of the growth

of the arc lighting business alone may be gained from the

statement that while in i88r only a million carbons were

manufactured and sold in this country, ten years later this

branch of the business had grown until there were 145,-

000,000 carbons made and sold for arc lighting in this

country. Incandescent lighting had grown apace and

central stations were also reaping considerable profit from

electric motor service. While this advancement was

notable everywhere in electric lighting the gas companies

were not keeping up with their rivals. In fact,

in many cases the latter had lost ground. What
was formerly a profitable department of the gas

lighting business, street illumination, had almost entirely

passed into the hands of the arc lighting companies. Out

of 928 gas companies in the United States to day only 435

have contracts for street illumination, and these are in

great part doing a very limited business. According to

Mr. Gwynn; "Street lighting by gas is being gradually

displaced by electricity and will eventually be a thing of

the past." If there be any doubt of the accuracy of this

statement a close examination of the statistics gathered on

this !:ubjcct will convince any one that there is certainly

good grounds for this assertion. During the last ten years

493 gas companies have lost their street lighting business

entirely, and, as has already been pointed out, those still

holding city contracts have lost considerable p.ilronagc of

this kind and their business in this Hue is diminishing year

by year. The advancement of the electric lighting busi-

ness will continue, it is safe to say, and gas companies

will suffer by competition, but, according lo Mr, Gwynn.

there is an excellent field for operation in the utilization

of gas for healing and cooking purposes.
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Electroctuion from a French Point of
View-

MM. Biraud and Lacassajjce of Lyons, France, have

recently made an investigation of deaths caused byeieclric

shocks, and in their researches, it is said, they have been

aided by electricians throughout the world. After classify-

ing and studying fatalities due to shocks, including the

executions which have taken place in New York, the inves-

tigate s announce that electricity causes death in two ways:

First, by producing mechanical lesions of the blood ves-

sels and nervous system; second, by stopping the respira-

tion and the action of the heart. Deaths belonging to the

former class are caused bv lightning and static discharges

from pDwerfuI batteries; but those of the second class are

met with in shocks from high tension currents used indus-

trially. A French paper in commenting upon the investi-

gation takes up the subject at this point as follows:

These twoclasses of dealh are distinguished also in

practice by a most important fact. While disruptive dis-

charges of the first das? cause death absolu':ely, the elec-

tric action in the second case m^st frequently puts the vic-

tims in a state of apparent death, and ihey ^an be revived

by resorting to artificial re5piration immediately after the

accident. Thu?, in accordance with a principle stated by
D'Arsonval, which all those handling electric apparatus

should know, a person who has received an electric shock

should be treated exactly as one who has been apparently

drowned.
The necessary consequence of these observations is that

electrocution is complicated, barbarous and uncertain.

None of our skillful physicians and physiologists has suc-

ceeded in killing with certainly a luckless rabbit, even by
employing currents of 2,500 volts and 20 amperes. When
the experimenter has believed he succeeded, it has slill

been possible to restore the animal to life by resorting to

artificial respiration. Yet it is questionable if the machines
used for electrocution in America give 1,500 volts.

D'Arsonval, some time ago. defied the American doctors

to try artificial respiration on the patients immediately af-

ter the electrocution Far from accepting the challenge,

the doctors hasten to make an autopsy immediately after

the electric shock. And this precaution does not seem to

be useless, for experience now seems to have demonstrated

that the victims have been thrown into a state of apparent

death or cardiac and respiratory syncope. The autopsy

thus is absolutely necessary to insure the execution.

The conclusion from these researches is that electrocu-

tion is not suitable for European countries, where love of

novelty does not blind the eyes wholly to essential facts.

The Nomenclature Discussion.

The Paris correspondent of the London ^/t't7;-:V/(?/; sends

to that paper a brief report of the discussion in the Socie c

Internationale des Electriciens on the reforms in electrical

nomenclature proposed by the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers, to be acted upon by the World's Elec-

trical Congress. Following is the synopsis:

M. Blondel was of the opinion that the definition of

''impressed eLctromotive force" was a bad one, and tended
to contusion. He demanded its withdrawal. He wished
to keep the expression "difference of potential," and con-
sidered "voltage" slang. In his opinion there was no need
to replace the word "permeability" by Mnductivity," which
did not appeal to the mind so much. The committee of

the American Institute of Electrical Engineers had defined
"reluctivity" inaccurately, and the need for the term was
by no means self-evident. He would suggest that the unit

of illumination, the lux, should be equal to that of one
bougie at one meter. He did not agree with the adoption
of the Hefner-Alterneck amylacetate standard, which was
difficult to use and of insufficient accuracy, while the

carcel, or, better still, the Violle standard, were much more
accurate. Tke speaker then exhibited a standard aic lamp
based on the fact that the intrinsic brilliancy of the arc was
constant. He had experimented, together with ^L le

Chatelier. upon carbons of various qualities, and had not
observed any variation in their intrinsic brilliancy.

M. Guillaume suggested that the termination "ity"

should ^ e reserved for properties of matter— for example,
"resistibility;" while the termination "ance'' should denote
a fraction— for instanc2, resistt'^a'— resistibihVrXS

j
r.

The term "inductance" was unnecessary. "Inouciivily"
was useless; moreover, there was an error of sign in its

definition. The word "permeability'' was handier. He
would support the names of "gauss" and "weber," but not
those of "gilbert"' or "oersted." In any case, the size of
the practical units should be such that the >ystera was
coherent.

M. Hospitaller voted for the radicil abolition of the ex-

pression "bougie-meter;" the unit of illumination was the

boogie at one meter. ^L Ilospitalier then read a letter

which he had received from M. Poiier with which he en-

tirely agreed. M. Potier held that the units should not be
called absolute, but merely C.G.S. The ' weber" was
useless, since the C G.S. unit of both total magnetic flux

and of magnetomotive force sufficed. "Inductivity" had no
raison iVCtrc since we had "permeability." The expres-
sion "flux" was simpler and less ambiguous than "total
induction." There was no need to give a special name to
the ampere-hour or kilowatt hour.

The property and franchise of the Dubuque Electric
Railway company has been sold by the Federal company
to the Old Colony Trust company of Boston for $225,000
to satisfy the first mortgage held by the Bay State Trust
company.

New English Alternator.

The alternating current dynamo represented in the il-

lustration ttas built by Maih-^r & Piatt, Manche<-ter, Eng-

land, for a C'ntral sta'ion in New South Wales. The

magnets are of wrought iron and arranged round the

armature exterior to it, and are attached to a massive cast

iron ring which form; the yoke connecting the limbs.

The attachment is so arranged that any of the magnet

cores can be removed without disturbing the remainder or

taking out the armiiure. The yoke ring is made in

halves, so that the upper part maybe lifted to allow of

the easy removJ of the armature. The armature itself is

constructed of two plates or disks keyed on to ihe shaft,

between which the arma'ure cores aie held by bolts. As is

English Gas Engine and Dynamo Com-
bination.

Both the Eiglish and the Grrmans h.-ivc dcvo'cd more
attention to the development of ga? engines for the pur-

pose of driving dynamos than have American inventors.

A short time a^o the Wkstekn Ei.FcrRi'.iAS illustrated a

direct connected gas engine and dynamo plant made by a

German firm, and the accompanying cut shows a com-
bined gas engine and dynamo of English manufacture,

the engine from the works of the Campbrll Gas Engine
company of Halifax and the dynamo from J. H. Holmes
& Co. of Newcastle on-Tyne. Both machines arc mounted
on the same bed-plate. The engine runs at 160 revolu-

tions p'. r minu'e, and is rated at CJs borse power. The
gas consumpt'oa is given at 24 cubic feet per horse power

hour. This arrangement is compact and simple, and in-

volves no sliding ra'ls for belt tightening. The engine is

said to run witT psrfect regularity, and to be completel^y

under the control of a very sensitive governor. The illus-

tration is reprojued from Industries of London.

:iKfek3iafa'/*> --

NEW ENGLISH ALTERNATOR.

the case with the magnets, any section of the armature can

be removed without disturbing the remainder. Aptrtures

in the disks allow free ventilation about the interior of

the armature cores.

The machines are manufactured under the patents of

Dr. John Hopkinson and Dr. Edward Hopkinson, and are

designed for an output of 120 kilowatts at 1,000 volts,

when running at 400 revolutions per minute. There are

24 poles, so that the number of reversals is 9.600 per min-

ute, corresponding to a periodicity of 80. The resistance

of the magnets is 16 ohms and of the armature . 11 ohm,

and the exciting current is five amperes. The electrical

efficiency at full load is 98.4 per cent., and still higher at

half load. Careful te^ts have b< en made of the commer-

cial efficiency of a similar machine of somewhat smaller

Electric Railways in and About Chicago.
By ihe time the month cf May has seen the World's Fair

in operation and the people of Chicago and abroad are
traveling about the city and its environs there will be io
Cook county abcut one hundred and lifteen miles of electric

railwavs, with tniny miles mere premised by midsummtr.
savs the CJiicago Record.

On the ^ou^h side the Chicago City Railway ccmpany
will have in operation abcu: ten m^Ls of ekoric lOad. em-
braced vvi hin (our main cro^s-town lines. On 35th street

the electric cars will run west irom Srate stree^ 10 Western
avenue, a distance of three and a half miles Forty-seventh
street will have a line from Cottage Grcve sverue to West-
ern avenue, a siraOar disiance. Sixtj -first acd 63d streets

will have about three miles of seivice. The cars will inn
east from State street on 6ist. one line of cars going
straight to Washing' on avenue, the other turring sooth en
Cottage Grove averue and approaching the fair grounds on
63d street The Englewood line will traverse 63d street

from S ate strtet to Ashland avenue.

The Calumet Electric Street Railway ccmpany now
operates its Ime on Cottage Grove avenue from 72d street

to 95; h street, east to Michigan avenue, south to i24Th street,

witti a branch running west on iig'.h sircet to Halsted
street {West Pullman) and an east loop at 115th street to

Kensington. The Burnside and South Chicago line is

running on 93d street from Cottage Grove avenue to South
Chicago avenue. The South Chicago avenue line from
75th street (Grand Crossing) t0 95tb street (Si-uth Chicago)
with an extension to gad street and Mackinaw avenue will

piobably be in operation next Sunday.
The Stony Island avenue line will run from 64th street

to 97th street, connecting with the Pullman road into Pull-

man. On 75ih street the cars will run from the Rock Island

tracks in Auburn Park east to Stony Island avenue, and on
67th street they will run between Cottage Grove and Stony
Island avenues.

The power plant for these lines are at Burnside street

and Stony Island avenue, and the company promises forty-

five miles of road in operation May 1st,

ENGLISH GAS ENGINE AND DYNAMO COMIUNATION.

siz? by driving it from a motor of kncwn efficiency and

absorbing the power generated by the aliernator in a non-

inductive water resistance. These tests show a commer-
cial efficiency of 92 per cent. Messrs. Mather & Piatt

have constructed a number of these alttrnators for central

station work, from i6 kilowatts up to 2:10 kilowatts. The
cut is reproduced from Engiiticriii); oi London.

Not an Exorbitant Rate.

The Times ai Forest Grove, Wash., says: "There Js

some talk going on relative to the erection of another elec-
tric light plant in our city. Be a new process, so claimed
by the San Francisco C/iroitit/c. the common lights that
are used can be furnished ior 5 cents each per month.
This is the kind that is contemplated here."

The Sooth Ch'cago City railway Hres will connect the
Fairgrounds. South Shore. Cbcltenhacn. Windsor Paik,
South Chicago and Irondale. Cars will lun on Stony
Is and avenue from 64th to 79h ^licet. to Ccmmercial ave-
nue, to Notre Dame, to ic4th street, to Torrcnce avenue,
to looih street, to the Inoiana state line, Fiom ic6th
jlreet the cars will fonoith on Ewingaverue to Q2d street.

to Commercial avenue, and from osd stieet to S7th street
on Buffalo avenue.

Other branches arc S7ih street, frcm BufTalo to Superior
avenues, to Sjd street, to Ontario avenue and lo 79th street.

Seventy-ninth street, from Ontaiio to Commercial avenue,
from 79 h street 10 71st street on Coles avenue, on 71st
street to Yates .Tvenue, to ')7th street.

This covers abdut nftecn and one-half miles of track,
which is all in operation exctpting a porlion of the Yates
avenue line and ite line fiora 79ih stieet and Ccirmercial
avenue lo the fair, all of wh'ch, it tsclaimcd, will be goitir
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inside a month- These lines connect with the Hammond,
East Chicago and Whiting line in Indiana at io6:h street.

The Chicago & Southwest Electric Railway Company
will operate a line on 95th street from Oaklawn east, con-

necting with the Calumet 1 ne two blocks east of State

street. There will be about seven miles of road, but it

wilt hardly be in working; shape before July ist.

The Englewood and Chicago line will connect with the

alley "L" at 63d street and Vernon avenue, going south to

67th, east and west on 67th. connecting with Cottage Grove

avenue and State street; also south on Vincennts avenue

from 67th to 71st street, east and west to Cottage Grove av-

enue and State street, south on State to 79':h street to Vin-

cennes road, thence southwesterly to 103d street, with

branches on S7th to Loomis street and to Cottage Grove

avenue. There is a branch also on State street from 95th

to 79:h street, and making connections on Q5th street with

the Calumet electric at Michigan avenue. These lines will

cover eight to ten miles of road. The S7th street and

Vjncennes road lines are expected to be operating in con-

nection with the elevated road at 63d street by July is\

The Cicero and Proviso company is operating its lines

on West Madison street, Lake street and Harlem avenue

and on Desplaines avenue to 12th street, a total of twenty-

two miles. New branches are to be in running shape by

Tune ist from Madison street at the Desplaines river west

to Herman avenue, with a branch north to Melrose and
another south to 12th street, making about six miles.

The West and South Towns Street Railway company
win operate on 22d street, through the lumber district west

to Crawford avenue, with a branch on Lawndale avenue

from 22d to 35th street. The road is now built on 22d

street and Lawndale avenue. The company promises

twelve miles of the line to be in operation by May ist.

The Chicago-North Shore Street railway company's route

is from Graceland avenue on Evanston avenue to the city

limits, 10 Chicago avenue and Rogers Park, thence north to

Evanston. This line embraces sixteen miles of road, of

which about half will be in operation by May ist.

The Present and Future Competition
Between Gas and Electricity.'

Bv Joseph Gwynn.
*^ In order to get at the inwardness of both branches of the

industries and to treat them fairly from an unbiased stand-

point and produce a psper based on actual facts and fig-

FIC, 5. .STORtyS SOI,ENOII> MOTOR FOR DIRECT

MACHINE DRIVING.

ores, aod not one written from my own v:ews on the sub-
jea, I conjmunicated with upward of two hundred gas and
electric companies in d-.ffercnt parts of the United States,

:d order to obtain as reliable data as possible on the sub-

ject to be treated. To show the rapid advancement of one
branch of the electric business, which is arc lighting, I

append the following figures, showing the growth of the

carbon business. Upon the introduaion of the arc light-

ing business, from the year 1&79 to the year i38t, only a

small atnonnt of carbons was manufactured, and from
what dau I can obtain the ictal sales of carbons would not

exceed one million per annum, with prices ranging from
$120 to $150 p<:r thousand. KromiSSi to January i, 1892,

the amount of carbons manufactured and sold in the United
S:ates had gradually increased until tc-day there are up-

ward of M3.o<».ooo '^f carbons being manufaciurcd and
sold annually, wiih price ranging from 1^9 to

$to per thousand. From these figures it will be
seen that the arc lighting business has shown an
average advancement of over 12 per ctnt, per annum for the

la^t twelve years. While the arc lighting business has
shown a rapid advancement for mainly publtc lighting,

I. Ab»f2£Zoi a japcT read mhc meit'mx o1 Ihc Ohto Gas Light sis'

s«mUqo, at Gjf^mb^a, >farch t; aad 1^, 1^02-

what effect do we find this has had upon public lighting by
gas companies? To-day out of over 928 gas companies in

the United States we find that only 435 have contracts for

street lighting and 493 have lost the street lighting business

entirely, the gas business being displaced by arc and some
few incandescent lights, while, on the othir hand, a

great many of the gas companies who still Ho street lighting

do only a limited business in this line, as street lighting by
gas is being gradually displaced by electricity and will

eventually be a thing of the past. Let us again consider

the two great competitors from a commercial lighting

standpoint, and what are the results? The aggregate gain
in output of 27 gas companies for the year 1S91 is 6.56 per

cent., and for the year iSg2, 6.6[ per cent., or a net gain
of 13,61 per cent, for the output of 1892 over that of iSgo.

For comparison, I will now show the aggregate gain of

the commercial electric lighting business. In 1891 the

aggregate number of incandescent lamps then installed by
fourteen electric companies was 16,475 ^nd in 1892, the

aggregate number of lamps then installed had reached

33,238. showing a net gain of over one bundled per cent, in

the past year. From the above figures it will be plainly

seen that the net increase of commercial incandescent
lighting for the past year over gas is ninety-three per cent.

In addition to the incandescent lighting business of the

above electric companies, I find that in 1890 they had then
installed 1,047 commercial arc lights, and in iSgi they had
increased to i, 149, and in 1S92 to a total of 1,620 lights,

FIG. I. STOREYS SOLENOID MOTOR FOR DIRECT
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showing a net gain in the past two years of over fifty-four

per cent.

Again, let us look at the lighting question. It has been
claimed by most gas managers that electricity could not

compete against gas for day lighting, as the business was
not sut^cient to justify an electric company to operate day
circuits only in large cities. In this respect, I wish to say that

they have been mistaken, for I find that quite a number of

electric companies in cities of 20,000 population and under
are operating day circuits, or, in other words, are operating
their plants for the full twenty-four hours. I am asked how
they can afford to operate a day circuit without continual

loss. I wish to reply to this question by saying that in

addition to what lights are required, the constant demand
for ventilating fan motors, from which a good revenue is

derived, enables an electric company to operate a day
circuit at a small profit. To give you an idea of the

growth and prosperity of the ventilating fan motor business.

which is being rapidly introduced by electric companies, I

append a few figures obtained from the manufacturers as to

the sale of fan motors for the years iSgi and 1892. In

1S91 the sale of fan motors by four of the principal electric

companies was 2.012. In i8g2 the sale of fan motors by
the same companies was 5,093, and the companies above
referred to stated in their report, to me that from the pres-

ent outlook the sales of fan motors for the year 1S93 will

be filty per cent, greater than for the previous year. In
order to further enlighten you on the possibilities of elec-

tric companies operating day circuits, I wish to call your
attention to the following figures showing the enormous
increase in the sales of motors used for isolated purposes
and independent of street car use. In the year iSSg the

sales were, practically speaking, nothing, as the reports

obtained show an aggregate sale of 175 horse power. In
i8go, the aggregate sales of motors of live of the principal

electric companies show 6,584 horsepower. In iSgr the

aggregate sales of motors by si.x of the principal electric

companies were g,057 horse power, and for the year 1S92
the aggregate sales of seven of the principal electric com-
panies were 19.216 horse power, or, in other words, the

total sales of motors for the past three years by seven of

the leading electric companies show an aggregate of

35.457 horse power. This branch of the business, if you
will stop to think, comes in competition with the gas engine
business, and while I have no figures to show the aggregate
horse power of gas engines sold for the same period,

yet at the same time I venture the assertion that twenty-

five per cent- of the sales of motors would be a fair esti-

mate for the sales of gas engines. This branch of the

motor business, looking at it from an electric standpoint,

is not as easy to handle, nor posiibly not as profit-

able, as is the gas engine business to gas companies.
While the gas company can furnish the gas required for

gas engines through the same line that is used for illumin-

ating purposes and without increased expense, it is im-
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possible for electrical companies to furnish current for

motor U5C from the same circuit used for lighting. As I

stated above, fan motors c.'in be operated on the electric

lighting circuits, but when an electric company undertakes

toopcratc anything larger than fan motors from a lighting

circuit, the continual stopping and starting of the motor
will cause a variance in the lights

Storey's Solenoid Motor for Direct
Machine Driving.

Until recently the electric motor has simply been used to

supply the place of engines and other motive power in

operating the ordinary methods of power transmission

—

that is, by means of shafting and belting. In overcoming

this disadvantage, I. E. Storey has developed a motor that

is attracting considerable attention.

The motor is a p^ain cylindrical machine having end

projections fcr the boxes and commutator. Fig. i shows

a longitudinal section through the T-shaped pole pieces,

which project internally from the cylindrical portion of

the machine. Fig. 2 shows a longitudinal section through

the poles projecting from the end portions. Fig. 3 a cross-

section through the poles and Fig. 4 a cross section

through brush holder and commutator. In Fig. i A rep-

resents the cross-section of the cylindrical portion as noted,

showing the two T-shaped fields; B in Fig. 2 shows the

opposite field pieces carried by the cap ends; C in both

drawings represents the cross section and location of the

field windings; D shows the bolts which are used in assem-

bling the main portion of the magnetic fields.

One of the unique features of this machine consists in

the construction of the field magnets, which, as shown,

present four poles, so arranged that, while the center of

the machine is of one polarity, the ends are of ooposite

polarity, both ends being of the same polarity. From this

it will be readily seen that, while this is a four-pole

machine, it has eight distinct magnetic circuits, making
the path of the magnetic lines uncommonly short and of

very low resistance, giving maximum efficiency for mini-

mum quantity of wire. The coils C wound on spools to

size are removed from the spools thoroughly insulated, slip

loosely in the cylindrical chamber and occupv a position in

a plane perpendicular to the center line of the shaft, and
are held in position by the pole pieces A and B.

The armature is of the drum type, toothed. The end

caps F G serve for supports, and form the outside chambers

for the self-oiling bearings. The end cap F carries the

brushes, which are shown in Fig. 4. The bearing are de-

signed and constructed so that the motor can be placed in

any position as long as the center line of the shaft is hori-

zontal, the end of caps F being protected by a cap pro-

jecting over the opeaing of the box, thereby rendering the

boxes impervious to dust and moisture. In cases where

there is much moisture these caps are replaced by stuffing

boxes. It will be noted that this machine is practically a

solenoid and will be known as the "solenoid" type. The

FIGS. 3 AND 4. STOREYS SOLENOU) MOTOR FOR DIRECT
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motor is practically a hermetically-sealed machine. Thus

it is protected cu the outside against moisture, dust or any

possible external injury, and being entirely enclosed no

outside injury can possibly arise from any internal con-

dition incident to the operation of the motor, such as

burning-out of armature, or fields, or sparking at the

brushes. These features make the motor water, dust and

fire-proof, and hence adapt it to an enormous range of

work.

The form of Mr. Storey's motor permits a com*

bination of motor and tool such a is shown in Fig. 5,

which is a 12-inch upright drill of the friction type. An
examination of this combination will readily suggest to the

mechanical mind the ease with which this motor can be

applied to lathes, planers and other machine tools as well

as all types of machinery requiring high and constant

speed, notably wood-working machines of all varieties.

The manufacturers of this motor, the Ilornell Iron

Works, Ilornellsville, N, Y., are now prepared to furnish

niJtors adapted to grinding and buffing, operating drills

and transmission of small power. The Dahl lOkctric

company, 120 Liberty s'rcct. New York, is the agent

for the manufacturers for the eastern and middle slates.

A thirty ton electric traveling crane has been installed in

the new "river works" of the Thomson-Houston factory,

at Lynn.

Articles of Incoiporation of the Stotkton, Cal,, I'owcr

Transmission company (capital. $1,000,000) were filed re-

cently. The company will utilize the water power on the
Mokeiumne river, forty-two miles from .Stockton. The
company will supply electricity for a railroad between
.Stockton and Lodi,
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New Fan Motors.

The accompanying cuts show two types of motors that

have just been placed on the market by the Calumet Elec-

tric Manufacturing & Engineering company, Chicago.

These ra^.chines were built after designs prepared by

George E. Dorman, Chicago, and embody a number of novel

features. Refening to the illustrations, Fig. i shows a

500 volt fan motor apart, and the drawing, Fig. 2, repre-

sents the design of a fan for no volt circuits. The most

important feature in the construction of these machines is

the size of the armatures. This part is of unusually large

diameter, thus aflording exceptionally large space for in-

sulation, a construction very necessary where so small a

machine is designed for circuits of so high a potential as

500 volts. The armature of the Calumet company's ma-

FI<; r. M'AV IAN MO'liiRs.

chine has numerous coils and commutator segments, and

in operation, it is claimed, is absolutely sparkless. A
close inspection of the machine reveals another important

feature in the bru^h holder. This part consists of a small

tube containing a spring and the brush, which is really

a pencil of carboj. The brush yoke is mide in one piece

with the journals. Lubrication is afforded by "greasers"

POCKET UUZZfiR

or self-oilers. These machines are manufactured in the

following sizes: 1-16, 1-12, 1-8, i 5, 1-2 horse power for

no and 220 volt circuits, and 1-8, 1-5 and i-2 horse power

for 500 volt circuits. It should be mentioned, also, that

the company has in course of construction several larger

motors and dynamos.

ThreadingWood's Splicing Tube and
Tool.

The accompanying cut illustrates the splicing tube man-

ufactured by the Ansonia Electric company (formerly the

Electrical Supply company), Chicago. The connector is

made in one piece, threaded on the inside with a right and

left hand thread. With the aid of a threading tool, this

splicer can be adjusted to the trolley wire in a very few

minutes. These trolley splicers have been in use for

more than a year and have been indorsed by all electric

WOOh S SPLICING TUBE AND THUEAMNt; TOOL.

roads using them. The splicer can be furnished with

slots cut into it to admit of soldering, but this is not

necessary, as the breaking strain without the use of the

solder is 3,000 pounds; with the addition of the solder it

will stand a strain of 4,500 pounds without affecting the

threads inside. This test was made by the Chicago City

Railway company, the strain Having broken the trolley

wire without doing any damage to the splicer, or even

stripping a thread. The splicer constitutes practically a

continuous wire and causes no sparking or flashing as the

trolley wheel passes.

Pocket Buzzer.

The Partrick & Carter company's pocket bu/zer, shown

in the cut, is a novelty which bell litters and wiremen will

appreciate. It is small and is made entirely of metal. It

gives a clear, loud and pleasant sound and is also adapted

to the same uses as larger buzzers.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Primary Battery Tests.

A recent comparative test and close study of seven dry

cells made for commercial purpose by dilTerent manufac-

turers developed some interesting results, which are graph-

ically shown by the curves in Fig. r. The curves show to

excellent advantage the state of perfection to which the

various cells have been brought up to dale, and it is

especially interesting to note that a continuous advance has

been made, all of the modern cells being vastly superior to

the first or older forms. The poorest results were obtained^

from the oldest battery, or that which has been on the

market the longest time, all the better ones being of later

'73

was a Phenix dry battery, manufactured by the Wcs'ern
Electric company. Fig. 2, and its efficiency will be appar-

ent after a study of the curves.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, March 25.—While the Rapid Transit

commission, the Manhattan Railway company and the city

officials are quibbling over the terms of extending the pres-

ent "L" road service, soasto give at least temporary relief

to the pecple of this much crowded city, the legislature at

3^^
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production. Cells No. 6 and 7 gave results so nearly

identical with those of cell No. 5 that iheir curves are not

shown on the plate. These two cells, furthermore, were

so much alike in construction as to leave scarcely any

doubt that the only difference between them was the differ-

ence in the labels.

The tests were made by the condenser method, two

Carharl-Clark standard cells being used as the standard of

electromotive force. The external resistance used in cir-

cuit with each celt was five ohms. The small divisions of

FIG. 2. NEW FAN MOTORS.

Albany is considering the proposed rap'd iransii bills ad-

vocated by Assemblymen Ellison and Farquhar. At a meet-

ing of the Assembly cities' committee on Thursday after-

noon Assistant Corporation Counsel Blandy of New York

city, said the city authorities were unqualifiedly opposed to

the bills. They objected to the scheme for the appoint-

ment of a new commission and directing it to lay out a

route to be sold to the highest bidder, and also to the

proposition that, if it could not be sold, the city should

build the road. Under the constitution the city could not

go into road building, and the charter gave it no such per-

I'RIMARY BATTERV TESTS.

the scales, read hor-zontally, represent thirty seconds of

time each, and vertically, two one hundredths of a unit

of electromotive force, current and resistance respectively,

i. e . one small division, vertically, represents two one-hun-

dredths of one volt for the potential difference, polariza-

tion and recovery curves; it represents two onc-hundredths

of an ampere for the current curves, and two one-hun-

dredths of an ohm for the internal resistance curves.

It will be noticed that the duration of the test was about

one hour, and that most of the cells maintained a practi

cally constant current during three fourths of the time of the

test. The test was made by Prof. S. W. Stratton of the

department of physics, University of Chicago. Cell No. i

mission. The Court of .\ppeals. in a recent decision, says

that railroad building is no part of municipal functions.

Mr, Farquhar said it was exactly as proper for the ciiy to

build a roadway upon which a lessee is permitted to lun

cars as to build .iqucducts and engage in the business of

furnishing water. The increase in the value of real estate

in the upper part of the city would piy all the expenses of

building the road. The renting of the privilege of using

the road would pay the interest and put a sum into the

sinkic;,' fund th.it would completely pay for the work in

thirty live years. New York city has $50,000,000 to ex-

pend before it reaches the legal limitation of indebtedness.

The estimated cost of building the road was $50,000,000,
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aad it would probably cost the lessee $300,00,000 to equip

it. But he did not believe the city would ever be called

upon to build the road. He was sure that private capital

would be found ready to come in. B. F. Romaine of the

New York Real Estate Exchange, spoke of the great value

of the proposed roadbed, which would increase in value as

did the docks built by the city. There is little prospect of

the rapid transit bill appearing this year, as six of the

members ol the committee are understood to be against

the bill, which leaves only five for it.

In the discussion over the bill providing for a commis-

sion to regulate telephone charges the senate had a lively

time on Monday night. Many of the senators who favored

a similar bill a year ago were found to be arrayed on the

side of the telephone company. Only four members voted

to take the bill from the committee. It is quite probable

that nothing will be done this session in the matter. It is

an interesting fact that Senator Plunkett, who reported a

similar bill last year and urged its adoption, was the leader

of the telephone company's friends in the senate Monday

night. Senator Cantor also voted for the bill last year,

but is no:v oppose i to it. With these leaders favorable to

the telephone interests it can hardly be expected that the

petitions of the subscribers will be favorably acted upon.

Mayor Gilroy, in an interview on rapid transit, is reported

as follows: "I want to be put down as opposing all these

bills at Albany. I oppose them most emphatically. In-

deed, I will do all possible to prevent the success of any

project which purposes the investment of public money in

what I believe to be a private franchise and entirely

within the province of private capitalists to handle. I want

to be fully understood on that point.''

On Friday of last week Deputy Sheriff Carraber took

charge of the office of the vE'/c'r/r/rfz/.^^c- Publishing com-

pany in the Pulitzer building on two attachments for§i,-

643 the largest being in favor of John B. McGeorge for

^1,200.

Ex-Mayor Patrick J. Gleason's scheme of building an

electric railway from Long Island City along Jackson ave-

nue to Flushing has met with a setback. An injunction

has been served upon Mr Gieason.who is president of the

companv. restraining the Lorg Island & Newtown Railroad

company from laying rails along Jackson avenue. This

thoroughfare was macadamized at a great e.xpense by the

towns of Newtown, Flushing and North Hempstead.

Mr. Gleason holds a franchise from the highway commis-

sioners of the town of Newtown, and it is asserted that

he will have to secure a similar privilege from the towns of

North Hempstead and Flushing before attempiing to re-

same operations. \V. F. O.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, March 25.—It is not probable that a

large amount of construction work will be done this

season by the Twin City Ripid Transit company. Unless

the St. Paul tangle is unravelled soon President Lowry is

not likely to construct extensions that he recognizes ought

to b; made. In Minneapolis scarcely any complaint is

heard either as to the extent or characier of the service.

The new ordinance, about which so much ado was made at

first, has been in force some time and the feeling over the

matter appears to have subsided. The proposed transfer

depot at Bridge Square has not been built and may not be.

The talk about a new loop, up Hennepin avenue to Sixth

street, will probably not material'ze this year.

Id all probability the second inter-urban Hoe. via St.

Aothoay Park and the State Fair Grounds, will be con-

structed this season. There is a gap of only two miles

bttween the tcrminition of the Como avenue line from

Minneapolis and the terminus of the St. Anthony Park-

Langford avenat line from S:. Paul. The feasibility of

coancctiDg the two and thus getting another through line

between the cities has bsen evident to President Lowry for

some lime, bat be has had so many pulls on his purs'j

strings thit he has waited forintercstcd property owners to

help him. This, they have agreed to do to the extent of a

bonns of $5,000, ca5h, and if 17,000 real estate. The agree-

ment calls for t'ne commenccmen*. of work on the new line,

soon after April 1st and sali<ifactory throu;;h service on the

completed line from a. m, to midnight. Citizens also

agree to grade the streets en route and much of this work

has already been done.

The sabstitote ordinance which it was hoptd m'^^ht. ad-

jost diffi^Uies between President I>owry and the St. Paul

aathorities was referred to the commillcc on streets by the

board of aldermen. Tnis action is generally interpreted

as pointing toward a possible agreement D[)on a compromise

ordinance.

The recent storms bare effected the telegraph and tele

phone companies as well as the street railway people. The
trouble was dut principally tolhe coaling of ice that formed

00 the wires. At the St. Paal telephone exchange a fire

was started in the terminal room and burt.eJ out half the

wires before it was put out, entailing a loss of perhaps

^1,000 Between this misfortune and the loading up of the

wires the telephone service was considerably crippled.

The Independent Telephone company, which has been

quietly operating in St. Paul for some time with what it

calls the magnetophone, has been incorporated with

Walter S. Morton, president of the St. Pdul & White Bear

Electric Railroad Company as president. It is not the inten

tion to compete with the Bell company on an exchange sys-

tem at present. The capital stock is only Sio.ooo The com-

pany will operate a number of private systems in large

p'ants. Where an officer of a company in such a case

desires t^leph^nic communication with his subordinates,

uoder ihe old system it would cost him $6 per month for

each telephone, "''his new system, however, is placed in

operation and sold outright. The manager has a transmitter

and switch board on his desk and can talk to any part of

his establishment without calling up any central office.

The company hopes in time, however, to establish a gen-

eral system. It is claimed that the magnetophone is an

infringement of the patents controlled by the Bell com-

pany. Patent lawyers are examining the claims of the

companies, and upon their verdict depends the question

of fighting the case out in the courts.

The Brainerd Electric Railway company has filed articles

of incorporation in St. Paul. The capital stock is $75,000

and the incorporators are C. H. Parker of St. Paul; Ray
W. Jooes, of Minneapolis and Fred S. Parker of Brain-

erd.

The city council of Butte, Mont., has granted a franchise

to the Montana Mutual Electric & Telephone company.

Work is to be begun on the plant within six months and be

completed within one year. The company is to furnish

light and telephone service to the city free.

H. R. Fisher, Jr., and F. B. Fargo, of the Royal Elec-

tric & Water company of Lake Mills, Wis., have been in

Austin. Minn,, figuring on putting in a light and power

plant. There is considerable complaint of the service given

by the present company.

At Spring ^''alley, Minn., the business men have organ-

ized the Spring Valley Electric Light Invesfmert company

to put in an electric light plant and possibly water works.

B. F. Farmer is president and S. C. Labdil, E. W,
Thayer, J. S Lee, M. E. Molstad, J. B. Viall and T. A.

Sorenson are directors.

The scheme for running an interurban electric railway

between Eau Claire and Chippewa Falls, Wis., seems to

be well under way. It is said that the right of way has

been secured. N. L. P.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Milwaukee, March 25.—There is good evidence that

the project of building an electric line between Chicago

and Milwaukee, which was first agitated about two years

ago, has been quietly pushed during the time that has

since elapsed. It is said that the entire right of way has

been secured. The capital stock of the company is $10,-

000,000. The Milwaukee gentlemen who are most di-

rectly interested in the project are Henry C. Payne and C.

C. Roge-s. It was originally the intention to operate the

road during the World's Fair. In a short time, however,

it was found that such a feat was out of the question. The
whole line will be in operation within the next five years.

Between Milwaukee and Racine, it is said, electric cars

will be running in three years, possibly in two years. It

is announced that trains of two or three cars will be run at

intervals of a half-hour or of an hour, and that the trip

will be made in an hour and twenty minutes. The road

will take in Cudahy, South Milwaukee, Racine, Kenosha,

Evanston and South Evanston. In Chicago the road will

be elevated, as it was found to be impossib'c to secure a

right of way for a surface road in the World's Fair city.

A project for an electric railway between Neenah and

Kaukauna, taking in Menasha, Appleton and Kimberly is

taking form It is intimated that some large electric con-

cern which is interested in street railways in many places

in the West is at the bottom of the deal. The men who
have made the deals for the present street railway systems

of Appleton and Neenah have guaranteed $300,000 with

which to put in twelve miles of road from Neenah to

Kaukauna. One plan is to build a line from Neenah to a

point near Appleton on an old road-bed owned by the

Wisconsin Central Railroad company. Thence the road

would be extended to Appleton and on to Kaukauna, fol-

lowing the cast hank of the Fox river. This is considered

the best plan, but if it cannot be carried out, the line could

be built on the west bank of the I'ox river at little addi-

tional expense. The farmers are very anxious to have the

line built, and are willing to c^onaie land for the right of

way. The line might be extended to Green Bay, taking

in Wrighlslov. n, Depcrc, Fort HoiAnrd and several smaller

places. There is also talk of an electric line running

from Oshkosh to Berlin, taking in Winneconne, Omro,
Delhi and Eureka.

At a meeting, a few days ago, of the Common Council

committees on judiciary and railroads, Henry C. Payne

entered an emphatic protest against the time schedule for

the Milwaukee electric lines which it is proposed to adopt.

He said that the company is having a hard time of it now,

and that if it were hampered wiih legal restrictions it

would soon be in the hands of a receiver. The aldermen

were of the opinion that they had the right to fix a sched-

ule for the operation of the road, but they finally consented

to a postponement of the ordinance until the matter could

be more thoroughly discussed.

The morning following the meeting in question Mr.
Payne specifically reiterated his assertion that the road

would be in the hands of a receiver if it were made the

subject of restrictive legislation. He further declared that

the prospect of injurious legislation had rendered it im-

possible for the company to raise the $2,000,000 or ^2,500,-

000 which it had calculated to expend on its lines in the

city during the present year. At the present time, he

said, the road is not earning sufficient money to pay the

interest of 5 per cent, on its bonds. The company as yet

has barely paid the operating expenses. The payment of

the city and state tax which it was proposed to exact was

simply out of the question. From these statements it ap-

pears that the misfortunes that the corporation had suf-

fered have- materially reduced the earnings of the road

while putting the company to extra expense in order to

meet the contingencies.

Oiving to the burning out of the switch-board at head-

quarters last Monday Milwaukee's fire alarm system was

totally disabled. The accident occurred shortly before 11

o'clock Monday night, and. it is supposed, was caused by

an arc light wire or electric railway wire coming in contact

with a fire department wire. The only notification of the

accident at headquarters was a tremendous clickirg in the

operating room, and the operators thought that every box

in the city was being " pu'led " at the same time. The
battery room was found all ablaze. The fire itself was

quickly extinguished and the work of repairing the wires

was begun.

At the last meeting of the Common Ccuncil more street

railway legislation was proposed. Aldderman Straub, of

the Ninth ward, introduced an ordinance to repeal the

franchise of the Milwaukee Electric Railway Company, or

Hinsey line, on Eighteenth street from Vltet street to

Fond du Lac avenue. Mr. Straub said that the company

had not operated a single car on that line for three

months, and that the people demanded cars or the removal

of the tracks and poles. The matter was referred.

Aldermen Weiher, of the Eighteenth ward, introduced

a resolution, which was passed under suspension of the

rules, directing the Milwaukee S'reet Railway company

to remove its tracks on North Water street from Brady

street to Warren avenue, a distance of six blocks. Mr.

Wtiher asserted that the company's tracks were in such

poor condition that they rendered the street impassable.

Judge Johnson, of the Circuit Court, has issued an

order allowing Receiver Melms, of the Hinsey line, to

issue certificates to the amount of $5,500 with which to

pay the deficit.

The Crowdus Chemical Electrical company, which was

organized in this city a few weeks ago, may erect a factory

soon. The company owns patents on small motors

and portable batteries for residences and offices. The

capital stock is $75,000. W. S. Baker of Chicago is

interested in the company. C.

PERSONAL.
Otto Kuhn, representing the Frank Adam Electric com-

pany, St. Louis, was in Chicago last week.

Charles Wirt, electrical engineer of the Ansonia Electric

company of Chicago, was in New York last week.

S. Dana Greene of the General Electric company made
a brief visit to some ot his old Chicago friends last

week.

William B. Roberts, general manager of the Rockford
Electric Manufacturing company. Rockford, III., was in

Chicago a few days durirg the last week.

Allen R. Foote, late special officer of the census bureau

for the collection of electrical statistics, is a candidate for

appointment by President Cleveland to the office of rail-

road commissioner.

G, M. Dugan has been appointed superintendent of

telegraphs of the Illinois Central Railroad Company with

headquarters at Chicago. C. F, Annctt has been named
assistant superintendent. He will also be stationed in this

city,

H, Laws Webb left for England last week on the steamer

Majestic, in the interests of the Electric Selector & Signal

company of New York. It is stated that the foreign de-
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m^nd for this company's appliances is assumirg large pro-

portions. Mr. Webb will be gone for some time.

Dr. F. A. C. Perrine, treasurer of the Germania Electric

company of Boston, has resigned his position and has

accepted the chair of electrical engineering at the Leiand

Stanford, Jr , University at Palo Alto. California. His
new position will begin with the ensuing college year,

about August ist. before which time he wilt make a

thorough investigation of electrical engineering apparatus

and of the exhibits at the World's Fair. Dr. Perrine was
educated at Princeton University, which he entered in

1879; the degree of A. B. was conferred upon him in 1883,

D. Sc. in 1S85 and A. M. in 1S86. After leaving the uni-

versity, he entered the service of the United States Electric

L'ght company in Newark. N. J., as assistant electrician,

which position he held for three years. Later he was ap-

pointed superintendent and manager of the insulated wire

department of the John A. Roeblings Sons' company, at

Trenton, N. J-, in which capacity he served for four years.

About a year ago Dr. Perrine went to Boston, to act as

treasurer of the Germania Electric company. Dr. Perrine

has devoted much time to writing and scientific investiga-

tion, and has produced much valuable data and information

relating to electrical engineering. He is well fitted for his

new position. ^^^^^_^^^_^_«.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Long Island Traction company. Norfolk, Va. ; capital

stock, $3,000,000; manufacturing and supplying'power for-

railroads, etc.

Rockland Electric company, Ramapo, N. Y., capital

stock, f25.000; manufacturing and sale o£ electricity

for light, heat and power.

Granite Land company, Manchester, Va. ; capital

stock, $40,000; real estate and improvements, tramways,
water, gas and electric works.

Electrical association, Portland, Me.; capital stock,

$500,000; to own, equip and operate electric plants;

Coombs & Neal, Portland, Me.

Mutual Light company. Alliance, 0.; capital stock,

$'50,000; operating electric light plant and gas works;

Fording & Harris, Alliance, Ohio.

De Pare Electric Light & Power compary De Pere,

Wis.; capital stock, $20,000; operating an electric light

and power plant; C. G. Wilcox, De Pere, Wis.

Madera Electric Light company, Madera, Cal. ; capital

stf-ck, $100,000; to build, construct and maintain an electric

light plant; R. L. Hargrove, Madera, Cal.

Jackson Light & Power company, Jackson, Mich. ; capi-

tal stock $100,000; generatineand furnishing eifctric light,

power and heat; William A. Foole, Jackson, Mich.

Worcester Construction company, Worcester, Mass
;

capital stock. $20,000: the construciion of electric and
other railroads; Geo. M. Woodward, Worcester. Mass.

Heat. Light & Power companyof New Jersey, Trenfon,
N- J ; capital stock, $200,000; to marufac'ure and sell gas

and electric supplies, etc.; W. Holt-Apgar. Tienton, N, J.

Stockton Power Transmission company. Stockton. Cal
;

capital stock, S^ooo,ooo; to buy and seU every kind of

e'ectrical machinery and appliances; S D. Woods, Stock-

ton, Cil.

Mutual Electric Light & Power company, Chicago. III.;

caoital s'ock, $75,000; to furnish electric light and power to

the people of Chicago, III.; William A. Conover, 1 15
Monroe stiett, Chicago, III.

Southwestern RaiUvay company, St. Louis, Mo.; capital

stock. $3,000; building and operating a street rai'way and
The manufacturing of electricity; Smith P. Gait, Fif h and
Olive streets, St. Louis, Mo.

Coos & Grafton Electric Light, Heat & Power company,
Lancaster, N. H.; capital stock. $5o,oco; raanufacuring
and distribu'ine elecirici'y for light, heat and power; Ladd
& Fletcher, Lancaster, N, H.

Consolidited Electric company, Greenwich. N.Y.

;

capital stock. $35 000; formed by the consolidation of the

Greenwich Electric Light 5: Power company and the Cam-
bridge Electric Light <i Power company.

Mount Vernon Electric Railway & L'ght company, Mt.
Vernon, Ohio; capital stock, $400,000; construclirig and
operating electric railways, furnishing light, heat and
power, etc.; P. B. Chase, Mount Vernon, Ohio.

Speer Electric Transit company, Passaic, N. J,; capital

stock, $100, oco; to construct and build railways and cars

according to the plans and patents of Alfred Speer and to

sell the same, etc.; Thomas M. Moore. Passaic, N. J.

West Baltimore Land company. Louisville, Ky.; capital

stock, $300,000; general real estate business, both real and
personal property, building of streets, gas or electric works,
water works, houses, bridges, electric or other railways.

Hudson & Bergen Traction company, lloboken, N, J.;
capital stock, $5,000 000; to authorize the formation of

traction companies 'or the construction and operation of

street railways, etc.; Albert C. Wall, East Orange. N. J.

Chestnut Hill & Norristown Passenger Railway company,
Philadelphia. Pa, ; capital stock, $48,000; constructing and
operating an electric railway from Philadelphia to Norris-

'own. Pa.; Francis Rawle, 32S Chestnut street, Pbiladel-

r- Jia, Pa.

Passaic, Bloomfield, Montclair & Caldwell Electric Rail-

way company, Passaic N. J ; capital stock, $200,000;
lo constiuct, maintain and operate a street railway for

the transportaiion of passengers, ttc.
; John Kennell,

Paterson, N. J.

Canton Water Works & Electric Light company, New
Orleans, La. ; capital stoc'c, $50,000; building and operating
water works and electric lights in the city of Canton, Miss,,

and the purchasing of contracts, privileges and franchises;

Irwin Jamison, New Orleans, La.

Treichler Water & L'ght company, Camden, X. J.;
capital stock, "$roo,ooo; storage, transportaiion and sale

of water and water powers, privileges, supply and distribu-

tion of electricity with the right to take rivu'ets and
raceways; Howard M. Cooper, Camden, N. J.

Portable Electric Light & Power company. Peoria, 111,;

capital stock. $250,000; to manufacture, sell and rent in

Peoria county. III., electric inventions, batteries, motors

and supplies for electric light and power plants, also to buy
and deal in real estate if necessary; 1. Maniz, 209 Main
street, Peoria, 111.

Alexandria Electric Light & Power company, Alexandria,

Ind.; capital stock. .$30,000; to furnish electric light for

Alexandria, to light the public streets and for private in-

dividuals and corporations, and to furnish electricity for

motive power or any other purpose for which electricity

may be used; Joseph E. Jeffries, Elwood, Ind.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
J. B. Canterburg of Sparta, Wis., is seeking an electric

street railway franchise from the city council.

The Oliphant Suburban Traction company will baild

an electric line from Denmore to Oliphant, Pa.

The Tacoma, Wash. , Electric Light & Water com-
pany's plant has been sold to the city for $1,750,000.

The Akron, O., & Silver Lake Railway company will

begin the work of constructing its road in the spring.

Citieens of the South Side, Indianapolis, have petitioned

the council for an electric street railway on Virginia ave-

nue.

The Philadelphia & Delaware Street Railway comoany
bag been oreanized to build an electric line to North
Chester from Philadelphia.

The Canon City. Co^o.. Electric Light & Power com-
pany has purchased $5 000 worth of new machinery and
will double the capacity of the plant.

The sum of $30,000 will be raised in Fairfax county,

Va-, to aid in the construction of the proposed Alexandria
City and suburban electric railway, projected by L. W.
Spear.

An English syndicate, with headquarters at Mon-
treal, has purchased a controlling interest in the Ottawa
Gas company and Ottawa Electric Arc Light company for

$500,000.

The Windemere Hotel at Chicago will have an isolated

electric lighting plant, consisting of two generators manu
factured by the Waddell-Entz company of New York. One
of these machines will have a capacity of 30 kilowatts and
the other 50 kilowatts.

The aniiual m'^eting of the stockholders of the Brush
Elecrric company was held at Cleveland, March 21st. The
following named officers were elected for the ensuing year:

W. H. Lawrence, pres'dent; John S. Banletr. first vice-

president; C. A C< fiin, second vice-president; S. M.
Hamill, secretary and general manager; W. E. Bolton,

general counsel; B. F. Miles, treasurer; A.H. Hough., as-

sistant treasurer; L. B. LeVake, assistant secretary; J. F.

Hughes, auditor.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The ChippS'Va Falls electric street car lines aie to be

extended to Eau Ciaire, Wis.

Oakland, Ca'., is contemplating giving franchises for

the construction of another electric railway line.

The citizens of Waterport, N. V., are co-Dperatirg with
those of Albion with a view of constructing an electric rail-

road to connect the towns. F. E. Sickels of ihe Oak
Orchard Improvement company, Buffalo, N. Y., is pro-

moting the plan.

The Indiana Electric Power company has been granted
a franchise to construct and operate a street railway within
the limits of Goshen. Ind. The companv also intends to

connect the towns of Napanee and Elkhart with the
county seat by independent lines.

.Mberl C. Wall of Eist Orange, Myles Tierney of New
^*oik and Theophilus Butts of Hoboken are the incorpo-
rators of the Hudson & Bergen Traction company, which
filed certificates of incorporation with the Hudson county
clerk in Jersey City and with the secretary of state in

Trenton last week. The capital stock is fixed at $5,000,-
000, of which $25,000 was deposited with the secretary of

s'ate under the general law approved March 4. 1S93. The
company proposes to operate troHey roads from Jersey
City to Rutherford, Hackensack, Englewood, Paterson.

and the Oranges. The lines of the company will connect
with those of the North Hudson Railway company, and
it will compete with the New Jersey Traction company.

The new Suburban Traction company of Orange, N. Y.,
closed its deal with the Grange Cross Town & Bloomfield
Street Railway company on March iSih for the purchase
of the latter's road for operation by electricity. In ad-
dition to the proposed lines of this company, it has now
before the East Orange township committee a petition

for another franchise for a route from the present line

through Prospect street, Marcy avenue. North Clinton
street, South Clinton street. Railroad avenue and Amherst
street, to the proposed line in Munn avenue, thus making
a continufus line running through the township north and
south. This company has a capital of $1,000,000, and. it

is said will be incorporated in a few days. The pro moters
say lh.it they will not .iccept. and have not >et received
any offer from ifie Consolidated Traction ccmpany. which
is buying up roads in the state with a view to extending,
branching and interlinking them indetinitely.

TELEGRAPH.
The annual meeting of stockholders in the Commercial

Cable company was held at New York last week and the
following named directors were re-elected: J. G. Kcnrctt,
A. B. Chandler. G. S. Coc. C. R. Hosmcr. G. 0. How.
land. K. Irvin. Jr.. J W. Mackay. J.

W. Mackay. Jr.. E.
C. Piatt. T. Skinner. Sir A. D. Smith. W. C. Van Hcrnc
and G. C. Ward. The annual rt-pcrt showed that the
gross earnings for the year i3'j2 amounted to $1,590,377,
an increase of $14,263 over the net revenue as compared
with the year 1891, Quarterly dividends of iff percent.
each have been piid, absorbing $540,120 and debenture
bonds to the amount cf $600,000 were redeemed on Janu-
ary 15th last, thereby reducing the total amount of bonds
outstanding to $400,000. In order to provide for the Ia)ing
down of a third cable it has been decided to otler to the
shareholders for subscriptiou at par 19.290 shares out of
the 22,340 shares now unissued. Each shareholder will be
entitled to subscribe for one share for every four shares he
holds.

MISCELLANEOUS.
A portable electric light for use in night search for

wounded soldiers is being tried in Berlin. A 50-candle
power lamp is operated by a storage battery weighing 17^
pounds.

Thomas A. Edison, replying to the inquiry of the Tor-
onto 6^/(?^t' as to the practicability of transmitting to the
city of Toronto, by means of a cable across Lake Ontario,
power generated at Niagara Fails, e.-vpresses the following
opinion: "The laying of a power cable under water is the
only practical method of accomplishing what you desire,

for the reason that an aerial line would be affected by
lightning. It is perfectly practical to convey 20,000 or
30,000 horse power to Toronto from Niagara by sub-
marine cable. The folio tving questions occur to me, how-
ever, in this connection: (i) Would not such a cable as
the one proposed be liable to be disturbed by ship anchors?

{2) Is the project commercial, and if effected conld it com-
pete with a quadruple expansion engine, with automati-
cally stoked boilers, situated in Toronto itself? My im-
pression is that the last named method would be the more
commercial, notwithstanding the high price of coal in

Toronto."

TRADE NEWS.
The Massachusetts Electrical Engineering company of

Boston has established a department in which materials

and apparatus in electrical construction are tested.

Waterhouse, Gamble & Co. have removed their prin-

cipal office from 45 Broadway, New York, to their factory

at Hartford, Coon. This firm reports large sales for its

arc lamps.

The Weston Electrical Instrument company of Newark-
N. J., manufacturers of the Weston ammeters, has an
order on hand for a 25 000 am;jere meter, which, when
completed, will be the largest one ever made.

The Ball Engine company, Erie. Pa., will furnish four

150 horse power engines for the electric plant of ibe

Mackaye Spectator;uro, which is to be one of the irost

unique and interesting features of the Colombian f sposi

tion.

C. O. Bjker, J-,, well known in the electrical fitld, has
gone to London on business for the firm of Baksr & Co.

of Newark. N. J., the well known platinum dealere.

While abroad he will also visit several other cities of

importance in England.

The Crocker-Wheeler coaipiny of New York will soon
move into its own factory at Ampere, (East Orange). N.

J., and all business transactions will after that time be
made at the general oflices to be located at 39 and 41
Cortlandt street. New York.

The Fibrone Terraloid company of Newark. N. 'J.,

presents to the trade neat little paperweights made from

its fibrone, for electrical fittings, which it claims will

answer the same purpose as hard rubber and is much
cheaper. It reports many sales for this new merchan
disc-

The J. T. Case Engine companyof New Britain, Conn.,

is sending its patrons a tasteful little folder, descriptive of

its automatic high speed engines, which have become quite

well known through their simplicity, compactness, direct

action and automatic lubrication. The company is very

busy filling orders for its engines for immediate shipment.

I. L Faucett. Quincy. 111., manufacturer of the "Vac-
uum" Exhaust Steam Condensing Head, has issued a price

list that will be of interest lo the trade. This invention

consists of an improved method of condensing exhaust

steam and trapping the water back to a lank, open heater

or some space where it can be used as a boiler feed or

for other purposes.

Dr. Wellington Adams, general manager of the Chicago

& St. Lou^s Railroad company, was in Boston recently ar-

ranging the details of electrical equipment for his new
line, and during the burning of Tiemont Temple was a

gut St at the Parker House. He told a reporter that it

was the good work of the h-itel people ihit prevented a

much larger confiagration. Dr. Adams S3\s that Jhe un-

believers in his project have made themselves less conspi-

cuous since the stock of the company has met with such

successful sales, and the contracts for the entire track con-

struction have been awarded to well-known fiims.

The Jenney Electric Motor company. Indianapolis. Ind.,

has received many flattering testimonials as to the excel-

lence of its machinery. .\ few years ago the companv in-

stalled for King & Co., Indianapolis, a compound wound
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dyoamo, which has since furnished current for 800 16 can-

dle power hig-h grade iocindescent lamps, 12^; horse

power fan motors, 6 arc lamps, and one 10 horse power

Teoney motor. The motor is rua from 12 to iS hours

daily and performs it? work in the most satisfattory man-

ner, ai a testim »aial from the companv indicates. Oiher

evidences of the high cla^s of mDtors the Jenney company
turns out are constantly being received.

BUSINESS.
Sargent & Luody, Monadnock building, Chicago, have

been appointed western agents for the J. T. Case Engine

company of New Britain, Conn. These engines are in

extended use and have an excellent reputation. They are

especially adapted for direct connection and a large business

will unquestionably be done with them in the West.

The Electrical Arpliance company of Chicago, III . has

issued a catalogue of electric and combination fixtures and

fixture accessories, anu is making a specialty of this de-

partment in its business. The catalogue shows a complete

hne of medium priced fixtures, and the Electric Appliance

company proposes, by making its line not over-extensive,

to make up standard fixtures in quantities and reduce the

cost materially to the trade.

The Delaware Hard Fiber company of Wilmington,

D-!., has jtjst issued a card calling the attention of elec-

trical manufacturers to the fact that the low prices which
prevail for fiber have tempted some manufacturers of that

material to introduce impurities in their goods. The com-
pany alleges that this can be done in the same way that

rubber goods are adulterated. In samples which have

recently been examined they claim to have found large

percentages of red clay and chloride of z'nc and calcium.

In one case nearly 50 percent, of the "fiber" was composed
of these impurities. The presence of such ingredients

makes the fiber brittle, easily split, and causes it to swell

and shrink under atmospheric changes, besides utterly

destroying its insulating properties. Such material is

wholly unfit for electrical work.

W^ord has been received from O. W. Russell, of the

Link Belt Machinery company, Chicago, to the effect that

his company has just furnished the Milwaukee

S reet Railway coupany, for the new power house at

Milwaukee, a complete system of coal and ash handling

machinery. By the aid of this machinery coal will be taken

from wagons and delivered upon the street side of the

building or from barges at the river side of the building,

conveying it from either point to a system of coal bunkers

es'endins from the first floor to the ceiling of the third

flD-r. From these bunkers the coal may be drawn to any one

of the nine boilers located on either the first or second floor.

The ash device is designed to receive the ashes from any

one of the eighteen boilers, delivering them to either one

of tffo storage bins, from which they may be drawn into

carts or barges. Tois is the most extensive system of coal

and ash handling machnery erected in the West and is

in keepiu? with the mignificent new power plant of this

companv in Milwaukee.

Accord'ng to reports of some of the recent projects in

B l^mn and France, the proposed electric road between

Chic igo and St. Louis will be outdone considerably in

poi It of speed- The Belgian government has recently

given its support to a project for a passenger line between

Amsterdam and Antwerp to run at a speed of not less than

150 m^les an hoar. It was scarcely more than a year ago
w'hen Dr. WtPington Adams, the father of the Chicago and
St. Louis electric railway project, proposed before the

Xew York E ectric club what was then considered by some
as a daring project. At that time such a thing as a multi-

phase motor for electric railway work had hardly been

jfiven a thought in this country. It should be said to the

credit of Germany that in that country a multiphase motor
had been u;ed with some success at that lime, and to a

German manufacturing company Dr. Adams turned for

bis first equipirent. Since that time the General Electric

c >mpany and several other concerns have perfected sim-

ilar motors, and have announced that they will contract

for railway motors under a guarantee that they will travel

at a speed of loo miles an hour with perfect safety. Prof.

F, B. Eadt, of Chicago, has recently patented a number of

maliipbasc railway motors for high-speed passenger rail-

wa%s. It is also intere ting to note the attitude of Prof.

Dilbcar of Tuft's College, who thus speaks of the enter-

prise in a Boston magaz'ne for February: "A 500 horse

power motor can now be made as readily as a 500 horse

power locomotive, and that the former can run safely two

miles a minute there is no manner of doubt. It 's alto-

gether probable that within a year from this time electric

tratTS will be run at this speed between Chicago and St.

I^ois, and with as great safety as with present express

traios. The completion of that road will probably precip-

itate a rapid change of all railroad work. It should be rc-

me-nbercd that the sadden adopt'on of such a new method,

which renders useless the present appliances, would be

ruinons 10 most roads in the ocuntry; nevertheless, the

time may col be so distant when all locomotives will have

to go to the damp, save here and there one in a museum,
standing Itlce an extinct mastodon."

The Calame-. Electric Manufacturing A: Engineering

company of Chicago i« the name of a recently incorporated

concern that wa* organ'zrd for the purpose of man-
a/actoring and trading in electrical machinery and

doing general electrical engineering and repair work.

The organizers of the company arc I-acius A Hinc. presi-

dent and secretary; G^orzc Edensor Dorman. vice-presi-

dent and designer, and Ladas J Oiis. Ifcasurer; with

Charles T. Oris. Dr. H. H, Dennine. Lucius A. Ilinc.

Lacias J. OUi and George Edenson Dorman as directors.

The Caamft ManofacToring company starts out in its

ba iness career with the management composed of men of

large experience. Mr, Hinc, ih« president of the company.

has the adTaoUge of an excellent technical education,

having been graduated from the State Uuiversity of Ohio
with the degree of engineer of mines. Having during his

college cou se paid especial attention to chemistry and
mathematics as applied to physics and engineering, he was,
after graduation, employed as chemist and assistant super-

intendent of a blast furnace company. He was next
engaged to take charge of a corps of engineers surveying
the lines for the Sandusky & Columbus Short Line Railway
company. Until recently Mr. Hine occupied the chair of

metallurgy, assaying and engineering in a western school

of mines. Lucius J. Otis, the treasurer of the company, is

man of more than average business ability and needs no
introduction in the real estate and building circles of
Chicago. Mr. Otis, however, has for a number of years

paid particular attention to electrical matters and has
devoted a large share of his leisure time to experimental
electrical work and investigation. Mr. Dorman, the vice-

president and designer of the company, has made for him-
self a record in Chicago through his excellent work
for the Standard Electric company. Mr, Dorman designed
the Standard arc light machines that are now operating at

the "Fair" building. Chicago.and also designed the machines
of the D. & D. Motor company, ISlinneapolis. He was
trained as a mechanical engineer in England and made a

thorough study of electrical engineering before coming to

America. With three such men versed in both the business

and technical depaitments of electrical manufacturing, the

Calumet coraoany starts its enterprise with every prospect

of a successful career.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS-
Isstied Alarch 21, lSq3.

493.629, Thermal Cut-out for Electric Lamps. Her-
mann Lemp and Merle J. Wightman, Hartford, Conn.

493 672. Automatic Electric Cut-out. Francis B. Badt,
Chicago, 111.

The cut-out is to be used in connection with lighting systems
in which a sas engine drives a dynamo to charge a storage bat-
tery, and the cut-out is designed to automsiticaUy open Che
dynamo circuit when the battery is fully charged, and then cut
oil the supply to the engine. It is desirable Co open the dynamo
circuit in advance of cutting off the engine supply, as otherwise
Che battery would run the dynamo as a motor. As Che back
elecCromotive force of the battery gradually increases during
the charging, a regulator is provided for the dynamo, which
gradually increases the elecCromotive force of the dynamo to
maintain the current constant. In shunt with the sCorage bat-
tery is placed an electromagnec of such resibtance that it is not
sufficiently excited to attract its armature until the battery is

completely charged, at which time the electromotive fo^ce of

the dynamo is maximum. The attraction of its armature by
the magnet serves to close a circuit through a second magnet
that acts tn release a weight which first cuts off the engine sup-
ply and then opens the dynamo circuit.

493,673. System for Transmitting Electric Current?.

Edward Biints, Brooklyn, N. Y. .

The system is designed particularly for transmitting messages
by the use of a common return, a number of transmitting and
recei- ing instruments being included tn separate circuit with
sources of electricity, each having iCs return chrouuh a wire
common to all.

493,678- Electric Riilway Signal. Jefferson Bradford

and James P. Williams, Boston Station, Ky.

493,679. Dynamo-electric Machine and Motor. Harold
P. Brown. New York. N. Y.

The armature, instead of being wound with wire, is wound
with fla' bands or ribbons of copper, each convolution of which
is separated from adjacent convolutions bya flat tape of asbestos

paper or its equivalent, coated or impregnated with burnt
shellac. The inventor ha^ d scovered that, by thus impregna-
ting the asbestos paper with gum like insulating material, an
insulation is produced which is t once fire-proof, water-proof

and not liable to permit perforation nr jumping of the current
through it when under high tension or when the apparatus is

subjected lo electric shocks. Shellac gum is well adapted for

this purpose when first dissolved in alcohol, an! afterward
boiled or burned until the acohol has evaporated. It is then
applied to the asbesios while stifl hot, and the completed coil

subjected Cj a h-gh degree of heat.

Henry P. Feltrow,493.695- Conduit Electric Railway.

Columbus, O.

493.7 '4- Listening and Ringing Key for Telephone
Switch-boards. William M. Giodridge, Highland
Pirk. III.

liach plug of the operator's plug connectors is connected with
a spring, which springs normally rest against contact points in

electrical connection, whereby che two plugs are normally in

electrical connection, A key i* provided for each spring, by
means of which it may be pressed away from its contact point

to make connection with a back contact connected with the

calling generator, so that each plug may be independently con-

nected with the calling generator. A third spring is electrically

connected with the two conlaci point.t, against wh-ch the plug
springs normally rc>t, and makes contact with a terminal Con-

ner ted with the operator's telephone set. a key being piovided

for breaking this connection.

493. 7'3' Insulator for Trolley Wires. Merrill 11. Hath-
away, Springfield, Mass., and John Kelleher, Man-
chester, N. IL

493.7 ''^- Conduit System for Electric Railways. Ellas

Hazclton, Lansing, Mich.

493t7 iS. Dynamo-elcc'ric Machine. Santa Ilellebrandt,

Przcmysl. Austria- Hungary.

493.7^9 Support for Phonograph- Speaking Tubes or

Other Purposes William 0. Henderson, Washing-
ion. D. C.

493.739- Electric Arc Lamp. Elihu Thomson, Lynn,

Mass.

493.7^5* iJynamo-cIcctric Machine. P'orec IJain, Chi-

cago, III.

7 he armature CjT': IB huill up from a niunbcr of <li«il)-«hapcd

pl.it«;«, which arc r.lip,jcd on to the shaft and wftcrwnrd
<itrai;;hi'!n':d out via* to lie in one plane, whereby ihc plate i«

ca'i*cd to grip (he nhaft.

493. 7-M Electric Connector and Cut-out. Charles \\.

Crock':tt and Chancellor C. Allen, Boston, Mas^t.

493-777- Electric Clock Striking Mechanism. William
Kaisling, Allegheny, Pa.

493 789. Trolley for Electric Railways. Joha F. Saitz,

Baldwin, Pa.

Two trolley wheels ride upon the upper surface of the wire,
and are secured to a frame from which is suspended a weight
which maintains the wheels in contact with the wire at all
times.

493 809. Apparatus for Purifying Liquors by Electrolysis.

John Becker, Kymulga, A!a.

493 817. Secondary Battery. Lars Bristol, London,
Ecg.

493.842. Electric Lighting System. Samuel W. Rush-
more, Brooklyn, N. Y.

493 S58 Transmission of Power, T. A, Edison, Llewel-
lyn Park, N, J.
A pulley having a rim of magnetic material is provided with

a peripheral sroove extending around its face. Within this
groove are wound a number of turns of wire included in an
electric circuit. The passage of a current creates a nor. h pole
of chac part of the metal upon one side of the peripheral groove,
and a south pole of that upon the other side, so that the ad-
hesion to the face of the pulley of an iron or steel rope or a
leather bek carrying magnetic material is greatly increased.

493,863. Switch for Electric Light Fixtures. Joseph
Hutchinson, New York, N. Y.

493.883 Insulating Coupling, Ernest Ballet, Bordeaux,
France.

493,884. Rosette Cut-out.

York. N. Y.

493.907. Telephone.
N. Y.

493.914- Converter System for Railways. Alard du Bois-

Reymond, Charlottenburg, Germany. .

The system comprises sectional working conductors; two if

the system be supplied with uniphase currents, three if it be
suppiied with triphase currents. The primaries of the convert-
ers are connected in series with the generator, the converters
being located one at each section. The secondary of each con-
verter is normally short-circuited by a cross connection be-
tween the two conductors, connecting the ends of the secondary
coil with the sections of the working conductors. In one of the
conductors is included a solenoid which, when excited, attracts
its core to open this normal shorc-circuit. Thus when the car
is not passing over the section the secondary coil is short-cir-
cuited, and the counter electromotive force is consequently a
minimum, but as soon as the car passes upon the section the cir-

cuit is closed through the car. and the solenoid is excited to open
the short-circuit and permit the passage of the current through
the motor.

493,918 Electrically Opsrated Railway Switch. Powell
Evans, Philadelphia, Pa.

Upon the trolley pole is carried a pair of contacts, which make
contact w th a pair of brushes supported from the same object
as that from which the trolley wire is suspended. The brushes
are connected with a pair of electro-magnet=, stationed near the
switch, o e of che magnets being pivoted raovably and con-
nected with tne movable portion of the track switch, so that its

motion may operate the switch. The contacts upon the trolley

po!e are connected with a reversing switch upon the car, by
means of wh'ch current may be sent through the electro-

magnets to actuate the switch.

Charles E. Barry, New

Charles T. Bloomer, New York,

Hermann O. Henneberg,493 926. Lightning Arrester.

Berlin, Germiny.

493 935- Electric Railway Signal. Henry V. Miller,

Bloomington, and Alexander C. Miller, Aurora, III.

Alexander Philipsborn,

493.755- Electric Cut-ou». Charles H,
Chancellor C- Allen, iJoston, Mass.

Crockett and

493 942 Elec'ric Locomotive.
Berlin, Germany.

493.943- Electric Locomotive, Alexander Philipsborn,

Berlin, Germany.
The motor supporting frame is connected at the rear with

r'gid bearin.g'^, in whi. h turns the rear axle of the truck, while
it has a free swinging connection with the front a.xle. Sheul-
dered standards are mounted upon the supporting frame, the
motor being sustained by the standards. Springs or buffers are
interposed between the shoulders of the standards and the motor
for the purpose of taking up shocks.

493943 Closed Conduit for Electric Railways. George
W. von Siemens, Berlin, Germany.
The working conductors are two in number, and are com-

posed of a number of sections insulated from one another. Be-
neath the roadway in a closed conduit is pivoted an electro-

magnet in such a manner that it may oscillate transversely to

the length of the track. Upon the car are carried two electro-

magnets, placed one at the front end and the other at the rear

of the car, and situated in different planes parallel to the rails,

As the car enters upon a section the foremost electro-magnet
attracts the magnet pivoted in the closed conduit to move its

end toward the plane of that magnet to connect the section with
the supply conductor; when the hindmost magnet arrives oppo-
site the pivoted magnet it moves it toward its plane to cut the

section out of circuit.

493 969. Electric Car. Charles Brown, Basle, Swilzer-

land.

493 997 Electrical Attachmenf for Rocking Chairs.

Charles E. ilartclius. Bay Ridge, N. Y.

494,007. Block Signal System, John La Burt, New
York, N. Y.

494,042. System of Winding Armatures for Dynamo-
electric Machines. William M. Thomas, Grand
Rapids, Mich.

494»o53- Reciprocating Electric Drill. William A. G.
Bitkin, Nottingham, P^ng.

494.062. Secondary Battery Electrode. William W.
Donaldson and Roderick Macrae, Baltimore, Md.

494.077. Railway Block Signal. Robert D. Peters,

Winamac, Ind.

494.091. Electric Cigar I,ightcr. William M. Thomas,
Chicago, III,

494.098. Ele<:tricai Appliance. Charles H. Folger, Cin-
cinnati, O.

494,111. Electrical Riilway Signal. Samuel W, Miller

and Alexander C. Miller, Aurora, and Henry V.
Miller, Ijloomington, III.
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AMERICAN ELECTRICAL
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
KLiocTitu; LiKiiT mm: uiki:.

Incandescent and Flexible Cords.

WIRES.

W. H. Sawteb, Soo'y.

WORKS,

AMERICANITE. MAGNET. Iiri
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR
FARADAY CABLES.

NEW YORK OFFICE. P. C. Ackermno, 10 CortlQndt Street.

MONTRICVL DH.WCII, Eii;^pne F. rhiUlps' Electrical Workg

ARMATURES
REWOUND.

Street Railway and Electric Light-

ing Companies will find it to their in"

terest to write for prices, as we do all

kinds of electrical repair work.

McLEAN&SCHMITT,
Room 416, 197 S. Canal St., Chicago

AUXILIARY M0UTHPI3CE
For Telephone.
r.r IXJNG OE

-'<'.' iHT dlBtauM.
''.ri be OMd bj
: r^mio! ANY

: 'OliT. S/^and
•atraUfti M-

il ' 'ILY on dlfi-

; . ritcm. You can
HI.SPEE and be

- -IncHy hoArd.

W. N. MARCUS,
lift N. J^ecoD'l St.,

phllo.Iclphla, Pa.

W.f;.TKIPLER,.!r.,
ManH'.'«T For Biil-3

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Insnlatlon d^naranteed wherever used. Aerial, rndergroond or Submarine.

In a letter from the In<pector of tfie Foston Fire Underwriters' Union, he say>: -a tnoroughly reliable ana desirable Wire in every respect,"

The rabber nsed In insulating oar wires and cables is especially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed to be waterproof, and will nnt deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in eitreme cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The insulation is protected from mechanical injury hy one or more braide, and the whole elicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra finish, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires aa an eslra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafing and abrasion. whii~h ie water, acid, anJ to a very gre'^ extent fireproof. Our ineolaiion will prove
durable when all othern fail . We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark Joint Gum should be used for making waterproof joints. This U put up in half-pound boxes, m strips about one foot long and five-eighthe inch wide, and when wrapped abont a joint
"jid pressed firmly il makes a solid mass. FOR KAIIjM'AV fiul MOTOK uee, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

WK GlIARA^'TRE OUR INHlIIiATIOX M'HKRKVER VSKD, ARRIAL, 1I\'DERGROUND OR fmJB9IARI.\E, and oar net prices are aa low, If not lower th^in any
other firet-class Insulated Wire, We shall be pjeasfd to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for qnantilif

"

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, MASS.

HENRY A. CLARK, Tuaeuier and Gsn'l Manager.
HEBBEKT H. EUSTIS, PrMldentand Slectilclan.

The Crescent Insulated Wire and Cable Co.,
MANUF.iCTURERS OF HIGHEST GRADES OF

Robber Insniated Wire and Cables for Aerial, Snbmarine and Dndergronnd Dse.

FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, TRENTON, N. J.

ANY CANDLE POWER.

A6ENTS: JOHX A. RnEBI.IXe'8 BOK8 CO. Chlcaso. 171 Lake Street.
SAX FR ISrieiCO. «5 and 27 Tromont Street.
XRW VORK, 117 Mbert.v (Street

ANY VOLTAGE.

ii

XT^rlto for I»rloes.

STEUBEN" LAMP.
STEUBEN liAMP WORKS, CANISTEO, K. Y.

Sa.rxii3les Z'z'ec.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

MOTORS.
H H.P. 500 Volt Armature, Ventilated. Constant Speed, 1,500.

The Motors are made with the beet appliances and material obtainable, and embody every improve
ment of merit, with the intention that they shall be the Stancard of their class.

aso West 1 4th street- NEW YORK.

PLATINUM
For all kinds ol Electrical Use. Sheet or Wire of any Degree of Hardness.

Special Attention given to Platinum for Incandescent Lamps.
Address wE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

E'XJU.U

SAL-AMMONIAC,
Gnaranteed Over 99 Per Cent. Pnre,

101 Uinzle St.. Chloaeo.

Tlie Osborne Steam EDpeering Co..

Rooms 714-715, 167 Dearborn St.. - Chlcaao
Representative work now In course of coustruc-

tlon, 2 000 H. P. Heat, Light and Power Plant for
the pQbst Hent, Llpht & Voif^T Co., Milwaukee. W'ie.

Those who contemplate the construrtion of efml-
Inr pinulfl on Improved and economical Unee will
<1o well to comtiinQlcdtQ with us. First, be sure
,ou will set tlio be.it, then ro ahead.

SAL AMMONIAC

WILLIAM A. ROSENBAUM,
Electrical Eipert and Patent Solicitor,

Times Bnildini:, NKn'YOBK.

Formi-r Mnnastr, now Successor to tie

Patent DEPiETaiEKT of

THE W. .J. JOHNSTON CO., Ltd.

HART SWITCHES.
SINGLE AND DOUBLE POLE.

THE ONLY Snap Switch that has

PROVEN A SUCCESS.

10 AmpereDonblo Pole S .vitch.

FOR SALE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES.

Tli[iHar!&fle£emanir2,Co.,EariM,coii.

FOR SWITCH-BOARD USE,

CELECTBIC BRAND)

ForElBctrical Purposes
Gruaranteed 98/99% and free of lead and ii-on.

!^^M If j'ou want the best quality ask your dealer
^^1 for tliis lirand. Imported by

A.KLIPSTEIN, 122 Pearl St., New York.

"Magnetic Vane"

AMMETERS

VOLTMETERS
Are sccurate, c nst.int, of liandsome
appearance, and low In price.
Twi e as many, and m re, of

thtm were sold last year tlian during
1891, which is very tignificsnt.
Each Instrument is guaranteed.

and a trial will convince you of
their valuable qualitifs.

It your supply house has none in
stock send orders d rect to us, and
ask for descriptive circular Xo.
420.

QUEEN ^ CO., iDcorjoratefl, PHILADELPHIA, D.S. A.
Send live cents for illuslrated catalogue of Eleclrical Measuring Appaxalus.
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B. B75GGOT.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD SLICTHIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-RANCH STOR3-

8134 Michigan Avenu*.
\^7"-A.IXP TEia

Copies of the Western Electric:an of June 4,

It^i;. Address,

WB8TEBX KIBCTRICIAX.
i: Lnteside Eldg., CHICAGO.

WANTED.
AT THE WOKLD'S FAIR—Two Dynamos for

exhibition sod use; they will he placed by them-
E€lve5 3D a nice engine room. Address

Wellingtorv Catering Co..

Corner .Jack=on St. and Wabash Ave.,

Chicago,

Factory manager, one competent to handle
men, and who^has a good knowledge of

factory requirements. State experience and
compensation desired. Address

Care Electrical Review,

13 Park Row. XKM' YOBK.

WANTED.
Wanted to buy Old Edison Armature

Cores, no matter what condition I he shaft

is in. Prefer them unwound. Address,

"EDISON,"
Care Westers Electriciaij, Chicago.

WANTED-TO BUY,
200 to 400 ampere 110 volt seconl hand

dynamos.

BARTER ELECTRIC CO.,

76 Fifth Avenue. CHICAGO, ILL.

FOR SALE.
One 'i^f-Vn^hi ^perry arc dynamo complete,

with re^lalo--. Machine is In excellent con-
dition, and J". s'-M on account of size. Price,

HVj t. 0. b. Addre.^-.

HOfTAKD RI3iRK. 6'cn'l Sler,

FOR SALE.

irl!h - *nd Amrncf-r.

(r.
vlth lArD[>4.

rttinm^ K volt".

On*! V>-\i. p. ArmintfUi-o «nrt Him.' Knjcln*.

7 1 ( OKTr \ Vr>T HT.. \. V.

MANGANESE

Bids for Electric LightiDg,

The city of Shreve-ort will receive fesled

bids up to Wednesday, April 13, 1893. for

lighling the city for one or three years,

beginning from .Time 9, 1893. with forty-

one arc electric lights. Certified check for

twenty-five hundred dollars ($2,500.00) as

a guarantee of good faith, to accompany
the bid. Price per light, system to be
used, and caudle power specified. Right
reserved to reject any and all bids. For
fuTther informal ion address

m. B. JHIJRFF,
Controller. City Hall, Shreveport. La.

To Eastern Maniifactcrers.

An experienced man. thoroughly acf|uainted ^\itll

the Western trade, now representing standard
specialties, wishes to add to hia line of goods. Has
a i)ermanent office in Chicago and can carry stock.

Address,
"B,"

Care We.-^tern Electrician.

ILATINUM
For all Purposes.

Scrap and Native Platinum Purchased.

BAKKK A: CO., 408-414 New Jersey
Kitiirojul Ave., >euark. >". J.

Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier,

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

TRADERS IN ELECTRICAL MACHIKERY.

FOR SALE (Continued List).

Two 30 light Ball arc dynamos, with 60 arc lamps.
One 2^ light Ball arc dynamo, with 25 arc lamps.
One 80 light Mather incandescent dyuamo, IIU volt.

One 8 horse power Card motor, 500 vjlt.

BOWOTKY ELKCTRIC CO.,
30 E. 5th St , CINCISNATI, OHIO.

Patented J-n. 22, 188^ A. T, Smith's
Electric Lava Gas Tip

Multiple Lighting

For Churches, Theaters
and Public Halls.

Are nsed all over the coun-
try. Send for estimatea or
prices to

A.T.SMITH,
ew. 14tliSl .New York

THE STANDARD OPEN CIiiCUIT
BATTERIES OF THE WORLD,

And the best made anywhere

Send for Cieoulak & Prices.

The Leclanche Battery Co.
//; to in East 131st St.. N. Y.

Eeceiver's Sale of Street Railway

At Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Notice is hereby given that in pursuance of
an order of the Circuit Court of Milwaukee
County, Wisconsin, I will, on the 30th day of
June A D. 1893, at eleven o'clock in the fore-

noon of said dav, at the south door of the
Court House in the city and county of Mil-
waukee, Wisconsin, offer for sale and sell at
public auction as an entirety, the street rail-

way of the Milwaukee Electric Railway Com-
pany in said city of Milwaukee, with all the
franchises and rights and privileges of said
railway company for the operation and main-
tenance of the same, and all the property of
said corporation used in or in connection with,

or essential to the exercise of its said

franchises.

Said railway property and franchises consist
of about 6}< miles of double track, being
about 13 miles of single track, in said city of

Milwaukee, with all the poles, wires, cables,

trucks, ties, stringers, fixtures and appliances

composing or used in connection with said

tracks or said railway, with franchises, privil-

eges and rights derived from ordinances of

the common council of the city of Milwaukee
lo maintain and operate said road; also sundry
parcels of real estate in said city, with car

barns and power house thereon; also the en-
gines, boilerd, machinery and rolling stock

and supplies of said road.

The terms of such sale are cash.

The said street railway will be sold free of

all liens and encumbrances except judgments
of foreclosure and sales aggregating §21,193.-

56, with interest from the 33d day of Novem-
ber, 1893, at 7 per cent, on .?I,359.60 thereof,

and at 6 per cent, per annum on the remaind-

er. Said judgments of foreclosure covering

the said specific parcels of real estate.

Dated Milwaukee, Wis., Feb. 27, 1893.

G. J. MELMS,
Receiver of the Milwaukee Electric

Railway Company
_

, the Hifjhf'S

Unuaualed

We Boy Outright Eltctrical Equipment.
I

Unlimited

'n

Capacity.

Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2.000 in uso.

Affords Ihn inoBt elm pie a** d relialjle power £or all mlnini; and mannfactitr-
InK machinery. Adupteil lo liesdH lunnlni; from vO up to a,0()0 or more font.

From 2t) to 80 |»nr C'lr t. hotttT rodullH ^UBranteed than can ln.i jtrcfduced from
any other Wheel In tlio coiiritiy.

KI^KCTKIC TKAIMHItllNHIOIV.
The BdvantagOB tho Pulton Wheel nfTordH In the way ftf a nnlfonii and rella-

hlo jjow'tr, cloMo rennltttl'in and tlie furlliiy ot ndantatlon to vuryiiiji conultlonB
of Ppeed snd TirohBtirK, have hroiiMht U Into Bjieclal prominence and exKntilva
iiBO for Ihin chiHH of worlt. All appllcatlcnH flhoaltl elate amonnt and houd of
water p< wi-r m '|t)lr'-d, aud for v'tar piirpcjHc, with approilniate Ii)n(,'lli of plpo

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
]^l-l'^:l >Ioln Hf., Mnn FranrlHCO, Cal., IJ. H. A.

It:t l.tltiCitTV NTM{KMC7\ - - StClV VOMtMi.
H^It, li'ivliii; crjinMtf) our notlre lliat onr pat*?nt rIgbtM ar't tmlnj; infrlnKek

ripon. Ini'Ti'IIn^; porchamTH are herohy warned that all etich Infrlnt^omentB wW
Im 'Inly i)roB*"'ut.'"d. *

PiCkiTO^' WATKB MOTOIIH. VnrylnK from tho frfiction of 1 to \i>

and 'Jf) horB<» iow<ir, unfjimled for all llyhl ninnlnK machlneiy. Warranuil
to duvelop ay.'iviin ftinount of power with one-half the water rofpilred by an/
other. By~Henft for Motor Clrcnlar. AddroeB as above. OellverloB mafJo from
Han Kraacl»co or New York, an may alTord the most favorable freight rttei.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIF.S \z cr:>'\ •-. -his CELE.BRAXED IVAXER WIIEEI. as p^.ni'-.uir^r.y .i'-ip-.-d 10 th-ir uie

on account of its remarkably Hteady motion, bi(;^h Mpeed
and erreat Eflicieiicy,and lar^e Capacity foritsoiameter,
being double the Power of most wheels of same diameter. It 15 uietj
by a number of the leading electric companies with £reat satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect cutiranteed.
SE.iin FOR 4:axaeoc;i;e aivi> parxiclearm.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICXOR

XI'RIII^'ES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Fiumc. Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a "".ubstantial cast-iron bed plale. TTie entjre arrangement is very coropicie and
st.ictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where ihe situatioD
admits of their use, we recommend them,

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.
FACTORY

mXiIIIIKCiTON,

sisa:'.A.:BXjXs:^£333 1878.
SOLE JIAlfCFACTrBERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Ked, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

b£i.. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. x*^I^k^^ii^.

^HAWAVT
TVJEWIRE
COA\PANY

161 HIGH .5T BOJTON

HIGHEST GRADE

TE6TEDFV5EWIRE6UNKS
iEND FOR CATALOCVE

AND PRICE LliTS

Cofflinutators^ ReHlled.

SIOUX CITY

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

SOUIX CITY, IOWA.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

Non-Conductive Blocks,
Rosettes and Bases for

Cut-Outs and Switches.

Also Insulators, Cleats,

Lamp Trimmings and other
Electrical Supplies.

Our production Is a dense
Dody. Tbe glazing and body
of our ware are of same com.
position, and are baked alike,

whicb are tbe features of

Trne Hard Porcelain.

EMPIRE
CHINA
WORKS,

144 td 156 Green 8t,

GreeD Point,

BKOOELH.N.T,

CEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If In want of Poles. Ties and Posts, esve monp*
by getting my prices.

W. C. STERLING, Monr Mich.

P.'B.
Waterproof Insulating Compounds.

Armature Varnish and Waterproof Insuiatins Tape.
THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY,

2 Liberty Street, New York. 542 "The Rookery," Chicago.

HOLMES, BOOTH &HAYDENS,
Factories: Waterbury, Conn. 25 Park Place, New York,

MANUFACTUBERS OF

Bare and Insulated Wire.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, Copper Magnet Wire,

Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work.
losulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT
Cfi

K. K. JJ LINE WIRE

For Electric Light, Electric Railwoys. Motors, Telegraph
and Telephone Use.

Agents for the Washington Carbon Company. Carbons for Arc Llghtlug.

THOS. Z-. SCOVILIj, Xew York Agent,

tOMi THt:-

NEW ENGLAND BUTT CO.,

PROVIDENCE, R. I., U. S. A.

H. N. FENNER, Treasurer and General Manager.

BINDERS ^''T^'^" ELEcjiiicAU,
*^ * f * "^ — * I ^# Ojyz; DOLLAR,

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, - - PHILADELPHIA.
BUILDERS OF RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY CARS OF ALL CLASSES.

Four Head PolifihiDe Mnoliino.

:\tANrFAOTrRKIiS OF

Special attention glvou to the building of Eleclrlc Molor and Troll Cars.
Builders of Brill No. 21 Truck with eoUd forged frame, and "Eurekn" Maximum Traction Pivotal Truck.

For covering Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Light Wire.
Large single and double BRAIDERS for covering Cables

Sir gle. Double and Triple Winders. Improved Six Spindle
Flyer Winder for Magnet Wires.

Fine Castings a Specialty.
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Grimstiaw White Core Wires,
Grimsliaw Tapes, Coiupetition Line Wires,

Raven Core Wires, Vulca Ducts,

-MANUFACTURED BY-

NEW YOEK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
CHICAGO, 80 Franklin St. NEW YORK, ISCortlandt St. BOSTON, <82 Summer St.

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

General Western Agents

FOB THIS

CELEBRATED WIRE.

307 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

H. Wakd Leonard.
President.

C. E. Caepenteb,
Secretary and Treasurer.

Geo. H.Finn.
Vice-President,

CARPENTER
Eiiaiiiel Eleoslat CoinpiF,

BBIDGEPORT, CONN.

CHAS. D. SHAIN, Gen-ebai, Selling Agent,

136 Liberty St., New lork City.

These rheostats can now be supplied of any
resi^ance and capacity on short notice. They
are being largely nsed by such mannfocluring
concerns as the following: General Electric
Company. Siemeos &, Halske Company, Interior
Conduit & Insulation Company, Crocker-Wheeler
Company, General Incandescent Arc Light Com-
pany, National Electric Company, Waddell-Entz
Company, Western Union Company, Dahl Electric
Company, aod by Central Station Companies and
contractors all over the country.

Send for ne^^- catalosae and price li8t.

Sh€pard'8 Celebrated SCO

^ Screw CntilDg Foot Lathe,

Foot and Power Lathes
From y to 26 Inches.

Also Drill Presses, Hand and
Power Planers, and Supplies.
Just the Toiils for Electricians.
Send for Iihistratt-d Catalogue

- to H. li, Hhepard, Agent,
141 W. r\ St., CinciDQati, O.

from one-eighth to six horse
power Horizontal and Marino.

8. 16 and 60 LIGHTDYNAMO CASTINGS
Simple SewiDg Machine and
Fun Motor Castings with in-

atruciionis fnr building complele machines. Send
Stamp fur Catalogue.

Palmer Bres. Snpplies.MiaEns,

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The- KartaYsrt « Manufacturmg - Co,.>

FUSE ] Correct Carrying Capac

'

WIRE or I ity. Absolute

STRIPS. ) Unlfo mity in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave.,

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro^platers.

SEHNJID

CHICAGO OFFICE,
Monadnock Building.

DENVER OFFICE, NEW YORK OFFICE,
1735 Champa Street. 42 and 44 Broad Street. '
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ELECTRICITY
FOR

ENGINEERS.

A NEW mND popular BOOK.

Price, Postage Prepaid,

S2.50.

Electrician Pulilisliing Go.,

6 Lakeside Building,

CHICAGO.

A NEW LAMP SOCKET
With Every Advantage.

vo. 103. Conoe lod Work

Durnblo and Effective Contact.
Plenty of Koom for Knot In the Cord.
Strong OD Fixtures; the Cap, with Bayonet
Lock, FrojectlDg over the Shell.

Tlie Dovetail Ceiling Rosette.

For Moulding, Cleat and Concealed Work.

No screw driver used in adjusting cap.

For Sale by Supply HonseB, or by

The Perkins Electric Switch (
MFG. COMPANY, ^^

P. O. B0X8I6. Hartford. Ccnit T-H aiv<i Woatinslmu^R Stylm.

Our New

aelly connected.

legant in
Construction

.

WORLD'S FAIR

S

^^ontacts Bright.

afe Carrying
Capacity.

Switch.

Sioiple-

Yet to be Excelled.

Rubbing Contacts.

A trial is Asked.

Compact in Form.

Used Everywhere.

Sure Quick Break,

Endorsed by Users.

25 AMPERE DOUBLE POLE SNAP SWITCH.
This switch has more carrying capacity than most switches designed for 25 amperes, and the wip-

ing contacts constantly keeping the surface clean, the parts a ways run cool. The sudden break is of
such length as to make the switch safe for use with currents of an E. M. F. of from iOO to 600 volts.

This switch i.s finished in the same neat and workmanlike manner as are all our goods. Send for
sample. Furnished with either rubber or porcelain key. Send for our Catalogue.

Electric Engineering ^ Supply Co.,
Kew York Office, ia6 liiborty St. SI-RAflWI'.. SI Y., r. S. A.

C-SSPECI_ALTIES.

G-S Flush Double Push Switch.
Single Pole—Double Pole— Commutation; 3 Wire, 4 Wire

C-S Flush Key Switch.
Single Polii-Double Pole—3 Wire.

C-S Flush Automatic Switch.

ELECTRICALLY
MECHANICALLY
ARTISTICALLY PEERLESS.

C-S Flush Double Push Switch—Doable Pole

THE CUTTER ELECTRICAL & MFG. CO.,
S7 So. 11th Street, I'hilaaelpliia, Pa., U. 8. A.

Our Individual Arc Light

and Motor Cut-Outs

.A.FRE:

ise3LT-^eXj:e:,

Econ^on^ic^f^L,

si3x^^l"e:.

And Require Only One Small Wire.

ELECTBIC SELECTOR & SIGML CO.

(Successor to ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE CO ,)

45 Broadway, NEW YORK.
AANUrACTDRERS ORGANIZED 1881.

INCORPORATED 1683.

Arc LA/nps

AN
ESTABLISHED
EACT:

rsR INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

THE ONLY .ARC LA.nP THAT
WORKS S.ATISr.^TORiLY ON AN
INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING. THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LAA\PS.

THE ELECTRIC

*i J-^
CONSTRUCTION 6c SUPPLY CO.

tTNITT BUILDING,

OIICAGO.

TCLCPMONC BUILOtNQ.

NSW VOBK.
Search Light No. 13.
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m ffILL OBLIGE

Both Advertiser and Publisher

by Mentioning the

festern Electriciao

When Writing to Advertisers.

ELECTRICAL
BOOKS.

Orders Filled Promptly.

Electrician Publishing

Company

Rubber Covered Rolls

Valves.

Storage

Battery

Jars.

Springs for Steam
Hammers,

Spring Rubber ol any Elasticity or Hardness to SIceicli, Model or Mould.

6 Lakeside Building, - CHICAGO.

Manufacturer's of

OCTAGONAL^^ Cedar
TELEPHOHI& Electrical
IfflllV/A'il

i# H.M.LOUD & Sons U)hber(o.

ail OSCODA . IVIICH.

Newton Rubber Company,
Oflace:

John Hancock BIder., 178 Devonshire, and 35 Federal St., Boston, Mass.
Factory, Newton Upper Falls, Mass.

^^ost ^i-CLra-lole Ba.tter'jT- Cells IF^rod-TJiced..
TUTiniD

THXTsrrE)i3
W 5^ -§

CM ix

« CM Hi.

anufactured by The Butler Hard Rubber Co., 33 Mercer St., N. Y.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
Pullman Building, Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

:F*a:orr3.pt Sl:Lip2:2CLerLts-

CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
CHICAGO.W. R. MASON. GonT Mer.

Electric Street Railway Tower Wason.
Fatent Applied For,

Endoraod by the leaJing electric rouds. T'lill iuformiitiou chiHTrully furuishod. Write for pilcea,

^m Manufactured only by W. S. DAVIS & SON, Concord, N. H.

UTS
Wood KnKravInc—For Machinery, «lc,
7.\nf f;rf hlnE-r''''TQ iTlDt". T'-n ao'I Ink Drn-irlDic ''^'•

Half Tonf PrnfCMn- r^'"**'^ "'n'^vl'i'^lon* of Ptoot/Jtfnipb". Wwh Drawlnfffl,

Wni Knrravlnc" i'''^ Mir-o. lOrtt", H^nrrt. "r lAnnrninn.
Photo- l-lthography Tr-.',»f'T»i - f '•' : ':t^ ;ri pnr>«r or trton*).

nctflfrnini^.

MANZ&CO.,
ENGRAVERS,

oth bolt* I'i lriclj<»« wld«», both I'liidod th o Mmiin, Cniriimtltor'n bolt. loft, tho [>iilloy«; Acmii kept Huplnco

Th..cn,,^.,.n.,d.„.n.... p^QE BELTING COMPANY.
183, 185 and Ml Monroe St,, CHICAGO ' ^•^W^^">'- C<,u<K,ra.N.U. i=I,A.SC,IK.. N..wV.,rk,„..«l.n,Cm,:n«,„B..,„lT»nd-c„.

.vv 1^ .vi vivtu « ] BKWI» VOIl CATALO0D»tNO. la ANJ» I'ltlOBB,
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

FAETIOULAELT ADAPTED TO DEIYIHS

Electric Light and Power Stations
"a - IE •^afl' 0° accoQnt of its high efficiency at all aUges of gate, BteadinesB of motion and eaay working gate, the con-

.-^ "T™ BtraciloQ of which makes It the moat Becaltive to the actloD of a governor of any wheel on the market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE lUaatratlng varioos styles of settlne on both venicol and
horizontal ehau.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO,
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT. Ml M.M * TEMPLiE. DAYTON. OHIO.
For Incanaesceni

Lamp
Filaments.SILK BRAID

The greatSBt care taken in producing a uniform article.

BOSTON BRAID MFG. CO.,
27 Beach Street, Boston, Masa.

REPAIRS
All kinds of Electrical Repairs
A specialty made of rewind

ing Armatures and Fields; both
Street Railivay and Electr'c

Lighting.

Pioneer Arinalnre Worls,
Room 415inl!35to 199 S. Canal St.

Chicago, til.

thesechrist automatic switch
For controlling Incandescent
lAgJits in private residences
by using automatic gas keys
and an ordinary battery or
shunt circuit.

v/%/ .A •^TT' '%T8T~> .—Onp good con-

struction firm in cacli city to represent us.

Apply to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
Manufacturer and Patentee. DENVER. COLO.

BEING A MANUFACTURERyouareforced
by competition to keep in touch witli all genuine economies

as soon as their value is proved; hence your Compound
Engines, Condensers, Steam Loops, etc., to reduce the cost
of msing your Steam. It is equally important that you
should consider every item which enters into the cost of
making your Steam.

Section of Boiler House constructed for

Curtis, Davie i Co., Cambridgeport,

Mass. ehowiug Stack for 1200 H. P.

If you are building a new Boiler House, resetting your
old boilers or adding new ones:

If your present boilers are short of capacity:

If you wish to raise their evaporative duty to the level of

expert hand firing, and keep It there all the time:
If you wish smokelessness by preventing,—not conceal-

ing or consuming the smoke:

If you wish to preserve your boilers from unequal strains.

YOU WILL CAREFULLY CON-

SIDER MECHANICAL

STOKING.
If you wish to save the whole cost of handling, which in

large plants is the greater part of the labor item:

You will equip with simple, cheap and practical

Coal and Ash Handling Machinery.

If you wish to have your fires always under control, ii respective of atmospheric conditions, quality of fuel, or length of run-

If you wish to be independent of extraordinary or sudden demands for steam;

If you wish to save a large portion of the cost of a chimney with its foundations—and above all.

If you wish to return into your feed water the greater portion of the heat otherwise sent up the flue to make draft,

You Will Use Mechanical Exhaust Draft and Economizers.

It is a well organized Department of our Business to design and construct

Boiler Plants, comprising any or all of the above features, as good judgment
may determine. We assume an authority in this branch of Engineering

arising from an experience with over 750,000 Horse Power of Boilers

equipped with Stokers.

lona

Lamp

Sockets.

Edison^

1 homson - Houston

Westinghouse

Base

Key, Keyless and Wall

WESTINGHOUSE, CHURCH, KERR & CO., ENGINEERS,

SIRW YORK. 17 Cortlnndt Street. CilK'.mO. !.;« and l.'SH Lake Street. BOSTOX. ««<> .lllantir .Vvonuc.

t^T. I.OIII4, Commercial itiilldiug. ITrsltl IC4,;H,lVeHtlnghoUNe Bulldlns. MI\\l<:.\POI.IS, Beery B:ork.

Repesented in PI4IUDELPHI\ by M. R. IMUCKLE, Jr . & CO.. Drcxel Building.

Easily Wired,

Perfect Contacts.

Manufactflrm' Prices.

SEND FOR SPECIAL CATALOGUE.

Refldiii Electric Co.

41 FEDERAL ST„ BOSTON MASS.
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Standard Compound Engine.

m LAKE ERIE ENGINEERING WORKS,
BTJILDEHS OF

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE

EXPANSION ENGINES,
Both Condensing and Non-Con-
densing, from 250 to 8,000 H. P.
Especially designed for diract

connection to Multipolar
Generators.

BEST EGONOUY AND REGULATION GUARANTEED.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Address all inquiries to

Section Through L. P. Cyl.

W. B. PEARSON & CO.,
401 Home Insurance Bldg.,

CHICAGO.
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES OF

The Lake Erie Engineering Works.
They are prepared to contract at a reasonable price

for the complete installation of Power Plants, of any
Capacity, for any Service, and at any Place.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. Compound Engine and Generator

A NEW BOOK!

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book.
226 Pages. I'bS Engravings. Hand-Book Size.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of which 30,000 copies
have been sold. The new book contains more than twice as many pages and twice

as many engravings as were comprised in the old, and will continue
to retain the distinction of being the ONLY STANDARD

WORK for the practical dynamo man and the learner.

NOW READY. PRICE, $1.00.

J
6 LAKESIDE BIULDINC, CHICAGO.
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FROM GASOLINE.
CIli'aiKT tllUIl Htt'aiu

l>irect from the Tank.

For ire and Incandescent lighting.

OTTO GASOLINE ENGINES,
Working without boilf r. sTeiira, cmil ii3hi.-M, datit^or, and

ulniost 00 iitlLUi'lfiiic^".

OTTO CAS ENGINE WORKS,
33d and Walnul Sts.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Ml c e N u I N e
' INGOTS t MANUFACTURES

eCAn OUR

I

f\EC.TRADE MARKS.

sioxTx: cixir engine avosixes
Builders of High Grade

Corliss Engines,

Gidding's Automatics.

Simplo, Compound, Coadocdcs-

Complete Plants Furnlsbed.

fiELLINO AGENT.-.;

26 Randolph St , Chicago.

F. M. Davis, Dallas. Tex.

Kennedy & Pierce Mch. Co.,

DENVER.
A, M. HolterHdw. Co.,

HELENA, MONTANA.

513 SECURITY BLDG.. ST. LOUIS.
405 6TH AVE.. SO. MINNEAPOLIS.

1302 UNION AVE., KANSAS CITY.

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade Automatic

ENGINES,
HOmZONTAL and VERTICAL.

Two liorsE power to three liMdred lorse pown.

Western Department: 26 and 28 Randolph SI, CHICAGO. - H. S. WMKER, Manager.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of Hlgrli Grade Engrlnes and Boilers.

Electric lAght Engines
a Specialty.

Complete Steam Plants Mallei

WESTEEN WAEEEOOMS:
64 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

.\l80 30 Cortlandt Street.. New York C'tv

SHULTZ
PATENT

Leather Woven Link Belt.

PHOSPHOR-BRONZE
Ingots, Castings. Wire, Sheet &c.

THePHOSPHOR Bronze SmeltincCo.Limitcd
512 ArchSt. Philadeiphia PA.U.S.A.'

ORICINAL MANUFACTURERS OF PHOSPHOR-
BRONZE IN THE United States and Sole
Makers of"ELEPHAHT BRANVPhosphor-Bronze.

CORLISS
ENGINES

iimide Valve Knffines, Shaftinff. Hang-
ers. Pallevs. Belt ElevatorN.

Saw Mills. Etc, Etc.

The Lane & Bodley Co.,

GINCINNATI, O.

INCREASE YOUR REVENUE,
^iDOi=a? the:

ACME OIL FILTER.
Kent on trial.

For particalare.
jriws, etc,
.'Idresfi

For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,—sx.oo.

SHULTZ PATENT
Leather • Pulley • Covering.

SABLE RAWHIDE BELTING
SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS

Downward Draft Steam Boilers,
Fael Saving:. Smoke Preventing,

<(nicl£ Steamin"; and Darable.

-3
Z/2

ALBERT BLANCHARD, 427 Tlie Rookery BIdg., CHICAGO, ILL.

This view shows a dynamo driven

Eoje TransDiissta

in Iht' Chamber nf Commerce Ituild-

itie, ChicftRO as fa nished by us.

By lU use ti steady It^ht is always

maiutnined.

There is absolutely no slippa^-.

vibratio'i, or noise

The roi>e, when worn oat, o«n l<>

replaced readily at a small cost-

BKA.\CHeS:
104 Huninier Street. BoHton.
•,225 Pearl wireet. IVew York.
1^0 North Ud Street. Philadelphia

LiEtBelt MacMnery Co.,

« Illf.ViiO.

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

It

SHAFTING, ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

Branch Offices'r ^"""^ ^''°*' ^'•' ^'"i*^^'^*^^^-

erancn umcBSi^gg coniandt st., new york.
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GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
Chicago, New York and Boston.

THERE ARE IN THE UNITED
STATES TO-DAY

^-o@>o waaEMm
OF ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS;

OF THESE

ARE OPERATED UNDER THE

General Electric Company's Systems.

i RECORD iRiyilED IN STREET BtMlT IISTOBY.

4XS
9,44 X C:}Jh.lEL&

4,8X5 nVIIXjESS

TIIK ABOVE FIGURES AFFORD THE MOST
CONVINCING PROOF OP THE

PERFECTION OF OUR APPARATUS,
rill. >A risi A( rioN rr <;i\ k.s, its superiouit^'

ANI> IIIK AI'I'ltK* IATION A( COI! DKI) IT.

173 and 176 Adama Street, Chicago, 111. 820 Atlantic Avenue, BoBton, Mass.

44 Broad Street, New York. 600 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

264 West Fourth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. 401—407 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.
Gould Building, Atlanta, Ga. 1338 F Street, N. W., "Washington, D. 0.

16 First Street, San Francisco, Cal. Masonic Temple, Denver, Oolo.
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^ KNAFP ELECTRICAL WORKS
Have been appointed exclusive agents for the

Ries Regulating Sockets
For Alternating Currents, for the States of

Illinois, Indiana, Western Ohio, Michigan, Iowa, Wisconsin, Minnesota,

Missouri and Colorado.

The RIES REGULATING SOCKET places Incan-

descent Electric Lighting, commercially speaking, on a

par with gas. It enables the consumer to burn his lamps
at any desired degree of brilliancy, from a barely percept-

ible glow, consuming but a fraction of normal current,

up to the full Candle Power of Lamp.

TO THE STATION
It means increased eflQ.ciency, increased output, increased

dividends. It is easily wired, nothing to get out of order,

no straining of lamp filaments, indispensable for stores,

private houses, hotels, hospitals, etc. Indorsed by imder-

writers and leading Electrical Engineers.

TO THE CONSUMER
It regulates the light, it saves the current, it prolongs the

life of the lamp. It is compact and simple, eflficient and eco-

nomical, and saves its cost several times over every year.

Further particulars and prices upon application.

Ti mrr eibim mis,
54 and 56 Franklin St., Chicago.
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jUST BEAR IN MIND
That The Ansonia Electric Co. is only

the new name of the same old company
that for years you have known as The
Electrical Supply Co., and we will con-

tinue to manufacture that insulated wire

that you have learned to know as

Shield Brand Moisture Proof— it holds

its own—don't leak water in, nor leak

the current out.

Text: Special lighting means a special pr^ofit.

THE

HELIOS LOW TENSION
ALTERNATING

A NOISELESS, STEADY LIGHT.

For consumer and station manager alike, the Helios

Arc Lamp brings with it immunity from the fire risk and
freedom from the fear that haunts every user of a direct

high tension series system. This apjdication of the alter-

nating current combines the safety of low tension with the

range and fiexibility of the high—and no greater merit than
that could he claimed.

There is no fact more familiar in electric lighting than the turning on of series arc circuits two or three hours before the set time

simply because half a dozen lamps are required in advance of the schedule. This means a steady loss. With the Helios Alternating Arc Lamp,

ipecial lii^htin^ means a special profit. Another aspect of the case is that in incandescent lighting territory many customers want arc lights

regularly during the daylight hours in large stores, bank vaults, hotel corridors, dark courtyards and basements. As it is not the practice to

operate arc circuits in the day, all that business is likely to be lost; but ;m alternating station using Helios Arc Lamps can take care of it

handsomely. It is no longer a question of limited demand or of unproductive outlay, but an exact adjustment of the conditions of pro-

duction and consumption.

Superior inechanically and eleclrically. Rcijiiires no addilional apparatus or system of wiring. Cheaper to

operate than any other lamp. ABSOLUTELY SAFE. Not lialde to get out of order. Current can be measured
hy meter.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS:

The Ansonia Electric Co.,
'FORMERLY THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,)

Corner Randolnh. Street! and Micliigan Avenue,

Factories .ind E.islern Offices: ANSONIA, CONN. OilBII Z'-A GVO.
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WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

HANUFACIUBERS OF APPARATUS FOR

Arc Lighting, Incandescent Ligliting,

LONC DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER, .

Street Railway Generators, Motors and Appliances.

Our alternating current incandescent apparatus is in use in 430 central stations.

1,000 isolated plants. Our arc apparatus is in use all over the world.

We are now transmitting light and power various distances up to 28 miles from the

source.

Our multipolar railway generators and noiseless single reduction motors have
worked a revolution in the electric, railway field in two years.

Orders for APPARATUS, BEPAIBS and HUPPIilES formerly famished Ity the United States Elertric I.ightine Co.;
ITeirark, H. J., should now be sent to this Company, where they will receive prompt attention.

BRANCH OrFICES IN ALL THE LEADING CITIES.
AGENTS FOR CANADA: AHERN & SOPER, OTTAWA, ONT.

Sockets, Switches, Cut-outs
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Write for Catalogue.

Sawyer -Man Electric Co.,

620 Atlantic Avenue, BOSTON.

610-534 West 23d Street, NEW YORK. Pullman Building, CHICACOr
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CALUMET ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING

AND ENGINEERING COMPANY
P

LUCIUS ALVIN HINE, Pres. and Secy. LUCIUS J. OTIS, Treas. GEORGE EDENSOR DORMAN, Vice-Pres. and Designer.

CALUMET FAN MOTORS.
THEY ARK NOT TOYS, But Are Constricted for Business.

Slow Speed.

Straight Feed Carbon Brushes.

Durable Commutators,

with many Segments.

Fan Motors,

Power Motors,

Electric Emery Grinders

and Burnishers.

CALUMET I 10 VOLT, 12-INCH FAN MOTOR.
Direct C-u-irent.

Back view—Showing Brushes.

For Arc Lighting,

Incandescent Lighting.

Railroad Generators.

Our large Armature Operates

with Success on 500

Volt Circuits.

High Efficiency.

CALUMET 500 VOLT, 15-INCH FAN MOTOR.
33iiect C-u.rre33.t.

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS
Of Any Si2pe and. "Voltage.

Office, 403, 172-174 S. Clinton St., Chicago.
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LOUIS K. COMSTOCK,
Electrical Engineer and Contractor.

TESTS, PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS ANd' SUPERVISION
For all Kinds of Electrical Installations.

XSLBGTRIG COIffSTRUGTION.
1419 Monadnock Building, Chicago.

DYNAMOS. LAMPS.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC CO.,
Western Office, 161-163 Randolph St.,

GENERATORS. CHICAGO, ILL. MOTORS.

EVERY STEAM, ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER PLANT

SHOULD BE PKOVIDED WITH

Bristols' Recording Pressure Gauge.
Makes continuous record day and niRht. Adapted to all ranges of press-

ure between 2 oz. per square inch to 1,500 lbs. per square Incli.

PRICE LOW, AND EVERY GAUGE GUARANTEED.
Send for Circulars and Fac-Simile Chart.

THE BRISTOLS' MF&. CO., Waterlmry, Coi.

WILLARD L. CANDBE, l Bnslnomi M.naMr.

Tbe

Internatio&al OKONITE COMPANY,

^ON'^:

LIKITED.

13 Parit Row, New Yorkc
INSULATED

WIRES AID CABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Ut*.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape,

pkonite Waterproof Tape.

BRANCHES: Chicsffo, Boston, Philadelphia, Minneapolis, CinclnnRtl,!
Omaha, LnaUvllle, St. I.oals, San Francisco, liOndon and Sa< America,

• City,

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

EBTIMATES AND DRAWIKGS SUBMITTED.

WESTON ENGINE CO..
Painted Post, N. Y.

nEPRKSENTATIA'^ES

:

Julian anion & Co.. 12« IJborty St., New York.
Geo. D. Hoirinan, 82 Lake 3L, ChlcaKO, UL
II. M. 9ulpte k. Co. , 3d tt Arcb Sts. . Phlladelphlft.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DET STREET, NEW YORK,

MANUFACTUUERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Electrical Supplies
OFALIDISOBIPTIONS.

KEY FOR CArACITY TESTS.

Telegraph, Telephone,
Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

Line Material.
WE OWN AND OPERATE TnH

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WHERE WE MANUFACTURE A FULL LINE OP

[lest Instraments and all Scientific Measurement Apparatns.

PACKARD HIGH GRADE
INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

Xanuractared by tbe

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
AG£NT»:

New York City, Chas. E. Chapln, 136 Liberty St. |

ChiciiKo, ill ,Elec. Appliance Co.. 2i'2 Madison St.

St. Piiul, Minn.,The ElGC. EneineorlOR fc Supply Co.
Omaha, Neb. E. B. Down?, 21^ Sheely Block
St Lniiis. Mo., St Louis Elpctrical Supply Cn.

San Frnnclsco, Cal., A. C.Bralnard & Son, No. 109
California St.

Cinclnnat!, O., Post-Glover Elec. Co., 215 Vk. 4th St.

LonlHTllle, Ky., Smlthers & I>avl».
Pitteburgh. Pa.. W. U. Vandt^rort, T09 Lewis Blod:.
G. P. AlteDbpr«. "i.'O Walnnt St., CinclnDBtl, Ohio,

aeent for Kfintucfay. Tennessee, Vlrffioia and
Weiit Virginia.

Little Rock. Ark.. Arkansas Electric Sapply Co.,
.'107 W Markham St.

Montreal, Can., Packird Lamp Co., '.'C-lOO King St.

MjVKDfactcrek of

INSUIiATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
FLKXIBLE CORDS and CABLES.

200 and 202 North TMrd Street, - - PHI I.Ar>KI.PHI.«. PA.

GEORGE GUTTER,
TheRaokary, Chicago.

P. & S. China Insnlators,

Simplex Wires,

Cntter's Lamp-Snpporting

Pnlleys.

r ,^ 9. Cliloo Switch,

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford. Conn.

THE BALL «e WOOD COMPANY,
Baildora of Improved Aatomatlo Cni-off Fne^BMi-

\V. B. Poarson S; Co , Home Ins. HldR., I'hloftjio, til.

\V. A. Day, I'JS Oliver St., Ho»toii. M.i*c.

F. li. WUtUufi, .1acul*on Ulock, l>cnTer, Colo.

, l>no,
'. Mich.
.Tex,
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Recording Watt-Meter

Accurate Under
all

Variations of

Pressure.

Not Affected

by
Frequency

of

Alternations.

For Direct

or

Alternating

Lighting

Circuits,

or Railway
or

Stationary

Motor
Circuits.

THE IDEAL TVrF.TF.R--DIRECT READING.

Accurate on One Lamp. Accurate on Full Load. Slow Speed and Long Life.

ENERGY consumed in operation so SMALL as to be PRACTICALLY NEGLIGIBLE.
Applicable to Station Switch-boards. Measuring Entire Output, Primary, Three Wire or Railway.

Tbe ODiy Meter constrncted to satisfy tbe reqaiiements of THE PROOF OF ITS SUPERIORITY
Is its Videspiead and IncreaslDg Adoption.

In 1892 One Hundred and Fifty Meters were sold for every one sold In 1889, when
they were first placed on the market.

O^KR. 33,000 KO^ra^ IK XJ3E-

CARPENTER ENAMEL RHEOSTATS
FURNISHED WITH ANY OF OUR APPARATUS.

For Prices and Information address nearest Branch Office.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
.^ve., Boston, Mftoa.

A'lkini .Street, Chictgo, lil.

:'<4 Weal Fourtl) Street, CincJDnftti, O.

Gould liuilding, Atlanta, Ga.
IG P"ir»t Street, San Francisco, CbI.

44 Broad Street, New York.
VfaioDic 'i'>;mple, Denver, Cola

509 Areli Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

1.333 F Street, N. W., Washington, D. 0.

40] •407 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Acme Filter Co

A inerlcan Hiittery Co ix

American lOlectrical

WorkH xiil

Aiisonla Klectric Co., The.xxiv

Bftbcock & Wilcox Co., The . 1

JJaggot, E xiv

liaker ACo xll

ItalUfe Wood Co,, The i

B(?KKS, J. E. Machinery &
Supply Co xiv

Bernstein Electric Co

Bishop Guttapercha Co....

Blanchard, Albert

Boston Braid Mfg. Co

Boston Electric Co

Bridgeport Machine Tool
Works

Brill Co., J. G XV

Bristolb' MXg. Co., The i

Brookfleld, Wm
Brush Electric Co....

Bryant Electric Co...

xii

, xvl

xli

Butler Hard Rubber Co....

C. <S:C. Electric Motor Co.. vli

Cftbeli, L. Breckinridge.... xii

Calumet Electric Manufac-
turing A. Engineering Co. vil

Carpenter Enamel Rheostat

Co x^'i

Central Electric Co v

Chicago Insulated Wire
Co IV

Columbia Manufacturing tV

Supply Co xiu

Comstock, Louis K i

Crescent Insulated ulre &
_

Cable Co xii»

Crocker-Wheeler Electric.. ___

Co ^"1

CushingA Morse ix

Cutter Electrical *fc Manu-
facturing Co

Cutter Geo i

Davis, W.S. & Son xvii

Dayton Globe Iron Works
Co =<i^

Delaware Hard Fibre Co..

Diehl&Co iv

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos., xxi

Duplex Electric Co., Lim-
ited

Eastern Electric Cable Co. xili

Edison Decorative & Min-
_

iature Lump Dept xin

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co... vii

Edwards, W. S. Mfg. Co. xxi

Electric Appliance Co... xii

Electric Construction &
Supply Co xvii

Electric Engineering& Sup-
ply Co IX

Electric Selector & Signal

Co vii

Electrician Bublishing Co.
ix,x,xv,xvi,xviii,xix,xx

Electrical Engineering .t

Supply Co.. The

Electrical Specialty Co..

The, IV

Elektron Manufacturing
Co - • IV

Empire China Works xv

Enterprise Electric Co. . . .
xvi

Palls Rivet A Machine Co. xxi

Ford -Washburn Storelec- .

tro Co 'X

For Sale Advertisements
xii, xiv

Freeman S. & Sons Manu-
facturing Co x.\l

Fuel Economizer Co

General Electric Co ....il.xxii

General Incandescent Arc
LlghtCo V

Great Western Manufac-
turing Co.... vill

GreelcyACo., The E. S... i

Hart & Hcgeman Manufac-
turing Co

Harter Electric Co xlv

Hcisler Electric Co x

Helios Electric Co x

Hill Clutch Works xxi

Ulno I'-liminator Co

Holmes, Booth &, Haydens. xili

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.

Innls&Co xii

Institute of Technology. xv

Tritiirior Conduit it Iiisiila-

llon Co X

International Okonlte Co. i

Interntate Complete VAcc-
trie Const. Co xiv

.lewell Belting Co i

Jolms Mannfaeturing Co.,
H. W ix

Kartavert Mfg. Co

Klipstein, A xii

Kiiapp Electrical Works.. xxiii

Lake, J. H. AD. Co xxi

Law Battery Co xiv

Leclancbc Battery Co., The xiv

Link Belt Machinery Co.. xxi

Loud, n. M. & Sons Lumber
Co xiv

Mather Electric Co i

Manx ACo xvii

Marcus, W. N -
.

Mass. Chemical Co x

McLean *t Schmitt xiii

Milwaukee Electric Railway
Co

Moore. Alfred F i

Munsell & Co., Eugene. . . . xii

National Carbon Co xiv

National Electric Manufac-
turing Co

Xational India Rubber Co.

New England Butt Co ... .
xv

Newton Rubber Co., xiii

New York Insulated Wire
Co XVI

N. Y. Safetv Steam Power
Co : XXI

New York &. Ohio Co 1

Nowotny Electric Co xiv

Osborne Steam Engin'g Co. xii

Ostrander & Co.. W. R . . . . x

Otto Gas Engine Works . .
.

Page Belting Co

Paine A Ladd xii

Palmer Bros xvi

Partrlck A Carter Co xii

Pelton Water Wheel Com-
pany xiv

Perkins Electric Switch
Manufacturing Co

Phrenix Iron Works Com-
pany xxi

Phosphor-Bronze Smelting

Co., Ltd xxi

Pioneer Armature Works.

Porter-Leavitt Electric Mo-
tor Co xlii

Queen & Co., Incorporated, xiii

Racine Hardware Manufac-
turing Co

Redding Electric Co,... , .. xix

Rockford Electric Manufac-
turing Co iv

Roberts <t Co., E. P xii

Roebling'a Sons Co., J. A..

Rose Electric Light Supply
Co xii

Rosenbaum, W. A viv

Russell & Officer x
Samson Cordage Works... xii

Sawyer Man-Electric Co... xvii

Sechrist, Albert x:x

Shawmut Fuse Wire Co... xv

Sliepard. H. L xvi

Shtiltz Belting Co xxi

Slebcrt. G
Siemens iS: Halske Electric
Co

Simons, M. W. Electric Co., xiv

Sioux City Electrical Supply
Co

Sioux City Engine Works, xxi

Smith, A. T
sperry Electric Mining Ma-

chine Co xvl

Standard Electric Co. . .. .xxvi

Standard Paint Co xv

Stanley Electric Manufac-
turing Co XXV

Steuben Lamp Works .... . xlIl

Sterling, W.C xv

Stllwcll .tBlerce Manufac-
turing Co xiv, XV

Sturm. Ernst xiv

Taylor Engine Co xxi

TTnion Hardware Co xii

Yulcanl;4ed Fibre Co xv
Waddell-Entz Company ... xli

Want .\dvertisements xiv

Washburn it Moen Mfg.Co. Iv

Western Electric Co ix

Westinghousc.Church,Kerr
& Co xix

Wcstinghouse I'-lcc.and Mfg.
Co Xl XXV

Weston Electrical Instrument
Co vl

Weston Engine Co 1

Wilson & Jackson xli

Worthlngton, Henry R ... xli

CLASSIF ED LIST.

AnnniiclatorH.
AuKonla KIcetrle Co., Tlie.

Cciitrul lOlcctrle 1:0.

Knapp Electrical Works.
O.slrander .tCo., W. K.
Partrlck it Carter Co.

Arc liampM.
Begg.s .1. E.. MchyASup. Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc'd'ccnt ArcLt. Co.
Helios lilectric Co , The.
Knapp Flectrical Works.
Itose Elec. Light Supply Co.
Siemens A Halsko ElectrlcCo.
StandardEIectric Co.
Westinghousc El. A Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc Eiierht Cortl.
Knajtp Electrical Works.
Samson Cordage Works.

Batteries.
American Batterj; Co.
Anson la Electric Co., The.
Columbia Mfg. A Supply Co,

FordW'shb'rn Storelectro Co,
Greeley A Co.. The E. S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Law Battery Co.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Partrick A Carter Co.
AVestern Electric Co.

Battery .lars.
AmiTifiiii linttery Co.
lUiller Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Law Battery Co.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Newton Rubber Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Elecirlc.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Central Electric Co.
Grcely A Co., The E S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
OstranderA Co., W. R.
I'artrick A Carter Co.
Western ElectrlcCo.

Bells, Itlagnrto.
Central Electric Co.
Gre.-lrv ACn,,TbeE. S.

Kimi'P l-:i*-<^lrK-nl Works.
Pari iirk .V ( ailcr Co.
\Vi:stcni Kk-clric Co.

Beltiner*
Jewell Belting Co.
Link Belt Machinerj' Co.
Page Belting Co.
Slmltz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Balxjuck A Wilcox Co., The.
Iflaiichard, Albert.
Frueman A Sons Mfg. Co.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pheonix Iron Works Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Books. Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Braidins Msehinery.
New lOngland Butt (Ju.

Barglar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Greeley A Co., TheE. S.

Knajip Electrical W'orks.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Cables.
(Sec Insulated Wires )

Cables Eleetric. (See In-

sulated Wires), Copper,
!>i»h4'et nn<l Bur.
Bishop (.iiitla I'ercha Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
AVestern Electric Co.

Carbons. Points and
Plates.

Central ElectrlcCo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National Carbon Co.

Castioes.
Palmer Bros.

Clntelies, Friction.
Falls Hivet A Macbiue Co.
Hill Clutch Works.
Lake, .1. 11. AD. Co.

CoDtrnetors. Kleetrir
lilg^Ut, Engine I'Innts
and Eleeirie Rail-
way n.

Babcn.'k A Wilcox Co., The,
Bitll A W'ond i.'o.. The.
Brush l>;i('''lric Cu.

V. .V ('. I'ih'rtrif Molnr Co.
Calicll, L. H^e^killrld^,M'.

raluniet Elco.Mfg. A Eng, Co.
I'nnihtock, Louis K.
j;d(lv lOleetric Mfg. Co.
l''ord-A\ nshhiirn Storcloc.Co.
FriMinau \ Sons Mfg. Co.
(.^'iirral F.k'i.-tric Co.
Groat WvsUmh Mfg. Co.
IK'ishr i;in-lric Co.
Inlrrstiiter«mip.El. Cous. Co.
MiitherKkrli-ioCo.
N. 'i - Sal\'lv Steam PowerCo.
Osbnrue SiVam Kng. Co.
Ph'i'iiix IriHi W'orks Co.
Rai'lne Hardware Mfg. Co.
Rockford Electric Mlg. Co.
Siemens A Halskc Electric
Co.

Sloiix Cltv EuKtm:' Works.
Slniiilnnl i:hvlrir Co,
Wadih'll-Kiil/. rompimy.
AM'NtinghouM'Kh'f .V Mfg. Co.
Westinghousc, Church, Kerr
A Co.

Western Electric Co.
Weston Engine Co.
Wilson A Jackson,

ConHtru<tlon and Ke-
imirH.

rnTiisluck, Louis K.
Iiitersiitte('omi».F-l.iConn. Co.
MtLf-an A Schmltt.
Pioneer Armature Works.
Kobert^. !:. P. .v Co.
West'Tu i;ii:(trir Co.
Wilson .*^ .lackHon.

Copp«'r Wire** and Tapes.
American Klectrlcal Works.
Bishop Giitta Percha Co.
Central ElectrlcCo,
Crescent In. Wire A Cable Co.

Cutter, Geo.
Enterprise lOleetric Co.
Holmes. Ilooth A Haydens.
International OkoniteCo.
Knapp iOlectrical Works.
Moore, Alfred ¥.

National India Rubber Co.
Sperrj- El. Mining Mach. Co.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cordaec.
Samson Cordage Works.

Cross- Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Knapp Ekctrical Works.
Loud A Sons Lumber Co.

Cut Outs and Switches.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical A Mfg. Co.

Electric EngASupply Co.
Electric Selector A Signal Co.
Electrical Specialty Co.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Hart A liegeman JIfg. Co.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Russell A Officer.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Sechrist, A.

DynaniOH.
Brush F.leetricCo.
0. it C. I'.lectric Motor Co.
Calumet El. Mfg. A Eng. Co.
Duplex ICIectric Co., Ltd.
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Eng. ASupplyCo.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Harter Electric Co.
Heisler ElectrlcCo.
JIather Electric Co.
National Electric JTfg, Co.
Nowotny Electric Co.
Rose Elec. Light Supply Co.
Siemens A Ilal'ske ElectrlcCo.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghousc Elec. AMfg.Co.

Electric Heatins.
Ansonia lOlectric Co., The.

Electric T^ava Gas Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Electric Hailways.
General ElectrlcCo.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
Westinghouse E1.& Mfg.Co.

Electrical and Mechani-
cal Engineers.

Comstock, Louis K.
Osborne Steam Eng. Co.
Roberts, E. P. A Co.
Wilson A Jackson.

Electrical Instruments.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.

Partrick A Carter Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Qneen A Company, Ineorp.
\Voston Elec. Instrument Co.

Blectrlcal Intelligence.
Comstock, Louis K.
Roberts, K. P. A Co.
Wilson A Jackson.

Electrical Specialties-
Columbia JUg. A Supply Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Electrical Specialty Co.
Holtzer-Cnbot Electric Co.

Electroliers and Combi-
nation FixtnrcH.

Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Bangui. E,

l-Mwards, W. S. Jlfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.

Eectro-Platlns 9Ia-
cbinci4.

Brush i:iectrloCo.
General Klcctric Co.

Eiie;ines,4<:ns.
Otto Gas Engine Works.

Ensin«'N, Mtcam.
UalliV Wood Co.. The.
Freeman Sons Mfg. Co.
N. V. Safi'tv Steam Power Co.
Ph.i-nlx Iron Works Co.
Kaeliie Hardware Mfg. Co.
Slonx CHy I'.uglne Works.
Tiiv!i>r I'.nglue Co.
Westinghouse Church, Kerr A
Co.

Wesiou I'.ngine Co.

Fan Ontnts.
Ansonia Kk-ctricCo.
Caltiiml Kl, Mfg. A Eng. Co.
niihl A Cnnipanv.
Stanley Fleclric Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms,
Knapp i:i<:c:trlcnl Work-s.
I'Hrlrlr:k A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Fnel KconomixerH.
Fu'-l K<:onr)tnizer <*o.

Fuse Wire.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Knupi> Electrical Works.
Shuwmut Fuse Wire f'o.

Sperry El. Mining Mach. Co.

4»aH liigbting. Electric.
Boston Electric Co.
Molt/,er-(.'abot Electric Co.
Kna|)i) lOleelrical WorkM,
I'artrick A Carter Co.

<ifcneral EIcc. Hnppl<'es.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutler, Geo.
Cutter Electrical vV Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Eng. A Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. A Svipply Co.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
I-,aw Battery Co.
Palmer Bros,
Partrick A Carter Co.
Queen A Co., Ineorp.
Redding Electric Co.
Russell A Officer.

Sawyer-:Man Electric Co.
Simons, M. "W. Electric Co,
Sioux City Elec. Supply Co.
M'eston Elec. Instrument Co.

Globes and Electrical
€i lass ff are.

Brook^eid, Wm.

Graphite Specialties.
Dixon Crucible Co., .los.

Hard Bobber Goo<is.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
l>elaware Hard Fibre Co.
Newton Rubber Co.

Insulators nrd Insulat-
ing Materials.

Ansonia Electric <.'o., The.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Eng. A Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
International Okonite Co.
.lohns Mfg. Co., U. W.
Kartavert Mf^. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
j'\Iunsell A Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Insulated M'ires and
Cables—Magnet AVire.

American Electrical Works.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Crescentln. Wire ACableCo.
Cushing A Morse.
Cutter, Geo.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Holmes, Booth it Haydens.
International Okouite Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred P.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
i'artrick A Carter Co.
Roebling's Son"sCo.,J. A.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Sperry El. Mining Mach. Co.
\\ addell-Entz Company.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Lamps. Incandescent.
Ansonia ElectrlcCo.. The.
Iturnslein Electric Co.
Central ICleclrlc Co.
J-MIson :\linialure Lamp Dept.
Electrical Eng, A Supply Co.
General Klectrle Co.
Knapp Kieetrleal Works.
Mather Electric Co.
New York and Ohio Co.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Steuben Lamp Works.

liathcs.
Bridgeport AlachlneToolWks.
Shopurd. H. L.

Iilglitning A rrcHtcrs.
. kiuipp I'.leclricul Works.

Magnet Wire.
(.Sue Insulated Wires.)

Mechanical Machinery.
Bridgeport Mach. Tool Wks.

Medical Batleriefi,
Partrick A Carter Co.

Mica.
.Johns Mfg. Co., H. VT.
Munsell A Co., Kugene.

Minlrg Apparntns, Elec.
General Eleoirii' Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Sperry El. Miniug Mach. Co.
Westlughousc £1. ^"^ Mfg. Co.

MotorH.
iiTUhti ElectrlcCo.
C. A C. Electric MoUjr Co.
Caliirnet Kl. -Mfg. A Kng. Co.
<.HHrkur-Wbeeler Kleelrlc Co,
Eddy Electric Mfg.Co.
Elec. Eng. A Sup. Co., The,
Kord.-Wa-'^hbum Storel. Co.
General Electric C'>-

Great We«u.rn 3Ifg, Co.
Mather ElectrlcCo.
Nowotnv ElectrlcCo.
Porter- Leuvitt Kl. .Motor Co.
Rockford Electric .Mfg. Co.
Waddell-Kntz <;orn|»atiy.

Wef^tinghouMi El. A Mfg. Co,

Oil Fllt-rs.
Acme Filler Co.

I'alntH.
Standard PalnlCo,

Pate DIM.
Paine a I.jidd.

Rosenbaum, Wm. A,

Phosphor Bronze.
Phohphor Bronze Sm,Co., Lid

Pins and BracketH.
Central p;iectrlc Co.
Loud A Sons' Lumber Co,

Platinum.
Baker A Co.
.Sieben, G.

Poles.
Loud A Sons' Lumber Co.

Porcelain,
Empire China Works.

PresMure (Manses.
Brislols Mfg. Co.

Pnblisliei s, Electrlca*.
Electrician Publishing Co,

PdNli Bmtons.
Central Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
I'artrick A Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric i.'o.

Railways, RIectric.
iSee Electric Railways).

Rheostats.
Carpenter En. Rheostat Co.

Sal Ammoniac.
Innis A Co.
Klipstein, A.
Law Battery Co.

Separators, Steam.
Hine Eliminator Co.

Silk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

Speakins Tnbes.
Central Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works
Ostrander *t Co., W. R.
Partrick it Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicator*.
yueen A Co

.
, Ineorp.

^Veston El. Instrument Co.

Steam Pnmps.
Worthlngton, Henrj- R.

Street Cars.
Brill, J. G. Co.

Street By Tower Wason.
DavLs, W. S. it Son.

Tapes. Iv snlalin^.
American Electrical Works.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent In. Wire A Cable Co.
Cushing A Morse.
International Okonite Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Suindard Paint Co.

Telesrsph Apparalotn.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Selector A Signal Co.
Greely A Co.. The E. S.
Knapp Kleetrieal Works.
I'aririek A Carter Co.
\Vesterii Electric Co.

Telephones, Electric.
Western ElectrlcCo.

Telephone iMonthpleces.
Slarcus. W. N.

Test InMironients.
Central Electric Co.
Grt^eley A Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ljueeu A ComiMiny, Ineorp.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Elec. InsinimeulCo.

TranNformers.
National Electric Mfg. Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Wcsttngliousc EL A Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cowl.
Samson Corvlago Works.

TrnckH. Klccirlc Car.
General ElectrlcCo.
Wesilnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

TnrbiBclVheels.
Daytou Globe Iron Works Co
IVdion Water Wheel Co.
SlilwelKv Blcrco Mfg. Co.

I'niverslilcs.
Instfluie of Tochnolog)-.

Varnishes.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Water Wheels.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

Wire. Bare.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Blsbt>it Gnita IVrv^.ha Co.
t\'ntT:il Electric Co.
ChlcrtKo InsulattM Wire Co,
Crescent In.Wire A CahW Cd,
Holmes. Booth A Ilavdcns.
Knapp EleclrliMl Works.
National India Kubt>erCo.
Roebling's Sons' Co., J. A.
Sperry El. JUnlng Mach. Oo.
WashDura A Mood Mfg. Co.
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-iEBIT A T=tJ-»XS3 CXI33 1831.

WASHBURN & MOEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
MAKERS or ISDN, STEEL AND COPPBB, and Manufacturers of lEON, STEEL AND COPPER WIEB for all Purposes.

Oldest and Largest Manufacturers of Electrical Wires in the World.

Bare and Insulated Copper Wire
f OS ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

(A
Galvanized Iron and Steel Telegraph Wire.j^

Magnet Wire. Anniinciator Wire. ^
Feed TVire. ^^t '

LEAD ENCASED WIRES. ^
HARD DRAWN COPPER TROLLEY WIRE. ^£^ \^^

Rubber, Weather-Proof and

Underwriter's Wire.

^_^
HBSOLUTEI-V

^FIRE and WATER-PROOF WIRE,

A.nyi;liiiig' Heretofore Made.

„„„„„< WOBCKSTEB, MASS. BBAJSCH OFFICES AND WAKEHOUSES : { »S«^/„»«,Vs*'cy.'f 1^0 iSVi^^Ut 'S^olTsV^S.^'J^ii^S.

ELECTRIC FANS.
2,000

EP0R5ERS. « ,,„„„^ ,„ ,„^^,
Direct Arc or

Incandescent

Current.

DIEHL <fc COMPANY, 385 Broadway. New York .

Chicago Insulated Wire Co.,

INSULiTED WIRES OF ALL KINDS.
O E M/t

214 Northern Office Bnilding,

CHICAGO.

Weatherproof Wire.

Water-Fire Proof Wire.

Magnet Wire.

Annunciator and Office Wire.

Weatherproof Iron Wire.

Bare Copper Wire.

The Electrical Specialty Co.,
1720 LARIMER ST., DENVER, COLO.,

Manufacturers and Owners of Woltman & Triggs*

«<STANDARD'
Single Push Button Flush

SWITCH.
Awarded the first prize gold medal at the Second An-

nual Industrial Exposition held at Denver, March, 1893,
The only one-pugh button Switch in the market. If the
light is out it turns it on, and if the light le on, push the
Slime button and it turns It out. We make thie Switch
single pole, double pole, and 3-wire. This Switch la more
practical and cheaper than any other push button Switch
In the market. It does not need the aid of batteries, a
shunt current or other cumbersome adjuncts.

PHrCE, 10 Ampere, Single Pole, $1.50.

Liberal dit-coants to the trade.

ROGKFORD DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
NO B£TT£R MADE.

TOU CAN BUY THEM OF OUR AGENTS,
Frank IIoiTman, Room 31, 94 La Salle
est., Chicago, 111.

St Louie Engr. Co.. St. Louie, Mo.
D. J. HausB, Koom 51 Pike BldK.,|Cla-

cinnatl, Ohio.
A. Plzzini.'EJr ,'90B Bank St.. Kloh-
mond, Vh.

Duerr & Rohn, 445 E. Water Street,
Milwaukee, Wis.

/enltli Elec. Co., Lyceum BuildinR.
Duluth, Minn.

C. E. Dey, 1611 Champa St, Deover,
Colo.

Smith ElGc. Co , Butte, Montana.
Intormountain Eloc. Co., Salt Lake

City, Utah.
Brodnoy Morley & Co., Tacoma.WaBh.
International Elec. Supply & Conat.

Co., Sao Franoieco, Cal.

OR AODKEISt^ VH,

ROCKFORD ELECTRIC MFC.CO.,
ROCKFORD, ILL.

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS.
ALL SIZES, FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET-ELECTRIC-LIGHT-SYSTEM.
Complete Apparatus for Isolated. Flants

THEELEKTRONMFG.CO.,Springfiel(l,Mass.
SELLING AGENTS:

NEW YORK OFFICE.

89 Liberty Street.

'"w'i; 'Jil'ii.i) J'Lf^'t'i'v^,'""" ' •'• '"^''^^' '"" "I"""""'" «l- I'llllailflpllln, Va., IMCNNHVI.VANIA MAOIIINK CCl'
'/> 77. 7th Ht. AVir *>rl*rtfi*, ~
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'inj S1H30V FOR SPRIN& CONSTRUCTION WE ARE FULLY PREPARED.

Poles,

Line Wire,
Cross Arms, Brackets,

Pins, Insulators, Lag Bolts,

Digging Bars, Pike Poles, Shovels, Spoons,
Tamping Bars, Cant Hooks, Climbers,

Pliers, Tape Compound,
Sleet Proof Pulleys,

Tools.

OKONITE and CANOEE WIRES. OKONITE and MANSON TAPES.
INTERIOR CONDUIT. LUNDELL MOTORS.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin Street, Chicago.

GATE CITY ELECTRIC CO.,

Kansas City, Mo.
WESTERN ELECTRICAL. SUPPLY CO.,

Omaha, Neb.

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

St. Louis, Mo.
"^SimSSSSm w

S. BERCMANN, President. C. M BIDDLE, Vice-President.

THE "6ENERAL" INCANDESCENT ARC LAMP.
For Low Tension, Continuous Current Circuits.

Soft, Steady Light; Small Size and Weight; Simplicity; Quick Trimming;
Thorough Insulation and Safety; Reliability; Large Range of

Amperage and Voltage; Longest Life.

No. 1 Circular and Price List of Standard Lamps, No. 2 Circular and Price
List of Ornamental Lamps with numerous Illustrations of

Sent on application, with discounts, etc.

Can be used Singly or from 2 to 12 in series on from 60 to 600 Volts.

All Lamps exactly alike in Mechanism.
No Adjustment or Regulation needed.

Can be Trimmed -without touching the globe.

No Dash Pot to hide primary defects

Our Lamp is absolutely Reliable and will not
change from use.

Special Designs and Estimates furnished on demand.

OBNAMENTAL LAMP Ni.. 760. STANPARD LAMP No. 500.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT COMPANY,
WORKS, 33d Street and First Avenue. I GENERAL OFFICES. 59 Duane Street. I SHOWROOMS. 275 Fifth Avenue.

Telephone No. 1309, 38th St. Telephone No. i63Cortlandt
|

Telephone No. 1459, 38th St.

WESTERN AGENCY: 173-175 Adams St., Chicago, U. E. Frorup, Mgr.
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The Weston Standard Portadle

DIRECT CURRENT VOLTMETERS AND AMMETERS
Are used in all parts of the civilized world. They are recognized by all authorities as the very best instruments ever
produced.

During the past year Mr. Weston has given much time to the further study and improvement of these instruments, and
has brought them to a higher degree of permanency, durability, accuracy and excellence than we ever thought possible.

The New Jifodel is the same in external appearance as the old, but is vastly superior to the latter in all that contrib-

utes to a first-class instrument. It is the (icme of perfection, and is destined to become and remain

THE STANDARD PORTABLE INSTRUMENT OF THE WORLD.
We have perfected a larger model of these instruments expressly adapted for use as ClbSOlute Standards in

stations and laboratories. They are designated as the

Weston Laboratory Standard Voltmeters ^Ammeters,
The scales are about three times the length of the ordinary portable standards, and the instruments are sufficiently

sensitive to work to within 1-75 of one per cent. We confidently recommend them as the most convenient and accurate
standards known. They are adapted for the most exact work, and will be found thoroughly equal to its requirements.

We make twenty -two ranges of

The Weston Portable Alternating Current Voltmeters.
These instruments are absolutely permanent and very accurate, and are incomparably superior to any form of hot

wire instrument known. They will be found invaluable in securing and maintaining uniformity and economy of operation
of alternating current plants. We make multipliers for USe with these instruments to extend their

range so as to measure the highest voltage met with on primary circuits.

We also make sixteen different ranges of moderate priced, high grade

Dead-Beat Switch-Board Ammeters.
The capacity ranges from 25 amperes to 750 amperes. These instruments are a new type, and are very accurate and well

made. The scales are very regular, the instruments very sensitive, thoroughly durable and absolutely permanent, and their

indications are not sensibly affected by the most powerful external fields.

In addition we are making a full line of Direct Current

Station and Isolated Plant Voltmeters,
In three sizes and many ranges. These instruments are very dead-beat, and embody many new and valuable features.

They are specially adapted for railway and power plants, and are well suited for arc and incandescent light circuits, and all

other work requiring good and, thoroughly trustworthy voltmeters. They are specially designed for

switch-board use. We are also making a large line of high grade

Station Ammeters
In ranges from 200 to 5,000 amperes, with absolutely proportional scales throughout the entire range. The sensibility and
accuracy of these instruments have never been approached. A 1,200 ampere instrument will indicate, with full load or no
load, the turning on or off of a single lamp, and can be read in any part of the scale to one ampere. They are very dead-
beat, handsome in design and finish, permanent, durable, well made and moderate in price.

H WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,
Correspondence Solicited. 1 14-120 William Street, NEWARK, N.J., U.S.A.
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C. <Sc C
Electric Motors and Dynamos.

NEW EDDY MOTOR.

Electric Lighting and Electrical Transmission

of Power,

The C. & C. Electric Motor Co.,
GENERAL OFFICE:

402 and 404 Greenwich St., New York.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREROOMS:

CHICAGO, 201 Madison St. BOSTON, 63 Oliver St.

Agencies in all principal cities.

MULTIPOLAR GENERATORS FOR RAILWAY AND
POWER PURPOSES.

PERFECT IN CONSTRUCTION.

Correepo11d.e3a.ce Solicited..

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
WINDSOR, CONN.

136 Liberty Street, NEW YOKK. HIT aod l-US Monadnock Bldg., CHICAGO
B06 Commerce St., PHILADELPHIA. 170 Second St., PORTLAND, OREGON.

30 OllTer Street, BOSTON. 134 E. 6th St., ST. PAUL, JITNN.
705 Delaware Street, KANSAS CITY, MO.

Our Individual Arc Light

and Motor Gut-Outs

calUmet

j^fre:

I^EXjT-^EL^,

EC0I^03x/IIC-^Xj,

Electric Manufacturing

AND ENGINEERING GO.

CAI.UMET Fan Motors.
THEY .4.BE NOT TOY'S. Biit are Coiistrnctod for Bn8liu-»«.

SII^^LE,

And Require Only One Small Wire.

Slow Speed.

Straight Feed

Carbon Brushes.

Durable

Commutators,

with many

Segments.

ELECTRIC SELECTOR & SIGNAL CO.

(Successor to ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE CO,.)

Our Large

Armature

Operates

with Success

on 500

Volt Circuits.

High Ethciincy.

Electric

Emery Grinders

and Burnishers.

Plrpot Current. Bnok View—showiop BmshP..

45 Broadway, NEW YORK.

Dynamos and Motors
OF ANT SI-E AND.VCLTAGE.

Office, 403. 172-174 S. Clinton St., CHICAGO.
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SUN ARC LAMP
IS THE

ONLY SUCCESSFUL LAMP FOR INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS,

AND THE

ONLY ONE WHICH BURNS

Without Hissinsf,

Without Sputtering,

Without Flickering,

AND GIVES A

STEADY, UNVARYING WHITE LIGHT,

Write for Further Particulars and Prices.

The Great Western Manufacturing Co.,

FACTORIES: GENERAL OFFICES:

Sycamore, III., Duluth, Minn. 201-207 So. Canal St., Chicairo, III.
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VULCABESTON ,vi..<AN,/KD) For ELECTlllCAL IJSSLLATIOA.
A.SBK-STO.S. / KomlBli'-'l In Bhfr*;!", tate? tai mo'iM*:'] forme of icy ebape.

VULCABESTON PACKING,FIELD MAGNET SPOOLS,
50,000 NOW IN usi:.

Manufactured by THE JOHNS-PRATT CO., - - HARTFORD, CONN.,

Manufacturers OF ]VXC5XJI-iI3E«II> HVXXOjSL.
H. W. JOHI\ES MFC. CO., Selling Agents, 87 Maiden Lane; NEW YORK.

IKItSKV CITV. tllll A(iO, IIIIIADII riii \. ATI.ANTA.

FOUR
^^ ^^ ^^ v^

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION Hand-Book.

ONE
DOLLARGOOD^M^^^^m^

BOOKS. ELECTRICIAN PUBLISH NG CC'cHroJr.'^L"' EACH.

SOMETHING TO BE NOTED!

THE MORRISON STORAGE BATTERY
I9 mude by the Plants pro-
cesB, no oxides being used,
either mechanicuUy or ap-
plied In the form of paste,
paint or cement.

ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE HIGH; LIFE LONG.
Dry Batteries. Battery
Supplies, etc. For further
information address

AMERICAN BATTERY COMPANY,
Office: Rooms 23 and 24. 177 La Salle St., CHICAGO, ILL.

OUR IMPROVED'93 FAN MOTOR
8 THE BEST OUT.

It is ig H. P. , has fan 12 inches in dhimeter,
self-oiling boxes, carton brushes, tempered
copper commu'ator; makes big breeze.

Our DYNAMOS, MOTORS, STORAGE BAT-

TERIES and STREET CAR MOTORS, are praised

by all Write for catalogue.

THE FORD -WASHBURN
STORELECTRO CO.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Day's Kerite.

Highest Grade of

Insulation for

Electric Wires and Cables.

GUSHING & MORSE, GEieral Westera Agents,

225 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

Our New

C asil; connected.

E

S

^^antact3 Bright.

WORLD'S FAIR

legant In
Construction.

afe Carrying
Capacity.

Switch.

Simple.

Yet to be Excelled.

F\ubblng CoDtActa,

A trial i9 Asked.

Compact io Form.

Used EvotTwherc.

Sore Quick Break.

Endorsed by U»er«.

HRAK€H OFFICES:
BOSTON, MASS., 620 Atlontlc Avenue.
CHICAGO. ILL., 200 Temple Court Bulldiup.
KANSAS CITY, MO., 154 Sheldloy BulUlUie.

25 AJtPERE DOUBLE POLE SNAP SWITCH.
This switch hag more carryinfj capacity than most switches den^lt^ued for 25 nmponys, and tho wIjh

ing contacts oonstautly keeploc the sur£icG clean, tho parts n ways ruu cool. The tDuddoo brenl: U ot
such length as to make tho switch safe for use with currents of an E. M. F. of from 400 to ft!0 volts.

This switch is finished iu the same neat and workmaullko waonor as are all our gv>od& Send tor
sample. Furnished with either rubber or porcelain key. Send for oar Catalogue.

Electric Engineering $; Supply Co.,
New York Ofllrr, ia« Llbortj- 8t, SYRACrSK, x. v., r. S. A.

BHI.I.S BJLXXERIES.
SPECIAL PRICES ON LARGE QUANTITIES.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.,
Corner Thames and Greenwich Sts.,

NEW YORK.
227 to 275 South Clinton Street,

CHICAGO.
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Only Snccesstttl Alternating Cnrrent Arc Laip.

LOW TENSION ALTERNATING CURRENT

Over 30 000 Helios Lfimps In daily operation in Europe, and more than 1,000 Lamps already In

operation in America. The only Arc Lamp which barns as steadily as an Incandescent Lamp. Most

economical Arc Lamp for Central Station or Consumer. W rite us for our New Catalof^ue.

THE HELIOS ELECTRIC COMPANY,
130e-S-10 Filbert Street, PilIIiAI>KL.l>HIA, PA. U. S. A.

Eastern Agents:
STAAT-EY ELECTRIC HLFG. CO.,

Pittsfield, 3Ia38.

Eastern Penn. and Southern N. J. Agency:
KADIANT ELECTRIC CO.,

1223 Market Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Western Agents: Southeastern ARoncy:
THE ANSONIA ELECTRIC CO., SOUTHERN ELECTRIC CO.,

Chicago, 111. HoenBldg., Baltimore, Md.

Southwestern Agents
ST. LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

St. Louis, Mo.

RUSSELL, That is the Name.

An Automatic Switcli.

Lights controlled from one or any number of points.

NO BATTERY BE^ITIRED.

Send for Olro'ula.r.

RUSSELL & OFFICER,
1735 Champa St.,

Denver, Colo.

EDWARD R.GRIER,
Monadnock Building,

Chicago.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Orat, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS ^ BELI.S.
FUI.E. I.IIIIE AliWATS IM t^TOCK.

W. R, OSTBANDER & CO..
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, K. T.

~3end for New Cataloqtje. Ont Angast iBt.

INTERIOR CONDUITS

TRADE-MARE

The Solntion of the Prohlen of Safe^mM
ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS

\Vhe«7er and for whatsoever purpose employed, la to

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IHTERIOR m UHDERGRODHD

con^iD'criT'S
MANUFACTUBED BT

T Tff T T*W T O "Ba

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
ujnoKc i 527 to B31 W. 34th SI.,
WOKKS.

^ 526 to 628 W. 3Bth St.,

General Offices: 42 & 44 Broad St. , Nev York.

ThoB. Day & Co., 222 Sutter St., San FranclBCO, Cal.

Mountain Electric Co., Donver Colo.
American Klect. Supply Co., 2^6 Pearl St., Boflalo.N Y.
Pcitnam, Gay & Co., 27 E. Main St., KocbeBter, N. Y.
Glover Elect Co., 12? W. t^th St., Cincinnati, O.
Chae. (iabriel, Saginaw, Mich,
Soathern Electrical Mfg. & Snpply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleans, I-a,

Walkjr & Kepler, 531 Cheetnat St., Pblladelphla, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Conetractlon Co.. PitlBborgh, Pju
Sonihern Electric Co., Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chlcaj^o, IH.

INSULLAC
Is the Best Insulating Connpound.
It is WATERPROOF, does not require
BAKING, and is guaranteed.

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICAL CO.,
8 Oliver Street, BOSTON.

J. FRANK DILLOKT, Itlauaser, HABRY UltliHOP. Cien'l AVest'n Aeeut,
GO and a» Broadway, 8>i3 Uonadnock Bnildine,

XKW YUBK. CRIVASO.
W. V.S. BSOWSr, Ilaoaser. 390 Consress St.. PORTLAND, HE.

siELXjiisrca- a-CB-eistts:
PAUL A. DAVIS, JR , Plilladelpliia. C. S. KNOWLES, Boston.
MANION & CO., New Orleans. PETTINGELL, ANDEEWS & CO., Boston.
ALEXANDER, BAKNEY & CHAPIN, New Yorll. BKOWN ELEOTEIO DC, Bo.ston.

E. G. BENAKD & CO., Troy, N. V. GEORGE STILES, Denver, Colo.

U. U. WILLIAMSON, Cleveland, O. W. H. RUNKLE, Cincinnati, 0.
BI8SELL i DODGE, Toledo, 0.

Heisler Electric Co.,
Hinaficturers and Constrnctlng Electrical Engineers.

Direct Current and Alternating (Constant Po-

tential) Dynamos for Isolated Plants.

Transformer and Long Distance Series Incan-

descent Apparatus for Central Stations.

storage Batter/ Installations. Fan and Power Motors.

Series Lamps and Fixtures for use on Arc

Circuits.

Estimates Furnislied for Complete Plants.

OFFICE: Drexel Building,
Philadelphia, Pa.

WORKS:
Gloucester, N. J.

f F. A. Swan, 194 Summer Street, Boston, Mass.

J Belton Electric Co., Belton, Texas.
AGcNlS: 1 Bliss Engineering Co., Washington, D. C.

f Interstate Complete Electric Construction Co.,
809 S. Seventh Street, St. Louis, Mo.

John Karr, Hackettslown, N. J.

Dictionary of Electrical Words, Terras and Phrases.

.70-^ doable-colamn Fasch. SrU IllaHtratioilH. Cloth Itinilinc. Type I'aKeH lO x 7 InclieM. 'rir<!, iiuHlaifi- Prepaid, to any part of the world, OS.OO.

.3d. When, from the complexity of the apparatus, or from other con.This Dictionary includes 5,000 distinct Words, Terms and
Phraeea. Each of the great classes or divisions of (-lectrical investiga-
tion or utilization comes under careful and exhaustive treatment. For
3ome reasons it deser^'ea rather to be called an Encyclopsedia than a
dictionary.

The Scheme of Treatment i» as follows:

Int. 1 he words, terms and phrases are invariably followed by a short,
COnciBe definition, giving the sense in which they are correctly em-
ployed.

/A. A general statement then follows of the Principles of Electri-
cal Science on which the definition is Founded.

BK1TI3 IIT

siderations, it has been thought desirable to do so, an Illustration or
Diagram of the apparatus is given.

'1th. To facilitate study, an elaborate system of Cross References
has been adopted, so that it is as easy to find the definitions as the

words, and alia.ses are readily detected and traced.

In applying these rules great care has been exercised to secure

CLEARNESS, to the end that while the definitions and explanations

shall be S.ATISKACTOItY TO THK KXPKRT ELECTRIOIAN, they
shall al.so bo SIMJ'LE AND INTELLIGIJ'.LE to those who have had no
training at all in electricity, or are novices in the art.

ELECTHICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside BnildinK, Chioago, Illinois.
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Westinehouse Electric and Mfs. Co.,

r^ittstoixrgli, ^SL.

STOPPER INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LAMPS.

PRICES.

S C. T*. $0.30
10 " .30

20 C. F. $0.35

DISCOUNTS.
Ten (10) per cent to Central Stations.

Two and one half (2^^) per cent, and upward to others, according to

quantity.

ALLOWANCES.
Ten (10) cents for every burned-out lamp returned unbroken to

factory.

EFFICIENCY.
By reason of an important discovery w^e now make our 50 volt

lamps with an eflB.ciency of 2>^ watts per candle. This results in in-

creasing the lighting capacity and earnings of a station

TWENTY PER CENT.
Shipments are now being made.

Detachable bases to fit any sockets five cents net, each.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANUFACTURED B1

WM. BROOKFIKLD^
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

CHAS. H. WILSON. GEO. W. JACKSON.

As spring advances every central station manager is confronted by a

"CONDITION,
NOT A

THEORY,"
and that condition is tliat he must have protection from lightning.

The Swinging Ball Lightning Arrester is not merely a

PROTECTION IN THEORY
but in absolute fact.

ITS OPERATION GUARANTEED. ASK ABOUT IT.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
(ELECTEICAL SUPPLIES)

General ^Vestern Agents, 343 Sladison Street, CHICAGO.

SAMSON BRAIDED CORD.
la the Tno6t dura^
ble for hanging
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Cov-
ering Field

Magnets, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE TUTORKS,
115 CO?iGRESS STREET. BOSTON.

ESTABLISHED 1867 125 SOUTH 29 STREET

PAI^imClC^CAI^TERCQ

wRiTEroR CATALodUD PHILADELPHIA
-T^H-

50.,

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

95 CHAyBERS STREET. NEW YORK,

WILSON & JACKSON,
GENEEAL CONTRACTORS,

street mid Highway couslructioo, Electric ContlLiits, Subways, Sewere, Kailroad and Masonry Work.

Telephone Main 140.

Times Building, CHICAGO.
FOR SALE.

Three HS-Light Waterhouse Dynamos.
One 300Light Brush.
Two 65-L1ght Van Depoele Arc Dyn.amos.
One coo-Light United States Alternator.
One eoOL'ght United States, 110 vol'.

Fifteen 1,200-C. P. Brush Arc Lamps.
Sixty No. 16 Brush Arc Lamps.

Rose Electric Light Supply Co.,

ST LOUIS, MO.
BRANCH: Electrical Exchano -Building, New York.

AliiMICA
For Electrical Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & C0.>
21H Water Street, Slew York.

W. H. SILLS, 86 LaSe Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Sole Agents for "IMicaiiite."

Ttie Ostiorne Steam Engineering Co..

Rooms 714-716, 167 Dearborn St.. - Chicago.
Representative work now la coqfbo of construc-

tion, 2 000 H. P. Heat. Light and Power Plant for
the Pabst Heat, Light & Povrsr Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Those who contemplate the constructioti of simi'
liir planis on improved and economical lines will

ilo well tn communicate vrith us. First, be sure
.yuu will get the best, then go ahuad.

PLATINUMFor all Purposes.
Scrap anrl Native Platinum PurcliaKPd.

ISAKKK A:; CO., 40S-414 New Jersey
Kiiilroitd Ave., Sewark, K. J.

H. E. PAINE.
Es-Commlssionerof patents.

S. E. LADD

.

PATENTS.
PAINE & LADD, Attorneys at Law,

Loan and Trust Building,

WAMHIKGTOST. 1>. V.

L. BRECKINRIDGE CABELL
53 Broadway, NEW YORK, Room 17.

Lands, Securities and Industrial Enterprises; Total Issues

of Corporate, Municipal and County Bonds Taken; Municipal

Debts Consolidated and Refunded at lower rates; Railroads

Built and Equipped; Electric Roads Built and Equipped;

Street Railroads using Horse power changed to Electric Roads.

E
P. ROBERTS & CO.,

I
Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.

E, P. RoRERTS, M. E. C. F. Uebelackeh, E. E.

Preliminary Surveys and Et^timates.
Plans, Specifications and Supervision of Electric

Light, Power and Railway Work.

WESTERN RESERVE BU.LDINC,
4'levelanil. Ohio.

I»XJM1

SAL-AMMONIAC.
Gnaranieed Over 99 Per Cent. Pure.

xxsruo-xs c«7 oo.,
lei HInzie St. Chlcaen.

SAL AMMONIAC
(EIjECTRIC BRAND)

ForElectrical Purposes
Guaranteed 98/99% and free of lead and iron.

If you want the l)est quality ask your dealer

for this brand. Imported by

A-KLIPSTEIN. 122 Pearl St., New York.

BOSTON. ^^. „ ^ „, ^ «^ . . «
PHILADELPHIA Chicago Branch, 93 and 95 Lake Street.

ST. LOUIS.
DENVER.

January 27, 1893.

To the Electrical Trade.
I hava this day a-ssigaed the entire interest in the Cleve-

land Switch, Patent No. 391,512, to THE BRYANT ELEC-
TEIC COMPANY, of Bridgeport, Conn,, together with the
tools, patterns and moulds for making the Switches and
Arc Cu':-outB formerly manufactured and sold by THE
FOREST CITY ELECTRIC WORKS, of Cleveland ^Factory,
Geneva, Ohio;.

I trust that my former friends and patrons will extend
to them the same good will and patronage that they have
shown me in the past.

Very respectfully, rSigned; W. B. CLEVELAND.

THE BRYANT ELECTRIC CO. MAKES COOD GOODS.

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved .Slow-Speed GeH'

erators and Motors. "DIKKOT-

],)1{IVKN" Slow-Speed Gerier

ators for lOlootric Ligliting and

Power, r.ow Ituiiriiiig Kxi)cn,se,

IrLSulatcd Wire and Flexible

(Jords. lOstiiriatcs furiii,she(i.

lnol:itf;il riiuits a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 Girard Building

BUFFALO, 50T«rraco.

WOKKN AT BKII>(i)KI>ORT, CONJf.
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Electricity at tha World's Fair.
With the pleasant weather of last week the construction

work at the World's Fair was pushed with redoubled

energy. As the bright sunshine succeeded the dismal,

rainy weather of the preceding weeks, so doubt has been

replaced by confidence, and everybody is talking hopefully

of completing the preliminary work by May rst. This

feeling pervades the electrical as well as all other depart-

ments, and it is now the general belief that the electrical

display—exhibits, service plant, special features and all

—

to Fig. I, which is a picture of the interior of the electricity

building, taken, however, several days ago, before the

finishing touches were put on the Bell pavilion. The

fenced-otr space in the foreground of the picture encloses

a portion of the General Klectric company's allotment, and

it already contains a number of Thomson-Houston ma-

chines, from a big multipolar generator down to a tiny

motor. The Westinghouse, Brush, Western Electric,

Short, Fort Wayne and other big companies are hard at

work, and preparations in the gallery, where the lighter

nix Glass Works, and it was ibe intention to erect a beau

tlful glass pagoda, with lighting effects, but recent nego-

tiations have resulted in an arrangement by which the

General Electric company is building instead an Edison

tower as a glorification of the Edison incandescent lamp.

This tower will consist of a shaft rising eighty feet

above the fioor, with an open space or corridor beneath.

The corridor will be taken up by the exhibit of the Phce-

nix Glass Works, while the column above will be ablaze

with a myriad of decorative incandescent lamps, about

will be ready on time. In the month that remains there Is

much to be done, but there is little doubt that when Presi-

dent Cleveland opens the fair the electric illumination of

the grounds will only await the adjustment of valves and

sw-lches, the elevated trains will be running by electrical

power, electric launches will be darting about the lagoons,

electric fountains and great search-lights will simply await

darkness to display their splendors, machinery will he

humming by the impulse of electrically transmitted power,

and the elaborate and beautiful disphiy in the electricity

building will be ready for inspection.

Activity is observable in every section of the electricity

building, and the difTerent exhibits are beginning to take

shape. The exterior of the large and elaborate pavilion of

the American Bell Telephone company is now completed,

and a beautiful structure it is, as can be seen by referring

kk;. I. ti.j.L rKiuu V .\i iin-. woKi.ub i-aik.

exhibits will be shown, are also being rushed. The tele-

phone pavilion, which will form so prominent a feature of

the display, is directly in front of the spectator entering the

southern portal of the building. It will contain booths

for special telephone demonstrations and models of over

500 patents held by the company. The structure is 20 feet

high, of Grecian architecture, with Corinthian columns

and a dome 45 feet high, under which is to be an audience

chamber in which long-distance telephonic concerts will be

given.

By an agreement between the Phivnix Glass Works and

the General Electric company the circular space in the

center of the ground lloor of electricity building—the tid-

bit of all space available for exhibitors, in fact —
will be principally devoted to an Edison " tower

of light." This space was originally awarded to the Phce-

iS.ooo in all. The display will partake of the nature of a

personal exhibit by Thomas A. Edison, and the design,

which was prepared by Luther Stieringer, received Mr.

Edison's approval. The framework is of wood, with a

covering of staff. This " tower of light " will undoubt-

edly be the most conspicuous feature of the building at

night.

The contract for charging the accumulators of the Elec-

tric Launch & Navigation company has been awarded to

the General Electric company, which will trcct a charging

station for the launches on the platform on the southern

and eastern sides of the agricultural annex, separating that

building from the south pond. Slips will be built so that

the batteries of 60 boats can be charged at once. Current

will be supplied by the four 175 kilowatt Edison dynamos ia

machinery hall that until ten or eleven o'clock at night will
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furnish light for the operation of the electric fountains.

After the fountains are shut down the current will be

switched into the mains leading to the charging station.

Each slip will be provided with a switch-board, with am-

meter, voltmeter, controlling rheostat, switches, fuses, etc.

The accumulators on the launches will thus be charged

every night for the work to be performed during the next

day. It is believed that this will be the largest storage

battery charging station in the world.

Last week the work of removing the engines and dy-

namos in the old teraporarj' electric lighting and power

station south of the transportation building was begun,

and by Saturday night all the dynamos had been taken

away. The Edison arc and incandescent dynamos and

power generators were removed to the General Electric

company's warehouse down town, the Standard arc ma-

chines were, taken to machinery hall to form a portion

of the permanent arc lighting plant and the-Wood arc dy-

namo went to South Chicago. In a few days the

building will be entirely demolished to make way for an-

other structure that is to be erected on the site. This

station has done excellent service and proved itself of great

value during the period of construction operations. It was

illustrated and described in the Western Electrician of

descent equipment will be in full running order by the

latter part of this month.

Six of the Brush machines in the service building are

taking care of the temporary arc lighting since the

abandonment of the old station. The circuits are still

carried overhead on poles. Current has already been dis-

tributed through ducts for incandescent lighting, however,

and within two weeks all the unsightly poles and wires will

have become a thing of the past. The wiring for the

power circuits is going on at a rapid rate under the direc-

tion of L S. Boggs. Running from the northwestern cor-

ner of machinery hall sixteen No. 0000 wires will be strung

along the elevated railway structure. Ten of these will

supply power to the transportation building, which will re-

quire about 300 horse power; four will take current to the

Midway Plaisance and two to the state and government

buildings at the northern end of the park. In the west

division of the subway there will be twelve No. 0000 wires

for power, six going to the administration building and six

to the mines building. In the east division four No. 0000

conductors will convey power to the government and fish-

eries buildings and four No. 000 to the manufactures

building. From the southeastern corner of machinery

hall twelve No. 0000 wires will be stretched on the elevated

FIG. 2, ELECfBlCITY AT THE WORLDS lAIR.

October 10, 1S91, November 7, iSgr, and February 18,

1S93.

Taking the place of the old temporary plant for in-

candescent lighting, a portion of the permanent Wesling-

hoase equipment, Fig. 2, is now in operation. It consists

of two 400 horse Westinghouse compound engines,

belted directly to two Westinghouse alternating current

dynamos of 4,000 lights capacity each. The exciters are of

the United States company's t>'pe. These machines and

a temporary switch-board are enclosed in a temporary

"station'' in the Westinghouse space in machinery hall,

and one end of the plant is shown in the picture. About

1.000 lamps are now supplied from this station, mostly in

the service, photographic, mines, transportation and en-

giDccriog buildings. All of these are the new Westing

boose lamps, e^tcept in the service building, where a num*

bcT of Edison lamps are still burned. I'ut few renewals

hzrt thus far been called for.

The iiutAllation of the permanent Westinghouse plant

is proceeding very satisfactorily. The frame of the big

switch-boQrd is up, and the work of facing it with white

marble is now in progress. All of the dynamos are on the

;:roaod, except two of the large machines, and these have

been shipped from Pittsbnrg. The work of setting up the

ens^iaes is also well under way. Two hand cranes of

twenty tons' capacity each were erected over the Wesiing-

hocse space last week to convey the heavy castings to the

p'-aces designed for ihtm, as the nearest traveling crane

lc^3 no? pasi over the spot. The outlook for the comple-

tion of the plant by May isl is promising. Indeed,

Geoeral Manager KcKer is confident that unless there is

some delay in the operation of the steam plant the tacau-

railway structure, six supplying the leather, dairy and agri-

cultural buildings and the southeastern portion of ihepark,

and six furnishing current to the motors operating the mov-

able sidewalk on the pier. The generating plant will com-

prise four C. & C. 80 kilowatt 500 volt machines and two

generators of the same type and capacity wound for 220

volts, four 200 kilowatt six-pole Eddy machines, four

Mather multipolar generators of a combined capacity of

600 kilowatis and one Westinghouse multipolar generator

of 500 horse power. Of these machines two 120 kilowatt

Mather generators are now in operation.

To electrical engineers one of the most interesting fea-

tures of the exposition will be the lighting scheme of the

annex to the machinery building. It has been decided to

light this building with arc lamps run from 500 volt con-

stant potential circuits. The lamp!>will be furnished by

the General Incandescent Arc Light company and will be

wired ten in series. There will be 160 lamps in all, each of

2,000 nominal candle power. The plan has not yet been

worked out in detail, but it is settled that the system will

be given a trial. Arc lamps have been burned on street

railway circuits before, but it is believed that this is the

first attempt to light a building on a large scale in this

manner.

In answer to the complaint of the holders of concessions

in the Midway I'laisancc, that an insufficient number of

arc lamps to light their displays was obtainable from the

exposition authorities, it is announced that a number of al-

ternating arc lamps, supplied from incandescent circuits

will be provided in that portion of the jjrounds.

In the permanent electric lighting plant in machinery

hall a telephone will be installed at which a boy will he in

attendance day and night. This telephone will be devoted

to the transmission of complaints of lamps not burning,

especially arc lamps used .for patrol lighting. Arrange-

ments will be made so that a lineman can be promptly

despatched to remedy the difficulty in each case.

Work on the Stirling boilers in the steam plant at ma-
chinery hall is proceeding rapidly, and the battery will be

ready for firing in a week or two. To supply the demand
for additional steam capacity another battery of Heine

boilers and two Climax boilers will be placed in the sup-

plementary boiler house adjoining the machinery annex.

Regarding its difficulty with the Temporary Boiler associa-

tion over the World's Fair allotment the Stirling company
says:

Additional space was created, which the Stirling com-
pany applied for on equal terms with all, but was refused,
the engineer in charge stating that the space had been
promised to the Babcock & Wilcox company. The Stir-

ling company appealed to the council of administration,
was sustained and contract entered into. After many in-

effectual eiTorts to change this decision, the Babcock &
Wilcox company filed a bill for an injunction to shut out
the Stirling boilers, thus seeking to create a monopoly.
The master in chancery decided in favor of the Babcock &
Wilcox company, but Judge Grosscup of the United States
District Court set this decision aside, stating that the
World's Fair engineer had no authority to make a verbal
agreement. The judge held that the Babcock & Wilcox
company failed to establish any one of the essential allega
tions of its bill, and the injunction prayed for was denied
with costs against the complainant. Judge Grosscup em-
phatically stated that the bill was evidently filed for the
purpose of excluding Stirling boilers as an exhibit; and the
evidence in the case and all the circumstances show clearly
that the object of the Babcock & Wilcox comany in filing

the bill was to prevent an exhibit of the Stirling boilers

along side of and in close comparison with the Babcock &:

Wilcox boilers.

The American Institute of Electrical Engineers has se-

cured two pleasant rooms on the second floor of the elec-

tricity building facing the heraicycle and adjoining the

offices of the department of electricity. These headquar-

ters are now being furnished, and the secretary of the

institute, Ralph W. Pope, will be in general charge during

the exhibition. The committee of ways and means extends

an invitation, nor only to the members of the Institute, but

to all foreign members of the electrical profession who may
visit the World's Fair, to use these rooms as their head-

quarters. Letters may be addressed in the care of the

secretary at the headquarters, and in the furnishing of the

rooms facilities will be given for writing letters, meeting
friends, reading technical papers, which will be placed on
file, leaving parcels and securing general information upon
the electrical congress and World's Fair matters generally.

The rooms will be equipped with a long-distance telephone

and telegraph service, fire protection, and the authorities

have promised to place one or more members of the

Columbian Guard at the headquarters. The Institute has

decided to place in these rooms various objects of scientific

and historical interest, such as photographs, pictures, auto-

graph letters, rare electrical books, models, instruments,

etc. These things will be properly classified and arranged,

and the committee requests all persons having objects

which would prove of interest in this connection to com-
municate with Mr. Pope at the headquarters of the Insti-

tute, 12 West Thirty. first street. New York city, or with

the chairman of the committee, William J. Hammer, 527
Temple Court, New York city. A^ space is limited, the

committee will be compelled to select only objects which

are not too bulky and which are of great interestand value.

The committee trusts that a prompt response will be given

to this call, and that all the members of the Institute will feel

a personal interest In seeing that the exhibit made shall be as

full and as valuable as possible. The secretary was in-

structed by the council at the last meeting to extend an of-

ficial invitation to the foreign electrical societies to avail

themselves of the privileges of the Institute.

Trial of the Wheless Conduit Railway
System at Washington.

A public trial of the Wheless conduit system for street

railways was made at Washington, D. C, March 2r)th,

and according to the daily papers the projectors of the

system and the railroad officials who witnessed the test

pronounced it satisfactory in every respect. A portion of

the Washington and Arlington railroad, about three-fourths

of a mile long, had been equipped with the Wheless syslem.

It is the intention of the company to equip that portion of

the road between Georgetown and the Baltimore and

Potomac depot in Washington. The conduit upon which

the trial was made was built by Pepper i\: Register of

Philadelphia, under designs of William Chapman. The
system used is the invention of Malone Wheless.

A bill has been passed authorizing Ashtabula, O., to
issue electric light borids t» the amount of $15,000.
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An Invention Without Commercial Value.

BV C. D. I-IA5KINS.

Not long ago two gentlemen, one of whom is engaged

in teaching the science of electricity and the other occu-

pied in making practical applications of the science, were

discussing kindred topics when they touched upon the

subject of recent developments in multiplex telegraphy.

The practical man had just c'escribed one of Gerritt

Smith's numerous quadruplex devices, which makes it pos-

sible to transmit different messages to each of two sound-

ers at the same time by means of a polarized relay, having

a single horse shoe electro- .nagnet and only one armature,

when the theoretical man, to express his appreciation of

Mr. S:nith's ingenuity, suggested that, Mr. Smith being

able to "wiggle" only one armature and thereby make each

of two sounders simultaneously deliver a different message,

it would be but little more wonderful if It were possible to

devise a method whereby a simple piece of twine stretched

between two rooms wou'd enable Jack in room ,/ to

to send "Morse" to Jim In room B by agitating the

string, while, at the same time, Bob in room B by simi-

lar agitation of the same string was sending "Morse" to

B.U in room ,-^, thus duplexing the capacity of a string

to convey "jerked" signals between dislant points.

Upon thissuggestlon the practical man, after a mo-

ment's reflection, said: "Well, a string can be duplexed,

and here is a way to do it." Then he drew a diagram

showing a perfect working "duplex," which is herewith re-

produced as a singular illustration of the fact that a really

ingenious and scientific invention may be absolutely of no

commercial value.

In the diagram P and P' are contact points, M a pin

through the key rod limiting the upward movement, A'

and A" whillletree levers on key rods A and A' , B and B'

supports and guides for key rods, Z fulcrums of the levers,

E strings connecting the system of levers.

Referring to the diagram. It is obvious that any upward

or downward motion of Jack's sending key In room A
will not effect the relative distance between the contact

points at P, but will respectively open and close contact

points at /^', in room j5, regardless of the position or

movement of Bob's key. Again it Is true that the working

of Bjb's key will not affect the relative positions of con-

tact points at /*' but will reproduce Bob's signals at /'.

Thus we have the following key system:

When both keys are depressed simultaneously,

string remains stationary, but both at P and P' the

tact points are closed.

When both keys simultaneously move upward,

string remains stationary, but contacts at both P and P'

are opened.

When the key in room A only is depressed, the string

moves to the left and the contact points at P' in room B
are closed.

When the key in room A moves upward the string

moves toward the right, and contact points at P' are

opened. When the key in room B is depressed, the string

moves toward the right and the contact points at /' are

closed.

When the key in room B moves upward, the contact

points at P are separated, while the string moves toward

the left.

It will be observed that the spiral springs—one at the left

in room W, and the one at the right in room ^—must be

stronger than their opposing springs to compensate for the

strain and weight of the string line. Is it not possible for

some reader to find useful application of the principles In-

volved In this curious device?
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appliances and spreading electric knowledge. They each

introduced some typical and marked improvements to

public notice. The Paris Exhibition of 1881 gave us electric

light, the Munich Exhibition of 1882 produced the first ex-

periments on a large scale of distinct power transmission,

the Vienna I-^xhibiilon of 1883 showed us the first shunt

and compound wound dynamos, and the Frankfort Exhibi-

tion of 1 891 brought us the practical realization of one of

the greatest projects ever conceived—electrical power trans-

mission over a distance of more than 100 miles. The two

last electric congresses, however—the one in Paris, in con-

nection with the exhibition of 1889. and that in Frankfort

in i8gr—produced very little reult. The programme of

the former congress was one of the most elaborate and

most ambitious documents we have ever seen in print, and

when the congress was over it was found that not one-

twentieth part of the topics proposed for discussion had

ever been approached. If the congress, instead of lasting

for lo days, had been prolonged for 10 weeks, they could

not have gone through half of the programme. The Frank-

fort congress was simply made the occasion for the reading

of some highly interesting papers, but in Its results was as

fruitless as the Paris one of 18S9. The programme of the

Chicago congress now before us Is certainly most promis-

ing, and holds out hopes of vast improvement in the

nomenclature and definition of electrical units and terms,

but we are afraid that it is too large a programme, and that

a week is not nearly sufficient to arrive at a practical

result.

Electrical Congresses.

It must be admitted, says Electricity of London, in

speaking of the coming World's Electrical Congress, that

no belter place and no fitter occasion could have been

chosen for such a gathering than will be presented by Chi-

cago during the time of the exhibition. It will be of inter-

est to note that all previous international electrical con-

gresses have been held in connection with universal or elec-

trical exhibitions, ard this is, no doubt, due to a desire on

the part of the organizers of the congress to afford to the

memb' rs practical illustrations on the largest possible

scale of the science of applied elecricity, which cculd hardly

be said to have existed twenty years ago. The Paris

Electrical Exhibition of 1881 came as a surprise even upon

the most prominent electricians of the lime; very few

among them knew what a dynamo, an arc or glow lamp

or a teUphone meant, and a fortnight spent in Paris taught

them more than the protracted study of years. The achieve-

ments of this exhibition were of a two-fold character. In

the first instance, it demonstrated the practicability of

electric lighting; and, secondly, it placed applied electric-

ity on a thoroughly scientific basis, by supplying it with

units of measurements, such as the volt, the ohm. the am-
pere and the farad.

Subsequent exhibitions and congresses cannot boast of

such remarkable achievements, although they all contrib-

uted their share toward popularizing the new electrical

The Future Ohm, Ampere and Volt.'

By Henry S. Carhart.

Since the International Congress of Electricians in Paris

in I S3 1 the most eminent physicists have been agreed as

to the theoretical values to be assigned to the three funda-
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communicate in person the results of the most recent de-

terminations in Berlin. Accordingly von Hclmhollz and
some others were invited to be present at the British Asso-

ciation last August, and to sit with the famous B. A.
" committee appointed for the purpose of coDStracling and
issuing practical standard? for use in electrical measure-

ments." The report of the committee, recently published,

says: " During the Edinburg meeting the committee
was honored with the presence of Dr. von Helmholtz. M,
Guillaume of Paris, Professor Carhart of the United

States, Dr. Lindeck and Dr. Kahle of the Berlin Reichs-

anslalt. These gentlemen came by invitation 10 consider

the question of establishing identical electrical standards

in various countries." The committee had two long ses-

sions, and there were present Professor Carey Foster.

chairman. Lord Kelvin, Professors Ayrton. Perry and
Sylvanus Thompson, Dr. Oliver Lodge, Mr. Glazebrook.

secretary, Mr. Preece of the postoflice, Major Cardew of

the Board of Trade Bureau and others.

The most important results of these conferences were

the abandonment of the time-honored B. A. unit, the dis-

regard of the " legal ohm." and the adoption of the mer-
cury standard of 1063 centimeter.^. The reports from
Berlin and Paris showed most conclusively that mercurial

standards, set up with the precautions recently adopted,

agree with surprising accuracy. The uncertainty of the

relation between the centimeter and the gramme was
avoided by defining the mass of the mercury column of

106,3 centimeters in length, which has a resistance of one
ohm. It is 14.4521 grammes. This corresponds to a

specific gravity for mercury of 13.5956. " In reality the

square-millimeter cross-section remains the elementarj*

definition, but with the specification that this is arrived at

by mercurial weighings."

Standards of resistance for industrial purposes in solid

metal will still be made as heretofore. But it must be
borne in mind that such resistances, especially when made
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mental units of electrical measurement; but it has been a
matter of ten years' labor on the part of many distinguished

investigators to embody these theoretical detinitions in

practical units for universal use.

Up lo the date mentioned the two units of resistance in

use were the Briush Association (B. A.) unit and the Sie-

mens unit. Only the former represented an attempt to

construct an ohm corresponding to the theoretical defini-

tion. The B.A unit has served a useful purpose, but it is

now known to be 1.34 per cent, too small.

The "legal ohm'' was provisionally adopted in 1884 by
an international committee to which the Congress of 1S81

had committed the subject. It was In the nature of a
compromise, and fixed the practical ohm as the resistance

at o C. of a column of mercury one square millimeter in

cross-section and 106 centimeters long. Competent in-

vestigators, like Lord Rayleigh and Professor Mascart,

contended that a column 106 3 centimeters in length was
nearer the true value; but a few smaller values obtained by
some well-known physicists decided the adoption of the

mean value 106 centimeters. This conclusion satisfied no
one, and the "legal ohm'' was never legally or officially

adopted by any European or American government.
Subsequently. Professor Rowland cime forward with his

determination of 106,32, and errors were found in the data

of some who had contended for the lower values. Hence
the number 106 3 has been tacitly accepted for two or three

years already, and it is now believed that this does not dif-

fer (rom the tiue value by more than two units in the fifth

figure; that is. the length of the mercurial column rep-

resenting the true ohm is not less than 106. 28 and not more
than 106.32 centimeters.

Somewhat over two years ago a commission was
appointed by the British Board of Trade to draft an
"older in ccuncil" as a legal settlement of the units to

be employed by the Board of Trade Electrical Bureau,
and hence as th e legal electrical units for GTcat
Britain. After the committee had made its report, but
before the '"order in council" had been signed by the

queen, an intimation was received from Professor von
Helmholtz that something might be done toward inter-

national agreement if the order were delayed till he could

1. From S^ u-n^f.

of alloys, should be kept at a temperature near the one at

which they have been standardized; otherwise small
changes take place in the resistance, due perhaps to a
kind of annealing and re-crystalh'zing process.

It was further agreed with regard lo the unit of current
that the number o.ooiiiS should be adopted as the num-
ber of grammes of silver deposited per second from a neu-
tral solution of nitrate of silver by a current of one am-
pere. This corresponds to 4.025 grammes per hour. The
silver voltmeter, with the proper manipulation, becomes,
therefore, a secondar)' standard for the determination of

the unit current.

The electromotive force of the Clark standard cell has
been re-determined both in Berlin and Cambridge, Eng-
land, within a year or two; and the results are in rather
surprising agreement. A comparison of these deiermi-
natlons led the B. A. committee to decide upon 1.434 as
the number of volts representing the electromotive force of

the old form of Clark cell at 15" C. containing a saturated
solution of zinc sulphate and crystals in excess. This is

.001 volt lower than the value heretofore assigned to this

cell. It was not determined to adopt this form of cell as
the standard, but only to decide upon its voltage when set

up by competent persons in accordance with certain

specific directions. My own form of Clark cell is per-

fectly portable, has an electromotive force of 1.44 volts at
15'' C., and its change of electromotive force with temper-
ature is only half as great as that of the old Claik cell con-
taining crystals.

\Yc have as yet in this country no bureau w here con-
crete standards of resistance and standard instruments for

other electrical units are preserved. Such a bureau, under
federal control, is greatly to be desired. Germany has its

Rcichsanstait. under the direction of von Helmholtz. in
Berlin; England has not only the standards of the British

Association in the keeping of Mr. Gbsebrock at Cam-
bridge, but also the Board of Trade bureau in London,
under the directorship of ^L1jo^ Cardew. Mr. Glaze-
brook undertakes the comparison and certification of
standard coils for the English-speaking world while the
bureau in London issues certificates of instruments for
commerclaL purposes in Great Britain.

Government bureaus mean certified standards and
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egally adopted units. The decisions of the B. A. commit-

tee last August were with the full concurrence of Prof, von

Helmholtz, and it is understood that the German govern-

ment will adopt the B. A. proposals. The committee ap-

pointed by the Board of Trade in London has already

made its supplementary report in accordance with the con-

clusions of the B. A. committee, and these units will

doubtless very soon acquire a legal character in England.

The coming electrical congress in Chicago will afford an

opportunity for official delegates to adopt these same units

for their respective countries, and official ratification will

then naturally follow. Lord Kelvin (Sir William Thomson)

predicted at the close of the Edinburg meeting that the

system of units adopted by the B. A. committee will be-

come thoroughly international. It should be the duty and

pleasure of all electricians to contribute toward this result.

Electric Bolt Operating Mechanism for
Safes.

An interesting application of electricity is presented in

the arrangement invented by Emory Stockwell and Her-

bert C. Stockwell of Stamford, Coan., in which the

locking mechanism of safes is operated by a small motor.

Heretofore the bolts of safes have been commonly thrown

by the use of weights or springs, but their action is

so sudden as to jar the mechanism of the bolt work and

cause trouble unless it is properly cushioned. It has also

been proposed to operate the bolt work by means of an

electro-magnetic step-by-step mechanism, or to employ such

a mechanism as supplementary or auxiliary to a time-

lock, so that in case the time movements fail to com-

plete their work, the electrical device gradually runs

down the unlocking mechanism of the time-lock to allow

the dog to fall.

The invention illustrated in the accompanying cuts con-

sists of a reversible electric motor connected by a suit-

able train of gearing to the bolt work of a safe, auto-

matically disengaging the motor from the bolt work, and

a time-lock for throwing the motor into engagement

again at the proper time. When the motor is revolved

in one direction the bolt work will be thrown into locked

position and automatically disengaged from the motor.

The bolt work remains in locked position, disengaged

from the motor, until the operation of the time lock to

throw the motor into gear again. Then by revolving

the motor in the opposite direction the bolt wor's is

thrown into unlocked position and the motor again au-

tomatically disengaged.

The invention illustrated in the drawings consists of an

electric motor supported by suitable brackets on the

inside of the safe door and having a sectional armature

FIO. I. KI-BCTKIC I;'M-T OI'EKATI.S'G MKCHANISM FOfc SAFKS.

abaft proTidcd with an automatic clutch for placing the

two sections of the shaft into engagement. The clutch

is held out cf engaged position by means of a small

spiral spring, and thrown into engaged position by a

sliding bolt engaging one member of the clutch. One

sectioQ of the armatare shaft is formed with a worm
which engages a worm wheel of a train of gears, the

Ia.st wheel of which h provided with a small pinion which

engages a rack bar connected with the bolt work for

throwing it in and out. The sliding clutch actuating

bolt is pToriried with a pivoted spring latch which holds

tbe Gloicb normally in position, and which is automat!*

caliy disengaged from Its retaining slop by means of a

pro 00 one of the gear wheels to allow the clolch shifting

spring to throw the motor oat of gear at the completion of

the movement of the bolt work into locked or unlocked

position. A time-lock actuates a lever of peculiar shape

for shifting the clutch bolt and throwing the clutch into

engagement, when, by completing the circuit, the motor

can be rotated and the bolt work operated.

The battery for supplying the electric current to the

motor can be either inside or outside of the safe, and the

wires forming connections between the motor battery and

circuit closer on the outside are passed through zig-zag

passages in the wall or door of the safe so as not to ma-

terially weaken it.

As auxiliary to the invention, a burglar-proof housing is

employed for inclosing and protecting the circuit closer,

which preferably consists of a cylindrical housing attached

to the safe door and provided in its front with a rotatable

screw door, locked by a combination lock, whereby the

motor cannot be actuated for unlocking the safe, even at

the predetermined time, unless the operator knows the

combination to the chamber in which the circuit closer is

situated.

Fig. 1 is a detail inside elevation of a portion of a safe

door, representing the improvements applied to the bolt

work. Fig. 2 is an enlarged detail edge view of a portion

of the door. Fig. 3 is an enlarged detail side elevation of

part of the operating mechanism, the motor shaft being

shown in section. In the cuts the mechanism is shown in

unlocked position in readiness for throwing the bolts in

locked position.

It will be observed that the bolt work can be easily

thrown into locked and unlocked position by changing the

direction of rotation of the motor. It is clear, however,

that when the bolt work is fully thrown in either direction

the motor should be disconnected, as otherwise its contin-

•Seeond, copper.
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different type from Mr. Baker's, and, as he says, "is not

intended to compete with a diving submarine boat, which

possesses certain advantageous features that no other form

of boat can attain, but it represents more nearly how much
a Vesuvius could be improved for less money than she

cost.''
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ued revolution would cause injury to the mechanism. To
effect this result means have been devised for automatically

disengaging the clutch at the completion of the movement
of the bolt work in either direction.

On the gear wheel a pin is placed so that when the bolt

work shall be fully locked this pin will impinge against the

arm of the latch and shift it, allowing the spiral spring to

shift the movable member of the clutch and disengage the

motor from the train of gearing. The parts will safely

remain in this position and allow the motor to continue its

revolution without harm as long as the current re-

mains on.

In combination with the mechanism for operating the

bolt work a suitable time-lock for re-establishing the con-

nection between the sectional armature shaft at a certain

predetermined hour is provided, so that after the bolts

have been moved into locked position they cannot be re-

tracted, even by the operation of the motor, until the

arrival of the hour set.

Baker Submarine Boat.

According to a Washington correspondent the bureau of

ordnance is receiving many inquiries regarding the re-

quirements for the submarine boat which the navy depart-

ment is able, under the latest appropriation act, to purchase

and experiment with. There are only two propositions so

far received which are worthy of serious consideration.

One is from John I'. Holland of Newark, N. J,, and the

other is from G. C. Baker of Chicago. Mr. Baker's boat,

which was described and illustrated in the Wiistkkn Elkc-

TkiciAN at the time the first trips were made with it, has

received much consideration. The bureau of ordnance

proposes, if this boat shall prove satisfactory, to apply a

dirigible torpedo, and the experts believe that this appli-

cation would be entirely practicable with cither the Sims-

Jsdison or Patrick methods of propulsion in a torpedo. Mr,

Baker believes that his boat can be built for $75,000, which

is within the $150,000 Commodore Sampson is willing to

spend of the $200,000 appropriated by Congress. The

remainder of the amount will go for experimenting with

the accepted boat. Mr. Holland's boat is of an entirely

Electrical Development Abroad.
Last year all United States consuls were directed by the

state department to prepare reports on the use of electricity

for the propulsion of farm machinery and in the propaga-

tion of plants in their respective districts. These reports

FIGS. 2 AND 3. ELECTRIC BOLT OPERATING MECHANISM FOR
SAFES.

are now all in and have been issued for the information of

the public. IMost of the consuls did not confine themselves

to electricity in agriculture alone, but briefly summarized

the results in the entire field of electrical development in

the districts in their charge. Many interesting facts are

contained in these reports, extracts from a few of which

are given below.

Consul Rublee of Prague reports that there is little

demand in Bohemia for labor-saving inventions and that

"the introduction of such an innovation as electricity will

be very slow." This is also the tenor of several other

reports from districts in continental Europe, where labor is

very cheap and the landed proprietors feel the obligation

of keeping the dependent peasants supplied with work.

From Belgium it is reported that a threshing machine

requiring 12 horse power has been operated by electrically

transmitted power from a distance of 800 meters. This

permitted the utilization of a stationary mill engine.

At St. Briene, France, the electric lighting installation

is located 12 kilometers from the city and is operated by

water power. It supplies r.2oo incandescent lamps very

satisfactorily.

Consul Williams of Rouen, France, says: "Attempts

have been made to pass electric currents in buckets where

seeds were washed preparatory to sowing, in order to

destroy microbes invisible to the naked eye. It has been

claimed that the germinating power of the seeds was thus

increased, but the experiments were considered rather more

curious than practically useful." He also makes this

curious statement: "As a motor, electricity is only prac-

ticable in proximity to large waterfalls. The separation of

the fluid in transmission renders it more uncertain and

expensive than steam power."

In St. Etienne, France, steps are about to be taken to

operate the looms by electricity, but the application of elec-

tricity in agriculture has not been thought of.

The most elaborate report is made by Albert H. Wash-

burn, commercial agent at Magdeburg, Germany, who
begins by saying: *'The influence of atmospheric elec-

tricity in the propagation of plant life has long since been

recognized. Attempts, however, to solve the problem of

the exact relations existing between this natural force and

the growth of plants have been numerous, it is true, but

invariably futile. The ill success attending these efforts

naturally turned the attention of scientific agriculturists to

another quarter—to the possibility of experimenting with

batteries. Much that has been writtttn upon this subiect is

confusing to the general reader. Widely dilTering results

have been published, and it has followed that neither the

favorable nor the unfavorable influence can be said to have

been clearly established. So far hh the German experi-

ments go, the substance of most of them show results

decidedly adverse to electricity—at least to its employment

as a practical factor." The results of several .scries of
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experiments by German professors, with many tables, arc

given, and Mr. Washburn draws the following conclusion:

"The question of the propitious or unpropitious inlluencc

of the induction or galvanic stream upon plant life has

found in this country, up to the present moment, no rcaj

practical solution; nor is one believed to be easily possi-

ble. While it is true that some few isolated experimenis

have been highly favorable to electricity, those conducted

on the most extensive scale have resulted in very indifferent

success. For the rest it is evident that the obstacles in the

way of locating with any exactness the point where the

favorable influence stops and the unfavorable begins are too

great, and a practical regulation of the current is scarcely

to be hoped for."

Consul Warner of Cologne, Germany, devotes himself to

a description of the municipal electric lighting plant.

Zipernowsky alternators, operating at the rate 6,000 alter-

nations per minute, generate current at 2,000 volts, which

is transformed down to 72 volts for the secondary circuits.

The following extract is worth reproducing;

An interesting feature is that the two boilers in service

also supply steam to the pumping machinery of the water-

works, to which they are connected by a common system of

steam pipes. This is an economical way of producing li*£

necessary steam, and it is made possible by the fact tha't

during the summer little light is used during the day, but

very much water must be supplied, while during the night

the consumption of water is small and that of light is

large. In winter, of course, there are either more boilers

at work or each station pioduces the necessary steam for

its*own electric or pumping machines.

The capacity of the network of wires is 20,000 burning
lamps of 16 candle power each. The cables used are iron-

bound, lead covered, concentric cables of various diameters

and cross sections (See cut, p. 180.) The concentric arrange-

ment was chosen in order to avoid any disturbances which
might come from the alternating current to the telephone

net-work, for which earth is used for the return circuit. The
imperial postoffice is preparing to put down underground
telephone cables, as their trials have shown that no dis-

turbance arises from the neighborhood of the concentric

cables of the electric central station. The total length of

the cables is 20.000 meters. From the central station

there are three feeders, each of a sectional area of 220

square millimeters for each conductor, which are connected

with five mains, with a cross section of 185 square milli-

meters for each conductor. The mains are connected with

and joined by distributing leads forming a network. By
means of stations parts of the cable which need repair or

where the connection for a new consumer must be made may
be disconnected from the rest so that the woik may be per-

formed without any risk to the lives of the workmen.
The disconnecting stations have been placed in several public

buildings or in small barracks near them, and can, of

course, be opened only by the officials. The cables are run

through the streets below the side-walks at a depth of 0.7 5

meter. They are placed in wooden boxes at lengths of 3

to 4 meters. The heavy cable is held in position by iron

hooks, and the whole of the wooden box is filled with

molten asphalt . In order to avoid any mechanical damage,

the whole mass in the box and the box itself are covered

with layers of bricks under the street pavements. The
connections from the cable to a house are made by

T-shaped joints, and the transformers and meters are

placed in the cellars of the houses.

The consul at Frankfort reports that there is a project

under consideration to erect a plant at a waterfall in the

vicinity of Lake Constance to generate electricity on a

large scale by water power and distribute it to the neigh-

boring farms to be used for threshing, pumping, sawing

wood, and other forms of agricultural labor. But this

scheme is as yet only incipient, and it will be a long time

before it can come to any practical result.

From Glasgow Levi W. Brown sends this surprising

report, dated June 3^, 1892: "The use of electricity in

agriculture is unheard of in this part of Scotland. Every

person to whom I have addressed the inquiry appeared

astonished at the suggestion of a possibility of such a

thing. The fact is, electricity is but little used in ihis

consular district. In this great city, the home of Lord

Kelvin (Sir William Thomson), perhaps the niostfamcus

electrician in the world, has hardly commenced the use of

electricity. Perhaps a half dozen public buildings and an

(qual number of stores and private houses (the house of

Sir William Thomson included in the latter) are lighted

with electricity, but I am not aware of its being used as a

motive power in a single instance. There is some talk

looking to its use as a motive power for street car service,

but I believe no definite plans are as yet formulated."

Electricity is not used in Spain as a power for the pro-

pulsion of farm machinery or implements. "Ninety per

cent, of the farmers of this province don't know what elec-

tricity is, and not one has ever thought of using it as a

force for the propagation and growth of plants," was the

answer given to Consul Turner of Cadi/, by the officer in

charge of the agricultural Interests of the province.

Thomas Adamson, consul-general at Panama, thinks

that it is not probable that clectricily will ever be needed

to assist the growth of plants on the isthmus, as they grow

so rapidly as to stifle agricultural efforts.

After saying that electricity is not used in Cuban agri-

culture, Consul Cheney of Matan/.as continues: "The
sugar planters of Cuba arc probably as keen to scent a

possible honest dollar of profit as men in general. They

have brought the culture of cane and its conversion into

sugar to a high degree of perfection; but it would iccm to

devolve upon the electrician to convince them that the

subtle agent which is rapidly revolutionizing a world can be

profitably applied in the culture. I have no doubt that

they would respond quickly to such a showing."

In Dutch Guiana the application of electricity for the

drying of cocoa has been tried, but so far without success.

From Ceylon this suggestion is sent by Consul Moreyof

Colombo: "The lea enterprise, especially in the central

province, or mountain zone, could probably be much helped

by the introduction of electricity as a motive power for

American Bell Telephone Company.
The annual meeting of the American licl! Telephone

company W5.s held at UostOD od March 23th. The net earn-

ings were $3,411,67.1 against $3,i26,3ig the previous

year, and $2,869,418 in 1890,

. The following items are taken from the annual report:

Number of instruments under rental, 552,7^0; increase,

40,313; exchanges, 3i2; increase, 24; total miles of wire,

307,791; increase, 41,335; number of circuits, 201,322; in-

crease. 14.860; employes, 9.970; increase, 1,594; number

of stations, 232,140; increase, 16,123; number of daily

connections in the United States, 1,863,189; increase,233,-

477. New \'ork has 28,216 miles of underground wire;

.ncrease, 1,335; Chicago, 14,010; increase, 6,722; Boston,

S. 281; increase, 601. The long-distance system netted

last year f274,449, which was invested in plant.

About 1 50 stockholders attended the meeting. The
directors and officers were re-elected, and it was voted to

iucrease the capita! stock from 117,500,000 to $20,000,-

000, stock to issue at par to present holders in the propor-

tion of one new share for seven now held.

FIG. 2. MOISSAN DIAMOND MAKI.NG I- XPERIMKNTS.

the machinery universally in use for curing tea. Steam is

now used for that purpose, and, as fuel is becoming scarce

and dear, it would appear as though there was a good

opening for the more novel power, whichi'couid probably be

used most economically on account of the numerous

perennial streams abounding in that locality, from whence

the inceptive power for utilizing electricity is easily obtain-

able. It might be worth the while of some of the electric

power people in the United States to exploit this promis-

ing locality.'"

The consul at Malta reports, under date of January 13,

1S93, that the electric light will probably be introduced in

that place. W. H. Preece of London has recommended

Moissan Diamond Making Experiments.
Henri Moissan's experiments with the electric furnace

described in the Western Eleciricias. March 25th have

created a positive sensation in Parisian scientific circles.

The enthusiasm seems to be shared by attendants at the

schools. Moissan was recently invited to address the

students of the College of Pharmacy. When he entered

the lecture hall the 1,000 young men who had gathered

gave the scientist a reception which fairly overwhelmed

him. The cheering continued for a space of five minutes,

according to reports in the French papers.

At the session of the Academy of Sciences in Paris

March 6th Moissan gave additional details of his experi-

ments of making diamonds by artificial means. He spoke

especially of the fact that traces of iron are always found

when a diamond is burned. He demonstrated this state-

ment by experiment, but the proof is not an easy matter to

secure for the reason that he deals with such minute

quantities of matter. In his lecture the weight of dia-

monds consumed was only a few milligrammes- It was

noted at the time that at the present day there is no Grand

Duke of Florence to put his jewel box at the disposal of an

academician. At the meeting"- of the Academy on March

13th Moissan exhibited a number of specimens of metals

lAM'iND MAKINi; F Xri'. RI MENTS.

that the government establish and maintain the plant- Mr.

Preece does not doubt but that all the conditions can be

met, and that an installation could be in working order in

Malta by next winter. Should American companies desire

to submit tenders for the electric light in Malta, they can

obtain all the necessary specifications and plans for what

is required by addressing W. H. Preece. chief engineer of

the I^ondon postollicc, lOngland, or the chief secretary to

the government, Malta. "It would be a splendid adver-

tisement," says Consul Worthiugton, "for any American

firm to secure the contract for lighting by electricity the

renowned, historic and much-visited island of Malta. I

would do more than a little to assist in the accomplishment

of such an enterprise.''

ordinarily regarded as refractory which he had reduced in

his electric furnace.

The French government has taken an interest in the

CKperiments and has 3Uthori::ed Moissan lo continue his

investigations at the Conservatoire dcs Arts el Metiers.

He has been furnished there adequate facilities and has

interested in his invxstigaiions Prof. VioIIc of that insti-

tution. The government believes that the experiments

have an important bearing on metallurgy and that they

should therefore be encouraged.

The accompanying illus trillions, Fig i. showing the

electric plant from which current for the furnace is derived,

and Fig. 2, showing the furnace just after it has been tn

use, are reproduced from La Xatun,
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Illinois is not the only state that has a Legislature which

has developed a fondness for uoconstitutional measures.

In New York a bill is under coosidcralion which provides

for regulating the charges of telegraph messages 'Tor all

distances;" that is, the Xcw York Lcgislaiure assumes to

dictate to telegraph companies the prices to be charged for

commnDication between points in that stale and other

states. Of course the state Legislature has no such power.

The Supreme Cotjrt of the United Sutcs has decided that

jDcb power rests in Congress alone. It has declared that

it is not only the right but the duty of Congres« to see

that the transmission of ioteiligence between the states

shall not be obstructed or unnecessarily encumbered by

state legislation, and that communication by telegraph

betweea different states is free from the control of state

regulations. This position is based upon the fact that

telegraph companies are common carriers of messages

and that their business bet? ccn points in different states Is

iDteT'Staie commerce. Another feature of the case is the

fact that the Western Union Telegraph company, which

controls roost of the lines in New York siatc, has accepted

certain priTiIegcs from Congress, and assumed cenain

lespODsibilitics and obligations, which places it directly

under the control of the national government to the exclu

sion of stale interference. If the Legislature of the state of

New York has any power to regulate telegraph rates, its

authority is restricted to the business conducted between

points in that state. Outside of its territorial limits it has

no jurisdiction.

Aside from the incandescent lamp litigation, there has

been no legal decision recorded in recent years that has

been received with so much attention by the electrical fra-

ternity as that handed down by Judge Greene, of the

United States Circuit Court, at Trenton, N. J., on March

28th, in which the Edison "feeder and main" patent is

sustained. This decision affects not only central station

lighting companies, but also nearly every overhead trolley

system of street railways in the country. The patent covers

broadly the system of distribution employed on trolley lines

and in its wide application may be classed with the Brush

arc lamp and Edison incandescent lamp patents. The

value of the invention was not fully appreciated when the

patent was issued; in fact, the question as to whether it was

an invention or merely an application of an old engineering

principle was raised in ihe litigation. The decision of

Judge Greene is not, of course, final, and there is no doubt

but that the case will be bitterly contested in the higher

court before final decision is reached. It is, nevertheless,

a material victory for the Edison interests, and one that

will be persistently followed.

So many facts in relation to the general electrical devel-

opment of foreign countries are included in the consu'ar

reports summarized on another page, which were elicited

by a Senate resolution calling for information en the sub-

ject of the foreign use of electricity in agriculture, that

American electrical manufacturers will do well to carefully

consider the possible demand for their goods in the various

countries in which electricity has as yet made little head-

way, but in which an interest in the subject is now re-

ported. The proposed lighting installation in Malta, in

relation to which Mr. Preece, the chief electrician of the

British postoffice, has made an elaborate report, is an in-

stance of this. The consul at that point thinks that there

is an opening for American electrical machinery, and the

possibility is at least worth investigation. So in the widely

separated i^-lands of Ceylon and Cuba, also, it is reported

that electrical lighting and power transmission plants

m'ght profitably be installed. In the former country the

conditions are particularly favorable to power distribution

by electricity, as fuel is dear and water power abundant.

To Cuba considerable electrical machinery of American

manufacture has already been sent, principally for use in

and near Havana, but the consul whose report is summar-

rized in the article referred to is evidently of opinion that

the trade could be materially extended if the matter was

put before the sugar planters of the interior in the proper

light. These suggestions may prove of value and should

not be nf glected.

Several curious facts are brought to light in these re-

ports, such, for instance, as the surprising backwardness

in electrical development of such a city as Glasgow, the

second in Great Britain in point of population. It is also

shown that in many European countries labor is so cheap

that it does not pay to employ electrical or any other labor-

saving devices in agriculture.

Municipal lighting projects seem to have the same dis-

advantages the world over. In Zurich it appears that the peo-

ple have been waiting since 1887 for electric lighting, and

that although much attention has beengiven the subject the

city is now only partially supplied. Prior to 1SS7 many appli-

cations had been made by private enterprises for permis-

sion to engage in the business of commercial lighting, but

the sentiment for municipal control of such projects was

so strong that it was iraprassible to obtain a franchise.

When the question was taken up in 1887, the city engineers

v;crc instructed to furnish plans for an electric lighting

plant. Two years later their report was presented.

Another year fo'lowcd before propcsitions were called for

and not until last December was there any visible evidence

of the fact that the city had undertaken the project. At

that time the present plant was started, but it is only a

small pad of what will be required to properly illuminate

ihccily. and in reality only about one-half the size of the

plant provided for in the original plans of the city engi-

neer. It will be readily seen that it will be some time be-

fore the city of Zurich will have -.nything I'kc a compre-

hensive system of electric lighting. But Zurich is not the

only city in which private enterprise has been discouraged in

order to establish public departments Ihat would add to the

patronage at the disposal of political bosses. In this coun

try there arc similar cases, though there has not been such

flagrant mismanagement as that reported from Switzer-

land. It is a fact though that Chicago's much boasted city

lighting system has been extended very little since its es-

tablishment and that there are tc-day four large stations in

this city only partly equipped. Not one of the city plants

is running at full capacity, and it seems impossible to get

appropriations for extending the system and taking advan-

tage of the costly plants that the city has constructed.

Yet when private concerns apply to the city council for

franchises, there is a general cry against granting any

further privileges, owing to the fact that "the city is going

to extend its system." But when is this extension to take

place and how is the the money to be raised? City elec-

trician Barrett has been unable to get appropriations from

the general fund for this purpose sufficiently large to un-

dertake any extensive work, and his efforts to secure the

passage of ordinances providing for new circuits to be

built under special assessment have thus far been fruitless.

In the meantime, citizens are deprived of the advantages

of electric lights for their shops and residences. Even

should the city decide to engage in the work c f extending

the present system, it wcu'd be out of the question to

think of supplying commercial lights. Prof. Barrett real-

izes this, and his objections would no doubt have great

weight with the council and the state legislature. It will

unquestionably be many years before the streets of Chicago

are thoroughly lighted, and until this is accomplished there

can be no excuse for the city engaging in commercial

lighting.

Discussion of the bill now pending in the New York

Legislature providing for the establishing of a telephone

commission reveals the fact that, whatever may be the de-

sire of the people throughout the state, the prevailing sen-

timent at Albany is against such a measure. While the

merchants and manufacturers of Ntw York, Brooklyn

and other cities of the state are holding meetings and

framing petitions calling upon the Legislature to grant them

relief from what they term the oppressive rates imposed

by the telephone companies, the McMahon bill is kept in

the Senate committee, and at the present time there ap-

pears to be no hope for its adoption. A year ago a simi-

lar bill was before the Legislature and at that time the

measure received the earnest support of some of the ablest

men in that body. But a wondrous change has come over

the Senate—the men wh) advocated the bill a year ago are

now as earnestly working to defeat it. Senators Pluokett

and Cantor, who fathered and championed last year's act,

are now leading the opposition forces. They do not be,

lieve a commission necessary, they say, and the question

of regulating telephone charges should be left to the differ-

ent city councils. It is provided in the McMahon bil]

that this power be vested in a state commission. There

are many prominent men throughout the state who do not

favor the establishment of a new commission, although

they are earnestly in favor of extending the jarisdiction of

some existing board or commission so that it shall have

power to settle telephone disputes. They think that these

duties might easily be performed by the state railroad

commission, for instance. That body has very little to do

and could easily attend to telephone controversies in addi-

tion to its present duties without imposing additional ex-

pense upon the s'ate. It is generally conceded that states

have the right to regulate the charges for local telephone

service, and the advocates of this proposed measure cite in

support of their claims the decisions in the courts of last

resort in Indiana, Nebraska, Missouri and Ohio, where

test cases have been tried. In some states the Legislatues

have authorized certain city councils to fix rates, as in St.

Louis, for instance. The Supreme Court of Missouri de-

clared that this delegation of authority was valid. There

is no question but that this authority is liable to be greatly

abused. Many rural legislators entertain a deep resent-

ment against alt corporations, and they are often actuated

by a desire to get even, on general principles, with any that

may be so unfortunate as to come within the scope of

their power. Sometimes the oppression is too great even

for hardened corporations to stand, and they retaliate. It

will be remembered that in Indiana the telephone company,

after being overwhelmed with adverse Legislation, closed

its exchanges and quit business. This brought the legis-

lalure to a realizing sense of the position it had assumed,

and it revoked the obnoxious measures at the general de-

mand of the public, and the telephone companies resumed

operations.

It is bad policy to encourage slate Legislatures or niunic.

ipal councils to interfere in the management of private or

quasi-public enterprises. The remedy is generally to be

found in a conservativi; middle policy—the company fur-

nishing first-class service at reasonable rates and the pub-

lic showing some consideration and forbearance when

everything is not just as it should be.
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Edison Feeder Patent Sustained.

On March 2Sth Judge Greene of the United States Cir-

cuit Court at Trenton, N. J. , handed down a decision in the

case of the Edison Electric Light company against Wcst-

inghouse, Church, Kerr & Co. in which the feeder and

main patent, number 264,642, granted to Edison on Septem-

ber ig, iS32, was sustained. The action was begun in

18S6 and the final hearing was had before Judge Greene in

May last. The patent in question covers "a method of

equalizing the tension or pressure of a current through an

entire system of electric lighting or rather translation of

electric force, preventing what is ordinarily known as a drop

in those portions of the system the more remote from the

ceniral station.''

In his specifications Mr. Edison describes the methods

employed for obviating this trouble. Feeding conductors

are provided in this system '"which extend from the gener-

ator or generators to the main conductors of the lamp or

consumption circuit or circuits, such feeding conductors

not having any translating devices connecte:J therewith,

and being connected with the main conductors of the con-

sumption circuit or circuits at the center, ends or o^her

points on such main conductors."

Following are the claims of the patent.

1. A consumption-circuit in the main conductors of

which the drop in tension is not sufficient to vary practi-

cally the candle power of the lamps connected therewith,

in combination with feeding conductors connecting the

consumption circuit with the source of electricil energy,

and having no translating devices connected therewith, the

drop in tension upon such feeding conductors not affect-

ing the relative candle power of the lamps of the consump-
tion-circuit.

2. A consumption-circuit in the main conductors of

which there is a definite small drop in tension not suffi-

cient to vary practically the candle po ver of the lamps con-

nected therewith, in combination wicti feeding conductors

connecting the consumption circuit with the source of

electrical energy, and having no translating devices con-

nected therewith, the loss upon such feeding conductors

being greater than upon the main conductors of the con-

sumption-circuit.

3. The combination of a consumption-circuit, in the

main conductors of which the drop in tension is not suffi-

cient to vary practically the candle power of the lamps

connected herewith, with a feeding-circuit having no

translating devices, and extending from the source of elec-

trical energy to the center of the consumption-circuit.

4 Tne combination of two or more central stations

having feeding conductors, and consumption-circuits sup-

plied by such feeding conductors, as described, of connec-

tions between the conductors of the central stations.

5. The combination, in one system, of amain circuit

coinected directly to a source of energy containing trans-

lating devices, and provided with resistances for lessening

-the tension or pressure of the current to that of the average

of the system, a circuit not directly connected to the source

of energy containing translating devices, and a feeding

circuit conneciiog the latter circuit with the source of

energy.

6. The combination of a number of uninsulated wires

of diff::rent lengths grouped together and fastened at inter-

vals, forming a gradually tapering conductor.

It will be seen that this patent broadly covers the feeder

system generally employed in electric street railway systems

throughout the country. In the case just decided the

defendants claimed that the subject of the patent was not

an invention but merely application to electrical en-

gineering problems of well known principles emplo>ed in

the distribution of gas and water. The complainant,

however, contended that there was an essential difference

between the two systems and pointed out that one required

only an out-flow system while the other required a return

system as well. Other points of resemblance were pointed

out by the defendants, but in reply to these the complainant

contended that there was a radical difference between gas

and wa'er on one hand and electricity on the other; that the

laA^s governing the so-called fl )w of electricity were differ-

ent from those governing the flow of gas and water; that

the surrounding and interfering conditions were disimilar;

that the conditions of economy were unlike, and that the

incandescent lamp bore no analogy to any device employed

in gas and wa^er systems. The rough analogies between

the two systems, it was claimed, were not sufficient to teach

the electrical engineer that the idea of the so-called "inde-

pendent main" could be adip'ed to a system of electrical

distribution. The decision sustaining the Edison patent

virtually gives the General Electric company a monopoly

of street railway systems employing feeders. It is expected,

however, that an appeal will be taken from Judge Greene's

decision.

The Point Defiance Street Railway company of Tacoma,
Wash., is building a fifty-six foot boat to be ooerated by

storage batteries. It will be put on the Gig Hirbor and
Floating Dry Dock route, in connection with its street car

lines. The boat will be equipped with seventy-five cells

for twelve hours' service. The battery will be charged

at night from trolley wires. The vessel will have a breadth

of beam of 10 feet and depth of 4 feet, and will be built

for a regular speed of fifteen miles per hour.

Chicago Electric Club.

I-'olIowing the reading of the paper by Messrs. Pumpclly

and Sorley before the Chicago Electric club, March 2olh,

on the "Present Status of the S:orage Battery," there was

an interesting discussion, of which the following is a

stenograhic report:

J. W. Johnson; What is the ampere hour capacity of

that battery at the normal ratt-?

C. SoKLKY: At the normal rate it is 177.7 ampere hours

by actual test.

J. Jv. PfJMPELLY: We generally test a battery to what
you might call ten per cent, of the claimed capacity in the

discharge of current. A battery should be discharged, if

possible, in ten hours in testing. Twenty-three amperes
is more than ten per cent, of even what we get out of it;

so that at its ten per cent, discharge it would probably give

us about 200 ampere hours. Oae-half the weight of such

a battery would run a light carriage from five to six hours,

carrying two people.

F. E. Degenhardt; During the last two years Mr.
Keller and myself have conducted experiments with the

view of perfecting a vehicle for carrying passengers about

the city. Our experiments led us in a slightly d fferent

direction from that ordinarily followed in traction work as

applied to street cars. This latter service calls for unusual

conditions, the loads are rarying and the tax on tne bat-

tery at times is very great In the propulsion of carriages

by electricity the demands are also great, for while the

loads do not vary the demand on the battery is at times

very great. The demand is for a battery of large capac-

ity that will occupy comparatively little space.

While it was our aim in onr experimental work to con-

fine the voltage to as low a point as possible, that is, about
twelve volts, we found it necessary to use a battery which
would come to the rescue when we were climbing grades

like those at the bridges. The pasted batteries, that is, the

batteries in which the plates have received the oxides by
pasting, were found to be very weak as a rule. We dis-

covered early in our work that there was a shortness of the

fibers. Where the paste was applied it was evident that

the molecules were finely broken up in pasting; while there

was an adhesiveness in the method of pasting, still the

molecules were so fine that when subjected to rough
usage, such as going over cobble stones and uneven sur-

faces, the paste was gradually loosened by jarring. Con-
sequently we were introducing an element not fitted for that

kind of work. Later on in our experimeatal work we were

brought in contact with a ba'tery madeelectroiytically. An
examination of the plates of this battery disclosed the fact

that there was a flocculent condition of the lead, which the

pasted battery did not possess. A close observation of

this led me to the conclusion that it was due to the fibres

of the lead interlacing, as it were, instead of being broken

up into small particles, as in the paste. This flocculent

condition was brought about by an interlacing of the par-

ticles as the oxide was formed, consequently giving a

tenacity which the paste itself did not possess. It was our

pleasure to find that there was practically no falling off of

the oxide; at least we did not find any to speak of at the

bottom of the cell, nothing that would injure the life of

the cell. Another very important fact established by these

experiments was that there was no buckling of the plates.

A very necessary quality in such a cell is ability to retain

its voltage. A reading taken from a large number of pasted

cells showed us that the voltage at first fell away very

slightly, a trifle less than the voltage of this type of cells

of which I now speak. However, as we progressed with

our work the line of reading fell away gradually, and
finally it dropped right off. The readings taken from the

cell wh'ch was manufactured, as I think, much on the same
line as that followed by Messrs. Pumpelly and Sorley, ex-

tended almost in a direct line until the final moment, when
the cell collapsed altogether. It is a very desirable thing

in all traction work, to maintain a high voltage, for with-

out high pressure it is absolutely impossible, in my judg-

ment, to climb grades and get the efficiency from the

battery to do the work of moving vehicles. A curious

feature enters into the propulsion of vehicles, which is not

unlike the severe test that a car subjects the batterj' to. In

the case of a car you move along on a plane surface, but

you stop frequently, and there are varying loads on the

car. Sometimes you may carry fifty passengers and then

again you will only carry ten; and it is the logical conclu-

sion that in overcoming the inertia of a mass representing

fifty passengers you call for more energy than you do in

overcoming the inertia represented by ten passengers.

However- in the case of a vehicle for street use, we dis-

covered that the road over whxh we traveled had much to

do with taxing the energy of the battery. Without a rub-

ber-tired vehicle we learned thaf an ordinary dirt road or a
macadamized road was the most desirable. When we got

on the asphalt pavement we naturally supposed that we had
a perfect condition. We were m-staken. A series of ex-

periments demonstrated to us in a very short time that it

required no less than 21 per cent, additional energy to

move the vehicle over the asphalt pavement. That
seems almost preposterous at first glance; but when you
recall the fact that the pavement is of a spongy character,

and that the four wheels indent them elves into the asphalt-

um, you find that you are continually climbing a grade, im-

percepible, perhaps, to the eye. but neverihcles^ you are

climbing a grade with four wheels all the time. Wood pave-

ments have objections, because they present varying con-
ditions of surface. The same thing applies to the Belgium
block pavement. When you introduce the rubber tire, of

course a great percentage of that is reduced. You move
along freely ovtr the asphaltum road. And therein, again,

comes the desirability of having a battery which will main-
tain its high voltage until the battery is really unfit for serv-

ice, and. moreover, the desirability of having a battery which
will retain its oxide in position. It must hold itself up;
there must be no breaking down of the structural portion

of the battery, and the oxide must not fall to the bottom.

It is apparent that you must have your battery so con-
structed that if you propose to run your vehicle for five

hours at its maximum capacity of speed, you must have
some place where you can rencA' the battery quickly.

Here, it ii quite probable, it wilt be subjected to rough
usage. Ti c station man will pull it out of the wagon,
drop it on the ground and put in the other cell, connect it

up and you s'art off, over the rubble pavement perhaps.

Vou can see that you will need a battery which will hold up,

which is strong and won't buckle and won't drop its oxide

to the bottom of the cell. Our experience through two
years has brought us to the conclusion and the firm con-

viction that this type of battery, this form preferably of

rolled lead, is the best for the propulsion of vehicles; and I

do not think I am claiming too much when I say that if

this cell holds up to the tests shown us here to-night

we have the ideal battery in that type. I imagine that

the difference between the use of csst lead and rolleo lead

comes in again much in the way that I have explained

—

the use of the oxides. There is a broken-up condition in

a cast lead through which the molecules by melting have
become separated to a certain extent; but in the rolled

lead there is a sort of interlacing of the raolecu es. I

would like to ask Mr. Pumpelly if the voltage keeps up
approximately near i 95 during the time of the discharge

at the rate given here?
Mr. Sorley: It is kept up very near it with a much

higher rate of discharge. The rate mentioned of 3o am-
pere current at the last reading was 91^; the voltage is

dropped to i 86. That is .oS or .09 less than I stated,

but the larger discharge will more than make up the horse

power.
Mr. Degenhardt: I would say that during the last two

vears several batteries were tried, and it has never been
my pleasure to see this cell before. It is true that the

cells we used on our vehicle exhibited much the same
characteristics; that is, the voltage held up well. We had
a good opportunity to judge whether we needed any extra

pressure as a reserve, and we came to the conclusion that

we did, as it is the pressure that maintains the speed after

you have got under way.

Mr. Pu.mpei.ly; The use of this absorbent protected

diaphragm between the plates allows us. in comparison
with the battery we are using, to decompose mere of the

lead plate than would be safe to do if there were no sup-

port. VVe could peroxidize this plate and about two-
thirds of all its weight of lead would be active; but with

the old batteries we would have to reserve one half of the

weight of lead for the active material which has been
formed. There is a gain which I have counted on very
strongly, and therefore we could give you for a light car-

riage a light battery.

F. L. Perrv; I would like Mr. Pumpelly to give us
an account of the severest test to which he has ever put
the new cell—what he considers the severest test of that

battery.

Mr Pumpelly: It is hardly fair to say that we have
attempted to test the battery beyond what was absolutely

necessary for the work that it did. We can discbarge it

for to or three minutes ai: from 100 to 150 amperes; but
that does not count . It does not hurt the battery.

All I can say is that it does not affect it at all.

What we were trying to get at, and what our
experience has taught us, was to get such an out-

put as would be calculated upon for doing a certain amount
of heavy work, and doing it all the time. I have not gone
any farther than that, and never thought of going any
farther than that. You can fully discharge this battery at

once without hurting the plates.

Mr. Degenhardt: I would like to encroach on your
time once more. I recall a test run from Clinton street to

Robey street on West Jackson stieet that took 2S minutes.
In starting up we required as high as 59 amperes. We were
carrying about 1,250 pounds dead weight. When we got
under way on the dirt road east of Halsted s'reet we used
27 amperes at 12 volts. When we struck the asphaltum
we used 32.4 amperes, and required that amount of current

at 12 volts to move us along that road at four and a half

miles an hour. We had plain iron tired wheels.

Mr. Pumpelly: You were not satisfied with the work
of the motor?
Mr. Degenhardt: Oh. no; the motor was deficitnt, bat

we made the readmg under those conditions.

Mr. Johnson: I remember a battery that was broujiht

out in tne early days with a capacity of 150 ampere hcurs.

The case that it was put in was made of rubber, and
weighed about 55 pounds. The maximum rate of dis-

charge was 12 to 15 amperes, and they thought it was
burning the battery.

A. L Ide: I have been watching the results of storage
batteries with a great deal of interest for the propelling of
electric launches. I have thought that whenever we could
get a battery that would give us as much power and not
exceed the weight of a steam engine and boiler, which
would give us the power from five to six hours, it would be
a great improvement over the present arrangement, es-

pecially for a pleasure boat on a body of water like I-ake

Geneva. There could be twenty fivi electric launches sold

there next summer if a practical battery were produced that

was not too heavy, and that would run for five or six hours.
Such a launch would be safe and always ready, and any
one could run it. An experienced engineer would not be
needed. There would be no dust or nose. The batteries

could be placed in the bottom of the boat and act as
ballast.

G. K. Cu.MMiNO.s; Supposing you took one of these

rolled lead plates that weigh so much and made it all into

oxide. What would be the difference in weight ?

Mr. Pumpelly: There wouldn't be much difference in

weight for the same s'ze, but \ou get more amperes out of

the same weight; you do not make it lighter, but you get
more capacity out of it.

Mr. CuMMiNG.s; That is. a plate of the same weight
would s;ive more capacity, would have more active ma-
terial ?
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Mr. Pl'MPELLY: Exactly.

Alex. Kempt: I believe I sold the first storage battery

in the western country up here in Menominee. Mich., and

Marinette, Wis. I sold ;ii45,ooo worth of storage bat-

teries, the first sale of electrical apparatus I ever made in

my life. I need not tell the gentlemen present the result

of that sale. While to me it was very satisfactory, as I got

10 per cent, on the sale, for the others it was a very un-

fortanate transaction. In listening to this paper to night,

and to the explanation, which was very plain and explicit,

I have been impressed that Mr. ruropclly and his associ-

ate, Mr. Sorley, are to be congratulated on the result of

their efforts.

additions have been made to the original work. Two
appendices have been added treating of ''Motors with
Bevel Gear and Series Multiple Control of Motors" and
"Method of Measuring Insulation Resistance of Overhead
Lines." Eight pages of forms have been added to Appen-
dix D.

Book Table.
De Magnete. By William Gilbert. Translated by

P. Fleury Mottelay. New York; John Wiley l^ Sons.

Price, I4 00.

This book had the advantage of being introduced through

what might be called an international controversy. The
cause of the dispute was the fact that an English organi-

zition known as the Gilbert society and including among
Its members Prof. Silvanus P. Thomson had been devot-

ing several years to the translation of Gilbert's writings,

and the appearance of this book greatly reduced the value

of its work. Of course Prof. Thomson and his admirers

were very much chagrined to find that they had allowed

their work to be anticipated by an American publisher, but

they consoled themselves with the reflection that none but

theirs would be worthy of serious consideration. It was

intimated, too. that Mr. Mottelay "s translation had been

hurried in order to anticipate the English society's work,

and that the value of the book would suffer by reason of

the insufficiency of the time devoted to the task. Any
fesrs that mav have been entertained on that score may be

dismissed. The work has been carefully done, and it bears

evidence of thorough and intelligent research. Mr. Motte-

lay is certainly to be congratulated.

Of the work itself little may be said. Gilbert's "De Mag-
nete" made a great impression throughout the scientific

world when it was first published, and those who read it

to-day in the light of the great advancement that has bsen

made are equally impressed by the striking originality and
prescience displayed throughout the work. The
biographical memoir which accompanies the book is an in-

teresting contribution On the whole, this volume is a

most creditable production.

Alternating Currents: An Analytical and Graph-
1C.A.L Treatment FOR Students AND Engineers. By
Dr. Frederick Bedell and Dr. Albert G. Crehore. New
York: W. J. Johnston company, Limited. 325 pages,

1 12 illustrat ons. Price, $2. 50.

This book is practically a reproduction and elaboration

of several valuable papers by Messrs. Bedell and Crehore

in American and English technical journals. The subject

is treated in two distinct parts, analytical and graphical.

Part one contains the papers on the analytical development

of the subject commencing with circuits containing resist-

ance and self-induction only, resistance and capacity only,

and proceeding to more complex circuits containing resist-

ance, self induction and capacity, and resistance and dis-

tributed capacity. The remaining chapters are devoted to

the graphical consideration of the same subjects.

The Eleme.nts of Physics. By Henry S. Carhart, M.
A., and Horatio N. Chute. M. S. Boston: AUyn & Bacon.

As the title of this work implies, the book is intended

principally for use in the class room, and, with the names
of two such experienced instructors as its authors, it will be

generally accepted as covering the essential features which
are needed in teaching physics. Is has been the aim of

the authors to formulate clear statements of laws and prin-

ciples and to illustrate them by simple experiments and
problems. In this they have succeeded admirably, and the

result of their labors, embracing as itdoes the experience of

many years in the class room, will be welcomed by their

fellow instructors.

The Measureme.nt of Electrical Currents and
Other Advanced Primers of ELECTRicrrv. By Ed-
win J. Houston, A. M. New York: W. J. Johnston com-
pany. Limited. 4.29 pages, 169 illustrations. Price, $1 00.

This second volume of Prof. Houston's series of elemen-
tary electrical treatises for students and non-technical

readers derives its title from the first three primers, which
arc on the raeaiurements of electric currents, electromotive

force and resistance, respectively. The object of these

primers is not so much to teach the practical operations of

electrical measurements as to explain the principles and
apparatus upon which they are based.

Two primers are on voltaic and thermo-electric cells and
other sources of electricity. The principles upon which
commercial currents arc based are considered in three

primers, and nine others are devoted to the principles and
applications of dynamos, motors and transformers, the

eighteenth and last primer being a rcvicv/ or primer of

pria*em.

Thk Voltaic Cell. By Park lisnjamin. L. L. B.,

Ph. D ; 562 pages. New York: John Wilcy & Sods.
Price. I5.

The object of this work is to assist the student and the
laTcstisator by pl»cin2 before them the record of the prin-

cipal discoveries and rc«archc5 relating to chemical gener-
ators of electricity, ds^criptions of many of the most dis-

tiDCtive and approved types of cells, and (he latest infor-

mation as to their effiiiency. measurement and monies of
a^e. The arrangcmsot of the work is cxccllcnl, and a
orcfolly prcpjrcd index adds greatly to its valucas a book
of reference.

Elfctric Railv/av ijf Theory ano Pra'-tice. By O.
T. Crosbr and l)r. lymh Bsll. .Second edition. New
Yorlc, \V.

J. Johnson company, Limited. 416 pages 1S2
illustrations. Price. ^2.yj.

This new cditioti ha-^ been somewhat changed aod several

Who Really Invented the Lightning Rod?'

An announcement has been made that the names of

eminent electricians are to adorn the electrical building at

the Columbian World's Fair at Chicago; but if historical

precedence be a matter of any moment, one important name
has been left out. We have it on the authority of Joseph

J. Krai that Procopius Diwisch, a Catholic priest and pro-

fessor of philosophy at the Lyceum of Luka in the early

part of the eighteenth century, was the man who, before

Franklin, discovered the identity of lightning and elec-

tricity, and the issuing of electricity from metallic points

—

two important truths which led him to construct a light-

ning conductor.

The Encyclopedia Britannica knows nothing of Procopius
Diwisch and the German Lexicon of Brockhaus (vol. v.,

p. 406) disposes of his two great discoveries in exactly two
sentences. The only mention of him that can be found in

English literature is a short sketch in ih^Hiitorica IMaga-
zine for February, 1S6S (art. xii., p. 93). which is a trans-

lation from a French periodical. But Mr. Krai has dived
into the Bohemian Encyclopedia of Rieger and Maly, with

the result that he has discovered a mass of presumably
authentic data concerning the life and work of this re-

markable man, who. while a fervent religionist, found
lime to become a scholarly scientist. These data are col-

lected in vol. i., pp. 209-210, and vol. iii., p. 941, of the

Encyclopedia.

We learn that Procopius Diwisch (Dyiv'ish) was born oa
August I, 1696, at Zamberk (Seuften berg), in North-
eastern Bohemia. In 1720 he took holy orders, and
shortly afterward received the professorship of philosophy

at Luka. He began to teach physics, with experimental

demonstrations—a great innovation for those tiroes. After

a rather changeful career, in which at one time he was
prior of the Lukan convent (1741), he became a parish

priest and settled down at Prendice to the study of elec-

tricity. His method of work was essentially experi-

mental. Observations on thunderstorms soon led him
to the discovery that lightning was but an electric spark.

How thorough his studies were may be gathered from the

fact that he worked out a complete theory of atmospheric

electricity, a treatise on which was published from his pa-

pers after his death. This was entitled "Laengst Verlangte

Theorie der Meteorologischen Electricitaet,'' Tuebingen,

176S.

Another importantdiscovery followed soon after. Diwisch
found out that "metallic points would both attract and dis-

charge electricity more speedily than anything else," and
he proceeded to make a practical application of the newly
discovered truth. About the same time Franklin was re-

ceiving his first lessons in electricity from Dr. Spence.

Unusually prompt recognition of hisservices waited upon
Diwisch. The Emperor Francis Stephen invited him to

repeat his experiments before him and the Empress Maria
Theresa, and rewarded bim with two gold medals.

In 1753 Prof. Richman, of St. Petersburg, while ob-

serving a storm from a hut, was killed by lightning de-

scending an insulated iron bar specially erected for the

purposes of the investigation. Upon learning of the fate

of that martyr of science, Diwisch drew up a memoir on

the incident and clearly showed how, in case of a storm,

the danger of a lightning stroke could b3 averted by means
of a conductor. This treatise he sent to the famous math-
ematician Euler, then president of the Berlin Academy of

Science, asking for judgment. But the Academy failed to

understand his reasoning. When Franklin's account of

bis discovery was read before the British Royal Society, it

was laughed at!

However, on June 15, 1754, Diwisch erected the first

lightning rod. The construction was as follows: A
pointed, slender iron bar formed the main portion of the

conductor. Fastened to it were two cross bars, thus mak-
ing four arms, across each of which, in turn, a shorter bar

was laid. Each of the twelve extremities thus produced
cerried a box filled with iron filings, in which 27 brass

needles were stuck, making 324 needles in all. The main
bar was suppDrted by a wooden column sufficiently high

(48 feet at first, afterward 132 feet) to secure protection

for the building and its immediate surroundings. Several

iron chains connected the main bar with the earth. The
effect of this apparatus was soon demonstrated, thunder-

storms being frequent at Prendice.

For two years Diwisch continued experimenting with his

lightning rod. the results being published by Dr. Scrinci in

the Prague News (1754) Having satisfied himself of its

utility, Diwisch olTi. red the emperor a plan for erecting a

number of conductors; this plan was submitted to the Vi-

ennese mathemiticians, who reported so unfavorably upon
it, that it was never carried out. Abbot Marci. in a letter

to Diwisch about this lime, refers to the unfavorable atli-

tddc of these mathematicians, and tersely puts the whole
position in one phrase—"Blasphemant quae ignorant.''

AtlastfiVS^j I^iwisch was compelled to remove his

lightning rod. There had been a very dry summer that

year, which the farmers of Prendice ascribed to the erec-

tion of ihc rod there. It was consequently removed and

deposited at liruck, where it has been kept to this day.

With this treatment compare the action of the Boston

clergyman, who, in 1770, preached against lightning rods

as "impious contrivances to prevent the execution of the

wrath of heaven."
Thus fJiwisch was prevented from perfecting his light-

ning conductor, and from seeing its adoption in his native

land. After this episode he turned to music, and invented

a new instrument, which he named "Denis d'or," and
which was a kind of organ. He died on December 25, 1765.

I. Kfom the Loodoa LUctrUal Hevi<w.

Undoubtedly Diwisch knew nothing of Franklin, and
there is no evidence that Franklin ever heard of Diwisch;
their discoveries in electricity were wholly independent of
each other. But Franklin found a people who understood
him—the French; while Diwisch, by reason of his social

position, was prevented from developing his idea. Again,
Benjamin Franklin was a public man, who stood conspicu-
ously before three countries, while Procopius Diwisch was
merely a parish priest of a small Bohemian village, with
few connections.

An epitaph, written by oneof Diwisch's contemporaries,
wittily refers to the two inventions of this remarkable man:

Ne laudate Jovem, gentes! quid vester Apollo?
Iste magis deus est fulminis atque soni.

Which may be rendered

—

Do not praise Jove, nations! What is your Apollo?
This man, rather, is a god of both the lightning and the

sound.

To Light Chicago's Water Front.

In its closing honrs the last Congress made an appropri-

ation of $20,000 for lighting Chicago's water front by

electricity. It was suggested that this work should be done

according to the system used at Sandy Hook. The matter

was referred to Capt. Schley, for his views upon the sub-

ject. In a communication addressed to the Light-bouse

Board Capt. Schley says:

It would not be possible to employ the system
used at Sandy Hook, because it would require too
much wire and too heavy voltage to reach the buoy
from the point where the system would take hold of

the source of power on shore. Two plans are therefore
suggested. The first plan is the laying of four single-

armor, three conductor cables from a subway on shore
parallel to the line of buoys carrying a two conductor
cable, insulated and covered with lead. These cables con-
nected with the subway running out to the position boxes
near Ihe line of buoys, would include three buoys in the
work of each cable. To construct this system would cost
JjiG.ooo, not including the cost of laying buoys with
fittings. 100 candle power lamps or lanterns, and ex-

penses of transportation to Chicago. The second plan,
and the best would be to run separate lines of single con-
ductor, single armor, from a two-couductor' cable covered
with lead and placed in a subway along the beach directly

to each buoy of the system. This plan, which is the most
feasible, practicable and least expensive, would require

about seventeen and one-half miles of cable and would
cost $13,000. Other expenses for equipment and main-
tenance would not exceed $5 000, leaving a margin of $2,
500 for laying the subway cable in Chicago.

Ruling Affecting Telephone Patents.

A ruling upon the validity of patents granted in the
United States under foreign patents of the same invention

was made by the Supreme Court at Washington, D. C,
March 27th in the case of Henry Huber and others against

the N. O. Nelson Manufacturing company, appealed from
the Circuit Court for the Eastern District of Missouri. The
opinion was delivered by Justice Blatchford. A patent was
issued on April 7, 1S74, in Great Britain to the patentee,

who assigned to James E. Boyle. The patent was to

run for fourteen years, with a proviso that if a stamp duty
of /"loo was not paid within seven years of date of issue,

the patent would, at ihe expiration of that term, become
void. Application for a patent in the United States under
the assignment was made November 29, 18S1, and the

patent granted June 27, 18S2. Boyle then assigned to

Huber. The ^100 stamp duty was not paid in Great
Britain within the time required, and the patent there be-

came void April 7, iSSi. Under these facts the Circuit

Court he'd that the patent granted in the United Stat J
was void because it was granted after the British patent

had ceased to exist, and judgment to this effect in favor of

the defendant was afiirmed.

Justice Blatchford called attention to a decision of the

Supreme Court, March 24, i8go, in which it was held that

a United States patent ran for the terra for which the prior

foreign patent was granted, without reference to whether

the latter patent became lapsed or forfeited after the grant

of the United States patent by reason of the failure of the

patentee to comply with the requirements of the foreign

patent law. "But that case," said the justice, "did not

distinctly cover the present one, because in that case the

foreign patent was in force when the United States patent

was granted."

A most important result of this decision is called to public

attention by the Patent Office. This acticn, it is said, de-

stroys Edison's (]uadrup!cx telegraph patent, and also his

three microphone patents, leaving the Bell company, aflcr

January next, to stand wholly on the Berliner patent.

Estimated at $800,000,000.
In an article in the last number of the Engineering J\/f'g'

mine on "A Decade of Marvelous Progress," Richard II,

luimonds says:

In the decade under review | i88o-i8go]a new industry of

vast magnitude was created. Twelve years ag ) electricity as

applied to street cars, for power purposes of all kinds, for

house and street illumination, was a new thing. In fact

electric street railroads have only been in successful opera-

tion about h;i!f of that time. The electrical age was prac-

tically just commencing, and thcagercgalc capital invested

outside of telegraphy was small. Now almost every town

of any size has its electric railroad, streets everywhere arc

being lighted by electricity, and electricity furnishes power
for factories, to run elevators, and for many others pur-

poses; still we have scarcely seen the beginning of electrical

development. Alrcndy, however, the capital invested in

all branches of this industry—and nearly all invested since

1880—is estimated at |8oo,ooo,ooo.
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English Station Instruments.

The accompanying cuts illustrate the new line of high

class instruments that has just been imported by the

Central Electric company, Chicago. These instruments

are manufactured by W. T. Goolden & Co., of VVoodfield

Worlds, Marrow Road, London, W., under the Evershed

patents. Without going into details it may be slated that

these voltmeters and ammeters are strongly made and are

fixed to a small frame, entirely independent of the wood

or metal case. The axle, needle and weight or spring are

screwed and soldered together, and pivoted in jeweled

centers in a brass plug-piece to which the attracting blocks

of iron are screwed and soldered, thus eliminating a fre-

(|uent source of error in measuring instruments. Every

instrument is calibrated tiiroughout the entire range and

the scale divided by a purely mechanical device, insuring

freedom from scale errors. After completion the instru-

FIGS. I, 2 AND 3. ENGLISH STATION INSTRUMENTS.

ment is compared with standards and only passed into

stock for sale if its maximum error is within a prescribed

limit. The manufacturers state that these instruments

may be left continuously in circuit at the highest reading

of the scale without the slightest risk of overheating.

Referring to the illustration, Fig. i (which is in the upper

left hand corner) shows the appearance of the G, K and

L classes of instruments. These devices have silver dials

and are mounted on polished teak bases. Class G is for

direct current work, while the other two classes are in-

tended for use with alternate currents. Instruments of

the classes E and B are shown at Ihe lower left hand

corner in Fig. 2. class E of this type of meter has a 7

inch enamelled dial, with bronzed metal base. This type

is a gravity instrument and is used for direct current work

only. Class B meter is a 7 inch silver dial, lacquered brass

base, and is made as a gravity or marine instrument for

designed to transmit the power with the least possible fric-

tion, and the motors have been found to be more effective

lor power in this way than belted direct. This single out-

fit is provided either with the regular hand regulator by

which the speed can be varied or direction reversed at will,

or with a foot regulator for accomplishing the same result,

or with a foot regulator and brake by which the speed can

the degree of heat may be regulated. Moderate heating

will consume from 5 to 7 amperes of current on a 1 10 Tolt

circuit, wh'lc In cold weather the healer will consume from

15 to 20 amperes. At the latter point the stove generates

heat very rapidly and water may be boiled within a few

minutes. Underneath the nickel plated top is a flat sur-

face upon which anything may be placed for warming or

boiling. The stove itself is a hollow cylinder, and, as the

castings are of thin metal, it takes but a short time for

heat to generate.

Three Thousand Ampere Ajax Switch.

In the accompanying cut is shown a 3,000 ampere single

pole, double break Ajax switch manufactured by C. S. Van
Nuis of New York for the Calumet Electric Street Rail-

way company, Chicago. This is said to be the largest

switch ever manufactured. The Detroit Electrical

Works is equipping the Calumet station. It will furnish

FIG. 2, NEW MESTON MOTOR OUTi'TT.

be varied at will, the direction of revolution reversed or the

motor stopped instantly. The duplex outfit consists of

two 1-8 horse power motors coupled to a single counter-

shaft. They are each supplied with an independent regu-

lator or with a connected hand regulator and brake, but

are not furnished with a foot regulator. These outfits are

especially designed for use where small power motors are

wanted on alternating circuits. The motors are the regu-

lar Meston fan motors, which have been on the market for

three years. The Emerson Electric Manufacturing com-

pany, the manufacturer of the Meston outfits, also has a

new alternating dental outfit about ready for the market.

The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, is the general

western agent for the Meston fan motors and outfits.

New Ceiling Board.

Those who have had anything to do with indoor arc

lamps have felt the need of a high grade hangerboard and

one which at the same time has a reliable switch. To meet

this want Alex. Dow of Chicago has designed a new form

of board which has a number of novel features. Perhaps

its most striking point is that of having two switches,

either one of which will turn off the lamp; while both to-

gether disconnect the lamp entirely from the

circuit, thus making it safe for the trimmer to

handle all parts of the lamp. The hooks on

which the lamp is hung are extended so as to

form terminals of the switch, all parts of which

are strongly built. The board itself has a

central opening so as to admit the chimneys or

tubes, and can be had in either oblong or round

forms. Another neat point is the arrangement

of two sets of slots in the binding clamps, so

that the wire can either be inserted as shown

in the cut or can have its end bent at right

angles before entering the clamp. The latter

EURTON ELECTRIC HEATER.

eight 100 kilowatt multipolar generators and switch-board

for ten generators of the capacity mentioned and eight

feeders. The switch-board will be of white marble and will

be equipped with Detroit Electrical Works ammeters and

limit switches, Weston voltmeters and Ajax switches.

Each generator will have a separate section equipped with

ammeter, limit switch, high and low potential bus switch,

Ajax triple pole switch with fuses, and hand regulator.

Each feeder will have a separate section whicn

will be equipped with ammeters, limit switch,

high and low potential bus switch. single

pole, double break Ajax feeder switch and \Yasson

KIG. I. NEW MESTON MOTOR OUTFIT.
direct currents only. Fig. 3, which is at the right in the

cut, shows the class B Evershed gravity ammeter for

heavy currents. This ammeter will indicate as high as

1,000 amperes. It is mounted on enameled slate base^

20 r^ inches by loYz inches.

NEW CEILING BOARD,

method is preferred by many as it allows the

wire to be drawn taut without pulling it cut

of the clamp. All told, the Dow hanger-

board is probably as neatly designed and well

built a ceiling-board as has yet been devised.

It is placed on the market by George Cutter of

Chicago.

New Meston Motor Outfit.

The accompanying illustrations show two recent adapta-

tions of the 1-8 horse power Meston alternating current

motors for power purposes. The single motor is geared with

a small rawhide pinion to a countershaft as shown, with a

proportion of one to nine, giving a maximum speed of 280 re-

volutions per minute on the countershaft, which in many cases

is decidedly preferable to belting from a speed of 2, 500 on

the motor shaft. The countershaft and gearing are carefully

Burton Electric Heater.

A new electric stove, suitable for heating

stores, offices, and residences, made under

the Burton Electric company's patent, and

placed on the market by Taylor, Goodhue & Ames of

Chicago, is herewith illustrated. This stove is 36 inches

in height, resting on a handsome nickel plated base,

with a nickel plated top. The radiating surface is broken

up into numerous small projections, with the result, it is

claimed, of making it a rapid heater, and. as compared
with other similar devices, an economical consumer
of current. The connections are made underneath the

stove. This heater is provided with a switch, by which

liiKKK nK'i':>ANii AMi t-.Ki^ -v.i.W aiWl^ii.

Station lightning arresters. In the center of the board

will be a main section, upon which will be mounted one

3,000 ampere meter potential switch for connecting volt-

meter to any generator or bus bar, and a 3.000 ampere

single pole double break Ajax switch, this being the lai^esl

switch of this description ever manufactured.

The Colchester, III., Lij;hi vS: Power company will en
large its plant.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.

New York;, April i.—Several bills have been intro-

daced in the Legislature of this state, which, if passed, will

seriously effect the electrical interests. One of these, the

telephone bill, which is urged by a large proportion of the

telephone subscribers of the state, has found a resting

place in a committee of the Senate, and thus far the efTorts

of its advocates to resurrect it have been unavailing. An-

other bill, which should arouse the opposition of every sta-

tion manager in the community, proposes to Tegulate the

prices for electric current throughout the state. The ab-

surdity of such a proposition is apparent to every one

familiar with the subject, but the ludicrous aspect of the

case does not appeal to the legislators, who have no knowl-

edge of central station practice or the conditions affecting

the cost of generating and supplying current. There may

be some excuse for the consideration of this bill by the

Legislature in the fact that the members are not familiar

with the industry which they are endeavoring to regulate,

but there is no excuse for the measure, which was intro-

duced 07 Assemblymin Cahill, to fix te'egraph rates. It

is proposed to limit the price of day messages of ten words

and night messages of twenty words to 15 cents "for all

distances " Such an act would be plainly unconstitutional,

inasmuch as the Leg'slature of NewYork has no power to reg-

ulate the price of messages between points in that state and

other states . It should be borne in mind that the telegraph

companits come under the class of common carriers of

messages; that their business between different states is

subject only to the regulation of Congress, as it is inter-

state commerce, and in the case of thCjWestern Union

Telegraph company, which controls most of the lines in

this state, this is especially applicable, as Congress has

conferred upon it certain privileges and powers, the accept-

ance of which by the company involves the assumption by

the company of certain obligations to the federal govern-

ment and places it beyond the restriction or interference,

in this respect at least, of the state Legislature. Every

member of the state Le^slature should be familiar with the

constitution of tne United States as well as the state of New
York, but it is obvious that many of our lawmakers are

sadly deficient in this respect.

The threatened strike of Brooklyn motorraen will prob-

ably be avoided. Since the operation of the trolley on the

Flatbnsh avenue line the motormen and conductors have

been obliged to make eight instead of six trips, as formerly,

and they complained that delays were so frequent that they

had no time to get their meals. President Daniel F. Lewis

retnmed from his bridal tour on Tuesday morning in a

p!easant frame of mind, and when told of the trouble on the

Flaibush avenue line said: "Any differences that may

exist between the men and the company will be quietly

adjusted to the satisfaction of the men. I can readily

understand why the men may object to making eight trips

a day when they have hitherto made only six trips, but

the agreement we entered into with them at the beginning

of the year called for ten hours on the rail, and the number

of trips to be made was not sta'ed. If the men under

the present system have no time for meals, I will see that

it is remedied."

The Atlantic Avenue Railroad company of Brooklyn has

contracted with the WestinghouEe Electric^ Manufscrur-

ing company for 4X) electric motors for its new trolley

cars. The order is said to br the largest of its kind ever

placed.

The New York Telegraph Operators' Dramatic and Lit-

erary association, which was organized recently, will give

Is initbl entertainment and reception at the New Central

Opera Iloose. Eist Sixty-seventh street, Fridav evening,

April 14th. The comedy drama,"Tom Siwyer,"as adapted

from .Mark Twain's book of that name by Martin J. Dixon,

will be p-esenltd.

Oo Taesiay last the judges in the telegraphers' tourna-

meot, held at Ilardman Ilall last Saturday, gave out the

names of the sa^ccMfu contestant. The medals offered

by John \V, Mackay for the operator who best received

messages for an hour were won by B, S. Dorkee of Port-

Ja-id, Oregon. wh-> lo->k the first medal with a percentage

of f/j 4O and by J, il. Jones of Sao Francisco, who took

the second. His percentage was 96.16. P. J. Faulkner

of New York was third, with 95.29 to his credit.

In Class A, for senders and receivers for five minutes,

the senders who were sncccssfol were E. D. Moore of New
York, first, and R. C. .McCready of Philadelphia, second.

The AQccesi^foI receivers were C. L, Hays of New York,

firs!, his copy b;ing called Dcrfcct; H- B. Logan of New
York, secon ). with one error.

Id C!a33 B, sending and recCTTing five minotes straight,

J, D. Hiooant of the Commercial Cable took the first prize

for senders, with a record of 23S words and 3 errors, and

Frank English the second, with 239 words and 5 errors.

Of the receivers E. H. Curlette took the first prize, with

perfect copy, aid J. H. Jones of San Francisco the second

prize, with one error.

In the Phillips Code class C. B. Squires of New York

took the first prize, sending 500 words in 7 minutes 45

seconds, and E. li. Curlette of New York the second, his

5:0 words being sent in 8 minutes 7 seconds. The snc-

cessful receivers in this class were C. L Hays, first prire,

and H. P. Logan and G. P. Howe of New York divided

the second.

The championship of the world for sending was given to

F. J. Kihm of New York, who sent 248 words in five

minutes without an error. F. L. Catlin took the second

prize with 24S words and two technical errors.

Mr. Kihm made periods at the end of two paragraphs,

and Mr. Catlin did not, and the difference in the work of

the two was so slight that this little matter decided the

point. In the receivers, H. B. Logan received the first

prize with perfect copy, and J. M. Winder second with

one error. W. F. O.

Northwestern Notations,

Minneapolis, April i.—The announcement that Pres-

ident Lowry had agreed to put in a second interurban elec-

tric line via St. Anthony Park now appears have been some-

what premature. What he has agreed to do, on certain

conditions, which it is said have been compiled with, is

to make the c^noection between the terminus of the Como
line in Minneapolis and that of the St. Anthony Park line

from St. Paul. This does not necessarily mean a through

regular interurban service. The line from the Park through

Hamline is a rouodabout one It is intended to connect the

Como avenue line from Minneapolis and the proposed Como
Park line from St. Paul, and thus make a fine interurban line.

There is another scheme for interurban service in the move-

ment which has been started in the Legislature for the two

cities to unite in building a bridge across the Mississippi

river, striking over into the Soldiers' Home and Minnehaha

Park region on the Minneapolis side. There is an electric

line now from Minneapolis to Minnehaha Falls, and a con-

necting link with a suburban St. Paul line would be an

easy matter. Such a line will probably be built some time,

with a line shooting across West Minneapolis to the region

of Lakes Calhoun and Harriet. These two towns are

slowly but surely coming together, and electricity is

doing more than any one thing to tie the knot.

Papers have been filed whereby the Winona, Minn.,

General Electric company absorbs the plants of the street

railway and electric light companies. The erection of a

big power house will be proceeded with at once. The

Northwest General Electric company controls the Winona

company, it is understood.

The Western Union Telegraph company has obtained a

favorable report from the council committee on its petition

for permission to lay its own conduit along Third street

in St. Paul.

W. E. J. Demiog, electric wire inspector in Minneapolis,

has made a good suggestion in regard to his office, viz;

that it be conducted upon a civil service basis. He sug-

gests that the Legislature make provision for an examina-

tion of candidates for this office, and the idea has been

kindly received.

After numerous debates, the Minnesota Legislature has

concluded not to attempt to regulate the charges made by

telephone companies. A committee report recommending

indefinite postponement has been adopted. A bill to regu-

late fares for standing passengers on street cars met the

same fate.

President Lowry has ordered 105 cars from the Ameri-

can Car company and 60 from the Laclede company of

S:. Louis, Twenty-five of them will be 40 feet long, for

service on the interurban line, and li.e rest 27 feet 9

inches. They are expected here May ist.

A bill has passed, the Minnsota Senate empower-

ing cities to i^sue bonds for electric lights. N. L. P.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Neshobc Ecctric company, iJrandon, \'t. ; capital stock,

$20,000; insta ling and operating .systems for the produc-
tion and distribution of electrical engineering.

Pckin Rapid Transit company. Ptkin, III.; capital stock,

$100,000; to build and operate electric street railway in

Pekin, III ; A, IC. DeMange, Hloominglon, III,

Hartford Electric company, Hartford City, Ind ; capital

sVxk, $30,000; to manulacttirc and furnish clectr'c current
for heat, light and power; A. Reynolds, Hartford City,

Ind.

Essex-Hudson Light & Heal company, Newark, N. J.;
capital stock, $2.ooo.coo; to marufacture, puichase and
sell machinery and materials required to be used for mak-
ing and usinsr gas and electricity for light, heat, power and

all other purposes, etc.; McCarter, Williamson Sc McCar-
ter, Newark, N. J.

Safety Steam Appliance company, Portland, Maine;
capital stock, $^25,000:. to manufacture and deal in all kinds
of steam electrical machinery; W. J. Knowlton, Portland,
Maine.

Edison E'ectric company of New Orleans, New Orleans.
La. ; capital stock, ^500,000; to generate, manufacture, use,

utilize and employ electric light, power aad electric ap-
paratus and appliances.

Electric Transit company, Camden, N. J ; capital stock.

$100,000; to make, buy, sell and operate electric and
other machines and appliances for railways, etc. ; King &
Smith, Camden, N. J.

Chicago Metropolitan Gas company, Chicago, 111.; cap-
ital stock, $5,000000; to manufacture and sell gas or

electricity for all purposes; John H. Miller, 87 Washing-
ton street, Chicago, III.

Montana Telephone company, Stevensville, Mont.;
capital stock, $30,000; to operate sys'em of electric tele-

phone lines in Montana, and establish messenger service

in connection therewith.

Fryeburg Manufacturing company, Fryeburg, Maine;
capital stock; $25,000; to manufacture and deal in all kinds
of lumber, furniture, machinery, electricity, etc.; E. E.
Hastings, Fryeburg, Maine.

Sachs Electrical company, Jersey City, N. J.; capital

stock, $100,000; manufacturing and selling under letters

patent, licenses, or otherwise electrical apparatus, etc ; F.
Forbes, 137 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Union Multiplex Telegraph company, New York, N.Y,,
and Helena, Mont.; capital stock ,$20,000,000; construct-
ing lines of electric telegraph in Montana and elsewhere
and manfacturing necessary machines and apparatus.

Scranton & Abington Street Railway company, Scran-
ton. Pa.; capital stock. $100,000; constructing and oper-
ating an electric radway from a point in Scranton to other
points in Lackawanna county; J. Alton Davis, Scranton,
Pa.

Dayton Traction company, Dayton, O.; capital stock,

f200,000; building a street railroad in Dayton, Montgom-
ery county, and Miamisburg, O., to be operated by steam,
horse or other motive power; Gottschal! & Brown, Dajton,
Ohio.

Hillsborough Electric Light & Power company, Hills-

borough, III.; capital stock, $18,000; to operate electric

light and power plant in Hillsborough, UK, and neighbor-
ing towns; William Wurdack, 809 South Seventh street,

St. Louis, Mo.

Cleveland Electric Railway company, Cleveland, O.;
capital stock, $6,500,000; consolidation of the East Cleve-
land Railroad company and the Broadway & Newburgh
Street Railroad company; Squire, Sanders & Dempsey,
Cleveland, Ohio.

Chicago, West Ridge & Waukegan Electric Railway
company, Chicago, 111.; capital stock, $1,500,000; to con-
struct and operate an electric street railway from Chicago
north to Waukegan and the state line in Illinois; James
Hibben, go4 Chamber of Commerce, Chicago, III.

Superior Electric company, Chicago, III.; capital stock,

$300,000; to manufacture, deal in and lease electric motors,
dynamos, machines, supplies and appliances of all kinds,
conduct general business, dealing in same throughout
the United States and elsewhere; James L. Clark, 507
Tacoma building, Chicago, 111.

Marion City Railway company, Marion, Ind.; capital

stock, $500,000; building, owning, maintaining and oper-
ating a street railway, light, heat and power plant in

Marion, Gas City, Jonesboro and vicinity, and connecting
these cities and other places by street railway; to furnish

light, heat and power for public and private use; W. H.
Carroll, Marion, Ind.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

Galva, III., will be lighted by electricity.

Massillon, O , has decided to put in an electric light

plant.

Ripon, Wis., contemplates putting in an electric light

plant.

An addition is to be built to the electric light plant at

Wellsville, O.

Four Joliet, III., capitalists have organized an electric

light company and will put in a plant.

The question of establishing an electric light plant for

lighting the city of I'almouth, Ky,, is being agitateJ.

The plant of the Electric Light company at McKees-
port, Pa., has been destroyed by fire; loss, $100,000.

Plans have been submitted for lighting the town hall of
Fairhavcn, Mass, by electricity; 463 lights will be used,

A proposition is to be submitted to the people of Anna,
III. , lo anthorize the issue of $1,000 of bonds to light the
town with electricity.

The Pontiac, III , Electric L'ght, Heat iK: Power com-
pany, capital $40,ofO, has been incorporated. Henry A.
and A P. Foster and C. M. Hamilton arc the proprietors

of the enterprise.

The Kansas City Electrical Works will build a power
plant and erect poles and wires for lighting the territory

bounded by Eighlccnlh street, Springfield avenue, Main
street and Woodland avenue with arc and incandescent
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lights. The company agrees to furnish all night arcHghts
to the city for !f3 per month and incandescent street lights

of 32 candle power for $2.50 per month each.

The Orange City Electric Light company, Orange City,

la., contemplates extending its wires to Alton to light that

town with electricity.

An ordinance has been introduced in the city council of

Tacoma, Wash., authorizing the city to issue ^::oo,oao of

bonds for an electric light plant.

The Capital City Electric Light company of Madison,
Wis., has purchased a site for a station in which it will

place a 200 arc and 1,200 incandescent light plant.

An electric light and power company will furnish the

towns of Toledo and Tama, la., with light and power. An
electric street railway is to be operated between the two
towns.

The Des Moines Water Power &l Electric Light com-
pany and the Des Moines Edison Light company have
consolidated under the name of the Des Moines Electric

company.

The Industrial Council of Kansas City, representing

fifty-two labor organizations, has sent a communication to

the mayor and city council indorsing the proposition to

secure a municipal lighting plant.

The plant owned by the Mount Vernon, N. Y.. Elec-

tric Light &: Power company was destroyed by fire a few

days ago. All the engines and dynamos were ruined. The
loss was $12,000, partly covered by insurance.

The Catskiil, N. Y., Illuminating Sc Power company
(ihe Thomson-Houston Electric Light company) has ab-

sorbed ihe Catskiil Gas company, a concern that has done
business ever since 185S. The gas company sells its plant

and franchise and the exclusive right to manufacture and
sell illuminating gas in Catskiil.

The Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad company is

about to install an arc light and power plant for the pur-

pose of lighting its tracks, yards and buildings in Chicago
at a cost of about .^70,000. The building will be equipped

with machinery of the most modern design, including seven

boilers of 300 horse power each.

The McKeesport, Pa., Electric Light company's plant

was destroyed by fire on March 31st. The fire was caused

by a torch in the hands of an oiler coming in contact with

a bunch of oil-soaked waste, which communicated the

flame to an oil barrel which exploded, scattering the tire in

all directions. The loss will be heavy.

On March 2gth an application was made to the commis-
sioners by the representatives of a new electric company
for permission to lay underground conduits in Washing-
ten. It is claimed for the new company that the district

will save about 50 per cent, if the new company is given

the lighting of the city. The commissioners encouraged
the projectors of the enterprise to organize and then bring

the matter of the streets before the full board.

J. C. Christman of 507 Forty-second place, Chicago, is

at the head of a move to secure, if possible, a reduction in

the rate at which electric lights are furnished merchants in

the town of Lake. He has a petition signed by a num-
ber of property owners, which is now in the hands of a

council committee. "What we object to," said Mr.
Christman, "is paying a higher rate for our lights than Is

charged in other parts of the city. We are compelled to

pay 40 cents for each arc light per night, and this on con-

dition that we turn off the light at 10 o'clock. In Hyde
Park. Kensington, South Chicago and other suburbs better

lights are furnished until midnight for 25 cents each."

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Qaincy, III., capitalists will build an electric railway to

Pittsfield.

An electric car line between Sidney and Piqua, O., is

projected.

Leavenworth, Kan., is to hare an electric railway in the

near future.

An electric street railway is projected from Herkimer,
N. Y., to Ilion.

An electric railroad is contemplated by the Salem, Odin
Sandcval and Centerville, 111., people.

An electric road will be built from Westchester, O, to

Downington, a distance of seven miles.

The Miami Valley Railway company has been organ-

ized to build an electric road in Sidney, O.

A company has been organized to construct an electric

railway irom Springfield, III., to Winchester.

The electric railroad in Hommelstown, Pa., is to be ex-

tended to the Stovedale camp-meeting grounds.

The Leavenworth, Kas., Street Railway company will

at once begin the construction of an electric street railway.

An electric line nearly loo miles in length is to be built

from Scranton, Pa., to Northumberland, traversing five

counties.

An electric street railway is to be constructed from Bel-

laire, C, to Beaver Falls, Pa., and also to Newark and
Zancsville, O.

The Frankford & Southwark, Pa., Passenger Railway

company is about to experiment with a storage battery

system. One of the abandoned storage battery cars

formerly used on the Lehigh avenue branch of the road is

being fitted up with the new system, and will be ready for

public trial in about one month.

A company composed of New York capitalists has been
granted a franchise for an electric street railway in Ilagers-

town, Md.

The car house of the Newark & Orange Electric Railway
company at Roseville was burned on April 3rd. The loss

will reach $150,000.

The Kalamazoo, Mich., Electric Street Railway com-
pany will extend its lines in four directions, franchises

having been granted by the city council.

The Woonsocket Street Railway company of Woon-
socket, R. L, will increase its capital stock to $400,000 to

enable it to extend its service and use electric power.

The Columbus & Harrisburg Electric Street Railway
company will build an electric railway line three miles in

length, and also a telephone line along- the route of the

road.

The Denver. Lakewood & Golden Railroad companyhas
been granted a franchise for the right of way from the

West End Electric line in Colfax, Colo., to the Lakewood
track.

Peru, Ind., has authorized the construction of an elec-

tric road by the Peru Railway company, the company also

to furnish electricity for illuminating, power and other

purposes.

Cleveland and New York capitalists have organized a
street railway company to operate in Columbus, O., with a
capital of $1,500,000. Twenty-six miles of track will be
operated.

The Springfield, Jacksonville and Winchester Railway
company has been organized to construct a railway from
Springfield, III., through Winchester, Scott county, to

Jacksonville.

The Dartmouth & Westport Street Railway company of

Dartmouth, Conn., will build an electric line to Smith
Mills, The company has given bonds of $10,000 to com-
plete the road by January i, 1894.

The Bloomington & Normal company will expend
$750,000 in building an electric railroad from Bloomington,
III., to Lexington, a distance of twenty miles, and from
Bloomington to LeRoy, a distance of 20 miles.

J. K. Jolly of Pittsburg, Pa., will build about ten miles

of electric railroad from Bellaire to Martin's Ferry, W, Va.

Girder rails will be used, and a first-class road will be
built. An electric railroad is now running between Mar-
tin's Ferry and Wheeling.

The Allentown & Pennsylvania Trunk TroUev company
contemplates extending its electric lines from Norristown,
Pa., to Lehigh, Bucks and Montgomery counties. Ex-
Mayor Grace, of New York, is the president of the com-
pany, which is capitalized at $1,000,000.

The Pen Argyle, Bangor & Water Gap Electric com-
pany of Pen Arygle, Pa., will build a road from Water
Gap to Pen Argyle. West Bangor. Eist Bangor, Johnson-
ville, Williamsburg, Middlevillage, Shortland and through
Delaware Water Gap to East Shroudsburg.

The Mt. Victory. O., Electric Light & Street Railway
company (capital stock. $40,000) has been incorporated-

It will build a street railway from Mt. Vernon to Gambler.
The company also contemplates the construction of an
electric railway through Fredericktown to Marion.

At the annual meeting of the stockholders of the Short
Electric Railway company at Cleveland the following
named officers were chosen for the ensuing year: Presi-

dent. B. F. Miles; vice-president, S. H. Short; general
counsel, W. B. Bolton, general manager, S. M. Hamill;
directors, S. H. Short, W. H. Lawrence, M. T. Ilerrick,

W. B. Bolton, B. F. Miles, James Parmelee, S. M.
Hamill.

Construction work on the Chicago and St. Louis electric

railway has been resumed, and it is intended, by pushing
the work, to have a portion of the line in operation by
August. The contractors have agreed to finish the entire

road within a year at a cost of $5,500,000, and it is

understood that operations will be begun at ten different

points at once. The General Electric company has an-

nounced that it is ready to equip the entire line with

the multiphase system and guarantee that a speed of

100 miles an hour can be attained with safety.

At the power house of the Electric Street Railway com-
pany of Lowell, Mass., recently, an iron pulley on a dyna-
mo burst and one of the (lying pieces struck the fiy-'vheel of

the engine, smashing it instantly. The llywheel was 20
feet in diameter, with an iron rim 3 inches thick, and was
making 72 revolutions per minute at the time of the acci-

dent. Pieces of the wheel were hurled through the roof

and went to a distance of 100 yards. One section of the

fly-wheel, weighing a ton, crashed through the walls of the

engine house and through the brick walls of the repair

shop adjoining. One piece of the wheel, weighing nearly

as much, was thrown on to the Boston and Lowell tracks,

A. H. ^Iead, assistant engineer, was struck on the head
by a piece of iron and died in a few minutes. Geo. Lang-
ly, an oiler, had his jaw broken. All the electric cars in the

city were stopped until another dynamo and an engine
could be started up, which occurred an hour later.

The I^hiladelphia Traction company is perfecting plans
to rebuild the Market streetcablc line as soon as the weather
will permit. It is believed that the cable system is to be
abandoned and a trolley line arranged for on the principal

thoroughfare. There is some talk of inducing the com-
pany to introduce an underground trolley system and util-

izing the conduits already laid. The Traction company is

now making application to the legislature to increase its

capital stock to raise money for these contemplated im-
provements. Contracts have already been placed for the
construction of the trolley on Thirteenth and Fifteenth

streets, Morris and Tasker streets, and Gray's Ferry road.

Additional contracts are about to be let for Eighiccnih
and Twentieth streets, Filbert and .Sansom, Woodland
avenue, Jefferson and Master, and York and Dauphin
streets. The People's Traction company, which controls

nearly all the remaining railways in the city, is also after

trolley privileges.

TELEGRAPH.
The Edison Mutual Telegraph company, with 5G0 miles

of wire, from Edison. Mich., to Middletown. O., and from
Vanwert, O., to Fort Wayne, Ind., was absorbed by the

W^estern Union Telegraph company on March 2gth. A
number of Western Union officials organized and elected a

new board of directors, with R. C. Clowry of Chicago
general superintendent of the Edison Mutual Company.
The Edison company was captilized at $50,000. but only

$20,000 of the stock had been issued, and of this the

Western Union secured the majority.

ELECTRIC MINING.

It is proposed to establish an electric plant at

Nelsonville. O.. which shall be capable of operating all the
coal mines within eleven miles. The current will be used
to light the mines as well as to operate electric mining ma-
chines.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Ishperaing, Mich., is putting in an electric fire alarm

system.

On "Christmas pay night" nearly 4.000 employes were
in line, waiting for their money, at the Thomson Houston
works in Lynn,

The Western Electric company has filed a bill for ao in-

junction against the Potomac Electric company. The bill

is based on a judgment for $2,333.18 obtained in Febra-
arylast, and states the company's indebtedness to be over

$50,000, which is largely in excess of its capita! stock.

II. R. Leavens. T. S. Coolidge. M. O. Brown and E.
B. and O. S. Potter of Glens Falls. N. Y.. have a scheme
on foot to build a cam across the river 30 feet high, put in

an electric plant and supply the villages of Glens Falls.

Sandy Hill, Fort Edward, Gansevoort, Fort Ann, Sarato-

ga and other neighboring places with electricity for power
and lighting.

The first number of the Eiedrk^il Buyeis Refertn.c,

which is described as "a quarterly illustrated descriptive

catalogue" intended for purchasers of apparatus and sup-
plies, has just been issued. The publishers announce that

in connection with this publication they intend to maintain
an "information bureau." The new publication is hand-
somely printed, and is gotten up in attractive form. It is

conducted under the personal supervision of W. J, Ham-
mer, and the first number bears evidence of the care and
accuracy which attenris his work.

A scheme to supply Seattle, ^Vash., with electric power
from Snoqualmie Falls, iS miles distant, is being considered
by the Parke & Lacy company of Seattle, It is claimed
that from 10,000 to 15 000 horse power can be obtained
from the falls, which is sufficient to operate machiner>- and
street railways in Seattle and several towns along the pro-

posed line from the city to the falls. A number of Pelton
or Dodd wheels will be placed at the foot of the falls. A
company will be formed to build and operate the plant,

which will require the expenditure of about a million
dollars.

The trial of an action brought by the Electric Power
company against the Metropolitan Telephone ^^ Telegraph
company, which has been pending in New York, re-

sulted in a verdict for $2,565.58. The plaintiff

sued for damages caused by the cutting by the tele-

pone company of the plaintiff's wires on the housetops
in New York city. The defendent admitted the cutting of
the wires, but said it was justified by the orders of (he
board of electrical control, and also, it claimed, because
the plaintiff's wire were dangerous lo life aod properly and
amounted to a nuisance.

A press dispatch from Boise City, Idaho, stales that the
horse market of that state is in a terribly glutted condi-
tion. There is absolutely no sale for the animals, not-
withstanding the fact that ordinarily good stock is offered
at from $8 to $15 per head. Samuel Rich, a we-ilihy

stockman of Bear Lake county, declares thai the pre\'ail

ing dullness in the horse trade is traceable chiclly to elec-

tricity. The large cities of the East, South and West have
for years purchased many of (heir street car horses in

Idaho, but the horse car has been superseded by electricity

and cable cars, and horseflesh is not wanted. Many
stockmen say that they propose allowing almost all their
animals to run at will until there is a demand for them.
If they carry out their intentions the hills of this slate will

within a few years be alive with wild horses.

James F. Muncie of Brooklyn, reports that his electric

railw.-iy system at Hartford, Conn., has been thoroughly
tested and found satisfactory. Mr. Muncie describes
bis ro.id as follows: "The feed-wire is laid between the
bearing rails, and buried some si.\ inches in the ground
above the cross ties,except at the crossing points of thecir-
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cuit, where it is depressed below the ties. This arrangement

is to prevent expense in excavation. These circuit closing

points are placpd at intervals of fifteen or twenty feet.

The contact point boxes, in which are the insulators and

circuit closing apparatus, are depressed. The live points

are of course on the level of the street, to allow of the

necessary contact. While the car is passing over the con-

tact point the circuit is closed. When it has passed, the

circuit immediately opens, leaving the circuit at that

point dead and the 'make-and-break' point hermetically

sealed. The advantage of this plan is that the live wire

is as thoroughly insulated from beginning to end as the

most carefully lead-covered cable.

Electric companies will have an interest in a suit which has

been instituted as Middletown, Conn., in which will be

tested, perhaps by the highest court in the state, the

question of the responsibility of electric light and power

companies for fire losses resulting from the improper

wiring of buildings. Some months ago the Middlesex

Theatre, then just hnished in Middletown, was badly

damaged by a fire originating from some mysterious cause.

It was the belief that the electric wires caused the fire.

Sheriff Thomas Brown served a writ of attachment on the

Middletown Electric Light company in behalf of the

the Middlesex Assurance company, which controls the

theatre, to recover damages in the sum of .|40,ooo, caused

ty the partial burning of the building. It is claimed the

fire originated through the imperfect insulation of the

electric wires.

General Manager W. G. Chase, of the Mason Regulator

company of Boston, is sending to the trade a handy
illustrated price list in pamphlet form of steam regulating

devices manufactured by this company. He is also present-

ing his patrons a little pocket stamp holder, in the form of

a small letter, stamped and addressed to this company. It

is quite novel as well as attractive, in the form of a little

reminder of this company and what it is offering.

BUSINESS.

TRADE NEWS.

The Consolidated Electric Manufacturing company, of

Boston, has been granted patents on the Lyon brake

for cars.

General Manager B. G. Fiedler, of the Boston Braid

company of Boston, is still turning out large ordeis of his

well known silk braid for incandescent lamp filaments.

The W^hitney Electrical Instrument company, of Boston,

reports the sale of instruments for the month of March as

being much larger than that of the preceding two months.

On or about April 15th the Crocker-Wheeler Electric

company will move its offices to 39 and Ji Cortlandt street.

New York. The factor}' will also be moved to the com-

pany's new property at Ampere (East Orange), N. J.

Col. L. G. Eurnham, general manager of the Electric

Gas Lighting company of Boston, reports a large demand

for the Samson battery. The outlook for spring and sum-

mer trade in his line, he says, is unusually promising.

The Backus Water Motor company, Newark, N. J., has

issned an illustrated catalogue and price list of its electric

fans which is fuUv descriptive of this company's varied as-

sor:ment. Instructions for putting up the fans are con-

tained in the pamphlet.

General Manager E. R. Rand, of tbe Newton Rubber

company of Boston, reports large improvement in the elec-

trical part of the business since the first of the year, and

the demand for the Newton rubber for all kinds of electri-

cal use is siill increasing.

The Sam';on Cordage AVorks of Boston recently added one

50 horse power motor, and one 50 horse power dynamo of

tbe Mather type to their well equipped factory. The con-

struction work was done by tbe Massachusetts Electrical

Engineering company of Boston.

The patrons of Taylor, Goodhue vK: Ames will do well

to notice the announcement of removal w hich has been is-

sued by that firm. On and after May 1st the concern

wilt occup) the store at 34S Dearborn street, Chicago,

where it will have increased facilities for conducting its

basiaess.

The American Circular Loom company, of Boston, is

inantifacturing a new canvas-covered wire called cavasite.

The principal feature of this wire is that it is very difficult

to injure the insulation. The new wire has already

gained the confidence of many prominent construction

companies.

The Ford-Washburn Siorelectro company, Cleveland,

O., has issued a circular describing its new electric fan,

designed for restaurants, offices, private houses, etc.

The fans require no attention, are simple in construction,

and can be moved about. Motors are made for arc and in-

candescent drcuiti.

Jay Holmes,who for the past five months has been New
York representative for the I^acon Vacuum PumpAc Elec-

trical company of Boston, has taken an office at 39 Cori-

'aodt street. New York, where he will represent the Jackson

Manufacturing company of I larrisburg, I'a., and also be

in ihc electrical supply business once more.

Tlie Electric Appliance company of Chicago has closed

aaangements lo represent l>ichl & Co. id the West,

handliDg a full line of their ceiling and exhaust fans for

direct iocandcaccnt. street railway or arc circuib. The
Diebl fan* have been on the maikct for a tumbcr of years

and thia a;^etjcy will utdcubtcdiy prove a valuable one lo

the Electric Appliance company.

Thcbnsincfts formerly done under the firm name of Ihc

PoTicT ^c (.eavitt Electric Motor company of Providence,

k. I,, is noT»conducted by thcl-cavlt*. Motor company. This

change was made April ist. The company will still contir.ue

10 manafaciarc itrrall hcuac and desk fans. This com-
pany recently installed additional machinery and increased

its working force to meet the demand* of the growing busi-

ness.

The Butterfield-Mitchell Electric Heating company of

Boston has been succeeded by the American Electric

Heating company. The office is at 274 Purchase street,

Boston.

D. W. Davis, representing the Phoenix Iron Works
company of Meadville, Pa., is sending out a number of

catalogues describing the Dick and Church engine from
the Chicago office, 41S Chamber of Commerce build-

ing. This catalogue, which was recently referred to in the
Western Electrician, is a highly creditable production,

and will prove valuable to engine men generally.

The contract for furnishing the lighting fixtures of the

new Presbyterian church in Bay City, Mich., has been
awarded to Macdonatd, Rich & Co. of Detroit. The con-
tract calls for one large center chandelier of 60 lights of 16

candle power each, S side chandeliers of 12 lights each,

12 bracket lamps of 3 lights each under the gallery, and 2

chandeliers of 12 lights over the gallery.

The Ansonia Electric company (formerly the Electrical

Supply company), Chicago, reports a very pleasing reception

for its latest specialty, the Helios arc lamp for alternating cir-

cuits. The company has just closed a contract for a plant

for municipal and commercial lighting, in which a single

alternating dynamo is to be used. From one circuit will

be run the Helios arc lamps for street lighting, also the
incandescent lamps for interior lighting. The Stanley

transformers will be used in this connection.

The new power plant of the Alameda Street Railway
company, Alameda, Cal., will contain two 150 horse power
Ball tandem compound condensing engines, built by the

Ball Engine company, Erie, Pa. Four Ball engines

will furnish the power for electric lighting on four lake

steamers, built by the F. W. Wheeler company. Bay City,

Mich. These boats will be the largest on the lakes. The
Everett Street Railway company, Everett, Wash., has pur-

chased from the Ball Engine company, Erie, Pa., three

cross compound condensing engines, 100, 150 and 200
horse power respectively.

F. W. Horneof the western rail way department of the Gen-
eral Electric company, has been doing a thriving business of

late. He has recently closed the following contracts: One
with the Salt Lake City Street Railway company, for eight

double 25 horse power motor equipments; one with the

Muscatine, la., Street Railway company, for five cars and
one generator of 133 horse power; another with the Shreve-

port. La., City Railway company for one 133 horse power
multipolar generator; and he has also made a deal with
the New Orleans & Carrolton Railway company for twenty

25 horse power motor equipments.

The Delaware Hard Fiber company of Wilmington,
Del , has recently made some interesting tests in regard to

tbe tensile and crushing strength of hard fiber, which
illustrates some of the remarkable properties of that ma-
terial. A sample disk i,'> inches in diameter and i inch

thick cut from a sheet ot fiber was found to crush under
a total pressure of 40 tons, which would correspond
with a pressure of about 23 tons per square inch. A
round rod tested by the Edgemoore Bridge Works broke
under a tensile strain of 8,600 pounds per square inch,

which closely corresponds with results obtained at the

royal technical and mechanical testing department of the

German army at Berlin. Three samples which were
tested there gave results varying from 3,000 to 9,000
pounds per square inch. Such results as these, it is

claimed, can only be obtained from a fiber free from clay

or other adulterations.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued March 28, i8q3.

494,146. Magnetic Lock. Alcuin E. Kintner, Paines-

ville, O.

494,149. Process of Manufacturing Filaments for Incan-

descent Lamps. Alexandre de Lodygulne, Paris,

France.

The filaments are firsl formed from bamboo, paper, thread or
other organic material, and then placed upon (ormersand sub-
jected to the action of a chemical agent, as fluoride of borun,
iiy which the organic suCiRlancc is decompoatd, leavinv; only the
carbon. The filaments are then subjected to a hi^h temper-
ature, with the exclusion o( oxygen, after which the occluded
;:a'iC3 arc expelled and the filaments coked by subjecting them
to a high temperature by the paii^gc of an electric current,

Finullyj the required resistance in given to each filament by the
depoMtion of carbon.

4r;4,i5o. Process of Manufacturing Filaments for Incan-

descent Lamps. Alexandre de Lodyguine, Paris,

France.

A filament of organic material is first cnrboni/cd, after which
on electric current i» pa«»ed ihroUKh it in a vacuum to drive
off the occluded gawH and to colie the filament. The re si il-

ancc of the filament ii then rendered uniform by the depositioQ
of carbon ufxm it.

494 151. ?'ilamcnt for Incandescent Lamps. Alexandre
de Ix>dyguinc, I'aris, France, assignor-

The filament i* comi»f/*c(f of a coro or body of electrically

coked organic carbon and an external ithcll of deponiled cnrl»on.

494. i^v Printing Telegraph. John E. Wright, New
Vork. N. V.

4r;4,iB6, Lightoinf; Arrester. Alexander Wurts, i'ittH-

burg, Pa,

A number of condensers are provided, having one side con-
nected to ground and the other connected to plates arranged in

a circle and adapted to make connection with a pair of arms
when the latter are rotated. One of the arras is connected to

ground and the other to the line to be protected. As the arms
are rotated the line will be connected to ground ibrougb one
condenser, whereby any charge upon the line may escape. As
the arras are further rotated the condenser is connected to

ground and is discharged while a second condenser is connected
with the line. Thus the line is kept free from charge during

494,199. Pyrc-electric Battery. Thurston G. Hall, Chi-

cago, III.

494,225, Electrical Meter. Gustaf Rennerfelt, Buffalo,

N. Y.

Two drums are placed in parallel positions, one being in the
shape of a cone and being rotated by clock mechanism, the
other in the shape of a reversed cone and connected with the
recording apparatus. A small wheel rests between the drums
and transmits motion from one to the other, the speed ef the
reversed cone depending upon the position of the wheel along
the surfaces of the drums. The wheel is secured to the plunger
of a solenoid through which the current to be measured passes,
so that as the current increases the wheel is raoved to the proper
position to change the ratio of reduction between the cones, so
that the proper registry may be made.

494,232. Apparatus for Electrolyzing Copper. Charles
E. Schoenmebl, Waterbury, Conn.

494,239. Electrical E.\citation of Vacuum Tubes. Harry
T. Barnett, London, Eng.

Heretofore it has been impracticable to excite two or more
vacuum tubes placed in parallel, as the discharge will always
take place across the path of least resistance. Between the
ends of each tube and the mains are placed condensers, having
an inductive capacity proportional to the minimum sectional
area, or to the degree of illumination of the particular tube
with which they are combined.

494,258. Stop Motion for Knitting Machines. George

J. Manderfield, Royersford, Pa.

494,278. Electric Bell, Frederick W. Manger and Otto
H. Huebel, Brooklyn, N. Y.

494,279 Circuit 01 Electric Signaling. Morris Martin,
Maiden, Mass.

494,281. Electric Car Fender. Edwin Rochester, Ottawa,
Ont.

494,286. Apparatus for Protecting Buildings from Light-
ning. J. B. L. Bartlett, Boston, Mass.

A net work of wires is dispersed over the roof and sides of the
house and connected to ground, the idea being that the wires
will receive and discharge the lightning without the assistance
of pointed objects.

494,291. Electric Heating Apparatus. Mark W. Dewey.
Syracuse, N. V.

494.295. Induction System of Electrical Heating. Sam-
uel B. Jenkins, Boston, Mass.

494.301. Electrically Heated Radiator. Willis Mitchell,

Maiden, Mass.

494.337. Electric Annunciating Push Button. John
King, Chicago, III.

494.344. Controlling Device for Electric Cars. James
H. Neal, Boston, Mass.

494 345- Electric Signaling Apparatus. Frederick Pearce,

New York, N. Y.

494 348. Electric Lamp Support. Charles E. Richard-
son, Springfield, Vt.

494,359. Electric Brush. Robert E. Williams, Hot
Springs, Ark.

494 385. Telephone and Signaling Circuit. Frank A.
Pickernell, Newark, N. J., and Francis W. Dunbar,
New York, N. Y.

494.399- Temperature Regulator. Byron E. Van Auken,
Chicago, 111.

494,451. Electrical Switch Lock. Frederic C. Weir and
Edward W. Harden, Cincinnati, O.

494.477. Electric Railway. John C. Henry, New York,
N. Y.

494.478. Driving Gear for Motors. John C. Henry,
New York, N. Y.

494.479- Electric Car Truck. John C. Henry, New
York, N. Y.

494,489. Electric Signal, Switch Moving and Interlock-

ing Mechanism. Joseph Ramsey, Jr., and Edward
W. Harden, Cincinnati, O.

494,495. Electric Bolt Operating Mechanism for Safes.

Emory Stockwtll and Herbert C Stockwell, Stam-
ford, Conn.

494,499. Globe Holder for Electric Arc Lamps, Will-

iam A. Turbayne, Detroit, Mich.

494,513. Alternating Current Meter. William Stanley,

Jr., Pittslield, Mass.

494,520. Electrical Instrument for Medical Purposes.
Benjamin Y. lioyd, Wichita, Kas.

494.525. Block Signal System for Railways. Eugene
Fontaine, Detroit, Mich.

494.53'* I'Icctric Lamp Vibrator Regulator. Daniel M.
Moore, New York, N. Y.

'Die rcKuhitor in nduptt-d tn vary the intrn*tity of an iriciui-

(IcHccnt lamp Kupplied with cither an alternating or lontinuous
current. In circuit with the fdamcnt and within the liulb in

provided a circuit lircakcr comtiriHing a contact anvil and u
nnriiig fiupporting a piece of magnetic materia]. In the neck of

tnr luntp in placed un elcclro-mugnct, which \•^ included in

KcrieH with the lilnmcnt, and which in iidjuhlubic by niennH of u
key, fio that It niiiy be made lo approach or recede from the
)>iecc of iriat;nrtic miilcrial to attriict ihc lattrrwith greater or
ic«fi force, iniift vaiying the Hpcsd of breaking the circuit, and
cotiftcqucnily tho brjlliiincy of the light.
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Eugene F. Phillips, Treat. W. A. Hathaway, Troofl. W. H. Sawtzh, Soo'y.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
ELECTKIC HGUT LINE WIRE,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AMERrCANITE. MAGNET.
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR
FARADAY CABLES. WIRES.

NEW YORK OFFICE, P. C. Ackormaa, 10 Cortlandt Stroot.

MONTREAL BRANCH, Eugene F. PhUllpa' Electrical Works

ARMATURES
REWOUND.

Street Railway and Electric Light-

ing Companies will find it to their in-

terest to write for prices, as we do all

kinds of electrical repair work.

McLEAN&SCHMITT,
Room 41 6, 197 S. Canal St., Chicago.

CANDELABRA,
Miniature and Special

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

Fur iDformritioD ilDtl prlcon covorloK Candelnbra
MlnlBlun- uri'l Spc-lal Inciri'Jc-rcnt Mmp". ad'
ilr--. Ih'-.

EDISON DECORATIVE AND
MINIATURE LAMP DEPARTMENT,

I.\ltItISOX. X. J.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
CLARK"WIRE.

m^
Inealation Onaranteed wherever used, Aerial^ t'ndercronnd or Salimarlne.

In a letter from the ln<pector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, he says: "A thoroughly rehable and desirable Wire in every respect
"

The rubber used in insulating our wires and cables is especially chemically prepared, andie guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flesible in eiireme cold
weather and is not affected by heat, The inealation is protected from mechanical injury hy one or more braidB, and the whole elicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and epeciai extra flnish, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an eitra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafing and abrasion, which ie water, acid, and to a very gre-^ extent fireproof. Our in«aIa'ion wiJl prove
durable when all others fall . We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as car standard color.

Clark Joint Cinm should be used for making waterproof joints. This Is put up in half-pound boies, m strips about one foot long and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint
".nd pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. FOR BAlLWAY and MOTOil use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

WE tJlTARANTEE OUR IXSITI.ATIOX ^VHEREVER USED, AERIAL, rX»EK<»ROrXI> OK SUBSIARIXE, and oar net prices are as low, if not lower than anj
other first-class Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for quantitie?.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 HanipHliire Street, BOSTOX, MASS.

HEURY A. CLARK, Treaaurer and Gen'! Manager.
MBRBERT H. EUSTIS, Preeldent and Electrician,

The Crescent Insulated Wire and Cable Co.,
5IANUr.\CTUEEItS OF HIGUEST cjB.\DES OF

Robber Insulated Wire and Cables for Aerial, Snbinarlne and Dndergronnd Dse,

FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, TRENTON, N. J.

ACiENT!!>: JOHX A. RnEBIilXtJ')^ SOK8 CO.. Chicago. 171 Lake Street.
SAX FR 4XCIHCO. -iS and ay Tremont Strool.
XEW VORK. tl7 Liberty Street

ANY CANDLE POWER. CEl

ii

^^Trlte for I=»rloos.

STEUBEN" LAMP.
STEVBEN tAMP WORKS, CANISTEO, K. Y.

ANY VOUTACE.

Sa.za3.i3les X'x-eei

REMOVAL.
On or about April 15, 1893, we shall move our
o£B.ces and general business address to 39 and
41 Cortlandt St. The factory will also be moved
to our new property at Ampere (East Orange),
N. J , D. L. & W. E. R.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC CO.
SELLING AGENTS,

ANSONIA ELECTRIC CO.. CUMMER, CRAIG & CO
.

102 Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL. 178 Devonshire St.. BOSTON. MASS.

Supply C^

Dry Battery.

Write for
Particulars
and Prices.

^Tnnufnctured by

Co!nmbia Mfg.

& Snpply Co.,

310 k Ml Doiirborii St.

OIIIC.\QO.

Storage Battery Cells.

HOLMES, BOOTH &HAYDENS,
Factories: Waterbury, Conn. 25 Park Place. New York.

SIANUFACTUEEBS OF

Bare and Insulated Wire.
Underwriters* Copper Electric Light Line Wire, Copper Magnet Wire,

Round and Flat Copper Bars tor Station Work.
Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT
66
K. K." LINE WIRE

XEYVTON RUBBER CO.,
178 DevonsliireSt., Boston. IMas^.

[

FACTORY NEWTON Ul'TKR FALLS, MAHW.

LEAfITT ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.

124 Mitchell St., Providence, R. I.

FAN and BATTERY MOTORS
--.V SI"F.ri.\l,TV —

I=OV7R REGULHR SIZES.
Suttiiblc, for ninuinff Si-wicR :\raohliit,s, Lltmlal Drill,),

.Tcwolerfl' LnthoB ftnd nil kinds ot llRht lunchlDory.

No. 1, 2 Volte, 1-32 \\. p.. M.IIO.

No. 2, i Volt), 1-ir, h. p., SS.OO.

No. 3, r, Volls l-l'J h. p., MO.OO.
No. 4, 10 Voil8. 1-8 1\, p., »ir,.no.

Kvery motor <^uarantced, Send for llrciilar

For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph
and Telephoae Use.

Agents for the Washington Carbon Company. Carbons for Arc Lighting.

Titos. J>. SCOVILIj. Xew York Ageitt.

FOR SWITCH-BOARD USE,
"Magnetic Vane"

AMMETERS

VOLTMETERS
Are accuntte, constant, of handsome
iippearance. and low in price.

Twice as many, and more, of
thi m were sold last year than during
1801, which is very signiticaut.

Each Instrument is guaranteed,
and a trial will convince you of
their v.aluablc qu.alilies.

If your supply house has none in
stock send orxicrs direct to us, and
ask for descriptive circular No.
420.

QUEEN8cCO., iDcorpraleil, PHILADELPHIA, D, S.A.
M'ud live coins for lUuslrnlvd catalogm« of Eli-clricnl Me«?uriog .\pparatu3.
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Established in 1861.

B. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ILSCTEIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-BRANCH STOEB-

8134 Michigan Avenu*.

Copies of the Westeen Electkicia>- of June -1,

1S9'2. Address,

WBSTERX BLiECTKICIAX,
6 Lakeside Bldg., CIIICAQO.

WANTED.
2G Storage Cells, complete; stand-

ard make; suitable for house lighting.

State capacity, condition and price.

Address Box 438,

JI.4B10X. OHIO.

WANTED-TO BUY.

200 to 400 ampere 110 volt second hand
dynamos.

BARTER ELECTRIC CO.,

76 Fifth Avenue, CHICAGO. ILL,

WANTED.
Salesmaii for Insulated Wires,

Addre,=s W. 31. S.,

Care Westers Electricias.

WAITTED.
Position by a man capahle of installing

arc or incandescent machicery of any
system, or would accept position traveling

with a go d line of electrical speciallies

Add^s- C. V.cx 377,

Mtoasliton. W'iH.

TRADERS IH ELECTRICAL MACHIRERY.

FOR SALE 'f>>ntiDQ6'i Liflt^

T*o?/J litcht I;-\1I arc 'lynftrrux, with 60 arc Inroiw,
f>ne Xt llKht Ii(\n arc -Ijnumo. with 25 arc lamp^.
Oo« W>ll«ht Mfttbffr lr)canfJ<-*o:ntdrnflrn'>, 110 volt.

On* 3 bor"<!) [I'.orer Card moUtr, VX» volt.

MOWOTXV BLKCTRIC CO.,
V. y, TAh -St . o'l.vciNyATi, onto.

FOR SALE.

We Quy Oulrighl Electrical Equipment.

71 «,ORTI.\M>T HT., .V. V.

MANGANESE
lu lumps or milled up to 95:* supplied clieapest.

4»era,. llerzostlium iirOtlia. Ciierniany.

Tie II. Siois Electric Co,
OF FliYHIOVTH, 1NI>1ANA,

Are prepared to contract for tlie maau-

facture of all kinds of eleetrical apparatus.

Blcjcle Work Especially Solicited

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier,

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE hi Steam

Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERGE MFS. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

WILLIAM A. ROSENBAUM,
Electrical Expert and Patent Solicitor,

Tiniex Bnildins, NKW VOKK.

Furmer Manager, now Successor to the

Patent Department of

THE W.J. JOHNSTON CO., Ltd.
("TTic Electrical H'orW.")

Bids for Electric LigiiliDg.

The city of Shieve;:ort will receive sealed

bids lip to Wednesday, April 13, 1S93, for

liirliting the city for one or three years,
beginning from June 9, 1893. with forty-

one arc electric lights. Certified check for
twenty-five hundred dollars (.|;3, 500.00) as

a guarantee of good faith, to accompany
the bid. Price per light, system to be
used, and candle power specified. Right
reserved to reject any and all bids. For
further information address

Hf. B- JflllRFF,
Controller, City Hall, Shreveport, La.

ManufactuceKs of

Octagonal^ Cedar
TELEPHOHI& Electrical

RailwayFolesxCRossArms

# H.M.touD & Sons Uimber(o.
OSCODA, IVIICH.

THE STANDARD OPEN CIifCUIT
BATTERIES OF THE WORLD,

And the best made anywhere.

Send for Circular & Prices.

The Leclanche Battery Co.
111 io 117 East 131st St.. N. Y.

Electric Light
AND

Battery Carbons.

Motor
Brushes.CLEVELA-ITID, OHIO.

Sole Licensees to manufacture the Hazeltine Long Life Carbon

INTERSTATE COMPLETE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION CO.,

Complete Electric Light Installations, Wiring, Armature Winding, Etc.

ESTIMATES SUBMITTED. 809-81 7 S. Seventh Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

THE I^ESIjTOlXr -XTSJ'AJJ^'EyFC ^SATI^^IHULm
Gives the Highest

Unequaled

in

Efficiency,

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2,000 in use.

Affords tbe most eimple and reliable power for all minlne and manufactnr-
IdK machinery. Adapted to heada rnnnlnt; from '^0 up to 3,000 or more feet.
From iio to 30 per cent, better reBults guaranteed than can be prodaced from
any other Wheel in the country.

JBIilSCTKIC TBANSmiSSIOIV.
The advantagea the Pelton Wheel affords In the way of a uniform and relia-

ble power, cloee regulation and the facility of adaptation to varying conaltions
of 0j)eed and precaure, have brought 11 Into ai)eclal prominence and esienelve
nee for this clttBB of work. All applicatlone elioold state amount and head of
water power reiinlred, andforvSat; purpose, with approiimate leiigth of pipe
line. Send Fnii I'ATAi.otu'K.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
l^l-l!e:{ illain (St., San Francisco, Cal., 1J. N. A.

143 I.IitEKTY STREET. - - JKEW TORK.
^^It, having cometo our notice that our patent rights are being infringetL

upon, InlendinKpnrchaBers are hereby warned that all snch infrlngomcnte v/W
be duly iiroseriili-d. "^

PKI..TOK \*'ATEK IHOTORtS. Varying from llie fraction of 1 to It.

and 20 horae i ouor, uncijualed for all light running machinery. Warranwd
to develop aciven if mount of power with one-hatf the water required by any
other. B^~.Send for Motor Circular. Addrepe as al)0vc. DeHverlea made frnm
Han P'rancleco or New York, an may afford the mnst. favorHbli- fr<lL'bf, rat»B

DO YOU NEED ANYTHING IN THE LINE OP

BATTERY SUPPLIES?
WE CAN QUOTE YOU BED-ROCK ON

Cartoons, Zincs, Coppers, Jars,

Sal-Ammoniac, Blue-

stone, Etc.

LAW BAtYeRY COMPANY,
83 JOHN 8T., NEW YORK.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CELE.

BRAXED "WATER WHEEI^as particularly adapted 10 their ti»e

on accoupt of its remarkably Hleady Tnotion, bie;h Mpeed
and ffreat E<Iiciency,and iai*(;e Capacity foritsoiameter^
being doable the I'o'H^rr of most wheels of same diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect {rnaranteed.
t^E:^n for CAXAEOGUE ANU PARXICI'EARfil.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICXOR

X|1RBIIN'E!«* arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume. Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plaie. The entire arrangement is very complete and
st.-ictiy first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation

admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.

sisrF.^.:BX<xs^£3i:> xb78.
SOLE MAKUFACTUKERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wTiliSl^^l'uEL. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World, i*^''^^
OFFICE:

X. Y.

,r>5HAWA\VT
frVSEWIRE
tOAVPANY

161 HIGH ST BOiTON

HICHEiT GRADE

TE5TEDFV5EWIRE6UNKS
JEND FOR CATALOGVE
' AND PRICE U.5T5

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Taueht Ihoronchlv day and night at the IXSTI-
Tl'TE of TECIIXOL.OGY, 151 Throop
Street, Chioaso, III. Amateure, ArtiaaDB
and others aBBifltedPRAcTioALLT In any line, and
Inetrocted In the latest and meet Improved
methode.

Mechanicai, DBAT7GBTINQ, Mathematics. Elec-

trical Cdlciiliitioae, Archiiactare, Mechanics, also

au^htday and olE^ht.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

Non-Conductive Blocks,
Rosettes and Bates for

Cut-0ut8 and Switches.

Also Insulators, Cleats,

Lamp Trimmings and other
Electrical Supplies.

Our production is a dense
body. The glazing and body
of our ware are of same rom-
posltlon, and are baked allKe,

which are the features of

True Hard Porcelain.

EMPIRE
CHINA
WORKS,

141 1» 156 Green Bt,

Breeii Font,

MOOKLIS, S.T,

CEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts-

If in want of Poles, Ties and Poete, eave monF»
by getting my prices.

W.C.STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

Waterproof Insulating Compounds.

Armature Varnish and Waterproof Insulatins: Tape.
THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY,

2 Liberty Street, New York. 542 "The Rookery," Chicago.

THE ELEMENTS OF

llYNAMiC FLECTBICITY

AND MAGNETISM.
Price, $2.A. noon "W^,,, T>^«^«f irTioe, ssa.

For Learners. J3I OJXT AtOaUy I Postage Free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, '- ' '• PHILADELPHIA.
BUILDEES OF EAILWAY AND TEAMWAY CAES OF ALL CLASSES.

NEW ENGLAND BUTT CO.,
PROVIDENCE, R. I., U. 8. A.

H. N. FENNER, Treasurer and General Manager.

Special attention (riven to tUo building of Eloctrlo Motor and Trail Care,

t Brill No. 21 Tmok with floUd lorged frame, and "Eureltft" Maximum Traction Pivotal Truoh,

Four Head Polishing Slaohlnc.

M.\M'F.\OTrBltns Of

For covering Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Light Wire.
Large single and double BRAIDERS for covering Cables

Sir gle. Double and Triple Winders. Improved Six Spindle
Flyor Winder for Magnet Wires.

Fine Castings a Specialty.
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ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

General Western Agents

FOK THIS

CELEBRATED WIRE.

307 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Grimsliaw White Core Wires,
Grimsliaw Tapes, Competition Line Wires,

Rayeu Core Wires, Vulca Ducts.

-MANUFACTURED BY-

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
CHICAGO, 80 Franklin St. NEW YORK, ISCortlandt St. BOSTON, (82 Summer St.

H. Wakd LEoxiED, Geo. H. Finn.
Presideot. Vice-President,

C. E. Caepentee,
Secretary and Treasarer.

CARPENTER
1

BBXI>&KPORT, COKN.

CHAS.'D. SHATS", Geseral Selijxg Agent,

136 Liberty St., New Tork City.

These rheostats can now be supplied of any
resistance and capacity on short notice. They
are being largely ased by soch manufacluring
concenis as the following: General Electric
Company. Siemens A Halfke Company, Interior
Conduit i Insniation Company, Crocker-Wheeler
Company, General Incandesceot Arc Light Com-
pany, National Electric Company, VTaddeli-Entz
Company, Western Union Company, Dahl Electric
Company, and by Central Station Companies and
contractors all over the coantry.

Send for new catalo^ne and prire list.

Miepard's Celelirated »60

Screw Cutting Foot Lathe,

Foot and Power Lathes
From y to 2(j Inches.

Also Drill Presses, Hand and
Power Planers, and Supplies.
Just th e Tools for Electricians.
Send for Illustrated Catalogue

:r~ to H. L. Shepard, Agent,
141 W. 2d St, Cincinnati, O.

from one-eighth to six horse
power Horizontnlcnd Marine.

S, 16 and CO LIGHT
I ., -, «—— , ,-. DYNAMO CASTINGS

' • " simple Sewing ilacbine and
Fan Motor Castings with in-

structions for building complete machines. Send
Stump for Catalogue.

Palmer Bros., Electrical Snpplies.Mianns, Conn.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS
Send for Complete Catalogue.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Building. CHICAGO, ILL

FUSE ] Correct Carrying Capac

'

WIRE or I ity. Absolute

STRIPS. ) Uniformity in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave..

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro^ilaters.

CHICAGO OFFICE, DENVER OFFICE, NEW YORK OFFICE,
Monadnock Building. 1735 Champa Street. 42 and 44 Broad Street. '
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AANUrACTURCRS ORGANIZtD I88I.

INCORPORATED <8«3.

Arc Laaps

AN
nSTABLISHED
rACT:

r2R INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

THE ONLY ARC LA,nP THAT
WORKS . SATISr.'U:TORILY ON AN
INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING. THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LAA\PS.

THE ELECTRIC

(^_^ CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.
UNITY BUILDING,

CHICARO-

TELEPHONE BUILDING. Search Light No. 13.

UTS
Wood En erraving—For Machinery, etc.
Zinc Etching—From Prints, Pen and Ink Drawings, etc.

Half-Tone Process -^
Direct reproductions of Pbotographa, Waah DrawinjiB,

/ etc., etched in copper.
»Vax Eneravings— For Maps, Plats, Script, or Diagrams.
Photo-Lithography—Transfers for Lithographers in paper or stone.
Designing,

MANZI^CO.,
ENGRAVERS,

183, 185 M m MODPOe St„ CHICAGO.

Electric Street Railway Tower Wason.
Patent Apjylied For,

Endorsed by the leading electric roads. Fall information cheerfully furnished. "Write for prices.

Manufactured only by W. S. DAVIS & SON, Concord, N. H.

Sockets, Switches, Cut-outs
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

620 Atlantic Avenue, BOSTON.

610-634 West 23d Street, NEW YORK. Pullman Building, CHICAGO.
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NEW BOOK$!-JUST OUT OF PRESS.

N&W

DYNAMO TENDERS'
HflND-BOOK.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.
1

;
KEADT FOE DELIVEBY.

AN ENTIBELY NEW WORK.

The latest addition to our famous "Hand-Book"
Series. Every practical dynamo man should have a

copy.

:iS6 Pages. 13S Engravings.

PRICE, $1.00.

INGANDESGENT W R NG
H^isj j_)-book:.

By Lieut. F B. B.\dt.

Fourth Edition. Tenth Thousand.

These tables Rive, without loss of time, exact size

of wire to be used. This is one of our famous "Hand-
Book" series, and is the standard authority on this
subject in the English language.

73 Pages. 42 Illustrations.

PRICE, $1.00.

BELL HANGERS'
Hf\ND-BOOK.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

De.sisned for practical men engaged in any class
nf bell or annunciator work. The only book of the
kind published.

106 Pages. 97 Illustrations.

PRICE, SI.00.

ELEGTRG-^TRftN8MI88 0N

hakd-book:.
Bt Lieut. F. E. Badt.

A new work coDtaiDing tables and iaformation on
the electric transmission of power brought down to
date. Ooe of the most popular of our famous "Hand-
Book" Series.

97 Pages. 22 Illustrations.

PRICE, $1.00.

STREET RAILWAYS.
"TRK7USS."

Their Construction, Operation and Maintenance.

By C. B. Fairchild.

This work is written by a practical man, and
should be in the hands of every street railway em-
ploye in the United States.

600 Pages. Profusely fUustrated.

PRICE, $4.00.

DVNKTV^O
ELECTRIC MflCHINERY.

Bt S. p. Thompson.

Fourth edition, revised and re-written. The most
complete work on the dynamo published.

900 Pages. Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, $9.00.

DlGTIONflRY
... OF ...

Electrical Words,
TERMS AND PHRASES.

By Edwtn- J. Houston-, X. M.

The latest edition of this celebrated work contains
over 5,000 distinct definitions. As important as
Webster.

700 Pages. 750 Illnstrations.

PRICE, $5.00.

ELECTRIC MCTOR
AND ITS APPLICATIONS.

By Mabtin and Wetzler.

The first American book on electric motors. A
most complete work brought down to date.

325 Pages. 354 Illustrations.

PRICE, $3.00.

THE PRACTICAL MANAGEMENT

OF

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
By Crocker and Wheeler.

The object of this work is to give sivipU directions
for the practical use and management of dynamos and
motors. This work is having a large sale.

100 Pages- Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, $1.00.

Electric Li&ht Specifications

FOR THE USE OF

Engineers and Architects.

By E. a. ilEBBII-L.

This -work gives the latest rules of The National
Electric Light Aasociatjon, of the National Board of
Fire Underwritere, and of The New England Insurance
Exchange.

iro Pages,

PRICE, $1.50.

THE ELEGTRIG RAILWAY
IN '

THEORY AND PRAGTlGE.
By Cbosbt and Bell.

This is a complete treatise on the construction and
operation of electric railways, and will commend it-

self to the electrical engineer, and to the practical
manager.

400 Pages. Profusely Illustrated.

PRICE, S2.50.

HIGH POTENTlf^L
AND

HIGH FREQUENCY.
Experiments with Alternate Currents.

Bv NiEOLA Tesla.

A lecture delivered before the Institution of Elec-
trical Engineere, London.

146 Pages. Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, $1.00.

Bt Y. L. Popb.

i The fourteenth »<]itl4n of this celebrated work Is
' reirrttten and broagbt dowti to date. A technical

bjuid-book for electrldaru, maoagerit and operators.

234 Pages. Illustrated.

PRICE, SI. 50.

SCIENCE
SERIES.

The series now numbers 10;i volumoe, and embracoB
works on every nubject.

10 ino. ItoardH,

PBOFUSELY ILLU8TBATBD.

Price, 50c. Each,

STflNDRRD

ELEGTRGAL DGTONflRY.
By T, O'Connor Sloane.

Thin new work should bo In the hands of all who
rioslro to keep abreast with the progress of the groatoat
science of tliollmoa.

600 Pages. 300 Illustrations.

PRICE, $3.00.

Any of the above books sent prom}>tly, postage prepaid, on receipt of price.

SEND IN YOlJR ORDER.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Bldn., Ghicaso. III.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PAETIOULAELY ADAPTED TO DEIVIKG

Elsctric Light and Power Stations
J On account ot lt« high efficiency at nil Btages of gai-e, Bleadlneas of motfon snd easy working Bat«. the con-

^ atrncllon of which mates It the moat eecaltlve to the actlun of a governor of any wh^el on ihe market.

i

SEND FOR CATALOGUE IllDBtrallng varloas Blyles of eettln^ on both vertical and
borizontsl ehafC.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO,,

DAYTON. OHIO.SUCCESSORS TO
STOUT. HIII/l/W * TEMPLE.

ELECTRICITY for ENGINEERS.
A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.

Price, Postage Prepaid, $2.50.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

theSEOHRIST automatic SWITCH
I'or controlling Incandescent
Lights in private residences
by using automatic gas keys
and an ordinary battery or
shunt circuit.

\J\.J A 1>J'Tr' t^! I >•—One nooil con-

struction firm in each city to represent us.

Apply to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
Manulacturer and Patentee, DENVER, COLO.

DIRECT COUPLED, SLDW SPEED,

MDLTIPOLAR RAILWAY GENERATOR,

PBEI^KNT SIKEl^: 100, ISO. S.'SO. I>00 II.

Before you build or enlarge your Power Ntatioii. you Avill

You will Reduce your Total Floor Space, incliuliiig Boilers,

(with reserve) Fire Room, Econoraizer. Stack. Pomp Room.
etc.TO 5 SQ. FT. PER ELECTRICAL HORSE POWER
in plants of 1,000 H. P , and to 2.25 SQ. FT. in plants ot

C.OOO IT. P. upward.
You will enormously reduce Cost of Real Estate and Buildings,

You will operate at a Lower Cost per Car Jlile, both of Fuel
alone and of total Power Account, than with any known
form of Plant, because you will for the first time realize al-

ilo tvell to oouMider the fact tliat under our eoiistruetion

most Uniform Slcam Economy of the highest order over the
whole fluctuation of your load, and that whether condensing
or non-condensing.

You will enjoy the Insurance Against Accident, which can only
be had with Independent Units,

You will secure absolute Noisclessncss.
You will get perfect Regulation by an Inertia Governor.
You will never know a hot bearing or a broken belt.

lona

Lamp

Sockets.

Edison
^1

Thomson -Houston^

Westinghouse

Base,

Key, Keyless and "Wall

We have now ready the Hecond Edition of "NOTES ON POWER PLASITS.'

WESTINGHOUSE, CHURCH, KERR & CO., Engineers.
NEW YORK: 1 7 Cortlandt Street, PITTSBURGH: Westinghouse Building. MINNEAPOLIS: Beery Block.

BOSTON: 620 Atlantic Avenue. CHICAGO: 156 and I 58 Lake Street, ST. LOUIS: Commercial Building.

Roprcsonled in PHILADELPHIA by M. R. MUCKLE. Jr., & CO., Drexel Building.

Easily Wired,

Perfect Contacts.

Mannfactflrers' Prices.

SEND FOR SPECIAL CATALOGUE.

Reiiig Electric Co.,

41 FEDERAL ST., BOSTON MASS.
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NEW BOOK!
NOW READY.

NEW
DYNAMO TENDER

HAND-BOOK.
226 Pages. 140 ZSngravings. Hand-Sook Size.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of w hich

30,000 copies have been sold. The new book contains more than twice as

many pages and twice as many engravings as were comprised

in the old, and will continue to retain the distinction of

being the ONLY STANDARD WORKfor the

practical dynamo man and the learner.

NOWREAOr. PRICE, $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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Link-Belt Macliinery Co.,

<'iii<'.\<;o.

Manila Eope
TranBmissions,

Coal and
Ash HandliDg

Machinery,

Friction Clutches,

General Machinery.

Link-Belt Engineering Co.

rlina<l(-lpli>'i iill'l N<^\v York.

The S. FREEMAN &SONS Manufacturing Go.

^ ^ lliiriiir. I.iicoinntivc. Stilt iniiiirj \ Acrirull iinil H?
^

BOILERS, and TANK & IRON WORKil^'
OF KVERY DESriilPTinv

^^^^^^SsSri REPAIRING A SPECIALTY
" __^.-'^s^3^iH^dSH?JjH=^ I^.stlmatt's nromptly riirnishrd. I.urcG illii'=

——^^^;;S:;n=HH;=H:3E^ rriiiod Catiilocue sent free to any ndilresR. A.s
j^^^'^"~^"^^— T^r---- -j-^ (,,r " CatiilOKiio B," m'tl mpntlori this puper

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of Hleh Grade Engines and Boilers.

Electric Light Engines
a Specialty.

CoinpletfiSteaiiiPlantslDstallel

WESTEEN WAEEEOOMS;
64 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also 30 Cortlandt Street, New York Cltv-

Pboenix Iron ITITorks Co.,

0-,

-3:

pa"

"Wick A. Church" .liatomatle Cnt-oir Bneines.

ir, Cortlflndt St., NEW YOKK. 118 Chamber of Commt-rce, CUICAGO,

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB ELECTRICAL. LHEt^.

Graphite Bod8 of Varions LenetliH, from 1>5 Ohm to lOO Ohms BeHistanee
to the Inch. Uraphite BoxeH and CrnoihleB. Besistlog Heats

of 4,000 Oe[;rees. Inqatrles t^rladly Ans^rered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

J. H.& D. LAKE CO.,Massillon,Ohio,U.S.A.

PULLEYS ,„^&^,CLUTCH PULLEY ^MM
_ and CUT-OFF ^J-^^rT-j-

l. . made. ^ Adap^t.d^^y^^^

^--^^—v^ nnl ciaickly without ...r Wk' -AIN .4>n SPLIT, alio Plal
Split Palley*. Hanger*, Sh&ftlns, 1 t. if illQSiralc-d circL W

\^.^,^^ P HO S PHO R-B R O N Z

E

BEHR OUR
recjuade marks

mk
Ingots, Castings, Wire, Sheet &c.

The Phosphor BRONZE Smelting Co.LiMiTED

5IZ Arch St. Philadeiphi.a Pa.U.S.A.

ORICINAL MANUFACTURERS OF PHOSPHOR-
BRONZE IN THE United States and Sole
Makers or"ELEPHANTBRAND"PHOsPHOR-BR0NZE,

HILL
Glutch Works,
CLEVELAND, O.

eastern OFFICE:
HE'lSCortlandtSt., NEW YORK,

CHICAGO OFFICE:
:i4T "THB KOOKEKY."

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Desired, Erected and FarDished.

—' Send for ne\r Catalogue of Pow^
er TransmiBSion Machinery.

SIOUX CITY ENCrIN£ VTOFtX^S
Builders of High Grade

Corliss Engines,

Gidding's fintomatics.

Simple, Cczpmd, C:riciS22.

Complete Plants Ftirolshed.

SELLING agents;

26 EandolpliSt, Chicago.

F. M. Davis, Dallas, Tex.

Kennedy & Pierce Mch. Co..
DENVER.

A. M. HolterHdw. Co..

HELENA, .MONTANA.

513 SECURITY BLDG.. ST. LOUIS.
405 6TH AVE.. SO. MINNEAPOLIS.

1302 UNION AVE.. KANSAS CITY.

W.S.EDWARDSMFG. CO.,
MANUF.iCTURERS OF

ELECTROLIERS,
Combination Fixtures,

Electric and GombinatioQ Brackets.

EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS.

LOW PRICES.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. ^
21 and 23 E. Lake St., Chicago.

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Go,,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MANUFACTOIIKKS OF

t

SHAFTING. ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

B V na ' ^^ ^o""" Canal St., CHICAGO.
fimCQ UniC55!]39 Cortlandt St., NEW YORK,
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GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
Chicago, New York and Boston.

THERE ARE IN THE UNITED
STATES TO-DAY

OF ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS;
OF THESE

^,si@ miiaM^
ARE OPERATED UNDER THE

1

A RECOED DNRITALED li STREET RAILffAY HISTORY.

4XS

4,8X5 Iti:iILi:E3S» C^F* rCFLJ^KDISL.

THE ABOVE FIGURES AFFORD THE MOST
CONVINCING PROOF OF THE

PERFECTION OF OUR APPARATUS,
THE SATISFACTION IT GIVES, ITS SUPERIORITY

AND THE APPRECIATION ACCORDED IT.

173 and 175 Adams Street, Chicago, 111. 620 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass.
44 Broad Street, New York. 509 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

264 West Fourth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. 401—407 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.
Gould Building, Atlanta, Ga. 1338 F Street, N. W., Washington, D. 0.

15 First Street, San Francisco, Cal. Masonic Temple, Denver, Oolo.
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•^ KNAPP ELEGTRIGAL WORKS.

There is a Point to Our Advertisement.

^]^\ SOCKETS, CUTOUTS, SWITCHES,

BRYANT
Unexcelled

Double Pole Switches.

Paiste Single Pole and
Perkins Single Pole

Switches.

Knife Switches.

Snap Switches-Single

Pole, Double Pole, and

3-Way.

Batteries, Bells, Wire

ANNUNCIATORS,
Everything Electrical

KEPT IN STOCK

HERE.

Send Your Order, and We Will Fill It.

OUR ADDRESS,

54 ANO 56 FRANKLIN STREET,

Chicago, III.

e'i'^'

^# CHICACO,

U. S. A.

^V
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The

\

Diamond . .

.

Carbon Battery

so con;

evapor:

Has the least internal resistance of any

i>pen-circuit battery on the market. The

carbon pencils are made of the celebrated

1 )iamond Brand. The arrangement of

the elements gives the greatest amount

1 if carbon surface.

No Rubber is necessary around the

zinc rod to hold it from contact with

"°^ the carbons. The composition top is

itructed that whni "set up" it practically seals the cell, thus preventing

ation and largely increasing the life of the battery.

The Ansonia Gravity-Needle Annunciator.

Never sticks or catches. It always works. Each needle has a double armature, one at each end of

the magnet core, so that a very little battery power is necessary to "upset" it. This action combines all

the good qualities of the gravity drop with the superior looks and neatness of the needle. We make

them in all sizes from two needles to 500. Finished in any kind of wood.

The Iron and Wood Box

Eureka Bells

Are undoubtedly the best made. Simple, perfect in

Workmanship, and always ready to ring.

Write for quotations on " House Goods " to

The Ansonia Electric Company
(kormKKI.V the KLPXTRICAI, Stll'TLy CO.),

CORNER RANDOLPH STREET AND MICHIGAN AVENUE

CHICAGO,

Factoriea and Eoelern OfficeH ; ANSON I A, CONN.
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WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

MANUFACIUBEBS OF APPARATUS FOB

Arc Lighting, Incandescent Ligliting,

LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER, .

Street Railway Generators, Motors and Appliances.

Our alternating current incandescent apparatus is in use in 430 central stations.

1,000 isolated plants. Our arc apparatus is in use all over the world.

We are now transmitting light and power various distances up to 28 miles from the

source.

Our multipolar railway generators and noiseless single reduction motors have
worked a revolution in the electric railway field in two years.

Orders for APPARATUS, KEPAIBS and SUPPLIES formerly furnished by the United States Electric I.ightins Co.?
Newark, BC. J., slioaldnow be sent to this Company, where they will receive prompt attention,

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL THE LEADING CITIES.
AGENTS FOR CANADA: AHERN & SOPER, OTTAWA, ONT.

ANOTHER RECORD SMASHED.
THE] IF-i^ls/llO-CrS

STANLEY TWO YEAR OLD
Raises the record of Transformer eflBciency to

97.1 "/o ON HALF LOAD.
A full account of this perfoi'mance can he obtained by ivriting us for a copy of

the report by Professor Ryan of Cornell University^ of a test

of one of our 350 light transformers.

STANLEY ELECTRIC MFB. CO.,
Western Ag'ents: '

The Ansonia Electric Co.,
Cor. Randolpb St. and Uiohig'an Ave., CHICAGO, ILL. Pittsfield, Mass.
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STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.
General Offices: Suite 625, Home Ins. BIdg., 01110 AQIl
Works: 313-317 South Canal Street, UtlluADU.

^^'^ STANDARD SISTEM OF ARC IIGHTIHG.

FOR

FURTHER

INFORMATION

ADDRESS
THE
GENERAL

OFFICES,

Central Station Managers, Municipal Officers, Owners of Iso-

lated Lighting Plants and Prospective Purchasers everywhere

are invited to inspect and investigate the STANDARD SYSTEWI

before contracting for apparatus.

For lighting stores, foundries, factories or the streets of a city,

this system has no equal.

Our contract does not obligate the purchaser to buy appara-

tus or supplies exclusively of us for a term of years, but courts

open competition and encourages fair tests (or merit between any

and all existing arc lighting systems and the STANDARD.
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EVERY STEAM, ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER PLANT

SHODLD BE PROVIDED WITH

Bristols' Recording Pressure Gauge.
Makes continuous record day and olfiht. Adapted to aU ranges of press-

ure between 2 oz. per square Inch to 1,600 lbs. per square Inch.

PRICE LOW, AND EVERY GAUGE GUARANTEED.
Bend (or Circulars aod Fac-Bimlle Chart.

THE BRISTOLS' MF&. CO., faterliiiry, Com.

VERY
RECENTLY
SIMPLIFIED

IMPROVED.

The Perfect Automatic.

FULLY WARRANTED.

EVERY ELEOTEIOAL SUPPLY
HOUSE HAS THEM IN

STOCK.

The SOZiTZBR-CABOT SZ.&CTRZC CO.,
04 Franklin Street, Bodton, 91aH8.

H. DUKANT CHEEVBR, (""BUiesa ilansgeri.-

The

International OKONITE COMPANY,

*0N'^
LIMITED.

13 Park Row, New Yorke
INSULATED

WIRES AiDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uii.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Taps.

BRANCHiES: Obloaco, Boston, Pblladelplila, Ulnn.apolli, ClnclnnBtl,
Omaha, Lonl.vUIe, St. I^oals, San Franciico, lx»ndon and So. America.

Ctty,

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

E8TIMATEB AND DBAWrNSa BUBMITIKD.

WESTON ENGINE CO..
Painted Post, N.Y.

REPBESENTATIVES

:

Jiiiian Sohoii 4 Co. , 120 Liberty St.. New York,
Qoo. D. Hoirman, 82 Lake St., Ch1ca«o, 111.

H. M. Sctpip Ac Co. , 3d At Arcb Sla. , Phlladelpbla.

I

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, NEW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Electrical Supplies
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

Telegraph, Telephone,
Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

Line Material.
WE OWN AND OPERATE THE

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WHERE WE MANUl^ACTURK A FULL LINE OF

Test. Instrnments and all Scientific Measarement Apparatus.

KEY FOB CAPACITY TESTS.

PACKARD HIGH GRADE
INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

H«naf«etnr«d Itj the

NEW YORK A OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.

Kew York City, Chaa. E. Ohapln, 136 Liberty St.

Chicago, 111 , Elec. Appliance Co.. 242 MadlBon St.

St. Paul, Minn.,The Elec. EuifloeerlnK & Supply Co.
Omaha, Neb., B. B. Dowdh, 2lS Sheely Block
St Loula. Mo., St Lt^iolF Electrical Supply. Co.

San Francleco, Cal., A. C. Bralnard A Son, No. 109
California St.

Clnclanatl, O., Poet-Olorer Eleo. Co., 21fi W. 4th St.

Loninvllle, Ky., SrollberB it PbtIs.
PlttsbarKb, Pa.. W. H. Vaoderort, 709 Lewis Block.
O. P. Altenberff. 220 Walnot St., Cincinnati, Ohio,

afjent for Kentucky, Tenneseee, Virginia and
West Virginia.

Little Bock. Afk., Arkansas Electric Supply CCi
3f)7 W. ilftrkham St.

Montreal, Can., Packard Lamp Co., 96-100 King St.

MANUFACTURER OF

INSniaATISD XSI.BGTRIG WIRE,
FLlfaCIBLE COKr>S and CABLES.

200 and SOS North Tkird Street, - - PH1I,APEI.PHIA, PA.

NATIONAL INDIAIndia Rubber U0.

S. p. COLT,
President.

F. 8. MINOTT,
Gen'l Mgr.

Creneral Western Agents: Enterprise Blectric Co-, Chleaeo.
sr»w To-k ••fflp.e. 487 Broad\ray. H. !•. Bnrdlck, Manaser.

FACTORY AND OFFICE,
BRISTOL,, B. I.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford. Conn.

THE BALL ^ WOOD COIVIPANY,
Bnildttra of Improvad Antoniatlo Cnl-uff EdrIdos-

W. B, rcanton *; Co , Hoiiip Iob. BUJk., i'hlonifo, lU,
W. A. Pay, l'J8 Oliver St.. Boston, M«m,
F. U. Whiting, Jucot>eon lihx'k. I><^iTpr, Co\x>.

Jamof & Co., ChattAn>>ogA. Tenn.
wmi»m M. Por;*r. IVlr^Mt, Mloh.
T. W. Aii.l.-rs.Mi. H.Mi^t.^n, TflX.
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Recording Watt-Meter

Accurate Under
all

Variations of

Pressure.

Not Affected

by
Frequency

of

Alternations.

For Direct

or

Alternating

Lighting

Circuits,

or Railway
or

Stationary

Motor

Circuits.

THE IDEAL TVTFTFR-DIRECT READING.

Accurate on One Lamp. Accurate on Full Load. Slow Speed and Long Life.

ENERGY consumed in operation so SMALL as to be PRACTICALLY NEGLIGIBLE.
Applicable to Station Switch-boards. Measuring Entire Output, Primary, Three Wire or Railway.

Tbe only letsr constructed to satisfy the reqnliements of THE PROOF OF ITS SUPERIORITY
Is its Widespread and Increasing Adoption.

In 1892 One Hundred and Fifty Meters were sold for everyone sold in 1889, when
they were first placed on the market.

OVKT^ 33,000 :N:0^^r^ IK XJ3E.

CARPENTER ENAMEL RHEOSTATS
FURNISHED WITH ANY OF OUR APPARATUS.

For Prices and Information address nearest Branch Office.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY.
- ':,MU%.

'-, Chicago, III.

8C1 Wta: t ojrth itreet, CiooinnAti, O.

Gould Building, Atlanta, Ga.
15 Fimt Street, San Francisco, Cal.

44 liro&d Street, New York.
.Maionic 'J'emple, Denver, Colo.

509 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

1333 F Street, N. W., Washington, D. 0.

401-407 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.
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AcmeFilterCo xxl

Amerlcftn Battery Co ix

American Elcetriciil

AVorkH xiil

Ansonia Electric Co., Tho.x.xiv

Babcock &. Wilcox Co., The . 1

Baggot, E xiv

Baker&Co xlv

Ball A Wood Co., The 1
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Bernstein Electric Co iv
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Blanchard, Albert x\i

Boston Braid Mfg. Co x

Boston Electric Co iv

Bridgeport Slachine Tool
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Brush Electric Co.

Brj'ant Electric Co
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Carpenter Enamel Rheostat
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Co xiii

Gushing& Morse ix
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facturing Co ix

Cutter Geo
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Co xix
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Supply Co X

Electric Engineering A Sup-
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Co vii
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The, iv

Elektron Manufacturing
Co ....
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Enterprise Electric Co xvi
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facturing Co

Fuel Economizer Co i.v
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General Incandescent Arc
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Great Western Manufac-
turing Co
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Hart ife Hegeman Manufac-
turing Co xvil

Harter Electric Co xlv

Helsler Electric Co

Helios Electric Co xii

Hill Clutch Works

Hine Eliminator Co xll

Holmes, Booth \- Haydens. vlll

Holtzor-Cabot Electric Co. 1

Innis ACo xIll

Institute of Technology.
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International Okonilc Co. 1

Interstate Complete F.lcc-
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.lewell Belting Co i

Johns Manufacturing Co..
n. W

Kartavert Mfg. Co xvl

Klipstein, A xiii

Knapp Electrical Works, .xxiii

Lake, J. H. ct D. Co

Law Batterj' Co xiv

Leclanche Battery Co., The vili

Link Belt Machinery Co, . xxi

Loud, H. M. A Sons Lumber
Co xlv

Mather Electric Co

ManzA Co xv

Marcus, W. N xii

McCay, H. K xiv

McLean & Schmitt xiii

Milwaukee Electric Railway
Co xiv

Moore, AJl.edP i

Munsell A Co., Eugene. . . . xii

National Carbon Co xiv

National Electric Manufac-
turing Co .xxv

National lud ia Rubber Co. . . i

New England Butt Co xv

Newton Rubber Co. viii

New York Insulated Wire
XVICo.

N. Y. Safety Steam Power
Co xxi

New York A Ohio Co i

Nowotny Electric Co xiv

Osborne Steam Engin'g Co. xiii

Oslrander A Co.. AV. R . . . . xvii

Otto Gas Engine Works .. . xxi

Page Belting Co

Paine A Ladd xii

Palmer Bros xvi

Partrick A Carter Co xii

Pelton Water Wheel Com-
pany xiv

Perkins Electric Switch
Manufacturing Co xvii

Phojnix Iron Works Com-
pany

Phosphor-Bronze Smelting
Co., Ltd, xxi

Pioneer Armature Works, xvii

Porter-Leavitt Electric Mo-
tor Co

Queen A Co., Incorporated, xiii

Racine Hardware Manufac-
turing Co Xll

Redding Electric Co xix
Rockford Electric Mauufae-
luringCo iv

Roberts A Co., E. P xii

Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.. x
Rose Electric Light Supply
Co

Rosenbaum, W. A xiv
Russell A Officer

Samson Cordage Works... xii

Sawyer Man-Electric Co... xvii

Sechrist, Albert x;x
Shawmut Fuse A\'ire Co. .. xv
Shepard, H. L xvi
Shultz Belting Co xxi
Slebert, G xiii

Siemens A Halske Electric
Co X

Simons, M. W. Electric Co. xiv
Sioux City Electrical Supply
Co

, xiv
Sioux City Engine Works, xxi
Smith, A. T xiv
Sperrj- Electric Mining JIa- ..

chine Co xvi
Standard Electric Co xxvi
Standard Paint Co xv
Stanley Electric Manufac-
turing Co

Steuben Lamp Works xiii

StilwcU ABlerco Manufac-
turing Co xlv, XV

Sturm, Ernst xiv
Taylor Engine Co xxi
Union Hardware Co xll

Vulcanized FlbreCo xv
Wnddell-Entz Company ... xii

Want Advertisements xlv
Washburn A Mocn Mfg.Co.
Western Electric Co Ix

\Vcstlnghouso.Church,Kerr
ACo xix

Westinghouse Elec.and Mfg.
Co xl.xxv

Weston Electrical Inslrumout
CO vi

Weston Engine Co
Wilson A Jackson
Worthingtou, Henry R

CLASSIF ED LIST.

AnniiDclatorH.
AiiHonla Kk'Ctrlc Co., The.
('(•ntral lOlectrk: Co.
Knapp Electrical \\'orks.

Ostrander ACo.. W. R.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Are I^ampH.
An.'^onia ICIeotrIc Co
ifeggs, J. E., MchyASup. Co.
Electric Cons. A Supply Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc'd'centArcLt. Co.
Helios Electric Co . The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Rose IClec. Light Supply Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
StaudardElectrlc Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc JLitsht Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Sam.son Cordage Works.

Batteries-
American Battery Co.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Columbia Mfg. A Supply Co.
FordWshb'rn Storelectro Co.
Greeley A Co.. The E. S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Law Batterj- Co.
Leclanche Batterj" Co.. The.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
Ansonia Electric Co.
American Batterj' Co.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Law Battery Co.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Newton Rubber Co.
\\'estern Electric Co.

Bells, Electric.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Central Electric Co.
Greely A Co.. The E S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander A Co., W. R.
Partrick A Ca:ter Co.
Western ICIectric Co.

Bells, Masneto.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.

Knapp Electrical AVorks.
Partrick A Carter Co.
AVestern Electric Co.

Beltin er.

Jewell Belting Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Page Belting Co.
Shultz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Babcock A Wilcox Co., The.
Blanchard. Albert.
Freeman A Sons Mfg. Co.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pheonix Iron Works Co.
S\'eston Engine Co.

Books. Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Braidins machinery.
New England Butt Co.

Bnrglar Alarms.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
GreeleyACo.,TheE. S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Insulated Wires )

Cables Electric. (See lu
sulated Wires), Copi»er,
Sheet andUai*.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Jloore, Alfred F.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Washburn A MoenMfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cai'bons. Points and
Flates.

Ansonia Electric Co
Central Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical AVorks.
National Carbon Co.

Castings.
Palmer Bros.

CIntchcs, Friction.
Falls Rivet A Machine Co.
Hill Clutch Works.
Lake, J. 11. A D. Co.

Contractors, Electric
Li^lit. Enffinc I*lantN
and EU'Ciric Rail-
wajH.

Babcock A Wiicox Co., The,
Ball A Wood Co., The.
Brush Electric Co.
C. A C. Electric Motor Co.'
Cabell, L. Breckinridge.
Calumet Elec.Mfg. A Eug. Co,
Comstock. Louis K.
Eddv Electric Mfg. Co.
Ford-Washburn Storclec.Co.
Freeman A Sons M fg, Co,
General IClectric Co.
Great \\'e(*tern ^tfg Co.
Heislcr ini-clric Cn.
Intt'rstiLti-Conip.i;!. t'ons. Co,
Mather lOIeetrio Co.
N. Y. Safely Sloaui Power Co
Osborne Steam Eug. Co.
I'ha'uLx Iron Works Co.
Racine Uordware Mfu. Co.
Rockford Electric Mfg. Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric
Co.

Sioux City Engine Works.
Standan,! Electric Co.
Waddell-Eutz Compauv.
Westinghouse Elec A Mfg. Co.
AVestlnghuusc. Church, Kerr
A Co.

AVcsleru Electric Co.
Weston Engine Co.
Wilson A Jaukson,

<:onHtiucli<;n and Kc-
I)UirM.

Comstock. Louis K,
lTiterstatcComi».l''I..ConH, Co.
M<'Lf-tin A Schmltt.
I'joni-er Armature Works.
i;.)l..-rts. E. P. A Co.
W'stL-rn Kloelr c i:n.

\\ ilson .V JackHoii.

Copper WIrCM and Tapes.
.Kn'-onia Eketric Co.
.Mn^rican Electrical Works.
iJlHbop Gutta Percha Co.
( 'LMitrnl V.lectrlcCo.
<;nfsc':-ul In. Wire A Cable Co,
<:utter, (_;<.-o.

I'.uten^rlHL- i;iectric Co.
Holmes. Ilooth A Haydens,
International Okonite Co.
Knapp F.lectrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
Sperry El. Mining Mach, Co.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cordaee.
Samson Cordage AVorks.

Cross-Arnis,
.i.nsonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical AA'orks.

Loud A Sons Lumber Co,

Cut Onts and Switcliea.
Ansonia Electric Co., The,
Brj'ant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical A Mfg. Co.

Electric EngASupply Co.

Electric Selector A Signal Co.

Electrical Specialty Co.
ICnterprise Electric Co.
(ireat Western Mfg. Co.
Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Kuapp Electrical Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Russell A Officer.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Sechrist, A.

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
C. A C. Electric Motor Co,
Calumet El. Mfg. A Eng. Co.
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Eng. A Supply Co.
General Electric Co.
Great AVestem Jlfg. Co.
Harter Electric Co.
Heisler Electric Co.
Jlather Electric Co.
McCay H. K.
National Electric Mfg. Co,
Nowotny Electric Co.
Rose Elec. Light Supply Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
AVaddell-Entz Company.
AVestern Electric Co.
AVestinghouseElec. AMfg.Co.

Electric Heatine:.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.

Electric I<aTa Gns Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Electric KailTvays.
General Electric Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
AVestinghouse El. A Jlfg. Co.

Electrical andllechani-
cal Engineers.

Comstock. Louis K.
Osborne steam Eng. Co.
Roberts. E. P. A Co.
AVIlson A Jackson,

Electricnl Instruments.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.

Partrick A Carter Co.
Knapp Electrical AVorks.
Queen A Company. Incorp.
AVeston Elec, Instrument Co.

Electrical IntelUgeuce.
Comstock, Louis K,
Roberts. E. P. A Co.
AVilson A Jackson.

Electrical Specialties.
Columbia Mfg. A Supply Co.
Cutter. Geo.
Electrical Specialty Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.

Electroliers and Combi-
nation Fixtures.

Ansonia Electric Co., The.
itaggot. E.
Edwards, AV. S. Mfn. Co.
Knapp Electrical \Vorks.

Kcctro-Platlne Ma-
chines

Brush l^lectric Co.
General Electric Co.

Edsines, Oas.
Otto Gas Engine Works.

Eiieincs, Htcam.
linll ,V Wood Co.. The,
iHsr. .1 i'. i:nginv Co.
FrLL-iiiiiii -Sous Mfg. Co.
N. Y. Saieiv Steam Power Co.
.McCti\ . H. K.
I'lui'nlx Iron AVorks Co.
Bat'iue Hardware Mfg. Co.
Sioux city i:uglne Works.
Taylor I'.nglue f-'o.

AVestinghouse Church, Kerr A
Co.

Weston Engine Co.

Fun Outfits.
.\nsouiu Electric Co.
Calumet El. Mfg. A Eug. Co.
Biehl A Compauv.
Stanley Electric ftlfg. Co.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
A'ulcaulzcd Fibre Co

Fire AlarniH.
An>iOitlii EI"M:tric Co.
Knapp i;ieclrical Work.*).

Partrick A Carter Co.
Wchtern Electric Co,

Fnel Economizers.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Fase Wire.
.\nsonla Electric Co., The.
Kimpp Electrical Works,
Shaunnit I-'usc Wire Co.
Sperry El. Mluing Mach. Co.

GaHlAisUtlvSf Electric.
Anson la i:i«;ctric Co,
Bowton Electric Co.
Holtzer-Cubot Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical AVorks.
Partrick A Carter Co.

tiiencral Elec. ^applies.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical A Mfg, Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Eng. A Supply Co,
Electrical Eng. A Supply Co.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great AVestem Mfg, Co.
Greeley A Co., The E, S,

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co,
Knapp Electrical Works.
Law Battery Co.
Palmer Bros.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Queen A Co., Incorp.
Redding Electric Co.
Russell A Officer.
Sawjer-JIan Electric Co.
Simons, M, AV. Electric Co,
Sioux City Elec. Supply Co.
Weston Elec. Instrument Co.

Globes and Electrical
GlasSffBre.

Brooklield, Wm.

Graplilte Specialties.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.

Hard Rubber Goods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Newton Rubber Co.

Insulators apd losalat-
ing iUalerials.

Ansonia Electric Co., The,
Brookfield. Wm.
Bryant Electric Co,
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Chicago Insulated AVire Co.
Electric Eng. A Supply Co.
Empire China AA'orks.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Hart A Hegeman 5Ifg, Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
International Okonite Co.
Johns JIfg. Co., H. AV.

Kartavert ilfg, Co,
Knapp Electrical AVorks.
Moore. Alfred F.
:MunselI A Co., Eugene.
Nationol India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co,

Insula: cd M'Lres and
Cahles—Ma^oet Hire.

American Electrical AA'orks.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Crescent In. Wire A Cable Co,
Gushing A Morse.
Cutter, Geo.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Enterprise Electric Co,
General Electric Co,
Great AVestern JIfg. Co,
Holmes. Booth A Haydens.
International Okonite Co,
Knapp Electrical Works,
Moore. Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Roebling's Son's Co..j. A.
Shawmut Fuse AVire Co.
Sperry El. Mining Mach. Co,
A\'addell-Ent2 Company.
AVashburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
AVestern Electric Co.

Lamps. locandcsccnt.
Ansouia Electric Co., The.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Edison Miniature Lamp Dept.
Electrical Em;. A Supply Co.
General Electric Co.
Knapii Electrical AVorks,
Mather Electric Co.
New York and Ohio Co.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Steuben Lamp Works.

Iiathcs.
liridgeport MachlneToolWks.
Shcpanl, U. L.

Ijishtnins: Arresters.
Knapp Electrical Works.

Hasnet ^Vire.
l,See lusuhUcd Wires.)

Ilechanical Machinery.
Bridgeport >Iach. Tool AVks

Sledical Batteries.
Partrick A Carter Co.

ailca.
Johns Mfg. Co., n. W.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.

91 inirs: Apparatus, Elec
General Eieciric Co.
Great AVestern Mfg, Co.
Sperry El. Mining Mach. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

IfotorH.
.\nM>nla Electric Co.
i;ruhh Electric Co.
C. A C. Electric Motor Co,
f^lumet El. Mfg. A Eng, Co.
(^.'rocker-AVhteler F:ieciric Co,
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
Klec Eng. A Sup. Co.. The,
Ford -AVashburn StortL Co.
Gcnenil Electric Co.
Great AV*-htcm Mfg. Co.
Mather Electric Co,
Nowoinv Electric Co.
Poner-LL-MvUt El. Motor Co.
Kockford Electric Mfg. Co.
A\addell-Eritz Company.
AVcbtinghousc- KU A Mfg, Co.

Oil Filters.
Acme Filter Co.

Paints.
Standard Paint Co.

Patents.
Paine A Ladd.
Roscnbaum, AVm. A.

Phosphor BrODze.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co,, Ltd

Pins and Brackets.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Loud A Sons' Ltunber Co-

Platinum.
Baker A Co.
Siebert, G,

Poles.
Loud A Sons' Lumber Co.

Porcelain.
Empire China Works.

Pressure Gauges.
Bristols Mfg, Co.

Pub'ishc's. Electrlca*.
Electrician Publishing Co,

Push Buttons.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical AVorks.
Partrick A Carter Co.
I^nlon Hardware Co.
AA'estern Electric Co.

Railways, Blectric,
(See Electric Railways).

Rheo!4tats.
Carpenter En. Rheostat Co.

Sal Ammoniac.
Ansonia Electrtc Co.
Innis A Co.
Klipstein, A.
Law Battery Co,

Separators, Steam,
Hine Eliminator Co.

Silk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

Speak ins Tubes.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co,
Knapp Electrical AA'orks
Ostrander A Co., W. R.
Partrick A Carter Co.
AA'estern Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen A Co., Incorp.
A\'eston EI. Instrument Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthlngton, Henry R.

Street Cars.
Brill, J. G. Co,

Street ByTower Waffon,
Davis, AA". S. A Son.

Tapes. lESulating^.
American Electrical Works,
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent In. AVire A Cable Co.
Gushing A: Morse.
International Okonite Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York Insulated AA'ire Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Telegraph .Apparatus.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Selector A Signal Co
Greely a Co.. The E. S.
Knapp Electrical AA'orks.
Partrick A Carter Co,
AVestern Electric Co.

Telephones. Fleciric.
AVestern Electric Co.

Te'ephoDc >Iouthpiercs.
Marcus, W. N.

Test Instrunienls,
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley A Co.. The E. S.
Knapp Electrical AA'orks.
Queen A Companv. Incorp.
AVestern Electric Co.
AVesion Elec. Insirumeot Co.

TraDsformers.
Ansoultt Electric Co.
Notional Electric Mfg. Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
AVestinghouse EL A Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Conlage Works.

Trncks. Elecirlc Car.
General Electric Co.
AVo-^^tlnghouse EJ. A Mfg, Co.

Torbioe ^Vhcels,
Uavtou Globe Iron AA'orks Co
Pelton AVatcr Wheel Co.
SttlwellA Blorco .Mfg. Co.

I'nivcrsiiics.
lusiitute of Technology.

Varnishes.
Standard Paint Co.

Water 1^'lteels.
Pelton Water AVhoelCo.

Wire. Bare.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated AViro Co,
Crescent In. AVire A- Ciblo Co.
Holmes. Booth A Hardens.
Kuapp Electrical Works.
National India Rubber Co.
Koebling's Sons" Co., J. A.
Sperrv hi. Mining Mach. Co.
AVashburn A Moen Mfe. Co.
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STREET LIGHTING FROM ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
Lamps, Series Sockets,

New Prices given on Street Fixtures, Poles,
Bank Boards, Meters

And all accessories for the use of SERIES LAMPS on ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.

TJiis system permits a FMOFITABLE and SATISFACTORY method of street illumin-
ation and should he investigated by every plant using alternating current apparatus,

WHITE FOB, FURTHER PARTICULARS AND PRICES.

OUR SERIES LAMPS
Will show you a COMPARATIVE SA VING equal to their FIRST COST in POWER CONSUMED.

BERNSTEIIV ELECTRIC COMPANY, 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

ELECTRIC FANS.
2,000

ENDORSERS. ^ „„„„^ ,„ e,,^^.

Direct Arc or

Incandescent

Current.

NO BELTS. NO SHAFTING.

DIEHL & COMPANY, 385 Broadway, New York.

Chicago Insulated Wire Co.,

INSULiTED WIRES OF ALL KINDS.

214 Northern Office Building,

CHIGiGO,

Weatherproof Wire,

Water-Fire Proof Wire.

Magnet Wire.

Annunciator and Office Wire.

Weatlierproof Iron Wire.

Bare Copper Wire./ A ^

The Electrical Specialty Co.,
1720 LARIMER ST., DENVER, COLO.,

Manufacturers and Owners of Woltman & Triggs*

>»^'STANDARD
Single Push Button Flush

SWITCH.
Awarded the first prize gold medal at the Second An-

nual Industrial Exposition held at Denver, March, 1893-

The only one-push button Switch in the market. If the
light is out It turns it on, and if the light ie on, push the
same button and it turns it out. We make this Switch
single pole, double pole, and3-wire. This Switch la more
practical aud cheaper than any other push button Switch
in the market. It does not need the aid of batteries, a
shunt current or other cumbersome adjuncts.

PRICE, 10 Ampere, Single Pole, $1.50.

Liberal discounts to the trade,

-Tt^

Rockford Iron-Clad Motor.

Simle and ReliaMe,

Hishest Efficiency,

No External Mapetisi,

Also

_ GENERATORS
For Light or Power.

ROCKFORD ELECTRIC M&NDFAGTDRIN6 CO.,

ROCKFORD, ILL., U. 8. A.

548 Washington St., Boston,
MANUFAOTtJBEBS OF THE

Original Celetirated Boston Burners.
HEADQUARTERS FOR

CAS LIQHTmG APPARATUS.

Please do not confuse our name with others.

trie Co,'« Ant'^TDPitlc tiarner.

Wc have the largest nncj mo>.t complete stock of Gas LIglitIng appnra'us lo be
found In this uoiintry. Our hnrncrii have proven, by practical use, to be far superior
tfl any others on the market, and t,ur prices arc exceedingly low.

Buy burners made by the BOSTON ELECTRIC CO., and get the beat You
will thereby save the profluo/your labor, besides giving your customers perfect gatls-

factlon.

lUmiitu Klortrl*; AutonmU till IK r (hIkiII rvinovod '
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KOiitfinsHi '3 nmmo wmix

FOR SPR1N& CONSTRUCTION WE ARE FULLY PREPARED.

Poles,

Line Wire,
Cross Arms, Brackets,

Pins, Insulators, Lag Bolts,

Digging Bars, Pike Poles, Shovels, Spoons,
Tamping Bars, Cant Hooks, Climbers,

Pliers, Tape Compound,
Sleet Proof Pullevs,

Tools.

OKONITE and CANDEE WIRES. OKONITE and MANSON TAPES.
INTERIOR CONDUIT. LUNDELL MOTORS.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
116 and 118 Franklin Street, Chicago.

P

GATE CITY ELECTRIC CO.,

Kansas City, Mo.
WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

Omaha, Neb.

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

St. Louis, Mo.

.-^

AGENTS ros

S. BERCMANN, President. C. M BIDDLE Vice-President.

THE "BENERAL" INCANDESCENT ARC LAMP.
For low Tension, Continuous Current Circuits.

Soft, Steady Light; Small Size and Weight; Simplicity; Quick Trimming;
Thorough Insulation and Safety; Reliability; Large Range of

Amperage and Voltage; Longest Life.

No. 1 Circular and Price List of Standard Lamps, No. 2 Circular and Price
List of Ornamental Lamps with numerous Illustrations of

Sent on application, with discounts, etc.

Can be used Singly or from 2 to 12 in series on from 50 to 600 Volts.

All Lamps exactly alike in Mechanism.
No Adjustment or Regulation needed.

Can be Trimcaei without touching the globe.
No Dash Pot to hide primary defects.

Our Lamp is absolutely Reliable and will not
change from use.

Special Designs and Estimates furnished on demand.

ORNAMENTAL LAMP No. 760. STASTAKD LAMP No. 500.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT COMPANY,
WORKS, 33d Street and First Avenue. I GENERAL OFFICES, 59 Duane Street.

Telephone No. 1309, 38th St. Telephone No. 163 Cortlandt.

SHOWROOMS, 275 Fifth Avenue.
Telephone No. 1459, 3Sth St.

WESTERN AGENCY: 173-175 Adams St., Chicago, L. E. Frorup, Mgr.
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The Weston Standard Portable

DIRECT CURRENT VOLTMETERS AND AMMETERS
Are used in all parts of the civilized world. They are recognized by all authorities as the very best instruments ever
produced.

During the past year Mr. Weston has given much time to the further study and improvement of these instruments, and
has brought them to a higher degree of permanency, durability, accuracy and excellence than we ever thought possible.

The New IKodel is the same in external appearance as the old, but is vastly superior to the latter in all that contrib-

utes to a first-class instrument. It is the nctyie of perfection, and is destined to become and remain

THE STANDARD PORTABLE INSTRUMENT OF THE WORLD.
We have perfected a larger model of these instruments expressly adapted for use as absolute Standards in

stations and laboratories. They are designated as the

Weston Laboratory Standard Voltmeters ^Ammeters.
The scales are about three times the length of the ordinary portable standards, and the instruments are sufficiently

sensitive to work to within 1-75 of one per cent. We confidently recommend them as the most convenient and accurate

standards known. They are adapted for the most exact work, and will be found thoroughly equal to its requirements.

We make twenty two ranges of

The Weston Portable Alternating Current Voltmeters.
These instruments are absolutely permanent and very accurate, and are incomparably superior to any form of hot

wire instrument known. They will be found invaluable in securing and maintaining uniformity and economy of operation

of alternating current plants. We make multiplier's fOV USe With these instruments to extend their

range so as to measure the highest voltage met with on primary circuits.

We also make sixteen different ranges of moderate priced, high grade

Dead-Beat Switch-Board Ammeters.
The capacity ranges from 25 amperes to 750 amperes. These instruments are a new type, and are very accurate and well

made. The scales are very regular, the instruments very sensitive, thoroughly durable and absolutely permanent, and their

indications are not sensibly affected by the most powerful external fields.

In addition we are making a full line of Direct Current

Station and Isolated Plant Voltmeters,
In three sizes and many ranges. These instruments are very dead-beat, and embody many new and valuable features.

They are specially adapted for railway and power plants, and are well suited for arc and incandescent light circuits, and all

other work requiring good and thoroughly trustworthy voltmeters. They are specially designed for

switch-board use. We are also making a large line of high grade

Station Ammeters
In ranges from 200 to 5,000 amperes, with absolutely proportional scales throughout the entire range. The sensibility and
accuracy of these instruments have never been approached. A 1,200 ampere instrument will indicate, with full load or no
load, the turning on or off of a single lamp, and can be read in any part of the scale to one ampere. They are very dead-
beat, handsome in design and finish, permanent, durable, well made and moderate in price.

'^WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT GO.,
Correspondence Solicited. j 14-120 William Street, NEWARK, N.J., U.S.A.
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C. <Sc C
Electric Motors and Dynamos.

U^.

Electric Lighting and Electrical Transmission

of Power.

The C. & C. Electric Motor Co.,
GENERAL OFFICE:

402 and 404 Greenwich St., New York.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREROOMS:

CHICAGO, 201 Madison St. BOSTON, 63 Oliver St
Agencies In all principal cities.

NEW EDDY MOTOR.

MULTIPOLAR GENERATORS FOR RAILWAY AND
POWER PURPOSES.

PERFECT IN CONSTRUCTION.

CorreBpon.d.erLce Solicited.,

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
WINDSOR, CONN.

136 Liberty Street, NEW YOBK. 1417 and 1419 Jlonodnock Eldg., CHICAGO.
BOr, Commerce St., PHILADELPHIA. 170 Second St.. PORTLAND, OEEGOkI

30 Oliver Street, BOSTON. 134 E. Cth St., ST. PAUL, mXX.
705 Delaware Street, KANSAS CITY, MO.

Our Individual Arc Light

and Motor Gut-Outs

calUmet

Electric Manufacturitip;

AND ENGINEERING GO.

j=lf=?e: Pres't nud Sec'y,
O. E. D0R5IAN,

VIce-Pres"t and Designer.

ISEXjT-^SX. CaIiUmet Fan Motors.

EcoiNroiv/iic^A^i-..

SI3^^I-iE.

And Require Only One Small Wire.

Slow Speed.

Straight Feed

Carbon Brushes.

Durable

Commutators,

with many

Segments.

ELECTRIC SELECTOR & SIGNAL CO.

(Successor to ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE CO..)

Our Largo

Armature

Operates

with Success

on 500

Volt Circuits.

High Efficioncy.

Electric

Emery Grinders

and Burnishers.

Dircot Currout. Bnck Viow—showing Brushes.

45 Broadway, NEW YORK.

Dynamos and Motors
OF ANT si::e and voltage.

Office, 403, 172-174 S. Clinton St., CHICAGO.
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YOU WILL OBLIGE

Both Advertiser and Publisher

by Mentioning the

ffesterD Elecirician

When Writino; to Advertisers.

^viEost DD\:Lra,Tole Ea.tter37- Cells ^xod-ULced..

td

(re ^

H
(*

©
S

Manufactured by The Butler Hard Rubber Co., 33 Mercer St., N. Y.

THE STAXDARD OPEN CIiiCUIT
BATTERIES OF THE WORLD,

And the best made anywhere.

Sexd foe CiRCUL^ut & Prices.

The Leclanche Battery Co.
111 to in East 131st St.. N. Y.

Rubber Covered Rolls.

Valves.

Storage

Battery

Jars.

Springs for Steam
Hammers,

[
i

5 m g^ fl^

Spring Rubber ot any Elasticity or Hardness to Sketcli, Model or Mould.

""A
Electric Cars

and

Motors.

Newton Rubber Company,
John Hancock Bldg., I 78 Devonshire, and 35 Federal St., Boston, Mass.

Factory, Newton Upoer Falls, Mass.

Electric Street Railway Tower Wason,
Patent Applied For.

Efldor»«l b7 tbe If-o-Ung tl',-ctrlc ro^-J-;. Full Information chfjerfuUy furnlsherl. Write for pilcoa

manufactured only by W. S. DAVIS & SON, ConCOrd, N. H.

HOLMES, BOOTH &HAYDENS,
Factories: Waterbury, Conn. 25 Park Place, New York,

MANUFACTUBEnS OF

Bare and Insulated Wire.
Unclerwrltera' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, Copper Magnet Wire,

Kouud and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work.
IiiBulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT
Cfi

K. K." LINE WIRE

For Electric Llybt, Electric KailwayH, Motors, Telegraph
and Telephone Use.

AyentB for the WnHhlngtou Carbon Company. Carbons lor Arc Lighting.

TMIOS, L. SCOVIIjIj^ Xew York Agent,

A NdW^ BOOK.
nNTO^W

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND - BOOK.
Lieut. F. E. Badt's latest addition to our famous aand-book series, of

which 30,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's

well-known practical style with all the problems of Electric Power
Transmission.

IMOVIT READY. PRIGB $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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THE FUEL ECONOMIZER CO.,
OF MATTEAWAN,

SOLE MAKERS IN THE UNITED STATES OF

GREEN'S IMPAOVED PATENT FUEL ECONOMIZER
FOR STEAU BOILERS.

tTtifiiwff^V J This apparatus heats the faedwatertoa temperature very much above boiling
' ^>N-^£^p^"

"^
point by the waste gases escaping from boiler flues, thereby efiecting a

GREAT SAVING IN GOAL.
Can be applied to any type of boiler without stoppage of works.

OFFICKS: 1VOBKS:

91 LIBERTY STREET, NEW YORK. Matteawan, New York.

Origionl Inventors nnd pntontees, E. Green i; Son, Ltd., 1 Exchange St., Slanchfeetor, England,

SOMETHING TO BE NOTED!

THE MORRISON STORAGE BATTERY
Is made by the Planti,' pro-
cess, no oxides being used,
either mechnDically or ap-
plied In the form of paste,
paint or cement.

ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE HIGH; LIFE LONG.
Dry Batteries. Battery
Supplies, etc. For further
information addresa

AMERICM BATTERY COMPAHY,
Office : Rooms 23 and 24, 1 77 La Salle St., CHICAGO, ILL.

C-SSPECI_ALTIES.

G-S Flush Double Push Switch.
Single Pole—Double Pole— Commutation; 3 Wire, 4 Wire.

C-S Flush Key Switch.
single Pole—Double Pole—3 Wire.

C-S Flush Automatic Switch.
Single role.

ELECTRICALLY
MECHANICALLY
ARTISTICALLY PEERLESS.

C-S Flush Double Push Switch—Double Pole.

THE GUTTER ELECTRICAL & MFG. CO.,
27 So. I Ith Street, l'hila,l<l,,l,ln . /"«.. r. .S. .1.

Day's Kerite.

Highest Grade of

Insulation for

Electric Wires and Cables.

GUSHING & MORSE, General Westeri Agents,

225 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

Our New

t aslly connected.

b legaut In

CoDBtruction,

^9afe Carrying
Capacity.

^^ontacts Bright.

WORLD'S FAIR
Switch.

Sluiple.

Yet to be Excelled.

RubblDg Contacts.

A trial 19 Asked.

Compact in Form.

Used Ererywbere.

) Sure Quick Break.

Endorsed by Users.

25 A^rPERE DOUBLE POLE SXAP SWITCH.
This switch has more carrying capacity than most switches desiRaod for 23 aiupero3, and the wfp-

Ing contocts constantly keeping the aurfnco dean, the parts alway-s ruu cool. The sudden break is of
such length oa to make the switch safe for use with currontji of an E. M. F. of from -400 to 600 volts.

This switch Is Onished in the same neat and workmauUke luaunor as are all our goods. Send for
sample. Furnished with either rubber or iK>rcclain key. Send for our Catdlogue.

Electric Engineering $c Supply Co.,
Ml' IV Vo rk Oniop. 1 ir. I.lbirly Nt SYlt.*rlWK, XV.. I. s. .*.

BELIES BJLXXERIES.
SPECIAL PRICES ON LARGE GUANTITIES.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.,
Corner Thames and Greenwich Sts.,

NEW YORK.
227 to 275 South Clinton Street,
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L BRECKINRIDGE CABELL
53 Broadway, NEW YORK, Room 1 7.

Lands, Securities and Industrial Enterprises; Total Issues

of Corporate, Municipal and County Bonds Taken; Municipal

Debts Consolidated and Refunded at lower rates; Railroads

Built and Equipped; Electric Roads Built and Equipped;

Street Railroads using Horse power changed to Electric Roads.

For Incanaescent

Lamp
Fjlaments.SILK BRAID

The greatest care taken in prodacing a uniform article.

BOSTON BRAID MFG. CO.,
27 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

I^end for
C atalog^iie.

Send for
tramples.

Our Standing as Manufacturers of the Highest Grade
of Hard Fibre is Unqtiestioned

.

INTERIOR CONDUITS Tie SoMion oftlie Prolileffl of Safe UMlu
ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS

Wherever and for whataoever purpoae employed, Is to

be foond in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
ISTERIOR AKD USDERGRODSD

COItT^'Cri'TS
manhpactueed bt

t tv t e b. i o iz.

GONDUII AND INSULATION CO.,
uinB^tc. j B27 to B31 W. 34th St.,
woRKs:^ 526toB28w. 3Bthst..

GeIle^alO£aces:4^&44B^oad St., Hes York.

T'hoB. Day & Co., 222 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal.

Mountain Electric Co., Denver Colo.
American Elect. Supply Co., 226 Pearl St., Buffalo.N T.
Putuam, Gay & Co , 27 E. Muin St., RocheBter, N. Y.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. 8th St., Cincinnati, O.
Chae, Gabriel, Saginaw, Mich.
Soutlierc Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleans, I-a.

Walfejr & Kepler, 531 Cheetnnt St , Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Sapply & Constmciion Co.. Pitteburgh, P*.
Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111.

^^DELAWARE HARD FIBRE COMPANY,
•wiXjis^i^sra-TOisr, idel.

PARI!!). BEB1.IW. BIKMIISenAM.

Insulated "Wire
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

TRADE-MARK

Blagnet Wire, Office and Annunciator Wire,

Lead Covered Cables, Copper Wire, Telegraph Wire.

Send for Catalogue. ADDKESS,

JOHNA.ROEBLING'SSONSCO.,
CHICAGO
173 Lake t^t.

;^ANUrACTUREHS

&i^p Arc Laaps

BAN FRANCISCO, NKW YORK, TKEXTOST,
2.1 iind 27 Fremont St. 117 I/iberty St. SI. J.

ORQAMZCD 1881.

INCORPORATCD 1883.

:STABLISI \r.\)

/ACT:

r2R INCANDESCENT AND

STREET RAILWAY CIRCU1V5.

TUi; ONLY ARC LAA\P 1 HAT
WOliKS SATISI'ACTGRILY ON AN

INCANDI^SCIiNT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-CNGRAVING. Tl inATr^lCAL.

AND SEARCH I.AA\PS.

TllIJ ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

traiTY BUILDIHO,

cmcAno.

TcLr.piioru; uuitxxNO.

Nnw YoaK.
Search Light No. 13.
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Westinshouse Electric and Mfe. Co.,

r^ittsb^xrgti, I^a.-

STOPPER INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LAMPS.

PRICES.

S C. F. $0.30
10 " .30

20 c. IP. $0.35

DISCOUNTS.
Ten (10) per cent to Central Stations.

Two and one half (2>^) per cent, and upward to others, according to

quantity.

ALLOWANCES.
Ten (10) cents for every burned-out lamp returned unbroken to

factory.

EFFICIENCY.
By reason of an important discovery w^e now^ make our 50 volt

lamps with an eflB.ciency of 21^ watts per candle. This results in in-

creasing the lighting capacity and earnings of a station

TWENTY PER CENT.
Shipments are now being made.

Detachable bases to fit any sockets five cents net, each.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANUPACTCRED BV

WM, BROOKFIBLD,
SUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

CONCESSIONS
FOR WORLD'S FAIR PRIVILEGES

GOME HIGH.
The exclusive agency for the sale of the MestOQ AltPiPnatiue Corrent Faa TWotor in any
city having an alternating current plant is a more valnahle conces»ioa and not nearly bo ex-

pensive. Our agents have always made big money, am! there is more to be made this year than ever
before. Remember, that the Meston is absolutely the only fan motor

WITH A RECORD.
"Get into the procession before it passes the Grand Stand."

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO.,
24=2 IVE^IDISOnsr ST., OHHO-A-O-O, ilil.

E.
P. ROBERTS & CO.,
Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.

E. p. ROBBETS, if. E. C. F. TJebelackeb, E. E.

Preliminary Surveys and Estimates.
Plans, Specifications and Supervision of Electric

Light, Power and Railway Work.

WESTERN RESERVE BUILDING,
fleveland. Ohio.

H. E. PAINE,
Ex-Commissioner of Patents.

PATENTS.
PAINE & LADD, AttorncFS at Law,

Loan and Trust Building,

WAHHIN(>TON. I>. C.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB KliECTBICAIi USES.

enpUte Bods of Tsrlons Iienstha, from 1-5 Ohm to lOO ohms Beslstance
to tlie inch, uraphite Boxes and Crnribles, Beslsting Heats

of 4,000 Degrreea. Inqalrles 4iMadly AnsTvered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

HINE'S ELIMINATOR.
THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR OF ALL

Steam Separators and Oil Extractors.
In twelve trials in the "Cornell" Separator test, it averaged

98 7-10 per cemt Drj Steam. Outetripping all competltorB,

Send for Circular and Cornell test report.

J|ii_ HINE ELIMINATOR CO.,'°°newyork. hobEi^,
This advertisement appears every otlier week.

-T7^EI-

mn umm so,

PUSH-BUTTON

SHELLS.
TORRINGTON, CONN.,

AND

95CHAyBERS STREET. NEW YORK,

Only SoccessfQl Alternating Corrent Arc Lamp.

LIOS
LOW TENSION ALTERNATING CURRENT

0»»T V),V/> ir^ll^x lAtnp^ In dally op««rfttton In Eoropw, nod Torirn thnn J,OW I>nrnp<» nlroo'ly In
np^rsIlM) la Am^rlc*. TTl* 00I7 Arc r<Amp -which born^ a» wt^ndlly nj- nn fnonn'ttw^^^nt Ijinin Mont
*eoo«faJ««l Arc L«m{> for Central Stotlon or Con)»nm<»r. WrKf an Tar onr .\eiv Catalop-ne.

THE HELIOS ELECTRIC COMPANY,
13<|<V>^ 10 nib«rt Wtrfct. l'llll,AI>F.I,f>IIIA, I",\. I. M. A

8TA.VLET T.t.V.-!KU: MFO. r«, TJJK ASSON'IA El.t;CTj;lC CO., M)t;riiK;is fxfx-t/ik' ro
Piu»a«i<i, «•«. Cblcgo, IJL Ho')nl;ldi!,,l!.uimorf,, Md."

E.««ni P"oo. «ii1 H.vnth«Tii S.J, Kgmcj: ekiiithir>,<u,ni AK-mb-
BADIAST KLECTBIC CO.. ST. LOVIf) KI.FXTI'.ICAI, Hvht.Y 00IXO IfukM Str».t, PUUdslpbl., Pt St. Uni,_ jjo

The BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA CO.

THE BEST QEADES OF
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Electricity at the World's Fair.
In the strife between the General Electric and West-

inghouse companies as to which should show the greatest

dynamo at the World's Fair, the former seems to have

come out ahead, although it must be taken into considera-

tion that the machines chosen for comparison consist of a

railway generator on the part of the General Electric com-

pany and any one of twelve incandescent alternating cur-

rent dynamos installed for service lighting by the West-

inghouse company. It should also be stated that the

chine on the World's Fair grounds and consequently

the largest so far constructed in the United Stales,

The illustration presented on this page shows the shaft

that will carry the armature and fly-wheel blocked

up ready for lowering into the pillar blocks. The arma-

ture core had already been bolted to the shaft

when the photograph was taken, and the build-

ing up of the armature will proceed rapidly under the

direction of John Riddell, master machanic of the Lynn

works of the General Electric company, who came to

great strength was required, and the shaft is therefore of

solid steel, two feet thick and weighing 56 tons. It is 33

feet long. The entire weight of the shaft and moving parts

upon it will be 190 tons. The bearings are 22 inches in

diameter and 42 inches long. The fly-wheel is cast in ten

segments and weighs 85 tons. It is 24 feet in diameter,

with a 24 inch face. The armature will be surrounded by

12 poles, and the generator will be 15 feet in diameter.

In building the armature 24 tons of sheet iron and

three tons of copper will be used. The commutator

General Electric company will exhibit as well a mam-

moth incandescent machine of the Edison multipolar type

directly connected to a vertical triple expansion engine.

This combination and each of the Westinghouse alterna-

tors will have a capacity of about lo.ooo lamps, but it is

claimed for both that they could develop a much greater

capacity if worked at the steam pressure for which they

were designed, which is higher than that adopted by the

exposition authorities.

However this may be, there is no question that the

1,500 kilowatt generator now building in the power

station of the intramural railway (Wf.stkrn Ei.ectrk'-

JAN, March 25tb) is the largest dynamo-electric ma-

ne. I. ELECTKICITV AT THE WORLDS FAIR.

Chicago for the purposQ. Some idea of the size of the

machine, even in its unfinished state, can be gained by

comparison with the figure of a man standing on the floor.

But of course when the segments of the fly wheel are belled

on the shaft, the armature wound and surrounded by a

ring of field magnets and the commutator is in position

the effect will be much more imposing.

The dimensions and weights of the various parts of

engine and generator seem extraordinary. The engine is

of the cross compound type, rated at 3,000 horse power

and was manufactured by the E. P, Allis company of

Milwaukee. As the armatuic and fly-wheel are hung close

together on the shaft, which is only supported at the ends.

alone is seven feet in diameter and weighs four tons. Upon
it will bear 12 clusters of carbon brushes, with about 10

brushes in each cluster. It is interesting to note that the

crank-pins by which the piston rods arc attached to the

crank-disks are each ioJ-2 inches in diameter and loinchcs

long. The high pressure cylinder is 3^ inches in diameter

and the low-pressure cylinder 62 inches. Both are five feet

stroke. The former weighs 12 tons and the latter iS. The
cross heads weigh three tons each. The entire weight of

engine and dynamo is 296 tons. The armature will re-

volve at 75 revolutions.

In Fig. 2 is shown a representation of the big engine

and generator—or rather of the parts that were in position
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when the photograph was taken—from another point

of view. To the right a portion of the Allis

tandem 750 horse power engine is also shown.

The engine and generator which are relied upon to furnish

power for the first train moved over the tracks are shown in

Fig- 3 — 3 750 horse power tandem cross compound

condensing Greene engine, which is only awaiting

the belt to drive the 500 kilowatt multipolor generator

shown with it in the picture. By the time that this issue

of the Western Electrician reaches its readers it is

probable that a train will be making the circuit of the

route supplied with current from this outfit. The man

who has had charge of the installation of this heavy ma-

chinery from the foundations up is H. B. Quick, the

superintendent of construction, who has discharged his

duties in a highly creditable manner. Mr. Quick was for-

merly with Fairbanks, Morse & Co., in charge of their

railroad work, and prior to this he was superintendent of

construction of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Rail-

way comoany. When his present work is completed he

will have handled economically about 1,000 tons of ma-

chiner>' without the aid of traveling cranes, derricks or

overhead attachments to the building, as its temporary

construction would not permit supporting much weight

from the trusses.

A pretty effect will be obtained by the illumination of

the golden statue of Diana at night. This figure, it will

be remembered, was removed from the Madison Square

Garden in New York, and now challenges the admiration

of beholders on the dome of the agricultural building.

Below the statue is a sunken space—the corona of the

dome—and in this circle, hidden from view, is arranged a

number of incandescent lights,which will reveal the fair hunt-

ress as in the eye of a calcium reflector. The absence of other

lights near, together with the height, will produce the

effect of a gold goddess swinging in mid-air, disdaining a 11

support of earth. The darker the night the more beauti-

ful will Diana appear.

Conspicuous in the Western Electric company's

exhibit in the electricity building will be a miniature

threater. in which elaborate stage lighting effects will be

shown.

The Birmingham. England, city council has granted the

loan to J. E. Hartley &: Son, of that city, for exhibition at the

World's Fair, the Woolwich magneto-electric machine, be-

longing to its collection of early historical machines. This

Gen. Barney, of the Electric Launch &. Navigation com-

pany, has located his office temporarily in the annex to the

agricultural building. Twelve launches from the Detroit

Boat Works have already been received, and the work

of putting in the bitteries, of which a large stock is on

hand, is under way. Work on the slips for the charging

station is proceeding at a satisfactory rate.

Somebody, in writing fo ^ the Chicago /"i'wt'j of April

incandescent star for the beautifying of the shimmer of the

glimmer of her golden hair.

Show case business men will be provided with $100 suits

in order that they may sit at a desk all day to demonstrate
the preservation of their eyesight by the use of incandes-

cent light.

The last sweet thing in generating machines only will be
used at the World's Fair, and it promises to produce a

light like the spring of legend, a^therially mild.

!'"k;. 3. tLKCTRICITY AT THE WORLD S FAIR.

6th, became a trifle delirious with enthusiasm in a four-

column article on the e'ectrical features of the World's

Fair, entitled "Sol May Hide His Head." Here are a

few specimen sentences:

Promethean fire, snatched from heaven by Ben Frank-

lin, will show itself a maid of al! work.

The pathways between the buildings, the glades of the

islets will be a milky way of constellated arc lights.

Among Chief Barrett's pet ideas is a tireless opposition
to the wire that disfigures the ambrosial air of heaven.

Like faith, electricity can move mountains, and when it

comes to pace in moving electricity has all the best of the
game.

All the machinery of the mine will look to electricity as
its first cause.

Uncle Si will learn for the first time how sparks fly

across the sea without producing boiling water.

Flirtations between Bar Harbor and Chicago will be at a
premium.

From its birth until to-day the developments of the en-
gine that affords the fair but tantalizing hello girl bread
and butter will be traced step by step.

Edison, the wizard, has his new miracle to present. This
\ear there will break from his workshop a living, breathing
photograph, a senseless, inert object galvanized into vital-

ity by the wonder worker's touch. It is called the kineto-

i raph.

Not less marvelous than the exhibit of the telephone will

be the demonstration of the powers o( the microphone,
rhe melancholy, monotonous ripple as it laps against the
beach will awaken by its sound memories of the far away
c:)ast.

These gorgeous delineations may well excite the startling

query, Can it be possible that the talented word-artist of the

Elcctriial World \\2.s, broken loose from New York and is

even now in Chicago?

FIO, 2. ELKCTKICITY

machine is &aid lo be the foreninncr of all dynamos now

tned, aod it caooot fail to excite interest in the United

Sute».

Tbc Chicago Electric Wire company will make its

product as conspicaoas as poutble in iu display in the

soatheaAtem gallery of the electricity bnildiog. The space

is roped off by flexible electrical cables gracefntly festooned

from posts wonnd aboat with iosalated wire. The effect

is pretty.

AT TKK WORLDS FAIR.

JJaylight will be shown to be faint and inadequate as an
illuminating power.

The people will greet the vital spark as a friend and a

brother this summer.

The power that belongs to the home, that is written on
the books as credit and debit, that has descended from the

sky to carry on mundane business, that marches with the

army, and affords the motive power to the workshop—such

will be the scope of the dcctrical exhibit.

The heroine of the twentieth century will carry her

Reunion by Means of the Long Dis-
tance Telephone.

Last week members of the class of '85 of the Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology held reunions in Boston and

Chicago upon the same night. The unique feature of the

affair was the direct communication between the two

parties by means of the long-distance telephone, which was

placed at the disposal of the class for the entire evening.

Old friendships were renewed over the wire, and class and

college yells were interchanged with as much pleasure as

if the two parties had been one. One Chicago gentleman

furnished a zither solo and at its conclusion enjoyed a lib-

eral burst of applause from his audience in Boston. There

were thirty-nine members of the class and friends at the

Boston end of the line, and the following named gentlemen

were present at the Chicago gathering: James C. T. Bald-

win of the Long Distance Telephone company; Kedding-

ton Fisk, assistant superintendent of the Chicago Tele-

phone company; K. H. Pierce, electrical engineer at the

World's Fair; Robert Kichardson, Ansonia Electric com-

pany; I'". H. Wakefield, department of information, Mac-

Kayc Spcctatorium; D. K. Goe, Ansonia Electric company;

Frank Pickcrnell, Long Distance Telephone company;

Mr. Allen, Worcester College of Technology, Long Dis-

tance Telephone company; L, A. Ferguson, electrical eo-

/j;inccr, Chicago Edison company.

Sturgis, Mich., J3 negotiating for an electric light plant.
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Vertical Dynamo for Electro-metallur-

gical Work.

Among the most interesting electrical installations in

Europe is that of the Aluminum Industrie Actien Gessell-

schaft, of Neuhausen, Switzerland, which utilizes the wa-

ter power of the celebrated falls of the Rhine. At the pres-

ent time four dynamos of 150 horse power each, one of

300 horse power and two of 600 horse power each are in

operation. Additions to this plant are now being com-

pleted. They comprise four new generators, designed to

give 7,500 amperes at 55 volts, making 150 revolutions per

minute. There will be six dynamos of 600 horse power

and one of 300 horse power in one room, representing an

aggregate capacity of 3,900 horse power.

One of the new machines is shown in the accompanying

cut, which is a reproduction of a photograph taken in the

the proportions of the dynamo, a medium sized man and a

small continuous current Oerlikon standard dynamo of 120

volts, 20 amperes, at 1300 revolutions, have been photo-

graphed with the large machine.

The turbines to run the generators are manufactured

at the works of Escher, Wyse Sc Co., of Zurich. Switzer-

land. They are provided with a device to hydraulically

counterbalance the weight of the revolving parts, and to

thus relieve the bottom bearing the of vertical shafts. The

buildings as well as the tunnel to carry off the water are

the work of Messrs. Locher & Co. of Zurich.

Gas Engines in Electric Lighting Plants.

An interesting paper on the use of gas engines in elec-

tric lighting stations was read before the British Institute

of Civil Engineers recently by J. Emerson Dowson. At-

tention was called to the fact that gas engines aggregating

VERTICAL DYNAMO KOK ELECTRO-MKTALLURGICAL WORK.

assembling room of the Maschinenfabrik Oerlikon, near

Zurich. This dynamo, of over 400 kilowatts capacity, has

a vertical shaft, which is directly coupled with the turbine

shaft. The star-like bracket on top of the magnet frame

contains the top bearing of the dynamo shaft; the magnet

has 24 radial inward pole pieces, the whole being of cast

iron and supported by heavy iron structures not shown in

the picture. The dynamo shaft carries the armature and the

commutator, this revolving mass of iron weighing 12 tons-

The 120 sets of brushes on each machine can be moved

within certain limits by means of a hand-wheel. The mag-

netic proportions are such that there is but very little

shifting of the brushes at varying loads. The

machines are shunt wound and self-e.xciting. One may

say that the dynamo occupies two stories, and the turbine

may be said to occupy a third one. To give some idea of

7,000 horse power were in use in electrical plants in Great

Britain, and that in Germany they were also coming into

quite general use in this line. Several plants were described

in which gas engines were uBcd. One of these, the central

station at Dessau, belonging to the German Continental

Gas company, w:is opened m 1SS6. It had two 60 horse

power, one 30 horse power and oni S horse power engines,

worked with town gas, and all the dynamos were driven

by belting and countershafts. In 1S91 alterations were

made. One 60 horse engine with its belling and counter-

shaft was retained, and one of 120 horse power intro-

duced, coupled direct to its dynamo. The speed of the

engine and coupled dynamo was 145 revolutions per

minute, and the consumption of gas was equal to

y) cubic feet per kilowatt hour. Since Kebiuary, 1SS9,

the municipality of Schwabing, a suburb of Munich, has

used an Otto engine worked with Dowson gas for 10 arc

and 300 inoandescent lamps. The load was variable,

but, with an average output of 22.5 kilowatts per hour, the

fuel consumption was 3.3 pounds per kilowatt hour. The

town of Morecambc was lighted by nioe arc lights and
incandescent lamps, equal to 1,600 of 3 candle power each,

the dynamos being driven by Stockpoit gas engines worked
with iJowson gas. With an output of only 1,155 kilowatts

per week the consumption of fuel was 2 =3 pounds, and
the cost of the gas, including wages and fuel, was |id per
kilowatt hour delivered. At the chateau of M. Say. at

Longpont, in the South o£ France, there were 650 incan-

descent lamps and one arc light supplied by a dynamo
driven by a Crossley engine worked with Dowson gas.

The consumption of fuel was 1.2 pounds per indicated

horse power hour and 2.7 pounds per kilowatt hour. It was
believed that the late .Sir William .Siemens first drew atten-

tion to the fact that, when illuminating gas was burned in

a gas engine to drive a dynamo, much more light was pro-

duced electrically than could be produced by burning the

same quantity of gas in burners in the usual way. Latterly

the consumption of gas per horse power hour in gas en-

gines had been reduced, and the ratio was at the present

time about 20 to i in tavor of converting the gas into an
arc light by means of a gas engine. The author had col-

lected data from various sources as to the consumption of

ordinary town gas by engines supplying electric light, with

and without accumulators. The average of all the rerurns,

with engines under varying loads and without accumula-
tors, was about 47 cubic feet per kilowatt hour; when ac-

cumulators were used the consumprion of gas wjs less,

because the engines then worked under a full load. With
47 cubic feet per kilowatt hour, and 55 watts per 16 candle
power, one light of that power required only 2 6 cubic feet

per hour, whereas a standard argand burner required 5
cubic feet per hour. In this compar'son it was assumed
that the incandescent '.amps and gas burners were in good
order; but under ordinary working conditions they did not
maintain so high a duty.

The question of load-factor was a serious one with any
type of engine, but with gas engines the loss was much
less than with steam engines. When a gas engine was
stopped, its consumption of fuel stopped also, and there
was no furnace to maintain; nor was there any water to

boil at starting. At the same time, it was desirable that

the gas engine should be worked as much as possible under
a full load, and in this respect the experience at Dessau
was generally confirmed. A central station was worked
under trying conditions, and in the London district there

was only a full output of current during from three to five

hours in every twenty-four; moreover, about 60 per cent, of

the total output was required during that short period. In
practice, this meant that in a station where the current was
supplied without accumulators the engines were run at a
reduced speed during a portion of the time, and at other

times some of them were stopped altogether; but all had
to be ready to work in the evening, and occasionally in the
daytime when there was fog. Generally, it might be as-

sumed that the average consumption was more than 6
pounds per kilowatt hour where accumulators were used,
and about 9 pounds to 12 pounds where they were not used.
In any case, with the best possible arrangement of steam
power, there must be a large amount of fuel consumed
which did no useful work; for, even if some of the fires

were drawn, they had to be relighted, and the large

quantity of water which had cooled during the time of
standing must be reheated.

With a large gas engine i British horse power per hour
could be obtained with a consumption of i pound of an-
thracite, or i}.2 pounds of coke; whereas the consumption of
coal with the steam engines used for central stations must
be taken at about 2 1-2 pounds per British horse power,
when working under a full load. A saving of not less than
50 per cent, could therefore be effected in stations where
the engines were fully loaded; and, where there were great
fluctuations in the output, the loss of fuel wiih boilers not
used, or only partly used, could be almost entirety avoided.
For a maximum output of 400 kilowatts there would be
three gas generators, each capable of supplying one-third
of the maximum required. The production of gas could
be raised or lowered in several ways, and the working of
each generator could be stopped immediately by shutting
ofl its steam supply. Supposing, therefore, that all three
generators were working at their maximum rate, and a
gradual reduction wasrequired, this could easily beefTected;
and, when the production of one or two generators could
be dispensed with, their operation was at once stopped.
The third generator could then be kept at work, and its

production adjusted to suit the minimum consumption
required. A gas generator had a small grate area compared
with that of a boiler, and much less cooling surface; it

contained no water, and required no chimney draught. A
generator of the size referred to lost only 6 to S pounds per
hour while standing. If an average of only 40 per cent,

of the maximum power were required for 21 hours, it was
equivalent to letting two of the generators stand for that

period; and at 8 pounds each per hour that meant a total

loss of only 300 pounds, compared with the much greater
waste when steam power was used.

When town gas was used for driving the engines of an
electrical station, the consumption was about 50 per cent,

less than the volume of gas required to give the same
amount of light by ordinary burners. When town gas
was used, neither boiler nor fireman was required, and
there were no ashes to remove: less space was needed; no
accumulators were required, except such as might be neces-

sary to equalize the load of the engines, and to provide for

a small amount of storage. The engines could be worked
in the most crowded districts, close to where the lights

were required, and where boilers were not allowed. When
generator gas was used, the consumption of fuel under a
full load would be at least 50 per cent. less than with steam
power, and the loss due to steam boilers not being fully

worked could be almost wholly avoided,

David E. Evans of Baltimore has completed the plans

and specifications for the electric lighting plant of Peters

burg, Va. Work on the plant will be begun at once.



Moissan's New Electric Furnace.

At a recent session of the Academy of Sciences, Paris,

Henri Moissan and Jules VioUe presented a communica-

tion describing two new forms of electric furnace which

they had designed. It will be remembered that Moissan's

experiments with high temperatures produced by means of

the electric arc so interested the French government that

Moissan was authorized to continue his experiments in the

laboratory of one of the public scientific]institutions, and

Jules Violle, professor of physics in Ecole des Arts et

Metier, was designated as his collaborator.

The old type of Moissan's furnace consisted of little more

than two refractory bricks, so hollowed out that a cavity

FIG. I. MOISSAN S NEW ELECTRIC FURNACE.

was formed for the reception of a crucible. This simple

type was illustrated in the Western Electrician of

March 25th in connection with an article descriptive of

Moissan's attempts at diamond making. The new form of

fnmace is composed of a cylinder of carbon, the height

and diameter of which are the same, within which an elec-

tric arc play, between two horizontal electrodes. The cyl-

inder is made of a bit of carbon tubing, and it rests on a

plate of the same material. The cover is a carbon disk, the

diameter of which is the same as that of the cylinder. Two
openings are left for the electrodes. The cylinder is

placed within a block of calcareous stone, similar to that

used by Deville and Debray when fusing platinum. The

cylinder does not touch the calcareous wall, but is separ-

ated from it by an air space of 5 millimeters, the base rest-

ing on strips of magnesia.

The size of the furnace depends upon the degree of

capacity that it is desired to employ. For currents ranging

between 300 and 500 amperes ibe cylinder is formed of a

carbon tube 6.5 centimeters in diameter. The carbon elec-

trodes are from 5 to 3.5 centimeters in diameter; the block

of refractory stone is about 20 centimeters in height, 2.5

centimeters in width and 30 centimeters in length. The

covering disk is from 4 to 5 centimeters in thickness. The

carbons are held by clamps which may be slid along on the

base as may be desired in order to adjust the distance of

the arc.

The cats illustrate the two new forms of furnace designed

by Moissan and Violle. Fig. i is the type which is found

to be suitable for the fusion of refractory metals, such as

chrominm and manganese. This furnace contains at the

bottom of the cylinder a carbon crucible, which holds the

mixture to be reduced.

Fig. 2 shows the form used for calorific invesrigatiou by

which the temperature of the arois determined. The bot-

tom of the cylinder is then closed by a carbon plate which

slides into place like a drawer. At the positive pole is

KJG. 2, moissan's NEW ELECTRIC FL-'RSACK.

pUced a bit of carbon, held by a rod of the same materia),

-ilidiDg 'srith liitic friction into the cylinder. One has sim-

ply to draw orut the rod at the proper lime to rausc the car-

boo, cransforroed into graphite, which had reached the de-

sired temperatnre, to fall into the calorimeter.

Tne temperatores obtained naturally vary in accordance

with the duration of the experiment and the size of the fur-

nace. The more the calorific 6eld ia contracted the nearer

the point is reached indicated by M. Violle as the highest

teatperatare that can be produced b/ the arc. Practically

-he investigators have found no difficulty with their ap-

paratus in reacnin;^ temperature greater than 3,000 degrees.

The cots are reproduced from L'/nJiclrU Ef^itriqite.
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An Electric Deck Planer.

Malcolm Sutherland, the electrical engineer of the ship-

building firm of Wm. Denny & Bros., Dumbarton, Scot-

land, has made a new application of electrically transmit-

ted power, as shown by the accompanying illustration of

an electric deck planer which he has invented. The ma-

chine is used for planing the decks of ships, and is very

simple in construction. The tool resembles a lawn mower
in form and is handled in the same way, and with as much
ease. A steel base plate is mounted on rollers, and on the

under side of this the revolving cutter is fixed. The elec-

tric motor is geared to the cutter by means of toothed

wheels. One of Rawlin's spiral cutters is used, and re-

volves at a speed of 3,000 revolutions per minute, the mo-

tor having a speed of 2,000 per minute. The rollers which

follow are fitted with eccentric journals, so that by moving

a lever they can be raised or lowered and the depth of cut

nicely adjusted. The machine does good work, is faster

than hand planing, and relieves the men of a disagreeable

job, as the planing of decks by hand involves kneeling or

sitting in a very uncomfortable position. Current is sup-

plied to the motor by means of a twin flexible cable, and

the whole machine is of a compact and portable nature.

The cut is reproduced from the EleLtrical Revic-io oi Lon-

don.

A Hysteresis Theory of Brown's Alter-
nating Current Motor.'

By J. A. Kikgdon,

The single-phase motor of C. E. L. Brown, which is the

latest attempt to solve the alternating current motor prob-
lem, has been fully described- and has no doubt attracted

a considerable amount of attention on account of its un-
doubted novelty and its extreme simplicity. No attempt
has been made to explain, or even to indicate, the nature
of the actions which produce the motion, but as a clear

idea of what takes place in the motor may lead to further

developments, it is proposed to investigate the matter in a

common-sense fashion, and without recourse to the ab-
struse mathematical expressions which are so prominent a
feature of o\xx fin de siecle electricity.

It is usual to commence an attack on alternating current
problems of this nature, with the statement that "secondary
currents are in quadrature with the inducing primary cur-
rents.'' The meaning of this expression is that the
indu-ed secondary currents are zero when the primary
currents have their maximum values, and are at their

maximum values when the primary currents are zaro. As
the reaction between currents in quadrature is nil, so that

no attraction or repulsion could be set up by them, it is

then usual to call in the assistance of self-induction, which
produces according to this theory a lag of the secondary
current and sets up a repulsive action between the prim-
ary and secondary currents.

Now, in the first place, secondary currents arc not in

quadrature with the inducing primary currents. Setting

aside the initial magnetizing current, the behavior of which
has already received consideration in these pages, second-

ary currents are very nearly co-phasal with, but opposite

in direction to, primary currents. That is to say, primary
and secondary currents attain the maximum values and
zero values at almost identical moments of time. The
truth of this statement has been proved experimentally,

but it may be pointed out that the mere fact of the "par-
allel regulation of transformers" proves it conclusively

without further experimenting. The reasoning is as follows:

If the primary of a transformer be connected with a

supply of alternating current at a fixed pressure, the pres-

sure at the secondary terminals (allowing for a slight

drop at full load) will remain constant for all values of the

secondary current from zero to full load. It follows from this

I hat the maximum induction reached in the iron of the core

is constant for all loads. But as the secondary current in-

creases from zsro to its maximum value, the primary cur-

rent increases from the initial value of the magnetizing

current of the transformer on open circuit to 50 or 6o times

(in a good transformer) this value at full load. If the

secondary current were in quadrature to the primary cur-

rent—that is. if its value were zero when the primary is at

a maximum, the magnetic induction of the core would in-

crease very considerably and the pressures would rise. As
a matter of fact, the constancy of pressure shows that the

magnetizing effect of the induced secondary current is equal

and opposite, putting out of the question the initial mag-
netizing current, to the magnetizing effect of the primary

current. The secondary current is, therefore, identical

in phase and opposite in direction to the primary current.

Next, as to self-induction. Self-induction is like

charity. '"Charity covcreth a multitude of sins." Self-

induction explaineth the multitude of obscure phenomena.
As the writer mistrusts this constant use of self-induc-

tion in a vague and inaccurate sense, he wilt proceed to the

investigation of the Brown motor without further reference

to it.

The first point that strikes the eye in the diagrams of

the various types of motor is that, with one exception, the

air-gap between the fixed and moving iron is absolutely
uniform, although in the inducing part there are well de-

fined though constantly changing magnet poles and not a

pair of rotating poles, as in the two-phase Tcsla-T'errarts

motors. If ihc motor is at rest no movement is set up
when the current is switched on, although considerable
Mcondary currents are induced in the windings. If we
supose that a north and south pole are momentarily set

I. From ihc J»ndr>n HltclrUian.
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up at A^ and ^ in the primary magnet of Fig. i, it follows
that the secondary currents tend to magnetize the second-
ary magnets ?i and s with magnetism tending to counter-
act the magnetism of the primary current; but the latter,

having the dominant magnetism, masks that of the second-
ary current. This is an instantaneous condition of the
apparatus when at rest.

If, however, by some device, mechanical or electrical, the
motor is once started, the effect of hysteresis comes into
play, and different conditions result. The effect of
hysteresis or magnetic viscosity is as follows:—A piece of
soft iron magnetized by a current retains a good deal of its

magnetism even if the magnetizing current falls to zero. If
instead of reducing the current the magnetic resistance is

increased, for example by increasing the air-gap, the same

AN ELECTRIC DECK PL.\NER.

effect takes place. In the Brown motor the air-gap being
uniform, the effects of hysteresis will be particularly
marked, the result being that if the interior magnet is

moved in the direction of the arrow in Fig. 2, the hyster-
esis of the iron distorts the magnetic field in the manner
indicated in the figure.

Now, the phase of the secondary currents is identical
with that of the primary current, but their direction de-
pends upon the position of the resultant magnetic field as
distorted by the motion of the inner magnet owing to the
hysteresis of the iron.

The result is, that the polarity set up by the secondary
currents is no longer in the line jV S of the poles of the
primary magnet, but is distorted through an angle, as
shown at u and s in Fig. 3.

It will be noticed that the secondary poles in Fig. i are
of such a sign as to be repelled by the primary poles, but,
being in a symmetrical position in relation to them, there
is no rotation in either direction, although the rotating part
of the motor is in unstable equilibrium. As soon as the
p:)lar symmetry of the arrangement is destroyed by the
rotating part of the motor receiving motion in one direction
or the other, the repulsion between the primary currents
and the secondary currents is no longer balanced, but has
a resultant in the direction of the arrow in Fig. 3, which is

in the same direction as the motion in Fig. 2. It must,
however, be remembered that, even if the rotating part of
the motor is in motion, the secondary poles would still re-

main opposite the poles of the primary current, were it not
for the effect of hysteresis in distorting the resultant mag-
netic field of the two parts of the motor. Perhaps it is

advisable to point out that the primary current lends to
prevent the distortion of the field by the motion of the
rotating part, and no doubt does so to a great extent, as
long as the value of the primary current is considerable.
The secondary currents, generated as they have been

by the previous magnetic wave, and having the polarity
of Fig. 3. while they tend to accelerate the motion, also
tend to reduce the distortion produced by hysteresis, and,
in fact, to distort the field in the opposite direction.
Hence there is not much actual distortion of the magnetic
field until the primary and secondary currents decrease
almost to zero, which, as has already been pointed out,

they do nearly simultaneously, and it is near ihe time of
their zero values that the combined hysteresis of the iron
and the rotation of the motor produce the distortion of
Fig. 2. The effect is, that the next wave of secondary
currents are set up with an unsymmetrical polarity, by
which, as Mr. Brown points out, "a turning moment is

produced."
The foregoing explanation may be termed "the hyster-

esis theory of alternate current repulsions," as dis-

riCS. I, 2 ANU 3. A HYSTERESIS TIIEORV OK JtROWN S

ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTOR.

tinguished from the "self-induction theory" already
alluded to. Experiments are, no doubt, needed to ascer-

tain the exact effect of hysteresis under the conditions of
lengthening the magnetic circuit, or rotating part of the

iron which composes it, as well as under the conditions of
varying the exciting current, and it is hoped that the atten-

tion of those who are able to undertake such experiments
may be drawn to the matter.

When the cores of the fixed and rotating parts are both
smooth and without slots or recesses for the wire, there is

no considerable resistance, except that of hysteresis, to the
shifting round of the magnetic poles, so that, even if the
speed is synchronous, there is no great tendency to keep
it so. If, however, the rotating core Is deeply .slotted,

well defined poles would be set up in the rotating part
which would tend strongly to synchronize with the alter-

nations of the current, and every time the poles shifted

past a slot the lines of force would cut the thick copj»er

conductors, and set up strong secondary currents which
would have a synchronizing action.
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If the foregoing explanation of Brown's motor is correct,

it is likely that hysteresis, which has hitherto been re-

garded merely as a vexatious and wasteful phenomenon,
may turn out to be a property of great value lo the elec-

trical engineer.

Model Isolated Lighting Plant.

The Meyer Building, at the southwest corner of I-'rank-

lin and Van Buren streets, Chicago, is a specimen of the

best practice in the construction and equipment of business

blocks. The architects, Adler & Sullivan, have used all

arc dynamos and three circuits; connections being made

by insulated plugs to rubber brushed sockets set behind

the slate, so securing entire safety to the operator. A full

set of fuse holders with break plugs; a Weston voltmeter

and push button combination to connect it to any center

of distribution, with the usual details, complete the board.

The Saleve Mountain Electric Railway.'

From the Saleve can be seen one of the grandes' pano-

ramas of the Alps and Mont Blanc, and as there is no

FIG. I. MODEL ISOLATED LIGHTING PLANT,

the possibilities to secure convenient arrangements and ex-

cellent light. One unnsual feature in a Chicago building is

the assignment of ample space to the boilers, engines,

pumps, heating and electric lighting apparatus, which, com-

pared with the confined limits allowed in too many Chi-

cago structures, commands admiration for the progressive

spirit displayed.

The electric lighting plant which is herewith illustrated

was designed by Charles G. Armstrong, and installed by

the Chicago office of the Brush Electric company. There

are three McEwen center crank engines, to each of which

is belted, by the Page Belting company's slotted belt, one

arc dynamo of 40 lights, and one incandescent dynamo

of 360 amperes. There are in use 108 arc lamps of 1,200

candle power each, and 2,000 16 candle power incandes-

cent lamps. The arc dynamos are the familiar Brush ma-

chines, while the lamps are of the new Brush-Adams

style. The dynamos for incandescent lighting are shown

in Fig. I. They are of a type in which the Brush arma-

ture is wound in numerous sections with very few lurns-

The armature core is of thin iron ribbon; the driving of the

coils is positive, and secured by a series of brass driving

horns cast on a ring imbedded in the core. This is a

departure from the former practice of driving by slots

milled in the iron. On the 360 ampere dynamos there are

but three turns per section of armature winding, the wind-

ing being three wires in multiple. On the dynamos of this

type of the next larger size, it has been found practicable

o reduce the winding to two turns per section and to wind

with one wire, so that there is but a single layer of wireon

the core. And the core being only partially covered, and
the wires being exposed on three sides to the air, the arma-

tures run very cool.

The field magnets are very powerful, relatively to the

armature and to the watts required to excite them. This,

combined with the careful shaping of the pole pieces, and
adjustment of the air gap, gives a commutator that does

not spark, and a neutral area so wide that great variations

of load have no effect at the brushes. In fact, one cannot

tell by inspection of the brushes whether a machine is in

circuit pulling its share of the load or out of circuit and

doing nothing.

The switchboard is shown in the background of Fig. 2.

The material is slate, treated to remove natural moisture

and prevent absorption. It is finished in black enamel.

There are double pole switches and ampere meters for

each dynamo and circuit, and a general ampere meter
hrough which all the current of the incandescent system

geot. The riglnhaq4 panel is arranged for Ifie rjirpp

other town of the importance of Geneva so close to a
mountain so admirably situated, this view is highly appre-
ciated by inhabitants and tourists, although those who care
to climb 4,000 feet are necessarily restricted in number.
The mountain railway which now makes the Saleve one of
its stations therefore presents many advantages by being
able, in a delightful run of two hours, to raise visitors
above the fog into the pure air of the mountains.
The rack of the Saleve railway comprises two lines; the

hydraulic station at Anhaz. situated on the right bank of
the Arve. A fall of 20 cubic metres per second down 3
feet gives an available power about 600 horse power.
There are three turbines of 250 horse power each; the first

for the week-day service, the second for Sundays and fete-

days in addition, and the third is spare, or for the supply
of other electric power in the neighborhood. A small 25
horse power turbine drives the exciters of the dynamos.
The generating dynamos are of the Thury type, but of a

special design for direct driving from the turbines without
belt or gear. The turbines only running at 45 revolutions

per minute, it was difficult to erect dynamos capable of
supplying 250 horse power at such a slow speed; the phn
adopted has been to employ dynamos of a normal output
of 1,000 horse power when running at a normal speed of
180 revolutions, and run these at the lower speed. It will

be seen, therefore, that very powerful machines are used,
working at a quarter of their force—perhaps neither a very
economical nor cheap method, but one which may be, at

any rate, considered solid and secure.

Each dynamo is capable of suppljing 275 amperes at 600
volts. The size is tremendous—10 feet exterior diameter,
armature 7 feet 9 inches diameter, weight 19 tons. The
axle of the dynamo is vertical, carried directly by the axle

of the turbine. The field magnet= are carried on a special

frame-work. The dynamos are among the largest contin-

uouscurrent dynamos yet constructed.

The speed of turbines and dynamos is constant, and the
variation of electromotive force required in the utilization

of the current is obtained by a special regulating arrange-
ment. The exciting current for the dynamos is taken, as

already mentioned, from a small 25 horse power turbine
and dynamo. This turbine is furnished with regulator
maintaining a constant speed; the exciting current of this

dynamo is varied by the introduction of resistances in its

field-magnet circuit. A special apparatus, controlled by
current brought by two wires from the end of the line,

enables these variations to be brought about automatically.

The electromotive force of the exciier being thus varied,

that of the generators will also be varied in the desired

ratio, so that the cars in movement are always supplied
with their full current.

The current is transmitted from the generating station

to the central railway station at Monnelier-Mairie, distant

about two kilometeis.

The conductors are overhead, carried on large telegraph
posts. They consist of two large copper cables of high
conductivity. 430 millimeters section each on the posts.

Beside the cables aiealso the two pressure-regulating wires
above mentioned. From this station the current is distrib-

uted in three sections. Along the line the conductors are
formed by a Vignole rail placed parallel to the railway lines

on iron brackets bolted to the sleepers, carrj'ing strong
porcelain bell insulators. On this rail is placed the shoe,
with an expanding joint of soldered copper. On the shoe
a slider fi.xed to the car receives the current. The conductor,
rail being the same as that of the track, can be interchanged
after v earing away. The return is by the railway line.

The loss in the conductors is 15 per cent.

The cars have transverse compartments; they carr^' 40
passengers, 24 in the three compartments, and 16 on the
two platforms (continental tramways generally allow riding

I 10. 2. MODKL ISOLAT

first starts from Eiembrieres and goes to Haut-Mornex by
gradients of not over 16 per cent. Thence the ^adients
become greater, reaching 20 per cent, up to the point of
forking at Monnetier-Mairie. The track then rises by
gradients of as much as 25 per cent, at a maximum, curv-
ing round the Grand Saleve in a long sweep. .X.t the
curves the normal minimum radius is 160 feet, but in one
case it is reduced to 115 feet. The section Veyrier to
Monnetier has two tunnels, 360 feet and 160 feet.

The power for working the railway is obtained from

ED UGHTINr. PLANT.

on the platforms). The car, complete, weighs 12 tons.

The traction is carried out by double set of motors and
cogwheels gearing into a cogged rack. Safety is thus
assured, as either set is capable of holding .^nd starting a
loaded car on the maximum gradient. The motors are
four-pole Thury dynamos of ::5 kilowatt capacity running
at 600 revolutions. This speed is capablp of being varied
within considerable limits, the speed of progression v-ar>--

ing from 5 feet to g.j feet per second. The dri\-ing

switches can bo worked from either platfoma.

Jipm It-c l.op(lop!/;Yc(.*/r'V.i/ ^np't-ffr. GallipoHs, 0.1 i? soon tp be )ijhtc4 by fleptpfit^-,
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Gas cngioes for electric lighting are net as popular in

this cotjniry as in Europe, but there will be many who will

read with interest the summiry of Mr. Djwson's papei

presented in another colomo. It is contended that a vast

saring can be effected by the u^c of gas engine?, and the

ias'ances cited in the paper support this coccIumoo, but

the same conditions do not obtain io this country, and it

will be a long time before there is the same general use hcic

of gas engities in central stations.

There have been nuny rulings on the question of

the liability of a telegraph company for damages for

o^o-ddiTery or delay ;n the delivery of messages. The

lares; is that reported from Minneapolis, where a physician

has reccrrered damages against the Western Union Tele-

graph cornpaoy, the judge ruling that "there could be

recorery for mental anguish." The case will be appealed.

Another case in which the same claim was set up by the

cotDpbinant has jast been decided in the Court of Appeals

of Texas. An action was begun against a telegraph com-

^kaay for failure to send a message summoning a physician

to attend a sick child, causing a delay in the arrival of the

physician for several days and until the child was beyond

help. The court held that the sender of the message was

entitled to compensation, not for the mental suffering

which resulted from the sickness and death of the child,

but "for the superadded pain and anguish" which resulted

fri. m the physician's absence, until it was too late to afford

any relief.

The appeal of the Americin Institute of Electrical En-

gineers for models, e.xpeiimental apparatus, books, and

other objects of interest for exhibition in its rooms in the

electricity building at the World's Fair deserves a cordial

response. The rendezvous will undoubtedly prove a great

convenience to the members of the electrical profession

who visit the fair, especially those from abroad, and with

Ralph W. Pope in charge all visitors, whether members of

the Institute or not, are assured of a hearty welcome.

There is no doubt that many a weary sightseer will find

the attentions of the Institute very grateful. We hope

that the committee in charge of the enterprise will have no

difficulty in securing the desired embellishments for its

rooms.

Complaints of electrical eogineers and insurance in-

spectors against the practice of placiog isolated lighting

plants for office buildings in crowded and undesirable

places are beginning to be heeded by architects and build-

ers. A striking example of this is afforded in one of the

latest buildngs erected in Chicago, the lighting plant for

which is illustrated elsewhere in this issue. Every ad-

vantagf was afforded the electrical engineer to install a

first-class plant ; suitable location and plenty of room

were placed at his disposal, and strange though it may

appear, an electrical expert was consulted before the build-

ing was erected, his views on the plans were solicited and

his suggestions and recommendations were accepted by the

owner. This is indeed an age of progress.

Bills providing for the regulation of telephone rates

were passed in the upper house of the Wisconsin Legis-

lature on April 5'h. These measures were opposed by the

telephone company, and while the bills were pending it

was announced that their enactment would necessitate the

closing of the exchanges at many points throughout the

state. It is certainly to be regretted that there is any ex-

cuse for legislation on this question, and it is to be hoped,

for the general good, that where harsh measures are passed

the right of vetoing these bills will be exercised by

the governors of the states in which they are enacted. No
good can come from the adoption of retaliatory measures

even though the legislators may feel that the resentment of

their constituents against the companies warrant them in

favoring the bills.

After all the tedious legal entanglements that have

hindered the development of the secondary battery in this

country, it is rather curious that the United States should

now bid fair to possess the largest storage battery charging

station in the world. This is due, however, to the exigen-

cies of the World's Fair rather than to the normal growth

of the industry, and, after the fair is over, it will probably

be a long time before a similar installation of equal size is

erected in this country. As is well known, no steamboats

will be allowed on the lagoons at the World's Fair, ard

the pleasure traffic on the water will be taken care ot by

electric launches and Venetian gondolas propelled by sure-

enough gondoliers. The batteries uf the launches will be

charged every night in slips on the eastern and southern

sides of the agricultural annex building, and it is this

station that is believed to be the largest in the world used

exclusively for charging accumulators. Accommodations

will be provided for charging the batteries in 60 boats, and

as there are 78 cells in each launch it will be seen that over

4,500 cells can be charged at one time, although the

maximum capacity may never be utilized. We have there-

fore to thank the World's F^air for a tremendous spurt in a

branch of the electrical business in which it had become

notorious that we were lagging far behind European

praciicc. Whether the influence will be lasting remans to

be seen.

Thrrk is a bill pending in the Illinois Legislature aulhor-

izing cities to engage in supplying electric lighting for

commercial purposes. This measure is intended to apply

to Chicago alone, but if that city can engage in such an

enterprise there is no reason why smaller towns may not

take advantage of ihc act and compete with local com-

panies. The constitutionality of such a measure is ques-

tionable, and there is no danger that existing companies

will quietly permit municipalities to enter the field as

competitors without testing their right to do so. But there

are other reasons which should deter the legislature from

encouraging cities to proceed in this matter. The city of

Chicago has been engaged in establishing a systtni^ of street

illumination for the last four years, and it has made very

little progress. As has already been pointed out in the West-
ern Electrician, the city lighting department has been

hampered by lack of funds. There has been an ordinance

before the city council for some time, authorizing the ex-

tension of the present system by means of special assess-

ments, but thus far it has been utterly impossib'e to secure

its passage. Generally speaking, the city's streets are

poorly lighted, a limited area is supplied with electric

lights, but for the most part the city depends upon gas

lamps and dirty oil lamps. When Chicago shall succeed

in properly lighting its streets it will be time enough to

advocate the establishment of generating stations for sup-

plying current to light shops and residences.

In view of the agitation in New York city and else-

where for cheaper telephone rates, it Is interesting to note

that the National Telephone company of London has an-

nounced that it contemplates making a reduction in its

metropolitan tariff for the connection of private residences

for domestic purposes to ^'10 per annum on a five years'

agreement, or £12 per annum on a yearly agreement, where

the address to be connected is within one mile of the

company's nearest exhange. An extra charge of £2 los. per

annum will be made for each extra half mile beyond the

distance mentioned. With such an example as this before

them, the citizens of New York will undoubtedly continue

their fight against excessive telephone rentals with renewed

energy. It is true that the expense of conducting the

telephone business of New York is great, but it is generally

believed that the company could scale down its taiiff by a

good round percentage, furnish service at least as good
as the present, and still be far from bankruptcy. These

are times of unrest in the telephone business, and it will

be well for the Bell Telephone company and its local de-

pendencies to pay some attention to popular demands. Of
com se such a thing as a voluntary reduction of rates

would be a painfully radical departure from the policy of

the company; but while such a procedure would undoubt-

edly be accompanied by much mental distress at first, it

could not fail to prove a good stroke of business. The
New York and other local companies in this country may
well take a leaf from the book of the London corpora-

tion.

Once more the people of New York are discussing the

advisability of building an underground railway system to

secure rapid transit. A majority of the members of the

commission have always favored this plan, the ojly obsta-

cle being their inability to secure responsible capitalists to

undertake the work. It is estimated that 1=50,000,000 will

be required to construct and equip an underground system,

and with the opposition of the powerful Manhattan company
ic has thus far been impossible to secure the necessary funds

from private capitalists. A scheme has been devised by a

prominent banker, who announces his readiness to invest

$15,000,000 in such an undertaking, provided arrange-

ments can be made to secure the city's assistance in rais-

ing the additional !i[;35,ooo,ooo. It is known that the city

is prohibited from lending its credit to such an enterprise,

and it is a'so prohibited from taking any financial interest

in such undertakings, but the advocates of this project

hope to devise some scheme by which the city shall build

the road, raise the money for the work and turn the enter-

prise over to the company, the latter indemnifying the

city against all loss. It is claimed that the

city can secure money at 3 per cent, while

a private corporation would be obliged to pay a much
higher rate of interest; in fact, the interest which

would be required on money loaned for such an under-

taking would more than exhaust the profits of such a road

for many years. This is really the only objection to the

underground plan. It is a curious fact that the advocates

of the "L" system are constantly harping on the good

service and superior advantages of the elevated roads, yet

for more than twenty years the people of New York have

been clamoring for an underground sy.stcm. If the "L"
roads were all that is claimed for them the people would

not still be looking to an underground system for relief.

The same arguments that were advanced in 1869 hold

good to-day The "L" roads afforded temporary relief,

but no one who has hopes for the future greatness of New
York will contend seriously that the city can retain its

present position as the foremost city of the country

unless belter rapid transit facilities are afforded than

those furnished by the Manh^tlan cornpany,
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Photometric Standard for Arc Lamps.

M. IMondel has recently called the attention of the In-

ternational Society of Electricians at I'aris to the necessity

of establishing a new photometric standard for arc lamps.

The plan which be proposes is to be submitted to the Klec-

trical Congress in Chicago, and M. Biondel has expressed

the hope that this body will take it under serious consider-

ation. The proposition which he intends to lay before tlie

congress Is as follows:

"To facilitate the photometric measurement of arc lamps

and to form the basis of a c Dmparison which shall be better

than the ordinary flame, there should be, for this special

case only, a secondary standard called the 'arc standard',

defined as the luminous intensity of a given surface of

FIG. I. rilOTOMETRIC STANDARD FOR ARC LAMI'S.

pure carbon raised to the temperature of volatilization and

obtained in a manner to be determined later.

"The mean value of this secondary standard would be

established once for all in well defined conditions—that is

to say, for a series of absolute known values of light.

"As to measurements, they will be expressed in decimal

candles, but with the phase added 'in accordance with the

arc standard.'
"

As it has been stated, M. Biondel discussed this subject:

before the latemational Society of Electricians, and at the

same meeting he described and illustrated the form of

photometric apparatus that he recommends. The princi-

ple of the method proposed and employed by him consists

in isolating on the crater of the positive carbon a given

emission surface. The spectral composition of the light

of the crater, and consequently its temperature, remain, con-

stant and independent of the current strength, in accord-

ance with the experiments of M. Aboey and M. Violle.

Experimsnts made by M. Biondel and M. Le Chatelier

have shown on the other hand that the intrinsic brightness

of the crater within considerable ranges of potential differ-

ence, current strength and of the character of the carbon

remains constant, or at least have proved that the results

are practically concordant, the variations being irregular

and not exceeding the errors of difficult experiments. At

all events, the variations are very small, and will be abso-

lutely negligible in practice when the same qualities of

carbon are used.

Biondel has obtained a practical standard based

upon experiment by using an arc lamp with oblique

carbons with a controllable luminous point, and with

a screen equipped with a variable diaphragm,

Fig. I. This lamp is one of the Sautter-Harle

projectors, the carbons of which are inclined 20 degrees

from the perpendicular, and the crater presenting an inclina-

tion of from 50 to 60 degrees. The crater is completely

defined when the arc is from 4 to 5 millimeters in

length.
,

The opaque screen ^ is a flat box which is kept cool by

a stream of water running through the pipes T 7\ Fig. r.

It can be adjusted horizontally by sliding it along the rods

/ /, Figs. I and 2. At ./ is a small conical opening. Back

of the box is a diaphragm D containing a certain number

ol small openings. The latter measure about one square

millimeter. When the opening in the diaphragm is placed

at the height of the center of the crater C, and from two

to three centimeters from it, there is obtained a conical

pencil of light which is very divergent, the crater forming

the base of the cone and the little opening the point. The

intensity of the ray in a horizontal direction is equal to the

product of the intrinsic brightness of the corresponding

part of the crater and the surface of the opening em-

ployed.

This arc standard is employed in the same way that any

other standard is used, taking care, however, that the

horizontal rays falling on the photometer proceed from the

portion of maximum brightness in the crater where the

luminosity remains constant, as is represented in Fig r.
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showing the entire apparatus. The operator assures himself

on this point by adjusting before the opening of the screen

a small lens r. Fig. 2, which projects on the screen /: a

clear image of the crater. This result is obtained by pro-

ducing a crater which shall be constantly and uniformly

illumined by a current of 70 or 75 volts and two tenths

of an ampere per square millimeter of carbon, 'A^ith

carbons 15 millimeters in diameter, there may be produced

with a current of 40 amperes an arc of 5 millimeters, but

it is sulTicient to use carbons 10 millimeters in diameter

and a current of 25 amperes, if the carbon is of good

quality. The illustration is reproduced from L' ftu/iislri,-

Ekctr'u}Hc.
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New Electric Signaling Apparatus.
The traveling public is always looking for something

which may add to its comfort and convenience, and for

several years the proprietors of hotels and office buildings

hive been vicing with each other in an attempt to provide

the latest improvements for their patrons. A valuable ad-

dition to this class of novelties is presented in a new elec-

tric signaling apparatus invented recently by Wesley

TralTord of New York city. As a hotel time-call its use

will not only relieve the office staff of a portion of its duty,

but will make it unnecessary for the guest to go to the

office, and at the same time will afford him the satisfaction

of not being obliged to depend on negligent clerks.

The invention relates to that class of apparatus which is

eiiployed in producing signals in the rooms or apartmen s

in such large establishments as hotels, flits, factories and

similar buildings, and more particularly to that kind of

apparatus in which the signal is conveyed to the several

rooms from a central station or main ofl'ice by means of an

electric circuit. It embraces a multiplex signaling ap-

paratus consisting of sub-station alarm apparatus con-

tained in separate rooms, the action of which is governed

from a central station or main office by means of an elec-

tric circuit controlled by a clock, both as to the time and

duration of the alarm. It further comprises a cut-out de-

vice whereby the main electric circuit current is rendered

ineffective in each sub-station signal apparatus when its

alarm indicating pointer is at the neutral or unit point.

To the general circuit is attached a fire alarm call, an

annunciator system and an automatic electric light switch.

Unlike most call systems, this one acts as an electric time

piece for every room, and always shows the same time as

the office clock. The face of each instrument represents

NEW ELECTRIC SIGNALING Al'PAKATUS.

an ordinary clock dial, but having three hands instead of

two, as shown in the cut. To set the alarm the pointer is

fixed at the time desired, and when the hands of the

central time piece arrive at that point the electric alarm,

which may be placed in any portion of the room, rings for

any length of time desired. The clock automatically

winds itself, so that it is always a re.ady and ever watchful

servant.

By the use of the annunciator system the guests can call

up the odlce at any time, while the cflice is enabled at a

moment's notice to arouse the guests simultaneously. For

use in hotels where the buildings are already wired the

new system will prove most adaptable, as no extra wiring

is necessary.

I'ATENTALi.E IsvKSTloN. By Edward S. Rcnwick,
Rochester, X. V. : I^-.vycrs' Ccopcritive Publishing
company.

Some very important topics are considered in this work,
giving it additional value from that which it possesses by
reason of the concise manner in which it deals with the
main subject. The author believes in giving whatcvtr
protection is afforded under our patent system to every
improvement and discovery that may be made. It is by
the minor improvements and advances chiefly that pro-
gress is made in the arts, and, therefore, it is contended
ihat every encouragement should be given to invcniors

and mechanics to stimulate them in this line. It is often

claimed that changes upon which patents are demanded do
not come within the class of invention, that they are obvi-

ous improvements and could be made by any skilled me-
chanic. To this objection the reply is made that if ihe
change was really obvious, it would have been Jn use be-
fore. Moreover, opinions expressed as 10 ihe obvicus-

The Edison Electric Light iv: Power company, of Meri-
dian, Miss., has been awarded the contract for city light-

ing, the bid being $5.94 for all night lighting and :?.j,94

formoonlight schedule.

FIG. 2. PHOTOMETRIC STANDARD FOR ARC LAMPF.

ness of patented changes are opinions formed after the
event, and especially where the change is simple the aver-

age mind does not recognize the display of inventive gen-
ius which brought about the improvement. Judge Story's

view on a case of this kind is that where a change *'is new,
if it is useful and if it has not been known or used it con-
stitutes an invention within the very terms of the act."

The question of what constitutes changes which come with-

in the range of invention is very fully difcussed. The
author recognizes that many complications are liable to

arise through the inconsistency of the opinions of the pres-

ent judges. Already there are many ccnfiicting rulings,

and with the creation of nine appellate courts, the possibil-

ity for further complication and friction is certainly net at

all reassuring to the inventor with limited backing. In
view of these facts it is considered advisable to adopt some
general rules by which the courts may be guided in their

decisions. Mr. Renwick strongly advocates this policy,

and his experience and knowledge should lend additional

weight to his arguments.
Another point of general interest which the author brings

out most forcibly is that an inventor generally does not
know when his patent is issued whether it really covers

the essential features of his invention. Of course this is

due in the main to the fact that the technical language in

which the application is couched is unfamiliar to him, and
if he is deceived it is not to be wondered at, when learned
judges, with years of training and experience, and with
the aid of experts, frequently differ as to the construction

to be placed on the claims and specifications. The author
contends that the "actual invention is rarely set forth cor-

rectly in an original patent," On this point he savs:

"With those who have bad experience in the methods in

which applications for patents are prepared and acted upon
in the patent office, the general understanding is that the
real legal invention made by an inventor is rarely set forth

in his original patent. (1) Because a majority of ihe
specifications of patents are prepared by persons who have
bad no experience in the courts, and therefore do not ap-
preciate the necessity of the utmost care in doing the work.
and who, if able to determine what the real legal invention
is, generally do the work of preparing an application for

so small a compensation that they cannot afford to expend
the time and labor required to ascertain it. (2) Because
the practice of the majority of the examiners of the patent
office for many years has been never to grant a claim
broad in its scope if by repealed rejections they can get an
inventor or his solicitor to take a narrow cla'm, and as
many solicitors receive a fixed sum for soliciting a patent,

it is the policy of many of them to take any claims they
can get through the patent office with the least expendi-
ture of time and labor, whether such claims cover the real

invention or not."

Throughout the work the views and arguments of the
author are presented in concise form, and in language
which is intelligible to the layman. Numerous cases are

cited in support of the author's views.and it is a noteworthy
fact that the inconsistencies complained of are found in

rulings which conflict with those of Sio:y, Marshall, Nel-
son and Curtis. This is especially true in the construc-
tion which has been placed upon the act relaiirg to re-

issues in decisions handed down since iSSo.

The book is divided into three parts. Part I treats of
"Patentable Invention;" Part II. "Inventions Patentable

by Law;" Part III, "Invention Patentable in a Reissue
Patent."
Electrical Tarles and Memoranda. By Sil\-anus

P. Thomson and Eustace Thomas. London: E. & F.

N. Spon; New York: Spon & Chamberlain. Price, 50
cents.

This little book belonj^s to the "vest pocket" class of
publications and contains \*aluable tables and rules for

wiring. A summ.iry ot* the Phctnix fire cflice rules is pre-

sented, together with other data that will prove instructive

to constructing engineers. Hints on wiring methods, on
dynamos, motors and .iccumulators arc also given.
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Underground Rapid Transit Proposed for

New York.

The project for building an underground system of rail-

ways that would afford rapid transit facilities to the people

of New York has bsen revived. Al the meeting of the

rapid transit commission last Saturday a proposition was

presented bv which it was proposed to organize a company

capitalized at f 15. OOD.000 to secure the franchise and

operate the road. Two communications were received

from A. T. Wilson & Co., New York bankers represent-

ing T- T- Astor. G. G. Hazan and other capitalists. The

capitalists express themselves as favorable to underground

railroad. They say:

\Ye believe a system of underground railroads would

meet the requirements of the city of New York much bet-

ter than any other that can be devised; and, while we are

aware that there are grave doubts resting in the minds of

capitalists as to whether or not a system of this kind

would give a proper return upon the capital required, ow-

ing to its probable very heavy cost, and while we admit

that this doubt is, perhaps, not without foundation, we be-

lieve that a careful investigaiion of the subject would re-

move these doubts, at least to a great extent, provided

some method for raising the necessary capital at a low

rate of interest could be devised.

Here is the me:bod proposed for raising the funds

necessary for the construction and equipment of the road:

First—We and our associates will form a corporation

with a cash capital of ^15,000.000 to build the proposed rail-

road for the account of the city, the city paying seventy

per cent, of the actual cash cost of the same in its bonds

at par, upon the condition that the city will contract to sell

to said corporation, or to another corporation to be formed,

the railroad after it shall have been built, at a price equal

to the bonded indebtedness incurred by the city in the con-

struction of the same and accept payment therefor by the

purchasing corporation assuming the payment of the prin-

cipal and interest of said bonds of the city, which bonds

shall at the time and as the same are issued by the city

constitute a first mortgage lien on all the property of the

corporation; and the purchasing corporation shall establish

a sinking fund adequate for the ultimate retirement of the

bonds. If the above plan does not offer a satisfactory

solution of the difficulties, we suggest the following alter-

native plan:

Second—We and our associates will form a corporation

to purchase a franchise under which said corporation will

build, own and operate that part of the proposed route

from the Battery up Broadway to Fourteenth street, in-

cluding the loop to the Brooklyn Bridge, upon the condi-

tion that the city shall build from Fourteenth street to

iQOth street, or to the city limits at its discretion, and also

the branch from Fourteenth street up Fourth avenue to

the Grand Central Depot, as outlined in your plan, and,

when completed, shall sell such portion built by it to the

corporation for a sum equal to the total amount of bonds

earnings of the property would be far in excess of that

amount.
As a part of the above propositions, it is intended to es-

tablish a sinking fund adequate for the retirement of all

the obligations which it is proposed the city shall incur;

hence it will be seen that before the city could be called

upon for the payment of one cent of either principal or

interest of the indebtedness incurred, the .s; 15.000,000 con-
tributed by ourselves and associates would have to be an
utter loss.

This plan was received with favor by the commissioners

who had not, it was evident, lost faith in the superiority of

an underground system. The only objection raised was

whether the plan proposed would not be considered un-

consli:utional. The city of New York is prohibited by

an act passed in rSSc, froTi lending its credit to any cor-

poration or becoming a partner in any enterprise promoted

THE HART FLUSH SWITCH.

by private capital. The attorney for the commission

said on this point. "The question here is whether or

not the courts would decide that their plan was an evasion

of the constitution. Is it not, as a matter of fact, a plan

to induce the city to lend its credit in evasion of the con-

stitution, and will not the courts decide it in that way?"

The commission adjourned without taking any action on

the proposition.

Concerning Mr. Wilson's proposition there is of course

a diversity of opinion. The Times says editorially:

The proposition made yesterday by R. T. Wilson to the

rapid transit commissioners may be accepted as conclusive

evidence that capital for an underground road can be

MODEL STKAM PLANT FOR AN
issacd by the city for the constrtiction of the same, and ac-

cept payment therefor by said corporation assuming the

payment of the principal and interest of the bonds of the

city, io the manner staled in the previous proposition.

If either of '.hes« alternative propositJoni can be carried

oat, we stand ready, for otir&elves and associates, to make
a deposit of ^1,000,000. or such other sum as may be
thoojfbt reasonable^ to guarantee the engagements which
it is proposed to cnlcr into.

V'nder rhe above propositions, it will be seen that the

'':'J, 3^ it will hold a first mortgage Hen
:; 100 per CCTJt, for every 70 per cent,

ilCC,

Toe z:.^j..:L\^ii. amooDt to be advanced by the city is Itm*

ited under any cJrcnmitanccs to i|3£,o<y>,ooo: and if, as
we belicre to be the case, the city's three ^'T cent, bonds
coaid be sold at par. the annual intcTc«.t charge could not

erceed $1.0^0,000, while at a very Igw estimate the net

ELKCTRIC LIGHTING STATION,

obtained, if by any means the aid of the city can be given

to keep the interest on some 70 per cent, of the $50,000,-

000 needed down to 3 per cent. That is about what the

proceedings yesterday disclosed. Mr. Wilson's counsel

and the counsel of the commis.sion are to study the legal

questions involved and report on Tuesday at the next

meeting of the board. As it is perfectly plain that no
adequate system of rapid transit can be got by any exten-

sion or modification of elevated railroads, this prop03ition

deserves the most careful consideration. It has every ap-

pearance of being made in good faith, and it is the first of

which that can be said that has reached the li;;ht since the

opening of this year.

Of course the ,Sun throws cold water on the project. It

was not to be expected that it would grow enthusiastic

over any scheme that would interfere with the plans of the

Manhatlap pompftn/. In Iti; editorial comments It s;»ys;

It is useless to talk of underground rapid transit and show
only fifteen million dollars' worth of capitalists, instead of
fifty millions worth, the minimum required. The idea of
founding an enterprise on a small amount of private money
in combination with a great deal of public money, is not
to be entertained. The city cannot go into the railroad
business on its own hook or with partners. Moreover, the
city cannot properly make a covenant with an underground
company not to grant a franchise afterward for an ele-

vated road over the same streets. That would be equiva-
lent to making the same terms with a horse-car railroad.

When the elevated roads were building the Si.xth avenue
hof'se-car line undertook to stop them, on the plea that
their rights were invaded, but that view was rejected for
the public benefit, and any such bargain as that sug-
gested, in order to fortify the confidence of these under-
ground capitalists, will stand upon the same untenable
footing. Let capitalists build as many underground roads
as they like, but there can be no treaty with them to
hamper the requirements or judgment of the future in the
matter of extending travel in the light and air of heaven.

Telegraph Rates Between Points in

North Carolina.

The question of regulating telegraph rates and the right

of the state to fix a standard of charges for transmitting

messages between po'nts within the state has occupied the

attention of the North Carolina courts during the last year.

The state railroad commission last year fixed the rate of

messages, not exceeding ten words, from one point to

another, both the transmitting and receiving offices being

in North Carolina, at 25 cents. Recently a message was
hied at Elizabeth, N. C , for Winston, N. C, forwhich an
extra charge was made on the ground that the message
was[transmitled by way of Richmond, Va. The matter was
brought to the attention of the railroad commission by E.

p. Albea, the sender of the message. The commission

ruled that the telegraph company had no right to impose

an extra charge and it was agreed to submit the matter as

a test case to the courts. The appeal was argued at

Raleigh recently and was decided on April 3d, the court

sustaining the position of the commission. Judge Brown,
who wrote the opinion, is an old telegrapher and in decid-

ing the case said that "even if the circuit was broken at

Richmond, of which there is no evidence, the passage of

the message would still be continuous; relaying a message
is simply transferring it from one wire to another, just as

cars are transferred from one track to another; if the mat-

ter were looked at in any other way, the telegraph company
could easily make a great part of its North Carolina busi-

ness inter-state."

New Telephone Company for Chicago.
The Chicago city council has given a franchise to the

Chicago Twin Wire & Long Distance Telephone company,

which agrees to have 5,000 telephones in operation in the

city by December. 1S95. The ordinance authorizes the

company to construct and maintain a line of wires and
conduits for telephone purposes. In the district bounded

by Belmont and California avenues, Sixty-ninth street and
the lake the wires are to be placed underground. Out-

side of that district they may be overhead, but all wires

must be buried within seven years, and the company
agrees to place its pole lines in alleys wherever possible.

The company gives to the city the right to use the top arm
of all the posts it erects for city te'ephone and telegraph

wires. The rates are to be not to exceed -$75 for each in-

strument for the first year. ;f;7o for the second and S65 for

the third. To the city offices there are to be no charges.

Five per cent, of the gross receipts is to be paid semi-

annually to the city. The city is given the right of pur-

chase after five years. If the franchise is transferred it is

to be declared void.

Journalistic Courtesy.

If \\\^ Electrical Engineer had made the request, we
would have cheerfully loaned it the illustration 10 accom-
pany the item, "An Electric Safety Curtain," the text of
which it borrowed from our issue of February 22d without
permission and without acknowledgment.

—

Electricily.

And the Wkstern ICi.kctkician would have gladly

loaned to cither or both of its esteemed contemporaries

the illustration of the same curtain, reproduced from La
Nature, In its issue of February iith. A comparison of

the cuts will show at a glance that both of our contem-

poraries have missed an excellent opportunity to embellish

their pages with a really artistic illustration.

Electric Railway Lines for Chicago
Suburbs.

The Chicago city council last Monday night passed an

ordinance providing for an extensive network of street rail-

roads operated by electricity south of Sixty-third street and

extending to the Calumet country. The lines connect

South P^nglcwood, Washington Heights, Braincrd, Auburn

Park, ppsflcsipp, Normal V^rk, I*,irk Manor, Urooltlipp,
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Grand Crossing. Woodlawn Park, with the World's Fair

grounds, the alley "L" road at Sixty-third street and Ver-

non avenue, and with the lines of the Chicago City railway

at its various termini.

The Hart Flush Switch.

The Hart Hush switch, illustrated herewith. Is manu-

factured by the Hart & liegeman Manufacturing company,

Hartford, Conn., and is now ready for the market. It has

several points of merit, is neat and attractive, and is fin-

ished in any style desired. The switch proper is attached

FIG. I. DEVRLOPMENT OF THE TRANSFORMER.

by two screws with a cast- brass plate, from which it is

readily detached for wiring, and is protected from injury

and dust by a surrounding brass shell attached to the back

of the cast plate. The cast plate with switch attached is

screwed to the wall, and a finished cover of heavy sheet

metaJ with flanged edges is put on over the cast plate and

held in position by the switch handle. No screw heads

show on the surface of the finished cover, thus avoiding

the necessity of special screws to match the finish of

the cover. An assortment of finished head screws of dif-

ferent lengths to suit different requirements is unnecesary,

for, as they are not exposed, common flat head screws of

convenient lengths may be used for holding the plate to

the wall. The flush plate illustrated is adapted for use

with the regular Hart snap switch of the following sizes:

Five and ten ampere single-pole, ten ampere double-pole,

and ten ampere three-way switches.

Model Steam Plant for An Electric
Lighting Station.

The plant of National water tube boi'ers, now in use at

the station of the United States l^kctTic Lighting com-

FIG. 3. DKVEl.OI'MENT OF TUK TRANSFORMER.

pany, Washington, D. C, is illustrated in the accompany-

ing cut. There are six boilers aggregating 2,500 horse

power, nominal, with an effective capacity largely above

that amount. The boilers are of the well known National

water tube type, made at New Brunswick. N. J., and were

especially designed to give a large amount of power within

a limited space. This is accomplished by massing in each

boiler a large amount of heating surface, while retaining

all necessary advantages of access for examining and clean-

ing both externally and internally. The construction of

the National boiler permits this adaptation to local sur-

oundlngs and where necessary the space required for a

large plant may be greatly reduced. Each of the boilers

of this plant has three storage drums giving ample storage

capacity, even where the demand for steam is sudden and

heavy. Each boiler is set independently and has inde-

pendent steam and water connections, in order that one or

more may be shut down for cleaning and examination

without disturbing the others. Each boiler has three fur-

nace openings, allowing one-third of the grate to be cleaned

or replenished without disturbing the balance. Ample

cleaning doors are provided in the sides of the boiler walls,

through which all parts requiring cleaning may be readily

reached, and the large door provided at the rear of each

boiler setting allows free entrance to the rear of the boiler

and flue. The ordinary working pressure is 140 pounds to

the square inch, but the limit of safely is largely above that

pressure, and the working pressure may be increased if de-

sired. The engine plant of the United States Electric

Lighting company comprises compound engines of the

most modern type, and the best results in modern steam

engineering are reached.

Development of the Transformer.
The advancement of the alternating system of incandes-

cent 'ighting has been very rapid in the last few years,

and this has been due largely to tbe remarkable efficiency

developed in transformers. Next to the dynamo itself,

the transformer may be said to play the most important

part in the system.

The essential characteristics of a good transformer are

perfect safety, high efficiency, good regulation, small core

loss, and convenience of installation. In the "F" type of

General Electric company transformers, the first require-

ment is attained by the best mechanical means, aided by

the use of oil; by the provision of a core ground wire, by

the subdivision of the primary and secondary coils, and by

the absence of all fuses in the transformer case. When
the case is filled with high grade mineral oil, the coils and

core are entirely immersed; with the result that should

lightning strike one of these transformers and injure the

jasulationin any way, the oil would immediately flow in

and restore the apparatus to its original condition. These

oil filled transformers have been subjected to numerous

stringent tests, and it has been found necessary to increase

the potential to more than 11,000 volts before the insula-

tion between the coils could be broken. After allowing

FIG. 4. DEVELOPMENT OF THE TRANSFORMER.

the apparatus in which the insulation had just been broken

by this high potential to stand a short time, the test was

again applied, and not until the potential had been in-

creased to over 5,000 volts did the insulation give way

the second time. The value of oil as an additional insu-

lator may, therefore, be said to have been conclusively

proved. Should lightning break through the insulation

of the primaiy coil, it is carried at once to the earth by the

core wire, which should be carefully grounded. Further-

more, the primary coils are themselves sub-divided. By
this means, the greatest difference in potential existing be-

tween any two parts of the primary and secondary wind-

ings is only half the primary voltage, the secondary wind-

ing being the nearer to the core. The absence of fuses in

the transformer case obviates the necessity of opening the

case, and eliminates whatever danger might be caused by

the molten metal of the blown fuse. The fuses, in a sepa-

rate box, non-combustible and water-proof, together with

the primary switch, are placed in an easily accessible posi-

tion, thus allowing regulation ot the transformer free from

disturbance. The fuses are covered with rubber tube, and

it has been shown by actual test that where a certain poten

tial will form and hold an arc in the open air across a

space of seven inches, the use of tubing hinders the for-

mation of an arc under the same potential, even across the

small space of one and three quarter inches. On systems

using potentials of over the regular 1040 volts, two single

pole boxes are employed.

The etficiency obtained in this transformer has been

shown to be as high, if not higher, than any yet obtained,

with an excellent average at all loads. It will be seen by

the following tabic that the larger the transformer, the

greater is its efHcicncy:

Watt Cnpacity.

600..

I,coo.

.

1,500.

.

2,500.

.

3.500-

•

^•500
7.500
15,000 .

30,000..

yi Load.

84.1
88.2
90.

90.95
93 o
93-9
93. a

91.5
93-3

H Load.

90.95
93-

94-

m.33
9S-7
96.3
95-8
95-3
9S9

U Load.

93-
94-

94-95
95 45
95-8
96.S5
96.4

o6.8

Full Load

93-8
94-7
95-23
95.74
96.
96.QC.

96.85
96.5
97'3

Practical uniformity of potential on the secondary wind-
ing throughout the range from full load to light load is

the test of regulation of a transformer, for the difference of

only a few volts on the secondary winding from the normal

means either unsatisfactory light or a shortening of the

life of the lamp. It is to this point that the General Elec-

tric company has given much attention, with the result that

its transformer gives no greater drop in potential than that

shown in the following table:

52 V'oU fckcondary.
Capacity io Watts 'jo j.-yjo (.500 2,500 j.yvj ^$00 7,sv>
Drop of Potential in Volts 1.09 1 vi 1.95 1.43 1,5 1,5 1.6

104 Volt Secondary.
Capacity in Watts I5,«^j ^'^.'^n
Ltrup of Potential id \'olt3 3 3

Core loss is an element in transformers due to hysteresis.

or molecular friction due to rapid reversals of polarity and

foucault or "eddy" currents. Its elimination is a prob-

lem which presents considerable difficulties, and, although

FIG 2. DEVELOPMENT OF THE TRANSFORMER.

it is almost impossible to prevent the loss entirely, the ap-

paratus under consideration shows that that loss is ex-

tremely small.

The tendency of present practice is the substitution of a

few large units for a large number of small ones at points

having a sufficient number of lights to warrant this step.

This marks the abandonment of the idea that the trans-

formation of a large amount of electrical energy in one

large piece of apparatus is less reliable and more dangerous

than that made by means of a number of smaller pieces.

The excellence of construction of the larger devices has

served to dispel this idea, and the larger transformer is

undergoing steady and rapidly extending adoption. The
larger transformers constructed by the General Electric

company are designed for a transformation of 15,000 and

30,000 watts. Their size necessitates a sub-division of

winding. In the 15,000 watt transformer both the second-

ary and the primary coils are each subdivided into two
parts: in the 30,000 watt transformer the primary winding

consists of three and the secondarj* of two separate coils.

By this means satisfactorj' regulation is obtained. In these,

as in smaller sizes of transformers, provision has been

made for a perfectly free circula'.ion of the insulating oil

about the different coils. The larger sizes have no con-

nection boards, the terminal wires being" brourhr out at the

'/:

r-l •^/.

FIG. 5. DEVEt.Or.MENT OF THE TRANSFORMER.

top of the case for connection through suitable switches

and fuse boxes to the primar)- and secondar\* wires.

In the accompanying cuts. Fig. i represents the interior

of a large transformer, while the interior of a smaller con-

verter is illustrated in Fig. 2. A switch box is shown in

Fig. 3. the type of fuse employed is presented in Fig. 4,

and a diagram showing a transformer installation is pre-

sented in Fig. 5.

The illustrations show the method of construction of

the transformers. The laminated core is securely

fastened into the iron case by means of wooden wedges,
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which serve as insulation between the coils and the case.

The cover to the case is slightly arched and flanged in

order the better to protect the interior frotn mechanical

injury. Each transformer is subjected to an insulation

test of 5,000 volts before it is allowed to leave the factory.

The advantages to be derived from the use of large

transformers are numerous. Small transformers in

parallel are apt, from various causes, to give trouble by

unequally dividing the bad between them; and the com-

bined efficiency is always less than that of the single trans-

former equal to their aggregate capacities. From a large

transformer a three-wire system may be operated directly

from its secondary terminals. But few people appreciate

the advantage of using a high potential on the secondary

winding where a large number of lamps are to be installed

at one point; and yet this can be shown as follows:

With 500 lights installed on several transformers in

parallel, having a potential of 50 volts on their secondary

wires, there is a drop of potential in the secondary system

from no load to full load of about 6 per cent. The sub-

stitution of a large transformer, with its secondaries con-

nected for 104 volt lamps on the three-wire system, will

reduce the drop in potential from 6 percent, to about

half of I per cent. This drop is far less than is necessary

for satisfactory operation, and it is therefore possible to

install the system for less than half the cost of wire of a

system with sm ill transformers using a 52 volt potential

and 6 per cent. drop.

The system of long distance transmission as employed

by the General Electric company is that of using genera-

tors which give a potential of about 1,000 volts, and

large transformers adapted to raise the potential to 5,000

volts or higher. The current thus transformed

is transmitted over wires supported upon oil

insulators, to the distant receiving point, and

is there re-transformed to a lower potential. The

line insulators Employed consists of a wide glass cup

with an inner flmge which dips into a ring shaped glass

oil cup threaded outo the insulator pin. This construc-

tion effectually prevents any leakage of current from the

wire to the supports, even in wet weather. The trans-

formers are the same as the standard type "F" transformer

except in the method of winding and insulating coils. The

use of oil in this long distance transmission apparatus is

considered extremely desirable because of the high poten-

tial of the "step-up*' circuit; and the protection it affords

against injury to the insulation of the coils can cot be

overestimated.

Both the primary and secondary coils of the long dis-

tance transformers are so wound as to secure the greatest

possible inductive effect without any sacrifice of insula' ion.

Mica is freely used, and the greatest care is taken both in

winding and assembling to make the insulation as perfect

as possible. This insulation is in all cases tested to with-

stand an alternating potential difference of at least 10,-

000 volts. The transformers are alike, with the e.xcepLion of

a modification in the winding, whether intended for "step-

up" or "step-down" work, the primary of the "step-up"

corresponding to the secondary of the "step-down." The

standard sizs is 25,000 watt capacity, and larger sizes will

b2 bnilt if desired. It is not considered advisable, how-

ever, to build smaller s'zes than this.

CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.

New York, April S.—The plans of the ManhaUan com-

piny for ao cxlens'on of its "L" system were all but ap-

proved b>' the Rapid Transit commission, and but for the

QQCompromisiog opposition of Commissioner Starin

woold in all probability been accepted. Now, however,

there seems to be considerable doubt, and already Man-

hattan stock ha5 felt the effect of this opposition. Mr.

Starin's statement thit he hid assurances from capitalists

that they would invest $15,000,000 in an underground s)s-

icm for rapid transit was at first ridiculed by the Man-

hattan's advocates, but on Silurday last it was found that

these capiulii*^ were in reality s^me of the city's weaUh-

iest men.

Id the meaotime the Manhattan compaoy continues to

posh its claims. Three of ibe rapid transit commissioners,

Me«r». Spencer, Inman and fioshe, are on record in favor

of Che Speucer-Ba^hc plan, which calls for an elevated cx-

tenstoo from the Manhattan at to^ih street through the

boulevard to i/cnh street and thence by the Kingsbridgc

road to the city limits. The other two commissioners,

Me»rs. S:ein«ay and S:arin, voted against this plan,

becacie. as they said, they «ctc oppo-sed to the use of the

boalerard. \i{. n:eiDiray admitted that he might with-

draw bis objection if it should appear that a nujority of

the boulevard property owners were not opposed to the

road.

Since this announcement he has been deluged with letters

from property owners on the boulevard petitioning him to

vote for the extension of the "L" system. The Herald

last week undertook to secure an expression of opinion

from property owners. It was not possible to trace within

a limited time the owners of every foot of abutting prop-

erty from 108th to 170th street, but the canvassers suc-

ceeded in finding and polling the owners of more than

eighty-six per cent, of the entire frontage. Of these, nearly

eighty-three per cent, express themselves as either in favor

of or not opposed to an elevated road in that part of the

boulevard. This constitutes more than seventy-one per

cent, of the entire ownership from loSth to 170th street, a

dist?-nce of more than 3 miles, and shows only thirteen ptr

cent- of all to be opposed to such a structure. The greater

part of this small percentage represents Columbia College

and Trinity Cemetery. Concerning the opposition from

the advocates of underground roads, the /Aw? /(/says edi-

torially.

Relief is urgently needed at once, and must be provided
at once. Rapid transit for the future will come in good
time. We can wait for that. Rapid transit for the pres-
ent is a pressing necessity. It must be provided first. It

demands immediate attention. The people want the com-
missioners to give them rapid transit at once, before taking
up a scheme which promises no relief for ten or fifteen

years.

The legislative committee considering the bill provid-

ing for a reduction of telephone rates in this city held an

important meeting last Thursday. G. Waldo Smith, ap-

pealing for the advocates of the measure, said that there

could be no question that the telephone companies were

subject to legislative control, as the gas and railway com-
panies were. The telephone company of New York city

began by charging |6o a year, and had increased its

charge until it is now $240. He had investigated telephone

charges In Europe personally, and had found that they

were as follows; London, §roo; Pari^, $80: Berlin. !|So;

Naples, §25: Rome. ^20; and Switzerland fiom ^19 10

I24. The net profits of the Metropolitan company last

year were about $3,400,000.

The Metropolitan company presented the following

statement as its argument against the bill;

Tbe annual net earnings of the telephone business in

New York city for the past two years have not averaged
six per cent, per annum on the actual cash capital invested
in the plant. In the investment above referred to no real

estate or other property not necessary to the safe and suc-
cessful operation of the business has been included. The
dividends which have been paid upon the capital stock of
the telephone company since its organization average less

than 7l< per cent, per year. The capital is not watered.
The management aims to furnish such an equipment and
such an organization as will best supply the best attainable
telephone service. Subscribers are supplied with metallic
circuit equipment and service for ^150 per year or
with a special direct line for ^240 per ytar, and ihey are
at liberty to select whichever of these classes best suits the
requirements of their business. Every subscriber who has
a metallic circuit equipment can talk from his cwn office to
all points reached by the long distance lines. This isa fa-

cility not attempted to be furnished in any foreign city.

A large number of the public stations have been estab-
lished at convenient points, from each of which communi-
cation with the entire telephone system may be obtained
upon the payment of a small fee for each communication.
It is, therefore, not necessary for any one to become a
regular subscriber to obtain the benefits of the telephone
service. The average dai.y use of the telephone by each
subscriber in New York city is very much larger than in any
other city in the world. The actual cost to the company
of maintaining telephone service in New York city per sub-
scribtr is vastly greater than that in any other city in the
world. There are many very large items of expense nec-
essarily incurred in furnishing the service in New York city

which do not appear at all in the cost of operation in
smaller places, and there is no single item of ex-
pense which is not much larger, per subscriber,
in New York than in other places. The rates
charged for telephone fervice in New York city

are no higher—whether considered in relation to the
benefits obtained by the subscribers or in relation to the
cost of furnishing the service—than they are in the smaller
cities.

The representatives of the subscribers asked that the

statements of the company be subjected to a rigorous

investigation. "I can assure the committee that there are

seven thousand solid business men in the Telephone Sub-

scribers' association," said Mr. Smith; "the other six

thousand people who use telephones in New York are of

the class that care nothing about the charges. I :;lso call

the commiltc's attention to the Ainsworth report in 1885,

which showed that the telephone company made over ii6

per cent, net profit. This commitec should at least inves-

tigate if it is in doubt as to the facts."

The fire in the car house of the Orange electric line in

Newark, April 3d, rcporlcd in the last is.suc of the

Wks'ikhn Ki.Kf-iKiciAN, was most disastrous. Twenty-
six cars valued at ^3,000 each, two sweepers, and a number

of sets of the interchangeable parts of the power machinery

were destroyed. The building with its contents was the

property of the New Jersey Traction company, and it is

estimated that the loss will reach $150,000. Many of the

cars were new, some of them never having been used. The
loss is largely covered by insurance. The service on the

Orange line will be very much crippled by the destruction

of the cars until the company can replace them. Even

with all the cars in servive that the company owned before

the fire, the facilities were totally inadequate, and new cars

are being added to the equipment in order to accomodate

the travel. The cars already ordered will now be hurried

forward to completion as quickly as possible.

The application for a franchise for the Nassau Electric

Railroad company of Brooklyn was heard by the railroad

committee of the Brooklyn Board of Aldermen on the

evening of April 7th. The routes asked for are sub-

stantially the same as those for which the Kings County

electric road, as the Nassau was formerly called, ap-

plied some time ago. Protests were made by As-

sistant District Attorney John F. Clarke, in behalf

of the residents of South Fifth street, and by the

Brooklyn City Railroad company, which offered $150,-

000 in cash for a franchise to use the same streets

that the Nassau company asks for. James C. Church,

counsel for the applicants, said that the Nassau people

were prepared to begin work within thirty days of the

granting of the franchise. W. F. O.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, April 8.—A party of electricians and

engineers from Minneapolis paid a v sit a few days ago to

the plant of the St. Paul Gas Light company to txamine

the new machinery the company has just put in. A com-

pound engine of 1,300 horse power has been placed in

position 10 run the iS dynamos in use from 6 P. M. till

m'dnight. Interest centered in a belt encircling one of

the big fly wheels which is 6 feet wide, 175 feet S inches long

an I a quarter of an inch thick. It is ai endless belt

without a rivet, and was mide by a Chicago firtr. It is

the main driving belt of the power house and is used en

the 22 foot drive wheel. This wheel is so heavy that after

the steam is cut off it continues to spin three-quarters

of an hour. The surface on which the belt runs is 73

inches wide.

The St. Paul authorities are considering the advisability

of appointing a superintendent of electricity to inspect

wires, public and private. The sentiment seems strongly

in favor of having such an officer, but the precise relations

of such an official to the building inspection department and

the extent of his authority are matters in question. The

ordinance now pending provides for the careful insulation

of all wires, and for the cutting out of all dead or unused

wires. This item has been objected to in behalf of the

electric companies. The committee is consulting the

Chicago ordinance for particulais.

A 1^400,000 mortgage has been placed on the light and

street railway plant and other property of the Winona

General Electric company. The mortgage is given to the

Old Colony Trust company of Boston. Of the bonds

thus secured $[00,000 will pay bonds previously issued

on the street car plant. One hundred and thirty thousand

dollars will be held for extensions and additions to be de-

cided later and $170,000 will be certified and delivered.

The company now has apparently all the electric business

of Winona in its hands.

Electrical Inspector Deming of Minneapolis in his report

for the first quarter of the year figures that there were six

"electric" fires during that period, involving a tolal loss of

$1,774-45-

Articles incorporating the Montana Electric company

have been filed at Butte, Mont. The capital is $50,000

and the incorporators are John O'Rourke, George T.

Schmelzel, Seth B. Smith, W. T. Jackson, V. E. Poissant

and C. L. Smith. A general electrical business is con-

templated. The new company is a consolidation of two

companies previously operating.

Thomas Lowry has increased the wages of a thousand

employes of the Twin City Rapid Transit company. It is

just announced that the wages of conductors and motor-

men who have been in the company's employ a year or

more will be increased from 17 to 20 cents per hour.

Those who have been employed less than a year will get

18 instead of 17 cents. Three years ago the men were

all getting 15 cents r.n hour, and the advance has been

voluntarily made.

The St. Paul aldermen have arranged an amended

street railway ordinance which it is hoped will go through.

It docs away with transfers on interurban trips and so may

pass muster with the company.
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In thecaseof Dr. S.O. Francisagainst the Western Union
Telegraph company for $4,000 damages on account of a

delayed message a verdict for $760 has been returned.

Judge Willis held thai there could be recovery for mental

anguish.

It is reported that negotiations are about closed for the

sale of the West Duluth Light & Water company's light-

ing plant to the Ilartman CJeneral Electric v;ompany of

Duluth. N. L, P.

PERSONAL.
Morris M. Meade, city electrician of Pittsburg, Pa., was

in Chicago for several days last week.

General Manager P. G. Fiedler, of the Boston Braid

Manufacturing company of Boston, was a visitor at the

New York office of the Western Electrician last

week.

James McKearney, formerly electrician at the Southern
Hotel, St. LouiSj has resigned to accept a position with the

Knapp, Selmes, Chandler company of St. Louis. Ernesr
Arnold has been appointed his successor at the Southern.

F. G. Beach, general superintendent of the Central

Union Telephone company, Chicago, has been promoted
to the office of general manager of the company. Mr.
Beach will make his headquarters at room 1306 Ashland
block, Chicago,

D. B. Dean, who has been connected with the McGuire
Manufacturing company, Chicago, for the last year, has
resigned to accept a position with the Terre Haute Car &
Manufacturing company. Mr. Dean will represent that

company in Chicago,

L. H. Rogers of Boston, who has been connected with

the General Electric company, has been appointed assistant

general manager of the Brush Electric company. He has

moved his wife and family to Cleveland and will reside

there. Mr, Rogers some years ago was connected with

the New York office of the Brush company.

Charles N. Black has been appointed assistant superin-

tendent of the Brush Electric company. He is a graduate

of Princeton, where he took the regular course, and subse-

quently a course in electrical engineering under Prof.

Brackett. After leaving Princeton three jears ago he

entered the Brush shops, and by his ability, his enerey and
good common sense has attained his present position, for

which he is well fitted.

Charles W. Phipps has been appointed superintendent

of the Brush Electric company in place of F. A. Scht flier,

resigned. Mr. Phipps has been connected with the Brush
company for a number of years. In iSyg he went to Eng-
land to install the first English Brush plants. In i83o he

went to Japan and China where he spent three years super-

intending the construction of a large number of Brush
installations. He was subs( quently superintendent of

construction for the eastern district of the Brush Electric

company with headquarters in New York. In 1S91 he

went to Cleveland as assistant superintendent of the

works. Mr- Pnipps is a hard worker and a very able and
reliable man, and thoroughly competent to fill the important

position to which he has been appoin ed.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Courter Electric company. Cobleskill, N. Y.; capital

stock, $[5,000; manufacturing atd using electricity for

lighr, heat and power.

P. Clans D) n: mo company, New York , N. Y.

;

capital stock, $100,000; to manufacture and sell dynamos
and electrical machinery.

Delavan Electric Light & Power company, Yorkshire,

N. Y.; capital stock, $s.ooo; to manufacture and use

electricity for li^ht, heat and power.

South Milwaukee Light & Power company, Milwaukee,

Wis.; capital stock $15,000; establishing light and power
plant; F. H. Brice, Milwaukee, Wis.

Universal Electric company, Portland, Me.; capital

stock, $500,000; 10 carry on a general electric business of

all kinds; Clarence Hale, Portland, Me.

Consumers' Gas & Electric company of Pasadena, Cal.;

capital Slock. $100 oco; to acquire and operate, gas and
ekctric works; T. H. Ward, Los Angeles, Cal.

Western Light & Power company, San Francisco, Cal.,

Los Ange'es, Ca'.; capital stock, $500,000; to carry on the

business of electricians in every branch; Alfred Bouvier,

San Franciico, Cal.

Coleman Battery company, Chicago, 111.; capital stock,

$25,000; to manufacture and deal in electric batteries and
appliances, etc. ; Robert Barns, 112 Randolph street, Chi-

cago, III.

Hammond C'eat & Insulator company, Portland, Me.;
capital stock, $100,000; to manufacture and deal in all

kinds of electrical supplies and apparatus; Clarence Hale,

Portland, Me.

Commercial Electrical Supply company, St. Louis, Mo.;
capital stock, $15,000; manufacturing and dealing in elec-

trical supplies; W. F. Carter. 224 Commercial building,

St. Louis, Mo.

Newberry Passenger Railway company, Williamsport,

Pa.; capital stock, $18,000; constructing and operating an
electric railway in WiUiamsport. Pa.; Wm. B. Lamberton,
Harrisburg. Pa.

Union Passenger Railway company, WiUiamsport, Pa.;

capital stock, $3,000; constructing and operating an elec-

tric railway in WiUiamsport, Pa.; Wm. B. Lamberton,
Harrisburg, Pa.

Buchanan Power & Electric company, Buchanan, Mich.;
capital stock, $100,000; to produce electricity for manu-
facturing light, heat, etc., in Buchanan; J.G.Holmes,
Buchanan, Mich.

Universal Electric company, Portland, Me.; capital

stock, $500,000; to carry on the business of an electric

lighting, manufacturing and power company; Clarence
Hale, Portland Me.

Shereden Terrace Passenger Railway company, Pitts-

burg, Pa.; capital stock, $12,000; constructing and opera-

ting an electric railway in Allegheny county, Pa.; K. C.
Duncan, Pittsburg, Pa.

Sterling Motor company, Chicago, 111.; capital stocV,

$Go,ooo; to manufacture and deal in all kinds of electrical

apparatus and machinery; W. G, McLaughlin, 1072
Fulton street, Chicago, III.

Holly Wood & Grand View Passenger Railway company,
WiUiamsport, Pa.; capital stock, $24,000; constructing
and operating an electric railway in WiUiamsport, Pa.; J.
H. Levick, WiUiamsport, Pa.

Mount Vernon Electric Street Railway company,
Winlon, Pa.; capital stock $24,000; constructing and
operating an electric railway in Lackawanna county, Pa.;

John R. [ones, Scraoton, Pa.

Consumers' Electric & Gas company of Los Angeles,
Cal.; capital stock, $1,000,000; to acquire real estate and
to build works for generating steam, gas and electricity

and to sell the same; T. H. Ward, Los Angeles, Cal.

Citizens' North Side Rapid Transit company, Chicago,
III. ; capital stock, $5,000,000; to construct and operate street

railways, electric, elevated, cable or underground, in Chi-
cago, III.; William Halleck Jones, 362 Dearborn street, Chi-
cago, 111.

Seattle Terminal Railway & Warehouse company,
Seattle, Wash.; capital stock, $500,000; to f^o a general
elevator, warehouse and grain dealing business, build and
equip railways, electric light plants, etc.; Preston, Carr
& Preston, Seattle, Wash.

Silver Creek Falls Power & Improvement company,
Salem. Ore.: capital stock, $16,000; to own, run, operate,

furnish, buy and sell water powers for electric lights, street

railways, mills, factories, and for running and operating
any other kind of machinery, etc.; N. M. Kaiser, Salem,
Ore. .

Consolidated Electric company, Chicago, 111.; capital

stock, $50,000; to manufacture and deal in electrical goods
ar.d 3ri iiances of every kind; to construct and operate

electric light and power plants and other electrical plants;

Consolidated Electric company, 115 Franklin street, Chi-
cago, 111.

The Dalles Electric Light, Telephone & Power company.
The r)alles, Oie.; capital stock, $50,000; to buy,

deal in, operate, maintain and manufacture all kinds of

machinery, wires and appliances necessary for the pur-

pose of creating or transferring power into electricity

;

Mays, Huntington & Wilson, The Dalles, Ore.

Texas City Improvement company, Galveston, Tex.;

capital stock, $2,500,000; constructing deep water channel,

connecting Gulf of Mexico with Texas City, building street

railways near Texas City, mills, gins, cotton compresses,

grain elevators at Texas City, navigating steam boats and
vessels from Texas City to other points, constructing tele-

graph and telephone lints, manufacturing gas, light, heat

and electric motive power, general manufacturing business

and erecting hotel in Texas City; Robert G. Street, Gal-

veston, Tex,

price fixed in the specifications is twenty-six cents per light

for the first year, and twenty-five cents thereafter. The
contract calls for 250 lights to be put up at once, and each
bidder must deposit with bis bid a certified check for
$10,000. ^

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Electric lights are being introduced at Conshohocken,

Pa.

The city of Carrollton, III., is to have electric lights in

the near future.

Lynchburg, Va , is to have an electric lighting plant.

The plans are now under consideration.

One thousand eight hundred and fifty towns and cities

in the United States are equipped with electric lights.

Watertown. N. Y., has voted to erect and maintain an
electric power plant of its own, unless the present company
will agree to furnish lights every night in the year at $72
per lamp.

A bill is before the Legislature of Pennsylvania to regu-

late the charges of electric light companies throughout the

state. It provides that no company shall charge a city,

town, borough or township more than 25 cents per day for

an arc light. The bill is the result of the controversey in

Philadelphia, where the city pays 50 cents per night for

arc lights.

It is interesting to note that from a few scattering arc

lights in 1884 in Philadelphia, Pa., the number has been
increased to 2.733 in 1892, and from nothing in the

way of underground service in 1S84. So, 30S feet of con
duit. 369 4 miles of telegraph and telephone wires, and
21. S milts of electric light cable have been laid by 1S93.

From 3,449 poks and 441 miles of overhead wires in 1S84
the number has been steadily increased to 5,955 pxjies and
901 miles at the present time.

The Boaid of Public Works and Affairs of Nashville,

Tenn., is advertising for bids for electric lighting. The
contract to be let will be for five jears, but the ciiy retains

the right to terminate it in two ytars. The maximum

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Springfield Street Railway company's plant at

Springfield, III,, has been purchased by C. K. Monary,
representing Louisville capitalists. It is understood that

the plant is to be considerably extended.

A petition is pending in the conncil of Loraine, O., for

a franchise on 14 streets of the city for an electric road.

Cleveland and Elyria capitalists are asking for a franchise

and contemplate building an electric road via Dover Bay
Park, Lake Breeze, Randall's Road and Rock River to a

connecting line with Cleveland.

The electric tramway, which has been constructed by
Messrs. Siemens & Halske of Berlin in Gross-Lichterfeldc,

Germany, has been opened for traffic. The same firm is

busily engaged upon the construction of an electric tram-
way at Hanover. An electric tramway is also being con-
sidered in the town of Gotha.

Electric street railway consolidation appears to have been
inaugurated in Rhode Island. The absorption of the
Union railway of Providence by the Narragansett Electric

L-ght company is said to be but the beginning of a move-
ment which is to include all electric roads in the state in

one combination. The company in question has already

acquired full control of the entire street car seivice in

Providence, and in Cranston, East Providence, Manton,
Elmwood aad Pawlucket.

To avoid a long detour by highway the Pleasant Valley

Electric Railroad company of Pittsburg has built a viaduct

across Jack's Run, a small tributary of the Ohio about five

miles northwest of the city. The structure carries a
double-tracked electric railroad and a toll wagon road and
footway. It is 740 feet long and 160 feet above the creek

at its highest point. The roadway is 18 feet from curb to

curb, and the two sidewalks are each five feet wide. The
spans vary from 30 to 96 feet in length, and are each com-
posed of latticed girders 3-foot deep. The floor is made
of arches of terra cotia lumber, covered with concrete and
asphalt. The viaduct is calculated to sustain, besides its

own weight, a live load of 20 pounds per square foot over
the whole of the roadway and sidewalks, the floor system
to carry 12 ton electric cars. 20 feet long, with a 6 foot

wheel base. It was erected by a 100 foot overhanging
traveler, which started from one side and erected trestle

tower, trusses and floor system in advance of itself.

TELEPHONES.
The Wisconsin Telephone company of Racine has filed

articles of incorporation with a capita! stock of $500 ooo-

The company intends to operate telephone lines throughout
the state with headquarters at Racine.

The telephone company is in trouble at Baltimore.
Thomas E. McSherry, the agent of the company, has
been arrested on a charge of receiving illegal rates for the

rental of telephones, and his case will come up before the

grand jurv. The company is prepared to contest the

validity of the Legislatures's act regulating the rates.

Governor Brown will be petitioned to instruct the Attor-
ney-general to take legal steps to force the Chesapeake
Potomac Telephone company to carry out the provisions

of the law enacted by the last Legislature limiting the

rates charged subscribers for instruments.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The General Electrical company has absorbed the street

railway and electric light plants of Winona, Minn., and
the erection of a large power house will be one of the first

acls of the new company.

The Marinette Gas, Electric L-ght & Street Railway
company, of Marinette, Wis., has begun work on the ex-

tension of its plant, which will cost in the neighborhood of

$25 000. A new Corliss engine and several neff* dynamos
have been added.

A. C. Terry read an interesting paper on "Electricity

Practically Applied" before the Buffalo Electrical society

on the evening of March 24th. Mr. Terrj-'s article was
illustrated by the cchibitioo and operation of ditTerent

apparatus applying directly to the advancement made in

electricity for domestic use.

In the report of the meeting of the Short Electric Rail-

way company of Cleveland, O.. the announcement that

W^illiam Hazleton, 3d, had been appointed the assistant

general manager of the company was inadvertently omit-

ted. Mr. Hazleton has been connected with the Short
company for several years.

A Boston correspondent says that a number of Quincy
capitalists are forming a stock company to place along the

shores of Quincy Bay, particularly at Hough's Neck and
Quincy Point, a number of electric boats for the use of

pleasure and fishing parties. The intention is to use
storage batteries.

The Citirens' Electric Light ^lv: Power company of Kok-
omo, lud., has purchased the plant of the Kokomo Elec-

tric company, consisting ot one 45. one 50 and one 35
2,000 candle power arc lamp dynamos, two So horse

power boilers, one 150 horse power engine and accessories

and the entire system of lights and wires already up The
good will and all contracts formerly owned by the Kokomo
company, including the contract for lighting the city, are

now the property of the Citizens' company, and it will be
responsible for the fulfillment of the contracts.



TRADE NEWS.
The Riker Electric Motor company of Brooklyn, has

in course of construction a 35 horse power motor to be
used in connection with an exhibit at the World's Fair.

The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, has com-
pleted its assortment of "O. K." weather-proof and office

wires and is now prepared to fill orders of all kinds. These
wires have met with deserved success.

General Sales Agent G. J. Jackson, of the Norwich
Wire company of New York, is receiving congratulations

on a contract recently closed with the Bell Telephone
company of Montreal, for several miles of wire for

underground conduit in Toronto, Ont.

Charles Blizard, secretary of the Franklin Electric

company of New York, manufacturer of the Franklin

mnltipolar accumulator (Irving system) is in Chicago in-

troducing these batteries, for which numerous merits and
many advantageous improvements are claimed.

The Br}'ant Electric company of Bridgeport, Conn.,
manufacturer of the Bryant switch, is now nicely settled in

its new factory, which occupies a three-stor)' building.

The company has placed considerable new machinery and
with enlarged quarters in all departments will have double
the capacity of its old works.

The Ansonia Electric company reports large sales and
prosperous business among the electrical people of Montana
and the Pacific Coast. Charles W. Cobb, the traveling

agent for the company, met with gratifying success during

the winter and placed many special orders for shield brand
wire and Habirshaw rubber covered wire.

J. C. Chamberlin, general manager of the General
Electric Launch company of New York, is sending out a
neat pamphlet, descriptive of the many advantages of

electric launches, and also giving a very interesting account

of the construction of launches made by his company,
with important data as to the capacity and cost.

H. M. Nichols, of the Redding Electric company of

Boston, was in New York last week for a couple of days,

during which time he made several large sales for the

"lona" switch, manufactured by this company. Mr.
Nichols will visit Philadeipbia, Baltimore, Chicago and
several other large cities before his return to Boston.

F. C. Ross, manager of the New York office of the Eddy
Electric Manufacturing company of Windsor, Conn., will

hereafter be located in the Havemeyer building, Cortlandt,

Church aud Dey streets. A fine suite of offices has been
fitted up and will afford largely increased facilities for

conducting the business of that well-known company.

The American Down Draft Boiler company, Woburn,
Mass., is now the sole manufacturer of the down draft

steam boilers and smoke preventing attachments for

ordinary boilers. It has fitted up a shop in Woburn, Mass.,

and further enlarged the capacity for business so that it is

now prepared to give prompt attention to all inquiries and
orders in its line.

The Sioux City Electrical Supply company has doubled
its foundry capacity, adding two brass, one solder and bab-

bitt and one zinc fnmaces. The company is also working
a night gang, and reports a splendid trade in electrical

brass and zinc. The repair shop is also crowded, rebuild-

ing electrical machiner}-, making commutators, trolley

wheels and other supplies.

Queen iS: Co., Philadelphia, are making a special feature

of their "magnetic vane" ammeters and voltmeters. They 494.562.

are adapted for constant switchboard use, and will render HI-

service twenty-fonr hours per day without disadvantage.

A number of the larger manufacturing concerns use these

meters for installation work, as they present great ad-

vantages in being constant, accurate, durable, and low in

price. Circular No. 420, which contains full information

concerning these meters, will be mailed by the makers upon
applicadoa.

The trade will be interested in the illustrated catalogue

and price list recently published by the Hollzer-Cabot
Electric company, 92 Franklin street, Boston, Mass. The
book is quite exhaustive and describes fully the company's
line of dynamos, indicators, controllers, switches, etc. Full

explanations are contained for special wiring and locating

for motors and djmamos, A special feature is made of the

company's line of fan motors which is particularly complete
and worthy of attention.

The Helios Electric company of Philadelphia has added
a large amount of new machinery to facilitate the filling of
its orders, bat appreciating that it will soon outgrow the
present qtiarters, the company has leased a large factory

bailding at Germastown Junction, a few miles from Phila-

delphia, where it will move its offices and works July ist.

The new quarters will be filled with new machinery,
which will give a capacity of fifty lampsdaily. The build-

ing is 50 by 225 feet and three stories high. Much credit

is due GetcTal Manager D. C. Spruance for the energetic
manner in which be has pushed this company to the front.

He rcurccd last week from an extended trip through the
West and .Scnih much pleased with the numerous orders he
has secared.

The Onondaga Dynamo company of Syracuse, N. Y.,

has received a very flattering testimonial from E. C, .Stearns

A Co.. manufacturers of hardware specialities. The latter

concern was indnced seme time ago to inTestigatc the
merits of the Onondaga campany's machines, comparing
them with the m^tkes of older companies. As a result of
his investigation Stearns iu. Co. placed an order for one
SCO light machine. This gave satisfaction and a second
order was given for an auxiliary dynamo of 50 li;^hts

capacity and sabscqnentjy they substituted one of the
plating dynamos of the Onondaga company for another
make in their nickel room. All these machines arc giving
satisfaction, ranging in capacity from 75 to 20 percent,
better than the manufactorers rate them.
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BUSINESS.
The Central Electric company, Chicago, is kept busy

filling orders. The business in Okonite wire, conduit and
general supplies was never so great, and the company's
large capacity for taking care of its customers is being tested
to the utmost at this time. The new socket recently
launched on the market by this company is meeting with
favorable results. The company is making a specialty of
porcelain branch blocks, cut-outs, etc., and is having an
unusual demand. The pin and bracket factory of this com-
pany is running night and day, and can scarcely keep up
with the demand.

H. Hubbell,manufacturer of machinery and tools, Bridge-
port, Conn. ,has recently enlarged his business in manufac'-
uring horizontal bench tapping machines, but will dispense
with the tool part of the works. Of this tapping machine, it

maybe said that the spindle is driven by two 2-inch belts,
running in reverse directions, giving a speed of 1,200 to
1.500 per minute. The reversing of the tap is accom-
plished by light foot pressure on a treadle, through the
means of a lever that actuates a friction cone, covered
with a moulded leather surface. For tapping small work
the machine is provided with a rest and spindle, fitted to
line up with the main spindle, on the end of which gigs
or holders may be attached to accommodate various
shaped pieces. The spindle is provided with a knurled
collar that is grasped by the operator in the process of
tapping. If from any cause the tap should be run too far
in, or become caught in the work, this collar may be re-

leased and allowed to revolve, with the tap and work at-
tached, without danger of breaking the tap or injuring the
operator.

F. G- Fuller, formerly with the United StalesWire& Cable
company, has joined the forces of the Washburn & Moen
Manufacturing company, and will give his attention to the
insulated wire and cable department. Mr, Fuller is now
in Chicago and will remain here until after the opening of
the World's Fair. Mr. Fuller will make a specialty of
pushing the salamander wire which his company is matu-
facturing. This wire has Para rubber insulation, is fire-

proof and is specially designed for inside wiring in damp
places. It has been submitted to many severe tests and
has in every case given satisfaction. One of these made
for the information of insurance inspectors was conducted
in the following manner: Several smooth sample boards
were prepared, each having arranged upon it samples of
various well known electric wires, one sample upon each
board being the salamander wire. All samples upon the
boards had the same size conductor, and were carefully
wired together into a circuit, the plan being to test them in
comparison, and under the same conditions. These sample
boards represented sixteen leading makes of insulated
wires, several of them being claimed by their makers to be
fireproof. Current was applied and maintained until the
conductor was first brought to a red heat, then a white
heat, and in some cases, melted. Under this intense heat,
every one of these samples except the salamander was
wholly destroyed, in several instances setting fire to the
board and blazing all around the salamander, but in no
case did sufficient heat escape through the salamander
covering to discolor the board beneath it.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
IssiteJ April 4. 1893.

Telautograph. Elisha Gray, Highland Park,

494,565. Controlling Switch for Electric Motors. Warren
S. Hill, Boston, Mass.

494.585. Means for Electrically Heating Crucibles-
Willis Mitchell, Maiden, Mass.

The crucible consists of two insulated parts made of electrical
conducting material which are suppoiteJ in a frame provided
with a handle, the frame carrying a pairof contact plates which
make contact with the two insulated portions, whereby the con-
tents of the crucible may be heated by the passage of a current
from one of the insulated parts to the other through the molten
mass.

494.586. Apparatus for Electrically Heating Crucibles.
Willis Mitchell, Maiden, Mass.

494.587. Electric Coal Mining Machinery. Edmund C.
Morgan, Chicago, III.

A small motor carries upon one end of its armature shaft a
cam which engages with a roller secured to the reciprocating
frame carrying the tool, so that the tool may be drawn back by
the cam; a spiral spring is put undur tension by this act. and
upon the release of the roller by the cam acts to impart to the
tool a forward stroke

494.596. Police Patrol System. John II. Ring, Lowell,
Mass.

494.608. Means for Switching Generators or Motors in or
Out of Circuit, Nathan Van Denburgh and Frederick
H. Loveridge, Chicago, III.

494,610. Electric Switch. George W. Webb, Wilkcs-
barre, Pa.

494.629. Commutator lirush for Dynamos. David W.
Dunn. Pittsburg, Pa.

The commutator bru^h \% composed of pulverized c -rbon and
Hilicaf: of »oda, having fihcct<i of copper gau/.c interposed be-
tween the laycfJi thereof.

494/-'57- Electric Meter. Milton E. Thompson, IJoston,

Mass.

The meter is particularly designed for measuring nltcrnftling
currcnls, and compriws an nrmnturc consisting of n hollow
cirrted ondiicV/r of cjppcr or olhcr non-magnetic conducting
maicri.tl. an! senr% coihi through which pa,s*rs the current to
\f, mraiurcd. arrantjcd with their lommon usis at rifjht nnglcs
U> ihr comrnnn axis of shunt roiU, which latter coils arc con-
iKcted as a ahunl across the circuit leading to the translating
tJcvicss,' Thcsff combined pans constitute an electric motor
which develops a toff|ue propfjrlional to the energy pajwlng
through the motor.
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494.667- Method of Producing Coated Metal Articles.
Francis J. Clamer, Philadelphia, Pa,

494. 66S. Method of Coating Metal Articles. Francis J.
Clamer, Philadelphia, Pa.

494,705- Electric Locomotive Regulation. Rudolph M.
Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa.

By this method of regulation rheostats for varying the
strength of the current and coramutated fields for varying the
strength of the magnetic field are dispensed with, the regu-
tion being accomplished by varying the counter electromotive
force of the motors to permit the passage of the requisite
amount of current to produce the proptr speed. Two motors
3re preferably used whose counter electromotive forces may be
added or otherwise disposed of to produce the required results.
Thus, when the car is starting from rest and a large current is
required, the counter electromotive force is reduced to that of
one motor, thereby permitting the necessary large flow of cur-
rent As the speed increases the counter electrometivc force
increases, and reduces the current passing through the motors.
Thus, within certain speeds, tee regulation is automaiic, but
when the speed reaches that allowable in the streets, the
counter electromotive forces of the motors are added, thus op-
posing the current to such an extent that the required current
to maintain the normal speed on the level passes through the
motors.

494.710. Telegraph Pole. James W. Carver and Chester
E. Carver, Pawlet, Vt.

494 721. Electric Railway Trolley. Edward Martyn,
Detroit, Mich.

494.739- Brush Supporter for Dynamo-electric Machines.
Axel Ekstroem, Lynn, Mass.

494.750- Switch for Electrical Currents. Henry P. Ball,
Schenectady, N. Y.

494,762. Electrical Annunciator. John B Rogers
Washington, D. C.

494.778- Coinoperated Phonograph. Ellsworth E. Flora,
Chicago, 111.

494.779 Appira'us for Boring Wells. Fulton Gardner.
Chicago, 111.

494. 7S1. Circuit Controller for Electric Motors. Warren
S. Hill, Hyde Park, Chicago, III.

4947S6. Automatic Cut-out for Electric Signaling Bo.xes.
Jacob F. Mehren, Chicago, 111.

494.787- Automatic Cut-out for Electric Signaling
Mechanisms. Jacob F. Mehren, Chicago, 111.

494.807. Coin-operated Phonograph. Ellsworth E. Flora,
Chicago, 111.

494,827. Voltaic Cell. Edward Weston, Newark, N. J.
The density of the cell, and consequently the electromotive

force, is practically independent of temperature changes, a
standard cell being thus provided whose electromotive force
is always a constant quantity. In the preferred form a satur-
ated solution of cadmium salt in water is used as an electrolyte,
and as electrodes an amalgam of cadmium and mercury op-
posed to an electrode of pure mercury and proto-sulphate of
mercury IS u=ed. The claim reads: "A voltaic cell, the elec-
tromotive force of which is practically independent of temper-
ature changes."

494,828. Electrical Measuring Instrument.
Weston, Newark, N. J.

Edward

The instrument is of the type in which the strength of an
e.ectric current is measured by the expansion of a fine wire, the
O'ject of the invention being to r«duce the length of the wire
from twelve feet or thereabouts to about ten inches. The wire
IS rigidly secured at one end. the other end bemg secured to the
index after passing around a series of rollers, the wire being
thus arranged in an open loop.

494.829. Recording Voltmeter. Edward Weston, New-
ark, N, J.

The principle of the invention consists in causing a contact
arm moving over an elongated body traversed by a current
which undergoes thereby a definite fall in voltage, automatically
to cut out or introduce into the circuit such fraction of the
length of the body as will compensate for the change of voltage
occurring in the circuit

494.830. Ground Detector for Electric Circuits. Edward
Weston, Newark, N. J.

494,832. Electric Clock. Herman Wubbeler, Beaver
Falls, Pa.

494,836. Dynamo-electric Machine. Arthur S. Baxen-
dale, Selangor, Eng.

494,849. Separator for Battery Elements. Chaimson-
ovitz P. Elieson, New York, N. Y.

494,852. Galvanic Battery. Derrick IL Fitch. Cazenovia,
N. Y.

494,856. Electiic Generator or Motor. Waller T. Gool-
den and Llewelyn B. Atkinson, London, Eng.

494,871. Trollev Pole Catcher. Edward L. Langheinz,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

494,961. Electrical Measuring Instrument. Adolf Koe-
poei, Berlin. Germany.

494,964. Galvanometer. Edwin F. Northrup, Ardmore,
Ohio.

In this galvanometer all external adjusting magnets arc dis-
pctnscd with, and in jilacc thereof meana arc provided for ad-
justing the strength of the moving magnetic field of the system.
Thin in effected by short circuiting, more or less, the miignetic
lines of force emanating from the poles of the magnets in ihc
moving HyMtem, leaving the system entirely independent of all

external magnetic fieldn other than ihut of ilie eurili.

494,966. Circuit Closing Clock. Herbert S. Page, Med-
ford, assignor to Edmund D. Spear, Boston, Mass.

494,978, Electric Motor. Francis B. Crocker and
Schuyler S. Whcclcr, New York, N. Y.

An electric motor currying .-1 fan upon the end of iln armature
haft in »upporied upon a vertical journal at an anffle ho that
the line of thruftt of the fan ticx lo one Hide of the vertical pivot^

thuB cftUHing Iho motor and fan to revolve around llic vertical

axin.

494.995. Cut-out for Brush Lnmrs, Bcrj n^in Ad.air

and Charles II KIcwtr, Dci.vir, Colo.
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EUOENB F. PniLIilPB, PrOBt. W. A. HAxnAWAY, Treos.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE
KLBCTRIC LIGHT LINE WIIIK,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,

Vf. II. Sawteb, Soo'y.

WORKS,

r

AMERICANITE. MAGNET.
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR
FARADAY CABLES. WIRES.

J»EW YOlilC OFFICK, P. C. .\ckormon, 10 Corllandt Slroot.

MONTKEAL mlANCH, Eugeno F. PhlUlpa' Eloctrlcol Works

ARMATURES
REWOUND,

Street Railway and Electric Light-

ing Companies will find it to their in-

terest to write for prices, as we do all

kinds of electrical repair work.

McLEAN&SCHMITT,
Room 416, 197 S. Canal St., Chicago.

CANDELABRA,
Winiature and Special

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

For iDfomintloD and piicefi c/iv^rlon CaD']el8brn,
Miniotaro and Si-«vrjnl lacawl'maDl Jjtmih; ad-
dres0 the

EDISON DECORATIVE AND

MINIATURE LAMP DEPARTMENT,

I[AKKISO\. \. J.

THE "CLARK " WIRE.
Insnlatlon dinaraiiteed wherever used. Aerial, IJndereronDd or Snbmarlne.

In a letter from the Inspector of tlie Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, he says: ''A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber aeed In Insalfltlng our wires and rabies 1p especially chemically prepared, and ia guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and wiJl remain flexible in extreme cold
weather and ie not affected by heat. Tlie insulation is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids, and ihe wliole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and speciai extra flnifh, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires aa an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafinR and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very gre»* extent fireproof. Our ineulation will prove
durable when all others fall . We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Klectric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color,

Clark Joint Oam should be used for making waterproof joints. This Is put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one foot long and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped aboat a joint
"ind pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. FOB HAILWAV tmd MOTOU use, we make all sizes of etranded and flexible with Clark Insulation.

WK «ITARAXTEE OUR I^SULATIOIV WHRKEVER USED, AERIAL, UXnER<,;ROV'ND OR SITBUARIXE. and onr net prices are as low, If not lower than any
other first-class Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms aud discounts for (juantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTOJT, MASS.

HENRY A. CLARK, TrtaBnier and Qen'l Manager.
BSBBEKT H. EUSTIS, Fraildent and Electrician.

The Crescent Insulated Wire and Cable Co.,
MANUFACTUKEES OF UIGDEST GKADES OF

Rubber Insulated Wire and Cables for Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use,

FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, TRENTON, N. J.

AeSNTS; JOHN A. R(tEBIiI><,i-i« HUNM CO. Chlcseo. 171 Lake street.
SAN FRAKOISCO. a.5 and i-Tremont Street,
IVEW VORK. 117 I-ibertj- Street.

ANY CANDLE POWER. rr.tM.isi

ii

XJVr±to tor I^rloes.

STEUBEN" LAMP.
STEUBEN LiAMP WORKS, CANISTEO, N. Y.

ANY VOLTAGE.

Blaxtiialeei I'r-eei

REMOVAL.
On or about April 15, 1893, we shall move our
offices and general business address to 39 and
41 Cortlandt St. The factory will also be moved
to our new property at Ampere (East Orange),
N. J., D. L. & W. R. R.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC CO.
SELLING AGENTS,

ANSONIA ELECTRIC CO., CUMMER, CRAIG & CO.,

102 Michigan «ve., CHICAGO. ILL 178 Devonshire St.. BOSTON. MASS.

PLATINUM
For all kinds ol Electrical Use. Sheet or Wire of any Degree of Hardness.

Special Attention given to Platinnm for Incandescent Lamps.
Address H'E CARRY TUE LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

Tbe Ostiorne StGain Eniiiieeriiig Co

,

I»XJT».U

SAL-AMMONIAC.
Gnarantced Otcf 99 Per Cent. Pare.

lOl Hinzic N(. Chlraso.

E\'(^IXEEKH.
Rooms 714-715, 167 Dearborn St.. - Chlcapo
Reprosotitativo work now in courso of construc-

tlou. 2 Olio H. P. Uocit. Ll^iit and Power Plnct for
the Pabal Ueat, Light & Povr^r Co., Milwaukue, Wis
Those who contemplate the conatructloti of eliul"

liiriilnnta on Improved and econoraicnl Unee will
iln -n-ell (r» romiininlriitf" with ii". FlrRt, bo miro
,1.11 Mill K'l't tlH' l-OHl. !h.ni i;.. (ill. nil.

SAL AMMONIAC
CELKCTBIO BKANO)

ForElectrlcal Purposes
Gunrantoeil OS/l)0% and free of lead and iron.

If yon want the l)est quality ask your dealer

for this brand. Imported by

A.KLIPSTEIN, 122 Pearl St., New York.

AUTOMATIC

HIGH SPEED ENGINE.
Simple, Compact, Selt-Lnbrlcatiiiff,

Perfect Regulation.

Especially Adapted for Direct Connection.

Si7.os carried In stock from 24 to
'J.1 Uorse Power.

TheJ.T. Case Engine Co.,
WEAV BRITAIN. rOXN.

WM. S. mXE, Geuernl Snli's Manager.

1421 Stonadaock Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

Write for New Illustrated Cntnlopu,».

'M, V." Ammeters and Voltmeters.

CoDslant Suiteli-lnaril Use.

Chicaoo, III., Mnrch 2, 1S93.

Messrs. Queen & Co..

nun Chfvtiiol SI.. Phi!».lflphi«. Pa..

tiKNTl.KMEN: -Your f.-wor of Ihe 'l^\h alt.
iH received. In roply would My. yoor
"Mn^jiiotic Vane*' Animolers and Vollmo-
tero have boon satlsfnclory lo us. • * •

Very trulv yours,
SIEMKXS i; HALSKE

Electric Company of Auiorlcn.

E ginecrs .ind Architects will
serve ihc ^anls of tboir dicnls lo

best sftti-ifaction I\v specifying these
i- strumcnts for switch boardsof iso-

Ifiied phuUs. Central Station Mana-
gers will al o find them a paying
investment.
Ask tor Descriptive Circular No. 420.

QUEEN $c CO., iDcorporatefi, PHILADELPHIA, D, S. A.
Soud Ave ceula for Catulogue l-0(i of Ete.Mrlcnl Modsurlug Apporatua.
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ESTABLISHBD Of 1861.

E. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAJS AHD ELICTHIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES.

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET.

CHICAGO.
-B&A2T0H 6T0BB-

8134 Michigan Avenu*.

WILLIAM A. ROSENBAUM,

Electricil Expert and Patent Solicitor,

Times BnitdiDS, XEW VOBK^

Former Manager, now Successor to tbe

Patent Department of

THE W.J. JOHNSTON CO., Ltd
{"The Eleclrical World.")

FOR SALE.

FOR SALE.
Two 300-anipere3 shnnt wonnd U. S. Dynamos.

Two 200-amperea shunt woand TJ. S. Dynamos.

Two soft-light T.-H. Dynamos, componnd wound,

with Base, Kheostat and Ammeter.

Two 25-light American 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamos.

One 50-Ught Sperry 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamo.

Ten l^-Ucht Knowles Dynamos with lamps.

Twelve 50-light Schuyler Dynamos. 2,000^- p-

Two 150-Brti5h Incandescent Machines, 95 volts.

One IMight Brush Arc, 7 amperes.

One 90-h. p. ArminRton and Sims Engine.

Two 120 ampere Edison Dynamos, eeU-oiUng.

We Buy Outright Electrical EquipmeRl.

r4 CORTL.\M>T !ST„ X. Y.

One W light United States Arc Dynamo; IS amperes, 32 volts, with
20 Lamps. In good condition.

Address CONSOLIDATED STEEL WIKE CO.,

Wl The Kookery, CHICAGO.

ILATINUM
For all Purposes.

Scrap and Native Platinum Purchased,

EAKf:K A: CO« 408-414 New Jersey
Kitiiroa.<i Ave., Newark, >'. J.

WANTED.
If you have a second hard 50O H P.

Corlis-S engine in ^ood condition which
you desire to siU cheap, address, with full

riartlcu'ars.

PKESIDENT,
f .iro Western ElectricianW -». o» ^T «• X>.

Salesman, hy prominent manufaciurer,

to sell D>nam'« and Motors on cimmis-
sion. Must have experience as silesman,

and aciuaintance in Chicago. Good op-

poitaniiy f r suth party.

Address A, H. G .

Will be Ofjen for an engagement May 15

a» Central Staiioi Superin'enden or Ger.
eral Manager, .\m a reliable man. ar d

onierstand my busioeM. .Salary rjot li.-ss

Ihao $1,400 [iiT year. Concs^ondonc*;
solicite'I .Vddreas "W.S.,"

Prompt delivery for cash f. o. b cars Baltimore:
One 2.'> b.p. Vertical N,Y. Safely Engine, price S30i).

One 35 li. p. Westinghouse Engine, price ^lOO.

One 110 volt, r>0 light Edison Machine, price ^^150,

One 30 light Fort Wayne Arc Machine, with extra
Armature and 27 Single Lamps, price 5^1,000.

Two 50 K. W. Wenstrom Machines with base frames
and regulators, piice each $750.

Address H. K. MeCAY,
106 E. German St., Baltimore, Md.

TRADERS IN KLKCTRICAL MACHIKERY.
FOR SALE (Continued List).

Two 30 light Ball arc dynamos, with 60 arc lamps.
One 25 light Ball arc dynamo, with 25 arc lamps.
One 80 light Mather incandescent dynamo, 110 volt.

One 8 horse power Card motor, 500 volt.

FOWOTNV ELKCTRIC TO.,
30 E. r>th St , CINCIXNATl, OHIO.

Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam

Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & 6IERCE MF6. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

IMANGAIVESE
In lumps or milled up to 95* supplied cheapest.

Ocra, HerzOKthum 4>otlia. German)-.

The 11. sliDS Electric Co..

OF PLTMOL'TH, l.lIUlAAN^t,

Are prepared to contract for the manu
facture of all kinds of electrical apparatus.

Blcjc'e Work Especially Solicited

Patented J-n. 22,1884. A.T. Smith's
Electric Lava Gas Tip

Multiple Ligbting

For Churchee, Theaters
and Public Halle.

Are used all over the coan-
try. Send for estiuiatea or
prices to

A.T.SMITH,
B W.I 4th St , New York.

ManufactuKeKs of

OCTAGONAL^^ Cedar
TEL£mfii&Electrical
RailwayPolessCRossArms

,# H.M.LOUD &SONS UjmberQ.
OSCODA, IVIICH.

Receiver's Sale of S'reet Railway

At Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Notice is hereby given that in pursuance of

an order of the Circuit Court of Milwaukee
County, Wisconsin, I will, on the 30th day of

June A. D. 1893, at eleven o'clock in the fore-

noon of said day, at the south door of the

Court House in the city and county of Mil-

waukee, Wi-consln, offer for sale and sell at

public auction as an entirety, the street rati

way of the Milwaukee Electric Railway Com-
pany in said city of Milwaukee, with all the

franchises and rights and privileges of said

railway company for the operation and main-

tenance of the same, and all the property of

said corporation used in or in connection with,

or essential to the exercise of its said

franchises.

Said railway property and franchises consist

of about 0)< miles of double track, being

about 13 miles of single track, in said city of

Milwaukee, with all the poles, wires, cables,

trucks, ties, stringers, fixtures and appliances

composing or used in connection with said

tracks or said railway, with franchises, privil-

eges ai.d rights derived from ordinances of

the common council of the city of Milwaukee

to maintain and operate said road; also sundry

parcels of real estate in said city, with car

barns and power house thereon; also the en-

gines, boilers, machinery and rolling stock

and supplies of said road.

The terms of such sale are cash.

Tbe said street railway will be sold free of

all liens and encumbrances except judgments

of foreclosure and sales aggregating *31,193.-

56 with interest from the 32d day of Novem-
ber, 1S92, at 7 per cent, on SI,359.60 thereof,

and at 6 per cent, per annum on the remaind-
er. 8aid judgments of foreclosure covering
the said specific parcels of real es'ate.

Dated Milwaukee, Wis., Feb. 27, 1893.

G. J. MELMS.
Receiver of the Milwaukee Electric

Railway Company.

Electric Light
AND

Battery Carbons.

j u ij ^ L-^v^^i>.= '^^ lyj kyj,^>ji^i.i;'<^ .

Motor
Brushes.

Sole Licensees to manufacture the Hazeltine Long Life Carbon.

THE r»E3XjT<3nNr ^w.A.TCEsn t^vhese:!.

Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

WAITTED.
Poeilkm by a man fapablc of ioftUiiing

arc or incandescent rDft/;hirtry of any
vj&^-Xti. or woalfl accep*. f^isitlon traveling

witb a ko d line of e ectriral fif>«da]iie!»

A'ld =^ C, V,hx '.',Ti.

N I on Eh? on. W Im.

WANTED-IO BUY.
200 V> 400 irnp'ir'j 110 -olt sec.nd hand

dyiMiDOs.

B4ETER ELECTRIC CO.,

76 Fiith ATeoo«. CHICAGO. ILL.

Over 2,000 in use.

Affords the most eimpleard reliable power for all mlnlnc and manufactur-
iDf;; machinery. Adnpted to hesds running from '.0 up to 3,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 80 per cei t. better reeulta guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the country.

EliKCTBIC TRANSMISSION.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords In the way t f a uniform and relia-

ble power, dome regulation and thefarllity of adaptation to varying conv-ltlone
of hpeed and J)re^Bu^e, have broiiglit it Into epeclal prominence and exitnalva
nee for thiB claBS of work. All applications ehonid elate amonnt and head of
water power reqnlred, andforvSat purpose, with approximate leiigth of pipe
line. Send fjk Oatalooub.

TH£ P£LTOX AXTATER IVHEEL CO.,
121-l»:c TIain Ht., I«an FranciHCO, €al., U. H. A.

//.? LMUJEUTV STKEICT, - - XK^r YOIIK.
H^It liavlng come to our notice tliat our pntent rights are being infrlncet.

upon. Intending pDrchaecra are herehy warned that all such Infrlngomonta wir
be {Inly i)roBPf:uted. ^

l*KLTON IVATKK ItlOTOltH. Varying from the fraction of 1 to lb

and 20 hi»r8« i owi.^r, nnci|iialed for all light running niachtneiy. Wurrantd
to dHvclop Rgivnn hinoiint of power with onMliatf the water r(M|iiired by aiif
other, eS^I-tfind for Motor rirruliir. AMiIht-m im nbovc, Dfdlvf'Hr'H nmde fr ra

Han Francleco or N>-w York, an nmy nfTnrd tbe indct rnvtimlib' fr.'li.'ht rat^H

DO YOU NEED ANYTHING IN THE LINE OF

BATTERY SUPPLIES?
WE CAN QUOTE YOU BED-ROCK ON

Carbons, Zincs, Coppers, Jars,

Sal-Ammoniac, Blue-

stone, Etc.

LAW BATTERY COMPANY,
85 JOHN ST., NEW YORK.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CELE.

RRAXEI» AVAXER WHEEEas particularly adapted to their use
on accoupt of its remarkably Hteady motion, hie^h Mpeed
anA e^reattiitici^nfy^And larcre Capacity foritsdlameter,
being double the Hew <*r of most wheels of same diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies w-ith ercal satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per ceat
of useful effect e^uaranteed.
SEIM> FOR CAXAEOCEE ANW PARXICrEARM.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICTOR

XERRII\E!«i arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Fiumc. Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
st.ictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation

admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

X£33D 1878.
SOIiB BIAJfCFACTrREBS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
FACTORY

wniauNciTON,

In Sheets, Tubes, Roda, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

DEI,. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i4i>ev
OFFICE:

ST., X. T.

SEND FOR OUR
New Catalogue of

Electrical
Books.

The moat complete of Its

kind ever publiehed.

Sent Free to Any AddresB.

Ws are Headpariers

In the West for ftfC-
TRICAL BOOKS, and fill

orders prom ptiy, pre-
paid, OD receipt of price.

Eleclrlclan Fobllshlng Cu ,

6 Lakeside BiiildlQg,
Chicago, 111.

2 BRixSS FOUNDRY.

^ BATTERY ZLNG,
§ S, C. ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO,,

LLl SlOrX C'lTV. IOWA.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

Non-Conductive Blocks,
Rosettes and Baiei lor

Cut-Outs and Switches-

Also Insulators, Cleats,

Lamp Trimmings and other
Electrical Supplies.

Our production la a dense
oodj. The glazlnR and bndy
of our ware are of same com-
position, and are baked alike,

whlcli are the features ot

True Hard Porcelain.

EMPIRE
CHINA
WORKS,

Hi to 156 Green St,

fireen Pout,

BROOKLJ.V N.T.

«^HAWA\VT
#\5E\\1RE
^CO\\PV\Y

161 HIGH .5T B0.3T0N

HICHE.5T GRADE

TE5TEDR5E\VIRE6U\KS
JEND FOR CATALOQE
AND PRICE LI JTJ

P.'B.
'Waterproof Insnlating Compounds.

Armature Varoish and Waterproof insulating Tape.
THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY,

2 Liberty Street, New York. 542 "The Rookery," Chicago.

THE ELEMENTS OF

flYNAHIC FLECTBICITY

AND MAGNETISM.

NEW ENGLAND BUTT CO.,
PROVIDENCE, R. I., U. S. A.

H. N. FENNER, TreasTirer and General Manager.

A Book
For Learners. NOTXr Ready! Postage Free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

UTS
Wood Kiiffravine—For Machinery, etc.
Xiiic KtfliinB—From Triuts, I'ou and luk Drawlnge, etc.

Ilalf-Toiie I'rorOMM ^^^^'''^^ roproducMous of rhoto^rnphs, Wash DrowiDRfi,
'l vU\, I'tctuHl lu ct»p|ior.Wax Kiieri'avineH-l'nr AIu|l^J, I'lal«, Scrl|>t, or DlHgrniue.

I'liOto-ljithoerapliy TnitiHf.-ie for LlthoyraphiTHliipnporoPBtono.
l>OHicnlns-

MANZ&CO.,
ENGRAVERS,

183, 185 and 187 Mouroe St., CHICAGO.

Four Head FoliNliing Machine.

M.\Nri'.lOXrRKUS OF

For covering Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Light Wire.
Large single and double BRAIDERS for coveriEg Cables.

Slrgle, Double and Triple Winders. Improved Six Spindle
Flyer Winder for Magnet Wires.

Fine Castings a Specialty.
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Grinistiaw White Core Wires, 4
Grimsliaw Tapes, Competition Line Wires,

Karen Core Wires, Vulca Ducts.

-MANUFACTURED BY-

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
CHICAGO, 80 Franklin St. NEW YORK, ISCortlandt St. BOSTON, 182 Summer St.

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
T^^^v^ FOK THIS

CELEBRATED WIRE,General Western Agents

307 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

H. Waed LEOSiRD. Geo. H. Finn.
President, Vice-President,

C. E. Caepenter,
Secretary and Treasurer.

CARPENTER
1

BBiDGEPORT, COXX.

CHiS. D. SHAIN", GENEEix Selling Agent,
136 Liberty St., Xew York City.

These rheostats can now be snpplied of any
resistance and capacity on short notice. They
are being largely ased by sach manufacturing
coDcems as the following: General Electric
CompaBy. Siemens .fc Hal?ke Company, Interior
Conduit & Insulation Company, Crocker-'Wheeler
Company, General Incandescent Arc Light Com-
pany, National Electric Company, Waddell-Entz
Comjwny, Western Union Company, Dahl Electric
Company, and by Central Station Companiee and
contractors all over the country.

Send for ne^' oatalo^ne and prire I

iShepard'i!* telebraiod StiO

Screw Catting Foot Lathe,

Foot and Power Lathes
From 9 to 26 Inches.

Also Drill Presses, Hand and
Power Planers, and Supplies.
Just th 6 Tools for Electricians.
Send for Illustrated Catalogue

"T-to H. 1j. Shf iiard. Agent,
141 W. 2d St., Cincinnati, 0.

Ji: JN « 1 IN ±Li <J .A. H 'i" J. i.N VjtS*

from one-eighth to six horse
power Horizontalaud Marine.

8. 16 and GO LIGHT
DYNAMO CASTINGS
Simple Sewing Machine and
Fan Motor Castings with in-

structions for building complete machines. Send
Stamp for Catalogue,

Palmer Bros , Electrical Snpplies.Miaiiiis, Codb.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

TIism Kartavsrt « Manufacturing - Co,^
•^TtrixjjvriixrGt-TOKr, xs^iXji.

FUSE
WIRE or
STRIPS.

Correct Carrying Capac

'

ity. Absolute

Unifo mity in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave.,
:io^.<3-o.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CC.

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

Innandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Elcctro^ilaters,

CHICAGO OFFICE, DENVER OFFICE, NEW YORK OFFICE,
Monadnock Building. 1735 Champa Street. 42 and 44 Broad Street.

'
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WINTER RESORTS OF THE SOUTH.
.TflckaoDvillo atnl Tampa, Florida, and nthpr

South Atlantio nnd Gulf Ooast rtiHorU ran I)o

ronobed with but oiio change or care from Clilcayo,

nud thot at LouIbvIIIo or OlnclnnfitJ, whoro tho
Monon makes close coiinectioDB with the L. & N.,

and Q. k C, VcBtlbule trains, ruaulng through to
Florida.

The Monon'8 doy trains aro now all oquippe<l
with bonutifut new Parlor and Dining Cars, while
Its ul»:;ht trains ore made up ot SmolilQf:^ Care,
Day Conches, and Pullman and Compartment.
Sleepers, li;^htod by electricity from headlight to

hindermost fleopor.

The aionon has gradually fought Its way to the
rfont, making extensivo Improvements in its road-
bed and service, until to-day it is the best eriuippfd
lino from Chicago to the Soulh, offering its pal

roiirt facilitios and accommodtitions second to uoD"
n llie world, and at rates lower than ever bofoir

MAP OFTHE UNITED STATES.
Alarge, lisndsome Map of the United

States, mounted and tutab'e for ofUce or

home U8(*, is Issued by the Burlingti n

Route. Copies -will be mailed to any ari-

drePS en receipt of twelve cents in posts ge
by P. S. EusTis, Gen'l Pass. Agent, C. B.

& Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, • '• '• PHILADELPHIA.
BUILDEES OF RAILWAY AND TEAMWAT CAES OF ALL CLASSES.

A NEW LAMP SOCKET
With Every Advantage.

Pnrablo and Kffectlve Contact.
Plenty of ICoom for Knot in tho Cord.

Strong on Flxturea; the Cap, with Bayonet
Locb, Projecting over tho Bhell.

The Dovetail Ceiling Rosette.

For Moulding, Cleat and Concealed Work.

No screw driver used in adjusting cap.

I For Sale by Supply Ilouses, or by

The Perkins Electric Switch
Mii;. COMPANY,

P. O, Box Sre. Hartford. Ctni^ T -H an«l ^'oatin-rlion**** HtylPH.

Special attention plven to the building of Electric ilotor and Trail Cars.

Builders of Brill No. 21 Truck with solid foreed frame, and "EurRka" Maximum Traction Pivotal Track.

REPAIRS
AH kinds of Electrical Repairs;

A specialty made of rewind-
ing Armatures and Fields boiti

Street Railway and Electr'c

Lighting.

PiflieerAmalnreWorls,
Koora -115 in 105 to 193 S. Canal St.,

Chicago, III.

\*i,'mmd.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral. Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS e^ BELLS.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO..IE
199 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

"Send for New Catalogue. Ont August 1st.

"t^l""'"""-:^

10 AmpereDouble Pole Switch.

HART SWITCHES.
SINGLE AND DOUBLE POLE.

THE ONLY Snap Switch that has

PROVEN A SUCCESS.

FOR SALE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES.

lie Hart k Befieman Ii. Co.. \ UUiiUt

Sockets, Switches, Cut-outs
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Sawyer -Man Electric Co,,

620 Atlantic Avenue, BOSTON.

5IO-534 West 23d Street, NEW YORK. Pullman Building, CHICAGO.
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NEW BOOKS !
- JUST OUT OF PRESS.

NBW

DYNAMO TENDERS'
HRND-BOOK.

Bv LIEDT. F. B. Badt.

BEiDY FOR DELIVEKT.
AN ENTIRELY NEW WORK.

The latest addition to our famous "Haud-Booli"
Series. Every practical dyoamo man should have a

copy.

«?6 Pages. t-tS Engravings.

PRICE, SI.OO.

NGftNDESGENT W R NG
h:a.3sj j_)-book:.

By Lieut. F B. Badt.

Fourth Edition. Tenth Thousand.

These tables give, without loss of time, exact size

of wire to be used. This is one of our famous "Hand-
Book" series, and is the standard authority on this
subject in the English language.

7^ Pages. 13 Illustrations.

PRICE, SI.OO.

BELL HANGERS^
•Hf\ND-BOOK.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Designed for practical men engagea in any class
of bell or anuunciator work. The only book of the
kind published.

106 Pages. 97 Illustrations.

PRICE, SI-00»

ELEGTRG-^TRftNSMISSON

hand-book:.
Bt Lieut. F. B. Badt.

A new work contamiog tables and information on
the electric transmission of power brought down to

date. One of Ibe most popular of our famous "Hand-
Book" Series.

97 Pages. 22 Illustrations.

PRICE, SI.OO.

STREET RAILWAYS.

Their Construction. Operation and Maintenance.

Et C. B. Faikchild.

This work is written by a practical man, and
should be in the hands of every street railway em-
ploye in the United States.

BOO Pages. Profusely Illustrated.

PRICE, $4.00.

ELECTRIC MACHINERY.
Br S. P. THOMPSON.

Fourth edition, revised and re-written. The most
complete worlt on the dynamo published.

900 Pages. Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, S9.00.

DICTIONARY
... OF ...

ELECTRICAL WORDS,
TERMS AND PHRASES,

Bt Edwix J. Houston, A. M.

The latest edition of this celebrated work contains
over 5,000 distinct definitions. As important as
Webster.

700 Pases. 750 Illustrations.

PRICE, S5.00.

ELECTRIC MOTOR
AND ITS APPLICATIONS.

By RIahtin and Wetzleb.

The first American book on electric motors. A
most complete work brought iown to date.

325 Pages. 354 Illustrations.

PRICE, $3.00.

THE PRACTICAL MANAGEMENT

OF

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
By Crocker and Wheelek.

The object of this work is to give simjple directions
for the practical use and management of dynamos and
motors. This work is having a large sale.

100 Pages. Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, $1,00.

Electric Li&ht Specifications

FOR THE USE OF

Engineers and Architects.

Bv E. k. Meerili..

ThiJ) work (fives the latest rules of The National
Electric Li^ht A«-=ociation, of the Natlooal Board of

Fire Underwriters, and of The New Enyland iDHUrauce
Fxcbaoge.

ire Pages.

PRICE, $1.50.

THE ELEGTRIG RAILWAY
IN

THEORY AND PRACTlGE.
By Cbosby and Bell.

This is G complete treatise on the construction and
operation of electric railways, and will commend it-

self to the electrical engineer, and to the practical
manager.

400 Pages. Profusely Illustrated.

PRICE, $2.50.

•HIGH POTENTIAL
AND

HIGH FREQUENCY.
Experiments with Alternate Currents.

By Nikola Tebla.

A lecture delivered before the Inetitution of Elec-
trical Engineers, London.

146 Pages. Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, $1.00.

m ELEGMC TELEdRAPH.

Et F. L. Vovr..

The ffrartecntb Oflltloo of this cflobratftd work Ih

Tigmnt^n aa^I brooalit dowD to dnte, A tccholcxil

hand-book for electrician.*, managera and oporotors,

234 Pa^^g. Illustrated.

PRICE, $l.60.

SCIENCE
SERIES.

Tlie HBrR'f) now tiuinbcra 103 volumeB, imtl^jmbracoa
works on ovory bubjoct.

10 mo. BoardH.

PHOFU8ELY ILLTJSTKATED.

Price, 50c. Each.

STANDARD

ELEGTRGAL DGTONflRY.
ByT. O'OoNNon Sloane.

This new work Hhould bo In the hands of all who
doslro to koop abroaatwlth the progress of the gronloet
science of the times.

600 Pages. 300 Illustrations.

PRICE, S3.00.

Any of the above books sent promjjtly, i)OStage prepaid, on receipt of price,

SEND IN YOUR ORDER.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Bldfr., Ghm. Ill,
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PAETIOULAELY ADAPTED TO DEIVING

Electric Light and Power Stations
y ' in accoant of its high efflclency at all Btagee of i^'ate, eteadlnese of motion and easy '.vorklns pate, the con-
^ 3iraction of which makes It the most eeneltive to the acllun of a governor of any wheel on ihe market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE lUastrallng various styles of eettlni; on both veitlcal and
horizontal shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.
Sl'CCESSfiKS TO

STOl'T, MII.I.H & TEMI"I/K. DAYTON. OHIO.

ELECTRICITY for ENGINEERS.

A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.
Price, Postage Prepaid, $2.50.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 LaKESID£ BUILDING, CHICAGO.

thesechrist automatic switch
Ji'or controlling Incandescent
lAghts in private residences
by using automatic gas keys
and an ordinary battery or
shunt circuit.

W .A-IiTTES^^ :—One good con-

struction firm in eacti city to represent us.

Apply to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
Manufacturer and Patentee, DENVER. COLO.

BEING A MANUFACTURERjouareforccd
by competilion to keep in toucli with all genuine economies

as soon as their value is proved; hence your Compound
Engines, Condensers, Steam Loops, etc., to reduce the cost
of ii.siiis your Steam. It is equally important that you
should consider every i'em which enters into the cost of
making your Steam.

If you are building a new Boiler House, resetting your
old boilers or adding new ones;

If your present boilers are fhort of capacity;

If you wish to raise their evaporalive duty to the level of

expert hand firing, and keep It there all the time:
If you wish sraokelessness by preventing,—not conceal-

ing or consnmins the smoke:

If you wish to preserve your boilers from unequal strains.

YOU WILL CAREFULLY CON-

SIDER MECHANICAL

STOKING.
If you wish to save the whole cost of handling, which in

large plants is the greater part of the labor item:

You will equip with simple, cheap and praclical

Coal and Ash Handling Machinery.

If you wish to have your fires always under control, Irrespective of atmospheric conditions, quality of fuel, or length of run-

If you wish to be independent of extraordinary or sudden demands for steam:

If you wish to save a large portion of the cost of a chimney with its foundations—and above all.

If you wish to return into your feed water the greater portion of the heat otherwise sent up the flue to make draft,

You Will Use Mechanical Exhaust Draft and Economizers.

It is a well organized Department of our Business to design and construct

Boiler Plants, comprising any or all of the above features, as good judgment
may determine. We assume an authority in this branch of Engineering
arising from an experience with over 750,000 Horse Power of Boilers

equipped with Stokers-

Section of Boiler House constructed for

I /^[^ii'l
Curtis, Dnvis & Co., Cambridgoport, _l-^Vi»i/

;H3m Mass. Bhowing Stack for 1200 H.P.

WESTINGHOUSE, CHURCH, KERR & CO., ENGINEERS,

NEW YORK. 17 Onrtlandt Street. CIIICMkO. I.><! niid I5N liako Street. BOSTOX. iVZU Alluiitit- .\vrnnr.

ST. L.OlItS, Comnu'iciul ICnililiiig. l>ITrHltrit<;ll.\V<'Htinglian^<r Building. MIXXK.VPOL.IS. Boi-ry Bloi-k.

Represented in PHILADELPHU by M. R. MUCKLE, Jr., & CO.. Drcxel Building.

We

ReliaMe

Specialties^

Only.

lona

Lamp

Sockets.

Edison^

Thomson -Houston
.^

WesUngJiouse

Base.

Key, Keyless and "Wall

Easily Wired,

Perfect Contacts.

Mannfactflrers' Prices.

SEND FOR SPECIAL CATALOGUE.

ReMiig Electric Co.,

41 FEDERAL SL, BOSTON MASS.
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NEW BOOK!
NOW READY.

NEW
DYNAMO TENDERS'

HAND-BOOK.
226 Pages. 140 Engravings. Hand-Booh Size.

Lieut. F. B. Badfs latest addition to our famous hand-hook series, of which

30poo copies have been sold. The new hook contains more than twice as

many pages and turice as many engravings as were comprised

in the old^ and will continue to retain the distinction of

heing the ONLY STANDARD WORKfor the

practical dynamo man and the learner.

NOW READY. PRICE, $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAKESIDEjBUILDINC, CHICAGO.
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FROM GASOLINE.
ClH-apiT than KU'nm

Direct from the Tank.

Fo! Arc and Incandescent Lighting.

OTTO GASOLINE ENGINES,
Working withmit l>oll.'r. HlGiira, dml, fisii'.-s, 'iau;/.<T, Jiiid

ulllli>Ht DO atti.'UillillC'J.

OTTO GAS ENGINE WORKS,
33d and Walnut Sts.. Philadelphia, Pa.

SIOXTX CIXY engine: -^VOFIIES
IJullders of High Grade

Corliss Engines,

Gidding's Aut(imallcs,

Simplo, Compoaad, Coadonaiss.

foinplete Plants Furniahed.

PF.r.LI>'0 AOENT.1:

26 Randolph St,, Chicago.

! 7. M. Davis, Dallas, Tex.

Kennedy & Pierce Mch. Co.,

DENVER.
A. M. Holier Hdw. Co..

HELENA. MONTANA.

SECURITY BLDG.. ST. LC
405 6TH AVE., SO. MINNEAPOLIS.

1302 UNION AVE.. KANSAS CITY.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Banders ofJligh Grade Engines and Boilers.

Electric Light Engines
a Specialty.

Cofflplfite Steam Plants Mallei

WESTEEN WAEEROOMS;
64 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also 30 Cortlandt Street, New York City.

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY
CHA-MBEKSBTJHG, PAi,

MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade Antomatic

ENGINES,
HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL.

Two lorse power to mree Innilreil liorse jower,

Western Department: 26 and 28 Randolph St, CHICAGO. - H. S. W^LKER, Manager

SHULTZ
PATENT

Leather Woven Link Belt

Ml GENUINE
INGOTS liMAIIUFACTURCS

SCAR oim
I^EG.TRADE MARKS.

PHOSPHOR-BRONZE
Ingots, Castings. Wire, Sheet &c.

ThePhosphor BRONZE SmeitincCo.Limiteo
512 Arch St. PHiiAOEiPHr* Pa.U.S.a;

ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS OF PHOSPHOR-
BRONZE IN THE United States and Sole
Makers of"ELEPHANT BRAMO"Phosphor-Broiize.

ELECTRICAL
BOOKS.

Orders Filled Promptly.

Electrician Publishing

Company,

6 Lakeside Building, - CHICAGO.

INCREASE YOUR REVENUE,

ACME OIL FILTER.
Hent on trial.

Downward Draft Steam Boilers,
Fael Saving. Smoke PrCTentiDg:.

Quick Steaming and Durable.

" pa

ALBERT BLANCHARD, 427 The Rookery Bidg., CHICAGO. ILL.

Link-Belt MacUiiery Co.,

CUICAtiO.

SHULTZ PATENT
Leather • Pulley • Coverinjj.

SABLE RAWHIDE BELTING.
SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS.

Manila Eope
Transmissions,

Coal and
Ash Handling

Machinery,

Friction Clutches,

General Machinery.

BBA1VCHE8 :

104 Snmnier Street. Boston.
235 Pearl Htreet, New York.
ISO North 8(1 Street, IMiilaileliiliin.

Link-Belt Engineering Co.

rlilladelplihi ami >o« Vor

THE FALLS

Rive! & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MAITOFACTUIIKRS OP

SHAFTING, ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

B l flfl!
' ^ ^""tli Canal St., CHICAGO.

aranCtl UniC55l| 39 Conlandt St., new YORK
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GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
Chicago, New York and Boston.

THERE ARE IN THE UNITED
STATES TO-DAY

W • !•\m miXaB
OF ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS;

OF THESE

^^m%m^ mil
ARE OPERATED UNDER THE

General Electric Company's

i Itrat WmOM 18 STREET MILm HlStllEY.

4,8X5 ]\/j:ii-i:ess of^ "raA-oxsL.

THE ABOVE FIGURES AFFORD THE MOST
CONVINCING PROOF OF THE

PERFECTION OF OUR APPARATUS,
THE SATISFACTION IT GIVES, ITS SUPERIORITY

AND THE APPRECIATION ACCORDED IT.

I3f^/\imcz:fm cdf^f^icz:

173 and 176 Adams Street, Chicago, 111. 620 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass.
44 Broad Street, New York. 509 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

264 West Fourth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. 401—407 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.
Gould Building, Atlanta, Ga. 1338 F Street, N. W., Washington, D. 0.

15 First Street, San Francisco, Cal. Masonic Temple, Denver, Oolo.
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ANNUNCIATORS:
Bells, Pushes,

Speaking Tube,

Elevator Outfits.

ELEVATOR.

Prompt shipments on orders of any size.

BATTERIES:

Chicago Carbon,

Leclanche and Gravity.

Wires of all kinds.

No. i.

Send us a trial order and be convinced

that our goods cannot be excelled.

CAR AND STEAMER.

CHICAGO CARBON BATTERY.

CARBON FOR CHICAGO CARBON BATTERY.

We are Manufacturers of all kinds of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,

54 and 56 Franklin St., Chicago.
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The . .

.

so constructed that wh;n "set up'

Diamond . ..

Carbon Battery

Has the least internal resistance of any

open-circuit battery on the inarket. The

carbon pencils are made of the celebrated

Diamond Brand. The arrangement of

the elements gives the greatest amount

of carbon surface.

No Rubber is necessary around the

zi'ic rod to hold it from contact with

the carbons. The composition top is

it practically seals the cell, thus preventing

evaporation and largely increasing the life of the battery.

The Ansonia Gravity=Needle Annunciator.

Never sticks or catches. It always works. Each needle has a double armature, one at each end of

the magnet core, so that a very little battery power is necessary to "upset" it. This action combines all

the good qualities of the gravity drop with the superior looks and neatness of the needle. We make

them in all sizes from two needles to 500. Finished in any kind of wood.

The Iron and Wood Box

Eureka Bells

Are undoubtedly the best made. Simple, perfect in

Workmanship, and always ready to ring.

Write for quotations on " House Goods " to

Tk Ansonia Electric Company
(FORMERLY THE ELF.CTRICAI. SUPPLY CO.).

CORNER RANDOLPH STREET AND MICHIGAN AVENUE

CHICAGO.

Fnctoriua und Eusteni Ofliues; ANSONIA, CON N

.
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WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

MANITFACHTBERS OF APPABATITS FOR

Arc Lighting, tadescent Ligiiting,

LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER, .

Street Railway Generators, Motors and Appliances,

Our alternating current incandescent apparatus is in use in 430 central stations.

1,000 isolated plants. Our arc apparatus is in use all over the world.

We are now transmitting light and power various distances up to 28 miles from the

source.

Our multipolar railway generators and noiseless single reduction motors have
worked a revolution in the electric railway field in two years.

Orders for APPARATUS, BEPAIBS aod SUPPLIES formerjly farnisbed by the United States Electric liighting Co.?
Kewark, N. J., shonld now be sent to tbis Company, -where tbey will receive prompt attention.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL THE LEADING CITIES.
AGENTS FOR CANADA: AHERN & SOPER, OTTAWA, ONT.

Tli.e IFlace to IBiJL3r S"a.pp>lies!

THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERINB AND SUPPLY CO.,

St. Paul, Minn.,
Is the leading supply house of the North-West. Moderate Profits. Prompt Shipments.

Send us a trial order and see what we will do for you.

National Electric fflanufacturiM Co.,

ZSAU CLAIRE, IVIS., U. S. A.,

BUILDERS OF

HIGH GRADE DYNAMO ELECTRIC MACHINERY,
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STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.
General Offices: Suite 625, Home Ins. BIdg., pUIPAfin

. Works: 313-317 South Canal Street, bnluADU.

^^ mNDARD SISTEM OF ARC L16IITI1IG.

FOR

FURTHER

INFORMATION

ADDRESS
THE
GENERAL

OFFICES.

Central Station Managers, Municipal Officers, Owners of Iso-

lated Lighting Plants and Prospective Purchasers everywhere

are invited to inspect and investigate the STANDARD SYSTEIW

before contracting for apparatus.

For lighting stores, foundries, factories or the streets of a city,

this system has no equal.

Our contract does not obligate the purchaser to buy appara-

tus or supplies exclusively of us for a term of years, but courts

open competition and encourages fair tests lor merit between any

and all existing arc lighting systems and the STANDARD.



$3 per Annum. EVERY SATURDAY.

Vol. XII. CHICAGO, APRIL 22, 1893.

1 cents per Copy.

No. 16

LOUIS K. COMSTOCK,
Electrical Engineer and Contractor.

TESTS, PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS AND SUPERVISION
For all Kinds of Electrical Installations.

ElaEGTRIG GONSTRUGTION.
1419 IMonadnock Building, Chicago.

DYNAMOS. LAMPS.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC CO.,
Western Office, 161-163 Randolph St.,

GENERATORS. CHICAGO, ILL, MOTORS.

EVERY STEAM, ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER PLANT
SHOtJLD BE PKOVIDED WITH

Bristols' Recording Pressure Gauge.
Makes continuous recard day and nieht. Adopted to all ranges of press-

ure between 2 oz. per equare Ingli to 1,500 lbs. per square inch.

PRICE LOW, AND EVERY GAUGE GUARANTEED.
Send for Circulars and Fac-Simile Chart.

THE BRISTOLS' MF&. CO., Watertinry, Coi.

The

iDteriiational OKONITE COMPANY, L«M.

^0N/>
flBAOLT/IARti^

13 Parl( Row, New Yorl(c
INSULATED

WIRES AiDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uis.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Ol<onite Waterproof Tape.

BRANCHES: Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia, Minneapolis, Cincinnati,
Omaha. LoalBville, St, Loals, San Francisco, London and So. America.

City,

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

ESTIMATES AND DRAWINGS SUBMITTED.

'J WESTON ENGINE CO..
Painted Post, N.Y.

KKrKESENTATrVES

:

Julian Scholl & Co.. 12*1 Liberty St., New Vork.
Geo. D. Hoffman, 8a Lahe St., chlcaeo. III.

H. M. Sclple i Co. , M & Arch Sts. , PUIadelptila.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, NEW^ YORK,

MANUFACTURERS, IJirOKTBRS AND DEALERS IN

Electrical Supplies
OF lU DESCRIFTIONS.

Telegraph, Telephone,
I
Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

KET FOR CAPACITY TESTS, Line Material.
WE OWN AND OPERATE TllK

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WHERE VVK MANUFACTURE A PULL LINE OP

Test Instrnments and all Scientific Measnrement Apparatus.

PACKARD HIGH GRADE
INCANDESCENT LAMPS

HanaractDr^d hy ihe

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.

I^>alR7ille, K7.. Smllb^rs fe Ttavitt,

Pitlfiburgb. Pe.. W H. Vand«Tort. 709 L«wli Block.
O. P. AHfjTihurB. 2:0 Walnut St., Clncloofttl, Ohio.

ageot for Eeotacky, TeDDe«««e, Virginia and
We^t Virginia.

Litlle Itock, Art, Arkansas Electric Sapply Co.,
Wt7 W STftrkham ht.

Mnntreal. Con., Packard Lamp Co., 'JO-lOO King St.

New York City, ChoH, E. Cbaplo, 136 Liberty 8t-

Chlcago, 111 . Elec. Appliance Co.. 242 Madletm St.

St. Paul. Minn..The Elec. Entdneerlog & Supply Co.
Omaha, Neb. B. B. Dowof", 2W Sheely Block
St Louis, Mn.. St I^uIh Elpctrical Supply, Co.

San Francisco, Cat., A. CDralnard & Son, No. 109
California St.

CinclonnU, O., Post-Glover Elec. Co., 215 W. «h St.

MANOFACTUEEB OP

IlffSUI^ATESD BI.EGTRIG WIRES,
FUKXIBLE CORDS and CABLES.

SOO and aos North Tbird Street. - - PHII.AD£];,PKrA, PA.

GEORGE GUTTER,
The Rookery, Chlca go.

P. & S. Cbioa iDsnlators,

Simplex Wires,

Catter's Laip-Sopporting

Pfllleys.

p. & S. China Switch.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford, Conn.

THE BALL ^ WOOD COMPANY,
Bntldern of Improved AntoniAtio Cut-off Fncinei •

W. B. Ponr^nn fc Co., llonic Ins. Ultla.. CIiIob*;o. Ul.
W A . Pny, lad OliTisr St., Boston. M.».*s.

F. M. Wtiltlng, JncolMoaUhxlk.DcuTer. Oolo.

Jhvof^ k Co.. Ch«tt*ntM»KA, T«Qn
wiillAm M. PorU>r. P«iroU, Ulob.
r. W. ADa«non.HoiiMon, Tox.d\
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Recording WatT'Meter

Accurate Under
all

Variations of

Pressure.

Not Affected

by
Frequency

of

Alternations.

For Direct

or

Alternating

Lighting

Circuits,

or Railway
or

Stationary

Motor

Circuits.

THE IDEAL TVrF.TF.P.—DIRECT READING.

Accurate on One Lamp. Accurate on Full Load. Slow Speed and Long Life.

ENERGY consumed in operation so SMALL as to be PRACTICALLY NEGLIGIBLE.
Applicable to Station Switch-boards. Measuring Entire Output, Primary, Three Wire or Railway.

He only Metei constrncted to satisfy tbe leqalrements of THE PROOF OF ITS SUPERIORITY
Is its Widespread and Increasing Adoption.

In 1892 One Hundred and Fifty Meters were sold for everv one sold in 1889, when
they were first placed on the market.

OYKR. 33,000 :^o^^iT 11^ XJSE.

CARPENTER ENAMEL RHEOSTATS
FURNISHED WITH ANY OF OUR APPARATUS.

For Prices and Information address nearest Branch Office.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY.

i:.
'n» Street, Chicago, III.

. .Street, Ciocionsti, O.

Gould Building, Atlanta, Ga,
15 First Street, San Francisco, C»l.

44 liroad Srreet, New York.
Masonic Temple, Denver, Colo.

509 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

1333 F Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
401-407 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Acme FilterCo

Amuriciin IJiiltery Co ix

American Klectrlcal
WorkH xlil

Ansonia KlccLric Co., The.xxlv

liabcock A WilcoxCo., The . 1

Itaggot, K xlv

UakerACo xlv

IJall A Wood Co., The i

Ueggs. .T. E. Mnchlueryct
SupplyCo

Tlernstcln Electric Co

Hishop Guttapercha Co....

nianchard. Albert

Uoston lirald Mfg. Co

Boston Electric Co

xiv

Bridgeport Machine Tool
Work^

UrlUCo.. .1. G. XV

llrislols' Mfg. Co., The i

Itrookfk'ia. Wm xi

i

Ilrush Electric Co xvl

IJryant Electric Co xii

Butler Hard Rubber Co....

C. it C. Electric Motor Co.. vii

Cftbell, L. Breckinridge.... xix

Calumet Electric Manufac-
turing ct Engineering Co. vU

Carpenter Enamel Rheostat
Co >^^'>

Case, J. T. Engine Com-
pany

Central Electric Co v

Chicago Insulated Wire
Co iv

Cla endon Oil A Retining
Co xh

Columbia Manufacturing A
Supply Co XV

Comstock, Louis K i

Crescent Insulated Wire ^V

Cable Co xiii

Crocker-Wheeler Electric.
Co J'""

CushingA Morse x

Cutter Electrical A Manu-
facturing Co

Cutter Geo i

Davis, W.S. &. Son xlx

Dayton Globe Iron Works
Co >:ix

Delaware Hard FiLreCo,.

Diehl A Co iv

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos . xxi

Eastern Electric Cable Co. xiii

Edison Decorative A Min-
iature Lamp Dept xii

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.. vii

Edwards, W'. S. Mfg. Co. ix

Electric Appliance Co. . xii

Electric Construction A
Supply Co X

Electric Engineering A. Sup-
ply Co ix

Electric Selector A Signal
CO vii

Electrician Publishing Co.
..ix.xvi, xviii.xx

Electrical Engineering A
Supply Co, The

Electrical Specialty Co.,

The iv

Elektron Manufacturing

Empire China Works xv

Hnteri>risc Electric Co xvi

Kails Rivet & Machine Co. xxi

I'ord- Washburn Storelec-
tro Co ix

I'or Sale Advertisements
xiv

l'"ort Wayne Electric Co.. .. xx
Fi'-t-man S. A Sons Munu-
facttiring Co xxi

Fuel Economizer Co

General Electric Co 11, xxli

General Incandescent Arc
LightCo V

Goodyear Hard Rubber Co.
and The India Rubber
Comb Co xill

Great Western Manufac-
turing Co viii

Greeley A Co., The E. S... 1

Hart A liegeman Manufac-
turing Co

Harter Electric Co xlv

llGJBler Electric Co x
Ilolios Electric Co x

Hill Clutch Works xxi

Hlne Eliminator Co
Holmes, Booth A Haydens. xlx

lioltzer-Cabot Electric Co.

InulB A Co xii

Institute of Technology, xv

Interior Conduit A Insula-
tion Co X

International Okonlte Co. 1

Inierslate (.'omplele Elec-
tric Const. Co xiv

.lewell Belting Co .. I

.Johns Manufacturing Co.,

H. W ix

Kartavert Mfg. Co

KHpstein, A xii

Knapp Electrical Worlds, .xxlli

Lake, -T. IE A D. Co xxi

LawBatteryCo xiv

Leclanche Battery Co., The xix

Link Belt Machinerj' Co.. xxi

Loud, n. M. A Sons Lumber
Co.... xix

Mather Electric Co, i

Manz A Co XV

Marcus. W. N

McLean A Schmitt xiv

Milwaukee Electric Railway

Moore. AifiedF i

Munsell A Co., Eugene.... xlii

National Carbon Co., — . xiv

National Electric Jlnnufoc-
turing Co

National India Rubber Co..

New England Butt Co.... xv

Newton Rubber Co., xix

N. Y. Electrical A Develop-
ment Co \iv

New York Insulated Wire
Co xvi

N. Y. Safetv Steam Power
Co * xxi

New York A Ohio Co i

Nowotny Electric Co xiv

Osborne Steam Engin'g Co. xii

Ostrander A Co., W R x

Otto Ga.s Engine Works . . .

Page Belting Co —
Paine A Ladd xii

Palmer Bros xvi

Partrlck A Carter Co x

Pelton Water AVheel Com-
pany xiv

Perkins Electric Switch
ManufacturiDg Co

Phoftnix Iron AVorks Com-
pany xxi

Phosphor-Bronze Smelting
Co., Ltd xxi

Pioneer Armature Works.
Porter-Leavitt Electric Mo-
tor Co ..xiil

Queen A Co., Incon'oraled, xiii

Racine Hardware Manufac-
turing Co

Redding ElectricCo.... , .. xix

Roberts A Co., E. P xii

Roekford Electric Manufac-
turing Co iv

Roebling's Sons Co., .). A..

Rose Electric Light Supply
Co xiii

Rosenbaum, W. A xii

Russell A Officer xix
Samson Cordage Works... xii

Sawyer Slan-EIectric Co... xvli

Sechrist, Albert xlx
Shawmnt Fuse W'ire Co. . . xv
Shepard, H. L .^... xvi

Shultz Belting Co
Siebert. G
Siemens A Halske Electric

Simons, M. W. Electric Co. xiv
Sioux City Electrical Sui>i)ly

Sioux City Engine Work.s. xxi
Smith, A. T
Sperrj- Electric Mining Ma-

(rhinc Co xvl

Standard Electric Co. . .xxvi

Standard Paint Co xv
Stanley Electric Manufac-
turing Co xx\

Steuben Lamp Works ..... xii

Stllwell A Blerce Manufac-
turing Co xlv, XV

XIV

x!l

XV
xii

xlv

xxi

Sturm, Ernst

Taylor Engine Co...,

Union Hardware Co
Vulcanized Fibre Co
Waddell-Entz Company ...

Want Advertisements

Warren Webster A Co ....

Washbu rn A Moen Mfg.Co. iv

W^estern ElectricCo ix

Westinghouse.Chnrch.Kcrr
ACo xvll

Westinghouse Eleo.and Mfg.
Co xi.xxv

Weston IClectrical Instrument
Co vi

Weston Engine Co i

Wilson A Jackson xU
Worthlngton, Henry R ... xii

CLASSIF ED LIST.

AnnanciatorH.
Ans'uilK Kicftrie Co., The.
iVnlrnl Electric Co.
Knai>p Electrical Works.
Ostrander ACo., W. R.
I'artrick A Carter Co.

Arc fjampN.
Ansonia Electric Co
Beggs. J. E., Mchy.vSup. Co.
Electric Cons. A Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
<;cncral ICIectrio Co.
General Inc'd'ccnt Arc Lt. Co.
Helios i:iectric Co , The,
Knapp Electrical Works.
Rose Eloc. Light Supply Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
StandardElectrlc Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc l^igrht Cord.
Knapp p;ioctrical Works.
Samson Cordage Works,

Batterief*.
American Battery Co.
Ansonia Electric Co.. The.
Columbia Mfg. A Supply Co.
FordWshb'rn Storelectro Co.
Greelev A Co.. The E. S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Law Batterv Co.
Leclanche Battery Co.. The.
Partriek A Carter Co.
Western li^lectric Co.

Battery Jars.
Ansonia Electric Co.
American Balterj' Co.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Law Battery Co.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Newton Rubber Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells. Electric.
Ansonia Electric Co.. The.
Central Electric Co.
Greely ACo.. The E S.

Knapp Electrical Works,
Ostrander A Co., W. R.
Partriek A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells. SlasrnPto.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley ACo.. The E. S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Partriek A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Beltiner.
Jewell Belting Co
Link Belt Machinerj' Co.
Page Belting Co.
Shultz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Babeock A Wilcox Co., The.
Blanchard, Albert.
Freeman A Sons Mfg. Co.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pheonix Iron Works Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Books. !Eleetrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Braidins Slsebincry.
New England Butt Co.

Bargrlar Alarms.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Greeley A Co. The E. S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Partriek A Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Insulated Wires )

Caliles Electric. (See In-
sulated Wires), Copper,
Mheet and Bar.
Bishop Giitta Percha Co.
Ea.stern IClectric Cable Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
Roebling".s Sons Co , J. A.
Washburn A Jloen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Carbons. Points and
Plates.

Ansonia Electric Co
Central Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical AVorks.
National Carbon Co.

Castioss.
Palmer Bros.

CIntrlies. Friction.
Falls Itivet A MucliineCo.
Hillrlulfli Works.
Laki;. .1. II. A 11. Cn,

Contractors. Klectric
liicrbt* Ensinc Plants
and Klectric Ritil-
vnys.

Biil)iMM-k A Wilcox Co., The.
Ball A Wood Co., The.
Brush l';iertrie Co.
C. .v C. Klectric Motor Co.
('iibol), L. Breekinridge.
(ulumet Klec.Mfg. A Kng, Co.
ConiNtoek. Louis K.
Kddv Elertric MIV. Co.
Kord-Washlmrn Murclcri 'o.

Fort Wayne Klectrir Co.
Freeman A Sons Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Cmit Western Sifg Co.
II. isl, r IllrriricCo.
liiicrsiiihconip.El. Cons. Co.
MiiMi.T r:i.Tirio Co.
N. V. Siif.ty stcuni PowerCo.
O.'-liornr Sti'iini ICng. Co.
IMidiiix Iron Works Co.
llaclue Hardware Mfg, Co,
Roekford Electric Mlg. Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric
Co.

Sioux i.'ilv Engine Works.
Staiulnnl i:irotrie Co,
\\ aiMe!l-i:mz Coniptiny.
Wi'stlngbuuse Elec A Mfg. Co.
W esiltighouse. Church, Kerr
A Co.

We.sU'rn ElectricCo.
Weston Engine Co.
Wilson A .lackson,

CoiiHtrnction an<I Kc-
jiuirM.

Comstoek. Loiiih K.
IntersiateComp-El.iConf. Co.
McLean A Schmltl.
I'lont-er Armature WorkH.
Koherts. E. P. A Co.
Westf.-rn lOJectnc Co,
Wilson A Jackson.

Copper M'lrenand Tapes.
.\,iisonia Electric Co.
.\meric.'ni Rlectrical Works.
Bishop (;utlK Percha Co,
Central ElectricCo,
Cre.sc«-nt In. Wire A Cable Co,
Cutter, Geo,
I'^nten'rlsc lilectric Co.
Goodvear Hard Rubber A The

Ind'ia RnblxtrComb Co.

Holmes, Booth A Hnydens.
Interntitional Okonite Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
]\Ioore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
Sperr\' p;i. Mining Mach. Co.
Washburn A Jloen Mfg. Co.
Western ElectricCo.

Cordaec.
Samson Cordage Works,

Cross-4mis.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central ElectricCo.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Loud A Sons Lumber Co.

Cnt Onts and Switches.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Brjant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical A Mfg. Co.
Electric EngASupply Co.
Electric Selector A Signal Co.
Electrical Specialty Co.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Great Western JIfg. Co.
Hart A liegeman Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
N. V, Eele. A Develop. Co.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Russell A Officer.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Sechrist, \.

Dynamos.
Brush ElectricCo.
C. A C. Electric Motor Co.
Calumet El. Mfg. A Eng. Co.
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Eng. A Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western 5Ifg. Co.
Harter Electric Co.
Heisler Electric Co.
Mather Electric Co.
National Electric Mfg. Co.
Nowotny Electric Co.
Rose Elec. Light Supply Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
AVestern Electric Co.
Westinghouse Elec. AMfg.Co.

Electric Heatine.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.

Klectric I^ava Cras Tips.
Smith, A. T.

£lectric RailTvays.
General ElectricCo.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg.Co.

Klectrieal and SKecliani-
cal Engineers.

Comstock, Louis K.
Osborne Steam Eng. Co.
Roberts. E, P. A Co.
Wilson A .Tackson.

Electrical Instruments.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley A Co., The E, S.

Partriek A Carter Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen A Company. Incorp.
AVeston Elec. Insirumeni Co.

tClectrlcal Intellig^euce.
Comstock, Louis K.
Roberts, E. P. A Co.
Wilson A Jackson.

Electrical Specialties.
Columbia Mfg. A Supply Co.
("'utter. Geo.
Electrical Specialty Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co,

• N. Y. IClcc. A Develop. Co.

Electroliers and Combi-
nation Fixtores.

Ansonia Electric Co.. The.
itagk'ot. K.
IMwards. W. S. :\II"g. Co.
Kiuipp IClectrical AVorks,

Ecc.tro-Platins: Ma-
cbincs.

Brush Electric Co.
General IClectric Co.

Ev>;£ines,<i(as.
Otto Gas Engine Works.

Eufflncs, Hteam.
Bull A Wood Co.. The.
Case. J. T. Engine Co.
Freeman Sons Mfg. Co.
N. V. Safety Stciuii Power Co.
McCtiv. H. K.
Pluvnlx Iron Works Co.
Racine Tlnnlwaro Mfg. Co.
Sioux Cily Kiii:lne Works.
Taylor i:m:ine I'o.

Westiiiglionse Church, Kerr A
Co.

Weston Engine Co.

Pan OiiintH.
Ansonia ElectricCo.
Cttlunu't 1:1. Mfg. A Eng. Co.
Hlelil A Cttnipanv.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vutcanlzed Fibre Co

Fire Alarms,
An-onln Liectrlc Co,
Kiinpp Electrical Work.'i.

I'artrick A Carter Co,
Wchtem Electric Co.

Fuel EconomizerM.
Fuel Kconoinizer <.'o,

FoHC Wlrft-
Ansotiia Electric Co., The.
Knapp Electrical AVorkti.

Shawmnt Fuse Wire Co.
Sperry EL Mining Mach. Co.

<xaH I^lehtlDc:, Electric.
Anson la Electric C'o.

Boston Electric Co.
Iloltzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partnck A Carter Co.

Cleneral RIec. I*nppl'es.
Ansonia Electric Co., The,
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo,
Cutter Electrical A Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co,
Electric Eng. A Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. A Supply Co.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg, Co.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.

Holt/.er-Cabot Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Law Battery Co,
N. Y. Elec. A Develop. Co.
Palmer Bros.
Partriek A Carter Co.
Queen A Co., Incorp.
Redding Electric Co.
Russell A Officer.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Simons. M. W. Electric Co,
Sioux City Elec. Supply Co.
Weston Elec. Instrument Co.

Globes and Electrical
Glassware.

Brookficld, Wm.
Grapliite Speciallics.
Dixon Cruciole Co., .Tos.

Hard Robber Goofis,
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Goodyear Hard Rubber A The
India Rubber Comb Co.

Newton Rubber Co.

Insnlators xrd Insnlat
int; Ilaterials.

Ansonia IClectric Co., The.
Brooktield, Wm.
Brvant Electric Co.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Eng. A Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Goonyear Hard RubberA The
India Rubber Comb Co.

Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hoitzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins, Co.
International Okonite Co.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Kartavert Jlf^. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore. Alfred F.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co,

Insulated Wires and
Cahles—Mairoct AVire,

American Electrical Works.
Ansonia Electric Co , The.
BishopGutta Percha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Crescent In. Wire A Cable Co.
Cushing A Morse.
Cutter, Geo.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Goodyear Hard Rubber A The
India Rnbber Comb Co.

Great Western Mfg, to.
Holmes, Booth A Haydens.
International Okonite Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
:Moore. Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partriek A Carter Co.
Roebling's Son's Co..J. A.
Shawmnt Fuse ^Vlre Co.
Sperry El, Mining Mach. Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Lamps. Incandescent.
Ansonia ElectricCo., The.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Kdlson Miniature Lamp Dept.
Electrical Eng. A Supply Co.
General IClectric Co.
Knajip Kleelrk-;il Works.
Mather Fleclrif Co.
New York and Ohio Co.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Steuben Lamp Works.

I^ntbcs.
liridgeport MachlnoToolWks.
Shepard, H. L,

Ijishtnlns Arresters.
Knapp Electrical Works.

llngnet IVirc.
^See Insulated Wires.)

illeclianical Macblnerjr.
Bridgeport Mach. Tool Wks.

Slodical Battcrien.
Partriek A Carter Co.

91 lea.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.

ninlns Anparatns. Elec
General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co,
Sperry EI. Mining Mach. Co
Westlughouse El. A Mfg. Co

3fotorM.
.\ii^oni:i Electric Co.
Bruf-h Electric Co.
C. A c. Electric Jloior Co,
('alumet HI. Mfg, Ja Eng, Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Electric C».
Eddy Kl'.-ciric Mfg. Co.
Elec En:r. A Sup. Co.. The.
Ffirtl^W'HtihhuTn storeJ. Co.
Fort Wayne Electric '>.
General Klectric Co.
f;reHl W'^'-if-ni Mfg. Co.
Interior f.ojiduit A Insu. f».
.Mather Electric Co.
Nowotnv ElectricCo,
Porter-Leavitt El. Motor Co,
Roekford Klectric Mfg. Co,
Waddell-Entz Compaiiv.
Westinghouse El. .v Mfg. Co.

Oils.
Clarendon Oil A Refg. Co.

Oil Filters.
Acme Filter Co,

Paints.
Standard Paint Co.

Patents.
Paine A Ladd.
Rosenbaum, Wra. .V.

Phosphor Bronze.
Phosphor Bronze sm.Co.. F-td

Pins and Brackets.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Loud A Sons' Lumber Co.

Platinnm.
Baker A Co.
Siebert, G.

Polos.
Loud A Sons* Luml>cr Co.

Porcelain.
Empire China Works.

Pressnre GaqseH.
Bristols Mfg. C>>.

Pnbtishe> s. Eioctrjca*.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Pnsli Rn'tons-
Ansonia Electric Co,
Central Electric Co.
Knaj.p Eleclriciil Work*.
Partnck A Carter Co.
Union Hardware i-'o.

Western Electric Co.

Bailvrays. electric.
(See Electric Railways).

Bheostats.
Carpenter En. Rheostat Co.

Sal '•mmoniac.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Inn Is A Co.
Klipstein. A.
Law Batter;-^^ Co.

Separa»ors. S^team.
Iline Eliminalor Co.

Silk Brxid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

Spcakins: Tubes.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works
Ostrander A Co., W. R.
Partriek A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Spefd Indic^torw.
Queen A Co.. Incorp.
\Veston El. Instrument Co.

Steam Ileatins.
\\ ebster A Co.. Warn-u.

Steam Pnmps.
Worthinston. Henr\- R

Str*'et «^Rrs.
Brill, .T. G. Co.

Street By Tower Wa^on.
Davis, W. S. A Son.

Tapes, I*-snlatin<;.
American Electrical Works.
.\nsonia Electric Co.. The.
Central ElectricCo,
Crescent In. Wire A CableCo.
Cushing A Morse.
International Okonite Co.
Knapp Electrical Works,
New York Insulated W'itv Co.
St4indard Paint Co.

TelCffrBph A pperal ns.
Ansonia Eleclrrc Co.
Central Electric Co.
i:iectrie Selector A Sign.il Co.
Greely A Co.. The E. S
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partriek A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones. Flee ric.
Western Electric Co.

Tc'cphowc MoQthpicces
JIarcus, W. N.

Tcsr ivstrmuen's.
.\nsonla Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Crveley A Co.. The E, S.
Knapp EIeciric;tl Works.
Oueen A Company. Incorp,
Western KieotricCo.
Weston Klec. Instrument Co,

Transformers.
.\n?ouia KIwtrie Co.
National Electric Mfg. Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westing- nu.-^e ELa .Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cortl.
Samson Cordage Works.

Trucks. F:icc>ric Car.
General ElectricCo.
Wotin^-housc El. A Mfg. Co

Tnrbine Wheels.
Dayton GIoIk* Iron Works Co
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
Stllwell A Bleroe .Mfg. Co.

Vnivcrsiiies.
Institute of Technologj".

VnrniNbcs.
Slandarii Paint Co.

Water lleater?«.
WebsierA Co.. Warren.

Water Wheels.
Pelton Water \\ hix'l Co.

Wire. Bnrc.
Aubonia I^K'Ctric Co., The,
Bishop Gutla IVroh.i Co.
Central ElectricCo.
Chicago lnsulftte<l Wire Co
Crescent In. Wire A Cable Co.
Holmes. lUHith vV Uavdens.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National India RublH-r Co.
Koeblincs Sons" Co.. .1. A
Sperry El. Mining Mnch, Co,
Wcushbnm a Moon Mfg. Co.
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WASHBURN & MOEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
MAKERS OF ISON, STEEL AND COPPES,and Manufacturers of lEON, STEEL AND COPPER WIEB for all Purposes.

Oldest and Largest Manufacturers of Electrical Wires in the World.

Bare and Insulated Copper Wire
rOS ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

Galvanized Iron and Steel Telegraph Wire.^

Maguet Wire. Anminciator Wire. |^

Feea liVii-e. ^^
LEAD ENCASED WIRES. ^

HARD DRAWN COPPER TROLLEY WIRE.

Rubber, Weather-Proof and

Underwriter's Wire.

M'ORKS : WOBCRHT£B, MASS.

^1%«^^

ik

v''*
.0^

O KBSOL-UTELV
FIRE and WATER-PROOF WIRE,

JBIxix^orlor to
Any-tiling' Heretotore M.ade.

BBAXCR OFFICES AlVD WAKEHOU8E8 : 5 2?^.F.PA?J'*V,^"f *'•.. CHICAGO, 107 and 109 I-ake St."^""'"•iSARI FBASICISCO, 8 and lO Pine St. HOCBTON, TEXAS,

ELECTRIC FANS.
2,000

ENDORSERS. Wound for Either

Direct Arc or

Incandescent

Current.

mmm
NO SHAFTING.

DIEHL & COMPANY,385 Broadway, New York .

Chicago Insulated Wire Co.,

INSULiTED WIRES OF ALL KINDS.
O E M/|

l^

214 Northern Office Bnjidmg,

CHIC4G0.

Weatherproof Wire.

Water-Fire Proof Wire.

Magnet Wire.

Annunciator and Office Wire.

Weatherproof Iron Wire.

Bare Copper Wire.

The Electrical Specialty Co.,
1720 LARIMER ST., DENVER, COLO.,

Manufacturers and Owners of Woltman & Triggs*

"STANDARD"
Single Push Button Flush

SWITCH.
Awarded the firat prize gold mediil at the Second

Anuurtl Industrial Exposition held at Denver, March,
lK'.>:i. The only ODe-pueh button Switch in the market.
If the light Is out it turns it on, and it (he light 1b on,
push the same button and it turns it out. We make
this Switch single pole, double pole, and 3-wire. This
Switch js more practical and cheaper than any other
i)ush button Switch in the market. It does not need the
aid o£ batteries, a shunt current or other cumbereoice
ad^juncta.

PRICE, 10 Ampere. Single Pole, $1.50.

Liberal discounts to the trade.

ROGKFORD DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
NO BETTER MADE.

TOU CAN BUY THEAT OF OUR AGENTS.

Frank noffman, Room 31, 94 La Salle
St.. Chloa^'o, 111.

St Louis Engr. Co . St. Louis, IVTo.

D. J. HausB, Room 51 Pike Bldg., Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

A. PIzzini. Jr , 909 Bank St., Rich-
mond Va.

Duerr & Rohn,445 E. Water Street,
Milwaukee, Wis.

/.euith Klec. Co., Lyceum Building,
i>uluth, Minn.

C. E. Dey, 1611 Champa St , Denver,
Colo.

Smith Elec. Co , Butte, Montana.
Intermountain Elec. Co., Salt Lake

City, Utah.
Brodney Morley & Co., Tacoma.Wash.
International Elec. Supply *.fc Onnat.

Co., Han Francisco, Cul.

OR AODBBSS Vt^.

ROCKFORD ELECTRIC MFC.CO.,
ROCKFORD, ILL.

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PERRET gLECTBIC MOTORS.
ALL SIZES, FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET-ELEGTRIC-LIGHT-SYSTEM.
Complete Apparatuc for Isolated. Flants.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass.
NEW YORK OFFICE,

89 Liberty Street.

SELLING AGENTS:
' Hoifnuj .flanH,, n:F',r>. I; coi'.r.i „hi, rhii,„i-ii>iua. #'«., ruNNHvi.vANiA «";"",'!!;;,!;''

:ih HI. .Vp.V OW<-»n>. f^., lilJCIIKI. MAOl'lSE WOIIKH, 101 CoNll HI «««l,fr, »,•«/«., UAYWAItU OOOIIllANK, 3a JucoU.on DulKlli.g. thlcuu",
' III., r. r m:SI;KI;I;ALK, iV. Ifiokory. MHI/fnto, A'. J'., V. II. IMICllIN, »a>l I'lmrl SI.
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FOR SPRIN& CONSTRUCTION IE ARE FOLLY PREPARED.

Poles,

Line Wire,

Cross Arms, Brackets,

Pins, Insulators, Lag Bolts,

Digging Bars, Pike Poles, Shovels, Spoons,
Tamping Bars, Cant Hooks, Climbers,

Pliers, Tape Compound,
Sleet Proof Pullevs,

Tools.

OKONITE and CANDEE WIRES. OKONITE and MANSON TAPES.
INTERIOR CONDUIT. LUNDELL MOTORS.

:t

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin Street, Chicago.

GATE CITY ELECTRIC CO.,

Kansas City, Mo.
WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

Omaha, Neb.

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

St. Louis, Mo.
JrtBOR CGIiDUT a m'

S. BERCMANN, President. C. M. BIDDLE, Vice-President.

THE "BENERAL" INCANDESCENT ARC LAMP.
For Low Tension, Continuous Current Circuits.

Soft, Steady Light; Small Size and Weight; Simplicity; Quick Trimming;
Thorough Insulation and Safety; Reliability; Large Range of

Amperage and Voltage; Longest Life.

No. 1 Circular and Price List of Standard Lamps, No. 2 Circular and Price
List of Ornamental Lamps with numerous Illustrations of

Sent on application, with discounts, etc.

Can be used Singly or from 2 to 12 in series on from 60 to 600 Volts.

All Lamps exactly alike in Mechanism.
No Adjustment or Regulation needed.

Can be Trimmed without touching the globe.

No Dash Pot to hide primary defects.

Our Lamp is absolutely Reliable and will not
change from use.

Special Designs and Estimates furnished on demand.
©

STA\T\Kr> LAMP No. 500.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT COMPANY,
WORKS, 33d Street and First Avenue

Telephone No. 1309, 38th St.

GENERAL OFFICES, 59 Duane Street.
Telephone No. 163 Cortlandt.

SHOWROOMS. 275 Fifth Avenue,
Telephone No. 1459, 38th Sf

WESTERN AGENCY: 173-175 Adams St., Chicago, U- E. Frprup, Mgr.
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The Weston Standard Portable

DIRECT CURRENT VOLTMETERS AND AMMETERS
Are used in all parts of the civilized world. They are recognized by all authorities as the very best instruments ever
produced.

During the past year Mr. Weston has given much time to the further study and improvement of these instruments, and
has brought them to a higher degree of permanency, durability, accuracy and excellence than we ever thought possible.

The NeiV MIodel is the same in external appearance as the old, but is vastly superior to the latter in all that contrib-

utes to a first-class instrument. It is the ClCttie of perfection, and is destined to become and remain

THE STANDARD PORTABLE INSTRUMENT OF THE WORLD.
We have perfected a larger model of these instruments expressly adapted for use as Clbsolllte StCindciTdS in

stations and laboratories. They are designated as the

Weston Laboratory Standard Voltmeters ^Ammeters.
The scales are about three times the length of the ordinary portable standards, and the instruments are sufficiently

sensitive to work to within 1-75 of one per cent. We confidently recommend them as the most convenient and accurate
standards known. They are adapted for the most exact work, and will be found thoroughly equal to its requirements.

We make twenty-two ranges of

The Weston Portable Alternating Current Voltmeters.
These instruments are absolutely permanent and very accurate, and are incomparably superior to any form of hot

wire instrument known. They will be found invaluable in securing and maintaining uniformity and economy of operation

of alternating current plants. We make nillltipliers for USe with these instruments to extend their

range so as to measure the highest voltage met with on primary circuits.

We also make sixteen different ranges of moderate priced, high grade

Dead-Beat Switch-Board Ammeters.
The capacity ranges from 2.5 amperes to 750 amperes. These instruments are a new type, and are very accurate and well

made. The scales are very regular, the instruments very sensitive, thoroughly durable and absolutely permanent, and their

indications are not sensibly affected by the most powerful external fields.

In addition we are making a full line of Direct Current

Station and Isolated Plant Voltmeters
p

In three sizes and many ranges. These instruments are very dead-beat, and embody many new and valuable features.

They are specially adapted for railway and power plants, and are well suited for arc and incandescent light circuits, and all

other work requiring good and, thoroughly trustworthy voltmeter's. They are specially designed for

switch-board use. We are also making a large line of high grade

Station Ammeters
In ranges from 200 to .5,000 amperes, with absolutely proportional scales throughout the entire range. The sensibility and
accuracy of these instruments have never Ijeen approached. A 1,200 ampere instrument will indicate, with full load or no
load, the turning on or off of a single lamp, and can be read in any part of the scale to one ampere. They are very dead-
beat, handsome in design and finish, permanent, durable, well made and moderate in price.

'WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTROMENT CO,
Correspondence Solicited. 1 14-120 William Street, NEWARK, N.J., U.S.A.
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C <Sc C
Electric Motors and Dynamos.

Electric Lighting and Electrical Transmission

of Power.

The C. & C. Electric Motor Co,
GENERAL OFFICE;

402 and 404 Greenwich St., New York.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREROOMS:

CHICAGO, 201 Madison St. BOSTON, 63 Oliver St.

Agencies in all principal cities.

NEW EDDY MOTOR.

MULTIPOLAR GENERATORS FOR RAILWAY AND
POWER PURPOSES.

PERFECT IN CONSTRUCTION.

Correspond-ence Solicited..

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MFG. GO,,
WINDSOR, CONN.

1212 Havemeyer Bldg., NEW YORK. 1417 and 141S ITonadoock BIdg., CHICAGO.
606 Commerce St., PUILADELPHIA. 170 Second St.. PORTLAND, OEEGON.

30 Oliver Street, BOSTON. 134 E. 6lh St., ST. PAUL, ilTNN'.

705 Delaware Street, KANSAS CITY, MO.

Our Individual Arc Light

and Motor Cut-Outs

calUmet

Electric Manufaclurino;

AND ENGINEERING GO.
L. A. HINE,

Pree't and Sec'y.
L. J. OTIS.

Treasurer.
G. E. DORifAN.

Tice-Pres't and Designer.

ISEZ-iT-^EXjE!,

SCOl^O^^IC^^L,

CAI.UMET Fan Motors.

si3^E=i-.r:,

And Require Only One Small Wire.

Slow Speed.

Straight Feed

Carbon Brushes.

Durable

Commutators,

with many

Segments.

&

Our Large

Armature

Operates

with Success

on 500

Volt Circuits.

High Efficiancy.

Electric

Emery Grinders

and Burnishers.

PIroot Currout. Bool: VIow—ShinvlDg Brusho:

(Successor to ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE CO.,)

45 Broadway, NEW YORK.

Dynamos and Motors
OF ANY SICE AND VOLTAGE.

Office, 403, 172-174 S. Clinton St., CHICAGO.
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BAIN SYSTEM OF

ELECTRIC LIGHT APPARATUS.

Central Station Managers and others who contemplate placing contracts for

Electric Apparatus, will do themselves a gross injustice if they do not at once

Are Dynamo and Arc Lamps
For Municipal and Commercial Arc Lighting.

DIRECT INCANdIsgTnT APPARATUS
For Isolated and Commercial Lighting.

ALTERNATING INCANDESCENT APPARATUS
For Long Distance Lighting.

WE MANUFACTURE A FULL LINE OF

Electric Lighting Supplies, Electric, Gas and Combination

Fixtures, and Electric House Goods.

General Offices, 201-207 So. Canal Street, Chicago, III,

AArORIiLS: i:>XJ3L.XJ"rH, JVflEIlNriNr.
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KtOULDEID laiCJL c. & W.)

FOR ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAY INSULATION,
Now Manufactured by THE JOHNS-PRATT CO.,

.IKItSKV <UTV

MANUFACTURERS OF VULCABESTON.
SELLING AGENTS,

87 Maiden Lane, N^^W TOEK.
IIOSTON. ATI.A VTA.

H. W. JOHNS MFC. CO.,
<III< A<iO. PIIILADKr.l'IllA,

FOUR
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRINC HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION Hand-Book.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.;iHrco",t:.'

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

SOMETHING TO BE NOTED!

THE MORRISON STORAGE BATTERY
Is made by the Plant<!' pro-
ceps, no oxides beioff used,
either mechaQically or ap-
plied In the form of paste,
paint or cement.

ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE HIGH; LIFE LONG.
Pry Batteries. Battery
Supplies, etc. For further
information address

AMERICAH EATTERY COMPANY,
Office: Rooms 23 and 24, 177 La Salle St., CHICAGO, ILL.

VOLTMETER SWITCH.
.4re yoii a Station Manager? If bo consider this.

BLEOTRIC

ODR IMPROVED'93 FAN MOTOR
18 THE BEST OUT.

It is ig H. P., has fan 12 inches in diameter,
self-oiling boxes, carbon brushes, tempered
copper commu'ator; makes big breeze.

Our DYNAMOS. MOTORS, STORAGE BAT-

TERIES and STREET CAR MOTOSS, are praised

by all. Write for catalogue.

THE FORD -WASHBURN
STORELECTRO CO.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

_ ltKAK«'H OFFICES:
DOSTON. MASS., 620 Atlnnlio Avenue.
CHICAGO. ILL., 206 Temple Court IJuildltip.

KANSAS (MTV, MO., 4S4 Sheldloy liiilhlini;.

New York Office, 126 Libert) St.

OUR NEW
VOLTMETER

SWITCH.

This switch enables the attendant to

determine the voltage on any of the

various circuits diverging from one or

more dynamos.

Particularly Practical for
Isolated Plants.

8encl for our Catalogue.

iND mm CO.
SYRACUSE, 1». Y., V. S- A,

W.S.EDWARDSMFG. CO.,
MANnFACTUHERS OF

ELECTROLIERS,
Combination Fixtures,

Electric and Goibination Braci^ets.

EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS.

LOW PRICES.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

21 and 23 E. Lake St., Chicago.

TESTING INSTRUMENTS.
Special prices on application, on testing in-

struments illustrated on pages 253 to 274 of our

August '92 Catalogue.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
f

€:;XXIO.A.C3rO ctnd nXTJBA^V
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Only SnccessfQl Alternating Cnmnt Arc laip.

LOW TENSION ALTERNATING CURRENT

Over 30,000 Helios Lamps la daily operation la Europe, and more than 1,000 Lamps already in

operation in America. The only Arc Lamp which burns as steadily as an Incandescent Lamp. Most
economical Arc Lamp for Central Station or Consumer. Write US for our Keiv Catalogue.

THE HELIOS ELECTRIC COMPANY,
1306-S-lO Filbert Street. PHIJjA»E1.PH1A. PA. U. S. A.

Eastern Agents: Western Agents: Southeastern Agency:
STANLEY ELECTEIC MFG. CO., THE ANSONHA ELECTRIC CO., SOUTHERN ELECTRIC CO.,

Pittsfield, Mass. Chicago, 111. HoenBldg., Baltimore, Md.

Eastern Penn. and Southern N. J. Agency: Southwestern Agents:
RADIANT ELECTEIC CO., ST. LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

1223 Slarket Street, Philadelphia, Pa. St. Louis, Mo.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic ai^.d Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS «^ BELI.S.
FlTI.Ii I.IIIIE Al.'WA'rS IK STOCK.

W. R, OSTRANDER & CO..IE
igs and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeEalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

^~8end for New CiTALoeUB. Out Augnst let.

ESTABLISHED. 1867 125 SOUTH 2P STREET

Day's Kerite.

Highest Grade of

Insulation for

Electric Wires and Cables.

GUSHING & MORSE, GeieralWesten Agents,

225 Dearborn Strett, CHICAGO.

Heisler Electric Co.,
ManafactQrers and Constrnctlng Electrical Engineers.

PAI?TmCK:^CAI^TER(Q
Direct Current and Alternating (Constant Po-

tential) Bynames for Isolated Plants.

^S/^
pvt^

^MMm CATALOdUe PHILADELPHIA

1S03 ^o^ei LUNDELL FAN

MOTORS
HAVE

Nev Self Oiling and Self ilignlDg

Black Japanned Fans -nd Guards.

Order now and have a stock on hand ready to

supply the demand the first warm day. The house
with stock secures the bUNineHt-).

M Merior CodM & iDsnlation Co
42-44 Broad St.. New York,

f:D\VAHD H. JOHNSON, Prcslilont.

E. \V. LITTLE, VIce-Pres. ond Gon. Mgr.

Transformer and Long Distance Series Incan-

descent Apparatus for Central Stations.

storage Battery Installations. Fan and Power Motors.

Series Lamps and Fixtures for use on Arc

Circuits.

Estimates Furnished for Comple'e Plants.

OFFICE: Drexel Building,
Philadelphia, Pa.

WORKS:
Gloucesttr, N. J.

r F. A. Swan, 194 Summer Street, Boston, Mass.
,_ 3 Belton Electric Co., Belton, Texas.

AbtNTb: i Bliss Engineering Co., Washington, D. C.

( Interstate Complete Electric Construction Co.,
809 S. Seventh Street, St. Louis, Mo.

John Karr, Backettslown, N. J.

MANUrACTURGRS ORGANIZED 1881.

INCORPORATliD 18a3.

'^W^ Arc Laaps

AN
LSTABLIStlllD

rcR INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

Tin: O.NLY AKC LAA\P THAT
WORKS SATISr/KTOniLY ON AN
1NCANDI.;SCCNT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PtlOTO-ENGRAVlNG. TilCATRICAL.

AND SCARCll LAA\PS.

TtllJ CLIXTRIC
CONSTF^UCTION & SUPPLY CO.

UPITY BUn.Lin.O,

CHICAGO.

TCLCPIIONn BUIUXNG.

NEW YORK.
Search Light No. 13.
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Westinshouse Electric and Mfg. Co.,

STOPPER INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LAMPS.

PRICES.

s c. i>. $0.30
10 " .30

20 C. F». $0.35

DISCOUNTS.
Ten (10) per cent to Central Stations.

Two and one half {2h) per cent, and upward to others, according to

quantity.

ALLOWANCES.
Ten (10) cents for every burned-out lamp returned unbroken to

factory.

EFFICIENCY.
By reason of an important discovery we now make our 50 volt

lamps with an efficiency of 2^ watts per candle. This results in in-

creasing the lighting capacity and earnings of a station

TWENTY PER CENT.
Shipments are now being made.

Detachable bases to fit any sockets five cents net, each.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANTTFACrtlKED BY

WM. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

CONCESSIONS
FOR WORLD'S FAIR PRIVILEGES

COME HIGH.
The exclusive agency for the sale of the :Hest«ii Alt*»rDatine <'orri'nt Fan Molo»* iij any
city haviQE an alternating: current plant is a more Talnable ooiioession and not nearly eo ex-

ptensive. our agents have always made big money, and there is more to be made this year than ever

before. Kemember, that the Jleston is absolutely the only fan motor

WITH A RECORD.
"Gret into the procession before it passes the Grand Stand."

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO.,
2-42 I^A.3DIS03Sr ST., CHUC^A^Q-O, ILL.

DO YOUR
OILS
GIVE YOU
SATISFACTION
IF NOT
GIVE US A
TRIAL.

We arc makers ol the finest grades of

DYNAMO,
ENGINE,
CYLINDER OILS

We {guarantee satisfaction and freedom from gum
and excess animal fats,

AVearenot cheap, or sell olieap oils, but
sell on quality. If you want satisfaction in your
eusiue room, give us a trial — correspondence
solicited.

CLARENDON OIL AND REFININ6 CO.,

114 No. Front Slrccl. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

CUAS. U. WILSON, GEO. W, JACKSON.

WILSON & JACKSON,
GENERAL CONTRACTORS,

street mid Iliehwny conelruotion, Electric CoQcJuits, Siilnv;Ly.s, Sewers, Kailroad and Masonry Work.

Telephone Main 140.

Times Building, CHICAGO.

E,
P. ROBERTS & CO.,
Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.

E. P. Roberts, M. E. C. F. Uebelacceb, E. E.

Prelimioary Surveys aud Estimates.
PlaDB, Specifications aud Supervi!?ion of Electric

Lifiht, Power and Kailway Work.

WESTERN RESERVE BUILDING,
i'levoland. Ohio.

H. E. PAINE,
Es-CommiSKlonerof Patents.

PATENTS.
PAINE & LADD, Attorneys at Law,

Loan and Trust Buildin^j:,

WILLIAM A. ROSENBAUM,
Electrical Expert and Patent Solicitor,

TimeH BnildiDsr. XEWYOKK.

Former ^lanager, now Successor to the

Patent Depaetment of

THE W.J. JOHNSTON CO., Ltd.
("The Electrical World.-')

Ttie Osliorne Steam Enpeemi Co.,

Rooms 714-716, 167 Dearborn St.. - Chlcaoo
Representative work now in cours? of construc-

tion, 2 000 H. P. Heat, Li^ht aud Power Plant- for

the Pabst Ueat, Light & Pocr^r Co., Milwaukee, Wis

Those who contemplate the constrnction of simi^
lar plants ou improved and economical lines will

do well to communicate with us. First, be sure
.-r^^^ TCI 'I set the best, then j^o ahead.

I*XT.E«.ia

SAL-AMMONIAC.
Guaranteed 0?er 99 Per Cent. Pnie.

xsrsj-xs cS3 00.,
161 Hinzie iSt. Chleaso.

CANDELABRA,
Miniature and Special

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

For information and prices covering Candelabra,
Miniature and Special locandescent Lamps, ad-
dress the

EDISON DECORATIVE AND
MINIATURE LAMP DEPARTMENT,

iiABRi!«oN, ar. J.

SAMSON BRAIDED CORD
Ib the moet dara-
tile for hanging
Arc Lamps,
T rol le

V

Cord, Cov
ering Field

Magnets, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

260,-ia5 ^Zoirse PoT\7-e3?

HENRY R. WORTHINCTON,
93 and 95 Lake .St., CHICAGO. SG and 88 Liberty St.. NEW YORK.

BOSTON. PHILADELPHIA. ST. LOUTS. TlF.WFIi. e:

SAL AMMONIAC
(ELECTRIC BRAND)

ForElectrical Purposes
Gruaranteed 98/99% and free of lead and iron.

If yoti want the hest quality ask your dealer

I for tliis l^raiiil. Imported Tjy

A.KLIPSTEIN. 122 Pearl St,. New York.

-•T'^^^e-

PDSH-BDTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK

ANY CANDLE POWER. C£]

iti

w rlto ^OT- T»rloo»,

STEUBEN" LAMP.
STEUBEK L.ANP WORKS, CAKISTEO, N. Y.

ANY VOLTAGE.

a^n3r>leai JFi-ee,

iJ^

January 27, 1893.

To the Electrical Trade.
I hivd this day etssifj aed tlie entire interest in the Cleve-

laTid Switch, Patent No. 391,512, to THE BRYANT ELEC-
TETC COMPANY, of Bridgeport, Conn., together with the
tools na'.terna and moulds for making the Switches and
Arc Cu-.-outB formerly manufactured and sold by THE
FOEESr CITY ELECTRIC WORKS, of Cleveland (Factory,
Geneva, Ohio;.

I traat that my former frlenda and patrons will extend
to them the same good will and patronage that they have
shown me in the past.

Very respectfally, rsigned; W. B. CLEVELAND.

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIKECT-

DiaVp;N" Slow-Speed Gener-

ators for Klectric Lighting and

Power. LowRunniugExpen.se.

Insulated Wire and Flexible

Cords. Kstimates furnished,

isolated Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 Girard Building.

BUFFALO, 50 TorraCQ.

THE BRYANT ELECTRIC CO. fVIAKES GOOD GOODS,
i

WOKKM AT BKIDGEPOKT, COMW,
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Electricity at the World's Fair.

Nearly all of the exhibitors in the electricity building are

now busily at work arranging their displays. The Edison

"tower of light" in the center of the jrround floor is

now about ready for the staff, and will be completed in

two weeks. The other exhibits of the (ieneral Electric

company are well under way, and the work is being sys-

tematically and rapidly advanced under the efficient direc-

tion of Lieut. E. J. Spencer, who has entire charge of the

varied interests of this great company.

Several of the General Electric company's exhibits are

as has been proved by its use on the Boston and Maine

railroad, where it has been in service for summer passenger

traffic between Lynn and a seashore resort, four miles

away. The locomotive weighs about thirty tons, and is

designed for a maximum speed of fifty miles an hour.

The graceful arc lamp post shown in Fig. 2 was imported

from Europe by the General Electric company purposely

for erection on the World's Fair grounds. The pole is of

iron, much of the surface covered with beautiful designs

wrought in relief, and is 42 feet high. It sustains four

Thomson-Houston lamps of 2,000 nominal candle power

apparatus, showing motor and hoist. The platform upon

which the mechanism stands is only 6)2 by 7 feet, and the

entire apparatus can be controlled by one man.

Among the pavilions thus far erected in the gallery of

the electricity building are those of the Commercial Cable

company. Roessler-Hasslacher Chemical company. Day's

Kerite company, Chicago ^^lectric Wire company, Nor-

wich Insulated Wire company, Ansonia Electric company

and Leclanche Battery company. In the German gallery

display the following named firms, mostly instrameot

makers, will make exhibits: Voigtlaender & Son, Brans-

illustrated in this number. I-'ig. i shows an electric loco-

motive designed for high speed passenger service, which

will be seen in operation on the tracks of the transportation

annex. The weight of the locomotive is supported by four

driving wheels driven by two flexibly supported water-proof

Thomson-Houston motors, supplied with current by means

of an overhead trolley. It is equipped with the latest form

of series parallel controller, electric air brakes, whistle and

automatic safety devices, and was built with the idea of

meeting all the requirements of high speed elevated rail-

way passenger service. When it was first proposed to ex-

hibit this locomotive at the World's Fair it was suggested

that it be utilized on the elevated electric railroad, but it was

discovered that it was too heavy for the structure. However,

the locomotive is equally well adapted for surface work,

FIG. I. KLECTRICITY AT THE WORLDS FAIR.

each. The post was originally erected in Turin, Italy, by

the Thomson- Houston International Electric company,

and is known as the "Turin jubilee pole." It will be seen

at the exposition in the space between the administration

building and the terminal railway station. Five other

types of foreign decorated posts, ordered by the General

Electric company for exhibition at the World's Fair, are

shown in Fig. 3. All were erected by the Thomson-

Houston International company. Poles ,7 and Care Ger-

man, and were designed at the Hamburg office of the

company; /> comes from liilboa. Spain; /'from Milan,

Italy, and / from Paris. These will be shown in the

electricity building.

Fig. 4 shows a live ton electric derrick that the General

company will show, and Fig. 5 represents the base of the

wick; Fracz Schmidt & Haensch. Berlin; C. A. Steinheil's

Sons, Munich; Emil Sydow. Berlin; DoeilTel & Faerber.

Berlin; Steeg & Reuter, Homburg; Max Kohl, Chemnitz;

Schott ^: Gen, Jena; L. Tesdorpf, Stuttgart; Clemens

Ritfler, Munich; Paul Bunge, Hamburg; Georg Buten-

schoen, Hamburg; Albert Ott, Kemptcn; Paul Gcbhardt,

Berlin; C. F. Belting, Cassel; Julius Eisner. Goldlautcr.

The New York, Boston and Philadelphia circuits of the

Long Distance Telephone company have been connected

with the Worlds Fair e.xchaoge. Manager A. H. Elmore

of the tatter sent greetings over the wires to Manager
Ilovey at the New York otficcand received congratulations

from him. Connections have been made at New York
with telephones in other eastern cities. This has been

arranged to continue during the exposition, so that at any
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time visit3rs can converse by telephone with relatives,

friends or business partners in the cities of the New
England and Middle States.

A trial trip of a train on the elevated electric railway at

the World's Fair was made on Saturday of last week. A
regular train consisting of a motor car and three trailers,

with a capacity for 400 passengers, was made up, and

several journeys were made around the southern loop.

Power was furnished by the Greene 750 horse power

engine and Genera! Electric 500 kilowatt generator illus-

trated in last week's Western Electrician. It had

been intended to make a run over the entire track, but

this was prevented by the fact that the loop station was

found to project four inches over the space required for

the train, which, of course, prevented farther progress.

It was also discovered that a slight improvement was

necessary' in the device for raising the trolley shoe at

switches. As far as the operation of the train itself was

concerned, however, ever}'thing worked admirably. The

motors, with their capacity of over 500 horse power,

responded easily to every demand made upon them, and

were under complete regulation. The air brakes con-

trolled the cars with ease, and the train was stopped

within its own length when going at full speed. In the

power station there were no hitches, the big engine and

generator taking care of the load thrown upon them with-

out effort. In a few days the changes found necessary in

the track construction will be completed, and then the en-

tire circuit of the line will be made. Among those who

rode in the cars on Saturday were W. E. Baker, general

manager of the road; E. C. Ward, secretary; C. P.

Mat lack, chief engineer; C. H. Macloskie, electrical

engineer; B. J. Arnold, consulting engineer: E. W. Rice,

Jr., superintendent of the General Electric Works at

Lynn; John Kruesi, superintendent of the General Elec-

tric Works at Schenectady; W. H. Knight, superinten-

dent of railway construction at Lynn; F. W. Home and a

number of Chicago newspaper men.

The work of raising the five great arc light coronas for

the manufactures building, described in the Western
Electrician of February iSth. was begun last week, and

has attracted much attention. The center electrolier

weighs 12 tons and each of the others nine tons. A large

penses, electric lights and appliances are shown to have

cost §54,173.14, telegrams and cablegrams $4,252.45 and

telephones ^7,936.14. Charged to constiuction expenses

are: Boiler house, $32,908.53; boiler plant, $71,813.09;

electrical engineering. $55,793.93; electricity building.

>IG. 4. ELECTRICIIY AT THE WORLDS FAIR.

$434,123.58; electric plant, $432,736.88; mechanical engi-

neering, $38,809.01; office building for mechanical and

electrical department, $10,373.01 ;
police signal bo.xes,

$10,725.59; power plant, machinery hall, $216,100.53.

Of the total expenditures of $16,708,826.48 by far the

largest amount, $14,043,134-53, went for construction.

Aside from its share of this sum the electricity deparlment

FtC. 5. RLKCTRICITY

force of men. with a complicated system of blocks and

tackles, is employed on the work.

Tht anonal report "^f President Iliginbotham for the

year ending April I, l8<>3' contains a few items of cspc

cial interest to the electrical fraternity. Amon^^ the mis-

cellanecas receip's, for iostaoce, is one item of I350 for

electric lightinx and another of $6,419.85 for electric power

famished, while "power and light in suspense" U putdown

as coatribnting |7.7ir. Under the head of general ex

AT THK world's FAIR.

is charged with $22,813.61. It is interesting to note that

on March 31st the total receipts had been $17. -196, -132, 16,

leaving a balance of $787,605.68.

Engineers will be interested in the annoi:ncemcnt that

the reception rooms and offices of the general and execu-

tive committees o! the Associated Flnginccring Societies of

the L'nircd Stales and Canada and of the general commit-

tee of the World's Congress Auxiliary on the International

Engineering Congress, on and after May ist, and until the

close'of the exposition, will be at No. 10 Van Buren street.

Chicago. All communications after May ist should be

addressed to, or to the care of, Max E. Schmidt, secretary.

Visiting engineers may have their mail thus addressed.

The committee rooms of the Associated Societies at the

exposition will be situated in the southwest corner of the

gallery of the mines and mining building, where the secre-

tary or some of the staff will be present during the expos;-

tion to meet visiting engineers.

The E. S. Greeley & Co. is preparing to make an elab-

orate exhibit on the floor of eltctricity building. Louis J.

Auerbacher is now on the ground looking after this com-

pany's display.

One of the Westinghouse 4,000 light alternators has

been used for several days in drying out converters. Dur-

ing the winter months a larger number of converters accu-

mulated in machinery hall, and on account of the leaky

condition of the roof became covered with snow and ice,

which, on melting, leaked into the boxes. An ingenious

manner of drying these dampened converter*? by electricity

was advised by General Manager Keller. The secondaries

of a number were wired in series with the dynamo and the

primary coils short circuited. The potential of the dy-

namo was then raised sufficiently to send a slightly heavier

current through the converters than that which wonid be

employed if the transformers were actually in use under

full load. This was kept up until the converters were

thoroughly dried by the heat, and then another batch was

put in circuit and the operation repeated.

The Westinghouse company expects to have nearly two

thousand alternating current arc lamps on the grounds.

A large number of these will be in Midway Plaisanceand

about 200 in the transportation annex. The lamps will be

on 100 volt secondary circuits, three in series. Each lamp

will take 14 amperes at 35 volts. An "economy coil" is

introduced to prevent waste of current in case only one or

two lamps of a series is burning.

The Westinghouse company has secured the space on

the ground floor of the electricity building originally allot-

ted to the Detroit Electrical Works, as that concern will

not make an exhibit. This space is contiguous to that

previously allotted to the Pittsburg company in the south-

ern part of the building. The Westinghouse people have

also secured a portion of the space originally given to

France in the northern pirt of the building, and have now
over 15,000 square feet.

The Electrical Forging company of Boston has

i,Q5.^ feet space on the first floor of the electrical

building at the World's Fair. It will put in a 200 horse

power heating plant driven by two loo horse power motors.

It will exhibit an electrical cooking process, and machines

for rolling metals and making f^rgings, etc.

Thermal Storage for Central Stations.

Prof. Forbes' paper on "Thermal Storage" at the St.

Louis convention of the National Electric Light association

is attracting considerable attention abroad. The London

Electrical Review, after presenting an elaborate summary

of this address, says:

Prof. Forbes accepts Mr. Halpin's figures relative to the

saving to be effected as compared with secondary batteries,

and generally appears to make out a good case for ther-

mal storage, where space is not an object, and there are

some very excellent reasons for itsadoption, some of which
we have noted above, but where Prof. Forbes thinks it es-

pecially useful is in the utilization of the heat of refuse in-

cineration. Here there should be scope for the system,

for the fuel comes in almost as a gift. General refuse

cannot well be burned under a steam boiler. It ought to

be completely consumed in non-absorbent furnaces to ren-

der the process innocuous and inoffensive, and the heat

utilized entirely outside the range of the place of combus-
tion. Refuse destruction should be a continuous process,

and the thermal storage system affords a means of saving
heat which would otherwise be uselessly and wastefully

dispersed. The pumping of water to a position of poten-

tial energy very rightly commends itself to Prof. Forbes as

the best means of storage where there is a convenient hill,

as, forexample. at Edinburg; but suitable reservoirs are

not always to hand. A use for refuse, however, suggests

itself in a place like London, where the water supply is

chiefly pumped by day, and there is left for night time the

production of light. The truth is that the excessive in-

dividualism of all our undertakings is responsible for much
waste. A pumping engine may not be suitable to drive

dynamos, but the fuel which burns to waste in an inciner-

ator would supply steam which would as well drive an elec-

tric engine as a pump, and the same set of boilers would
supply steam for both purposes. Wu might, did wc wish
it, find means for dispensing with the necessity of thermal

storage, but at present we prefer to ignore such clearly

obvious advantages as are open to us by a line of less in-

dividual effort.

Speaking generally, wc should say that if anyone is dis-

posed to be carried away by the ihcrmnl storage idea, he
would do well to first make a few simple calculations as to

the enormous bulkincss of the storage tanks, and not to

forget the high temperatures which accompany high press-

ures when he comes to consider the boiler proper.
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The Alternating Current Sys'iem in

America.'

By G. L. Addenhrooke.

At the late St. Louis convention a paper entitled "Some
Experiences with the Alternating System" was read by R.
H. Sttrling, and was followed by a long discussion.

In speaking of the paper, the president said: "Gentle-
men, you have before you one of the most interesting

papers that you are hkely to have an opportunity to dis-

cuss, and I trust the discussion will be free and full."

As the paper is descriptive and non-controversive, and the
discussion serves principally to elucidate it further, the two
together may be taken as fairly representative of the best
present methods of operating alternating current stations

in America, and the views of leading practical men upon
the whole subject.

On the general question I do not think I can do belter

than extract almost vcybatitn a portion of the speech of
I^rof. Yj. K. Weston after the paper was read, as it is well

worth the attention of English readers, and not only in-

stitutes a comparison between alternating and continuous
currents, but between English and American practice. It

is as follows:

"The question of the distribution of energy by the two

is serious indeed, and It is impossible, almost, to

arrive at them from the actual running plant, because it is

very diiTicult to ascertain the total number of lights in cir-

cu t, and how these lights are distributed. To make a test,

therefore, that would be really satisfactory, to ascertain the

commercial efficiency of the alternating versus the direct

current system, involves a great deal of labor and careful

thought. The constant growth of the alternating current

system indicates, however, one thing surely, namely, that

it is filling a long felt want, and that it is a money-making
investment, at least, for a large number of people. Whether
the system as it exists in this country to-day will not be

radically modified in the next few years, so as to approach

more closely the systems of Europe, is a question; but I

think it will. I think that will undoubtedly be done, and
the tendency will be toward a lower rate of alternation and
greater general efficiency. If any gentleman here has

made a careful determination of the energy transformed,

and has compared that with the energy actually used in the

lamps, it ought to be brought out. It is a matter that

everybody is seeking light on."
As no one seems to have taken any exception to these

views, they may, being in accordance with the rest of the

paper, be considered as agreeing well with the opinions of

American engineers on the subject mentioned. This speech
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systems under discussion is receiving great attention both

on this side and the other side of the Atlantic The
systems as established here differ radically in one re-

spect, at least, from the systems established on the other

side. Here, for the purpose of economy in the first cost,

a very high rate of alternation has been adopted. From
present experience it seems as though this was a funda-

mental mistake, and that the mistake will be more appar-

ent as I he system has to be forced under ground, which it

will sooner or later. We must all recognize the fact that

any system of aerial conductors can never give us the safe

and sure service which is necessary to enable us to com-
pete with a satisfactory and reliable source of illumination

such as gas. If our alternating current systems of this

country were forced under ground, the loss would be un-

doubtedly greatly increased, but what the losses are ex-

actly at present I have not been able to find out. No one
seems to have made any special effort to detei mine them,
and to ascertain exactly how they are distributed. With
the direct system the losses are at the lowest point, and are

very small, indeed, when the load is very light. The en
ergy consumed then is practically what you use in the

lam^s, but in the alternating systems there is an increase

of loss in the converters, as we readily under-
stand. The difficulty of dealing with and ascer-

taining what these losses are through the wires

1^ Abstract of paper in the Lindon Elcctrical\Revic:v.

shows as, indeed, does the paper itself, that the greater
part of American alternating work is still overhead, and
that the methods of working adopted are designed to meet
such a state of things. Next, it points to the fact that
there is even more uncertainty about alternating current
measurements among practical men in America than on
this side- Lastly, it pays a very handsome tribute to Eng-
lish and European engineering in acknowledging that in

theoretical and practical perfection the systems employed
by us are the better, and are worthy of imitation, a tribute

to the soundness of English engineering and science particu-
larly, which is not ungrateful; although we on ourside must
acknowledge that Americans have made a more extended
use of '"he alternating system than we have. Another point
worthy of notice is that neither in the paper nor discussion
is the parallel running of alternators mentioned
as a usual practice, or a possible one; indeed one
speaker refers to the running of alternators on separate
circuits as a direct advantage over the parallel method as
adopted in direct current stations. That a question of
such practical importance here, and which has received so
much attention, should come in for so little on an occasion
like this, may seem curious, unless the .American present
system of distribution is properly understood.

In England, with an underground service, it is of im-
portance to have a few main circuits, and numerous
branches leading from them, as it is undesirable to have
many parallel but separate circuits in the same conduit or

pipe. This objection docs not, however, apply id Amer-
ica, where overhead circuits on poles areu'cd. As the
poles will carry a large number of wires or cables, which
arc preferably light, it is easy to run a circuit direct from
the station to any particular spot at any time without inter-

fering with existing circuits. As further circuits arc only
erected for immediate prospective requirements. this method
of distribution naturally brings it about that then a
great many main circuits of comparatively small size arc
started from the station, consequently the load is easily dis-

tributed with fair economy over separate dynamos. The
objections, however, to the galaxy of overhead cables or
wires, which this system implies if worked on a large scale,

is, evidently, from the tone of the speakers at the conven-
tion, proving too much for even American susceptibilities,

and therefore it is probable that it will not exist in large
towns for many more years.

To work a system of this sort requires naturally an elab-

orate or rather extended switchboard, and Mr. Sterling
devotes a good deal of his paper to a description of a typi-

cal one. In principle, it simply consists of wh:.t was
known as the Edison switch board in the early dpys of tele-

phony. Mr. Sterling states that the board is preferably
of marble. The circuits are all attached to vertical wires
or cables arranged in pairs on the front of the board. On
the back of the board are similar rows of wires, but run-
ning horizontally, a pair of wires for each dynamo. At the
intersecting points double pole switches are placed so that

any dynamo can be connected to any circuit. It is of
course unnecessary to multiply this power of cross con-
nection beyond a certain limit if the station is large, as the
dynamos and circuits can be grouped in sections.

Directions are given for placing the volt and ampere-
meters and fuses, but these do not differ essentially from
English practice, and the remarks which follow, at some
length, on fuses, are not of great moment, since Englis^h
engineers have pretty well mastered the difficulties under
this heading, working at 2,000 volts, whereas the standard
American working pressure for the primarj- current is only
half this. It may be said that horizontally placed fuses are
found to act better and are less liable to arc than those
placed vertically, a fact which we can thoroughly corrob-
orate.

A long paragraph of Mr. Sterling's paper is devoted to
lightning arresters, a subject which does not interest us so
much on this side where circuits are underground, but the
following on converter cut-otits and switches is much to
the point: "We are learning now that it is far preferable
to have no fuses in the converter case,, but a large primary
fuse and switch bos combined, removed from the con-
verter." We have long since discarded secondary fuses in

converters.

With the large number of circuits running parallel for

long distances which the American system requires, it is not
surprising to find that inductive effects occur occasionally

between neighboring wires when attached to different

dynamos not working synchronously, and which results in

the lights ' jumping." The remedy adopted, if one of the
circuits cannot be shifted on to another dynamo, appears
to be to transpose the mains midway in the manner which
is adopted in telephony.

The remainder of the paper and a considerable portion of
the discussion are devoted to the question of maintaining
the proper pressure at the lamps and to devices for efTectir g
it. This is a subject which has not received the same atten-
tion in Europe as in America, partly because the American
circuits are as a rule larger ttian ours and scattered over a
wider area, but chiefly owing to the fact that the primary
potential employed is usually only i.coo volts in America
instead of at least 2.000 as with us. These two circum-
stances coupled with the use of numerous separate circuits,

has caused the regulating of the pressure in feeders to as-

sume a more important and complicated aspect than it has
here at present. Regarding this Mr. Wagner says in the
discussion: "I suppose you refer to the average loss in

distributing the current. Of course that is left largely

with the engineer designing the station and the circuits.

In the case of the Missouri Electric Light company it var-

ies from 5 to 10 per cent.; the average probably is about S

per cent.— 6 per cent, in the feeders and 2 percent, in the

mains. It depends on the proportion between the average
load and the maximum load. That differs at different sea-

sons of the year."

Regulation is effected by means of the Stillwell regula-
xor or "booster," as it is euphemistically termed. This is

simply a converter, each secondary turn of which is con-
nected with a commutator. The secondan.* and the com-
mutator are put in series with the main whose pressure it

is desired to raise, and by altering the commutator more or

less turns of the secondary can be included in the circuit.

The primary circuit is simply connected across the mains
in the ordinary way. The action of this apparatus is gen-
erally referred to as satisfactory, it being usually made to

raise the potential by steps from i to 20 volts at will. As
far as I am aware, simitar apparatus is so far not tn use in

England because not yet needed, but as I believe its work-

ing is generally known to English engineers it is unnec-
essary to follow the description of it further, particularly

as no theoretical details are given as to its working ef-

ficiency.

Such, as set forth in this paper and the discussion, ap-

pears to be the usual American method of distributing al-

ternating currents today. It is characteristic that though
questions are asked, nothing is said to the point as to the

relative efiiciency of direct versus alternating currents, or

how the etViciency of such an alternative station as is de-

scribed works out. Our practical cousins seem still fairly

satisfied with the fact that they can cover a targe area of

ground more easily and cheaply with an overhead altcrna-

ting system than with a low pressure direct one, and that

it can be made to pay. As a general body they have evi-

dently not yet reached the point we have, though as they

get more circuits underground they will do so. If, there-

fore, any further solution of the question of alternating
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versus continuous current supply is to be looked for now
it is to ourselves that we must turn for the solution.

Three Telegraph Bills Unfavorably Re-
ported to the Illinois Legislature.

Three bills affecting^ telegraph companies have been

under consideration in the Illinois Legislature during the

last week. On April 12th the committee on cor-

porations took up the subject. Bill No. 266 provides for

the taxing of telegraph, telephone and express companies

a certain per centage of their gross receipts; bill No. 198

compels telegraph companies to deliver all messages within

one hour after their receipt; bill No. 205 requires telegraph

of messages and was entirely sufficient. J. B. Inraan, man-

ager, of the Western Union Telegraph company at Spring-

lield, who was present, was called upon to give his views

on the bill. He explained that if it became a law telegraph

messages would have to be delivered at all hours of the

night, and, therefore, night rates would be abolished. He
said that the Western Union Telegraph company operated

1,501 offices in the state of Illinois, Many of these were

along railroad lines and were kept open solely for the con-

venience of the genera! public. The passage of the bill

would close every one of these minor offices. He claimed

that the Western Union company made every effoit to have

messages received by it promptly delivered, and he
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compaaies CO provide night operators at all officts controred

by them, Mr. Scawell, of the sub.commitiee to which these

bills were referred, reported them back to the full com-

m'ttee with the recommendation that they do not pass.

Mr. Nohe mo^'cd that the report of the subcommittee be

received aod that the billg be referred to the house with an

oofaTorable recomm*n-Jation, but Mr. O'Connor thought

thit thrrc wa5 some merit in bill No. KjS, aod while it

probably needed amcnJment he would like to sec it become

a law ID 33tnc shaps. It was then agreed that bil's 205

aid 266 should be reported unfavorably and that bill 198

sfaonld be considered by the full committee. Mr, Nohe
mi77ed tbit this bill also be reported back to the house uo-

faTorab!y and explained the impossibility of framing a law

to compel telegraph companies to deliver messages at all

points withio any specified tifuc. The !aw as it now c%-

beeddid not admit of any onreasonablc delay in the delivery
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thought that the laws now on the statute books were ample

for the protection of the public. The committee seemed 10

be considerably impressed with the force of Mr. Inman's

views and promptly decided, by a vote of 13 to i, to serd

the bill back to the house with the recommendation that it

do not pass.

American Street Railway Association.

The American Street Railway association will begin its

twelfth annual meeting at Milwaukee, Wis., October 18 h.

The headquarters of the association will be at the Milwau-

kee Industrial Exposition building, which has been st cured

for two weeks, although Ihc mec ings will occupy only

three days. The sessions oi the convention will be held

in the spacious hall on the second Hoor, while the entire

ground floor will be placed at the disposal of exhibitors

The building is a very handsome structure and is admir-

ably adapted to such exhibitions as those which have made
the meetings of this association so attractive to street rail-

way men. The building is 400 feet long and 293 feet wide,

the ground floor having an area of 87,000 square feet, which

can be utilized for exhibits. An advantage, which will be

appreciated by those desiring power, will be found in the

150 horse power engine on the premises. The only ad-

ditional charge will be the actual cost pro rata of furnish-

ing power among the exhibitors. The nearness cf Mil-

waukee to Chicago is considered to be a great advantage

this year for making a satisfactory and extensive exhibit.

The heaviest machinery and largest castings will all be

under cover, and can, of course, be inspected much more
advantageously than when in the street, especially should

the weather be unpleasant any of the time. There is, of

course, no extra charge for heating and lighting.

The secretary of the association, W. J. Richardson, an-

nounces that space will be alloted on May loth. A charge

of 10 cents per square foot will be made and no less than

100 square feet nor more than 2,000 square feet will be

assigned any exhibitor without special arrangement with

the secretary. Among the regulations governing exhibitors

are the following;

Space allotted cannot be transferred without per-
mision, and must be taken possession of on or before
October 17 th.

AH goods shipped to the exposition shou'd be plainly
marked "Street Railway Exposition, Milwaukee, Wis."
The driving engine will be in operation on and after

October i6tb, and exhibitors of machinery in operation
must have everything in running order, in readiness to
start their machinery on the morning of the opening day.

All goods intended for exhibition must be on the prem-
ises and properly displayed on or before Tuesday evening,
October 17th.

Exhibitors must provide all counter-shafts, pulleys,

belting, hangers, etc , necessary for the transmission of
power to operate their machinery.
Steam power and main shafting will be furnished to

exhibitors at actual cost, to be charged for pro rata among
those who use power. A main steam pipe, with numerous
T's for connecting branches, will run through the hall to
furnish steam to those who require it.

The main shafting will not be interferred with or taken
apart, therefore exhibitors must provide themselves with
split pulleys.

All machmery will, if possible, be exhibited in motion,
and should be kept in operation at regular work during the
hours g to 12 A. M., 2 to 6 p. m. and 7 to closing.

The main shafting is 3 ^2 inches in diameter, and driven
at a uniform speed of 162 revolutions per minute. The
other lines of shafting are of different sizes, and all driven
at a uniform speed of 200 revolutions per minute.

Exhibitors desiring to sell and deliver in the building any
articles whatever must first obtain a written permit from
the secretary for such consideration as may be determined
upon. Any permit to sell may be revoked at any time, at

the pleasure of the association.

Every possible precaution will be taken to guard against
fire, and a fuli corps of watchmen will be on duty day and
night; but the association will not be responsible for loss

or damage to articles on exhibition by theft, fire or other-

Thiele Lighting Bill in the Illinois Legis-

lature.

Senator Thiele'sbill providing for the extension of the

powers of cities, towns and villages throughout Illinois

has passed the upper house of the state Legislature, and

by its terms these corporations are empowered to engage

in electric lighting not only for municipal work but also

for commercial service. It is generally believed that the

lower house will pass the measure and in that case it is

hardly to be expected that the governor will veto it. The

bill is favored by many people who Ihink that they

will be able to get electric current for light and power

at the bare cost of producing it. Others advocate it as a

retaliatory measure believing that they are justified in

ruining private enterprises on account of some imaginary

grievance. The Chicago Tribune, which has been a per-

sistent advocate of this iheasure, does not pretend that

municipal plants ate conducted upon an economical basis

like private enterprises. Commenting upon this measure

it says:

As a general rule the operating expenses of an industry

run by a municipality are much higher than when a corpo-

ration or private individual has the management. Wages
paid by a city are higher and more people employed than

is necessary. The small economies arc never thought of,

but they constitute the profits in moft businesses. Almost
invariably, too, customers are better served bv a private

company than by a municipality and give it the prefer-

ence.

That a city would charge con:;umcrs only cost price is

an assumption. The bill does not rccjuirc it. Water is

not furnished at cost price, but much above it, so that there

may be an income to be used for extensions. Prejump-

tivcly, therefore, the city would sell electric light above

cost, using the prodls to extend its sjslcm and improve

its plant, putting into its business the surplus which stock-

holders of private companies would put ir,lo their pockets.

This is in direct line with the claims that have been

.nadc by opponents of this policy. Those who favor
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municipal plants claim that they are operated as economic-

ally as private enterprises, that the service is superior,

and that it could be given at much lower figures than are

charged by private concerns. When the bill was under

discussion in the Legislature last wetk an arcendrntnt was

offered providing for the "purchase and pay for any electric

light plant or plants, including all conduits and other

property used wholly or mainly as a part thereof, and all

rights and interests of every kind and nature in such pri-

vate plant or plants
"

'i'his amendment was offered on theground that it would

FTC. 2. VAN ntR KAMMER'S INCANDESCENT LAMP.

he inequitable for the city to go in to a business in which it

had allowed private capital to be invested with no intima-

tion of future interference, and for the city to sell at cost

commodities from the sale of which others expect to make

a profit and thus practically to drive out of the busiress

the private individuals engaged in it by destroying the

value of their property. The argument holds good if the

city is to furnish light at cost. If it is not the intention of

the city to do so, the people should not be burdened by a

tax for the establishment of plants from which they are to

receive no material benefit, and the only object of which is

to afford additional patronage for political heelers at the

expense of taxpayers. This argument was presented in the

Senate on Tuesday, but had no efTect upon the members.

Electric Pencil in Photography.
The accompanying cut illustrates an improved form of

an electric pencil used in photography. In retouching

the defective lines or spots on a negative, the stroke of the

pencil requires in almost every case to be minutely small,

and as these small strokes have to be made with great

care the process is necessarily very slow. Recently an

American firm introduced a pencil which is rapidly re-

volved by a small eleclric motor so that the point of the

pencil spins, and is rubbed on any spot by simply moving

the point gently over it in any desired direction, thus do-

ing away with the necessity for the tiresome confined motion

of the operator's hand.

Another method and apparatus introduced in Germany

consists in fixing the negative in a frame, which is vi-

brated rapidly by an electro magnet apparatus.

The device herewith illustrated is the invention of an

Englishman and in it the pencil point is very rapidly vi-

brated through an exceedingly small stroke by a simple

electro-magnetic contact breaker, so that the pencil has only

to be guided by the operator while the electro-magnet per-

forms the necessary rubbing at an exceedingly rapid rate,

about 2,000 strokes per minute. It is claimed that this

form is simpler and less liable to derangement than the

rotating form.

A battery of two large Leclanche cells works this vibra-

tory pencil, and where a number are in use one contact

breaker can be arranged to work them all. Referring to

the figure, P is the pencil pivoted at I\ in trunnions, C is

an ebonite case carrying a bobbin of fine wire //. B is the

contact breaker platinum screw point, ./ is the armature,

a tight piece of soft iron passing through the coil, M is a

piece of soft iron fixed outside of the coil, to which the

armature is attracted. A spring .S" opposes the attrac-

tion and sends back the armature, which is fixed on the

end of the pencil. It will be readily seen that the pencil

point makes a small motion compared with the play of the

armature. The cut is reproduced from the London Efcc-

Irical Rcvieiv.

Van der Kammer's Incandescent Lamp.
Interest in the incandescent lamp litigation will be re-

vived by the appearance on the market of the new lamp

invented by John Van dcr Kamraer of Chicago, to which

attention was directed in the Western Electrician of

March 25th. The characteristic features of this lamp are

presented in the accompanying cuts, Fig. I showing the

lamp complete and Fig. 2 illustrating the details of con-

struction. The principal claims for this lamp are that by the

use of the peculiar metallic base, the all-glass receiver and

leading-in wire features of the Fdison patent are elimi-

nated, the process of manufacture is simplified and a more

durable lamp produced. It will be noticed that the acorn

shape has been adopted for this lamp, as it is particularly

suitable for the form of construction employing a metallic

base. In this form the metallic base is composed of two

small plates of platinum, one of which is shown in the

upper right hand corner of Fig. 2. These are secured in

the lamp by sealing the glass around the edges. This ar-

rangement makes the base consist of two distinct pieces of

platinum, thoioughly insulated from each other. The
filament of the lamp is connected to the small strips form-

ing a part of the base and piojecting into the lamp, while

the wires passing through the socket are soldered to the

outer side of the pieces of pla inum forming the base.

The difference in expansion between the metal base and

the glass globe is of no consequence in a lamp constructed

in this manner, it is claimed, as there is sufficient

flexibility in the metal to permit it to accommodate

itself to the expansion of the glass. The metal base

can therefore be made of some of the baser and cheaper

metals. As this lamp, however, is not a vacuum lamp, it

is deemed advisable to use a metal like platinum, which

will resist the action of the gas emplojed.

The fact that the new lamp has a comparatively high pres-

sure of gas wiihin it renders the maintenance of a perfect

vacuum chamber of less consequence than in the vacuum

A franchise has been granted to the Wauwatosa, Wis
,

Street Railway company, and a line will be built through
the town.
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lamp. A seal which might not be satisfactory for a vacuum
lamp, and perhaps could not be used for that purpose,

might be entirely satisfactory for a gas lamp. The metal

seal at the base obviates the necessity of joining glass to

glass in the usual manner, and also the use of the internal

seal piece, so that if the lamp is slightly damaged in the

process of its manufacture, it may be repaired and resealed

with very little additional trouble. Moreover, this form of

base and construction permits the man^ufacturer to use the

bulb itself an indefinite number of times and also ihe metal

plates, as they are of comparatively large sii:e and can easily

be reclaimed from old lamps.

In this lamp the idea of perfecting the vacuum lamp has

been abandoned for the reason, it is claimed, that a perfect

vacuum being absolutely impossible, the vacuum lamp nec-

essarily has a limit to its degree of perfection; in other

words, Ihe vacuum lamp based upon the idea of a perfect

vacuum, which is unattainable, must of necessity contain

within itself the cause of its own early destruction. In

practice, it is claimed, the vacuum lamp, as ordinarily

made, is quickly destroyed by a comparatively slight ex-

cess of current. For this reason Mr. Van der Rammer
undertook the development of a commercial incandescent

lamp on the principles set forth in the earlier gas lamp
patents and publicat ons concerning the incandescent lamp.

Gas lamps were well known prior to the production of the

vacuum lamp, and many kinds of gas were employed in

them and at various degrees of density. Several difhcuUies

were found with the earlier gas lamps, as, for example, it

was found that the gas in the lamp, even though greatly

attenuated, would tend to disintegrate or destroy the

burner, possibly by the impact of its highly heated par-

ticles upon the surface of the burner. It was also found

that with such gases as were then known, there was great

loss of energy from the heating of the gas in the lamp.

There were many other difficulties with the gas

lamps, which finally resulted in the abandonment of the

idea of producing a gas lamp and the substitution therefor

of a vacuum lamp. Van der Rammer has turned again to

the gas lamp as a means of avoiding the weaknesses of

the vacuum lamp and has endeavored to produce a gas
lamp which should not have the objectionable features of

the early gas lamps. The new lamp, although containing

a considerable quantity of gas, is said to be even
cooler while burning than the ordinary vacuum lamp.

There is no disintegration of the carbon, it is claimed, and

no electrical carrying incident to overwork, even when
greatly over run. For example, when a 100 volt lamp is

run at 150 volts for a considerable time, the burner has

been found to be normal in color throughout and prac-

tically unchanged. It is further claimed that the character

of the gas employed is such thai whatever injury the

burner receives or tends to receive from such over-running,

is promptly and completely repaired by the gas itself, so

that in most instsnces when the lamp has thus been over-

run, it will be found that the burner not only remains un-

changed in its form and appearance, but that its resisunce

is actually slightly diminished, so that, for example, a no
volt lamp burned at I Oo volts for a short time will give

the full candle power at 109 volts instead of 110.

Some of the delays in producing the lamp are attribut-

able to the difficulty of obtaining the gas-producing sub-

stance in sufficient quantities. The gas employed is one

which the inventor and the chemical experts of the com-

pany assert has never before been used in connection

with incandescent lamps, and which it is very difficalt

to obtain. It appears, now, that all such diffi-

culties have been removed. The manufacturers

of this lamp claim for it great utility for certain uses, as,

for example, on circuits supplied with current of var)*ing

pressure.

The fluctuation of several per cent, in the current will

not vitiate the lamp or increase the resistance of its

burner, at least not until such fluctuations have extended

over a long period, or in other words, the practical life of

the lamp.

There is a change in the method of construction which

greatly simplifies the manufacture of lamps. Gas being

constantly present, and the means of preserving or repair-

ing the carbon being always at hand, the new lamp does

not require such an elaborate process of manufacture as the

vacuum lamp, in which the chief aim is to secure an initial

vacuum of the highest possible degree, and to drive out of

the lamp and all the parts the last trace of occluded gases.

This requires an expensive process of pumping and elec,

trically energizing the lamp during the process. More-

over, after this high degree of vacuum has been obtained

it is necessary that the lamp shall be so constructed as to

return the vacuum and permanently exclude ail atmosphere

from the lamp and close it against practically the whole of

the atmospheric pressure. In the new lamp such perfect

exhaustion is unnecessary.

This lamp will be called the new Sunbeam lamp, and

Fin. I. VAN DER KAM.MER S INOANOKSCENT LAMP-

will be manufactured by the Star Electric Lamp company,

Chicago.

Ulsiah, Cal., is to have an electric railroad on its prin-
cipal streets.

The Reading <^ Temple Eleclric Railway company of
Reading Pa,, has filed a notice of Its intention to construct
a system of of electric railways between Reading and
Myerstown.

It is reported that an important deal was closed at To-
ledo, O., last week between J. K. Tillotson and George U.
Kerper, of Cincinnati, who owns the Findlay electric street

railway, by which a consolidation of interests has been
effected for the construction of the electric railway
that will connect Findlay, Fostcria, Tiffin .Tnd other North
western Ohio cities and towns with lake resorts. A meet-
ing will be held in Cincinnati soon to form a company, in

which Tillotson and Kerper will be otVicers. The total

mileage of the proposed electric road exceeds seventy
miles.
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be congratulated on the result it has obtained without

violatiog any of the conditions imposed.
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Is the incandescent limp litigation at St. Louis last week

the Gocbtl claims were revived and an effort was made to

strengthen the case as presented by the IJeacon company

at I;.^stGn. Additional affidavits were presented and it is

cljimed thai evidence was introduced with a view of show-

!Dg that the lamps originally made by Goebel and upon ihc

practicability of which much doubt was e-rpressed were

really practical, though, of course, not perfected to the

prtwo; H*ji!e of the art. Decision has not yet been made

OD these cl lims, bat it is not believed that there will be any

radical dspartare from former rulings.

Incandescent lamp makers will be interested in the new

lamp of John Van der Kamraer of Chicago, which is illus-

trated and described elsewhere in this issue. It will be

remembered that this lamp was briefly described in the

Western Electrician of March 25'h. Since that lime

the details of construction have been perfected and the

lamp is now ready for the market; in fact the lamps from

which the cuts were made were manufactured for commer-

cial use. In these new lamps there are two features upon

which the manufacturers base their hopes of evading the

Edison patent. In the first place, by the use of the plati-

num strips in the base of the lamp, it is claimed that the

all-glass receiver feature is eliminated and at the same time

the necessity of using leading-iu wires is avoided. Then,

too, it is claimed the new lamp is not a vacuum lamp but a

gas lamp, and the inventor asserts that in going back to

this form he has made a decided gain. He sajs that the

inability of lamp makers to secure a perfect vacuum is the

chief objection to the present form of incandescent lamp

and that in discarding the vacuum for the gas lamp he has

made an important advancement. His claims will undoubt-

edly be received with some reservation, but there is no

doubt that the positive statements which he makes will

be thoroughly investigated. It would certainly be a most

remarkable circumstance if the present lamp controversy

should result in the adoption of gas lamps in place of

vacuum lamps, after the years of experiment and investi-

gation which have been devoted to the development of

the latter. The question of increased cost which the use

of platinum will entail Js met by the statement of the

manufacturers that the platinum may be recovered, and

that it is expected that a cheaper metal will soon be used.

Au. iDterested in the subject of electric traction will

rej^c^ ia the aaooancsmsit tha*, a ftucces«ful trip has

b:e3 m»de orcr the in'.ramtiral railway at the World's Kjir,

wiici i* op^alcd by electricity on an elevated structure.

\\%nj difficalt cogtnecring problem* had to be met in the

planning of tMs temporary installation. It had to be

con^mctci as cheaply a? possible, so that it would prove

profi;ab1e for six month*' scrricc, and yet it roust bear in-

spection as an ciihib.t of Ihc latest step in electric rail-

roading and be sabstanftal enough to safely take rare of

the immenv; '- ' -/cd. The crgineerin^ staff is to

In granting the Manhattan company additional privileges

the Rapid Transit commission has practically turned over

to that corporation the e.xclusive right to use the streets of

the city of New York for elevated railways. This action

on the part of the commissioners is greatly to be de-

plored. In the first place the "L" system can give

only temporary relief at best, and in a few jears

the city will again be confronted with the question that

has occupied so much attention during the last twenty

yca'S. It is mertly putting off the final solution of

the problem, and each additional grant will only serve

to further entrench the Manhattan company and make

thecity's labor all the greater. A comprehensive system of

underground roads could now be planned and future ex-

tensions provided for, but with the"L" system the best that

can be hoped for is an occasion&l addition or extension,

which will alTord very Utile relief, and that only to a com-

paratively smell portion of the population. But New York

has pronounced against an underground system; the mayor

says that the people don't want it and capitalists have shown

no inclination to Dack up the project. The constitutional

provision prohibiting the city lending its credit to private

enterprises thwarted the plans of the capitalists who were

w-.Umg to put up ¥15,000,000 as evidence of their faith in

the project and their interest in the city's welfare. In the

face of Mayor Gilroy's oppositioi it was not to be expected

that the Legislature would come to the rescue of the people,

and besides it is intimated that the city and state ofiicials

thought that if $35, 000,000 or $50, 000,000 of thecity's funds

were to be expended It should be so arranged ihat pcliti-

cal organizations should have the benefit of handling the

money and distributing patronage. Whatever may have been

the cause, it is certain i:hat the underground plan is killed for

the present, that the elevated system has taken on a new
lease of life and that the city will find it harder than ever

to rid itstif of the monopoly established by the Kapid

Transit commission's grant of last week. It is a hard

blow for New York and one that it will take many years to

recover from.

Interkst in the subject of the application of elec-

tricity in naval warfare is given a fresh impetus by the

great assemblage of American and foreign warships in

Hampton Koads in honor of the opening of the World's

Columbian Exposition, which is close at hand. In all

the modern vessels electricity is now employed in a three-

fold capacity—for lighting, including the indipcnsabic

search-lights; for power transmission, in moving the

heavy guns, operating ventilating fans and the like, and

for signaling. On the occasion of the drill of the

"white squidron" in New York harbor a complete ac-

count of the (Icctrical appliancci on the flagship Chi-

cago was presented in the Wksikhn Elhcckician, the

date bcin^ August 8, i3r)i. E/cn since then consider-

able advance has been made, however, anJ navil officers

look for a still gre iter extension of the use of electricity

on vessels of war. In speaking of future naval operations

one of the American officers now at Hampton Roads

said:

Electricity is to be util'zed, if not for propeliiog the
ship, at least for every other purpose where steam has
been thought indispensable. We already have electrical

appliances by which vessels signal each other, and by
which the captain in the conning tower may direct the
firing or communicate with any part of the vessel.

Within a short time the system wiil be so perfected that

the commander in the tower will, by the means of elec-

trical contrivances, have ab.solute contrcl of every motion
of the ship and the action of every gun, so that he will

not be dependent upon the promptness or coolness of his

subordinates. When that day is reached a naval bat le

will be more than ever a contest between two men.

Some of the leading electrical engineers of the country

were formerly officers in the navy, and are well acquainted

with the needs of the service, and a targe proportion of the

present officers, especially in the engineering branch, are

well versed in the laws and practical applications of elec-

tricity, and are enthusiasts oi the subject. With all these

keen minds at work it will be strange if our cruisers and

battit-.ihip5 do not come more and more under electrical

control, with all the circuits leading to the master mind in

the conning to-ver. There is something terrible in the

thought of two great ships of war engaged in a baltle of

extermination, which is in reality a scient fie encounter be-

tween the two commanders, each grimly yitldingthe weapons

of destruction under his control by means of a network of

electric wires. But that seems to be what is coming, and,

on large ships at least, the individuality of junior officers

and seamen must give away before the ubiquitous current

of the battery and dynamo.

When there is a job of plain, unvarnished lying about

the World's Fair to be done, there is probably no news-

paper in the United States that can accomplish the task

wiih as much brazen effrontery as the New York 5?/«. The
S//it's jealousy of Chicago has led it to make a ceaseless

warfare of vituperation on the exposition ever since Con-

gress located the fair in the western metropolis. An oc-

casion for an unusual display of mendacity appears to have

arisen a few days ago, however, for an item headed

"Chaos at Chicago" appeared in the Sun of April I4':h,

in which that journal gave circulation to a tissue of false-

hoods easily outclassing all previous efforts in that line.

The lying, although noteworthy for the extent to which

the facts are perverted, is much below the standard of the

Sun's art, for the prevarications are so palpable as to be

absurd. For instance what could be more bare-faced in the

shape of a falsehood than the statement that "Nolc of the

buildings is completed; none is likely to be completed by

May 1st, the date set for the opening.*' The truth is. of

course, that nearly all the large buildings are entirely

completed. About the only ones on which work of any

consequence is being done are the administration and
machinery buildings. Some, like the woman's and horti-

cultural buildings, were turned over by the contractors

nearly a year ago. The work now under way is mainly

on smaller buildings, begun this year, and on the installa-

tion of exhibits and clearing of the grounds.

In the Sim's manufactured arraignment, which is put

in the shape of a dispatch from Chicago, it is stated that

"In the electricity building, for example, which has fifteen

or twenty acres of ground space, just one exhibit has been

installed." Of course, this is simply another lie. In the

first place, the electricity building has five and one-half

acres of ground space, and not fifteen or twenty. In the

ntxt place, there are probably one hundred exhibits in-

stalled instead of on?. Not more th m half a dozen dis-

plays, perhaps, are entirely completed, as the opening is

set for the ist of May and not the middle of Apnl; but a

very large proportion of the exhibits is now installed in the

building, and the work of embellish neat and boDth-build-

ing is proceeding in every part of the structure with such

encouraging activity that it is morally certain that the in-

terior will be ready for inspection in the early days of

May. It is not to be presumed that the last finishing

touch will have been put on every exhibit by the first of

tne month, but it maybe confiJently asserted that the

display will be more nearly completed thin that of any one

depirtmcnt of any previous international exhibition.

Of course th; anmuacjm:nti that "the World's l-'air

is in a state of chaoi" and the like arc merely malicious

nonsense, and it would be a waste of time to dwell on

cac'n one of the falsehoods which are contained in the

alleged dispatch referred to. Wc simply desire to assure

the eastern members of the electrical fraternity who may
be disposed to discredit the electrical display, owing lo

the violcnc: of this and similar attacks, that the references

10 the electrical exhibits arc as ridiculously false as their own
good sense must show them the general diatribes to be.
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Incandescent Lamp Litigation.

The city of St. Louis was last week the center of inter-

est for those engaged in manufacturing and using incan-

descent lamps. On January 17th last the Edison General

Klectric company was granted an order restraining the

Columbia Incandescent Lamp company of St. Louis from

making and shipping lamps. On Thursday last the case

came to trial on the motion of the Edison company for a

preliminary injunc.ion to prevent ihe Columbia company

- from manufacturing lamps.

The cause was heard by Judge Moses Mallettof Denver,

in the United S:ates Circuit Court in St. Louis. R. N.

Dyer of New York made the opening argument on be-

half of the Edison company. He was followed by W. C.

Witter and William H. Kenyon, New York, for the

defense. They were followed by Clarence F. Seward of

New York and F. P. Fish of Boston, both for the Edison

company, Mr. Fish closing the case. Additional counsel in

the case were Judge Henry Hitchcock for the Edison

company, and Judge E. B. Adams and Messrs. Fowler

and Fowler of St. Louis, for the Columbia company.

The defense was based upon the claimed manufacture

and use of the incandescent lamp by Henry Goebel, prior

to Edison. Some 250 affidavits were filed in support of

this claim. An interesting feature of the case was the fact

that the Gsebel lamp "No. 4." which was looked upon

with some suspicion by Judge Colt in the decision of the

Beacon case in Boston, was here supported by a formidable

array of affidavits. The authenticity of this lamp was fur-

ther claimed and an effort made to sustain it by the introduc-

tion of a new lamp, designated as ' No. g," this lamp, accord-

ing to the defense, having been made at the same time and

in the same manner as "T'^o. 4." This lamp was in the

possession of John C Goebel of New Haven, Conn., a

son of Henry Goebel, who makes affidavit that it was given

him, with two others, by his mother in June, 1878,

just previous to his intended departure for Europe, it being

his intention to show the lamps to an uncle in Europe.

The date of this event is fixed by a passport, which was

filed in evidence, and which was dated June, 1878. Mr.

Goebel, however, did not go to Europe as intended. The

other two lamps given Mr. Goebel by his mother were

given away, one of them to the engineer of the Bigeiow

Manufacturing company of New Haven, Conn., who

burned it in connection with a dynamo. Mr. Goebel kept

lamp *'No. 9," showing it frequently to members of his fam-

ily and others. In October, 187S, he was engineer at the

German Hospital in New York, where he showed the lamp

to various people. The records show that he left the hos-

pital in 1879. ^^^ afterward went to New Haven as an

engineer, keeping the lamp in his trunk, and showing it

frequently. All three lamps were indentified by several

people as having been seen in the German Hospital in New
York in October, 1878. Further evidence of practically

the same character as that introduced in the Beacon case

was presented.

The Edison company offered in evidence 450 pages of

affidavits. This was also practically a repetition of the

evidence on the Beacon case. Seventeen witnesses saw the

telesjope exhibited on the streets of New York, and identi-

fied the person making the exhibit as Goebel. They did

not know Goebel, and saw no lamp used in connection

with the exhibit. Some 250 pages of the evidence are from

witnesses who saw the telescope, but no lamp. The re-

mainder of the affidavits are from experts who testified as

to the condition of the art in 1878, from which they felt

convinced that it was then impossible to manufacture or

operate such lamps as those claimed to have been made at

that time by Goebel.

It is claimed that since the decision of the Beacon case

Goebel has taken the same apparatus wh'ch he originally

used, and has reproduced lamps similiar to those submitted

in evidence, and has shown them to be operative.

The case was closed at 4 P. M. Friday, April 14th, and

is in the hands of Judge Hallett, who has promised to

deliver an opinion within a week, if he can find the time to

go through the records.

Considerable interest has been manifested in the prog-

ress of this case, the court room frequently being

crowded. The electrical people of St. Louis particularly

spent as much of their time as they could possibly spare

in the court room. J. H. Rhotehamel, president of the

Columbi.i company, has given the matter of the defense of

this case a great deal of time, study, and hard work of

late.

The Fox River Electric Railway company of Elgin, III.

has decided to build an electric line from Elgin to Aurora,
passing through St. Charles, Geneva and Batavia. It is

said thai a lin:; will also be built from CirpentersviUe to

Elgin. If this is done, it means the construction of a

continuous line of 2S miles.

Rapid Transit for New York.
The plan for securing rapid transit for New York city by

means of an underground system of railways has been

defeated. As soon as the plan was announced .Mayor Gilroy

announced his opposition to the measure, and. as the act

under which the commission was working confers upon the

mayor the poiver of vetoing any plan the commission may

adopt, the plan was practically killed before the commis-

sioners went through the formality of receiving a report

from their counsel. The mayor said that he was opposed to

any scheme by which the city should lend its credit to, or be-

come in any way connected with, a private enterprise. The

only objection that had been made to the underground plan

was the failure of its advocates to secure ihe necessary

capital. It had been contended that this capital could

only be secured at ruinous rates of interest if the project

were conducted as a private enterprise, and the mayor ex-

pressed the opinion that this was sufficient reason for the

city keeping out of the deal. If it was a good investment

he believed plenty of capital could be secured without ap-

pealing to the city. The credit of the city at the present

time is excellent, but the mayor said it would not long

remain so if itadopted the policy of lending its credit to

such enterprises. It would so an reach the limit allowed by

the statute, and public improvements would be brought to a

stand still. The condition of Brooklyn was cited as an in-

stance illustrating this point. Concluding his statement.

Mayor Gjlroy said : "I don'c know much about the plans of

the Rapid Transit commission. I might as well say right

now and in this way save the Rapid Transit commissioners a

good deal of trouble, that I shall never approve any plan

which they may formu'ate or any plans which some one

else may formulate, and which they maypresent, which con-

template the expenditure of the city's funds or the lending

of the city's credit."

The mayor is opposed to underground roads generally,

it should be remembered. He said: 'T da not believe the

citizens of New York want an underground road. They

have an underground road in London. We have our line

from Forty-second street to 125th street, and it is intoler-

able in the summer. Sa far as the London road is con-

cerned, it is an abomination. I have ridden on it, and I,

know what it is."

Referring to this interview. Chairman Steinway of the

Rapid Transit commission said: "I believe that this un-

derground road should be built by the city under the plan

offered by Mr, Wilson. The city's share cannot exceed

$35,000,000. It would be so limited by law. The road

shauld be built under the supervision of a commission of

citizens rich and honorable and retired from business, men
who are not identified with any railroad enterprise. I

readily understand the chief ground on which Mayor Gil-

roy now stands. He has with wonderful energy pushed to

consummation a great many public improvements that

have been delayed for years, such, for instance, as the

widening of Elm street and the creation of the speedway,

both splendid and absolutely necessary measures, and per-

haps he does not believe that it would be judicious to ap-

proach too near the constitutional limit of indebtedness;

but, nevertheless, this is a needed and a vast enterprise,

strictly for the city's interest, it seems to me."

Mr. Steinway added that he was sure that the cost of

the road could not exceed $50,000,000 He had ob'ained

estimates from contractors, and he kneA^. He was certain

that it could not be built by private enterprise, and that it

would not hurt the city's wonderful credit to issue the nec-

essary bonds. He said also: "E.xtension to the elevated

railroad must be granted. I shall do all that I can to secure

that, in order that immediate needs may be supplied."

When the matter was taken up by the commission at its

meeting on Tuesday, John M. Bawers presented his opin-

ion on the legal status of the case. He declared that such

a proposicion could not be accepted, as it was unconstitu-

tional. Mr. Wilson's propositions were then with-

drawn, and the commission then proceeded to con-

sider other plans. Mr. Starin submitted a plan for a road

partly underground and partly elevated , but this proposition

was rejected. Mr. Spencer's plan was finally reached and

at this point Mr. Starin, who had all along opposed the in-

vasion of the boulevard by the Manhattan company, said

in the course of a speech:

As the members of the Rapid Transit commission are
aware, I have always held the view that any extension of
the existing elevated railroad system can at the best furnish
only temporary and inadequate means of local travel to the
people of this city. At the same time I have from the first

stated that 1 would not place my individual opinion in

opposition to the expressed views and will of all the other
commissioners.

In this view I am ready to relinquish my persona! pref-
erences and to act upon th!s question without further
delay. At the same time I am fully convinced that in

conjunction with it we must act upon the question of com-
pensation as well.

Being desirous of fixing such compensation at a sum
against which no possible complaint cao be made by the
Manhattan company, I have concluded to adopt the theory
of the law under which the West .Side &: %*onkcrs Tatent
Railway company was organized, to which charter the
Manhattan Railway company succeeded, and to assent
that the additional concessions be granted, upon the Man-
hattan company contracting to pay to the city 5 per cent.

upon its net earnings, no: alone of that pari of its road
which it acquired under the above legislation, but also of

that part of its line on which it now pays nothing, and upon
the proposed extensions and additions.

Unless the company desires 10 pay nothing for the
franchise it cao scarcely aik lower terms. The p!an pro-

posed removes the objection that has been made thai the
operation of the additional facilities will increase the pro-

portion of the road's operating expenses as against its gross
earnings. It imposes no obligation upon the company
which will have to be paid without reference to its net

earning capacity, and leaves a corporation with a monopoly
of the elevated railway system in the county of New Vork
paying only 5 per cent, upon its actual net earnings from
year to year.

This proportion was finally accepted, and the commis-

sioners voted to give the Manhattan company exc!u5i\e

control of the elevated lines of New York city. The plan

was submitted to the Manhattan company, and, it is be-

lieved, will be accepted as a final adjustment of the case.

The attitude of the city officials toward the underground

plans proposed has caused considerable comment. The
Times says:

A gentleman who has been actively interested in the
work of the commission, and who is v€ry hopeful that

something may yet be done to provide genuine rapid tran-

sit, said yesterday that he had become convinced that the

opposition of the city authorities to the project for muni-
cipal construction was based mainly upon the fact that by
the terms of the Ellison bill there would be no patronage
in the wor'i, while it would consume a great deal of

money that might otherwise be devoted to projects that

permitted a good deal of patronage.

He thought the only way that the city authorities could
be made to acquiesce in plans that had been seriously ad-
vanced for underground construction would be by a pop-
ular demand that the work be pushed forward regardless
of all political considerations.

English Comments on the St. Louis Con-
vention.

Commenting upon the proceedings of the National

Electric Light association generally, and the recent Si.

Louis convention particularly, the London Ehclricnl

Reinew says:

Some of the topics discussed at these conventions run
in grooves, that is to say, some theme or another receives

an unusually large share of attention. During the earlier

period of the association's existence, electric lighting

was the principal subject; indeed, the society adopted the
title "National Electric Light association." More recently,

papers on electric railways almost monopolized the atmos-
phere of the meetings. This year no fewer than three papers
were read relating to ihe electric transmission of power,
and a few remarkable statements dropped from the months
of speakers.

In reviewing Dr. Bell's paper the following statements

are made:

He [Dr. Bell] points out all the advantages of the
multiphase system, even to the distribution of light in-

candescent lighting, although we do not know of a single
instance in the United States where the system has been
employed on a commercial scale. We can only conclude
that he can only draw his inferences from what has been
accomplished in Europe, notwithstanding his sarcastic re-

marks. He adds that there is a pcssibdity that we may
have before long practicable motors to run on an ordinary
alternating circuit, constructed as suegtsted by Prof. Ehhu
Thomson a few years ago. C. E. L. Bron-n. abroad, has
been making a desperate effort, says Dr. Btli, to exploit

these new methods on his own responsibility, and has ob
tained motors which run successfully, but, as yet, do not
start well under load. In connection, we wouM point out
that we have recently seen a number of alternating motors
constructed by C. E. L. Brown, of '+ to 23 horse power
capacity, driving machinery, workshops, sawmills, Hits.

etc., with a perfect success, and we have had the opportu-
nity of testing the self-starting qualities of some of these
motors. Here, again, Europe is ahead of America in the
practical application of a useful invention.

Concerning Mr. Stillwell's paper the following comment
is made:

We need not refer at length to this communication ex-

cept that the author ventures a remaik to the effect that

very few men even among those who are actually opera-
ting central stations are able to say e.xactly what the
power costs them, and that it is not surprising that the
engineer who is called upon to lay out. let us say. an
elaborate plan for the utilization of water power, linds it

difficult to give explicit answers to questions relating to
the cost of operating such a plant. prol>able revenue to be
derived from the sale of power and in general economic
feasibility. We trust that this remark applies only to his

side of the .\ilantic.

A contro'ing interest in the Enterprise Street R.4iIrcaJ

company, Charleston, S. C . will probably be secured by
the Great Western Manufacturing company. In such an
event electricity would be adopted as the motive power
on the lines.
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Country Roads and Electricity,'

The Wheelmen's League is agilatiog a scheme for im-

proved country roads which is mndesily estimated to cost

not more than ^10.000,000 for the state of New York.

They have introduced a bill in the Legislature for the pro-

motion of this object, and to mollify the farmers, who are

expected toobj-:ct to the triflmg expenditure, it is announced

that only a small part of the cost will be levied on ihe agri

cultural districts. It is not annouDced, however, where the

weight of the levy is to fall, and in the absence of more
definite information it is presumed that the main part of

the cost will be assumed by the bicyclers themselves, ibe

young fellows who compose the league. The cit'es are

careless about bicycling, and it is not thought that they

could be drawn into the scheme without even a greater

effort than it takes to paddle a bicycle over a muddy road.

There is an alternative plan, however, which has been

considerably agitated among electrical engineers atd

manufacturers, and it is one that cannot fail to be of great

interest to farmers when it has generally been brought to

their attention. It is a plan to lay electric railways on all

the country roads, and. through the general distribution of

electrical power, to enable the farmers to not only travel

wherever they please to go, at about any rate of speed that

they are willing to risk, in vehicles under their own private

control, but to do a large part of their farm labor by elec-

trically propelled agrcultura! implements. The arguments

in favor of this plan may be summarized as follows:

First, it will make the cheapest and the only comprehen-

sive system of road improvement that can be considered

practicable for a country so large as the United States. In

most sections of this country a district 10 miles square

contains about 100 miles of roadway. In the weslern

states the mileage is greater; but in the East and South it

is sometimes even less. But in a district 10 miles square

there are 60 > one hundred acre farms, or their equivalent

total of 64,000 acres. Then, as the electric motor has a

wonderful facility for running up hill and there will be little

or no grading reqaired, it is not difficult to estimate the

cost.

Taking a district 10 miles square, the surface that can

be served from a single central pjwer station, and estimat-

ing on the cost ot the track, poles, wires, and central

power stations of the electric railways already in operation

as a basis, it is maintained that a total capitalization of $10
per acre would be sufficient to provide an electric railway

system in the country, not considering any further agricu'-

tural use of the electric power. This would mean an
annual interest charge of 63 cents per acre, or $60 for each

ICO acres of land in the district. It seems like a very

trifling expenditure when we consider the magnitude of the

senice proposed. But, of course, to this estimate must be
added the opera'ing expenses, and the interest on the cost

of the electric wagons owned or rented by the farmers. In

the calculations of the electrical experts, however, the total

is not made to equal the expenditures entailed by our exist-

ing road system when we count the saving of time as an
incident of value. As to the profits of the operating com-
panies, they would accrue to the farmers themselves if they

become, as it is maintained they should be, the chief stock-

holders.

Xext after the claim for greater economy comes the

claim for greater efficiency in service. The advocates of an
electric system of country roads maintain that It costs a

farmer who lives at any considerable distance from town
more money to get his produce to market than it afterward

€X>sts to get it to New York, or even to Liverpool; and,
whether this claim be well founded or not, it is certain that,

if a farmer places any value upon his time, the marketing
of his produce is a very expensive undertaking. But with

an electric railway in operation he need go to no consider-

able expense for this work. The companies owning the

electric plant ouldsend cars or trains to the diiTerent farm

NEW AUTOMATIC ?^P,I,F KKKDINT, CVl;

yard4, collect the produce, and deliver it at the nearest

market towo for a small part of the cost entailed by slow
hones and wagon5>. even es'imaiing time as of no value.

Bot this wanld be only the beginning of the farmer's ad-
vantaj^ei. The ability \o travel at any hour of the day or

night a&d through any kind of weather, in a perfectly pro-

tected vehicle, at the rate of eighteen or twenty miles an
boar, woald be a source of inestimable coDvenience and
ccrofort.

The third ai7anta;:e claimed for the system is still

broadrr than even the claim of greater economy, greater

•:'fflTrr;*en-*, nn-J r:'r-_ ;^cncrally efficient service. It is

ng recent years the increa-<ie of

ha* been flowing in a dispropor-
ci'ie^i a-id large towns along the

ime of railway communicattr.n, while the little country
Tii[aee4 remain merely cross roads hamlets, without growth
'- — -' any kind. This is dne 10 the fact that the

Z intercsrs of the Union arc rapidly growing,
;he towr,^ along the line of railway communi*

c\'. 'j'. '''.' the advantages of cheap production and the

I. From '.he .'ift.;:: .'Mnfricam,

cheap distribution of merchandise. It costs too much to

distribute coal through the country districts to permit its

use for anything but domestic purposes. But with a system

of electric railways in operation this disparity would dis-

appear. On account of the greater cheapness of lands and
rents, the smaller villages would become the most available

points for cheap production, even while the steam engine
and coal remained the only source of manufacturing power.

But with the general distribution of the current would
come also the general distribution of electric power; and
this would add to the inducements of the country as a field

for the manufacturing industry. Then the rural villages

would begin to receive their fair proportion of the increase

of population, and this would react upon the farmers greatly

to their advantage Truck farming would soon become
universal, instead of the exclusive industry of suburban
farmers, and farming operations could be universally con-

ducted with greater profit.

But the projectors of an electric system for the country
do not limit their claim? to merely material considerations.

ELECTRIC YACHT LANTERN-

It is very well known that, owing to sparse population and
the difficulty of intercommunication, the educational insti-

tutions of the Turai districts are very defective. But it is

suggested that with electric railways in operation only one
school in a township would be needed, and that this school,

while it could be made tqual to the best city schools in

every educational advantage, would be superior to the city

schools, with their mixed attendance, in moral advantages.

Children could be transported between their homes and a

centrally located village school without seriou*^ loss of time,

and the demoralizing associations incidental to attendance

on city schools could be avoided. Then the country would

become an ideal place for the trainirg of children, and
this would bring a further influence to bear in favor of a

more rapid increase of rural population. It is certainly

true that the superior educational advantages of the cities

are among the chief causes for their rapid growth at the

expense of the country.

Finally, the argu nent takes a range as wide as our

political and social science. The effect of practically con-

centrating a territory 25 or 30 miles square into a space no
larger than a 5 mile radius under the ordinary resources

of transit is broadly considered, and it is concluded that

the social results must be beyond calculation. First after

the consolidation of schools and the coming of better

teachers wculd follow the conso'idation of churches and

the advent of better preachers- The people of large dis-

tricts would thus be brought into more intimate relations

with each other, and a more cosmopolitan spirit would be

engendered. Entertainments of an intellectual and inno-

cent kind would be found also everywhere within reach,

and country life, made larger socially and more varied,

would lose the monotony and dullness which now drives

so large a proportion of the sons of farmers to the cities.

The country, indeed, would become an ideal place of resi-

dence. Even the postman and the newsboy could go their

daily rounds and the morning newspaper would become as

familiar a visitor at the farm-house as it has long been at

the urban or suburban dwelling. In truth, the number of

postofiices in the United States could be reduced three-

fourths, it is believed, and a better service rendered from

the remaining one-fourth than we can ever expect to see

under prevailing disadvantages.

But even yet the arguments in favor of extending the

electric system into the country are not repeated in full;

and it may be thought by some persons that the reason

still to come should have been placed first and made the

inspiration of the entire plan. The farmers, it should be

pretty well known by this time, are not altogether satisfied

with their profits. They think that with their large capi-

tal invested, about the largest, according to statistical esti-

mates, in the country, they should be able to get larger

returns. But it is doubtful if they can ever get larger

returns from exclusively agritultural r perations, or not, at

least, until all the arable land is taken up and the fatal

(acftity with which new men may become farmers is

checked by the cost of investment. What the farmers

seem to need is an int'rpendent field for investment—

a

field that will enable them to put thtir savings into inccme-

pToducing property beyond the reach of the fierce competi-

tion of the plow and the cultivator. This, it is claimed, is

precisely the field that will be opened by the electric motor.

The companies buildirg and operating the electric power
plant will find a wide source of profit. 'I'hcy

will find it not merely aniorg the farmers them-

selves, but in '.he lural villages, soon to be-

come considerable manufacturing towns, demanding light

and power. The day is not now distant, cither, when the

telephone patents will expire, and then the telephone may
be brought into universal use and made to contribute

largely to Ihe profits of the companies. All this can be

made to accrue to the profits of the farmer, if he will dis-

play sufficient enterprise to take advantage of his oppor-

luailies.

These are some of the arguments advanced in favor of

pushing out the electric ferv ce into the country. But for

the discomfiture of the Wheelmen's League there is still

another argument which interposes with peculiar force
against their expensive scheme for old-fashioned road im-
provement. It is urged that the general adoption of the
railway system in this country of magnificent distances and
difficult means of intercommunication is inevitable, and
that any kind of improvement that contemplates the per-
petuity of horse traction on the highways would be a mere
waste of money. It is consistently claimed that there will

be absolutely no occasion for any farmer or other citizen of
the rural districts to go upon the roads except in electric-

ally propelled vehxles after the electric system has been
brought into general use. and that the time when 't will be
in general use is not distant in any event. The stimulus
to activity will not be tacking, because it is believed to be
the best field of investment in the United States, and too
promising to be neglected, even shculd not the farmers
themselves become the promoters. The capital invested
in electrical manufacturing in this country now amounts to
many hundreds of millions, and. in addition to this large
total, the iron industry and other branches of industry en-
gaged in manufacture of railway rolling stock will be
equally concerned with the electrical manufacturers in the
extension of the railway system. All these large interests
will work together for a common end.
At present the electiical manufacturers are overburdened

in filling orders for street railways, and they are compelled
to continually enlarge their plant to meet the demand. But
in the course of a few years, four or five years at the ut-
most, the urban and suburban demand will be pretty gen
erally met, and the orders will begin to fail. Then we can
look to see the next step taken. It would not be consistent
\ ith the character of the American manufacturer to aban-
don a portion of his plant when the whole continent re-

mains to conquer. He will push out into new fields, and
invade the country. The country stage coach has gone.
The country road must follow, and it is not believed that
it would be sensible to bond the state of New York for
^10,000,000 for such roads, when in less than twenty-five
years at the furthest they will have to become a tradition,
and the bonds alone would remain as amemento. A $5,000
a mile macadamized road would be no better foundation
for an electric railway than a dirt road. It would not beso
good.

It is possible that against these claims the advocates of
improved roads may suggest the storage battery system,
and urge that we may have both improved loads and elec-
tricity. But it has been observed that wherever the obstruc-
tion of cost—the present obstruction for the storage bat-
tery—throws itself in the way of electricity it proves to be
a very obstinate obstruction. It does not look now as if

the storage battery could ever be more than a subsidiary
source of power. Then, again, electric vehicles could never
be driven at the high rate of speed that would be demanded
in the country, except over iron rails.

New Automatic Self-feeding Cup.
In the accompanying illustration is shown a sectional

view of a new automatic self-feeding cup known as the

"Lackawanna." These cups are adapted to almost every

possible variety of service, from the heaviest to the lightest,

having regular pressure at every point, whether full or empty,

and giving the spring equal tension. They are used on en-

gines, line shafting, machine tools, elevators and electric

motors. The Clarendon Oil & Refining company of 11.4

North Front street, Philadelphia, Pa., has adopted this cup.

and to insure its use furnish it to all its regular cus

tomers. Many customers prefer grease, wiih no waste or

oil drippings, whtn ustd in connection with this cup. This

cup is in use by some of the largest manufacturers an<I

railroad compaoiti> in the country, and is becoming quite

largely known and adopted byu':ersof electrical apparatus.

New Electric R&i.way Project for
Chicago.

One of Mayor Washburnt's last ofilcial acts as chief exi-c-

uiive of the city of Chicago was ihe signing of an ordi

nance passed by the city ccuncil on April 5th granting the

Chicago iV Jefferson Street Railway company a franchise

for a road beginningat KIstonand Milwaukee avenues, and

extending northwest to the city limits, with scvera

branches, f^lectric motors will be employed, and the tnm

pany is given the privilege of constructing an overhead

trolley line under direction of the commissioner of prihlic

works,

Galva, III., will soon bt elcctricrtlly illuminated,
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A New Trolley.

The Allen Trolley company is ihe name of a new firm

located al 123 North Third street, Philadelphia, wh'ch is

bringing out a line of trolley appliances that is attracting

much attention and which is already having a large sale.

Fig. 1 shows a new trolley spring which has many points

of merit. In contact with the spring are two small pulleys

which insure positive action of the spring in holding the

trolley wheel to wire. In Fig. 2 is shown the parts of the

trolley arm—the principal feature being that the shaft of

the pulley and wheels revolves and not the wheel alone in

fibre graphite bearings, which do not require oil A recent

test of 9-0 miles was made. The contact is positive and

1="1G. I. A NEW TROLLEY.

insures full effect of current. The claim of this company

in having an oilless, noiseless and clean trolley will be

much appreciated by companies operating electric roads.

New Voltmeter Switch.

With the increasin^^ number of isolated plants electrical

practice and apparatus in this line becomes more important.

Nearly all large buildings of modern ereclion maintain

their own plants, often very extensive and complete, and

usually including a switchboard of slate or marble holding

the apparatus for the control of the plant. The grouping

of a number of machines in this way. feeding into com-

mon bus bars, renders necessary means of controlling each

one at any time and uniting its action, especially with refer-

ence to voltage.

For the latter purpose the Electric Engineering & Sup-

ply company of Syracuse, N. Y., has recently placed upon

the market, in connection with its switch boards and volt-

meter, the voltmeter switch herewith illustrated.

As the name indicates the instrument is to be used in

connection with a number of generators in place of the

primitive strap switch or the cumbersome plug method

adopted when the number of circuits becomes too large

for the former. Th-y are made in two styles, single and

double p3le. The arm is brass, of two pieces, insulated

and mounted on the central support. A light spring con-

tact piece is carrie 1 on the lower side at each end, and as

the arm is rotated by the corrugated hard rubber disk at

the center, these touch diametrically opposite posts. One

contact spring is lengthened to bear on the ring on the

base, and between this ring and the other arm through the

center post the voltmeter is connected. The test wires

from the circuits are brought to opposite posts, and by

turning the arm the voltmeter may be connected to any

circuit or cut out. S:ops are provided to prevent reversal

of the current.

While there is nothing especially new in this instrument,

its convenience, neat appearance and workmanship' com-

mendittoall station men and electrical users who look

after the details of their plants.

charge is supplied by three cells of the F"ranklin storage

battery. These cells are made of slate to prevent spilling

of the solution. Connections for charging are made

through binding posts at the back of the lantern. The

lantern is made of highly polished brass and measures 12^
by 5 by 63;^' inches and weighs, complete, 38 pounds. This

lanicrn was made by the Franklin Electric company. 106

Liberty street, New York. This compiny recently made

a carriage bittery consisting of five ceils enclosed in a box

which is placed under the coachmin's seat to supply cur-

rent for a 12 candle power to volt lamp placed in a cone-

shaped reflector. The lantern and carriage lamp were

made from the designs of F. K. Irving.

Electric Lantern for Yachts.

A new and practical idea is presented in the accompany-

ing illustration of an electric lantern for use on small

pleasure yachts. This lantern is placed on bow of boat.

It consists of three bull's eyes, showing white light ahead

and the starboard and port lights respectively. Each

bull's eye is illuminated by an 8 candle power 6 volt Edison

lamp. Current sufficient to run the lamps six hours on one

extremities of each rail, and riveted. These bonds luvc
in turn been soldered on to a supplementary wire ruooiog
the whole length of the track and arc connected with ihc

swiich-board at the central station. The cars, ver)' solidly

built of teak, are mounted on an all-iron track, especially

adapted for tramway service and rarr)ing a 20 horse power
motor. They are also fitted with five incandescent lamp^
of 16 candle power each."

Introduction of the Electric Railway in

Bangkok, Siam.

The operation of electric railways is not undersioud in

Siam. and the people of Bangkok locked with awe upon the

first electric car which was recently started upon the road

of the Bangkok Tramway company. Regarding the sub-

stitution of electricity for animals on the street railways,

the Bangkok Times gives the following interesting ac-

count: "Arrangements were made through the representa-

tives of the Brush Electric company in China and Japan,
to supply the plant necessary for working the tram cars.

Under the very able and energetic superintendence of W. J.

Davison, electrical engineer for the Short Electric Railway
company, boilers, eogioes and generators have been fi.^ced

in a very substantial manner, and the three miles and
more of track have been connected by means of electrical

conductors in an exnaordinarily shoit space of time,

when it is considered thtit the rough material procurable

in Bangkok constituted the only help mears and appli-

ances at his disposal. Arrangements were made for a

prehminary run to test tbe efficiency of the plant on Mon-
day night. The centra! station at Klong Padung was lit

up with a number of incandescent lamps and ibe engines

put in motion. As word had been spoken of a trial, a

motley crowd, consisting of all nationalities, had collec'ed

to see the result. E.xci eiTici.t became intense when the

lamps on the car were It as if by magic, and shortly

afterward the vehicle was seen to move. A prt mliminary

run as far as the Oiiental avenue and back provirg suc-

cessful, a few friends of the manager of the compan>
stepped on board the car. A run at the rate of about 15

miles an hour soon brought the car to the end of tbe line,

where other cars were to be seen under construction. Ev-
erything woiked most smoothly, as far as the machinery
was concerned, and the run was unanimously declared by
all to be an unqualified success. An occasion of this

kind could noc be well ended without the usual christen-

ing, and this was done by the invited guests at the mana-
ger's house. The electric plant supplied by the Short

Electric Railway company of C eveland, O., arrived on
November i6ih last. The installation covers a distance

of a little over three miles The plant consists of two
So horse power single cylinder automatic-cut-off engines,

built by the Mcintosh & Seymour Engine company, hav-

ing a I '-Yz inch cylinder and a 12 inch stroke, working at

2S4 revolutions per minute. The engines are driven by
steam conveyed from two horizontal tubular boilers, 16 feet

long by 60 inches in diameter, having a working pressure

of eighty pounds and supplied wiih water feed by a Worth-
ington pump through a Jones feed-water heater. The
furnaces are large and specially adapted for wood
fuel. There are two generating dycamos giving 100 am-
peres of 500 volts each capable of being worked singly or

in parallel. The electric current is indicated and con-

trolled at a switch-board by instruments of the latest and
roost approved systems for governing the pressure and

NEW KENNia.l.V AMMETER.

connecting the dynamos, working either singly or in

pair with the line On the switch-board is a very clever
device termed a circuit breaker, designed with a view
to minimize risk. Thi^i ingenious invention
guards against tbe possibility of a supeifluous
amount of electric current on the line, or on the trolley, by
automatically curting off the circuit and leaving the line
free from cur^cn^ The overhead wire consists of No. 2
hard drawn copper and is suspended bv steel brackets and
insulated hangers from poles at the side of the rcid. The
entire length o^ 17.200 feet is in three pieces only, joined
by two sleeve joints. The return current is conveyed
through the rail, which have in this instance, owing to de-
fective conductivity, been carefully connected by galvan-
iz.cd iron wire bonds passing through holes drilled in the

New Kennelly Ammeter.
This instrument, as shown in the cut, consists cf a fiat,

horseshoe magnet, wi'.h its poles broach: out into semi-

circles, facing each other and separated by about 1-16 h

of an inch. This large pjlar surface and narrow air gap

make a magnetic circuit very nearly ctos;d. Ii is wcM

FIG. 2. .\ NEW TROLLEY.

known that a solid anchor ring of steel uniformly magnet-

ized around its circumference has no demagielizing force,

and therefore no tendency to alter i:s magnetization. A
saw cut across such a ring introduces an air gap that es-

tablishes a demagnetiz'ng magnetomotive force equal to

the product of tbe fljx and the air gap reluctance. As the

air gap broadens and its reluctance rises, this back mag-

netomotive force increases, making the magnetic condi-

tio! of the whole circuit more an J more unstable, and

rendering it more diffi:ult to find a quality of steel that

will have sufficient hardness and re.entiveness to with-

stand this demagQetiz"n; inflaeace, while the narrower the

air gap the m >re p^rcn mint and stib'e the mignstic con-

dition must remain.

In the narrow space betwien the semicircular pol^ faces

is pivoted a disk armature, asshowa, the plane of the disk

being parallel to the polar surfa:es and midway between

them. Starting from the center, the insulated wires form-

in^; the armature winding are laid radially and s)rametric-

allv over the upper surface of the disk, the accuracy of

angular spacing being mechanically preserved. One half

of the disk is completely covced by

the pole faces and the other half projects beyond iheoa.

The spiralsprings brirg the ra*asured current in"o and

from the disk, acting at the same time as a restoring

couple, as in the instrumeats of Cauderay and Gimingham

of 1SS6. When the current passes through the armalurc

an electro magnetic pull i> set up in the piine of the disk,

urging it to right handed or left handed rotation, accord-

ing to the direction of thi current. .\3 the disk m'>ves

in obedience to this f jrce, as ra\ny raiial wlrci enter the

p >les on one side as leave them on ih; ohcr, so that the

electro-magnetic force orrespondtng to the cuircnt

strengtri remains uniform, while the retriclive force from

the spiral springs increases directly with the angle of dis-

placement. In this way the angle through which the

disk and its attached pointer mivc is proportional to the

current s'rengh. and the g-aJuations of the seal;: arc

nearly uniform. The scilc itself is wide, and covers an

arc of about 125 degrees.

The sh ift bearing the disk is pivoted 00 agates to

reduce friction, and the whole armature complete only

weighs a few grammes, so that it is not liable to be dam-

aged in transport. Toe insiru Tie it will register in any

position, but is mo^t sensitive when resting horizontally.

The total absence of iron from the arm »turc insures free-

dom from hysteresis cr m.-'gnctic lag. The
instrument is very light, weighing six pounds in wocden
case. It can be made in any capacity up to loo

amperes. U is not atTccted by the earths magnetic force.
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nor even by the stray field from dynamos beyond a few

feet radius. Its resistance and inductance are very low.

Its frame is strong and compact, being supported en-

tirely on the magnet, which is again secured to the base

with the intervention of soft rubber washers.

The instruments are all adjusted and standardized at the

Edison Laboratory, by comparison with the standards there

maintained. The scales are read ofl over mirrors to avoid

parallax, and the movements of the needle are practically

deadbeat. No ammeter of this type has yet made its ap-

pearance in which the magnetic circuit is so nearly closed,

and this is the special advantage of the disk armature form.

A considerable advantage possessed by this form of am-

meter is its independence of the distribution in magnetic

flux through the armature. If this latter consisted of a

spool or compact coil moving from one part of the field to

another, under the influence of the current, the electro-

magnetic force, and consequently the deviation of the

pointer, would depend upon the local intensity of the field

at the point then orcupied by the coil, so that accidental

variations in the distribution of flux between the poles

of different instruments would essentially produce

corresponding variations in their scales. In this

instrument, however, the winding is spread uniformly

over the surface of the disk armature, which is only partly

covered by the field, and consequently no movement of

the armature within the range of indication can alter the

relation between winding and magnetic field, however

irregular the latter may be, for as many wires enter the

field as leave it, and if any part of the winding is exposed

to an unduly great or unduly feeble flux density at the

outset, the same number of wires will always remain under

that influence throughout the motion. This insures great

regulariity in the scales of different instruments and also

insures a miformity of any accidental error in the same

instrumental! over its scale.

The instruments are manufactured by the Edison Manu-

facturing company of no East Twenty third street. New

York city.

WIremen of the Chicago Edison Com-
pany Strike.

Last Monday abDUt t.venty or thirty wiremen employed

by the Chicago Edison company quit work. This number

represents the union element in the Edison forces in Chi-

cigo. The strike was ordered by C. A. Roff, of the Na-

tional Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, who was at one

lim: employed by the CDmpiny, but, according to the

authority of an officer of the company, was found incom-

petent and subsequently discharged. SDme time ago the

officers of the union asked the electrical contractors in Chi-

cago to sign an agreement drawn up by the union, but the

contractors refused to do so and the strike was ordered, al-

though the men were for the most part satisfied and were

r.:c.:iving good wa^es. The Elisoa company is not troubled

by the strike in any particu'ar and is conducting its work

as usual. New workmen will be secured to take the places

of those who have left and the company expects no future

cmbarraEsment from its wiremen.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, April 15'—The Board of Electrical Control,

which has been pursuing the even tenor of its way for

some time, created something of a sensation at its meeting

this week, by adopting a resolution introduced by Mayor

Gilroy providing that all electric light poles not erected in

confonnity with the rules of the board be removed from

the streets- The order affects fully three-fourths of the F>osts

no» maintained by the companies. The rules of the board

call for posts with cast-iron bases and wooden tops. Such

poles have been erected in Broadway. Sixth avenue. Forty-

second, Twenty eighth and a iew other streets. In almost

every other thoroughfare which is lighted by electricity

the companies have put up plain wooden posts, much

cheaper than the regulation posts, which cost

about 1=0 each. After the meeting the representatives of

the companies petitioned the mayor to give them a few

daysof grace to make the change. The mayor referred ihcm

to Secrelary Moss, who with Engincrr Kearney will direct

the removal of the objectionable poles. It was ordered that

lowtensioo subways be built in One Hundred and Twenty-

fifth street, between Firstand Third avenues; in S x'y-fifih

street, from Nin:h to E'evcnth avenues; In Srventh avenue.

ffoiD One Hundred and Tenth street lo One Hundred and

T-irrtycizhth street fon by.h sides of the street under

(be sidewalks). High-tens'on subways were ordered in I'earl

s.reet. from John street to Hanover square; in Battery

ptace, frsT) G'ceo vUh 'K-.rezl to Wci; street; io Pjrk place,

between Greenwich aad West streets; in Spruce street.

between Nassau and William streets; in Avenue B, from

Seventh to Fourteenth street; in University place, between

Waverley place and Fourteenth street, and in Fourth

avenu=, from Fortieth to Forty-secoad street.

The bill providing for extending the term of office and

salaries of the members of the Board of Electrical Control

was passed by the Assembly Thursday night, and will

probably become a law.

Rapid transit in accordance with the plan that was unan-

imously adopted on Wednesday afternoon by the commis-

sioners appointed for that purpose seems now to be in sight.

It is almost certain that the Manhattan Elevated Railway

company will accept the conditions and build the exten-

sions The only serious question likely to be raised is

over the compensation that the road shall pay the city for

its increased privileges. It is estimated that at present

the Manhattan Elevated Railway company is piying into

the city treasury annually about five per cent, on the net

receipts for half of its system. If it complies with the

commissioners' plan and conditions it must pay the city

five per cent, on its net receipts for its whole system. In

addition to this the company must pay the expenses of the

commission, which will be about $250,000. Comptroller

Myers said recently that he approved of the five per cent.

tax stipulated for. It means, be said, five per cent, of the

gross receipts, less taxes and opera'ing expenses. "In this

sense of the term 'net receipts,' " said the Comptio'ler, 'it

seems to me that five per cent, is a just compensation to

the city for the privileges that it grants. There can be no

evasion of these payments. We know what the operating

expenses and the taxes now are, and when the extensions

are in operation it will be easy to calculate what the city

shall receive.''

Commissioner Starin still clings to his theory that the

underground railroad :s the best scheme for rapid transit.

"I do not intend to abandon the idea of an undergrouad

road," he said. "I shall continue to advocate it and do

what I can to secure such a road."

R. T. Wilson said that he was glad that the present

facilities were going to be increased. He would not say,

however, that he had given up his scheme for an under-

ground road.

S'aould the Manhattan company accept the plan drawn

by Mr. Spencer, there w II be ver/ little dtiiy in comply-

ing with its provisions. It would probably take about six

months to comply with the legil requirements before the

road could begin constructing its extensions. The com-

pany w.ll have to present to the commission plans and

specifications to be approved and submitted to the mayor

and municipal authorities for eadorsement. Then the

work may begin.

The Supreme Court of this state has decided that muni-

cipalities may levy taxes on telegraph and all other pcles

erected in the streets to carry the wires of telegraph or

telephone or electric light companies. The decision is an

important one, because it opens to cities and vitlagts a new

source of revenue, the exaction of which will tend to cause

the removal of overhead construction.

Another feature of the local telephone controversy, and

one that will not please the subscribers, is the discovery

made by the //era /d that relief through the establishment

of rival companies in this city is hardly possible. Aside

from the merits of the patent claims which the Bell

company presents, it will be impossible to establish a sys-

tem of underground wires without building new conduits

throughout the city. While the law forbids the company

owning the conduits to refuse the admission of other com-

panies, the Bell company, which controls those already

built, has filled them with its own cables, or nearly so,

and it is not believed that the people will again submit to

the tearing up of the streets for the purpose of bui'ding

new conduits.

At a meeting of the State Railroad commission yesterday

the West Chester Electric Railway company applied,

through Lawyer Charles Strauss of this city, for permission

to use the trolley on its lines, which run from Yonkcrs to

Mount Vernon, from Mount Vernon to Btlham. from Pel-

ham to New Rochelie, from New Rochelle to Gkn Island,

and from Mount Vernon to South Mount Vernon, and

thence to Woodlawn, in all about twenty miles. C. W, II.

Arnott of I'oughkeepsie, filed a petition for authority to

operate the New Paltz and Highland electric road by the

tro'Icy system.

Tnc Edison Electric Illuminating company of New
Vork yesterday filed with the secretary of state at Albany

a ccriificite showing that it had Increased its capital stock

from $6,500,000 to $10,000,000. It is staled that the

amount of capital paid in is $6,500,000,and thai the whole

amount of the debts and liabilities of the corporation is

$3.500,coo.

W. ]•". O.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, April 15.—A party of prominent elec-

trical men from Pittsburg, Pa., visited Minneapolis and

St. Paul last week for the special purpose of examin-

ing the cable conduit system. They seemed well pleased

with what they saw. The party was composed of F. E.

Degenhardt, of Chicago, who superintended the putting

in of the Minneapolis system; G. W. Blaxter, vice-presi-

dent of the Allegheny Electric Light company; Mr.

Mead, chief of the bureau of electricity at Pittsburg; J.

W. Willock and J. E Ridall, capitalists.

The wild storm that swept over the Northwest early this

week was disastrous to a!l companies dependent on elec-

tricity. Reports from the towns throughout the state indi-

cate that in many cases electric p'ants were considerably

affected, but only temporarily. The telegraph companies

here reported much disturbance all along their northwest-

ern lines. In both Minneapolis and St. Paul the street car

companies were bothered by the storm, but maintained

their service. Several motors were burned out.

The Minoeapoiis aldermen are having a siege over the

question of the proposed street railway station at Bridge

Square. The legal right of the city to give this piece of

public properly for the use of the company without ade

quate compensation is called in question. The city attor-

ney holds that it cannot be done. The company proposes

to put up a regular depot building and believes it will prove

a great public convenience.

Sixteen handsome open cars for the Minneapolis service

are due this week from St. Louis.

N. L. P.

New England Notes.

BosTuN, April 15.— Rapid transit in Boston begins

to take on a little more pa'pable shape. The legislative

committee which has this matter in charge met on April

1 2th at the state house and listened to the reading of a

bill which proposes to establish an elevated road in Boston.

U is expected that this bill will soon be introduced in the

Legislature. It authorizes the construction of an elevated

road by a corporation to be known as the Boston Elevated

Street Railway company; capital stock, ^25,000,000, of

which $2,000,000 is to be paid in before work is begun.

The bill provides for the construction of an elevated double

track road from Causeway street to Scolla;?^ square, either-

through existing streets or over land to be acquired by the

company; thence along Tremont street to Shawmut avenue;

frcm the junction of these two streets to Dudley street,

either over widened streets or through private properly;

thence it will be extended to Roxbury if it be a success. It is

to be operated by electricity. The board of aldtrmin of

Boston is given the power to grant the location from

Causeway street to Dudley street. The company i> to pay no

taxes except those authorized by the state. It is ptov;ded

that the company may pay 8 per cent, dividends out of its

net earnings, but one-half of all above 3 per cent, shall be

paid to the city of Boston. The city has the op'.ion after

twenty years of purchasing the property. The location is

to be determined before December of the current year.

The incorporators of the company will be the incorpora-

tors of the West End Street Railway companj-. It is

intended that the city shall widen Tremont strett from

Scollay square to Shawmut avenue at its own expense.

This bill will undoubtedly be considerably amended be-

fore it passes the Legislature, but it is important as fur-

nishing a ground work for discussion.

Prentiss Cumm'ngs appeared for the Wtst End Street

Railway company at a hearing before the Legist ture on

rapid trar sit recently and detailed the objections his com-

pany had found against the operation of cars by storage bat-

tery. He said: "The trouble with storage batteries is that

they are too heavy and bulky. In Milford only iG-foot

cars have been introduced, which were thoroughly tried by

the West End company and found wholly useless in a few

weeks, becoming only old scrap iron and costing four limes

their earnings to operate. To have a motor large enough

to handle a big West End car would take another car to

carry the battery. Some much smaller and more powerful

battery must be invented before it will be successful in

handling :>uch cars as the West End company uses." Mr,

Cummings declared that the Ilopedalc & Milford Street

Railway company was backed by a West Virginia corpora-

tion, with a capital stock of $5,000,000, of which !f.1,999- 30°

had been contributed in patent rights and personal property

leaving only $700, which had been paid in. Me said also

that its annual statement was a made-up aflair and that

on the basis of business as reported by them the West End

company would rcfiuirc 7,000 cars, costing $28,000,000 and

$14,000,000 extra to house them and a total increase of

$60,000,000 capital lo put it on the same basis as the Mil-

ford road so it could use storage baltcry system. J. C. E
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PERSONAL.
William B. Roberts, general manager of the Rockford

Electric Manufacturing company, Rockford, 111., was in

Chicago last week.

C. McL. Paine, formerly connected with the New York
office of the Westkrn Electrician, has assumed the

business management of the Architects' Electrical Bulletin,

New York, a publication issued monthly by the interior

Conduit & Insulation company. Mr. Paine's experience

should prove valuable to him in his new position.

B. F. Hamilton, of the Sawyer-Man Electric company,
New York, will receive the sympathy of his many friends

on the death of his father, E J. Hamilton. Mr. Hamilton
was manager of the real estate department of the Equitable

Life Assurance Society, and was for 45 years a member
of the Olive Branch Lodge of Odd Fellows, Harlem,

N. v.

T. Ahearn of Ottawa. Ont.. was in Chicago last week.

Mr. Ahearn was returning "from an extensive trip through

Mexico, Central and South America. Very little progress

has been made in these countrys in electrical work, accord-

ing to Mr. .\hearn, and the political complications which

are constantly occupying the public mind greatly retard

industrial development.

and to sell and supply same for light, heat and power; and

to that end said company may acquire, hold, use and en-

joy, sell and mortgage real estate and natural and artificial

gas and electrical plants.

Sutton-Steel Electric Manufacturing company, Dallas,

Tex.; capital stock, $100,000; manufacturing and selling

electrical and other machinery; electrical and other ap-

paratus, appliances, etc.; street railway supplies, and also

of placing, constructing, operating or selling ice, water,

electric light and power plants and other systems of im-

provement; N. A. Searcy, Dallas. Tex.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Atwater General Eltctric company, Cleveland, O.; capi-

tal stock. $14 000; manufacturing electrical apparatus; E.

B. Davidson, Cleveland, O.

Rockbridge Hottl & Railway company, Glasgow, Va.

;

capital stock $200,000; operating hotels, electric or steam

railway, water and electric plants.

Canton-Salem Electric company. Canton, 0-; capital

stock, $30,000; furnishing electricity for light and power

purposes; A. A. Thayer, Canton. O.

Houston General Electric company, Houston, Tex., cap-

ital stock, $30,000; to manufacture all kinds of electrical

appiratus, machinery and supplies; Scott Van Ecten,

Houston, Tex.

Vergennes Electric company, Vergennes, Vt.; capital

stock, $21,000; constructing and maintaining works for

the manufacturing, fu'-nishing or selling of heat, light and
power by electricity.

M.ackay Electric Reciprocating Tool company, Portland,

Me.; capital stock, $[.000, oco; to manufacture, operate

and deal in electric machinery, apparatus, devices, etc.;

F. V. Chase, Portland, Me

National Metal & Electrical company, Cleveland, O ;

capital stock, $25,000; manufaciuring and dealing in

metal, elecrical and mechanical appliances, hardware, etc.;

Frank A. Strong, Cleveland, O,

Crescent Electric Light company, McKees Rocks, Pa.;

cipital s;ock. $25,000; supplying iighr, heat and power in

McKees Rocks, Allegheny cnuniy. Pa.; Frank 1'hompson,

413 Grant street, Pittsburg, Va.

Berlin Buildingcompany, Tacoma, Wash. ; capital stock,

$115,000; to deal in real estate and to erect buildings; to

own and operate elevators, gas and electric light plants,

etc ; Hudson & Holt, Tacoma, Wash.

Delaware & Schuylkill Railway company, Philadelphia,

Pa.; capital s ock, $50,000; constructing and operatmg an

electric railway in Philadelphia, Pa ; Hugh Mullen, 6942

Keystone street, Tacony, Philadelphia, Pa-

Denver Novelty Works & Manufaciuring company,

Denver, Colo.; capital stock, $15,000; to manufacture and

sell stamps and stencils of rubber, brass, steel, copper,

etc. ; and also electric goods of all kinds, etc.

Montana Electric company, Butte, Mont.; capital f^tock,

$50,000; to carry on a general electric business, general

electric construction business, general electro-plating

business, and dealing in electrical machinery.

Gladwyne Electric Railway company, Gladwyne, Pa.;

capi al siock. $12,000; constructing and operating an elec-

tric railway in Lower Merion township, Montgomery
county, Pa.; Hugh W. Barrett. Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Allegheny Valley Street Railway company, Parnassus,

Pa,; capital stock. $15 000; constructing and operatingan

electric railway in Westmoreland county from Parnassus to

New Kensington, Pa.; John T. Reeves, Beaver Falls, Pa.

Millbury, Sutton & Douglas Electric Railroad company,

Millbury, Mass. ; capital stock, $200,000; to own. manage,

construct and operate an electric railroad to run through

the towns of Millbury, Sutton, Manchaug and East

DougUs to Douglas.

Electro- Hydrogen Lighter company, Jersey City, N. J.;

capital stock, $100,000; to manufacture, purchase, deal in

and sell mechanical devices or apparatus for generating

heat and light, etc.; Wm. T. Ilardenbrook, 103 Potter

building, New York, N. Y.

Dundee Rapid Transit company, Dundee, 111. ; capital

stock, $50,000; to operate street railways and do general

transportation business and furnish light, heat and power,

deal in electrical supplies and general manufacturing busi-

ness; E. C Hawley, Dundee, 111.

Citizens' Telephone Company of Quincy, Quincy, 111.;

capital stock, $100,000; to construct and operate a tele-

phone exchange in Quincy. TIL, and between other

towns in Illinois, Iowa and Missouri and Quincy; to manu-
facture and deal in all kinds of electrical goods and sup-

plies; J. F. Carrott, Quincy, 111.

Indiana Natural & Illuminating Gas company, Indian-

apolis, Ind.; capital stock, $1,000,000; to prospect, bore

and drill for, and to manufacture natural and artiticial gas.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

Clyde, O., is negotiating for an electric light plant.

Knoxville, 111., is to have an electric lighting plant.

An electric light plant is being put In at Franklioville,

N. Y.

An addition is to be built to the electric light plant at

Wellsville, O.

A company has been formed to build an electric light

plant at Redruth, Mich.

The Legislature has authorized Milan, Tenn., to estab-

lish an electric light ami water works plant.

An electric light plant is to be located at Colebrook, Md.
The capacity of the dynamoes will be 600 lights.

The question of establishing an electric light plant for

lighting the city of Falmouth, Ky., is be'ng agitated.

A Thomson-Houston electric light plant will be installed

in Newark, O. Work will be commenced on the plant at

once.

The city council of Hawarden, la, has grsnted a fran-

chise to a company to light the city with electricity and to

do commercial lighting.

P>altimore capitalists contemplate putting in an electric

light plant at Kennett Square, Pa., with lights extending

to West Grove, which is also to be lighted with electricity.

The Edison Electric Light company of New York has

been awarded the contract for placing an additional lamp
in each block on Fifth avenue, between Waverly place and
Fifty-ninth street.

The Pc,ntiac, 111., Electric Light, Heat & Power com-
pany (capital stock, $40,000,) has been incorporated.

Henry A. and A. P. Foster and C. M.Hamlin are the pro-

prietors of the enterprise.

Women are beginning to take part in electrical matters

in Paris, France. Mesdames Henriette Goulard and
E. Garnier Goulard on March 7th addressed a petition to

the municipal council, asking for a concession tor an elec-

tric light scheme on the left bank of the Seine at Paris.

The Neptune Electric company of Asbury Park, N. J.,

has completed its new building. The company has added
a new 600 horse power Corliss engine. The equipment of

ihe plant will be tive Thomson-Houston 50 arc mach nes

and four dynamos capable of producing 5,000 incandescent
lights.

The Mutual Light company of Alliance. O., is a con-

solidaiion of the Alliance Gas Light company, the Mutual
Electric L-ght company and the lighting department of the

Alliince Sneet Railway company of the same place and
has the exclusive contract for lighting the city for several

years. The company owns a large plant and has in oper-

ation 3 boilers, 66 inches by 16 feet, 2 Russell engines, 125
and 150 horse power, 6 arc dynamos, 245 arc lamps and 1

Wood 1,500 tight incandescent dynamo. The authorized

capital is $150,000, and the officers of the company are

Elisha Teeters, president, W. W. Cantine, secretary and
treasurer.

the power of electric railway companies, permitting them
to carry United States mails, express packages, baggage
and freight.

In New Jersey electric street cars which are divided
into two compartments have been introduced. A first-class

fare is 6 cents, while 5 cents pays for a ride In the ordi-
nary compartment.

The Santa Clara county supervisors have granted a
franchise for an electric road in Santa Clara, CaK, from
the junction of Delmas avenue and San Fernando street to
the narrow gauge depot.

The Common Council of Providence, R. I., has granted
the Union Railroad company permission looperate electric

lines on several of the streets of the city and a number of
extensions have been planned.

An electric line between the two great summer resorts,
Camden and Atlantic City, N. J., is proposed. A route has
been selected, estimates prepared, capital pledged, and a
preliminary organization will soon be made.

The city council of West Duluth, Minn., has passed a
resolution instructing the Duluth Street Railway company
to put in operation a double track electric street railway on
Grand avenue from its present terminus to the eastern vil-

lage limits.

An enterprise which has been under way for some time
and now bids fair to be accomplished is the construction of
a boulevard and an eiectrical railroad between the cities of
Baltimore and Washington. At present there are two dis-

tinct syndicates moving toward this end. One is com-
posed of capitalists, including Messrs, Widner, Elkinsand
others, interested in the Philadelphia and Baltimore Trac-
tion companies. The other is made up of several companies
that intend building electric railroads between points along
ihe route a line from Baltimore to Washington would take.
It is proposed to consolidate these lines, filling in the nec-
essary connecting lirks. The promoters of this project
include Baltimore, Boston and New York capitalists. The
Traction syndicate is moving quietly in the matter, but has
made substantial progress, and has already obtained lines

In Washington and Baltimore with which the new road
would connect.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Nassau Electric Railway company, Brooklyn. N.

v., has been granted franchises for important extensions on
its lines.

The Cicero & Proviso, III., Electric Railway company
will extend its line to Maywood and Melrose, and also in

other directions.

The promoters of the forty-mile electric road from Ne-
vada City to Marysville, Cal., have received franchises

from both places.

The Mt. Vernon, Pa , Electric Street Railway com-
pany, capital stock. $24,000, has been incorporated to

build a four mile line.

An electric railway will probably soon be built from
Macon, Ga., to the property of the Ocmulgee Land &
Improvement company.

The Roanoke Street Railway company, Roanoke, Va,,
has commenced the work of changing the Salem dummy
line into an electrical railroad.

The Baltimore City Passenger Railway company will

shortly commence the work of equipping several of its

lines for operation by electricity.

The electric railway lines now under construction in

Ohio amount to nearly 400 miles in length, for the most
part being in the northern section of the state.

The Everett & Snohomish Electric Railroad company
has been granted a franchise for the construction of a road
running from Marysville, Wash., to Everett via Snoho-
mish.

A bill is pendiug in the Legislature of Ohio to enlarge

MISCELLANEOUS.
The reappearance of the electric carriage on the streets

of Chicago last week created almost as much amazement
as its first appearance. The carriage was propelled
through the principal business streets and attracted atten-
tion everywhere.

Lightning played terrible havoc last week in Battle
Creek, Mich. L. M. Hardenberg's residence on Upton
avenue was struck and damaged $Soo by fire. Two oiher
houses and a school house were also damaged by a bolt.

AH Ihe electric motors ot the street car cotipany were bacly
burned, besides several telephones and eltctric lights.

Many people were prostrated by the shocks.

The application of electricity as a mo"ive for ringing
churcti chimes will shortly be introduced in St. Alphonsus
church, Baltimore. An electric keyboard having wire-
connected wi h the chimes somewhat resemblirg thit of a
piano will be placed in the choir gallery where the operas
tor will sit. He will be able to play his ponderous cnimts
by this plan as easily as the church organ.

A number of capitalists of Butte City, Mont., are plan-
ning to utilize the water pDwer of the Big Hole river for
operating michinery to genera'e electricity for all pur-
po-ies in the city. The Big Hole river is only thirty
miles from Butte City, and thelall at the point from where
the water would be taken, it is claimed, is sufficient to op-
erate machinery of any dimensions, at an estimated cost of
$1,000,000.

"The Bolivian government." said Amos T- Thomas,
"recently attempted to establish a telephone line between
Lapas and Lake Titicaca. forty-five miles apart. It was
torn down and destroyed so frequently by the Indians
that the government was compelled to abandon it. The
electric light plant In Lapaz was preserved by adopting an
ingenious method of overawing the natives. After the
plant had been in operation but a few nights it happened
that there was an eclipse of the moon. The superstitious
Indians believed that the electric light was absorbing or
swallowing the moon. They gathered in a large body at
one quarter ot the town and moved upon the plant to de-
stroy it. It was saved only by the intervention of a large
body of troops. The government the next day selected
several representative Indians, took them to the power
house, shocked them severely, then took them out along
the line and shocked them again, and informed them that
the electric light was an evil spirit and that they had belter
leave it alone. Since then they have had no trouble on
that score."

TRADE NEWS.
The Nowotny Electric company. Cincinnati. C, niana-

facturer and dealer in electric light and street railway
supplies, has been appointed exclusive agent In Ohio for
the Meston alternating fan motors and the Chicago Elec-
tric Motor company's direct current fan motors.

The model of the Lundell fan motor embodies a self-
oiling and self-aligning bearing. The new design of the
fan stand gives the outfit an artistic appearance, and the
black japanned finish is proving popular. This new-
model is a striking exposition of the character of the elec-
trical novelties of the Interior Conduit & Insulation com-
pany.

The K. W. rosette and branch block patent of the Bry-
ant Electric company of Bridgeport. Conn., has been su's-
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tained by the United States Circuit Court of Massachusetts

in the action instituted against the Consolidated Electric

Manufacturing company. A permanent injunction was

granted and the court ordered an accounting for back

royalties and damages.

G. d'Infreville of New York, manufacturer of the waste-

less gravity zinc for batterie?, last week received an order

from the American Telegraph & Telephone company for

several thousand of his batteries to be used on long dis-

tance lines. On account of increasing business he has de-

cided to move on May i to 10 Desbrosses street, New
York, where he will double his facilities.

The Edison Manufacturing company, no East Twenty-

third street. New York, is just at present pushing its iron

clad battery and fan motor outfit with considerable success.

This motor outfit is known as the "Q" type, and is noise-

less, has self-oiling bearings, and is entirely inclosed in an

iron-clad case, being provided with a glass window at the

rear for regulation of brushes. The workmanship is of

the verj' highest grade.

President H. C Adams of the Phillips Insulated Wire

company of New York last week closed a contract for the

wiring of a 400 arc light plant of the Fort Wayne Electric

company's system with the town of Gravesend, Kings

county. N. Y. The "O K." weatherproof wire will be

used throughout the whole system. Mr. Adams also has

taken an order for several miles of the same wire for the

Neptune Electric company of Asbury Park, N. J.

The Case automatic high speed engine is described in

an illnstrated catalogue which has been recently issued by

the manufacturer, the J. T. Case Engine company of New
Britain, Conn., which claims for the engines a type of con-

struction permitting of the adoption of the fewest working

parts, and these of the highest weight, resulting in the at-

tainment of high speed without injurious vibration. Sim-

plicity and compactness are the points aimed at.

The Ball & Wood company of New York is the first

company to have its exhibit complete in machinery hall, at

the World's Fair, under the supervision of its engineer,

Mr. WyckofiF, and it is already attracting much attention.

It consists of two standard simple engines of 150 horse

power each; two 150 horse power tandem compound
engines, and one 200 horse power cros.= compound engine.

These engines are connected with Brush dynamos. The
business of the Ball i Wood company in Chicago will be

conducted by W. B. Pearson and Thomas C. Peikins.

The Anaonia Electric company, Chicago, has just sent

out to the trade some very handsome plates illustrating

special electrical fixtures which this company is introducing.

These plates are intended for preservation, in order to aid

customers in making future selections, and they are gotten

ap in very attractive form, handsomely bound and sub-

stantial in every respect. The fixtures illustrated are cer-

tainly very attractive and they combine many novel feat-

ares. The company will make a specialty of ornamentd
fixtures, and it will not only carry a line of standard tjpes,

such as those shown in the plates, but it will furnish

special designs when preferred.

President George Lockwood of the Fitch Excelsior

Switch company of New York is in receipt of many con-

gratulatory letters of recommendation for the automatic

switch for electric and cable cars. A D. Mouiton, general

manager of the Steinway Railway company of Steinway,

L. I., says that after a thorough and e.xhaustive trial in all

kinds of weather during the last two weeks, he is perfectly

satisfied with the working of the switch. "It does its work
surely and with perfect ease. It is remarkable for its sim-

plicity of construction and ease with which it does its work.

I fully recommend it to any one desiring the best switch

in the market.''

The Ansonia Electric company of Chicago has furnished

an expensive suite of rooms at the company's headquarters,

corner of Michigan avenue and Randolph street, for the

benefit of its friends and customers during the World's

Fair. These rooms will be supplied with all conveniences,

inclading telephone and messenger service. Carriages may
be ordered, theater tickets purchased and appointments
made to meet friends in these rooms. A piano will be placed

ID the ladies' parlor, and gentlemen may amuse themselves
ID the reading, smoking and writing rooms, or at the pool

tables. Letters may be written from dictation by sten-

ographers; a private postoffice will be established, and it

is desired by the company that its friends arrange to have
their mail received at these rooms. Private lockers In

which baggage and other thing*! may be placed, a coat

room, and in fact all the conveniences of a modern club
room will be at the disposal ©f the gu*^t5. There is no
dotibt but that this evidence of enterprise on the part of

the Aosonia Electric company will be appreciated, as the

World's Fair city will certainly be thronged to its fullest

capacity until ihc close of the exposition.

Ampere is the name of a distinguished French physi-

cist and electrician, who at the beginning of the present
ceotary ennnciated some of the leading principles and
theories in electricity. At the Paris Electrical Congress of

i33i the word was adopted as the ns.me for the unit

for nicasnring qu^iniiiy of electricity. This unit, the most
important in all pOArcr mca^orem cuts, has already become
familiar and highly u^ful in all electric light and power
work. For this rcav>n the Crocker- Wheeler Electric

company, which is doing a large business in the construc-

tion of dynamos and motors for all classes of work in

which power is the needed clement, has established new
and enlarged works at a snburbof Newark, N. J,, and
haTc name the place Ampere, A railway depot named
Ampere has also been established for the company oppo-
site the eiitraoce to the works, on the iMontclair branch of
the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western railroad, and as

boodred of cmp>>ycs arc now wrttling there, the town will

undoubtedly soon be one of the busiest industrial centers

in New Jersej—as noted for its electrical machinery as

Trenton is forpottery. Ampere is directly connected with

the Taylor building, No. 39 and 41 Cortlandt street. New
York, where the general offices of the Crocker-Wheeler
Electric company are located by means of the telegraph
and the long distance telephone. It is 11 miles from
New York.

BUSINESS.
It would be of advantage to those who use lubricating

preparations to any extent to peruse the book recently

published by the Joseph Dixon Crucible company, Jersey
City. N. J., advertising its Ticonderoga flake graphite.

The company claims for this substance that it is unexcelled
for reducing friction in working parts of engines and ma-
chinery, and for lessening wear and tear and breakage in

joints, gaskets, bolts, etc. The book mentioned, as well

as a sample of the graphite, will be mailed upon applica-

tion.

The Ansonia Electric company, Chicago, announces
that from all the large stations into which it tias introduced
the Wirt indicator it has received additional orders. It

has been proven, the company claims, that the use of the

Wirt indicator makes a positive saving in lamp bills, which
in many cases will pay for itself in a short time; it Is

therefore not a luxury but an actual economy. The Wirt
dynamo brush made by the same company is also rapidly

winning its way into the favor of conservative and careful

station managers.

H. W. Knight & Son. of Seneca Falls, N. Y., have
made pattern letters and figures for thirty years, and
their long experience gives them a firm hold on the trade,

and enables them to lead in their line. All their letters are

cast, and finished by hand. They constantly have on hand
2,000.000 letters and figures in their stock. Of some of

the smaller sizes of which there is a large demand, they

have 30,000 finished and ready to ship. This enables

them to fill all orders the same day received. Some of their

hair line letters are so small that it takes 1 0,000 to

weigh a pound, while others weigh 20 pounds each. They
have agencies established all over the United States,

also in Europe. Address them for their catalogue, drawer
1256.

As has already been announced the three aisles of ma-
chinery hall, at the Exposition, are covered by three elec-

tric traveling cranes, one in each, the central space being
covered by the crane built by the Yale A; Towne Manufact-
uring compafiy. The latter machine has been in constant

and active operation, handling heavy materials, and placing

exhibits, both day and night, since the middle of Decem-
ber, iSg2. Not only has its own intended duty been per-

formed with eniire satisfaction, but it has been compelled

to assist in the handling of the exhibits and materials for

the side arches, pending the completion of the cranes in

those aisles. If further proof is needed of the value of elec-

tricity as a motive power for traveling cranes, when com-
bined with proper design and workmanship, it is amply af-

forded by the successful manner in which this crane has

performed its funcrions under the excessively severe duty

to which it has been subjected.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued April ii, 1893,

495.026. Spool for Electric Coils. George W. Demmlck,
Lynn, Mass.

495 030. Means for Telegraphing. William H. Fahr-

ney, Chicago, III.

'195.035- Electric Railway Trolley. Frank Heath, Min-
neapolis, Minn.

495,033. Multiple Thermal Cut-out. Warren S. Hilt,

Boston, Mass.

495.046. Electrical Motor. August Knoche, Elberfeld,

Germany.

495.047. Electrical Indicator for Rudders. Charles V.

Knowles, Somerville, N. J.

495,058. Commutator Counector. Edward D. Priest.

Lynn, Mass.

495,071. Compressed Air Apparatus. Elihu Thomson,
Swampscott, Mass.

The invention is designed to increase the el'ficicncy of com-
pressed air apparatus, 'i'akin^ advantage of the fact that air

becomes cxccedinfily cool and itM effectiveness as a motive
agent is greatly reduced in expantiing from the normal tcmper-
aturc<i, and that by heating the air before it ^oca to the motii e

device it may be worked with greater efficiency, an electric

heater iH placed in heat conductive relation with the air nupply,
whereby the air in pas-sing to the motive device is heated to u
temperature considerably above the normal.

495.077' Electric Arc Lamp. Addison G. Watcrhouse,
Hartford, Conn.

4V5.o86. Voltmeter and Ampere Meter, Eugene Gen-
gcnbach, Schenectady, N. Y.

The meter compriw:K a nhcct of magnetic material rolled into

the form of a cylinder, the sheet having one end broader
than the other before rolling, so that after being rolled into the
form of a cylinder the length of the Hurface gradually dimin-
inho in pawing around its circumference, Knclrcling the si-lcs

of thin cylinder in such a manner that the rolled plate threads
ihro'igh it is a closed loop of magnetic material, which in

;idaptrd to rotate about the axtpt of tlic cylinder. Surrounding
the ffhole 14:1 s/jlcnoid through which pa*scf) the current to be
measured. The pass.i(;e of the current induces poles in the
r.oik'l plate and In the closed loop, and like poles being at the
tame end, the Jof»p and plate repel each oilier, thus causing the
Ifx^p to move io such a (iireclion that the distance Ijetwecn its

inner end and the edge of the rolled plate will be a maximum,
which moti'tn '\% resisted by the tension <if a spring.

495,087. Central Office Apparatus and Circuit for Tele-

phone Exchanges. Edward j. Hat!, Morris, N. J.

495,090. Granulated Material for Transmitting Tele-
phones. William W. Jacques, Newton, Mass.

The granulated material which is adapted for use in trans-
mitting telephones of the Hunning type has a high micro-
phonic power, that is. ability of the electrodes to move a great
distance apart without breaking the contact, and at the same
time it possesses a low resistance. The material is formed by
coating grains of carbon with powdered alumina and subjecting
the coated grains to an intense white heat in an inert atmos-
phere.

495,107. Electrode for Secondary Batterie?. George D.
Coleman, Chicago, 111.

The electrode is formed by blowing or showering finely divided
molten lead, or other analogous metal or material within a closed
housing, into a suitable mold; the relative distances of the blow-
ing device and the receiving mold being such that the finely
divided and molten particles of metal will reach the mold as
they aie attaining their point of ccngelatior. so that the parti-
cles will merely weld together at their points of contact to form
a coherent mass of great porosity.

495.125. Electro-magnet. Simon H. Stupakoff, Pitts-

burg, Pa.

To overcome the difliculty caused by the retention of the
keeper of an electro-magnci after the exciting current has been
removed, due to the residual magnetism, a small strip of mag-
netic material is interposed between the keeper and the core,
the cross section of the strip being such that it is insufficient to
convey many of the lines of force, but which acts when the ex-
citing current is withdrawn to furnish a path for most, if not
all, of the lines of force due to the residual magnetism, thus
causing ihe keeper to immediately fall away.

495,127. Electric Annunciator System. Edmund R.
Wilder, Kansas City, Mo.

495,136. Commutator Brush. Karl Koch, Elsey.

495,138. Magneto-electric Machine. Joseph N. Mc-
Leod, Brooklyn, N. Y.

495.139- Magneto-electric Generator. Joseph N. Mc-
Leod, Brooklyn, N. Y.

495,148. Electro-mechanical Steam Engine Recording
Indicator. Reuben G. Collins, Dollar Bay, Mich.

495.175. Dynamometer. Edgar J. Wood, New York,
N. Y.

495.176. Electric Battery. Frank M. Archer, New York,
N. Y.

495.177. Electric Battery. Frank M. Archer, New York,
N. Y.

495<i79- System for Projecting Telephone Apparatus
from Lightning. John J. Carty, New York, N. Y.

495,180. Telephone Gauge. John J. Carty, New York,
N. Y., and Frank A. Pickernell, Newark, N. J.

495,193. Railway Danger Signal. Arthur W. Berne,

New York, N. Y.

495,225. Potential Indicator. George A. Lintner, Min-
neapolis, Minn.

The potential indicator comprises a solenoid, to the core of

which is atcdched the pointer or inde.s which carries a contact
point adapted to make contact with a stationary contact point.

when the pointer indicates a pre-deterinined maximum or

minimum putential. thus sounding an alarm.

495.229 System of Electric Conversion. Edwin \V.

Rice, Jr., Lynn, Mass.

495,240. Incandescent Lamp. George H. Benjamin,
New York, N. Y.

The lamp comprises a bulb provided with a neck and a plug
adapted to fit in the neck, a wire being wrapped around the
plug in a channel provided for the purpose, 1 he ends of the wire
protruding from the end of ihe lamp in order that a current of
electricity may be sent through the wire alter the plug has been
ticted in position to heat the wire and cause a union between
the wire and the material of the plug and bulb.

495,287. Electric Alarm Clock. Thomas P. Adams,
Rico, Colo.

495.306. Galvanic Battery. Clyde J. Coleman, Chicago,
III.

495,318. Globe Holder for Arc Lights. Thomas H.
Faben, Toledo, O.

495,321. Electric Street Rail v ay Sweeper. John W.
Fowler and John Hutton, Brooklyn, N. Y.

495,383. Oi/erhead Contact Device and Switch. Charles

J. Van Depoele, Chicago, III.

495.394. Machine for Electrically Welding Metals.

Charies L. Coflin, Detroit, Mich.

495.443. Traveling Contact for Electric Railways.

Charles J. Van Depoele, Chicago, III.

The trolley supporter carrying the trolley wheel upon its end
is pivoted so that it may swing freely around u vertical axis.

495.456- Conduit Electric Railway. William R. DeVoe,
Shreveport, La.

495,461. Electric Arc Light. Rudolph M, Hunter,

Philadelphia, Pa.

The arc lamp isof tlie form known as search lights, the posi-

tive carbon occupyin({ a horizontal pnsition and tlie negaiive
carbon a position at tight angles thereto, the crater formed in

the end of the positive carbon furnishing an intenac light,

which, instead of being directed upon the reflector, is directed
upon condensing lens, which bends the rays to a parallel or
nearly parallel position before projecting them, 'I'he chanxing
of the (iirccticn of the beam of light, instead of being accom-
nli'ihed by moving the wliole lamp upon a ball and socket bear-

ing, i» effected by shifting the position of the conden.sing ]en»,

changing its angularity with relation to the niya emanating
from the crater, and consetjucnlly shifting the direction of the

rays projected from the condensing Icna.

495.463. Electric Arc Lamp Carbon, George M. Lane,
Asbury Park, N, J.

'i'lic carbfjn elcctrodcji compriHc two carbon i)encils united
by a web of curbon, the whole being formed in one mold. One
of the pcncilR ifi m.ide nomewliat longer than Ihc other, the arc

bclnK lirHt formed helwccii the longer jicnciln of the pair of

clectrodcfi. When the arc has Huflicicntly consumed ttiis pencil

it becomcH Hhoricr than the nccond pencil, and the arc gradually
MliiftH by mennn of the web to the necond pencil, thus cHtfiblisli-

ing the arc through llic ftecond pencil, 'J'hc Hhifting of the arc

tukcK plncc from time to lime as the lengths of the pencils

chnngCi ihun furninhing a carbon electrode or long life.

^95,467. Incandescent Lamp. Henry Green, Hartford,

Conn,
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Eugene F. Phillips, Preet, W. A. Hatoawat, Treoa. W. H. Sawteb, Seo'y,

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE
i;i,i;oTiiic LKHiT r.iNi: wiiii;.

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AMERICAMTE. MAGNET.
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR
FARADAY CABLES. WIRES.

NEW YOUK OFFICE, P. C. Ackermiin, 10 Cortlnudt Stroot.

MONTKKM. BKANXU, Eiit-ciio F. PhUllpa' Electrical Workd

REMOVAL.
On or about April 15, 1893, •we shall move our
oflQces and general business address to 39 and
41 Cortlandt St. The factory will aiso be moved
to our newr property at Ampere (East Orange),
N. J.,D. L. & W. E. E.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC CO.
SKI.LING AGENTS.

ANSONIA ELECTRIC CO., CUMMER, CRAIG & CO .

102 Michigan Ave., CHICAGO. ILL. 178 Devonshire St.. BOSTON. MASS.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Inanlatlon <>inaraiiteed, ivher«ver nsed, Aerial, rndergronnd or Snbmarlne.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, he says: "A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect.'

The rubber need in ineulating our wires and rabies io especially rliemicfilly prepared, and is guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in eitreme cold
weather and ia not affected by heat. The ineulalion ie protected from mechanical injury My one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special eitra finish, which we
have now adopted for all our aolid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very gre** extent fireproof. Our insulation will prove
durable when all others fail . We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a while outside finieh for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark Joint Ouni should be used for makinc walorproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxe?, in strips about one foot Ion" and five- eighths inch wide, and when wrapped abont a JoiDt

"jid pressed firmly it makes a solid mass, FOR RAIIjWAV imuI MOTOR use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insuratfon.

AVK «rARAXTKE OUR IXSIILATIOX AVHKREVER TSEO, AERIAL, II!V'DER4;R0UND OR SCBMARIXE, and oar net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other flrst-class Insulated Wire. Wo t^hall be pleased to mail (.'atalogues with terms and discounts for qaantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTOK, MASS.

HENRT A. CLARK, TreaBurer and Gon'l Manager.
HBRBEET H. EUSTIS. Pr«Bldent and Blecttlclm.

The Crescent Insulated Wire and Gable Co.,
MANUFACTURERS OF HIGHEST GRADES OF

Rnbber Insnlated Wire and Cables for Aerial, SnbmariQe and Dndergroand Dse.

FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, TRENTON, N. J.

.lOHN A. ROEBIiIKG'l^ SONS CO , Chlcaeo. 171 liSke Street.
SAS FRANCISCO. SS and 87 Trcmont Street,
XKW YORK. 117 l.ihert.r Street

andMICA
For Electrical Parposes.

EUaENE MUNSELL & C0.>
31S Water Street. New York.

W. H, SILLS, 86 Laie Street, CHICAGO, ILL-

Solo Afct'iits tor "Mlniiiite."

FOR SALE-.
Three ,35-Llg;ht Waterhouse Dynamos.
One 300 Light Brush.
Two B.'i-Llght Van Depoele Arc Dynamos.
One 600-Light United States Aliernator.
One 600-Light United States, 110 volt.

Fifteen 1,200-C. P. brush Arc Lamps,
Sixty No. 16 Brush Arc Lamps,

Rose Electric Light Supply Co.,
ST. LOUIS, MO.

BRANCH: Electrical Eichang -Bulliling, NeivYork.

LEATITT ELECT8IC lIOTOe CO.,

124 Mitchell St., Providence, R. I.

FAN and BATTERY MOTORS
-A SFECIAI.TV.

F=OUF2 REGULKR SIZES.
Suittible for nmnlnfr Sewing ]\rachines, ])enial Drills,

.Tiswelers' Lathes and all kinds of liRht machiuery.

No. 1, 2 Volts, 1-32 h. p.. J3.00.
No. -J, 4 Volts, 1-lG h. p.. S5.00.

No. 3, 6 Volts 1-V2 h. p.. $10.00.

No. 4. 10 Volts. 1-8 h. p., ^l.l.OO.

"M, V." Ammeters and Voltmeters.

Conslant Svitcli-board Use.

Chic.\go, III., March 2, ls'.)3.

Messrs. Queen & Co.,

mil) Cln<liiol SI., rijilailtlphil, fa..

Gentle.mkn:—Your favor of the iSth ull.
is received. In reply would say, your
"Magnetic Vane" Ammeters and Voltme-
terfl have been satisfactory to ns. * * .

Very tmly yours,
SIE5IESS Ji HALSKE

Electric Company of America,

Engineers and Arehitfcts will
serve Ihe wants of their clien's lo
best satisfaction by specifying these
instruments fot switch boards of iso-

laleil plants Central Station Slana-
gcrs will al o find them a paying
investment.
Ask lor Descriptive Circular No. 420.

QUEEN $e CO., Incorroratefl, PHILADELPHIA, D, S. A.

CHICAGO
^^ Thfi Hip'hfi'it Rra

ELECTRIC WIRE.
The Highest Grade of INSULATED WIRE Ever Manufactured.

Has no equal where high voltage, high insulation or durability are required, and

is especially adapted for all electric light service, wiring buildings, installing electrical

stations, also for underground and submarine work.

Send for and thoroughly e.xamine our samples; bend them, twist them, subject

them to acids, oils, gases, or any of the reasonable tests usually applied; note the

results; if our claims have been sustained, send to us or Our agents sample order.

The wire will do the rest.

THE GOODYEAR HARD ROBBER GO. and THE INDIA ROBBER GOMB GO.,

9, 11 and 13 MERCER STREET, NEW YORK.
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Established nj 1861.

E. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD SLECTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTHICani^ GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
—BRANCH BTOBE-

2134 Michigan Avenu*.

WANTED.
We will pay 25 cents each for

clean copies of the Westekn Elec-

TKiciAX of June 18, 1891, Volume X,

Number 25.
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

WANTED.
Position as engioeer, or assistaat engineer to

electric railway company, electrical assistant to

chief engineer of stei.m road adopting electricity

as aasiliary motive power, or to survey and super-

intend conBtmctioD for electric railway contrac-

tor. Address "RAILWAY,"
Care Westebn Electrician,

nl^ Temple Court, New Vorb.

WANTED.
It you have a second hand 500 H P.

Corliss engine in pood condition wbicli

you desire to sell cheap, address, -witli full

particulars,
PRESIDENT,

Care Westers Electrician.

Salesman, by prominent manufacturer.

to sell Dynamos and Motors on commis-

sion. Must have experience as silesman.

and acquaintance in Chicago. Good op-

portunity fur such party.

Address A. H. G..

Care "Vt'ESTEBS Elzcteician.

Will he open for an engagement May 15

as Central Station Superin'enden', or Gen-

eral Manager. Am a reliable man, acd

understand my business. Salary not less

than $1,400 per year. Corresfondence
«,lir:it«l. .\rldres.s "W.S.,"

Carf; Wt^^TEKN ZLECTEICIAN.

WANTED-TO BDY.

200 to -iOO ampere 110 volt second hand
dynamos.

BARTER ELECTRIC CO

,

76 Fifth Avenue, CHICAGO. ILL.

ARMATURES
REWOUND.

Street Railway and Electric Light-

ing Companies will find it to their in

terest to write for prices, as we do all

kinds of electrical repair work.

McLEAN&SCHMITT,
Room 416, - 197 S. Canal St., Chicago.

Stiiweirs Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE 1° Steam

Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

FOR SALE.
One 40 light United States Arc Dyaamo; IH amperes, 32 volts, with

20 Lamps. In good coaditiou.

Address CONSOLIDATED STEEL WIRE CO.,

;ilX The Rookery, CHICAGO.

PLANT FOR SALE.
Everything first class. Go^d locat'on.

Earning capacity, net 20 per rent. Cash
$B 000. balance in satisfactory payments.
No schemtrs need answer.

'• OPPOKTII W 1TY,"
Care Western Electrician.

FOB. SiLZiS.
Electric Motnr Patent of great practi-

cal interest for sale. Address

B. D.,

Box 2216, N.w York Post Office.

FOR SALE.
Two .3l)0-airpere^ phunt wound IT. S. Dynamos.
Two 200-ampere9 shunt wound U. S. Dynamos.
Two 500-Ught T.-H. Dynamos, compound wound,

with Base. Rheostat and Ammeter.
Two 25-lifiht American 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamos.
One SO-light Sperty 2,0()0-c. p. Arc Dynamo.
Ten I2-Ui;ht Knowles Dynamos with lamps.

Twelve 50-light Schuyler Dynamo«, 2,00"-c. p.

Two IBO-Brush Incandescent Machines, 95 volts.

One 15-Ught Brush Arc, 7 amperes.
One 90-h. p. Armington and Sims Engine.
Two 120 ampere Edison Dynamos, self-oiling.

We Buy Outright Electrical Equipmefll.

74 COBTIj.4S;i»T ST.. Jf. Y.

SOMETHING NEW.
AUTOMATIC DOOR SPRING

ELECTRIC LIGHTER.
Send for Catitlogue of Our New Specialties.

Manufacturers of ELECTRtOAL GOODS. EXPERIMENTA"".
AND REPAIR WORK. INVENTIONS AND 3^0 . ELTIES
DEVELOPED. PATENTS OBTAINED.

The N. Y. Electrical & Development Co.
25* WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

INTERSTATE COMPLETE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION CO.,
CONXRACrORS FOR

Complete Electric Light Installations, Wiring, Armature Winding, Etc.
ESTIMATES SUBMITTED. 809-817 S. Seventh Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

Electric Light
AND

Battery Carbons.

Motor
Brushes.CLEVEIL A-ISriD, OHIO.

Sole Licensees to manufacture the Hazeltine Long Life Carbon
THE

Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World

Affords the moat

Unlimited

TRADERS IN ELFXTRICAL MACHIHERY,

FOR SALE ';...-.'..-; J../.,.

Two 30 Ht{ht Ball arc dynamrj*, with CO arc iami>t.

On« 2S ll«bt J^ll arc dynarno. with M arc lArop«i.

r>D9Wllf{ht MAthfrlncandfe^ccnt dynamo, IIU volt,

On» 8 horjw power Card motor, .'»» v.^lt,

KOWnTVV KI..K<;TKf«; <JO..

: - :.
' ^"T'f--;- rr. oiiio.

MANGANESE
In ItxtOpB or mDled np u, OOJ smpptied choRp«*it.

F.HSMT HTI'RM.
<r«-rn.. II' rzoi;* l""ii (-orhn. <.*Tfrinn.\

TbdlW.SllDSElECtFlCCO,
Of PI.'V 1T«»I TH, l«i>IA\A,

Are prepared t-o contrart for the rnftou

facture of all kind.i of electrical »pf>aralus.

PLATINUM
Tor all Purpos«a.

«-^»6 iTf-l ?i»r.i7i5T'!aiIriam Pnrchaft**'!.

BAKKK A CO^ -fO«-*l I >*>« JcTt^y
Kailroad Ave., >cw»rk, >. J.

Over 2,000 in use.

mpleard reliable power for all mining and manufactur-
log machinery. Adapted to beads runninj^ from!iOup to 3,000 or more feet.
From 2u to 80 per cer>t. better results guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the country,

£liKCTKIC TBANSIfllS^IOAf.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords In the way of a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and the faciliiy of adBT)tatlon to \arylng conoltlonB
of t?peed andpret-Bure, have hroagbt It Into epeclal prominence and exienstva
use for this class of work. All applications sbotild state amonni and head of
water power reqnlred. and for v/^at purpose, with approximate leiigth of pipe
line. Send fob Catalogue.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
131-123 niain St., Sun Francisco, Cal., V. », A.

14.3 LIJSEUTY STHEETy - - NKW TOKK.
^^It iiaving come to our notice that our pntent rights are being iufrlnget

upon, IniendingpnrcbascrB are hereby warned that all such infringements wU'
be duly proBPciited. ^

l»*<;liTO\ 1VATEK mOTOlEH. Varying from the fraction or 1 to lb

end W horse rower, unequaled for all light running inacbtnery. Warrant d
to develop a given uiTiount of power with one-half the water required l»y any
other. ^I^yend lor Motor Circular. Addrf^^a ae above. Dellvertes made ffm
San Franclnco or New York, as may afTttrd the most, favoruld'- fflgbt rati'ti

DO YOU NEED ANYTHING IN THE LINE OF

BATTERY SDPPLIES?
WE CAN QUOTE YOU BED-ROCK ON

Carbons, Zincs, Coppers, Jars,

Sal-Ammoniac, Blue-

stone, Etc.

LAW BATTERY COMPANY,
83 JOHN ST., NEW YORK.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is ca'led to this CEl^E.

BRATED ^VAXER WIIEIvl^as particularly adapted to their use
on accouot of its r<*inarkal»ly Hleady motion, ni(cf> Mpeed
and ereat Eflieiency, and larce Capacity foriisoiameter,
being double the I*OM<fr of most wheels of same diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the

economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the biglicst per c«nt

of useful effect (guaranteed.
8Ei\i> ron catai.oc;i;e ajhu particii.ars.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving r-'/presents a pair of is inch VICTOR

XIJRBIiliES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Casi-Iron Flume, Draft

Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a .substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
st.iclly first-class in every panicular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor

Turbine.<;, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation

admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
In Sheets, Tubes, Roda, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Ked, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

<riiJu£«Tov.DEi.. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World.

SISTr.^^XjXS^E333 1878.
KOL.K MAM FACT! KER8 OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
OFFICE;

14 DEY ST, X. Y.

JUPlTER
Dry Battery.

"Write for
Particulars
and Prices.

ManufQctured by

Colombia Hfg.

& Supply Co.,

340 & 342 Dearborn St.

CHICAGO.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Taueht thnroni:rbIv day and niplit atthe IXSTI-
TITTK of TKCHXOLOGY. 151 Tliroop
Street, Chicaso, 111. Amateure, Artisans
and others aaeiflt&d Practically In any line, and
Inetructed in the latest and most Improved
methrde.

Mechanical DRAnoHTiNG, Mathematlcfl, Elec-
trical Calculations, Architectnre, Mechanics, also
auirhl dav and nltrht.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

Non-Conductive Blocks,
Rosettes and Bates for

Cut-Outs and Switches.

Also Insulators, Cleats,

Lamp Trimmings and other
Electrical Supplies.

Our production is a dense
oody. Tlie glazlnc and bi>dy

lif our ware are of same com-
position, and aro baked allKe,
wblcli are the features of

True Hard Porcelain.

EMPIRE
CHINA
WORKS,

H4 U 156 Green 8t

6reeo Point,

BROOtllS, S.T,

^HAWAWT
'fFVSEWIRE
-CO\\P\NY

161 HIGH .5T BOiTON

HICHEJT GRADE

TE-STEDFVJEWIRESUNKS

iEND FOR GATALOQE
AND PRICE LISTS

P.'B.
Waterproof Insulating Compounds.

Armature Varnish and Waterproof Insulatinsf Tape.
THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY,

2 Liberty Street, New York. 542 "The Rookery," Chicago.

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, PHILADELPHIA.
BUILDEES OF EAILWAT AND TEAMWAY CAES OF ALL CLASSES, NEW ENGLAND BUTT CO.,

PROVIDENCE, R. I., U. S. A.

H. N. FENNER, Treasurer and General Manager.

special attention given to the bnildlng of Electric Motor and Trail Cars.
Builders of Drill No. 21 Trucb with solid forged frame, and "Eurekji" Maximum Traction Pivotal Truoit.

UTS
Wood Encravine—For Machinery, etc.
Zinc KtchiiiK—From I'rlnts, Pen and Ink DrawingK, vie.

' Direct reproductions of Photnj^riiphs, Wosh DrawlDKC,•roccss]
^,ty ; ofuijp^i i„ copper.

W^ax KneravlllgN— For Miipn, Pints, Script, or DInRrame.
Photo-I^ithography—Trauefora for Lltboyrnphers In paper or stono.
I>eNlc^iilne.

Four Ucufl rollNltine Mncliino.

MANZ&CO.,
ENGRAVERS,

183. 185 am 18] Monroe St., CHICAGO.

M.\Nl'FAOTUBi;iiS OF

:BH.iSk.IIDIKrGl- ]M.A.O:]3:i3VEIH.-X"
For covering Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Light Wire.

Large single and double BRAIDERS for covering Cables.
Sirgle. Double and Triple Winders. Improved Six Spindle
Flyer Winder for Magnet Wires.

Fine Castings a Specialty.
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Grifflskw White Core Wires,
Grimshaw Tapes, Competition Line Wires,

Raven Core Wires, Vulca Dncts.

-MANUFACTURED BY-

NEW YOBK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
CHICAGO, 80 Franklin St. NEW YORK, ISCortlandt St. BOSTON, 182 Summer St.

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

General Western Agents

FOK THIS

GELEBRATED WIRE.

307 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

H. Wabd Leosabd. Geo. H. Fins.
President. Vice-President,

€. E. Cabpester,
Secretary and Treasarer.

CARPENTER

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

CHA.9. D. SHAIN", General Selling Agest,

136 Liberty St., New fork City.

These rheo^tate can now be supplied of any
resistance and capacity on short notice. They
are being largely used by sach manafacturing
coDcems as the following: General Electric

Company, Siemens & Hal?ke Company, Interior
CoDdoit k Insulation Company, Crocber-Wheeler
Company, General Incandescent Arc Light Com-
pany, National Electric Company, Waddell-Entz
Company, Western Union Company, Dahl Electric
Company, and by Central Station Companies and
contractors all over the country.

Send for new catalogue and price list.

Shepard'8 Celebrated S««

Screw Catting Foot Lathe,

Foot and Power Lathes
From 9 to 26 Inches.

Also Drill Presses, Hand and
Power Planers, and Supplies.
Just the Tools for Electricians.
Send for Illustrated Catalogue

:TT-to H. L. Silit-purrt. Agent,
141 W. 2d St, Cincinnati, O.

from one-eighth to six horse
power Horizontaland Marine.

,S. 16 aiul GO LIGHT
l>y>'AMO CASTINGS
Simple Sewing Machine and
Fan Motor Castings with in-

structions for building complete machines. Send
Stamp for Catalogue,

Palmer Bros . Electrical SnDplics,MiaiBs, Cono.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS
Send for Complete Catalogue.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Building. CHICAGO, ILL.

FUSE \ Correct Carrying Capac

WIRE or > ily. Absolute

STRIPS. ) Unifo'mity in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave.,

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC GO..

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

InnanclesceDce Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro^platers.

CHICAGO OFFICE, DENVER OFFICE, NEW YORK OFFICE,
Monadnock Building. 1735 Champa Street. 42 and 44 Broad Street. '
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A PLAIN STATEMENT OF FACT.
The Compound Engine, when nou-condensing, so far from poeaesalog an

economy superior to the Simple Engine, has fceen decisively proven, "much to

the disgust of the stockholder," to show normal eeonomy only at or about lU

rated powor, and to fall off In economy faster than a Simple Engine as the load

falls off; Moreover, very much faster under the extreme light loads that are

common in Electrical Generation. This point Is at last reluctantly admitted by

the more candid builders of such engines, most of whom now advise against

compounding for variable loads. Tht reason la in their Inability to divide the

load and range of temperature proportionately and automatically between the

cylinders at all points of cut-off. Hence, the low-pressure cylinder expands Its

steam below atmosphere under a moderately early cut-off, thus converting Itself

into an Air Pump, and becoming a load upon the high-pressure cylinder Instead

of a co-laborer with It. This point was distinctly foreseen by the designers of

the Westlnghouse Compound Engine, and an entirely new principle was worked

out, making expansion below atmosphere Impossible under any load, however

light. For the firwt time in the hiwtory of Ht<'am Knginegr-

ing, either Simple or t'oniponnd, in hnilt an Engine
which niaintaiiiH ewwentialiy nniform economy. irreMpert-

ive of load, and hence for the first time the Compound Non-condensing

Engine has been made practicable. The results, demonstrated by test, show that

where an ordinary Compound will range from 2.5 lbs. to 70 lbs. water per H. P
per hour from full to quarter load, the Westinghousa Compound, between the

same limits, will range from 23 lbs. to 29 lbs. "We have not deceived ourselves

In this matter, and propose that the facts shall be understood. To those inter-

ested In the nicer points Involved, we will be pleased to sand a reprint of the

paper read by Mr. F. JI. Rites on this subject at the late meeting of the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers, at San Francis«o.

Westinshouse, Church, Kerr & Co.,

Z]XiO'O-XKa'XJEJfl.s

.

NEW YORK: 17€ortlandtSt. CHICAGO: 1 56 and 1 58 Uke St.

BOSTON: 620 Atlantic Ave. MINNEAPOLIS; Beery Block.

PITTSBURGH: Westlnghouse Building. ST. LOUIS: Commercial Building.

Represented in PHILADELPHIA by M. R. MUCKLE. Ir.. & CO.. Drexel Building

Sockets, Switches, Cut-outs
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Sawyer - Man Electric Co.,

620 Atlantic Avenue, BOSTON.

610-534 West 23d Street, NEW YORK. Pullman Building, CHICAGO,
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NEW BOOKSI-JUST OUT OF PRESS.

NBW

DYNAMO TENDERS'
Hf\ND-BOOK.

By Likct. F. C. ISadt.

SEABY FOR DELIVEBT.
AN ENTIBELY NEW WOKK.

1
The latest addition to our famous "Haud-Book"

Series. Every practical dynamo man sliould have a

copy.

836 Pages. 13S Eiiamvings.

PRICE, sr.00.

NGANDE8GENT W R NG
HA-isrid-book:.

By Lieut. F E. Badt.

Fourth Edition. Tenth Thousand.

These tabk's tjive, without loss of time, exact size
nf wire to be used. Tliia is one of our famous "Hand-
Book" series, and is the standard nuthority on this

subject in the English language.

73 Pages. 43 IllDStrations.

PRICE, $1.00.

BELL HANGERS'
t1f\ND-BOOK.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Designed for practical men engaged in any claaa
n£ bell or annunciator work. The only book of the
kind published.

106 Pages. 97 Illustrations.

PRICE, $1.00.

ELEGTRG-^TRAN8M88 0N

, hakid-book:.
Bt Lieut. F. B. Badt.

A new work contaioing tables and information on
the electric transmission of power brought down to
date. One of the most popular of our famous "Hand-
Book" Series.

(

97 Pages 22 Illustrations.

PRICE, $1.00.

STREET RAILWAYS.
"TRK7UTS."

Their Construction, Operation and Maintenance.

Br C. B. Fairchild.

This work is written by a practical man, and
should be in the hands of every street railway em-
ploye iu the United States.

600 Pages. Profusely Ulusirated.

PRICE, $4.00.

DYNK7VTO
ELECTRIC MACHINERY.

By S. p. Thompson.

Fourth edition, revised and re-written. The moat
complete work on the dyuamo published.

900 Pages. Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, $9.00.

DlGTIONflRY
... OF ...

Electrical Words,
TERMS AND PHRASES.

By Edwis- J. HonsTON, A. il.

The latest edition of this celebrated work contains
over 5,000 distinct definitions. As important as
"Webster.

roo Pase.s. 730 Illastrations.

PRICE, $5.00.

TUB
ELECTRIC MOTOR

AND ITS APPLICATIONS.

By IIaetin and Wetzler.

The first American book on electric motors. A
most complete work brought down to date.

32s Pages. 354 Illustrations.

PRICE, $3.00.

THE PRACTICAL MANAGEMENT

OF

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
By Croceek and Wheeler.

The object of this work is to give simple directions
for the practical use and management of dynamos and
motors. This work is having a large sale.

100 Pages- Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, $1.00.

Electric Light Specifications

FOR THE USE OF

Engineers and Architects.

Et E. a. MzaEli.1..

This wort gives the latest mles of The National
Electric Light Association, of the National Board of

Fire Tjndenvriters, and of The New England Insurance

[

Exchange.

170 Pages.

PRICE, $1.50.

THE ELEGTRIG RAILWAY
IN

THEORY AND PRAeTlGE.
Br Cbosby and Bell.

This is a complete treatise on the construction and
operation of electric railways, and will commend It-

self to the electrical engineer, and to the practical

manager.

400 Pages. Profusely Illustrated.

PRICE, S2.50.

HIGH POTENTIf\L
AND

HIGH FREQUENCY.
Experiments with Alternate Currents.

Bv Nikola Tesla.

A lecture delivered before the Institutioa of Elec-
trical Engineers, London.

146 Pages. Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, $(.00.

THE ELEGTEIG TELESMPH,
Et F. L. Popi;.

The fourteenth edItloD of this celebrated work In

TtrwrHU:a ani\ broaKfat down to dat«. A t«chnlciil

baod-book lor electridaoSf maaagfirB and ojxsratorH.

234 Pages. Illustrated.

PRICE, SI. 50.

1

SCIENCE
SERIES.

The aerlcH now numbora loll voIunioh, and ombriicoB
worltH on every Hubject.

10 mo. ItoardH.

PKOFUSELY ILLU8TKATKD.

Price, 60c. Each.

STf\NDf\RD

ELEGTRGAL DGTONARY.
By T. O'Connor Sloane.

This new work fhould bo in the hands of all who
doBlro to keep abreast with the progress of the greatest
science of tho tiiuoa.

600 Pages, 300 Illustrations.

PRICE, $3.00.

Any of the above books sent promptly, postage prepaid, on receipt of price.

SEND IN YOUR ORDER.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Bldsf., Ghicaso. III.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PAETICULAELT ADAPTED TO DRIVING

Electric Light and Power Stations
~y On account of Uh high elTlclency at all Btagee of gate, eteadlneBa of motion and eaey woiklng pate, the con-
•^ eiraction of whii h inakea It the moBt eecBliive lo the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

I o r* ft! r% «p^^c« ^« A •r A I f\.0^% 9P Illustrating varioae styles of eettlne on both veMical and
\ oEND rOK CAFALWGuc horizontal °h^ft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO,,

DAYTON. OHIO.Sl'f'f'ESSfiHS TO
STOIT. MII.I.H /k TF;MI"I,F,.

ELECTRICITY for ENGINEERS.
A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.

Price, Postage Prepaid, $2.50.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 I.AKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

thesechrist automatic switch
¥or controlling Incandescent
Lights in private residences
by using automatic gas lieys

and an ordinary battery or
sJiunt circuit.

W U^Ifl"T7!E3!]D :—One good con-

struction firm in eacli city to represent us.

Apply to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
Manufacturer and Patentee, DENVER. COLO.

RUSSELL," is the Name.

ItfEWTOX RUBBER CO,
178 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.

FACTORY NEWTON UPPER FALLS, MARS.

THE STAND.VRD OPEN OIiiCtllT

BATTERIES OF THE WORLD,
And the best made anywhere.

Send foe CmcuL.\R & Prices.

The Leclanche Battery Co.
'tl to 717 East 131 St St.. N. Y.

Fop the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,—ai.oo,—

Manufacturers of

OCTAGONAL^^ Cedar
TUEPHOU& Electrical

RailwayPoles&CRossArms

#H.M.L0UD&SONSlilMBER(0.
I OSCODA. , IVI I CH.

An Automatic Switch.

Lights i-nntrolled from one or any number of points

NO BATTERY BE4tI7IRED.

Send, for Olz-otilnx*.

RUSSELL & OFFICER,
173,'> Champa St.,

EDWARD R. GRIER,
Tilnrifidnock Building,

L BRECKINRIDGE CABELL
53 Broadway, NEW YORK, Room 1 7.

Lands, Securities and Industrial Enterprises; Total Issues

of Corporate, Municipal and County Bonds Taken; Municipal

Debts Consolidated and Refunded at lower rates; Railroads

Built and Equipped; Electric Roads Built and Equipped;

Street Railroads using Horse power changed to Electric Roads.

HOLMES, BOOTH &HAYDENS,
Factories: Waterbury, Conn. 25 Park Place. New York.

MANTJFAOTDBEHS OP

Bare and Insulated Wire.
Untlerwrltere' Copper Electrlo Light Line Wire, Copper Magnet Wire,

Round ond Flat Copper Bare for Station Work.
Insulated Iron Preesuro Wire.

PATENT
C£
K. K." LINE WIRE

For Electric Light, Electric Bailwdys, Motors, Telegraph
and Telephone Use.

Agents for the Washington Cnrbon Company. Carbons for Arc Lighting.

TliOS. L. SCOrii^t^, Xeic Toi-k Agent.

Electric Street Railway Tower Wason.
Patent Applied Fo

HaMle

ReliaMe

Specialties

Only.

lona

Lamp

Sockets.

Edison,

Thomson - Houston^

Westinghouse

Base.

Key, Keyless and Wall

Eriiloraod by tbo loading t'loi-lric roiiila. Tull Information cbiH-rtully furolshoil. Write for pilco9.

Manulaciurod only by w. S. DAVIS & SON, Concord, N. H,

Easily Wired,

Perfect Contacts.

Mannfactarers' Prices.

SEND FOR SPECIAL CATALOGUE.

BeiiBiEieciricCo.,

41 FEDERAL ST., BOSTON MASS.
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Fort Wayne Electric Company^

CALLS ATTENTION TO ITS NEW

"Wood" Iron-Clad Slow Spood Alternator.

This Alternator contains the following features of merit: It has the highest

electrical eflSciency; the best mechanical construction; the most artistic design, and

the best ventilated armature ever constructed. The armature is in fact inde-

structible. These dynamos are being manufactured in the following sizes: 750

light, 1,500 light, 3,000 light and 6,000 light capacity. This Iron-Clad Alter-

nator can be seen in operation at our exhibit at the World's Fair.

i3F=?.A.rsrcz:iH[ cz) :e^ f^ i cz: :e;^

:

44 Broad Street, New York City. 1S5 Dearborn Street, Chicago. y07 Filbert Street, Philadelphia, Pa..

405 Times Building, Pittsburgh. 35 New Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

629 Kirk Building, Syracuse, N. Y. 57 East State Street, Columbus, Ohio.

A JSl'EMSf BOOK!

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book.
226 Pages. i '^8 Engravings. Hand-Book Size.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of which 30,000 copies

have been sold. The new book contains more than twice as many pages and twice
as many engravings as were comprised in the old, and will continue

to retain the distinction of being the ONLY STANDAKD
WORK for the practical dynamo man and the learner.

NOW READY. PRICE, $1.00.

-J
6 LAKESIDE BIULDINC, CHICAGO.
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Liflk-Belt MacMttery Co.

tHUAIVO.

Manila Eope
Transmissions,

Coal and

Ash Handling

Machinery,

Friction Clutches,

General Machinery.

Link-Belt Engineering To.

PhiladflphiHitiiil N<'" York.

nue S. FREEMAN &SONS Manutacturing Uo.

lliiriiic. Loroiiiotivc. Miilionjirj A Aeririilt unil Hf .

BOILERS, and TANKS, IRON WORK 4'=

t^^^KiJSi REPAIRING A SPECIALTY
P'stiniatc'S nronaptly furnish p(). T.nrcp lllus-

iratpd Catnioeup sent free to anv adflrpss. Ask
fur " riitiilotrnt- V..- ii'ii monri.-.n MiK n^.m-r

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of High Grade Engines and Boilers.

Electric Light Engines
a Specialty.

CoipleteSteamPMs Mallei.

VESTEEN WAEEEOOMS;
64 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also 30 Cortlandt Street,, New York Cltv-

J. H.& D. LAKE CO.,Massillon,Uhio,U.S.A

PULLEYS,
and CUT-OFF

COUPLINGS

Simplest, strongest and Bei

CLUTCH PULLEY

,A77 plain AM> spirit, alBo Plain -yT-"^ ^
i^ and Split PuUeyB, Haageri, Sbaftlna, 4c. "^ Send

madp. Adaptpd
^tollebtor hpav\

work, stopping iimi
starllne machines eas
nd quickly without j

for illustrated circularH.

jiiz genuine:
INGOTS I MANUFACTURES

BEAR OUR
REC.TRADE MARKS.

PHOSPHOR-BRONZE
Ingots, Castings, Wire, Sheet &c.

The Phosphor BRONZE Smelting Co.LiMiTEO
512 Arch St. Philadelphia Pa.U.S.A.

ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS OF PHOSPHOR-
Bronze in the United States and Sole
Makers or"ELEPHANT BRAND"Phosphor-Bronze,

Phoenix Iron "Works Co.,

I»iek A: Chnrch" Aatomatle Gnt-olf £n^neH-
15 tMrtlandt St., XKW ^H Chamber of Commerce, CHICAGO.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB ELECTRICAL r»E8.

Grapbite Bodn of Tarions Leneiha, from 1-5 Ohm to lOO nhms KcHlfltanee
to the Inrh. uraphite BoxeM and Cracihies, Beslstlos Heats

of 4,000 Ikecrrees. Inqalrles dtladly Aiibwered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

SIOUX CITY ENGrZNE, IVOFIKS

Corliss Engines,

GiddlDg's Antomalics.

S~;!e,:=;:-^i,;r.i2-.2;:j.

Complete Plants Furnished.

SEIXI^G AGEXTS:

26 Handolpli St , Ciicago.

r. M. Davis, Dallas. Tex.

Kennedy & Pierce Mcb. Co..

DENVER.
A. M. Holler Hdw. Co..

HELENA, MONTANA.

513 SECURITY BLDQ., ST. LOUIS.
405 6TH AVE.. SO. MINNEAPOLIS.

1302 UNION AVE.. KANSAS CITY.

HILL
Glulch Works
CLEVELAlfD, O.

EASTERN OFFICE:
ISCortlandtSt., - NEW YORK.

CHICAGO OFFICE:
:{47 'THE KOOKERY."

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Deii^aed, Erected ind Funitbed.

^^^=-^ Send for ne^r Catalogue ofPow=
er Transmission Machinery.

HAVE YOU

EXHAUST STEAM

GOING TO WASTE
?

Patenteea, Proprletoro and ManufacturopB a

Wobater Vacuum Feed Water Heaterand Pu

Send For Catalogue,

Are your FEED W/ATER HEATERS obtaining the best results, in heating and purilying the

feed water for your boilers? Are you heating your buildings with live steam or exhaust?

IF YOU DESIRE TO GET BETTER RESIILTS from your present feed water heaters,

and to heat your building by exhaust sleam, without back pressure upon engines, saving

power and water of condensation, toRether with GREATER ECONOMY IN FUEL,
send for our catalogues of Webster Vacnum Feed Water Heater and Purifier, and
Williames Vacaom System ofSteam Heating, which contains some of the largest planls

In the United Slates as references. We visit plants in any part of the United States, at our expense,

_ furnish our apparatus, which may beattached to your present plant, upon trial, under guaran'ce.

UflDDCU lilCDCTCD 9 Ofl Managers and Sole Licensees for the Sale of Pateiu

ffffAntfCn fffCDOlCn Ot UUl^ Rights tu the united states.

Main Office and Works, 491 N. 3d St., PHILADELPHIA.

m m OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher

by Mentioning the

M\m Electrician
When Writins: to Advertisers.

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MANUPACTUKERS OF

SHAFTING, ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

B. l na ^ *^ South Canal St., CHICAGO.
flranCtl U111C8S!)39 ConUndt St., NEW YORK,
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GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
Chicago, New York and Boston.

THERE ARE IN THE UNITED
STATES TO-DAY

^.,0001 miiaS^
OF ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS;

OF THESE

'^,,^1^^^Ti mi^^i ^M^m/MLM. *L^i.^lU.S^

ARE OPERATED UNDER THE

General Electric Compajiy's Systems,

J EE(OED MMAIED ffl SHEET MIH IBTOBT.

41S

4,0x0 itj:iX-.E3S OF* Tn-A-oisL.

THE ABOVE FIGURES AFFORD THE MOST
CONVINCING PROOF OF THE

PERFECTION OF OUR APPARATUS,
THE SATISFACTION IT GIVES, ITS SUPERIOHrr^'

ANO THE API'llECiATlON ACCOllDKl) IT.

I3I=?/\INIC2I-I CDF^I^ICZ;

173 and 176 Adams Street, Chicago, HI. 620 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Maes.

44 Broad Street, New York. 509 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

264 West Fourth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. 401—407 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.
Gould Building, Atlanta, Ga. 1338 F Street, N. W., Washington, D. O.

15 First Street, San Francisco, Cal. Masonic Temple, Denver, Oolo.
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ONE POINTER

THIS CUT SHOWS EIGHT.

SOME ANNUNCIATORS HAVE QUITE A FEW.

KNAPP MAKES THEM ANY SIZE.

ANOTHER POINT.

TTIThen you want any pointer on

Wire—Bare, Rubber Covered, Weatherproof,

Mas:net, Annunciator or Office-

Electric Light Supplies, Batteries, Bells, Speaking Tube,

Alarm, Telegraph, Telephone, and American

District Supplies, Etc., Etc.

Fire

-IKT TTH-XTT^ .A-Xa-

EMPORIUM ELECTRICAL,
EVERYTHING YOU NEED IS FOUND AT

m EHirrmm ma
54 and 56 Franklin St., Chicago, 111.

I

i
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Th^...

Diamond . .

.

so constructed that whjn " set up

'

Carbon Battery

Has the least internal resistance of any

open-circuit battery on the market. The

carbon pencils are made of the celebrated

Diamond Brand. The arrangement of

the elements gives the greatest ainount

of carbon surface.

No Rubber is necessary around the

zi'ic rod to hold it from contact with

the carbons. The composition top is

it practically seals the cell, thus preventing

evaporation and largely increasing the life of the battery.

The Ansonia Gravity=Needle Annunciator.

Never sticks or catches. It always works. Each needle has a double armature, one at each end of

the magnet core, so that a very little battery power is necessary to "upset" it. This action combines all

the good qualities of the gravity drop with the superior looks and neatness of the needle. We make

them in all sizes from two needles to 500. Finished in any kind of wood.

The Iron and Wood Box

Eureka Bells

Are undoubtedly the best made. Simple, perfect in

Workmanship, and always ready to ring.

Write for quotations on "House Goods" to

The Ansonia Electric Company
(fOKMKRLY THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.),

CORNER RANDOLPH STREET AND MICHIGAN AVENUE

CHICAGO.

Factories and. Eastern OfficeB : ANSONIA, CONN.
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WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

HANUFACrUBERS OF APPABAXUS FOR

Arc Lighting, Incandescent Lighting,

LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER, .

Street Railway Generators, Motors and Appliances,

Our alternating current incandescent apparatus is in use in 430 central stations-

1,000 isolated plants. Our arc apparatus is in use all over the world.

We are now transmitting light and power various distances up to 28 miles from the

source.

Our multipolar railway generators and noiseless single reduction motors have
worked a revolution in the electric railway field in two years.

Orders for APPARATUS, REPAIBS and SUPPLIES formerly fnrnislied by the United States Electric righting Co.;
Newark, N. J., should now be sent to this Company, where they will receive prompt attention.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL THE LEADING CITIES.
AGENTS FOR CANADA: AHERN & SOPER, OTTAWA, ONT.

DON'T BUY
The transfor^ners you will need this Fall until you have had our
prices and fully considered our claims on your patronage.

The Continued Prosperity
Of Lighting Companies is threatened by attempts to completely con-
trol this business on the part of one or two great corporations.

Protect Yourselves
By supporting every legitim,ate manufacturing enterprise which
can furnish you with good apparatus and which has the courage to
be independent.

Our Transformer is the Best.

. . . , STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. GO.Western Agents:

The Ansonia Electric Co.,
Cor. Randolpb St. and Michig^an Ave., CHZCAGK), ILL. Pittsfield, Mass.
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TANDARD ELECTRIC CO.
Pieneral Offices: Suite 625, Home Ins. BIdg., PUIPAGn
Works: 313-317 South Canal street, unlbAaU.

BUILDERS
(3P THE STANDARD SYSTEM OF ARC UGBTING.

FOR

FURTHER

INFORMATION

ADDRESS
THE
GENERAL

OFFICES.

Central Station Managers, Municipal Officers, Owners of Iso-

lated Lighting Plants and Prospective Purchasers everywhere

are invited to inspect and investigate the STANDARD SYSTEIVI

before contracting for apparatus.

For lighting stores, foundries, factories or the streets of a city,

this -vstem has no equal. I

Our contract does not obligate the purchaser to buy appara-|

tus or supplies exclusively of us for a term of years, but courts

open competition and encourages fair tests for merit between any

- nd all existing arc lighting systems and the STANDARD.
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Massachusetts Electrical Engineering Company,
STONE & WEBSTEE, Managers.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,
BOSTON. 4 Post Office Square. CHICAGO, Title and Trust Building.

Motors and Dynamos
With FORGED IRON FIELD MAGNETS.

COMMERCIAL ELECTRIC CO..
"«*''"'""

^',';;;VTi'A..«i..s, .:«d

NATIONAL INDIAIndia Kubber v0.

FACTOKY AND OFFICE,
BKISTOIi, R. I.

H. r. COLT,
President.

F. S. MINOTT,
Oea'l Mgr.

General Western Agents: Enterprise Electric Co., Ohicaso.
ar"\y Yo"h <>mce. 4H7 Broadway. H. Iv. Bnrrtick. Manager.

S.'rURlNTCM''E° Mi. } B-^'"""' Ma-.ger..

Tbe

Inteinaiional OKONITE COMPANY,

^qN/>

LIMITED,

ri^Ao&^ftfiii^

13 Park Row, New Yorkr
INSULATED

WIRES AiDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground lit*.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.

BRANCH e:8: Chlcasro, Boston, Philadelphia, MlnneapollB, Cincinnati,
m....n r.oniwviUe, St, Loais. San FranclHro, London unci .So. Ampri.'ji.

City,

PACKARD HIGH GRADE
INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

XannCsctarrd by ihn

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
AGFSITS:

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DET STREET, ITEW YORK,

MAMIFACTUBERS, IMPORTBRS AMD DEALERS IN

Electrical Supplies

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS,

Telegraph, Telephone,
[Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

KEY FoH CAPACITY THiiTe. Line Material.
WE OWN AND OPKRATK TIIIO

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WHERE WE MANUFACTUHE A FULL LINE OP

Test Instrnments and all Scientific Measurement Apparatas.

New York City, Cboa. E. Cbamn, I'M Llburty St.

ChlcoRo, III,, Elcc Appllancy Co., 2l'J Mddlsoo St.
SI, Piiul. Minn., The V'Aoc. EQ«lueerinfi: A; Hiipply Co.
St, Lonlfi, Mo.. St I.ouls Electrical Supply Co,
San FniDciHco, <'a\ , A. C. lirulnard A: Son, No. lOfl

finlifornlii St.

CiDcioniiti, O.. Po6t-Glover Elec, Co.. 215 W. ith St.
PlltAbuFKb, I'a., Do'tae^'ne Electric Supply k C<m-

fitractlnn Co.
MoQtrenl. Con.. Packard Lamp Co., WVlOf) Klntr Ht.
WashlD^fton, .Northwt-^it Eixttire A; Elec. Co., S<-attI«.

MAXUFACTUREK OF

INSUImA.TEU ELBGTRIG ITtriRE,
FLKXIBLE COKDfei and CABLES*.

300 and ZO» BTorth Tblrd Street, - - PniI.ADEL,PHIA. PA.

SUPERIOR

Pony ^Standard Magnetos.
Kinging Ihrougii from ;(,ooo to Ih.WpU olims.

EXTENSION BELLS.

Testi ngGenerators.
( 15.IMMJ to 50,000 ohms).

SEND FOR QUOTATIONS.
Special Prices un Liirge Orders,

The Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.,

92 Franklin St.. BOSTON, MASS.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PUNTS.
ESTIMATES AND DRAWrXGS SrBMlTTKD.

WESTON ENGINE CO..
Painted Post, N. Y.

KEPRESENTATIVKS

:

Julian Seholl & Co.. vy, Liberty Si.. New YoriL
(ieo, D. Hoirinan. ,-_' Lake St.. Chicago. 111.

H. M. Solple A:Co., 3d A:.\rchSW,. PhlLidelrhfi*.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford, Conn.

THE BALL ^ WOOD COMPANY,
Bulldars of Improved Antoznatio Cuf-off EiiKin««-

.^v3 L.

W. li. l-frtrstm A; Co . lioiui' 11,
W. A. liny, I'iSOllvprSt,, Ho-lon. M i--,

F. a. Whltltiff, Jitcut«aon BhKk. DcuTor. Colo.

. Ch«UAno«v<U Twin.
Wiiuuui M. Por:or. I>(«trolt, Mloh.
T. w. Aadorsou. Hoaeton. Tex.
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TRANSFORMERS
PERFECT SAFETY,

'n
M^

w

«!000 REGlJJLATIOHr.

„,.„ -".W. MAR 41890, ,

m x^tn^S^^KKs

HIGHESTEFFICIENCY.

^^Cf^mAaA,

^3IAI.Ii COBE I.OSIS.

30,000 WATT TRAIVSFOBSIEB.

CONVBiaiEBrGB IN iNSTALIiATIOIff.

Wi

Best Possible Mechanical Insulation, with Additional Insulation of
Oil. Core Ground Wire. Primary and Secondary Coils Fully

Subdivided. No Fuses in the Transformer Case.

Every Transformer inrhich Leaves Our Factory vriU Withstand a Pres-
sure of 5,000 Volts Alternating.

THE SPECIAL ATTENTION OF STATION MANAGERS IS DRAWN TO OUR
16,000 AND 30,000 WATT TRANSFORMERS.

TRANSMISSION OF POWER BY ELECTRICITY OVER LONG OISTANCES
Is rendered practicable by means of our "Step Up" and "Step Down" Transformers, the

Insulation in which is Tested to Withstand a Pressure of
10,000 Volts Alternating.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
BRHNCH OFPICeS:

173 and 175 Adams Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
44 Broad Street, New York. 623 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

Fifth and Race Streets, Cincinnati, O. 609 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Equitable Building, Atlanta, Qa. 401-407 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.

16 First Street, San Francisco, Cal. 1333 F Street, N. W., Wash., D. 0.

Masonic Temple, Denver, Colo.

ALL BUSnKSS OUTSIDE OF THE UKITED STATES TRtRSACTED BT THE TUOMSOR-UOUSTON IHTERN&TiONAL ELECTRIC CO., 44 BROAD ST., NEW YORK.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Acme filter Co xUl

Amerlciin Uiittery (Jo ix

American Klectrlcul
WorkH xiii

Amcrlcmi Silk Mfg. Co xill

Ansonia Kleclric Co., Thc.xxlv

Arp, A. n xlv

Babcock ct Wilcox Co., The . i

Baggot, E xlv

ItakerACo xlv

UalKfc Wood Co., The 1

BeggB. J. K. Machinery*
Supply Co xlv

Bernstoln Electric Co Iv

Bishop GuttuVercha Co.... xil

Blanchard. Albert xxi

Boston Bmid Mfg. Co xvill

Boston Electric Co iv

Bridgeport Machine Tool
Works xil

Brill Co., J. G XV

Bristols' Mfg. Co., The xii

Brookfield, Wm xii

Brush Electric Co xvl

Brj-ant Electric Co

Butler Hard Rubber Co.... xix

C. & C. Electric Motor Co.. vli

CabeU, L. Breckinridge., xviii

Calumet Electric Manufac-
- luring A Engineering Co. vli

Carpenter Enamel Rheostat
Co xvi

Case, J. T. Engine Com-
pany ..- xxi

Central Electric Co v

Chicago Insulated Wire
Co iv

Clarendon Oil it Refining
Co xviii

Columbia Manufacturing A
Supply Co

Commercial Electric Co i

Cometock, Louis K
Crescent Insulated Wire &
Cable Co xiii

Crocker-Wheeler Electric,
Co xJii

Cushlngit Morse ix

Cutter Electrical & Manu-
facturing Co xii

Cutter Geo .

Davis, W. S. A Son xiii

Dayton Globe Iron Works
Co XX

Delaware Hard Fibre Co.. ix

Diehl ACo iv

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.. xv

Eastern Electric Cable Co. xiii

Edison Decorative A. Min-
iature Lamp Dept xiii

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co... vii

Edwards, W. S. Mfg. Co.

Electric Appliance Co.,. xii

Electric Construction &
Supply Co X

Electric Engineering &. Sup-
ply Co ix

Electric Gas Lighting Co Ix

Electric Selector & Signal
Co vii

Electrician Publishing Co.

Electrical Engineering &,

Supply Co., The xvlil

Electrical Specialty Co.,
The A iv

Elektron Manufacturing

Empire China Works.. ..; xv
Enterprise lOlcctricCo— xvl

Kails Rivet & Machine Co. xxl

Eaucutt, I. L xlv

Ford - Washburn Storelec-
tro Co
For Sale Advertisements

xlv

Port Wayne Electric Co.. . xvl!

Freeman S. A; Sons Manu-
facturing Co

Fuel Economizer Co xvill

General Electric Co ....il.xxll

General Incandescent Arc
LlghtCo v

Goodyear Hard Rubber Co.
and The India Rubber
Comb Co

Great Western Manufac-
turing Co.

Greeley&Co., TheE. S... I

Hart A. liegeman Manufac-
turlugCo xlv

llartcr Electric Co xlv
Hollos Electric Co x
Hill Clutch Works
nine Elinihmtor Co xll

llninnjs. Itoolh A- Haydens.xvlil

lioltziT-i'uh.iL KlectrlcCo. I

Innls A Co xjll

Institute of Technology.

IiiLerior Conduit A. Insula-
tlun Co X

International OkonlteCo. i

Interstate Clomplote Elec-
tric Const. Co

.lewcll Belting Co 1

Johns Manufacturing Co.,
H. W

Kartavert Mfg. Co xvl

KlljistGln, A xiii

Knapp Electrical Works, .xxill

Lake, .L H. A; D. Co

Law Batterj' Co xlv

Leelanche Battery Co., The xix

Link Belt Machinery Co.. xxi

Loud, H. M. A Sons Lumber
Co xlv

Manz A Co xv

Marcus. W. N xv

Massachusetts Electrical
Engineering Co i

Mather Electric Co... xxvl

McLean A Schmltt xix

Milwaukee Electric Railway
Co xix

Moore, Alfred P i

Munsell A Co., Eugene xiii

Murray A Co., Jas. J xix

National Carbon Co xiv

National Electric Manufac-
turing Co xviii

National India Rubber Co.. i

New England Butt Co xv
Newton Rubber Co., xix
N. Y. Electrical A Develop-
ment Co XX

New York Insulated Wire
Co xvi

N. Y. Safety Steam Power
Co xxi

New York A Ohio Co i

Nowotny Electric Co xiv

Osborne Steam Engin'g Co. xiii

Ostrander A Co., W. R x
Otto Gas Engine Works .. . xxl

Page Belting Co
Paine A Ladd xii

Palmer Bros xv I

Partrlek A Carter Co x
Pelton Water Wheel Com-
pany xiv

Perkins Electric Switch
Manufacturing Co xix

Phoenix Iron Works Com-
pany

Phosphor-Bronze Smelting
Co., Ltd xxi

Pioneer Armature Works, xix
Porter-Leavitt Electric Mo-
tor Co

Queen A Co., Incorporated, xiii

Racine Hardware Manufac-
turing Co xii

Redding Electric Co xx
Roberts A Co., E. P xii

Rockford Electric Manufac-
turing Co Iv

Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.. x
Rose Electric Light Supply
Co

Rosenbaum, W. A xlv
Russell A OUicer

Samson Cordage Works... xll

Sawyer Man-Electric Co... xvli

Sechrist, Albert xx
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co. .. xv
Shepard, H. L xvi
Shultz Belting Co xxi
Siebert, G xiii

Siemens A Halske Electric
Co X

Simons, M. W. Electric Co. xiv

Sioux City Electrical Supply
Co xix

Sioux City Engine Works, xxl
Smith, A. T xix
Sperr>' Electric Mining Ma-
chine Co xvi

Standard Electric Co. ... viii

Standard Paint Co xv
Stanley Electric Manufac-
turing Co

Star Electric Lamp Co xxv
Steuben Lamp Works xll

Stilwcll ABlerce Manufac-
turing Co xlv, XV

Sturm, Ernst xlv
Taylor Engine Co xxi
Union Hardware Co xll

United Electric Improve-
ment Co

Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Waddell-Entz Company ... xll

Want Advertisements xiv
Washburn A Moon Mfg. Co.

WebHter. Warren A Co, ... .,

Western Electric Co ix

Westtnghousc.Church, Kerr
ACo XX

WoBtlnghoUBC Elco.nnd Mfg.
Co xl.xxv

Weston Electrical Instrument
Co vl

Weston Engine Co l

Wilson A Jackson
Worthlngton, Henry R ...

CLASSIFIED LIST.

AnnnnclatorH.
Aiit^onia KIcctrle Co., The.
Cc-iilnil i:iei:tii(; Co.
Kniipp ICleelrical \Vr>rks.

Oslrandor At'o,. w, U.
J'artrlc-k .v. i'liTWT (Jo,

Arr IjampH.
.ViiHoriiu Electric Co
Keh'tjs, J. E.. MchyASup. Co.
Elfctric <'(njs, A Supply CO.
F<trt Wiiyni- KIlti rl^c Co.
(iciurral ioicctrlc ' '<>.

(Jcmral Jnc irci-ni AroLt. Co.
HtHios l';UM:lrlc < 'o , The.
Kiuipp Electricnl Works.
Ro.sc Klec. Light Supply Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
Sioux City E. S. Co.
StandardElectric Co.
Westinghousc El. A Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc A^ierht I'ord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Samson Cordage Works.

Baitcrlea.
yVmerican Battery Co.
Ansonia Electric Co.. The,
Columbia Mfg. A Supply Co.
Electric Gas Lighting Co.
FordW'shb'rn Storelectro Co.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Law Battery Co.
Leelanche Ifattery Co., The.
Pnrtrick A Carter Co.
Siuux <;ity. E. S. Co.
AV extern Electric Co.

Battery .lars.
Ansonia Electric Co,
American Battery Co.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Gaa Lighting Co
Knapp Electrical Works.
Law Battery Co.
Leelanche Battery Co., The.
Newton Rubber Co.
M'estern Electric Co.

Bells, Glecirie.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Gas Lighting Co.
Greely A Co.. The E S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander A Co.. W. R.
Piirtriok A ( 'a: ter Co.
W.-teni i;i.i-tric Co.

BellN. lln^'n«'to.
Ansonia Klrctrlc Co.
Cfiitnil ICIrctric Co.
CiRTluy A Co,, The E. S.

Ivimpp r:ii.'r.lrical Works.
I'nrlri'.k it i.'arter Co.
A\'estern Electric Co.

Beltins.
JLwcll Belting Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Vny^i.- IJcIting Co.
sliuliz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Babcock A Wilcox Co., The.
Blanchard, Albert.
Freeman A Sons Mf^'. Co.
N. Y.SalVty Stfinii l'ou(.^rCo.
Pheonix Iron W.irks Co.
Weston ]';iiKiue fo.

Books. Kle<'tri<*Jil.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Vraidins: Machinery.
New England Butt Co.

Borclar AiarniN.
I.li'iiric Co.

1 \-:i 'inc.

EicctriL: Appliance Co.
Greeley A Co.. The E. S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Insulated Wires )

Cables Itlectric. (See In-
sulated Wires), Copper,
tmieet and Bar.
Bishop Gutta Percba Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Moore, Alfrfd F.
liot-lilinK'f^ Sons Co., .T. A.
Wasbbiini A Moen Mfg. Co.
Mtistern Electric Co.

Carbons, Points and
Plates.

Ansonia Electric Co
Central Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Law Battery Co.
National Carbon Co.

CastingH.
Palmer Bros.

Clutches. Friction.
Falls Rivet A Machine Co.
Hill Clutch Works.
Lake, J. 11. A D. Co.

Contractors. Klectric
liiClit, Knsine Plants
and £:icctric Knil-
wayH.

itiili.iH'k A Wilcox Co., The.
Hull A Wood Co., The.
Urusii Electric Co.
C. A C. lOlectric Motor Co.
Cabell, L. Breckinridge.
Calumet Elco.Mfg, A Eng. Co.
Commercliil I'lcctric Co.
Comstock, l.oiii.s K,
Eddy Ek-rlric Md:. Co.
Ford-WaHliliMni SloroIt'C.Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Freeman A Sons Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Grunt \VeHti!rn Mfg. Co.
IntcrstiiicConip.EI. Cons. Co.
Mpish. iilcr i:nginoering Co.
Mutli.TKl.TtrloCn.
N. V, Siifrtv Sudani PowerCo.
Osliornc Strum I'jiir, Co.
Phoiiix Iron Works Co,
Kaclue Unrdwiiru Mfg. Co.
Roekturd Electric Mlg. Co.
Slomens A Halske Electric
Co,

Sioux City Kiii,'lnL' Works.
Standard r:irolric i'o.
I'lilii'tl i;iir Improvement Co
Wnddi'll-lOnt/, Company.
Wcstinghouse Elec A M'fg. Co.
WestinghoUBO. Church, Kerr
A Co.

Western Electric Co.
Wi'Ntou Engine Co.
Wilson A Jaoksou,

ConHtructlon and ICc-
pairs.

Comstock. Louin K.
IriterhlatcComi>.Fl.fConH. Co,
.M<;L(_-tui A Sehniltt.
Plonc-er .\rnmliirc Works,
Uobrrls. 1;. I'. .V Co.
Slou.\ <;ilv 1:. S. Co.
\Vi-,t.Tn Kl.rtr cCo.
Wil.son A Jackson.

Copper AVIrcH and Tapes.
.VuHonla Electric Co.
American lOIoctrical Works.
Bishop (iutlti Percha Co,
<:entral lOlectrlcCo.
Crescent In. Wire A Cable Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Enteri'riHc lOlectric Co.
Coodvciir Hard Kubbcr A The
India KiibbiF c Voiib Co.

Holme.s. ISooth .t lliiydens.
International Ok<»nite Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
Sperry El. Mining Mach. Co.
Washburn iV. Moen Mfg. Co.
Western I'Jcctrlc Co.

Cordace.
Samson Cordage Works.

Cross-Arms,
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Loud A Sons Lumber Co.

Cut Oats and t^ivitclies.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Ttrj'ant Electric Co.
Central Klectric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical A Mfg. Co.
Electric EngA-Supply Co.
Electric Selector A Signal Co.
Electrical Specialty Co.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Hart A liegeman Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
N. Y. Eelc. A Develop. Co.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Russell A Officer.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Sechrist, A.
Sioux City E. S. Co.

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
C. A C. Electric Motor Co.
Calumet El. Mfg. A Eng. Co.
Commercial Electric Co,
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Eng. A Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Harter Electric Co.
Mather Electric Co.
National Electric Mfg. Co.
Nowotny Electric Co. .

Rose Elec. Light Supply Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
United Elec Improvement Co
A\addell-Entz Company.
Western K^lectric Co.
^Vestiughouse Elec. AMfg.Co.

Klectric Heatins.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.

Klectric Lava Gas Tips.
Smith, .V. T.

Electric RaiHvays.
General Electric Co.
Siemens A Halske ElectricCo.
Westingliouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Klectrical and Stecbani-
cal Kng^ineers.

Comstock, Louis K.
Mass. Elec. Engineering Co.
Osborne Steam Eng, Co.
Roberts, E. P. A Co.
Wilson A Jackson.

Electrical Instruments.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
i4Miecn A Company, Incorp.
Weston Elec. Instrument Co.

Klectrical Intelligence.
Comstock, Louis K.
Roberts, 1;. P. A Co.
Wilson A Jackson.

Electrical Specialties.
Colnmbia Jifg. A Supply Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Electrical Specialty Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co,

- N. Y.j:iec. A Develop. Co.

Electroliers and Combi-
nation Fivtnres.

Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Baggot. E.
Edwards. W. S. Mfg. Co.
Knapj) I'lleetrlcal \\ orks.

Eoctro-Platlnc lla-
chines

Brush Electric Co.
General Klectric Co.

KnjfincN.Gas.
Otio Gas Engine Works.

Engines, Hteam.
Ball A A\ ood Co., The.
Case. J. T. Engine Co.
Freeman Sous Mfg. Co.
K. Y. Safety Steiun Power Co.
MeCH;^. H. K.
Phii'nix lri>n \\ orks (^o.
Ra.hie lliinlw.ire Ml\'. Co.
Sioux City I:ll^;lne Works.
Taylor I'.nglne Co.
Westingliouse Church, KerrA
Co.

Wcsion Engine Co.

Fan Oiilflts.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Calumet El. Mfg, A Eng. Co.
Dlehl A Company.
Stanley Electric ^Ifg. Co.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co

Kir*; AlarniK.
Ari'i'jnlH IJi-etrlc Co,
Kiiapjt Klretrlcal Works.
Piirtrick A <)irter Co.
West'.ni Electric Co.

Fnel KcoBomixers.
Fuel Eeononilzer Co,

Fase M'Ire.
An-onia Electric Co., The.
Knapp i;ic;ctrlcal WorkM.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Sperry JJ. Mining .Much. Co.

(jas ijiebtiDt:, Klectric.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Boston I^Jectrlc Co.
Klectric Ga« Lii,'httn(,' Co.
Holtzcr-Cubot Klectric Co.
Knupi) i;iectrlcitl Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.

(lieneral Klcc. »tnpplles.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical A Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Eng. A Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. A Supply Co.
Enterjjrise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.

Holtzer-Cabot Jilectrlc Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Law Battery Co.
N. Y. Elec. A Develop. Co.
Palmer Bros.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Queen A Co.. Incorp.
Redding Electric Co.
Russell A Otticer.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Simons. M. W. Electric Co,
Sioux City Elec. Supply Co.
Weston Elec. Instrument Co.

Globes and Electrical
Glassware.

Brooklield, Wm.
Murray A Co.. Jas. J.

Grapbite J!ipccial1ies.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.

Hard Rubber Goons.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Goodyear Hard Rubber A The
India Rubber Comb Co.

Newton Rubber Co.
Insulators "I'd Insnlat-

ing Materials.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Brookfield, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Eng. A Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Goonyear Hard Rubber A The
India Rubber Comb Co.

Hart A liegeman Mfg. Co.
Holtiier-Cabot Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
International Okonite Co.
Johns Jlfg. Co., H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical W orks.Knapp
Moore, Alfred F.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

InsDiaied AVires and
Cables—Ma^^net Mire.

American Electrical Works.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Crescent In. Wire A Cable Co.
Cushing A Morse.
Cutter, Geo.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Goodyear Hard Rubber A The
India Rubber Comb Co.

Great Western Mfg. Co.
Holmes, Booth A Haydens.
International Okonite Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Roebling's SonsCo..J. A.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Sperry in. Mining Mach. Co.
Waddell-i;rit/, Couipauv.
Washburn .V. Moen Mfg. Co.
AVcsteru Electric Co.

Lamps, [o candescent.
Ansonia ElectricCo., The.
Berntteiu Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Kdlsou Miniature Lamp Dcpt.
Klcetrieal Ku-, A Supply Co.
(.leuerii! i:ketrlc Co.
Knap|i Fleet rieal Works.
Mather EWctrie Co.
New York and Otiio Co.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Star Klectric Lamp Co.
Steuben Lamp Works.

Iiallies.
Hrldgeport MachincToolWks.
Shepard, H. L.

lilfShtnins Arresters.
Knapp Electrical Works.

Masnef AVIre.
(.See Insulated Wires.)

ITIechanlcal Machinery,
Bridgeport Mach. Tool Wks.

Medical nattorlefi.
Law Battery Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.

MIea.
Johns Mfg. Co.. n. W.
Munpoll A Co.. Eugene,

ninlvs Apparatus, Elec
General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Sperry El. Mining Mach. Co.
Westinghousc KI. A Mfg. Co.

.11o tors.
AtiM>ni'A p;iectric Co,
Bnish Klectric <">}.

':. A C. KN.cirlc Motor Co.
Colomet Kl. Mfg. A Eng. Cc.
Commercial Klectric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Kl(:clric Co,
IvJdy Electric .Mfg. Co.
Elec En^,'. A Sup. Co,. The.
Ford-WH>thbum .Slorel, Co.
Fort Wayn*- Electric Co.
Gi«ieral Electric Ot.
Great Wcwtern Mfg. Co,
Interior Conrlult A: Jnuu, Co,
Mather Electric Co,
Nowotnv ElectricCo,
Porter-Leavitt Kl. Motor Co.
liockfoM Electric Mfg. CO-
Sioux City K, S. Co,
Waddell-Kiitz Company.
We.^iinghouw: El. A Mfg. Co.

Oils.
Clarendon Oil A Refg. Co.
on Filt*-rs.
Acme Filter Co.

Paints,
Standard Paint Co.

Patents.
Paine A Ladd.
Rosenbttum. Wm. A.

Pbosphor BroDze.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co., Ltd

Pins and Brackets.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central ElectricCo.
Loud &. Sons' Lumber Co,

Platinum.
Baker A Co.
Siebert, G.

Pol- s.
Loud A Sons" Lumber Co,

Porcelain.
Empire China Works.

Pressure Oanses.
Bristols .Mfg. Co.

Publish et s, £|ecti'icaf.
Electric ian Publishing Co

Posh Buttons.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Partrick A Carter Co.
Uuion Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Railways. Klectric.
(See Electric Railways).

Rheostats. >

Carijcnter En. Rheostat Co.
Sal .Ammoniac.
Ansonia Elecirtc Co.
Innis A Co.
Klipstein. A,
Law Battery Co.

Separators. Steam.
lime Eliminator Co.

Silk Bruid.
Boston Braid Mf?. Co.

Silk .viachinery lY'ipers.
Am. Silk Mfi:. Co.

Speaking Tubes.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works
Ostrander A Co., W. R
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Speed XndicBtors.
Queen A Co. .Incorp.
Weston El. Instrument Co.

Steam Heatine:.
Webster A Co.. Warr«n.

Steam Pumps.
Worthington, Henrj- R.

Street Curs.
Brill, J. G. Co.

Street Ry Tower Wason
Davis, W. S. A Son.

Tapes, 1» sulaitDg:.
American Electrical Works.
Ansonia Electric Co., The
Central ElectricCo.
Crescent In. Wire A Cable Co.
CushiDgA Morse.
International Okonite Co
Knapp Electrical Work<;.
New York Insnliited Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Telegraph Apparatus.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Selector A Signal Co
Greely A Co.. The E. S
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick a CariiT Co.
Western Electric Co,

TelephoDCM, t:iee>rir.
^Vcstern Ek.Mrio Co.

Telephone -llouthpieces.
Marcus, W. N.

Test insirniuents.
-Vnsonla Electric Co.
Central Klociric Co.
GRH^ley A Co.. The K. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen A Companv, Incorp
Western Klectric Co.
Weston Elec. lustrumoutCo

TransfDrmcrs.
Ansonia Electric Co.
National Electric Mfg Co
Stanky Electric Mfn. Co
W cstinghouse EL A"^Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord
Sam^ou Corxlagc Works.

TrockM. KIcoric Cap.
General ElectricCo.
W estini:house El. A Mfg. Co

TnrbioclVherls.
Dayton Glot'o Iron Works Co
Pelton Water Wheel Co
Stilwcll A lHorcc Mfg. Co.

I'niversiiiCH.
Institute of Technology.

VarniHlies.
Standanl Paint Co.W aier Heaters.
Webster ,\ Co.. Warrvn.

Water Wheels
IVltou Water Wheel Co

Wire. Bare
Ansonia Electric Co., The
Bishop G\nu\ Percha Co.
Central Klectric Co
Chicago Insulat^M Wirf Co
Crescent In.Wire a cablo C<*.
Holmes. Uoolh A Uavdens
Knapp Electrical Works
National IndU Rubber Co
Roebling's Son.-;' Co. J V
Sperry Kl. Mining Mach. Co.
AVashbura A Mocq Mfg. Co.
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STREET LIGHTING FROM ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
Lamps, Series Sockets,

New Prices given on Street Fixtures, Poles,
Bank Boards, Meters

And all accessories for the use of SERIES LAMPS on ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.

This system permits a PROFITABLE and SATISFACTORY method of street illumin-
ation and should be investigated by every plant using alternating current anparatus.

WRITE FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS AND PRICES.

OT7R SERIES LAMPS
Will show you a COMPARATIVE SA VING equal to t/ieir FIRST COST in POWER CONSUMED.

BERNSTEIN ELEGTRiC COMPANY, 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

ELECTRIC
2,000

ENDORSERS.

FANS.

Wound for Either

Direct Arc or

incandescent

Current.

DIEHL & COMPANY, 385 Broadway. New Yo.-k.

Chicago Insulated Wire Co.,

INSULiTED WIRES OF ALL KINDS.
,OE M-q,

~--iJK_---'

214 Hortbern OfBce Building,

CHICAGO.

Weatherproof Wire.

Water-Fire Proof Wire.

Kagnet Wire.

Annunciator and Office Wire.

Weatiierproof iron Wire.

Bare Copper Wire.

The Electrical Specialty Co.,
1720 LARIMER ST., DENVER, COLO.,

Manufacturers and Owners of Woltman & Triggs*

"STANDARD"
Single Push Button Flush

SWITCH.
Awarded the first prize so'd medal at the Second

Annual Industrial Exposition held at Denver, March,
1893. The only one-push button Switch in the market.
If the light is out it turns it on, and if the light is on,

push the same button and it turns it out. We make
this Switch single pole, double pole, and 3-wire. This
Switch is more practical and cheaper than any other
push button Switch in the market. It does not need the

aid of batteries, a shunt current or other cumbersome
adjuncts.

PRICE, 10 Ampere, Single Pole, $1.50.

Liberal discounts to the trade.

Tt^E:

RockW Iron-CM Motor.

SlfflDle anS ReliaMe,

Hisliest Efficiency,

s^ No EiterMlMapelisin,

Also

GENERATORS
For Light or Power.

ROCKFORD ELECTRIC MANDFACTDRING CO.,

ROCKFORD, ILL., U. S. A.

548 Washington St., BostoD,
MANUFAOTUBEBS OF THE

Oriirinal Celebrated Boston Burners.
HEaDQTJARTERS FOR

GAS LIGHTING APPARATUS.

I<o4ton £.lectric Co.'.« AntomAtJr Harnt^r.

Please do not confuse our name with others.

Wt have the largest and mo-t complete «tock of Gns I^lghtlng appnra'iis to lie

foiin'I In this (ymntry. Our bnrners have proven, by practical use, to he far miperior

") an}' othera on the market, and our prici» are exceedingly low.

Doy burners made by the BOSTON ELECTRIC CO., and get the best You
will thereby aave the profits of your labor, besides giving your customcru perfect satlB-

factloD,
JtoHton Kl«elrl<r Aiitoiniitte Itiirnnr (Hli4fll rtmtHved-)
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UOJ SlN30tf FOR SPRIN& CONSTRUCTION WE ARE FULLY PREPARED.

Poles,

Line Wire,
Cross Arms, Brackets,

Pins, Insulators, Lag Bolts,

Digging Bars, Pike Poles, Shovels, Spoons,
Tamping Bars, Cant Hooks, Climbers,

Pliers, Tape Compound,
Sleet Proof Pullevs,

Tools.

OKONITE and CANDEE WIRES. OKONITE and MANSON TAPES.
INTERIOR CONDUIT. LUNDELL MOTORS.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
116 and 118 Franklin Street, Chicago.

I

GATE CITY ELECTRIC CO.,

Kansas City, Mo.
WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

Omaha, Neb.

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

St. Louis, Mo.

S. BERCMANN, President. C. M. BIDDLE, Vice-President.

THE "GENERAL" INCANDESCENT ARC LAMP.
For Low Tension, Continuous Current Circuits.

Soft, Steady Light; Small Size and "Weight; Simplicity; Quick Trimming;
Thorough Insulation and Safety; Keliability; Large Bange of

Amperage and Voltage; Longest Life.

No. 1 Circular and Price List of StaEdard Lamps, No. 2 Circular and Price
List of Ornamental Lamps with numerous Illustrations of

Sent on application, with discounts, etc.

Can be used Singly or from 3 to 12 in series on from 50 to 500 Volts.

All Lamps exactly alike in Mechanism.
No Adjustment or Regulation needed.

Can be Trimmed without touching the globe.

No Dash Pot to hide primary delects.

Our Lamp is absolutely Reliable and will not
change from use.

Special Designs and Estimates furnished on demand.
OllNAMENTiL LAMP. No, 750.

ST.VKDAKD LAMP No. 500.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT COMPANY,
WORKS, 33d Street and First Avenu\

Telephone No. J309, 38th St.

GENERAL OFFICES, 59 Duane Street
Telephone No. i63Cortlandt

WESTERN AGENCY: 173-175 Adams St., Chicago, L. E. Frorup, Mgr

SHOWROOMS. 275 Fifth Avenue.
Telephone No. 1459, 3Sth St.
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The Weston Standard Portable

DIRECT CURRENT VOLTMETERS AND AMMETERS
Are used in all parts of the civilized world. They are recognized by all authorities as the very best instruments ever

produced.
During the past year Mr. Weston has given much time to the further study and improvement of these instruments, and

has brought them to a higher degree of permanency, durability, accuracy and excellence than we ever thought possible.

The New JHocJcl is the same in external appearance as the old, but is vastly superior to the latter in all that contrib-

utes to a first-class instrument. It is the nettle of perfection, and is destined to become and remain

THE STANDARD PORTABLE INSTRUMENT OF THE WORLD.
We have perfected a larger model of these instruments expressly adapted for use as absolute Standards in

stations and laboratories. They are designated as the

Weston Laboratory Standard Voltmeters ^^^ Ammeters.
The scales are about three times the length of the ordinary portable standards, and the instruments are sufficiently

sensitive to work to within 1-75 of one per cent. We confidently recommend them as the most convenient and accurate

standards known. They are adapted for the most exact work, and will be found thoroughly equal to its requirements.

We make twenty-two ranges of

The Weston Portable Alternating Current Voltmeters.
These instruments are absolutely permanent and very accurate, and are incomparably superior to any form of hot

wire instrument known. They will be found invaluable in securing and maintaining uniformity and economy of operation

of alternating current plants. We ^nake ttiultipliers for USe With these instruments to extend their

range so as to measure the highest voltage met with on primary circuits.

We also make sixteen different ranges of moderate priced, high grade

Dead-Beat Switch-Board Ammeters.
The capacity ranges from 25 amperes to 750 amperes. These instruments are a new type, and are very accurate and well

made. The scales are very regular, the instruments very sensitive, thoroughly durable and absolutely permanent, and their

indications are not sensibly affected by the most powerful external fields.

In addition we are making a full line of Direct Current

Station and Isolated Plant Voltmeters,
In three sizes and many ranges. These instruments are very dead-beat, and embody many new and valuable features.

They are specially adapted for railway and power plants, and are well suited for arc and incandescent light circuits, and all

other work requiring good and thoroughly trustworthy voltmeters. They are specially designed for

sv,-itch-board use. We are also making a large line of high grade

Station Ammeters
In ranges from 200 to 5,000 amperes, with absolutely proportional scales throughout the entire range. The sensibility and
accuracy of these instruments have never been approached. A 1,200 ampere instrument will indicate, with full load or no
load, the turning on or off of a single lamp, and can be read in any part of the scale to one ampere. They are very dead-
beat, handsome in design and finish, permanent, durable, well made and moderate in price.

'WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,
Correspondence Solicited. ' 1 14-120 William Street, NEWARK, N.J., U.S.A.
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c. & c. Ncui cnny unTnD
Electric Motors aid Djnamos.

"Cn EUU
I

IHU I UH.

Electric Lighting and Electrical Transmission

of Power,

The C. & C. Electric Motor Co,
GENERAL OFFICE:

402 and 404 Greenwich St., New York.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREROOMS.

CHICAGO, 201 Madison St. BOSTON, 63 Oliver St.

Agencies In all principal cities.

Our Individual Arc Light

and Motor Gut-Outs

ZSEXjT-^EI-.E,

EC0^T02v£IC-^I-.,

SIlv£X=»nLjE,

And Kequire Only One Small Wire.

ELECTRIC SELECTOR & SIGNAL CO.

(Successor to ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE CO..)

45 Broadway, NEW YORK.

MULTIPOLAR GENERATORS FOR RAILWAY AND
POWER PURPOSES.

PERFECT IN CONSTRUCTION.

Corxeepoiiia.eiJ.cs Solicited..

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MFG. GO,,
WINDSOR, CONN.

1212 Havemeyer BIdg., NEW YOBE. I41T and 1413 Monadnock Bldg., CHICAGO.
50C Commerce St., PHILADELPHIA. 170 Second St., PORTLAND, OREGOX.

30 Oliver Street, BOSTON. 134 E. 6lh St., ST. PAljL, MINX.
705 Delaware Street, EANSAS CITT, MO.

CALUMET

Electric Manufacturing

AND ENGINEERING GO,
L. A. HINE,

Pres't and Sec'y.
I>. J. 0TI3, G. E. DORIIAN,

Vice-Pres't and Designer.

Calumet Fan Motors.

Slow Speed.

Straight Feed

Carbon Bruslies.

Durable

Commutators,

with many

Segments.

Our Large

Armature

Operates

with Success

on 500

Volt Circuits.

>4igh Efficiency.

Electric

Emery Grinders

and Burnishers.

Wlc».'A«j»v.»» C*

'

Direct Currout. Back View—Showing Brush,

Dynamos and Motors
OF AHY si::e and voltage.

Office, 403, 172-174 S. Clinton St., CHICAGO.
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STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.
General Offices: Suite 625, Home Ins. BIdg., PUIPACn
Works: 313-317 South Canal Street, blllbADU.

T?.T mNDARD SISTEM OF ARC IIGHTIHG.

FOR

FURTHER

INFORMATION

ADDRESS
THE
GENERAL

OFFICES,

Central Station Managers, Municipal Officers, Owners of Iso-

lated Lighting Plants and Prospective Purchasers everywhere

are invited to inspect and investigate the STANDARD SYSTEM

before contracting for apparatus.

For lighting stores, foundries, factories or the streets of a city,

this system has no equal.

Our contract does not obligate the purchaser to buy appara-

tus or supplies exclusively of us for a term of years, but courts

open competition and encourages fair tests lor merit between any

and all existing arc lighting systems and the STANDARD.
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WHO HANDLES THE BREAT SAMSON BATTERY?
AVe herewith present some of the leading lioiises successfully engaged in the work, prominent among which are:

—

Messrs. Pettingell, Andrews & Co,, and Gillis & Gleason, of Boston; W. Henry Hutchinson, Lynn; Belcher & Loomis, Providence; John M.

Fox, Portland; Way & Co., Hartford; Western Electric Co., Stanley & Patterson, A. L. Bogart, W. R. Ostrander & Co , and Alexander, Barney

& Chapin, of New York City; E. G. Bernard, Troy; Rudolph Schmidt & Co., Rochester; Buffalo Electric Co., F. P. .Tones & Co., and the .laynes

Electric Co., of I'uffalo; C. H. & H. Stanton, and the G. W. Pierce Co., Philadelphia; Southern Electric Co., and the Eastern Electric Co , Baltimore;

Royce & Marean, Washington; Gaines & Glover, Richmond, Va.; Standard Electrical Works, Cincinnati, Ohio; PJlectric Supply & Mfg. Co, and

Fletcher & Fletcher Eleotric Co., Cleveland; Uhas. E. Lee, of Chicago; G. L. Batchelder, Bloomington, 111.; .1. W. Mason, Kansas City, Mo.;

A. .1. Anderson, Fort Worth, Texas; .lohn M. Klein & Co., California Eleotric Supply and Const. Co., The California Electrical Works, and the

McWhirter Eleotric Co., of San Francisco, Cal.; Cosby Electric and Supply Works, Los Angeles, Cal.; Portland Electric Works, Portland, Oregon;

and the Northwest Fixture and Electric Co., of Seattle, Washington.

CONTRACTORS and FITTERS use the SAMSON BATTERY because it is the BEST and CHEAPEST open-circuit cell made. ASK FOR
THE "SAMSOM" AND ACCEPT NO OTHER. Respectfully,

THE ELECTRIC CAS LICHTINC CO.,
BOSTON, MAY i, 1893, 195 Devonshire Street. BOSTON, MASS.

SOMETHING TO BE NOTED!

THE MORRISON STORAGE BATTERY
la made by the Plantt' pro-
ceee, no oxides being used,
eith'?r merhaoicallj' or ap-
plied In the form of paste,
paint or cement,

ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE HIGH; LIFE LONG.
Dry Batterie^i. Battery
Supplies, etc. For further
information addre.^9

AMERICAN BATTERY COMPANY,
Office : Rooms 23 and 24, 1 77 La Salle St., CHICAGO. ILL.

I^cnd for
Cataloi^iic.

8eiid for
Sampled.

Our Standing as Manufacturers of the Highest Grade
of Hard Fibre is Unquestioned.

THE DELAWARE HARD FIBRE COMPANY,
wiL]vnzisrc3-Toisr, idel.

I'AKIN. nKKI.ir. RIK3IIK<. II.4M.

VOLTMETER SWITCH.
Are yon a station JIanager? If so consider this.

C-> Q fci

OUR NEW
VOLTMETER

SWITCH.

This switch enables the attendant to

determine the voltage on any of the

varioua circtUts dlrergiog from one or
nior« dynamos.

Particular!:* I'factiral for
Isolated P Ian IS-

Send for our Catalogue.

ELECTRIC ENGINEERING m SUPPIV CO.
New York Office, 126 Liberty St. SYRACUSE, S. r., V. S. A.

Day's Kerite.

Highest Grade of

insulation for

Electric Wires and Cables.

GUSHING & MORSE, Geoeral Westero Ageits,

325 Dearborn Street. CHICAGO.

TESTING INSTRUMENTS.
Special prices on application, on testing in-

struments illustrated on pages 253 to 274 of our

August '92 Catalogue.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
OI3[IO.A.C3r<3 a,nci I^JBAAT"

f
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SPEAKING TUBESm WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic a^^d Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS ^ BELLS.
FITI.L l.I!«E ALiTVATS IN !«TOCK.

W. B, OSTRANDER & CO..
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

"Send for New Cataloqitb. Out Augnst iBt.

E5TABU5HE0 1E67 125 SOUTH 2? STREET

Only SDCcessfal Alternating Cnrrent Arc Lamp.

10
LOW TENSION ALTERNATING CURRENT

HSmaP CATALogUE PHILADELPHIA

XS93 3^o^ei LUNDELL FAN

MOTORS
HAVE

New Self Oiling and Self AligniDg

Bearings,

AND

Black Japanned Fans and Guards.

Over 30,000 Helios Lamps In daily operation In Europe, and more than 1,000 Lamps already in
operation in America, The only Arc Lamp which burns as steadily as an Incandescent Lamp. Meet
economical Arc Lamp for Central Station or Consumer. Write us for our Xew 4^atalOKne>

THE HELIOS ELECTRIC COMPANY,
130G-H-10 Filbert Slioet, rHIL.AUKr.PHlA, PA. IJ. S. A.

Eastern Agents: Western Agents: Southeastern Agency:
STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO., THE ANSONIA ELECTRIC CO., SOUTHERN ELECTRIC CO.,

Pittsfield, Ma'^e. Chicago, 111. Hoen Bldg., Baltimore, Md.
Eastern Penn. and Southern N. J. Agency: Southwestern Agents:

RADIANT ELECTRIC CO., ST. LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
V11-6 Market Street, Philadelphia, Pa. St. Louis, Mn.

Insulated "Wire
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

Order now and have a stock ou hand ready to

snipply the demand the first warm day. The liOUMC

with stock secures the business. I

Magnet AVire, Office and Annunciator Wire,
Lead CoTered Cables, Copper Wire, Telegraph Wire.

MeriorCoDM& MatioD Co

42-44 Broad St., New York.

EDWAKD II. .TOHNSriX. rri.si.lcnt.

E. W. LITTLK, \'ir.. I'r.-.^- iirul (ifn. M^r

Send for Cfttaloi^Tio. ADDRESS,

JOHNA.ROEBLING'SSONSCO.,
CHKAfiO. 8AX FRANCISCO. NKIWOKK, TRKNTOST,
173 Lake l^t. 25 ind 27 Fremont St. 117 Lilierty St. N. J.

^ Jamp
A\ANUPACTURERS ORGANIZCD 1881.

INCORPORATLD 18»3.

Arc LA/nps

AN -j

ESTABLISHED
\

r2R INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

THE ONLY ARC LAAP I MAT
WORKS SATISrACTORlLY ON AN
INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING. THEATRICAL.

AND SEARCH LAA\PS.

^f^¥^' i:,z^sv

TME ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

UMTY BLILDINO,

ailCAGO.

Tr.LKPiiOM; 1'.UIL01^40,

NCW YOHK,
Search
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Westinehouse Electric and Mt Co.,

STOPPER INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LAMPS.

PRICES.

S C. T*. $0.30
10 " .30

c. r>. $0.35

DISCOUNTS.
Ten (10) per cent to Central Stations.

Two and one half (2)^) per cent, and upward to others, according to

quantity.

ALLOWANCES.
Ten (10) cents for every burned-out lamp returned unbroken to

factory.

EFFICIENCY.
By reason of an important discovery we now^ make our 60 volt

lamps with an efficiency of 2h watts per candle. This results in in-

creasing the lighting capacity and earnings of a station

TWENTY PER CENT.
Shipments are now being made.

Detachable bases to fit any sockets five cents net, each.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANTJT'ACTTrKED BY

WM. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

SEND lOK A SAMPLE OF OUR

NEW Socket
stating quantitv wanted, unci we wil! arrange to have our

PRICES SURPRISE YOU.
At the same time let us figure with you oo general supplies.

Our prices are low and our goods are

"THE BEST AT ANY PRICE."
ALWAYS " IX IT.-'

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
»42 tindisoa Slieet, CIIIC.HJO.

SAMSON BRAIDED CORD-
la the meet dura-
ble for hanging:
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Ccv
ering Field

Maeneta. Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for .Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET. BOSTON.

HINE'S ELIMINATOR.
THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR OF ALL

,.^ Steam Separators and Oil Extractors.

S!^jLs^S} '^ twelve trials in the "Cornell" Separator test, it averaged

maWf Vif&J 93 MO per ceat Dry Steam. OntBtripping all competltora.

Send tor Circular and Cornell test report. y&i—

EVERY STEAM, ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER PLANT
SHOULD BE PROVIDED WITH

Bristols' Recording Pressure Gauge.
Makes continuous record day and nieht. Adapted to all ranges of presB-

ure between "2 oz, per square inch to 1,500 lbs, per square inch.

PRICE LOW, AND EVERY GAUGE GUARANTEED.
Send for Circulars and Fac-Rimile Chart.

THE BRISTOLS' IK CO., Vaterlinry, ConB.

The BISHOP GDTTA-PERCHA CO.

THE BEST GRADES OF

IZSTire arLd Ca^toles
For under ground, under water, and all olher conditions.

Address 420-426 East 25th Street, - - NEW YORK
HESiRY A. BF.F.D, Secretary and Manager.

E,
P. ROBERTS & CO.,
Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.

E. P. Robehts. M. E. C. F. Uebelacker, E E.

Preliminary Surveys and Eetimales.
Plane, Specifications and Supervision of Electric

Light, Power and Railway Work.

WESTERN RESERVE BUILDING,
Cleveland. Ohio.

H. E. PAINE.
Ex-Commisslonerof Patents.

S. B. LADD.

PATENTS.
PAINE & LADD, Attoraeys ai Law,

Loan and Trust Building,

t¥ASHIN€^TOnr, I>. c.

HINEELIIVilNATORGO.,'°"»
This advertieement appears every other week.

106 Liberty St.,

YORK, HORIZONTAL.

PrIdbepdrt' MachineIddl^jdrks

E.PBull3.rd.P^'^'Bri(l€eporh Conn.

am
QialitlesMICA

For £lectricQl Parposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
aiH Water Street, Wew York.

W. H, SILLS, 86 LaRe Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Sole Agents for "Micanite."

::rRACmE:--HIGH-SPEEDJ*

WE TEST
1

EJtrt CNt Of OUSI

lEMfilNESj
_B£f(IRt_J)ilfPIN_8|

""PRICES'"'
CATALOGUE

ENGINE DEI^T.

SUPERIOR. RE6OUSTI0N
""» ECONOMY "'^ .

BECTRIC IJiSHTIKS
«"»eENERAL ~ "

PURPOSES

16 2IZLS

CARRIED IN STOCK

RACINE HARDWARE MIG-CO-RAc"'Vo

lOlIi and Racine Streets.

-O'jec:^-

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK.

ANY CANDLE POWER. c:e]

"STEUBEN" LAMP.
\A/ rlto :ror I'rlcos.

STUrBEN I.,AM1* WORKS, CANISTEO, N. Y.

ANY VOLTAGE.

S»ija.r>le« J*r-ee-<

C-S SPECIALTIES.

G-S Flusti Ooutile Pusii Switcli.

C-S Flush Key Switch.
HInifl* P',!.:—D'.Tibli Pol*— 3 Wlr').

C-S Flush Automatic Switch.

ELECTRICALLY
MECHANICALLY
ARTISTICALLY PEERLESS.

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

THE CUTTER ELECTRICAL & MFG. CO.
•?r S',. nil, Hlrrr-t, I'lilliiflfljihin, ffi., i:.N.A.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen.

erators and Motors. "DIREOT-

DUIVEN" Slow-Speed Gener-

ators for Ulectric Lighting and

Power. Low Running Expense.

Insulated Wire and FlexibI?

(y'ords. Estimates furnished.

I.solatcd Plants a specialty.

aH riiKti Vrmhio fo.h Hiril'^h -D'lnMo lv,i. PHILADELPHIA, 501 Rirard Building.

BUFFALO, 60 Terraco.

WORKN AT BKI»«KPORT, CONTT.
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Electricity at the World's Fair.

As the time approaches for the formal opening of the

World's Fair, which is required by law to be made on

next Monday, the array of engines and dynamos in the

electrical service plant in machinery ball is becoming

bewildering. In the arc lighting section the i6 Brush 60

light machines, driven by five Ball & Wood engines, have

been installed for some time

and have taken care of the

temporary arc lighting since

the old temporary station

south of the transportation

building was abandoned. The

twenty Standard arc dyna-

mos are now in permanent

position, compactly installed

in two long lines of ten each,

and a portion of the nightly

load now carried is thrown

on these machines. The

Thomson-Houston and West-

ern Electric arc machines

are now in the building, and

will be ready for optration

in a few days. C. & C. and

Mather generators are pro-

viding current for the power

circuits, and the Eddy ma-

chines will soon be run-

ning. The big Westinghouse

plant is well along, and work

is proceeding rapidly on the

Allis 2,000 horse power quad-

luple expansion engine that

is to drive two of the 10,000

light alternators, belted in

tandem. It is this engine

and these dynamos that are to

be started at an electric signal

from the president on Mon-

day. The other big engines

of the incandescent section

are being put together rap-

idly, and the work on the

directly connected sets is

proceeding satisfactorily. The

great Westinghouse switvh

board is nearly completed and

several of the other switch

boards are in place. There

has been some delay on the

Edison directly connected

1,000 horse power engine and

multipolar dynamos forincat-

descent lighting in electricity

building, and also on the

Siemens & Halske lighting set

in the German space, due

principally, it is claimed, to

trouble in getting machinery

afttr it had arrived in car-

load lots on the grounds. The

Fort Wayne and Excelsior

arc machines will be running

inaweekor ten days. The

Thomson-Houston and Brush

dynamos are painted white

and it is said that all the machines will ultimately be

of this color. On the whole, the plant is well advanced.

It will take care of all demands made upon it from the

first day.

The five coronas have been successfully hoisted in place

in the great dome of the manufactures building. The

center one, which is the largest, having a diameter of 75

feet, was built around the clock tower in the center of the

building and then hoisted to the position it now occupies,

where it is suspended from the trusses by steel ropes. It

will sustain 102 arc lamps, and each of the four o.ber

coronas will support 78, making 414 in all. Only a por-

tion of the lamps have thus far been wired, but those on

three coronas—two at the north and one at the south end

—

have already been burned, permitting the workmen in the

building to work at night. About 150 lamps contributed

to the illumination, but the trial was entirely satisfactor>'.

KI.ECTRIcn Y AT THE WORLH S rAlK.

and demonstrated that the big electroliers will be a pro-

nounced success.

Electric mining and pumping machinery will form a

conspicuous portion of ihc General Electric company's

exhibit in electricity building. The illustration on this

page shows a new diamond prospecting drill, operated by

electricity, that will undoubtedly attract considerable at-

tention. The vertical drilling head is driven by an elec-

tric motor, to which it is connected by suitable gearing.

The drill is fitted with a hydraulic feed, the drilling head

being mounted on plunger rods working in pistons, and

the arrangement is such that water, andcr pressure, may be

admitted above or below the piston. The m'^tor used is

of the two-pole type, controlled by a resistance box, shown

at the right in the illustration. The length of the

plungers gives a feed of 18 inches before it is neces-

sary to reset the drill rod.

Of the foreign nations ex-

hibiting in the electricity

building Germany will un-

doubtedly make the most

extensive display, with France

a good second. A number

of the German gallery ex-

hibitors were enumerated in

the Western Electrician

last week. To them should

be added the Imperial Tele-

graph department, which will

make an elaborate display.

On the ground floor, directly

under the gallery space are

located the firms making
heavier exhibits. They arc

Siemens & Halske, Berlin;

Schuckert & Co., Nuremberg;
Charles PoUak. Frankfort;

Felten & Guiileanme, Muel-
heim -on- the- Rhine; Allge-

meine Elektricitaets Gcsell-

schaft, Berlin; Hartmann &
Braun, Frankfort; H. Schom-
burg & Sons, Berlin.

Schuckert & Co., who are

represented by Fred W.
Tischendoerfer, have 600
square feet of space. The
special feature of this firm's

exhibit will be immense
searchlights. Four of these,

Mr. Tischendoerfer says, will

be mounted at the four comers
of the promenade surmount-
ing the manufactures build-

iog. The one on the north-

west comer is said to be the

largest in the world, being
five feet in diameter. Two
of the others are four feet in

diameter, and one three feet.

Three of the big lamps will

take 150 amperes of current
each, while the smallest one
will require 90 amperes.
Two of the projectors will be
fitted for operation by electric

motors and two by hand.
In all the carbon feeding ap-

paratus isautomatic, and each
one is supplied with all im-

provements for marine use,

including signaling de^-ices.

The firm will also show three

other search-lights in its

space in electricity building

Among other Schuckert exhib-

its will be a combined en-
gine and dynamo for ship lighting, an electric signaling

apparatus for communication between the conning tower
and engine room of a man of*war, zinc plates made by
electrolysis and photographs of large central stations in

Germany equipped with Schuckert apparatus. The firm

will also contribute accurate sets of drawings of six of its

central station plants for the German engineering exhibit
in transportation building.

An attractive exhibit willbethat of Felten & Guilleaumc.
which is in charge of G. A. Schmidt. This firm is one of
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the most extensive manufacturers of electric wires and

cables in the wor'.d. A large and elegant upright show-

cis;, designed after the style of the Renaissance and con-

structed of expensive woods and plate glass, will be the

most conspicuous feature of the display. It will be divided

into eleven compartments, one of which will be devoted 10

the new system of air insulation adopted by this house.

Cables and wires of all sorts will be shown in section, and

there will also be a large exhibit of house goods. Three

large pyramids—one of copper wire, another of iron wire

and a third of wire rope—will be conspicuous fea-

tures.

Of particular interest will be the display of the

AUgemeine Elektricitaets Gesellshaft, the principal feature

of which will be a scheme for the transmission of po»er,

involving the use of the three-phase current. The first

machine in the series is a 200 horse power direct current

motor taking current from the 500 volt power circuits

supplying electricity building. This motor will be belted

to a 100 horse power three-phase multipolar generator.

The latter machine, which will be sure to attract much

attention, has a periodicity of 50 per second. It has 14

poles and is wound for a potential of 120 volls. It will supply

current for a number of multiphase motors, distinguished by

the absence of brushes and the fact that the direction of

rotation can be instantly reversed. The largest of these

motors is rated at 50 horse power and will be directly

coupled to a continuous current dynamo; the others will

drive pumps, fans and the like. The dynamo last

mentioned has a capacity of 300 amperes at 120 volts. It

will supply current for 336 16 candle power lamps and a

nnmber of small direct current motors ranging from

1-16 to 6 horse power, embracing eight sizes. The lamps

will be used for lighting the space and for decorative

effects and will also be employed in connection with an

elaborate display of stage lighting regulating mechanism.

All the parts of incandescent lamps as made in the various

a convenient location lor all visito.s feoing to the park by

the Illinois Central railroad.

A large proportion of the electric launches are now at

the park. All the boats will make regular trips,

and there will be no "cab boats," as

was at one time contemplated. The launches will start

from the north or main entrance of the agricultural hall.

From there they will cross the lagoon to the south door of

the manufactures building; thence to the bridge at the

southwest corner of manufactures, to the main west en-

trance and northwest corner of the same building. Going

north, the launch turns at the inlet near the fisheries and

runs east, stopping at the fisheries bridge and the clam-

bake. Turning and coming back to the lagoon the run

takes passengers to the landing before the fine art

galleries, swing around the north pond, it

comes back to the Illinois building, the womans' trans-

portation, the bridge between the electricity and mines,

near the hunters' camp, then to the northeast corner of

electricity, then to the southeast corner of the same build-

ing and back to the starting point. It is thought from

trial trips that the round trip can be made in about 52

minutes at the prescribed rate of speed—about four miles

an hour. The speed has been put so low on recommenda-

tion of Capt. Symonds, in charge of the marine fleet,

because a faster rate of speed might prove dangerous and

the wash from the boats might injure the landscape woik

along the banks. The Electric Launch & Navagation

company will have about 200 employes, including 50 boat

captains. The awnings and pennants of the iieet are

expected to add considerable to the picturesque value cf

the lagoons in the general landscape effects. The launches

will have awnings of orange and red stripes, will fiy the

regulation United States navy ensign at the stern and the

Columbian maritime flag at the bow. The latter, designed

by Mr. Millett, has a white ground with an anchor of

yellow surrounded by a wreath of the same color.

«
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FIGS. I AND 2. EDWARD WESTON AND HIS ELECfRlCAL WORK.

processes of minafacture in the company's factories in

Berlin will be shown, and there will also be nine AUge-

meine arc lamps operated on incandescent circuits. In

addition there will bs a display of electric heating and

cooking atensils, a. street railway motor and truck, elec-

trically controlled clocks, an electrical device for indicating

the time of departure and destination of trains at railway

stations, and a number of new measuring instruments.

The switchboard will be in the center of the exhibit and

will be horzDital instead of vertical. Taken

altogether, the AUgemeine company will undoubtedly have

the most varied display of any foreign exhibitor in

the building. The exhibit is in charge of Jacob

Stoef ner.

Hanmann 6: Brann will make an extensive display of

instruments and specialties; Charles Pollak will have an

exhibit of sccondarj* bitteries. and Schomburg 8c Sons will

show porc=l lio goods. The principal exhibit of Siemens

& Halske will b; in the michinery hall, where the firm

will have a Urge directly coupled engine and dynamo,

from which it will supply current for lighting the railway

terminal station and choral bailding on the 6ve'wire sys-

tem. Bat a pleasing display will also be made in electricity

bailding by this hotise.

All the Grrman exhibitors arc well along with their

work, btit comp'aio of the delay in delivering cars after

their arrival at the park. The criticism of this feature of

the exposition management seems to be quite general, and

the lack of transporution facilities is largely to blame for

whatever delay has been caascd in the installation of

exhibits.

The Electric Heat Alarm company of Boston will show

a complete fire alarm system Jo the DOrthwestern portion of

the gallery of the electricity building. ToshowlhcefTectsof

fire the company will heat the bearings of its "journal alarm"

by Carpenter electric heaters.

General Manager Ma^n of the Railway Kquipment

company of Chicago annonnccs that his company has

established a directory of Worid's Fair visitors interested

io the operation of street railways. The office of the

Railway Eqoipfnent company is io the PoIImao bailding

—

A party of students from the electrical engineering de-

partment of the Univetsity of Wisconsin spent a week

lately in inspecting electrical plants in and about Chicago

under the direction of Prof. Jackson. Six hours were

given to the World's Fair, and the embryo engineers gave

especial attention to the machinery and electricity build-

ings. Engines and dynamos of all designs, the giant

Allis quadruple expansion engine and the big Westing-

house and Siemens & Halske generators, the electric

subways and the exhibits in the transportation building

were all briefly looked over.

The Rockford Electric Manufacturing company has

shipped its World's Fair exhibit. It consists of a 25

horse power iron-clad motor to be belted direct to a Scott

perfecting printing press. This interesting combinalicn

will be located in machinery hall, and will be used to print

the official daily newspaper. The Rockford Electric Man-
ufacturing company will also have a 40 horse power iron-

clad motor in the electricity building in connection with

the Standard Electric company's exhibit.

Prof. Elihu Thomson's paper read before the National
Electric Light association, Providence, R. I., February,
1891.

"It is well known that the value of an arc light for gen-
eral illumination is greatly enhanced by the fact of the

distribution of light being mainly in a downward direction

in continuous current arcs. This, of course, follows from
the fact of the positive carbon crater being above, such
crater being the part from which most of the light comes.

"This matter has been quite thoroughly investigated and

World's Electrical Congress.
A communication has been addressed to Prof. Elisha

Gray, chairman of the World's Electrical Congress, by the

following representatives of the electrical interests of Chi-

cago: Brush Electric company, S. A. Douglas, district

manager; South Side Electric company, W. M. Harding,

manager; Western Electric company, C. D. Crandall.

manajicr; Great Western Manufacturing company, 11. K.

Gilman, business manager; Standard Electric company, D.

V. Perry, manager; General Electric company, IJ. E.

Sunny, Western manager; Chicago Arc Light ik Power
company, C. H. Wilmerding, president; city of Chicago,

electrical department, John P. Barrett, superintendent;

Chicago Edison company, Samuel Insull. president. The
communication, which is dated April 17th, is as follows:

A great deal of confusion is still caused by the term
2,000 candle power, 1,200 candle power, etc.. in referring
to arc Iij;ht5i, In a good many insi.inccs this commercial
term has been the cause of litigation between electric light
contractors and purchasers of arc light apparatus. We beg
to refer in this connection to a few paragraphs taken from

FIG. 6- EDWARD WESTON AND HIS ELECTRICAL WORK.

many diagrams of distribution are to be found in the

literature of the subject, as published from time to time.

They show that with the long arc the maximum intensity

of light is from 40 degrees to 69 degrees downward from
the horizontal and that the h'^rizontal intensity is generally

much less than one-half as great, while, of course, the

intensity diminishes above the horizontal direction and
ultimately becomes zero before reaching the upward verti-

cal direction. In like manner the approach to the down-
ward vertical from the direction of maximum intensity is

attended with similar rapid diminution-

"The spherical candle power of arc lights would there-

fore be only a fraction of the rated candle power which is

generally taken at the maximum light obtainable in the best

direction from the particular arc or kind of arc in question.

"For this reason the term 2,000 candle power arc has

little significance as indicating the illuminating power of an
arc. It is now generally taken to mean an arc with ten

amperes and not less than 45 voIls potential difference

between the carbons, or a 450 watt arc. The quality of the

carbons will determine whether the 450 waits will be ex-

pended in obtaining the most light or not or whether that

light will have a maximum intensity at one angle or another
within certain limits."

As a matter or fact, all attempts made by purchasers of

electric arc apparatus to measure what they usually term
the actual candle power of arc lamps have been dismal
failures, as there are only a few of the best fitted labor-

atories in this country in possession of instiuments by
which they can determine the mean spherical candle power
of an arc.

In this connection we would draw attention to an article

FIG 7. EDWARD WESTON AND HIS EMCCTRICAL WORK.

of M. lilondcl, which appeared in nindustric litectrique^

an abstract of which was published in the Western Elec-
trician, April 15, 1893, from which it is evident that it is

absolutely necessary to define the ;:cncral commercial
terms, 2 000 candle power, 1,200 candle power, etc., in

practical electrical units.

It is for the reasons stated above that the undersigned
ask you to kindly take this question up at the coming
I-'Icctrical Congress during the World'3 Columbian Exposi-

tion and have the commercial terms mentioned above de-

fined as follows t

"The term 2,000 candle power arc to mean an arc pro-
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duced by 10 amperes and 45 volts potential difference be-

tween the carbons, or a 450 watt arc. The candle power
of arcs produced by currents of more or less amperes or

more or fewer volts difference of potential, to be rated

proportionally."

Such a definition would at once call a halt to all disputes

on this question and would enable every station superin-

tendent, by simply employing a standard ampere meter and
a standard voltmeter, to determine whether or not the

electric contractor had fulfilled the conditions of his contract

as to candle power.

Edward Weston and His Electrical Work.
A story that tells of the efforts of the pioneer in any line

of work, whether he be successful, as the world puts it, or,

in a sense, a failure, is usually an interesting bit of read-

ing. Men are the same to-day in many respects as they

were long ago, and, like the old Romans, they still enjoy

hearing of a contest, whether it be a physical or an intel-

lectual one. The early efforts and sacrifices in gaining a

part of commercial men to forget that the pioneer

cherishes the hope that the child of his brain, if allowed

to live at all, shall at least bear his name. Money is a

great destroyer of such sentimental distinctions and to-

day it is a common thing to see the product of one man's

brain paraded under another's name. But happily there

still remain a few gifted woikers who, through their con-

tinuance of valuable original work, compel commerce to

make obeisance. Among this class, it is almost needless to

say, the name of Edward Weston stands pre-eminent.

Only those who know Mr. Weston, or have heard the

story of his life in detail, can fully appreciate the patient

and valuable investigation along electrical lines that has

been carried on under his guidance. To be sure, the

factory of the Weston Electrical Instrument company and

Mr. Weston's laboratory in Newark, N. ]., are monu-

ments to his ability and industry. But even these estab-

lishments, representing as they do years of painstaking

fcsted an interest in all kinds of machinery, and like most

boys he soon began the construction of models of steam

engines and other machines. His interest, though, in

electrical machinery was first awakened in a peculiar

manner, which is described by Mr. Weston in an interest-

ing anecdote: "I was between seven and eight years old,"

said he, "when I was sent one morning on an errand to a

drug store. On entering the apothecary shop I noticed on

the counter what was to me a very peculiar and mytcrioos

looking box. With natural boyish curiosity, I was im-

mediately attracted and began to investigate. Raising the

lid I found within a bar of steel, U-shaped and painted

red. At the end of this piece of metal there were pivoted

two peculiar looking bobbins. A crank on the outside of

the box was connected with these bobbins in such a manner

that they could be revolved in front of the U-shaped piece.

There were the loose metal cylinders, too, attached to the

usual spirals of insulated wire. Of coarse you recognize

EDWARD WESTO.N- AND HIS ELECTRICAL WORK—VIEWS OF FACTORY.

start, or the struggles of men, who, like Columbus, set sail

over unknown seas to discover they know not what, are

subjects of interest that catch and hold the attention of

thinking men. While it is true that much is learned

through failure, i^ is really the record of the early struggles

of the successful pioneer' that is of paramount interest to

those who take up the broken ends of the chains of in-

vestigation that they too may contribute a few links.

Electrical men especially appreciate this fact. The

difficulties encountered by those patient toilers who with

but little to guide and encourage them have cleared the

way through a fi^ld remarkable for the mystery that sur-

rounded it possess a peculiar interest for the electrical en-

gineer. In this time of consolidations and combinations

early electrical work—even the most successful work

—

is apt to be forgotten. The watchword in this country

now seems to be "Advance and forget the I'ast except

where it can be made useful in furthering the commercial

interests of the Present." And in pursuing this policy

who among the truly scientific workers in the electrical

field does not witness with regret the willingness on the

brain work and patient investigation, can not be fully ap-

preciated without an intimate knowledge of his work, ex-

tending over a period of fully 35 years. Recently a rep-

resentative of the Western Electrician had the pleasure

of visiting Mr. Weston, examining his rare collection of

books, models and valuable apparatus at his laboratory

and library, inspecting his factory and, what was more in-

teresting, listening to the story of the early struggles and

trials, as well as the subsequent success and scientific

achievements which have crowned the efforts of this re-

markable man.

The distinguished inventor and electrical investigator

was born May 9, 1850, at Brinn Castle, near Oswcslrj*. in

the country of Shropshire, England. His parents were

moderately well to-do and owned a farm. His father, how-

ever, was skilled in the use of lools and was distinguished

throughout the neighborhood as a mechanical genius.

Living as he did in a manufacturing town, the boy was

brought in contact with men of mechanical tastes and he

moved in an atmosphere that tended to develop his in-

clinations. It was at an early period that he first mani-

the machine, but to me it was a mystery and strongly at-

tracted my boyish fancy. The druggist noticed my
childish curiosity, and much amused, gave me the handles

to hold. It is needless to say I was willing to do anything

to become more intimately acquainted with the canons bit

of mechanism so I grasped the metal cylinders with a vim.

The crank was turned and I received a shock that I shall

never forget. It was the first time—but I can assure you

it was not the last—that I had ever recei^'cd an electric

shock, and you may readily imagine the impression made
was a lasting one. This, my first experience with elcctricty,

instead of setting my curiosity at rest, aroused it to the

highest pitch, and from that day to this the development

of the Litent possibilities of the electric current have had
an irresistible attraction for me."

From that time on electricity became the young ama-

teur's hobby. At the age of nine years he began his

reading. Smee's "Elements of Electro-metallurgy" was
one of his first books, and not only reading but experi-

mental work along electrical and chemical lines was his

favorite employment in leisure hours. Of course he had
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a workshop in his parents' house and as a natural conse-

quence bis family, like most families that embrace mechani-

cal geniuses, was in constant fear of an explosion or some

other equally dreadful accident.

Electro-metallurgical experiments were at first the fa-

vorite pursuit, but the young investigator soon drifted into

work along other Hoes. The general design of his first

electric motor, built at this early age, is shown in the ac-

companying illustration, Fig. i. Mr.Weston seemed to en-

joy telling of the manner in which he overcame the numerous

difficulties which he encountered in constructing this little

motor. "My greatest trouble," said Mr. Weston, "was

in obtaining suitable insulated wire. Although the town

in which I lived was one of 150,000 inhabitants, there was

not one electrical supply store in the place. I ^vas there-

fore driven to the necessity of insulating my own wire.

Of course bare copper wire was easily obtainable, but wire

with insulation on it was another thing. Perhaps you'll

be interested in the construction of this little covering ma-

chine, so I will sketch it for you." Suiting the action to

the word, Mr. Weston made the little sketch presented

herewith in Fig, 2, which is self-explanatory. Continuing

FIG. 4. EDWARD WESTON A\D HIS ELECTRICAL WORK.

he said: "It would appear at first sight to anyone not fa-

miliar with such winding machines, that with this little de-

vice I could have done fairly good wor'i with but tittle

trouble. You have no idea, though, bow expert I had to

become in the manipulation of the two handles to produce

wire that was really insulated. You see, unless I moved

both handles at certain fixed speeds I left gaps between

the convolutions of the cotton. You will, perhaps, be

amused when I tell you how I overcame this difficulty.

By the use of brown cotton on one spool and white on the

other, the instant my windings became irregular I detected

the change and could adjust the speed to suit."

Just at this time there was an occurrence which may be

taken as illustrative of one of the characteristics of the

man as a patient investigator. He was desirous of mak-

ing a primary battery that would produce results radically

FIG, 5. EDWARD WESTON AND HIS ELECTRICAL WORK.

diftercnl from the ordinary form then obtainable. His

ambition was to make a Grove or Bunscn cell. The plati-

nam element was of course out of the question. He had

therefoTC to resort to carbon as a positive clement, but

where to obtain carbon io the form necessary for use

in such a battery perplexed him greatly. Nothing

daunted, however, he boldly essayed to cut a carbon plate

from the rough and tough blocks of carbon which he had

obtained from a ncighborijig ^as-works. He first tried to

saw his plates from the block, tut the hardness of the

material prereoted the successful accomplishment of this

task. Not to be thwarted, however, he actually set to

work to chip out from the obdurate material pieces of the

required shape and size. After days of p>atient and per-

sistent toil he at last prodaced a suitable plate for his

battery.

Soccess in this direction led htm to be^in the manufact-

tire of electric bells and similar apparatus, and while still

a boy he erected a small telegraph line in which the insula-

tors consisted of the necks of glass vials through which the

wire was passed.

It was at this time that Mr. Weston became deeply in-

teresting in solving the problem of steam propulsion on

common roads. It is interesting to note that even at this

early day he suggested the use of rubber tires for avoiding

the cutting up of the roads. Experiments, however, along

this line were too expensive to permit of his undertaking

them.

At 16 years of age, Mr. Weston had accumulated quite a

variety of electrical and philosophical apparatus, and it was

then that he gave his first public lecture.

The question of a profession for the boy had now become

a serious matter with his parents. The youth's tastes

naturally tended towards mechanical engineering. Dental

surgery was first suggested, and under the guidance of a

prominent dentist work along this line was begun, but it

was soon discovered that young Weston very much disliked

seemed to his parents that he had not as yet found the

calling for which he was best suited. The apparent want

of stability on young Weston's part led to considerable

trouble with his parents. They, believing in their con-

servative way, that the boy lacked the faculty of applica-

tion, pressed him to continue his medical studies. They
thought that he had here an opportunity and should stick

to it. Matters continued in this way until the young

practitioner had an experience that literally scared him

into an abandonment of the much disliked profession.

He was called one day to prescribe for a case that was

in reality one of typhoid fever, with rheumatic symptoms.

With the usual confidence of the young physician, he com-

placently diagnosed the case and prescribed treatment for

the rheumatism alone. The typhoid symptoms had not

appeared, or at least were not recognized by him and it

never occurred to him to look for them. It was needless

to say that he had left his patient but a short time,when he

was hastily called again by those in charge
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the business, his tastes lying in quite another direction.

The parents then decided that he should abandon the

career of a dentist and begin the study of medicine. Under

the guidance of old Doctor Coleman, a distinguished and

kind-hearted physician of the town, Mr, Weston pursued

studies more to his liking. Dr. Coleman was a man

not only deeply interested in medical science, but in the

kindred sciences. Young Weston, as was the custom with

medical students at that period, went to live in his precep-

tor's household. Dr. Coleman had collected quite a large

variety of philosophical apparatus, and in his study and

under his kindly, yet painstaking and careful guidance,

young Wcs!on, in his leisure moments, pursued most en-

thusiastically, the study of electricity. So much interest did

the young student display in what In those days was

called "tomfoolery" and of little practical use, that it

of the patient, to attend the dying woman. This was too

much for young Weston, and, literally scared almost out of

his wits, he called to his aid another physician, with whom
he was at that time associated, and through their united

efforts the patient was finally pulled through.

This was the culminating point in Dr. Weston's medi-

cal career. It made him also a little indifferent to the

wishes of his parents, and he concluded that he would be

less hampered if he struck out for himself. His first

thought was to go to London; his second, and the one

upon which he acted, was to leave ICngland entirely and

visit America. It was some time in the month of May,

1870, that he started for the United States. He arrived in

New York with comparatively little money, a few books,

and some favorite pieces of apparatus. Armed with a few

letters of recommendation from friends at home, he visited
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some of the institutions of learning in and around New
York. Among others he called upon Prof. Chandler of

Columbia College. Prof. Chandler treated him with great

consideration and although he procured letters to a number

of concerns in New York, the only advice tendered was that

he would probably do better in the old country than in the

new.

It was through Prof. Chandler's letters, however, that

Mr. Weston finally managed to secure a situation as a

chemist with a manufacturer of photographic chemicals.

It is somewhat singular that Mr. Weston's course in life

was in two cases at least directed by accidents to electrical

work. The first of these occurrences has already been

recorded; the second was an explosion of chemicals that

nearly cost him his life. While with the chemical manu-

facturer in the basement of a four-story house at 417

Broome street he was engaged in the manufacture of gun-

cotton. Through carelessness on the part of a visitor to

engaged in the nickel-plating business on his own account,

and continued in it until 1875. In 1873 he prepared the

first copper-coated carbons. It was in this year, too, that

he invented his well known dynamo armature; his simple

shunt-wound dynamo, designed for constant electromotive

force, was under construction at this lime. The design of

his machine alone, as is now well known by electrical men
in general, is such that had he done no other work his

name would still live among the designers of the best and

most efficient types of dynamos of the day. The close self-

regulation of this machine was most remarkable, and was

illustrative of the value of careful and scientific construc-

tion.

It was in 1875 that Mr. Weston took out his first patent.

It was for an improvement in a nickel-plating process, but

in this year he gave up the business of nickel-plating and

moved to Newark, N. J. Here he formed a copartnership

with Messrs. Stevens, Roberts and Havell of Newark for

yellow gold, a battery is still employed. The reader will

have a fulUr appreciation of the value of Mr. Weston's im-

provements in this particular work when it is understood

that patents covering certain nickel-plating processes were

sold by Mr. Weston for $50,000 to the Weston Malleable

Nickel company.

Another interesting fact in connection with the business

of the Weston Dynamo Machine company's factory was

that even at that early stage of the industry the number of

the dynamos turned out frequently reached four per

day. The machines were shipped all over the world; in

fact it was often remarked that it was somewhat singular

that at such an early date a demand should hare arisen for

such apparatus in countries so remote.

It was about 1875 that Mr. Weston began to deal with

the problems relating to the production of light and trans-

mission of power by electricity. A year later he con-

structed quite a number of incandescent lamps haTing

FIG. 9. EDWARD WESTON AND HIS ELECTRICAL WORIC—VIEWS OF L.

the establishment, a half-burnt match was tossed into a tray

of the explosive. Never had the chemist had on hand

such a large stock of gun-cotton. Young Weston, luckily

uninjured by the first explosion caused by the dropping

match, put out the flames before they reached the other

trays of gun-cotton. He made up his mind he had seen

cnoi^h of life as a gun-cotton manufacturer and retired

from that position.

He next appeared as chemist and electrician to the

American Nickel Plating company, also of New York.

While with this concern he devised many important proc-

esses that are now commonly used in nickel plating, and

It is firmly believed by those of Mr. Weston's friends who

arc aware of his work in this direction that had he patented

alt his inventions in the art of nickel plating he would at

this day be the recipient of a princely income from this

one source alone.

It was in 1872 that he began the study of the construc-

tiou of dynamo-electric machines. He entered upon this

work primarily with the view of applying the dynamo in

electro-metallurgical work. In December of this year he

the manufacture of dynamos for electro-plating, electrotyp-

ing, electric lighting, and other purposes. It is generally

conceded that Mr. Weston was the first man who succeeded

in producing a dynamo that would serve satisfactorily for

electro-metallurgical work. He employed an ingenious

automatic cut-out which prevented a reversal of polarity

and consequent change in the direction of current, thus

overcoming one of the most serious defects in the ma-

chine.

The business grew so rapidly that on July 10. 1877, the

Weston Dynamo Machine company was formed to carry

on the business with a capital of ^200.000. This company,

the first of its kind organized in this country, did splendid

work in introducing dynamos to do the work that had for-

merly been performed in electrotyping and plating estab-

ishments by batteries. It is interesting to call attention to

the fact that no.v scarcely any electrotyping or plating es-

tablishment of any magnitude is run without its own dyna-

mo. In some cases, however, a battery is still used more

satisfactorily. Where it is desired to give poor, copper

colored gold a richer appearance by coating it with rich

\BORATORY.

many features of novelty and great value. Those particu-

larily desirous of learning something of Mr. Weston's work

along this line will find a great decl of valuable matter in

his discussion of Calvert Towuley's paper before the re-

cent St. Louis convention of the National Electric Light

association on " The Incandescent Lamp from a Com-
mercial Standpoint." Mr. Weston's address on this occa-

sion was published in the \Yestern Elkctrician of

March iSlh. One of the most important processes de-

vised in this connection was that of the so called hy-

drocarbon treatment. Mr. Weston slates as a curious fact.

that while Mr. Maxim obtained the credit for this inven-

tion, and Mr. Sawyer obtained the patent, he was the one

who made the invention, and it was, only after a long

. contest in the Patent Office that he succeeded in establish-

ing bis rights. In connection with the arc lamp Mr.

Weston devoted a great deal of time to solving the

problem of running lamps in series, and it is a ques-

tion as to whether Mr. ^Veston was not the first in-

vestigator io acccmplish this result. To be sure the

{jCcntinutii on j^o^e 219.)
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VISITORS
To the World's Fair are requested to forward their addresses

to the Western Electrician as early as possible or

notify us immediately upon their arrival in Chicago.

Few men have attained the distinction in the electrical

field that has been gained by Edward Weston, whose life

and work in the interest of electricai science forms the

subject of an interesting and instrtictive article presented in

this issue. Mr. Weston has been an intelligent, patient

and persistent investigator and the fame and fortune with

which his labor has been rewarded are well deserved. A
gentleman of culture and refinement, he wears his honors

with becoming modesty. His success is a matter of per-

soiul gratificatioQ to the entire electrical fraternity.

We notice in London Industries of April 14th an ap

prcciative article on the Worid's Columbian Exposition-

The description, aUhougb brief, is fair in spirit, con-

trasting favorably in this respect with a portion of the

foreign press and, unfortunately, a small number of

American newspapers. It 13 accompanied by a double-

page supplement giving pictures of the buildings. The
cots are fairly accurate and arc only rendered misleading

by the fact that the representation of the agricultural

building is given as the transportation building, and

vue versa. Aside from this error, the article is en-

titled to commendation.

During the World's Fair the Chicago Electric club will

be called upon to entertain many distinguished visitors

attracted to the city by the Exposition and the Electrical

Ougress- Chicago has a well-earned reputation for

bospitality am'>ng the electrical people of this country, but

nerver before has the electrical fraternity of the city been

cotifroQted with such an nndertaking as that presented at

the present time. There will be many foreign visitors and

to the entertainment of these especially must the club

attend, as the organization will be obliged in this instance

not only to represent the city but the country. It is

certainly fortunate that Chicago has a well-established

electrical organization with headquarters suitably arranged

for the entertainment of members and guests, and con-

veniently located in the business center of the city. But

clubrooms and furnishings, while very desirable are not the

only essential features. Individual effort on the part of

every member of the organization will be required and the

new management has a right at the present time to expect

assistance from every person connected with the electri-

cal interests of the city. The newly elected officers upon

whom will fall much of the responsibility of this work are

well equipped for their task, ail are widely known in the

electrical field and they have been prominently identified

with the organization. They will receive the support of

the retiring officers who will gladly give them whatever

assistance experience may afford. This will certainly be a

most important year for the electrical interests of Chicago

and it ought to be a great year for the Chicago Electric

club.

The communication addressed to Prof. Elisha Gray, as

chairman of the World's Electrical Congress committee,

by a number of representative Chicago electrical business

men, asking that action be taken by the congress to give

a more accurate name to the arc lamp now usually spoken

of as of "two thousand nominal candle pover," is worthy

of serious attention. The proposal that the illuminating

power of the lamp be designated by the number of watts

passing through it certainly points the way to an improve-

ment on the meaningless term now in use; but why can not

we have a unit of illuminating strength applicable to both

arc and incandescent lie^htingand capable of easy measure-

ment, without an elaborate series of laboratory demonstra-

tions? Of course incandescent lamps could be compared

by the electrical energy consumed, and we might speak of

50 or 55 watt lamps. Then instead of the terms "2,000

candle power arc" and "16 candle power incandescent" we

would refer to "450 watt arc" and "50 watt incandescent."

But although the latter method would represent with ap-

proximate accuracy the relative drafts made 00 the coal-

pile for each lamp, it would not indicate the comparative

illuminating power of the lamp, under consideration. In

other words it would not be contended that the arc lamp

gave no more light than nine of the incandescent lamps, as

anyone not well acquainted with the operation of the two

systems might infer. It may be urged that the two

methods of producing electric light are adapted to diver-

gent uses, and that a common standard of measurement

is not necessary. But the two are now used often in con-

junction and consumers frequently buy both from the same

central station, so that a uniform unit is desirable. What
is wanted, then, is an accurate standard of illumination,

applicable to arc and incandescent lighting, and capable of

commercial measurement.

Advocates of municipal lighting plants and other mis-

guided and misinformed individuals who would invest

municipalities with powers that rightfully belong to private

corporations should reflect upon the statement of Mayor

Gilroy of New York, who, in a recent interview upon a

project of this kind, said: "I believe in encouraging private

capital. New York city should not enter the field as a com-

petitor in matters that are the legitimate objects of private

enterprise. The moment it does it paralyzes private enter-

prise, it drives out private capital, and makes it seek other

cities and other countries for investment." Another reason

why such powers should not be given to cities is found in

an editorial recently published in the Chicago Tribune^

which, by the way, has constantly advocated the establish-

ment of city lighting plants to compete with local

companies: "As a general rule the operating expenses of

an industry run by a municipality are much higher than

when a corporation of private individual has the manage-

ment. Wages paid by a city are higher and more people

employed than is necessary. The small economics arc

never thought of, but they constitute the profits in most

businesses. Almost invariably, too, customers arc better

served by a private company than by a municipality and

give it the preference." Jn this connection the views

of C. 11. Wilmcrding upon the Thiele lighting bill, pre-

sented in another column are interesting and instructive,

Should the adoption of the Thiele bill by the Illinois

Senate be followed up at once by the endorsement

of the lower house, there is little hope that Gov-

ernor Altgcld v/il! veto the measure unless his views

on such matters have undergone radical change. In the

meantime the representatives of the electric lighting com-

panies throughout the state should oppose its adoption

although there is little hope of success. This measure is

thoroughly bad in principle; it is antagonistic to legitimate

enterprise, and will have a tendency to frighten capitalists

who would otherwise invest in electrical work. The bill

should be defeated.

Judge Hallett's decision in the case of the Edison

Electric Light company against the Columbia Incandescent

Lamp company at St. Louis, last week, was the most im-

portant ruling in the lamp litigation since the final decree

of Judges Lacombe and Shipman was handed down in the

Sawyer-Man case in New York, October 4, i8g2. By the

terms of that decision, it will be remembered, the Edison
incandescent lamp patent was sustained, and the companies

making similar lamps, "consisting essentially of a fila-

mentary carbon burner, hermetically sealed in a glass

vacuum chamber," were declared infringers. The litiga-

tion leading up to and resulting in this decision had been
long and costly, and it was at that time generally believed

that the incandescent lamp business of the country would
be controlled, for a time at least, by the owners of the

Edison lamp patent, the General Electric company. That
company undoubtedly believed such to be the case, and it

was not wholly unwarranted in this assumption, for in

following up the case the decision of the Court of Appeals

was taken as a precedent in other circuits, and lamp

factories in many parts of the country were closed.

Very little serious opposition was encountered until the

Beacon case came up for a hearing before Judge Colt

in Boston. The defendants in this action opposed the

granting of the injunction and it was here for the first time

that the claims of Henry Goebel were presfnted. This

defense, however, was only partially successful. It delayed

for a time the granting of the injunction, but did not

prevent Judge Colt from finally issuing the restraining

order. It was generally believed that the Gaebel claims

would be abandoned after the failure of the Beacon defense,

but when the trial of the Columbia company's case was
reached, it was found that these claims were again to be

presented and this time in a much more complete form.

The defense had learned through experience in the Beacon

case in what particular points the Goebel claims were

deficient and it proceeded to fortify itself in these places.

So successful was the Columbia company that it secured

a substantial victor_y on Friday, April 21st, when Judge
Hallett decided not to grant the injunction asked for by

the Edison co"ropany. This decision was the first

serious set-back the General Electric company had

received in its lamp litigation and was least expected at

this time owing to the fact that it had already succeeded in

defeating the Goebel claims in the Beacon company's case.

Judge Hallett evidently anticipated that his decision

would be received with some surprise and be looked upon

as a departure from the course pursued by judges of other

circuits, for he took particular pains in the opinion accom-

panying his decision to justify his course in this particular.

Begining with the Sawyer-Man litigation he says:

It is also contended that the decree of the Circuit Court
of New York against the United States Electric Lighting
company sustaining the patent, which decree has been
affirmed by the Court of Appeals of the Second Circut, is

conclusive of complainants' right to the writ for which
they now ask. No doubt is entertained as to the conclusive

effect of that decree here and elsewhere, as to all matters
in issue in that cause. For although respondent was not
a party to that litigation, the court would not, on a pre-

liminary motion, consider any matter which passed to

judgment in that suit. But the Goebel defense was not

made in that suit, and therefore the case was not the au-
thority on this motion which has been ascribed to do it.

Concerning the bearing of the Beacon case in which the

Goebel defense was made, the court ruled that there was

material difference in the actions:

It is contended that the ruling in that case should be re-

cognized and followed as a precedent in respect to the
present motion. And perhaps, if the issue, the testimony

and the situation of the parties, appeared to be the same in

both cases, such result might follow more from the per-

suasive effect of the opinion of another court on the same
matter than from any notion of authority ascribed to

such opinion. In this instance the consequences to flow

from diverse opinions arc not regarded as serious. In
the Massachusetts circuit, and here as well, the motion is

interlocutory, and in each case the ruling may well enough
stand upon the situation of the parties. And we have
much additional testimony to that upon which the court

acted in the Beacon case; so that upon all points I do not

feel compelled to accept the opinion of the court in that

case.

A new factor is introduced in the litigation by this decis-

ion of Judge Hallett, It will be necessary for the Gen-

eral Electric company to disprove the statements made In

the Goebel case, to prove conclusively that the Goebel

lamp was not practicable, and, in fact, to establish once

more Mr. Edison's right to the patent upon the incandes-

cent lamp.
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Edward Weston and His Electrical Work.
{Continuedfrom fa i^c 217,)

JablochkofE candle was run in series, but this device was

strictly speaking, not to be considered as an electric lamp.

Mr, Weston did excellent work also in the direction of

the application of electricity to power transmission. Prac-

tical work was done by him as far back as 1876. In 1878

tie constructed several electric motors and used them for

the purpose of propelling; electro-torpedo boats. In fact,

even before 1878, he employed motors of one, two and

three horse power to do daily service in his factory. An
invention of Mr. Weston, which, owing to unfortunate and

peculiar circumstances, has not been applied to the extent

that it should have been, is one that relates to the prepara-

tion of a material called *'tamidine." While speaking of

this substance Mr. Weston grew enthusiastic. " Tami-

dine," he said, " I firmly believe is the best substance

that has ever been produced from which incandes-

cent lamp filaments can be made. I do not say this ego-

tistically or because I first produced it in a proper condi-

tion for its application for this purpose. I make this state-

ment only becaiise I believe it to be a fact.'' When asked

why, if tamidine is the best substance for a lamp filament,

it is not used extensively, Mr. Weston explained that

owing to complications of a strictly business character this

material had not been employed in lamp manufacture to

the extent it should have been.

It may be said here for the benefit of those who are not

developing plating machines and devising electro-plating

processes, was done. The next move was to Plane street,

where the laboratory occupied the whole lower floor of the

Weston residence. All this time, too, the factory was run-

ning full blast. This laboratory was devoted exclusively to

Mr. Weston's private work. Later on. as electrical industries

progressed and more of Mr. Weston's time was demanded at

the factory, the laboratory was moved to the works, and it

was not long afterward that it became necessary to secure

part of an adjoining building as an extension. With these

facilities and in these quarters Mr. Weston pursued his

work on power transmission problems and continued his

investigations along the line of incandescent and arc

lighting and other electrical and chemical work. Mr.

Weston states that it was in this establishment that the

fiist arc light carbons manufactured for commercial use

were made.

When Mr. Weston left the United States company in

1886 and began building his present laboratory, it was with

the intention of devoting the rest of his life to experi-

mental work, to the production of inventions, and to purely

scientific study. The first line of work undertaken in the

new laboratory was upon a complete line of electrical

measuring instruments that would be expressly adapted to

the use of the practical electrician and electrical engineer.

From his long experience in the electrical field, Mr.Weston

felt keenly the necessity of simpler instruments than hsd

been heretofore used. With instruments of earlier make

FIG. 10. EDWARD WESTON AND HIS ELECTRICAL WURK.

familiar with the nature of tamidine that it is a modification

of the substance known as cellulose, which forms the basic

principle of most vegetable products. Samples of tamidine

made into various forms of lamp filament loops were ex

hibited at the International Electrical Exhibition of the

Franklin Institute at Philadelphia in 1S84. The material,

too, has found other applications in the arts outside of the

one for which it was originally designed.

About the time Mr. Weston commenced the building of

dynamos in Newark there was practically no money invested

in this line of work in America. The business grew with

astonishing rapidity, however, and in 1881 the Weston

company consolidated with the United States company of

New York. This consolidation led to an increase of capi-

tal to $1,500,000. Mr. Weston became electrician of this

organization, which was called the United States Electric

Lighting company, and under his guidance a large factory

was erected at Newark that covered a whole block and

gave employment to nearly six hundred hands. He severed

his connection with the United States company in July,

1886.

It was but a short time afterward that he started the work

of building the present Weston laboratory.

Mr. Weston's first laboratory that was entitled to the

name was in the upper floor of his residence on Eighth ave-

nue in Newark. It was here that the most of his experi-

mental work on the hydro-carbon treatment of incandes-

cent lamp carbons, and also the work of designing and

there was much labor and many hours lost in making

measurements and reducing the readings. One of his first

efforts, therefore, was to shorten this time and reduce

labor by the production of an instrument to read directly

and with accuracy. The present portable standard direct

current Weston voltmeters and ammeters were the first

commercial results of these laboratory investigations.

The factory of the Weston Instrument company at

Newark, N. J,, in which these instruments are made, is an

interesting establishment. A view of the exterior of the

works, shown in view No. i, Fig. 3, will give an idea of

the extent of this industry.

Resembling as it does a watch factory, in so far as the

fineness of its product is concerned, it is next to an im-

possibility to give the reader a thoroughly comprehensive

idea of all the details of the work carried on. Of course,

a great deal of the work is of the sort that would be more

or less familiar to the average mechanic, who had worked

on fine machine tools. Thoroughly fitted with the best

machine tools of the Brown & Sharpe company, Provi-

dence, R. I., the Pratt & Whitney company, Hartford,

Conn., and Sloane & Chase, Newark, N. J,, as well as a

large number of special tools designed by Mr. Weston,

the establishment has an equipment of a character that, it

is safe to say, is not excelled in any electrical factory in

this country or abroad. Some idea may be obtained of the

more interesting operations conducted in the factor^' from

the accompanying views. That the reader may the more

thoroughly understand what these pictures represent it will

be necessary to explain some of the features of the Weston
instrument.

In devising his sUndard instruments, Mr. Weston came
to the conclusion that he could not build a satisfactory

measuring device embodying soft iron moving parts. He
concluded also that the best construction for his instru-

ments would be that in which the magnetic field was one
as near as possible to a closed magnetic circuit. Without
going further into details it may be said that the present

Weston instrument embodies these features. There is but
one moving part, Fig. 4. As may be understood from

Fig. 5 the air gap is extremely small, so small that it just

permits the extremely delicate square coil to swing. It will

be noticed that the space within the coil is filled by an iron

core. The delicate swinging coil in the larger instruments

is made of copper and in the smaller instruments of

aluminum. One of the aluminum frames is only .005 inch

thick and weighs only three to four grains. An idea of the

fineness of the wire on one of these coils may be had when
it is understood that it is .009 inch in diameter and costs

in the neighborhood of f 14S a pound. The permanent

magnets employed in the Weston instrument are of course a

most important feature. Mr. Weston says that, contrary to

a prevailing impression, his instrument magnets are not only

aged, but are made as powerful as possible. He further

asserts that many are under the impression that the lower

the power of a magnet the less is its permanency. His
experience, however, has shown him that the stronger the

magnet for its siz2 the more permanent is its magnetism.

Retardation of the coil's movement is accomplish ed through

the action of the current induced in the Utile metal frame of

the moving coil by the magnetic field. The motion of the

coil is opposed by the two spiral springs.

In the instruments now turned out the moving parts are

supported in the very btst sapphire jewels, made and
finished with the same degree of care and skill used on

the jewels in the finest watches. The pivots are of hardened

steel, ground and highly polished in order to secure and

maintain extreme sensitiveness. The aim is to produce a

first-class instrument capable of being read to the one-

thousandth part of the scale from zero throughout its

entire range, and, with fair usage, of maintaining this

degree of accuracy unimpared. The most reliable methods

of standardizing by direct comparison with certified

legal standards are used, thus making these instru-

ments equal, not only to the demands of commercial work,

but also to the more rigid requirements of laboratorj' stand-

ards. The instruments are direct reading. No multiplying

constant is necessary (except with the high range volt-

meters) as a simple inspection of the position of the pointer

on the scale gives the value in amperes or volts. Time
'n making readings is therefore saved, and errors of cal-

culation avoided. All the scale readings begin at rero, and

extend by practically uniform increments to the maximum
reading. The range is thus greater than is common, while

the uniform size of the scale divisions permits of their

visual sub division with uniform accuracy. The instruments

are "dead beat." The pointer comes to rest at once, although

it is stated that absolutely no friction can be detected,

thus reducing the time required for readings, and prevent-

ing unnecessary wear of the moving parts; there is no

"magnetic lag," giving rise to different deflections with the

same current or potential, as in instruments having iron in

the moving parts; the temperature correction is negligible,

being for the long coil of the voltmeter not greater than

one-fourth of one per cent, for a range of 35 degrees above

or 35 degrees below 70 degrees Fahrenheit, and for the

ammeter less than one per cent, for the same range of

temperature.

It is not difficult to understand that a great varietj- of

factory processes must of necessity be carried out before

the completed instrument is finally consideied fit for ship-

ment. The more interesting of these operations are illus-

trated herewith.

View 2, in Fig. 3, shows a comer of the factory laboratory

in which ammeters of medium range arc standardized. Two
operators do this work, one calling out the readings of the

standard instrument and the other marking the scale. It

should be said in this connection that although the scales

of the Weston instruments are remarkably uniform, no

particular law of deflections is assumed, as must be done

when printed or engraved scales arc used. Instead, how-

ever, a skeleton of each scale is laid out by actual com-

parison with an accurate standard, and the lines are after-

ward inked in. Finally, the work is checked by com-

parison with the same standard.

The current used for this standardizing work is brought

from a secondary battery in an adjoining room through

heavy copper conductors.

View 3, in Fig, 3, represents a part of the laboratory to
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the left and just adjoining that represented in the pre-

ceding picture. It is here that high reading central station

ammeters are calibrated up to a capacity of 10,000

amperes. The method of calibrating these heavy current

meters is practi.:ally the same as that used in connection

with instruments of a lower capacity. The current em-

ployed in calibrating is controiied in both processes by

specially constructed cirbon rheostats. In view 2, of Fig.

3, a rheostat of this sort is clearly shown. It consists

essentially of circular carbon plates suspended from metal

strips so as normally to hang apart. The contact between

these plates, and therefore the resistance of the rheostat,

may be changed by a movement of the hand-wheel on a

compression screw.

The laboratory proper in the factory is under the manage-

ment of A O. Benecke, a graduate of the University of

Koenigsberg Germany, and for many jears identified in

Berlin with the manufacture of scientific instruments. Mr.

Benecke is assisted by Mr. Lloyd, an electrical engineer

from the Lehigh University, and Mr. Hedges. The

drawing department is under the direction of M. A. Muel-

ler. Mr. Mueller's connection with Mr. Weston dates

back as far as the early days of the electrical business.

The general superintendent of the works is L. B. Somerby.

A glimpse showing how three other very interesting

operations are carried on is given in view 4, of Fig. 3.

The young lady operative shown at the right in this

picture is bilincing for all positions what might be called

the moving part. This part is shown in detail in Fig.

4 and in position in the magnetic field in Fig. 5. The

stand in front of the operator, which carries the part under

adjustment, is so devised with universal joints that the

part may be tested in any desired position. Tiny screws

a-e inserted to bring the correct balance.

The girl in the center of the picture is making a special

test to ascertain whether it is correctly balanced for the

horizontal position.

The operative at the extreme left is gauging the swing-

ing coil (which constitutes a part of the "moving part")

so that its shape will be adjusted with such absolute accu-

racy that it will move and "clear" the pole-piece faces

when it is inserted in its place in the instrument.

In Fig. 6 the workman is forming the little square

coil frames. The accuracy vrith which these must

be shaped will be appreciated when the fact is known that

in the most delicate Weston instruments the clearance of

this swinging coil, of which this frame is an integral part,

in its motion between the pole-pieces and the central core

is in all ,009 inch. The finest wire, too, employed on the

most delicate coil is .002 inch in diameter. This measure-

ment is of the naked wire without insulation. The wire

of this siz± is about four-fifths the diameter of a human
hair.

In Fig. 7 the men are inspecting and testing the jewel

bearings used in the instruments. The indicator in the

foreground will reveal any inaccuracy of the centering of

the jewel oT i-iiooo of an inch.

In Fig. 3 is presented a view of all the parts of the

Weston instrument before assembling.

To leave the reader of the Western Electrician

wi:faont 2 glimpse of that which is after all dearest to Mr.

Weston's heart would be an injustice, besides denying the

curious ones a share in the pleasure recently experienced by

the writer. Hidden away in the rear of the cosy and home-

like Weston residence on High street,Newark, is the present

Weston laboratory. It is at the lower end of the lawn, and a

glimpse of the picturesque little building is given in the

accoojpanying cut, Fig. 9. view i. It was in thisliitle eight-

room boilding that Mr. Weston accomplished a great deal

ol his most excellent work. Entering at the side to the

left in the picture, the visitor finds himself in the general

experimeotal and power room, -view 2, Fig. 9. To the

left is clearly shovo the photometer that Mr. Weston used

for many years daring his experimental work on incaodes-

ceot lamps. Here also are a ten horse power Armiogton I'v

Sims eogiDe and a Wcslon five horse power dynamo. These

are aied with storage batteries for general experimental

•work.

Adj fining this room, to the left, are two cosy little

offices, and 00 the right, after passing through a tiny

boiler room, one finds himself in what Mr. Weston calls

his physical laboratory, view 3. ¥\%. 9,

Upiuifs the risitor finds the mechanical department,

riew 4, Fig. q. a thoroughly equipped chemical laboratory,

iew 5 Fig, 9, and a s:aIeroDm, fitte:! np with the most

delicate balances.

In the machine room, no work of a heavy nature is un-

dertaken; this can be done outside to a greater advantage.

It is the delicate experirasntal machine work that is carried

oa here.

Toe chemicil laboratory Is equipped with almost every-

thing that could be required for metallurgical and chemical

investigation.

Taken all in all, it may be said that Mr. Weston's cosy

little den, if the eight-roomed structure may be so desig-

nated, is a place so well equipped for scientific research

that it would delight the heart of any e'ectrical investi-

gator or other scientific man.

Last, but not least, is the library, which occupies one of

the large front rooms in the High street residence. It con-

tains no less than 10,500 volumes. Here it is, as is shown
in Fig. 10, that Mr. Weston is seen at his best. In this

picture Mr. Weston is shown in company with his associate,

R. O. Heinrich, engaged in one of his favorite studies

—

microscopy.

Mr. Heinrich, it may be stated, is a young scientist of

no mean ability, and his work has been and is a valuable

aid to Mr. Weston in his instrument investigations. Mr.

Heinrich was born in Dresden, Saxony, in 1862, and came
to this country in 1SS4. He received a careful scientific

training in Germany and did considerable work as a mining

and civil engineer. To acquire a thorough knowledge of

electrical engineering he became again a student and took

a course along this line at the Lehigh University. After

graduating with honors, he first identified himself with

Queen & Co., of Philadelphia. Some of the most valuable

and best appreciated features of Queen's portable testing

sets and various other measuring appliances were devised

by him. In 1890 he again engaged in college work as

a teacher in the electrical laboratory of his Amer-
ican Alma Mater. The excitement of a business life, how-

ever, proved too strong a temptation for him. Having been

greatly impressed during a visit with his students to the

Weston works with the system there displayed, he made an

arrangement through which he represented this concern at

the Frankfort Electrical Exhibition. Returning in 1S92,

after a most successful stay abroad of seven months, he

immediately formed a permanent connection with the Wes-

ton company. Mr. Heinrich enjoys the entire confidence

of Mr. Weston in all business matters and assists him in

most of his researches.

The Weston Electrical Instrument company has now
agencies In Italy. Austria and Germany; in this country

the selling interests of the concern are looked after by

Chas. D. Shain.

Chicago Electric Club.

The annual meeting of the Chicago Electric club was

held at the club rooms Thursday afternoon, April 20th,

at which officers, managers and the committee on mem-
bership were elected for the ensuing year. The following

named gentlemen were chosen to fill the offices named by

a unanimous vote.

President, J. P. Barrett; first vice-president, F. W.
Parker; second vice-president, E. Baggot; third vice-

president, F. W. Gushing; fourth vice-president,

George Cutter; secretary, F. L. Perry; treasurer, J. W.
Johnson; managers, F. W. Home, chairman; L. A. Fer-
guson, S. A. Douglas, M. A Knapp. J. W. Buckley. E.
C. Ferguson, C. T. Page, A. S. Terry, Ben. Williams. L.
S. Hills; membership committee, C. C. Haskins, Thomas
G Grier, D. G. McDougall.

The new officers were congratulated by those whom
they succeeded and by other members. Prof. Barrett on

assuming the duties of his new office announced that with

the co-operation of the members he believed the new ad-

ministration could not only keep the organization up to

its present excellent standard, but that it could improve

and extend the influence of the club. During the present

year the club would be called upon to entertain visitors

from all parts of the country, and distinguished guests

from abroad, and to do this creditably the co-operation of

every member would be required. President Barrett con-

cluded his address by expressing his appreciation of the

compliment paid him by his associates, and assured them

that he would strive to justify the confidence they had ex-

pressed in him. At the conclusion of the meeting lunch

was served and the remainder of the evening was passed

in an informal manner,

The Compagnic des Mines de Vicoigne et de Noeux,
France, has invited proposals from the principal electrical

firms for an important installation at its mines. The pro-

posals call for the establishment of a central station, which
will provide electrical power for the different works
throughout the colliery. At present only two dynamos
will be put in, the current from which will be utilized

at a distance of 4,400 meters for the working of five wind-
ing gcar<i of from 6 to 14 horse power. I*"ive pumps oper-
ated by electric motors of 5 horse power will be placed at

the bottom of the mine, and electric locomotives, each of

12 horse power, will be employed for the conveyance of
coal along the principal gallery, which ha<) a length of
2,000 meters. The mine will be illuminated bv 26 arc
lamps and 200 incandescent lamps, each of lO candle
power. This will be the first installation of its kind In

France,

Incandescent Lamp Litigation.

In the United States Circuit Court at St. Louis, April

2ist, Judge Hallett handed down his decision on the ap-

plication of the Edison Electric Light company and others

for an injunction against the Columbia Incandescent Lamp
company, restraining the latter from manufacturing incan-

descent lamps. The application was denied. Judge Hal-

lett's decision and the accompanying opinion which are

appended were published in an extra issue of the

Western Electrician immediately after the decree was

made. The decision is the first setback which the Edison

interests have experienced in the lamp litigation and is

certainly an important victory for the Columbia company.

Following is the full text of the opinion

:

Complainants allege infringement of letters patent No.
223, SgS, issued to Thomas A. Edison. January 27, 1880,
lor an improved electric lamp. This patent came under
the consideration of the Circuit Court of the Southern
district of New York, in the case of the Edison Electric

Light company, vs. the United States Electric Lighting
company (47 F. R. 454), and was held to be for a lamp
"consisting essentially of a filamentary carbon burner,
hermetically sealed in a glass vacuum chamber." So un-
derstood, it is the itcandescent lamp in common use, and
no question is presented in this record as to the character
of respondents' manufacture. The defense to the
bill and to the mot'on for preliminary injunction
now under consideration is want of novelty
in the Edison patent. Respondents aver
that an incandescent lamp different in form but in all

essential features the same as that now in general use was
made as early as 1854 by Henry Goebel, of New York
city, and that it was used by him in various ways and at

different times for many years thereafter. It will not be
necessary to describe this lamp at length, as it has the
same constituents as the Edison lamp. We are at present
more concerned with the struggle between the contending
forces, on the one side to maintain and on the other to

disprove, the existence and use of the lamp anterior to the
date of the Edison invention. A large mass of testimony
in the form of affidavits is offered by each party on the

question of fact, which, to consider at length, would be a
tiresome and unprofitable task.

The principal objection urged by complainant against
the Goebel invention is that it has an impossible date; no
man could make it in the time and manner assigned to it;

the incandescent lamp is the product of several auxiliary

arts not likely to fall within the compass of a single mind

;

as an achievement of science the lamp is a matter of pro-

gressive steps, some of which must be made by the world
at large before others can be taken by anyone.
This is no more than to say that no
man can outrun his competitors to any
great length in the field of scientific investigation—

a

proposition which has no support in reason or experience.

There seems to be no reason for saying that Goebel could
not reach in 1854 the point attained by Edison in 1S79,
unless, as was said by the dissenting Justices in the tele-

phone cases: "It is regarded as incredible that so great a
discovery should have been made by the plain mechanic,
and not by an eminent scientist and inventor."

In so far. however, as it may be shown that the
methods adopted by Goebel were not equal to the results

obtained, the evidence should receive the most
careful consideration. On this point it appears that

Goebel has recently made several lamps of the form and
with the material and tools formerly used by him. These
lamps were tested by men of skill and experience in such
matters, and they were found to be reasonably effective.

They are not so good as the lamps in common use, but
they can be operated, and they give reasonable service in

time and capacity of light. So that in this way we have
prima facie proof of Goebel's ability to make lampsin the

way he claims to have made them before the time of Edi-
son's invention.

It is said that Goebel is involved in contradictions and
misstatements of facts due to the lapsing memory of old age
or to untruthfulness. Beit so; he does not appear to be an
adventurer or an imposter. It is not reasonable to believe

that he made the story related in his affidavit and did not

make the lamp he has described. Whatever may be said

as to Goebel's veracity, he is supported at many points by
witnesses of good repute who speak with precision and ap-
parently with deliberation. As already suggested, it is not

necessary or profitable to go over the testimony at length

with a view to determine the relative value and weight of

every part. It is enough to say that there is a fair prepon-
derance of testimony in support of the Goebel claim.

There is not the measure of proof demanded by com-
plainants' counsel, who maintain that the Court should re-

quire proof of the fact beyond reasonable doubt. This
degree of certainty is not often attained upon testimony
in the form of affidavits where the issue is contested. And
it is not reasonable to demand such certainty as to the de-

fense. Complainants must show a clear right in support
of a preliminary writ, and a defense which puts the case in

doubt is sufficient to defeat the application. (Goodyear vs.

Dunbar, i Fisher, 472. Glaenzer et al. vs. Wiederer et

al., 33, Fed. Kcp., 583. Fraim vs. Sharon Valley Mal-
leable and Gray Iron company, 27 Fed. Kep., 457. Gary
vs. Domestic Spring Bed company, 26 Fed. Kcp., 38.

Robinson on Patents. Sec. 1,171)'

It is also contended that the decree of the Circuit Court
of New York against the United States Electric Lighting
company sustaining the patent, which decree has been
affirmed by the Court of Appeals of the Second Circuit, is

conclusive of complainants' right to the writ for which
they now ask. No doubt is entertained as to the conclusive

effect of that decree here and elsewhere, as to all matters

in issue in that cause. For although respondent was not
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a party to that litigation, the court would not, on a pre-

liminary motion, consider any matter which passed to

judgment in that suit. But the Goebel defense was not made
in that suit, and therefore the case has not the authority on

this motion which has been ascribed to it. (National Hat
Pouncing Machine company vs. Hedden et al. , 29 Fed Rep.

147. Lockwood vs. Faber, 27 Fed. Rep., 63. The Bailey

Wringing Machine Co. vs. F. F. Adams et al., 3d B. &
A.. 96O

Another suit by the complainants against the Beacon

Vacuum Pump & Electrical company in the Circuit Court of

the District of Massachusetts is in a different attitude. In

that suit the Goebel defense was made,and upon motion for

preliminary injunction recently heard and allowed, it was

over ruled. It is contended that the ruling in that

case should be recognized and followed as a pre-

cedent in respect to the present motion. And per-

haps, if the issue, the testimony and the situation of the

parties appeared to be the same in both cases, such result

might follow more from the persuasive effect of the opin-

ion of another court on the same matter than from any

notion of authority ascribed to such opinion.

In courts of equal jurisdiction proceeding

concurrently in the investigation of the same

subject the right and duty of each to exercise

independent judgment cannot be denied

That they should in the end reach the same

result is greatly to be desired, but one cannot

become an echo to the other for that praise-

worthy purpose. In this instance the con-

sequences to flow from diverse opinions are

not regarded as serious. In the Massachusetts

Circuit, and here as well, the motion is inter-

locutory, and in each case the ruling may

well enough stand upon the situation of the

parties. And we have much additional testi-

mony to that upon which the court acted in

the Beacon case; so that upon all points I do

not feel compelled to accept the opinion of

the court in that case.

The ruling of the court, however, in the

Beacon case suggests the propriety of taking

security from respondent for observing the

decree in case complainants shall ultimately

prevail in this suit. There are other con-

siderations also which should have weight in

that direction. It was suggested by con--

plainants' counsel that respondent is a con-

cern of small capital, and that it was made
so with intent to avoid responsibility in re-

spect to the infringement now alleged against

it. This was not denied, and I suppose we
may take it to be true. The retort was in the form of a

charge against complainant that it used its monopoly of

electric lamps to control the sale of all kinds of electrical

machinery and apparatus. This charge also pass; d

without denial, and it is not difficult to conceive of

circumstances in which it would be necessary to ascer-

tain whether it is true. Referring only to the

charge against respondent of sufficient capital and
assets, the duty of the court is plain to provide

for the contingency of a decision against it. It need not

refer to the possible effect of cross-examination in the case

of a multitude of witnesses. What now seems plain enough
may altogether disappear, and new facts may come to the

surface under that crucial test.

The injunction will therefore be refused if the r- spond-

ents shall give a bond in the sum of $20,000, conditioned

for the payment of such sum {if any) as may be decreed

in favor of complainants on the final hearing of this case,

the bond to be filed with the clerk of the court, and to be

approved by the clerk or by a judge of the court, within

20 days from this day.

On Friday afternoon, April 21st, the Columbia Incan-

descent Lamp company filed a bond in the sum of $20,-

000, with the clerk of the United States Circuit Court in

St. Louis, as required by Judge Hallett's decision. The

sureties on the Columbia company's bond were J. H.

Rhotehamel, D. E. Garrison and W. O. Garrison. The

company has already begun the shipment of lamps, and

its works are now in active operation, with an abundance

of orders in hand.

The lamp works of the American Electric Manufactur-

ing company, St. Louis, are also being put in shape for

immediate resumption of operations. This company

expects to begin shipping lamps immediately. The Amer-

ican company closed its factory voluntarily and is, theie-

fore, under no obligation to give bond.

Two-Phase Alternating Current Motor
on Lighting Circuits.

A scries of experiments extending over several months

has been conducted at Piitsfield, Mass., by the Stanley

Electric Maonfacturing company with a view of demon-

strating the feasibility of operating its two-phase alternat-

ing current motors in connection with regular lightning

service. Since January ist, the Stanley company has had

in operation at the station of the Pittsfield Electric com-

pany one 60 kilowatt two-phase alternating current dynamo,

supplying a current over a thin wire system of about two

miles in length to 475 lights on thirty transformers, and

seven motors ranging from 2 to 10 horse-power each, and

aggregating 44 horse power. The connections for such a

system are shown in the accompanying diagram,

Fig. I. A view of the two-phase motor is presented

in Fig 2. This machine is the joint invention of

from the generator about i n proportion to its

load, the same as direct current motors do.

Another element of trouble in the induction type of

motors has been the self induction in the armature, and to

overcome this the inventors have adopted compcnsaiiog

winding. This consists of short circuited coils placed in

the field of the motor in stich a way as to neutralize the

effects due to the self induction in the armature. This

combination gives them an efficient alternating current

motor having good surting torqae which takes current

about in proportion to its load.

The accompanying diagram, Fig. i, illustrates a two-

phase generator from which runs a three wire circuit and

shows how a general system of light and power can be
'

operated without separate generators and circuits. Here-

tofore, it is claimed, a system of this kind would not be

commercial on account of the heavy false currents devel-

oped by the motor- The generators, lines and motors

would have to be exclusively large, and at the same time

these heavy false currents would impair the regulation

of the system so that satisfactory lighting service c^uld

not be accomplished-

TWO-PHASE ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTOR ON LIGHTING
CIRCUITS.

William Stanley, Jr. and John F. Kelly. The motor

itsdf is of the type known as a transformer or two

field motor. There are two fields and practically two arma-

tures which act alternately as motor and transformer. The
arraaiure is short circuited on itself, the fields only being

connected with the circuit. The current is supplied to the

two fields by independent circuits in which there is a

difference in phase of g"> degrees. It will be seen that this is

a Hic»i-i/'f '•re* or ti-*'-*- f'-i-ri tH^ co-ril'*»-l ro'-irv 6'^M o-

Thiele Electric Lighting Bill,

When the Thiele electric lighting bill passed the Illino's

Senate the Western Electrician requested C. H.

Wilmerding, of the Chicago Arc Light & Power company,

to present his views on the situation. Mr. Wilmerding

was instrumental some years ago in forming an association

of electric lighting companies in the state for the protec-

tion of their interests, and was elected president. He his

given this subject considerable attention, and his views

upon the Thiele bill, which are appended, will be read with

interest:

"Senator Thiele's bill is one which all central station

companies must necessarily look upon with disfavor. Aside

from its biing a measure aimed directly against their in-

terests, it is a move in the directijn of a paternal govern-

ment, which is sure sooner or later to destroy commerce,

as it takes away the only incentive which capital has to

invest in progressive enterprises. The fact that this bill

passed the Senate is to be regretted; whether it will pass

the House or not renaios to be seen. The chances are,

however, that it will do so; and if it does, there is little

doubt but that the governor will sign it. As far as its im-

mediate effect on Cbicigo will g5, the c'ty is in no con-

dition, financially, to go into the lighting business. I do

not anticipate any competition from the city on this ac

count for some years to come.

The Brooklyn City & Newtown Railroad company has

placed orders for two more directly-coupled generators.

The units employed in this station are a 250 horse power
generator coupled direct to an i3-3o by 16 Westinghouse
compound engine at 250 revolutions. The power staton of

this road will contain eight of these generators, of which

five are already in place. A single one of these "kodaks"
has handled thirty-eight cars over the grades of this road

continuously.

In a street car collision at the corner of Tenth and
Washington streets, St. Louis, last week, half a dozen
people were seriously injured, Two electric cars on the

Newton and Bellefontaine road crashed into a horse car

of the Northern Central line, and two persons were badly

injured about the head and shoulders. They were taken

to the hospital. The others were only slightly injured and
were removed to their homes. The accident was caused

by the neglect of the motorman on the Bellefontaine car

to *pply the brakes promptly. The Northern Central car

had its running gear totally smashed, broken car wheels

iksd pieces of broken axles being strewn right and left.

q] Fq

FIG. I. two-phase alternating CURRbNT MOTOR ON LIGHTING CIRCUITS.

Tesia type, there being no progressive shifting

of the poles in the Stanley-Kelly motor.

The motor is well designed, very compact and without

the accessory devices patented by Messrs. Stanley and

Kelly, act about the same as other induction motors.

The great difficulty in induction mators heretofore has

been the fact that they have taken about as much current

on no load as on full load, and in order to overcome this

difficulty, Messrs. Stanley and Kelly have reported to the

use of condensers in connection with the motor. Con-

densers are placed in multiple with each field of the

motor in such a way as to furnish the lagging component of

the current, with the lesult that the motor takes current

refer I may say that such an Association was formed

some years ago. but that the small stations throughout the

state seemed to take very little interest in the matter, and
we have never been able to arouse enough enthusiasm to

obtain a sufticient number of them enrolled. When any

such question as this has come up, I have written them,

whether they belong to the association or not, calling

their attention to the necessity of concerted action, and I

think that generally this has had some effect; but as an

association we have not been able to accomplish anything

in particular, owing to lack of strength."

Missouri Valley, la., is to have an electric light plant
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CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, April 22.—News of the decision in the

lamp litigation at St. Louis aroused considerable interest

in this city to-day, in fact it is the only topic of conversa-

tion among the electrical people. It was a good deal of a

surprise, it is true, but it was a most pleasant surprise to

a large number of dealers in incandescent lamps, the

manufacture of which had been stopped by the Edison

interests. Further developments will be awaited with con-

siderable anxiety. It is not known just what policy the

General Electric company will adopt, but it is hardly to be

expected that it will discontinue its efforts to control the

incandescent lighting business.

The bill which continues the life of the present Board

of Electrical Control from November i, 1893, unlike the

bills of the last two years, contains the following clause:

*'The term of office of the present incumbents shall expire

on November i, 1S93, and the mayor of the city of New
York appoint their successors for the term of one year at a

salary of $15,000 per annum, payable as the salaries of the

present commissioners is paid. The successors of the

present incumbents shall be subject to removal at the

pleasure of the mayor." Under the present law the

appointing power is in the governor. Should the new

act receive Governor Flower's approval Mayor Gilroy can

appoint three new commissioners, who may thoroughly

reorganize the board's working force. This consists of an

engineer at a salary of $4,800, an electrical expert at

$2 500, an assistant secretary, clerk, stenographer and

several inspectors at smaller salaries.

In a communication to the Brooklyn Board of Alder-

men, Mayor Boody has asked that body to reconsider its

action in granting franchises without compensation to

the city to the Nassau Electric Railway company, the

Kings County Electric Railway company, and the Br:ok-

lyn City Railway company. He said these companies

were ready to pay large sums of money for the privileges

which had been granted for nothing, and suggested that,

if unprepared to act at once, the aldermen hold an extra

meeting to make provision of a cash compensation that

would be just to the city. In case the aldermen should

make no provision for some payment for the franchise the

mayor will veto the resolutions granting them Repre-

sentatives of the interested companies have already notified

the mayor that they are ready to give the city a fair com-

pensation for the franchises.

Oa Wednesday afternoon the last rail was laid of the

Yoakers Electric railway connecting Yonkers and Mount

Vernon—a distance of about three miles. This road will

ultimately run to the Sound by way of New Rochelle.

At Sing Sing on Tuesday evening the Ossining Electric

Railway company elected officers as follows: President,

Abram S. Underhil!; vice-president, John V. Cockroft; sec-

retary, Frank L. Young; treasurer, Samuel E. Tompkins.

Toe work of laying the tracks for the new electric street

railway in North Plalnfield was begun last week on Somer-

set street, and is progressing rapidly. The superintendent

hopes to have the line in operation by July ist.

The F.uahing and College Point railway has been tied

up since 9 o'clock Thursday morning, when the conductors

and raotormen went on a strike. Dissatisfaction has existed

among the men since the company gave notice some time

ago that a ntv set of rules requiring the men to sign a

contract and deposit $25 as a guarantee of good faith

woTild soon be put in force. It is said that at first the men
were about evenly divided ou the subject, one-half being

willing to sign the agreement and deposit the money, but

the other half who objected succeeded in winning the rest

over yesterday. All cars were run back into the car house

and traffic on the road was suspended. The company

operates about Ave miles of track connecting the villages of

Floahiog and College Point. W. F. O.

Milwaukee Wis-

MirwACKEE, April 22.—The Edison Electric Light

company has begun asnit in the United States Circuit Court

for the Eaalern District of Wisconsin, against the Elec-

tric Manufacturing company of Oconto, for the alleged

iafriogcment of the Edison incandescent light j)a*ent. The
plaintiff asks for an injunction and for computation and

payment of damages. It is claimed that 13,000,000

Kdison tamps have been sold and that at the present time

1,000,000 arc now in use in the United States. It is

farther alleged that the Oconto company has been man-

ofacturing the Edison lamps at a large profit and at a

correspondingly heavy loss to the plaintiff, T, A. Pam-
perio, Jacob E. Gmnert and George Beyer, officers of the

Oconto company, are made personal defendants in the

case.

John M. Marvin, who is connected with the Davidson

theater, has invented a machine for baking brick by elec-

tricity. The machine is a simple contrivance, consisting

of a table covered with iron brick molds. The table is

eight by fourteen feet and holds 1,000 molds. The holes

are joined together like pigeon holes. Each mold is the

size of a brick which has been pressed but not baked, and

has a loose cover so fitted as to follow the brick as it

shrinks. The pressed bricks are placed in the molds, the

covers adjusted and the current turned on. The iron

sides of the molds form the resistance and the bricks are

virtually enclosed by walls of fire. When the bricks have

shrunk to the right size, the covers automatically turn ofE

the current and the bricks are dumped. By the ordinary

process it takes three days to bake bricks, but Mr. Marvin

claims that by his process they can be baked in three and

a half hours. He also says that by his process the bricks

are baked harder and better than by the usual process.

In the ordinary method the presence of mineral in the

clay causes the bricks to crack, but Mr. Marvin says that

in the electrical process the more mineral there is in the clay

the better, because it forms a resistance and heats the interior

of the brick. Mr. Marvin states that he has sold the

right to make brick under his patent for $25,000.

The Milwaukee Street Railway company has not yet

taken possession of the West Side railway. The trans-

fer, it had been expected, would occur on April ist, but the

Villard people decided to take advantage of the three

months of grace provided in the contract. The third and

last payment can be made any time before July ist. Henry

C. Payne, speaking of the matter, said that the delay in

taking possession of the other line was due to the strin-

gency of the money market and to the attempts which are

being made to enact legislation hostile to street railway

interests.

The Wisconsin Automatic Telephone company is mak-

ing arrangements to establish an exchange at Sheboygan.

A list of subscribers is being prepared auH it is proposed

to place the bulk of the stock among the home capitalists.

It is estimated that the cost of putting in a telephone

plant at Sheboygan will be in the neighborhood of $30,-

000.

The Wisconsin Telephorke company has had a great

deal of trouble recently as a result of the wind storms. In

part, at least, the system has been out of order most of

the monih. The Chicago-Milwaukee wires have just been

repaired. The total loss to the telephone interests of the

state by the recent storms is estimated at $30,000, which

will have to be borne by the general company.

A city ordinance requires street cars to stop within a

certain distance of railway crossings. The street railway

people have claimed that instead of ensuring the passengers

from danger, as it is intended to do, the practice is really

dangerous, on account of the likelihood of the trolley coming

off and leaving the car powerless in front of an incoming

or outgoing train. Their theory was aptly illustrated a

few evenings ago at the Clinton street crossing of the St.

Paul Railway. A Bay View car stopped at the crossing,

the conductor ran ahead and gave the "all right" signal

and the car started again. As it reached the railway

track, the trolley came off, and a train bore down on the

helpless car. It was wrecked, but the passengers escaped

before the car was struck.

On City Engineer Benzenberg's desk is a piece of lead

pipe which was taken from a residence near the Becker

street railway power house and which seems to have been

damaged by escaping electric currents. Since the intro-

duction of the trolley system, there have been several cases

of this character in the city. Gas pipes and water mains,

it is slated, have been damaged by electric currents which

escaped into the ground and attacked the pipes and mains

by electrolysis. Mr. Benzenberg says that in time the

current may do damage to the large water mains of the

city. He has a letter from the head of the New Orleans

water works suggesting that the matter be discussed at the

convention of American engineers which will be held in

Milwaukee next fail. Reports of damage to pipes under-

ground by means of electrolysis have been received from

Saginaw, Indianapolis, New York and other cities.

The extensive and tedious task of replacing every electric

light wire by new ones in the Pabst block is now under

way, as a result of unsatisfactory service from the wires

put in at the time the building was erected. It was found

that the wires used were insufficiently insulated and that

dampness effected ihcm in many parts of the building. It

was finally decided to put in an entirely new supply of

better insulated wire. Whtn It is taken into consideration

that something like 30,000 feet of wire is to be put in, and

drawn through the conduits in the walls by means of the

old wire, the work required will be better understood.

^The work of completing the double tracking of the

Wauwatosa electric road is now under way. The second

track was more than two thirds down when winter weather

stopped the work and the small balance will be down in

two weeks. Ever since the road was put into operation it

has been a paying line, and the stockholders propose to

give the best possible service during the coming summer.

C.

Northwestern Notations.
Minneapolis, April 22.—About the worst storm of this

particularly stormy winter swept over the Northwest on
April 20th. It found the street railway companies arrang-

ing for their summer business and poorly prepared for such

a return of snow and cold. The service in Minneapolis

and St. Paul was badly crippled, particularly in the for-

mer city. Stillwater, Daluth and other smaller places were
obliged to exist without street cars for some time, and it

was a difficult matter to resume traffic Friday.

A sanguine St. Paul paper predicts that within five

years every wire in the city will be underground. The
good work is going on slowly but surely, and the wires of

two electric light companies are now partly under ground.

Most of the telephone wires are down. An ordinance has

just been passed which gives the Western Union Tele-

graph company the desired right to bury wires. The or-

diance is general, and not just what the company wanted,

but it has been accepted. It provides that all companies

operating or controlling electric wires shall place them
underground within three years. The St. Paul Gas com-
pany purposes to put its electric wires down shortly.

Plans have been perfected for the new power plant of

the Winona, Minn., General Electric company. It will

be aone-story brick building, i2oby 140 feet. The electric

light plant will consist of four 50 arc light dynamos, one

30 arc Thomson-Houston dynamo, and 30 light Edison
dynamo, and one new Thomson- Houston incandescent

dynamo. The car house will be 40 by 108 feet. Everything

about the plant will be made as complete as possible.

The scheme of building an electric line to Lake Minne-
tonka, the popular summer resort, fifteen miles from Min-

neapolis, is considered almost every spring, and it has al-

ready appeared this season. There is probably no likeli-

hood of its materializing this year, but it is undoubtedly

only a matter of time.

The Columbia Electric company of St. Paul has made
an assignment to James A. Owens. The company's plant

is on Edgerton street, and it also owns a warehouse. Eg-
bert i',. Handy is president and F. M. Catiin secretary.

Its business was not very extensive. The liabilities and
assets are each said to be in the neighborhood of $20,-

000.

John Luddon has sued the St. Paul Street Railway com-

pany for $10,000 because he was run into and hurt while

walking along the track.

President Lowry is figuring on getting the famous Gil-

more band to play at Lake Harriet this summer as a spe-

cial attraction.

D. S. Smith, superintendent of construction of the

West Superior Iron & Steel Works, has been given a re-

sponsible position by the Minneapolis Street Railway

company.

Charles F. Baker, for ten years chief engineer of the big

Pillsbury flour mills in Minneapolis, has resigned to ac-

cept a position in charge of the steam plant of the West
End Street Railway company of Boston.

The new electric light company at Grand Forks, N. D.,

has secured a site and will begin work at once on a solid

brick power building, to be completed and equipped by
September. There will be a dynamo of 350 horse power
and a reserve dynamo of 150 horse power.

In a damage suit against tlie street railway company
Judge Smith of the Minneapolis District Court told the

jury that as the company is obliged to run its cars on
tracks it is not supposed to exercise as much diligence or

care as the driver of a wagon, especially in the middle of

a block.

The Stillwater, Minn., street railway tangle continues in

bad shape. The receiver appointed a year ago reports

that he cannot make the road pay interest on the $60,000
bonded indebtedness.

There have been no important developments in the street

railway situation in St. Paul. Petitions arc pouring in

from citizens protesting against the present condition of

things.

Surveyors are at work on the proposed electric line be-

tween St. Paul and Stillwater. It will probably be built

thisyear. The route will be around by way of Wild-

wood.

The St. Paul & White Bear Electric Kailwiy company
has commenced running half hour trains to While Bear.

Excellent service is planned for this summer.

The city engineer of West Superior, Wis., has rccora-
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mended that the city furoish its owq electric lights. He
figures that 300 arc lamps and 25.000 incandescents will

cost less than the present arrangement.

It is proposed to extend the Ashland, Wis., electric line

to Washburn, Wis. There is a good roadbed, and the

distance is but twelve miles. A company will probably

be organized.
N. L. P.

New England Notes.

Boston, April 22.— Ths consolidition of the electric

street car lines of the Merrimac valley has at last been

effected. Yesterday the directors of the Haverhill &
G.-ovcUnd Street Railway company, the Merrimac Valley

company, and the Lowell, Lawrence & Haverhill road met

in BD)ton and voted to consolidate, the two former selling

out to the last named. The companies retain their old

names but will be under one management. The purchxs-

ing company has Deen granted the privilege of building

a line over the route desired in Lawrence and work

will be scon commenced. Connection will be made

through North Andover with the Merrimac Valley road.

The main company has purchased land in Haverhill on

which it will erect an immense car shop, factory and repair

shop.

The West End Street Railway company of Bos'on has

come out victorious in its opposition to the people who

applied to the Legislature for permission to build and

operate a storage battery street railway in Cambridge.

The legislative committee on street railways has reported

a bill to give the storage battery promoters permission to

withdraw.

The West End Street Railway company has withdrawn

all the tunnel scheme plans for rapid transit it had before

the Legislature. President Whitney in his letter making this

withdrawal stated that he did not feel that they were

sufficiently familiar with the Greathead system of tunnel-

ing to go on with such a project.

The governor of Maine has vetoed the bill granting 2

franchise for an electric road between Lewiston and North

Corner, a distance of 22 miles, on the ground that there

was not population enough to support such a road.

The new building of the International Trust company

of Boston is to b£ equipped with a 500 light dynamo
coupled direct. Mather apparatus will be used.

The Lynn vt Boston Street Railway company, is to

extend its lines to Beverly. There has been a three years'

fight against the trolley system, but the oppDsition is at

last overcome. A single fare is to be charged from

North Beverly to Sa'em or Peabojy instead of two as in

the past. The company will spend abiut .$roo,ooo in the

town this year.

The Norfolk Suburban Stieet Railway ompany has

been granted a franchise to build an electric road from

D^dham Centre to Hyde Park. It will begin work the

first of May.

The Lynn Gas & Electric company is to erect a new

power station 150 feet square, costing $150,000. It will

have a capacity of 2 500 horse power. J. C. E.

electric trolleys and other ciccirtctl appliances, J.

M. C. Tyner, loi Rialio building, Cnic^go. III.

Springfield Consolii'ated Railway company. Spiingfitld,

III ; capital slock, $750, coo; to buy, lease, conslruct,

maintain and operate horse, dummy, and electric railways

in Springfield. III.; Frank H. Jones, Springfield, 111.

Miller Railway Incandescent Signal company, Chicago,

III.; capital stock. $250,000; to buy, operate and sellleiicrs

patent relaiiog to inventions for railway and electric signal*-;

Banning, Banning & Payson, 532 Temple Court, Chicago, ,

III.

Americin Engine company, New Bound Brook, N. J.;
capital stock. $200,000 to manufacture steam, gas electric

and other engines, pumps, condensers and boilers, and to

sell or rent the same, etc. ; American Engine company,
Bound Brook, N. J.

General Electric S: Improvement company, Jersey City,

N. J.; capital stock, $500,000; manufacturing, construct-

ing, selling, dealing in, operating and licensing the use of

apparatus, etc.; L. A. Chandler, 31 Nassau street. New
York, N. Y.

McKeesport & Braddock Passenger Railway com-
pany, McKeesport, Pa ; capital stock, $50,000; construct-

ing and operating an electric railway in Alleghany county

from McKeesport to Braddock; J. P. Humber, 93 Diamond
street, Pittsburg. Pa.

Put in-Bay & Southwestern Electric Railroad company,
TiffiQ, O.; capital stock, $3000.000; constiucting and
maintaining a railroad to be operated by electricity or

other motive power, except steam, between Ottawa and
Fmdlay, O ; Foraker & Prior, Cincinnati, O.

PERSONAL.
A. O. Eckert. southern agent for Day's Kerite, is in

Chicago. He will take charge of the Kerite exhibit at the

World's Fair.

F. J. Hovey, acting general assistant of the American
Telephone & Telegraph company of New York, and V. D.
Hayes, chief of the mechanical department of the Ameri-
can Bell Telephone company of Boston were in Chicago
last week.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Beecher Single Railway company, Buffalo, N. Y.

;

capital stock, $400,000; to manufacture and sell all kinds

of electric motive power, locomotives, etc

Madison Electric Light ^: Power company, London, O
;

capital stock. $10,000; manufacturing and furnishing elec-

tric light and power; H. H. Prettyman, London, l >.

United Light & Power company. Georgetown, Colo.;

capital stock, $35,000; to supply the towns of (leorgetown

and Sliver Plume, Colo., with electric and gas light, heat

and power.

East Reading Electric Railway company, Reading, Pa.

;

capital stock, $100,000; constructing and operating an
electric railway in Reading, Pa.; Daniel Ermontwart

,

Reading, Pa.

Concord Light & Power company, Concord, N. H.;
capital stock. $200,000; generating, distributing and sell-

ing gas and electricity in the city of Concord and vicinity;

Leach & Stevens, Concord, N. H,

Hewitt Voltaic Electric company, Jersey City, N. J.;
capital stock, $150,000; to manufacture, buy, ^ell and deal

in electric batteries, electrical compounds and supplies,

etc.; J. Herbert Potts, Jersey City, N. J,

Duplex Electric Trolley Manufacturing company. Chi-

cago, 111.; capital stock, $100,000 to manufacture and sell

The agreement between the municipality of Pettrbor

ough, Canada, and the Canadian General Electric com-
pany for the street railway franchise has been signed by
both parties. The rails for the railway have been ordered

from Europe, and the electrical appliances will be made in

the company's own shops at Peterborough. Work will be
begun as soon as the ground is ready, and several miles

will be constructed this year.

Permission has been granted by the authorities of the

three towns of Northbridgc, Sutton and Crafton in the

Blackstone Valley for the construction of an cicclric road

to connect these towns with Worcester, Mass. There is

little doubt that the line will ultimately be extended to

Uxbridge to meet the proposed line from the sooth, thus

making an electric connection between Providence and
Worcester. The company obtaining the franchises men-
tioned is the Blackstone Valley Street Railway com-
pany.

A public demonstration of theWaddcll-Entz storage bat-

tery system was given last Saturday on the Second avenue
route in New York. It would appear that the test was
deemed successful; the trial from One Hundred and
Twenty-seventh to Ninety-sixth street having been made
in eighteen minutes and without a mishap. A party con-

sisting of the officials of several lines of eiectric railways

in the city and a number of electrical men made the trip

and expressed themselves as pleased with the system.

In the Waddell-Enlz car the storage batteries fill the space

under the seats, seventy cells being in each side, while the

moter is situated under the middle of the floor. With one
change it is claimed by the promoters of the system the

batteries will propel the car thirty miles, and then can be
recharged without being removed. The directors of the

Second avenue line are satisfied with the test.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
New II impton. la-, has decided to put in an electric light

plan'.

The electric light plant of Yankton, S. Djk.. is to be
considerably enlarged.

The Lewiston, Mont., Electric Light & Pjwer company
has been formed with a capital stock of $to.ooD; the com-
pany proposes to erect and operate an electric light pUnt
in Lewiston.

A franchise has been granted to the Power City Illumi

nating company, with the privilege to s ring wires and
erect poles for an electric lighting system for Niagara
Falls, N. Y.

On April 6th the electric light p!an? of Mr. Pulaski,

111., was wrecked by the breaking of a portion of the ma-
chinery. Chief Engineer Stookey and Fireman Edward
Wood, were seriously injured.

Boyd Anderson, chief engineer of the Texas-Mexican
Electric Light company's power station at San Antonio,

Texas, has contracted with the Southern Pacific Railroad

company for a trial of his storage battery for lighting the

passenger trains on the road. A car is to be equipped with

the storage batteries and a number of incandescent lamps
at once and put on between San Antonio and Sanderson as

an experiment. If it prove satisfactory all tbe trains on
the road may be similarly i quipped.

Tbe Chester Light, Water & Ice company is now re-

ceiving bids on a central lighting station, to be constructed

at once, at Chester. III. Proposals on the entire work, or

any part of it will be received until May 15th by Wm. H.
Bryan, mechanical and electrical engineer, room 56 Turner
building, St. Louis, where plans, and specifications may
be seen. The plant will consist o( one 35 light arc machine,
and two 500 light. 2,coo volt alternators, with engines,

boilers, etc. Contracts have already been signtd in

Chester for about 1,100 lights.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Mobile Light & Railway company, Mobile, Ala.,

has closed the contract for the electrical equipment of its

lines.

The Consumers' Electric Light & Railway company,
Tampa, Fla., is shortly to add ten additional miles to its

tracks.

An electric road twenty-five miles in length, to run from
Southbridge, Mass., to a point in Windham county, Conn.,
is being projected.

The Court Street and East End and the West Side
Railways companies of Binghamton, N. Y , will shortly

tquip their lints with electricity.

J, K. Tillotson's electric railway known as the Put in-

Bay Southern, of Toledo, ()., is to be extended to Lake-
side. Work will be commenced upon tbe new road at once.

The Sioux City, la.. Street Railway company has closed

a contract to operate the elevated road in the city in con-
nection with its other lines, and will assume control of the

road as soon as it can be equipped with an electric system.

The Waterloo County Electric Railway company has
been organized with a capital stock of $450,000 to build
an electric railway from Gait, through Preston, Freeport
and Berlin to Waterloo, Ont. The company also intends to

utili?:e the water power of the Grand river.

Upon application of the St. Louis Trust company,
trustee of the bondholders, Judge John A. Williams, of
the United Stales Circuit Court, placed the City Electric Ct

Capital Street Railway company of Little Rock, in the
hands of a receiver on April iqth. Col. S. W. Fordyce.
president of the St. Louis & Southwestern (Cotton Belt)

railway, was appointed receiver and his bond fi.xed at

$100,000.

TELEGRAPH.
The central telegraph exchange at Paris, France, is

simply a bureau of transmission, and neither directly re-

ceives nor distributes dispatches. It transmits 36.250 tele-

grams daily and furnishes employment to 500 men and 400
women.

The report telegraphed from Halifax, recently that the

Commercial Cable company's cable across the Atlantic was
broken is denied ofiiicialiy. The siory arose from the fact

that the Mackay-Bennett steamer had been sent out to do
LOme subsidiary work.

TELEPHONES.
The Missouri, Kansas & Texas Telephone company of

Kansas City, Mo., will put in a telephone exchange at

Guthrie, Ok., at once.

In April, 1SS2, the telephone system was introduced in

Berlin, Germany, with fifty subscribers. By the end of

trie year the number had increased to 45S. and at the first

of this year 20,000 telephones were in operation at the

German capital.

The computed total number of telephone exchange con-

nections yearly throughout the United States has advanced
from 312,605,000 in 1SS6 to 600000,000 in 1S92.

From Portland, Me., to Spokane, a distance of about
400 miles, an overhead telephone line is to be built, and to

this line, two-thirds of which will be owned by the Inland
Telegraph & Telephone company, the Pacific Telephone
& Telegraph company will contribute.

The Missouri Pan-Electric Telephone company organized
St St. Louis, April igtb, with Sam Kennard as president. The
new company announces that it will take advantage of the

expiration of the Bell patents and erect lines at once. The
same company put in a large number of instruments in

1SS6, but was defeated by the Bell company in a lawsuit

and its telephones confiscated.

Miss Mary K. Sands, who owns a farm in Darien,Conn.
is showing persistence in repelling the invasion of her land
by telegraph linemen. The Postal Telegraph company has
been at work running a line through the town and, it is

said, has omitted to obtain permission of some properly
owners. When the men appeared on Miss Sands's place

last week she made an emphatic protest. They paid no
attention to this, so she went up to the \-il!age and hired
four men with instructions to fill up the holes dug by the
telegraph men as fast as the latter threw the Jirt out.
There was a conflict between the two forces, and by night
four poles were set. On the following morning, when the
linemen came to work, they found the poles flat on the
ground, having been sawed ofl at the surface during the
night. All the second day the two gangs of men bothered
each other, neither making any headway, but no open
rupture took place. Miss Sands is determined that no
poles or wires shall be erected or strung across her farm,
and has employed counsel to get an injunction.

LEGAL DECISIONS.
The contest between the Lynn Gas & Electric company

and twenty three insurance companies was rtcently decided
in the Supreme Court at Boston. In 0.:tober, iS»>o, fire

was discovered in the company's building and was extin-

guished with trifling loss, but the great Corliss engine. 50
feet from where the fire originated and completely separ-
ated from it, was destroyed. The company claimed that
the fire caused a general short circuiting of the system;
that this strained and broke a pulley, and that a flying

fragment from the broken pulley struck and disabled the
governor of the engine, in consequence of which the en-
gine destroyed itself and the building. The case was fiist

tried in Salem and decided in favor of the Gas & Electric
company. It was appealed to the Supreme Court, which
has now affirmed the decision of the lower court and has
awarded the electric company $12,000 damages.
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MISCELLANEOUS.
The annual meeting of the Michigan State Electric and

Surgical society will beheld at Lansing, May lolhand nth.

H. A. Learned, Tokio, Japan, recently visited the

Thomson-Houston factories in Lynn, Mass., in the inter-

ests of an electrical plant in Tokio.

TRADE NEWS.
George Cutter. Chicago, will move on May ist to 851,

S53 and S55 Rookery building. The new offices. lo-

ceiher with an enlarged storeroom, will give Mr. Cutter

additional facilities for taking care of his growing busi-

ness.

The Chicago Elec'ric Wirecompany of Wilmington, Dei..

is claiming a great many superior merits for its high grade

insulated wires- It asserts that the insulation resistance of

its wire is five times higher than formerly, tlaat it can stand

any amount of bending and twisting without deterioration.

The Interior Wiring & Fixture company, 14 Clinton

place. New York, is making particular exertions to place

its Klein push-button switch for electric light circuits on

the market. The company claims for this switch that it is

ver)' simple in construction, safe to use, and is quick act-

ing. The company is also making a specialty of its flush

or wall switches and its handy pendant or flexible cord

switch.

The Gray National Telautograph company, New York,

has gathered comments on the new invention of Prof. Gray

from the daily papers and scientific journals whose repre-

sentatives witnessed the first public test of the instruments

in Chicago and New York, and has presented extracts in

pamphlet form. An idea of the general interest which

Prof. Gray's invention has aroused will be gained from a

perusal of this collection.

The contract for the new power house of the Newton
&: Boston street railway at Newtonville, Mass., has been

awarded to Westinghouse. Church, Kerr & Co. The
steam pressure will be 130 pounds, using Babcock &: Wil-

cox boilers. The generator room will contain two West-

inghouse compound condensing engines driving Thom-
son-Houston multipolar generators. The original installa-

tion is for 400 horse power, and the station is to be in

operation July ist.

S. F. B. Morse of Gushing & Morse, agents for Days
Kerite, has just returned from the Northwest with a large

number of orders. Mr. Morse is exhibiting an

unique sort of advertisement in the form of "spell-

ing sparks." A manager of an electrical plant is illus-

trated as advising a discouraged station manager to tear

up his old circuits and put in a good wire. Upon being

asked what wire to use. a spark is touched to the end of a

cigar in the band of the manager, and a traveling spark

burns '"Kerite" in the paper.

The Electric Appliance company of Chicago has recently

made a number of small improvements in its Acme lamp
socket, which add largely to the merits of the socket. The
new socket is being sold, however, at even a lower price than

formerly, and the demand is very large. A novelty in the

incandescent lamp line is being exhibited by the same
company. It is the latest thing out in the Packard lamp
line, being a small 6 candle power lamp with a bulb about

I 1-2 inches in diameter mounted to fit any regular socket

and of any ordinary voltage up to 52 volts. It is known
as "Our Baby."

The .American Silk Manufacturing company, Philadel-

phia, Pa., is calling attention to its raw silk machine wiper.

These wipers have been extensively endorsed by under-

writers as doing away with thedangei of spontaneous com-
bustion so common with the use of cotton waste, and in

addition to this advantage they present the merit of

economy owing to greater durability. No boiling is re-

quired for these wipers as the company furnishes a box
containing a special compound for renovating the old

wipers. The success met with in introducing this specialty

is the surest guarantee of its worth.

The Electric Selector Sc Signal company, New York,

will make a con- plete exhibit in the Department of Eltc-

tricity, at the World's Fair, of the principle of

individual electrical selection in its several applica-

itoDS. There will be shown in operation, a number of

railroad semaphores and train order signals, six telegraph

stations, six arc lights, several groups of incandescent

lamps, four electric motors and a telephone circuit with

four or five stations- At one erd of the space will be a

stand representing a central light station at which will be

locaud the transmitter for cutting in and out the electric

lights and motors, and at the other end will be a similar

Mand repre^nting a railroad train dispatcher's office from
which the various signals and telegraph stations will be
controlled.

No more complete or comprehensive catalogue of elec-

trical fopplies has been Issued than the bcok recently pub-
lished by the F, P. Little Electrical Construction Ik Supply
coiDpaoy of Bu^;»lo. N.Y, One of the features of the cata-

lo^e is the chapter on information for steam and electrical

engineers, giinng minute and particular directions for plac-

ing dynamos, their care and accessories. The F. P. Little

company is making a particular speciality of the Kestcr
imprcr/tpd arc lamp, the patent of which it has recently se-

cured, which is claimed to be far superior to other

arc Ump9. The incandescent lamp department of

this company is very extensive and complete, and the cu(-

oots, switches, fan motors, insulators, batteries and meters
are illustrated and described in a most thorough and satis-

factory manner.

Th: ..tctnc company, formerly the Electri-

cal ^ V, Chicago, reporla continued large salts

fori: '; moisture proof wire. The company
coDtiono to receiTc flattering reports from the Helios
arc lamp, which is used on iocandescent circuits, for which

it is the we;:tern agent. One of the specialties manufactured
by this company is the W-W lightning arrester. The
sales on this article are most satisfactory, and as it is built

on the latest theoretical principles its ultimate success can

not be doubted. An order has been placed with this

company by the electrical engineering department for the

World's Fair for three Wirt volt indicators to read to 3,250
volts. These instruments will be used for testing circuits

during the World's Fair. Another order for Wirt indica-

tors was received for the Chicago Athletic building, Co-
lumbus building, Lexington hotel, Chicago, and the Cic-

ero, 111., Electric Light & Heat company.

BUSINESS.
The J. H. & D. Lake company, Massillon, O., manu-

facturer of friction clutch pnllejs, cut-off couplings and
other mechanical specialties is presenting the trade with

a transparent glass paper-weight that is attractive in ap-

pearance and is as excellent in its way a? the high grade of

work this company turns cut.

Two hundred miles of road have been equipped within

three months by the Ansonia Electric company, Chicago,
with its improved overhead railway appliances. It also

reports having secured some very large contracts within

the last month, and is to be congratulated upon the suc-

cess with which its new material has met.

The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, has taken

the agency for the Diehl ceiling fans and has already

secured a number of contracts for installations in Chicago
stores and restaurants. The large equif ment recently

placed in the "peaccck annex" of the Boston Oyster House
is a standing advertisement for the Diehl fan.

The Ball Engine company, of Erie, Pa., reports that it

is flooded with orders and that its already ^arge capacity is

insufticient to meet the demands made upon it. The com-
pany is particularly successful in its compound and tan-

dem engines and reports twenty-three recent ship-

ments of engines varying from twenty-five to three hun
dred and fifty horse power each.

The Ansonia Electric company, formerly the Electrical

Supply company, Chicago, is now placing on the market
what it considers the most important specialty ever added
to its line; that is, the new Sunbeam incandescent lamp,
which was described in detail in the last issue of the

Wrsiern Electrician. A good many claims are made
as to its superiority, and it is thought by the manufacturers
to be clearly outside of all lamp patents.

Out of ail the buildings under construction in New York
city since January ist, for which the architects' specifica-

tions name electrical equipment, two only are using other

than the interior conduit system. The metal covered con-
duit is now generally specified by architects. It is estim-

ated that in the remodeled residence of Cornelius Vander-
bilt at Fifty-seventh street and Fifth avenve, 100,000 feet

of brass covered interior conduit will be used by the Tucker
Electrical Construction company, which has the work in

hand.

The United Electric Improvement company of Phila-

delphia, Pa., formerly the Heisler Electric company,
manufacturers of complete central station equipment, which
has handled the Heisler long distance series apparatus so

successfully, intends to increase its business facilities. A
new factory will be erected with the addition of improved
machines and tools for the manufacture of all types of

lighting and power apparatus and no pains will be spared

to make this factory one of the most perfectly equipped
for the manufacture of electrical supplies in the country.

The works of the Westinghouse Machine company have
been running for a year with a full night force. The shops
are crowded with a large amount of heavy work in addition

to the regular Hue of manufacture. There are now coming
through ten 600 horse power compound engines, of which
eight are for the Philadelphia Traction company, for direct

coupling to multipolar generators, and two are to fill an
order placed by E. D Leavitt tor the Calumet and Hecla
mines, to be used in driving electric pumps for mine drain-

age. The company has just completed the shipment of

six 1000 horse power engines for the Westingliouse Electric

and Manufacturing company, to be used in filling its con-

tract for lighting the World's Fair. These engines are also

coupled directly to 10, ooo-light dynamos. They stand eigh-

teen feet high and make 200 revolutions per minute.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued April 18, 1893.

495,472. Yarn-feeding Device for Knitting Machines.
Emanuel Buxtorf, Paris, France.

495.5'f3' Insulated Pipe Jointer Coupling. Thomas J,
Pierce, Philadelphia, Pa.

495.538. Dynamo-electric Machine. Thomas L. Will-

son, Brooklyn. N. Y.

Two or more bruohcn arc applied to each fitld of force, so
ihm the b-ifs pa-iKinH throujjli one field may be connected
•'.riiilly in<(tead of bcin;; n^:cc^sarIly in multiple. If six brushes
art; applied to each fitld llic electromotive force derivable
therefrom is increawd nix times.

4')5 547- Combined Electric Motor and ]>rivcn Machine.
Kcdolphus I-'uller, Detroit, Mich.

495.550. Process of Concentrating Zinc IJcaring Sul-

phide Ores. Gustavc M. Gouyard, Denver, Colo.

495.552. Insulator, I^ouis Hills, New Vork, N, Y,

495. 561. Commutator for Dynamo electric Machines or

Motors. liuch.'inan S. Patcrson, Gateshead, Eng.

495 562. Field Magnet. Frank A. Pcrrct, Springfield,

Mass,

The fi*:ld ma;;net \% constructed in two parLi, connected
bya wcd^jeor V-stiapcd joini. The joint iti mnde in the iron core
of the field mit^riet. and ia AUrrounded by n coil of wire.

495-564. Electrical Bell- Henry E. Porter, New York,
N. Y.

495,582. Ground Generator of Electricity. Michael
Emme, Oakland, Cal.

The electrodes consist of soft iron and carbon-zed coke.
These are placed in holes made in the earth, in which is placed
a mixture, which, in combination with the earth material,
makes an active agent. The substance employed in connection
with the earth depends upon the character of the earth. If the
ground is a vegetable mold, commercial conc<-ntrated nitric

acid is used to saturate the coii, and peroxide of of manganese
or pyrolusite should then be mixed with the mass.

495>587. Ship's Log. Charles F. Holt, New London,
Conn.

495.533. Indicator Mechanism for Type-setting Ma-
chines. John Hooker, Beccles, Eng.

495.600. Electrolytic Apparatus. Gustaf O. Rennerfelt,

Stockholm, Sweden.

495.601. Electric Arc Lamp. Frederick T. Schmidt,
Bradford, Eng.

The upper and lower carbons are supported upon brackets
which are capable of excursions upon vertical rods. A cord
connects the two brackets and passes over a pulley. By means
of proper lamp mechanism the upper bracket is lowered and the
lower bracket raised when the carbons are to be brougnl
together for the estabiishmeni of a proper arc.

495 608, Magnetic Ore Separator. George G, Crosby,
New York, N. Y.

A magneti.;ed drum or wheel is employed; over which passes
an endless apron. The substance to be treated is fed upon this
apron. The magnetic particles are retained upon the apron as
it passes under the magnetic drum until they pass cut of the
magnetic irjfluence of said drum. The non-magnetic particles
tall from the magnetic drum when at a vertical tangent to the
drum.

495. 6i5' Cross-over Switch for Electric Railways, Frank
B. Rae, Detroit, Mich.

495,620. Incandescent Electric Lamp. Eugene W. Ap-
plegate, Chicago, 111.

A strip or washer of platinum or kindred metal is interposed
between the neck of the bulb and a plug of glass or other sub-
stance which supports the ieading-in wires and filament.

495,626. Electric Welder for Wire Fence Machines.
John D. Curtis, Worcester, Mass.

495,632. Life-saving Device or Fender. William E.
Holmes, Boston, Mass.

495.637. Process of Extracting Zinc by Electrolysis.

Johannes Pfleger, Frankforton-the-Main, Germany.

495.638. Secondary Battery. Leslie B. Rowley, Ash-
land, Wis.

495,643. Electric Arc Lamp. William A. Turbayne,
Detroit, Mich.
A fine wire solenoid is included in a shunt of the main cir-

cuit and a cut-out magnet in the main circuit. A gravity ring
clutch is allowed to fall and support the upper carbon when the
cut-out magnet is energized to release a detent. When the
carbon-i become abnormally separated the solenoid is energized
and the gravity ring clutch released from the carbon rod
until the proper arc is again established

.

495 649. Electric Arc Limp, Charles F. Adams, Mor-
rison, III.

495.674. Riil Circuit-closing Contact. Friedrich von
Hefner-Alteneck, Berlin, Germany.
A piston is placed incermedially between the rail and a vessel

containing mtrcury. As the piston is depressed by pressure
upon the rail the mercury is caused to rise within anothervessel
wnereby electric circuit is closed by a wire or other electrode
becoming immersed in the mercury.

495.692. Trolley Wire Fmder. Charles G. Cleminshaw
and William H. Bradt, Tro^, N. Y.

495.695. Electric Railway Trolley. William Duncan,
Allegheny, Pa.

495-7t4- Lightning Arrester. Elihu Thomson, Lynn,
Mass.

495.738. Electric Rotary Drilling Machine. Robert M.
Jones, Salt Lake City, Utah.

495.770. Time Indicator and Signal for Races. Alfred
Bartlett, Auckland, New Zealand.

495.772. Electric Arc Lamp. Ernest E. Beauvalet and
Leon C. Beauvalet, Paris, France.

Two solenoids are employed, one in circuit with the carbons
and the o her included in a shunt circuit. A lever arm con-
nects the cores of the solenoid. The lower carbon holder is

supp' rted upon a cord or chain, one end of which is secured to
the lever arm, while the other is passed about a drum. When
current is first established the main circuit solenoid is ener-
gized, which causes a pawl to rotate the drum and unwind the
cord sufiiciently for the proper separation of the carbons for the
establishment of the arc. When the carbons are abnormally
separated the solenoid included in the shunt operates the pawl
to re establish a proper distance between the carbons

495,782. Electric Shoe Sale. Rufus F. Carncs, Win-
lield, Ala.

495,835. Matrix Making Machine. Casper L. Redfield,

Minneapolis, Minn.

495*353. Lightning Arrester. Elihu Thomson, Swamp-
scott, Mass.

495861. Electric Belt. George F. Webb, Cleveland, O.

495 913- Danger Signal for Railway Crossings. James
S. Savage, jr., Detroit, Mich.

495 928. Safety Attachment for Cars. Robert Bustin

and Thomas I. McMackin, Boston, Mass.

495.929. Electric Cigar Lighter. William Carter and
Charles K. Willey, Louisville, Ky.

495.932. Electric Lighting System. Henry Edmunds,
jr., London, Eng.

495. 93^'* Apparatus for Preventing Obstructions to the

Flow of Od in Oil Wells. Fulton Gardner, Chicago,
III.

495.940, Electric Trolley. Jeannot W. Kencvel, Chi
cage, III.

495.941. lOlectric Motor or (ienerator, William Koed-
ding, St. Louis, Mo.

495,951. Incandescent Electric Lamp Holder. Leroy
C. Whitney, Jr., Milwaukee, Wia.
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AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
KLECTKIO LIGHT LINE WIRE,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AMERICANITE. MAGNET.
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR
FARADAY CABLES. WIRES.

NEW YOKE OFFICE, r. C. Ackerrauu. 10 Corllntidt Stroot.

MONTREAL BUANXII. Eugeoo f . Phillips' Eloctncal Worka

REMOVAL.
On or about April 15, 1893, we shall move our
offices and general business address to 39 and
41 Cortlandt St. The factory -will also be moved
to our ne-w property at Ampere (East Orange),
N. J.,D. L. & W. R. E.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC CO.
SELLING AGENTS,

ftNSONIA ELECTRIC CO .
CUMMER, CRAIG & CO .

102 Michigan Ave. CHICAGO. ILL. 178 Devonshire SI.. gOSTON. MASS.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Insnlatlon ^lioaranteed wherever used. Aerial, Cndergronnd or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of ttie Foston Fire Underwriters' Union, he says: "A tnoroughly reliable ano desirable Wire in every respect
'

^
The rubber need in inaulating our wires and cables is especially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, osidize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold
weather and isi not affected by heat. The insulation is protected from mechanical injury hy one or more braide, and the whole slicked with Clarfe Patent Compound, and special extra finish, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and al80 preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very gre<** extent fireproof. Oar ini^alatioD wiil prove
durable when all others fall. We are prepared to furnish S:ngle Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
lo furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat %vork as well as our standard color.

Clark Joint Onm should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one foot long and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped atwct a joint
"jid pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. JPOR RAILWAY f»nd 3IOTOK use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

M'K iilTARAXTEE OITR IXSUI.ATIOX AVHEREVER rSED, AERIAL. UXDERGROIXD OR SIRSIARIXE, and our net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other first-class Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTOX, MASS.

HESRT A. CLAEK, Tr.aanier and Gen'l Manager.
HBRBEHT H. EUSTIS, PrMldentand Electrlclin.

The Crescent Insulated Wire and Cable Co.,
MANUFACTURERS OF HI(_iHEST GRADES OF

Rnbber Insnlated Wire and Cables for Aerial, Snbmarine and Dndergronnd Dse.

FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, TRENTON, N. J.

AGESTI^; JOHN A. ROEBLIXU'S SOKS CO . Chioaco. 171 Lake Htreet.
SAX FR45ICISCO. as aad a" Tremont Street.
XEW YORK. 117 Liberty Street

Electric Street Railway Tower Wason.
Patent Apjilied For,

SUPERIOR TO

COTTON WASTE
Safe, Dueable anh
Cheaper.

i^.
llM AMERICAN

SILK MFG CO ,

-" 3 11 Walnut SI.. Phil idelphia. Pa.

BL'wnre of Innce wnvon imitations.

Endorsed by the leading electric roadg Fu nf r Q rfu yf rnlshed. Write for pilces.

ivianuiacturcd only by w. S. DAVIS & SON, Concord, N. H.

PLATINUM
For all kinds ol Electrical Use. Sheet or Wire of any Degree of Hardness.

Special Attention given to Platinum for Incandescent Lamps.
Address ^'E CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

C3-. SIEBSE.T. HA-ITJ^TJ", CS-EI^IMIJ^ITY.

I»XTIIIB

SAL-AMMONIAC.
Cnarantced Over 99 Per Cent. Pore.

xsriaris c<? go.,
lei Hinzie St. Clilcaso.

TUe Ostorie Steam EupeeriDs Co.,
' EXCilXEEKS.

Rooms 714-715, 167 Dearborn St.. - Chlcaoo
Ropresontntlvo work now In coorso of construe-

tion. 2 000 U. P. Heat. Light and Power Plnnt; for
the Pabat Heot, Light APovrer Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Thopo who contomplato the construction of slmi"
Inr plants on Improvud and econonilcol lines will
(to well to comumuicate with uh. First, bo suro
jou will got the best, then go ahead.

SAL AMMONIAC

CANDELABRA,
Miniature and Special

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

For information nnd prices covering Candelabra,
Miniature and Special lDcandescL>nt Lamps, ad-
dress the

EDISON DECORATIVE AND

MINIATURE LAMP DEPARTMENT,

HARRISON, !V. J.

INCREASE YOUR REVENDE.

ACME OIL FILTER.
l*enf on trial.

For particulars,
prices, etc,
address

Taylor,
Coodhue
& Ames,

V." Ammeters and Voltmeters.

Constant Switcli-board Use,

(KLKCTKIC BRAND)

ForElectricai Purposes
Guaranteed 98/99% and free of lead and iron.

If )'on want tlie l)est ([iiality a.sb your dealer

for this liraiid. Iniptirtt'd liy

A-KLIPSTEIN, 122 Pearl St., New York

Cnir.Mio, iLl.., March 3. ISE,^

Messrs. Queen & Co.,

iiMo (hrsiniii .ti.. rhiudtirhii. r>..

Gkntlkmen:—Your favor of the 'iflh ull.

is tvcoi%'od. In reply would say. yoor
"Macnotlo Vau^." Ammeters and Voltme-
ters have been satisfactory to ns, • * •

Very Imly your*.
SIEMKNS .t U.ILSKE

Electric Company of America.

Engineers and Aix^hitects will

serve ihe wants of their clients to

best satisf.ictiou bv specifying tlie.«e

ioslmmcnts for switch botirds of iso-

lated pl.ints Centr.al Station Mana-
gcra will al.o find them a paying
investment.
Ask for Descriptive Circular No. 420.

QUEEN ^ CO., Incorporated, PHILADELPHIA, U. S. A,

Send five conta for Cfltnlogui- I-iV> of EU'Ctrical Measuring Apparatus-
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Established in 1861.

E. BKGGOT.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

aAS AHD ELECTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND 6AS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-BRANCH STORE-

SI 34 Michigan Avenia^*

WANTED.
We will pay 25 cents eanli for

c'ean copies of the "Westfen Elec-

TFiciAX of June IS, 1S92, Volume X,

Number '40.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

6 Lskeeitie Building. Cliicng >.

WANTED.
Fosition as eogineer, or assislflnt engineer I"

,

electric railway company, electncul assistant tn
i

chief eogineer of ste .m road adnptinR eleclric.ty
j

as aaiiliary motive power, or to survey and supi-i -

intend coaslmction for electric railway coutr.ic-
,

tor. Address "RAILWAY,"
j

Care Western Electrici.^n,
.i:M Temple Court, New York.

WANTED.
If you have a second hard 500 H P.

(N Tlis-s i-u,i:iiie in icud cnnd lion wtiich

you desire lo s )! cliea.j, address, willi full

panicu ars.

PRESIDENT,
Care Western Electkkian.

A 10) II. P liigli cl-is.s steim engine.

A second uand engine tbat is c mpar.i-

tively new ami in tirst class order wi 1

answer the purpose. Will trade new
eltctric light or power machinery.

Address "W M ."

Care AVestern Electrkhn.

Engagement by salesman of abil-

ity, with several years' experience

in selling and installing electrical

apparatus. First class references.

Addroni "Tolfll".'
C.'.ri- WlnTKIlS Kl.C TRICI.\N

WANTED-TO BUY.
200 to 400 ampere 110 volt second band

dTnamo.=i.

BARTER ELECTRIC CO.,

76 Fifth Avcnu- CHICAGO, ILL

TRADERS IR ELECTRICAL MACH18ERy!
FOR SALE fContlDoe'l Lint).

T»o?/t r.;-':.: F;.! f.-c f57n.-irni-f«. *Uh M nrr Inmps.
r>n*25 :ij;ht lull t^rr djnftmo. with Z'> arc Inmr^.
Oo*tJ*HKht Math'TrJocnnde^c^ntdyoBmo. UU volt.

On<? *, h'.r^ ^rw^r Card motor, V/i v.At.

•fowoxxv klk«;tric vo..
'/i K. ',:h .S*. . CINCrSNAXr. OHIO.

MANGANESE
KMNnr »»T I If II.

•-era- If < rzoci hum (-otli.'i. t.«Tman>

TlieM.W.SlIIlOIlsEtetricCO,.
OF PivVHOCTH. laOlAXA,

Arc prcp^ffd to c-nlr •.-I for the mami
factore of all WwtU of elc-ctiicAl apparaltfi.

PLAT I N U M
for ail Purpose*.

Ifiallroa/l Are., >etv*rk, >. •/.

"Scraps for Engineers"

Mailed free for one cent postage.

I. L. FAUCETT,
QCISICY. - - IL.I.INOIS.

Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

^J Entirely prevents SCALE 'a Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERGE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

WILLIAM A. ROSENBAUM,
Electrical Expert and Patent Solicitor,

Times Riiildin::, XKIV VOKK

Former ManaKer, now Successor to the

P.\TENT Department of

THE W.J. JOHNSTON CO., Ltd.
{"nic Electrical World:')

PLftNT FOR SftlE.
Eve vtliiiiij; tiiot class. Gt» d 1. t;it'oii.

E LrDiiig capa ity. net 20 ptr rent. Cnsii

$0 000. balance in satisfactory payments.
No scheoii ra need answer.

" OPPOttTt W »TY."
Care Westekn Electrician.

FOR SALE.
One 1 H P. aiotor, 500 volts I new ).

One 2',^ H. P. Motor. 50U volts (new).
Ooe 3 H- P. Motor, iSOO volts 'new).
One 5 H. P. Arc Motor. 20 ampere (second band"!
One four-light Arc ^Machine (second hand).
One Nickel Plating Dynamo (new).

A. H. ARP. Moline, IN.

FOR SALE.
Two 300-flnnpere3 Fhunt wound U. S. Dynamos,
Two 200-ampere8 shunt wound U. S. Dynamos.
Two 500-light T.-H. Dynamos, compound wound,

with Ba'ie. Rlieostatand Ammeler.
Two 25-lisht Americao 2,000-0. p. Arc Dynamos.
One 50-Iight Sper^-y 2,0n0-c. p. Arc Dynamo.
Ten 12-li'.jht Kuowles Dynamos with lamps.
Twelve .nO-light Schuyler Dynamo?, 2.00i'-c. p.

Two l&O-Brush Incandescent Machines, 95 volts.

One 15-light Brush Arc, 7 amperes.
One 90-h. p. Armingtoa and Sims Engine.
Two 120 ampere Edison Dynamos, self-oiling.

We Buy Outright Electrical Equipment.

JOSH I m\\ IK I mm co.,

T4 COIlTI.AXnT ST.. N. Y.

ManufactuKeKs of

Octagonal^ Cedar
Telephone&£LECTmAL
RAItWAYpOLESXCROSSARMS

# H.M.LOUD & Sons UjmberQ
bsco OA , JVIl C H .

HART SWITCHES.
SINGLE AND DOUBLE POLE.

THE ONLY Snap Switch that has

PROVEN A SUCCESS.

10 AmpcreUoublo 1'oIl- S.vif.L-h

FOR SALE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES.

TleEarl&DegeMBi2.(!fl.,HariM,coi.

Electric Light
AND

Battery Carbons.
fJJLSJ^;J^v. i-aiLiUiitiJ

Motor
Brushes.ci^ii:'^ iiiz^j^ii-s'u, OHIO.

Sole Licensees to manufacture the Hazeltine Long Life Carbon.

THE T^TTsx npf^-ivr T7V-A.TESR XVHESESX.
Unequaled

in

Efficiency

Gives the Highest Etficiency of any Wheel in the World

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

Over 2.000 in use.

Affords (he moBt pimple ard reliable power for all minine and manufactur-
ln(^ machinery. Adapted to heads running from -Oup to 2,000 or more feet.
From i(t to 'M) per cer t. better leBuits guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the conutiy.

EliKCTKIC TBANISSIISSION.
The advantageH the Pelton Wheel affords in the way c( a uniform and relia-

ble power, close ref;ulati"n and tbefaciJily of adaptation to varying conaltlona
of cjreed and prei-sure, have brought it into epeclal prominence and exisnslve
uee for iJi's class of work. All applications ebonld s'ate amoant and head of
water p< wer leqnired. and for vNat purpose, with approximate leugth of pipe
l.ne. SEND r,ju <"'A'rAi.u<;rE.

THE P£LTON ^VATER WHEEL CO.,
]i£l-l%;t llaia t^t., »un ITrancisco, €al., U. H, A.

i4,t M.IBEliTV STHEtlTf - - XEW YOMIK,
Sr"Itliavlngcon)6to our notice tbat our patent rlehte are being infrlngek

upon. IniendlngparchaBcrM are hereby warned thatall each infrlngemcnte wli'
be duly proapfiitpd. ^

rtCliTOIV WATKK MOTOKW. Varying from the fraction of 1 to \h
and :iO horee i nwor, unequaled for all Uflht rimnlnt,' machinery. Wiirran'td
lo develop a K'Ven ^nlOllnt of power with one-half tlie water re<|iilred hy anjr
other. ^^Hend for Motor Circular. Addre-a ue above. DellvertPB mario from
San Francisco or New York, ae may afford the moet favorable freight rates.

DO YOU NEED ANYTHING IN THE LINE OF

BATTERY SUPPLIES?
WE CAN QUOTE YOU BED-ROCK ON

Carbons, Zincs, Coppers, Jars,

Sal-Ammoniac, Blue-

stone, Etc.

v7'Ria?Hi xTs B'OR raroEie.

LAW BATTERY COMPANY,
80 JOHN ST., NEW YORK.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The aliention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is ca'Icd to this <'KI>E,

BRAXKI> "WATER WHEEfjas particularly adapted to th<rir use
on accoupt of its remarkably Hleady motion, tiig'h Mpeed
and great Efliciency, and lare:^ Capacity foriisoiamcter,
being double the Ho^^'cr of most wheels of same diameter. It is tiscd

by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the

economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent

of useful effect cnaranteed.
SEINO FOR CATAEOCiUE ANO I»ART1€I l,ARS.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears arc required

and it can be belled directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICXOR

Xt/'K-BIi^'ECi arranged on a horizontal shaft with Caii-Iron Flume, Draft

Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
st.-ictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor

Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation

admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
In Sheets, Tubes, Roda, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wuli^GTo^.bEL. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World.

SISrF.A.:B3LiIS^:E:i3 18 78.
80L,£ MAXUFACTIRERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
OFFICE:

14DEYST, X. ^

AUXILIARY MOUTHPiaCS
For Telephone.
For LONG OU

bHORT distance.
Can be used by
persons of ANY

HEIGHT. Sound
concentrated DI-
RECTLY on din-

pbriiBm. You can
WHISPER and be
distinctly heard.
Address

W N. MARCUS.
218 N. Second St.,

Philadelphia, Pu.

W C TRIPLEli.Jr..
Afanacer For br\

by all dealtra.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB ELECTBICAli TSES.

Graphite Bods of Tarinns Ijeiisrilia, from 1-5 Ohm to lOO Ohms Besistance
to the iDch. t>raphite Boxes and Crncihlee, Beslstiog Beats

of 4.000 l>egrees. Inqairles Gladly Answ^eted.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO ,, Jersey City, W, J.

EMPIRE
CHINA
WORKS,

144 to 156 Green 8t.

GreeD Point,

BROOKUVS.l

Non-Conductive Blocks,
Rosettes and Basea for

Cut-Outs and Switches.

Also Insulators, Cleats,
Lamp Trimmings and other
Electrical Supplies.

Our production is a dense
fiody. The glazlnR and body
of our ware are of same com-
position, and are hoiked alike,
which are Hie features of

Trne Hard Porrelain.

)FH\yVWT
:FV5E\\IRE

tO\\P\\Y
161 HIGH ST BOiTON

HIGHEST GRADE

TE-5TEDFViEWIRE6U\KS

JEND FOR GATALOCvE

AND PRICE U3T5

P.'B.
Waterproof Insulating Compounds.

Armature Varnish and Waterproof Insulating: Tape.
THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY,

2 Liberty Street, New York. 542 "The Rookery,' Chicago.

.'. C. BRILL COMPANY, - - PHILADELPHIA.
BUILDEES OF RAILWAY AND TEAMWAY CARS OF ALL CLASSES.

Special attention given to the building of Electric Motor and Trail Cars.
Bulldera of Brill No. 21 Truck with eolld forged frame, and "Eureka" Maximum Traction Pivotal Truck.

UTS
Wood Enerravinff—For Jtachinory, etc.
Xiuc Ktchiiic—From Prints, Pea nud Ink DrawluKfl, etc.

Ifalf-Tniin I'roroSH-'* l^'lrect reproductioiiM of Photographs, Wash Druwiagsi,
I etc., etched in copper.Wax KiieravliiffS—For Maps. Plats, Script, or Diagrams.

Photo-ljitliography—Transfers for Lithographers lu paper or stouo.
I>cslg;ulue.

MANZ&CO.,
ENGRAVERS,

183. 185 and 187 Mouroe SI., CHICAGO.

NEW ENGLAND BUTT CO.,
PROVIDENCE, R. I., U. S. A.

H. N. FENNER, Treasurer and General Managar.

^^ST

Four llonfl|l*oli^hinc 3lnr1iin.'

MANDFAOTCEERS OF

For covering Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Light Wire.
Large single and double BRAIDERS for covering Cables.

Slrgle, Double and Triple Winders. Improved Six Spindle
Flyer Winder for Magnet Wires.

Fine Castings a Specialty.
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ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

General Western Agents

FOR THIS

CELEBRATED WIRE,

307 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Grimsliaw White Core Wires,
Grimsliaw Tapes, Competition Line Wires,

Raven Core Wires, Vulca Ducts.

-MANUFACTURED BY-

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
CHICAGO, 80 Franklin St. NEW YORK, 15 Cortlandt St. BOSTON, 182 Summer St.

H. W.VRD Leonard.
President.

C. E. Cabpenter,
Secretary and Treasurer.

(Jeo. H. Finn.
Vice-President,

CARPENTER
Eiaiiel Elieoslat CoDipiiy,

BRiI>(>ifc:PORT, COMM.

CHAS. D. SHAIN, Geneeal Selling Agent,

136 Liberty St., New York City.

Tliese rheostats can now be supplied of aay
resistance and capacity on ahort notice. They
are being largely nsed by sach manofacluriDg
concerns as the following: General Klectric
Company. Siemens it Hal^ke Company, Interior
Conduit & Insulation Company, Crocker-Wheeler
Company, General Incandescent Arc Light Coni-
pany, National Electric Company, Waddell-Entz
Company, Western Union Company, Dahl Electric
Company, and by Central Station Companies and
contractors all over the country.

>i«r>ntl for iipiv catalogue and price list

from one-eighth to six horse
J

power Horizontaland Marino.

8, 16 and GO LIGHT
DYXAMO CASTINGS
Simple Sewing Machine and
Fan Motor Caslings with in-

structions for building complete machines. Send
Stamp for Catalogue.

Palmar Bros , Electrical SnDDlies,Miafln5, Cohq.

SlK-Kiird's Celtbra pd S60

Screw CflttiDg Foot Lnhe,
foot and Power Lathes

From 9 to 26 Inches.
.Also Drill Presses, Uand and

Power Planers, and Supplies.
Just the Tools for Electricians.
Send for Illustrated Catalogue

• H. Ij.Sht'pard. Agent,
141 W. 2d St, Cincinnati, O.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The- KartaYGrt « Manufacturmg ^ Co.J 39th St. and Stewart Ave.,

FUSE
WIRE or
STRIPS.

Correct Carrying Capac

ity. Absolute

Unifo mity in Size.

T?^IXj]>gII»JO-TOIir, X3£SXj. CI0.A.C3-O.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro^platers.

SE:isri3

CHICAGO OFFICE,
Monadnock Building.

DENVER OFFICE, NEW YORK OFFICE,
1735 Champa Street. 42 and 44 Broad Street. '
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Fort Wayne Electric Company,

CALLS ATTENTION TO ITS NEW

"Wood" Iron-Glad Slow Speod Alternator.

This Alternator contains the following features of merit: Tt has the highest

electrical efficiency; the best mechanical construction; the most artistic design, and

the best ventilated armature ever constructed. The armature is in fact inde-

structible. Ihese dynamos are being manufactured in the following sizes: 750

light, 1,500 light, 3,000 light and 0,000 light capacity. This Iron-Clad Alter-

nator can be seen in operation at our exhibit at the World's Fair.

44 Broad Street, New \'ork City. 1S5 Dearborn Street, Chicago. '.107 Filbert Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

405 Times Building, Pittsburgh. 35 New Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

639 Kirk Ikiilding, Syracuse, N. Y. 57 East State Street, Columbus, Ohio.

Sockets, Switches, Cut-outs
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Sawyer - Man Electric Co.,

620 Atlantic Avenue, BOSTON.

610-534 West 23d Street, NEW YORK. Pullman Building, CHICAGO.
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THE FUEL ECONOMIZER CO.
OF MATTEAWAN,

SOLE MAKKBS IN THE UNITED STATES OF

GREEN'S IMPROVED PATENT FUEL ECONOMIZER
FOR STEAM BOILERS.

This apparatus heats the feedwatertoa temperature very much above boiling
point by the waste gases escaping ft cm boiler flues, thereby effecting a

GREAT SiLVIIffG IN GOAI..
Can be applied to any type of boiler without stoppage of worlds.

OFFICKS: MOBKS:

91 LIBERTY STREET, NEW YORK. Matteawan, New York

Origiunl ioventors and patentees, E. Green k Son, Ltd., '2 Exclisnge ."^t , Manclie^ter, England.

DO YOUR
OILS
GIVE YOU
SATISFACTION
IF NOT
GIVE US A
TRIAL.

We are makers of the finest grades of

DYNAMO,
ENGINE.
CYLINDER OILS

VTe guarantee satisfaction and freedom from gum
and excess of animal fats.

We are not clieap, or sell cheap oils, but
eell on quality. If you want satisfaction In your
eusine room, give us a trial — correspondence
solicited.

CLARENDON OIL AND REFINING CO.,

I 14 No. Front Slreet. PHILODELPHIA, PA

L. BRECKINRIDGE CABELL
53 Broadway, NEW YORK, Room 1 7.

Lands, Securities and Industrial Enterprises; Total Issues

of Corporate, Municipal and County Bonds Taken; Municipal

Debts Consolidated and Refunded at lower rates; Railroads

Built and Equipped; Electric Roads Built and Equipped;

Street Railroads using- Horse power changed to Electric Roads.

For Incan ^escen*

I amp
Filamen s.SILK BRAID

The greatest care taken in producing a uniform aiticle.

BOSTON BRAID MFG. GO,
27 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

HOLMES, BOOTH &HAYDENS,
Factories: Waterbury, Conn. 25 Parl< Place, New York,

MANUFAOTUnERS OF

Bare and Insulated Wire.
L'nderwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, Copper Magnet Wire,

Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work.
Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATEHT
66
K. K.

JJ LINE WIRE

For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph
and Telephone Use.

Agents for the Washington Ciirbon Company. Carbons for Arc Lighting.

TMiOS. L. scon I. L, Xtw \orli Ayvtit,

XIb.e :^la.ce to !B"UL3r S"a.pplies:

THE ELECTRICAL ENEINEERING AND SUPPLY CO.,

St. Paul, Minn.,
is the leading supply house of the North-West. Moderate Profits. Prompt Shipments.

Send us a trial order and see what we will do for you. ^___

National Electric Manufacturing Co.,

EAU GI^AIRE^ WIS., U. S. A.,

BUILDERS OF

HIGH GRADE DYNAMO ELECTRIC MACHINERY,
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Beceiver's Sale of S'reet Railway

At wjiwiuke?, Wiscinsin
Notice Is hereby ^Iven that in piiretiance of

an order of the Circuit Court of Milwaukee

.County, Wisconsin, I will, on the 30th day of

June A. D. 1893, at eleveo o'clock in the fore-

noon of said dav. at the south door of the

Court House in the city and county of Mil-

waukee, Wi consln, offer for sale and sell at

public auction as an entirety, the street rail,

way of the Milwaukee Electric Railway Com-
pany in said city of Milwaukee, with all the

franchises and rights and privileges of said

railway company for the operation and main-

tenance of the same, and all the property of

said corporation used in or In connection with,

or essentia] to the exercise of its said

franchises.

Said railway property and franchises consist

of about 6>^ miles of double track, being

about 13 miles of single track, in said city of

Milwaukee, with all the poles, wires, cables,

trucks, ties, stringers, fixtures and appliances

composing or used iu connection with said

tracks or said railway, with franchises, privi-

leges and rights derived from ordinances of

the common council of the city of Milwaukee
to maintain and operate said road; also sundry

parcels of real estate in said city, with car

barns and power house thereon; also the en-

gines, bollerd, machinery and rolling stock

and supplies of said road.

The terms of such sale are cash.

The said street railway will be sold free of

all liens and encumbrances except judgments

of foreclosure and sales aggregating S21,193.-

56, with interest from the 23d day of Novem-
ber, 1892, at 7 per cent, on .?1,259.60 thereof,

and at 6 per cent, per annum on the remaind-
er. Said judemente of foreclosure covering
the said specific parcels of real estate.

Dated Milwaukee, Wis., Feb. 27, 1893.

G. J. MELMS,
Keceiver of the Milwaukee Electric

Railway Company.

ARMATURES
REWOUND.

Street Railway and Electric Light

ing Companies will find it to their in

terest to write for prices, as we do all

kinds of electrical repair work.

McLEAN&SCHWITT,
Room 416, 197 S. Canal St., Chicago

Patented Jan. 22, 1884. A, J, Smith's
Electric Lava Gas Tip

Multiple Lighting

For Churchei;, Theaters
and Public HhIIb.

Are opf'd all over the coun-
try. Send for eetiinatee or
prices to

A.T.SMITH,
BW. UthSt , New York.

THE STANDARD OPEN CIitCUIT
BATTERIES OF THE WOULD,

And the best made anywhere.

Send for Circui,.\k & Prues.

The Leclanche Battery Co.
/;/ to 717 East 131st St., N. Y.

Jas. J. IVIurray ^ Co.,

lIiirraF FM Glass Worts,
Trenton Ave.. Culveitand Waterloo Sts..

Fiiiitia«iipiii=., r=..,

>riiQiifii(:tiirijr^ of

Aic and iDcandeiceDt Glebes aid ;ha(!es

OF AM. KHAPKf.
In Opal, Clear, Roughed and Colored.

I aiec Capacities. Prompt MliipmriilN.

REPAIRS

All kinds of Electrical Repairs:

A specialty made of rewind-
ing Armatures and Fields both

Street Railway and Electr-c

Lighting.

PidDeerAmaiiireforls,
Itoom 415 Id 105 to 19J S. Canal St.

Chicago, III,

O BRA.SS FOUNDRY.

£f BUTERY ZINCt
S S, C. ELECTRICAL SDPPLT (0„
LU !!«IOI X flTV. IOWA.

n^v^ost IDuLxa-Tole Ba^tter^r Cells Z=rod.\:Lcsd..

THTTSTEIX>
H

W »
__ ^
•N* 1^ •^

-r. ^ ^
'->

J?
5C

^r. ^
w ^.
p* r-.n (I?
• n .^

cc

Manufactured by The Butler Hard Rubber Co., 33 IVIercer St., N. Y,

A NEW LAMP SOCKET
With Every Advantage.

va. loa. ronopnled Work.

DurablQ and Effective Contact.
Plenty c^^oom for Knot in the Cord.
Strong o^iixtures; the Cap, with Bayonet
Lock, Projecting over the Shell.

The Dovetail Ceiling Rosette.

For Moulding, Cleat and Concealed Work.

No screw driver used in adjusting cap.

j For Sale by Snpply Houses, or by

The Perkins Electric Switch
Mr«. COMPANY,

P.O. Box 816. Hnrtford. Ctni\ T -H an-l Wo«tinelion"o litylF

Rubber Covered Rolls.

Valves.

Storage

Battery

Jars.

Springs for Steam
Hammers,

Spring Rubber ol any Elasticity or Hardness lo S l<otch, Model or Mould.

Newton Rubber Company,
OfiBLo©:

John Hancock Bidg:., I 78 Devonshire, and 35 Federal St., Boston, Mass.
Factory, Newton Upper Falls, Mass.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PAETIOULAELY ADAPTED TO DEIVING

Elsctric Light and Powsr Stations
"y On acconnt of ite high efficiency at all stages of gate, steadineas of motion and easy working gate, the con-
•^ siraciion of which makes It the most sersltive lo the acti jd of a governor of any wheel on ihe market.

J SEND FOR CATALOGUE Illnstrating various styles of setting on bothveitical and
horizontal shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO,,

DAYTON. OHIO.SnCCESSOHS TO
STOUT. !»HI.I.S * TEMPLE.

SOMETHING NEW.
AUTOMATIC DOOR SPRING

ELEC-IRIC LIGHTER.
Send for Catalogue of Our New Specialties.

HTanufacturerB of ELECTRCOAL GOODS. EXPERIMENTA
AND REPAXEl "WOBK. INVENTIONS AND NO ELTIES
DEVELOPED. PATENTS OBTAINED.

The N. Y. Electrical & Development Co.,
251 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

thesechrist automatic switch
For controlling Incandescent
Lights in private residences
by using automatic gas keys
and an ordinary battery or
sliunt circuit.

"V^.A.3Sa'T3E33D :—One good con-

struction (irm in eacli city to represent us.

Apply to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
IVIanufacturer and Patentee, DENVER, OOLO.

BEING A MANUFACTURER you are forced

by competiiioQ to keep in touch with all genuine economies
as soon as their value is proved; hence your Compound
Engines, Condensers, Steam Loops, etc. , to reduce the cost
rfHsing yonr Steam. It is equally important that you
should consider every item which enters into the cost of
making your Steam.

We

HaMle

Curtis, Davis & Co., Cambridgeport,

JIasg. showing Stack for 1200 H.P.

If you are building a new Boiler House, resetting your
old boilers or adding new ones:

If your prisent boilers are short of capacity:

If you wish to raise their evaporative duty to the level of

expert hand firing, aad keep it there all the time:
If you wish smokelessness by preventing,—not I'oneeal-

ing or oonsnmins the smoke:

If you wish to preserve your boilers fromuiequal strains.

YOU WILL CAREFULLY CON-

SIDER MECHANICAL

STOKING.
If you wish to save the whole cost of handling, which in

large plants is the greater part of the labor item:

Tou will equip with simple, cheap and praclical

i^Bi Coal and Ash Handling Machinery.

If you wish to have your fires always under control, irrespective of atmospheric conditions, quality of fuel, or length of run-

If you wish to be Independent of extraordinary qf sudden demands for steam:

If rou wish to save a large portion of the cost of a chimney with its foundations—and atovc all.

If you wish to return into your feed water the greater portion of the heat otherwise sent up the Due to make draft,

You Will Use Mechanical Exhaust Draft and Economizers.

It is a well organized Department of our Business to design and construct

Boiler Plants, comprising any or all of the above features, as good judgment
may determine. We assume an authority in this branch of Engineering
arising from an experience with over 750,000 Horse Power of Boilers

equipped with Stokers.

WESTINGHOUSE, CHURCH, KERR & CO., ENGINEERS,

SF.W VOUH.. IT Cnrtlnnilt Mlrp.-l CIIK :V<.0. ir.li riiiil J-IH l,ake Htrei-t. BOMTOX, «aO Allaiitii- Avi-nui;.

MX. I.OI I». Cmnmerrial ftnlldi.ic. f ITrHItl'K(,ill,Wci<llnehanni> BnlldlnE. m.\.\KA I'OI'I)^, Iteery Itlork.

Rep.-ejenled in PHILAOELPHU by M. R. MUCKLE, Ir , & CO.. Orcxcl Building

Oilj.

lona

Lamp

Sockets.

Edisorfj

Thomson - Houston

,

Westinghouse

Base.

Key, Keyless^and "Wall

Easily Wired,

Perfect Contacts.

Manufacturers' Prices.

SEND FOR 'SPECIAL CATALOGUE.

ReiiigEleciricCo.

41 FEDERAL ST., BOSTON, MASS.
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Downward Draft Steam Boilers,
Fuel Savlnjr. Hnioke rev^'ntiiif:,

4{ui4k St4-aiiilii:; uiid l»iirul>lo.

> 5
K CO

ALBERT BLANCHARD, 427 The Rookery BIdg., CHICAGO, ILL,

FROM GASOLINE.
Ch<'a|)«'r than Hteani

Uiroct from the Tank.

For ire and Incandescent Lighting.

OTTO GASOLINE ENGINES,
Working withoat boiliir, stenm, coal, ashes, dnugor, nud

(iliuost 110 attonfiniico.

OTTO GAS ENGINE WORKS,
33d and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of High Grade Engines and Boilers.

Electric Light Engines
a Specialty.

ConiDlete Steam Plants Installed.

WESTEEN ¥AEEEOOMS;
64 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also 30 Cortlandt Streeu, New Torli ClU-

Lliit-Belt lacliiflerF Co.,

CHICAGO,

Coal and Ash Handling
Machinery.

Manila Rope Transmis-
sions.

Friction Clutches.

General Machinery.
Gear, Pulley, Sheave and
Fly Wheel Castings.

Link-Belt Engineering Co.,
Philadelphia and Kew York.

/Ill GENUINE
INGOTS I, MANUFACTURES

BEAR oun
REC.XRADE MARKS.

PHOSPHOR-BRONZE
Ingots, Castings, Wire; Sh'6et &c.

THEPHOSPHORBRONZESiyiElTINCCO.LlMITEO
512 Arch St. Philadelphia Pa.U.S.A.

ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS OF PHOSPHOR-
Bronze in the United States and Sole
Makers of"ELEPHANT BRANC'Phosphor-Bronze.

AUTOMATIC

HIGHSPEED ENGINE.
i'',Tffct ii'iifnlaUon.

Especially Adapted for Direct ConnecUsn.

SIzea carried Id stock from li'/J to
2.'* ilorso TowcT.

i^iTtieJ.T. Case Engine Co.,
NKAV BRITAIV. VOSS.

vril. S. HISE, Genfrnl Sales ManngcT.

HAItUF.XT ^k LVSW. fi-MicsAeflit.
1121 MonadDOck Bnlldlng, CBICAGO, LLL.

Wrlto for Ntw Illu-trflt*-d Crar.!o:ru".

Yon Will Oblige

Both Advertiser and Publisher

by mentioning the WESTERN
ELECTRICIAN when writing

to advertisers.

SIOXTX CITY ENGtINE: -W^OFtlCS
Builders of Hi^u Grad-i

Corliss Engines,

Gidding's Automatics.

Sicplo, C:zp:^i, 'rriEinis.

Complete Plants FiirDlshed.

SEIXrSG AGEKTS:

26 EandolpU St , Chicago.

F. M. Davis, Dallas, Tes.

Kennedy & Pierce Mch. Co..

DENVER.
A. M. HolterHdw. Co..

HELENA, MONTANA.

513 SECURITY BLDG., ST. LOUIS.
405 6TH AVE.. SO. MINNEAPOLIS.

1302 UNION AVE.. KANSAS CITY.

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY,
CHA.BIBERSBURG}, FA.,

MANUFACTUREKS OF

High Grade Antomatlc

ENGINES,
if»»'3 horizontal and VERTICAL.
"" '" Two iorse power to tlireelinnilreiliorseiiowcr.

Western Department: 26 and 28 Randolph St. CHICAGO. - H. S. WMKER, Manager

j^^tJ^Js/JAJ 5HULTZ.

SHULTZ
PATENT

Leather Woven Link Belt.

SHULTZ PATENT
Leather • Pulley » Covering.

SABLE RAWHIDE BELTING.
SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS.

sor. i^ouis, jvxo.
BRANCHEIS :

104 isnninier Street. Hoston.
22i> Pearl Siroet. Xew Vork.
120 Xorth »d Street, rhilartelphla.

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MANUFACTUKEllS OF

It

SHAFTING, ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

% V na: ' ^ ^"""^ ^anal St., CHICAGO.
flrancn UmCBSilso CortUudt st., new york
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GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
Chicago, New York and Boston.

THERE ARE IN THE UNITED
STATES TO-DAY

^,OOOi llll£«^
OF ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS;

OF THESE

hM^m mii^M^
ARE OPERATED UNDER THE

General Electric Company's Systems,

A lECORD NRITALED 111 STREET EMLfl! BISTOET.

4XS
9,44 X O-A-RS.

4,0XS ItJIIlLiESS OF* TJFIA-OI5L.

THE ABOVE FIGURES AFFORD THE MOST
CONVINCING PROOF OF THE

PERFECTION OF OUR APPARATUS,
THE SATISFACTION IT GIVES, ITS SUPERIORITY

AND THE APPRECIATION ACCORDED IT.

I3I=?/\1NICZI-I CDP-I^ICZ]

173 and 176 Adams Street, Chicago, 111. 620 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass.
44 Broad Street, New York. 509 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

264 West Fourth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. 401-407 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.
Gould Building, Atlanta, Ga. 1338 F Street, N. W., Washington, D. 0.

15 First Street, San Francisco, Cal. Masonic Temple, Denver, Oolo.
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ONE POINTER

THIS CUT SHOWS EIGHT.

SOME ANNUNCIATORS HAVE QUITE A FEW.

KNiPF MAKES THEN ANT SIZE.

ANOTHER POINT.

TTITlien you want any pointer on

Wire—-Bare, Rubber Covered, Weatherproof,

Mascnet, Annunciator or Office-

Electric Light Supplies, Batteries, Bells, Speaking Tube, Fire

Alarm, Telegraph, Telephone, and American

District Supplies, Etc., Etc.

EMPORIUM ELECTRICAL,
EVERYTHING YOU NEED IS FOUND AT

ENirrmm vote
54 and 56 Franklin St., Chicago, 111.

I
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THE NEW SUNBEAM
INCANDESCENT LAMP.

We take pleasure in announcing the fact that we are now able to offer the New

Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp, and orders with which we may be favored will be exe-

cuted as promptly as possible.

Prices and further information will be supplied upon further application.

The Ansonia Electric Co.,
(FORMERLY THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,)

Ccrner Rand-olph. Street anl Micliigan Avenue,

Factories and Eastern Offices, ANSONJA, CONN. daZIC^fiua-O-
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We Are Now Ready to Take Orders
aPOIt THE!

NEW SUNBEAM
Incandescent Lamps

TO BE SHIPPED WITHIN 30 DAYS.

^:^^^

rr^EL^i

STAR ELECTRIC LAMP CO.,

of Comerce, Clicago. 111.

THE ANSONIA ELECTRIC CO., 104 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

Gt-eziex*a,l w estex*xi SellixiS .^sex^lis.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFC. CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF APPARATUS FOR

Arc Lighting, Incandescent Ligliting,

LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER, .

Street Railway Generators, Motors and Appliances,

Our alternating current incandescent apparatus is in use in 4^0 central stations.

1,000 isolated plants. Our arc apparatus is in use all over the world.

We are now transmitting light and power various distances up to 28 miles from the

source.

Our multipolar railway generators and noiseless single reduction motors have
worked a revolution in the electric railway field in two years.

Orders for ArPJLKATIJH. RKPA.IB8 and StTPrL.IKS rorniorly fnrninlicd by tlio ruited MtntrH Elertric I^igliting Co.7
Newark, "S. <!., Nlionid now be Ment to thin Oonipuny, where tliey will receive prompt attention.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL THE LEADING CITIES.
AGENTS FOR CANADA: AHERN & SOPER, OTTAWA, ONT.
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WHO SAID

New Lamp t̂

THERE IS A



$3 per Annum- EVERY SATURDAY. 10 cents per Copy:

Vol. XII. CHICAGO, MAY 6, 1893. No. 18

MOTORS AND DYNAMOS with

Forpd Iron Field Mapets,
COMMERCIAL ELECTRIC CO.

116 S. Tennessee Street,
lM>[ANAPOLIS, IND.

Massachusetts Electrical Engineering Company.
STONE & WEBSTEB, Managers.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,
BOSTON, 4 Post Office Square. CHICAGO, Title and Trust Building.

d Qeorg^e

CutterT'
1 f Will move May 1st to

^
:

851=853=855 The Rookery
j

E
-Chicasro ii

»vvt^ n^ I * ip j» '
-T^ ^ ^*'

-n>
'

KtoIStoHE^EvIr, !
Bualaess Muoagera. GEO. T. HANSON,

Genu Supt.

THE OKONITE COMPANY LIMITED

13 Park Row, New Yorkc
INSULATED

WIRES AiDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uii.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.

BRANCHES: Cbloro, Boaton, Philadelphia, SllunespoUs, Cincinnati.

:

Omaha. IjoalSTllle, St. liools. San FranolBco, I.ondon and So. America.
• tUty,

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEIT STREET, NEW TORK,

MANITFACTUKERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Electrical Supplies

OF ALL DESCEIFTIONS.

Telegraph, Telephone,
Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

KKv KoK cArAciTY TKST8. Llno Material.
WE OWN AND OPERATE TBI'

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WUERE WE MANUFACTURE A FUI.I, LINE OP

Test Instrnments and all Scientific Measurement Apparatus.

PACKARD HIGH GRADE
INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

Manafaetared by the

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.

New York City, Chaa, E. Chapin, 136 Liberty St
Chicago, III., Etec Appllaoco Co., 242 Madison St.
St. Paul, Minn., The Elec. EDftlneering k Supply Co.
St. Louis. Mo., St. LouIb Electrical Supply Co.
Sao FraDclBco, Cat., A. C. Braloard tz Sod, No. 100

GallforolaSt.

CloclDoaU, 0., Poet^loror Elec. Co.. 215 W. 4tb St-
Pittsburgh, Pa., Daqae^ce Electric Sapply k Con'

Btructlon Co.
Montreal, Can., Packard Lamp Co., **,-100 King St.
Washington, Northwest fIzCare ti Elec. Co., Seattle.

MANUFACTUEER OF

IIVSUIaATED XSI-ECTRIG WIRE,
FLKXIBLE COKDS and CABLES.

8OO and ftO» Hforth Third Street, - - PHII.A1»BI.PH1A. PA.

DYNAMOS. LAMPS.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC CO.,
Western Office, 161-163 Randolph St.,

GENERATORS. CHICAGO, ILL. MOTORS.

LOUIS K. COMSTOCK,
Electrical Engineer and Contractor.

TESTS, PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS AND SUPERVISION
For all Kinds of Electrical Installations.

XSLEGTRIG CONSTRUCTION.
1419 Monadnock Building, Chicago.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS,

ESTrUATES A>D DRATVINGS SCBSUTTKD.

WESTON ENGINE CO..
Painted Post, N. Y.

KEPRESENTATIVES

:

.lullan Scuoll i Co.. 136 Ubfrtjr SL. Now Vork.
Geo. D. Hoffman. 82 Lake St.. CtUcaeo. UL
H. M. Sclple i Co. , ai & Arcli Sts. . PhlladelpUa.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford. Conn.

THE BALL ^ WOOD COMPANY,
Boildex^ of ImproTod Antomatio Cut-off Enclnoa

W. D, Poanion A: l'o , Il.^iio lu?. Ll.l;;., v:1iua^.i,
\V, A. Day, l'i8 OIlTor St., Boston. M.x«.-.

F. U. Whitiug, JucobBou UK>ck. l>tfnTor, Colo.
wtiUam M. Por^r, IVtroit. Mlok.
T. W . AndoreoD, UoqsIOD, T«.
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RANSFORMERS
PERFECT SAFETY.

(iiOOD BEGIJLATIOSr.

HIGHESTEFFICIENCY,

t^j^

ISlIAI^Ii CORE LOSS.

30,000 WAXT TBASrSFOBSIKB.

CONVESNIENGB IN IlffSTALIiATIOIff.

Best Possible Mechanical Insulation, with Additional Insulation of
Oil. Core Ground Wire. Primary and Secondary Coils Fully

Subdivided. No Fuses in the Transformer Case.

Every Transformer -nrhich Iieaves Our Factory iwill inTithstand a Pres-
sure of 5,000 Volts Alternating.

THE SPECIAL ATTENTION OF STATION MANAGERS IS DRAWN TO OUE
15,000 AND 30,000 WATT TRANSFORMERS.

TRANSMISSION OF POWER BY ELECTRICITY OVER LONG DISTANCES
Is rendered practicable by means of our "Step Up" and "Step Down" Transformers, the

Insulation in which is Tested to Withstand a Pressure of

10,000 Volts Alternating.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
BRMNCH OFFIC6S:

173 and 175 Adams Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
44 Broad Street, New York. 620 Atlantic Ave,, Boston, MasB.

Fifth and Race Streets, Cincinnati, O. 609 Arch Street, Pliiladelphla, Fa.
Equitable Building, Atlanta, Ga. 401-407 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.

15 First Street, San Francisco, Cal. 1333 F Street, N. W., Wash., D. 0.

Masonic Temple, Denver, Colo.

&LL BDSIIESS ODTSIDE OF THB DKITED STATES TRAKSACTED B! THE THOMSON-HOUSTON INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC CO., 44 BROAD ST., NEW YORK.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Acme Flitt-T Co

American ISiilteryCo.

American Klcetrical...
Works

. xill

.xvii

American Silk Mfg. Co xiv

Ansonla Electric Co.,Thc.xxxIi

Arp, A.II xvlll

IJabcock Si Wilcox Co., Tlic . i

Baggot, E xvlll

lJakcr<^ Co xvlil

Hall & Wood Co.. The I

Beggs, -T. E. Machinery &
Supply Co xvlii

Bernstein Electric Co

Bishop Guttapercha Co....

Blanchard, Albert

Boston Braid Mfg. Co

Itoston Electric Co
Bridgeport Machine Tool
Works

llrillCo., J. O xvlll

It rnokfleld, Wm xvl

nrUHh Electric Co viil

Bryant Electric Co xvl

Butler Hard Rubber Co....

C. A C. Electric Motor Co.. xi

Cabell, L. Breckinridge xx
Calutnet Electric ManUfac-
tUiing it Engineering Co. xi

Carpenter Enamel Rheostat
Co XX

Case, J. T. Engine Com-
pany

Central Electric Co v

Chicago Insulated Wire
Co..

Clarendon Oil & Refining
Co , xxii

Clark A Marshall x

Columbia Manufacturing &
Supply Co xvlii

Commercial Electric Co i

ComBtock. Louis K i

Crescent Insulated \\'ire A
Cable Co xvii

Crocker-Wheeler Electric.
Co..., V

CushingA Morse xiii

Cutter Electrical & Manu-
facturing Co

Cutter Geo i

Davis, W.S. A Son xvii I

Davton Globe Iron Works
Co xxviii

Delaware Hard Fibre Co..

Delno A Co., H. E xix

DlehlACo Iv

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos., xlv

Eastern Electric Cable Co. xvii

Edison Decorative A Min-
iature Lamp Dept xvii

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co... xi

Edwards, W. S. Mfg. Co. xxii

Electric Appliance Co.,. xvi

Electric Construction A
Supply Co X i V

Electric Engineering A Sup-
ply Co xill

Electric Gas Lighting Co vll

Electric Selector A Signal
Co xi

Electrician Publishing Co.
xiii, XX, xxii. xxiii, xxvi

Electrical Engineering A
supply Co., The

Electrical Specialty Co.,
The iv

Elektron Manufacturing
Co iv

Empire China Works xxill

Enterprise Electric Co.... xx
Falls Rivet A Machine Co. xxix
Eaucctt, I. L xvlii

P'ord - Washburn Storelec-
tro Co xiv

I'or Sale Advertisements
xvlii

Fort Wayne Electric Co.. . xxv
Freeman S. A Sons Manu-
facturing Co XX 111

Fuel Economizer Co.

General Electric Co li.xxx
General JncandcBcent Arc
Light Co XXV

Goodyear Hard Rubber Co.
and The India Rubber
Comb Co xvii

Great Western Manufac-
turing Co. .. ix

GreeleyACo.,The E. S... i

Hart A Hogcman Manufac-
turing Co

Hiirter Electric Co xvlii

Helios Electric Co xiii

Hill Clutch Works ..xxix

nine Eliminator Co
Holmes, Booth A Baydcns.xxiil

Kolt'cr Cabot Electric Co.
Bubbard, Norman x

Innls ACo xvii

Institute of 'J'echnology.xvill
Interior Conduit A Insula-

tion Co. xlv
Interstate Complete Elec-
trlcConst.Co xlx

Jewell Belting Co i

Johns Manufacturing Co.,
II. W xxill

Kartavert Mlg. Co

Klipstein, A xvi

Knai>p Electrical Works.. xxxl

Lake, J. IT. AD. Co xxix

Law Battery Co xlx

Leclanchc Hattery Co., The xlx

Lee, C. E xlx

Leffcl A Co., .Tames xlx

Link Belt Machinery Co. xxix

Manx A Co
Marcus. W. N
Massachusetts Electrical
Engineering Go

Mather Electric Co.

McLean A Schmitt xvlii

Mica Insulator Co xlv

Milwaukee Electric Railway
Co

Moore. AlfredF I

Munsell A Co., Eugene— xvii

Murray A Co., Jas. J

National Carbon Co xxill

National Electric Manufac
turing Co

National India Rubber Co..

New England Butt Co xxii

Newton Rubber Co., xlx

N. Y. Electrical A Develop'
ment Co xxvill

New York Insulated Wire
Co

N. Y. Safety Steam Power
Co '. xxix

New York A Ohio Co i

Nowotny Electric Co xvili

Okonite Co., The. i

Osborne Steam Engin'g Co. xiv

Ostrander A Co., W.R xiv

Otto Gas Engine Works . . .

Page Belting Co x
Paine A Ladd xvi
Paiste, H.T xii

Palmer Bros xx
Partrick A Carter Co...xiv,xxi

Pelton Water Wheel Com-
pany , xix

Perkins Electric Switch
Manufacturing Co

Phillips Insulated Wire Co. xiv

Phosnix Iron Works Com-
pany xxix

Phosphor-Brouze Smelting
Co., Ltd xxix

Pioneer Armature Works.
Porter-Leavitt Electric Mo-
tor Co xvii

Queen ACo., Incorporated, xvii

Racine Hardware Manufac-
turing Co

Redding Electric Co xxviii

Roberts ACo., E. P xvi

Rockford Electric Manufac-
turing Co iv

Roebling's Sons Co., J. A..

Rose Electric Light Supply
Co xvili

Rosenbaum, W. A xviii

Russell A Officer xxii

Samson Cordage Works... xvi

Sawyer Man-Electric Co... xxi

Scchrist, Albert xxviii

Shawmut Fuse Wire Co. ..xviil

Shepard, U. L
, xx

Short Electric Ry. Co . viii

Shultz Belting Co
Slebert. G
Siemens A Halske Electric
Co

Simons, M. W. Electric Coxviii

Sioux City Electrical Supply
Co

Sioux City Engine Works.xxIx
Smith, A. T
Sperry Electric Mining Ma-

chine Co XX
Sperry Electric Ry. Co viii

Standard Electric Co. . xxvii

Standard Paint Co x
Standard Underground Ca-
ble Co xiii

Stanley Electric Manufac-
turing Co x.viv

Star Electric I^amp Co.. xxxili

Steulien Lamp Works xvl

Stilwell ABIerce Manufac-
turing Co ..xviii, xix

Stokes Mfg Co xviii

Sturm, Ernst xvlil

Taylor Engine Co
Taylor. Goodhue A Ames., xvl

Union Hardware Co xvl
United Electric Improve-
ment Go XX

Vulcanized Fibre Co xxi
Waddell-Entz Company . . xvl
AVant Advertisements xvlii

Waring lOloclric Co — xxxiv
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co. Iv

Webster. Warren A Co xix
Western Electric Co xxill

Westlnghou8C,Churcli,Kcrr
ACo xxviii

WcstlnghouEcElec.and l\Ifg.

Co XV, xxxili

Weston Electrical Instrument
Co vl

Weston Engine Co *

Wilson A Jackson xvii

WpnbJngton, Henry R ... xvl

CLASSIF ED LIST.

.AnnuDclatorH.
Ansonla Electric Co., The.
Central Elet;trlc Co.
Knapp I'Jectrlcal Work.*!.

Ostrander ACo., W. R.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Arc IjampH.
Ansonla Electric Co
Beggs, J. E.. MchyASup. Co.
Electric Cons. A Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electrize Co.
General jcicctrio Co.
General Inc'd'eentAroLt. Co.
Helios IClectrio Co , The.
Knapp Klectrlcal Works.
Rose y.lcc. Light Supply Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
Slonx City E. S. Co,
StandiirdElectrlc Co.
Wrstinghouse EL A Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc i^icrht i'ord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Samson Cordage Works.

Baiteritfr*.
American Battery Co.
AnsoTila Electric Co., The.
Columbia Mfg. A Supply Co.
Klcctiic Gas Lighting Co.
FordW'shb'rn Storelectro Co.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Law Hattery Co.
Leclanche Hattery Co., The.
Lee. C. K.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Sioux City, E. S. Co.
Wet.t<_-rn IClectric Co.

Battery Jars.
Ansonia Electric Co,
American Battery Co.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Gas Lighting Co
Knapp Electrical Works.
Law Battery Co.
Leclanche Batterv Co., The.
Lee. C. E.
Newton Rubber Co.
Western Electric Co.

BellFf), Klec ric.
Ansonia Electric Co.. The.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Gas Lighting Co.
Greely A Co.. The E S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander A Co., W. R.
Partrick A Caiter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells. ]fla£rn> t>:
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Belting.
Jewell Belting Co
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Page Belting Co.
Shultz Belting Co.

Boilei ta.

IJabcock A Wilcox Co., The.
Blanchard, Albert.
Freeman A Sons Mfg. Co.
N. Y. Safety Steam jpower Co.
Pheonix Iron Works Co.
\\'eston Engine Co.

BookH. Klc trical-
Eleclrician Publishing Co.

Braidins: ]ll> cIijdci y.
New England Butt Co.

Borslar Alarms.
Ansonia Electric Co,
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
GreeleyACo.,TheE. S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick A CarterCo.

Cables.
(See Insulated Wires )

Cables >leetric. (See In-
sulated Wires), Copper,
Sheet and Bar.
Bishop Gutta Pcrcha Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
Roebling's Sons Co.. J. A.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.

_ Western Electric Co.

Carbons. Points and
Plates.

Ansonia Electric Co
Central Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Law Battery Co.
National Carbon Co.

Castings.
Palmer Bros.

Clntebes. Friction.
Falls Rivet A Machine Co.
Hill Clutch Works.
Lake. J. H. A 1). Co.

CotttrnctorM. FJectric
JUifslit, Kneinc Plants
and Elceiric Rnil-
wa.v8.

Babcock A Wilcox Co., The.
Hall A Wood Co., The.
Itnish lOlectric Co.
('. A c. Electric Motor Co.
Oata-U, L. Breckinridge.
Calumet Eleo.Mfg. A Eng. Co.
Commercial ICIectric Co.
Conistock, Louis IC.

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
Ford-Washburn Storclee.Co.
Fort ^Vayu^! I'.lectrie Co.
Freeman A Sous M fg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg Co.
Interstate Comp. EI. Cons. Co.
Mass, Elec I'nginecring Co.
Mather Electrtc Co.
N. V, Siifrty sioam PowerCo.
O.sbnrue Steam Eng. Co.
inuvnix Irnn Works Co.
Racine Hardwiiru Mfg. Co.
Rockford KUetrk- .Mtg. Co.
Siemens A llaisko Electric
Co.

Sioux City Engine Works.
Standard Electric Co.
Unltid i:i<H' Iniprnvcment Co
Waii.l.'ll.|;iil/ roiiipaiiv.
W^.^^ln;,'h0UM•^:I^C^ Mfg. Co.
Weslinghouse. Church, Kerr
A Co.

Western Electric Co.
Weston Engine Co.
Wilson A Jackson,

ConstructIon and Be-
pairs.

Coiristock. Louis K.
InterHtateComn.EL.Confl. Co.
.MeLeiui A Sebrnllt.
IMoneer Armature Works.
Roberts. E. I\ A Co.
Sioux f;liy E. S. Co.
Western lOIectr c Co.
WiLson A Jackson.

CopperWires and Tapes.
Ansonia Electric Co.
AmtTicaii l^lfrtrlcal Works.
BIsboi. GuttJi I'ereha Co.
(.'entni! ICIet/l rlcCo.
C^c:^;c^nt In. Wire A Cable Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Enterprise I^lectrlc Co.
Goodyear Hard Rubber A The
India Rubber Comb Co.

Holmes, Booth A HaydenB.
International Okonite Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Sperry El. Mining Mach. Co.
Standard Underg. Cable Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cordase.
Samson Cordage Works.

Cross- Arms.
.',nsonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical AVorks.
Loud A Sons Lumber Co.

Cat Oots and Switches.
Ansonia Electric Co , The.
Brj'ant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical A Mfg. Co.
Electric EngASuppIy Co.
Electric Selector A Signal Co.
Electrical Specialty Co.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
N. Y. Eelc. A Develop. Co.
Paiste, H. T.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Russell A Officer.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Sechrist, A.
Sioux City E. S, Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames,

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
C. A C. Electric Motor Co.
Calumet El. Mfg. A Eng. Co.
Commercial Electric Co.
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Eng. A Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western JIfg. Co.
Barter Electric Co.
Mather Electric Co.
National Electric Mfg. Co.
Nowotny Electric Co.
Rose Elec. Light Supply Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
United Elec Improvement Co
Waddell-Entz Company.
;\estern Electric Co.
Westinghouse Elec. AMfg.Co.

£li>ctric Heating:.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.

Electric L.ava Gas Tips.
Smith. A. T.

Electric WaiUvays.
General Electric Co.
Short Electric Ry. Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
Sperry Electric Ry, Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Mt chani-
cal Engrineers.

Comstock, Louis K.
Mass. Elec. Engineering Co.
Osborne Steam Eng. Co.
Roberts, E. P. A Co.
Wilson A Jackson.

Electricnl Jnstraments.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.

Partrick A Carter Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Q,uecn A Company, Incorp.
Weston Elec. Instrument Co.

ICIectrical Irtt*lllgeuce.
Comstock. Louis K.
Roberts. E. P. A Co.
\Vilson A Jackson.

llcctrical Specialties.
Columbia Mfg. A Supplv Co.
Cutter, Geo.
I'lectrical Specialty Co.
Iloltzer-Cabot Electric Co.
N, Y. Elec. A Develop. Co.
I'aisle, H. T.

Blectrolirrs and Combi-
nation FixtnrcN.

Ansonia Electric Co., The.
ilaggot. E.
ICdwards, W. S. Mfp. Co.
Knapp ICIectrical \\'orks.

EcctrO'Platiuc 9Ib-
cbines.

Hrnsb Kloctrlo Co.
CirinTnl I'leetrle Co.

Ri- twines, tiias.
Otiu tins Eii;,'lne Works.

Eiittinos, Mienm.
Ball A Wood Co.. The.
Case, J. T. Engine Co.
Freeman Sons Mfg. Co.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
McCav. n. K.
Plurulx Iron Works Co.
Racine Hanlware Mfg. Co.
Sioux City F.nglne Works.
'i'aylor Engine Co.
AVcstiiighouse Church, KerrA
Co.

Weston Engine Co.
Fnn Oiiints.
Ansonia l^.lcctrlcCo.
Calumet El. Mlg. A Eng. Co.
I'hirk .V M-ir-inill.
Dlehl A t^'ompanv.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavert >lfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co

Fire Alarms.
Annonla Electric Co.
Kinipji Electrical WorkH.
i'anrk-k A Carter Co.
WeM<;ni Electric Co.

Fuel KcoooniixerH.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Fuse AVIr^..
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Work.-s.

Shawmut Fuse Wire Co,
Sperry El. Mining .Mach. Co.

HvtH lAehtinjX' Electric.
Ansonia TCleciric Co.
BOBton Electric Co.
Electric fia." lighting Co.
Holt/er-Cabot Electric Co.
Knapp lOIectricitl Works.
Partrick A CarterCo.

Ocncral Klec. r*nppl(cs.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical A Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Eng. A Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. A Supply Co.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.

Hottzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Law Battery Co.
Lee. C. E
N. Y. Elec. A Develop. Co.
Paiste. II. T.
Palmer Bros.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Queen A Co., Incorp.
Redding Electric Co.
Russell A Officer.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Simons, M.W. Electric Co,
Sioux City Elec. Supply Co.
Taylor. Goodhue A Ames.
Weston Elec. Instrument Co.

Globes and Electrical
Glass fl are.

Brookfield, Wm.
Murray <!t Co.. Jas, J.

Graphi* e Specialiies-
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.

Hard Rubber Goo'<s.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Goodyear Hard Rubber A The
India Rubber Comb Co.

Mica Insulator Co.
Newton Rubber Co.

Iiisnltttors "i-d losnlat-
io£^ Materials.

Ansonia Electric Co., The.
BrookSeld, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Eng. A Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Goonyear Hard Rubber A The
India Rubber Comb Co.

Hart A Hegeman 5Ifg. Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
International Okonite Co.
Johns Mfg. Co.. H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Mica Insulator Co.
Moore. Alfred F.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Insula' ed M'^irr s and
Cahles—Masnct ^Vire.

American Electrical Works.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Crescentln. Wire ACableCo.
Gushing A Morse.
Cutter. Geo.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
F-nterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Goodyear Hard Rubber A The
India Rubber Comb Co.

Great Western JIfg. Co.
Holmes. Booth A Haydens.
International Okonite Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore. Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Son'sCo.,J. A.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Sperry El. Mining Maoh. Co.
Standard Uuderj,'. I'ablc Co.
AVaddoU-Entz Company.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Tianips, E> candescent.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
llernstein Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
I'Mlson Miniature Lamp Dept.
Eleotrioal En-.:. A Supply Co.
General illoetric Co.
Knapp EWetrlcal Works.
Mather Kiectric Co.
New York and (ibio Co.
Sawver-Mau IMeotrle Co.
Shir Eloi'lrie Lamp Co.
StL'Uben Lamp Works.
\\ arlug lOlectrie Co.

T^ailies.
Bridgeport MachineTooUVks.
Siiepard. H. L.

LisUiiiinS A rrcsters.
Knapp Eloetrical Works.

]tlas*>ct M'Ire.
(See Insulated Wires.

1

illcchanlcai illachinery.
Bridgeport Mach. Tool Wks.

Medical BnfierivM.
Law Battery Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.

nica.
.Tohns Mfg. Co.. H. W.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.

91 inlDs: Apparatus, Elec
General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Sperrv El. Mining Mach. Co.
Wcstlughouse El. A Mfg. Co.

SfotorM.
Bni-th Electric Co.
C. A C. Electric Mot^r Co.
Calumet Kl. Mff. A Eng. Co,
Clark A MaP'hBlI,
Commercial i:hrclric ('o.
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co.
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
Ford-WH>,hl(r)rn storel. Co.
Fort Wayne Ek-clrlcCo,
G<«ienil Electric Co.
Oreot Western Mfg. Co.
Inlerior Conduit A Insu. Co.
Mather Electric Co,
Porter-Lcttvltl El. Motor (;o.
Rockford Electric Mfg. Co,
Sioux City E, s. <Vi,

Taylor. (Joodhue .V Ataos.
Wuddell-Eniz «^,'ompHny,
We^tinghotlse El. A Mfg. Co,

Oils.
Clarendon Oil A Kcfg. Co.

Oil FUt-rs.
Acme Filter Co.

Paints,
Standard Paint Co,

Paten IS.
Paine A Ladd.
Rosenbaum. Wm. A.

PboHphor Bror-ze.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co., Ltd

Pins and lirackeis.
.Vnsonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Loud A Sons' Lumber Co.

Platinum.
Baker A Co.
Siebert. G.

Pol^s.
Loud A Sons' Lumber Co.

Porcelain.
Empire China Works.
Pai^te. H. T.

Pnb-ishers. Flectrlcai.
Electrician Publishing Co

Posh Buttons.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.

Railways, tciectric.
{See Electric Railways).

Rheostats.
Carpenter En. Rheostat Co.

Sal j^mmoniac.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Innis A Co.
Klipstein, A.
Law Batterj' Co.

Separaiors. t^team.
Hine Eliminator Co.

Silk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

Silk Machinery AVipers.
Am. Silk Mfg. Co.

Speakins Tabes.
Ansonia Electric Co,
Central Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works
Ostrander A- Co., W. R.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Spet-d Indic-tors-
tjueen A Co.. Incorp.
Weston EI. Instrument Co.

Steam Heating*.
Webster A Co., Warren.

Steam Pumps.
Hubbard. Norman.
Worthington. Henrj- R.

Str^-et Curs.
Brill, J. G. Co.

Tapes. I> snlating:.
American Electrical Works.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent In. Wire vV Cable Co.
Gushing A Morse.
International Okonite Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York Insulated, Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Standard Underg. Cable Co,

Telesctipli Appurains.
Ansonia Electrle Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Selector A Signal Co.
Greely A Co.. The E. S
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.
^Vesle^n Electric Co.

Telephones, Klecric.
Western Electric Co.

Te ephoi'O Konthpicces.
Marcus. W. N.

Tesc insiroiuenls.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley it Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen A Company. Incorp.
Weston Elec. Instrument Co.

Trausformcrs.
.\nsouia Electric Co.
National Electric Mfir. Co.
Stanley Electric Mfu'.' Co.
Tnvlor, <;oodhue A Ames.

Trolley Cor*l.
Stunson Cordage Works.

Tr».cks. Kler-ric. Cur.
General Electric Co.
Wcstiughouse El. A Mfg. Co

Tnrbine M'hcels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co
LolTel A Co., .fas.

Pelton Water Wheel Co.
Stilwell A Blerce Mfg. Co.

Vniversiiies.
lusiiiuie ofTochnoIogy.
\\ t\rm\z F.Iiotrie (,'o.

Varunni Pnnips.
Hubbard. Norman.

Varnishes.
Standard Paint Co.

\» afcr Heaters.
Wobstor A Co.. Warrcu.

H* afcr M'heels.
LeiVel A Co.. .las.

Pelton Water Wheel Co.
Wire. IJnre.
,\nsonirt Electric Co., The.
Bishop Gutta Pertiha Co.
Centnil Electric Co.
Chicago Insulntcil Wire Co.
Crescent Vn.Wire A Cable Co.
Holmes. lUwth A Haydons.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National India Rubber Co.
Phillips Insulateil Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons' Co.. J. .V.

Sperry El. Mining Mach. Co.
Stfludarvl Undorg. Cable Co.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
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WASHBURN & MOEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
MAKERS OF ISDN, STEEL AND COPPEB.and Manufacturers of lEON, STEEL AND COPPER WIRE for all Purposes.

Oldest and Largfest IVIanufacturers of Electrical Wires in the World.

Bare and Insulated Copper Wire
FOri ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

(ft
Galvanized Iron and Steel Telegraph Wire.w

Magnet Wire. Anminciator Wire. ^
Feed Wire. ^^

LEAD ENCASED WIRES. ^
HARD DRAWN COPPER TROLLEY WIRE. "^r^

Rubber, Weather-Proof and

Underwriter's Wire.
XO HBSOI-UTEI-V
^ FIRE and WATER-PROOF WIRE,

Svi^erlor" to
Ajiytliing Heretofore M.ade>

^rr^-o-aa. i TTOBCKSTEB. MASS. ivm op^E'Tr'KH »vn w»niri¥r»¥m»-(B . 5 WEW YORK, 16 Cllft'St. CHICAGO, 107 and 109 I/akp !«t.LACU W1'1<1«.K» aau nAHKHWUSbH.^g^^ FBAMtmCO, 8 and lO Pine St. HOCHTON. TBXAS.

ELECTRIC FANS
2,000

ENDORSERS. Wound for Either

Direct Arc or

Incandescent

Current.

The Electrical Specialty Co.,
1720 LARIMER ST., DENVER, COLO.,

Manufacturers and Owners of Woltman & Triggs*

DIEHL &, COMPANY, 385 Broadway, New York.

Chicago Insulated Wire Co.,

INSULATED WIRES OF ALL KINDS.

214 northern OtBce Bnildmg,

CHIGAtiO.

Weatherproof Wire.

Water-Fire Proof Wire.

Magnet Wire.

Annunciator and Office Wire.

Weatherproof iron Wire.

Bare Copper Wire.

"STANDARD"
Single Push Button Flush

SWITCH.
Awarded the first prize fjold medal at the Second

Annual Industrial Exposition held at Denver, March,
l>y3. The only one-pueh button Switch in the market.
If the light is out it turns it on, and if the light is on,
]uish the same button and it turns It out. We make
this Switch single pole, double pole, and 3-wire. This
Switch is more practical and cheaper than any other
1 u^h button Switch in the market. It does not need the
Hid of batteries, a shunt current or other cumbersome
inijuncts.

PRICE, 10 Ampere, Single Pole, $1.50.

Liberal discounts to the trade.

ROGKFORD DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
NO BETTER MADE.

XOU CAN BUY TSEM OF OUR AGENTS.
Frank Hoffman, Room 31, 9i La Salle

St., Chicago, 111.

St Louis Engr. Co., St. Louis, Mo,
D. J. HausB, Room 51 Pike Bldg., Cin

clnnati, Ohio,
A. Pizzini, Jr , 909 Bank St., Rich-
mond Va.

Duerr & Kohn. 44n E. Water Street,
Milwaukee, WIb.

Zenith Elec. Co., Lyceum Building,
Duluth, Minn.

O. E. Dey, 1611 Champa St , Denver,
Clio.

Smith Elec. Co , Butte, Montana.
Intermountain Elec. Co., Salt Lake

City, Utah.
Broduey Morley & Co., Tacoma Wash,
International Elec. Supply it Const.

Co., San Francisco, Cal.

OR ADDBEHS VH,

ROCKFORD ELECTRIC MFC.CO.,
ROCKFORD, ILL.

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS,
ALL SIZES, FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET-ELECTRIC-LJGHT-SrSTEM.
Complete Apparatuc for Isolated. Flants.

THE ELEKTRON MFQ. CO., Springfield, Mass.
. . .^^ .>i^ _....« ( Boofon, .Wn«s.,n:Er-. r;, conr.v. i7 Arr.i. :.'. «f /'on/. .TJlim., r. .i. i:i;.-.z. .im ,mi/..i.ii.,u. Kt. I'hlliiilrltthla, I'n., I'KNNHYLVANIA maciiinejcy,

8ELLINC ACENTo'.'.rt n. ;ui hl A>ie Orlf.nnu, Im., ui;(;iiki, maciiink woukh, ioi Couil Ht. ItKnvri; C'«(»., IIAVWABLIUUOUUANK, 39 JiiwbiOD Ualidlug. VMcaifo,
I III., C r. DCNOEBDAI.K, Vt. lUt.korj. Uufflllo, lU. Y., V. II. DAIIBIN, 221) Pour] HI.

NEW YORK OFFICE,

89 Liberty Street.
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UOJ SiH30V FOR mm CONSTRUCTION WE ARE FULLY PREPARED.

Poles,

Line Wire,

Cross Arms, Brackets,

Pins, Insulators^ Lag Bolts,

Digging Bars, Pike Poles, Shovels, Spoons,
Tamping Bars, Cant Hooks, Climbers,

Pliers, Tape Compound,
Sleet Proof Pulleys,

Tools.

OKONITE and CANDEE WIRES.
INTERIOR CONDUIT.

OKONITE and MANSON TAPES.
LUNDELL MOTORS.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY:
116 and 118 Franklin Street, Chicago.

CATE CITY ELECTRIC CO.,

Kansas City, Mo.
WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

Omaha, Neb.

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

St. Louis, Mo. AGEHTS PCR

VBSOKEEB

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC CO.,

Manufacturers and Electrical Engineers,

39 and 41 Cortlandt Street,

Dynamos,

Motors and

Direct Current

Transformers

In all practical sizes and types.

nXTES'W

Special
Application and

Designs.

Transmissions of
Power about

Works
or Factories.

WOHKS, AMPERE, N, I

Special Ventilating and Cooling Devices.

ANSONIA ELECTRIC CO., NEW ORLEANS ELECTRIC CO., RUSSELL & OFFICER ELECTRIC CO.

10'2 Michigan Ave.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

111? Gravier Street,

NEW ORLEANS, LA.

7.''>.^ Champa Street,

DENVER. COL.

CUMNER. CRAIG & CO.

ITS Devonshire St..

BOSTON. MASS.
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The Weston Standard Portadle

DIRECT CURRENT VOLTMETERS AND AMMETERS
Are used in all parts of the civilized world. They are recognized by all authorities as the very best instruments ever

produced.
During the past year Mr. Weston has given much time to the further study and improvement of these instruments, and

has brought them to a higher degree of permanency, durability, accuracy and excellence than we ever thought possible.

The NeiV M^odel is the same in external appearance as the old, but is vastly superior to the latter in all that contrib-

utes to a first-class instrument. It is the (ictne of perfection, and is destined to become and remain

THE STANDARD PORTABLE INSTRUMENT OF THE WORLD.
We have perfected a larger model of these instruments expressly adapted for use as Clbsolute Standards in

stations and laboratories. They are designated as the

Weston Laboratory Standard Voltmeters ^Ammeters.
The scales are about three times the length of the ordinary portable standards, and the instruments are sufficiently

sensitive to work to within 1-75 of one per cent. We confidently recommend them as the most convenient and accurate

standards known. They are adapted for the most exact work, and will be found thoroughly equal to its requirements.

We make twenty -two ranges of

The Weston Portable Alternating Current Voltmeters.
These instruments are absolutely permanent and very accurate, and are incomparably superior to any form of hot

wire instrument known. They will be found invaluable in securing and maintaining uniformity and economy of operation

of alternating current plants. We make multipliers for USB with these instruments to extend their

range so as to measure the highest voltage met with on primary circuits.

We also make sixteen different ranges of moderate priced, high grade

Dead-Beat Switch-Board Ammeters.
The capacity ranges from 2.5 amperes to 750 amperes. These instruments are a new type, and are very accurate and well

made. The scales are very regular, the instruments very sensitive, thoroughly durable and absolutely permanent, and their

indications are not sensibly affected by the most powerful external fields.

In addition we are making a full line of Direct Current

Station and Isolated Plant Voltmeters
p

In three sizes and many ranges. These instruments are very dead-beat, and embody many new and valuable features.

They are specially adapted for railway and power plants, and are well suited for arc and incandescent light circuits, and all

other work requiring good and thoroughly trustworthy voltmeters. They are specially designed for

switch-board use. We are also making a large line of high grade

Station Ammeters
In ranges from 200 to 5,000 amperes, with absolutely proportional scales throughout the entire range. The sensibility and
accuracy of these instruments have never been approached. A 1,200 ampere instrument will indicate, with full load or no
load, the turning on or off of a single lamp, and can be read in any part of the scale to one ampere. They are very dead-
beat, handsome in design and finish, permanent, durable, well made and moderate in price.

H WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT GO,
Correspondence Solicited. 1 14-120 William Street, NEWARK, N. J., U.S.A.
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ELEVEN LEADING STYLES OF ELECTRIC CAS-BURNERS
Manufactured by THE ELECTRIC GAS LIGHTING CO., BOSTON, MASS.

BOSTON RATCHET BURNER No. 3.

CUT FULL SIZE.
SINGLE WIRE "TRIUMPH" AUTOMATIC. NEW BV-PASS RATCHET BURNER No. 3',4.

CUT FULL SIZE. CUT FULL SIZE.

Pat. May 1, 1888, and Jan. 13, anil 20, 18'J1. Pat. March 2, 1880, and April 2, 1889.

THUMB-COCK BUHNER No. 13.

Pat. Aug., 1S7C, and April 7. 1&?5.

' REGULAR " TILTING GAS-COCK BURNER

No, 10.

CUT FULL SIZE, REAR "JlEW.

POSITION OF MOVABLE ARM AFTER

GAS IS LIGHTED.

STANDARD SIMPLE HAND LIGHTER No. 5.

Pat. Aug. 8, 187G, and April 7, 1885.

No. 3 IN OPERATION.

RATCHET ARGAND BURNER No. 18. "«<)

CUT »i SIZE. METHOD OF OPERATING No. 13 BURNER.

NEW SIMPLE HAND LIGHTER No. !
CUT FULL SIZE.

HATCHET CHECK NOW USED ON ALL OUR

RATCHET BURNERS.
CUT SHOWING RATCHET.

RATCHET CANDLE BURNER No. 22.

CUT 1; SIZE

Manufacturers, importers and Wliolesale Dealers

In r.lcctricnl House, Hitlcl. Church. Theatre, and Office l'urn:shin>r-s. includinR Call

Bell.*,, Annunciator.-;, Ous Ll^lftlnK Apparatu.s. l-rlctlonul (ius Li:;htinK Goods, Ulec-

tro-mcchaiilcai tlonRs, Olectrlc Door Locks and Openers, Cut-Out.s. Small 1-lectrlc

riotorB. Butteries, und Batterj iMateriol.s, ond Hlectrical Supplies in penerol. Also
5ole Munuliiclurcrs' ARents for tlie llnited States of the celebrated "Samson"
Bnttcrv, ackno^vIed^:ed to be tile best Open-circuit Battcr> in the world.

NEW SIMPLE HAND-LIGHTER No. 9.

CUT FULL SIZE.

SA.'L.-ESnOOVaS, ISS DEVONSHIFtE: SXREET, BOSTON.
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THE SPERRY ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.,

Street Railway Apparatus.

ELASTIMIH SDPPOHTED MOTOIIS, FLEXIILE COIMECTIONS.

BRUSH S7STEM

!

All double carbon arc lamps at the Columbian Exposi-

tion are Brush, or under Brush license.

South Park, Chicago, has a model lighting plant. All

Brush Apparatus.

New Illinois Central Depot, Chicago, is equipped with
Brush Electric Lighting Apparatus.

Chicago Beach Hotel is just installing a large Brush
lighting plant.

If you are interested in Electric Lighting or Power
Apparatus, send for Catalogues or Call on

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY,
General Offices: Chicago Offices:

CLEVELAND, OHIO. MONADNOCK BUILDING.

THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.,

No Noise. No IVearing Out of Gears.

IDEAL STREET CAR MOTORS AND POWER GENERATORS.
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BAIN SYSTEM OF

ELECTRIC LIGHT APPARATUS.

Central Station Managers and others who contemplate placing contracts for

Electric Apparatus, will do themselves a gross injustice if they do not at once

Are Dynamo and Arc Lamps
For Municipal and Commercial Arc Lighting.

DIRECT INCANDESgTnT APPARATUS
For Isolated and Commercial Lighting.

ALTERNATING INCANDESCENT APPARATDS
For Long Distance Lighting.

WE MANUFACTURE A FULL LIXE OF

Electric Lighting Supplies, Electric, Gas and Combination

Fixtures, and Electric House Goods.

General Offices, 201-207 So. Canal Street, Chicago, III.

"vironisLS: I3XJ31.XJTI1:, nvjiiivrixr.
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The Packard

VACUUM PUMPS.

OUR NRW MODELa

'S3

Designed especially for Incandes-

cent Lamp Manufacturers. A Dry

Vacuum of 29}i in. guaranteed.

Three sizes in stock.

REFER TO:
Sawyer- Man Electric Co.,

Thomson -Houston Electric Co-,

tdison Mfg. Co.,

General Electric Co.,

Westinghouse Electiic & Wig. Co..

Perkins Electric Lamp Co
,

Columbia Lamp Co.

for All Mecliaiical PDrpsss.

SEND FOK ClHCUtABS.

NORMAN HUBBARD,
93-97 Pearl Street, BROOKLYN, N Y,

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY CITY.
"\7\7"rlt© for I^rloes tli.cit xp«7-111

SURPRISE TOn.

CLARK & MARSHALL, 345 Rookery BIdg,

Chaelestown, N. H., Aug. 18, 1891.
PAGE BELTIXG CO. Dear 5ns.-—In April, 1891, at your request, I made a careful test at yoar works

of the driving capacity of various belts. Your Eureka Dynamo (slotted) Belt proved that the elott'.ng
not ouly still further diminished the slip, but Ihat it materially increases the power attainable, In this
respect surpassing one of the "perforaled'" belts (so-called) which was tested at the same time under
the same conditions. The slotting is a decided advaotage to Ihe belt. This belt, under a very light
strain, showed results which surpassed all others of which I have any record.

Yours very truly. Samuel Webber, M. E.
FACTORY: Concord, N. H. STORES: 16 Dey St., New York: 17 Federal

St. Boston; 165 Lake St., Chicago; 409 JIarket St., San Francisco.
Send for lUui^trated Catalvgiif Xo. 13 and Prices.

MADE ONLY BY

PAGE BELTING CO.

ARMATURE AND FIELD COIL VARNISH. INSULATING TAPE.

Tlxe Old Stanaard
p. AND B. INSULATING COMPOUND.

A full line of P. and B. products on exhibition in both the Electrical and Manufactures and Liberal Arts Buildings at the
Columbian Exposition. Visitors to the Fair are welcome at our Chicago Office, "The Rookery."

THE STANDARD PAINT CO., 2 Liberty Street, NEW YORK, N. Y.,
M.\NI FArTtHKHS.

I'AB.IFFINK PAINT < <.,

ik; patteuy ,st,, san fkancisco, cai,

pacifi: coast manufa;turers.

y. O. HAWVKIl PAPKK CO., 321-323 N. M Ht., HI. Loul», Mo.
IlOItlJINH KI.Ef;TUIC CO., Kill t.Umity Ato.. Pitt.bur«b, Vn.
lOsr-OLOVKK ELEC. CO., 2ir, W. lib Ht,, ClnclliDntl, Olilo.

aOVZl.TV EI,Ef;TKIO CO., H) M N. Illi St., I'hllndcJpliln, 1 «.

ASBO.VIA ELFX'THK: CO ,

Kflndolph 8t. iiDfl MIchltfRD Avo., Oilcntfo, 1)1.

lETTINOEIX, ANDKEWB k • 0„
IK Vfl v.. .Sarnmyr Ht,, Uofltfin, Mnn'.,

HOUTHKIIS KI.FXTHIC CO., Ilr.eo Uull'llnK, Unltlmoro, .M<I

,

./i;LIt;8 A.VIJIIAE, . .Mllwoukoo. WH,
Aofl Hopply HouiMm Everywhere,
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C. <Sc C.
Electric Motors and Dynamos.

Electric Lighting and Electrical Transmission

of Power.

The C. & C. Electric Motor Co.,
GENERAL OFFICE:

402 and 404 Greenwich St., New York.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREROOMS.

CHICAGO, 201 Madison St. BOSTON, 63 Oliver St.

Agencies in all principal cities.

Our Individual Arc Light

and Motor Cut-Outs

.A.FRE:

X^EXjT-^EILE,

ECOiTOlvCIC-^I-.,

SIl^^^IuE,

And Require Only One Small Wire.

ELECTRIC SELECTOR & SIGNAL CO.

(Successor to ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE CO..)

45 Broadway, NEW YORK.

NEW EDDY MOTOR.

MULTIPOLAR GENERATORS FOR RAILWAY AND
POWER PURPOSES.

PERFECT IN CONSTRUCTION.

CoxroBpoiica.eij.ce Solicited..

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MFG. GO,,
WINDSOR, CONN.

1212 Havemeyer BIdg., NEW YORK. UlT and 1413 Monadnock Bldg., CHICAGO-
606 Commerce St., PHILADELPHIA. 170 Second St., PORTLAND, OREGON'.

30 Oliver Street, BOSTON. 134 E. 6lh St., ST. PAUL, MTXX.
705 Delaware Street. KANSAS CITY, MO.

CALUMET

Electric Manufacturing

AND ENGINEERING GO.
L. A. BINE,

Pres't and Sec'y.
G. E. DORMAN.

Vice-Pres*t and Deslguer.

Calumet Fan Motors.

Slow Speed.

Straight Feed

Carbon Brushes.

Durable

Commutators.

with many

Segments.

Our Large

Armature

Operates

with Success

on 500

Volt Circuits.

High Efficiancy.

Electric

Emery Grinders

and Burnishers.

H„:,..ti.v,— f-

Dlroct Currynt. Bnok Vloff—Sliowiog Uruslivs.

Dynamos and Motors
OF ANY SI2E AND VOLTAGE.

Office, 403, 172-174 S. Clinton St., CHICAGO.
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XNTRIC.
fifi 77

-A.TSriD-

We Gonfrol Thaf Movement.

^sr
®^^

1'

IP'

MADE
5 amp. 8. P.
10 amp. S. P.
5 amp. 3 way.
10 amp. 3 way.

MADE
10 amp. D. P.
15 amp. D. P.

:F»OIR,CEL-A-I3Sr C3-OOIDS_

FUSIBLE PENDANTS.
ALli (^IZKIS OF

. __, 8-M STYLE MAINS.
^^. S-M STYLE BRANCHES.

<^*^ jl u p Horse Shoes.
\ S. P. Horse Shoes.

Conci-aU'd Work.
Quadrants and Midgets,

Etc.
iijiiiiiii"

Cleat Work

AiljMxInlilc Clntrh
for T-H- Arr Lnjnp^.

All are invited to visit my booth

in Electricity Building when visiting

the WORLD'S FAIR.

H. T- PAISTE,
10 South 18th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

AtlJliNtubh" ItuMliiiiu; I'ui*

T-ll. \vv itUillii.

GEO. GUTTER, Western Dispenser. All Dealers.
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Columbus Discovered America
But it required no search to determine, in the minds of the Exposition Authorities, whose cable should

be used for ail the Incandescent Feeders and Mains underground at the World's Fair.

Universal Opinion, Based on Years of Conscientious Work, Settled the Question, and the

STANDARD UNDERGROUND GABLE GO.
Solicits your recognition as makers of lead covered Cables of every description. Address for information and facts

WESTINGHOUSE BUILDING, PITTSBURGH, PA,
543 H.O€>l3E.©r37-, CJtoloagro.
Crimea ^B'u.lldlns ^PTex^?- "X'or'ls..

SOMETHING TO BE NOTED!

THE MORRISON STORAGE BATTERY
Is made by the Plant*? pro-
ceps, no oxides being used,
either mechanically or ap-
plied In the form of paste,
paint or cement.

ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE HIGH; LIFE LONG.
Dry Bfttteriep. Battery
8upplie,s, etc. For further
loformBtioa address

AMERICM BATTERY DOMPAHY,
Otfice : Rooms 23 and 24. 1 77 La Salle St., CHICAGO. ILL.

Only Snccessfal Aiternatlig Gorrent Arc Lamp.

10
LOW TENSION ALTERNATING CURRENT

Over 30,000 Helios Lamps In dally operation In Europe, and more than 1,000 Lamps alreBdy In
operation In America. The only Arc Lamp which burns as steadily aa an Incandescent Lamp. Most
eoonomioal Aro Lamp for Central Station or Consumer. Write U8 for our Mew Catalo^T^ne.

THE HELIOS ELECTRIC COMPANY,
ISOft-S-lO Filbert Street. PHII.ADEL.PHIA, PA. L'. S. A.

Eaatorn Agents: Western Agents: Southeastern Agency:
STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO., THE ANSONIA ELECTKIC 00., SOUTHERN EbECTKIO CO.,

Plltslleld, Mass. Chicago, III. Hoen Bldg., Baltimore, Md.
Ewrtern Penn. and Southern N. J. Agency: Southwestern Agents:

RADIANT ELECTRIC CO., ST. LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
1223 Market Street, Philadelphia, Pa. St. Louis, Mo.

VOLTMETER SWITCH.
Are yoa a Station Slanager? If ho consider this.

§
^^

N t:

M

& ^

OUR NEW
VOLTMETER

SWITCH.

This switch enables the attendant tc

determine the voltage on any of Iho

varioua circuits diverging from one or

more dynamos.

Particularly Practical for
Isolated Plants-

Send for our Catalogue.

ELECTRIC ENGINBERING ind SUPPiy CO.

New York Office, 126 Liberty St. SYKACCSE, S. Y., U. S. A.

Day's Kerlte.

Highest Grade of

Insulation for

Electric Wires and Cables.

GUSHING & MORSE, Geoeral WesterD Agents,

225 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

A NEW BOOK
nxro^w

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND - BOOK.
Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous nand-book series, of

which 30,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's
well-known practical style with all the problems of Electric Power
Transmission.

IVrOW READY. PRICE $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
FR. I.

MANUFAOTUKliRS OF -

WOU^

"0. K. " Weatherproof Insulated Wire,
Snprior Onality, Perfefit talation, HaDdsonely FiDislieil.

NEW YORK Office, 39 and 41 Cortlandt St.

CHICAGO Selling Agents, Electric Appliance Co.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric. Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNXTNCIATORS «°> BELLS.
FTTIili L.IKK ALiWATS IK STOCK.

W. B, OSTRANDER & CO..
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn. H. Y.

"Send for New Catalostjb. Out AngnBt let.

ESTABLISHED 1867 125 SOUTH 2? STREET

p^™ck:sCai^ter(q
twt^

wRiTg^R CATAlodUE PHILADELPHIA

LUNDELL FAN

MOTORS
HAVE

Nef Self OiiiDg and Self Aligning

Bearings,

Black Japanned Fans and Guards-

Order now and have a etock on hnnd ready to

supply the demand the first warm day. The lionse
with fltock secures the bn8inef4»4.

Merior Conduit k \\iMm Co.,

42-44 Broad St., New York

EDWARti B. .JOHNSON, ProBirtont.

E. w, LITTLE, Vlce-PrcB. ond Gen. Mgr

',11,,,, Sole Manufacturer of Micanite Plates. Commutator Segments. Rin-'a'

^ Pe'rFE'CT'V _^^ Washers, Tubes, Troughs, Taper Eings, Cloth, Paint etc.,

IwllCANlTr ^'^^ ELECTRICAL INSULATION.
It' insulator ^^ mm • t i a i^
' -s^^jsir ^Mica Insulator Company,
Offife and Sale«rooiii, 218 WATEK ST., KEW YORK.

-•UPERIOR TO

COTTON WASTE.
Safe, Durable and
Cheaper.

#
.##

%^^:
AMERICAN

SILK MFG. CO..

31 1 Walnut St . Philadelphia, Pa.

Be'ft'are nf loose litations.

Ttie Osljorne Steam EBilneerini Co,.

Rooms 714.715, 167 Dearborn St., • Chlcaao
Hepreseutative work now la courao of con8truc-

rton, 2 000 U. P. Heat. Light and Power Planr for
the Pabst Heat, Light & Povr^r Co., Milwaukee, Wig.

Those who contemplate the constniction of sinii"
lar plants on improved and economical iines will
do well to coraiminimte with iis. First, be sure
,iiu \\\\\ K'i't Ui^. l,t-st. ihfii ^>^ (ih.'ad.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB ELECTBICAIi rSES.

firmphite Bods of Tarions Ijeasihs, from 1-5 Obm to 100 Ohms Besistance
to the inch, t^raphite Boxes au<l Crnoihles, Beslsting Heats

of 4,000 l>egrees. Inqairles fitladly Answered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

OUR IMPROVED'93 FAN MOTOR
18 THE BEST OUT.

It is ij II, P.. 1ms fan 12 inches in diameter,

self-oiling boxes, carbon brushes, tempered
copper commu'ator; makes big breeze.

Our DYNAMOS. MOTORS, STORAGE BAT-

TERIES and STREET CAR MOTORS, are praised

by all. Write for catalogue.

THE FORD -WASHBURN
STORELECTRO CO.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

KKAN4',H OFFICES:
nORTON, MASS., 620 ,\nfuifi.

t'III(',-\aO. ILL., 'IM, Tfnii.l..

K \\S\S nlTV, MO , l.",l .Ml

,\veniie.

'.•ni-t ItuiUliDg.
lilley BulldloK

AVWUrACTURERS ORSANIZCD (831.

INCORPORATED 18«3.

kl^p Arc LA/nPS

AN
1I.STABLISHED
\

-ACT: j

r^'R INCANDESClzNT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

Tin: O.NLY ADC LA/»\P illAT

WORKS SATISr/«:TORlLY ON AN
INCANDnSCUNT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING, THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LAA\PS.

TMC ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUI^PLY CO.

imiTY BUILDING,

cmov».
TCLCPHONC BUILOINO.

^EW YORK.
Search Light No. 13,
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Westinshouse Electric and Mfs. Co.,

I^ittslDTJireti, FsL-

STOPPER INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LAMPS.

PRICES.

S C. F. $0.30
10 " .30

20 C. i». $0.35

DISCOUNTS.
Ten (10) per cent to Central Stations.

Two and one half (23^) per cent, and upward to others, according to

quantity.

ALLOWANCES.
Ten (10) cents for every burned-out lamp returned unbroken to

factory.

EFFICIENCY.
By reason of an important discovery we now make our 60 volt

lamps with an efficiency of 23^ watts per candle. This results in in-

creasing the lighting capacity and earnings of a station

TWENTY PER CENT.
Shipments are now being made.
Detachable bases to fit any sockets five cents net, each.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MAITOPACTURED BY

IVM. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

SEND lOB A SAMPLE OF OUR

a >i

New Socket
stating quantity wanted, and we will arrange to have our

PRICES SURPRISE YOU.
At the same time let us figure with you od general supplies.

Our prices are low and our goods are

THE BEST AT ANY PRICE.
ALWAYS " IX IT."

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
Hi Malison S'rect, CHirA<,iO.

SAMSON BRAIDED CORD.
Ib the most dura-
Ole for hanging
Arc LampB,
Trolley
Cord, Cov
ering Field

MapietB. Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Priees.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STKEKT. BOSTON.

H. E. PAINE,
Ex<:omiDlssionerof Patents,

S. B. LADD,

PATENTS.
PAINE & LADD, Attorneys ai Law,

Loan and Trust Building,

e;
p. ROBERTS & CO.,
Electrical and Wlechanical Engineers.

E. P. KOBEKTS, M. E. C. F. Ueeelaceee, E- E.

Preliminary Surveys and Estimates.
Plans, Specifications and Supervision ot Electric

Light, Power and Railway Work.

WESTERN RESERVE BUILDING,
Cleveland. Ohio.

TAYLOR, GOODHUE & AMES,
Manufacturers of and Dealers in

KLESCTRICAL MATERIAl/,
Formerly Monadnock Block. 348 Dearborn St., Cbicag'o.

-•Jl^^-

mil umm sb,

PDSH-BDTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
—A^D

—

95CHAyBEflS STREET. NEW YORK,

SAL AMMONIAC
(ELECTKIC BKAIfD)

orElectrlcal Purposes
lELECTRlfii

a
JRade mabk«
r 'llllii

<JRANl?||Hi Guaranteed 98/99% and free of lead and iron.

If j'On want the Tiest quality ask yoiu' dealer

for this l)ran(l. Imported liy

A.KUPSTE8i^, 122 Pearl St., New York

Corxry H. W oi^tlalxxstoxi, 3»"©t7«7- "STorli., SO". "X".

PHILADELPHIA Chicago Branch, 93 and 95 Lake Street.
ST. LOUIS.

DENVER.
ANY CANDLE POWER. rr^iEJ

"STEUBEN" LAMP.
^^''rlto Tor I^T-lcos.

8TEIJBEN LAMP WORKS, CANI8TEO, BT. Y,

ANY VOLTAGE.

gln.iaj.I3leei J*reg«

January 27, 1893.

To the Electrical Trade.
I have this day assigaed the entire interest in the Cleve-

land Switch, Patent No. .391,512, to THE BRYANT ELEC-
TEIC COMPANy, of Bridgeport, Conn., together with the
tools, patterns and moulds for making the Switches and
Arc Cut-outs formerly manufactured and sold by THE
FOREST CITY ELECTRIC WORKS, of Cleveland ^Factory,
Geneva, Ohio;.

I trust that my former friends and patrons will extend
to them the same good will and patronage that they have
shown me in the past.

Very respectfully, rsigned) W. B. CLEVELAND.

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIRECT-

DRIVEN" Slow-Speed Gener-

ators for Electric Lighting and

Power. Low Running Expense,

Insulated Wire and Flexible

Cords. Kstimates furnished.

Isolated Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 Girard Building.

BUFFALO, SOTorraco.

THE BRYANT ELECTRIC CO. MAKES GOOD GOODS. I WORKH AT BKII>«KPORT, CON]V.
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Department of Electricity, World's
Columbian Exposition.

Bv J. Allan Hornsky.

The jurisdiction of the department of electricity extends

over and covers nearly every exhibit and exhibition build-

ing on the grounds of the exposition,

^ ^^.=^-\,v-_ for manufacturers have taken advantage

of a rule of the exposition which allows

the listing for competition of all exhibits,

whether the same be exhibited in the
'^

building provided for it or not, as is the

case in many instances. Therefore the

electric fountains, the intramural railway,

the great search lights which will be

scattered over the grounds, the entire

arc and incandescent systems of lighting on the grounds

and in the buildings, the various electric motors used for

power everywhere, and last but not least, the electrical

part of the great power plant, are all intended as exhibits

of Professor Barrett's department.

The personnel of the department is as follows; Prof.

J. P. Barrett, chief; J. Allan Hornsby, assistant chief;

Willis Hawley, assistant; William Wilson Primm, engi-

neer; J. W. Blaisdell, inspector of service; George R.

Chambers, chief installation assistant, and Frank Sullivan,

assistant.

The department was organized in February, iSgi, and

since that time has been actively engaged in the work of

getting together an exhibit which will be thoroughly repre-

sentative of the electrical industry not only in this country

but of the entire world.

The power plant is fully described elsewhere in this issue,

so that this article will merely cover the electrical building

proper and the exhibits which may be found therein.

Electric power and a portion of the light is furnished

from the power plant through the subway which leads from

machinery hall to electricity building. The wires for this

service are all now in place, and, though to an unpracticed

eye there is seemiugly much confusion and an apparent

confused mass of wires, in reality there is the most perfect

order and system. Each individual or company has a cer-

tain well defined pathway allotted, and it is followed

strictly.

Leaving the mouth of the subway under the southwest

corner of the electricity building the wires lead directly

by the nearest route, following the aisles, to the space of

the e.xhibitor to whom they belong.

By amicable agreement between the department and the

exhibitors all systems of both arc and incandescent light-

ing will be shown, affording the best possible chance for

comparison, and as a result making the building the best

lighted on the grounds.

There will be 436 arc lights to illuminate the ground

floor and gallery, distributed as follows:

GROUND FLOOR.

German Government 27

Brash Electric company 15

Fort Wayne Electric company 7

Western Electric company 27

Excelsior Electric company 22

General Electric company 105

AU night S^rv-icc Lighis 14

GALLERY.

Fort Wayne Electric company (ig

Eniih Electric company 62

Western Electric company 48

f^eriaaji Ooveroment v8

All Ki^ht Service Li'shtt i^

On the groaad floor and in the galleries the lights follow

the middle of the aisles and are placed twenty-five feet

apart, and in addition there is a light on each truss. All

lights are hung eighteen feet from the fl^rs. Arc lights

on handsome pD5ts will be set around the edges of all the

bloclcs in the great central nave. In the gallery a light is

hung on each alternate tnns and on each girder throughout

the bailding in crcry aisle, giving a light every twcnty-lhrcc

feet and huog so that the arcs come 13

feet above the floor. The Gsncral Electric, iJrush,

Western Electric and Excehior companies have their gen-

erators in Machinery Hall in the power plant, while the

Fort Wayne connpany has esublishcd a central station in

its space ID the Electricity Eailding, where the generators

are driven by motors. AH these connpanies with the exception

of the Excelsior furnish incandescent lights for their own

04C and for the a« of other exhibitors, as well as power

for the same purposes. In addition the Commercial Electric

company and the Jenncy Motor company contribute to

this service.

The WcstJnghonse company will not be engaged in this

particular service, but will furnish some decorative cflects

which will be uniqae 2nd startling.

Atoaroftbc building shows that nearly all the exhibi-

tors are present and are getting their displays in shape,

while advices in the office show that the others have made

ample preparations to be on hand in time. The diagrams

presented herewith of the two floors of the building show

that every foot of space has been assigned and shows the

posirion of each exhibitor. In round numbers there was

available 200,000 square feet of space available for ex-

hibitors, of which France received 21,000; Germany, 23,000;

Spain, 1,000; Austria, 1,000; England. 6.000; Italy, 1,000;

Canada, 5 o. and the Principality of Monaco r.ooo,

American exhibitors taking the remainder.

Entering the building from the southeast entrance the

display of the C. & C. Motor company is the first to

attract the eye. The display will consist of all styles of motors,

shown in operation, from the largest size to the smallest.

Next comes the display of the Western Electric company;

a beautiful temple of Egyptian design with decorative

effects of concea'ed incandescent light is the principal

which will be made to flash at intervals by a special me-

chanism. A model theater with novel effects in lighting

will also be shown. A special feature of the exhibit will

be the making of telephones. Two of the blocks of the

Westinghouse company come next, in which there will be

a characteristic display of the new stopper lamp and

appliances. To the right will be found the Eddy Electric

Manufacturing company with a full line of motors run

from the Eddy generators in the power plant. Across the

nave is the German government's ground floor display. It will

unquestionably be one of the finest exhibitions ever shown.

The decorations of the whole are superb. From the central

nave it will appear as a palace of modern architecture, the

whole being wrought out in staff and decorated with bunt-

ing, flags and electric lights. In this section the best dis-

plays of machinery will be made by Siemens Sc Halske, the

Allgemeine Elektriciiaets Gesellschaftacd Schuckert &. Co.

of Nuremberg. Siemens & Halske have in Machinery Hall

MAI- SIlOWlNt; i:1.1X:TRICAL KEATUKKS at JACKSON I'AKK.

Elevated Electric Kailway Power Station.

Fuel Oil Storatrc Plant,
Oil Pump Hau»e.
Elevated Railway Car Barns.
Movable Sidewalk (electrically operated).
Klcctrical and Mechanical Kn^inccritiff

iJcp-irlmcnt,
P.oiicr \\u\m:.
Klectrtc I.iKhlinj: and Power I'lant for

fJcncral Service.

PurnpiPK Station.

, Char«inK Station for Secondary JJattcricH

on KIcf:tfic Launches.

11. Electric Fountains.
12. Flectriciiy IJuiUIinK.

I (. F.diflon " Tower of I.i>;lit,"

i"|. Power (.' rcuits on Klcvnted Struciurc.

15. Exhibit of Marine I.iKluing,

i^'. An Gallery Incandescent I,if;litiiiKi with
Kcflcctors,

17. tioronasi lor I,i^;hlinfi Manii[nclurc» Hiiild-

inji, Hupportinji ^i.| Arc l>fwni>8,

iH. Decorative Inciinde«ccnt Lif-litin^' about
[ianin.

19. WcKtiuKliouHC Office HuildioK-
•j'>. N, V, Iniiilaicd Wire Co.

ai. I, ibl>y (Haas Works- Isolaled Plant.""dZl
-J, Cold ( loraj-c VVarchouse- Isolated Plant,
jy Schuckert Search- l.iRhls,

2.1- Electric Transfer Table.
-.rj. Siemens & flal.skc Five-wire InciindcH-

ccnt installation.

Ai. 'i'ank LiyhtiiiK-
,7, Krencli's Statue of the Republic (IlaUuif

Incandescent Lights).
a8. SpecKitorium (Curtain of Electric I.i«lU).

vij. Artificial Cave in Horticultural
MuildinK' for 'IVsting Influence of l''.lec-

iric l-igliton Plants.

feature. Inside, sunk into the walls, are show cases showing

nil kinds of electric appliances. These cases, lined as they

arc with dark crimson silk plush, give an exceedingly rich

effect to the interior. The walls of this temple are

decorated with the characteristic angular figures of Egyp-

tian art exccp*. that the people shown thereon are engaged

in extremely modern electrical pursuits, IJack of this is

shown a magnificent switch board of Tennessee marble

with gold plated trimmings. Adjoining is a column of

Ii;;ht made up of colored incandescent lights, whila above

all will extend a gigantic streak of lightning, forty feet

long, made up of ionumcrable small incandescent lights

a combined engine and dynamo of the polyphase type of

1 230 horse power, which will furnish current for the Ger-

man section. It will be remembered that it was the Allge-

meine l-Hcklricitaels Gescllschaft which created a furore at

the Kmiikfort Exposition by bringing power Trom the falls

at L.'iuffcn to the cxposilion, :\ distance of one hundred

and twenlyfive miles. Schuckert ik Go. will make a mag-

nificent display of search lights.

'I'hc Electric I'orging company, of iJoston, will make a

fine display of Iheir method of drop-forging electrically

heated metal, and wlH show some surprising results. Ad-

joining these are the dynamo belt displays of Charles A.
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Schieren & Co., Munson Belting company and Page Belt-

ing company. The Schieren display is a booth made en-

tirely of link leather belting arranged in an artistic manner

to form a structure. The Belknap Motor company shows

every conceivable application of the motor, from the homely

coffee rrill to motors of a size suitable for factory work of

all kinds. Against the east wall comes the General Incan-

descent Arc Light company with a display of arc lights for

home use to run on incandescent circuits, and next to it

E. S. Greely & Co. with a display shown in a gold and

white structure. In the northeast bay will be found the

Curtis Electric Manufacturing company, the Jewell Belt-

ing company, the Chicago Belting company, the Commer-

cial Electric company, the Union Electric company, and

the Zucker & Leavitt Chemical company. The central

block of this bay will be occupied by the Railway Equip-

ment company of Chicago, which will show, among other

novelties, an electric oven in which pies, biscuits, bread

ments with electrical recording apparatus will be arranged

as a weather bureau station, the recording apparatus being

in the display while the observation apparatus will be

installed in one of the towers of the building.

The exhibit made by Great Britain is somewhat of a

disappointment, atoned somewhat by the display made by

the postoffice department, which controls the telegraph.

This exhibit will be of great interest, owing to its historical

value.

In this section of the building will be found the exhibits

of Canada and Russia.

L. G. Wing iS; Co., the Electrical Conduit company of

New York, and the Elektron company are in this neigh-

borhood. The Conduit company will show a magnificent

set of cast iron conduits and manholes, and it is of interest to

know that it was the first exhibit to be completely installed

and setup, it having been ready for more than six weeks.

The Elektron company will have a passenger elevator

which in turn drives t'.vo light arc dynamos and two incandes-

cent dynamos, one of which is the new type of alternator of

1.503 lights capacity and of a size so small that it will ex-

cite the admiration of engineers and rccchaoics. Tkc
switch board designed by E. A. Barnes, who has the

exhibit in charge, will be a handsome feature of this

exhibit.

The Brush company will show a pavilion with a cir-

cular interior dome beautifully lighted with incandescent

lamps.

Hanson Sc Van Winkle will show a line of dynamos for

electroplating, also some historical apparatus loaned by

the city of Birmingham, England.

The Jenney Electric Motor company will have

a central station operated by direct coupled generators and

motors by which they will light their section of the

building.

Going faiiher north and down the central aisle the dis-

and cakes will be baked in plain view of visitors. It is

worthy of note that this company filed the first applica-

tion for space in the exposition, its installation number

being one and its department number one. Going west.

Queen &Co.'s display of fine testing instruments is next

seen, arranged in handsome cases and giving a pretty

effect in brass and dark wood.

In the French section, which comes next, will be found

many objects of interest. The Societe Gramme will

show dynamos of all types, among others the first dynamo
with the ring type of armature built by M. Gramme, arc

lights for lighthouse use, including one of 200,000 candle

power. In general the display in the French section will

be of a very artistic nature and will be more or less of a

lighter chaiacter than that shown in the German division.

Fine testing instruments and exhibits of a like

character will be more liberally shown than

electrical apparatus of a heavier kind. The government

display of telegraph apparatus and meteorological instru-

MACHINERV HALL.

in operation which will take visitors free of charge to the

second lloor.

The Standard Electric company of Chicago will make a

fine exhibit of their arc lighting dynamo, the special

feature of which is the ventilated armature. This will be

an exhibit to be avoided by people with weak eyes, as sixty

arc lights will be grouped together in attractive shape and

will all be in operation at one lime.

The Thomson Welding company will make an interest-

ing display of welding machines, with specimens of their

work, and show the machines in actual operation.

Dr. Hirsch will show the production of aluminum by el-

ectrolytic action; also its use with alloys as a substitute for

steel.

The Mather Electric company has begun installation and

will have a fine exhibit of power generators.

The Fort W^ayne Electiic company shows a complete

central station operated by motor power. Two motors of

eighty and 40 horse power each operate a line of shafting,

plays which are most prominent are those of the Anier.

ican I5eil Telephone company and the Westinghouse com-

pany. The telephone booth is an example of the purest

type of trreek architecture throughout, and the exterior

and interior decoration follow this idea to the minutest de-

tail. In it will be shown the telephone from its infancy to

the present day, including a model central station. A
small theatorium will give an opportunity to test the

loud-speaking telephone in connection with the long-

distance circuit from Boston. Concerts in New Vork and

Boston will thus be heard in the electricity building.

The Westinghouse company wiU show railway appli-

ances of all kinds, as well as the alternating apparatus of

the company. A feature will be the display of mining ap-

paratus with a generator operated by a Pelton water-

wheel. .\n electric pump operated by a motor will furnish

water to the wheel, which will in turn operate the gener-

ator. It will be an unique exhibition of the possibilities

of the use of electricity. In section J a magnificent
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SKETCH OF ELECTRICITY BUILDING.

(Western Electrician, May 9, 1891.)
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ELECTRICITY BUILDUNG BEFORE THE DEDICATORY EXERCISES.

(Western Electrician, September 3, 1892.J

ELECTRIClTYlllUlLDING COMl'LETED.
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structure will be erected which will be dazzling with its

myriad display of incandescent lights. It will reach a

height oE forty feet and will be a notable object in the

central nave.

The gallery floor will have a great number of exhibi-

tors, all of whom will make more or less interesting dis-

plays. Of the foreign governments, Germany will again

take the lead. The northeast part of the gallery

will be filled with exhibits of a light character. In the

east central nave will be the historical display magnifi-

cently decorated. It will be the history of Dr. von Sie-

mens for, as Dr. Lobach remarked, "the history of Von

Siemens is the history of electricity in Germany." An-

other interesting exhibit is the "Schnellsehr" or "Tacby-

scope" of Berliner. It is the twin brother of Edison's

Kinetoscope, but Edison goes a step farther and adds the

phonograph, giving us the Kinetograph.

Spain will show the operation of its military telegraph.

Italy will make a sm ill but valuable exhibit, as will also

Great Eastern, thus showing the inception and progress of

the Atlantic cable.

Elisha Gray will show his telautograph, which has

already been described fully in these columns. N, L.

Holmes shows an electric dining-room service, thus

doing away with the dining-room waiter. W. R. Brixey

has a handsome display in white and gold, one of the

prettiest pieces of work in the gallery. Dr. A. H. Phelps

will show a new process of engraving on glass by elec-

tricity, something new in that line and completely revo-

lutionizing the old methods of doing such work.

The Republic of Brazil is the only South American

republic represented in the electricity building, and it will

make an interesting exhibit of government telegraph.

The outside displays, the electric fountain, the intra-

mural railway and the electric launches form part of the

electrical exhibition at the fair, but they need no special

mention here, as they are described elsewhere. Only one

outside display needs notice and that is the exhibit of

DIP-ECTi-V COKNECTED V.'ESTISGHOUSE I.OOO HORSE POWER ENGINE AND 10,000 LIGHT ALTERNATOR, MACHINERY HALL.

Austria and New Booth Wales. Among other displays on

this floor may be mentioned those of the Western Union

Telegraph company, the Commercial Cable company. W.

R Brixey. the Chicago Electric Wire company of Wil-

miogtoti, Del, Dr. A. H, Phelps, K. L. Holmes, Mcin-

tosh Bailer)- & Optical company and the North Ameri-

can Phonograph company. The latter will be in a

^eat masQTc the personal exhibit of Edison.

Here will be shown the phonograph, from its inception

down to A machine capable of reproducing a grand opera

ID its entirely.

Ediioa's latest iovcntion, the kinetograph, will be the

feature of the exhibit and probably the sensation of the

cxhfDil'iOQ, jost as the phonograph was at the Paris expo-

iitioa,

Ths Commercial Cable compiny will show the progress

and warkingi of the modern cable, with a model of the

cable steamer "MacWay-Bcnnett." The Wcslcrn Union

Tcle;graph company's display will be the history of tele-

graphy from Morse lo Edison, showing the original ap-

paraEos of .Mcrse of 1^37 and 1844 and the latest

qoadmp'ex i&siromeots. The Field collection cf maps,

data and apparaEus will be sbovn as well as a model of the

Schuuckert k Co. of Nuremburg, of search lights. One of

these, a si.x-foot projector, will be on the manufactures

building. It has an actual candle power of 60.000, and

this light is condensed into a beam which will have a candle

power o( 180,000,000. This light could, if placed at a

sufficient altitude, illuminate Milwaukee so brightly that

the finest print could be read on the darkest night.

Taken as a whole, electricity building will be probably

the center of attraction, especially at night, and the exhibits

therein will be found to be thoroughly representative of the

indu'-try and will illustrate the progress of the science in a

way that will leave nothing to be desired.

The Boston & Montana Consolidated Copper & Silver

Mining company of Great Falls, Mont., has recently put in

operation its large electrolytic copper refinery. This plant

is capable of turning out 1,200,000 pounds of pure electro-

lytic copper per month. The current used is generated by
two multipolar Thomson-Houston dynamos of 165 kilo-

v/ats capacity, and is transmitted from the power house to

the tank room, a distance of 2,100 feet, through 21 half-

inch copper wires. The total weight of copper connec-

tions used in the plant is over 55,000 pounds. The total

cost of the plant, aside from real estate, etc., was over

$350,000.

The Service Plant.

By R. H. Pierce.

The electrical service at the World's

Columbian Exposition will form a

working exhibit of every branch of

the art in commercial use, and will

be of great interest as representing

what is newest and best in every

branch, and at the same time showing,

as has never been done before, the

enormous resources of the electrical

industries of this country. The whole

service comprises complete installations of the following

named systems:

Arc lighting.

Incandescent lighting.

Electric power.
Telephone service.

Police signal service.

Fire alarm service.

Telegraph service.

Electric transportation.

In addition there will be many minor and new appli-

cations of electricity. The reader will find elsewhere in

this paper articles descriptive of the principal applications

written by those who are familiar with all the details, and

the writer will only attempt, briefly, to attract attention to

the magnitude of the installation.

A fair idea of this may be obtained by a comparison with

other expositions. At Paris in 1889 the total steam power

devoted to electric lighting was 3,000 horse power. At
Chicago the engines devoted to electric light and power in

the main power plant alone aggregate 17,000 horse power,

of which 3,000 horse power is devoted to the electrical trans-

mission of power and 14,000 horse power to producing

electric light. About 1,000 horse power in addition will

be supplied for light by exhibitors in machinery hall and

in small isolated plants. To this must be added, if the

comparison is to be complete, the plant of the Intramural

Railway company of about 5,000 horse power.

The electric lighting at the last Paris exposition was

furnished by 1,150 arc and 10,000 incandescent lamps,

giving a total of about 1,600,000 candle power. The
lighting at Chicago will comprise about 90,000 incandes-

cent lights of 16 candle power, or a total of 1,440,000

candle power, and about 5,100 arc lamps, with a total of

10,000,000 candle power—a grand total of about 11,400,-

000 candle power. The figures are not exact, as the de-

mand for light is constantly increasing.

The total capacity of the electric plant is about 5,000

arcs of 2,000 candle power each and 120,000 incandescent

lights of 16 candle power, so that there is a reserve suffi-

cient to operate 30,000 incandescent or 3,000 arc lamps.

It appears, then, that the plant is approximately between

seven and eight times the size of all the plants at Paris. It

is significant that while the lighting alone at Paris called

for the formation of a syndicate of nearly all the leading

companies—over twenty in all—the lighting at Chicago,

with the exception of about 500 horse power, will be

furnished from the standard apparatus of four leading

American firms.

The most noticeable feature, and the one which espe-

cially shows the progress of the art, is the fact that here

for the first time electricity is used almost exclusively for

transmission of power. With the exception of power in

machinery hall and a small proportion of the power in the

mines and mining building, all the power which is trans-

mitted will be furnished from the great power plant

through wires and utilized by electric motors. Even In

machinery hall lines of shafting will be driven by electric

power. Already seventy five motors aggregating 1,300

horse power are placed or being placed for the use of the

Exposition company alone, and electric power can be ob-

tained by exhibitors in all buildings.

While the subject of electric power transmission is under

consideration it may not be out of place to call attention

to the service of electricity in building the exposition.

From the very beginning of construction the temporary

power plant, now no more, ran day and night seven days

in the week, operating motors in the daytime which fur-

nished power for the saw-mills, hoists, pumps and painting

machines, and at night grinding out light, so that the

construction could be carried on day and night where

necessary, and the engineers and draughtsmen could

lay out work for other days and nights. Elec-

tricity helped to prepare the material, to hoist the

heavy beams and trusses, to paint the buildings, and at the

same time to prolong the labors of the overworked engi-

neer and mechanic and light the rough or muddy pathway

of the Columbian Guard,

A few words must be devoted to a description of the arc

lighting plant. But few arc lights will be sold, the entire
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capacity of the arc machines being needed for general

illumination. Of the 5,000 lamps used for this purpose

about 1,600 will be used for illuminating the grounds, and

of the other 3,400 nearly all will be used for lighting the

main aisles of the exhibit buildings. The lights upon the

grounds are hung upon fancy iron posts of special

design, one single lamp upon each post, except at entrances

and conspicuous points, where two and three light clusters

are used. The lights are placed on roadways at distances

varying from 75 to loo feet, according to location, and so as

to form straight lines in all cases. The lights about the

buildings are all about 40 feet from the structure, where the

streets allow this arrangement, thus forming an even light-

ing of both streets and buildings.

The larger buildings are lighted according to the plan

shown in the following table:

NAME OF I3I.!ILDlMa. NO. Ol ARC LAMl'S. SYSTEM EMPLOVED.

Maniifaclurs 1,200 Tliomson-Houston.
Agriculliirc 500 Stand.ird,

TraiiriporCatiou 350 Wc-stern Electric.

Horticulture 250 Wood.
Mines and Mining 200 Brusli.

Fisheries 50
Illinois State 77
MachinL-ry Hall 550 Mostly Standard,

Machinery hall annex will be lighted by 160 lamps of

the General Incandescent Arc Light company, which will

lamps are hung in two concentric circles. Although the

coronas arc in reality hanging galleries in which the lamp

trimmer can walk at ease, they look light and graceful at

the great height at which they arc suspended,

and the ladders by which they arc reached

from the great trusses would not be noticed

by the ordinary observer. The effect of the

lighting is fine beyond expectation. Opal globes are used

on the lamps, as upon all the arc lamps in the great plant.

These diffuse the light, and with iha great spread of the

coronas and the reflection from the arched roof the lighting

is so uniform that the eye cannot distinguish any variation

of intensity upon the floor or the exhibit pavilions.

The arc pUnt proper consists of five independent plants,

each having its own switch-board. From the switch-

boards, which stand out up in the floor in their respective

plants, the circuits run under the floor to a long gallery

under a main aisle in machinery hall and annex. This

gallery is an extension of the main electrical subway.

From here they run to the principal buildings in the main

subway, which is a tunnel about 7 feet high anJ varying

in width from 4 to 16 feet. In the main subway the arc

wires as well as all other conductors are carried upon petti-

coat insulators on oak ctoss-arms, so that we have in reality

Edison Company's Strike Still On.
The aspect of the strike of the Chicago Edison com-

pany's wiremen has not changed materially in the last two

weeks. Thirty per cent, of the total number of wiremen

employed by the company have not returned, and electric

installations on several buildings in process of construction

have been abandoned for the present as a consequence. The
company maintains, however, that it is not at all troubled

by the strike and that it will fill existing contracts without

delay. Last Thursday night a number of electrical coo-

tractors met at the Grand Pacific Motel and formed an as-

sociation to be called the Electrical Contractors' Associa-

tion of Chicago. The officers are: President. W. L.

Abbott; vice-president, W. S. Cornish; secretary and

treasurer, T. J. Thompson, v;ho, with L. K. Comstock

and F. S. Gorton form the board of directors. It is the

intention of this association, which at present includes

about 30 electrical contractors, to set the specifications for

wiring, etc., so high that all contractors in the city will be

induced to join. It is claimed that the new association

agrees to pay the rate of 37!^ cents an hour, asked for by

the men, and to make eight hours a working day.

No mention was made to working with non-union men,

and whether the men will accept this proposition is a matter

are
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be run in series of ten from the power (500 volt) circuits.

The terminal station and tracks wiil be lighted by arc

lamps of 3, 6 and 9 amperes in series on the 440 volt

circuit of the Siemens & Halske company of Berlin.

Transportation annex will have 150 Ilelios arc lamps at-

tached to the 105 volt alternating circuit of the Westing-

house company.

The arc lights in buildings will for the most part be

suspended by steel wires from the roof, the lamps being

hung on insulating hangers at such a height that they can

be reached by trimmers from step-ladders. This arrange-

ment has proved very satisfactory, as it does away com-

pletely with slack wires and forms a neat construction

which is cheap to erect and easy to maintain. The aisle

lights in machinery hall are suspended higher than else-

where, so that they clear the electric cranes, from which they

arc trimmed. la speciil cases where the lamps are hung

very high and in inacces!:ible places a special separable

hanger will be used, so that the lamps can be lowered and

raised without the use of slack wires.

The crowning glory of the arc lighting is the lighting of

the central nave in manufactures building. This is un-

doubtedly the most unique and beautiful piece of arc

lighting ever attempted. This space, which is about 1,300

feet long and 368 feet wide, with a height of 252 feet in

the clear, is lighted by five great coronas. These coronas

are suspended 140 feet from the floor. The central corona

is 75 feet in diameter and carries 102 lights; the other four,

which are equally distributed along the main longitudinal

axis, are 60 feet in diameter and carry 7S lights each,mak-

ng a total of 414 two thousand candle power lights. The

WESTINGHOrsE SWITCHBO.VRD, MACHINERY HALL.

an underground pole line buried where it is safe from

storms and falling trees and wires and where the lineman

can stand upon the ground and reach any of the 300 con-

ductors.

Leading west from the miin gallery a trunk line of tile

ducts leadi to the outside of michinery hill and is con-

tinued by wooden ducts to the north, feeding the western

half of the park. A network of ducts connects the trunk

line of duct to the subway and ruas to all outside lights.

The power circuits run underground only in the subway.

An idea of the power circuits may be obtained from the

fact that they comprise over 35 miles of No. 0000 wire,

beside miles of smaller s-zes. The arc system comprises

go miles of wire in the 75 miles of ducts, 50 miles of wire

in the main subway, 133 miles of wire in buildings and

overhead on structures. Although the smallest arc ma-

chine is a 50 lighter, there are 100 arc dynamos and an

equal number of circuits.

Such in brief is the plant at Jackson Park. Although

it is not the "ideal central station" of which we hear so

much, it will prove an ideal exhibit of the resources of

American engineering and the progress in electrical

engineering.

Plans have been completed for a power station at the

outlet of lluella Lake, in Sweden, where there is a large

water power. At present four turbines, each of loo horse
power, will be put in, one of them to be held in reserve,

in case of a break-down. The power will be Iransraitled

by overhead wires to Grangcsberg. The electric lighting

station is six miles, and the station from which power wili

be distributed is eight miles, from the dynamo house.

of serious question. The striking union has presented its

claims before the Building Trades Council, with which it

is affiliated, and this body has indorsed them. As the

striking men practically refuse to work with non-union

men, more serious trouble may result before an amicable

settlement is finally made.

Van Depoele's Railway Patents.

The General Electric company announces that ".-ifier

several years of contention and interference before the

Patent Ollice, two broad fundamental patents have been

granted to Chas. J. VanDepoele, covering all the essen-

tial features of the trolley. The patent is assigned to the

Thomson- Houston Electric company. In detail, the

claims allowed cover first, the underneath contact made
either by a rolling wheel or a sliding spoon contact piece;

secondly, the converse of these two cases, and thirdly, the

reversibility of the trolley pole on top of the car enabling

the contact to be made on either side of the trolley, as the

case may be. The possession of this patent practically

means, the entire control of the overhead system through-

out the United Slates. This so far is the only system

which has proved successful, no serious rivelry having yet

been shown, by either the storage batterj* or the under-

ground conduit. The acknowledgment of the claims,

under this patent granted to the dead inventor, made
by the Patent Office is an important victor)- for the

General Electric company, which will most likely

be followed by very important results to the entire street.

railway fraternity."
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Exhibitors In Electricity Building.

Following is a complete list of American exhibitors in

electricity building, taken from the official record, showing

the location assigned each display:

Acme Filter company, St. Louis. Mo.
American Bell Telephone company, Boston, Mass.
American Graphaphone company, Washington, D. C.
American Battery company, Chicago.
American Engine company, Bound Brook, N.J.
American Electric Heating company, Boston, Mass.
Ansonia Electric company, Chicago.
Anthony Electrical Instrument company, Chicago.

Bates Manufacturing company, Chicago.
Baxter Electric Motor companVi Baltimore. Md.
Belknap Motor company, Portland, Me.
Berais Car Eo.\ company, Springfield, Mass.
Billings & Spencer company, Hartford, Conn.
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Curtis Electric Manufacturing company, Jersey City, N. J.
Cutter, George, Chicago.

Degenhardt, F. E., Chicago.
Diamond Mills Emery company, Philadelphia, Pa.
Diamond Electrical Manufacturing company, Peoria. III.

Du Laney Clock company, Chicago.

Eco Magnetic Clock company, Boston, Mass-
Eddy Electric Manufacturing company, Windsor, Coon.
Edgerlon. E. M . Chicago,
Edison, Thomas A., Orange, N. J.
Edison Manufacturing company. New York
Edwards & Co., New York.
Flectrical Forging company, Boston, Mass.
Electrical Machine company. Chi ago.
Electrical Appliance compan . Chicago.
Electrical Conduit company, New Yoik.
Electrical Specialty company, Denver, Colo
Electrical World, New York.
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Falls Rivet & Machine company, New York.
Fein, C. & E., Stuttgart, Germany.
Ford-Washburn Storelecto company, Cleveland, O.
Fort Wayne Electric company. Fort Wayne Tnd.
Franklin Electric Appliance company, Boston, Mass.
Frere, De la, Malcolm, Minneapolis. Minn.
Frisbie & Co , New Haven, Conn.

Gamewell Fire Alarm Telegraph compan
Gault & Co., N C. Winona. Minn.
General Incandescent Arc Light compan'
Genera! Fi.>((uie company. New ^'ork.
General Electric company, New York.

Gi^ldfuss, O. F., Chicago.

, Chicago.

New York.

DIAGRAMS SHOWING ALLOTMENT OK SPACE IN ELECTRICITY HUILDING.
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Bfi|a3- O/Undj. 937 South Cliaton ulreet, Chicago.
?-nx=7. W, R.. soj Broadway. Nirw York,
Bmtb Electric company. ClevcLind. O,
ftfjar.i Kleciric company Chicago
Burtoa Ekcwic com^-any, Richmond, Va,

C. & C, Electric Motor own pany, New York.
CifopbeVi P-l«:ctricaI Supply c<»mpany, lJ*>«ton,
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Electrical Induilriex Publisliinf^ company, Chicago.
Electrical Etif^ineer, New York,
Electrical Hevir'.iu New York.
Electricity Newspaper C'jmpany, New York,
Electric Selector &. hi>;nal company, New Vork.
Electric Heat Alarm company, IJojiton, Masi,
Elcctrij AdvcrtifiinK i& Dinplay Manufacturing cim-

pany, Philadelphia, Pa.
Electric Medical IJaitery company, Kalama/.oo, Mich.
Electric Gan IJ^htin? comp.'in/, linttton, Miiit.

Electric Manufjclurinff company, iJayton, O,
Electric Launch A; Navifjalion comjtany, New York.
Electric Thcrrnoitnt company, Minncajwlis, Minn,
Electric Pipe Kcn'lin;f c^/mpany, Harnfwn, N. J.
Electric company, Canton, O.
Elcktron Manijfaciurin({ comi>any, Springfield. Ma«»,
Elgin Ac/*u«tic Telephone company, Eljiin, III.

ElwcH-Parker Electric Conntruclion company of Amer-
ica, Chicajio.

Emcrwn Electric .Manufacturing company, St. I-ojis, Mo.
Empire China wfirkn, Hrwjklyn. N. Y,
Eureka Tempered Copper company. Noith Ka«l, Pa.

ExccUior Electric company. New York.
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Goulds Manufacturing comp.my, Seneca Falls, N. Y.
Granton Si. Knight Manufacturing company, Worcester,

MftM.
Gray, Elisha, Highland Park. III.

GrcL-ley, K, S.. & Cr... Mew Vork.
Gricr, Thomas G., Cliiiago,
GrifTin Wheel »te Foundry company, Chicago,
Guillaumc, Alfred, Chicago.

Hall, Chas. F,, Chicago.
Haiiwjn & »'«!! Winkle. Chicngo.
IJanson Hattery, Light & Powor company, W.n.Hliington,

D.C.
Hcaly iV Millet, Chicago.
Mirlfiniin, Ch*rlcii ./., 117 MacDougale street. Now Vork.
Hir«li, ];r., Chicago.
Holmen, N. L., Ann Arbor, Mich,
llolt/.cr Ciirbon Electric company, DoHton, Mass.
Hope Electric Appliance company, Providence. R. I.

Htird, John F.. Chicago,

Indiana' Rubber Insulntcd Wire company, Johnnboro, Ind,
India Rubber Comb company, New york
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Illinois Alloy company, Chicago.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insulatioa company, New

D York.
Ingcrsoll-Sargcnt Drill company, New York.
International Automatic Light & Power company,Chicago.

Jackson-Sharpc company, Boston. Mass.
Jaeger. Cbas. L., Maywood, N. J.
Jenney Eleetric Motor company, Indianapolis, Ind.

Jewell Belting company, Hartford, Conn.
Jcwett Supply company, Boston, Mass.
Johns Manufacturing company, New York.

K. A. P. Electric Novelty company, La Crosse, Wis.
Knapp& Buckley. Chicago.
Knight Coin Controlled Automatic Boot Black company,
Chicago.

Lake Erie Engineering woiks, Buffalo, N. Y.
Lawrence Machine company, Lawrence, Mass.
Lawton, Harry A. and Kcnnon Molt, Brunswick, Ga.
Leclancbc Battery company, New York.
Lee, Chas. E., Chicago,
Lidgerwood Manufacturing company. New York.

Marcus.Wm. N., Philadelphia, Pa.

Mather, A. C. Chicago.
Mather Electric company, Manchester, Conn.
McCaskey, Alfred S., and J. A. EUis. Chicago.
Mcintosh Battery & Optical company, Chicago.
Mcintosh, Seymour it Co., Auburn, N. Y.
McNeill Tinder Electric company, Winchester, Ky.
Meeker, Dr. C, Newark, N. J.
Merrill Bros., Brooklyn, N. V.
Meywortz, E. B., New York.
Munson Belting company, Chicago.
Munson Lighting Construction company, Indianapolis,

Ind.
Murphy, T. J., New York.
Murray, Jas. J. & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

National Automatic Fire Alarm company, New York.

National Carbon company, Cleveland, O.
National Conduit Manufaduring company, New York.

National Engraving Machine company, Chicago,

National Electric Manufacturing company, Milford,

Conn.
Newman Clock Manufacturing company, 270 Dearborn

street, Chicago.
New York Air Brake company New York.
New York & London Electric Association, Kansas City

and New York.
New York & Ohio company, Warren, O.
New York Insulated Wire company, New York.

North American Electric company. New York.
North American Phonograph company, Chicago.

Norwich Insulated Wire company, 44 Broad street, New
Y.rk.

Okonite company. New York.
Orling, A. J., Chicago.
Otis Bros. & Co., New York.
Owen, Dr. A., Chicago.

Page Belting company, Chicago.
Paiste. H. T., Pniladelphia, Pa.

Pass & Seymour, Syracuse, N. Y.
Pelton Water Wheel company, San Francisco, Cal.

Pendleton Glass Tube and Pipe Works, Pendleton, Ind.

Pfund, Richard, New York,
Phelps.A. H., M. D., Glens Falls, N. Y.
Phoenix Glass company, Pittsburg, Pa.

Piatt, O. S., Bridgeport, Conn.
Police Telegraph & Signal company, Chicago.
Powell, Wm,, company, Cincinnati. O.
Pratt Electric Medical Supp'.y company, Chicago,
Pulver Macher Galvanic company, Cincinnati, O,
Pumpelly, Jas. K., Chicago.

Queen, Jas. W. & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Railway Equipment company, Chicago.
Raudd, Otto New York.
Rauscher, John, St Paul, Minn,
Reliance Gauge company, Cleveland, O.
Ringler, F. A. & Co., New York.
Robinson Electric Truck & supply company, Boston,

Mass.
Rockford Electric Manufacturing company, Rockford, III.

Ros^elier & Hasslacher Claemical company. New York.

Rowell Potter Safety Stop company, Boston, Mass.
Russell & Co,, Massillon, O.

Schieren & Co., Chas. A., Chicago.
Searinc, Geo. S

, 430 North State street, Chicago.
Self Winding Clock company, New York.
Short Electric Railway company, Cleveland, O.
Stoss Electric Gaslight Ai Specialty company, Chicago.
Smith Pneumatic Transfer & Storage company, Chicago.
Sosman & Laudiem, Chicago.
Sponholz, Carl L., Lowell, Mass.
Standard Electric company, Chicago.

Standard Paint company, Chicago.
Standard Underground Cable company, Pittsburg.

Stanley Electric Manufacturing company, Pittsfield,

Mass.
Star Electric Pump company, Chicago.
Star Iron Tower company, Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Steam Stone Cutter company, Rutland, Vt.
Stephenson & Co., John, New York.
Stevens, N. P., Concord, N. H.
Street Railway 'Journal, New York,
Striemer, A., South Superior, Wis.
Strowgcr Automatic Telephone Exchange, Chicago.
Storey, J. E., Boulder, Colo,

Tate, D. D., :;69 V\ est Van Buren street, Chicago.
Taylor Electric Truck, company, Troy, N. Y.
Taylor, Goodhue tfc Ames, Chicago.
Thomson Electric Welding company, Boston, Mass.
Todd Applcgate company, Chicago.

Union Electric company, New York.
Union Electric Works, Chicago.
Utica Electric Manufacturing & Supply company, Utica,

N. Y.

Vail, W. A., New York.
Van Nuis, 0. S, New York.
Vetter, J. C. & Co , New York.

Wagner Electric Manufacturing company, St. Louis, Mo,
Waite & Bartlfitt Manfacturing company. New York.
Walworth Manufacturing company, Boston, Mass.
Washburn & Mocn Manufacturing company, Worcester,

Mass,
Webb, C. F., Dr., Cleveland, O.
Webster Manufacturing company, Chicago.
Western Electric company, Chicago.
WiisTiiRN Elhctrician, Chicago
Western Union Telegraph company, Chicago.
Wcstinghousc Electric & Manufacturing company, Pitts-

burg, Pa.
Wcstinghousc Electric & Manufactnring company, Pitts-

burg, Pa.
Wcstinghousc Electric & Manufacturing company, Pitts-

burg, Pa.
Weston Electrical Instrument company, Newark, N, J. ;.i

Wharton, Wm. Jr., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
White Dental Manufacturing company, E. S., Philadel-

phia, Pa.
White, James, Glasgow, Scotland.
Whitney Electrical Instrument company, Boston, Mass.
Wilder Duplex Electric Burglar Alarm & Messenger com-

pany. Chicago.
Wing, L. J. & Co.. New York.
Wullweber & Co., O. L., Chicago.

Zucker & Leavitt Chemical company, 14 Grand street.

New York.

Model Incandescent Lighting Plant.
By E. E. Keller.

The important work of providing a complete installation

for the incandescent electric lighting for the entire expo-

sition, as well as a good share of the

arc lighting and the electric power

service, was placed in excellent hands

when the contract for this work was

made with the Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing company. The con-

tracts have tieen carried out to the

letter; many details and refinements

having been added beyoniJ what was

called for, and the entire plant,

including everything from the lamps to the engines, has

been designed and built in the most thorough manner

conceivable, in view of the short time available for com-

pleting the work.

On June 8, 1892, a contract was drawn up for this im-

mense incandescent lighting plant. This contract, how-

ever, was not signed and completed until the latter part of

June, when active preparations were begun at once.

Since that time, all plans have been made, including en-

exhibils could be pushed rapidly forward, allhough it was
an utter impossibility to complete everything, as applica-

tions are even now coming in, and exhibitors will probably

order lights and changes for some weeks to come. It is

notable that, although the wiring is only to be used for six

months, it is all done so thoroughly that one will be tin-

able to find very many installations in America that will

compare favorably with it. The form of construction ad-

hered to throughout is of the very best.

All lighting is controlled from closets located at conrcn-

ient points in the buildings, where most of the switches

and all of the fusible cutouts are placed. The wiring was

so planned that not more than twelve lamps are dependent

upon one cutout, and, where it was possible, the circuits

were so arranged that only part of the lights in any one

location would be affected in case of trouble. All wires,

no matter where located, can be reached without any delay,

as the running of wires in inaccessible places was strictly

avoided. In all cases the wires are led to and from the

cut-out closets in mouldings or iron pipe, excepting in places

where they could be run on glass insulators throueh roomy

spaces in the hollow walls, where a permanent means of

access to these hollow spaces was always provided. Where

PUTTING "jumbo" TOGETHER, ELECTRICITY BUILDING.

tirely new designs for the dynamos, and the whole of this

colossal work completed.

Work was started at once, upon the completion of the

contract by designing a suitable system of underground

conduits and converter pits etc. On July ist the con-

duits and manholes were laid in the surroundings of the

woman's building, which was then practically complete,

and the grounds surrounding it ready for the landscape

gardener. The contract called for the completion of all

underground work by September ist, and this was prac-

tically accomplished by the New York Insulated Wire

company, to which the Westinghouse company had

awarded a sub-contract for all the construction work out-

side of the central station in machinery hall. The vast

work of wiring the large buildings was taken up as fast

as they reached a sufficiently advanced stage to work in

them to advantage. In many cases, however, this could

not be done, owing to the fact that the nature and location

of the lighting was not decided upon by the exposition,

and, in the case of purely exhibit buildings, the wiring

could not be begun until exhibitors had decided what

lighting they wanted. This naturally caused vexatious

delays; the first plans for the lighting of exhibit spaces

not being received until the last week in March. At this

time the wiring for about 50,000 incandescent lights had

been practically completed, so that the work of wiring for

hollow spaces could not be made accessible, or where they

were too narrow, iron pipe inside, or wooden mouldings

ou;side the walls were resorted to, over three hundred

miles of pipe and mouldings being used for this purpose

alone. Where iron pipe was used, both legs of the second-

ary circuits were invariably run in the same pipe to guard

against self-induction. The secondarj* wiring for the in-

stallation has been planned and installed for a drop of three

per cent, with a variation of not over two per cent, between

any two lamps on the grounds, and the uniformity of the

lighting shows how well this was done. In order to avoid

the errors that would have occurred had the common
method of determining the direction, location and sizes of

wires been adhered to, it was made an inviolable rule that no

wiring should be erected without a complete detail drawing.

In every case, all necessary calculations and drawings were

made in the oflicc, giving the foreman all required informa-

tion, thus securing a uniform construction and a permanent

record for future reference in case of trouble. A thorough

system of inspection was maintained throughout the work,

both on the part of the exposition and the contractors,

with the result that remarkably little trouble was encoun-

tered after the completion of the wiring.

The primar>' system of this entire plant is underground,

not a single wire being overhead, with ihee-^ceptioa of that

portion of the grounds located south of machinery hall
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and agricalhiral building, where it was decided to use

overhead construction owing to the nature of the buildings

and exhibits in this section. In this portion of the grounds,

the wires are carried partly on the structure of the electric

elevated railroad and partly on a pole line.

The circuits for the main portion of the grounds leave

the station by means of lead covered duplex cables of the

Standard Underground Cable company, passing through

vitrified duels to a fire proof room at the side of the main

subway located under the floor of machinery hall. Here

some of the lead cables end in rubber terminals, and to

these are joined Grimshaw wires with 125 mils of

rubber insulation going to the eastern portion of the

grounds by way of the large subways in which the wires

are strung on cros5-arms and glass insulators. In this sub-

way, which has been frequently described in the electrical

jonraals, the wires are carried five inches apart to the ad-

ministration, mines and mining, electricity, manufactures

and liberal arts, government and fisheries buildings.

From the latter point, the circuits going north to the var-

ious state and foreign buildings are again joined to lead-

covered duplex cables and carried in wooden conduits. In

the circuits going to the western portion of the grounds.

Besides the incandescent lighting furnished from this

system of primaries, there are over a thousand arc lamps

operated in all parts of the grounds from the same wires.

The arc lamps used for this work are partly of Westing-

house manufacture and partly of the manufacture of the

Helios Electric company of Philadelphia. All of these

lamps are operated from what are termed Westinghouse

"economy coils," which permit of one, two or three arc

lamps being connected across the 105 volt terminals of the

secondary system, without resistance coils being required

to absorb the current of lamps not burning in the series.

These ''economy coils'' are placed in convenient locations

in the buildings. The lamps are designed for fourteen

amperes at thirty-five volts pressure.

In several locations it was found necessary to operate

motors where the 500 volt power circuits were not available,

and in these places two-phase alternating current motors

are connected to the system. Where fan motors and

other small motors are required, they are simply connected

to the secondary lighting circuits, an ordinary alternat-

ing current motor being used.

Besides this work, the Westinghouse company furnishes

a novel system of lighting for the buoys that have been

i$-lll III IIPEI'JH null
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lead-covered cables are ased throughout, the cables being

laid on the floor as the main subway until the north wall of

machinery hall annex is reached, when they are car-

ried in wooden ducts composed of pump logs. Wher-

ever the circuits and laterals leave the main sub-

way, a duplex lead covered cable is joined to the rubber

covered subway wires and is carried to its destination by

means of pump logs, a vitrified pipe being used in cases

where buildings are entered. This system of primary

wires is connected to special converters of the Westing-

house type, most of which are of thirteen kilowatts capac-

ity, there being some of 6,250 watts and some of 2^000

watts capacity. All of these converters arc placed in ven-

tilated pits of special design located at most convenient

points. These converter pjits arc built of wood with a gal-

vaoized iron linioj; so arranged as to exclude moisture and

still permit of thorough ventilation, Primary fuse blocks

of special desijfo were placed in the pils, there being no

fuses in the convcrtcTS. These primary fuse blocks are

designed to also fill the place of a primary switch, so that

any or all conTcrtcrs in the pit can be disconnected from

the primaries for testing or repairs. The secondary fuses

are placed in cloiets inside of the building. Each con-

Tcrler is connected to a separate secondary circuit, and

these circuits are each supplied with a main switch placed

io the cut'Oot closet. Converters arc in no case "banked."

placed along the shore of Lake Michigan, for a distance of

seven miles, from the Chicago river to the main pier at the

exposition grounds, by the United States government. For

this purpose thirteen spar buoys have been placed at points

along the shores to indicate the shoals. Each buoy car-

ries an incandescent lamp of 100 candle power in a wrought

iron cage or lantern at the upper end of the spar, the

lower end of which is fastened to a heavy cast-iron anchor.

The current for each of these lamps is supplied from a

small Westinghouse converter, of special design, placed in

the upper end of the spar. These converters are connected

in series, the current for the entire series being obtained

from a special Westinghouse converter of 1,400 volts.

This large converter is placed at the outer end of the main

pier at Jackson Park, where all necessary switches, fuses,

regulating devices and VVurts non-arcing meial lighting

arrcstors arc also placed. For this work a single wire

iJishop gutta percha submarine cable is laid from

the pier to the first buoy; from there to the second, and so on.

From the last buoy at the city the cable returns by the

most direct route to the pier at Jackson Park. On the

whole, this system of lighting buoys promises to come in-

to extended use for harbors along the scacoast.

The central station supplying current to this entire sys-

tem of incandescent lighting, arc lighting, and power ser-

vice is well worth several days' study on the part of any one

interested in work of this character. When the contract

for this work had been secured, it was at once decided that

the scope of the work required something out of the ordinary

line of generating apparatus, and plans were made for an

entirely new type and size of dynamo. It can be imagined

that this called for energetic action on the part

of the company's engineers at Pittsburg and the carrying

out of the work night and day in the factories. The result

of the tireless energy displayed is a station of a very simple

and practical character, considering its size. This lighting

plant is located in what is known as the power plant, a

stretch of space loo feet wide along the south wall of ma-

chinery hall next to the boiler house. There are twelve two-

phase alternating current dynamos of a capacity to supyly

15,000 50 watt lamps each, and two single phase dynamos

of 4,000 lights capacity each, also one 700 horse power 500

volt continuous current generator. Six of the twelve large

dynamos are coupled direct to Westinghouse compound en-

gines of loco horse power, specially designed and built for

this work. The other six dynamos are belted directly to

engines of different manufacturers. These dynamos oper-

ate at 200 revolutions per minute with a frequency of 7,200

alternations. In the space directly opposite the main en-

trance of machinery hall and in the center of the south

portion, is a space about 100 feet square in which an E. P.

Allis company's Reynolds-Corliss quadruple expansion en-

gine of 2,500 horse power drives two large dynamos in tan-

dem. In this same space is a Corliss engine of 1,000

horse power capacity built by Fraser & Chalmers, which

drives another of these dynamos. Besides these three

lar^e dynamos, there are three direct coupled dynamos of

the Westinghouse railway generator type of 100 horse power

each, wound for 250 volts, and used as exciters for the en-

tire plant. Herejalso are the two 4.000 light machines driven

by belts from two Westinghouse compound engines of 350

horse power each. In the space next west of this, which is

only 42 by 97 feet, are located four of the direct'coupled dy-

namos, showing the remarkable saving in space effected by

the use of this type of engine and method of coupling.

The engines in this space are of entirely new design, and are

among the first high speed engines of this capacity built in

America. They are vertical compound condensing, with

the low pressure placed above the high pressure cylinder,

the crank, connecting-rod, etc. , being entirely enclosed

and running in oil, as in the single acting type of West-

inghouse manufacture. The governor, operating in an oil

case, is of the same general type as the one used in single

acting engines. The shaft makes 200 revolutions per min-

ute and carries a fly-wheel eleven feet in diameter, weighing

twelve tons. It is coupled to the dynamo shaft by a flexible

coupling without insulation. In the space just west of these

generators are located the remaining belt driven machines.

These have pulleys nine feet in diameter, and are driv-

en by seventy-two inch belts from Mcintosh & Seymour,

Atl?s, and Buckeye engines of 1,000 horse power each.

These engines are all compound and run with condensers.

In the space directly west of these engines are located the

last two dynamos, which are also driven direct from two of

the new 1,000 horse power Westinghouse compound en-

gines. The 700 horse power generator supplying part of

the exposition power service, is located just east of the

incandescent lighting plant. This is driven by a cross-

compound Reynolds Corliss engine of 700 horse power

capacity, the armature being between the two engines on

the same shaft. The fields of this large generator are so

designed as to slide away from the armature to allow of

repairs to any part without lifting, unless there should be

trouble in the bearing. This machine furnishes current to

the general power distribution system in the grounds.

All of the incandescent machinery in this plant is con-

trolled from a single switch-board, which is by far the fin-

est piece of work of this character that has ever been car-

ried out. It was deemed inadvisable to place switch boards

at different parts of the extensive space covered by the

machinery, principally for want of floor space. To gain

space and to have the switch-board attendants in a location

where their attention would not be so frequently called

from their work, it was decided to place the entire switch-

board on specially designed galleries. These switch-board

galleries arc placed against the flouth wall of machinery

hall immediately in the main center. The lower gallery

is twenty feet wide and forty feet in length. On this

gallery is placed the dynamo switch-board. This board

is composed of thirteen panels for the alternators, four

panels for four 100 horse power generators used as exciters

and one general exciter panel. Twelve of the alternator

panels arc used for the twelve generators, the thirteenth

being used for the two 4,000 light alternators. This dy-

namo board is built of iron and marble, no combustible

matter whatever entering into its construction. All of the

connections are behind the board. On this same gallery
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are arranged the large rheostats for the field circuits of the

generators. The panels on this gallery are connected with

the dynamos by means of lead covered cables supported on

the floor in special iron brackets, and led down the wall

behind the paneled sheathing, from which point they arc

distributed to the different machines underneath the flood

of machinery hall, by the use of lead covered cables sup-

ported in iron clamps. The lower gallery is reached by a

single iron spiral railway, and the upper gallery which is

fourteen feet in width and eighty-three feet in length, is

reached by two narrow stairs, one at each end of the

dynamo board. On this upper gallery is located the feeder

board, which is also built of iron and white marble. This

feeder board consists of a panel for each of the forty

feeders leaving the station for the different parts of the

ground. Nothing appears on the face of it but the indi-

cating instruments, and the handles of the switches, with

the various plugs and cords required in making changes

from one dynamo to another. As in the case of the dy-

namo board, all wiring is back of the panels and everything

is made as nearly fireproof as possible. Behind this board

are located the transformers for the Stillwell regulators,

one of which is inserted in each of the forty feeders leaving

the station. These regulators provide for a variation of

ten per cent, in the feeders, the losses in the

to "step down" transformers. In another space are mul-

tiphase motors, revolving transformers, incandescent

lights, arc lights, street railway motors and other devices, all

operated from the alternating current generator in the space

across the aisle. In this exhibit is also shown a 500 horse

power two-phase alternating current motor. A complete

exhibit is made of incandescent and arc lighting appaialus

of the ordinary types of Westinghouse manufacture, and

alsoof the various details manufactured. In another block

of space in this building may be seen the railway exhibit

of the Westinghouse company, which comprises large belt

driven railway generators, and one of the direct connected

270 horse power "kodak" generators. The space occu-

pied by Westinghouse exhibits in electricity building is

something over 15,000 square feet.

The Work of Last Week.
Through the discouraging weather of the early part of

last week and the brighter days of the closing portion, the

work at Jackson Park was pushed with feverish activity.

Officers and employes of the construction department,

chiefs of departments and their subordinates, exhibitors

and concessionaires all labored at high pressure. From ten

to twelve thousand men were employed on the grounds,

and in many rtions work was pushed day and night. The

GENERAL ELECTRIC ARC PLANT,

feeders themselves ranging from 2 per cent, to 10 per

cent, under full load. All of the instruments used on both

switch-boards are of the frameless plate glass case type.

Each panel is made a duplicate of all other like parts in

the board, everything being interchangeable. The trim-

mings on both boards are nickel-plated metal and hard

rubber. The feeder board is so arranged that any one of

the forty circuits can be operated from any one of the dy-

namos of the plant. It is also so designed that in case of

one of the dynamos becoming disabled, the feeders of this

particular machine can be changed to a relay dyna-

mo, always kept in operation, by simply pulling the

switches. It is impossible to fully describe the switch-

board or any part of the installation in a short article, as

the exhibit must be visited to fully appreciate the charac-

ter of the work.

Besides the incandescent lighting plant just described,

the Westinghouse company furnishes all the power for

driving machinery in the mines and mining building, For

this purpose two 150 hoise power 500 volt continuous cur-

rent motors of the multipolar type are installed in the

mines building and connected to the shafting driving ex-

hibit machinery. These arc operated from the large power
generatorin machinery hall.

In electricity building a very creditable exhibit is to be

made, some of the special features being a long distance

power transmission plant, in which is shown a two-phase

generator driven by a Pelton water wheel, the current from

this generator to be led to "step up" transformers and then

ELECTRICITY BUILDING.

sound of hammer and saw was heard on every side; mes-
sengers were running in all directions; great gangs of men
were at work on the roads and landscape features; trucks

and delivery wagons heavily loaded with exhibits and ser\'-

ice supplies succeeded one another so closely as to form a

score of winding processions; long lines of freight cars,

loaded and empty, followed puffing locomotives on all the

railroad tracks leading to the great buildings; creaking

cranes and derricks dotted many of the buildings in which
machinery was being installed, and in all show-cases and
booths were being erected or placed in position; painters

and decorators were at work in every corner; and the whole
scene was one of the greatest animation and activity, en-

livened by hoarse cries of commatid or expostulation in

half a dozen languages and diversified by the queer cos-

tume of Turk or Egyptian. Many workmen put in sixteen

hours out of twenty four and made ^6 or $7 a day.

In all this "hustle" and bustle the electrical preparations

did not lag. Chief Barrett spent most of the week in the

electricity building, sleeping there nearly every night. He
was ably seconded by his assistants, Messrs. Hornsby and
Hawley, who were untiring in their efforts to get things in

shape. On Wednesday night a fifty-light circuit of arc

lamps was operated for the first time, and night work be-

came general. Everybody was working with a vim, and,

while the display in the building was not complete at the

close of the week the indications were that it would be

entirely finished in ten days or two weeks.

No' force of men connected with the Worid's Fair put in

harder or more effective work last week than the "boys'

of the mechanical and electrical engineering dcpartmcnts.

They wor'ced night and day, and during the latter part of

the week R. H. Pierce, the electrical engineer, and Mr.
Neiler, assistant electrical engineer, never left the grounds.

Demands (or arc lights came from every quarter, as the

need of night work was pressing, and the energies of the

department were mainly devoted to meeting these re-

quests. Four coronas, with about 250 arc lamps, were
burned under the giant trusses of the manufactures build-

ing nearly every night of the week, and ligh* for the in-

stallation of exhibits was also furnished to the other prin-

cipal buildings. On Friday night arc dynamos with a
capacity for 2,500 lights were ready for operation in

machinery hall. Much work was also accomplished in the

way of placing decorative lights about the basin, in front

of the administration building, which was the center of

attraction at the opening on Monday. All the power,
police and fire alarm wires were taken down from the tem-

porary pole lines, the permanent wiring for these branches

of the service being entirely completed. An automatic de-

vice for the electrical operation of the valve admitting

steam into the cylinders of the Allis 2,000 horse power
engine was devised, and the electrical connection setting

the engine in motion was arranged to be made by a
switch at the stand in front of the administration building,

to be turned by President Cleveland. This mere outline

gives but a faint idea of the immense amount of electrical

work accomplished during this e.^citing week, but it is safe

to say that the remembrance of the stress and turmoil of

it will ever remain a vivid recollection in the minds of the

chief participants.

On Thursday the big Allis engine in machinery hall was
turned over and it was also run without load on the

succeeding day. It worked smoothly and well. The final

touches were put on the beautiful Westinghouse switch-

board and several of the big alternators. Manager Keller

and Superintendent Reilly of the Westinghouse company
have been forehanded in their work from the first, but

they had plenty of work to do last week nevertheless.

There were many vexatious delays and annoying acci-

dents. Preparations were made on Monday evening to

pull down the iron stack of the old temporary electric

power station and get it out of the way before many teams
and people got on the grounds on Tuesday morning. A
space was marked off toward the west in which it was pro-

posed the stack should fall. In that direction there was
aclearsweep and no danger. But the stack preferred to

take another course. When the workmen engaged in the

effort gave a pull on their ropes it tottered, swayed back
and forth a moment, then with a crash fell across the elec-

tric wires and roadway to the north. As a result installa-

tion operations in the transporation building, telephones

along the west side of the grounds and the fire alarm

system were greatly interfered with. This gave rise to an
international chorus of expletives. Thirty six temporary

wires were broken, consequently everything from Si.ny-

second street to machinerj- hall and west of the lagoon

was cut off from all communication with the service plant.

The damage was repaired as quickly as thirty-five linemen

could do the work.

On Thursday a trial trip was made over the intramural

road. A large number of invited guests assembled at the

Fifty-seventh street station at 3:30 P. m., but owing to

delays inseparable from the first trip from the car barns to

a point so far north as Fifty-seventh street, it was nearly an
hour later before the entire party was seated on the train

which consisted of a motor car and three trailers. The
approach of the train was also considerably delayed by the

fact that some workmen had placed a handcar between

the tracks in such a position that the wheels rested on the

conducting rails, short-circuiting the system. The
workmen were considerably startled at the display of fire

that ensued, and the officers of the company ctperienccd

some annoyance. In the course of the tide several obstruc-

tions on the track were encountered in the shape of

obtrusive guy-ropes and protruding platforms. These
caused several delays, but it was demonstrated that only a

few touches here and there were needed to put the entire

system in running order. Among those on the train were

B. E. Sunny, W. E. Baker. E. J. Spencer. B. J. Arnold.

F. W. Home. C. P. ^ratlack. C. H. Macloskic. G. K.
Wheeler, J. .\llan Hornsby, C. H. Wilmerding. Luther

Stieringcr and many others, including a large contingent

of ladies. The chief engineer of the Alley "L" road of

Chicago was an interested obsen,-er of the operation of the

system.

An armature in the Thomson- Houston factories at
Lynn, Mass.. burst on April 9th. One piece struck F. C
Carter, a student, destroying the use of his right eye.

His left arm was also broken, rendering amputation nec-
essary.
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To tfae World's Fair are reqaested lo forward tbdr addresses

to the Western EtECTRiaAK as early as possible or

notify tu iinniediately opon their arrival to Chicago,

other points of interest to the eletrical fraternity. Now

that the exposition is opened this journal will present,

from week to week, complete and accurate accounts of the

happenings at the fair, furnishing a comprehensive record

of the part that electricity plays in the gjreat exhibition.

The illustrations will, as heretofore, form a special feature.

The Western Electrician has exceptional facilities for

handling World's Fair news. It is the only weekly elec-

trical paper in Chicago or the West, and will give special

attention to the exposition and the electrical people in

attendance.

Electricity and gas have come into competition again

in Germany. This would not be strange if the work to

be done consisted in the production of light, but instead

the contract in view is for the operation of a street railway

system. It seems that the inhabitants of the town of Er-

furt are dissatisfied with the existing horse-car s) stem, and

the officers of the municipality have for some time been

considering the request of the Thomson-Houston Inter-

national company for a concession to erect an electric rail-

way on the overhead trolley system. The municipality is

disposed to entertain the proposal, especially as it is in-

tended to extend the tramway system. On the other hand

another company offers to operate the street railway ser-

vice by means of cars driven by gas motors, which have al-

ready, it is said, given good results in Dresden, with the

advantage of its not being necessary to use overhead

wires. A decision has not been reached, but the city has

appointed a commission to investigate the matter. At-

tempts have been made before to adapt gas motors to

street railway work, but without conspicuous success.

It is probable that the Dresden experiments have not ex-

cited much apprehension among the advocates of electric

traction in Germany.

Daring the preparasory stages of the World's Fair the

WE3TRa.v ELEcmiciA.v presented complete reports of

the progress of the work on the electricity baildiog and

One of the most important features of the gathering of

electrical people at the World's Fair this year will be the

meetings of the electrical congress in connection with the

exposition. This congress, it is anticipated, will be com-

posed of representative scientists from every part of the

world, and the work they have in hand will be of great

interest and importance to the industry generally. Former

gatherings of this description have awakened considerable

interest, and some of them have been instrumental in

bringing about advancements iQ the art, and the determin-

ation of points in controversy. None of them, however,

has had the excellent opportunity which is presented the

congress which will assemble in Chicago this year. An
idea of the line of work which has engaged the attention

of former congresses may be gained from Prof. Carhart's

article presented in this issue, as well as the topics which

it has been agreed to discuss at the Chicago meeting.

Upon the question of programme Prof. Carhart says:

" The committee having charge of this important congreEs

has been alive to the interests involved and the responsi-

bility of making the most of the opportunity in the interest

both of the science and the applications of electricity.

The occasion is a fitting one on which to settle in an official

way the matter of electrical and magnetic units and nom-

enclature for years to come. With this in view provision

has been made for an official section or legislative council,

the members of which shall be appointed by the govern-

ments which they represent. To this council shall be

submitted all questions bearing upon the adoption of units

and terms. After the legislative council has passed upon

the questions coming before it, the units adopted will

only need ratification by the several governments repre-

sented to become truly and legally international." The
official character of the congress, together with the stand-

ing of the men who will compose the body, will lend

great weight to its decisions. The fact that the meetings

win be held under the sanction of the governments rep-

resented will greatly influence the public in accepting its

decisions Marked contrast is shown between the con-

gress of i83i at Paris; that, held three years later in Phila-

delphia, and those of more recent years, with which we
arc all familiar. These proceedings, wlulc interesting,

instructive and valuable, did not attract the wide atten-

tion or receive the same consideration as those of the

original congress at Paris. It is believcJ that the Chicago

congress, by reason of its official character and the emi-

nence of the men who will participate in its deliberations,

will even outshine the i'aris assemblage of 1881. This

is lobe hoped, at least. The gentlemen in charge of the

arrangements have availed themselves of the experience

and advice of the leading electrical scientists of this coun-

try and Europe.

By the time that this issue of the Western Electri-

cian reaches its readers the news of the opening of the

great World's Columbian Exposition will be familiar to

two hemispheres. In the opening ceremonies, as in the

work of construction and the completed exhibition, elec-

tricity played a prominent part, for it was by the comple-

tion of an electric circuit, by means of a switch turned by
President Cleveland in the stand erected for the exercises,

that the largest engine in the service plant was started,

signalizing the formal opening of the exposition. At the

Centennial President Grant turned by hand a valve sup-

posed to admit steam into the cylinders of the Corliss

engine, although it is now asserted that the wheel thus

actuated was a dummy and that the real valve was ma-
nipulated by a workman concealed from view. In 1893,

however, the aid of electricity is invoked for a similar

purpose. The change is indicative of the spirit of the

age, and it is also significant that the engine set in motion

by the president on Monday will drive electric lighting

machinery, with a maximum capacity of 20,030 16 candle

power lamps—an achievement undreamed of in 1876,

It needs but a glance through the pages of the richly

illustrated issue of this journal now before the reader to

assure him that in many respects the World's Fair is

simply a great electrical exhibition. Not only is a sepa-

rate building devoted to electrical exhibits for the first time

in the history of international expositions, but it is a fact

that only a small portion of the current used on the grounds

will be employed in this building. Every portion of the

grounds will be supplied with circuits for electric light and

power. There are direct and alternating current arc lamps

and lights of this description run on ordinary incandescent

circuits and on 500 volt power circuits. In incandescent

lighting the systems are no less varied— alternating, direct

current, two-wire, three-wire and five-wire. Power trans

mission is accomplished by continuous, ordinary

alternating and multiphase currents on circuits of

1 10, 220 and 500 volts. Electric traction is

shown on an elevated structure, where trains capable of

carrying 400 passengers are operated by motors of over

500 horse power capacity. Secondary batteries are

pressed into service to operate a large fleet of electric

boats, with a charging station reputed to be the largest in

the world. The greatest search-light in the world is

mounted on one of the buildings, amid a number of other

large projectors. The electric fountains will be very

beautiful and impressive, and will undoubtedly excite as

much popular attention as any other single feature of the

exposition. Decorative lighting will be lavishly used, rot

only in the electricity building, but all about the grand

basin, which is perhaps the central point of interest. Elec-

tric elevators will be in service, cooking will

be done by electricity, and experiments will be

made on the effect of electric light on plants

deprived of sunlight. Nearly every kind of dynamo and

motor in use will be shown attached to the moving power

by about every method known to mechanical engineering.

In short, every application of electricity known in the arts

will be presented. All these features are briefly described

in this number, which is believed to be the most complete

exposition of electricity at the World's Fair ever at-

tempted.

All this has not been accomplished without great energy

and effort, and there have been disagreements and heart-

burnings in the electrical as well as all other depart-

ments of the great work that has engrossed so much of

Chicago's attention for the last three years. These are

due to the infirmities of human nature, and were lo be ex-

pected in an enterprise of the magnitude of the World's

Fair. But now that the exposition is fairly open

and the perplexing questions that have

arisen during the work of construction

are nearly all things of the past, we may expect that all

interested in the exposition will devote themselves heartily

to the reception of Chicago's guests, forgetting old ani-

mosities.

The thanks of the electrical fraternity are due to the

oflTicers of the exposition, both national and local, for the

enlightened and progressive spirit they have displayed in

making the World's l'*air a reflex of this electrical age.

To .such men as (icorgc K. Davis, D. H. Hurnhani, 11.

B. .Stone, Col. R. C. Clowry, John P. Barrett, Frederick

Sargent and R. H. Pierce the success of the electrical side

of the exposition is due, and this is a fact worthy of gen-

eral appreciation.

We only voice the sentiment of the electrical interests of

Chicago and the World's' Fair when we extend a most hearty

welcome to all prospective visitors interested in this ex-

tremely interesting display. We assure them that they will

have no occasion to regret a trip to the World's Columbian

Exposition.
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The World's Electrical Congress.
By Prof. II. S. Carhart.

The first iuternational electrical congress ever held

convened at Paris in connection with the International

Exposition of Electricity of 1881. The

j-^ ' success of this first convocation of elec-

tricians stimulated other later efforts to

:
achieve a similar success. But the Con-

ference of Electricians at Philadelphia

in 1884, the Congress at Paris in con-

nection with the General Exposition of

1889, and the Electrotechnical Con-

gress at Frankfort in 1S91 fail far short

of making the impression on the electr-

ical world produced by the first congress in 1881. This

was not because they were not attended by electricians

foreign to the country in which they were held, but

because gade the steel were not official and the congress

not strictly under governmental auspices. Another reason

was that the progress made in theory and investigation

since the decisions of the Congress of 1881, did not warrant

any supplementary conclusions or any rectification of the

units already adopted.

In 1881 the most distinguished electricians of Europe

and America were jn attendance at the congress by

published by the order of the state secretary of the

interior. It is sent out with the double object of convey-

ing information and of eliciting any objections that may
exist to the adoption of the practical units proposed. Ger-

many is therefore already taking steps toward the official

adoption of the conclusions reached at Edinburgh.

The stenographic report of the Frankfort Congress of

iSgr fills two large volumes. The last one, bearing the

date i8q2, has just been received. A glance at the con-

tents reveals the fact that many papers of permanent value

were read and discussed. The officers of the congress

have done the electrical profession a service by putting

these papers in a form for preservation and reference.

But the report indicates no important or authoritative steps

taken toward the settlement of residual uncertainties in

nomenclature and definition. Nor were additions made to

electrical and magnetic terminology, which many deem

important.

So much in relation to the results of past congresses.

The World's Fair offers an opportunity for the gathering

of electricians from all parts of the world. Every day

brings information that distinguished members of the pro-

fession are coming from abroad. The committee having

charge of this important congress has been alive to the

interests involved and the responsibilily of making the

public illustrated lectures. Two or three of these will

probably be given. The most recent and most striking

experiments will probably be shown on a scale worthy of

the occasion. This feature will render the congress an
occasion lone to be remembered, as affording an oppor-
tunity for visitors from many countries to witness the

latest successes and most impressive phenomena thai the

science can present.

Only twelve years have elapsed since the Paris Interna-

tional Exposition of Electricity. Then electric lighting

was in its infancy and was probably witnessed for the first

time by many thousands. The World's Fair will exhibit

electric lighting on a scale never before attempted or pro-

posed. It may not exhibit novelties but it will certainly be

impressive by its magnitude. In 1881 the electric railway,

built by Siemens & Halske to run a few hundred feet

from the exhibition building, was one of the most interest-

ing novelties. It is not necessary to say that electric rail-

ways are no novelty now.

The electrical congress of i88i placed applied electric-

ity on a scientific basis, supplied it with units of measure-

ment, and produced a stimulus to the invention of instru-

ments of precision that is still felt all over the world. Sir

William Thomson went home from it and brought out his

"graded galvonometers," the first of a long line of the

ALLIS 2,000 HORSE POWER

government appointment. Hence their conclusions were

accepted as official, and carried weight both because of the

distinguished reputation of the conferees, and because of

their official relation to the congress. The Philadelphia

Conference was a quasi-official one, but it accomplished

little because it came too soon after the great assemblage

of 188 r. A part of the appropriation made by Congress,

which was small, was expended in the determination of the

ohm; and fortunately, for that work by Professor Rowland,

has a permanent value.

For the system of electrical units employed for the last

twelve years we are indebted to the first Paris Congress.

In fact the name ampere as the unit of current was intro-

duced at that time; and arrangements were set on foot for

the determination of the ohm in terms of the length of a

mercurial column at o°C. and one square millimetre in

cross-section. After eleven years the conclusion reached

was formulated by the British Association committee on

electrical units and standards at Edinburgh last August,

with the concurrence of representatives from other coun-

tries, including Professor von HelmhoUz. The length of

the mercurial column is 106,3 Cm.
Before me lies a stout pamphlet entitled "Propositions

on the LeG;ai Definitions of Electrical Units." It was

prepared by Dr. E. Dorn of Kalle, gives an account of the

Edinburgh meeting mentioned above, and reviews the

work done on the determination of electrical units up to the

present. This masterly brochure Issues from the Curator-

ium of the Physikalisch-Technische Reichsanstalt in

Berlin, under the signature of Dr. von Helmholtz, and is

ENGINE DRIVING TWO WESTINGHOUSE I0,000 LIGHT ALTERNATORS,

most of the opportunity in the interest both of the science

and the applications of electricity. The occasion is a fit-

ting one on which to settle in an official way the matter of

electrical and magnetic units and nomenclature for years

to come. With this in view provision has been made for

an official section or legislative council, the members of

which shall be appointed by the governments which they

represent. To this council shall be submitted all questions

bearing upon the adoption of units and terms. After the

legislative council has passed upon the questions coming

before it, the units adopted will only need ratification by

the several governments represented to become truly and

legally international. If this shall be accomplished and

the Congress does nothing else, this will forever remain a

sufficient i-aisonttctre.

But much more than this is proposed. The committee

on programme and papers is presided over by Professor Men-
denhall, director of the United States Coast and Geodetic

Survey, and numbers among its members Professor Row-
land and the sub-committee of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers. This committee has been for some
time at work, and will hold a meeting in Washington, at

which time the business will doubtless be greatly for-

warded. The joint committee of the British Royal Com-
mission and of the London Institution of Electrical Engin-

eers has already done good service and is still ready to

.lid. Its co-operation will contribute greatly to the suc-

cess of the congress. To it can be committed the task

of securing appropriate papers from English electricians.

Another important feature of the congress will be its

MACHINERY HALL.

most valuable standard instruments. He also published

not long afterward his theoretical investigation of

the best relation between the resistances of a

shunt dynamo; and Clausius, who was also a

member of the congress, followed with his exhaust-

ive theoretical paper on the dynamo machine. It was to

be sure a period of great activity in electrical discovery and

invention; but the congress has had no inconsiderable

share in directing this activity and furnishing it with the

means of quantitative expression.

It is not at all improbable that the influence of the

World's Fair on electrical activity will be no less forceful

than at Paris; and the congress of electricians, let us

hope, will make this an occasion of signal usefulness and

of international electrical unification.

The city council of Lonaconing,Md..has granted a fran-

chise to the Lonaconing Cumberland Railroad & Power
company, which will build an electric railway from the city

of Cumberland, via. Lincaster to Westcrnport.

The Rutland Electric Light company, Rutland. Vt.,

after long continued litigation with the Marble City com-
pany, has at last secured a perpetual injunction restrain-

ing the Marble City company from so erecting its poles or
stringing wires as to interfere in any manner with its poles.

This decree was confirmed with order for removal of all

conflicting wires and poles of the Marble City Electric

Light company by the Supreme Court of Vermont, Judge
Tyler, presiding. The decree of the court also provides
that a commission shall be appointed to determine the
amount of damage sustained by the Rutland company by
the Marble City company's infringement on its rights and
property.
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Telephone and Telegraph Service.
Modern telephone and telegraph service showing the

best construction attainable to-day in both these important

departments will be a most important feature of the

arrangements for the fair. The equipment specially pre-

pared for the exposition business is described in the ap-

pended articles:

World's Fair Telephone Exchange,

by a. s. hibbard.

In the west corridor of the American Bell Telephone
company's booth, at the south end of electricity building,

the World's Fair telephone exchange is operated by the

Chicago Telephone company.

The main distributing board, from which all the cable

wires are directly led, is placed at the south end, and is

directly over a large man-hole, eight by eleven feet, into

which the underground conduits and cables are led. The
top of this man-hole is covered by an iron grating, and the

man-hole itself is so illuminated that its interior may be
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are of the long distance pattern and are connected by cop-

per metallic circuits. All of the tiunk wires are also

metallic circuits, there being fifty outgoing and fifty

incoming trunk wires operated in connection with the ex-

change.

A call may be made from a subscriber's instrument at

the World's Fair to a subscriber in the main Chicago

exchange on Washington street, as quickly as from one

main office subscriber to another, and the transmission has

been found to be just as perfect as over shorter exchange

lines.

The long-distance lines are led directly to one of the

switching sections, by means of which conversation may be

had with New York, Boston, Pittsburg, Buffalo, Detroit,

Milwaukee and other points reached directly by the long

distance lines.

At twenty-five points in the various buildings throughout

the grounds public telephone stations and American Dis-

trict Telegraph messenger offices have been established by

the Chicago Telephone company. At these offices sound-

itliajSjap
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Chicago Electric club, Clark and Monroe streets.

Post Offiie, Clark, Adams and Dearborn streets.

Postal Telegraph company, Clark and Jackson streets.

Western Union Telegraph company, Clark and Jackson streets.

Western Electrician, Clark and Adams streets.

Western Electric company, South Clinton near -Van Buren street

Chicago Telephone company, Washington and Franklin streets.

City Electrical Department, City Hall, Randolph street.

Chicago Edison company, Ad.'ims street.

American Battery company, 177 La Salle.

E. Baggott, 171 East Adams street.

Central Electric company, 118 Franklin.

Chicago Rawhide Manufacturing company, 75 Ohio.
Gushing & Morse, 225 Dearborn.
George Cutter, Rookery.
Standard Underground Cable company, Rookery
Clark & Marshall, Rookery.
Steams Manufacturing company, Rookery.
Hill Clutch Works, Rookery.
Strowger Automatic Telephone company. Rookery.
Electric Appliance company, 242 Madison

,

Aosonia Electric company, 104 Michigan avenue.

Enterprise Electric company, 315 Dearborn.
General Electric company, 175 Adams.
Great Western Manufacturing company. 195 South Canal

Charles E. Gregory, 347 South Jefferson.

Wm. Hood Hi Co., 2^9 La Salle.

H. W, Johns Manufacturing company, 2,(2 Randolph.
Knapp Electrical Works, 56 Franklin.

J. A. Roebling'3 Sons company, 173 Lake.
Siemens &. HaUkc, Monadnock.

plainly seen, and the cable heads, conduits, bridle wires,

etc., are in plain view.

From the main distributing board the wiring leads to

the intermediate distributing board, next to which comes

the operating switch-board itself. This consists of five

and one third sections of a three-wire branch terminal mul-

tiple board, manufactured by the Western Electric com-

pany. One and one-third sections are utilized for incom-

ing trunk wires, which will be operated on the single wire

plan, with visual signals provided for the disconnection

order. The four additional sections, with positions for

three operators each, provide for 800 lines which may be

operated in the World's Fair exchange. Visual signals

arc arranged governing all outgoing trunk wires. The

annunciator drops arc of the self restoring pattern, and

the latest mechanisms employed in switching appliances

for telephone exchanges are here found in operation.

All telephones operated in connection with the exchange

Sargent & Lundy, Monadnock.
Harrison & Cary, Monadnock,
Bryant Electric company. Monadnock.
Watertown Steam Engine company, Monadnock.
Detroit Electrical Works, Monadnock.
Kohler Bros. (Eddy Electric M^nufacturingcompany), Monadnock.
L. K. Comstock, Monadnock.
Thos. G. Grier, Monadnock.
W. B. Pearson & Co., 401 Home Insurance Building.
Standard Electric company, 317 South Canal street.

Railway Equipment company, Pullman Building,
Sleriing Boiler company, Pullman building.
Star Electric Lamp company, 805 Chamberof Commerce.
Chicago Incandescent Lamp company, 75 North Clinton street.

Charles Munson Belting company, 36 South Canal.
Patton Motor Manufacturing company, 45 Lakeside,

J. K. Puinpelley, Springer building.

Eraser & Chalmers, Lake and Fulton streets,

McGuire Manufacturing company, 122 N.Sangamon.
Mather Electric company, 161 Randolph.
New York Safety Steam Power company, (14 South Canal street,

WcBtinghouse Electric & Manufacturing company, Pullman BIdg,

Carroll & Furlong (Chicago Insulated Wire company), 214 North-
ern building.

Illinois Electric Lamp company. South Canal street.

Washburn & Moen Manufacturing company, 107 East Lake.
New York Insulated Wire company, 80 Franklin street.

Chicago & St. Louis Electric Kailway, 915 The Temple.
Culler& Hammer, 313 South Canal.
Taylor, Goodhue Sl Ames, 3,18 Dearborn.

proof booths have been provided, making it possible to

carry on conversations with the the utmost privacy. Per-

sons within the various buildings who may not have tele-

phones may be called by messenger to any one of these

public stations, and the wants of the general public, both

for telephone and for messenger service, will thus be pro-

vided for.

In establishing this telephone exchange upon the most

modern and best metallic circuit basis, the Chicago Tele-

phone company is showing what may now be accomplished

in any exchange similarly equipped.

Western Union Telegraph Service,

iiy william j. lloyd,

Whether it be a national convention, a national election,

the inauguration of a president, a Johnstown flood, a

Homestead riot, or a New Orleans prize fight, the service

of the Western Union Telegraph company has always been

foremost in its adequacy and its promptness. In its mag-
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ninide and scope it will in our time at least stand without

an equal, and yet how few in busy America stop to think

of the advantages or the vastness of such a system. It is

safe to say that the Western Union in its preparations for

the World's Fair is making an eSort beyond anything yet

attempted by that company, but only wire company men

will comprehend the great work of preparing for the fair,

and, simultaneously with the opening date, the removal of

its Chicago office. It is the second largest in the country

and its ramifications probably the most complex in the

world, considering the great number of trunk line railroads

centering at Chicago, its grain and stock exchanges, its

leased wire offices, its newspapers, press associations,

branch offices, time service and all the varied interests

centering in Chicago main office.

The visitor to the great exposition will find the main

office of the company in the southeast wing of the adminis-

tration building fully equipped with direct wires to all

leading cities of this country, dynamo currents, quadru-

ples, duplex and single wire machinery manned with the

best grade of operators and receiving clerks capable of

speaking the popular tongues of Europe. In addition to

this there will be branch offices in the manufactures, ma-

chinery, agricultural, casino, terminal, transportation,

service, mines, electricity and fisheries buildings, together

with other branch offices in the California, Washington

and New York state buildings. In the Midway Plaisance

there is to be an office at the Ferris wheel and one in the

German cafe, with possibly others not yet located.

To meet the requirements of the press and public, the

Western Union company has strung a xg conductor aerial

cable from its Twelfth street underground terminal to the

exposition grounds, and, if necessary, each conductor can

be qaalruplesed. making a total of 76 circuits—a greater

number than was available at the recent national conven-

tion held at Minneapolis, where a single day's transmission

reached the great number of 470,000 words, and this, by

the way, was in excess of any one day's filing at any of

the national conventions held so far in this country.

From the main office on the exposition grounds leading

to all of the buildings mentioned there is a complete under-

ground system carrj'ing cables necessary for the branch

offices and for the time service,which will be made a special

feature by the telegraph company in connection with the

Self-winding Clock company. Arrangements have also

been completed for daily connection with the National

Observatory clock at Washington so that the dropping of

the ball at high noon, so familiar to our New York friends,

will greet them from the great dome of the government

building on the exposition grounds, the same circuit being

util'zed daily to synchronize all clocks located in the dif-

ferent buildings throughout the grounds.

In the elecrricity baildiug the company has e=t iblished a

magnificent booth for the display of an in e esting col-

lection of historical devices and other apparatus of special

value, including the oiiginal apparatus used by Prof. Morse

and a photographic copy of the first message that was sent

by him; a bust and portrait of Prof. Morse and his

mementos and diplomas that were bestowed upon him by

variotis cities and countries; one of the most modern

quotation instruments; a Western Union telegraph office

in operation, from which messages may be sent to all parts

of the world; statistical tables showing the growth of the

Western Union Telegraph company and its relation to the

wealth, population, railroad mileage, etc., of the country.

These exhibits will refer to the land line system.

Then to represent the cable service of the company and

its coooeciions in Europe, .South America and the far east,

there will be a bust and portrait of Cyrus W. Field and

various intcrtsiing mementos of him in connection with

the first Atlantic cables; a model of the Great Eastern,

which was the first steamship employed in laying the

Atlantic cable; a model of the repairing ship of the Central

& South American Telegraph company, which is the latest

repairing ship thai has been built; a model of the original

grapnel that was used in the first Atlanlic expedition;

models of the most recent grapnels for deep sea work;

nroplcs of the submarine cables of the Western Union

Telegraph company and of the materials of which they arc

compOQcd; photograph of the Great Eastern; model of

the bsd of the Atlantic ocean; map of the world; model

of the steamship Mirror. In design and equipment thi^

booth will probably prove one of the most attractive of the

electricity btiildiog.

la addition to the (3$ branch offices which the Western

Union had already established previons to the exposition,

it has established 65 new ones, malcing a total of 250

branch offices in the city of Chicago to be operated during

the period of the fair, so that the stranger visiting Chicago

daring the comin;!^ half year may be in constant commani-

cation with bu^incvi interests, home and friends.

An especial effort will be made on the part of the com-
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pany to give the most prompt service between all principal

hotels in the city, so that telegrams between friends mak
ing appointments, meeting places, etc., will be transmitted

without delay.

Postal TelkgraphCable Company.

by e. j. nally.

The Postal Telegraph-Cable company has arranged for

a main office on the ground floor of the administration

building, which will be equipped for a modern telegraph

office. The tables are especially made for the office, and

are constructed so as to provide accommodations for type-

writers, with which each table will be equipped after an

improved plan. AH business will be received by expert

typewriter operators, as this company makes the use of the

typewriter a feature of its service. Direct connection will

be had with all the principals cities from the main World's

Fair office, including a special wire to the cable office.

Branch offices will be found in the agricultural, elec-

tricity, mining, machinery, casino, service, manufac-

turers and libiral arts, and in several state buildings,

making fifteen to eighteen offices in all. There will be

two offices in the manufacturers and liberal arts build-

ing, one at the south and another at the north end. The
company has also arranged for exclusive privileges for

branch office purposes, in more than twenty-five of the

hotels, located outside of the exposition grounds, but in the

immediate vicinity. Employment will be given to seventy-

five people within the grounds proper, and the same num-
ber in the various hotels, in the vicinity of the grounds.

The Commercial Cable company which is the ocean

connection of the Postal, has arranged for an interesting

exhibit at its headquarters in the electricity building where

a pavilion has been erected. This display will present in

miniature a complete model of the Mackay-Bennett system.

The sides of the pavilion will be fitted up to represent the

terminal stations of the company at Dover Bay, Nova
Scotia, and Waterville, Ireland. The apparatus used will

be duplicates of the instruments employed in these stations,

and will consist of siphon recorders by which the signals

are receivei and improved automatic transmitters by

which the messages are sent. Dover Bay and Waterville

are in reality about twenty-seven hundred miles apart. In

the working motfel they are separated by twenty-seven feet.

They are connected, however, by a duplex artificial cable,

electrically identical with the deep sea cables employed by

the Commercial Cable company. Visitors will have an

opportunity of witnessing the method of transmitting and

receiving cable messages at this booth. There will be an

interesting display of all kinds of cable in different con-

ditions. The method of locating faults at sea, the laying

and repairing of cables and other practical features of

everyday cable work will be shown. A seven foot model

of the 'Mackay Bennett" the latest repair ship of the Com-
mercial company will be on exhibition. The pavilion in

which this display is made forms one of the most arlislic

structures at the exposition.

Columbian Intramural Elect' ic Railway.

By C. H. Macloskie.

Provision is made for the transportation of visitors about

the grounds of the Exposition, affording an exctllent view

of the buildings and the ornamental features of the grounds,

by the establishment of an elevated electric railway system.

The Columbian intramural railway skirts the whole of

Jackson Park, giving ready access to all of the prominent

buildings of the fair. Starting at the south loop, close to

the reproduction of La Rabida, it passes south by the side

of the Krupp gun and the leather exhibits, the forestry

building, turning west and north near the power station

and carhousc of the railway. Thence through the midst

of the exhibits of windmills to the colonnade, swinging

around the west end of machinery hall, it turns north,

passing in succession the railroad terminal station, the

transportation, horticu'tural and womnn's buildings and

reaching that part of the grounds allotted to the state

buildings. Proceeding still farther north it passes through

the Esquimaux village, whence it turns cast and south

near the art galleries, and ends at the north loop close

to the fiihcrici, United States government and manufac-

turers' buildings.

There arc in all ten stations, each train making eighteen

stops in a round trip. The stations arc arranged with

special reference to the safe and rapid handling of the

large crowds which will be encountered. The stairways

arc wide and easy to climb and the stations themselves arc

brilliantly lighted with incandescent lamps. The ticket

offices arc placed so that in most ca.ncs one ticket offjcc

will answer for passengers going in cither direction.

The length of the road is about 0_}^ milcsof single track,

and coaming stops at stations, the time taken for the round
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trip is about 45 minutes. Fifteen trains running continu-

ously give a headway of three minutes. The average

speed during the round trip is low, but at cerUin points a
speed of 30 miles per hour is attained. The short distances

between stations and the large number of curves prohibit

high speed, except in a few instances.

Each train consists of four open cars with a total seating

capacity of 400 passengers. The cars are 50 feet bodies,

built with cross facing seats, each compartment being
closed in on either side by a pair of sliding doors operated

from the end of the car.

Fourteen incandescent lamps evenly distributed along
the sides of each car furnish an abundant supply
of light, and give the car a cheerful appearance at night.

The cars are built by the Jackson & Sharp company of Wil-

mington, Del., and are mounted on trucks manufactured
by the same company after the pattern of the trucks now
in general use on the Chicago and New Vork elevated

roads, with a few improvements in design which have been
suggested by experience on the roads mentioned. The
wheels were furnished by the Griffin Wheel & Foundry com-
pany of Chicago. Anew style of wheel is here introduced

to elevated service. This wheel is a cast iron spoke
wheel, 36 inches in diameter with M. C. B. tread, flange

and wheel fit, the spokes set spirally so as to relieve the

shrinkage strains.

The brakes were furnished by the New York Air Brake
company, and are of the type known as the "straight air."

This form was chosen on account of its advantage over

the automatic, in the ease of making smooth and accurate

stops. This advantage was thought to more than offset

the special feature of the automatic air brake since the

probabilities of four car trains breaking in two are

slight.

The Jewett Supply company's roller bearing device has

been placed between the body bolster and the truck bolster,

so that the cars creep around the curves with much less

friction and consequently with less noise than the ordinary

form of side and center bearings.

The first car of a train is equipped with four motors,

capable of developing 133 horse power each, at a speed

of 25 miles per hour. These motors, specially built for

this equipment, are of the four-pole type, with toothed

armatures, connected to the axle through a single set of

gears.

The speed of the motors is controlled on the series-

parallel principle, the motors being all in series at the

start, in series-parallel for intermediate, and in parallel

for full speed. The changes are made gradually so that

no sudden jumps are felt as the speed is increased. As the

current required is large, the controlling apparatus must

be correspondingly heavy, and in consequence it has been

found necessary to move the rotating cylinders of the con-

troller by compressed air. Thus, to stop, start and regulate

the speed of the train, a small lever is employed similar to the

three-way valve of the air brake, enabling the raotorman to

handle his train with ease and accuracy.

The compressed air is supplied by a pump operated by a

3 horse power motor. In connection with this a novel device

has been introduced,comprising a starting rheostat operated

by air and regulated according to the pressure in the reser-

voir. When the pressure exceeds the normal, the motor

is automatically stopped, and as the pressure drops, the

starting rheostat operates and the pump resumes its work.

The current is carried from the power station to the

trains through a conductor consisting of a T rail, supported

on insulating blocks just outside of the tracks, Four slid-

ing shoes, two on each side of the car, make the connec-

tion with the conductor, the current returning through the

wheels to the rail, and thence through the steel girders of

the superstructure to the power station. To make the nec-

essary connections between girders, large plates of copper

have been riveted to the steel with copper rivets.

The superstructure is essentially of wood; 12 inch by

12 inch yellow pine posts set on concrete foundations sup-

port a heavy cap of the same material, on which rests the

15-inch steel I beams. Oii the top of the I beams the ties

are laid and bolted. Four guarJ timbers form a part of

each track and distribute all stresses produced by the start-

ing and stopping of trains.

The power plant of the railway has a capacity of 3,700

kilowattsand U equipped with the latest approved forms of

apparatus. The generators include a 1,500 kiiowatt ma-

chine, directly connected to an AlHs cross compound con-

densing engine; a 750 kilowatt, directly connected to an

Allis tandem compound condensing engine; a 750 kilo-

watt directly connected to a Williams compound condens-

ing engine; a 500 kilowatt belled to a (Irecnc tandem

compound condensing engine, and a 200 kilowatt, directly

connected to a Macintosh & Seymour tandem compound

condensing engine. 'I'he pumps and condensers used arc

the Allis, the Worthington, the Gould, the Dcanc, and the
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Smith-Vaile. The boilers, ten in number, were built and

installed by the Babcock & Wilcox company and they arc

equipped with the latest appliances for burning oil. The
combined gases, in going to the stack, pass through a

water heater built by the Greene Fuel Economizer com-

pany. The entire electrical equipment of the railway was

furnished by the General Electric company.

With a headway of three minutes or twenty trains an

hour, the capacity of the road is 16,000 passengers per

hour. To handle such large crowds with speed and safety

it was found necessary to equip the track with a complete

block signal system. The work has been done by the

Rowell-Potter Safety Stop company of Boston, Mass.

The apparatus is in the main mechanical, electricity being

used only to release the block and set the signals at safety.

The principal feature of the system is found in a device

which throws off the current and sets the brakes on the

train in case the motorman runs past a danger signal. A
signal out of order acts likewise, excepting that notifica-

tion is at once given to the motorman.

The officers of ihs company are: B. E. Sunny, presi-

dent; E. C. Ward, secretary; W. E. Baker, general man-

ager; C P. Matlack, chief engineer and superintendent;

C. H. Macloskie, electrical engineer; R. I. Sloan, con-

sulting engineer for superstructure; B. J. Arnold, en-
suiting engineer and construction engineer for power

station; G. K. Wheeler, consulting enginacr for electrical

equipment.

Exhibitions, Industrial, National, Inter-
national and Electrical.

By W. J. HammilR.

Industrial •.\hibitions, contrary to many people's under-

standing, are of very ancient origin. Even the Olympic

games had for over 1,100 years their in-

..-,' ^^j^^ dustrial and artistic elements, and the

/- -# **\ great fairs of Astrakan, Nizhnee-Nov-

gorod, Prague and Leipsic have been

carried on for very many years.

The first great fairs instituted in

France and Southern Europe were

held about 1,310 years ago Among
.

"^
'- the more celebrated of ihe early ones

are those of St. Denis, A. D. 629,

Aix-Ia-Chapelle and Troyes about 800 A. D. ; and
they were carried into England in 886 A. D., and at

the end of .the lolh century they had become very com-
mon throughout Northern Europe. In 1797 steps were
taken in France to organize at St. Cloud an industrial

exhibition of carpels, tapestry and porcelain. This, the

earliest French exhibition owed its conception to the tre-

mendous spasm of the French Revolution. These arts

were originated and fostered by Colbert and afterward

maintained by the monarchy, and the exhibition was un-

dertaken by the Marquis d'Avise by the authority of the

Directory. The goods were to be exhibited and disposed

of by lottery, but the day, preceding the opening, the exhi-

bition was forbidden aod the military commander,
Augereau, put in possessioa. The Marquis d'Avise was
compelled to leave Paris, a proscribed nobleman. This
energetic and enlightened noble returned in 1798, and
under the old regime organized an exhibition in the Maison
d'Orsay and adjoining grounds. It remained open until

General Bonaparte, ths future first counsel and emperor
of France, returned from his first brilliant Italian cam-
paign and laid his magnificent spoils at the feet of the

Directory. The exhibition was then moved to the Cbamp
de Mars where it lasted three days and consisted of no
exhibitors.

In 180 1 the second exhibition was inaugurated by
Napoleon, who had become first consul, and was held in

the Royal Louvre for six days, with 229 exhibitors.

The third was held in 1S02, and opened by Napoleon in

person. This was fourfold larger than the preceding ones
and lasted seven days with 540 exhibitors.

The fourth was held in 1806, under the empire, and
lasted twenly-four days v.'ith 1.422 exhibitors.

In 1819 Louis XVIII. opened the fifth exhibition, last-

ing 35 days with 1,662 exhibitors, in the Louvre, and the

king then decided that such exhibitions should become
permanent national institutions to be held every fourth

year.

In 1823 the sixth exhibition under Louis XVIII. was
held in the Louvre, lasting 50 days with 1,642 exhibitors.

In 1827 the seventh exhibition under Charles X. was
held in the Louvre, lasting 6: days with 1,695 exhibitors.

In 1834 the eighth was held under Lous Philippe, last-

ing 60 days with 2.447 exhibitors. The change of dynasty
and political confusion prevented the ordinance of Charles

X from being carried out three years before.

In 1839 Louis Philippe opened the exhibition in the

Champs Elysees, lasting 60 days with 3,281 exhibitors.

Five years later, in 1844, Louis Philippe inaugurated

the tenth exhibition, the last in his reign, running for 60

days with 3,960 exhibitors.

In 1849 the eleventh exhibition was opened by the new

republic shortly after the dethronement of Louis Philippe.

This lasted Go dajs with 4,494 exhibitors. The growth

and interest of these French exhibitions had begun to

attract the serious attention of the governments of other

continental countries, and in 1845 the King of Bavaria

constructed the first permanent exhibition building at

Munich.
It is also claimed that a proposal was made as early as

1844 to hold an international exhibition in England,

although it is generally believed that the credit for the

original conception of an international exhibition or

World's Fair is due to Prince Albert, the Prince Consort

of England, who in 1849 suggested the matter to the Soci-

ety of Arts of London, of which he was the president.

The first International exhibition was held in 1850 at the

Crystal Palace in Hyde Park, and although the first devel-

opment of national exhibitions in contra-distinction to the

country fairs held previously was due to the prescient mind

of Napcleon in his early prime, to the English is undoubt-

edly due the credit for the organization of the first World's

Fair or International exhibition. The wonderful success

of this exhibition aroused the spirit of emulation in other

countries and seps were taken simultaneously to hold

exhibitions in Dublin, Paris and New York. The latter

was the first to open and was held in 1853, adjoining the

Croton distributing reservoir on Fifth avenue between

Fortieth and Forty-second streets.

The same year, the Dublin exhibition was opened and

following that, the one in Paris in 1855. Others followed in

rapid succession, and among the most important of these

are the following: London, 1S62; Paris, 1S67; Vienna,

1873; Philadelphia, 1876: Paris, 1878; and Paris, iSSi;

London and Munich, 1882; Vienna and Amsterdam, 18S3;

Philadelphia, 1884; New Orleans, 1885; Paris, 1889; Lon-

don i8q2; that of 1S81 at Paris being the first interna-

tional electrical exhibition which had ever been held. It

was opened August ii, rSSr, and met with remarkable

success. This was followed in the spring of 18S2 by the

Crystal Palace electrical exhibition, this being in turn

followed by the electrical exhibition of Munich, which

opened September 17, 1882.

In the following year, 18S3, a second electrical exhibi-

tion was held at the Crystal Palace in combination with a

gas exhibition, one-half of this magnificent structure

being given up to each of the two systems of illumination.

It is interesting to note that while the previous electrical

exhibition had been exceedingly profitable to the Crystal

Palace management, they suffered a considerable loss in

the second exhibition owing to the great damage done by

the gas to the tropical foliage, rare plants and vines with

which the Crystal Palace was filled and for which it was

justly noted; and in the smoke abatement and gas exhibi-

tion held shortly thereafter at South Kensington, it was

claimed that the Royal Hoiticultural society suffered a loss

of thousands of pounds, many valuable plants placed in

their care being destroyed, due to the deleterious effect of

the gas, the huge Siemens regenerative burners which had

just come into use, being largely responsible for this.

The use of the electric light has been demonstrated to

have no such injurious effect, and in fact, the experiments

of Siemens and others have proven that vegetation flour-

ishes under the electric light, and the writer has seen

strawberries and other fruit and plants which have been

brought to perfection without the aid of sunlight, and

solely by the aid of the electric light. Some of these have

been exhibited at the various electrical exhibitions.

Immediately following the Crystal Palace exhibitions

and the Munich exhibition, came the Electrical exhibition

at the Aquarium in London, and about the same time the

Electrical exhibition at Vienna, which took place in 1883,

and in the same year the International exhibition at

Amsterdam, Holland. Then followed the Electrical exhi

bition at Philadelphia, under the auspices of the Franklin

Institute in 1S84, and in the same year an International

exhibition was held in Turin.

The next great exhibition was held in New Orleans in

1885. Passing over the Health, Fisheries, Inventions

and American exhibition held in London about this

period, and that of Spain shortly afterward, aod other

exhibitions of more or less importance in other countries,

we come to the marvelcus c.Khibition of Paris in 1SS9;

then followed, in 1890, the electrical exhibition in Edin-

burgh, which in turn was followed by the electrical exhi-

bition at Frankfort of 1S91. The principal features at

the Frankfort exhibition of 1S91 were the interesting

experiments in transmission of power employing the three-

phase system. Following this w.is the electrical exhibi-

tion of 1S92, held at the Crystal Palace.

With the exception of the telegraph, the last i? or 20

years have witnessed the commercial development upon
any considerable scale of practically all of the applications

of electricity to the industrial arts, as wc fee thcra to-day.

The writer proposes to give a brief summary of some of

the most important electrical features, the birth cf com-
mercial de%'elopmeot of which has been contemporaneous
with certain of the Internationa! exhibitions, electrical and
otherwise, already" mentioned.

It may surprise many of the readers of the Westkrs
Elf.ctrician to find that practically all of the leading

principles of the electric telegraph were enunciated prior

to the first international exhibition in London of 1551.

Before that year some thousands of miles of iron wire had
bsen stretched up^n insu'ators upon wooden poles in the

various civilized countries, and a system of underground

telegraph, using wire insulated with gutta percba, had
been used in Germany, and disclosed the phenomena of

lateral induction, which plays so important a part in the

submarine telegraph of to-day. Submarine telegraph cir-

cuit! were proposed and carried out, to cross tte Rhone at

Cologne, and other rivers, although the end of 1851

marked the laying of the first submarine cable between
Dover and Calais.

Up to this time, various telegraphic systems had been

used embracing the needle, dial and recording; worked
with battery, and magneto electric machines, type printing,

mechanical, recording, Bakewell's autographic, and the

acoustic instruments of Dujardin and others were em-
ployed, and the advances since have been mainly in scien-

tific and practical development of principles, embodying,
of course, the results of deep researches, and inventions of

the utmost importance. The London exhibition of 1S62

showed many applications of electricity, including those of

telegraphy, railway signals and alarms, electroplating, the

Serrin arc lamp, Murray and Heath's arc lamp, the

Holmes and Berlioz dynamos, and a great variety of test

instruments, switches, insulators, cable, etc. W^heatstone,

Wilde, Breguet, Siemens and Halske, d'Arlincourt,

Dujardin, Bonnelli. Digney Freres, T. Allen and Tacob

Brett exhibited various systems of automatic, telegraphic,

ink recording, chemical embossing, Roman typw and
Morse telegraphic systems.

The Paris exhibition of 1S67 also showed a large collec-

tion of similar applications of electricity. Among the

most interesting things exhibited were Ladd's dynamo,

which was said to have been the most astounding object in

the Champ de Mars. This djnamo, according to the

official report of United States Commissioner Samuel F, B.

Morse, maintained at a white heat a yard or more of plati-

num wire one-half a meter or more in diameter, and gave

a current equivalent to 25 or 30 Bunsen elements, and was

constructed from borrowed plates of Wilde's magneto-

machine, Ladd substituting electro-magnets, and adding a

second armature and applying the dynamo principle of

Siemens and Wheatstone of i366. The machine of Sortn

Hjorth of Copenhagen, which he termed his magneto-

electric battery, Day's Kerile wire was also exhibited and

attracted very favorable attention, and the thermo-electric

battery of Moses G. Farmer was shown, both of the latter

being American exhibits.

The 1S73 exhibition at Vienna showed a most interest-

ing display of the various telegraphic systems, particu-

larly those of ths automatic systems of Siemens and

Wheatstone. Gustav Jaite, Edison and L'ttle, Meyers.

Hughes' printer, Morse's register, the Siemens polarized

relay, various types of batteries, including the Grove,

Daniel. Bunsen, and Callaud types. Stearns' system of

duplicating of telegraphic lines were shown, and Breguet,

Siemens Bros., and Siemens and Halske exhibited resist-

ance units based upon the B. A. unit and the mercury

unit, the latter unit having been adopted at the Convention

of Vienna in 1S6S, and affirmed at the Rome Convention

of 1S72.

Historical exhibits were made of Summering 's telegraph

of iSog, Schil ing's needle telegraph of 1S52, Gauss and
Weber, used from 1S32 to 1S3S; Steinheil's of iS^y; and

Notlebohm, Siemens, and others e.xhibited lightning

arresters, measuring instruments, mirror, sine and tangent

galvanometers, portable bridges, battery testers, galvano-

scopes, hre alarms, electric bells, dynamo blast exploders,

by means of sparks and by heating wire; and Hefncr-

Alteneck, of Siemens and Halske, exhibited his dynamo for

strong currents; a dynamo and head-light for the locomo-

tive was shown, and hand electric lamps with Frcsnel

lenses.

Then followed the Centennial exhibition of 1S76 at

Philadelphia. Probably the most important electrical

features connected therewith were the Bell telephone, which

was first publicly shown there, the lighting of exhibition

buildings for the first time by means of electric light, which
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was carried out with the Wallace-Farmer dynamo and the

Wallace plate carbon lamps.

Breguet exhibited some of the Gramme dynamos and

Wallace showed his large Centennial copper plating

machines. Gray's harmonic telegraph and other objects

of great interest were shown.

In Paris in 1S7S, an interesting exhibition was made of

telegraphic, telephonic, and electric arc lighting apparatus

and metallurgical appliances were shown, and in iSSr, the

wonderful International electrical exhibition was held in

Paris.

Space will not permit the writer to give a list of all the

marvels shown there, but among the most important were

the first extensive public display of the Edison and the

Swan incandescent electric lamps; Edison's magnificent

display of his various inventions, the feature which

attracted the most attention being his huge steam con-

nected dynamo, weighing about 22 tons; Maxim's auto-

matic dynamo regulator, Siemens' electric railroad, which

had been shown by him at Lichterfelde shortly before and

about the same time that Edison was making his experi-

ments with the electric railroad in America; Deprez motor;

the electric candles of Jablochkoff, at that time so well

known, and Tamin, and the Siemens la Soliel, Jasper,

Crompton, Brush, Werdemann, Maxim and other arc lamps

in infinite variety, and dynamo machines of the Gramme,

Siemens, Edison, Brush, Lontin, Maxim and many other

well known types. A room fitted up with telephones con-

nected to microphones at the Grand Opera House attracted

enormous crowds, and among the scientific men who visited

the exposition much interest was manifested in the remark-

able collection of works upon electricity and raagneiism,

the most compl te library in the world, which was exhib-

ited by the owner, Latimer Clark.

Many of the exhibits at Paris were sent to London,

to the Crystal Palace Electrical exhibition, which followed

immediately thereafter in 1SS2, and while of very great

importance, possessed comparatively few striking features,

which had not been already shown in the Paris exhibition.

Edison's magnificent display, which was the largest

feature in the Paris exhibition, was added to and became

the most prominent feature at this exhibition also, and as

in the Paris exhibition the telephone occupied a very

prominent place, Prof. Dolbear's electro static telephone

attracting particular -attention, and this department vied

with the extensive displays of arc, incandescent, and semi-

incandescent lamps. The telegraph department was very

complete, and among other interesting things shown, were

Lord Kelvin's siphon recorder and Edison's automatic

and autographic telegraph, which were also shownat Paris.

A small electric railway carried passengers in the grounds.

At the Munich exhibition in 1SS2, the interesting experi-

ments in electric transmission of power by Marcel Deprez,

and in storage batteries, added considerable interest to the

fine display of electric lighting, telegraph, telephonic and

other experiments.

At the Vienna exhibition of 18S3, was shown the electric

laanches driven by the storage battery, a fine display of

electrically operated pianos, a series system of incandescent

lighting with Bernstein lamps, and a most wonderful col-

lection of dynamos, motors, arc and incandescent lamps,

telephones, telegraphic systems, and a beautiful display

of electro plating work. The Electrical exhibition held in

the same year at th; Aquarium in London brought out for

the first time publicly the Gaillard and Gibbs transformer.

At the Turin exhibition in the following year this same

system, which has now become so well known as the alter-

nating current system, was shown on a commercial scale,

and some elaborate tests were conducted, demonstrating

its practicability and efficiency. Following this was the

Fraoklio Institute Electrical exhibition held in Philadel-

phia in x534, which, while considered an International

exhtbiiioo. was large'y an American txhibition, but of

great interest and importance. The various large tlectric

lighting companies made handsome displays and the tele-

phonic interests were strongly rcprescnied, and Prof. Gray;

William Wallace, and others made historical exhibits of

Tery great interest; and one of the most Interesting

features was the efficiency lest upon the various incan-

descent lamps shown at the exhibition. At this position

was shown ihe first flashing tower of light composed

of incandescent lamps, designed by the writer, which has

since become so common at the different electrical tzhibi-

tions. The mammoth incandescent lamps of Weston and

Edison, Edison's huge steam dynamo, electric clocks,

the ctijions plating machines of Forbes and others, the

different tjpcs of djnaroo^ and new iccandesccnt lamps,

Ihe Spraguc eleciric motots, and a conduit system for

electric tramways wcic among the salient points of this

exhibition.

The next important exhibition was that of New Orleans

ia 1335. The most interesting electrical features shown

there were the immense plant constructed for the lighting

of the building by the Edison incandescent light, and the

Daft electric railway, and besides these there were the

usual exhibits of telegraphic, telephonic systems and dyna-

mos for arc and incandescent lighting and plating pur-

poses. Electricity played a more or less important part

also at the small exhibitions at Louisville and elsewhere,

and at the Centennial exhibition of the Ohio Valley and

Middle Atlantic states, held at Cincinnati in 188S, where

was shown the largest display of electricity, producing

novel effects as an attraction to an exhibition that had ever

been produced in this country or abroad, and it is doubtful

if a greater display has been made since, of electricity

utilized in this particular manner.

The Paris exhibition of 1SS9 had many important elec-

trical features. Among the most important were the

personal exhibits of the inventions of Thomas A. Edison,

the apparatus for experiments in induction and in alternat-

ing currents of Elihu Thomson, the electric welding sys-

tem of the Thomson-Houston company, the electric rail-

way system of the Thomson-Houston, Sprague and other

companies, the huge direct current dynamos of the Oer-

likon company, the various accumulator systems, and the

extensive appliances for railway, telegraph and signaling

purposes. The immense search lights, the largest which

had been up to this time constructed, attracted a great

deal of attention, and the high speed dynamos driven

direct by the steam turbines received merited attention.

The powerful permanent and electro-magnets and Deprez

electric hammer were interesting features, the types of

direct driven dynamos exhibited in the French, German,

English and Belgian sections, and the huge incandescent

dynamo exhibited by Edison and the alternating current

machines of the Thomson Houston company all attracted

an enormous amount of attention and showed great ad-

vances in the art of dynamo construction.

Following this came the electrical exhibition of 1892,

held at the Crystal Palace exhibition. This, although

termed an International exhibition, was largely devoted to

English manufacturers. It was very interesting to com-
pare this exhibition with the Electrical exhibition held ten

years previous, at the same place, both of which the

writer had the pleasure of attending. The most interest-

ing features shown at last year's exhibition were the high-

tension experiments of Siemens Brothers and Messrs.

Swinburne, the experiments, with alternating current

apparatus of Elihu Thomson, the electric steam fire engine

of Siemens Brothers, the improved forms of Plante storage

batteries, the various types of electrical meters and testing

instruments, Crompton's electric crane, the Kingdon

inductor dynamo, Morday's alternating current machine,

the handsome display of electric motors and methods of

controlling the same, the Carpenter heating and cooking

appliances, and the fine display of the Edison-Swan Incan-

descent Lamp company, and last but not least, the very

interesting display of historical telegraphic apparatus by

the British Postoffice Department.

This brings us about up to date on the most important

of the exhibitions of the past, and to the threshold of what

will doubtless prove the most remarkable exhibition that

the world has ever seen, and let us hope that from an elec-

trical standpoint, it may surpass in importance all the

electrical exhibitions which have heretofore been of such

incalculable interest and value, and in conjunction with

which so many valuable discoveries and inventions have

been brought to the attention of the public.

Varied Applications of Electricity.

By E. J, Sl'ENCEK.

It was at the very beginning of exposition work that

the Edison Genera! Electric company obtained a contract

for the furnishing of the temporary light

^^^ and power plant for the exposition. By

^m^ ^ the fall of 1892 this p'ant had increased

so as to call for four arc lighting
f -/ •>'-' "-' •" -"' •»" •""' " >- "fa""6

I
' ^^r machines, two loo kilowatt 500 volt

^ power gener.'itors and two low tension

incandescent machines. From its instal-

lation until within a month this dtant

has done contiriucd, incessant duty

under the most trying circumstances of overload, of

hastily improvised expedients and generally discouraging

surroundings. A plant put in for the immediate needs of

the time, it has continued many months beyond the origi-

nally estimated period of service. Although installation

was of a temporary character, the service has been

uniformly reliable and satisfactory. Many motors have

been pi iced throughout the grounds and buildings of the

exposition for hoisting, running saw-mills, pipe cutting

machines and a multidude of other original applications

that have rtflected the greatest crtdit upon the ingenuity

and the competence of the electrical and mechanical de-

partments of the World's Columbian Exposition.

Thoroughly appreciating the service, the Exposition

company has awarded the General Electric company the

contract for furnishing motors from one to 100 kilowatts

capacity for service of the World's Columbian Exposition

during the year 1893- At the opening of the Fair there

will be a multitude of motors, ranging in capacity from one

to 130 horse power, engaged in all the varied service of

this vast aggregation of wonders.

In the service lighting of the grounds and buildings the

General Electric company will have an aggregate of 3,500

2,000 candle power arc lamps. The largest building of

the exposition (manufactures) is lighted by the Thomson-
Houston system exclusively, after designs prepared

at the solicitation of the World's Fair under the

direction of the General Electric company. These plans

in all their studied detail rellect the greatest credit upon
the noted lighting engineer, Luther Stieringer, who de-

vised this novel method of even distribution of light; also

upon the exposition's civil engineer who designed, con-

tracted for and placed the structures requisite for this

most difficult piece of lighting work. It is safe to say

that the large coronas of the manufactures building are

without a rival in the lighting art.

To the same master hand designing the lighting of the

manufacturers and liberal Arts building is due the design

of the great electric fountains, put in by the General

Electric company at the west end of the grand basin,

facing the administration building. These fountains, two

in number, placed on the lower terraces on either side of

the McMonnies emblematical fountain, are without a rival

in ancient or modern days in hydraulic or electrical design.

Supplied from the high pressure system placed for the Tire

protection of the World's Fair by the Worthington pump
people, each of these two fountains requires for its own
individual service the full capacity of a 16 inch water main

under loo pounds pressure. Located as they are upon the

lower terraces, the necessity arose for operating casemates

below the surface level of the lake. The successful com-
pletion of these water-tight casemates, with their floors

seven feet below the level of the water in the adjoining

lagoon, reflect the greatest credit upon the FitzSimons &
Council company, engaged upon this contract.

In illuminating these fountains the General Electric

company had at its command the experience in projector

work for the United States navy. Altogether, 38 of their

90 ampere projector lamps, with burnished silver parabolic

reflectors, will, by their concentrated effort, illuminate in the

most pleasing manner the ever varying streams of water

projected through the nearly 40oaper.ures provided. The
entire management of these fountains will be directed

from the northeast tower of machinery hall. By means

of the devices employed both fountains can be made to

operate as one. For maintaining the light there will be

used four 175 kilowatt Edison bipolar generators, the

service to each fountain being on the Edison three-wire

system, with lamps placed across the mains in parallel.

After the close of the evening's entertainment the same

machines will be used in charging the batteries of the

electric launches. After five or six hours charging each

little launch will have stored away in its hold about 40

horse power hours of effective electrical energy, sufficient

for 10 or 12 hours continuous run. This charging station,

located south and east of the agricultural buildiog, is the

most extensive ever putin in the United States, and probably

in the world.

Upon the United States battleship Illinois the

General Electric company will show its method of ship

lighting and the distribution of electricity for general

ship uses. Two standard naval direct coupled, iron

clad generating sets will be located between decks.

In all her fixtures, her side lights, mast he^d

lights, binnacle lights, lights for cabin, for maga-

zine, for coal bunkers and for all other purposes aboard

ship, the appliances of the company will be shown.

Here also will be actively displayed several of its search

I'ght projectors; one of the largest projectors ever made in

the United States, or even in the world, a 150 centimeter

projector with a 200 ampere lamp.

Of the intramural railroad, suffice it to say that this most

interesting and most valuable dcmonslralion of the appli-

cability of electricity to high speed intcrurban service is

looked upon with the greatest interest throughout the

country. The freedom from smoke and dust, from

smell and discomfort, from overwrought sympathies at

brutal treatment and overloading of sensatc animals, to-

gether with the attendant comforts of well lighted and

cleanly cars, will do more to .assist in the popularizing

of "lurburban life than any advance thus far made in the

science of transportation. The flexibility and relia-

bility of its system, the easy extension of canying capacity
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without a diminutioQ of schedule time due to overloading

of engines, the easy extension of capacity without consid-

eration of limits of strength of structure will all be argu-

ments in favor of electric traction strongly appealing to

those most interested in elevated railway service.

It was about a year ago that the a'tention of the com-

panies now forming the General Electric company was di-

rected toward the Columbian Exposition and the chance af-

forded thereby of displaying in competition with the world

the advances made in electrical development by American

manufacturers. It was then that application was made for

allotment of space of exhibit in electricity building. Due

to numerous partial pledges by the department of elec-

tricity and the consequent necessity of effecting several

mutual transfers in space alloted, it was late in the fall

before the assignment of space as now possessed by the

'General Electric company was made in its favor. This

final assignment of space gives to the company the central

spaces of the building. These spaces are five in number- In

the very center of the building is a space 34 feet in diame-

ter where the General Electric company has erected a beau-

tiful shaft which, with its decorations of thousands of

incandescent lamps, will br an appropriate central feature

of tha electrical exhibit of th; ex>);itioi. Tns entire

length of transept, from the east door to the west door,

has been assigned to this company, together with the

spaces in the nave similarly situated and immediately ad-

joinig the center. On either hand, immediately under

the galleries, the spaces adj jining the central areas have

also been given to the General Electric company, thus se-

curing for its exhibit the entire central space of the elec-

tricity building, comprising overone-quarter of the ground

floor of this building, and fully one-seventh of the entire

exhibit space available.

But this is not all; for in the contract for arc lighting, for

motor service, for the great electric fountains, for service to

the electricity building, for the charging of the storage bat-

tery launches, for the equipment of the Intramural railroad,

for the equipment of the United States battle ship and for

search light projectors sweeping the entire horizon, the

General Electric company has acquired at the World's Fair

business interests far exceeding the purely exhibition feat-

ures.

As for the exhibit in the electricity building proper, it

scarcely need be said that nothing of modern useful appli-

cation of electricity to service has been overlooked by the

General Electric company, and all these applications will

be illustrated, in fact or in photograph, within the area of

this exhibit. In the one space stands the "Jumbo," the

first instance of a direct coupled engine and dynamo.

Showing the crudeness of the early days of its design, it

still surely pointed the way to the modern type of dynamo

with direct coupled compound or triple expansion engine

with efficiencies approaching the possible limit, and capac-

ities of titanic extent. This exhibit is loaned by the New
York Illuminating company, in wDose Pearl street station

the machine has done service for eleven years. In the

same space will be shown the incandescent lamp of every

type and voltage; and the only comprehensive system of

distribution by feeders and trains. In the east center

space will be shown the alternating system with all its de-

vices and in all its possibilitie?. Across the center aisle its

offspring, the multiphase system, will appear in another

exhibit. The application of electricity to marine service by

high speed engines directly driving small compact highly ef-

ficient dynamos, the search light projector, and the dock and

marine hoist, the uses of electricity in pumping, its perfection

in devices for signalling at sea, will also be shown. The va-

rious applications cf electricity to the needs of the miner

and the perfected systems for the transmission of power

over long distances will also be evidenced; the standard

motor and motors applied to locomotives, to derricks, to

e'evators, will also be shown. We must not omit the dis-

play il'ustrative of the development of street railw;ay ser-

vice nor the generators that up to a short lime ago would

have been considered as impossible creations.

The model arc lighting plant, rendering the service light-

ing for the electricity building, will be in one location, and

last but not least, the incandescent lamp in all its decora-

tive and service phases will be most lavishly used.

Exposi-ions have become more and more extravagant in

expenditure and exhibitors have spent more and more of

time and money in the attractive placing of perfected ex-

hibits before the public eye. The Columbian Exposition is

no exception to ih's rule. The grounds and the buildings

are marvels of creative genius. The exhibits, particularly

the electrical exhibits, will be equally excellent. For-

tunate the man whose privilege it will be to have sufficient

time for a proper enjoyment of the beauties of the

World's Columbian Exposition, and especially fortunate he,

whose time is at his command and whose training is such as

will enable him to benefit to the fullest extent by the op-

portunity for study offered by the electrical exhibits at the

World's Fair.

Commercial Advancement of Electrical

Interests.

BV W. II. McKlNLOCK.

The commercial side of the electrical industry can really

be confined to little more than a decade. When Alexander

Graham Bell exhibited his electric tele-

phone at the Centennial Exposition at

Philadelphia in 1876, there were a few

manufacturers in the country making

medical bafcries, telegraph instruments,

the fire alarm telegraph, electric b^lls

and burglar alarms. Everyone knows

that outside of the manufacture of tele-

graph instruments (which was controlled

by a few factories) the electrical business

as a commercial problem was not considered a factor and

hardly, if any, a'tention was give to it. None but the very

best of hotels could pay the prices demanded for electric

bells, and only the very wea'tby could afford the luxury of a

burglar alarm; therefore, the production was limited.

The public did not take kindly to the telephone at first,

and it came into favor grudgingly. It was

rSSo before it could be said that its success

was assured. The minufacture of the special

devices used in connection with the telephone was per-

formed in a circumscribed manner, and naturally fell to

the lot of factories already equipped and having some ex-

perience in electrical matters. Nearly or quite contem-

poraneous with the telephone, the electric light appeared.

The growth of the electric light may be said to resemble

in part, "Jonah's gourd,'" maturingin a night. The busi-

ness was found highly profitable, capital was attracted to

it, new factories were started to supply the demand

that seemed insatiable, the larger cities adopting

it with avidity and the smaller ones following in

their steps as rapidly as they could be supplied. The

constant changes made necessary by the lack of under-

standing and requirements of th2 business an*^ the rush

and hurry to take orders by the manufacturers supplying

their particular system or systems created a new industry,

which is now commonly known in the trade as the "supply

house.'

The growth of the supply house must necessarily be

commensurate with the growth of the general business,

and commercially, it is locked upoa today as a large

factor of it. There are millions of dollars invested in

these various enterprises throughout the country, and

while the business is not considered a technical one, still

it is necessary to have a fair knowledge of the general

appliances and to know the requirements of the trade,

together with a good business training and sufticient

capital to conduct a house of this character with profit.

At this period capital is no inconsiderable element as a

component part of a successful supply house.

The supply house is designed to be a place where the

station manager can send for a screw driver or an extra

dynamo, where he can get his pound of magnet wire to

repair a burn-out, or miles of %vire, poles, cross-arms, pins,

brackets, lag bolts, and step irons, to construct a new

circuit. He has come to recognize the supply house the

same as a hcuse-keeper does her groceryman, and buys

simply his daily needs. A well conducted supply house is

supposed to carry all the materials, with the exception of

the main nuchines, in stock, and in quantities, too, to meet

any demands that are made.

The supply man has bad much to do with perfecting the

electrical business in general, competition having made it

necessary to develop articles of merit and superiority if

his particular house is to enjoy any advantage in

the trade. In this way they have perfected,

and have had perfected, numerous auxiliary ap-

pliances that have augmented the uses of electricity,

in the house, store, railway, steamboat, factory and

otherwise.

The progress of the electric railway has given a new

impetus tothe business and has enlarged its scope, devel-

oping its resources and giving a new and vital element to

its character. The wideawake supply man often can and

does supply to the engineer and expert ideas and oppor-

tunities for the better carrying out of his plats, for he is

obliged to keep himself posted on every new thing that is

brought out, and general'y tests its merits before offering

it in the market.

Much has been ^aid about the progress of the electrical

industry, but very little, if anything, with reference to the

supply business, and yet a review of its short history is

fully as wonderful, if not more so, than any other single

feature or branch of the electrical industry as a whole.

What development it can show at the World's Fair,

which now is upon us, can hardly be appreciated, as it can

only be looked upon in the aggregate. In it'io there was

an approximate capitalizition of supply dealers and manu-
facturers of supplies of about one million dollars, with

possible annual sales amcunting to twice that amount. At

the present lime, at a low, conservative estimate, there is

forty millions invested in the supply busioe<s. and manu-
facturers of s-jpplies that do a business of three times

that amount. These figures do not include manufacturers

of wire nor patented articles, but represent ihc manu-

facturers and dealers of apparatus that is auxiliary lo

the general business, and lo such as is dealt in universally

by supply houses.

The decade we are now in bids fair to rival the one

preceding it, if not entirely surpass it. The electrical

congress that is to be held during the fair will mean a

good deal to the supply people, and will no doubt settle

many mooted questions respecting the technique of the

business. The practical application must necessarily fall

upon the workers, and the appliances, to some extent, must
be worked out by these men, assisted in a great measure by

the experienced supply man.

To those who will give some thought and study to the

electrical business the phrase so often heard, that the busi-

ness is "still in its infancy," must appear ridiculous. Any
business with a billion dollars invested in it must be some-

thing more than an experiment, and the electrical busicess

as a whole has reached this,basis. If one should attempt

to estimate the future by the past, he would require to have

an unusually imaginative mind, and yet, we should soberly

judge the future by the past, and estimate ourselves

judicious in so doing.

Electric Launches on the Lagoons.

By C. H. Barney.

A novel means of transportation, and one that will prove

a most attractive feature of the World's Columbian Expo-

sition, will be the fleet of fifty electric launches, which

will make regular trips over a course of about three miles

on the lagoons and other interior waters at Jackson Park.

The plan of water connection was first conceived by Fred-

erick Law Olmstead, the landscape architect of the expo-

sition. These boats will run from 8 A. M. until the fair

closes at night, and the landings on the course will enab'e

passengers to get on or off at any of the buildings or other

points of interest, thus affording means of communication

between different parts of the grounds, as well asamost
delightful method of obtaining a general view of the

magnificent buildings which front on the lagoons and

canals.

The course to be taken by the launches will be from the

north side of the agricultural buildiog along the south

side of the manufactures building, thence up the north ca-

nal through the east lagoon, turning into the north inlet,

passing the fisheries building to the clam-bake landing,

thence back again through the inlet and into the north la-

goon to the fine arts building, and from there reluming

down the west lagoon and north canal to the starting point.

'I'he landings will be as follows: Agricultural building,

north side; liberal arts building, south end, southwest

corner and west centre; government building, ncrth side;

fisheries; clam bake; Illinois state building; woman's build-

ing; horticultural building ; tracsportation building
;

mines and mining .
building ; electricity build-

ing, northeast corner and" southeast corner. The
round trip will occupy about fifty-two minutes. When
a launch returns to its dock at the charging staticn from

i;s forty miles run, the work of charging is begun in less

than one minute by an independent switch boird con-

nec'ed to feeders from large dynamos in machinery hall.

For the ten to twelve hours run a charge of five to seven

hours at an average rate of 15 amperes will ordinarily

recharge the batteries. The boat shed and cha::ging sta-

tion will occupy the east and south sides of agricultural

annex.

As may be supposed, the competition for this valuable

concession was very great. Several concerns were bid-

ders, and each of them was required to build a boat to be

submitted to trial tests during the months of June and

July last, to determine which class of craft was best suited

to fulfill the requirements of passenger traffic on the expo-

sition waterways. Steam, naphtha and electric launches

were tested, and the electric boat I'.leclra, owned by the

Electric Launch & Navigation company of New York, was

declared the best suited for the work.

The general dimensions of the boats lo be used will he

35 feet 10 inches in length over all. with a beam of 6 feet

3 inches and a draft of 2S inches. They will seat comfort-

ably about thirty passengers each. The motive power

will be furnished by storage batteries, manufaclured by
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the Consolidated Eiectric Storag,e company,and motors es-

pecially designed and constructed by the General Electric

company. The batteries and motor are placed beneath

the seats and flooring, so that the utmost carrying capacity

of the boats can be utilized. These launches are, of

course, absolutely free from smoke, grease, offensive odors

and vibration. The boats will be carpeted with perforated

rubber mats, with a solid canvas backing to catch all dirt

and water. The cushions are of leather, stuffed with hair.

The awnings and side curtains are striped orange and

black, pattern and co'or selected by F. D. Millett, di-

rector of colors. For the use of officials, the exposition

has purchased four boats, similar to those in regular ser-

vice, but with decks and interior more highly finished snd

having different colored awnings.

Each boat in actual daily operation during the fair will

cover on an average forty miles a day, with one charge-

The total mileage per day for the fifty launches will there-

fore aggregate 2.000 miles, or more than the distance from

New York to Chicago and back each day.

The normal spsed—all that is allowed by the World's

Fair—is six miles per hour. A speed of eight miles per

hour is, however, attainable on emergencies.

In the equipment of these launches a 4 horse power mo-

tor is directly connected with the propeller shaft. The

speed of the motor iscontrollei by means of a lever within

easy reach of the pilot. For regular service such as that

required at the exposition, where moderate speed is de-

sired, thebitteries are grouped either in two or three di-

visions. In the latter case twenty six c^Us are connected,

giving 42 to 45 amperes at 52 volts. The other grouping

consists in putting the 78 cells in each launch in two

groups of 39 cells in series, giving about 55 amperes at a

pressure of 7S volts. This grouping is adopted to prevent

too rapid discharging of the batteries and to give a steady

and continuous current to the motor.

The officers of the company are: President, Henry

Steers; vice president, E. J. Moore; secretary and treas-

urer, Alfred Skitt. The officers in immediate charge of

the operation of the concession on the grounds are : Gen-

eral manager, C. D. Wyman; superintendent, C. II. Bar-

ney: electrical engineer, R. N. Chamberlain.

Illustrated Features.

The illQ'i-.ratioas presented in this number of the

"Western Electrician will giva an excellent idea of the

principal electrical features of the World's Fair and some

of the men who havcbeen prominently identified with the

project. They will materially aid the visitor in studying

the electrical part of ths great exposition. A full page

portrait of Prof. John P. Barrett, chief of the department

of electricity, is presented as a froatispiece. It is an

excellent likeneis of the m in who will o:cupy the most

prominent position among the electrical fraternity of

Chicago during the exposition.

Views of ihs electricity bjilding are presented on pages

22S and 22'). showing the progressive steps in the erection

of tbt structure. The firs' three cuts are reproduced from

the Westers Electrician o( May 3, iSgi, February 9,

1392, and September 3, 1892. The first of these is a

perspective view, prepared for this paper, which was

adopted by the department of publicity and promotion,

and reproduced in newspapers and magazines in every part

of the country. Following this is a photographic view of

ths building as it appeared nine months later, when the

great stcjl archc; had juit bien placed in position. The
third illastration showi the app;arancs of the building last

fall, jut b;f>re th; didicitory exsrcisei. The fourth and

last view of tht building is from a recent photograph show-

ing the structure complete.

.\ mip of ih; central portion of the city, in which a

majority of the electrical concsrns arc located, is presented

on page 2 p, and two bird'scyc views of Jackson Park, one

from the la'<c and the other from Hyde I'ark, are given on
pages 233 and 239.

fjjgram? showing the ariangc-ncnt of space in elec-

tricity building are preseoled on page 232. These plans

arc ffom the latest officiil record-*, and the assignments

shown may be taken as final.

On pa^e 226 is a useful map showing the location of .ill

the prindpal electrical features on the grounds. By its aid

the v'liitor can readily as::ertain the location of any display

he may bs particularly desirous of seeing.

The beautiful illustration on page 227 is a reproduction

of the latest photograph of machinery hall, and shows
this hand3ome building to advantage.

.\ plan of the pover plant in machinery hall is shown on

. page 340. The drawing shows the southern portion of the

main building and the southeastero corner of the annex,

wiihiD which the electric lighting and power machinery Is

comprised. This great plant has heretofore been described

in detail in the Western Electrician, but the following

recapitulation will be of service:

Boilers—Root, 1,500 horse power; Gill, 1.500 horse
power: Heine, 3,750 horse power; National, 1,500 horse
power; Campbell .^' Zell, 3.7^0 horse power; Babcock &
Wilcox, 4,500 horse power; Stirling, 1,500 horse power.

Engines — Ball ( i), 480 horse power; Armington &
Sims (i). 4C0 horse power; Edison (i). 1,000 horse
power; Phreoix (3), 1,000 horse power; AlUs (2) 2,500
horse power; Woodbury (2). 1,075 horse power; Ide (2).

425 horse power; Bail & Wood {5), 800 horse power;
Eraser &: Chalmers (0. 1,000 horse power; McEvven (i),

220 hor.-epover; Westinghouse (9), 7,000 horse power;
Buckeye (6), 1.S50 horse power; Atlas (:;), 1,500 horse
power; Mcintosh & Seymour (i), 1,000 horse power;
Russell(2) 725 horse power; Lane & Bodley (3). Boo horse
power; Bass {1). 224 horse power; Watertown (i), 250
horse power; Skinner (2), 400 horsepower.
Dynamos—Edison (6), 1,8 30 horse power;

Eddy (4), 1.000 horse power; Westinghouse
(20), 120,000 incandescent lights and 500
horse power; leather {4), Soo horse power; C & C
{Cj, 600 torse power; Brush (16), 960 arcs; Fort Wayne
(14). S4oarc-; Standard (20), 1,000 arcs; Thomson-Hous-
ton (26) 1,300 arcs; Excelsior (6), 300 arcs; Western
Electric (10) 500 arcs.

A fioe il'ustration of one of the arc light coronas in the

manufaclures building, alluded to in the articles by

Messrs. Pierce and Spencer, in this number, is presented

in the full page picture on page 241. This is one of the

four smaller coronas and is in the southern end of the

building. From it are suspended 7S arc lamps.

Three illustrations represent portions of the great West-

inghouse incandescent insta'lition. That on page 237

shows the 2,000 horse power quadruple expansion A lis

engine and the two 10,000 light alternators to which it is

bei.ed. The engine shown in this picture is the largest in

the service plant and is the one set in motion by an elec-

trical connection made by President Clevelind on Monday,
from his position in the stand in front of administration

building. The engine and dynamos are surrounded by a

platform three feet above the llooring of machinery hall,

62 feet long and 37 feet wide. The engine has cylinders

26, 4:), 60 and 70 inches in diameter. The stroke is 12

feet. The fiy-wheel is 30 feet in diameter, with a face of

76 inches. The dynamos are driven in tandem, the longer

belt being r86 feet in length and the shorter 149 feet.

These belts were mide by the Page Belting company.

The handsome Westinghouse switch board described by

Mr. Keller is shown on page 231 and a Westinghouse

1,000 horse power engine directly coupled to a 10,000 light

citernating current dynamo on page 230.

I'odoubtedly the electric fountains designed by Mr.

S:ieringer will hi one of the most* attractive features

of the exposition. A view of the northern

one, from a photograph taken a few days ago, is

presented on page 234. It shows thei basin and piping.

The southern fountain is a counterpart of the one shown.

Mr. Spencer, in his article on "Varied Applications of

of Electricity," gives some interesting facts about the fount-

ains.

"Jumbo '' the historic directly connected engine and in-

candescent dynamo shown in process of rehabilit.ntion on

page 233 is the pet of the Pearl street station in New York,

where the machine is looked upon almost as an animated

being and regarded as an old and trusted friend. It be-

longs to ihi Iviison Illuminating compiny of New York,

and is merely loaned to the exposition. Such is the attach-

ment that is felt for the veteran that the officials of the

compiny are reportej to have declared that the machine

could not be purchased at any price. It is said that when

the decision was reached to take the machine apart and

ship it to Chicago for exhibition many of the employes

came up and patted the old-fashioncj magnet coils with a

hu?ky, "Goodbye, Jumbo." The machine is fourteen years

old and has been eleven years in continuous service. So

rapid has been the advancement in electric lighting ma-

chinery, however, that it his long been regarded as of an

anti(juated lypc. liut "Jumbo" has a record of faithful

service that easily accounts for the fact that it is regarded

with a feeling closely akin to affection. Wonderful stories

are told of the michine running in three feet of water and

of its unmurmuring service to almou any degree of over-

load. The engine is rated at 140 horse power, but the in-

timites of "Jumbo" assert that 2.4^3 lO candle power in-

candescent lamps have been run from it. The field coils

arc placeJ horizontally, eight above and four

below the armiturc, which is of the Sie-

mens type. The dynamo presents an odd appearance

when compared with the machines of today, but it is

most subitantia'.Iy constructed, and bids fair to make glad

the hearts of its admirers by many years of continued

usefulness, "Jumbo'' was one of eight similar machines

installed in the original Pearl street station, the first

incandescent central station of any magnitude in (he

world. In its eleven years of continuous service it has

averaged five hours a day, with never a skip or breakdown

.

It is no wonder that the admirers of the machine are proud

of its record. A machine of this type was exhibited at the

Paris electrical exhibition of 1S81, where it created a great

sensation. "Jumbo" occupies the place of honor in the

space in electricity building devoted to Mr. Edison's

personal exhibit, and is in charge of W. H. MacKay of

the Edison Illuminating company.

The greater part of the arc lights for the general illu-

mination of electricity building will be supplied by the

General El-^ctric company, and a view of the plant is

shown on page 235. Power h supplied by a 150 horse

power Edison motor sunk below the level of the floor, as

shown in the picture. Current is taken from 220 volt

circuits supplied by Edison multipolar generators in

machinery hall. In the plant are nine arc dynamos—eight

Thomson-Houston machines, varying in size from fifty-

lighters to a little ten-light machine, and one fifty-light

Excelsior. The switch-board is arranged for but six

machines, however, and sonii of the machines will not be

operated under load. Two of the dynamos are belttd

directly to the motor, and the others to a countershaft

running under the floor.

BOOK TABLE.
The Theory and Practice of Absolute Measure-
ments IN Electricity and Magnetism. By Andrew
Gray, M. A., F. R. S. E., Professor of Physics in the
University College of North Wales. 2 Vols. Volume
n. Parts I and 2. London and New York: MacMil-
lan & Co., 1S93.

The brothers Thomas and Andrew Gray have both been
assistants to Sir William Thomson at Glasgow, and are

therefore in a position to write authoritatively upon many of

his methods. The former, now professor of dynamic en-

gineering at the Rose Polytechnic Institute at Terre Haute,
Indiana, was, at the time of a visit of the writer to Glas-

gow, carrying out an extended series of calibrations of Sir

William Tnomson's new standard balances by determina-
tions of copper in sulphate of copper volt meters. This
work was so thoroughly done that his methods and results

have formed the standards for sulphate of copper electrol-

ysis ever since. Avery full account of them is given in the

second of these volutr.es.

The first volume of this series was issued in 1S88 and at

once took rank as a treatise on electrical measurement
possessing high and unique value, inasmuch as it not only
dealt mainly with the more difficult measurements, such as

inductive capacity of dielectrics, resistance of electrolytes,

calibration of standard wires, the standard ohm, etc., but

also gave a solid body of theory, wherein the appropriate

mathematics were freely used, but with great clearness and
detail. In this way much of the mathematics from Sir

William Thomson's "Reprint of Papers on Electricity and
Magnetism, "and also Clerk Maxwell's volumes was brought

in, but in such connection with their experimental applica-

tions as to remove almost entirely their abstract and seem-
ingly ideal character when given alone. The electrostatic

theory of condensers and cables was given in particularly

thorough form, so that a student only partially acquainted

with differential equations could nevertheless, by attentive

reading, get a good idea of electrical waves along a cable^

retardation, distortion of signals, etc. After a long wait

ing and niuch expectation we now have the final install-

ment of this admirable woik, in the shape of a volume
larger than the first, but for convenience divided into two
parts separately bound. The first part of Volume II., with

the exception of the author's practical method for the

determination of h, is entirely theoretical, but none the

less valuable in its place. Much that is given in Clerk

Maxwell, or in Mascart and Joubert. somewhat dryly, or

in too brief form, is here very clearly, fully and logically pre-

sented. In particular, Clerk Maxwell's treatment of the

magnetic action of coils and their self and mutual induc-

tance, and the conception of the geometric-mcan-distance

is enlarged and by including the work of Mr. Macdonald
of Clare College, Cambridge, on this Jatter subject, is made
more practically valuable. l'"or example, in addition to

Maxwell's results on the geometric mean distance of lines

and surfaces, 'wc have others which are now of especial prac-

tical value in deciding the arrangement of wires or strips in

cable cores, which shall give the least inductive retardations,

etc., a question on which the actual relative market values

of many proposed forms of undergiound cables will have to

depend. In the calculation of the cocdicients of self-

induction of coils, we regret that the cases treated are, as

usual, thi; ones where the radii of the coils arc large com-

pared with the dimension of the cross section of the wind-

ings, whereas the most commonly occurring ciscs in prac-

tice arc apt to be just the reverse. On this point we have

found a great dearth of theoretical treatment, and in mo t

cases arisi g in our own experience have had to go to the

bottom of the matter by fundamental original treatment,

regardless of the books.

Had the the ficcond part of Volume II. been published

two or three years ago we should have saved ourselves very

much labor in our laboratory work. This remark applies

especially lo the finst portion of the book. Nowhere is

there published so good a collection of recent methods for

determining by laboratory processes coefficients of self and

mutual induction, and comparisons with capacity. In

fact, a great deal of this matter we had already been com-

pelled to glean from various source;; and put in mimeo-

graph sheets before our students for laboratory use. The
discussion of the principles involved in these determina-

tions Is particularly full and clear, and in our opinion no
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work is better to train a student ia careful manipulation,

and in thorough understanding of electrical principles than

these chapters of Dr. (Iray on the measurement of induct-

ances. For the mere practical work of finding induct-

ances where they must necessarily be known for commer-
cial reasons, and known for definite periods of current

change as well, alternating current methods are doubtless

the best. Mr. Steinmetz, among others, has given us

simple methods, leaving but little to be desired; but as

slated, for laboratory training in steady current methods
and principles, it will be hard to surpass these sections of

the second part of (iray's volume two. To those not hav-

ing access to, or not caring to consult, the original papers,

the rest of this second part will be very valuable, for it

gives in detail the experimental determinations of ihe ohm
and other units in absolute measure as given by Rowland,
I.orenz, Thomson and others. There is a good account

of ail I he methods, showing in full the experimental methods
adopted, and the theories of Ihe methods. A very full

account is given of Sir William Thomson's standard

balances and the mode of calibrating them, of the Ray-

leigh form of Clark's standard cell (we are sorry to find no
account of Carhart's form of this cell, which we know by
extended use to be an excellent and durable one, and we
think more stress ought to be laid on the necessary con-

stancy of the battery used in suppljingthe current for

Rayleigh's experiment), of the best forms of galvanometers

and their calibration by electrolysis, of magnetic induction,

alternating currents, and finally of electrical oscillations,

induction, and the experiments of Hertz.

It may be claimed by many that in a treatise devoted

expressly to measurements in electricity and magnetism, so

much theoretical matter shou'd not have place; but many
years' experience as a laboratory instructor in electricity

and magnetism leads us to a contrary conclusion. It is

almost impossible to get some students to give theoretical

matters their proper attention, especially when of a maitie-

matical character, unless in connection with some practical

applications in which they can be interested and can under-

stand. We know how often this is true, even of maiurer

minds, and the full force of an abstract principle can some-

times only in this way be clearly apprehended.
We are glad to see Prof. John Perry's table of the first

seven zonal harmonies appended, as well as a short discus-

sion of their theory. This will greatly facilitate a better

understanding of many cf the most important parts of the

work. We wish that a large use of this important treatise

might be made by the advanced classes in our American
colleges. It will fill a place which no other single treatise

can. John E. Davies.

PERSONAL.
J. H. Carson, president of the Sterling Car Heating &

Lighting company, New York, has been in Chicago for

several days. Mr. Carson is introducing street railway

supplies of all kinds in the West, and reports that much
interest is aroused in the new type of Sterling fare regis-

ters used quite extensively in the East.

P. H. W. Smith, formerly of the Field Engineering
company, Buffalo, N. Y., has been appointed superinten-

dent of construction of the western division of the Stand-

ard Underground Cable company. Mr. Smith, whose
office will be located in the Rookery building, Chicago,

has the advantage of a wide experience in his line of busi-

ness, and is peculiarly well fitted for his position.

William W. Nugent, 8:3 Home Insurance building, Chi-

cago, has been appointed western manager of C. & G.
Cooper & Co. , manufacturers of Corliss engines, Mt.
Vernon, O. Mr. Nugent's extended and varied fxperience

as engineer and agent of well known firms will doubtless

be of great service to him and will enable him to give

considerable prominence in this section to the name of his

company.

L. H. Rogers, of Boston, has recently been appointed
assistant general manager of the Brush Electric company,
Cleveland. Mr. Rogers some years since was connected
with the eastern offices of the Brush company. Subse-
(juently he became connected with the General Electric

company, of Boston. Mr. Rogers was also for some
years connected with the Electric Accumulator company,
lie has had a large experience in the electrical business
and will be a valuable officer for the Brush company. Mr.
Rogers is well known as the originator and owner of the
Mt. Washington search-light, which he placed on the
summit of the mountain last summer. lie has recently

been experimenting with this search-light with a view of

throwing intelligible words and characters long distances

and he has succeeded in utilizing the clouds as a screen
for this purpose.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
IJrolt Electric Rapid Transit Bicycle I^ailway company,

Alexandria, Va
;
capital stock, 1^300,000; to operate lirott

bicycle railways.

Arverne iX; Rockaway Beach Electric company, Arvcrne-
by-the-Sea, N. Y. ; capital stock, $50,000; to manufacture
and use electricity for light, heal and power.

Golden Gate Manufacturing company. New York, N.
Y.; capital stock, $600,000; to manufacture and sell

hardware, woodenwarc and electrical goods.

Electro Construction company of Virginia, Richmond,
Va. ; capital stock, $25,000; to construct and utilize electric

and other machinery, heat power and light, etc.

Oshkosh Telephone & Electric Service Exchange.
Oshkosh, Wis. ; capital, stock $50,000; constructing and
equipping a telephone system; Hume & (.»ellerich, Osh-
kosh, Wis.

Indianapolis & Martinsville Electric Railway company,
Indianapolis, Ind.; capital stock, $50,000; constructing,
owning and maintaining a railroad commencing at Indian-

apolis and running through Marion, Johnsonand Morgan
counties to Martinsville, Ind.; B.C. Stevenson, Indian-

apolis, Ind.

Milford Light tV Power company, Milford, N. II.;

capital stock, .$80,000; to generate light and power with

electricity in Milford and vicinity; R. N. Wallace, Mil-

ford. N. H.

Las Vegas Light t^ Fuel company, East Las Vegas, N.
M.; capital stock, $100,000; to generate and sell electricity

and to manufacture and sell gas; E. D. Bullard, East Las
Vegas, N. ^L

Indiana Electric Power company, Goshen, Ind ;
capital

stock, $300,000; to construct, maintain and operate electric

street railways and to furnish power for same and other

purposes; Lew Wanner, Goshen, Ind.

Crouch Electric Supply company, Portland, Ore.;

capital stock, $100,000; to manufacture, build, own, buy,

lease or sell electric machinery, appliances and equipments;
S. L. Lovell, Portland, Ore.

Woodbridge & Sewaren Electric Street Railway com-
pany. Woodbridge, N. J.; capital stock $50,000; building,

constructing, equipping, operating, running, managing and
maintaining a street railway.

Electric Steam Gererating & Power company (incorpor-

ated in W. Va.), 29 Broadway, New York, N. Y.; capital

stock, .$500,000; generating steam by electricity, etc.

;

Woodward & Mayer, New York, N. Y.

Copenhagen Automatic Fire Alarm company, Chicago,
III.; capital stock, $50,000; to manufacture and sell ther-

mosratic devices and electrical machinery, supplies and
devices; Ross & Todd, 1S5 Dearborn street, Chicago, 111.

American Fuel Economizer & Engineering company,
Jersey City, N. J.; capital stock, $30,000; to manufac-
ture and sell electrical appliances (or economizing fuel

and other macbanical contrivances, etc.; W^ilson & W^al-

lace, 4S Wall street, New York, N. Y.

Electric Manufacturing company, Charleston, W. Va.;

capital stock, $ro,coo; to manufacture electrical and sur-

gical instruments and other appliances to operate telegraph

and telephore lines e c ; Lionel ]. Noah, 18 Broadway,
New York, N. Y.

Madisonville &: Cincinnati Street Railway company,
Madisonville, O. ; capital stock. $(00,000: constructing

an :i operating street railways in Cincinnati and Madison-
ville, to be opeiated by electric or other motive power;
Burch & Johnson, Cincinnati, O.

Cleveland Electric Railway company, Cleveland, O.

,

capital stock, $12, 000 000; consolidation of the Cleveland
Electric Railway company, the Brooklyn Street Railroad
company and the South- Side Street Railroad company;
Squire, Sanders & Dempsey, Cleveland, O.

South Waukegan Electric Railway company. Shields,

III ; capital stock, $100. coo; to construct and operate elec-

tric street railways in the townships cf Shields and Wauke-
gan, Lake county, III.; Morris, Ganse & Craig, 1302 Cham-
ber of Commerce, Chicago, III.

General Construction company of Illinois, Chicago, III.;

capital stock. $300,000; constructing railways, water ways
and works, canals, light, heat and power plant, railway and
street car; doing all kind of public and private improve-
ments; Aldrich, Payne & Defrees, Home Insurance
building, Chicago, III.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
An electric light plant is being put in at Trenton, Tenn.

Flandreau, Dak., will put in an electric lighting plant

during the coming summer.

The question of lighting the streets of Little Valley, N.
v., with electricity is being agitated.

Bonds to the amount of $50,000 will be issued by the

town of North Attleboro, Mass , to pay for the erection of

an electric lighting plant.

The Flyattsville Electric Light, Heat lv Power company
has been organized to put in an incandescent electric light

plant at Hyattsville, Md.

Toronto, Ont., has sold its electric light plant, and-
hereafter the city will be illuminated by the Toronto In
candescent L'ght company.

It is said that during the last four years thfere have been
installed in Louisville, Ky., some sixty or seventy isolated

incandescent electric light plants.

The Water Works & Gas company of London, O, will

ask for a right of way to erect poles on the streets with a

view 01 lightirg the city with electricity.

The authorities of New London, O., have awarded the

contract for an electric light plant in that place to the

Howe Construction company of Newark, O.

11. R. Leavens, T. S. Coolidge, M. O. Biown and E.

H. and O. S. Potter, of Glens Falls. N. Y., are projecting

a scheme to build a dam across the Hudson River 30 feel

high, put in an electric plant, and supply the villages of

Glens Falls, Sandy Hill, Fort Edward, Gansevoort, Fort

Ann, Saratoga and other neighboring places with electric-

ity for power and lighting.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
An electric line is proposed to connect Santa Barbara

and Montecito, Cal.

The city council of Columbus, O., has granted permis-
sion to the Columbus Street Railway company to extend

its tracks on Naghtcn street, ffom Cleveland avenue to
Neil street.

An Electric Railway between Red liank and Long
Branch, N. J., is conlcroplatcd.

The right of way fcr an electric line in North Altcn, UK,
has been granted by (he ccuccil.

The construction of an electric railway between Toledo
and Maumee, O., is contemplated.

A street railway to connect the public square, depots and
fair grounds of Bloomfield, la , is projected.

The Pacific Railway company of Los Angeles, Ca!., has
asked to be allowed 10 operate its road by electricity.

The OA'Cgo, N. Y., Electric Railway company, contem-
plates the construction of an electric railway to Hiawatha
Island.

A company composed of New York capitalists has been
granted a franchise for an electric street railway in Hagers-
lown, Md.

The Barnes Heights and Cornell Mountain electric road,
Portland, Ore., is now in successful operation. It is

three miles long.

The W^akefield iV Stoneham Street Railway company,
Wakefield, Mass., proposes to extend its lines and equip
them with electricity

The Bay City, Mich., Consolicated Street Railway com-
pany will extend and improve its lines, having issued

$500,000 in bonds for that purpose.

The electric railroad between Euflalo and Williamsville,

N. v., which has been in the process of construction for

some lime, was formally opened April 4tb.

The Phcenix Electric Street Railway company, of
Phcenix, Ariz., is to extend its tracks one and one-half
miles. The foundation has been laid (or a power plant.

The Wiston Electric company of South Milwaukee,
Wis., has secured a franchise for erecting an electric light

plant in South Milwaukee, the cost of which will be $25,-
000.

John Cross is-^sking the city council of Pasadena, Cal.,

for a franchise over the streets, and contemplates building
an electric street railway between Los Angeles and Pas-
adena.

The Capital electric railway, of Baton Rouge, La., was
opened to the public April 5th with appropriate ceremonies,
including the driving of a silver spike by President
B. F. Mayer.

President Kilgour, of the Consolidated company. Cin-
cinnati, O., says that the company will put on two
hundred open cars this summer and change existing horse
lines to electric.

The Buffalo & Niagara Falls Electric Railway company,
Buffalo, N. Y. (capital stock, $1,000,000), has been incor-

porated to canstruct a street surface railroad to be oper-
ated by electricity.

The Indiana Electric Power ccmpany has been granted
a franchise for building and operating an electric 5treet rail-

way in Goshen, Ind. The company will run independent
lines to Elkhart, ten miles distant.

Efforts are being made by the Thcmson-HcDSton ccm-
pany, through legal proceedings, to obtain possession of
the electrical equipment of the San Francisco ^' San Mateo
electric railway, San Francisco, Cal.

The Millville, N. J., Street Railway company have teen
formed with a capital stock of $20,000, to build a trolley

line two miles long in Millville, and as soon as possible to
extend it to Brighton, ten milts distant.

The City Park Railway company, Denver, Colo., has
been granted the right of way on several streets of the city

to construct and operate a street railway with electricity,

gas or compressed air as the motive power.

The Phixnix Electric Light ^^ Power company has
bought the plant of the Electric Light company of Los
Angeles, Cal. A number of additions will be made at

once to the plant, a new i,ooo-light dynamo and two
large new boilers have been placed, and provision made
for arc lights and also power for electric fans ard ma-
chinery.

TELEGRAPH.
It seems probable that telephonic Qonnection across the

sound between Malmo on the Swedish and Copenhagen on
the Danish coast will soon be an accomplished fact. .Vs

Malmo is already in telephonic connection with a number
of places in Western Sweden, and with all of the state tele-

phones and Stockholm, this new in'ernaiional line should

prove of great practical importance. Experiments have
shown that an already existing reverse cable across the

sound, jointly owned by Denmark and Sweden, will answer
the purpose, and that its connection with the state tele-

phonic system in Sweden is sutlicient to ensure a perfectly

efficient telephonic connection between the Swedish and
Danish capitals.

MISCELLANEOUS.
W. F. Fife is interested in an electric smelting plant

proposed for Tacoma, Wash.

The Edisoj Electric company of New Orleans, La.,

has been incorporated with a capital stock oTfjoo.ooo.

The Folsom Electric Light & Power company will erect

a Igng distance power transmission plant from Folsom to

Sacramento. Cal.

The West Michigan Electric company has commenced
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work on the dams of the water power at Lowell, Mich., which

are to be used for transmitting electric power, and which

power it is proposed to retail in Grand Rapids for light,

manufacturing and other purposes. The dams are to fur-

nish 3 000 horse power, which will be generated through

the medium of horizontal water wheels.

E. M. and W. Ferguson, owners of the Ferguson block-.

Third avenue, Pittsburg. Pa , have entered suit to recover

87.79S 96 from the Edison General Electric company.
The defendants contracted in iSgi to fit up the new build-

ing with engines, dynamos, etc., at a contract price of

$7, goo, on which they paid down $5,530. In addition it

cost over ^2,000 to prepare the building for the work. It

is alleged that the work is not satisfactory; that it was not

done according to contract, and that it will have to be

taken out.

TRADE NEWS.
C. E. Lee, who has been well known for some time as

the Chicago representative of the Electric Gas Lighting

company, has removed to 65 Lees building, 149 Fifth

avenue, Chicago, where he will continue to carry in stock

the Samson batter}' as well as other fine specialties.

The Bridgeport Machine Tool Works, Bridgeport,

Conn., is making a specialty of its boring and turning

mills. This company has recently enlarged its works and
added many special tools and fixtures for making and
handling heavy machines and is now fully equipped to

meet the demands made upon it.

Taylor, Goodhue & Ames, manufacturers and dealers in

electrical material, have just moved into their new store,

34S Dearborn street, Chicago. This firm has earned a

well deserved reputation from its Century line wire and in-

sulating materials in which it is an extensive dealer. Pat-

rons of the firm will wish it continued success in its

new home.

The Electric Apoliance company. Chicago, is selling

agent for the "O. K." wire, manufactured by the Phillips

Insulated Wire company. New York. The Appliance
company has lately received a number of fine reels of this

brand of wire and intends to make it a special feature

among its exhibits at the World's Fair. The factory of

the Phillips Insulated Wire company is situated at Paw-
tucket, R. I.

Clark & Marshall, dealers in electrical specialties, may
now be found in their new quarters, room 413
Rookery, Chicago, where they will show their new special-

ties in the line of fan motors foi direct and battery circuits,

storage batteries, consolidated knife switches, flexible

brackets, etc. The firm opens this office for the con-
venience of its friends and patrons in the city during the

World's Fair.

The J. T. Case Engine company of New Britain, Conn
.

manufacturer of the well known and improved Case auto-

matic high speed engine, has recently issued an illustrated

catalogTie describing its michine, which will be of much
interest to the trade. Simplicity and compactness are the
points aimed at, and those who have a knowledge of the

engine can testify that these merits have been attained.

It is of a type of construction permitting of the adoption
of the fewest working parts, and these of the lightest

weight, resa'ting in the accomplishment of high speed
without iojarious ribration.

The Ansonia Electric company, formerly the Electrical

Supply company, Chicago, continues to receive orders for

its Shield brand moisture proof line wire. It reports the

sales of last week to have been among the largest since it

has handled the wire. This company will soon be in better

condition than ever to supply the Wirt indicators and the

standardizsd fuse links, as all testing, calibrating, etc., is

now to be done at the new Wirt laboratory. So satis-

lactory have been the sales of the Wirt indicator that the

Ansonia company intends making a special exhibit of

them at the World's Fair. Orders for several 1,800
ampere indicators have been recently received.

Among dry batteries perhaps there is none better or more
favorably known than the Ajax. Fouryearsago this battery

was placed on the marketandcontinualimprovements have
been made upon it until the exclusive agent, the Ansonia
Electric company, Chicago, formerly the Electrical Supply
company, claims it to be the leading dry battery in ih;
coQotry to-day. It still wears the familiar red jacket with
acu: of .-\jix defying the lightning. This firm has re-

centlv torned out a colossal Ajix battery for exhibition at

the World's Fair, which will give a current of six volts and
seren amperes. Its dimeoslons are 30 inches high by 12

inches in diametrr and it no doubt will attract coDsiderable
attention in the elenrical building.

In completeness of detail and compactness of matter,
the new iUaflrated catalogue and price list just issued by
the Eiedric Gas Lighting company, 195 Devonshire street,

Boston, Mass., can hardly be excelled. The book is

arriitic as well as complete and bears the evidence of care-
ful and tboToagh preparation. This company has achieved
an eoviiblc repouiion forthc excellence of its electrical

apparalTU, and a short time 5pent in examining its latest

caulogue wi I give an idea of the variety of its specialties,

Falldirec:ioas arc embodied with the cuts and descrip-
tion of instramenr'* for pla-inj tiiem in prop;r position for
use and 1-

' '

.i'.t cire. Batteries and battery
supplies. -' telegraph instruments, motors,
electrical v. ons, indoctioa coils, cutouts—all

arc fn'.y treaied antl i.iustratcd in a manner that attract<i

conaideration and demands attention. One particular
fca;':-* '•' *-- -otk is the electro-medical ins'.rumenl
asac: ving the Crown Faradic battery, medi-
cal ir. . and a number of batteries especially
icsigr,;/! for the medical fraternity.

BUSINESS.
The Chicago oftice of the Phtraix Iron Works com-

pany has been moved from 41S Chamber of Commerce to

519 Rookery.

The Ansonii Electric conipmy, formerly the Electricil

Supply company, Chicago, has secured the contract for the

overhead equipment for 10 miles of road for the Miami
\'alley electric railway, running from Piqua to Troy, O.

The Comme.cial Electric company, of Indianapolis

through its Chicago office. 455 Rookery building, has just

installed a 15 horse power motor in the establishment.

of the \^ienna Bakery company, west side, Chicago,
This sale was made in the face of strong competition and
it is needless to say, is a good indication of the excellence

of the Commercial machine. This company has also just

placed a 20 horse power motor in Chicago through the

Ansonia Electric company.

H. W. Knight S: Son, of Seneca Falls, N. Y., have
made pattern letters and figures for thirty years, and their

long experience gives them a firm hold on the trade, and
enables them to lead in their line. All their letters are cast,

and finished by hand. They constantly have on hand
2,000,000 letters and figures in their stock. Of some of

the smaller sizes of w'hich there is a large demand, they
have 3^,ooo finished and ready to ship. This enables them
to fill ail orders the same day received. Some of their hair-

line letters are so small that it takes 10,000 to weigh a

pound, while others weigh 20 pounds each. They have
agencies established all over the United States, also in

Europe. Address them for their catalogue, drawer 1256.

Electrical mauufacturers will find the exhibit of the

Eureka Tempered Copper company of North East, Pa.,

at the World's Fair especially in'ereiting. This concern
has spared no e.xpense to illustrate through its exhibit the

great progress it has made in the production of tem-
pered copper. The company's booth is situated in the

electricity building, second floor, section U, No. 14. It is

a few feet to the left of the southwest entrance. The inter-

ior of the booth is fitted up with hardwood cases lined with
black velvet, in which are displayed samples of the com-
pany's copper. Case "A" will contain samples of the
Eureka roiled tempered copper that have been made into

motor brushes for all systems; case "B" will contain a
representative line of miscellaneous articles and novelties

made by the company. In cases "C" and "D" will be
found finished commutator segments of pure tempered
copper for almost every system; case "E'" is filled with
a fine lot of ring castings that may be cut into segments
for the Brush, Western and Thojoson-Houston systems;

case "F' contains street railway trolleys for nearly all sys-

tems, and also a fine collection of soldering irons and cast

bars; case "G" is filled with bare andinsuiated wires;and
case"H" contains commutator heads and bearings of vari-

ous kinds. There will be, too, an exhibit of castings

for surgical tnsttuments, etc, and two long tables filled

with commutator heads. At the entrance to the booth are

two commutators made for the Westinghou^e system that

weigh 1,000 pounds each; in fact it is interesting to note in

this connection that every current for either light or power
purposes furnished under the Westinghouse contract

with the exposition comes from commutator segments
of Eureka tempered copper. The booth which will con-

tain the elaborate exhibit of the Eureka Tempered Copper
company was the first one in the electricity building to be

completed. This was due to the energy and zeal of the

company, which has done all in its power to make the

exhibit one of the handsomest in the building. The com-
pany's Chicago ofiice, at 407 Rookery building, is in charge
of W. li. Grissom.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued April 25. 1893.

495,996. Closed Conduit Electric Railway. William P.

Patton, New Yoik, N. Y.

496019 Electric Soldering. Elihu Thomson, Lynn,
Mass.

'I'lic invention is designed lo ovcrcoinp the difficulty experi-
enced in soldering long seams, due to tlie fact that the cooling
liilces pliicc unequally; and, at the niument the solder sets

part.-i of the .scam contract and draw, thus breaking the joinl.

The picct'H to be soldered arc clamped together at the seaui or

jiiinl, and an electric current is then passed through the i)icccs

10 be joined, and in sufficient volume to melt tlic solder or
uniting maleriai, after which the current is cut off, but the
clamping pressure maintained until the joint cools.

496,020. System of Electric Distribution. Elihu Thom-
son, Swampscott, Mass.

496,041. Electro-mechanical Block Signaling Apparatus.
Murray Corrington, New York, N. Y.

496,060. Electrical Stop Motion for Knitting Machines.

George J. Manderfield, Royersford, Pa.

496,067, Electric Alarm for Tanks. Frederic C. Skcl-

ton, Montreal, Can.

496,076. Signaling Apparatus. Ilcrminn Wcl/.er, Pfron-

ten, Germany.

496,081. Insulator, Joseph F. Wright, Colorado Springs,

Colo.

496.103. Electric Cigar Lighter, Lawrence T. Smith,

Earrington, R. I.

496.104. Lineman's Wire Grip, Clacs A. Svcnsson,
Buffalo, N, Y.

496.126. Storage Battery. Frederick A. La Roche, Phil-

dctpbia, I'a.

A \Aim\i\ jvjrtlon i» plated between ihe iK»itivc and ncgiilivr
clcctr<xlcaol Chc cell and the cell hermetically sealed, the par-

tition permitting the passage of liquid below the surface of the
liquid, but having its pores above the surface line filled, or
otherwise treated, so tha: the evolved gases may not pass
through the partition. Thus, in charging thu balterj', the gas
evolved from the positive pole will be confined in the chamber
between the surface of the liquid and the top of the cell, while
the gas cvi.lved from the negative polewill be likewise confined
in a chamber, the chambers being distinct and non-communica-
ting. By thus collerting the gases which are evolved at the
poles and keeping them in electrical connectioii with the poles
at whicll they are evolved, the work done in evolving them, it

is found, can be largely returned in the discharge of the battery.
It has been found that each ceil has thus a greater electro-
motive force and a greater capacity when charged.

^96,I34. Electric Synchronizer for Clocks. Henry S.
Prentiss, Elizabeth, N. J.

496 135. Electric Synchronizer for Clocks. Henry S.
Prentiss, Elizabeth, N. J.

496,137. Mechanical Telephone. George H. E. Ricke,
Cincinnati, O.

496.191. Phonograph. Thomas A. Edison, Llewellyn
Park, N. J.

^

496.192. Annunciator, John H. Elfering, Milford,
Conn.

496,207. Electric Reporter.
N. V.

Major D. Porter, Brooklyn,

496,208. Process of and Apparatus for Tempering or
Hardening Steel Wire. Henry E. Procunier, Oak
Park, III.

496 212. Electric Converter. William Stanley, jr., Great
Barrington, Mass-

496,224. Diaphragm Holder for Telephones. Silas W.
Holraan. Boston, Mass.
The diaphragm, instead of being rigidlv secured orclamped at

some or all points around its periphery, is supported between
two rings of different diameters, the action of the two rings
serving to deflect the center of the diaphram in one direction.
The electro-magnet is so mounted that in acting upon the
diaphragm it opposes this tendencv of deflection, caused by the
rings of different diameter.

496,258. Electric Programme Clock. Henry C. Hain,
Booneville, Mo-

496.307. Combined Dvnamo-electric Machine and Water
Motor. John O. Heinze, jr., Lynn, Mass.

496.308. Cut-out and Circuit Protector. John O. Heinze,
jr., Lynn, Mass.

496.309. Volt and Ampere Meter. John O. Heinze, jr.,

Lynn, Mass.

496,312. Electric Measuring Instrument. Rudolph M.
Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa.

The measuring instrument is of the type in which the move-
ment of the ind.'.\ is effected by the expansion of a wire in-
cluded in circuit with the current to be measured. Besides
the expansible wire a compensating wire is provided which is
not included in the electric circuit, but which is so connected
with the e.\pansible wire that any change of temperature due
to external influences, as the weather, will be compensated for.

496,324. Coin Controlled Automaton. Harry D. Pur-
seli and Edwin P". Price, Washington Court House, O.

496.329. Telpher System. Charles J. Van Depoele,
Lynn, Mass.

The track comprises four rails running parallel and placed
'jnc upon each of the four sides of the car, which is pro-
vided with wheels adapted to engage with the various rails.
The lower rail serves to support the greater part of the weight
nf the car, the rail above and those at the sides serving to
maintain the car in a vertical position. The rails arc joined
together by strong nietalUc yokes or frames which arc mounted
upon supports.

496,330- Electric Locomotive. Charles J. Van Depoele,
Lynn, Mass.

496,3^1. Electro-magnetic Reciprocating Pump. Charles

J. Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.

The pump comprises a solenoid provided with a core adapted
10 be moved vertically by changing the polarity of the solenoid.
To the lower end of the core is attached the piston of the pump
which, during the upward stroke of the core, raises the water
from the reservoir by suction; and which, during the descent
of the core, forces the water iijiward. The core possesses con-
siderable weight, so that advantage may be taken of the work
yielded by its descent, the greatest amount of energy being
desitablc at this time, as the forcing action of the i)ufnp is then
taking place.

496,366. Electric Light Display System. Daniel McF.
Moore and Charles M. Jacobs, New York, N. Y.

496,371. Electric Meter. Francis Teague, London,
Eng., assignor.

496»373- Matrix Making Machine. Charies L. Travis,
Minneapolis, Minn.

496.381. Cable Rack. Albert C. Gray, Pittsburg, Pa.
Vertical rods or tubes are su|)ported between irapsvcrsc

beams at the top ond bottom of a multiple switch-board for
telephone exchanges. To the vertical rods arc journalcd
brackc s, which are provided with axial openings throuKli
which set-Kcrcws pass, by means of which the brackets may be
clamped to the vertical rods at any height. liy means of the
.ixlal Hct-HcrcwK the p «:iinn of the bracket may be altered
without removing the crablew carried on it.

496.382. Controlling Device for Electric Elevators.
Charles E. Moore, Boston, Mass.

496.386. Electric Arc Lamp. William H. Akesler, Lon-
don, Eng.

496.387. Electric Arc Lamp. William H. Akcslcr, Lon-
don, Eng,

The lower carbon ik »upported ui)on n vertical movable frame
anil a cord jwimhcb from ihifi frame upward and ovr-r a i)uncy
and down again to the upper carbon, which in Himpendcd from
thin downwardly, extending portion. The upper carbon {»
vimcwhat hcuvurr than the lower carbon, m that when the
upper carbon iH tinclamj'cd by the feeding lucchiinigin, ffcding
take* j'lacc.
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Eugene F. Pdillipp, Preet, V,'. A, Hathaway, Treos. W. H. Fatvteii, Sec'y.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
ELECTKIO LIGHT LINE WIRE,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AMERICAMTE. MAGNET.
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR
FARADAY CABLES. WIRES.

NEW YORK OFFICE, P. C. Ackerman, lOCorthmdt Street.

MONTREAL liKANCH, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Works

lEATlTT ELECTRIC MOTOR CO,,

124 Mitchell St.. Providence, R. 1.

FAN and BATTERY MOTORS
A. SI'KCl.A^LTI

FOUR REGULAR SIZES.
SuH-ilile for rannio(f .S'-wlny Macbin'r*, V'tiial Drill*,

.T<-^4;ler!t' Latb(;e> and all klDdn ot llKllt mochlnerT*

Xo. 1,'J Vnlts l-32h. p. >-J.I/>.

So. 2, 4 Volli. lir. h. p.. S5-00.
Xo. 3, C Volt- 1-12 h p.. MO.OO.

No. 4, If' Volli.. l.» h. p., ilZM.

F"\ ory ."Tlolor^^iia an1(M-(l. >!<'iiU fur C irOHlar

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Inaalatlon Onaranteed wherever used. Aerial, rndergroand or tSabmarlne.

in a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters" Union, he says: "A tnoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect
"

The rubber need in insnlating onr wire= and rabies is especially chemically prepared, and is gaaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, ozidize or crack, and will remain fleiible in extreme cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The ineulalion is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids, and the whole elicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special ezira Cnl.ah. which we
have now adopted for a!! our eoiid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and alt-o preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, an^ to a very gr&i^* estent fireproof. Oar inaala'ion wiJI prove
durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made t j order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark Joint Ciiim should be used for making waterproof joints. This i^ put up iu half-pound bose.'^, in strips about one foot long and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint
•Jid pressed firmly it makes a solid mass, FOR RAILWAV ?nd MOTOR use, we make ail sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insuralion.

AVE WrARAXTFE OIK IXSI I,ATIOX IVHEREVER I'SED. AERIAI/, TIXDEKOROIXD OR St'BMARIXE. and our net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other first-class Insulai-"! Wire. \\'<t sLiiU In- pl'Mr^-d to \uh.[. Catalogues with terms and discounts for quantities'.

EASTERIN8 ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, MASS.

HBNRT A. CLAKK, TreaBurer and Gen'l Manager.
HERBEET B. EUBTIS, Fnildent and Slectrldin.

The Crescent Insulated Wire and Cable Co.,
M.iSUFACTl'RERS OF HIGHEST GRADES OF

Rnbber Insniated Wire and Cables for Aerial, SubmariDe and Dndergronnd Dse.

FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, TRENTON, N. J.

AGESTTS; JOHN A, ROEBLIXClS SONS CO. Chicsso. 1"! Lake Street.
SAX FKASt'ISCO. 25 aodSr Tremont Strpct.
XBW YORK, lir Liberty Street

CHAS. H. WILSON. GEO. \V. JACKSON.

WILSON & JACKSON
!

GENEKAL CONTRACTORS,
Sti'eet and Highway construction, Electric Conduits, Subways, Sewers, Railroad and Masonry Work.

Telephone Main 140.

Times Building, CHICAGO.
I"XJ«.Ei

SAL-AMMONIAC.
Guaranteed Over 99 Per Cent. Fae.

leiHinzieSt. Chfcaeo.

MICA
For Electrical Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
2iH Water Street. Slew York.

W. H. SILLS, 86 LaiE Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Soli" AtrcntH Tor ">Iiriinite."

CANDELABRA,
Miniature and Special

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

For Information and prices covering Candelabra,
Miniature and Special lucnudesc'-nt Lamps, ad-
dress the

EDISON DECORATIVE AND

MINIATURE LAMP DEPARTMENT,

HARBISOX, N. J.

VISITORS AT THE WORLD'S FAIR
Should carefully

examine the
magnificent collection ot

STANDARD and COMMERCIAL

ELECTRICAL

Testing Instruments,

'^"hich we show in the

ELECTRICITY BUILDING.

SECTION E.

The various new forms are
attracting deserved attention.

Send 5c. stamp for illustrated
calalo^e. No. I-tW.

QUEEN tc CO., iQCorporatei, Philadelphia.

CHICAGO ELECTRIC WIRE."
The Highest Grade of INSULATED WIRE Ever Manufactured.

Has no equal where high voltage, high insulation or durability are required, and
is especially adapted for all electric light service, wiring buildings, installing electrical

stations, also for underground and submarine work.

Send for and thoroughly e.xamine our samples; bend them, twist them, subject

them to acids, oils, gases, or any of the reasonable tests usually applied; note the

results; if our claims have been sustained, send to us or our agents sample order.

The wire will do the rest.

THE GOODYEAR HARD RUBBER GO. and THE INDIA RUBBER GOMB CO.,

9, 11 and 13 MERCER STREET, NEW YORK.
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JiSTABLlSHSD IK 1861.

E. BHCGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBIN/\TION

GAS AHD ILICTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-aSiHCH 3T0E5—

&I34 Michigan Avenue.

WANTED.
"We urill pay 25 cents each for

clean copies of the Western Elec-
TEiciAX of June IS, 1892, Volume X,
2v umber 25.

WESTERN ELfCTRICIAN.
6 L-keride Building, Chicago.

WANTED.
Foation as engineer, or assistant engineer, to

electric railway company, electrical assistant to
chief engineer of ste^m road adopting electricity

as amiliary motive power, or to survey and super-
intend conBtruction for electric railway coQtrac-
tor. Address "RAILWAY,"

Care Western Electbician,
534 Temple Court, New York.

Three good experienced Arccature
"Winders, one who underitands Gramme
•winding, and the olher two for Siemens
and alternating work. Permanent places

to the light men. Address
"WJKDERS,"

Cure Western Electrician.

Armatnre Winders Wanted.

First cla5s men cn!y. lieplv by letter

stating espeiience and giving refeiences.

Tie Electric SuDnly and Coiitractins Co.,

C^.r^^-^-ATI, Ohio.

Engagement by salesman of abil-

ity, with several years' experience
in selling and installing electrical

apparatus. First class references.

Addrajs "Toledo,"
Car*.* Wk^tkbti Elkcteiciah.

Po-sition Wanted.
A practical ^l^aro fDKin':«i"i a'jci-t'-.riif'l to re-

dponslblllty and maoofffrQeot of ni't, m open for
eD(r*«fTD«-Dt. >>arly thr*;'S j'-arn' eii-'Tl'-DTe a9
ttipertDlftDiifrnl of EdlsoD elation. For furtlior In-

totuMiooi references, etc , address

"X X."

WLNTED-TO BUY.
200 to 400 ampere I'.O To^t second hand

d/namce.

BARTER ELECTRIC CO,,

76 Fifth Avcaur. CHICAGO. ILL

MANGANESE
la Inxaptt or mlll«d n[. v, yy. »Tppll»id ch<»ftp«t.

KRSHT KTI'Rn.
<-»Tft If 'TTOsthiim *-othn. <-*Tinnn}.

Tii8[iii,SiiiioislctriGCo,,
OF PI.V.1IOtTII. ISU1.1.VA,

Are"pTepared to ontrsct for the manu
f^'';tiir«; of all kinr].? of electrical app^rfilii.=!.

LATINUM
For all Purpoftes.

KailToad Are.. >ew«rk, >. J.

PLANT FOR SIILE.
Everything first class. Gocd location.

Earning capacity, net 20 per cent. Cash
$6 000, balance in satisfactory payments.
No schemers need answer.

"OPPOBTlKITy,"
C lire Western Electriciax.

FOR SALE.
One 1 H P. Motor, 500 volts rnewi.
One 2(2 H. P. Motor. oOi) volts (new).
One 5 H P. Motor. 500 volts (new).
One 5 H. P, Arc Motor '20 ampere {second hand

)

One four-light Arc Machine isecond hand).
One Nickel Plating ItyDamo 1 new ).

A. H. ARP. Moline, III.

TRADERS IN ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.
FOR SALE (Coutinned List).

Two 30 light Ball arc dynamo?, with GO arc tarur?.

One 25 light Ball arc dynamo, with '25 arc lamps"
One 80 light Mather incandescent dynamo, 110 70;t.

One 8 horee power Card motor, 500 volt.

KOWOTXT ELECTRIC CO.,
30 E. 5th St , CINCINNATI, OHIO.

FOR SALE.
Three 3.5-Llght Waterhouse Dynamos.
One 300 Light Biush.
Two 6.5-Llght Van Depoele Arc Dynamos.
One 600-Light United Stages Aliernator.
One eOOL'ght United States, 110 volt.

Fifteen 1,200-C. P. Brmh Arc Lamps.
Sixty No. 16 Brush Arc Lairps,

Rose Electric Light Supply Co.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
BRANCH: Electrical Eichang ; Building, Ne^York

FOR SALE.
Two 300-ampereH ehuot wound IT. S. DynamoF?.

Two 2f>0-ampercB shunt wound U. B. Dynamos.
Two r>00-light T.-H. Dynamos, compound wound,

with Bii-e, liheoHtat and Ammeter.
Two 'i>-liKht ;\Juoricaa 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamos.
Odo .''jO-liKht Sperry 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamo.
Ten 12-li«ht KnowleH Dynamos with lamps.

Twolve r.O-Iight Schayl'!r Dynamo", 2,000k:. p.

Two IS^'l-itniHh iQcandcHcent MachlDes, 9.^ volta.

One ]:.-Il({ht Bru.«h Arc, 7 niiiporcfl^

Onf IKl-h. p. Armln«tonantl Hlra» r-DKlne.

Two 12'> ainpt-ro EdUon I>ynamort, solf-olUng.

We Buy Outright Electrical Equipment.

im I BEGGS MFG, a SUPPL? CO.,

71 < OHTI.ANKT IHT., X. V.

BINDERS
For the 'WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,"

Manufacturers of

Octagonal^^CedarI
TELEPHOni&ELECTRim
RailwayPoles&CRossArms

^^H.M.Loud&SonsUimberQ.
OSCODA, MICH.

Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL h BIERGE MFG. GO,,

DAYTON, OHIO.

WILLIAM A. ROSENBAUM,
Electrical Expert and Patent Solicitor,

Times Baildlns, SIKW TOBK.

Former Manager, now Successor to the

Patent Depabtuent of

THE W.J. JOHNSTON CO., Ltd.
("77i6 Electrical World.''^)

"Scraps [or Engineers"

Mailed free for one cent postage.

I. L. FAUCETT,
qriXCY. - - ILI.I\UI»

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Taneht thorons-hly day and nieht at the I\^STI-
TIITE of TECHX0L04-Y. 151 Throop
Street, Cliicaso, 111. Amateure, Artiaane
and others aeslBted Practically In any line, and
Inetracted in the latest and most improved
methcda.

Mechanical DRAi'aHTTNO, Mathematics, Elec-
trical Calculations, Archiiecture, Mechanica, aiao
au^htday and night.

Un TOD GOT WIEELS
IN YOUR HEAD?

Send for Catalogue of

Sterling Bicycles.

They are the standard high grade wheels n£
the year. Have several distinct points of advan-
ta.fe; changeable gear, CO or 67, as you please;
convertible pedals, rat trap or rnbber, as you
please; patent corrugated hubs; piano wire spokes;
hollow rima, etc.

$tol(es Mfg. Co., Makers,
General officesi and Siiiesri>'ini^

Factory.

236, 238, 240 Carroll Avenue, CHICAGO.
Branches: Denver, Milwaukee.

>5K\W/V\VT

^FVSEWIRE
COA\P\NY

161 HIGH 5T BOiTON

HIGHEST GRADE

TE5TEDFViEWIRE6UNKS
iEND FOR CATALOCV'E

A\D PRICE LIJTJ

ARMATURES
REWOUND.

Street Railway and Electric Light-

ing Companies will find it to their in-

terest to write for prices, as we do all

kinds of electrical repair work.

McLEAN&SCHMITT,
Room 416, 197 S. Canal St.. Chicago.

For the WESTERN ELECTRiCIAN,—sx.oo,

JUPlTEF

^"Pply C.l

CHI&lGO

Dry Battery.

Write for
Particulars
and Prices.

Manufactured by

Co.'nmbia Mfg.

* Snpply Co,,

340 & 342 Dearborn St.

OHICAGO.

Electric Street Railway Tower WasoD,
Patent Applied For.

Endoraodby tholo/ijlnff oloctrlcronla. Full Inf )riimtl tii ,li ti.rfully furntshod. Write for pilcoa.

Manufactured only by w. S. DAVIS & SON, Concord, N. H.

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, - - - PHILADELPHIA.
BiriLDEBS OF RAILWAY AND TEAMWAY CARS OF ALL CLASSES.

Uall'l<ir, ol Brill
8[H)Clal ntUiDtlon ((iToa t*» the l.Tilldln^ of Klectrio MoUir nni] Tr/ill fJnrM.

II No. 21 Track wUh vAi'l for«ed frame, and "Eureltu" Mttxliijuiii 'rrnotloo Pivotal Truck.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The altenlion of ELECTRIC COMPANIES i^ cal>d to this OELE,BRAXen WATER WIIEFVv^ panxulariy adapted lo thdr use

on accoupt of its r4*markably Mtea.dr motion, nl(:;'b Hpeed
and e:reat Efllriency, and larg^e Capacity foritsdiameter,
being doable the I*o"wer of most wheels of same diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with p-cat satisfaction. Id the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect ernaranteed.
SKIVO FOR «:AXAI>0«rE AN1> PARTICCEARS.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears arc required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICTOR

TIJRBir^EW arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shalt and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upoD
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
st.ictly first-class in everj" pariicular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situatioa

admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

INTERSTATE COMPLETE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION CO.,
CONTBACTOBS FOK

Complete Electric Light Installations, Wiring, Armature Winding, Etc.

ESTIMATES SUBMITTED. 809-817 S. Seventh Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

HAVE YOU

EXHAUST STEAM

GOING TO WASTE
?

Are your FEED "WATER HEATERS obtaining the best results, in heating and purifying the

feed water for your boilera ? Are you heating your buildings with live steam or exhaust?

IF YOU DESIRE TO GET BETTER RESULTS from your present feed water heaters,

and to lieat your building by exhaust steam, without back pressure upon engines, saving

power and water of condensaUon. together with GREATER ECONOMY IN FUEL,
send for our catalogues of Webster Vacatun Feed Water Heater and Purifler, and
Williames Vacuum System ofSteam Heating, which contains some of the largest plants

In the United Slates as references. We vish plants in any part of the United States, at our expense,

furnish our apparatus, which may be attached to your present plant, upon trial, under guarantee.

Patentees. Proprietors and Manufacturerg of the WARRFH WFDQTFR tl HH
Webster Vacuum Feed Water Heaterand Purifier. llHnntll ff kUtf I bH « VUl)

Managers and Sole Licensees for the Sale of Patent
Rights in tli-j United Slates.

Send For Catalogue. Main Office and Works, 49 r N. 3d St., PHILADELPHIA.

itfS^WATER WHEELS
This Justly Celebrated Wheel is Built in Many Styles on

UPRIGHT AND HORIZONTAL SHAFTS.
It is SPECIALLY DESIGNED and ADAPTED tor driving

ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND POWER PLANTS.
(Inr new Wtipol sPcnrpR a rcmarkahlv hitrh (rnaranlet'tl pcroentjicri'. nii'l won<lerfol nlcadine*."* "f

motiftn. nri'ler v;iriablf Injuls in pr.ariict', It iiJTnni-; -au iini-qiialed ooncM'ntraliun •'( i'iju.t uilliin a small
Space ; anti !in unpr('o<Mlpnl4><l hicti v<'lnci1,r fi>r .1 f,'iv(Mi fmuiT.

Its easily and qui4>kl>' ojifralrii halnneed t;at4> airDrils prompt and efficient control by a governor, and
consequent' fine regulation. Th^'sc wht-ols arr^ in m;inv inscinces operating the best electric plants in tbisaod
other countries, fully rli'mon.siratini; their remarkable 'adaptiition to that use.

The attention of Electric Kngineers. and others conteniplatini; water power improvements is directed to our
work. We will send a line large pamphlet, ll".2 pacf's. fullv describing the wheel and various plans of application.

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.^To^°.^w'^o^'^k'c?t"v'°
'

THE I^ESHiTC^nNT 'W-A-TPESn TTirXXESESHi
Gives the Over 2.000 in use.

Unequaied

in

Efflciencyc

Unlimited

Capacity.

MC-

Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World.

AffortU the moet eimpleand reliable power for all minint; and manufactur-
ing machinery. Adiipted to headH running from -0 op to 2,000 or more feet.
From -ij to 30 per ceiit. better reeulte guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the country.

EJjfiCTRIC TBAIVSMIISSION.
The advantagea the Pelton Wheel affords In the way of a uniform and relia-

ble power, cloee regulation and the facility of adaptation to varying conultione
of Hpeed and pref6nre, have brought It Into special prominence and extensive
use for tills clasa of work. All applications ehould elate amount and bead of
water power required, and for vSat purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. Send for Catalogue.

TH£ PELTON WATER WHEEL COm
121-123 llain »t., San Francisco, Cal., U. », A.

143 LIBERTY STREET, - - A'£:ir YORK,
^^It having cometo our notice that our patent rights are being infrlapet

upon, Intending purchasers are hereby warned that all such Infringements wU'
be duly prospctited. ^

f'tCl.TOX IVATER AIOTOR!^. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 16
and £0 horse lower, unequaied for all light running niachineiy. Warran id
to develop a given ftmount of power with one-half the water required by aay
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Address as above. Deliverlea marie fr -m
San Francleco or New York, aa may afford the most favorable freight ratt-e.

DO YOU NEED ANYTHING IN THE LINE OF

BATTERY SUPPLIES?
WE CAN QUOTE YOU BED-ROCK ON

Carbons, Zincs, Coppers, Jars,

Sal-Ammoniac, Blue-

stone, Etc.
•WIIITB] -Crs FOR I'llICEe.

LAW BATTERY COMPANY,
88 JOHN ST., NEW YORK.

Western Headquarters

SAMSON

BATTERY.
Factory Prices,

65 Lees' Building, CHICAG?.

\ $5 to $15 "^^r.^^-^'

,^^. LIGHTNING PLATER

L'.tt, OD ftU kicdj of rental

with gold, bIIvct or nielitl.

No CTperiencc, No capital.
Evcrr hf.nw hu roods ti«d-

WtolM»]e to

Hicfordrco-
DELNO X:

[3 "^—^^^ ^-i^.m-$j- Wriicfordi
a t^ .^T'^tJ^f lir<. 11. E. DELNfl
"-"^^ ^^_ Co„ Columbus O.

Storage Battery Cells.

KEWTOX RFBBEB CO.,
178 Devonshire St.. Boston, ^Eaes.

FACTOBT NEWTON VPPER FALLS, MASS.

THE STAN1).VR1» OPEN CIriCriT
BATTERIKS OF THK WORI.It.

And the best made an)^vhere.

Send for Circcl.vr & Prices.

Tlie Leclanche Battery Co.
'It <Q m East 131st St.. N. f.
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Grinisliaw White Core Wires,
Grimshaw Tapes, Competition Line Wires,

Raven Core Wires, Vulca Ducts.

-MANUFACTURED BY-

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
CHICACO, 80 Franklin St. NEW YORK, ISCortlandt St. BOSTON, 182 Summer St.

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

General Western Agents

FOR THIS

CELEBRATED WIRE.

307 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.
H. "Wabd Leonaed, Geo. H. Finn

I*residt;nt. Vice-President,

C. E. Carpenter,
Secretary and Treasnrer.

CARPENTER

BBlDOfPORT, COTiX.

CHAS. D. SHATN, Geneeal Sellikg Agent,

136 liberty St., New Tork City.

These rheostats can now be sapplied of any
resistance a:id capacity on short notice- They
are being largely used by snch mannfacluring
coQcems a3 the foUowing: General Electric

Company, Siemens & Hsl?ke Company, Interior
Conduit & Insulation Company. Crncker-'ttTieeler

Company, Gent-ral Incandesceut Arc Light Com-
pany, National Electric Company, Waddell-Entz
Company, Western Union Company, Dahl Electric

Company, and by Central Station Companiee and
contractors all over the conntry.

Send for new catalogue and price list.

from one-eighth to els horse
power Horizontaland Marine.

8, Ifiand GO LIGHT
DYNAMO CASTINGS
Simple Sewing Machine and
Fan Motor Castinga with in-

structions for building complete machines. Send
Stamp for Catalogue.

Palmer Bros

,

Shepard'8 Celebrated S60

Screw CntiiDg Foot Lathe,

Fool and Power Lathes
From 9 to 26 Inches.

Also Drill Presses, Hand and
Power Planers, and Supplies.
Just the Tools for Electricians.
Bend for Illustrated Catalogue

ito H. 1j. Hh«*pari}, Agent,
141 W. 2d St, Cincinnati, O.

L. BRECKINRIDGE CABELL
53 Broadway, NEW YORK, Room 1 7.

Lands, Securities and Industrial Enterprises; Total Issues

of Corporate, Municipal and County Bonds Taken; Municipal

Debts Consolidated and Refunded at lower rates; Railroads

Built and Equipped; Electric Roads Built and Equipped;

Street Railroads using Horse power changed to Electric Roads.

FUSE ] Correct Carrying Capac '

WIRE or V ity. Absolute

STRIPS. ) Unifomity in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave.,
CXO^SlO-O.

THE UNITED

Electric Improvement Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Isolated and Central Station

Equipments.

TRANSFORMER APPARATUS,
DIRECT CURRENT DYNAMOS,

POWER GENERATORS,
ALTERNATING CURRENT CONSTANT

POTENTIAL APPARATUS,
DIRECT AND A. C. MOTORS.

I IVT 1= F=?CD\/ E: 13

HEislerLiiDistaicfiSGriBsSfsteffl,

Series Lamps and Sockets for Arc Circnits.

THE ELEMENTS OF

nYNAHIC FlECTBICITY

AND MAGNETISM.

838 Drexel Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

A Book TWr^.-w^ "^^^A-^^ ITioe, »a.
For Learners. 1^ O IV lXeBL€Ly I Postage Free

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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^
"Get it! You'll not regret it!"

OUR CATALOGUE,
Which gives descriptions and prices of the

Patent Needle Annunciators, Bells, Fatteri<s and all

Supplies for Hotel and House-Avork

^ made by us, should be in the hands of the trade everywhere.

Automatic Set-Back

Needle Annunciator.

PARTRICK 1^ CARTER CO.,
Sole Proprietors of the Patent Needle Annunciators.

>Ia.nuiaetiirers ol Eleoti-ieal Goods of all Eiuds.

125 SOUTH SECOND ST., PHILADELPHIA.

Patented Nov. 22. 1892. ESTABLISHED 1867.

SOL.E MANUFACTITREBS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBREVULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Ked, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wuM^SI^SI'dki.. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i4^I7i^%x.

Sockets, Switches, Cut-outs
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Write for Catalogue.

Sawyer - Man Electric Co,,

620 Atlantic Avenue, BOSTON.

610-534 West 23d Street, NEW YORK. Pullman Building, CHICACO.
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RUSSELL, That is the Name.

An Automatic Switch.

Lights controlled from one or any ntlmber of points.

JIO BATTERV BK^UIREU.

SozLd for OlroixlA.!-.

RUSSELL & OFFICER,
1735 Champa St.,

Denver, Colo.

DO YOUR
OILS
GIVE YOU
SATISFACTION ?

IF NOT
GIVE US A
TRIAL.

We are makers of the finest grades of

DYNAMO,
ENGINE,

CYI.INDER OILS
We guarantee satisfaction and freedom from gum

end excess of animal fats.

W6arei»ot, cheap, or sell olieap nils, bat
sell on quality. If you want satisfactloa In your
ensine room, give us a trial — correspondence
solicited-

CLARENDON OIL AND REFINING C0.<

114 No. Front Street. PHIUDELPHIS, PA.

NEW ENGLAND BUTT CO.,
PROVIDENCE, R. I., U. S. A.

H. N. FENNBR, Treasurer and General Manager.

W.S.EDWARDSMFG. CO.,
MANUFACTUBEES OF

ELECTROLIERS,
Combination Fixtures,

Electric and Combination Brackets.

EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS.

LOW PRICES.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. V ,

21 and 23 E. Lake St., Chicago.

Four Head Foli»>hing llaehine.

MANUFACTUEEBa OF

For covering Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Light Wire,

Large single and double BRAIDERS for covering Cables.
Single, Double and Triple Winders. Improved Six Spindle
Flyer Winder for Magnet Wires.

Fine Castings a Specialty.

You Will OblUe
Both Advertiser and Publisher

by mentioning the WESTERN
ELECTRICIAN when writing

to adveilisers.

A NEW BOOK!

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand- Book.
226 Pages. I'^S Engravings. Hand-Book Size.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of which 30,000 copies
have been sold. The new book contains more than twice as many pages and twice

as many engravings as were comprised in the old, and will continue
to retain the distinction of being the ONLY STANDARD

WORK for the practical dynamo man and the learner.

NOW READY. PRICE, $1.00.

-J
6 LAKESIDE BIULDINC, CPICACO.
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Compoeetlof Aabestoe, comOloed with water and add prool
materials, compreesed and vulcanized

FOR ELECTRICAI. PURPOSES,
BwitchboardB, Armature Sleevon, Battory Colls, Inaulat-

Ine Waaherp, In ulating Parts for Arc liletitB, In-

candeacent Lights, Mntore, Chandeliers, Dyna-
mos, Etc. field Magnet Spools.

Special Styles and Shapes to order. Prices on application.

-MANTTFACTUHEXi BY—

The Johns-Pratt Co.,

JGARESXOfe
y^pf/f^~^<t^^~ Moulded Mica.

H. W. JOHNS MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
U. W. .lolins' A6beBtoB Mllllioiird, 8heathln(;B, Bailding Pelt-, Piroj.roof riilnlB, Liquid Pslntt, AsbeetoB RooOni! Etc

,

Selling Agents,

JRRMEY CITY.
BOSTON.

CHICAGO.
ATlrAtiTA.

PHIIiADBIiPHIA.
I'ONUOH. 87 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

iiWU». * .*. i>»t».t^j,jO'-iM #»>>•» :i' i' -i^-^-r JtjL.^ SJkj
Motor YOU WILL OBLIGE

CLEV-ELAisriD, OHIO. BfUsHeS. Both Advertiser and Publisher by

Sole Licensees to manufacture the Hazeltine Long Life Carbon. mentioning the western elec-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

Electric Light
AND

Battery Carbons.

The S. FREEMAN &SONS Manuiacturing uo.

ll;iriiu'. I.ofuiiiotiw, stlilionar) ^t Apririilt urjil t^f

^-= BOILERS, and TANK & IRON WORK45-'
l^sHKiHS^^^P^-^^ ^^ EVERT EESCr-TPTin'v ^

S^^^^PiSll REPAIRING A SPECIALTY.
I—-sjl—rsrsESfSH^^^btHS^: irjiti'd l.':it;iiUKue sent free to any ad'lrpss. Ask

UTS
Wood EngraTing—For Machinery, etc.
Zinc JEtching—From Prints, Pen and Ink Drawinga, etc.

Half-Tone ProceSM -^
^^'''^'^'- reproductions of Photographs, Wash Drawings,

/ etc., etched in copper.Wax EneravingS-For Maps. Plats, Script, or Diagrams.
Photo-Lithography—Transfers for Lithographers in paper or stone.
Designing.

MANZ^CO.,
ENGRAVERS,

183, 185 aii 181 Monroe St„ CHICAGO.

pCElWN—
«^^,l^.^-^

-^J^p/'/^«/^' 'BrooklVn,N.Y.

HOLME$,BOOTH&HAYDENS
J

Factories: Waterbury, Conn. 25 Park Place. New York.

MANTrTAOTUEEns OF

Bare and Insulated Wire.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, Copper Magnet Wire,

Koand and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work.
Inealated Iron Preesnre Wire.

PATENT
cc
IVa IVi LINE WIEE

For Electric Light, Electric Railways. Motors, Telegraph
and Telephone Use.

Agents for the Washington Carbon Company. Carbons for Arc Lighting.

THOS. L. SCOriLL, Netc York Agent.

Dictionary of Electrical Words, Terms and Phrases.

562 doable-colanin Pases. StO Illnstrations. Clotli Binding. Typo Pages 10 x 7 inches. Price, postage Prepaid, to anj- part of the world. S5.0O.

This Dictionary includes 5,000 distinct Words, Terms and
Phrases. Each of the great classes or divisions of i-lectrical investiga-

tion or utilization comes under careful and exhaustive treatment. For
some reasons it deserves rather to be called an Bncyclopsedia than a
dictionary.

The Scheme of Treatment is as follows:

1st. The words, terms and phrases are invariably followed by a short,
concise definition, giving the sense in which they are correctly em-
ployed.

3d. A general statement then follows of the Principles of Electri-
cal Science on which the definition is Pounded.

3d. When, from the comple.xity of the apparatus, or from othpr con-

siderations, it has been thouoht desirable to do so, an Illustration or
Diagram of the apparatus is given.

4th. To facilitate study, an elaborate system of Cross References
has been adopted, so that it is as easy to find the definitions as the

words, and aliases are readily detected and traced.

In applying these rules great care has been exercised to secure

CLEAIIMESS, to the end that while the definitions and explanations

shall be SATISFACTORY TO THE EXPERT ELECTRICIAN, they
shall also be SIMPLE AND INTELLIGIBLE to those who have had no
training at all in electricity, or are novices in the art.

asisriD iisT YOTJE. oiaD:E3ia ircw.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Bnilding, Chicago, Illinois.

TESTING INSTRUMENTS.
Special prices on application, on testing in-

struments illustrated on pages 253 to 274 of our

August '92 Catalogue.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANYP

C:)^XGA.C3rO a.n<i IXTEIXV
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m ONLY OBJECTION
To the alternating system, which was that power
could not be supplied by it as by the straight

current system, is at last

SWEPT AWAY .v. TWO PHASE MOTOR.

w^e: isicdv^

A COMPLETE ALTERNATINB SYSTEM
For supplying both light and power from the same
dynamo and circuit.

SEIF-STARTINB EFFICIENT MOTORS
In various sizes for Two Phase circuits.

6ENERATORS, TRANSFORMERS, ETC.

All parties about to purchase new generators, or
contemplating transmission of power for any pur-
pose, are invited to correspond with us, and cordially
invited to see our system in practical operation in

Pittsfield.

Don't buy Single Phase machines, when by buying Two Phase, you can

run your lights equally well and also run motors from the same circuit.

STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
MAY 1, 1893 Pittsfield, Mass.
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Fort Wayne Electric ComDany,

CALLS ATTENTION TO ITS NEW

"Wood" Iron-Clad Slow Speed Alternator.

This Alternator contains the following features of merit: Jt has the highest

electrical efficiency; the best mechanical construction; the most artistic design, and

the best ventilated armature ever constructed. The armature is in fact inde-

structible. These dynamos are being manufactured in the following sizes: 750

light, 1.500 light, 3,000 light and 6,000 light capacity. This Iron-Clad Alter-

nator can be seen in operation at our exhibit at the World's Fair.

44 Broad Street, New York City. 185 Dearborn Street, Chicago. 907 Filbert Street, Piiiladelphia, Pa.

405 Times Building, Pittsburgh. 35 New Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

629 Kirk Building, Syracuse, N. Y. 57 East State Street, Columbus. Ohio.

S. BERCMANN, President. C. M. BIDDLE, Vice-President.

THE "GENEHAL" INCANDESCENT ARC LAMP.
For Low Tension, Continuous Current Circuits.

Soft, Steady Light; Small Size and Weight; Simplicity; Quick Trimming;
Thorough Insulation and Safety; Reliability; Large Bange of

Amperage and Voltage; Longest Life.

No. 1 Circular and Price List of Standard Lamps, No. 2 Circular and Price
List of Ornamental Lamps with numerous Illustrations of

Sent on application, 'with discounts, etc.

Can be used Singly or from 2 to 12 in series on from 50 to 500 Volts.

All Lamps exactly alike in Mechanism.
No Adjustment or Regulation needed.

Can be Trimmed without touching the globe.

No Dash Pot to hide primary detects

Our Lamp is absolutely Reliable and will not
change from use.

Special Designs and Estimates furnished On demand.
ORNAMENTAL LAMP. No. 760. STANBAKD LAMP Xo. SOa

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT COMPANY,
WORKS, 33d Street and First Avenue

Telephone No. 1309, 38th St

GENERAL OFFICES, 59 Duane Street
Telephone No. 163 Cortlandt

WESTERN AGENCY: 173-175 Adams St., Chicago, L. E. Frorup, M^r

SHOWRCOMS. 275 Fifth Avenue.
Telephone No. 1459, 38th St.
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NEW BOOKSI-JUST OUT OF PRESS.

NBW
DYNAMO TENDERS'

Hf\ND-BOOK.
BrLiECT. F. B. Badt.

READT FOR DELIVERT.
AN ENTIRELY liTEW WORK.

The latest addition to our famous "Haod-Book"
I Series. Every practical drnamo man should have a

copy.

1

236 Pages, 13S Engravings,

PRICE, $1.00.

INGANDE8GENT W R NG
HA-lsl U-BOOK..

By Lieut. F B. Badt.

Fourth Edition. Tenth Thousand.

These tables Rive, without loss of time, esact size
of wire to be used. This is one of our famous "Hand-
Book" serle^J, and is the standard authority on this
subject in the English language.

7iJ PaRCB. 43 Illastratlons.

PRICE, $1.00.

BELL HANGERS'
•HflND-BOOK.

By Lieot. F. B. BiDT.

Desijjned for practical men engaged in any class
nf bell or annunciator work. The only book of the
kind published.

106 Pages. 97 Illustrations. ,

PRICE, SI.00.

ELECTRIC -^TRftNSM 88 ON

HAND-BOOK.
Bt Lizttt. F. B. Badt.

A new work coot-ainiog tables and information on
the electric transmission of power brought down to

date. One of the most popular of our famous "Hand-
Book" Series.

97 Pages. 22 Illustrations.

PRICE, $t.OO.

STRKST RAILWAYS.
"TF2K7UTS."

Their Construction, Operation and Maintenance.

By C. B. Faibchild.

This work is written by a practical man, and
should be in the hands of every street railway em-
ploye in the United States.

600 Pages. Profusely flluBirated.

PRICE, $4.00.

DVNKTV^O
ELECTRIC MACHINERY.

Ex S. P. Thompson.

Fourth edition, revised and re-written. The most
complete work on the dynamo imbliahed.

900 Pages. Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, S9.00.

DlGTIONf\RY
... OF ...

Electrical words,
TERMS AND PHRASES.

Br EDwn,- J. Houston, A. M.

The latest ediHon of this celebrated work contains
over 5,000 distinct definitions. As important as
Wetetcr.

700 Pages. 750 Illustrations.

PRICE, $5.00.

ELECTRIC MCTCR
AND ITS APPLICATIONS.

By Martin and Wetzlee.

The first American book on electric motors. A
most complete work brought down to date.

325 Pages. 354 Illustrations.

PRICE, $3.00.

THE PRACTICAL MANAGEMENT

OF

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
By Croceer and Wheeler.

The object of this work is to give simple directions
for the practical use and management of dynamos and
motors. This work is having a large sale.

100 Pages Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, $1.00.

Electric Light Specifications

FOR THE USE OF

Engineers and Architects.

Bt E. a. Meeeill.

This wort gives the latest rules of The National
Electric Light Aasociallon, of the Natioool Board of

Fire Uoderwriters, and of The Sew England Insurance
Erchange.

J7G Pages,

PRICE, $1.50.

THE ELEGTRIG RAILWAY
IN

THEORY AND PRAGTieE.
By Cbobby aud Bell.

This is B complete treatise on the construction and
operation of electric railways, and will commend It-

self to the electrical engineer, and to the practical
manager.

400 Pages. Profusely Illustrated.

PRICE, S2.50.

HIGH POTENTlf\L
AND

HIGH FREQUENCY.
Experiments with Alternate Currents.

By Nikola Tebla.

A lecture delivered before the iDstitution of Elec-
trical Engineers, London.

146 Pages. Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, $1.00.

m ELEGTEIG TELESRAPH.
' EtF. L. Poi'E,

Tbn fmirt«<«oth e<UtloD of this celebrated work In

TfrrriUno aaii hroattbt down to dole. A technical
bAad'book for electrldacu, maoagoTn nod operatorn.

234 Pages. Illustrated.

PRICE, SI. 50.

SCIENCE
SERIES.

The MrloB now naraberH lo:i volumoH, and embraces
works on ©very Hubjoct,

1« mo. RoardH.

PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED.

Price, 50c, Each.

STf\NDf\RD

ELEGTRGAL DGTONARY.
By T. O'Connor Sloane.

TIiIh now work Bhould bo in the hands of all who
doHlro to keep (djroastwlth the progroBs of the groaleet
Bch'ncu of the times.

600 Pages, 300 Illustrations.

PRICE, $3.00.

Any of the above books sent promptly, postage prepaid, on receipt of price.

SEND IN YOUR ORDER.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Bldg., Gtiicao.
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STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.
General Offices: Suite 625. Home Ins. BIdg.. pUIPACn
Works: 313-317 South Canal Street, unluAUU.

BUILDERS
OF THE

FOR

FURTHER

INFORMATION

ADDRESS
THE
GENERAL

OFFICES,

Central Station Managers, Municipal Officers, Owners of Iso-

lated Lighting Plants and Prospective Purchasers everywhere

are invited to inspect and investigate the STANDARD SYSTEM

before contracting for apparatus.

For lighting stores, foundries, factories or the streets of a city,

this system has no equal.

Our contract does not obligate the purchaser to buy appara-

tus or supplies exclusively of us for a term of years, but courts

open competition and encourages fair tests for merit between any

and all existing arc lighting systems and the STANDARD.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PAETIOULAELY ADAPTED TO DEIVING

Electric Light and Power Stations
"j On account of ita high eflaclency at all Btagee of gate, eteadineaa of motion and easy working gate, tbe con-
^ siroction of which makes It the most Bereltive to the actiun of a governor of any wheel on ihe market.

i SEND FOR CATALOGUE lUuBtrating various styles of setting on both vettical and
horizontal shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO,,
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT. Jl ILLS * TEMPLE. DAYTON. OHIO.

SOMETHING NEW.
AUTOMATIC DOOR SPRING

ELECTRIC LIGHTER.
Send for Catalogue of Our New Specialties.

Manufacturers of ELECTRIOAL GOODS. EXPERIMENTAL.
AND REPAIR WORK. INVENTIONS AND NO ELTEES
DEVELOPED. PATENTS OBTAINED.

The N. Y. Electrical & Development Co.,
251 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

thesechrist automatic switch
For controlling Incandescent
lAghts in private residences
by using automatic gas keys
and an ordinary battery or
shunt circuit.

"V\7".A.Kn?EI^3 !—One good con-

struction firm in each city to represent us.

Apply to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
Manufacturer and Patentee, DENVER, COLO.

DIRECT COUPLED, SLOW SPEED,

MDLTIPOLAR RAILWAY GENERATOR.

I'BKMKXT KIZF;M: KM). ir,n. a.'iO, .100 H. P.

Before yoQ bnlld or enlaree yoar Power Mtatlon, you will

Vou vrill Reduce yonr Total Floor Spaf;e, inclu'ling Boilers,

(with reaerre, Fire Room, Kconomlzer, Stack. Pump R^X)m.
elc.TO .5 .SQ FT. PER EL>:CTRK;AL HOU.SE POWER
In plants of l.fXK) H. P.. and to 2.25 .SQ. FT. In p!ant.s of
C.OfX) 11. P. upward.

You will enormously refluce Cost of Real folate and Buildings.
You will rp<rate at a Jyjwtr Cost per Car .Mile, bolli of Fuel
aloa; and of total Power Ac/y>unt, than with any known
form of Pla&t, because yon will for the first time reallz'; al-

do well to ronHlder the faet that under our <M>iiHtrui-tioii

most Uniform Steam Economy of the highest order over the
whole fluctuation of your load, and that whether condensing
or non-condensing.

You will enjoy the Insurance Against Accident, which can only
be had with Independent Units.

You will secure absolute Nois(;les.sne98.

You will get perfect Regulation by an Inertia Governor.
You will ntver know a hot bearing or a broken belt.

^> have now ready the Heronil K<1lilon ofVOTKH OS POWKK PlyAXTM."

WESTINCHOU8E, CHURCH, KERR & CO., Engineers.
NEWrORK: 1 7 CorllanOt Street. PITTSBURGH: Weitingtiomc Building. MINNEAPOMS: Beery Block.

BOSTON: 620 Atlantic A»enu«. CHICAGO: 156 and 158 Lake Street, ST. LOUIS: Commercial Building.

Repreitfrtcd in PHILADELPHIA by M. R. MUCKLE. Jr., & CO., Dre'Cl Building.

Relialle

Specially

Oilj.

lona

Lamp

Sockets.

Edison,

Thomson -Houston,

Westinghouse

Base.

Key, Keyless and Wall

Easily Wired,

Perfect Contacts.

Manufacturers' Prices.

SEND FOR SPECIAL CATALOGUE.

41 FEDERAL ST., BOSTON, MASS.
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HpiXlF^ONWORi^
(DeflDVJ^'-.^pENM.CQW,

MANUFACTURERS OF ''"*

'HIGH CRADE'^QIMES
,

AUTOMATIC ^^e:/tef\s.

519 RootoF BnilllllDg.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of High Grade Enffines and Bollerg.

Electric Light Engines
a Specialty.

CofflpletESteani Plants Walleil.

WESTEEN WAEEEOOMS;
64 South Canal Street. CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also 30 Cortlandt Stieei,, New York Citv,

]MM\Mm Co..

CHICAGO,

Coal and Ash Handling
Machinery.

Manila Rope Transmis-
sions.

Friction Clutches.

General Machinery.
Gear, Pulley, Sheave and
Fly Wheel Castings.

Link-Belt Engineering Co.,
Philadelphia aad Aew Ifork.

HILL
Clutch Works,
CLEV£I.AlfD, O.

KEW YOBK OFFICE:
16 Cortlandt St.

CHICAGO OFFICE:
850 "The Rookery."

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Deiigned, EmUd and Fnniiihed.

Send for ne^r Catalogue of Pow^
er TransmiBsion Machinery.

SIOUX CITY engine: ivories
Corliss Engines,

GiddiDg's Automatics.

..=;j,

.

=iZ-

513 SECURITY BLDG., ST. LOUIS.
405 6TH AVE.. SO. MINNEAPOLIS.

1302 UNION AVE.. KANSAS CITY.

Coir:plete Planta FnmlahwL

26 Eandolph St , Chicago.

F. M. Davia, Dallas, Tei.
Kennedy & Pierce Mch. Co.,

DEHVER.
A. M. Holtcr Hdw. Co..

HELENA. MONTANA.

J. H.& D. LAKE CO.,Massillon,Ohio,U.S.A.

Sr^.^Sr-CLUTCH PULLEY ;^1
— I I , ::;?:!;^tA^v::(^ri>^

C0UPLING8^-tKfej;^^^iS^^:.nrs^
PL.AI?i AM> SPIRIT, alio Plain ''g—^>Ci °"'* qoiCKiy

and Split Pulleyi. Hangera, ShaftlDjt, *e. Tf Send for illastrated circolai

»2Z GENUINE
INCDTSl MANUFACTURCS

BCAR OUR
REC.TRADE MARKS.

PHOSPHOR-BRONZE
Ingots, Castings. Wire, Sheet &c.

The Phosphor Bronze Smelting Co.LiMiTEO
512 Arch St. Philadelphia PA.U.S.A.

ORICINAL MANUFACTURERS OF PHOSPHOR-
Bronze in the United States and Sole
Makers or'ELEPHANT BRAND"Phosphor-Brohze.

NOW READY!

VTESTERN Electrician

LAMP LIGHTING SCHEDULE,

PRICE 26 CENTS.

Moonlistit System for 1893.

Copy of Moonlight Schedule sent free to every new subscriber to the

Western Electrici.^n and with each copy of "New Dynamo Tender's

Hand-book," by Lieut. F. B. Badt. Price of book, §i.oo.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Building, Chicago, III.

THE FALLS

Rivet & Macliine Co.,

CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

It

m-,:2z

SHUFTING, ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

, , .- (8 South Canal St., CHICAGO.
Srancn ynics5!|39 cortundt st., new york
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GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
Chicago, New York and Boston.

THERE ARE IN THE UNITED
STATES TO-DAY

m^^mm i^iLE
OF ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS;

OF THESE

^^^M1
ARE OPERATED UNDER THE

General Electric Company's

i EEdM MEmtED IS STREET Eillfil H1ST08T.

4XS

4,815 ItJ:i]L.E3S

THE ABOVE FIGURES AFFORD THE MOST
CONVINCING PROOF OF THE

PERFECTION OF OUR APPARATUS,
THE SATISFACTION IT GIVES, ITS SUPERIORITY

ANi> THE APPRECIATION ACCORDED IT.

i3i=?/\iNrc=i—I CDF^i^icz:

173 and 175 Adama Street, Chicago, 111. 620 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass.
44 Broad Street, New York. 508 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

264 West Fourth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. 401—407 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.
Gould Building, Atlanta, Ga. 1338 F Street, N. W., Washington, D. O,

15 First Street, San FranciBco, Cal. Masonic Temple, Denver, Colo.
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Electric Light Supplies.

No. 44«. Xo. 44:).

No. 447.

No. 44.-,
No. 4-(M.

Xo. 442.

Xo. 44s.

iirn

k,)

Xo. 444.

IP

54 and 56 Franklin St., Chicago, 111.
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THE NEW SUNBEAM
INCANDESCENT LAMP.

f

We take pleasure in announcing the fact that we are now able to offer the New

Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp, and orders with which we may be favored will be exe-

cuted as promptly as possible.

Prices and further information will be supplied upon further application.

The Ansonia Electric Co.,
^FORMERLY THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,)

Ccrner Randolpli Street and Mic]aigan Avenue,

Factories and Eastern Offices, ANSONIA, CONN. ' d3:iC-A.<3-0.
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We Are Now Ready to Take Orders
3FOH T'TTTTi

NEW SUNBEAM
Incandescent Lamps

TO BE SHIPPED WITHIN 30 DAYS.

^l^^,

rri^x:

STAR ELECTRIC LAMP CO.,

805 Clmilier of Commerce, GMcago, 111.

THE ANSONIA ELECTRIC CO., 104 MICHIGAN AVE, CHICAGO, ILL.

Carezxex^a.1 W estezrxL Sellixis •A-s^^^'tet.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFC. CO.,

MAOTTFACTUBERS OF APFABATVS FOB

Arc Lighting, incandescent Ligliting,

LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER, .

Street Railway Generators, Motors and Appliances.

Our alternating current incandescent apparatus is in use in 430 central stations.

1,000 isolated plants. Our arc apparatus is in use all over the world.

We are now transmitting light and power various distances up to 28 miles from the

source.

Our multipolar railway generators and noiseless single reduction motors have
worked a revolution in the electric railway field in two years,

Orders for APPARATUS. REPAIBS and SUPPLIES formerly fnrniHlied by the United State* Electrtc I^ightinK Co.r
Newark, K. J., should now be sent to this Company, where they will receive prompt attention.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL THE LEADING CITIES.
AGENTS FOR CANADA: AHERN & SOPER, OTTAWA, ONT.
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OVAK. NOVAK.

SHE IS OFF?
Lamps How Ready For DeliYery*

THE WARING ELECTRIC CO.,
CLAFLIN & KIMBALL, (IncorpcratedJ

General Selline: Agents, 1 16 Bedford St., BOSTON^ MASS.

NOVAK. NOVAK.
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Massachusetts Electrical Engineering Company.
STON£ & WEBSTEK, Managers.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,
BOSTON, 4 Post Office Square. CHICAGO, Title and Trust Building.

MOTORS AND DYNAMOS with

Forced Iron Field Magnets.

N
COMMERCIAL ELECTRIC CO.,

"«
"iJmANApSLil'kND.

ATIONAL INDIAINDIA Rubber u0.

.
!. I'OLT.

President.
. ^. MINOTT,

Genu Mgr

FACTORY AMD OFFICE,
BRISTOL, R. I.

C^eneral Western Agen48: Enterprise Electric Co., Clil4*se:o.

nrf^-w Toi*b. office, 4S7 tti'Oad.wa3', if. JU. Bnrdick, 91anaser.

r?c^is^c°H\''E"vrii, }
^"»'-» "-««"»• GEO. T MANSON,

GenU Supt.

THE OKONITE COMPANY LIHITED

!tON'^
13 Park Row, New Yorkc

INSULATED

WIRES MPCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Ui*.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.

BRANCHES: ChlcMSfo, Boston. Philailelphia, MlDneapoUs, Cincinnati,
nmi^hB, LnaliTllle, St. ILoals. San Francisco. London and So. America.

PACKARD HIGH CRADE
INCANDESCENT LAMPS

Mftnafaetnr«d hy Ibe

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
AGFNTH:

New York City, Chas. E. Chapm. V.i& Liberty St.

Chicago, III., Elee Appliance Co., 242 Madison 8t.

St, Paol, Minn., The Elec. Entfioeerloff At Supply Co.
St. Lonl9, Mo., St. Louis Electrical Supply Co.
San FranclBco, Cal., A. C. Bralnard & Son, No. 109

CaUfornia St.

Cincinnati, O,, Post-Giover Elec. Co.. 215 W. 4tb St-

PUtaborgh, Pa., Dntiaesne Electric Supply k Cod'
utruction Oo

Montreal, Can.. Packard Lamp Co., W>-100 KIhr St.

Waelilngton, Northwest Fixture k Elec. Co., Seattle.

MANDFACTCREB OP

IlffSUIaATED ZSIiEGTRIG 17VIRE,
FLKXTBLE CORDS and CABLES.

SOO anil 208 North Tblrd Street, - - PHII^DELiPHIA. PA.

MAGNETO WATCHMEN'S CLOCKS.

HOLTZSR-CABOT ELECTBIC CO., 92 Franklin St„ Boston, Mass,

WESTON ENGINES.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DET STREET, NEW TORK,

MANUFACTUUERS, 1.MP0KTBRS AND DEALERS IN

Electrical Supplies
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

ESTIMATES AND DRAWESGS SrBSHTTKD.

WESTON ENGINE CO..
Painted Post, li. Y.

KEPRESENTATIA ES

:

Julian Scholl A: Co.. I2(i Litwrtj St.. New Yorfc.
Geo. D. HofToian. S2 Lake St.. Ctilca*ro. Hi.
H. M. Suiple & Co.. 3d & Arch Sta., PhllsdeiphlB.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford. Conn.

THE BALL ^ WOOD COMPANY,
Builder* of Improved Antomatio Cnt-off Fncincs

Telegraph, Telephone,
[Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

liiiY poii CAPACITY TESTS. Llno Material.
TVE OWN AND OPERATE Till:

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WHERE WB MANUFACTURE A I'ULt, LINU OP

Test Instrnments and all Scientific Measurement Apparatus. \V. A. Day, 128 Oliver SI., B"ftoii. SI-ihc.

F. U. WhlUuK, JacolwoQ Ufock. l>cnTor, Colo.
W'UUam M. Por:er. Detroit. Wok.
T. W. Andereon, Uoueton, Tex.
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TRANSFORMERS
PERFECT SAFETY.

. NO^
CLASS F

1000 WATTS
;

PRIMARY VOLTSa
j

iEtON0ARYV0U552ORI0^

PnB(imiKClO,llB!I«R4l890

mY27I39O.J0N,l6.ie91.
j

I6ENERALEIECTRICCO

tiOOD BEGVLATION.

HIGHESTefficiency:

S3IAI.L. CORE L.OISS.

3U.00O WATT TBANSFORJUER.

CONVENIBNGE IN IlffSTALLATIOIff.

Tm

Best Possible Mechanical Insulation, with Additional Insulation of Oil. Core Ground Wire. Primary and Secondary
Coils are Fully Subdivided. No Fuses in the Transformer Case.

TRANSMISSION OF POWER BY ELECTRICITY OVER LONG DISTANCES
Is rendered practicable by means of our "Step Up" and "Step Down" Transformers, the

Insulation in which is Tested to Withstand a Pressure of 10,000 Volts Alternating.

CARPENTER ENAMEL RHEOSTATS.

TTVO-PXX.A.SE: CS-SZTSR.A.TORS
Of our Standard Alternating Current Sizes, for use with

For Prices and Information Address nearest District Office.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
DISTRICT OF=FICeS:

173 and 175 Adams Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
44 Broad Street, New York. 620 Atlantic Ave., Bostoa, Mass.

Fifth and Race Streets, Cincinnati, O. 609 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Equitable BuUding, Atlanta, Ga. 401-407 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.

15 First Street, San Francieco, Cal. 1333 F Street, N. W., Wash., D. C.

Masonic Temple, Denver, Colo.

iLl BOSIIBSS 0DT3IDE OP THE OHITED STATES TfiAJSACTED BY THE THOISOI-HOUiTOH IBTERliiTIOHAL ELECTRIC CO., 44 BROAD ST,, HEW YOEK,
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Acmii i-'illurCu xvii

American Itiiltery Co xi

Aineridin Kluc. MIk-Co.... vlll

AnuTlraii IClectrical

Works xv

Aiiiorlciin Silk Mfg. Co xv

Atisoniu E)ticLricCo.,ThG.xxviii

Arp, A. II

Ituljcock Si Wilcox Co., The . I

Haygot, E xvl

Itaker *S: Co xvl

Hull it Wood Co., Tbe i

liogga. J. E. MuchlneryA
Supply Co xvl

MuTKlhcil A '»'oung xii

ItLTiistcin ElectrlcCo iv

Ilisbop Guttapercha Co— xiv

Uluncbard, Albert xxv
Uo.ston Braid Mfg. Co xxil

ISoston Electric Co xi

Bridgeport Machine Tool
Works xiv

Hrlll Co.. J. G xvi

Hrookiield. Wm xiv

Urush Electric Co vil

Hryunt Electric Co
llullerllard Rubber Co xxi

C. A C. Electric Motor Co. . ix

Cabell, L. Breckinridge., xviil

Calumet Electric Manufac-
turing & Engineering Co. ix

Carpenter Enamel Rheostat
Co.

Case, J. T. Engine Com
puny xxv

Central Electric Co v
Chicago Insulated Wire
Co Iv

Clarendon Oil A Refining
Co XV

Clark A Marshall vill

(Columbia Inc. Lamp Co iv

Columbia JlanufacturingA
Supply Co

Commercial Electric Co i

Comatock, Louis K
Crescent Insulated \Tire A
Cable Co XV

Crocker-Wheeler Electric.
Co..

Cusblngtt Morse xi

Cutter Electrical A Manu-
facturing Co... XX

Cutter Geo
Davis, W.S. & Son xv
Dayton Globe Iron Works
Co xxiv

Delaware Hard Fibre Co.. vlii

Delno .t Co., II. E ...

Dlehl it Co iv

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.. xil

Eastern iClectrlc Cable Co. xv
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co... i.-c

Edison Decorative & Min-
iature Lamp Dejit XV

Edwards. W. S. Mfg. Co.

Electric Appliance Co xiv

Electric Construction A
Supply Co xii

Electric Engineering & Sup-
ply Co xi

Electric Selector & Signal
Co ix

Electrician Publlbhing Co.
xil, xxl.xxii. xxv

Electrical Engineering A
Supply Co., The xx

Eleetrlcal Specialty Co..
The, iv

Elektron Manufacturing

ICmpIre China Works xxil

ICnterpriKe Electric Co xvlii

Falls Rivet A Machine Co.. vlil

Faueelt, I. L xvl
Eord - Washburn Storelec-
tro Co

lor Sale Advertisements
xvl

Freeman S. A Sons Manu-
facturing Co

Kuel Economizer Co. .... xxil

General IClcctric Co .... 11. xxvl
General Ineandetcent Arc
Light Co xvill

Cioodyear Hard Rubber Co.
and The India Rubber
Comb Co

Great Western Manufac-
turing Co

(Jrcelcy A Co., The E. S... I

Hurt it liegeman Manufac-
turlug Co,

Ihirter Electric Co
Ilrlios Electric Co
Mill Clutch WorkK
nine Eliminator Co
Holmes, Booth A Huydens.
il"U/.T Cabot Electric Co.
Hubtiiinl, Nonnan
Ihil-l.itnl .t Co.. Wm
liinls ACo XV
Institute of Technology, xvl
Interior Conduit A-. Insula-
tion Co xil

Interstate Complete Elec-
tric I. 'oust. Co

.liicksou, UuLTidd G.,.^*..,. xiv

xxil

xvl

xl

xiv

xvl

I

.... xvi

.icwell Belting Co 1

Johns Manufacturing Co.,

Karlavert M I'g. Co xxil

K cuter I'JectrIc Co xv

Klipsteln, A XV

Knapp lilectrlcal Works.. xxvii

Lake, J. II. A D. Co

Law Battery Co xvii

Loclanehe Battery Co., Thexvll

Lee, C. E
Leffel A Co., James xvii

Link Belt Machinery Co. xxv
Loud, H. M. A Sons Lumber
Co xvl

ManzACo. xxii

Marcus. W. N xxi

MnBsachusetts Electrical
Engineering Co i

Mather Electric Co,..

McLean A Schmitt xvi

Mica Insulator Co xil

Milwaukee Electric Railway
Co xvi

Moore, Alfred P i

Munsell A Co., Eugene xiv

Murray A Co., Jas. J

National Carbon Co., xxi

National Electric Manufac-
turing Co XX

National India Rubber Co. . i

New England Butt Co xx
Newton Rubber Co., xxi

N. Y. Electrical A Develop-
ment Co xxiv

New York Insulated Wire
Co xviii

N. Y. Safety Steam Power
Co xxv

New York A Ohio Co i

Nowotny Electric Co xvi

Okonite Co., Tbe i

Osborne Steam Engin'gCo. xiv

Ostrander A Co., W. R . . . . xxii

Otto Gas Engine Works . . . xxv
Page Belting Co
Paiste, H. T viii

Palmer Bros xviii

Partrick A Carter Co xix

Pelton Water Wheel Com-
pany xvii

Perkins Electric Switch
Manufacturing Co xvii

Phcenix Iron W'orks Com-
pany

Phosphor-Bronze Smelting
Co., Ltd xxv

Queen A Co., Incorporated. . xv
Racine Hardware Manufac-
turing Co xiv

Redding Electric Co.... . xxiv
Roberts A Co., E. P.... ... xiv

Rockford Electric Jlanufac-
turingCo iv

Roebling'8 Sons Co., J. A., xx
Ro.se Electric Light Supply
Co

Rosenbaum, W. A xvi

Russell A Officer

Samson Cordage Works. .. xiv
Sawyer Jlan-Electric Co... xix
Sechrist, Albert xxiv
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co. .. xv
Shepard. II. L .....xviii

Short Electric Ry. Co . vli

Shultz Belting Co xxv
Slebert. G xv
Siemens A Ilalske Electric
Co xii

Simons, M. W. Electric Co. xvi
Sioux City Electrical Supply
Co xxi

Sioux City Engine Works, xxv
•Smith, A. T xxi
Sperry Electric Mining Ma-
chine Co xviii

Sperr>- Electric Ry. Co vii

Standard Electric Co. .. xxlli

Standard Paint Co xi

Stanley Electric Manufac-
turing Co X

Star Electric Lamp Co.. xxix
Steuben Lamp Works xiv
Stilwell ABlerce Manufac-
turing Co xvi, xvii

Stokes Mfg Co xvl
Sturm, Ernst xvl

Taylor Engine Co xxv
Taylor. Goodhue A Amca.. xiv

United Electric Improve-
ment Co

Vulcanized Fibre Co xix
Wiiddell-Eutz Company . . xiv
Want Advertisements...... xvl

Waring Electrify Co xxx
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.

Webster, Warren A Co. . ,. ..

Western Electric Co xxi
Westlngbouse.Church,Kerr

ACo xxiv
Wostingbouse Eleo.and Mfg.

Co xlil, xxix
Weston Electrical Instrument
Co

, vi

Weston Engine Co i

AVIlson A Jackson
Worthlngton, Henry R ..,

CLASSIFIED LIST.

AnnnnclatorH.
Ansi.nia KU-rUrie Co., The.
CfTitnil Electric Co.
l-:k-<-lrl<- ,\pi>liancr Co.
Kniipp I'lleelrieal "\\'ork.s.

OalniiidiT .tCo.. W. R.
I'arlrlckA Carter Co.

Arc LampM.
Ansonia Electric Co
BepK^, .1 ]:.. MchyASup. Co.
Eli'iirir .\i-iillanoe Co.
El<etri(^ < '(•U'^. A Supply Co.
Gcneriil iOk'Ctric Co.
General Inc'd'cent Arc Lt. Co.
Helios lOlectric Co . Tbe.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Rose I'Mec. Light Supply Co.
Siemens A Holske Electric Co.
SlonxCity E. S. Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Westlngbouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc f^ierht Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Samson Cordage Works.

Batteries and tfnrs.
Amerirun Buttery C'o.

Ansniiia [Oirrtric Co.. The.
BulkT Haul liubber Co.
Central Electric Co.
Columbia Mfg. A Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
FordW'shb'rn Storelectro Co.
Greeley A Co.. The E. S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Law Battery Co.
Leclanche Battery Co.. The.
Lee, C. 10.

Newton Rubber Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Sioux City, E. S. Co.
AVe:?tern Electric Co.

Bells.
Ansonia Electric Co.. The.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Greely A Co., The E S.

Knapp Electrical "Works.
Ostrander A Co., W. R.
Partrick A Ca:ter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Beltine-.
Jewell Belting Co
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Page Belting Co.
Shultz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Babcock A AVilcox Co.. The.
Blanchard, Albert.
Freeman A Sons Mfg. Co.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pheonix Iron Works Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Bootis. Ele<*trical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Braidinfi: 9Ii>cb]iiery.
New England Butt Co.

Borslai* AiarniN.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Greeley A Co.. The E. S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Cables.
(Sec Insulated Wires )

Cables FIcetric. (See In-
sulated Wires). Copper,
Sheet and Bar.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Moore, Alfred E.
Roebling's Sons Co , J. A.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Carbons. Points and
Plates.

Ansonia Electric Co
Central Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Law Battery Co.
National Carbon Co.

Castings.
Palmer Bros.

Clutelies, Friction.
Falls Rivet A Machine Co.
Hill Clutch Works.
Lake, J. H. A D. Co.

Contrnotors, Kloctric
Liirbt. I*lants.

Brn.sU KIrrirlr Co.
C. A C i:irclric Motor Co.
Calumet Elcc.Mfg. A Eng. Co.
Commercial Electric Co.
Comstock, Louis K.
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
Ford-Washburn Storelec.Co.
General Electric Co.
Great W'estern Mfg Co.
IntiTsliit<'i'(inip.KI. Cons. Co.
MasH, V.\ri\ KuKiuecrlngCo.
Mather Kli-rlrio Co.
Rockford Ek-ctrlc Mfg. Co.
Siemens A Ilalske Electric
Co.

Standard ICleotrIc Co.
I'liMril I'.lrc Improvement Co
Waddi-ll r,nl/, (^.'ompany.
Westlim'lioiiM-ElecAMfg.Co.
Western Elect ric Co.
Wilson A Jackson,

Construction and Re-
Itairs.

r'nnistock. LouisK.
liiiersiiiteComp.Kl.iCons. Co.
Mi-i.ean .V Sebmitt.
Robert-.. 1:. r. A Co.
Sioux rii\ 1;, S. Co.
Western KleelrlcCo.
Wilson A Jackson.

<'opppr Wires.
Ansonia ICiectrlc Co.
.\mcrican I'.Iectrlcal Works.
Ulsbrjp Gutta I'ercha Co,
(X-iitntl Electric Co.
Crescent In. Wire A Cable Co,
Cutter, Geo.
i:!i-(:irlc .Vpplianco Co,
Enterprise Electric Co.
(;oodveiir Hard Kuhber A The

Iii'iiiL Rubber Coiiih Co.
Holmes, Booth A Hjiydens,
International Okonite Co.
Knapp FJectrieal Works,
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
Sperry El. Mining Mach. Co.
Ta.\ lor, Goodhue A Ames.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
W'esteru Electric Co.

Cordace.
Samson Cordage Works.

CrosN-4rins, Pins and
Brackets.

.'.nsonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
lOlectric .Vppliance Co.
Knapp Electrical ^Vorkfi.

Loud A Sons Lumber Co,

Cut Outs and Switches.
Ansonia Electric Co,, The.
Brjant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical A Mfg. Co,
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric EngASupply Co.
Electric Selector A Signal Co.
Electrical Specialty Co,
Enterprise Electric Co.
Great W^estern SIfg. Co.
Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Kester Electric Co.
Knapp I5iectrical Works.
N. Y, Eelc. A Develop. Co.
Paisle, H. T.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Russell A Officer.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Sechrist. A.
Sioux City E. S. Co,
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
C. A C. Electric :Motor Co.
Calumet El. Mfg. A Eng. Co.
Commercial Electric I'o.

Eddy Electric Mfg, Co.
Electrical Eng. A Supply Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Barter Electric Co,
Mather Electric Co.
National Electric Mfg. Co.
Nowotny Electric Co.
Rose Elec. Light Supply Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
United Elec Improvement Co
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.
W estinghouse Elec. AMfg.Co.

Electric Lava Gas Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Flectric Kailways.
General Electric Co.
Short Electric Ry Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
Spcrrv Electric Rv. Co.
Westlngbouse El. A ^Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Mechani-
cal Engineers.

Bergtheil A Young
Comstock, Louis K.
.lackson, U. C.
Mass. Elec. Engineering Co.
Osborne Steam Eng. Co.
Roberts, E. P. A Co,
^\'Ilson A Jackson.

Klecrriunl Instruments.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
F.lectric Appliance Co.
Greeley A Co., Tbe E, S.

Partrick A Carter Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen A Company. Incorp.
Weston Elec. Instrument Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Columbia Mfg. A Supply Co.
Cutter. Geo.
Electrical Specialty Co.
lloltzer-Cabot Electric Co.
N. Y. Elec. A Develop. Co.
Palste, H. T.

Electroliers and Combi-
nation Fixtures.

.Vnsouia Electric Co., The.
itatjgot.E.
ICdwavds. W. S. Mfg. Co.
KuHpp Electrical \Vorks.

Ermines. <]< as.
Otto Gas Engine Works.

Ensines, Mteam.
Ball A Wood Co., The.
Case, J. T. Engine Co.
i''reenuiu Sons Mfg. Co,
N. 'S', .Safety Sleam Power Co..
I'lHrnix Iriui \\ i>rks Co.
Racine Hardware ,\H>,', Co.
Sioux City Engine Works.
Taylor Engine Co.
Westinghouse Church, KerrA
Co.

Weston Engine Co.

Fan Outnts.
Ansonia lOlectrlcCo.
Calumet El. Mfg. A Eng. Co.
Clark A Miir-biill.
Biebl A Company.
i:ieelrie, .Vppliance Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co

Fire Alarms.
.ViiM.uia Kleetrlc Co,
Knupp i:iectrical Works.
i'artrick A Curler Co.
Western Electric Co.

Fuel EconomlzorH.
Fuel Econonilzer <,'o.

Fuse AVirft.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Knapp iCIectrical Works.
Slmwniut F'lise Wire Co.
Sperry El. Mining Much. Co.

iinn Litflitlnc:, Electric.
An.soiila Electric <'o.

Boston Electric Co,
llolt/er-Cabol Elc.-tric Co.
linapp Electrical Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.

^lieneral Klec. NnppI cs,
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Bryant Electric Co.
Centml Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical A Mfg. Co
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Eng. A Supply Co.
i;iectrlcal Eng. A Supply Co
lOnterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great \Vestern Mfg. Co.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.

Ho Itzer-Cabot F:ieclric Co.
Kester Electric Co.
Knupp Electrical Works,
Law Battery Co.
Lee. C. E
N. Y. Elec. A Develop. Co.
I'aiste, II. T.
Palmer Bros.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Queen A Co., Incorp.
Redding Electric Co.
Russell A Oflicer.
Sawyer-JIan Electric Co.
Simons. M. W. Electric Co,
Sioux City Elec. Supply Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.
Weston Elec. Instrument Co.

Olobes and Electrical
Glass fvare.

Brooktield, Wm.
Mun'fly A Co., Ja.s. J.

Grapbite Specialties.
Dixon Cruciole Co., Jos.

Hard Robber tioofis.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Goodyear Hard Rubber A The
India Rubber Comb Co.

Mica Insulator Co,
Newton Rubber Co.

Insulators ard Insnlet-
ins Slaterials.

Ansonia Electric Co., The.
lirookijeld, Wm.
Brvant Electric Co.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Eng. A Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Goodyeai Hard RubberA The
India Rubber Comb Co,

Hart A Hegeman ^Ifg, Co.
Holt/.er-Cabot Electric Co.
InteriorConduit A Ins. Co.
International Okonite Co.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Kartavert 5If^. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Mica Insulator Co.
]\[oore, Alfred F.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Insulated IVires and
Canles—Masnet AVire.

American Electrical W'orks.
Ansonia Electric Co , The.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Crescent In. Wire A Cable Co.
Gushing A Morse.
Cutter, Geo.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Goodyear Hard Rubber A The
India Rubber Comb Co.

Great Western Mfg. Co.
Holmes, Booth A Haydens.
International Okonite Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F,
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulotcd Wire Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Roebling's Son'sCo..J. A.
Shawmut Fuse ^Vlre Co.
Sperry E1.3Iining Mach, Co.
Waddetl-Entz Company.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

I<anips.lDcandcsccnt.
Am, Electric Mfg. Co.
Ansonia ElcctricCo.. The.
Bernt'tein Electric Co.
Central I'.loclrlc Co.
Colnnibin Ine, Lump Co.
Edison Miniature Lump Dept.
Eleelrie .\iipH;iii.>e Co,
i:ioetrleiil i;u^-. A Supply Co.
Genera! I'.lectvie Co.
Knapp Eleelrieal Works.
Mather I'.leotrie L'o,

New York and Ohio Co.
Sawyer-Man IMeolrie Co.
Star i;iectric Lamp i'o.

Steuben Lamp Works,
Waring lUectrie Co.

liatlies.
Bridgoporl MachlneToolWks.
Shepard, H. L.

Masnct Wire.
(See lusulated Wires.)

Sipclianical Mnclilnerj*.
Bridgeport Maeb. Tool Wks,

illlca.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.

Mining: ^pparatns. Elec.
General Eieclric t.'o.

Groat Western Mfg. Co.
Sperry El. Mining Mach. Co.
Wusllnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Sfotors.
liruhh Eieclric Co.
C. A C. Electric Motor Co.
Calumet Kl. Mfg. A Eng. Co.
Cliirk A .Mup,hall.
Cornmer'dal Electric Co,
Crocker-Wheeler Eleoirlc Co.
lUl<iy Electric Mfg. Co.
ForJ-Wa_shbum SioreL Co,
Gt»ienil Electric Co.
Great We*itern .Mfg. Co.
Iiii^rrior Conduit A In«u, Co
Mather ElectricCo,
RfHikford Electric .Mfg. Co.
Sioux city E, S. Cm.
Taylor. Goo<]tifie A .\nu:h .

WaddcU-Entz Company.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co,

Oils.
Clarendon Oil A Refg. Co.
OU VlltfTH.
Acme Filter Co,

Paints.
Standard Paint Co.

Patents.
Ro-senbaum. Wm. A.

Phosphor Brooze.
Phos-phor Bronze Sm.Co., Ltd

Platinum.
Baker A Co.
Siebert, G.

Poles.
Loud A Sons' Lumber Co.

Porcelain.
Empire China Works.
I'aiste. H. T.

Publishers, Elfctrlca*.
Electrician Publishing Co

Pnslt Buitons-
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Rheostats.
Carpenter En. Rheostat Co.

Sal .Ammoniac.
.vnsonia Electrtc Co.
Innis A Co.
Klipstein, A.
Law Batter>- Co.

Separators. Steam.
Hine Eliminator Co.

Silk Braid.
Uoston Braid Mfg. Co.

Silk Machinery Wipers.
Am. Silk Mfg. Co.

SpeakijQs: Tubes.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric .Vppliance Co,
Knapp Electrical Works
Ostrander A Co., W R
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Spepd lDdic>torfi
Queen A Co.. Incorp.
Weston El. Instrument Co.

steam Heatins-.
Webster A Co.. Warren.

I4team Pumps.
Hubbard, Norman
Worthington. Henry R.

Strpet Csrs.
Brill, J. G. Co,

Tapes, It sulatinff.
American Electrical Works
Ansonia Electric Co., The
Central Electric Co.
Crescent In. Wire A Cable Co
CushiugA Morse.
International Okonite Co
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Standard Paint Co.

Teleffpsph Apparatus.
Ansonia Electric Co
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co
Electric Selector A Signal Co
Greely A Co.. The ES
Knapp Electrical Works
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

TelFphones.
Hubbard v\; Co.. Wm.
Western Electric Co.

Te'ephowe Mouthpieces
Marcus, W.N.

Transformers.
-Vnsonift Electric Co.
National Electric Mfg. Co
Stanley Electric Mfg.^Co
Taylor. Goodhue A Ames.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Works.

Trucks. Electric Cap
General Electric Co.
Westlngbouse El. A Mfg. Co

Tnrbinc ^Vheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co
LetVel A Co.. Jas
Pollon Water Wheel Co
Stilwell A Blercc .Mfg. Co.

l^niversificH.
Institute of Technology.

Vncnoni PunipN.
Hubbard. Nornmn.

A'arniNlics.
siaudanl Paint Co.

Water ITeatcrs.
Webster A Co,. Warren.

Water Wheels.
Letfol A Co.. Ja,s
Pellon Water Wheel Co.

Wire. Bare .

Ansonia Electric Co.. Tbe.
Bishop Guiia IVreha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago lusulalod Wire Co.
Crescent In.Wire A Cable Co.
Electric .Vppliance Co.
Holme?, Booth A Uavdcns
Knapp Electrical Works.
National India Rubber Co.
Roebling's Sons" Co.. J. a.
Sperry El. Mining Mach. Co.
Washburn *!t Moen Mfg. Co.
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THE COLUMBIA INCANDESCENT LAMP GO.
Stands Between the User and the Trust.

WILL YOU SUPPORT IT? IF SO. SEND US TOUR ORDERS.
We are in full Operation and can make Prompt Shipments.

If You. H:a.ve IMot Heceived Our Ne-w Frice L^ist, Ask for It.

(gisiied) COLUMBIA INCANDESCENT LAMP COMPANY,
Works and Office, 1912 and 1914 Olive Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

ELECTRIC FANS.
2,000

ENDORSERS. ^ ^„,„^ ,^, Either

Direct Arc or

Incandescent

Current.

DIEHL & COMPANY, 385 Broadway. New York.

Chicago Insulated Wire Co.,

INSULATED WIRES OF ALL KINDS.
5 "l^«>^ 214 Northe n CfRce Building,

X^Sfe^ CHICAGO..^

1-

Weatherproof,
Magfnet,
Office, Annunciator.

Samples and Prices on application,

FACTORY AT SYCAMORE, ILL.

l*roiii|>t Hhiiiiiient H.

The Electrical Specialty Co.,
1720 LARIMER ST., DENVER, COLO.,

Manufacturers and Owners of Woltman & Triggs*

"STANDARD"
Single Push Button Flush

SWITCH.
Awarded the first prize gold mednl at the Second

Annual Industrial Expo'^ilioQ held at Denver, March,
]i^9;} The only oue*poBh button SwUch in the market.
If the light is out it turns it on, and if the light is on,
push the same button and it turns it out. We make
this switch single pole, and 3-wire, This Switc;h i3

more practical and cheaper than any other push button
Switch in the market. It does not need tho aid of bat-
terit's, a shunt current or other cumbersome adjuncts.

PRICE, 10 Ampere, Single Pole, $1.50.
Liberal dif^counts to the trade.

ON EXHIBITION AT WORLD'S FAIR.

ROCKFORD DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
NO BETTER MADE.

TOU CAN BUY THEM OF OUR AGENTS,

Frank IIofFman, Room 31, 94 La Salle
St., Chicago, III.

St Louis Engr. Co.. St. Louis, Mo.
D. J. HausB, Room 51 Pihe Bldg., Cin

cinnatl, Ohio.
A. Pizzinl, Jr , 909 Bank St., Rich-
mond Va.

Duerr & Rohn, 445 E. Water Street,
Milwaukee, Wis.

Zenilli Kltfc. Co., Lyceum Building,
Diiluth, Minn.

C. E. Duy, 1611 Champa St, Denver,
Colo.

Smith Elec. Co , Butte, Montana.
Intermouutaln Elec. Co., Suit Lake

City, Utah.
Brodnoy Morley& Co.,Tacoina Wash.
Internutlonal Elec. Supply it Const.

Co., San Francisco, Cal.

OR AODKE88 IJS,

ROCKFORD ELECTRIC MFC.CO.,
ROCKFORD, ILL.

STREET LIGHTING FROM ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
Lamps, Series Sockets,

New Prices given on Street Fixtures, Poles,
Bank Boards, Meters

And ail acceBSories for the use of SERIES LAMPS on ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
Thi8 Bystem permits a PROFITABLE and SATfSFACTOBT method o/ street illumin-
ation and should be In restif/ated by every plant usinff alternatina current apparatna,

WRITE FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS AND PRICES.

OUR SERIES LAMPS
Wm show you a COMPARATI VE SA VINd <<iual to tlwAr FIRST COST in POWER CONSUMED.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC COMPANY, 620 AtJaiitio Ave., Boston, Mass.
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aOJ S1N30V FOR SPRIN& CONSTRUCTION WE ARE FDLLY PREPARED.

Poles,

Line Wire,
Cross Arms, Brackets,

Pins, Insulators, Lag Bolts,

Digging Bars, Pike Poles, Shovels, Spoons,
Tamping Bars, Cant Hooks, Climbers,

Pliers, Tape Compound,
Sleet Proof Pulleys,

Tools.

OKONITE and CANDEE WIRES. OKONITE and MANSON TAPES.
INTERIOR CONDUIT. LUNDELL MOTORS.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
116 and 118 Franklin Street, Chicago.

P

GATE CITY ELECTRIC CO.,

Kansas City, Mo.
WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

Omaha, Neb.

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

St. Louis, Mo.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC CO.,

Manufacturers and Electrical Engineers.

39 and 41 Cortlandt Street,

Dynamos,

Motors and

Direct Current

Transformers

In all practical sizes and types.

KTES^W

Special
Applications and

Designs.

Transmissions of
Poiver about

Works
or Factories.

WORKS, AMPERE, N. J,

Special Ventilating and Cooling Devices.
^E:i_i_ir^^ .A.<SE:isi-r^:

ANSONIA ELECTRIC CO., NEW ORLEANS ELECTRIC CO., RUSSELL & OFFICER ELECTRIC CO.

102 Michigan Ave., 1<>7 Gravier Street, 1735 Champa Street,

CHICAGO, ILL. NEW ORLEANS, LA. DENVER, COL.

CUMNER, CRAIG & CO.

ITS Devonshire St..

BOSTON. MASS.
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Central Station and Isolated Plant Astatic Ammeter (One-half Size.)

The Weston Standard Portable Direct Current Voltmeters and Am-
meters are used in all parts of the civilized world.

They are recognized by all authorities as the very best instrument
ever produced.

During the past year Mk. Weston has given much time to the
further study and improvement of these instruments, and has brought
them to a higher degree of permanency, durability, accuracy and ex-
cellence than we ever thought possible. 21i& Ktv> Model is the same
in external appearance as the old, but is vastly superior to the latter in

all that contributes to a first-class instrument. It is the arjae of per-
fection, and is destined to become and renaiin.

The Standard Portable Instrument of the World.

We have perfected a larger model of these instruments—expressly
adapted for use as 'ibaolute standarrh in stations and laboratories.

Weston Portable Alternating Current Voltmeters.
These instruments are absolutely permanent and very accurate, and

are incomparably superior to any form of hot wire instrument known.
They will be found invaluable in securing and maintaining uniformity
and economy of operation of alternating current plants.

We make tnultipliern /or nxe wiili these instrvnieiits
to extend their range so as to measure the highest voltage met with on
prim»ry circuits.

We also make sixteen different ranges of moderate priced, high grade

Dead-Beat Switch-board Ammeters.
The capacity ranges from 35 amperes to 750 ampetos. These instruments are

a new type, and are very accurate and well made. Tlie scales are very regular, the
instruments very sensitive, tboroiiglily durable and absolutely permanent, and their
indications are not sensibly affected by the most powerful external fields.

In addition, we are making a full line of Direct Current

Station and Iso'ated Plant Voltmeters,

in three sizes and many ranges. Tlie.se instruments are very dead-beat, and embody
many new and valuable features.

Tliey are specially adajited for railway and power plants, and are well suited
for arc and incandescent light circuits, and all otlicr work reiiniring ffood and
t/ioroiighly Iruatwortlii/ Voltmetera. Tiny are specially disigned for

,

twitch board use.

Wc arc also making a large line of high grade

STATION AMMETERS,
in ranges from 200 to n.OOO amperes, with absolutely proportional scales throughout
the entire range. The sensibility and accuracy of these instriinicnti have nwer
been approached. A 1,200 ampere instrumei t will indicate, with full load or no
load, the turning on or oJT of a sing'c lamp, and can be read In any part of tie
scale to one ampere. They arc very dead-beat, handsome in deB'gn and (inish,

permanent, durable and well made, and moderate in piicc.

See onr elaborate exhibit at World's Pair, S. E. orner second floor, Electricity Balldlng, where our representallYO

will be pleased to receive visitors.

THE WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRIENT CO.,

114-120 William St., Newark, N. J., U. S. A.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.
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THE SPERRY ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.

Street Railway Apparatus.

EUSTIMLU SUPPDIITO MOTORS, FLEXIBLE CONKECTHNS.

ERI7SH STSTEM

!

All double carbon arc lamps at the Columbian Exposi-

tion are Brush, or under Brush license,

South Park, Chicago, has a model lighting plant. All

Brush Apparatus.

New Illinois Central Depot, Chicago, is equipped with

Brush Electric Lighting Apparatus.

Chicago Beach Hotel is just installing a large Brush
lighting plant.

If you are interested in Electric Lighting or Power
Apparatus, send for Catalogues or Call on

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY,
General Offices: Chicafi^o Offices:

CLEVELAND, OHIO. MOIVADNOOK BUiLDIIMC.

THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.,

No Noise. No Wearing Out of Gears.

IDEAL STREET CAR MOTORS AND POWER GENERATORS.
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OUR NEW MODBL

3 FAN MOTOR.
AGEXTS M'AXTED IX

EVERY CITT,

Write for Prices that wiil
Surprise You.

CLARK& MARSHALL,
345 Rookery Building,

CHICAGO.

THE FALLS

Eivet k lacliiie Co.,

Cnyaboga Falls, Ohio.

Maaofacturers of

Friction Clutclies,

Shafting, Etc.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

BRANCH OFFICES:

8 Sonth Canal St,, CHICAGO.

39 Cortlandt St., NEW YOEK.

WE HAVE RESUMED THE MANUFACrURB OF THE

Incandescent Lamps
AND ARE PREPARED TO FILL ALL

ORDERS PROMPTLY.

American Electrical Mfg. Co.,

2011 to 2011 Pine Street, Sr. LOUIS, MO.

Send for
i atalo»;iie.

Send for
Samples.

Our Standing as Mannfacturers of the Highest Grade
of Hard Fibre is Unquestioned.

THE DELAWARE HARD FIDRE COMPANY,

BEBL.IW. BIUlIINbHA]].

MADE
5 amp. 8. P.
10 amp. 8. P.
5 amp. 3 way.
10 amp. 3 way.

"THAT'S THE SWITCH"

And We Control That Movement.

\\

m^"
MADE

10 amp. D. P.
15 amp. D. P.

Jff^k-./,:
^y> <fc.» ')

Coiic«alpd Work.

PORCELAIN 6000S:

FUSIBLE PENDANTS.
\\,\, wizr.s Of

8M STYLE MAINS.
S-M STYLE BRANCHES.
D. P. Horse Shoes.
S, P. Horse Shoes.

Quadrants and Midgets,
Etc.

•\
r.

c^oe^lp^

0^1.
AdJllHtalil)' lliiHlii.i:; I'll

T-JI. Ar4- l.iifii[i.

Cleut \%'ork.
AdJiiHlalil)' «'liil<'li

for T-H. Ar<^ l.amiis

All are invited to visit ray bootli in Electricity Building when visiting the WORLD'S FAIR.

H. T. PAISTE, 10 South 1811) Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

CEO. CUTTER, Western Dispenser. ALL DEALERS.
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C <Sc C.
Electric Motors and Dynamos. NEW EDDY MOTOR.

Electric Lighting and Electrical Transmission

of Power.

The C. & C. Electric Motor Co,
GENERAL OFFICE:

402 and 404 Greenwich St., New York.

BRANCH OFI'MCES AND WAREROOMS.

CHICAGO, 201 Madison St. BOSTON, 63 Oliver St

PHILADELPHIA, North 43vtli Street.

Agencies in all principal cities.

Our Individual Arc Light

and Motor Cut-Outs

:kei-.t-A-bx.

r:C03:T02v£IC-^

SIlv£^ZLE.

And Require Only One Small Wire.

ELECTRIC SELECTOR & SIGNAL CO,

(Successor to ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE CO..)

45 Broadway, NEW YORK.

MULTIPOLAR GENERATORS FOR RAILWAY AND
POWER PURPOSES.

PERFECT IN CONSTRUCTION.

Correspoad-encs Solicited..

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MFG. GO,,
WINDSOR, CONN.

1212 Havemoyer BWg., NEW YOBK. 1417 and HIS Monndnock Bldg.. CHICAGO
606 Commerce St., PHILADELPHIA. 170 Second St.. PORTLAND, OREGON'.

30 Oliver Street, BOSTON. • K)4 E. Cth St.. ST. PAt'L, MINN.
705 Delaware Street. KANSAS CITY, ^11 ).

CALUMET

Electric Manufacturing

AND ENGINEERING GO,,
L. A. HINE,

Pres't and Sec'y.

L. J. OTIS, G. E. DOKMAN.
Treasurer. Vice-Pres"l and Designer.

Calumet Fan Motors.

Slow Speed.

Straight Feed

Carbon Brushes.

Durable

Commutators,

with many

Segments.

Our Large

Armature

Operates

with Success

on 500

Volt Circuits.

High Efficiency.

Electric

Emory Grinders

and Burnisliers.

>/,„f/in-,— <-

Direct Current. Back View—Showing UrushCB.

Dynamos and Motors
OF ANT SI2E AND VOLTAGE.

Office, 403, 172-174 S. Clinton St., CHICAGO.
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THE ONLY OBJECTION
To the alternating system, which was that power
could not be supplied by it as by the straight

current system, is at last

SWEPT AWAY oi; TWO PHASE MOTOR.

vy'E: r-jcDvy^

A COMPLETE ALTERNATINB SYSTEM
For supplying both light and power from the same
dynamo and circuit.

SELF-STARTINB EFFICIENT MOTORS
In various sizes for Two Phase circuits.

GENERATORS, TRANSFORMERS, ETC,

All parties about to purchase new generators, or
contemplating transmission of power for any pur-
pose, are invited to correspond with us, and cordially
invited to see our system in practical operation in

Pittsfield.

Don't buy Single Phase machines, when by buying Two Phase, you can

run your lights equally well and also run motors from the same circuit.

STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
MAY 1, 1893. Pittsfield, Mass.
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ARMATURE AND FIELD COIL VARNISH, INSULATING TAPE,

THE OLD STANDARD P. AND B. INSULATING COMPOUND.
A full line of P. nnd

B. fro ivicts on exhibi-

lion in both the Elec-

Iriciil jind Manufac-

tures and Liberal Arts

Buildings at th-; Co-

lumbiun Exposition.

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.
MANUFACTUBKKS,

2 Liberty St., NEW YORK, N. Y.

PAKAPFISE PAINT CO..
lie DATTERV STREET, - • - SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.,

Pncific Coa^t llniiufartnrer^.

Visitors to the Fair

are welcome

at our

CHICAGO OFFICE,

871 'The Fookery."P*B
SOXjXS ^^e-

:i;:-:!r, N. 3.1 SI., si. iy,ul". Mo.
l^3<^ Llborty Av*-.. PItUbargh, Pa.
21.1 W. <th St . Cioclnonll. Ohio.

M-M N. Jlh St., phllalvlptiU, Pa.

F. O. SAWYER PAPER CO.,
R0BI5INS ELECTRIC CO , -

POST-GLOVER ELEC. C0.^
NOVELTY ELECTRIC CO .

ANSON lA ELECTRIC CO..
RoDdnlph St. and Mlcblf^n Ave., Chlcofjo, III.

PETTINGELL, ANIIHE\V.S i CO.,
192-202 E. Sammer St., Boirton, Maw.

SOUTHERN ELECTRIC CO.. - Hoen Building. Baltimore. Md.
-TULIDS ANDRAE, - - - Mllwaakee, wis.

.\nd Supply Honseg Everywhere.

SOMETHING TO BE NOTED!

THE MORRISON STORAGE BATTERY
Is made by the PlnntL- pro-
cees, no oxides being used,
either mechanically or ap-
plied In the form of paste,
paint or cement,

ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE HIGH; LIFE LONG.
Dry Batterie?. Battery
Supplies, etc. For further
information address

AMERICM BATTERY COMPAKY,
Office: Rooms 23 and 24, 177 La Salle St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Only Snccessfol Alternating Cnrrent Arc lamp.

LOW TENSION ALTERNATING CURRENT

Over 30,000 HelloB Lamps In dally operation In Europe, and more than 1,000 Lamps already in

operation In America. The only Arc Lamp which buroB as steadily as an Incandescent Lamp. l\Iost

economical Arc Lamp for Central Station or Cousumer. %Vrite na fur our Alen^ Catalo;r^ne.

THE HELIOS ELECTRIC COMPANY,
130G-H-10 Filbert Street, PHIl.ADJBLiPHlA, PA. f. S. A.

Eastern Agents: Western Acents: Southeastern Ageuoy:
STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO., THE ANSONIA ELECTBIC CO., SOUTHERN ELECTRIC CO.,

Plltsfield, Maes. Chicago, III. HoenBldg., Baltimore, Md.

Eastern Ponu. and Southern N.J. Agency: Southwestern Agents:
RADIANT ELECTRIC CO., ST, LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO..

1223 Market Street, Philadelphia, Pa. St. Loui.s Mo.

VOLTMETER SWITCH.
Are yoa a Station ^lanager? If go consider this.

OUR NEW
VOLTMETER

SWITCH.

This Fnitch enables the attendant tc

detennibe the voltage on any of the

various circuits diverging from one or

more dynamos.

Particularly Practical for
Isolated Planis-

Send for our Catalogue.

EmCTRIC ENClNiERIl md SUPPLY CO.

New York Office, 126 Liberty St. SYKACCSE. S. r.. v. S. A.

Day's Kerite.

Highest Crade of

Insulation for

Electric Wires and Cables.

GUSHING & MORSE, Geieral western

225 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

548 Washington St., Boston,
MANFFACTURERS OP THE

Original Celebrated Boston Burners,
HEADQUARTERS FOR

GAS LIGHTING APPARATUS.

f^

Please do not confuse our name with others.

We have the hirgcsl luid most completa stock of Gas Lighting .ippnra us to be

found in tliis country. Our burners hiive proven, by practical use, to be far superior

to any oilier on llie niarliet, and our prices arc exceedingly low.

Buy burners made by the BOSTON ELECTRIC CO., and get the best Tou
will thereby save the profits of your labor, besides giving your customers perfect satis-

faction.

Koston Electric Co.'s Antomfttic llunicr. IlostoM T'lcctrlc Antotnattc Rnrner (shell removed.^
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€^^^-e>t2y.

T^'i^9>f<^9/l^/2Jy -%̂^-^^n^fz^:

-A. n^TIB-^TvT-

STREET RAILWAY HANDBOOK
Indispensable to every Street Railway Employs,

STREEOaTlWATS;
Their Construction, Operation and Maintenance.

JUST OUT OF PRESS.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
6 Lakeside Building, Ciiicago.

iCANiTF

SoIcMamifiictiirer of Micanite Plates, Commutator Spsmi'nte. Rings.
Waehern. Tubes, Trmiglis, Taper Kings, Cloih, Puint, etc.,

FOR ELECTRICAL INSULATION.

REGISTERED

MICA INSULATOR CO.
218 WATER STREET, NEW YORK.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB EliECTBICAJC USES.

Grapblte Bods of Tarlons liensths, from 1-5 Obm to 100 Ohms Beslstance
to the inch. *^raphlte Boxes and Crndhles, Beslsting Heats

of 4,000 Degrees. Inquiries Uladlr Answered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

1SS3 o^o^ei LUNDELL FAN

MOTORS
HATE

New Self Oiling aod Self AligniDg

Bearings,

AND

Black Japanned Fans and Guards.

Order now and have a stock on hand ready to

supply the demand Che first warm day. The house
with Block secures the basiness.

jDterior Wilit & Insulation Co.,

42-44 Broad St., New York.

F.DWAKP H. -TOHXSON, Presklont

E. W. LITTLK, Vire Prf'S. and Gen. Mgr.

ELEOTRIOAL ENGINEERS, INVENTORS,
ETC., WHO MAY BE DESIROUS OF IN-

TRODUCING THEIR ELECTRICAL OR
OTHER SPB3IALTIE8 TO THE EURO-
PEAN MARKETS WOULD DO WELL TO

COMMUNICATE WITH

BERGTHEIL& YOUNG,
... ^uuK., LiOKDON, E. C.

A RISING AND ENERGETIC FIRM OF
ENGINEERS, WITH UNQUESTIONABLE
CONNECTIONS, BOTH IN GREAT
BRITAIN AND ON THE CONTINENT.

AANUrACTURERS orsanizcd (881.

incorporati;d i8«3.

Arc LA/nps

AN
nSTABLlSllED
1 ^ACT:

rsR INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

I TIIC ONLY ARC LA/HP THAT
;. WORKS SATISrACTORlLY ON AN

I
INCANDCSCCNT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING. THEATRICAL,

AND SEARCH LAnPS.

THE CLECTRIC

Ig;^/"^^^,^
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

ui-'iry iir.iLWNo,

CniCABO-

TCLCPMONn CUIUJINO.

NEW YOHK.
Search Light No. 13.
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Westinshouse Electric and Mt Co.,

STOPPER INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LAMPS.

PRICES.

s c. r*. $0.30
10 " .30

20 c. p. $0.35

DISCOUNTS.
Ten (10) per cent, to Central Stations.

Two and one half (23^) per cent, and upward to others, according to

Quantity.

ALLOWANCES.
Ten (10) cents for every burned-out lamp returned unbroken to

factory.

EFFICIENCY.
By reason of an important discovery we now make our 50 volt

lamps with an e£Q.ciency of 2H watts per candle. This results in in-

creasing the lighting capacity and earnings of a station

TWENTY PER CENT.
Shipments are now being made.
Detachable bases to fit any sockets five cents net, each.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
WANUfACTtrRED BY

W^M. BROOKFIBLD,
3USHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

HAVE YOU HEARD
About the Whitney Instrument for Alternating Current Work?

If not

CET POSTED.
We have an alternating current instrument not only equal to the best,

but absolutely superior to anything e'se on the market. Un-
affected bv Tariations in frequency of alternations.

PRICES AWAY DOWN.
LET US HEAR FROM TOU.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
243 :»acli!aoii Street. - CHICAGO, 11,1..

RAGNt HARDWARE I»rEfrC0-R.^''V-3

IGth and Racine SireetM.

EP. ROBERTS & CO.,
I

Electrical and IVIechanical Engineers.

E. p. Roberts, M. E. C. F. Ueeelaceer, E E.

Prelimioary Surveys nud Eslimates.
Plaoa, Specifications aad SupervisioQ of Electric

Light, Power aad Railway Work.

WESTERN RESERVE BUILDING,
t^leveland, Ohio.

Tte Ostiome Steam Eiigineeriiig Co,,

Rorttns 714.715, 167 Dearborn St.. - Chlcaco
Representative work now ia coursa of construc-

fion. 'lOOOH. P. Heat, Light and Power Plaur, for
the Pabst Heat, Light & Poster Co., Milwaukee, Wig.

Thnpe who contemplate the construciioD of simi-
lar plaufs on improved and economical lines will
ilo well to enmiiumicate with us. First, be sure
., uu will get the besit, then go ahead.

II %^Jr^ Qualities

For Electrlesl Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
21s Water Street. Slew York.

W. H, SILLS, 86 UU Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Sole Agents for "Miciinite."

<^#^^^'
\ft Iwcandesce///

%.m
EFFICIENT,
LONG LIVED.
FIRST CLASS

IN EVERY RESPECT.

Users are absolutely guaranteed against

annoyance on account of patent litigation.

MODERATE PRICES.
PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

TAYLOR, GOODHUE & AMES,
General Selling Agents,

348 DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO.

SAMSON BRAIDED CORD.
Ia the moet dura-
ble for hanging
Arc Lamps,
T r o 1 1 6 y
Cord, Cov
ering Field

MapnetB, Sash Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Sauiplen and Prices,

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

ANY CANDLE POWER. C£]

"STEUBEN" LAMP.
w rite loi- Z*z*loes.

STEUBEN LAMP WORKS, CANISTEO, N. Y.

ANY VOLTAGE.

S«.mr>les g'reei

COISr3"D"IiTI3Sr3- ZEJSrCB-HsTEIER.
ytum. Alner. Soc M. E., Mt-m. Ani*T. Inst. E. E. UQiverslty of M'isconHin, Madison, Wis.

I'l-.r., ^^j.r\f.rti\<"D^. f-tlmiit'--. iind to^ts of all klniis of plants for electric lifjtit or power.

BORING km TDRNING MILLS.
37, 51 and 62-inch Swing, with two Regular Heads.

42-inch Swing, with Turret Head and Screw
Cutting Attachment.

AU, OKAILS ACCIJKATEI.Y CUT. AI.I, FEEDS POSITIVE.

\T^. Kir,... ft... ,,.ir ,,/.r)tnln<"1 fir.'I 'horetor.- '!o not rc'i'iire an 'rperi-tve foiitl'Ifitlon.

Bridgeport Machine Tool Works,

MINE'S EtlMINATOR-i^Ki-
J'J ^

THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR OF ALL vIliTHlllBf^

IS steam Separators and Oil Extractors.

|"II1I!Jbr3 I" twelve trlttlG in the "Cornell" Separator test, It averaged
" ~ / 98 7-10 per ceat Dry Steam. Outstripping all competitors '"Yf|

Send for Circular and Cornell test report. " ^

fl v. HVI.l.AHV, PrrTri»;tor.

Sh:\V VOnK OFFIf'F.
Hr lit tii' port, i.'oiin.

:ifi <'rfrf Iriiitit Htrt-it. ICooiii HO.

The BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA CO.
^^

THE BEST GRADES OF

'KTire sinci Csibles
rO' ur^.ttr ground, unrj^r /jatcr. and all olhcr conditions

Address 420-426 East. 25th Street, - - NEW YORK
HKSKV A. HP.KD, McerctM-}- and nniinecr.

yLhi,.. HINE ELIMINATOR CO., newyork. uobizontai..

TIiIh advortlsBinent appears every other week.

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved Slovi'-Speed Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIRECT-

DiyVKN" Slow-Speed Gener-

ators for lOlooti-ic Ligliting and

Power. Low Running Expense,

Insulated Wire and Flexible

(Jords. lOatirnates furnished.

Isolated Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 Girard Building.

BUFFALO, BOTerraco.

WOKKN AT RltII>«KPORT, CONN.
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How President Cleveland Opened the
World's Fair by Electricity.

Bv Locke Etiikriugk.

Many ingenious theories have been brought forward to

explain how President Cleveland actually set in motion

the wheels of the Columbian Exposition on May ist. Of

course it was evident to the thousands present at the time

that all he himself actually did was simply to press

lightly on a highly ornamented telegraph key, but the

mechanism by which the simple pressure cf his finger set

in motion many ponderous machines has never, as far as I

am aware, been fully and truthfully explained.

In the first place, the whole system was an electrical

hough small balance wheel. On the end of the

shaft, outside the case, was a small spiocket

wheel and chain, connected to another sprocket

wheel secured on the stem of the throttle valve.

The act of closing the engine valve wound up the spring,

and it was secured in its state of tension by a small trig-

ger. This trigger was controlled by the armature of a

powerful electro-magnet, so that when the circuit was

closed, with a magnet and a batlery in circuit, the arma-

ture was attracted, the trigger released the balance wheel,

and the stored energy of the coiled spring caused the

shaft to revolve in the opposite direction to which it did

when the throttle was closed. Thus, by the medium of

The coniroling magnets of these two autcmaiic engine

starters, one in the pump-house and the other in macbioery

hall, were connected in series with six '^Ajax" cells and

twelve ceils of "Perfected" dry battery, and were connected

with a No. 14 B. & S. double and twisted insulated wire

furnished by the Safety Insulated Wjxe company of New
York. The metallic circuit led to the stand, where stood

the golden Victor key, Fig. 2, on its standard of yellow

and blue plush, ready for the tcuch of the presidential

finger, as shown in Fig. i.

The key itself is a very handsome piece of workmanship.

It is of solid gold, with an ivory finger rest, and on the

sides of the handsome plush standard were the dates 1492-

IIG, I. now rRKSIDENT Cl.KV

one. From the president's key two wires led under the

stand, back into the administration builuing, thtnce by

underground duct to the great electric subway. The lines

followed the subway into machinery hall and then split,

one side running to the large 15.000,000 gallon Worth-

ington pump in the pump-house, ard the other run-

ning to the E. P. Allis & Co.'s engine block in machinery

hall. A wire also connected the Worthington pump with

the Allis engine, completing the circuit.

At the Allis engine was placed the engine starter made
by the Electro Automatic Appliance company of Hartford,

Conn. It consisted of a silver trimmed, polished oak

case about 12 or 15 inches square, surmounted by a ten-

inch, silver plated gong. Running through the case was

a light shaft carrying a powerful spiral spring and a heavy

KLAND orKNI-D THE WORLI'S TAIR IIY FJ.ECTKICITV.^— i H F.

the two sprocket wheels and the chain, the steam valve to

the engine was opened. Connected in multiple with the

electro magnets that controlled the trigger was another

pair of coils, with a vibrating armature, to ring the gong

on the outside of the case. An illustration of this device

is presented in Fig. 3.

At the pump-house another system was in use. It was

an electrically controlled valve, handsomely silver-plated,

supported on a polished oak table, and furnished by the

National Electric Valve company. In this case the arma-

ture of a powerful electro-magnet controlled the valve stem

of a miniature steam chest, the movement of which allowed

steam to enter on one side of a small piston and rod con-

tained in a cylinder, the movement of the piston throwing

the throttle of the pumps wide open.

KFV AMI ST\.M'Al:li IN roSlTlON.

1893. The key and standard were furnished by the E. S.

Greeley & Co. of New York, through the \Vorld's Fair

representative of the company, Mr. Auerbacher. The key

on its pedestal will be on exhibition in the company's

exhibit in the electricity building.

In starting the fountains it was found necessary that the

pressure of water in the mains should be up to full pres-

sure just as the key was touched, and as i. was not practic-

able for this pressure to be kept up for any great

length of time some warning signals were necessary to

accomplish this result. W. F. Lewis of the General

Electric company stationed himself directly behind the

president's chair with a push-button which operated a bell

in the northeast tower of m.ichincr)' hall. In the tower

was the stand of F. II. Dorr, who conlrolcd the various
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water effects of the fountains. He was in communi-

cation with both fountains and with the pump house by

electric bells. Three raimtes before the president touched

the key Mr. Lewis signaled to Mr. Dorr. The latter

transmitted the signal to the pump-house and to both

fountains. In the pump-house the pressure was gradu-

ally raised to full load, and in the fountains men

stood with their hands on the valves which controlled the

FIG. 2. HOW PRESIDENT CLEVELAND OPENED THE
world's fair by ELECTRIClTY.^—THE KEY

EMPLOYED.

jets. At the same instant that the president's key was

pressed Mr. Lewis again signaled to Mr. Dorr, who

then signaled to the fountains for the men to open the

valves wide, and as the pumps were started at the same

instant by the president the fountains burst forth in one

g;rand pyramid of water.

All these lines were tested carefully several times to pre-

vent any accident that might at the last moment disarrange

the final results.

The various actors who were "behind the scenes" met

in the electricity building on the morning of May 1st, at

sis oclock, and, over an early "bite," went over the plans

again and again, so as to be "letter perfect" in every

detail, and then hurried away, each to practice his portion,

to be sure that nothing had occured to spoil the looktdfor

result.

Much credit is due to Dr. J. Allan Hornsby, assistant

chief of the department of electricity, and to Lieut.

Spencer of the General Electric company for their earnest

efforts for the success of ihe affair. And it was a

success, as history will bear witness, for it can truthfully

be said that "Cleveland touched the button and electricity

did the rest."

American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers,

The annual meeting of the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers for the reception of the yearly reports, the

election of officers and the transaction of other business

will beheld at the headquarters of the institute, 12 West

Thirty-first street. New York, at 4 P. m., Tuesday, May
i6th. It is expected that this session will occupy about

two and one-half hoars. After adjournment, those who so

desire will assemble at '*The Arena," 41 West Thirty-first

street, where dinner will be served. This will be a purely

social gathering;, to which friends may be invited.

The g;eDeraI meeting of the institute will be held on

no. 3. HO.. , .-; ;.... ,;.,.,,.„....,, o/;.:.ki.. thk
world's FAIk BY ELECTRICITY —STARTI.S'G

VKVICZ OJf THE ALLIS ESCINE,

WcdnevJay, May 17th. Two sessions will be held at

which the foUowiD^ list of papers will be presented for

discossion:

"On the Behavior of Fosc MelaU in Direct and Altcr-
oaie Corrcnt Circnils," by Charles P. Matthews of Cornell
UoiTcTsity. Ithaca. N. V.
"A Modified Diprcz D'Arsooval OalvaDomcter,*' by

Lteot. Charles D. Paricharst of Watervlict Arsenal, West
Tfoy. N. Y.

"The Variation in Economy of the Steam Engine Due to
Variation in Load," by Prof. R. C. Carpenter of Cornell
University, Ithaca, N. Y.

"An Automatic Printing Speed Counter for Dynamo
Shifting." by Prof. George S. Moler of Cornell University,
Ithaca, N. Y.

"Practical Aspects of Electrical Resonance," by Dr. M.
I. Pupin of Columbian College, New York city.

"The World's Electrical Congress of 1893, "discussion of
the provisional programme prepared by the Institute com-
mittee. This report with its appendices has been printed,
and absent members are earnestly invited to contribute in
writing any comments they desire to make.

"High Tension Generators for Direct Current Trans-
mission," by Prof. Francis B.Crocker of Columbia Col-
lege, New York city.

"The Heating of Armatures," by A. H. and C. E. Tim-
merman of Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.

Electricity at the World's Fair.

Aside from the electrical effects in the opening exercises,

which are described by Mr. Etheridge in an article on

another page, the first week of the World's Fair was not

especially noteworthy from an electrical point of view. The
electricity building was not open to visitors during the

week, owing to delay in installing exhibits, largely caused

by trouble in getting cars after delivery at the grounds by

the railroad companies. The electric launches made regu-

leading boat, and, as he is standing up in the stern, his fig-

ure can be readily distinguished.

One of the General Electric company's exhibits is a Lake
Erie upright engine of the marine type directly coupled to

a 75 kilowatt multipolar dynamo. An annoying accident

oecurreQas this engine was being taken from the car on

which it came. Through the carelessness of some work-

men the heavy engine was allowed to drop to the ground,

wrenching off the governor and otherwise badly damaging

it. The exposition staff of the General Electric company
is indignant at the carelessness displayed, for which, it is

asserted, there was no excuse.

Prof. Elihu Thomson's apparatus for producing high

potential discharges has arrived in the electricity building,

and already attracts much attention. Sparks three or four

feet long will be produced at an estimated difference of

potential between the terminals of one million volts. Oil

insulation is used according to the method described by

Prof. Thomson in his recent article on the subject pub-

lished in the Western Electrician. The phenomenon

will form one of the most attractive features in the building

and will be sure to draw a wondering throng. The appar-

atus is in charge of A. Rowland, who superintended the

shipment of all the World's Fair material from the Thom-
son Houston factory at Lynn.

It is an interesting fact that, although nearly all the ex-

FIG. r. ELECTRICITY AT THE WOKLD's FAIR.

hr trips and received considerable patronage. On the in-

tramural line a train tvas running, but at infrequent inter-

vals and carrying few passengers. Undoubtedly the num-

ber of persons carried on this road would have been much

larger but for the chilly weather, which not only reduced

the number of visitors but induced people to seek better

protection from the penetrating wind from the lake than

thai afforded by the open C2.rs on the elevated structure.

The electric fountains were not electrically tested owing to

the non-arrival of cable from Schenectady.

Oq the opening day one of the most picturesque features

was ihe assemblage of electric launches and Venetian gon-

dolas in the basin in front of the administration building.

The boats made a very pretty appearance gliding about

without noise or steam, and were the subject of many ad-

miring comments. A viewshowing a portion of the wa'er

£csne is presented in Fig. i. After the president had

formally opened the fair and had paid a visit to the great

manufactures building, he was taken for a ride on one of

the electric boats, the start being made at the landing at

the northwest corner of the minufactures building. The

throng was so great that the president was in imminent

danger of being crowded off the landing before he could

.step into the boat. The little craft went down perceptibly

when the weight of the nation's executive was placed upon

it. The boat was No. 11 of the lagoon fleet, and was

piloted by R. T, Garrabrant. It carricJ no awnings,

Capt. Simonds received the voyagers and helped them into

the five launches. No. 11 was first away and led the little

fleet northward between the shores, which resounded with

thousands of voices. The president sat in the stern with

Director general Davis at his left and President Palmer at

his right. After traversing the lagoon in a course closely

skirting the shore, the voyage was completed at the steps

leading up to the agriculture building, where the party

look carriages again. The photograph reproduced in Fig.

2 shows the presidential party in electric launches near the

point of debarkation. President Cleveland is shown in the

—ELECTRIC LAUNCHES IN THE GRAND BASIN.

hibits in electricity building are now well along toward

completion, but four were completely ready on the opening

day. The exhibitors who comprise this roll of honor are

Queen & Co., the Thomson Electric Welding company,

Day's Kerite and H. T. Paiste & Co.

Much energy is displayed in the work of completing the

electrical construction work at the World's Fair. About

the great central court the incandescent wiring for the

administration building, music hall and peristyle is en-

tirely finished, and all the lamps are in position. The
exterior incandescent lighting of the administration build-

ing has been completed, and the long rows of lamps about

the cornices, on the ribs of the dome and around the lofty

corona give a beautiful effect at night, outlining the beau-

tiful building in lines of light. The eight fifty-light stand-

ards, illustrated in the Western Electrician a few

months ago. which are the most elaborate incandescent

lighting fixtures at the park, are also in place in this build-

ing, which is now brilliant with 4,950 incandescent lamps.

The electrical fountains have successfully withstood the

hydraulic test, and the lamps will soon be in position.

The temporary pole line, which has proved so useful in

the construction operations on the grounds, although con-

tributing.' in no way to the beauty of the park, has all be(n

taken down, and of course all work no.v undertaken is of a

permanent character. The demand for light, both arc and

incandescent, is still great, however. Although much
work is being accomplished, the lights would be put in

with still greater rapidity if more wircmcn could be ob-

tained. About 500 men are now at work on elec rical

construction at the grounds, but four times that number
would be employed if they could be secured.

About six new arc circuits of 50 lights each arc being

put in every day. The agriculture, manufactures, trans-

portation, horticultuic, fisheries and Tllinois state build-

ings are now completely wired, with lamps, and the leather

and forestry buildings are also wired, but arc not connected

with the circuits. Lights are also burning in some of the
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Other buildings. All the patrol lights are burning except

those in the Midway Piaisance and the extreme southern

portion of the grounds, about 500 in all. It is expected

that all the arc lamps in the park, except those used for

lighting the stock exhibit, will be in operation in two

weeks. The lamps now in use for patrol lighting are

principally Brush and Standard.

O. S. Piatt of Bridgeport, Conn., manufacturer of

switches, will make an exhibit in electricity building in

connection with the Electric Appliance company.

The British government has been invited by the

American minister to nominate five official delegates to

the World's Electrical Congress at Chicago on August 21st

and the following days. The royal commisson for the

World's Fair has requested the foreign office to nominate

the following named gentlemen: W. H. Preece, F.R.S.

(president Institute of Electrical Engineers); Prof. W. E.

Ayrton, F.R.S. ; Major Cardew, R.E,; Alexander Siemens

and Prof. S. P. Thompson, F.R.S.

Marquis de la Touanne, an engineer attach"^ to the

ministry of posts and telegraphs of Paris, France, is the

official delegate of the French government for the depart-

together with the original battery cells and wires will be

on exhibition. A pyramid showing IC9 styles of primary

batteries will also be a feature. Telegraphers will be

given an opportunity to test the Victor key in connection

with Morse, European and "tell-lalc" registers.

James Dredge, one of the British royal commissioners

to the World's Fair and the well known editor of London

Engiiucring^ w-s entertained at dinner on the evening of

May 3d by the Western Society of Engineers, Mr. Dredge

has been one of the staunchest upholders of the exposition

in England, and the value of his services, extended per-

sonally and through the columns of his admirable jour-

nal, has been gratefully recognized by the friends of the

fair.

Queen & Co. of Philadelphia are making a fine display

of electrical instruments in their space on the ground floor

of electricity building, near the northern entrance. The

company also has four exhibits of scientific appliances in

manufactures building. The features of the total exhibit

are described in a pamphlet entitled "Some Features of

the World's Columbian Exposition."

Prof. Elisha Gray, chairman of the World's Electrical

rience applies to the generating stations, which have proved
during the past few years to be very unremunerativc risks;

so much so, indeed, that some insurance companies de-
cline to entertain ihcm on any terms, while oihers charge
practically prohibitive rates, or impose conditions unac-
ceptable to the lighting interests. Why the grinding out
of electricity should be so hazardous an operation in the
states is more or less a mystery, and we have for a long
time looked in vain for some statistics dealing with the
question.

George P. Low of San Francisco has endeavored to

supply the want by a paper read before the Fire Under-
writers' Association of the Pacific, as published in the

Western Electrician of March iSth last. It is true the
results of a canvass by drcular of the i3o stations within

the jurisdiction of the association are somewhat disap-

pointing, only 87 having responded, and the greater part

of these returned figures only for the year iSgz. Still

they are interesting, and, in a measure, reassurinK-

It is now pretty evident that the high loss ratios are due
not to this or that particular system of distribution, ror to

any particular device or apparatus employed— in fact, to

nothing that may be said to be specially inherent in elec-

tricity itself—but to causes appertaining to any factory or

works where power :s employed, and where the arrange-

ments for such are faulty. During the rush in the early

days of electric lighting any shanty was considered good

ELECrRIClTY AT THE WORLDS FAIR.—PRESIDENT (JLEVELANIj IN AN ELECTRIC LAI Ntll.

ment of electricity at the Worlds Fair. He says that

France is making an (xhibit which is largely historical.

Lieu^ E J. Spencer, who is in charge of the General

Electric company's interests at the World's Fair, has re-

moved his office from the room temporarily occupied by

him at the southern end of electricity building in the

gallery to the structure erected for the offices of the com-

pany on the ground floor of the big building, near the

"tower of light.'' The room thus vaca'.ed is next to Prof.

Barrett's quarters and will be fitted as a private office for

the chief of the department.

In the northeastern corner of electricity building, on the

ground lloor, the E. S. Greeley & Co. of New York is

arranging an extensive and attractive display. The exhibit

is shown in show-cases, which contain finely finished in-

struments, iabordtory appliances, annunciators, batteries,

telegraphic apparatus, electric bells, switches and special-

ties of all sorts. Everything is plainly labeled in large

letters—a plan that may be commended to other exhibitors.

A number of electric bells are arranged in an achromatic

scale, and wired in series with a key-board, so that airs may
be played. This company manufactured the golden Victor

telegraph key used by the president in setting the Allis

engine in motion, and this dainty bit of apparatus,

Congress, received the following cablegram from W. H.

Preece of London, England, on Monday:

The electrical engineers of England, dining together

at their club to-night, desire to convey to their professional

brethren in Chicago sincere congratulations upon the

opening of their grand exhibition. We hope to appear
in person iu August next to support the success of your
magnificent undertaking.

To the list of engines in the electrical service plant in

machinery hall, published last week on page 246, one

New York Safety 150 horsepower engine should have

been added.

Electric Stations as Insurance Risks.
The fire hazard of electric lighting, though a well-worn

subject, succeeds in cropping up from time to time, and is

the theme of many a paper, and the fruit of many a dis-

cussion. In this country, however, says the London
Elictrical Rn-Uw, matters have so far settled down that

we now rarely hear of those mishaps formerly attending
electric lighting, and the fire offices have little to complain
of in the way of so-called electrical fires. In America,
however, the case is somewhat different. Complaints still

reach us of the unsatisfactory—not to say slipshod—man-
ner in which many of the installations are carried out, and
we believe the fire offices have good cause to regard the
"light of the future" as anything but an unmixed boon in

that country. It would appear, also, that the same expe-

enough for a generating station, the main thing being to

get the current along and the money coming in. Hence it

is not surprising to find that of the 87 stations referred to,

nearly 50 per cent, are timber buildings, and several are

joint occupancies with other risks, such as planing mills,

saw mills and flour mills.

The estimated value of buildings and plant of the S7
stations referred to amounted to about /"332,S57, upon
which insurances were effected to the extent of /"I'S 494,
at an average rate of nearly 2 per cent., and it is satisfac-

tory to know that during last year these particular stations

suffered damage by fire to the extent only of £^<Y^. The
causes are attributed to hot bearings, defective fire-box,

and "general fires," by which we presume is meant
neighboring fires. L^nfortunately no information is

forthcoming of the experiences of the remaining 93 sta-

tions.

Turning to home, the contrast is striking. Our public
supply companies find it to their ad\-antage to erect most
substantial structures for their generating stations, built to

stand for all time, and in which they provide against fire

by the simple expedient of excluding from their boiler

houses and engine rooms anything of a combustible na-

ture. Hence there is no difficulty in effecting insurance to

any extent required, and at very moderate rales.

In the states improvements are being effected in this

respect. Stations are now being erected that, from the
fire point of view, leave little to be desired, and the day,
let us hope, is not far off when the wooden shanty with its

greasy floor will have become a thing of the past.
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Electric Light Station in the Champs
Elysees Sector, Paris.

The first station for the distribution of electricity in

Paris was a modest venture, and, comparatively speaking,

the city was backward in the introduction of the new

illaminant. On June 20, 1SS7, the Dronot station was

officially opened by Charles Mildi5, president of the ad-

ministrative council of laCompagnie Francaise d'Eclairage

Electrique. The station was able to supply only 1,500

lamps at the maximum. Five years before the date men-

tioned the Pearl street station of the Edison company in

New York was in operation. Since that time progress in

electric lighting has been rapid, the development dating

especially from iSSS, when five companies received conces-

sions for lighting five sectors of the city on the right bank

of the Seine.

On the first day of March last there were still two sec-

tors unprovided with electric light. These were the

Champs Elysees on the right bank and that of the left bank

of the Seine. It is likely that it will be some little time

before the latter district is electrically lighted, but on

March 7th the new plant of ]a Compagnie Parisienne

d'Eclairage Electrique du Secteur des Champ Elysees

commenced to supply current in the territory in which it is

located.

The Champs Elysees sector covers an area of about 4){

square miles, and is for the most part a residence district.

There are few business blocks, and the consumption by

subscribers will be generally small. Statistics gathered in

similar districts in other large European cities prove that

localities of this description are the least profitable to the

electric light company. The concessions for electric light-

ing, granted by the city of Paris cover a period of only

eighteen years, at the expiration of which time the conduits

become the property of the municipality. The companies

naturally are inclined, therefore, to reduce the investment

in the distributing system as much as possible.

The company decided to install an alternating current

system with a potential of 3.000 volts in the primaries. It

was also determined to adopt machines of low frequency,

not over 40 periods per second, to facilitate coupling dyna-

mos in parallel and to prepare the way for the employment

of alternating current motors.

The station is located at Levallois-Perret on the bank of

the Seine at a point convenient for receiving coal and

Huguet of Paris. They have fixed armatures with rotating

fields, which are mounted on extensions of the engine

shafts. The fields are 22 feet 10 inches in diameter and

have 80 poles. The number of armature coils is the same.

The output of the machines is 133 amperes at 3,000 volts,

while the normal capacity of the machines is 400 kilowatts;

they can be worked up to 455 kilowatts if necessary.

Their commercial efficiency guaranteed by the builders is

S5 per cent.

The switchboard shown in Fig. 2, E. Ilospitalier says

THE GEO ^GNETIFERE

in a recent article, is one of the most complete to be seen.

All the circuits and the connections are in plain sight and

all wires traversed by alternating currents are painted a

bright red to attract the attention of the operator who is

never allowed to touch any apparatus until he has drawn on

a pair of rubber gloves. Opening or closing the high ten

sion circuits is effected by stationary connections which are

brought into circuit by means of mercury contained in-

ebonite vessels. This operation is effected by means cf

levers arranged in a line across the board. The switch-

board is 13 feet in height and 65 feet 6 inches in length.

fiG. I. f.i.L'.i;-:!'. i.iGin .siATio;; IN

obuiniog water for the boilers and for condensing pur-

poses. The structure was built of iron and brick and

rests on a fotindatioo constructed on piles.

The boilers, which arc five in number and of the Gallo-

way type, were bailt by Kcnaujc Fils et Eonpain,

of Roocn. Their capacity is 6,500 pounds of steam per hour.

Water is p»ampcd from the Seine, passing first through a

Gaillet filter and tbcncc to a Green fuel economizer in

which the temperature of the feed water is raised to 100

degrees C,

The engines are in three gronpi, Fig. i. The first con-

sists of a pair of Corliss engines, driving a 400 Icilowall

alEcmatoraod a 25 kilowatt exciter. The second and

third are Corliss engines driving 400 kilowatt alternators

and 25 kilowatt exciters. The engines, which are con-

d<nsing. were constracted by the Tarcot company. The
three alternators now installed were bnilt by Hillairet 8c

THE CHAMCS KLVSEES Sr.CTOK, TARIS,

The current is distributed by Eerthaud-Borel concentric

cables made by the Cail company. The resistance per

kilometer between the two conductors ranges between 4,000

and 5 oco megohms. The following table of megohms per

kilometer was obtained by tests of the cables now laid,

with lines to houses connected up:

Maxi-
mum.

Kcsistance between central con- ) _ .0-
ductor and the earth ( '' ^

Rcsisl-ncc between annular I _ .^^

,

conductor and the earth. . . . J
^ ^

Resistance between the two / ^
conductors f

'
^

When the cables are placed under the sidewalks they arc

merely laid in a trench on a layer of sand, which faciliatcs

the drainage. Above them is placed a thin tile and nearer

to the surface a wire screen to protect them from the tools

Mini- Aver-
mum. age.

4,843 7.083

1,930 2,226

2,900 4,847

of workmen. In the streets the cables are laid in'cast iron

pipes.

The transformers in use are the new Zipernowski type

shown in Fig. 3. The sizes employed are i, 2, 5, 10 and

25 kilowatts capacity. The Thomson meter is employed

far measuring current. The prices charged for current

vary in accordance with the amount of consumption. In
private hotels and residences where the requirement is

small the charge is about a cent per lamp-hour for a 10

candle power lamp. The largest consumers are charged
about 20 per cent, less, The cuts are reproduced from
Za Nature.

The Geomagnetifere.'
By C. Crepeaux.

Does electricity, that has transformed almost all our
modern industries, exert a favorable influence on vege-
table growth? Can it be applied by the agriculturist to in-

crease germination, to secure a more perfect development
of a plant, and, as a consequence, to produce a greater
crop? These questions have been much discussed lately,

and different opinions have been expressed. There has
been no lack of experimenters in this field, for since the
time of Abbe Nollet, von Maimbray. Menou and Bose,
who instituted investigations about 1750, there maybe
noted the names of Abbe Bertholon {1785), Jallabert, Gar-
dini, Ingerhauss von Carmoy, Vassal!, d'Ornoy, Rosiere,
Bilsborrow (i7g7).Rouland, Humboldt, Sennebrer (iSoi),
de Candolle(i8o6), Renter, Sheppard (1840), Forster Beck-
einstener, Hlubeck (1847), Herve Mangon, Mm. Prilieaux,
(1S61), Frestier, Barat (1875), Werner Siemens (iS8u), De-
herein (iSSi), (iraudeau, Leclerc, Celi, Wollny, Mecagno,
Mallet, Deletrez, Spechnew, Rivaire, Selim Lemstrom,
Naudin, Carola, Bailey, Tallavignes, G. Bonnier and E.
Lagrange (1892). There have been so many contradic-
tory results that nowadays everyone looks skeptically at all

that relates to electroculture. However, it must be borne
in mind that negative results are without convincing force
in the face of results that are positively demonstrated and
are reproduced at will. All previous methods of electric

cultivation have, more or less, completely failed; still this

proves simply that these means were defective and does
not involve the failure of a different method.
The new process of electroculture, invented by Brother

Paulin, was studied by him in a series of experiments sci-

entifically conducted, and is based upon a sufficient num-
ber of demonstrations to arrest attention. Brother Pau-
lin devoted himself for an extended period to the study of
electric culture, but when he had reached the point where
he was convinced of the fact that electricity exerted a fav-
orable influence on vegetable life, it was still necessary to
pass from theory to practice, and to determine the best
means of utilizing it. It is for this reason that his prac-
tical experiments date back only two years.

By a device of his own invention, which he calls a "geo-
magnetifere," he attracts electricity that is found in the at-

mosphere near the earth in consequence of meteorological
phenomena, such as storms, rains, wind, etc.,

and distributes it in the ground in the
vicinity of the roots of plants. The "geomagneti-
fere" is a resinous pole, ranging in height from 40 to 60
feet, which is planted in the ground, and which supports
by means of porcelain insulators a galvanized iron rod,

the latter terminating in five copper points as shown in the
i. lustration. This collecting brush is concected by means
of the rod with a system of wires 6 feet ej inches apart,

which distribute the electricity in the ground which it is

proposed to influence. This area depends upon the
height of the pole. An area of 30 areas (3,588 square
yards) for example is allowed for a pole 15 meters (49 feet

2 inches) in height. In the illustration the wires are rep-

resented on the surface to indicate their arrangement; in

practice they are buried to a depth of from six to eigh-

teen inches. Such an insta lation lasts many years; the

apparatus operates until the conductors are destroyed by
rust.

The first experiment made by Brother Paulin was con-
ducted in the spring of 1S91 in a potato field belonging to

a farmer in the suburbs of Montbrison. In July a report

of the result was made in the papers to the following
effect: "The attention is arrested at once by a marked
irregularity in the vegetation in the field. In an exact

circle in which the electric conductors are buried, the
potato plants have a growth double that in the rest of the

field. And this is true without exception; there is no gap
in the group of five plants forming a circle as exact as if

drawn by a compass."
Here is the report of the committee appointed by the

Agricultural Society of Montbrison that awarded a medal
to Brother Paulin: "A geomagnetifere twenty-eight feet in

height exerted its influence over an area 65 feet 5 inches in

radius. In this part of the field the stems of the potato
plants have attained an extraordinary size and development,
and have preserved at this time (.September 23d) a freshness

that contrasts very perceptibly with those in neighboring
parts of the field. The stems were measured and were
found to reach a height of 57.87 inches and .787 inches in

diameter. After the first investigation the members of

the committee designated for future comparison two por-

tions of that part of the field traversed by the wires, each

containing 16 squares meters, and two por-

tions of the same size not subject to the

electrical influence. These four patches of ground were
not chosen for any particular reason except that they rep-

resented the average vegetation in both parts of the field.

The 32 mctcr.s in the former area yielded 198 pounds
of potatoes, while the same area in the uninfluenced por-

tion of the field produced 124 pounds." The production

per hectare (2,47 acres) in the first case would be 61,600
pounds and in the second case 41,140 pounds. This

I. Abmract of no article In V///mimlion.
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result attained without any special fertilizing and with a

common variety of potatoes equals the best crops obtained

at large, expense with chemical fertilizers. On the nth of

October the difference was still more marked; 60 square

feet in the area subject to the electrical influence yielded

1.3S pounds of potatoes, while a similar area in the other

part of the lield yielded S3 pounds.
The second experiment was made in a vineyard. The

report states that the grapes ripened more rapidly and
more steadily in the circle bounded by the wires than in

the ground outside of it.

The following are some of the results obtained in the

following year (1892). In the enclosure of the Brothers

of the Christian Schools (Novitiate of Vals near Puy) a

geomagnetifere 94 feet in height was erected on April 24th in

a field of spinach sowed the previous year. From the first

few days in May it was possible to notice a difference both

in the vigor and color of the plants in the patch of ground
in which the wires were buried. The contrast was marked
by a straight line following the direction of the conductors.

On the i4Ch of May plants in two areas of 5.40 meters

each in the influenced and uninfluenced parts of the field

were dug up with their roots, and were weighed. In the

former area the total weight was 53.68 pounds, and in the

latter case 44.34 pounds, or a difference of 1.91 pounds
per square meter. On the 21st of May the difTerence was
found to be 3.08 pounds per square meter, and six days

later a commission of professors and agriculturists in-

vestigated the action of the geomagnetifere and found it

had then produced a difference of 3.96 pounds per square

meter. At Thueyts (Ardeche) spinach has been giown
with leaves 13.7s inches in length, and celery 35-43 inches

in height. At Tours the stems of the potato plants attained

a growth of 96.45 inches; in Haute Loire the radishes

and turnips reached a spendid size; at Orchies, the beet

roots grown for sugar were of fine quality.

How does electricity produce these remarkable results'

Does it act by means of the decomposition of the air and

the fixation of the azote, or does it operate simply by mak-
ing the useful elements in the soil assimilate more per-

fectly and rapidly? These are problems that are still to be

solved.

The Thiele Bill and Socialism.
By Allen R. Foote.

In the issue of the Western Electrician for April 2gfh

I notice your report of the views of Mr. Wilmerding on

the "Thiele electric lighting bill" and your editorial

referring to the same. Not having the bill

before me I cannot discuss its provisions,

but I am willing to accept your elitorial

statement that "this measure is thoroughly bad in princi-

ple antagonistic to legitimate enterprise, and will have a

tendency to frighten capitalists who would otherwise invest

in electrical work. The bill should be defeated."

From a long and careful observation of the progress of

socialism in this country I conclude that the success it has

met with is wholly attributable to the fact that those

most directly antagonized by the movement—corporations

supplying public services—have been placed at a disadvan-

tage in their efforts to stay the rising tide of paternalism

by the popular prejudices against corporate monopolies and

trusts.

The popular prejudice against monopolies has made

politicians and the daily and weekly newspapers—politi-

cians in type—aver ready to dilate on the wrongs inflicted

by them and the blessings to accrue from having them

supplanted by public ownership of all public service in-

dustries. Another pDwerful influence is be found in the

insatiable greed for political power always firmly rooted in

the occupant of every public office and in every public

employe. Politicians by sheer force of logic, as they

reason, must advocate public ownership of these industries,

because they wrongly assume that to advocate any other

course would be a confession on their part of inability to

manage public affairs. Editors of newspapers show the

sime dread of a damaging admission when they decline to

publish a communication showing errors in their editorials

or in articles which they have published with comments

of approval.

I have seen no better statement of the dangerous growth

of socialism than that made by Frank B. Tracy in his

article in thcJ^om/n for May, 1893, on "Menacing Socialism

in the Western States." I wish every one of your readers

could be induced to read that article. To be told as they

are there told, "in the deliberate and conservative judg-

ment of the writer, that socialists constitute a majority of

the citizens of the West" must have a startling effect on

most of them. And then, when a little farther on the reader

comes to the following statement, it can but cause bin;

to pause and pass some time in serious reflection: "Every

intelligent student must realize that unless the spread of

socialism is checked, one of two conditions will certainly

appear in time. One is the thorough paternalization of our

government; the other is the political separation of the

West from the East."

The remedy suggested by Mr. Tracy is an old and

reliable one—the proper education of the masses. I am
one of those who have complete confidence in the honest

intentions of the average man. Unfortunately, honest

intentions are not all that is required to cause political

actions to result in sound economic procedures. Such

results can come only from honest and well-informed

political action. How can the average man become well

informed regarding the economic conditions involved in

the question of municipal ownership of electric lighting

plants or any other public service industry? Some senti-

mentalist writes an abusive article about monopolies in

general and clinches his argument by showing how cheap

the city could get electric lights or gas, if the city would

only destroy the monopolies by erecting and operating

works of its own. The paper publishes his article as a

sensation, just as it would a lurid account of a robbery or

a murder. The average man reads it. Having no means of

testing the correctness of the figures and no reason for

disputing them, he accepts them. They are against

monopolies, against capitalists and in favor of the people,

in favor of honest labor.

The local company that finds itself in danger commences

FIG. 3. ELECTRIC LIGHT STATION IN THE CHAMPS
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to write to all it thinks may help it, for statistics and

arguments to be used against the craze. Some one takes up

its case and writes an article suitable to it and sends it to

an electrical journal, where it is sure to find a cordial

welcome. It is published in such a journal and is never seen

by the average man, the voter; who controls the destinies

of state. In this way there has been sufficient evidence

published in electrical and other technical journals during

the last five years to satisfy any man with an intelligent

reasoning mind that public ownership of public service

corporations invariably results, and must inevitably result,

it is an answer appeared. The objtctive point is to give

the antidote to the same persons who took the poison, ihe

readers of that newspaper. Let this course be pcrsisicnily

followed and its good effects will not be long in sppearing.

It mnst not be supposed that nev/spapers will be so eager

rightly to educate their readers that they will b? glad to

publish articles correcting statements made in their editor-

ials or in communications which they have accepted and

speeches they have reported wiih approval. Not a bit of

it. On the other hand, they will frequently find it neces-

sary to decline such articles "for want of space." When
this is done there comes the opportunity to show that some

one is in dead earnest in following up the subject. The
declined articles should bs at once inserted as a paid ad-

vertisement. The publisher should be made to know that

he will not be allowed, unchallenged, to corrupt the minds

of his readers with misinformation. One other point : the

article should be furnished by a writer known to have no

invested interest in the industry attacked. If a bright,

respectable, ambitious mechanic can be found in the town

who will read upon the subjsct and sign the articles, their

effect will be much greater than if signed by the president

of the local corporation being attacked.

The political and economic questions involved in evcrv

discussion of socialistic schemes touch the interests of

every public service cjrpDration, As each muat defend

itself when attacked, the common danger and similarity

of interests should bind them into one cohesive force, cot

only to repel all socialistic proposals but to take the offen-

sive and deprive the sentimenta iits of their power to pose

as friends of the people through causing the people to see

that their theories are subversive of industrial liberty and

economic justice. To illustrate this point, one argument

against the Thiele bill is fcund in an article by J. W.
Mason on "Governmental Ownership of Railroads" in

the American Jo2irnal of Politics. In this article Mr.

Mason fays;

*'In the kingdom of Norway and Sweden much may be

learned that is instructive. In 1S88 there was a total of

4,591 miles of railway in that countr}: of these 1.551

miles were built, owned and operated by the government,

while 3,040 miles were built and operated by private corpora-

tions. It cost the government to build and equip its road

over §41,000 per mile. The private roads were built and

equipped for a little over $22,000 per mile—a trifle more

than one-half of what it cost the government. The roads,

private as well as public, are under control of the govern

FIG 2. ELECTRIC LIGHT STATION IN THE CHAMPS ELYSEES SECTOR. PARIS.

in economic losses instead of economic gains for the people.

Notwithstanding this the gains made by socialistic ideas

during this same period of five years are astounding to

those who take the trouble to keep themselves advised.

This lost ground must be recovered and gains must be

made for correct economic ideas, or, as Mr. Tracy says,

our entire government will be transformed into one vabt

scheme of paternalism. This raises the question. How can

the masses be taught correct economic ideas? To keep as

near as possible to the subject that h.is caused the writing of

this article, I suggest that whenever an article appears in

any newspaper or other publication favoring any socialistic

scheme, or giving figures showing the advantage of munic-

ipal ownership, that an article be written to refute the

arguments, or to disprove the figures, and that it be pub-

lished in the same newspaper in which the article to which

ment, with rates fi.xed by royal administration and approved

by the king; and yet the private roads, after paying interest

at four per cent, on a bonded debt of ^i2.Soo.ooo, pay a

dividend of 3.24 percent, on the capital invested, while

the government roads, after paying operating expenses,

show a surplus of but 2. 4t per cent, of the cost. No
comment can add to the force of these facts. I put ihem

forward in proaf that business industries cannot be so

successfully and economically carried on by the government

as by private enterprises."

The Thiele bill is intended to authorize municipalities

to undertake the management of business industries.

Politicians have never yet succeeded in managing business

affairs as well as business men who have their own capital

s'aked on the success of the enterprise. It is not in the na

ture of things that they should . They are not built that way.
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control of enterprises that should be conducted by private

capital is due largely to erroneous statements published in

daily newspapers and popular periodicals, and in the utter-

ances of irresponsible politicians who hope to win favor

by appealing to ignorant people who are ever willing to

take a position against capital. Mr. Foote's plan is lo

refute all of these erroneous statements immediately after

their publication, in fact to establish a literary bureau on a

small scale in every locality where the central station men's

interests are threatened. The scheme will bear considera-

tion.

It is now an assured fact that the electric lines in the

South Chicago suburban district will be extended during

the summer months and that within a year a comprehen-

sive sys'em of trolley lines will be thoroughly established

in that section of the city. The ordinance providing for

these important extensions has been passed and the mayor

has expressed a willingness to approve it, upon the execu-

tion of a satisfactory agreement with the city electrician to

insure non-interference with the city's electric system. A
conference of the representatives of the company and the

city resulted in the settlement of the terms upon which the

work shall be conducted, the street railway company an-

nouncing its willingness to place the city's wires under-

ground wherever the trolley lines crossed the city's

circuits and take any other precautions which Prof.

Barrett might deem necessary. This spirit of fairness mani-

fested by the railway company is commended to the atten-

tion of other corporations seeking franchises from munici-

palities. They will find that the public will much more

readily grant them concessions and that the companies will

stand better in the estimation of the community. They

will find, too, that a liberal policy will pay in the end.
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_ throats. That electricity should have contributed so

THERE seem-, to be a growing disposition on the part of largely lo the success of this memorable celebration is a

the men engag-.d in electrical construction work to follow "use for gratificalion to all connected with the industry.

the policy of the older labor organizations and take ad -—

vaoUf^e of the pressing needs of the corporations to extort

excessive wages. Such a policy is short sighted in the ex-

treme, and will altimatel/ react upon the laboring men. It

w-ll only serve to create a breach between emplojes and

employers, and the former cannot complain if, when

there is little work to be done, the employers retaliate by

cutting the price of labor soas lo average up on the gen-

eral ran. Sach a condition of affairs is to be deplored as

it is in the interest of bolh the cmDloyer acd employe

that friendly rcUtioos exist between them.

ELsewiiEfte io this issue is prescDtcd a carefully prc-

pired article by Allen K. Footc. which should command

ihc attention of every man who is interested in any way in

e'cctnc lijfnting, railway cr power work. As is well known

Mr. Foo'e has devoted coisiderable time to the collection

of iUti5:ic'> on central station work and is thoroughly

familiar with the snb;:ct. His experience has led him to

conciadc that the growing tendency in favor of municipal

OrFiciAi, consular reports during the last few years

hivj directed the attention of American manufacturers of

electrical machinery to the demand in foreign countries

for the class of apparatus which they are supplying. One

of the latest of these repDrts is that of John Fowler, Uni-

ted States consul at Ningpo, China, which has just been

p-jblished. Consul Fowler has succeeded in arresting the

attention of the taotai of the circuit in the subject of elec-

tric, steam and oil launches. As thit official is obliged to

travel a great deal through canals and rivers, he is nalur-

a ly inclined to tak; advantage of the modern methods of

transportation, especially in view of the fact that much

higher 5p=cd may be attained and greater comforts enjoyed

than under the old methods, which are still retained in the

O-ieit, A" prcHent he is obliged to depend upon boatp

wiichctnnot mik: more thin loo miles in three days,

and which are propclicd by scullers. The laotai is not

Ihc o!ily person who would take advantage of improved

forms of boats and means of propulsion. It should be
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remembered that this vast district is intersected by thous-

ands of miles of canals and rivers, and although it covers

a territory of 39,500 square miles and has a population of

from 25,000,000 to 35,000,000 people, there is not a single

launch or boat of any kind propelled by steam, oil or elec-

tricity, excepting a few launches that ply from Shanghai

to Hangchow, the capital, 150 miles northeast of Niogpo.

The conditions existing in China are much more favor-

able to the electric launch than to steam and oil launches.

Objection is made to smokestacks on the boats, and only

very low or short stacks would be tolerated. A boat

"without a smokestack" would be very popular, according

to Consul Fowler. Concluding, he says: "The canals

are the only roads, and all travel Is, of course, by boat.

The traffic carried on by boats is very large. The intro-

duction of quicker methods of travel would be highly ap-

preciated, especially if the taotai sets the example, and

I deem this a most auspicious time to introduce our methods

into this province."

This is highly gratifying and encouraging to those in-

troducing electric launches. That such boats can be built

and opsrated economically there can be no doubt, and

that they are deservedly popular is apparent to all who

have witnessed their operation on the lagoons at the

World's Fair.

Serious attention is given the project of Prof. Lucien

I. Blake of the University of Kansas to transmit electric

power from the coal field to Kansas City. Prof. Blake is

reported to have said that nearly one-half the price that

the comsumer pays for coal is for transportation. He
proposes to build at each large mme an electric power

house. He would generate electricity at the head of the

shaft and transmit it to the city, where sub-stations could

regulate the distribution of the current. He claims that

power could be furnished at least 30 per cent, below its

present cost and that by his plan the smoke nuisance would

be abolished. Prof. Blake adds:

The cost of the electrical equipment can be only roughly

slated. As proposed at Niagara Falls it is about $180,000

for 5,000 horse power units, which includes generators,

exciters, transmitters and line for twenty miles, but not

the motors. They would be paid for by subscribers. The
line construction would cost something like $1,000 per

mile. Thus it would seem possible to make a successful

and commercial venture of such utilization of our coal

mines. There is at least this to be said: Our best and

most reliable electric companies would be ready to make
estimates upon such a prcject and thus from this stand-

point such a project warrants serious attention. Power
is now conveyed by electricity 112 m les to Frankfort,

Germany, with a loss of only 2S per cent. The plant

lights 160,000 lamps and runs a twentv horse power
motor. At Ouray, Colo., at Teluride and Portland, Ore.,

it is also transmitted cheaply by electricity, and a company
is preparing to transmit power by electricity from Niagara

Falls to Buffalo.

There is, according to the statement of Prof. Blake,

enough coal within a radius of 50 miles to supply Kansas

City for many years.

The plan prepared by Prof. Blake is of course feasible,

but it is considered impracticable from a commercial point

of view unless certain favorable conditions p evail. If, for

instance, there was a coal mine at the foot of a mountain,

and a rich mine located 10,000 feet above, it would probably

be cheaper to transmit electric power up the mountain

than to haul coal, but such conditions hardly exist in

Kansas City. The whole question therefore resolves

itself into whether it is cheaper to carry coal or to generate

steam at the mouth of the coal pit, and transmit power

electrically to the point where it is needed. If transpor-

tation is cheap and the distance great, it will of course be

much more advantageous to carry the coal by rail or

water and have a steam plant in the the center of distribu

tion. If, on the other hand, the distance is comparatively

short, and the cost of transportation very high, such as

might be expected in a country cut up by mountains,

forests or rivers, or where the point cf application is

situated near the mountain tops, electric transmission of

power will be the cheaper. Generally speaking, it may be

said that such schemes usually fail to attract capitalists

for the simple reason that within a radius of 50 miles from

a coal pit, coal is so cheap that it would be ridiculcus to

nvcst large amounts of money for electrical transmission

plants, the interest on which would more than overbalance

the cost of transportation of coal to the point of applica-

tion.

An erroneous impression is conveyed by the slatcmcnts

attributed to Prof. HIake regarding the Frankfort experi-

ments. It is well known that the Frankfort transmission

plant was put up as an exhibition plant only, and in order

to demonstrate the feasibility of power transmission at

long distances from an engineering point of view, but it

has never been a commercial success, and never w;ih in-

tended to be one-
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A Sensational Charge.

[Special dispatch to the Westekn ELECTR1CM^.J

Boston, Mass., May 8.—The Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing company of Pittsburg on Saturday

brought a suit against the General Electric company in the

Supreme Judicial Court at Salem. The plaintiff filed

a bill in equity in which it is alleged that the plaintiff has

for some months suspected that the General Electric com-

pany was regularly and systematically receiving detailed

information as to the prices the Westinghouse company

was making to its customers, the new apparatus it was

designing, the inventions made by its electricians and its

business generally. It especially charge in its bill

that many of the drawings and plans made in the design-

ing rooms of the Westinghouse company got into Jthe

hands of the General Electric company very soon after

they were prepared. The bill says: "About August i,

iSg2, the defendant, the General Electric company, ap-

proached certain persons in the employ of the plaintiff who

had access to the rooms in which the plans, blue prints,

specifications and proposals were kept, and through secret

negotiations and the payment of large sums of money

bribed them to steal from the plaintiff from time to

time thereafter and up to about the first

of March, 1893, the blue prints of the most important and

novel designs for apparatus machinery, and devices which

were made from time to time by the empioyes of the

plaintiff, and also to steal specifications and proposals of

the character aforesaid."

The bill charges that these prints were given into the

hands of E. Wilbur Rice, jr., of Swampscott and Walter

H. Knight of Lynn, electricians and co-defendants in the

action with the General Electric company. The bill then

proceeds to give a list of the blue prints alleged to have

been stolen. There are iSo of them. On May 4, 1893,

the bill goes on to say, the plaintiff sued out a writ of

replevin returnable to the Superior Court, County of Essex,

on the first Monday of July, 1893. The sheriff of Essex

county made a demand for the property in question,

"but," the bill says, the "defendant refused to deliver up

the property, and the deputy sheriff made a diligent

search for the same in the premises of the defendant, in

the office of the company, and particularly in certain

drawers in the desk of said Rice, in which many of the

said papers were known to have been deposited not more

than six days prior tothe delivery of the writ to the deputy

sheriff, but the officer was unable to find the property or

any part of it. The drawers of the desk in which the blue

prints had been deposited six days before the issuance of

the writ, and for some time previously thereto were empty.

The prints had been removed therefrom and concealed by

the defendants for the purpose of avoiding their being

taken by said writ, and are now concealed by the defendants

for such purpose"

The plaintiff prays: First, that the defendant may be

ordered to deliver the blue prints and the copies of the

specifications and proposals to the plaintiff; second, that

the defendant may be enjoined from using the blue prints

or from utilizing in any way any knowledge or information

gained therefrom, and third, for such other relief as thg

court may deem meet. J. C. E.

was done in the latter part of March, and a few days ago

the detectives made their report. According to these

reports, last July an arrangement was made with President

Coffin of the General Electric, and William J. Clarke, who
has been an able assistant to Mr. Coffin, and also with

Morris Mead, the city electrician of Pittsburg, by which it

was agreed that a competent man should be employed by

the Westinghouse people, who would nevertheless be in the

service of the General Electric company. They secured

such a man, who has, it is said, made full confession tothe

district attorney of Pittsburg, and upon whose testimony

the prosecution of Mr. Coffin and the others must be sus-

tained.

A charge of felony was made against the city electrician

of Pittsburg, Morris W. Mead, also against C. A. Coffin,

the president of the General Electric company, William J.

Clarke, Milton H.Hamilton, E. Wilbur Rice, Walter R.

Knight, all of whom are prominent officers in the General

Electric company.

A Pittsburg dispatch, dated Mayfith, gives this informa-

tion in addition:

Frank Carey, the Westinghouse draftsman charged with

stealing blue prints at the solicitation of Mr. Mead and

others alleged to be implicated in the conspiracy, was

released from jail tc-day on $500 bail. John Butler, the

colored porter, who was arrested on the same charge, is

still in jail, and will probably not be released before the

hearing, which is set for 4 P. M. next Wednesday before

Magistrate McMaslers.

George Westinghouse, jr., dictated this statement:

"The action which has been taken was an absolute neces-

sity in view of the great injury being worked to the com-

pany by the conspiracy. But the matter is now in the

hands of the cflicers of the commonwealth and must rest

there, so that there is nothing which the company can

properly say."

Later in the day Mr. W^estinghouse made this additional

statement: "In a letter just received from one of the

engineers of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing

company at San Francisco, who was bidding on a plant

for the transmission of power to the city of Sacramento, he

writes as follows: 'You have, of course, heard the rumor

that the General Electric company has obtained the draw-

ings of our Niagara generator, and I think there is no

doubt that they had all of the preliminary information

which was sent to the Livermores as to the Sacramento

plant before my arrival. The consulting engineer of the

Sacramento company backs me up in this belief, because

of the remarkable similarity in our plans.'"

The charge is vigorously denied by the officers of the

General Electric company, who assert that the attack is

made now to influence the selling price of General Electric

stock. Mr. Clarke said that it was possible that his com-

pany had duplicates of W'estinghouse blue prints, as

customers had no difficulty in getting them, and by the

same means the Westinghouse company might have got

some General Electric blue prints. He characterized the

search of his company's office at Lynn as vandalism.

A Chicago paper printed on Sunday a special dispatch

from New York in which it was asserted that the West-

inghouse Electric & Manufacturing company had charged

the General Electric company with setting on foot a con-

spiracy to seriously injure the former by obtaining, by

bribery and theft, plans of new electrical machinery de-

signed by the engineers of the Pittsburg company. It

was further asserted that a charge of cnminal'conspiracy,

in which the officers of the General Electric company

would be made defendants, would be pushed in the courts.

The gist of this serious accusation is contained in the

following paragraphs from the article in question:

A few weeks ago ihe officers of the Westinghouse com-
pany were surprised to find that certain plans which they had
made to be used in connection with their proposition for sup-

plying a plant were idenrical with the plans which the

company with which the Westinghouse people were to

compete already had offered, and the engineer of the com-
pany said: "These plans are so similar that one of two
things must have happened: Either you have stolen the

plans from the General Electric company or they have
stolen yours." The same experience occurred while ne-

gotiations were pending for contracts with the Niagara
Falls Power company and again with a company at Sacr-i-

men'.o, Cal., and once more at Providence. R. I. There-
fore it was made apparent to the Westinghouse people that

in some way their plans and specifications were being
taken to the General Electric people.

It was felt by the Westinghouse officials that in self-

protection some steps should be taken to find out how their

business secrets were betrayed, and it was decided to em-
ploy the best detective skill that could be procured. This

Cincinnati Edison Company's Strike.

Cincinnati was much exercised last week over the

rumored discovery of a plan to blow up the Edison Electric

company's station. About three weeks ago the linemen

in the employment of the Edison Electric Light company

struck, and the company immediately declared a lockout.

About two weeks ago a large number of city lamps were

suddenly extinguished, leaving a portion of the city in

total darkness. Investigation disclosed the fac»- that the

circuits had been tampered with, and frequent repetitions

of the occurrence led the company to place the matter in the

hands of the police. Last week during a fire two men whose

actions were considered suspicious and who were unable

to give a satisfactory account of themselves were placed

under arrest. A man impersonated Superintendent Davis

of the Edison company, and obtained the prisoners' release.

Now the Edison company claims it has discovered a plot to

ruin its plant. It has found witnesses, it is said, to testify

that the men who had been arrested were seen tampering

with the company's wires. The case is in the hands of

the police, and an effort will be made to account for the

frequency of the "blowouts" which have occured so

often of late.

On May 2d L. W. Divis, the superintendent* of the

Edison Electric company, was found guilty of at-

tempting to coerce employes into severing their connection

with tabor unions, and was fined $100 and costs by Judge

Gregg.

National Electric Light Association.
There will be no summer meeting of the National

Electric Light association. At the last meeting of the

executive committee this question was decided.

A street railroad project, recenll> brought forward at
Vienna, Austria, provides for an electric road for that city

to be modeled somewhat after that at Buda-Pesth. De-
tailed plans for a belt line are said to have been already
prepared, and arrangements to have been made for its con-
struction by Siemens & Halske. The current is to be fur-
nished by the General Austrian Electric company, which
has just completed its second large central station at
Vienna.

Relations Between Electrical and Insur-
ance Interests.'

By Jamf.s a. Watkrworth.
In discussing the relations between electrical and fire

insurance interests I speak as the local represenutivcof one
species of invested capital addressing the representatives of
the other. The two interests are free and equal. They
are subject to the same fundamental laws, governed by the
same principles, operated under the same ncccssarj- condi-
tions With both self-preservation is the first law. The pcrma
nent prosperity of both, however, depends also on observ-
ing the laws of comity with all their kind. This is the
broad general relation they hold to each other, and to
every species of invested capital—the relation of independ-
ent life and independent prosperity. Invested capital can-
not escape from the mutuality of the relation; it cannot
violate it in any of its forms and prosper for any length of
time.

To come down from general principles to the personal
relations of the two interests at that point where the prac-

tical details of electrical work meet the practical details of

insurance, the point of contact and of friction, let us
examine the two interests. They are free; each has its own
special field; neither is in any wise subordinate to the
other; each is possessed of the inalienable right of self

preservation. Arid yet they are not independent of each
other. There is a common ground on which they are
compelled to meet and act, a point at which there is a com-
mon interest and at which they can mutually ser\'e or mutu-
ally injure each other. At this point the solitary law of self-

preservation is inadequate, and if alone would breed strife

and loss. At this point, as on everj' common ground of

human action, the law of comity— the law under which men
agree to live and thrive together—furnishes the basis of

their mutual relations, and accordingly as they occupy this

ground intelligently and peaceably in like proportion will

they occupy it successfully. Let us look at this common
ground of operation for a moment.

It is the lot of fire insurance companies to pay for all

the improvements and experiments. This does not appear
to be quite right; nevertheless public opinion seems to be
agreed that this class of losses, due mainly to ignorance
and in competence, shou'd be charged up to insurance. It

has been the greatest aid to progress the world has ever

known, and has paid hundreds of millions to keep the
indu'^tries of this cou ntry abreast of the times. It is a
great, if involuntary, benefactor; but it can hardly be
wondered at if under the circumstances the instinct of self-

preservation is powerfully developed in the insurance
interests.

Electricity was the latest novelty that presented itself to

the conservative eye of insurance. The new comer did
not make a favorable impression. It was a new and
ubiquitous force; it was leported by its best friends to be
erratic, whimsical and even dangerous. It was known
that it would burn; it was said that it would kill, and it was
believed that nobody knew muchaboutit. It was popularly
supposed that it took a conjunction of chemist and civil

engineer to wire a building so that life and property would
be safe. The coming king stepped on the stage
with the reputation of an incendian- and anarchist.

He claimed the right to enter every house and bring his

incendiary habits with him. It was claimed that he could be
permitted to enter and remain in a building with reasonable
safety if—and here the electrical interests and the insurance
interests met. Who was to decide under what conditions
electricity could be introduced into our warehouses, factories

and homes with reasonable security against setting the
town on fire. Electricity brought with it a motley multi-
tude of hangers-on and a foreign nomenclature. A new
class of men, known as experts, seemed to spring like an
exhalation out of all sorts of occupations—out of tinners'

shops and plumbers' stores and out of boiler and engine
rooms. These men knew nothing about electricity, but
they soon learned to patter about volts and amperes and
short circuits, and they paralyzed the boldest citizen with
these and such like cabalistic expressions. They spoke
with authority and claimed the right to decide what was
safe and what was unsafe. In iSSS it took about three

weeks to convert a mechanic into an electrical expert. The
sudden growth of expert talent beat the record of Jonah's
gourd. By a merciful dispensation the expert fungus
perished as it had come— in a night. But while these men
were contracting and doing work youmay readily suppose
they did not commend electricity to insurance conipanies
as a harmless innovation. Some of the work done by
them would make your hair stand on end. It is being con-
demned and taken out wherever found, often at greit
cost.

The insurance agent is rarely more than ten years in ad-
vance of the community in scientific matters, and I con-
fess that he didn't know a bit more about electricity than
the electrical expert. He wasn't so much scared by the
electricity as he was by the expert talent. The insurance
companies werescared, however. Whatever else they might
or might not know about electricity, they knew they bad to
pay for it. They were right; they paid at once for'thc first

central station in St. Louis—the Brush on Walnut street—
and then they were sure that electricity was an incendiary
of the first ordtr. Do you blame them? I think that at
that time, omitting a few men of technical education, there
wasn't a man or boy, not even an insurance agent, in St.

Louis that knew anything definite or practically useful
about electricity: and much of the instalUiion at that time
was done by ignorant and incompetent men. That was
the situation in the beginning, and I think the insurance
companies were justified in keeping the law and practice of
self-preservation well to the front. I am also free to say
that I believe the situation in St. Louis was practically the
situation in every city and town in the United States at the
first introduction of the great modern power; it was in

grossly incompetent hands. Every where throughout the

I. Abstract of a paper rcaii before the Eiectric club of St. Lout<,
April 15, iS>5.
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country property was being burned by imperfect electrical

work. With every temptation to do it the insurance interests

in St. Louis did not set themselves up as dictators to the

electrical interests or take any advantage of the situation.

From the start they clearly recognized and admitted. First,

that they were face to face with the coming motive and

illuminating power; second, that the electrical interest was
clothed as fully as themselves with the instinct and "right

of self-preservation, and third, that the law of comity or

profitable living and working together was the only law

fairly applicable to the situation. The first set of rules

governing electric installations was presented and recom-

mended by a St. Louis electrician, who urged its adop-

tion in the interests of the electrical business in St. Louis,

and to restrain the conscienceless competition of ignorant

and inc<jmpetent contractors. They were adopted for the

mutual benefit of both interests, and the board set its best

FIGS. 2 AND 3. DILLON S SUSPENSION EARS.

inspector to work to educate himself sufficiently to inspect

the work done under the rules. These rules have been
amended since by the joint action of insurance companies
and electricians—your own body passing on the last edition.

\\'hat has been attained in the last six years in perfection

and safety of installation, in intelligence and competency
of inspection, we have grown up to; we have educated

ourselves up to; we have moved thereto with equal step.

There is no place for the claims of small precedences in

this business. The more scientific we are the humbler
we shall surely be, for we know, and if we don't know our

neighbors will remind us. from what depths of ignorance

and with what painful effort we have climbed to the small

eminence on which we stand, appropriating the discover-

ies of the very great investigators as fast as made, and

gjowHng great on what we fed on.

A prominent consideration determining the relations

of the two interests is the authority, assumed or conceded,

of making inspections. This may easily be made a

ground of dissatisfaction and strained relations. But a

little common sense will. I think, settle the matter. That
inspection and control of electric installation is necessary

and desirable, and beneficial to all, I think can not be

doubted. It is certainly necessary for the insurance

interests, which have to pay for all the losses caused

by its dangerous defects; it is necessary for the

electrical interests, if the conscientious contractor is to

have a show, and if the credit of the business and the

public confidence in its safety are to be maintained, it is

necessary for the light and power companies who need

some test of the instalations they supply, quite as much as

the gas companies require a test of the gas pipes and fix-

tures they fill; and it is necessary for the public that it

may quietly and securely enjoy the great modern boon of

electric light and power. There may be and there is a

question where this power of inspection and approval

shall reside; with insurance, with electricians or with the

public. As the greatest disaster, in case of dangerous
defects, falls upon the insurance interests, as they are

never quit of the risk, while the contractor is discharged

of liability on payment of his bills, and as the absence of

no. 1. DILLONS SL'SPENSION i;ARS.

the stimalos of direct personal interest tends to make the

public official inspection superfidal. the duty seems to

bave been wisely assumed by the insurance interest. It

has most at stake. It would probably inspect on its own
bebaH in any case. If the general inspection be honestly

adminiitcTcd to the benefit of all parlies by this outside

interest, which seeks only safety of installation, it is un-

doubtedly bc^lCT to have it done by it, and to pay for hav-

ing it done. As far aa I am able to learn, there is no

serious ifTOund of complaint against inspection as at pres-

ent cotjducted. Its rules and prices have been mutually

agreed on, and the enforcement of the requirements has

not been offensively made. The fruits of co-operating

relattoiM between the electrical and insurance interests in

St- Louis are to be found 00 c'cry hand. They are to be
found firsts in the ability to secure the installation of any
plant in the safest and most approved manner bv har-

monious action between us; second, inthe fact which I think

is apparent, that S:. Iy>a;sis the best wired and best filted

city in the United States, and third, is not this association

itself, and this meeting, one of the fruits of harmon-
ous relations? The survival of the best and strongest
elements in the electrical business; the dying out of the

mushroom expert; the training and education of the

men who had the mental and moral powers fitting them to

live—all this I think is attributable in part to the high stand-
ard of requirements adopted for electrical work and the

harmonious relations that secured its application. A curi-

ous proof of the thorough-going nature of the inspections

in St. Louis was furnished in connection with a job done
by a Chicago contractor in one of our largest stores. The
requirements were welt understood, and the understand-
ing was positive, that the concealed work was not to be
covered till it was inspected. But the inspector found
the concealed work boxed up and the walls painted and
decorated in fine style before the work had been inspected.

The certificate was refused. The opening was to take
place in a day or two. No threats nor objurgations of the

Chicago man. who had never heard of such a high-handed
proceeding in his life, nor even the entreaty of the mer-
chant, the beauty of whose opening would be materially

marred by tearing open the walls, could extort the certifi-

cate. We induced the merchant to stand firm and refuse

payment till the certificate should be issued. The con-

tractor was brought back from Chicago, the boxing was
stripped off, and an incomplete, unsafe and skamped job
stood revealed. It cost the fellow three days' work to

make it right. When he got his certificate he swore he
would not work in the town for .$500 a month.
Whether electricity is a fire hazard when installed with

all safeguards science can suggest is a question on which
the two interests may not always agree; but I will say
that in practice it has been decided in St. Louis in favor
of the subtle fluid, which is admitted as an illuminator and
as a power without charge for it as such. This would
seem to remove the matter from the ground of a vexed
question, and free the discussion of our relations from
that issue. Undoubtedly from the insurance point of

view the accumulation of many new and intense potencies.

both of light and power and material— electricity among
the rest— is forcing up the loss ratio of the country and
slowly increasing the rates of insurance. There is none

mms^ ^^

FIG. 4. DILLONS SUSPENSION UARS.

of US wise enough to put his finger on the amount, pro-

portion or nature of this increase of the fire loss due to

the universal use of electricity. Personally, I believe that

in all its uses, when properly installed, it is an improve-

ment over that which it has displaced. The sum of all

these influences is one of the marks and concomitants of

our present progress and it would be more profitable to

adjust ourselves to it than to protest against it. On this

score insurance stands in precisely the same relation to the

electrical interests that it does to all other interests and
elements which enter into and create our fiery experience.

I am not competent, even at this late day, to talk electric

talk to you, nor wouM I attempt it in this presence if I

were. I know I know much less about electricity than

I knew I knfw five years ago. Probably some of you
have had the same experience. It offers the vastest and
richest field now open to human investigation; in its

unexplored tracts it contains the largest elements of power,

the mightiest factors of material prosperity, convenience,

comfort and civilization left for the enjoyment of the last

ages; in its domain man will achieve wonders of discovery,

and by its aid exhibit marvels of power beside which all

that the puny past can show will shrink into insignificance-

The world will become a neighborhood, and the unity of

the race will be accomplished . Into these things I cannot

expect to enter save by faith and reasonable expectation.

But I can, from the height on which we now stand and

with the prospect now within our ken, see enough to justify

me in protecting against the paltry and narrow suggestion

that, for any vain dream of temporary advantage or vision-

ary profit, it would be wise or necessary that the great in-

terests under consideration should adopt the law of self-

preservation as the sole rule to govern their relations to-

ward each other, and abandon that higher law of comity

and mutual help under which they have hitherto lived and
thrived together.

Automatic Electric or Gas Lighter.

The accompinying illustration shows an automatic door

spring electric lighter for gas and electricity, which has

recently been put upon the market by the New York Klcc-

tricaWi iJcvclopmcnt company, of 281 Madison street,

New York. It is similar to an ordinary door or window

spring, and when the door is opened the automatic spring

electric lighter tarns on the electric light or gas light, as

the case maybe. The light is extinguished by opening

the door the second time, and not by closing the door on
entering, as might be supposed. On entering a vault, a

refrigerator, a closet, or a room of any sort, the act of

opening the door thereto turns on the light, the light con-

tinuing burning after the door has been closed and while

the person is still within. Then on opening the door again

to leave the room, the light is extinguished.

Dillon's Suspension Bars.
Central station men will be interested in the accompany-

ing cuts representing a lot of very handy electric light fix-

AMIDON S CORNER BRACE.

tures. These suspension bars, as they are called by their

designer, Thomas Dillon of Indianapolis, havea number of

valuable features. They are made of one or one and one-

quarter inch pipe and are intended to support arc lamps or

groups of incandesceni lights. By the use of these fixtures

the wires may be kept out of sight, and with one of these

suspension bars, according to Mr. Dillon, no more falling

lamps are possible. Referring to the cuts. Fig. i

represents a swinging crane for high lamp serv-

ice, that is, for use with lamps in opera houses, hotels, etc.

Figs. 2 and 3 show respectively the Dillon outside bar

for general use and the yoke for suspension bar or for low

ceilings and numerous other purposes." Fig. 4 represents

another style of outside bar that is adapted especially for

places where awnings interfere. Fig. 5 shows the Dillon

inside suspension bar. This last mentioned style of fixture

is highly ornamental, being made of either nickel, brass or

iron. It should be mentioned in connection with these bars

that a recent improvement has been made by the insertion

of the switch on the bars just above the lamp. These sus-

pension bars are bandied by the Dillon Mast Arm com-
pany, Indianapolis, Ind.

Amidon's Corner Brace.

The accompanying cuts represent Amidon's corner

brace and show the applications in which this tool is par-

ticularly useful. Wiremen will appreciate the features of

this brace. The Amidon Tool corporation of Buff ilo, N. Y.,

AUTOMATIC El.KCTKlC OK i;AS I.ICH'IKK.

its manufacturer, c'aims that this brace bores fully ten to

twenty times as fast as the ratchet brace, as the movement is

round and round. Itborcs also very much easier, for two rea-

sons: It iscasier to turn round and round than back and forth,

and the pressure coming on the arm of the brace instead of

the sweep itself more power is gained. For heavy work

or boring into hard wood, but especially for boring over-

head, which is very severe work, either in a corner or in

the clear, the superiority of the corner brace is apparent in

the advantage gained by the pressure on the arm. In boring

in the wall at the floor this advantage is highly appreciable,
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as the foot can be used against the arm with good effect. The

corner brace, however, is not coofmed to work in the cor-

ner or against a wall, but owing to the advantage just men-

tioned in the arm it will do much easier and just as good

work in the clear as an ordinary brace. It will bore close

into a corner; the ratchet brace, owing to the head, will

not bore a straight hole within an inch and a half of the

corner. In removing the bit and clearing the hole time is

also saved, as the ratchet brace must be worked back and

forth as in boring. In hardwood boring the bit is often

loosened from the ratchet brace in the backward move-

ment which cannot be the case with the corner brace. With

the corner brace a straighter hole can be bored than with

any other brace, as the eye is easily guided by the straight
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Triple Braiding Machine.
The accompanying cut shows the New England Butt

company's improved triple braiding machine. This is a

large gear braider, in triple form, 16, 20 and 24 strand,

with a 14 inch wheel take-up. It is made in the following

combinations: Twelve and 16 and 20 strand,: 2 and 16 and

24 strand, 16 and 16 and 16 strand, iG and 20 and 24

NEW BORING AND TURNING MILL.

rod, at the end of which the bit is held. The corner brace

will not cripp'e by springing (bending) the sweep from

heavy work, as the pressure, being on the arm, bears

directly down upon the bit and not on the sweep.

New Boring and Turning Mill.

The accompanying cut illustrates a new boring and turn-

ing mill manufactured by the Bridgeport Tool Works,

Bridgeport, Conn. It combines all the essential features of

smaller mills of the same type and contains some new ideas

which are not embodied in other mills.

The capacity of the mill is 62 inches in diameter and 42
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its construction, no fusible material of aay kind is intro

duccd, which must be replaced after use, or even a trial,

and yet :t is capable of such fine adjustment that it can

be "set off" by the breath. The whole is finely finished,

and in size is about as large as ordinary push bottocf.

C. & S. FLUSH AUTOMATIC SWITCH.

strand, 16 and 24 and 24 strand, 24 and 2S and 36 strand.

These machines cm ba supplied with iron scored rolls, if

desired. The New England Butt company of Providence,

which makes these machines, has excellent facilities to

meet the exacting requirements of the makers of insulated

wire in a most satisfactory manner. Braiding and cable

covering machine; made by this concern may be found in

wire covering factories throughout the country. Many of

these machines are made after special designs and for the

performance of special work which could not be economic-

ally turned out without them.

The "C-S" Flush Automatic Switch.
The increase in the use of the incandescent electric

light has developed a general inclination to adapt it

to many special purposes, A recent addition to

SNAP KNIFE SWITCH.

this style of goods is a Hush automatic

switch for use in bath rooms, dark closets, etc.

sold by the Cutter Electrical Manufacturing company of

Philadelphia. This switch is set flush in the rabbet of a

door jamb in a manner similar to the familiar burglar alarm

spring, and its action is strictly automatic. Every time

the door is opened the light is turned on, and every time

the door is closed it is turned off. Nothing can be dis-

arranged by the accidental opening or closing of the door,

at the wrong time, consequently it requires no attention or

adjustment whatever after it is once set up. This switch

may also serve as an efficient burglar alarm, as an intruder

is at once confronted by a bright light upon opening a

door. The cut presented of this article shows the switch

complete in its fire and moisture proof casing.

~'J' "^T::^'

TRIPLE BRAIDING MACHINE.

inches in height. The table is 5S inches in diameter, is

powerfully geared and has 15 changes of .'-peed. The heads

are constructed so that either one may be brought to the

center, and can be set at any angle. They carry the tool

bars, which have a movement of 30 inches. Each head

has an entirely independent feed in any direction. The

feeds are all positive and range from 3-64 to 3-4 of an inch

horizontally and from i 64 to 3-8 of an inch in angular and

vertical directions. The weight of the machine is 20,500

pounds and it is self-contained.

^^

Bliss Press with Automatic Index Feed.
This machine is especially designed for cutting the

notches in the circumference of armature disks for elec-

tric motors and generators. The disk is securely guided

and damped on the revolving plate, which at its lower tdge

has as many teeth as there are notches in the circumference

of the disk. The operator starts the machine by pulticg

his foot on the treadle, causing the disk to revolve one notch

after each stroke of cutting punch. When the last notch

is cut he releases the treadle, which causes the machine to

stop ready for the introduction of another disk. The

machine is adjustable in diameter from 10 inches to

Combined Push Button and Thermostat.
Charles E. Egan,of Chicago, has recently perfected a

push button and thermostat combined which promises to

meet with general approval. In the cut is shown a sec-

tional view of the device. By means of two circular disks,

completely sealed at their edges, an air chamber between

them is secured, which expands and contracts with any

change of temperature, sufficicntlv to make a contact with

COMBINED PUSH BUTTON AND SWIIXII.

an adjusting screw, which closes the circuit, thus giving

the alarm. The circuit can also be closed by pressing the

button, which in no way interferes with the workings of

the thermostat attachment. The adjusting screw is readily

operated from beneath, and enables a quick and easy ad-

justment to be made for any desirable degree of heat. In

the

BLISS PRESS WITH AUTOMATIC IM.'EX FEED.

34 inches and raire if required. The weight o

machine is about 1,700 pounds.

There are a number of these in use by large electric

companies. They sre manufactured by the E. \V. Bliss com-

pany, 14 John street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

A Snap Knife Switch.
To meet the demind for a god snap knife switch that

will have a positive and quick break action without complica-

tion, the C. & H. switch has been pUced oa the market by

Cutler & Hammer, Chicago. This switch, which is illus-

trated in the accompanying cut, shows a length of break

greater than in most switches now on the market, which

makes it particularly desirable for high tension circuits.

As will be noticed, the design is extremely- simple. It is

made both dipped and polished; single, dcuble or triple

pole; is mounted on wood or slate bases, and has capacity

from 15 to 1,000 amperes. It will undoubtedly meet with

a large sale. ^^___^^^^_^____

Electric Burnishers.

In the accompanying cut is illustrated the electric bur-

nisher for photographic work, which is placed on the mar-

ket by the Wales Manufacturing company of Syracuse. N.

V. In this ni.tchine the polishing roller has a resistance

or heating coil suspended. A commercial current or a

storage battery will heat the roller, therefore it can be set

up in any place where electricity can be had. There is

no limit to the amount of heat, and it is put under perfect

control by means of a rheostat or switch at the end.

Among the advantages claimed for this special style of
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apparatus is the fact that absolutely uniform heat is se-

cured, and that the machine can be heated in less than

half the time required by other processes. The electric

burnishers possess all the advantages of the oil machines

and are practical and economical. The cost of running an

electric machine is light, since current can be secured

from a commercial circuit or a storage batcery. Any

desired amount of heat can be obtained in three minutes.

Machines can be constructed for any current stated.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, May 6.—Far overriding in interest every

other subject discussed in electrical ciicles here this week

has been the disastrous state of the stock market, and

especially its influence on the fortunes of the General Elec-

tric company. On Wednesday the market was in a state

of virtual panic. There were fluctuations of :: or 3 points-

in many stocks between sales. Enforced liquidations were

going on everywhere. Intrinsic values were lost sight of.

Hardly a single stock on the list showed firmness, and the

air was full of talk about impending failures. A promi-

nent fin ncial journal, in its Thursday issue, in comment-

ing on the situation, said: ''General Electric and Lead

are the most affected. Lead is at the lowest price it ever

sold, and so is General Electric. There are more or less

vague hints that both companies are getting ready to fol-

low the Cordage example and deluge the street with new

securities." On Friday another Wall Street authority

came out in a very flit-footed way on the subject: "Where

tha pinch is severest is with such companies as the General

Electric trust and other over-capitalized concerns, whose

assets consist of cats and dogs, with residences scattered

all over the globe. All the trusts are a sale. They want

money and they can't get it. General Electric stock has

not taken its punishment yet. There is liquidation to

come there. It may be delayed, but it is certain."

Within a few hours of the publication of this startlirg

prophecy the Ganeral Electric stock passed through an

experience that has been seldom, recorded in the fluctua-

tions of Wail street. During the preceding Monday,

when it started at qS^, the stock dropped 3^+ points,

and it closed on Wednesday at SSX and on Thursday at

79}2- On Friday morning the air was filled with alarming

rumors of pending fa lu-es, and shortly before 11 o'clock

the suspension of S V. White was announced amid great

excite Bent. The newi seemed to set the street crazy, and

an avalanche of stock was showered on the market. By

noon the irresistible tide of liquidation had carried General

Electric down to 5S, and the suspense as to what would

next happen became intense. The stock, however, soon

shoxed that it had active support in a quarter that is a

tower of strength on the street, and at the close of the day

had swung right back to ygj^, nearly 22 points. The

situation elicited from President Cofiin a special dis-

patch, in which he said: "The General Electric has no

pressing liabilities, no call loins outstanding, and has re-

cently paid ^2,ooo,oooof its obligations. The collections

are not at all slow, and the company's factories areas

crowded as ever to keep up with the orders." This was

followed by a statement by John S. Wise, counsel of the

General Electric company, to the effect that "the company

has inventories, work in progress and stocks and bonds

at a valnaiion. said to be conservative, in excess of $34,-

000,000, <is shown in detail in the annual report, and the

volume of the company's business is greater and its cash

sales are much larger than ever before." These statements,

even taken in conjuoction with the firmer state of the

market, have not had the effect of removing a sense of

oncertainty as to the outcome of the next few days, and

the developments of the ensuing week will be watched with

DO* a little anxiety.

The discontent which has for some time been brewing

among the linemen in Brooklyn has culminated in a gen-

eral strike, and throughout the telephone, electric light and

trolley railroad sen-ices $3 a day is demand- d instead of

I2.50, as formerly. The only company to accede to the

workmen's demands is the Atlantic Avenue Rail-

road company, which has a great deal of

constraction work on its hands, and would

be subjected to roost serious loss if its

operations were in any way arrested. The strike has btcn

mncb strengthened by the co-operaiivc action of the line-

men of the N"ew York & New Jcraey Telephone company,
which is already snffctirig sericnsly from the movement. It

is said that complaints of poor telephone service arc com-
inj; in at the rate of forty per day; only eight men are left

to do the work of fifty, and qai'.c a number of the sub-

scribers are threatening to break their agreements if the

aerrice is not improved. It is regarded as possible that a

gexkcral strike may be ordered thronghoat Hudson county.
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The Brotherhood of Electrical Workers claims to have

about $14,000 in its treasury.

A meeting of the Rapid Transit commission was held

yesterday, and another stage in the one-sided game that is

being played by the Manhattan Elevated Railroad company

and the city was entered. All the fencing and delays

that have been inseparable from the negotiations for the

provision of comfortable and efficient travel for the people of

New York point to one result, that, in the long run, the citi-

zens of New York will have to take whatever the Manhat-

tan Railroad company chooses to give them. It seems

hardly conceivable that any civilized community will put

up with the frightful discomfort of daily travel that now
obtains on the elevated roads. The inefficiency of the

present capabilities of the Sixth avenue line was never more

completely shown than in the transportation of the

crowds of passengers that journeyed uptown to witness

the illumination of the warships in the river. The stairs

leading to the different stations on the line were in many
cases so jammed that great numbers of people gave up the

attempt to reach the platform. At some stations the crowd

on the platform was so great that it was with the utmost

difficulty that passengers could leave the car. The guards

of the train were powerless. Most of them were forced to

sit or stand on the brake-handles between the cars. They

could neither open or shut the gates. Bad as was the

journey up-town, the return was infinitely worse, and it

was nearly midnight when the last of the weary and rain-

beaten travelers were able to find a seat in the cars. At

yesterday's meeting the railroad company presented an

answer to the proposition which has been made by the

commission for additional privileges. The company shows

that the cost of constructing the extensions and new tracks

proposed by the commission will cost $23,000,000. The
company assures the commission of its desire to extend the

lines, but objects to the proposed 5 per cent, tax on net

earnings and presents these counter propositions: First,

the Legislature has already settled what the road shall pay

the city; second, that so long as $22,000,000 will be ex-

pended in extensions the advantage will be on the side of

the city, as the company will have to pay the tax on this.

The 5 per cent, arrangement is therefore not necessary.

The company finally c ffers lopay 3 per cent, en the whole,

or 5 per cent, on the new extension. The summing up of the

answer sets forth that "in deference to the expression of

the commission that the city should be compensated, the

company is willing, although it deems it unjust, to agree

to pay the city as aforesaid."

The announcement last week of the failure of Erastus

Wiman, who is well known from the prominent part he has

taken in the development of the resources of Staten Island,

and especially in the providing of electric light for the

community with which his interests have been so largely

connected, occasioned but litile surprise. His liabilities

were estimated at anything over $600,000. It was known
for some time that he was financially embarrassed, and

while it is to be deplored that a man so prominent in the

commerce of the city should meet with disaster, the failure

is another indication of the distressed conditions now pre-

vailing in commercial circles not only in this city but also

in the South and West.

At length the cable cais are to begin to lun down
town. The new service will be in use as far south as

Houston street. The cable is as yet running very stiilly,

but is giving less trouble every day. Brakemen and con-

ductors are being "broken in" on the cable cars now in use

between Fifty-ninth street and Fiftieth street, and in a few

days several additional cars will arrive for the extended serv-

ice.

The American District Telegraph company has declared

a quarterly dividend of ij per cent., payable May 29th.

The Edison Electric Illuminating company of New York

is now prepared to waive the 90 days' notice from bond-

holders, as required by the deed of trust, and to issue stock

in exchange for the first mortgage convertible bonds.

W. F. O.

PERSONAL.
J. E. Hudson, president of the American Bell Telephone

company, was in Chicago last week.

General E. S. Greeley, president of the E. S. Greeley
& Co., New York, was in Chicago last week.

F. A. Schcffl:r resigned his position of general super-
intendent of the Brush company of Cleveland, O., April
1st, and has accepted the position of general sales agent
of the Stirling company, manufacturers of the .Stirling

water tube boiler, with office at 74 Cortlandt street, New
York.

The friends of .Samuel Cochrane, jr., of Chicago, will

be gratified to learn that hereafter he will be associated
an assisUnt with Mr. Hoover, manager of the .Standard
T'aint comp-iny ?i7i Rookery building. The rapidly in-

creasing business of the company renders such an office

necessary.
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NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Electric Appliance corporation, Burlington, Kas.; to

manufacture and sell electric appliances and felt soles.

Electric Light company. Ottawa, O ; capital stock. $30,-
000; furnishing electric light, heat and power; ' N, E.
Matthews, Ottawa, O.

Joplin City Light & Fuel company, Joplin, Mo.; capital
stock, $150,000; to deal in fuels and manufacture gas and
electricity; C. H. Malin, Joplin, Mo.

Canton General Electric Light company, Canton, S. D.

;

capital stock, $25,000; supplying electric li^ht, heat and
power, etc.; C. E. Judd, Canton, S. D.

Columbian Electrical Works company, Denver. Colo.

;

capital stock, $50,000; buying, selling and manufacturing
all kinds of electrical machinery and goods.

Richmond Electric Light company, Richmond, Mo.:
capital stock, $18,000; operating electric light plant;
Richmond Electric Light company, Richmond, Mo.

Des Moines Electric company, Des Moines, la.; capital
stock, $600,000; to establish, maintain and operate an
electric water power plant; Lowry W. Goode, Des Moines,
la.

Post-Glover Electric company, Cincinnati, 0.; capital
stock, $5o,coo; dealing in and manufacturing electrical

and railway supplies, etc.; Richard P. Ernst, Cincin-
nati, O.

Mount Vernon Electric Light company, Mount Vernon,
III.; capital stock, $20,000; to furnish electric lighting for
Mount Vernon; Mount Vernon Electric Light company,
Mount Vernon. III.

Waring Electric company, Hartford, Conn.; capital

stock, $5,000; to buy, make, use and sell apparatus in con-
nection with which electricity is used, etc.; E. D. Robbins,
WethersfieH, Conn.

Wilkesbarre & East Side Railway company, Wiikes-
barre, Pa.; capital stock, $50,000; constructing and
operating an electric railway in Wilkesbarre, Pa ; William
Myers, Harrisburg, Pa.

Abatis Electric Manufacturing company, Chicago, III.;

capital stock, $50,000; to manufacture and sell electric

appliances, supplies, etc.; E, O. Partridge, 356 Rookery,
Chicago, III.

Galliizln Electric Light company. Gallitzin, Pa ; capital

stock, $20,000; supplying light to the public by electricity

at Gallitzin, Cambria county, Pa.; Gallitzin Electric L^ght
company, Gallitzin, Pa.

Luzerne, Dallas & Harveys Lake Railway company,
Luzerne, Pa.; capital stock, $100,000; constructing and
operating an electric railway in Luzerne county, Pa.; J. B.
Reynolds, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

Media, Middletown, Aston & Chester Electric Railway
company. Media, Pa.; capital stock, $30,000; constructing
and operating an electric railway in Delaware county, Pa.

;

Edmund Jones, Chester, Pa.

Western Electric Power & Light company, Topeka,
Kas., and El Reno, Okla.; capital stock, $50,000; to

build and operate electric plants for manufacturing and
selling electric power and light.

Parkersburg & Oxford E'ectric Railway company, Mif-
flintown. Pa.; capital stock, $roo,ooo; constructing and
operating an electric railway in Chester county, Pa.;
Robert McMeen, M.lllintown, Pa.

Edison Electric Light & Power company, Meridian,
Miss. ; capital stock, $50,000; to conduct a general elec-

tric light and power business in the city of Meridian;
C. W. Gallagher, Meridian, Miss.

St. Joseph Traction & Lighting company, St. Joseph,
Mo.; capital stock, $1,700,000; operating cars by means
of cable, electricity, horses, and dealing in machinery;
Amick & Brown, St. Joseph, Mo.

Messer Elastic Rotator company, Philadelphia, Pa
;

capital stock, $10,000; to manufacture and sell machinery,
wheels and mechanical appliances; Alfred S. Miller, 313
Drexel building, Philadelphia, Pa.

Wirt Laboratory company, Chicago, III.; capital stock,

$10,000; to manufacture and deal in patents on articles

pertaining to electrical business; Francis W. Parker, 1007
Opera House building, Chicago, III.

Townsend Gas & Electric company, Seattle, Wash.;
capital stock, $150,000; to construct, maintain and oper-
ate light, heat and power plants, telephones, water works,
etc.; W. J. Grambs, Seattle, Wash.

Hanover Light, Heat & Power company, Hanover, Pa.;

capital stock, $25,000; supplying heat, light and power by
means of electricity at the borough of Hanover, York
county. Pa.; C. E. Ehrehart, Hanover. Pa.

Economy Electric company, Chicago, III.; capital stock,

$1,500,000; to build, own, operate, lease, buy and sell

electrical machinery and appliances; Economy Electric

company, 913 Pontiac building, Chicago, III.

Chicago Insulated Wire company, Des Moines, la.;

capital stock, $200,000; to manufacture, buy, sell and deal
in all kinds of metals, appliances, fixtures, etc., used in

electric lighting; C. E. Hunn, Des Moines, la.

Frisbic Elevator & Manufacturing company, New Ha-
ven, Conn.; capital stock, $70,000; to manufacture, buy,
sell, own and deal in elevators and machinery, electrical

devices, etc.; W. M. Frisbie, New Haven, Conn,

Royal Arc Electric company, Plainfield, N, J ; capital

stock, $1,000,000; to manufacture, operate and deal in
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apparatus for producing and transmitting light by electric

means, etc.; Frederick C. Marsh, Elizabeth, N. J.

Williams Bay Hotel company, Chicago, III.; capital

stock, 11150,000; to manage and operate hotel, electric

light and gas plant, water works, livery stables, etc.;

Frank E. Baker, 161 La Salle street, Chicago. III.

Chicago Dock & Investment company (incorporated in

Virginia), Chicago, 111.; capital stock, §12,000,000; to buy,

own and sell machinery and merchandise, motive power,

water works, etc., elevators, docks, stock, yards, etc.

Pittsburg, Greensburg & Latrobe Electric Railroad com-

pany. Tyrone, Pa.; capital stock, $1, coo. 000; constructing

and operating an electric railway in Westmoreland and

Allegheny counties, Pa.; Stevens & Owens, Tyrone, Pa.

Northwestern Water & Light company, Le Mars. la.;

capi'al stock, $200,000; erecting, purchasing, maintaining

and operating water works and electric light and power

plant; Northwest Water & Light company, Le Mars,

la.

Frankford, Bridesburg & East Fairmount Park Railway

company, Philadelphia, Pa.; capital stock, $73,ooo;con-

structing and operating an electric railway in Philadelphia,

Pa.; John G. Lamb, 210 South Fourth street, Philadelphia,

Pa.

Philadelphia & Fox Chas3 Passenger Railway company,

Philadelphia, Pa.; capital stock, $75.ooo; constiucting;

and operating an electric railway in Philadelphia, Pa.;

Henry S. McCaffrey, 2700 Germantown avenue, Philadel-

phia, Pa.

Second Avenue Traction company, Pittsburg, Pa.;

capital stock, $t, 000, 000; constructing and operating

motors and cables, etc., for supplying motive power to

passenger railways; Geo. C. Wilson, 507 Times building,

Pniladelphia, Pa.

Bellaire, Bridgeport & Martin's Ferry Street Railway

company, Bridgeport, O,; capital stock. §250,000; con-

structing, maintaining and operating electric street railway

from Bellaire. through Bridgeport, to Martin's Ferry, O.;

Thomas W. Sanderson, Youngstown, O.

Youngstown & Canfield Electric Railway, Light &
Power company. Ycuogstown, O.; capital stock, |65,ooo;

constructing and operating electric railway between
Youngstown and Canheld, furnishing electric light and
power, etc.; J. Calvin Ewing, Youngstown, O.

Martinsville Street Railway company, Martinsville,

Ind.; capital stock, $25,000; constructing, owning and
maintaining a street railroad upon each and every street,

alley and highway of Martinsville, and the use of tlec-

iricity and electric motors as a motive power thereon.

Electrical Fire Works & Construction company, Chi-

cago. 111.; capital stock, igioo.ooo; to manufacture and
deal in ekctrical fire works and machinery, electrical ap-

paratus, appliances, machinery and devices, and operate

same, and do general electrical construction business; Ball

& Barrett, 1504 Unity tuilding, Chicago, III.

part completed and ready to begin operations, but it will

probably not be possible to run cars until in the neighbor-

hood of June 1st. The reason for the delay is city work on

sewers and other street excavations.

ELtCTRlC LIGHTING.
Glasgow, Ky., is talking of an electric light plant.

An electric light and water works plant is to be put in

at Ontonagon, Wis.

The Massachusetts Reformatory in Boston will have a

f 1 1,000 electric lighting plant.

The Edison Electric Power & Illuminating company
will enlarge its plant at Rivor Point, R, I.

William Spiers has applied for a franchise to establish

an electric light plant at Washington, N. J.

The Thomson-Houston Electric Light company intends
to erect an electric light plant at Newport, Ky.

A proposition is to be submitted to the citizens of
Forrest, III., to authorize the purchase of an electric light

plant.

Over forty miles of wire will be used on board each of
the two new mammoth Cunard steamships, Campania and
Lucania. Each ship is to have a powerful search-light and
about 1,350 incandescent 16 candle power electric lamps.

The electric light is gradually making its way into the
most remote districts in Ireland. In the County Donegal,
in the extreme north, an installation is being put down at

the residence of J. Walt, Esq., of Romelton. It is in-

tended 10 use an oil engine of the Honsby-Akroyd type,

directly connected to a Norwich compound dynamo. A
set of accumulators of the E PS. type is included.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
It is proposed to establish an electric tramway between

Atami and Odawara, Japan.

The street car company of Yuba City, Cal., contem-
plates an extension of its lines.

The street car system of New Albany, Ky. , is being
furnished with a trolley system and will soon be in running
order.

An extension of ten miles is soon to be added to the
tracks of the Consumers' Electric Light & Railway com-
pany of Tampa, Fla.

The street railway company of Aurora, III., has been
granted permission to extend and operate its lines on
several streets of the city.

It is proposed to build an electric car line from Toledo,
O., to the bridge over Ten Mile creek at Cramers with a
view of e.Ktending it to Monroe and Detroit.

The Chicago & Evanston electric railway is for the most

TRADE NEWS.
The Chicago office of the Hill Clutch Works of Cleve-

land, C, will hereafter be 850 Rookery.

The Consolidated Electric Storage company, formerly

of 120 Broadway, New York, will hereafter be located at

the Edison building, 44 Broad street, New York.

The C. & C. Electric Motor company, New York, in

addition to its branch ofllces in Chicago, Boston and Port-

land, Oregon, and a dczcn other cities throughout the

United States, on May tst opened another in Philadelphia.

The new office is under the charge of Geo. H. S. Young.

The Commercial Electric company of Indianapolis has

just issued a catalogue describing its dynamos, motors and
power generators. The catalogue is profusely illustrated.

These machines have already been described in the

Western Electrician and their special features are well

known to the trade.

The Redding Electric company of Boston, Mass.. man-
ufacturer of electrical specialties, has recently issued an
illustrated and descriptive catalogue of its lines of snap
switches, cut-outs, push-buttons, etc. The book is well

illustrated, is concise in descriptions and presents an
attractive appearance.

Clark & Marshall, dealers in electrical specialties, 345
Rookery building. Chicago, are representing the Boston
Incandescent Lamp company. This company claims to

repair burned-out lamps in a manner which makes them
as good as when first made. Clark & Marshall also have

on hand a large line of electrical specialties, and are pre-

pared at all times to bring them to the attention of the

trade.

Thomas Dillon of Indianapolis, Ind., is hard at work in-

troducing an improved fan for summer restaurant service.

Mr. Dillon believes in mechanical refinements, and is now
fitting up all his fans with ball bearings. By this im-

provement the saving in money for monthly power bills is

considerable—at least the Indianapolitans are now testify-

ing to this effect.

Word has been received from Louis Nahm, secretary

and treasurer of the American Electric Manufacturing
company, manufacturer of incandescent lamps, St. Louis,

Mo. , that the company has resumed its business after

having doubled its capacity and is turning out a better

grade of lamps than ever. The American incandescent
lamp has an established reputation that makes it unnec-
essary to dwell upon its merits.

The Ansonia Electric company, Chicago, announces that

it is now ready to take orders for the Sunbeam incandes-

cent lamp. At the present time the factory output will

not permit of the immediate shipment cf all orders as fast

as they are being received, but the company hopes shortly

to find itself in position to fill all orders promptly. This
lamp, the company claims, has been thoroughly tested and
will befcuod entirely satisfactory.

The magnificent temple erected by the disciples of Brig-

ham Young at Salt Lake City. Uiah, is thoroughly
equipped with all the latest devices for electric lighting.

E. G. Holding, of Salt Lake City, installed the electrical

work, and all the devices were manufactured by the Bryant
Electric company, of Bridgeport, Conn. The workman-
ship throughout is fine, and Mr. Holding can certainly

feel proud of portion of the his work.

In connection with the opening of the World's Fair by
electricity much attention was attracted by the large single

Ajax cell delivered by the Ansonia Electric company of
Chicago to the exposition authorities for this purpose.
This giant battery is 30 inches high and 12 inches in dia-

meter. Several ordinary-sized cells of Ajax battery furn-

ished a portion of the current used for the circuit operated
by the president when he set the Allis engine in motion
by electricity.

The General Incandescent Arc Light company, New
Yoik, has taken the agency in the United States and Can-
ada for the arc light carbons and carbon brushes manufac-
tured by Fabrik Elektrischer Beleuchtung^kohlen in Nurn-
berg, Actiengesellschaft vormals Ch. Schmelzer. This
will mike it possible for these high grade carbons to be
purchased at prices comparing favorably with domestic
carbons, which are recognized as inferior in some respects
to the imported grade.

Messrs Bergtheil and Young, of 13 W^albrook, L'^ndon. E.
C, electrical engineers, inventors, etc., are seeking
American electrical specialties lor introduction into the
European markets. The firm is said to hold a
high rank in England. Arthur Bergtheil, the senior
member, is expected to arrive in this country this
week for a brief stay, and it is his intention to take in the
World's Fair, and during his sojourn to visit the larger
electrical fnms and ascertain what specialties there are of
value to the English market.

Wm. Hubbard & Co., representing the Elgin telephone,
have just remold from 116 La Salle street. Chicago, to
suite 55 Merchant's building. 92-01 La Salle street, where
they now have increased facilities for their rapidly growing
business. Mr. Hubbard, it should be stated, is making
quite an extensive exhibit at the World's Fair. His space
is in the southeastern portion ol the electricity building,
in the gallery. Mr. Hubbard's well known acoustic tele-

phone has been very much improved and he slates that a
number of important patents have been recently taken out
on new features of line construction.

The Mica Insulator company, 21S Water street. New
York, reports increased sales for its micanitc insulators.

Besides the leading electrical manufacturers in this couotry
and abroad, who have adopted ibis method of handling mica,
it is being used by electrical street railway companies for

repairing their motors and generators. Taking into con-
sideration the great saving in cost over using mica in the
regular sheet form, it may pay any one wishing the best
insulator to investigate micanite.

The Emerson Electric Manufacturing company, St.

Louis, Mo., has issued an illustrated catalogue and price

list of its large assortment of Meston alternating current

motors. Particularly interesting is the display of fan
motors presented by this company, which is complete and
tasteful. Another specialty illustrated is the alternating

current dental motor. The alternating current sewing
machine motor receives a large share of attention and
presents a number of novel features.

One of the most complete establishments for the manu-
facture of bicycles in the country is the factory of the
Stokes Manufacturing company, Carroll avenue, Chicago,
where the "Sterling" is made. The factory is tnmJDg
out 25 complete machines per day and is still behind in its

orders. Special machinery is employed and in all

departments the greatest care is taken to produce only per-

fect parts. The general office und salesrooms of this com-
pany are situated at 293 W'abash avenue.

It was announced some time ago that the \Vestern Elec-

tric company had filed a bill for an injunction against the
Potomac Electric company of Georgetown, D. C, and
also that the company's indebtedness was over ^50,000
and largely in excess of its capital stock. As a matter of

justice to the Potomac Electric company it should be
stated that its troubles with the Western Electric company
have been satisfactorily settled and that there is no bill for

an injunction against the company, filed by the Western
Electric company.

Perhaps no manufacturers of electrical machinery and
specialties ever sprang into existence under more favorable

auspices than the Muncie Electrical AVorks, Muncie, Ind.

It has been before the public only about six months, but
already it finds itself unable to meet the orders that are

constantly pouring in. It has at the present time orders

that it will be impossible to fill during the next six months.
This company bandies a particularly fine line of dynamejs,

motors, power generators, etc., and deals in arc and in-

candescent lighting apparatus extensively.

Repeated indorsements are constantly being received by
the Amerie:an Siik Manufacturing company of Philadel-

phia, of its patent silk machine wipers. As a matter of

economy and safety the company claims no engine rcom
should be without them. They have been recommended
and indorsed by the boards of fire underwriters in St.

Louis and Philadelphia, which said of them that they fully

sustained the claims made for them. The success of a

wiper, for which it is claimed that it is made of the finest

material for polishing in existence, that it costs only half

as much as common waste, that by its use there is no
danger from spontaneous combustion, and that it contains

no fibers to get into oil cups, is certain.

C. E. Woodruff & Co., successors to the Globe Sup-

ply company of Chicago, are now situated in their quar-

ters at 235 Lake street, Chicago. This firm is the weitem
agent for a number of electrical specialties, and, beside

carrying a full line of electrical supplies, is ready to equip
general stations in all branches upon a moment's notice.

C. E. Woodruff, at the head of the firm, has been well and
favorably known in the wire and general supply business

for the last ten years. He is associated with Andrew
Shillinglaw and J. F. Figel, the former for 1 3 years su-

perintendent of the electrical department of Armour &
Co., and the latter for a Icng time cornected with the

rubber and leaiher business.

The Menominee Electric & Mechanical company, Me-
nominee. Mich., ib presenting two ver)' satisfactory fan

motors for direct currents to the public. Type No. i is

designed for direct current of any voltage, and includes a

seven and one-half inch fan and lamp socket. No. 2 has

three different speeds, regulated by switch en top of motor
and is designed for direct current of loo or 1 10 volts. It

carries either 12 or 16 inch fans. The same company has

a good switch in its spiral spring lever snap switch which
has been so successfully introduced. It is substantially

made, properly porportioned and mcunted en slate base.

The spring causes an instantaneous break across the lints

of contact simultaneously and prevents arcing.

BUSINESS.
The Ball Engine company, Erie, Pa., has closed an

order with H. F. Watson, paper manufacturer, Erie, Pa.,

for a 500 horse power Gross compound engine.

The Bradford Electric Light company, Bradford, Pa.,

has recently closed a contract with the Ball Engine com-
pany, Erie, Pa., for a 200 horse power single cylinder

engine.

P. C. Ackermann, manager of the New York office of
the American Electrical Works. Providence, R, I., has
secured for his company an order for 40 miles of wire,

which is one of the largest contracts awarded to any wire

company since January 1st.

The Standard Paint company of New York is sending
to the trade an attractive little pocket-size catalogue and
price list of the various P. & B. electrical compounds,
and also containing several testimonials regarding the

merit and satisfaction given by the goods handled by the

company.

The Page Belling company. Concord. N, H.. has lately

completed and occupied several new buildings. The largest

building is the belt shop, three stories high .-ind 264 by 58
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eet, and it is fully equipped with new and special machin
ery for the manufacture of belts.

The Nutting Electric Manufacturing company has se-

cured new quarters for manufacturing at 128 and 130 South

Clinton street, Chicago, and is rapidly recovering from its

loss by fire. Preparations are being made for the exten-

sive manufacture of the Nutting arc lamp.

The lona Manufacturing company, Boston, makers of

electrical supplies and specialties, of which N, Marshall is

manager, has removed its factory to much larger and more
commodious quarters at 336 Congress street. By this

change its capacity will be more than doubled, and will

enable it to take care of all orders hereafter with prompt-

ness.

The Ansonia Electric company, formerly the Electrical

Supply company of Chicago, recently placed on the market

a switch known as Wood's new adjustable switch. The
success of this specialty iustifies the claim of the company
that it is one of the best switches known to the trade. It

is made with adjustable tongues, which will allow it to be

used as a right, left or diamond turn-out.

Taylor, Goodhue ^S; Ames are getting their exhibit in

tlectricity building at the World's Fair rapidly near com-
pletion and will shortly have an interesting exhibit to show
to visiting electricians. Their alternating current motor
will be especially worthy of careful attention, and will, no
doubt, excite considerable interest among those who are in-

terested in the development and utilization of the alternat-

ing current.

The Ball Engine company. Erie, Pa., continues to place

its engines in a manner which cannot be other than satis-

factory to the company. The New York office r<cent!y

sold a 125 horse power engine to the Far Rockaway Elec-

tric Light company. Far Rockaway, Long Island. Tfce

Brockton Street Railway company, Brockton, Mass., has

ordered a second 600 horse power cross compound engine
of this company.

The Phoenix Iron Works company, Meadville, Pa., have
sold the Saginaw, Mich., Power company two 300 horse

power Dick & Church tandem compound engines. These
engines will each be coupled directly to a 200 kilowatt

generator. It has also sold the Wyandotte & Detroit River
Railway company another compound engine of 150 horse

pDwer capacity. It has also closed a contract for eight

horizoctal tubular boilers for the street railway plant at

Allentown, Pa.

The Pelton Water Wheel company reports an active

business in its wheels and motors, both from San Fran-
cisco and New York branches. Among the recent in-

stallations made by this company may be mentioned the

San Antonio light and power plant and the Redlands light

and power plant, both in California. These plants are

importan: on account of the distance the pDwer is trans-

mitted, being 23 miles in the first instance and 12 miles in

tte latter.

The business of the Nowotny Electric company, Cin-
cinnati, O., has grown to such an ex'ent that it has
added another floor to its factory. It is now occupying
three entire floors, and has put in a full line of modern
michinery. It is especially prepared to do all kinds of

electric repair work, such as winding armatures, re-build-

ing machines, making commutators, etc. In addition to

this it carries a full line of electric light and street railway

supplies.

The Electrical Appliance company of Chicago is

pleased to announce that the new Whitney volt meters and
ammeters for alternating current work are now ready for

the market. The company claims to have overcome the

difficulty heretofore experienced with the alternating in-

stmments caused by varying frequencies, and to have
produced an instrument that can be placed on any cir-

cuit without a special recalibration and give absolutely coi-

rect readings.

The Genesee Electric Light & Power company
of Genesee, Idaho, is running in its r:ew quarters

josi completed, i rew 100 horse power Bucke)e
engine, 2 Edison incandescent d}namos, i Ameri-
can Brash arc dynamo, with Oscar En'ckson elec-

trician, acd Chas. Hough engineer. The officers cf

the company are: president, D B. Grant; vict-pre&ident,

W. Harris; stcretaiy, C. F. Burr; trcasuier, L. K.
Kmm; manager, H. Sampson.

The Star Electric Lamp company, manufacturer of
the new Sunbeam high-grade incandescer.t lamp, has

made a very good impression on the trade by its energetic

and successful work in bringing out soquickly anew lamp
and being ready so soon for immediate delivery of goods.
What the lamp purchaser wants is hmps, and the Star
company is now not only ready to t^kc orders, but it is

prepareJ with a gocd stock from which to make prompt
deliveries, .Secretary A. S. Terry of the company reports that

there isa gratifying and growing demand forthc new lamp
and that purchasers arc showing ihcir appreciation not by
congratuhlions only, but by orders,

Clark &, Marshall have now got settled in their new
qturters, 345 Rookery, Chicago, where they are carry-

ing a complete line of choice electrical specialties. They
are now ready to take orders for their new mcdcl fan mo-
tors. The company's motive power is chiefly electricity,

and it possesses an elaborate system of electric lighting in

Its baildings and on iis groanrl<t, A belt was ccmplcicd
by this company recently for exhibition at the World's Fair
which is c'aimed to be the longest in the world. It is 102
inches in width and over 200 feet long. Two other large

beks have been turned ont. one 72 inches and the other 73
inches io width which are to drive Westinghousc dynamos
for lighting the buildings at the fair.

Rieble Bros. Testing Macbioe company, Philadelphia,

is installing an extensive exhibit rft the World's Colum-
bian Exposition, machinery building. The exhibit is in

charge of J. R. Matiack, jr. At the government building
in the government exhibit, in charge of Capt. A. H.
Russell, will be found a Riehle 200,000 pound vertical

screw power testing machine; and in the quartermaster's
department in the government building a 200 pound cloth

testing machine. These were loaned by the Riehle Bros.
Testing Machine company to add to the government ex-

hibit. An exhibit of the Riehle-Robie patented friction less

ball bearing screw jacks will be found in the government
exhibit, as well as in the space of Riehle Bros. Testing
Machine company.

Taylor, Goodhue & Ames have just moved into their

new store, 348 Dearborn street, Chicago, where, although
they are not yet fully settled, their rapidly increasing busi-

ness can be handled to the best satisfaction of customers.
They report an unusually large demand for Wagner power
motors, fan motors and their large line of transformers.
This company, although but recently in the market for

business, has experienced a very flattering demand for its

goods and recognition among electrical buyers throughout
the United States, Canada and Mexico. This company is

making rapid advancement in development of electric

heating and cooki-^g devices under the Burton patents, and
is now placing upon the market all styles and designs for

electric cooking utensils. There have been many practical

improvements in cooking devices, made under the Burton
patents, and it is claimed that they may be operated with
much greater economy than other designs.

496>55o. Electric Locomotive. Eben M. Boynton, Wes
Newbury, Mass.

Ernest W. Bradford,

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued May 2, 1893.

4q6,402. Musical Instrument. Richard Eisenmann, Ber-

lin, Germany.

496,409. Electric Arc Lamp. Frits Hansen, Leipsic-

Reudnitz, Germany.

496.427. Electrically Operated Overhead Traveling
Crane. William H. Morgan, Alliance, O.

496.428. Locomotive Crane. William H. Morgan, Al-

liance, O.

496.429. Gravity Brake for Vehicles. William H. Morgan,
Alliance, O.

496.430. Locomotive Jib Crane. William H. Morgan,
Alliance, O.

496,432. Magnetic Crane. William H. Morgan, Alli-

ance, O.

496 433. Pillar Crane. William H. Morgan, Alliance, O.

496,449 Perforated Pole Piece for Dynamo electric Ma-
chines, Charles E. Scribner and Ernest P. Warner,
Chicago, III.

The dynamo is provided with consequent pole pieces, which
are perforatt-d acioss their centers or bored out eccentrically
in such manner as to produce a field having the lines of force
uniform as to strength and direction wiUi respect to the coils of

the armature. Th'S construction enables the driving of the
armature indiscriminately in either direction and the shifting of
the brushes upon the commutator to vary the electromotive
force of the machine to maintain the current strength unifoim
under a varying load. When consequent pole pieces have their
faces concentric with the armature and without perforations at
the center, the linos of force are unevenly distributed, and on
account of this uneven distribution of tiie lines of force, with
relation to the armature coils, it has been impracticable to run
the armature in either direction.

496 455- Electric Lighting System. Elihu Thomson and
Edwin W. Rice, jr., Lynn, Mass.

496,456. Commutator for Dynamo elpctric Machines.
Elihu Thomson, Swampscott, Mass.

496,474. Electric Bunch Light. Joseph Dillon, Larch-
mont, N. Y.

496.500. Electrical Measuring Instrument. Edward
Weston, Newark, N. J.

496.501. Shunt for Electrical Measuring Instruments.
Edward Weston, Newark, N. J.

496 513. Vibratory Telegraphy. Stephen D. Field, Yon-
kers, N. Y.

Each station is connected by line wires with the secondary of

a transformer located at the central office. The primaries of

the transformers arc connected together an<i with a thermal
vibrator, which produces pulsations or undulations inappreci-

able to the car. These inaudible pulsations supply the lines

with current, so that when audible vibrations are produced
upon the line by the transmitters the vibration is transmitted
from the scconclary of one transformer through tnc primaries to

the secondary of the other.

496,514- Armature for Dynamo-electric Machines. Wal-
demar Fritsche, Berlin, Germany.

496. 517- Manufacture of Electrodes for Primary or Sec-

ondary Batteries. Rudolph T. E. lienscl, Dresden,
Germany.

The electrode is composed of a metallic salt or oxide having
an clcctrolylic action and a medium or cement, comprising: an
acid, gelatine and an alkali; the mixture thereby acquiring the
consiiitcncy of a plastic moss,

496,519. Thermo-mechanical Alarm. Philip Krumschcid,
Boston, Mass.

496,522. Controlling and Equalizing Electric Motors.
David Mason, Schenectady, N. Y,

196,533. Elcclric Di.=itribution System for Railways,

Nelson W. Perry, Cincinnati, O.

The K/ntcm comprises a AUpply conductor and a supplemental
c^mduclor, the latter l>ctn« compottcd of relatively insula cd
ftcction*, Thff v.rX\rtn% arc connected with the Kupply con-
doctor by connection* normally open, and are adapted to be
cloftcd by an cleclro'rnaffncttc tfcvice included between the ncc-

tion ant] the return conductor when the trolley nhull have made
connection with lliat vction.

496.549. I'rinting Telegraph Instrument, Alexander II.

WIrftching, Brooklyn, N, Y.

George D. Burton, Boston,

496.551- Mail Pouch Deliverer.

Indianapolis, Ind.

496,567. Utilizing Electric Motors for Operating Ma-
chinery. Carl Hoffmann and Ernest Richter, Berlin,
Germany.

496,591- Apparatus for Making Blanks by Electricity.
George D. Burton, Boston, and Edwin E. Angell,
Somerviile, Mass.

The strip of metal from which thebl nksare to be cut passes
between electrodes of an electric circuit in passing to the dies,
being thereby subjected to a heating action sufficient to raise
the metal to the proper temperature.

496,592. Working Brass by Electricity. George D. Bur-
ton, Boston, Mass.

Heretofore considerable difficulty has been experienced in
workmg brass, due to its brittleness and liability to crack. The
patented method consists in passing a current of electricity
through the bar to be operated upon, thereby raising the tem-
perature of the core to approximate fluidity, while at the same
time maintaining the temperature of the exterior so far below
that of the interior as to preserve its form and homogeneous
character.

496,593- Electric Forge.
Mass.

496,594. Electric Forge. George D. Burton, Boston,
and Edwin E. Angell, Somerviile, Mass.

496,597- Electro-plating Apparatus. Seth C. Catlin,
Bloomfield, N. J.

496,602. Electric Signaling Apparatus. Stephen D.
Field, Yonkers, N. Y.

496,611. Automatic Safety Switch. Adelbert E. Hutch-
ins, Detroit, Mich.

496,61s. Electric Gas Lighter. David J. Quinn, Brook-
line, and Paul W. Hoffmann, Boston, Mass,

496,631. Double Pole Trolley. Thomas E. Adams,
Cleveland, 0.

496,64s. Magnet Armature. Fred L- Gregory, Chicago,

496,652. Insulator for Telegraph Wires. Ralph G.
Hemingray, Covington, Ky., and James C. Gill,
Muncie, Ind.

The insulator is of the ordinary kind used on telegraph poles,
but is provided with a series of cleats or conical projectors at
its lower edge, whereby water on the insulator will ilow off in
drops.

496.658. Galvanic Battery. Frank K. Irving, Brooklyn.
N. Y.

496.659. Hot Box Detector. Robert C. Kerr and Peter
Hardman, Fall River, Mass.

In a small chamber provided in the journal box is placed a
thermo-stat adjusted to clos"- an electric circuit when the tem-
perature in the chamber rraches a pre-determined amount due
to the heating of the bearing. The circuit thus closed rings a
bell or other signaling device.

496,678. Voltmeter. Arakelyan H. Armen, Lynn, Mass.

496,688. Fare Register. Stephen C. Houghton, San
Francisco. Cal.

496,690. Electric Alarm, Henry F. Kolbe, Detroit,
Mich.

496.701. Electrode for Arc Lamps. John F. Sanders
and Sarah J. Sanders, Portland, Ore.

The electrodes arc adapted for lamps of the arc light type,
in which the carbons rest in contact continuously during the
burning of the lamp. The carbons are composed of a homo-
geneous mass of carbon, a light giving metallic salt, a reducing
agent and a binder.

496.702. Electric Arc Lamp. John F. Sanders and
Sarah J. Sanders, Portland, Ore.

The lamp is adapted to maintain the electrodes continuously
in contact during the burning of the lamp, each electrode being
acted upon by a spring, thereby causing the electrodes to feed
toward one another. The tension of the springs may be
varied to change the pressure with which the electrodes make
contact, thereby varyiug tlie brilliancy of the light.

496,710 Friction Coupling for Dynamos or Motors.
Eiihu Thomson, Swampscott, Mass.

496,713. Wire Stretcher and Holder. Adolf Westmeyer,
Pacific, Mo.

496,724. Burglar and Fire Alarm. William C, Dillman,
Brooklyn, and George A. Seib, New York, N. Y.

496 72B. Klectii.; Meier. Joseph Edmondson and Joseph
Oulton, Bradford, Eng.

496,743. Element for Gilvanic Batteries. Augusts L.
de Meritcus, Paris, France.

496,746. Correcting Electricity Meters. Joseph Oulton
and Joseph Edmondson, Bradford, Eng.

496,775. Electric Forge. George D. Burton, Boston,
and Edwin E. Angell, Somerviile, Mass.

496.786. Electric Signaling Apparatus and System.
Jacob W. Latiig, Easton, Pa.

496.787. Electric Signal Apparatus, Jacob W. Lattig
Easton, Pa.

496.791. Armature Attachment. William D. Packard,
Warren, O.

496.792. Attaching Device for Electric Light Fixtures.

George Pceples, Philadelphia, Pa.

496,801. Electrical Testing Outfit for Cables, etc. Ed-
ward W, Stevenson. New York, N. Y.

496.807. Electric Cut-out. Augustus Wright, Provi-

dence, R. I.

496.808. Electric Switch. Augustus Wright, Providence,
R, I.
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EuQENE r. rniLLips, PrOElt. W. A. Hathaway, Trooa. W. II. HAvrwER, Soc'y.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

H&ILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
ELKCTIIIC LIGHT I.ISK HIKK,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,

WIRES.
AMERICANITE. MAGNET.
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR
FARADAY CABLES.

NEW YORK OFFICE, P. C. Ackormnn, 10 Cortlandt Stroot.

MONTRE-VL BR.\NCI1, EugoQO F. Phillips' Electrical Works

#YJEWIRE
XOMPANY

161 HIGH .5T B0.5T0N

HIGHEST GRADE

TE6TEDFViEWIRE6UNKS
SEND FOR CATALOCVE

AND PRICE LI JTJ

CANDELABRA,
Miniature and Special

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

For Information and prices coverinn CandelnbrB,
Mlnlaturrj and Bi>eclal IocJind(»c--nt LamfM, «1-
dreia lh<)

EDISON DECORATIVE AND

MINIATURE LAMP DEPARTMENT,

HABBIMOX, X. J.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Insnlatlon Gnaranteed wher«Ter used, Aerial, rndergroond or Sobmarlne.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, he says: "A tnoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber naed In insulating our wires and rabies is especially chemically prepared, and ie guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The insulation is i)rotected from mechanical injury 'ly one or more braide, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra finish, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafinK and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very gre*^ extent fireproof. Oar inealation will prove
durable when all othern fail . We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark Joint Gam should be used for making waterproof joints. This ia put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one fool lon^ and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint
-,nd pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. FOR RAIL^VA V j»nd .1IOTOK use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

WK GUARANTEE OUR INSrLATlOJV ^VHEREVER I'SEO, ARRIAI^, lJXI>ERGROlINI> OR SUBMARINE, and our net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other flrst-claes Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTOK, MASS.

HBNRT A. CLAKK. TrBauurer and Gan'l Manager.
HBBBEKT H. EU8TIS, Prsslilent and Electrician.

Rubber Insulated Wire and Cables for Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE,
TRENTON, N. J.

1
'^<*HS A. R)>EBI.IX<>'« SONH CO . CbicBco. 171 l.ake Street.

AGENTS!) SAX FRlSiCISCO. asaodar Tremont Street.
NEW VORK. tl7 Liberty Street

PLATINUM
For all kinds ol Electrical Use. Sheet or Wire of any Degree of Hardness.

Special Attention given to Platinum for Incandescent Lamps.
Address ";e CARRT THE LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

Electric Street Railway Tower Wason.
Patent Applied For.

DO YOUR
OILS
GIVE YOU
SATISFACTION?
IF NOT
GIVE US A
TRIAL.

OILS

We are makers of tlie finest grades of

DYNAMO,
ENGINE,

CYI.INDER
We guarantee satisfaction and freedom from gum

and excess of animal fats.

Wearepot cheap, or sell rlieap oils, bat
sell on quality. If you want gatiefaction in your
engine room, give us a trial — correspondence
solicited.

CLARENDON OIL AND REFINING CO.,

lU Ho. Front Street. PHILADELPHIA. PA.

Endorsed by the lenjlus electric roads. Full information clioerfully furnished. Write for piices.

Manufactured only by W. S. DAVIS & SON, Concord, N. H.

I'TTH.ES

SAL-AMMONIAC.
Guaranteed Over 99 Per Cent. Fare.

lOI Kinzle St.. ClilraKO.

^UrKRIOR TO

COTTON WASTE
SaKK, DU11A13LE AND
CnKAPEn,

#^
##

AMERICAN
SILK MFC CO..

.--' 311 Walnut St , Plilladelphia, Pa-

Beware of loose woven inillatiunw.

SAL AMMONIAC
(ELECTKIC BRAND)

ForElectrlcal Purposes
Criiaranteed 08/99% and ffee of lead aud iron.

If you want the best quality ask your dealer

for this ln'and. Impoftcd liy

A.KLIPSTEIN, 122 Pearl St., New York

THE KESTER
AntoDiatic LifltDii Arrester
Will take care of any iiumlier of 'lijichnrges of lii;htnin);:

P'T minute. They nill urevoot dama^je from Uchtnlug on
any circuit not uslog the ground for relurn. They are io-
ti'nded only for staliou use and for the protection of ^oe-
nitors and motors. Thoy hiive no equnl. They nutomal-
ioally rupture the arc formed by the lightuing. and never
short-circuit, thereby grountling the line. Price. fI5.00
pt-T set of two, and any one purchasing a set will be nl!o\re<l
to return them and have Ihclr money refunded prti%"ided
they do not absolutely protect all circuits to which they art)
attached.

KESTER ELECTRIC CO..
I>TX.\Jt(lS, MOTORS .\XI1 POWEK GENF.H.KTOKS,

TtRHE H.4I'Ti:. l.\I>.

VISITORS ATTHE WORLD'S FAIR

V

Should carefully
examine the
magniticcDt colKct'on of

STANDARD and COMMERCIAL

ELECTRICAL

Tesiiflg InstrcnieDts,

wliioh we eliow in the

ELECTRICITY BUILDING.

SECTION E.

The various new forms .-vro

nUrnclIng dojioiVLHl alteullou.

Send Sc. stnmp tor iltu$trnted
catalogue. No. I- 66,

QUEEIM ^ CO., Iflcorpiatefl, Philadelphia.
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E. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IK

ELECTROLIERS,
_

COMBINATION WILLIAM A. ROSENBAUM,

GAS ART} ILICTRIC ''^^SlSlof.S.1™'"^'

FIXTURES.
ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.
Former Manager, now Successor to the

Patent Dkpaktsient of

THEW. J. JOHNSTON CO., Ltd.
i'^Tlte Electrical TPorW.")

CHICAGO.
-BRJLNCH STORIE-

8134 MichBgan Avenu#p

WANTED.
We will pay 25 cents each for

clean copies of the Western Ei.ec-

TKiciA-X of June IS, 1892, Volume X,
Kumber 25.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
6 Lskeeide Bailding, Chicago.

WANTED.
Position as engineer, or assistant engineer, to

electric railway company, electrical assistant to
chief engineer of steam road adopting electricity
as aoiiliary motive power, or to survey and super-
intend construction for electric railway contrac-
tor. Addre== "RAILWAY,"

Care Wzsteen Electeicia>-,
5;ii Temple Court, New York,

•\7C.A.laTE33

-

Three good esperiecced Arocature
"Winders, one who understaDds Gramme
wiodiog, and the o'her two for Siemens
and allernating work. PermaLcnt places

to the light men. Address
"WINDERS,"

Care Westekn Electrician.

SlTrAT10\ ^VAXTJED.
Young man possessing excellent techni-

cal and general education (graduate M E.,)

and who has had valuable experience in

one of the be-t laboratories in the country,
desires a pcsition where energy and ability

will be appreciated; references.

Address *^C,"
Care Wesxeek Electeicl^n.

Engagement by salesman of abil-

ity, with several years' experience
in selling and installing electrical

apparatus. First class references.

Afldr'iS9 "Toledrt.''
CarL- V,i>tki;n" Ei.ectbician.

WMTED-TO BUY.
200 to 400 ampert i-/; Tolt second hand

dynamos.

HABTER ELECTRIC CO,,

76 Fifth Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

"Scraps for Engineers"

Mailed free for one cent postage.

I. L. FAUCETT,
«tr is«ri. ii,i.i\«nn

MANGANESE
Id Irimi^ 'f tTilli'-'I If t'' ''"'

"il-J'.!':'! 'h'lrif-O-t.

F.K\WT MTI KM.
«.<-ra. If ' rzo;:lh iini l.othn. tmfrmnny.

The H.SioDs Electric Co,
or PI^V.nOLTH. imMttASA,

Are prfrpared to c^jntrart for the Tnanu

facSure of all kinds of electrical apparatus.

LAT I X UM
For ail Pijrpo»««<

KAKKK Ai t<>„ iO«-lI* ?ipw .J*Tiwy
Kailroaul Ave., >cwark, >. J>

PLANT FOR SALE.
Everything first class. Go"d location.

EiiTning capa'ity, net 20 per rent. Cash
sO.OOO, balance in sutisfactory payments.
No schemtrs need answer.

"OPPOKTrV'TV,"
Care "WtSTEKN Et.ECTRICIAN.

TRADERS IN ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.
FOR SALE (Continued List).

Two 30 light Ball arc dynamos, with 60 arc leR:p^.

Ooe 25 light Ball arc dynamo, with 25 arc lamps
One 80 light Mather incandeeceot dynamo, 110 'J^At.

One 8 horse power Card motor, 500 volt.

WOWOTXX ELECTRIC CO..
30 E. 5th St , CINCINNATI, OHIO.

FOR SALE.
Two 300-amperes shunt wound U. S. r>ynamos.

Two 200-amperea shunt wound U. S. Dynamos.
Two 500-light T.-H. Dynamos, compound wound,

with Ease, Rlieostat and Ammeter.
Two 25-light Americao 2,0Ul)-c. p. Arc Dynamos.
One 50-light Sperry 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamo.
Ten 12-lii;ht Knowles Dynamos with lamps.
Twelve 50-light Schuyler Dynamo?. 2,0011-c. p-

Two 150-Brush Incandescent Machines, 95 volts.

One 1.5-Ught Brush Arc, 7 umperes.
One 90-h. p. Armiogton and Sims Engine.
Two 120 ampere Edison Dynamos, self-oiling.

We Buy Outright Electrical Equipment.

Manufacturers of

ocTAGONAL^^ Cedar
TELEPHOni 8cELECTRICAL

RailwayFolesKRossArms

#H.M.LOUD&SONSUlMBER(^.
OSCODA . MICH.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Tan?ht thoroat^hlv day and night at the INSTI-TUTE of TECHXOLOtwV, 151 Throop
Street. Chicag:©, III. Amateurs, Artisans
and otberB aesiet-d Practically In any line, and

I instructed in the latest and moat improved
methrdB.

Mechanicai, DRA"QHTrNG, Mathematics, Elec-
trical TalculatioQe, Architecture, Mechanlca, ateo
aught day and nlt;ht.

ARMATURES
REWOUND.

Street Railway and Electric Light-

ing Companies will find it to their in-

terest to write for prices, as we do all

kinds of electrical repair work.

McLEAN&SCHMITT,
Room 416, - 197 S. Canal St., Chicago.

JOIN L \m m. I \m\\ co„

74 COKTL.4M>T ST.. X. Y.

HATE lOlI GOT WIEELS
IN YOUR HEAD?

Send for Catalogue ol

Sterling Bicycles.

Th«y are the; ntandnrd high (trAdo wboola of
the year, riivi.' (t«v*.-ral illntlnct polntH of advan

-

tarf;; chariKeable fftor, CO or 07. aw you plounc;
convertlblw podulH. rat trap or rubber, an you
pl'-aifj; iint<rnt corrugated hubs; piano wire HpolteHi
bollovT riiiiB. i-tc.

Stokes Mfg. Co , Makers,
G''i]<T(ti OfUc'H nnil SulDBrofniiB:

2S3 \^7'o,V>«i8iJa. .A.T7-0.,
Fatl-.ry;

236, 238. 240 Carroll Avenue, CHI A '0.

limfirlii--: Iif'nv.T, .Mllwailk'.-i..

SOLD

OUTRIGHT.

WROK
ANY DISTANCE.

Fully covered by

pateut 3.

Wm. Huhkrd k Co.,

112 and 9i La Salle

Street,

^CmCAGO.QD
Sutte_55. L- I

'

For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
Sl.OO.

Receiver's Sale of Slreet Railway

At Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
Notice is hereby given that in pursuance of

an order of the Circuit Court of Milwaukee

County, Wisconsin, I will, on the 30th day of

June A. D. 1893, at eleven o'clock in the fore-

noon of said day, at the south door of the

Court House in the city and county of Mil-

waukee, Wisconsin, offer for sale and sell at

public auction as an entirety, the street rail,

way of the Milwaukee Electric Railway Com-
pany in said city of Milwaukee, with all the

franchisee and rights and privileges of said

railway company for the operation and main-

tenance of the same, and all the property of

said corporation used in or in connection with,

or essential to the exercise of its said

franchises.

Said railway property and franchises conslflt

of about 632 miles of double track, being

about 13 miles of single track, in said city of

Milwaukee, with all the poles, wires, cables,

trucks, lies, stringers, fixtures and appliances

composing or used in connection with said

tracks or said railway, with franchises, privi-

leges and rights derived from ordinances of

the common council of the city of Milwaukee

to maintain and operate said road; also sundry

parcels of real estate in said city, with car

barns and power house thereon; also the en-

gines, boUerci, machinery and rolling stock

and supplies of said road.

The terms of such sale are cash.

The said street railway will be sold free of

all liens and encumbrances except judgments

of foreclosure and sales aggregating S21,193.-

56, with interest from the 32d day of Novem-
ber, 1S92, at 7 per cent, on §1,359.60 thereof,

and at 6 per cent, per annum on the remaind-
er. Said judgments of foreclosure covering
the said specific parcels of real estate.

Dated Milwaukee, Wis., Feb. 27, 1893.

G. J. MELMS,
Receiver of the Milwaukee Electric

Railway Company.

HOLMES, BOOTH k HAYDENS,
Factories: Waterbury, Conn. 25 Park Place, New York,

MANUPAOTDKERB OF

Bare and Insulated Wire.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Lino Wire, Cupper Muguet Wire,

Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work.
Insulated Iron Proasare Wire.

PATENT
cc
K. K." LINE WIEE

For Electric Light, Electric Rallwriys, Motc.e, Telegraph
and Telephone Use.

Agentafor the Washington Carbon Company. Gurbous for Arc Lighting.

TJfOH. /v. Seorii.Mj, AVir lor/c Ayvnt.

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, - - - PHILADELPHIA.
BUILDERS OF EAILWAT AND TRAMWAY CARS OF ALL GLASSES.

'

S(M*c1aI ntt'iritlon kH"'" to tlii> iin]\<\\uv. <>t Klmlrlfi Mntnr aiirl 'Iriill C,nr».
ijulldera ot liriU No, 21 Truck with (wlid forged froiuo.uaU "Eurok'i" MaxJiiiuui 'i'rucllon I'ivotal Truck,
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The aiteniion of F:LECTRIC COMPANIES :-. cr.,.-: *o this ri-:i<E.

BRAXKI> U'AXKK WIIKKI>a5 par;'. : .-.r:y :.';.p;-:d to thcir use
on accoupt of its r4-niarkal>ly Hl«>aclj motion, tiich Mpe«*<|
and srreat Efli<ri»^ncy,and lai'fire Capaciiy foriisoiameter,
being «l«ul>l«» the Po'wor of most wheels of sam^ diameicr. It is tiicd

by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical U3C of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect ;ruaranl«tfcl.
^^K.-M* FOR ^^ATAKOGUE A!VI> PARXirCi.AKM.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears arc required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICTOR

XI'RBINES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shalt and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a rubsiantial cast-iron bed plaie. The entire arrangement is very complete and
sLictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation

admits of their use, we recommend them.

ST1LWELL& BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

^wji-TEin a;vh:be3ILi
Efficiency ol any Wlieel in tlie World. Over 2,000 in use

Unlimited
Affords the most simple and reliable power for all mining and manufactur-

ing machinery. Adapted to heads running from ^'0 up to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30perceiit. better reaalts guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the country.

EliKCTRIC TBAXSMISSIOIV.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords In the way of a uniform and relia-

ble j'ower, cloee regulation and the facility of adantatlon to varying conultlona
of f];eed and prehsnre, have bronght it into special prominence and esitnslva
use for this c1mb3 of work. All applications eboold siate amotint and head of
water power reqnlred, and for vNat purpose, with approsimate leiigth of pipe
line. Send fuk Catalogue.

THE PELTON "WATER "WHEEL CO.,
I'Zl-lsa llain Ht., San Francisco, €al.. V. 1$. A.

143 LIBERTY STREET, - - XEtV YORK.
^^It having come to our notice that onr patent rights are being infrlnget.

upon, intending pnrchasers are hereby warned that all such InfringementB wi;'
be duly proBSCiited. »

PtCL.TOX ^VATER MOTORS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to lb
and 20 horae lower, nneqiialed for all light running machineiy. Wbrran'td
to develop a given (.mount of power with one-balf the water required by anj'
other. ^^Send for Motor Circnlar. Addreee as above. Deliveries made fr -m
San Francisco or New York, as may afford the most fevoraiile frt-Ight rat^s

JAMES Ml lTrnM||irr| q
LEFFELliA I En ifntCLa

This Justly Celebrated Wheel is Built in Many Styles on

UPRIGHT AND HORIZONTAL SHAFTS.
It is SPECIALLY DESIGNED and ADAPTED for driving

ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND POWER PLANTS.
Our new Whfol secures a rcmarkablj- hi;rh emamnto*'*! prrcrntase. nnrl wondorfal stradineKs of

motion, under variable loails in praotico. It iitVnrrl.'; :tn iint'ciimlecl (onoenlration oJ puwc-r witbin a small
space ; and an iinprooodontcd Iiisrh vflooity for a ffivt'n puui^r.

Its easily and quirkl.v iiiH>rat'?d halaneocl sate alfords prompt and efficiont control hy n. governor, and
consequent fine resriilation. Thesi- u heels arf in mnnv instanres operatin^r the best electric plants in this and
other countries, fully dcmnnslratin^ tht;-ir remarkable adaptation to that use.

The attention nf Klectru' Kii,:,'iTU-ers, and others conteniphitin^ water power improvements is directed to our
work. We will sr-nd a fine larpe pamphlet. IVl pai^^os, fully descrihin? tbf wheel and varit)us plans of application.

THE JAMES LEFFEL & co.''r,','';?r:^i?,-c?ii'°-

A NEW LAMP SOCKET
With Every Advantage.

Durnbleand Effective Contact.
Plenty iiyioom for Knot in the Cord.
Strouf^ f^^ixtures; the Cap, with Bayonet
Lock, Projecting over the Shell.

The Dovetail Ceiling Rosette.

^^'hr%.l 1 rtsf^^'S'l K'^"'^
Moulding, Cleat and Concealed Work.

,cv..

No screw driver used in adjusting cap.

For Sale by Supply Houses, or by

The Perl^ins Electric Switch
MFG. COMPANY,

Vo. loa. Ooiioeolod «'ork. P. O. Box 8t6. Hartford, Ccinh T -II. an<1 IVestinsiiou^e Stj-les.

DO YOU HEED ANYTHING IN THE LINE OF

BATTERY SDPPLIES?
WE CAN QUOTE YOU BED-ROCK ON

Carbons, Zincs, Coppers, Jars,

Sal-Ammoniac, Blue-

stone, Etc.

~WKIXB3 X3"S FOR FHICES-

LAW BATTERY COMPANY,
83 JOHN ST., NEW YORK.

SEND FOR OUR
New Calaloi^e of

Electrical
Books.

The moBt complete of Its
kind ever published.

Sent Free to Anj Addreu.

We are Headquarters

In the Wept for £L£C'
TRICAL BOOKS, and fill

orders pronn-tly. pre-
paid, onrecelptdf price.

Electrician Poblit.hing Co-t
b Labeside Building,

Chicago, 111.

INCREASE YOUR REVENUE.

Jl^T^OFT THE

ACME OIL FILTER,
Sent on trial.

For particalars,
prices, etc.,

address

Acme
Filter
Co.,

640 N. Main SI,,

St. Louis. Mo.

CHICAGO
AGEXIS.

Taylor,
Goodhue
& Ames,

.HH
Dearborn St.

THE ST.\XD.\K1) OPEN CIRCUIT
B.^TTEltlES OF THE WOULl),

And the best made anywhere.

Sknd for CiKcrt..vi; & Pkices,

The Leclanche Battery Co.
rtl to tt7 £asf t3lstSt..H. r.
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ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

General Western Agents

FOR THIS

CELEBRATED WIRE.

307 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Grimshaw White Core Wires,
Grimshaw Tapes, Competition Line Wires,

Raven Core Wires, Vulca Ducts.

-MANUFACTURED BY-

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
CHICAGO, 80 Franklin St. NEW YORK, 1 5 Cortlandt St. BOSTON, <82 Summer St.

H. Waed Leoxaed,
President.

C. E- CiltPENTEH,
Secretary and Treasorer-

Geo, H. Fras
Vicc-Presideut,

CARPENTER
1

BBIDGEPORT, COXN.

CHAS. D. SHALN", Genxbai. Selukg Agent,

136 liberty St., New York City.

These rheostats can now be supplied of auy
resistance and capacity on short notice. They
are being largely used by sach manafacluring
concerns as the £oUowiDg: General Electric

Company, Siemens iS: Hal?ke Company, Interior
CoDdnit i Insulation Company, Crncker-^Vheeler
Company, General Incandesceut Arc Light Com-
pany, National Electric Company, Woddell-Entz
Company, Western Union Company. Dahl Electric

Company, and by Central Station Companies and
contractors all over the country.

Send for new catalogue and price list.

from nue-elghth to six horse
power Horizontal and Marine.

S, IB and 60 LIGHT
DYNAMO CASTINGS
Simple Sewing Machine and
Fan Motor Castings with in-

structions for building complete machines. Send
Stamp for Catalogue,

T Bros
.

Shepard's Celebrated SCO

Screw CnttlDg Foot Lathe,

Foot and Power Lathes
From 'J to 2G Inches.

Also Drill Presses, Hand and
Power Planers, and Supplies.
Just the Tools for Electricians.
Send for Illustrated Catalogue

'"^'t H. JL. Mh«*purd. Agent,
141 W. 2d SL, Cincinnati, O.

L. BRECKINRIDGE CABELL
53 Broadway, NEW YORK, Room 17.

Lands, Securities and Industrial Enterprises; Total Issues

of Corporate, Municipal and County Bonds Taken; Municipal

Debts Consolidated and Refunded at lower rates; Railroads

Built and Equipped; Electric Roads Built and Equipped;
Street Railroads using Horse power changed to Electric Roads.

FUSE ] Correct Carrying Capac

WIRE or I ity. Absolute

STRIPS. ) Unifo mity in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave.,

LIG-^G^O.
S. BERCMANN, President. C. M. BIDDLE, Vice-President.

THE "GENERAL" INCANDESCENT ARC LAMP.
"^tf^fX For Low Tension, Continuous Current Circuits.

,^!^

Soft, Steady Light; Small Size and Weight; Simplicity; Quick Trimmirg;
Thorough Insulation and Safety; Reliability; Large Bange of

Amperage and Voltage; Longest Life.

No. 1 Circular and Price List of Standard Lamps, No. 2 Circular and Price
List of Ornamental Lamps with numerous Illustrations of

Sent on application, with dificounte, etc.

Can be used Singly or from 2 to 12 in series on from 50 to 600 "Volts.

All Lamps exactly alike in Mechanism.
No Adjustment or Regulation needed.

Can be Trimmed without touching th^* globe.

No Dash Pot to hide primary defects

Our Lamp is absolutely Reliable and will not
change from use.

Special Designs and Estimates furnished on demand.

OKSAME^TAI, h.KVt. Ho. Tn. STANDAIID I.AMl' No. 00(1.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT COMPANY,
WORKS. 33d Street and First Avenue. I GENERAL OFFICES, 59 Duane Street.

Telephone Mo. 1309. 38th St. T'll'jjjhonc No. 1O3 Cortlandt.

WE8TERN AGENCY: 173-175 Adams St., Chicago, U. E. Frorup, IVIp;r

SHOWRCOMS, 275 Fifth Avenue.
Telephone No. 1459, 38th St.
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"THH NRW
"Get it! You'll not regrot it!"

OUR CATALOGUE,
Which gives descriptions and prices of the

Patent Noedio Anminciiitors, Bells, Fatterirs and all

Supplies for Hotel and Ifonsc-work

made by us, shou'd be in the hands of the trade everywhere.

Antomatic Set-Back

Needle AnnnDciator.

Patented Nov. 22, 1892.

PARTRICK & CARTER CO.,
Sole Proprietors of the Patent Needle Annunciators.

Ulaiuitaetiirers of Electrical Good.s ol sill Kiudi!).

125 SOUTH SECOND ST., PHILADELPHIA.

ESTAgL'SHEO 1867.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.

S]STF.^^XjXS^£3X> 1878.
SOLE MAKUFACTITKERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Roda, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wult££?S^,bEL. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i*n^Y^^%^.

Sockets, Switches, Cut-outs
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Sawyer - Man Electric Co.,

620 Atlantic Avenue, BOSTON.

6 1 0-534 West 23d Street, NEW YORK Pullman Building, CHICACOc
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NEW ENGLAND BUTT CO.
PROVIDENCE, R. B., U. S. A.

H. N. FENNER, Treasurer and General Manager.

Four Head Polishing Slachine.

MASrFAOTUKEES OF

For covering Telegraph, Telephone andElectric Light Wire.

Large single and double BRAIDERS for covering Cables.
Single, Double and Triple Winders. Improved Six Spindle
Flyer Winder for Magnet Wires.

Fine Castings a Specialty.

you Will Oblige

Both Advertiser and Publisher

by mentioning the WESTERN
ELECTRICIAN when writing

to advertisers.

C-S SPECI_ALTIES.

G-S FlusI) Double Push Switch.
Single Pole—Double role-Ccmmutation; 3 Wire, 4 Wire.

C-S Flush Key Switch.
Single Pole—Double Pole—3 Wire.

C-S Flush Automatic Switch.
Single Pole.

ELECTRICALLY
MECHANICALLY
ARTISTICALLY KERLE8S.

THE GUTTER ELECTRICAL & MFG. CO.,

C-S Flneh Double Pash Switch—Double Pole.

27 Sn. nth Street, t'hilattelphin, ra.. r. S. A.

Insulated Wire
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

sla^net Wire, Office and Annunciator Wire,
Lead Covered Cables, Copper Wire, Telegraph Wire.

Send for Catalogue. ADDKESS,

JOHNA.ROEBLING'$SONSCO.,
CHICAGO, BA51 FRANCISCO, NEW YORK, TRF.XTON,
173 liake St. 25 ! nd a? Fremont St. 117 L,iberty St. ST. J.

Tlxe lE'lace to B"a.37- S-o-pplies:

THE ELECTRICAL ENBINEERINe AND SUPPLY CO.,

St. Paul, Minn.,
Is the leading supply house of the North-West. Moderate Profits. Prompt Shipments.

Send us a trial order and see what we will do for you.

National Electric Manufacturing Conipanir,
EAU CLAIRE, WIS., U. S. A.

BUILDERS OF

HIGH GRADE DYNAMO ELECTRIC MACHINERY,
.A.XjTTESiii'j'.A.rrjjsro on. i>inaEicrr OXJH.HEI3MT.

A.

620 Atlantic Ave,, Boston, Mass.
136 Libsrty St., New York.
Pcnn. Mutual BIdg , Philadelphia.
Erie County Savings Bank Building,

Buffalo, N. Y.
Eutaw. Street, Baltimore.

.A.^e: rsic. Ie;^.

:

Fquitable BIdg., St. Louis.
Pullman BIdg., Chicago.
134 E. 6th St., 8t. Paul, Minn.
33 Jacobson BIdg., Denver.
I 12 S. I3th St., Lincoln, Neb.
29 E. l8t St. S., Salt Lake City, Utah.

167 Cravier St., New Orleans.
Hallers Building, Seattle, Wash.
90 Pearl St., Toronto, Ontario.
15 Halleck St., San Francisco, Cal.
55 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich.
San Salvador, C. A., L. Pennypacker, Agt.
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BRASS
BATIE-IY

§ S, C. ELECTRICAL SD PLY CO,,

uj Mioi X ciTV. ion A

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

Patented .J"n. 22, 1S84. A. T. Smith's
Electric lava Gas Tip

Multiple Llgt>ting

For Churches, Tbeatcre
nd Public HallB.

i Are uei?d all over the coun-

try. Send for estimates or
prices to

AT. SMITH,
6W. 14th St . New York

AUXILIARY MOUTHPIECE

For Telephone.
Fmt I.I )N(; OK

SlH.iKT .heiaiii'.-.

Cnu bo used by
persons of ANY
UEIGHT. Sound
concentrated DI-
RECTLY on dia-

phrafjiii. You can
WHISPER aod be
dlflinctly heard.
Address

W. N. MARCUS,
218 N. Second St.,

Phil delphia. Pa.

WC.TRIPLER Jr..

Mana er For sale

L>y all dealers.

ELECTRICAL
BOOKS.

FOUNDRY. Electric Light
AND

ZTNCj ^**^^'"y Carbons

nrr^ Motor
Brushes.

Sole Licensees to manufacture the Hazeltine Long Life Carbon.

liv^ost nDTJura-Tole ^a,tter37- Cells IF'xod.-u.csd..

Tri."D"STElI>

Orders Filled Promptly.

Electrician Publishing

Company,

6 Lakeside Building, • CHICAGO.

? r

rf.

Manufactured by The Butlcr Hard Rubber Co., 33 Mercer St., N. Y.

Rubber Covered Rolls.

Valves.

Storage

Battery

Jars.

Spring Rubber of any Elasticity or Hardness (o Sketch, Model or Mould.

Springs for Steam
Hammers,

>^ Electric Cars

and

Motors.

Newton Rubber Company,
0£B.oe:

John Hancock Bldg;., I 78 Devonshire, and 35 Federal St., Boston, Mass.
Factory, Newton Upper Falls, Mass.

FOUR
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK
INCANDESCENT WIRINC HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANCERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION Hand-Book.

6 Lakeside Building.

CHICAGO, ILL.ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

TESTING INSTRUMENTS.
Special prices on application, on testing in-

struments illustrated on pages 253 to 274 of our

August '92 Catalogue.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
C:JHIO.A.C3rO ctanici IXTESXV

}
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THE FUEL ECONOMIZER CO.,
OF MATTEAWAN,

SOLE MAKKES IN THE UNITED STATES OF

GREEN'S IMPROVED PATENT FUEL ECONOMIZER
FOR STEAM BOILERS.

This apparatus heats the feed water to a temperature very much above boUiDg
point by the waste gases escaping from boiler flues, thereby efiectirg a

GREAT SAVING IN GOAI«.
Can be applied to any type of boiler without stoppage of works.

OFFHES: MOHKK:
91 LIBERTY STREET, NEW YORK. Matteawar. New York

Origiuni luventors atul patentees ]:. Greeu k Son, Ltd., 2 Exchange St., ^Manchester, England.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pnaumatlc ai.d Mechanical

ANNITNCIATORS .5^ BELLS.
Friil, L,1SK A1.WAT8 IS STOCK.

W. R, OSTBANDER & CO..
195 and 197 Futton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
^^S«nd for New Catalosue. Ont Angnstlet.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS

Send for Complete Catalogue.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Building. CHICAGO, ILL.

UTS
W'ood Kne^avine—For Machinery, etc.
Zinc KtC'hing—From Prints, Pen and lok Drawings, t-tc.

Half-Tone Process^ Direct reproductions of Photographs, Wash Drawings,
/ etc., etched In copper.

M'ax KnsravineH-For ifap?, Plals, Script, or Diagrams.
Photo-Ijithosraphy—Transfers for Lithographers in paper or stone.

MANZI^CO.,
ENGRAVERS,

183, 185 M 18] Monroe St„ CHICAGO.

m^^'^'^SSLMg
.V Tr ^ . '^^^^ h^^ 1^^-156 Greene St

r. ,
,^cfO''^ BrooklVn,N.Y.!

For Incanlescent

Lamp
Filaments.SILK BRAID

The greatest care taken in prodacing a uniform article.

BOSTON BRAID MFG. CO.,
27 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The- KartdYsrt « Manufacturing « Co.,,

T7(7'XXj]VEXSa'01'0:Nr, XSXIXji.

HART SWITCHES.
SINGLE AND DOUBLE POLE.

THE ONLY Snap Switch that has

PROVEN A SUCCESS.

lu Aiu]/i.-r(.>Djublu i'ole S.vitch.

FOR SALE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES.

TleHarl&HeseianIi.Cfl.,HaM,coi,

Dictionary of Electrical Words, Terms and Phrases.

.'i41'4 flooble'COlamn PAgtiH. litO IllaHtrntionH. <'Ioth Itititlin;;. Type fajzi

This Dictionarj- includes .5,000 distinct Words, TerniB and
Phrases. Each of the great classes or divisions of electrical investiga-

tiofi or utilization comes under careful and exhaustive treatment. For
some reasons it deserves rather to be called an Encyclopsedia than a

dictionary.

The Scheme of Treatment is as follows:

Ist. The word.i, terras and phrases are invariably followed by a short,
concise definition, giving the sent^ in which they are correctly em-
ploy-l.

4'i. A general statement then follows of the Principles of Electri-
cal Science on which the definition is Founded.

asxTZJ iisr TC'-u

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

COXJSTOnNT, .

H I<»x 7 Inchi-H. IVl

. ivr.

lioHiuc:*' l*repuiil, to tiny part of ilir world, S^.OO.

yd. When, from the complexity of the apparatus, or from other con-

siderations, it has been thought desirable to do so, an Illustration or
Diagram of the apparatus is given.

4th. To facilitate study, an eliihorate system of Cross References
has been adopted, so that it is as easy to find the definitions as the

words, and aliases are readily detected and traced.

In a])plying these rules great care has been exercised to secure

CLiEARNESS, to the end that while the defjjiitions and exjilatiations

shall be SATI.SKACTOKy TO TliK KXPKRT KLK(;TRKJIAN, they
shall also be SI.MI'LK ANIJ INTKI.rJGII'.J.K to those who have had no
training at all in electricity, or are novices in the art.

6 Lakeside Building:, Chicago, Illinois.
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STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.
General Offices: Suite 625. Home Ins. BIdg.. PUIPACn
Works: 313-317 South Canal Street, unluAlIU,

buildehs
OF THE

FOR

FURTHER

INFORMATION

ADDRESS

THE
GENERAL

OFFICES,

Central Station Managers, Municipal Officers, Owners of Iso-

lated Lighting Plants and Prospective Purchasers everywhere

are invited to inspect and investigate the STANDARD SYSTEW

before contracting for apparatus.

For lighting stores, foundries, factories or the streets of a city,

this system has no equal.

Our contract does not obligate the purchaser to buy appara-

tus or supplies exclusively of us for a term of years, but courts

open competition and encourages fair tests lor merit between any

and all existing arc lighting systems and the STANDARD.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PAETIOIJLAELT ADAPTED TO DEITING

Electric Light and Powsr Stations
~j On account of its high efficiency at all stagea of gate, steadineBs of motion and eaay working gate, the con-
•^ Btruciion of which makes It the most sereltive to the action of a governor of any wlieel on ihe market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE Illustrating various styles of setting on both venical and
horizontal shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.
SDCCESSOES TO

STOUT. JIII^I.S * TEMPLE.

J

DAYTON. OHIO.

SOMETHINQ NEW.
AUTOMATIC DOOR SPRING

ELECTRIC LIGHTER.
Send for Catalogue of Onr New Specialties.

Manufacturers of ELECTKIOAIj GOODS, EXPERIMENTAL
AND REPAIR, WORK. INVENTIONS AND NO .' ELTIES
DEVELOPED. PATENTS OBTAINED.

N. Y. Electrical & Development Co.,
251 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

theseohrist automatic switch
For controlling Incandescent
Lights in private residences
by using automatic gas keys
and an ordinary battery or
shunt circuit.

W .^SLDSTTU^D !—One good con-

struction firm in each city to represent us.

Apply to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
Manufacturer and Patentee, DENVER, OOLO.

BEING A MANUFACTURERyouareforced
by competition to keep iu toucii with all genuine economies

as soon as ttieir value is proved; hence your Compound
Engines, Condensers, Steam Loops, etc., to reduce the cost

of Hsing jonr Steam. It is equally important that you
should consider every item which enters into the cost of
makiiif; your Steam.

Section o( Boiler House constrocted for

Cortis, Davis ii Co., Cambridgeport,

Mai's, showing Stacll for 1200 H.P,

If you are building a new Boiler House, resetting your
old boilers or adding new ones:

It your present boilers are short of capacity:

If you wish to raise their evapora'ive duty to the level of

expert hand firing, and keep it there all the time:

If you wish smokelessness by preventing.—not conceal-

ing: or consuming the smoke:

If you wish to preserve your boilers from unequal strains.

YOU WILL CAREFULLY CON-

SIDER MECHANICAL

STOKING.
If you wish to save the whole cost of handling, which in

large plants is the greater part of the labor item:

You will equip with simple, cheap and prac ical

Coal and Ash Handling Machinery.

If you wish to have your firej always under control, iirespettive of atmospheric conditions, quality of fuel, or length of run'

If jou w ish to !« Independent of extraordinary or sudden demands for steam:

If you wLsh to save a large portion cf the cost of a chimney with its foundations—and atove all,

,'f y( u wi.^li 10 return into your feed water Ihe greater portion of the heat otherwise s( nt up the Hue to make draft,

You Will Use Mechanical Exhaust Draft and Economizers.

It is a well organized Department of our Business to design and construct

Boiler Plants, comprising any or all of the above features, as good judgment
may determine. We assume an authority in this branch of Engineering

arising from an experience with over 750,000 Horse Power of Boilers

equipped with Stokers.

WESTINGHOUSE, CHURCH, KERR & CO., ENGINEERS,

SKW VOnK. 17 « orlinn-lt Hirp't < IIH \t.<>. I .".<•. niiil I ."iS l.aUf Htrcct. HOHTOV. <>a« Allniilii' Avenue.

HT. 1,0 If A. < iimmtrrinl llnllrli.ig. I'lT TH It I K<. II.M inl incl.nnx.' Riiilding. .Ill ,\ \K.% I'OI.IH. Ili.r.v Itlni'k.

Rep eienljd in PHlLAOELP/tH by M. R. MUCKLE, Jr., & CO.. Drcxol Buildino

Removal I

!

On and after May S, 1893, the

REDDINQ

ELECTRIC

COMPANY,
may be found in their new
and commodious quarters,

No. 336 Congress St.,

where, with increased facili-

ties for handling their rapidly

increasing" business, they so-

licit your further orders.

SEND FOR NEW

CATALOGUE OF

lONA SPECIALTIES.

rn^Ej

Reiflim Electric Co.,

336 CONGRESS ST,,

Boston, Mass.
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Downward Draft Steam Boilers,
Fuel Havlnc. Nmoke Prevcnlinc,

<(uick Mteaiiifnc: and l^iirable.

ALBERT BLANCHARD, 427 The Rookery BIdg., CHICAGO, ILL.

FROM GASOLINE.
Cheaper than Steam

Direct from the Tank.

For Src and iBcandescent LightiDg.

OTTO GASOLINE ENGINES,
Working without bniler. etenm. coal ashes, danger, and

almost Qo attendance.

OTTO GAS ENGINE WORKS,
33d and Walnut Sts.. Philadelphia, Pa.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of Hiffli Grade Engines and Boilers.

Electric Light Engines
a Specialty.

Complete Steain Plants Mallei

WESTEEN ^AEEEOOMS:
64 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also 30 Cortlandt Streei,, New York Citv.

LlBl-Bfilt MacUflfirF Co.,

CHICAGO,

Conl and Ash Handling
Machinery.

Manila Rope Transmis-
sions.

Friction Clutches.

General Machinery.
Gear, Pulley, Sheave and
Fly Wheel Castings.

Link-Belt Engineering Co.,
Philadelphia and Kew Yorlt.

Jill GENUINE
INCOTSl MANUFACTURES

BEAR OUR
I^EC.TRADE MA«KS.

PHOSPHOR-BRONZE
Ingots, Castings, Wire, Sheet &c.

TheRhosphor BRONZE SmeltincCo.Limiteo
512 Arch St. Philadelphia Pa.U.S.a;

original manufacturers of phosphor-
BRONZE IN THE United States and Sole
Makers of"ELEPHANT BRAND"Phosphor-Bronze.

AUTOMATIC

HIGHSPEED ENGINE.
Slmplo, rornpnet. S'-lf-ruhricfillnff,

I'.irfect IH;«tjlollon.

Especially Adapted for Cjrect Connection.

Sliwa carried io «tock frorn 2',; to
'2.*> Hone Power.

TheJ.T. Case Engine Co..
NE«' BBITAIX. COS.V.

vm. s. HINE, General Sole? Manager.

HAItliiKNT A I'UKDY. Kellioe AsentM.
Un Monadnock Balldiog, CHICAGO, ILL.

Write for N'fw I!lii''trate'! ^'fitalntTn-.

Suhscrjlie for the Western Electrician.

SIOXJX CITY ENGINIS: VrORKS
r.uilder= i^t Ul^\± Grade

Corliss Engines,

Gidding's Antomatics.

Complete Planta Furnished.

SELLING agents:

26 Bandolph St , Chicago.
F. M. Davis, Dallas, Tex.
Kennedy & Pierce Mch. Co..

DENVER.
A. M. HolterHdw. Co..

HELENA. MONTANA.

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Hlgi Grade Antomatic

ENGINES,
HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL.

Two liorse powEr to ttiree linDdrel lorse dowet.

Westerr, Department: 26 and 28 Randolph St, CHICAGO. - H. S. V'^LKER, Manager

513 SECURITY BLDG., ST. LOUIS.
405 6TH AVE.. SO. MINNEAPOLIS.

1302 UNION AVE., KANSAS CITY.

,*xt.«^BYJAa 5HULTZ.

SHULTZ
PATENT

Leather Woven Link Belt,

SHULTZ PATENT
Leather • Pulley » Covering

SABLE RAWHIDE BELTING.
SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS.

BK.Wf II KM
lfi4 liiininit r St- Oct lloston.

{ ''ZM I>oith »4l !»itr(>et. IMiiludf Iphin.
SV..

A ISaSMM BOOK.
2\ro^w

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND - BOOK.
Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous nand-book series, of

which 30,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's
well-known practical style with all the problems of Electric Power
Transmission.

IffOW READY. PRICE $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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GENERAL EL IC CO.,
Chicago, New York and Boston.

THERE ARE IN THE UNITED
STATES TO-DAY

OF ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS;
OF THESE

^^m1 miEaB^
ARE OPERATED UNDER THE

General Electric Company's

i EEMBD mmiED IN STREET BillliT IISTOET,

4X3
9,441

THE ABOVE EIGUKES AFFOUIJ THE MOST
CONVINCING PROOF OF THE

PERFECTION OF OUR APPARATUS,
THE SATISFACTION IT GIVES, ITS HUPEIMO IMTV

AND THE APIMtBCIATION ACCOItDKl) IT.

13F=?/\IMCZI-I CDF^I^ICZ]

173 and 176 Adams Street, Chicago, 111. 620 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass.

44 Broad Street, New York. 609 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

264 West Fourth Street, CincinEati, Ohio. 401—407 Sibley Street, St. Paul. Minn.

Gould Building, Atlanta, Ga. 1338 F Street, N. W., Washington, D. 0.

15 First Street, San Francisco, Cal. Masonic Temple, Denver, Oolo.
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Electric Light Supplies.

No. 441;. No 449

No. 447.

Xo. 415,

No. 442.

tfm

'•'^^m^
No. 443.

No. 441.

m Durrmm
54 and 56 Franklin St., Chicago, 111.

>i
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THE AJAX DRY BATTERY
Opened the World's Columbian Exposition, May 1, 1893,

PresideHt CLEVEL/nio

"Pushed the Button, and the Ajax Battery did the Rest."

m^ BATTER^'

m

"ELECTRICAL SVPP^^

' "^ndolph St 4; MicKig^"
*''°'

CHICAGO.

CO-

The above Battery was 30 iaclies high by 12 inches in diameter, and was manufact-
ured expressly for this purpose. Its E. M. F. was about 6 volts with a current of 7 amperes.
It is now on exhibition in the pavilion of The Ansonia Electric Co., north end of gallery,
Electricity Building, Jackson Park.

The regular Batteries carried in stock measure 6 inches high, 2^^ inches in diameter
and weigh about 2', pounds; E. M. F., lit, volts; Internal Resistance, ,,', of an ohm ; Current,
6 amperes. This Battery is manufactured and for sale exclusively by

The Ansonia Electfic Co.,

Factories, A.v.so.via, Conn.

FORMERLY THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

Cor. Michigan Ave. and Randolph St., CHICAGO.
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NOW READY TO TAKE ORDERS FOR THE

NEW SUNBEAM
FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT.

/

The "New Sunbeam" is an Hicandescent lamp made with a globe not all

glass and without inleading wires sealed into glass.

There Is no Vacuum in this Lamp.

The globe is filled with A CAS that acts to build up the filament during incan-

descence, thos maintaining the lamp at full candle power throughout its

entire life.

.... STAR ELECTRIC LAMP GO, •--
Electric Co

, n y k

805 ClailBr of Cfliioiirce, Clicap, III.

ANSONIA ELECTRIC CO., ANSONIA, CONN.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF APPARATUS FOR

Arc Lighting, Incandescent LiM,
LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER, .

Street Railway Generators, Motors and Appliances.

Our alternating current incandescent apparatus is in use in 4^0 central stations.

1,000 isolated plants. Our arc apparatus is in use all over the world.

We are now transmitting light and power various distances up to 28 miles from the

source.

Our multipolar railway generators and noiseless single reduction motors have
worked a revolution in the electric railway field in two years.

Orders for APFAKATV»«, REPAIBS and SUPPLIES forniorly fnrnislied by the United i^itntcfi Klortrir I^iglitiiig Co.,
Newark, N. .T., should now l>o sent to this Company, where they will receive prompt attention.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL THE LEADING CITIES.
AGENTS FOR CANADA: AHERN & SOPER, OTTAWA. ONT.
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We take pleasure in Infoiming the public that after many months of experimenting we

have succeeded in producing aa incandescent electric lamp superior to any of the numerous

lamps hitherto offered to the public. The importance of the discovery may be realized

when we inform you that the lamp now manufactured by us is a total departure in principle

from all other incandescent lamps. Our lamp will maintain its initial candle power at its

initial efficiency throughout the usual average life of incandeecent lamps.

The importance of this improvement can only be realized by those 'who have had the

usual experience with lamps which begin to decrease in caadle power, and at the same

time increase their cotisumption of energy as soon as put into service.

THE 'TffOVAK" I^AMF TVtATNTATNS ITS FULI. CANDLE POWER AT THE SAME

EFFIOIENCY THROUGHOUT ITS LIFE .

The ''Novak" lamp is fully protected by patents of our own, and is free from any

possible claims of infringement of other patents.

The efficiency and average life of the "Novak" lamp are fully equal to those of any

other lamp ever offered.

Th9 filament used in the "Novak" lamp is the celebrated "Perkins" filament the superior

quality of which is too well known to need comment by us.

We respectfully solicit correspondence in regard to the "Novak" lamp, feeling sure

that a lamp possessing the superior qualities of this lamp, and manufactured by a company

whose business it is to supply the general public •without discrimination, will be appreciated.

The Warinc Electric Co
CLAFLIN & KIMBALL (Incorporated),

General Seiline: Assents, 1 16 Bedford St., BOSTON, MASS.

9

WESTERN DEPARTMENT
Office and Warehouse, I I E. Adams St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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DYNAMOS. Lamps

THE MATHER ELECTRIC CO.,
Western Office, 11 E. Adams St.

GENERATORS. CHICAGO, ILL. MOTORS.
MOTORS AND DYNAMOS with

Forged Iron Field Magnets,
COMIVIERCIAL ELECTRIC CO.,

i'«s t. - »ees,r,ot.
IXUlANAPOt.IS, lSt>.

Qeorge
Cutter

Will move May 1st to ]

851=853=855 The Rookery
j ^

Chicago
ii

^ fv^i- pi inip i<"r ;» -"p^ ^ ^^ .

U. DUBANT CHEEVEK, S
'5"="">™ 'Iniisers-

GEO. T. MANSON,
Gen'l Supt.

THE OKONITE COMPANY LIHITED

13 Park Row, New Yorkc
INSULATED

WIRES ALDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uta.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.

. BRANCHES: ChloMffo, Boston, Philadelphia, Minneapolis, Cincinnati, K*iH«a City,
'^ -"^ha.I.nulsvllle, St. LouIh. San Francisco, London and So. America.

!tON'^

PACKARD HIGH GRADE
INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

Hannfactared by the

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
AGFNTH:

New York City. (Jliaa, E. Chapm, 1^'; Llherty St.

ChicflKo, 111., Elec Appllauce Co., 2*2 MinMaon St.
St.PQul,Miun., TlieEleo. EoKinOBring Ai Sapply Cd.
8b. Loul.s, Mo.. St Loula E'ectrlcal Supply Co.
Sao Francisco. Oal , A. C. Bralnard & Son, No. 109

CnliforrilaSt.

ClnciDDuti, O.. Po*t-Glover Elec. Co., 215 W. 4tb St-
Pitt*lnjr«b. Pa., Duiiai-^ae Electric Bupplf k Con'

hlruction Go
Montreal. Can.. Packard Lnmp Co., 90-100 Kloij 8t.
WashiDfjtoD, Norlbwc-tt FixlDre b Elec. Co., Seattle.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and T DET STREET, NEW TORK,

MANUPACTUnERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Electrical Supplies
OF AIL DESCRIPTIONS.

Telegraph, Telephone,
[Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

KEY poK CAPACITY TESTS. Line Material.
WE OWN AND OPERATE THl

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WHERE WE MANUFACTURE A PULL LINE OF

Test iDStmments and all Scientific Measnreient Apparatus.

MANUFACTOREK OF

INSULATED IZLiESCTRIG WIRE,
FLKXIBLE CORDS and CABLES*.

iiOO and SOS North Thiird Street, PHII>.\DKI.PiIlvi. PA.

LOUIS K. COMSTOCK,
Electrical Engineierand Contractor.

TESTS, PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS AND SUPERVISION
For all Kinds of Electrical Installations.

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION.
1419 Monadnocic Building, Chicago.

Massachusetts klectrical Engineering Company,
STONE & WEBSTBR, Managers.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,
BOSTON, 4 Post Office Square. CHICAGO, Title and Trust Building.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

ESTDIATEB AND DRAWrXGS SUBMITTKD.

WESTON ENGINE CO..
Painted Post, N. Y.

REPRESENT.VTITKS

;

.Ti'mftQ Sclioll & Co.. 12t! Liberty St. Now York.
Quo. D. Hoffman. S*J Lake St.. Ctiic&KO. IlL
H. M. Sdple .t Co.. M i Arcli S«.. Pbllsdelphla.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford. Conn.

THE BALL tt WOOD COMPANY,
BoUder* of Improved Antomatlo Cut-off Encinsa-

\v. li. r,.':ir.--,>ii & Co., Homo Iu«. Bliiff., CUlcngo, 111.

W. A. Day, 128 Oliver St., UoMoii, SI.»wi.

P. U. WhiUug, Jacot^eou Uh>ck, Oenror, Colo.
WlHlaui M. Poi;dr, L>«troU,Mloh.
T. W. Anderson. Houflton, T*x.
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TRANSFORMERS
PERFECT SAFETY.

,0

K^NSFOwSl::

CLASS F M'

1000 WATTS
!

PRIMARY VOLTS'^
\

.ECON0ARYV0U552ORI0J

'mimDDEClOlMgMARA 1890

WY27I890.JUH,l6IBqi. '

GENERALEIECTRICCO

CIOOD BEGIJLATION.

HIGHESTEFFICIENCY,

SlIIAI.Ii CORE \Ai%%.

30,000 WATT TRAKSFOBMEB.

CONVSNIBIUTGX: IHT INSTALIiATION.

Best Possible Mechanical Insulation, with Additional Insulation of Oil. Core Ground Wire. Primary and Secondary
Coils are Fully Subdivided. No Fuses in the Transformer Case.

TRANSMISSION OF POWER BY ELECTRICITY OVER LONC DISTANCES
Is rendered practicable by means of our "Step Up" and "Step Down" Transformers, the

Insulation in which is Tested to Withstand a Pressure of 10,000 Volts Alternating.

CARPENTER ENAMEL RHEOSTATS.

tt^o-pix.a.se: cs-szo'srji.tors
Of our Standard Alternating Current Sizes, for use with

Stanley-ICelly X^^kto I*lia.se motors.
For Prices and Information Address nearest District Office.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
DISTRICT OF=FICeS:

173 and 175 Adams Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
44 Broad Street, New York. 623 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

Fifth and Kace Streets, Cincinnati, O. 609 Arch Street. Philadelphia, Pa.
Equitable Bailding, Atlanta, Ga. 401-407 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.

16 First Street, San Francisco, Cal. 1333 F Street, N. W., Wash., D. 0.

Masonic Temple, Denver, Colo.

ALL BOSDESS ODTSiDE OF TAB UHITED STATES TRJISACTED BY THE TH0M!^OH-H0UiTON IRTERN&TIONAL ELECTRIC CO., 44 BROAD ST., HEW YORK.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Acme I'llter Co

American Uitttury Co xi

Americtin Elec. Mfg. Co....

American Electrical
Works.. : XV

American Silk Mfg. Co xvi

AnsoniaElcctricCo./rhc. xxvl

Arp, A. II xvl

Uubcocktt Wilcox Co., The. 1

Baggot, E xvl

Uaker&Co xvl

Hall & Wood Co., Tlie 1

Beggs. J. E. Machinery »t

Supply Co xvi

ItergthciKfc Young xll

Hcrnslcln Electric Co
IJishop Guttapercha Co
Ulanchiird, Albert

liostou Uraid Mfg. Co
Hoston Electric Co
Bridgeport Machine Tool
Works

Brill Co., J.G xvi

Brookfield. Wm xiv

Brush Electric Co vli

Bryant Electric Co xiv

Butler Hard llubber Co
C. A C. Electric Motor Co.. ix

Cabell, L. Breckinridge., xvili

Calumet Electric Manufac-
turing A Engineering Co. ix

Carpenter Enamel Rheostat
Co xviii

Case, J. T. Engine Com
pany

Central Electric Co v
Chicago Insulated Wire
Co iv

Clarendon Oil A Refining
Co XV

Clark A Marshall viii

Columbia Inc. Lamp Co xi

Columbia Manufacturing &
Supply Co .' xvi

Commercial Electric Co i

Comstock, Louis K i

Crescent Insulated Wire A
Cable Co xv

Crocker-Wheeler Electric,

.

Co V

CusbingA; Morse xi

Cutter Electrical A Manu-
facturing Co

Cutter Geo i

Dayton Globe Iron Works
Co.,

xil

ix

Delaware Hard Fibre Co..

Delno .t Co., H. E
Diehl &Co
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos .

Eastern Electric Cable Co.

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co...

Edison Decorative & Min-
iature Lamp Dept xiv

Edwards, W. S. Mfg. Co. xxiii

Electric Appliance Co... xiv

Electric Construction A
Supply Co xii

Electric Engineering A Sup-
ply Co xi

Electric Selector A Signal
Co ix

Electrician Publishing Co.
xviii, XX, xxiii

Electrical Engineering A
SupplyCo.,The

Electrical Specialty Co.,
The iv

Elektron Manufacturing
Co xi

Empire China Works xx
Enterprise Electric Co.... xviii

Falls Rtvet A Machine Co.. viii

Ford - Washburn Storelec-
tro Co xil

For Sale Advertisements
xvi

Freeman S. A Sons Manu-
facturing Co xxill

Fuel Economizer Co
General Electric Co ....il.xxlv

General Incandescent Arc
Light Co

Goodyear Hard Rubber Co.
and The India Rubber
Comb Co XV

Great Western Manufac-
turing Co X

Greeley A Co., The E. S... i

Hart A liegeman Manufac-
turing Co

Hanson Battery, Light A
PowerCo xvl

Uarrison A Co., W. P xvii

Hartcr Electric Co xvl
Helios Electric Co xl

Hill Clutch Works .x.\ill

Hlno Eliminator Co
Holmes, Booth A Haydens. xvl
lloHzcr-Cabot Electric Co.

Hubbard, Norman vill

Hubbard A Co.. Wm xv
Innls ACo xiv
Institute of Technology.
Interior Conduit A Insula-

tion Co xii

Interstate Complete Elec-
tric Const. Co .xvli

Jackson, Diigald 0., ,. xiv

Jewell Belting Go 1

Johns Manufacturing Co.,
H. W -NX

Kartavert Mfg. Co

K ester Electric Co... x.\U

Klipsteln,A xiv

Knapp Electrical Works., xxv

Lake, J. II. AD. Co xxiii

LawBatteryCo xvil

Leclanche Battery Co.,The xvii

Lee, C. E xvi

LeiTel A Co., James xvii

Link Belt Machinery Co. xxiii

Loud, H. M. A Sons Lumber
Co xvl

Marcus. W. N
Massachusetts Electrical
Engineering Co i

Mather Electric Co,. . i

McLean A Schmitt xvi

Mica Insulator Co xil

Milwaukee Electric Railway
Co

Moore, Alfred F i

Munsell A Co., Eugene— xiv

Murray A Co., Jas. J
National Carbon Co., xx
National Electric Manufac-
turing Co

National India Rubber Co. .

New England Butt Co xx
Newton Rubber Co., xvii

N. Y. Electrical A Develop-
ment Co XV

New York Insulated Wive
Co xviii

N. Y. Safety Steam Power
Co xxiii

New York A Ohio Co i

Nowotny Electric Co xvi

Okonite Co., The i

Osborne Steam Engin'g Co. xiv

Ostrander A Co., AV. R ... . xx
Otto Gas Engine Works . . .

Page Belting Co
Paiste, H. T viii

Palmer Bros xviii

Partrick A Carter Co xix

Pelton Water Wheel Com-
pany xvii

Perkins Electric Switch
Manufacturing Co

Phcenix Iron Works Com-
pany xxiii

Phosphor-Bronze Smelting
Co., Ltd xxiii

Queen A Co. , Incorporated . . xv
Racine Hardware Manufac-
turing Co -

—

Redding Electric Co xxii

Roberts A Co., E. P xiv

Eockford Electric Manufac-
turing Co iv

Roebling's Sons Co.. J. A..

Rose Electric Light Supply
Co xiv

Rosenbaum. W. A xvi

Russell A Officer xx
Samson Cordage Works... xiv
Sawyer Man-Electric Co... xix
Sechrist, Albert xxii

Sbawmut Fuse Wire Co. . . xv
Sbepard, H. L

,
xviii

Short Electric Ry. Co . vii

.Shultz Belting Co
Slebert, G
Siemens A Halske Electric
Co

Sioux City Electrical Supply
Co

Sioux City Engine Works.xxiii
Smith, A. T
Sperry Electric Mining Ma-
chine Co ....xviii

Sperrj' Electric Ry. Co vil

Standard Electric Co. .. xxl
Standard Paint Co iv

Stanley Electric Manufac-
turing Co

Star Electric Lamp Co.. xxvil

Steuben Lamp Works xiv
Stllwell ABierce Manufac-
turing Co xvi, xvll

Stokes Mfg Co xvi
Sturm, Ernst xvl

Taylor Engine Co
Taylor, Goodhue it Ames. . xiv
United Electric Improve-
ment Co xii

Vnlciinlzed Fibre Co xix

Waddell-Eiitz Company .. xiv
Want Advertisements xvl
Waring Electric Co ...xxvlli

^Vasbburn A Mocn Mfg. Co. Iv

Webster, Worren A Co.... xvil

Western Electric Co xx
Westliighonso,Church,Kcrr

A Co xxii

Weslinghouse Elco.and Mfg.
Co xlil, xxvll

Weston Electrical Instrument
Co vi

Weston Engine Co i

\\'llson A Jackson xiv
Wortbiuglou, Henry R ... xiv

CLASSIF ED LIST.

AnnnnclntorN.
Ansonla i;icctrlc Co., The.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Kn^pp nicctrical Works.
Ostrander ACo.. W. R.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Arc I^ampM.
Ansonia Electric Co
Beggs, J. E., MchyASup.Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Cons. A Supply Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc'd'ccntAroLt. Co.
Helios Electric Co.. The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Rose Elec. Light Supply Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
Slonx City E. S. Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Westinghouso El. A Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Art*. I.igrht rorcl.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Samson Cordage Works.

BafterieN and .f bfh.
American Buttery Co.
Ansonia Electric Co.. The.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Central I'^lectric Co.
Columbia Mfg. A Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
FordW'shb'rn Storelectro Co.
Greeley ACo,, The E. S.

Hanson Battery, Lt. A Pr.Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Law Battery Co.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Lee. C. K.
Newton Rubber Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Sioux City, E. S. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Greely A Co., The E. S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander A Co., W. R.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Beltingr.
Jewell Belting Co.
Link Belt Macbinerj' Co.
Page Belting Co.
Shultz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Babcock A Wilcox Co., The.
Elanchard, Albert.
Freeman A Sons Mfg. Co.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pheonix Iron Works Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Books. Klertrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Braidins Mfobiiiery.
New England Butt Co.

Borgrlar Alarms.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Greeley A Co. . The E. S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Insulated Wires )

Cables Electric. (See In
sulated Wires), Copper,
Hheet and Bar.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
Roebling's Sons Co.. J. A.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Carbons. Poiots and
Plates.

Ansonia Electric Co
Central Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical AVorks.
Law Battery Co.
National Carbon Co.

Castings.
Palmer Bros.

Clutches, Friction.
Falls Rivet A Machine Co.
mil Clutch Works.
Lake, J. H. A D. Co.

Controctors. Kloctric
Liislit, Plants.

Brush Electric Co.
C. AC. Electric Motor Co.
Calumet Eleo.Mfg. A Eng. Co.
Commercial Electric Co.
Comstock, Louis K.
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
Ford-Washburn Storelec.Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg Co.
Hnuson Battery, Lt. A Pr.Co.
Interstate Comp. El. Cons. Co.
Mass. Elec Engineering Co.
Mather Electric Co.
Rockford Electric Mfg. Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric
Co.

Standard Electric Co.
United lOlec Improvement Co
Waddell-Entz Compmiy.
WesttngbouseElocA Mfg. Co,
Western Electric Co.
Wilson A Jackson,

Coiitntrnctio" mid llc-
pairH.

Comstock. I.oui^: K.
IntersliiloConip. i-U.iCons. Co.
J\lcLciin A Schniilt,
Roberts. 1;. P. .V Co.
Sioux Citv K. S. Co.
Western KK'ctrlc Co,
Wilson A JackHon.

Copper WireK.
-Vnsonltt Electric Co.
American lOlectrical Works,
Bishop Outta Percha Co,
<''_'iitnil lOlectrlcCo.
insc'-nt In. Wire A Cable Co.
(.'litter, (Jeo.
i;ii(:lri(; ,\ppllanOC Co.
i;ntcri»rlHe Electric (^o.

(iootlyt.'itr Hard Rubber A The
Itidiii Itiibber Comb Co.

Holmes. IJoolh A Htiydens,
International Okonite Co.
Knapp IClectrlcal Works.
Moore, vVlfrcd F.
National India Rubber Co.
Sperry El. Mining Mach. Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.
Washburn A Mocn Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cordacrc.
Samson CorJage Works.

Cross- 4 rnis. Pins and
Bracltets.

.». iisonia Electric Co.
gcrntral Electric Co.

i;ii.'ctric Appliance Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Loud A Sons Lumber Co.

Cat Onts and SAvitches.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical A Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric EngASupply Co.
Electric Selector A Signal Co.
li^lectrical Specialty Co.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Hart A Hcgeman Mfg. Co.
Kebter Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
N. Y. Eelc. A Develop. Co.
Paiste, II. T.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Russell A Officer.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Sechrist. A.
Sioux City E. S. Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
C. A C. Electric Motor Co.
Calumet EI. Mfg. A Eng. Co.
Commercial Electric Co.
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Eng. A Supply Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Ilarter Electric Co.
Mather Electric Co.
National Electric Mfg. Co.
Nowotny Electric Co.
Rose Elec. Light Supply Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
United Elec Improvement Co
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Elec. AMfg.Co.

l^lectric I^ava Oas Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Klectric Kail^vays.
General Electric Co.
Short Electric Ry Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
Sperry Electric Ry, Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Mechani-
cal Engineers.

Bergtbeil A Y'oung
Comstock, Louis K.
Jackson. D, C.
Mass. Elec. Engineering Co.
Osborne Steam Eng. Co.
Roberts, E. P. A Co:
Wilson A Jackson.

Electrical Jnstruments.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.

Partrick A Carter Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen A Company, Incorp.
Weston Elec. Instrument Co.

i Icctrical Specialties.
Columbia Mfg. A Supply Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Electrical Specialty Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
N. Y". Elec. A Develop. Co.
Paiste, H. T.

Electroliers and Combi-
nation Fixtures.

Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Baggot. E.
Edwards. W. S. Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.

El) sines. Gas.
Otto Gas Engine Works.

Enuincs, Ntcam.
Ball A Wood Co., The.
Case, J. T. Engine Co.
Freeman Sons Mfg. Co.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
PlioMiix Iron ^^"orks Co.
lliiriiii' llnntwaro Mfg. Co.
Si. MIX I'ity Engine Works.
Taylor KiikIuc Co.
Westinghouse Church, KerrA
Co.

Weston Engine Co.

Fun Ontnts.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Calumet El, Mfg, A Eng. Co.
Clark A Mnrslmll.
Diohl .\. rt>ninany.
i:k'i-iric .\ppliance Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg, Co.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Knrtavcrt Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co

Fire Alarms.
Ansonia Klrtlrlc Co,
Knapp i:Uclrleii! Works.
rmtiick A CarliT Co.
\\cstern Electric Co.

Fuel EcooomixerH.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Fuse Wire.
Ansonlu IClcotrlc Co., The.
Knapp Electrical SVorkw.
Sbawmut FiiS"; Wire Co.
Sperry EL .Mining Mach. Co.

Oas Ltielitloc Electric.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Boston Electric Co.
Hollzcr-Cabot Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Ocneral KIcc. NnppI*eM.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical A Mfg, Co
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Eng. A Supply Co.
Electrical ]-:ng. A Supply Co
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.

HoUzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Kester Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Law Battery Co.
Lee, C. E
N. Y. Elec. A Develop. Co.
Paiste, II. T.
Palmer Bros.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Queen A Co., Incorp.
Redding Electric Co.
Russell A Officer.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Sioux City Elec. Supply Co.
Toylor, Goodhue A Ames.
Weston Elec. Instrument Co.

Globes and Electrical
Glass <v are.

Brookfield, Wm.
Murray A Co., Jas. J.

Grapliiie Specialties.
Uixon Cruciule Co., Jos.

Hard Kiibber Goods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Goodyear Hard Rubber A The
India Rubber Comb Co.

Jlica Insulator Co.
Newton Rubber Co.

Insulators Hud Insalat-
ing materials.

Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Brookfield, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Eng. A Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Goodyeai Hard Rubber A The
India Rubber Comb Co.

Hart A Hegeman JIfg. Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
International Okonite Co.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Mica Insulator Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New Y'ork Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Insnlated IVires and
Cables—Mas^net "Wire.

American Electrical Works.
Ansonia Electric Co,, The.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Crescent In. Wire A Cable Co.
Cushing A Morse.
Cutter. Geo.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Goodyear Hard Rubber A The
India Rubber Comb Co.

Great Western Mfg. Co.
Holmes, Booth A Haydens.
International Okonite Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred P.
National India Rubber Co.
New Y'ork Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Roebling's Son's Co.,J. A.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Sperry El. MinlngMacb. Co
\\'addell-Entz Company.
Washburn A Mocn Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Ijamps, In candescent

.

Am. Electric Mfg. Co.
Ansonia tilectricCo., The.
Bcrnt'toin Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Edison Miniature Lamp Dept.
Electric .\pplianeo Co.
Electrical lOng. A Supply Co.
General I'.lootric Co.
Knapp IMcitrical Works.
Mather Electric Co.
New York and Ohio Co.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Star'F.lcelrlc Lamp Co.
Steuben Lamp Works.
Waring I'.lcetric Co.

Lailies.
Bridgeport MachincToolWks.
Shepard, U. L.

Masnt^t Wire,
tSee Insulated Wires.)

illceUanical SlachlDOry.
Bridgeport Mach. Tool Wks.

Mira.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.

Sfinlns: ApparntnH, Elec.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Sperry El. Mining Mach. Co.
westinghouse El, A Mfg. Co,

]nrotorM.
l;rijBb Electric Co.
C. A C. Ekclric Motor Co.
Caluraet El. Mfg. A Eng. Co.
Clark A MaP-hall.
Commercial Electric Co.
Cr<'>ckcr-Wheeler Electric Co.
f:ddy Klectric Mfg. Co,
For<t-Washbum sioreL Co.
Gtgmrnl EleclricC'j,
Great We^^Urrn Mfg. Co.
Ini'rrior Conduit A Inau. Co
Malb^-r Electric Co.
Rockford Eb-ctric Mfg. Co.
Slonx City K. S, <»,
Taylor, Goo<lhuc A Ames.
Wuddell-Eritz Compftny.
WefttlnghouBC El. A Mfg. Co.

OHh.
Clarendon Oil A Rcfg. Co.

Oil Fllt-rs.
.\cme Filter Co.

Paints.
Standard Paint Co.

PatenfM.
Rosenbaum, Wm. A.

Phosphor Bronze-
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co., Ltd

Platinam.
Baker A Co.
Slebert, G.

Pol^s.
Load A Sons* Lumber Co.

Porcelain.
Empire China Works,
Paiste, H. T.

Publishers. Elpctrlcat.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Pasli Bn'tons.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric .Vppliancfe Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick A Carier Co.

Rheostats.
Carpenter En. Rheostat Co.

Sal .Ammoniac.
.Vnsonia Electric Co.
Innls A Co.
Klipstein, A.
Law Battery Co.

titcparators. Steam.
nine Eliminator Co.

Silk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

Silk IHachinery IVipers.
Am. Silk Mfg. Co.

Speakinz Tnbes.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ivnapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander A Co., W. R.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Spe^-d Indicntors.
Queen A Co., Incorp.
\\eston El. Instrument Co.

Steam Heatins'.
M'ebster A Co.. Warren.

Steam Pamps.
Hubbard, Norman.
Worthlngton, Henry R.

Street Cars.
Brill, J. G. Co.

Tapes, Ir snlatingr.
American Electrical Works
Ansonia Electric Co., The
Central Electric Co.'
Crescent In. Wire A CableCo.
Cushing A Morse.
International Okonite Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New Y'ork Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Telesraph A ppsrat as
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Selector A Signal Co.
Greely A Co., The E. S
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

TelenlioDcs,
Hubbard A Co.. Wm.

'

Western Electric Co.

Te'ephone Konthpleces.
Marcus. W. N.

Tran sformers

.

Ansonia Electric Co.
National Electric Mfg. Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Works.

Trwcks. EleoTic. Car,
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co

Tnrbino Wheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co
Letl'el A Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
Stllwell A Blerce Mfg. Co.

Universities.
Institute of Technology.

Vaennni Pnnips.
Hubbnnl. Norman.

VnrniNbes.
Siandaril Paint Co.

Water Ileators.
Webster A Co.. Warren.

Water Wheels.
LclVel A Co . Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

Wire. Bare.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Bishop Gutta Pervha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicngo lusulBtoii Wire Co.
Orescent In. Wire A Cable Co.
lUcctric .Vppllanoo Co.
Holmes. Bivoth A Hardens.
Knapp EUv;trlcal Works.
National India Rubber Co.
Koeblinc's Sons' Co.. J. A.
Sperry El. Mining Mach. Co.
Washburn A Mocn Mfg, Co.
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WASHBURN & MOEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
- MAKERS OF lEON, STEEL AND COPPBB, and Manufacturers of IRON, STEEL AND OOPPER WIEB for all Purposes.

Oldest and Largest Manufacturers of Electrical Wires in the World.

Bare and Insulated Copper Wire
rOrt ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

Oi
Galvanized Iron and Steel Telegraph Wire.^

Maguet Wire. Annunciator Wire. ^
Feed Wii-e. <r^

LEAD ENCASED WIRES. ^ ^
HARD DRAWN COPPER TROLLEY WIRE. ^£^ \^^

Rubber, Weather-Proof and

Underwriter's Wire.
-Z
O HBSOI-UTEI-V

^FIRE and WATER-PROOF WIRE,
fil%xr>©rl<or to

A.nytbirig' Heretofore M.a,de>

w^oETB i
WOBCKSTKK, MASS.WORKS

^ WArKEliAX. li.!/.
»».mT^n ovKOi^iTin »i»:i» wiMirnm.Tiiili'K.J''EW TOBK, 10 eilffSt. CHICAGO, 107 and 109 Lake St.BKASiCH OFFICES AIND WAKEHOUSES :

J ^^j, FBAMtlSCO, 8 and 10 Pine St. HOCSTO.\', TEXAS.

ELECTRIC FANS.
2,000

ENDORSERS. » „„„„j ,„ b,,,,..

Direct Arc or

ncandescent
Current.

DIEHL & COMPANY, 385 Broadway, New York.

Chicago Insulated Wire Co.,

INSULATED WIRES OF ALL KINDS.
214 Northern Office Building,

CHICAGO.
r^^I^^H

Weatherproof,
Mag-net,
Office, Annunciator.

Samples and Prices on application.

FACTORY AT SYCAMORE, ILL.

Prompt sliipmentH.

The Electrical Specialty Co.,
1720 LARIMER ST., DENVER, COLO.,

Manufacturers and Owners o! Woltman & Triggs*

« »»STANDARD
Single Push Button Flush

SWITCH.
Awarded the flrat prize gold medal at the Second

Annual Industrial Expoaition held at Denver, March,
1893. The only one-push button Switch in the market.
If the liyht is out it turns it on, and if the light is on,
push the eame buttoa aod it turns it out. We make
this switch single pole, and 3 wire. This Switch is
more practical and cheaper thau nny other pushbutton
Switch in the market. It does not need the aid of bat-
teries, a shunt current or other cumbersome adjuncts.

PRICE, 10 Ampere, Single Pole, $1.50.
Liberal discounts to the trade.

ON EXHIBITION AT WORLD'S FAIR.

RocMordDynamotfMotor.

ROCKFORD ELECTRIC MANDFACTURING CO.,
ROCKFORD, ILL.SEE

M
P
L
E

C
O
N
O
M
I

C
A
L

F
F

E
N
T

ARMATURE AND FIELD COIL VARNISH, INSULATING TAPE,

THE OLD STANDARD P. AND B. INSULATING COMPOUND.

PB
A full line of P and

B. proJiicLs on exhibi-

tion in both the Elec-

trical and Manufac-

tures) and Liberal Arta

BuildlngH at the Co-

lumbian Exposition.

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.,
MA:;r;fA':Tr;i;f:i;;

2 Liberty St., NEW YORK, N. Y.

PABAFFJXE PAIST CO..
11« EATTEKV arEEET, - • - HA!? FKANCIftCO, I'.M. ,

PACIfle Com«t .nanmfkctnrcrH.

Visitors to the F.air

are welcome

at our

CHICAGO OFFICE,

871 'The Rookory.
"PD

eioxLaXs aa-sr

iiai-iiar. N. II.I St., si. I.nul«, Mo .

H!fO Tilljorty Avii.. I'ltUbiirKli, I'li.

• 'ilr. W, 111! HI , Clnclnniill. Ohio.
m-M N. 4111 Ht., I'llllU'Jolpllla, I'll.

F. 0. SAWYKIl I'Al'EK 01).,

UODIIINH Kl.l'.CTllIC CO
,

I'OHT-OI.OVUll KI.KO. CO.,
NOVICI.TV I'.I.KCl'llIO (.'0

,

ANHONIA ELKO'l'llli: CO.,
Jliirtdolph St. roi'l MlctilKnii Avo., OiilciiKo, III.

I'KTTINOm.L, ANIJIlltWH k 00.,
W^'Mi IC. SiinunDr St., UoHton, Mhmh.

HOIJTIIKUN KLUOTltlO CO., - Uoun l)iillillii({. IJaltluioio, Md.
JUI.IUH ANbllAI'., - - - Mllwnukoo, Wl».

And Supply lIoiiKOH Kvorywhoro.
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aOJ S1H30V FOR SPRIN& CONSTRUCTION ¥E ARE FULLY PREPARED.

Poles,

Line Wire,
Cross Arms, Brackets,

Pins, Insulators, Lag Bolts,

Digging Bars, Pike Poles, Shovels, Spoons,
Tamping Bars, Cant Hooks, Climbers,

Pliers, Tape Compound,
Sleet Proof Pulleys,

Tools.

OKONITE and CANDEE WIRES. OKONITE and MANSON TAPES.
INTERIOR CONDUIT. LUNDELL MOTORS.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
116 and 118 Franklin Street, Chicago.

P

GATE CITY ELECTRIC CO.,

Kansas City, Mo.
WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

Omaha, Neb.

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

St. Louis, Mo.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC CO.,

Manufacturers and Electrical Mmm,
39 and 4t Cortlandt Street, - - T'O'Wi'W

Dynamos,

Motors and

Direct Current

Transformers

In all practical sizes and types.

Transmissions of
Power about

Works
or Factories.

Special
Applications and

Designs.

WORKS, AMPERE, N. J.

Special Ventilating and Cooling Devices.

ANSONIA ELECTRIC CO., NEW ORLEANS ELECTRIC CO., RUSSELL & OFFICER ELECTRIC CO., CUMNER, CRAIG & CO.

10-2 Michigan Ave.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

I(i7 Gravier Street,

NEW ORLEANS, LA.

1735 Champa .Street,

DENVER, COL.

ITS De\onshirc St..

BOSTON, MASS.
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Central Station and Isolated Plant Astatic Ammeter (One-half Size.)

The Weston Standard Portable Direct Current Voltmeters and Am-
meters are used in all parts of the civilized world.

They are recognized by all authorities as the very best instrument
ever produced.

During the past year Me. "Weston has given much time to the
further study and improvement of these instruments, and has brought
them to a higher degree of permanency, durability, accuracy and ex-
cellence than we ever thought possible. The New Model is the same
in external appearance as the old, but is vastly superior to the latter in
all that contributes to a first-class instrument. It is the acme of per-
fection, and is destined to become and remain

The Standard Portable Instrument of the World.

We have perfected a larger model of these instruments—expressly
adapted for use as ahmlute standards in stations and laboratories.

Weston Portable Alternating Current Voltmeters.
These instruments are absolutely permanent and very accurate, and

are incomparably superior to any form of hot wire instrument known.
They will be found in%-aluable in securing and maintaining uniformity
and economy of operation of alternating current plants.

We rtiHke multijMersfor use with these instruments
to extend their range so as to measure the highest voltage met with on
primary circuits.

We also make sixteen different ranges of moderate priced, high grade

Dead-Beat Switch-board Ammeters. (See Illustration.)

The capacity ranges from 25 amperes to 750 amperes. These instruments are
a new type, and are very accurate and well made. The scales are very regular, the
instruments very sensitive, thoroughly durable and absolutely permanent, and their
indications are not sensibly affected by the most powerful external fields.

In addition, we are making a full line of Direct Current

Station and Isolated Plant Voltmeters,

in three sizes and many ranges. These iastruments are very dead-beat, and embody
many new and valuable features.

They are specially adapted for railway and power plants, and are well suited
for arc and incandescent light circuits, and all other work requiring jrood and
thoroughly trusttvorthy Voltmeters. They are specially d'signed for
switch board use.

We are also making a large line of high grade

STATION AMMETERS,
in ranges from 200 to 5,000 amperes, with absolutely proportional scales throughout
the entire range. The eensibility and accuracy of the.se instruments have ntver
been approached. A 1,200 ampere instrument will indicate, with full load or no
load, the turning on or oiT of a single lamp, and can be read in any part of the
scale to one ampere. They are very dead-beut, handsome in design and finish,
permanent, durable and well made, and moderate in piice.

See onr elaborate exhibit at World's Fair, S. E, cDrner second floor, Electricity Building, where our representative

will be pleased to receive visitors.

THE WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
114-120 William St., Newark, N. J., U. S. A.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

}
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THE SPERRY ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.

Street Railway Apparatus.

mSTICALiy SIIPfOliTtB MOTORS. FLEXIBLE CONMECTIOIIS,

BRUSH S'^STEM

!

All double carbon arc lamps at the Columbian Exposi-

tion are Brush, or under Brush license,

South Park, Chicago, has a model lighting plant. All

Brush Apparatus.

New Illinois Central Depot, Chicago, is equipped with
Brush Electric Lighting Apparatus.

Chicago Beach Hotel is just installing a large Brush
lighting plant.

If you are interested in Electric Lighting or Pow^er

Apparatus, send for Catalogues or Call on

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY,
General Offices: Chicago Offices:

CLEVELAND, OHIO. MOIVADNOCK BUILDING.

THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.,

Grearle»» ]VIotor«^.
Ztfo Noise. lyo ITITearing Out of Gears.

IDEAL STREET CAR MOTORS AND POWER GENERATORS.
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OnR NEW MODEL

FAN MOTOR.
EVERY CITY.

Write for Prices that will

Surprise You.

CLARK&MARSHALL,
346 Kookery Building,

CHICAGO.

THE FALLS

ElTGl k lacUDfi Co.,

Cnyatoga Falls, Ohio.

Manufacturers of

Friction Clatclies,

Shafting, Etc.

Special attention given to the

Complete Equipment of
Electric Plants.

BRANCH OFFICES:

g SoDth Canal St., CHICAGO.

39 Cortlandt St„ NEW YOEK.

The Packard

VACUUM PUMPS.

Designed especially for Incandes-

cent Lamp Manufacturers. A Dry

M Vacuum of 39^ in. guaranteed.

Three sizes in stock.

REFER TO:
Sawyer- Man Electric Co.,

Thomson -Houston Electric Co.,

[dison Mfg. Co.,

General Electric Co.,

Westingliouse Electric & Mfg. Co.,

Perkins Electric Lamp Co
,

Columbia Lamp Co.

Steam Pimps for All Meclanical Pnrposfls.

SEKn FOB CIR€UL,ABS.

NORMAN HUBBARD,
93-97 Pearl Street, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

5
10
5
10

MADE
amp, 8. P.
amp. 8. P.
amp. 3 way.
amp. 3 way.

XNTRIC.
"THAT'S THE SWITCH"

And We Control That Movement.

V

15

MADE
amp. D. P.
amp. D. P.

C'onc*'»I^4 Work,

PORCELAIN GOODS;
FUSIBLE PENDANTS.

AM. KIZKK OF

8'M STYLE MAINS.
S-M STYLE BRANCHES.
D. P. Horse Shoes.
S. P. Horse Shoes.

Quadrants and Midgets,
Etc.

r.

1'
AilJuHtabIc IliiHlilnu; fur

T-U. Are l^aiup.

4!leiit Work. A<1JiiHtnl»lr 4;iut('h

for T-ll. Arc liUmitH,

All are iDvited to visit my booth in Electricity Bnilding when visiting the WORLD'S FAIR.

H. T. PAISTE, 10 South iSth Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

CEO. CUTTER, Western Dispenser. ALL DEALERS.
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C <Sc C
Electric Motors and Dynamos. NEW EDDY MOTDR.

Electric Lighting and Electrical Transmission

of Power.

The C. & C. Electric Motor Co,
GENERAL OFFICE:

402 and 404 Greenwich St., New York.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREROOMS.

CHICAGO, 201 Madison St. BOSTON, 63 Oliver St.

PHILADELPHIA, North 43?tli Street.

Agencies in all principal cities.

Our Individual Arc Light

and Motor Cut-Outs

.A.FRE:

ISEnLiX-^BXi^n

bco::to2^ic-^i-i.

SIlv£^»I-.E,

And Require Only One Small Wire.

ELECTRIC SELECTOR & SIGNAL CO,

(Successor to ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE CO..)

45 Broadway, NEW YORK.

MULTIPOLAR GENERATORS FOR RAILWAY AND
POWER PURPOSES.

PERFECT IN CONSTRUCTION.

CorrosporLd-eiice Soliclteca..

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
WINDSOR, CONN.

1212 Havemeyer Bldg., NEW YORK. 1417 and HIS Monadooct Bldg., CHICAGO
606 Commerce St., PHILADELPHIA. 170 Second St.. PORTLAND, OREGON.

30 Oliver Street, BOSTON. 134 E. 6lh St., ST. P.VUL. SITNN.

705 Delaware .Street, KANSAS CITY, 110.

CALUMET

Electric Manufacturing

AND ENGINEERING GO.,
L. A. HINE,

Pres't and Sec'y.
L. J. OTIS,

Trensarer.
G. E. DOBMAN.

VIce-Pres't and Designer.

Calumet Fan Motors.

Slow Speed.

Straight Feed

Carbon Bruslies.

Durable

Commutators,

with many

Segments.

Our Large

Armature

Operates

witli Success

on 500

Volt Circuits.

High Efficiency.

Electric

Emory Grinders

and Burnishers.

>l,i!i-tM,,-' &.

Direct Currout. Buck Vlow—Showing Brushos.

Dynamos and Motors
OF ANY.SI2E AND VOI,TAGE.

Office, 403, 172-174 S. Clinton St., CHICAGO.
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BAIN SYSTEM OF

ELECTRIC LIGHT APPARATUS.

Central Station Managers and others who contemplate placing contracts for

Electric Apparatus, will do themselves a gross injustice if they do not at once

INVESTIC3-.A.XE OXTR

Are Dynamo and Are Lamps
For Municipal and Commercial Arc Lighting.

DIRECT INCANDESCENT APPARATUS
For Isolated and Commercial Lighting.

ALTERNATING INCANDESCENT APPARATUS
For Long Distance Lighting.

WE MANUFACTURE A FUUL LINE OF

Electric Lighting Supplies, Electric, Gas and Combination

Fixtures, and Electric House Goods.

General Offices, 201-207 So. Canal Street, Chicago, III.
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THE COLUMBIA INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.
Stands Between the User and the Trust

WILL YOU SUPPORT IT? IF SO. SEND US YOUR ORDERS.
We are in full Operation and can make Prompt Sliipments.

If Yota. Iia.ve Not deceived Otir Ne-w Frice Ivist, A.s'k: for It.

(Hienea) COLUMBIA INCANDESCENT LAMP COMPANY,
Works and Office, 1912 and 1914 Olive Street, ST. LOUIS, MO

SOMETHING TO BE NOTED!

THE MORRISON STORAGE BATTERY
Ib made by the Plauti5 pro-
cess, no oxides being used,
either mechanlcQlly or ap-
plied In the form of paste,
paint or cement,

ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE HIGH; LIFE LONG.
Dry Batteries. Battery
Supplies, etc. For further
Information address

AMERICAN BATTERY COMPAHY,
Office: Rooms 23 and 24, 177 La Salle St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Only SnccessfDl Alternating Current Arc Lamp.

LOW TENSION ALTERNATING CURRENT

Over 30,000 HelloB Lampa In dally operation In Earope, and more than 1,000 Lamps already In

operation la America, The only Arc Lamp which burns as steadily as an Incandescent Lamp. Most
economical Arc Lamp for Central Station or Consumer. Write US for our Xew CatalOKUC*

THE HELIOS ELECTRIC COMPANY,
130a-«i-10 Filbert Street, PlIlIiADEliPHIA, PA. U. S. A.

Eastern Agents: Western Agents; Sontheiistern Agenoy:
STANLEY ELECTRIC MFO. 00., THE ANSONIA ELEOTRIO CO., SOUTHERN ELECTRIC CO.,

Pittsfleld, Masa. Chicago, 111. Hoen Bldg., Baltimore, Md.

Eastern Peon, and Southern N. J. Agency: Southwestern Agents:
RADIANT ELECTRIC CO., ST. LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO..

1223 Market Street, Philadelphia, Pa. St, Louis, Mo.

VOLTMETER SWITCH,
Are you a Station Manager? If 8o consider this.

.^-<.

<.J Q «srS

OUR NEW
VOLTMETER

SWITCH.

This switch enables the attendant tc

determine the voltage on any of the

variouB circuits diverging from one or

more dynamos.

Particularly Practical for
Isolated Plants,

^^ Send for our Catalogue.

ElECTRIC MGlNJiERifi m SUPPLY CO.

New York Office, 126 Liberty St. STEACUSE, H. Y, U. S. A.

Day's Rerite.

Highest Grade of

Insulation for

Electric Wires and Cables.

GUSHING & MORSE, General Westeri Aients,

226 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PEBBET ELECTRIC MOTORS,
ALL SIZES, FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET- ELECTRIC-LIGHT- SYSTEM.
Complete Appara.t\j.s for Isolated Flants.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass.
__, „ ^^». »« ( BOHton, mitHH., FliED. U. CORKY, 37 Arch St. St fnlll, Jllnn.. F ,T, RENZ, 3f.cl Mliin.>.<ola .-it. Philailelt'llia, i'a.. PENXSVLVAXIA MACHINERY CO.,
SELLING AGENTS:{^9 N. 7th St. tieiv Orteanrt, l,a., BUCUEI. MACHINE WORKS, 101 Coutlst. Uenrrr. rofo.. UAVW.VBU COCBRANfi, 33 Jocobeon Btilldlng. Cttiraga,

( Jl/., O. F. DUNDERDALE, 435 Rookery. «M//Vllo, iV. 1'., D. H. DARRIN, 228 Pearl St,

NEW YORK OFFICE.

89 Liberty Street.
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THE UNITED

Electric Improvement Co,,

MANUFAOTURBRS OF

Isolated and Central Station

Equipments.

TRANSFORMER APPARATUS,
DIRECT CURRENT DYNAMOS,

POWER GENERATORS,
ALTERNATING CURRENT CONSTANT

POTENTIAL APPARATUS,
DIRECT AND A. C. MOTORS.

ELEOTRIOAL ENGINEERS, INVENTORS,
ETC., WHO MAY BE DESIROUS OF IN-

TRODUCING THEIR ELECTRICAL OR
OTHER SPB3IALTIES TO THE EURO-
PEAN MARKETS WOULD DO WELL TO

COMMUNICATE WITH

BERGTHEIL & YOUNG,
IS WALBBOOK, LONDON, £. C.

A RISING AND ENERGETIC FIRM OF
ENGINEERS, WITH UNQUESTIONABLE
CONNECTIONS, BOTH IN GREAT
BRITAIN AND ON THE CONTINENT.

irviF=>F=2CD\zE:rD

Series Lamps and Socltets for Arc Circnits.

838 Drexel Building, Philadelphia. Pa.

1S33 ^^oc^el LUNDELL FAN

MOTORS
HATE

New Self omng and Self AligniDg

BeuiDgs,

Black Japanned Fans and Guards.

Order now and have a stock on band ready to

eapply the demand the first warm day. The house
with stock secures the bn8ineB9.

Interior ConM & Insulation Co,
42-44 Broad St., New York.

?:IjWARD II. JOHNSON, President.

E. W. LITTLE, Vice-Pres. and Gen. Mgr.

caniTF

SoleMannfiicturerof Micanite Plates, Commutator Sesments, Rings
Washers, Tabes, Troughs, Taper Kings, Cloth, Paint, etc.,

FOR ELECTRICAL INSULATION.

REGISTERED

MICA INSULATOR CO.
218 WATER STREET, NEW YORK.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB EliECTBICAI. USES:

Grspbite Bods of Tarlons I^eneihs, from 1-5 Ohm to 100 Ohms Resistance
to tho Inch. 4jrapliite Boxes aud Crnelhles, Keslstlng Heats

of 4,000 Uegrees. Inqnirles tiladly Answered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

OCR IMPROVED'93 FAN MOTOR
IS THE BEST OUT.

It is 1^8 H. P., has fan 12 inches in diameter,

self-oiling boxes, carbon brushes, tempered
copper commutator; makes big breeze.

Our DYNAMOS, MOTORS, STORAGE BAT-

TERIES and STREET CAR MOTORS, are praised

by all. Write for catalogue.

THE FORD -WASHBURN
STOREI.ECTRO CO.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

BRANCH OFFICES:
BOSTON, MASS., 620 Atlantic Avenue.
CHICAGO, ILL., 206 Temple Court Building.
KANSAS CITY, MO., 454 Sheldley Building.

AANUPACTURERS ORGANIZCD 1881.

INCORPORATCD 18B3.

Arc l.A/nps
r^R INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

AN
"I

TMC ONLY ARC LAMP THAT

STABLISHED r works SATisrACxoRiLV on an

; A (-—p. 1 INCANDCSCGNT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS;

PHOTO-ENGRAVING. THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LAA\PS.

TIIC ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

^,j^ USITY IfUILDINO,

CHICABO.

TCLCPMOKI-. BUILDINQ.

NEW YOHK-
Searcli Light No. 13.
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Westing[house Electric and Mfs. Co.,

STOPPER INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LAMPS.

PRICES.

S C. F. $0.30
10 " .30

20 C. F. $0.35

DISCOUNTS.
Ten (10) per cent to Central Stations.

Two and one half {2h) per cent, and upward to others, according to

quantity.

ALLOWANCES.
Ten (10) cents for every burned-out lamp returned unbroken to

factory.

EFFICIENCY.
By reason of an important discovery we now make our 50 volt

lamps with an efficiency of 2H watts per candle. This results in in-

creasing the lighting capacity and earnings of a station

TWENTY PER CENT.
Shipments are now being made.
Detachable bases to fit any sockets five cents net, each.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MAlTOPACnjRED BT

WM. BROOKFZSLD,
SUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

Lamps,

Sockets,

Cut°Outs,

^^ Lamp Cord,

Bells,

Batteries,

Annunciators,

Push Buttons, «—

^

SWITCHES,

Keys,

Sounders,

Relays,

Telephones,

Pins, CS
Brackets,

Cross Arms,

Insulators.

E
P. ROBERTS & CO.,

I
Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.

E. p. KOBEETS, M. E. C. F. Uebelaceee, E. E.

Preliminary Sarveys and Estimates.
Plans, Specifications and Supervision of Electric

Light, Power and Railway Work.

WESTERN RESERVE BUILDING^
Cleveland. Ohio.

The Osborne Steam EnEineerlng Co.,

Rooms 714'716, 167 Dearborn St., • Chicago.
Kepresentative work now In course of construc-

tion, !2 000 H. P. Heat, Light and Power Plant for
the Pabst Heat, Light &Povrer Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Those who contemplate the constructioii of siml"
lar plants on Improved and economical lines will

do well to communicate with us. First, be sure
.nu will est the best, then ko ahead.

Mem. Amer. Soc 31. E., Mem. Amer. Inst. E. E. University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.

Plans, specifications, estimates, and testa of all kinds of plants for electric light or power.

CHAS. H. WTL50X. GEO. W. JACKSON.

WILSON & JACKSON,
GENEEAL CONTRAOTOES,

Btre«t and Highway construction, Electric CondultH, Sabways, Sewere, Railroad and Masonry Work.

Telephone Main 140.

Times Building, CHICAGO.
SAMSON BRAIDED CORD.

Is the most dura-
ble for ban
Arc Lampg,
Trolley
Cord, Cov
ering Field

Ma?netfl, Saab Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE "WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON^

WAGNER
FAN MOTORS

FOR DIRECT OR
ALTERNATING
CURRENTS.

1893 TYPE.

Full ya Horse Power.

Six Blade Twelve-inch Fan.
Self-Oiling.
Constant Speed.
The King of Fan Motors.

Write for Prices.

TAYLOR, GOODHUE & AMES,
348 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

FOR SALE.
Three 3.5-Ltght Waterhouse Dynamos.
One 300-Light Brush.
Two 6.5.Llght Van Depoele Arc Dynamos.
One 600-Light United States Alternator.
One 600-Light United States, 110 volt.

Fifteen 1,200-C. P. Bru5h Arc Lamps.
Sixty No. 16 Brush Arc Lamps.

Rose Electric Light Supply Co.,
ST. LOUIS, MO.

BRANCH: Electrical Exchang:Bullding, NewYork

All Sizes

am
QiiallllesMICA

For Electrical Pnrposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
itlH Water Street. New York.

W, H. SILLS, 86 Laie street, CHICAGO, ILL.

.Sole Agents for '*3Iicanite."

CANDELABRA,
Miniature and Special

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

For Information and prices covering Candelabra,
Miniature and Special Incandescent Lamps, ad-
dress the

EDISON DECORATIVE AND

MINIATURE LAMP DEPARTMENT,

HARBISOHr, K. J.

SAL-AMMONIAC.
Ccaranteed Oier 99 Per Cent. Fare.

XSa-KTIS Cl3 oo.,
161 Klnzie !!>t.. Chlcaso.

SAL AMMONIAC
(ELECTRIC BRAND)

ForElectrical Purposes
ELECTmi

Hi
(trade mabw|1iI

SRaNH I Guaranteed 98/99% and free of lead and iron.

IIHI If yon want the best quality ask yoiu- dealer

for this brand. Imported by

A.KLIPSTEIN, 122 Pearl St., New York

"woiR/THinsroToisr 260,420 XZoxrse Fott^gi:
.A.KE XTO-W7" liT TJ-OE.

HENRY R. WORTHINCTON,
93 and 9.j Lake St.. CHICAGO. 80 and 88 Liberty St.. NEW YORK.

liOSTON. PHIL.VDELPHIA. .ST. LOUIS. DENVER. H3:
ANY CANDLE POWER. TJ^^l

ii

\AJ rlto for I»rloo».

STEUBEN" LAMP.
STEUBEN LiAMP WORKS, CANISTEO, N. Y.

ANY VOLTAGE.

Bst,r3aT>lGet 3B*reei

BRYANT ElEGTRIC CO.

Have won the suit on K.W. Rosettes
and Cut-Outs. They own the patents
of the Paiste Switch, and have bought
the patents of the Cleveland Switch
and Arc Light Cut-Outs. Bryant
make of goods are good goods and
are standard. All supply houses can
fill your orders for

BRYANT SPECIALTIES.

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIRECT-

DRIVEN" Slow-Speed Gener-

ators for Electric Lighting and

I'ower. Low Running Expense.

Insulated Wire and Flexible

( lords. Estimates furnished.

I.solated Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 601 Girard Building.

BUFFALO, 50 Terrace.

WORKS AT BRII>«KPORT, CONN.
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Electricity at the World's Fair.

A row of boilers over 600 feet long, with a combined

capacity of about 20,000 horse power, is a sight not often

met with, and it is doubtful if a counterpart of the steam

producing plant of the World's Fair, a perspective view

of which is given on this page, is in existence. Certainly

there is no plant of equal size in which oil is burned ex-

clusively for fuel, and this fact alone makes the boiler house

of the exposition one of the greatest attractions on the

grounds to the mechanical engineer. The system of pip-

ing employed and the oil burners, which have heretofore

heaters, on the ground floor, are placed the feed pumps

that supply the boilers from the feed water heaters, through

an overhead system of piping. The sleam passes from

the boilers at a pressure of 125 pounds through overhead

pipes into a main header 800 feet long and 36 inches in

diameter, the sections of which are connected by 10 inch

steam equalizing loops arranged to take up the expansion.

From the top of this main header the steam passes through

pipes laid beneath the aisles of machinery hall to the en-

gines in the respective blocks. The boilers comprising the

plant are exhibits as well as a portion of the power instal-

burning every night except those intended for the extreme

southern portion of the park, which will not be needed for

some time to come. All the corona lamps in the manu-

facturers building are now ready, and all the other build-

ings are wired for arc lights except the anthropological

building. Arc lamps have furnished light in all the main

buildings except transportation and horticulture.

The backward condition of the exhibits in electricity

building is a disappointment even to the most optimistic

friends of the department, who are disposed to make every

excuse for shortcomings- Until April ist. as noted in the

FIG. I. ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.

—

BOILER PLANT, MACHINERY HALL.

been described in this journal, are also of exceptional in-

terest. The use of oil enables the attendants to keep the

plant in an ideal state of neatness, although up to the

present time the space in front of the boilers has been con-

siderably littered by material necessary for construction

operations. The plant is especially designed with the

view of being accessible to visitors. The floor is nine feet

lower than that of machinery hall, of which the boiler

house is an adjunct, and a gallery for spectators, twenty

feet wide, extends the whole length of the room, 627 feet,

on the same level as the floor of the main building. This

gallery is supported by brick walls rising above the boiler

room floor, and the half nearest the wall of .machinery

hall contains the feed water heaters, while underocalh the

lation, and they were furnished to the Exposition company

without charge. All are of the water tube type, and the

manufacturers represented are Abendroth & Root, Gill,

Heine, the National company, Campbell & 7-elI, Babcock

Si. Wilcox and the Stirling company. Practically the plant

is a portion of the great electrical central station at the

fair, as of the 20,000 horse power capacity 17,000 is for

engines that drive dynamos. Central station men will

therefore find it of advantage to make a thorough inspec-

tion of the boiler house. The electrical signaling and con-

troling mechanism for the oil fuel plant is also of interest.

Especial elTorts were made last week to complete the arc

lighting of the pier, in view of Saturday evening's illumi-

nation. All the patrol lights about the grounds are now

Western Electrician at the time, the prospect of a

prompt completion of the display in electricity building

was most cheering. The building was early cleared np;

little complaint was made of roof leaks, which have caused

so much trouble in other buildings, and everybody seemed

eager and enthusiastic. But since then the work of inslal-

lating exhibits has dragged, and the uncompleted appear-

ance of the main floor and galleries has changed for the

better with painful slowness. Finally Chief Barrett's pati-

ence became exhausted, and on May gth he issued the fol-

lowing special notice to exhibitors:

Exhibitors in this department .ire unnecessarily behind
in the completion of their exhibits. The department has
taken ever)- possible precaution to aid them, and wherever
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possible has takea upon itself unusual responsibilities and

labor to this end. The department has provided all-night

lighting in the building, hoping that exhibitors would take

advantage of the fact to work overtime and with double

shifts of men. This has not been done, and the depart-

ment declines to suffer further criticism from the manage-

ment of the exposition and from the public on account of

the dereliction on the part of the exhibitors. The direc-

tor-general has fixed May 13th as the date by which all in-

stallation work must cease. It is therefore determined by

this department to fix May 14th as the extreme limit of

time for receiving and completing the installation of ex-

hibits. All exhibits not absolutely complete on that date

will remain during the period of the exposition in an un-

finished state.

The effect of this order was immediately noticeable in

the increased activity shown by exhibitors, but at the close

of last week a survey of the building showed that it would

be impracticable to enforce the literal provisions of the no

tice without entailing disgrace on the entire electrical fra-

ternity. A tacit understanding was therefore arrived at

by which the time was extended one week. The pre<:ent

indications are that the electrical display, as a whole, will

be complete and ready for inspection on May 22d. As for

the responsibility for the present conditions of affairs

there are, of course, differing opinions. The exhibitors,

with some notable exceptions, come in for severe criticism

for the delay, but they, in turn, assert that the authorities

of the exposition were largely at fault in not furnishing

proper transportation facilities by which goods on arriving

at the grounds could be taken to the place assigned. This

applies to teaming trucks as well as freight cars, and

it is said that the supply of broad-tired wagons, the only

type allowed on the grounds, save in exceptional instances,

was entirely inadequate. This was the fault of the con-

struction department, however, and could not be ascribed

to the department of electricity. There were also many

changes at the last moment, not a little indecision and

much waiting to see what the other fellow would do—in

short the course of action often summed up under the

comprehensive term, "monkeying." But this stage is

now passed, apparently, and all are hard zt work. It is

hoped that a week will see the electricity building in the

pre-eminent place it is entitled to as an attraction.

Just west of the "tower of light," on the ground floor of

the electricity building, the General Electric company

is installing an interesting scheme of power trans-

mission. A 100 horse power, 500 volt, Thomson-Houston,

continuous current motor is directly connected to a large

Blake triples pump with a capacity of raising 450 gallons

of water a minute to a height of 650 feet. This electric-

ally operated pump will take water from a 1,500 gallon

tank and force it through an overhead pipe to a Pelton

elation of the multiform applications of electricity. The

big pump is a handsome piece of work and is powerful

enough, if its full capacity were utilized, to send a stream

of water through the roof of the building 100 feet above

it. The installation work is in charge of R. Hofstede-

Crull, a Dutch electrical eagioeer, who had charge of the

Thomson-Houston International company's exhibit at the

Frankfort exhibition.

In the line of exhibits that are "the biggest in the

world" Germany may be credited with two—the 120 ton

framework. The mirror was attached in this cage by

four chains at the corners, and jirring was prevented by

lateral springs fastened to the sides of the framework. In

this manner the fragile mirror was safely transported by

land and sea to its final resting place on the manufactures

building at Jackson Park. The illustration, Fig 2, repre-

sents the parts of the projector, as they stood on the floor

of electricity building before the final location was decided.

The mirror is shown in its temporary frame in the center,

and an idea of its size may be gained by comparison with

FIG. 2. ELECTRICITY .-VT i ilE WuRLD S I-AIR.—THE LARi

ELECFRICITY BUILDING,

Krupp gun and the five-foot Schuckert search-light.

The latter, which is of more immediate interest to the

electrical fraternity, is now mounted on the northwestern

corner of the promenade about the roof of the manu-

factures building, which is reached by four elevators in the

northern part of the building. There seems to be no

doubt that this is the largest projector yet constructed,

and Mr. Tischendoerfer, the World's Fair representative

of Schuckert & Co., challenges comparison with any

Fl'~.. 3. P.LECTKICITY AT THK V/ORT-f/S lArk.— ING
TKLEGRAI'II

water wheel, from which the water will fall into a accond

tank and fl'jw back into the first by gravity, thus being

osed cotitintiously. The I'citon wheel will drive a three-

phase generator, to which it is directly cotjplcd. This

gcncraior in tarn will supply current for operating a num-

ber of mohipbase motors, one of which will drive a hoist.

A portion of the cnrrent will al»o be utilized for incandcs-

ccTJt Ii;i;htiQ2;. All the operations of this unique electrical

and water power combiDatioD will be performed in full

Tiew of the spectators, who will tbas be given a new rcv-

ENIOi;s AKKANGEMENT OF MOTORS ANI; DYNAMOS FOR
IC PURPOSES,

search-light in the world operated under like conditions.

The lamp itself is five feet in diameter, and it is claimed

that the illuminating strength of the arc is 57,000 candle

power, which is increased to 194,000.000 candle power on

the surface of the parabolic mirror. This mirror is seven-

eighths of an inch thick, and six months was consumed

in the labor of g^rinding and polishing it. After the

mirror was completed, great care was necessary, of course,

in packing it for shipment to Chicago. A padded recep-

tacle was made* and this was enclosed in a .strong wooden

;EST SEARCH LIGHT IN THE WORLD ON THE FLOOR OF
READY FOR MOUNTING.

the figure of the workman standing beside it. The drum
of the lamp is on the left and the standard on which it is

hung on the right. The operation of the lamp is similar

to that of the four-foot projector shown on the transpor-

tation building at the World's Fair dedication last October,

and described in the Western Electrician at that time.

It takes 150 amperes of current with a potential difference

of 60 volts at the lamp terminals, or about 12 electrical

horse power. The positive carbon is i^ inches in

diameter and the negative carbon i inch.

An interesting "wrinkle" is that illustrated in Fig. 3,

which shows the method adopted for supplying current

for the Western Union quadruplex system. The principal

office of the telegraph company is in the administration

building, but as Mr. Edison invented ths quadruplex in-

strument the current generating apparatus is shown in

the space devoted to his personal exhibit in electricity

building. Here only 500 volt circuits were available for

power, and two 250 volt Edison dynamos were connected

in series with this circuit and operated as motors, belted

together so that they would run in synchronism. To these

motors two other 250 volt machines were belted in tandem

and run as ;,'enerators. The fields of these dynamos were

weakened by rheostats sufficiently to produce a curnnt of a

pressure of 300 volts, which was distributed to the Western

Union circui s on the three-wire system. This ingenious

arrangement produced the curious disposition of bells shown

in the picture. It was a temporary expedient, pending the

arrival of a larger motor and the erection of a line of

shafting, but it answered the purpose satisfactorily.

The Electric Launch & Navigation company now has

twenty electric boats in operation on the lagoons of the

World's Fair, and they are enjoying a good patronage.

There is also another boat in service for the use of exposi-

tion officials. Nearly one hundred men are now employed

by the company under the direction of Gen. C. 11, Barney, the

superintendent. Fifty boats will be running at the height
,

of the season, and the prospect for a great rush of busi-

ness is excellent, as no electrical feature of the fair has

given more genera! satisfaction than the launch service.

Each boat has a pilot and guard, and turnstiles and ticket

boxes are being erected at the landings, so that each

pass ngcr will pay his fare before getting on the boat.

Each boat is provided with a whistle operated by com-

pressed air. The regular speed is six miles an hour, but

the special b^ats provided for officers of the cxpositon can

be run at the rale of lo)^ miles an hour. All the boats

arc graceful in appearance, but the Hpccial launches arc

particularly 'handsome. Thus the director-general's is

planked with mahogany instead of cedar, and has an
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orange- colored awning instead of the familiar stripes.

Chief Burnham's launch has a white awning and the two

boats of the council of administration have striped awn-

ings, but with the colors reversed, as compared with the

ordinary boats. The boats are not named but numbered.

After some delays in installation the three electric travel-

injf cranes in machinery hall were placed in operation and

have proved of great assistance in placing the heavy ma-

chinery. I'hotographs of two of them—the Yale Sc Towne
and Morgan—are reproduced in Figs. 4 and 5. The

former picture also gives an excellent idea of the manner

on the commutator. They are to be operated by Water-

town, Erie and New York Safety engines.

The generators are used for transmitting current for

lighting the exhibit in electricity building. They are of

the multipolar type, and the armatures are Gramme wound.

The brush holders of these machines are so constructed as

to render the running of the machines almost noiseless, and

the method used for tightening and slackening the belts is

worthy of attention. The dynamo rests upon rollers which

revolve on an iron sub-base, thus reducing to a minimum
the friction when the machine is being moved backward

FIG. 5. ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLDS FAIR —
in which the machinery is massed in the building. United

Stales motors are used on the former crane and Thomson-

Houston on the latter. The third crane was furnished by

William Sellers of Philadelphia and was the last to be put

in position. It is the intention to fit up the cranes for the

transportation of passengers after all the exhibits have

been installed.

On two evenings last week—Monday and Saturday—the

park was open to visitors, and the electrical illumination of

the grounds and buildings was made the feature of both

occasions. On Saturday evening the arc and incandescent

lighting was the most elaborate yet attempted, and a large

throng of spectators, estimated at 50,000. was drawn out

to witness it. The scene about the central "court of

honor," where the greater part of the visitors congregated,

was very beautiful and impressive. The administration

building, completely outlined by rows of incandescent

lamps, with the interior brilliantly illuminated, was the

central feature, and it e.xcited unbounded admiration. The
manufactures, electricity, mines, agriculture and machinery

buildings were all brightly lighted by arc lamps and were

open to the public. The horticultural and fisheries build-

ings were partially lighted, while hundreds of arc lamps

about the grounds added to the general effect. The bril-

liance of the central court was greatly increased by the

thousands of incandescent lamps placed about the basin

and on the bridges, just above the water, the reflection in

the latter element adding much to the effect. The electric

fountains were in operation but were not electrically

illuminated. A search-light on the southwestern corner

of the manufactures building threw a white beam of

light in various directions, but most frequently on the

dome of the administration building. The cornice line

of the peristyle and music hall was also prettily lighted

by incandescent lamps. In all, about io,ooo incandes-

cent lamps were burning on the grounds, about S.ooo

of these being carried on one of the big Westinghouse

alternators belted to the Allis engine, and the remainder

on a 4,000 light alternator. About 1,000 arc lamps

were burning. The lighting of the northern part of the

grounds was insufficient, but the visitors, enlivened by
the music of three bands, seemed, on the whole, to be well

pleased.

The first of the large electric manufacturing companies
to complete its exhibit in electricity building is the Western
Electric company of Chicago, which was one of the first to

begin work. This company has an exceedingly attractive

display, which is divided into two portions, one of which
is located in machinery hall and the other in electricity

building. The former consists of twelve 50 light arc ma-
chines and two 200 horse power 220 volt generators. Ten
of the arc machines are used in lighting the grounds and a

portion of the buildings. The other two arc machines are

used in lighting the exhibit in electricity building. The
arc machines are of the latest type, an especial feature of

which is the carbon brushes, which require no lubrication

ELECTRIC TRAVELING CRANE, MACHINERY HALL.

and forward. These machines are driven by belts sup-

plied by the Graton & Knight Manufacturing company,

Worcester, Mass., power being furnished by two 200 horse

power and one loo horse power Russell engines manu-

factured by Russell &;Co., Massillon, O.

The switchboard in this space combines both the arc

and incandescent circuits, and is made of brown Tennes-

see polished marble, the back being as elegant in its fit-

tings as the front side of the board. In connection with

the arc system the board is equipped with a system of

ground alarm which notifies the attendant by the dropping

of a shutter whenever a ground is made on any of the cir-

b!e equally as attractive as that in machinery hall. This
board is also polished on both sides, and an cxaminalio n

of the back of the board will show the care with which the

problem of distribution of the circuits has been wrought
out.

Undoubtedly the mo;t interesting features of the exhibit

in electricity building in the way of decorative lighting

consist of an Egyptian temple, a column of light with

streamers representing lightning and large revolving balls

of light fixed at the ends of the streamers, and an electric

theater in which the scenic efficts produced by electric

lights will be shown. All are in the southeastern corner

of the building, on the main floor.

The Egyptian temple is designed to represent the o'd

Egyptian architecture, and is decorated upon the outside

by Egyptian figures, representing the performance of the

operations seen in the Western Electric factories, the work-

men, in old Egyptian costume, being shown at w<:rk on the

appliances which are displayed in the showcases placed in

the interior of the temple. The interior of the building is a

scene of beauty, and is divided into two rooms. Around the

sides and corners of the rooms are placed glass pillars with

Egyptian caps, all made of stained glass lighted frcm

behind, while the ceiling in the small room is made of

be utifully stained glass. Another novel feature of the

illumination is the passageway of the small room, in which

are placed over4co 16 candle power lamps. The light on

these ceilings is constantly changing, which is done by

means of an automatic revolving switch placed outside the

building. Over the passageway of the temple are placed

winged discs formed out of cut glass and illuminated be-

hind by means of arc and incandescent lights. The total

number of incandescent lamps used in the entire building

is over 1,200. The decorative stained glass work was

designed and executed by Healy & Millet of Chicago.

For the comfort of visitors a 60 inch duplex fan under the

floor keeps a current of fresh air circulating through the

building.

Passing through the temple, the first thing to meet

one's attention is the column of light, which consists of over

3 000 incandescent lamps wound spirally around the

column and radiating upon streamers representing light-

ning, and ending in large balls, which are suspended

thirty feet from the floor. The light apparently comes

out of the floor, and, after rushing to the top

of the column. Hashes out on the lightning streamers and

illumines the balls, which are revolving at a high rate of

FIG. 4. ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLDS FAIR.—ELECTRIC TRAVELING CRANE, MACHINERY HALL.

cults. Provision is also made by which the insulation

with respect to ground of arc circuits can be measured at

any time while the machines are doing duty. All of the

wiring from machinery hall to electricity building is car-

ried through the subway, the wire being fastened to the

glass insulators by means of specially made clips, no tie

wire being used. This clip is intended to prevent an

abrasion of the insulation. In the electricity building the

circuits run into a switchboard of brown Tennessee mar-

speed. These balls change color from red to white and

then to blue, after which the light goes out and again

appears at the base of the column. This effect is auto-

matically produced by means of a large rotating switch

concealed from view. The current used in this decora

tion is all no volt, whereas that used in the temple is 220

volt. The current is reduced from 220 to no by means of

a motor generator consisting of two machines mounted on

the same base and coupled shaft to shaft. This machine
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is located near the switchboard, and is of the slow speed

type. Upon the switchboard is a device by means of

which it is impossible to start the machine without first

closing the rheostat on the armature circuit, thus prevent-

ing damage to the motor armature.

Id the foreground of the model theater will be seen a

beautiful electric fountain produced by incandescent lamps,

while beyond is a mountain scene with streams of running

water. The light effects in this scenery show to what ex-

tent the electrician's genius, combined with the artist's

skill, can reproduce nature with all its beauty and realism.

Near this theater is a writing machine, which spells out

the letters "W. E. Co." A finger traces each letter, and

white doing so. and at the same time, lights the lamps

which produce the letters.

The exhibit also contains nearly every other foim of

appliance used in the field of electricity, and which is made

at the factories of the Western Electric company. There

are to be seen annunciators of all kinds, call hells, push

keys, telegraph and telephone apparatus and telephone

switchboards; also manholes, in which will be shown the

system of underground cables made by this company, and

all apparatus and appliances for putting these cables in

position. Near one corner of the building is shown some

of the dynamos and lamps manufactured by the Western

Electric company.

One interesting department is devoted to historial dis-

plays, in which will be seen a street car engine and dynamo,

which has been reproduced from descriptions given by the

inventor, Moses G. Farmer. This machine is supposed

to be the first reversible motor ever produced, and was

made and operated in 1847. Some of the wheels and one

of the seats in this exhibit are the ones used in the original.

Near by are two incandescent lamps which were made by

Mr. Farmer in 1859, ^^"^ which are mounted upon an old

mantelpiece, used by the inventor for holding the lamps in

his old home in Salem, Mass. One of his early dynamos

is also shown in this exhibit.

Another attractive feature is the working exhibit, in

which are shown in operation some of the machines which

have been invented by the Western Electric company, and
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which are in daily nsc in its factories. Here will be seen an

aaiomatic nut machine which forms a complete nut out 01

a roll of copper; also a ?icrew machine which aatomatically

performs on both cnda of a single piece, and thereby saves

a lars;c amotint of labor in handling. A mnltiple drill

press is also shown, which drills a large number of holes at

once. This machine is nofvel in that it 13 adjustable

and permits all the holes being located anywhere

withiD the radios of its table. Upward of thirty holes can

be drilled at once with any size drill in any kind of metal

and anywhere npoti this tabic.

The maiQ-pa^sa^eway separating the two spaces occtj-

{ned by tb< company's e^bibiE is spanned by a large elcc-
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trically illuminated sie:n. The sign is constructed of plate

glass held by an iron framework, the words "Western

Electric company, Chicago, New York, Antwerp, London,

Berlin, Paris," being formed of colored glass. The sign is

alike on both sides and inside is a rack of 14 2,000 candle

power arc lamps, which is kept swinging back and forth

across the glass letters by means of a small electric motor.

The Western Electric company also furnishes the lighting

of the American Bell Telephone company's building, and

WARING INCANDESCENT LAMP.

has built and equipped the multiple switchboard in that

building, which is the regular operating board for the

World's Fair exchange. The trunk lines connecting this

board with the main city office, about eight miles away, are

in aerial and underground cables made by the Western

Electric company. These cables are also used for the long

distance service between the fair grounds and New York,

Boston and other cities.

In making this exhibit it has been the intention to show

something of the decorative effects produced by electric

lighting, as well as the varied products of the company's

manufacture.

Waring Incandescent Lamp.

During the last few months there seems to have been a

general departure from the line of investigation heretofore

-pursued by lamp makers, and as a result many incandescent

lamps have been introduced to the public which do not

belong to the class known as vacuum lamps. The latest of

these is the Waring lamp illustrated herewith. The inventor,

John Waring, claims that it has been generally accepted by

those familiar with the art that if the carbon of an

incandescent lamp is not placed in a vacuum, even though

it is surrounded by a gas which does not chemically attack

the carbon, the "air washing," or rapid passage of the

molecules of gas over the highly heated surface of the

carbon, will produce a disintegration of the carbon. It

has also been well known that if an incandescent carbon

is surrounded by an atmosphere of hydrogen or nitrogen,

the rapidly moving molecules of gas will carry off the heat

from the carbon and thus require the expenditure of much

more energy to keep the carbon in the desired state of

incandescence. Accordingly it has been supposed that it

was necessary to place the carbon in a nearly perfect

vacuum, that is, in a sealed chamber having an interior gas

pressure of only about one-millionth of an atmosphere.

Mr- Waring claims to have discovered tha t if a carbon in a

sealed chamber is surrounded by a gas of great specific den-

sity. the dissipation of energy by loss of heat from the carbon

is reduced, so that as a factor it may be ignored. By using

as a surrounding medium a gas which has no injurious

chemical effect on the carbon, the disintegration caused by

high temperature is probably lessened and the blackening

of the glass of the lamp is materially lessened, while the

stability of the carbon is proportionately increased. As a

result, it is claimed, a lamp is produced which will

maintain its efficiency much longer than a lamp having its

carbon in a vacuum.

These results, according to Mr, Waring, arc best ob-

tained by enveloping the carbon with a gas consisting of

the vapor of bromine, or of the vapor of iodine, or of a

mixture of both, the atomic weight of these elements being

high. The j;as m^y he generated by heat or otherwise,

bromine, for instance, vaporizing easily, but iodine requiring

heat. This gas, admitted to the globes and diluted by the
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air remaining in them, is then partially withdrawn and

more gas allowed to enter, this process being repeated

until the extent to which the desired gas is diluted with

foreign gases has become practically infinitesimal. If pre-

ferred, the atmospheric air may be at first exhausted as

nearly as possible and the desired gas then admitted around

the carbon. The amount of gas to be admitted will in

practice vary with the size of the inclosing chamber, with

the nature of the gas, and probably also with the nature of

the other elements of the lamp. The lamp is placed on

the market by Claflin & Kimball, 11 East Adams street,

Chicago.

Modern Equipment of Telephone Sta-
tions.^

By W. H. Hyde.

During the last few years a great advance has been made
in the way of improving the talking efficiency of the lines

and instruments used by the subscriber, so that at present

it is possible for a Milwaukee subscriber, equipped with
the modern long distance solid back transmitter and copper
wire metallic circuit line, to talk with ease with subscribers

at Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, Pittsburg, New York,
Boston and other points.

One of the most important of the improvements intro-

troduced in the service is the transmitter which is illustrated

in Fig. I. For the use of busy men who do not care to get

up from the desk every time they are called, we have what
is called an extension desk standard. This form of

standard is purely a Milwaukee pattern, and is, I think, by
far the neatest and most perfect yet designed.

When it was first suggested that some sort of desk set be
offered, we sent for samples of the forms used in New
York and Chicago, and fouud them not at all to our taste,

being ungainly and not ornamental. Therefore the man-
agement ordered a special device designed for Milwaukee.
The standard adopted is the outcome of this suggestion,

the design being J D. McLeod's, and the apparatus used

in connection therewith comprising the best ideas of the

other members of the company. In Fig. 2 is shown the

FIG, 2. MODERN KQUII'MENT OK Tli'.LEl'HGNE .STATIONS,

—

J>IAGKAM OK CIRCUIT—EXTENSION DESK STAND-
ARD KOR I.ONG DISTANCE LINES.

standard together with a diagram of the circuit. The
standard, I am pleased -to say, has met with approval by all

the progressive companies that we have sent samples to.

A. S. Hibbard, formerly general superintendent of the

Long Distance company of New York, now general man-
ager of the Chicago Telephone company, Chicago, was
very much pleased with it, as was also F, O. Beach, general

HUpcrintcndcnt of the Central Union company. Both of

these companies have adopted this device with some slight

modifications to meet peculiar requirements in their in-

dividual cases. The push-button on the side of the standard

is used in connection with the Fuller battery, to cal l centra l.

J, Konol before the WinconBin Klcclrlc clul), Milwaukee.
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it only being necessary to push the button quickly two or

three times, to throw the shutter at central. Most of the

banks in the city are using this form of standard in con-

nection with the regular wall set and quite a large number
of business houses are also equipped with this little time-

saver, and from all ri ports it is giving general satisfaction."

The regular long distance sets are furnished in two
styles— the regular wall set with solid back transmitter, and
the cabinet set, the latter being such as is used in public

station booths.

The Fuller battery referred to, which is now generally

used for all long distance work, consists of the outer cell,

containing 6 ounces chloride of sodium, i pound sulphuric

ac'd, 4 pounds water; and the carbon plate, and the inner

cell, or porous cup, containing 4 ounces mercury, 3 ounces
common salt and water to make the inner solution level

with the outer solution, and the zinc well amalgamated.
One cell will give the following results: 2 volts, 4 amperes
(internal resistance at i ohm).

Another important adjunct in the equipment of a metallic

circuit, is the 1000 ohm bridging bell, the ringers of which

are wound to 1000 ohms resistance, for the purpose of

bridging out the current, so that it will divide up and pass

through all the stations on a line. If the old form of So

ohm bell were uied, the first station on the line would get

most of the current, and the others very little, if any. This
arrangement is clearly shown in Fig. 3. This bell is also

used on grounded circuit toll lines to improve the working
of the lines, being bridged to ground, as shown in Fig. 4,

instead of looped in as formerly, on the same principal as

used in connection with metallic circuit?. We have recently

introduced a rather ingenious device in connection with this

bell on some of our toll lines, as an experiment to see if it

were possible to cut down the indiscriminate free use of

-our lines by our agents in the country, it being a very

common practice for them to call up each other and use thf

line, and then upon a mutual understanding, not "check"
the message. This, of course, is a loss to the company and
greatly reduces the toll revenue.

The device referred to is very simple and consists of

merely putting a bushing on the armature of the bell, which

units button si.M times. At the central office, each sub-
scriber is furnished a little machine that connects with all

the other machines, the mechanism being so arranged
that as the pushes on the buttons are made, the machine
of the subscriber calling automatically throws itself in

connection with the subscriber's machine wanted. Should
any member desire to study this system more carefully, I

refer him to the Western Electrician of August 6, 1892,

and November 12, 1S92. On account of the complicated
machinery necessary to operate an exchange of this kind
of any magnitude, experts in the business say it will never
be a successful commercial venture, although the idea has
been carefully ; nd wonderfully worked out.

There is an exchange of this kind, of about 50 sub-

scribers, working at the present time at La I'orte, Ind..

and I understand that the system is constantly involved

in mechanical troubles inherent to it, and that the

projectors have had to keep an expert there all the time.

The other system referred to is very simple in its opera-

tion and is giving general satisfaction. Its operation is as

follows: Say it is the intention to construct an exchange
of 4S subscribers. Eight wires are run through the town
and into each subscriber's office, six subscribers being
placed on each wire. A*: each subscriber's station, in

addition to his telephone, is a small switchboard, let into

the backboard of the instrument, containing the necessary

jacks to operate the eight wires. The subscriber's tele-

phone ends in a plug, which is ordinarily kept plugged in

on the line the subscriber is supposed to be called on, or in

an answering jack provided for that purpose. Should he,

however, desire to communicate with a subscriber on any
of the other lines, he places the plug in on the line of the

subscriber wanted and rings the required number of. rings

and gets his connection immediately. If the exchange
is one through which, a toll line runs, one of the subscrib-

ers is appointed the toll agent, and an extra jack is placed at

his station. All calls for tolls are made through the agent,

who, with the use of a pair of plugs and cords, makes the

connection.

A common return wire is generally run, in addition to

the eight wires mentioned, and all the subscribers, instead

affair was Informal throughout, and the (rt'cniog will be
remembered as one of the most pleasant events in the

history of the Chicago Electric club.

^5^^"^

FIG. 5. MODERN EQUIPMENT OF TELEPHONE STATIONS.—AUTOMATIC EXCHANGE SYSTEM.

rotates upon a commutator and only makes contact on one
side, thus changing the bell from an alternating to a con-

tinuous circuit bell. By this method toll stations on the

same line are unable to ring each another's bells, but can
throw a drop at the exchange where the line ends. The
exchange operator then asks "What is wanted?'' and upon
receiving the name of station desired, rings on the line with

an alternating generator and calls the station wanted.

She then makes out a special check, charging up the mes-
sage to the station that called, and at the end of the month
the two reports must agree.

Another innovation is the automatic pay station. We
have two of them in use in Milwaukee, one being at the

telephone building and the other at the Union depot. The
operation of these instruments is very simple, and consists

merely of a number of bells of different tone to designate

the amount of the coin dropped. The call for central is

made in the usual way, and the operator asks what is

wanted. She then gets the subscriber called, and before

connection is made, calls back and says "fifty cents,

please," or whatever the amount may be. The patron then
drops in the required amount, which rings the so-cent bell,

the sound being transmitted to the operator via a funnel in

connection with the transmitter. These machines are

working very nicely and give no trouble whatever, as there

is no complicated machinery to get out of order, and they
do not require any more attention than the ordinary tele-

phone.
I mi^ht mention one more feature, bsfore closing, and

that is the automatic switchboard. There are, I believe,

at present, two different styles in operation, viz., the

Strowger system for all sizes of exchanges from one to

10,000 subscribers and the Central Union Telephone
company's system for small exchanges from r to 4S
subscribers. The Strowger system is probably familiar

to you all, as it has been recently described and illustrated.

It is a remarkable invention in its way, and shows great

ingenuity in its operation. It is worked on the units, tens,

hundreds and thousands system; that is. each subscriber

is provided with four push buttons, or something similar,

together with a rehase key for disconnection. Desiring to

call up anybody, say 2S6, the subscriber presses the

hundreds button twice, the tens button Light times.and the

of being grounded, are connected with this wire, thus

making the exchange practically a metallic one. As it will

be readily seen, this system can only be ustd in small tx-

changes, on account of the cost of the additional wires and
apparatus, and the inconvenience of the continuous ring-

ing on busy lines. We are about to build a small exchange
at Marshfield, Wis., where we will apply this system. The
accompanying cut, Fig. 5, shows a diagram of the connec-
tions in this system. The construction of an exchange of

this kind must, of ccurse, be of the very best, to keep
troubles down to the minimum. An expert is sent every

three months to examine all the instruments and give them
a general overhauling, thus greatly reducing the chances
for trouble.

Complimentary Banquet to W. A Kreidler.

On Thursday evening. May nth, a complimentary

dinner was tendered to W. A. Kreidler at the Chicago

Electric club by a few personal friends who desired to

extend to him their congratulations upon his recent mar-

riage. The banquet was served in the main dining hall of

the club and was a thoroughly enjoyable affair. The fol-

lowing named gentlemen participated: F. B. Badt, E.

Baggot, T. P. Bailey, J. V. Barrett. W. J. Buckley. J. B.

Carney, W. Forman Collins, Seymour Coleman, F. W.
Cushing. F. E. Degenhardt, E. C. Ferguson, C. E. Greg-

ory, F. W. Home, J. W. Johnson, W. E. Keily, M. A.

Knapp, H. P. Lucas, J. B. O'Hara, F. W. Parker. W.
B. Pearson, F. L. Perry, George B. Shaw, B. E. Sunny,

F. S. Terry, A. S. Terry, Ben Williams.

During the evening Lieut. Badt, on behalf of the com-

pany, presented Mr. Kreidler a very handsome hall clock

as a mark of esteem and friendship. At the conclusion of

the dinner President Barrett called the company to order

and named Congressman Shaw as toastraaster. That gen-

tleman performed his duties gracefully and every member
of the company was called upon for a response. The

Rapid Transit for Boston.
The rapid transit commiuce of the Legislature, to which

Boston has been locking for relief from congested streets

and slow street cars, has given the result of its winter's

labors to the public. To an unprejudiced mind the com-
mittee's bill bears evidence of an earnest, intelligent study

of the situation. The bill proposes an elevated road, to

be built not along the lines of established ways but

through a special street to be laid out between Washing-

ton and Tremont streets. The portions of the bill which

are of more than ordinary interest provide that the gov-

ernor may appoint three commissioners to have charge of

the construction of the "L" road and providing better means
for transit between the city and all its suburbs. The cit-

FIG. 3. MODERN EQUIPMENT OF TELEPHONE STATIONS.

—

BRIDGED METALLIC LINE.

ies affected are Boston. Everett, Chelsea, Maiden, Somer-
ville, Cambridge, Walthara, Newton, Quincy and Med-
ford; the towns are AVinthrop, Revere, Melrose. Stoneham,

Winchester, Arlington, Belmont, Brookline, D^dham,
Hyde Park and Milton.

The transit commissioners are to have full and exclusive

power to grant and revoke locations for the use of the

streets by the railways. The state is to issue bonds to the

amount of $15,000,000 to defray the e.xpenses of street

widenings, etc., which is to be repaid by the city of Bos-

ton from rentals, taxes, etc.

The principal opposition that has arisen to this meastire

so far relates to the powers given the commission-

ers. Three members of the committee refused to sign the

bill.

The commission is authorized to condemn a right of way
from Causeway street to Dudley street, Roxbury, at or

near Guild row, thence to Franklin Park, at or near Co-

lumbia street, the same to be not less than 25 feet nor

more than 35 feet in width; Beverley street from Cause-

way street to a point at or near the corner of Endicott

and Cross streets, thence including Cross street to the cor-

ner of Commercial street and Cross street, thence includ-

ing Ccmmercial street, passing the easterly side of the

custom house to India street, thence including India street

to Atlantic avenue, also widen Clinton street between its

junction with said new street and FuUon street, Boyleston

street from Tremont street to Charles street by taking a

strip cfT the common, and making a sidewalk on the south-

erly side of Boyleston street at least eighteen feet wide;

Court street from Bowdoin square and including Tremont

row to Tremont street; Cambridge street from Charles

street to Bowdoin square; Charles street from Leverett

street to Beacon street; anew highway from Park ;quare to

point at or near the corner of Pleasant street and Eliot

street, and from said point in as nearly a straight line as

said commission shall deem practicable, including a part

of Warrenton street to Broadway, at the corner of Cuni'e

street; a new highway from Causeway street, near Merri-

raac square, passing under Beacon street to Tremont street,

using, if said commissioners deem the public necessity

and convenience so require, the mall of Boston Common
adjacent to Park street.

A subway bill has also been submitted, providing for a

commission of three to lav out and construct a subway

FIG. 4. MODERN EOUIPMENT OK TELEPHONE STATIONS.

—

BKIDi'.ED GROUNDED TOLL LINK.

wide enough for four parallel trscks, with suitable ap-

proaches and exits. It shall extend through Tremont

street from its junction with Pleasant street to Scollay

square, and may go through Court street or other streets

to a suitable point for connecting with surface tracks.

The city of Boston may issue $2,000,000 in 50 year 4

per cent, bonds for building the subway. When built the

commissioners can compel street railways to use it at a

rent to be fixed by the railroad commission. The subway

commission may authorize use of the subway for pipes,

wires or couduits at a rent to be fixed by them. After

the subway has been in operation three months the com-

mission shall be dissolved and the conduit shall be managed

by the city.
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VISITORS
To the World's Fair are requested 10 forward their addresses

to the Western Electrician as eariy as possible or

notify as immediately upon their arrival in Chicago.

Thk movement io favor of legal enactments compelling

electric railway and cable companies to provide car

shelters for motormen and gripmen during the winter

months, latelv commended in this journal, is spreading.

The Ohio L«giilalurc has passed an act of ibis character,

and Mionesou will undoubtedly follow suit, if it has not

already done so. Laws of similar purport should be on

the fttatote becks of all northern ^t^ici^.

New YoRKEKs are coTDplainiDgof the humiliating posi-

tion in which the city h placed in the eye* of the rest of

the world throngh the attitude of the Kapid Transit com-

mi^ion in sopplicatiog favors Uom the Manhattan com-

pany. But New Vorkers have only themulves to blame,

as they did not possess enoagh public spirit to take advan-
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tage of the opportunity afforded them to construct an

underground system of railways that would forever do

away with the Manhattan monopoly. Having tamely sub-

mitted to the terms of that corporation, however, they will

now be obliged to take whatever is given them.

The formation of a company for the purpose of disposing

of power generated at Niagara Falls is announced this

week. It is proposed to transmit this power by means of

electricity throughout the state. The project as outlined

is a gigantic enterprise and its development will be watched

with interest. Should the plans of the company be found

practical, the project will form the most important power

transmission scheme ever undertaken. There is, of course,

no doubt that the power can be distributed by electricity as

proposed, but the economical features will have to be care-

fully studied and determined. At Rochester, for instance,

one of the points to be supplied according to the present

plans, there is an excellent water power which is utilized

by the local electric company. It is therefore questionable

if the Niagara company can transmit power to the Flower

city and compete with the local company which is operat-

ing under favorable conditions.

Another incandescent lamp in which gas is introduced

has been placed upon the marke'. The new lamp is the

invention of John Waring and his claims are presented in

detail in another column. Mr. Waring claims to have dis-

covered that if a carbon in a sealed chamber is surrounded

by a gas of great specific density, the dissipation of energy

by loss of heat from the carbon is reduced, so that as a

factor it may be ignored. By using as a surrounding

medium a gas which has no injurious chemical effect on

the carbon, the disintegration caused by high temperature

and the blackening of the glass of the lamp is said to be

materially lessened, while the stability of the carbon is

proportionately increased. As a result, it is claimed, a lamp

is produced which will maintain its efficiency much longer

than a lamp having its carbon in a vacuum. These results,

according to Mr. Waring, are best obtained by enveloping

the carbon with a gas consisting of the vapor of bromine,

or of the vapor of iodine, or of a mi.xture of both. The

appearance of this lamp at the present time is significant

as indicating the direction which investigators are follow-

ing in their efforts to produce a perfect incandescent lamp.

Last week the public was given two opportunities to

witness the beauties of the World's Fair in the evening,

and the attendance was so large that the directors will un-

doubtedly see the wisdom of opening the gates every even-

ing after, say, the ist of June, As pointed out by this

journal at the time of the agitation against the evening

closing rule, this is the only reasonable course, both in the

interest of the exposition at large and in justice to the

electrical exhibitors. When tht electrical illumination

and embellishments are complete, the World's Fair grounds

will present a scene of surpassing beauty at night, and

there is no valid reason why the exhibition should not be

open every evening. Oc course the electrical fraternity

is a unit in favor of opening the gates in the evening, and

undoubtedly the trend of public sentiment is in the same

direction. The Record, one of the most influential of

Chicago journals, has this to say on the subject:

After that great display at the World's Fair grounds
Saturday night, the advisability of holding these evening

fetes very often is more apparent than ever. Despite one

or two hitches in the arrangements, the spectacle pre-

sented by the grand court of honor and the perspective views

to be seen throughout the grounds were marvelously beau-

tiful. Even the dullest mind and the slowest imagination

could not have remained passive before the striking ex-

hibit of glowing temples, moving crowds and distant mu-
sic. It was one of those rare sights before which it is

unnecessary to work one's self into emotions of admiration,

simply because it compelled admiration, mstant and spon-
taneous.

Such was the show that thousands of people turned out

to see, and their eagerness to come is in itself a demand
that the fair be opened at night whenever practicable.

Even from the comparatively low standard of purely com-
mercial reasons, the best interests of the Fair require a

compliance with this popular wish. The first fete has
proved a brilliant success. There should be many more
like it.

It will be remembered that the rule on the subject, as it

now stands, is that the exposition shall be open after 7

v. .M,, only on the occasion of "special evening cntcrtain-

ment.s," When the matter was brought forcibly to the

attention of the dircctorsas the result of the agitation be-

gun by the Wksiekn Ei.kctrician, President Iligin-

bolham interpreted the rule to mean that the fair would be

open from three to six evenings a week. While this qucs-
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tion, like the Sunday opening problem, is not yet definitely

settled, there is good reason for the belief that, when
everything is running smoothly, the public will be admitted

on the evening of every weekday, at least. This should

dispose of the matter to the satisfaction of all concerned.

Advices from New England show that the fight between
the electric and steam railways is not altogether one-sided,

and that while the powerful lobby representing the steam
railroads in the Connecticut Legislature was able to con-

trol the Senate, the friends of the electric railway mustered
enough independent members of the lower house to defeat

the legislation proposed in the interest of the steam roads.

The present controversy has been occupying public at-

tention in New England since the publication of the last

annual report of the state railroad commissioners. This
report was practically a plea for the steam railroads. It

was called out by the proposed extension of several

electric lines and the establishment of new ones, which would
comprise an extensive system connecting several important

cities and giving easy access to summer resorts.

Formerly this business had been controlled by the steam
roads, but their service was poor, rates were high and in

many cases the inhabitants of quite pretentious towns could

reach desirable summer resorts only at considerable cost and
great inconvenience. Naturally, the people welcomed the

electric railway, but the managers of the steam roads did

not wish to relinquish their control. Following the report

of the railroad commission a systematic plan of securing

legislation adverse to the electric companies was followed.

The powerful railroad lobby also opposed every bill that

contained any features that might be favorable to the electric

system. This opposition may yet prevent the passage

of the pending bill relaring to the organizition and powers
of the proposed electric railroad companies. The steam
railroad companies have exercised their influence success-

fully in the Senate, where the provisions of the bill have
been so changed that the House, which is inclined to favor

the electric companies, cannot be induced, it Js said, to-

accept it. For this reason there may be no legislation on
this question, owing to the failure of the House and
Senate to agree upon a bill. The projected new electric

roads and extensions of existing city lines would be of

great service to the residents of the city and of the sub-

urban districts, but the opposition of the steam companies-

to the granting of privileges that may affect their traffic

injuriously cannot easily be overcome.

About two months ago the New York Legislature ap-

propriated $10,000 to defray the expense of conducting

experiments in propelling canal boats by electricity. At
the present time several projects are under consideration

and it is hoped that a practical scheme will be evolved that

will prove commercially successful. One of the most

promising plans submitted is that of a Buffalo engineer

who has worked out the details of a very elaborate system.

This scheme in some respects follows the general line of

the trolley system of street railways. Power plants will be

constructed at regular intervals along the rou'e of the

canal, from which current will be supplied by an overhead

trolley system to the boats. Three trolley wires will be

suspended over the bed of the canal and these will be so

adjusted that allowance will be made for a boat departing

from its regular course. This, of course, would be neces-

sary in order to allow boats to pass each other and make

turns and stops at docks. In the stern of the boat will be

placed a motor to drive the screw which will propel the

boat.

The same considerations which have led to thesubsiitulion

of the electric motor for animals upon street railways apply

to the propulsion of canal boats by electricity. At the

present time, it is the practice to provide accommodations

for horses upon the boats, and this means that much valu-

able space is devoted to stalls and feed bins which could

be utilized to advantage. But much more important than

mere commercial advantage^ are the sanitary considera-

tions which should influence the legislature in adopting an

electric system. There is no doubt that the presence of

horses and mules on the boats is not conducive

to good health, and the practice of throwing re-

fuse from canal boats into the slugg'sh stream

is reprehensible. Under the present conditions, however,

it is certainly almost impossible to enforce sanilaty regula-

tions. New York has a fine waterway in ihe K ie canal

which, if equipped cleclrically, would be greatly enhanced

in value, and would prove an important factor in re^julat-

ing freight rates. It is to be hoped that the present move-

ment will be followed up until the proposed system shall

have been given a fair trial.
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Death of A. W. Meston.

A. W. Meston, superintendent of the Emerson Electrical

Manufacturing company, St. Louis, died of consumption

at his home Friday night. May 12th, after a lingering ill-

ness of several months. He had recently returned from a

trip to Jamaica in company with E. J. Bagnall. This trip

had been taken upon the advice of 11. L. Parker, president

of the company, and several friends, with a view of bene-

fiting his health, but it proved to be of little benefit, for

since returning homeabjut five weeks ago he had been con-

fined to his room or bed almost constantly until his death.

Mr. Meston was born near Edinburg, Scotland, twenty-

six years ago, and came to this country at the age of four-

teen. During the past eight years he had lived in St.

Louis, during which time he took a short course in elec-

trical engineering at Washington University. In 1S90 he

left the university and engaged in the manufacture of elec-

trical apparatus in a small way, in which venture he was

associated with his brother, Charles R. Meston. This

venture resulted in the organization of the Emerson Elec-

tric Manufacturing company in October, 1S91, of which he

became superintendent and engineer.

Mr. Meston was a close student in electrical matters,

both in the university and in the practical work in which he

afterward engaged. His special study was that of alter-

nating current motors. His work in this field will proba-

bly always be recognized as that of a pioneer, and resulted

in one of the first and most successful alternating current

fan motors on the market— the Meslon alternating fan

motor.

Mr. Meston was only twenty-six years of age, hardly yet

in the prime of life. Although never strong in constitution

he was always a hard worker. His unflagging zeal was

almost self-sacrificing until, too late, he was compelled to

desist and seek rest. Personally he was a most excellent

gentleman, always kind and courteous, yet frank and out-

spoken with every one. He was a member of the St,

Louis Electric club, but owing to late illness he had been

unable to take much interest in its active work.

Falls and Rochester is more than 70 miles, and the experl

ment of transmitting 25,000 horse power this distance will

be watched with considerable interest. It is also the in-

tention of the Niagara Falls T'ower company to furnish

power to Buffalo, Tonawanda and Lockport.

Controversy Over Blue Prints.

No further developments of a sensational character have

been published during the week in the controversy be-

tween the Westinghouse and General Electric companies

over the blue prints which the former charges the latter

with having secured through unlawful methods, A dis-

patch from Pittsburg of May loth says:

The hearings of Morris W. Mead, superintendent of

the city bureau of Electricity, and others charged by the

Westinghouse company with conspiracy to purloin blue

prints of the Niagara contract from the office of the latter

concern, was called this afternoon. AH of the defendants,

through their attorneys, waived the preliminary hearing

and gave bail for trial at court.

The Westinghouse company issued an official statement

immediately after this proceeding, reiterating its charges

and disclosing that it had in its possession ample proof to

sustain them.

William R. Rankin of New York, secretary of the Cata-

ract Conitruction company, says that corporation is in no

way interested in the controversy between the Westing-

house and General Electric companies, and that its division

would in no way be affected by the present litigition.

In an interview telegraphed from Pittsburg, District

Attorney Burleigh denied a statement in connection with

the alleged electrical conspiracy which has been published

in New York papers. The story was to the tffect ihat

immediately after the arrests in Pittsburg young Ashtoa,

one of the defendants, had gone to Mr. Burleigh and

made a full confession of his part in the alleged plot of

the General Electric company to steal Westinghouse plans

from the main office. Mr. Burleigh sayithat this story has

no foundation whatever, and in his official capacity he has

had nothing to do with the case so far. "I do not know

Ashton," said the district attorney, "and he has made no

confession, so far as known, nor has anyone else. The
case up to the present time is in the hands of the private

counsel of the electric companies. No papers that I

know of have been prepared for the grand jury."

Trartsmitting Power from Niagara Falls.

A dispatch from Niagara Falls says: "It is understood

that a contract has been made between the Niagara Falls

Power company and the Cataract Electric company of

Rochester, N. Y., by which the former is to furnish to the

latter any part of twenty-five thousand horse power of

electric energy as soon as the transmission line can be laid

from Niagara Falls to Rochester. This power is

generated by the waters of the Niagara river passing

through the great tunnel which has just been completed."

The route will be laid along the line on which the grea'est

demand is made for power. The distance between Niagara

Driving Calico Printing Machines by
Electricity.

Iq a recent pip-r read before the New England Cotton

Manufacturers' association C J. H. Woodbury of Lynn
described the successful application of electric power to the

printing machines at the Bunnell Print Works in Pawtucket,

R. I. He said; "The operation of a calico printing ma-

chine presents the greatest difficulties in the application of

pDwer of any michinery in textile manufacture. The ma-

chine must be driven at will with variable speed, and any

shock in the gradations from one speed to another may

impair either the machine or the product. The cloth must

be moved at tim;s to a slight extent in either direction,

and the whole must be absolutely under the control of the

operator. Up to the present time a double cylinder steam

engine to each machine has furnished the best method of

driving, notwichitaoding that the heat and the floor area

occupied by the steam engine are necessarily an interference

in the printing room. Wnen the printing machine stops

the rolls sink into the falanke', and it requires an excess of

power to start it, as if it were a heavily loaded team on a

soft road. The recent application of electric motors has

given practical results of th; greatest importance in oper-

ating printing machines at the Dunnell works. This

work was undertaken in the face of the opposition of the

men at work in the printing room. There were some dif-

ficulties, primarily owing to the fact that the electricians

were not skilled calico printers, as well as that the printers

were not electricians. It required a little time for each !o

learn of the other. However, sinci several modifications

in the system were introduced, the operation has been not

merely satisfactory, but has given results in advance of

any other method of driving a printing machine. This is

the first practical use of motors for such purposes."

International Congress of Electricians at
Chicago.'

By E. Hospitalier.

The provisional programme proposed for the Interna-

tional Congress of Electricians in Chicago in 1893 by the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers of New York,
has borne fruit. Approvals and criticisms elicited by the

programme have shown the value of opening in advarce a

discussion which is to be settled by the congress in the

form of clearly expressed decisions and votes. At the

p-esent time when everything or nearly everyihing has been
said upon points of detail, in a rather desultory way it is

true, it seems opportune to consider the matter as a whole
systematically and methodically, by examining each ques-

tion in its logical place, and by following the natural order

of the successive definitions, which have led to the C. G. S.

syslem. In tht following discussion we shall consider only
the quantities and units of the C. G. S. system based upon
three fundamental measurements, length, mass and time,

and their respective units, centimeter, gramme and second.

Certain writers still use the phrase "absolute system," tut

it should be discarded, as it does not sufficiently designate

the C. G. S. system. There are many absolute systems of

which the C. G. S. adopted by the International Congress
of Electricians in 188 1 is only one.

The formation of new physical quantities, their names
and their units has heretofore been intrusted to the caprice

and fancy of writers, and thus it is not unusual to find

many definitions of the same physical quantity or unit, or

even what is even more serious, the same name applied to

several quantities and to absolutely different units.

Is it not possible to do for physics what a century ago
Guyton de Morveau did for chemistry, and has not the

time come for a congress to define the general rules that

should control the naming and defining of quantities and
units? If after such modifications as are deemed useful,

these rules receive the sanction of the congress, they will

greatly simplfy the work of future congresses, for it would
be sufiicient to apply them vigorously to create, automati-
cally, so to speak, ihe new quantities and new units rendered
necessary by the incessant progress of the science and the
art.

We shall not assume to formulate the rigid principles and
absolute rules which should prevail, but it seems worth the
while to lay out the rough canvas upon which more com-
petent and skillful savants may work their graceful

arabe£ques.

Every physical quantity that is distinct from every other
physical quantity must be designated and clearly defined

once for all in the following respects:

1st. A special name.
2d. An international symbol.

3d. An equation of definition in terms of the funda*
mental quictities or other derived quantities.

4th. A C. G. S. unit, and for such as are frequently

used a special name with corresponding definition.

5th. One or more practical units, multiples or decimals
of the C. G. S. unit with corresponding abbrev ations, as

otherwise the C. G S. unit and the practical unit wcuid be
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confused. When the physical quantity admits of standards-

they should be added.

6th. A fundamental standard for scientific investiga-

tions and work nccessi'aiiog great precision.

7th. A practical standard adapted 10 the needs of the
art.

1st. jVanit-s of Phyi'ual Quaiilifies —A specific desig-

nation is necessary for each physical quantity, but it is not
always css:niial that this name should be a single word.
It will be advantageous to adopt rules to govern the desig-

nation of new quan'ities rcqu red by practice, \Ve prc-
pos:^ to add to physical quantities connec:ed with length the
terms respectively linear, superficial or sectional andcub*c
or volumic to indicate what new quantity is in question;

<f. ;'., the linear capacity of a submarine cable, the quotient

of its capacity by its length, will be mea*ured in microfarads
per kilometer, while the linear insulation of a line, the
product of its insulaiioT resistince and ics length, will be:

measured in megohms per kilometer.

The words "kilometric capici y" and "kilometric insula-

tion" possess the prime inconvenience of defining the
quantity by introducing a particular unit, the kilometer,

while only physical quintiiies should appear in the defini-

tion of a physical quantity.

The energy embraced in a dialectric or a magnet and
that dissipated by hysteresis is, in the case of uniform
electrization or magnitization, proportional to the volume
of the substance considered and to a certain factor to v.hich'

we have heretofore given the name of spec fie energy, and
W

which is expressed by —^ where W is the energy and V
is the volume. With the rule, which we propose, specific

energy would be simply the cubic or volumic energy.

It is understood, of course, that these rules would be-

applied only in cases where new words were 10 be formed
and that, to cite an example, the quotient of the mass-of a.

body by its voiume would preserve its name of density,

instead of being called the cubic or volumic mass.
We would wish to go still farther, and find terms tc»

designate physical quantities connected with mass and time;.

We wish especially, in proposing* rules for forming new-
physical quantities, to avoid in the future those famasticr

definitions, for which the English have been so ofteD<

responsible, and which consist in writing in a definitiem

physical quantities and units, whereas there should enter

into a definition of a physical quantity only phjsical

quantities.

It is illogical to say that speed is a length per seconcf.

that power is work p:r second, that specific resistance is
resistance per square centimeter, that magnetic induction-

is a number c f lines of force per square centimeter, thai the
frequency of an alternating curren' is the numbers of
per ods per second.

2d. Syvil-ols.—Each physical quantity should be repre
stnted in a formula by a particular symbol always the
same and adopted once for all, in order that the reading
of equations may be facilitated and simplified. The sys-
tematic use of italic letters and Greek letters was recom-
mended by the Frankfort Congress in iSgi; it remains to-

es tablish an international agreement for the definitive

adoption of these s)mbols. We shall indicate later, those
which seem to us to have the best chance of adoption.

3d. Defnutioii Equations.—In a coherent system of
physicial quantities each of them is deduced from those
previously defined in a simple equation, which constilutes-

the a'gebraic <xpiessionof the definition. It is easy to-

deduce from it the equation of the corresponding equalioit

of dimension by substituting dimensions for each of the
quantities that appear in it and by simplifying the expres-
sion.

4'h. C.G. S. Unit nnd AM'rcziaiic}} —Ih^ C. G. S.
unit of a derived physical quantity is deduced from the
equation of dimension by making all its terms equal to a
C. G. S. unit. This is the invariable and universally ap-
plied rule, and it is unnecessar)' farther to corsider it.

It may be useful in practice, however, to give special
names to certain of these units which are in frequent use_

several magnetic units in particular, as has been done in

the case of the d^ne atd erg.

When the unit is composed of two others it is the lule to
unite them bv a hyphen if the two units are mult'piied,

and to separate ihtm by the word "per" if the units are to
be divided. (.Ampere-licur, watt-hour, meter per second,
watts per candle.) The abbreviations of these C. G. S.

units will be Roman letters in accordance
with the vote of the Frankfort Congress, the
abbreviation being formed by the first letter or the
first few letters of the name itself.

5th. 7'/u- rracticiiU'tiit iiihiA I'brr^-iatioii.—The practical

unit adopted for the measure of a physical quantity will ht
defined as a multiple or a decimal of the correspcndinc C.
G. S. unit, Abbreviationsof practical units will be formed
and written in accordance with the rules hitherto men-
tioned as governing the formation of the C. G. S. units.

6th. Ftnjiiijj'u-utii.' SliifuiarJ. — Ever)' fundamental
standard which serves as the common measure for givei>

physical quantities shculd be either a copy, as exact as-

possible, of an accepted standard (meter and kilogramme
in ihe archives), or it shculd be defined with such pre-

cision that it can be reproduced without error or ambi-
guity.

The Chicago congress in dealing with the matter will be
obliged to d; fine two important fundamental standards, one
of resistance and one of electromotive force, but to avoid
confusion with corresponding standards defined by former
international congresses and confeiences, it will be nects-
sary to add to each of the standards thus defined a charac-

teristic designation, such as Chicago ohm, ohm-;-,-, ohm
Toil o- etc. The name ohm without designation shcu!d
be reserved for the practical C. G. S. unit, which is defined

as being equal to to" C. G S. units.

7th. Practiiiii SfiJ r:,h7 r J.—It scems difficult for a con-
gress to reach decisions relative to the adoption of prac-

tical standards for the measure of physical quantities.
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The electrodynamic balance of Lord Ke'vin and the am-
pere standard of M. Pcllat constitute true standards for the

measure of current strength; a certain number of voltaic

combinations give electromotive forces sufficiently con-

stant and of potential weii enough known to constitute

standards, but their more or less general adoption is a

question of detail not within the jurisdiction of a congress.

We thought it worth while to call attention to the im-

portance of the matter, but not with a view of urging an

international agreement on this score.

Dup'ex Electric Sinking Pump.
The difficulties heretofore encountered in obtaining; an

electric s'nkingpump. light in weight, compact in form, of

good capacity and efficiency, and not liable to damage

from moisture or hard usage, have been to a great extent

overcame in the pump here illustrated- The motor with

gearing and operating mechanism is entirely contained in

a cast-steel casing, absolutely water-tight. The pumps are

of the duplex double acting type, with outside packed

plungers. The only moving parts visible are short sections

of the plungers and rods. All wearing parts are readily

accessible for examination and can be quickly and easily

replaced. This pump is not susceptible to damage from

water, and its form is such that it will stand considerable

iard usage withou^ injury. It will work as well under

water as out of it. If, therefore, the precaution is taken

to use thoroughly insulated cables for conveying the

«lectrlc energ}' to the pump, it may be "drowned ' by a

•sudden rush of water in the mine and still continue operat-

ing. This pump is ecDuomical in the use of power and

tas a T2ry high effi;iency. I: has a capacity of 125 gallons

p2r minute ag;ain5t a varcical head of 200 feet; occupies a

space of only 24 inches by 26 inches by S6 inches, and weighs

complete 3,000 pounds. Pumps of this type are manu-

/ac-uredin yarious siz;s and are put on the market by the

FIG. 1. DUH-EX ELECrRIC SI.NKr.S'O ILMr,

General Electric company of Boston and New York,

Fig. 1 show* a front view of the pump; Fig. 2 repre-

sent a side section.

The Stanley-Kelly Motor.

T-:) the Editor 0/ the WESTtfc.N Electricia.n:

In connection with the article in ycur issue of the 2r/.h

cll. allow DS to say that Ihroughcul the development of

cur sjstcm we have received great aid from all our associ-

alcs, and that we are indebted lo them for valuable suggcS'

tions, espzcially so to C C Chcsney and W. B. Tobcy.
Wn.i.UM STAN'r.RV, Jk.,

Joiis F. Kku-y.

New Ironclad Battery Fan Motor.

The fan motor illustrated in the accompanying cut, has

been designed with special reference to primary battery

operation, The friction of its armature bearings and

brushes has been reduced as far as practicable, so it may
ruQ a 7-inch four-bladed fan at 1,000 revolutions per

minute, with 2 amperes and 1.5 volts at the terminals. The
battery consists of three Edison-Lshnde cells, enclosed

in an oaken box. The capacity of one charge in this bat-

NEW IRONCLAD BATTERY I'AiN MOTOR.

tery is 150 ampere hours. The armature is entirely en-

closed in an iron box or ornamental field frame, with a

glass window at one end, through which the brushes and

commutator may be inspected.

The Edison Manufacturing compiny, no East Twenty-

third street. New York, manufactures these motors.

CORRESPONDENCE.

The White Electric Railroad company, Atlanta, Ga.,

wiK boild a line five miles long from Atlanta to the United

Sutes barracles.

New York Notes.

New York, May 13.—Pendlngthesettlement of themoot

point whether engine No. ggg really did travel a mile in 32

seconds, the Broadway company has begun its final series

of experimental testson its road bed and cables, and expects

by June is^.h to remove all its horses, and give New York-

ers quicker traveling along their principal thoroughfare than

they have ever yet enjoyed. The speed of the cable cars

is to be limited for a while to six miles an hour, but as

soon as the gripmen have graduated in the school of in-

struction that has been established for them, and are

thoroughly familiar with their duties, it is proposed to put

the cars along at a lively gait. The rolling stock will

comprise 1S6 new cars. An interesting problem offering

itself for solution now is how long, judging by what is

taking place in other parts of the country, will it be before

the new line is worked by electricity? The cable engineers

do admirable work and pave the way for a good electric

conduit system.

The negotiations between the Rapid Transit commission

and the Manhattan Elevated company are proceeding

leisurely. The action of the commission is severely criticized.

Although it has in its hands the disposal of a valuable

privilege, which the Manhattan Railway company may rea-

sonably be regarded as anxious to secure and to pay well

for, it is allowing itself to be put in the position of a sup-

plicant, while it permits the company, which is in reality

asking for the privilege, to dictate its own terms. As a

leading daily has pointed out, the commission has practi-

cally put itself in the position of suppl eating favors at the

hand of the Manhattan company by abrmdoning all other

means of doing anything for rapid transi^ It recognizes

the necessity of doing something, and it has virtually ad-

mitted that it can be done only through the elevated rail-

road monop<.ly. But the city is not wholly dependent

upjn ihc Manhattan company. Kurthcr transit facilities,

even by elevated roads, if that is a necessity, can be ob-

tained without it. Reasonable requirements should be in-

sisted upon, and if they are not accepted, an alternative

plan should be adopted and offered for competition. If

the Manhattan will not lake the present opportunity,

which it does not deserve, it should be turned over to

somebody else.

Great interest centered on the General Electric stock on
the opening of the market on Monday morning on account

of the litigation between it and the Westinghouse com-
pany. The stock fell 7 1-8 points in the first fifteen

minutes, but recovered somewhat before the close of the

day. On Wednesday it ran down to 70^^ in the face of a

very explicit statement by President Coffin that there was no
foundation for the tumors that the company is in danger
of reorganization, because of insufficient cash resources to

to meet its floating debt. Mr. Coffin added that the cash

which the company now has on deposit is greater than Its

entire maturing obligations for the next sixty days, includ-

ing interest and dividend, and that ils obligations and
those of its underlying companies have been decreased

more than $2, coo,000 siacethe annual statement at the

close of the fiscal year; that it has over $4,000,000 unfilled

orders on hand, which were all practically taken for cash,

and that it is taking no bonds and stock in payment for

apparatus as currently reported. To these assurances,

which were sent at length over the tapes, was added the

further statement that the company was in a perfectly easy

hoancial condition. The stock closed to day at 73, and
the chances are that it will exhibit no considerable fluctu-

ation for some time to come.

It is satisfactory to kno.v that in spite of the financial

embarrassments of Erastus Wiman, the prospects of the

electric light plant at Livingsion, Staten Island, which
figured so prominently in his assets, are not likely to

riC. 2. nUI'l.KX KI.KCTKIC SINKING I'UMl'.

suffer. About $170,000 Ins already been sunk in the

undertaking, and about if 130,000 more will be needed to

put it into working order. Hut a large business has al-

ready been built up on the island. A consider.tble demand
for power for manufacturing purposes and a large demand
for electrical energy to operate electric roads on Ihe

island justified the expenditure of a. large sum for the

Livingston plant, which is now nearly completed. It is

asserted that with the cooperation of the company's cred-

itors it will be quite possible to extricate it from its present

difficulties. The complcii jn of Ihc plant will be essential

to the recovery of the amount invested, and it is said that

there is sufficient- profit in the business at St. George to
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pay the interest on the money necessary lo complete the

works. The receiver thinks that a satisfactory arrange-

ment will be made with the creditors, and says there is no

reason for any anxiety on the part of the Staten Islanders,

as the light will be furnished as heretofore.

The attorney for the Thomson-Houston company here

has been interviewed in regard to the suit brought by that

company to restrain the Winchester Avenue & West

Haven Electric railroad company and the Westinghouse

Electric company of New York and I'ittsburg from operat-

ing an electric trolley railroad. This suit is for infringe-

ment on a trolley patent taken out by the Thomson-Hous-

ton company April nth. It is a test case which was de-

cided on long before the patent was granted, and the

Thomson-Houston company is now pushing it in accord-

ance with a pre-determined plan and quite independently

of the trouble between the General Electric and the West-

inghouse Electric companies. The patent granted to the

Thomson- Houston company is claimed to cover two parts of

the trolley now used on the roads equipped by the Westing-

house Electric company. It will probably be a month be-

fore an answer is filed by the Westinghouse company and the

New Haven company, and it may be three or four months

before a preliminary hearing is reached.

A syndicate with $4,000,000 capital was formed in this

city yesterday to construct and equip an electric transmis-

sion line from Niagara Falls to Albany. The route of the

line has not been fully determined upon. It is, however,

expected to supply the cities, towns and villages on the way

with electricity for light, heat and power. Central stations

are to be built at various places, from which current will

be distributed. The syndicate is said to represent inter-

ests allied with those concerned in the construction of the

Falls tunnel.

The trouble between the striking electric linemen and

the Brooklyn City railroad was amicably settled on the

nth inst. It was agreed that the men should receive $3

a day according to their demand. Those of the strikers

who had obtained work in other cities were notified and

returned to work. No agreement has been reached bitwten

the union and the Citizens' Electric Lighting company.

The strike among the linemen of the New York &

New Jersey Telephone company continues, and fifteen

more telephone linemen, employed by the company in

Staten Island, went out on a strike two days ago for an

advance from $2,50 to $3 a day.

Dr. Cryus Edson sends from Washington some news

that will be gratefully received in Chicago. He went to

Washington to find out if the government authorities have

more information about the choleia than is obtainable in

New York. He says: "Their advices are of the same

tenor as ours, and are very reassuring. There is no chol-

era in Europe now, except in Russia, and the outlook is

good that we will not have a visitation of the scourge this

year." Dr. Edson sees further cause for satisfaction at

this prospect from the fact that "the presence of cholera in

the United Slates this year would be a tremendous mis-

fortune. It would mean the collapse of the World's Fair

and the financial ruin of thousands." W. F. O.

New England Notes.
Boston, Mass., May 13.—The storage battery petit-

ioners, who ask for the use of the tracks of the West End

street railway, have again demonstrated their strength in

the Legislature. The bill giving them this right was

passed to its third reading by a large majority. William

S. Hall, one of the petitioners for the incorporation of

the storage battery company, president of the Hopedale

Electric company, which controls the patents of the

Milford & Hopedale Street Railway company, reports

concerning a month's trial of the Milford cars, that "for

thirty days our cars ran on an average over 200 miles per

day. To propel these three cars we used five batteries,

and the total cost of running each car per mile was 19.34

cents; to this we add 7-10 of a cent per car mile for

taxes, insurance against fire 27-100 of a cent per car

mile, insurance against accidents 34-100 of a cent, per

car mile, damages not covered by accident policy 27 100 of

a cent per car mile. This makes the total cost per car

mile 20.92 cents. The same cost on the West End road for

the year ending September 30, 1892, was 27.42 cents per

car mile, and the average cost per car mile on all the street

railways of the state was 25.19 cents per car mile. We
have operated our cars for two years giving uninterrupted

service all the time including Sundays. They have fre-

quently been loaded to their maximum capacity, but this

has never caused any trouble even on the ten per cent,

grades. We have carried upwards of 280,000 passengers

without an accident." In the face of these statements

Prof. Dolbear of Tufts College and other electrical ex-

perts state unqualifiedly that the storage battery can not
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be made a commercial success in the operation of street

railways. The city of Ansonia, Conn., which has become

interested in the matter, has sent a committee to examine

into the operations of the Milford road and report if it is a

commercial success. One member of this committee is a

Trinity College professor.

The fight made in the Connecticut I.egislature by the

steam roads against their electric rivals has taken a decided

and unexpected turn in favor of the latter. On May 3d, the

House of Representatives amended almost beyond recogni-

tion a bill passed by the Senate for the regulation of elec-

tric street railways. The chief feature of the bill as it

came from the senate was a provision prohibiting the par-

allelling of a steam railroad by an electric street railway

without the permission of the railroad commissioners, and

also forbidding electric roadi to carry freight. The action

of the house came as a result of a reaction against the high

handed methods of the steam companies, who were attempt-

ing to thwart legitimate enterprise and prevent competition.

It is understood that the Senate will maintain its position, in

which case the success of the numerous street railway com-

panies which have applied for charters will be endangered.

The Legislature has at last produced something as the

result of its long continued series of hearings, which looks

as if an intelligent attempt were really to be made to solve

the rapid transit problem. The committee on railroads has

reported a bill providing for the erection of a gigantic union

station for the railroads entering Boston on the north and

east. This, in fact, was what the Boston & Maine company

was contemplating, but the Legislature has embodied a

feature that goes far beyond anything that has been pro-

posed by the railroad companies. This station is to be an

elevated one and built so as to enable passengers to be trans-

ferred direct to the cars of an elevated street railroad, should

such a road be built. And were it not probable that such an

"L" road were to be built one can be sure that such a pro-

vision would not have been included. The three stations

now operated and used by the Boston & Maine company

and the section of the Fitchburg railroad are to be consoli-

dated. The plan is elaborate in its details. It provides

that the Boston & Maine company shall do the work. In

compensation for the accommodations the Fitchburg com-

pany is to receive a satisfactory rental which it shall pay for

these privileges. The commonwealth and the city of

Boston are also included, for it is provided that the common-

wealth shall from time to time, as the work progresses, pay

over to the Boston & Maine company 35 per cent, of the

outlay it has made. Of this 35 per cent., the city of Boston

is to pay the commonwealth two-sevenths or 10 per cent,

of the whole cost. The penalty for refusing to build this

station is set at $500,000 with $5,000 a month additional

peaalty for neglecting to submit plans for the approval of

the railroad commissioners. The plan also includes a com-

plete rebuilding of the various railroad bridges and draws

over the Charles river. All grade crossings are to be

abolished. The estimated cost of the whole project is

$7,000,000. But the railroad people say it will cost several

millions more than this figure.

The legislative committee on mercantile affairs gave a

public hearing on the matter of underground wires on

Monday evening. There was a lively discussion, and many

of the companies, affected were represented by counsel who

took strong ground against the bill to create a separate

commission with the most arbitrary powers. The com-

panies represented were: New England Telephone com-

pany by S. L. Powers, Edison Electric Light company

by J. C. Wardwell, Massachusetts Electric Light associa-

tion by E. W. Burdette, Boston Electric Light company

by E. W. Burdette. Mutual District Messenger company

by D. J. Hearn. Beside these Tresident F. A. Gilbert of

the Boston Electric Light company and F. A. Houston of

the New England Telephone company were present.

The representatives of the electric companies criticised the

bill because it gave unlimited authority to the commis-

sioners who are to superintend the removal of the wires,

and is to take effect all over Boston at once, instead of speci-

fying certain parts where the wires might be removed from

time to time. They object to the companies being dictated

to by a commission, only one member of which knows any-

thing about buch business. The bill would not affect at

all a great number of overhead wires such as the burglar

and police alarm systems and numerous private wires.

The Worcester board of aldermen has imposed the se-

verest conditions ever known in Now England in granting

franchises for electric street railways lately. The Stale

Central Street Railway company has the past week been

given permission to build in three stteets to the Shrewg-

bury line provided it paves one of these streets for half a

mile its full width and macadamizes the other two streets.

It is also required to widen the bridge over the Boston and

Albany railroad, and also a causeway across the lake.
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Several other franchises have been granted with conditions

in most instances requiring either the complete paving of

streets or macadamizing. All such franchises must be ac-

cepted in 30 days.

The new municipal electric lighting plant of the town of

Peabody has been turned over to the town authorilici.

The total cost of the plant has been nearly $50,000. The
building is of brick and put up according to mill constiuc-

tion with a granite foundation. The boiler room contains

two 125 horse power tubular boilers. The capacity of the

engine is 1 50 horse power,which is about half as much again

as is required at present. Four Edison arc dynamos are in

use provided with Schuyler regulators. The town is thus

wired in four circuits, each dynamo being interchangeable

on the circuits and independent. Forty miles of wire

are used in lighting 23 miles of streets.

The tracks of the Brockton street railway are to be ex-

tended to East and West Bridgewater and Bridgewater this

spring. All the stock has been subscribed for to make

these extensions- The road now takes in Brockton, Whit-

man, Avon, Randolph and holbrook.

The Taunton city council has given the Taunton Street

Railway company permission to operate double tracks by

electricity from Weir Bridge through Weir street. City

square and Broadway to Bay street. This is to be an out-

let from Taunton for three separate lines.

The New England Telephone & Telegraph company

has purchased the Young Men's Institute at 7 Chardon

street and is to tear it down and erect a new building to

be used as its West End exchange.

The Fall River Electric Light company has petitioned

the Legislature for permission to furnish electric power as

well as light.

The contract for rebuilding the car house of the West

End street railway at Everett, which was burned some

months ago, has been let. The plans call for a building

283 feet long and 80 feet wide. There will be an addition

of brick 105 feet long and 16 feet wide. This is to con-

tain six fire-proof apartments. The building is to be

ready for use in about two months.

A bill to incorporate the Maiden, Melrose & Stoneham

Street Railway company has been reported to the legisla-

ture. It provides that any power other than steam may

be used.

An Atlanta. Ga. , syndicate is negotiating with the

Boston capitalists who own the road for the purchase of

the Atlanta Consolidated Street Railway.

The Northampton Street Railway company has been

granted a franchise to extend its tracks and put in

electric power. The next day a majority of the stock was

bought by men interested in the Springfield Street Rail-

way company. These capitalists now own 60 miles of track

in three adjoining Connecticut valley cities.

The owners of the Fairhaven & Westville Horse Rail-

road of Connecticut made $55,000 recently without turn-

ing a hand. A Boston syndicate, headed by A C. Pond,

president of the Winchester Avenue road of New Haven,

Conn., paid this amount to horse railroad officials for an

option to buy their road for $1,500,000. They were gi«n

until April 15th to raise the balance. Mr. Pond searched

Boston, New York and Philadelphia in a vain effort to raise

the money and consequently the capitalists are mourning

the lo5s of their money while the horse railroad is that

much in.

Five suits against the West End S:reet Railway com-

pany of Boston have been brought by passengers in an

electric car which suddenly became ignited through a de-

fective motor. The suits were for $5,oco each, but the

jury awarded $250 to one man and smaller sums to the

others.

The Clinton Street Railway company has been given

permission to build to miles or more of electric road in

that town, the main line to run from the Lancaster town

line to the Berlin town line with branches to the trotting

park, the Catholic cemetery and the South Clinton station

of the Central Massachusetts railroad. The company is to

allow any or all of the lines which ask for franchises to

run over its rails by making satisfactory financial arr.-inge-

ments. The new line must be completed by November

next. It is owned mainly by E. C. Swift of Chicago.

The Lynn & Boston Street Railway company now runs

only electric cars between Chelsea and Boston, gaining iS

minutes on the old horse car schedule.

L. D. Dumouslin, who resigned recently as superinten-

dent of the West End Street Railway department, has

gone into the electrical underground conduit business.

The Edison Illuminating company is to put in a 360

light dynamo for an isolated plant for Fobcs, Hayward &
Co., candy manufacturers.

The Brockton & Stoughton Street Railway company has

received a location between the two cities. Four and one
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half miles of rails will be laid, work being begun at once.

The Worcester board of aldenien has granted a fran-

chije to the Consolidated Street Railway company to

double-track its line to the village of Quinsigamond on

condition that it pave the street nearly the whole distance.

On one street the company is compelled by the terms of

its franchise to pave i3 inches each side of the track and

macadaaize the remainder of the street.

The New Hampshire Legislature has changed the name

of the Laconia & Lake Village Horse Railroad company

to the Laconia & Lakeport Street Railway company and

authorized an increase of ca ital from $30,000 to

$100,000.

The East Middiese.^ Street Railway company, with six-

teen miles of track running from Woburn to Revere Beach

has been purchased by the North Shore Traction company.

The Newton &: Boston Street Railway company has de-

cided to establish a power plant and furnish iis own power

for the operation of its line from Newtonville to Newton

Upper Falls.

An electric road, for the b'nefit of summer tourists, is

proposed from the village of Bethlehem, N. H., to the top

of Mt. Agassiz.

The Brockton Street Railway company has leased the

HolbrODk & Brockton street railway for 99 years.

Boston capitalists have secured control of the Woon-

socVst striat railway. They will make ekctric extension

up the valley.

The assignee of the Germania Electric company reports

that the liabilities exceed $100,000. The assets are

figured at ab>u!: ^:!7, 000. Of this amount ^5,000 is for

lamps on hand which would realty be worth $25,000 were

it not for the injunction which the Edison company has

secured.

The Leominster & Fitchburg Street Railway company

is to equip its lines with electricity this year.

The Rockland & North Abington Street Railway

company has contracted for 10 Westinghouse car equip-

ments and two 150 horse power generators.

J. C. E.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, May 13.—Joseph M. Green, Chamber-

lain, S. D., has sued the Western Union Telegraph com-

pany for ^10,000. Mr. Green is chairman of the state

Republican committee and he claims that last fall at the

beginning ©f the campaign he made a contract with the

company for a private wire into his private office, to be

used by his operator. About three weeks before election

the Democrats discovered that the private wire had been

strung from the main wire outside the city. It was possi-

ble for an operator to hear in Green's office all messages

received in or sent out of Chamberlain. The matter came

to the attention of Supertendent McMichael of Minne-

apolis, who ordered the wire cut, and Green was com-

pelled to get his messages through the offices. He brought

suitagiiast the company, claiming that during the last

days of the campaign lack of wires seriously inconven-

ienced him in directing political work. The company sets

up a general denial to the charge that it had a contract

with him. Tne case wis set for hearing last week, but

was pDatpDaed to the fall term of court at plaintiff's re-

qujst, aid a.1 effirt will be made to avoid a trial.

It is believed that an ordinance has been framed that

will solve the S". Paul street railway riddle. The board

of aldermeo ha? pissed it and the assembly is said to be

ready to do so at the earliest opportunity. It is accepta-

ble to the company, concessions having been made at

several points. The nsw measure does not touch either

thi interurban transfers or the through line to Hazel Park.

It simp'y citls for the ira-nediate construction of a line to

Lake Como, allows until June 1, 1894, for the completion of

the Maria and Strykcr avenue lines, and provides that no

ne» lin;5 shall bs ordered until September i, 1895. The

change of the Stventh street cable to an electric line is

no: tiuisted upon, but Mr. Lowry wilt probably make the

cbanj^e.

Ddw S, Saii'.h, the new suprrintcndsnt of the Twin

City Rapid Transit company, has arrived in Min-

neapoHs and asaamsd bU duties at the central station.

Since the promotion of Willard J. Ilcild to the general

mana^erihip, the company has been ?/ithout a superin-

tendent.

Chariss J, Gliddcn. secretary and treasurer of the

Notthweslcro Telephone company, has been in Min-

neapolis and .S:. Paul, acconpsnied by J. W. C. Picker-

ing and Charles £. Adams, directors of the company.

They are on their semi-annual tour of inspection. Mr.

Glidden uys the telephone bu^ines^ is increasing very fast

io the twin cities, last year being the most prosperous in

the company's history. The Northwestern company will

at ooc« complete a new pole line to St. Paul, as the present

one will not carry any more wires. It will also build lines

from Sbakopee to Mankato, Anoka to St. Cloud, and Hast-

ings to Winona.

The city council at Marshfield, Wisconsin, has entered

into a contract with the Marshfield Water, Electric Light

& Power company for lighting the city for five years at

the annual rental of $1,800 per year. The contract calls

for 23 arc lights of 2,000 candle power.

The Columbian Electric company of St. Paul has filed a

schedule of its assets and its liabilities, from which it

appears that the former, including "$15,323.56 book ac-

counts, amount to $55,727.43, and the latter to (^27,747.75.

The Anchor Investment company, which holds notes to the

amount of i^ii.ooo, is the heaviest creditor. The company

has sued to recover $10,829.41 on four promissory notes.

There is a rumor that the Bryant avenue end of the

Lyndale car line in Minneapolis is to be extended to the

shores of Lik; Harriet, but the officials of the company

have not confirmed the report.

C. N. Parker of the Brainerd electric street car line has

"been elected president of the board of trade at Brainerd,

Minn.

The Western Union Telegraph company has notified its

employes in Minneapolis that hereafter all over-time put

in by the operators will be computed at the rate of seven

hours for a day's work.

The Minaeapolis fire deparment is to be supplied with

ten telegraph poles and 150 miles of wire.

The Northwestern Water & Light company of LeMars,

la., has been organized; capital stock, $200,000. The

officers of the company are: President, J. H. Whinchell;

vice-president. Dr. M. W. Ricbey; secretary and treasurer,

J. K. Alline. The new company will e.Ktend the facilities

of the plant, and will also build, equ^p and operate electric

light and water works plants at other places.

There has been incorporated at St. Cloud, Minn-, the

Water, Light & Power company, with a capital stock of

$300,000. This includes the Water Works company.

Water Power company and Electric Light company, and

it is organized under the new act of the Legislature. The

incorporators and officers are: President, H. M. Byllesby;

secretary, J. A Chase; treasurer, N. O. Searle, and William

Westerman. The limit of bonded indebtedness is ij; 1,000,

-

000, The dam will be raised three feet and other im-

provements made.

The partnership known as the Sneller Electric company

has been dissolved. John W. Saeller withdraws. It is a

Minneapolis firm.

The case of the Fargo Gas & Coke company against the

Fargo Gas & Electric company was decided in favor of the

plaintiff, the jury's verdict giving the plaintiff the full

amount asked, $17,000. The latter company in March,

1889, purchased the plant of th". former for $85,000. It

refused to pay $13,000 on the ground of false representa-

tion, and was sued. The Gas & Electric company will

appeal.

The Hartraan General Electric company of Duluth

will at once begin the extension of the incandescent line to

Oneota, and will make other improvements.

City Engineer Cooper of West Superior, Wis , has

furnished the common council an estimate for an electric

light plant to be owned by the city. It is designed to

supply an arc light circuit and its cost is estimated at about

$100,000. Mr. Cooper says the cost of a complete system

of arc lighting to cover the territory now covered, using 300

lights of 2,000 candle power each, will be ^61,738. This

contemplates twenty-eight miles of wire, 2 480 poles, 6

dynamos, of 60 horse power capacity each, a three hundred

horse power compound engine, a brick building 50 by 100

feet, and one lot on water front. The full capacity of the

plant would be 300 lights.

C. P. Wainman, Minneapolis, superintendent of the

Northwestern Telephone Exchange company, has been at

Sioux Falls, S. D., making arrangements for a complete

remodelling of the telephone system of that city. About

$5,000 will be spent.

G. A. Van Schriltz of Grand Forks, N. D., is contem-

plating putting in a telephone exchange at Crookston,

Minn. He wants to construct a line from Crookston to

Grand Forks,

Work has been commenced on an electric light plant at

Chamberlain, S. D., for lighting the city.

It docs not seem probable that Fargo and Moorhcad

will secure any street railway iine=i for the present. It is

understood that the men represented by Mr. Bowman
will not be able to secure from the councils of the two

cities such franchises as they demand.

The case of Klida Nelson against the Twin City Rapid

Transit company is a peculiar one, and opens up a new

Idea in damage suits. It appears that the lady settled her

claim some time ago v/ith the company and signed a release

of all claims against it. Afterwards she was not satisfied.

and wanted to sue, and for the purpose of doing so

claimed that she did not know how sick she was at the

time of the settlement.

The St. Paul fire department has had considerable trouble

with the Chandler fire alarm boxes, and agent E.

E. Crandall, representing the company, has been sent on

to see if he can rectify the difficulty. It is claimed that

several bad fires could have been avoided had the alarm

system done its work properly.

Murray Sneil, for many years manager of the Western

Union Telegraph company at Watertown, S. D.,has been

transferred to West Superior, Wis. He will be manager

there.

The latest report from Deadwood, S. D., is to the eflect

that work will be begun soon on the proposed electric

motor line from that city to Leadville.

.

The new car barn at Superior, Wis., will have accom-

modations for 13 double tracks. Offices for the superin-

tendent and others will be provided in the building.

The electrical station for the Water, Light & Power com-

pany of Superior, Wis , will consist of two buildings, one

for arc lighting aad one for the incandescent system.

Both buildings will be of brick and iron, and very com-

plete in their equipments.

Egbert G. Handy, a St. Paul real estate man who failed

this week, says that his trouble is due partly to the drain

on his resources through his connection with the Columbia

Electric company, which recently failed.

T. B. Walker and other capitalists interested in the

proposed electric line from Minneapolis to Lake Minne-

tonka are said to be negotiating with J. J. Hill, of the

Great Northern road, with a view to leasing his line to

cover part of the distance. N. L. P.

PERSONAL.
Elmer A. Sperry of the Sperry Electric Railway com-

pany is in Chicago. Mr. Sperry spends the greater part

of his time at present in Cleveland, O.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Suffolk Gas company, Islip, N. V ; capital stock, $200,-

000; to manufacture and use gas and electricity for light,

heat and power.

Huntington Electric Light, Heat & Power company,
Huntington, N. Y.; capital stock, $20,000; to manufacture
and use electricity.

American Electric Heating corporation, Portland, Me.;
capital stock, $5,000,000; to manufacture and deal in all

kinds of electric heating apparatus; Drummond & Drum-
mond, Portland, Me.

Wallkill Valley Electric Light & Power company,
Walden, N, Y. ; capital stock, $16,000; manufacturing
and using electricity.

Warrenton Electric company, Warrenton, Mo.; capital

stock, $5,600; operating electric light plant; Peers & Mor-
sey, Warrenton, Mo.

Te.xas Electric Burglar & Fire Alarm company, Cor-
sicana, Tex. ; capital stock, $30,000; to manufacture and
sell electric burglar and fire alarms; D. L. Blackmon, Cor-
sicana, Tex.

Spangler & Hastings Electric Railway company, Belle-

fonle, Pa.; capital stock, $42,000; constructing and oper-

ating an electric railway in Cambria county, Pa.; W. F.

Reeder, Eellefonte, Pa.

Suburban Railway company of Philadelphia, Philadel-

phia. Pa.; constructing and operating an electric railway

in Philadelphia, Pa.; William Jenks Fell, 131 South Fifth

street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Philadelphia & Rosemont Passenger Railway compaay,
Philadelphia, Pa

;
capital stock,$150,000; constructing and

operating an electric railway in Philadelphia; Paul W.
Smith, 411 Walnut street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Eureka Coal company, Seattle, Wash.; capital stock,

$100,000; to own and operate coal and other mines, rail-

roads, docks, wharves, electric light and power plants, etc
;

Preston, Alberlson & Donworth, Seattle, Wash.

Chicago Electric Transit company, Chicago, III.; capi-

tal stock, $150,000; to locate, lease and operate street rail-

roads with such tower as necessary; WilHts, Robbins &
Case, 318 Home Insurance building, Chicago, III.

East End & Sharpsburg Electric Railway company,
Pittsburg, Pa.; capital stock, $300,000; constructing and
operating an electric railway in Pittsburg, Pa.; Edward
Fell Lukings, 812 Girard building, Philadelphia, Pa.

Electric Traction company of Philadelphia, 2501 Ken-
sington avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.; capital stock, $50,000;
supplying motor power to passenger railways, etc.; VVilllam

Henry f>ex, 51 North Sixth street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Manchester ICleclric Truck company, Manchester, N.
II.; capital slock, $600,000; to manufacture and sell

trucks, wheels, motors, engines, machinery, cars,

tools, and electrical appliances; David Cross, Manchester,
N. II.

Priceburg Electric Light company, Dickson City, Pa.;

capital stock, $20,000; supplying light, heat and power
by means of electricity, etc., to persons, partnerships, and
aasociations residing in or adjacent to Dickson City,
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Lackawanna county, Pa.; Patterson & Wilcox, Library

building, Scranton, Pa.

Signal Alarm company, New Orleans, La.; capital

stock, .$10,000; to do general dealing in patent rights

and to manufacture and vend electrical appliances under

the Hall-Lillard patents; Isaac Kinsey, New Orleans,

La,

Clay City Manufacturing company. Clay City, Ind,;

capital stock, !j;25, 000; to manufacture and sell cooperage

material, purchase or lease timber lands and timber, and

to do electric lighting and generate power; B. M. Guirl,

Clay City, Ind.

Grand Island Rapid Transit, Light & Power company,

Grand Island, Neb.; capital stock. $250,000; to construct

and operate a street railway by electricity, horses, mules or

cable, and to furnish power in the streets of the city

of Grand Island, Neb.

Biiss Engineering company (incorporated in West Vir-

ginia), Washington, D. C; capital stock. $500,000; buy-

ing, selling, contracting and operating electric supplies,

plants, etc., for railways, lighting, etc.; Needham & Cot-

ton, 14-15 Sun building, Washington, D. C.

United Electric Light & Power company, Bayonne, N.

J.; capital stock, :5;5o,ooo; to construct, maintain and op-

erate works for the supply and distribution of electricity

for electric light, heat and power, etc.; VanBuskirk &
Parker, Fuller building, Jersey City and Bayonne, N.J.

Equitable Dynamo company, Chicago, III. ; capital

stock, $!oo,ooo; to manufacture and deal in electrical ma-
chinery, appliances, etc., to erect and operate plants for

generating and supplying electric light, heat and power;
Reed & Brown, Ilome Insurance building, Chicago, 111,

Pine Buff Water, Gas & Electric Light company
(incorporated in West Virginia), New York, N. Y. ; capi-

tal stock, 1^500,000; purchasing and constructing water
works, gas works and electric light plants in Pine Bluff,

etc.; Hobbs & G fford, 5S William street, New York,
N. Y.

City. Baxter Springs offers a right of way and water
power free. The road, if constructed, will be 40 miles long.

The East Side Railway company, Portland, Ore., has
opened its standard gauge electric line, fifteen miles in

length, from East Portland to Oregon City. The Portland
General Electric company supplies current from its Oregon
City station to Milwaukee, or about half of the distance.

The remainder of the line is operated from the East Side
statioq in Portland. An hourly service is given.

The work of building the electric railroad from Maylield,

Cal.. to the Stanford University will begin shortly. It is

said that the storage battery system is to belried on this line.

The name of the corporation is the Mayfield & Stanford
University Electric railroad. The route is from the South-

ern Pacific depot at Mayfield up Lincoln street to Yale
street in College Terrace; thence, through Palo Alto avenue
to Bowdoin street; thence, to Mayfield thoroughfare, to a

point opposite the quadrangle of the class rooms. This is

as near as Senator Stanford will permit any company to

approach the university. He has announced his purpose

to lay a track from the quadrangle to the Mayfield thorough-

fare, a distance of about a quarter of a mile. The com-
pany will be permitted to run its cars over this track to the

quadrangle. The new electric road is built for the accom-
modation of students who reside in Mayfield and College

Terrace, and for those who desire to reach the former point

to take the cars either for San Jose or San Francisco.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The Salisbury, Md., electric light plant was destroyed

by fire recently. The loss is $16,000,

James H- Garrett of Anaconda, Mont., proposes to

erect an electric light plant at Bonner's Ferry, Idaho.

The Electric Light company of Springfield, Mass., con-

templates building a $125,000 power station at Indian Or-
chard.

The city council of Medford, Mass., has authorized the

mayor to petition the Legislature for a special act to con-

struct and operate an electric light plant.

The electric light plant at La Junta, Colo., was destroyed

on the evening of May loth. It is stated that an explosion

took place and blew up the building leaving it a total wreck,

killing one man and seriously injuring others. The
plant was owned by McComb & Brannon of Denver, was
valued at $20,000 and is a total loss.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
A survey is being made for the building of an electric

railroad between Carlisle, Ky., and Sharpesburg.

It is stated that the Chicago & North Shore electric

street railroad will be opened for operation June iith.

The street railway company of Escanaba, Mich., will

build several extensions to its lines the coining summer.

Double-decked storage battery cars have been operating

in Paris from La Madelaine to St. Denis for more than

a month, and are said to be giving satisfaction.

It is sta'"ed that the extension of the electric line from
Pikesville to Arlington, Md., will be completed by June ist.

The extension will consist of seven miles of track.

The Detroit Suburban Railroad company, Detroit. Mich.,

has been granted a franchise by the village of Grosse
Point to extend its line to the eastern limit of that vil'age.

The Globe Street Railway company, of Fall River,

Mass , has completed the work of changing its motive force

to electricity. The company has about 24 milesof track and
one of the finest plants in the country.

The elevated portion of the Lake Roland electric rail-

road was tested on May 2d, by running a motor over it to

the center of the city. The Roland Park division of the line

will be in operation to the down town terminus in a few
days.

The Buda Pesth Tramway company, Austria, which has
been operating its lines by horse power, has been amalga-
mated with the electrical town undertaking. If this agree-
ment is carried out Buda-Pesth will have an electric tram-
way system on a gigantic scale.

The General Electric company has just completed an
electric locomotive for the Crescent Beach branch of the

Boston & Maine road, and it is stated that the locomotive
will be employed regularly to haul goods and passenger
carriages over the branch mentioned.

The Third Street Railway company, Dayton, O., is

experimenting with a storage battery car, which, it is said,

is proving satisfactory. The total number of milts of street

railroads contemplated in Dayton by recent ordinances is

about 50, or double the present street railway mileage in

the city.

The Southwest Missouri Electric company, which is

building an electric line connecting Carterville and Webb
City with Joplin, Mo., is considering plans to extend the
line to Carthage and to Galena, Baxter Springs and Kansas

POWER TRANSMISSION.
The General Electric company of New York, through

the Grand Rapids Electric company, has closed a contract

with the Western Michigan Electric company for the elec-

trical apparatus to be used in the transmission of electrical

power from Lowell.

At the last meeting of the Lynn board of aldermen the

Thomson-Houston company asked permission to lay wires

underground from its present works on Center and Federal

streets to the river works. This is for the purpose of

transmitting power from the power house, which will be

located on the marsh, to the Center and Federal street

works. These works will be run with the power generated

at the power house.

LEGAL DECISIONS.
A message filed with a telegraph company at a city in

Texas, addressed to the sender's agent in California read

as follows: "Close the trade. I will come soon." On his

arrival the sender discovered that the message had not

been delivered, and that the deal had failed, thus requiring

him to return to Texas. The court held that his expenses

to and from California were proper items of damages
against the telegraph company, but losses resulting from the

sale of his property at a sacrifice before starting were net.

The telegraph company having received full pay for trans-

mission of the message to its destination, without any con-

tract limiting its liability to its own line, was bound to de-

liver the message to the sender's agent, even though it had

to be sent part of the way over the line or another company.
The sender's testimony showed that the message was not

written on a blank contract of the telegraph company, and
that, when he returned from California, he examined
the original copy, which was not then attached to one of

such blanks. The company's agent testified that when he

received the message he immediately attached it to a blank

contract form, and that he was not authorized to receive

or send a message unless on such blank. The testimony

justified the court in finding that the message was not at-

tached to a blank contract form when received by the

agent

.

Two telegraph companies made a written agreement
whereby one was to build and equip certain lines and con-

nect them with those of the other. The second was to is-

sue and deliver to the first its bonds secured by a mort-

gage ou all its property, including the lines contracted

for. On the next day, this second company agreed with

the stockholders of the first to exchange those first com-
pany bonds for first company stock in equal amounts.

The bonds were issued and exchanged as agreed, the sec-

ond company thereby getting control of the first, electing

its own officers to the offices of the first, and managing the

two companies as one concern. The new lines were built

in part by the second company, as contracted, and con-

nected with the system of the first company, the second
raising the money therefor by issuing its own bonds se-

cured by a mortgage covering after-acquired property.

This mortgage was not recorded until after the recording

of the mortgage by the first company. In the agreements
and the acts done in pursuance thereof, there was nothing

contrary to law or good morals. The act connecting the

new lines with those of the first company, and their use as

apart of the first company's system, was a sufficient de-

livery of them under the contract, and the new lines then
became subject to the first company's mortgage, and the

lien thereof took precedence of the second company's
mortgage. A foreclosure sale of the new lines under the

second company's mortgage, or the sale of part thereof

under a judgment, would not aflect the rights of the first

company's mortgagees, they not having been parties to

either suit. United Lines Telephone company vs. Boston
Safe Deposit & Trust company, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 396,
Jan. 30, 1893.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire destroyed electrical machinery of the Union Elec-

tric company. New York, last month to the amount of

$5,000

It is rumored that the Canadian General Electric com-
pany is comtemplating purchasing the Royal Electric com-
pany of Montreal and the Ball Electric company of To-

ronlo. By buying out the former company, the Canadian
General Electric company secures the Thomson- Hotiston
patents for Canada on arc lighting.

The power house, car house, and cars of the Grand
View I'cach railroad, running between Charlotte and
Manitou, two pleasure resorts near Rochester, N. Y., were
destroyed by fire last week- The loss is estimated at about
$60,000 in addition to this summer's traffic, as the road
cannot be equipped for several months.

The Western Electric company of Chicago has a base
ball team of which it is proud. On Saturday of last wctk
the nine played with an aggregation known as the Coals,

defeating it after an interesting contest by a score of q to

6. The game was played at Washington Park, and ihc
batteries were: Western Electric, Smith and Hunstock;
Coals, Murray and Wink.

George Westinghouse, jr., has applied to the United
States Circuit Court in New York for an injunction against
the General Electric company, to prevent it from using in

the manufacture of converters a device which he
claims to have invented and patented. He also asks for an
accounting of the profits made by the General Electric
company while using this device.

The Westinghouse Eleciric & Manufacturing company
has received a contract from the Philadelphia Traction
company for 600 motors and 8, 500 horse power
in generators. It also has the contract to supply
all the electrical apparatus to be used on the line in that
city. It is claimed that this is the largest contract that has
ever been let to any electric company for street railway
apparatus.

W. M. Stine, who has taken charge of the department of
electricity and electrical engineering at the Armour Insti-

tute, Chicago, announces that this department is being
equipped for technical work of the highest grade. Its aim
is to do wurk which differs from other technical schools in

this respect. While laying full stress on theoretical train-

ing, it intends to combine as much of the practical as
circumstances and time will permit.

The Concord Land Sc Water Power company, Concord,
N. H., has purchased from the Gas & Electric Light com-
pany all its electric apparatus, franchises, poles and lines.

It will also utilize the water power at Garvin's Falls in the
Merrimac River. This gives the Land & Water Power
company the entire control of the electrical interests in the
city and removes its chief competitor. It has now about
10,000 horse power available for electrical and manufactur-
ing purposes.

TRADE NEWS.
D. W. Davis, western manager of the Phcenix Iron

Works company, has recently moved into more commodi-
ous quarters at 51Q Rookery, Chicago.

The New York Insulated Wire company, New York,
has issued its World's Fair edition of its catalogue and
price lists. The book is compiled in a neat manner, and
is fully descriptive of this company's assortment of wires

and tubing.

The Redding Electric company of Boston, Mass., has
removed its offices to 336 Congress street, where it will

have increased facilities for handling its growing business.

This company's catalogue of lona specialties is a compre-
hensive book and will well repay perusal.

W. R. Brixey, manufacturer of Day's Kente wires and
cables, New York, has taken the contract to manufacture
and lay for the Metropolitan Telephone & Telegraph com-
pany two No, iS conductor submarine cables, similar to

the nine in service at the present time between New York
and Jersey City, under the North River.

I. L. Faucett, Quincy, 111., has issued a neat little ad-
vertising hand-book called 'Scraps for Engineers," the
object of which is to place engineers, firemen, etc., in cor-

respondence with leading representative houses in the coun-
try in mill supplies, steam engines, boilers, pumps and
other mechanical devices. It contains several concise
tables of valuable information of interest to engineers.

The Ball Engine company, of Erie, Pa., has received
orders during the past week for one 100 horse power cross
compound engine from the Compania Mexicana Del Gas
y Luz Electrica; three 100 horsepower tandem compound
condensing engines from the Fond-du Lac Light, Power
& Railroad company, and one 130 horse power engine
from the International Electri*: company, Salt Lake City,

Utah.

The Hanson Batter)' »S: Power company, of Washington,
D. C, after two years of practical contact with the Hoes of
electrical trade, is now making what it claims to be one
of the best batteries on the market. A large number of
installations have been made in the East and West for

power to run launches, lighting plants, pumps, etc., and
none but the most satisfactor}- reports have been received

from them.

The Electric Appliance company is supplying its cus-
tomers and the general trade with a ccmplcte catalogue of

the Meston motor, showing its various adaptations for

ventilating, dental, sewing machine and light power work.
The Emerson company is a pioneer in this field of elec-

trical work, and as this is the first catalogue of the kind
ever published, it makes ver>* interesting reading, and
contains valuable information for central stations supply-
ing alternating currents.

Cummings vS: Engelman is the style of a firm which
has recently been organized in Detroit for the purpose of
doin^ electrical construction work, succeeding Cummings
& McCoy. The firm is composed of two capable and
energetic young men and proposes to get its share of the
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business in the West by good workmanship, moderate

prices and careful personal supervision. Especial atten-

tion win be paid to underground work and the transmis-

sion of power. Mr. Cammings' conduit for underground

conductors will also be exploited. The office of the firm

is at 25 Cleland building, Detroit, Mich.

The Ansonia Electric company. Chicago, is having ex-

cellent results with its new street railway appliances for

overhead construction. The new material is guaranteed

both for strength and insulation, and has received the in-

dorsement of railway experts. The Ansonia Electric com-

pany has added to its list of contracts for overhead equip-

ment the road thirteen miles in length, running between

Goshen and Elkhart, Ind. This company has also recently

secured a thirty ton order for its P. & B. line wire.

Diehl & Co. of New York are sending to the trade neat

little pocket pamphlets, with illustrated description of their

tj'pe of motor, with price list, etc. This motor is used in

connection- with the exhaust disc wheel combination.

Another pamphlet is an illustrated catalogue of the Diehl

e'ectric fans. The special feature of these fans is that no

shafting or belting is required. Each fan contains its own
motor, wound for no volts or under, continuous incandes-

cent, or for any number of amperes continuous arc circuit.

It can also be effectively operated in series on a 220 volt

or 500 volt street railway current.

Taylor. Goodhue & Ames have received the best proof

that their moving from S27 JNIonadnock block to 3-j.S Dear-

born street. Chicago, was a wise step, by the increased

number of orders that they are receiving from city custo-

mers. The demand for the Wagner direct current fan

motor continues very large, and it is reported that these

motors are giving the best of satisfaction. The demand
for alternating motors, both for power and fan work, con-

tinues 10 be very satisfactory- Ta)Ior, Goodhue & Ames
keep a large stock of these motors continually on hand so

that any unnecessary delay in shipping and consequent

annoyance to the purchaser is avoided.

The Ansonia Electric company, Chicago, is calling par-

ticular attention at this season, preparatory to the ap-

proaching warm weather, to its stock of Edison fan me-
ters ran by the Edison-Lalande battery. The company's
stock of fan motors is very extensive, consisting mostly

of seven and nine inch outfits. The sev^n inch outfit is

complete, with chemicals sufficient to run the motor for

70 hours continuously, and the nine inch outfit to run the

motor for 100 hours continuously. In addition to the fan

motors, the Ansonia company is well stocked with the

Diamond carbon battery. This battery is a favorite

among physicians, and the many testimonials received by

the company endorsing its merits are a source of much
gratification-

The several new buildings of the Page Belting com-
pany. Concord, N. H.. which have been in process of

construction for some time past, are now completed. The
largest of the buildings, the belt shop, is three stories high

and 264 by 58 feet. It is fully equipped with new and
special machinery for the manufacture of belts. Electricity

is the company's principal motive power, and it possesses

an extensive system of electric lighting in its buildings and
on its grounds. A monster belt was recently completed by
the company for exhibition at the World's Fair. It is 102

inches in width and more than 200 feet long, and is prob-

ably the largest belt in the world- Two other large belts

have been turned out, one 72 inches and the other 73 inches

in width, and they are intended to drive Westinghouse dy-

namos for lighting the buildings at the fair.

BUSINESS.
The Conover Manufacturing company of New York is

now located at 39-41 Cortlandt street.

The Peckham Motor Truck & Wheel company of New
York has moved from 45 Broadway to the Havemeyer
building.

Manager W. C. Brown of the New York office of the

Wainwright Manufacturing company of Boston will here-

after be found at 63 Cortlandt street.

The Backus Water Motor company, Newark. N. J., has

changed its name, and all communications to this company
should be hereafter addressed to the Backus Manufactur-
ing company.

The Ansonia Electric company, formerly the Electrical

Supply company, Chicago, recently closed another contract

in Iowa for Helios arc lamps, to be used in street and
commercial lighting.

W, K. Ostrander & Co., manufacturers of speaking tube
an-i electric bell supplies, 197 Fulton street, New York,
have moved to 204 Fulton street, where they have increased

facilities for carrying on their growing business.

Sixteen carloads of material for the nc at boiler plant of

the North Shore Traction company have arrived at the

power station in Salem, Masi,. and the work of erection

will be puihed forward rapidly. The boilers are of the

National water tube type, manufactured by the National
Water Tube Boiler company, of New Brunswick, N, J.,
and are representatives of the most advanced practice in

modern boiler construction.

Taylor, G-wihae U Ames expect that much interest will

be excited among World's Fair visitors by the exhibit of

their alternating current power motors. Two of these will

b; iosullcd in their exhibit in electricity baildin^; one two
horse power coupled direct to an exhaust fan. and one ten

horse piwcr which will operate a direct current generator.
These motors are single phase, no special circuit being re-

quired for their operation.

The firm of II. Ward Leonard h Co., New York, has
met with success in its peculiar line of bulk electric contract-

ing which is most satisfactory. Tbe business of the company
amounted to $530,000 during the first year, and its busi-

ness is increasing rapidly, both in New York and through-

out the country. Since the first of January the capital of

the company has been doubled, the fully paid capital now
being §ii2o,ooo.

J. G. Brill & Co., Philadelphia, manufacturers of elec-

trical cars and car equipments, claim to be the only firm in

the country which equips cars electrically in every particular

prior to shipment. All cars and trucks built by the Brill

company and equipped before shipment are tested on the

company's private track, one-third of a mile in length, in-

cluding sharp curves and heavy grades, insuring accuracy
in the electrical work as well as certainty of operation

when the cars reach destination.

The Phceoix Iron Works company, manufacturer of

automatic engines, boilers, heaters, etc., Meadville, Pa.,

reports constantly increasing sales. Both engine and
boiler departments are crowded and working overtime.

Additions to the works are contemplated to take care of

increasing business. Among some of the more important
recent sales may be mentioned eight horizontal tubular

boilers, 1,200 horse power, for the Allentown, Pa., Street

Railway company, two 300 horse power condensing com-
pound engines for the Saginaw, Mich., Power company,
and numerous others.

The Chicago readers of the Western Electrician will

be pleased to learn that Frank S. Bishop, Chicago repre-

sentative of the Illinois Central railway, has been promoted
to the position of superintendent of ticket agents for his

company. Mr. Bishop will have charge of the Chicago
terminal district, with his office at 58 Michigan avenue.

Mr. Bishop, it will be remembered, is the gentleman who,
in company with Jesse Scriboer, of the western department
of the General Electric company, made such a success of

the St. Louis convention train. Mr. Bishop on this trip

made many friends for his road among the convention dele-

gates, who will be glad to learn of his promotion.

Word has just been received from Alfred C. Einstein,

president and treasurer of the Consolidated Engineering
company. Security building. St. Louis, that his company has

just succeeded in securing in Nashville, III., a contract

for a 40 light arc and 650 light incandescent plant, together

with an Ideal engine and steam plant. The contract in

Nashville includes the building and. in fact, the entire con-
struction of the plant throughout. The Consolidated En-
gineering company has opened an electrical supply house
and wi!l carry a full line of everything in electrical goods,

from the smallest screw to the largest dynamo. The offi-

cers of this company are well known in the electrical busi-

ness as energetic men,and it is safe to predict that they will

make a success of this new branch of their business.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS-
Issued May g, iSgs.

496,859. Transfer System for Telephone Switchboards.

Emery A. Clark, Sioux City, la.

496.863. Apparatus for Electrolysis of Salt. Thomas
Craney, Bay City, Mich.

496.864. Electrolytic Apparatus. Thomas Craney, Bay
City, Mich.

496.865. Electrolytic Apparatus. Thomas Craney, Bay
City, Mich.

496,871. Electric Meter. Oscar Ericsson, Sioux Falls,

S. D.

496,878. Galvanic Battery. Charles W. lloltzer, Brook-

line, Mass.

496,882. Electric Arc Lamp. Martin Kruegar, Chicago,

III.

496,890. Method for Welding Metal. Arthur J. Mox-
ham, Johnstown, Pa.

The method is more particularly designed for welding pieces

having varying widths throughout the cross-section. The ends
of tho pieces are cut away at points where the width is great-

est, SI that the thinner parts will come in contact, transmit the

welding current and become welded before the tliicker parts

come in contact. Ey this means a weld of equal strength
throughout the entire cross section is obtained.

496,896. Contact for Underground Electric "Railways.

William O. Prewitt, Lexington, Ky.

496,901. Switchboard for Electric Circuits. Albert L.

Rohrer, Lynn, Mass.

496.904. Multiple Switchboard Apparatus. Charles E.

Scribncr. Chicago, HI.

The apparatus is designed for metallic circuits, and the sub-

scriber's generator, when operated, is brought automatirally
into a circuit formed by grounding the open limb of the metal-
lic circuit at the Hubscriber'H station, the limb thiiu grounded
being connected through the Bubscibcr's annunciator and
b.itlcry to ground at tlie central orficc, the other limb of tlie

metallic circuit being normally open at the central ofllcc and
being connected with the test pieces of the awilcbcH of the line,

and Itcint: branched to a normally open contact spring of a
grounding Hwltch, The subscritjer's generator, when not in

uw, in fihuntcd to remove it* resistance from the circuit. A
combined ciillinti;, lixtcning and grounding «witcb is provided of

such Cjnstruction that when the plug is lifted ihc operator's

Iclcfhonc and thf: individual annunciator tire )>ridgcd acronii the
Ktrand^ of the cord of the loop plug,

496.905. Multiple Switchboard System. Charles E.

Scribncr, Chicago, III.

'J'hc Bulrteribcr'ji bell \\ placed in n normally cIoKcd ground
branch, .ind the aubwiribcr'R generator nnd lelrphonc arc imj

arranged that when the telephone ii on tbe nwiich the telciihonc

will be shunl':d and the generator included in the circuit, while,
on rernrc/inii the telephone from the switch the generator will

be hhiinlrd and the telephone brought into circuit, the ground
hranch through the bell bcin^ opcnctl alno by tlic removal of

the telephone.

496,o<^6. Multiple Switchboard Testing Apparatus,
Chartca E. Scribncr, Chicago, III.

496,907. Testing Aparatus for Multiple Switchboard
Systems. Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, III.

The telephone lines are connected through the metallic cir-
cuit with the different switchboards the limb of each circu t

which connects with the springs and lest pieces being normally
grounded through the subscriber's bell when the telephone is

hung up, while the other limb is normally open at the subscrib-
er s station. The limb which is grounded is permanently con-
nected through the high resistance individual annunciator of
the line at the cei-tral office. The connections are such that
when the terminal plug of one line is inserted in the spring
jack switch of another line the opposite corresponding limbs of
the two circuits will be reciprocally connected together; that is,

that limb of the circuit connected with the sleeve of the plug
will be connected with the test portion of the other line, while
the test p >rtioQ of the first line, which is connected with the lip
of the plug, will be connected with the limb of the other line
which extends to the spring of the swjtch in which the plug has
been inserted.

496,91s. Safety Connection for Induction Coil Systems.
Elihu Thomson, Lynn, Mass.

The invention is designed to prevent accident caused by
coming in contact with an electric circuit normally of low ten-
sion, when the latter shall have accidentally come in contact
with a high tension circuit which is grounded at some point. A
device is included in a grounded circuit from a low tension line
which is adapted to be actuated when said high tension current
sha'il reach said line ^o open up a connection to ground of low
resistance, and thereby shunt the body of the p«rson in connec-
tion with the low tension line.

496,945. Electric Traveling Crane. William H. Mor-
gan, Alliance, O.

496,959. Apparatus for Utilizing Solar Heat. Melvin
L. Severy, Boston, Mass.

496.962. Dynamometer. Joseph A. Wade and John
Cherry, Hornsea, Eng.

496.963. Dynamometer. Joseph A. Wade and John
Cherry, Hornsea, Eng.

497,001. Method of Making Conductors for Armatures.
Rookes E. B. Cromptoo, Chelmsford, Eng.

497.014. Process of Separating Precious Metals From
Ores. Frederick W. Cleghorn, Salt Lake City, Utah.

497 023. Means for Displaying Advertisements. Edward
O. Hart, Chicago, 111.

497.024. Electric Railway. Rudolph M. Hunter, Phila-
delphia, Pa.

The trolley makes contact with a series of sectional conduc-
tors, each section being connected by a branch with the supply
conductor. In the branch is included an electrc-magnetic de-
vice of high resistance, but so adjusted that the strength of the
current passing throug:h the same when the trolley arrives upon
any section, will be sufficient to attract an armature which
closes a short circuit between the section upon which the trolley
has reached and the supply conductor.

497.025. Overhead Electric Railway. Rudolph M. Hun-
ter, Philadelphia, Pa.

497,038. Electric Lamp. John Waring, Manchester,
Conn.

An incandescent lamp is filled with a gas composed wholly or
largely of elements of high atomic weight, as bromine, the bulb
of the lamp being hermetically sealed to retain the bromine.
The inventor claims that, by thus using a gas of high atomic
weight, air washing of the carbon is prevented.

497.061. Electric Railway Switch. Edward F. Stone,
Hyde Park, Mass.

497.062. Shoplifting Detector. Fred Sturtevant, Charles-
town, Mass.

^97 104. Automatic Switch for Mast-arms. William A.
Turbayne, Detroit, Mich.

497.110. Multiphase Electric Motor. Paul A. N. Winand
and Carl O. C. Billberg, Philadelphia, Pa.

The invention consists in winding the coils of the armature,
which are sapplied with alternating currents of different
phases, so that the coils overlap each other, and this in such a
manner mat each coil has a magnetic effect on the core greatest
at the center of the coil and diminishing towards the opposite
L-nds of the coil,where it laps or is overlapped by the other coils.

497.111. Grain Binding Machine. William Eayley,
Springfield, O.

497.113. Transformer Motor. Otto T. Blathy, Buda-
Pesth, Austria-Hungary.

The motor comprises two magnetic fields lying in parallel
planesand preferably at right angles to each other. The fields
are excited by coils supplied with alternating currents of phases
differing by 90 per cent, A single armature is provided whose
coils extend into both fields. Since tbe magnetic fields are at
right angles the maximum strength of tbe one will occur at the
time of the minimum strength of the other, and the currents
thus induced in the coils of the armature cause the latter to
rotate.

497.117. Magnetic O/e Separator. Charles G. Buchanan,
New York, N. Y.

497,120. Electrical Circuit. Charles E. Chinnock, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

497i'23. Commutator for Electric Generators or Motors.
Midbury W. Hassan, Rochester, N. Y.

497,129. Electro-plating apparatus. Albert R. Reams,
Elmira, Cal.

497,144. Pedal Switch for Electric Motors. Levi Teal,

Philadelphia, Pa.

497.197- Portable Electric Abrading Device. Aaron J,
Ncllis, Pittsburg, Pa.

497 200. Electric Lamp Support. James Nortney and
Frank Schcfold, New Albany, Ind.

497,203. Electric Time Stock Feeder. Herbert S. Page,
Medford, and Livy Spear, Boston, Mass.

497.251. Coupling for l-^lcctric Light and Gas Fixtures.

George Pccplcs, Philadelphia, Pa.

497,263. Electric (^igar Lighter. William P, Carslar-

phcn, jr., Denver, Colo.

497,281. S'gnal Transmitting ApparatUH. Morris Mar-
tin, Maiden, Mass.

497,293. Trolley Wire Support. Henry A. Hamlin,
Minneapolis, Minn,
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Edoene F. Phillips, Preat. W. A* HiTBAWAt, TreoB. Vf. H. Sawteb, Soo'y.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R, I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
KLKCTUIC LIOIIT LINK Wlltl;.

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,

WIRES.
AMERICANdE. MAGNET,
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR
FARADAY CABLES.

NEW YOKE OFFICE, P. C. Ackerman, 10 Cortlandt Street.

MOXTHEAI, BK.\N'i;H, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Works

;haw/v\vt

;fv5ewire

161 HIGH .ST BOiTON

HIGHEST GRADE

TE6TEDFV5EWIRE6UNKS
iEND FOR CATALOGV'E

AND PRICE LISTS

SOLD

OUTRIGHT.

WORK
ANY DISTANCE.

Fully covfcr<;(i bj

,-,-itenti.

Wm. Hobbard k Cf).,

'.•'J sod 'M La SallQ

Street,

CHICAGO.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Insulation Guaranteed wherever used, Aerial^ I'ndergronnd or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, he says: '-A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber need in insulating onr wires and rablep is especially chemically prepared, and ie guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain fleiibie In extreme cold

weather and is not affected by heat. The insulation ia protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark'e Patent Compound, and special extra finish, which we
have now adopted for all our eolid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and alao preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very gre-^ extent fireproof

.
Our ineolation wiJl prove

durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furniah Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Klectric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now preparod

to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for celling cleat work as well as onr standard color.

Clark Joint Cium should be used for making waterproof joints. This i3 put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about oile foot long and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped about a Joint

•jid pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. FOR RAILWAV pnd ]MOTOR use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

M'E GUARANTEE 0»'R INSri.ATIO\' WHEREVER rSEl>, AERIAL. UXDERGROrXD OR SUBMARINE, and onr net prices are as low, if not lower than any

other flrat-claas lusulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and diacounla for quantillee,

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSXOK, MASS.

HBHRT A. CLARK, Tr«a«ilr8r and Gen'l Manager.
BEBBEST H. EUBTIS, Frtsldent and Electrician.

MANUFAOTUBEES OF HIGHEST QRADES OF

Rubber Insulated Wire and Cables for Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE,
TRENTON, N. J.

( JOHN A. BOKBIiIXG'S SONS CO. CUcaeo. 171 I.ake Street.

AGEMTSi" SAX FRAXC'ISCO. 35 aod 87 Tromont Street.

( HBV/ YOKK, 117 lilberty Street

DO YOUR
OILS
GIVE YOU
SATISFACTION ?

IF NOT
GIVE US A
TRIAL.

We are makers of the finest grades of

DYNAMO,
ENGINE,

CYI.INDER OILS
We guarantee satisfaction and freedom from gum

end excess of animal fats.

We are not cheap, or Hell cheap oils, but

sell on quality. If you want satisfaction In your
engine room, give us a trial — correspondence
eollclted.

CLARENDON OIL AND REFININ6 CO.,

VISITORS AT THE WORLD'S FAIR

114 No. Front Street. PHILADELPHI/1, PA.

SOMETHING NEW.
AUTOMATIC DOOR SPRING

ELECTRIC LIGHTER.
Send for Catalogue of Our New Specialties.

Manufactxu-era of ELEOTKIOAL GOODS. EXPERIMENTAL
AND KEPATR WORK. INVENTIONS AND NOVELTIES
DEVELOPED. PATENTS OBTAINED.

The N. Y. Electrical & Development Co.,
251 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

Should carefully

examine the
magnificent collection of

STANDARD and COMMERCIAL

ELECTRICAL

Testing Instrnments,

which vre show in the

ELECTRICITY BUILDING.

SECTION E.

The various new forms are
attracting deserved attention.

Send .ic. stamp for illostrated
catalogue. No. I— tv:.

QUEEN $t CO., iQcorpraM, Philadelphia.

FOK TUK

BINDERS ^'^T^'^" ^^''Tvo'Ai^.

CHICAGO ELECTRIC WIRE."
The Highest Grade of INSULATED WIRE Ever Manufactured.

Has no equal where high voltage, high insulation or durability are required, and
is especially adapted for all electric light service, wiring buildings, installing electrical

stations, also for underground and submarine work.

Send for and thoroughly examine our samples; bend them, twist them, subject

tiiem to acids, oils, gases, or any of the reasonable tests usually applied; note the

results; if our claims have been sustained, send to us or our agents sample order.

The wire will do the rest.

THE GOODYEAR HARD RUBDER GO. and THE INDIA RUBBER GOMB CO.,

9, 11 and 13 MERCER STREET, NEW YORK.
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E. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD SLSCTHIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-BRAKOH STORK-

8134 Michigan Avenue*

WANTED.
We will pay 25 cents each for

clean copies of the Western Elec-
TEiciA^' of June IS, 1892, Volume X,
Number 25.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
6 L-ikeelde Building, Chicago.

SITUATIO.V ATAXTBD.
Toung man possessing excellent techni-

cal and general education (graduate M E.,)

and who has had valuable experience in

one of the best laboratories in the country,

desires a position where energy and ability

will be appreciated: references.

Address "C,"
Care Wektkrn Electkiciak.

WANTED.
Good, secor d-hand 10 ampere Arc Dy-

naiios or Lamps. State full particulars.

Addresi

DUDLEY FARRAND,
No. 08 Franklin Street. Bloomlield, N. 3.

WANTED.
Electrical Engineer, with Doctor's

degree in Physics from Ugiversity

of Strassburg, and for a long time

student of Electrical Engineering

with practical work in Zurich, de-

sires situation either in Laboratory

or manufactory.

eefeeence.s:

Prof. Dr. Kohlrauscb, Strassburg;

Prof. Dr. Weber, Zurich;

Prof. L. C. Stevens, Troy Polyt.

.WhhE-S

Dr. George Zahn,
122 Swan SIrcel. BUFFALO. N. Y.

W&NTFD-TO BUY,
200 to 400 arapftf. i'/; '^ o'.*. secoad hand

BARTER ELECTRIC CO.,

76 Fifth Avenu^, CHICAGO. ILL.

MANCAME8E
It l^K-:• : r .

'';;'

Manufacturers of

OCTAGONAL^^ Cedar
ULEmni&Electrical

RAILWAYPOLES&OtOSSARMS

^'H.M.LOUD&SONSUlMBEli(^.
OSCODA . MICH.

PLANT FOR SALE.
Everything first class. Good location.

Earning capacity, net 20 per cent. Cash
§6,000, balance in satisfactory payments.
No schemers need answer.

"OPPOBTUNITY,"
Care "Western Electrician.

FOR SALE.
One 1 H. P. ilotor, 500 volts fnewi.
One 2!4 H. P. Motor, 500 volts (new).
One 6 H. P. Motor, 500 volts (new).
One 5 H. P. Arc Motor, 20 ampere (second band

.

One four-light Arc Machine (second hand).
One Nickel Plating Dynamo (new).

A. H. ARP, Moline, III.

TRADERS IN ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.
FOR SALE (Contlnned List).

Two 30 light Ball arc dynamos, with 60 arc lampg.
One 25 light Ball arc dynamo, with 25 arc lamps.
One 80 light Mather Incandescent dynamo, 110 7o!t.

One 8 horse power Card motor, 500 volt

NOWOTNY EliECTRIC CO..
30 E. 5th St , CINCINNATI, OHIO.

FOR SALE.
Two 300-ampere3 ehunt wound U, S. Dynamos.
Two 200-amperea shunt wound U. S. Dynamos.
Two 500-light T.-H. Dynamos, compound wound,

with Base, Bheostatand Ammeter.
Two 25-iight American 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamos.
One 50-light Sperry 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamo.
Ten 12-UKht Knowles Dynamo^mith lamps.
Twelve 50-light Schuyler Dynamos, 2,000..c. p.

Two 150-Bnish Incandescent Machines, 95 volts.

One 15-light Brush Arc, 7 amperes.
One 90-h. p. Armlngton and Sims Engine.
Two 1"20 ampere Edison Dynamos, self-oiling.

We Buy Outright Electrical Equipment.

mi E, \m i\i I \m\\ co.,

74 COKTI..*XI>T «T., N. I'.

ILATINUM
For all Purposes.

Scrap and Native Platinum Purchased.

BAKKK & <;0., '10«-414 New .TerBcy
Kiiilroacl Av<-., N<!wark. >'. J.

lAYE TOD GOT WHEELS
IN YOUR HEAD?

Send for Catalogue of

Sterling Bicycles.

'f I147 aro th'i fttaodard hlfth (rrad» wht<<On of
th<T 7<.«r. Mavi; MV'^ral dl«tloct f>olot4 of uflvan-
t(i<ft; fjhAn({ftriW^ t^rar, tH nr 07. an you pl&lvnr,
r.onrirtUA': [/<;'lnlM, rat trap or rnbber, nn you
plcfiw; pftl^fil ':'(rrii;'nl<!'l \iut<^: plnn'i -xint apok'^n:

Stokes Mfg. Co., Makers.
'(I'.ir.-Al OfTfia and 1aI(r9roorn«:

FA'.t-.r?

236 238, 240 Carroll Avenue, CHICAGO
l;rftnct)«f>: I'vnver, M1)wati)c<;c.

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERGE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

WILLIAM A. ROSENBAUM,
Electrical Expert and Patent Solicitor,

Times Builrtins, NEIWOBK.

Former Manager, now Successor to the

Patent Depabxment of

THE W. J. JOHNSTON CO., Ltd.
("JTje Electrical World.^^)

ARMATURES
REWOUND.

Street Railway and Electric Light-

ing Companies will find it to ttieir in-

terest to write for prices, as we do all

kinds of electrical repair work.

McLEAN & SCHMITT,
Room 416, - 197 S. Canal St., Chicago.

""TOrriiiimoiBii*"'

JUPlTER
Dry Battery.

Write for
Particulars
and Prices.

ilauufactured by

Cojnmbia Mfg.

& Snpply Co,,

340 & 342 Dearborn St.

CHICAGO.

t^tlPEHIOR TO

COTTON WASTE
Safe, Ddeable and
Cheapeb.

AMERICAN
SILK MFG. CO.,

'311 WalnulSt.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Beware of loose woven imitatlonp-

CO

°o

10
S CO
pr p}

- </>

• e

00
0>

CD

CELLS OF
OKDINAKY BATTERY.

Western Salesroom, Factory Prices,

0. E. LEE. - 149 Fifth Avenue, Chicago.

575,000

Tl:Le X^a-zzLSo^:^. Ba;tte3:37-.

SEND FOR CIRCULARS TO

A Positive Success,

Less Expense to Run,
Longest Life.

Highest Electromotive Force.

FAN OUTFITS
COMPLETK.

From $12 Upward.

Now in use for li£ht-
ios, IjauncbeM.
Pumps, and for
power of all binds.

AGENTS WANTED.

The HANSON BATTERY, LIGHT & POWER COMPANY,
.-ill Kitlitli Street. \VAtSIII^4,iTOX. I>. V.

HOLMES, BOOTH ^HAYDENS,
Factories: Waterbury, Conn. 25 Park Place, New York,

MANUFAOTUREB8 or

Bare and Insulated Wire.
Underwritere' Copper Electric IJght Lino Wire, Copper Mngnet Wire,

Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work.
Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT
ii
K. K." LINE WIEE

For Eloctrio'LlBht, Kloctrlc Ilallwnys, MotLTH, Telegraph
nnd Telephone Use.

AKontafor tbo Wndhlugton Ciifbon Company. Carbone for Arc Lighting.

Titos. />. Hi'OVMijIj, \'vir York Ayvnt.

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, * - - PHILADELPHIA.
BUTLDEES OF RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY OARS OF ALL CLASSES.

ftpbclal ntdintlori glTon to tlio hfilldlriK of Kt«f:lrlo Mofor and Trail earn.
iJalldard of iJrJII No, 21 Truck with iiolld forgijd fraiiio, iinri "Kurokii" Mnrlmuni Trnctldo I'lvolnl Triiok.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
_ The altcniion of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CEL.E.RRAXED ^VAXER WIIEEI^as parliculariy adapted to ihrir uie

on accouDt of its remarkably Nteady motion, fafK^ Mpeed
and erreat Efficiency, and larc^e Capacity foritsOlameter,
being double the Poorer of most wheels of same diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric com;^anies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect (rnaranteed.
HEND FOR CAXAEOGEE ANU PARXIC'l.'EARm.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICXOteXURBII\ES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft

Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a r.ubstantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
st.-ictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Viclor
Turbines, either single or m pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation

admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

INTERSTATE COMPLETE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION CO.,
CONTRACTORS FOR

Complete Electric Light Installations, Wiring, Armature Winding, Etc.

ESTIMATES SUBMITTED. 809-817 S. Seventh Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

HAVE YOU

EXHAUST STEAM

GOING TO WASTE
?

Patentees, Pfoprietora and Manufacturflrs O

Webstar Vacuum F«ed Watgr Hgaterand Pu

Send For Catalogue.

Are your FEED WATER HEATERS obtaining the best results, in heating and purifying the

feed water for your boilers? Are you heating your buildings with live steam or exhaust?

IF TOU DESIRE TO GET BETTER RESCXTS from your present feed water healers,

and to heat your building by cihaust steam, without back pressure upon engines, saving

power and water of condensation, together with GREATER ECONOSTV IN FUEL,
send for our catalogues of Webster Vacnam Feed Water Heater and Porifler, and
Williames Vacnam Systexa ofSteam Heating, which contains some of the largest plants

in the United States as references. We visit plants inany part ofthe United States, at our expense,

_ furnish our apparatus, which may be attached to your present plant, upon trial, under guarantee.

UfnnCU UfCDCTCD 9 i^i% Managers and Sote Licensees for the Sa^e of Patent

ffffAnnCR nCDdlCn tt UUi; Rights in the united states

Main Office and Works, 491 N. 3d St., PHILADELPHIA.

THE T»E!XjT70Kr T?V-A.TPE3H ^WHESESIL
Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2,000 in use

Unlimited
Afford-} the moBt eimple and reliable power for all mining and manoiacttu-

Ing machinery. Adapted to heads running from :J0 up to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per cect. better resulte guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the country.

EI<£CTBIC TBAXSSIISSION.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords In the way of a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and the facility of adaotatlon to varying conaltlonB
of speed and preeenre, have brought It Into epeclal prominence and eitenalve
nee for this claes of work. All applications should state amount and head of
water power required, andfory*iac purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. Send pob Catalogue.

TH£ PELTOir WATER 'WHIIEL CO.,
121-1S3 Slain St., San Francisco, Cal., U. 8. A.

143 LIBERTY STREET, - - XEW YORK,
^^It having come to onr notice that onr patent rights are being infringet

upon. Intending purchasers are hereby warned that all Buch Infringements wU'
be duly prosecuted. ^

PiCLTON water motors. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15
and 20 horse power, unequaled for all light running machinery. Warranted
to develop a given amount of power with one-half the water required by an/
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Address as above. Deliveries made from
San Francisco or New York, as may afford the most favorable freight rates.

[gJgWATER WHEELS
This Justly Celebrated "Wheel is Built in Many Styles on

UPRIGHT AND HORIZONTAL SHAFTS.
It is SPECIALLY DESIGNED and ADAPTED for driving

ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND POWER PLANTS.
Our new A\ heel sc^nirPR ^ n-m-irki^bly hl|rh t;naranl<><*il pororntacf*. and wonflprrnl Hloadineiw of

motion, under variable loads in praeticr-. It iiiTorrl'^ an nneqiialcHl oonocnlmtlon of (lower witliin a small
flpnce: and an anpr<>r<Mlente4l lilch voltx-il.T fnr a Riven pnwiT.

Its easily and fiulokly operatrd bnlnncod eatc atfnrds prompt and efflciont control by a governor, and
consequent fine r<>eulntion. Theac wheels are In many InsianceR operating the best electric phinl.s lii this and
other counlries, fully denionstratinc their remnrkablo adaptation to that use.

The attention of Electric EnsineorB, and fither.s coniemplatinc water power iniprovereente is directed to onr
work. We will aen<l a tine larce pamphlet, 112 pai;es, fully deserihini; the wheel and various iilans of application.

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO,
AND New York city.THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.

DO YOD NEED ANYTHING IN THE LINE OP

BATTERY SDPPLIES?
WE CAN QUOTE YOU BED-ROCK ON

Carbons, Zincs, Coppers, Jars,
Sal-Ammoniac, Blue-

stone, Etc.
WRITE XTS FOR FRICEe.

LAW BATTERY COMPANY,
8B JOHN ST., NEW YORK.

S25toS50
I*cr wetL.

^___ Ladle* or
(.. nil. m<'Ji. "i'-r "r mIIIbx

••(lid K.-lluM.- Plater. ** ObIj

*tora kni<n^ (ark». «yos rtet

nolcklj d.io* b7 -Jli-plBf Id raelt-1

m'-t»l. So eip'rttiw. poUihlot

or m»j;blo-rf. Thkk plite »t va*.

op«^r»thri: ltit»5i'>10 je*r«: Bo«
flnlib wb«) takfD froin tb« plfcter.

PlH^r«-lli r-*.11lT, Prr.flulUT?.

W. P. lUrriKrti h t^ C^BabwkO.

THE STANDARD OPEN CIRCUIT
BATTERIES OF THE UORLD,

And the best made anywhere.

SENT) FOR CraCCLAK & PRICES.

I ho Leclanche Battery Co.
'11 io T 17 East 131 St St.. N. Y.

SEND FOR OUR
Nev CaUlogie of

Electrical
Books.

The moBt complete of Its

kind ever pDhliebed.

Bent Fr« to Abt Addreii.

ire Hedoiiirters

In lb» Weet for fifC-
THICtL BOOKS, and IIU
orders promptly, pre-
paid, on receiptof price.

EUclrlclu PnblUhlDg Cu

,

6 Lskeilile Building,
ChlcsRO, 111.

Storage Battery Cells.

XEWTOX RFBBEB CO.,
ITS Devonshire St., Boston, Mac*.

rACTOMT NKWTON UrPER r*I.L.K, ^iASfl.
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Grimstiaw White Core Wires,
Grimshaw Tapes, Competition Line Wires,

Raven Core Wires, Vulca Ducts.

-MANUFACTURED BY-

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
CHICACO, 80 Franklin St. NEW YORK, 15 Cortlandt St. BOSTON, t82 Summer St.

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

General Western Agents

FOR THIS

CELEBRATED WIRE.

307 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

. Wabd Leonaed,
President.

Geo. H. Finn
Vice-President,

C. E. Cabpenteb,
Secretary and Treasurer.

CARPENTER

BBIDGKPORT, CONN.

CHAS. D. SHATS", General Selltkg Aohut,

136 Liberty St., Xew "Sort City.

These rheoatata can now be supplied of any
resistance and capacity on short notice. They
are being largely ased by sncb manufacturing
concerns as the foUowing: General Electric

Company, Siemens & Hal?ke Company, Interior

Conduit & Insulation Company. Crocker-Wheeler
Company, General Incandescent Arc Light Com-
pany, National Electric Company, Waddell-Entz
Company, "SVeetern Union Company, Dahl Electric

Comi)any, and by Central Station Companies and
contractors all over the country.

Send for new catalogue and price list.

JEIVGIIVE CASTINGS
from one-eighth to six horse
power Horizontal and Marine.

8, 16 and 60 LIGHT
DYNAMO CASTINGS
Simple Sewing Machine and
Fan Motor Castioga with' in-

structions for building complete machines. Send
Stamp for Catalogue,

Palner Bros. , Electrical SnDDlies.Miaans, Conn.

Shepard*8 Celebrated 860

Screw Cutting Foot Latbe,

Foot and Power Lathes
From y to 26 Inches.

Also Drill Presses. Hand and
Power Planers, and Supplies.
Juet the Tools for Electricians.
Send for Illustrated Catalogue

to H. 1., mtiepard. Agent,
141 W. 2d St, Cincinnati, O.

L BRECKINRIDGE CABELL
53 Broadway, NEW YORK, Room 1 7.

Lands, Securities and Industrial Enterprises; Total Issues

of Corporate, Municipal and County Bonds Taken; Municipal

Debts Consolidated and Refunded at lower rates; Railroads

Built and Equipped; Electric Roads Built and Equipped;

Street Railroads using H orse power changed to Electric Roads.

FUSE ] Correct Carrying Capac

'

WIRE or I ity. Absolute

STRIPS. ) Unifo-mity in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave..
czo.^ca-0.

A JMEIVI^ BOOK!
ITO'Kr REJLIDY.

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand- Book.
226 Pages. f *& 8 Engravings. Hand-Book Size.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of which 30,000 copies
have been sold. The new book contains more than twice as many pages and twice

as many engravings as were comprised in the old, and will continue
to retain the distinction of being the ONLY STANDARD
WORK for the practical dynamo man and the learner.

NOW READY. PRICE, $1.00.

6 LAKESIDE BIULDING, CHICACO.
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OlJLX 2>TeT77-

POCKET
* TESTING

BUZZER.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED
m SUPPLIES FOR HOUSE-WORE

F^FRCDrvT

NNUNCIATORS TO
CORRESPOND WITU US.

^ INCS,

COTTEES OiT.

OOTTEXB OX-r-.

PARTRICK 1^ CARTER CO.,
Sole Proprietors of the Patent Needle Annunciators.

MCaniifaeturers of Electrical Goods of all Kinds.

125 SOUTH SECOND ST., PHILADELPHIA.
(Cuts are Full Size.)

Price 75 Cents Each. ESTABLISHED 1867.

EISa7.A.^XjXS^£3I> 1878.
SOL.£ MASfUFACTlTKERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBREVULCANIZED FIDRE CO.
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wii^Z^^l\>Ki.. The Standard Eleotrioal Insulating Material of the World. i*^I^i^%^.

Sockets, Switches, Cut-outs
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

620 Atlantic Avenue, BOSTON.

6IO-534 West 23d Street, NEW YORK. Pullman Building, CHICAGO.
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3VCOTJ3L.IDEID 3VCIO-A.
G. & W.)

m ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAY INSOLATION,

Trolley Wire Insulator Swivel Hanger.

The JOHNS-PRATT CO.,

H. W. JOHNS MFG. CO,

Now
Manufactured By

Manufacturers of
Vulcabeston.

SELLING

CHICACO. PHILADELPHIA. BOSTON. A'LANTA.

AGENTS,
87 Maiden Lane, NEW TOBK.

Electric Light
AND

Battery Carbons.

Motor
Brushes.CliZE-VEIj^lsrX), OHIO.

Sole Licensees to manufacture the Hazeltine Long Life Carbon.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Adveiiiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

PPCEIAIK^JACTORT
^^^^

U^P /-ff -/So Greene Ji

"^

-=^^^=^:2-^^--g^^' I e ^ Station G

^^Zl^^t^f't'; jef' 'BrooklVn,N.Y.

NEW ENGLAND BUTT CO.,
PROVIDENCE, R. I., U. S. A.

H. N. FENNBR, Treasurer and Qeneral Manager.

Four Head Polife>hing ^Machine.

5L4NUFA0TtIEEES OF

For covering Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Light Wire.

Large single and double BHAIDEBS for covering Cables.
Single, Double and Triple Winders. Improved Six Spindle
Flyer Winder for Magnet Wires.

Fine Castinas a SDeclaltv.

RUSSELL, That is the Name.

An Automatic Switch.

Lights controlled from one or any number of points.

•SO BATTERY BEQITIBEIt.

1SGja.<A. for 01z-oiila.ir.

RUSSELL & OFFICER,
1735 Champa St.,

Denver, Colo.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Elflctric, Pntumatic and Mechanical

ANirnXCIATORS «°> BELLS.
FUIiEi J.II(B AliWATS IN I^TOCK.

W. B, OSTBANDER & CO..
204 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeEalb Ave., Brooklyn, K. T.
-Send for New Catalooub. Oct AugaBt let.

DERIVATION OF

Practical Electrical Dnits.

B!LIEDT.F.B.BADTanflPROF,H.S.CARHART.

PRICE, POSTAGE PREPAID, 75 CENTS.

This is a very handsome book of si,\ty pages, printed on

fine heavy paper, with neat cloth binding. It contains Por-

traits and Biographies of Ohm, Watt, Faraday, Joule, Gauss,

Weber, Sir William Siemens, Dr. Werner von Siemens,

Volta, Ampere, Daniell and von Jacobi, together with a

carefully prepared table of Practical Electrical Units, with

their relative values. In no other single volume can this

rare collection of portraits be found.

ELECTRICIAN PDBLISBIHG CO.

6 Lakes'de Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

TESTING INSTRUMENTS.
Special prices on application, on testing in-

struments illustrated on pages 253 to 274 of our

August '92 Catalogue.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
P

OHICJ^^^CSrO a.xici INTESATV^
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STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.
General Offices: Suite 625, Home Ins. BIdg., pUIP ACH
Works: 313-317 South Canal Street, UnlbAQU.

^^mm SISTEM OF ARC LIGHTING.

FOR

FURTHER

INFORMATION

ADDRESS
THE
GENERAL

OFFICES,

Central Station Managers, Municipal Officers, Owners of Iso-

lated Lighting Plants and Prospective Purchasers everywhere

are invited to inspect and investigate the STANDARD SYSTEM

before contracting for apparatus.

For lighting stores, foundries, factories or the streets of a city,

this system has no equal.

Our contract does not obligate the purchaser to buy appara-

tus or supplies exclusively of us for a term of years, but courts

open competition and encourages fair tests lor merit between any

and all existing arc lighting systems and the STANDARD.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PAETICULARLY ADAPTED TO DRIVING

Electric Light and Power Stations
7j On account of its high efficiency at all stages of gate, Bteadineaa of motion and eaay working pate, the con-

'f straction of wlilch mafeee It the moBt aecBltive to the actiun of a governor of any wheel on vhe market.

-I SEND FOR CATALOGUE lUuBtratlng various styles of setting on both vesical and
horizontal ehaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO,
SDCCESSORS TO

STOITT. 1»III,I.<< * XKHI! DAYTON. OHIO.
THE KCETBR

Afltonatic iliWm Arresler

Will take care uf aay number of discharges of liyhtniuK
per minute. They will urevent damage from liehtoliig on
any circuit not using the ground lor return. They are in-

tended only for station use and for Ihe protection of gene-
rators and motors. They have no equal. They automat-
ically rupture the arc formed by the lightniug, and nevtr
short-circuit, thereby grounding the Hue. Price, Slo.Oii

per set of two and any ont) purchasiug a set will be allowed
to return them and have their money refunded provided
they do not absolutely protect all circuifs to which they are
attached

KESTEK EIjECTRIC CO..
PTNAMOS, MOTORS AND POWER GENERATORS,

TCKHK HAITE, Ixn.

thesechrist automatic switch
For controlling Incandescent
lAghta in private residences
by using automatic gas keys
and an ordinary battery or
shunt circuit.

W .A-KTTU;^ !—One good con-

struction firm in each city to represent us.

Apply to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
Manufacturer and Patentee, DENVER, COLO.

SALES OF 1WEST INGHOUSE ENGINE s. Removal !

!

MARCH AND APRIL, 1893.

00]va:jr*oxjp<riD. On and after May 8, 1893, the

E. D. Leavitt ffor Calumet and HP, H P
Hecla Mines t. 14th order, Cambridgeport, Masa , 6' 10 Wnrner'9 Portland Cement Co., 2d order, Syracuse, N. Y., 160 % ^ * « a 4%

E. D. LeaTitt ( for Calumet and Marion Electric Liplit and 11 1 n n 1 bin
Hecla Mines 1, 151 h " 600 Power Co- (for railway). Marion, Ohio, 160 Ub lllllllll*

Brooklyn City and Newtown Name witbheld tempoaiiiy, aid 160 ncUlllliliBailway 1 K), 7lh Brooklyn, L. I., 330 11 >i i^ » 3d 160 IlkW If 1 11U
Mannfacturers' H.ectric Co

,

Philadelphia, Pa. 330 IL Ik a4lh " 16)

McMuIien & Morris, West Superior, Wis., 330 ' " " 160
Warner's Portland Cement Co., I8t Syracuse, N Y., 330 Brieantice Transit Co. ( for ^H BM ^^ M^H H^ a ^^
Camden, Gloacesler and Wood- railway), Brlgantine, N. J. 130 PI PnTnin
bury Railway (K). 1st Gloucester, N. J., 330 Chandler & Price, ad " Cleveland, Ohio. 100 LI LI' 1 Ull'

Camden, Gloncesler and Wood- Germania Mills Holyolte, Mass., 103 r 1 rii 1 kiIb
bury Bailway i K,}, 2il " " 330 Fuel Gas and Mfg Co ,

4lh Pittsburgh, Pa
,

100 LLLU 1 liiUCa-nden, Gloucester and Wood- Maryland Steel Co., lath '• Baltimore. Md., lUU

bury Bailway (K). 3il U li 330 Ohio Sleel Co., Youngstown, Ohio, 35
Xewton and Boston Bailway, 1st Newtonville, JIaas., 260 Unknown, 1st ' Barcelona, Spain, 85 ^^ ^ ^^
Elverside Park Bailway Co.. 3d •' Sioux City, la., 260 ^„ ..

85 OnBflll m Allf
Detroit Citizens' St. KailwayCo., 3th ' Detroit, Mich., 260 ' 3d 85 I'llHIIIJ A M w•* ' * •' Gth " '* " i60 Westinghonse Air Brake Co.. Hanover, Germany, 65 laiiiwi r 11 iv
Westinghonse Electric and Man- Bosal Hermanoa Berga, Spain, 65 UUIfll fill 1
ufacturing Co. (K), 38th Pittsburg, Pa., 200 Elmira Knitting Mills, Elmira, N. Y 65

^^^ ^^^

Olean Street Bailway; Olean, N. Y., VOO Nichols Chemical Co. (E), 10th ' Laurel Hill, N. Y., 05
Xewton and Boston Bailway, 2d NewtouAille, Maea., IGO 35 Coxux^o-u.nd XSxxsluos 72eO

may be found in their new
and commodious quarters,£3T-A.nNrx>ji.n t>-

American Sn^ar Befio''j; Co., 12th order. Sonth Boston, Maae.,
a. If.

150
1 "WestlDRhonRe Air Brake Co., 34th order. Wllmerdlng, Pa

,

H. P.

Chicago Paper Trade Club, JMt ' Chicago, III. 125 Clinton Wire Cloth Co. ( K ), ad ' Clinton, Mass. 2.') kin OQC PnnMrnnn Ct•• •* " '* 2d »* •' 125 Glrard Iron Co. Glrard, Ohio, 26 iMn. .i.iti liiin^rPsN NI
Boone Electric St. Bailway Co. iMt Boone, la., 125 W. J. McCahan Sug Ref. Co., .Ith ' Philadelphia. Pa., 25 llUi v\M\M VUllwlCwO Wlij

•* " '* *' ad ' ' " 125 «th 25
•( it ti II 3d II II 125 H .1 yth 25

Sprccklea Sugar Kefloery, 0><th " Philadelphia, Po., 100 " .1 Nth 26

where, witli increaseil facili-ininoi-* C<.-Dtral K. P-, xn Chicago, III.. 75 " " 9,1, .. u 25
Crwceot .Steel Co., 12th " PlttsburRh, Pa,, 75 Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul R. R. Sth " Milwaukee, Wis., 16
Wyman Flint A: Son",
G, AmJ-lnck & Co.,

2d Bellows Falla, Vt
,

Kew York,
75
75 Cumberland Mfg. Co.,

Uth
Boston, Mass.,

15

15
ties for handling their rapidly

Oo7'i I>fp'tof B'jHvar, Cartagena, S. A. 60 Baltimore Electric Rellnlng Co., 0th " Baltimore, Md., 15
increasino- business, they so-Warder, Ifu«bQell ii Glecsoer, 2d Springfield, Ohio. 01 Peoria Gas Light Co., 8d " Peoria, 111., 15

W. J. McCaban Sag. Bef. Co., iMt PbiladolphlQ, I'a., CO Lawrence aiachlne Co , 07th " Lawrence, Mass,, 10

licit your further orders.** " 2d *' *' " C« Chicago City Railway Co., Olh " Chicago, 111., 5
** " 3d " " CO So. Bethlehem Gas & Water Co., 2d " So. Bethlehem, Pa., 5i •• 4th " " " CO Unknown, Chicago, III., 5

0. BraUy.
fclTwwide Iron Work*. 3d

BrownHvllhs Texas,
wheollDK. w, Va..

15
45

Boston Electric Light Co , BoHton, Mass., 5

PlillM'-lpbia uif] H«adlOf{ II. P.., 12lh Port Heading, N. J. 35 38 Standax-d XSnslneis, 18<3S
SEND FOR NEW

a-xj3NrioR«. CATALOGUE OF

F.J. f:«r*7 A Co., Oan^^iV'/ort. N. Y.. CD American \Vo(»d Board Co,, Hchuylorvlllo, N. Y.,
11. P.

15 lAiiH AnrAiai tipaFnnd da Lac Ut. and E'r Co., Fond do I-ao. \VU, 00 Whltoll, Tntiira k Co., mil order, MlllvlUo, N. .J., 15 IIImA vULPIIII TIlv
Mr>^r-' C> <'^r Hh/>9Mf«, Co ,

lJrrM:ki-^,rt, N Y,. 50 Ooorgo r. Ott. Philadelphia, Pa.. 10 lllllil Arrlillli ilPaX
J " ' I«t orrter. Kloic-UtD. Ont.. 50 .Tohn BlilllltloCo., 2d " Clnr-lnuatl. Ohio, 10 lUliflUI LUiriLIILUi

t Co. I .'.III /jolrolt Mich., 3.', Dotiolt Electrical Workn. 41 h " IMlrolt, Mich
,

10
<:onU^>Cf^>U, N, If. 3.' Albany }i Troy Hiearahoat Co., iHt " Albany, N. Y., 10
Chlrntfo. Ill,,

Ar/iHt'^rdarn. .V. V,,

35 ad ••

Ilattlo Crook, Mich,,
10

10i r.«. ;a Medical h Suri-. Saoltorluin,
}.- '. Mill. P.#j|'I'.T)ll»;, N. C, 3.-, New Gaynor Electric Co

, .lelTorflODvlllo, Inil,, 10
t nioo Co,, Sth .S'c-w KenJi)n«Um, I'a. 35 I'oNtftlno CroMHlng Co., Ulh • Iietrcdt, Mich., 5 TFJbllE]H D.:trMt. .Mich., Vm Bailey h. McKennr.n, WoahlnKton, Pa., 5

Pltl^bTjrKh, P«,, r, U. .s. GoverfiiHent, 3lMt " Ht. Louis, Mo., r,

- Work."*, 3d " l«troU. Mich., Z1 K'tlHon Span. Col. Lt, & P. Co. New York, 6 1 tf% ^ tf V ^^« ^^0 1 1 ^^ m^ ^*. dk 1 ^k
. -.--.ri'.

ntth
F.lKln, Can .

CamrJt-n. N. J.,

1-.

25
Hhelhyvllle Oa-. LI Co., slielbyvl 1,., Ind., 5

ifi MkRnrN n
\: ••',

I :• 1 h ('"ncyjd, Pft,,

25
<H- Jrviulor- XSziBlzioai, 800 ilUUUlll^ JjlUU lib uu.,

1 '.iT.'.tlU. Purl". Frnno. K
'. Ht^gmAlvr, b Hoo, lat

2d ::

PhltA/lftlphlA, I'n.. 2.-.

25
SUMMARY OF ORDERS FOR 60 DAYS.

336 CONGRESS ST.,
i .Hon Co.. 7th ..

flilrjmo, in,.
15

Compound, 35 Engines, 7,260 H . p.

-.ri#, Co., 2d
ill

I.lpgf", i;«i(flnm,
7ifr»UiT((, ,N, v.,
Klngitc/D. Ont.,

V,

15

15

Standard, 38
Junior, 41

1,965
900 Boston, Mass-

I .•! Co.,
CUnUiTJ, Mait*,,

CblCftKO. III. 15 TOTAL, - 114 ENGINES, IO,l25 H .p.
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LINK-BELT MACHINERY CO.,
ENGINEERS, FODNDERS AND MACHINISTS,

0IiI0-A.C3-0.

, FOUNDRIES '"""^^^nc^oro^.'iructoa MACHINE SHOPS
In the country, the equipment of which is thoroughly modern and complete
throughout, we are prepared to cast and finish

•alleys. Sheaves, Fly-M'heels, etc., of any diameter up to 20 feet, with

any width of face,

Cnearinff of all stylee and sizes

llansers of light and heavy pattern.

fiihaftlus ^P to Ifi inches In diameter, and of 20 feet lengths.

Friction CIntelies capable of tranemittiog any required H. P.,

Pilioiv Blocks. Collai'.s. etc., and will be pleased to enbmit estimates for
any machinery required In above lines.

LINK-BELT ENGINEERING CO., - Philadelphia and New York

Phoenix Iron IT^orks Co.,

You Will Oblige

Both Advertiser and Publisher

by mentioning the WESTERN
ELECTRICIAN when writing

to advertisers.

H.& D. LAKE CO.,Massillon,Oh Jo,U.S.A.
ManufaciurcTS ul FKICTION CLUTCMjo Simplest, Strongest and Bt'St

PULLEYS„ nCLUTCH PULLEY
I

rnadP. Adaptoci-^ and CUT-OFF tr:qj^-±:^[r/htrb?a\':;'(^i

COUPLINGS^^^^trt';s-.^rctts^j»
AIN A>0 SPLIT. lilGo Plain '^^^^W ^°^ quickly without jar

d Split Palleya, Eacgcrs, Shaftlni:, 4c.^*~2[
;Send for illustrated circulars

The S. FREEMAN &SONS Manufacturing Go.,^,_.

M;iriiie. Locoiiiotivf. Mationarj A AirriciilturiU*1f

BOILERS, and TANK & IRON WORK 4:^

OF EVEHT DESCF-IPTTO-T.

gHJ REPAIRING A SPECIALTY.
sl 1 iimn-tis nromptly furnished. Lar^e illus-
tI I I 1 Catalogue sent free to any address. Ask

[ r ( itT,lop;iiP 15," and mention this paper

HILL
Clutch Works,
CI.EVEI.A1VD, O.

NEW YOBK OFFICE:
IS Cortlandt St.

CHICAGO OFFICE:
850 "The Rookery."

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Desired, Erected and Foniisbed.

Send for ne-v7 Catalogue of Pow^
er Transmission Machinery.

^IZ GENUINE :

INGOTS i MANUFACTURES
BEAR DUR

I^ECTRADE MARKS.

PHOSPHOR-BRONZE
. Ingots, Castings, Wire, Sheet &c.

ThePhosphor Bronze SmeltincCo.Limited
512 Arch St. Philadelphia Pa.U.S.a:

ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS OF PHOSPHOR-
BRONZE IN THE United States and Sole
Makers of"ELEPHANT BRAND"Phosphor-Bronze.

aVEEA.lDA7-ILXj-E3, :E>J^.

a-,

«=>
-T3

CO

enX

E2

"I>lck & Chnrch" Antomatlc Cnt-oirenElnen.

1.5 Cortlandt St., NEW YORK. 619 Rookery Bolldlns, CHICAGO.

SIOXTX CITY ENGINE TATORKS
BnUders of High Grstl"

Corliss Engines,

Gidding's Automatics.

Complete Plants Famished.
SELLING AGESTS:

26 Eandolpli St., CMcago.
r. M. Davis, Dallas, Tez.

Kennedy & Pierce Mch. Co.,

DENVER.
513 SECURITY BLDG., ST. LOUIS-

405 6TH AVE., SO. MINNEAPOLIS.
1302 UNION AVE., KANSAS CITY.

A. M. HolterHdw. Co..

HELENA, MONTANA.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of Hlgrh Grade Engines and Boilers.

'Electric lAght Engines
a Specialty.

Coniiilete Steam Plaits Mallei.

WXSTEEN WAEEEOOMS:
64 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also 30 Cortlandt Streei, Kew York City.

W.S.EDWARDSMFG. CO.,
MAinjFACTlXREBS OF

)
ELECTROLIERS
Combination Fixtures,

Electric and Combination Brackets.

EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS.

LOW PRICES.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. "%
,

21 and 23 E. Lake St., Chicago.A f41EMV BOOK.
nxro^w

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND - BOOK.
Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of

which 30,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's
well-known practical style with all the problems of Electric Power
Transmission.

NOW READY. PRICE $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
Chicago, New York and Boston.

THERE ARE IN THE UNITED
STATES TO-DAY

OF ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS;
OF THESE

^m^m miXaK^
ARE OPERATED UNDER THE

General Electric Company's Systems.

A IMFD mPfAlED III STREET EilLIH BISTORT.

9,44 X 0.^fl.S.
4,015 itj:ii-i£;s o:f^ 'n^j^.cfTs^.

THE ABOVE FIGURES AFFOUD TUB MOST
CONVINCING PROOF OF THE

PERFECTION OF OUR APPARATUS,
THE SATISFACTION IT GIVES, ITS SUPERIORITY

AND THE APPRECIATION ACCORDED IT.

I^FRvD^IMCZH CDF=~F^I(Z:

173 and 175 Adams Street, Chicago, 111. 620 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass.
44 Broad Street, New York. 509 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

264 West Fourth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. 401—407 Sibley Street, St. Paul. Minn.
Gould Building:, Atlanta, Ga. 1338 F Street, N. W., Washington, D. 0.

15 First Street, San Francisco, Cal. , Masonic Temple, Denver, Oolo.
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Electric Light Supplies.

No. 446.

No. 447.

No. 44.-,

m

ti~i

No. 44U.

Nu. 44S.

No. 442.

No. 443.

No. 144.

54 and 56 Franklin St., Chicago, 111.
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The Equipment Necessaty Fof a

—H- Model Station: -h—
BAUER

SWITCHES
On your Switch-Board.

Well Made.

Quick Action.

Positive Break.

WIRT
AMMETERS.

See Catalogue 23, p. 138.

Handsome, Accu-
rate, Standard.

No Springs.

No Recalibrating.

WIRT
Volt Indicators.

See Catalogue 23, p. 137.

The Standard and
Most Reliable. Pays
for Itself in Saving

of Lamps.

WIRT
Standard Fuse

LINKS.

All one piece

—

No Soldered Ends.
Carefully Graded
and Reliable.

SHIELD BRAND
Moisture-Proof

LINE WIRE.
Pages 6 to 9.

The Only Moisture-

Proof (not rubber
covered) Line Wire

on the Market.

HABIHSHAW
Standard Red Core Rubber Covered

WIRE.
The Only Pure Para Rubber

Covered Insulation Made.

No Leaking Lines—Saves Break-

Downs and Accidents. Keeps up

the Coal Pile and the Bank "Pile"

at the same time.

For House Wiring, for

Cables or any Place where

the Highest Insulation is

Required.

STANLEY
TRANSFORMERS.

Solid Moisture-Proof Insulation.

Lightning-Proof.

It Never Fails.

Highest Efficiency,

Closest Regulation,

Most Convenient to

Handle.

HIGH INSULATION
BRACKETS.
See Pages 43 to 48.

Strong, Graceful.

Made from Carefully

Designed Patterns.

W-W Liglitning

Arrester.

The Simplest Made.

Protects your Line

and Dynamos. No
Magnets, no Springs,

no Swinging Balls.

Tlie New

Sunbeam Lamp.

The Highest Econ-
omy combined with

Long Life and Effici-

ency.

Tlie Wirt

Dynamo Briisli.

.Saves the Commuta-
tor, and Prevents

Sparking and
Cutting.

The Only Brush

Built on Scientific

Principles.

A Plant with above Equipment insures SAVING IN POWER, SAVING IN REPAIRS, SAVING IN TROUBLE-
all in all, a Model and Successful Station. Correspondence Solicited and Promptly Answered.

The Ansonia Electfic Co.,

rACTOKiKs Ayn AvsnviA Conni:Ai»T£K5 OFFICES; ^^i^J^^lAi \...Unr«.

FORMERLY THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

Cor. Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO.
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NOW READY TO TAKE ORDERS FOR THE

NEW SUNBEAM
Sk FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT. ^i^^.

The "New Sunbeam" is an incandescent lamp made with a globe not all

glass and without inleading wires sealed into glass.

There is no Vacuum in tliis Lamp.

The globe is filled with A CAS that acts to build up the filament during incan-

descence, thus maintaining the lamp at full candle power throughout its

entire life.

i^

THE STAR ELECTRIC LAMP COMPANY,
805 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, CHICAGO, ILL.

SELLING AGENTS-
' ''''"*^ *'''***'"^ *^*'*'*^^'*'*^ *''"•' chas. ». shaijt. the ansohtia electric co.,
/ 104 Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111. 136 Liberty Street, New York. Ansooia, Conn.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

MANITFACIITRERS OF APPARATUS FOR

Arc Lighting, Incandescent Ligliting,

LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,

Street Railway Generators, Motors and Appliances.

Our alternating current incandescent apparatus is in use in 430 central stations.

1,000 isolated plants. Our arc apparatus is in use all over the world.

We are now transmitting light and power various distances up to 28 miles from the

source.

Our multipolar railway generators and noiseless single reduction motors have
worked a revolution in the electric railway field in two years.

OrderM for AP^ARATirM, REI>AIB»i| and SUPPLIES formerly fnrnislied I>y the V„ited Stnten Electric Ligbtinc Co..
Newark, N, .1., mliould now bo Ment to this Company, where they will receive prompt nttention,

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL THE LEADINC CITIES.
AGENTS FOR CANADA: AHERN & SOPER, OTTAWA, ONT.
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(TRADE MARK.

We take pleasure in informing the public that after many months of experimenting we

have succeeded in producing aa incandescent electric lamp superior to any of the numerous

lamps hitherto offered to the public. The importarce of the discovery may be realized

when we inform you that the lamp now manufactured by us is a total departure in principle

from all other incandescent lamps. Our lamp will maintain its INITIAL CANDLE POWER at its

INITIAL EFFICIENOT throughout the usual average life of incandescent lamps.

The importance of this improvement can only be realized by those who have had he

usual experience with lamps which begin to DECREASE IN CANDLE POWER, and at the same

time INCREASE THEIR CONSUMPTION OF ENERGY as soon as put into service.

THE 'NOVAK" LAMP MAINTAINS ItS FULL CANDLE POWER AT THE SAME

EFFICIENCY THROUGHOUT ITS LIFE.

The 'Novak" lamp is fully protected by patents of our own, and is free from any

possible claims of infringement of other patents.

The efficiency and average life of the "Novak" lamp are fully equal to those of any

other lamp ever offered.

The filament used in the "Novak" lamp is the celebrated "PERKINS" FILAMENT the superior

quality of which is too well known to need comment by us.

We respectfully solicit correspondence in regard to the "Novak" lamp, feeling sure

that a lamp possessing the superior qualities of this lamp, and manufactured by a company whose

business it is to supply the general public WITHOUT DISCRIMINATION, will be appreciated.

THE WARING ELECTRIC CO.,

GLAFLIN& KIMBALL I
(INCORPORATED,)

General Selling Agents, 116 Bedford St., Boston, Mass.

WESTERN DEPARTMENT,
Office and Waretiouse, 1 1 E. Adams Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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No. 21

MOTORS AND DYNAMOS with

Forpd Iron Field Mapets.
COMMERCIAL ELECTRIC CO.,

""'S.TennenBee Street,
INl>IANAPOLIS, IND.

Massachusetts Electrical Engineering Company,
STONE & WEBST£K, Managers.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,
BOSTON, 4 Post Office Square. CHICAGO, Title and Trust Building.

N INDIA Rubber vATIONAL INDIA 0.

as2(i

PACKARD HIGH GRADE
INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

• Manoractnr«"«l hy the

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
AfiKJITS:

S. p. OOLT,
President.

F. S lirNOTT,
Of Q'l Mgr.

General ^Te^tern Agents: EDterprlse JBIectric Co-t CbicGgo.
Np-w Tork «»flicp. 4H7 Kroadwaj', BT. li. Bnrdick, nianaser.

FACTORY AND OFFICE,
BBISTOIi, R. I.

S'^uSi^ c'a^^E'vri;, ! >3-ine. Maoa«ers.
GEO. T MANSON,

Gen'l Supt.

THE OKONITE COMPANY

iPN'^:

LIMITED

1 3 Park Row, New Yorkc
INSULATED

WIRES ANpCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.

BRANCHES: Cblcaffo, Boston, Philadelphia, MlnneapollB, Cincinnati,

:

<^<naha. T.nnlsvtlle, St, I.oaia, San I>anolaGO, X.ondon and So. America.
• City,

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 D£ir STREET, NE'W TORK,

MANITFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AUD DEALERS IN

Electrical Supplies
OF ILL DESCEIPTIONS,

Telegraph, Telephone,
[Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

K!!Y FOR cAPAciTT TESTS. Line Material.
WE OWN AND OPERATE Till'.

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WUERE WB MANUFACTURE A FULL LINE OF

Test Instrnments and all Scientific Measurement Apparatas.

New York City, Chan. E. Chapm, I'M Liberty St.

Chicago, 111,, Eiec AppUahce Co., 'J^a Madl.son St.
81. Paul, Minn., Tbft Elec. EoRioeerlnff & Supply Co.
St. Louis, Mo., St. Louis Electrical Supply Co.
San Franclfco, Cal., A. C.Bralnard Ac don, No. 109

California St.

Clnclonftti, O.. Post-OloTer EIcc. Co- 215 W, 4th St-
Plttabnri^b, Pa., Du'iOMae Electric Sapply k Con-

Mlroctlon Of).

Montreal. Can.. Packard Lamp Co., 9ft-100 KlDg St.
Wnyhln(,'ton, Northwest Flxtnre .*; E!ec. Co., Seattle.

MANDFACTUEEE OF

INSULiATXSD ELECTRIC ITVIRE,
FLKXIBLE COBDH and CABLES.

goo and g08 North Third Street, - - PHILADEI,PglA. PA.

MAGNETO WATCHMEN'S CLOCKS.

HQLTZER-CABQT ELECTKIC CO., 92 Frapklin St„ Boston, Mass.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

ESTIMATES AND DRAWIXGS SUBMimD.

WESTON ENGINE CO..
Painted Post, N. Y.

REPRESENTATITES :

Julian Scholl i Co.. 12(> Liberty St., Sew Tort
Geo. D. Holtman. ,9-j L&ke St.. Cbica^ro, 111.

H. M. Sciple iCo,. 3dA; Arcb Sts.. Plillad?lphl».

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford, Conn.

THE BALL ^ WOOD COMPANY,
Boilderfl of Improved Antomatio Cnt-off Enginoa -

Chicago Oniw, Homo In*. HltlR., W. H, ri»ftt^<>n nn>l T. C. Porklo* Mnoftcpr*.
" .V. Day. No. 128 OUvor St.. M<»toii. MftM. (.»eo. SI. Koryou. EnJIcott Arcade. St. P«al, Minn,
W. M. Porter. UodKen nid»f., DtHrnit. Mloh. Jamen A Conip»oy, ObaiMaotttfa, Tpnu.
Thou. K. Cnrey it Brotherd Co., No M Light SL, BaUtuore^ Md T. W. ADdersou. Uouston, Texa.^
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RANSFORMERS
PERFECT SAFETY.

CiOOD KEGrL,ATION.

HIGHESTEFFICIENCY.

SWAJA^ CORE LOSiS.

30,000 WATT TRANSFOBMER.

Convenience in Installation.

«
Best Possible Mechanical Insulation, with Additional Insulation of Oil. Core Ground Wire. Primary and Secondary

Colls are Fully Subdivided. No Fuses in the Transformer Case.

TRANSMISSION OF POWER BY ELECTRICITY OVER LONG DISTANCES
Is rendered practicable by means of our "Step Up" and "Step Down" Transformers, the

Insulation in which is Tested to Withstand a Pressure of 10,000 Volts Alternating.

CARPENTER ENAMEL RHEOSTATS.

TlArO-PXI.A.SE: CS-SIVSR^XORS
Of our Standard Alternating Current Sizes, for use with

Stsinley-ICelly T^wro I^lia^se Motors.
For Prices and Information Address nearest District Office.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
DISTRICT OI=F=ICES:

173 and 175 Adams Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
44 Broad Street. New York. 62 D Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

Fifth and Race Streeta, Cincinnati, O. 609 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Equitable Building, Atlanta, Qa. 401-407 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.
15 First Street, Baa Francisco, Gal. 1333 F Street, N. W., Wash., D. 0.

Masonic Temple, Denver, Colo.

ill Bosloess Ootslde of tbe Uolted States TraDsacted by tbe Tbomson-HonstOD iDteniatiODal Electric Co., 4) Broad St., New York.'
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Av.nu: l-'illL-r i/ti -\x

Amerlcitn Biittury Co xi

American Kluc. Mfg. Co.... xi

American Electrical
Works XV

American Silk Mfg. Co xvl

.\iisonia F,lectricCo.,The.xxviii

Arp, A. H
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The . 1

Kaggot, E ^vl

Itaker A Co xvl

Uull A Wood Co., The I

Bcggs, J. E. Machinery /k

Supply Co xvl

Bernstein Electric Co x
Bishop Guttapercha Co.... xiv

Blanchard, Albert xxv
Boston Braid Mfg. Co xv

Boston Electric Co xi

Bridgeport Machiue Tool
Works xiv

Brill Co., J. G xvi

Brookfleld, Wm x iv

Brush Electric Co vli

Bryant Electric Co
Butler Hard Rubber Co xx
C. & C. Electric Motor Co.. ix

Cabell, L. Breckinridge., xvili

Calumet Electric Manufac-
turing & Engineering Co. Ix

Carpenter Enamel Rheostat
Co xviii

Case, J. T. Engine Com
pany xxv

Central Electric Co v

Chicago Insulated Wire
Co iv

Clarendon Oil & Refining
Co xxi

Clark *k Marshall x

Columbia Inc. Lamp Co iv

Columbia Manufacturing A
Supply Co

Commercial Electric Co i

Comstock, Louis K
Crescent Insulated Wire A
Cable Co xv

Crocker-Wheeler Electric.
Co V

CuehingA Morse xi

Cutter Electrical & Manu-
facturing Co X

Cutter Geo
Dayton Globe Iron Works
Co xxiv

Delaware Hard Fibre Co.. x
Delno A Co., H. E xviii

Diehl ACo iv

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.. sii

D'Unger Eleo. Tel. Mfg.
Co xvi

Eastern Electric Cable Co. xv
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co... ix

Edison Decorative & Min-
iature Lamp Dept ,. sv

Edwards, W. S. Mfg. Co . .
.

Electric Appliance Co... xiv

Electric Construction &
Supply Co xii

Electric Engineering & Sup-
ply Co xi

Electric Selector A, Signal
Co ix

Electrician Publishing Co.
xix.xxi.xxii

Electrical Engineering &
Supply Co., The xix

Electrical Specialty Co.,
The iv

Elektron Manufacturing
Co , ....

Empire China \Vorks xii

Enterprise Electric Co xvIli

Falls Rivet A Machine Co. . xxl
Ford - Washburn Storelec-
tro Co

For Sale Advertisements
xvl

Freeman S. & Sons Manu-
facturing Co

Fuel Economizer Co xix
General Electric Co 11, xxvi
General Incandescent Arc
Light Co xvill

Goodyear Hard Rubber Co.
and The India Rubber
Comb Co

Great Western Manufac-
turing Co

GreeleyA Co., The E. S... 1

Hart A Hegeman Manufac-
turing Co XV

Hanson Battery, Light &
Power Co xvl

Harrison A Co., W. P
Harter Electric Co xvl
Helios Electric Co xl

HUlClutch Works
HIne Eliminator Co xiv
Holmes, Booth A Uaydens. xvl

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co. . . i

Hubbard, Norman
Hubbard A Co., AVm xvi
Innls A Co xiv
Institute of Technology, xxl
Interior Conduit A Insula-
tion Co xii

Interstate Complete Elec-
tric Const.Co

Jackson, Dugald C, xiv

-iL-ucil Iteiliii^' Co 1

.loliiis Manufucluring Co.,
11. W •

—

Kartavert Mfg. Co xv

Kester Electric Co xxiv

Kll]»stein, A XV

Knapp Electrical Works, xxvli

Lake, J. n. AD. Co

Law Battery Co xvil

Leclanche Battery Co.,The xvii

Lee, O. E
LeflfelACo., James xvii

Link Belt Machinery Co.. xxv

Loud . H. M. A Sons Lumber
Co XX

Marcus, W. N xvl

Massachusetts Electrical
Engineering Co i

Mather Electric Co,..

McLean A Schmitt xvi

Mica Insulator Co sil

Milwaukee Electric Railway
Co xvii

Moore, Alfred F i

Munsell A Co., Eugene xiv

Murray A Co., Jas. J xx

National Carbon Co., xx

National Electric Manufac-
turing Co xix

National lud la Rubber Co. . i

New England Butt Co xii

Newton Rubber Co xx
N. Y. Electrical A Develop-
ment Co xxi

New York Insulated Wire
Co xviii

N. Y. Safety Steam Power
Co xxv

New York A Ohio Co i

Nowotny Electric Co xvi

OkoniteCo., The. 1

Osborne Steam Engin'g Co. xiv

Ostrander ACo.. W.R .... xxl

Otto Gas Engine Works . . . xxv
Page Belting Co
Paiste, H. T x

Partrick A Carter Co viii

Pelton Water Wheel Com-
pany xvii

Perkins Electric Switch
Manufacturing Co xvii

Pho?nix Iron Works Com-
pany

Phosphor-Bronze Smelting
Co., Ltd XXV

Queen A Co., Incorporated . . xv
Racine Hardware Manufac-
turing Co xiv

Redding Electric Co xxiv
Rockford Electric Manufac-
turing Co Iv

Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.. x

Rose Electric Light Supply
Co

Rosenbaum, W. A xvi

Rose Poly. Institute xvi
Russell A Officer

Samson Cordage Works. .. xiv

Sawder Man-Electric Co... xxi
Sechrist, Albert xxiv
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co. . . xv
Shepard, II. L xviii

Short Electric Ry. Co vli

Shultz Belting Co.. xxv
Slebert, G xv
Siemens A Halske Electric
Co xii

Sioux City Electrical Supply
Co xxi

Sioux City EnglneWorks. . xxv
Smith, A. T XX
Sperry Electric Mining Ma-
chine Co xviii

Sperrj- Electric Ry. Co. vli

Standard Electric Co. .. xxili

Standard Paint Co iv

Stanley Electric Manufac-
turing Co viii

Star Electric Lamp Co.. xxix
Steuben Lamp Works xiv
Stllwell A Blerce Manufac-
turing Co xvi, xvU

Stokes Mfg Co XX
Taylor Engine Co xxv
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames., xiv
United Electric Improve-
ment Co

Van Nuis, C. S xv
Vulcanized Fibre Co vlll

Waddell-Entz Company . . xiv
Want Advertisements xvi
Waring Electric Co xxx
Washburn A Mocn Mfg. Co.

Webster, Warren A Co
Western Electric Co xxv
West Inghouse,Church,Kerr

A Co xxiv
Westlnghouse Eleo.and Mfg.

Co xlil, xxlx
Weston Electrical Instrument
Co vl

Weston Engine Co I

Wilson A Jackson
WortbJugtou.Henrj' U ...

CLASSIF ED LIST.

AnnnnrlatorH.
.VuHunia Elcelric Co., The.
tJcnlral Electric ('o.

Electric Appliance Co.
Knapp Electrical Work-s.
0.strander ACo., W. II,

Partrick A Carter Co.

Arc I^ampR.
Ansonia Electric Co
Beggs, J. E., MchyASup. Co.
Electric Appliance Co,
Electric Cons. A Supply Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc'd'cent AroLt. Co.
Helios IClectric Co . The,
Knapp Electrical Works.
Rose Elec. Light Supply Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
Sioux City E. S. Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arp riertit Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Samson Cordoge Works.

Batterief) and Jnrs.
American Battery Co.
Ansonia Electric Co.. The,
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric Co.
Columbia Mfg. A Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
FordWshb'rn Storelectro Co.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.

Hanson Battery. Lt: A Pr.Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Law Battery Co.
Leclanche Battery Co.. The.
Lee. C. !;,

Newton Rubber Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Sioux City, E. S. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Greely A Co., The E. S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
OstranderA Co.. W. R.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Beltiner.
Jewell Belting Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Page Belting Co.
Shultz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Babcock A Wilcox Co., The.
Blanchard, Albert,
Freeman A Sons Mfg. Co.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pheonix Iron Works Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Boohs- Electrical.
' Electrician Publishing Co.

Braidinfi: ItlPclilneTy.
New Englam Butt Co.

Borglar Alarms.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Greeley A Co. . The E. S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Insulated Wires )

Cables Electric. (See In-
sulated Wires). Copper,
!$hcet and Bar.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cai'bons. Points and
Plates.

Ansonia Electric Co
Central Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Law Battery Co.
National Carbon Co.

Clutcbes. Friction.
Fulls Rivet A Machiue Co.
Hill Clutch Works.
Lake, J. il. A D. Co.

ContrnctorN. Electric
Liisht. Plants.

Brush Electric Co.
C. A C. Electric Motor Co.
Calumet Eleo.Mfg. A Eng. Co.
Commercial Electric Co.
Comstock, Louis K.
Eddv Electric Mfg. Co.
Ford-Washburn StoreiecCo.
General Electric Co.
Great Western JIfg Co.
Hanson Battery, Lt. A Pr.Co.
Interstate Comp.El. Cons. Co.
Mass. Elec Engineering Co.
Mather Electric Co.
Rockford Electric Mfg. Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric
Co.

Standard Electric Co.
United Elec Improvement Co
Maddcll-Entz Company.
\\ostlnghouseElecA Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co,
Wilson A Jackson,

Construction and Re-
pairs.

romslock, LnuIsK.
Interstate Comn. EI.,Cone. Co.
McLeuu A Schmitt.
Sioux City E. S. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Wilson A Jaoktion.

t'opppr W ircM.
Ansonia Ek-ctric Co.
American Electrical Work.H.
Uhhop Gutta Percha Co.
('eiitnil Electric Co.
CriHc'.nt In.Wirc A Cable Co.
Cutter. Geo.
Electric Appliance Co,
ICnterpriHc Electric Co.
Goodyear Hard Rubber A The
India Rubber Comb Co.

Holmes. Booth A Haydens.
International OkoniteCo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
Sperry El. Mining Mach. Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cordase.
Sameon Cordage Works.

Cross- 4 rms, Pins and
Brackels.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Loud A Sons Lumber Co.

Cat Oats and Switches.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Brj'ant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical A Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric EngASupply Co.
Electric Selector A Signal Co.
Electrical Specialty Co.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Kester Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
N. Y. Eelc. A Develop. Co.
Paiste, H. T.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Russell A Officer,
Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Sechrist, A.
Sioux City E. S. Co.
Taylor. Goodhue A Ames.

Dynanios.
Brush Electric Co.
C. A C. Electric Motor Co.
Calumet El. Mfg. A Eng. Co.
Commercial Electric Co.
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Eng. A Supply Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Harter Electric Co.
Mather Electric Co.
National Electric Mfg. Co.
Nowotnv Electric Co.
Rose Elec. Light Supply Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
United Elec Improvement Co
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse Elec. AMfg.Co.

Electric liava Gas Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Electric waJlways.
General Electric Co.
Short Electric Ry Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
Sperry Electric Ry. Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co,

Electrical and 3Iechani-
cal En{;ineers.

Comstock. Louis K.
Jackson, D, C.
Mass. Elec. Engineering Co.
Osborne Steam Engl Co.
AVilson A Jackson.

Electricnl Instruments.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Greeley A Co., The E, S.

Partrick A Carter Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen A Company. Incorp.
Van Nuis, C, S.

Weston Elec. Instrument Co.

£l''ctrical Specialties.
Columbia Mfg. A Supply Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Electrical Specialty Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
N. Y. Elec. A Develop. Co.
Paiste. H. T.

Electroliers a«id Combi-
nation Fixtures,

Ansonia Electric Co., The.
itaiTgol. E.
i:dwar<ls. W. S. Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.

Encrines, €ras.
Otto Gas Engine Works.

Eiiaines, Hteom.
Ball A Wood Co.. The.
Case, J. T. Engine Co.
Freeman Sons Mfg. Co.
N. Y. Safety Steiun Power Co.
Phoiuix Iron Works Co.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Sioux City Engine Works.
Taylor Engine Co.
Westlnghouse Church, KerrA
Co.

Weston Engine Co.

Fan OntfltH.
Ansnnlii KlcrtrlcCO.
Calumet Kl, .Mfg. A Eng. Co.
Clark \ .Marshall.
Dlobl A Company.
Electric .Vppilance Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co

Fire Alarms.
Ansonia !:ieetrlc Co.
Knapp lOlcclrlcal.Works,
I'artrtck A carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Kael K<^o*ouiIk*th.
Fuel Kconomlzcr <;o.

Fuse \Vlr».
Ansonia Electric f>)., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Shawmut Fuhc Wire '-'o.

Sperry El. Mining Mocb. Co.

4paH Llehtlnc Electric
Ansonia Electric Co.
Boston Electric Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.

<iteneral Rlec. Supplies.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
cutter Electrical A Mfg. Co
Electric AppUance Co.
Electric Eng. A Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. A Supply Co
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Kester Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Law Battery Co.
Lee. C. E
N. Y. Elec. A Develop. Co.
Paiste, H. T.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Queen A Co., Incorp.
Redding Electric Co.
Russell A Officer.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Sioux City Elec. Supply Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.
Weston Elec, Instrument Co.

<iilobcs and Electrical
OlassAare.

Brookfield, Wm.
Murray A Co., Jas. J.

Graphite Specialties.
Dixon Cruciole Co., Jos.

Hard Rnbber Gootts.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Goodyear Hard Rubber A The
India Rubber Comb Co.

Mica Insulator Co.
Newton Rubber Co.

Insulators opd losulat-
iDg materials.

Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Brookfield, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Eng. A Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Goodyeai Hard RubberA The
India Rubber Comb Co.

Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
International Okonite Co.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Kartavert Mf^. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Mica Insulator Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Insula' ed IVirPS and
Canles—aiasuet M'ire.

American Electrical Works.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Crescent In. Wire A Cable Co.
Cushing A Jlorse.
Cutter, Geo.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Enterprise Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Goodyear Hard Rubber A The
India Rnbber Comb Co.

Great Western Mfg. Co.
Holmes, Booth A Haydens.
International Okonite Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Jloore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Roebling's Son'sCo.,J. A.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Sperry El. Mining Ma^h. Co
Waddell-Entz Company.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

I>amps. locandescent.
Am. Electric Mfg. Co.
Ansonia ElectricCo.. The.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Edison Miniature Lamp Dept.
Electric Apnllauce Co.
Electrical Eng. A Supply Co.
General Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Mather Electric Co.
New York and Ohio Co.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Star Electric Lamp Co.
Steuben Lamp Works.
Waring Electric Co.

Lathes.
Bridgeport MachlncToolWks.
Shepard. H. L.

Slaenet M'iro
<ScG Insutatrd \\lrcs.)

Slerhanlral Machinery:'.
Bridgeport Mach. Tool Wks.

Sllro.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Munsell A Co., Eugene,

Mining Apparatus. Elec.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Sperry El. Mining Mach. Co.
W^estlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Mo torn.
Brush E'eclric Co.
C. A C. Electric Motor Co.
Calumet EI. Mfg. A Eng. Co.
Clark A Marfhall-
Ojmmerclal Electric Co.
CrockCT-Wheeler Electric Co.
?;ddv Electric Mf^. Co.
Foru-Wanhbum Storei. Co.

, Oaieral F:iectric Co.
Great Wthiern Mfg. Co,
Interior Conduit A In«u. Co.
.Mather Electric Co.
Rockford Electric .Mfg. Co.
Sioux city E. S. Co.
Taylor. GoofJhue A Ames.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Weblinghouse EI. A Mfg. Co.

Oils.
Clarendon Oil A Refg. Co.

Oil FUt-rs.
Acme Filter Co.

Paints,
Standard Paint Co.

Paten ft*.

Rosenbaum. Wm. A.
Phosphor Bronxe.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co,, Ltd

Platinum.
Baker A (^o.

Slebert, G,
Pol* s.
Loud A Sons* Lumber Co.

Porcelain.
Empire China Works.
Paiste, H. T.

Pubishe* s, El^-ctrlca*.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Push Bn'tons.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Rheostats.
Carpenter En. Rheostat Co.

Sal Ammoniac.
Ansonia Electrtc Co.
Innls A Co.
Klipsteln. A,
Law Batter}' Co.

(Separators, Steam.
Hine Eliminator Co.

Silk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

Silk Machinery Wipers.
Am. Silk Mfg. Co.

Speaking Taben.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Knapp Electrical Works
OstranderA Co., W. R.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Spe*-d Indie torn.
Queen A Co., Incorp.
Weston EI. Instrument Co.

Steam Heatinr.
Webster A Co.. Warren.

Steam Pumps.
Hubbard. Norman.
Worthlngton, Henry R.

Street Cars.
Brill, J. G. Co.

Tapes, I sulatiDff.
American Electrical Works.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent In. Wire A Cable Co.
Cushing A Morse.
International Okonite Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Telec^ph 4pp-ralus
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Selector A Signal Co.
Greely A Co.. The E. S
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones,
DTnger Elec. Tel. Mfg. Co.
Hubbard A Co.. Wm.
Western Electric Co.

Te'ephce Slonthpleces.
Marcus, W. N.

Transformers .

Ansonia Electric Co.
National Electric Mfg. Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames. *

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Works.

Trucks, Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co

Tnrbi«e YVheela.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co
Leffel A Co.. Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
Stllwell A Blerce Mfg. Co.

Vniversliles.
Institute of Ttfcbnology.
Rose Polyi. Institute.

Vacuum Pumps.
Hubbard. Norman.

VarnlHhes.
Standard Paint Co.

Water Heaters.
WobstcrA Co.. Warren.

Water Wheels.
Leffel A Co .Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

Wire, Bare.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co,
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Crescent In.wire A Cable Co.
Electric .Vpplianco Co.
Holmes. Booth A Haydens.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National India Rubber Co.
Roebling's Sons' Co., J. A.
Sperry LI. Mining Mach. Co.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
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Columbia Incandescent Lamps.
UNEQUALED IN QUALITY.

CDSTOMERS FDILY PROTECTED FROM CLAIMS FOR INFRINGEMENT,

Every new customer forwarding us an initial order for Columbia Lamps will receive by
express, prepaid, a handsomely framed portrait of Henry Goebel, the inventor of the incan-
descent lamp. Copies are now being forwarded to all our old customers. Should any one
fail to receive one, please ask for same, and it will be forwarded.

The Columbia Incandescent Lamp Co.," ors...St. Louis, Mo.

ELECTRIC FANS.
2,000

ENDORSERS.
^|^_^^ wound f.r Either

tS^^S Direct Arc or

Incandescent

Current.

PI EHL & COMPANY, 385 Broadway, New York.

Chicago Insulated Wire Co.,

INSULATED WIRES OF ALL KINDS.
214 Northern Office Building,

CHICAGO.

"Weatherproof,
Mag'net,
Office, Annunciator.

Samples and Prices on application.

FACTORY AT SYCAMORE, ILL.

Prompt KhipmentH.

The Electrical Specialty Co.,
1720 LARIMER ST., DENVER, COLO.,

Manufactiirers and Owners of Woltman & Triggs*

''STANDARD"
Single Push Button Flush

SWITCH.
Awarded the first prize gold medal at the Second

Annual Industrial Exposition held at Denver, March,
1893. The only one-push button Switch in the market.
If the light is out It turns it ou, and If the tight is on,
push the same button aod it turns it out. We make
this switch single pole, and 3-wire, This Switch is

more practical and cheaper than any other push button
Switch in the market. It does not need the aid of bat-
teries, a shunt current or other cumbersome adjuncts.

PRICE, 10 Ampere, Single Pole, $1.50.
Liberal discbnnts to the trade.

ON EXHIBITION AT WORLD'S FAIR.

ROGKFORD DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
NO BETTER MADE,

YOU CAN BUY THEM OF OUB AGENTS.

Frank HoSman> Boom 91, 94 La Salle
St., Chicago, III.

St. Louis Engr. Co., St. Louis, Mo.
D. J. HauBB, Room 51 Pike Bldg., Cin

cinnatl, Ohio.
A. Pizzini, Jr , 909 Bank St., Rich-
mond Va.

Duerr &Rohn,44.5 E. Water Street,
Milwaukee, Wis.

Zenith Elec. Co., Lyceum Building,
Daluth, Minn.

O.E. Dey, 1611 Champa St, Denver,
Colo.

Smith Elec. Co , Butte, Montana.
Intermountaln Elec. Co., Salt Lake

City, Utah.
Broduey Morley & Co., Tacoma Wash.
International Elec. Supply & Const.

Co., San Francisco, Cal.

OR AI>1>BE»S VS,

ROCKFORD ELECTRIC MFC. CO.,
ROGKFORD, ILL.

ARMATURE AND FIELD COIL VARNISH, INSULATING TAPE.

THE OLD STANDARD P. AND B. INSULATING COMPOUND.

P"B
A full line of P. and

B. prodluctfl on exhibi-

tion in both the Elec-

trical and Manufac-

tures and Liberal Arts

Buildings at the Co-

lumbian Exposition.

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.
>n?.r:r,M;:Ti"i:KKH.

2 Liberty St., NEW YORK, N. Y,

PABAFFINK PAIXT CO.,
lis EATTTrKT hiT.r.m. - «*s vf.Kr.mitco, CAfc.,

Visitors to the Fair

are welcome

at our

CHICAGO OFFICE,

871 "The Rookery."PP
sioXjX3 :i3~ir

- im-HOi N. 3.1 Bt., HI. LoulB, Mo.
H:jO I.Unirty Av(t.. I'itUburKh, I'll.

- HO W. lUi Ht. , (JlDolnnnll, Ohio.
- rfl-M N. Ml Bt,, I'lilladijlphlo, I'n.

r. O. HAWYEK PAPEB CO.,
llODillNH KI,KCT)lIO 00 ,

I'OHT-ai.OVKIt KI.KO. CO.,
NOVKI.TY KI.EO'niia CO ,

ANHONIA KI.ECTllIO CO.,
Urindolph St. nrnl Ml(!lilK«n Avo., Cliicugo, III.

I'ETTINOKI,!., ANDIIEWS ti CO.,
102-20'i E. Biirrimor Ht., IloHtotj, MaHH.

HOIJTiJEHN ELECTIIIC CO., - lloon IMlllilInK, Halllmoro, Mil.

.)IJUIJ» ANWlAE, - - - Mllwuukoo, Win.
And Hupply IIoumoh Kvorywliore.
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WOO n^iiv^n;ni -s imnm wvim

aOJ SiH30tf FOR SPRING CONSTRUCTION WE ARE FULLY PREPARED.

Poles,

Line Wire,
Cross Arms, Braclcets,

Pins, Insulators, Lag Bolts,

Digging Bars, Pike Poles, Shovels, Spoons,
Tamping Bars, Cant Hooks, Climbers,

Pliers, Tape Compound,
Sleet Proof Pulleys,

Tools.

OKONITE and CANDEE WIRES.
INTERIOR CONDUIT.

OKONITE and MANSON TAPES.
LUNDELL MOTORS.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
116 and 118 Franklin Street, Chicago.

P

GATE CITY ELECTRIC CO.,

Kansas City, Mo.
WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

. Omaha, Neb.

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

St. Louis, Mo.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC CO.,

Manufacturers and Electrical Ennineers,

39 and 41 Cortlandt Street,

Dynamos,

Motors and

Direct Current

Transformers

In all practical sizes and types.

Special
Applications and

Designsi

Transmissions of
Po-nrer about

Works
or Factories.

WORKS, 'AMI'KliH, N. J.

Special Ventilating; and Cooling Devices.

ANSONIA ELECTRIC CO., NEW ORLEANS ELECTRIC CO,, RUSSELL & OFFICER ELECTRIC CO.

102 Michigan Ave., I(i7 Gravier Street, 1735 Champa Street,

CHICAGO, ILL, NEW ORLEANS, LA, DENVER, COL.

CUMNER, CRAIG & CO.

ITS Devonshire St.,

BOSTON, MASS.
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Weston Standard Portable Direct-Reading HIGH RANGEIAMMETER (One-half Size.)—In Ranges up to 500 Amperes

These Instruments are very compact, and of the highest accuracy attainable. In the latest models the instrument is wound with a material without temperature coefficient;

the instruments may therefore be LEFT IN CIRCUIT CONTINUOUSLY without being affected in the least by the passing current.

The Weston Standard Portable Direct Current Voltmeters and Am-
meters are used in all parts of the civilized world.

They are recognized by all authorities as the very best instrument
ever produced.

During the past year Me. Wkston has given much time to the
further study and improvement of these instruments, and has brought
them to a higher degree of permanency, durability, accuracy and ex-

cellence than we ever thought possible. The New Model is the same
in external appearance as the old, but is vastly superior to the latter in

all that contributes to a first-class instrument. It is the acme of per-

fection, and is destined to become and remain

The Standard Portable Instrument of the World.

We have perfected a larger model of these instruments—expressly

adapted for use as absolute standards in stations and laboratories.

Weston Portable Alternating Current Voltmeters.

These instruments are absolutely permanent and very accurate, and
are incomparably superior to any form of hot wire instrument known.
They will be found invaluable in securing and maintaining uniformity

and economy of operation of alternating current plants.

We m'lke. mulHplierH /or use with these instruments
to extend their range so as to measure the highest voltage met with on
primary circuits.

We also make sixteen different ranges of moderate [priced, high grade

Dead-Beat Switch-board Ammeters. (See Illustration.)

The capacity ranges from 35 amperes to 750 amperes. These instruments are
a new type, and are very accurate and well made. The scales are very regular, the
instruments very sensitive, thoroughly durable and absolutely permanent, and their

indications are not sensibly affected by the most powerful external fields.

In addition, we are making a full line of Direct Current

Station and Isolated Plant Voltmeters,

in three sizes and many ranges. These instruments are very dead-beat, and embody
many new and valuable features.

They are specially adapted for railway and power plants, and are well suited
for arc and incandescent light circuits, and all other work requiring good and
thoroughly truslworthij Voltmeters. They are specially designed for

switcli board use.

We are also making a large line of high grade

STATION AMMETERS,
in ranges from 200 to 5,000 amperes, with absolutely proportional scalea throughout
tlir- entire range. The sensibility and acciiraoy of these instruments have never
\m-n Hjiproached. A l.;i00 ampere instrument will indicate, with full load or no
load, the turning on or oft of a single lamp, and vmw be read In any part of the
ficale to one ampere, Tliey are very dead-beat, handsomo Iq deelgn and finish,

permanent, durable and well made, and moderate in price.

See onr elaborate exhibit at World's Fair, S, E. CDrner second floor, Electricity Bnllding, where onr representative

fill be pleased to receive visitors.

THE WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRIERT CO.,

114-120 William St., Newark, N. J., U. S. A.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.
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THE SPERRY ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.

Street Railway Apparatus.

ELASTICtLir SUPPOBH MOTORS. FLEXIBLE CONIIECTIOIIS.

BRUSH S7STEM

!

All double carbon arc lamps at the Columbian Exposi-

tion are Brush, or under Brush license.

South Park, Chicago, has a model lighting plant. All

Brush Apparatus.

New Illinois Central Depot, Chicago, is equipped with

Brush Electric Lighting Apparatus.

Chicago Beach Hotel is just installing a large Brush
lighting plant.

If you are interested in Electric Lighting or Poixrer

Apparatus, send for Catalogues or Call on

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY,
General Offices: Chicas^o Offices:

CLEVELAND, OHIO. MOIVADNOGK BUILDING.

THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.,

No Noise. No TTITearing Out of Gears.

IDEAL STREET CAR MOTORS AND POWER GENERATORS.
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OT.3.r ^TeTTT-

POCKET
* TESTING

BUZZER.

IF rOU ARE INTERESTED
IN SUPPLIES FOR HOUSEWORK

co-^Exa OIT.

co-^x;s OE^r-.

F^FRCDIS^I

ZNNUNCIATORS TO ^^^INCS,

CORBESPOND WITH US.

PARTRICK & CARTER CO.,
Sole Proprietors of the Patent Needle Annunciators,

aianvifaetiirers of Electrical Ooods of all Kinds.

125 SOUTH SECOND ST., PHILADELPHIA.
(Cuts are Full Size.)

Price 75 Cents Each. ESTABLISHED t867.

VULCANIZED FIDRE GO. HM?mlfrmRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Roda, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

ws^iMMI^oI'dei.. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i^^I^i.Tfii.v.

STANLEY TRANSFORMERS.
500 Watts, 10 lights, No. 20, 5,000 Watts, 100 Lights,No. 2, 500

No. 3, 750
No. 4, 1,000
No. 5, 1.500
No. 6, 2,000
No. 10, 2,500
No. 15, 3,750

15
20
30
40
50
75

No. 25, 6,250
No. 35, 6,750
No. 50, 12,500
No. 70, 17,500
No. 100, 25,000

125
175
250
350
500

These are manufactured of any desired voltage.
We are prepared to furnish well designed, efficient, self-starting

ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS
TWO PHASE CIRCUITS.

Correspond with us before purchasing new Alternating Generators.

STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
PITTSFIELD, MASS.
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C. <Sc C
Electric Motors and Dynamos.

Electric Lighting and Electrical Transmission

of Power,

The C. & C. Electric Motor Co,
GENERAL OFFICE:

402 and 404 Greenwich St., New York.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREROOMS.

CHICAGO, 201 Madison St. BOSTON, 63 Oliver St,

PHIL IDELPHIA, 43 Nortli 7tli Street.

Agencies in all principal cities.

Our Individual Arc Light

and Motor Cut-Outs

i=LF=2E:

ISEIuT^f^BXjj^i

E:C03^02v£IC-^Ij,

siIv£:e=il,e,

And Require Only One Small Wire.

ELECTRIC SELECTOR & SIGNAL CO.

(Successor to ELECIRIC SECRET SERVICE CO..)

NEW EDDY MOTOR.

MULTIPOLAR GENERATORS FOR RAILWAY AND
POWER PURPOSES.

PERFECT IN CONSTRUCTION.

Correepoiid.eii.ce Solicited..

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
WINDSOR, CONN.

1212 Havemeyer Bldg., NEW YORK. 1417 and 1418 Monatloock BIdg., CHICAGO.
606 CommercB St., PHILADELPHIA. 170 Second St., PORTLAKD, OREGOS.

30 Oliver Street, BOSTON. 134 E. 6th St., ST. PAUL, SnX>'.

705 DelRTrare ;street. KANSAS CITY. MO.

CALUMET

Electric Manufacturing

AND ENGINEERING GO.,
L. A. HINE.

Prefi't and Sec'y.
L. J. OTIS, G. E. DORMAN,

TreaBoreri Vice-Pres't and Designer.

CAI.UMET Fan Motors.

Slow Speed.

Straight Feed

Carbon Brusties.

Durable

Commutators,

with many

Segments.

Our Large

Armature

Operates

with Success

on 500

Volt Circuits,

ttigh Efficiency.

Electric

Emery Grinders

and Burnishers.

i<,,;f/t4v*-*'»' r-

Direct Cnrrout. Baclt View—Showing Brtiehos.

45 Broadway, NEW YORK.

Dynamos and Motors
OF ANT SICE AND VOLTAGE.

Office, 403, 172-174 S. Clinton St., CHICAGO.
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10
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"THAT'S THE SWITCH" t
*'

E: i-vTav And We Control That MoYement. .0 a^p^^D.P.
amp. Sway. 15 amp. D. P.

E^.A-IS'TDE!, 10 South 18th Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
CEO. CUTTER, Western Dispenser. All Dealers.

OUR NEW MODEL

I FAN MOTOR.
ACIEXTS WASTED IIV

EVERf CITY.

Write for Prices that will
Surprise You.

GLARK&MARSHALL,
345 Rookery Building,

CHICAGO.

Insulated AAT'ire
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

Magnet Wire, Office and Annunciator Wire,
Lead Corered Cables, Copper Wire, Telegraph Wire.

S^nd lor Catalogue

JOHNA.ROEBLING'SSONSCO.,
« HlfASO. HAIVFRAXCISCO, NKW YORK, TRKXTOX,
173 Lake Ht. 2.1 tnd 27 Fremont St. 117 Liberty St. X.J.

8end for
Catalogue.

C^v>~

Send for
Samples*

Our Standing as Manufacturers of tJie Highest Grade
of Hard Fibre is Unquestioned,

THE DELAWARE HARD FIDRE COMPANY,
wiL2s.d:iisrc3-T03Nr, idel.

PABIISi. BERLIN. BIRUINeiHAlM.

C-SSPEWALTIES.

C-S Flush Double Push Switch. ^

Single Pole—Double Pole— Commututlon; 3 Wire, 4 Wire.

C-S Flush Key Switch.
single Pole—Double Pole—3 Wire.

C-S Flush Automatic Switch.
Single I'ole.

ELECTRICALLY
MECHANICALLY
ARTISTICALLY PEERLESS.

C-S Flush Double.Pueh Switch—Double Pole.

THE CUTTER ELECTRICAL & MFG. CO.,
,'^y .So. nth street, rhiltuielphia, M'a.y U. 8. A.

See complete exhibit with A^^:^^llifl Kk-ctrlf ('n., World's Fftir.

STREET LIGHTING FROM ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
Lamps, Series Sockets,

New Prices given on Street Fixtures, Poles,
Bank Boards, Meters

And at! accessories for the use of SERIES LAMPS on ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
This system permits a PROFITABLE and SATISFACTORY method of street illumin-
ation and should be im^estigated by every plant using alternating current apparatus.

WRITE FOB FURTHER PARTICULARS AND PRICES.

OUR SERIES LAMPS
Will show you a COMPARATIVE SA yiNG eifual to their FIRST COST in POWER CONSUMED.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC COMPANY, 620 Atlantic Ave., Doston, Mass.
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^^ "WE HAVE RESUMED THE MANUFACTURE OF THE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
AND ARE PREPARED TO FILL ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY.

American Electrical Mfg. Co., 201 mo 2017 pmest, st. Louis, Mo.

ARE WE IN IT?
The fact of our equipping a factory with a capacity five

times larger than our old one, rather looks like it. We liad

to do it to supply the continually increasing demand

promptly. YoU are invited to call at the new offices of the

American Battery Co., in the new Security Building,

188 Madison Street, Chicago, and examine what has proved

to be after a year's trial the best and niost durable tyi)e

of storage Battery made. Especially adapted for trac-

tion, train and stationary lighting, and boat pro-

pulsion.

Only Soccessfal AlternatlDg Gnrrent Arc Lamp.

LOW TENSION ALTERNATING CURRENT

VOLTMETER SWITCH.
Are yon a Station Manager? If so consider this.

OUR NEW
VOLTMETER

SWITCH.

This switch enables the ati«nd&Dt to

determino the voltage on any of the

TQiions circuits diTerglng from one or

more dynamos.

Particularly Practical for
iBOIated Plants.

?v^ Send for our Catalogue.

BIECTRIC MGINEERING md SUPPIJ CO.

New Tork Office, 126 Liberty St. SYEACCSE. S. T., U. S. A.

Over 30,000 Helios Lamps In dally operation in Enrope, and more than 1,000 Lamps already In

operation in America. The only Arc Lamp which barns as steadily as an Incandescent Lamp. Most
economical Arc Lamp for Central Station or Coasnmer. Write us for our Xeir CatalOC^ne*

THE HELIOS ELECTRIC COMPANY,
130&-^lO Filbert Street, PHIIiADELPHIA, PA. U. S. A.

Eastern Agents: Western Agents: Southeastern Agency:
STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO., THE AN90NIA ELECTRIC CO., SOUTHERN ELECTRIC CO.,

Plttsfield, Mass. Chicago, 111. Hoen Bldg., Baltimore, Md.

Eaatem Penn. and Southern N. J. Agency: Southwestern Agents:
RADIANT ELECTRIC CO., ST. LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.

1223 Market Street, Philadelphia, Pa. St. Louis, Mo.

Day's Kerite.

Highest Grade of

Insulation for

Electric Wires and Cables.

GUSHING & MORSE, Geiem western Agents,

225 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

548 Washington St., Boston,
MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Original Celebrated Boston Burners.
HEADQUARTERS FOR

GAS LmHTIHG APPARATUS.

Please do not confuse our name with others.

UoBtou Electric Co.'ei AntomnMc Rnrnor.

We have the largest and most complete stock of Gas Lighting appara'us to be

found in this country. Our burners have proven, by practicjil use, to be far superior

to any others on the market, and our prices are exceedingly low.

Buy burners made by the BOSTON ELECTRIC CO., and get the best. You
will thereby save the profits of your labor, besides giving your customers perfect satts.

faction.

Boston Electric.Vu!touintic Burner (-tliell removed.)
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CaniTF

SoIeManuF;ictiirerof Micanite Plates. Commutator Se^nu-uts, Ring?
Wiislier-s. Tubes. Troughs, Taper Rings. Cloth, Paint, etc,

FOR ELECTRICAL INSULATION.

REGiSTERED

MICA INSULATOR CO.
218 WATER STREET, NEW YORK.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB BliECTBlCAIi USES:

€(raplilte Bods of Tarions liCnsths, from 1-5 Ohm to 100 Ohms Besistance
to the inch. *«rapliite Boxes and Crucibles, Beslsting Beats

of 4.000 Degrees. Inquiries di^ladly Ajis'n^ered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

^ANUfAGTOKY. Tm
1^-156 Greene St

iv^ Station G

1/1/"

1QQ3 ^^oc^el LUNDELL FAN

MOTORS
SelfOiliDg and Self

BearlDgs,

Black Japanned Fans and Guards.

Order now and have a stock on band ready to

supply the demand the first warm day. The honse
with stock secures the baNlnesM.

Interior Conduit & InsnlatiOD Co.,

42-44 Broad St., New York.

EDW.UtD H. JOHNSON, President.

E. w. LITTLE, VicQ-Pres. and Gen. Mgr.

Yon Will Oblige

Both Advertiser and Publisher
by mentioning the WESTERN
ELECTRICIAN when writing
to advertisers.

NEW ENGLAND BUTT CO.,
PROVIDENCE, R. I., U. S. A.

H. N. FENNER, Treasurer and General Manager.

Four Head Polii^liing fltachlne.

MANUFA0TUEER3 OF

For covering Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Light Wire.
Large single and double BRAIDERS for covering Cables.

Single, Double and Triple Winders. Improved Six Spindle
Flyer Winder for Magnet Wires.

Fine Castings a Specialty.

AANUPACTURERS ORGANIZED 1681.

INCORPORATED 1883.

Arc LA/nps

STABLISHED
ACT:

r2R INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

THE ONLY ARC LA/^P THAT
WORKS SATISI ViCTORILY ON AN
INCANDCSCENT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-CNGRAVING. THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LAA\PS.

.^-^^^i^#

TlllJ ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

UNITY BUILDISO,

CtllCAOO.

TCI.r.PMOnC KUILDING.

MCW YOHK.
Search Light No. 13.
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Westinghouse Electric and Mfs. Co.,

STOPPER INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LAMPS.

PRICES.

s c. r». $0.30
10 " .30

20 C. I>. $0.3B

DISCOUNTS.
Ten (10) per cent to Central Stations.

Two and one half {2h) per cent, and upward to others, according to

cLuantity.

ALLOWANCES.
Ten (10) cents for every burned-out lamp returned unbroken to

factory.

EFFICIENCY.
By reason of an important discovery we now make our 50 volt

lamps with an efficiency of 2H watts per candle. This results in in-

creasing the lighting capacity and earnings of a station

TWENTY PER CENT.
Shipments are now being made.
Detachable bases to fit any sockets five cents net, each.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MAiTDPACTORED BY

WM. BROOKFIELD,
SUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

A STEP FORWARD.
We are now furoisliing the celebrated Vrtutney instruments in

ALTERNATING

VOLTMETERS
'" AMMETERS,
and cnarantee them abeolutely accurate and satisfactory, uoaSected by '^

variations Id frequency'
and "to be permanently calibrated; that is, not to require recalibration. Note that we have the
only perfect alternatins ammeter ever produced.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
342 Uadlson Street. CHICAGO.

>RAClNE-HlGH-SPE£Bg

CATALOSOE

EH61NEm

jUPEPJOR. RE6ULAnON
Ar,D ECONOMY-"!^

BEaRIC IjSHTIHS
«6ENERAL

'"^
e^^ WRPOSES

16 2IZLS

carried in stock

wTteBT
EACfl cn Of to:

EMGINESi
istn 5Himns]

mmMMMummmi
IGth and Hacine Streets.

The Osliorne Steam Eniineerlng Co.,

Rooms 714<715, 167 Dearborn St.. - Chicago
Representative work now in course of construc-

tion, 2 000 H. P. Heat. Light and Power Plant for
the Pabst Heat, Light & Poorer Co., lltlwaukee, Wis,

Those who contemplate the constructioti of simi-

lar plants on improved and economical lines will

do well to communicate with us. First, be sure
jou will get the best, then go ahead.

SAL-AMMONIAC.
Cnaranteed Over 99 Per Cent. Ftue.

I 350- KT I JS~~eb OC^.,
181 Hinzie St. Chicago.

All SIZES

aM
QnaUtles

For Electrical Purposes.

EUaENE MUNSELL & CO.,
2IS1 Water Street, New York.

W. H. SILLS, 86 Laie Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Sole Agents for "3Iicanite."

MICA

jp o n.

Direct or Alternating Currents,

Fnll One-Ei^Mli Horse Power, \mm a Liberal Breeze.

WILL KEEP BABY COOL,
WILL KEEP MOTHER GOOD LOOKING,

WILL KEEP FLIES OFF FATHER'S HEAD.

HUNDREDS CAN BE SOLD IN EVERY TOWN AND CITY.

Taylor, Goodhue & Ames,
348 Dearborn Street, Chicago.

SAMSON BRAIDED CORD
Is the meet dura-
tile for hanging
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Cov-
ering Field

MafnietB, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

ANY CANDLE POWER. C£]

ii

^^rlte lox- I»rlo©s.

STEUBEXT" LAMP.
STEUBEN LAMP WOBKS, CASTISTEO, N. Y.

ANY VOLTAGE.

a«.»air>3.eai J*reei

COlsraXTLTIITG EISTGIIsrEIEEe.
Menj. Amer. Soc M. E-, Mem. Amer. Inst. E. E. University ot Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.

Plana, spedflcatlons, estimates, and tests of nil kinds of plants for electric light or power.

BORING AND TURNING MILLS.
37, 51 and 62-inch Swing, with two Regular Heads.

42-inch Swing, with Turret Head and Screw
Cutting Attachment.

ALL GEABS ACCnEATELV Ct.T. ALL FEEDS POSITIVE.

Mafhlnea »ro Belf.€ODtalDed and therefore do not rcjuire an expensive foundation.

Bridgeport Machine Tool Works,
r.. p. I;LT.LAI:D, Pr'/prieV-r.

sr.w t'ORK oyyuK.
Itritlgt-port, Conn.

.'t!) Cortlunilt NIrci-t. Kim. ill HO.

The BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA CO.

THE BEST GEADE8 OF

'SSZ'ire a.rLci Ca^toles
For un'jpr grounr]. un^J.r water, and all olher condilior,..

Address 420-426 East 2Sth Street, - - NEW YORK.
HBXBV A. BKEU, Secretary and .nnnoEer.

HINE'S ELIMINATOR.
THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR OF ALL

J^ Steam Separators and Oil Extractors.

In twelve trials in the "Cornell" Separator test, it averaged

98 7-10 per ceat Dry Steam. Ontatripping all competltora

Send for Circular and Cornell test repon.

IE HINE ELIMINATOR CO., '°«K«k.
TlilB advertleement appearn Pvery other week.

nOBIZONTAL.

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIREOT-

DRIVEN" Slow-Speed Gener-

ators for Electric Lighting and

Power. Low Running Expense.

Insulated Wire and Flexible

Cords. Estimates furnished.

Isolated Plants a specialty.

jy
PHILADELPHIA, 501 Girard Building.

BUFFALO, BOTorraco.

WOKKN AT BKIDOEPORT, CONN'.
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Electricity at the World's Fair.

To the practical man there few plants in the electricity

building that will appeal more strongly than that of the

Fort Wayne Electric company, which is illustrated on this

page. The installation also has the distinction of being

one of the first in the department to be completed, and it

now carries a considerable proportion of the arc and in-

candescent lamps burning in the building- The plant is

located in the southwestern portion of the building, on the

pany also has an exhibit of fourteen Wood arc dynamos,

which from a portion of the Exposition company's sen.'ice

plant. These two large motors drive a fine line of counter-

shafting supplied by the Falls Rivet & Machine company

of Cuyahoga Falls, O., which is completely equipped with

friction clutches, shaft couplings and all the needful

mechanical devices for power control. From this line of

shafting are driven a Slattery 1,300 light alternator, a

Wood 1,500 light alternator, a Wood 40 light arc machine

other dynamos in addition to those enumerated. Among
these is a 120 light Wood arc dynamo, wound for a maxi-

mum potential of 6500 volts. This is thought to have

the greatest capacity of any arc machine yet constructed.

It is not a pleasant machine to handle, however, as may be

readily imagined, and is probably too dangerous for ordi-

nary commercial use. It does not differ from the ordinary

Wood arc dynamo in appearance, although somewhat

larger. One interesting feature of the exhibit is shown in

FIG. I. ELECTRICI'

ground floor, in the space known as section M. It is

especially noteworthy from the fact that, although con-

fined exclusively to the products of the Fort Wayne com-

pany, it forms a working exhibit of nearly every system

of electric lighting in commercial use, including high and

low tension and alternating arij. lighting and direct current

and alternating incandesent work. One dynamo is also

shown that may be run on the three-phase system. Power

is furnished by two Wood direct current motors—one of

125 horse power and the other of 80—which take current

from the 500 volt circuits supplied from the company's

generators in machinery hall, in which building the com-

TY AT THE WOKLD S FAIR.—FORT WAYNE PLANT, ELECTRICITY BUILDING.

and two Wood direct current incandescent dynamos,

one of 400 lights and the other of 250 lights capacity.

The Slattery machine is of the familiar type, as

are also the Wood continuous current incan-

descent and arc dynamos. The Wood alternator,

however, is a new machine and a separate view of it is

given in Fig. 2. This dynamo is iron-clad and of the slow

speed type. High claims are made for its efiiciency, and

particular attention has been paid to the ventilation of the

armature, which is said to be indestructible. The lines of

the machine are very graceful and it presents an extremely

handsome appearance. The exhibit includes a number of

Fig- 3. which represents a small alternating current

dynamo built by James J. Wood in 1S71), and which in

iSSo was awarded the medal for superiority at the Ameri-

can Institute Fair. The machine is mounted on a wooden

bench and is driven by a Wood motor of i/i horse j-ower

capacity supplied with a 500 volt current by concealed

wires. The Httlc dynamo is equipped with a commu-
tator, rendered extraordinary by the fact that it is so ar-

ranged that either direct, alternating or three-phase cur-

rent can be taken from it without stopping the machine to

perform the necessary manipulation. The dynamo is also

remarkable in that, although constructed thirteen years
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ago, it contains all the essential features of the most

modern dynamos. The armature is iron-clad, the field

magnets are multipolar and cast in one piece, and the

internal resistance, measured from binding post to bind-

ing post, is but one ohm. It gives ten amperes of current

and 50 volts pressure at 1,700 revolutions per minute.

The total weight is 86 pounds. The commutator is in-

terlocking and can be connected to produce the

different varieties of current enumerated. The

dynamo can also be used to run three independ-

ent circuits. As shown in electricity building

the sturdy little machine operates a direct current

arc lamp, shown in the illustration, to the wonder and

delight of spectators. This historic dynamo is well and

compactly built and does not differ greatly from the alter-

nators of the present day. It is worthy of a visit from all

interested in the progress of electricity. The plant in-

cludes three switchboards—one for the power circuits,

another used as a distributing board for incandescent cir-

cuits, and an arc switchboard. The second is the most

interesting. It is a skeleton framework of ash, arranged

for both direct and alternating current circuits, and is

suscep'.ible of 12 combinations. Beyond the switchboards

is a rack containing 26 varieties of arc lamps. Taken

altogether, the exhibit is valuable and irstructive. It re-

flects much credit on E. A. Barnes, the gentleman who

designed and installed it and who is now in charge.

Chief Barrett of the department of electricity has issued

an order giving notice of the promotion of J. \V. Blaisdell

to the position of general superintendent of the depart-

ment of electriciiy, ranking next to himself and Assistant

Chief Hornsby. Mr. Blaisdell is an affable and accom-

plished gentleman, and his friends will rejoice in his ad-

vancement.

The office of the operating staff of the exposition elec-

trical service plant has been located in the southwestern

comer of machinery hall, near the center of the plant and

adjacent to the block of Standard arc machines. This

department is under the direction of the following named

officers: Superintendent of operation, J. H. R. Ward;

assisUnt superintendents, H. M. Reynolds, Wynn Mere-

dith. Sidney Sprout. When the plant is in complete running

order about two hundred dynamo tende s. oilers,

trimmers and "trouble men" will be employed.

The meager display made by England in the

electrical department, taking up something less 6

than 400 square feet, is generally deplored, fig.

although the English have no one but them-

selves to blame, as is recognized by the special cor-

respondent of the London Daily Ne^vs, who says: "We
come out poorly in the superb department of electricity.

The Germans, who have been pouring -out money like

wjiter, are masters of the situation, apparently, here. An

eminent American electrician in Chicago became (for an

American gentleman who has been a soldier) quite emo-

tional as he deplored to me the fact. He lamented the

absence of the chairman of the committee, Mr. Preece, at

the opening, and thought England cught to be belter re-

to share the civil engineers' hospitality at their club house,

127 East Twenty-third street. New York.

Of great popular interest will be the large display of

phonographs and phonographic appliances shown by the

North American Phonograph company in the southwestern

corner of the gallery of electricity building, a view of

which is given in Fig, 4, A particular effort is made to

show the commercial possibilities of the phonograph.

One section is devoted to an exploitation of the machine

for use in business offices in connection with the type-

writer in answering letters, thus doing away with stenog-

raphers. The communication is spoken into the phono-

graph at the convenience of the proprietor or manager,

and the cylinders are then laid aside for the young ladies

manipulating the typewriters, whose phonographs are

geared to a speed admitting of the transcription of the

letter on the typewriter without interruptiun. In another

space is shown the use of the machine for educational pur-

poses in class work, as now conducted in some of the

large schools, and also for the purposes of teach-

ing languages, for which it is especially adapted.

The pleasure and profit to be obtained by the

employment of the phonograph in the home is also

demonstrated. Phonographs of all descriptions are dis-

played, from the original tin-foil type to the present per-

fected machine. The very first phonograph ever con-

structed, however, is not shown, as that machine is in the

possession of the Kensington Museum, in London, which

would not allow it removed. A large picture of this in-

teresting relic has been secured for the exhibit, how-

ever, and from it the illustration presented in

this issue. Fig. 5, has been reproduced. The display is

essentially an Edison one, and pictures of the great in-

ventor form a prominent part of the handsome decorations.

A number of attractive young ladies, who are thoroughly

up on the intricacies of the instrument, add greatly to the

enjoyment of visitors. The exhibit is in charge of P. R.

Lombard, who hopes to add to his attractions at a later date

Edison's late invention, the kinetograph, and an authentic

requesting them to note any errors that may have crept

into the first edition of the catalogue, in order that the list

may be correct in the forthcoming edition.

The Ansonia Electric company has transformed the

third floor of its building, at the corner of Michigan avenue

and Randolph street, Chicago, into club rooms, to which

it extends a cordial welcome to visiting electrical men. All

the conveniences of club life will be provided. The
arrangements for the carrying out of this hospitable scheme

have been placed in the hands of George B. Shaw. Mr.

Shaw has also charge of the exhibit made by the Ansonia

ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLD S FAIR.—HISTORIC
WOOD DYNAMO, BUILT IN 1 879, ELEC-

TRICITY BUILDING.

THE WESTERii ELECTRIC lAH

Lakeside Buil
ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLd's FAIR

ELECTRICITY BUILDING

FIG. 2. ELECTKiarV AT THE WORLD S FAIR.—NEW WOOD
ALTER.S'ATOR, ELECTRICITY UUILDING,

prescDted by electrical exhibitors. The fact is we sing

small in this department, and perhaps it is useless to in-

qnirewhy. The explanation, if wanted, roust be sought for

at borne, for Sir Ilcnry Wood and others did all they could

to produce a belter result."

The American Society of Civil Engineers has appointed

a committee cofisistinj; of Edward V. North, I,. L. Buck

and Foster Crocetl to entertain and enlighten foreign

engrioeers Tisilinj this country to sec the World's Fair and

(Mssicg throtjgb New Vork, Among other aociclics the

British iDstiiaiioD of Electri::al Engineers has been Invited

phonographic message frcm the pope. A number of coin-

controlled phonographs for the entertainment of the pub-

lic are provided in the northeastern bay, on the ground

floor of the buildirg.

Another display that excites much attention from the

average visitor is that of the Commercial Cable company

at the center of the western gallery of the ekclricity build-

ing. Nine tenths of the people have but the vaguest ic'ea

of the manner in which telegraphic messages are trans-

mitted under the sea between America and Europe. A
visit to this exhibit clears up the mystery, however, for all

of the cable company's operations are illustrated by models

or actual demonstration. The most interesting feature is

the improved siphon recorder, developed by Charles Cut-

triss, which is the machine employed by this company for

transmitting and receiving messages. In this instrument

the principal parts are a light rectangular coil of silk cov-

ered wire and a powerful magnet. The coil is suspended

between the poles of the magnet, and when excited by the

electric current from the cable, swings on a vertical axis.

Its movements are recorded on a paptr ribbon drawn at a

uniform speed before the point of a fine glass siphon no

thicker than a human hair, which conducts a stream of ink

from a reservoir to the paper ribbon. The marking end

of the siphon responds to and multiplies every movement
of the coil, and leaves on the ribbon an inky trail, which is

an exact and permanent record of the movements of the

coil under the influence of the currents from thecable. The
coil is pivoted in jewels, and its motion controlled by mag-

netism so applied as to take the weight of the coil off the

pivot and hold the coil almost suspended in the air, thereby

securing the maximum freedom of motion and of control.

This method of controlling recorder coils lenders them so

delicate that a .<.pccd of 250 to 300 letters per minute is

maintained. Visitors are presented souvenirs in the shape

of messages transmitted through the siphon recorder, with

the characters indicated by ordinary Roman letters under-

neath. Thofw: who are not familiar with cable telegraphy

will be interested in the .sample "Inky trail" of the recorder

presented in Fig. 6, The exhibit, which is in charge of H.
F. Harrington «nd E. Dcsnou'^c, contains many other

interesting features, and is weII worth a visit.

Chief Barrett han written a circular letter to exhibitors.

Electric company, which can be found in the attractive

pavilion occupying the north end of the gallery in the

eleciricity building.

On Thursday evening a test was made of the electrical

fountains, and the results were such as to warrant the

prophecy that, when fully *comp'eted, the fountains will

surpass anything of the kind ever attempted. The princi-

pal cause of delay now is in the pumps and hydraulic

arrangements.

The most noted visitor at the Bell telephone pavilion

last week was Prince Roland Bonaparte. The distin-

guished Frenchman was entertained by General Manager
Hovey. He expressed great interest in the very

complete telephonic display, particularly in the

tests of the long-distance instruments.

DlfiG CHICAGO Among the late exhibitors is the General

—SPECIMEN OF CABLE TELEGRAPHY, Incandescent Arc Light company, which has

space in the northeastern portion of electricity

building, on the ground floor. An elaborate display of

novel arc lamps is premised by Charles A. Noll, the

general agent of the company.

Many of the most attractive and novel exhibits in elec-

tricity building are in the gallery, and visitors who neglect

to ascend the stairs will miss some of the most striking

novelties. The phonograph, kinetograph, telautograph,

deep sea cables, electrical engraving machines, foreign

telegraph displays and rare instruments are nearly all in

the gallery. And who will care to go away without

at least a peep at the headquarters of the paper that prints

all the electrical news at the World's Fair, the Western
Electrician? This attraction, too, is in the gallery in

the northwestern portion of the building. The oflicial

designation of the space is ¥-32. Don't forget the num-
ber.

Arrangements have been perfected for the operation of

• an electrically operated time-ball on a flagstaff surmount-

ing the dome of the government building. It will drop

precisely at 11 o'clock every morning, when it is noon at

the Naval Observatory in Washington, from which the

time is sent over Western Union wires.

A veiy successful evening illumination was given last

Saturday. The attendance was larger than at any other

time since the opening of the exposition, and the scheme

of electric lighting was the most elaborate yet attempted.

The northern electric fountain was running, but as the

arrangements are not completed, little idea could be given

of the effects that will be ultimately attained.

World's Congress of Electricians.

The following important announcement has been made
by Prof. Elisha Gray, chairman of the World's Electrical

Congress committee:

Wc have the pleasure to announce that in accordance
with the expressed wish of the American branch of the
advisory council of the World's Congress of ICIcctricians,

the secretary of stale has appointed Profs. H. A. Rowland,
Johns Hopkins University; 'V. C. Mendenhall, superintend-
ent st.indard weights and measures; H. S. Carhart, Michi-
gan University; Elihu Thomson, Lynn, Mass., and IC. S.

Nichols, Cornell University, to sit in the chamber of dele-
g.'iles as the duly authorized United States delegates.

While there are many electricians in the United States
who could fill with dignity and credit to the profession
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this honorable and responsible position, yet the profession is

to be specially congratulated that the United Slates is to be

represented by men of such high standing, both as gentle-

men and members of the profession.

We also have the pleasure to annoucce that the Royal

Commission has named W. II. Preece, Prof. S. P. Thomp-
son, Prof. W. E. Ayrton, Major Cardew and Alexander

Siemens asdelegales from Great Hritian.

There is every reason to believe ihat ihe success of the

congress is now assured, and that all the important

countries will be fairly repre?renteJ.

The following self-explanatory telegram was received

by Prof. Gray last week from Prof. Edwin J. Houston,

the newly elected president of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers:

The American Institute of Electrical Engineers at its

annual dinner assembly wishes to convey to )0u its desire

for the success of the Electrical Congress and its inten-

tions to lend all its energies towards that end.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Alfred G. Compton and James Hamblet. The managers

whose terms of cffice expire in 1895 are Charles Wirt,

Augus S. Ilibbard, Dr. Michael I. Pupin and Charles P.

Steinmetz.

During the counting of the ballots an extended discus-

sion took place upon the question of holding regular meet-

ings in other cities. It was brought up by Dr. Perrine, who

is about to locate on the Pacific Coast, and who desired to

ascertain what steps could be taken toward calling such

Annual Meeting of the American Insli-

stitute of Electrical Engineers.

The annual meeting of the American In&litute of Elec-

trical Engineers for the reception of the yearly reports, the

election of officers and other business proceedings was

held at the headquarters of the Institute. No. 12 West

Th'rty- first street, New York, at 4 p.m., Tuesday, May

i6th. President Frank J. Sprague was in the chair. The

reports of the treasurer and secretary were read. The

finances of the association were shown to be in a healthy

condition, there being a balance of several hundred dollars

in hand. The membership of the Institute is now close

on 700, as the secretary's report showed 673 on the list

and 22 new members were elected at the council meeting.

There is now such a demand for admission that the Insti-

tute hopes to attain a membership of 1,000 before it com-

pletes its tenth year.

The distribution of the official ballots by the secretary

was followed by the distribution of what was announced

as a "members' ticket," accompanied by a circular signed

by about thirty members. By enclosing a stamped envel-

ope, votes were no doubt secured from m^ny who other-

wise would have neglected their privilege. Out of a mem-

bership of 673 returns were received from 466, and of

FIG. 5. ELECTRICITY AT WORLDS FAIR.—EDISON S

FIRST PHONOGRAPH.

meetings. The discussion was entirely informal, but elic-

ited the fact that there was no objection to such a plan

provided a sufficient number of members could be assem-

bled to make the practice a success. Upon the reading of

a preliminary report by the tellers announcing the vote for

president as 236 for E. J. Houston and 145 for Thomas D.

Lockwood. the meeting adjourned and the members re-

assembled at "The Aiena," where about 75 sat down to the

annual dinner. Professor Houston presided and appointed

Past-president Sprague as toastmaster. Appropriate re-

marks were made by Messrs. Lockwood, Emery and

Martin.

FIG. 4. ELECrRlcnv AT THE_WORLL> S FAIR.

—

these 427 were counted, the remainder being thrown out

for various defects. T. C. Martin and George A. Hamil-

ton were appointed tellers and devoted several hcurs to

their duty of counting, and the final result was announced

as follows. President, Edwin J. Houston; vicc-presidtnts,

H. Ward Leonard, P. B. Delaney, William Wallace;

managers, Charles Hewitt, William J. Hammer, Harris J.

Ryan, J. J. Carty; treasurer, George M. Phelps. Under

the new rule the secretary is elected by the council.

The vice-presidents whose terms expire in 1894 are:

A. E. Kennelly, Nikola Testa ar.d Oscar T. Crr sby;

managers, Dr. Louis Bell, Herbert Laws Webb, Prof.

PHONOGRArHIC EXIIILllT, ELECTRICITY UUILDING.

The general meeting assembled at headquarters on W^ed-

nesday morning, and papers were presented as follows:

' On the Behavior of Fuse Metals in Direct and .Mter-

nate Current Circuits," by Charles P. Matthews, of Cor-
nell University, Ithaca, N. ^".

"A Modified Deprez D'Aisonval Galvanometer," by
Lieut. Charles D. P.^^khurst, of Walervliet Arsenal, West
Troy, N. Y.

"The Variation in Economy of the Steam Ergine due
to Variation in Load," by Prof. R. C. Carpenter, of Cor-
nell University, Ithaca, N. Y.

"An Automatic Printing Speed Counter for Dynamo
Shafting," by Prof. Geo. S. Meier, of Cornell Univer-
sity. Ithaca, N. V.

After luncheon the following papers were read:

"A New Method and Apparatus for Measuring Condac-
tivity." by E. G, Willyoung, of Philadelphia.

"The Heating of Armatures," by A. H. and C. E.
Timmcrman, of Corncli University. Ithaca, N. V.

A. E. Kennelly then opened the discussion on the Pro-

visional programme for the World's Electrical Congress.

which was participated in by Messrs. Houston, Ix>clcwood

and Pope.

In order to avail himself of suitable apparatus. Dr.

Pupin inviied the members to meet in Prof, Chandler's

room in Columbia College at 4 f. M., where he lectnred on
the "Practical Aspects of Electrical Resonance." The
lecture was well received and the author was highly compli-

mented upon his researches by Mr, Tcsla who was present.

The meeting then adjourned.

In the evening, on the invitation of the New York Elec-

trical society, the members attended the lecture at Colum-
bia College on "A Brief Glance at Electricity id Medicine,"

by Dr. W. J. Morton, in which some novel efTects woe
shown to illustrate some possibilities at present but little

known of the influence machine in electrotherapy. The
lecture will be incorporated in the minutes of the Institute.

Friday afiernoon was devoted by the electrical engineers

to a visit to the Crocker-Wfaecler new factory at Ampere,
N. J., whither they were taken by a special train, and they

were greatly interested in the equipment of machine tools

with electric motors, whereby the necessity of belting: and
shafting is entirely avoided. The system was well shown
in the machine shop where, in place of the ordinary shaft-

ing, a line of half inch bare copper rods twenty feet in

length, and held in position by a special porcelain insulator

runs the whole length of the shop. The rods are joined

together by sleeve couplings and soldered, the pine board

which carries them being fixed to the roof beams. The
arrangements for taking off the current are perfect.

This visit brought to a close what has been a most suc-

cessful meeting of the Institute. Its general programme
was purposely made much less elaborate than usual, in

view of the fact of the near approach of the Electrical Con-

gress, and a great deal of the work was made to bear on
matters the discussion of which will be resumed at Chicago

in August. All the officers of the Institute are anxious that

the Electrical Congress shall be a great success, and are

bending every effort in that direction.

The committee on invitations to the congress availed

itself of the fact that most of its members were in town

to hold its latest meeting, and transacted a large

amount of work, the results of which will be published in

a week or two.

Distributing Niagara's Power.
Attention was directed in the last issue of the Western

Electrician to the formation of a company for the elec-

trical distribution throughout New York of power generated

at Niagara Falls. Concerning the plan to compete with

the local company at Rochester, which utilizes the water

power of the Genesee River, the Herald oi that city says:

Rochester capitalists interested in the organization of the
Cataract Electric compauy, which proposes to bring elec-

tricity from Niagara Falls to this city and farm it out to
manufacturers, and in fact to all who have any need for

the fluid, do not seem at all disposed to talk just at present
about their plans. A //r;\7;'/ reporter learned yesterday
that the company had not yet been actually formed
but that its projectors are sanguine of success ard hope to
file incorporation papers in the near future.

Men who think favorably of the enterprise are to be
found on all sides. Some express a willingness to invest

in the enterprise and yet are unable to say what the capital

of it will be. When questioned they invariably refer their
interrogator to Frank W. Hawley, of Pittsford, who un-
dcubtedly is the prime mover in the scheme, bat Mr.
Hawley is hard to find, as he spends the greater part of his
time in New York.
Henry C. Brewster, of the Traders' Bank, is another of

the interested ones. Whilt Mr. Brewster professes no great
knowledge of electricity he thinks the scheme a practicable

one. and under certain circumstances would put money into

it. What these circumstances are and how heavily he would
be likely to invest Mr. Brewster refuses tcsay. Within two
weeks he thinks the organization of the company may be
made public, but he would give no positive statement of
facts.

Secretary Moss, of the Chamber of Commerce, knows
none of the interested persons, but thinks the scheme
capable of accomplishment. As evidencethatelectric power
can be transmitted from Niagara Falls to this city he cites

the mode of supplying Frankfort, Germany. The plant is

located at Lauffen Falls. 100 miles distant, and supplies
Frankfort with both light and power. As to the expense,
compared with steam power, Mr. Moss was unable to speak.

Mr. Moss" opinion is at variance with th.it of the super-
intendent of the Rochester Electric Light company. 70
Mumford street. Quite naturally, he is not over eolbusi-

astic concerning the scheme's success. He thinks the plan
as yet impracticable, inasmuch as no cable has yet been
constructed capable of carrying so great a voltage.' He was
in Buffalo Friday and talked with a gentleman controlling

Urge manufacturing interests in that city as to the feasi-

bility of using Niagara Falls electricity as motive poorer in
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Buffalo. The manufacturer stated that at the prices an-

nounced, even should the scheme proved successful, it would

be more expensive than steam, and he would continue using

the latter.

City Surveyor McClintock was seen at his office in the

City Hall. He said he was not in a position to make a

statement concerning the matter, as his information in re-

lation to the project was derived wholly from the newspaper
reports. If practicable he thought the product would
likely find a market here notwithstanding the water storage

project. The competition thus created would be of great

benefit to the city, and the city's growth in his opinion

demands more power. He wishes the enterprise to succeed,

but first looks for the acceptance of Niagara's force as a

motive power by the manufacturers of Buffalo.

Concerning the Frankfort Lauffen experiments it may be

said that the opinion entertained by many persons outside

of the electrical fraternity corresponds with that expressed

by Secretary Moss of the Rochester Chamber of Commerce.

They do not realize that the experiments there made were

not successful from a commercial point. It is to be hoped

that the projectors of the enterprise have something more

promising than the German experiments upon which to

base their expectations.

age the conductor, if not efficiently guarded against. A

very heavily armoured cable has, therefore, been laid

down, of a length of 3,200 yards. It is carried down

attached to the side of the shaft, and from the shaft to the

hauling engines it is run underground along the roadway.

The conductor of the cable consists of 37 wires, each

No. 14 S. W. G. of tinned copper, of 9S per cent, con-

ductivity. The section of conductor is therefore .rgi

square inch. This strand is insulated by means of a solid

sheath of vulcanized bitumen, put on in one operation

under heavy pressure. This is protected by two layers of

bitumenized tape, compounded, and over this a bedding of

Electricity in a Welsh Mine.
The first electric haulage plant in South Wales has re-

cently been installed in the Abercanaid pit of the Plymouth

companv at Merthyr Fydfil. The installation was made for

the purpose of hauling 500 tons a day, and as the mechan-

ical power will replace 27 horses and as many men, the

plant has attracted a ver>' large share of attention in the

Welsh coal mining districts, where economy in working is

a matter of prime importance. The power station, which

is shown in Fig. i, is 61 feet in length, 32 feet in width,

and 36 feet in height. It contains a 40 horsepower com-

pound engine, made by Marshall & Co. of Gains-

borough, which by means of a fiy wheel drives a Compton

dynamo, the output of which is iSo amperes at 500 volts.

Current is conducted down the shaft along the workings to a

point three- fourths of a mile distant, where there is situated

a hauling engine, Fig. 2, which is fitted with two drums,

each of which is provided with a clutch and foot brake.

The drum shaft is driven by spur gearing from a counter-

shaft on which is a rope wheel grooved for six ropes of

one inch in diameter. These ropes pass around a smaller

pulley on a series wound Crompton electric motor which is

operated by a current of 80 amperes at 450 volts.

[5mmm ^p L
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FIG. 2. ELECTRICITY IN A WELSH MINE.

jate yarn is formed by two heavy servinss, well dressed

with preservative compound. On this are wound the two

layers of steel wires which form the armor. The first

consists of 24- wires, each .160 inch {No. S S. W. G.), laid

right-handed; the second is of 30 wires of similar S'ze,

laid up left handed. This was supplied by Callender's

Bitumen Telegraph & Waterproof company, London.

The cable is completed by being passed through com-

pound and served with jute yarn thoroughly impregnated

KIC. I. ELECTRICITY

It i.= ^".-- .'--- '^j a ilowcIi-PowQall switch, arranged to

deal with cnrrcnti of great pressure and magnitude with-

out tojarioa9 spirleio;;. The motor is mounted on the end

of a wroaght-iroo frame, which forms a bed for the drum

and spar gear. This plant will haul coal frotr three differ-

ent parts of the pit, and although these arc not far from

the motcr at the present time, it is expected that eventually

coat will have to be dealt with from nearly a mile distant.

The Abercanaid pit is fortunate in being quite free from

gas, so that no precaolions hare to be taken to prevent

sparleiog at the commutator and switch. It is. however,

liable to falls of roof and other acddcnts that might dam-

I.N A WELSH .VINE.

with Stockholm tar, and then dressed with asphalt com-

pound. The diameter of the cable is 2 15 inchs. It was

made in lengths of 150 yards, each weighing, without the

drum, about 3,000 pounds. Owing to the difficulty in hand-

ling the cable in the limited space available, it was not

considered prudent to supply it in longer lengths. Each

length was fmishcd by a copper end-piece, which was

sweated on to the conductor before being laid, and these

end-pieces were subsequently bolted together and pro-

tected by strong cast iron boxes, which boxes were run in

solid by insulating material. Any length can be discon-

nected for testing at a few minutes* notice, and recon-

nectecf without requiring any joining or soldering. In

addition to the haulage plant, electric lighting is effected

from the power station. There are 100 incandescent

lamps of 16, 32 and 50 candle power, distributed about the

engine house, pitbank, screens, and various other positions

on the surface. There are also twenty-five 32 candle

power lamps distributed over ij^ miles of village streets,

and 100 16 candle power lamps fixed in various positions

underground, along the main roadways, in the stables,

etc. Figs. 3 and 4 were photographed by aid of electric

lights, the latter being the pit bottom in the

South Duffryn Colliery, and the former the underground

engine plane at Abercanaid Colliery. The plane is worked

with endless rope haulage, and as shown, is temporarily

obstructed by the cables used in the electric lighting. The
cuts are reproduced from London Eiigineerijig,

American Institute Badge.
The American Institute of Electrical Engineers has

adopted an official badge, the design of which was selected

by a committee composed of Dr. F. Ben-
edict Herzog, Horatio A, Foster and Will-

iam T. Hammer. It is neat and appropri-

ate, and embraces the following character-

istic features:

Franklin's kite, which demonstrated the
identity between lightning and electricity
and represents static electricity. It is a

recognition of America's first electriciana nd philosopher
Benjamin Frankl'n.

'

A diagramatic representation of Wheatstone's bridge
one of the most important pieces of electrical testing ap-
paratus.

The galvanometer, another equally important piece of
testing apparatus and which represents magnetism and
induction.

The amber, of which the galvanometer is made, repre-
sents the first conception of electricity dating back to 600
years B. C, when Thales, the Greek philosopher, recorded
the fact that amber, when rubbed, attracted light particles
to it, and the Greeks worshipped it, believing the gods had
endowed it with life and that it possessed a soul. In i5oo
A. D. Dr. Gilbert, court physician to Queen Elizabeth
coined the word electricity from the word elektron the
Greek name for amber.

A. I. E. E. represents the initials of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers.

C=— represents Ohm's law—a fundamental law in

electrical work.

The pin is made of white enamel with the lettering and
front portions in 18 karat gold and the back in 14 karat
gold. The secretary, Ralph W. Pope, announces that the
badges are now ready for distribution and can be procured
by members.

Electricity in Medicine.
A remarkable lecture was given at Columbia College

before the New York Electrical Society on the 17th inst.

The subject was "A Brief Glance at Electricity in Medi-
cine," and the lecturer was Dr. W. J. Morton, professor
of diseases of the mind and nervous diseases and electro-

therapeutics at the post graduate school and hospital.

New York. Dr. Morton's standing as an expert in these
branches in this country corresponds to that of D'Arsonval
in France, and, as might be expected from the eminence of
his reputation, the lecture brought together a most appreci
ative audience, in which were found some of the foremost
medical and e'ectro-therapeutic practitioners of the city.

The subject was treated under the following heads: The
Various Currents used in Medicine; The Properties and
Applications of the Respective Currents; High Frequency-
High Potential CurreiMs; Electrostatics of Franklinism
Tfsla Currents, from Alternators, Airgap. Condenser and
Induction Coil; Morton Currents, from Infiiience Machine
Air-gap and Condensers; D'Arsonval Currents; Sinusoidal
Currents, from jMternating Dynamo Machines.

Premising that the pursuit of truth was to electricians,

who dealt with electricity applied to inanimate objects, a
far less onerous task than that undertaken by electro thera-

peutists, who, outside of the necessity of a thorough tech-

nical equipment in the physics of electricity, were con-
fronted with the perplexing problem of the laws which
govern life in animate objects—the problem of biology—
Dr. Morton described the effects of the electric current
according to the divisions into which it has been classified

for medical use, viz.; Galvanism, Faradism and Franklin-

ism. An investigation then followed into the nature of the
gross substance, the human body, to which the current had
to be applied and the reactions of electricity upon it, and an
examination was made of the principles, the instruments

and the method of application, the knowledge of which con-
stitutes the .science of electro therapeutics. The physical

properties of the current were classified into heat, light,

magnetic, induction, chemical, electrolytic and cataphoric,

and the physiological properties into contraction of proto-
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plasm, excitation of nerve and muscle andelectrotonus. In

using electricity to cure disease, the physician was com-

pared to a huntsman, who has a certain number of arrows

in his quiver, each adapted to different purposes. He

selects an arrow—a property of the current—and projects

it against a disease or morbid condition. "At least," said

the lecturer, "that is what he should do; but it is unfor-

tunately a fact that physicians are wofuUy ignorant about

live electrode, will receive by cataphoresis through

the skin, a large amount of any desired medicine, and this,

loo, in the purest and most active state of the medicine.

The reverse of this phenomenon Is also of interest. It Is

found that by cataphoric demedication medicines like, for

instance, arsenica and mercury, may be removed from the

patient, and be visibly deposited upon the negative elec-

trode, according to the usual rules of electro plating. A

a marked extent in electro-diagnosis. Where muscle de-
generation is suspected, if the faradic or induced current is

turned on, it will be found that the muscle, if degenerated,

has lost in a greater or less degree its power of contraaing,
simply because in its changed condition no single electric

impulse lasts long enough to aflect it. If ihc galvanic or

continuous current is turned on, the mascic contracts to

single impulses, because they last longer; but the singular

fact is brought out that, whereas in the healthy muscle the
negative pole causes the greatest contraction, in

the diseased muscle the maximum contraction

is caused by the positive pole. This law. which is

called the Reaction of Degeneration of Erb, is the physi-

cian's great reliance for prognosis or diagnosis in many
most serious diseases of the nervous and muscular systems.

No general fact associated with the administration of elec-

tricity is more familiar than that the general health—the

nutritional proces?:es—are promptly and greatly improved.
The exchanges between the blood and the tissues arc

augmented, the patient absorbs more oxygen and excretes

more carbonic acid and urea, and he gains in weight and
comfort. Dr. Morton pointed out the enormous power, in

these and many other ways, possessed by electricity over

some of the functions of the living tissue. In fact, as he

put it, the trouble is, not that electricity does so little in

our human bodies, but that it does so much, and in utiiiz-

ing it in the interweavings of rissue the electro-therapeutist

pauses, bewildered with the problems of biology and the

processes of disease. In discussing the physiological effects

of the Tesla, Morton and D'Arsonval currents, the

lecluier spoke of the static induced current which he intro-

duced into medical work in this country in iSSi, and which

has since borne his name. Of the capabilities of this car-

lent, some interesting illustrations were given by means of

the influence machine. Dr. Morton concluded what will

be a memorable lecture in the history of the New York
Electrical society by asking electricians to join hands with

the medical profession in turning electricity to the ameliora-

tion of the ills and sufferings of humanity.

FIG, 3. ELECTRICITY

what electricity will do upon inanimate and still more so

upon animate matter. The general impression seems to be

that electricity is to be injected into a human being by a

small sponge electrode, much as one would inject a medi-

cated fluid in through the skin by a hypodermic needle, and

it is then to run about the system, hunt up the diseased

spot, make a diagnosis, and chase out the disease, much as

a ferret might run a rat out of a hole."

In detailing the electrical discoveries which have been

silently working a revolution in various branches of medi-

cal practice, the lecturer said that some recent advances in

the application of electrolysis are of great value and de-

serve to be better known. One of these, termed metallic

electrolysis of soluble metals, has been taken upbyGautier

of Paris, and developed into a curative system which

has before it a brilliant future. An iron needle con-

nected to the positive pole, plunged into

human tissue, is quickly attacked by the o.xy-

gen and chlorine set free at this pole.

It is converted into oxychloride of iron, a double salt, and

is soon completely destroyed. The same is true of any

metal attacked by oxygen or chlorine. A copper needle

or bulb is converted into oxychloride of copper, zinc into

oxychloride of zinc, and soon. The general effect of this

treatment is antisepetic and healing, and it is of immense

benefit in gynaecological work, in unhealthy ulcerations,

tumors and discharging cavities, iJat the direction in

which it will most probably appsal to the general public

is its marvelous results when applied to catarrh. The
results that are already on record would induce the belief

that almost any case of catarrh will yield to this treatment

in the hands of a skillful practitioner, and in its speedy

effects it presents a very agreeable contrast to the tedious-

ness of conventional treatment. Next to electrolysis,

cataphoresis, or the flow of a liquid with the current from

the positive toward the negative pole. is the most Important

property of the galvanic or continuous current. This

cataphoric property of the current renders available a

very interesting method of introducing medicine into the

human body and blood stream through the skin or mucus
membrane. The process is termed "cataphoric medi-

cation." In this manner iron, mercury, 'quinine, morphia,

cocaine and a further great variety of medicines may be

caused to affect the patient without entering the stomach.

The practice is of great value to produce local anaesthesia

by cocaine, and also in many cases, as in skin diseases,

where a potent local effect of the medicine is desired. There
is no good reason why a "medicated bath" should be an
adjunct of quackery. If the medicated water of the bath is

made the positive electrode, a patient in this bath, with
hands and arms out of it, and in connection with the nega-

IN A WELSH MINE.

curious feature of electrical application is the different

effect of different currents on the respective fibers of

which the human body is composed. For instance, striped

muscular fiber constitutes the bulk of the human body,

and, while it contracts to an alternating current, it does

not contract to a continuous current. On the other hand,

the smooth muscular fibers which make up the heart, the

uterus, and other important organs, and exist in the in-

testinal walls, contract powerfully to a continuous cur-

rent, but are not so readily affected by an allernating cur-

Projected African Telegraph Line.

Capital to the extent of |7oo,ooo has been subscribed
for building the telegraph line from the Cape of Good
Hope, Africa, to Cairo, Egypt, which is considered
sufficient to carry the line as far as Uganda. The mate-
rials are now being ordered in London, and will be
shipped shortly. The poles are to be of iron of light con-
struction, in order to outmanceuvre the white ants, which
would eat away wooden poles. From Fort Salisbury the
line is to be carritd to Tete, on the Zambesi, and from
thence to Ealanlyre. There Consul Johnston will report
the result of bis surveys as to the best manner of proceed-

ELLCTKICnV IN A WliLSK MINK.

rent. This dislinclion leads to a very impoitant differen-

tiation in elcctro-theraptulics, and one which is scarcely

yet recognized in practice. An illustration of this is

afforded in cases of occlusion and paralysis of the bowels,

in which intestinal movements will be best setup by a con-

tinuous current, which would not cause a contr:ciion of

the biceps or other muscle composed of striped muscular

fiber. This law of electrical selection is also displayed 10

ing on to Uganda, and Ihc constiucling patty will have
to come to terms with the natives and .\rabsby iubsidizing

the chiefs and ohcrs of influence There arc two alterna-

tive routes for the conveyance of the materials. There is

good transport from the Transvaal to Fort Salisbury, or a
shorter route would be adopted if materials were shipped
direct- to Bejra, carried along the railway now being built

as far as it extends, and then conveyed the rest of the
distance by ox-wagons. The scheme is being pushed
forward with great activity.
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VISITORS
To the World's Fair are requested to forward their addresses

to the \Ve5TERN Electrician as early as possible or

notify us immediately upon their arrival in Chicago.

That was a queer application of electricity shown in

Ottawa, Ont., a few months ago, when electricity generated

by water power was used to produce steam in an electrically

heated boiler, the steam thus generated being utilized in

driving an engine. This is on a par with the transmission

scheme at the World's Fair where water is taken from a

tank by an electric pump and forced through a pipe to

operate a water wheel, which in turn drives a dynamo to

generate electricity of another phase. Neither of these

demonstrations are designed to illustrate commercta)

possibilities, but both show the wonderful adaptability of

electricity. ^^__^__^__
AWNOt'SCEMEST 15 made this week of the appointment of

the governmental delegates to ihe World's Congress of

Electricuns. The selection of T'rofs. Rowland, Mcndcn-

ball, Carhart, Thomson and Nichols to represent this

couatry will be generally approved by the fraternity. They

are m;n of reputation in the profession, and no doubt ihcy

will reflect credit upon this country by their contributions

to the congress. It is also announced that W, H. T'rcccc,

Profs. -S. K Thompson and W. E. Ayrlon. Major Cardew

and Alexander Siemens have been named as representatives

of Great B''itain. These geotlemeo are well known by
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reputation at least in this country and they will be

heartily welcomed by American engineers.

There is certainly a divison of public sentiment on the

question of opening the World's Fair on Sunday; every-

body is in favor of evening opening. The exposition has

not yet been opened to the public on the first day of the

week, but several evening sessions have been given, and

have proved very successful. Why, then, now that the

electric lighting plant is so near completion, do not the

directors at once abrogate the present clumsy evening

closing rule and declare in favor of an open fair every

evening? This step would be at once sensible and popu'ar.

The evening and Sunday opening questions are entirely

distinct, and should not be confounded by any managerial

juggling.

Attention is called to the Western Electrician

headquarters at the World's Fair, the address of which is

published at the head of this page. To those unacquainted

with the division of space in the electricity building it may
be explained that "Y-32" indicates a space in the north-

western portion of the gallery of the building, on the aisle

overlooking, from the east, the light well in that por-

tion of the edifice. The diagram published in the issue of

May 6th will serve to give a more exact idea of the loca-

tion, although it must be observed that a change has been

made since the list of exhibitors' spaces then published was

prepared, by which the allottment to this journal was

changed from Y-31 to Y-32. Here the friends of

the Western Electrician who visit the World's Fair

will always be greeted with a cordial welcome, and any

information desired in relation to the electrical features of

the exposition will be gladly furnished.

The Patent Office should be above suspicion, but the

revelations of the last few months have tended to weaken

the faith which has generally been reposed in that depart-

ment. Charges have been made against a former commis-

sioner of patents and tlie attorneys of the Bell company for

alleged irregular practices in connection with the issuance

of several telephone patents. It is claimed that the com-

missioner caused certain applications to be copied for his

own private use and for the Bell Telephone company.

Chief Clerk Bennett of the Patent Office does not deny

making the copies for ex-Commissioner Simonds. He says

he was merely acting under orders and that in his position

he could do nothing else but obey. The proceedings in

the telephone controversy should be subjected to a thorough

and critical examination. The present trouble may lead to

a thorough reorganization and a much needed reform in the

patent office.

Negotiations between the rapid transit commissioners

and the Manhattan Railway company of New York have

been temporarily suspended. The company has refused

to agree to the extension of the elevated system as pro-

posed by the commissioners. It realizes that it is master

of the situation and it evidently intends to wait for the

commissioners to come to its terms. Already there are

signs of uneasiness on the part of many who fear that

further negotiations with the Manhattan company may

be impossible. The straits to which the people are pressed

is shown by the fact that many of those who have heretofore

bitterly opposed the L scheme are now ready to turn

over to the company at its own terms the most desirable

streets and boulevards of the city. The necessity of

increased means of travel between the upper and lower

parts of the city is recognized. The city wants better

service, and while its pressing needs may be temporarily

filled by the proposed L system, it shculd not be

expected that anything like permanent relief will be

afforded.

The election of Prof. E. J. Houston to the position of

president of the American Institute of Electrical Engiceers

was a fitting recognition of the valuable work which that

gentleman has done in the interest of electrical science.

Prof. Houston's name is familiar to everybody ac-

quainted with the development of the electrical industry in

this country, although he has really had no connection with

the commercial side and has been content to follow his

experimental work and study at his own convenience. His

excellent work in the early days of the electric light was

enough to ensure his reputation and his more recent work

as an author and instruclcr has added to his fame and

given him a much greater following. iJuring the next

year the Institute hopes to add many new names to the list

of members, and it has been sugK<-'^t<-"d that meetings be

held upon the Pacific Coast in the near future. It would

certainly be jjratifjing 10 know that the electrical interests

of that section had advanced sufTicicntly to warrant such

a step. Of course a great deal of work has been done and
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much is in progress at the present time, while the future is

bright with promise. At the present time the Institute has
several members who are engaged, temporarily at least,

upon the coast and they would no doubt do much toward
securing new members if there were an opportunity for

having a gathering occasionally.

Railway telegraphers are still engaged in disputes over
wages, hours of labor and other points, on many roads,

and much uncertainty and uneasiness in business circles

has resulted from this protracted agitation. It would
appear that the organization which is supposed to represent

the railway telegraphers of the country is under control of

professional agitators. This organization formerly pro-

nounced against strikes and under its conservative policy

would have nothing to do with them, but the men in con-

trol to-day have departed from this course. Last week a
strike was threatened at Chicago because an operator was
discharged for insubordination and the cry was raised that

the "order" was being attacked. The operator had been
instructed to explain certain duties to a novice and "he

refused to obey. His discharge was followed by visits

from grand chiefs and committees and a strike was threat-

ened. It is certainly to be regretted that such an intelli-

gent lot of men as those that compose the telegraphers of

the country can be dominated by a few professional agi-

tators, and be held up to ridicule before the world.

Recent experiments in reducing the time of making a
trip between Chicago and New York have developed the
fact that with improved road beds, reduced curves and
grades and improved machinery the running time can be
materially lessened. Big railroad companies are taking
advantage of these experiments. The cause of all this

experimenting and the willingness of railroad companies
to put on faster trains is not due entirely to competition
among themselves, nor any special demand by the public
for these flyers. It is suggested that great strides made
in the telephone business have stimulated railway men
since the use of telephone for the last three or four years

has somewhat cut off business travel on railways. It is

possible for a board of directors, part of whom live in
Philadelphia and a part in New York, to hold its meeting
by telephone, and one of the courts has decided such
meetings to be legal. Since the long-distance telephone
system has made it possible for New York and Chicago to
communicate as easily as in a personal interview it has
been noticed by the railway managers that there has been
some decrease in business travel between tte two cities.

It seemed to be necessary, therefore, for the railways to
maintain themselves against this extraordinary and un-

expected competition, and it is partly on account of the

facilities which telephoning affords that these fast trains

have been added.

In a brief comment on the congratulatory dispatch sent

by Mr. Preece, on behalf of the electrical engineers of

England, to Prof.Elisha Gray on the occasion of the open-

ing of the World's Fair, the Ehcirkian of London says:

Whatever views may be held as to the utility of English
firms exhibiting at Chicago, or whatever other opinions
may be held about the exhibition, this expression of
friendl; congratulation may be taken as representing
English appreciation of the energy which has carried the
enterprise through, notwithstanding many adverse circum-
stances and a general lack of enthusiasm outside the
United States.

The complimentary portion of this paragraph will be

appreciated, but when our contemporary speaks of "a
general lack of enthusiasm cutside the United States" it

evidently jumps to the conclusion that the whole world is

indifferent to the exposition because it can discern no
great manifestation of interest within the narrow confines

of the island of Great Britain. The fact is that Germany
and France have never before exhibited so much interest

in an international exhibition held beyond the borders of

their respective domains. In vying with each other to make
the most impressive foreign exhibit, each of these countries

has spent millions of dollars and they will send over many
thousands of visitors. Austria-Hungary, Russia, Bel-

gium, Holland, Italy and Spain are also creditably repre-

sented in nearly all the departments, while very extensive

displays are made by Japan and New South Wales.

Canada, China, Ceylon, India, Persia, Turkey, Egypt,

Mexico and Brazil are all represented. In short, there is

hardly a civilized or uncivilized country on the globe that

is not interested, more or less, in the World's Columbian

Exposition. Great Britain is not adequately represented,

and this is particularly true in the department of elec-

tricity, where its small exhibit is completely overshadowed

by both France and Germany, liut this is no reason for

asserting that there is a lack of foreign enthusiasm over

the fair, which is far from the truth.
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Practical Applications of Electric Heat-

ing.

As has frequently been pointed out in these columns,

electric heating has occupied much more attention in Can-

ada than in the United States, so far, at least, as its appli-

cation to every-day uses are concerned. Recent advances

are shown in several installations which are herewith

illustrated. The first of these, Fig. i, shows an arrange-

ment for heating a conservatory in Ottawa. The furnace

was placed in the basement, the controlling switches on

the floor above, and all connected with the 50 volt lighting

circuit. Three hundred feet of pipe was employed in the

FIG. I. PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF ELECTRIC
HEATING.

conservatory and the current absorbed was about 3 horse

power. The amount charged by the local company was

based upon the cost of an equal amount of power from a

motor circuit. The plant has worked continuously without

attention since last October. The second installation,

illustrated in Fig. 2, was made in a drug store in the same

city. The premises were piped throughout for hot water

heating last November and the electric furnace was placed

in the basement. This 50 volt furnace was constructed in

five independent heaters radially connected to a common

supplv pipe. Each heater was independent of its neighbor,

the five sections being connected in multiple both mechan-

ically and electrically. Each section was controlled by five

ten ampere switches, which were placed in a row in the

store above, so that for all conditions of weather the heat

could be regulated by turning off or on any of the five

FIG. 2, PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF ELECTRIC
HEATING.

sections into which the furnace was divided. Another

important consideration which suggested this design was

that in the event of trouble with any of the five sections

comprising the complete furnace, it could be detached by

closing the valves, and the particular section which might

require examination could be removed without disturbing

the others. Despite the fact that last winterwas unusually

severe, this outfit worlied without a hitch and without atten-

tion of any kind, and provided at all times the heat desired.

For the usual Christmas display of the Chaudiere Electric

Light company an electric upright boiler, tig. 3, was

designed which operated a one horse power engine, both the

engine and boiler being placed upon a large table in the
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company's office. The boiler was provided with steam

gauge, water glass and sifety valve. Being nickel plated

throughout, it presented a very handsome appearance. The
safety valve was set for 35 pounds pressure, which oper-

ated the engine. As heretofore steam engines have been

employed in applying the power necessary to energize

dynamos, the novelty of this outfit consisted in the fact that

the electricity was developed by water power, which was

converted into heat making steam in the boiler, and wliich

was then used in driving the steam engine.

In these installations the Ahcarn electric heater was the

type employed. The principle and details of construction

of these heaters have been fully described in this journal.

Pentz-Reckenzaun Electric iVIeter.

In the accompanying cuts the details of the new Penlz-

Reckenziun electric meter are illustrated. James A. Pentz

and Anthony Reckenziun, the inventors, have given much
attention to the elimination of faults that have hitherto

been considered inherent in such meters. In this meter

there are no springs, no loose hanging pendulums, no

clock-work arrangements, no escapements, and owing to

the force of gravity being utilized for actuating the oscil-

lating bars, it is claimed that it is a perfect timekeeper.

The replacement of escapement spring clocks by electrc-

gravity synchronized pendulums, the double pendulums,

metal case and slate base, and the exemption of the decks

FIG 3. PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
HEATING.

OF ELECTRIC

from driving any gear and reducing thera to simple gov-

ernors, their proper function, will rank as advances.

The new meter requires no attention in the way of wind-

ing, being driven by current taken ficm the supply. The
cost of maintenance and driving should be small. An
extremely low current is used in the driving magnets,

somewhere about one-sixtieth of an ampere. The recorded

value can be given dirt ctly in units. The permanent

magnet meter is, of course, restricted in its emplojment to

direct current circuits, but a similar adaptation is in view

to make the meter of use for alternate current work.

The mechanism in the meter may be considered under

three heads: First, the standard metronome; second, the

electrically inlluenced pendulum and its gear; third,

the recording and indicating apparatus. The electro-

magnetic driving apparatus and the pendulum bar of

one side of the meter are shown in Fig. i, while the

side view of the pendulum is given in Fig. 2. Fig.

3 shows the connections of the meter in a circuit,

and introduces the relay which closes the driving

circuit when the meter is in action. When a current circu-

lates in the main coil owing to a demand on the consumer's

premises, the magnetic needle of the relay is df^flectcd,

closing the driving circuit and starting the pendulums. As

the arrangement of both pendulums is electrically similar,

it will only be necessary to trace the course of the current in

Fig. I, which represents half of the mechanism, to under-

stand the .nction of the meter. The bar A' is insulated

from the frame, and is connected to one end of the electro-

magnet coil C. The other end of the coil C is taken to the

279

negative side of the lamp circuit, through a resistance of

5.000 ohms, and the polcnii.il terminal on the right hand
side of the principal terminals, which is connected to the

other side of the circuit by a small, well insulated wire. The
positive side of the circuit is made through the relay to the

frame of the magnets, and thereby the contact screw ena-

bles the current to (iDw to the pendulum bar. thence

through the coils and the route described. At the reomcnt
the current is turned en. the arma'.ure /> will be attracted,

and consequently the pin //, on the lever A. will fall, per-

mitting the full weight of the gravity piece / to drop upon
the cross piece A', which is a lateral cx'cmioa of A", and
thus the latter is started into vibration. When the end of

c

FIGS I AND 2. PENTZ RECKENZAUN ELECTRIC METER.

the gravity piece strikes the stop T, the driving circuit is

broken b^ J?, leaving the screw S; the armature D there-

fore, im.mediately falls, and in so doing resets the pin // to

its first position, being limited in its upward movement by

the stop screw IT. On the pendulum swinging back, the

cycle of operations is again repeated, and this continues so

long as the relay needle is deflected by current passing

through the main coil. The driving power of the metronomic

system is, therefore, obtained by the force of gravity, which

acts upon a definite mass free to fall a given distance, and is,

therefore, independent of the variation in driving current

due to fluctuations in the voltage in the mains. The
registration is effected by causing the dependent catch

bar L to actuate the ratchet wheel shown on Fig. i,

so that for every complete swing of the bar A' a tooth in

the wheel is moved forward and the swing registered upon

the recording apparatus.

The arbor of one clock being hollow allows the arbor of
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MG. 3. PENTZ RECKKNZAUX FXECTRIC METER.

the other one to be brought through it. The former carries

the dials on a frame, the latter a wheel which gears iDtoone

on the frame, so that if the two axles revolve together the

relative position of a pointer fixed to the wheel carried by

the frame and a point on the dial itself is unaltered.

When, however, one axle is given a higher rale than the

other, the difi'erencc is indicated by a displacement of

the pointer, and by suitable counting gear the registration

of consumption is effected.

Such sparking as might occur with the small current

broken periodically at X has been practically eliminated by

a special compound winding of the magnet coils. The

bar A* and screw 5 arc at different radii from centre of
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vibration of A", so that a rubbing contact is insured in pref-

erence to merely the butt contact which might foul slightly-

after a period of use under practical conditions. The main

coii, through which passes the current to be measured, is a

solenoid of special shape and very low resistance. It is

placed with its center below the point of suspension ol the

magnetic pendulum, whose rate of vibration it accelerates

positively by virtually increasing the effect of gravity upon

the bar. The relay needle underneath the main coii is

deflected by less than the current required by one lamp.

FIG. 4. PENTZ-RECKENZAUN ELECTRIC METER.

and so starts the clocks, which cease to register when the

current is switched off.

The adjustments are threefold, the first and second being

only attempted by the makers, while the third is open to

the meter testers of supply companies. For synchroniz'ng

the two bars and timirg iheir vibratory beats two nuts

are arranged on screwed extensions of the pendulums,

while the fine adjustment is given by slight variation in

height of contact screw S, These two means enable meters

to be calibrated so as to start registerirg without difficuliy,

maintain straight line curves, and read directly in units.

If, however, the standards of makers and consumers

vary, a final adjustment can be made by raising or lower-

ing the main coil, which is mounted on screwed legs with

leveling and back nuts for this purpose. There can be no

tampering when the metor has been passed for service, as

two covers are used, the first covering up the mechanism

and being sealed by the local inspector, while the second

contains the three terminals only, the access to which

would be open to the central station company, but sealed

by it to prevent unauthorized interference. The case of

the meter is of japanned metal, fitting air-tight to the base.

The parts are mounted on a slate base set within a cast

metal frame for strength, while the supporting framework

of the parts is milizfd as magnetic shields, screening the

driving gear of the clocks from one another and from

the magnetic pendulum which is given every surrounding

possible to ensure accuracy. These meters are manufac-

tured by the Penlz-Reckeczaun Electric company, looi

Chestnut street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Th8 Lundall Ceiling Fan Motor Outfit.

The accompanying illustration shows an ingenious

combination of a big two tlide fan and a small compact

motor. The device is so constructed as to depend from

I.U.MjFLL CEILIN'J ^AS MOTOR OL'TIIT.

any ceiling at the correct distance for the required effect.

The blades of the fan arc constiucted of hard wood, and

the pitch cf them can be changed to suit requirements by

1004102: the screws which hold them in position and rcsct-

iog them.

The method of transforming the motion of the com-

maUU)r shaft of the motor into a m'>tion at right angles to

it is worked 00; soclercriyas to obtain ao absolutely noise-

less result at maximuoi speed. Upon one end of the

mo:or shaft a smill friction whetl is attached. Encircling

the motor and resting on this wheel is a thin circular ring
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plate which receives its motion by friction from the small

wheel. Tnis circular ring plate is in turn connected with

the fan shaft by four curved metal braces, making a solid

and strong construction.

The relation of the speed of the fan to that of the motor

thus be;omes as one to eight. To operate this outfit only

si.K tenths of an ampere of current is required, or about the

sams amount as is required for an ordinary 16 candle

power lamp. The motor is the invention of Robert

Lundell, and the outfit is placed on the market by the

Interior Conduit & Insulation company. New York.

Fidelity Steam Trap.

The accompanying cut represents the Fidelity steam

trap, manufactured by the \ an Auken Steam Specialty

company of Chicago. This trap is made especially for

high pressure and heavy duty. All parts are made e.\tra

heavy, and its proportions are such that it will stand any

pressure carried oa steam apparatus. High pressure does

not retard its operation. It is provided with an open float,

to which is attached the hollow valve arm, ground to fit the

outlet plug. It continues to wear its own seat and remains

tight, hence it never needs grinding. Its main features are

that it has no closed float to collapse or fill up or compli-

cated valves that are liable to stick. The action is positive

under all conditions, and the valve opens to such an extent

that it discharges the condensation in the same volume as it

enters the trap.

These traps, which are now used at the Adams street

station of the Chicago Edison company, are designed to be

used for draining the condensation from heating systems,

steam separators, dry-kilns, evaporating pans, etc., and

they are said to work on pressures as high as 150 pounds.
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A very slight turn of the brake handle will bring the

screw cylinders into engagement, and the smaller cylinder

will immediately begin to move in a direction at right

angles to the length of the car, and parallel to the axis of

the axle upon which th; fixed screw cylinder is located,

and it will continue to move in this direction until the

strain upon the brakes exceeds the pressure exerted upon
the brake handle, when it will disengage and fiy back

toward its former position; engaging again instantly, the

excessive pressure ceases, and repeating this action until

the car stops. This is accomplished so rapidiv that the

m
L^

m'

Elliott Car Brake.

The brake invented by G. R. Elliott of Boston, Mass,

acut of which is here presented, is the em-

bodiment of simplicity and efficiency, and is

constructed on mechanical principles unerring

in their operation and positive in their results.

A NOVEL APrLICATION OF THE 'C-S' ILUSH AUTOMATIC
SWITCH.

effect Upon the car is the same as would result from a

continuous pressure of the brake shoes against the wheels,

yet the several pressures have the effect of destroying the

sudden jerk resulting from the locking of the wheels, and

while avoiding the friction and consequent flattening of the

peripheries of the latter, is none the less effectual in

bringing the car to a stop.

In one end of the rod forming the fulcrum of the lever

frame carrying the small screw cylinder is fixed a pin

which reciprocates with the rod and causes an angular

three armed rocking lever in the crotch of which it plays

to throw to one side or the other according to the direction

of its movement and that of the rod from which it pro-

jects.

The angular rocking lever is attached by one of its arms,

and a link to a similar lever of a "T" shape, the latter in

riDELITV STEAM TRAP.

A chilled iron cylinder having a screw thread cut upon

its surface is firmly fixed upon the axle of one pair of

wheels of the truck of a car; a like cylinder, of smaller

dimensions, is hung in bearings at the lower end of a

lever frame in such a manner as to bring it parallel to that

upon the axle. The fulcrum of this lever frame is an iron

rod having loose bearings in the woodwork of the truck

frame, and with this rod the lever frame carrying the

smaller screw cylinder reciprocates.

To the the uper end of the lever frame is attached the

rod leading to the brake handle, which rod is divided, and

has a spiral spring interposed at ttie junction in such a

manner as to make the pull of the brake elastic. A half

turn of the brake handle draws this rod forward, causing

the lower part of the lever frame, which bears the small

screw cylinder, to move toward the larger screw cylinder

fixed upon the axle of the wheels with which it engages,

and by which It and the lever frame carrying it are moved

toward one on: side or the other of the car, according to

the direction in which the latter is moving. A link-arm,

one end of which is attached to the lever frame and which,

moving with it, is connected by its other end to the end

of one arm of a three-armed rocking lever, fulcrumed

at the junction of its three arms and operating in such a

mmner that whichever direction the lever frame takes,

by reason of its small screw cylinder engaging with the

screw cylinder on the axle, the thrcc-armcd rocking lever

will be mjvcd so as to cause one of two links connecting

two of i's arms to an ordinary straight lever at one end of

the truck fram :, to draw inward, thus causing the other

end of the last mentioned lever to move outward, carrying

with it the rod connecting it with the beam » of the brake

shoes, and thus bringing the brake shoes against the thread

of the wheels against the stress of springs, which withdraw

the shoes the instant the brake handle in released.

ELLIOTT CAR BRAKE.

turn operating an arm arranged above a rheostat. The
rheostat also has an arm. against one side of which the

last mentioned arm is pressed when going in the direction

to cut off the current when the brakes are put on; but

when the brakes are released the rheostat arm is left

turned so that the motorman must by the ordinary means
within his control turn on the curreot to start.

It will thus b; seen that while putting on the brakes

NKW WHITNEY AFTRKNA IINO CUKKKNT INS'I'KUMKNTS.

turns ofT the current, throwing off the brakes docs not

turn on the current, but leaves the carat a standstill until

the motor man chooses to start it, when the brakes are in

position not to retard its progress. Considering the fact

that the greatest power necessary under any circumstances

only requires that the brake handle be turned one-half of a

revolution, it is clear thai the action of the brakes is almost
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if not quite instantaneous and that its lack of the rigid

characteristics of the ordinary brakes makes the wear upon

the wheels uniform, thus prolonging their life and useful-

ness.

Electricity In Mining Operations.

The accompanying cut shows an application of Pelton

wheels to electric generators by direct connection to arma-

ture shaft. The wheels, four in number, are mounted on

one shaft and connected to the generator shaft by an insu-

lated coupling. They are 21 inches in diameter and have

a combined capacity of 250 horse power, with a speed of

860 revolut'ons, under a running head of 340 feet. The

divisions. The double scale instrument combines both of

these scales and reads in the same way.

The Whitney company has a'so met with success with its

ammeter. Heretofore it has been almost impossible to

make accurate quantity measurements of '.he alternating

current without the use of a dynamometer requiring elab-

orate laboratory manipulation and considerable mathemat-

ical computation. This company is now Eupplyinf? its

agents and the trade and securing splendid results with an

alternating ammeter guaranteed to be absolutely accurate

and satisfactory, readable as low as one twentieth of an

ampere in the small sizes with correspondingly small divis-

ions for the larger capacities.

ELECTRICITY IN MINING OPERATIONS.

power from the station is carried thirteen miles and is used

for general mining purposes.

The application here shown illustrates the extreme flexi^

bility of the Pelton power system, and the facility with

which adapta*^ion can be made to all varying conditions.

The Pelton differential automatic governor, as shown

on the left of the cut, insures absolute control, it is claimed,

maintaining a uniform speed on the wheel, with instant

and wide variations of load, and afTords reliable means of

of operating electric machinery by water power with a se-

curity and satisfaction.

A Novel Application of the "C-S" Flush
Automatic Switch.

The accompanying cut shows a novel application of the

"C-S" switch, described in a recent issue of the Western
Electrician, in which it is so arranged that it will arbi-

trarily cut out the current from a hotel room by the process

of locking the door from the outside.

As is shown in the cut the switch is placed in the mould-

ing of the door jamb, immediately back of the striker plate,

in such a manner that the push of the switch is directly in

line with the movement of the bolt that is operated from the

outside of the door. With this arrangement, when in the

process of locking the door from the outside, the bolt is

thrown, it engages with the switch push, thus opening the

switch and turning off the lights, while locking the door

from the inside has no effect whatever upon the action of

the switch.

To provide means whereby the occupant of the room

may turn the light off from the inside when desired, an

auxiliary switch is placed on the inside of the room, in cir-

cuit between the coatrolling door lock switch and the

lamps, in such manner that while the door remains unlocked

up^n the outside, the lamps may be turned on or off at will

in the usual manner; but, whatever the position of this

auxiliary switch may be, when the occupant locks his door

from the outside upon leaving the room, the lights are in-

variably turned off.

This unique device is manufactured by the Cutter Elec-

trical & Manufacturing company of Philadelphia.

Now Whitney Alternating Current In-
struments.

The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, is much
elated over the success of the new Whitney instruments for

alternating work. The alternating current voltmeter is an

instrument with an almost uniformly divided scale, guar-

anteed absolutely accurate for the most careful measure-

ments on any alternating current, being unaffected by vari-

ations in frequency. The Whitney instruments can be

used on any kind of an alternating circuit or machine with-

out in the least affecting the reading.

The uniform divisions of the scale is another point to

which particular importance must be attached. Improve-

ments in this respect are being continually made, and the

voltmeter scales as now divided are even more uniform

than shown in the accompanying cut. The o to 75 scales

read from 15 to 20 in one-volt divls'ons and from 20 to 75

in half-volt divisions. The o to 150 scales read from 30
to 40 in two-volt divisions and from 40 to 150 in one-volt

The Electric Appliance company is the general western

agent for all of the Whitney products.

The Hawley Down Draft Furnace.
On account of the rigid smoke ordinances in Chicago

and other western towns, the importance of equipping

FIG. 2. HAWLEY DOWN DRAFT FURNACE.

Steam plants with thorough smoke-consuming devices has

been brought into prominence. In the East this important

question has not received its share of attention, from the

fact that anthracite coal is so largely used for commercial

pui^poses; and wherever the smoke has occasioaatly proved

equivalent of a small water-lube boiler is added to the
plant, and placed in the hottest part of the flame, thus

greatly adding to its efficiency-. A strong down draft

carries the fuel through to the lower grating when partly

consumed,and here it completes the combustion with an up
draft, which thoroughly consumes all gasscsand particles of

carbon.

Thus the down draft system has two special features of

very great advantage—a perfect combustion, which permits

of the use of the poorest kinds of slack and refuse fuel

with a very high efficiency, and an addition to the boiler in

the water-tube grate, which increases both the economy
and the capacity of the plant by almost fifty per cent.

No steam jets or other mechanical devices are employed,

for they are unnecessar)' and only waste a portion of fuel

already consumed. The saving in a short time from the

use of the down draft furnace is enormous. Aside from

the all-important feature of being absolutely smokeless,

the saving in fuel is so great that in most cases the original

outlay is paid for in the course of a year; in several

instances in an even shorter time, by the greatly increased

economy and efficiency obtained.

It is claimed for this furnace that it will burn any

quality of coal with a consumption of ninety-five per

cent, of smoke under all circumstances. From thirty

to forty- five pounds of coal may be burned per hour

over each square foot of grate surface with an evaporation

of more than ten per cent, more water per pound of coal

than is usually obtained. A uniform temperature of over

2,500 degrees Fahrenheit is reached in every part of the

heating surfaces. With this furnace it is an easy matter

to keep the boiler clean, since all impurities are quickly

ejected from the steel drums at the end of the upper grate

bars.

For electrical work, where sudden and heavy demands

are frequently made on the boilers, the down draft system

is of especial advantage. It has been found in the Edison

stations in Chicago and at the city water works and gas

works to meet every exaction beside being entirely smoke-

less. Some recent tests at these places have given sur-

prising results as regards economy.

In most of the large cities of the WVst this type of

furnace has been extensively introduced by the Hawley

Furnace company. The principal office is at S06 Security

building, Chicago, under the management of Dion

Geraldine, late city engineer. Ellis Wainwright is presi-

dent. ^.^^^___^^__

It is rumored at Toledo. O., that the right of way has

been secured into the heart of the city for an electric rail-

way, which will connect Toledo and Detroit. There can

be no doubt of the success of the scheme, as it is backed

by two noted Michigan men, who are abundantly able to

carry out the project—Senator James McMillan and Mil-

FIG. I. HAWLEY DOW

offensive, some such appliance as a steam jet has been

employed without regard to the small e.Ktra cost.

The accompanying illnstrations show the operation of

the Hawley furnace, as applied to a tubular boiler of the

ordinary type. The upper grate, upon which the fuel is

thrown, is formed of a series of lubes, opening at both

ends into steel drums or heaters, which are connected by

pipes to the boiler and through which, also, a constant

circulation of water passes. By this arrangement the

N DRAFT FURNACE.

lionairc Joy. The line will strike Ohio just above Manhat-
tan and will have its term-nus at the junction of Oak and
Summit streets. The capital stock will be about $600,000,

and it is proposed to catrj- passengers between the two
cities for $1 50, as compared with $2.60 by steam railroads.

A company is being formed at Chambcrsburg. Pa., for

the purpose of putting in electric street railways on the

main streets of the city; .-ilso to extend the road to Fayettc-

ville .ind Green Village. It is sa'd that capital to the

amount of $500,000 h-is already been obtained for the new
enterprise.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, May 20.—The attempt to secure rapid

transit for New York is blocked again. The free com-

ment which has been recently passed on the action of the

Rapid Transit commissioners seems to have had the effect

of arousing that body to a sense of responsibilities, and

a disposition to bring to bear on the situation the judgment

and firmness it demands has. alas, too late, begun to mani-

fest itself. At the meeting the commissioners on the 15th

Comptroller Myer advised the commission to adhere to

the original demand in the matter of the extension of the

Manhattan elevated railroad, namely, that the company

pay to the city 5 per cent, of its net receipts, mean-

ing the gross receipts, less operating expenses and taxes,

as compensation for the privileges of extending its lines

over the routes agreed upon. He insisted that it would not

be fair to the city to accept 5 per cent., after taxes, operat-

ing expenses and interest on funded debt were deducted,

and upheli the fairness to all concerned of the original de-

mand. On the 17th inst. there was another meeting of the

commission, at which these ideas were embodied in a letter

to the Manhattan Railroad company. In a letter received

to-day by the commission. George J. Gould, president of

the Manhittan Railway company, announces that the di-

rectors cannot accept the terms proposed, and do not feel

called upon to modify the suggestion made to the Rapid

Transit commissioners in their letter of May 5th. The

Manhattan company asked the commission not to tax the

interest on its funded debt,—aggregating $40,000,000,

which interest would be $2,000,000 per annum, but ex-

pressed its willingness to pay 5 per cent, tax to the

city on its net income, provided the $2,000,000

was deducted therefrom. The remaining point

at issue is the Kingsbridge extension to the

city line. The Manhattan company refuses to make the

extension until the city extends its growth in that direc-

tion. So there is a block, and the situation is pretty well

defined in the words of one of the commissioners, who at

the last meeting is reported to have said: "There is no

question that now the Manhattan has us Just where it

wants us. This commission has played into the hands of

that corporation. Just what I have been fighting against

has happened. This, I maintain, is a sad day for rapid

transit in New York city. It simply kills the whole matter.''

New York, suffering and help'ess in the grip of corrupt

and unscrupulous corporations, is a sorry sight in these en-

lightened days.

The general assignment of Erastus Wiman for the

benefit of his creditors is said to have been caused by the

recent excitement in Wall street. Mr. Wiman states that

he had nearly effected an arrangement with the General

Electric company, which would have relieved him of

liability for the payment of $150,000, and would have pro-

vided the money necessary to complete the new plant

of the electric lighting company at Livingstone, now al-

most finished. The condition of the money market led

the General Electric company to withdraw, and Mr.

Wiman, having sepirated himself from other sources of

supply, was compelled, after consulting with the Boston

banks, which held the company's notes, to apply for a re-

ceiver. The resulr, so far as Mr. Wiman is concerned, is

that liabilities of $150,000, which he had good reason to

believe would be ex'inguished, are in force, while assets,

which have cost him in cash $200,000 practically sink out

of sight. Thus a diiTerence of $350,000 is made in his

estate. It is understood that the negotiations had pro-

gressed so far that the Gentrsl Electric company paid two

weeks' pay rolls of the S:aten Island company, and had

three of its representatives elected upon the

board of directors.

The phonograph bucket shop at 40 New street has been

"pulled" by the police. It was a scheme for speculating on

four mining slocks wi;h marked prices made on the

premises. The chief factor in the business was a bjg

phonograph which recorded the "fluctuations" of the

stocks already loa^'ed on the cylinder, and whose records

were taken down on the blackboards by two clerks. There

were iwo parties in this interesting game. One was

Ramble &c Co.., the power behind the phonograph; the

other was the customer. The customer put down the

money, and Ramble k Co., after a few turns of the phono-

j^aph cylinder, raked it in. The crop of gambling fools

13 surely never eodiog. or such a transparent fraud as this

wonld deceive no one. As it was, however, Rumble A: Co.

did a roaring basincss, and felt greatly aggrie\'cd at the

of^cioasness of the authorities in puitiog a stop to their

rogacry.

News comes from Washington that formal charges have

been filed asraiost W. E. Simondsi the late conmissioner

of patents, and Foster & Freeman, the Washington

attorneys for the Bell Telephone company, alleging im-

proper inspection of the secret files in the Drawbaugh

telephone cases, and the unlawful taking of copies thereof

for the private use of Mr. Simonds and of the Bell tele-

phone company. Chief Clerk Bennett of the Patent

Office is also mentioned in the transaction. The charge

is said to be indignantly disowned by Foster & Freeman.

Mr. Bennett states that he furnished the copies, and would

do so again, as a simple discharge of his duties, if he

were called upon to do so. W. F. O.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Milwaukee, May 20.—A peculiar accident occured a

few days ago at the power house of the West Side Railway

company. The water main in front of the power house

burst, filling the street with water. The submerged tracks

and the impossibility of getting water for the boiler made

it necessary to abandon the whole line. The break occured

at 8 o'clock in the evening and it was 10 o'clock before the

water could be turned off. Supt. Trapschuh, of the water

distribution department, said that the accident was due to

the eating of the pipe by electricity escaping from the main

car cables. The cable ran parallel to the pipe and close

to it. Similar accidents, Mr. Trapschuh said, had occurred

in other cities where the main cables are close to the water

mains, and he had been expecting such an accident in

Milwaukee. The lead pipe connecting the main with the

property directly opposite the power house has been de-

stroyed by electricity three times during the past two

years.

An important telephone decision has been rendered at

Eau Claire. A.Jackson has sued the Wisconsin Telephone

company to recover damages for the loss of a barn which

had been destroyed by fire as a result of a bolt of lightning

following one of the telephone wires which was strung

over the roof of the barn. The jury disagreed the fir^t

time that the case was tried. It has just been tried again, the

jury giving the plaintiff a verdict for $9,258.73.

The Common Council of Marshheld has awarded to the

Marshfield Water, Electric Light & Power company a

contract to light the city with electricity. Twenty-three

lights are to be used and they will cost $l,Soo a year. The

company asked the council for a thirty year franchise, but

even had the aldermen been disposed to grant such a

franchise they would have been prevented by a law which

the last Legislature passed.

An automatic switch-throwing device has been success-

fully tested on the lines of the Milwaukee Street Railway

company. The device is the invention of Samuel Walker

and Le Grand Marshall. Mr. Walker, seeing the necessity

of something that would take the p'aceof the old-time iron

hook, conceived the idea of the device, which has been

tested to the satisfaction of the street railway people. The

part of the device attached to the car consists of a cam-

post exteading downward under the car, just in front of

the life-guard. The cam-post is connected with the front

platform by a handle, which is used to turn it either to

the right or to the left, at the will of the motorman, and a

pedal upon which the motorman, by pressing his foot,

makes the cam post descend. The cam post in descending

comes in contact with two bars, one parallel and the other

at an angle on the top of a cas*: iron box placed between the

rails. These bars, which slide from side to side, are con-

nected with a lever which runs to the under side of the

switch tongue, which is moved by the lever in obedience

to the action of the cam-post upon the sliding bars. The

long lever is protected by a heavy cast-iron covering, which

shields it from dirt, snow and ice.

The Wauwatosa motor compahy has decided to equip its

road with electricity. Contracts for furnishing the necessary

power will be made with the Milwaukee Street Railway

company and the company that now operates the street

railway between the cily and the village. As soon as the

line is equipped with electricity the motor line will run

cars through the city to the lake front, using the Becker

iinc. In order to secure funds with whxh to make the

improvement, the company has decided to issue bonds to

the sum of $100,000. payable in gold at the end of ten

years and bearing interest at the rate of 6 per cent. Half

of the sum, it is said, has been subscribed. It is expected

to build and equip the North Greenfield extension and to

equip the present system by early summer.

The Mcnasha & Nccoah street railway has been sold to

F. S. Shoemaker, president of the American Ccical com-

pany of Akron. O. Mr. Shoemaker will visit the Twin

Cities in a short time and make arrangements for equipping

the line with electricity.

J. M. liuanc and J. K, iJjvis, of New York, spent a

week or ten days in the city recently, locking over the

Villard electric railway tn(crest3. They represent a

syndicate of New York capitalists that is negotiating for

an interest in the Milwaukee street railway system. Messrs.

Duane and Davis examined the various lines, the power

houses, shops, etc., and it is said that the syndicate which

they represent will take a large interest in the property.

There is a suspicion that perhaps Villard is getting ready

to part with some of his Milwaukee holdings. Recently

it was announced that the North American company's

holdings of between $4,000,000 and $5 000,000 of the

bonds of the Milwaukee Street Railway company would be

placed on the market, and it is possible that Messrs. Duane

and Davis represent prospective purchasers of thsse

bonds.

The Common Council has made some progress in the

matter of street railway legislation. The ordinance re-

quiring motormen to sound their gongs when their cars

approach street crossings has been favorably acted upon.

At a recent meeting of the aldermen the judiciary com-

mittee recommended that the ordinance be placed on file.

In damage suits, it was stated, the company set up the

claim that no law required the motormen to sound the

gongs at street crossings. The ordinance was re-referred

and adopted at a subsequent meeting. The plan to require

the street railway company to give checks good for another

ride when delays or break-downs occur has been killed

apparently. C.

New England Notes,

Boston, May 20.—The Milford & Hopedale Storage

Battery Street Railway company is in trouble. The Brush

Electric company and the Consolidated Electric Storage

company have brought suit against the railway for alleged

infringement of the patent granted C. F. Brush March 6,

1 886.

The Marlboro, Mass., Electric Street Railway company

has chosen officers as follows: President, E. R. Alley;

treasurer, Thos. T. Robinson; director, S. H. Howe. A
committee has been appointed to purchase land for a new

car house and to extend the road to Southboro, if the per-

mission of the authorities can be obtained.

Two heavy verdicts for damages have been granted

against the West End Street Railway company and the

Lynn & Boston Street Railway company. Frank M.
Cavanagh sued for damages caused by a car suddenly

being started up, which threw him to the ground and in-

jured his leg so that it had to be amputated. He secured

a verdict of $18,000. The suit against the Lynn & Boston

company was based on much the same grounds, and a

verdict of $17,000 was given by the jury.

Cambridge is discussing the plan of starting a municipal

lighting plant. President Russell of the Common Council

has introduced an order contemplating this enterprise.

A big electric web is to be woven around Brockton to

connect it with Stoughton and the Bridgewaters. The
Rockland & Abington company has awarded contracts for

the building of a line to connect Rockland with Abington,

Whitman and Brockton. The road will use an equipment

of Westinghouse pattern. A car house loo by 150 feet is

to be erected near the Rockland line. The road will also

in time be extended to the Weymouths, where it will con-

nect with the Quincy & Boston road and thus connect

Brockton with Boston. The formation of four other street

railways has been effected as follows: Brockton & East

Bridgewater, five miles; capital stock, $100,000; directors,

Aaron Hobart, R. O. Harris, East Bridgewater; Alfred

A. Glasier, George II. Campbell, Alston Burr, Boston; H.

B. Rogers, John P. Morse, Brockton. East Bridgewater

& Bridgewater, three miles; capital stock, $100,000;

directors, James C. Leach, Hosca Kingman, Aaron Ho-

bart, R. O. Harris, A. A. Glasier, G. H. Campbell and

H. B. Rogers. Brockton & Bridgewater, six miles; capital

stock, $200,000; directors, Hosea Kingman, J. C. Leach,

A. A. Glasier, G H. Campbell, Alston Burr, J. P. Morse

and H. B. Rogers. Brockton & Stoughton, five miles;

capital stock, $150,000; directors, Chas. Tenney and Geo.

F. Walker, Stoughton; A. A. Glasier, G. H. Campbell,

Alston Burr, J. P. Morse and H. B. Rogers. The capac-

ity of the Brockton power station is being doubled to pro-

vide power for the proposed roads.

The Thomson- Houston Electric company has brought

suit against the Winchester avenue and West Haven elec-

tric road in New Haven, Conn., for alleged infringement

of the trolley patents. Damages arc set at half a million

dollars. A. C. Pond of Boston is president of the defend-

ant corporation, and it is understood that he intends to fight

the case to the List extreme. The statement is credited to

an oflicial of the New Haven road that the ground of the

defense will be to attack the validity of the trolley patents

by citing the fact that the trolley was used nearly a quarter

of a century ago in telegraphing from moving trains.

J. C. E.
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PERSONAL.
Cards are out announcing the marriage of Miss Idabel

Blakeman to Henry G. Issertel of the A. B. C. company.

New York.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Automatic Electric Railway Signal company. New York,

N.Y. ; capital stock, $3,000; to manufacture and sell

automatic railway signals.

Woodstock Electric company, Woodstock, Vt. ; capital

stock, $22,000; to manufacture and sell electricity for light,

heat and power purposes.

Franklinville Electric Light company, Franklinville,

N. Y.; capital stock, $12,000; to manufacture and use

electricity for light, heat and power.

Nazareth Electric Light iS: Power company. Nazareth. Pa.

;

capital stock, $io,oc:o; supplying light, heat and power

by means of electricity. G. W. Mackey, Bangor, Pa.

Pleasure Resort Railway company, Denver, Colo.;

capital stock, $100,000; to build an electric street railway

from Denver to resorts and places of amustraent in or

near the city.

Electric Developing & Supply company. St. Paul, Minn.;

capital stock, $100,000; to manufacture and sell dynamos,

motors, electrical machinery and supplies of every de-

scription; N. L. Hills, St. Paul, Minn.

Winchester Electric Light company. Winchester, III ;

capital stock, $14,000; to establish and operate an electric

light plant in Winchester, Scott county, III.; C. H. Con-

dit, Winchester. III.

Beck-Watts Fixture company, Des Moines, la.; cap-

ital stock, $25,000; to manufaclure, buy, sell and deal in

fixtures of all kinds relating to gas, electricity, etc.

;

Hunn & Evans, Des Moines, la.

D'Unger Electrical Telephone Manufacturing company,
Chicago, III ; capital stock, $100,000; to manufacture ekc-

trical telephones and other electrical appliances; II. S. Fol-

ger, 167 Dearborn street, Chicago, Ili.

Old York Road Passenger Railway company, Philadel-

phia. Pa. ; capital stock, $15,000; constructing and operating

an electric railway in i'hiladelphia; John A. Rigg, 8th

and Dauphin streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

New Bedford & Fairhaven Traction company, Jersey

City, N. J . ; capital stock, $1,000,coo; to construct and equip

street railroads in New Bedford, Mass.; Waller, Cook &
Wagner, 15 Wall street, New York, N. Y.

Western Electric Supply company, Des Moines, la.

;

capital stock, $25,000; to manufacture, buy, sell and deal

in electric supplies, material, machinery, improvements
and inventions; Ilunn & Evans, Des Moines, la.

Metropolitan Electric Engineeiing company, Chicago,

111.; capital stock, $50,000; to manufacture and sell all

kinds of machinery, especially electrical motors; Robde,
Staab & Fleischer, 81 Dearborn street, Chicago, III.

Enterprise Manufacturing company, Hartford, Conn;
capital stock, $125,000; to develop and sell water and
electric power; to manufaclure and sell goods and fabrics

and other articles; Austin Brairnard, Haitford, Conn.

West Jersey Traction company, Camden, N. J.; capital

stock, $3,000,000; the formation of traction companies
for the construction and operation of street railways or

railroads, etc., Mitchell B. Perkins, Beverly, N.J.

Wyoming Electric Light & Power company, Peoria, III.;

capital stock, $15,000; to maintain and operate electric

light plant in Wyoming. III., and deal in electrical mer-
chandise and apparatus; E. B Hillman & Co., Peoria, III.

Spring Valley Electric Light company, Peoria, III.;

capital stock, $25,000; to maintain and operate electric

light plant, and deal in electrical merchandise and appar-

atus in Spring Valley, III.; E. B. Hillman & Co.. Peoria,

III.

Lake View Water company, Redlands, Cal.; capital

stock, $ r ,000,000 ; to deal in water and water rights, works,
ditches, pipe lines, etc. ; real and personal property; to

maintain and operate heat and power houses for electricity,

etc.; F. E. Brown, Redlands, Cal.

High Shouls company, Harden, N. C; capital stock.

$50,000; to manufacturt cotton, wool, etc. ; to generate
electricity by water power, applying, transmitting and
selling the same or the power produced thereby and to do
general mercantile business; Paul Bigelow, liarden, N. C.

Lackawanna Valley Electric Light & Power company,
Mayfield. Pa ; capital stock, $150,000; furnishing light,

heat and power by electricity to the public in Mayfield, Pa.,

and to such persons, partnerships and corporations resid-

ing therein or adjacent thereto, etc.
; J, W. Aitken, Car-

bondale, Pa.

Strowger Farm Motor company, Chicago. III. ; capital

stock. $4,000,000; to manufaclure and deal in farm elec-

tric motors, made to propel all kinds of farm machinery,
and operate movable and fixed machinery; to deal in

patent rights, etc.; A. L.Stone, Chamber of Commerce
building. Chicago, 111.
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is asking for a right of way for wires and poles with a view

of furnishing commercial lighting.

The Jackson, Mich.. Light & Power company has pur-

chased the plant and franchises of the Jackson Edison

Light company, and the consolidated enterprise will be
known under the title of the General Electrical company.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
An electric railway will be constructed at Michigan City,

Ind., at a cost of $225,000.

Franchises have been granted at Atlanta, Ga., to the

Lithia Spring Railway company, to construct 10 miles of

electric street railway.

It is reported that the street railway at Guadalajara,

Mexico, has been sold for $400,000 to Baltimore and
Philadelphia capitalists.

The Allegheny Valley electric railway, to lun from Par-

nassus, Pa., to New Kensington, Westmoreland county,

with a capital of $15,000, has been chartered.

The citizens of Appleton, Neenah, Oshkosh and other

cities in Wisconsin have under consideration an electric

system, giving the Fox River valley an electric road from

Green Bay to Oshkosh and Berlin.

The projectors of the Pittsburg, Neville Island & Cora-

opolis, Pa., electric railway expect to get the line in opera-

tion at no distant date. From McKees Rocks to the end of

the line the road will cost $135,000-

An electric street railway line is being surveyed between
Martinsville, Ind., and Indianapolis. The chief projectors

of the line are H A. Smock, Oscar Matthews, E. F.

Branch and John Hardinck, Martinsville, Ind.

The Ashton & Clarksville Electric Railway company.
A^hton, Md., has been incorporated to build an electric

railroad from Ashton to Clarksville, forming part of the

proposed electric railroad from Baltimore to Washington,

Thf Chillicothe, O., Electric Railway & Light'ng sys-

tem and the Juneman electric light plant have been sold to a

New York syndicate for $140,000. New tracks will be put

down, a two-mile extension will be made and a number of

new cars will be purchased.

A new underground electric railway has been planned
for Berlin, Germany, proceeding from Weidendammer
Thor to the Belle Alliance place. Thedistance is about tv o
and one half miles, which the train will run in seven
minutes—a high speed for an underground line.

The electric street railway company at Winnipeg, Mani-
toba, has submitted to the city council plans for approval

of several extensions to its present system for the coming
summer, and is also arranging for opening a park for

summer amusements, situated at the extreme end of one
of its branches.

It is proposed to build an electric line from Martinez to

Oakland, Cal. The new road will begin at Martinez and
will run direct to Walnut Creek, where the road will branch.

One line will be built down the valley through Alamo and
Danville to Doughterty's Station in Alameda county, and
the terminus will be located at Hajwards. The branch
will go into Oakland will leave the main line at Walnut
Creek, and will cross the Contra Costa foothills at a point

near where the new Broadway grade is to be built.
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POWER TRANSMISSION.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The electric light plant at Winchester. III., was totally

destroyed by fire a few days ago. The loss is estimated at

$18,000.

The Board of City Trusts, of Philadelphia, has passed a
resolution appropriating $75,000 for electric lights and
power in Girard College.

The Electric Manufacturing company, of Rockford, III.,

TELEPHONE.
The Bell Telephone company has obtained an exclusive

ten years' franchise at Ottawa, Can., for $1,500 a year.

The Glenwood & Marianna, Ga., Telephone company
will establish a system between these two points.

Corpus Christi, Tex., is soon to be connected with

Nuoces and Sharpburg by telephone. Another project

is now being entertained to connect it with Alice.

The New York & Pennsylvania Telephone company has
commenced the construction of a long distance line from
Jamestown to Elmira, N. Y., via Salamanca, Olean and
Wellsville. A branch will be run from Carrollton to

Bradford, Pa.

The Pacific Telephone & "telegraph company will issue

bonds in June to the amount of $600,000 for the establish-

ment of a direct line from San Francisco, Cal.. to Los
Angeles. The new line will be from San Francisco to San
lose, San Juan, San Luis Obispo. .Santa Barbara and Los
Angeles, a total distance of 500 miles. The largest poles

and very heavy wire are to be used, putting the overhead
system on a par with any of the kind in the East, and mak-
ing it as satisfactory as the underground system is in its

way in the city limits. The money is also intended to pro-

vide for the completion of the underground system in Los
Angeles and to place all the wires in Oakland undergrc und
in the same way that they have been laid in San Francisco.

Plans for the electrical transmi.ssion of power from the

Folsom dam, on the American H.ivcr. to Sscramento, Cal.,

have been submitted by the General Electric company,
the Wcstinghousc Electric company and the Siemens
& Halske company of Berlin. These plani have been Bub-
mitted to W. F. C. I lasson, as consuUing engineer, and he
will soon submit a report.

An application has been made to the Swcdith govern-
ment for a concession to install an electric transTnission of
power from the Dal river waterfall at Mansbo to the Nor-
berg mining district, a distance of some ten miles. The
power to be transmitted will be about 200 horse power,
and the potential will be about 10,000 volts. The town
of Ostersund will aIso£Oon have an electric transmission
of power from the Strup waterfall of the Indal river,

which has not yet been utilized. The distance is about
eleven miles, and the tension of the current is also to be
10,000 volts.

Sacramento. Cal.. has a second long distance power
transmission scheme. C. Van Nordcn, of the .South

Yuba Water company, is examining the project of trans-

mitting electric power from Placer county, fifty-four miles

distant. At Cape Horn Falls the company has 10,000
miner's inches of water that fall a distance of 1.600 feet.

The Cape Horn fall by no means represents the power
going to waste in the company's system of canals. At
Boulder Ridge, a few miles east of Rocklin, the water is

brought down to a point 360 feet above Sacramento, thus
affording an abundant fall to generate any power that

may be required in the immediate future.

A long distance power transmission plant has been
completed at Walla Walla, Wash., by the General Electric

company for the Walla Walla Gas &: Electric company. The
electric power plant consists of a 200 horse power alternat-

ing current generator, which transmits the power over a wire

from three to five miles to an alternating current motor in

the present works of the Walla Walla Gas & Electric

company, where it drives a direct current power and
lighting plant for lighting the streets and stores of Walla
Walla. The water power is taken from Mill creek, and
conducted through a pipe line about 5,000 feet long to the

power station at the junction of the Vellowhawk
and Mill creeks. The water-wheel is of the Pelton

type.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The city council of Baton Rouge, La., has decided to

furnish the city with an electric automatic fire alarm sys-

tem. Bids for the work are advertised and construction

will be commenced as soon as possible.

The consolidation of the gas company and the electric

light company of Georgetown. Colo., has taken place. The
name of the new organization is the United Light ^: Power
company, and ils capital stock is $35,000.

Judge Thomas issued an order on April 25th to J. W.
Foster and F. H . Jones, assignees of the Incandescent Light
& Power company of Norwalk, 0-, to sell the company's
property at public sale for cash in front of the court house
in that city. The assignees have not yet determined on a
date of sale. The property was appraised a few treek

ago at $35,025.

The entrance examinations of the Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology will be held at the Rogers building,

4qi Boylston street, Boston , on June 2g*h and 30th. A sec-

ond series for those unable to be present in June will be held

on Septembar 19th and 20th. For detailed information in

regard to requirements for admission and for catalogues of

the Institute, address H. W. Tyler, secretary, Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology. Boston, Mass.

A dispatch from Council Bluffs. Iowa., says that a heavy
storm visited that section recently and did considerable

damage. A dozen persons were the victims of electrical

shocks, one case resulting fatally. D. W. Patterson was
sitting near a window at his home, with his little daughter
near him. when the side of the building was struck by
lightning and Mr. and Mrs. Patterson were prostrated.

The mother and daughter soon recovered and summoned
assistance, but the physicians found that Mr. Patterson had
been killei instanilv.

TELEGRAPH.
The Western Union Telegraph company is trying to

get a subway franchise in Syracuse, N. Y.

India now boasts of one of the finest land telegraph serv-

ices in the world. Recently duplex messages were trans-

mitted without relays a distance of 2,100 miles, over a line

extending from Calcutta to Madras. The wire employed
was of copper, and the feat was rendcre- possible by the

employment of an apparatus introduced by a member of

the Indian telegraph staff.

The commercial telegraphers of Boston and vicinity

will hold a fast sending tournament in the near future.

Prizes will be given for various classes of work, including

both sending and receiving and typewriter and code work.
This will be the first fast sending contest ever held in New
England and it will be confined to operators within that

district.

TRADE NEWS.
The Bryant Electric company, which has secured con-

trol of the Cleveland arc light cut-out and Cleveland switch,

announces that it will keep these aevices in stock. The
company's Chicago ofiice is at 1522 Moaadnock building.

The Hawley Furnace company has issued .1 sheet

descriptive of its stock. The references given of satis-

factory tests of the Hawley smokeless furnace form a spec-

ial feature. The address of this company is 125-127

South Clinton street, Chicago.

"Premier Products and Specialties" is the name of a little

hand-book issued by M. R. Kodrigues, Brooklyn. N. V.

It is descriptive of the Premier specialties and motors.

The Premier battery is given much attention in this book,

which is intended merely to be a pocket edition for refer-

ence.

The Shawmut Fuse ^Vire company, Boston, whose office

and factory were damaged by lire recently, has opened a

temporary ofiicc at S5 Water street and factory and store-

room at 54 Pearl street. The company is well equipped in

its new quarters and will have no diliiculty in giving orders

prompt attention.

The exhibit of magnet. line and rubber covered wire in

the Ansonia Electric company's booth at the \VotM's Fair.

will give its customers some idea of the complete line of

wire which it carries. The company's new \V. \V. light-

ning arrester is giving the best of satisfaction and it is pre*
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pared to furnish this specialty in large quantities on short

notice.

The Rose Polytechnic Institute is one of the leading en-

gineering colleges of the country, and is especially fortu-

nate in its thoroughly modern equipment and plan of in-

struction. It lays special emphasis on the practical side of

technical education, which it is enabled to do throughout

the whole course of four years by its ample shops and lab-

oratories and exceptionally complete outfit, especially in the

electrical department.

The Chicago Insulated Wire company has recently

been reorganized. This company was formerly controlled

and owned by the Great Western Manufacturing company.
Edward Carroll of Leavenworth, Kas., is now the princi-

pal stockholder and the president of the company. He
assumed control on March i St. The officers are as fol-

lows: Presidenf, Edward Carroll, Leavenworth, Kas
;

vice president and general manager, T. C. Turlay, Chi-

cago, III.; seci;etary and treasurer, W. M. Smith, Syca-

more, III.

The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, is preparing

to distribute a new catalogue of Whitney voltmeters, am-
meters and indicators, calling particular attention to the

new alternating instruments. Particular attention is

called to the alternating ammeters which are the first of

the kind on the market. Heretofore accurate measure-

ment of alternating currents has required the use of a

dynamometer, but the Whitney company claims to have

produced an ammeter reading to one-twentieth of an am-
pere and absolutely accurate.

No better illustration of the growth in the manufacture

of insulated wire may be found than the fact that there is

a new factory in Chicago devoted exclusively to the manu-
facture of reels and spools. A. D. Benham, 206 South

Clinton street, makes a specialty of this business. A recent

glimpse at the interior of his factory and salesrooms re-

vealed a most extensive line of goods. Mr. Benham's
factory has been rapidly growing, and having at the present

time all the orders he can possibly fill with the present

facilities, he is casting about for new and more extensive

quarters.

The pocket edition. No. 5, of the Manhattan Electrical

Supply company's catalogue is most complete and gives a

brief but comprehensive description ot the company's
large assortment of electrical devices and specialties. An
edition of 50.000 copies of this number has been printed.

It is particularly interesting in the department of telegraph

apparatus. This company has constantly on hand a large

assortment of annunciators, push buttons, burglar alarms,

call bells and buzzers. Just at present it is makinjr some-
thing of a run on miniature incandescent lamps. They
vary from ,'2 to six candle power. The company is

located at 36 Cottlandt street, New York.

The Interior Conduit & Insulation company has issued

a new catalogue. In addition lo a description of the many
devices applicable to interior wiring, the catalogue con-

tains complete specifications for the installation of the

interior conduit system and also a code for customers
who may wish to order by telegraph or cable. The Johnson
switch, the Lundell motor and all devices are constructed

to conform to standards and are particularly applicable to

the Edison system of distribution. As it is practically

impossible to catalogue at any given time all the improve-

ments and new developments, the Interior Conduit & In-

sulation company respectfully solicits inquiry as to any
device, method or apparatus which may not appear in the

catalogue before excluding it from the opportunity of

supplying the same.

No more complete catalogue of electric railway sup-

plies has been published than the book recently issued by
the Railway Equipment company of Chicago. The book
comprises over two hundred pages, is neatly bound, well

illastrated, and there is no article known to the street rail-

way business that is not included in the stock of this com-
pany. Line material, track material, car equipments,

station material and special tools all receive their due
share of attention. In the back of the book will be found
wire ubles. and other tables useful to the trade. The
book also contains an article descriptive of the electric

railway, the process of its construction and tquipmenl,
and the means that should be employed to place it on a
paying basis. It is a book that commends itself to the

trade, and will give a good idea of the magnitude that the

electric railway supply business has assumed.

BUSINESS.
The Ansonia Electric company, formerly the Electrical

Supply company, recently secured an order for the entire

equipment of the Columbia, Mo., p!ant with Stanley trans-

fermeis.

The DonaldsoD-Macrae Electric company of Baltimore

report* a good demand for its battery and fan motor out-

fit. It has recently equipped the telephone exchange at

Baltim'^re with a number of its 150 ampere batteries, and
also the F'ostal Telegraph company of Ifaltimore with 480
small cells of 25 amperes.

The CattcT Electric tc Manufacturing company, Phila-

delphia, reports a large btisincss for the past two months
for its various specialties. Among the recent contracts

closed for coibplcte electrical work in its line are the

St. Clair hotel, Detroit; Regent hotel, Brooklyn; Cornelius
Vanderbilt's new home at King's Park, L. I,, in which
will be placed 900 key switches, and the New Home
baildiog, Pitlsbtir^. Pa.

There is no doabt, generally speaking, that many cf the

exhibits in the electricity building and machinery building

at the World's Fair arc in an unfinished state, but it must
be said to the credit of a number of firms making displays

in these departtnentj that there are a few nrhicb have ex*

hibited creditable promptness. Among this number is the
Campbell & Zell company of Baltimore, Md. This firm

has a large battery of its boilers in operation in the ma-
chinery building, and according to W. A. Ross, the

company's western representative, this very large exhibit

is all finished, "except the white paint on the boilers."

And, by the way, it should be stated that Mr. Ross is no
more enthusiastic over the white paint order than are many
of the other electrical and mechanical exhibitors.

The Elektron Manufacturing company is experiencing a
lively demand for its improved electric elevators, and for

the convenience of customers in that vicinity it has opened
an office at 103 Milk street. Boston, and has appointed E.

Marshal! as manager of the elevator department and F.

B. Corey as manager of the electrical department. Mr.
Marshall has had a long experience in the elevator busi-

ness in connection with the Otis & Graves hydraulic and
power apparatus. The Boston office has recently installed

electric elevators for Messrs. Curtis & Bolster, 2304 Wash-
ington street, Boston, and Frank Ferdinand, 22S0 Wash-
ington street. Boston. The main office of the Elektron
company at Springfield has recently sold electric elevators

to the new Masonic Hall, Springfield, Mass.; Brown,
Thompson & Co., Hartford; W.H. King & Son, Spring-
field.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS-
Issued May 16, l8g3.

497i3io- Automatic Disconnector. William A. Cullen,

Paterson, N. J.

497,324. Process of Making Mica Insulating Plates.

Charles W. Jefferson, Schenectady, N. Y.

497. 33^- Automatic Time Stamp. Warren B. Martin-

dale, Rochester, Ind.

497.335- Manufacture of Telephone Cables. Wi.liam R.

Patterson, Chicago, III.

The inventioD comprises means for giving to the conductors
of a strand a variable pitch, so that when two strands are

placed alongside of one another the conductors of one strand
will not be parallel to the conductors of an adjacent strand, in^

duction being thereby prevented. In forming the strands the
wires are fed forward at a uniform rate, while the twist is

effected at a variable rate, or the conductors are fed forward at

a variable rate, while the twist is effected at a constant rate.

497,336. Insulating Tape. William R. Patterson, Chi-

cago, III.

The tape is weakened along one or more lines, so that when
it is spirally wound around a conductor it is caused to bnckle
along one or more lines to form a helical ridge. Several tapes

being thus wound one upon the other, considerable air space is

left between the different layers, thus effecting an insulation

having a low specific inductive capacity.

497.337 Overhead Electric Railway. William D. Pat-

terson, Keokuk, la.

The trolley wheel is ad ipted to bear upon the upperside of
the trolley wire, breakers being iijterposed between the sections

of the trolley wire of a depth greater than the distance that the
periphery of the grooved wheel extends below the upper surface

of the wire. The switch upon the track is set in advance of the

trolley switch, so that by the time the trolley wheel reaches the
switch the car will have assumed a position at an ang'le to the

trolley wire, thus causing the trolley wheel, when it reaches the
interposed breaker, to swing at an angle so as to straddle the

end of the branched section as the car proceeds upon the

branch track. The trolley wire proper is supported by means
of forked posts upon a pair of wires placed parallel and in sub-

stantially a horizontal plane, the posts being secured to the

trolley wire, but fitting loosely upon the parallel wires, so that
the trolley wire may be drawn up independently.

497>356. Electric Car Truck. George S. Strong. New
Yoik, N. Y.

497.361. Commutator Brush Holder for Dynamo electric

Machines. Elihu Thomson, Swampscott, Mass.

497,366. Rheostat. Parvin Wright, Denver, Colo.

497 377- Trolley for Conduit Railways. Paul C. Just,

Chicago, III.

497.382. Non-conducting Covering. Robert H. Martin,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

497,394. Conduit Electric Railway. George Westing-
house, Jr., Pittsburg, Pa.

497,397, Lightning Arrester. Alexander Wurts and
Charles F. Scott, Pittsburg, Pa.

Between the generator and the line supplied are placed a
number of self-induction coils which do not impede materially

tne generator currents, even though they be alternating, but
which will tend to choke lightning discharges of high frequency.
Several such coils are placed in series, and their ends connected
with plalc» immersed in a tank of running water. On account
of the high resistance to ground through the water, but little

leakage of dynamo currents takes place, while if a lightning
change comes upon the line the same will pass to ground
through the water and will be prevented from passing to ground
through the ftclf-induction coils, due to the opposing electro-

motive force produced therein.

497f404' Electric Cigar Lighter. William P. Carstar-

phen, Jr., Denver, Colo.

497,408. Electric Railway Signal. William II. Jordan,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

497,411. Push-button Switch. Krcd .S. McGrcgory,
Revere, Mass.

497.430- Circuit Protector. Harry W. Lcland, Jersey
City, N. J.

497.436. Sectional Contact Conductor for Electric Rail-

ways. George Wcstinghouse, Jr., Pittsburg, Pa.

407i438- Arc Electric Lamp. John C. Wray, Peoria,

III.

497.439' Wire Hanger. Arthur J. Wylic, Rome, N. Y.

497,448. Galvanometer. Adrian H. Hoyl, Manchester,
N. H.

497.449' Galvanometer. Adrian H, Hoyt, Manchester,
N. H.

497,450. Electric Arc Lamp, Rudolph M . Hunter,
Philadelphia, Pa.

The lamp is designed for constant potential circuits where it

is customary to place two lamps in series, in order to secure the
proper voltage for each lamp. The lamp is provided with three
carbons, a middle one and two extreme carbons, two arcs being
formed, one between each end of the middle carbon and the end
of the adjacent extreme carbon. Regulating mechanism is pro-
vided for feeding the carbons. The arcs are connected in
series.

497,468. Dynamo-electric Machine or Motor. Walter
K. Freeman, Boston, Mass.

497,482. Shunt for Electric Light and Power Stations.

Edward Weston, Newark, N. J,

497,489. Circuit Controlling Device. John P. Buchanan,
Boston, Mass,

497.491. Automatic Cut-out for Electric Light Circuits.

Charles Cuno, Wauwatosa, Wis.

497,494. Electric Arc Lamp. James Einstein, Munich,
Germany.

497,495- Electric Rink. Midbury W. Hassm, Roches-
ter. N. Y.

497-.504. Armature Core for Electric Motors. James E.
Stuart and Ulysses S. James, Helena, Mont.

497. 507* Lightning Arrester. Alexander- Wurts, Pitts-

burg, Pa.

A wire is run from the line to be protected to an artificial
ground. The artificial ground is insulated from the earth for
generator currents, but has sufficient conductivity to permit
static charges of high potential to pass to ground. By this con-
struction a path to ground is maintained at all times for static
charges, thus preventing the accumulation of a high static
charge and readily permitting the passage of such a charge
when instantaneously formed.

497,508. Lightning Arrester. Alexander Wurts, Pitts-
burg, Pa.

When both sides of an electric circuit are sta*ically charged
and one side is discharged, as by a lightning arrester, a charge
passes from one side of the circuit to the other through the gen-
erator, or translating devices, to establish equilibrium between
the two sides, often causing injury m its passage. To prevent
this a condenser is placed between ihe two sides of the circuit
and the charge is transmitted from one side to the other
through the condenser, thus protecting the generator and
translating devices.

497.509- Lightning Arrester. Alexander Wurts, Pitts-

burg, Pa.

A condenser is connected between the line to be protected
and ground, thus permitting the passage of an instantaneous
charge, while in shunt with the condenser is a wire of high resist-
ance, wh ch permits gradual discharge of low charges as they
form, while preventing passage of an appreciable dynamo cur-
rent to ground.

497513- Hydrothermal Mining Process. Charles W.
Beehler, St. Louis, Mo.

497>5I5- Insulator. Thomas H. Brady, New Britain,

Conn.

497.521. Electric Measuring Instrument. Adrian H.
Hoyt, Manchester, N. H.

497.522. Galvanometer. Adrian H.-Hoyt, Manchester,
N. H.

497.529. Stop Mechanism for Steam Engines. William
M. Wood, Elmira, N. Y.

497.535- Process of Manufacturing Electric Conduit Sec-

tions. James F. Cumraings, Detroit, Mich.

497.536. Underground Conduit for Elecirical Conductors,
James F. Cummings, Detroit, Mich.

497>539- Electrical Measuring Instrument. Oscar Friilich,

Berlin, Germany.
The instrument is constructed on the principle that when two

currents flow at right angles a magnetic needle assumes a posi-
tion corresponding to the resultant force. In order to adapt
this principle to measurement of the strength of a current, one
of the perpendicularly flowing currents is maintained constant,
while the other to be measured causes a deflection of the needle
proportional to Che current to be measured.

497,540. Device for Illuminating Gun Sights by Elec-
tricity. Giovanni G. di Giovanni, Turin, Italy.

Means are provided, such as a small incandescent lamp and
a battery, for illuminating the sight of a gun at the moment of
aiming and firing at night or in the dark. A key is provided
under control of the person using the gun for closingthe circuit
and effecting the illumination as desired.

497 552. System of Conductors for Electric Fire Engines.
Joseph Sachs, New York, N. Y.

497.558. Electric Arc Lamp. Frank H. Thompson,
Philadelphia, Pa.

497.5^3- Electric Pump Governor. Charles R. Whittier,

New York, N. Y.

497,585. Closed Conduit for Electric Railways. Archi-

bald J. Martin, Philadelphia, Pa.

497,621. Process of Electro Tin Plating. Louis Aron-
son. New York, N. Y.

497,649. Magneto Telephone. James P. Freeman, Wash-
ington, D. C.

497,680. Safety Cut-out Apparatus for Networks of

Multiple Electrical Conductors. Paul Nordmann,
Berlin, Germany,

497.732. Binding Post Fuse. Simon H. Stupakoff, Pitts-

burg, Pa.

497.733. Wire Tightener. Simon H. StupakofT, Pitts-

burg, Pa.

497.755 System of Electrical Distribution, Waldemar
Mcissncr, Ktinigsberg, Germany.
The trnnslating dcviccB nrc connected between n number of

pnrnllel conductorn, the extreme conductors being connected
with the tcrminuln of n dynamo. In order to maintain tho
potential difference between the otlicr conductoru, auxiliary
gencratorH arc connected between one of the extreme corduc-
tornand each of the other parulk-l coiiductorK.

497.756. Circuit Switch. Ernst Wollmann and Harry
A. Triggs, Denver, Colo.
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Eugene F. Philliph, I'ropt. W, A. Hathaway, Troas. \V. H. Sawteb, Soo'7.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
ELECTKIC LIGHT I-INIO Willi;,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords.
AMERICANITE. MAGNET.
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR
FARADAY CABLES. WIRES.

NEW YOilK OFFICE, P. C. Acltermftn, lOCortlnndt Street.

MONTREAL BRANCH, Eugene F. PliiUlps' Electrical Works

^mWAVT
fVSEWIRE
tOMRWY

161 HIGH iT BOiTON

HICHE5T GRADE

TESTED FV5EWIRE6IJNKS

iEND FOR CATALOCV'E

AND PRICE LI JTJ

CANDELABRA,
Miniature and Special

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

For JofonnntUm and priM;«( ovoriatt CaodTlabra,
Mlnintar') anri Bp«clal lacaDdosoeot LAmps, ad-
drosn thu

EDISON DECORATIVE AND

MINIATURE LAMP DEPARTMENT,

JIAJRBIHOX, >'. J.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Insnlatton <Naaranteed wherever used, Aerial, rndergroimd or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, he says: "A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The robber need In Insulating our wires and cables is eepecially cbemically prepared, andia guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible In extreme cold
weather and 1h not affected by heat. The inealatiou ie protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark'e Patent Compound, and special extra Qniph, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, arid to a very gre'^ extent fireproof. Our ineolalion will prove
durable when all others fall . We are prepared to furnieh Single Wires of all gau™s and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work ae well as our standard color.

Clark Joint <>(ani should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, m strips about one foot long and five-elghthe inch wide, and when wrapped about a Joint
•vnd pressed firmly it tnukes 11 solid mass. FOR KAILWAV i>nd iflOTOK use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insnFation.

• WK CilTAKAXTEE Oini INSUIjATION AVHKREVER USED, AERIAL, UKDER<jiROUND OR SIJB3IARINE, and our net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other Qrst-claes Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for quantiLies.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTOX, MASS.

HENRY A. CLARK, Treasttrer and Gen'! Manager.
HSBBEBT B. EUSTIS, Fiasldent and Electrician.

MANUFACTUEEES OF HIGHEST GRADES OF

Rubber Insulated Wire and Cables for Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE,
TRENTON, N. J.

JOIIIW A. RO£BIil\'(i'ls SONS CO, CUcaso, 171 Lake Street.
SAX rR&:VCISCO. as and 27 Tremont Street,
NEW YORK, 117 Liberty Street.

PROTECTION!
f Ajax Lig'litnin^ Arresters

FOR STREET RAILWAYS.
e. S. VAN NUIS, 130 Liberty St, NKW YORK.

SILK BRAID
For Incandescent

Lamp
Filaments.

^ \ The greatest care taken in producing a uniform article.

BOSTON BRAID MFG. CO.,
27 Beacli Street, Boston, Mass.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

TIish KartavGrt - Manufacturing ^ Co.^

SAL AMMONIAC
(ELECTRIC liKAND)

l^r'iForElectricalPurposes
SRaND- Guaranteed 98/99% and free of lead and iron.

If yon want tlie liest <|uality ask your dealer
I for tliia brand. Inipoi'ted by

A.KLIPSTEIN, 122 Pearl St., New York

PLATINUM
For all kinds ol Electrical Use. Sheet or Wire of any Degree of Hardness.

Special Attention given to Flatinam for Incandescent Lanips.
.^^ Address (VE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

HART SWITCHES.
SINGLE AND DOUBLE POLE.

THE ONLY Snap Switch that has

PROVEN A SUCCESS.

10 .iVmpereDouble Pole Switch.
FOR SALE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES.

TlieHart&H(!geMiiMfg.Co.,ir!M,coi.

For Alternating Currents
XTSE

Cardew Voltmeters,

Electrodynamoineters.

See Circnlars 290 aiid 425.

Visitors to the AVorld'M Fair arc cor-

dially invited to inspect our compreheasivc

exhibit, Electricity Building;, Section E.

SeiiJ :-.MMil ^Ijiuip for muslnUod C.\t.ik->f;uo No. 1—W.

QUEEN «c CO.,
Incorporated,

PHILADELPHIA.
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Established in 1861.

E. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ELICTHIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-aiifoH 8T0RE-

8134 Michigan Avenu«»

WANTED.
We will pay 25 cents each for

clean copies of the Westekij Elec-
TEiciAX of June 18, 1892, Volume X,
Number 25.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
6 Ltkeside Bailding. Chicago.

SlTrATIOSJ TOASTED.
Toung man possessing excellent techni-

cal and general education (graduate M E.,)

and who has had ^valuable experience in

one of the best laboratories in the country,

desires a position where energy and ability

will be appreciated; references.

Address "C,"
C:.re Westebn electkicun.

WANTED.
Good secord-liand 10 ampere Arc Dy-

namos or Lamps. S'ate full particulars.

Addresi

DUDLEY FARRAND,
No. 9S Franklin Street, Bloomfleld. N. -J.

WANTED.
Position wanted by Electrician of sev-

eral years' experience. Has been superin-

teadent of a large li.ght and power station.

Holds C .liege cer ificate. Has no objec
lion to manual work. Address, "M.
W," Cire Westers ELECTRtciAN.

WANTED.
Elec'rlc hoisting apparatus for passen-

ger elevator. Size of car .5. 6x.5. 6, height
of run 42 ft , current available 130, 220
and 500 volts. .Send specifications and ap-

proximate price to "<>TIS," care of

Westers Electricias.

WANTED.
Practical cni^n(:^T wooM lUte to chaoRe eilaa-

tloD, cOTupet^Dt to take entire charge. Years of

experience with bldh and low speed eDglnea. Con-

Ter»aDt with Indicator, and can personally do oil

^oeral r^'pAlra around plant. Can fnmiah HBtl»-

factory r^fern-ncon, *^En^Deer,"
•"ar'j Wp.-TEr.s ELKcxniciA?!

WANTED.
Electrical Engineer, with Doctor's

degree in Physics from University

of Strasiburg, and for a long time

student of f^lectrical Pi^ngineering

with practical work in Zurich, de-

sires situation either in Laboratory

or manufactory.

KEFEEE5CZ.H:

Prof. Dr. Kohlrausch, Strassburg;

Prof. Dr. Weber, Zarich;

Prof. L. C. Steven.i, Troy Polyt.

Dr. George Zahn,
122 Sw»n SIreel. BUFFALO, N. Y.

WANTED.
Manager for Dynamo Sales department,

by a large Electrical company making di-

rect, all^rnttiog and arc appara'us. Ad-
dress, with references and experience,

"W. M. " care Western Electrician.

W4NTED-T0 BUY.
200 to 400 ampere I'.O To't second hand

dynamos.

BARTER ELECTRIC CO,,

76 Fifth AvenuP, CHICAGO. ILL.

TRADERS IN ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.
FOR SALE (Contiuued List.)

Two uri liKht Ball Arc dynamos, with 60 arc lamps.
Three 23 light Fuller-Wood arc dynamos.
One 55 light Fuller-Wood arc dynamo.
4*2 double carbon lamps.
28 single carbon lampa.
One 8 horse power Card motor, 500 volts.

XOWOTXY EI.KCTRIC CO ,

30 E. Tjth St., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

FOR SALE.
Bareains for Cash.

One 120 light, llO volt C & C dynamo.
One 30 light Fort Wayne arc dynamo, with 27 arc
lamps and extra armature.

Two 50 K. W, Wenetrom dynamos.
One 100 K. W. 5tiU volt Edison generator.
One 25 horse power N. Y. vertical safety engine.
One 35 horeo power Westlnghouse engine. Ad-
drees, H. K. Mcl^AY.

ion E. German St., Baltimore, Md.

FOR SALE.
Two 30O-ampere3 shunt wound U. S. Dynamos.
Two 200-arapere8 Hhuot wound U. 8. DynamoB.
Two riOO-llght T.-H. Dynamos, compound wound,

with Ba.so, Rheostat and Ammeter.
Two ^'j-light American 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamos.
One .50-llght Sperry 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamo.
Ten I2-li«ht Knowlos Dynamos..wilh lamps.
Twelve 50-llffht Schuyler Dynardo^, 2,000-c. p.

Two 160-Brueh Iocandef<cent Machines, 95 volta.

One 15-!lght Brush Arc, 7 amperes.
One 90-h. p. Armlngton and Hlms Engine.
Two 320 ampere Edison Dynamos, self-oiling.

We Buy Outright Electrical Equipment.

JOHN E, BESsslrTa SUPPLY c:.,

74 COKTI.,AXI>T ST., >. V.

t-UI'FIUOrt TO

COTTON WASTE
H\yK, Dt.'i:,^

ClIKAI-Kfl.

-,,^ '^^ - AMERICAN
^\\)3 SILK MFG. CO.,

'311 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

f lor,*,, w„v',n irnlUtloDH,

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Bolh Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

li<»Hf: i*oi,^ Ti:( iiNir i.vhti'ii tk,
Terrr Haute. Inrt. \ <>,i\'-if'- 'i1 t.nt^\nfttr-

Ing. Wi-ll t,n()rnrt-'i. vt,]\ *y)nlpp'-<i. Conrnfrt In
M'-'hnnlrftl, y.ltrrArlcAi . Civil Kngln*!'-ln(f, and
ChtmAntrj. y.xUin^lm .MAchloa Hhopi?, I,at>orat(»-
ri«a, Vrnwinu JUj'/trm. Libr^rj. K*ponB&9 low. Ad-
drcM, U, T. KVUY, i'r^.

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier,

Removes all Impurities,

Entirely prevents SCALE 1° Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

Former Manager, now Successor to the

Patent Department of

THE W.J. JOHNSTON CO., Ltd.
("Z7ie Electrical World.''^)

WILLIAM A. ROSENBAUM,
Electrical Expert and Patent Solicitor,

Times Bnlldins, NEn' YORK.

Long Distance

Electric Telephones.

Sold outright for Private Line
Use. Fully protected by pat-
ents, and fiuaranteed to pur-
chasers against infringement.
City of Chicago has given fran-
chise of its streets for a Tele-
phone Exchange to use this

instrument, and it will he
adopted for the City's use.

Send for circulars.

THE D'UNGER ELECTRIC
TELEPHONE MFG. CO..

167 Dearborn St., Chicago.

AUXILIARY MOUTHPIHCS
For Telephone.
For LOXG OB

SHOKT distance.
Can be used by
persons of ANY
HEIGHT. Sound
concentrated DI-
KECTLY on dia-

pbraRm. You can
WIIISPEKandbe
distinctly heard.
Address

W. N. MARCUS,
218 N. Second St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

W.O.TRIPLEE.Jr.,
Manager- For sale
by all dealers.

SOLO

OUTRIGHT.

WORK
ANY DISTANCE.

Fully covered by

patents.

Wm. Hnlibard & Co.,

92 and 9i La Salle

Street,

CHICAGO.
Suite 55.

ARMATURES
REWOUND.

street Railway and Electric Light-

ing Companies will find it to their in-

terest to write for prices, as we do all

kinds of electrical repair work.

McLEAN & SCHMITT,
Room 416, - 197 S. Canal St., Chicago.

TliLe ZEIa-nsoziL Eatter3r.

^'j

A PoiitiTc Success,

Less Expense to liun,

Longest Life.

Highest Electromotive Force.

FAN OUTFITS
COMPLKTE.

From $12 Upward.

Now in use for lig:ht-
inc Ijaaocbes.
Pumps, and for
power of all kinds.

AGENTS WANTED.SEND FOR CIKCCTLARS TO

The HANSON BATTERY, LIGHT & POWER COMPANY,
.514 Kiclilh Street, W,\««IHX«iTO.\, It. V.

HOLMES, ROOTH & HAYDENS,
Factories: Waierbury, Conn. 25 Park Place, New York.

MANTJFAOTnitERB OF

Bare and Insulated Wire.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line "Wire, Copper Magnet Wire,

Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work.
Ineulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT
CC
K. K." LINE WIRE

For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Mot(..fl, Tolograph
and TolephoQO Use.

Agents for the Waahlngton Carbon Company. Carbons for Arc Llghtlpg.

Titos. />. SCOVifj/j, Xetr Yor/c Agvuf,

J. C, BRILL COMPANY, - - - PHILADELPHIA,
BTIILDERS OF RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY CARS OF ALL CLASSES.

Hp»>clnl fttlijntlon kIvoh to tlio building of Kloctrlo Molor and Trail OarH.
Ualldorn of brltl No, 21 Truck with itolld forged frame, und "Kun.Icrt" Muiiiuuio Trnctloo Pivotal Truck.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention o( ELECTRIC COMPANIES is cV.Icd to this rELE.

RRAXIi:i> WATEU \%'IffEF:K:LS particular;y adapted to thrir uic
on account of its rfinarUubly Htfady motion, lifch iSpced
and e^reat Kfn<-:i<^ii<:y,and larere Capacity forit^dlamcter,
being double the •o^rer of most wheels of same diameter. It is uied
by a number of the leading electric companies -A-iih great satisfaction. In the
economical U3C of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per otnl
of useful effect guaranteed.
NEi-\n I OU CATALOGUE AI^1> PARXICf'EARN.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICTOR

TlJRRIilfES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume. Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a r.ubstaniial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
st.-ictly first-class in every particular. Wc arc now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situatioo
admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL& BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

THE I=»ESIj"I"03^ '^TSTJS^^r'El'FL ^WHESEZILi
Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Unlimited

in

Capacity,

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2,000 in use.

Affords the most flimpleand reliable power for all mlnlnc and mannfactar-
Ing machinery. Adiipted to heads running from;:Oap to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per ceot. better results guaranteed than can be prodnced from
any other Wheel in the coantry.

£IiE€TRI€ TBAXSailf^SION.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way of a aniform and relia-

ble power, dope regulation and the facility of adaptation to varying conaltlons
of speed and precenre, have brought it Into special prominence and esienalve
nee for thle class of work. All appUcatlona should elate amount and head of
water power required, andforTrhat purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. Send fob Catalogue.

THE PELTON "WATER WHEEL CO.,
1S1-1S3 Main Ht., San Francisco, Cat., U. », A.

143 J.IBEKTY STHEET^ - - XEW YORK.
^^it having come to our notice that onr patent rights are being infrlngei

upon, intending pDrchasers are hereby warned that all ench infringements wU*
be duly proBPcnted.

Pv;L.TOK "WATER 9IOTOBS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15
and 20 horse power, unequaled for all light running machinery. Warranted
to develop a given emount of power with one-half the water required by an/
other. ^^Send for Motor Circalar. Address ae above. Deliveries made from
San Francisco or iS'«w York, as may afford the most favorable freight rates.

WATER WHEELS
This Justly Celebrated Wheel is Built in Many Styles on

UPRIGHT AND HORIZONTAL SHAFTS.
It is SPECIALLY DESIGNED and ADAPTED for driving

ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND POWER PLANTS.
Our new Wheel secures a remarkably hi^h c^nranlct'd porcontase. and wnntlorfal miradincss of

motion, under variable loads in practice. It iitlords jin nnc>qiiale(l <*on<rentratioii of puwci' uitbin a small
space; and an unprcH*fMlcnloil liisrh velocity for a pivcn power.

Its easily and quiokly operated balanced eate affords prompt and efficient control by a Eovernor. and
consequent' fine regulation. These wheels are in many instances operatins the best electric plants in this and
other countries, fullv demonstratin£c their reniarkalile adaptation to that use.

The attention of EK-.-tric Kntjinoers. ami uthers contemplatins water power improvements is directed to our
work. We will himhI ;i lini- lar^-' parnphlri, ir: pai,'es, fully describing the wheel and various plans of application.

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO,
AND New York City.

LEFFEL

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.

A NEW LAMP SOCKET
With Every Advantage.

Pats

Vrt. 102, roncoolotl Work.

Durably and Effective Contact,
Plenty tiyioom for Knot in the Cord.
Strong (T^Jistures; tbe Cap, with Bayonet
Lock, Projecting over the Shell,

The Dovetail Ceiling Rosette.

For Moulding, Cleat and Concealed Work.

No screw driver used in adjusting cap.

For Sale by Supply Houses, or by

The Perkins Electric Switch
MFG. COMPAKY,

P. O. Box 816.

THE STANDARD OPEN CIRCUIT
BATTERIES OF THE WORLD,

And the best made anywhere.

Send for Circclar & Prices.

The Leclanche Battery Co.
!l! to Jn East 131st St.. N. Y.

For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,—sx.oo.

Hartford, Conn T-II and WeBtinclionse Styles.

<^^^^^S§^

DO YOU NEED ANYTHING IN THE LINE OF

BATTERY SDPPLIES?
WE CAN QUOTE YOU BED-ROCK ON.

Carbons, Zincs, Coppers, Jars,

Sal-Ammoniac, Blue-

stone, Etc.

"WRITE! TTS FOR RRICEe.

LAW BATTERY COMPANY,
83 JOHN ST., NEW YORK.

RecGiver's Sale of Street Railway

At Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Notice is hereby given tliat in pursuance of

an order of the Circuit Court of Milwaukee

County, Wisconsin, I will, on the 30th day of

June A. D. 1S93, at eleven o'clock in the fore-

noon of said day, at the soulh door of the

Court House in the city and county of Mil-

waukee, Wisconsin, offer for sale and sell at

public auction as an entirety, the street rail.

way of the Milwaukee Electric Railway Com-
pany in said city of Milwaukee, with all the

franchises and rights and privileges of said

railway couipany for the operation and main-

tenance of the same, and all the property of

said corporation used in or In connection with,

or essential to the exercise of Its said

franchises.

Said railway property and franchises conaifit

of about 6>^ miles of double track, being

about 13 miles of single track, in said city of

Milwaukee, with all the poles, wires, cables,

trucks, ties, stringers, fixtures and appliances

composing or used in connection with said

tracks or said railway, with franchises, privi-

leges and rights derived from ordinances of

the common council of the city ©f Milwaukee

to maintain and operate said road; also sundry

parcels of real estate in said city, with car

barns and power house thereon; also the en-

gines, boilers, machinery and rolling stock

and supplies of said road.

The terms of such sale arc cash.

The said street railway will be sold free of

all liens and encumbrances except judgments

of foreclosure and sales aggregating $21.1ftJ.-

5C, with interest from the 224 day of Kovem-

her, 1S9"2, at T per cent, on $l,'i^!?.60 thereof,

and at 6 per cent, per annum on the remaind-
er. Said judgments of foreclosure covering

the said specific parcels of real optate.

Dated Milwaukee, Wl^.. Fob. ::. T^'^iv^

G. J. MELMS,
Receiver o( tbo MUw»ukee Electric

RaU<ttf Compujr.
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Grimsliaw WWte Core Wires,
Grimsliaw Tapes, Competition Line Wires,

Raven Core Wires, Vulca Ducts.

-MANUFACTURED BY-

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
CHICAGO, 80 Franklin St. NEW YORK, 15 Cortlandt St. BOSTON, 182 Summer St.

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

General Western Agents

FOR THIS

CELEBRATED WIRE.

RBORN STREET, CHICAGO.
H. Wabd Leosaed.

President.
Geo. H. Finn

Vice-President,
C. E. CiBPENTEE,

Secretary and Treaeurer.

CARPENTER
EMiifil Eleostat Comiafly,

BB£I>OEPORT, COKN.

CHAS. D. SHAIN, Ge^ekal Selling Agent,

136 Liberty St., New York City.

These rheostats can now be supplied of any
resistance and capacity on short notice. They
are being largely used by such munufacturing
concem3 as the following: General Electric
Company, Siemens & Hal?ke Company, Interior
Conduit i Insulation Company, Crocter-Wheeler
Company, General Incandescent Arc Light Com-
pany, National Electric Company, Waddell-Entz
Company, Western Union Company, Dahl Electric

Company, and by Central Station Companies and
contractors all over the country.

Send for nen* catalosue and price list.

^KSStoSlS"^.er day. at

LIGHTNING PLATER
..I iL. J J, welrv,Wikti;lii;3

of ji:«"elrT good aa
ou a!l kiQiJsor uiL'tal

gold, iiilvcr or iiii.'t:t.'l.

JShepard'8 Celebrated SCO

Screw Cntting Foot Lathe,

Fool and Power Lathes
From I) to 26 Inches.

Also Drill Presses, Uand and
Power Planers, and Supplies.
Just the Tools for Electricians.
Send for Illustrated Catalogue

to H. li. Shepsril. Agent,
141 W. 2d St, Cincinnati, 0.

L. BRECKINRIDGE CABELL
' 53 Broadway, NEW YORK, Room 1 7.

Lands, Securities and Industrial Enterprises; Total Issues

of Corporate, Municipal and County Bonds Taken; Municipal

Debts Consolidated and Refunded at lower rates; Railroads

Built and Equipped; Electric Roads Built and Equipped;

Street Railroads using Horse power changed to Electric Roads.

FUSE ] Correct Carrying Capac

'

WIRE or I ity. Absolute

STRIPS. ) Uniformity in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave..

S. BERCMANN, President. C. M. BIDOLE, Vice-President.

THE "BENERAL" IHCANDESCENT ARC LAMP.
For Low Tension, Continuous Current Circuits.

Soft, Steady Light; Small Size and Weieht; Simplicity; Quick Trimming;
Thorough Insulation and Safety; Reliability; Large Bange of

Amperage and Voltage; Longest Life.

No. 1 Circular and Price List of Standard Lamps, No. 2 Circular and Price
List of Ornamental Lamps with numerous Illustrations of

Sent on application, with discounts, etc.

Can be used Singly or from 2 to 12 in series on from 50 to 600 Volts.

All Lamps exactly alike in Mechanism.
No Adjustment or Regulation needed.

Can be Trimmed without touching the globe.

No Dash Pot to hide primary defects

Our Lamp is absolutely Reliable and will not
change from use.

Special Designs and Estimates furnished on demand.

OKSAXeSTAl. LAICP. So. TW. 8'r'AKDAItD LAMP No. 000.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT COMPANY,
WORKS, 33d Street and First Avenue. I GENERAL OFFICES, 59 Duane Street.

Telephone No. 1309, 38tli St.
|

Telephone No. 163 Cortlandt.

WESTERN AGENCY: 169 Adams Street, Chicago, L. E. Frorup, Mgr

SHOWRCOMS, 275 Fiftti Avenue.
Telephone No. 1459, 38th St.
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TJolo ^lace to SnjL37- Su-pplies:

THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND SUPPLY CO.,
St. Paul, Minn.,

Is the leading supply house of the North-West. Moderate Profits. Prompt Shipments.
Send us a trial order and see what we will do for you.

National Electric Manufacturing Company,
EAU CLAIRE^ WIS., U. S. A.

BUILDERS OF

HIGH GRADE DYNAMO ELECTRIC HACHINEBY,

a.^e:rvic^iE:^:
620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass. Equitable BIdg., St. Louis. 167 Cravier St., New Orleans.
136 Liberty St., New York. Pullman BIdg., Chicago. Hallers Building, Seattle, Wash.
Penn. Mutual BIdg., Philadelphia. 134 E. 6th St., St. Paul, Minn. 90 Pearl St., Toronto, Ontario.
Erie County Savings Bank Building, 33 Jacobson BIdg., Denver. 15 Halleck St., San Francisco, Cal.

Buffalo, N. Y. I 12 S. 13th St., Lincoln, Neb. 55 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Eutaw Street, Baltimore. 29 E. 1st St, S., Salt Lake City, Utah. San Salvador, C. A., l. Pennypacker, Agt.

A JSOEIW BOOK!

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book.
226 Pages. I '^ 8 Engravings. Hand-Book Size.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of which 30.000 copies
have been sold. The new book contains more than twice as many pages and twice

as many engravings as were comprised in the old, and will continue
to retain the distinction of being the ONLY STANDARD
WORK for the practical dynamo man and the learner.

NOW READY. PRICE, $1.00.

6 LAKESIDE BIULDING, CPiCAGO.
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THE FUEL ECONOMIZER OO.,
OF MATTEAWAN,

SOLE MAKERS IN THE UNITED STATES OF

GREEN'S IMPROVED PATENT FUEL ECONOMIZER
FOR STEAM BOILERS.

This apparatus heats the feed water to a temperature very much above boiling
point by the waste gases escaping from boiler flues, thereby effecting a

GRXSAT SAVING IN GOAL.
Can be applied to any type of boiler without stoppage of worlds.

OFFICES: MOBk><:

91 LIBERTY STREET, NEW YORK. Matteawan, New York,

Origiun! iriveutors and i>iili-Dlees, E. r.n>''ii .=;: Sod, Ltd., 2 Exrhani,-e ~l , "^r:ui. I1---1.T, En-laiid

Patented Jfln. 22,1584. A. T. Smith's
Electric Lava Gas Tip

Multiple Ligbting

For Churches, Theaters
and Public HallB.

Are need all over the coun-
try. Send for estimaiefl or
prices to

A.T. SWITH,
eW.UthSt .New York.

HATE YOn GOT WHEELS
IN YOUR HEAD?

Send for Catalogue ol

Electric Light
AND

Battery Carbons.

Motor
Brushes.

Sterling Bicycles.

They are the standard high grade wheels of
the year. Have several distinct poiots of advan-
tage: changeable gear, 60 or 67. as you please;
convertible pedals, rat trap or rubber, as you
please: patent corrugated bubs; piano wire spohes;
hollow rims, etc.

Stokes Mfg. Co., Makers,;^
Geoeral Office? SDd ."-.alesrooms;

Factory:

236, 238. 240 Carroll Avenue, CHICAGO.

CXiE!VEILjft-3Sr3D, OHIO.
Sole Licensees to manufacture the Hazeltine Long Life Carbon.

Jas. J. Murray $c Co.,

Murray Flint Eass Worts,
Trenton Ave., Culvert and Waterloo Sts..

^rimufiicturers of

Arc and locaDdescent Globes and Shades

OF AMi SHAPES.
In Opal, Clear, Rouglied and Colored.

Lar^c Capacities. Prompt Sliipmenls.

HvCost ID-u.ra.Tole ^a-tter37- Cells ^xod.-o.ced.

TnrrsTEii^

Brancher: I>enTer, Milwaukee.

INCREASE YOUR REVENUE.

J^XHOFT THE

ACME OIL FILTER.
gent on trial

For fjarticulars,

prices, etc.,

address

Acme
Filter
Co.,

640 N. Main SI ,

St. Louis. Mo

f'JAOO
IN'TS.

Taylor,
Goodhue
& Ames,

:ns
I>«Ttrt»orn Mt.

III
3 ^ <5

i» ^ ^

Manufactured by The Butler Hard Rubber Co., 33 Mercer St., N. Y.

Rubber Covered Rolls.

Valves.

storage

Battery

Jars.

Springs for Steam
Hammers,

W':f
Spring Rubber ol any Elasticity or Hardness to Sketch, Model or Mould.

ManufactuKers of

OCTAGONAL^^ Cedar
nLEPHOK&ELECrRICAL

R*ILWAY|H)LKItCHOSSARWS

|]# H.M.LOUD &'SOHS UIMBERQ.

i*! OSCODA

Newton Rubber Company,
John Hancock BIdg:., 1 78 Devonshire, and 35 Federal St., Boston, Mass.

Factory, Newton Upper Falls, Mass.
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DO YOUR
OILS
GIVE YOU
SATISFACTION ?

IF NOT
GIVE US A
TRIAL.

We are makers of the finest grades of

DYNAMO,
ENGINE,
CYLINDER OILS

Wo f;ruarantoe stttinfactiou and freodom from gum
and excess of unlmul lain,

Wu nre not cheap, or hcII cheap oita, but
sell on quality. If you want HntlefncUon In your
engine room, give us u trial — corroypondeuco
eolioited.

CLARENDON OIL AND REFINING CO.,

114 No. Front Slrcet, PHILADELPHIA. PA.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pntumatic ard Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS «<' BELLS.
FVL.I. lililTB AiiWATS IN STOCK.

W. R, OSTBANDER & CO..
204 Fulton St., New Yorlt.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeEalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

^^Send for Nbw Cataloqctb. Oat AugoBt let.

DERIVATION OF
'

Practical Electrical Dnlts.

BytIEUT.F.B.BADTaDiPROF.H.S.CARHART.
PRICE, POSTAGE PREPAID, 75 CENTS.

This is a very handsome book of sixty pages, printed on

fine heavy paper, with neat cloth binding. It contains Por-

traits and Biographies of Ohm, Watt, Faraday, Joule, Gauss,

Weber, Sir William Siemens, Dr. Werner von Siemens,

Volta, Ampere, Daniell and von Jacobi, together with a

carefully prepared table of Practical Electrical Units, with

their relative values. In no other single volume can this

rare collection of portraits be found.

ELEGTRIGI&N PUBLISHING GO.
6 Lakes'de Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

SOMETHING NEW.
AUTOMATIC DOOR SPRING
ELECTRIC LIGHTER
AND EXTINGUISHER.

Manufacturera of EI.ECTR1CAX GOODS, ZXPERrMENTAI.
AND SEPAIB WOKK. INVENTIONS AND N0VEI.TI18
DEVELOPED. PATENTS OBTAINED.

The N. Y. Electrical & Development Co.,
261 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Tanphtthorontrblvdav and nlsht at the IXSTI-
TUTE of TEC'H\OLO<«Y, 151 Throop
l^itreet, C^hicaeo, 111. Amateure, ArtisanB
and others asBtBteapRACTioALLT in any line, and
Lnetracted in the latest and moat improved
methods.

Mechanical Drattghtino, Mathematics, Elec-
trical Calculatlone, Architecture, Mechanlce, also

aught day and night.

UJ

JB^C^LSS FOUNDRY.

BAHERY ZTNC
i C. ELECTRICAL SDPPLY CO.,

SKUX <ITy. IOW.4.

THE FALLS

Rifet k MacMfle Co.,

Cnyahoga Falls, OUo,

Manofacturers of

Friction Clatclies,

Shafting. Etc.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

BRANCH OFFICES:

Sonth Canal St., CHICAGO.

39 Cortlandt St., NEW YOEK.

Sockets, Switches, Cut-outs
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Write for Catalogue.

Sawyer -Man Electric Co.,

620 Atlantic Avenue, BOSTON.

610-534 West 23d Street, NEW YORK. Pullman Building, CHICAGO.
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NEW BOOKSi-JUST OUT OF PRESS.

DYNAMO TENDERS'
Hf\ND-BOOK.

Bt Liect. F. B. Badt.

aSADY FOR DEUVEBT.
AN ENTIRELY NEW WORK.

The latest addition to our fatnou3 "Hand-Book"
Series. Every practical dynamo man should have a

copy.

9'^6 Pages. i:tS Engraviiiys.

PRICE, SI.OO.

NCflNDE8CENT W RING
h:a.:n ±j-book:.

By Lieut. F B. B.idt.

Fourth Edition. Tenth Thousand.

These tables give, without loss of time, exact size
of wire to be used. This is one of our famous "Haod-
Book" series, and is the standard authority on this
subject in the English language.

73 Pases. 412 Illustrations.

PRICE, Si.OO.

BELL HANGERS^
HfVND-BOOK.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Designed for practical men engaged In any class
of bell or annunciator work. The only book of the
kind published.

io6 Pages. 97 Illustrations.

PRICE, $1.00.

ELECTRIC -^TRANSM 88 ON

hanid-book:.
Bt Lieut. F. B. Badt.

A new work containioB tables and information on
the electric transmission of power broaght down to

1
^ate. One of the most popular of our famous "Hand-
Boob" Series.

97 Pages. 22 Illustrations.

PRICE, $1.00.

STBKET RAILWAYS.
"THK7UVS."

Their Construction, Operation and Maintenance.

Br C. B. Fairchild.

This work is written by a practical man, and
should be in the hands of every street railway em-
ploye in the United States.

600 Pages. Ptofusely lllustrazed.

PRICE, $4.00.

ELECTRIC MACHINERY.
By S. P. TH05IPSQN.

Fourth edition, revised and re-written. The most
complete work on the dynamo published.

900 Pages Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, S9.00.

DIGTIONf\RY
... OF ...

Electrical Words,
TERMS AND PHRASES.

By Edw:s J. Houston, A. M.

The latest edition of this celebrated work contains
over 5.000 distinct definitions. As important as
Webster.

700 Pa^es. 750 Illustrations.

PRICE, S5.00.

ELECTRIC MCTCR
AND ITS APPLICATIONS.

By Martin and Wetzleb.

The first American book on electric motors. A
most complete work brought down to date.

325 Pages. 354 Illustrations.

PRICE, $3.00.

THE PRACTICAL MANAGEMENT

OF

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
By Croceeh and Wheeler.

. The object of this work is to give simple direotions
for the practical use and management of dynamos and
motors. This work is having a large sale.

100 Pages. Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, $1.00.

Electric Light Specifications

FOR THE USE OF

Engineers and Architects.

Bt E. A. ilEBBFLL.

Tliia wort gives the latest rules of The NatioQal
Electric Ugbt AssociaUou. of the Xatiooal Board of
Fire UQdersrriters. and of The New Eoyland iDSUraoce
Excbaage.

PRICE, $1.50.

THE ELEGTRIG RAILWAY
IN

THEORY AND PRACTICE.
By Cbo.sby and Bell.

This i^ a complete treatise on the construction and
operation of electric railways, and will commend It-

selr to the electrical engineer, and tu the practical
manager.

400 Pages. Profusely Illustrated,

PRICE, $2.50.

HIGH POTENTIHL
AND

HIGH FREQUENCY.
Experiments with Alternate Currents.

By Nikola Tesla.

A lecture delivered before the Institution of Elec-
trical Engineers, London.

146 Pages. Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, $1.00.

THl? mmC TELEGMPH.
Et F.I- POCR.

The fonrt&eoth edition of this celebrated work In

rrsTltten and broaubt down Ut date. A techalcul
hand-book for el*;rtrtclan,'(, rnunafforn afi<l oiwraiors.

234 Pages. Illustrated,

PRICE, SI. 50.

SCIENCE
SERIES.

The ftorlea now narabers 103 volumes, and •jmbracee
worktioii every -nihjtict.

10 mo. Hoiii'dH.

PEOFUSELY ILLUBTKATED.

Price, 50c. Each.

STflNDflRD

ELECTRGAL DCTONARY.
By T. O'CoNNOTi Sloank.

This nuw work should bo in the hands of all who
desire to kwop ahreiwt with the progruHw of thu groutost
hclunce of the tlmoa.

600 Pages. 300 Illustrations.

PRICE, $3.00.

Any of the above books sent promptly, postage prepaid, on receipt of price.

SEND IN YOUR ORDER.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside BIdir., Ghicairo. III.
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STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.
General Offices: Suite 625, Home Ins. BIdg., PUIPAGn
Works: 313-317 South Canal Street, unlbHOU.

Tr^ STANMl STSTEM OF ARC UGHTING.

FOR

FURTHER

INFORMATION

ADDRESS

THE
GENERAL

OFFICES.

Central Station Managers, Municipal Officers, Owners of Iso-

lated Lighting Plants and Prospective Purchasers everywhere

are invited to inspect and investigate the STANDARD SYSTEM

before contracting for apparatus.

For lighting stores, foundries, factories or the streets of a city,

this system has no equal.

Our contract does not obligate the purchaser to buy appara-

tus or supplies exclusively of us for a term of years, but courts

open competition and encourages fair tests lor merit between any

and all existing arc lighting systems and the STANDARD.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PAETIOULAELT ADAPTED TO DEIVING

Electric Light and Powsr Stations
On account of its high efficiency at all stages of gate, ateadineas of motion and easy working gate, the con-

Btruclion of which makes It the most sensitive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE Illustrating variouB styles of setting on both veirical and
horizontal shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT. IIIIL.I.S * TEMPIiE.

I

DAYTON. OHIO.
THE KESTER

Amoiiallc LitMaii Arrester

Will take care of any uumber of discharges of lightcinfj

per minute. They mil prevent damage from liKhtning ou
any circuit not using the ground for return. They are in-

tended only for station use and for the protection of gene-
rators and motors. They have no equal. They automat-
ically rupture the arc formed by the lightning, and never
short-circuit, thereby grounding the line. Price, $15.00
per eet of two. and any one purcbaeing a set will be allowed
to return them and have their money refunded provided
they do not absolutely protect all circuits to which they are
attached.

KESTEB EL.i:CTRIC CO..
DTKAJIOS, MOTORS AND POWEK GENERATOES,

TERBK UAITE, ISiD.

thesechrist automatic switch
For controlling Incandescent
Lights in private residences
by using automatic gas Tteys

and an ordinary battery or
shunt circuit.

W .A-IDrTZES^i !—One good con-

struction firm in eacli city to represent us.

Apply to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
IManufacturer and Patentee, DENVER, COLO.

SALES OF WESTINGHOUSE ENGINES,
MARCH AND APRIL, 1893.

E. D. Leavitt (for Calumet and
Hecla Mines),

E. D. Lea\-itt (for Calumet and
Hecla ilines 1,

Brooklyn City and Newtown
Bailway i.K),

Manufacturers' Hiectric Co

,

SIcMuUen k Morris,
Warner's Portland Cement Co.,
Camden, Gloucester and Wood-
bury Eailway (E).

Camden. Glouccsler and Wood-
bury Bailway i;k\

Camden. Gloucester and Wood-
bury Railway (K).

Kewton and Bo?ton Bailway,
Riverside Park Railway Co„
I>etroit Citizens* St. EailwayCo.,

Westingfaoose Electric and Man-
afactnrlng Co. CE),

Olean Street Bailway;
Xewton and Boston-Railway,

14t]i order,
H.P.

Cambrldgeport, Mass., 600

" " 600

Brooklyn, L. I., 330
Philadelphia, Pa.. 330
West Superior, Wis., 330
Syracuse, N. Y., 330

3d
iHt
3d
5th
6th

38th

2d

Gloucester, N. J.,

Newtonvllle, Mass.,
Sioux City, IB.,

Detroit, Mich.,

Pittaburg, Pa.,
Olean, N. Y.,

Newtonvllle, Mass.,

330

330
260
260
260
260

260
200
160

Warner's Portland Cement Co..
Marion Electric Light and
Power Co. (for railway).

Name wlfhheld temporarily. ii«d
!£3d
34th

order, Syracuse, N.Y.,

Marion, Ohio,

Brigantine Transit Co. (for
railway),

Chandler & Price,
Germania Mills.

Fuel Gas and MfgCo.,
Maryland Steel Co.,
Ohio Steel Co.,

Unknown,

Westinghouse Air Brake Co.,
Bosal Hermaoos,
Elmira Knitting Mills,

Nichols Chemical Co. (K),

4«h
lath

1st
sed
3d

Brigantine, N. J.

Cleveland. Ohio,
Holyoke, Mass.,
Pittsburgh, Pa ,

Baltimore, Md.,
Youngstown, Ohio,
Barcelona, Spain,

Hanover, Germany,
Berga, Spain,
Elmira, N. Y.
Laurel Hill, N. Y.,

H. P.

IW

160
160
160
160
160

100
100
100
100
85
85
85

(K sicnifies "Kodak*' or direct conpled generator.)
35 0^zxi.x:>o'u.3a.d Xlza.6lxa.eS9 7&00

American Sugar Befin"g Co.,
Chicago Paper Trade Club,

Boone Electric St. Bailway Co.

SprecUe« Sogor Refinery,
Illinois Ceotral R. B.,

Crescent Steel Co.,
Wyman Flint & Sons,
G. Amlsinck ti. Co.,
Govt I>ep't of Bolivar,
Warder, Bu^boell ti Gleflsoer,

W. J. McCahan Sag. Bef. Co.,

O. EraUy,
filTendde Iron Works.
Philadelphia and Beading B. B.,

and B'y Co..
nbo^Mfg, Co

J- ..: , . .-,

I^rtro.i £/ry I.'ock Co,
Walter 8. iMrU,

7- n».
; '1 Mill,

; .-ctiooCo.,

.' '.ft Wort",

O. h^yiUt^'-.t, U. iH>o,

I

12th order,
J St
2d
1st
2d
3d

G8th
«d

12th
2d

Sonth Boston, Mass.,
Chicago, 111.

Boone, Is.,

£d
iHt
2d
3d
4th

3d
12th

Philadelphia, Pa.,
Chicago, 111.,

Pitteborgh, Pa.,
Bellows FallB, Vt

,

New Y(»rk,
Cartagena, S. A.

Springfield, Ohio.
Philadelphia, Pa.,

Brownsville, Texas,
Wheeling. W. Vo..
Port Beading, N. J.

H.P.
150
125
125
125

125
125
100
in

75

75
76
60
ei

Westinghouse Air Brake Co.,

Clinton Wire Cloth Co. (K),
Girard Iron Co.
W. J. McCahan Sug. Ref. Co.,

Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul R. R.

Cumberland Mfg. Co.,
Baltimore Electric Refining Co.,
Peoria Gas Light Co.,
Lawrence Machine Co

,

Chicago City Railway Co.,
So, Bothli'hem Gas h Water Co.,

T'oknown.
Boston Electric Light Co.,

34th order,
2d

5th "
Ath
7th
Hth
Oih
Mth
0th

Otii
3d

«7th
Oth
2d

Wiimerding, Pa.,
Clinton. Mass.
Girard, Ohio,
Philadelphia. Pa.,

Milwaukee, Wis.,

Boston, Mass.,
Baltimore, Md.,
Peoria, III.,

Lawrence. Mass.,
Chicago, III..

So. Bethlehem, Pa.,
''hicago, III.,

IJoston, Mush.,

38 eitAU.d.Az-d SSxi.elzi.eSy X36S

1 Mt order,
15th

n 1 1 h
].'*tti

.lYibUClnb.
-.--.tlon Co.,

iM. Co.,

lAff

2d

7th

2d

Oaniovoort, N. V ..

Eond da I-ac, W|b.
Brockr-'irt, N. Y,,

Klngilon. Ont,.
Uotrolt, Mich.

J

Contooco'tk, N. II.

Chicago. Til,,

AiTiXtftrdnm. S. Y.,
IWjI'I'.tIII*!. N. c
N'TW Kf-n^iDtfton, Pa,
lJ(jtrolt. .MIcb.,
J'ltUbnrgh.P*.,
Dftlrolt. Mich ,

Elgin, Cftn..

Camden, \. -T.,

\'t^ucftj'\. !'«..

I'^rthl'?h*rrrt, Pa.,
l'nt\K. FfADce.
Pbllndclr.hlA, I'd.,

Chicago, Til..

Sfw Kof)«lr»gt//o, !'•.,

Lieg*!. I»lKlarrj,
7iv^ijar((, y. Y.,
KiotctUm. Oot.,
OlotoD, Mm*.,
ClUcago, HI.

Amerlifin \'>'()<«i Board Co,,
Wblti.ll, Tfitum &Co.,
G«org(i F. Ott.

John HhllilttoCo.,
Detroit Electrical Works,
Albany k Troy Bteambont Co.,

M'-dlcril fi Sure. Sanitarium,
N*)W Gnynor Electric Co

,

Fontaine Crosilng Co.,
Bnlley h McKennon,
U. .H. Govornraont.
E'llnon H[.ttn. Col. Lt, h P. Co,
Hhelb/vlllo Orw. Lt Co.,

SchuylervlllM. N. ^

1 14h order, Millvllle, N. .i.,

Philadelphia, Pa.,
Oluclnniitl. Ohio,
Uetrolt, Mich.,
Albany, N. Y.,

2d
4th
iHt
2d

inu

81 Ht

IfaUle Creek, Mk-b.,
.Ii.'ITerHonvllle, Ind.,
I»etr<'lt, MU;h..
WoHhlngtun, I'd,,

Kt. Loultt. Mo.,
Nriw York,
Slu'lbyvllle, Ind..

-^X tr-u.ialox- ICIxxelxieiBi, &00
SUMMARY OF ORDERS FOR GO DAYS.

i Compound, 35 Engines, 7,260 H. P.
38 "

1,965 "Standard,
Junior,

TOTAL,
90041

114 ENGINES, 10,126 H.P.

Removal !

!

On and after May 8, 1893, the

REDDING

ELECTRIC

COMPANY,
may be found in their new
and commodious quarters,

No. 336 Congress St.,

where, with increased facili-

ties for handling their rapidly

increasing business, they so-

licit your further orders.

SEND FOR NEW
CATALOGUE OF

lONA SPECIALTIES.

Tr^Ei

SeiiDg Electric Co.,

336 CONGRESS ST.,

BoBton, Mass.
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Downward Draft Steam Boilers,
Fuel Snvlnc Niiioke Preventing,

«|uU-k. Hteaniinc and I>urable.

"13 c»a

2 ^^

>r;i;^5t=;j..-'^^

ALBERT BLANCHARD, 427 The Rookery BIdg., CHICAGO, ILL.

FROM GASOLINE.
Cheaper than Steam

Direct from the Tank.

For &rc and iDcandescent Lighting.

OTTO GASOLINE ENGINES,
Working without boilor, stejim, conl. ashes, danger, and

almn-it no uttendnnce.

OTTO GAS ENGINE WORKS,
33d and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Ballders of High Grade Engines and Boilers.

Electric Light Engines
a Specialty.

Coiniilete Steal Plants iDstallel

¥ESTEEN WAEEEOOMS:
64 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also 30 Cortlandt Stress, New York Cltv.

LINK-BELT MACHINERY CO
ENGINEERS, FODNDERS AND MACHINISTS,

J

HBving one
of the largest FOUNDRIES

In the West, and one of
the beet constrncted MACHINE SHOPS

In the country, the equipment of which is thoroughly modern and complete
throughout, we are prepared to caet and finish

Palleys. »4hettve9, Fly-Wheels, etc., of any diameter up to 20 feet, with
any width of face.

Oearins of all styles and sizea.

Ifangers of light and heavy pattern.

^ihaftins "P to Ifi inches in diameter, and of 20 feet lengths.

Friction Clutches capable of tranamltting any required H. P.,

Pillctv Blocks, * ollars. fte., and will be pleased to submit estimates for
any machinery required in above lines.

LINK-BELT ENGINEERING CO., - Philadelphia and New York.

Mil GENUINE
INGOTS I MANUFACTURES

BEAR OUR
REC.TRADE MARKS.

cTul. PHOSPHOR-BRONZE
ARKS. Ingots, Castings, Wire, Sheet &c.

The Phosphor Bronze Smelting Co.LiMiTEO
512 Arch St. Philadelphia Pa.U.S.A.

ORICINAL MANUFACTURERS OF PHOSPHOR-
'

» Bronze IN THE United States AND Sole
'^^ Makers or"ELEPHANT BRAND"Phosphor-Brdnze.

AUTOIVIATIC

HIGH SPEED ENGINE.
simple, Compact, S';If-L'ibricaUa(f,

P'jrfect R»j(ful*tloo.

Especially Adapted for Direct Connection.

Size" carried in -lock from 'iV- to
'S> iiors« I-ow'T.

r^lTheJ.T. Case Engine Co.,
SKW BBITAIV. COSJi.

Wll. s. IllSf:, General .Sol.;i lUnager.

HABUEKT A l-i;XI»Y, Mi-IIiDe AsentH.
H2I MooDdooclc BalldlDg, CHICAGO, ILL

Write for New IllQ»traU;d Calalo;fne.

Subscribe for the Western Electrician,

SIOUX CITY EZVGrlNE lATORKS
EnDdcrsof nishGrads

Corliss Engines,

Gidding's Antomatics.

Complete Plants Furnished.

SELLtKO AGENT-;:

26 Eandolph St , Chicago.
F. M. Davis, Dallas, Tex.
Kennedy & Pierce Mch. Co..

DENVER.
A. M. HolterHdw. Co.,

HELENA, MONTANA.

S13 SECURITY BLDG., ST. LOUIS.
405 6TH AVE., SO- MINNEAPOLIS.

1302 UNtON AVE.. KANSAS CITY.

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY,
MANDFACTUEERS OF

Hlgi Grade Automatic

ENGINES,
horizontal and VERTICAL.

Two liorse jower to three Iralrel liorse pwtr.

Western Department; 26 and 28 Randolph St.. CHICAGO. - H. S. W^LKER, Manager-

_^^^9riXA SHULTZ.

SHULTZ
PATENT

Leather Woven Link Belt.

SHULTZ PATENT
Leather • Pulley » Covering.

SABLE RAWHIDE BELTING.
SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS.

sor. i^oxjis, :\Lo.
BBANCHF.8 ( I&4 Hnmmc

\ 225 Pearl 8

( 12» Siorth J

1G4 Hummer Street. RoiDton.
I street. Xew York.
I »(l Street, I'hilatleliiliia.

TESTING INSTRUMENTS.
Special prices on application, on testing in-

struments illustrated on pages 253 to 274 of our

August 92 Catalogue.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
}

C3ZIIO.A.GtO Ek.Xl.<3L PU'ES'W
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GENERAL ELECTRIC CO
NEW YORK. BOSTON. CHICAGO.

The Intramural Railway
AT THE

WORLD'S FAIR
WILL BE OPERATED SOLELY BY OUR

NEW RAILWAY MOTORS,
KNOWN AS C. E. 2O00— 160 H. P. EACH.

CUBHENT SUPPLIED FROM OUR

1500 K. W. DIRECT-CONNECTED

MULTIPOLAR GENERATORS
IT IS FULLY EQUIPPED WITH ALL

OUR MOST IMPROVED DEVICES,
AND WILL PROVE

THE SUPERIORITY OF OUR SYSTEM OVER ALL OTHERS.

DISTRICT OF'F'ICeS:

44 Broad St., New York. 620 Atlantic Ave.. Boston. Mass. 173 and 175 Adams St., Chicago. III.

Fifth and Race Streets, Cincinnati, O. 609 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Equitable Building, Atlanta, Ga. 401-407 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.

15 First Street, San Francisco, Cal. 1333 F Street, N. W., Wash., D. C.

Masonic Temple, Denver, Colo.

iLL BDSIIESS ODTSIDE OF THE DHITED STATES TRSHSACTED BY THE THOMSOR-HOUSTOH IHTERHATIONAL ELECTRIC CO., M BROAD ST., HEW YORK CITY.
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Electric Light Supplies.

No. 440.

No. 447

THE T. G. SOCKET.
Can You Use Them?

Switches Kept in Stock,

BRYANT and
PERKINS D. P.

15, 25, 40 and 50 Ampere.

PAISTE
AND

PERKINS
5 and 10 Ampere

SINGLE
POLE

Scckets, CQtOats, Wires, Batteries,

SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

Xo. 442.

Xo. 44i:

m ma wmm
54 and 56 Franklin St., Chicago, 111.
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The Equipment Necessaty Fof a

—H- Model Station: -ri—
BAUER

SWITCHES
On your Switch-Board.

Well Made.

Quick Action.

Positive Break.

WIRT
AMMETERS.

See Catalogue 23, p. 13S.

Handsome, Accu-
rate, Standard.

No Spring.?.

No Recalibrating^.

WIRT
Volt Indicators.

See Catalogue 23, p. 137

The Standard and
Most Reliable. Pays
for Itself in Saving

of Lamps.

WIRT
Standard Fuse

LINKS.

All one piece

—

No Soldered Ends.
Carefully Graded
and Reliable.

SHIELD BRAKD
Moisture-Proof

LINE WIRE.
Pages 6 to 9.

The Only Moisture- No Leaking Lines— Saves Break-

Proof (not rubber Downs and Accidents. Keeps up

I covered) Line Wire the Coal Pile and the Bank "Pile"

on the Market. at the same time.

HABIRSHAW
Standard Red Core Rubber Covered

WIRE.
The Only Pure Para Rubber

Covered Insulation Made.

For House Wiring, for

Cables or any Place where

the Highest Insulation is

Required,

STANLEY
TRANSFORMERS.

Solid Moisture-Proof Insulation.

Lightning-Proof.

It Never Fails.

Highest Efficiency,

Closest Regulation,

Most Convenient to

Handle.

HIGH INSULATION
BRACKETS.
See Pages 43 to 48.

Strong, Graceful.

Made from Carefully

Designed Patterns.

W-W Lightning

Arrester.

The Simplest Made.

Protects your Line

and Dynamos. No
Magnets, no Springs,

no Swinging Balls.

The New

Sunbeam Lamp.

The Highest Econ-
omy combined with

Long Life and Effici-

ency.

The Wirt

Dynamo Brush.

Saves the Commuta-
tor, and Prevents

Sparking and
Cutting.

The Only Brush

Built on Scientific

Principles.

A Plant with above Equipment insures SAVING IN POWER, SAVING IN REPAIRS, SAVING IN TROUBLE—
all in all, a Model and Successful Station. Correspondence Solicited and Promptly Answered.

Tlie Ansonia Electric Co.,

PACT0TSIE3 AN-D Av'X)VIA CoVK

FORMERLY THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

Cor. Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO.
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NOW READY TO TAKE ORDERS FOR THE

NEW SUNBEAM
FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT. '=:^^^

The "New Sunbeam" is an incandescent lamp made with a globe not all

glass and without inleading wires sealed into glass.

There Is no Vacuum in this Lamp.

The globe is filled with A CAS that acts to build up the filament during incan-

descence, thus maintaining the lamp at full candle power throughout its

entire life.

THE STAR ELECTRIC LAMP COMPANY,
805 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, CHICAGO, ILL.

<iFI I INP ARFNTS- i
THE ASTSONIA ELiECTRIC CO., CHAS. D. SHAIN, THE ANSOlflA EI.ECTRIC CO.,OCLLinU HHtrtlO. -j

j^^ Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111. 136 Liberty Street, New York. Ansonia, Conn.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
P

MANTTTACinBERS OF APPARATUS FOR

Arc LigMIng, Incandescent Lighting,

LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,

Street Railway Generators, Motors and Appliances.

Our alternating current incandescent apparatus is in use in 430 central stations.

1,000 isolated plants. Our arc apparatus is in use all over the world.

We are now transmitting light and power various distances up to 28 miles from the

source.

Our multipolar railway generators and noiseless single reduction motors have
worked a revolution in the electric railway field in two years.

Orders for APFABATU8, REPAIRS anU SUPFIilES formerly famished by the Vnited States Electric I.ishting Co.?
Newarlt, N. J., slionld now be sent to tliis Company, where they will receive prompt attention.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL THE LEADING CITIES.
AGENTS FOR CANADA: AHERN & SOPER, OTTAWA, ONT.
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(TRADE MARK.)

We take pleasure in informing the public that after
many months of experimenting we have succeeded in producing an Incandescent Electric Lamp superior to any of the

numerous lamps hitherto offered to the public. The importance of the discovery may be realized when we inform you

that the lamp now manufactured b)- us is a total departure in principle from all other incandescent lamps. Our lamp will

maintain its

INITIAL CANDLE POWER at its INITIAL EFFICIENCY
throughout the usual average life of incandescent lamps.

The importance of this improvement can only be realized b}- those who have had the usual experience with lamps

which begin to decrease in candle power and at the same time increase their consumption of energy as soon as put into service.

The "Novak" Lamp maintains its full candle power at tlie same

efliciency throughout its life.

The "Novak." Lamp is fully protected by patents of our own, and is free from any possible claims of infringement

of other patents.

The efficiency and average life of the "Novak" Lamp are fully equal to those of any other lamp ever offered.

The filament used in the "Novak" Lamp is the celebrated

"PERKINS" FILAMENT,
the superior quality of which is too well known to need comment by us.

We respecl/iclly solicit coi'respondence in regard to the "Novak" Lamp, feeling sure that a lamp possessing the

superior qualities of this lamp, and matnifactured by a company whose business it is to supply the general pnblic WlTfl-
OUr DISCRrMIN.ITION, will be appreciated.

THE WARINC ELECTRIC CO.,

GLAFLIN k KIMBALL, (incorforated,)

General Selling Agents, 116 Bedford St., Boston, Mass.

WESTERN DEPARTMENT,

Temporary Office, 11 E. Adams St., CHICABO, ILL.



$3 per Annum. EVERY SATURDAY.

Vol. XII. CHICAGO, JUNE 3. 1893.

1 O cents per Copy:

No. 22

Massachusetts Electrical Engineering Company.
STON£ & WEBSTER, Managers.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,
BOSTON, 4 Post Office Square. CHICAGO, Title and Trust Building.

MOTORS AND DYNAMOS with

Forged Iron Field Magnets,
COMMERCIAL ELECTRIC CO.,

''"
'i^'ST^T^irnS^u.

d\ Qeorg^e

Cutter
I

Will move May 1st to

• 851=853=855 The Rookery
j

[

-Chicago
J;
rr.k

«,'?D'ElSTc'i\''ETE''a, h-'-- >"-«"»• GEO. T. MAN80N,
Genu Supt.

THE OKONITE COMPANY

^ON'^
W\CX.M%q

LIMITED,

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES ilDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and UndergrDunii U|(.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.

^BRANCHES: GblCBKO. 'Boston, Phlladelpbla, n£lnn«apalls, Cinolniuitt.
Om&li*. LanUTUl*. St. X<oali, San Franclsc'o, Ijondon and So. America.

City,

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DET STREET, NETKT TORK,

MANUFACTDRERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Electrical Supplies
OF 111 DB8CEIPTI0N8.

Telegraph, Telephone,
Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

Line Material.
WE OWN AND OPERATE TUi:

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WHERE WS MANUKACTURE A VVLh LINE OF

Test Instraments and all Scientific Measurement Apparatus.

lUSY FOR CAPACITY TESTS.

PACKARD HIGH GRADE
INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

Mmnoractnred b7 tbe

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.

New York City, Cbas. E. Chapin, 136 Liberty St
Chicago, 111., Eleo Appliance Co., 'i42 Madlt:«on St.
St. Paul, MIdd., TbeEIec. EoelDeerlnf^^ Sappl7Co.
St. Louts, Mo., St LouIr E'ectrlcal Supply Co.
San Francisco. Cal., A. C.Braloard & Son, No. 109

California St.

Cincinnati, O., Poat-GIorer Hec. Co.. 215 W. 4th St
Pittsburgh, Pa., T>aqaMa« Electric S'lpply & Coa

fltruction Oo
MontrcnL Can.. Packard T>Amp Co., Wi-VjO King 8t.
Waehlogtoo, Northwest Flxtore ii Bee. Co., &»attl9.

MANTTFAOTDKER OF

INSULATED EI.EIGTRIG ITVIRE,
FJLKXIBLE COIir>a and CABLES.

200 and SOS arorth TbtTd Street, - - PHII.ADKI.PIITA. PA.

LOUIS K. COMSTOCK,
Electrical Engineer and Contractor.

TESTS, PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS AND SUPERVISION
For all Kinds of Electrical Installations.

EIiBSGTRIC GOIffSTRUCTIOIV.
1419 Monadnock Building, Chicago.

DYNAMOS. LAMPS.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC CO.,
Western Office, 1001-2 Chamber of Commerce,

GENERATORS. CHICAGO. ILL. MOTORS.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PUNTS.
esthiates and drawings suBMrmo.

WESTON ENGINE CO..
Painted Post, N.Y.

REFRESENTATIVKS :

Julian SchoU A: Co. . 12rt Ubcrty St.. New Tork.
Geo. D. Hoffiuao. K Lake St., Chlcaeo. BL
H. M. St-lple iCo.M A: ArcbSts.. Phllad^lphU.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford, Conn.

THE BALL ^ WOOD COIVIPANY,
Builders of Improved Antomatlo Cnt-off Eneine* •

OhioaRO OlUno, Homo Ins. Uiuk., W, U. l'6«r»ou unii T. 0. Perkins >^
W. A. Uay, N'o. IJS Oliver .•^l.. Bosttin, Mrs^. Ovo. M. Kenyon. Eii.lit.x->ti '

W. M. Portdr. Hodf;t"< BUIk., Detroit. Mich. JaniM A Cmim
Tho^ K. Carey & DrolhorsCo., N\i W Llffht St., BnUlniore. MJ T. W. .Ka ^
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TRANSFORMERS
PERFECT SAFETY.

1000 WATTS
PRIMARY VOLTS ^:(.

I

. 5EC0mARYV01I5520RIM

pnEKitDDicJiranAaiiaso
HAY!7I390.JUN.16.I891;

GENERAUlfCTRICCO

CiOOD BEGULATIONT.

HIGHESTEFFICIENCY.

^ ^f\ rf

i$SAI.£ COBE XOSiS.

30,000 -WATT TBANSFOBIHER.

COIffVEHIENCX: inr InSTAI.I.ATIOIV.

Best Possible Mechanical Insulation, with Additional Insulation of Oil. Primary and Secondary Coils are Fully
Siibdivided. No Fuses in the Transformer Case.

TRANSMISSION OF POWER BY ELEGTRIGITY OVER LONG OISTANGES
Is rendered practicable by means of our "Step Up" and "Step Down" Transformers, the

Insulation in whicli is Tested to Withstand a Pressure of 10,000 Volts Alternating.

CARPENTER ENAMEL RHEOSTATS.

T'vito-pzxjlse: cs-ensrjltors
Of our Standard Alternating Current Sizes, for use with

Sta^nley-ICelly X^^kto Flia.se IKtotors.
For Prices and Information Address nearest District Office.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
DISTRICT Of=F=ICES:

P

173 and 175 Adams Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
44 Broad Street, New York. 623 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

Fifth and Bace Streets, Cincinnati, O. 600 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Equitable Building, Atlanta, Ga. 401-407 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.
16 First Street, Sac Francisco, Cal. 1333 F Street, N. W., Wash., D. C.

Masonic Temple, Denver, Colo.

All Besloess Ootslde of tbt United States Transacted by tbe Tbomson-HoDston loteroatloDal Electric Co,, 41 Broad St., Rew York,
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Annnnclntora.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Ci-ntral IMcclrlc Co.
ICleclrli! Appliance Co.
Knapp ICIectrical SVorks.
L.-e, r. !;,

;

Ostrandcr ACo.. W. K.
I'artriek A Carter Co,
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.

Arc fjUmpN.
.Vnsonia Electric Co
Beggs, J. E.. Moby A Sup. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Cons. A Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc'd'cent ArcLt. Co.
Helios Electric Co . The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Rose Elec. Light Supply Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
Sioux City E. S. Co.
StandardElectrie Co.
Tavlor,t;;oodhue A Ames.
Westingnouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc l-iirbt Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Samson Cordage Works.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.

Batteries and ifars.
American Battery Co.
Ansonia Electric Co.. The.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric Co.
Columbia Mfg. A Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
FordWsbb'rn Storelectro Co.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.

Hanson Battery. Lt. A Pr.Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Law Battery Co.
Leclanche Battery Co.. The.
Lee. C. K.
Newton Rubber Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Sioux City, E. S. Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.
Wcbtern Electric- Co.

Bells.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Greely A Co.. The E. S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
OstranderACo., W. R.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.
Western Electric Co.

Beltine:.
Jewell Beltlug Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
T'flge Belting Co.
Shultz Belting Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.

Boilers.
Babcock A Wilcox Co., The.
Ball Engine Co.
Blanchard. Albert.
Freeman A Sons Mfg. Co.
N. Y. Safely Steam Power Co.
Pheonix Iron Works Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Books. Eleotrical. _

Electrician Publishing Co.

Braidins MPchJnery.
New England Butt Co.

Borglar Alarms.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
GreeleyACo..TheE. S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.

Cables.
(See Insulated ^Vires

)

Cables Electric. (See In-
sulated Wires), Copper,
Hheet and Bar.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
Roebling's Sons Co.. J. A.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cai'bons, Points and
Plates.

Ansonia Electric Co
Central Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Law Battery Co.
National Carbon Co.

Clutches. Friction.
Fulls Kivei. A Machine Co.
lliimiiicli Works.
LiikL-, J. II. AD. Co.

Codtractors, Electric
Llclit, Plants-

Brush Electric Co.
C. A C. Electric Motor Co.
Calumet Elec.Mfg. A Eng. Co.
Commercial Electric Co.
Comstock. Louis K.
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
Ford-Washburn Storelec.Co.
Fort Wayne I'k'Ctric Co,
General ElectricCo.
Great Western Mfg Co.
Hanson Buttery, Li. A Pr.Co.
Interstate Comp. El. Cons. Co.
Mass. Elec Engineering Co.
Mather Electric Co.
Rockford Electric Mfg. Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric
Co.

Standard Electric Co.
Fnltod I'lee Improvement Co
WaddLlli;nl/. Company.
Wl.^titlKllOll^c Eloc A Mfg. Co.
W r.sicvu Electric Co.
Wilson A Jackson,

Construction and Re-
pairs.

f'omsloek, Louis K.
liiiersiiite Comp. 1^1. iCon.i. Co.
MiLeau A Schmitt.
1'on.r, (icn.

simix City E. S. Co.
Western IJv'ctrlc Co.
\\ilson A Jucksou.

C'oppT A\ ircM
.Vnsonia EIe<irlc Co.
.American Electrical Works.
Bishop GuttH I'erohK Co.
Central lOleetrlcCo.
Crescent In. Wire A Cable Co.
Cutter, Geo,
Electric Atipliance Co.
Goodyear llard Rubber A The
India Rubber Comb Co.

.Holmes. Booth A Htiyilens.

International Okonite Co,
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
Sperry EI. Mining Mach. Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A ,\mefl.

Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cordase.
Samson Cordage Works.

Cross- A rms, Pins and
Brackets.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central ElectricCo.
Electric .Vppliance Co.
^Knapp Electrical Works.
Loud A Sons Lumber Co.

Cut Outs and t^witclies.
.'Vnsonia Electric Co., The.
Brj'ant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutler A Hammer-
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical A Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric EngASupply Co.
Electric Selector A Signal Co.
Electrical Specialty Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Kester Electric Co,
Knapp Electrical Works.
NY. Eelc. A Develop. Co.
Palste, H. T.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Russell A OfBcer.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Sechrist, A.
Sioux City E. S. Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.

Dynamos.
Brush ElectricCo.
C. A C. Electric Motor Co.
Calumet El. Mfg. A Eng. Co.
Commercial Electric Co.
Eddv Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Eng. A Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co. ;

General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Harter Electric Co.
Mather Electric Co.
National Electric Mfg. Co.
Nowotnv Electric Co.
Rose Elec. Light Supply Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Tavlor, Goodhue A Ames
United Elec Improvement Co
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Elec. AMfg.Co.

Electric Lava Gas Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Electric Hail-\vays.
General ElectricCo.
Short Electric Ry, Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
Sperrv Electric Rv. Co.
AVestinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Slccliani-
cal Engineers.

Comstock. Louis K.
Jackson. D. C.
Mass. Elec. Engineering Co.
Osborne Steam Eng. Co.
Porter, Geo.
Wilson A Jackson.

Electrical Instruments.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.

Partrick A Carter Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen A Company. Incorp.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.
Van Nuis. C. S.

Weston Elec. Instrument Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Columbia Mfg. A Supply Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Electrical Specialty Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
N. Y. Elec. A Develop. Co.
Palste, H. T.

Electroliers aTid Combi-
nation Fixtures.

Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Baggot.E.
Edwards. W. S. Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.

Ergines^Gas.
Otto Gas Engine Works.

Eueincs, mteam.
Ball A Wood Co.. The.
Ball Engine Co.
Case, J. T. Engine Co.
Freeman Sons Mfg. Co.
N, Y. Safety Steam I^owcr Co.
Pha'uix Iron Works Co.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Sioux City Engine Works.
Tavlor Engine Co.
Westinghouse Church, Kerr A
Co.

Weston Engine Co.

Fan Oulflts.
Ansonia ElectricCo.
Calumet El. M(g. A Eng. Co.
Clark A Marshall.
Diehl A Comnany.
Electric Appliance Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.

Fibre .

Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co

Fire Alarms.
Ansonia l^lcrtrlc Co.
Kntipi' Kbx-lrlcal,Works.
l'iir[ik-k .V Ctirler Co.
Westcru Electric Co.

FncI EroDomizfTK
Fuel Kconouii/.er Co,

Fdhc Wir«.
Ansonia Kleclrlc f>j.. The.
Knupp j;ieclrlcal Work^i.
Shawmut P'lise Wire Co.
Sperry Kl. .Mining Much. Co.

ifaHlAe^itlvc Electric.
Ansonia Electric f.'o.

BoBton Electric Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Work«.
Partrick A Carter Co,

<j:eneral Klec. Happies.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Culler A Hammer,
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical A. Mfg. Co
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Eng. A Supply Co.
Electrical lOng. A Supply Co
General Electric Co.
Great Western .Mfg. Co.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.

Uoltzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Kester Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Law Battery Co.
Lee, C, E
N. Y. Elec. A Develop. Co.
Palste, II. T.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Queen A Co., Incorp.
Redding Electric Co.
Russell A Ofllcer.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Sioux City Elec. Supply Co.
Taylor. Goodhue A .\mes.
Weston Elec. Instrument Co.

Globes and Electrical
Glass (V are.

Brookfield, Wm.
Murray A Co., Jas, J.

Graplilte Specialiies.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.

Hard Rubber Goorts.
Butler Hard RubberCo.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Goodyear Hard Rubber A The
India Rubber Comb Co.

Mica Insulator Co.
Newton Rubber Co.

Insulators nrd losolat-
ing Ulaterials-

Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Brookfield, Wm.
Brvant Electric Co.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Eng. 'A Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
General Electric Co.
Goodyeai Hard Rubber A The
India Rubber Comb Co.

Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
International Okonite Co.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Kartavert Mf^. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Jlica Insulator Co.
Moore. Alfred F.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co,
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames^
Vulcanized Flore Co.

Insula* cd 'Wires and
Cahlcs—3Ia;roet Mire.

American Electrical Works.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Crescent In. Wire A Cable Co.
Gushing A Morse.
Cutter, Geo.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Goodyear Hard Rubber A The
India Rubber Comb Co.

Great Western Mfg. Co.
Holmes, Booth A Haydens.
International Okonfte Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore. Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Roebling's Son'sCo.,J. A.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Sperry El. Mining Mach. Co
Waddell-Entz Company.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
AVesteru Electric Co.

Lamps* Id candescent.
Am. Electric Mfg. Co.
Ansonia ElectricCo., The.
Bernstein ElectricCo.
Buckeye ElectricCo.
Central Electric Co.
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
I'.dlson Miniature Lamp Dept.
Eleclrli^ .\ppHance Co.
Eleclrlciil En-.:. A Supply Co.
General Electric Co.
Knapp Klei-lrieal Works.
Mather Electric Co.
New York and Ohio Co.
Sawvcr-M»n F.leclrlc Co.
Steuben Lamp Works.
Tavlor. Goodhue A .\mes.
Wiirlug ElectricCo.

Lai lies.
Bridgeport MacblneToolWks.
Shepartl, H. L.

Alasnct M'ire.
^See Insulated Wln-s.l

Heehanical Mnclitner.v.
Bridgeport, Mach. Tool \N ks.

ailrn.
.Tohns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Mun?cll A Co., Eugene.

aiinlnff Apparatus, Elec.
General Electric Co.

Great Western Mfg. Co.
Sperry El. Mining MRCh. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Mntorn.
liT'Sfih El'-ctric Co.
C. A C, Elt-ctric MoU>r Co.
Calumet El. Mfg. A V.i}^. Co,
Clark A .M&p-hJill.
Commercial Kby:lri'; Co.
<;ro*;ker-Wh':eIyr Eleciric tSo.

Eddv Electric Mftf. Co.
For'j-Wii.'"bbiim SUmA. f'o.

Fort Wavne Kbiclrlc i o.
Gfjnerul Electric Co.
Great W«:Jitern Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit .v In»u, f'J)

.Matb':rf;ieciric(;o.
Rockford Electric Stfg, Co.
Sioux City E. S. Co.
Taylor, GfKylbue A Arn',"*.

Waddell-Entz C<jroimny.
Webtini,-hou.>ie El. A Mfg. Co.

Oils.
CliirendoD Oil A Befg. Co.

Oil rut-rs.
Acme Filter Co.

Paints.
Standard Paint Co.

PateoiH.
Ros';n>mum, Wm. A-

Phosphor BroDxe.
I'hoKphorlironz*- Sm.Co., Ltd

Platinum.
Baker A Co.
Siebert. G.

Pol»-s.
Loud A Sons' Lumber Co.

Porcelain.
Empire China Works.
Pai-te. H. T.

Publishers. ElPctrica'.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Push Buttons.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co,
Electric .\ppllance Co.
Knapp Electrical AVorks.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Bheostats.
Carpenter En. Rheostat Co.

Sal Ammoniac.
Ansonia Elecirtc Co.
Innls A Co.
Klipstein. A.
Law Battery Co.

Separators, Steam.
Hine Eliminator Co.

_

Silk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

Silk Machinery IVipers.
Am. Silk Mfg. Co.

SpeakLns Tabes.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander A Co., W. R.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicttora.
Queen A Co . , Incorp.
Weston El. Instrument Co.

^team Heatinsr.
Webster A Co., Warren.

Steam Pumps.
Hubbard, Norman.
Worthington, Henry R.

Street Cars.
Brill, J. G. Co.

Tapes. I' snlaling:.
American Electrical Works.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent In. Wire A Cable Co.
CushingA Morse.
International Okonite Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Telegfaph Apperalns
Ansonia Eleciric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Selector A Signal Co.
Greely A Co.. The E. S
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones,
DTncer Elec. Tel. Mfg. Co.
HubbjirKi A Co.. Wm,
Western Electric Co.

Te'epho^e :>(oathpieces.
Marcus, W. N.

Transformers.
.Vnsonia Electric Co.
National Electric Mfg. Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.

Trolley Cord.
Stunson Cordage Works.

Trvcks. Elec»ric Car.
General ElectricCo.
Westinghouse EI. A Mfg. Co,

Torbloc Wheels.
Davton Globe Iron Works Co.
L.'tVel A Co.. Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
StllwellA Bleroc Mfg. Co.

Unlversllies.
Institute of Technology.
Koi^e I'olyl. InMilulc.

VacuDui Pnmps.
Hubbanl. Norman.

Varnishes.
Siandarxi Paint Co.

Water Heaters.
WebsterA Co.. Warren.

Water Wheels.
LetTel A Co.. Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

Wire. Bare.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.

' Bishop Gutti Percha Co.
Ceaitral Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.

• Crescent In.Wirc A Cable Co.
lEIeclric ApplLincoCo.
Holmes. Booth A Haydens.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National India Rubber Co.

' Roeblinc's Sons' Co.. J. A.
Sperrv El. Mininc Mach. Co.
Waslibum A Moen Mfg. Co.
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-:EBITA.T^TjI«3 CXIX3 1831.

WASHBURN & MOEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
MAKERS or lEON, STEEL AND COPPEB.and Manufacturers of IRON, STEEL AND COPPER WIEB for all Purposes.

Oldest and Largest Manufacturers of Electrical Wires in the World.

Bare and Insulated Copper Wire
fOri ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

Oi
Galvanized Iron and Steel Telegraph Wire.^

Magnet Wire. Annunciator Wire. ^
Feed Wire. )^

LEAD ENCASED WIRES. ^
HARD DRAWN COPPER TROLLEY WIRE.

Rubber, Weather-Proof and

Underwriter's Wire.

^OEr\^^

KBSOLUTEL-V
FIRE and WATER-PROOF WIRE;

S\iz3e3^1c3xr to
A.nytbing' Heretofore Made

.

««i.«rui WOBCBBTEB, MASS." OKKS
^ WACKEtiAX. Ilil..

RHivrn nvvioRH 4ivn av*rphoitsp« • J
''EW TOBK, 16 CllffSt. CBICAOO. 107 and 109 Lako St.

HOUBTOK. TKXAB.

3 S3Xr.A.X=»JS.
FIKST SNAP,

Quick Break.
SECOND SNAP,

Low Price.

THIRD SNAP,

Free Sample.

X
H
O
z

en

m

'C. & H." SNAP KNIFE SWITCH
AMPERES—single Pole

|
15

I
25

| 50 i 100 | 200 | 400 | 600 | 1000

Price I Discouat to trade)
I
1.20

I
1.50 1 3001 4.80 n 0.00

|
8.25 'f 10-50

I
IS-""

Expert Electrical Work.

313 Canal St., Chicago.CUTLER & HAMMER,

Lundell Geilins Fan Outfit No. 569c.

l-M H. P. Lundeil Fan Motor,
speed of motor 1,500 revolu-
tions per minute at 110 volts.
Speed of fan 165 revolutions
per minute for coTistaiit poten-
tial, inca>idescenl circuits up to
12U volts, self-oilinp and self-

aligning bearings, 27-inch fan
blades. Motor finished in black
Japan, with red and gold strip-
ing. Stem and canopy, antique
poliehed braes. Standard
length from ceiling to switch
i}- feet.

List Price, $52.00.

DiNconnts
furnished upon
application.

^iSSi^^'

INTERIOR CONDUIT & INSULATION CO.
4^-44 Broad Miii'et, XKW I'OBH.

Kr>W. H .TOHN- T VV'li v., %']'• iTf-nii-nf «T]i] tieiioral Manager.

The Electrical Specialty Co.,
1720 LARIMER ST., DENVER, COLO.,

Manufacturers and Owners of Woltman & Triggs'

''STANDARD"
Single Push Button Flush

SWITCH.
Awarded the flrst prize gold medal at the Second

AnnuallnduBtrlal Exposition held at Denver, March,
1893. The only one-pueh button Switch in the market.
If the light Is oat It turns it on, and if the light is on,
push the same button and it turns it out. We make
this switch single pole, and 3-wire. This Switch is
tDore practical and cheaper than any other push button
Switch in the market. It does not need thts aid of bat-
teries, a shunt current or other cumbersome adjuncts.

PRICE, 10 Ampere, Single Pole, $1.50.
Liberal discounts to the trade.

ON EXHIBITION AT WORLD'S FAIR.

TTt^E:

RocktordDynafflOtfMotor.

ROCKFORD ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,
ROCKFORD, ILL.SEE

M
P
L
E

C F
F

N I

O C
M I

1 E
C N
A T
L

MADE
5 amp. S. P.
to amp. S. P.
5 amp. 3 way
ID amp. 3 way
10 amp. D. P.
15 amp. D. P.

aNTKILi
"THAT'S THE SWITCH"

And We Control That Movement.

FUSIBLE

PENDANTS.

"
'»>(i>..*'L)

X..

( (fiiri-iilvil Woi'k.
4-lriil IVoi'li.

rr, r^-A-IfiJTDE, lO south ISth street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

CEO. CUTTER, Western Dispenser. All Dealers.
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NEW LUNDELL HANGING FAN MOTOR

NOISELESS,

EFFICIENT,

ADJUSTABLE,
.!(

^i
'.I.

?

pJim

POLISHED

ANTIQUE BRASS
FINISH.

No One Should Be Warm.

OKONITE AND CANDEE WIRES. OKONITE AND MANSON TAPES.
- INTERIOR CONDUIT. LUNDELL MOTORS.

CENTRALELECTRIC COMPANY,
I 16 and I 18 Franklin Street, Chicago, HI.

GATE CITY ELECTRIC CO.,
Kansas City, Mo.

WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
Omaha, Neb.

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
St. Louis, Mo.

ITCRCR CGNDUIT &

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC CO.,

Manufacturers and Electrical Ens[ineers.

39 and 41 Cortlandt Street,

Dynamos,

Motors and

Direct Current

Transformers

In all practical sizes and types.

nXTES^V"

Special
Applications and

Dcsignsj

-' !J^ f^' Transmissions of
Power about

Works
or Factories.

WOUKS, AMrEUK, N. .1

.

Special Ventilating and Cooling Devices.

ANSONIA ELECTRIC CO., NEW ORLEANS ELECTRIC CO., RUSSELL & OFFICER ELECTRIC CO.

102 Michigan Ave.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Iil7 Graviei- Street,

NEW ORLEANS, LA.

1735 Champa Street,

D NVER, COL.

CUMNER, CRAIG & CO.

ITS Devonshire St..

BOSTON, MASS.
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ISOLATED PLANT VOLTMETER (One-Half Size). For Direct Current Circuits.

This instrument is just as accurate as our Portable Standard Voltmeter; it is absolutely dead-beat and free from all

heating errors. It is reasonable in price, in short, the best instrument for the money in the market.

We recommend it especially for isolated plants, small electrolytic and marine plants. Made for any range from i

volt to 300 volts over the whole scale.

The Weston Standard Portable Direct Current Voltmeters and Am-
meters are used in ail parts of the civilized world.

They are recognized by all authorities as the very best instrument
ever produced.

During the past year Mk. Wbston has given much time to the
further study and improvement of these instruments, and has brought
them to a higher degree of permanency, durability, accuracy and ex-
cellence than we ever thought possible. The New Model is the same
in external appearance as the old, but is vastly superior to the latter in

all that contributes to a first-class instrument. It is the acme of per-
fection, and is destined to become a-ni remain

The Standard Portable Instrument of the World.

We have perfected a larger model of these instruments—expressly

adapted for use as absolute standards in stations and laboratories.

Weston Portable Alternating Current Voltmeters.

These instruments are absolutely permanent and very accurate, and
are incomparably superior to any form of hot wire instrument known.
They will bs found invaluable in securing and maintaining uniformity
and economy of operation of alternating current plants.

We ni'ikp. multipliers /or use witJi these instruments
to extend their range so as to measure the highest voltage met with on
primary circuits.

We also make sixteen different ranges of moderate priced, high grade

Dead-Beat Switch-board Ammeters.

The capacity ranges from 25 amperes to 750 amperes. These instruments are

a new type, and a-e very accurate and well made. The scales are very regular, the
instruments very sensitive, tho-oughly durable and absolutely permanent, and their

indications are not sensibly affected by the most powerful external fields.

In addiiion, we are making a full line of Direct Current

Station and Isolated Plant Voltmeters,

in three sizes and many ranges. Th'se instruments are very dead beat, and embody
maay new and valuable features.

They are specially adapted for railway and power plants, and are well suited
for arc and incandescent light ci'cuits, and all other work requiring j/ood and
thitnnighlij tmstivarthy Voltmeters. They are specially designed for
switch board use.

We are also miking a large line of high grade

STATION AMMETERS,
in ranges from 200 to .5,000 amperes, with absolutely proportional scales throughout
the entire range. The sensibility and accuracy of these instruments have never
b::en approached. A 1,200 ampere instrumeot will indicate, with full load or no
load, thi turning on or off of a sing'e lamp, and can be read In any part of the
scale to one ampeie. They are very dead-beat, handsome in design and finish,

permanent, durable and well made, and molerate in price.

See oar elaborate exhibit at World's Fair, S, E. orner second llwr, Electricity Bailding, wliare our representative

will be pleased to receive visitors.

THE WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTROMENT CO.

114-120 William St., Newark, IM. J., U. S. A.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

?
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THE SPERRY ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.

Street Railway Apparatus.

EUSTIMUY SUrPOIIIED MOTORS. FLEXIBLE CONNECTIONS,

BRUSH SYSTEM T
All double carbon arc lamps at the Columbian Exposi-

tion are Brush, or under Brush license

South Park, Chicago, has a model lighting plant. All

Brush Apparatus.

New Illinois Central Depot, Chicago, is equipped with

Brush Electric Lighting Apparatus.

Chicago Beach Hotel is just installing a large Brush
lighting plant.

If you are interested in Electric Lighting or Poxirer

Apparatus, send for Catalogues or Call on

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY,
General Offices: Chicaa^o Offices:

CLEVELAND, OHIO. MONADNOCK BUILDING.

THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.,

No Noise. No Wearing Out of Gears.

IDEAL STREET CAR MOTORS AND POWER GENERATORS.
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Manufacturers and Dealers

—IN-

GENERAL

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS

AND

SUPPLIES.

'?

HAVE YOD RECEIVED ODR JDNE BDLLETIN?

It is Now Ready

—

You Can't Afford to Miss R.

R You Have Not Received

It, Send For a Copy.

^^^^o

OUR JUNE ISSUE
-IS-

Devoted Exclusively

-TO-

HOUSE GOODS SUPPLIES.

SEND BUSINESS CARD
FOR OUR

New No. 25 Fixture Catalogue.

IT WILL BE READY FOR DISTRIBUTION
BY THE FIFTEENTH.

General Offices and Salesrooms: 201, 203 205 and 207 So. Canal St.,

ATU'ORIiLJS: IDXJIL.XJTH, l\/LIlSn\r.
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c. &. c
Electric Motors and Dynamos.

NEW EDDY MOTOR.

Electric Lighting and Electrical Transmission

of Power.

The C. & C. Electric Motor Co,
GENERAL OFFICE-.

402 and 404 Greenwich St., New York.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREROOMS.

CHICAGO, 201 Madison St. BOSTON, 63 Oliver St.

PHILADELPHIA, 43 North Tth Street.

Agencies in all principal cities.

Our Individual Arc Light

and Motor Cut-Outs

i^FRE:

ISEI^X-^BXjE,

EC03^01v£IC-^Ij,

SI2v£X=»I-iE,

And Require Only One Small Wire.

ELECTRIC SELECTOR & SIGNAL CO,

(Successor to ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE CO..)

45 Broadway, NEW YORK.

MULTIPOLAR GENERATORS FOR RAILWAY AND
POWER PURPOSES.

PERFECT IN CONSTRUCTION.

Correepond-erLce Solicited..

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
WINDSOR, CONN.

1212 Havemeyer Bldg., NEW YORK. 1417 and 1418 Monadnock Bldg., CHICAGO
606 Commerce St., PHILADELPHIA. 170 Second St., PORTLAND, OREGON.

30 Oliver Street, BOSTON. 134 E. 6th St., ST. PAUL, ilTNN.

705 Delaware Street, KANSAS CITY, MO.

CALUMET

Electric Manufacturing

AND ENGINEERING GO.,
L. A. HINE,

Pres't and Sec'y.
L. J. OTIS, G. E. DORilAN.

Treaanrer. Vice-Pres't and Designer.

Calumet Fan Motors.

Slow Speed.

Straight Feed

Carbon Brushes.

Durable

Commutators,

with many

Segments.

Our Large

Armature

Operates

with Success

on 500

Volt Circuits.

High Efficiency.

Electric

Emery Grinders

and Burnishers.

K.,.,../.,^..,... f-

Plroct Current. Haok View—Showint; Hrushoj".

Dynamos and Motors
OF ANV si::e and voltage.

Office, 403, 172-174 S. Clinton St., CHICAGO.
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The Packard

VACUUM PUMPS.

Designed especially for Incandes-

cent Lamp Manufacturers. A Dry

A'acuum of 'ZSyi in. guaranteed.

Three sizes in stock.

REFER TO:
Sawyer-Man Electric Co.,

Thomson -Houston Electric Co.,

rdison Mfg. Co.,

General Electric Co.,

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.,

Perkins Electric Lamp Co .

Columbia Lamp Co.

Steam Pmiis for All Mechanical Purposes.

!!>E.\I> FOB CIRCCI-ABS.

NORMAN HUBBARD,
93.97 Pearl Street, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

THE UNITED

Electric Improvement Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Isolated and Central Station

Equipments.

TRANSFORMER APPARATUS,
DIRECT CURRENT DYNAMOS,

POWER GENERATORS,
ALTERNATING CURRENT CONSTANT

POTENTIAL APPARATUS,
DIRECT AND A. C. MOTORS.

I IVlI=F=2CD\Z^^ iZD

Series Lamps and Sockets for Arc Gircnits.

838 Drexel Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

ARMATURE AND FIELD COIL VARNISH. INSULATING TAPE.

The Old StanLdara
p. AND B. INSULATING COMPOUND.

A Full line of P. and B. products on exhibition in both the Electrical and Manufactures and Liberal Arts Buildings at the
Columbian Exposition. Visitors to the Fair are welcome at our Chicago Office, "The Rookery."

THE STANDARD PAINT CO., 2 Liberty Street, NEW YORK, N. Y.,
,M.\NiFA(:'iiiii;iis.

PAK4FFINK PAINT CO.,
II'; BATTEHY ST., SAN FHANCISCO, CAL.,

PACIFi; COAST MANUFACTURERS.

r. O. HAWYKIl I'APKU CO., a21-;i2.'> N. M St.. Hi, r.<ral». Mil.

KOBIilNH KI.KOTIIIC CO., KKJ MV«irly A7ii.. rul«lmri<h, I'n.

I'f>HT-OI/JVKIl KI-KO. CO., 2ir, W. Hh HI., Clnolnontl, Ohio.
KOVEI.Xy KI,Kf;TKIC CO., mm N. Ilh hi., I-hiliid'jIplilo, l n

A.SH'J.VIA KLKC'IIIIC CO.,
Kaoflolph St. nnrl MIcblKUn Avo., Chlcoffo, III

IKTT1.\0KI,:., ANKKKWB k i <).,

iVl-'Ufi K. Hamnior Ht., I!ont/,n, M(ifl>

HOIJTIIKK.V K\,V/iyn'.V: CO., II<joii liulldlnK, Biilllriirjro, M.I

.iri.ItlH ANKKAR, . . . .Mllwrnikco. Wl«.
AdiI Happl/ flf/tjiM,ii Kvorywbore.
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Columbia Incandescent Lamps.
UNEQUALED IN QUALITY.

CDSTOfflERS FULLY PROTECTED FROM CLAIMS FOR INFRINGEMENT.

Every new customer forwarding us an initial order for Columbia Lamps will receive by
express, prepaid, a handsomely framed portrait of Henry Goebel, the inventor of the incan-
descent lamp. Copies are now being forwarded to all our old customers. Should any one
fail to receive one, please ask for same, and it will be forwarded.

The Columbia Incandescent Lamp Co.,'°"ors.. St. Louis, Mo.

ARE WE IN IT?
The fact of our equipping a factory with a capacity five

times larger than our old one, rather looks like it. We had

to do it to supply the continually increasing demand

promptly. YoU are invited to call at the new offices of the

American Battery Co., in the new Security Building,

188 Madison Street, Chicago, and examine what has proved

to be after a year's trial the best and niost durable lype

of storage Battery made. Especially adapted for trac-

tion, train and stationary lighting, and boat pro-

pulsion.

Only SsGcessfoI Alternating Gorrent Arc Lamp,

10
LOW TENSION ALTERNATING CURRENT

Over 30,000 Helios Lamps la dally operation In Europe, and more than l,fJOO Lamp3 already in

operation In America. The only Arc Lamp which burns as steadily as an Incaudesoent Lamp. Most
economical Arc Lamp for Central Station or Consumer. Write us for our New Catalogue.

THE HELIOS ELECTRIC COMPANY,
130&-H-10 Filbert Street. PIHLADEl-PHIA, PA. U. S. A.

Eastern Acentfl; WeBtern Agents: - Southeastern ARency:
STANLEY ELECTitIC MFG. CO., THE ANSONIA ELECTRIC 00., SODTHEBN ELECTRIC CO

,

Pittefleld, Ma88. Chicago, III. HoenBldg., Baltimore, Md.

Southwestern AgentsEastern Peno. and Southern N. J. Agency:
RADIANT ELECTRIC CO.,

1223 Market Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
ST. LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.

St. Louis, Mo.

VOLTMETER SWITCH.
Are yon a Station Uanager? If 80 consider this.

OUR NEW
VOLTMETER

SWITCH.

This switch enables the attendant to

determine the voltage on any of the

various circuits diverging from one or

more dyuimos.

Particularly Practical for
Isolated Plants-

S Send for our Catalogue.

ELECTRIC MCINIIERING m mm CO.

New York Office, 12G Liberty St. SYRACUSE, H. Y., U. S. A.

Day's Kerite.

Highest Grade of

Insulation for

Electric Wires and Cables.

GUSHING & MORSE, Gejeral Western Agents,

226 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PEBBET glECTRIC MOTORS,
ALL SIZES, FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET- ELECTRIC -LIGHT- SYSTEM.
Complete Apparatus for Isolated Flants.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO.^SpiiiSilil, Mass.r»3Kr
_ »»»..»i»m (*" ''""'. Ulinn.. F. J. KENZ, 3GCI MInnosoto St. PhilailelnUia, Va., PENNSYLVANIA MACHINEKY C0.,» N. Tth St .Vp.r Orleans, t.a., Bl-CHKI.
BEULINC ace NTS: i MACHINE works, lUl CoutlSt. Uenver, C'O(<>.,HAY\VABDC0c1tIllANE, 33 Jncobson Building. CA ionao, J/f., C. F. DUNDERPALE, «vMiookory. BUffttlQ,

(X. l'.,D.U.I
..,.'' o , .

. DARRIN, 228 PoQrl St.
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OUR NEW MODEL

FAN MOTOR.
AGEXTS WASTKD IN

EVERY CITY.

Write for Prices that will

Surprise You.

CLAnK&MARSHALL,
345 Rookery Building,

CHICAGO.

s^mim//'
SoleMamifjicturer of Micanite Plates, Commutator Segments. Ring?

Waslier?, Tubes, Trouglis, Taper Rings, Cloih, I'uint, etc .

ECTRICAL INSULATION.

REGjSTE-RED

INSULATOR CO.
218 WATER STREET. NEW YORK.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOK EIiECTBICAIi USES;

Graphite Bods of Ysrions liCnsths. from 1-5 Obm to 100 Ohms ResiBtance
to the Inch. «raphite Boxes and Crnoibles, Beslstlng Heats

of 4,000 Degrees. Inqnlrles Gladly Answered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

PCELMN]!^^
[ANUFACTORY.

L^*sT /« -/io Greene St

¥ =^

We are making prompt
deliveries. All Voltages.

Candle Powers, 8 to 32.

Stock at Chicago.

((

TI-^]

BUCKEYE
)J

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, O.
CHICAGO. 437 THE ROOKERY. ' NEW YORK. 49 DEY STREET.

OUR IMPROVED'93 FAN MOTOR
8 THE BEST OUT.

It i.s
i„ H P., has fan 12 inches in diameter,

self-oiling boxes, carbon brushes, tempered
copper commu'ator; makes big breeze.

(Jur DYNAMOS, MOTORS, STORAGE BAT-

TERIES and STREET CAR MOTORS, are praised

by all. Write for catalogue.

THE FORD -WASHBURN
STORELECTRO CO.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

= BBANCH OFFICES:
BOSTON, MASS., 620 Atlantic Avenue.
CHICAGO, ILL., ^06 Temple Court Building.
Kansas city, mo., 454 Sheldley Buiiding

BIHDERS
-fOR THE-

WeSJEI\N ELECflllCIAfI,
ONE DOLLAR.

NEW ENGLAND BUTT CO.,
PROVIDENCE, R. I., U. S. A.

H. N. FENNEE, Treasurer and General Manager.

Four Head Poli»>hing ^lueliine.

MANOFAOXnEERS OP

For covering Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Light Wire.

Iiarge single and double BRAIDERS for covering Cables.
Single, Double and Triple Winders. Improved Six Spindle
Flyer Winder for Magnet Wires.

Fine Castings a Specialty.

rtANUPACTURERS ORGANIZCD 1881.

INCORPORATED 18B3.

Arc Laaps

1 LSTABLISI ICD
\

1 ,\CT: J

rPR INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

Till.: ONLY AliC LAi^P TIIAr

WORKS SATISI'ACTORILY ON AN
INCANDIISCUNT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING. THEATRICAL,
AND SEARCH LAA\PS.

J=^^

TMC ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

CtllCASO.

TCLCPIlOI.i: KUILXHNG.

NT*' YORK-
Search Light No. 13.
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Westinshouse Electric & Mfir. Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF APPARATUS FOR

Arc Lighting, Incandescent Lighting,

LONB DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,

Street Railway Generators, Motors, Appliances and

Incandescent Lamps.

Our Alternating Current Incandescent Apparatus is in use in 508
Central Stations. Our Direct Current Apparatus in 2,500 Isolated

Plants.

We are now transmitting Light and Power various distances up to

28 miles from the source. Our Multipolar Railway Generator and
Single Reduction Motors have worked a revolution in the Electric

Railway field.

The Sawyer-Man Stopper Lamp, made by us, has now been on the

market since last January, and during that time it has proved itself the

best and cheapest Incandescent Lamp offered to the public.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL LEADING CITIES.

Agents for Canada:

AHEARN ^ SOPER, - OTTAWA, ONT,
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MAITOFACTURED BY

WM. BROOKFIELD,
8USHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

w PARANITE.H
*•<&,

»/i v^r
L^^^

WIRES AND CABLES,

S PARANITE.

.^%
Â#

3D

%*
5z!

%

GEO. PORTER,
CONTRACTOK FOK

ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL WORK.
Room 67. 143 La Salle St., CHICAGO
Room 9, Commercial Bk , SOUTH CHICAGO.

Telephone. Main 191.

Tlie Ostiorne Steam Eipcerini Co.,

Rooms 714-715, 167 Dearborn St.. • Chicago
Kepresentative work now In coureo of construc-

tloQ. 2 000 H. P. Heat, Light and Power Plant for
the Pabst Heat, Light & Povrer Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Those who contemplate the conBtrnctlofi of simi"
lar plants on improved and economical lines will

do well to communicate with us. First, be sure
you will get the best, then go ahead.

CO^SrsXTLTXIISrCB- EUNTGhX^STBIER-
Mem. Anier. Soc M. E., Mem. Amer- lust E. E. University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.

Plans, specifications, estimates, and tests of all kinds of plants for electric light or power.

CHAS. H. WILSON". GEO. W. JACKSON.

WILSON £ JACKSON,
GENEEAL OONTKACTORS,

street and Highway coii=tructioa, Electric Coudaits, Subways, Sewers, Railroad and Masonry Work.

Telephone Main 140.

Times Building, CHICAGO.
SAMSON BRAIDED CORD.

Ib the most dara^
tile for hanging
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Cov
ering Field

Magnets, Sash Cord, etc., etc.

.Send for Sninj)lcH and Prices.

SAMSOI7 CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRKS.S KTltlCET. BU3T0N.

Write for Prices.

WAGNEB

Fan Motors
FOR DIRECT OR
ALTERNATING
CI HRENTS.

f893 TYPE.
Full }i Horse Power.

Six Blade Twelve-inch Fan.
Self-Oiling.
Constant Speed.
The King of Fan Motors.

Central Ktations cannot obtafn a
more profitable specialty to handle
dnring llie gniumer.

TAYLOR, GOODHUE & AMES,
34S Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

FOR SALE.
Three 35-Lleht AVaterhouse Dynamos.
One 300 Liglil; Brush.
Two 6.5-Ltght Van Depoele Arc Dynamos.
One 600-Light United Sta'es Alernator.
One eOOL'ght United States, 110 vol'.

Fifteen 1,200-C. P. brush Arc Lamps.
Sixty No. 16 Brush Arc Lairps.

Rose Electric Light Supply Co.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
BRANCH: Electrical Exchang ^Building. NewYork

CANDELABRA,
Miniature and Special

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

QnalitiesMICA
For Blectrical Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
ai8 Water Street, New York.

W. H. SILLS, 86 Late Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Sole Agents for " Micanite."

For information and prices covering Candelabra,
Miuiature and Special Incandescent Lamps, ad-
dress the

EDISON DECORATIVE AND

MINIATURE LAMP DEPARTMENT,

HABBISON, N. J.

sal-aImoniac.
CnaraDteed Over 99 Per Cent. Fiire.

161 Kinzie St. Chlcaeo.

The BISHOP GDTTA-PERCHA CO.

THE BEST GRADES OF

'HTire a.nci Csilbles
For under ground, under water, and all other conditions.

Address 420-426 East 25th Street, - • NEW YORK.
HENBlf A. BKED, Secretary and Ilanaecr.

360,-^20 ZXox-se

HENRY R. WORTHINCTON,
93 and 95 Laki. .^t., CIIIC.IOO. SG and 8.H I^ibcrty .St.. NKW YOKK.

KOSTON. PHII.VIIKI.PHIA. .ST. LOt.IS. DKVVKR. H3:
ANY CANDLE POWER. CXOi

"STEUBEN" LAMF.
T^Trlto Tor T»rlc©s.

STEUBEN LAMP WORKS, CANISTEO, N. Y.

ANY VOLTAGE.

a«.Mar>leai JParefi

Can You Use
5 and 10 Ampere

PAISTE

SINGLE POLE

SWITCHES?
i'nrrlffi In HlorU hy

klk
THE T. C. SOCKET.
Kdlion F,.!.

TfaomMon-If ooNtOD rT.-ll.)

Hawjf-r-Wan H -Jf

1522 Monadaock Bailding.

_-^ Thef.e and Otber TtiDgs made by

Ttie Bryant Etelric CoHuaiiF,
BRIDGEPORT, CONN., and CHICAGO.

THOS. G GRIER, Western Representative.

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow-Speerl Geii'

orators ami Motors. "DIRECT-

DRIVEN" Slow-Speod Gener

ators for Kloctric Lifrliting and

I*ower, IjOW Kuniiiiig I^'xponse,

Insulated Wire and Flexible

(/ords. Estimates furnished.

Isolated Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 Girard Building

BUFFALO, 50 Terrace.

WORKS AT »RID«Ei>ORT, CONN.
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Electricity at the World's Fair.

This is the week that will mark the formal opening of

the electricity building at the World's Fair, and no better

occasion could be chosen, therefore, for the presentation of

an illustration of the most promi-

nent featuie of the building, the

Edison "tower of light," which

rears its graceful outline in

the exact center of the structure.

The picture given on this page

is the first authentic representaiion

of this striking portion of the

electrical display to be made pub

lie and is a reproduction from a

photograph. Some amusing pic-

torial guess-work in relation to

this tower has been published, but

the readers of the Western
Electrician will have the satis-

faction of possessing the first

illustration showing exactly what

this much-talked of tower looks

like.

The space on which the tower

stands was originally allotted to

the Phoenix Glass Works, v hich

proposed to erect a glass pagoda,

with incandescent light effects,

but the General Electric company,

whose space sunounds this allott-

ment on every side, was also anx-

ious to possess this desirable

location, and so it came to pass,

after many consultations between

the gentlemen interested, that an

agreement was reached by which

the General Electric company was

to erect the present structure, and

the space about the base, enclosed

by the colonnade, was to be de-

voted to the Thcenix company's

exhibit. This plan was carried out,

with the result shown in the illus"

tration.

The "tower of light" is intended

as a glorification of the Edison

lamp and the Edison system of in-

candescent lighting. In these

troublesome days of lamp litiga-

tion, therefore, it possesses more

than ordinary significance. It was

designed by Luther Stieringer for

the General Electric company, and

the plan was approved by Mr.

Edison. The lower is 82 feet high

and arises from a circular pavilion

32 feet in diameter. The gia^s

exhibits in this pavilion are groups d

in the space between the base of

the column, which is polygonal

and faced with mirrors, and the

circular row of columns supporting

the roof of the pavilion. Above

the pavilion is a graceful cylindri-

cal shaftof staff ending in an elab-

orately ornamented and giUkd

capita'. The surface of the shaft

is relieved by dark lines of mok!-

ing, arranged in geometrical de-

signs.as shown in the illustration,

with little six candle power lamps

of different colors inserted at

frequent and regular intervals.

Surmounting the capital of the

shaft is the crowning feature, literally and metaphorically,

of the tower. This is the great prismatic bulb composed

of about 30,000 pieces of cut glass, arranged on a stout

framework in the shape of an incandescent lamp. This

mammoth lamp is about eight feet high and four feet

in diameter at the point of greatest width. It was made

by F. McLewee & Son of New York city. The prisms

are made of cut glass and are only about three-fourth of ^n

ELECrRlClTY AT T[[E WORLU's FAIR.—THE "TOWER OV LIliHT," ELECTRICITY UUILDINC

inch in diameter. To place each one in position required

the services of two men, one working inside and one out-

side of the bulb frame. The frame is made of angle iron

and covered with a wire hood, the shape of an incandescent

lamp. The prisms were attached to the outside of the wire

hood, and it took eight men five weeks to construct the

bulb. Each prism was fastened with copper wire in order

to avoid corrosion, this being the best metal for such pur-

pose. The weight of the bulb

complete is 1,000 pounds.

As the illustration proves the

tower is handsome and impressive

when not illuminated, but at

night, with its 5.000 little points

of red, white and blue light and
the great bulb, lined with incan-

descent lamps of ordinary sire,

fiashing and scintillating in every

direction, the effect will be very

striking and beautiful. The lamps

on the shaft are wired in such a
manner that the designs formed by
the lines of light can be changed at

will. The "tower of light" wil\

linger in the memory of the visitor

as one of the most beautiful spec-

tacles at the fair.

Every section of the electricity

building now lacks but a Uw fin-

ishing touches to be complete. The
General Electric company has
nearly finished its scheme of deco-

ration, which includes flags and
bunting, ornamental tixiures and
colored lamps. A specimen of the

treatment is shown in the corner
illustrated in Fig. 2,

The new three-phase d)-namos
and motors will be quite exten-

sively exploited at the exposition,

for. in addition to the display made
by the Allgemeine Elektricitaeis

Gesellschaft of Berlin the Gen-
eral Electric company makes an
extensive showing in this line. Fig-

3 illustrates a 10 horse power three-

phase motor directly coupled to a
hoist, with a switchboard arranged
for the multiphase system. This
motor is designed to run at 900
revolutions per minute and is self-

starting. Its switches are mounted
on hard rubber ba-ses. The drum
of the hoist is 30 inches in diam-
eter, with a 24 inch face, and is

provided with band brakes.

Workmen are at last at work
embellishing the unsightly expanse
of blank wall at the southern end
of the nave of the electricity build-

ing. The decoration is in ibc

bands of the Wcsiinghousc Elec-

tric & Manufacturing company,
and although the plans have not

been divulged, it is reported that

^
the principal embellishment will

^A ^Lk.
consist of a figure of Columbus.

^Hr ^Bf ^'K^^t or nine feet high, done in

W- M i

colored incandescent lamps and
' jll -J I

' surmounted by an illuminated sign.

This is .in adrantagcous location

for a decoration of this character,

and it will undoubtedly attract

much .ittcntion. It is also rumored
that the Westinghousc company
will have a similar wall decoration

in machinery- hall.

The appointment of William

Wilson Primm as engineer of the department of electricity

at the World's Fair has been formally approved, ^fr.

Primm has long been connected with the department, and

this recognition of the value of his scn-icct is well deserved.
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Among the recent visitors to the World's Fair was

Arthur Bergtheil, of the firm of Bergtheil & Voung, elec-

trical engineers of London.

The subject of appointing judges and making awards is

exciting much attention among the exhibitors in the several

departments, and the system proposed is coming in for a

good share of criticism. The executive committee on

awards has one plan, however, that will probably meet with

general approval. This consists of sending out blanks to

absent exhibitors, who, by filling in the vacant spaces, will

be enabled to set forth the claims of excellence made for

their exhibits to the greatest advantage. These claims will

be passed upon by the examining judges, so that exhibitors

who are not present will be at little disadvantage. Each

distinctive exhibit is to be described on a separate blank.

Chief Barrett has a number of these blank forms, which he

will distribute to absent exhibitors in the department of

electricity.

The formal opening of the electricity building has

been set for June rst. On the evening of that day

the Edison "'tower of light" will be unveiled. The

lights on the tower were successfully tested on Friday

evening of last week. The Westinghouse company

13 finishing a beautiful golden pavilion north of this

central tower, and these two structures, with the French

beacon tower and the Bell telephone pavilion, con-

stitute the most striking features of the nave of the

building. The galleries are now well cleared up and

everything will undoubtedly be ready on the date set for

the formal opening.

One of the most valuable portions of the display in

electricity building is in the northeastern gallery,

where the German scientific instruments are displayed.

Although many electrical measuring instruments are shown,

there are also surgical, optical and meteorological instru-

ments, as it was not deemed wise to divide the national show-

ing in instruments of precision. One of the curiosities is a

complete model of a boiler and steam engine so small that

it is enclosed in a walnut shell.

There is no more attractive wire exhibit in electricity

building than that of Day's kerite, which is located in the

southeastern portion of the gallery, near the offices of the

department of electricity. As will be seen by the photo-

crude Para rubber and crude kerite, showing the founda-

tion of this widely known insulation. A number of photo-

gra;hs showing the manner of laying a kerite submarine

cable are also shown. The particular instance depicted is

the laying of an i8-conductor cable across the Hudson

River at New York city for the Metropolitan Telephone

company. In the center of the exhibit is a graceful

pavilion in white and gold which forms the office and re-

ception room of the company and to which the friends of

kerite are extended a cordial welcome. The interior of

FIG. 5. ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLD S FAIR.—ELECTRIC
DIAMOND GADDER, ELECTRICITY BUILDING.

this little snuggery is finished in sycamore and resembles

the cabin of a handsomely furnished yacht.

The furniture, decorations and incandescent

lamps are all such as are supplied for

the highest class of pleasure vessels. Even the door is of

the regulation cabin pattern, and the cabinet is an excep-

tionally fine piece of workmanship. The entire pavilion

was built in Waterbury, Conn., in sections, and then taken

apart, shipped to Chicago and again erected. It is dainty

m
FIG, 2. ELECTRTCtrV' AT T»K WOKI.b S (AIR,—A CORNER IN TUB ELECTRICITV IJUILDING,

graphic rcprodaction io Fig. 4, the display is admirably

designed and givcsa very pleasing impression. Over 1,000

square feet is taken up by the display, which comprise? a

complete exhibit of iniulated wires and cables for all

electrical pnrpo^es, including electric light and power,

telephone and telegraph. An extensive showing of kerite

clastic tape for insuring water-proof joints is also made.

To the average riaitor one of the most interesting features

will be the fonr groTring rubber trees and the samples of

and elegant in every appointment. The exhibit is in the

competent hands of A. V. Eckert, who lakes pride in show-

ing the medals awarded to his company at the Centennial

and at ihc Paris Exposition of 1878.

Id the line of electric drills and mining machinery the

Clcncral Electric company will make a large display, A
new machine which will be shown is the electric diamond

gadder, Fig, 5, which is used for putting a scries of holes

on a true line in stone, for the insertion of plugs and

feathers for breaking up the block. The machine consists

of an electrically driven rock drill mounted upon, and made

to traverse, a standard or post, which is attached by trun-

nions at the lower end to a cast-iron bed piece, and which

is made to swing from a vertical position to a nearly hori-

zontal one. The drill is attached to a saddle, which is

raised or lowered on the standard by means of a ratchet.

A catch is provided for fastening the saddle in any desired

position. The car moves along the floor without a track,

and is fixed in position by means of corner pins, which

are driven into the floor and fastened by set-screws. Water

is fed to the drill through a flexible hose, which is attached

as shown in the picture. ' The motor and rheostat are at-

tached to the standard.

World's Electrical Congress.
The committee on programme for the World's Electrical

Congress has completed its proposed order of business. It

will be noted that reference is made to the "general con-

gress" and "chamber of delegates." The general congress

will include a smaller body to be known as the chamber of

delegates, which will consist of those specially designated

as representative delegates from the several governmenls.

appointed for the purpose of considering electric units and

their values and making recommendations as to the neces-

sary legalization. The opening session of the general

congress will be held Monday, August 21st, at 3 p. m. The
congress will be called to order by the chairman of the

local committee, Elisha Gray, when the following order of

business will be observed:

Election of temporary chairman and secretary, and ap-
pointment of a committee to nominate permanent officers

will be the first business. The officers will consist of a
president; a vice-president for each nation sending dele-

gates to the chamber and a secretary.

Report of this committee.

Short addresses by the president, and by a few of the
vice-presidents. Announcements and adjournments.

At the close of this meeting the chamber of delegates

will assemble for preliminary organization, which will pro-

ceed as follows:

The chamber will be called to order by one of the dele-

gates representing the United States.

Election of a temporary secretary.

Appointment of a committee of five on credentials.

Fixing a time for regular sessions. Adjournment.

At the next meeting of the chamber the committee on

credentials will report, and a permanent organization will

be completed.

The general congress will be divided into three sections,

as follows:

(A) The section of pure theory, including electric waves,

theories of electrolysis, electric conduction, magnetism,
etc.

(B) The section of theory and practice, including

studies of dynamos, motors, storage batteries, measurirg
instruments, materials for standards, etc.

(C) The section of pure practice, including telegraphy

and telephony, electric signalling, electric traction, trans-

mission of power, systems of illumination, etc.

These sections will meet for organization and work at

10 A. M., August 22d. Their organization will consist of

the election of a chairman, a vice-chairman, a secretary

and a sectional committee of three in addition to the officers

named. Temporary presiding officers will be as follows:

Section A, Prof. H. A. Rowland; section K, Prof. Charles

R, Cross; section C, Prof. A. Graham Bell.

Sections will meet at 10 a. m., on Tuesday, Wednesday,

Thursday and Friday, continuing in session at will, except

on Friday, when they will finally adjourn as sections not

later than i i'. m.

Each section will have authority to divide into subsections

if it is thought to be desirable.

Papers are solicited upon the following subjects, or upon

other topics which may be considered suitable in characttr.

They should be sent to the chairman of the programme

committee, not later than August 1st. Such as are accepted

by that committee, will be put upon the programme of the

congress, to be presented in full or by abstract according to

the time available.

Magnetic units and modes of embodying them in con-

crete standards.

Methods of avoiding electrical interference and risks to

,
erson and property.

National and municipal testing laboratories.

Materials for standards of electric resistance.

Points of difference of the electrical vocabulary used in

different countries.

The direct conversion of the energy of fuel into electric

energy.
Comparison of the various methods employed for the

electric transmission of power.

The cost of insulation in relation to high pressure for

the electric transmission of power,

(Comparison of the economies of the variou.s systems of

electric distribution.

Alternate current motors.

The behavior of transformers when supplying power to

alternate current motors.
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The construction of condensers for alternate current

purposes.

The measurement of power in polyphase currents.

Direct coupled and non-direct coupled dynamos.

The use of equalizing dynamos in a three and a five-wire

system.

The use of accumulators in central stations.

The proportions between output of dynamos and the

weight of copper and iron employed in their construction.

Electric traction.

Application of electric power in mining.

The adoption of a uniform method of distinguishing

positive and negative mains.

Electric supply meters, American, British, Continental.

Criterion of sensibility of galvanometers.

Commercial instruments for measurement of electric

quantities.

The relation between the voltage of Ihe arc and the

quality and composition of the carbons.

The aging of glow lamps.

The electric working of metals.

The use of electric and magnetic tests for ascertaining

the mechanical properties of metals and alloys.

The best material and mode of erection of lightning

conductors in the light of recent researches in electric dis-

charges.

The prospecting for iron by magnetic surveys.

accurate use of terms and phrases in electrical literature.

A commercial standard of copper resistance.

The hours of meeting for the chamber of delegates shall be

determined, after the first session, by the chamber itself;

and it shall also decide upon the admission of persons not

delegates to its sittings.

It shall finally adjourn not later than i o'clock, on

Friday, August 25th. and at the last meeting of the general

congress, the officers of the chamber shall report to it a

summary of its proceedings and the conclusions reached.

Public lectures of a popular character will be delivered

by eminent electricians at 3 o'clock on Tuesday, Thursday

and Friday of the confT-ess week. The general congress

will assemble to hear reports and for final adjournment at

3 o'clock, Friday, August 25tb.

National Electric Manufacturing Com-
pany Asks for a Receiver.

Proceedings were taken in the Circuit Court last week by

which the National Electric Manufacturing company's plant

at Eau Claire, Wis., passed into the hands of a receiver.
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International telegraphy.

Fast-speed and longdistance telegraphy.

The use of batteries or oiher generators for teltgraphy.

Telegraphic lines— land and sea.

Harmonic telegraphy.

Writing telegraphs.

Long distance telephony.

The possibility of providing telephonic communication

without wires.

Application of electric signaling to the working of rail-

ways, (alarms, time, etc.,) and to naval and military pur-

P3ses.
Magnetic separators.

The use of electricity in engraving and in art reproduc-

tions.

The time allotted to the discussion of the papers pre-

sented will be determined by the several sectional commit-

tees. In the discussion of papers the chairman of the

section will name the first speaker.

The following topics will be considered by the chamber

of delegates, together with such other topics as may

properly come before this body:

Adoption of definitions and values of fundamental units

of resistance, current and electromotive force.

Adoption of definitions and values of magnetic units.

Adoption of definition and value of the unit of self-

induction.

Definitions and values of light, energy and other units.

The standardization of electric lights.

The consideration of an international system of nota-

ion and conventional symbols and of a more uniform and

EE PHASE MOTOR, DIRICCTLY CONNECTED TO HOIST,

BUILDING.

The event caused a sensation so far as the public is con-

cerned, but the matter has been under consideration for

some time. An action had been brought by James T. Barber

et al. against the National Electric Manufacturing com-

pany, the complaint in which sets forth that the company

was embarassed by very pressing claims on the part of

creditors which it was unable to pay; that the large plant

and valuable business of the company could best be pre-

served in their entirety for the benefit of all concerned, by

by the appointment of a receiver.

Mr. Hayden, attorney for the plaintiff, requested the

appointment of Ralph E. Rust as receiver, bond being

offered in the sum of :5;50,ooo, with William A. Rust, John

S. Owen, James T. IJarber and Fitch Gilbert as sureties.

Judge Bailey made an order appointing Mr. Rust receiver.

Although the company, by reason of the general financial

stringency, has been considerably embarassed, the condi-

tions are such that under the receiver the business can and

will be carried on without any interruption whatever. There

will be no stoppage and a reorganization will probably be

effected within a very few days.

The company's plant it is claimed is worth $300,000;

there is a large amount of valuable manufacturing pro-

ducts on hand, and there are also large outstanding orders.

The assets foot up between fsoo,000 and $600,000; the

liabilities are about $300,000.

Electric Heating.'
By Carl K, .McFatjIjen.

The fact that an electric current when passing through
a resisting conductor vA]\ generate heat has been known
for years. During the past thirty years it has been ap-
plied to an ever increasing extent in the manufacture of
heating devices used in almost an unlimited number of
ways. It remained, howc\'cr, for the electric street rail-

way to open up the field for heating. The fnct that there
has been issued during the past two years and a half over
eighty per cent, of the total number of patents on heating
devices shows conclusively that the influences which have
have made themselves felt during the past few years in the
general development of electrical apparatus have not left

heating behind in the list of improvement.
The first patents issued on electric heaters were taken

out in the fifties, and a few years later several were taken
out on an oil well heater for melting paraffinc and other
obstructing material from the bore of oil wells. It ap-
pears that after oil has been flowing from a well for some
time a large accumulation forms at the bottom which,
unless removed, will lessen or completely cut off the sup-
ply. Nitro-glycerine was the agent usually employed to
loosen up these deposits, but it would seem that an elec-
tric heating device in the form of a pointed elongated
cylinder would melt out the obstruction, and that this

method was used to some extent in the oil

regions of Pennsylvania. Patents taken out between
i860 and 1870 show that the idea of placing an
electrical conductor in contact with an insulated heat con-
ductor having a relatively lower radiating surface than the
electric conductor had be^ taought of and applied in a
number of ways. Burton being probably the pioneer in this

class of work. In the patent specifications filed, however,
about this date, platinum is spoken of as a conductor, it

evidently being thought necessary to raise the wire to
quite a high temperature and, therefore platinum was
chosen on account of its high melting point.

There are to day in the neighborhood of 150 patents on
electric heaters, which alone goes to show that considerable
attention has been paid them by the inventors. A very large
number of these patents apply to the heating of cars. One
of the earliest applications for patents on electric heating
apparatus, filed in 1869 by Burton, specifies that one of the
largest applications of this particular heater, for which a
patent is applied,was that of "heating railway carriages by-

means of heated metallic plates placed under the feet of
passengers." Among the many patents issued will be
found some that would seem extremely impractical, one
of which is the utilization of a heated platinum wire for

cutting down trees, etc, the object of the invention
being, as the inventor expresses it, *'to accomplish the
same ultimate result as that now obtained by the more
laborious use of the. ax.*'

There are other patent drawings showing a locomotive
whose boiler tubes are filled with a heating device J'or

generating steam. An electric generator is placed on the
tender and from appearances would lead one to suppose
the generator was to furnish current to heat the water in
the boiler, which would generate steam to drive an engine
which would be connected with the dynamo, and that the
locomotive, therefore, not only moved the train, but also
charged the batteries to some extent.

There area great many other inventions, however, that
are extremely practical, and as this branch of work pro-
gre>ses will, no doubt, be brought out and become market-
able articles.

To one who has not investigated the remarkable differ-

ences in the carrying capacity of a wire when provided
with various means of radiating its heat, it will appear
li^ronishing to see a wire carrying safely several times the
current that would fuse it in open air. The principle of all

well known heaters, is that of placirg a good heat conductor,
having a large radiating surface, in intimate contact with
ihe electric heating conductor, and there is little doubt,
rhat, inasmuch as nearly all serviceable heaters depend
upon this principle, the advantages of one make over
another will be more in the line of mechanical details in
construction than in efliciency. IE the heater is made un-
usually heavy and contains a large amount of heat con-
ducting material, it will reach its final maximum tempera-
ture much slower than one that is built with its heat con-
ductor or reservoir of lighter and thinner material. It

may appear immediately after starting both heaters that
the latter is more efl^icient, but if the amount of energy
taken up and the radiating surface is the same in both, it

will be found that although the heavier heater heats much
more slowly than the lighter one, it will hold its heat and
remain in a highly heated condition for a longer time after

the current is turned off than the lighter heater.

As before mentioned, the electric railway opened up the
field for electric healing, the first Sprague road in Rich-
mond, Virginia, being equipped with electric heaters. It

has been shown many times that the cost of operating
electric heaters on electric roads stands on a p.ir with coal

when consideration is made for the value of space that the
coal stove generally takes. The electric heaters are gen-
erally placed in four or more places in the car. where they
will be out of the way of passengers when seated, and in

such a position that they will at the same time throw their

heat into the body of the car. There has been consider-

able discussion in regard to the amount of current neces-

sary to keep a car warm in cold weather. Reports from
roads opcr.iting in Northern Michigan and in other por-
tions of the United States and Canada, where the winters arc
unusually cold, show that from 1,200 to 1,500 watts is

sufficient current to keep the average sixteen-foot car wann
in all kinds of weather. It will be seen that inasmuch as
the heaters require no attention whatever and .ire practic-

ally a fixture of the car that the cost ol maintaining and
operating on the average electric road will be simply the

cost of current. Coal stoves take from twenty to forty

cents per day to operate , if the least account is taken of

1 . Rend before the Chicago Electric club. May 15, 1S93.
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time used to keep them in heating condition. The coal

stove also take up- room for one or more passengers while
it remains in the car, which, on a road doing
a good business, is a very important item. Coat
stoves, too, on cold days, when being heated
unusually warm , become so hot that it is often

impossible to stand immediately in front of the stove with-

out burning the clothing of the person standing near.

Twice within the last few months it has come within my
notice that the tops of coal stoves, such as are used in

electric cars, are generally in a condition to burn clothing.

It is a very natural thing for a man to lean against the

guards around the top of these coal stoves, and it generally

results in a tailor bill, which, although the railroad com-
pany may not have to pay, at the same time is nothing

in favor of a stove necessarily run at a temperature which
will burn wearing apparel.

The electric heaters being placed under the seats out of

the way, and furnishing a lower temperature, cannot be
obiected to on this score, and being entirely out of the

way of passengers, and taking up no space in the car

which can be utilized to bring in dividend, often saves in a

day more than the entire cost of the current furnished

them for the day's run.

There are many times in spring and fall when the

mornings and evenings are cool and the middle of the day
warm, when a heated car for a few hours each day would
add greatly to the comfort of passengers. With coal

stoves this is often impossible, unless the car can be taken

out of service long enough to have a fire rebuilt in the

stove. The many testimonials received from the officials

in charge of some of the largest roads cannot leave one
in doubt as to the way the public appreciates this method
of heating.

If we assume that the only cost of running electric

heaters is that of the extra amount of coal burned at the

power house, there is no opportunity for argument as to

the cheaper method of heating electric railway cars, even

when not taking into consideration the convenience and
gain in car space by the use of electric heaters, but if the

engineer's time has to be figured in for additional atten-

tion to engines and dynamos for current for electric heat-

ers, why not figure in a portion of the conductor's time,

who oftentimes is called on to take care of his stove while

on the run, even though a man be stationed at the terminal

point whose special business it is to oversee the heating.

The total cost of one net horse power at the engine on
a plant with an average output of 500 electrical horse

power is about six-tenths of a cent per hour. The cost of

an electrical horse i>ower hour will be found in this same
plant to be about one cent. It will be seen from these

figures that the total cost of operating electric heaters will

be in the neighborhood of two cents per hour.

I believe that it is just as fair to both sides of the ques-

tion to assume that the fireman and engineer will not be

called on for nearly as much additional work 10 furnish

current for electric heaters as the street car conductor and

other helpers whose time is wholly or partly taken up in

attending to coal stoves. On one road which has come
under the notice of the writer a man is paid $1.50 a day

to take care of stoves on fourteen cars. This man has no

other work to do, with the exception cf oiling a few

switches near his work. I understand that the

man works twelve hours a day and that the

cars run twenty. ^Ye may assume that there is at least

from 10 to 15 cents a day spent in labor in tending these

stoves, the conductor's time not being included. The cost

of coal in such a stove will be in the neighborhood of 20

cents when operating twenty hours a day, at coal at $S per

ton. The stove used is open to the same objections that

ail coal stoves have on electric cars. I assume that elec-

tric heaters on these cars could without doubt lower the

cost of heating. Under the conditions as they now stand

on this road the cost of heating during the past winter was
far less than in the preceding winter. In many instances

coal has to be carried from the power station or some
o:her point to the terminus of the line where the cars lay

over before starting on their trips. This hauling should be

taken in as an item of expense connected with the use of

coal stoves.

Street railway companies seldom take account of the cost

of operating the two series of incandescent lamps usually

found in lighting street railway cars. This lighting takes

at least one third of the energy which might be used for

heating.

In a great many estimates which have been made in

regard to the cost of coal stoves on electric roads, items

have been left out which, when added to the cost of the

coai, will bring the actual cost of heating a car on a cold

winter day at about the figures to heat the same car by
means of electricity. The average life of a street car stove

is about three years, and the repairs on even the best make
of stoves will be found to amount to a considerable sum
before the stove is ready to be abandoned. It also takes

time to put these stoves in position and to

remove them at the end of the season. It is a well

known fact that there arc few cars heated by means of

stcxves that do not have a layer of dust deposited in the

car each time the stove is filled or shaken

.

A deposit of ashes and coal dust five or six times a day
on a finely upholstered car ioon starts the foundation for

an Dpholstcrer's bill, which, of course, on a road equipped
with electric healers should be a smaller item of expense

than on a aiovc healed road.

Much has been said in the past in regard to burn-outs

and other difficulties which occur in the u^c of electric

street car heaters, I believe, however, that with the expe-

rience gained io this Jinc by those who have made thi.n

branch of work a specialty, the failures from such cau5tcs

as have made trouble in the past will be practically unheard

of in the faiurc.

It is by no means an unheard-of thing for a coal stove

to set barns or cars on fire; a thing which with a properly

iostatlsd electric heater would be impossible to occur.

When properly installed they can not possibly injure wood

work in the car by excessive heat. There are few street

railway companies using stoves for heating that do not find

the cost of extra finishing and painting each year, caused
by scorched varnish and wood work around the stove pipe

as it leaves the car, to be such as to make quite an addi-

tional item to the maintenance of car bodies.
Where power is cheap and coal is dear, which is a con-

dition often met with in mountainous districts supplied
with water power, electricity will necessarily play quite a
part in heating.

A Pelton water wheel when running under a large head
of water, such as is met with in the western mountainous
districts, can be harnessed to a little mountain stream and
develop enough current to heat and furnish power for a
small factory with practically no cost, except attendance
and depreciation of cost of machinery.
Under such conditions as these electricity could be used to

great advantage for heating purposes, even quite a distance
from the generating station. There are other places io the
West where power is guaranteed the year round at ^ro per
horse power from turbines. These figures may, of course,
be exceptionally low compared with water power in the
Eastern states and, at the same time, I might say that

there are many places in the West where even $10 ptr horse
power would be considered a high figure, power being
obtained the year round at from $6 to $9 per horse power,
delivered at the turbine. Many mines in the West are
equipped with large water powers and could use electric

heating to great advantage in keeping certain exposed
portions of the power plant at a comfortable temperature.
This branch of work has been taken up to some extent
already and, inasmuch as the mine equipped with water

know that his kitchen fire was a thing of the past, and tha
the fire that would cook his morning meal had been started

long before in the power house, it being only a question of
throwing a switch and waiting a minute or so for his elec-

tric culinary apparatus to be in condition for cooking.
The exact pecuniary value of his comfort thus obtained
is, of course, mere conjecture and would have to be
answered by the man in question.

There are, of course, a vast number of plants throughout
the country that will not furnish current at a rate which
would allow electric cooking apparatus to be used, provided
it was simply a question of coal costing so many cents per
hour and electricity a few cents more. There are advan-
tages in the use of electricity for both heating and cooking
which must not be ignored. There are a great many places
where electric light costs more than gas, and still it is the

modern illuminant. It has advantages which gas has not
and the public is not slow to take advantage of them, and
for this reason more than any other there are few towns of
any size that do not have their electric lighting plant, even
though a gas plant has already been installed.

For the heating of chemicals and other applications
where an exact amount of heat is needed electricity pos-
sesses more advantages than any other method of
heating, and there is no doubt but that in this

particular line electricity will be used to a large
extent. For heating water in drug stores, buffets, etc.,

electricity also should take quite a part. For healing
oiihces and other small rooms in buildings not equipped
with steam, electricity, even at current rates of power ser-

vice, will be found to be far less expensive than one would
at first suppose. An office heater, capable of warming a
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does not depend on coal for its motive power, any coal

used for heating would cost even more in the quantities in

which it would be purchased than if it was used by the

mine for steam generation. In many mines, too, it is out

of the question to put in heating apparatus which
gives out any gases which might be injurious to

the workmen. In a vast majority *of cases it is

of course, impossible for this reason to use a coal stove,

and entrances to mines and other exposed places down in

the mine itself are not heated because it is considered an
impossibility.

Since electric heating has been taken up so successfully

on electric roads, the fact also presented itself that there

would be a large field in cooking devices to be operated by
currents of standard voltages to-day used in lighting. A
few electric stove companies have at present good lines of

cooking utensils, which surely fill every want for reliability,

cleanliness and good design. There are many cases,

especially in the smaller size cooking utensils, where elec-

tricity can compete with coal. A small teakettle taking

250 watts of current will furnish boiling water in a few
moments by the simple turning of a switch. An "after-

noon tea" can be given, the cost of current being but a few
cents. There would be no need of fires being lit with the

necessary dirt and attention; but the cooking utensils

could be placed, you might say, on the parlor table with

no vi.siblc connection to a source of heat with the excep-

tion of a silk-covered conducting cord. 'J"he use of elec-

tricity in the kitchen reduces the art of cfx>king to a

science, ft is an easy matter to delcrminc just how many
minutes it will take to cook a certain dish with a current of a

certain predetermined strength. This method IcavcK

nothing to be guessed at and, of course, the

current may be cut off aud all expense slopped

ihc instant that the cooking is completed. With cr^al stoves

th!<? is an impos nihility and fires have to be started

long before you are ready to use ihcm and the waMc of

fuel goes on even after the work is done. It would be a

pleasant thought on winter mornings for the laxy man to

fair sized room, will be found to be not only an extremely
satisfactory way of heating from a sanitary point of view,

but will, of course, be entirely free from all gases or odors
which are inseparable from the gas or coal stoves.

In conclusion, I would say that the field for electric

heating seems to be on the eve of development in a sense
that will be a surprise to even those laboring in this branch
of work. The general public cannot remain long in

ignorance of advantages of this method of heating, and
although there will be many places where electric

heating is an impossibility from a practical standpoint,
there will still remain an immense field in which the elec-

tric heater will take a firm and permanent hold.

The Lamp Situation.
The latest development in the incandescent lamp contro-

versy is the arrangement between the Sunbeam company

and the General Electric company amicably settling the liti-

gation between these concerns, liy the terms of this agree-

ment, it is understood that the Sunbeam company and ils

customers are released from all claims for past damages and

arc relieved from an accounting. It is also claimed that

the Sunbeam company will be permitted under the pro-

visions of the agreement to dispose of the stock on hand,

including lamps and material, thus practically closing up the

business of that concern, as the arrangement does not

provide for a continuance of the manufacture and sale of

lamps. The agreement between the Sunbeam and General

Electric companies does not in any way affect the Star

F,lcctrlc I-'imp company, it is said, and the latter company

will continue the manufacture and sale of the "New Sun-

beam" lamp, i'ossibly this arrangement marks the begin-

ning of a new policy on the p;trt of the General Iillcctric

company toward the other lamp manufacturers.
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Death of Moses G. Farmer.

The eutire electrical fraternity will read with genuine

regret the announcement of the death of Moses G. Farmer

at Chicago, May 25th. Prof. Farmer had attained the age

of seventy-three years and enjoyed the reputation of being

one of the pioneers in the field of theoretical and applied

electricity. In spite of his advanced years he was ever

alert to the progress that was being made in his favorite

and chosen profession and this fact brought him to Chi-

cago, that he might be nearer the great electrical display

at the World's Fair, to which he was a contributor. He

made Chicago his temporary home last October and was

so delighted with its advantages that he resolved to remain

permanently. Although a confirmed invalid and confined

to an invalid's chair, for he suffered a stroke of paralysis in

his left side five years ago, his mind was most keen until

the last. The immediate cause of his death was pneu-

monia, induced by a severe cold contracted a few days

before his death. The portrait presented is reproduced from

one taken a few years ago and which is considered an

excellent likeness.

As a man he was beloved by all who knew him. Of a

philanthropic disposition, he spent the greater portion of

his income for benevolent objects, and of his kindly disposi-

tion many remain to speak with gratitude.

His wife was also known for her practical charities. She

endowed a home for mothers and children at Eliot,

Me., the Farmers summer home, and with the aid

of Prof. Farmer erected a public library in the town.

As a scientist, in electrical investigation, it may be

said that he was a man ahead of his time. To bim

is generally awarded the honor of having made the

first motor capable of moving a car. He exhibited

it on the first electrical railroad known, but it was

considered impracticable because of the great ex-

pense attending the production of the current by

means of batteries. As a scientific toy, however, it

attracted considerable attention, and it was first

placed on exhibition at Dover and Great Falls, N.

H.,and at other New England towns and finally at

New York. The car was propelled by forty-eight

cells of Grove's battery, connected in series and

inclosed in a box. In front of this battery box on

the car was the electric motor, Although of the

mcst primitive design and construction, it embodied

the underlying principles of the motor of to-day.

Subsequently it is claimed for Prof. Farmer that

he amazed his neighbors by lighting his house with

electricity and in 1852 he invented, made and regu-

larly used an electric cooking stove, whereon he

broiled his steaks and chops, during his residence

in Boston. However, the most important of his

inventions were the fire alarm system, which with

some modifications was adopted by Boston and

which it retains to the present day. and the solving

of the problem of multiple transmission. These

discoveries illustrate the inventive genius of the man

and the capacity for research which he possessed.

Although the son of a well-to-do Jarmer and

lumberman of the little town of Boscawen, N. H.,

he was in the strictest sense of the word a self-

made man. He began life as a teacher and early

developed his inventive qualities. He took up the

study of electricity and soon became identified with

the projectors of the telegraph line between New York and

Boston. After several years in this line of business he

was appointed, as the result of the introduction of his

system, the superintendent of the Boston fire alarm service,

an office which he filled until 1853, when he resigned. After

devoting- some time to the developing of his electrical

ideas, he was induced to become a partner in an electro-

typing enterprise. In the financial panic of 1857 the hrm
lost most of its capital and dissolved. He was selected in

1872 to fill the office of electrician at the United States

Torpedo Station, Newport, R. I. He remained in this

position over nine years, until in 1881 his health failed

him. Despairing of finding relief he settled in Eliot, Me.,

where he lived until last October.

Although enfeebled in body his mind retained its vigor,

and as late as i8gi he secured patents for a system of

printing telegraphy in the United States, England and

other countries, his intention being to exhibit it at the

World's Fair.

Of Puritan parents, through life he was always a con-

stant attendant at the Congregational church. He was a

brother-in-law of C. C. Coffin, the war correspondent and

author.

An only daughter, who faithfully acted as nurse, aid

and amanuensis during his illness, survives him. The funeral

services were held Monday last at the church of Edward
Everett Hale in Boston and the burial followed at Eliot, Me .
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Charged With Criminal Libel.

The grand jury of New York has returned an indictment

against B. E. Greene of New V'ork, charging him with

criminal libel in publishing an article in the issue of /i/cc-

(ricitv, dated May 17th. under the title: "Mr. Coffin's Ad-

missions.—The General Electric Company Has Failed to

Meet Some of its Obligations Promptly, and is Not in

Easy Financial Condition."

The article purported to be correspondence between a

director of the General Electric company and President

Coffin of that concern, in which the former interrogated

the latter about the condition of the company and its man-

agement. In Mr. Coffin's reply as printed in the article in

question it is complained that the word "first" should have

been "fifth." As printed, Mr. Coffin is made to admit that

the company has been disturbed in loans and refused ac-

commodations, and that it has failed to meet obligations

promptly, whereas, if he had been correctly quoted, he would

have been represented as answering that the "company is in

perfectly easy financial condition." It is claimed on the

part of the General Eleclric company that the change was

made with the intention of conveying to the public a wrong

impression of the company's financial condition. It is

claimed that the correct version of this letter had appeared

several days before in the daily papers.

Concerning the case, Mr. Greene of Electricity says that

239

difficulty with direct current dynamos helped by accumula-
tors, but gas engine manufacturers arc vcr>' blind to ihci
own interests if they continue to ignore alternating enrrent
working, as they are at present doing.
Even for direct currents, high speeds and heavy fly-

wheels arc a disadvantage, for they mean exctssiv; wear
and tear and liability to break-down, which should be
avoided if possible. Could the difficulty of stuffing boxes
be overcome (and one firm appears to have succeeded id

this), the adding of an extra single-acting cylinder tandem
fashion would give one impulse per revolution, and would
double ihe power of an engin« without increasing the sixc

of its connecting rod, main bearings and other parts in

front of the cylinders. Two such tandem engines coupled
would give two impulses per revolution. .\ twin-cylinder,
double-acting engine gi^*es two impulses per revolution, as
would also a tandem engine with double-acting c>cIindcTs.
This latter type would have great advantages. The con-
necting rod, main bearings, etc., need not be larger than
those for an ordinary engine one-quarter the size, so the
engine should be a cheap one in capital cost, and should
have a high mechanical efficiency.

This difficulty of stuffing boxes seems to me capable of
solution by posing cooling water through the piston rod.
I can imagine several ways in which this could be arranged.
It is certainly in the direction of quadrupling the number
of impulses that manufacturers should work, if they wish
their engines ever to be used in alternating current centra!
stations. Not only this, but governing down to at least
half load must be performed by var\ing the power of ex-
plosions, and not by cutting them out altogether.

MOSES G. I-'ARMER.

the entire article as it appeared in his paptr was copied

from a daily paper, and that his intention in reproducing it

was merely to present the facts as he understood them to be.

Mr. Greene has been admitted to bail in the sum of |i,ooo.

Gas Engines for Electric Lighting.
In a communication to the London Electrician J. A.

McMullen says that, as consulting engineer, to two central

stations about to be put down, he is endeavoring to pro-

cure a type of gas engine which will be steady enough to

work alternators in parallel, even at light loads. Dis-

cussing the present types of gas engines on the market the

correspondent says:

For this purpose the single-cylinder, single-acting type

of engine, working on the Otto cycle, governed by cutting-

out explosions, is manifestly unsuitable, .ind gas-engine
manufacturers who are simply relying on high speeds aud
heavy fly wheels are clearly not on the right road to success.

It is possible in central stations of small si/.e to arrange for

the mechanical coupling of the alternators, but this would
probably be found impracticable on a large scale. For
working alternators, even of the best type, in parallel it is

certainly necessary that each engine should have at least

two impulses per revolution.

Totally regardless of this, most of the chief manufactur-
ers advertise their single-cylinder, sinKle-acling engines as

perfect for dyranio driving, thereby utterly ignoring that

system of electrical distribution which is more used than
any other, and which these so-called perfect engines are

totally incapable of driving successfully. There is but little

Boynton Bicycle Road.
The members of the Thomson Scientific society

of Lynn recently entertained Hon. E. Moody Boyn-
ton, who talked to the members about his bicycle

railway and its operation by electricity.

The question of questions at the present day is

rapid transportation, said Mr. Boynton. Economy
is secured by water routes where the cost is seldom
more than one mill a ton per mile, but the demands
for more rapid transportation seriously threatens
the supremacy of the water routes. To-day Boston
and the principal cities of Europe and America
are as devoid of rapid transit as Egypt at the
dawn of civilization. The light engine of Ericsson
and Stephenson, which could run as fast as the
average train now runs, has been increased in
weight until we carry 20 pounds of timber and iron
in palace cars and 10 pounds in crowded ordinary
cars to every pound of paying weight of passengers
carried. On long routes across the continent the
v/eight and waste are so enormous that national rail-

road bankruptcy is threatened, unless the present
extravagant system is changed. But in order to
keep the track at high speed efficiency and to

obtain the necessary boiler and engine power,
weight has been increased, rails, bridges and road-
beds made heavier, until all the great thorough
fares are capitalized so heavily that they can be
paralleled at one-tenth their cost and entirely swept
away by electric rapid transit.

The capital of the railroads of the United States
many times exceeds that of the national and savings
banks. Any impairment will bring on a financial

convulsion and possibly a revolution. I believe

that the controllers are conscious that a great
change is pending. These roads are banded to-

gether and all individual building of steam rail-

roads has ceased. The use of the single rail for

the passage of trains on standard gauge railways
has been my especial study. We constructed
near New York an experimental railroad cut of

an abandoned standard gauge read so that no
practical- engineering should go without attention.

It was an o'd surface road ele^-ated for one mile
and surface for three quarters of a mile. The curves
were so many that it had been abandoned and
stage coaches substituted. .\t an e.xpense of

^roo,ooo we repaired it and equipped it with mv single

rail bicycle engines and cars, and in three years wc
have run 27,000 trains, carried 100,000 passengers
safely, smoothly and at three times the speed of

standard gauge engines. With an expenditure of

five pounds of coal per mile we move three cars

containing seats for 324 passengers. I used veneer

and steel in the construction of the cats, each of which
contains iS compartments seating six persons each. They
are entered from the side like a hack. One brakeman opens
and closes the doors of two cars by a lever without leaving

his position. Not an accident of any kind has taken placr

in the three years. These cars are stifTcr and stronger

than any others, on account of their compartments and
special constiuction with steel and vcnccrs. Where the

sheets of the veneer come together in thccomparimenis no
strain is observed in stopping the train when running 70
miles an hour. There has been scarcely .iny wear and
tear of the working parts when rounding the sharpest

curves. Electricity should be used. If electric energy

from ccal is between 40 and 50 per cent if applied

electrically, and So per cent by steam, the difference

will be more than made up by the j-iving in weight.

My largest cuginc contains an eight fcot driving wheel

w'^h a 14 inch stroke. Nearly two strokes are made
to the present ordinary 11 ton engine's one. My tirst

bicycle electric motor car has wheels five feet in diame-

ter, turning on spindles, one at each end of the car.

which is sharpened to cleave the .itmosphcre. The
field and armature .are in and on the wheel and it can

turn the sharpest cur\'e. If a road of sutlicient length were

completed the first motor could run at the rate of 2co miles

per hour.
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VISITORS
To the World's Fair are requested to forward their addresses

to the Western Electrician as early as possible or

notify tis immediately upon their arrival in Chicago.

At last three evenings a week—Tuesday, Thursday

and Saturday—have been officially designated by the

authorities of the World's Fair as occasions on which

"special evening entertainments" will be given and the

grounds thrown open to the public until 11 P. M. This

is good as far as it goes, but we are at a loss to know

why the directors, while they were about it, didn't ex-

tend the rtJle and make it include every week-day even-

ing. We are hopeful that this will ultimately be done,

however, to the great satisfaction of the public generally

and in justice to those engaged in making the electrical

dijplay.

As TIIF, time 'Iraws near for the gathering of elec-

trical scientists from all parts of the world at Chicago to

participate in the World's Electrical Congress, there is a

general awakening of interest in the work to be presented

to the rletcgates. The proposed programme, which is pre-

sented elsewhere in this issue, will be read with interest.

Id this coDnectioo the article appearing on another page,

ID which E- Hospitalier discusses several propositions

which are offered for the consideration of the congress, is

timely. No doubt the views presented will receive the

carefoi coDsideration of the delegates.

life is Moses G. Farmer, some account of whose achieve-

ments are given on another page. Mr. Farmer was a

faithful and conscientious worker in the field of electricity,

and many of his inventions have permanent value. He
was notable for his efforts to produce a practical electric

motor, and forty years ago he succeeded in running a car

by a motor which does not differ greatly in principle from

the motors in use to-day. Mr. Farmer leaves behind him a

record of achievement that should serve as an inspiration

for many an ambitious young electrician.

The commanding proportions and graceful outlines of

the "tower of light" in electricity building, illustrated on

the first page of this week's issue, will linger in the

memory of the visitors to the exposition as one of the most

fascinating spectacles in that great aggregation of wonders

known as the World's Fair. With its five thousand colored

lights, presenting changing designs in outline and color,

and the great crystal lamp surmounting all and flooding

the atmosphere with sparkling, iridescent light reflected

from many thousand facets of cut glass, the sight at night

cannot fail to make a lasting impression on all beholders.

The department of electricity is to be congratulated on the

possession of such a beautiful and striking display.

Electric heating forms the subject of paper presented

in this issue in which the topic is pretty thoroughly dis-

cussed. It seems to be the general opinion that the

advantages of this form of dispensing heat will in many

cases overcome the objection which is based upon the

expense of installation and maintenance. There is no

doubt that in many cases this cost may be materially

lessened by improvements in apparatus, etc., and

where current is furnished for light and power as well

as heating, the manifold advantages of the system

will quite ofT-set the additional expense. But the

advocates of the system are not content with this. They

claim that electric heating will be quite generally intro-

duced, that improvements in the devices and new forms of

heaters will make the application much more economical,

and that the history of the development of electric lighting

will be repeated in the case of the electric heater. It is to be

hoped, however, that the projectors of the electric heater

will guard against the error which their predecessors made.

Extravagant claims by irresponsible salesmen of electric

lighting apparatus in the early days of the art caused no

end of trouble for those who followed. Even to-day the

prejudice against electric light and power apparatus is

often displayed by those who were so unfortunate as to be

the victims of the exploiters of the pioneer systems of

electric lighting. In view of the experience gained in

electric lighting and the electric railway, it is to be hoped

that the projectors of heating apparatus will follow a con-

servative policy. Thus far they have been content to pre-

sent only such claims as might be substantiated by data of

authentic experiments. The electric heater will undoubt-

edly win its way into public favor if this course is fol-

fowed.

Ome by one the pioneer investigators who delved in the

field of applied electricity in the first half of the century

are dfopping away. The latest to lay dowo the burden of

Investigation of the charges recently preferred against

ex-Commissioner Simonds, of the Patent Office, and P^os-

ter & Freeman, attorneys for the American Bell Telephone

company, has been commenced at Washington. It will

be remembered that the allegations were in general that

through the connivance of Messrs. Simonds, Foster and

Freeman and Chief Clerk Bennett copies of certain rec-

ords in the Drawbaugh telephone case, presumably in the

secret archives of the Patent Office, had been unlawfully

inspected and copied by persons outside of the office in the

interest of the Bell Telephone company. Immediately

upon the publication of the charges the attorneys men-

tioned in the complaint entered an emphatic denial of the

charges and expressed a willingness to co-operate with the

government in bringing the case to speedy trial. Mr.

Simonds' denial is no less emphatic. Concerning the spe-

cific charges that have been presented against him the ex-

commissioner says in his defense:

This complaint makes specific mention of copies given

of only two Drawbaugh applications, one filed in 1880 and
the other filed in 1884, If both had been pending appli-

cations, it would have been nooffcnse in law or good morals

to have given copies of them. So much the courts have

decided. But as a matter of fact the whole matter was
treated in strict accordance with the rules of the office.

The 1880 application was not a pending npplication; it was
a dead and abandoned application, and a copy of it was
properly given under rule 179 and form 52. The 1884 ap-

plication was treated as a pending application and the copy
v/as denied. My decision is published in ihc O'azt/le oi

ApriJ 4, 1893,

He pronounces the other charges "false, outrageous and

defamatory both in substance and in detail." The attor-

nc>'-gcncra] has notified the commissioner of patents that

owing to the pressure ol public business >t will be impos-

sible for him to delegate an officer of his department to

conduct the investigation. This is certainty to be regretted.

The investigation should be conducted under oflacial

sanction and by representatives of the government, and
access to records of the Patent Office should be had in order

to make the inquiry complete and the decision final. The
people are interested directly in this investigation, the

standing of a powerful corporation conducting a public

busioess and enjoying peculiar privileges under the gov-

ernment is affected, the reputation o£ prominent attorneys

and a former official of the government is attacked. But
above ail and of paramount importance is the fact that the

integrity of an important branch of the public service is

brought into question. In view of these facts it woi^d
appear that the attorney-general should take cognizance of

the proceedings and give the inves'.igation an official char-

acter. If the charges are sustained and if it be shown that

the Patent Office has been used unlawfully, the public

should know the facts and the department thoroughly re-

organized; if, on the other hand, the charges cannot be
sustained, the acquittal of the persons against whom the

charges have been preferred should receive official endorse-

ment and be given all the weight that this implies. At
any rate the investigation should be conducted thoroughly

and with expedition.

Supplementary consular reports received at Washing-
ton recently furnish additional proof of activity in several

lines of electrical work abroad. The latest advices from
Berlin announce that public interest at the German capital

is centered in the experiments conducted by two Belgian

scientists who are developing a system of electric heating

and welding and the refining of metals by electricity.

Messrs. Lagrange and Hoho in March last exhibited their

new system of welding in practical operation before the

Electro-technical Society of Berlin and, according to the

United States consul whose report describes the experi-

ments, the demonstration was thoroughly satisfactory. The
apparatus employed is described as consisting of a "glass or

porcelain vase provided with a lining of lead connected

with a strong conductor of positive electricity. The vase

is filled to three fourths its capacity with acidulated water.

A pair of iron tongs with insulated handles is attached by
a flexible conductor to the negative pole of an electrical

current generated by an ordinary dynamo." With this

equipment the following phenomenon is produced: "The
electrical current having been switched on, a bar of

wrought iron or other metal is taken up with the tongs and
plunged into the water within the vase. Immediately the

water begins to boil at the point of contact; the immersed
portion of the iron rises quickly to a red, then to a white,

heat, and emits a stream of brilliant white light. In a few
moments the heat becomes so intense that the iron melts

and falls off in bubbles and sparks, leaving a clear, glow-

ing surface in perfect condition for welding. The heating

process has been so rapid that neither the water nor the end

of the bar held within the tongs have been more than

slightly warmed, and, the current being switched off the

bar with its submerged end glowing, may be held in the

naked hand. " It was estimated at Berlin that fully fifty per

cent, of the current was directly utilized as heat. There
are many advantages claimed for this process, which, of

course, can only be determined by practical application to

commercial work. It is said that Krupp & Co. have be-

come interested in the process and have established an ex-

perimental plant at their works.

Another interesting report is presented by the United

States consul at Buda-Pesth, who describes the operation

of the electric railway at that point as giving satisfaction

to the people. It has now been working three years.

Seven miles of track, upon which sixty cars are operated,,

are equipped with an underground conduit system. It is

noted that the only interruption in the service was caused

by unusually heavy falls of snow.

From Pekin the United States minister furnishes some
interesting facts about the Chinese land telegraph system,

which has been joined to the Russian system. The
Chinese system now reaches Ilelarapo in the north, where

the connection is made with the Russian lines; Aichow, in

Hainan, in the south; Wenchuen, in Kirin. in the north-

east; Takao, in Formo.sa, in the southeast; Suchan, in

Kansu, in the northwest; and Zengyueh, close to the

Burmah frontier, in the southwest. The only province

which is not reached by telegraph is Ilunan, which still

remains opposed to all foreign innovations. There are

147 stations scattered throughout the principal provinces.

The service is satisfactory, but the rates are still very high,

and this probably explains to a great degree the fact that

ihc telegraph has not yet come into general use.

On the whole the reports are extremely interesting to

Americans, particularly at this time, when the entire world

is afforded an opportunity to compare American methods

and apparatus with those of other countries.
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Propositions for the Consideration of

the Electrical Congress. '

By E, HusriTALiER.

As a sequel to the article published in our last issue^ od

the rules of electrical nomenclature, we present herewith a

table which groups the principal physical quantities that in-

terest electricians, the symbols which we propose to rep-

resent them in formula, the deiining equation of each of

these quantities, the dimensions of each in the C G. S,

system and in addition the names of the C. G. S. units and

the practical units used to designate them. We could

wish to have added to the table two special columns for

fundamental and practical standards; but this matter, from

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Mechanical QuanlitUs and Dcriv^-d Units.—No change

is proposed, but a single addition is suggested which re-

lates to a physicrd quantity frequently appearing in calcula-

tions upon dielectrics and magnetic phenomena. This

quantity is the ratio of an energy to a volume, Wc pro-

pose to call itvolumic [volumique] energy in order to sug-

gest its origin from the two quantities which appear in its

definition. It is equivalent to a pressure and may be des-

ignated by the same symbol (p). Its C. G. S. unit is the

erg multiplied by the cubic centimeter.

Magnetic Quantities and DerivcdUnits.—We propose an

addition as a designation for a quantity called specihc

magnetism and defined as the ratio of the magnetic mo-

ment of a magnet to its mass. There

291
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accordance with the suggestion of C. E. Guillaumc there

is reason for the systematic adoption of the termination

"ance" for physical magnitudes which do not consti-

tute properties of matter and which vary with mass or
dimensions, and for reserving the termination "ity" for

properties of matter. Specific resistance then becomes
resistibility or resistivity; conductivity, the converse of

resistance.becomes conductance,and what is called specific

conductivity is simply conductivity. In carrying these

changes to the extreme limit, the name capacity wcu'.d be
applied to what has been called hilherto dielectric constant,

inductive capacity or specific inductive capacity, and
actual capacity would assume the name of capacitance.

Table of the Principal Symbols of Physical Quantities and Abbreviations of Units Prepared fop. THK Electrical Congress.
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an international point of view, involves such diflficuities that

it has seemed prudent to reserve it.

Fundamental Quantities and Units.— Despite therecent

excellent works of Ruecker, Ostwald, Williams and others

there is no reason to modify the system of C. G. S. mag-
nitudes and units adopted by the International congress

of i88i, and expanded and completed by subsequent con-

gresses.

Geometric Quantities and Derived Units.—No change

or addition is proposed. The names, definitions, units of

fundamental magnitudes, and of geometric magni
tudes of the C. G. S. system are so well known that it

seems useless to reproduce them in the table.

UIndustrie Etcctrique.

See the Western Electkician, May a 1893.

should be created a special symbol if the

practical use of this physical quantity is to be

extended. Reluctance is the name proposed as a substi-

tute for the expression "magnetic resistance," and the cor-

responding coeflicient will be reluctivity. These two
terms correspond to resistance and resistivity. To be

logical the word permeance, corresponding to conduct-

ance, must be adopted, and permeability, which is today
universally adopted, should be preserved; there seems to

be no reason to change it to inductivity. Permeance is

the converse of resistance and reluctivity the converse of

permeability. We propose the adoption of these e.'^pres-

sious suggested by Guillaume, as their logical formation

has the advantage of introducing method in the coinage

of new expressions.

But in spite of the rationality of such a change wc would
not dare to propose it, for it would modify too j^reatly

expressions universally adopted.

To avoid all confusion, wc propose to call (he ratios of

the capacity of a line to its length, which is

measured practically in microfarads per kilometer,

linear capacity ; we propose to call the product of the in-

sulation resistance of -» line by its length, linear insulation;

and to call the ratio of the resistance of a line to its length

the linear resistance. The expressions formerly used, viz.,

kilometric capacity, kilomctric insulation, and kilomctric

resistance, present the disadvantage of introducing a unit

into the deftoilion of a physical quantity, thus prci,-enting

coherence in the dctJnilion, and necessitating a change in it

when the units are changed. Wc can not too often repeat
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that definitions of physical quantities are and should be

independent of units.

We propose to reserve the n«mc of co-efficient of self-

induction for a magnitude equivalent to a length and defined

as the ratio of a flux of force to the strength of current that

produces it. There should be created special names to

designate the secondary phenomena resulting from the

variation of magnetic permeability, the quantities entering

into which are equivalent to a coefficient of self-induction.

The discussion instigated in the International Society of

Electricians by Blondel and Boucherot will certainly lead

to an understanding on this point.

The agreement to substitute the name Henry for the

word quadrant to designate the practical unit of the co-

efficient of self-induction will be unanimous.
In view of the difficulty of creating a coherent system of

practical magnetic units it seems useless to employ other

units than the C. G. 3. units and to give them special

names. There is no reason for using the words, gilbert

weber, gauss and oersted proposed by the American Insti-

tute of Electrical Engineers to designate respectively

magnetomotive force, magnetic flux, magnetic induction

and magnetic resistance.

AlicrnaUii^ Currents.—We group here all the decisions

made or to be made in respect to establishing an interna-

tional terminology for alternating currents.

The periodic time or period is the interval whieh sepa-

rates two passages in the same direction past the zero point

or the interval between two alternations. Frequency is

the converse of periodic time; it is measured in periods

par second. It will be convenient to create a special word
to designate the factor u = 2 - which is equal to 2 - times

tne frequency. J. A. Fleming calls it pulsation. The
congress conid sanction this designation without going

.amiss.

The effecti%'e current is the square root of the mean
sq'iare of the cuiTcnt.

The effective difference of potential is the square root of

the mean square of the potential difference.

When a circuit is the seat of a periodic electromotive

force, and the elements are a re:istance R, self-induction

Z, and a capacity C, the effective current which traverses

the circuit is equal to the ratio of the effective electro-

motive force to a factor called impedance. By designating

by w, 2 ~ times the frequency or puliation wc have the

sreneral relation.^

R ('

'C

The impedance constitutes the entire radical of this ex-

pression. We propose to give the name reactance to the

factor within the parenthesis, defining it with Boucherot as

a quantity equivalent to a resistance which does not

absorb energy and the square of which added to the square

of the resistance gives the square of theimpedance.

The reactance due to self induction is the product of the

pulsation and the co-efficient of self-induction.

The reactance due to capacity is the converse of the pro-

duct of the pulsation and capacity.

When there is at the same time self induction and capac-

ity the reactance of the whole is the difference of the two
reactances.

-

The name reactance has the advantage over the desig-

nation induc^ance of being more generally applicable to

the actions of induction and capacity.

W^e do not see the necessity of adopting the expression

impressed electromotive force proposed by the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers and defined as the ratio

of the total activity in an electrically conducting circuit to

its instantaneous current strength. With M. Meylan we
fail to realize the usefulness of this new term.

Polyphas-: Currents.—The definitions proposed by the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers lack exactness

and should be modified. It is proposed to call simple al-

ternating currents those in which there is practically

only a single phase. The meaning of this definition

wholly escapes us, for an alternating current in one period

passes by all the phases of which it is susceptible. On
the other hand a simple alternating current generator feed-

ing many derived circuits of which the reactances are

diflereni will prodace many currents whose phases will not

be ID harmony.
The discordances of pha':e of diphase or triphase al-

ternating currents are to be expressed not in degrees but

in fractions of a period.

The expression polyphase should be applied not merely

when there are more than three currents, but also to diphase

and triphase currents.

There is room to complete these propositions by adding
obsen'ations rclaticg to photometry, but the question dots

not seem far enough advanced to warrant us in formu-

lating these matters.

AH the Denver, Colo. , cable street railroads will ulti-

mately be transformed to electric lines. The liroadway

aod the Coifajc avenue lines of the Tramway company will

soon be altered, and the iJcnvcr Cable company expects to

have its new plant in operation in a few days.

Work was begun last week by the Union Railroad com-
pany on the new shore tlcciric read, which is to connect

East Providence, K. I,, with Ilallcck's Point and inter-

mediate stations. The introc'uction of the trolley system

on the east shore of NarraKansctt bay is not only hailed

with delight by the resTdcr.t«i slong the line, tut by the en-

tire population of Providence, The road, when completed,

will open a new pleasure resort, Cresant Park, which will

ondonbtedly be a source of much prcfii to the company and
considerable gratification to Providence pleasure ftcekcrs.

:. 7h« f rcr-cb empk>7 the ^jm\>^\ I where ne oje <, the \aX\nt

a. Tl>« reatun^-c of a capsKity b the ecnvCTse tA \\% p?rtnitMnce,

.icc&rdioz Ut Hea^iside.

Light and Other High Frequency Phe-
nomena.'

By Nikola Tesla.

PART I.

When we look at the world around us, on nature, we
are impressed with its beauty and grandeur. Each thing

we perceive, though it may be vanlshingly small is in

itself a world, that is, like the whole of the visible uni-

verse, matter and force governed by law—a world, the

contemplation of which fills us with feelings of wonder
and irresistibly urges us to ceasless thought and icquiry.

But in all this vast world, of all objects our senses reveal

to us, the most marvelous, the most appealing to our

imagination, appears ro doubt a highly developed organ-

ism, a thinking being. If there is anything fitted to make us

admire nature's handiwork, it is certainly this inconceivable

structure, which performs its innumerable motions in

obedience to external influence. To understand its work
ings, to get a deeper insight into this nature's masterpiece,

has ever been for thinkers a fascinatingaim, and after many
centuries of arduous research men have arrived at a fair

understanding of the functiors of its organs and senses.

Again, in all the perfect harmony of its parts, of the parts

which constitute the material or tangible of our being, of all

its organs and senses, the eye is the most wonderful. It is

the most precious, the most indispensable of our receptive

or directive organs; it is the great gateway through which

all knowledge enters the mind. Of all our organs it is

the one which is in the most intimate relation with that

which we call intellect. So intimate is this relation that

il is often said that the very soul shows itself in the eye.

It can be taken as a fact, which the theory of the action

of the eye implies, that for each external impression, that

is for each image produced upon the retina, the ends of

the visual nerves concerned in the conveyance of the im-

pression to the mind must be under a peculiar stress or in

a vibratory state. It now does not seem improbable that,

when by the power of thought an image is evoked, a dis-

tinct rtfiex action, no matter how weak, is exerted upon
certain ends of the visual nerves, and therefore upon the

retina. Will it ever be within human power to analyze

the condition of the retina when disturbed by thought or

reflex action by the help of some optical or other means
of such sensitiveness that a clear idea of its state might be

gained at any lime? If this were possible, then the prob

lera of reading one's thoughts w th precision, like the

characters of an open book, might be much easier to solve

than many problems belonging to the domain of positive

physical science, in the solution of which many, if not the

majority, of scientific men implicitly believe. Helmholiz

has shown that the fundi of the eyes are themselves lumi-

nous, and he was able to see. in total darkness, the move-

ment of his arm by the light of his own eyes. This is one

of the most remarkable experiments recorded in the history

of science, and probably only a few men could satisfactor-

ily repeat it. for it is very likely that the luminosity of the

eyes is associated with uncommon activity of the brain and
great imaginative power. It is fluorescence ot brain

action, as it were.

Another fact having a bearing on this subject which has

probably been noted by many, since it is stated in popular

expressions, but which I cannot recollect to have found

chronicled as a positive result of observation, is that at

times, when a sudden idea or image presents itself to the

intellect, there is a distinct and sometimes painful sensa-

tion of luminosity produced in the eye, observable even in

broad daylight.

The saying, then, that the soul shows itself in the eye, is

deeply founded, and we feel that it expresses a great truth.

It has a profound meaning even for one who, like a poet

or artist, only following his inborn instinct or love for na-

ture, finds delight in aimless thoughts and in the mere con-

templation of natural phenomena, but a still more pro-

found meaning for one who, in the spirit of positive scien-

tific investigation, seeks to ascertain the causes of the

effects. It is principally the natural philosopher, the

physicist, for whom the eye is the subject of the most in-

tense admiration.

Two facts about the eye must forcibly impress the mind
of the physicist, notwithstanding he may think or say that

it is an imperfect optical instrument, forgetting that the

very conception of that which is perfect, or seems so to

him, has been gained through this same instrument.

Firstly, the eye is, as far as our positive knowledge goes,

the only organ which is directly affected by that subtile

medium which, science teaches us, must fill all space;

secondly, it is the most sensitive of our organs, incom-

parably more sensitive to the external impressions than

any other.

The organ of hearing implies the impact of ponderable

bodies, the organ of smell the transference of detached

material particles, and the organs of taste and of touch or

force the direct contact or at least some interference of

ponderable matter, and this is true even in those instances

of animal organisms, in which some of these organs arc

developed to a degree of truly marvelous perfection. This

being so, it seems wonderful that the organ ol sight solely

should be capable of being stirred by that which all our

other organs arc powerless to detect, which yet plays an

essential part in all natural phenomena, which transmits

all energy and sustainsall motionand, that most intricate of

all. life, but which has properties such that even a fcicn-

tifically trained mind cannot help drawing a distinction

bctwten it and all that is called matter. Considering

merely this, and the fact that the eye, by its marvelous

power, widens our otherwise very narrow range of

perception far bc)Ond the limits of the small world

which is our own, to embrace myriads of other worlds,

suns and stars in the infinite depths of the universe,

would make it justifiable to assert that it is an or-

I, A leclure delivered before the Franklin Inntitutc i»l I'hiUdel-

phb, Kebfiiary 34, i^^^, anri before the National KIcctric LiKtit

aMociatioD at St. Louis, Mo„ March 1, 1893.

gan of a higher order. Its performances are beyond
comprehension. Nature as far as we know never produced
anything more wonderful. We can get barely a faint

idea of its prodigious power by analyzing what it does and
by comparing. When either waves impinge upon the

human body, they produce the sensations of warmth or

cold, pleasure or pain, or perhaps other sensations of

which we are not aware, and any degree or intensity of

these sensations, which degrees are infinite in number,
hence an infinite number of distinct sensations. But our

sense of touch or our sense of force cannot reveal to us

these differences in degree or intensity, unless they are'

very great. Now we can readily conceive how an
organism, such as the human in the eternal process of

evolution, or, more philosophically speaking, adaptation

to na'ure, being constrained to the use of only the

sense of touch or force, for instance, might develop

this sense to such a degree of sensitiveness or per-

fection that it would be capable of distinguish-

ing the minutest differences in the temperaiure of a body
even at some distance, to a hundredth or thousandth or

millionth part of a degree. Yet even this apparently im-

possible performance would not begin to compare with that

of the eye, which is capable of distinguishing and convey-

ing to the mind in a single instant innumerable peculiarities

of the body, be it in form or color or other respects. This
power of the eye rests upf^n two things, namely, the rec-

tilinear propagation of the disturbance by which it is

affected, and upon its sensitiveness. To say that the eye is

sensitive is not saying anything. Compared with it, all

other organs are monstrously crude. The organ of smell

which guides a dog on the trail of a deer, the organ of

touch or force which guides an insect in its wanderings, the

organ of hearing, which is affected by the slightest dis-

turbances of the air, are sensitive organs, to be sure, but

what are they compared with the human eye! No doubt it

responds to the faintest echoes or reverberations of the

medium; no doubt, it brings us tidings from other worlds,

infinitely remote, but in a language we cannot as yet always
undtrstand. And why not? Because we live in a

medium filled with air and other gases, vapors and a dense
mass of solid particles flying about. These play an im-

portant part in many phenomena; they fritter away the

energv of the vibrations l^efore they can reach the eye; they

too are the carriers of germs of destruction; they get into

our lungs and other organs, clog up the channels and im-
perceptibly yet inevitably arrest the stream of life. Could
we but do away with all ponderable matter in the line of

sight of the telescope, it would reveal to us undreamt-of
marvels. Even the unaided eye, 1 think, would be capable

of distinguishing in the pure medium small objects at dis-

tances measured probably by hundreds or perhaps thou-
sands of miles.

But there is something else about the eye which impresses

us still more than these wonderful iealures which we
observe, viewing it from the standpoint of a physicist,

merely as an optical instrument—something which appeals

to us more than its marvelous faculty of being directly af-

fected by the vibrations of the medium, without interference

of gross matter, and more than its inconceivable sensitive-

ness and discerning power. It is its significance in the

processes of life. No matter what one's views on nature

and life may be, he must stand amazed when, for the first

time in his thoughts, he realizes the importance of the eye

in the physical processes and mental performances of the

human organism. And how could it be otherwise, when
he realizes, that the eye is the means through which the

human race has acquired the entire knowledge it pos-

sesses, that it controls all our motions, more still, all our

actions.

There is no way of acquiring knowledge except through

the eye. What is the foundation of all philosophical sys-

tem? of ancient and modern times, in fact of all the philos-

ophy of mail? lain, I think; I think, therefore I am.
But how could I think and how would I know that I exist,

if I had not the eye? For knowledge involves conscious-

ness; consciousness involves ideas, conceptions; concep-

tions involve pictures or images, and images, the sense of

vision, and therefore the organ of sight. But how about

blind men, will be asked? Yes, a blind ' man may depict

in magnificent poems forms and scenes from real life, from
a world he physically does not see. A blind man may
touch the keys of an instrument with unerring precision,

may build the fastest boat, may discover and invent, cal-

culate and construct, may do still greater wonders
—but all the blind men who have done such

things have descended frcm those who had seeing

eyes- Nature may reach the same result in many ways.

Like a wave in the physical world, in the infinite ocean

of the medium which pervades all, ;o in the world of

organisms, in life, an impulse started proceeds onward, at

times, may be, with the speed of light, at times, again, so

slowly that foi ages and ages it seems to stay, passing

through processes of a complexity inconceivable to men,

but in all its forms, in all its stages, its energy ever and

ever integrally present. A single ray of light from a dis-

tant star falling upon the eye of a tyrant in bygone times

may have altered the course of his life, may have changed

the destiny of nations, may have transformed the surface

of the globe, so intricate, so inconceivably complex are the

the processes in Nature, In no way can we get such an

overwhelming idea of the grandeur of Nature, than when
wc consider, that in accordance with the law of the con-

servation of cner^^y, throughout the Infinite, the forces are

in a perfect balance, and hence the energy of a single

thought may dttcrminc the motion of a universe. It is

not necessary that cvsry individual, not even that every

generation or many generations, should have the physical

instrument of sight, in order to be able to form images

and to think, that is, form ideas or conceptions; but

sometime oroiher during the process of evolution, the

eye certainly must have existed, else thought, as wc un-

derstand it, would be impossible; else conceptions, like

spirit, intellect, mind, call it as you may, could not exist.

It is conceivable that in some other world, in some
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other beings, the eye is replaced by a different organ,

equally or more perfect, but these beings cannot be men.
Now what prompts us to all voluntary motions and ac-

tions of any kind? Again the eye. If I am conscious of

the motion, I must have an idea or conception, that is, an
image, therefore the eye. If I am not precisely conscious

of the motion, it is because the images are vague or in-

distinct, being blurred by the superimposition of many.

But when I perform the motion, does the impulse which
prompts me to the action come from within or from with-

out? The greatest physicists have not disdained to endeavor

to answer this and similar questions and have at times

abandoned themselves to the delights of pure and unre-

strained thought. Such questions are generally considered

not to belong to ihe realm of positive physical science, but

will before long be annexed to its domain. Helmhollz has

probably thought more on life than any modern scientist.

Lord Kelvin expressed his belief that life's process is elec-

trical and that there is a force inherent to the organism

and determining its motions. Just as much as I am con-

vinced of any physical truth I am convinced that

the motive impulse must come from the outside.

For, consider the lowest organism we know—and there are

probably many lower ones— in aggregation of a few cells

only. If it is capable of voluntary motion it can

perform an infinite number of motions, all

definite and precise. But now a mechanism consisting

of a finite number of parts, and few at that, cannot perform

an infinite number of definite motions, hence the impulses

which govern its movements must come from the environ-

ment. So. the atom, the ulterior element of the universe's

sttucture, is tossed about in space eternally, a play to ex-

ternal influences, like a float in a troubled sea. Were it to

stop its motion it would die. Matter at rest, if such a

thing could exist, would be matter dead. Death of matter'

Never has a sentence of deeper philosophical meaning
been uttered. This is the way in which Prof. Dewar
forcibly expresses it in the description of his admirable ex-

periments, in which liquid oxygen is handled as one
handles water, and air at ordinary pressure is made to con-

dense and even to solidify by the intense cold—experi-
ments, which serve to illustrate, in his language, the last

feeble manifestations of life, the last quiverings of matter

about to die. But human eyes shall not witness such

death. There is no death of matter, for throughout the

infinite universe all has to move, to vibrate, that is, to

live.

I have made the preceding statements at the peril of

treading upon metaphysical ground in my desire to intro

duce the subject of this lecture in a manner not altogether

uninteresting, I may hope, to an audience such as I have

the honor to address. But now then, returning to the

subject, this divine organ of sight, this indispensable in-

strument for thought and all intellectual enjoyment, which
lays open to us the marvels of this universe, through
which we have acquired what knowledge we possess, and
which prompts us to, and contro's, all our physical and
mental activity—by what is it affected? By light! What
is light?

We have witnessed the great strides which have been
made in all departments ot science in recent years. So
great have been the advances that we cannot tefrain from
asking ourselves: Is this all true, or is it but a dream?
Centuries ago men have lived, have thought, discovered,

invented, and have believed that they were soaring, while

they were merely proceeding at a snail's pace. So we too
may be mistaken. But taking the truth of the

observed events as one of the implied facts of

science, we must rejoice in the immense prog-

ress already made and still more in the

anticipation of what must come, judging from the possibili-

ties opened up by modern research. There is, however,
an advance which we have been witnessing, which must be
particularly gratifying to every lover of progress. It is not
a discovery, or an invention, or an achievement in any
particular direction. It is an advance in all directions of

scientific thought and experiment. I mean the generaliza-

tion of the natural forces of phenomena, the looming up
of a certain broad idea on the scientific horizon. It is this

idea which has, however, long ago taken possession of the

most advanced minds, to which 1 desire to call your atten-

tion and which I intend to illustrate, in a general way, in

these experiments, as the first step in answering the ques-

tion "What is light?" and to realize the modern meaning
of this word.

It is beyond the scope of my lecture to dwell upon the

subject of light in general, my object being merely to bring
presently to your notice a certain class of light effects and
a number of phenomena observed in pursuing the study of

these effects. But to be consistent in my remarks it is

necessary to state that according to that idea, now accepted
by the majority of scientific men as a positive result of
theoretical and experimental investigation, the various

forms or manifestations of energy which were generally
designated as "electric" or more precisely "electro-mag-
netic" are energy manifestations of the same nature as

those of radiant heat and light. Therefore the phenomena
of light and heat and others besides these may be called

electrical phenomena. Thus electrical science has become
the mother science of all and its study has become all

important. The day when we shall know exactly
what "electricity" is will chronicle an event prob-
ably greater, more important than any other recorded
in the history of the human race. The time will come
when the comfort, the very existence perhaps, of man will

depend upon that wonderful agent. Kor our existence
and comfort we require heat, light and mechanical power.
How do we now get ail these? We get them from fuel,

we get them by consuming material. What will man do'

when the forests disappear, when the coal fields are ex-

hausted ? Only one thing, according to our present
knowledge will remain; that is, to transmit power at great
distances. Men will go to waterfalls, to the tides, which
are the stores of an infinitesimal part of nature's immeas-
urable energy. There will they harness the energy and

transmit the same to their settlements, to warm their

homes by, to give them light, and to ktep their obedient

slaves, the machines, toiling. Hut how will they transmit

this energy if not by electricity ? Judge then, if the com-
fort, nay, the very existence, of man w.Il not depend on
electricity. I am aware that this view is not that of a

practical engineer, but neither is it that of an illusionist,

for it is certain that power tiansmission, which at present

is merely a stimulus to enterprise, will some day be a dire

necessity.

It is more important for the s'udent, who takes up the

study of light phenomena to make himself thoroughly ac-

quainted with certain modern views, than to peruse entire

books on the subject of light itself, as disconnected from
these views. Were I therefore to make these Hemonstra-
tions before students seeking information—and .'or the

sake of the few of those who may be present, give me
leave to so assume— it would be my principal endeavor to

impress these views upon their minds in this series of ex-

periments.

It m'ght be sufficient for this purpose to perform a sitc-

ple and well-known experiment. I might take a familiar

appliance, a Ley den jar, charge it from a frictional

machine, and then discharge it. In explaining to you its

permanent state when charged and its transitory condi-

tion when discharging, calling your attention to the

forces which enter into play and to the various phenomena
they produce, and pointing out the relation of the forces

and phenomena, I might fully succeed in illustrating that

modern idea. No d-^ubt. to the thinker, this simp'e
experiment would appeal as much as the most magnificent

display. But this is to be an experimental demonstra-
tion, and one which should possess instructive as well as

entertaining features, and as such a simple experiment,

like the one cited, would not go very far toward the

attainment of the lecturer's aim. I must therefore choose
another way of illustrating, more spectacular certainly, but

perhaps also more instructive. Instead of the frictional

machine and Leyden jar, I shall avail myself in these ex-

periments of an induction coil of peculiar properties,

which was described in detail by me in a lecture before the

London Institution of Electrical Engineers, in February,

1892. This induction coil is capable of yielding currents

of enormous potential differences, alternating with extreme
rapidity. With this apparatus I shall endeavor to show
you three distinct classes of effects, or phenomena, and it

is my desire that each experiment, while serving for the

purposes of illustration, should at the same time teach us

some novel truth, or show us some novel aspect of this

fascinating science. But before duing this, it seems proper
and useful to dwell upon the apparatus employed, and
method of obtaining the high poientialsand high frequency
currents which are made use of in these experiments.

General Electric Company's New Street
Railway Motor.

The new motor known as "G. E. 800'' which the Gen-

eral Electric company has just placed on the market, and

which is illustrated in the accompanying cuts, is a four-

pole motor, the principal characteristic of which is that it

is a lighter street railway motor for a given output than

has been heretofore employed. The matter of reduction

of weight has been studied with considerable care, and this

motor is even lighter than the 15 horse power motor for-

merly sold by the General Electric company. In suspend-

ing the motor on the cross frame of the truck it will be so

hung that only 500 pounds of its weight will bear directly

on the axle. From this it will readily be seen that the dead

blow delivered from the axle to the truck is greatly re-

duced when comparison is made with the work of other

motors.

The working parts are easily accessible, as seen by refer-

ence to Fig. r, which presents a front view. The aper-

ture necessary for the purpose of inspection, cleaning, etc
,

is so designed that, when closed, those parts which could

be damaged by water, the brush holders, commutator,

armature and field spools, are so entirely enclosed in a

water-tight box that the entire motor could be immersed in

water and still operate as under normal conditions. This

closing of the motor so as to make it water and dust-proof

has been rendered possible by its superior design and the

liberal use of copper and the best grade of steel in its con-

struction, whereby the heat generated in the motor has

been materially reduced. The motor, even closed up as it

is, a representation of which is given in the side view.

Fig. 2. runs much cooler than previous motors that were

entirely exposed. It can be taken apart with the utmost

facility. The top frame is hinged on the lower frame,

and with its proper parts weighs only 350 pounds. On the

removal of only two bolts it can be thrown back com-

pletely out of the way of the armature, or by the removal

of the hinge pins the top frame can be lifted into the car,

or by moving the nose plate forward the motor can be

swung upon the ring axle as a hinge, so as to be accessible

from the pit, the top field then being swung on its hinges

still lower into the pit, in which position the armature and

field spools can be easily removed; or by the removal of the

top of the gear case and two axle caps the motor can be

lowered as a whole into the pit. The armature is short

and can be lifted through an ordinary trap door. It will

thus be seen that the motor can be handled either inside

the car or from without with almost equal facility. On

opening the lid over the commutator easy access is had to

the whole width of the commutator and brush holders, the
latter being of the simplest possible construction, and
easily operated. There is also plenty of space to permit of

the pit of the motor bsing reached. The construction is

such that it is practically impossible for any grease to

get inside of the motor.

The armature is similar to that used on the W. P.

motors, and is made both in the Gramme ring armatare

and in the drum form. The drum winding has been care-

fully studied, and the many objections to the various kinds

of drum windings that have from time to lime been put

upon the market have been carefully guarded against. A
thorough trial has demonstrated that the drum winding of

this motor can be relied upon. It will be free from the

FIG 2. GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY S NEW STREET
R.\IL\VAY MOTOR.

danger ol burning out at the ends, heretofore common
with this kind of winding. The Gramme armature and

drum armature are interchangeable.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, May 27.—It is a healthy sign that the

citizens of New York are beginning to indicate an inten-

tion to formulate a p.-actical protest against the farce that

has been carried on under the pretence of providing rapid

transit for the city. The people of the upper portion of

the city have become thoroughly amused on the subject,

and have resolved to hold a mass meeting on Monday
night at Madison Hall to give expression to their sentiments

regarding the course thus far taken by the Rapid Transit

commission. The meeting is expected to take the form

of an immense popular demonstration, and will be ad-

dressed by some of the leading citizens. The failure of

the negotiations between the Rapid Transit commission

and the Manhattan Railway company leaves the matter of

rapid transit in the same position that it occupied when
the commission was first appointed, and the long suffering

victims of the delay have determined to take the matter in

FIG. I. GENERAL ELECTRIC COMiAN. - •. ,, STREKT
RAILWAY MOTOR.

their own hands, and by an overwhelming popular expres-

sion give the public an opportunity to know just where

they stand at the present juncture. It is understood that

resolutions will be passed at the meeting asking for the

resignation of certain members of the commission. This

demonstration will be strongly supported by the most in-

fluential section of the city press. The Sut: has not hesi-

tated to charge J. II. Starin and E. L. Bushc. members of

the commission, with being actuated by improper or mis-

understood motives in standing out against the requests of

the Manhattan company, and a monster petition is being

circulated up town, and generally signed, asking the

mayor to remove the two commissioners on the grounds

"of incompetence and neglect of duty, and for fail-

ure to perform the duties of their office.

"

and to appoint in their place '*mea competent and
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willing to faithfully, and with reasonable expedition and

ecouomy, perform the duties of the Rapid Transit com-

mission for this ciiy, who will act in the interest of the

people only." Various new schemes may be expected to

be placed before the commission. One of these has al-

ready been outlined, and is said to be backed by Thomas

Breen. Mr. Breen proposes a viaduct, and is ready to

prove his good faith by showing his ability to control

$10,000,000, and to deposit with the city as a guaranty

of the performance of any contract he may undertake

^1,000,000 in cash. He proposes to build a si.x-track

railway, two tracks for local business, two for express busi-

ness, and two for freight, and to erect elevators at each

station to carry passengers from the street. The road is

to cost $g5,ooo,noo. and to extend from the Battery to

Peekskill. Although the road would carry heavy engines,

they would condense their steam and burn their own

smoke, and the assurance is given that occupants of ad-

joining property would not be annoyed by the noise or

concussion of the trains.

The arbitration on the qaestion of extra fare on the

special World's Fair train to Chicago was closed yesterday.

A decision was rendered requiring the New York Central

to charge but f6 extra on this train, which is $4 less than

was originally proposed. Persons who desire to go to

Chicago on this twenty hour train, therefore, will be

obliged to pay $31 each way. That figure includes the

regular tirs'.-class fare of l^o, the Wagner sleeping-berth

fare of $5 and the extra fare of $6. At 3 o'clock to-

morrow afternoon the "Espositson flier" will start on its

first regular trip, and is scheduled to reach Chicago about

10 o'clock on Monday forenoon.

An epidemic of strikes among electrical workmen seems

to have set in. The workmen in the Thomson-Houston

Electric Works have demanded fifty-eight hours' pay for a

week of fifty-four hours. The manager of the works posted

a proposition to the men that they should work nine hours

a day, including Saturday, or ten hours five days a week

and a half-holiday Saturday, and he refused to pay the

same wages for shorter time. A mass meeting of the men

held on Thursday night was unanimously in favor of in-

sisting on their first demands. It is said that unless these

demands are conceded, a general strike involving 4,000

men will be ordered.

When the strike of the employes of H. Ward Leonard

& Co. occurred two weeks ago, the Electrical Contractors

association, which employs nearly five hundred men. in-

formed the union that if the strike were not declared off the

members of the association would discharge all the union

men. As the strike continued, the association advertised

in several of the morning papers for non-union men. The

situation, as defined by Mr. Leonard, is said to be as

follows: The association has made up its mind to employ

non-union men. After the strike a year ago, a contract was

entered into between the firms and the union, the terms of

which could not be terminated without six months' notice

in writing. In this contract the association was permitted

to retain the non-union men employed during the strike.

It was also agreed that all disputes between men, bosses

and contractors should be settled by arbitration. Now the

unioa leaders decline to arbitrate, and repudiate their con-

tract. In order to test the action of the association they

decided to strike, and about two weeks ago ordered the

men ont. The major part of the linemen, however, finding

they had no support among other trades, declined to go

out. The leaders of the union now want the association to

discharge the non-union men who were employed during

the strike a year ago, and also to discharge men who are

in arrears to the union. The whole trouble seems to arise

not from a difficulty of wages or hours, but simply that the

anion has found that the contract is not all that was ex-

pected of it, and it wants to terminate it and have a new

one without waitinjj the full six months. In advertising

for non-union workmen, the association indicates its inten-

tion of ronoing its business in spite of intimidation in the

fotnre.

An ioddeot occurred recently that shows the omnipres-

ence and industry of the representatives of the daily pres.s,

A meeting of the Laryngological section of the Academy of

Medicine was held on Thursday evening. At the meet-

ings of the respective sections of the Academy it is the

custom for some member to read a paper or make a fev/

remarks on a subject likely to be of special or timely inter-

est, and on this occasion Dr.Wendell rhil!ips,a leading au-

thority on the treatment of the throat, nose and ear, showed

the assembly what cvuld be done in the way of throwin;f;

the rays of an electric light into different parts of the

head, so that morbid processes could be detected. The

speaker thought his audience was restricted to his profes-

stooal bretbreo, innocent that among them was "a chiel

takiQ* notes." A reporter had strayed in, and the next

morning the Sim had a paragraph telling of the wondrous

way in which the ruddy light had been made to shine

through the cheeks and eyes of a boy who had been ex-

perimented upon. It was only a few lines, but it was

quite enough to bring an inundation of reporters to the

consulting room of the unfortunate doctor, who little knew

the hornets' nest he had got into. He told them the

simple story of transillumination by means of the electric

lamp, as it has been long practiced by the medical pro-

fession, but the various versions of the process that were

detailed in the evening papers did more credit to the in-

genuity of the reporters than to their scientific accuracy.

The doctor has had a rough time at his clinic, of which he

stands at the head, ever since, and his coadjutors twit him,

half in joke and half in earnest, with laying a trap for an

advertisement. Fortunately, however, his reputation

places him above any such suspicion. He is known to be

a conscientious worker, alive to the importance of the

most approved scientific methods in electro-therapeutics,

and that a ivide-awake press has been the means of bring-

ing that fact into prominence outside the circle for which

his remarks and illustrations were intended can only be

regarded with satisfaction. W. F. O.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, May 27.—Supt. C. P. Wainman of the

Northwestern Telephone company will visit Grand Forks,

N. D., with the view of investigating the feasibility of

constructing a line that shall afford Reynolds and other

towns on the Great Northern line telephone connection

with that city. Supt. Wainman estimates the cost of con-

struction at $100 per mile.

The formal opening of the electric street car line at

Brainerd, Minn., occurred recently. Citizens tendered C.

N. Parker, the owner, an ovation, and were in turn given

a trip over the three and a half miles of road with a band in

attendance. The line runs from the south end of Sixth

street to Rice Lake, where the Northern Mills company's

works are located, and which is also the terminus of the

Brainerd & Northern Minnesota railroad. The proprietor

has expended $50,000 in the construction of the line.

More discharges in the Western Union Telegraph of-

fices in Minneapolis and St. Paul has caused commotion.

Fifteen operators have been dismissed during the past two

months. Various reasons are given and rumored. In

some cases the report that it was due to union matters is

denied by the company's officials, who say that the men's^

work is not satisfactory.

A movement to put in a telephone system at Little Falls,

Minn., is again being made. Thomas Bailey is taking an

active part in the work. He expects to obtain 50 sub-

scribers at $3.50 a month each.

It has been suggested that it would be an excellent idea to

put ten or a dozen arc lights on the top of the big chimney

being erected at the new electric light power house at Du-

luth. It is claimed that that number of lights on the

smokestack would light not only the harbor and railroad

yards in that vicinity, but the canal as well, and would

serve as an excellent beacon light for vessels at night.

The Brush Electric company of Minneapolis is increas-

ing its plant at Third avenue north and the river, and has

awarded the Cooley & Vater company of this city the con-

tract for installing a 1,200 horse power compound con-

densing Corliss engine, which will be the largest engine,

it is believed, in the Northwest.

The citizens of Minneapolis are to be provided with

ample and increased street car facilities this summer.

The company has had built 85 open cars and 30 new cars

for the interurban line. The new cars will be somewhat

larger than the ones now in use and constructed after the

most approved modern pattern, being attractive in appear-

ance and having all the modern conveniences.

Anoka, Minn., is having trouble with the company that

supplies the place with light and water, and it is expected

that a bill of $3,000 for such services will be contested in

the courts. The company is controlled by Mr, Sykes of

Minneapolis.

A large number of people gathered at the .store adjoin-

ing the electric light office at Great Falls, Mont., in re-

sponse to an invitation from Superintendent Dickenson to

witness a practical trial of electric cooking and heating

apparatus. Among the different utensils to be seen in

operation were a bake oven, broiler, chafing dish, stew

pan, tea keetic, coffee pot, tea pot, pancake griddle, beat-

ing disc, water heater, fiat-iron, curling iron, sewing ma-

chine motor, fan motor, glue pot and a room heater. The
experiments were all successful and aroused great interest.

Another stage has been reached in the legal fight between

the Winnepcg Street Railway company and the electric rail-

way company which has recently commenced operations.

The former, which has been established for'thc last ten

years, claims to have been given exclusive rights to the

streets by the city council. The first case came before the

Court of Queen's Bench, which decision was favorable to

the new electric company. An appeal was taken to the

full Supreme Court of Manitoba, the judges of which unani-

mously ruled that the city council had no power to grant

a monopoly of the streets, and holding that the new com-

pany could not be interfered with. The solicitors of the

defendant corporation at once filed notice that they would

take an appeal to the privy council of England. The new
company includes among its directors President Van Home
of the Canadian Pacific road.

Both branches of the St. Paul local legislature have fi-

nally passed a street railway ordinance, which seems to be

a solution of the situation. The mayor has signed it, and
all that remains is the approval of the street car people. It is

believed that they will accept it. The only change from the

last ordinance is a requirement that the East Seventh street

cable be changed to an electric line and be joined with the

West Seventh street line by September 1, 1895, and the

further requirement that the Maria avenue line shall be
operated to Robert street by that date. As President

Lowry has indicated a desire to do this, it is presumed
that the amendments will be satisfactory.

Work has been begun on the electric light building at

Spring Valley, Minn.

A Minneapolis alderman has a proposition which he
threatens to bring before the council. He proposes to tax

street cars at the ra'e of $25 per car annually. There are

619 cars now in operation, and this proposition, if it goes

through, will cost the company annually $15,475.

The Red Wing Gas & Electric Light company has elected

the following named officers; President, T. B. Sheldon;

vice-president, John Hack; secretary and treasurer, W. H.
Putnam; general manager, J. C. Pierce; superintendent,

John Nelson.

The new electric plant at Cumberiand, Wis., works
well, and there is talk of extending the wires over the

entire city.

The Livingston, Mont., Electric Light company is ar-

ranging to consolidate its water and steam power plants.

An addition to the power house west of the city will be

erected at once.

Motorman Charles Engdahl of West Superior, Wis.,

has been arrested charged with criminal negligence

amounting to manslaughter. The warrant was sworn out

by the relative of a child that was run over and killed.

Engdahl is held at $1,000 bail.

The Waseca, Minn., city council has ordered a special

election for voting on a proposition to bond the city for an

electric light plant. The sentiment of the city is almost

unanimously in favor of the project, it is stated.

At Chippewa Falls, Wis., the jury in the case of A. John-

son against the Wisconsin Telephone company brought

in a verdict in favor of the plaintiff and awarded damages
to the amount of $9,258.73. The suit was to recover

damages for a barn that was burned. A bolt of lightning

followed one of the wires, which was strung over the roof

of the barn. The case was tried twice before, but the jury

disagreed.

The council at Valley City, N. D., has passed an ordi-

nance granting a twelve-year electric light franchise to

Amundson & Sandbeck. The plant is to be put into op-

eration within six months, and if not the franchise will be

revoked.

At La Crosse, Wis., material has been received and

preparations have been made for transforming the

street car system from horse power to electricity. The
Thomson-Houston system has been adopted and the power

plant will have two dynamos of 135 horse power each, and

they will be of the multipolar type. The cars have been

made by the St. Louis Car company, and are ready for

shipment. N. L. P.

PERSONAL.
President Elias E. Ries, of the Ries Electric Specialty

company of Baltimore, was a visitor at the New York
office of the Westkkn Electrician last week.

M. M. Ilaydcn, of the Laws Battery company of New
York, left last week on an extended tour through the
West, in the interest of his company. le will not return
until fall.

Ralph L. ShainwaUl, president of the Standard Paint
company, New York, is now in Chicago. Mr. Shainwald
is visiting the World's Fair and combining business with
pleasure.

.Secretary H. M. Nichols, of the Redding lOlcctric com-
pany of Boston, Mass., was in New York last week on a
trip through tliat state, where he closed several large or-

ders for the many specialties which this company manu-
factures.

J, B, Wethrcll, who has been an assistant to Lieut Badt,
in the mining department of the western office of the
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General Electric company, has accepted a position with

the Chicago Edison company and is now associated with

L. A. Ferguson in isolated lighting work.

The electrical fraternity will be interested to know that

C. A. Daigh has accepted a position as general sales

agent for the Siemens & Halskc Electric company. Mr.

Daigh's headquarters will be at the Chicago olfice of the

company in the Monadnock building. The Siemens i*^

Halske company is to be congratulated upon obtaining so

energetic and pushing a man as Mr. Daigh.

J. A. Seely, C. O. Baker and C. A. Bragg of New
Vork are planning a dinner of the planked shad style as

a compliment to James I. Ayer of St. Louis, who is ex-

pected East in a few weeks, as a small recognition of the

many courtesies extended to eastern men in St. Louis at the

recent electric light convention, when he was the president

of the association. The dinner will take place at Glouces-

ter, N. J.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Boulder Electric Power company, Creighton, Neb., and

Independence. Mont.; capital stock, $500,000; to do a

general electric power business.

Electrical & Mechanical Manufacturing company, New
York, N. Y , capital stock, |i5,ooo; to manufacture and

sell electrical and mechanical apparatus.

College Hill Electric Railway company. Cincinnati. O ;

capital stock, $10,000; building and operating an electric

railway; C. B. Matthews. Cincinnati, O.

Towanda Traction company. Towanda, Pa.; capital

stock, $42,000; constructing and operating an electric rail-

way in Bradford county. Pa-; James H. Codding, To-

wanda, Pa-

Bar Harbor Electric Light company, Portland. Me.;

capital stock, $75,000; to manufacture and deal in gas and

electricity for heat, light and power; H. and H. B. Cleaver,

Portland, Me.

Electrical Supply &: Construction company. Kansas

City, Kan.; capital slock, $10,000, to buy, sell, handle

and manufacture supplies, equipments and appliances for

electric light, power, etc.

Hillsboro Water, Light & Power company, Hillsboro,

Tex. ; capital stock. $50,000; to supply the public with

light and power by electricity and also with water; I). M.
Crosthwait, Hillsboro, Tex.

Peoria Street Railway company, Peoria, 111.; capital

stock, $100,000; to build, operate and maintain electric

street railway in the county of Peoria, 111.; Arthur Keith-

ley, 205 Y. M. C. A. building, Peoria, III.

Electric Light & Power company of Sayre, Pa., Sayre.

Pa.; capital stock. .$3000; furnishing light, heat and

power by electricity to the public in Sayre, Bradford

county, Pa.; H. F- Maynard, Athens, Pa.

Tioga Point Electric Light & Power company. Athens.

Pa ; capital stock, $3,000; furnishing light, heat and
power by electricity to the public in Athens, Bradford

county, Pa.; H. F. Maynard, Athens, Pa.

Alleghany Valley Heat, Light & Power company, New
Kensington, Pa.; capital stock, $15,000, manufacturing

and supplying light, heat or power to the public at New
Kensington. Pa.; John T. Reeves, Beaver Falls, Pa.

Mount Pleasant & Hammondville Electric Street Rail-

way company, Mount Pleasant, Pa.; capital stock, $18,-

000; constructing and operating an electric railway in

Fayette county, Pa.; I.J. McWilliaras, Mount Pleasant,

Pa.

Calkins Electric Burner company of Illinois, Chicago,

III.; capital stock, $120, coo; to manufacture and deal in

heating and cooking apparatus and appliances, to operate oil

wells, refine, use and sell oil, etc;Warren & Cox, 115 Dear-

born street. Chicago, 111.

Red Bank Electric Light & Power company, Red Bank,

N. J.; capital stock, $50,000; to purchase, construct, main-

tain and operate works for the supply and distribution of

electricity for electric light, heat and power, etc.; George
M. Lane, Asbury Park, N. J.

Beverly & Edgewater Park Electric Light & Power com-
pany, Beverly, N, J.; capital stock, $30,000; to construct,

m.aintain and operate works for the supply and distribu-

tion of electricity for electric light, heat and power
George M. Lane, Asbury Park, N. J.

Muncie Electrical Railway company, Muncie, Ind.

;

capital stock, $200,000; constructing, maintaining and
operating by means of electricity or other motive power,
lines of street railway in Muncie, Ind., and in neighboring

cities and towns, and also to dispose of electricity for

lighting, power and other purposes; Muncie Electrical

Railway company, Muncie, Ind.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Washington, N. J., is to have an electric light plant.

Port Washington, Wis., is to be lighted by electricity.

The Mountain Electric company will put in a plant to

light the city of Trinidad, Colo.

The people of Danvers, Mass.. have authorized the com-
mon council to put in a municipal lighting plant.

Iroquois, Ont., suffered the loss of its electric light

plant a few weeks ago. The loss is estimated from $6,000
to $10,000, covered by insurance.

The city council of Rome, N. Y., has instructed the

mayor to appoint a committee of three to investigate as to

the advisability of establishing a municipal electric light

system.

Edgewater. N. Y., has advertised for bids for lighting

the streets for one year from sunset to sunrise, New York
City schedule, with incandescent lamps of 25 candle

power or gas of the same power.

Representatives of various electric companies having

plants in Myde Park. Chicago, called upon the commis-
sioner of public works and the corporation counsel last

week and notified them that they had agreed among them-
selves to take down all the poles in the district except one
line on each street. The agreement was ratified by the

corporation counsel.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
An electric railway is projected from Falls Church to

Washington, D. C.

An electric road is to be built to connect Trenton and
Bardentown, New Jersey.

The Oakland avenue line in Lyons, Iowa., is to be

equipped for electrical service.

An electric railway for passenger traffic is to be con-

structed from Douglas to Laxey in the Isle of Man.

An electric railway is projected from Northeast Balti-

more to Lake Montebello, a distance of about five miles.

Rights of way are being secured for an electric railway

between Youngstown via Hubbard and Brookfield to

Sharon, O.

A company has been organized to build an electric rail-

way 12 miles in length to connect Manor, Pa., with out-

lying towns.

The Houston City. Tex., Street Railway company is to

extend its electric lines to the Volksfest grounds, through
Lubbock Grove.

The electric system of the Mobile Street Railway com-
pany will be completed and the road opened for traffic

about August ist.

A movement is on foot to build an electric railway run-

ning from Lenoir. N. C, to Blowing Rock. It is estimated

the proposed enterprise will cost $350,000.

It is stated that an electric railroad from Indianapolis

to Maryinsville, Ind., a distance of 30 miles, is projected

by a company that has filed articles of incorporation.

The Buffalo & Tonawanda Electric Railway company,
Buffalo, N. Y., has obtained the right of way to build and
operate an electric railway line from Buffalo to Niagara
Falls.

The Wissahickon, Pa., Electric Railway company has

madea contract for the electric railway to be shortly put

into operation in Manayunk, Wissahickon and Rox-
borough.

The officers of the Sandlake Plank Road company are

negotiating with New York capitalists with a view of

constructing an electric railway from Albany, N. Y., to

Sandlake.

The Delaware & Schuylkill Electric Railway company
has applied to the city council for the light to lay tracks

in three wards in Philadelphia and to operate the road by
the trolley system.

Chas. D. Jones and A. R. Bliss of the Consolidated

Electric company have effected an arrangement with the

Canada Electric company for the purchase of its entire

electrical manufacturing equipment.

The General Electric company has secured the tempo-
rary use of the Crescent Beach loop of the Boston and Maine
railroad for the purpose of carrying out a series of experi-

ments relative to the application of electricity to steam
roads.

The street railway company of Kingston, Ont., is ap-

plying to the Ontario Legislature for an amendment to its

charter. The company asks for permission to use elec-

tricity, to alter its gauge, and to run its lines on new
streets.

The Vicksburg Street Railway company, Vicksburg,

Miss., and the Hill City Electric Light company have
effected a consolidation, which is understood to be a pre-

liminary step towards the building of an nxtensive system
of electric railway.

The county commissioners of Huron county, C, have
granted a franchise to the Sandusky. Huron & Milan
Electric Railway company, to run a line over the Old
State road, between Milan and Norwalk. The line will

soon be constructed.

O. L. Banuard of the Continental Trust company of

New York has bought the Nashville Electric Railway &
Power company plant for $20,000, by order of court in the

case of the Detroit Electrical Works against the Nashville

Railway i^v: Power company.

An electric belt road will be in running order around
the battlefield at Gettysburg by July ist. Twelve double-

decker cars of 60 horse power each, with a trailer, will be

put on, and these will be capable of carrying 2,000

people an hour over the field.

It is rumored that Cleveland and Pittsburg capitalists

contemplate building an electric railroad to connect Cleve-

land and Pittsburg. The names of Daniel Peels, Mark A.
Hanna and C. F. Brush of Cleveland are mentioned as

those of men interested in the enterprise.

The new electric line known as the Buffalo, North ^^a^n

street and Tonawanda electric railroadhas been opened for

public use. The ofiicers and directors of the new com-

pany arc: President. L. F. W^ Arend; vice-president,
A. T. Fancher; secretary, Edward Rutherford; treasurer,
Charles C. Mead,

An electric railway will soon be constructed from Stock-
holm to Djursholm, Sweden. The electric appliance* arc
to be furnished by a firm in Manchester. England, while
the boilers and steam engines will be made at K^kilstuoa.
The work will be pushed so that the line may be opened
for general traffic next fall.

The Portland Consolidated Street Railway company,
which about a>earago purchased the Portland and Vancou-
ver railway, is having the entire line changed ioro aa
electric system. Other changes will be made entailing an
SKgregate cost of about $ico.ooo. The motors have been
purchased from the Northwest General Electric company
and the Westinghouse company.

An electric railway is to be built between and through
the cities of Dunkirk. Ind., and Redkey. The com-
pany building the road proposes to put in an arc and in-

candescent light plant in each city and contracts lo light

them with a forty-two thousand f:andle power plant.
The road will be about five miles long and a power sta-
tion will be erected raid way between the two places.

The Brooklyn. Bath & West End Railroad company,
Brooklyn, N. Y , has filed an application with the state rail-

road commission to change lis motive power from steam to
electricity on the present line of its steam railroad, and also
on its line from 41st street and New Utrecht av-enue. in
New Utrecht, to loth avenue and yjlh street. Brooklyn.
which it will connect with the tracks of the South Brooklyn
& Terminal company.

Electric cars have been started on the cross-town lines

of the Chicago City Railway company. After several ex-
perimental trips the lines were opened for traffic on May
22d. On Forty-seventh street twelve cars ran between Cot-
tage Grove and Western avenues. Electriccarsare also now
running on Sixty-third street. The electric pwwer house
is situated in the rear of the cable power-house on S'ate
street south of Fifty-second street.

The directors of the Frankford & Southwark Passenger
Railway company of Philadelphia have concluded, it is

said, that the best and easiest way to get the necessary
funds to install the trolley on the 100 miles of road in its

system will be to organize a new company under the trac-

tion act of 1SS7. which will absorb and operate the Frank-
ford & Southwark road and its allied lines. Accordingly,
application will be made for a charter for the Electric
Traction company of Philadelphia. The capital at first

will be small, but provision will be made for its increase as
needed. The purpose of the new company will be to fur-

nish the funds necessary to equip with the trolley the
Frankford and Southwark system. The new company will

probably eventually lease the Frankford and Southwark road.
This lease will carry with it the Frankford and Southwarks
leased and operated lines, the Lehigh avenue. Citizens',

Second and Third and Lombard and South. It is esti-

mated that from $6,^00,000 lo $S.000.000 will be required
to install the trolley on the entire system. The lands
could have been raised in other ways. ?uch as an additional
issue of stock or by bonding the different roads, but the
organization of a new company was considered the best
method.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
Another company has been incorporated for transmitting

power to San Bernardino. Cal. The name of the company
is the Consolidated Reservoir ^*c Power company and the
capital stock is $1,coo, 000.

The great electric power transmission plant at Pomona,
Cal., is now in successful operation. The generators are

driven by direct coupled Pelton wheels, under a head of

400 feet at 600 revolutions per minute, and each generator
delivers alternating current at a pressure of 1,000 volts to

a bank of transformers by which the initial pressure of the
line is raised to 10,000 volls. Circuits of bare copper,
carried on special insulators, extend to the towns of
Pomona and San Bernardino, the latter being 2S miles

distant, where the power is being utilized for lighting and
other purposes.

The mountains in Sweden are valuable because of their

waterfalls. A large electrical transmission plant of 400
horse powc is nearly finished in which a waterfall at Hilll-

See is utilized by means of four turbines. Two turbines

drive dynamos for power purposes, one for electric lighting,

the fourth being held in reserve. The distance to the first

station is lo kilometers, a second is 4 kilometers 'arthcr,

the third is I t-2 kilometers still farther, and a fourth is a

short distance from this. The second and third distribute

the most current both for power and for light.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The electric power house. 527 Third street, Louisville,

Ky., was burned May 3d. The less is $150,000.

The South Yuba Water company is considering the

proposition of furnishing Sacramento. Cal., with electric

power. .\ survey has already been made from Roseriltc

to Sacramento.

The electric plant of West St. Paul, Minn., was obliged

to suspwnd operations recently owing to the high water

in the Mississippi River. The building of the plant was

flooded and damage lo some considerable amount was
done.

The Twin Cities Rapid Transit company's power house

was the scene of a peculiar accident 'atcly. Chas. Warren,

chief clerk of General Manager Hicld. was payinga visit to

James Holstrom, who has charge of the switchboard in

the dynamo room. Mr. Holstrom. in explaining lighiniog
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arresters, in some way connected the circuit, blowing out

the fuse. Both men were badly burned.

The eighth annual convention of the order of Railway
Telegraphers of America opened its session on May i6th. at

Toronto, Can. About 250 delegates, representing 253
divisions in the United States, Canada and Mexico were
present.

The General Electric company is to build a large elec-

trical factory a short distance from the city limits of Akron,

O. This will bring it much nearer its base of supplies,

and will be a great saving in freight. Options have been
secured on ground, and a belt line railroad will be built to

connect the plant with the neighboring railroads. It is

understood that nearly 700 men will be employed in the

works.

The Thomson- Houston company, Lynn, Mass., is en-

deavoring to discover the perpetrators of a species of van-

dalism of the worst class. In several instances it has

been discovered that the fire apparatus in the company's
factories has been tampered with, the hose cut, and extin-

guishing machines removed from their proper places. The
company is making every effort to discover the authors of

these offences, and as the punishment in such cases is five

years' imprisonment and $1,000 fine, some one is liable to

get into serious trouble.

According to the announcements of the committee hav-

ing in charge the rebuilding of the Metropolitan Opera
House, New York, a novelty in theater construction will

be introduced in the shape of electric elevators of large

capacity. To make the omnibus tier and the next two

above it readily accessible, and practically to make one

part of the house as good as another, four large electric

elevators are to rise from one of the entrances of the house.

They have a capacity of 100 persons a minute. They will

stop at the grand tier, the dress circle and the balcony, but

will not reach the family circle.

TRADE NEWS.
E. C. French, representing the Bibcock & Wilcox com-

pany of New York, established an agency at Deseronto,

Ont., last month.

The address of the New York Eleclrical & Develop-

ment company is 251 Williams street. New York City,

and not 2S1 Madison street, as stated in the issue of May
13th.

\V C. Mclntire & Co. and H. S. Smith & Co. of Phila-

delphia, selling agents for the Meston alternating fan

motors, report very large sales during the month of May
for these fan motors, and have a number of orders on hand
for immediate shipment.

The Electric Heat &: Alarm company, Boston, Mass.,

has completed equipping a large factory at Haverhill,

Mass., with its system, and received within the past ten

days three contracts from other large mills for the installa-

tion of its system at the earliest moment.

Owing to the number of electric bells on the market, it

is very gratifying to Huebel & Mangen, manufacturers of

electrical and brass goods, of Brooklyn, that their bells

were placed in the new Hotel Waldorf on Fifth avenue.

New York. This company is unusually busy with orders

now on hand for its different size bells.

The name "Insullac"' has now an associate in the word
"Enamelac,'' which is the name the Massachusetts Chem-
ical company of Boston, Mass, has given to its newly
perfected black paint, especially adapted for car trucks,

iron poles, conduits, batteries and machinery, and it an-

nounces to its friends in the electrical department that it

is ready to supply the demand for this article.

Andrew Shillinglaw, of C. E. Woodruff & Co., Chicago,

is making his presence felt among purchasers of wire.

Fifteen miles cf "canvasite" is the last order secured on

a recent trip, "canvasite" is a wire with rubber insula-

rion and canvas cover. C. E. W^oodruff & Co. find that

the trade fully appreciate the merits of this wire.

A circular has been issued to the creditors of the De-

troit Electrical Works, requesting them to meet at the

office of the company at the Campau Building, Detroit, on
June 2d, at 10 o'clock in the morning. At this meeting an
endeavor will be made to reach an arrangement by which

all the creditors will ultimately secure payment in full.

Treasurer and General Manager H. N, Fenner of the

New England Butt company of Providence. R. I., was
ID New York recently. Mr. Fenner is desirous of stating

that the correct location of his company's exhibit a* the

World's Fair is T 12 electricity building, as some of the

electrical papers have incorrectly reported its location.

H. L. Burdick. manager of the New York office of the

National India Kubbcr company of Bristol. K. I,, received

last week a complimcniary letter from Randolph & Sullin-

gcT, contractors of that city, who recently wired a scven-

sJory office building on Water street with N. I. R. wire,

in which they state that the wire showed a high insulation.

notwithstanding the fact that the wire had laid for several

weeks in wet plaster.

The following board of directors has been elected for

the Electric SelcctJDT U Signal company of 45 Broadway,

New York: JenniDgs S. Cox. Wro. E. Tiilinghast, John
DoBgberty, Thoroaa Siurgis, Jamts Brown Potter, W'm.

C l-aoe, Charles F. Homer, F, P. Voorhees. James M.
Town3<nd, Jr., C. P- Mackic. The officers are; Presiden',

Tbomas Stnrgi?; first Tice-presideDt, Wm. C. Lane; sec-

ond vice-presdent acd general manager, C. P. Mackie;

treasurer. F. P. Vcorhees; secreury. James Brown Potter;

gcBcral agent, S. S. Ecgart.

Many indeed are the types oi switches now being intro-

dnced, and there is a similarity in a great many of iheoew

prodoctioas. When, however, a new switch is brought out

that possesses ingenious features of simplicity and reliabil-

ity in action the device is entitled to examination by users.

Such a switch as this is now being manufactured by Cutler

& Hammer, 313 S'uth Canal street, Chicago. A personal

inspection of this pattern of switch, it is believed, will

convince the practical man that this enterprising firm is

fully cognizant of the needs of the trade.

Sfation managers who realize the value of standardized

fuse wire may be interested to know that the Wirt fuse

wire handled by the Ansonia Electric company, formerly

the Electrical Supply company, is standardized wire. The
large sales which this company is making of shield brand

wire, Stanley transformers and Helios lamps would tend

to prove that it is a combination which operators of

plants think very highly of. A neat little pamphlet has

recently been issued descriptive of the W. W. lightning

arrester, which ought to be of interest to every station

superintendent or manager.

Word has been received from A. S. Terry, secretary

and trea*;urer of the Star Electric Lamp company, Chicago,

to the effect that the new Sunbeam gas lamp is proving its

superiority. The Star company calls attention to the pe-

culiarity of this lamp, viz.. that it maintains its initial

candle power throughout its life. The gas in the bulb has

a tendency, the company claims, to build up the filament

during the incandescence, and this action prevents the

drop in candle power. Orders, Secretary Terry slate
,

are coming in gratifying numbers, and purchasers of the

lamp evidently appreciate its valuable features.

The Ries Electric Specialty company of Baltimore is

busy getting out a new line of regulating switches for

alternating current circuits on the principle of its socket.

The new switches are designed to simultaneously con-

trol a group of lights on electroliers and other places

where the individual lamps are arranged along the ceiling

or are otherwise out of reach. They are being made in

s'zes var>ing from one to ten lights capacity, and larger

sizes are in course of construction. They operate on the

reaction principle, no current wasting resistance being

used.

New York amusement seekers and actors during the

hot summer months will appreciate the liberality of the

management of the Fifth avenue theater when they feel

the cool breezes that will make the theater a delightful re-

sort. The house has been thoroughly equipped with fan

motors and it has been found possible to conceal the fans

and render them noiseless. The Lundell outfit was
chosen particularly on account of its noiselessless. The
boxes will have each an individual outfit and there will be

a plentiful distribution of fans throughout the auditorium,

stage and dressing rcoms. The Interior Conduit & Insu-

lation company, whose wiring system is installed in the

building, furnishes the Lundell fan outfit.

The General Electric company has reprinted in a neatly

bound little book the article that appeared in the Foriint

of February, 1893, giving in detail the history of the

company and its business at the present time. Not only

does the article give a passing glance at well nigh every

feature of interest pertaining to this giant industry, but it

summarizes the work done by the company in connection

with the World's Fair. Not the least interesting of the

contents are the anecdotes of men whose names are best

knoA'n to the electrical fraternity and the public at large.

The style displayed in the reading matter is easy and in-

teresting, and the illustratioos are significant of each por-

tion of the General Electric company's business.

BUSINESS.
A. O. Schoonmaker of New York is now offering to

the trade East India mica in the solid sheet form, which

he claims is superior to any of the manufactured articles

now offered to the trade for all insulating purposes.

The Weston Electrical Instrument company of Newark,

N. J., is very busy filling orders for the large call for its

ammeters and voltmeters for central station and isolated

plants, and has been taxed to its utmost in the imme-
diate shipment of instruments in receipt of orders from

exhibitors at the fair.

W. W. Marcus of Philadelphia continues to have many
calls for his auxiliary mouthpiece for telephones, which is

in use in many places. This mouthpiece rotates, and can

thus be brought to the level of persons of any stature with-

out the slightest loss of sound. Mr. Marcus will exhibit

at the World's Fair in Y 12.

The Railway Equipment company. Chicago, reports

numerous contracts made for its type G overhead n^aterial

during the last ftw wet-ks. Railways companies in TifHin,

O., kacine, Wis,, Norristown, Pa,, Mobile, Ala., Mazk-ton,

Pa., Wheeling, W. Va., Wichita, Kan., and numerous other

places throughout the country have made heavy order?.

Lucius T. Gibbs. formerly electrical engineer of the

Milwaukee Street Railway company, has resigned his

position to engage in the consulting engineering busirc^s

and is located at 1103 Pabst building, Milwaukee, Mr.
Gibbs bears Mattering testimonials from the Milwaukee

Street Railway company and Senator William F. Vilas as

to his ability.

The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, is showing a

very attractive line of Meston alternating current n'otors

for special work at its World's Fair exhibit, space U 16.

The Kmerson company, manufacturer of the celebrated

Meston motors and for whom the Electric Appliance com-
pany is the ger.eral western agent, has made lorne new
applications of its motors this season and now has its

alternating motor applied to a dental outfit ard also as a

sewing machine motor both being practical combinations.

Another specialty of this season is its revolving motor whicli

is a very ingcniuuB piece of mechanism and a motor which
promises to be very popular for ventilating purpoBCS.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued May 23, 1893.

497,771. Electric Heater. Samuel M. Cook, Boston,
Mass.

497.790. Electric Broiler. Samuel B. Jenkins, Boston,

Mass.

497 791. Electric Radiator. Samuel B. Jenkins, Boston,

Mass.

497,792. Electric Flat-iron Heater. Samuel B. Jenkins,

Boston, Mass.

497'793- Electric Soldering Iron. Samuel B. Jenkins,

Boston, Mass.

497.794- Electric Heater for Flat-irons or Other Arti-

cles. Samuel B, Jenkins, Boston, Mass.

497.795- Electric Heater. Samuel B. Jenkins, Boston,
Mass.

The electrical conductor is coinpOEed of metallic and non-
metallic conductors, occupi ing alternate positions, with their
ends held in contact by pressure, advantage being thereby
taken of the heat produced in the passage of the current from
a metallic to a non-metalli-: body.

497,800. Thermostat. Emil C. C. Krogh, Monmouih,
111.

497,808. Railroad Rail and Process of Uniting Same.
Arthur J. Moxham, Johns'own, Pa.

In order to effect a uniform weld throughout the entire cross-
section of the pieces to be welded, the ends are so formed that
the thinnest portions come in coniact and are welded first, the
remaining portions being brought in contact by upsetting the
welding portion.

497,832. Electric Mining Machine. Elmer A. Sperry,

Chicago, 111.

497,836. Safety Block System for Railway Signaling.
William R. Sykes, Jr., and John P. O'Donnell, Lon-
don, Eng.

497,838. Safety Appliance for Systerrs of Electric Dis-
tribution. Elihu Thomson, Lynn, Mass.

The invention is designed to render normally low tension
lines harmless when through accident they become crossed
with a line of high tension. A connection to ground is estab-
lished from the liAv tens on line through an insulation, such that
the normal low tension current is unable to pass, while a pas-
sage of a high tension current is permitted, thereby opening a
low resistance path to ground, and shuntirg the high tension
current to ground past the body of the person who may come
in contact with the line. The insulation consists of a pair of
electrodes normally separated from one another by a space con-
taining an attenua'ed gas T vapor, the high tension current
being adapted to traverse [he space to close the low resistance
circuit to ground.

497.844. Electrical Fuse-link. Marion C. Walls, Ply-

mouth, Ind.

497,849. Wall Socket for Incandescent Lamps. Herbert
C. Wirt, Boston, Mass.

497,852. Insulation for Undeground Wires. Parvin
Wright, Denver, Colo.

The conductor is centrally supported in a tube by means of
longitudinally divided insulating pieces, the air being with-
drawn from the tube and the same hermetically sealed.

497,869. Electric Accumulator. Paul J. R. Dujardin,
Paris, France.

The accumulator plates are formed by decomposing a propor-
tion of alkaline nitrate by an electric current in an acidulated
bath, whereby an adhering layer of peroxide of lead is pro-
duced upon the p'ates.

497.887. Armature for Electric Motors or Generators.

James F. McLaughlin, Philadelphia, Pa.

497.888. Electric Motor or Generator. James F. Mc-
Laughlin, Philadelphia, Pa.

497.898. Electrode Shield for Arc Lamps. Charles E.
Scnbner, Chicago, III.

The shield is designed to occupy a definite position with re-
spect to (he arc without reference to the movement of the
carbon rod. The shield is mounted upon the tipper end of the
lower carbon by fingers in such a manner that the disintegration
of the lower carbon will gradually remove the su|-poit frum the
shit Id, thus permitting it lo descend by gravity as the lower
carbon is burned away. In this manner the shield is main-
tained In a definite position with respict to the arc and the
liability of the arc to burn up into the shield, to be obscured
thereby, or to take a position at a considerable distance below
the shield is avoided.

497.923. Thermostatic Instrument. Morris Martin, Mai-
den, Mass.

497,942. District Telegraph Return Signal Key. John
M. Bell. Tacoma, Wash.

497,955. Temporary Circuit Connector for Incandescent
Ekclric Lamps. Gustav A. Frei, Springfield, Mass.

497.95^- Incandescent Lamp. Gustav A. Frei, Spring-
field, Mass.

497.957- Incandescent Electric Lamp. Gustav A. Frei,
Springfield, Mass.

A Hiipp"rl i» provided for ihc filament, and ia setured to the
h-AfM of tlic lamp between the Icnding-in wircH, extending for-

V ;iril between thr; two limbn of the filament, where it benda at
light BngJcs, being provided upon its end with a Icop julapied
to encircle one limb of the filiimcnt lo prevent the vibration of
the filament,

498,022. Electric Current Time Meter. Henry H. Pat-
tee, Monmouth, 111.

498,141. Electrode for Arc Lamps. Albert C. Seibold,
Mount Vernon, N. Y,

Korh electrode in provided with iwo mclnlllc coats wilh a fill-

ing of rcfriK loty irialcriul, a» j.Tfijihilc. inlcrpofrd hcrwecn the
two coutB, The innf r ini-IaJIir: coat directly surrounding tlic

curb' n in corrn>o>"'d of topper, white the outer one Ik comjiortrd
of nickel. The rcfrattoiy rnHlcrial Jii dcnigncd to prevent the
oxidation uf the copper cuitt.
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AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
ELECTKIC LIGHT LINK WIUK,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AMERICANITE. MAGNET.
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR
FARADAY CABLES. WIRES.

KEW YOKE OFFICE, P. C. Ackermun, 10 rorllfindt Street.

MONTREAL BK.VNCU, Eu^etie F. PhllUpa' Electrirn! Works

Ifvsewire
COMRWY

161 HIGH .ST B05T0N

HICHE5T GRADE

ARMATURES
REWOUND.

Street Railway and Electric Light-

ing Companies will find it to their in-

' terest to write for prices, as we do all

TESTED FV5EWIRE6IJNKS
j

kinds ofelectncal repair work.

McLEAN & SCHMITT,
Room 41 6, - 197 S. Canal St., Chicago.

iEND FOR CATALOCVE

AND PRICE LISTS

THE "CLARK " WIRE.
Insulation (li^aarBiiteed w^herever used. Aerial, I'ndererotind or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, he says : "A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber nsed In insulating our wires and rabies is especially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain fleilble In extreme cold
weather and is not affected by Iieat. Tlie insulation is protected from mechanical injury >)y one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark'a Patent Compound, and special extra Qnifh, which we
have now adopted for all our eolid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, aiid also preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very gre*^ extent fireproof , Our ineulation will prove
durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gau^en and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from etock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark Joint Gum should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, m strips about one foot Ion" and flveeighthe inch wide, and when wrapped aboata Joint
'.nd pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. FOR KAILWAY )^nd fflOTOB use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insalation.

WE WITARAXTEE Ol'K IXSI'I.ATIOX WHEREVER USED, AERIAI., UXOEROROITND OR umiBSIARlKE, and our net prices are a.B low, if not lower than anj
other first-class Insulated Wire. We shall b« pleiiH*i'd to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTOJr, MASS.

HBNRT A. CLARK, Trtasarer and Gen'l Managsr.
HBRBERT H. BD8T1S, PtMldent and Electrician.

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGHEST GRADES OF

Rubber Insulated Wire and Cables for Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE,
TRENTON, N. J.

( JOIIX A. ROEBIilXG'^ SOSII^ CO .

( Nl
AGENTSli SAX FU4XCIei«0, aSaii(127 Trcmont Street,

HEW YORK, 117 I,ibert.v Street

Chieago. 171 Lake Street.

RUSSELL, That is the Name.

An Automatic Switch.

Lights controlled from one or any number of points,

NO BATTERY BE«tIIIREI>,

Sexxd, fox* C7l3TOt;i.la.xT.

RUSSELL & OFFICER,
1735 Champa St.,

Denver, Colo.

SAL AMMONIAC
(ELECTRIC BBAND)

ForElectrlcal Purposes
Guaranteed 98/99% and free of lead and iron.

If you want the best quality ask your dealer

I for this brand. Imported by

A.KLIPSTEIN. 122 Pearl St., New York

For Alternating Currents

Cardew Voltmeters,

Electrodynamometers.

See Circilars 290 anil 425.

Visitors to the World's Fair are cor-

dially invited to inspect our comprehensive

exhibit, Electriciiy Building, Section E.

Send 5-oout stamp for niustrnted Catalo^iuo Vc t— 66.

» QUEEN $cCO.,
'"

"i3^^.
Incorporated,

PBILADELPHIA.

nHICAGO ELECTRIC WIRE.
U SEAMLESS

The Highest Grade oflNSULATED WIRE Ever Manufactured.

Has no equal where high voltage, high insulation or durability are required, and

is especially adapted for all electric light service, wiring buildings, installing electrical

stations, also for underground and submarine work.

Send for and thoroughly examine our samples; benil them, twist them, subject

them to acids, oils, gases, or any of the reasonable tests usuaMy applied; note the

results; if our claims have been sustained, send us sample order.

IHE GOODYEAR HARD RUBBER CO., and THE INDIA RUBBER COMB CO.,

9, 11, and 13 MERCER STREET, NEW YORK.
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BSTABLISHBD IN 1861.
Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

E. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION WILLIAM A. ROSENBAUM,

GAS AHD EIiSICTRIC
i

^'*'''™^i ^^p^f' ^^^ ^^^^^^ solicitor,

FIXTURES.
ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE 1° Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERGE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

Times Bnlldins, XEW YOBK.

Former Manager, now Successor to the

Patent Depabtment of

THE W.J. JOHNSTON CO., Ltd.
("ITie Electrical World.'")

CHICAGO.
-RANCH BTORB-

8134 Michigan Avenu«^

WANTED.
We will pay 25 cents each for

clean copies of the Westekn Elec-
TKiciAN of June 18, 1892, Volume X,
Number 25.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
6 Lakeside Building. Chicago.

SITUATIOX TVA\T£D.
Young man possessing excellent techni-

cal and general education (graduate M E.,)

and who has had valuable experience in

one of the be-t latoratori s in the country,
desires a position where energy and ability

will be appreciated; references.

Address "C,"
Care Westeen' ELECTltlciAN.

WANTED.
Good secord-hand 10 ampere Arc Dy-

namos or Lamps. S ate full particulars.

Address

DUDLEY FAREAND,
No. 98 Franklin Street. Bloomfield, N. .J.

WANTED.
Practical engineer woald Jike to change situa-

don., competent to ta&e entire charge. Years of

e.'^perience with high and low speed engines. Con-

versant with Indicator, and can pereonally do all

general repairs around plant. Can furnish satis-

factory references. "JEnffineer,"
Care We^stees Electkician.

WANTED.
ElcC'r'c hoisting apparatus for passen-

ger elevator. Size of car .5.6x.o.8. height
of run 42 ft , current avafable 130, 220
and -500 volts. Send specifications and ap-
proximate piice to '•<>TI.S," ca'e of

Westekx Ele< tiuciam.

WANTED.
El?<trlrai EoKlneer with Doctor'a degree from

rniT^Mitj of Htra-flhTirjf, and for a long tim'^
stad9at of Electrical Eoaioeering io Zurich dtr-

alr«!> pfxlUoa, Good de-4igri«r of hfifh ifrade dj-«mo* (or 111 rnr aad bl:<h sj»ee']. lJf.-«t reference^.

A'Jdr'- Dr. tieo. Z ihn.

Electrician c*p«b:" of '-'litlriH a j'lurDKl f'-r

l>«gloD«TS and ftarlentA. Addre««,

"A"' care Vt'K.wrKnjt Elkctim' i '.'?

WANTED-TO BUY.
200 to 400 ampert V'.O vo>, second band

•Jjnamo9.

BARTER ELECTRIC CO.,

76 Fifth Avcnu", CHICAGO ILL

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Boih Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN v/hen writing to advertisers

FOR SALE.
One 1 H P. Motor, 500 volts (new I.

One 2'2 H. P. Motor, 500 volts (new).
One 6 H. P. Motor, 500 volts (new).
One 5 H. P. Arc Motor. 20 ampere (second hand

.

)

One four-light Arc Machine (second hand).
One Nickel Plating Dynamo (new).

A. H. ARP. Moline, III.

TRADEBS IS ELECTRIUAL HACHIKERY.
FOR SALE (Continued List.)

Two :iO light Ball Arc dynamos, with 60 arc lamps.
Three 23 light Faller-iiVood arc dynamos.
One 55 light Fuller-Wood arc dynamo.
42 double carbon lamps.
2S single carbon lamps.
One 8 horse power Card motor, 50J voIIb.

We make a specialty of repairing dynamos and
motors.

XOM'OTXY EJLKCTRIC VO ,

30 E. 5th St., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

FOR SALE.
Two SOO-amperes shuot wound V. S. I>ynamos.
Two 200-amperefl shunt wound U. S. Dynamos.
Two 500-light T.-H. Dynamos, compound wound,

with Base, Rheostat and Ammeter.
Two 25-light American 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamos.
One 50-light Sperry 2,0()0-c. p. Arc pi^namo.
Ten 12-li','ht Knowles Dynamos*witti. lamps.
Twelve 50-light Schuyler Dynardo9.'2.00f>-c. p.

Two 160-Brush Incandescent Machines, 95 volts.

One 15-light Brush Arc, 7 amperes.
One 90-h. p. Armington and Sims Engine.
Two 120 ampere Edison Dynamos, self-oiling.

We Buy Outright Electrical Equipment.

JOHN I BECSS m, i SUPFL7 CO,,

74 CORTI>AXI>T ST., X. Y.

PLATINUM
For all Purposea,

Scrap and Native Platinum Purchased.
BAKEK & CO., 408-414 New Jersey

Kiiilroarl Av*-.. NpAvark. N. J.

MAP OF THE UNITED STATES.
Alarge, handsome Map of Ihe UDited

Slates, mounted and £u'tab!e for cffice or
home use, is Issued by the Burlingttn
R'jutc. Copies will be mailed to any ad-
dress on receipt of twelve cents in postpge
by P. S. Ei;sTis, Gen'l Pass. Agent, (;. ii,

& Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.

ANNONCIATORSiS

Ode 135 drip Holits,
- '-"-.N'! hnri'I. (/o-,-! 'ird'T, V^ of cost.

One 50 flrtp Holmes,

One 60 flrop Neeflle, rtlDm call.

Oo^ 11 flrop GraFilf, return call.

ALSO HEW GOODS YERy LOW.

C. E. LEE,
149. '5' Pifth Avenue, CHICAGO

JUPlTER

"^"'""-bfa „'f

Dry Battery.

Write for
Particulars
and Prices.

Manufactured by

Co'nmbia Mfg.

I Supply Co,,

340 & 342 Dearborn St.

CHICAGO.

SEND FOR OUR
New Catalogne of

Electrical
Books.

The most complete of Its
kind ever published.

Sent Free to Any Address.

Wsare
In the West for ELEC-
TRICAL BOOKS, and fill

orders promptly, pre-
paid, on receipt of price.

Electrician PnbllBhlng Co,
6 Lakeside Building,

Chicago, 111.

V/miE FOR CATALOGUE

WORK
ANY DISTANCE.

Fully covered by

patents.

Wm. Hubbard & Co.,

92 and 94 La Salle

Street,

ch:icago.
Suite 55.

Tli-e XSZa^xiLSon. Ea.tter3r.
, A Positive Success,

] Less Expense to liun.

Longest Life.

Highest Electromotive Force.

FAN OUTFITS
COMPI-KTE,

From $12 Upward.

Now in use for light-
ing. I.aunc.h.'M.
Panips, and for
power of all kinds.

AGENTS WANTED.SEND rOR CmCniAES TO

The HANSON BATTERY. LIGHT & POWER COMPANY,
.".14 Kitflith Wlier l. W.\!KIII!S'<,iT4».\, 1». C.

HOLMES, BOOTH £ HAYDENS,
Factories: Waterbury, Conn. 25 Park Place, New York,

MANUFAOTUBEB8 OF

Bare and Insulated Wire.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, Copper Magnet Wire,

I

Ronnd and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work.
I

Ineulated Inin Proeeuro Wire.

PATENT
cc
K. K." LINE WIRE

For Electric Light, Electric KailwayR, Mot(,.n, Telegraph
and Telephone Uae.

Agontnforthe Wn«hlni;lnn Oarlxin Company. Oarbona for Arc Lighting.

TtlOS. I,. SrOfll,!,, \f,r Yorh Aarnt.

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, - - - PHILADELPHIA.
BUILDERS or EAILWAY AND TEAMWAY CAES OF ALL GLASSES.

I , , .
.special otlenllon giirijn to the halldlnK of Kloctrlc Motor and Trail Oarnb'Jl.dem of Drill No. 21 Truck with solid forged frame, and "liurokn" Maximum Trndlon I'lvolal Truck.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to thij CELE.BRAXED WATER WliEEI^as particulariy adapted to their uie

on accouPt of its r4*inarkably Mteady motion, ni{;fa Mp«e<l
and e:reat Efficiency, and lare:e Capacitjfcritsofamciter,
being doubl^r the Poorer of most wheels of same diameter. Ii u xatti
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect {ruaranteed,
SEI^O FOR CAXAEOGUE AJ%1> PARTICCLARfl.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belled directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICXOR

XIJRIIIi\ES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-iron Flume. Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a f.ubstantial cast-iron bed plale. The entire arrangement is very complete ud
st.ictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the siiuatioB
admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

INTERSTATE COMPLETE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION CO.,
CONTKACTOBS FOR

Complete Electric Light Installations, Wiring, Armature Winding, Etc.

ESTIMATES SUBMITTED. 809-817 S. Seventh Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

HAVE YOU

EXHAUST STEAM

GOING TO WASTE
?

Patentees. Proprietors and Manufacturera of tlie

Webatsr Vacuum Feed Water Heaterand Purifier.

Send For Catalogue.

Are your FEED WATER HEATERS obtaining the best results, in heating and purilying the

feed water for your boilers? Are you heating your buildings with live steam or exhaust?

IF YOU DESIRE TO GET BETTER RESULTS from your present feed water healers,

and to heat your building by (..-tliaust steam, without back pressure upon engines, savinj^

power and water of condensation, together with GREATER ECONOMY IN FUEL,
send for our catalogues of ^V'ebste^ Tacnnm Feed Water Heaterand Parifier, and
Williames Vacuum System ofSteam Heating, which contains some of the largest plants

In tlie United States as references. We visit plants in any part of the United States, at our expense,

furnish our apparatus, which may be attached to your present plant, upon trial, under guarantee.

UfannCII UfCDCTCD 9 HA Managers and Sole Licensees for the Sa!e ol Patent

IffAnltCn ffCDalCn tt Ulllf Kigl.ls in Cl.e united states.

Main Office and Works, 491 N. 3d St., PHILADELPHIA.

THE

Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2.000 in use.

Affordi the most Bimple and reliable power for all minlne and manafactnr-
Inp machinery. AdHpted to heads ranning from ^0 up to 2,000 or more feet.
From CO to 30 per ceDt. belter resuUe guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the country.

£IiK€TKIC TBANSailSSION.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords In the way cf a uniform and relia-

ble jiower, close regnlalion and the facility of adaotation to varying conallions
of h-peed and preeeure, have brought It Into special prominence and eiitnslve
use for ihle clbsa of work. All applications Bhould state amount and head of
water power required, and for vAat purpose, with approilmate length of pipe
line. Send fjk < 'atai.oi,i-k.

THE P£LTON WATER WHEEL CO^
121-128 Uain St., Han Francisco, €al., U. S. A.

143 LIBERTY STREET, - - XEJV YORK.
^^It having come to our notice that our patent rights are being infringed

upon, inientlingpnrchaBere are hereby warned that all 8uch Infringements wU'
be duly prosecnted.

PtCl^TON WATER MOTORS. Varying from ihe fraction of 1 to lb
and 20 horse lower, unequaled for all light running machineiy. Warran'*d
to develop a given traount of power with one-half the water required by an/
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Addrees bb above. Deliveries made fr-im
San FranclBco or >'ew York, as may afford the moet favorable freight rates.

iliJgWATER WHEELS
This Justly Celebrated Wheel is Built in Many Styles on

UPRIGHT AND HORIZONTAL SHAFTS.
It is SPECIALLY DESIGNED iind ADAPTED for driving

ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND POWER PLANTS.
Our new "Wheel socures a remarkably hich (-namnt(><Ml prroc^ndMre. amt wondorfol nlfadineftn of

tnotic'ii, uiidpr variablf Ininis in prm-lni^. Il :ttT>ir<ls an nncqimled concentration of puwor within a small
space; and an un|>rc<>c4lc>itc<i Iiiu:li * ^-liM'itv ftir a pivrn power.

Its easily and 4|iii4-kl^ p. r:i[. ., i>:ilaii«-o<l satt' itlf'ir.is prompt and cfHclcnt control hy a povernor. and
consequent fine ri-u'iil:ili<>ii. I

(- - l... ^ir.in iii:iiiv iiisiaiuM's operating the best electric plaiU.s In tblsond
other countries, full ^ 'i> lu.'H -t r:iii n- t inir r«'tnnrkail>lc ntlnptation to that use.

The attention of I'.lcciru' I'.ni^-inicrs. ami others contemphttinc water power JinnrovempntB is dirccieii to onr
work. We will send n line larce pamphlet, 11- paKCS. fully describinK the wliocl and varimis plans of application.

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.'''.''Jo''r?/w'^oS°K'c?T"v'°'

DO YOU NEED ANYTHING IN THE LINE OF

BATTERY SDPPLIES?
WE CAN QUOTE YOU BED-ROCK ON

Carbons, Zincs, Coppers, Jars,

Sal-Ammoniac, Blue-

stone, Etc.

LAW BATTERY COMPANY,
83 JOHN ST., NEW YORK.

ME 10 GOT WBEEIS
IN irOUR H£AD?

Send for Catalogue ol

Sterling Bicycles.

They are the standard high grade wheels ol
the year. Have several distinct points of adTan-
ta;e: changeable gear. CO or 67. as yon please;
convertible pedala, rat trap or rubber, as yoti
please: patent corrugated hubs; piano wire spokes;
hollow rimH, etc.

Stokes Mfg. Co , Makers.
General Oflii.'05 and Salesroom?:

Factory:

236. 238. 240 Carroll Avenue. CHI'AQO.
Brauches: Den^'er, Milwaukee.

Storage Battery Cells.

XEWTOX RIBBEB CO.,
178 Devonshire St.. Boston, MaM.

PacTOET NEWTON UPPER FALLS, iLlSS.

Manufacturers of

0cTAG0NALis5 Cedar
TELEmni&Electrical,

RailwayPoles&CRossArms

#H.M.Loud&SohsUjmber(;o.
' OSCODA , IVIICH. '

The Standard Open Cirruit Bat-
teries of the World.

Skxi> kor Cikcii ar .^^•n Prices.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,

lit <o 117 last 13Ut St., *. r.
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Grimskw White Core Wires,
Grimsliaw Tapes, Competition Line Wires,

Raven Core Wires, Vulca Ducts.

-MANUFACTURED BY-

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
CHICAGO, 80 Franklin St. NEW YORK, ISCortlandt St. BOSTON, 182 Summer St.

Composed of Asbestos, combined with water and acid prool
materials, compressed and vulcanized

FOR ELECTRICAI. PURPOS£S,
Bwitchboards, Armature Sleeves, Battery Cells, Ineulat-

ine "Washers, Insulating Parts for Arc Liights, In-
candescent Iiights, Motors, Chandeliers, Dyna-

mos, Etc. Field Magnet Spools.

Special Styles and Shapes to order. Prices on appIicatioD,

^-^^M^.

mf^

-MANUFACTURED BT—

The Johns-Pratt Go.^
MANUFACTUKERS OP

Moulded Mica.
H. W. JOHNS MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

H. W. Johns' Asbestos Millboard, Sheathings, Boilding Pelt", Fire-proof Paints, Liquid Palnta, Asbestoe Roofing Etc

,

Selling Agents,

JKRISEY CITY.
BOSTOSi.

CHICA«0.
ATLAISTA.

PHIl.ADEI.rHIA.
LONUOK. 87 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

B. Wabd Leonard,
President.

Geo. H. Firm
Vice-President,

C. E. Cabpenteb,
Secretary and Treasurer.

CARPENTER
1

BBIDOEPORT, CONN.

CHAS. D. SHAIN, Genebal Selling Agent,

136 Liberty St., New Tork City.

These rheostats can now be supplied of any
resistance and capacity on short notice. They
are being largely used by snch manafacturiDg
concerns as the foUowiug: General Electric

Company, Siemens & Hal-ike Company, loterior

Condnit k Insulation Company, Crocker-Wheeler
Company, General Incandescent Arc Light Com-
pany, National Electric Company, "Waddell-Entz
Company, Western Union Company, Dahl Electric

Company, and by Central Station Companies and
contractors all over the country.

Send for new catalogue and price list.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Taneht thorou<,'hlv dnv and nitrht at the INSTI-
TliTE of TKl HXOI.OGY. 151 Tliroop
Street, t'hieaso. III. Amaleure, Artieane
and otbers aaeiated Practically In any line, and
Instructed in the latest and most improved
methcda.

Mechanical Drattghting, Mathematics, Elec-
trical Calcuiatlone, Arcbiiecture, Mechanics, also
au^ht day and night.

Shepard's Celebrated SOO

Sciev Cotting Foot Lathe,

Foot and Power Lathes
From 9 to 26 Inche.'?.

Also Drill Presses, Hand and
Power Planer.-^, and Supplies.
Just the Tools for Electricians.
Send for Illustrated Catalogue

^lo H. 1j. Shppard. Agent,
141 W. 2d St, Cincinnati, 0.

L. BRECKINRIDGE CABELL
53 Broadway, NEW YORK, Room 17.

Lands, Securities and Industrial Enterprises; Total Issues

of Corporate, Municipal and County Bonds Taken; Municipal

Debts Consolidated and Refunded at lower rates; Railroads

Built and Equipped; Electric Roads Built and Equipped;

Street Railroads using- Horse power changed to Electric Roads.

FUSE ] Correct Carrying Capac

.

WIRE or V ity. Absolute

Strips, ] Unitomity in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave..

LiG.ak.arCi.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

ZE3I> ia78.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OP

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wu^^^^S^DEL The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i4d**eV4¥?^t.

FOUR
COOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION Hand-Book.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 Lakeside Building.

CHICAGO, ILL.

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

TESTING INSTRUMENTS.
Special prices on application, on testing in-

struments illustrated on pages 253 to 274 of our

August '92 Catalogue.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
f

OHIO-A^GrO a-rxcL INTEiXV"
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Electric Light

Battery* Carbons. clevelaitx,, ohtxo.

Sole Licensees to manufacture the Hazeltine Long Life Carbon.

'

^^"imsMt uttifti'^m II f i I ill tMi
b.^^J^I,^^ electrical

Jas. J. Murray $c Co.,

fflflmy Flint Gass Iforts,

Trenlon Ave,, Culvert and Waterloo Sts..

:F'ii51e.'a.©lj;tLla., I^a..,

Arc and locandescent Globes and Shades

<»-' AI.I. SHAI'E^.

In Opal. Clear. Roughed and Coloted.

I. ai'K*' l'ai)a<'iti<'s. l*i-oiii|tt Shipiiit'tits.

BOOKS.
Orders Filled Promptly.

Electrician Publishing

Company

6 Lakeside Building, - CHICAGO.

H^^m
SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.

Oral, Electric, Pntumatic at^d Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS «^ BEI.I.S.
F1TI.Ii L,II«K A1.WAT8 IN STOCK.

W. R, OSTRANDER & CO..
204 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Send for New Catalogdb. Ont AngaBt Iflt.

SOMETHING NEW!
AUTOMATIC DOOR SPRING
ELECTRIC LIGHTER
AND EXTINGUISHER.

Manufacturers of ELECTRICAL GOODS, EXPERrMENTAL
AND REPAIR "WORK. INVENTIONS AND NOVELTIES
DEVELOPED. PATENTS OBTAINED.

The N. Y. Electrical & Development Co.,
251 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

C-S SPECIALTIES.

G-S Flush Double Push Switch.
Slugle Pale—Doulte Pole- Commutatton; 3 Wire, 4 Wire

C-S Flush Key Switch.
Single Pole—Double Pole—3 Wire.

C-S Flush Automatic Switch.
single I'ole-

ELECTRICALLY
MECHAMCALLY
ARTISTICALLY PEERLESS.

C-S FlUBh Donblo Push Switch—Double Pole.

THE GUTTER ELECTRICAL & MFG. CO.,
27 So. 11th Street, fJiiladetphiay Pa.j V. S. A,

See complete exhibit with AnEonJa Electric Co., World's Fair.

DO YOUR
OILS
GIVE YOU
SATISFACTION?
IF NOT
GIVE US A
TRIAL.

We are makers oi the finest grades ol

DYNAMO,
ENGINE,

drLtlNDER OILS
We guarantee satlrfaction and freedom from gnm

and exceBs of aolmal fats.

We are l»ot cheap, or sell cheap oUa, Ijat
sell CD quality. If you want BatlBfactlon In your
enEioe room, give us a trial — correspoodeDC©
solicited.

CLARENDON OIL AND REFINING CO.,

114 No. Front Strecl. PHILADELPHI4. PA.

ELECTRICITY for ENGINEERS.
A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.

Price, Postage Prepaid, $2.50.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

W.S.EDWARDSMFG. CO.,
MAiraFAGTUEEBS OF

ELECTROLIERS,
Combination Fixtures,

Electric and Coibination Brackets.

EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS.

LOW PRICES.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. S'

.--w

21 and 23 E. Lake St., Chicago.

A NHW BOOK.
INTO^W

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND - BOOK.
Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous iiand-book series, of

whicli 30,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's
well-known practical style with all the problems of Electric Power
Transmission.

NOW READY. PRIGB $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINC CO., 6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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NEW BOOKSI-JUST OUT OF PRESS.

N&W
DYNAMO TENDERS'

HflND-BOOK.
By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

jtEADY FOR DELrVEKT.
AN ENTIBELY NEW WOKK.

The latest addirion to our famous "Haod-Book"
Series. Every practical dynamo man should have a
copy.

«56 Pages. 13S Engrai^ings.

PRICE, $1.00.

NGANDESGENT W R NG
H^isi u-book:.

By Liel-t. F p.. I'.xvv.

Fourth Edition. Tenth Thousand.

These tables give, without loss of time, exact size

of wire to be used. This is one of our famous "Hand-
Book" series, and is the standard authority on this
subject in the English language.

7'i Pages. 43 Illustrations.

PRICE, $1.00.

BELL HANGERS'
-HflND-BOOK.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt,

Designed for practical men engaged in any class
of bell or annunciator work. The only book of the
kind published.

106 Pages. 97 Illustrations.

PRICE, $1.00.

ELEGTRG-^TRANSMSSON
hand-book:.

By Leeut. F. B. B.\j>t.

A new TTork contaioiog tables and information on
the electric transmission of power brought down to
date. One of the most popular of our famous "Hand-

1 Boot" Series.

97 Pages. 22 Illustrations.

PRICE, $1.00.

STREET RAILWAYS.
"TRHJUtS."

Their Construction. Operation and Maintenance.

By C. B. Fairchild.

This work is written by a practical man, and
should be in the hands of every street railway em-
ploye in the United States.

500 Pages. Profusely illustrated.

PRICE, $4.00.

DYNK7VVO
ELECTRIC MACHINERY.

Er S. P. Thompson.

Fourth edition, revised and re-written. The most
complete work on the dynamo published.

900 Pages. Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, S9.00.

DlCTIONflRY
... OF ...

ELECTRICAL WORDS,
TERMS AND PHRASES.

By Edwik J. Houston, A. M.

The latest edition of this celebrated work contaios
over 5,000 distinct definitions. As important as

Webster.

700 Pages. 750 Illustrations.

PRICE, $5.00.

ELECTRIC MCTOR
AND ITS APPLICATIONS.

By Mabtin and Wetzleb.

The first American book on electric motors. A
most complete work brought down to date.

325 Pages. 354 Illustrations.

PRICE, $3.00.

THE PRACTICAL MANAGEMENT

OF

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
By Crocker and Wheeler.

The object of this work is to give simple directions
for the practical use and management of dynamos and
motors. This work is having a large sale.

100 Pages- Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, $1.00.

Electric Li&ht Specifications

FOR THE USE OF

Engineers and Architects.

Er E. A. ilEBBiia..

Thla work gives the latest rules of The National
Electric Light Association, of the National Board of
Fin Doderwrilers, and of The New England Insurance
Eichaoge.

170 pKigeH.

PRICE, $(.60.

THE ELEGTRIG RAILWAY
IN

THEORY AND PRAGTlGE.
Bv Cbosby and Bell.

This is a complete treatise on the coaetructlou and
operation of electric railways, and will commend it-

self to the electrical engineer, and to the practical
manager.

400 Pages. Profusely Illustrated.

PRICE, $2.50.

HIGH POTENTIAL
ANB

HIGH FREQUENCY.
Experiments with Alternate Currents.

By NIEOLA Tesla.

A lecture delivered before the Institution oE Elec-
trical Engineers, London.

146 Pages. Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, $1.00.

TP, ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH.

ErF. L.I'oi'r..

Th-. fourteenth ftrlltlon of tbiA c«l(}bratetl work in

rirviitten and br(7a;{ht Arrwa to dat«, A techolcal

bAnd-bo'>k for el«:ctrlclan«, maoogers nod oi>erator»,

234 Pages. Illustrated.

PRICE, SI. 50.

SCIENCE
SERIES.

The HerifH now auinborB 103 volumes, and embraces
workw on every Mubject.

10 mo. lEoardH.

PEOFU8ELY ILI^USTKATED.

Price, 50c. Each.

STANDARD

ELEGTRGAL DGTONARY.
By T. O'Connor Sloane.

ThiH now work should be in the hands of all who
deelro to keep abreast with the progroflB of the groatoet
RClonco of tlie tlmi.i.H.

600 Pages, 300 Illustrations.

PRICE, $3.00.

Any of the above books sent promj^tly, jjostagc prepaid, on receipt of price.

SEND IN YOUR ORDER.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Bids., Ghicaso. III.
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STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.
General Offices: Suite 625. Home Ins. BIdg.. PUIPACn
Works: 313-317 South Canal Street, unluAQU.

BUILDERS
OP THE OF

FOR

FURTHER

INFORMATION

ADDRESS

THE
GENERAL

OFFICES,

Central Station Managers, Municipal Officers, Owners of Iso-

lated Lighting Plants and Prospective Purchasers everywhere

are invited to inspect and investigate the STANDARD SYSTEM
before contracting for apparatus.

For lighting stores, foundries, factories or the streets of a city,

this system has no equal.

Our contract does not obligate the purchaser to buy appara-

tus or supplies exclusively of us for a term of years, but courts

open competition and encourages fair tests lor merit between any

and all existing arc lighting systems and the STANDARD.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PAETIOULABLY ADAPTED TO DEIVING

Elsctric Light and Power Stations
"j On account of its high efficiency at all stages of gate, ateadiQeas of motion and easy working gate, the con-
" Btraction of which makes It the most seceltlve to the actiun of a goveraor of any wheel on ihe market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE Illustrating various styles of setting on both veitical and
horizontal shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT. MIIil.H A TEMPIiE.

J

DAYTON. OHIO.
THE KESTBR

Amoiatic LiMdIds Arrester
\ViII take cnre of any number of discharges of lightniog
per minute. They will prevent damage from Uehtalng on
any circuit not using the ground for return. They are in-

tended only for station use and for the protection of gene-
rators and motors. They have no equal. They automat-
ically rapture the arc formed by the lightning, and never
short-circuit, thereby grounding the Uoe. Price, $15.00
per set of two, and any one purcnasing a set will be allowed
to return them and have their money refunded provided
they do not absolutely protect all circuits to which they are
attached.

KESTEB EtECTBIC CO.,
DYNAMOS, MOTOES AND POWER GENEKATOKS,

T£RB£ HAUTE, IKD.

thesechrist automatic switch
For controlling Incandescent
Lights in private residences
by using automatic gas keys
and an ordinary battery or
shunt circuit.

W .^L3Q'M7£3ID !—One good con-

struction firm in each city to represent us.

Apply to

ALBEKT SECHRIST,
Manufacturer and Patentee, DENVER, UOLO.

WE DESIRE TO A^SNOUNCE that we have added to our business a department of

Ice Making and Refrigeration
in which field we recognize a demand for as high-class Engiueering

Steam Power Plants. This deparlment is distinct in its organization

under Ihe immediate nunagement of Mr. Church, with Frederick

E. Murphy in executive authority as Engineer in charge.

After an investigation covering a period of two years, and
conduc ed in the interests of our own proposed investment we
have a quired control, by E.'cclusive License, of the Compressor

and Condenser patented by Messrs. Hodges and Havenstrite, of

Boston. Staking our reputation as judges of successful machin-

ery, we offer them as the most mechanical, adaptable and eco-

nomical apparatus for the purpose, thus far placed on the market.

The proportioning and construction of the distribution sys-

tem, on which the successful working of both Ice-.making acd
Hefrigerating plants so largely depends, will be csrried out con-

sistentlv ^"ith the reputation for good engineering and good work
which we enjoy.

We are now prepared to contract for Plants for the manufac-
ture of

ARTIFICIAL ICE
having any capacity fiom one-half ton to one hundred tons p r

day and ijpward. Artificial Ice has come to stay, equally for san-

itary and economic reasons, and its manufacture is a stable and
profitable enterprise, competing succe.?sfully against the natural

product.

as we have been accustomed to give to the construction of

with headquarters at our Boston Office, 620 Atlantic Avenue,

ARTIFICIAL REFRIGERATION
will r ccive our especial attcutitji. In cold Storage \\'arehou.ses, P.rewcries, Packing
Housea, and similar large lndu.slries, it i.s already an cstal li-shed ncccs-ily, Intft this class
of plants wc br ng for tte first lime the manifest advuiilagr s of small space and headroom,
»nd llic subdivision of units, wliich last is the only means wlier. by a Kefrlfciuling Plant
can m et the tlnctuttion ( f the seasons with anything like uniform elll'iency.

liefrigeratlon or combined liefrigcralion and (lemnking, in snail plant* frcm one-hall'
Ion to ten Ions per day, is now (lieap and iiracticahle, and (his pnrl-cu'ar trade will be
fully developed by us in Its application to Markets, Creameries, !!< tcls, Aimrlinent Houses,
Hospitals, and .Manufacturiug proces.ses of all kinds, In this latter field, we believe our
selves without succes.sful competition.

Corre.'pondence regarding any application of Artillcial Cold will be to tte mutiiai
adv»Dl.agc of our cua'omers and ourselves.

ViTV r'-^p'-lfiillv,

WESTINGHOUSE, CHURCH, KERR & CO.,
EKTCa^l KT EER.S,

60 Atlantic Avenue Boston Coinmerriai Building, £t. Louis.
17 Cortlandt Street, New York Westinghouse Building, Pittsburg.
156 and 158 Lake Street, Chicago. Drexel Building, Philadelphia.

Removal !

!

On and after May S 1S93, the

REDDINQ

ELECTRIC

COMPANY,
may be found in their new
and commodious quarters,

No. 336 Congress St.,

where, with increased facili-

ties for handling their rapidly

increasing business, they so-

licit ) our further orders.

SEND FOR NEW
CATALOGUE OF

lONA SPECIALTIES.

BeiiDg Electric Co.,

. 336 CONGRESS ST.,

Boston, Mass-
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MANUFACTURERS OF
''^

high GRADE' ^QINES ,

AUTOMATIC ^^e:^tef\s.

519R(iol(errBniliIiDg.

LINK-BELT MACHINERY GO
ENGINEERS, FOONDERS AND MACHINISTS,

FOUNDRIES '"''"
"^Vetr.;^'..r.cu,, MACHINE SHOPS

In the country, the eqalpmont of which is thoroaghly inodf^ra and complete
throughoat, we are prepared to cast ond Qni'^b

eyH. whenveN, FIy-Wheeln, etc., of anj diameter ap to ao f«9t, wlih
any width of face.

<>;parlnc of oil styles and Bizea.

Ilansers of light and heavj' pattern.

HhafI Ins up to 16 inches in diameter, and of 20 feet leagtlis.

Frirtion Clntclies capable of transmitting any required H. P.,

PllIo»' BlockH. CoIlarN. etc*., and will he pleai;od to aabmlt eetimat&g for

any machinery required in above lines.

LINK-BELT ENGINEERING CO.. - Philadelphia and New York.

BALL EN6INE CO., ERIE, PA,
BUILDERS OF

CHICAGO OFFICE, 606 "THE ROOKERY."

Ball Automatic Cut^Of! Engines^
DIRECT CONNECTED AND BELT DRIVEN,

For Electric Liginting, Electric Railways, Etc.

•The S. FREEMAN & SONS Manufacturing Go.

.lliiriric. LtipuiiKitivf. Malionarj A Aprirulturiil

^^^^..^^^..^^^^^ BOILERS, and TANK & IRON WORK
i^::^SH=5===^=irHH=^^^=="^^-^ OF EVERT DESCKIPTTOM
^^^^^i5| REPAIRING A SPECIALTY.

IsiimatGs iromptly furnisheci. T.nrire ilhi'^-

=i^ii_——j:s;ii_ -^^.mi^-^ --aU-i\ Catiiiocue sent free to any ad'irPRs. Ask
F^ssssTjj^pqsJJg?-.

— -'s^£^=^ f'lr "Catalogue E," ard mentinn lliis paper

Yofl Will Oblige

Both Advertiser and Publisher

by mentioning the WESTERN
ELECTRICIAN when writing

to advertisers.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of Hig:h Grade Engines and Boilers.

Electric Light Engines
a Specialty.

Complete SteamMs Mallei

WESTERN WAEEEOOMS;
64 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also 30 Cortlandt Street, New York Citv-

^.i^^^^^^l^.\u P H O S P H O R-B R O N Z E
BEAR OUfl

REC.TRADE MARKS. Ingots, Castings, Wire, Sheet &c.

ThePhosphor Bronze SmeltincCo.Limiteo
512 Arch St. Philadelphia Pa.U.S.A."

oricinal manufacturers of phosphor-
BRONZE IN THE United States ano Sole
Makers of'ELEPHANT BRAND"Phosphor-Bronze.

THE FALLS

M\ k MacMllfi Co.,

Cnyahoga Falls, OMo.

Mdinirncturors of

Friction Clfltclies,

Shafting, Etc.

Special attcution given to tlie

Complete Equipment of

Electric riant3.

BRANCH OFFICE.'^;

g SoQtti Canal St., CHICAGO.

39 Cortlandt St., NEW YORK,

J.H.&D.LAKECO.,Massillon,Ohio,U.S.A.
" iiufaolur.T5oI FKICTION IXlTtH^ Simplest. Strongest and Best

PULLEYS„,^^^i-,CLUTCH PULLEY,
and CUT-OFF

COUPLINGS
' SPI.IX, aUo Plain N^^)te

, HaogerB. SbaftinK, ftc ffl 1

made. Adapted
tolicbt orheavy'
work, stoppinc

starlincmachinese.iA .

and qoickly without jar

Send for illustraled circulars.

SIOUX CIXY ENGrlNE IVORKS
Bnilders.'f rii-h Gra'la

Corliss Engines,

Gidding's Automatics.

Complete Plants Furnl=hed-

SEixiNG agents:

26 Bandolph St , Cllicago.

F. M. Davis, Dallas, Tex.

Kennedy & Pierce Mch. Co..
DENVER.

A. M. Holier Hdw. Co..

HELENA, MONTANA.

513 SECURITY BUDG., ST. LOUIS.
405 6TH AVE.. SO. MINNEAPOLIS.

1302 UNION AVE., KANSAS CITY.

HILL
Glulcli Works,
clevelaud, o.

XEW VOBK OFFICE:
15 Cortlaudt St.

CHICAGO OFFICE:
850 "The Rookei^."

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Ddiptd, iiKUi ai Fuiiikcl.

Send for ne^r Catalogue of Pow.^
er TrAnsmission Machinery.

BELTING FOR ELECTRIC WORK A SPECIALTY.
Kireo lti'lf*i: l-;nreKn ami l^ynamo onMc.

M,M.K0Nt.vuv^.i^^(3-E: :BE]I.-TII^TC3- CO.,
Ifi Pt^y St. IT Feioral St. PV". LaW.> St. iO? M/iritet St.

Factory, Concord, H. H.
Send for lUvutratod Catalogue No. W. ilTaluable treatUe on Belting free. Prices quoted oaappUcfttioa.
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DIRECT-CONNECTED

MVLTIPOLAB
GENERATORS

Rail-way Work.
Maximum Efficiency. Great Mechanical Strength. Thoroughly Ventilated Armature.

Automatic Regulation. Slow Speed.

EcoDomy in Space. Economy in InvestmeDt. . EGODomy in Operation.

WE HAVE ALREADY MANUFACTURED THESE IN CONSIDERABLE NUMBERS,
AND THEIR EXCELLENCE IS ATTESTED WHEREVER USED.

In these Generators are embodied the latest improvemento in Dynamo Construction.

They are the most nearly perfect Electrical Railway Generators

yet constructed.

Write for Full Particulars.

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
DISTRICT OFFICeS:

44 Broad St., New YQrl( Ciiy. 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston. Mass. 173 and 175 Adams St., Chicago, III.

Fifch and Race Streets, Cincinnati, O. 509 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Equitable Building, Atlanta, Ga. 401-407 Bibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.
15 First street, San Francisco, Cal. 1333 F Street, N. W., Wash., D, 0.

Masonic Temple, Denver, Colo.

ill BUSUESS ODTSIDE OF THE DHITED STATES TRiRSACTED B! THE THOMSOH-HOUSTOH IHTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC CO., 44 BROAD ST., »EW YORK CITY.
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Electric Light Supplies.

No. 446.

No. 447.

X.). 41.-1

THE T. 6. SOCKET.
Can You Use Them?

Switclies Kept in Stock.

BRYANT and
PERKINS D. P.

15, 25, 40 and 50 Ampere.

PAISTE
AND

PERKINS
5 and 10 Ampere

SINGLE
POLE

Sockets, Cnt-ODts, Wires. Batteries,

SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

No. 442.

No. Ui.

No. 44!.

54 and 56 Franklin St., Chicago, 111.
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The Equipment Necessary

For a Model Station:

BAUER
SWITCHES

On your Switch-Board.

Well Made.

Quick Action.

Positive Break.

WIRT
AMMETERS.

See Catalogue 23, p. 138.

Handsome, Accu-
rate, Standard.

No Springs.

No Recalibratine.

WIRT
Volt Indicators.

See Catalogue 23, p. 137

The Standard and
Most Reliable. Pays
for Itself in Saving

of Lamps.

WIRT
Standard Fuse

LINKS.

All one piece

—

No Soldered Ends.
Carefully Graded
and Reliable.

SHIELD BRAND
Moisture-Proof

LINE WIRE.
s 6 to 0.

The Only Moisture-

Proof (not rubber
covered) Line Wire

on the Market.

HABIRSHAW standard

Red Core Rubber Covered WIRE.
The Only Pure Para Rubber

Covered Insulation Made.

No Leaking Lines—Saves Break-

Downs and Accidents. Keeps up

the Coal Pile and the Bank "Pile"

at the same time.

For House Wiring, for

Cables or any Place where

the Highest Insulation is

Required.

STANLEY
TRANSFORMERS.

Solid Moisture-Proof Insulation,

Lightning-Proof.

It Never Fails.

Highest Efficiency,

Closest Regulation,

Most Convenient to

Handle.

HIGH INSULATION
BRACKETS.

See Pages 43 to 48.

Strong, Graceful.

Made from Carefully

Designed Patterns.

WW Lightning

Arrester.

The Simplest Made.

Protects your Line
and Dynamos. No
Magnets, no Springs,

no Swinging Balls.

The New

Sunbeam Lamp.

The Highest Econ-
omy combined with

Long Life and Effici-

ency.

The Wirt

Dynamo Brush.

Saves the Commuta-
tor, and Prevents

Sparking and
Cutting.

The Only lirush

Built on Scientific

Principles.

A Plant with above Equipment insures SAVING IN POWER, SAVING IN REPAIRS, SAVING IN TROUBLE-
all in all, a Model and SuccessJ'ul Station. Correspondence Solicited, and Promptly Answered.

The Ansonia Electric Co.,
FORMERLY THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

Cor. Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO.FACTOEIta AJTD A \-c/-.i.i . Cnvxr
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC

FORT WAYNE. IND,

Manufacturers of Apparatus for Arc Lighting; Alternating Current Lighting; Direct

Current Incandescent Lighting; Generators for Railway and other Motor Circuits; Accurate

Measuring Instruments, Meters and General Supplies. This apparatus possesses the highest

Electrical Efficiency, best Mechanical Construction, and the most Artistic Design.

The Armature of the new "Wood" Iron Clad Slow Speed Alternator is indestructible.

These dynamos are being manufactured in the following sizes: 750 light, 1,500 light,

3,000 light and 6,000 light capacity.

Twenty-six styles "Wood" Arc Lamps for Constant Current Circuits, Constant Potential

Circuits and Alternating Circuits. Noiseless, no extra rheostat.

The largest stations in existence are of the Fort Wayne Company's System.

See our Apparatus in operation at our World's Fair Exhibit.

NEW YORK, 42 anfl 44 Broad street.
CHICAGO, 186 Dearborn Street.

PHILADELPHIA, 907 Filbert Street.

PITTSBURGH, 40e Times Buiiding.
COLUMBUS, OHIO, 67 East State Street.

SYRACUSE, Kiric Building.
SAN FRANCISCO, 35 New Montgomery Street.

CITY OF MEXICO.
DALLAS, TEX.
NEW ORLEANS, 62 Union Street.

Sockets, Switches, Cut-outs
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Sawyer - Man Electric Co.,

620 Atlantic Avenue, BOSTON.

610-634 West 23d Street, NEW YORK. Pullman Building, CHICAGO.
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(TRADE MARK.)

We take pleasure in informing the public that after
man\- months of experimenting we have succeeded in producing an Incandescent Electric Lamp superior to any of the

numerous lamps hitherto offered to the public. The importance of the discovery may be realized when we inform you

that the lamp now manufactured by us is a total departure in principle from all other incandescent lamps. Our larnp will

maintain its

INITIAL CANDLE POWER at its INITIAL EFFICIENCY
throughout the usual average life of incandescent lamps.

The importance of this improvement can only be realized by those who have had the usual experience with lamps

which begin to decrease in candle power and at the same time increase their consumption of energy as soon as put into service.

The "Novak" Lamp maintains its full candle power at tiie same

efliciency tiiroogliout its ilfe.

The "Xovak" Lamp is fully protected by patents of our own, and is free from any possible claims of infringement

of other patents.

The efficiency and average life of the "Novak" Lamp are fully equal to those of any other lamp ever offered.

The filament used in the "Novak" Lamp is the celebrated

"PERKINS" FILAMENT,
the superior quality of which is too well known to need comment by us.

We 7-espcctfully solicit correspondence in regard to the "Novak" Lamp, feeling sure that a lamp possessing the

superior qualities of this lamp, and mantifactnred by a company whose business it is to supply the general public WITH-
OUT DISCRfM/NA TION, will be appreciated.

THE WARING ELECTRIC CO.,

GLAFLIN k KIMBALL) (ingorporited,)

General Selling Agents, 116 Bedford St., Boston, Mass.

WESTERN DEPARTMENT,
Office and Warehouse, 01110 A Ofl II 1

1001-2 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, unlbAUU, ILL.
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Massachusetts E Metrical Engineering Company,
STONJB & WEBSTEB, Managers.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,
BOSTON, 4 Post Office Square. CHICAGO, Title and Trust Building.

MOTORS AND DYNAMOS with

Forpd Iron Field Magnets.

N
COMMERCIAL ELECTRIC CO., "« S,Tenne.,ee street.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

ATIONAL INDIAIndia Rubber v0.

S. p. COLT.
President.

F. S. MINOTT,
Genu Mgr.

FACTORY AND OFFICE,
BBISTOL,, B. I.

C^eneral IVestern Asents; Enterprise B(ee<rlc Co., Chicsgro.
Kew York uffice, 487 Sroiulwar. H. Ij. Bnrdlck, Manaeer.

^'^^*Bl^^-c'il\'?vra, \
'^-'"- ^-»«"»- GEO. T. MANSON,

Gen'i Supt.

THE OKONITE COMPANY

iPN'-i

LIMITED,

13 Park Row, New Yorko
INSULATED

WIRES ALDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uit.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.

^ BBANCBBS : Oliloaco. Bolton, Pblladelphls, mnneapalla, OlnoUinatl,
Omaba. I.oalBTlll«, St. ZjouIs, San Francisco, XiOndon and So. America.

«ty.

''iifli)-^^'''^

HOW THE

GREAT FAIR
Was Opened!

THE PRESIOEVT
I'UKSSKn

THE VICTOR KEY
AND THK

EXETfiR DRY BATTERY
nil) THE ItKST*

The Victor Telearnpli
Key antl the Kxeii-i
l>rj' Bntterj- were hotli

Melectetl i» open th<
Wurld'H i'oliiiiibluii Kv-
po*titloii

end for »iniii|ile oflhf Vielor Key. I*rl«*«' i«2,50.
Neiid for Nain|>le of Mxeter l>ry ISuttery, I'rire SOe

SamiiK'fl DL'llvoroil. Trnusporliitlou Pri'pnM.

THE E. S. GREfLEY & CO.. devVtUet NLWYORK.

PACKARD HIGH GRADE
INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

Mftnnfactnred by tbn

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
AGKNTS:

New York City, Chag. E. Chapm, 13G Liberty St.

Chicago, III., Elec Appliance Co., 242 Mudteon St.
St. Paul, Minn., Tlie Elec. EnRjoeeriDKis Supply Co.
St. Louis, Mo,. St. Louis Electrical Supply Co.
San Francipco, Cal., A. C.Bralnard & Son, No. 109

OaUforniaSt.

Cincinaotl, O.. Post-Glorer Elec. Co.. 215 W, *th 8t
Piltflbargh, Pa,, Dofiueane Electrlo Supply & Con

structfon Co
Montreal. Cnn.. Packard Lamp Co., 9G-100 Kind Ht.
Washlo^on, Northwest Flxtnre .t Elec. Co., S«attls.

MANUFAOTUBER OF

INSUIiATED BlalSGTRIG WIRE,
FLKXIBLE CORDH and CABLES.

300 and iSOS North Third Street, - - PHII.ADRI.PHIA. PA.

MAGNETO WATCHMEN'S CLOCKS.

HOLTZgR-CABOT ELECTRIC CO., 92 FraDklin St.. Boston, Mass,

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COyPLETE POWER PLANTS.

EBTIMATBS AND DRAWIKGS SUBMITTSD,

WESTON ENGINE CO..
Painted Post, N. Y.

REPRESENTATIVES

:

JuManScholl &Co.. I2t> Ubertj St.. New Tort
Geo. D. Hoffman, 8*2 Lake St.. Chicago. HL
U. M. Solple A: Co. , 3(1 df Arch Sts. . Fhiladelphift.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford, Conn.

THE BALL $^ WOOD COMPANY,
Boilders of Improved AntomAtio Cut-off Eiifsinea-

Chlvaco Omec, Homo In». HidK-i W, B, rearwin si;

W. A. n«y. No. IJH Ollv.T St.. Wiv«ton, Ma** OecK M. K-'

\V. M. Portor. UodKfK ni.lR . l>«Lrntt. Slich.

Tho«. K. Cnroy it lirolhenn i_'o.. No 'W U«hl St.. U .

.St. Paul. Mian.
>iUmxi|irft> Tpod.
ttOUStOD, T«KA9.
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TRANSFORMERS
PERFECT SAFETY.

«iOOD BEeilLATION.

HIGHESTEFFICIENCY.

rr -^-

SMAI.Lr COBE LOSS.

30,000 ^ITATT TBAirSFOBSIEB.

COIffVENIENCB inr iNSTAIiLATION.

Best Possible Mechanical Insulation, with Additional insulation of Oil. Primary and Secondary Coils are Fully
Subdivided. No Fuses in the Transformer Case.

TRANSMISSION OF POWER BY ELEGTRIGITY OVER LONG DISTANCES
Is rendered practicable by means of our "Step Up" and "Step Down" Transformers, the

Insulation in which is Tested to Withstand a Pressure of 10,000 Volts Alternating.

CARPENTER ENAMEL RHEOSTATS.

t'tvo-pxz.a.se: cs-szvsrjlxors
Of our standard Alternating Current Sizes, for use with

For Prices and information Address nearest District Office.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
DISTRICT OI=F=ICES:

173 and 175 Adams Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
44 Broad Street, New York. 620 Atlantic Ave., BoBton, Mass.

Fifth and Bace Streets, Cincinnati, O. 609 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Fa.

Equitable Building, Atlanta, Ga. ' 401-407 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.
16 First Street, San Francisco, Cal. 1333 F Street, N. W., Wash., D. C.

Masonic Temple, Denver, Colo.

Ill BosiDMS Ootslde of tbe UQlUd States TraDsacted b; tbe TbomsoD-Hoaston lot^rDatJooal Electr/c Co., 4i firojd St., Kew york.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

American Hullery Co

Americun Klec. Jiff,'. Co—
American Klectrlcal

Works

AmerlcanSilk Mfg. Co.... sv

Ansonia ElecLricCo.,The...xxvi

BabcockA Wilcox Co,, The . i

Baggot.K xvl

Baker AiCo xvl

Ball A Wood Co.. The i

BallEngineCo xxi

Be-'gs .J. E. Machinery*
SupplyCo xvl

Bernstein Electric Co xl

Biahop Guttapercha Co.... siv

Blanchard. Albert. xxiii

Boston Braid Mfg. Co sxi

Boston Electric Co xl

Bridgeport Machine Tool
Works ^i^

Brill Co., J. G xvi

Brookfleid.Wm xiv

Brush Electric Co vil

Bryant Electric Co

Buckeye Electric Co xii

Butler Hard Rubber Co.... xix

C. & C. Electric Motor Co.. ix

Cabell, L, Breckinridge., xviii

Calumet Electric Manufac-
turing A Engineering Co. ix

Carpenter Enamel Rheostat
Co >;viii

Case, J. T. Engine Com-
pany xxii.

Central Electric Co v

Chicago Insulated Wire
Co iv

Clarendon Oil A. Refining
Co sxi

Columbia Inc. Lamp Co. ... iv

Commercial Electric Co i

Comstock, Louis K
Crescent Insulated \Vire A
Cable Co xv

Crocker-Wheeler Electric.
Co V

CushingA Morse xi

Cutler A Hammer
Cutter Electrical A Manu-
facturing Co >:

Cutter Geo
Dayton Globe Iron Works
Co ^^»»

Delaware Hard Fibre Co.. x

Delno A Co., H. E
Diehl ACo iv

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.. xii

D'UDger Elec. Tel. Mfg.
Co =^vi

Eastern Electric Cable Co. xv

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co... ix

Edison Decorative A Min-
iature Lamp Dept XV

Edwards, W. S. Mfg. Co ...

Electric Appliance Co. . xiv

Electric Construction A
Supply Co xii

Electric Engineering A Sup-
ply Co xi

Electric Selector A Signal
Co IX

Electrician Publishing Co.
X, xvi. XX, xxi, xxiii

Electrical Engineering A
Supply Co ,The xxvii

Elektron Manufacturing

Empire China Works xii

Falls Rivet A Machine Co., xxi

Ford - \\ ashburn Storelec-
tro Co
For Sale Advertisements

xvi

Fort Wayne Electric Co.

Freeman S. A Sons Manu-
facturing Co

Fuel Economizer Co .... xix

General Electric Co ....ll.xxiv

General Incandescent Arc
Light Co xviii

coodyear Hard Rubber Co.
and The India Rubber
Comb Co

Great Western Manufac-
turing Co

GreeleyA Co., The E. S... i

Hart A Hegeman Manufac-
turing Co.. x\l

Hanson Battery, Light A
Power Co xvi

Harrison A Co., W. P
Helios Electric Co xi

Hill Clutch Works
Hlne Eliminator Co xiv

Holmes, Booth A Haydena. xvi

Holtzcr-Cabot Electric Co.. I

Hubbard, Norman
Hubbard A Co., Wm xvi

Hnebel A Manger xv
Innls ACo xv
Institute of Technology, xvlll

Interior Conduit A Insula-
tion Co iv

Interstate Complete Elec-
tric Const. Co

Jackson, Dugald C . xiv

JenneyElec. Motor Co xv

Jewell Belting Co i

Johns Manufacturing Co.,

H. W
KartavertMfg. Co xxi

Kesler Electric Co xxil

Klipstein, A XV

Knapp Electrical Works, xxv

Lake, J. H. AD. Co

Law Battery Co xvii

Leclancbe Battery Co.,The xvii

Lee, C. E
Leffel ACo., James xvii

Link Belt Machinery Co.,xxiU

Loud. H. M. A Sons Lumber
Co xvii

Marcus. W. N xvi

Massachusetts Electrical
Engineering Co i

Mather Electric Co,. . —-

McLean A Schmltt xvi

Mica Insulator Co xii

Milwaukee Electric Railway
Co xlx

Moore, AlfiedF i

Munsell A Co., Eugene.. . . xiv

Murray A Co., Jas. J xix

National Carbon Co xix

National Electric Manufac-
turingCo xxvii

National IiidlaRubber Co.. i

New England Butt Co.... xii

Newton Rubber Co xix

N. Y. Electrical A Develop-
meutCo xxi

New York Insulated Wire
Co xviii

N. Y. Safetv Steam Power
Co '. xxiii

New York A Ohio Co i

Nowotny Electric Co xvi

Okonite Co., The i

Osborne Steam Engin'g Co. xiv

Ostrander A Co.. W. R . . . . xv

Otto Gas Engine Works., .xxiii

Page Belling Co
Paiste, H.T iv

Partrick A Carter Co xvi

Pelton Water AVheel Com-
pany xvii

Perkins Electric Switcb
Manufacturing Co xvii

Phoinix Iron Works Com-
pany

Phosphor-Bronze Smelting
Co., Ltd xxiii

Porter,Geo xiv

Qiicen A Co., Incorporated. . xv

Racine Hardware Manufac-
turing Co xiv

Redding Electric Co xxii

Rockford Electric Manufac-
turing Co iv

Roebling's Sons Co.. .1. A.. x

Rose Electric Light Supply
Co

Rosenbaum, AV. A xvi

Rose Poly. Institute xvi

Samson Cordage Works... xiv

Sechrist, Albert xxil

Shawmut Fuse Wire Co. . . xv
Short Electric Ry. Co vli

Shultz Belting Co xxiii

Slebert, G xv
Siemens A Ualske Electric
Co xii

Sioux City Electrical Supply
Co.... xvi

Sioux City EngineWorks. xxiii

Smith, A. T xvi

Sperry Electric Mining Ma-
chine Co xviii

Sperry Electric Ry. Co vii

Standard Electric Co. .. viii

Standard Paint Co x

Stanley Electric Manufac-
turing Co xxvii

Steuben Lamp Works xv
Stllwell A Blerce Manufac-
turing Co xvi, xvii

Stokes Mfg Co xvii

Taylor Engine Co... xxiii

Taylor, Goodhue A Ames., xiv

United Electric Improve-
meut Co

Van Nuis. C. S slv
Vulcanized Fibre Co xvlll

Waddell-Entz Company .. xiv

AVant AdverlisL'mcnts xv!
Waring l^lectrir Co — xxvlll

AVashburn A Moen Mfg. Co.

Webster, Warren A Co..,. -

—

Western Electric Co xxi
Westlughouac,Church, Kerr

ACo xxil

Westinghousc Elec.and Mfg.
Co xlil

Weston Electrical Instrument
Co vi

Weston Engine Co 1

Wilson A Jackson
Wortbingtou, Henry R ....

CLASSIF ED LIST.

AnnnnviutorH.
Ans.mliL i;iL-ctrlc Co., Tlif.

i.'L'iitral Electric Co.
Klectrir Appliance Co,
Kna|)p Electrical Work-s,
Lee. C, K.

Ostrander ACO., W. K.
Partrick A Carter Co.
'J'aylor, (.ioodhue A Amcw.

Are fjampN.
.\nsonia Electric Co
Beggs, J, i:.. MchyASup. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Cons. A Supply Co.
Fort Wayin- Electric Co.
General lOlectrio Co.
General inc'd'cent ArcLt. Co.
Helios ICIectric Co , The.
Knapp Electrical Work.*;.

Rose Elec. LlghfSupply Co.
Siemens A Ilalske Electric Co.
Sioux City E. S. Co.
Standard Electric Go.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.
Westmguouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc l.ierht Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Samson Cordage Works.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.

Baiteries and Jarta.
American Battery Co.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
FordW'shb'rn Storelectro Co.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.

Hanson Battery, Lt. A Pr.Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Law Battery Co.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Lee, C. K.
Newton Rubber Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Sioux City E.S. Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.
Western Electric Co.

Bells.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Greely A Co.. The E. S.

Huebf I A iManger.
Knapp Electrical AVorKS.
Ostrander A Co., W. R.
Partrick A Carter Co
Taylor, uoodhue A Ames.
Western Electric Co.

Belting:.
Jewell Belting Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Page Belting Co.
Shultz Belting Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames

Boilera.
Babcock A Wilcox Co.. The.
Ball Engine Co,
Blanchard. Albert.
Freeman A Sons Mfg. Co.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pheonix Iron Works Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Books. Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Braiclins Dlftchineiy.
New England Butt Co.

Barjrlai* Alarms,
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Taylor. Goodhue A Ames.

Cables.
(See Insulated Wires )

Ciblc8 Flectric. (See In-
sulated Wires), Copper,
smieet and Bar.
Bishop Gutta Percba Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
iloore, Alfred F.
Roebling's Sons Co . J. A.
Washburn A Moen illg. Co,
Western Electric Co.

Carbons. Poii t8 and
Plates.

Ansonia Electric Co
Central Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Law Battery Co.
National Carbon Co.

Clutclies, Friction.
Falls Rivet A Machine Co.
Hill Clutch Works.
Lake, J. H. A D. Co.

Coi>tr»ctorH. JElectric
Lislit. Plants.

Brush Electric Co.
C. A C. Electric Motor Co.
Calumet Elec.Mfg. A Eng. Co.
Commercial Electric Co.
Comstock. Louis K.
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
Ford-Washburn Storeluc.Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg Co.
Hanson Buttery, Lt. A Pr.Co.
Interstate Comp. El. Cons. Co.
Jenney Electric Mot^^rCo,
Mass. Elec Engineering Co.
Mather Electric Co.
Rockford Electric Mfg. Co.
Siemens A Ilalske Electric
Co.

Standard Electric Co.
UnltLKl F,|t'c Improvement Co
Waddell-Eutz Compony.
WestlnghouseEIec A Mfg. Co.
Western I'^lcctrlc Co.
Wilson A Jackson,

Construction and Uo-
palrs.

Comstock. Louis K.
Inter.slateComp.v.l.,Cons. Co
McLi-an A Schmitt.
|V.it.T. CO".
Sl.Mix riiv K. S. Co.
Wostirii KitTtric Co,
Wilson A .hickson.

Coppfr Wires.
AriHonIa Electric Co.
American Electrical Works.
IJisliup Gutta I'ercha Co.
<:entrul Electric Co.
CreMcent In. Wire A Cable Co.
Cntt<T, <;«:'o.

Eh-rlrlc Appliance Co.
Gooily<Mir Hard Rubber A The

India Riihb'.r Comb Co.
Holmes, Booth A Hiiydons.
In tenuit ional Okonite Co.
Knapp i;iectrical Works.
Moore, Alfred K.
National India Rubber Co.
Sperry El, Mining Mach, Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A .Vmes.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cordage.
Samson Cordage Works.

CroMN- « rms. Pins and
Brackets.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Loud A Sons Lumber Co.

Cut Oats and f^witcliea.
Ansonia Electric Co.. The.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutler A Hammer.
Cutter. Geo. .

Cutter Electrical A Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric EngASuppIy Co.
Electric Selector A Signal Co.
Great Western Mfg, Co.
Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co.
.Jenny Electric Motor Co,
Kester Electric Co,
linapp Electrical Works.
N. V, Eelc. A Develop. Co.
Paiste, H. T.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Sechrist. A.
Sioux City E. S. Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.

Dynamos.
. Brush Electric Co.
C. A C. Electric Motor Co.
Calumet El. Mfg. A Eng. Co.
Commercial Electric Co.
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Eng. A Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Jenney Electric Motor Co.
Mather Electric Co.
National Electric Mfg. Co.
Nowotny Electric Co.
Rose Elec. Light Supply Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A .-Vmes.

United Elec Improvement Co
Waddell-Entz Company.
AVestern Electric Co.
\Vestinghouse Elec. AMfg.Co.

Klectric LavaGRS Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Blectric WaiUvays.
General Electric Co.
Short Electric Ry Go.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
Sperry Electric Ry. Go.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Kleetrical and 9I< chani-
cal Engineers.

Comstock. Louis K,
Jackson, D. C.
Mass. Elec. Engineering Co.
Osborne Steam Eng. Co.
Porter. Geo.
Wilson A Jackson.

£lectricn] Instruments.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.

Partrick A Carter Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen A Company. Incorp.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.
Van Nuis. C. S.

Weston Elec. Instrument Co.

I-I"ctrical Specialties.
Columbia Mfg. A Supply Co.
Cutter. Geo.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
N, Y. Elec, A Develop. Co.
Paiste, H.T,

Blectrolifrs a'-d Combi-
tation P>xtnres.

Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Baggot. E.
Edwards. W. S. Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.

Br sines, Ik as.
Otto Gas Engine Works.

Engines, »a<eani.
Ball A Wood Co., The.
Bull Engine Co.
Case, J. T. Engine Co,
Freeman Sons Mfg. Co.
N. Y. Siifetv Steam Power Co.
IMi.riiix Iron Works Co.
liailiif Hiinlwiir.: IMlV. Co.
Sioux Ci(y Kngliii- Works.
Taylor Engine Co.
Westinghouse Church, Kerr A
Co.

Weston Engine Co.

Fan Outfits.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Calnniet EI. Mfg. A Eng. Co.
Iiiebl \ (.'oinpanv.
Klrclrii- ,\ppli:inoL' Co.
Stanley Floctric Mfg. Co.
Taylor, Coodhue A Ames.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Karl avert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
.\iiHoniH Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works,
PartrU'k A Cartor Co.
Wchteni Electric Co.

Fnel KcovomizerM.
Fuel Kconoml/er Co.

FoHC Wir<».
An-'onlu Electric Co.. The.
KuHpp Electrical Works.
Shawrnnl Fuse Wire Co.
Sjicrry El. Mining Macb. Co.

<jaMl.Ielitli>e:. Klectrlc.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Boston Electric <;o.

Hollzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Work?',
i'artrick A Carter Co.

Cileneral RIec. NuppI es.
Ansonia Electric Co,, The,
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutk-rA Hammer.
Cutter, Geo
Cutter Ekci-Ical A Mfg. Co
Electric Apl-llance Co.
Electric Eng. A Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. A Supply Co
General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Greeley A Co:, The E."S.

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Kester Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Law Battery Co.
Lee, C. E
N. Y'. Elec. A Develop-Co.
Paiste, H.T.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Queen A Co., Incorp.
Redding Electric Co. . .

Sioux City Elec. Supply Co.
Taylor, .Goodhue A Ames.
Weston El' c. Instrument Co.

()il<'bes and f^lectrical
Glass A-sre

Brookfield, Wm.
Murray A Co., Jas. J.

Orapliif e Specialt ies .

Dixon Cruclole Co., Jos.

Hard Bobber Gob<ls.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Goodyear Hard Rubber A The
India Rubber Comb Co.

Mica Insulator Co.
Newton Rubb-^r Co.

Insulators "rd losnlat
ins 31aierials.

Ansonia Klt^ctric Co,, The,
Brookljeld, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Eng. A Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
General Electric Co.
Goodyeai Hard RubberA The
India Rubber Comb Co.

Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co,
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
International Okonite Co.
.Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Mica Insulator Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.
Vulcanized Fiore Co.

Insula* ed IVires and
Cables—Maeoet AVire.

American Electrical Works.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Crescent In. Wire A Cable Co.
Gushing A Morse.
Cutter, Geo.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Goodyear Hard Rubber A The

Ind'ia Rubber Comb Co.
Great Western JIfg. Co.
Holmes, Booth A Haydens.
International Okouite Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
]\Ioore. Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New Y'ork Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Roebling's Sou'sCo.. J. A.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Sperry El. MiuingMach. Co
w'addell-Entz Company.
Washburn A Moen Mfg, Co,
Western Electric Co.

lianips.I*' candescent.
Am. Electric Mfg. Co.
Ansonia ElectricCo., The.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Edison Miniature Lamp Dept.
Electric Appliance Co.
EloiUrU'al Kug. A Supply Co.
General lUi'Clric Co.
Knapp I'.kinrloal Works.
Mather Electric Co.
New York ami Ohio Co.
Steuben Lamp Works.
Tavlor. tioodhue A .\mos.
Wiiring Electric Co.

Ijalhos.
Bridgeport MachineToolWks.

Itlasnct Wire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

.n*>rlianical Machlin»ry.
Bridgeport Maoh. l\>ol Wks.

lllca.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Munsell ACo., Eugene.

Slinlrs: Apparatus, KIcc.
General Electric Co.
Great W »•?(* rn Mfg. Co.
Sperrv El, Mining Mach. Co.
Westlnchousc El. A Mfg. CO.

Bru.Hh Electric Co.
C. A C. Electric Motor Co.
C'alumti KI. Mfg. A Eng. Co.
Coiomerciai Eb^rctric Co.
crocker-Wbefier Electric Co.
EddvEI.:ctric Mfg. Co.
For(i-Wa*;bbiim Siorel, Co.
Fort Wuyn- TJeclricCo.
Gyneral E!-.-.i'rlc Co.
Gr«;at W*y-ter,i Mfg. Co.
Interior ConduU V Innu. Co
-lennev El*;'rtrl'; .Motor fJo,

Mather ElecirlcC'o.
Rockford Electric Mfg. Co.
SIoMxClty E. S. Co.
Taylor. Goodhue A Ames.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Oils.
ClarendoQ Oil A Rcfg. Co.

Paints,
Standard Paint Co.

Paten Is.
Rosenbaum. Wm. A.

Phosphor Brocize
Phosphor Bronze .Sm.Co.. Ltd

Platinum.
- Baker A Co.
Slebert, G.

Pol»-s.
Loud A Sons' Lumber Co.

Porcelain.
" Empire China Works.
Paiste. H. T.

Publlshei s. EI<>ctrlcB*.
Electrician Publlsbing Co.

Push Bnitons.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Rheostats.
Carpenter En. Rheostat Co.

Sal Ammoniac.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Innis A Co.
Klipstein, .\.

Law Batterj- Co.

Separators, Steam.
Hine Eliminator Co.

Silk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

Silk Machinery n'ipers.
Am. Silk Mfg. Co.

Speabiuff Tubes.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel A Manger.
Knapp Electrical Works
Ostrander A Co.. W. R.
Partrick ^t Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Spepd Indicntors.
Queen A Co. , Incorp.
Weston El. Instrument Co.

Steam Heatine.
AVebster it Co.. Warren.

t^team Pumps.
Hubbard, Norman.
Worthlngton, Henry R.

Street Cars.
Brill, J. G. Co.

Tapes, I* sniating:.
American Electrical Works.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Central ElectricCo.
Crescent In. Wire A CableCo.
Gushing it Morse-
International Okonite Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Teleg^npli AppHratns
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric .Vppliance Co.
Electric Selector A Signal Co.
Greely A Co.. The E. S
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co,

Telf'phones,
D'Unger Elec. Teh Mfg. Co.
Hubbard A Co.. Wm.
Western Electric Co.

*

Te epho^e Mouthpieces.
Marcus, W. N.

Transformers.
Ansouia Electric Co.
National Electric Mfg. Co.
Stanley Electric Mfe. Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A^Ames.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Works.

Tracks. Klecric Car.
General ElectricCo.
Westinghouse EI. A Mfg. Co.

Tnrbine Wheels.
Oavton Globe Iron Works Co.
LelTel A Co.. J«s.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
Stllwell A Bierce .Mfg. Co.

Universities.
Institute of Technology-.
Rose Polyt. Institute.

Vacunm Pumps.
Hubbanl. Norman.

VarnltiboN.
Siandarvl Palul Co.

Water Ifcntors.
WebsterA Co.. Warron.

Water WIiccls.
I.etl'el A Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

Wire. Bare.
Ansonia Electric Co.. The.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulateil Wire Co.
Crescent In.Wire A C,-»bIc Co.
Ekvtrio Appliance Co.
Holmes, Booth A Havdcns.
Knapp Klectrlcal Works.
National India Rubber Co.
Roebling's Sons" Co., J. A.
Si>erryEI. Slining Mach. Co.
Washourn A Moen Mfg, Co.
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Columbia Incandescent Lamps.
UNEQUALED IN QUALITY.

CDSTOMERS FOLLY PROTECTED FROM CLAIMS FOR INFRINGEMENT.

Every new customer forwarding us an initial order for Columbia Lamps will receive by
express, prepaid, a handsomely framed portrait of Henry Goebel, the inventor of the incan-
descent lamp. Copies are now being forwarded to all our old customers. Should any one
fail to receive one, please ask for same, and it will be forwarded.

The Columbia Incandescent Lamp CG.,'°'o;:rs..St. Louis, Mo.

ELECTRIC FANS.
2,000

ENDORSERS. Wound for Either

Direct Arc or

incandescent

Current.

DIEHL & COMPANY, 385 Broadway, New York.

Chicago Insulated Wire Co.,

INSULATED WIRES OF ALL KINDS.

Lundell Ceiline: Fan Oulfit No. 569g.

SFICirOTlONi

1-f; U. p. Luudell Ffla Motor,
speed of motor 1,50U revolu-
tions per minute at 110 volts.
Speed of fan 165 revolutions
per minute for constant poten-
tial, incandesceni circuits up to
V2i) volts, Belf-oilinfj and self-

aligniug bearings, 27-iuch fan
blades. Motor finished in black
japan, with red and gold strip-
ing. Stem and canopy, antique
polished brass. Standard
length from ceillug to Ewitch
4}-j feet.

List Price, $52.00.

IliHConntu*
furnlNlicd .upon

appliration.

INTERIOR CONDUIT & INSULATION CO.,
fi-H liroail Mtr.-et. NKW YOHK.

EIjW. H. JOHS-ON. Pr.-l.l.-nl I. \\ . I.riTLj;. Vile I'reHidynt fintl (;leneral MaDof,'er .

214 Northern Cffice Building,

CHICAGO.

Weatherproof,
Mag^net,
Office, Annunciator.

Samples and Prices on application.

FACTORY AT SYCAMORE, ILL.

Prompt Shipmenti«i.

ROCKFORD DYNAMOS AND MOTORS,
NO BETTER MADE,

YOU CAN BUT THEM OF OUR AGENTS.
Frank Hoffman, Room 31, 94 La Salle

St., Ohlcago, 111.

St Louis Engr. Co., St. Louis, Mo.
D. J. Hauss, Room 51 Plbe Bldg., Oiu

ciunati, Ohio.
A. Pizzini. Jr , 909 Bank St., Rich-
mond Va.

Duerr & Rohn, 445 E. Water Street,
Milwaukee, Wis.

Zeuith Elec. Co., Lyceum Building,
Duluth, Minn.

O. E. Dey, 1611 Champa St , Denver,
Cnlo.

Smith Elec. Co , Butte, Montana,
Intermouutain Elec. Co., Salt Lake

Cily, Utah.
Brodney Morley & Co., Tacoma Waeh.
International Elec. Supply & Const.

Co., San Francisco, Cal.

OK AOOBEHH I^K.

ROCKFORD ELECTRIC MFC.CO.,
ROCKFORD, ILL.

<:\
V

# XNTRIC.
y^^

a
MADE

8. P.o amp
1 amp. 8. P.
5 amp. 3 way

1 amp. 3 way

THAT'S THE SWITCH"

And We Control That Movement.

\m
^v^\

MADE
1 amp. D. P.
15 amp. D. P..

10 Soiith ISth Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
CEO. CUTTER, Wostorn Dispenser. All Dealers.
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\xun3 iionvinsNi "9 maim: aoiaiiir

UOJ SlH30tf NEW LUNDELL HANGINQ FAN MOTOR

NOISELESS,

EFFICIENT,

ADJUSTABLE

POLISHED

ANTIQUE BRASS
FINISH.

No One Should Be Warm.

OKONITE AND CANDEE WIRES. OKONITE AND MANSON TAPES.
INTERIOR CONDUIT. LUNDELL MOTORS.

CENTRALELECTRIC COMPANY,
I 16 and I 18 Franklin Street, Chica2:o,

GATE CITY ELECTRIC CO.,
Kansas City, Mo.

WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
Omaha, Neb.

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
St. Louis, Mo. flGEMTS FOP

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC CO.,

Manufacturers aud Electrical Engineers,

39 and 4t Cortlandt Street, nxrEi"\;v

Dynamos,

Motors and

Direct Current

Transformers

In all practical sizes and types.

'«*.

Special
Applications and

Designsi

*^
^i!ii:K i ' '^L W Transmissions of

Power about
Works

or Factories.

WOKKS, AMPEUE, N. J.

Special Ventilating and Cooling Devices.

ANSONIA ELECTRIC CO., NEW ORLEANS ELECTRIC CO., RUSSELL & OFFICER ELECTRIC CO.

102 Michigan Ave.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

107 Gravier Street,

NEW ORLEANS, LA.

173.^ Champa Street,

DENVER, COL.

CUMNER, CRAIG & CO.

178 L)evonshire St.,

BOSTON. MASS.
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ILLUMINATED DIAL STATION VOLTMETER. Style B. (1-2 Size.)

These iDBtmmenta are especially valuable for Central Station switchboards, bnving a scale 14 laches long which is illumlanted by a lamp and a eystem of mirrors, thus making the indications plainly visible

at a long distance. Th"^ accuracy of these instruments is fully equal to tliat of our portable voltmeters. Their dead-beat quality makes them unrivaled for I'oiver and RaiHvay circuit?.

The Weston Standard Portable Direct Current Voltmeters and Am-
meters are used in all parts of the civilized world.

They are recognized by all authorities as the very best instrument

ever produced.
During the past year Me. Wbston has given much time to the

further study and improvement of these instruments, and has brought

them to a higher degree of permanency, durability, accuracy and ex-

cellence than we ever thought possible. Tlic New Model is the same
in external appearance as the old, but is vastly superior to the latter in

all that contributes to a first class instrument. It is the anmc of per-

fection, and is destined to become and remain

The Slandard Portable Instrument of the World.

We have perfftcted a larger model of these instruments—expressly

adapted for use as ahsolulc elatulards in stations and laboratories.

Weston Portable Alternating Current Voltmeters.

These instrum'ints arc absolutely permanent and very accurate, and

are incomparably superior to any form of hot wire instrument known.

They will hie found invaluable in securing and maintaining uniformity

and economy of operation of alternating current plants.

We make, multiplierh /or nne ivitlt thene inntruments
to extend their range so as to measure the highest voltage met with on

primary circuits.

We also make sixte 'n differeat ranges of moderate priced, high grade

Dead-Beat Switch-board Ammeters.
The capacity ranges from 35 amperes Lo 750 anipc'es. These instrumcn's are

anew type, aad a -e very accunte and well made. Tlie scales are very regular, the
instruments very sensitive, tbo oughly durable and absolutely permanent, and their

indications are not sensibly affected by the most powerful external fields.

In addiiian, we are making a full line of Direct Current

Station and Isolated Plant Voltmeters,

in (hree sizes nml many ranges. Those instrinncuts are very dead beat, and embody
maiy new and valuable features.

They arc sp'icially adapted for railway and power plants, and ai'e well suited
for arc and incandescent light circuits, and all other work requiring ffoorf and
tli.oroiighlji Irustwarthi/ Voltmelern. They are specially d signed for
switch boiinl use.

We are also making a large line of high graile

STATION AMMETERS,
in ranges from 200 l,o 5,000 amperes, with al)snlute]y proportional scales throughout
the entire rango. Tlic sensibility and accuracy of tliesc instruments have never
been approaciic<l. A 1,200 ampere iuHtrumcrit will indicate, with full load or no
load, tlie turning on or off of a sinjj'c lamp, and can be read In any part of the

scale to one ampere. They arc very dead-beat, liaridsimc in design and finish,

permanynt, durable and well made, and moJcrate in price.

S« our elaborate exhibit at World's Pair, S. E. orner second floor, Electricity BulldlDg, where our representative will be pleased to receive visitors.

THE WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT GO,
114-120 William St., Newark, N. J., U. S. A.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.
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THE SPERRY ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.

Street Railway Apparatus.

atsriGALir suppohted mow, flexible gdniie(itions,

BRUSH SYSTEM

!

All double carbon arc lamps at the Columbian Exposi-

tion are Brush, or under Brush license.

South Park, Chicago, has a model lighting plant. All

Brush Apparatus.

New Illinois Central Depot, Chicago, is equipped with
Brush Electric Lighting Apparatus.

Chicago Beach Hotel is just installing a large Brush
lighting plant.

If you are interested in Electric Lighting or Power
Apparatus, send for Catalogues or Call on

THE RRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY,
General Offices: Chicasfo Offices:

CLEVELAND, OHIO. MOIVADNOCK BUILDING.

THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.,

"No N'oise. No ITirearing Out of Gears.

IDEAL STREET CAR MOTORS AND POWER GENERATORS.
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STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.
General Offices: Suite 625, Home Ins. BIdg., nUIPiiGn
Works: 313-317 South Canal Street, lllllbADU.

TS^ STiNMD SISTEM OF ARC UGHTIHG.

FOR

FURTHER

INFORMATION

ADDRESS
THE
GENERAL

OFFICES.

Central Station Managers, Municipal Officers, Owners of Iso-

lated Lighting Plants and Prospective Purchasers everywhere

are invited to inspect and investigate the STANDARD SYSTEM

before contracting for apparatus.

For lighting stores, foundries, factories or the streets of a city,

this system has no equal.

Our contract does not obligate the purchaser to buy appara-

tus or supplies exclusively of us for a term of years, but courts

open competition and encourages fair tests for merit between any

and all existing arc lighting systems and the STANDARD.
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C <Sc C
Electric Motors and Dynamos.

Electric Lighting and Electrical Transmission

of Power.

The C. & C. Electric Motor Co,
GENERAL OFFICE;

402 and 404 Greenwich St., New York.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREROOMS.

CHICAGO, 201 Madison St. BOSTON, 63 OUver St.

PHILADELPHIA, 43 North vtli Street.

Agencies in all principal cities.

Our Individual Arc Light

and Motor Cut-Outs

ISEI-.X-^BXi,^d.

SC0I^T01v£IC.^I-.,

SI^s^^I.

And Require Only One Small Wire.

NEW EDDY MOTOR.

MULTIPOLAR GENERATORS FOR RAILWAY AND
POWER PURPOSES.

PERFECT IN CONSTRUCTION.

Corxoepoiica.eiice Solicited..

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
WINDSOR, CONN.

1212 Havemeyor Bldg., NEW YORK. HIT and 1418 Monadnoct Bldg., CHICAGO.
606 Commerce St., PHILADELPHIA. 170 Second St., PORTLAND, OREGON.

30 Oliver Street, BOSTON. 134 E. Cth St., ST. PAUL, jnXN.
705 Delaware Street, KANSAS CITY, 510.

CALUMET

Electric Manufacturing

AND ENGINEERING GO.,
L. A. HINE,

Pres't and Sec'y.
L. J. OTIS,

Treasarer.
G. E. DORMAN.

Vice-Pres't and Designer.

Caeumet Fan Motors.

Slow Speed.

Straight Feed

Carbon Brushes.

Durable

Commulalors,

with many

Segments.

ELECTRIC SELECTOB & SIGNAL CO.

(Successor to ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE CO.,)

45 Broadway, NEW YORK.

Our Large

Armature

Operates

with Success

on 500

Volt Circuits.

High Efficiency.

Electric

Emery Grinders

and Burnishers.

Hifl^/tntt-t^' t-

Diroct Currout. Unck View—Showing Brusln e.

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS
OF ANY SI2E AND VOI,TAGE.

Office, 403, 172-174 S. Clinton St., CHICAGO.
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^^ WE HAVE RESUMED THE MANUFACTURE OF THE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
AND ARE PREPARED TO FILL ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY.

American Electrical Mfg. Co., 2011 to 2017 Pinest, st. Louis, Mo.
Send for

Catalogriie.

Beud for
Samples

Our Standing as Manufacturers of the Highest Grade
of Hard Fiber is Unquestioned.

THE DELAWARE HARD FIDER COMPANY,

BIRailKGHAn.

OF INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
Br 11zi:bert Laws Webb.

A New Book Just Published.

A Practical Guide to the Testing of Electric Light, Electric

Railway, Telephone and Telegraph Wires.

PRICE, POSTAGE PREPAID, 81.00.

SEND IN I'OrR ORDER NOW.

ELECTRICIAN PUDLISHINC COMPANY,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

C-S SPECIALTIES.

C-S Flush Double Push Switch.
Single Pole—Double Pole— Commutation; 3 Wire, 4 Wire.

C-S Flush Key Switch.
Single Pole—Doable Pole—3 Wire.

C-S Flush Automatic Switch.
Single Pole.

ELECTRICALLY
MECHANICALLY
ARTISTICALLY PEERLESS.

C-3 Flush Double Push Switch—Double Pole.

THE CUTTER ELECTRICAL & MFG. CO.,
27 So, 11th Street, riiUaaelphia, Pa., V. 8. A,

See complete exhibit with Ansoaia Electric Co., World's Fair.

Insulated "Wire
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

Magnet Wire, Office and Annunciator Wire,

Lead Covered Cables, Copper Wire, Telegraph Wire.

Send for Catalogne.

JOHNA.ROEBLING'SSONSCO.,
CHICAGO, BASI FRAKCISCO, SIEWVORK, TRE5JTOW,
173 liBke St. as I nd 87 Fremont St. 117 L,lberty St. N. J.

ARMATURE AND FIELD COIL VARNISH, INSULATING TAPE,

THE OLD STANDARD P. HUD B. INSULATINC COMPODND.

P"D
AfullJineof P.and

li, products on exhibi-

tion in both tlie Elec-

trical and Manufac-

ture.') and Liberal Aria

Buildings at the Co-

lumbian Exposition,

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.,
'.: . ; '.'.7 ofif f:

2 Liberty St., NEW YORK, N. Y.

PAKAFFIXE PAI>T CO..
lis bkTTEH-i »TEEET, - HAS FBAS(,l»f!0, CAT,.,

PB«ine Coast Jlanarutorera.

Visitors to the Fair

are welcome

at our

CHICAGO OFFICE,

871 "The Rookery."

Pn
JSOXjXD jbtt

.lUMI'ir. N. 8(i St., St. LouIh, Mo.
HyO I^lborty Avo„ I'lttBburgh, I'a.

yir. W. -tth Ht, Olncinniitl. Olilo.

nO-M N. 4tli St., Plillatlolphla, I'u.

F. O. HA WVKH lA I'll: (;<).

MOVA'A"--^ I I J ' I I; M CO ,

VaWV (.l.n , I K 1 I \
r ('0.,

NOVKJ/I .
I I I.' I l;i<! CO.,

ANHONJA j;ij:(jrni<: CO.,
itfirnIf>IpJi Ht. (m<] MIcJilKttH Avo., Chicago, III.

l'KTTINOKJ,L,- ANUKKWH At 00.,
\\)%'im K, Hiiiiimor St., IJohIoc, Mbbh.

HOIJTUEKN ia.KOTitIC CO., - Hoon HuIIiHuk. UiiltJuioro, Md.
JHLItlH ANlJllAK, - - - Mllwiiiikoo, WJh.

And Hupply Jiuuflos Uvurywhoro.
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STREET LIGHTING FROM ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
Lamps, Series Sockets,

New Prices given on Street Fixtures, Poles,
Bank Boards, Meters

And all accessories for the use of SERIES LAMPS on ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.

This system jiermits a PROFITABLE and SATISFACTORY method of street lUumin-
ation and should be investigated by every plant using alternating current apparatus.

WRITE FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS AND PRICES.

OT7R SERIES LAMFS
Will show you a COMPARATIVE SAVING equal to their FIRST COST in POWER CONSUMED.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC COMPANY. 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

ARE WE IN IT?
The fact of our equipping a factory with a capacity five

times larger than our old one, rather looks like it. We had

to do it to supply the continually increasing demand

promptly. YoU are invited to call at the new offices of the

American Battery Co., in the new Security Buildiog,

188 Madison Street, Chicago, and examine what has proved

to be after a year's trial the bcst and niost duraWe type

of Storage Battery made. Especially adapted for trac-

tion, train and stationary lighting, and bojit pro-

pulsion

.

Only Snccessfal Alternating Gnrrent Arc Lamp.

LOW TENSION ALTERNATING CURRENT

Over 30,000 nelloa Lamps in daily operation In Europe, and more than 1,000 Lamps already in

operation in America. The only Arc Lamp which hnros as Bteadily as an Incandescent Lamp. Most
economical Arc Lamp for Central Station or Consumer. W^rit© us for our New Catalo:?;ne.

THE HELIOS ELECTRIC COMPANY,
130©-S-lO Filbert Street. PHIJUADEt.PHlA. PA. i:. S. A.

Eastern Agents:
STANLEY ELECTRIC IVIFG. CO.,

PlttBfield.Mase.

W'oatern Agents: Southeastern Agency:
THE ANSONIA ELECTRIC 00., SOUTHERN ELECTRIC CO

,

Chicago, III. HoenBldg., Baltimore, Md.

Eaetern Penn. and Southern N. J. Agency: Southwestern Agents:
RADIANT ELECTRIC CO., ST. LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.

1223 Market Street, Philadelphia, Pa. St. Louis, Mo.

VOLTMETER SWITCH.
Are yon a Station JIanager? If so consider this.

OUR NEW
VOLTMETER

SWITCH.

This switch enables the attendant to

determloo the voltage on any of the

various circolts diverging from one or

raore dynamos.

Particularly Practical for
Isolated Plants.

Send for our Catalogue.

ELECTRIC ENGINEERING im SUPPLY CO.

New York Office, 126 Liberty St. STEACDSE, H. Y., U. S. A.

Day's Kerite.

Highest Grade of

Insulation for

Electric Wires and Cables.

GUSHING & MORSE, ^mn\ western Agents,

225 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

548 Washington St., Boston,
MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Orininal Celebrated Boston Burners.
HEADQUARTERS FOR

GAS LIGHTIHG APPARATUS,

Please do not confuse our name with others.

BoBlon Klectrlo Go.'s Automatic Burner,

Webavc thelnigcstand most complete stock of Gas Lighting appara'.us lo be

foiimi in tliis country. Our burners liavc proven, by practical use, to be far superior

to any olliera on tlic market, and our prices arc exceedingly low, ^_,
'

Buy burners m.ade by the BOSTON ELECTRIC CO., and got the best. You

will thereby save the profits oryour labor, besides giving your customers perfect satis.

faction.
BoRton Electric Automatic Burner viihell rcoioTed. )
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Z^^^^M^IfJ. '(^Y^^y€^/\

o'^,^S^^^7n^^-?^t^e'tz^.

Z^e^/n^nJJ^cA^^-u^^

MiCANiTF

Sole Mamifiictnrer of Micanite Plates. Coiiimiitator Sop;r"™te, Ring;
Washers, Tubes, Trouglie, Taper Kings. Cloth, Paint, etc ,

FOR ELECTRICAL INSULATION.

MICA INSULATOR CO.
218 WATER STREET, NEW YORK.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB EliJBCTBICAIi USES:

Graphite Bods of Tarions Ijensths, from 1-5 Ohm to 100 Ohms Besietance
to the Inch. Kraphite Boxes and Crncibles, Besistlng Heats

of 4.000 Degrees. Inqntries (Gladly Ans^reted.

/OS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

PORCEi«''SS«/>

/ - -^ Statioh G

-^^^^^^t^',fjef'' 'BrooklVn,N.Y.

PLEASANT
PICKINGS. "BUCKEVE " LAMP

The Profits sure to accrue

from the use of the

\

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, O.
CHICAGO. 437 THE ROOKERY." NEW YORK. 49 DEY STREET.

Yon Will Obliiie

Both Advertiser and Publisher
by mentioning the WESTERN
ELECTRICIAI^ when writing
to advertisers.

NEW ENGLAND BUTT CO.,
PROVIDENCE, R. I., U. 8. A.

H. N. TENNER, Treasurer and Qeneral Manager.

Four Head Folishing ZUachine.

MANUFAOTUEEES OF

For covering Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Light Wire.
Large single and double BRAIDERS for covering Cables.

Single, Double and Triple Winders. Improved Six Spindle
Flyer Winder for Magnet Wires.

Fine Castings a Specialty.

/nANUrACTURGRS ORSANIZED 1831.

INCORPORATED 18e3.

iir Arc La/^ps

ESTABLISHED
\

1=ACT: i

P2R INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

tiil: only ai?c la/^p that
works satisractorily on an
INCANDi:SCtJNT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING. THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LA/APS.

Tin: CLECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

xrsvn BCiLiiiNo,

CHICAGO.

TCLCPMONI: EUILOING.

NEW YOHK.
Search Light No. 13.
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Westinehouse Electric & Wit Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF APPARATUS FOR

Arc Lighting, Incandescent Ligliting,

LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,

Street Railway Generators, Motors, Appliances and

Incandescent Lamps.

Our Alternating Current Incandescent Apparatus is in use in 608
Central Stations. Our Direct Current Apparatus in 2,500 Isolated

Plants.

We are now transmitting Light and Power various distances up to

28 miles from the source. Our Multipolar Railway Generator and
Single Reduction Motors have worked a revolution in the Electric

Railway field.

The Sawyer-Man Stopper Lamp, made by us, has now been on the

market since last January, and during that time it has proved itself the

best and cheapest Incandescent Lamp offered to the public.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL LEADING CITIES.

Agents for Canada:

AHEARN ^ SOPER, OTTAWA, ONT,
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANUPACTUKED BY

WWl. BROOKFIELD,
SUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

HH PARANITE.
%a

»/i v#^^
,^^^

WIRES AND CABLES,

»^^^
AXA*^

C/I' !z5

PARANITE.
^RACINEi-HlGH-

5UPERI0R RE6UlATiON
->"> ECONOMY "-^

Eectric IJshtihs

CARRIED )N STOCK

rwFtisf
: Ktn c;iE OF oui

j

ENGlNESj

'"mas,""
CATAIjOGUE

EN6INE Df?!.

Tk OsliorEe Steam Euslieeriig Co..

Rooms 714-715, 167 Dearborn St., - Chicago
Eepreseotative -work now in course of conBtruc-

tion, 2 00tlH. P. Heat, Light aud Power Plant for
the Pabst Heat, Light & PoUyr Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Those who contemplate the construrtioD of simi-
lar plants on improved and economical lines will

do -well to communicate with tir. First, be sure
jou will get the best, then go ahead.

GEO. PORTER,
CONTHACTOH FoR

ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL WORK.
Room 67, 143 La Salle St., CHICAGO.
Room 9, Commirclal BIk., SOUTH CHICAGO

Telephone, il.MN l'.)l.

RAaNL HARDWARE MF6-C0-RAC.'<V,)

MICA
IGlh and Kaeine Streets.

All Sizes

ami

QMlltles

I" or Electrical Parposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO,,
ais Water Street. New York.

W, H. SILLS, 86 LaSe Street, CHICAGO, ILL-

Sole Agfiits for " Micanite.'*

coisrsxjx.TXisrc3- isisroiiisriEER-
Jlem. Amer. Soc il. E., Mem. Amer. Inst. E. E. University of WiscooBiu, Madison, Wis

Plans, specifications, estimates, and teste ol all binds of plants for electric light or power.

SAMSON BRAIDED CORD
Is the moet dura-
ble for hanging
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Cov
Bring Field

Maemets, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Sf-nd for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
n.'j CO?,"i,R£SS STREET, BOSTON.

HINE'S ELIMINATOR. T^
THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR OF ALL

Steam Separators and Oil Extractors.

3'^J^'^I Jl twolvf: trials in the "CoracH" Separator teet, it averaged
^-T -m. gl

1^ 7-10 per ceit Dry Steam. Oatatrlpplng all corapetltore '"y|

'i

T
L- HINE ELIMINATOR CO.,

Send for Circular and Cornell test repori.

TIR-nCAU

106 Liberty St.,

NEW YORK. iioKizoNTAt.

T'.I» fi'']vt-rU'"-rrj*fnt niipf-ir" '•VTy rAh" r vj '<]:

.

BORING AND TDRNING MILLS.
37, 51 and 62-inch Swing, with two Regular Hoatls.

42-inch Swing, with Turret Head and Screw
Cutting Attachment.

ALL OEAKS A(XI,KA7KI.V CI T

.

.M.I, KKKD.t l-OBITIVK.

M«£faloe9 are seli'Caaltiaod ad'1 tbertrfore do nut rciolrc no cxpfmRlvo rounilntlon.

Bridgeport Machine Tool Works,
. ,.':IA.kV.lj. iT'.pri'.V.:

sr.n YORK oyyicr. -

Uriiltjcport, <'oiin.

riu < orllntKlt Wlri<l. Itooiii Kll

Waper Electric Motors.
DIRECT CURRENT.

Wound for 110,220 and 500 Yolt circuits.

These motors are built to secure the best results with
the least cost of maiatanance and the least outlay of money
for repaii s. They are built on entirely ne'w principles c< m-
bining the most desirable features or other meters in the
market with

VERY SLOW SPEED.
All users, and they are rapidly increasing in number,

claim
BETTER SATISFACTION

from the Wagner Motor than any other they have tried.

Write for Descriptive Price List.

TAYLOR, GOODHUE & AMES,
348 Dearborn Street, . CHICAGO^ ILL.

PROTECTION!
Ajax Lig'htning' Arresters

I

FOR STREET RAILWAYS. f
C. S. \'.*SI ^'UIS. i:iC I-ilierty St. XEW YORK.

The BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA CO.

THE BEST GRADES OF

'KTire and Calbles
For under ground, under water, and all other conditions.

Address 420-426 East 25th Street, - - NEW YORK.
HEMKY A. BKKU, Serietaiy and Mniinger.

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIRECT-

DRIVRN" Slow-Speed Gener-

ators for Electric Ligliting and

Power. Low Running Expense.

Insulated Wire and Flexible

(Jords. lOsti mates furnished,

isolated Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 Girard Building.

BUFFALO, 60 Terraco.

WOKKN AT KKIIXilEPOKT, CONN.
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Electricity at the World's Fair.

Of course the event of last week in electrical circles at

the World's Fair was the formal opeuing of the elec-

tricity building on Thursday night, and it is gratifying to

be able to announce that the affair proved to be a con-

spicuous success. The drawing power of the electrical

display was shown by the throng attracted by the

announcement that all the spectacular effects in the build-

ing would be on view. There were about 70,000 people

admitted to the gates during

the day and evening, despite

the rainy weather, and it was

believed^ that from one-third

to one half of these were drawn

out solely by the announce-

ment that the strange sights

prepared for the public in the

electricity building could be

seen. At any rate every aisle

of the great building was

well filled with surging human-

ity during the evening, and

many thousands witnessed the

display, although the electric

illumination about the grounds

was unusually elaborate.

Ahhough several exhibits

are still incomplete, the gen-

eral display, tak«n as a whole,

was in a finished state, and

the building presented by far

the finest appearance that it

has yet made. Early in the

afternoon the aisles and ex-

hibit spaces were cleared up,

in pursuance of orders from

Chief Barrett, and decorations

in the shape of flags and potted

plants were added. At eight

o'clock, which was the hour

fixed for the beginning of the

illumination, the interior of the

building presented a brilliant

appearance. There was light,

light everywhere, from hun-

dreds of arc lamps and thou-

sands of incandescents. Sousa's

band was stationed in the east

transept of the gallery and

furnished excellent music dur-

ing the evening, which greatly

added to the enjoyment of

the visitors, as they slowly

passed about the building ad-

miring the brilliant spectacle.

Of course the central attrac-

tion was the Edison light

tower, which was exclusively

illustrated in the Western
Electrician last week. This

was unveiled about eight

o'clock, and when the grace-

ful outlines of the column stood

revealed there was a general

"oh!" of surprise and admira-

tion. The lighting was begun

almost immediately, and lines of red, yellow and purple

light were soon succeeding one another on the glistening

white surface of the column, while all the time and over

all the great prismatic bulb glowed with the light of many

miniature lamps contained within it. Below, in the colon-

nade, was a flood of white light from a large number of

artistic glass fixtures, and, taken altogether, the effect was

very fine. When all the varicolored lamps on the column

and on the roof of the colonnade were burning together the

eiTect was most beautiful, and the only criticism that can

be advanced is that the volume of light in the lofty pris-

matic bulb was insufficient to fully bring out the beautiful

effects possible with the myriad facets of this carefully

built structure of glass. Doubtless this defect will be

remedied. The switches in ihe base of the column

were manipulated by E. W. Hammer, and he adapted the

lines and waves of light to the surging rhythm of the

music. During the periods when the lights on the shaft

were extinguished the lower was illuminated by small

search-lights placed on either side of the building.

But although the Edison tower was the principal attrac-

ELECTRICITY AT THE- WORLDS FAIR.—COLUMN OF LIGHT AND
UUILDING.

tion it was far from being the only one. The golden

Westinghouse pavilion was lavishly lighted with incandes-

cent lamps, and just north of it the great light house reflec-

tors of the French revolved slowly and impressively. To the

south the large Bell telephone pavilion was beautifully

lighted, while the spectacular Western Electric display

drew a great throng, with its gorgeous Egyptian temple,

the popular column of light and "lightning, '" the "writing

finger" and other novelties. In the gallery the princi-

pal spectacular displays were those of the H. W. Johns

Manufacturing company, the New York & Ohio company

^ nd the K. A. V. Electocal Novel'y company.

Chief Barrett, Mr. Hornsby and the officers of the de-

partment of electricity worked diligently to make the

opening the success it proved and were natur-

ally elated at the gratifying result. After the throng had

dispersed an informal luncheon was given in the office of

the department by Chief Barrett, which was attended by

a few of his most intimate iriends. The chief was the

recipient of many congratulations. But one accident hap-

pened lo mar the pleasure of the occasion, and that was a

small fire in the pavilion of

the Weston Electrical Instru-

ment company about 9 o'clock.

The blaze was started during

the temporary absence of Mr.

Heinrich, and its origin is not

known. The flames mounted
up one side of the structure

in lively fashion, and for a few-

moments the fire threatened

to become serious, but a volun-

teer fire department was in-

sUntly organized, and with the

assistance of a stream from
a stand pipe and line of hose
the flames were speedily ex-

tinguished, largely through the

efforts of Superintendent Blais-

dell, A. P. Eckert and Mr.
Paiste. Considerable damage
was done, however, especially

by water, which, coming in

unexpected volume and
strength, not only put out the
fire, but also destroyed the
self-poise and disarranged the
raiment of many of the specta-
tors. Altogether, the night
was an eventful one, and it

will long be remembered.
In Fig. I is illustrated what

visitors find one of the most
pleasing sights in the electric-

ity building — the Western
Electric company's column of
light, with the "lightning"
streamers radiating from the
top. The column is studded
with over two thousand red,
white and blue incandescent
lamps, and as the broad band
of light rises from the base and
darts along the zgz^g stream-
ers the effect is very striking.

Revolving balls of fire aie sus-

pended from the ends of the

streamers, but are not shown in

the illustration. An automatic
revolving switch cuts the

lamps in and out of circuit.

This device can be seen by
looking into the bo.xed-up pit

shown at the right of the

column, and it is usually

surrounded by a throng of

spectators. A corner ol the

Western Electric company's
Kgyptian temple is shown at the left, and the close

observer will notice upon it delineations of ancient Egypt-
ians engaged in such extremely modern occupations as

trimming arc lamps and climbing telephone poles. A full

description of this very attractive exhibit was given in the

Western Electriclan of May 2ctb.

Directly west of the Western Electric exhibit is the

large pavilion of the American Bell Telephone company,
illustrated in Fig. 2. This structure, which is severely

Greek in architecture, is the largest pavilion in the build-

ing, and has been criticized as being out of proportion to

its surroundings and as obstructing the view from the

LIGHTNING, ELECTRICITY
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south. The design of the building itself, however, pos-

sesses great intriosic merit, and is generally com-

mended. It was made by the architects of th; agricul-

tural building, which, from an architectural point of

view, has disarmed all critics. The Be'.l pavilion coataii s

a co:upIete exposition of the telephone, from the crude in-

strument shown in the early patents to the long-distance

system of to-day. It is also the l^headquarters of the

World's Fair exchange, and the girls mike the connec-

tions in full viei.v of ths spectators. Interesting statistics

of the growth of tha business, as weli as models and

drawings, are shown, and the central portion of the build-

ing is devoted to a telephonic concert room.

An illustration of the showy little display made by the

K. A. P. Eleclric Novelty company of LaCrosse, Wis.,

and mentioned before is presented in Fig. 3. This com-

pany has a patent socket especially designed for rapid wir-

ing in case of temporary illumination for celebrations aid

the like. It is claimed for it that by its use a wireman can

wire ten times as many lights in a day as he can with or-

dinary sockets, and also, from the flexibility and construc-

tion of the socket, that it is particularly adapted for use in

revolving designs and sign work. The use of the socktt

is illustrated in the exhibit, where a number of colore J

lamps are wired on a revolving belt, the effect being novel

and striking when the belt is in motion. Contact

is made with two copper strips on one of the

pulleys en which the belt revolves, current being taken

from an ordinary incandescent circuit. The pulley is

made to revolve by power from a }s horse power Thomson-

Houston motor. Another feature is a revolving globe, with

the outlines of the various countries indicated by minia-

ture incandescent lamps. The company also exhibits an

electric cautery and rheostat for surgeon's use and designed

for incandescent circuits. The cut. Fig. 4, shows the

construction of the device and further explanation is hardly

necessary. The apparatus can also be used for burning

small surgical lamps of low voltage, such as are used for

examining the throat and other cavities of the body. The
display is located near the center of the eas'ern gallery.

The exhibit of the E. S. Greeley & Co., in the northeast-

em corner of the building, on the ground floor, which has

heretofore been briefly described in this paper, continues to

attract a large number of visitors, who take especial de-

light in lingering over the gold and ivory telegraph key

which was pressed by President Cleveland to set the Allis

engine and electric fountains in moti n on the opening

rooms has not been idle, raid W. J Hammer, thechairman,

makes the gratifying announcement that a number of

interesting historical exhibits will be shown. Among these

will be the apparatus by which Prof. Ferraris of Turin,

Italy, made the first demonstration of a rotary field by

FIG. 4. ELECTRTCITY AT THE WORLD S F.\TR.—SURGEON S

ELtiCTRIC CAUTERY, ELECTKICHY BUILDING.

means of alternating currents differing in phase. A piece

of the circuit over which the first electric telephonic mes-

sage was transmitted will be shown and also interesting

historical relics of Franklin and Morse. 0[ contemporary

electricians Elihu Thomson, Houston, Berliner, Edison,

.. .. 3. M/iCTklCnV AI Hit. Wuklj/.i FAIk.—

day. A Ti'cw of the principal portion of ih; exhibit is

given in Fig, 5. L-raij J. Auirbacher is in charge.

The rooms of the American Infititute of EIcctric.1l Engi-

neers, which arc on the gallery fl^r of the electricity

bntlding, facing the southern hemicycle, have been taste

folly fitted op with rags, curtaiot, portieres, chairs and

tables and will soon be open for the reception of visitors.

The committee baring in charge the arrangements for the

NOVEI, wrRINO E.XIIIItrT, KLKfJTKKJI I V (tUlLhlNii.

Vjn D;r Wcydc, Gray, Tcsia, Spraguc, Wallace and

others will contribute. There will also be a. fine collection

of portraits of American and European electrical investi-

gators. Altogether, the room!* will possess great intrinsic

interest, aside from their convenience as a meeting ground

for the members of the electrical fraternity.

The wiring for the service lighting at the World's Fair

is now very nearly completed. Of fixed incandescent

lights, exclusive of lamps furnished on special orders for

exhibitors, 52,387 have now been wired, while 4,500 arc

lamps are now ready for service, including about alt those

located in or north of the machinery and agricultural

buildings.

The illumination of last Saturday evening was rendered

notable by the fact that the big Schuckert search-light on
the northwestern corner of the manufacturts building

was operated for the first time. Although no tests were

made to demonstrate the strength of the light, the great

beam attracted much attention from the visitors present.

One of the very first exhibits in electricity building to be

completed was that of the Belknap Motor company of

Portland, Me., which is illustrated in Fig. 6. The com-
pany has a complete display of its dynamos and meters,

power being furnished by a 10 horse power motor operat-

ing on a 220 volt circuit, which drives a 100 light dynamo
that furnishes current for arc and incandescent lamps, ex-

haust fans, a revolving sign and coffee mill motors. One
interesting novelty is an electrically operated drill for use

in iron work. The device is provided with a powerful electro-

magnet by which it can be instant'y attached to a boiler or

other iron surface and strongly held in position for the

work to be done without other fastening. The magnetism
holds the drill so firmly that a strong man cannot pull it

away from the iron, although, when necessary, the machine
can be easily removed by a twisting motion instead of a

direct pull. The Belknap company's exhibit, which is

located on the ground floor of the building, in the north

eastern portion, is in charge of George W. Brown.

The lamp collection from the Edison lamp woiks is one

of the most valuable and instructive in the building, while

at the same time possessing great interest to the average

sight ^er. It can be found in the General Electric com-

pany's space, jusf north of the tower of light. Heie are

to be seen incandescent lamps of ail sizes, shapes and
colors, comprising in all nearly 2,500 specimens, many of

them very rare and curious. No two lamps are shown in

duplicate. The collection is arranged in cases, three of

which are devoted to the fibrous growths experimented

with by Edison when he was in search of the best material

for the incandescent lamp filament. These products rep-

resent trips all over the world and an expenditure said to

have reached ^200,000 before the great inventor found

what he was seeking in a Japanese bamboo, now cultivated

on special plantations. The steps in glass working neces-

sary for the production of the lamps are shown in several

cases, while one is devoted to the Edison patents and an-

other to the tools used in making the first "tar-putty"

lamp. Of the "regular" types of lamps the ordinary

standard lamp of all voltages and candle powers, munici-

pal, railway and marine lamps are shown, while a bewilder-

ing array of "special" forms is exhibited, from those of a

fraction of a candle power, giving just a pin-

point of light, to a big multiple carbon lamp

of 250 candle power. Some of the "special" forms are

very odd, such as the door-knob type and the lamp

with zigzag filament. The miniature lamps, also, assume

grotesque forms and adopt all the hues of Joseph's coat.

Special lamps are also shown which are used for purposes

of resistance by the Western Union Telegraph company,

and the display of experimental and historical lamps is

very large and highly interesting. Those who are interested

in electric lighting will find no more ins ructive display at

the fair than this comprehensive and valuable exhibit.

One who has an appreciation for humor need not go

outside the electrical features of the exposition to find

mirth- provoking inscriptions. Thus one handsome pavilion

in the gallery of electricity building bears this warning:

Do not throw packing cases against this pavilion.

The writer evidently held, and not without some show of

reason, that a man who would throw packing cases at a

pavilion was no gentleman. Another exhibitor whose

display was almost entirely hidden by some ugly scaffolding

put up by sign painters covered up his exhibit antl then

posted this sarcastic notice:

TO TUB PUItl.IC.

Wc will reopen our booth just as 30on as llicsc artistic decorations

arc rcmovetl, K. T. Paistk.

But it was reserved for a German exhibitor in the manu-

factures building to tell his woes in English verse. One
dark room in the section devoted to the Fatherland is

decorated with this legend:

'I'hJR room will be bright at day nnd niglit

Art Hoon nn Mr, I'icpce K'vch u» electric light.

That certainly tell;-, the story with precision and grace.

The technical press is well represented in the electricity

building. Among the out-of-lown newspaper men who
have paid recent visits or are now in attendance at the

exposition arc 10. K. Dolby of The Engineer, London; W.

J. Johnston and Nelson W. I'erry of the Jilrctrico! World
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New York; Charles W. Price of the Ehrlri,ai A'eview,

New York, and George U. Muldaur of the Ehrfriiai

En^mcr, New York.

Electric Heating.'

BV S. B. JliNKINS.

The extensive use of heat, in the economy and comfort

of daily life, is seldom observed; and the expense of and
labor incidental to the varied applications still less fre-

quently estimated. The importance of heat is readily per-

ceived upon reilection, bur the exact estimation of its cost

is a matter of considerable difficulty in common practice.

There are three distinct and available agents for the gen-

eration of heat for domestic and industrial purposes, viz.:

coal, gas and electricity. It has been stated by Tyndall
that he was able to obtain from the combustion of coal in

the best range a useful effect of 6 per cent., and that the

average of domestic practice was 3 per cent. The com-
bustion of gas gives a considerable higher efficiency, but

its use is not at all commensurate with coal. In the gen-
eration of heat from electricity, an efficiency in the pro-

duction of useful effect is realized, vastly greater than
either, and with which they can never possibly compete.

The perfection of conversion, the unvarying quality, the

ease of precise estimation, and the ability to absolutely

localize and control the exhibition of the heat of electricity

are unique and decisive points of superiority.

Ethically the rheostat is an electric heater, and has been
the inspiration of many inventiors in electric heating, but
the invention of numerous electric heaters, as such, has re-

sulted in their being set apart as a distinct type of elec-

trical apparatus.

While the fundamental principle of this convfrsion was
understood, the early apparatus for the conversion, exhi-

more uniform. The heating uf churchts on Sunday would
come when the lighting and motor load was very small.

It remains to determine the commercial jtatus of elec-

tric healing, which includes its operative advantages and
cost.

The pioduction of large volumes of electrical c-ergy

from water power has resulted in a demand for the electric

heater in utilization thereof. A number of proposals have

been received from established power plants 10 furnish

energy at a definite price under definite conditions; such
were the price and conditions that electric heating was
much cheaper than any other method, ar.d in every way
beyond competition.

It requires ^ome time to assimilate the idea of running
two large generators for sixteen consecutive hours to beat

one building simply, for the turning on of electric lights in

that building would be merely an incident and would not

appreciably increase the load; this, however, is precisely

where we are to-day when ^waler power in abundance is

within ten or more miles.

In many of the small articles, such as smoothing irons

and cooking utensils, any arrangement for varying the heat

involves useless complications, or, on the direct circuits,

the W3steful generation of heat in an external resistance.

Ir is sought to produce heat only when nteded, and to

apply it only and exactly where its useful tfftct will be

greatest. This is the secret of the present success of elec-

tric heating.

Ovfns, the service hot wa'er boiler and some other cor.-

tinurusly operated apparatus are constiuctcd so that the

temperature can be varied within wide limits, without the

use of an exterior resistance.

In heating houses, offices and buildings generally, the

heat may be made exactly proportional to the necessities,

and admit of wide variation at pleasure.

One large city house that has been heatfd since the fall

Tea and coffee pots, of all styles, making the decoction
from "the cold" in from six to ten minutes, of perfect
quality, steam cockers, stew-pans, spiders, etc, arc pio-
viicd to meet all demands.
The domestic supply of hot water is furnished from the

electrically heated ccpper service tank or a beater at-

tached thereto.

The first cost of this equipment is about the same as
that of the ordinary outfit.

As the laundry irons are not set on a stove they may be
kept perfectly clean. The heat is an cffeciivc sc -called

"live heat." without the attendant discomfort in a hot day
of a highly heated stove.

A variety of apparatus for indu<^trial use is shown, such
as soldering irons, devices for brazing and soldering, elec-

trically heated mullles, and smoothing irons for tailors',

dressmakers' and hatters' use. These are all simple,
easily operated, and partake of the general advantages ard
have individual features of excellence. Elecirc tram-cars

are heated (qoably and comfortably without difficulty.

All apparatus is constructed for operation on enher
direct or alternating circuits, having a pcttntial of from 23
to iiS volts, with the exception of that for beating air. the
car heater operating at ^oo to 500 volts, and the beating
apparatus for building at 10410 236 volts.

Having noted the salient features of the apparatus, a

detailed description of some practical tests will be of
interest.

A hot water reser\'oir constructed of copper, lioned on
the inside, nickeled on the outside, and having a capaciry

of 23 pounds of water at 60 Fabrenheif, without jacketing,

and having an electrically heated bottom fmming an in-

tegral part of the vessel, bad placed in it 16 pounds of

water from the service tap, at a temperature of 57 Fahien-
beir. This was rrised to 12S Kahienheii in 20 minutes,

or an tflect jvas produced of 1136 lb deg. Fab., with an
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bition, and utilization of the beat, in the production of

useful effect, was crude and inefficient; the idea seeming to

prevail that it was only necessary to pass the current

through a resistance, and the full effect must be realized,

the intimately involved principles of radiation, conduction,

and convection having apparently been omitted from con-

sideration-

The first United States invention of record in this field

was made by G.B.Simpson in 1S59. The earliest au-

thentic electric heating in this country, so far as can be

ascertained, was that done by Prof. Moses G. Farmer, who
asserts that he heated bis house in the year 1867 with

an -electric heater on the lines of a rheostat.

Some less noteworthy and abortive attemps were made
later by others, but it is only within five years that system-

atic attempts have been made to put electric heating on a

commercial basis with any degree of success. This delay

is the fault of neither the inventor, the capitalist nor the

the electric heater, but is the result of conditions; for obvi-

ously, when produced from batteries, electrical energy was
too expensive to be used in the very limited quanti'ies

called for by electric lighting, and entirely prohibitive as

regards its use for healing; not, however, on account of

any inefficiency in the conversion into heat, for the incan-

descence lamp of to-day has an efficiency of 5 per cent.,

with a loss of 95 per ceitt.. and in the electric heater

these figures are practically reversed.

The introduction of the dynamo, with the consequent in-

crease of the volume of current and decrease of cosf, gave

a powerful impetus, first to lighting, then, as station

capacities increased, to the distribution of energy to motors,

and finally, heating.

Owners and managers of generating plants perceive

that if electric lighting and heating are on a sitnilar basis,

tbe output is from forty to si.Kty times as much for heating

as for lighting, and that the load line, when tbe energy is

furnished to lights, motors and heaters, will be much

I. Read before the Chicago Elcciric club, May 15, 1S93.

of last year has a large primary heater in the cold-air duct
where the displaced hot-air furnace stood, and just below
where the feeder pipes branch ofif to the risers; this heater

is controlled by a switch close by.

Just within the register openings to the rooms above are

located smaller 'rebeaters," each controlled by a switch in

the appartment. In the early fall or late spring, when a

gentle heat only is desired, the large primary beater is run;

when mere heat is necessary, tbe "rebeaters" are turned on.

Should beat be required in moderate weather, in only one
appartment, it is instantly at hand without affecting other

rooms.
Sectional radiators are constructed of the same general

design ?s steam apparatus, together with stoves and p^^t
able heaters of every desirable s'ze and style; and the first

cost of this beating apparatus is in general terms not more,

and often less, than ordinary apparatus doing simi'ar work
in a much interior manner; for there is no odor, dust

or gas, no coal pile, no ash sifting, no attendance of

account, but there is absolute control and knowledge of

exact cost.

A complete equipment for the kitchen, laundry and
butler's pantry is provided, with which alt the domestic
operations may be conducted with perfect certainty and
cleanliness, in less time and with half the labor incidental to

old methods.
Beef is roas'ed at the rate of seven to seven and one-half

minutes to the pound, and the quality of the work is only
excelled by the ease of Its performance. The heat, which
is largely radiant and of great intensity, is produced
evenly all around the oven, the eiTect being so perfectly

uniform that it is not necessary to baste the meat or to

turn the bread or cake while cooking.
Broiling is difficult under ordinary circumstances, as an

intense clear fire is required, and care must be U'^ed to

avoid smoking the meat, as that gives it a bitter flavor;

the electric broiler meets all requisitions peifeclly and
easily, and steaks and chops are cooked in the usual lime
to the delight of connoisseurs.

expendltUT^e of electrical energy amounting to .326 horse

power hour, which, at the contract price for power when
and where this test was made, of 5 cents per horse power
hour costs|;.oi63, and the lb. deg. Fah. cf^sts $ 00001434.
The cost of boilingf one gallon from 40 Fahrenheit does

not exceed 2 cents, by actual test, at this rate for energy.

Some 500 heat units are expended in heating the vessel.

and in radiation, so that the actual cost of the beat unit is

in round numbers one one-thousandth of r cent.

In tbe oven 10 pounds of beef have been roasted. 2

loaves of bread baked and I2 pbtes heated for serving, all

in gj minutes, "from the cold.'' with an expenditure of

energy amounting to 1.5 horse power hour, or 1119 watt
hours; this at o cents per horse power hour is 7!^ cents; or

at 10 cents per horse power hour is 15 cents. At the 5 cent

rate this oven costs about 1^^ ents per hour, the fi"St expense
of "heating up*' being gradually eliminated with each hour
of continued service. Chops are cooked for 1 cent, an
oyster stew made for fa cent, tea and ccfiee for 4-10 of a
cent, all in sufficient quantities for the ordinary table, the
energy rate being 5 cents per horse power hour.

Large electric cars are heated to 60 Fahrenheit, under
all weather conditions, with an average consumption of

energy of i,ooo watts per hour, in the climate of Biston.

This should hz very satisfactory, though no exact figures

of expsose can b£ given, as the cost of power 00 electric

railways is not stated It is fair to assume that it costs

not more than 40 cents per car day of iS hours. When
electric cars are heated they undoubtedly divert to them-
selves sufticient carriage patronage lo pay for the heating.

The average well-built citv house in a block requires an
equipment for heatinsr. on tbe basis of an expenditure of

electrical energy of i horse power per 1.200 cubic fctt of

space, though this amount is by no means required to be used

continuously, and is staled as a maximum. It is impossi-

b'e to give any exact figures unless for a partcular

instance when all the conditions are precisely stated.

Steam besting engineers with long experience and volum
inous data are accustomed to cilculats the indivtdu \
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reqairements, and only then will they guarantee results.

The ultimate large development of electric heating neces-

sitates the production of vastly greater amounts of elec-

trical energy than have heretofore been considered neces-

sar}*; and it will be a growth, steady and sure, culminating,

in less time than electric lighting has been before the

public as a commercial entity, in a great industry, second

only to the supplying of food.

It is now being adopted by many who are conversant

with its advantages, who can at once replace the old con-

trivances with the new, and roust very shortly be adopted

by the many who, doing a part of the labor incidental to

the household, seek to do it as easily, cleanly, and econom-
ically as possible, and by those who consider the welfare of

dependants and that observance of economy which is

both wise and honorable.

It was, in times past, faucet fs. pump; it is now switch

rs. coilhod, and the triumph of the switch is unquestion-

ably at hand, for the introduction of electric heating into

houses, ofHces. hotels, hospitals, and theaters is being

accomplished on a purely commercial basis.

Tyndall's estimates being accepted, that 6 per rent, or

7S0 heat units of the 13,000 in one pound of coal were
utilized as a masimuoi, and assuming that 800 are now
utilized, then 2,000 pounds of coal produces in useful effect

1,600,000 heat units.

One horse power hour c f electricity produces 2.56;

heat uniis. and upon this basis the following comparative
table of the useful heat from coal and that from electricity

has been calculated.

A horse power year is assumed to be 4,000 hours out of

the 8,760 which the year contains.

EQUIVALENT USEFUL HEATING CATACITV OF COAL AND
ELECTRICITY.

ELECTRICITY. COAL.

Per rooo lbs.

Per Watt-hour. Per H. P. Hour. Per H. 0. Year. del>v,r.d.

$.000013405 $0,001 S 4.00 $ 0.624
.002 8.00 ..243

.003 12.00 1.87=

.004 lO.OO 2.496
.000007025 20.00 3.' =

.C000S043 .006 24.00 3-;4t

.000091835 .007 28 03 4.36S

.000107^4 32.00 4.yg2

.<jooi2o6|5 .009 36.00 5.6.

.000(3405 .01 40.00 6. .'4

.00026S( .03 So.oc I2.4S

.00040215 120.00 10.72

.0005 j67 .04 74 96
,00067 '^5 .0; zo'.on 31.20

.0008043 240.00 37-44

.00095S35 .07 ?8 -.oo

.0010734 320.00

.03:20045 .03 360.00
-0013405 .10 4'X>.00

In round numbers, electricity at $.015 per horse power
heiter or |i6d.oo per horse power year of 4,000 hours

(which is eleven hours per diem on an average) is equivalent

in practical useful heating effect to coal at :^6.oo per ton,

and the coal must be hard coal of best quality, burned with

good ordinary care and discretion. This is on the basis of

a contract for power as follows, viz , consumer of power
agrees to pay $63.00 per horse power per year, using it

whenever he chooses—at the time if he desires

—perhaps 8,763 hoars: but the average use of the

householder under average circumstances, would
be 4.000 hours only—or eleven hours per diem through-

out the year, except in sections of the United States,

sou h of the Mason and Dixon line, where it would average

about 3.030 hours only.

It should be observed that electrical energy can never be
adulterated; that exactly the amount used is paid for, if at-

tention at is given to the measurement. It is easily possib'e

to measure electricity with greater precison than any other

commodity, and to calculate the expense of any work done
to the tbou andth of a mill, if desired.

The preceding estimate is for the heating of houses
only; the cooking is on a different basis entirely, as elec-

tricity a: 5 cents per horse power hour will compete
directly with coal a*, f 5 50 per ton of 2,000 pounds.

Mr. Greene's Libel Suit.

Th; following statementby the Boston Ilerahl will prove

interes'inc; in view of the proceedings instituted by the

Gioeral Electric company against B. E. Greene, publisher

of ^Uctricily, to which reference was made last week:

Attention has been called to a fact, which until now has
escaped notice, that ih^e was a fatal omission of the word
"fifth" in C. A. Coffin's reply to a series of categorical
r)aestionssent to him by a director of the General Electric

compiny. as published in the evening edition of this paper
on May i rth. Mr. Coffin was mide to say:

"I can answer catcgoricallv to each one of the questions
'no,* except ti the first part of your inquiry, and to that I

answer 'yes,'
''

Nd*. this should have read "ejcccpt to the first part of
your fifth irqairy," etc., and it did so read in the morning
ediiioD of M*y 12th. for which edition proof was read from
the original copy, which was reprint.

This matter is revived now to correct any misapprchcn-
sion which may have arisen from the compositor's blunder
and bccaase % technical paper in New York, or its owner,
has b^co indicted for libel in part, it lca<it, for republishing
on May 17th the correspondence between Mr. Coffin and a
fellow-director as it appeared in this paper on the evening
of May nth. The J/frald regrets that a typographical
error, for which human frailty was alone rcj^pon^ible,

shonld have temporarily perverted fact and led to unpleas-
ant conaeqaences to any of its readers.

The Electric Heater.^

By T, Ahearn.

The increasing interest manifested in electric heating

apparatus during the past year throughout the United
States and Canada is highly satisfactory and, without a

full knowledge of what interesting application of heating

devices may have been made in the United Stales, I will

endeavor in this paper to outline what we have accomplished
in Canada and more particularly in the city of Ottawa.
The ideas relating to the limited field of electric heating

are fast disappearing, and the notion that an electric light

or railway plant, unless operated by water power, cannot
profitably introduce electric heat is but an instance of

history repeating itself, as witness the introduction of the

telephone, incandescent light, etc.

When friction is overcome, heat is produced, whether
the friction be the resistance of any portion of an electric

circuit or of a purely mechanical character, as, for example.
the application of the ordinary car brake, the resultant

equivalent in each case appears as heat, so that if one or

five horse power of efectrical energy be absorbed in an
electric heater the full amount is converted into heat.

A mechanical example of this conservation of force may
be demonstrated by rubbing the right hand on the coat
sleeve of one's left arm— if the rubbing is brisk and con-
tinued an unpleasant heating of the hand will result, the

force expended in the muscular effort of rubbing results in

an exact equivalent of heating of the hand, and the coat

sleeve rubbed. This resuk is practically analagous to the

heat developed in the wire of an electric heater. The
resistance (or friction) offered, as in the rubbing of the

quality is felt when the electromotive force is increased,

as frequently happens for short intervals in nearly all

classes of circuits.

By this method of construction and the use of good non-
conductors of heat as insulation and packing, the heat
developed in small water heaters and large water furnaces

is directed to the copper water containing vessels around
which the heating wire is wound; the heat is quicklv
transferred from the wire to the copper vessel which can
never reach a very high degree of heat. The air draught
in my other heater operates in very much the same manner
as the presence of the water in the liquid heater.

It is an interesting fact that good conductors of heat are

also good conductors of electricity, and the poor for one
are also poor for the other. This conductive quality, which
is common to both forms of force is very suggestive of a
close relationship, which doubtless future investigation

will determine. With the good conductors, such as cop-

per, the current may be imagined as gliding freely through
the atoms of the copper; while in the case of the compar-
atively poor conductor, iron, the atoms may be pictured to

throw themselves, like barriers, across the track of the
current, this friction, or as we term it, resistance, resulting

in the development of heat. The mutual convertibility of

the various natural forces is evinced from the combustion
of coal in a power house, the dynamo converting the
energy supplied by the coal into the convenient form of

electricity, which is transmitted along wires to electric

heaters placed at different points in the circuit, where we
again have heat as at the starting point, the heater in turn
giving up its heat to the surrounding air. It is evident

thus that from electricity heat may be obtained; it is also
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Ao electric street railway is to be constnictc-J from
Miosfield, R. I., to oan^t with Foxboro and Wrco-
tnam.

coat sleeve, results in developing an exact equivalent of

heat.

The operation of the electric heater may also be compared
to that of an incandescent lamp in which, as is well known,
good conductors of electricity are carried to the terminals

of the lamp filament, which is purposely made a poor con-

ductor, in order that the resistance offered by the filament

and overcome by the current may produce a sufficiently

high degree of heat to give the desired light. Although
light alone is the object sought, it is but an accompaniment
of the incandescence of the filament. In the electric heater,

heat alone is desired, and heat alone is present.

The size and length of the lamp filament and the wire

of the heater are both determined in very much the same
manner, excepting that in the case of the heater, the cal-

culation for the amount of wire does not subject the heat-

ing wire to such a degree of heaf. as in the case of the in-

candescent lamp. The size and length of wire employed
in a serviceable electric heater should be such that the

heat developed will not be sufficient to destroy it by oxida-

tion or fusion. This is greatly assisted by the design and
other conditions of manufacture, and in the case of my
cylindrical Soo volt upright car stove the inlet of cooler air

at the bottom and its rush through the heated cylinder

result in a vigorous circulation of air through the space

to be warmed, and this displacement of hot air by cooler

air constantly relieves the healer wire within the stove.

Instead of making heaters on the plan of the rheostat. I

have found that for marked results, and more particularly

for the air draught, it Is desirable to conserve the heat
within the heater up to a certain degree, above which the

construction of the beater should not permit the wire to

reach.

I have also concluded that Iron wire is most desirable,

and among many of the points in its favor is that lis rc-

sisianri! inrrfa«cs with the hca*. The henpfit of this

I. Read before the Chioti^o Klcctrtc club, May -n. 189.1.

true that from heat we can obtain electricity as In the ordi-
nary thermoelectric pile—the application of heat to the
junction of the dissimilar metals of the pile will be demon-
strated by the movement of the needle of the galvan-
ometer,

I will now proceed to a brief description of some of the
electric heating installations which have been in successful
operation during the past winter.

In July of last year I had erected in the car shop of our
local electric railway a baker's oven eight feet square,
which was built of brick in the usual way excepting that
within the oven and set in the foundation were placed two
of my 20 ampere, 50 volt cylindrical stoves, the interior of
the oven being whitened and lighted with incandescent
lamps, a small window looking into the oven and provided
with three panes of plate glass separated from each other
by air spaces being provided for the purpose of observing
the process of bakmg and cooking. The oven was also
equipped with a clock and pyrometer, which latter instru-
ment recorded the degree of heat within the oven. The
pyrometer indicating 400" Fahr., a neighboring baker tried
a fev/ pans of buns. The process of baking was watched
with much interest, and from the puffing up of the tlough
to the pretty brown finish could be seen through the win-
dow of the oven, which, as before stated, is provided
with incandescent Inmps. A short time after, a full din-
ner of one of our leading hotels was cooked, including a
21 pound roast of beef, several turkeys, ducks and lamb.
This electric dinner was served to the regular guests of the
hotel, together with a distinguished company of invited
guests. The cooking of the meats was pronounced perfect,
and the time occupied in cooking was thirty minutes less
than is usually required to do the same work in the hotel
range.

It may be interesting to know that this oven has been
in full blast since It was started, and the current has been
applied constantly night and day without trouble of any
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kind, and it is now used in drying out repaired e'.ectrical

parts of railway equipment.

At the Central Canada Fair, held in Ottawa in September
of last year, a baker's oven the same as described was
erected in the main building, attended by a sfafT of

bikers. The oven was provided on one side with a win-

dow, through which our delighted ruralists gazed in

wonder. The oven proved the great card of the show,

and the presence of a special policeman was required to

keep the crowd moving. The baker started in selling a

small bag of buns at five cents on the first day, but the

law of demand justified him in increasing the price to

twenty- five cents on the last day of the (xhibilion, when
the supply was not sufficient, although fourteen pans were
turned out every fourteen minutes. In the same building

the Woman's Chrisiian Temperance Union dining hall

was made somewhat more attractive than in former years

by the use of large electric water heaters, which supplied

a dczen smaller heaters placed conveniently, and in which
were made tea and coffee. The oulfit was kept in con-

tinuous operation during the fair, and although hard

pressed by the crowds present the supply was ample; no
other means of heating water was employed. The success

of this display will be best appreciated by the fact that the

financial results were for the first time in many years of a

salisifactory nature.

An ordinary hot water radiator connected by pipe with

an electric furnace placed lO a pit below the floor, lighted

by incandescent lamps and covered with an iron grating

Hash with the floor, attracted the attention of household-

ers. The absence of a chimney and other accessories of

a hot water coal furnace, added to the fact that the closing

complete furnace, it could be detached by closing ihe
valves, and the particular section which might require ex-

amination could be removed without disturbing the other
four-fifths. Despite the fact that the past winter was un-
usually severe in this usually cold climate, ibis outfit

worked without a hitch and w.thout attention of any kind,

and provided at all times the heat desired.

For the usual Christmas display of the Chaudiere Electric

Light company, I designed an electric upright boiler, which
operated a r horse power engine, both the engine and the

boiler being placed upon a large table in the company's
cffice. The boiler was provided with steam gauge, water
glass, saftty valve, etc. Being nickel plated throughout, it

presented a very handsome appearance. The safety valve

was set for 35 pounds pressure, which operated the engine.

As heretofore steam engines have been employed in apply-
ing the power necessary to energize dynamos, the novelty

of this outfit consisted in the fact that the electricity was
developed by water power, which was converted into heat,

making steam in the boiler, and which was then used in

driving the steam engine.
The charge that is here made for current used in the

numerous one gallon water heaters which have been largely

introduced by the Chaudiere Electric Light company is

based upon the amount charged for the 16 candle power
lamp, which is §S.oo per annum (the user paying for lamp
renewals). Motor rates are charged for larger installations.

These water heaters are used in barber shops, drug stores,

bar rooms, e'c, and absorb three times as much current

as one 1 6 candle power lamp. The company col-

lects fifty cents per week for the current supplied each
heater, makiag ^26 per annum as against $24 if the same

FIG 5. ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLD S FAIR.—EXHliyT OF THE E S GREELEY & CO., ELECTRICHY BUILDING.

of a switch only was necessary to obtain heat which might
be continued indefinitely without dirt, (fust or labor,

was doubtless the main reasons for the innumerable in-

quiries made as to the cost of operation.

As no long continued test of this form of hot water
house heating had ever been made. I concluded that only two
installations of this description should be made during the

winter just passed.

The first installation was made for the purpose of heat-

ing a gentleman's conservatory in Ottawa. The furnace

was placed in the basement, the controlling switches on-

the fiocr above, and all connected with the 50 volt light-

ing circuit. The total amount of pipe employed in the

conservatory was 300 feet, the current absorbed being
equal to 3 horse power. The amount charged by the

light company was based upon the cost of an equal amount
of power from a motor circuit. The operation of this plant

has been a great success, having worked continuously and
absolutely without attention since October last, the user

being so much pleased with its success that the question

of heating the entire premises electrically is row under
consideration.

The second installation of the hot water system was
made in R. A. McCormick's drug store, Sparks street,

Ottawa. The premises were piped throughout for hot

water heating in November of last year, the electric fur-

nace being placed in the basement. This 50 volt furnace

was constructed in five independent heaters radially con-
nected to a common supply pipe, each heater being inde-

pendent of its neighbor, the five sections both mechanically
and electrically being connected io multiple. Each of the

sections was controlled by five 10 ampere switches which
were placed in a row in the store above, so that for all

conditions of the weather the heat could be regulated by
turning otT or on any of the live sections into which the

furnace was divided. Another important consideration
which suggested this design was that in the event of

rouble wiih any one of the five sections comprising the

current were used for lighting. The charge is considere"
small by the users and the service is very satisfactory.

The business done here during the past year in electric

heating devices of various kinds has amounted to a very
respectable sum and will here—as it should elsewhere

—

increase from year to year.

Last week an organization known as the Central In-
diana Electric Railway company was perfected with a
capital stock of $4,500,000. The purpose of the organi-
zation is to connect Indianapolis with NoblesviUe, Ind.,

and other towns with electric street car lines. The stock-
holders are Paul Pontus, Philadelphia; IlHno's Electric

Railway company. Chicago; J. T. Baker, Lewisburg, Pa.;

N. D. Potions, Chicago; W. B. Keep, Chicago: G. A. P.
Kiitz, Washington Heights; J. E. Crane. F. M. S. Meten,
C. H. W. Johnson, Chicago, and S. Harry Oliver, St.

Louis.

It would appear that the city of Manchester, N. H., is

suffering from the same species of municipal government
in relation to its electric lighting that has disturbed other
cities in the past few months. The city at present has a
contract with an electric lighting company, which will not
expire for eighteen months, but it was recently announced
by the city government that a ten years' contract had been
made with the Manchester Electric Light company for
lighting the streets or the city. The publication of this

notice created considerable astonishment and adverse crit-

icism, as no bids had been received on the proposition.
Soon after the contract was awarded the electric company
of Manchester e.xpressed its willingnesstomake a proposal
to the city for doing the same lighting at a figure between
.f75 000 and $100,000 less than the contracted price to be
paid the Manchester company. Now the taxpayers are de-
manding not only that the contract be revoked but that the
ci'y officials explain why such a contract was awarded
eighteen months ahead of time and without receiving
competitive bids.

Magnetic Curve Tracer.
.\t the recent conversazione of the Royal Society in Lon-

don Prof. Ewing exhibited several magnetic curve tracers,

one of which is illustrated in Figs. ' and 2. This instru-

ment shows the magnetic quality of iron, steel or other
magnetic metal, by exhibiting the curve which connects the
magnetization /^ with the magnetizing force // in any mag-
netizing process. The curve is exhibited upon a screen by

FIG. I. MAGNETIC CURVE TRACER.

the spot of light reflected from a mirror, wU.:h receives

two components of motion. The vertical component is

proportional to the magnetization, and the horfzonta. com-
ponent to the magnet'z-ng force. Fig. 2 is a diagram show-

ing the functions of the various parts. The n.irror is

pivoted upon a single needle point, which leaves it free to

turn both ways, and it is connected by threads to the mid-

dle^of two stretched wires, A A and J3 B, in such a man-
ner that when either of the wires sags the mirror suffers a

corresponding deflection. The threads are kept l2,ut by
light springs, the tension of which is adjustable. The wires

are stretched in narrow slots, forming gaps in iwomagntt'C

circuits, D D and C. One of these circuits, D D . is made
up of the iron or steel to be examined, along with suit-

able ^pole-pieces and yoke, and the current which passes

through] the |
magnetizing colls of this circuit passes also

through the strelched wire, B B, in the gap of the other

magnet. The other magnet is constantly magnet'zed by

a steady current, and a steady current also flows through

the stretched wire A A. Hence, when the magnetizing

current o( D Z> \s altered, the wire B B sags out or in, and
gives'horizontai motion to the mirror proportional to the

magnel'zing foice acting on Z> Z). And when the mag-

netism of D D\ is altered, the wire ,-/ .-/ sags up or dowr.

giving vertical^motions to the mirror proportional to the

change? of magnetism.

The samples to be tested form the arms of D D. They

may be solid rods, or rods built up of thin strips, or of

wire. The rods supplied with the instrument are of soft

sheet iron, built up of insulated strips, with a net cress

section about i inch by Yz inch and about iS inches long-

In preparing other rods for comparison of magnetic qual-

ity, the same dimensions are to be chosen as those of the

standard rods.] Clamps are provided at the pole-pieces to

allow the rods to be readily inserted and removed. The

cuts are reproduced from the London En^ititer.

At the same meeting several striking experiments were

made by A. C. S vin:on on the lines originated by Tesla.

The filament of an ordinary 5 candle p^wer 100 volt lamp

was caused to incandesce with current conveyed through

the human body; the filament then gave out a yellowish

light. Sparks, evidencing a difference of potential of

some thousands of volts, were produced between the two

hands of the same operator. A luminous spiral was pro-

duced in an exhausted glass tube by molecular bombard-

ment from a wire spiral wound outside the tube. Some
effects produced by high frequency discharges pasMOg

through semi-conducting substances, and striking liquids

were also exhibited.

Professor Marshall Ward, bv the aid of the electric !an-

FIG. 2. .M.\GNETIC CfRVE TRACER.

tern, e.\hibited on the screen s^me photomicrographs illus-

trating the action of solar and electric light on the spores

of bacteria and fungi. The action of strong light is 10

kill them when the exposure is long enough, amounticg in

some cases to about two hours, and the blue rays are most

powerful io producing the effect; the less refrangible waves

of the spectrum have little irflucnce in the matter.

The ^Vaco. Tix.. Electric Railway ccmpany will acd
two miles of track to its lines.
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VISITORS
To the World's Fair are requested to forward their addresses

10 the Western Elf.ctrician as early as possible or

ootify us immediately upon th'-ir arrival in Chicago.

Reports from Springfisld, 111., last week indicated

ttat the Thiele ligbticg bill would not pass the lower

house of the Legislature after' all, in fact the cul-

Ico!c for having it reported by the committee on munici-

pal corporations to which it had been referred was

gradail'y dim'nishing. The bill was discussed in this

comm'Etee U^t wj;k and received little support. .Speaker

Crafts WIS appealed to for recognition to call the bill back

to the Ilotjsc, but would give no promise. He said the

bill shonVI be amrodtd to inc'adc incorporated towns, and

by striking on: the provision for the purchase of existing

plants. A correspondent, commsnting on this proposition

says: "With that provision out, the bill w.uld be of no pos-

sible use to Chicago, a fact that Mr. Crafts knows as well as

he knows anything. The long anl short of it seems to be

that Mr. Craf'.s is as williQg to sec the bill killed as his

coimitlee is determ'ned to kill i^ McMurdy secmi to be

the only m m 00 the cooimittee who is fighting for th; bill.

P.obably King and a few others wotjld vo'.c for it in the

Hoaie bat they don't seen to be wasting z;al on It in the

com:Tii::c;." Tjcrj is reilly n^ reawawiy the bill should

receive favorable consideration, or, in facf, any consider-

ation whatever, it the lime of the members is of any

value the bill should be summarily dismissed. The meas-

ure looks like a sand-bagging scheme, and no self-respect-

ing member can be identified with it.

Despite the adverse criticism of experienced engineers

projectors oE street railway enterprises in which some

other power than horses is required are locking to the

storage battery for a solution of the problem. There is

no doubt of the popularity of that system among the

people, and progressive railway managers favor it on this

account, but there are many who believe that the develop-

ment of ihe battery can be accomplished much more satis-

factorily in islolated lighting work. Prof. Forbes in his

address at St. Louis said that this was the general impres-

sion in England, where considerable advancement had

been made, and several American engineers expressed

similar views. But storage battery men are not wanting

who believe that with a fair trial accumulators can de-

monstrate their ability to compete with the overhead

trolley system. It is gratifying to iearn that such a test is

about to be had in New York city shortly, and that an

experimental station is now being equipped for that

purpose. The work will be under the joint supervision of

the battery company and the street ra'lway corporation,

and as the latter desires toutil'z: the battery, there is

every reasDn to believe that it will be given a fair trial,

and that the whole subject will be honestly investigated.

It is to be hoped that figures will be presented showing

the cost of operation, and that the experience thus gained

will be placed at the disposal of the street railway man-

gers of the country. Heretofore it has been impossible to

get reliable and explicit information showing fully the

cost of installation and maintenance. Now, however,

that the experiments are to be conducted by men favorable

to the project, there should be no hesitation about keeping

a complete record and giving it to the public.

Telephonic journalism is a feature of life in Buda

Pcsth, and it is believed by the promoters of this novel

scheme that it will prove popular with the people. It is

proposed to establish a system covering the entire city,

dividing it into eight districts, all of which are to be con-

nected to the centra] office. At the telephone exchange a

regular newspaper bureau is conducted, the news of the

city being collected by a regular staff of reporters and

foreign reports being received through the regu'ar tele-

graphic service. All of this is condensed in'o the briefest

possible statement for publication in the Ti-h-phonic

Gazette. At 9 a. m. each day the "editor" assumes his

post at the central station, and begins to tell the story of

the da)'s newF, After the firs" budget is sent out it is re-

peated in order that those who may have miised anything

can be fully informed. At to o'clock the "second edition"

is ready and at regular interval* throujjhout tli; day these

oral edit'ons of the Tfkphomc Gazette- are issued,

lo the evening, lectures are reported, local

enttrtainments are described for the benefit

of the ladies, the latest attraction at the theaters

are reviewed by the dramatic critic, and the young ladies

are permitted to listen to a concert; ' they can distinguish

wonderfully well the touching pathos of the violonce'Io,

the pearly staccatos of the violin, the sweet mebdies of the

flute, and the enchanting voice of the prima donna." The

Oriental iV^Z'/Vri' is authority for the stalement that ' by

the aid of a single wire of the state telegraph line, our

central station has been connecled simultaneously with

the telephone stations of Vienna,. Gratz, Biunn, and

Trieste; and in all those cities the voice of the iiazetlci'

editor has been heard—clear, sonorous, and with every

shade of intonation."

Thk completion of the duplicate cable of the Central &
Sou'.h American Telegraph company last week maiked an

important achievement by American enterprise. The

cable in question is 2,524 miles in length and was laid in

ten months, a record heretofore unafained in cable

operaticns. This company which, in conjunction with the

Mexican Telegraph company and the Western Union Tele-

graph company, controls the cable business of the

Spanish American couLtiics, has a vciy comprehensive

sys'.tm The cables begin at Gilveslon, Texa*;, running

from (hat city lo Tampico and Vera Cruz, in Mexico. This

country is crossed at its narrowest point by land lines.

?'rom Silinas the cables reach Libcrtad in San Salvador

and San Juan Ocl Sur in the lower part of Nicaragua.

From the latter place one cable rum to Panama and

tODches lower down in the United Spates of Cdumbia; the

other (xtcnds f.*Tthcr cut in"o the Pacific; but the two

lines meet on the coast of Ecuic'o-, Ojc line touches

at Paytba in the upper part of Peru and both meet at I.im?.

The next point reached is Iquique, in Chile, and then the

cables run down the coast to Valparaiso. Land lines ex-

tend directly across the continent from Valparaiso to

Montevideo, and from that city the cable runs to Rio

Janeiro. Tne companies have proved very profitable en-

terprises and have done much to attract capital to the

countries in which they optrate.

One resu't of the successful completion of the cable was

to revive interest in the proposition to establish direct tele-

graphic communication between this country and Honolu'u.

The necessity of snch a line was fully demonstrated at the

time of the recent revolution in Hawaii. Even with only

a remote possibility of annexation it is probable that a bill

providing for an appropriation would now receive careful

consideraticn by Congress. The Senate of the Fifty-first

Congress passed a bill for that purpose but the House
failed to concur. It did, however, authorizs the making
of a survey of the proposed route. This work has now
been completed by the Thetis and the Albatross, and ihe

results have been published by the Hydrographic Office.

As a result it is shown that a cable can be hid to Hawaii
having a length only a few hundred miles in excess of ih.t

of the original Atlantic wire from Valentia Bay to Heart's

Content, and about equal toihat of the line between Brazil

and Africa. There are urquestionably high peaks and deep

valleys in the Pacific, which make the route quite different

from that of the Atlantic plateau, but the bottom is good,

and it is favcrable for preserving the cable. It ip to be
hoped that this much needed enterprise will be undertaken

and carried to successful completion by American capital

and American energy.

After a month's delay the electriciiy building at the

World's Fair now presents a practically finished appear-

ance, although many beautifying touches here and there

can still be added to advantage. The opening took place

on June 1st, and although distinguished by no particular

formality the affair proved eminently successful. O ,e

thing was proved beyond a doubt, acd that is that the at-

tractions of the electricity building foim a center of great

popu'ar interest, and that the people like to see them at

night. No better argument for opening the World's Fair

on every evening could be advanced than the object lesson

afforded by the way in which the people turned cut to the

evening illumination on Thursday night of last week. The
wonders of electricity have a s'range fascination for all.

and the directors of the exposition can take no wiser or

more popular step than to throw open the gates of the

World's Fair at the time when this attractive feature can

be seen at its best.

The various electrical fea'ures of the great exposition

are now nearly all completed for public inspection, the

two most conspicuous exceptions being the electric foun-

tains and the 2,000 horse power directly connected engine

and generator in the intramural power station. The ex-

tent and variety of the showing in this department is be-

wildering, and we can give no better advice to the visitor

who is particu'arly interested in electrical matters than to

get a general idea of the display from the World's Fair

opening number of the Western Electrician, published

May 6,h, and then pick out such portions as he cares to

examine in detail or lay out an itinerary for the whole.

It cannot be doubted that the electrical industry as a

whole will be vastly beautified by Ihe magnificent show-
ing made at Jackson Park, where the well-nigh indispensL-

ble part played by electricity in modern American life is

brought home to the visitor with great force at almost

every turn. To mention one instance of the benefit that

will accrue, it may be stated without fear of conlraHJction

that the World's Fair will do more to popularze the elec-

tric launch among the well-to-do classes of the United

S'ates than ten years of ordinary commercial work. And
so it will be, in greater or lesser degree, in all branches of

electrical work. The World's Fair of 1893 will go down
in^o history as the first international exhibition in which

the commanding position of electricity, both in science

and industry, was distinctively recognized. As such if

should receive the loyal and hearty support of all mem-
bers of the electrical fraternity.

But what of the future ? What will dc the next great

step? Will it be the g'ncral application of electriciiy to

existing long distance steam railways, the perfection of the

storage battery for street railway service, the general

adoption of electric heading, the production of incandes-

cent light without conducting wires, or will it be possible

to utili/.j the stored energy of coal in electricity without

the costly interposition of boiler and steam engine ? He
wculJ be a bold prophet who should attempt lo foretell

the limit, the (Jlt'una 'J'/iide, of this line of progress. The
subject is extremely interesting, but the perpetual query as

to what the future has in store constitutes a question

which Father Time alone can answer.
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Light and Other High Frequency Phe-
nomena.

By Nikola Tl:sla.

TART n.

These high frequency currents arc obtained in a pecul-

iar manner. The method employed was advanced by

me about two years ago in an experimental lecture before

the American Institute of Electrical Engineers. A num-
ber of ways, as practiced in the laboratory, of obtaining

these currents either from continuous or low frequency

alternating currents is diagramatically indicated in Fig. i,

which will be later described in detail. The general plan

is to charge condensers from a direct or alternate current

source, preferably of high tension, and to discharge them
disruptively while observing well known conditions neces-

sary 10 maintain the oscillations of the current. In view

of the general interest taken in high frequency currents

and effects producible by them, it seems to me advisable

to dwell at some length upon this method of conversion.

In order to give you a clear idea of the action, I will sup

pose that a continuous current generator is employed,

which is often very convenient. It is desirable that the

generator should possess such high tension as to be able

to break through a small air space. If this is not the case,

then auxiliary means have to be resorted to, some of

which will be indicated subsequently. When the con-

-densers are charged toa certain potential, the air or insu-

lating space gives way and a disruptive discharge occurs.

There is then a sudden rush of current and generally a

large portion of the accumulated electrical energy spends

itseH. The condensers are thereupon quickly charged

and the same process is repeated in more or less rapid suc-

cession. To produce such sudden rushes of current it is

-necessary to observe certain conditions. If the rate at

which the condensers are discharged is the same as that at

which they are charged, then, clearly, in the assumed case

the condensers do not come into play. If the rate of dis-

-charge be smaller than the rate of charging, then, again,

the condensers cannot play an important part. But if, on

the contrary, the rate of discharging is greater than that of

-charging, then a succession of rushes of current is obtained.

It is evident thai, if the rate at which the energy is being

-dissipated by the discharge is very much greater than the

Tate of supply to the condensers, the sudden rushes will be
-comparatively few, with long time intervals between. This

-always occurs when a condenser o' considerable capacity

is charged by means of a comparatively small machine.

If the rates of supply and dissipation are not widely differ-

ent, then the rushes of current will be in quicker success-

ion, and this the more, the more nearly equal both the rates

are. until natural limitations incident to each case and de-

pending upon a number of causes are reached. Thus we
are able to obtain from a continuous current generator as

rapid a succession of discharges as we like. Of course,

the higher the tension of the generator the smaller need

be the capacity of the condensers, and for this reason,

principally, it is of advantage lo employ a generator of

very high tension. Besides, such a generator permits the

attaining of greater rates of vibration.

The rushes of current may be of the same direction

under the conditions before assumed, but most generally

there is an oscillation superimposed upon the funda-

mental vibration of the current. When the conditions are

so determined that there is no oscillation, the current im-

pulses are unidirectional, and thus a means is provided

-of transforming a continucus current of high tension into

a direct current of lower tension, which I think may find

employment in the arts.

This method of conversion is exceedingly interesting, and
I was much impressed by its beauty when I first conceived

it. It is ideal in certain respects. It involves the employ-

ment of no mechanical devices of any kind, and it allows of

-obtaining currents of any desired frequency from an ordinary

circuit, direct or alternating. The Ircquency of the funda-

mental discharges depending on the relative rates of supply

and dissipation can be readily varied within wide limits by
-simple adjustmentsof these quantities, and the frequency

of the superimposed vlbraticn by the determination of the

capacity, self-induction and resistance of the circuit. The
potential of the currents, again, may be raised as high as

any insulation is capable of withstanding safely by com-
bining capacity and self-induction or by induction in a sec-

ondary, which need have but comparatively few turns.

As the conditions are often such that the intermittance or

oscillation docs not readily establish itself, especially when
a direct current source is employed, it is of advantage to

associate an interrupter with the arc, and I have, sometime
ago, indicated the use of an air blast or magnet, or other

such device readily at hand. The magnet is employed
with especial adiiantagein the conversion of direct currents,

as it is then very effective. If the primary source is an al-

ternate current generator, it is desirab'e, as I have stated

on another occasion, that the frequency should be low, and
and that the currents forming the ate be large, in order to

rerder the magnet more effective.

A form of such discharger with a magnet which has
been found convenient, and adopted after some trials, in

the conversion of direct currents particularly, is illustrated

in Fig. 2. /ViS" are the pole pieces of a very strong magnet
which is excited by a coil r. The pole pieces are slotted

for adjustment and can be fastened in any position by
screws s^ s^. The discharge rods (/(/,. thinned down on the

ends in order to allow a closer approach of the magnetic
pole pieces, pass through the column of brass A l>i and are

fastened in position by screws .fj s-2. Springs r rj and col-

lars <
('i

are slipped on the rods, the latter serving to set the

points of the rods at a certain suitable distance by means
of screws s.^ j^, and the former to draw the points apart.

When it is desired to start the arc, one of the hard rubber
handles // /t^ is tapped quickly with the hand, whereby the

points of the rods are brought in contact but are instantly

-separated by the springs / r,. Such an arrangement has
been found to be often necessary, namely, in cases when
the electromotive force was not large enough to cause the

discharge to break through the gap, and also when it was
desirable to avoid short circuiting of the generator by the

metallic contact of the rods. The rapidity of the inter-

ruptions of the current with a magnet depends on the in-

tensity of the magnetic field and on the potential diflerence

at the ends of the arc. The interruptions are (generally in

such quick succession asto produce a musical sound. Years

ago it was observed that when a powerful induction coil

is discharged between the poles of a strong magnet the

discharge produced a loud noise not unlike a small pistol

shot. It was vaguely stated that the spark was intensified

by the presence of the magnetic field. It is now clear that

the discharge current, fiowing for some time, was inter-

rupted a great number of times by the magnet, thus pro-

ducing the sound. The phenomenon is especially marked
when the field circuit of a large magnet or dynamo is broken
in a powerful magnetic field.

When the current through the gap is comparatively large,

it is of advantage to slip on the points of the discharge

rods pieces of very hard carbon and let the arc play be-

tween the carbon pieces. This preserves the rods and
besides has the advantage of keeping the air space hotter,

as the heat is not conducted away as quickly through the

carbons, and the result is that a smaller electromotive

force in the arc gap is required to maintain a succession of

discharges.

Another form of discharger which may be employed with

advantage in some cases is illustrated in Fig. 3. In this

form the discharge rods (/ ^/j pass through perforations in a

wooden box />', which is thickly coated with mica on the in

side, as indicated by the heavy lines. The perforations are

provided with mica tubes w ffi^ of some thickness, which
are preferably not in contact with the rods ./ 1/1 The box
has a cover C, which is a little larger and descends on the

outside of the box. The spark gap is warmed by a small

lamp /contained in a box. A plate / above the lamp

passed through the primary of a disruptive discharge coil.

it is not, as a rule, of advantage !o produce a number of

interruptions of the current per second greater than the
natural frequency of vibration of the dynamo supply circuit,

which is ordinarily small. It should also be pointed oat

here that while the devices mentioned in connection with
the disruptive discharges arc advantageous under certain

conditions, they may be sometimes a source of trouble, as
they produce intermittences and other irregularities in the
vibration which it would be very desirable lo overcome.

There is, I regret to say, in this beautiful method of

conversion a defect, which fortunately is not vital, and
which I have been gradually overcoming. I will best call

attention to this defect and indicate a fruitful line of work
by comparing the electrical process with its mechanical
analogue. The process may be illustrated in this manner.

Imagine a tank with a wid; opening at the bottom, which

is kept closed by spring pressure, but so that it snaps off

suddenly when the liquid in the tank has reached a

certain height. Let the fluid be supplied to the tank by
means of a pipe feeding at a certain rate. When the

critical height of the liquid is reached, the spring gives

way and the bottom of the tank drops out. Instantly the

liquid falls through the wide opening, and the spring,

reasserting itself, closes the bottom again. The tank is

now filled, and after a certain time interval the same proc-

ess is repeated. It is clear, that if the pipe feeds the

fluid quicker than the bottom outlet is capable of letting it

pass through, the bottom will remain cfl and the tank will

still overflow. If the rates of supply are exactly equal,

then the bottom lid will remain partially open and
no vibration of the same and of the I'quid

column will generally occur, though it might, if

started by some means. But if the inlet pipe does not

feed the fluid fast enough for the outlet, then there will be

always vibration. Again, in such case, each time the

LIGHT AND OTHER HIGH FREQUENCY PHENOMENA.—PLAN OF CONNECTIONS USED IS THE CONVERStON BY MEANS
OF THE DISRUPTIVE ARC DISCHARGE.

allows the draught to pass only through the chimney c of

the lamp, the air entering through holes in or near the

bottom of the box and following the path indicated by the

arrows. When the discharger is in operation the door of

the box is closed so that the light of the arc is not visible

outside. It is desirable to exclude the light as perfectly

as possible, as it interferes with some experiments. This
form of discharger is simple and very effective when prop-

erly manipulated. The air being warmed to a certain

temperature has its insulating power impaired, it becomes
dielectrically weak, as it were, and the consequence is that

the arc can be established at much greater distance. The
air should, of course, be sufficiently insulating to allow the

discharge to pass through the gap disruptively The arc

formed under such conditions, when long, may be made
extremelyi sensitive, and the weak draught through the

tamp chimney c is quite sufficient to produce rapid inter-

ruptions. The adjustment is made by regulating the

temperature and velocity of the draught. Instead of using
a lamp it answers the purpose to provide for a draught of

warm air in other ways. A very simple way which has
been practiced is to inclose the arc in a long vertical tube
with plates on the top and bottom for regulating the
temperature and velocity of the air current. Some pro-

vision had to be made for deadening the sound.

The air may be rendered dielectrically weak, also, by
rarefaction. Dischargers of this kind have likewise been
used by me in connection with the magnet. A large tube
is for this purpose provided with heavy e'ectrodesof carbon
or metal, between which the discharge is made to pass, the
tube being placed in a powerful magnetic field. The ex-

haustion of the tube is carried to a point at which the dis-

charge breaks through easily, but the pressure should be
more than 75 millimeters, at which the ordinary thread dis-

charge occurs. In another form of discharger, combining
the features before mentioned, the discharge was made to

pass between two adjustable magnetic pole pieces, the
space between them being kept at an elevated temperature.

It should be remarked here that when such or interrupt-

ing devices of any kind are used and the currents are

bottom n aps up or down, the spring and the liquid column,
if the pliability of the spring and the inertia of the moving
parts areproperly chosen, will perform independent vibra-

tions. In this analogue the fluid may be likened to

electricity or elec'rical energy, the tank to the condenser,
the spring to the dielectric and the pipe to the conductor
through which electricity is supplied to the condenser. To
make this analogy quite complete it is necessar}- to make
the assumption that the bottom, each time it gives way. is

knocked violently against a non-elastic stop, this impact
involving some loss of energy, and that, besides, some
dissipation of energy results, due to friclional losses. In

the preceding analogue the liquid is supposed to be under

a steady pressure. If the pressure of the fluid be assumed
to vary rhyihmically, this may be taken as corresponding

to the case of an alternating current. The process is then
not quite as simp'e to consider, but the action is the same
in principle.

It is desirable, in order to maintain the vibration

economically, to reduce the impact and frictional losses

as much as possible. As regards the latter, which in the

electrical analogue correspond to the losses, due to the re-

sistance of the circuits, it is impossible lo obviate them
entirely, but they can be reduced to minimum by a proper

selection of the dimensions of the circuits and by the em-
ployment of thin conductors in the form of strands. But
the loss of energy caused by the fii^t breaking through of

the dielectric—which in the above example corresponds to

the violent knock of the bottom against the

inelastic stop—would be more important to

overcome. At the moment of the breaking through

the air space has a ver\' high resistance, which is probably

reduced lo a very small value when the current has

reached some strength, and the space is brought 10 a high
temperature. It would materially diminish the loss of

energy if '.he space were always kept at an extremely high

temperature, but then there would be no disrupiivc break.

By warming the space moderately by means of a lamp or

otherwise, the economy as far as the arc is concerned is

sensibly increased. But the magnet or other interrupting
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device does not diminsh the loss in the arc. Likewise, a
jet of air only facilitates the carrying off of the energy.
Air, or a gas in genera!, behaves curiously in this respect.

When two bodies, charged to a very high potential, dis-

charge disruptively through an air space, any amount of
energy coay be carried off by the air. This energy is evi-

dently dissipated by bodily carriers, in compact and collis-

ional losses of the molecules. The exchange of the mole-
cules in the space occurs with inconceivable rapidity. A
powerful discharge taking place between two electrodes,

they may remain entirely cool, and yet the loss in the air

may represent any amount of energ\'. It is perfectly

practicable, with very great potential differences

in the gap, to dissipate several horse power in

the arc of the discharge without even noticing

a small increase in the temperature of the electrodes.

All the frictional losses occur, then, practically in the air.

If the exchange of the air molecules is prevented, as by
enclosing the air hermetically, the gas inside of the vessel

is brought quickly to a high temperature, even with a ver>'

small discharge. It is difficult to estimate how much of

the energy is lost in sound waves, audible o- not, in a

powerful discharge. When the currents through the gap
are large, the electrodes may become rapidly heated, but

this is not a reliable measure of the energy wasted in the

arc, as the loss through the gap itself may be compar-
atively small. The air or a gas in general is, at ordinary

pressures at least, clearly not the best medium through

which a disruptive discharge should occur. Air or other

gas under great pressure is of course a much more suitable

medium for the discharge gap. I have carried ori long-

continued experiments in this direction, unfortunately less

practicable on account of the difficulties and e.xpense in

getting air under great pressure. But even if the medium
in the discharge space is solid or liquid, still the same
losses take place, though they are generally smaller, for

just as soon as the arc is established, the solid or liquid is

volatilized. Indeed, there is no body known which would

not be disintegrated by the arc, and it is an open question

among scientific men whether an arc discharge could oc-

cur at all in the air itself without the particles of the elec-

trodes being torn off. When the current through the gap
is very small and the arc very long, I bslieve that a rela-

dielectric should vary enormously in resistance by minute
variations of theelectromotive force across the discharge
space. This condition is attained but in an extremely imper-
fect manner, by warming the air space to a certain critical

temperature, dependent on the electromotive force across the

gap or by otherwise impairing the insulating power of the air

But as a matter of fact the air does never break down dis-

ruptively, if this term be rigorously interpreted, for before
the sudden rush of the current occurs, there is always a

weak current preceding it, which rises first gradually and
then with comparative suddenness. That is the reason why
the rate of change is very much greater when glass, for in-

stance, is broken through, than when the break take place

FIGS. 4a AND 4/j. LIGHT AND OTHER HIGH FREQUENCY
PHENOMENA.—FORM OF DISCHARGER WITH

LIQUID INTERRUI'IER.

through an air space of equivalent dielectric strength. As
a medium for the discharge space a solid or even a liquid

would be preferable therefore. It is somewhat difficult to

conceive of a solid body which will possess the property

of closing instantly after it has been cracked. But a liquid,

especially under great pressure, behaves practically like a

solid, while it possesses the property of closing the crack.

Hence it was thought that a liquid insulator might be more
suitable as a dielectric than air. Following out this idea, a

number of different forms of dischargers, in which a variety

of such insulators, sometimes under great pressure were
employed, have been experimented upon. It is thought
sufficient to dwell in a few words upon one of the forms
experimented upon. One of these dischargers is illustrated

in Figs. 417 and ^l'.

A hollow metal pulley F (Fig. 4(7) was fastened upon an

FIG. 3. LIGHT AND OTHER HIGH FREQUENCY PHENOMENA.
—DISCHARGES WITH HOT AIR DRAFT.

tively considerable aracunt of heat Is taken up in the dis-

integration of the electrodes, which partially on this

account may remain quite cold.

The ideal medium for a discharge gap should only

crack, and the ideal electrode should be of some material

which cannot be disintegrated. With small currents

through the gap it is best lo employ aluminum, but not

when the currents are large. The disruptive break in the

air, or more or less in any ordinary medium, is not of the

nature of a crack, but it is rather comparable to the pierc-

ing of innumerable bullets through a mass offering great

friclional resistance to the motion of the bullets, this in-

vohing considerable loss of energy. A medium which
would merely crack when strained electrostatically—and
this possibly might be the case with a perfect vacuum, that

is, pure ether—would involve a verj* small loss in the gap,

so small as to be entirely negligible, at least theoretically,

because a crack may be produced by an infinitely small

displacement. In exhausting an oblong bulb provided

with two aluminum terminals with the greatest care I

have succeeded in producing such a vacuum that the sec-

ondary discharge of a disruptive discharge coil would break

tbrongh disruptively throu£;b the bulb in the form of fine

spark streams. The curious point was that the discharge

wculd completely ignore the terminals and start far be-

hind the two alaminum plates which served as elec-

ircdes. This extraordinarily high vacuum could only

be maintained for a very short while. To return to the

ideal mcd 'um, think, for the sake of illustration, of a piece

of glass or similar body clamped in a vise, and the latter

tightened more and more. At a certain point a minute in-

crease of the pressure will cause the glass to crack. The
loss of energy involved in splitting the glass m-y be prac-

tically nothing, for though the force is great, the displace-

ment need be but extremely small. Now imagine that the

^^lass would pos*ess the property of closing again perfectly

the crack upon a minate diminution of the pressure. This
is the way the dielectric in the discharge space should bc-

hare. Bnt inasmuch a^ there wctild be always some loss

in the gap the medinm, which should be continuous, should

exchange tbrongh the gap at a rapid rate. In the preceding

examp.c, the glass being perfectly closed, it would mean
that the dielectric in the discharge space posscscs a great

insobtiog power; the glass being cracked, it would signify

thai the roediam in the space is a good conductor. The

FIG. 2. LIGHT AND CTHER HIGH FREQUENCY PHENOMENA.
—FORM OF DISCHARGER WITH MAGNET USED IN

THE DIRECT CURRENT CONVERSION.

arbor a, which by suitable means was rotated at a consid-

erable speed. In the inside of the pulley, but disconnected

from the same, was supported a thin disc
/^i

(which is

shown thick for the sake of clearness), of hard rubber, in

which there were embedded two metal segments s r with

metallic extensions e e, into which were screwed conducting
terminals / I covered with thick tubes of hard rubber f t.

The rubber disc -^j with its metallic segments s s, was fin-

ished in a lathe, and its entire surface highly polished so as

to offer the smallest possible frictional resistance to the

motion through a fluid. In the hollow of the pulley an in-

sulating liquid . such as a thin oil, was poured so as to reach

very nearly to the Of>ening left in the flange /, which was
screwed tightly on the front side of the pulley. The ter-

minals / / were connected to the opposite coatings of a

battery of condensers so that the discharge occured through
the liquid. When the pulley was rotated the liquid was forced

against the rim of the pulley and considerable fluid pressure

resulted. In this simple way the discharge gap was filled

with a medium which behaved practically like a solid, which
possessed the quality of closing instantly upon the occur-

rence of the break, and which, moreover, was circulating

through the gap at a rapid rate. Very powerful effects

were produced by dischargers of this kind with liquid in-

terrupters, of which a number of different forms were
made. It was found thai, as expected, a longer spark for

a given length of wire was obtainable in this way than by
using air as an interrupting device. Generally the speed,

and therefore also the fluid pressure, waslimilcd by reason

of the fluid friction, in the form of discharger described,

but the practically obtainable speed was more than 5uffi-

cienl 10 produce a number of breaks suitable for ihc cir-

cuits ordinarily used. In some instances the met.il pulley

I* was provided with a few projections inwardly, and a

definite number ol breaks was then produced, which could

be computed from the speed of rotation of the pu'lcy.

Experiments were also carried on with liquids of different

insulating power with the view of reducing the loss in the

arc. When an insulating liquid is moderately warmed
Ihc loss in the arc is diminished.

A point of some importance was noted in experiments
wiib various dischargers of this kind, ft was found, for

instance, that whereas the conditions maintained in these

form^ were favorable for the production of a great spark
length, the currents so obtained wtrc not best suited lo the

production of light effects. Experience undoubtedly has
shown, that for such purposes a harmonic rise and fill of
the potential is preferable. Be it that a solid, is rendered
incandescent or phosphorescent, or be it that energy is

transmitted by condenser coating through the glass, it is-

quite certain that a harmonically risinf? and falling poten-
tial produces less destructive action, and that the vaccum is-

more permanently maintained. This would be easily ex-
plained if it were ascertained that the process going on in
an exhausted vessel is of an electrolytic nature.

In the diagrammatical sketch, Fig. i, which has been
already referred to, the cases which are most likely to be
met with in practice are illustrated. One has at his dis-

posal either direct or alternating currents from a supply
station. It is convenient for an experimenter in an iso-
lated laboratory to employ a machine G such as illustrated,

capable of giving both kinds of currents. In such case it:

is also preferable to use a machine with multiple circuits,.

as in many experiments it is useful and convenient to have
at one's disposal currents of different phases. In the
sketch B represents the direct and .-} the alternating cir-

cuit. In each of these three branch circuits are shown,
all of which are provided with double Hues switches s s s s
s s. Consider first the direct current conversion; /a repre-
sents the simplest case. If the electromotive force of the
generator is sufficient to break through a small air space,.
at least when the latter is warmed or otherwise rendered
poorly insulating, there is no difficulty in maintaining a
vibration with fair economy by judicious adjustment cf
the capacity, self-induction and resistance of the
circuit L containing the devices / / m. The mag-
net iV S can be in this case advantageously combined
with the air space. The discharger d d with the
magnet may be placed either way as indicated by
the full or by the dotted lines. The circuit la with the
connections and devices is supposed to possess dimens'ons-
such as are suitable for the maintenance of a viabratior;.

But usually the electromotive force on the circuit or branch
la will be something like 100 volts or so, and in this case
it is not sufficient to break through the gap. Many different

means may be use to remedy this by raising the electromotive
force across the gap. The simplest is probably to insert a
large self-induction coil in series with the circuit L. When-
the arc is established, as by the discharger, illustrated in
Fig. 2, the magnet blows the arc out the instant it is-

formed. Now the extra current of the break, being of
high electromctive force, breaks through the gap, and a
path of low resistance for the dynamo current being again'
provided, there is a sudden rush of the current from
the dynamo upon the weakening or subsidence of
the extra current. This process is repeated in rapid suc-
cession, and in this manner I have maintained oscillation

with as low as 50 volts, or even less, across the
gap. But conversion on this plan is not to be
recommended on account of the too heavy currents thruugh
the gap and consequent heating of the electrode^;.

besides, the frequencies obtained in this way are low, ow-
ing to the high self-induction necessarily associated with
the circuit. It is very desirable to have the electromo ive
force as high as possible, first, in order to increase the
economy of the conversion, and, secondly, to obtain high
frequencies. The difference of potential in this electric

oscillation is, of course, the equivalent of the stretching
force in the mechanical vibration of the spring. To ob-
tain very rapid vibration in a circuit of some inertia a
great stretching force or difference of potential is necessary.
Incidentally, when the eleclromotive force is very great,

the condenser which is usually employed in connectioT>
with the circuit need have but a small capacity, and many
other advantages are gained. With a view of raising the
electromotive force to a many times greater value than ob-
tainable from ordinary distribution circuits, a rotating
transformer g is used, as indicated in Fig. ia, or else a
separate high potential machine is driven by means of a
motor operated from the generator G. The latter plan is

in fact preferable, as changes are easier made. The con-
nections from the high tension winding are quite similar
to those in branch \a with the exception that a condenser
c, which should be adjustable, is connected to the high
tension circuit. Usually, also, an adjustable self-induction-

coil in series with the circuit has been employed in these
experiments. When the tension of the currents is very
high the magnet ordinarily used in connection with the
discharger is of comparatively sm.n.11 value, as it is quite
easy to adjust the dimensions of the circuit so that oscilla

tion is maintained, The employment of a steady electro-

motive force in the high frequency conversion affords some
advantages over the employment of alternating electro-

motive force, as the adjustments are much simpler and the
action can be easier controlled. Hut unfortunately one is

limited by the obtainable potential difference. The wind-
ings also break down easily in eonsequence of the sparks
which form between the sections of the armature or com-
mutator when a vigorous oscillation takes place. Be-
sides, these transformers are expensive to build. It

has been found by experience that it is bast to
follow the plan illustrated in Fig. yx. In this

arrangement a rotating transformer g is employed to con-
vert the low tension direct currents into low frequency al-

ternating currents, preferably a'so of small tension. The
tension of the currents is then raised in a stationary trans-

former 7'. The secondary s of this transformer is con-
nected to an adjustable condenser (', which discharges
through tnc gap or d schiirgcr dd, placed in cither of the
wjys indicated, through the primary /' of a disruptive dis-

charge coil, the high frequency currents being obtained
from the secondary .S'of this coil, as described on prcviotis

occasiors. This will undoubtedly be found the cheapest
and most convenient way of converting direct currents.

The three branches of the c'rcuit A represent the usual
cases met in practice when alternating currents arc con-
verted. In Fig, \l> a condenser (", generally of large ca-
pacity, is connected to the circuit L, containing the dcvlccs^

//, mm. The devices m m ate supposed to be of high self

induction, so as to bring the frequency of the circuit more
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or less to that of the dynamo. Tn this instance the dis-

charger // i/ should best have a number of makes and
breaks per second equal to twice the frequency of the dy-

namo. If not so, then it should have at

least a number equal to a multiple or

even fraction of the dynamo frequency. It should be ob-
served, referring to \h, that the the conversion to a high
potential is also effected when the discharger dd^ which is

shown in the sketch, is omitted. But the effects which are

produced by currents which rise instantly to high values,

as in a disruptive discharge, are entirely different from
those produced by dynamo currents which rise and fall

harmonically. So, for instance, there might te in a given

case a number of makes and breaks at dd equal to just

twice the frequency of the dynamo, or in othtr words there

may be the same number of fundamental oscillations as

would be produced without the discharge gap, and there

might even not be any quicker superimposed vibration; yet

the differences of potential at the various points of the cir-

cuit, the impedence and other phenomena dependent upon
the rate of change, will bear no similarity in the two cases.

Thus, when working with currents discharging disruptively

the element chiefly to be considered is not the

frequency, as a student might be apt to believe,

but the rate of change per unit of time. With
low frequencies in a certain measure the same
effects may be obtained as with high frequencies, provided

the rate of change is sufficiently great. So if a low fre-

quency current is raised to a potential of say 75,000 volts

and the high tension current passed through a series of

high resistance lamp filaments, the importance of the rare-

fied £as surrounding the filament is clearly noted, as will

be seen later, or, if a low frequency current of several

thousand amperes, is passed through a metal bar, striking

phenomena of impedence are observed, just as with cur-

rents of high frequencies. But it is, of course, evident

that with low frequency currents it is impossible toobtain such
rates of change per unit of time as with high frequencies,

hence the effects produced by the latter are much more
prominent. It was deemed advisable to make the preced-
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ing remarks, inasmuch as many more recently described

effects have been unwittingly identified with high frequen-

cies. Frequency alone in reality does not mean anything,
except when an undisturbed harmonic oscillation is con-
sidered.

In the branch 3(5 a similar disposition as in \b is illus-

trated, with the difference that the currents discharging

through the gap (/<;/ are used to induce currents in the

secondary 5 of a transformer T. In such case the second-

ary should be provided with an adjustable condenser for

the purpose of tuning it to the primary.

Fig. 2^ illustrates a plan of alternate current high fre-

quency conversion, which is most frequently used and
which is found to be most convenient. This plan has

been dwelt upon in detail on previous occasions and need
not be described here.

Some of these results were obtained by the use of a high
frequency alternator. A description of such machines
will be found in my original paper before the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers and in periodicals of

that period.

Several extensive systems of electric railway are in a fair

way to be built at once in the South. A number of Phila-

delphia capitalists have become interested in the line prc-

posed between Dallas and Fort Worth, Tex., a distance

of twenty-three miles. The Belt Electric company of

Lexington, Ky., is considering the construction of an elec-

tric line from Lexington to Paris, a distance of eighteen

miles. The estimated cost is $100,000, far less than the

amount needed lo build a steam power road. In Mary-
land, New ^'ork and Maryland capitalists have organized

to build a road from Frederick to Middletown. Md., a dis-

tance of eight miles, with a possible extension along the

Middletown valley. Surveys for the line have been made.
In addition to the electric street railways in Washington,
D. C, and its suburbs, surveys have been made for a line

between Washington and Sandy Spring, Md., seventeen

miles. Engineer H. B. Looker, who has located the

route, says thst it is intended to form one section of the

proposed electric line between Washington and Baltimore

via Ellicott City, Md,
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New La Roche Direct Current Dynamo.
The cut he-cwith represents the new type of direct cur-

rent dynamo built by the La Roche Electric Works of Phil

adelphia. This has been one of the most successful ma-

chines that has ever been turned out of the establishment,

and for which the company has received a number of

duplicate orders.

The machine is of the motor type, with Gramme ring

NEW LA ROCHE DIRECT CURRENT DYNAMO.

armature of the latest improved construction, thereby re-

ducing the speed very materially. It has all modern im-

provements, with all parts interchangeable and made to

gauge. The machine is compound wound, and has been

designed by F. A. La Roche. It has self oiling bearings

and automatic oil-overflow. The brush holders are of a

new design, and so made that any degree of tension can

be secured, and so arranged that a free movement of the

brushes around the commutator is allowed.

The commutator is made of specially hardened copper,

well insulated with mica. It will be noticed that the wind-

ing of the machine is peculiar, as any of the coils, either

series or shunt, can be removed and new ones put in place

without interfering with any other part of the machine.

An extra heavy steel shaft is ustd, thereby allowing no
vibration and permitting the armature to run very close to

the pole pieces, consequently increasing the efficiency of

the machine.

At a test of one of these machines it was shown that

there was a variation of only i 3 10 volts between no load

and full load.

Within the last three months the La Roche company has

installed fifteen of these machines in Philadtlphia and
vicinity, and they are spoken of in the highest terms. The
company is now making arrangements for an increase in

its manufacturing facilities.

Cutter's Voltmeter Switch.
The average incandescent station has quite a number of

separate circuits running from it, and in order to maintain

the proper voltage on each of these, it has been the custom

to have a voltmeter for each circuit. As first-class instru-

ments are rather expensive the cheaper and more crude

forms have almost always been used for this purpose. Of
course, inaccurate voltmeters mean unsatisfactory service

at the lamps, leading either to complaints regarding the

COTTERS MU/MM-rER SWITCH.

light furnished or to a very short life of the lamps them-

selves. Any device that would allow a single and accurate

voltmeter to be used with eight or ten circuits would do

away with the faulty instruments and insure more satisf.ic-

tory results.

George Cutter of Chicago has perfected a special switch

for this purpose, and practice has shown it to be well suited
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to the work. The size shown in the cut is used for con-
necting one voltmeter with any one of six circuits, while
larger sizes can be used with as many as sixteen circuits.

This voltmeter switch is nicely finished, so as to look well

on any switchboard, and will no doubt create a large

demand.

It is placed on the market by George Cutter, dealer in

electrical specialties, 329 Rookery. Chicago.

Electric Percussion-Drill.
The electric percussion drill, since it was first put into

practical operation, has undergone many changes, and to-

day it can compete successfully either with the steam or

compressed air drill. The manipulation of the drill, an
illustration of which is presented in the accompanying
cut, is in every respect as simple as that of the steam or air

drill, stopping and starting being accomplished by merely
throwing a handle to the right or to the left, making or
breaking the contact between the cable and the terminals

of the coils. Not the slightest difficulty is experienced
in lubricating the wearing parts or in handling the drill.

The generator which supplies the power is of the bipolar

type, running at normal speed, and is provided with a
device for directing the current alternately into the upper
and lower coils of the drills. The difference of potential

at the fixed brushes of the generator is 240 to 250 volts-

The generator is belted to a 9 by 12 inch straight line

engine, supplied with steam at 90 pounds pressure from
a horizontal tubular boiler.

Three of these drills were recently installed by the Gen-
eral Electric company at the lime stone quarries of the
Solvay Process company of Syracuse, X. Y. The plant

ELECTRIC PERCUSSION DRILL.

has aroused wide spread interest among quarry operators,

by whom it has been extensively inspected.

The Huebei & Manger Bell.

In the accompanying iUustration is shown an elec-

tric bell recently devised by Huebei & Manger, of 286

Graham street, Brooklyn, N. Y., which contains a number
of improvements over bells of this kind, which makes it

quite worthy of mention and to merit the consideration of

those interested in this line of electrical goods. There

are two springs, as usual, one for the electrical contact and

the other for adjustment. These are secured to the arma-

ture by the same rivets, and the end of the contact spring

is rolled to form an eye which pivots on the mounting above

which the cores of the magnets are riveted to the usual

raised support at right angles to the base; the polar

end of the cores has a flange which holds the magnet

spools in place, and under one of the tlanges is secured

the pivotal mounting. There are grooves on the base to

allow wires to be brought to binding posts. The end of

the adjusting spring bears against a movable adjustable

piece pivoted, and which is movable without loosening a

screw, thus making easy adjustments. The binding posts

and contact post are immovable. Contact points of

platinum are riveted in spring and screw. Another im-

provement is a square washer in a rectangular depression

under the binding post, thus enabling the terminal wires to

be secured without danger of being twisted ctT. which

often happens when circular w-ishers are used. The bell

when finished is superior inever>- respect, and has already

become quite widely known in the electrical trade.

It is reported that a line is being surveyed between Sau-

selito and San Rafael, Cal,, for an electric road to be
constructed by a citizen of San Francisco.
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English View of the Incandescent Lamp
Situation.

Those of our readers who have followed the events re-

corded in our past issues on electrical affairs in America
will be aware that further lamp cases, instituted by the

General Electric company were pending, says the London
Electrical Reviei.L<. The first of ihese since the one beard

by Judge Colt at Boston came on for hearing on April

irth, and it was against the Columbia Incandescent Lamp
company, a comparatively insignificant concern carrying

on lamp manufacture at St. Louis. Public interest in the

Goebel defense, which i* was understood was again to be

used, had begun to flag, and the case in question, after having

been postponed more than once, attracted but little atten-

tion. The world is now startled by the news that the pre-

liminary injunction demanded by the General company has

been refused. It must be borne in mind that the opinion

just delivered is merely a preliminary one which is based on
the evidence of a number of affidavits and exhibits, and it

therefore forms no certain criterion of the ultimate decis-

ion that may be arrived at, or of the effect it may have on
the ele*:tric lighting industry generally. The ultimate con-

clusion can only be settled by a regular trial,which, unfort-

unately, will take a long time to prepare, owing to the
numerous witnesses who will have to appear, and it is a

questiou whether the Edison patent will not have expired

before the case is finally disposed of. The decision just de-

livered does not even temporarily rhrow the market open to

any material extent, since only the Columbia company and
a few other undertakings, who have not yet been legally

restrained, can continue to manufacture lamps. Those
factories which have already been closed canrot, we under-

stand, recommence work until the several injunctions laid

on them have been removed, a proceeding which can only

be effected by bringing the matter into court again in the

various circuits on the ground of new evidence; and it is

impossible to say whether Judge Colt and others would
regard such evidence in the same manner that Judge Hal-
lett has.

These circumstances, however, do not prevent the decis-

ion from being ooe of great moment, and the succeeding
moves will be watched with intense interest all over the

world.

We give a synopsis of the case elsewhere in this issue.

It will be seen that the defense was argued in a most able

manner by Mr. Kenyon. but, as a matter of fact, the case

hung entirely on the Goebel story, the truth of which is,

to our mind, snll far from being conclusively proved.

Several additional affidavits. 150 or more in all, and some
fresh exhibits, were put in, but none of them had the

uncontrovertible evidence that would have been contained

for instance, by newspaper descriptions, illustrations or

other documents. It is clear that there is falsehood on
the one side or other, but without the assistance of search-

ing cross examination it is difficult to ascertain on which
side it exists. The testimony supporting the Goebel story

IF. it is true, exceedingly voluminous and consistent, while

the attack on it by the plaintiffs, we admit, is very feeble.

The story thus receives much indirect strength, but vol-

umes of written evidence of this description is not neces-

sarily actual proof in a case where perjury seems per-

fectly evident.

One weak point that strikes us in Mr. Kenyon 's sum-
ming up is the explanation given for the Goebel matter

not having been brought up in prior suits. The early

knowledge of the matter is admitted by both defendants

and plaintiffs. In the Boston trial, the reason given by
Mr. Curtis for its non-use was that he did not suffi-

dently understand thefxtent to which Goebel had carried

his experiments, and that had he known that evidence to

the extent produced was forthcoming, it certainly would
have been used; whilst on the other side the reason assigned

was that Goebel was unreliable and had no old lamps to pro-

duce. The new explanation is that each side sought to

hide the naked truth through self-interest. The Sawyer-
Man company hoped to have its patents sustained, and
the Edison company hoped to have its own triumphant,

and thus it was to the interest of neither party to disclose the

poor and unknown claimant to the incandescent lamp, and
so let real equity reign. If interested motives are recog-

nized as rational and sufficient reasons for hiding assured

historical facts, what wonder that the affidavits presented

on either side differ in their testimony in the manner they

do; and on this ground what is there to prevent the whole
Goebel story from being a fabrication?

Assuming the story to be true, there is no question that

the defendant company is entitled to its victory. Judge
Colt shirked the question in regard to the lamp exhibits

Nos. I, 2 and 3 by expressing the opinion that the devices

were do: practicable incandescent lamps, and that there

was, therefore, no need to decide on their genuineness.

He accordingly decided the case almost solely on the lamp
Cjthibil, No. 4, which he held was not a genuine produc-

tion. The question of the niamentary character of the

carbon, which is manifestly used in the exhibits Kos. i,

2 and 3, was not clearly put before the judge as being the

crucial point at issue, liut in the present case the princi-

pal argnment was the one of the attenuated carbon of high

resistance, being the only point of novelty in Edison's

patent; and that if it could be shown that it had been used

before as an illuminanr, then the patent muat necessarily

be oall and void from want of novelty.

Tbc decuion is naturally viewed in various aspects by

Ibe several person.^ who are interes'ed in the lamp induB-

try. While all of those who side against the policy of the

General company are oatarally more or less picaud at the

result, they arc by no means all convinced of the truth of

the G^bel stoi-y^-cspccially those woo, like Ward I^on-

ard, find it difficult t/> beticrc in modern miracles. On the

other hand, one of the counsel representing the General

Electric company is !«iid to have expressed his views to the

effect that while Judge Hallctt's decision was unquestiona-

bly a reverse, it was regarded as only a temporary one.

Similar iojanctiooa had been refused to tbc Bell TelC'

phone interests, but they had been without final effect;

steps to bring the Columbia case to a final hearing
will be vigorously proceeded with.

The statement made at the conclusion of the defend-

ant's summing up to the effect that the plaintiffs have now
a case before the Supreme Court, with the object of extend-

ing the life of Edison's patent until 1897, will come as a
piece of interesting news to many persons in Europe.

CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.

New York, June 3.—It will evidently take a long time

for the trolley car to commend itself to the confidence of

the average lay press. There have recently been some

accidents on the Brooklyn electric roads, and the outcry

against the trolley system, which had lulledi?for a while,

has been raised again with renewed vigor. One of the

leading dailies, an organ which is usually noted for its

clear and intelligent view of things electrical, says: "But

experience has shown that this peculiar device known as

the trolley car, by reason of the powerful current of elec-

tricity used in operating it and the frequent difficulty of

controlling its movements, is constantly liable to kill

people. Its victims far outnumber those of capital

punishment and are more numerous than those of the

ordinary murderer in the same community. Exact statis-

tics might show the trolley to be a rival of any epidemic

disease by which we are wont to be visited. Is the killing

of people by the deadly trolley any less manslaughter be-

cause the operating of that device is authorized by law or

by the Railroid Commission?"

Another question to which the dailies have during the

last few days given much attention is the measurement of

current supplied to central station customers. For some

time the customers of the Edison Illuminating company

are said to have been complaining of excessive charges

for current, that the meters used by the company are

inaccurate, and that the charge for service is made by

guesswork. The head of the firm who was dissatisfied

with his bill suggests that provision be made by law for

the settlement of differences arising from such fallible

sources of a record as electric meters. His remedy is th^

appointment of state inspector to whom all disputes as to

the coQsumptioQ of electricity could ba referred. The busi-

ness of the electric companies is now so enormous that

disputes must necessarily arise from time to time. It is

contended that consumers should have some tribunal to

which they can appeal in case of unreasonable or exorbi-

tant charges and that until such a tribunal is established

there will be no end to the disputes and vexitiou s law-

suits resulting from differences of opinion and defective

meters in the transaction of the rapidly increasing busi-

ness of the supply of electricity. Another correspondent

maintains that this is unnecessary, for the meters supplied

by the best houses to-day are thoroughly to be trusted.

As an illustration he stales that not long ago a company

operating a large factory in this city found fault with its

bill. It was said that the meter registered falsely.

Another meter of a different type was put in, but the old

one was also retained. After a month had elapsed

a comparison was made, and one meter showed that

$77.71 worth of electricity had been used, while the other,

when computed, showed %'}'}-%i. It is believed that the

complaints against the company in question are without

reasonable foundation.

Capt. Griffin has taken the Evening Post severely to

task for its statement concerning the General Electric

company, that "the officers admit that a few weeks ago

the company's financial situation was precarious," and for

the further statement that the cash of the company on

hand "outside of proceeds of these sales is if 1,500, 000,

about one-half the amount reported as cash by its treasurer

two weeks ago." Capt. Grillln says, with regard to the

latter, that the General Electric company is not a banking

institution and does not accumulate several millions of cash

for the sole purpose of holding it indefinitely, but

rather for the purpose of using it in its business and to

discharge its proper business obligations. He continues:

''I wish to say|io you briefly that the officers and directors

of this company, recognizing a few weeks ago (hat a de-

termined attack was being made (apparently for speculative

purposes) on the credit of this company, felt it incumbent

upon them to consider whether such attacks, if persisted

in, could by any possibility injure the company itself. It

seemed to them that the wisest course was to take no

risks in this respect, and they carried out this conclusion

by converting Into cash certain stocks, out of those which

accrue to the company in tbc ordinary course of business,

as a consideration for license rights granted to local com-

panies. In this \iiry simple way the purpose above in

dicated has been accomplished." A prompt retraction in-

then demanded, and the Evening Post, understanding

"that the officers disavow the interview'' on which its

statement was based, withdraws it, and furthermore ex-

presses its regret for having given currency to the state-

ment "that the company's position was at one time pre-

carious."

"A bona fide holder of 500 shares of the common stock

of the General Electric Company'' has written to a morning
paper in reference to points connected with the recent sale

by the company of about $2,000,000 of the stock of

the New York Edison and the Boston Illuminating

companies. He is evidently possessing his soul in patience

through the stormy times on which the company's stock

has lately fallen, for he says: "I am not in the market nor

engaged in any 'bull' movement, but I know timid in-

vestors who have been frightened at a great loss out of

their holdings. I myself have not sold a share, and shall

not, unless unforeseen circumstances should oblige me to.

I have been assured both yesterday and to-day (May 26th

and 27th), by officers of the company that the dividend pay
able August 1st, is to be at the usual rate of 8 per cent."

C. W. Wetmore, the new president of the North Amer-
ican company, vice Henry Villard, resigned, has been

practically the managing director of the company during

the last two years, and has, according to those familiar

with the affairs of the corporation, done a great deal tow-

ard repairing the damage the company sustained during

the Baring panic. It is understood that the representa-

tion of Northern Pacific interests in its board will from
this time on be reduced. Mr. Villard and one other

Northern Pacific director, whose terms of office expire this

year, will not be candidates for re-election. Their places

wilt probably be filled by a representative stockholder, and
by some one identified with the General Electric company,

with which the North American company sustains close

relations.

The indignation meeting which was to have been held

on Monday evening at Madison Hall, for the purpose of

protesting against the action of the Rapid Transit Com-
mission, was postponed to Thursday in consequence of

the somewhat tardy discovery that the hall was previously

engaged. On Thursday evening, strange to say. it was
found that the same mistake had been made again. A
third adjournment was made to last evening, but the fliers

which were printed announcing the date were not even

distributed, and the attendance was so slim that the meet-

ing was postponed indefinitely.

On account of the continued illness of Commissioner

Spencer and the absence of Commissioner Inman from the

city, the meeting of the Rapid Transit commissioners set

for yesterday afternoon was postponed until next Wednes-

day at Commissioner Steinway's residence. During Mr.

Steinway's illness the commission has been in the habit

of meeting at his house, and many complaints have been

made by persons interested in rapid transit that at these

meetings reporters alone were able to gain admission. In

connection with this a good story is told of Lawson N.

Fuller, otherwise known as the "Sitting Bull of Washing-

ton Heights." Mr. Fuller takes great interest in rapid

transit matters, and he presented himself at Mr. Steinway's

residence at one of the meetings only to be told that none

but reporters were admitted. Mr. Fuller accepted the sit-

uation, and learning the date of the next meeting, went to

one of the newspaper offices, secured an assignment and

reporter's badge, and again presented himself armed with

credentials and was admitted to the meetings of the commis-

sion. It is said that the commissioners are anxious to have

the work go on, and will probably have plans ready next

Wednesday, so that all that will be necessary will be to

make a choice between the two or three offered, and fix the

date for the sale of its privileges. This is understood to

mean that at the first meeting the commission will be in a

position to dosomething definiteand conclusive. It appears

probable that soon after the meeting a sale will occur. It

has been suggested that a proviso be enacted that will pre-

vent the Manhattan people from "capturing" the new fran-

chise either at the time of the bidding therefor or later.

Both the Herald and the Com mcrcid I Advertiser assert

jquarely that the attitude of the Manhattan company justi-

fies the city In declaring its charter forfeited, and advises

that step in the public Interest. W. F. O,

Denver, Colo.

Dknvkk, Colo., June 3.—The tramway company re-

cently changed its Broadway cable to an electric line. A

similar change is expected to follow soon on the Colfax

cable line. The Broadway line now gives ail night

service.

E. M. Burgess and Robert O. Hail of the Colorado

Telephone company announce that the company will ex-

tend its line this summcr^from 'Ecadvillc to Aspen, a dis-
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taoce of about 55 miles. The cost will be from $35,000

to $40,000.

Mayor Van Horn, it is said, intends to insist on a reduc-

tion in electric lighting charges. He believes that ^10 a

month is enough for arc lights on all night schedule.

Heretofore, the city has been paying $12.50 a month.

The Park railway was recently absorbed by the tram-

way company, and the motive power changed from steam

to electricity. The line is two and a half miles long, snd

connects with the Colfax cable at the loop running along

the south and east sides of City park, to the northeast

corner of the park; thence east on Alhambra avenue

through Park Hill and More's Park Heights.

The Light & Power company, limited, has filed articles of

incorporation. The incorporators are Ensign S. Wright,

John M. S. Egan. Robert O. Old, Fred P. Dewey, P. L.

Roberts, Fred R. Pneuman, and Casper S. Desch. The

purpose of the company is to supply Clear Creek county,

and particularly the towns of Georgetown and Silver Plume

with electric and gas light, power and heat. The prin-

cipal office of the company will be at Georgetown.

The Arapahoe Railway company has made a contract

with a Chicago company for the construction of its new

line. The line starts at Du Bois and Alameda avenues,

a mile and a half east of Fairmount cemetery; thence runs

along Alameda avenue to Hyde Park, up Hyde Park to

Seventh avenue, west to Wisconsin avenue, and along

Twelfth avenue to Colorado avenue, where it will connect

with the tramway.
E. C. D.

PERSONAL.
P of. Elihu Thomson and family are in Chicago, attend-

ing the World's Fair.

H. C. Thompson, representing the Electric Gas Light-

ing company, Boston, Mass., spent a few days in Chicago
last week.

Charles Blizard, secretary of the Franklin Electric com
pany of New York, was one of last week's visitors at the

World's Fair.

C. E. L. Brown, of the Oerlikon Works, Switzerland,

paid a flying visit to Chicago last week. Mr. Brown visited

Jackson Park and expressed great admiration of the

World's Fair.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Mason Electric company. New York, N, Y. ; capital

stock $25,000; to manufacture and sell electrical goods.

Hartman Manufacturing company. New York, N. Y.

;

capital stock, $25,000; to manufacture and sell gas and elec-

tric fixtures.

Virginia Traction company, Alexandria, Va. ; capital

stock, $100,000; to construct improvements and contract

for real estate.

Cooperstown Gas & Electric company, Cooperstown,
N. Y.; capital stock, $25,000; to manufacture and use gas
and electricity.

Water, Light & Power company. Hot Springs, S. Dak.;
capital stock, $100,000; to furnish light, heat, power and
water; W. H. Train, Hot Springs, S. Dak.

Ida Grove Electric company, Ida Grove, la.; capital

stock .$[5,000; to establish and maintain an electric plant for

power and light; F. A. Lusk, Ida Grove, la.

Tyrone Electric Street Railway company, Tyrone, Pa.;

capital stock. $300,000; corstTUCting and operating an
electric railway in Tyrone, Pa.; A. A. Stevens, Tyrone, Pa,

Milford Electric Light & Power Transmission company.
Milford, III.; capital stock. $15,000; toerect, construct and
maintain electric light and power plant; W. 11. Mogg,
Milford. III.

People's Street Railway company, Chester, Pa.; capital

stock, $50,000; constructing and operating an electric

railway in Chester. Delaware county, Pa.; John R.
Hannum, Chester, Pa.

Rockport Electric Street Railway company, Rockport,
Mass. ; capital stock, $50,000; to consii uct and operate a

railway by animal power or electricity, or any approved
motive power other than steam,

Shenandoah & Mahanoy City Street Railway company,
Ashland. Pa.; capital stock, $100,000; constructing and
operating an electric railway in Schuylkill county. Pa

;

MacHenry Wilhelm, Ashland, Pa,

Cleveland Surgical & Electrical Instrument company,
Cleveland, O.; capital stock, $25,000; manufacturing and
dealing in surgical and electrical instruments, materials,

etc.; Riley & McQuigg. Cleveland, 0.

South Jersey Traction company, Bridgeton, N. J.;
capital stock, $4.00,000; to construct and operate street rail-

ways or railroads operated as street railways and to regu-
late the same; W. H. Bacon, Bridgeton, N. J.

Fort Smith *t Van Buren Electric Street Railway, Light
& Qower company. Fort Smith, Ark. ; capital stock, $100,

-

000; to build and operate an electric street railway from
Van Buren to Fort Smith; Miles N. Beaty, Fort Smith,
Ark.

Caracas Electric A: Power company, Jersey City, N. J.;
capital stock, $600,000; to construct, operate and maintain
lines of electric wire, dynamos, poles, arc and incandescent

lamps, etc.; Sew:ird, (iuihric, Morawciz ^ Steele, New
York, N. Y.

Lambertville Electric Light, Heat iS: Power company,
Lambertville, N. J.; capital stock, $50. 000; to sell, supply
electric light, heat and power to persons desiring to purchase
the same, etc.; G. W, Jacobs, Jr., 4ti Walnut street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Allentown ct Lehigh Valley Traction company, Allen-

town, pa.; capital stock. $1,500,000; constructing and op-
erating motors and cables or othtr machinery for sup-
plying motive power to passenger railways and apparatus

ior applying the same; Kaafifman tV: Reninger, Allentown,
Pa.

ELECTRIC LIGHTINC.
Effingham, III., has voted $16,000 to buy an electric

light plant.

The People's Electric Light & Power company, of Creston,

Iowa, has been awarded the contract for the city lighting

for a terra of five years.

An artesian well is being sunk at Wildwood Beach, Pa
,

to furnish power for operating an electric light and railway

plant which is shortly to be constructed.

A. A. Tibbe, superintendent of the electric light plant

at Washington, Mo., is contemplating the introduction of

an additional incandescent dynamo and engine for his

plant.

Girard College, Philadelphia. Pa., is to have a comp'ete
electric lighting plant for the lighting of the building and
grounds. An appropriation of $75,000 has been made for

this purpose.

It is claimed that the new marine light which will soon
be in place near Havre, France, will be the most powerful

in the world. It will be visible at sea a distance of from
twenty-two to fifty two miles, according to the condition of

the weather.

The manufacturing plant of the Canada Electric com-
pany of Amherst, N. S , has been sent to St. John, toaug-
ment the plant of the Consolidated Electric company. The
Amherst company will henceforth confine its work to sup-
plying light and power in Amheist.

The City Council of Belle Plaine, la., will receive sealed

proposals until June 26, 1S93, for lighting the city. The
plant will have a capacity of at least twenty nominal two
thousand candle power arc iaraps, also for seven hundred
sixteen candle power incandescent lamps.

The Edison Electric Light company of New York is

excavating the foundation for an additional building in

Pearl street contiguous to the present structure. It will

be of brick, with a fiontage of 75 feet, having a depth of

97 feet and a height of 50 ftet. It will cost $50,000.

A boiler in the Eldora, la., electric light plant blew up
last month, demolishing the building and two others. Dr.
A. E. Gier was killed and several men were seriously In-

jured. These works were completed about a year ago and
cost $20>ooo. They were owntd by Eldora business men
and no insurance was carried. The total loss will probably
reach $25,000.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
A new electric railroad five and one-half miles In length

is to be constructed at Calias, Me.

There is a project under consideration to construct an
electric railway from Syracuse, N. Y., to Fayetteville.

The Norfolk Suburban Street Railway company has ob-
tained a franchise for an electric road from Dedham Center
to Hyde Park, Mass.

The Peekskill Surface Railway company, Peekskill, N.
Y., will extend its lines to Lake Mohegan, Verplanck's
Point and Van Cortlandtville.

It is understood that the Hot Springs, Ark., electric line

will be extended to Oak Lawn and the Ouachita river, a

distance of four and a half miles.

The City Railway company of Dayton. O., is construct-

ing a new power house. About thirty-five miles is to be
added to its electric railway system.

An electric road is to be built from Pleasure Bay, N, J.,
near Long Branch, to several towns and summer seaside

resorts. The road is capitalized at $1,500,000.

The Montford avenue electric line of Asheville, N. C,
has been sold to the Asheville Loan & Improvement com-
pany. It will extend it to the French Broad river.

It is said that the Terre Haute, Ind,, electric street rail-

way will be transferred to an eastern syndicate for $500,-
000, and that the company will build from eight to ten miles
of extensions.

It is said that 1,000 miles of electric railroad will be put
in this summer in Philadelphia. Work has been be-

gun on the electric road that is to be built from Philadel-

phia to Harrisburg.

The Bergen Turnpike company, Ilackensack, N. J,,
will build an electric railway from Ilackensack to Hobo-
ken. The trolley system will be used and the road will be
nine miles in length.

The Fort Worth ..K: Dallas Rapid Transit company of

Fort Worth, Tex., will build an electric railway to con-
nect with Dallas, and is asking a franchise from the city

council of Fort Worth.

The citizens of North St. Louis are interesting them-
selves in projecting an electric road from a down town ter-

minal through the northern part of the city to Jennings
Heights and Walnut Hill, Mo.

A charter is asked in Rhode Island for the Newport,
Middletown ik. Portsmouth electric road, which will exiend
to Tiverton from Newport, and then connect with the pro-
posed line from Fall River to Taunton.

A movement is on foot among the business men of
Mason, Bracken and Robertson counties, Ky., to scctjrc

stock and rights of way for a line of electric railway from
Mt. Olivet to some point on the Chesapeake cc Ohio road.

An electric street railway is to be cons' ructed at South
Waukegan, III., by a syndicate of Detroit and Chicago cap-
italists. The road is to be four miles in length and will

extend to the manufacturing territory of South Waukegan,

The Nassau Electric Railway company, the Kings County
Electric Railway comyany, and the Brooklyn City Railway
company have made applications for franchises to operate
electric surface cars along several streets and avenues of
Brooklyn.

Considerable extensions to the electric lines in Mil-

waukee are contemplated and will shortly be begun, ibe
Milwaukee Street Railway company and tne Edison Elec-
tric company having gained control of the lines of the
North American company.

About seventy miles of new electric railway tracking will

be laid in and around Toronto this summer, for which
over 300 new cars will be required. -It is claimed that To-
ronto has one of the best operated electric car services in

Canada. By next fall it will have 123 miles of electric

car track and about 530 cars.

An electric street railway is now berng built from St.

Catharines, Canada, to Port Dalhousie, and will be run-
ning early in the summer, Dawson & Sims, the contract-
ors, have bought the St. Catharines k. Tborold electric

road, which was the first of its kind in Canada, and will

re-construct it. It is said another line will be run from
St. Catharines to Niagara Falls.

TELEPHONE.
The Automatic Telephone & Electrical company of Can

ada proposes to run a copper metallic trunk line direc:
from Halifax to Vancouver, a distance of 3,500 miles.

Local plants will also be established In towns and cities

along the line.

The Providence Telephone company has begun the work
of laying its wires underground. Under direction of As-
sistant Superintendent McClellan 31S feet of trenches has
been dug, and over 1.500 feet of ducts laid from the comer
of Plain and Point streets. The trenches are about four
feet deep and situated midway between the water pipe and
the curbstone. The ducts are laid five in a row, and each
duct is equal to a capacity of 1,000 wires.

The largest center of telephonic communication in the
United Kingdom, and one of the largest in Europe is that
of Liverpool, where the National Telephone company has
just completed its new switch room. This is a hall 90 feet

in length, and Is fitted in a way which completes nearly a
million of telephonic connections, whereby each subscriber
on the exchange may be placed immediately in connection
with any other throughout the country. Already there are
worked from the Liverpool center 9 600 miles of line, of
which more than 7,000 are exchange and private wires. In
1SS2 the mileage of wires in Liverpool was only 463 miles;
in February last it was 7.019. From the last published
statistics it appears that the number of "calls" in the Liv-
erpool center is 42,800 per day, representing a daily com-
munication between 95.600 persons.

ELECTRIC MINING-
The Woodridge, Tenn., Jellico Coal company has con

-

tr;icted to put in an electric power plant and equip its inme
with cars, etc., so as to do all the hauling by electricity.

The new Leavitt electric pumps with Thomson-
Houston 1,000 volt motors and a capacity of 8,640.000
gallons in twenty-four hours were tested last month in the
Calumet & Hecla electric light and power building,
Calumet, Mich. The machinery worktd welf, coming
fully up to the requirements in everj- particular. The
pumps will be placed at the 33d level in Calumet No.
4 shaft. The electric pump in the South Htcia mine has
been a success, giving perfect satisfaction. The Calumet
& Hecla company owns a most extensive electric plant in

its mines, and it has nearly every known form of electrical

appliance in use. It has many miles of telephone lines on
surface and underground, a complete telephone exchange
and private line 'phones. In electric lighting it uses both
the alternating and continuous currents with voltages
ranging from fifty-two to one thousand. It also owns
pumps, cranes, and some of the most perfect testing ap-
paratus invented.

P.OWER TRANSMISSION.
In connection with the harnessing of Niagara Falls, the

Hamilton Radical Electric Railway company of Hamilton.
Ont., has been formed with the idea of using power trans-
mitted from the falls to operate an extensive system of
electric railways around Hamilton.

A claim on Nisqually Falls, Wash., has been ^led by
citizens of Tacoma, and a company is to be formed to ex-
pend $400,000 in buildinjt a power house and machinery
to use the power of the falls in running electric plants in

Tacoma. The estimated capacity of the falls is io,oco
horse power.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The apparatus for the electric fountain In Lincoln Park,

Chicago, is now being replaced for the summer, and it is

expected that this attraction will be open to the public the
latter part of next week.
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A recent dispatch from Asbury Park says that the new
electric launch Bonaventure, which is to run on Deal Lake,

made its trial trip on May 27th. It is 36 feet and 4 inches

long. There are 120 storage battery cells in the vessel.

Madison Buell gave a brief and entertaining sketch of

the career of Sir Humphrey Davy before the Buffalo Elec-

trical Society on the evening of May 19th. Mr. Buell's

paper was full of interesting matter and was received with

pleasure.

At the recent convention of the Order of Railway Tel-

egraphers at Toronto, Ont., it was decided to hold the

next convention in Denver, Colo., in May, 1894. The
association now numbers 26,000 members and holds $50,-

000 reserve in the protective fund.

The trustees of the Pueblo Waterworks, Pueblo, Colo.,

recently closed a contract with the street railway company
for the erection of an electric fountain, to be located at

the Colorado Mineral palace. It will throw one stream

100 feet high and four others 75 feet high.

A new comer in the field of trade journalism is the

CavMdian Engineer, published in Toronto and Montreal,

and devoted to the mechanical, mining, marine, locomo-

tive, sanitary and other branches of engineering. The
initial number comprises 2S pages and contains practical,

bright and interesting articles. A special feature of this

periodical is its Canadian news budget.

A press dispatch from Iowa City, la., dated June 2d

says that the strike of the operators on the Chicago. Rock
Island & Pacific railway last December Iowa Ctty was made
headquarters formany of the discontented men. At one time

the wires of the affected railway were badly cut near that

city and business much delayed. Three of the strikers,

Albert Boone, C. W. Swords and William Jones were ar-

rested, but on a preliminary examination were discharged.

Boone and Swords at once began suit against the railway

company for damages for large sums for false' arrest. The
cases are still pending, but last week Boone went before

the court and pleaded guilty. The sentence was deferred.

One of the features of the equipment of the new arm-

ored cruiser Xew York will be an electric gig for the

commanding officer. Captain John W. Phillips. It is be-

ing constructed by the General Electric Launch company
and will be thirty feet long, sis feet ten inches beam, and
t\venty-two inches draft- It will be capable of making a

speed of about seven miles an hour for sis or seven hours,

with one set of storage batteries, although faster time can

be made for a less number of hours. Her motive power

will be sixty-four storage batteries, and the motor, placed

under the floor of the cockpit, is directly connected to the

Tobin bronze propeller shaft that is placed beneath the

flooring.

TRADE NEWS.
The University of Pennsylvania has issued its annual

catalogue. This institution has established quite an ex-

tensive course in electrical engineering.

The La Roche Electric Works of Philadelphia, in con-

sequence of its growing business, is now making arrange-

ments for increasing its manufacturing capacity.

Frank W. Harringtoa, who has been in charge of the

Chicago office of the New York Insulated Wire company
since Xovember, returned last week to New York.

Manager A. C. Clark, of the Eastern Electric Light &
Storage Battery company of Lowell, Mass., reports in-

creased sales during the month of May for the Sorley

storage battery over any month since the first of the year.

President E. F. Phillip';, of the American Electrical

Works of Providence, R. I., was in New York last week.

He reports that work is progressing rapidly on the new
factory which the company is erecting, and that business is

brisk.

The Joseph Dixon Crucible company of Jersey City, N.

J., is sending to its patrons a one-fold leafliet in which is

contained the letter code of its grade stamps for the

"Dixon" pencils, and also giving the uniformity of grad-

ing for use in offices, schools, counting rooms, etc.

The Novelty Electric company's new direct current

no volt desk fan motor is meeting with large sales, being

of high speed, very efficient and handsome in design. The
company is also 6lliDg a number of orders for its alter-

nating current desk fan motors. The fans are adjustable

to any position desired.

General Manager E. S. Boggs, of the New York Elec-

trical &: Development company, reports increasing orders

for his company's automatic elearic lighter, and that it is

Tcry busy in the experimental and repair department on
apparatoj MJch as fan motors, dynamos, etc., which the

compaoj recently took op as a new department.

E. B. I>nocao and J. S, Palmerlce have formed a

parXDCTthip to engage in the electrical supply business in

EI Paso, Texas. Mr. Duncan was formerly with the Edison
General company and in the office of the General Electric

company at Loaisvillc, Ky. Mr. Palmerlce is owner of the

El Paso District telegraph and fire alarm system.

I.ar2e sales of Habirshaw wire during the past week
are reported as having been made by the Ansonia Electric

company, formerly the Electrical Sappty company. Chi-

cago. The good work done by the Wirt brash in saving

commotators seems to be appreciated by the customers of

this company, judging by the growth of the sale of the

brash.

The Central Electric company is getting in large con*

signments of okonite, and is filling its orders promp'lv.

The sales of okontte for the last month have been uiis-

factory. and the factory has had more than it could do to

keep up with the demand. By increasing its facilities,

adding new machinery and working overtime, it has been
able to get abreast of the demand.

The Ries Electric Specialty company of Baltimore is

very busy in pushing the manufacture of the new Reis &
Scott single phase alternating current electric motors,
which it is now making in sizes ranging from one-eighth
to five horse power. These motorsembody new features and
are said to have many advantages. A modified type of this

motor is made for fan work, of which the one-eighth and
one-fourth horse power sizes are now ready for the market.

The Link Belt Machinery company extends an invitation

to the trade to visit its works at the corner of Thirty ninth
street and Stewart avenue, Chicago, and inspect its facili-

ties for the manufacture of approved labor-saving machin-
ery for transporting any material in bulk, or in boxes,
barrels, bales and casks. This company, at whose works
at Indianapolis. Ind., are maxiufactured all of the Ewart
detachable link belting and Dodge chains, also owns a
manufacturing plant at Chicago, where is made various
kinds of general machinery as well as its link belt special-

ties. The company has an exhibit of freight and coal
handling machinery in the transportation building annex.
World's Fair, which is most interesting and illustrative of

the company's devices.

Prof. C. B. Thwing, the university extension leciurer,

and B. B. James of Evanston, 111., are about to begin a series

of lectures at the Chicago Athecxum, 26 Van Baren street,

on the electrical exhibits at the World's Fair. The course
will include four lectures, each lecture being designed,
however, to be as complete as possible in itself. Prof.

Thwing will speak on experimental exhibits and Mr.
James on those pertaining to applied electricity. In
addition fo the lectures, these gentlemen will guide groups
of from five to ten persons through the electritity building,

explaining the principal displays, noting their points of

interest and importance. The leciures will be given upon
every Monday and Wednesday evenings from seven to nine
o'clock, and will no doubt prove of great interest.

BUSINESS.
The Wirt indicators, Wirt brushes and W. W. lightning

arresters, manufactured by the Ansonia Electric company,
are attracting considerable attention from foreign visitors

at the fair.

The Central Electric company reports having a run on fan
motors. The Lundell motor made by the Interior Con-
duit & Insulation company, New York, which the Central
company handles, is recognized as the most compact, noise-

less and proper machine for keeping cool, and a big stock
is carried, customers being supplied promptly.

The Henry R. Worthington company, of New York,
had on exhibition in its office last week a set of pictures

showing exterior and interior views of the Worthington
Hydraulic Works at Brooklyn and Elizabethport, N. J.
The pictures were bromide enlargements from original

plates made by George P. Hall & Son, and are exception-
ally fine pieces of photography. These pictures are to
form part of this company's exhibit at the World's Fair.

This company has about 65 distinct types of pumping
engines at the fair, which pump about 80,000.000 gallons
of water each day for use in different parts of the fair.

Last month the Waukesha Ilygeia Mineral Springs
company completed the line from the springs at Waukesha
to the World's Fair grounds. The main line is over 100
miles long and the connections over 40 miles. The entire

line is coated inside and out with the No. i P. iV B. pipe

coating compound, which, as reported by the company's
chief engineer, J. W. Alvord. was the only material that

would admit the piping of this water without imparting
some disagreeable flavor. In fact Mr. Alvord says that but
for the P. & B. pipe coating compound, the enterprise

would have had to be abandoned. Reports from promi-
nent chemists will shortly be published, giving full and
critical analysis of the quality of the water, which as a mat-
ter of fact now reachesChicago through the pipe line purer

and fresher than when it was put into cans at the Springs
and shipped to Chicago. The No. i P. & B, pipe coating

compound is prepared by the Standard Paint company of

New York city. The Chicago office is at 871 Ro«^kerv.

This compound has attracted the attention of engineers

and corporations interested in pipe coating on account of

its great adhesive qualities, coupltd with its odorless and
tasteless properities.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued May 30, 1893.

498,236. Telephone System. Emery A. Clark, Sioux
City, la.

498,269. Electric Arc Lamp. Louis Hills, New York,
N. Y.

498.289. Electrical Signaling' System. Alfred S. Mc-
Caskey. Chicago, III.

498.290. Railway Block Signaling System. Alfred S.

McCaskcy, Chicago, III.

498.291. Automatic Telephone Exchange System. Al-

fred S. McCaskcy, Chicago, III.

498,309. Telephone Transmitter. Charles F. Scatter-

good. Albany. N, Y.

Tfi*; tranMTiiitcr compriwiji a tube bcDt into U ihapc. one end
of the iul>c bcinc closed and free to vibr«(f, and llic other fixed
and optnifiK into the spcakinK piece. 'I'hc vibrdtionn of ihc
air pT'/duced by the voice cause llic end of the tube to corrc-
%\if>ZiA\x%jt\y vibrate, A button carried upon the free end of the
tube bears atfainst a carbon electrode included in an electric
rircuit wiih the button, the vibration thu« produced causinK
the desired variation in rciiisiancc of the electric circuit.

498,312. Electric Lighting System. Charles E. Scrib-

ner, Chicago, III.

The system comprises means for contf^Iling a lamp from two
or more different points, so that at either the lamp may be
turned on or off independently of the position of the switching
devices at other points. When, for instance, i*. is desired to
arrange a lamp so that it may be turned on or off frora two dis-
tinct stations, a pair of contacts is provided at each station, the
contact points being respectively connected together. The
contact arm of one switch is connected to one side of the Tiains.
and the contact arm of the other switch is connected to the
other side after passing through the lamp. By this arrange-
ment rircuit through the lamp can be completed or broken by
movement of the switch arm at either station.

498,327. Pole Piece for Dynamo-electric Machines. Elihu
Thomson, Swampscott, Mass.

498,355- Trolley Catcher. Charles A. Lord, San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

498,372. Electric Registering Device. Barton B. Ward,
New York, N. Y.

498,374. Adapter for Lamp Sockets. Henry P. Ball,

Schenectady, N. Y.

498.387. Electric Arc Lamp. Frederick D'A. Goold,
New York, N. Y.

498,407. Insulated Binding Post. Richard H. Rich,
Beverly, Mass.

498,422. Galvanic Battery. William Burnley, North
Eas^, Pa.

The battery comprises an outer casing of zinc forming one
electrode of the battery and an inner electrode surrounded by
granulated carbon, filled in around the inner electrode loosely.
Between the carbon and ihe zinc casing is included a plastic
material containing the active substance for the battery. The
object of the construction is to increase the surface of the posi-
tive element, thereby rendering the battery cf longer active
duration, since the surfare of the po itive element equals that
of the solid electrode plus the surfaces of the various particles
of granulated carbon. A large surface being thus presented,
the battery will run longer without becoming polarized.

498,435. Electric Railway Trolley. Rudolph M. Hun-
ter, Philadelphia, Pa.

498,4^7- Clearer for Slotted Conduits. John C. Love,
Chicago, 111.

498,448. Fire Alarm System. Joseph Sachs, New York.
N. Y.

498 462. Electric Rotary Fan. Julian F. Denison, New
Haven, Conn.

498,468. Electric Alarm Clock. William M. Fowler,
Milford, Conn.

498,537- Dynamn-electric Machine. Charles E. Dress-
ier, New York, N. Y.

498,538. Electric Generator or Motor. Charles E.
Dressier, New York, N. Y.

498.539- Junction Block for Electric Fixtures. Frederic
A- Duggan, Trenton, N. J.

498,550. Mail Receptacle. Andrew Holtum, Racine
Wis.

498,560. Electric Cut-out. William V. Mashinter,

498,566. Electric Arc Lamp. Paul Nordmann, Beriin,
Germany.

The lamp is designed for use upon constant potential circuits,
in which the potential is greater than that required for the
lamp, and in which it has been usual heretofore to include re-
sistances in circuit with the lamp. Two or more arcs are pro-
duced and regulated by the same feeding mechanism, the vari-
ous arcs being included in series.

498,570- Suspension Device for Electric Lamps. James
J. Renehan, New Britain, Conn.

498,573. Automatic Cut-off for Musical Instruments.
Constantio Riegger, Louisville, Ky.

498,577. Electric Locomotive. Albert Schmid, Alle-
gheny, Pa.

The motor frame is made in two parts, one part being hinged
to the support at one end of the motor and the other part hinged
to the support at the other end.

498,585. Electrical Rotary Motor. William J. Still,

Toronto, Can,

498.603. System of Supplying Currents to Electric Rail-
wavs. Charles Zipernowsky.

The system consists of an alternating current generator at
the supply station connected with high tension mains extending
to the consumption stationii, at which points are provided trans-
formers, consisting of an alternating motor in circuit with the
high tension alternating mains and a continuous current
dynamo, the armature being connected toccthcr in circuit with
the secondary or low tension mains. Alternating currents,
which are more cheaply transmitted Irng distances, arc thus
used on the high tension mains, and continuous currents, the
more readily utilized for motor work, arc used on the low ten-
sion or consumption mains. In order to start up any trans-
former continuous current from the common consumption cir-
cuits are sent through the dynamo, thus causing it to run as a
mcior Until the speed is such that the alternating current motor
may start when the dynamo acts to supjily cinrent to tfie con-
sumption circuits,

498.604. Electric Arc Lamp. Hugh Alexander, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

498,607. Operating Street or Station Indicators. Ruben
B. Ayres, New York, N, Y.

498,624. Electric Car Brake. Nicholas J. Clute, .Schen-
eclady, N. Y.

498,674. Printing Telegraph. Donald Murray, Sydney,
New South Wales.

498,710. Electric Time Alarm. Charles .S. Gibson,
.South New Berlin, N. Y.

498,722. Trolley for Electric Cars. Robert D. Nuttall,
Allegheny, Pa.

498,735- Electric Welding Apparatus. John H. Kassler,
Mycrstown, Pa.

498.743- Galvanic Battery and Electrical Toy Instru-

ment, William A. Connelly, Boston. Mass.
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EuoENE r, Pnti-Lii'fl, Proat. V»'. A. Hathawat, Troaa. W. 11. 8awtkr, Soo'y.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
KLECTUIO LI<;iIT LINE WIIIIO,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AMERICANITE. MAGNET.
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR
FARADAY CABLES. WIRES.

NEW YOKE OFFICE, P. C. Ackormiin, lOCortlnndt Street.

MONTUEAL BUANCH, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Works

;^HAWA\VT
^/fFVJEWIRE
XOMPANY

161 HIGH ST B03T0N

HIGHEST GRADE

TESTED FViEWIREsUNKS

iEND FOR CATALOCVE

AND PRICE LI.JTJ

CANDELABRA,
Miniature and Special

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

For loformatloD end pri«r* c^jverlait CaodelAbra,

dre^B the

EDISON DECORATIVE AND

MINIATURE LAMP DEPARTMENT,

HABBIHOX, \'. jr.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Insnlatlon <Mnaraiiteed ivherever used, Aerial, Undergronnd or (Submarine.

In a letter from the In'pector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, he says: "A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber nsed in insnlatingoiir wires and cables is eapecially chemically prepared, andie guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold
weather and in not affected by beat. The insulation ie i)rotected from mechanical injury by one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra Cnifh, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very gre"*^ extent flreprooi. Our inealalion will prove
durable when all others fall . We are prepared to furniwh Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outBide finish for ceiling cleat work an well as our standard color.

Clark. Joint Cium should be used for making waterproof joints. This la put up in half-pound boxes, m strips about one foot lone and fiveeightha inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint
".nd pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. FOR KAlLWAx' ^^nd MOTOR use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insnlation.

AVE «rARANTEE OUR lUSlII.ATIOIV WHEREVER TSED, AERIAL., UXI>ER«ROi;X» OR SUB3IARINE, and our net prices are as low, If not lower than any
other flrst-cIass Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, MASS.

HENRY A. CLARK, Trsaiarer and Gen'l MaDnger.
HBRBEKT H. EUSTIS, PrMldent and Eleclrlclin.

Ilic (resMD
MANUFACTUEEKS OF HIGHEST GEADES OF

Rubber Insulated Wire end Cables for Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE,
TRENTON, N. J.

( JOHSr A. ROF.BIilXti't^ SONI^ CO. Chleaeo. 171 Lake Street.
AGENTSi \ SAN FKASIC18CO. 85 and *? Tremont Street.

( WEW YORK, 117 Wlberty Street

ANY CANDLE POWER. CEl

"STEUBEN" LAMP.
\JV rite for I^rloeo.

STEUBEN liAMP WOKKS, CANISTEO, N. Y.

ANY VOLTAGE.

Snmiales I*re.e-i

^ A=S=K
YOUR SUPPLY HOUSE FOR
^ IMPROVED ^

^° BELLS °°-

^o
HUEBEL & MANGER,

inn to a;>«» 4,^1'aiiam St.. icitooui.Y.v. x. y

'^ ^
JENNEY HIGH GRADE ELECTRIC

APPARATUS.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic ar.d Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS o'^ BELLS.
FULI. 1.INB A1.WAYS IW STOCK.

W. B, OSTBANDER & CO..
204 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, M61 and 1483 DeEalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
"Send for New CATALoonE. Out Angoet Ist.

i»tdjf».:es

SAL-AMMONIAC.
Guaranteed Over 99 Per Cent. Fiue.

IK-KTIS cto OO.,
101 Kinzir St.. Chieaso.

^urEiaoH TO

COTTON WASTE.
S,\J"E, DUIIAKLIC AND
ClIKAPEll.

W AVlEmcHN

SILK MFG. CO..

311 Walnut St, PhlladBlphia, Pa.

liL'Wiiro of looso \vn

SAL AMMONIAC
(ELECXKIC BRAND)

ForElectrical Purposes
^LECTRlC

<1RANP' m Guaranteed 9S/nO% .aiul free of lead aiul iron.

If you want tlie liest (|uality ask your dealer
for tliis liranil. Iniportfd liy

A.KLIPSTEIN, 122 Pearl St., New York

Jenney Ilectric Motor Company,

CHPAGO: 932 Monadnock Building. INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND CATALOGUE B.

PLATINUM
For all kinds ol Electrical Use. Sheet or Wire of any Degree ol Hardness.

Special Attention given to Flatinnin for Incandescent Lamps.
AdOresa ]j/e CARRY THE LARIJEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

C3-. SIEBSI?.T. H^^lSr^^TJ". G-ER/HVEJ^rtsTY.

For Alternating Currents

Cardew Voltmeters,

Electrodynamometers.

See Circnlars 290 auii 425.

Visitors to the World's Fair are cor-

dially invited to inspect our comprehensive
exhibit, Electricity Building, Section E.

Semi .%-ooul etauip for Illustrated Catalogue Xo. 1—M.

QUEEN &CO.,
Incorporated.

PHILADELPHIA.
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ESTABLISaBD EH 1861.

E. BKGGOT.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ILECTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.

Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier,

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE f^i Steam
Boilers, Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & 6IERGE MF6. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

WILLIAM A. ROSENBAUM,
Electrical Expert and Patent Solicitor,

Times Bnlldlng, XE^y YORK.

rormer Manager, now Successor to the

Patent Department or

THE W.J. JOHNSTON CO., Ltd.

("27ie Electrical World.'*^)

-ILLNOH STOEB-

2134 Michigan Avenu«»

WANTED.
We will pay 25 cents each for

clean copies of the Western Elec-
TEiciAN of June IS, 1892, Volume X,
Number 25.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
6 L keflde Bail"3ing, Chicago.

WANTED.
Electrical Ensineer with Doctor's degree from

University of Strassbnrg, and for a long time
stndeat of Electrical Engineering in Zarich de-

sires position. Good designee of Wgh grade dy-
namos for slow and high speed. Best references.

Address I>r. Geo. Zahn,
Care Prof. L. C. Stevens, Troy Polyt., N. Y.

WANTED.
Good second-hand 10 ampere Arc Dy-

namos or Lamps. Slate full particulars.

Addresi

DUDLEY FARRAND,
No. 98 Fraukl'n Street, BloomfieM, N. J.

TRADERS IN ELECTRICAL MACHISERY.
FOR SALE (Continaed List.')

Two iO light Bail Xrc dynamos, with 60 arc lamps.
Three 23 light Faller-'^'ood arc dynamos.
One 55 light Fnller-Wood arc dynamo.
iSdonlile carbon lamps.
23 single carbon lamps.
One 8 horse power Card motor, 50J voUb.

We make a specialty of repairing dynamos and
motors.

XOM OTXY EJ^KCTRIC CO ,

?/) E. 5tli St.. CIXCiyXATI. OHIO.

FOR SALE.
Two 300-amp*;r&3 ehnnt wound IT. S. Dynamos,
Two 2i»amperefl shont wonnd U. S, Dynamos,
Two vy>Ught T.-H. Dynamos, componnd wound,

with Ea?*;. Rheostat and Ammeter.
Two -iS-UKiit American 2,i>X>-c. p. Arc Dynamos.
One 50-lfgbt SfMsriT 2,f>J0-c. p. Arc Dynamo.
Ten 12-lUht Knowle^ Dynamoswith lamps.

Twelve SO-lIght Schuyler Dynamo". 2.00*i-c. p.

TwolVi-Brmh Incandescent Machines, 95 volts.

One ]5.1Ight Eroah Arc, 7 amperes.
One 'j^t-h. p. ArmingU.n and Sims Engine.
Two VJf) eu^i^re E/ii^m Dynamos, eel(-oIllng.

We Buy Outright Electrical Equipment.

im I im i!F5, a supply co„

7J < OKTI-.\M»T ST., .V. V.

3iORTII HTAR POIXTH
Is the title r>f a book of rcfercnw; (or all points be
iwiwra Cbica^fO and Lak<j -SnptTlor on the lino o(
tb« Mllwaalce«) tt N'ortbcrn K. K.. and Ix a valnabl<;
pnbtlcstloo for bTwlne<w m*ni and t/»Tirl«(t^ who may
be iaUrrtr'A'i'i Id thi d^rveloidfleot of the ngricril-

oral, mJoerftl and litaii^rr rev/rjrcw of Northf.-m
WI*v>n«;n ftod tho rrppfsr PenlnTOla of Michigan,
•j-h!* »'--> •^.'^i-fh'-T with an niD-4trat«;d pamphlet
U ' f Trr/ut Ilids '^ will l^o jw-nt trht^

{.; •'> (ieo. ii. H*fft(7ord. Gcnt-ral Pa*-
. .-*.:•- .^'.irTy.-.Vr.-' Chi':aiio, 111.

PLAT^INUM
For all Purposes.

Scrap and Native Platinum Purchased.
BAKER & CO., 408-414 New Jersey

Kailroad Ave., jVewark, N. J.

BO!!^E POJL.YTECHKir, IXSTJTUTE-
Terre Haute. Ind. a College of Engineer.

iog. Well endowed, well equipped. Courses in
Mechanical, Electrical, Civil EoglDeei ng, and
Chemistry Extensive Machine Shops, Laborato-
ries, Drawins Rooms, Library, Expenses low. Ad-
dress, H. T. EDDY, Pres.

u BBaSS foundry.

BATTERY ZlNC»
S.C. ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

siorx ciTsr. ioiva.

Long Distance

E'edric Telephones.

Sold outright for Private Line
Use. Fully protected by pat-
ents, and guaranteed to pur-
chasers against Infringement.
City of Chicago has given fran-
chise of its streets for a Tele-
phone Exchange to use this
instrument, and it will be
adopted for the City's use.

Send for circulars.

THE D'UNGER ELECTRIC
TELEPHONE MFG. CO..

167 Dearborn St., Chicago.

AUXILIARY MOUTHPIBCI
For Telephone.
For LONG OE

SHORT distance.
Cau be used by
persons of ANY
HEIGHT, Sound
concentrated DI-
RECTLY on dia-

phragm. You can
WHISPER and be
distinctly heard.
Address

W. N. MARCUS,
218 N. Second St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

W.C.TRIPLEB.Jr.,
Manager. For sale
by all dealers.

VG)JLECTKioP^LL KINDS

Write for catalogue

WORK
f/ ANY DISTANCE.

Fully covered by

patents.

Wm. Babbard & Co.,

92 and 94 La Salle

Street,

CHICAGO.
Suite 55.

Patented Jan. 32, 1884. A. T. Smith's
Electric Lava Gas Tip

Multiple Lighting

For Churches, Theaters
and Public Halls.

Are used all over the coun-

try. Send for estimates or
prices to

A. T. SMITH,
6 W.I 4th St .New York.

-'
'^ZC~T~>-.,, A Positive Success,

^ "'I 1 \ Less Expense to I?un,

Longest Life.

Highest Electromotive Force.

FAN OUTFITS
COMPLKTE,

From $12 Upward.

Now in use for lisht.
ing. L,auDcbe8.
PniU|>8. aod for

„ ^, ,., ,,
, . power of all kinds.

'^ ^SSligf SEND TOE CIECULAES TO AGENTS WANTED.

The HANSON BATTERY, LIGHT & POWER COMPANY,
.514 Eighth Sli-eet. WASHINGTON, I>. C.

^REWOUND. HOI-MES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
Factories: Waterbury, Conn. 25 Park Place, New York,

Street Railway and Electric Light-

ing Companies will find it to their in-

terest to write for prices, as we do all

kinds of electrical repair work.

McLEAN & SCHMITT,

manufaotuhers of

Bare and Insnlated Wire.

Room 416, 197 S. Canal St., Ctiicago.

ELECTRICTIY
FOR

ENGINEERS.

A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, Copper Magnet Wire,
Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work.

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT
iC
K. K." LINE WIEE

For Electric Llyht, Electric Railways, Motes, Telegraph
and Telephone Use.

Agents for the Washington Carbon Company. Carbons for Arc Lighting.

Tiros. J,, scorn,!,, JVoir York Agent.

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, - • • PHILADELPHIA.
BUILDEES OF EAILWAY AND TKAMWAT CAES OF ALL CLASSES.

Price, Postage Prepaid,

$2.50.

YOU WILL OBLIGE Electrician Publisliing Co.,

Both Advertiser and Publisher by

meniioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to adverliiers

6 Lakeside Building,

CHICAGO. Special ftttotitJoo nlvhu tu tho IjiillJli^j.; ut J.iocUic :>\ijU>[ ami 'I rull IUxfh.

I
Jialidors ol Krill No, 21 Truck with »olld(or((OdXrttmo, UQU"i!;ur«ktt'»Muxluiom Traction Pivotal 'J'ruok.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this C'KLE,BRATED WAXKK WIIErCl^as particularly adapted to their use

on accouDt of its reniarkablj Hleady motion, tilfirh f!(peed
and erea.t Efficiency, and lar^e Capacity foritsdiameter,
being double the I*ower of most wheels of same diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies vdih great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the bigliest per cent
of useful effect cfuaranteed.
sEi\n FOR c:atai.oc;i;e Aifi> parxiclears.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belled directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICTOR

X1JRBII\'ES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a r.ubstantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL4 BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

THE

Unequaled

in

Efficiency

Unlimited

Capacity.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2,000 in use.

Afford) the most eimpleand reliable power for all mlnlne and mannfacttic-
Ing machinery. Adapted to heads running from I'O ap to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per ceiit. better resulta guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the country.

EliKCTRIC TBANSItllSSIOnr.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel afforde In the way cf a anlform and relia-

ble power, close reflation and tbe facility of adaptation to varying conoltlone
of speed and pref'Bnre, have bronght It Into special prominence and exienelva
use for this claea of work. All applIcatlonB Bhonid state amonnt and head of
water power reqnlred, and for vNat pnrpoee, with approximate length of pipe
line. Send fob Catalogue.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
121-1!S3 llain St., San Francisco, Cal., U. S. A.

14.t I.IBEUTY STHEKT, - - NEW YORK,
^^*Ubavlng cometo our notice that our patent rights are being infringet

upon, Iniendlngpnrchascrs are hereby warned that all each infringements wU'
be duly ])r08ecuted.

P1CL.TON 1VATEB MOTORS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to lb
and "20 horse tower, nnt"iualed for all light runnini:; machinery. Warranud
to develop a given fcmounr of power with one-half the water required by any
other. ^^"Send for Motor Circular. Addrepe ae above. Deliveries made fr'>ra
San Francieco or New York, aa may afford the most favorable freight rates.

LEFFELWATER WHEELS
This Justly Celebrated Wheel is Built in Many Styles on,

UPRIGHT AND HORIZONTAL SHAFTS.
It IB SPECIALLY DESIGNED and ADAPTED for driving

ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND POWER PLANTS.
Miir w'-w Wbfol Rfrurps n rfmarkahly hich cnnranlood por^-enliic*". rirnl womlcrfnl Btradin**** of

moiidii, umler viiriahlo loads in prai.'(ico. It aHorrls an nneqiialcnl «*oiir<>nIralion of jiuwcr u iibiii a small
space ;anfl an unprocrflenlorl hisrh vplooit.v fr.r a givpn power.

Its easily and qoiehly operates balanced ;;ate atTords prompt and eflirimt control by a governnr. and
consequent fine rc-cnlation. These wheels are iti many instances operating the best electric plants in this and
other countries, fully demonstrating their remarkableadaptation to that use.

The attention of Electric Engineers, and others contemplatinp water power improvements is directed to our
work. We will send a fine large pamphlet, I1'2 paces, fully describing the wheel and various plans of application.

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.^'.Z''^/^^iS'.-c?ii'°-

NEW LAMP SOCKET
With Every Advantage,

Durable and EffectlTe Contact.
Plenty of Room for Knot in the Cord.
Strong an F4xtnres; the Cap, with Bayonet
Locfa, Projecting over the Shell.

°5i,«_> ~ The Dovetail Ceiling Rosette.

For Moulding, Cleat and Concealed Work.

No screuj driver used in adjusting cap.

Ul!ll|Jl|||jj;,,|, |l|ll#'

TVo. 102. Concealed Work.

For Sale by Supply Houeee, or by

The Perkins Electric Switch
MFG. COMPANY,

P. O. Box 816. Hartford. Cc<nn T -H. and ^'eNtinslioune styles

DO YOU HEED ANYTHING IN THE LINE OF

BATTERY SUPPLIES?
WE CAN QUOTE YOU BED-ROCK ON.

Carbons, Zincs, Coppers, Jars,

Sal-Ammoniac, Blue-

stone, Etc.

LAW^BATTERY COMPANY,
83 JOHN ST., NEW YORK.

HAyE m GOT fflEElS
IN YOUR HEAD?

Send for Catalogue of

Sterling Bicycles.

They are the standard high grade wheels of
theijear. Have several distinct.points of advan-
tage; changeable gear, 60 or 67. as yoo plea**;
convertible pedals, rat trap or robber, as yon
please; patent corrugated hubs; piano wire =poke?;
hollow rims, etc.

Stoi(esMfg. Co .Makers,
General Offices and ?a!esroom-=:

Factory:

236. 238, 240 Carroll Avenue. CHICAGO.
Branche.=: Denver. Slilwaukee

SEND FOR OUR
New Calalofjne of

Electrical
Books.

The moet complete of Its

kind ever published.

E«Qt Free to Abj iddrtu.

We ire Heiiqiirtsrs

In the West for £L£C-
TRICAL BOOKS, and fill

orders promptlv, pre-
paid, on receipt of pric e.

EUclrlelan FablisblnK Co.,
6 Lakeside Bnlldln,

Chlcagso, Hi.

ManufactuKeKS of

ocTAGONALi^^ Cedar
TELEmni& Electrical

RailwayPoles&CrossArms

A^H.M.L0UD&SONSl
' OSCODA. , r

k^i.

1^^

The Standard Open Circuit Bat-
teries of the World.

Sknk kor Ciiicii.au .VNn Pkices.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,

Ill to 117 last 131st St., N. Y.
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Grimsliaw White Core Wires, 4
Grimsliaw Tapes, Competition Line Wires,

Raven Core Wires, Vulca Ducts.

-MANUFACTURED BY-

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
CHICAGO, 80 Franklin St. NEW YORK, 15 Cortlandt St. BOSTON, 182 Summer St.

H. 1^ABD Leonabd,
President.

C. E. Cakpenter,
Secretary and Treasurer.

Geo. H. Finn-
Vice-President,

CARPENTER
ll

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

CHA.9. T>. SHAD?, Genebal Selling Agent,

136 Liberty St., New Yorfe: City.

These rheostats can now be sapplied of, any
resistance and capacity on abort notice. They
are being largely used by such manufaclurlng
concerns a3 the following; General Electric

Company, Siemens & Halfke Company, Interior

Conduit & Insolation Company, Crocber-Wheeler
Company, General Incandesceot Arc Light Com-
pany, National Electric Company, "Vraddell-Entz

Company, Western Union Company, Dahl Electric

Company, and by Central Station Companies and
contractors all over the country.

Send for new catalogue and price list.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Tauffht ihoroaehlv dav and night at. the INSTI-
TUTE of TECHNOLOGV, 151 Tliroop
Street. Chioago, III. Amateurs, ArtisunB
aod others aaelBt^d Pkactically Id any line, and
in'tructed in the latest and most improved
methods.

Mechanical Dra'-qhting, Mathematics, Elec-
Irical ralciiiations. Architecture, Mechanics, also

aught day and nlyht.

MAP OF THE UNITED STATES.
Aliirfe, bsndHHie Map of 'lis Ui ited

Slates, mounted ind tu ttib'e for ( ffice or

home usp, is Issued by the Burlingt n
R ute. Cop'cs will be mai'ed to sny ad-
dress fn receipt, of twelve cen's in pO'tJ^pe

by P. S. EcsT s. Gen'l Pas?. Acent, C, B.
& Q. R, R., Chicago, 111.

L. BRECKINRIDGE CABELL
53 Broadway, NEW YORK, Room 1 7.

Lands, Securities and Industrial Enterprises; Total Issues

of Corporate, Municipal and County Bonds Taken; Municipal

Debts Consolidated and Refunded at lower rates; Railroads

Built and Equipped; Electric Roads Built and Equipped;

Strjset Railroads using Horse power changed to Electric Roads.

FUSE ] Correct Carrying Capac

'

WIRE or V ily. Absolute

STRIPS, j Unifo mity in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave.
ZIG-^OrCi.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

ElSa?.A.^XjXS^X333 1878.
SOI.£ HAIVIIFACTrBERS Of

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Roda, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

w^ii^vgtov'del. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the "World. i^nElii^kir.

S. BERCMANN, President. C. M. BIDDLE, Vice-President.

THE "BENERAL" INCANDESCENT ARC LAMP.
For Low Tension, Continuous Current Circuits.

Soft, steady Light; Small Size and Weight ; Simplicity; Quick Trimmirg;
Thorough Insulation and Safety; Reliability; Large Bange of

Amperage and Voltage; Longest Life.

No. 1 Circular and Price List of Standard Lamps, No. 2 Circulsr 8Ed Price
list of Ornamental Lamps with numerous Illustrations of

^^ Sent on application, with discounts, etc.

Can be used Singly or from 2 to 12 in series on from 50 to 500 Volts.

All Lamps exactly alike in Mechanism.
No Adjustment or Regulation needed.

Can be Trimmed without touching the globe.

No Dash Pot to hide primary defects

Our Lamp is absolutely Reliable and will not
change from use.

Special Designs and Estimates furnished on demand.

OBSAMEJTTAl, LAMP. So. TO). 8TAKDABD LAMP No. r,00.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT COMPANY,
WORKS, 33d Street and First Avenue. I GENERAL OFFICES, 59 Duane Street.

Telephone No. 1309, 38tb St.
|

Telephone No. 163 Cortlandt.

WESTERN AGENCY: 169 Adams Street, Chicago, L. E. Frorup, Mgr

SHOWRCOMS, 275 Fitth Avenue.
Telephone No. 1459, 38th St.
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THE FUEL ECONOMIZER CO.,
Of ^vl a.ttea-T7v^a.r:L,

SOLE MAKERS IN THE UNITED STATES OF

GREEN'S IMPROVED PATENT ECONOMIZER
FOR STEAM BOILERS.

Now working at the Power Plant of the Intramural R. R., Jackson Park, S. E. cor. of the

Exhibition Grounds, and can be seen and described at Sec. 2.5, column KM'fi Machinery Hall.

TO ALL ELECTRICAL ENGINEcRS:—The large reseive of water, at a high temperature, held

in the Economizer to meet the sudden demands comnion to all Electric Railroids, renders an
Economizer absolutely indispensible to the modem power plant of the present day.

€aii be applied to any kind of boiler withont stoppage of works.

Offices and Works, MATTEAWAN, N. Y.
Original iiiventois ami imteiileoM. K ^wrecii A, Son. KliI . lluncliefilcr Kn;;land

-^"^^ ' 1^;^ ^-;*^

Electric Light
AND

Battery Cari)ons.

Motor
Brushes.CLEi-VEL-A-lsriD, OHIO.

Sole Licensees to manufacture the Hazettine Long Life Carbon

Jas. J. Murray tc Co.,

Irray Flint Eass fforts,
Trenton Ave., Culvert and Waterloo Sts..

jVIanufaeturers of

Arc and Incandescent Globes and Shades

OF ALI^ !^HAI>EI!>.

In Opal, Clear. Roughed and Colored.

Lar;s<' C'apaoities. Pi-oiiipt Slii|Hiion*8.

^vCost lD-u.xa,"bl© Ba-tter^T- Cells ^rod-io-ced..
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Manufactured by The Butler Hard Rubber Co., 33 Mercer St., N. Y.

Rubber Covered Rolls.

Valves.

Storage

Battery

Jars.

Springs for Steam
Hammers,

i'^BPK Electric Cars

- nw^^'tmmr^ ^' mW!^ ' Motors.

Spring Rubber ol any Elasticity or Hardness to Sketch, Model or Mould.

r
- ^

Newton Rubber Company,
John Hancock Bldgf., 178 Devonshire, and 35 Federal St., Boston, Mass.

Factory, Newton Upper Falls, Mass.

ELECTRICAL

BOOKS.

Orders Filled Promptly.

Electrician Publishing

Company,

6 Lakeside Building, - CHICAGO.

Recemr's Sale of Street Railway

At Milwaukee, Wisconsin,

Notice is hereby given that in pursuance of

an order of the Circuit Court of Milwaukee

County, Wisconsin, I will, on the 30th day of

June A. D. 1893, at eleven o'clock in the fore-

noon of said day, at the south door of the

Court House in the city and county of Mil-

waukee, Wisconsin, offer for sale and sell at

public auction as an entirety, the street ralL

way of the Milwaukee Electric Railway Com-

pany in said city of Milwaukee, with all the

franchises and rights and privileges of said

railway company for the operation and main-

tenance of the same, and all the property of

said corporation used in or In connection with,

or essential to the exercise of its said

franchises.

Said railway property and franchises conftUt

of about GJ.j miles of double track, being

about 13 miles of single track, in eaid city of

Milwaukee, with all the poles, wires, cables,

trucks, ties, stringers, fixtures and appliances

composing or used in connection with aaid

tracks or said railway, with franchises, privi-

leges and rights derived from ordinances of

the common council of the city «f Milwaukee

to maintain and operate said road; also sundry

parcels of real estate in said city, with car

barns and power house thereon; also the en-

gines, bollerd, machinery and rolling stock

and supplies of said road.

The terms of such sale are cash.

The said street railway will be sold free of

all liens and encumbrances except judgmenta

of foreclosure and sales aggregating $51,193.-

56, with interest from the 22d day of Xovem-

ber, 1S92, atTpercent. on $l,'i59.60 thereof,

aud at 6 per cent, per auuum on the remaind-
er. Said judgments of foreclosure corerlng
tho said specific parcels of real estate.

Dated Milwaukee. Wis., Feb. -27. 1S93.

C. J. MELMS,
Receiver of tho Milwaukee Electric

Railway Company.
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NEW BOOK$!-JUST OUT OF PRESS.

NBW

DYNAMO TENDERS'
HfVND-BOOK.

Bt Lieut. F. B. Badt.

BEADT FOR DELIVERY.
AS ENTIRELY NEW WOKE,

The latest addition to pur famous "Hand-Book"'
1 Series. Every practical dynamo man should have a

copy.

896 Pages. 13S Engravings.

PRICE, $1.00.

NGANDE8GENT W R NG
hea-ktid-book:.

Bv LIEDT. F B. Badt.

Fourth Edition. Tenth Thousand.

These tables give, without loss of time, exact size
of wire to be used. This is one of our famous "Hand-
Book" series, and is the standard authority on this
subject in the English language.

73 Pages. 43 Illastratlons.

PRICE, SI.OO.

BELL HANGERS'
Hf\ND-BOOK.

Bi LiKDT. F. B. Badt.

Deslsjned for practical men engaged in any class
of bell or annunciator work. The only book of the
kind published.

106 Pages. 97 Illustrations.

PRICE, $1.00.

ELEGTRG-^TRAN8M88 0N

hand-book:.
By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

A new work contaioiQE tables and ioformatiou on
the electric trausmission of power brought down to
date. One of the most popular of our famous "Hand-
Book" Series.

97 Pages. 22 Illustrations.

PRICE, $KOO.

STBEET RAILWAYS.
"TRPlTUTS."

Their Construction, Operation and Maintenance.

Bt C. B. Fairchild.

This work is written by a practical man, and
should be iu the hands of every street railway em-
ploye in the United States.

600 Pages. Profusely lllusiraxed.

PRICE, $4.00.

DYNT^TVYO

ELECTRIC MACHINERY.
By S. p. Thompson.

Fourth edition, revised and re-written. The most
complete work on the ilynamu published.

900 Pages. Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, $9.00.

DlCTIONf\RY
... OF ...

Electrical Words,
TERMS AND PHRASES.

i By Edwts- J. Houston, A. il.

1

j
The latest edition of this celebrated work contains

over 5,000 distinct definitions. As important as
Webster.

700 Pages. 7i>0 IIInstratlonB.

PRICE, $5.00.

ELECTRIC MOTCR
AND ITS APPLICATIONS.

B\' Mabtin and Wetzler.

The first American book on electric motors. A
most complete work brought down to date.

325 Pages. 354 Illustrations.

PRICE, $3.00.

THE PRACTICAL MANAGEMENT

OF

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
Bx Crocker and Wheeler.

The object of this work is to give simple directions
for the practical use and management of dynamos and
motors. This work is having a large sale.

100 Pages Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, $1.00.

Electric Light Specifications

FOR THE USE OF

Engineers and Architects.

lir E, A. Mkebill.

Tills wort tiives tbo latest rules of The National
EJeotrii: Liybt Aasociation. of the Natlooul Board of

Fire L'odferwritera, and r.f Thy New Eaylaoil lusurauce
EicboD(fe.

\ PRICE, $1.50.

THE ELEGTRIG RAILWAY
IN

THEORY AND PRAGfieE.
Br CnosBY and Bell.

This is a complete treatise on the construction and
operation of electric railways, and will commend it-

self to the electrical engineer, and to the practical

luanatjer.

400 Pages. Profusely Illustrated.

PRICE, $2.50.

HIGH POTENTIf\L
AND

HIGH FREQUENCY.
Experiments with Alternate Currents.

By Nieola Tesla.

A lecture delivered before the Institution of Elec-
trical Engineers, London.

146 Pages. Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, $(.00.

. \ \A) .i.) .lijiijii .:.

ErK L. VovR.

Tb« fonrteealb edition of tblii celebraterr work Is

r«r9rrltt«a aod broa((bt down lo dnt^. A lecbolcal

[
hMnAhwtk. tor electrlcUru, mtutaatsrn iind operatnrn,

234 Pages. Illustrated.

PRICE, $1.50.

SCIENCE
SERIES.

Tlic M.rica DOwnuinberH 103 volumes, and embraces
workx oil every Hnbjoct.

l«t nio. lionrdH,

PHOFUBKLY ILLOBTBATED.

Price, 50c. Each.

STf\NDf\RD

ELEGTRGAL DlGTONflRY.
By T. O'OoNNon Sloank.

ThlH now work Hhnuld bo iu the bands of all who
deHlro lo keep abreiiHtwIth tbo progrosH of the greatest
Hciouce of the tlmen.

600 Pages. 300 Illustrationa.

PRICE, $3.00.

Any of the above books sent promptly, postai^c prepaid, on receipt of price,

SEND IN YOUR ORDER.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Bldir., Ghicaso.
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BALL ENGINE GO,. ERIE, PA,
BUILDERS OF

CHICAGO OFFICE, 606 "THE ROOKERY

Ball Automatic Cut^Off Engines^
DIRECT CONNECTED AND BELT DRIVEN,

For Electric Lighting, Electric Railways, Etc.

SILK BRAID
For IncanJescent

Lamp
Filaments.

The greatest care taken in producing s uniform article.

'/BOSTON BRAID MFC. CO.,
27 Beach S*reet, Boston, Mass.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The« KartaYGrt « Manufacturing ^ Co..,

SOMETHING NEW.
AUTOMATIC DOOR SPRING
ELECTRIC LIGHTER
AND EXTINGUISHER.

Manufacturers of ELECTRICAL GOODS, EXPERIMENTAL
AND REPAIR "WORK. INVENTIONS AND NOVELTIES
DEVELOPED. PATENTS OBTAINED.

. Y. Electrical & Development Co.,
251 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

DO YOUR
OILS
GIVE YOU
SATISFACTION ?

IF NOT
GIVE US A
TRIAL.

We are makers ol the finest grades ol

DYNAMO,
ENGINE,

CITLINDER OILS
We guarantee BatlFfaclion and frf^-edom from gtun

and excess ol animal fat^.

We are not cheap, or hcII cheap nils, bat
sell on fjaallty. If you want eatlBfacHon In your
eneine room, give U3 a trial — corre=i>ondence
solicited.

CLARENDON OIL AND REFINING CO.,

114 No. Front street, PHILSDELPHIA, PA.

HART SWITCHES.
SINGLE AND DOUBLE POLE.

10 AmpereDouble Pole Switch.

THE ONI.Y Snap Switch that has

PROVEN A SUCCESS

FOR SALE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS

Send for Complete Catalogue.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.

6 Lakeside Building. CHICAGO ILL.

THE FALLS

EiVfil k MM Co.,

Cnyahoga Falls, Ohio.

Manufactorers of

Friction Clotclies,

Shafting. Etc.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

BRANCH OFFICES:

8 Sonth Canal St., CHIC4G0.

39 Cortlandt St., HEW YOEK.TlieHartye£Gml[fg.Cfl.,HariM,coE

TESTING INSTRUMENTS.
Special prices on application, on testing in-

struments illustrated on pages 253 to 274 of our

August '92 Catalogue.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
OZXXO.A.OrO a,n<a l^ES^W

y
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PAETIOULAELY ADAPTED TO DEIYING

Electric Light and Powsr Stations
t On account of its high efficiency at all stages of gate, eteadineas of motion and easy working gate, the con-

"^ etruciion of %vhlch makes It the most aereiiive 10 the acii.'n of a governor of any wheel on ihe market.

J SEND FOR CATALOGUE Illustrating various styles of setting on both vesical and
horizontal shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO,
DATTON. OHIO.SDCCESSOBS TO

STOUT, mll/I-S * TEMPLE.

KESTER ELECTRIC CO.,
MANUFACTURERS

ELECTRIC MOTORS
D'RECT

CURRENT

CONSTANl

POTENTIAL.

Headquarters and Factory, Terre Haute, Ind.

CHICAGO ELECTRIC 3IOTOR C0..313 «outh Csual i^treet. tliicngn. 111.
J. ai. UOXTGUIIERT, Batte. llonlana.

KOADS MABirFACTtlBIKG CO.. Denver. Colors do.

thesechrist automatic switch
For controlling Incandescent
Lights in private residences
by using automatic gas keys
and an ordinary battery or
sJiunt circuit.

"VV-A-IT^rEI^^ :—One good con-

struction firm in each city to represent us.

Apply to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
IVIanufacturer and Patentee, DENVER, UOLO.

Removal !

!

On and after May 8, 1893, the

REDDING

ELECTRIC

CDMPANY.
may be found in their new
and commodious quarters,

WE DESIRE TO A2^N0UNCE that we have a.hU'd to our husiness a department of

Ice Making and Refrigeration

No. 336 Congress Si.

where, with increased facili-

ties for handlinj^ their rapidly

increasin-^ business, they so-

licit your further orders.

SEND FOR NEW
CATALOGUE OF

lONA SPECIALTIES.

in which field we recognize a demand for as higU-class Engiueerinj

Steam Power P.'ants. This depar ment is distinct in its organization,

undtr ihe immediate managemtDt of Mr. Church, wth Freder'ck

E, Murphy in executive authority as Eogiceer in charge.

After an investigation covering a period of two years, and

Ciinduc ed in Ihe interests of our own propo-ed investment we
have a quirjd control, by Exclusive License, of the Compiessor

and Condenser pa'iented by Messrs. Hodges and Havenstrite, of

Boston. Stakiog our reputation as judges of successful machin

ery. wc offer them 8S the most mechanic 1, adaptable and eco-

n niical appa atus for the purpose, ihus far placed on the mi.iket.

The proportioning and cODstruction of the distribution sys-

tem, on wliich the success'ul working of bo:h Ice-making a d

Kcfr'geraling p'ants so largely depends will be c riied out cou-

Mstecith with tha reputation for good engineering and good work
which we i njoy.

We are n:w prepared to contract for Phuts for the manu''ac

ture of

ARTIFICIAL ICE
having any capacity f om one-half ton to one luindred tons p r

day and upward. Anificial Ice has come to slay, equally for san-

itary and tconomic reasins, and its manufacture is a^stable and
profitable tn'crpris', competing successfully against the natural

product.

;;
as we have been accustomed to give to the construction of

with headquarters at our Boston Office, 620 Atlantic Avenue,

ARTIFICIAL REFRIGERATION

t:^:e!

ReiiigEleclncCo,

336 CONGRESS ST.,

Boston, Mass.

ll^
_-_.^isnt;sl~'

llll

r'ri^K

will r ccive our e-pccial uttenllon. In cold Storage AVarchouscg, lircwcrics, Packing
Homes, ani similar large Industries, it is already an established nccesfity. Into this class

of pI.'inlH we br ug for the first time tlie manifest advantag s of small space and headroom,
i nd Ihe subdivision of units, which last is the only means wbertby a Kefrlgeraling Plant

can m el llie llnetu tion < f the seasons with anything like uniform eni''iency.

Kefrigtratlon or combined Hefrigcralion and loemaking, in sn all flanls from one-half

ton to ten tons per day, is now ( heap and [)i'acticable, and this part"cu!ar trade will be

fully dcvelopal by us in Us ajipHeatlon to Markets, Creunieries, lletels. Apartment Houses,

llospilalK, and iMunnfacturing jiroctsses of all kinds. In this latter field, we believe our-

.selves without successful comi>ctition.

Corre-pondenee j-egarding any application of Arlilicial Cold \\'ill be to tte mutual

udvuDtuge of our customers and ourselves.

Very respectfully,

WESTINGHOUSE, CHURCH, KERR & CO.,

EKrC3l-IlSrEER.S,

6 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Commercial Building, St. Louis.

17 Cortlandt Street, New York. Westinghouse Building, Pittsburg.

156 and 158 Lake Street, Chicago. Drexel Building, Philadelphia.
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Downward Draft Steam Boilers.
Fuel Savlnc Smoke PreTentinc

4(Dick HteniiiliiK and Dnrable.

pa

O

ALBERT BLANCHARD, 427 The Rookery BIdg., CHICAGO, ILL,

FROM GASOLINE.
<'hoai)t'r than Steam

Direct from the Tank.

For fire and Incandescent Lighting.

OTTO GASOLINE ENGINES,
Working without boilf r. pte^^m, coal, ashes, danger, and

(ilmnst no nttenriftnc?

,

OTTO CAS ENGINE WORKS,
33d and Walnut Sis.. Philadelphia, Pa.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of High Grade Eneines and Boilers.

Electric Ldf/JU Engines
a Specialty.

Coiiiiilete Steam Plants Mallei

WESTEEN WAEEEOOMSi
64 South Canal Street. CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also 30 Cortlandt Street,, New York Cltv-

LINK-BELT MACHINERY CO.,
ENGINEERS, FODNDERS AND MACHINISTS,

CHiCi^ca-o.
FOUNDRIES in the West, and one of

the best constructed MACHINE SHOPS
In the country, the equipment of which is thoroughly modern and complete
throughout, we are prepared to cast and finish

Pollej-s. Sheftves, Fly-Wheels, etc., of any diameter up to 20 feet, with
any width of face.

Clearing of all styles and sizes.

Hangers of light and heavy pattern.

Shafting up to 16 inches in diameter, and of 20 feet lengths,

Friction Clntches capable of transmitting any required H. P.,

PlUoiv Blocks. Collars, etc.. and will be pleased to submit estimates tor

any machinery required In above lines.

LINK-BELT ENGINEERING CO.. - Philadelphia and New York.

,Nfo^\.VAl^u^'c^ul. P H O S P H O R-B R O N Z E
I^EC.TRADE MARKS. INGOTS, CASTINGS, WIRE, ShEET &C.

ThePhosphqrBROnze Smelting Co.LiMiTEO
512 ARCH St. Philadelphia Pa.U.S.A.

L ORICINAL MANUFACTURERS OF PHOSPHOR-
.. Bronze IN theUnited States AND Sole

ii^jiiii

AUTOMATIC

HIGH SPEED ENGINE.
Sirnpio, *"ompart, S<-If-I..tibri':alinff,

l'<Tfftct It<-'t,"ilfttlon,

Especially Adapted forDirect Connection.

.SJ/,o« carrif^d Id sff>ck from Jf • to
'i-'j Horso E'ow;r.

.0 The J. T. Case Engine Co.,

KKIV KBIT.\I>'. i;OS.N

WM. S. rilSE, General Sales Maoager.

»>AKI,;r.\T a LLNDY. |ielliFe,A cents.
1121 MoDadoock Building, CUICAGO, ILI..

Wr!(e for K'-w riliiaf rat..'J <;,ltttlr>[:ae.

Subscrjlie for the Western Eleclrieian.

SIOUX CITY ENGrlNE WORSES
Euilders of High Gra,;--;

Corliss Engines,

GiddiDg's Antomatlcs,

Complete Plants Furnished.

SEIX'SG AGEJNTS:

26 Eandolph St , Chicago.

F. M. Davis, Dallas, Tes.

Kennedy & Pierce Mch. Co..

DENVER-
A. M. HolterHdw. Co..

HELENA, MONTANA.

513 SECURITY BLDG., ST. LOUIS.
405 6TH AVE.. SO. MINNEAPOLIS.

1302 UNION AVE.. KANSAS CITY.

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY,CHA.1V1I3ERSBXJKG , PA.. '

MAHUFACTDRERS OF

Blgh Grade Antomatlc

ENGINES,
r| HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL.

Two torse Dower to tlireE LiiilrEil lorsE Dowet,

Western Department: 26 and 28 Randolph St., CHICAGO. - H. S. WMKER, Manager

SHULTZ
PATENT

Leather Woven Link Belt.

SHULTZ PATENT
Leather • Pulley » Covering.

SABLE RAWHIDE EELTING.
SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS.

SOD. I^OXJIS, AXO.
( ir.4 *4iininier >*tTrt. Iti>.«tni.

|;K.\\( HKS i -i-i.t Pearl KiroM. .\o\v Vnrk.
( lao Korth Sil Street. I'liilaUelliliia.

Dictionary of Electrical Words, Terms and Phrases.

StO lllnHtraiions. <'lotli Bi.idi.ic:. Tj'pc Faces 10x7 inches. Price, postasc Prepaid, lo any part of the world, §5.00.

3d, When, from the complexity of the apparatus, or from other con-

siderations, it has been thought desirable to do so, an Illustration or
Diagram of the apparatus is given.

4th. To facilitate study, an elaborate system of Cross References
has been adopted, so that it is as easy to find the definitions as the

words, and aliases are readily detected and tr.iced.

In applying these rules great c.ire has been exercised to secure

0LEAB.14ESS, to the end that while the detinitions and explanations

shall be SATISFACTORY TO THE EXPERT ELECTRICIAN, they

shall also be SIMPLE AND INTELLIGIBLE to those who have had no
training at all in electricity, or are novices in the art.

5G2 doablo-coluniii Pases.

This Dictionary includes 5,000 distinct Words, Terms and
Phrases. Each of the great classes or divisions of electrical investiga-

tion or utilization comes under careful and exhaustive treatment. For
some reasons it deserves rather to be called an Encyclopeedia than a

dictionary.

The Scheme of Treatment is as follows:

1st. The words, terms and phrases are invariably followed by a Short,
concise definition, giving the sense in which they are correctly em-
ployed.

2d. A general statement then follows of the Principles of Electri-
cal Science on which the definition is Founded.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside BnUding, Chioago, Illinois.
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GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

XHK

AY MOTOR
Gr. E.

WATER

AND DUST

TIGHT.

BRUSHES

EASILY

ACCESSIBLE.

THE LIGHTEST

AND

MOST COMPACr

STREET

- ti llJrSiSi RAILWAY MOTCR

EVER

CONSTRUCTED.

ONLY 500 LBS DEAD WEIGHT ON AXL"ES.

ECONOMY IN TRACK EXPENSE.

HUNDREDS ALREADY ORDERED. SHIPMENTS NOW BEING MADE.

JDISTJEIIOT ou^r'xoaEJai:

44 Broad Street, New York.
173 and 175 Adams Street, Chicago, 111.

Fjfch and Race Streets, Cincinnati, O.
Equitable Building, Atlanta, Qa.
15 First Street, San Francisco, Cal.

620 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Maes.
509 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

401-407 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.
1333 F Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

Masonic Temple, Denver, Colo.

A'^.L BUSINESS 0UT3IDE THE UNITED STATES TRANSACTED BY THE THOMSON-
HOUSTON INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, 44 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.
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Electric Light Supplies.

No. 446.

No. 447.

III jiiiifiiiiTiriifaiiiif'''''

THE T. G. SOCKET.
Can You Use Them?

Switches Kept in Stoci(.

BRYANT and
PERKINS D. P.

15, 25, 40 and 50 Ampere.

PAISTE
AND

PERKINS
5 and 10 Ampere

SINGLE
POLE

Scckets, Cutouts, Wires, Batteries,

SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

No. 442.

54 and 56 Franklin St., Chicago, 111.
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LIGHTNING ARRESTER.

CHEAP,

SIMPLE,

EFFICIENT,

NDESTRUCTIBLE.

WILL SAVE ARMATURES.

SPECIAL NOTICEI

SUNBEHM LHMP.
Arrangements have been made enabling us to fill orders

for the OLD SUNBEAM LAMP.

Any voltage, any base, 10, 16, 20, 24 and 32 c. p.

Purchasers buying these lamps are protected against any

litigation on account of infringement.

The AnBonia Electdc Co.,

FACTOBIE3A?ai AvCi^VIA TriVM
EA9TeK5 OFFICfJi; '».->.V-'i> I A, \^\Ji^r*,

FORMERLY THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

Cor. Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO.
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If you are contemplating the purchase of Alternating Apparatus, get

TWO -PHASE GENERATORS
which will cost no more than single phase. You can then operate

lights as economically and as satisfactoiily as from single phase

generators, and in addition can use

Alternating Current Motors
which we are now building in 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10 and 15 Horse Power
sizes. Our standard

For lighting purposes are carried in stock, and orders can be filled

promptly.

STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

PITTSFIELP. MASS. _^
Tli© ^lace to Bu-:$r S"u.pplies:

THE ELECTRICAL ENCINEERING AND SUPPLY CO.,
St. Paul, Minn.,

Is the leading supply house of the North-West. Moderate Profits. Prompt Shipments.
Send us a trial order and see what we will do for you.

National Electric Manufacturing Company,
iSAU GCAIRF, ITITIS., U. S. A.

BUILDERS OF

HIGH GRADE DYNAMO ELECTRIC MACHINERY,

A.(se:I^C^^^:
620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass. Equitable BIdg., St. Louis. 167 Cravier St., New Orleans.
136 Liberty St., New York. Pullman BIdg., Chicago. Hallers Building, Seattle, Wash.
Penn. Mutual BIdg , Philadelphia. 134 E. 6th St., St. Paul, Minn. 90 Pearl St., Toronto, Ontario.
Erie County Savings Bank Building, 33 Jacobson BIdg., Denver. 16 Halleck St., San Francisco, Cal.

Buffalo, N. Y. I 12 S. 13th St., Lincoln, Neb. 55 Cratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Eutaw Street, Baltimore. 29 E. 1st St. S., Salt Lake City, Utah. San Salvador, C. »., l. PennypacHer Agt
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J5

(a?JEt..^X>£: 3VC.A.X1.^.)

IMWEIT LIMP
Will absolutely zxxaintain its full initial candle-

poTssrer at its initial efficiency through-

cut its entire life.

THE WARING ELECTRIC CO.,

GLAFLIN& KIB&LL !
(INGORPORATEDO

General Selling Agents, 1 1 6 Bedford St., Boston, Mass.

WESTERN DEPARTMENT,
OFFICE: 1001-2 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,

"Warehouse, Calhoun Place. CHICAGO, ILL



$3 per Annum. EVERY SATURDAY. I O cents per Copy.

Vol. XII. CHICAGO, JUNE 17, 1893. No. 24

Massachusetts Electrical Engineering Company,
STONE & W£BSTEB, Managers.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,
BOSTON, 4 Post Office Square. CHICAGO, Title and Trust Building.

MOTORS AND DYNAMOS with

Forged Iron Field MagnetS:
COMMERCIAL ELECTRIC CO., ""

M''u^r^'l%?,Trtii<D.

Qeorgfe
Cutter

\ ^
I

Will move May 1st to i
i

851=853=855 The Rookery
j [

Chicago
\ [

i^ rK^rf \ mfm m I * ff ^ v n^^ '

WILLARD L. GANDER, i „ , ,,
H. DDKANT OHEEVEE, f

Business llonagers. GEO. T. MANSON,
Gen'l Supt.

THE GKONITE COMPANY

^ON'^

LIMITED,

13 Park Row, New Yorkc
INSULATED

WIRES AiDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uis.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.

^BRANCHES: OIilMEo, Boaton, Philadelphia, Ulimeapolla, Clnclniuitl,
Omaha, I.nalivllle, St. I.oiilfl, San FrancUoo, lK>ndon and So. America.

City,

^vyji ^

HOW THE

GREAT FAIR
Was Opened 1

THE PRESIDEM
I'llKSSEli

THE VICTOR KEY
AMI Tin;

EXETER DRY BAHERY
Ilin THE UKST'

Tlic VJclor Tolrei'niih
Ki-y nn<l <hc Kxcli-r
l»r,v Bottorj- wt're holh
MoliM'led to 0|t(.|l tlK-

M'oi'ltrM <'oIuiiiliinn K.\-
pONillon. ~^^._^,^i^0^

Hfnil for Nlimiiii- of Ihi. Vlrlor Kb.v. i>rl<-<. •2.50.
Send for Huiniili- of Kxripr l»ry nnltpry, I'rlce SOr,

Sniii[.lcH lU'llvort'd. Trnti.tporlarlim Pn-|inM.

dev^stUet, new YORK.

>jiiMi|iivr< I 'VII vLTvu, i rntii

THE E.S. GREELEY « CO..

PACKARD HIGH GRADE
INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

aianafactar^d by tbe

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.

New Tork City, Chai. E. Chapln, 136 Liberty St.

Chicago, HI., Elec Appliance Co., '242 Madison St.
St. Paul, Miun., The Elec. EoRlneering 4: Supply Co.
St. Louis, Mo., St. Louis Electrical Supply Co.
San Francisco, Cal., A. C.Brainard i; Son, No. 109

CnUforolft St.

CIodnnAtl, O., Pofft-QIorer Elec. Co., 215 W. 4tb St
Pittsburgh, Pa., DtKiaesne Electric Sapplj* it Coa

-iniclloQ Co.
JfoDtreal. Can.. Packard Lamp Co., 9C-100 King St.
Wa?hiogtoQ, Nnrthw(f"t Fixture A; Elec. Co., Seattl«.

MAIfnFACTURER OF

INSULATXSD BLXSGTRIG VVIRE,
FLKXIBLE COKDH and CABLES.

SOO aad SOS North Third Street, - - PniI<ADEI.PRIA. PA.

LOUIS K. COMSTOCK,
Electrical Engineer and Contractor.

TESTS, PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS AND SUPERVISION
For all Kinds of Electrical Installations.

ELBGTRIG GOIffSTRUGTION.
1419 Monadnock Building, Chicago.

DYNAMOS. LAMPS.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC CO.,
Western Office, 1001-2 Chamber of Commerce,

CENEPATORS. CHICAGO, ill. MOTORS.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

ESTIMATES AND DRAWINGS SUBMITTED.

WESTON ENGINE CO..
Painted Post, N. Y.

REPRESENTATITES

:

Julian ScUoll iCo.. ISri lilJerty St.. New York.
Geo. D. Hoffman. S2 Lake St., CWcago. IlL
H. M. SclpleiOo,.3d J; ArchSls.. Philadelphia.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford. Conn.

liXQIIHT .\T \M>U1,!>'S L'AIK: ELECTKICITY BT7TLDING,
Section F, Sivtce (», Ground Floor.

THE BALL $( WOOD COMPANY,
Builders of Improved Aatom&tio Cnt-offEngineii-

ChU'aco Omco, Home ln« UMk., W. D. PBars<m and T. C 1

W. A. Day. No. \'i» Olivwr Si., »o^ti>n, Mnn*. U«o. M. K'>nyon. !

W. M. Potter. UodKno Uldn., U«lr«li. Mich. iai., -

ThO0. E. Care; ft Brothers Co., No 116 Light St., Baltimore'

. St. Paul, Mlaa.
Hitanoofia, Tnid.

. UoastoDf TexM.
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DIRECT-CONNECTED

MULTIPOLAR GENERATORS

ELECTRICALLY AND MECHANICALLY PERFECT.

These Generators have been designed for use in stations situated in populous centers, where real estate is costly,

and restricted space a necessity. By their use the full economy of steam is realized, the expense of belts and counter-

shafting and loss by friction eliminated, and attention is reduced to a minimum.

These Generators have been installed in electrical stations in New York, Boston, Brooklyn, and in many of the

other large cities in the United States, in each case not only fully meeting, but even exceeding requirements. They are

to-day the highest development of dynamo construction.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
DISTRICT OFFICES:

44 Broad Street, New York. 620 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass.
173 and 175 Adams Street, Chicago, 111. 609 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Fifth and Race Streets, Cincinnati, O. 401-407 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.
Equitable Bulldini?, Atlanta, Ga. 1333 F Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

15 First Street, San Franciaco, Cal. Masonic Temple, Denver, Colo.

ALL BUSINESS OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES THAN8ACTED
BY THE THOMSON-HOUSTON INTERN ATIONAL ELECTfilC CO., 44 BBOAD STREET, NEW YORK.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

American Ualtery Co xi

American Elec. Mfg. Co....

American Electrical
WoTka XV

AmericonSilk Mfg. Co.... —-

Ansonla ElecLricCo.,The...xXvI

liabcock & Wilcox Co., The . 1

Baggot, E xvi

Baker ACo xvi

BallA Wood Co., The 1

Ball Engine Co xxiii

Beggs, J. E. Machinery &
SupplyCo xvl

Bernstein Electric Co

Bishop Guttapercha Co.... xiv

Blanchard. Albert

Boston Braid Mfg. Co

Boston Electric Co —
Bridgeport
Works...

Machine Tool

Brill Co., J. G xvl

Brookfleld, Wm xiv

Brush Electric Co x

Bryant Electric Co xiv

Buckeye Electric Co xii

Butler Hard Rubber Co....

C. & C. Electric Motor Co.. is

Cabell, L. Breckinridge., xvili

Calumet Electric Manufac-
turing A Engineering Co. Ix

Carpenter Enamel Rheostat
Co xviii

Case, J. T. Engine Com-
pany

Central Electric Co v

Chicago Insulated Wire
Co..

Clarendon Oil .te ReBnlng
Co xix

Columbia Inc. Lamp Co. ... xi

Commercial Electric Co j

ComBtock, Louis K i

Crescent Insulated Wire A
Cable Co xv

Crocker-Wheeler Electric.

.

Co... V

Cushliig& Morse xi

Cutler & Hammer iv

Cutter Electrical A Manu-
facturing Co xxi

Cutter Geo i

Dayton Globe Iron Works
Co xxji

Delaware Hard Fibre Co..

Deino &Co., H. E
Dlehl ACo
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos . xii

D'UngerElec. Tel. Mfg.
Co svi

Eastern Electric Cable Co. xv

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.., Ix

Edison Decorative A Min-
iature Lamp Dept XIV

Edwards, W. S. Mfg. Co ... xix

Electric Appliance Co . xiv

Electric Construction A
Supply Co xii

Electric Engineering A Sup-
ply Co xi

Electric Selector A Signal
Co ix

Electrician Publishing Co.
xvl, xvili, XX, xxi, xxiii

Electrical Engineering A
Supply Co., The

Electro Chemical & Spec-
ially Co Iv

Empire China Works xii

Falls Rivet A Machine Co.. xxiii

Ford - Washburn Storelec-
tro Co xxi

For Sale Advertisements
xvl

Fort Wayne Electric Co. vil

Freeman S. A Sons Manu-
facturing Co xxiii

Fuel Economizer Co
General Electric Co il, xxlv

General Incandescent Arc
Light Co

Goodyear Hard Rubber Co.
and The India Rubber
Comb Co XV

Great Western Manufac-
turing Co : vili

GreeleyACo.,TheE. S... i

Hart A Hegeman Manufac-
turing Co

Hanson Battery, Light A
Power Co xvl

Harrison A Co., W. P xvili

UelioB Electric Co.. xi

Hill Clutch Works xxiii

Hlne Eliminator Co
Holmes, Booth A Haydens. xvl

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co. .

Hubbard, Norman xxi

Hubbard A Co., Wm xvl
Huebel A Manger xv
Innl8|ACo xiv

IHitUute of Technology,

Interior Conduit A Insula-
tion Co Iv

Interstate Complete Elec-
tric Const. Co.... xvll

Jackson. Dugald C xiv

-lenney Elec. Motor Co xiv

.Jewell UelllngCo I

Johns Manufacturing Co.,
H. W xix

Kartavert MCff. Co

KcBter Electric Co xxU

Klipstein, A _ XV

Knapp Electrical Works, xxv

Lake, J. H. AD, Co xxill

Law Battery Co xvli

Leclanche Battery Co.,The xvli

Lee, C. E. xTl

Leffel A Co., James .xvil

Link Belt Machinery Co. .xxill

Loud, H. M. A Sons Lumber
Co xvli

Marcus, W. N
Massachusetts Electrical
Engineering Co 1

Mather Electric Co, i

McLean A Schmitt xv
Mica Insulator Co xii

Milwaukee Electric Railway
Co

Moore, AlfedP i

Munsell A Co., Eugene.... xiv

Murray A Co., Jas. J xix

National Carbon Co xix

National Electric Manufac-
turing Co..

National India Rubber Co.

New England Butt Co xii

Newton Rubber Co,, xvii

N. Y. Electrical A Develop-
ment Co^. xix

New York Insulated Wire
Co xvili

N. Y. Safety Steam Power
Co xxiii

New York A Ohio Co i

Novelty Electric Co xii

N owotny Electric Co xvi

OkoniteCo., The i

Osborne Steam Engin'g Co. xiv

Ostrander A Co.. W R . , . xv

Otto Gas Engine Works.. .

Page Belting Co
Paiste, H,T iv

Partrlck A Carter Co xvi

Pelton Water Wheel Com-
pany xvii

Perkins Electric Switch
Manufacturing Co

Phillips Ins'd. Wire Co xix

Phoenix Iron Works Com-
pany xxiii

Phosphor-ltronze Smelting
Co., Ltd xvi

Porter, Geo xiv

Queen A Co., Incorporated., vij

Racine Hardware Manufac- •

turlng Co
Redding ElectricCo xxii

Rockford Electric Manufac-
turing Co. Iv

Roebllng'8 Sons Co., J. A..

Rose Electric Light Supply
Co xiv

Rosenbaum, W. A xv
Rose Poly. Institute

Samson Cordage Works... xiv

Sechrist, Albert . xxil

Shawmut Fuse Wire Co. . xv
Short Electric Ry. Co x
Shultz Belting Co
Slebert. G
Siemens A Halske Electric
Co

Sioux City Electrical Supply
Co

Sioux City EngineWorks. xvi
Smith, A. T
Sperrj' Electric Mining Ma-
chine Co xviii

Sperry Electric Ry. Co x

Standard Electric Co. xxvii
Standard Paint Co xi
Stanley Electric Manufac-
turing Co

Steuben Lamp Works xv
Stllwell ABlerce Manufac-
turlngCo xvi, xvii

Stokes Mfg Co xvll

Taylor Engine Co
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames., xiv
United Electric Improve-
ment Co. xxi

Van Nuis. C. S

Vulcanized Fibre Co xvili

Waddell-Kntz Company .. xiv
Want Advertisements xvl
Waring Electric Co ...xxvlil

Waabburn A Moen Mfg. Co. Iv

WebMter, Warren A Co.... xvii

Western Electric Co xix
Westlnghou8e.Church,Kerr

ACo xxll
Westlnghousc Elec.and Mfg.

Co xlll

Weston Electrical Instrument
Co vl

Weston Engine Co I

Wilson A Jackson xiv
Worthlngton, Henry R ....xiv

CUSSIFiEO LIST.

Anniin<>latorH.
Ansonla Electric Co., The.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Lee. C. E.
Ostrander A Co., W. R.
Partrlck A Carter Co,
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.

Arc l^ampfB.
Ansonla Electric Co
Beggs, J. E.. MchyASup. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Cons. A Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc'd'cent ArcLt.Co.
Helios IClectrlc Co , The,
Knapp Electrical Works.
Rose Elec. Light Supply Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
Sioux City E, S. Co.
StandardElectrlc Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.
Westmgnouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arr. I.iffht <'ord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Samson Cordage W'orks.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.

Ba*terleH and Jnrs.
American Battery Co.
Ansonia Electric Co.. The.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electro Chem.A Specialty Co.
FordW'shb'rn Storelectro Co,
Greeley A Co., The E. S.

Hanson Batterj'. Lt. A Pr.Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Law Battery Co.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Lee, C. ]:.

Newton Rubber Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Sioux City E. S Co. -

Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.
Western Electric Co.

Bells.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Greely A Co., The E. S.

Huebel A Manger.
Knapp Electrical W'orKs.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrlck A Carter Co
Taylor. Goodhue A Ames.
Western Electric Co.

Belting.
Jewell Belting Co
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Page Belting Co.
Shultz Beltlnff Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A vVmes,

Boilers.
Babcock A Wilcox Co., The.
Ball Engine Co,
Blanchard, Albert.
Freeman A Sons Mfg. Co.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pheonix Iron Works Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Boohs- Eileftrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Braidine: KlPchinery.
New England Butt Co.

Bnrglar Alarms.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central ElectricCo.
Electric Appliance Co.
Greeley A Co. , The E. S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck A Carter Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.

Cables.
{See Insulated Wires )

Cables Electric. (See In-
sulated Wires), Copper,
t^lieet and Bar.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
Roebling's Sons Co,, J. A.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Carbons, Poiots and
Plates.

Ansonia Electric Co
Central ElectricCo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Law Battery Co.
National Carbon Co.

Clntcbes, Friction.
FallK Rivet A Machine Co.
Hill Clutch Works.
Lake, J, H, A D, Co,

Contractors, Electric
Lieht. Plants.

Brush Electric Co.
C, A C. Electric Motor Co.
Calumet Elec.Mfg. A Eng. Co.
Commercial Electric Co.
Comstock, Louis K.
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
Ford-Washburn Storelec.Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
General ElectricCo.
Great Western Mfg Co.
Hanson Batterj-, Lt, A Pr.Co.
Interstate Comp.El. Cons. Co.
Jenney Electric MotorCo.
Mass. Elec Engineering Co.
Mather Electric Co.
Rockford Electric Mfg. Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric

Co.
Standard Electric Co.
United Elec Improvement Co
Waddell-Entz Companv.
WestlnghouBo Elec A Jl'fg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Wilson A Jackson,

Constrnctlon and Be-
pairs.

Comstock, Louis K.
Interstate Como. EI. iCons. Co
McLean A Schmitt.
Porter. Geo.
Sioux City E. S. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Wilson A Jackson.

Copp r Wires.
.Vnsonla Electric Co,
American Electrical Works,
BlHhop Gutta Percha Co.
Central ElectricCo.
Crescent In, Wire A Cable Co,
Cutter. Geo,
Electric Appliance Co.
Goodyear Hard Rubber A The
India Rubber Comb Co.

Holmes, Booth A Hnydens,
International Okonite Co,
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
Phillips Insulntcd Wire Co.
Sperry El. Mining Mach, Co.
Taylor. Goodhue A Ames.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cordaee.
Samson Cordage Works.

Cross- ^rms, Pins and
Brackets.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Kuapp Electrical Works.
Loud A Sons Lumber Co.

Cot Oats and Hwito/hes.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutler A Hammer.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical A Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric EngASuppiy Co.
Electric Selector A Signal Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Jenny Electric :\Iotor Co.
Kester Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
N, Y. Eelc. A Develop. Co.
Paiste H T
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Sechrist, A.
Sioux City E. S Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.

Dynamos.
Brush ElectricCo.
C, A C. Electric Motor Co.
Calumet El. Mfg. A Eng. Co.
Commercial Electric Co.
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Eng. A Supply Co.
Fort AVayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Jenney Electric Motor Co.
Mather Electric Co.
National Electric Mfg. Co.
Nowotny Electric Co.
Rose Elec. Light Supply Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.
United Elec Improvement Co
Waddell-Entp Company.
Western Electee Co.
Westinghouse Elec, AMfg.Co.

Electric I^avaCras Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Electric Railways.
General ElectricCo. " -

Short Electric Ry Co.
SiemensA Halske Electric Co.
Sperry Electric Rv. Co.'
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Electrical and IBEfchani-
cal Engineers.

Comstock. Louis K.
Jackson. D, C.
Mass. Elec. Engineering Co.
Osborne Steam Eng. Co.
Porter, Geo.
Wilson A Jackson.

Electricnl rnstrnments.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.

Partrlck A Carter Co.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Queen A Company, Incorp.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.
Van Nuis. C. S.

Weston Elec. Instrument Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Columbia Mfg. A Supply Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
N. Y. Elec. A Develop, Co.
Paiste, H. T.

Electroliers a«d Combi-
nation Fixtures.

Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Baggot. E.
Edwards, W. S. JIfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.

Er seines. <Mas.
Otto Gas Engine Works.

Engines, Mteam.
ball A Wood Co., The.
Ball Engine Co.
Case. J. T. Engine Co.
Freeman Sons Mfg. Co.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Phoiulx Iron Works Co.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Sioux City Engine Works.
Taylor Engine Co.
Westlnghousc Church, Kerr A
Co.

Weston Engine Co.

Fan Ontflts.
Ansonla ElectricCo.
Calumet El. Mfg. A Eng. Co.
Diehl A Company.
l^tcetrlc ApplUince Co.
Electro Chem.A' SpeclaltvCo.
Noveltv Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Ansoniii Electric Co.
Kinipn Electrical Works.
Partrlck A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Fnel KcoBomizers.
Fuel Economizer Co,

Fnse Wlrf .

An-sonla Electric Co.. The,
Knapp I'.Icctrlcal Works.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Sperry EI. Mining Mach. Co.

Vas Llehtint:, Electric.
Ansonla Electric Co.
Boston Electric Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck A Carter Co.

<^eneral Klec. fnppl'es.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutler A Hammer,
Cutter, Geo
Cutler ElPCi-Ical A Mfg. Co
Electric A p\ Uance Co.
Electric Eng. A Supply Co.
Electrical Eng, A Supply Co
General J-Mectrlc Co,
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Kester Electric Co,
Knapp Electrical Works.
Law Battery Co,
Lee, C. E
N. Y. Elec. A Develop. Co.
Noveltv Electric Co.
Pal8te,"H. T.
Partrlck A Carter, Co,
Queen A Co.. Incorp.
Redding Electric Co.
Sioux City Elec. Supply Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.
Weston El' c. Instrument Co.

GI> bes and Electrical
Glass A i« re.

Brookfield. Wm.
Murray A Co., Jas. J.

Graphite Specialiies.
Dixon Crucinle Co., Jos.

HardBnbber Goo'^s.
ButTer Hard Rubber Co.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Goodyear Hard Rubber A The
India Rubber Comb Co.

Mica Insulator Co.
Newton Rubb'^.r Co.

Insnlators nrd Insnlat-
ing materials.

Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Brookfield, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Eng. A Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
General Electric Co.
Goodyeai Hard RubberA The
India Rubber Comb Co.

Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Holtzer-Canot Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
International Okonite Co.
Johns Mfg. Co., H, W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Mica Insulator Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.
Vulcanized Fiore Co.

Insnla*ed IVires and
Cables—Masrnet ^Vire.

American Electrical Works.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Crescent In. Wire A Cable Co.
Gushing A Morse.
Cutter, Geo.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Goodyear Hard Rubber A The
India Rubber Comb Co.

Great W'estern Mfg. Co.
Holmes, Booth A Haydens.
International Okonite Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling"sSon'BCo,,J. A.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Sperry El. MiningMach. Co
Waddell-Entz Company.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

liamps. Incandescent.
Am. Electric Mfg. Co.
Ansonla ElectricCo.. The.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Edison Miniature Lamp Dept.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Eng. A Supply Co.
General Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Mather Electric Co.
New York and Ohio Co.
Steuben Lamp Works.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.
Waring Electric Co.

Ijaihes.
Bridgeport MachlneToolWks.

Ttlasnet M'lrc,
tSee Insulated Wires.)

Slfrhanlcal Uachlner.T.
Bridgeport Mach. Tool Wks.

Sllra.
.Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Sluneell A Co., Eugene.

91 in Ivff Apparatus, Elec.
General ElectricCo.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Sperry El. Mining Mach. Co.
Westinghouse El. *t Mfg. Co.

Slntom.
BruBh E'^-ctric Co.
C. A C, Electric Motor Co,
Calurnet El. Mfg. A Eng. CO.
Commercial Ete'jiric Co.
Crocker-Whoet..-r Electric Co.
Mdy Electrit; Mfg, Co,
Electro Chcmlfal A Sr^eclal-
ly Co.

Fora-WsAhburn Store I, Co.
Fort Wavn- Kleclric Co,
Gviertil 'VAc^rlr. Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit .V Inuu. Co.
Jenney Elecirl': MotorCo.
Mather Electric Co.
NovL-lty Electric Co.
Rockford Electric Ulg. Co.
Sioux City E. S. Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.
Waddell-Entz Company,
Wefitlnghouae El. A Mfg. Co.

O»l0.
Clarendon Oil A Refg. Co.

Paints.
Standard Paint Co.

Patenfs.
Rosenbaum, Wm \

.

Phosphor Bro x>-
Phosphor Bronze hm.Co., Ltd

Platinum.
Baker A Co.
Slebert, G.

Pol*-s.
Loud A Sons' Lumber Co.

Porcelain.
Empire China Works.
Paiste, H. T.

PabHshC' s. Eirctrica'.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Posh Buttons.
Ansonla Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Partrlck A Carter Co.

Bheostats.
Carpenter En. Rheostat f:o.

I^al Ammoniac.
Ansonia Eiecirtc Co.
Innis A Co.
Klipstein, A.
Law Battery Co.

(Separators, ISteant.
Iiine Eliminator Co.

SilkBriid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

Silte lacHinery Wipers.
Am. Silk Mfg. Co.

I^peakins Tubes.
.Vnsonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel A Manger.
Knapp Electrical Works
Ostrander A Co., W. R.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicttors.
Queen A Co

. , Incorp.
Weston El. Instrument Co.

Steam Beatinsr.
Webster A Co.. Warren.

tfiteam Pomps.
Hubbard, Norman.
Worthington, Henry R.

Street Cars,
Brin, J. G. Co.

Tapes, Iv sulatiDs
American Electrical Works.
Ansonla Electric Co., The.
Central ElectricCo.
Crescent In. Wire A Cable Co.
CuehingA Morse.
International Okonite Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paini Co,

Telegraph Apparatus
Ansonla Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Selector A Signal Co.
Greely A Co.. The E. S
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones,
DTnger Elec. Tel. Mfg. Co.
Hubbard A Co.. Wm.
Western Electric Co.

'

Teepho'-e Sfoathpieces.
Marcus, W. N.

Transformers.
Ansonla Electric Co.
National Electric Mfg. Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.

Trolley Cord-
Samson Cordage Works.

Tri>oks. Elec rlc Car.
General ElectricCo.
Westinghouse EI. A Mfg. Co.

Tnrbloe Wheels,
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Lctfcl A Co.. Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
Stllwell A Blerce M(«. Co.

Universities.
Institute of Technology.
Rose Polyt. Institute.

Vaeuam Pumps.
Hubbard. Norman.

VarnlNlies.
Standard Paint Co.

Water Heaters.
WebstcrA Co.. Warren.

Water Wheels.
Leffel A Co .Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

IVIre. Bare.
.\nsonirt Electric Co., The.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulatod Wire Co.
Crescent In. Wire A Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Holmes. Booth A Haydens.
Knapp Klectrlcal Works.
National India Rubber Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roeblli^'s Sons' Co.. J. A.
Sperry El. Mining Mach. Co.
Washpuru A Moen Mfg. Co.
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WASHBURN & MOEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
MAEEES OF lEON, STEEL AND COPPES, and Manufacturers of IRON, STEEL AND COPPER WIRE for all Purposes.

Oldest and Largest Manufacturers of Electrical Wires in the World.

Bare and Insulated Copper Wire
fOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

(A
Galvanized Iron and Steel Telegraph Wire.^

Magnet Wire. Annunciator Wire. ^
Feed Wire. ^^

LEAD ENCASED WIRES. ^

Rubber, Weather-Proof and

Underwriter's Wire.

^oir^

KBSOI-UTEI-V

FIRE and WATER-PROOF WIRE;
S-u.x>e^lox> to

Anything' Heretolore Blade.

HARD DRAWN COPPER TROLLEY WIRE.

WOBBLE {l^igjTjA^^lTt^^ ""^^t^" OFFICK8 AND WA^KHOIISES
: { gSJ»^/e"A\V.>"c^"^tiV. igff^e^ft^ ^^VAV^S.^^^^*^

THE ATLANTIC FAN MOf OR-1893.
With iO-inch Fan,
Fan-guard and

Switch.
The Latfist Fan ilotor.

Novel and Original Constructioa.
Uneqnaled by any Fan Motor

Made for Battery Current, 4 Volls.

ATLANTIC PRIMARY
BATTERY,

India Bnbber Cells.
6>2 :£ 7 X S Inches High.

The best and most economical Bat-
tery for rnnning Fan Motors, sewing
and dental machines, phonographs, etc.

It is neat, compact and efficient.

AGENTS WANTED.
Send for Catalogue and Price List.

THE
ElsclroUcill&SpecultjCo,!

13S Liberty Street,
XBW TOKK.

Lundell Geilinir Fan outfit No. 569c.

wmm
1-6 H. P. Lundell Fan Motor,

speed of motor 1,500 revolu-

tions per minute at 110 volts.

Speed of fan 165 revolutions
per minute for constant poten-
tial, incandescent circuits up to
120 volts, self-oiling and eelf-

aligning bearings, 27-inch fan
blades. Motor finished in black
japan, with red and gold strip-

ing. Stem and canopy, antique
polished brass. Standard
length from ceiling to switch

iJs feet.

List Price, $52.00.

nisconnts
furnished npon

application.

INTERIOR CONDUIT & INSULATION CO.,
42-44 Broad Strict, SKW YUUK.

EI<^'- U JOHNSOS, President. E. W. LITTLE, Vice President and General ManOKOr .

3
FIRST SNAP,

Quick Brejik.

SECOND SNAP,

liow Price.

THIRD SNAP,

Free Sample.

X

O
Z

H
CD

U
"3

If)

SNAP KNIFE SWITCH.
AAlPEKEa—single Pule

| 15 | aS | 50 | 100 | 20U

Price (Discount tu) trade)
|
1.20 | 1.50 | 3 00

|
4.80 | 6

--
I

4U0
I

600
I

1000

6.00
I

8.25
I

10.50 | 15.00

CUTLER & KAIillMER,

Expert Electrical Worl<.

313 S.Canal St., Chicago.

ttme:

RockfordDynamotfMotor.

ROCKFORD ELECTRIC MANDFACTORING CO.,

ROCKFORD, ILL.SEE
C F
O F
N I

O C
M I

i E
C N
A T
L

-^ 'C

i

W,

10

ID
lO
16

MADE
amp.
amp.
amp.
amp.
amo.
amp.

XNTRIC.
"THAT'S THE SWITCH"

And We Control That Movement.

FUSIBLE

PENDANTS.

CS-^i;̂
s. p.
s. p.
3 way.
3 way.
D. P.
D. P.

»X", r».A-Ifii'3?E:, 10 South 18th street. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Kept in Stock and Sold by All Dealers.

( oniM-uhrtl Work,
deitt Work.
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NEW LUNDELL HANGING FAN MOTOR

NOISELESS,

EFFICIENT,

ADJUSTABLE

POLISHED

ANTIQUE BRASS
FINISH.

No One Should Be Warm.

OKONITE AND CANDEE WIRES. OKONITE AND MANSON TAPES.
INTERIOR CONDUIT. LUNDELL MOTORS.

CENTRALELECTRIC COMPANY,
I 16 and I 18 Franklin Street, Chicago, III.

GATE CITY ELECTRIC CO.
Kansas City, Mo.

WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
Omaha, Neb.

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
St. Louis, Mo.

ITER OR CDSD'.T &

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC CO.,

Manufacturers and Electrical Ensfineers.

39 and 41 Cortlandt Street,

Dynamos,

Motors and

Direct Current

Transformers

In all practical sizes and types.

]\rE!A;v

Special
Applications and

Designs.

Transmissions of
Pccirer about

Works
or Factories.

W0KK3, AMPERE, N. J.

Si>ecial Ventilating and Cooling Devices.

ANSONIA ELECTRIC CO.

102 Michigan Ave.,

CHICAGO, lUL-i

NEW ORLEANS ELECTRIC CO., RUSSELL & OFFICER ELECTRIC CO.

1(57 Gravier Street, 1735 Champa Street.

NCWORLCANS, UA. fiENVKR, ecu.

CUMNER, CRAIG & CO.

1 78 Devonshire St.,

BOSTON, MASS.
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ILLUMINATED DIAL POTENTIAL INDICATOR, (ONEHALF SIZE.)
By a modification of the Station Voltmeter a deflection per volt of '^g inch can be obtained. The instrument ie absolutely dead-beat and fully ae accurate as our Portable Direot-Readlni^ Standard Voltmeter.

The Weston Standard Portable Direct Current Voltmeters and Am
meters are used in all parts of the civilized world.

They are recognized by all authorities as the very best instrument
ever produced.

During the past year Mb. Weston has given much time to the

further study and improvement of these instruments, and has brought
them to a higher degree of permanency, durability, accuracy and ex-

cellence than vre ever thought possible. The New Model is the same
in external appearance as the old, but is vastly superior to the latter in

all that contrif)utes to a first-class instrument. It is the acme of per-

fection, and is destined to become and remain

The Standard Portable Instrument of the World.

We have perfected a larger model of these instruments—expressly

adapted 'or use as ahsoluU standards in stations and laboratories.

Weston Portable Alternating Current Voltmeters.

These instruments are absolutely permanent and very accurate, and
ire incomparably superior to any form of hot wire instrument known.
They will be found invaluable in securing and maintaining uniformity

and economy of operation of alternating current plants.

We mil lie- mulHpUerH for une with tfiene instruments
to extend their range so as to measure the highest voltage met with on
primary circuits.

We also muke sixte n different ranges of moderate priced, high grade

Dead-Beat Switch-board Ammeters.
The capacity ranges from 35 amperes to 750 amperes. These instruments are

a new type, and a'e very accurite and well made. The scales are very regular, the
instruments very sensitive, tbo-oughly durable and absolutely permanent, and their
indications are n^ t sensibly affected by the most powerful external fields.

In addition, we are making a full line of Direct Current

Station and Isolated Plant Voltmeters,

in three sizes and many ranges. Th^sc instruments are very dead beat, and embody
many new and valiialile features.

They are spi'ciully adapted for railway and power plants, and are well suited
for arc and incandescent light circuits, and all other work requiring jjrood nnd
tlioritiighl}) trastworthy Voltmetem, They are specially designed for
switch board use.

We are also making a large lino of high grade

STATION AMMETERS,
in ranges from 200 to .'j.OOO amperes, with absolutely proportional scales throughout
the entire range. The sensibility aod accuracy of these instrumcnta have never
been approached. A 1.200 ampere instrumei t will Indicate, with full load or no
load. Ill; turning on or off of a singe lamp, and can be read In any part of tbe
scale to one ampeic. They are very dead-beat, Imndsnmo In design and finish,

permanent, durable and well made, and moJcralo In price.

S« oir elaborate exhibit at World's Pair, S, E. orner second floor, Electricity BalldlDg, where onr representative will be pleised to recelYe lisltors.

THE WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRIENT CO,
114-120 William St., Newark, N. J., U. S. A.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.
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OUR LATEST SPECIALTY:

The Acme Portable Testing Set.

Is the most COMPACT, COMPLETE, CONVENIENT
and ACCURATE portable resistance set ever placed on the
market, and as such strongly appeals to CONSTRUCTION
and INSPECTING ENGINEERS, STATION SUPERINTEN-
DENTS. TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE MANAGERS,
MANUFACTURERS OF DYNAMOS, MOTORS, La MPS and
GENERAL SUPPLIES.

It comprises: WHEATSTONE BRIDGE. RHEOSTAT,
D'ARSONVAL DEAD-BEAT GALVANOMETER, and ALU-
MINUM IODINE BATTERY of twelve cells, all in a hand-
some mahoginy box. 8'/i In. ^byi in. x 6 in , and weighs
LfeSS THAN SIX POUNDS.

MAGNETIC FIELDS and MECHANICAI. VIBRA-
TIONS produce no visible efiect, and tests can be made as
ACCURATELY in a DYNAMO ROOM or on SHIPBOARD
as in a college LABORATORY.

Correspondence is invited with interested parties who
should write us for descriptive circular No. 445.

THE SET CAN BE OBTAINED FROM THE TRADE
GENERALLY AS A STANDARD ARTICLE.

STANDARD APPARATUS A'k WORLD'S FAIR.
Our handsome exhibit, ELECTRICITY BUILDING, GROUND FLOOR, NORTH

END, contaias a full lioe of Specialties in Standard Measuring Instruments, to a care-
ful examination of which THE PUBLIC IS CORDIALLY INVITED. Some pieces of
new design, such as the "Acme" Testing Sets, Cable Testing Sets, Conductivity Bridge,
Ryan Electrometers, Condensers. D'Arsonval Galvanometers, Testing Batteries, etc ,

have alreadv attracted DESERVED NOTICE.
The EXPERTS in charge will always be pleased to show EVERY ATTENTION

to our many friends. ^_^^^^^^^^^^^

QUEEN & CO., INCORPORATED, PHILADELPHIA.
Send 5c. stamp for illustrated catalogue of Electrical Test Instruments, No. I 66.

"M-V" TOLTIIETER.

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC COfflPAM

FORT WAYNE, IND.

Manutacturers of Apparatus for Arc Lighting; Alternating Current Lighting; Direct

Current Incandescent Lighting; Generators for Railway and other Motor Circuits; Accurate

Measuring Instruments, Meters and General Supplies. This apparatus possesses the highest

Electrical EfiBciency, best Mechanical Construction, and the most Artistic Design.

The Armature of the new "Wood" Iron Clad Slow Speed Alternator is indestructible.

These dynamos are being manufactured in the following sizes: 750 light, 1,500 light,

3,000 light and 6,000 light capacity.

Twenty-six styles "Wood" Arc Lamps for Constant Current Circuits, Constant Potential

Circuits and Alternating Circuits. Noiseless, no extra rheostat.

The largest stations in existence are of the Fort Wayne Company's System.

See our Apparatus in operation at our World's Fair Exhibit.

NEW YORK, 42 and 44 Broad Street.

CHICAGO, 185 Dearborn Street.

PHILADELPHIA, 907 Filbert Street.

PITTSBURGH, 406 Times Building.
COLUMBUS, OHIO, 57 East State Street.

SYRACUSE, Kirl( Building.
SAN FRANCISCO, 35 New Montgomery Street.

CITY OF MEXICO.
DALLAS, TEX.
NEW ORLEANS, 52 Union Street.
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Manufacturers and Dealers

-IN-

GENERAL

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS

AND

SUPPLIES.

'?

>;<, .' S

HAVE YOn RECEIVED ODR JDNE BULLETIN?

It is Now Ready—
You Can't Afford to Miss It.

If You Have Not Received

It, Send For a Copy.

OUR JUNE ISSUE
-IS-

Devoted Exclusively

-TO-

HOUSE GOODS SUPPLIES.

SEND BUSINESS CARD
FOR OUR

New No. 25 Fixture Catalogue.

IT WILL BE READY FOR DISTRIBUTION
BY THE FIFTEENTH.

General Offices and Salesrooms; 201, 203, 205 and 207 So. Canal St.,
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C. <Sc C
Electric Motors and Dynamos. NEW EDDY MOTDR.

Electric Lighting and Electrical Transmission

of Power.

The C. & C. Electric Motor Co.,
GENERAL OFFICE:

402 and 404 Greenwich St., New York.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREROOMS.

CHICAGO, 201 Madison St. BOSTON, 63 Oliver St,

PHILiDELPHIA, 43 Nortli Tth Street.

Agencies in all principal cities.

Our Individual Arc Light

and Motor Cut-Outs

.p^fre:

ISEXjT-A-BXj^.1

r:co^T02j:ic-^i-.,

SI3iv£E=>I-.E:,

And Require Only One Small Wire.

SELECTOR & SIGNAL CO,

(Successor to ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE CO..)

45 Broadway, NEW YORK.

MULTIPOLAR GENERATORS FOR RAILWAY AND
POWER PURPOSES.

PERFECT IN CONSTRUCTION.

CorreBpon<a.eiice Solicited..

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MFG. CO,,
WINDSOR, CONN.

in2 Havemeyer Bldg., NEW YORK.
G06 Commerce St., PHILADELPHIA.

30 Oliver Street, BOSTON.

71)5 Delaware Street. KANS.\S CITY. MO.

U17 and 141S ITonadoock Bldg., CHICAGO.
170 Second St., PORTLAND, OREGON.

134 E. Clh St., ST. PAUL, SITNN.

Cuj-iihoga Building. CLEVELAND, OHI'>

CALUMET

Electric Manufacturing

AND ENGINEERING GO.,
L. A. HINE,

Pres't and Sec'y.
L. J. OTIS,

Treasurer.
G. E. DORMAN,

VIce-Pres't and Designer.

GAiiUMET Fan Motors.

Slow Speed.

Straight Feed

Carbon Brushes.

Durable

Commutators,

with many

Segments.

Our Large

Armature

Operates

with Success

on 500

Volt Circuits.

High Efficiency.

Electric

Emery Grinders

and Burnishers.

DlroLt Ourreut. Unck View—showlog Brashes.

Dynamos and Motors
OF ANY SIZE AND VOtTAGE.

Office, 403, 172-174 S. Clinton St., CHICAGO.
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THE SPERRY ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.
P

Street Railway Apparatus.

ELASTICALLY SUPPORTED MOTORS. FLEXIBLE CONNECTIONS.

BRUSH SYSTEM !
All double carbon arc lamps at the Columbian Exposi-

tion are Brush, or under Brush license

South Park, Chicago, has a model lighting plant. All

Brush Apparatus.

New Illinois Central Depot, Chicago, is equipped with
Brush Electric Lighting Apparatus.

Chicago Beach Hotel is just installing a large Brush
lighting plant.

If you are interested in Electric ILighting or Power
Apparatus, send for Catalogues or Call on

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY,
General Offices: Chica€:o Offices:

CLEVELAND, OHIO. MOIVADNOCK BUILDING.

THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.,

No lyoise. No ITITearing Out of Gears.

IDEAL STREET CAR MOTORS AND POWER GENERATORS.
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Columbia Incandescent Lamps.
UNEQUALED IN QUALITY.

CUSTOMERS FOLLY PROTECTED FROM CLAIMS FOR INFRINGEMENT.

Every new customer forwarding us an initial order for Columbia Lamps will receive by
express, prepaid, a hands >mely framed portrait of Henry Goebel, the inventor of the incan-
descent lamp. Copies are now being forwarded to all our old customers. Should aty one
fail to receive one, please ask for same, and it will be forwarded.

The Columbia Incandescent Lamp Co.,""ore.,St. Louis, Mo.

ARE WE IN IT?
The fact of our equipping a factory with a capacity five

times larger than our old one, rather looks like it. We Jlild

to do it to supply the continually increasing demand

promptly. You are invited to call at the new offices of the

American Battery Co., in the new Security Buildiog,

188 Madison Street, Chicago, and examine what has proved

to be after a year's trial the best and most durable lypc

of storage Battery made. Especially adapted for trac-

tion, train and stationary lighting, and boat pro-

pulsion.

Only Snccessfal Alternating Current Arc Laip.

10
LOW TENSION ALTERNATING CURRENT

Over 30,000 Helloa Lampa In daily operation In Earope, and more than 1,000 Lamps already in

operation in America. The only Arc Lamp which burns as ateadlly as an lucandeBcent Lamp. MoBt
ecoQomloal Arc Lamp for Central Station or Consumer. Write US for our Sew Catalogue.

THE HELIOS ELECTRIC COMPANY,
1300~f«-lO Filbert Street, PHiIiADKL.PHlA, PA. V. H. A.

Eastern Agents:
STANLEY ELECTKIC MFG. 00.,

Fltt8fieltl,Ma88.

Western Agents: Southeastern Agency:
THE AN30NIA ELECTRIC 00., SOUTUERN ELECTRIC CO

,

Chicago, III. Hoen Bldg., Baltimore, Md.

Eastern Penn. and Southern N. J. Agency: Southwestorn Ageute:
RADIANT ELECTRIC CO., ST. LOUIS ELECTKICAL SUPPLY CO.

1223 Market Street, Philadelphia, Pa. St. Loula, Mo.

VOLTMETER SWITCH.
Are yon a Station Manager? If so consider this.

OUR NEW
VOLTMETER

SWITCH.

This switch eoables the attendant U.

determine the voltage on any of the

various circuits diverging from one or

more dynamos.

Particularly Practical for
Isolated Plants.

Send for our Catalogue.

ELGCTRIC ENGINPRII ind Wm (JO.

New York Office, 126 Liberty St. SYRACUSE, H. Y., V. S. A.

Day's Kerite.

Highest Crade of

Insulation for

Electric Wires and Cables.

GUSHING & MORSE, GeDeral Western Agents,

226 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

ARMATURE AND FIELD COIL VARNISH, INSULATING TAPE,

THE OLD STANDARD P. AND B. INSULATING COMPOUND.

PB
A full line of P. and

B. products on exhibi-

tion in both the Elec-

trical and Manufac-

tures and Liberal Arts jgij

Buildings at the Co-

lumbian Exposition.

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.,
MANUKAOTURKKS.

2 Liberty St., NEW YORK, N. Y.

PABAFriNE PAIKT CO..
no BATTERY STREET, - - - SAN FRANOISrO, OAt..,

Parinc Coatt IMaimrnrlurers.

P*B
- 321-.Hi1 S. 3d SI.. St. Louis, Mo.

. 830 Littorty Avo.. PlllsburRh. P«.
- -IK \V. 4th St , CiQC-iQDAtl. Ohio.

- SO-JI N. 4lh St., Philadelphia, r«.

Visitors to the F,iir

are welcome

at our

CHICAGO OFFICE.

871 •Tho Rookery."

F. O. SAWYER PAPER CO.,
ROBBINS EI.ECTllIC CO ,

rOST-Gl.OVER KI.EC, CO.,
NOVELTY ELECTRIC CO

.

AXSOMA ELECTRIC CO.,
Rflodnlph St. and Michigan Avo., Chicago, III.

PETTINGKLL, ANDREWS Si CO.,
Iii-J.*>0i E. Sumnior St., Roston, Ma!°«.

SOOTHKKN ELECTRIC CO., - Uo,-n liulldlug. Ualtminrc. Md.
JULIOS ANDRAE, - - MilnnUkeO, Wis.

Aad Supply Uousos Evcrytrbero.
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DIRECT.

DIAMETER OF BLADES
10 inches.

KEEP COOL
BY USING OUR NEW FAN MOTORS.

Designed for Either Alternating or Direct Current.

Handsome Design—Very Efficient.

Price, Complete with Cord and Socket Plug

Only $15.00.
When ordering state whether Alternating or Direct Motor is wanted and kind of

Socket in use. S-nt C. 0. D. upon receipt of $5.00 with order.

Discount to trade in quantity.

ALTERNATING.

MANUFACTUEED BY

NOVELTY ELECTRIC CO.,
50-52-54 North 4th Street, PHILADELPHIA.

KVEBY KIIVD OF KLECTRIO IfATRKIAIi AND BUPPLIE*.

DIAMETER OF BLADE3
9 inches.

CaniTF
INSULATOR ^^

Solo Mamif:ictiirer of Micanite Plates. Oommntator SeKmpnte. Rings.
Washers, Tubes, Troughs, Taper Rings, Cloih, Paint, elc.,

FOR ELECTRICAL INSULATION.

PES,STEREO
MICA INSULATOR CO.

218 WATER STREET, NEW YORK.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB ELECTBICAIi USES;

GrmpMte Bods of TarionB lienstlis, from 1-5 Ohm to 100 Ohms Besistance
to the inch, f^raphite Boxes and Crncibles, Beslsting Heats

of 4.0OO Oegrrees. Inquiries ti^ladly Ansiv^ered.

(OS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

pOflCELAiNg
fANUFACTORY.

\0^ l^-IS6hR££NEdT

^rfV^^E^'d*/"^ 'BrooklVn,N,Y.'

"I

TH/S CUT
Bepres«Dta onr l>oable Coil

32 Candle Power

BUCKEYE
LAMP.

IT HA-S 2sro EQ-cr^L.

The •Buckeye'' wetM the Pace

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, O.
CHICAGO. 437 THE ROOKERY." NEW YORK. 49 DEY STREET.

You Will Oblige

Both Advertiser and Publisher
by mentioning the WESTERN
ELECTRICIAN when writing
to advertisers.

NEW ENGLAND BUTT CO.,
PROVIDENCE, R. I., U. S. A.

H. N. FENNER, Treasurer and Qeneral Manager.

ll'our Head PoliHhinzr Machine.

MANUFAOTUKEKS OF

ForCovei-ins TSLEUB.^PH. TELEPHOXE anil EL.KCTRIC lilUHT WIKIB-

Large single and double BKAIDERS for coverlug Cablo3. Single, Doable and Triple Winders.
Improved Six Spindle Flyer Winder for Magnet Wires.

FINE CASTINGS A SPECIALTY.
Location at World's Columbian Exposition; Department of Electricity.

Department No. 137, Group 120, Section T, Space No. 13.

AANUfACTURERS

\

OReANIZED <88I.

INCORPORATED 18B3.

vRp^i^^p Arc LA/nPS

STABLISHCD V

1-ACT: J

rsR INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

Tlli: ONLY ARC LAMP THAT
WORKS SATISrACTORILY ON AN
INCANDESCCNT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PMOTO-CNGRAVING. T! lEATRiCAL.

AND SEARCH LA/APS.

^i?^^

TMC ELHCTRIC
CONSTF^UCTION & SUPPLY CO.

LNITV UUiLDINO,

cnic/vso.

TCLr.PMOt.n KUILXMNO.

NEW YOHK.
Search Light No. 13.
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Westinehouse Electric & Mfe. Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF APPARATUS FOR

Arc Lighting, Incanteent Ligiiting,

LON6 DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,

Street Railway Generators, Motors, Appliances and

Incandescent Lamps.

Our Alternating Current Incandescent Apparatus is in use in 508
Central Stations. Our Direct Current Apparatus in 2,500 Isolated

Plants.

We are now transmitting Light and Power various distances up to

28 miles from the source. Our Multipolar Railway Generator and
Single Reduction Motors have worked a revolution in the Electric

Railway field.

The Sawyer-Man Stopper Lamp, made by us, has now been on the

market since last January, and during that time it has proved itself the

best and cheapest Incandescent Lamp offered to the public.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL LEADING CITIES.

Agents for Canada:

AHEARN & SOPER, - OTTAWA, ONT
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MASTIF'ACTURED BY

WM. BROOKFIELiD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

w PARANITE.H
"Ulo,

'^13 V^r
s^^^

WIRES AND CABLES,

PC)

^ PARANITE.

•o'J*'

^«^a

>

'"y.

GEO. PORTER,
CONTRACTOR FOR

ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL WORK,

Room 67, 143 La Salle St., CHICAGO

Room 9, Commarclal BIk. SOUTH CHICtGO

Telephone. M.mn 191-

Ttie Ostiorne Steam Enpeerins Co.,

Rooms 714.715, 167 Dearborn St.. > Chicago
Representative wort now la courao of construc-

tion, 2 000 H. P. Heat, Light and Power Plant for
the Pabst Heat, Light & Povftjr Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Those who cooteraplate the construction of simi-
lar plants on improved and economical lines will

do well to communicate with iih>. Piret, be sure
you will t^et the best, then go ahead.

Mem. Am*r. See M. E., Mem. Amer. last E- E. University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wia.

P!,ii:^. ?i'eL-)fieati>"ins, estimates, and te.=ta of nil l;ind^ of plnntR for electric lipht or pnwor.

SAMSON BRAIDED CORD.
I

Ib the most dara-
ble for hanging

I Arc Lamps,
I
T rol le y

1 Cord, Cov
ering Field

MapnetB, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SASISON CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

The BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA CO.

THE BEST GRADES OF

and Ca^toles
For under ground, under water, and all other conditions.

Address 420-426 East 25th Street, - - NEW YORK-
HF:kkv a. KKEO, Secretary and Slanaeer.

Write for Prices.

WAGNER

Fan Motors
FOR DIRRCT OR
AI^TKRJfATIKG
CrBRUNTS.

1893 TYPE.
Full yi, Horse Power.

Six Blade Twelve-inch Fan.
Self-Oiling.
Constant Speed.
The King of Fan Motors.

Central Stations cannot olttain a
more profitable Mpeeialty 10 handle
du'iiigthe summer.

TAYLOR, GOODHUE £ AMES,
348 Dearborn Street, CHICAfeiO, ILL.

FOR SALE.
Three 35-Lfght Waterhouse Dynamos.
One 300 Light B.ush.
Two 6-5-L'ght Van Depoele Arc Dynamos.
One 600-Light United Sta'es Aliernator.
One 600-L'ght United States, 110 vol'.

Fifteen 1.200-C. P. brinh Arc Lamps.
Sixty No. 16 Biiish Arc Lairps.

Rose Electric Light Supply Co.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
BRANCH: Electrical Exchang; Building, New York.

All Sizes

QualitiesMICA
For Electrical Porposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & C0.»
21s n'ater »!itreet, New York.

W. H. SILLS, 86 Lake street, CHICAGO, ILL-

.Sole Agents for '* flllcanite."

•XJIIH

SAL-AMMONIAC,
Guaranteed Over 99 Per Cent. Fue.

x]>TZia'xs c^ 00.,
161 Klnzle St. Chirseo.

CANDELABRA,
Miniature and Special

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

For Information and prices covering Candelabra,
Miniature and Special Incandescent Lamps, ad-
dress the

EDISON DECORATIVE AND

MINIATURE LAMP DEPARTMENT,

HABBISON, 'S.J.

CHAS. H. WILSON. GEO. W. JAUKSON.

WILSON £ JACKSON,
GENERAL CONTRACTORS,

street and Highway constrnctlon, Electric Conduits, Subways, Sewers, Railroad and Masonry Work.

Telephone Main 140.

Times Building, CHICAGO.

JENNEY HIGH GRADE ELECTRIC

APPARATUS.
Jenney I lectric Motor Company,

CHPAGO: 932 Konadnock Building. INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND CATALOGUE 15.

BOSTON.
PHILADELPHIA.

::^©ni-y n
Chicago Branch, 93 and 95 Lake Street.

ST. LOUIS.
DENVER.

Can You Use
>\

5 and 10 Ampere

PAISTE

SINGLE POLE

SWITCHES?

-fiK
4*nrrl«'i! In Hlock l)y

HllJ»|ll>' IIOUMfN.

Hi
^ These and Ottier ThlDgs made by

Tie Bryaiit Eleclric Codipdf,
BRIDGEPORT, CONN., and CHICAGO

1522 Mooadnock Bnildiae. THOS. G GRIER, Western Rcprcgcntativc.

THE T. C. SOCKET.
P.rliaoD VA.
TtinmMon.ffba.tOD T -II.

j

Sawjr-r-.Wan H -H.)

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIRECT-

DRIVEN" Slow-Speed Gener

atora for Electric Lighting and

Power. Low Running Expense.

Insulated Wire and Flexible

Cords. Estimates furnished.

Isolated Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 601 Girard Building.

BUFFALO, 50 Terrace.

WORKN AT BKIDQEPORT, COHTBT.
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Electricity at the World*s Fair.

Among the noteworlhy electrical fealures at the

World's Fair ore of the most remarkable h the

five-foot Schuckert search-light projector which is

mounted on the northweslern corner of the roof

promenade on the manufactures building, and which

is in operation on every Tuesday, Thursday and

Saturday evening- There seems to be no question

that this is the largest projector ever made, and it is as-

serted that the light from it will be easily seen, under favor-

able conditions, at Milwaukee, over eighty miles away.

This lamp, which was made especially for the World's

Columbian Exposition, was manufactured by Schuckert &
Co., of Nuremberg, Germany, and is in charge of Fred

W. Tischendoerffir, the World's Fair represent-

ative of this firm. Completely mounted, it stands about

eight and one-half feet above the platform on which it

is erected. An idea of its size may be gained by com-

parison with the roan standing beside it in the illustration.

The parabolic mirror, which perhaps constitutes the most

important part of the lamp, has a working diameter of

five feet with a thickness of about yi of an inch, and six

The feed of the carbons, which are placed in the lamp

in a direction parallel to the axis of the drum, is automatic-

ally accomplished, and a device is also provided by means

of which ihe carbons are separated and the arc established

automaiically, so that it is only necessary lo turn en the

current to get the full force of the light at occe. The
positive carbon is 38 millimelers in diameter and iLe

negative carbon 26 millimeters. The lamp can be worked

by hand, as is done at present, or by means of electric

mo'ors placed under the base of ihe stand.

which can be operated some di>tance away if

"1

FIG. I. ELECTRICITY AT THE

The illustration on this page shows the big lamp as

mounted in its present position. The background is

formed by the view of the exposition grcunds and sur-

rounding country visible from the lofty perch, 230 feet

above the ground, on which the search-light is plated.

The building most prcminently shown is horiicultuial

hall, in front of which the winding paths of the weeded

island (an be plainly discerned. To the right the lofty

structure of the Ferris revolving wheel can be easily dis-

tinguished. At the time the photcgraph was taken the

projector was pointed in such a direction that an inveited

reflection of the battle-ship and the British government

building could be seen in the parabolic mirror. This also

may be detected in the reproduction by the close ob-

server.

WORLDS FAIR.— THE GREAT SCHUCKERT I'ROJECTOR ON T

months was consumed in the labor of grinding and polish-

ing it. The back is heavily coated with silver, protected

by a specially prepared paint. The mirror is fastened by

springs in the dium so as to provide for expansion due lo

the heat. Exhaustive experiments have demonstrated

that the parabolic glass mirror is the mcst perfect method

for projecting the rays of an arc lamp for search-light pur-

poses, as it not only takes up the greater part of the rays

from the crater of the arc. but is also best adapted for the

reflection of the most intense ra>s. It utilizes in the

highest degree and with the greatest efficiency the useful

spheric angle of the light. It seems therefore lo be

assured that whatever imprcvemctt asy be made in

search-lights in the fulute the parabolic miiror will form

an integral portion of the mechanism of the lamp.

HE MANUFACTURES BUILDING.

necessary. In order to secure the best effect and a steady

light the positive carbon is made with a core of soft glass,

thus producing at all times a regularly proportioned crater.

The ratio of the cross-sections of the positive and cegaiivc

carbons is such that both arc burned away equally, tfcus

keeping the focus of the lamp always in the same position.

Means are provided, however, by which the fceus cf the

lamp can be easily charged to obtain divergence cf the

rays, convergence or a beam of concentrated light. The
arc can be seen from the culside of the drum by meats of

angle mirrors snd co'orcd glass slides and is thus capable

of easy regulation. The drum coniainirg the mcchacism

of the lamp presents a dull bl.ick surface both inside and

out. It is thoroughly ventilated in a manner which does

not sftect the arc and at the same lime pievents cver-heat-
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ing of the iriTror. It cm be turned id any direction,

either horizontally or vertically. The current is supplied

from a dynamo in machinery hall, the feeders being laid in

subways to the manufactures building, where they are

conducted upward on the iron trusses supporting the roof.

The current strength for the big lamp is 150 amperes at

a potential of 6d volts at the lamp terminals, and No. 0000

wire is used for the conductors. It is calculated that the

strength of the arc itself is 47,000 candle power, which is

magnified on the surface of the mirror to 194,000,000

candle power.

Beside the big projector the firm exhiblis three other

search-lights on the roof of the manufactures building,

with projector diameters of respectively four, three and

two feet. Each search light is provided with an ad-

jacent switch-house, equipped with a water-proof

cover, containing resistance coils, measuring iDStrumenls,

safety fuses, cut-outs and tools used about ihe lamps.

Two of the lamps are as yet unprovided with feeders, but

in a short time all four will be in operation three nights

everj' week. As soon as the weather is clear Mr. Tischen-

doerfer purposes to make some legits to display the

strength of the light from i is big lamp, and it is confidently

expected that some astonishing results will be obtained.

The large electric sign of the Westinghouse company

on the southern wall of the electricity building is nearing

completion, and a good idea of its final appearance may

now be gained. The central feature is a massive head

of Columbus, closely studded with incandescent lamps, so

that at night the features of the great discoverer will stand

out as a picture of light. Ths fl;sh tints are represented

by pink lamps, the hairby white and the frock by blue.

The portrait is iS feet high. Above it, arranged in a

semi-circle, are the words, "Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Co.," while below is the name 'Colum-

bus," with "1492" and '1892" on either side. The lettei-

ing is outlined by lamps of cl.;ar glass. The decoration

can hardly fail to e.KCite much attention. It was des'gned

by \V. G. Walter.

In the whole exposition there are few more intert sting

exhibits than that made by the navy department on the

model battleship Illinois. To the electrical man

ihs lighting features possess an especial attraction, but be-

fore pissing to the consideration of the electrical plant a

few words descriptive of this unique piece of naval archi-

tecture must be prefacerl. The structure is a full sized

ninth street, Jackson Park, on a substantial foundation of

piling and heavy limbers. The sides of the hull, up to the

line of the main deck, are built of brick, and are shaped

accurately to the lines of the vessel, and finished inside and

outside with a heavy coating of cement. The sides of the

superstructure, the redoubts, and the i3-inch and eight-inch

barbettes, turrets and guns are constructed of wood fram-

ing, covered with cement worked over metal lathing. Other

parts are, in most cases, of similar material to that used in

the construction of the coast-Hne battle-ships. Nothing is

shoft-n below the berth deck, which rests on the timber

mP Ei:^3^^'S)^,^>^

FIG, 5 ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLDS FAIR.—DIAGRAM
OF SWITCHBOARD ON BATTLE-SHIP ILLINOIS.

framing over pile heads, rendering it impossible to exhibit

the boikrs and machinery. The berth deck is the exhibit

space proper, and on it are to be found the greater part of

all the exhibit'5. All the principal fittings of a modern

wir vessel are shown in their places, and although many

alterations in the plans of the originals have been made

(between decks especiall)), due to the double function of

yffujf/f'^f/if/^r'ci/i// Cii.

ELECTklCllY AT THE V/OKLD S FAIR,— DIAGRAM OP CONNECTIONS OF TIIF. MOTOR GKNF.KATOR ON
fJATTLK-Smr ILLINOIS.

model above the water line of the Oregon 'jpc of battle-

ships now bu'idin;; for the Unit<d States navy. These

Tcssel* have a Icnjjth onload-watcriinc cf 348 feet; extreme

breadth, f/)% feet'.di'placeinenr, 10,231 tons; icaximum in-

dicated horse power, 9,000; estimated »•.-» speed, 15 Icnols,

The main battery coniiats of four 13-inch rifles, mounted

in pairsin lorretA forward and aft on the main deck, to-

gether with eight ci^ht-inch rifles mounted in pairs in turrets

on each aide of the superstructure deck, forward and aft,

and four s^x-Jnch rifles. The secondary battery i.s (fficicnt,

and p-OTisi .n is made for the discharge of torpedoes

aod for rammirg. The ship is protected by heavy arrtor,

ranging from i3 to five inches in thickness,

Tbe liliaois is built in Lake Michigao. opposite Fifiy-

the structure, as an exhibit of itstlf and to house the ex-

hibit of the navy department, the Illinois is a faithful repro*

duclion, in appearance, of the coast-line battle-ships. An
excellent picture of the ship, taken from the most recent

photograph, is shown in Fig. 2.

The electrical plant is located on the berth deck, a wiring

plan of which is shown in Fig. 3, the varying styles of

fixtures being indicated by different characters. It pro-

vides current for 350 16 candle power incandescent lamps,

two 38,000 candle prnwer search lights and a few motors.

In the ships of which the Illinois is a model the plant con-

sists of two lO kilowatt marine j;cDcraling sets of the Gen-

eral Klcclric company's type, tl.c dynamos being multipo-

lar and directly coupled to engines. Two of these sc's

have been duly installed on the "brick steamship" in

the space indicated on the plan, Fig. 3, In the absence

of s'.eam on the vessel, however, these engines and dyna-

mos perform no actual service, but are merely shown as

exhibits. Occasionally the dynamo of one set is run as a

motor to give visitors an idea of its operation. The real

work is done by a motor generator, located just forward of

the marine sets. This consists of a 5C0 volt, multipolar, 50

horse power motor, directly coupled to an 80 volt, 32

kilowatt multipolar dynamo, the whole constituting a di-

rect current transformer, by which the 500 volt current

taken from the intramural railway circuits at the end of

the pier is reduced to a pressure of 80 volts, the regula-

tion navy standard. In order to overcome the fluctuations

of current occurring on an electric railroad line it was

found necessary to employ a wall controller especially de-

signed for this purpose. This device is operated autc-

matically, and cuts resistance in and out of the shunt

winding of the motor. The connections of the motor and

generator.withthe wall controller, are shown diagrammatic-

ally in Fig. 4. All the wiring has been done in strict ac-

cordance with the requirements of permanent naval work,

and the whole plant, indeed, may be regarded as the most

thorough specimen of marine electrical work thus far un-

dertaken at a point so far inland as Chicago. A diagram

of the switchboard is shown in Fig. 5. The wiring is on

the water-tight system, and all the fixtures are water-tight.

In the junction boxes, for instance, the wires pass through

rubber glands and the top is secured down on a rubber

gasket. A group of the electric fixtures used on the Illinois

is illustrated in Fig, 6. Beginning on the left is a signal

lantern, next is an officer's desk light, while farther to the

right is around ceiling fixture showing above an Ardois sig-

nalling lantern of red and white. Next is a battle lantern,

which has a slide, so that the light may be completely hid-

den during an engagement, when these lanterns would be

brought into play in manipulating the guns. Farther on

is a bulkhead fixture, with a portable lamp just below it

and a deck lantern to the right. The big fixture that comes

next contains one of the running lights—the lights placed

on the bows of all vessels in navigable waters to indicate,

by their color and position, the course of the vessel at

night—and in this case being the red or port lantern. The
fixture farthest to the right, and the tallest of all, contains

a magazine light, by means of which the

ammunition magazines are lighted. The rule

against admitting fire into the powder magazines

is extremely rigorous, and so these rooms are

lighted by square fixtures, which are placed in niches in the

outer walls of the magazines, the light shining into the

rooms through round bu'ls-eye windows.

There are two search-lights, one on the pilot house,

port side, and the other on top of the hammock berthing,

supsrstructure aft, starboard side. A picture of the latter

is given in Fig. 7, and, following the plain directions just

given, every reader of the Western Electrician who
visits the ship should be able to find it without further in-

quiry. Each search-light takes 80 amperes of current at

80 volts pressure.and may be electrically controlled. In the

base of each stand is a motor, and the controlling ap-

paratus is placed in some protected part of the ship. In

the case of the lamp shown in Fig. 7, however, the

switchboard is just abaft the binnacle. The operator can.

by means of switches, elevate or lower the projector, turn
' it to right or left, or it can be set to work automatically,

sweeoing the horizon in both directions at any arc the

operator may desire. These search-lights are operated on
evsry open evening, and attract much attention.

The ship is equipped with a complete set of Ardois elec-

tric signaling lanterns, the method of operating which

has heretofore been described in this journal. There are

five double lanterns (one being shown in Fig. 6), and
they are operated by means of a key-board in the pilot-

house. The lanterns are suspended by a double jack-stay

on. the port side of the military mast, extending downward
from the upper fighting top at intervals of ten feet. Any
ordinary message can be spelled out by the red and white

lights.

In addition to the dynamo plant a battery of 100 storage

Cills, arranged in series of 25 each, is provided. The
cells miy be discharged in multiple with the generator, or,

incase of accident, the lights can be supplied from the

bitleries alone. Two .Sturcevant blowers operated by

\i horse power Gcner.al KIcctric motors are on exhibition

in the dynamo and storage battery rooms, and a two horse

power motor is used in the machine shop to drive lathes,

planers, shapers, etc.

The electrical equipment of the vessel was furnished

and installed by the General Klectric compiny, and the

work was done under the direction of F. IT. Altekamp,

foreman of construction In the marine department, and

C. C. Matiisori, electrical expert. These gentlemen arc
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always glad to explain the features of the plant to all

visitors interested in electricity.

On the occasion of the first visit of the Princess

Eulali I to the fair on Thursday of last week an

especial effort was made to furnish an attrac-

tive elcctiic display .in the evening. Among
other special features was the word "Eulalia" in letters of

fire on the summit of the tower of light in electricity build-

ing. Everybody noticed it.

The Hardtmuth carbon exhibit in the electricity build-

ing. Eig. S, is attracting considerable attention. Hardtmuth

& Co., of Vienna, evidently appreciate the increasing de-

mand for high-grade carbons in the United States, and

have, in connection with their American representative,

the International Thomson- Houston company, made a

creditable exhibit. Both solid and cored carbons are

shown, varying in diameter from i-S of an inch to 12

inches. It is said that Hardtmuth ^v: Co. have the largest

carbon manufacturing plant in the world, and that they

Storage Battery Controversy at Hartford.
The special committee appointed by the city council of

Hartford, Conn., to investigate the working of the storage

battery system of street car propulsion as used by the

Milford & Hopedale, Mass., Street Railway company, and

report upon the advisability of its adoption in Hartford,

has concluded its labors. Three reports arc presented,

one by Prof. Robb, of Trinity College, engaged as an elei-

trical expert, which condemns the system; one by the ma-

jority of the committee, recommending its adoption for

trial, but providing for the use of the trolley system if the

former be found inefficient; and one by the minority,

urging the adoption of the Milford system and none other.

Prof. Robb's report is, of course, the only one of any scien-

tific value, but he admits that its value is impaired by the

refusal of the storage officials to allow him to make any

efficiency tests of their batteries. la his report he says

his opinion is based upon an inspection of the plant of the

company at Milford and upon measurements made with

FIG. 2. ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLDS FMR^IHE BATTLE-SHIP ILLINOIS.

control over two-thirds of the entire business in Europe.

Morilz von Hardtmuth is Icoking after the interests of his

company in Chicago. The World's Columbian Expo-

sition has purchased 100,000 of these carbons for use in

arc lamps running on incandescent and motor circuits.

Siemens & Halske's electric scenic theater on the Mid-

way T'laisance was opened by a special afternoon perform-

ance on Friday of last week.

Two enterprising exhibitors in the northern end of the

electricity building— the Elektron Manufacturing company

and the Ansonia Electric company—are carrying their

friends to the gallery in electric elevators, for which a

great multitude rise up and call ihem blessed.

As in every other department of the exposition, the

artistic taste of the French is shown in their exhibit in

Mr. Rogers, electrician of the Eddy Electric company, of

the power required to run the car during the eleven mile

run at the time of the committee's visit to Milford 00 May
1st. Prof. Robb continues:

An inspection of the Milford system shows that under
the supervision of Messrs. Usher and Stevens, the Milford

& Hopedale company has devised a system of storage bat-

tery traction that is in several important particulars a

marked improvement upon previous similar systems; the

car is under especially good control and runs with very

little noise, and the changing of the storage battery from
the car to the charging platform is quickly and easily ac-

complished.

The most important feature of the Milford system,

however, is the storage cell invented by Mr- Usher. Un-
fortunately the officials of the Milford compary were
unwilling to furnish any of the Usher cells so that their

efficiency and life under various conditions could be tested.

cially adapted to street railway work. Noiwithslanding
these advantages of the Milford system over the other
storage systems, and recognizing the great advantages of a
storage battery system over a trolley system. in that it leaves
the streets free from wires and the noise of the trolley, X

am of the opinion that the Milford system would not give
sa'.isfaciory service in the city of Hartford, and that no
street railway company could be expected to adopt this

system under existing conditions. It was represented 10
your committee that a car could be run by the storage
battery system with less power than by the trolley. In
fact that an equipment of two 7^ horse power motors
was all that was necessary when Che storage battery sys-

tem was used. The observations made with .Mr. Rogers
on May ist during an eleven mile run showed that the
average horse power used was 19 6-10 horse power and at

times the power used was greater than 50 horse power, the

greatest power that can be recorded by the iostruments at
our disposal. The total power that can be obtained from
a storage battery depends upon the rate at which the bat-
tery is discharged, and although in the case of the Usher
cell it is claimed that the cell is not injured by a rapid
rate of discbarge, it is admitted that the total power ob-
t^iined from a given charge diminishes rapidly as the rate of
discharge or, what amounts to the same thing, the horse
power used is increased. In other word?;, when power is

taken from the storage battery at loo rapid a rate, power is

wasted: the lo s of the power in the trolley svsiem due to
the electrical resistance of the wire and to leakage owing
lo imperfect insulation is inappreciable in comparison with
the loss of power due to the low efiiciency of a storage
battery when the power is used at the rate nece-saiy in

running the cars of a street railway. In going up the
heavy grades between Milford and Hopedale, the power
required to run the car was greater than the greatest horse
power that our instruments would measure; that is, greater
than 50 horse power. This power was required on a day
when it was not raining and with only nine passengers in

the car and no stops were made on the grade. I wou'd
infer from this that with a loaded car and with the tracks
wet and slippery, the power furnished by the battery on
the car would be entirely insufficient at least to maintain
rapid transit on the heavier grades of our city rai'wa>. To
carry a larger battery would be impracticable. One of the
chief claims of the Milford company is that the compac:-
ness and lightness of its battery equipment makes the sys-

tem a practical one from a commercial standpoint.

Up to the present time the Milford system has been
tried only upon a street railway where the cars are run at

infrequent interval?, with light loads and under the direct

supervision of the inventors of the system; before a-'opiing
the system it would be essential to have a thorough test

made under local conditions of street railway service and
with the entire equipment of the car, including the battery
open to inspection.

The Brush Electric company holds a broad patent on
storage cells where the active material is mechanically ap-
plied and it has brought suit for an injunction against the

Milford & Hopedale Street Railway company, claiming
that the Usher cell is an infringement of the Brush pa'ent.

Until this suit is settled no street railway would be likely

to adopt the system, even if it were satisfactory in other
respects.

The report of the majority of the commi tee is as follows:

We have, in connection with Prof. Robband Mr. Rogers
of the Eddy Electric company of Windsor, given the mat-
ter most careful consideration. We find that the practical

workings of the system are apparently satisfactory The
road at Milford comprises about six and one-half miles of

track, in course of which there were many grades and
many sharp curves The steepest grade was one of lo per
cent. This grade was ascended at the rate of six miles an
hour. The greatest rate of speed shown was from iS to
20 miles per hour, at which rate the car was stopped within

6d feet. A distance of two and one half miles was covered
in n minutes, and the same time was made on the return

trip. The cars run very smoothly, with comparatively no
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electricity building. An elaborate incandescent fixture

shown by Lacarriere & Delatour of Paris is illustrated in

Fig. 9. It is a m«Iallic female figure of life size uphold'

ing a cluster of ten lamps in frosted glass globes. The

lamps are from the establishment of Pulsford, Triquet &
Co. of Paris. Those who are interested in beautiful fix-

tures of this character should not fail lo visit the wonderful

collection of bron/.es in the French section of the manu-

factures building, where a number of exquisite designs are

sho\^n. The one illustrated, however, may be found in

the northwestern bay of the electricity building, ground

floor. The French electrical exhibit is in charge of G. l>c

La Touanne, who is glad to explain its features to

visitors.

An electric lighting plapt js tp be est^ablished fit Monta-
gue, Mioh.

and conclusions on those points must therefore be based
entirely upon the statements of Messrs. Usher and Stevens
of the Milford company, and upon statements contained
in the affidivit of Prof. Trowbridge of Harvard University,

in connection with a suit brought by the Brush Electric

company against the Milford & Hopedale Street Railway
company. From these statements it appears: First, that

the Usher cell does not deteriorate to any marked degree
when standing unused. The older forms of cells deteri-

orate rapidly when not in u=e. Second, that very much
stronger currents can be discharged through the Usher
cell than through others without permanently injuring the

cells. In running the car on May 1st the current used
was frequently greater than 130 amperes, although 20 am-
peres would have been considered the maximum current

that could be sent through the cell of the samesiixof other

types without injuring the cell. Third, that more energy
can be stored in an llshcrcell of a given size than in the

other forms of storage cells. Consequently the Usher cell,

assuming the reliability of the ahovf; statements, is pspe

jolting, and conversation while in transit can be easily

neard. The road bed is constructed with comparatively
light rails, and sleepers or ties si.\ to eight feet apart. The
car equipment consists of duplicate batteries containing 140
cells and two motors estimated at seven and one-half horse
power each, the total weight of the car fully equipped be-

ing seven and one-half tons. The batteries are charged
in the power house, and it was stated by Mr. lUhcr, the

president of the sys'.em, that two and three-fourth hours' of

charging was sulticient for a 35-raiIc run. These batteries

are placed on a platform during the process of charging
and from this are easily slid into the cars. They can be
replaced in about two ntinutcs. From a commercial slaod-

point we find, as compared with the trolley system:

First, that ar the power house each system requires boil-

ers, engines and dynamos, but that the amount of horse

power required by the storage battery system is stated to

be 50 per cent, less than that required by the trolley.

Second, that in the storage system the wires and poles

pre dispensed \vith, which is a great item of expense, for
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instance, in the Springfield system the cost for wirine; and

poling in round numbers was about $4,000 a mile. This

amount includes feed wires.

Having now reached a point where the comparative ex-

pense of both systems is to be shown, we submit the fol-

lowing:
Hartford has about 30 miles of road in operation.

Figuring for wiring and poling on the same basis used by

the Springfield system, that is at the rate of f4,000 per

mile, we have $120,000 for wiring and poling the entire

road, I , as is claimed, the Hartford & Weathersfield

Horse Railroad company runs 40 cars, the cost of equip-

piogthe same with duplicate sets of batteries at |2,20o per

car would be ^SS.ooo. which would be 1^32,000 less than

equipping the same line with the trolley system-

Iq comparing the two systems we have taken the city of

Springfield, which is conceded by expert electricians to

have one of the best constructed systems in the United

S ates. Furthermore, our figures are more accurate than

ihise that can be obtained from statistics as they come di-

FIG. S. EI-ECTRICITY AT THE WQRLD'S FAIR.—HARDT-
ML'Tn's i:arb"s exhibit, electricitv building.

reclly from the management of each system. Now as to the

cost of propulsion in the trolley system as compared with

the maintenance of the storage system, we find that in the
Springfield road the power is furnished by the Springfield

Electric Light company at a cost of 3 cents a mile per car

which it claims is less than in most cities and even
cheac>er than the management of the trolley road can
furnish power itself, for the reason that it furnishes the

power for lighting the city, and hence has surplus power at

its disposal, which it can afford to sell at a very low rate.

Admitting that this rate is low, it wiil be seen that the cost

of power per car estimated at running loo miles per day
would be $3 per car. The maintenance of the storage

system will be guaranteed at $Sdo per car per year or

$2.19 per day. With such a guaranty it will be seen

Ligiit and Other High Frcqaency
Phenomena.
By Nikola Thsla.

part III.

The first class of effects I intend to show you are effects

produced by electrostatic force. It is the force which

governs the motion of the atoms, wiiich causes them to

collide and develop the life sustaining energy of heat and
light, and which causes them to aggregate in an infinite

variety of ways, according to Nature's fanciful designs,

and to form all these wondrous structures we perceive

around us; it is. in fact, if our present views be tiue. the

most important force for us to consider in Nature. As the

term electrostatic might imply a steady electric condition,

it should be remarked that in these experiments the force

is not constant, but varies at a rate which may be consid-

ered moderate, about one million times a second, or there-

abouts. This enables me to produce many effects which

are not producible with an unvarying force.

When two conducting bodies are insulated and electri-

fied, we say that an electrostatic force is acting between
them. This force manifests itself in attractions, repulsions

and stresses in the bodies and space or medium without.

So great may be the strain exerted in the air, or whatever

separates the two conducting bodies, that it

miy break down, and we observe sparks or

bundles of light or streamers, as they are called.

These streamers form abundantly when the force

through the air is rapidly varying. I will illustrate

this action of electrostatic force in a novel experiment in

which I will employ the induction coil before referred to.

The coil is contained in a trough filled with oil, and
placed under the table. The two ends of the secondary

wire pass through the two thick columns of hard rubber,

which protrude to some height above the table. It is nec-

essary to insulate the ends or terminals of the secondary

heavily with hard rubber, because even dry wood is by far

too poor an insulator for these currents of enormous poten-

tial differences. On one of the terminals of the coil I

I have placed a large sphere of sheet brass, which is con-

nected to a larger insulated brass plate, in order to enable

me to perform the experiments under conditions which, as

you will see. are more suitable for this experiment. I now
set the coil to work and approach the free terminal with a

metallic object held in my hand, this simply to avoid

burns. As I approach the metallic object to a distance of

eight or ten inches, a torrent of furious sparks break forth

from the end of the secondary wire, which passes through
the rubber column. The sparks cease when the metal in

my hand touches the wire. My arm is now traversed by a

powerful electric current, vibrating at about the rate of

one million times a second. All around me the electro-

static force makes itself felt, and the air molecules and
particles of dust flying about are acted upon and are

hammering violently against my body. Sj great is

this agitation of the panicles, that when the

lights are turned out you may see streams

of feeble light appear on some parts of my body.

When such a streamer breaks out on any part of the body,

it produces a sensation like the pricking of a needle.

Were the potentials sufficiently high and the frequency of

the vibration rather low. the skin would probably be rup-

tured under the tremendous strain, and the blood would
rush out with great force in the form of fine spray or jet so

thin as to be invisible, just as oil will when p'aced on the

positive terminal of a Holtz machine. This breaking

through of the skin, though it may seem impossible at first,

would perhaps occur, by reason of the tissues under the

skin being incomparably bettter conducting. This, at

least, appears plausible, judging from some observations.

I can make these streams of light visible to all, by touch-

ing with the metallic object one of the terminals as before,

and approaching my free hand to the brass sphere, which
is connected to the second terminal of the coil. As the
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that ibe elcmeot of Io» to the company for the deteriora*

tion of batteries is removed. It is conceded by electricians

in general (bat the traction car of the futare is the storage

baiierjr car.

Coaceroin^ ibc suit for alleged infringement of patcnirs

by the Krcsh Electric company, we arc informed that the

>liIfofd ic Hopedale company is willing to give bonds
ijaaraniering the Hartford road aj^ainst any \o9% or losses

from patent litigation. In view of the fore;;oing fads we
feci jauified in requcMtng and authorizing thi Hartford t^-

Wcathcrsfiel J Horse Railroad compiny to eqaipone of its

main line* with the Milford s'.orajfc battery system.

hand is approached the air between it and the sphere, or in

the immediate neighborhood, is more violently ajjitated
and )OU sec streams of light now break forth from my fin-

ger lips and from the whole hand, Kig. 5. Were I to approach
the hand closer, powerful sparks would jump from the
brass fiphcrc to my hand, which might be injurious. The
streamers offer no particular inconvenience, except that in
the ends of the fingertips a burning sensation is felt. They
should not be confounded with those produced by
an influence machine becauw; in many respects they
behave diflcrently. I have attached the brass sphere
and plate to one of the terminals In order to prevent the

formation of visible streamers on that terminal, also in

order to prevent sparks from jumping at a considerable

distance. Besides, the attachment is favorable for the

working of the coil.

The streams of light which you have observed issuing

from my hand are due to a potential of about 200,000 volts,

alternating in rather irregular intervals, something like a
million times a second. A vibration of the same ampli-
tude, but four times as fast, to maintain which over 3,000,

-

000 volts would be required, would be more than sufficient

to envelop my body in a complete sheet of flame. But this

FIG. 9. ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLD S FAIR —FRENCH
INCANDESCENT LIGHT FIXTURE, ELECTRICITY

r.UILDING.

flame would not burn me up; quite contrarily, the probabil-

ity is that I would not be injured in the least. Ytt a hun-
dredth part of that energy, otherwise directed, would be
amply sufficient to kill a person.

The amount of energy which may thus be passed into

the body of a person depends on the frequency and
potential of the currents, and by making both of these very
great, a vast amount of energy may be passed into the body
without causing any discomfort, except perhaps, in the arm
which is traversed by a true conduction current.

The reason why no pain in the body is felt

and no injurious effect noted is that everywhere, if a cur-

rent be imagined to flow through the body, the direction

of its flow would be at right angles to the surface; hence
the body of the experimenter offers an enormous section
to the current, and the density is very small, with the ex-

ception of the arm perhaps, where the density may be con-
siderable. But if only a small fraction of that energy would
be applied in such a way that a current would traverse the
body in the same manner as a low frequency current, a
shock would be received which might be fatal. A direct

or low frequency alternating current is fatal, I think, prin-
cipally because its distribution through the body is not
uniform, as it must divide itself in minute streamlets of
great density, whereby some organs are vitally injured.

That such a process occurs I have not the least doubt,
though no evidence might apparently exist or be found
upon examination. The surest to injure and destroy life

is a continuous current, but the most painful is an alter-

nating current of very low frequency. The expression of
these views, which are the result of long continued experi-
ment and observation, both with sleady and varying cur-
rents, is elicited by the interest which is at present taken in

this subject, and by the manifestly erroneous ideas which
arc daily propounded in journals on this subject.

I may illustrate an effect of the electrostatic force by
another striking experiment, but before doing so I must
call your attention to one or two facts. I have said that
when the medium between two oppositely clcctrilicd bodies
is strained beyond a certain limit it gives way and, stated
in popular language, the opposite electric charges unite
and neutralize each other. This breaking down of the
medium occurs principally when the force acting between
the bodies is steady, or varies at a moderate rate. Were
the variation sufficiently rapid, such a destructive break
would not occur, no matter how great the force, for all

tho energy would be spent in radiation, convection and
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mechanical and chemical action. Thus the spaik lecgth

or greatest distance through which a spark will jump be-

tween the electrified bodies o is the smaller, the greater the

variation or time rate of change. But this rule may be

taken to be true only in a general way, when comparing

rates which are widely different.

I will show you by an experiment the difference in the

effect produced by a rapidly varying and a steady or

moderately, varying force. I have here two large circu-

lar brass plates //, Fig. 6a and Fig. 6/', supported

on movable insulating stands on the table, connected

10 the ends of the secondary of a similar coil as the

one used before. I place the plates ten or twelve

inches apart and set the coil to work. You see

the whole space between the plates, nearly two

cubic feet, filled with uniform light, Fig 6<r. This

light is due to the streamers you have seen in the first

experiment, which are now much more intense. I have al-

ready pointed out the importance of these streamers in

commercial apparatus and their still greater importance in

some purely scientific investigations. Often they are too

weak to be visible, but they always e.xist, consuming energy

and modifying the action of the apparatus. When intense,

as they are at present, they produce ozone in great quantity

and also, as Professor Crookes has pointed out, nitrous

acid. So quick is the chemical action, that if a coil, such

as this one, is worked for a very long time it will make the

atmo5phere of a small room unbearable, for the eyes and

throat are attacked. But when moderately produced, the

itreamers refresh the atmosphere wonderfully, like
^
a

thunder-storm, and exercise unquestionably a beneficial

effect.

In this experiment the force acting between the plates

changes in intensity and direction at a very rapid rate. I

will now make the rate of change per unit time much
smaller. This I effect by rendering the discbarges through

the primary of the induction coil less frequent, and also by

diminishing the rapidity of the vibration in the secondary.

The former result is cDnveniently secured by lowering the

electromotive force overthe air gap in the pimary circuit,

the latter by approaching the two bra=s plates to a

distance of about three or four inches. When the coil is

set to work you see no streamers or light between the

plates, yet the medium between them is under a tremen-

dous strain. I still further augment the strain by raising

the electromotive force in the primary circuit, and soon you

see the air give way and the hall is illuminated by

a shower of brilliant and noisy sparks. 6/'.

These sparks could be produced also with unvarying force;

they have been for many years a familiar phenomenon,

though they were usually obtained from entirely different

apparatus. In describing these two phenomena, so rad-

ically different in appearance, I have advisedly spoken of a

"force" acting between the plates. It would be in accord-

ance with accepted views to say that there was an "alter-

nating electromotive fcrce" acting between the plates.

This term is quite proper and applicable in all cases where

there is evidence of at least a possibility of an essential

inter-dependence of the electric state of the plates or elec-

tric action in their neighbo-hood. But if the plates were

removed to an infinite distance, or if at a finite distance,

there is no probability or necessity whatever for such de-

pendence. I prefer to use the term "electrostatic force,"

and to say that such a force is acting around each plate or

electrified insulated body in general. There is an incon-

venience in using this expression, as the term incidentally

means a steady electric condition: but a proper nomencla-

ture will eventually settle this difficulty.

I now return to the experiment to which I have a'ready al-

luded, and with which I desire to illustrate a striking effect

produced by a rapidly varying electrostatic force. I attach to

the end of the wire,L, Fig. 7, which is in connection with one

of the terminals of the secondary of the induction coil, an

exhausted bulb d. Tbis bulb contains a thin carbon fil ament

F, which is fastened to a platinum wire w, sealed in the

glass and leading outside of the bulb, where it connects to

the wire L. The bulb may be exhausted to any degree

attainable with ordinary apparatus. Just a moment before,

you have witnessed tbe breaking down of the air between

the charged brass plates. You know that a plate of glass,

or any other insulating material would break down in

like manner. Had I therefore a metallic coating attached

to the outside of the bulb, or placed near the same, and
were this coaling connected to tbe other terminal of the

coil, you would be prepared to see the glass give way if

the strain were sufficiently increased. Even were the

coating not connected to the other terminal, but to an in-

sulated plate, still, if you have followed recent develop-

ments, you would "2!'^rall> expect a rupture of the glajis.

But it will certainly surprise you to note that under the

action of the varying electrostatic force, the glass gives

way when all other bodies are removed from the bulb. In

fact, all the surrounding bodies we perceive might be re-

moved to an infinite distance without affecting the result

in the slightest. When the coil is set to work, the glass is

invariably broken through at the seal, or other narrow
channel, and the vacuum is quickly impaired. Such a

damaging break would not occur with a steady force, even

if the same were many times greater. The brt ak is due to

the agitation of the molecules ol the gas within the bulb and
outside of the same. This agitation, which is generally

most violent in th? narrow poin'ed channel near the seii.

causes a heating and rup'.ure of the glass. This rupture

would, however, not occur, not even with a varying iorce,

if the medium filling the inside of ihe bulb and that sur-

rounding it were perfectly homogeneous. The break oc-

curs much quicker if the top of the bulb is drawn out into

a fine fiber. In bulbs used with these coils such narrow,

pointed channels must therefore be avoided.

When a conducting body is immersed in air or similar

insulating medium consisting of or containing small

freely movable particles capable of being electrified, and
when the electrification of the body is made to undergo a

very rapid change—which is equivalent to saying that the

electrostatic force acting around the body is varying in

intensity—the small particles are attracted and repelled,

and their violent impacts against the body may cause a

mechanical motion of the latter. Phenomena of this

kind are noteworthy, inasmuch as they have not been ob-

served before with apparatus such as has been commonly
in use. If a very light conducting sphere be suspended
on an exceedingly fine wire, and charged to a steady po-

tential, however high, the sphere will remain at rest. Even
if the potential would be rapidly varying, provided that

the small particles of matter, molecules or atoms, are

evenly distributed, no motion of the sphere should result.

But if one side of the conducting sphere is covered with a

thick iniulating layer, ihe impacts of the particles will

cause the sphere to move about, generally in irregular

curves. Fig. Sn. Id like manner, as I have shown on a

previous occasion, a fan of metal sheet, Fip. 8(^, covered

partially with insulating material, as indicated, and placed

upon the terminal of the coil so as to turn freely in ir, is

spun around.
All these phenomena you have witnessed and others

which will be shown later are due to the presence of a

medium like air, and would not occur in a continuous

medium. The action of the air may be illus-

trated still better by the following experiment.

I take a glass tube /, Fig. 9 of abcut an inch in

diameter, which has a platinum wire w sealed in the lower

end, and to which is attached a thin lamp filament/. I

connect the wire with the terminal of the coil and set the

coil to work. The platinum wire is now electrified posi-

tively and negatively in rapid succession, and the wire and
air inside of the tube are rapidly heated by the impacts of

the particles, which may be so violent as to render the fila-

ment incandescent. But if I pour oil in the tube, just ss

the attractions and repulsions of bodies of meajurablc
dimensions imply a medium possessing insulaticg p^op-
erlies. So, if air, either by being rartficd cr heated, is-

rendered more or less conduclirg. ibcse actions betwceo
two electrified bodies practically cease, whiie tbe
actions between tbe individual atoms continue to manifest
thrmselves.

An Experiment may serve as an illuslraticn 2cd as a
mtaos of bringing cut other fea'ures of interest. Seme
time ago I showed that a lamp filsment cr w:re n:ccnt«d
in a bulb and connected to one cf the terminals of a high
tension secondary coil is set spitnirg. the top of the
filament gererally describing a circle. Tbis vibration was
very energetic when the air in the tuib was at crdinary
pressure and became less ene:geiic when the air in ihe
bulb was strongly compressed. It ceased altcgelber when
the air was exhausted so as to become comparatively

good conducting. I found at that time that no vibration

took place when the bulb %vas very highly exhausted.

But I conjeciured that the vibration vhich I ascribed to

the electrostatic action between the walls cf Ihe fculb and
the filament should take place also in a highly

exhausted bulb. To test this under conditions

which were more favorable a bulb like tbe
one in Fig. 10 was constructed. It compriseei

a globe /' in the neck cf which was sealeded a
platinum'wire w carrying a thin lamp filament /'. In the
lower part of the globe a lube ^ was sealed so as to *ur-

rcund the filament. The exhaustion was carried as far as-

it was practicable with the apparatus employed.
This bulb verified my expectation, for the filament was-

set spinning when the current was turned on and became
incandescent. It aho showed ancther interesting feature-
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soon as the wire is covered with the oil, all action appar-

ently ceases, and there is no marked evidence of heating.

The reason of this is that the oil is a practically continuous
medium. The displacements in such a continuous medium
are. with these frequencies, to all appeararce incomparably
smaller than in air; hence the work performed in such a

medium is insignificant. But oil would behave very differ-

ently with frequenci s many times as great, for even though
the displacements be small, if the frequency were much
greater, considerable work might be pe formed in the oil.

The electrostatic attractions and repulsions between
bodies of measurable dimensions are, of all the manifesta-

tions of this force, the first so-called electrical phenomena
noted. But though they have been known to us for many
centuries^ the precise nature of the mechanism con-

cerned in these actions is still unknown to us. and has not

been even quite satisfactorily explained. What kmd of

mechanism must that be? We cannot help wondering when
we observe two magnets attracting and repelling each

other with a force of hundreds of pounds with

apparently nothing between them. We have in

our commercial dynamos magnets capable of sustaining

in mid-air tons of weight. But what are even these

forces acting between magnets when compared with the

temendous attractions and repulsions produced by elec-

trostatic force, to which there is appaientiy no limit as to

intensity. In lightning difcharges bodies are often

charged to so high a potential that they are thrown
away with inconceivable force and torn asunder or shattered

into fragments. S ill even such effects cannot compare
with the attractions and repulsions which exist beiween
charged mo'etules or atoms, and which are sufficient to

project them with speeds of many kilometers a second so

that under their violent impact bodies are rendered highly

incandescent and are volatil z;d. It is of special interest

for the thinker who icquires into the nature of these forces

to note that whereas the actions between individual

molecules or atoms occur seemingly under any condition.

bearing upon the preceding remarks, namely, when the
fi'ament had been kept incandescent some time the narrow-

tube and the space inside was brought to an elevated tem-
perature, and as the gas in the lube then became con-

ducting the electrostatic attraction between the glass and
the fi'ament became very weak or ceased, and the fila-

ment came to rest. When it came to rest it would glow
far more intensely. This was probably due to its assum-
ing the position in the center of the tube where the mo-
lecular bombardment was most intense, and also partly to

the fact that the individual impacts were more violent and
that no part of the supplied energy w-as converted into

mechanical movement. Since, in accordance with accepted
views, in this experiment ihe in,:andtscence must be at-

tributed to the impacts cf the particles, molecules or
atoms in the heated space, these particles must, therefore,

in order to explain such action, be assumed to behave as
independent carriers of electric charges immersed in an in-

sulating medium, yet there is no attractive force bctweeo
the glass tube and the filament because the space in the
tube is, as a whole, conducting.

It is of some interest to observe in tbis connection that

whereas the attraction between two electrified bodies may
cease, owing to the impairing of the insulating power of
tl\e medium in which they are immersed, the rcpulsJot*

between the bodies may still be observed. This may be
explained in a p susible way. When the bodies are placed
at some distance in a pooily conducting medium, such as
slightly warmed or rarefied air. and are suddenly electri-

tied. opposite electric charges being imparted to them,
these charges cqualiz; more or less by leakage through the
air. But if the Dodies are similarly electrified, there is less

opportunity afforded foriuch dissipation, hence the repul-

sion obseived in such case is r.rcatcr than the attraction.

Repulsive actions in a gaseous medium are, however, as
Prof, Crookes has shown, enhanced by m-^lecular bom-
bardment.

{Ccntiuued cti fc^e 3*5)-
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of a disordertd digestion. A radical cure could he

wrought by a sea voyage and a land journey to Chicago,

and tinis we hope to see accomplished, but in the meantime

the weekly treatment afforded by the columns of the

Western Electrician may be accepted as an excellent

substitute and palliative.

VISITORS

To the World's Fair are requested to forward their addresses

to the Western Electrician as early as possible or

tjotify us immediately upon thiir arrival in Chicago.

SOMCTHISG mast be tfae matter with the liver of the

editor of oar able contemporary, the London Eh-clrician,

ioz he certainly views the World's Fair with a j lundiccd

eye. }Ic alludes to it as "an archipelago of packing

cases encircled in a sea of mud" and is quite di*gtjstcd

with the fosa made over it and the superlative ccs'acies

indolged in by some of our American writers ' in their

"vain endeavors to write up to the height of the occasion",

V>'c mast admit that critidsm of some of the grandiose,

adjictive-stnddcd djscrip'ion? of the World's Fa-r that

haTe been pablished is well deserved on the score of good

taste, although the extent and magnificence of the exposi-

tion are such that it is not strange that many writers

become somewhat giddy in attempting to reach the

fceights to which our contemporary rtfers. But to employ

the "packirg-case and mod" metaphor is going lo the

other extreme, and can best te accounted for a* the effect

Two accidents have occurred in Chicago since the intro-

duction of the overhead trolley on the cross-town lines of

the South Side, but neither of these was directly attributa-

b'e to th3 fact that electric power was used. As a matter

of fact it is to be expected that until t'le people grow ac-

customed to the new swift-going cars that have replaced

the slow-going horse cars, there will be increased danger cf

accidents. But the same would be true of any other form

of power used. Rapid transit cannot be had except by the

util'zition of modern methods of propulsion and all of

these involve increased danger to life and limb. Certain it

is that w!th these improvements the companies should

exercise greater care in the selection of employes in whose

charge the cars are placed and they should not be put on

duty UQtil they have been thoroughly instructed in the

handling of the apparatus. There is much responsibility

on the company and its employes and there are corre-

spondine obligations resting 01 the public. Generally

speaking the accidents on electric railways are caused by

negligence or ignorance on the part of the victims, but the

public is not discriminating and it does not always give

corporations credit for what they have done. A little

patience on the part of the public and the exercise of rea-

sonable precautio ns by the company ' will avert accidents

and promote good feeling;.

So MUCH has been said about the success of the Milford

and Hopedale storage battery railway in Massachusetts

that the official reports of Hartford citizens appointed

to investigate the system, which are presented on another

page, will be read with great interest. A local s'ireet car

company in the Connecticut capital proposes to abandon

horses and employ electricity as a motive power, and before

the desired corporate permission was given a committee of

cit"zens was appointed to carefully examine the practical

working of the storage battery line at Milford, with the

idea of securing the best possible system for the city before

making the final decision. Prof. Robb of Trinity College

was secured to accompany the committee in the capacity of

an electrical expert.

The citizens have now made their reports, and it is not

suf^prising that a considerable diversity of opinion exists.

All the gentlemen were disinterested, and all entered upon

the investigation with the hope that they could conscien-

tiously report in favor of the storage battery as a practical,

commercial factor in street railway work. Nevertheless,

the only one of the party trained in the study of electrical

problems felt compelled to report adversely on the system,

the maj iriiy of the committee recommended the new sys-

tem in guarded terms, but insisted that the Hartford com-

pany should also equip its line for the trolley system to be

prepared for a failure of the batteries, while only a minority

of the committee declared unreservedly in favor of the em-

ployment of accumulators.

On the whole, the result of the investigation made for

the benefit of Hartford must be regarded as unfavorab'e

to the storage battery system despite the rose-colored re-

ports of the achievements at MiUord, which have from

lime to time b^en published in the daily press. The opin-

ion of Prof. Robb will carry much weight, especial'y in

view cf the fact that the management of the Milford and

Hopedale company denied him the privilege of making a

careful series of tests of the storage cell employed, for the

purpose of de'ermining its efficiency and durability. This

refusal on the part of the company will certainly be taken

as an admission of weakness by the general public. The
professor also doubts whether it is practicable to carry

enough energy on a car to propel it, heavily loaded, up a

stiff grade in rainy or winter weather—conditions which,

of course, must be anticipated. He also wisely points out

the present condition of the litigation over storage battery

patents, and warns the public of the danger of interference

on this score. Many of the members of the committee

seem greatly taken by the smaller initial cost of the storage

battery system by reason of the absence of poles and wires.

Insufficient attention, however, appears to have been paid

to the comparative charges for maintenance and renewals

of the two systems, and the fact that the earning power of

the trolley roads is greatly incrcapcd by the ability to attach

trailers lo the motor cars, which does not seem to be

possible with storage battery propulsion, appears lo have

been cnlirc'y lost sight of, The figures presented in the

report arc far from convincing us that the slorag*: battery
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system is the more economical of the two, when relative

earning power is taken into consideration.

Everybody would hail the introduction of a practical,

every-day, rough-and-ready storage battery system for the

V-ropulsion of street cars with joy. How delightful to spin

along in rapid-going cars actuated by a hidden source of

energy, self-contained, with no smoke or cinders, laboring

animals or landscape-disfiguring poles and wires ! Rapid

transit would then become ideal, and the New York news-

paper men would be forced to abandon their "deadly

trolley'' cry and seek some other bugaboo to alarm the

public. It is a pleasing prospect, but we fear that we
have advanced but little toward it as the result of the first

disinterested public investigation of the line at Milfcrd.

Governor Flower's plan for equipping the Erie canal

with an overhead trolley system is attracting as much at-

tention among capitalists and engineers as the men directly

interested in the great waterway through the Empire State.

It is evident that the governor has given the subject much
thought. He has secured the opinions of experienced en-

gineers on the feasibility of the project. In a recent inter-

view he said he had procured estimates of the cost of such

an equipment, and he felt sure that it would be covered by

$1 000,000. This, he says, would provide for twelve power

houses thirty miles apart. He believes that there are ample

water powers along the canal to operate the plants, and that

current could be supplied cheaply to the boatmen, thus great-

ly improving the system. Bitter time could be made by the

boats, and this fact alone would, in his opinion, warrant the

expenditure of a large sum of money. At the present time

the state is called upon to expend over half a million dol-

lars annually in keeping the towpath in repair. The intro-

duction of the trolley system would remove the necessity

for this expenditure, and the money could be used for deep-

ening the channel and strengthening the banks to provide

against washouts.

At the present time the only serious objection that can

be raised to the adoption of the trolley system is the fact

that there is not a uniform depth throughout the entire

course, and that there is not in some parts of the canal

enough water to allow the use of propellors. This, how-

ever, could be easily remedied, and the advantages, it

would seem, would justify the Legislature in making the

necessary appropriation, In this connection Governor

F.ower calls attention to the fact that Canada is spencing

$50,000,000 in improvLig the Welland canal and the St.

Lawrence, in order lo get a sufHcient depth of water to

allow of the establishing of a line of steamboats between

Cnicago, Du'uth and Montreal. These steamers will each

have a carrying capacity of over 2,000 tons, and ccu!d

carry grain at five cents a bushel. This leads the governor

to remark that ''if New York is not to lose her supremacy as

a port the national government should deepen the Buffalo

harbor to twenty feet. This would enable vessels to come

down the lakes to Buffalo, carrying a thousand more tons

of grain than the Canadians propose to do with their

steamers. If something of this sort is not done, and if we
do not increase the speed of our canal boats, the great bulk

of the western grain trade will go to the St. Lawrence.

The canal has made the Empire State, and the people

should not be slow in recognizing that fact and in bending

every nerve toward increasing its efficiency."

While it is quite probable that the state will be called upon

to make the necessary appropriation, there is no reason

why private capital should not be used for this purpose if

the Legislature refuses to undertake the work. In fact

there are many reasons why It would be better to enlist

private capital." In the first place the work would probably

be conducted much more expeditiously and economically if

removed from political influences. This fact is recognized

by Governor Flower, who is quoted assaying: "If it does

not seem best for the state to appropriate any such large

sum of money as S [ ,000,000 for the purpose of equipping

the Erie canal with an electric system, it strikes me that it

would be an excellent opportunity for some private corpo-

ration, for not only could such a corporation furnish piwer

for canal transportation, but it could as well do the light-

ing for the many little towns and cities along the route of

the canal. It seems to me as a business man that this is

an excellent opportunity for somebody to make some

money."

It is a matter of congratulation that so much interts' is

manifested in this subject by Governor l-'lower, and it is

to be hoped that the investigation instituted under his

direction will result in the development of a practicable

system of improved canal propulsion. It is certainly an

important project, and if brought to a successful comple-

tion will be one of the most noteworthy accompli.'jhments

of the present administration
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Light and other High Frequency
Phenomena.

{Con!i)iucJ front pn^e 313).

So far, I have considered principally effects produced by
a varying electrostatic force in an insulating medium, such
as air. When such a force is acting upon a conducting
body of measurable dimensions, it causes within the same,
or on its surface, displacements of the electricity and gives

rise to electric currents, and these produce another kind of

phenomena, some of which I shall presently endeavor lo

illustrate. In presenting this second class of electrical ef-

fects, I will avail myself principally of such as are pro-

<iucibl5 without any return circuit, hoping to interest you

riG. 5. LIGHT AND OTHER HIGH FREQUEN'CV PHENOMENA.
—EFFECT OF VARYING ELECTROSTATIC FORCE WITH

A TRANSFORMER OF 200,000 VOLTS PRESSURE.

the more by presenting these phenomena in a more or less

novel aspect.

It has been for a long time customary, owing to the

limited experience with vibratory currents, to consider an

-electric current as something circulating in a closed con-

ducting path. It was astonishing at first to realize that a

current may tl )w through the conducting path even if the

latter be interrupted, and it was still more surprising to

learn, that sometimes it may be even easier to make a cur-

Tent flow under such conditions than through a closed

path. But that old idea is gradually disappearing, even

among practical men, and will soon be entirely forgotten.

If I connect an insulated melal plate /', Fig. ii,to

one of the terminals T of the induction coil by means
of a wire, though this plate be very well insulated,

a current passes through the wire when the coil is

^et to work. First I wish to give you evidence that

there is a current passing through the connecting

wire. An obvious way of demonstrating this is to

insert between the terminal of the coil and the insulated

Iplate a very thin platinum or german silver wire w and

FIGS, ta AND 6/1. LIGHT AND OTHER HIGH FREQUENCY
PHENOMENA.—EFFECTS OF RAPIDLY VARYING

AND STEADY ELECTROSTATIC FORCE.

bring the latter to incandescence or fusion by the current.

This requires a rather large plate or else current impulses

of very high potential and frequency. Another way is to

take a coil C, Fig. 11, containing many turns of thin insu-

lated wire and to insert the same in the path of the cur-

rent to the plate. When I connect one of the ends of the coil

to the wire leading to another insulated plate P, and its

-other end to the terminal T, of the induction coil, and set

the latter to work, a current passes through the inserted

coil c and the existence of the current may be made mani-

fest in various ways For instance, I insert an iron core :'

within the coil. The current being one of very high

frequency, if it be of some strength, will soon bring the

iron core to a noticeably higher temperature, as the hystereris

and current losses are great with such high frequencies.

One might take a core of some size, laminated or not, it

would matter little; but ordinary iron wire 1-16 or i-S of

an inch thick is suitable for the purpose. While the in-

duction coil is working a current traverses the inserted coil

and only a few moments are sufficient to bring the iron

wire /to an elevated temperature sufficient to soften the

sealing-wax s, and cause a paper washer / fastened by it

FIG. 7. LIGHT AND OTHER HIGH FREOUENCY I'HENOMENA.
—BREAKING A BULB ON OT'EN CIRCUIT.

to the iron wire to fall off. But with the apparatus such

as I have here, other, much more interesting, demonstra-

tions of this kind can be made. 1 have a secondary \.

Fig. 12, of coarse wire, wound upon a coil similar to the

first. In the preceding experiment the current through

the coil r. Fig. "11 , was very small, but there being many
lurns a strong heating effect was, nevertheless, produced

in the iron wire. Had I passed that current
through a conductor in order to show
the heating of the latter, the current
might have been too small to produce the t fleet desired.

But with this coil provided with a secondary winding, I can
now transform the feeble current of high tension which
passes through the piimary /' into a strong secondary
current of low tension, and this current will quite certainly

do what I expect. In a small glass tube (/, Fig. 12) I

have enclosed a coi!ed platinum wire, w, this merely in

order to protect the wire. On each end of the glass tube
is sealed a terminal of stout wire to which one of

the ends of the platinum wire lu, is connected. I join the

terminals of the secondary coil to these terminals and insert

the primary/, between the insulated plate /*[ and the ter-

minal 7"j of the induction coil as before. The latter being
set to work, instantly the platinum wire w is rendered in-

candescent and can be fused even if it be very thick.

Instead of the platinum wire I now take an ordinary 50-

volt 16 candle power lamp. When I set the induction coil

in operation the lamp filament is brought to high incandes-

cence. It is, however, not necessary to use the insulated

plate, for the lamp /, Fig. 13, is rendered incandescent
even if the plate P^ be disconnected. The secondary may
also be connected to the primary as indicated by the dotted
line in Fig. 13, to do away, more or less, with the electro-

static induction or to modify the action otherwise.

I may here call attention to a number of interesting ob-
servations with the lamp. First, I disconnect one of the
terminals of the lamp from the secondary S When the
induction coil plays, a glow is noted which fills the whole
bulb. This glow is due to electrostatic induction. It in-

-h-®"

FIGS. Za AND S/'. LIGHT AND OTHER HIGH FREQUENCY
PHENOMENA.—MECHANICAL MOTIONS PRODUCED BY VA-
RYING ELECTROSTATIC FORCE IN A GASEOUS MEDIUM.

creases when the bulb is grasped with the hand, and the

capacity of the experimenier's body thus added to the sec-

ondary circuit. The secondary, in effect, is equivalent to

a metallic coating, which wculd be placed near the pri-

mary. If the secondary or its equivalent, the coating,

were placed symmetrically to the piimary, the electrostatic

induction would be nil under ordinary conditions—that is,

when a primary return circuit is used, as both halves

would neutralize each other. The secondary is, in fact,

placed symmetrically to the primary, but the action of

both halves of ihe htter, when only one of its ends is con-
nected to the induction coil, is not exactly equal; hence
electrostatic induction takes place, and hence the glow in

the buib. I can nearly equalize the action of both halves

of the primary by connecting the other, free end of the

same to the insulated plate, as in the preceding experi-

ment. When the plate is connected the glow disappears.

W^ith a smaller plate it would not entirely disappear, and
then it would contribute to the brightness of the filament

FIG. 9. LIGHT AND OTHER HIGH FREQUENCY PHENOMENA.
—SHOWING THE EFFECT OF THE AIR.

when the secondary is closed, by warming the air in the

bulb.

To demonstrate another interesting feature, I have ad-

justed the coils used in a certain way. I first connect

boih the terminals of the lamp to the secondary, one end
of the primary being connected to the terminal T"; of the in-

troduction coil and the other to the insulated plate P^ as

before. When the current is turned on, the lamp glows
brightly, as shown in Fig. 14/', in which (.'is a fine wire

coil and .Sa coarse wire secondary wound upon it. If the

insulated plate /", is disconnected, leaving one of the ends
a of the primary insulated, the filament becomes dark or

generally it diminishes in brightness. Fig. I4<(. Con-
necting again the plate P-^ and raising the frequency of the

current I make the filament quite dark or barely red, Fig.

15/'. Ojce more I will disconnect the plate. One will of

course infer that when the plate is disconnected, the cur-

rent through the primary will be weakened, that therefore

the electromotive force will fall in the second-

ary S, and that the brightness of the lamp
will diminish. This might be the case and
the result can be secured by an easy adjustment

of the coils; also by varying the frequency and potential

of the currents. But it is perhaps of greater interest to

note that the lamp increases in brightness when the

plate is disconnected, Fig. 15-j. In this case

all the energy the primary receives is now
sunk into ir, like the charge of a battery

in an ocean cable, but most of that energy is recovered
through the secondary and used to light the lamp. The
current traversing^ the primarj- is strongest at the end b,

which is connected to the terminal 'I\ oi the induction coil.

and diminishes in strength towards the remote end a. But
the dynamic inductive effect everted upon the secondary- Sis
now greater than before when the suspended plate was con-
nected to the primar)-. These results might have been
produced by a number of causes. For instance, the plate
/'j being connected, the reaction from the coil C may be
such as to diminish the potential at the terminal 7\ of the
induction coll, and therefore weaken the current throngh

I IG. 10. LIGHT AND OTHER HIGH FREQUENCY PHENOM-
ENA.—SHOWING THE INFLUENCE OF THE CONDUCT-
IVITY OF THE MEDIUM UPON ELECTROSTATIC AC-

TIONS THROUGH MEASURABLE DISTANCE.

the primary of the coil C. Or the disconnecting of the plate

may diminish the capacity' effect with relation to the pri-

mary of the latter coil to such an extent that the current
through it is diminished, though the potential at the ter-

minal Ti of the induction coil may be the same or even
higher. Or the result might have been produced by the
change of phase of the primary and secondar}' currents and
consequent reaction. But the chief determining factor is

the relation of the self-induction and capacity of coil Cand
plate /*! and the frequency of the currents. The greater

brightness of the filament in Fig. 15.7 is, however, in part

due to the heating of the rarefied gas in the lamp by elec-

trostatic induction, which, as before remarked, is greater

when the suspended plate is disconnected.

Still another feature of some interest I may bring to

your attention. When the insulated plate is disconnected
and the secondary of the coil opened, by approaching a

small object to the secondary, but very small sparks can
be drawn from it, showing that the electrostatic induction

Tf
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FIG. ir. LIGHT AND OTHER HIGH FREQUENCY PHENOM-
ENA —SHOWING EFFECTS OF CURRENTS FLOWING

THROUGH OPEN CIRCUITS.

is small in this case. But upon the secondary being
closed upon itself or through the lamp, the filament glow-
ing brightly, strong sparks are obtained trom the sec-

ondary. The electrostatic induction is now much greater,

because the closed secondary determines a greater flow of

current through the primary and principally through that

half of it which is connected to the induction coil. If now
the bulb be grasped with the hand, the capacity of the sec-

ondary with reference to the primary is augmented by the

experimenter's body and the luminosity of the filament is

increased, the incandescence now being due partly to ibe

flow of current through the filament and partly to the

molecular bombardment of the rarefied gas in the bulb.

The preceding experiments will have prepared one for the

next following results of interest, obtained in the course of

these investigations. Since I can pass a current through an
insulated wire, merely by connecting one of its ends to the

source of elec'.rical energy; since I can induce by it another

current, magnetiz; an iron core, and in short, perform all

operations, as though a return circuit were used, clearly I

can also drive a motor by the aid of only one wire. On a

former occasion 1 have described a simple form of motor
comprising a single exciting coil, an iron core and
disc. Fig. 16 illustrates a modified way of operating

such an alternate current motor by currents induced in a

transformer connected to one lead, and several other

FIG. 12. LIGHT AND OTHER HIGH FREQUENCY PHENOM-
ENA.—CONVERSION ON OPEN CIRCUIT WITH COIL AN1>

INSUL.VTKD PLATE.

arrangements of circuits for operating a certain class of

alternate motors founded on the action of currents of

ditTerent phase. In view of the present state of the art it

is thought sutTicient to describe these arrangements in a

few words only. In the diagram. Fig. 16 II . shows a

primary coil /'. connected with one of its ends to the line

/. leading from a high tension transformer terminsl Ti. In

inductive relation to this primary /' is a secondary 5 of

coarse wire in the circuit of which is a coil .. The cur-

rents induced in the secondary energize the iron core /.

which is preferably, but not necessarily, subdivided, and set

the metal disc ./ in rotation. Such a motor J/;, as dia-
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gr^minatically shown in Fig. 16 II., has been called a" mag-
netic lag motor,'' but this expression may be objected to by
tho=e who attribute the rotation of the disc to eddy cur-

rents circulating in minute paths when the core i is finally

subdivided. In order to operate such a motor effectively

on the plan indicated, the frequencies should not be too

high, nor more than four or five thousand, though the

rotation is produced even with ten thousand per seconder
more.
In Fig. 16 I a motor J/j, having two energizing cir-

cui'.s, A and B, is diagrammatically indicated. The circuit

A is connected to the line L, and in series with it is a pri-

mary P, which may have its free end connected to an insu.

FIG 13. LIGHT AND OTHER HIGH FREQUENCY PHENOM-
ENA.—CONVERSION ON OPEN CIRCUIT WITH COIL ALONE.

lated plate P-^. such connection being indicated by the

dotted lines. The other motor circuit B is connected to

the secondary S, which is in inductive relation to the pri-

mary P. "When the transformer terminal T^j is alternately

electrified, currents traverse the open line L and also circuit

A and primary F. The currents through the latter induce

secondar}' currents in the circuit S, which pass through the

energizing coil B of the motor. The currents through the

secondar>- 5 and those through the primary/" differ in

phase 90 degrees, or nearly so, and are capable of rotating

an armature placed in inductive relation to the circuits A
and B.

In Fig. 16 III., a similar motor .1/3 with two energizing

circuits A-^ and B^, is illustrated. A primary P, connected

FIGS. 14a AND l\h. LIGHT AND OTHER HIGH FREOUtNrY
PHENOMENA,—EFFECT OF ATTACHED PLATE WITH

LOW FREOCENCIES.

with one of its ends to the line L has a secondary S. which

is preferably wound for a tolerably high electromotive

force, and to which the two eoergiz'ng circuits of the mo-
tor arc connected, one directly to the ends of the second-

ary and the other through a condenser C, by the action of

which ihc currents traversing the circuit Ax and B^ are

n;2de (o differ tn phase.

In Fig, 16 IV, still another arrangement is shown. In

this case two primaries P-, and Pz are connected to the

line Z. one through a condenser Cof small capacity, and
Ihc other directly. The primaries are provided with sec-

ondaries .9, and .V;, which arc in series with the energizing

, / , .
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terest, they may at a period not far distant be carried out

with practical objects in view.

It is thought useful to devote here a few remarks to the

subject of operating devices of all kinds by m^ans of only
one leading wire. It is quite obvious that when high fre-

quency currents are made use of ground connections are

—

at least when the electromotive force of the current is great

—better than a return wire. Such ground connections are

objectionable with steady or low frequency currents on ac-

count of destructive chemical actions of the former and dis-

turbing influences exerted by both on the neighboring cir-

cuits; but with high frequencies these actions practically

do not exist. Still, even ground connections become su-

perfluous when the electromotive force is very high, for

soon a condition is reached when the current may be
passed more economically through open than through
closed conductors. Remote as might seem an industrial

application of such single wire transmission of energy to

one not experienced in such lines of experiment, it will not
seem so to anyone who for some time ha£ carried on inves-

H
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FIG. 17, LIGHT ANr> OTHKfi HIGH yRET^UEN'CV PIIE.NOM

F.N*.—SISGLF. WIRE roNVKR?»IOH ANI/ DISTKIDUTIOS
WITH 5IMH-E .MEANS FOR REGLLATI.SG THF. EFFECTS

ciroiita Ai and Bi and a xao\orMx the condcoscr Ca^ain
scnriDg to pTO<iucc the reqaiaitc difference in the phase of

the cnrrcnts traveT?,ing the motor circuits. As such pha.sc

motors with two or more circnils arc now well known in

the art. they have been here illastratcd diagrammitically.

No d:ftcol*y whatever is found in operating a motor in

the manner indicated or to similar ways, and a!thoui^h

sacb experimec's op to this day present only scientific in-

without rendering the iron core entirely incapable of fol-

lowing the changes and without entailing a very great ex-

penditure of energy in the core. I have found it quite

practicable to operate with such low frequency disruptive

discharges of condensers alternating current motors, A
certain class of such motors which I advanced a few years*^

ago, which contain closed secondary circuits, will rotate

quite vigorously when the discharges are directed through
the exciting coils, Oie reason that such a motor operates
so well with the>e discharges is that the difference of phase
between the primary and secondary currents is 90 degrees,.

FIGS. 15a AND 153. LIGHT AND OTHER HIGH FREQUENCY
PHENOMENA.—EFFECT OF ATTACHED PLATE WITH

HIGH FREQUENCIES.

tigations of such nature. Indeed I cannot see why such a

plan should not be practicable. Nor should it be thought
that for carrying at such a plan currents of very high fre-

quency are implicitly required, for just as soon as poten-
tials of say 30.000 volts are used the single wire transmis-

sion may be effected with low frequencies, and experiments
have been made by me from which these inferences are

made.
When the frequencies are very high it has been found in

laboratory practice quite easy to regulate the effects in the

manner shown in diagram. Fig. 17, Here two primaries

P and P are shown, each connected with one of its ends lo

the line Land with the other end to the condenser plates

C and C^ respectively. Near these are placed other con-
denser plates C' and C\, the former being connected to

the line L and the latter to an insulated larger plate ?-.

On the primaries are wound secondaries S and S' of coarse

wire, connected to the devices M and D respectively. By

FIG. igfZ,IQ/', AND I9<-. LIGHT AND OTHER HIGH FRE-
QUENCY PHENOMENA.—IMPEDANCE PHENOMENA.

which is generally not the case with harmonically rising-

and falling currents of low frequency. It might not be
without interest to show an experiment with a simple motor

of this kind, inasmuch as it is commonly thought that

disruptive discharges are unsuitable for such purposes.

The motor is illustrated in Fig. iS. It comprises a

rather large iron core I with slots on the top into which are

FIG. 18. LIGHT AND OTHER HIGH FREQUENCY PHENOMENA.
—OPERATING A MOTOR BY DISRUPTIVE DISCHARGES.

embedded thick copper washers C C. In proximity to the
core i^ a freely-movable metal disc D. The core is pro-
vided with a primary exciting coil C. the ends A and B of
which are connected to the terminals of the secondary S of
an ordinary transformer, the primiry P of the latter beinjf

,ftWT
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riG. 16. LIGHT AND OTHER HIGH FREQUENCY i'HENOMKNA.—WAYS OF OI'ERATING MOTOUS WITH ONLY ^NE LEAD.

varying the distances of the condenser plates C and C,
and C] and C/, the currents through the secondaries S and
S; are varied in intensity. The curious feature is the

great sensitiveness, ihc slightest change in the distance of

the plates producing considerable variations in the inten-

sity or strength of the currents. The sensitiveness may
be rendered extreme by making the frequency such that

the primary itself, without any plate attached to its free

end satisfies, in conjunction with the closed sccond.iry, the
condition of resonance. In ^uch condition an extremely
STjall change in the capacity of the free terminal pro-

duces great variations. For instance, I have been able to

adjust the conditions so that the mere approach of .1 per-

son to the coil produces a considerable change in the

brightness of ihe lamps attached to the .secondary. Such
observations and experiments possess, of course, .it pres-

ent, chiefly scientific interest, but Ihcy may soon become
of practical importance.

Very high frequencies arc of course not practicable with
motors on account of the necessity of employing Iron corcH.

liut one may use sudden discharges of low frc(|ucncy and
thus obtain certain advant9gc<i of high-frequency currents

connected lo an alternating distribution circuit or gener-

ator G of low or moderate frequency. The terminals of

the secondary S are attached to a condenser T which dis-

charges through an air gap 1) D which may be placed in

series or shunt to the coil C. When the conditions are

properly chosen the disc D rotates with considerable effort

and the iron core I docs not get very perceptibly hot.

With currents from a high-frequency alternator, on the

contrary, the core gets rapidly hot and the disc lotatcs

with a much smaller effort. To perform the experiment
properly it should be first ascertained that the disc 1) is not

set m rotation when the discharge is not occurring :il D D.
It is preferable to use a large iron core and a condenserof
large capacity so as to bring the superimposed quicker os-

cillation to a very low pitch or to do away wiih 11. entirely.

IJy observing certain elementary rules 1 have also found it

practicable to operate ordinary series or shunt direct cur-

rent motors with such disruptive discharges, and this can
be done with or without a return wire. ^~.:.

,

Among the various current phenomena observed perhaps
the most interesting arc those of impedance pre^^entcd by
conductors to currcrits varying at a rapid rate. In my first
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paper before the American Institute of Electrical Engi-

neers I described a few striking observations of this

kind. Thus I showed that when such currents or sudden

discharges are passed through a thick metal bar there may
be points at the bar only a lew inches apart, which have a

sufficient potential difTerence between them to maintain at

bright incandescence an ordinary filament lamp. I have

also described the curious behavior of rarefied gas sur-

rounding a conductor to such sudden rushes of current.

These phenomena have been since more carefully studied

and one or two novel experiments of this kind are deemed

of sufficient interest to be described here.

With reference to Fig ig A. B and B,,are very stout copper

bars, connected at their lower ends to plates C and C,. respect-

ively, of a condenser, the opposite plates of the latter being

EXHAUST FAN OLTFiT.

connected totheterminalsof the secondary Sofa high tension

transformer, the primary P of which is supplied with alter-

nating currents from an ordinary low frequency dynamo Gcr
distribution circuit. The condenser discharges through an
adjustable gap D D as usual. By establishing a rapid vi-

bration it was found quite easy to perform the following

curious experiment. Tne bars B and Bj were joined at the

top by a low voltage lamp Lj; a little lower was placed by
means of clamps C C a 50 volt lamp L^ and still lower another

loo-volt lamp L,. and finally at a certain distance below the

latter lamp an exhausted tube T. By carefully determining

the posit ons of these devices it was found practicable to

maintain them all at their proper illuminating power. Yet
they were all connected in multiple arc to the two stout

copper bars and required widely different pressures. This
experiment requires, of course, some time for adjustment,

but is quite easily performed.

In Figs, ig B and ig C two other experiments are illus-

trated which, unlike the previous experiment, do not re-

quire very careful adjustments. In Fig. 20 B, two lamps I-i

and Lo. the former a 100 volt and the latter a 50 volt, are

placed in certain positions as indicated, the 100 volt lamp
being below the 50 volt lamp. When the arc is playing at

D D and the sudden discbarges passed through the bars B B
the 50 volt lamp will, as a rule, burn brightly, or at least

this result is easily secured, while the 100 volt lamp will

burn very low or remain quite dark, Fig. 19 B. Now the

bars B B may be joined at the lop by a thick cross bar Bo and
it is quite easy to maintain the 100 volt lamp at full candle

power, while the the 50 volt lamp remains dark, Fig. 15C.

These results, as I have pointed out previously, should not

be considered to be due exactly to frequency but rather to

the time rate of change which may be great even with low

frequencies. A great many other results of the same kind

equally interesting, especially to those who are only used to
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Acme Portable Testing Set.

The Acme portable testing set, illustrations of which are

presented herewith, comprises a Wheatstone bridge,

rheostat, D'Aisonval galvanometer, aluminum-iodine

battery and double contact key, all contained in a

mahogany case weighing less than six pounds complete.

The leather case illustrated in Fig. i is very convenient

when the apparatus 'S used by inspecting engineers, as it

can be slung over the shoulder and carried as readily as a

small hand bag.

The coils in both bridge and rheostat are wound with

platinoid wire, and adjustments are made with great

care. The arrangement is similar to the "postoffice"

design, with three coils in each bridge arm, and iS coils in

the rheostat, giving a total range by means of the revers-

ing attachment of from .001 ohm to 11,110,000 ohms.

The galvanometer is a modified form of the P'Arsonval

type, strongly built, and perfectly dead-beat. Magnetic

fields and mechanical vibrations, it is claimed, produce no

effect whatever, and the instrument will give as accurate

indications in the street, on chipboard or in the dynamo

room as in a college laboratory.

The battery is of the* new aluminum-iodine form with

an electromotive force of one and four-tenths volts per ctU,

or equivalent to a total of 17 volts.

In Fig. 2 ./ and B represent the two proportional

bridge arms, R is the adjustable rheostat, and X the un-

known resistance or line. In Fig, 3 the arm ./ of Fig. 2

is equivalent to the coils, i, 10, loo, on the left hand

center row. and the arm B to the coils to. 100, 1,000 on

the right hand of same row. The rheostat A" corresponds

to the coils of the top and botfom rows, aggregating 1 1 ,-

no ohms, and A', the unknown quantity, is connected

ATLANTIC FAN MOTOR.

manipulate steady currents, may be obtained and they

afford precious clues in investigating the nature of electric

currents.

In the preceding experiments I have already had occa-

sion to show some light phenomena, and it would be now
proper to study these in particular; but to make this inves-

tigation more complete I think it necessary to first make a

few remarks on the subject of electrical resonance which

has to be always observed in carrying out these experiments.

3'7

Electric Railway System for Indiana.

.\n interesting story comes from Indianapolis in which

it is said that the Central Indiana Elcctiic Railway com-

pany contemplates an electric system on a larger scale

than has as yet been attempted in this country. The
capital stock is ^4.500,000. The officers arc J. T. Baker.

president; W. B. Keep, first vice-president; Thomas
Wilkinson, second vice-president; N. D. Pontius, secretary;

R. T. Wilkinson, treasurer, and Dr. T. A, Gesner, general

manager. The central point of the proposed system, at

which will be located its general offices, power house and

car and machine shops, is Noblesville, twenty miles north

of Indianapolis.

The ramifications of the Central Indiana Electric Rail-

way company will extend to the principil cities of the

F.C.. I. ACME POKTAiSLE TESTING SET.

between the two binding posts at the lower left hand

corner

In Fig. 3 the blocks.-/, R, j5 and A' are connected to

the bridge arms and are the same as shown in the center

of Fig.* 2. They constitute the reversing arrangement

whereby the bridge arms may be interchanged, and six

coils be made to do the work of eight. Thus, when one

plug is placed between ./ and R, and another between

A' and B, the order of the arms working clockwise,

and beginning with R, will be R : X :: B: .1. If

the plugs are changed so as to connect A to A'

and A' to B the order will' be R : X : : A : B.

By this means it also becomes possible to readily

detect inaccuracies in the bridge ratio? should any

exist, and to eliminate them entirely in work. Thus, if

the two loo ohm coils of the proportional arms are slightly

different this fact becomes evident in practice by reversing

and balancing them. If with a given unknown resistance

the resistahce in the rheostat has a different value in one

case than in the other, the two bridge coils must be slightly

different, and the correct value of the unknown will be the

mean of the two rheostat resistances used in obtaining the

two balances.

The manufacturers of this set are Queen & Co., incor-

porated, Philadelphia. The firm is anticipating a large

demand, and is holding itself in readiness to meet its

orders and undoubtedly will push the set well to the front.

FIG. 2. ACME rORTABLE TESTING SET.

Indiana gas belt and its outskirts. A double-track system,

according to present plans and specifications, is to extend

from Noblesville to Indianapolis. A line to the west

will extend to Lafayette by way of Frankfort. A line

norrh will reach Kokomo and branch thence to Logans-

port and Peru. Another line northeast will connect with

Elwood and thence with Marion and Fort Wayne.

Another will extend to Muncie by way of Anderson.

To complete this system will require about 500 miles of

main track. The company proposes to operate a city

railway system at Noblesville, and the council of that city

has granted a franchise for thirty years. The proposed

plan contemplates through and local trains for passenger

traffic, with express and mail cars, as well as freight trains,

and it is said that passengers and express and freight

mitter will be transferred as rapidly as on any of the

steam railroads of the state.

The promoters of the project assert that they have

enlisted capital from Philadelphia, Chicago and London,

and that ample means are at at hand for the constructicn

and equipment of the lines. The trolley system is to be

employed at the start, but if the storage batterj' system is

perfected so as to become practicable it will be substituted.

The work of construction is to be commenccl at once,

and the line between Noblesville and Indianapolis is to be

in operation by early autumn.

Atlantic Fan Motor.

In the accompanying illustration is presented the latest

type of the Atlantic fan motor. This motor is possessed

of a novel armature so constructed and wound

as to utilize the induction currents. The high

efficiency, which, in consequence of this construction, is

claimed for the motor is a special feature which will attract

the attention of the trade, and no doubt secure for the

FIG. 3. ACMF. PORTAUl.E TESTING SET.

Atlantic motor a prominent place amoncc the motors in

use.

It is understood that the Electrc-Cbemical & Specialty

company, 136 Liberty street, New York, has made arraDgc-

ments to place the Atlantic fan motor upon the market.

The Lundell Exhaust Fan Outfit.

In the accompanying illustration is presented a new outfit

which is a combination of an ordinary exhaust fan directly

coupled to a slow speed Lundell motor. The absence of

belting and the noiselessness of the outfit are particularly

noticeable. In restaurants this outfit, by being judicially

placed, will serve to exhaust the air both in the restaurant

and kitchen as well. It is adopted for all pbces. and is a

sure means of keeping the air in a pure and wholesome

condition. The Lundell exhaust fan outfit is placed on

the market by the Interior Conduit iS: Insulation com-

pany.

Grand Jury Finding at Pittsburg.

A dispatch from Pittsburg, dated June 7th, annoucces
that the erand jury has returned true Dills for conspiracy

against C. A. Coffin, of Boston, president of the General
Electric company; W. J. Clarke, of Lynn. Mass., mana-
eer of the railway department ; Milton H. Hamilton, of
New York, E. W. Rice, of Lynn, and H. \V. Knight, of

Boston. All these gentlemen are cfficials of the General
Electric xrompaiiy. True bills were also found against
Morris W. ^iead. superintendent of the bureau of elec-

tricity in Pittsburg for conspiracv. and against C. E.
Chiistian, John Butler and Frank Carey, former employes
of the Westinghouse company, for conspiracy and larceny.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.

New York, June 10.—What promised to be a dull ses-

sion of the Rapid Transit commission on Wednesday

was enlivened by a "set-to" of considerable earnestness

and warmth between Commissioners Statin and Spencer.

The latter accused the former of making a "business mis-

take" in opposing the attempts to come to terms with the

Manhattan Elevated Railroad company. "Well," replied

Mr. Starin. "I didn't have that interest in it that you had."

Mr. Spencer, white and trembling with anger, said "If any

man says that I have acted in this commission in advocat-

ing what was best for the city in the form of extensions to

the present elevated system from any interested motives

whatever, he is either so ignorant of the subject that he is

not entitled to have an opinion or he has a lie in his throat

while he utters it. He can take either horn of that dilemma

that he wants to." Mr. Starin stated that he didn't pro-

pose to take either. Then followed some quite picturesque

dialogue, in which personalities and recriminations were

freely interwoven. Mr. Starin accused Mr. Spencer of

having made a certain compromising statement with regard

to the Manhattan system. Mr. Spencer retorte:!: "That

statement is absolutely untrue." Mr. Starin threw his head

back defiantly, with the remark: "Oae misfortune with

me is that my memory is good." "That isn't your only

misfortune." returned Mr. Spencer, and so the altercation

went on until the chairman was reduced to a state of de-

spair and nervous exhaustion, and all hope of any real bus-

iness being arrived at, much less accomplished, had to be

abandoned. One little incident throws a light on the en-

grossing nature of the interchange of rhetorical fireworks

between the two commissioners. At an early stage of the

meeting business appeared to be proceeding slowly, and

Mr. Inman. one of the commissioners, who is somewhat

deaf, is said to have laid down his ear trumpet

on the table and remarked: "Down in the

•ountry where I lived everybody turned out for closing

exercises at the school. One old fellow in the rear of the

crowd found the proceedings tiresome, and thought he

would take a nap. So he said to the man ne.^t to him, 'If

anything good comes along, kick me.' I say, now, if any-

thing happens worth my listening to, give me a shove."

Soon after Mr. Inman put up his ear trumpet without

be^ng shoved and kept it in place until the meeting ad-

journed. The next day four of the Rapid Transit commis-

sioners resigned and left Mr. Sarin to hold the fort. This

is probably the last stage of the present rapid transit fiasco,

and everything now awaits the pronouncement of the

mayor. As has been pointed out by a leading daily, the

most sanguine could hardly expect any result from the

work of such a commission that would be unreservedly for

the public good. The Tammany taint was on it from the

beginning. A Tammany lawyer was its counsel. Rumors

and almost definite allegations that Tammany had struck

a bargain from the beginning with the elevated roads, and

was pledged to prevent any feasible underground system,

hampered and handicapped it all the way through. There

was the ideal system of an electric underground road, with

all its immense advantages, that could have been working

within two years, waiting and ready. It is scarcely to be

:.t]pposed that capital would have been forthcoming, in the

enormoas amonnt required, even if a reasonable and prac-

ticable plan of underground transit had been devised by the

commissioD. To-day it seems as if either the work of the

last two and a half years will go for nothing, and the rapid

transit farce will have to be played over again, or that the

one remaining hope of rapid transit will lie in allowing the

Manhattan company to do whatever its own interests may
dictate, opoo such terms as its officers and directors may
propose.

The franchise of a New York city street railroad is worth

pajriog for. The cable cars now running on Broadway

take an average of ^lo per trip, as against Ihc horse car

average of ^4-70. There were thirty cable cars running

yesterday, and, according to the present schedule, the

gro49 earnings of the Broadway road will be over $10,000

per day.

Even Brooklyn wakes to life when street railroad options

are wooing the spirit of enterprise. Last night the rail-

roid committee of the Brooklyn lioard of Aldermen met

in the city hall to listen to proposilion.s for using the

streets for electric traction. The two competing corpora-

tiotis were the Union Street Railroad company and the

Nassau Electric Railroad company. The Union offered

to pay $15,000 a mile for the old Union street and Ninth

avenne roote, and. io addition, $10,000 a mile for several

stfcets io the eastern district of Brooklyn and P^a^t New
I'orlc aod the Plaz*. The representative of the Union,

Mr. Gaynor, got the committee to promise that, incase

anybody should outbid him, he would be notified and

given the opportunity to raise his own offer. The repre-

sentative of the Nassau company, on the other hand, states

that his company is prepared to pay any price the alder-

men may set for a franchise for the same streets, and im-

pose no limit.

A meeting of the East River Bridge commission was

held yesterday to hear arguments for and against the ap-

proaches to the new bridge and the condemning of prop

erty therefor. The kind of argument that obstructionists

will fall back upon when they have nothing else to rely on

was illustrated when Fordham Morris appeared for the

property holders and urged that the present Brookljn

bridge had injured New York, because it induced people

who would without it live in New York to live across the

East River. "The only elevated roads which should be

allowed in New York," said Mr, Morris, "are longitudinal

ones." The two proposed new bridges, he said, would

add to the injury, and the people of the city ought not to

be encouraged to leave it. Mr. Uhlmann, on behalf of

the Bridge commission, declared that the increase in the

assessed valuation of property in Brooklyn and New York

since the introduction of the elevated roads had been 65

per cent, in New York and 51 per cent, in Brooklyn.

On the 6th the linemen's strike was declared over,

but the trouble has revived. President Cutler directed the

strikers of the New York & New Jersey Telephone

company, employed on the New Jersey division, to go to

work, promising to consider their demand for increased

pay. About two-thirds of the strikers returned to work,

but others were informed that their services were no longer

required. During the strike the company engaged non-

union linemen and made yeatly contracts with them.

These men now fill the places of the strikers, and those cf

the strikers who were ring leaders are discarded. The
linemen who returned to work insisted that the company

should reinstate all the old men, and this the company re-

fused to do. It is thought, however, that an amicable

settlement will be reached.

A case in which the liability of a telegraph company is

defined has just been tried in the New York City Court.

James Reilly, who brought an action against the Western

Union Telegraph company, owns a sloop, which, on Sep-

tember 13, 1892, was at Bath Beach, L, I. On that day

the weather was stormy, and Mr. Reilly sent a telegram

from the Western Union office, at Grand and Hester

streets, at 12:15 r. M. to a man in charge of the boat, with

orders to put it in a place of safety. The telegram was

not delivered until 2:30, and in the meantime the boat was

badly damaged. Mr. Reilly sought to recover $234.50

damages. The Western Union, when sued, contended

that it was absolved from liability on account of the con-

tract on the message blank. The court and jury, however,

rendered a verdict for the full amount, with interest and

costs. W. F, O.

New England Notes,

Boston, Mass., June 10.—The legislature has modified

the underground wire bill so that it now applies to all over-

head wires except thelrolley wires. But before this bill goes

into effect, taking it for granted that it will pass, a large

portion of the wires of "the city will be underground or in

process of being placed there by the own volition of the com-

paniesoperating them. The present law allows electric com-

panies to place their wires under the streets by obtaining

permission of the local authorities. There are probably 20,-

000 miles of electric wires in the vicinity of Boston. The
New England Telephone company has about half of this

mileage, and the remainder is divided between the city of

Boston fire and police alarm wires, the Edison, Boston

Electric,Western Union, Postal Telegraph, District Mes-

senger and a few smaller concerns. Of this mileage more

than half is already underground. Three-quarters or more of

the New England telephone wires are in the conduits, and

about two-thirds of the Western Union and the Edison

companies about the same. But the Boston Electric

Light company's wires are all above ground. The city of

Boston has been very backward in putting its own wires

underground. The conduits of the telephone company
have been completed about five years and the city has ihc

right to use them, but the work was not begun till last fall,

and of the 1,300 miles of wire belonging to the city not a

tenth part is under the surface.

The West End Street Railway company is soon to try

the plan of welding it.** rails together, forming a continuous

line. This is to do away with Ihc jolting, the rapid wear-

ing away of the ends fjf the raih where the joint comes,

and prevent the loss of power as well as injury lo under-

ground wires and pipcs.fcauscd by a leakage of power.

The rails formiflK an ijnbrokcn line Ihcy will form a re-

turn circuit. The process to be used is that devised by

the Johnson company of Johnstown, Pa,, in conection

with the Thomson Electric Welding company. A weld-

ing machine has been built at Lynn for this purpose.

The apparatus is mounted on wheels to be run on the car

tracks and is larger than an ordinary electric car. It is

divided into sections, in one of which is placed the motor-

dynamo, the switchboard, etc. In another are large tanks

of water which furnish hydraulic power for some of the

adjustments by means of aneleciric pump and also piovide a

cooling circulation about the clamps of the welder. The
welder is suspended from the forward end by a crane. The
current from the trolley wire is transformed by the motor-

dynamo into an alternating current of lower pressure and

greater volume and is in the welder again transformed into

a current with a voltage of about 6 or 8 and amperage of

about 30,000. Fish-plates are placed on both sides of the

JMnt, and after they are brought up flush the clamps of

the welder are fastened upon them and the current welds

them in about five minutes.

The West End has finally won its fight in the legisla-

lature against the incorporation of the Storage Battery

Street Railway company, with right to use the West End
tracks from Cambridge to Boston. The senate by a vote of

5 to 29 refused to pass the bill to a third reading. This

action was taken after members of both legislative bodies

had been to Milford on invitation of the storage battery

people and inspected the operation of the system there.

The rapid transit bill has been somewhat modified by

the finance committee to whom it was submitted after be-

ing reported favorably by the rapid transit committee.

The changes provide that tenure of office of the commis-

sion shall be for four years, and that two of the members

shall be residents of of Boston, and be removable by the

governor at any time. Consequential damages from the

elevated road or subway are expressly forbidden, the for-

feited property if the operating contract is not kept, is to

be the property of the city of Bostoo. The route is to be

from Causeway street to Franklin Park, the width from 25

to 80 feet north of Court square, and from 25 to

35 feet south. South of the north end of Shawmut

avenue the route is to be between that avenue and Tre-

mont street.

One by one the obstacles in the pathway of rapid transit

are being removed. It has been said by many who have

appeared at the state bouse this session in opposition to an

elevated road that it would be impossible for any one to

raise the necessary backing for such a scheme. This idea

was dispelled upon the receipt of a letter from the firm of

Leland, Towle & Co, of Boston by the rapid transit

comjaittee, which stated that it was ready to build, equip,

maintain and operate an elevated railway in Boston and

suburbs. Leland. Towle & Co, is a reputable firm of

bankers of the highest standing on State street.

The West End Street Railway company of Boston has

declared a dividend of 4 per cent, for the first half of the

current year. This will make the annual dividend 8 per

cent, instead of 10 per cent, as in the past. The action

was taken because it was considered that the higher

figure was more than the company could pay in justice to

itself until its construction work was completed. The re-

duction had a bracing effect on the stock in the market, as

it was considered a conservative move.

The streets of Colebrooke, Me., are to be lighted with

electricity.

The new power house of the Newton & Boston Street

Railway company will be completed by July 1st.

Ground has been broken for the new battery shop of the

Hopedale Electric company.

The town council of Johnston, R. I., has granted the

Union Railroad company a 20-year franchise. It is given

on condition that the company build a new route on Hart-

ford avenue, and extend the Manton avenue route some

2,000 feet. The company is also to pay half of 1 per

cent, of its earnings to the town.

The first arc machine of the new Westinghouse type is

to be put in the station of the Canton Electric Light

company.

The new electric road between Waltham and Water-

town is open for travel The line is three miles long and

cost $100,000,

TJic electric power plant at Tariffvillc, Conn , is nearly

ready for operation. The power is to be transmitted 1

1

miles to Hartford. The generator is wound for 600 volts,

but the current is transformed to 3,000 volts and then

transmitted to the outskirt of the city where it is trans-

formed back to 600. It will operate a motor of 315 hor.sc

power. This motor runs a long ^haft on which arc belted

generators and dynamos which run arc and incandescent

lights and motors. Not a 'pound pf poal is used in the

whole operation. J. C. E.
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PERSONAL.
Ludmg Guttnann, electrical engineer, spent a few days

in Chicago last week.

OzoTge Cutter, Chicago, left last Saturday for a brief

business trip to Boston and New York.

M. J- Sullivao, so long identified with the Street Rail-

ivay Gazette, Chicago, has accepted a position with the

Electrical World, and will act as its World's Fair business

r presen'ative during the period of the exposition.

C. S. Colton, formerly motor salesman of the General

Electric company, Chicago, has severed his connection

with this company, and has taken charge of the alternating

motor department of Taylor, Goodhue & Ames, Chicago.

It is announced that George Cawley is about to retire

from the position of chief editor of Industries, London, to

engage in business as consulting engineer. Mr. Cawley

has occupied his present position since the establishment

of Industries, and is entitled to much praise for the able

manner in which he has conducted that journal. Upon
Mr. Cawley's retirement it is reported that there will be a

complete change in the management of the enterprise.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Voorhees Electriccoinpany. Boston, Mass.; capital stock,

$5,003; to manufacture and sell electrical appliances.

Twin City General Electric company, Ironwood, Mich.;

capital stock, ^400.000; to do electric lighting and railway

business; E. D. Nelson, Ironwood, Mich.

Fairmount Railway company. Denver, Colo.; capital

stock 1^10.000; to build an electric railway from Fair-

mount Cemetery to Montclair in Arrapahoe county, Colo.

Palouse Electric company, Palouse, Wash.; capital

stock, $30,000; to engage in the business of public and
ririvate lighting by electricity; A. P. Fuller, Portland,

Ore.

Miamisburg Electric company, Miamisburg, O. ; capital

stock. $100,000. manufacluring and dealing in all kinds

of electrical and other machinery and appliances; Amos
R. Clay, Miamisburg, O-

Jackson Electric Railway. Light & Power company;

Jackson, la.; capital stock, $250,000; to carry on a gen-

eral electric railway and power business in Jackson, Miss.;

W. E. Hayne, Jackson, Miss.

Walker & Bedford Electric Alarm company, East St.

Louis, III., capital stock, $300,000; to manufacture and
deal in eledric alarm money drawers, etc. ; Keller & Starek,

142 North Broadway, St. Louis, Mo.

Tekoa Electric company, Spokane, Wash.; capital stock,

$20,000; to engage in the business of public and private

lighting, heat and power; to operate telephone and tele-

graph lines; W. T. McCaskey, Spokane, Wash.

Monterey & Pacific Grove Street Railway & Electric

Power company, Monterey, Cal.; capital stock, $180,000;
to build and operate a street railroad and generate and
supply electricity for all purposes: R. H. Willey, Mon-
terey, Cal.

Continental Gas company, Chicago, 111.; capital stock,

$10,000,000; to manufacture and deal in gas and electricity;

to erect, maintain and manufacture plants, appliances,

etc., for the operation of the same; John W Carrington, Jr.,

Phenix building, Chicago, III.

Donahoo Steel i\: Smelting company, San Francisco,

Cal.; capital stock, $500,000; to deal in iron, coal, tim-

ber and other lands; to mine, mill and smelt ores; to manu-
facture iron and steel, fuel gas, electricity, etc.; Edward
R. Taylor, San Francisco, Cal.

Lawrence Electric company (incorporated in W. \"a.).

New York, N. Y.; capital stock, $1,000,000; furnishing

electricity, acquiring patents, etc., relative to the construc-

tion of electric plants, furnishing motive power for cars,

boats, etc.; George M. Finney, 44 Pine street, New York,

N. Y.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The question of establishing an electric light plant at

Hart, Mich., is being agitated.

The New Orleans, La., city and lake railroad is being

rapidly changed to adapt it to electric power.

The electric lighting plant which is to supply Tucson,
Ariz , with street lighting is nearly completed.

The Haverford, Pa., Electric Light company is

rebuilding its electric light plant, which was recently de-

stroyed by fire.

An electric lighting plant is to be installed at thenew town
of Eastland, in Marin county, Cal. About 1,000 incan-

descent lights will be required.

The Missouri Eledric Light & Power company has
transferred its property and good will to the Municipal
Electric Lighting & Power company, both of St. Louis.

About $1,500,000 is involved in the transaction.

Work has been commenced removing the electric light

towers in Pittsburg, Pa. They cost $3oo each and it is

said proved very unsatisfactory. Bonds to the amount of

$100,000 to cover the cost of changing the system have
been issued.

The local authorities have made a contract with the

Brattleboro, Vt., Gas Light company to furnish arc

lights for street lighting for a term of five years. The
rate fixed is $go per light a year.

Although electric lights are in general use on lake

steamers the first trouble from crossed wires occurred on

the new steamer, Seiwyn Eddy, at BufTalo, N. V., last

month. Only three hundred bushelsof grain were burned,
but the smoke damaged the entire cargo of oats and the loss

will be $100,000.

San Francisco and Los Angeles capitalists will put up
an electric light plant in Monrovia, Cal.. to run by water
power obtained from the .Saw Pit canon near that place

for supplying the town and four neighboring towns with
electric light and to run a projected electric railway
from Monrovia via Pasadena to Los Angeles.

A special election was ncently held in Paw Paw, Mich.,

on the question of bonding the place for the sum of $15,000
for the purpose of putting in an electric light plant. The
proposition was carried but it is considered doubtful if the

legal authority exists for the issue of bonds and it is pos-

sible that the matter will find its way into the courts.

The municipality of Munich has decidtd to adopt the

electric light for the illumination of the principal thorough-
fares, squares and public buildings, and to begin with a-

plant of 300 arc lamps for the streets and i.Soo incandes-
cent lamps for the town hall. A considerable extension for

the installation is to follow. The whole of the work has been
intrusted to the firm of Schuckert & Co , Nuremberg, who
undertake to complete the installation by October.

Considerable progress is now being made in the matter
of electric lighting in Japan. Three new central stations,

located respectively at Hamamatsu, Maibashi and Nikko,
will be opened this month or next. The power in each
case will be furnished by Pelton water wheels, which will

drive 2,000 volt alternating current dynamos. The entire

equipment will be constructed in Japan, even to the in-

candescent lamps. Nikko is a famous summer resort. All

three of the cities are small and do not require more than
500 or to 1,000 incandescent lamps each.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Hillyard, Wash., proposes to have an electric railway.

Wabash, Ind., is considering the subject of electric

railways.

The Amsterdam Street Railway company, Amsterdam,
N. Y., will extend its lines to Fort Johnson.

Itis expected that the Natchez. Miss., street railway will

be operated by motors before January i, 1S94.

An electric railway between the two large Massachusetts
cities, Lowell and Lawrence, is now but a question of

time.

The Holyoke, Mass., Street Railway company contem-
plates the extension of its electric lines to the summit of

Mt. Tom.

The construction of an electric railway between the

towns of Malmo and Lund, in West Sweden, is under
contemplation.

The Milan, Italy, council has authorized the Edison
company to run an electric road two miles long for one
year as an experiment.

The contract for building an electric line from Decherd,
Tenn.,''to Winchester has been signed, and the road is to

be in operation within six months.

The Arlington branch of the Pikesville & Piml'co electric

road, controlled by the Baltimore Traction company, Bal-

timore, Md., has recently been completed.

It is said that the Chicago & St. Louis electric road has
secured right of way through Fairbury, 111., and the citi-

zens of that town, it is reported, are raising $ro,ooo for

the road.

The Muskegon Terminal Railway company, Muskegon,
Mich., has been granted a right of way from the eastern
boundary of the city along Eastern avenue and Clay ave-
nue to Cedar street.

A movement is on foot among the business men of

Mason. Bracken and Robertson counties. Kentucky, to

secure the right of way for an electric line from Mt. Olivet
to some point on the Chesapeake &. Ohio road.

The new electric railway between New Albany, Ind.,

and Louisville is now being built, and the company ex-

pects to have the cars running soon; this line will reduce
the time between the two cities twenty minutes.

The Pleasure Resort Railway company, with a capital

stock of $100,000, has been formed to build an electric

line from Denver, Colo., to North Denver, and to event-
ually extend it to Rocky Mountain and Berkeley Lakes.

The amended electric street railway bill having passed
both Houses of Connecticut, itis quite likely that there will

be an era of electric railway construction in the near future
in the state, as something like seventy companies are said
to have applied for charters.

An ordinance has been passed by the city of Trinidad,
Colo.

,
granting a franchise over certain avenues and

streets of the city to the Trinidad, San Luis Yalley &
Pacific Railway company for laying tracks and construct-
ing telegraph and telephone lines.

An exterprise is on foot to connect the towns of Water-
loo, Garrett, Auburn, Ashley and Hudson, Ind., by an
electric railroad. Rights of way will be asked of the
town councils and board of county commissioners along the
streets and public roads of the proposed lines.

The Union Electric Railway company. New York, h.is

gained possession of the lines of the Westchester Electric
company, which, when completed, will run from the Hud-
son River to Long Island Sound. The Union company
will extend its present system from Fordham, meeting and
connecting with the new line at Woodlawn. It is stated

that the Union company has also acquired title to all of
the other lines operated in the lower part of Westchester
county.

The Canadian General Electric company, which recently
received the concession for an electric tramway at Peter-
borough, Ont.. has amalgamated with the Pcierborougb U
Ashbnrnham Pvailway company under the charter of the
latter for the purpose of constructing and operating the
line.

The Calumet Electric Railway company, which operates
a number of cross-town lines on the .South Side. Chicago,
has just completed arrangements with a number of railroad .

entering the city to transfer all their World's Fair passen-
geis from the suburban station at which the road crosses
the electric line to the fair grounds. The roads which
have entered this agreement include the Rock Island, Mar-
ion. Erie, Baltimore & Ohio. AVabash. Pennsylvania and
Lake Shore. A number of new cars will be added to ac-

commodate the increased traffic.

TELEPHONE.
During the next few months Los .\ngeles, Cal., and

San Francisco will be in direct comm-jnication by
telephone, the wires running approximately along the
course of the Southern Pacific railroad to San Luis Obispo,
and from there through Santa Maria, by the way of
Guadalupe, and from Santa Maria to Lompoc The work is

being pushed as rapidly as possible, and is to be of the
most substantial character. A hea\'y copper wire is being
used, weighing 460 pounds to the mile. The transporta-
tion of the poles has cut a large figure in the cost of the
enterprise. The poles each weigh about 700 pounds.

MISCELLANEOUS.
An ordinance Is to be introduced in the Baltimore City

Council, it is said, providing for a tax of two dollars on each
electric light, telephone and telegraph pole, and on each
trolley pole which carries wires other than those in use by
the railway,

A company has been organized and application has been
made to the city for a franchise to construct underground
conduits for electric wires in Syracuse, N. Y. A company
has also been formed at Utica for a like purpose.

TRADE NEWS.
The Ansonia Electric company has jus^ effected a large

sale of Shield brand wire in Iowa. The wire continues to

give every satisfaction.

The Montreal Street Railway company is equipping its

new power house with Westinghouse multipolar generators

supplied by the Canadian agents, Ahearn & Soper. Ottawa.

The American Circular Loom company of Boston has
made arrangements with C E. Woodruff & Co., 235 Lake
street, Chicago, for the sale of its canvas jacket covered
wire.

That mica is rapidly being adopted by the leading elec-

tric concerns for insulation purposes is evidenced by the
large increase in sales of Eugene Munsell & Co., of New
York.

The American Cotton Oil company. New '\'ork, is

having its mills in Arkansas rewired with Okonite wire

and all modern safety devices placed under the supervision

of T, L. Rose, electrical contractor, of Little Rock.

The Buckeye Electric company, manufacturer of incan-

descent lamps and appliances, is having a large sale for its

double coil filament, 32 candle power lamp. This lamp is

one of remarkable durability and illuminating power, and
is sure to be one of long continued popularity.

The Hart & Hegeman Manufacturing company, of Hart-
ford, Conn., manufacturer of Hart switches, reports that,

that during the month of May the sales were larger than
during any previous month since it has been in business.

Charles L. Livingston announces that he is prepared to

contract for the complete equipment of electric street rail-

ways, central stations, isolated plants, etc. Special atten-

tion will be given to wiring of fine residences, business

blocks and churches. His office is located in the Fidelity

building. 121 Fourth avenue, Pittsburg, Pa.

The Iowa Electric & Construction company, SoS Wal-
nut street, Des Moines. la., successor to the Hess Elec-

trical company, is prepared to do all kinds of electrical

construction work, particular attention being paid to cen-
tral station and isolated light plants, electric combination
and gas light fixtures, electric motors and dynamos, elec-

tric bells, burglar alarms and annunciators.

Secretary F. W. Davis, of the Perkins Electric Switch
company, of Hartford, Conn., reports that his company was
never more busy than at present. The demand for its new
lamp socket, which possesses many features of distinctive

merit, has been most satisfactory. The calls for its new
dovetail ceiling rosette have largely increased since

January ist.

The Eureka Tempered Copper company, North
East, Pa., has issued a tastefully compiled little book as a

softvenir of electricity building. World's Columbian Expo-
sition. The pamphlet contains many endorsements as lo

the efliciency of Eureka tempered copper wire, and also the

statement of the subcommittee of science and arts, Frank-
lin Institute of Philadelphia, in awarding to the company
the John Scott medal.

The Heinze Electric company of Lynn, Mass.. has been
obliged recently to run its factory over-time to meet the

demand for its new fan motor which operates on both al-

ternating and direct currents, and which will run for a long
lime without attention. These featuies lecoromecd it to
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the trade as a first-class fan motor. This company has also

under way a new line of instruments which it expects

to become popular in the electrical trade.

Purchasers of insulated wires of all kinds will be inter-

ested to know that the Chicago Insulated Wire company
has decided to remove its Chicago office to Sycamore, 111

,

to which place all communications should be addressed.

The Chicago Insulated Wire company has for some time

occupied an office at 214 Northern building, Chicago, but

the company lately decided that its business would be

greatly facilitated by the location of its offices at the works

in Sycamore, 111.

The Tohn Hopkins University of Baltimore has issued

its register for 1892-93 Full particulars pertaining to the

branches of studies pursued are given. Electrical engi-

neering is given a prominent place, the course extending

over a space of two years. It is intended to fit students

for work on the latest advances in electrical science and
the practical electrical problems of the day, especial atten,-

tion being paid to the subject of electrical transmission of

energy and to electric railroad work.

The J. H. & D. Lake company, manufacturer of all

kinds of friction clutch pulleys, having outgrown its old

quarters at Hornellsville, N. Y., has recently completed

and removed to its new offices and foundry at Massillon.

O., where with enlarged facilities, it is prepared to meet
the growing demands of its business. An interesting

feature regarding the r^pid growth of the Lake company is

the fact that it came almost exclusively from advertising,

for with the exception of a limited amount of traveling, it

has had no representative, except its card in the various

trade journals.

The University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, has earned

a well-deserved reputation for thorough equipment and
capable instruction in its various departments, and there is

none more complete than the electrical engineering branch.

It is associated with the department of physics, without

being madeat all subservient to it. and has free use ot all its

apparatus and facilities for work. The electrical depart-

ment includes three rooms for sensitive instruments, a dy-

namo room, battery room, four laboratory rooms, photom-
eter, photographic, library and reading rooms, and offers

particular advantages to one contemplating an electrical

engineering course. A catalogue has just been pub-
lished.

The recognition of the dangers attending the use of

cotton waste in machine shops and manufacturing works
has led to the establishment of the industry of manufac-
toring machine towels from silk waste. The office of this

enterprise is located at Sog North Second street. St. Louis.

It is known as the American Silk Manufacturing company.
One feature of these towels, not the least important, is the

thoroughness with which they clean machinery. They not

only leave no small fiber to work into the finer parts of the

machinery, and thus in time affect it to such an extent as

to necessitate repairs, but they possess the property of

taking up and retaining in their meshes any rust or parti-

cle of foreign matter with which they come in contact. Add
to this the fact of their incombustibility and their cheap-

ness, and it would appear that they were the ideal ma-
chine wipers.

George Porter, electrical contractor. 143 LaSalle street,

Chicago, has just closed a deal with the Claremont hotel,

Thirty-sixth street and Vincinnes avenue, for the installa-

tion of a 700 light plant. The Claremont equipment will

be a 95 horse powerWestinghouse engine driving twoEdison
360 light machines. Mr. Porter has also closed a contract

to fit up the Cleopatra Sarcophagus, 335 Wabash avenue,

with two electric light signs, one to be placed over

the entrance to the building, and the other to be hung
over the entrance ro the tomb proper. The sign over the

ODtside entrance will be formed of white 10 candle power
incandescent lamps. These lamps, through the agency of

a motor driven commutator, will spell alternately the words

"Cleopatra" and "Sarcophagu?.'' The inside sign over

the tomb will read "Cleopatra." Mr. Porter has also

made a recent sale of thirty-five Holizer-Cabot fan motors,

and on his contracting work alone has now employed as

many as twenty-four men. Such work as this speaks for

itself.

Continued prosperity is evident from a perusal of the ninth

edition, of the revised catalrgoe of W. R. Oslranc'er& Co.,

204 Fulton .'itreei, New York. Since the issue of its last

catalogue the company has added several new lines of elec-

trical specialties, and enlarged its stock, until it presents

one of the most complete snd varied assortments before the

public. The last catalogne comprises six systems: Speak-

ing tubes, electrical call bells, electric burglar alarms, elec-

tric gas lighting, mechanical door bells and pneumatic call

bells. Each system embraces all the branches of its de-

partment, and with the help of numerous Illustrations pre-

sents its matter in a handy, compact form. As for the sub-

ject matter itself, it may be said that no more complete
and varied stock has solicited attention from the trade.

Covering as it docs the whole field electrical appliances

it cannot fail to attract the attention of electrical people.

The firm has the advantage of a recently enlarged

factory, which, with its force of skilled mechanics, give it

exceptional facilities for filling all orders promptly.

C. E. Newton, of the Jewell Belting company of Hart-
ford, Conn., desires to extend to the electrical fraternity a
cordial invitation when visiting the fair to inspect the

company's exhibit of belting, which is located at electricity

building, F 6, ground floor.

The Electrical Piano & Motor company of Newark, N.

J., manufacturer of the Feldkamp electro-magnetic fan,

reports large sales for its fan in Texas. These fans are

simple, noiseless and easily attached to a hook in the ceil-

ing, and there is no chance of burning out.

Captain W. L. Candee, of the Okonite company, is

spending a few days in Chicago looking after the com-
pany's exhibit at the Fair. The Okonite factory has been
very busy and has been delayed in this particular, but the
work is now well under way and it promises to make a
creditable showing.

O. K. weather proof insulated copper wire continues to

give its former satisfaction for use in line and house wire

work, and feeder wires for railway work. As placed on the

market by the Electrical Engineering & Supply company,
St. Paul, Minn., its northwestern agent, it is sure to be
pushed to the front.

The improved cable supporter for aeriel telephone, tele-

graph and electric cables, manufactured by O. N. Bender
& Co. of Providence, R. L, is being adapted very largely

for the support of wires, etc. One hanger will support

1 50 pounds. They are made in brass or zinc. This com-
pany is very busy with orders.

The Tice-Lintner Electric company, Minneapolis,
Minn., manufacturer of electrical specialties, has been so
successful in the electrical field that it has been obliged to

remove its factories to Gladstone, Mich,, where it antici-

pates a better location for shipment.

J. H. Cooke, western representative of the Buckeye
Electric company, has in stock at Chicago 35.000 Buckeye
lamps of standard voltage and candle power. The number
will be increased to 50,000 as rapidly as possible to mett
the heavy orders that are making the lamp one of the best

sellers on the market. The factory of this company is lo-

cated at Cleveland, O., and the western office at 1 82 Jackson
street, Chicago.

The Eddy Electric Manufacturing company of Windsor,
Conn., has recently appointed B. M, Barr as its repre-

sentative for several middle states, with an office at S16
Cuyahoga building. Cleveland, O. Mr. Barr has a large

and extensive acquaintance in the electrical field, being for

many years connected with the Thomson-Houston com-
pany, and will no doubt prove a valuable acquisition to its

business staff.

Former purchasers are taking advantage of the fact

that the Ansonia Electric company can again furnish the

old standard Sunbeam incandescent lamp. The orders
are coming in daily in such abundance as to give truth to

the statement that it has regained already its previous
hold on the trade. This company, formerly known as the

Electric Supply company, continues to enjoy the best of

reports from its W. W. lightning arrester.

Queen & Co., incorporated, Philadelphia, 4iave a new
specialty in the Acme portable testing set, described else-

where in these columns, which can hardly fail to meet with
great favor. It is remarkably compact and complete, all

necessary parts, including battery, being contained in one
small and handsomely finished mahogany case that weighs
only six pounds. The set is particularly well adapted to

outside testing, but gives equally accurate results in

central stations or factories and on shipboard. It will be
extensively handled by the trade as a standard article.

BUSINESS.
The Central Electric company, Chicago, is furnishing

the .SVn^mt'/ building at .Milwaukee with conduit and fitt-

ings, made by the Interior Conduit u: Insulation company,
for which it is the western agent.

The Marion Street kailway company of Marion, Ind.,

has commenced work on a line of road to G99 City via the

Soldiers' Home. The Ansonia Electric company's new
line of overhead railway fixtures will be used on the entire

road.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued fane G. 1893.

498,757. Insulated Conductor. Thomas F. Attix, Brook-
lyn, N. V.

4QS,75S. Lamp Socket and Key Holder Therefor. Henry
P. Ball and Amandus Metzger, Schenectady, N. Y.

498,763. Electromotive Device. Romaine Caliender,

iirantford, Can.

The electromotive device comprisesan elcctro-magnetatlapted
to act upon its armature, which is carried upon a pivoted lever.

The armature is yieldingly held away from the magnet by a
spring, and when attracted acts upon a pawl to rotate a ratchet
wheel, from which power may be derived. The motion of

the lever cuts resistance into the circuit containing the electro-

magnet, thereby weakening it and permitting the armature to

be withdrawn by the spring. Kepctiiion of ttie operation con-
tinuously rotates the ratchet wheel.

498.768, Electrolytic Apparatus. Thomas Craney, Bay
City, Mich,

493.769, Method of Electrolyzing Salts. Thomas Cra-

ney; Bay City, Mich,

498.770, Electrolytic Apparatus. Thomas Craney, Bay
City, Mich.

498.771, Electrolytic Cell. Thomas Craney, Bay City,

Mich.

498,776, Clamp for Electric Conductors. Axel II, Eng-
lund, Chicago, III.

498,799. Rheostat. Edward R. Knowlcs, Middlctown,

Conn.

498,808, Telephone Switchboard Annunciator. Frank
R, McBcrty, Downer's Grove, III,

498,852. Closed Conduit for Electric Railways. Charles

J, Kintncr, New York, N, Y.

498,865. Railway Signal. Joseph B. Stewart, Ilavcr-

straw, and \Villiam G. Wattson, Tappan, N, Y.

498,871. Electrical Transmitter for Telemeter Systems.
Charles W. Ayton, New York, N. Y.

498.878. Electric Illuminating Apparatus. Edward A.
Colby, Newark, N. J.

498.879. Method of Electric Illumination. Edward A.
Colby, Newark, N. J.

The method consists in placing within a vacuum chamber a
clo;ed coil of conducting material adapted to become incandes-
cent upon the passage ot an electric current through the same,
the filament thus formed being brought within the influence of
a magnetic field of varying strength, such as may be produced
by the passage of an alternating current through a coil of wire.
The device shown comprises a hollow cylindrical glass receiver
exhausted of air and provided with a closed coil composed of
carbon or like material, while within the core of the cylinder is

p aced a coil of wire encircling a mass of magnetic material; the
coil being traversed by an alternating current causes an induced
current in the filament with the consequent incandescence of the
filament.

493.880. Electrical S^^itch. James Des Brisay, New
York. N. Y.

493,901. Incandescent Electric Lamp. Alexander de
Lodyguine, Paris, France.

The lamp is provided with leading-in wires of iron, steel, or
other of the baser metals, which are hermetically sealed into
'-he glass bulb of the lamp by a glass sea! containing compounds
of boron.

498.906. Conduit Railway Trolley. Michael H. Smith,
Halifax, Eng.

498.907. Electrical Condenser. William Stanley, Jr., and
William B. Tobey, Pittsfteld, Mass.

498.911. Copying Telegraphic Apparatus. Sylvester P.
Denison, Belleville, N. J.

498,915, Electrode for Electric Arc Lamps. Salomon
Heimann. New York, N. Y.

The electrode comprises a carbon pencil provided with a re-
fractory coating composed or a mixture of calcined soapstone,
water glass, oil and lamp-black. These materials are ground
together and then mixed with water, after which the carbon
pencils are dipped into the mixture until a coating about one
sixty-fourth of an inch thick i-> formed thereon.

498,919 Telephone. Birton Pickering, Dayton. O.

498,929. Electric Glow Lamp. Edward A. Colby, New-
ark, N. J.

The receiver is of glass in the form of a hollow cylinder of
annular cross section, the filament being in the form of a closed
cotl. Within the hollow portion of the cylinder is placed a core
of map-netic material carrying upon its end the primary coil
adapted to be traversed by an alternating current.

498,932- Trolley Stand. Tames R. Griffichs. Chicago,
III.

The trolley pole is provided at its lower end w'th a segmental
gear wheel that engages with a rack occupying a horizontal
position. Motion of the rack in either direction act& to place
tension upon a coiled spring, thereby furnishing the resiliency
that maintains the trolley wheel yieldingly in contact with the
trolley wire.

498,933. Electric Railway Trolley. James R. Griffiths,

Chicago, III.

498,969. Dynamo-electric Machine. William S. F. Dil-
lon. Chicago, III.

The frame of the machine is cast so that the cores of the
electro-magnets are hollow. They are afterward tilled with
iron filings and the like, thereby greatly cheapening the con-
struction of the machine,

493,973- Method of and Apparatus for E'ectric Perfor-
atine. Di.\,ter M. Garnett, Evanston, III. » and John

-

II. Garneit, Chxago, 111.

498,988. Electric Signal and Protective System. Charles
E. Ongley, New York, N. Y.

499,003. Electrical Call Bo.k, Walter F. Banks, Milford,
Conn.

499.062. Electric Time Signal. Gerhard W. Van Vianen,
Cologne. Germany.

499 C95. Trolley Wire Finder. James Chase, Rochester,
N. Y.

499,097. Electric Illuminating Apparatus. Edward A,
Colby, Newark, N. J.

The glass receiver is in the form of a hollow ring, the fila-

ment occupying a central position within the receiver, thus
forming a ring filament. The ring is placed upon a magnetic
core which is encrcled by a coil of wire traversed by an alter-
nating current, the ring filament thus acting as the secondary
of 3 transformer. The passage of the current causes the fila-

ment to become incandescent. When desired the filament may
be caused to glow only at particular sections by making a por-
tion of the filament of material having a high resistance and
the remainder of low resistance. As many of the ring-shaped
receivers as may be desired may be placed upon a common core,
thereby varying the brilliancy of the lamp

499.099. Electro-dynamic Machine. Olof Dahl, Pater-

son, N. J.

499,108. Telephone. Edward M. Harrison, Fort Smith,
Ark.

499.112. Overhead Electric Railway. John C. Henry,
New York, N. Y.

499,115. Electro-railway Trolley. George W. Hooper.
Rochester, N. Y.

499,125. Electric Signal Apparatus and System. Jacob
W. Lattig, Easton, Pa.

499,12'>. Electric Signaling Apparatus and System for

Railways. Jacob W. Lattig, Easlon, Pa.

499.143. Trolley Wire Support. Cari Peterson, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

499.150. Advertising or Other Illuminating Effects.

Horace V . Simon, London, I'^ng.

499.167. Trolley Wire Curve. Rudolph M. Hunter,
Philadelphia, Pa,

499.183. Friction Clutch for lOlcclric Motors. Olof
Dahl, Pat6rson, N. J.
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EuoENE F, Phillips, Preet. W. A. Hathaway, Troos. W. H. SAWTEa, Soc'y.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
i;r,FXTKIO LIGHT LINE WIKK,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,

WIRES.
AMERICAMTE. MAGNET.
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR
FARADAY CABLES.

NEW YOKE OFFICE, P. C. Ackermnn, lOCorllandt Streot.

MONTREAL BUANCH, Eupooo F. Phillips' Electrical Worka

#V5E\\IRE
XOA\P\\Y

161 HIGH SJ B0.5T0N

HICHE5T GRADE

TE5TEDFViEWIRE6UNKS
iEND FOR CATALOCV'E

AND PRICE LIJTJ

ARMATURES
REWOUND.

Street Railway and Electric Light-

ing Companies will find it to their in-

terest to write for prices, as we do all

kinds of electrical repair work.

McLEAN & SCHMITT,
Room 416, 197 S. Canal St., Chicago.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Inanlatfon Onaranteed wherever nsed. Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

In a letter from the In<:pector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, he says: "A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber need In insulating our wires and cables iB especially chemically prepared, andia gnaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible In extreme cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The Inealation is protected from mechanical injury hy one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Componnd, and special extra finish, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires aa an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very gre**^ extent fireproof. Oar inealation will prove
durable when all others fail , We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauj^es and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Klectric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finisb for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark Joint Gum should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, m etrips about one fool long and five-eighths Inch wide, and when wrapped about a Joint
•,nd preseed firmly it makes a solid mass, FOR RAILWAY nnd IIOTOR use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark iusulalion.

WK GFARAXTEE OUR INSITATIO^ WHEREVER I'SED, AERIAL, UNDERGROUND OR SUB9IABINE, and onr net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other first-class Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Cataloguea with terms aud discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, MASS.

HENRY A. CLARK, Tr.attirer and Qen'l Manager.
HKBBEBT H. KCSTIS, Pr»«I(lsnt and Blecirlclan.

MANDFACTUREKS OF HIGHEST GRADES OF

Rubber Insulated Wire and Cables for Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE,
TRENTON, N. J.

(
JOIIW A. RltKBLIX'Ci'Ci SONS CO . Chicago. 171 I,ake Street.

AGENTS) 1
SA.V KK*.\CI»CO. iSaoaH' Tremont Street,

( NKW YORK. 117 I>ibprt.v Street

ANY CANDLE POWER. t:^:ei

ii

\JV rite tor- I'rloos.

STEUBEN" LAMP.
STEUBEN liAMP WORKS, CANISTEO, X. Y.

ANY VOLTAGE.

So.»m>lea» J*reei

WILLIAM A. ROSENBAUM,
Electrical Expert and Patent Solicitor,

Times Bulldins. NEW yOBK.

Former Manager, now Successor to the

Patent Department of

THE W.J. JOHNSTON CO., Ltd.

("ITie Electrical World.-")

SAL AMMONIAC
(ELECTRIC BRAND)

ForElectrical Purposes
I

Guaranteed 98/99% and free of lead and u-on.

If you want the V)est quality ask yoxir dealer

I for this brand. Imported hy

A.KLIPSTEIN, 122 Pearl St., New York

^ A=S=K
YOUR SUPPLY HOUSE FOR

^+ IMPROVED
BELLS

^„

\^ HUEBEL & MANGER, "•f

21G to -iito <,ii-nliam St.. BKOOKI.VV. \. V. ^
\o^^M.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Eitctric, Pntumatlc and Mechanical

ANNUHrCIATORS e® BELLS.
FBI/l. 1.ISIB A1.WAT8 IS STOCK.

W. R, OSTRANDER & CO..^ 204 Fulton St., New York.
Factory, 1461 and 1403 DeKaib Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

-send for New CATALoen». Out Aueuet let.

ICAGO ELECTRIC WIRE.
SEAMLESS

The Highest Grade of INSULATED WIRE Ever Manufaclur. d.

Has no equal where high voltage, high insulation or durability are required, and
is especially adapted for all electric light service, wiring buildings, installing electrical
stations, also for uaderground and submarine work.

Send for and thoroughly examine our samples; bend them, twist them, subject
them to acids, oils, gases, or any of the reasonable tests usually applied; note the
results; if our claims have been sustained, send us sample order.

THE GOODYEAR HARD RUBBER GO,, and THE INDIA RUBBER COMB GO.,

0, n and 13 MERCER STREET, NEW YORK.
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Established in 1861.

E. BKGGOT.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAJS AHD ELECTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-BANCH STOBS—

fil34 Michigan Avenu«p

WAIVTtD.
We will pay 25 cents each for

clean copies of the Western Elec-
trician' of June IS, 1892, Volume X,
Number 25.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
6 L keeide Baildlne. Chicago.

WANTED—Agents and dealers to handle the
prodact of an incandescent lamp factory of the
first rank on good liberal terms. Commuoications
should be addressed to H. V.. 39 69.

Care Rudolf ilosse, Hamburg, Germany.

For all PurpoBPB.
Scrap and Native Platinum PurchHsed,

BAKER & CO., 40H-414 New .Jersey
Kaiiroad Ave.. Newark, >'. J.

TftADEhS IN ELECTRICAL MiCHINERY.
FOR SALE (Continned List.)

Two 30 light Ball Arc dynamos, with 60 arc lamps.
Three 23 light FoUer-Wood arc dynamos.
Ooe 55 light Fuller-VTood arc dynamo.
42 double carbon lamps.
2S single carbon lamps.
One 8 horse power Card motor, 500 toUb.

We mate a specialty of repairing dynamos and
motors.

AOIVOTXY EL.KCTRIC CO .

?/) E. 5th St., CISCIN'NATI. OHIO.

FOR SALE.
Two S'W-ampere^ shoot wound V. S. Dynamns,
Two 200-ami>erea shunt wound TJ. S. Dynamos.
T«ro "WJ-light T,-H- Dynamos, compound wound,

with Ba^e, Rbeoatat and Ammeter.
Two iVlifiht Americao 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamos.
One .50-li^ht Sperry 2,000-c. p. Arc Dynamo.
Ten 12-llL'ht Knowles Dynamosflvith lamps.

Twelve 50-!lgbt Schuyler Dynftnlo«. 2.00"-c. p.

Two 150-Bra»h Incandescent SInchlnes, 05 volts.

One l-VIIght Bru^h Arc, 7 nmperes.
Ooe 9fi-h. p. Armiot.'ton and SIraa Engine.

Two 120 ampere Edison Dynamos, self-olllng.

We Buy Oulright Electrical Equipment.

JD3N I BSS5S m, a mil co„

T4 C OKTr,AM>T "iT.. X. V.

ELECTRICITY
FOR

ENGINEERS.

A NEW ftND POPULAR BOOK,

Price, Postage Prepaid,

S2.50.

Eleclriciao Publisiiiog Co.,

6 Lakeside Building,

CHICAGO.

ANNUNCIATORS^!!^

Ode 135 im Eolms,
Second-hand, good order, H of cost.

One 50 flrop Holmes,
Second-hand, good order.

One 60 im Neeflle, retDrn call.

One 77 flrop Gravity, retnrn call.

ALSO NEW GOODS VERY LOW.

C. E. LEE,
149, 151 Fifth Avenue, CHICAGO.

SEND FOR OUR
New Catalogue ot

Electrical
Books.

The moat complete of Its

kind ever pnbliebed.

8eDt Free to Any AddresB.

In the VVegt for BLEC-
TRICAL BOOKS, and fill

orders promi tlv, pre-
paid, on receipt of prit e.

Klec'rlcian PoblUhloir Co.,
Lakeside Biiilflinf^,

Chicago. 111.

StilweJl's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier,

Removes all Impurities,

Entirely prevents SCALE Id Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

Jtll GENUINE
INGOTS t MANUFACTURES

BEAR OUR
f^ECTRADE MARKS.

D'XJITCER
Long Dislance

E'eclric Tfl'plionfs;.

Sold ontrlght for Private Lfno
tjBe. Folly protected by pat-
entfi. nod (/nnrnnteed to pur-
cheaers ngaloflt Infringement.
City of Chicago bft-i given fran-
chlBo of Its HtrcetH for a Telo-
pbnno Exchange to ase IhiB
Instriimont, and It will bo
adopted for tho Cliy'B uho.

Send for clrciilarn.

THE D'UNGER ELECTRIC
TELEPHONE M»G. tO .

Ifi7 Doarborn St., rhkn^fo.

PHOSPHOR-BRONZE
Ingots, Castings, Wire., Sheet &c.

ThePhosphqrBronzeSmeltincCo.Limiteo
512 Arch St. Philadelphia Pa.U.S.A.\.

ORICINAL MANUFACTURERS OF PHOSPHOR-
Bronze in the United States and Sole
Makers of"ELEPHANT BRANC'Phosphor-Bronze,

SIOUX CITY ENCS-INS IVORKS
Buildere of lliyli Grade

Corliss Engines,

Gidding's Automatics.

Simple, Compound, Condendng-

Complete Plants Furnished.

SELL'NC. agents:

26 Eandolpli St , Chicago.

F. M. Davis, Ballas, Tex.

Kennedy & Pierce Mch. Co.,

DENVER.
A. M. HolterHdw. Co.,

HELENA. MONTANA.
4-05 6TH AVE.. SO. MINNEAPOLIS.

1302 UNtON AVE.. KANSAS CITY.

AIORTH STAR rOIXTS
Is the title of a book of reference for all poiots be
tween Chicago and Lake Superior on the line of
the Milwaukee & Northern R, R., and is a valuable
publication for business men and tourists who may
be interested in the development of the agricul-
ural, mineral and timber resourcQ.s of Northern
Wisconsin and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan.
This book, together with an illustrated pamphlet
tellinR "TV/iere the Trout Hide'''' will be sent free
upon application to Geo. H. Henfford, General Pas-
senger Agent, "'North Star Ruute,'' Chicago, 111

WRITE FOR C'ATALGGUE

TlrLe Ha-rxsoi:! ^a-tter3r.
A Positive Success,

Less Expense to Run,
Longest Life

Highest Electromotive Force.

FAN OU I FITS
COMPLETE,

From $12 Upward.

Now in use for lisht-

PunipH, ftDd for
)>ower of nil klods.

AGENTS WANTED,SEND FOK CIECULAES TO

HANSON BATTERY. LIGHT & POWER COMPANY,
514 F,i::htli Slrcet. WANII IN4jTO.\. I>. V.

HOLMES, BOOTH &HAYDEN$,
Factories: Walerbury, Conn. 25 Park Place, New York.

MANUPAOTDREnS OF

Bare and Insulated Wire.
Underwritere' Copper Klectric Light Line Wire, Cnppor Magnet Wire,

Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work.
Insulated Iron Preeaure Wire.

PATENT
cc
K. K." LINE WIEE

For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Mot(..fl, Telegraph
and Tulopliooo Uae.

AgoDtB for tho WaBhlngtoD Carbon Company. Carbons tor Aro Lighting.

TUftS. /.. SfOm.t., Xctr Yorh- Affvnt.

rJ. C. BRILL COMPANY, - - - PHILADELPHIA.
BmLDEES OF EAILWAY AND TRAMWAY CARS OF ALL CLASSES.

.Spflclol ottftrjtloii KlToii to tli.j biill.llijK ..r J.iof.trlo Mulor tiii<l i rrtll Cam.
UuildervofDrlU So. 31 Truck wjlb noUdiofi^od frame, and "iiur*»Iia"MoximDmXrooUon pivotal Tmok.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The atteniion of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is caHcd to ihis <'KI^E,

RRATRI> WATKK WIIKIvI^as particularly adapted lo iheir uie
on accoupt of its r4-tiiarkal>ly Hieady motion, hi^^^li Mpeed
and ereat Kfli<'i«'n<'y, and lai'g-e Capacity forits diameter,
being double the I'o'wer of most wheels of same diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with Efreat satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect erua.ranteed.
SEI\I> FOR CATALOCifE A!Vl> I»ARXIC't;i.AK«.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears arc required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICTOR

XtJRBiI\'ES» arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-iron Flume. Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
st.ictly first-class in every particular. We are tiow prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation

admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

INTERSTATE COMPLETE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION CO.,
C03VTKA.CTOK8 FOB

Complete Electric Light Installations, Wiring, Armature Winding, Etc.

ESTIMATES SUBMITTED. 809-817 S. Seventh Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

HAVE YOU

EXHAUST STEAM

GOING TO WASTE
?

Ptttenteea, Proprietors and Manufacturare of the
Webatar Vacuum Feed Water Heatcrand Purifier.

Send For Catalogue.

Are your FEED WATER HEATERS obtaining the best results, in beating and punlying the

feed water for your boilers? Are you heating your buildings with live steam or exhaust?

IF YOU DESIRE TO GET BETTER RESULTS from your present feed water healers,

and (o lieat your building by exiiaust steam, without back pressure upon engines, saving

power and water of condensaUon, toKcther with GREATER ECONOMY IN FUEL,
send for our catalogues of Webster Vacuum Feed Water Heater and Porifier, and
Williames Vacuum System ofSteam Heating, which contains some of the largest plants

111 the United States as references. We visit plantsinany part of the United Stales, at ourc-ipcnse,

furnish our apparatus, which may be attached to your present plant, upon trial, under guarantee.

IffnnrU mCnCTCD 9 OA Managers and Sole Licensees for the Sale of Patent

VffAnnCn ffCDdlCn tt UUl9 Ri};].ts in the United Slates

Main Office and Works, 491 N. 3d St., PHILADELPHIA.

THE T3TnT ^¥^r-^ivr ^VlT-A^'TESn ^VITHESESIL

Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2,000 in use.

ASonli the most eimpleard reliable power for allmlnlne and manufactur-
ing machinery. Adiipleii to heads running from -0 op to 2,000 or more feet.
From ^0 to SOperc^rt. better results guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the conntiy.

Bl^KCTKIC TRANSMISSION.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords In the way (fa uniform and relia-

ble power, close rpRulation and the facility of adaptation to varylnf: cunuitlone
of epeed and prei-enre, have bronglit 11 Into apeclal prominence and exttnslve
nee for this class of work. All applications should eiate amonni and beud of
water power required, and for v'lat purpose, with approslmate lenj;th of pipe
line. Send Fuk (ataloglb.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
1«1-1S3 Slain St., San Francisco, Cat.. U. S. A.

143 LIBERTY STREET^ - - NEW YORK.
^^It having cometo our notice that our patent rights are being infrinpet.

upon, Iniendlngpurchasers are hereby warned thatall eoch infrlDgemente wl^'
be duly jiroBPcuted.

P«{:LT0IM AVATEK MOTOItS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to lb
and 20 horse lower, unequaled for all light running machineiy. Warran'td
to develop a given bmount of power with one-half the water required by an/
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Addrees as above. Deliveries made fr-im
San Francisco or New York, as may afford the most favorable freight rates.

LEFFELWATER WHEELS
This Justly Celebrated Wheel is Built in Many Styles on

UPRIGHT AND HORIZONTAL SHAFTS.
It IS SPECIALLY DESIGNED and ADAPTED for driving

ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND POWER PLANTS.
Our new ^VhceI spcures a remarkably MjrU crnnran(<M>tl perrcntatro. and wondorral ulradinew* of

motion, under variable loads in practice. H aflTords an iinoqnaled eonrenlration of power within a small
apace; and an unpr4><><>«lcnted liiffh velocrlty for n. Riven powiT.

Its easily and <|iii»'l*l.v opi'rated bnlnnocd ernto alfords iirnmpt and oHU'ifnt control by a Governor, and
consequent line rr;;iil:tlioii. These wheels arc in rii!in\- Instmui'H np.'iatiTii,- I he best electric plants in this and
other countries, ful l> 'I'^inniisiraLint:; their reniarknlilo ndaptalioii in thai use.

The atteniion m1 i;iiri j n- l-'-ntrincprM. and iiiIhts rnnti-niplalin^'^ wal.T pnw it improvementB is directed to our
work. Wo will S'-ml a lirn' liirc<' iMiiipbln. irj pa(;.>s, fully describlnj; tin' wheel aiui varinu.s plans of application.

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.^To^^/w'?o^°K'c?T"v'°'

DO YOU NEED ANYTHING IN THE LINE OF

BATTERY SDPPLIES?
WE CAN QUOTE YOU BED-ROCK ON.

Carbons, Zincs, Coppers, Jars,

Sal-Ammoniac, Blue-

stone, Etc.

WRITB -CrS FOR FRICES.

LAW BATTERY COMPANY,
85 JOHN ST., NEW YORK.

BA?E TOO GOT WHEELS
IN YOUR HEAD?

Send for Catalogue o<

Sterling Bicycles.

They are the standard high grade wheels of
the year. Have several distinct points of advan-
tate: cbanReable gear. €0 or 67. as yon please;
convertible pedale. rat trap or rabber, as yoa
please: patent corroijated hubs; piano wire spokes;
hollow rims, etc.

Stokes Mfg. Co., Makers,
General Offices and Salesrooms:

Factory:

236. 238, 240 Carroll Avenue. CHITAGO.
Branches; I'enver, Milwautt.--:-

.

Storage Battery Cells.

NEWTOX BUBBEB CO.,
178 Devousliire St., Boston, Mass.

*A0T0BY NEWTON UPPEE F.iLLS, ilAS?.

Manufactucers of

0CTAG0NAL<*5 Cedar
TELEPHOni&ELECTRieAL

RAILWAYpOLES&CkOSSARMS

^^H.M.Loud&SonsUimberQ.
' OSCODA. . IVIICH.

j

ll^^^

The Slntidard Open Circuit Bat-
teries Of' the n'orltl.

SkNP lOl! ClKCVLAi; .*Mi PlUOES.

THE LECLANGHE BATTERY CO.,

Ill to 117 last 131st St, *, r.
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Grifflshaw White Core Wires,
Grimsliaw Tapes, Competition Line Wires,

Raven Core Wires, Vulca Ducts.

-MANUFACTURED BY-

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
CHICAGO, 80 Franklin St. NEW YORK, i 5 Cortlandt St. BOSTON, 182 Summer St.

H. Wabd Leonabd, Geo. H. Finn
Preaident. Vice-President,

C. E. Cabpenteb,
Secretary and Treaearer.

CARPENTER
1

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

, D. SHAIN, Geneeal Selling Agent,

136 Liberty St., New Yort City.

These rheostats can now be aupplied of any
resistance and capacity on short notice. They
are being largely used by sach manufacluring
concerns as the following: Gentral Electric

Company, Siemens & Hal?ke Compaay, Interior

Conduit & Insnlation Company, Crncker-Wheeler
Company, General Incandesceut Arc Light Com-
pany, National Eaectrio Company, Waddell-Entz
Company, 'Westem Union Company, Dahl Electric

Company, and by Central Station Companiee and
contractors all over the country.

Send for new catalogue and priee list.

t»AireiitK,
Ladien <

$25toS50
IlinK

"Old K. Ih.l.l, IMi.lor." Only
pr;ii.'ii. ,ii .^ 11 I.. i< i'ljie rusty aud
worn Ln' c Turks, spoons, rtc;

qu ck y doat: bv dippiug in melu^d

n c a ho cxperii'Dce, polisliing

or raach ue t Thick plaie at oue
a on la is 5 to 10 jeara; Bne
ti when taken Troni the plater.

P y fam y has plaiing to do.

i<\Uv. Pniflrs larcc.

n 1> II r un&Cu.,CoIuiubuh,0.

MAP OF THE UNITED STATES.
Alarge, handtcme Map of ihe United

States, mounted and sutab'e for cfBce or

home use, is issued by the Burlington
Route. Copies will be mailed to any ad-

dress on receipt of twelve cents in postage

by P. S. EusTis, Gen'l Pass. Agent, C. B.

& Q. R. R., Chicago, HI.

L BRECKINRIDGE CABELL
53 Broadway, NEW YORK, Room 1 7.

FUSE ] Correct Carrying Capac

'

WIRE or V ity. Absolute

STRIPS. ) Unlfo mity in Size.

Lands, Securities and Industrial Enterprises; Total Issues

of Corporate, Municipal and County Bonds Taken; Municipal

Debts Consolidated and Refunded at lower rates; Railroads

Built and Equipped; Electric Roads Built and Equipped;

Street Railroads using Horse power changed to Electric Roads.
39tii St. and Stewart Ave..

CXOja.0^0.

SISTI7.A.^XiIS]BCE3X> 1878.
SOIiE nANrFACTFRERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBREVULCANIZED FIBRE GO.
In Sheets, Tubes, Roda, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wii&tSl^^luEK.. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World, i4i>r/i??Af y.

A NJE:W BOOK!

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand- Book.
226 Pages. I'^S Engravings. Hand-Book Size.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of which 30,000 copies
have been sold. The new book contains more than twice as many pages and twice

as many engravings as were comprised in the old, and will continue
to retain the distinction of being the ONLY STANDARD

WORK for the practical dynamo man and the learner.

NOW READY. PRICE, $1.00.

6 LAKESIDE BIULDINC, CHICAGO.
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PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE CO., 2;:':«
MANUFACTURERS OF

Insulated Electric Wire. House Wire.

PAWTUCKCT, R. I. all sizes,

New York Office, 39 and 41 Cortlandt St. 0000 to 18 B. and S.

Composed of AarieBtoe, coiubineil with water and acid iirooi

materials, compreeyed und vulcanized

FOR ELECTRICAI. PURPOSES,
BwitchboardB, Armature SleeveH, Battery Cells, Insulat-

ing Waeherp, Inmlatinff Parts for Arc LlgbtB, In-
candescent Lights, Motors, Chandeliers, Dyna-

mos, £tc. Field Magnet SdooIs.

Special Rtfles and Shapes to order. I'rices on application.

/-.
-MANUFACTUKED BT-

The Johns-Pratt Go.^
MANUFACTTirKEp..- fjF

Moulded Mica.
H. W. JOHNS MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

H. W. Johns' ABbeetoB Mlllhoard, Sheathlnge, BaildiD^,' Felt?, Fireproof Paliite, Liquid Palnto, Aebeetos Roofing Etc ,

Selling Agents,

JERSEY' UITY.
BO»TO\.

CHICAGO.
ATI-ASTTA.

PHIl.ADEL.PBIA.
L.ONDOK. 87 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

Electric Light
AND

Battery Carbons.

Motor
Brushes.

Sole Licensees to manufacture the Hazeltfne Long Life Carbon.

Jas. J. Murray ^ Co.,

Irray Flint Gass Worb,
Trenton Ave., Culvert and Waterloo Sts..

FtL.llB.a.elpHls,, ra..,

^lantifiicturLTs of

Arc aDd iDcaQdesceot Globes and Sbades

Ol'' AI.I/ !!iHAPE(<.

In Opal. Clear. Roughed and Colored.

rur{;e CapncitieN, Proiil]>t Slii|iiii4'iits.

ELECTRICAL
BOOKS.

Orders Filled Promptly.

Electrician Publisliing

Company,

6 Lakeside Building, • CHICAGO.

W.S.EDWARDSMFG. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTROLIERS,
Combination Fixtures,

Electric and Coibination Brackets.

EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS.

LOW PRICES.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. "^ .,-

DO YOUR
OILS
GIVE YOU
SATISFACTION ?

IF NOT
GIVE US A
TRIAL.

We are makers of tlie finest grades ol

DYNAMO,
ENGINE,
CYLINDER OILS

We ^arantee satlefaclion and freedom £rom gam
and excess of aalmal fats.

We are pot cheap, or sell cheap oils, bnt
sell on quality. If you want satisfaction in your
eugine room, give us a trial — correspondence
solicited.

CLARENDON OIL AND REFINING CO.,

114 No. Front Street. PHIHDELPHia. PA.

21 and 23 E. Lake St., Ghicago.

SOMETHING NEW.
AUTOMATIC DOOR SPRINQ
ELECTRIC LIGHTER
AND EXTINGUISHER.

Manufacturers of ELECTRICAL GOODS. EXPERIMENTAL
AND KEPATR WORK. INVENTIONS AND NOVELTIES
DEVELOPED. PATENTS OBTAINED.

N. Y. Electrical & Development Co.,

251 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

TESTING INSTRUMENTS.
Special prices on application, on testing in-

struments illustrated on pages 253 to 274 of our

August '92 Catalogue.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANYr
OXXIO.A.C3rO ctiacl INTES^l^V
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TOU NEED THESE BOOKS.
]

NBW
DYNAMO TENDERS'

«f\ND-BOOK.
Bv I.iFL-T. F- R Bai.t.

READY FOR DELIVERY.
AN ENTIRELY NEW WORK.

The latest addition to our famous "Haud-Book"
; Series. Every practical dyoamo mau should have a

copy.

V?fi l^aget. 1-iS Enf/rnvinff*i.

PRICE, $1.00.

NGANDE8CENT W R NG
xia-Istd-book:.

Bv Lieut. F B. B.u.t.

Fourth Edition. Tenth Thousand.

These tables give, without loss of time, exact atze
nf wire to be used. This is one of our famous "Huuil-
liook" series, and is the standard autht>rity on tills

subject m the English language.

73 Pages. 43 Illnntrations.

PRICE, SI.OO.

BELL HANGERS'
Hf\ND-BOOK.

By Lieut. F. b. Badt.

Designed tnr practical men engaged in any class
of bell or annunciator work. The only book of the
kind published.

io5 Pages. 97 Illustrations.

PRICE, $1.00.

ELECTRIC ••••TRAN8M 88 ON

HiLMD-BOOK.
Bt Lieut. F. B. Badt.

1

A new work coutainiog tables and information on
' the electric transnjissiou of power brought down t.i

date. One of the most popular of our famous "Haud-
Book" Series.

97 Pages. 22 Illustrations.

PRICE, $1.00.

STBEST RAILWAYS.
"TRK7UTS."

Their Construction, Operation and Maintenance

Bv C. B. Fairchild.

This wort is written by a practical man, and
should be in the bauds of every street railway em-
ploye iu the United States.

600 Pages. Profusely lllusiraied.

PRICE, $4.00.

ELECTRIC MACHINERY.
BvS. P. Thompson.

Fourth edition, revised and re-written. The moat
complete work on the dynamo published.

900 Pages Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, $9.00.

DICTIONARY
1 ... OK ...

ELECTRICAL WORDS,
TERMS AND PHRASES.

Bv Edwin J. Houston, A. il.

The latest edition of thi<» celebrated wort contains
over 5.00U distinct definitions. As iiuportaut as
W'elater.

yoo Pase**. y.>0 Illuf^trations.

PRiCE, ffiS.OO.

THE

ELECTRIC MCTOR
AND ITS APPLICATIONS.

Bv Martin and Wetzler.

The first American book on electric niotora. A
most complete work brought 'lown to dale.

325 Pages. 354 Illustrations.

PRICE, $3.00.

THE PRACTIOA I MANAGEMENT

OF

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
By Crocker and Wheeler.

The object of this work is to give simple directions
for the practical use and manaicement of dynamos and
mators. This work is having a large sale.

100 Pages- Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, SI.OO.

Electric Light Specifications

FOR THE USE OF

Engineers and Architects.

Ilv E. A, Merrill,

TliH work Kiv^ the latest mlc of The National
Eleciru- Light AofMxrlaUou, of the Natloual Board of

i'itK ra(lMrwrit*?n!, and of The New EnKtand loflurauro
Kxchaaye.

PRICE, SI.50.

THE ELEGTRIG RAILWAY
IN

THEORY AND PRAeTieE.
Bv Cjio.^nv AND Bell.

Thlij itt a complete treatise on the construction iiud

operation of electric railways, and will comtuoud 11-

Beir to the electrical engineer, and to the practli-al

iiiaaager.

400 Pages. Profusely Illustrated.

PRICE, $2.60.

MIOH POTENTIf\L
AND

HIGH FREQUENCY.
Experiments with Alternate Currents.

Bv Nikola Terla.

A lectuie delivered before the Institution of Elec-
trical Knglneers, Londou.

146 Pages. Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, $(.00.

THE ELEGIIC TELEGRAPH.

UtF. L. Pock,

Th<- fotirtcfttith ©-Htlon of thin ci^UihrhU-ti work In

revrltlHti AO'l hrmifht down U> dnU-. A t<-chnlcal

1 hand -^iO'^k fnr Ifr/rtrtrtariJi, inanoK'T*! and 0|M)r8lor.i<.

234 Pages, Illustrated,

PRICE, SI. 50.

SCIENCE
SERIES.

The H«rl<!8 now tmnibi-'rn lo;i vcdtiineM, mid enibrnceM
worku on every mibjt'ct.

lO iiio. ItourilN

PROFUSELY ILLDaTKATKlJ.

Price, 50c. Each.

STANDARD

ELEGTRGAL DCTONARY.
Bv T. O'CONNOTl Hl.OANK.

'I'lih Mfw work Hliould 1)0 In the handH of all who
(U'Klru to keep aUroant with tlm proKruHH of the grealeHt
Mclwiicy of the tiinun.

600 Pages, 300 Illustrations.

PRICE, S3.00.

Any of the above books sent promptly, postage prepaid, on receipt of price.

SEND IN YOUR ORDER.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Bldir,, Ghicaeo. III.
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THE UNITED

Electric Improvement Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Isolated and Central Station

Equipments.

TRANSFORMER APPARATUS,
DIRECT CURRENT DYNAMOB,

POWER GENERATORS,
ALTERNATING CURRENT CONSTANT

POTENTIAL APPARATUS,
DIRECT AND A. C. MOTOR >.

iimf=f=?cz)\ze:H)

Series lamps and Sockets for Arc Circuits.

838 Drexel Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

OUR IMPROVED'93 FAN MOTOR
IS THE BEST OUT.

It'is ig II. P.. has fan 12 inches in diameter,

self-ciling boxes, carbon brushes, tempered
copper commu'ator; makes big breeze.

Our DYNAMOS, MOTORS, STORAGE BAT-

TERIES and STREET CAR MOTORS, are praised

by alb Write for catalogue.

THE FORD -WASHBURN
STOREI.ECTRO CO.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

HKANCH OFFICKS:
BOSTON, MASS., 620 Adnntlc Avenu".
CHICAGO, ILI,., 2110 Tmiiplo Court BuildinR.
KANSAS CITY. MO., lu .Sholdley Building

C-S SPECIALTIES.

G-S Flush Double Push Switch.
Single Polo—Double Polo—Commutation; 3 Wiro, 1 Wlru.

C-S Flush Key Switch.
SInKle Pole—Double Pole—3 Wire.

C-S Flush Automatic Switch.
Single Polo.

ELECTRICALLY
MECHANICALLY
ARTISTICALLY PEERLESS.

The Packard

VACUUM PUMPS.

C-S Flufih Double Push Switch—Double Poio.

THE CUTTER ELECTRICAL & MFG. CO.,
27 So. litli Street, riiilnifclplila, Pa., V. S. A.

See coiuplele exhibit wHli Aneonia Eloctrio Co., Worlil'e Fair.

De.signed especially for Incandes-

cent Lamp Manufacturers. A Dry

Vacuum of ilO'^/i in. guaranteed.

Three sizes in stock.

REFER TO:
Sawyer-Man Elecliic Co..

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.,

Edison Mfg. Co..

General Electric Co.,

Westinghouse Electiic & W.lg. Co..

Perkins Electric Lamp Co .

Columbia Lamp Co.

Steam PiiDips for All Mechaiiical Pnrposes.

ME.V'.. FOR C'1RC'IJI>ABS.

NORMAN HUBBARD,
93-97 Pearl Street, BROOKLYN, N, Y,

DERIVATION OF

Practical Electrical Ilnits.

By LIEUT, F.B.BADT and PROF, F.S.CARHART,

PRICE. POSTAGE PREPAID, 75 CENTS.

This is a very handsome book of si.xty pages, printed on

fine heavy paper, with neat cloth binding. It contains Por-

traits and Biographies of Olim. Watt, Farada\-, Joule, Gauss,

Weber, Sir William Siemens, Dr. Werner von Siemens.

V^olta, Ampere, Daniell and von Jacobi, together with a

carefully prepared table of Practical Electrical Units, with

their relative values. In no other single volume can this

rare collection of portraits be found.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISBING CO,,

6 Lakes'de Building, CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PAETIOULAELT ADAPTED TO DRIVING

Slsctric Light and Powsr Stations
"^ On accouni of its blgh efficiency at all stages of gate, steadiness of motion and easy working gate, the con-
^ eiruciion of which makes It the most serBiiive to the action of a governor of any wheel on ihe market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE Illustrating various styles of setting on both veitlcal and
horizontal shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT. IHII>1.!<> & TEMPI-E.

J

DAYTON. OHIO.

KESTER ELECTRIC CO.,
MANUFACTURERS

ELECTRIC MOTORS
DIRECT

CURRENT

CONSTANT

POTENTIAL.

Headquarters and Factory. Terre Haute, Ind.

CHICAi.10 KLiEl'TRIC 3IOTOB CO.. 313 doath fanal (Street. Chicago. III.

J. 31. UO.X'TliOnERT. Batte. Montana.
KOAI>S MASICPACTrKIXt; CO., Denver. Coloradu.

thesechrist automatic switch
Tor controlling Incandescent
Lights in private residences
by using automatic gas keys
and an ordinary battery or
shunt circuit.

•\/\/ .A.'NTT^S'^y :—One good con-

struction firm in each city to represent us.

Apply to

ALBERT SECHRIST,
IVIanufacturer and Patentee, DENVER, OOLO.

WE DESIRE TO A5N0UACE that we Lave added to our business a deijartment of

^"'^'l^^'Mce Making and Refrigeretion

Hard Porcelain.

Thoroughly Vitrified.

Perfect Contacts.

Send for Our Prices.

^--- Sockets,

Switches, Etc.

PieiiiiElectric Co.,

336 CONGRESS ST.,

Boston, Mass.

in wliich litli we recognize a demani for as Uigti-class Engiueerinj

Steam Power Piants. This de[)ar ment is distinct in its nj-ganizatiou,

under ilie immediate nianagemont ot Mr. Cliurch, w'tli Frcder'ck

E. Murpliy in e.xecutive authoriiy as Eogineer in cliarge.

After an investigation covering a period of two years, and

conduc ed in tlie interests of onr own propo'ed investment we
liave a quired control, by Exclusive License, of the Compiessor

and Conilenser patented by Messrs. Hodges and Havenstrite, of

Boston. Stakiog our reputation as judges of successful machin

ery, we offer them as the most lufchanic 1, adaptable and eco-

ncmical appaatus for the purpose, thus far placed on the market.

The proportioning and construction of the distribution sys-

tem, on which the successful working of bo:h Ice-making acd
Pefr'gerating p'ants so largely depends, will be c riicd out con-

sislentlv with the reputation for good engineering and good work
which we mjoy.

We are now prepared to contract for Pla'-ls for the manufac-

ture of

ARTIFICIAL ICE
having any capat-ity f om one-half tun to one Jiundrcd tons p-'r

day and upward. Artificial Ice has come to slay, equally for san-

itary and economic reas'ins, and lis manufacture is a stable and
profitable cn'crpria-, competing successfully against the natural

I)ro'Juct.

; as we have been accustomed to give to the construction ot

with headquarters at our Boston Oflice. 620 Atlantic Avenue,

ARTIFICIAL REFRIGERATION
will I ceive our c.|jccial atlentioii. Iii cold .Storage Warehouses, Breweries Packinn-
llouses, a.d .similar large Industries, it is already an esta! lishcd mccs-ily. Into (his classof plants we br ng for the first time the manifest advantage s of small space and headroom
i.ncl the subdivision of units, which last is the only means whei-.by a Uefrlfcrating I>|anlcan m ct the lliictUbtion ( f tlie scbs ns with anything like uniform cfil'lcncy.

Rcfrigtratlon or combined Refiigcralion and I.e-making, in sn .-ill
i lants frun one halfton to ten tons per day, is now (heap and practicable, and this parfcii'ar trade will bofully developed by us in Its application to Markebs, Creameries, He U:h. Apart ment Houses

Hospitals, and Manufacturing proctsses of all kinds. In this latter Held we believe onr'
selves without successful competiliuD.

Corre-pondence regarding any upplicaUon of Artificial Cold will be to ttc mutual
advuDlagc of our cuslomers and ourselves.

Very respectfully,

WESTINGHOUSE, CHURCH, KERR & CO.,
EKTOI -N EER.S

,

6.0 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Commercial Building, St. Lot

156 and 158 Lake Street, Chicago.
<.-

7^Cortlan^dt Street, New York, Westinghouse Building, Pittsburg.
Drexel Building, PhiladeJphi,
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Pboenix Iron ITITorks Co.,
LINK-BELT MACHINERY CO.,

ENGINEERS, FODNDERS AND MACHINISTS,

'''"""''„?X.,„,.».t FOUNDRIES
'""'

"•'•lCbV^°t,°'.,„e.M MACHINE SHOPS

''l>ick A Chnrch" Antomatic Cut-oir EnsineN.

15CortlandtSt.,NE\V YORK. 519 Kookery Building, OHIOAGO.

In ths country, the eqalpment of which U thoroaghly modem aod complete
throaghoot, we are prepared to coot and finish

I'allejH. HheaveB, Fly-W^heelH, etc., of any diameter op to 20 feet, irJtli

any width of face.

^iiearing: of all styloe and eizes.

HaocerB of light and heavy pattern.

MhaftlnK up to IG inches in dlametttr, and of 20 feet lentcths.

L>y-—t'mm I
- Frlrtion Clutches capable of transmitting any reqalred H. P.,

^^^jte -'^''1 Pillow Blockn. CollarM. etc, and will bo pleased to snbmlt estlmatei for
Mr '^^^^

' •'"TH any machlDery required In above tines.

LINK BELT ENGINEERING CO.. - Philadelphia and New York.

BALL ENGINE CO.. ERIE, PA.
BUILDERS OF

CHICAGO OFFICE, S06 "THE ROOKERY."

Ball Automatic Cut^Of! Engines^
DIRECT CONNECTED AND BELT DRIVEN,

For Electric Lighting, Electric Railways, Etc.

J. H.& D. LAKE CO.,Massillon,Uhio,U.S.A.
^Manufuc-turersof FBIC'TION CXUTCHm Simplest. Strongest and Beet

1PULLEYSp,^S-iCLUTCH PULLEY

3 and CUT-OFF f-^f^^ ^ !^?,r,;t^?,''ifr;gs^

COUPLINGS ^^^^H,un'i?,'/i'iXn'-;»i^
IN AM> Sl-I.IT. al.o Plain V^S^ '<"' 'lU'Ckly without jarPl.Al

and Split Pulleys. Haagers. StialtlQif, dcy=^s. ad tor illUBtraled circular:

The S. FREEMAN & SONS Manufacturing Co.,

MiiriiU'. LitcoiiioMvc, ^tationarj A, Aiiririillural

BOILERS, and TANK & IRON WORK If?
==HH5?i==^^=|^^^ OF EVERY DEyCRTrT^oTvy

l^s^^ftMSi REPAIRING A SPECIALTY.
*»'*^S5H35iHH?;j^ga I stini itps nromptly furnislierj. Lnrse ill

jSiSSSSi^^rEHrB^^ Iriifd CitaiORue sent free to any address. A

THE FALLS

lei k lacMne Co.,

Cayaboga Falls, Ohio.

ManuEartnrers of

Friction Clntches,

Shafting, Etc.

Special atteution given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

BRANCH OFFICES:

8 Sontti Canal St., CHICAGO.

39 Cortlandt St., NEW YOBK.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Bonders of High Grade Engines and Boilers.

Electric lAght Engines
a Specialty.

CfliDiilGte Steam Plants Mallei

WESTEEN WAEEEOOMS:
64 South Canal Street. CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also 30 Cortlandt Stieei, Xew York Cite-

Subscribe for the Western Electrician.

HILL
Giutcii Worits,
CLEVEI.A1ID, O.

NEW YOBK OFFICE:
15 Cortlandt St.

CHICAGO OFFICE:
850 'The Rookery."

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Deii^ei Erected ind Fomihfl

Send for ne\r CataJogue of Pow*^
er Transmission Machinery.

A lSaSM)f BOOK.
ixro-w

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND - BOOK.
Lievit. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of

which 30,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's
well-known practical style with all the problems of Electric Power
Transmission.

NOW READY. PRICE $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

THK

NEW RAILWAY MOTOR
&.

WATER

AND DUST

TIGHT.

BRUSHES

EASILY

ACCESSIBLE.

THE LIGHTEST

AND

MOST COMPACT

STREET

RAILWAY MOTOR

EVER

CONSTRUCTED.

ONLY 600 LBS. DEAD WEIGHT ON AXLES.

ECONOMY IN TRACK EXPENSE.

HUNDREDS ALREADY ORDERED. SHIPMENTS NOW BEING MADE.

33ISTH.IOT OrFT'XOIEIHI

:

44 Broad Street, New York.
173 and 175 Adams Street, Chicago, 111.

Fifth and Eace Streets, Cincinnati, O.

Equitable Building, Atlanta, Ga.
15 First Stroet, San FranclBco, Cal.

620 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Maes.
509 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

401-407 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.
13.3 3 F Street, N. W, Washington, D. C.

Masonic Temple, Denver, Colo.

ALL BUSINESS OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES TRANSACTED BY THE THOMSON-
HOUSTON INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, 44 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK
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REQUA White Gore,

Seamless Rubber Covered.

SAFETY Seamless

Rubber Covered.

ATLAS Seamless

Rubber Covered.

K. E. W. Weatherproof.
(Best Feeder Wire Made.)

Mag^net^ Office and Annunciator Wires.

Headquarters for Electrical Supplies.

m SNirr uniiui worn.
54 and 56 Franklin St., Chicago, 111.
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SPECIAL NOTICEI

SUNBEAM LAMP.
Arrangements have been made enabling us to fill orders

for the OLD SUNBEAM LAMP.

Any voltage, any base, 10, 16, 20, 24 and 32 c. p.

Purchasers buying these lamps are protected against any

litigation on account of infringement.

Shield Brand

MOISTURE PROOF WIRE.

The only MOISTURE PROOF LINE WIRE made.

Write for Prices.

The Ansonia Electdc Co.,

FACTOEiia ASb Ansonia Conn

FORMERLY THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

Cor. Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHIOAGO.
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STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.
General Offices: Suite 625, Home Ins. BIdg.. pUiPAGn
Works: 313-317 Soutli Canal Street, uniuADU.

^^^ STANDARD SISTEM OF ARC IIGBTIIIG.

FOR

FURTHER

INFORMATION

ADDRESS
THE
GENERAL

OFFICES.

Central Station Managers, Municipal Officers, Owners of Iso-

lated Lighting Plants and Prospective Purchasers everywhere

are invited to inspect and investigate the STANDARD SYSTEffI

before contracting for apparatus.

For lighting stores, foundries, factories or the streets of a city,

this system has no equal.

Our contract does not obligate the purchaser to buy appara-

tus or supplies exclusively of us for a term of years, but courts

open competition and encourages fair tests lor merit between any

and all existing arc lighting systems and the STANDARD.
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J5

(']7£«.^a.X>£3 T^.A.:EVBi.)

wmmm limp
Will absolutely naaixitaizi its full initial candle-

power at its initial efficiency through-

out its entire life.

THE WARINC ELECTRIC CO.,

CLAFLIN & KIMBALL
(i3xroc:>n.i=»oi=«.-A-"r3Bi3,)

General Selling Agents, 1 1 6 Bedford Street, Boston, Mass.

OFFICE, 1001-2 CHAMBER OF COIVIIVIERCE,

^Warehouse, Calhoun Place, CHICAGw, ILL
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MANDFACTUKER OF

INSUIaATBD ElaEGTRIG T^VIRE,
FLKXIBLE CORDH and CABtt.ESSi.

SOO anit 202 North Tblrd Street, PIIIl.ADEl.PHia, PA.

MOTORS AND DYNAMOS with

Forpd Iron Field Mapets.

N
COMMERCIAL ELECTRIC CO.,

"«
'i^mAnpfA^iTiND.

ATIONAL INDIAIndia Kubber v0.

a. p. COLT,
President,

F. 8. MINOTT,
Genu SIgr,

General Western Agents: Enterprise Electric Co., Ohlcaso
New York office, 4S7 Broidway, H. Li, Bnrdick, illanaeer.

*'ACTOK1' AND OFFICE,
BKIi!$X01>, B. I.

WILLAED L. CANDEE, ? „„,,_,„ MnnaMra
H. DHBANT CHEEVEB, S

™''''*^° Managers.
GEO. T MANSON,

Gen'l Supt.

THE OKONITE COMPANY

>lON/>

LIMITED,

13 Park Row, New Yorkr
INSULATED

WIRES iLDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uiic

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape,

BRANCHES: GlilcAKo, BoBton, Philadelphia, Minneapolis, Cincinnati. 1

Omaha, ItOuliTllle, St. lioals, San FrancUoo, lH>ndon and So. America.
I City,

GREAT FAIR ll
Was Opened 1

THE PRESIDENT
I'liKSSHl)

THE VICTOR KEY
AM) TMK

EXETER DRY BATTERY
im> THE hest:

The Vi4>t«r Ti'IcffrnpU
Ki'y hihI till' Fxclcr
l>r.v Uatrrry wrro liolh

N«'tlM>tOil l« 0|»OII t lit-

%\ orlit'N roluiiiblnii r,\ -

poNldoii.
I« end for tSampIr of the Victor Key, l*rir«» «-i.50
moud for Mnmiilr of K\eter Dry Battery. I'rice HOe

iipl.'s It-liviTtMl, Trfttis|>i»rtiillnn Prppji

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO., dev^stUet,

HIGH GRADE
INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

amnaractarcd 1>y the

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.

PACKARD
AG F N T (*

:

New York City, Chas. E Chapin, ISfi Liberty St.

Chicago, III., Elec AppIIaoce Co., 2i2 Madison St.

St. Piiul, MloD., The Elec. EoKlneerinK A: Sapply Co.
St. Louis, Mo., St. Loais Electrical Supply Co.

San Francisco, Cal., A. C.Bralnard A: Son, No. 109
nRlifnrnia St.

Clnclonatl, O., Po*rt-GloTer Elec. Co.. 215 W, 4th 8t
PlltsburRh, Pa., Daquesne Electric Sapply k Con

Ktroctlon Co
Montreal. Can.. Packard Lamp Co., 9C-100 King 8t.

Washington, Northwest Fixture A: Elec. Co., SeatUft.

THIS SPACE RESERVEI> FOR

BOSTON, 4 Post Office Square.

CHICAGO, Title and Trust Building.

MAGNETO WATCHMEN'S CLOCKS.

H0LTZ8R-CAB0T ELECTRIC CO., 92 Franklin St., Boston, Mass.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

ESTIMATES AND DRAWINGS srSMITTM).

WESTON ENGINE CO..
Painted Post, N. Y.

REPRESENTATIVES

:

Julian Scholl ft Co.. \2fi UbertySt.. New York.
Geo. D. HolTiiian, S-2 Lake St.. Chlcatin. 111.

H. M. *iple & Co.. 3d A: Arcd Sts , Phlladclphl».

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford, Conn.

EXHIBIT AT WORLD'S FAIR: ELErTKlClTY HI 11 I'lN^

SocHou F, Space 6, Ground Floor.

THE BALL $t WOOD COMPANY,
Ballderfl of ImproTed Automatio Cnt-off Enfrinon

NEW YORK.

Ctitonco Omof, Horn.. Ion. UIJK-, ^^ i - NUuftaiT*.

W A, Dny No. 1-J8 01lv,>r St.. B.Mtnn. Mrwi. ..iv.\ M \ > 'v >n, Kn !t,-.>tt An-'ftd.*. St. P»lll, Mlon.

w. St. Portor. IloJk-"> Bl.lg., Dslrolt. Mloh. JumM .» Cimpulj. Ch«il«li>OB«, Toon.

Tlii>s K. C«rer Je Brothers Co., No 16 UgSt St,, Baltimore Md T. n". AnJonwn. Uoastoo. rci«».
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DIRECT-CONNECTED

MULTIPOLAR GENERATORS

ELECTRICALLY AND MECHANICALLY PERFECT.

These Generators have been designed for use in stations situated in populous centers, where real estate is costly,

and restricted space a necessity. By their use the full economy of steam is realized, the expense of belts and counter-

shafting and loss by friction eliminated, and attention is reduced to a minimum.

These Generators have been installed in electrical stations in New York, Boston, Brooklyn, and in many of the

other large cities in the United States, in each case not only fully meeting, but even exceeding requirements. They are

to- day the highest development of dynamo construction.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
DISTRICT OFFICES:

44 Broad Street, N*w York. 620 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Maes.
173 aad 176 Adams Street, Chicago, 111. 608 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Fa.

Fifth and Race Street!, Cincinnati, O 401-407 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.
Equitable Baildinfr, Atlanta, Oa. 1333 F Street, N. W., Washington, D. 0.

16 First Street, San Francisco, Gal. Masonic Temple, Denver, Colo.

AiL BTTSINKSS OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES TBANSACTED
BY THE THOMBON-MOUBTON INTEHNaTIONAL, BLECTBIC CO., 44 BKOAD BTEBET, NEW YOBK.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

American Batlery (Jo xi

American Elec. MfR. Co....

American Klectrical

Works >:v

American Silk Mfg. Co.... xv

Ansonia ElectricCo.,The...xxvi

BabcockA WllcoxCo.,The . i

Baggot.E xvl

Baker A Co xvl

Ball & Wood Co., The i

Bail Engine Co xxiii

Beggs, J. E. Machinery A
SupplyCo xvi

Bernstein Electric Co iv

Bishop Guttapercha Co— xiv

Blanchard, Albert xxili

Boston Braid Mfg. Co xviii

Boston Electric Co xvlli

Bridgeport Machine Tool
Works xi^'

BrlUCo., J.G xvi

Brookfield.Wm xiv

Brush Electric Co x

Bryant Electric Co

Buckeye Electric Co xii

Butler Hard KubberCo.... xx

C. A C. Electric Motor Co. . ix

Cabell, li. Breckinridge., xvill

Calumet Electric Manufae-
turing & Engineering Co. ix

Carpenter Enamel Rheostat
Co XT"i

Case, J. T. Engine Com-
pany xsiU

Central Electric Co v

Chicago Insulated Wire
Co..

Interstate Complete Elec-
tric Const. Co

Jackson. Dugald C xiv

.lenneyElec. Motor Co xv

.lewell BelllngCo i

.Tohiis Miiiiufacturlng Co.,

II. W.

Clarendon Oil A: Refining
Co ^viii

Columbia Inc. Lamp Co. ... xi

Commercial Electric Co i

Comstock, Louia K
Crescent Insulaied Wire A
Cable Co xv

Crocker-Wheeler Electric.

.

Co V

CushlngA Morse xi

Cutler A Hammer
Gutter Electrical A Manu-
facturing Co vli

Cutter Geo
Dayton Globe Iron Works
Co xxii

Delaware Hard Fibre Co.. xv

Delno A Co., H. E
Diehl&Co
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.. xii

D'UngerEleo. Tel. Mfg.
Co ^vi

Eastern Electric Cable Co. xv

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co... ix

Edison Decorative A Min-
iature Lamp Dept XV

Edwards, W. S. Mfg. Co...

Electric Appliance Co,., xiv

Electric Construction A
Supply Co xii

Electric EngineeringA Sup-
ply Co xl

Electric Selector A Signal
Co ix

Electrician Publishing Co.
xix, xxi

Electrical Engineering A
Supply Co., The viil

Electro Chemical & Spec-
ialty Co iv

Empire China Works xii

Falls Rivet A Machine Co., xxili

Ford Washburn S' orelec-
tro Co

For Sale Advertisements
xvl

Fort Wayne Electric Co.

Freeman S. A Sons Manu-
facturing Co

Fuel Economizer Co ....

General Electric Co — 11, xxiv
General Incandescent Arc
Light Co viii

Goodyear iJard Rubber Co.
and The India Rubber
Comb Co

Great Western Manufac-
turing Co

Gieelcy&Co,, The E. S... 1

Hart & Hegeman Manufac-
turing Co xit

Hanson Battery, Light A
Power Co xvl

Harrison A Co.. W. P
Helios Electric Co xi

HlllClutch Works.

Uine Eliminator Co xiv

Holmes, Booth A Haydena, xvl

lloltzer-Cabot Electric Co. . 1

Hubbard, Norman
Hubbard A Co., Wm xvl

Huebel A Manger xvi

Innls A Co xv
Institute of Technology, xvlll

Interior Conduit A Insula-
tion Co iv

Ivartavert Mfg. Co xviii

Khpstein, A xv

Knapp Electrical Works, xxv

Lake, J. H. AD. CO

Law Battery Co xvii

Leclaiiclie Battery Co.,The xvil

Lee, C. E
LeffelACo., James xvii

Link Belt Machinery Co. .xxili

Loud, H.M.
Co

A Sons Lumber
xvii

Marcus, W. N xvi

Mason Electric Co xv

Massachusetts Electrical
Engineering Co i

Mather Electric Co,..,

McLean A Schmltt xv

Mica Insulator Co xii

Milwaukee Electric Railway
Co XX

Moore. Alf.edF i

Munsell A Co., Eugene.... xiv

Murray A Co., Jas. J — .

National Carbon Co xx

National Electric Manufac-
turingCo viii

National India Rubber Co. i

New England Butt Co ....sxlii

Newton Rubber Co., xx

N. Y. Electrical A Develop-
ment Co xviii

New York Insulated Wire ,

Co xviii

N. Y. Safetv Steam Power
Co * xxii

New York A Ohio Co i

Novelty Electric Co xii

Nowotny Electric Co xvi

OkoniteCo., The i

Osborne Steam Engin'g Co. xiv

Ostrander.t Co., \V.R .... xvi

Otto Gas Engine Works., xxili

Page Belting Co
Paiste, H.T iv

Partrick A Carter Co xv

Pelton Water Wheel Com-
pany xvii

Perkins Electric Switch
WanufactuTiag Co xvii

Phillips Ins'd. Wire Co.... xx

Phoenix Iron Works Com-
pany

Phosphor-Bronze Smelting
Co., Ltd xxiii

Porter,Geo xiv

Queen A Co., Incorporated. . yii

Racine Hardware Manufac-
turing Co xiv

Redding Electric Co xxii

Rockford Electric Manufac-
turing Co Iv

Roebling's Sons Co., J. A,, xii

Rose Electric Light Supply
Co

Rosenbaum, W. A xvi

Rose Poly. Institute ...... xvi

.

Samson Cordage Works... xiv

Shawmut Fuse Wire Co. .. xvl

Short Electric Ry. Co x
Shultz Belting Co xxili

Slebert. G xv
Siemens A Halske Electric
Co vii

Sioux City Electrical Supply
Co xvi

Smith, A. T XV
Sperry Electric Mining Ma-
chine Co xviii

Sperrj' Electric Ry. Co. .... x

Standard Electric Co. . xxvii

Standard Paint Co xi

Stanley Electric Manufac-
turing Co vii

Steuben Lamp Works xv

Stllwcll ABlerce Manufac-
turing Co xvi, xvil

Stokes Mfg Co xvii

Taylor Engine Co.... xxii

Taylor, Goodhue A vVmes.. xiv

United Electric Improve-
ment Co •

VanNuis, C. S xiv

Vulcanized Fibre Co.... ...xvill

W^addeU-Entz Company . . xiv

Want Advertisements xvi

Waring Electric Co ...xxvili

Washburn A Moeu Mfg. Co.—

—

Welister, Warren A Co
Western Electric Co xx
W'eslinghouse, Church,Kerr

A Co xxii

Westlngbouse Elec.and Mfg.
Co xiil

Weston Electrical Instrument
Co vi

Weston Engine Co 1

Wilson A Jackson
Worthingtou, Henry R ....

CLASSIF ED LIST.

Annunciators.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
(Jenlral IClectrlc Co.
Electric Appliance Co,
Knapp I^lectrlcal Works.
Lue, C. E.
Ostrander A Co., W. R.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.

Arc tiampA.
.Vufionia Electric Co
Beggs, J, E., Moby A Sup. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Cons, A Supply Co.
l-'ort Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc'd'cent ArcLt, Co.
Helios iClectric Co , The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Rose Elec. Light Supply Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
Sioux City E. S. Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.
Westingnouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc Ligrht Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Samson Cordage Works.
Taylor, Goodhue A .Vmes.

Battcriex and .Inrs.
American Buttery Co.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electro Chem.A Specialty Co.
FordW'shb'rn Storelec^ro Co.
Greeley A Co.. The E. S.

Hanson Battery, Lt. A Pr.Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Law Battery Co.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Lee, C. 10.

Mason Electric Co.
Newton Rubber Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Sioux City E. S, Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames
Western Electric Co.

Bells.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Greely A Co.. The E. S.

Huebel A Manger.
Knapp Electrical WorKS.
Ostrander A Co., W. R.
Partrick A Caiter Co
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.
Western Electric Co.

Beltins:.
Jewell BeltlDgCo
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Page Belting Co.
Shultz Belting Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.

Boilers.
Babcock A Wilcox Co., The.
Ball Engine Co,
Blanchard, Albert.
Freeman A Sons Mfg. Co.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pheonix Iron Works Co.- -

Weston Engine Co.

BooUs. ^Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Braidine: 91schjnery.
New England Butt Co.

Bnrgrlar Alarms.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
GreeleyACo.TheE. S.

Knapp Electrical W^orks.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.

Cables.
(See Insulated W'ires.)

Cables, Electric. (See In-
sulated Wires), Copper,
tSheet and Bur.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Carbons. Points and
Plates.

Ansonia Electric Co
Central Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Law Battery Co.
National Carbon Co.

Clntches, Friction.
Falls Rivet A Machine Co.
HlllClutch Works.
Lake, J. H. A D, Co.

Contractors and Electric
Lieht Plants.

Brush Electric Co.
C. A C. Electric Motor Co.
Calumet Eleo.Mfg. A Eng. Co.
Commercial Electric Co.
Comstock, Louis K.
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
Ford-Washburn Storclec.Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great Western Mfg Co.
Hanson Buttery, Lt. A Pr.Co.
Interstate Comp.El. Cons. Co,
Jcnney Electric MolorCo.
Mass. Elec. Engineering Co.
Mather Electric Co.
Rockford Electric Jlfg. Co.
Siemens A liulske Electric

Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Unllcd iOIec Improvement Co
^Vaddell-Entz Conipuny.
AVeatlngbouse Elec A Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Wilson A Jackson,

Construction and Re-
pairs.

Comstock. Louis K.
Interstate Conip,!-';!.,Cons. Co
McLean A Schmltt.
Porter, Geo.
Sioux City E. S. Co.
Western Elcctr.c Co.
W'ilsou A JaokaoQ,

Copp«'r Wires.
Ansonia Electric Co.
American Electrical Works.
lIlHhop Gutta I'ercba Co.
(Jentral EleclrlcCo.
CreHcent In. Wire A Cuitlc Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Hk-cLric Appliance Co.
Goodyear Harrl Rubber A The

I ml la Rubber Comb Co.
Holmes, Booth A Hoydens.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
I'hillipH Insulated Wire Co.
Okonftc Co., The.
Sperrj- El. Mining Mach. Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.
Wa-shbum A Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cordase.
Samson Cordage Works.

Cross- Arms, Pins and
Brackets.
Ansonia Electric Co,
Central Electric Co,
Electric .\ppliance Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Loud A Sons Lumber Co,

Cnt-Onts and »^witc1ie<4.
Ansonia Electric Co., The,
Brj-ant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutler A Hammer.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical A Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric EngASupply Co.
Electric Selector A Signal Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Jenny Electric Motor Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
N. Y. Eelc. A Develop. Co.
Paiste, H. T.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Redding Electric Co.
Sioux City E. S. Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
C. A C. Electric Motor Co.
Calumet El. Mfg. A Eng. Co.
Commercial Electric Co.
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Eng. A Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Great W^estern Mfg. Co.
Jenney Electric Motor Co.
Mather Electric Co.
National Electric Mfg. Co.
Nowotny Electric Co.
Rose Elec. Light Supply Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
Standard Electric Co.
TavloT, Goodhue A Ames.
United Elec Improvement Co
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.
WestinghouseElec. AMfg.Co.

Electric liavaC^as Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Electric WailTvays.
^General Electric Co.
Short Electric Ry. Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric .Co.

Sperry Electric Ry. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Slecliani-
cal Engineers.

Comstock, Louis K.
,Iackson, D. C.
Mass. Elec. Engineering Co.
Osborne Steam Eng. Co.
Porter, Geo.
Wilson A Jackson.

Electrical Instruments.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.

Partrick A Carter Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen A Company, Incorp.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.
Van Nuis, C. S.

Weston Elec. Instrument Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Cutter, Geo.
Iloltzer-Cabot Electric Co.
N, Y. Elec. A Develop. Co.
Paiste, H. T.

Electroliers and Combi-
nation Fixtures.

Ansonia Electric Co., The.
iJaggot. E.
Edwards. W. S. Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.

EDg:i]ics. <Kas.
Otto Gas Engine Works.

En-<inc!!i, Mfcam.
Ball A Wood Co., The.
Ball Engine Co.
Case, J. T. Engine Co.
Freeman Sons Mfg. Co.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Pho'nix Iron \\'orks Co.
liaelne llardwaru Mfg. Co.
Taylor i;iigine *.'o.

WcsihiBbouse Church, Kerr A
Co.

Wesion Engine Co.

Fan Ontnts.
Ausonia Electric Co.
Calumet El. Mfg. A Eng. Co.
UIclil ACompanv.
F.lcctric Appliuiico Co.
KlLH'tr.) riirin.A spooiallvCo.
>.>V'-'II\ Kli'i-lrir Co,
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Taylor, (.ioodh\ie A Amos.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Karlavcrt Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

FJrc AlarniN.
Ansonia Khnaric Co.
Knapp Electrloal^Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Fael FcovomizcrH.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Fuse Wire.
vMisonia Electric cv».. The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Sbuwmut Fuse Wire Co,
Sperry EL Mining Much. Co.

<;aHliislitlii{;, Electric.
AIl^^o^la Electric Co,
Boston Electric Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Partrick A Carter Co.

General Klec. t<nppl cs.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co,
Cutler A Hammer.
Cutter, Geo
Cutter Elcci-ical A Mfg. Co
Electric Apvliance Co.
Electric Eng. A Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. A Supply Co
General I'Jectric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Law Battery Co,
Lee. C. E
N. Y. Elec. A Develop. Co.
Noveltv Electric Co,
Paiste. H.T.
Partrick A Carter Co.
(Jueen A Co.. Incorp,
Redding Electric Co.
Sioux City Elec. Supply Co,
Taylor. Goodhue A Ames.
Weston El' c. Instrument Co.

Globes and (Electrical
Glass (fare.

Brookfield, Wm.
Murray A Co., Jas. J.

Graphife Specialiies.
Dixon Crucinle Co., Jos.

Hard Robber Gooff s.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Goodyear Hard Rubber Co. A
The India Ruboer Comb Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Newton Rubber Co.

Insulators and Insulat-
ion 31aterials-

Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Brookfield, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Eng. A Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
General Electric Co.
Goodyeai Hard RubberCo. A
The India Rubber Comb Co.

Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.

' Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
:

Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Mica Insulator Co.
Moore. Alfred F.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated. Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulaied Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Taylor, Goodhue A Ames.
Vulcanized Flore Co.

Insulaied M'ires and
Cables—Maeoet liVire.

American Electneal Works.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Crescent In. Wire A Cable Co.
Gushing A Morse.
Cutter, Geo.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Goodyear Hard Rubber A Ihe
India Rubber Comb Co.

Great Western Mfg. Co.
Holmes, Booth A flaydens.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co.. The.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Son's Co., J. A.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Sperry El. Mining Mach. Co
W^addell-Eutz Companv.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Lamps, !' candescent.
Am. Electric Mfg. Co.
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Buckevc Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Edison Miniature Lamp Dept.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Eng. A Supply Co.
General Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Mntbor Electric Co.
New York anil Ohio Co.
Steuben Lamp Works.
Taylor. Goodhue A Amos.
Waring I'.lectrlc Co.

Lathes.
liridgeport MachiueToolWks.

iflaffnet M'Irc.
(See Insulated Wires.)

9T<>c1ianlcal Mnchln«»ry,
Bridgeport Maeh. Tool Wks.

ailra.
Johns Mfg.co., rr. w.
Munsell *v Co., Eugene.

n Inir g A pparatnst Elec.
General Eieotric Co.
Great Western Mfg. Co.
Sperrv El. Mining Mach. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Motors.
Ilrubh Electric Co.
C. A C. Electric Motor Co.
Calumet El. .Mfg. A Eng. Co.
Commercial Electric O"*,

Crocker- Whet-lcr Electric Uo,
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co,
Electrochemical A Speclnl-
ty Co.

Ford-WoAhbiim Store), Co.
Fort Wnyti' Electric Co*
G«ieml kle^'rlcCo
Great We>^ter.i Mfg. Co,
Interior Conduit -.V Insu. Co.
.lenriev Klectrl': .Motor Co.
Mather EiecirioCo,
,\Iaw»n Eleeirie Co.
Novelty Electric Co.
Rockford Electric Mfg. Co.
Sioux City E. S. Co.
Taylor. Goodhue A AmeK.
Waddell-Eutz Company.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co,

Oils.
Clarendon Oil A Refg. Co.

Paints.
Standard Paint Co.

Pateo Is.
R03enbaura, Wm. A.

Phosphor BroDxe.
Phosphor Bronze Sm-Co.,Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker & Co.
Slebert, G.

Poles.
Loud A Sons' Lumber Co.

Porcelain.
Empire China Works.
Paihte, H. T.

Publishers, Elc^rica'.
Electrician Publlsning Co.

Posh Burtons.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Rheostats
Carx>eDter En. Rheostat Co.

Sal .Ammoniac.
Ansonia Electric Co,
Innis A Co.
Klipstein, A.
Law Batterj' Co.

Separators, Steam.
Hine Eliminator Co.

Silk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

Silk Sffachluery IVipers.
Am. Silk Mfg. Co.

Speabins Tubes.
Ansonia Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel A Manger.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander A Co., W. R.
Partrick A Carter Co.
^Veslem Electric Co.

Speed IndicBtors.
Queen A Co.. Incorp.
Weston El. Instrument Co

Steam Heating.
Webster A Co., Warren.

Steaui Pumps-
Hubhanl, Norman.
Worihlngton, Henry B.

Street Cars.
Brill, J. G. Co.

Tapes, Ib sulatin<;.
American Electrical Works
Ansonia Electric Co., The.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent In. Wire i Cable Co
Gushing A Morse.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Okonite Co.. The.
Phillips insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.

TelegrraphApparatus
Ansonia Electric Co.

, Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric-Selector A Signal Co.
Greely A Co.. The E. S
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick v\: Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones.
DTnger Elec. Tel. Mfg. Co.
Hubbard A Co.. Wm.
Western Electric Co.

Telephone Slonthpicces
Marcus. W. N.

Transformers .

Ausouia Electric Co.
Naiion;jl Electric Mfg. Co.
SUnley Electric Mfg.- Co.
Taylor, Ooodhue A Ames.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Works.

Tracks. Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Turbine T^'hecls.
Diivton Globe Iron Works Co.
Leirei A Co.. .Tns.

Pelton Water Wheel Co.
StllwellA Blerce Mfg. Co.

I'niversiiics.
Institute of Technology.
Rose Polyt. Institute.
Vamom Pumps.
Hnbbar.i. Norman.

^'aruinbes.
Standard Paint Co.
n ater Heaters.
Webster .V Co.. Warren.

Water Wheels.
LlMVcI a Co .Jus.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

Wire, Bare.
.\nsonla Electric Co., The.
Blslu»p Gutta Percha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulateil Wire Oo.
Crescent In.Wire A i^bleOo.
Electric Appliance Co.
Holmes. Booth A Haydcns.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National India Rubber Co.
OkonlU- Co., The.
Phillips Insulftte<1 Wire Co.
Koeblinc's Sons' Co.. J. A.
Sperry El. Mining Macb. Co.
WashbURD A Moen Mfg. Co.
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STREET LIGHTING FROM ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
Lamps, Series Sockets,

New Prices given on Street Fixtures, Poles,
Bank Boards, Meters

And all accessories for the use of SERIES LAMPS on ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.

OCJiis system permits a PROFITABLE and SATISFACTORY method of street illumin-
ation and should he investigated by every plant using alternating current apparatus,

WRITE FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS AND PRICES.

OITR SERIES LAMPS
Will show you a COMPARATIVE SAVING equal to their FIRST COST in POWER CONSUMED.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC COMPANY, 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

Chicago Insulated Wire Co.,
THE ATLANTIC FAN mO OR1893-
With iO-inch Fan,
Fan-guard and

Switch.
The Latest Fan Motor.

Novel and Origiual Construction,
Unequaled by any Fan Motor.

Made for Battery Current, 4 Tolls.

ATLANTIC PRIMARY
BATTERY,

India Rubber Cells.

G'2 X 7 X S Inches High.

The best and most economical Bat-
tery for running Fan Motors, sewing
and dental machines, phonof^rapha, etc.

It is neat, compact and efficient.

AGENTS WANTED.
Send for Catalogue and Price List.

THE
Electro CkiciUSpecultjCoM

13G Liberty Street,
XEW YOKK.

J893 Model.

LUNDELL
FAN MOTORS

Have Mew Ht'lf-Oiline and
meir-AIi^ninK BeariiiK)^ a"d

BLACK JAPANNED
FANS AND GUARDS.

OKDEB NOW, AND HAVE A STOCK ON HAND.

THE HOUSE withSTOCK
secures the BUSINESS.

INTER OR CONDUIT & INSULATION CO.,
Vt and 44 Broad Htrcet.

NEW YOKK.
EUWAKD U. .rOHNSO.N". PrijKldBnt. E. W. LITTLE, Vlcf-ProB. ond Gun'l Mfr.

CHAH. P. ^iKDlJES, SffcT^itary un'l Trent^urcr.

3vcA.3sr-cr:F'ja,.CT'criaE!E.s oip

INSULATED WIRES OF ALL KINDS.

Sycamore, 111.

Weatherproof,
Mag'net,
Office, Annunciator.

Samples and Prices on application.

FACTORY AT SYCAMORE, ILL.

Prompt Shipments.

ROGKFORD DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
NO BETTER MADE,

XOU CAN BUY THEM OF OUR AGENTS.
Frank Hoffman, Room 31, 94 La Salle

St., Chicago, 111.

St. Louis Engr, Co., St. Louis, Mo.
D. J. Hauss, Room 61 Pike Bldg., Gin

ctunatl, Ohio.
A. Plzzlnl, Jr , 909 Bank St., Rich-
mond Va.

Duerr & Bohn,445 E. Water Street,
Milwaukee, Wis.

Zenith Elec. Co., Lyceum Building,
Duluth, Minn.

O. E. Dey, 1611 Champa St , Denver,
Colo.

Smith Elec. Co , Butte, Montana.
Intermtmntain Elec. Co., Salt Lake

City, Utah.
Brodnoy Morley & Co., Tacoma, Waeh.
iDternational Eleo. Supply Jt Oonat.

Co., San Francisco, Cal.

OR ADDBKmS US,

ROCKFORD ELECTRIC MFC.CO.,
ROCKFORD, ILL.

MADE

10
amp.
amp.

5 amp.
10 amp.

R. P.
8. P.
3 way.
3 way.

XNTRIC.
"THAT'S THE SWITCH"

And We Control That Movement.

r».A.IS1"DS,

MADE
10 amp. D. P.
15 amp. D. P.

10 South 18th Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Kept in Stock and Sold by All Doalore.
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NEW LUNDELL HANGING FAN MOTOR

NOISELESS,

EFFICIENT,

ADJUSTABLE.

POLISHED

ANTIQUE BRASS
FINISH.

No One Should Be Warm.

OKONITE AND CANDEE WIRES. OKONITE AND MANSON TAPES.
INTERIOR CONDUIT. LUNDELL MOTORS.

CENTRALELECTRIC COMPANY,
I 16 and I 18 Franklin Street, Chica2:o,

GATE CITY ELECTRIC CO.,
Kansas City, Mo.

WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
Omaha, Neb.

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
St. Louis, Mo.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC CO.,

Manufacturers and Electrical Mmm,
39 and 41 Cortlandt Street, - - T^JSyW

Dynamos,

Motors and

Direct Current

Transformers

In all practical sizes and types.

Transmissions of
Poiwer about

Works
or Factories.

Special
Applications and

Designs.

WORKS, ASIPERE, N. J,

Siiecial Ventilating and Cooling Devices.

ANSONIA ELECTRIC CO., NEW ORLEANS ELECTRIC CO., RUSSELL & OFFICER ELECTRIC CO.

10'3 Michigan Ave., I<i7 Gravier Street, 173.^ Cliampa Street,

CHICAGO, ILL. NEW ORLEANS. LA. DENVER, COL.

CUMNER. CRAIG & CO.

ITS Devonsliire St.,

BOSTON, MASS.
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Weston Standard Portable Direct Reading Voltmeter for ALTERNATING and DIRECT Current Circuits, (1-2 Size.)

These iQ6trument3 are the only portable direct reading standards for alternating current Clrcaits worthy of ttie name. We make them in ranges from 7.5 volts upward to 3000 volts over the whole scale.

The Weston Standard Portable Direct Current Voltmeters and Am-
meters are used in all parts of the civilized world.

They are recognized by all authorities as the very best instrument
ever produced.

During the past year Me. Weston has given much time to the

further study and improvement of these instruments, and has brought
them to a higher degree of permanency, durability, accuracy and ex-

cellence than we ever thought possible. The New Model is the same
in external appearance as the old, but is vastly superior to the latter in

all that contributes to a first-class instrument. It is the acme of per-

fection, and is destined to become and remoin

The Standard Portable Instrument of the World.

We have perfected a larger model of these instruments—expressly

adapted 'or use as oh^'ilute Hlaridfirrlfs in stations and laboratories.

Weston Portable Alternating Current Voltmeters.

These instruments are absolutely permanent and vary accurate, and
»re incomparably superior to any form of hot wire instrument known.
They will be found invaluable in securing and maintaining uniformity

and economy of operation of alternating current plants.

We make multijMerHfor uhc ivith these instruments
to extend their range eo as to measure the highest voltage met with on
primary circuits.

We also make 8i.fte!Qdifl[creQt ranges of moderate priced, high grade

Dead-Beat Switch-board Ammeters.

The capacity raages from 25 amperes to 750 amperes. These instruments are
anew type, and a 'e very accurate and well made. Tlie scales are very regular, the
instruments very sensitive, tho oughly durable and absolHtely permanent, and their

indications are not sensibly affected by the most powerful external fields.

In addition, we are making a full line of Direct Current

Station and Isolated Plant Voltmeters,

in three sizes Hnd many ranges. Th^se instruments arc very dead beat, and embody
ma'iy new and valuable features.

They are 8p3ciiill7 adapted for railway and power plants, and are well suited

for arc and incandescent light circuils, and all other work requiring f/oorf antl
1hi>fi>ii(ihly imatwortliji VoUtneti-m, They arj specially d signed for

switch board use.

We are also making a large line of high grade

STATION AMMETERS,
in rangOH from 200 to 5,000 atnporos, with ubHolutely proportiomil scales througbout
the entire range. The Hensiblllty and aceiiraey of these instruments have never
been Hpproaehed. A 1.300 ampere instrumert will indicate, with full load or no
load, til : turning on or off of a sin^'e hinip, and can bo read In any part of the

flcale to one ampere. They are very dead-beat, Iiandsime in des'gn and Uniah,

perrnun'jnt, durable and well made, and moJerate In price.

Se« oar elaborate exhibit at World's Fair, S. E. orner second floor, Electricity Balldlng, where our representatlYe will be pleased to receive Yisltors.

THE WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,

114-120 William St., Newark, N. J., U. S. A.
CORRESPONDENCE SGLiICITED.
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FOR SWITCHBOARD USE
Areiiitects and Engineers should specif}-

"M.-V." Ammeters and
Voltmeters for Isola ed Plimt',

and tlim secure t > their clients reliable

instruments at remarkably low prices.

For particulars see Circular 420, free

1 upon application.

' Our World's Fair Exhibit
cntains a magnificent collection of

If/ Standard Testing Apparatus, com
prising many new and improved types

QUEEN £ CO.,
IXI'OBPOKATKD.

PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A.
$en<f Five-Cent Stamp for

Illustrated Cataloj/ue A'o. I-(Hi.

C-S SPECIALTIES.

G-S Flush Double Push Switch.
Single Pole—Doable Pole—Commutation; 3 Wire, 4 Wire.

C-S Flush Key Switch.
single Pole—Doable Pole— 3 Wire.

C-S Flush Automatic Switch.

ELECTRICALLY
MECHANICALLY
ARTISTICALLY PEERLESS.

C-S FlUBh Donbl© Posh Switch—Doable Pole.

THE GUTTER ELECTRICAL & MFG. CO.
27 So, 11th Streetf M'/iila<felphUi, Pa., T. S. A.

See complete exhibit with AnsoniQ Electric Co., World's Fair.

TWO PHASE GENERATORS.
A complete and economical system for distribution of lights and

power from the SAME CIRCUITS.

HIGHLY EFFICIENT MOTORS, SELF STARTING MOTORS.

Buy no more single phase apparatus.

TRANSFORMERS.
The most economical and easiest handled transformer on the

market. Special transformers for any desired voltage.

STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
PITTSFIELD, MASS.
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Tl^Le ^lace to B"UL3r S"ULpplies:

THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND SUPPLY CO.,

St. Paul, Minn.,
Is the leading supply house of the North-West. Moderate Profits. Prompt Shipments.

Send us a trial order and see what we will do for you.

National Electric Manufacturing Conipaiiy
»

XSAU C£«AIR^7 17VIS., U. S. A.
BUILDERS OF

HIGH GRADE DYNAMO ELECTRIC MACHINERY,
..A.XjTJE3n.ia"-A.a?IKrGt on. X3XX«.E]0TF CXTI1.H.E3]NT.

U0L

620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass. Equitable BIdg., St. Louis.
136 Liberty St., New York. Pullman BIdg., Chicago.
Penn. Mutual BIdg., Philadelphia. 134 E. 6th St., St. Paul, Minn.
Erie County Savings Bank Building, 33 Jacobson BIdg., Denver.

Buffalo, N. Y. I 12 S. 13th St., Lincoln, Neb.
Eutaw Street, Baltimore. 29 E. 1st St. S., Salt Lake City, Utah.

167 Cravier St., New Orleans.
Hallers Building, Seattle, Wash.
90 Pearl St., Toronto, Ontario.
15 Halleck St., San Francisco, Cal.
55 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich.
San Salvador, C. A., L. Pennypacker Agt.

S. BERCMANN, President. C. M. BIDDLE, Vice-President.

THE "GENERAL" INCANRESCENT ARC LAMP.
For Low Tension, Continuous Current Circuits.

Soft, steady Light; Small Size and Weight; Simplicity; Quick Trimming;
Thorough Insulation and Safety; Reliability; Large Range of

Amperage and Voltage; Longest Life.

No. 1 Circular and Price List of Standard Lamps, No. 2 Circular and Price
List of Ornamental Lamps with numerous Illustrations of

Sent on application, with diecounte, etc.

Can be used Singly or from 2 to 12 in series on from 50 to 500 Volts.

All Lamps exactly alike in Mechanism.
No Adjustment or Regulation needed.

Can be Trimmed without touching the globe.

No Dash Pot to hide primary delects

Our Lamp is absolutely Reliable and will not
change from use.

Special Designs and Estimates furnished on demand.

OBSAMETTAL L.^KP 5o. TV).
o

HTANDAIll) LAMI' No. 600,

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT COMPANY,
WORKS, 33d Street and First Avenue. I GENERAL OFFICES, 59 Duane Street.

Telephone No. 1309, 38th St.
|

Telephone No. 163 Cortlandt.

WESTERN AGENCY: 169 Adams Street, Chicago, L. E. Frorup, Mgr

SHOWRCOMS, 275 Fiftti Avenue.
Telephone No. 1459, 38th St.
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C <Se C
Electric Motors and Djnamos. NEW EDDY MOTOR.

Electric Lighting and Electrical Transmission

of Power.

The C. & C. Electric Motor Co,
GENERAL OFFICE:

402 and 404 Greenwich St., New York.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREROOMS.

CHICAGO, 201 Madison St. BOSTON, 63 Oliver St.

PHILiDELPHlA, 43 North 7th Street.

Agencies in all principal cities.

Our Individual Arc Light

and Motor Cut-Outs

j^f=2e:

XeEI-.X-A.BXi^^^

r]coi:T02v^xc-<^Xj,

SXl^^^LE,

And Require Only One Small Wire.

ELECTBIC SELECTOR & SIGNAL CO.

(Successor to ELECIRIC SECRET SERVICE CO..)

45 Broadway, NEW YORK.

MULTIPOLAR GENERATORS FOR RAILWAY AND
POWER PURPOSES.

PERFECT IN CONSTRUCTION.

Oorreepond-ence Soliclteca..

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
WINDSOR, CONN.

1212 Havameyer Eldg., NEW yOKK.
60G CommerCB St., PHILADELPHIA.

30 Oliver Street, BOSTON.

70.^ Delaware Street, KANSAS CITY, MO.

1417 and I41S Monadnoct Bldg., CHICAGO,
no Second St., PORTLAND, OKEGON.

134 E. 6th St., ST. PAUL, 5IINN.

Cayaboga Baildlng, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

calUmet

Electric Manufacturing

AND ENGINEERING GO.,
li. A. HINE,

Pree't and Sec'y.
L. J. OTIS,

Treasurer.
G. E. DORMAN,

Tice-Prea't and Designer.

Cai-umet Fan Motors.

Slow Speed,

Straighl Feed

Carbon Brushes.

Durable

Commutators,

with many

Segments.

Our Large

Armature

Operates

with Success

on 500

Volt Circuits.

Higli Efficiency.

Electric

Emery Grinders

and Burnlsliers.

>f,,:„-Ji,a-,— o.

Direct CurrL'ut. Diiok V:e«— Slioniog Bruslitp.

Dynamos and Motors
OF ANY SIwE AND VOtTAGE.

Office, 403, 172-174 S. Clinton St., CHICAGO.
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THE SPERRY ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.
P

Street Railway Apparatus.

ELASTIGALLY SUPPORTED MOTORS. FLEXIRLE CONNECTIONS.

BRUSH S7STEM

!

All double carbon arc lamps at the Columbian Exposi-

tion are Brush, or under Brush license.

South Park, Chicago, has a model lighting plant. All

Brush Apparatus.

New Illinois Central Depot, Chicago, is equipped with

Brush Electric Lighting Apparatus.

Chicago Beach Hotel is just installing a large Brush
lighting plant.

If yon are interested in Electric Lighting or Poi;v^er

Apparatus, send for Catalogues or Call on

THE DRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY,
General Offices: Chicaa^o Offices: .

CLEVELAND, OHIO. MOIVADNOCK BUILDING.

THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.
P

GrOtirloss4» ^M^otor^.
No N'oise. No IVearing Out of Gears.

IDEAL STREET CAR MOTORS AND POWER GENERATORS.
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Columbia Incandescent Lamps.
UNEQUALED IN QUALITY.

CUSTOMERS FOLLY PROTECTED FROM CLAIMS FOR INFRINGEMENT.

Every new customer forwarding us an initial order for Columbia Lamps will receive by
express, prepaid, a handsomely framed portrait of Henry Goebel, the inventor of the incan-
descent lamp. Copies are now being forwarded to all our old customers. Should any one
fail to receive one, please ask for same, and it will be forwarded.

The Columbia Incandescent Lamp Co.,"'r.rs.,St. Louis, Mo.

ARE WE IN IT?
The fact of our equipping a factory witii a capacity five

times larger tlian our old one, rather looks like it. We liatl

to do it to supply the continually Increasing demand

promptly. YoU are invited to call at the new offices of fhe

American Battery Co., in the new Security Building,

188 Madison Street, Chicago, and examine what has proved

to be after a year's trial the l)est and lUOSt durable lypc

of storage Battery made. Especially adapted for trac-

tion, train and stationary lighting, and boat pro-

pulsion.

Only Ssccessfal Alternating Gnrrent Arc Lamp,

LOW TENSION ALTERNATING CURRENT

Over 30,000 Helios LrimpB la dally operntion In Europe, and more than 1,000 Lamps nlready in

operation in America. The only Arc Lamp which burua as steadily an an Incandescent Lamp. Most
economical Arc Lamp for Central Station or Consumer. Write ns for our Blew Catalogue.

THE HELIOS ELECTRIC COMPANY,
1306-H-lO Filbert Street, MIIL.A»E1.1'HIA, PA. V. S. A.

Eaetorn Agents:
STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. 00,

Plttsflold.Mass.

Western Agents: Southeastern Agency:
THE ANSONIA ELECTRIC 00., SOUTHERN ELECTRIC CO ,

Chicago, III. HoenBIdg., Baltimore, Md.

Eastern Penn. and Southern N. J, Agency: Southwestern Agontfi:

RADIANT ELECTRIC CO., ST. LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
1223 Market Streot, Philadelphia, Pa. St. Louis, 5to.

VOLTMETER SWITCH.
Are yon a Station JIanager? If so consider this.

^
M

OUR NEW
VOLTMETER

SWITCH.

This switch enables the attendant to

determine the voltage on any of the

various circuits diverging from one or

more dynamos.

Particular! 3' Practical for
Isolated Plants-

Send for our Catalogue.

EliCTRIC ENGINEERING m SUPPLY CO.

New York Office, 126 Liberty St. SYRACUSE, S. Y., U. S. A.

Day's Kerite.

Highest Crade of

Insulation for

Electric Wires and Cables.

GUSHING & MORSE, General Western Agents,

226 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

ARMATURE AND FIELD COIL VARNISH. INSULATING TAPE,

THE OLD STANDARD P. AND B. INSULATING COMPOUND.

PP
A full line of P aud

B. proiuctson exhibi-

tion in bol.li the Elec-

trical and Manufac-

tures and Liberal Art;

Buildinij;R at the Co-

lumbian E.xposition.

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.
HANUFAOTUKEUS,

2 Liberty St., NEW YORK, N. Y.

PAKAJFFlSfE PAINT CO..
lie HAT'l'EUY STREET, - - - SAN FUANCISnO, OAK..

I'ariltc Coae<t Iflniiunicturers.

Visitors to the Fair

are welcome

at our

CHICAGO OFFICE.

87r -The Pookcry.
'PB

soT_*x3 -^ir
:>2KU.% N. 3.) St.. S(. IXMils, Mo.

StO Liberty Avo., l»iIt,<lmrKh. Tft.
'>tn W. 4th St, ClncluunU. Chin.

fiO.&4 N. 4lh St., rhlla.UlphU. Pa.

F. o. s.wvvFK iwrini oo.,
KOIUUNS F.l.KrTKU^ CO ,

liX'^T-iil.OVKU Kr.tc. CO.,
XOVEl.TV KI.KrTUIC CO ,

ANSOMA ELECTltIC CO..
Unndolph St. and Michigan Arc, Chlcagt), Dl.

I'ETTINGELL, ANDREWS .^J CO.,
19-2",Jlt-J E. Summer St., Boston, Mass.

SOUTHERN KI.ECTUIC CO., - Hooo lUilMlug. BaIlimor«. Md.
JULIUS ANLiUAE, - - - Mtlvraukeo, Wis.

Aud Supply Houses Everywhere.
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DIAMETER OF BLADES
10 inclies.

KEEP COOL
BY USING OUR NEW FAN MOTORS.

Designed for Either Alternating or Direct Current.

Handsome Design—Very Efficient.

Price, Complete with Cord and Socket Plug

Only $15-00.
When ordering state wljether Alternating or Direct Motor is wanted and liind of

Socket in use. Stnt C. 0. D. upon receipt of $5.00 with order.

Discount to trade in quantify.

ALTERNATING.

MANUFACTUKED BY

NOVELTY ELECTRIC CO.,
50-52-54 North 4tli Street, PHILADELPHIA.

EVERY KIWD OP EliECTRlC MATKRIAl. ANI» StII»Pl,IE«.

DIAMETER OF BLADE3
9 inches.

. ,, , Sole JIanufiictiirer of Micanite Plates. CommiitiitorSeginfuts, Rings
\M\iiil'IJJ,ly/ ^ Wusliers, Tubes, Trouglis. Taper Rinu-s, Clolli, Piiinl, etc.,

'fcTwit'f^
PO^ ELECTRICAL INSULATION.

^Mg^'t^MICA INSULATOR CO.
218 WATER STREET, NEW YORK,

REGISTERED

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOK £Ii£CTBICAIi 1TSES:

Graphite Bods of Tarions lieiifirths, from 1-S Obni to lOO Ohms Resistance
to the inch. Ciiraphite Boxes and Crncibles, Besisting Heats

of 4,000 Degrees. Inquiries <]}ladly Ansfrered.

.(OS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

HART FLUSH SWITCHES.

™UFACTORY.

WT'^W^^'^-^
^^~^^^fflR / fS "^ Station G

j

".

r ^--r^^VJ^^ 'BR0OKLyN,N.Y.

THIS CUT
ii'iprfr-'^nLs our l>oulile Coil

K Candle I'MW.jr

BUCKEYE
LAMP.

IT IIA.S isro EQ,XJ^Ij.

Till- Itiiiki'yc" »<•!« the I'apf

3 and 10 Ampere Single Pole.

10 Ampere Double Pole.

10 Ampere Three-way.

The Only Snap Switch that has

PROVEN A SUCCESS.

For ISale by All iSnpply Uonses.

Tlifl Hart & Heseian

HARTFORD, CONN.

Insulated Wire
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

Magnet Wire, Office and Annunciator Wire,

Lead Covered Cables, Copper Wire, Telegraph Wire.

Send for Catalogue.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, O.
CHICAGO. 437 -THE ROOKERY." NEW YORK. 49 DEY STREET.

JOHNA.ROEBLING'SSONSCO.,
CHICAGO, BAN FRAKCISCO, NEW YORK, TRENTON,
173 LiBbe 8t. as rnd 27 Fremont St. 117 Liberty St. N.J.

/^VANUrACTURERS ORGANIZLD 1881.

INCORPORATi;D 18a3.

^m" Arc LA/nPS

AN 1

I:STABL1SI1ED
\

1\'\CT: J

rsR INCANDCSCtlNT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

tiil: only arc la/^p iiiat

WORKS satisi'/u:torily on an
INCA.NDIJSCIJNT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-r:NGRAVlNG. Tl IHATRICAL,

AND SKARCIl LA^\1'JS.

THE ELrXTF^IC
CONSTF^UCTION & .SUPPLY CO.

\jHlT\ BLILDIMJ,

cnic/keo.

TCLCPMONP. BUILOINa.

HetJ VOHK.
Sea rch
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Westinehouse Electric & Mfe. Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF APPARATUS FOR

Arc Lighting, Incanteent Ligliting,

LON6 DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,

Street Railway Generators, Motors, Appliances and

Incandescent Lamps.

Our Alternating Current Incandescent Apparatus is in use in 608
Central Stations. Our Direct Current Apparatus in 2,500 Isolated

Plants.

We are now transmitting Light and Power various distances up to

28 miles from the source. Our Multipolar Railway Generator and
Single Reduction Motors have worked a revolution in the Electric

Railway field.

The Sawyer-Man Stopper Lamp, made by us, has now been on the

market since last January, and during that time it has proved itself the

best and cheapest Incandescent Lamp offered to the public.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL LEADING CITIES.

Agents for Canada:

AHEARN lb SOPER, - OTTAWA, ONT
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANTJB'ACTURED BY

mrm. brookfieLiD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

We are pleased to extend a hearty

WELCOME
To our customers and the trade in general to visit us at our

World's Fair Headquarters

ELECTRICITY"U 16" BUILDING,

In the southwestern part of the gallery. Make OUT space yottr headquarters,
Vou will find a place to rest yourself and

MESTON FAN MOTORS
lo keep you cool.

ELECTEIO APPLIANCE COMPANY,
a4« Madison Street, OHICA60KI.FCTRIt'AL, SlPPIilES.

"RACINE-HIGH-SFESU:!^

SUPERIOR. RE60USII0N
A« ECONOMY FOR

BECTRICllSHTIMfi

16 5IZLS

CARRIED_JN5T0CK

r^fisT
EACH cut OF IK

EMGIMESj

'".PRICtS"'
CATALOGUE

EN61NE m.

Tlie OsliornG Steam EDpeoriiig Co.,

Rooms 71 4-71 5, 167 Dearborn St.. - Chicago
Eepresentative TVork now in course of construc-

tion. '1 000 H. P. Heat^ Light and Power Plant for
the Pabst Heat, Light Jz Po^-ter Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Those who contemplate the construofiori of simi"
lar plants on improved and economical lines wiW
do Trell to communicate with us. First, be sure
you will get the best, then go nlu'Bd.

GEO. PORTER,
OONTEACTOK FDR

ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL WORK.
Roon 67. 143 LaSaMe St., CHICAGO.
Room 9, Comm rclal BIk , SOUTH CHIC4G0

Telephone, yiwii I'.tl.

Qualities

n^s^^im
lG:h anl Riciie StreetM.

MICA
Tor Electrical Parposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
21H Water Street, New York.

W. H, SILLS, 86 UU Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Sole Affciits tor '* .'Micanite."

Mem. Amer. Soc. M. E., Mem. Amer- Inst E- E. University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis

PUc=, specifications, e!^timatl.ri, and teste ot all kimLs of plants for electric light or power.

SAMSON BRAIDED CORD.
1b the mopt dura-
ble for hanging
Arc LampB,
Trolley
Cordt Gov
ering Field

Mfteneta, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

.S«nd for Sampler and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGi: ^VORKS,
Il'j CON',RE>,s Wl'iU-.tVr. B'ISTDN.

WAGNER FAN MOTORS,
FOR DIRECT AND ALTERNATING CDRREKT?.

One-Eighth Horse Power.
Self-Oiling.

Twelve Inch Fan.
Constant Speed.

The hot weather is upon us and unless you prepare to

keep yourself cool you will suffer with the heat accordincrly.

We keep these motors constantly in stock, and can
make very prompt shipments.

WAGNER POWER MOTORS.
Direct Current. Alternating Current.

High Eflloiency; Slow Speed; Constant Speed Under All Variations of Load.

The Wagner Alternating Current Power Motor solves

the problem of how an alternating current station can run a
profitable day circuit.

WAGNER TRANSFORMERS,
Perfect Ventilation. Highest Efficiency.

Low Leakage Current.

Write for prices and full description to

Taylor, Goodhue & Ames,
348 Dearborn St., CHICAGO, ILL.

PROTECTION!
Ajax Lig^htning' Arresters

FOR STREET RAILWAYP.
<". S. VAX M:IS. l.tr. Liliertj- SI . Xi: »V YOICK.

Tie BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA CO.

THE BEST GRADES OF

HINES ELIMINATOR.
THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR OF ALL

'KTire and Csitoles
For under ground, under water, and all other conditions.

Address 420-426 East 25th Street, - - NEW YORK.
IIi;sillV A. KKKI>, Secretary and niiuiueer.

.IK Steam Separators and Oil Extractors. jlJjj
B^^^S, '' l"t!.'.trl»L! In th<, "ComcH" Separator t<:Bt, it sveraecd S||jKE

!

_ ,. 'Separator — ,. „

|/ '/iir-IOperc'^Bt Dry Sleam. Oatfllripplntfall compttitore '^y

;

Send for Circular and Cornell teat repon.

f HINE ELIMINATOR CO,, '"^"-n'e^w'^o^^k. noni/.o?rTAL.

'i r,l» n'\:<T'.ii^'-!r\<-n*. aiij-f^r*

BORINGm TDRNING MILLS.
37, 51 and 62-inch Swinf^, with two Regular Heads.

42-inch Swinj^, with Turret Head and Screw
Cutting Attachment.

ALt, OEAKS ACCUKATEI.V Ol;T. ALL J-KKH-S I'fJ.SITIVK.

Bridgeport Machine Tool Works,

TlieWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

F. I'. Btrl.I.AKK, J-r'.prlpl'.r.

SKW YORK OFFirB, -

ICriil!:<'|ii>rt, 4'oMn.
30 ( orllanill Hlrril, Kooin SO.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen-

er.-itors and Motors. "DIKECT-

DIUVKN" Slow-Speed Gencr

iitors for Klootrio Ligliting and

I'ower. Low Running HlxiJCnse.

Insulated Wire and Flexible

Cords. lOsti mates furnished.

Isolated I'lants a specialty.

PHItABELPHIA, 501 r.irard Building

BUFFALO, 50 Torraco.

WOKKH AT BKI»«KI*OKT, COIVN.
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Electricity at the World's Fair.

Much interest has been manifested among the exhibitors

in the electricity building over the ccntroversy that has

been in progress since the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing company began work for its large electric

sign on the inside of the southern wall of the building.

The opposition to the Westinghouse design came princi-

pally from the exposition representatives of the Genera!

Electric company. Up to the time that the big wall

space at the southern end of

the building was turned over

to the Westinghouse people

the General Electric com-

pany's tower of light was un-

questionably the most con-

spicuous feature of the interior

of the building. But inas-

much as the Westinghouse

wall decoration takes up a

semi-circular space io2 feet

wide and 64 feet high and is

visible from all portions of

the building, with a head of

Columbus 13 feet high, sur-

rounded by an inscription in

four-foot letters, the whole

thickly studded with incandes-

cent lamps, it may be easily

imagined that it is in a posi-

tion to challenge the ques-

tion of prominence with any

other feature of the build-

ing. This fact was quickly

recognized by the representa-

tives of the General Electric

company, who immediately en-

tered an emphatic protest,

asserting that the design was

wholly inartistic, amounting

to nothing less than a disfigure-

ment of the building, and

totally out of place. These

gentlemen also pointed out

that although their tower of

light occupied the most central

position in the building they

had carefully refrained from

putting any sign or lettering

on it, eiren as much as the

name of Edison. To this the

Westinghouse company re-

joined that expositions were

primarily for advertising pur-

poses; that it had expended a

large sum of money in connec-

tion with the electrical features

of the fair .in1 was entitled to

as large a return in advertising

as possible; that the design

was not inartistic; that the. wall

space was assigned to it in

the regular way and that,

within reasonable bounds, it

was entitled to make such

dif;play thereon as it saw fit.

The General Electric company pressed the point, however,

and endeavored to secure the removal of the lettering and

lamps by all the means in its power. Chief Earrett held

that the assignment was regularly made and could not be

rescinded for the reason assigned. The General company

carried the matter to Mr. Burnham, the director of works,

who, after consultation with the exposition artists, held that

the Westinghouse decoration was not in harmony wiih the

embellishments of the building and was also an infiinge-

nient of the prerogatives of the construction department as

interfering with the general decorative scheme of the build-

ing. He ordered the sign removed. Chief Barrett, how.

ever, considered that Mr. Burnham had no jurisdiction in

the premises, and the order was not carried out. In the

meantime a petition was circulated among the exhibitors

in the building praying for the removal of the sign, but it

received few signatures and had no effect. The dispute

was then taken before President Higinbotham, who sided

with the Westinghouse company, saying that that com-

pany had rendered material service to the exposition and

was entitled to all due consideration. Finally the council

of administration took up the question and settled it a few

iiLECTKlClTY AT THE WORLDS I'-AIK.—ELUCTRIC tLtVAIOka RISING TO A IILIGHT
MANU1.'ACTURES UUILDING.

days ago by deciding that the sign should remain in place.

It may be added that the Westinghouse company was one

of the last to commence work on its exhibit in electricity

building and that, prior to that time, the space had been

offered to several other companies, including the General

Electric.

It is believed that the elevators illustrated in Fig. I are

operated toa greater height than any others in the world

supplied with electric power. If this is coircct, and there

seems no reason to doubt the accuracy of the assertion,

the World's Fair adds to its list of superlative things one

more in the shape of the highest-going electric elevators in

the world, for the picture is a representation of a familiar

feature of the great minufactures building at the expo-

sition.

These elevators are employed to carry passengers from

the floor of the building to the roof promenade above,

which is a popular resort, and the distance to the landing

under the great trusses supporting the roof is almost ex-

actly 230 feet. There are four elevators, arranged in two

sets, each elevator balancing one other by a continuous

steel rope running over a drum above. The advantage of

this arrangement is obvious, as

if the weight of the loaded car

going down is equal to that of

the one going up, only current

sufficient to overcome the fric-

tion need be supplied to the

motors operating the driving

drums. As a matter of fact

only about four horse power is

expended to hoist a loaded car

to the top and bring its fellow-

down, and the average load on
each car is from 2,000 to 2.500

pounds. The elevators are

geared to run at the rate of
about 200 feet a minute.

The electrical and mechanical

equipment is contained in a
basement room directly under-

neath the elevators, and a view
of the mechanism operating

one set of cars is shown in

Fig. 2. Power is furnished

by a 15 horse power, compound
wound Eckemeyer motor sup-

plied with current of 500 volts

potential by mains from ma-
chinery hall. The armature
shaft of the motor is supplied
with a worm gearing, w-hich

meshes into a spur gear, which,
in turn, is geared to the driving

drum. The power is controlled

by devices similar in operation

to those employed in all electric

elevators. When the man in

charge of the car throws over
the Icrer at starting a solenoid

is released, which, by its move-
ment, gradually cuts out the

resistance and starts the motor.

In stopping the process is

reversed. An automatic device

is provided by which the main
circuit is opened in case of an
accident to the shunt lield,

thusi preventing the machine

from burning out. .-Vn auto-

matic cut-out will also be used

to close the main switch in case

the current from the power
house should be shut eft. thus

protecting the machines when
current is turned on again.

So far these e'evators have

worked very smoothly and
without an accident, carrying from three to four thousand
persons daily without a stop or hitch of any kind. .\s

Fig. I shows, the shafts are of open iron work, and
rising, as they do, from the center of the ttcior to a great

height, many persons arc nervous on making the lirst

ascent. Those who have tried both describe the sensation as

not unlike that of a balloon ascension. However, there is

absolutely no ground for apprehension, as the construction

is of the strongest throughout, and every precaution is

taken to insure safely. The elevators weic installed by
the Hale Elevator company of Chicago, the electrical

work being in charge of V. J. Gibson, while Peter

O'Brien had ch.irge of the nuihanicil ccDMiucii< l—

a
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task of no mean proporuons, as can be readily imagined.

The same company will install electric elevators of similar

t}pe, to travel about ibe same distance, at Niagara

Falls.

The electric launch service, under the direction of Ad-

miral Barney, continues to give very general satisfaction

to the public. On Tuesday of last week 43 boats were in

service and the day's receipts amounted to $3,Soo. During

the busiest season probably $5 000 a day will be earned by

the boats. The Princess Eulalia enjoyed several rides on

the electric launches during her visit to the World's. Fair

and appeared greatly pleased.

The average nightly load on the Westinghouse in-

candescent plant in machinery hail is now 40.000

lamps on evenings when the fair is open. Nine of the

big 10,000 light machines have now been operated under

load. Some trouble has been experienced with the steam

connections of the engines, so that the entire plant is not

quite complete. A handsome iron railing has been erected

about the space forming the incandescent lighting station.

The operating staff is now fully organized and Vi.-orking

smoothly. The men are divided into three shifts, each

building at uighi. Complaints have come to iLc d-pj.rt-

ment from the guard that several exhibitors have been

careless in putting away small articles at night. While
the guard is very efficient exhibitors will see the necessity

to co-operate with it for the protection of exhibits.

The electric air compressor illustrated in Fig. 3 is an

exhibit of the Westinghouse company in the electricity

building. It is a queer-looking machine and is intended to

furnish compressed air for use in mines or other places

where electric power is available. In the present instance

it will operate two Ingersoll tS: Sargent rock drills. The

motor is of 50 horse power capacity, four pole and shunt

wound for a direct current of 500 volts. The fields are

supported by a solid circular casting attached to the bed-

plate while the armature is supported by overhanging

bearings. The power from the motor is transmitted to the

compressor, which is of the usual type, by gearing, in the

manner illustrated in the cut.

R. W. H. Hofstede-Crull, the Dutch electrical engineer

who is assistant to E. J. Spencer and in direct charge of

the mining and pumping macinery in the Genera! Electric

company's exhibit in electricity building, was recently made

the victim of a serious assault. Mr. Hofstede,who has long
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workiDg ei^ht hours. The lightest load is from 4 to 8 a.

M., ffhen current is supplied to about 5,000 lamps. The

Westinghouse 703 horse power generator for power service

is DOW being set up in machinery hall.

Attached to the big i,odo horse power Buckeye engine,

belted 10 one of ths Wesiinghojsc dynamos in machinery

hall, is a model about a foot long. The little engine is an

exact rtproduction of the big one and is driven by com-

pressed air. It attracts much attCDtion.

Workmen were cngiged last week in placing slag on

the decks of the electric fountains about the spouts. This

is io accordance with the idea of Luther Sticringcr, the

designer, who is now in the East,

Chief Harrett has appointed Frank G. Mason, supciin-

tendent of the Brooklyn police telegraph department, first

honorary assistant of the department of electricity, World's

Fair. Elliott Smith, aupcrintenaent of fire alarms. New
York, and Morris Me^J. city electrician of Pittsburg, have

been honored in a similar manner.

ScTcral cotnplaiDt<i have been made of (he theft of small

articles in the electricity bntlding, and so the following

special notice to exhibitors, issued by Chief Barrett, is

timely and important:

Exhibitors in this department will kindly Impress upon

iheir aitendania ihe necessity of locking all desks, drawers

and show cases at their exhibit spaces before leaving the

been connected with the Thomson-Houston International

company, has acted as paymaster for the General Electric

company's men at the fair, disbursing about $15,0003

month, and, as no provision has been made for the safe keep-

ing of money over night in the electricity building, he has

frequently been obliged to carry considerable sums on his

person. This fact appears to have come to the knowledge

of some desperate characters, and, as Mr. Ilofstcdc was

returning home late on Saturday night, June 3d, he was set

upon by four footpads on Forty-seventh street, near

Vinccnnes avenue. One of the men had a revolver, which

he thrust in Mr. Hofstede's face, at the same time demand-

ing that he throw up his hands and keep quiet. The

muscular young Hollander did not propose to be robbed

without a struggle, however, and he grappled with his

principal assailant and succeeded in turning the revolver

against him, but could not discharge the weapon. The

other men were not idle in the meantime and a fierce

struggle ensued at unequal odds during which Mr. Ilof-

stede was so severely beaten over the head with a brick that

a thick cap was probably the only thing that saved his life.

He made a brave fight but was finally forced to the ground,

when he raised a cry for help. His outcry was speedily

huihcd, however, by the grip of one of the highwaymen's

fingers on his throat and he was strangled into unconscious-

ness. When he regained his senses he discovered thai $16 5

in money and a valuable watch and chain had been taken

from him. Fortunately the robbers overlooked, in their

haste, one pocket which contained a considerable sum.

The robbery was reported to the police but the perpetra-

tors are still at large.

That switches, fuse blocks and o.her insulating devices

of porcelain are capable of lending themselves to graceful

designs is conclusively demonstrated by the display made

by theBryant Electric company of Bridgeport, Conn., Fig. 4,

which manages to make a striking exhibit in a small space

in the southeastern corner of the electricity building. On
a dark background, the lines made by the white porcelain

can be seen for a considerable distance, and visitors are

usually surprised, on drawing near, to find that the pretty

design is made of prosaic switches. The exhibit was

designed and constructed by E. R. and T. G. Grier.

The electric scenic theater which is now open to visitors

on the Midway Plaisance is the same one which was ex-

hibited by Siemens & Ilalske at the Frankfort electrical

exhibition of 1891 and which excited much attention. At
Chicago the spectacle is in charge of Arthur Schwarz, who
has a concession by which he is permitted to charge visitors a

small fee for the privilege of witnessing the beautiful effects

produced. The spectator is ushered into an audience room

shut out from the daylight but lighted from a handsome

electrolier. The objects of interest are a miniature stage

in front of the spectators, who are seated in comfortable

chairs, and the regulating mechanism by which the

operator manipulates the light. Presently the lights are

turned off and all eyes are directed toward the little stage.

The curtain is raised but at first nothing is visible. Then a

point of red light is seen, which gradually increases in

volume until the spectator becomes aware that it is the peak

of a lofty mountain kissed by the first rosy flush of the

morning sun." As the sun rises the light becomes stronger

and gradually loses its ruddy tinge until the whole scene is

bathed in the light of day. It can then be seen that a

valley in the Alps is represented, with towering peaks and

a mountain torrent in the foreground surrounded by lofty

crags, amid which is perched a picuresque Swiss chalet.

As the spectator is admiring the landscape it grows darker;

evidently the sky is overcast with clouds. A storm rapidly

comes up, with sheets of lightning and the rumbling of

thunder. It is of short duration, however, and presently

the sky is clear again. But the day is drawing to a close

and soon the failing light and brilliant hues of sunset

signalize the departure of the orb of day. But darkness is

not long triumphant, for presently the moon rises, and, in

its journey from the horizon to the zenith, amid a field of

twinkling stars, casts a clear bluish-white light over all.

This is the last scene, and the disappearance of the moon

is the signal for a falling curtain and the relighting of the

auditorium. About fifteen minutes elapses in the "day"

that is presented to the spectator. The various effects are

very pretty and they elicit general praise.

The mechanical apparatus is not particularly complicated.

The light is produced by a large number of 5 candle power

lamps, red, white and blue io color and arranged alter-

nately. Each color and each locality in the setting is wired

on a separate circuit, so that, by the introduction of re-

sistance, it only becomes a question of skillful manipulation

to give light of any shade or intensity desired. Of course

none of the lamps are visible, as they afe arranged in the

footlights and wings as well as overhead and behind the

setting. The motion of the moon is produced by a tiny

motor. Current of 150 volts pressure is used, obtained

from a 500 volt circuit from machinery hall and transformed

down.

In general the exhibits in electricity building well befit

their location and contribute to the success of the electrical

display. Exception should be made, however, in the case

of the French musical instruments shown in the north-

western gallery. These arc entirely out of place and should

have been placed in the musical section of the manufactures

building. The incongruity of thrusting this exhibit in the

electricity building is marked, and while not the fault of the

department of electricity or the exhibitor in question it

excites remark from visitors. The exhibit includes a

number of mechanically operated pianos and several gaudy

orchestrions. The latter arc "played" by two sturdy French

girls by the simple process of turning a crank, and the

sounds produced are so harsh and loud that near by exhibi-

tors arc anxiously casting about for some means of relief.

On Monday the council of administration took action

that will be received with rejoicing by every electrical ex-

hibitor at Jackson I'ark. This was an order throwing open

the grounds to the public on every evening until u i-. m.

The buildings are to be open until ten o'clock, and the

order went into effect on Wednesday. The order in full

is as follows:

The council having for some time had under considcra-
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tion the question of keepiogf tbe exposition open on every

evening, and having; ascertained from practical tests that

the public desires to be accommodated in this behalf, and
the council recognizing its duty to respond to the public

demand, it is

Ordered, that on and after June 21, 1893, until other-

wise ordered by this council, the exposition grounds shall

corporations. The legality of the action was maintained

by the attorneys of the Omnibus Cable company, and the

city authorities were equally strong in maintaining that

the attempt to place poles on Market street was unwar-

ranted. The mayor's action was warmly endorsed by the

papers, but, regardless of conflicting opinions, the Omni-
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be open to the public on every eveiing until 11 p. m. and
that the exposition buildings shall be kept open until ten

o'clock. It will be expected that visitors will promptly

leave the exposition buildings at ten o'clock, and also

promptly leave the exposition grounds at eleven o'clock;

and in order to facilitate their exit from the grounds it is

Ordered, that promptly at eleven o'clock on each evening

the wagon gates at the several exits shall be opened for

purposes of exits; and it is further

Ordered, that while the exposition will be open as herein

provided for on every evening of the week, Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday evenings shall be nevertheless re-

garded as special evenings, and characterized by special

features of attraction and entertainment.

bus Cable company has brought suit against the mayor,

the chief of police and the superintendent of streets, in the

Superior Court, to enjoin the city officials from interfering

with the erection of the trolley system.

Until the recent consolidation of the Omnibus Cable

company and the N. B & M. Railway company, there

panics who jointly occupied them, yet who held different

franchises. When the consolidation referred to was ef-

fected, the Omnibus Cable company won a continuoDS

line from Eighth street to the ferries, and it was this sys-

tem that it intended tooperatc by electricity.

The legal situation appears to be about as follows: At the

last session of the Legislature a law was enacted to ihc cfTcct

that franchises which had been granted for street railway

privileges prior to the enactment of the law in question would

be made to cover electricity as a motive power on an equal

footing with horse or cable traction, provided that munici-

pal requirements should be complied with. Since tbe ab-

rogation 01 the order of the board of supervisors, prescrib-

ing a district in the business center of San Francisco in

which the use of overhead trolley circuits should be pro-

hibited, there has been no municipal enactment restricting

the use of the trolley system hi the city; and it is believed

that this point is the principal one upon which the Omni-
bus Cable company will make its fight.

The law reads, however, that electric railway systems in

cities shall be provided with the most modern improved
electrical appliances, and the mayor maintains that the

trolley system does not constitute the most modern im-

proved electrical app iance. He firmly believes that un-
derground or storage systems are practicable and safe, and
that therefore a conformity with the law can only be had
through the equipment of either an underground or a stor-

age system.

It was felt during the fight over the attempt to introduce

the trolley system on Market street that the subtle hand of

the Southern Pacific company, through its priccipal San
Francisco concern, the Market Street Cable company, wss
at the bottom of the cppositicn which succeeded in pulling

up the poles that the Omnibus Cable company had placed.

Mayor Ellert has, however, shown himself to be beyond

the influence even of the power of the Southern Pacific

company in a subsequent occurrence in which the Market

Street Cable company itself was the aggressor, ard in which

the tactics originally laid out and which failed wiih the

Omnibus Cable company on Market street, were followed

almost to the letter.

The Market Street Cable company holds the franchise

for the building of an electric road on Seventh street, and

on the morning of June Sth laborers appeartd en Stventh

street and commenced the erection of poles for a trolley

road. Poles were placed on Seven'h street, between Mar-

ket[and Mission streets, whereupon the laborers moved
bag and baggage to Fifth street, and there commenced

Street Railway Controversy in San Fran-

cisco.

San Francisco, not to be outdone by the older cities of

the country in the mitter of unreasonableness in its esti-

mation of trolley circuits for street railway use, is now

engaged in the throes of a bitter controversy, that has at

this early stage reached the courts.

The first act in this drama occurred on May 29th at

midnight, when the Omnibus Cable company, which has

recently secured controlling interest in the North Beach &
Mission Railway company, appeared on Market street,

San Francisco's principal thoroughfare, with an army of

men, estimated by the Saii Francisco Chronicle as reach-

ing 2,000. Immediately following appeared scores of

trucks loaded with shovels, barrels of concrete, electric

trolley poles, immense reels of wire, hangers, cross-wires,

etc., and all other paraphernalia necessary for the com-

plete equipment of a trolley system.

The army started to work and in a short time the men

were digging holes along the curbs and planting poles.

After about two hours' work, Mayor Ellert appeared upon

the scene and commanded that the work should cease,

maintaining that the company had no franchise granting

it the privilege of placing trolley circuits upon Market

street. To this request the Omnibus people, through their

attorneys, "Wood & Ilerrin, complied; the work ceased

and the army was disbanded, but twenty or so railway

poles stood as a monument of the midnight adventure, In

these, however, Mayor Ellert recognized a vantage point

that he did not propose, as the chief executive of the city,

to tolerate; consequently the street department was called

to the rescue, a derrick was rigged up and the poles were

pulled out of their holes and carted to the corporation

yard.

San Francisco papers were lilled with accounts of how
the rights of the city were being trampled upon by private
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was no conlir ucus franchise for a street car line on Mar-

ket street from Eighth street to the ferries, other than that

owned and occupied by the Market Street Cable company.

On each side of the center tracks occupied by the Market

Street Cable company horse car tracks existed over the

route named, but the tracks were owned by different com-

• he erection of poles for the equipment of tbe Fifth street

branch of the Market street system. After a number of

poles had been placed, the mayor appeared and not only

put a stop to the work, but pulled up the poles the ^{3^ket

Street Cable company had placed, both on Fifth and Seventh

streets, and carted them olf to the corporation yard, placing
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them alongside of those of the most formidable rival of the

Market Street Cable companj—the Omnibus Cable com-

pany. There are, therefore, 22 more poles in the corpo-

ration yard than before the last escapade of the Market

Street Cable company.

The situation of the Market Street Cable company on

Fifth street is precisely identical with that of the Omnibus

Cable company on Market street, and the franchise of

neither company permits the use of electricity as a motive

power, each company working under the recently enacted

state law. On Seventh street, however, a franchise for an

electric road is held by the Market Street Cable company,

but the contention of the mayor is that the clause in the

franchise providing for the use of the most mcdern elec-

trical appliances in the e^ipment of the road is not com-

plied with in the trolley system.

The suit of the Omnibus Cable company against the

city ofHcials is at present pending before Judge Garber of

the Superior Court, and there seems to be a general dispo-

sition, not only on the part of the railroad companies in-

terested, but also on the part of the municipal ofhcers, to

let the decision of the courts settle the matter. The rail-

way people feel that they have an invincible case, and that

New Chicago Office of the Western
Union Telegraph Company.

The Western Union Telegraph company has transferred

its Chicago main office, operating department and general

offices from its old quarters in the Union building at the

corner of La Salle and Washington streets to its new

building on the corner of Clark and Jackson streets.

This building was formerly known as the Pbenix

building, isabsoluttly fire proof, and was purchased by

the Western Union company last October. From an

architectural standpoint the building is one of the very

best in Chicago and there are but few better in the

country. The additional story, together with the new

roof elevation, will add much to the appearance of tlie

property and give it rank as one of Chicago's finest office

buildings. la dimensions it is 217 feet long by 50 feet

wide, fronting on the three thoroughfares: Clark and

Jackson streets and Pacific avenue. The finish of the

building is elegantly done in white marble and solid mahog-

any, every office is well lighted, and five elevators, now

being refitted, make the elevator service second to none in

the city for rapidity and safety.

For its own use the telegraph company will occupy five

FIG. 2. NEW CHICAGO OFFICE OF THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH CUMl'ANV.—TERMINAL ROOM.

if the sail is not woo in the lower courts, it will cerlalnly

be decided in their favor in the upper tribunals.

World's Congress of Electricians.

Prof. II. S. Carhart, secretary of the World's Corgress

of Kleciricians, announces the following acceptances of

invitations to read papers at the congress:

W. H. Preece, F. K. S-, engineer-ic-chief, General

Postcfficc, London. Subject-r-"SignalliDg Through Space

by Means of Electromagnetic Vibrations,"

Professor W. E, Ayrton, F. R. S.. Cily and Guilds of

London Institute, Central Institution. Subject—"The
Variation of P. D. of the Electric Arc with Current, Thick-

ness of Carbons and Distance Apart."

I'fofcsscr Mascart of Paris will be present but is obliged

10 decline to prepare a paper by reason of other cngagc-

menls. Uoth the war and navy departments have detailed

officers to attend the congress. Professor Ayrton sails

from Liverpool June 2ist, and expects to be in Chicago by

Jolyistorad.

The qaestioD is being agitated at Crowley^ La,, of put-
ting in an electric light plant to be operated in connection
with the waterwoiks.

Haddon & Co,, Glasgow, have just completed a new
installation of electric light on board the steamship Cily
of Rome The plant consists of two compound wound
dynamos of the Castle type, having an output equal to 500
ifr-cand!e p^wcr incandescent lamps. The main switch-
board is of their own design and manufacture, and is a
simple bat efficient arraogement whereby, without any
possibility <A confasion. any division of the lights can be
ran by either of ihc machines. The installation is giving
every satisfaction, and is said to be a marked advance
Dpon the previoos lighting.

floors of the building as follows—the west half of the

cellar for its dynamo and terminal rooms; the west half of

the first floor, on Pacific avenue and Jackson street, for its

receiving, delivery and money order departments, the

entire eighth floor for its general offices, the ninth and
tenth floors for its operating departments, the attic, or

eleventh floor, to be used for dining room, clothing lockers,

lavatories, etc.

In the dynamo room will be found a first class piece of

wire work. There are in all 47 dynamos, two groups Of
eight each, one reversible group of five, and 26 small

dynamos for use as intermediates on short wires. The
principal problem was to carry the wires from the dynamos
to the dynamo switchboard in the east end of the dynamo
room without crossing any two of the leads. This was no

easy task when the multitude of wires is taken into

consideration but it was finally successfully accomplished,

A'l the negative cables arc grouped together

on one side of the board and all the positive cables on the

other. All the dynamos arc of the Kdison type, excepting

two Crocker-Wheeler dynamos,which have been added to the

station since its removal ftom the old building. Weston
direct reading voltmeters arc also in use. These 47 dynamos
generate all the power that is used for transmitting and

operating in the building. It would take 33,000 cells to

replace their electrical energy. The ; even- volt dynamos
operate the single wires and repealing sounders, the 25

volt machines supply the duplex and quaduplcx local

wires, the 45 volt the short city lines, and the 75, 150,

210, 290 and 350 volt, the single, duplex and rjuadruplex

wires, according to length and resistance. The 26 small

dynamos are used on city lines. The illustration, Fig. i,

gives a good idea of the dynamo room, the small dynamos

being to the left and the switchboard at the extreme end.

Northwest of the dynamo room will be found the terminal

room, where may also be seen an admirable arrangement of

wires, cable?, cable terminals and slate boards, the cables

passing from the underground conduit to the terminals,

thence to the front of the slate board, and from the rear of

thes late board to the twenty-two 100 conductor cables lead-

ing to the various switchboards in the operating departments

through the 3 inch iron pipes which begin in the terminal

room, pass into concrete beds under the massive pumping

machinery of the building, and thence upward to the

operating room. In the illustration, Fig. 2, the slate board,

consisting of two sections of slate, each section possessing

300 binding posts, is shown on the right, overhead and

back of which is a conglomerate mass of cables as yet

unattached to the terminal heads. On the left is shown

some of the terminal heads which are now wired. In this

room the wiring is not yet completed and some idea of

the extent of the task may be gained by glancing "at the

loose cables at the top of the picture. Whe:^ complettd

there will be 28 cable terminal heads, each box containing

IQ to 200 conductors. From the terminal room to the op-

erating room there run in all 25,000 single wires, 14,000

two conductor cables, 20,000 four conductor cables, 3,600

eight conductor cables, 6,100 ten conductor cables and 22

one hundred conductor cables. Day's kerite insula-

tion is used exclusively.

The receiving, money order and delivery department is

superb in its mahogany finish and is altogether different

from the old siyle telegraphic counter, the writing desks for

pLitrons being located in the deep recesses of the large

windows and arranged for chairs instead of the old style

standing de^k so long used for the purpose. On the in-

side of the counter the various departments are divided by

a series of polished brass screen cages and present a

handsome banking house appearance.

The most interesting room in the building, however, is

the ninth fljor operating room. This room is 22 feet in

height, running the full length of the building, is well

lighted on all sides, tile fljored, well ventilated and ad-

mirably arranged. On the south wall, and last of the ele-

vator shaft, is the eastern switch of five sections with fifty

wires to the section. In the same relative position on the

west is the western switch with like capacity, and on the

tenth floor will be placed the city line switch of three 50

wire sections. In the center of the room, in the targe bay

window on the north wall, is located what is known as the

combination switch, made after the pattern of the one in

the New York main office. To this switch is run all of

the quadruplex local wires of the office and through it can

be conntcted all of the various branch offices, such as the

Board of Trade, Grocery District, etc. Entering at this

board are all of the newspaper loops, and tunning thence

to the east and west switches are what may be called flying

loops, arranged so that if Denver has a Chicago newspaper

special and New York also has one, they are for the time

transferred to the combination board and from that point

the newspaper is given its connection.

The wire work of the dynamo room was designed by

Louis Seibet, wire chief of the Clevtland office; that in the

terminal room by J. S. Robinson, foreman of repairs, and

that in the operating room by V. T. Kissenger, wire chief

of the Chicago oflice; the whole being under the super-

vision of C. II. Summers, electrician of the company at

Chicago,

The operating departments are fully equipped with

the Martin cash carrier system, and there is

nothing which will more interest the casual vis-

itor to the great operating department than this

system. From the distributing table in the gallery of the

ninth floor dropping to the operating level below, running

to the floor above, around the corners, on the diagonal,

taking angle elevation and decline alike, run the sixteen

tracks of this unique little railroad, and hurrying, scurry-

ing hither and thither are the tiny cars in such number

and bewilderment that one is at once reminded of a busy

railroad switching yard.

An excellent idea is given of the different interesting

features of this room in Fig. 3. Here on the ninth

floor arc operating .spaces for 4O0 machines. In the

gallery fj2 city lines arc in operation, and it is expected

that by August the tenth floor operating room will be

opened, which will accommodate ncarl> as many more.

Here also will be located the company's corps of book-

keepers and the Wheatstone system of automatic teleg-

raphy. These rooms to the visitor present scenes of

continual bustle and confusion, and one cannot but

wonder at the acute ear of the operator who can detect

the sounding of his own instrument amid the constant and

bewildering, clicking of over 640 sounders. The room as
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yet is!in an unfinished condition and much in the way of

decoration and comfort is yet to be provided.

The Chicago office enjoys the distinction of having more

complete facilities for the quadruplex system of sending

messages than the New York office. One of ihe novel

features noticeable in the operating rooms is the enclosing

of the switchboards in plite glass with iron frames. This

idea was copied from the New York main office and

gives the switchboards a unique and handsome appear-
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served are often att:ibuted but are seldom due to true reso-

nance, for an error is quite easily made in this respccf.

This maybe undoubtedly demonstrated by the following
experiment. Take, for instance, two large insulaied me-
tallic plates or spheres which I shall designate A and /J,

place them at a certain small distance apart and charge
them from a fractional or influence machine to a potential

so high that just a slight increase of the difTerence of po-
tential between them will cause the small air or insulating

space to break down. This is easily reached by making a
few preliminary trials. If now another plate—fastened on

FIG. I. NEW CHICAGO OFFICE OF THE WESTERN

ance. In all there are 14 switchboards in the building

and 3 loop switchboards, each with five rows of jacks.

There are in use 2,826 resistance lamps, varying from

20 to 700 ohms. This number has been found to be in-

sufficient, however, and several hundred more are to be

added.

For the admirable arrangement of the building and the

diminution of time in the transfer of telegrams effected

by it, for the general telegraphic equipment, first-class in

all respects, and for the handsome receiving room offered

to the patrons of the company, Chicago is indebted to the

Western Union Telegraph company, in that it now has a

telegraph office secood to none in the world.

UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY.—DYNAMO ROOM.

an insulating handle and connected by a wire to one of the
terminals of a high tension secondary of an induction coil,

which is maintained in action by an alternator (preferably

high frequency)— is approached to one of the charged
bodies A or B, so as to be nearer to either one of them, the
discharge will invariably occur between them, at least it

will, if the potential of the coil in connection with the
plate is sufficiently high. But the explanation of this will

soon be found in the fact that the approached plate acts in-

ductively upon the bodies./ and i>' and causes a spark to pass
between them. When this spark occurs, the charges,

which were previously imparted to these bodies from the

influence machine, must needs be lost, since the bodies are

brought in electrical connnection through the arc formed.
Now this arc is formed whether there be resonance or not

may now be connected to one of the coatings of the second
jar, and when tt is brought near to the first jar just previ-
ousty charged to a high potential from an influence ma-
chine, the result is the same as before, and the fiHt jar will
discharge through a small air space upon the second being
caused to discharge. But both jars and their circuits need
not be tuned any clo5cr than a basso profundo
is to the note produced by a mosquito, as small sparks
will be produced through the air bpace, or at least the
latter will be considerably more strained owing to the set-
ting up of an alternating electromotive force by ipduction,
which takes place when one of the jars begins todischarge.
Again another error of a similar nalnrc is quite easily
made. If the circuits of ihe two jars are run parallel and
close together, and the experiment has been performed of
discharging one by the other, and now a coil of wire be
added to one of the circuits whereupon the experiment
does not succeed, the conclusion that this is due to the
fact that the circuits are now not tuned, would be far from
being safe. For the two circuits act as condenser coatings
and the addition of the coil lo one of ihem is equivalent to
bridging them, at the point where the coil is placed, by a
small condenser, and the effect of the latter might be to
prevent the spark from jumping through the discharge
space by diminishing the alternating electricmotive force
acting across the same. All these remarks, and many
more which might be added but for fear of wandering too
far from the subject, are made with the pardonable inten-
tion of cautioning the unsuspecting student, who might
gain an entirely unwarranted opinion of his skill when see-
ing every experiment succeed; but they are in no way
thrust upon the experienced as novel observations.

In order to make reliable observations, of electric

resonance efTects it is very desirable, if not necessary, to
employ an alternator giving currents which rise and fall

harmonically, as in working with make and break currents
the observations are not always trustworthy, since many
phenomena, which depend on the rate of change, may be
produced with frequencies widely different. Even when
making such observations with an alternator one is apt to
be mistaken. When a circuit is connected to an alternator
there are an infinite number of values for capacity and self-

induction which, in conjunction, will satisfy the condition
of resonance. So there are in mechanics an infinite num-
ber of tuning forks which will respond to a note of a cer-

tain pitch, or loaded springs which have a definite period
of vibration. But the resonance will be most perfectly at-

tained in that case in which the motion is effected with the
greatest freedom. Now in mechanics, considering the
vibration in the common medium—that is, air—it is of

comparatively little importance whether one tuning fork be
somewhat larger than another, because the losses in the
air are not very considerable. One may of course inclose
a tuning fork in an exhausted vessel and by thus reducing
the air resistance to a minimum obtain belter resonant
action. Still the difference would not be very great.

But it would make a great difference if the tuning
fork were immersed in mercury. In the electrical

vibration it is of enormous importance to arrange the
conditions so that the vibration is effected with the great-

est freedom. The magnitude of the resonance effect de-
pends, under otherwise equal conditions, on the quantity
of electricity set in motion or on the strength of the cur-

rent driven through the circuit. But the circuit opposes
the passage of the currents by reason of its impedance.

Light and Other High Frequency Phe-
nomena.

By Nikola Tesla.

PART IV.

The effects of resonance are being more and more
noted by engineers and are becoming of great importance

in the practical operation of apparatus of all kinds with

alternating currents. A few general remarks may there-

fore be made concerning these effects. It is clear that if

we succeed in employing the effects of resonance practi-

cally in the operation of electric devices the return wire

will, as a matter of course, become unnecessary, for the

electric vibration may be conveyed with one wire just as

well, and sometimes even better than with two. The
question first to answer is, then, whether pure resonance

effects are producible. Theory and experiment both

show that such is impossible in nature, for as the oscilla-

tion becomes more and more vigorous the losses in the

vibrating bodies and environing media rapidly increase

and necessarily check the vibration, which otherwise

would go on increasing forever. It is a fortunate circum-

stance that pure resonance is not producible, for if it

weie there is no telling what dangers might not lie in

wait for the innocent experimenter. But to a certain de-

gree resonance is producible, the magnilude of the ef-

fects being limited by the imperfect conductivity and im-

perfect elasticity of the media or, generally stated, by
frictional losses. The smaller these losses, the more
striking arc the effecls. The same is the case in me-
chanical vibration. A stout steel bar may be set in vibra-

tion by drops of water falling upon it at proper intervals;

and with glass, which is more perfectly elastic, the re-

sonance effect is still more remarkable, for a goblet may
be burst by singing into it a note of the proper

pitch. The electrical resonance is the more per-

fectly attained, the smaller the resistance or the

impedance of the conducting path and the more perfect

the dielectric. In a I.eyden jar discharging through a

short stranded cable of thin wires these requirements are

probably best fulfilled, and the resonance effecis are there-

fore very prominent. Such is not the case with dynamo
machines, transformers and their circuits, or with com
mercial apparatus in general in which the presence of iron

cores complicates or renders impossible the action. In re-

gard to Leyden jars with which resonance effects are fre-

quently demonstrated, I would say that the effecls ob-

NKW CHICAGO OFIICK OF THK U i:STERN UNION TELi:t:RAI'll COMPANY.
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But even if the spark would not be produced, still there 's

an alternating electromotive force set up between theboilies

when the plale is brought near one of them; therefore the

approach of the plate, if it does not always actually, will,

at any rate, tend, to break down the air space by inductive

action. Instead of the spheres or plates .1 and A' we may
take the coatings of a I.eyden jar with the same result, and
in place of the machine, which is a high frequency alterna

tor preferably, because it is more suitable tor the experi-

ment and also for the argument, we may take another
Leyden jar or battery of jars. When such j.irs are dis-

charging through a circuit of low resistance the same is

traversed by currents of very high frequency. The plate

and. therefore, to secure the best action it is necessary to

reduce the impedance to a minimum. It is impossible to

overcome it entirely, but merely in part, for ohmic resist-

ance cannot be overcome. But when the frequency of the

impulses is very great the tlow oi the current is practically

determined by self-induction. Now, scH-induction can be
overcome by combining it with capacity. If the relation

between these is such that at the frequency used they

annul each other, that is. have such values as to satisfy

the condition of resonance and the grcAlest quantity of

electricity is made to flow through the e.'^ternal circuit,

then the best result is obtained. It is simpler and safer

(CiuifinutJ .'M /ti^v 327).
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San Francisco, like many orher cities that have failed

to take advaaiage of the improvements in rapid transit

method) artorded by the trolley system, is now desirous of

iotrodaciog a modern s>slcm of transportation, and the

local street railway companies have signified their willing-

oess to eqoip the existing horse car lines and the proposed

eztensioDS, The people favor the electric railway and the

companies arc witling to improve the service. In fact

two of the local companies have attempted to equip their

lioes bat hare been stopped by the mayor. That official

is opposed to the trolley system and seems anxious to force

the companies to experiment with the storage battery and

aadergroond systems. This they refo« to do. and the

controversy will be settled in the courts. In the mean-

time Saa Francisco will be obliged to put vp with horM

cars.

some of them are due to the men in charge of the cars.

The pabiic holds thecompany responsible for all accidents

no matter how much care has been exercised in the selec-

tion and instruction of the men employed. In some cities

a regular course of training has been developed by the

electric railway companies, and an applicant for a position

as motorman is obliged to serve an apprenticeship before

taking charge of a car. Inspectors and instructors accom-

pany new men until they are thoroughly capable of hand-

ling the cars themselves. It would seem that when such

precautions were taken there should be very little cause for

complaint but it appears that despite the efforts of the

company and the vigilance of the inspectors the men grow
careless at times and accidents occur, for which tl-e corpo-

rations are held legally responsible. Saveral actions having

been instituted against the street railway company of

Minneapolis and St. Paul, President Lowry has deter-

mined to make the men assume their share of the respon-

sibility. Accoidingly a contract was prepared with this

view and submitted to the men. Among the provisions

of the contract were these: The men should be respon-

sible not only for breakage to the cars and tquipment, but

to vehicles broken in collisions and personal injury sus-

tained by passengers when such collisions and accidents

were due to the negligence or carelessness of employes.

The contract also provided that each employe should place

with the company $roo upon beginning work, which

amount should be used in paying for any accidents due to

the employe's carelessness. This of course did not please

the motormen, and on last Sunday morning a strike was

ordered. The cars of the entire system were tied up, and
the company was informed that they would remain tied up
until the contract was rescinded. It is interesting to note

the comments of the patrons of the road on this action.

Very few recognize the right of the company to protect

itself, although they demand first-class service. It is

hardly possible that the company could enforce the terms

of ihe agreement, but the incident has furnished another

example of the perversity of the general public. Instead

of giving the company credit for endeavoring to secure for

its patrons improved service and protection against the

negligence of irresponsible employes, the public gener-

ally allowed its petty inconvenience to count for more than

the issue involved. The quickest way to settle the dis-

pute was to support the men and this they did.

CoMPLAiNts against the trolley system have been based

largely apoo the number of accidents that have followed

tbesobstttntton of (be e'ectric motor for the horse car. It

is inoe that a large percentage of these accidents are due to

the carelessness of the victims, yet the fact remains that

It is with great gratification that the Western Elec-

trician announces to the electrical fraternity that ihe

management of the World's Fair has at last seen its way

to the opening of the exposition on every evening of the

week. The decision was arrived at on Monday of this

week, and the full text of the order is printed elsewhere

in this issue. This order, of course, nullifies the obnox-

ious evening closing rule which aroussd such a unanimous

protest from ihe men engaged in furthering the electrical

industry, as the result of the agitation led by the Western
Electrician The first gun in this campaign, it will be

remembered, was fired by this journal on November 5,

1092, when we said, in a leading editorial:

If this new regulation be allowed to stand, it will in-

terfere very seriously with the electrical features of the ex-

position— just thf extent, indeed, which separates a

brilliant success from a commonplace performance. The
electrical men, who are now so enthusiastically supporting

the fair and contributing their skill, time and money, will

lose heart and have little more than a perfunctory connec-

tion with an enterprise in which such a conspicuous disre-

gard of their claims is shown. They have been led to

believe that the fair was lobe open evenings, and it is

unfair and unjust to deprive them, at Ibis late day, of the

benefit the exposition would be to them as an object

lesson to all the nations of the earth of the latest advances
in electric lighting. * * * The electrical industries

are alive to the importance of this question and will not

rest content until the injustice is righted. Even now a

movement is on foot to convince the commission that it

has dealt a blow not oniy to the electrical interests of the

(Jnitcd State?, but, unwittingly, to the \Vorld's Columbian
Exposition as well. That this is the case there can be no
doubt, and all possible influence must be brought to bear

on the commissioners to enable them to see the folly and
wrong of their amazing seven o'clock rule.

The position thus taken was cordially indorsed by the

electrical fraternity of the country, and the protest was so

vigorous and unanimous that on November 26th the

Wr.stlr:; Elkctkician was enabled to announce that

President lliginbotham, in response to a petition forwarded

through Col. Clowry, conceded that evening sessions would

be held on from three to six days each week. The fight

was kept up for some time longer, but no more definite

pledge from the World's Fair management could be

secured. Shortly after the fair was opened it was an-

nounced that the grounds would be open on Tuesday,

Thursday and Saturday of each week, and on June Kjth

the final and complete concession was made.

Never has the elcclrical fraternity receded from the posi-

tion that evening opening was demanded by the public,

profitable to the Exposition company and only just to the

electrical exhibitors, and it is a matter for general con-

gratulation that the correctness of this contention has at

last been recognized. It is a notable victory for common
sense and justice, and the Western Electrician is

happy at having done its share to achieve this result.

Our thanks are due, and are gratefully tendered, to the

Ehctrkal World oi June 17th for its graceful compliment
to the Western Electrician in the course of a bit of

editorial correspondence from Chicago entitled "World's
Fair at Short and Long Range." The subject under con-

sideration was the publication of articles in the electrical

press on the tower of light in electricity building, and,

at the risk of being charged with vanity, we reprint the

following paragraph:

First of all, there is our western contemporary-—always
enterprising, always alert and bright; it plumes itself upon
a genuine scoop, for such it succeeded in making, upon its

more conservative contemporaries who believe in the old
adage that "All things good come to him who waits."

It would not be becoming for us to comment on the

characteristics attributed to this journal in the above quota-

tion, but we may be permitted to remark, since the matter

has been brought up, that the World is entirely correct

instating ihat the Western Electrician scored "a
genuine scoop" over its contemporaries (including the

IVorld) by being the first to present a picture of the lower

of light which forms such a prominent feature of the

electricity building at the World's Fair.

After this generous admission on the part of our eastern

contemporary, we are puzzled to account for its subsequent

declaration that the Western Electrician "may justly

pride itself upon being a good second to (and only two
months behind) the Elettrical World. " These two state-

ments are not consistent. How, if we made "a genuine

scoop" on our contemporaries, could we have done so by

imblishing what one of them had covered two month be-

fore? In transporting an important portion of its staff to

the rush and whirl of Chicago life, cur New York con-

temporary has become somewhat confuted, and appears to

have lost, temporarily at least, the clearness of mental vision

so necessary to the proper conduct of a technical

journal.

The IVor/J evidently refers, by its "two months behind"

allusion, to a sketch printed in its issue of April Sth and

labeled "The Central Exhibit of the Electricity Building."

But this was not a picture of the tower of light. Far from

it. It was simply the artist's idea of what the structure

would look like- -pictorial guess work, in fact. No one

will deny that the attempt was ingenious and audacious,

and it is not difficult to detect a resemblance between the

World's sketch and the tower as actually built. But it

cannot be claimed for an instant that this delineation is

a representation of the complete structure. A compari-

son of the picture with the Wesiern Electrician's

illustration, made from the first photograph of the tower,

will show the difference between imagination and solid

fact. As well might the World have guessed at the rtsult

of the Goeb^l lamp case, and afterward, on seeing the

Weslekn Electrician's extra with the decision in full,

plumed itself on having the first report of the decision of

the court. No; the Western Electrician printed

the first picture of the tower of light— first in this as i: is

in all matters connected with the electrical features of the

World's Fair.

The description accompanying the picture of April Sth

shows that the whole thing was simply guess work. It

speaks of the tower as 72 feet in height; of the *'enormous

glass shaft," and of "the powerful arc lamp, which sur-

mounts the brilliant pile." Even the name attached to

the structure was not known, and all the statements quoted

are incorrect. The introduction of an arc lamp on a

tower erected to glorify the incandescent light was particu-

larly unfortunate. The whole production revealed simp'y

an effort to strike the right thing by surmise—a feat not

without parallel in the previous history of the World.

EviOenlly alluding to a controversy in which it has re-

cently been engaged, and with which wc Imve no concern,

our contemporary expresses some solicitude at the manner

in which the picture came in our possession. Wc are

happy to be able to assure it that our conscience is easy

on that score. Indeed, from the title of the article and

the subsequent extended reference to the "carpenters'

plans" of another contemporary, we more than suspect

that the burden of the World's quizzical remarks is

directed at that contemporary. However that may be,

we desire lo make clear one point—the sketch in the

li'i'rld oi April Sth was not a picture of the tower of light,

the first authentic illustration of that Mruclure appearirg

in the Wr.;.JiiKN Ele':ir<i';iAN of June yi.
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Light and other High Frequency
Phenomena.

{ContiuKcdfrom page 325).

to join the condenser in series with the self-induction. It

is clear that in such combinations there will be, for a

given frequency, and considering only the fundamental

vibration, values which will give the best result, with the

condenser in shunt to the self-induction coil; of course

more such values than with the condenser in

series. But practical conditions determine the

selection. In the latter case in performing

the experiments one may take a small self-induction and a

large capacity or a small capacity and a large self-induc-

tion, but the latter is preferable, because it is inconvenient

to adjust a large capacity by small steps- By taking a

coil with a very large self induction the critical c^rpacity is
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convenient. In this case a coil C is made in a great many
sections, a few of these being used as the primary. In

this manner both primary and secondary are adjustable.

One end of the coil is connected to the line Zj from the

alternator, and the other line L is connected to the inter-

mediate point of the coil. Such a coil with adjustable

primary and secondary will be found also convenient in

experiments with the disruptive discharge. When true

resonance is obtained the top of the wave must of course

be on the free end of the coil as, for instance, at the termi-

^
[^

FIG. 20. LIGHT AND OTHER HIGH FREQUENCY PHENOM-
ENA.—PLAN FOLLOWED IN OBSERVING THE

EFFECTS OF RESONANCE.

reduced to a very small value, and the capacity of the coil

itself may be sufficent. It is easy, especially by observing

certain artifices, to wind a coil through which the impe-

dance will be reduced to the value of the ohmic resistance

only and for any coil there is, of course, a frequency at

which the maximum current will be made to pass through

the coil. The observation of the relation between self-

induction, capacity and frequency is becoming important

in the operation of alternate current apparatus, such as
' transformers or motors, because by a judicious determina-

tion of the elements the employment of an expensive con-

denser becomes unnecessary. Thus it is possible to pass

through the coils of an alternating current motor under the

normal working conditions the required current with a

low electromotive force and do away entirely with the

false current, and the larger the motor the easier such a

plan becomes practicable; but it is necessary for this to

employ currents of very high potential or high frequency.

In Fig. 20 ?' is shown a plan which has been

followed in the study of the resonance effects by means

of a high frequency alternator. C" is a coil of

many turns, which is divided in small separate sec-

tions for the purposes of adjustment. The final adjust-

FIG. 23. LIGHT AND OTHER HIGH FREQUENCY PHENOM-
ENA.—CURIOUS INCANDESCENCE OF A WIRE.

nal of the phosphoresence bulb B. This is easily recog-

nized by observing the potential of a point on the wire w
nearer to the coil.

In connection with resonance effects and the problem of

transmission of energy over a single conductor which was
previously considered, I would say a few words on a sub-

ject which constantly fills my thoughts and which concerns

the welfare of all. I mean the transmission of intelligible

signals or perhaps even power to any distance without the

the weary wanderer counting the mile-posts the earth may
appear very large, but to that happiest of all men, the

astronomer, who gazes at the heavens and by ihtir stand-

ard judges the magnitude of our globe, it appears very

small. And so I think it must seem 10 the elecirician, for

when he considers the speed with which an electric dis-

turbance is propagated through the earth all his ideas of

distance must completely vanish.

A point of great importance would be first lo Vnow
what is the capacity of the earth, and what charge does it

contain if electrified? Though we have no positive evi-

dence of a charged body existing in space without other

oppositely electrified bodies being near, there is a lair

probability that the earth is such a body, for by whatever

FIG. 26. LIGHT AND OTHER HIGH FREQUENCY
ENA.—INCANDESCENCE OF A SOLID.

process it was separated from other bodies^-and this is

the accepted view of its origin— it must have retained a

charge, as occurs in all processes of mechanical separa-

tion. If it be a cha'-ged body insulated in space its ca-

pacity should be extremely small, less than one-thou-

-^
FIG. 21. LIGHT AND OTHER HIGH FREQUENCY

mentwas made sometimes with a few thin iron

(though this is not always advisable) or with a closed sec-

ondary. The coil C is connected with one of its ends to

the line Z from the alternator G. and with the other end
to one of the plates c of a condenser cc-^, the plate t\ of

the latter being connected to a much larger plate P i. In
this manner both capacity and self-indui;tion were adjusted

to suit the dynamo frequency.

As regards the rise of potential through resonant action,

of course, theoretically, it may amount to anything since

it depends on self-induction and resistance, and since

these may have any value. But in practice one is limited

in the selection of these values, and besides these there are

other limiting causes. One may start with, say, 1,000

volts, and raise the electromotive force to fifty limes that

value, but one cannot start with 100,000 and raise it to ten

times that value because of the losses in the media, which
are great, especially if the frequency is high. It should
be possible to stare with, for instance, two volts from a
high or low frequency circuit of a dynamo and raise the

electromotive force to many hundred times that value.

Thus coils of the proper dimensions might be connected
each with only one of i»s ends to the mains from a machine
of low electromotive force, and though the circuit of the
machine would not be closed in the ordinary acceptance of

PHENOMENA.—ENERGY TRANSMISSION TO ANY DISTANCE WITHOUT
WIRES.

wires use of wires. I am becoming daily more convinced of the

practicability of the scheme; and though I know full well

that the great majority of scientific men will not believe

that such results can be practically and immediately
realized, yet I think that all consider the developments in

recent years by a number of workers to have been such as

to encourage thought and experiment- in this direction. My
conviction has grown so strong that I no longer look upon
this plan of energy or intelligence transmission as a mere
theoretical possibility, but as a serious problem in elec-

trical engineering, which must be carried out some day.

The idea of transmitting intelligence without wires is the

natural outcome of the most recent results of electrical in-

vestigations. Some enthusiasts have expressed their be-

lief that telephony to any distance by induction through
the air is possible. I cannot stretch ray imagination so

far, but I do firmly believe that it is practicable to disturb

FIG. 22(7, 22/' AND 22r. LIGHT AND OTHER HIGH FRE-

IJUENCY PHENOMENA.—SHOWING THE EFFECT
OF THE PRESENCE OF A GASEOUS MEDIUM.

the term, yet the machine might be burned out if a proper

resonance effect would be obtained. I have not been able

to produce, nor have 1 observed with currents from the

dynamo machine, such great rises of potential. It is pos-

sible, if not probable, that with currents obtained from
apparatus containing iron the disturbing influence of the

latter is the cause that these theoretical possibilities cannot
be realized. But if such is the case I attribute it solely to

the hysteresis and Faucault current losses in the core.

Generally it was necessary to transform upward, when the

electromotive force was very low, and usually an ordinary

form of induction coil was employed, but sometimes the

arrangement illustrated in Fig. 20 II has been found to be

FIG. 24. LIGHT AND OTHER HIGH FREQUENCY PHENOM-
ENA,—UTILIZING THE HEATING EFFECT OF CON-

DUCTION CURRENT AND BOMBARDMENT.

by means of powerful machines the electrostatic condition
of the earth and thus transmit intelligible signals and per-
haps power. In fact, what is there against the carrying
out of such a scheme? We now know that electric vibra-
tion may be transmitted through a single conductor. Why
then '^ot try to avail ourselves of the earth for this purpose?
We need not be frightened by the idea of distance. To

FIG. 25. LIGHT AND OTHER HIGH FREQUENCY PHENOM-
ENA.—ILLUSTRATING L.\TERAL DIFFUSION.

sandth of a farad. But the upper strata of the air are

conducting, and so, perhaps, is the medium in free space

beyond the atmosphere, and these may contain an opposite

charge. Then the capacity might be incomparably
greater. In any case it is of the greatest importance to

get an idea of what quantity of electricity the earth con-

tains. It is difficult to say whether we shall ever acquire

this necessary knowledge, but there is hope that we may

FIG. 27. LIGHT AND OTHER HIGH FREQUENCY PHENOM
ENA.—PHOSPHORESCENCE.

and that is by means of electrical resonance. If ever we
can ascertain at what period the earth's charge, when dis-

turbed, oscillates with respect to an oppositely electrified

system or known circuit, we shall know a fact possibly of

the greatest importance to the welfare of the human race.

I propose to seek for the period by means of an electrical

oscillator, or a source of alternating electric currents. One
of the terminals of the source would be connected to

earth as, for instance, to the city ^vater mains, the

other to an insulated body of large surface. It is

possible that the outer conducting air strata or free space
contains an opposite charge and chat, together with th
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earth, they form a condenser of very large capacity. In

such case the period of vibration may be very low and an
alternating dynamo machine might serve for the purpose

of the experiment. I would then transform the current to

a potential as high as it would be found possible and con-

nect the ends of the high tension secondary to the ground
and to the insulated body. By varying the frequency of

the currents and carefully observing the potential of the

insulated body and watching for the disturbance at various

neighboring points of the earth's surface resonance might
be detected. Should, as the majority of scientific men in

all probability believe, the period be extremely small, then

a dynamo machine would not do and a proper electrical

oscillator would have to be produced and perhaps it might

not be possible to obtain such rapid vibrations. But
whether this be possible or not, anJ whether the earth

contains a charge or not, and whatever may be its period

of vibration, it certainly is possible—for of this we have

daily evidence— to produce some electrical disturbance

sufficiently powerful to be perceptible by suitable instru-

ments at any point of ihe earth's surface.

Assume that a source of alternating currents 6' be con-

nected, as in Fig 21, with one of its terminals to earth

(conveniently to the water mains) and with the other to a

body of large surface P. When the electric oscillation is

set up there will be a movement of electricity in and out

of P, and alternating currents will pass through the earth,

converging to. or diverging from, the point C where the

ground connection is made. In this manner neighboring

points on the earth's surface within a certain radius will be

disturbed. But the disturbance will diminish with the

distance, and the distance at which the effect will still be

perceptible will depend on the quantity of electricity set in

motion. Since the body P is insulated, in order to dis-

place a considerable quantity the potential of the source

must be excessive, since there would be limitations as to

the surface of /*
. The conditions might be adjusted so

that the generator or souice 6" will set up the same elec-

trical movement ss though its circuit were closed. Thus,
it is certainly practicable to impress an electric vibration

at least of a certain low period, upon the earth, by means
of proper machinery. At what distance such a vibration,

might be made perceptible can only be conjectured. I

have on another occasion consideied the question how the

earth might behave to electric disturbances. There is no
doubt that, since in such an experiment the electrical

density at the surface could be but extremely small

considering the size of the earth, the air

would not act as a very disturbing factor and
there would be not much energy lost through the

action of the air which would be the case if the density
were great. Theoretically, then, it could not require a

great amount of energy to produce a disturbance percepti-

ble at great distance, or even all over the surface of the

globe. Xow it is quite certain that at any point within a
certain radius of the source S a properly adjusted self-

induction and capacity device can be set in action by res-

onance. Bnt not only can this be done, but another
source S^ Fig. 21, similar lo S, cr any number of such
sources can be set to work in synchronism with the latter,

and the vibration thus intensified and spread over a large

area, or a flow of electricity produced to or from ihe

Eonrce S\, if the same be of opposite phase to the source S.

I think that beyond doubt it is possible to operate elec-

trical devices in a city through the ground or pipe system
by resonance from an electrical oscillator located at a cen-

tral point. But the practical solution of this problem
would be of incomparably smaller benefit to man than the
realization of the scheme of transmitting intelligence or

perhaps power to any distance through the earth or envi-

roning medium. If this is at all possible, distance does
not mean anything. Proper apparatus must first be pro-
duced by meaus of which the problem can be attacked,

and I have devoted much thought to this subject. I am
6rmly convinced that it can be done and hope that we
shall live to see it done.
Returning now to the light effects which it has been the

chief object to investigate, it is thought proper to divide
these effects into four classes: i. Incandescence of a

solid. 2. Phosphoresence. 3. Incandescence or phoE^pbo-

rescence of a rarefied gas, and 4. Luminosity produced in a
gas at ordinary pressure. The first question is: How are
these lamioous effects produced? In order to answer this

question as satisfactorily as I am able to do in the light of

accepted views and with the experience acquired, and to

add some interest to this demonstration, I shall dwell here

opoo a feature which I consider of great importance, in-

asmach as it promises, bcbides, to throw a betler light

upon the nature of most of the phenomena produced by
high frequency electric currents, I have on other occa-
sions pointed out the great importance of the presence of
the rarefied gas or atomic medium in general around the
coodnctor through which alternate currents of high fre-

qocncy aic paued, a* regards the heating of the conductor
by the currents. My experiments, dc^ribed some time ago,
have shown that the higher the frequency and potential

difference of the currents the more important becomes the
rarefied gas in which the conductor is immersed as a fac-

tor of the beating. The potential difference, however, is,

as I then pointed out. a more important element than the
freqaeocy. When both of these are sufficienily high the
heating may be almost entirely due to the presence of the
rarefied gas. The experiments to follow will show the
importance of the rarefied ga^, or generally of gas at or-

dinary or other pressure, as icgards the incandescence or

other luminous rffccts produced by carrcnls of this kind.

I ukc two ordinary 50 volt l^ candle f»owcr lamps
which are in every respect alike, with the c;{Ccption that

ooe bas been opened at the top and the air has filled the
bolb, while the other is al the ordinary degree of exhaus-
tion of commercial lamps. When I attach the lamp which
is exbaosted to the terminal of the secondary of the coil,

which I have already osed, a-« in experiments Illustrated in

Fig. jiji tor JDstaoce, and torn on the current, the fila-

ment as yoo have before seen comes to high incandcv:cnce.

When I attach the second lamp, which is filled with air,

instead of the former, the filament still glows, but much
less brightly. This experiment illustrates only in part the

truth of the statements before made. The importance of

the filaments being immersed in rarefied gas is plainly

noticeable but not to such a degree as might be desirable.

The reason is that the secondary of this coil is wound for

low tension, having only 150 turns, and the potential dif-

ference at the terminals of the lamp is therefore small.

Were I to take another coil with many more turns in the
secondary, the effect would be increased, since it depends
partially on the potential diiTerence, as before remarked.
But since the effect likewise depends on the frequency, it

may be properly stated that it depends on the time rate of

the variation of the potential difference. The greater this
' variation the more important becomes the gas as an ele-

ment of heating. I can produce a much greater rate of

variation in another way/which, beside?, has the advantage
of doing away with the objections, which might be made
in the experiment just shown, even if bolh the lamps were
connected in series or multiple arc to the coil, namely,
that in consequence of the reactions existing between the
primary and secondary coil the conclusions are rendered
uncertain. This result I secure by charging from an or-

dinary transformer, which is fed from the alternating cur-

rent supply station, a battery of condensers, and discharg-
ing the latter directly through a circuit of small self-

inc^uction, as before illustrated in Figs. iq(?, 19/', ig(.

In Figs. 22(7, 22/' and 22(-, the heavy copper bars P/->\

are connected to the opposite coatings of a battery ot

condensers, or generally in such way that the high fre-

quency or sudden discharges are made to traverse them. I

connect first an ordinary 50 volt incandescent lamp to the

bars by means of the clamps cv. The discharges being
passed through the lamp, the filament is rendered incan-

descent, though the current through it is very small, and
would not be nearly sufficient to produce a visible effect

under the conditions of ordinary use of the lamp. Instead

of this I now attach to the bars another lamp exactly like

the first, but with the seal broken off, the bulb being
therefore filled with air at ordinary pressure. When the

dischargesare directed through the filament, as before, it

dees not become incandescent. But the result might
still be attributed to one of the many possi-

ble reactions. I therefore connect both the

lamps in multiple arc as illustrated in Fig. 22^7.

Passing the discharges through both the lamps, again the

filament in the exhausted lamp / glows very brightly, while
that in the non-exhausted lamp /j remains dark as prev-

iously. But it should not be thought that the latter lamp
is taking only a small fraction of the energy supplied to

bolh the lamps; on the contrary, it may consume a consid-

erable portion of the energy, and it may become even hot-

ter than the one which burns brightly. In this experiment
the potential difference at the terminals of the lamps varies

in sign theoretically three to four million limes a second.

The ends of the filaments are correspondingly electrified,

and the gas in the bulbs is violently agitated and a large

portion of the supplied energy is thus converted into heat.

In the non-exhausted bulb there being a few milPon times

more gas molecules than in the exhausted one, the bom-
bardment, which is most violent at the ends of the fila-

ment in the neck of the bulb, consumes a large portion of

the energy without producing any visible effect. The
reason is that there being many molecules, the bombard-
ment is quantitatively considerable, but the individual im-

pacts are not very violent. The speeds of the molecules
are comparatively small, owing to the small free path.

In the exhausted bulb, on the contrary, the speeds are very

great, and the individual impacts are violent, and therefore

better adapted to produce a visible effect. Besides, the

convection of heat is greater in the former bulb. In both
the bulbs the current traversingthe filaments is verysmall,

incomparably smaller than that which they require on an
ordinary low frequency circuit. The potential difference,

however, at the ends of the filaments is very great, and
might be possibly 20,000 volts or more, if the filaments

were straight and their ends far apart. In the ordinary

lamp a spark generally occurs between the ends of the fila-

ment or between the platinum wires outside, before such
a difference of potential can be reached.

It might be objected in the experiment before shown
that the lamps, being in multiple arc, the exhausted lamp
might take a much larger current and that the effect ob-

served might not be exactly attributable to the action of

the gas in the bulbs. Such objections will lose roucli

weight if 1 connect the lamps in series, with the same re-

sult. When this is done and the discharges are directed

through the filaments it is again noted that the filament in

the non-exhausted bulb /j remains dark, while that in the
exhausted one (/) glows even more intensely than under
its normal conditions of working, Fig. 22/'. According to

general ideas the current through the filaments should
now be the same, were it not modified by the presence of
the gas around the filaments.

At this juncture I may point out another interesting

feature, which illustrates the effect of the rate of change
of potential of the currents. 1 will leave the two lamps
connected in scries to the bars ////( ns in the previous ex-

periment, I-'ig. 22//. but will presently reduce considerably
Ihc frequency of the currents, which was excessive in the

experiment just before shown. This I may do by insert-

ing a self-induction coil in the path of the discharges, or

by augmenting the capacity of the condensers. When I

now pass these low-frcqucncy discharges through the

lamps, the exhausted lamp /again is ns bright as before,

but it is noted also that the non-exhausted lamp /, glows,
though not quite as intensely as the other. Reducing the

current through the lamps, I may bring the filament in

the latter lamp (o rcdncssi and. though the filament in

the exhausted lamp / is bright, 1 ig. 22r, the degree of its

incandescence is much smaller than in Fig. 22/', when the
currents were of a much higher frequency.

In ihtsc experiments the gas acts in two opposite ways
in determining the degree of the incandescence of the

filaments, that is, by convection and bombardment. The
higher the frequency and potential of the currents, the
more important becomes the bombardment. The con-
vection on the contrary should be the smaller, the higher
the frequency. When the curients are steady, there is

practically no bombardment and convection may therefore
with such currents also considerably modify the degree of

incandescence and produce results similar to those just

before shown. Thus, if two lamps exactly alike, one ex-

hausted and one not exhausted, are connected in mul-
tiple arc or series to a direct current machine, the filament

in the non-exhausted lamp will require a considerably
greater current to be rendered incandescent. This result

is entirely due to convection and the effect is the more
prominent the thinner the filament. Professor Ayrton
and Mr. Kilgour some time ago published quantitative

results concerning the thermal emissivity by radiation and
convection in which the effect of thin wires was clearly

shown. This effect may be strikingly illustrated by pre-

paring a number of small short glass tubes, each contain-

ing through its axis the thinnest obtainable platinum
wire. If these tubes be highly exhausted, a number of

them may be connected in multiple arc to a direct-current

machine and all of the wires may be kept at incandescence
with a smaller current than that required to render in-

candescent a single one of the wires if the tube be not
exhausted. Could the tubes be so highly exhausted that

convection would be nil, then the relative amounts of heat
given off by convection and radiation could be determined
without the difficulties attending thermal quantitative

measurements. If a source of electric impulses of high
frequency and very high potential is employed, a still

greater number of the tubes maybe taken and the wires

rendered incandescent by a current not capable of warm-
ing perceptibly a wire of the same size immersed in air at

ordinary pressure, and conveying the energy to all of

them.
I may here describe a result which is nill more interest-

ing, and to which I have been led by the observation of

these phenomena. I noted that small differences in the

density of the air produced a considerable difference in the

degree of incandescence of the wires, and I thought that,

since in a tube, through which a luminous discharge is

passed, the gas is generally not of uniform density, a very

thin wire contained in the tube might be rendered incan-

descent at certain places of smaller density of the gas,

while it would remain dark at the places of greater density

where the convection would be greater and the bombard-
ment less intense. Accordingly a tube t was prepared, as

illustrated in Fig. 23, which contained through the middle
a very fine platinum wire tc. The tube was exhausted to a

moderate degree and it was found that when it was at-

tached to the terminal of a high frequency coil the plat-

inum wire -a would, indeed, become incandescent in

patches, as illustrated in Fig. 23. Later a number of

these tubes with one or more wires weie prepared, each
showing this result. The effect was best noted when the

striated discharge occurred in the tube, but was also pro-

duced when the stri:^: were not visible, showing that, even
then, the gas in the tube was not of uniform density. The
position of the stria- was generally such that the rarefac-

tions corresponded to the places of incandescence or

greater brightness on the wire 70. But in a few instances

it was noted that the bright spots on the wire were cov-

ered by the dense parts of the striated discharge as indi-

cated by /in Fig, 23, though the effect was barely percep-

tible. This was explained in a plausible way by assuming,
that the convection was not widely different in the dense
and rarefied places, and that the bombardment was greater

on the dense places of the striated discharge. It is. in

fact, often observed in bulbs, that under certain condi-

tions a thin wire is brought to higher incandescence when
the air is not too highly rarefied. This is the case when
the potential of the coil is not high enough for the vacuum,
but the result may be attributed to many different causes.

In all cases this curious phenomenon of incaodescence dis-

appears when the tube, or rather the wire, acquires

throughout a uniform temperature.

Disregarding now the modifying effect of convection

there are then two distinct causes which determine the in-

candescence of a wire or filament with varying currents,

that is, conduction current and bombardment. With
steady currents we have to deal only with the former of

these two causes, and the healing effect is a minimum,
since the resistance is least to steady How. When the cur-

rent is a varying one, the resistance is greater and hence
the heating effect is increased. Thus if the rate of change
of the current is very great, the resistance may increase to

such an extent that the filament is brought to incandes-

cence with inappreciable currents, and we are able to take

a short and thick block of carbon or other material and
bring it to bright incandescence with a current incompara-

bly smaller tlian that required lo bring to the same degree

of incandescence an ordinary thin lamp filament with a

steady or low frequency current. This result is important,

and illustra'es how rapidly our views on these subjects are

changing, and how c|iiickly our field of knowledge is ex-

tending. In the art of incandescent lighting, to view this

result in one aspect only, it has been commonly considered

as an essential requirement for practical success, that the

lamp filament should be thin and of high resistance. Hut

now we know that the resistance to the steady How of the

filament does not mean anything; the filament might as

well be short and thick; for if it be immersed in rarefied

g.isilwill become incandescent by the pussage of a small

current. It all depends on the frtijuency and j.otential of

the currents. We may conclude from this, that it would

be of advantage, so far as the lamp is considered, to em-
ploy high frequencies for lighting, as they allow the use of

short and thick filaments and smaller currents.

If a wire or filament be immersed in a homogeneous me-
dium, all the heating is due to true conduction current,

but if it be enclosed in an exhausted vessel the conditions

are entirely different. Here the gas begins to act, and
the heating effect of the conduction current, as is shown in
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many experimenis, may be very small compared with that

of the bombardment. This is especially the case if the

circuit is not closed, and the potentials, of course, very

high. Suppose a fine filament enclosed in an exhausted

vessel be connected wiih one of its ends to the terminal of

a high tension coil and with its other end to a large insu-

lated plate. Though the circuit is not closed, the fila-

ment, as I have before shown, is brout;ht to incandes-

cence. If the frequency and potential be comparatively

low, the filament Is heated by the current passing through

it. If the frequency and potential, and principally the

latter, be increased, the insulated plate need be but very

small, or may be done away with entirely, still the filament

will become incandescent, practically all the heating being

then due to the bombardment. A practical way of com-
bining both the effects of conduction current and bom-
bardment is illustrated in Fig. 24, in which an ordinary

lamp is shown, provided with a very thin filament, which
has one of the ends of the latter connected to a shade serv-

ing the purpose of the insulated plate, and the other end to

the terminal of a high tension source. It should not be

thought that only rarefied gas is an important factor in the

FU;. 2. A NEW UAl TERV.

heating of a conductor by varying currents, but gas at or-

dinary pressure may become important if the potential dif

ference and frequency of the currents is excessive. On
this subject I have already stated that when a condurtor is

fused by a stroke of lightning the current through it may
be exceedingly small, not even sufficient to heat the con-

ductor perceptibly were the latter immersed in a homo-
geneous medium.
From the preceding it is clear that when a conductor of

high resistance is connected to the terminals of a source of

high frequency currents of high potential, there may occur

considerable dissipation of energy, principally on the ends

of the conductor, in consequence of the action of the gas

surrounding the conductor. Owing to this, the current

through a section of the conductor at a point midway be-

tween its ends may be much smaller than through a section

near the ends. Furthermore, the current passe:, princi-

pally through the outer portions of the conductor, but this

effect is to be distinguished from the skin effect as ordi-

narily interpreted, for the latter would or should occur

also in a continuous incompressible medium. If a great

many incandescent lamps are connected in series to a

source of such currents, the lamps at the ends may burn

brightly, whereas those in the middle may remain entirely

dark. This is due principally to bombardment, as before

stated. But even if the currents be steady, provided the

difference of potential be very great, the lamps at the ends

will burn more brightly than those in the middle. In such

case there is no rhythmical bombardment and the result is

produced entirely by leakage. This leakage or dissipation

into space when the tension is high is considerable when
incandescent lamps are used, and still more considerable

with arcs, for the latter act like flames. Generally, of

course, the dissipation is much smaller with steady than

with varying currents.

I have contrived an experiment which illustrates in an

interesting manner the effect of lateral diffusion. If a

very long tube is attached to the terminal of a high

frequency coil, the luminosity is greatest near the terminal

and falls off gradually toward the remote end. This is

more marked if the tube is narrow.
' A small tube about one-half inch in diameter and
twelve inches long. Fig. 25, has one of its ends drawn out

m ^

cutikr's boulevard street hood.

into a fine fiber / nearly three feet long. The lube is

placed in a brass socket 7". which can be screwed on the

terminal 7', of the induction coil. The discharge passing

through the tube first illuminates the bottom of the same,

which is of camparatively large section; but through the

long glass fiber the discharge cannot pass. But gradually

the rarefied gas inside becomes warmed and more con-

ducting and the discharge spreads into the glass fibre.

This spreading is so slow that it may take half a minute

or more until the discharge has worked through up to the

top of the glass fiber, then presenting the nppearance of a

stronglj luminous thin thread. By adjusting the potential

at the terminal the light may be made to travel upward at

any speed. Once, however, the glass fiber is heated the

discharge breaks through its entire length instantly. The
interesting point to be noted is that, the higher the
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frequency of the currents, or in other words, the greater

relatively the lateral dissipation, at a slower rate may the

light be made to propagate through the fiber. This ex-

periment is best performed with a highly exhausted and
freshly made tube. When the tube has been used for

some time the exper'ment often fails. It is possible that

the gradual and slow impairment of the vacuum is the
cause. This slow propagation of the discharge through a

very narrow glass tube corresponds exactly to the propaga-
tion of heat through a bar warmed at one end. The
quicker the heat is carried away laterally the longer time
it will take for the heat to warm the remote end. When
the current of a low frequency coil is passed through the

fiber from end to end, then the lateral dissipation is small

and the discharge instantly breaks through almost without
exception.

After these experiments and observations, which have
shown the importance of the discontinuity or atomic
structure of the medium and which will serve to explain,

in a measure at least, the nature of the four kinds of light

effects produceable with these cnrrents, I may now give

you an illustration of these effects. For the sake of in-

terest I may do this in a manner which to many of you
might be novel. You have seen before that we may now
convey the electric vibration to a body by means of a
single wire or conductor of any kind. Since the human
frame is conducting I may convey the vibration through my
body.

First, as in some previous experiments, I connect my
body with one of the terminals of a high tension trans-

former and take in my hands an exhausted bulb which
contains a small carbon button mounted upon a platinum
wire leading to the outside of the bulb, and the button is

rendered incandescent as soon as the transformer is set to
work, Fig. 2fj. I may place a conducting shade on the

bulb, which serves to intensify the oCtion, but is not nec-

essary. Nor is it required that the button should be in

conducting connection with the hand through a wire lead-

ing throush the glass, for sufficient energy may be trans-

mitted through the glass itself by inductive action to ren-

der ihe button incandescent.
Next I take a highly exhausted bulb containing a

srongly pho-^phorescent body, above which is mounted a
small plate of aluminum on a platinum wire leading to the

MASON MOTOK.

outside, and ihe currents flowing through my body excite

intense phosphorescence in the bulb. Fig. 27.

Mason Motor.
The motor in the accompanying illustration is the inven

tionof J. H. Mason, of the Mason Electric company, of

New York, and is known as the Mason motor No. 2. It

is fitted with nickel plated cover, and is especially adapted

for running sewing machines and other small machinery.

All parts are interchangeable. Through a very unique plan,

in the construction of these motors a past and serious

drawback in the way of the working loose of the terminals,

or binding posts,which is cccasioned by the constant vibra-

tion of the armature, thereby making poor contact in the

connecting wires, has been overcome. It is especially

designed to work at a fast rate of speed for running the

small ventilating electric fans.

A New Battery.
The Atlantic is the name of a new primary battery

which has found its way on the market and which is

quite worthy of mentiop. Fig. i shows the interior of the

battery. It consists of an india rubber cell 6>4 inches by

7 inches byS inches high. iS carbon pencils, a porous cup
and a zinc element. Without lifting the cover, which is

of the tight fitting kind, or disconnecting the wires when
the battery is rot in operation, the zinc can be raised out

of the solution by a handle on the cover. Any two fluid

carbon battery solutions can be used. When fully charc^td,

the battery shows on short circuit, it is claimed, 40 am-
peres and 2 volts, and has a capacity of 150 ampere
hours. It is so constructed that the connections will not

corrode, and there is no change in internal resistance. It

will maintain constant electromotive force during the

life of the charge, and there is no consumption of zinc

while the battery is not in operation.

Fig. 2 shows the battery when used in series of two or
more cells. This battery is very compact and well con-
structed, and is especially adapted for medical purposes to
run fan motors, phonographs, etc., and is being introduced

by the Electro-chemical & Specially company, 136 Liberty
street, New York.

Cutter's Boulevard Street Hood-
The accompanying illustration shows an ornamental

form of street hood for electric lamp?, for use where the

regular gooseneck is too plain. It is brought oat by
George Cutter, Chicago. The hood proper has the same
carefully worked out details as Mr. Cutter's standard

forms, including the special nozzles and hinge. The sup-

ixirting bracket was made with particular attention to

strength forbearing the weight of the lamp at a distance

of from three to six feet from the pole or wall. The con-

ducting wires are well iniulated from the bracket arm and
always in plain sight, so as to avoid all chances of grounds.

The Cutter boulevard street hood seems lo be meeting with
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good success, for Mr. Cutter has already supplied large

r-umbers to western towns.

The Tice Lintner Potential Indicator.

The improved form of the Tice-Lintner potential indi-

cator, as recently placed upon the market, is shown in the

accompany illustration, and while not differing materially

from the original instrument contains several improve

ments that go to make it a most perfect indicator. The
advantages accruing from close potential regulation are so

obvious that it is unnecessary to dwell at length npon
them. Repeated tests with high efficiency lamps

have been made with this instrument, lesulting in

every instance in increasing the life claimed for them.

The Tice-Lintner potential indicator combines with

a voltmeter of the highest degree of accuracy, perma

nency and deadbeat quiiities. an alarm attachment of

equal reliability, which immediately 'attracts the attention of

the attendant to any change or variation in pressure, and

the .same is remedied before any damages ensues to the lamps

or motors on the working circuits. Aside from the alarm

the especial features of the instrument are the entire lack

of permanent magnets, or any other deteriorating element,

and the fact that it can be operated in the close vicinity of

intense magnetic fields without disturbing theaccuracy of

TICE-MNT.NER l-OTENTIAL IMMCATOK,

its reading. A neat circular is now being issued contain-

ing a full and complete description of the instrument, and

all interested in prolonging the life and efficiency of their

lamps should send for one to the Tice Lintner Electric

company, Minneapolis, Minn.

The question of electric street lighting in Zambrota,
Mian., is being agitated.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, June 17.—It is the unexpected that happens.

There is a strong impression rife that when the four mem-
bers of the Rapid Transit Commission resigned, they were

sanguine that the remaining commissioner, Mr. Starin,

would take a similar step, and that bis resignation would

be promptly accepted, while they would be induced to re-

consider their resignations and agree to act with a new

commissioner who would be in harmony with their views.

However, Mr. Starin disobligingly stuck to his post, and

thus circumvented such a procedure, if it were intended.

Mayor Gilroy says it has cost the city |i 20,000 to teach

the present commissioners something about rapid transit,

and he does not propose that that amount shall be entirely

wasted. He holds that this expense cannot be made a

charge upon the purchasers of franchises, nor is there any

means of having it refunded. He therefore declines to ac-

cept the proffered resignations of the four commissioners

until he becomes "fully convinced that it is hopeless to ex-

pect from the commission as at present constituted the

relief that the city so urgently needs in the matter of rapid

transit." An interesting feature of the week's develop-

ments in rapid transit matters has been the fluctua-

tions in Manhattan stock. After the resignation of its

friends on the commission, Manhattan stock immediately

jumped up to 132. Two days after, however, when Mr.

Starin stolidly showed himself proof against every effort to

induce him to resign, coi fidence in Manhattans eventual

victory declined, and there was a drop of two points in the

stock. It was expected that a meeting would be held by

the commission immediately after Mayor Gilroy 's ultima-

tum, but nothing has yet been done. None of the com-

missioners seems madly anxicus to lake upon himself the

unwonted responsibility of arriving at a definite line of

policy in this humid weather. Mr. Inman stated yester-

day that after waiting three days fora meeting, his patience

was exhausted and he was off to Chicago to see the fair

and would not be back until some time in July. By the

time he gets back Mr. Steinway will probably have gone to

the countr)*, as he is run down in health. Mr. Spencer

has not yet returned from Saratoga, where he isreciuiting,

and Mr. Bushe said yesterday that he is scon going on a

vacation. It is therefore not likely that there will be any

prc2:ress toward rapid transit Ihib summer. Mayor Gilroy

is impatient at this further shelving of an issue of such

importance, and has bidden the commissioners to meet on

Monday next. You can call spirits from the vasty deep,

but they may not ccrae, and the extent of the response of

the commissioners to the mayor's behest is an uncertain

qaanlit>'. The conviction is growing that the only wav for

New York to get rapid traisit is to treat with the Man-

hattan company. Mr. Steinway says: "There is no other

way in which we can solve the problem even temporarily.

An underground system will undoubtedly be the final s)s-

lem, but since the Broadway railroad exposures, the

Panama Canal and other scandals, capital is very timid

when asktd to lake part in a public enterprise where it will

be tied up for several years. I do not believe we could to-

day sell a franchise for an independent system of elevated

roads for this city." So the Manhattan is ihe favorite to-

day, but the next question is that even if the city comes to

terms with it, how long is such relief as that otep might

bring to last. Possibly before the summer is ended some-

thing may be decided in accordance with which a date

may be fixed for the beginning of preparations to furnish

the city with some additional transit facilities. In the

conrse of three or fcur years we may have these additional

facilities in operation, but long bcfcre they arrive we shall

have as mach outgrown the capabilities of the im-

proved system which they will supply as wc have at

present Ofutgrown the cxisiirg systems.

Jesse 11. Bunnell is probably as well known among

eleciriciaos as }k>urkc Cockfan is among lawyers and

poliiicians, and a lively passage at aims is now imminent

between the two notables. Mr. BuddcII sc(ks rcJicf from

the tarmo',1 and heal of the cily during the summer months

at his place at Sands Point, I^org Island, a rc*iort now

mucb affected by New Vorkcts. It appears that Mr,

Cockrao has fenced op a highway Iciding to the house of

Mr. l:anoelI. who is not disposed to put up with this re-

slrictioti of bis comforts and privileges. The hearing on

the matter has been adjcurncd pending the preparation of a

sorvey of the road. This contest promises to result in a

large atDoant of litigation in the town of North Hamp-

stcad. Already otbe?*' are following up Mr. Cockran's

example, and arc closing op highways that have been pub-

lic thoTonghfarcs for a (entory. The interest in the situa-

tion is increased by the fact that Mr. Cockran has been

serred with the same dish that he has provided for Mr.

Bunnell. The administrators of the Travis estate have

erected the sign "No Thoroughfare " in a part of the main

highway between Great Neck and Port Washington. This

was once a private road, but for 100 years it has been

open to the public, being known as the ' short cut through

Manhasset Valley." The closing of it will increase the

distance which Mr. Cockran and others now have to travel

from the railway station at Great Neck when driving to

their homes on Sands Point from nine to fourteen miles.

So, altogether, there is a brisk little melee on the way, and

Mr. Bunnell's many friends hope that he will come out of

h's side of it triumphant.

The struggle for street railway franchises in Brooklyn

continues, and those who happen to have apolitical "pull"

in the city of churches just now are likely to find it a very

convenient and profitable possession. The Union Street

Railway company last week offered ^15,000 per mile for

certain streets and $io,oco a mile for others. The Rail-

road Committee of the Brooklyn Board of Aldermen hesi-

tated to accept what was probably about half the value

of these franchises, and the secretary of the company has

now offered ^20.000 per mile for the first lot and $12,000

a mile for the others. But there is a diversity of opinion

in Brooklyn as to the necessity of multiplying franchises

and filling up an indefinite number of steels with car lines

in order that the financial prosperity of those in power and

their friends may be promoted, and last night the Common
council chamber in the city hall was stormed by more

than 1,000 property owners who came to enter their pro-

test against certain of the proposed franchises. The

speeches of the protestants were all short and to ihe point.

The general argument was that Brooklyn had already all

the surface and elevated roads that it required, and that

whatever further traveling facilities were needed could

be supplied by the addition of more cars on the present

routes. The ringing of the trolley gongs appears al:o to be

a sore point in Brooklyn, and was referred to as an

intolerable nuisance. One of the speakers brought down

the house with a reference to the high standard of "ofliciai

purity of heart" required in the members of the Brooklyn

Board of Aldermen. Another speaker contended that, if

the extension of trolley lines was continued, it would be

impossible to drive anything in Brooklyn except cows, and

that the increase in insanity would necessitate the estab-

lishment of another St. Johnland. Among those present

was a large contingent of ladies, one of whom denounced

with special vigor the attempt to destroy the pastoral calm

of the "purely home-like streets" of the city of Brooklyn.

The meeting, at ail events, brought out one fact, on

which New Yorkers can ponder with profit; It showed

that, when the people of Brooklyn consider that municipal

license is in danger of overstepping the bounds of toler-

ation, they are not too apathetic and selfish to come

together and raise their voice, in the protection of their

rights as citizens.

As the time for declaring the dividend on General Elec-

tric draws near there is heard a revival of the criticism re-

garding the policy of the company in making such a large

division of profits among shareholders. It is, however,

a noticeable as well as a significant fact that the unfavor-

able comment does not come from the stockholders them-

selves, and that the price of the shares in the market has

been holding up well for the last few weeks. It is well

known that this stock has been persistently raided since

last February by Cammack and other bear traders, and it

4ias come out of the ordeal in better shape than at one

time appeared to be likely. D. O, Mill?, one of the

directors of the General Electric, states that the company

will undoubtedly pay its quarterly dividend of 2 per cent,

on the 1st of August, and that a declaration to that effect

will be made in the early part of July. Another officer of

the company is reported to have said that the earnings at

present are at the rate of 20 per cent, on the stock.

A jury in the Brooklyn City Court yesterday brought in

a verdict for $5,000 in favor of Mrs. Samuel H. Morrison,

against the Metropolitan Telephone it Telegraph company

of this city. Mr. Morrison lost his life in the building of

the company in Cortlandt street. He was delivering

letters, when he stepped through an elevator and fell to

the bottom of the shaft. W. F. O.

Northwestern Notations.

MiNNKAi'Oi.is, June 17.—The triumph of electricity over

steam in the matter of interurban passenger traffic at Min-

neapolis and St. Paul tft now just about complete. The

electric line had been operated but a short lime when the

companies operating the steam car "short line" iraini? saw

the handwriting on the wall and began taking off trains.

The Great Northern company practically withdrew some

time ago. Now the Milwaukee and .St. I'aul company

announces the discontinuance of all its "short line" serv-

ice. This leaves nothing but the "through" trains. This
will result in crowding the interurban electrics more than

ever, and will furnish an additional incentive for the early

completion of the proposed second interurban line via St.

Anthony Park.

Out o( a graduating class of 250 at the University of

Minnesota the following named took degrees as

bachelors of electrical engineerinE;; Arthur William Chase,

Hastingp; William Harry Dewey, Minneapolis; John De
Mott Guthrie. Minneapolis; George Hart Morse, La
Crosse, Wis. ; Frank Ervin Reidhead, Minneapolis; Frank

Wesley Springer, Anoka.

The Phoenix Electric company of Duluth has made a

voluntary assignment to W. H. Squire. The immediate

cause was the bringing by the W. S. Edwards Manufact-

uring company of Chicago of a suit for I463 in the Muni-
cipal Court. The cfficial statement of the affairs of the

company shows assets of $6, 721, of which half is in the shape

of outstanding accounts. The liabilities foot up $11,433,

The Electrical Engineering & Supply company has de-

cided to remove its extensive establishment from St. Paul

to Minneapolis. It has leased a large building on Second

avenue south, near Washington avenue, and will soon be

quartered there. In addition to its large general business

the company proposes to handle incandescent lamps

.

The Packard lamp will be turned out in large quantities.

The territory aasigned to this company covers the whole

Northwest out to the Pacific coast.

Frank Arnot who has been employed as electrician by the

Mince ipolis Street R i'way C( mpan for some time received

fatal shock the other night. He was discharging his reg-

ular duly making a shift at the switchboard, regulating the

currents. The theory is that in some manner he placed

both hands on the swiicbboard, making a short circuit

through his body. Death was not instantaneous. He was

thrown to the floor, partially recovered himself and stag-

gered some distance. Then he fell dead. City Electric

Inspector Demingaftera thorough examination pronounced

death purely accidental. Arnot was twtnty-e'ght years

old, married, and the remains were taken to Le Sueur,

Minn.

The Western Union Telegraph company received a

serious blow in the big fires at Fargo, N. D, Its build-

ing and equipment were totally wrecked. Its recovery and

resumption of bu'^iness were notable under the circum-

stances.

J. A. Folsom and George F. I'>lossom, of Minneapolis,

have an invention for a trolley wire conduit which has been

pronounced by experts a success. The conduit is to be

between the rails. The wire is hermetically sealed and

contact is made by the double trolley wheel pressing

down a spring section above. The exposed part is insu-

lated as soon as the trolley wheel has passed. A great

saving of electricity is claimed.

The Minneapolis council's underground wire committee

proposes to have heroic measures taken to force the

companies to take their wires down. The city inspector re-

ports that the claim that 75 per cent, of the wires are already

down in the conduit district is altogether too high an esti-

mate.

A handsome electric launch has been bought by O. C.

and A. W. Hartman, of Duluth, Minn., from the Colum-

bian Launch company of New York. The boat is the Ekcira.

She is 32 feet long, finished in mahogany and will carry

30 people. She will run 60 to So miles at a charge at a

speed of about 10 miles per hour.

Articles of incorporation of the Boulder Electric Power

company have been filed at Livingston, Mont. The prin-

cipal p'aces of business will be the village of Creighton,

Knox county, Nebraska, and Boulder Mining District,

Park county, Montana. The object of the organization is

the development of water power, maintaining ilumes and

ditches, the erection of electric power plants and the leas-

ing of electric powers to mining companies, 'I'he capital

stock is $500,000. The incorporators are A. N. Hawley,

L. r. Ash, Charles W. Ilamillon and 10. A. Cium. The

annual statement of the company shows the capital slock

actually paid in, to be ifio.iso; the amount of assets,

$20,000, consisting of dynamos, water wheel, power house,

etc. The liabilities amount to $.1,000.

Messrs. Stevens and Robinson, two St. Paul capitalists,

were in Litchfield, Minn., recently, with a proposition to

buy the city waterworks and electric light plant thore.

Their offer was to give $20,000 for the plant, but to pay

nothing down, and charge tlie city about $4,000 a year for

hydrants, street lights and sprinkling. Most of the coun-

cilmen thought the offer unsatisfactory. A committee of

five was appointed to consider the matter,

A peculiar fire occurred at the Minneapolis exposition

building the other day, which Fire Inspector Dcniing has
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been sludyinfj. He reports that fire originated at four

points, two of them just above the main entrance on the

west side of the building, one under the flooring, where a

stream of water made a conncctiou between the earth and

the woodenwork of the floor, and the last in the audi-

torium, where the principal damage was done. He has

not fully solved the cause, but thinks that heavily charged

wires crossed those running into the building and carried

the current into the woodwork, (ire ensuing wherever there

was contact. The damage was nominal. The wires run-

ning into the building will be rearranged, so that there

can be no possible chance of an accident of a similar

nature.

It is said that the company that owns the electric light

plant at Owatonna, Minn., is looking for a purchaser, and

that the plant can be secured at a lov. figure. There is

some talk of the city purchasing it.

The Western Union Telegraph company has declined to

accept the ordinance requiring all electric companies in

St. Paul to put their wires under ground within a certain

territory. Three reasons were given for the refusal: First,

that the ordinance discriminated in favor of the Edison

Electric Light & Power company and the Northwestern

Telephone E.Kchange company in exempting them from its

provisions; second, "that we should be obliged to put

down a certain mileage each year until January i, 1897;"

third, "that we should be subject to the provisions of any

ordinance that the council may hereafter pass."

At a recent convention of the Minnesota Firemen's as-

sociation there was much discussion of the matter of mu.

nicipal control of electric wires. An agitation was

started, which, it is thought, will result in some concerted

action in this regard. N. L. P.

stock, $1,400,000; to manufacture and deal in electric

motors and dynamos and electrical appliances; generating

and transmitting light and power by electricity; Gould -^c

Wilkic. 2 Wall street, New York, N. V.

PERSONAL.
Russell Robb of the Shawmut Fuse Wire company,

Boston, is in Chicago.

S. L. Firth, of the Novelty Electric company, Philadel-

phia, wasio Chicago last week seeing the fair.

F. A. Hine, president of the I-iline Eliminator company,

New York, died at his residence at Tenafly, N. J., May 26th.

Anthony Reckenzaun of London is in Chicago, visiting

the World's Fair, and looking after his interests in this

country.

M. E. Baird of the Eddy Electric Manufacturing com-
pany, Windsor, Conn., was in Chicago last week. Mr.

Baird was enthusiastic in his praise of the great exposition,

and especially the electrical features.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Commercial Telegraph c\: Messenger company. New

York, N. Y.; capital stock, 'Is.ooo; to construct and main-

tain lines of electric telegraph.

Riverside Electric company. Riverside, Cal.; capital

stock, $100,000, generating electricity for all purposes,

operating street railroads, etc.; Jarvis & Bush, Riverside,

Cal.

Easton & Bangor Electric Railway company, Easton,

Pa.; capital slock, $ioo.ono; constructing and operating

an electrical railway in Easton, Pa. ; D. W. Nevin,

Easton. Pa.

Portsmouth Street Railroad & Light company, Ports-

mouth, O.; capital stock. ^125,000; operating a street

railroad and furnishing light and power; Floyd L, Smith,

Portsmouth, O.

Sloss-Stein Electric company, Chicago, III.; capital

stock, !S;5o,ooo; to manufacture and sell electric appliances,

metal products and specialties; Sydney Stein, 85 Dearborn

street, Chicago, III.

Independent Electric company, Chicago, III.; capital

stock, ^25,000; to do a general electrical manufacturing

and machine shop business; II. E. Goodman, 39th street

and Stewart avenue. Chicago, III.

Wagner Electro-medical company, Chicago, III.; capital

stock, $50,000; to manufacture and sell physicians' elec-

trical supplies and general electrical goods; Black &
Goodwin, 1141 Rookery, Chicago, III.

Tri-Cily Power & Light company, Rock Island. III.;

capital stock, $300,000; to manufacture appliances for and

to furnish light, heat and power to inhabitants of Moline

and Rock Island and vicinity, with gas, steam or elec-

tricity; R. II- MacMullan, Rock Island, III.

Citizens' Electric Light company of Wayne, Wayne,

Pa.; capital stock, $5,000; supplying light, heat and

power by means of electricity in Wayne, Pa.; J. S.

Freman, 400 Chestnut street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Rogue River Water, Light & Power company. Grant's

Pass, Ore.; capital stock, $50,000; to construct, equip,

maintain and operate water works and an electric light sys-

tem in the city of Grant's Pass, Ore. ; George A. Pease,

Portland, Ore.

International Storage Battery company, Detroit. Mich.;

capital stock, $100,000; to manufacture and sell Wood-
ward's tubular secondary clectiic storage battery and

other electrical appliances; George W. Martin, 32 Ledyard

street, Detroit, Mich,

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The plant of the Galena, III.. Electric Light company, it

is rumored, will be removed to Baraboo, Wis.

Capitalists have made a proposition to the authorities of

P'ruitville, Cal., to erect an electric light plant.

Valley City, N. D., is soon to be electrically lighted. A
twelve years' franchise has been granted.

At a special election, Onawa, la., authorized the expen-
diture of $8,000 to put in an electric light plant.

It is stated that a company will commence the work of

putting in an electric light plant at Paola, Ivan., shortly.

An electric light franchise has been granted to a company
composed of Texas capitalists by the city council of El
Reno, Ok.

The question of putting in an electric light plant at

Ionia, Mich., to be owned and operated by the municipal-

ity, is being agitated.

After holding several town elections on the subject, Bat-

avia, N. Y., has recently decided to construct and own its

electric lighting plant.

At a recent election the people of Iligginsville, Mo., voted
to issue $17,000 in bonds for the establishment of an elec-

tric light and water works plant.

The people of Mellette, S. D., have under considera-

tion a proposition to introduce electric lighting, the power
to be derived from an artesian well.

Detroit, Mich., has decided to erect a municipal electric

lighting plant, and bonds to the value of $600,000 have
been authorized to pay for the same.

The Ida Grove, la., Electric company, with a capital

stock of $15,000, has been organized, and contemplates
supplying the town with electric light.

A concession has been granted for the establishment of

a central electric light station and also an electric tramway
at Poiote-aux-Trembles, near Montreal, Quebec.

The Waupun, Wis., Electric Light company has been
granted a franchise to operate an electric light plant in that

city. The city agrees to take So incandescent lights for

street lighting.

An electric light company has been organized to put in

a plant for electric lighting at Valley Falls, N. Y, It is

also the intention of the company to furnish power and
light for surrounding villages.

Garfield, Wash., voted on the question of bonding the

city for electric light and waterworks recently. It was
decided to issue bonds to the amount of $i3,ouo for water-

works and $7,000 for electric light.

The United States Electric Lighting company, Wash-
ington, D- C, has been granted permission to extend its

underground conduits in many of the streets and avenues
of the city. The work will be commenced at once.

The gas company which owns the concession for the

establishment and operation of a central electric light sta-

tion in Buda-Pesth, Austria, has given the contract for the

electrical portion of the work to Schuckert .S; Co., Nurem-
berg, Germany.

A resolution has been introduced in the Houston, Tex.,

Council declaring it advisable for the city to maintain its

own system of electric lighting and waterworks, and provid-

ing that a proposition be submitted to a vote of the people to

authorize the creation of a bonded debt of $350,oco for

that purpose.

The board of trustees of the Cleveland Asylum for the

Insane, at Newburg, 0., will receive proposals for the nec-

essary wiring, dynamos, engines, etc., for the installation

of an electric lighting plant for the asylum. The plant is

to have a capacity of not less than i.coo incandescent

lights of i6 candle power, or their equivalent.

In the city of Gaudalajara, Mexico, is to be inaugurated

this month a new system of electric lighting, which, it is

said, will make it the best lighted city in Mexico. The
power is generated at the g'eat cataract of Juanacatlan, on
the Santiago River, about lifteen miles from the city. The
charge for incandescent lamps, of 16 candle power will be

from 75 cents to $1 a month, in Mexic.in money—an un-

precedentedly low rate for Mt'.xico.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Lebanon and Myerstown, Pa., are to be connected by an

electric railway.

It is proposed to establish an electric railway between
Wellington and Nanaimo, B. C.

It is proposed to extend the electric railway at Ottawa,
Can., to Hull, a neighboring town.

The extension of the electric railway from Concord, N.
IL, to Contoocook Park will soon be completed.

The Kingston, Ont., Street Railway comp.Tny is apply-

ing for permission to change its power to electricity.

The Charleston, W. Va., Street Railway company has

obtained a franchise for an electric street railway line.

An electric railway six miles in length connecting Port-

land, Me., and West Buxton in Saco Valley is projected.

C. & C. Electric company, Newark, N. J.; capital Walerbury, Conn,, proposes to replace horses with elec-

tric power on its street railways, and to largely extend
the lines.

The Kanawha Electric Car company has asked the city
council of Elk City. W. Va., for permission to build an
electric line.

The Electric Railway Company has obtained control of
the River View railway near Richmond, Va., and will
€(juip it with electricity.

A bill is pending in the Pennsylvania legislature limit-
ing the carrying of freight on electric railways to 200
pounds for each package.

The electric railway between Vonkers and Mt. Vernon,
N. v., has been completed. Cars will tun between the
two cities every thirty minutes.

A project is on foot to construct and operate a trolley line
between RhineclifT and the town of Rhinebeck, New York,
two and one-half miles distant.

Negotiations are progressing between the Vienna, Aus-
tria, Tramway company and Siemens & Halske, Berlin.
with the view of adopting electric traction in Vienna.

A new electric street railway company has applied
to the Brooklyn Council for a franchise over a number of
streets in the city, ofTering $15,000 a mile for the same.

The East Woods Heights, X. Y., Electric Railway-
company's power house burned a short time ago. The
Corliss engine, generators and cars were destroyed. The
loss is $20,000; insurance, $ro,ooo.

A survey has been made for an electric railroad from
Potsdam to Colton, New York, and the Rachet Rover
Railway company has been organized with a capital stcck
of $350,000 to construct and operate the same.

Upper Sandusky, O.. is mentioned as the starting point
of a loo mile electric system, to pass through six connty
seats and smaller towns,and act as a feeder, in connection
with a boat line, to northern Ohio lake resorts.

The cable line on the eastern portion of Seventh street,

St. Paul, will be changed to electric, an ordinance for this
purpose having passed the council. The cable line has
been down several years, but as there is no severe grade on
the line and as it has numerous electric branches, the
change has become desirable.

The East St Louis Electric Street Railroad company has
increased its capital stock to $500,000. With the proceeds
of these bonds it will extend its railroad, erect a power
house and s-upply the necessary machinery therefor and
provide additional cars and equipment for the railroad and
also provide for paying cff and retiring its present out-
standing five-twenty bonds.

The Chicago City Railway company has brought a suit
against George H, Caxton to prevent him from moving a
house across its tracks on Forty-seventh street, Chicago. It

is alleged that as the house is twenty-eight feet high it will

be necessary to cut the trolley wirts and if this were done
the company would suffer great damage, as the traffic of the
road would be delayed for many hours.

The Cleveland Electric Railway company is meeting
with the opposition of the city council in regard to the re-

cent consolidation of street railways. The companies have
consolidated without the consent of the council and with-
out giving it an opportunity to fix any terms and condi-
tions, and the board will begin proceedings in the courts to
determine the legality of such consolidation.

The franchises and rights of way have been secured for
an electric railway, to connect Van Buren, Ark., and Fort
Smith. The proposed road will be 10 miles in length,
and will bridge the Arkansas River at Fort Smith. The
same company which proposes to construct this rente has
also bought the franchises of the Fort Smith Street Car
company, and intends to belt the city with a line in-
dependent of the line to Van Buren.

Application has been made for a charter for the Paint
Rock & Tennessee River Railway company. It is pro-
posed to build an electric railway line from Winchester.
Franklin county. Tenn., to McMinnville. by the w-ay of
Decllerd,^'iola and Beersheba Springs. The line is also to
be extended to the head of Estill Rock Creek.of Paint Rock
River, thence to Savannah. Mineral Springs. Lynchburg,
Pulaski, Lawrenceburg and W.aynesboro, in Wayne county.

Application has been made for a charter for the Rob-
ertson Southern Electric company in Tennessee to build
an electric railway from Knoxville to Kingston. Oliver
Springs, Popular Creek -^oal mines. Clinton, Anderson-
ville, Powell's Valley, Lutrell. Maynardsville. Blaine's
Cross Roads, Lee Springs, Strawberry Plains, Dandridge,
Sevierville. Allegheny Springs and the Little Tenne&scc
river. The company expects to handle both passengers
and freight, and in effect to eventually construct a cheap
system of railways through all East Tennessee.

The application of the Consolidated Traction company
for use of twenty-six miles of streets in Newark, N. J., is

believed to be part of a plan arranged by that company,
which has its head in New Votk city, and a Philadelphia
syndicate to complete a system of lines connecting Jersey
City with Philadelphia. It has been pointed out that by-

degrees franchises have been obtained connecting J«rs:y
City with Newark, thence by easy stages to Paicrson,
Elizabeth, and even to Trenton. The Philadelphia syndi-

cate is reaching out toward Trenton, where the two roads
are expected to combine. It is said that not less than
$So.ooo.ooo capital is behind the enterprise. From the
principal line thus established spurs are contemplated
reaching through every suburban village and town, making
in fact, a huge gridiron of trolley lines through the slate.

It has been computed that the railroad privileges thus
sought are worth fully $100,000,000.
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TELEPHONE.
The Missouri, Kansas & Texas Telephone comt)any will

try the long; distance telephone in sending: messages as a

substitute for the telegraph system.

TELEGRAPH.
South America and Africa have been joined by a new

cable from Cape St. Augustin, Brazil, to the western ex-

tremity of Africa, the cable terminus at that point being;

near Cape Verde and the mouth of the river Senegal. The
distance thus traversed is about 2,500 miles; and at the

African station connection is made with the Spanish line

by way of the Canary Islands to Cadiz and thus to all

parts of Earopj. Dispatches can now be sent from Pcr-

nambuco to Paris and London.

The survey for a cable from the shore? of California to

the Hawaiian Islands has resulted in a rou'e being

chosen starting from Monterey Bay to Honolulu, in prefer-

ence to a route connecting Point Conception, Cal., and
Hilo Bay, Hawaii, which was laid out by soundings by
the steamer "Thetis," U. S. N., some time ago. The
way selected will require the smallest length of wire and
passes over an even bottom of soil favorable for the pro-

tection and preservation of the cable, avoiding submarine
mountains.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
R. M. Jones has obtained a franchise to use the streets,

alleys and highways of Salt Lake City, Utah, for poles,

wires, pipes and conduits for the transmission of elec-

tricity from Big Cottonwood canyon.

Capitalists who are interested in an electric light plant

in San Bernardino, Cal.. have been at work for some
months past on a project designed to £:upp]y the city of

Los Angeles, Cal., with electric power for lighting the

city, for use on the electric railways and for manufacturing
purposes. Near the head waters of the San Gabriel river

they have located a ditch and tunnel which develops, ac-

cording to careful estimates, 3,000 horse power in a fall of

700 feet- By combining two streams it is estimated that

2,500 inches of water may be used and returned to the bed
of the stream for the irrigators below. Negotiations are

well under way for the disposal of the power.

MISCELLANEOUS.
At the meeting of the stockholders of the E. W. Bliss

Manufacturing company. Brooklyn, held recently, it was
decided to increase the capital stock of the company. The
stock is now ^r.ooo.ooo preferred, and $i,ooo,oco com-
mon slock. The object of the increase in the stock was
to take up the English bonds of the company and to re-

duce the large expenses of keeping an English agency for

the company. The stock of the company is now almost

entirely jn the hands of local investors.

TRADE NEWS.
The Sperry Electric Railway, company, Cleveland, O,,

has issued a little bcok descriptive of its line of work.

The company has introduced some novel ideas in the con-

struction of its apparatus and these are here fully de-

scribed and illustrated. Useful tables and instructions com-
plete a book which will prove of profit and interest to

those who are associated with electric railway construction.

The Electric Heat Alarm company. Boston, Mass., is

distributing^ its latest catalogue. In it is described its

automatic fire alarm system for hotels, calling attention

in the office to the room in which the fire may be located.

The company's exhibit at the World's Fair is attracting

considerable interest, and it has no reason to complain of

lack of attention.

The Ansonia Electric company has recently published a

little circular describing the Wirt dimming switch, which
is a great convenience in a bedroom or nursery for dimming
the iigbt. The company reports a large sale in the last

month of Habirshaw wire, and aUo announces that it has
closed a contract for upward of forty miles of shield

brand wire for lighting and power work.

The .IrchiUcf:' EKclrical JUtUetin, New \'ork, is de-

voting considerable attention 10 the tas'k of advancing
practical knowledge of electric light wirirg among archi-

tects. It believes that there arc mar y architects who have
not dtvotcd CDoagh time and thought to wiring require-

ments. Hoping to remedy this to a certain extent, it

makes a proposition to the profession declaring its willing-

ness to catabli.-!h a department for the purpose of drawing
opwiring specifications. If architectswill send their plans

to the company, with iht location of the outlets and lights

marked, the new department will go over the plans, lay cut

the ccndnit system and draw a fol! specification for the

wiring in question free of expense. Another advantage
this offers, in addition to the specifications themselves, is the

fact that it will enable patrons to obtain the benefit of all

impTOrreicents iha: arc made from lime to time, and that

cannot be broaght before the public for some months after

adoption in New York and other large cities.

If, as the American Silk Manufacturing company states

io one of its circtjlar<t. "crery new invention has 10 over-
come pT€Jndice, established cuMoms and adopted habits,"

it may be safely inferred that this company will rapidly

overcome such cbslac5<s. Already it has been found
necessary to warn the pnblic of an al'cmpt at Imitation.

The American Silk Mar.ufaclnrirg company's machine
wipers arc m^C^ of pore raw silk waste, strongly woven

and warranted to last for a longtime. Imitation wipers,
which are not so durable and are spontaneously combusti-
ble, are on the market and must not be confounded with
the original article. The factory of the company has been
removed from St. Louis, Mo., to Bucks county, Pa,,

%vhere excellent facilities for manufacturing and transporta-

tion were obt.inable.

The General Electric company has issued a finely exe-

cuted folder to be used especially in connection with its ex-

hibit at the World's Fair. It has forty-oine descriptive

illustrations showing some of the more important appli-

ances which the company manufactures. It also shows the

illuminations and decorative lighting at the fair including
many buildings, McMonnie's fountains, the basin and
electric fountains, search-lights and applications of elec-

tricity to many branches of business. The showing of the

first incandescent central station in comparison with one
II years later illustrates the immense growth of this

branch of the business. The folder is a very attractive

piece of work and much credit is due to Luther Stieringer

who gave the ideas, and J. McGhie for the careful compil-

ing and pleasing arrangement of the matter, while the
handsome designs and press work are from Bartlett & Co.

BUSINESS.
The Ansonia Electric company, Chicago, is pushing the

Stanley transformer with sufficient energy to make it a

noteworthy success. Another specialty that the company
evidently intends shall be kept before the public is the W.
W. lightning arrester. Both these articles are in wide use,

and the company is constantly receiving flattering testi-

monials as to their efficiency.

The Manhattan Electric Supply company, 36 Cortlandt
street, New York, is making a special feature of its tele-

phones. Already the expected results of the expiration of

the Bell telephone patent has been the cause for unusual
activity in the telephone branch of the electrical supply
business, and the Manhattan company is one of the first

to solicit orders for delivery after January 30, 1S94, when
the patent broadly covering a telephone receiver expires.

One who would see the beautiful, unique and practical

in arc lamps and fixtures should consult catiilcgue No. i of

the General Incandescent Arc Light company. New York.
This company has established a well-deserved reputat'on for

progressiveness and the numerous additions to its previous

circular will be seen at a glance. It may be safely taken for

granted that the company will not cease to make improve-
ments in details and that success will attend it proportion-

ately in the future as in the past.

t^>L]een & Co.. incorporated, Philadelphia, report a large

stock of "magnetic vane" ammeters and volt meters which
they can ship promptly and are pushing with great vigor.

These instruments combine qualities highly essential for

switchboard use and which render them specially valuable
for isolated plants. A number have been shipped to ex-

hibiting ccmpanies for installations at t' e World's I'air,

and the makers have a handsome collection in their own
display. The Acme portable testing set has met with
favor wherever shown and is sure to become popular for

general testing.

The Electrical Engineering & Supply company will,

on July 1st, have removed its entire slock and business

from St. Paul to Minneapolis, and will be located in com-
modious quarters at 249 Second avenue south. The name
of the company will be stiortened for convenience and called

the Electrical Engineering company. Its new headquarters

being much larger than at present it will have every facilily-

for handling supplies with great promptness, and will also

furnish factory facilities for the Northwestern Packard
Lamp company, whose entire output, a capacity for at least

1.000 lamps per day, will be handled exclusively by the

Electrical Engineering company.

The Electric Appliance company is offering two new
attractions in the incandescent lamp business. One is a

lamp of lower candle power than heretofore usual

and the other a lamp of higher candle power than has as

yet been produced. The first is its 6 candle power lamp
made to fit any regular socket and burn on regular circuits

with the filament at the incandesence of an ordinary 16

candle power lamp. The improvement in the other direc-

tion is in an incandescent lamp up to looo candle power and
of a very high efficiency. The Electric Appliance company
hopes very shortly to have one of these thousand candle

power lamps burning in its World's Fair exhibit. These
i^mps are the Packard lamps manufaciured by the New
York tS: Ohio company for whom the Electric Appliance

company is the western agent. From the interest that is

being manifested in the new lamps the manufacturer has

reason to believe that they will soon be in extensive use.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued June 13. 1803.

490.253. Processor Magnetic Separation and Apparatus
Therefor. Richard II. Sanders and Charles T.
'I'hompson, Philadelphia, Pa,

499.261. Burglar Alarm System. Alfred Stromberg,
Chicago, 111,

499.270. Safely Support for Trolley Wires. Iliram K.
Whitncr, Chicago, III.

499,275. .Safety Device for Systems of Distribution.

Herbert C. Wirt, Boston, Mass,

The vifcly device i!t pHrtiLiilnrly tlcni(;nc<l for hi>:li tennlon
fiystemB, ,-«, {or cxatnpk, oIicrnailnK current trannforriii;r ny«-

terrt*. At a point of the armolu'c of the ifcncrator, midway
clctlrically l>civ*<!cn the IcrrninaU of ihc m,ichine, « corintction
\% m;iflc from the coil.o to a third colkcllriK rinif, whow hru^h \\

f,errnanefiily connf-cied to yLU>\ini\, 'J hus, wliffi Ihr line is

cr^iiinded thrmiifh the tK>dy, the current that Ir.ivrrKCii the l>r>dy

wdl have only h,-tlf the [.ot?nti;il of the machine.

499.277. Method of and Apparatus for Uniting Metals.
John H. Bassler, Myerstown, Pa.

The method consists in plac'n^ a filltt of aluminum or
aluminum alloy in the joint of the materials to be united, and
tnen passing an electric current ihrough the materials and
through the fillet traobverseiy of the joint until the fillet is
fused.

499, 3q7. Electric Gas Lighting Apparatus. Thomas W.
Lane, Boston, Mass., and Charles E. Lee, Chica?o,
III.

499,29s. Electric Gas Lighting Apparatus. Thomas W.
Lane, Boston, Mass.

499,305. Electric Bell. John L. Moore, New York,
N. Y.

499 3^3- Electrical Measuring Instrument. Edward
Weston, Newark, N. J.

499.321. System of Propelling Canal Boats by Electricity.

Simuel W. Gear, Buffalo, N. Y.

A conducting wire is 'upported over the waterway, and so
arranged that it may readily be shifted laterally in accordance
with the lateral movement of the boat.

4g9-363' Electric Switch. James P". McElroy, Albany.
N. Y.,

499.370- Phonograph. William Bruening, East Orange,
N.J.

499,374. Conduit Electric Railjvay. William R. De Voe,
Shreveport, La.

499,411. Electric Signaling Apparatus for Elevators.
Charles G. Armstrong, Chicago, III.

499.425- Strong Current Protector. Charles D. Haskins,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

49942S. Electric Hinge. William S. Hull, Sheffield,
Ala.

499,446. Alernatlng Current Generator. William Stanley,

Jr., and John F. Kelly, Pittsfield, Mass.

499.461. Overhead Trolley Wire Switch. Rudolph M.
Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa.

499.473. Electric Light. Gaston Sautter, Paris. France.

499-4S5- Relay Fuse Block. Gardner T. Voorhees,
Boston. Mass.

499. 51S. Method of Electrically Welding Metals. Charles
L. Coffin, Detroit, Mich.

499.543- Electrc-magnetic Car Brake. John C. Henry,
Westfield, N. J.

One of the axles on each car is supplied with a combined
dynamo and magnetic clutch. Ordioarily no current is gener-
ated by the dynamo, but, by closing the circuit across the
dynamo terminals, either automatically or mechanically, the
generator induces an alternating current which excites power-
tul magnets that operate the magnetic clutch, thereby causing
a drum, normally loose on the axle, to wind up the brake
chain.

499,544. Regulator for Electric Machines. John C.
Henry, Westfield, N. J.

The regulator is ad.ipted to shift the brushes upon the com-
mutator to vary the potential of the machine and maintain the
current strength constant. To the armature shaft is attached
a disc of magnetic material, which is adapted to rotate between
the poles of an electro-magnet, which is supported upOn a pivot.
I'he pivoted electro-magnet is connected by levers with the
brush carrier, so that by its rotation it shifts the brushes upon
the commutator. The coils of the electromagnet are in series
with the working circuit, and any increase in the strength of
the current causes an increased attraction upon the rotating
disc, thus moving the pivoted magnet upon its pivot and shift-
ing the brushes to a position *. here the potential of the machine
is lessened.

499,596. Electric Igniting Device. William H. Russell
and George E. Russell, Jersey City, N. J.

499,610. Recorder. John T. Todd, Chicago, 111.

499,614. Multiple Fuse Block. Gardner T. Voorhees,
Boston, Mass.

499.^133. Gearing for Electric Railway Cars. John C.
Henry, New York, N. Y.

^99,646. Switch. George W. Russell, Jr., Denver,
Colo.

499.657. Method of and Apparatus for Electrically Weld-
ing Sheet Metal. Charles L. Coffin, Detroit, Mich.

499.662. Trolley Wire Hanger. Charles B. Elliott, Bos-
ton, Mass.

409.664. E'ectric Fuse Block. Tliomas J. Faj', New
Yoik. N. Y.

499,676. Electric Arc Lamp. Rudolph M. Hunter,
Philadelphia. Pa.

The lump is adnptod to burn Kevcr.il pairs of curhons sucncs-
sively. 'J'lic lower carbons occupy p.trallcl poHltions, while the
upper «jaThoii8, supported by the siinic carbon rod, occupy pnsi-
tion.s HO parallel that hut one of the carbons umy come in line

with the other nieinbcr of ihc pair at n lime, l.if'.ingniul rcgulii-

linn mcchaniHra iH provided whereby ihc arc Ih established and
maintained between one of the pairs until the arc becomes ex-
tinguished, when the carbon rod is lifted and rotated until the
memhcrs of the second pair arc brought into line, after which
the urc is cstuhlishcd and miiintained between the Litter j)air.

499,681. Electro-magnclic Blanket. Nils A, Rcnstrom,
Omaha, Neb.

499,693. System of Wiring Multiple Switchboards.
Charles H, Wilson, Chicago, 111.

The cables connected with the viirioUH «pring-j.Tck sw'tchcjt
nrc located at the back of the board, and htipnnrted iiixm horl*
/onlnl pins or arrnii. In order that nny jitriji of Hpiing-jacks
may he readily withdrawn from the hoard uliick is nrovided in

each cable hy running tlic cnblcn in sinu' uh lincN, ifie coiidiict-

infc wirc4 extending to the itwitcheii, leaving the cables nt tlioxc

portions of ihecfihl': lyini; nearest thc_ hoard, ho that when
the strip of swhchcn connected therewith is withditiwn fi'om

the board sufTicicnl shirk cable \% iirovidcd to permit the with-
Urawdl to the rear of the rn.'its t.{ caulcs.
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Eugene F. Philliph, Proet. W. A. Hatoawat, Treas. \V. U . 8A^vTEa, Seo'y.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R.I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE
ELECTKIC LIGHT LINK WIKE,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords.
AMERICANITE. MAGNET.
OFFJCE AND ANNUNCIATOR
FARADAY CABLES. WIRES.

NEW YOKK OFFICE, P. C. Ackormno, 10 Cortlandt Street.

mONTKEAL BItANOH, Eiifjono F. Phillips' Electrical Works

CANDELABRA,
Miniature and Special

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

For Information nntl prices covorlog CnndclBbro,
Miniature aud Special Incandescent Laiiip», ad-
dress the

EDISON DECORATIVE AND

MINIATURE LAMP DEPARTMENT,

UAKKIMON, X. J.

ARMATURES
REWOUND.

Street Railway and Electric Light-

I

ing Companies v/ill find it to their in-

I

terest to write for prices, as we do alt

kinds of electrical repair work.

McLEAN & SCUMITT,
Room 41 6, - 197 S. Canal St., Chicago.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Insulation <iiuaranteed wherever nscd. Aerial, L'ndercround or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, he says: ''A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect
"

The rnbber need in insulating onr wires and cables is especially chemically prepared, and Is guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The insulation is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra finiah, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and aleo preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very grc** extent fireprooi. Our insulation will prove
durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark Joint Gum should be used for making waterproof joints. This is ptit up in hatf-poand boxes, m strips about one foot long and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint
•aid pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. FOR BAICWAV and MOTOR une, we make ail sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

WK. ^VXHX'STKE. OUR IN!SUr.ATION IVHKRBVKK I'SKO, AF.RIAL, IINOERGROUND OR SUBMARINE, and our net prices are as low, if not tower than any
other first-claas Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, 31ASS.

EBNKY A. CLARK, Treaenrer and Gen'I Manager.
HERBERT H. EUSTIS, PrsBldent and Electrician.

MANUFACTUREKS OF HIGHEST GRADES OF

Rubber Insulated Wire and Cables for Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE,
TRENTON, N. J.

( JOIIK A. R»KBI.I\4>'I« tiiaNI^ CO . Chicago. 171 L,ake Street.
;- SAX FKlXtlSCO. a-^aodar Tremont Street.

' NEW \4»RK. II- I.ibert.T Street.

ANY CANDLE POWER. rc^^i

ii

W XTlte for I»i-loes.

STEUBEN" LAMP.
ST£UBEX liAMP WORKS, CANISTEO, N. Y.

ANY VOLTAGE.

)B«-ajj.r>le6l I'reei

JENNEY HIGH GRADE ELECTRIC

APPARATUS.
Jenney Electric Motor Company,

CHrAGO: 932 Nlonadnock Building, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

WJllTE FOR PRICES AND CATALOGUE 15.

V/RTTE FOR CATALOGUE

i^atentedJ«n.22,lS84. A. T. Smith's
Electric Lava Gas Tip

Multiple Llgbling

For Churches, Theaters
and Public Halle.

Are upL'd al I over tlie coun-
try. Send for estiniatea or
prices to

A.T. SMITH,
6 W.I 4th St ,NewYoi-k.

I»XTMJ

SAL-AMMONIAC.
CuarautccJ Over 99 Per CcDt. Fue.

101 Kinzie St., ChlcSEO.

^Ul'KIlIOR TO

COTTON (WASTE.
SAt-E, DuitAllLK AND

ChEAI'ER.

AMERICAN
SILK IVIFG. CO..

311 Walnut St., Ph lladelplila, Pa.

<tl 1 D jiiiildlioue.

SAL AMMONIAC
(ELiECTKIC BKANO)

ForElectrica! Purposes
electbiI
^TRADEMARK*

SRaNC"! Guaranteed 08/90% and free of lead and ii-on.

^\ If you Avant tlie Itest quality ask your dealer

I for this lirand. Inijiorted liy

KLIPSTEIN, 122 Pearl St., Nev/York

The Improved Mason Battery
For Small Electric Li^ht and

Power Iii-iitallations.

For all l>oniestic and llcdical
Purposes.

A POSITIVE SUCCESS.
Send for Our N^nv Ilhu-trated CataloiTue.

miCK SHIFMEXTS.

Mason Electric Co.,
lO A Vi Vandewnter St.. Xew Vork.

ARcnts \V:iulfd. LilLT;il Induoomonu Offen-d.

PLATINUM
For all kinds ol Electrical Use. Sheet or Wire of any Degree of Hardness.

Special Attention given to Platinnni for Incandescent Laiups.
Addrosa WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK IX AMERICA.

C3-. SIEBSI?.T, ECA^iq-^TJ. GEI?.3yrj^3SrY.
Send for

CataIo:;iie.
Send for

SaniplO!*.

Our Standing as Manufacturers of the Highest Grade
of Sard Fiber is TTnqitestioned.

DELAWARE HARD FIBER COMPANY,

PARIS. BKHl/IN. BIKMI.N'GHAM.
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B. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ILECTHIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
• BIUJfCH STORE

8134 Michigan Aveiiu9p

Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier,

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO-

WILLIAM A. ROSENBAUM,
Electrical Expert and Patent Solicitor,

Times Bnildlns, 3!£W TOBK.

Former Jlanascr, now Successor to the

Patent Depaeiment of

THE W.J. johnsto:nco.,ltd.
{"27ie Electrical TFoWd.")

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writirj "" advertisers

For the WESTERN ELECTRiClAN,—SI.00.

—

WANTED.
We will pay 25 cents each for

clean copies of the Westeks Ei.kc-

TEiCLAN of June IS, 1892, Volume X,
Number 25.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
6 Lakeside Building. Chicago.

WANTED.
EDg3.q;;ment by salesman of ability, several

years' experience in selling and installing

electrical apparatus, capable of engineering

and supervising construction. References

given. Address "CAPABLE,"
Care Western Electrician.

SITUATION WANTED.
Electrical Engineer and Expert. Ph. Dr.

of University of Strassburg. with best ex-

perience in the largest lilx)ratories, desires

position in laboratory, factor}' or electrical

station. Best references.

Address "Ph. Br."
Care Western Electrician.

Storage Battery Lamps.
Special lot 12 C. P., 24 volt lamps,

mounted for any standard socket.

I'KICES ON API'LICATIOX.

TH EUNITED ELECTRIC IMPROVEMENT CO.,

S3H Brexc-I Bids.. Phi ad- Iphis.

HOSK INH^VTKCIIXJC IXJ^TITITK-
Terre Haute, Ind. A Colltge of Engioeer-

iog. Well endowed, well e<iQlpped. Coarses in

Mf:-baDical, Klectrlcal. Civil Kogineeintj, and
ChemiHtry. ExttaslTe Sfachine Shops, Laborato-
ries, DrawiDK Boom=. Library, Eii^enses low. Ad-
ilr^-, H. T. KDUY, Pre-.

PLATINUMFor all Purposes.
>—n;, rr: 1 ?.iUVf: I'latlii-Jtn I'urctiA.-J'd,

liAKi.i: X «:O^10K-Ill »w Jersey
Kailro;nl Av«:.. >"e«ark. >'. J.

TRADERS 18 ELEGTBISAL M4CHINERY.

FOR SALE (CoDtiDutd Ll^t.>

T*o Wllifbt I;.-iH Arc dyrjamon, with 60 ore Inmps.
7Ti-p„ Of- i;;-!^' Fi'icr Wood arc tljanmo*.
<}- " '

. ,1 ftfc dyoniQO.

Oc
,

: motor, rnOO voIl».

We m.\k'j a *r*cmity of ropftlrloK dynarnoH and

VOWOT.VV KrKC'TRIC 4'0 ,

, E -.'.'; .1'.., CIN'I.'.N.STI. OHIO.

FOR SALE.
Two 3fy>-*n)p*T#^ •hofjt w*:fond V. H. I>7nftn)'>»,

T- . omp'rand wonod,

We Buy Outright Electrical Equipment.

sssss m, I si'PPL? CO,,

S jBRil.SS FOUNDRY.

K BATTERY ZLNCj*
§ S, C, ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO,,

LU SIOIX «ITV. lOH A.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic ar.d Mechanical

AXTNtTNCIATORS ^^ BELLS.
FUIiLi IiIKK AL.WATS IK STOCK.

W. R, OSTRANDER & CO..
204 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, ». T.

5IFV5EWIRE
^COA\R\NY

I6l HIGH SY BOiTON

HICHE5T GRADE

TE6TEDFViEWIRE§UNKS
iEND FOR CATALOCVE

AND PRICE LIJTJ
,

AUXILIARY MOUTHPIECE
For Telephone.
l.irLONGOR

^IKIRT distance.
< an bp used by
p r'Jons of ANY

II! ICtHT Sound
mentrated DI-

i I I rL\ on dia-

pliraffm You can
w ni^PEK and be
dietiuclly heard.
ArldrPSS

W N MARCUS,
21H N Second St.,

Ihil.dLlphia, Pu.

^ ( TRIPLER.Jr.,
Mniia'-f r Tor BaU-
1 y all ( ' al'^r,-'.

^?-8endfo r New Catalogub. Ont Angnst let.

^ A = S = K
YOUR SUPPLY HOUSE FOR

^ IMPROVED ^
^^° BELLS °°o

<lP M.^DE BY '^Q

^ HUEBEL & MANGER, +
aHC, l,> -.J'.o Graham St.. BilOOKI.VX. X. V. ^

V I siti\c Success,

Ltss Expense to Run,
Longest Life.

^ Highest Electromotive Force.

^'''
FAN OUTFITS
COMPLETE,

From $12 Upward.

Now in use for li;;lit-

Ji-*- \\\\ U,
--

^Imi „i;f^—^^^8. Pumps, and tor

^^^^-jr^^ ^ " '^^=~-~—^^^'^=~
'

-^^^ power of all klnde.W JiC&^^S' SEND FOE CIRCULARS TO AGENTS WANTED.

The HANSON BATTERY. LIGHT & POWER COMPANY,
.>14 Kighth Street. IV.ASIII.Xt; r<..\'. I*. C.

HOLMES, BOOTH &HAYDEN$,
Factories: Waterbury, Conn. 25 Park Place, New York,

MANUPAOTUREnS OF

D'TJITGEII
Long Distance

Eleclric TelephoDes.

Bold outright for Private Lint*
Umo, Fully protected by pnt-
onlH, and (guaranteed to pur-
cbfiHerH ngalnnt infrlogement.
City of CbiciiKO has f^tven frnn-
chlwj of lt« Htreots for a Tele-
phony Eichnngo to nae thla
inHtniTiiOnt, and It will be
adopted for the city'w u»o.

Hend for circulars.

THE D'UNGER ELECTRIC
TELEPHONE MFG. CO.,

Bare and Insulated Wire.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line \yire, Copper Mafjaet Wire,

Round and Flat Copper Bara for Station Worh.
Inuulnted Iron Preeeuro Wire.

PATENT
iC
K. K." LINE WIRE

For Eloctric Light, Electric Railways, Mott.fl, Telegraph
and Tolopbono Uae.

AgoDta for the WaBhington Carbon Company. Carbons for Aro Lighting.

TifOS. /.. S40yiijljy Kt^ir Yor/c Afft'nt.

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, - - - PHILADELPHIA.
BTJILDEES OF RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY CARS OF ALL CLASSES.

ri C;ORTI,A\I>T »T„ .V. V.
Hpoclol nllenllort (flven to tli" biilldlf.t; of KUu-irUi Motor and Trail Oarfl.

linti-lrm of Brill No, 21 TruoJc with eolld forged f raine, and ••Eurolt"" Maxirnuiji TrncUon Pivotal Truck
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention oi ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this <'I-:i.K.nRAXen "WAXKK WIIKKIvas particularly adapted to th.-ir us?

on accoupt of its r<rinarkably Ht«*ady motion, liigrh Mpeed
and ffreal Ellififrncy, and lare^e Capacity foritsdianietcr,
being Uoul»le the I*o^v<*r of most wheels of same diameter. It is uicd
by a number of the leading electric companies with ercat satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect cTuaranleed.
SK:>'I> for i^ATAI^OOUE AIVU PARXICCI.AKN.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears arc required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICTOR

XfjRBII\'E!< arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
st.-ictJy first-class in every particular. We are now prepared 10 furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situatioD

admits of their use, we recommend them,

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

THE I^'ESXjTT'OnNr ^W-A-T:"E3II WHESESHi
Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of a

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

ny Wheel in the World. Over 2.000 in use.

Affords the moBt simple and reliable power for all minine and manufactur-
ing machinery. Adapted to heada running from vO up to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to SO per cei t. better reaulta guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the country.

SI/ECTBIC TBAXIS3IISSIOIV.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel afTorde In theway cf a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and the facility of adactatlon to varying conaitioue
of speed and pressure, have brought it into epeclal prominence and extenslva
use for this class of work. All applications should state amount and head of
water power required, andforvnat purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. SEND FOR Catalogue.

THE PELTON WATER W^HEEL CO.,
121-12;t Main St., (San Francisco, Cal., U. S. A.

143 LIBEUTY STREET, - - XEW YOKK.
^^It having come to onr notice that onr patent rights are being infringet

upon, Iniending purchasers are hereby warned that all anch infringementa wU'
be duly proeeciited.

PtCKTON IVATER aiOTORS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to l^
and 20 horse power, anetjualed for all light running machineiy. Warran'ed
to develop a<;iven amoont of power with one-half the water required by any
other. ^^^Send for Motor Circalar. AddrePB as above. Deliveries made fi'^m
San FranclBCO or New York, as may afford the most favorable freight rates.

This Justly Celebrated Wheel is Built in Many Styles on

UPRIGHT AND HORIZONTAL SHAFTS.
s SPECIALLY DESIGNED and ADAPTED for driving

ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND POWER PLANTS.
(Hir iifw Whepi secures a remarkably hiffh cmamnteiMl iwrcentase. and wondorfal Blcndiiicw of

motinti, under variable inads in practice. It alVnrds an onequaled <-oiie4Mitratioii of poutr witiiin a small
space; and an unprecc^fleuted hisli velo*"!!?" for a given power.

Its easily and qairkly operated balanced ;;ate affords prompt and oflioiont control by a governor, and
consequent fine retrulntion. These wheels are in raanv instances operalins the best electric planl.s in ttiisand
other countries, fully demonstrating their remarknble'adaptation to tliat use.

The attention of Electric Engineers, and others contemplating water power improvements is (iirecled to our
work. We will send a tine large pamphlet, 11'^ pages, fully describing the wheel and various plans of application.

THE JAMES LEFFEL & 00."'.':'o''"»'?o°'c?S"''

A NEW LAMP SOCKET
With Every Advantage.

Durable and Effective Contact.
Plenty of Room for Knot in the Cord.
Strong on Fixtures; the Cap, vnih. Bayonet
Lock, Projecting over the Shell.

\'o. 103. Concealed Work.

The Dovetail Ceiling Rosette.

For Moulding, Cleat and Concealed Work.

No screw driver used in adjusting cap.

I For Sale by Supply Houses, or by

The Perkins Electric Switch
MFG. C03IPAKV.

P.O. Box 816. Hartford, Conn T -II. anil Westinshouap stvleH.

DO YOU HEED ANYTHING IN THE LINE OF

BATTERY SDPPLIES?
WE CAN QUOTE YOU BED-ROCK ON.

Carbons, Zincs, Coppers, Jars,

Sal-Ammoniac, Blue-

stone, Etc.

"\^EITE3 TXS FOR E'KICES.

LAW BATTERY COMPANY,
83 JOHN ST., NEW YORK.

HATE 100 m WHEELS
IN YOUR HEAD?

Send for Catalogue of

Sterling Bicycles.

They are the standard high erade wheels of
the year. Have several distinct points of advan-
ta.4e: changeable gear, 60 or 67, as you pleats;
convertible pedals, rat trap or rubber, as yoo
please; patent corraijated hubs; piano wire ?poke?;
hollow rims, etc,

Stokes Mfg. Co., Makers,
General OflEces and Salesrooms:

Factory;

236, 238. 240 Carroll Avenue. CHICAGO.
Brauches: T'enver, Milwaukee.

SEND FOR OUR
\ew Catalogue of

Electrical
Books.

The meet complete of Its

kind ever published.

Sent Free to Any Address.

J\ are Hndquirtsrs

In the West for ELIC-
TRICAL BOOKS, and fiU

order? pronii>tlv, prfl-

paid, onrecelptof price.

Eltrecician PnhlishinR Co.,
b Lakeside Building.

Chlca^ o. 111.

ManufactureKs of

0cTAG0NAL>^^ Cedar
Telephohe&Electr/cal

RailwayFoles&CRo^Arms

iTH.M.L0U0&S0NSU)MBER(;a
OSCODA. IVIICH.

r^-,'T^|i-t'''!1

i!.%_

/
,.>'

The standard Open Circuit Bat-
teries of the n'orld.

SKsn Kou Clucui.ak iXD Prices.

THE LECLANGHE BATTERY CO.,

Ill to 117 last fSlst St., M. r.
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Grimsliaw White Core Wires,
Griiusliaw Tapes, Competition Line Wires,

Kayen Core Wires, Vulca Ducts.

-MANUFACTURED BY-

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
CHICAGO, 80 Franklin St. NEW YORK, ISCortlandt St. BOSTON, 182 Summer St.

. WaED LEOSiBD.
President.

C. E. Cabpenter,
Secretary and Treasurer.

Geo. H. Finn
I'ice-PreBident,

CARPENTER
ll

BKIDeEPORT, COMX.

, D. SHAIN, Ge*teeal Sexltsg Agent,

136 Liberty St., New York City.

These rheostats can now be supplied of any
resistance and capacity on short notice. They
are being largely used by snch nianufacluring

concerns as the following: General Electric

Company, Siemens ife Hal^ke Company, Interior

Conduit i Insulation Company, Crocker-'Wheeler

Company, General Incandesceut Arc Light Com-
pany, KaUonal Electric Company, Waddell-Entz
Company, Western Union Company, Dahl Electric

Company, and by Central Station Companies and
contractors all over the country.

Send for ne-w catalogue and price list.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING !

MAP OFTHE UNITED STATES.
Tan?ht thoronsjhlv day and ni^ht at the IXSTI-
Tl'TE of TKt'HXOLOOiV. 151 Throop
Street. Chioaso. III. Amateure, Artisana
and others assist-'d Pkacticallt in any line, and
inptracted in the latest and most improved
methrdf*.

Mechanical Dra'~ghting, MathematicB, Elec-
trical OHlculations. Architecture, Mechanics, alao
au^'htday and nl^ht.

Alar^e, }irid;(me Map of ilie Utited
Slates, mounted fud mtab'e for riliceor

home usp, is issued by the Burlington

R ule. Copies -will be mai'ed to sny ad-

dress on receipt of twelve cents in po-^lPfire

by P. S. EusTis. Gen'l Pas?. Aeent. C. B.

& Q. R. R., Chicago, HI.

L. BRECKINRIDGE CABELL
53 Broadway, NEW YORK, Room 17.

Lands, Securities and Industrial Enterprises; Total Issues

of Corporate, Municipal and County Bonds Taken; Municipal

Debts Consolidated and Refunded at lower rates; Railroads

Built and Equipped; Electric Roads Built and Equipped;

Street Railroads using Horse power changed to Electric Roads.

FUSE ] Correct Carrying Capac

'

WIRE or I ity. Absolute

STRIPS.) Unifo mity in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave..

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

sisa7.^.:exjZSEE]Bi3 is73.
SOL.£ MAKCFACTURERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Roda, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wn^SZ^oVoEL. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. 1*^^^%^.

SILK BRAID
For Incandescent

Lamp
Filaments.

\ The greatest care taken in prodoclng a uniform article.

BOSTON BRAID MFC. CO.,
27 Beach E'reet, Boston, Mass.

SOMETHING NEW.
AUTOMATIC DOOR SPRING
ELECTRIC LIGHTER
AND EXTINGUISHER.

Mnnufa'^turera of ELECTRICAL GOODS, &XPEEIMENTAL
AND REPAIR WORK. INVENTIONS AND NOVELTIES
DEVELOPED. PATENTS OBTAINED.

. Electrical & Development Co.,
WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

DO YOUR
OILS
GIVE YOU
SATISFACTION ?

IF NOT
GIVE US A
TRIAL.

Wc are makers of the finest grades of

DYNAMO,
EXGINE,
CYLINDER OILS

We guarantee satisfact ion and freedom from gum
and excess of animal fats.

We are fof. cheap, or sell elieap oils, but
sell on quality. If you want eatisfaction in your
eneine room, give us a trial — correspondence
solicited,

CLARENDON OIL AND REFINING CO.,

114 No. Front Street. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

251

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSUIATING CLEATS.

Ths« KartaYsrt - Manufacturing « Co..>

548 Washington St., Bjs'.od,
MANUJ-ACTUIIEUS OF TIIK

Orjjrjnal Celebrated Boston Borners.
HEADQUARTERS FOR

GAS LIGHTINC APPARATUS.

Please do not confuse our name with others.

Wc have the largest .ind most complet'; sUjck of dm Lighlliif; appiira'im to lie

found In this fy>iintry. Our burners have proven, by praeliciil ii«c, to be far Huperlor
tn any olherj on the market, and our [.rleeit are exf*e<lin(,'ly low.

Buy burners maile by the BOSTON ELECTRIC CO., and get the best You
will lhcret*y siavc the proflta of your labor, Ixsldts giving your customers perfect datlo.

faclfoD.

r. ..tr.n y.tfrlrir (',_'* \nU,,n^}ir I'.nrn
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YOB NEED THESE
NBW

DYNAMO TENDERS'
Hf\ND-BOOK.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

HEADY FOB DELIVERY.
AN ENTIBELY NEW WORK.

The latest addition to our famous "Hand-Book"
Series. Every practical dynamo man should have a

copy.

192G Images, 13S Engfavings,

PRICE, $1.00.

NCflNDESGENT W RING
h^nid-book:.

By Lieut. F B. Badt.

Fourth Edition, Tenth Thousand.

These tables give, without loss of time, exact size

of wire to be need. Thle la one of our famous "Hand-
Book" series, and is the standard authority on this

subject in the English language.

73 Pages. 43 Illnstratlons.

PRICE, $1.00.

BELL HANGERS'
'Hf\ND-BOOK.

By Liedt. F, B. Baj}T.

Designed for practical men eogagea Id aoy clasi
of bell or annnnciator work. The only book of the
kind published.

106 Pages. 97 Illustrations.

PRICE, SI.OO.

ELEGTRG-TR11N8M88 0N

HAND-BOOK.
By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

A new work containing tables and information on
the electric transmissloQ of power brought down to
date. One of the most popular o£ our famous "Hand-
Book" Seriea.

97 Pages. 22 Illustrations.

PRICE, SUOO.

STBSST RAILWAYS.

Their Conatructlon, Operation and Maintenance.

By C. B. Faieohild,

This work is written by a practical man, and
ehould be in the hands of every street railway em-
ploye in the United States.

600 Pages. Profusely lltuafrazed.

PRICE, $4.00.

DVNK7VTO
ELECTRIC MACHINERY.

Ev S. P. Thompson.

Fourth edition, revised and re-wrltten. The most
complete work on the dynamo published.

900 Pages. Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, S9.00.

DICTIONARY
... OF ...

Electrical Words,
TERMS AND PHRASES.

By Edwin J. Houston, A. M.

The latest edition of this celebrated work contalDS
over 5,000 diatlnct definitions. As important as
Webster.

700 Pages. 750 Illustrations.

PRICE, $5.00.

ELECTRIC MCTCR
AND ITS APPLICATIONS.

By Mabtin and Wetzleb.

The first American book on electric motors. A
most complete work brought down to date.

325 Pages. 354 Illustrations.

PRICE, $3.00.

THE PRACTICAL MANAGEMENT

OF

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
By Ceocker axd Whezleb.

The object of this work is to give simple directions
for the practical use and management of dynamos and
motors. This work Is having a large sale.

100 Pages Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, $1,00.

Electric Light Specifications

FOR THE USE OF

Engineers and Architects.

Uy E. a. Merrill.

This work gives the latest rules of The National
Electric Light Association, of the National Board of
Fire Underwriters, and of The Now Eoyland Insurance
Exchanee.

170 rages.

PRICE, $1.60.

THE ELEGTRIG RAILWAY
IN

THEORY AND PRACTlGE.
Bt Cbosby and Bell.

This is a complete treattse on the construction and
operation of electric railways, aud will commend it-

self to the electrical engineer, and to the practical
manager.

400 Pages. Profusely t/luatrated.

PRICE, $2.50.

MIGH FOTENTIRL
AND

HIGH FREQUENCY.
Experiments with Alternate Currents.

By Kikol.\ Tesla.

A lecture delivered before the Institution of Elec-
trical Engineers, London.

146 Pages. Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, SI.OO.

W^ IPTli'nT'Din Tli'Tli'niJAMIM IjLHibiHib llljbMitArn.

By F. L. I'opk.

The fourteenth edition of this celebrated work in

rewritten and brought down to date. A tochulcal
hand-book for electrlclaim, luuaagers and operators.

234 Pages. Illustrated.

PRICE, $l.60.

SCIENCE
SERIES.

The strles now numbers 103 volumes, and embraces
worke on every subject.

10 nio. Boards.

PKOFUSBLY ILLUSTBATED.

Price, 60c. Each.

STflNDflRD

ELEGTRGAL DGTONflRY.
By T. O'Connor Sloane.

This now work should bo in the hands of all who
desire to keep abreast with the progress of Lbe groatoat
BOtonce of the times.

600 Pages, 300 Illustrations.

PRICE, $3.00.

Any of the above books sent promptly, postage prepaid, on receipt of price.

SEND IN YOUR ORDER.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Bldn., Ghicairo. III.
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PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE CO., [^;*;"
House Wire,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Insulated Electric Wire.
New York Office, 39 and 41 Cortlandt St.

PAWTUGKCT, R. I. all sizes,

0000 to 1 8 B. and S.

Eiectric^Light i^BL^ ^ ^ a-..^..:^!":, :.: f ii.. .,.^ t... " - .. ^ -

F

iW^^ Motor
BatteryTarbons. cx^^j^^r^^^. ' ^ ^ '" Brushes.

Sole Licensees to manufacture the Hazeltine Long Life Carbon.

ItvCost ^)-L:Lra,"ble ^a,tter37- Cells DE=>rod.\:Lced.-

WO

• » -1

i-S

oc

Manufactured by The Butlcr Hard Rubber Co., 33 Mercer St., N. Y.

ELECTRICAL
BOOKS.

Orders Filled Promptly.

Rubber Covered Rolls

Valves.

Storage

Battery

Jars.

Springs for Steam
Hammers,

Spring Rubber of any Elasticity or Hardness to Sitelch, Model or Mould.

Newton Rubber Company,
0£Qo©:

John Hancock BIdg., 178 Devonshire, and 35 Federal St., Boston, Mass.
Factory, Newton Upoer Falls, Mass.

Electrician Publishing

Company,

6 Lakeside Building, - CHICAGO.

Receiver's Sale of Street Railway

At Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Notice is hereby given that in pursuance of

an order of the Circuit Court of Milwaukee

County, Wisconsin, I will, on the 30th day of

June A. D. 1893, at eleven o'clock in the fore-

noon of Bald day, at the south door of the

Court House in the city and county of Mil-

waukee, Wisconsin, offer for Bale and sell at

public auction as an entirety, the street rail,

way of the Milwaukee Electric Railway Com-
pany in said city of Milwaukee, with all the

franchises and rights and privileges of said

railway company for the operation and main-

tenance of the same, and all the property of

said corporation used in or in connection with,

or essential to the exercise of Its said

franchises.

Said railway property and franchises consist

of about 6>a miles of double track, being

about 13 miles of single track, in said city of

Milwaukee, with all the poles, wires, cables,

trucks, ties, stringers, fistures and appliances

composing or used in connection with said

tracks or said railway, with franchises, privi-

leges and rights derived from ordinances of

the common council of the city of Milwaukee
to maintain and operate said road; also sundry

parcels of real estate in said city, with car

barns and power house thereon; also the en-

gines, boilers, machinery and rolling stock

and supplies of said road.

The terms of such sale are cash.

The said street railway will be sold free of

all liens and encumbrances except judgments

of foreclosure and sales aggregating $21,193.-

56, with interest from the 23d day of Novem-
ber, 1892, at 7 per cent, on $1,259.60 thereof,

and at (5 per cent, per annum on the remaind-
er. Said judgments of foreclosure covering
the said specific parcels of real estate.

Dated Milwaukee, Wis., Feb. 37, 1893.

G. J. MELMS,
Receiver of the Milwaukee Electric

Railway Company,

TESTING INSTRUMENTS.
Special prices on application, on testing in-

struments illustrated on pages 253 to 274 of our

August '92 Catalogue.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
f

OHICJ-A^CSrO «,n.cl aNTES^W
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ELECTRICITY FOR ENGINEERS.

Part I, 268 Pages, $2.00. Part II, 156 Pages, $1.00.

WHEN ORDERED TOGETHER PRICE IS S2.50.

Both Works Profusely Illustrated, ^^^^
Just the Work for Engineers, Electricians, Dynamo Tenders, etc.

PART I.—CONTENTS.

CHAPTER I.

Electricity —Positive and Negative—Conduclors, Non-
conductors and Insulators — Electro-Motive Force —
Volts— Resistance—Ohms—Current—Amperes.

CHAPTER II.

Dynamos—Magnets— Field Coils—Electro Magnets
—Permanent Magnets.

CHAPTER in.

Armatures, Construction of, I) fTerent Kinds of

—

Commutators, How Made and CooLected—Heating of

Armatures—Eddy Currents.

CHAPTER IV.

The Current— How Produced — Induction— Series

Wound Dynamos—Shunt Wound Dynamos— Exciting

the Fields—Constant Current and Constant Potential

Dynamos—Series and Parallel— Parallel or Multiple Arc
System.

CHAPTER V.

Incandescent Lamps — Filaments — Connections—
Flashing—Exhausting— Testing— Candle Power—Oper-
ated in Series—Automatic Cut-Out—In Multiple Arc or

Parallel— Multiple Series— Multiple Series Cut-Out—
Three Wire System.

CHAPTER VI.

The Arc Light—How Formed—Causes of Unsteadi-
ness—Remedy—Effect of Shades or Globes— Shape of

Carbons under Different Conditions of Burning—Arc
Lamps— Regulating and Cut-Out Mechanism—Action
of Current—Clutch Lamps—Clockwoi k Lamps—Double
Lamps—Troubks in Lamps.

CHAPTER VII.

Commutators and Brushes—The Brush Commuta-
tors— Brushes — Different Styles of Brushes— Double
Brushes—Single Brushes— Troubles with Commutators
and Brushes— Correct Position of Brushes—Sparking
at Brushes — Care of Brushes and Commutators —
Flashing.

CHAPTER VIII.

Current Regulation—Hand Regulation—By Position

of Brushes— Resistance Box— Resistance Coils.

CHAPTER IX.

American System of Automatic Current Regulation

—

The Dynamo—Regulator—Action of Regulator.

CHAPTER X.

Brush System of Automatic Current Regulation

—

Brush Armature—Diagram of Circuits through Dynamo,
Regulator and Lamps—Dial or Regulator—Care and Ad-
justment of Dial—Dial Contioller—Circuits and Connec-
tions of No. 8 Brush Dynamo— Circuits of Compound
Wound Constant Potential Brush Dynamo.

CHAPTER XI.

The Edison System—Automatic Regulator—Circuits

of Regulator—Circuits of Dynamo—Action of Regulator

—

Howeil Pressure Indicator—Diagram of Circuits—De-
scription of Parts and Operation.

CHAPTER XIL
Excelsior System of Automatic Current Regulation

—

Dynamo—Armature—Diagram of Circuits—The Regula-
tor and Motor—Action of Regulator.

CHAPTER XIII.

Schuyler System of Automatic Current Regulation

—

Dynamo—Armature, Commutator and Brushes—Diagram
of Circuits in Armature and Field^Regulator—Circuits

in Regulator.

CHAPTER XIV.

Thomson-Houston System of Automatic Current Reg-
ulation—Dynamo—Armature—Commutator and Brushes

—

Controlling Magnet—Wall Controller—Diagram of Cir-

cuits—Air Blast.

CHAPTER XV.
Waterhouse System of Three-Brush Automatic Cur

rent Regulation — Dynamo— Extra Brush— Kesistance
Coils and Regulator.

CHAPTER XVI.
Ampere Meters—Tangential Scale—Solenoid Meters.

CHAPTER XVII.

Voltmeters—Pressure and Potential Indicators.

CHAPTER XVIII.

Testing—Galvanometers—Astatic Needle—DifTeren-
tial Apparatus.

CHAPTER XIX.
Wheatstone Bridge or Electrical Balance—Diagram

of Circuits and Methods of Use—Bridge and Rheostat

—

Round Form—Square Form.

CHAPTER XX.
The Magneto as a Testing Instrument—Armature

—

Field—Bell—Diagram of Circuits.

CHAPTER XXI.
Coupling Dynamos Together—In Series—In Shunt

—

Seiies, Shunt and Compound Wound Machines.

CHAPTER XXH.
Switches and Switchboards—Loop Switch— Plug

and Socket—Change over Plug and Socket— Conclusion.

CHAPTER XXIII.
Electric Motors, General Principles the Same as in

Dynamos—Types—Shunt and Series Motors Suitable for
all General Purposes— Regulation of Shunt Motors—Of
Series Motors—Counter E. M. F.—Direction of Roiation
and Direction of Current—Starting Motors—Diagram of
Connection.

PART II.-CONTENT^.

CHAPTER I.

Alternate Current Dynamos—Principles of the Field

—

Field Current Armature—Winding—Connections— Lamin-
ation—Different Types of Alternators— Regulation—Lead-
ing Systems—The Brush Generators—Magnets—Arma-
ture—Principles of Induction.

CHAPTER IL

Dynamos, Continued—The Mordey Alternator—Sta-

tionary Armatures— Field Magnets— Ferranti Armature

—

Field Magnets—Winding—Collectors.

CHAPTER III.

Dynamos, Concluded—Siemens Dynamo—Best Mag-
netic Circuits—Stanley Constant Current Dynamo— The
Armature— Self Induction— Regulation.

CHAPTER IV.

Induction Coils— Converters—Transformers— Econ-
omy of Distribution—An Electrical H. P,— Losses in

Conductor-
formers.

-Induction Coils'—Effect of Induction—Trans-

CHAPTER V.

Transformers, Continued—Induction Coils—Convert-

ers—Transforming Up and Down—Design of Transform-
ers—The Static Charge— Protection Against— Grounding
the Secondary—Other Devices—The Foil Protector

—

Different Types of Transformers.

CHAPTER VI.

Concluded — Fuses — Regulation
-Connecting to Circuit—Regu-

Transformers,
Winding of Tran formers-

lation—Safety Fuses.

CHAPTER VII.

Parallel System—Series Arc Light System—Diagram
of Circuits—Parallel System^Primary Circuit—Secondary
Circuit— Placing of Transformers— Fuses— Diagram of

Series Arc Light Circuit.

CHAPTER VIII.

Lines of Force— Hysteresis—Magnetic Penetration

—

The Circuit of Lines of Force—Experiments with a Mag-
net— Rapidity of Reveisals and Hysteresis.

CHAPTER IX.

Arc Lamps—In Series—The Westinghouse Arc Lamp
—Diagram of Circuits in Lamp—Action of the Mechanism
— Flat Carbons.

CHAPTER X.

Arc Lamps, in Multiple—Slattery Differential Lamp-
Mechanism of Lamp/— Its Operation.

CHAPTER XL
Measuring and Indicating App.-iratus— Instruments

for use with Alternating Cuirents Differ from those used
with Continuous ("uncnts—Ammeters—Voltmeters—De-
scription of Several l''orms of Instruments.

CHAPTER XII.

Measuring Instruments, Continued— Hot Wire In-
struments—The Cardew Voltmeter—Details of the Instru-
ment—Low Potettial Voltmeter.

CHAPTER XIII.

Voltmeters—Double Coil Voltmeter—Two Types.

CHAPTER XIV.
Spring Meters—Curled Spring Meter.

CHAPTER XV.
Twisted Strip Instruments—Diagram of Connections

and Operation of Instiument.

CHAPTER XVI.

Recording Meters—Stanley Meter—Construction and
Principles of Operation — Diagrams of Parts— Slattery

Induction Meter—Description of Parts and Principles of
Operation—Watt Meter—Thomson Met^r.

CHAPTER XVII.

Generators in Parallel—Difficulties in Operating

—

Alternate Current Generators in Parallel—Arrangements
of Circuits and Machines for Operating in PaTallel--Dia-
gram of Common Arrangement of Machines and Circuits.

CHAPTER XVIIf.

Ohm's Law—Strength of Current—Formulas and Ex-
amples—PoAcr and Heating Effects of Currents.

CHAPTER XIX.
Ground Alarms and Leak Detectors.

Orders Promptly Filled on Receipt of Price. Postage Prepaid.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

PAETIOULAELT ADAPTED TO DEIVING

ElQctric Light and Power Stations
,,,.iijl On account of its high efficiency at all stages of gate, eteadinesB of motion and easy working gate, the
•:''''"? strnction of which makes it the moat eeEsItive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the marki

SEND FOR CATALOGUE Illustrating various styles of setting on both vertical and
horizontal shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.
SUCCESSOBS TO

STOUT, inll>l.t!i A TEMPIiE.

I

DAYTON. OHIO.

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY,
CHA.BIBEKSBTJRG, PA i.

'

MANUFACTURERS OF

Hlgi Grade Antomatic

ENGINES,
HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL.

Two lorse power to ttree Imndrel liorse towtt.

Western Department: 26 and 28 Randolph St., CHICAGO. - H. S. WMKER, Manager.

NEW YORK SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.,
Builders of High Grade Engines and Boilers.

Electric Light Engines
a Specialty.

Coniiilete Steal Plaits Mallei

WESTEEN WAEEEOOMS:
64 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

MILTON THOMAS, Agent.

Also 30 CortlaBdt Street, New York Cltv.

ii'

WE DESIRE TO ANNOUNCE that we Lave added to our iMisiiiess a department of

Ice Making and Refrigeration

Hard Porcelain.

Thoroughly Vitrified.

Perfect Contacts.

Send for Our Prices.

^^-^ Sockets.

Switches, Etc.

ReiiDi Electric Co,

336 CONGRESS ST„

Boston, Mass.

in whicli lield we recognize a demand for as liigh-class Engineering

Steam Power Plants. This depar ment is distinct in its organization,

under lire immediate management of Mr. Ctiurcli, w'.tli Frederick

E. Murphy in executive authority as Engineer in charge.

After an investigation covering a period of two years, and

conduc ed in the interests of our own proposed investment we

have a quired control, by E.vclusive License, of the Compressor

and Conilenser pa'ented by Messrs. Hodges and Havenslrite, of

Boston. Staliiog our reputation as judges of Eucccs-ful machin

ery, we offer them (IS the most mechanic!, adaptable and eco-

n-^mical appaatus for the purpose, Ihus far placed on the market.

The proportioning and construction of the distribution sys-

tem, on which the successful working of both Ice-making acd

Refrigerating p'ants so largely dependj, will be carried out con-

sistently with the reputation for good engineering and good work

which we (njoy.

We are now prepared to contract for Plants for the manufac-

ture of

ARTIFICIAL ICE
having any capacity f om one-half ton to one hundred tons p»r

day and upward. Anificial Ice has come to stay, equally for san-

itary and economic reasons, and its manufacture is a stable and
profitable cnlcrpris3, competing successfully against the natural

product.

as we have been accustomed to give to the construction of

with headquarters at our Boston OiHce, 630 Atlantic Avenue,

ARTIFICIAL REFRIGERATION

J

l^Wi^.

will r ceive our especial attention. In cold Storage ^Varehou9es, Breweries, PackinS
Houses, and similar large Indiistrles, it is already an established ncccsHty. Into this class
of plants we br'ng for the first time the manifest advantages of small space and headroom,
and the subdivision of units, which Inst is the only means wliertby a Refrlgeraling Plant
can m ct the fluctuation cf the scBHon.s with anything like uniform cllW'iency.

Ilefrigcratlon or combined Refrigeration and Iccmukiiig, in sn all plants frcni one-half
ton to ten Ions per day, is now (heap and iiracticublc, and this piirl'cnlar trade will be
fully developed by us in Its application to Markels, CreamorioB, Holds, Apurtniont Houses,
Hospitals, and Manufacturing proceB.scs of all kinds. In this latter lield, we believe our-
.sclvcs without successful competition.

(..'orre"iiondencc regarding any application of Arlilicial Cold will be to the njiitual

advantage of our ciislomcrs and ourselves.

Very respectfully,

WESTINGHOOSE, GHORGH, KERR & 60.,
E1TC3-1 2SrEER.S

,

6 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Commercial Building, Et. Louis.
17 Cortlandt Street, New York. Westinghouse Building, Pittsburg.

156 and 158 Lake Street, Chicago. Drexel Building, Philadelphia
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AUTOMATIC

HIGH SPEED ENGINE.
Simple, Compact, Self-Lubricating,

Perfect ReffuIatloD.

Especially Adapted forlirect Connection.

LINK-BELT MACHINERY CO.,
ENGINEERS, FODNDERS AND MACHINISTS,

HnWog ono

Sizes cnrrii'd in Block from "J

J') Horao I'owiT.

The J. T. Case Engine Co.,

MEW BBITAIIV, VOXK.
WM. S. IJINE, aenornl Sales Manager.

t«ARGK9IT & I/LIVDY, liflliDC .AeentB.

1421 Monadnock Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

Write for New Illustrated Catalogue.

ai3:ic.^c3-o.
FOUNDRIES ""'"''%'XTcli^cuA MACHINE SHOPS

In the country, the equipment of which U thoroughly modem and complete
throughout, we are prepared to cast and flolnb

PallcyH. Hheaves, Fly-WheelH, etc., of any diameter up to 30 feet, with

any width of face.

diearins of all styles and sizes.

Ilanccrs of light and heavy pattern.

Hhaftliis up to IG Inches in diametfor, and of 20 feet lengths.

Friction Clutches capable of trnnHmlttlng any required H. P.,

Plllon' Block)^, CollarH. eto., nad will he ploosed to enbrolt estimates for

any machinery required In above lines.

LINK-BELT ENGINEERING CO.. - Philadelphia and New York.

BALL EN6INE CO.. ERIE. PA.
BUILDERS OF

CHICVCO OFFICE, 506 "THE ROOKERY."

Ball Automatic Cnt^O!! Engines,
DIRECT CONNECTED AND BELT DRIVEN,

For Electric Lighting, Electric Railways, Etc.

Tou Will Oblige

Both Advertiser and Publisher

by mentioning the WESTERN
ELECTRICIAN when writing
to advertisers.

FROM GASOLINE.
Cheaper than Steam

Direct from the Tank.

For kK and iDcandescent LigMing.

OTTO GASOLINE ENGINES,
Wiirking without bDilor, stemn, coal, ashes, danger, and

ulmOHt no nttendanco.

OTTO GAS ENGINE WORKS,
33d and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

Downward Draft Steam Boilers.
Fuel ii^aTins. Smoke Preventing,

t^uick Steaming and Darable.

ALBERT BLANCHARD, 427 The Rookery BIdg., CHICAGO, ILL

Ml GENUINE
INGOTS t MANUFACTURES

BEAR OUR
REG.TBADE MARKS.

PHOSPHOR-BRONZE
Ingots, Castings, Wire, Sheet &c.

The Phosphor Bronze SMEtTiNcCd.LiMirED
SU ArchSt. Phiiadeiphia PA.U.S.A.

ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS OF PHOSPHOR-
BRONZE IN THE UNITED States AND Sole
Makers of'ELEPHANT BRAND"phosphor-Bronxe,

SHULTZ
PATENT

Leaiher Woven Link Beit

SHULTZ PATENT
Leather • Pulley Covering.

SABLE RAWHIDE BELTING.
SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS.

SOT. Xvoui®, :ivj:o

BBANCmSSas i -i

int Hammer street, lloston.
iSas Pearl Street, RTow York.
Igg North 8d Street. Philmlelphia.

THE FALLS

M\ k M\m Co.,

Cuyatoga Falls, Ohio.

MaonfBctarers oC

Friction Clutclies,

Shafting, Etc.

Special altention given to the
Complete EqiiipmeDt of

Electric Plants.

BRANCH OFFICES:

8 Sonth Canal St., CHICAGO,

39 Cortlandt St., REW YOPK,

NEW ENGLAND BUTT CO.,
PROVIDENCE, R. I., U. 8. A.

H. N. TENNER, Treasurer and General Manager.

Four llcnd Polii-hiiiir 3Inrliinr.

M.\Nri".VOTUl!KUS OF

:b£<..^xz:>x:n~gi- ivt a oecijjeih.

y

KorUovcrine T8LBU B.VIMI. TEI.Kl'HOXE and BL.i:CTRIC LIGHT 1VIRB

Lfirgo elnglo irnd doubto BK.vrPERS tor covorliic r.^btos. Single. P.i«Mo nnd Triple Winders.
Improved Six SplDdIo Flyor Wlndi-r for MiuiiK't \vire>.

FINE CASTINGS A SPECIALTY.

Looitlon at ^yo^ld's Columbian E.-sposition ; Department of Electricity.

Department No. 137, Group 126, Section T, Space No. 12.
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GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

l^HK

NEW RAILWAY IWTOR
&.

WATER

AND DUST

TIGHT.

BRUSHES

EASILY

ACCESSIBLE.

THE LIGHTEST

AND

MOST COMPACT

STREET

^ Mll^l^i^' / RAILWAY MOTOR
i

EVER

CONSTRUCTED.

ONLY 600 LBS. DEAD WEIGHT ON AXLIS.

ECONOMY IN TRACK EXPENSE.

HUNDREDS ALREADY ORDERED. SaiPMENTS NOW BEING MADE.

IDISmVIor Oiri^ICJIDSI:

44 Broad Street, New York.
173 and 175 Adams Street, Chicago, 111.

Fifth and Race Streets, Cincinnati, O.

Equitable Building, Atlanta, Ga.
15 First Street, San Francisco, Cal.

620 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, MaES.
509 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

401-407 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.
1333 F Street, N. W, Washington, D. C.

Masonic Temple, Denver, Colo.

ALL BUSINESS OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES TRANSACTED BY THE THOMSON-
HOUSTON INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, 44 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.
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REQUA White Core,

Seamless Rubber Covered.

SAFETY Seamless

Rubber Covered.

ATLAS Seamless

Rubber Covered.
TKAUb-nAUK-

K. E. W. Weatherproof.
(Best Feeder Wire Made.)

Magnet^ Office and Annunciator Wires.

Headquarters for Electrical Supplies.

TIE Durrmm ms.
54 and 56 Franklin St., Chicago, 111.
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Wood's Heal UplM^ Suiitehes.

TKADc: Xo. mao.

NO SOLDERING. CONTINUOUS CONTACT. NO SPARKING.

TBAUK Ho. 3463.

These Switches are provided with adjustable tongues, hinged to the body, and can

be used either as right, left, or diamond turn-outs.

We are Manufacturers and Dealers in Railway Supplies of all kinds, including

Hercules Hard Drawn Trolley Wire,

Silicon Bronze Trolley Wire,

Shield Brand Moisture-Proof Feeder Wire,

Magnet Wire, Flat or Round,

Octagonal and Cedar Poles.

Iron Poles,

Ang!e Iron Brackets,

Pipe Brackets,

Pole Ratchets,

Cross-Overs.

Strain Plates,

Switches,

Circuit Breaks,

Pull-Overs,

Strain Insulators,

Straight Line Hangers.

Channel Pins,

Rail Bonds,

Complete Trolleys,

Trolley Splicers.

Trolley Wheels.

Trolley Harps.

And all necessary supplies for the Railway Power Station.

Write for circulars and prices.

The Ansonia Electric Co.,

iAHTtHS omvai: AN.SONIA, L.ONN.

FORMERLY THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

Cor. Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO.

The Ansonia Club Rooms, third floor, 1 02 Michigan Avonuo, are now complotetl, and all visitors to the

city, especially those coming to visit the World's Fair, are invited to have their mail addressed In caro of the Club
Rooms, and to make them their headquarters.
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STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.
General Offices: Suite 625, Home Ins. BIdg., pUIPACn
Works: 313-317 South Canal Street, unlbAQU.

^0^ STANIARI SYSTEM OF ARC LIGHTING.

FOR

FURTHER

INFORMATION

ADDRESS
THE
GENERAL

OFFICES.

Central Station Managers, Municipal Officers, Owners of Iso-

lated Lighting Plants and Prospective Purchasers everywhere

are invited to inspect and investigate the STANDARD SYSTEM

before contracting for apparatus.

For lighting stores, foundries, factories or the streets of a city,

this system has no equ9,l.

Our contract does not obligate the purchaser to buy appara-

tus or supplies exclusively of us for a term of years, but courts

open competition and encourages fair tests lor merit between any

and all existing arc hghting systems and the STANDARD.
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35

('97£t..^X>£3 ]!lX.^Xt.]S..)

IIMiSCEIT LIMP
Is the CHEAPEST lamp for Ihe consumer ever placed on the market,

because it absolutely maintains its initial candle power at

its Initial efficiency throughout its entire life.

THE WARING ELECTRIC CO.,

CLAFLIN & KIMBALL
(IKTO ,)

General Selling Agents, 1 1 6 Bedford Street, Boston, Mass.

Western I3ep£irtmerxt,
OFFICE, 1001-2 CHAMBER OF COIYIMERCE,

WarehouBB, Calhoun Place^ WlllwAlMWy llBLiB
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